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PREFACE

Besides general books of reference, every one must now possess a work

of reference covering the whole field of his own special studies with

sufficient fullness. This Encyclopaedia will cover the field of Religion

and Ethics, the most widely interesting and the most important of all

departments of thought.

1. The articles are written by those who have made a special study of

their subject, and are recognized as most competent to write upon it.

Attention is given to grace of style, so that the articles may be read with

pleasure as well as relied upon for accuracy and insight.

2. The articles are full enough to give the reader a good working

acquaintance with their subject ;
and to each article is added a select

bibliography for the use of those who wish to pursue the subject further.

3. The range of the Encyclopaedia is well defined. Religion and Ethics

can no longer be studied separately with any profit. They are accordingly

dealt with together ;
but each topic, whether religious or ethical, or both,

will be found under its own appropriate title. The Encyclopaedia will con-

tain an account of all beliefs and customs which belong to Religion or Ethics

throughout the world. It will also contain articles on the religions them-

selves, or on the nations professing them. And when a belief or custom

belongs to more religions than one, or is found in more than one place, it

will often be described in a series of articles, each article being written by

a scholar of the particular religion or country.

4. Much attention is given to social topics which have an ethical or

religious aspect.

5. The Encyclopaedia includes some account of such persons and places

as are important in the history of Religion and Ethics.



vi PREFACE

In issuing the second volume of the Encyclopaedia of Religion and

Ethics, the Editor desires to acknowledge with thankfulness the generous

reception that has been given to the first volume.

The difficulties of the task have been recognized, but it has been

acknowledged, and that most handsomely in the reviews of greatest weight,

that these difficulties have been successfully overcome, and that (in the

words of the Harvard Review) 'the Encyclopaedia will be indispensable to

the student of any part of its wide field.'
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LISTS OF ABBREVIATIONS

I, General

A.H. =Anno Hijrae (A.D. 622).
Ak. = Akkadian.
Alex. = Alexandrian.
Amer. = American.

Apoc. = Apocalypse, Apocalyptic.
Apocr. = Apocrypha.
Aq. =Aqmla.
Arab. = Arabic.
Aram. = Aramaic.
Arm. = Armenian.
Ary. = Aryan.
As. = Asiatic.

Assyr. = Assyrian.
AT= Altes testament.
AV= Authorized Version.
AVm = Authorized Version margin.
A.Y. =Anno Yazdigird (A.D. 639).
Bab. = Babylonian.
c. —circa, about.

Can. = Canaanite.
cf. = comimre.
ct. = contrast.

D= Deuteronomist.
E= Eloiust.

edd. = editions or editors.

Egyp. = Egyptian.
Eng. = English.
Eth. =Ethiopic.
EV = English Version.
f . = and following verse or page : as Ac 1 0^^-

ft". =::and following verses or pages : as Mt ll-^ff-

Fr. = French.
Germ. = German.
Gr.= Greek.
H = Law of Holiness.

Heb. = Hebrew.
Hel. — Hellenistic.

Hex. =Hexateuch.

Himy. = Himyaritic.
Ir. = Irish.

Iran. = Iranian.

Isr. = Israelite.

J=Jahwist.
J"= Jehovah.
Jems. = Jer\isalem.
Jos. = Josephus.
LXX= Septuagint.
Min. =Minaean.
MSS = Manuscripts.MT = Massoretic Text.
n. =note.
NT:=New Testament.
Onk. = Onkelos.
UT = 01d testament.
P = Priestly Narrative.
Pal. = Palestine, Palestinian.
Pent. = Pentateuch.
Pers. = Persian.
Phil. = Philistine.

Phoen. = Phoenician.
Pr. Bk. = Prayer Book.
R= Redactor.
Rom. = Roman.
RV = Revised Version.
RVm = Revised Version margin.
Sab. = Sab«an.
Sam. = Samaritan.
Sem. = Semitic.

Sept. = Septuagint.
Sin. =Sinaitic.
Skr. = Sanskrit.

Symm. = Symmachus.
SjT. = Syriac.
t. (following a number) =times.
Talm.= Talmud.
Targ. =Targum.
Theod. =Theodotion.
TR= Textus Receptus.
tr. = translated or translation.

VSS = Versions.

Vulg. = Vulgate.WH = Westcott and Hort's text.

II. Books of the Bible

Old Testament.

Gn = Genesis.
Ex = Exodus.
Lv = Leviticus.
Nu = Numbers.
Dt= Deuteronomy.
Jos= Joshua.

Jg= Judges.
Ru = Ruth.
1 S, 2S = 1 and 2 Samuel.
1 K, 2K=1 and 2 Kings.
1 Ch, 2 Ch = l and 2

Chronicles.
Ezi- = Ezra.
Neh = Nehemiah.
Est = Esther.
Job.
Ps= Psalms.
Pr= Proverbs.
Ec= Ecclesiastes.

Apocrypha.
1 Es, 2 Es=l and 2 To = Tobit.

Esdras. Jth= Judith.

Ca= Canticles.
Is = Isaiah.

Jer = Jeremiah.
La= Lamentations.
Ezk = Ezekiel.
Dn = Daniel.
Hos = Hosea.
Jl = Joel.

Am — Amos.
Ob = Obadiah.
Jon= Jonah.
Mic= Micah.
Nah = Nahum.
Hab =; Habakkuk.
Zeph = Zephaniah.
Hag=Haggai.
Zec = Zechariah.
^Ial = Malachi,

Ad. Est = Additions to Sus= Susanna,
Esther.

Wis=Wisdom.
Sir = Sirach or Ecclesi-

asticus.

Bar=Baruch.
Three= Song of the Three

Children.

Bel = Bel and the

Dragon.
Pr. Man = Prayer of

Manasses.
1 Mac, 2 Mac = l and 2

Maccabees.

New Testamc7it.

Mt = Matthew.
Mk = Mark.
Lk:=Luke.
Jn = John.
Ac = Acts.
Ro = Romans.
1 Co, 2 Co = 1 and 2

Corinthians.
Gal = Galatians.

Ei>h= Ephesians.
Ph = Phiiippians.
Col = Colossians.

1 Th, 2 Th = l and 2
Thessalonians.

1 Ti, 2 Ti=l and 2

Timothy.
Tit = Titus.

Philem = Philemon.
He = Hebrews.
Ja= James.
1 P, 2 P= land 2 Peter.

1 Jn, 2 Jn, 3 Jn = l, 2,

and 3 John.
Jude.
Bev=Revelation.

XIX
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III. For the Literature

1. The following authors' names, when unaccompanied by the title of a book, stand for

the works in the list below.

Ba.cthgen= Beitrdge zur sem. Beliglonsgesch., 1888,

Baldwin =Z>ic^. of Philosoj^hy and Psychology,
3 vols. 1901-1905.

B&Tth=JVominalbiidung in den sem. Sprachen,
2 vols. 1889, 1891 (2nd ed. 1894).

Benzinger =i?c6. Archdologie, 1894.

Brockelmann = 6rCic/t. d,. arab. Litteratur, 2 vols.

1899-1 9U2.
Bruns - Sachau = (Si/7-.

- ^wt. Bechtsbuch am dem
filnften JahrMmdert, 1880.

Budge= Goc?5 of the Egyptians, 2 vols. 1903.

T)e\a,Sa\issa.ye=LchrbuihderIieligionsges<h.', 1905.

Deussen = Z>Je Philos. d. Upanishads, 1899 [Eng.
tr., Edin. 1906].

Doughty= .4 rrtiia Deserta, 2 vols. 1888.

(jramn = Deutsche Mythologie*, 3 vols. 1875-1878,

Eng. tr. Teutonic Mytliology, 4 vols. 1882-1888.

l{!imhxiTgeT=IiealencyclopddiefiirBibel u. Talmud,
i. 1870 (-1892), ii. 18s3, suppl. 1886, 1891 f., 1897.

Ho\(!iev= Altrrltitchei- Sprachschatz, 1891 If.

Holtzmanu-Zopnel=iea»con/. Theol. ti. KircJien-

tvcsen', 1895.

Howitt= Native Tribes of S. E. Austrcdia, 1904.

Jastrow= Z'l'e Eeligion Bab. u. Assyricns, 2 vols.

1905-
Jubainville = Cowrs dc Lift. Celtique, i.-xii., 1883 ff.

Lagrange = Etudes surlcs religions Semitiqties^, I90i.

Lane = !4?^ Arabic English Dictionary, 1863 ff.

ha,ng— Myth, Ritual and Religion^, 2 vols. 1899.

Lepsius=Z)eHA;?rta^er aus Mgypten u. jEthiopien,
1849-1860.

Lichtenberger=^»cyc. des sciences religieuses, 1876.

Lidzbarski=^ano?6McA der nordscm. Epigraphik
et Ephemeris, 1898.

^lcCnrdy=: History, Projjhecy, and the Monuments,
2 vols. 1894-1896.

Mmr ==Sa7isknt Texts, 1858-1872.
Muss-Arnolt=^ Concise Diet, of tlie Assyrian

Language, 1894 ff.

Nowack=ieA?"6McA d. Heb. Archdologie, 2 vols.

1894.

Pauly-Wissowa-—i2c«^ewcyc. der classischen Alter-

tumswisscnschaft, 1894.

Perrot-Chipiez= Zf«s<. de I'Art dans VAntiquite,
1881 ff.

VxeWer=R6mische Mythologie, 1858.

'Rqv\\\q= Religion des peuples non-civilises, 1883.

'Rioiim. = Handworterbuch d. bibl. Altertums'-, 1893-
1894.

Robinson =£«Wica^ Researches in Palestine
'-, 1856.

Roscher= Zea;. d. Gr. u. Rom. Mythologie, 1884.

^chQvikG\=Bibcl-Lexicon, 5 vols. 1869-1875.
Schurer = G/r3, 3 vols. 1898-1901 {HJP, 5 vols.

1890 ff.].

SchwaUy= Xeften ivxch dem Tode, 1892.

Sie8fried-Stade = iTc6. Wortcrbuch zum AT, 1893.

Smend — Lehrbuch der alttest. Religionsgesch.-, 1899.

Smith (G. A.) = Historical Geography of the Holy
Land*, 1896.

Smith (W. B,.) — Religion of the Semites", 1894.

Spencer {B..} = Principles of Sociology^, 1885-1896.

Spencer-Gillen*= Native TribesofCentredA ustralia,
1899.

Spencer-Gillen
^ = Northern Tribes of Central

Australia, 1904.

Swete = rA€ OT in Greek, 3 vols. 1893 ff.

Tylor (E. B.)= Primitive Cidture^, 1891 [^903].

Ueberweg= 5^w^. of Philosophy, Eng. tr., 2 vols.

1872-1874.
Weber =Judische T'heologie auf Grund des Talmud

u. verivandten Schriften^, 1897.

Wiedemann = Die Religion der alten jEgypter,
1890 [Eng. tr., revised, 'Religion of the Egyp-
tians,' 1897].

Wilkinson= il/anners and Customs of the Ancient

Egyptians, 3 vols. 1878.

ZMnz= Die gottesdien^tlichen Vortrdge der Juden'^,
1892.

2. Periodicals, Dictionaries, Encyclopaedias, and other standard works frequently cited.

A A =Archiv fiir Anthropologic.
AAOJ = American Antiquarian and Oriental

Journal.
^l£.(4ir= Abhandlungen d. Berliner Akad. d.

Wissenschaften.
^4i!^=Archiv fiir Ethnographie.
AEGL=AssyT. and Eng. Glossary (Johns Hopkins

University).
^G(r= Abhandlungen d. Gottinger Gesellschaft

der Wissenschaften.
--1GPA = Archiv f. Geschichte der Philosophie.
.4 ^i?= American Historical Review.
.l^r= Ancient Helirew Tradition (Hominel).
.UPA = American Journal of Philosophy.
.4J^P5 = American Journal of Psj'chology.
JJ'i2P^= American Journal of Religious Psycho-

logy and Education.
.IJ^5i/= American Journal of Semitic Languages

and Literature.
.1 .7rA= American Journal of Theology.
.lil/G = Annales du Musde Gnimet.
, IP£5= American Palestine Exploration Society.
-lPP=Archiv f. Papyrusforschung.
-4 iiJ= Anthropological Review.
.lPlF=Archiv fiir Religionswissenschaft.
^5= Acta Sanctorum (Bollandus).
^5^G = Abhandlungen der Siichsischen Gesellschaft

der Wissenschaften.
A Soc = L'Annie Sociologique.

.<4(Sir/= Archaeological Siuvey of W. India.

^Z=Allgemeine Zeitung.
BA G = Beitrage zur alten Geschichte.
BASS=Beitrage zur Assyriologie u. sem. Sprach-

wissenschaft (edd. Delitzsch and Haupt).
£Ci?= Bulletin de Correspondance Hell^nique.
P^= Bureau of Ethnology.
PG = Bombay Gazetteer.
PJ"=Bellum Judaicum (Josephus).
BL = Bampton Lectures.
PZjE= Bulletin de Litterature Ecclesiastique.
B0R= B8ih. and Oriental Record.
jS<S=Bibliotheca Sacra.
BSA = Annual of the British School at Athens.
B.S'.(4.i4 = Bulletin de la Societe archeologique ii

Alexandrie.
BSA L=Bu\letm de la Soc. d'Anthropologie de

Lyon.
J35^P= Bulletin de la Soc. d'Anthropologie, etc.,

Paris.

jBiS'G = Bulletin de la Soc. de Geographie.
Pr,S' = Buddhist Text Society.
Pir= Biblical World.

!
.BZ=Biblische Zeitschrift.

C.4/P1, = Comptes rendus de I'Acadeuuc des In-

scriptions et Belles-Lettres.

CPr5= Calcutta Buddhist Text Society.
CP= Childhood of Fiction (MacCulloch).
CGS=C\i\ts of the Greek States (Farnell).
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CI— Census of India.

6'/^= Corpus Inscrip. Atticarum.
C7G = Corpus Inscrip. Graecarum.
C'/Z= Corpus Inscrip. Latinarum.
C/(S'= Corpus Inscrip. Seiniticarum.

COr= Cuneiform Inscriptions and the OT [Eng.
tr. of KAT^; see below].

CjB= Contemporary Review.
C'ei2= Celtic Keview.
CTjB= Classical Review.
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ENCYCLOPEDIA
OF

EBLIGION AND ETHICS

ARTHUR, ARTHURIAN CYCLE. — The
Arthurian cycle is a body of legend that has grown
up around the name of the British hero, Arthur.
There appears to be no reason for doubting that
Arthur was one of the leaders of the Britons

against the English in the 6th cent. A.D., but

notliing further concerning him can be stated with

certainty. Among the Britons themselves legends
appear to have readily attached themselves to his

name, as they did to the names of other British

heroes, while to the original Arthurian legend itself

legends of other heroes became appended, so that in

the Middle Ages the Arthurian cycle of romance
had attained an extraordinary development. In

France, especially, the cycle was the successor in

ftopularity

to that of Charlemagne, and, like other

egends, either in France or in Britain, it was
combined with certain legendary narratives of the
Church to form the stoiy of the hnding of the Holy
Grail, the Cup fi-om which Christ drank at the Last

Supper.
The name Arthur is Brj'thonic (the Celtic tongue of the

Britons), a languatre which came later to be differentiated into

Welsh, Breton, and Cornish. Though Brythonic in form, the
name Arthur is probably borrowed from Latin, like many other
Brj'thonic names, such as Urien (Urbigena), Owein (Eugenius),
Geraint (Gerontius), Padarn (Paternus), Ernrys (Ambrosius),
Custennin (Constantinus), Rhufawn (Romanus), Auarawd
(Honoratus), Rhystud (Restitutus).* The Latin original of

Arthur is Ajtorius, a name found in Greek letters in Clement of

Alexandria, and at Khamisa in an inscription dedicated to the

goddess Noreia by G. Artorius Tertullus. Another form of it is

probably Arturius, found in Juvenal (Sat. iii. 29). The later
Latinized form Arturus or Arthurus and the Irish Artur are
based on the British form, and of this the French form Artus
and the Italian Artii are also corruptions. In Wales the name
Arthur does not appear to have been common, but there is an
example of it in the Book of JJan Ddv (Oxf. 1893, pp. 77 and 133)
and also in one of the pedigrees, as that of Arthur, father of Noe
or Nouy (also written Nougoy), a member of the royal line of

Dyfed (Demetia). In the Usney Charter of 1129 the name
Gaufridus Arturus (probably Geoffrey of Monmouth) occurs as
that of one of the witnesses. The fact that the name Arthur is a

genuine phonetic derivative of a real, though rare, Latin name
is strong evidence of its authenticity, and the probability is that
it was preserved, like other Welsh names of the Saxon period, in
some genealogy or rudimentary chronicle, such as the nucleus
of Nennius, which Prof. Zimmer (in his Nennius Vindicatiis)
thinks was composed at Dumbarton or Carlisle.

Attempts have ))een made from the evidence of
Arthurian place names to determine the region of

* In this art. the spelling of Celtic names follows that now
generally adopted by Celtic scholars, except in a few cases,
where the actual spelling of the mediaeval documents has been
retained.
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Britain with which Arthur was most closely asso-

ciated ; but, in spite of the researches of Mr. Stuart-
Glennie (author oi Arthurian Localities) and others,
it cannot be said that these attempts have been
successful, inasmuch as the later popularity of

Arthur led to the naming of many places after him.
The oldest indications make it probable that, like

other prominent post-Roman Britons, he came
from the zone of the North. Certain ruling families

of Wales, such as those of Coel, Cunedda Wledig,
and Cynfarch, maintained even into medieval times
the tradition (supported by Nennius) that they were
settlers in Wales from the North, and styled them-
selves in their pedigrees 'The Men of the North'

(for the northern associations of the Arthurian
and kindred legends see the writer's articles in the
Celtic Review for Oct. 1907 and Jan. 1908 on ' Wales
and the Ancient Britons of the North'). The
northern zones in question appear to be two : (1)

that of Caer Alclud (Dumbarton), and (2) that of

Dineiddin (Edinburgh). In an early stratum of

Arthurian legend Arthur seems to be closely asso-

ciated with Caw o Brydyn (Caw of Pictland), the
father of Gildas and Aneirin (a Welsh poet), and of

many of the saints of Anglesey. In the 12th cent.

Life of Gildas, Arthur is represented as making war
against Hueil, king of Scotland, one of the sons of

this Caw. How early the name of Arthur came to

be associated with the local legends of Wales it is

hard to say, but it is significant that the name of

one of Arthur's closest companions, from the very
first appearance of the legend in the Welsh litera-

ture, is that of Cai (the Sir Kay of the Itomances),
whose name is found in that of Caer Gai, near Bala
in North Wales, a place also known as Caer Gynyr,
after the name of Cai's father Cynyr. An old

Welsh poem which survives in the Red Book of
Hergest mentions a Ffynnon Vedwi/r (

' the Spring of

Bedivere '), but its locality is unknown. Through
its entry into local legend in Wales and in other

parts of the Brythonic world, the name of Arthur
became attached to the characteristic stories of

Celtic folklore, of which numerous examples are

given by Profes.sor Sir John Rhys in his Celtic

Folklore, Welsh and Manx (1901), notably to

those of the Other World, a type in which the

folklore of Celtic countries abounds. It is not

necessary to suppose that the names which that
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of Arthur may have supplanted in such stories

bore any resemblance to it in sound or derivation.

In dealing witli the Arthurian cycle, it will be
convenient to give its place, first, in the tradition

found in Cymric literature ; secondly, in the
Chronicles ; and, thirdly, in the Romances.

I. Arthur in Cymric tradition.—The chief MSS
in -which fragments of this tradition are to be found
are : (1) The Black Book of Carmarthen (verse,
12th cent.), (2) The Book of Aneirin (verse, 13th

cent.), (3) The Book of Taliessin (verse, early 14th

cent.), (4) The White Book of Rhydderch (prose,
14th cent.), and (5) The Red Book of Hergest (prose
and verse, late 14th and 15th cents.), the Triads

of Arthur and his Men, which are found in a

Hengwrt MS of the 13th cent.
, are also important,

as showing with what other legendary cycles that
of Arthur was then, and probably earlier, associated
in Wales. A considerable amount of the matter
contained in the MSS, especially in the case of the
oldest poetry, is older than the period of the MSS
themselves. The Cymric tradition has many
affinities with that of Geoflrey of Monmouth, but
it has many features which are quite independent
of Geoflrey, and which show that, while Geoflrey
in some points borrowed from it, he either neglected
or was ignorant of certain other important portions
of it.

Of those above named, the MS which gives
the clearest indication of containing pre-Norman
matter is the Book of Aneirin (now in the Cardiff
Free Library), since in one of its poems the scribe,
in the course of copying a poem called Gorchan
Maelderio, departed from his usual practice of

changing the orthography into that of his own
time, and copied that of his archetype practically
unmodified, thus showing that this archetype was
written in a style of spelling in many points identi-
cal with that of the pre-Norman glosses of Wales.
In this clearly pre-Norman poem the name of
Arthur occurs in the words ' bei ef arthur' ('even
if he were Arthur'). The poem in question is

practically identical in many of its lines with the
Gododin, which forms the main portion of the MS,
and thus suggests that the name of Arthur was
held in high respect in the zone of poetry to which
the Gododin belongs. This zone is essentially one
composed in praise of the family of Cynfarch, to
which Cynon ab Clydno Eiddin, the chief hero of
tlie Gododin, belonged, and also Urien Rheged,
whose son Owein is the original of Chretien de
Troyes's Yvain. With this family was associated
the poet Llywarch Hen, and Elphin, the friend of

Taliessin, and other heroes, whose names with brief
records of their memoiy are given in the Gododin
in connexion with the battle of Cattraeth (one of
the famous battles of Welsh bardic tradition), in
which they were said to have taken part. From
all indications, the historical stock-in-trade of the
Welsh bards seems to have contained .short lists of
famous battles, such as Cattraeth, Gwenystrad,
Argoed Llwyfain, Badon, and Camlan. The two
last were among the chief battles of the Arthurian
tradition. In Welsh, as in other legend, the
prominent heroes of one period tended to sink into
the background of action in that of a later date, or
else to survive as vaguely imposing figures, present,
as it were, behind tiie scenes. Cynon ab Clydno
Eiddin, Caw of Pictland, and Brychan Brychemiog
are names of this type in Welsh medi.-eval litera-

ture, while in the Cymric Arthurian tradition
Arthur's warriors undoubtedly play a much more
active part in the story than he does himself. Tliis
fact has often been Avrongly interpreted as inijily-
ing tliat the legend of Arthur himself was not in

any way developed in Wales (a view which, in
face of the significant allusions to Arthur in Welsh
literature, is quite untenable), while the truth

seems to be that it was so long established in

Wales that to it were attached other legends,
whose heroes came to loom more largely in action
than Arthur, their sovereign chief. In the stock-

in-trade of the bards and story-tellers of Wales,
from whom the remnants of old Welsh poetry and
narrative have come down, Arthur appears to have
held distinctly a place of honour, and the various

portions in which this stock-in-trade of legend
reveals itself bear witness to the same tale. This

stock-in-trade, though the stories composing it

were heterogeneous in origin and in local associa-

tion, yet preserved a certain unity from its pro-
fessional character, and portions of it can easily be
detected in various parts of old Welsh literature.

In the Triads, in the account of Arthur's Court
found in Kulhwch and Oliven, in the Book of
Aneirin, in a group of Arthurian poems in the
Black Book of Carmarthen, in the Stanzas of the

Graves, in the poetry of the Book of Taliessin, in

the Llywarch Hen poems of the Black Book of
Carmarthen and the Red Book of Hergest, certain

associated groups of names come to view which
show clearly the body of legend to which they
belong. It is significant that in all these legendary
clusters the name of Arthur appears. It is true
that he is not once mentioned in the Four Branches

of the Mabinogi, in the Dream of Maxen, or in

Lludd and Llevelys ; but the reason is that, in the

Mabinogion in their present re-cast form, a certain

chronological arrangement is implied which would
make any reference to Arthur anachronistic in a

story that was meant to be pre-Saxon. In the
Book of Taliessin and in the lists of Arthur's men
in Kulhivch and Olwen—the least altered of the

Mabinogion stories—no such regard for chronology
is shown, and in the latter Arthur is said to have
been related to the ' Men of Caer Dathyl

' on his

mother's side. It is significant that, even in
Chretien and the later romances, many of the
names of those who are associated with Arthur are
those of well-known heroes of the Cymric tradi-

tion. If this tradition was carried into Cornwall
or Brittany, the extreme scantiness of the heroic
literature oir these provinces in mediaeval times
makes it exceedingly difficult to judge^of the extent
of the transference, and it may v ell be that it was
only fractional in character, though Arthur himself

may have attained a high degree of legendary
popularity, as Alanus ab Insulis suggests when he

says in the second half of the 12th cent, that in

Brittany any one who should deny Arthur's return
would arouse the deep hatred of his hearers.

In the Stanzas of the Graves (given in the Black
Book of Carmarthen), a series of verses kindred to
tiie elegies of Llywarch Hen, the various heroes of
the Cymric cycle are commemorated, and among
them in one stanza are named March (the King
Mark of the Tristan legend), Gwythur (the rival of
the fairy king Gwyn, son of Nudd), Gugaun of the
Red Sword, and Arthur. Each of the first three
heroes is said to have a grave, but the grave of
Arthur is said to be ' anoeth bid

'

('the object for
Avhich the world searches'). The word 'anoeth*
meant '

difficult,' as it still does in the Dimetian
dialect of Welsh, and was used for the object of a
difficult search, as in the Arthurian story of
Kulhwch and Oliren. In the Black Book of Car-

marthen, where these stanzas occur, there are other

poems that contain direct or indirect allusions to
Arthur. For example, in an elegy upon Geraint,
son of Erbin (the Erec of Chretien de Troyes),
Arthur, for whom Geraint is said to have fought
at the battle of Llonglwrth, is called ' the emperor,
the ruler of the toil.' The significance of an
allusion such as this, as indicating the place of
Artiiur in Welsli story, is clear. The site of

Llongborth is unknown, but the men of Geraint are
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said to have come from the region of Dyfneint (the

Dumnonii). Poem xxxi. in the same MS is clearly

Arthurian ;
but it is important to observe that it is

one of a group in which the story of Arthur is

associated with a cluster of names from the bardic

tradition. Poem xxx., for example, though it

does not name Arthur, yet mentions his horse

Cavall, tlie Cabal of Nennius, the mark of whose

hoof, according to that chronicler, was left on a

mountain near Builth when Arthur was hunting
the Porcus Troit (y Twrch Trwyth). In Kulhioch

and Olwen, Cavall is erroneously given as the

name of Arthur's dog. In the same poem, too, is

mentioned Owein Reged, the Yvain of Chretien.

In the obviously Arthurian poem (No, xxxi.) there

is a picture of Arthur and his men that is entirely
distinct from those of Geoffrey and the Romances,
and much more akin to that of the story of Kulhwch
and Oliven. Arthur and his men arrive at a for-

tress (for what purpose is not stated, but it may
have been for the rescue of one of their lost com-

panions). Among his men are Cei Wyn (Kei the

Blessed) ; Bedwyr (Bedivere) ; Mabon, son of Modron

(an old deity, Map6nos, son of Matriina) ; Mabon,
son of Mellt (Lightning) ; Manawyddan, son of Llyr
(Manannan mac Lir of Irish legend, a hero of the

Four Branches) ; Llacheu, Arthur's son (who is

unknown to Geoffrey) ; and others. Some of the

topographical allusions, such as those to Traetheu

Trywruid (probably the Solway Firth) and Mynydd
Eiddin (the mountain of Edinburgh, possibly
Arthur's Seat), are to the North. As in Kulhwch
and Olwen, expeditions to the wild country of the

North, gwrthtir uffern (' the wild land of Hades'),
as it is called, appear to have been a favourite

theme of the Welsh Cymric Arthurian tradition ;

and for the men of North Wales, North Britain

appears to have been the natural way of getting
into the Other World by land, while the men of

South Wales may have had their corresponding
entrance into it in Cornwall. The poem in ques-
tion, too, like the story of Kulhwch and Olwen and

portions of the lives of the Welsh saints, describes

Arthur and his men as being in conflict with
certain pests, both animal and human, and, among
the latter, with certain militant hags or witches

(Welsh, gwiddonod). Even in the Welsh story of

Peredur (the Percival of the Romances) there is an
account of a conflict with the Witches of Gloucester

(Gividonot Caerloyw). One of the monsters men-
tioned in poem xxxi. is the ' Paluc cat' {Cath
Paluc), also mentioned in one of the Triads.

Poem xxxiii., thoirgh not referring to any exploits
of Arthur, mentions his son Llacheu,

' the marvel-
lous in song,' in w'ords put into the mouth of a

speaker who refers to certain other of the stock

characters of the Welsh bardic tradition, such as

Gwyn, son of Nudd ; Creurdilad, daughter of Lludd

(the Cordelia of Geott'rey); Guendoleu.sonof Keidaw
(the Gwenddoleu of the Myrddin legend); Bran, son
of Iwerydd (the latter possibly his mother's name) ;

and Gwyddneu Garanhir (a prominent character in

a legend of inundation). With this poem is closely
linked poem xxx v., which mentions Taliessin,
while it also alludes to two of the chief charac-

ters of Math ab Mathonwy (Lieu and Gwydion),
whose names and legends were associated with the

filaces

Nant Lieu (now Nantlle), Din Lieu (now
)inlle), and Bryn Gwydion in Carnarvonshire, and
Moel Gwydion near Trawsfynydd in Merioneth-
shire.

From this stock of narrative certain historical names other
tlian that of Arthur, such as that of Maelgwn Gwynedd (the

Maglocunos of Gildas), were far from heing exchided, and that
of Maelgwn occurs in this poem. As suggestive of the associa-

tion of the Arthurian legend with Monmouthshire as well as
with the North Wales zones in question, it may be mentioned
that the JAher Landavensis (early 12th cent.) alludes to two
streams whose names are identical with those of Arthur's sons

(Llecheu or Llacheu and Amhir) in the forms Lechou and Amir.

How persistent was the Welsh Arthurian tradition which men-
tioned Llacheu may be seen from the fact that he is given as a
son of Arthur even in the late Povvys story of The Dream of
Rhonabivy, found in the Red Book text of the Mabinogion.

Again, the evidence from the Boo/c of Taliessin

points in the same direction. In this curious book
tliere are scraps of Welsh legend interspersed with
ideas derived from the current cosmology of the
Middle Ages. In one passage, Anmvfn (the Celtic
'Other World') is dehnitely located beneath the
earth. Other poems imply that it contains a
cluster of island fortresses, accessible from the sea.

With the latter conception the Cymric Arthurian
tradition has been linked in one of these poems,
and the place of fortresses in this tradition is

worthy of notice. No etibrt was apparently made
to reconcile this belief in Anmcfn with Christian

teaching. It was simply conceived as a kind of

counterpart of this world ; for example, in the story
of Pwyll, prince of Dyfed, it is a land divided into

kingdoms. The view of it, reflected in Kulhwch
and Olwen, as being accessible by land through
Scotland, appears to be associated with the idea,
found in the Welsh poetry of the 12th and 13th

cents., that the ghosts of the dead wandered in

Coed Celyddon ('the Caledonian forest') ; and this

was pictured as the scene also of the wanderings,
accompanied by ghosts, of Merlinus Silvestris.

In one of the poems of the Book of Taliessin, Arthur and hia

men are represented as making expeditions to the island for-

tresses of Annwfn in Arthur's ship Frydwen. These expeditions
were for various purposes, such as the releasing of one of his

men, Gweir, from prison, and the carrying away of the cauldron
of the Head of Hades {jpcn Annwfn) : the latter would not boil

the food of a coward, and was heated by a fire kindled by
the breath of nine maidens. As further evidence of the
Arthurian legend in Monmouthshire in at least the 12th cent.,
it may be stated that one of the place names mentioned in one
of the boundaries (iift. Land., Oxf. ed. p. 207) is 3tesur Pritg^tenn
(' the Measure of Prydwen '). The poem has an obscure allusion

which connects the stor}' of Arthur with that of Pwyll and
Pryderi, just as the Black Book of Carmarthen poem associated

Arthur with Pryderi's friend Manawyddan. One of the island

fortresses referred to in this poem, Caer Vandwy, is mentioned
also in the Black Book of Carmarthen, while another bears the
remarkable name Caer Wydyr (' the Fortress of Glass '). Of
Arthur the first line of this poem says :

' Who has extended hia

rule bej-ond the bounds of the Universe 1
' That Arthur's name

was proverbial within the zone of this poetry is shown by a

passing allusion to
'

the valour of Arthur '

in poem xlviii. of the
same MS.

This undoubted feature of the connexion of

Arthur and his men with the Other World in

the Welsh tradition suggests that the name of

Arthur's wife, Gwenhwyfar (' the White Spectre'),
is part of the same circle of ideas, and that the

introduction of this conception made possible a
number of congenial plots, such as the loss and
rescue of one of Arthur's warriors, the loves of

Arthur's warriors with ladies from Anmvfn, the

introduction into literature of the dwarfs with
whom Anmifn was peopled, the machinery of

magic and the supernatural, with which Celtic

folklore especially associated the fairies, the pos-

sibility of being rendered invisible (another fairy

privilege), and other commonplaces of Celtic legend,
such as are found in Welsh and Irish story as well

as in the living folklore not only of Celtic but of

other imaginative countries.

As illustrating the place of the idea of imprisonment and
release in the Welsh Arthurian tradition, it may be stated that

one of the Triads contains a supplementary statement referring
to a fabulous imprisonment of Arthur himself. The triad reads :

'The three noble prisoners of the Isle of Britain, Llyr of im-

perfect speech, who was with Euroswydd in prison, and the

second, Mabon, son of Modron, and the third, Gweir, son of

Gweirj'oed, and one who was nobler than all three was for

three nights in the prison of Oeth and Anoeth, and wa.<i

for three nights in prison with Gwenn Benn Dragon, and
was for three nights in the prison of magic (or fairyland)
under the slab of Echymeint, and that noble prisoner was

Arthur, and the same youth released him from those three

prisons, and that youth was Goreu, son of Custennin (Con-

stantine), his cousin.'

This story certainly appears to reflect a pha.se

of Arthurian legend coloured by the character-

istic ideas of Celtic folklore. These ideas show
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themselves, too, in the Welsh Arthurian story of

Kulhwch and 01wen, where Arthur and his warriors
are represented as hunting the Twrcli Trwyth (the
Ore or Tore Treith of Irish legend), a fabulous

boar, to Avliicli there are obscure references in Old
Welsh poetry and in Nenuius. Tliough this story
refers to Arthur's expedition to Annwfn and to

other pieces of legend connected with that sphere,
yet, like the Four Branches of the Mabinogi, it is

characterized by the minute localization of its

topography, an indication of the close relation of

the Arthurian legend to certain Welsh districts.

In Kulhwch and Olwen the narrative bears signs of

having been connected originally with tlie North,
but in its present form it is chieny connected with

Pembrokeshire, Carmarthenshire, Cardiganshire,
and Breconshire. It is pre-eminently a story that
has grown by accretion. The Court of Arthur,
as is usual in the Welsh tradition, is located at

Gelliwig in Cornwall (Cernyw). It is possible,
however, that Cernyw is a later substitute for some
Welsh locality. There is in the peninsula of Lleyn
in Carnarvonshire a mansion called Gelliwig, but
the writer has been unable to discover how old the
name is.

It is, perhaps, not irrelevant to mention that in this peninsula
there are certain names which provide links with the Welsh
Arthurian legend, such as Bodarnabwy (for Bod Gwernabwy),
Dynfra (for llhedynfre), Coetan Arthur ('Arthur's Quoit'), a
fine cromlech near Sarn Feillteyrn, and Ffynnon Wenhwyfar
(' Guinevere's Well '). In the same district, too, is Castellniarch

(' Mark's Castle ') ; nor is the zone of Nant Gwrtheyrn (' Vorti-

fjern's valley'), Dinas Emrys ('the fortress of Ambrosius'), and
Abererch, where Rbydderch Hael was said to have been buried,
far off.

Of the Welsh tradition there are certain indica-

tions, too, in the historical poets of Wales which
suggest that it dittered in some forms of it from

Geoffrey's version. For example, in elegies and
eulogies men are compared in compliment to
Medrod (Modred). Meilir, for instance, says of

Grutfydd ab Cynan, who died in 1137, that he
' thrusted in the fore-front of battle like Medrod '

;

and Gwalchmai, Meilir's son, in praising Madog
ab Maredudd, prince of PoAvys, says that he had
the strength of Arthur and the gentleness of
Medrod. Gwynfardd Brycheiniog, too, calls the
Lord Rhys of South Wales the twin-brother of

Medrod, prophesied by Myrddin (Merlin). One
triad (Foerster, Myv. Arch.- p. 393a), which shows,
it is true, signs of later modification, states that
there were in Arthur's Court three royal knights,
Nasiens, king of Denmark ; Medrod, son of Llew,
son of Cynfarch ;

and Hywel, son of Emyr Llydaw.

They were, the triad says, men of such gentle,
kintlly, and fair words, that any one would be

sorry to refuse them any request. Where the feud
between Arthur and Medrod is mentioned, it is

represented sometimes in a different light from the
account of Geoffrey ; nor is the sympathy of the
tradition always with Arthur. For example, a
blow given by Arthur to Medrod is called ' an evil

blow,' like tliat given bj' Matholwch to Branwen.
In a triad referring to the three costly campaigns of the Isle

of Britain, Medrod is said to have gone to Gelliwig in Cornwall,
to have left in the Court no food or drink unconsumed, and to
have dragged Gwenhwyfar from her queenly throne. Arthur in

revenge is 8;iid to have gone to the Court of Medrod, and to
have similarly consumed all the food and drink, and, further, to
have left neither man nor beast alive in the Hundred, i'he

story of the battle of Camlan, too, appears to have l)cen

differently treated in different forms of the Welsh tradition.
One form ascribes it to a blow given by Gwenhwyfar to Gwen-
hwyfach—a blow which is called in a triad one of" the evil blows
of the Isle of Britain. Another triad speaks of this as one of
the vain battles of the Isle of Britain, and attributes it to the
rivalry of Gwenhwyfar and Gwenhwjfach. According to the
story of Kulhwch and Olwen, Gwenhwyfach was Gwenhwyfar's
sister. In the story of The Dream of Rhonabwn, the battle of
Camlan is said to have been caused by the mischief wrought by
Idawc Cord Prydein in the negotiations between Arthur and bis

nephew Medrod. The fact that one of the triads s.ays that there
were three Gwonhwyfars suggests that there were "in Wales not
one but several Arthurfan traditions. Though (he Welsh 14tb-
cent. poet Dafydd ab Gwilym mentions Melwas (as in the Life

of Gildas) apparently as the alxluctor of Gwenhw^ far, it cannot
be stated with certainty that he was so known to the Welsh
tradition. The name Melwas, however, was not unknown to
S.E. Wales, as we see from references to persons of that name
(written Melguas) in the Liber Landavensis.

Possibly, in one form of the Welsh tradition

Arthur and Medrod fouf^ht on the same side at

Candan, for one of the triads says that one of the
evil counsels of the Isle of Britain was Arthur's
decision to divide his men three times with Medrod
at Camlan. It is not impos.sible that this was the
view of the writer of the Annales Camhnce (under
the year 537), who gives Camlan as the battle in

which Arthur and Medrod fell together (corruere).
As illustrating further the Welsh tradition, it may be stated

that Cynddelw Brydydd Mawr, a leading poet of the 12th cent.,
locates Arthur's Court at Celliwig, and that he has allusions to

Gwalchmai, Dullus, son of Eurei, Cai and his father Cynyr,
Myrddin, Elifer, Llacheu, the bards of Manddwy, Gwyndoleu,
the family of Cynvarch, the Twrch Trwyd, and the battles of

Baddon and Camlan. Another poet, Bleddyn Fardd, refers to
Arthur as the slayer of a certain Erthyst, and to the valour of

Gwalhaved as proverbial. All these allusions, though only of a

passing character, suggest undoubted acquaintance with the

legend, and the independence of the Welsh tradition from
Geoffrey.

2. Arthur in the Chronicles.—Under this head
reference may be made first to the lives of cerl^ain

Welsh saints, and then to the Chronicles proper.
The Life of St. Gildas, written in 1160, according to

one of the most distinguished of Arthurian scholars,
M. Ferdinand Lot, represents Arthur as being in

conflict with Hueil, king of Scotland, the son of

Caw of Pictland, and brother of Gildas. The
association of Arthur with the family of Caw sug-

gests a stratum of legend of an early type, not

unrepresented in the story of Kulhwch and Olwen.
The same Life also represents Melwas, a petty king
of Somerset, as having carried Gwenh\\'yfar away
from Arthur. In the Life of St. Cadoc, Arthur and
his companions, Cai and Bedwir, are represented
as haunting the borders of Breconshire and Mon-
mouthshire.

In this connexion it may be mentioned that the highest point
of the Breconshire beacons was called in the time of Giraldus
Cambrensis (12th cent.), 'Arthur's Throne.' The association of

Arthur in Nenuius with Builth, in the same county, has already
been mentioned, and there are similar associations in the story
of Kulhivch and Olwen. Agy'n, in the Life of St. Carannog (the
saint of Llaugrannog in Cardiganshire), there is a reference to

Arthur as hunting a very powerful, huge, and terrible serpent,
which had laid waste twelve parts of the land of Carrum—a

description of Arthur's activities which i'- in thorough keeping
with the Welsh tradition.

The Life of St. Ultud speaks of Arthur as the

saint's cousin, to whom Illtud becomes a soldier,
but the site of Arthur's Court is not mentioned.

Further, in the Life of St. Padarn there is a curious

story told of Arthur, who is called a tyrannus, in

which, owing to his cupidity, he is cursed by the
saint and swallowed in the earth up to his chin.

This story is pi'obably connected with the place
name Llys Arthur ('Arthur's Court'), in the parish
of Llanbadarnfawr in North Cardiganshire. In the
Chronicles proper Arthur first comes to view by name
in Nennius (a composite work completed before the
9th cent.), the nucleus of Avhicli was a Chronicle

of North Britain, written probably at Dumbarton
or Carlisle. Gildas, though he does not name
Arthur, mentions a battle of Badon (fought, ac-

cording to the Annales Cambrice, in 516), which
Nennius gives by name as one of the battles of

Artliur. This battle is frequently mentioned by
AVelsh poets as Gweith Fadon ('the action of

Badon'). In Nennius, Arthur is called Dux bel-

lorum in the account of his battles, and miles else-

where. The names are given of twelve of his

battles, one of which was fought in ' the wood of

Celidon' (Caled(mia). Some of the other battles
were also probably in the North. In tlie Chronicle
called Annales Cambrics, there is a reference under
A.D. 516 to Arthur's leadership of the Britons at
the battle of Badon by carrying the cross on his

shoulders for tliree nights. In Nennius's account of
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one of the battles, it is said that Arthur bore the

image of tlie Virgin on his shouklers. Geottrey
of RIoninonth says that Arthur fastened on his

shoulders his shield Pridwen (in the Welsh tra-

dition Prid-vven was his ship), on which was the image
of the Virgin Mary. Possibly the discrepancy
Ijetween Geoffrey's account and the others is

due to the resemblance between the old Welsh

pre-Norman for 'shoulder' (iscukl) and 'shield'

(iscuit). The Cambridge MS of the 13th cent,

explains this passage of Nennius by saying that

Arthur went to Jerusalem, and made a cross of the

size of the true cross. These passages are interest-

ing as demonstrating the Welsh tendency, shown
in the case of Bran, son of Llyr, and Lies ap Coel,

to make Arthur into a Christian hero—a tendency
which reached its full development in the story of

the Grail. Another Chronicle of the same type
as the Annalcs Cambrice, the Chronicle of St.

Michael's Mount, composed by a Breton possibly
in the 11th cent., says, under the year 421 : 'St.

Gildas was born. In these days was Artus (Arthur)

king of the Britons, brave and witty' (fortis et

facetus).
That there was a flourishing Arthurian legend

in Brittany in the second half of the 12th cent,

is suggested by the statement of Alanus ab In-

sulis already quoted, and that in the 12th cent,

the Arthurian legend flourished in Britain also is

attested by William of Malraesbury (born about

1095), who says of ' the warlike Arthur '

:

' This is

Arthur of whom the idle tales of the Britons rave

wildly even to-day
—a man certainly worthy of

celebration, not in the foolish dreams of deceitful

fables, but in truthful histories ; since for a long
time he sustained the declining fortunes of his

native land and incited the uncrushed courage of

his people to war.' It is not improbable that there

was at this time a flourishing Arthurian tradition

in Glastonbury itself, in which place this historian

was specially interested, and it is not out of place
to mention that Glastonbury owned land in the

beginning of the 12th cent, in the neighbourhood
of Caerleon (see Adam de Domerham, Charters of
Glastonburn Abbey). The popular view of Arthur

may be reflected in Henry of Huntingdon's desig-
nation of him as ' leader of the soldiers and kings
of Britain.' It was Geoftrey of ^lonmouth, how-

ever, who, in his Historia licguni Britannice, ex-

panded and dignified the meagre annals of the

Britons as given in Nennius by incorporating in

them a number of stories (largely setiological), to-

gether with matter based on the Welsh genealogies
and on floating local legend, and by making the

story of Arthur, as an Imperial figure, the culmina-
tion of these legends for the glory of Britain and
his native county of Monmouth, wherein Caerleon,
the seat in Geoftrey of Arthixr's Court, was situated.

In this narrative Arthur is represented as the son of Uther-

pendragon and Igema (in Welsh Eigr). He becomes king at

the age of fifteen, and his subsequent career is a succession of

conquests, which culminate in an attempt to conquer Rome
itself. In the very zenith of his power, and when within reach
of the Imperial dignity, he is recalled to Britain owing to the

usurpation of his throne by Modred (the Welsh Medrod), his

nephew, and the latter's marriage to Ganhumara (Gwenhwyfar).
In a great battle in Cornwall, Modred is killed, and Arthur is

morfeSly wounded and carried to the Isle of Avallon (Glaston-

bury) to be healed. The note of tragedy in the story of Arthur
is in keeping with other stories in Welsh literature, such as those
of Prjderi, Bran, and Llew Uaw Gyffes in the Four Branches o/
the iiabinogi.

Geoffrey's form of the Arthurian legend (apart
from his own pseudo-historical amplifications) was
probably derived from the South Wales border and
South-West Britain. It is needless to say that it

is largely coloured by the ideas of the 12th cent.,
and traces of the spirit of chivalry and knight-
errantry are already present. This book became
exceedingly popular, and Henry of Huntingdon
(some time after 1139) made an abridgment of it

in his letter to Warinus. Benedict of Gloucester,
too, gave a sketch of the Arthurian period in his

Life of St. Dubriciiis. Afterwards came Thomas
de Loches (about 1147) with a similar narrative in
his Gesta, Comiluin Andcgavcnsium. The chief
successors of Geoftrey, however, were Geottrey
Gaimar (probably a little before 1150), whose
History of the Britons unfortunately has been lost,
Wace (in poetry), the author of the Anglo-Norman
Brut, and Layamon, the author of a Brtit in English
verse. Wace's Brut is in the main a free para-
phrase of Geoftrey's History, but in style it is often
more romantic. His descriptions of love, for ex-

ample, are not unlike those given by the Arthurian
poet Chretien de Troyes. AVace shows more of the

spirit of chivalry than Geoftrey, and he appears to
know many more stories about Arthur than he
narrates. It is he who first introduced into litera-

ture the story of Arthur's Round Table, about
which, he says, the Britons tell many a fable.

Layamon came from Arley Regis in North Wor-
cestershire, on the banks of the Severn, and may
have been familiar with living Arthurian tradition.
His narrative is based on that of Wace, which he
treats even more freely than Wace treats that of

Geoflrej^. It may be noted that Layamon goes
further than Geottrey or Wace in naming the exact

place of Arthur's final defeat, wliich he locates at
Camelford in Cornwall, doubtless having in mind
the Welsh Camlan. Of Latin metrical versions
of Geoffrey, the chief were the Gesta Regum
Britannice and the Ejntome Historim Britannicce.
In spite of its popularity, Geoffrey's History was
not allowed to escape criticism ; it was vio-

lently denounced by William of Newburgh, and also

by Giraldus Cambrensis, who accepts, however, im-

portant sections of the Arthurian story. A similar
attitude was adopted in the middle of the 14th
cent, by Ralph Higden. The longest account
of the supposed discovery of Arthur's tomb at

Glastonbury is given by Giraldus Cambrensis in

his de Principis instructione (written about 1194).
Of the later writers who followed Geoffrey, the
most important is Holinshed (1577), from whose
work the substance of Geoftrey became known to

Shakespeare and other English poets.

3. The Arthurian cycle in the Romances.—
The chief development of the Arthurian cycle
combined with other cycles, both British and
foreign, is found in the Eomances, and the centre of

this type of literary development was France. This

development was undoubtedly stimulated largely

by Geoffrey's History and the paraphrases of his

successors, but the romances contain features of

the Arthurian legend which are clearly independ-
ent of the Chronicles. In France, the chief poetic

exponents of the Arthurian legend were Marie de

France, Chretien de Troyes, and Robert de Borron.
In Chretien de Troyes, especially, there are so

many pro]ier names— as Uriiens (L^rien), Yvain
(YAvein), Erec (Gereint), Keus (Kei), Bedivere

(Bedwyr), Gauvain (Gwalchmai), Ider til Nut
(Edern, son of Nudd), Brons (Bran), Carados
Briebraz (Caradog Freichfras), Ganievre (Gwen-
hwyfar), Tristans (Trystan), Melianz (Mehvas),
Maheloas (Maelwas), BUis (Beli), Brangiens (Bran-
wen), not to speak of others which are less obvious,—which are so clearly identical with well-known
names of the Welsh tradition, that the existence of

some relation to this tradition, whether direct or

indirect, is obvious. Though the legend of Arthur
himself flourished in Brittany, it is very doubtful

whether the heterogeneous yet professedly con-

nected mass of legends which the above names

imply existed in Brittany, as it undoul»tedly
did in Wales. In spite of the opinion of Prof.

Zimmer, it is perhaps simplest to accept the view-

that the Arthurian and other legends of the Welsh
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tradition made their way into French literature

through the contact of the Normans in tlie llth
cent, with the men of Breconshire, Glamorgan,
and Monmouth. These districts were rapidly
Normanized, and intermarriages of Normans and
Welshwomen were frequent. This zone, too, was
in close touch with Glastonbury and with other

important monasteries, and monasteries such as
this and Fecamp played no small part in the dis-

semination and develoi)ment of the Arthurian and
other legends. As for the lays of Marie de France,
on the other hand, certain terms, such as ' Laustic

'

(^I'eostik, 'the nightingale'), as Prof. Zimmer
points out, suggest Brittany as the source of

their Arthurian matter. The degree of Chr6tien's
indebtedness not only for some of his proper
names, but also for his materials, to Celtic sources
has been a subject of great controversy, Prof.

Foerster, the cliiof editor of his works, going so
far as to deny that Chretien derived any of his

materials from such sources. But it is hardly
conceivable that he should have borrowed from
these sources only a bare list of personal names
without a scrap of the legends connected with
them. The task of discovering definite Celtic
matter in his writings is, however, far from easy,
owing to the elaborate transformation which such
matter would have undergone when adapted to
the courtly love-poetiy of Chrdtien and to his
romantic conceptions generally. Still, it should be
borne in mind that Welsh literature itself, as we
see from the Four Branches of the Mabinogi, had
already been developing on lines which reflected
some of the conceptions of the feudal period, and
which further showed skill in the delineation of
female character, especially under conditions of

unjust suffering.
The problem of Chretien's origins has been

further complicated by the existence in Welsh of
three Arthurian romances corresponding to three

by Chretien, namely, The Lady of the Fountain
(to Yyain), Peredur (to the Conte del Graal), and
Geraint and E^iid (to Free et Enide). Count
Hersart de Villeniarque thought that these were
Chretien's originals ; but this is certainly not the
case, as the traces of foreign influence on them
show. At the same time, the Welsh tales, though
in their present form based either on Chretien
himself (as Foerster thinks) or on his originals,
have, in several points of topography and narrative,
been shaped into conformity with a living Welsh
Arthurian legend in a manner which adds con-

siderably to their value and intei-est. The search
for Celtic materials in Chretien has been carried
out witli gi-eat diligence by Sir John Rhys, Mr.
Alfred Nutt, M. Loth, Miss J. L. Weston, and a
distinguished mediajvalist, M. Ferdinand Lot. The
task of reducing the narratives of Chretien to their

simplest elements, and comparing them with the
narrative types of Welsh and Irish legend is one
of great delicacy and difficulty, and some Celtic

scholars, in their zeal for instituting such com-
parisons, have attempted to prove too much, with-
out making sufficient allowance for the various

literary inlluences to Avhich Chretien was acces-

sible, or for liis own imaginative power. The most
fruitful line of investigation is the study of that
Welsh group of legends from which Chretien un-

doubtedly derived many of his proper names, and
the classification of tnem into narrative types.
Especially i)roniising are the narratives that imply
the wandering and return of Arthur's warriors,
and in some cases tiieir rescue from prison by him
and his nien. Narratives of the relations, i>acific
and hostile, between Arthur and his men and the

fairy dwellers in Anmofn are a jiromising field

of investigation, but Sun-myth theories of the
Arthurian legend are now entirely abandoned.

Chretien de Troyes was imitated in Germany
by Hartmann von Aue, who wrote his Free before

1197 and his hveiii before 1204 ; and also by Wol-
fram von Eschenbach, who composed his Parzival
between 1205 and 1215. The latter mentions, in

addition to Chretien, a certain Kiot as his authority.
The chief romantic accretions to the Arthurian

cycle were the sagas of Merlin, the Holr/ Grail,
Tristan and Iseidt, and Lancelot and Galaliad.

The story of Merlin occurs in two forms, the

ordinary Merlin and the Suite de Merlin (see

Merlin). The story of Tristan and Iseult is one
of the most beautiful and tragic in the whole of

literature, and, except perhaps as an element in

the Welsh bardic tradition, was originally quite
distinct from the Arthurian legend. The story
of Lancelot is of uncertain origin, and that of

Galahad, apart from the mere name (the Gwal-
chaved of the Welsh tradition), has no evident

counterpart in Celtic legend. The story of Tristan
was turned into German verse by Gottfried von

Strassburg about 1210, who left it unfinished. But
it was continued by Ulrich von Tiirheim (about 1236)
and Heinrich von Freiberg (about 1270). In England
the great collection of Arthurian romances was
that of Sir Thomas INIalory, printed by Caxton.
Within the limits of this article it is impos-

sible to deal with all the problems which the
various interrelations of these romances have

raised, especially in the story of the Holy Grail.

This story is essentially one where the legend of

Arthur has been brought into connexion with the

legends of the Church, notably such as were read
from the Apocryphal Gospels at Easter, The
stories of Helen, the mother of Constantine, and of

Charlemagne had been similarly enlisted. One of

the most distinguished authorities on the Grail

legends, ]\Ir. Alfred Nutt,conveniently divides them
into two tj'-pes, which he calls the '

Quest' and the
'

Early History
'

versions respectively. These he
enumerates as follows : Class I. (a) Conte del Graal,

by Chretien de Troyes ; (6) Conte del Graal, by the
continuators of Chretien—Gautier, Manessier, and
Gerbert ; (c) the Parzival of Wolfram von Eschen-
bacli ; {d) Peredur the son of Fvrawc, the Welsh
version of I*erceval ; (e) Sir Pe^xyvelle, an English
metrical romance found in the Thornton MS,
written shortly before the middle of the 15th

century. Class II. (a) Robert de Borron, Joseph
of Arimathea, and Merlin ; (b) The Grand St.

Graal ; (c) Qucte del St. Graal
; {d) The Didot

Perceval ; (e) Perceval le Gallois, translated into

English by Dr. Sebastian Evans under the title

TJie High History of the Holy Graal. There is a
Welsh mediaeval translation of the story of the

Holy Grail entitled Y Seint Greal which has been
published Avith an English translation in the

Hengwrt MSS. In modern times the Arthurian
legend is most familiar through Tennyson's Idylls
of the King and through Wagner's Parsifal and
Tristan. Even into Dutch, Flemish, and Scandi-
navian literature portions of the Arthurian cycle
penetrated.
LiTBRATURK.—Joscph B^dicr, Le Roman de Tristan et Jseiilt,

with a Preface by Gaston Paris (Paris, 1900) ; A. Bossert,
La I^'gende chevaleresqtie de Tristan et Iseult (Paris, 1902) ;

W. H. Dickinson, King Arthur in Cornwall (Ixind. 1900);
R. H. Fletcher, Arthurian Matter in the Chronicles (Boston,
1906) ; Arthur C. L. Brown, Yvain, Harvard Univ. Studies (vol.
viii., Boston, 1903); C. L. Kittredge, Arthur and Gorlagmi
(Uostoii, 1903); Sebastian Evans, Uiiih Uistori/ of Holy Graal'^

^Lond. 1903); Dorothy Kempe, The Legend of the Iloly Grail
(Early Eng. Text Society, 1905) ; C. M. Lewis, Gawayne and
the Green Knight (1904); Malory, Le Morte d'Arthur (Lond.
1900), with Preface by Sir John Rhys ; George Neilson, llistori/
in the Jlomanec «/ Golagros and Gawai/ne (1902) ; Robert of
Thornton, Morte Arlhure, an alliterative poem of the 14th cent,

(ed. Mary Macleod Banks, 1900); J. S. Tunison, The Graal
Problein/rom yValter Map to Richard H'ajrjitfr (Cincinnati, 1904) ;

Jessie L. Weston, Lais of Marie de France (Lond. 1900), The
Legend of Sir Lancelot du Lac (1901), Sir Perceval Studies (vol.
i. 1906), Ttvo English Metrical Romances rendered into Prose
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(1901), and Sir Gawain at the Grail Castle (1903); John Rhys, The
Arthurian Legend (Oxford Univ. Press, 1891) ; Mabinogimi, tr.

Lady C. Guest (Lond. 1838-49), also with French translation and
notes by M.^Loth of Rennes (Paris, 1890); The Red Book ofUergest,

Mabinogion, ed. Khys and Evans (Oxt. 1887) ; Bruts, ed. Rhys
and Evans (Oxf. 1890) ; Birch-Hirschfeld, Die Sage vom Gral

(Leipz. 1877) ;
Wolfram von Eschenbach, Works, tr. J. L.

Weston (Lond. 1894) ; Hucher, Le Saint-Graal ou le Joseph
d'Arimathie (1875-78) ; Skene, The Four A noient Books of Wales

(Edin. 1868) ; Furnivall, Seynt Graal : or the Sank Ryal (Rox-

burghe Club, 1861-63) ; Halliwell, Perceval (Camden Society,

1844) ; Potvin, Conte del Graal, 6 vols. (Mons, 1866-71) ; Nutt,
Studies in the Legend of the Holy Grail (Lond. 1888) ; Heinzel,
Die franzosischen Gralromane (lieipz. 1892) ; Wechssler, Die

verschiedenen liedaktionen des Graal-Lancelot-Cyklus (Halle,

1895), and Sage v. heil. Gral (1898) ; Hagen, Parzival-Stxidien

(189:i) ; Golther,
'

Lohengrin
'

in Roman. Forschungen, v. 1890 ;

Lichtenstein, 'Zur Parzivalfrage
'

in Paul and Braune, Beitrdge

(1897) ; H. Waitz, Die Fortsetzungen v. Crestien's P. le Gallois

(Strassburg, 1890); Nitze, The Old French Grail Romance of
Perlesvaus (Baltimore, 1902); Ferd. Lot, 'Glastonbury et

Avalon' in Romania, xvii. ; Foerster, Chretien de Troyes'^^

(1906), 2'nads in Myvyrian Archaiology^ (Denbigh, 1870) ;

Stuart-Glennie, Arthurian Localities in Scotlaiid (Edin. 1869) ;

Anwyl,
' Wales and the Britons of the North' in Celtic Review,

Oct. 1907 and Jan. 1908, and Celtic Religion (London, 1906) ;

Zimtner,
' Bretonische Elemente in der Arthursagedes Gottfried

von Monmouth '

in Zeitschr. f. franz. Spr. u. Litt. xiii., Nennius
Vindicatus (Berlin, 1893), and Giittingische gelehrte Anzeigen,
1890, Nos. 12 and 20 ; Ward, Catalogue of Romances [MSS] in
Brit. Mu^. vol. i. (1883) ; F. Lot,

' Etudes sur la provenance du
cycle arthurien

'

in Romania, xxiv, xxv, xxviii, xxx ; Gaston
Paris, Ilistoire littiraire de la France, vol. xxx. pp. 1-270

(Paris, 1888); P. Meyer,
' De quelques chroniques anglo-

normandes qui ont portd le nom de Brut '

in SoeiHi pour la

publication des ancieiis textes franfais, Paris, 1878 ; Sommer,
Malory's Morte d'Arthur (1889-1891) ; Lucy A. Paton, Studies
in the Fairy Mythology of Arthurian Romance (Boston, 1903).

E. Anwyl.

ARVAL BROTHERS. —The study of the
Arval Brothers is peculiarly valuable to the his-

torian of religion, because it gives a unique in-

sight into the details of the activity of a Roman
priesthood. It also illustrates in a pre-eminent
degree the accidental character of our knowledge
of ancient Roman religion. Further, it emphasizes
the activity of Augustus as a restorer of forms of

ancient religion. And, lastly, it affords us addi-

tional proof of the supreme value of inscriptions.
In the matter of the appointment of priesthoods

the Romans were extremely conservative. During
the whole period of the Republic only two new
priesthoods were formed—the Duoviri (later Decem-
viri, \&tQvQuindeciinviri, saci-isfaciundis), in charge
of the cults introduced by the Sibylline books ; and
the Tresviri (later Septemviri) epulones, merely
assistants to the pontifices in arranging the

banquets. On the contrary, many of the older

priesthoods declined, and were, if not entirely for-

gotten, so neglected that they are very seldom
mentioned in the literature. Thus during the Re-

public Ave hear of a certain priesthood, the Sodales

Titii, only incidentally (Varro, Lingua Latina, v.

85) ; and even the Augustan reform and the Em-
peror's personal association with the priesthood
{Monunientum Ancyranum, i. 46) result merely in

our possessing eight or nine inscriptions in which
individuals are referred to as Sodales Titien^es.

E.xcept that the etymology of the words Fratres
Arvales is easier to understand than that of So-

dales Titii, we should know scarcely more concern-

ing them than concerning the Sodales Titii, were
it not for the remarkable discovery of inscriptions.
It will be well, however, to examine first what we
know of the Fratres Arvales apart from these

inscriptions.
I. Literary sources.—The one and only reference

to the Fratres Arvales in the literature of the Re-

public is in Varro's Lingua Latina (v. 85), and
reads as follows :

'

They are called Fratres Arvales
Avho make public sacrifices to the end that the
fields (arva) may bear (ferant) crops. They are
called Fratres Arvales from/e?-re and arva. Some
people derive the name (fratres) from fratria ;

fratria is a Greek word designating a section of

the jjeople, as it is even now used at Naples.' In

other words, Varro's interest is merely etymo-
logical, and his whole manner of treating the

subject shows that the priesthood, though possibly
still in existence, was practically unknown.

Borghesi, Oiuvres, i. 376, thinks that the crown of corn-ears
seen on the coins of D. Postumius Albinus Bruti f. and of L.
Musidius Longus (Babelon, ii. 241 ff., and 385) relates to the
Arval Brothers ; but this is by no means certain (cf. Wissowa
in Pauly-Wissowa, s.v.

'

Arvales,' ii. 1463).
Had not Augustus included the priesthood of the

Arvals among liis religious reforms, this might well
have been our only reference to them. As it is,

however, apart from the inscriptions, of which we
shall speak in a moment, and which are tliemselves
due to Augustus's influence, we have such a revival
of interest that a faint reflexion of it is seen even
in the literature.

A famous jurist of Tiberius's reign, Massurius
Sabinus, seems to have dealt with the problem of
the origin and the number of the Arvals. We read
in Gellius (vii. 7. 8) :

' But Massurius Sabinus in the
first book of his Memorirdia tells us on the authority
of certain historians, that Acca Larentia was Ro-
mulus's nurse. This woman, he says, lost one of
her twelve sons by death. In his stead Romulus
became a son to her, and called himself and her
other sons the Arval Brothers. From this time
the college of the Arval Brothers Avas twelve in

number. The insignia of this priesthood were the
crown of corn-ears and the white fillets.'

A similar story is told in Pliny, UN xviii. 6, and again in Ful-

gentius, Sermones Antiqui, p. 114 (ed. Helm). This absurd theory
of Massurius Sabinus was in some unaccountable way taken as

genuine legendary tradition by Em. Hoffmann, Die Arval-
briider, Breslau, 1858 (original and more condensed form in the

Verhandlungen der Breslauer Philol. Versammlung, 1857,
67 ff.). A simUar idea governs E. Baehrens in his article in the
Jahrb. fiir Philologie, cxxxi. (1885) 785 fit. Wissowa (in Pauly-
Wissowa, ii. 1464) has pointediout that this legend of Romulus
and the Arvals arose at the beginning of the Empire, when the

Emperor, as a new Romulus, himself belonged to the priesthood.

One additional piece of information is given by
Festus (ed. Miiller, p. 5) :

' Ambarvales hostice are
sacrificial animals (hostice) which were wont to be
sacrificed on behalf of the fields by the twelve
(duodecim, so Augustinus; duobus, MSS) brothers.'
These are evidently the Arvals (cf. Macrobius, Sat.
Conv. iii. 5. 7).

With such a scanty beginning it might well seem
foolish to expect that the discoveries of modern
times would put us in the position of knowing more
about the Arvals than about any other Roman
priesthood. Yet such is the case, and it is entirely
owing to the discovery of inscriptions.

2. Inscriptions.
—These discoveries began in 1570

(on the date cf. especially Aldus Manutius in Cod.
Vatican. 5237, f. 158). In that year, Avhile Avork-

men Avere digging in a field five miles outside
the Porta Portese on the Via Campana, near
the Papal vUla La Magliana, in the region Avhich
then as noAV Avas knoAvn as Affoga I'asino (

' DroAvn
the donkey'), more precisely, in a vineyard then
called Vigna Galletti (later Vigna Ceccarelli, noAV

Vigna Vignoli), the remains of a building Avere dis-

covered. In the apse of this building Avere found
nine (according to other authorities seven) statues
of Emperors Avho had been members of the Arval

priesthood. In each case the base Avith the inscrip-
tion was preserved.
Flaminio Vacca (Memorie, ed. Nibby, Roma Antica, iv.. No.

98 ; ed. Schreiber, Berichte Sachs. Gesell. d. Wiss. 1881, p. 82, No.

99) says :
' A good two miles outside tlie above-mentioned gate

(Porta Portese), in a place which is called " Drown the donkey,"
towards the "Tiber, in a thicket, were found in the time of

Gregory xiii. (1572-1576 ; 1570 seems correct) many consuls in

marble, and each one had his pedestal with an inscription ;

and also columns of fair marble, thirty palms in length. The
columns were sawn up and used for the Cappella Gregoriana
at St. Peter's. The consuls were scattered throughout Rome.
They were, however, of onlj' fairly good workmanship.' Bald-
assare Peruzzi's son, Silvestro or Sallustio, made a sketch

giving the ground-plan of tiiis building, and an attempted
restoration. These are preserved in Florence (Disegni di Archi-

tettura. No. 664), and are reproduced by Huelsen, Eph. Epigr,
viii. Tab. ii.
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The statues have entirely disappeared, and all

the inscriptions except one (CIL vi. 1012 : to Marcus
Aurelius, preserved in the Vatican, Giardino della

Pigna ; cf. Amelung, Sculpturen des vatikanischen

Museums, Part i., Taf. 89), but six others have
been preserved in copies {GIL vi. 968, 1021, 1053,

1093). The seven Emperors are : Hadrian, Anton-
inus Pius, Marcus Aurelius, Lucius Verus, Sep-
timus Severus, Caracalla, and Gordian.
At the same time were found fragments of in-

scriptions containing the minutes of the meetings
of the priesthood (first published by Fulvius Ursinus,
Notce ad M. Catonem, etc., Rome, 1587). Somewhat
more than a century later, in 1699, a second gi'eat
find of two large inscriptions was made on the same
spot. Then came a constant series of finds, which
have continued down to the i)resent time. The
most curious feature of these discoveries is their

wide distribution. Fragments have been found on
the Esquiline, on the Aventine, in excavating for

the foundations of the choir of St. Peter's, at St.

Paolo fuori leMura, at St. Lorenzo, near theLateran,
and in the catacombs of Calixtus. The finds accumu-
lated, so that in 1795 G. Marini was able to collect

and publish 47 pieces (Gli atti e monumenti dei

Fratclli Arvali, Kome, 1795). Further progress was
made in 1858, when de E,o.ssi proved the real site of

the grove (Annali delV Instituto, 1858, p. 54 ff.).

The delay in ascertaining accurately the location of

the grove was due to an error of Filippo della Tone
(MomimentaveterisAntii, pp. 94, 384), who asserted
that the stones found in 1699 had been discovered at
the fourth milestone of the Via Ostiensis instead
of Campana or Portuensis. In -this he had been
followed by Marini. This

discovery
was followed

in 1866 by another important fina in the giove
itself. From 1867 until 1871 excavations were con-
ducted by the German Archaeological Institute.
The results of these excavations were summed up in Henzen's

book Acta Fratrum Arvaliuin, qucB superstint (Berlin, 1S74),
with an admirable commentary. Henzen had written previous
to tliis a preliminary report, Scavi nel bosco sacrn dei Fratelli
Arvali (Rome, 1868). The first definitive publication occurred
in CIL vi. (city of Rome) Part i., 1876, and again in Part iv.,
1902. The originals have been collected as far as possible and
arranged by D. Vaglieri, and are exhibited in the small rooms
off the cloister of the Museo Nazionale della Terme in Rome.
The body of inscriptions thus obtained presents

a record, naturally with many breaks, of the
minutes of the Arval Brothers' meetings fiom the
first year of Tiberius's reign down into the reign
of Gordian (A.D. 241). As regards the original
situation and disposition of these marble tablets,
Lanciani (in Henzen's Eelazione, p. 105 if., Tab. iv.

and V. ) thought they were placed on the outside of
a round temple, that of the Dea Dia. But this is

impossible, since the acta themselves indicate that
the tablets were inside the temple, for they were
engraved in situ, which necessitated the introduc-
tion of iron (the graving tool) into the grove—an
off"ence against the deity for which a special expia-
tory ceremony

had to be performed. The full

formula for tliis begins :
' On account of the iron

which had been brought into the temple for the
sake of engraving,' etc. Further, a careful ex-
amination of the fragments has shown that they
were not attached to a curved surface, cither in-

side or outside of a building. The conclusion from
these investigations (cf. Huelsen, Eph. Epigr. viii.

316-350, and Bormann, Arch. Epigr. Mitt. xvii.

1894) is that the tablets were attached to the flat

walls on the inside of a building.
3. History of the cult. — With the knowledge

gained from these inscriptions, supplemented by
that gained from the literature and from tlie

general liistory of religion, let us attempt to
sketch the liistory of the priesthood.
Tiiough the legeiul of the foundation of the

priesthood by Romulus is of late date, the priest-
hood itself Delongs to the very earliest period.

Proofs of this are found at several points. First,
the prohibition of iron in the grove and in the

temiile indicates that the worship preceded the

discovery and use of iron. We may compare with
this the custom referred to in Macrobius (Sat.
Conv. V. 19. 13) :

' The Etruscans used a bronze

plough when they founded cities . . . among the
Sabines the priests' hair was cut with a bronze
shears' (cf. also Servius, Aen. i. 448; Ovid, Fasti,
vi. 230 ; Lydus, de Mensibus, 1. 31). Similarly no
iron was used in the construction of the Pons
Sublicius (Plin. HN xxxvi. 15. 100 ; Dion. Hal. iii.

45). Finally, we may compare the express permis-
sion to use iron in making repairs in the temple of

Juppiter Liber at Furfo (CIL i. 603 =ix. 3513). A
second proof of the age of the worship may be
found in the adoration of the ollw, very primitive
earthenware vessels, preceding the discovery of the

potter's wheel. Remains of these ollai were dis-

covered in the sacred grove (cf. de Rossi, Giornale

Arcadico, Iviii., 1868, p. 136, Tab. iv.). A third

proof of age is the sacred song which they sang,
the words of which have been preserved to us in

the minutes of the year 218 (CIL vi. 28= vi. 2104=
Buecheler, CarminaEpigraphica, No. 1 = Schneider,

Exevipla, No. 392, where other literature may be

found). This chant was probably not understood

by the people of the Augustan age.
The fact that the great festival of the Arvals,

their celebration in May in honour of the Dea Dia,
is missing in the list of old festivals in the so-called

calendar of Numa is no proof against its very great
age. It was a movable feast, and hence could not
be engraved on a permanent stone calendar. We
cannot tell the exact nature of the Arvals' worshijj
in this early period. In Augustus's restoration
certain of the older features were retained, but it

is difficult to distinguish exactly what is old and
what is new in his scheme. Hence it is better to
leave the discussion of details until the Augustan
age. In general, however, we can think of the
Arvals during the Kingdom and the early centuries
of the Republic as performing their sacrifices to
Mars and the Dea Dia, one of those numerous
agricultural ceremonials of which the ritual of early
Rome was so full. As we have seen above, the

history of the priesthood during the Rejiublic is

absolutely unknown to us, but we are probably
justified in supposing that it continued down
through the period of the Second Punic War. At
the close of that war, in the religious reaction
which set in during the last two centuries of the

Republic, this priesthood very probably declined

along with the rest.

Our first definite reference to the new life into
which the Arvals entered with the coming of the

Empire is found in the 3Ionu7nentum Anci/raniim
(iv. 7), where Augustus, in recounting the priest-
lioods to which he belongs, mentions that of the
Fratres Arvales. This record, written at the close
of Augustus's life, is therefore contemporaneous
with what has hitherto been supposed to be the
earliest datable fragment of the Arval inscrip-
tions, that from A.D. 14, the year which saw
Augustus's reign end and that or Tiberius begin.
On the other hand, together with the Arval in-

scriptions were found fragments of a list of consuls

(Fasti Consulares, cf. CIL l- 70 fl".). The frag-
ments cover the years B.C. 2 to A.D. 37. It has
been supposed, accordingly, that the restoration of
the Arval priesthood must have been undertaken
by Augustus in or before the year B.C. 2, and pro-
bably not earlier than B.C. 12, when on the death of

Lejjidus he became I'ontifex Maximus. This office

would unquestionably be the best strategic point
for a revision of the priesthoods. But it has been
shown (by Hula in Arch. Epigr. Mitt, xv., 1892,

p. 23 ff. ; for counter-argumeuts, which, however,
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are not convincing, cf. Monimsen, Eph. Epigr. viii.

303 tt.) thfit one fragment at least (GIL vi. 32338)
dates from the year B.C. 20. Accordingly, Augus-
tus's reforms must have occurred before he became
Pontifex Maximus. We have, however, other

indications of Augustus's interest in religious re-

storation at the very beginning of his reign, not-

ably the aur/urium salutis of B.C. 29 (aptly com-

pared by Wissowa in Fauly-Wissowa, ii. 14G8 ; cf.

Dio Cassius, li. 20 and Suet. Octav. 31), and the re-

building of temples in B.C. 28 (proofs for tliis date

especially Dio Cass. liii. 2, and Hor. Carm. iii. G,

collected by Mommsen, Ecs Gcstce'^, p. 86).

The college as re-organized .seems to heave con-

tained twelve members. Probably this was also

the ancient number. That it was the number as

restored by Augustus is clear not only from the

legendary account of its foundation given by
Massurius Sabinus (which on this point agrees with

the facts), but also from the negative testimony of

the inscriptions themselves, where, when the names
of those present at each ceremonial are given, the

number twelve is never exceeded. The fact that

on the only occasion when as high a number as

twelve is reached (at a session in the year 57, OIL
vi. 2030, 1 11.) tiie name of the Emperor Nero is not

mentioned, although he was certainly a member
of the college, is no argument in favour of the
number being greater than twelve, because the

Emperor and the members of the Imperial house-

hold would be supj'a numerum.
The members were elected by co-optation, that

is, the college filled its own vacancies. Originally
this co-optation Avas entirely untrammelled, the

Emperor possessing merely his own vote, which he,
like any other member, might send in writing in

case he was not able to be present in jjerson. But
by degrees the iniluence of the Emperor began to

prevail, until, from the time of Caligula onwards,
the election was usually reduced to a mere for-

mality, which is best described in the Avords of the
minutes of the year 120 (OIL vi. 2080, 22 ft") :

' Under the same consuls on the seventh day before the Ides
of February, in the vestibule of the temple of Concordia, when
prayers had been said by C. Vitorius Hosidius Geta, the

magister, they filled the place of Q. Bittius Proculus, and in

accordance with a letter of the Emperor Hadrian Augustus (here
follow the Emperor's other titles) elected Publius Manhus Carbo
and invited him to the sacrifices. And the letter was opened,
which was sealed with a seal representing the Emperor, and in

the letter was written "The Emperor Trajan Hadrian Augustus
to the Arval Brothers, his colleagues, greeting. In the place of

Q. Bittius Proculus, for my p.art I vote as our colleague the
name of Publius Manlius Carbo." There were present, etc. . . .'

Partaking, as such priesthoods did, of the nature
of an exclusive social club, the membership Avas

naturally restricted to men of high rank and great
Avealth (though not, as Marini thought, entirely
confined to patricians ; cf. Mommsen, Rum.
Forsch. i. 79).
The college possessed tAvo officers, a viagister and

a Jlamen, Avho Avere elected annually out of the
members of the college on the second day of the

great May festival (see beloAv). These officers

served one full year, one Arval year, Avhich began
and ended at the Saturnalia (December 17). The
year received its name from that of the magister,
though, fortunately for us, always subordinate to

the names of the regular consuls of the year Avhicli

alAvays precede it. In case either the magister or
the flamen Avas prevented from attending a meeting,
he appointed a substitute [promagistcr or profla-
men), Avho, hoAvever, served only for that occasion,
andasthe personal substituteof the man in question.
A regular vacancy Avas filled by a neAv election.

Connected Avitli tlie college and present at the

May festival Avere fimr boys, the sons of senators
(in many cases the senators in question Avere the
Arval Brothers tlicmselves). These boys, Avhose
father and mother must both be living (hence

called j9«<?-M?u', matrimi), took part as assistants in

certain of the ceremonies.

They were regularly employed along with the servi ptiblici to

carry the libations to the altar on the first day of the great May
festival. They were present also at the banquet in the after-
noon of the first day, seated in chairs, while the Arval Brothers
reclined on dining couches. At the supper in Rome in the

evening they waited at table. They did not officiate at the
sacrifices of expiation, where only the servi publici assisted the
magister and the calator. The attempt has been made to

separate them from the camilli, with whom we are elsewhere
familiar (cf. Henzen, Acta, p. vii, and AVissowa in Pauly-
Wissowa, ii. 1471) ; but this is probably wrong (cf. Wissowa,
Rom. lielUj. 420, Anm. 2). Their sitting with tl)c Arvuls at
meat is probably a reminiscence of the old custom that young
boys should accompany their elders to dinner (cf. Tac. Ann.
xiii. 10 ; Suet. Claud. 32).

Apart from their oAvn elective officers and these
lads of noble families, the Arvals Avere assisted in
their Avork by a number of slaves and frecdmen.
Some of these, the regular servi pziblici, Avere

assigned to them by the Emperor. Besides these,
each brother had his oAvn servant [calator), Avhoni
he chose from among his oas'u freedmen. Each
calator had to pay an initiation fee into the trea-

sury of the college (this is proved by the interest-

ing case decided by the Brothers on May 29, A.D.
120 ; cf. CIL vi. 2080, 1. 45 ff.). There is also one
mention of a sacristan {cedituics ; CIL vi. 2068, ii.

27), Avho Avas probably a private slave OAvned by
tlie college as a Avhole.

A list of the Arval Brothers, so far as they are

knoAvn, is found in Gatti's article 'ArA'ales' in de

IJnggiero's Dizionario Epigrafco, i. 683 11".

4. Activity of the Arvals.—We have seen above
that it is not possible for us to ascertain Avhetlier,
at the close of the Republic, the priesthood of the
ArA'als had entirely ceased or Avhether it Avas still

in existence, though neglected and forgotten. In

any case, hoAvever, Augustus's re-organization
of it, like all his Avork, Avas an attempt to

restore the old forms of Koman religion in their

purity and simplicity, though it Avas at the same
time inevitable that he should consciously or

unconsciously adapt them to the new conditions
inherent in the Empire. His successors Avere less

interested in the old ritual, and more concerned
Avith the adaptation of the priesthood to the pur-
poses of the moment. All these ncAv adaptations,
including the beginnings made by Augustus, were

attempts to connect the priesthood of the Arvals
Avith Avhat Avas becoming more and more the one
universal religion of the Empire, namely, Eniperor-
Avorship. Thus the greater number of the cere-

monies performed by the Arvals Avere in the interest

of the Emperor and of the Imperial household.
The cult acts cf the Arvals fall therefore into

tAvo categories : (1) those acts Avhich go back to the
old forms of the religion of the Kingdom and of

the early Republic, and (2) those acts Avhich are

connected Avith the Emperor.
(1) Let us discuss, first, those acts Avhicli go back

to the old cult. We have seen above, in our dis-

cussion of the early history of the cult, that it Avas

originally one of the many agricultural Avorshij)s
characteristic of early Rome. We have left until

noAv the discussion of details.

So much did the Emperor and his household

monopolize the attention of the Arval Brothers,
that during the early part of the Empire, Avhen the

minutes are in general more concise, Ave have

relatively few references to any of the really
ancient ceremonies. As the minutes become more

ditiiise, hoAvever, the descriptions of the older rites

are more detailed, until eventually under Elaga-
balus Ave have a full account of at least the ]\lay
festival. Thanks to the conservative tendency of

ritual jterformance, aa'b are justified in considering
that Avhat Ave knoAV of the ceremonies as con

ducted in the year 218 corresponds almost exactly
Avith the ceremony as restored by Augustus. In
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describing tliese ceremonies, therefore, we are at

liberty to use them as though they were contem-

poraneous inscriptions covering more than two
centuries.
The ancient ceremonies of which we find traces

in the acts of the Arvals may be roughly divided
into two classes : (a) those which relate to the great
festival in May, and (b) certain jnacula, or pro-

pitiatory ceremonies, carried out under special
circumstances.

{a) The Festival in May.— As has been said

above, the May festival belonged to the category
of movable feasts, the so-called FericB Indictivie.

The days on which it was to be celebrated had to

be formally announced at the beginning of the

year.
This process was known as the Indictio.

It must in the nature of things go back to the
earliest daj's of the priesthood, and may well have
been mentioned in all the minutes from the time
of Augustus. The first indictio actually preserved
is of the year A.D. 21 (CIL vi. 32340). As an
illustration of the process may be quoted the acta
of the year 105 (CIL vi. 2075, i. line 11) :

' Under the same consuls on the seventh day before the Ides
of January, in the vestibule of the temple of Concord, the Arval
Brothers set the date for the festival of the Dea Dia. And
Marcus Valerius Trebicius Decianus, the mapfister, having
washed his hands, and having covered his face, standing in the

open air and facing the east, together with his colleagues set
the date for the festival of the Dea Dia, thus for this year : So
may it be good, favouralile, happy, and fortunate for the

Emperor, Csesar Nerva Trajan Augustus Gemianicus Dacicus,
and for his whole household, for the Roman people, for the

Quirites, and for the Arval Brothers, the festival of the Dea Dia
shall take place this year on the sixteenth day before the
Kalends of June (May 17) at home, and on the fourteenth day
before the Kalends of June (May 19) in the grove and at home,
and on the thirteenth day before the Kalends of June (May 20)
at home. There were present,' etc. (the list of names follows).

Though the festival was indicted every year,
there arose by degrees a certain regiUarity in the
dates chosen. For the earlier period before Ves-
pasian more or less irregularity prevails, but from

Vespasian onward, with the exception of the year
90, the dates chosen are the 17th, 19th, and 20th of

May (in the years of the city which were even in

number according to Varro's reckoning), and the

27th, 29th, and 30th of May (in the years of the

city which were uneven in number according to
Varro's reckoning).
The festival itself accordingly occupied three

days, but extended over a period of four days,
because the first and second day were separated by
an interval of a day, the familiar dies postridu-
anus. Of these three days the second was the
most important. On it, in the morning, the cere-

monies were held in the grove, whereas on the
entire first and third days the celebration was held
in Rome.
Regarding the localities in which these ceremonies took place,

the following seems to have been the state of affairs :
—In Rome

itself the Arvals had no official meeting-place of their own. In
the minutes of the earlier j'ears we find them meeting in the

year 14 In the Regia, in 38 in the temple of Juppiter Stator, in

69 in the Pantheon, in 63 in the temple of Concord, and from 69
onwards regularly in the temple of Concord, though naturally,
when ceremonies were held in honour of the various deified

Emperors, they met in the temple of the particular Emperor. In
the grove itself there seem to have been at least four structures.

First, there was the temple of the Dea Dia, which was on or near
the top of the hill. No traces of this temple are left, nor do any of
the Renaissance sketches seem to represent it. Probably in this

temple the marble tablets containing the acta were exposed. As
we have seen above, the temple was not round. Second, at the
foot of the hill was a building referred to as the Xetrastjlum.
As its name implies, it was rectangular, and it is therefore pro-
bably identical with the building discovered in 1570, of which
we have the sketch by Silvio Peruzzi (see above, p. 7''). Third,
also at the foot of the hill was a building referred to as the
Gsesareum. Probably this is the round building, rejiresented in

a sketch by Ligorio (in the Turin codex), the remains of which are
still to be seen on the spot (cf. Altmann, Jtalische Rundbautcn,
p. C3 ff.). Lastly, there was the circus, of which we have no traces.

The fullest account of the festival is found in tlie

acta of the year 218 (Elagabalus, CIL vi. 2104).
It reads as follows (filling out the lacnnce, a pro-
cess which can be accomplished with a high degree

of certainty on account of the various other de-

scriptions in other years of the minutes) :

' Under the same consuls on the sixth day before the Kalends
of June (May 27), on the Palatine in the temple of the Divi,
Alfenius Avitianus, the vice-magister, officiating, the Arval
Brothers made sacrifice at dawn with incense and wine, and
took into their hands the dried grain-stalks and the fresh grain-

stalks, and also the bread crowned with laurel, and they
anointed the Dea Dia with oil, and the Arval Brothers put on
the toga prsetexta and sat in chairs, and thereafter they laid

aside the toga pra3texta. There were present the following

(a list of names follows). Thereupon after midday, having
bathed, they sat in their chairs, and then, when they had washed
their hands, they put on the white garments for supper and
reclined on dining couches and banqueted. Then boys clad in

the toga prsetexta, the father and mother of each of whom were

living, sons of senators, four in number, sat in the chairs and

banqueted. And after the banquet {i.e. the first course) the

Arval Brothers reclined on couches ornamented with fluted

valences, and made sacrifice with incense and wine
;
and the

sacrifice was carried to the altar by the boys in the praetexta,
the sons of senators, and by the slaves of the State ; and the

priests received the perfumes and garlands, and they consecrated

the perfumes and wrapped them m the napkins (to take home).
Likewise the second course, the dessert, was served, and

sportiilcB were given both to the priests of the Emperor and to

the other priests whose names are written above. Then, having
distributed the roses, they gave the usual salutations of fare-

well.'

Thereupon follows immediately ^the account of the second

day :
— ' Likewise on the fourth day before the Kalends of June

(May 29), in the grove of the Dea Dia, Alfenius Avitianus, the

vice-magister, sacrificed at the altar two young sows, an offering
of expiation for the cutting of the grove and the work thus

done, and then he sacrificed a heifer in honour of the Dea Dia,
and going to the Tetrastylum he sat in his chair. Then return-

ing to the altar, he offered the exta of the young sows, and then
in the circus, in a silver brazier ornamented with a piece of turf,

he offered the exta of the heifer, and then he returned to the

Tetrastylum and entered in the book (that he had performed the

sacrifice), and thereupon he took off his praetexta and returned
to his tent. Moreover, in the afternoon the Arval Brothers put
the prsetexta on again, and assembled in the Tetrastj'lum and
sat on the benches and entered in the official records that they
had come together and performed the sacrifice, and they feasted

upon the young sows which had been sacrificed for expiation,
and afterwards consumed the blood. Then wearing the prse-

texta, with covered heads and crowned with ears of wheat, they
went up into the grove, and Alfenius Avitianus, the vice-

magister, officiating, thej' sacrificed a fattened lamb, and
examined the victim to see the success of the sacrifice ; and
when the sacrifice had been completed, they all made offering of

incense and wine. Then they went back into the temple, and
at the table made sacrifice to the wine-jars, and in front of the

temple on the turf the vice-magister and the flamen made
sacrifice. Then going out again to the altar, they all made an

offering of money. Thereupon the flamen and the vice-magister,

carrying silver cups with bowls filled with wine, and also incense

boxes, made sacrifice before the door witn incense and wine,
and the priests took their stand before the door, and two (of

their number), together with the slaves of the State, went to

fetch the grain, and they gave it with the right hand and
received it with the left hand, and they passed it thus one
to another, and finally gave it back to the slaves. Then

they entered into the temple and prayed to the wine-jars, and
when the doors had been opened they threw the jars down the

hill. Then they sat on the marble benches, and bread crowned
with laurel was distributed by the slaves. Then they all took

lumfintUia (?) with radishes, and anointed the statues of the

goddesses, and all (except the priests) went out of doors and
the temple was shut. Then the priests shut up in the temple,

girding up their togas, took the song-books, and marking the

time, danced the three step, singing thus :
" Enos Lases iuvate,

enos Lases iuvate, enos Lases iuvate ! neve luerve Marmar sins

incurrere in pleores, neve luerve Marmar sins incurrere in

pleores, neve luerve Marmar sins incurrere in pleores ! satur fu,

fere Mars ! limen sali, sta berber ! satur fu, fere Mars ! limen

sali, sta berber ! satur fu, fere Mars 1 limen sali, sta berber !

semunis alternei advocapit conctos, semunis altemei advocapit
conctos, semunis alternei advocapit conctos! enos Marmor
iuvato, enos Marmor iuvato, enos Marmor iuvato ! Triumpe,
triumpe, triumpe, triumpe, triumpe !

" And after the three

step, at a given signal, the slaves entered and took the song-
books. And they stood before the door of the temple of the

Dea Dia, and with their servants carrying the wreaths intended
for each of them, they laid hold of the altar ; and the images of

the goddesses were crowned, and they elected Publius .Ailius

Secundinus as magister to serve from the next Saturnalia (for

one year to the Saturnalia following), and they named Marcus
Mavius Alpinus a flamen . . . and then they wished the cus-

tomary good wishes, and went down out of the grove ; and,

taking off their prsetextas, they put on white dining garments
and banqueted in the Tetrastylum. And the platters with the

Canipanian earthenware and the wine-jugs of each of the

priests were carried into the Tetrastylum like a solemn circus

procession. And after the banquet each of those present
receiv ed the sportula (100 denarii) and the roses. Tlien Lucius
Alfenius Avitianus, the vice-magister, put on a tunic with a

broad border and the purple mantle, and upon his head a

wreath of roses, and he took his place above the Carceres and
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gave the signal to the four-horse chariots and to the two-horse

chariots, and to the vaulters . . . and when the circus perfor-
mance was finished, tliey returned to Rome into the house of

the magister, and put on white dining garments, and, reclinin;?

upon couches with fluted valences, they made sacrifice with

incense and wine ;
and there ministered unto them the sons of

senators, the boys above mentioned, whose fathers and mothers
were still alive. And when the sacrifice was finished, they
received perfumes and wreaths, and again they consecrated

perfumes and wrapped them in napkins, and each one received

a sportula (100 denarii). Then they divided the second course,

the dessert, and then they took the roses and wished the custo-

mary good wishes."

Lastly comes the account of the third day :— ' On the third

day before the Kalends of June (May 30), in the house of the

magister, the Arval Brothers assembled to complete the sacri-

fice to the Dea Dia. At the supper there were present (a list of

names foUows), and reclining upon couches with fluted valences

they made sacrifice with vrine and incense, and there ministered

to them those same sons of senators above mentioned, those

boys whose fathers and mothers were still alive ; and these boys,
aided by the servants and the slaves of the State, carried the

sacrificial grain-stalks to the altar. Then, lighting the lamps,

they took the Tuscan wine-jars and sent them home by their

private seri'ants. Then they divided the second course, the

dessert, and received wreaths and perfumes and sportulce (each
100 denarii). In this year they feasted for a hundred denarii

each day on the sixth, the fourth, and tlie third day before the

Kalends of June, and there feasted also the boys, the sons of

senators, four in number, and they (too) received each day a

tportxda. And they wished the customary good wishes.'
_

In spite of the detailed character of our infor-

mation, the question still remains open as to the

real meaning of these ceremonies. The one thing
which binds the three days together is the presence
of the grain-stalks, which the Brothers handled
at dawn on the first day, which were passed from
hand to hand at the solemn sacrifice of the second

day, and appear again and are solemnly carried to

the altar on the third day. The presence of these

grain-stalks, the very name itself (.4ri.'a^=' land-

brother), the crowns of ears of wheat, their

religious year from Saturnalia ('seed-festival') to

Saturnalia, and the time of the festival in May at

the close of the long series of agricultural festivals
—all proclaim tlie character of their worship as

intimately connected with agriculture.
Kiddles in abundance remain, however. One is

the identity of the chief goddess, the Dea Dia.
This is, of course, not a proper name, but is merely
one of those adjectival descriptions so common in

early times (cf. Bona Dea, Di Manes, Dea Tacita),
which were employed because of the reverent fear

of mentioning the real name (that this fear was

especially felt regarding agricultural deities is

clear from Pliny, HN xviii. 8, and Macrob. Sat.

Conv. i. 16. 8). This goddess can scarcely be
other than Tellus or the old Italic Ceres. Another

difficulty is the relation of this May festival to

the AmbarvpJia. This has been the subject of a

long discussion (fuU literature on both sides is

given bj^ Wissowa in Pauly-Wissowa, ii. 1478 ff.).

The truth seems to be that the Arval festival, while
not identical with the Ambarvalia as a whole, was
closely connected with it. That this connexion was

very clear in the minds of later Roman writers is

evident from Festus, p. 5 (quoted above, p. T'').

(b) Expiatory ceremonies.—Apart from this great
annual festival in ^lay, the only traces of ancient
ritual which remain are those of certain expiatory
ceremonies (piacula). Two of these ceremonies—
that connected with bringing instruments of iron

into the grove, and that connected with taking
them out again— have already been referred to.

Other ceremonies are connected with the trees in

the grove. We have a series of minor expiatoi-y acts

on account of broken branches or trees destroj'ed

by old age or snow-storms. There are also certain

major expiatory acts on account of more serious

portents—for example, the growing of a fig tree on
the roof of the temple, or a tree in the gi-ove being
struck by lightning. An event of the Tatter char-
acter occurred in the year B.C. 224, and on that
occasion temporary altars were erected and many
victims were sacrificed to various deities : to Dea

Dia, to Janus, to Jupjiitev, to Mars, to the Juno of

the Dea Dia, to the Virgines Divse, to the Famuke
Divce, to the Lares, to the mother of the Lares, to

Fons, to Flora, to Snnmianus, to Mother Vesta, to

the Vesta of the gods and goddesses, to Addenda
and Cointjuenda, to the Genius of the emperor, and
to the XX Divi.

(2) Tlie other and more frequently recurring
function of the Arvals was their activity in con-
nexion with the Imperial household. They made
.sacrifices on birthdays, anniversaries of consecra-

tions, on the occasion of accession to the throne,
and on the giving of the title of pater patrico or of

the office of pontifex maximus, etc. Extraordi-

nai*y sacrifices were made also on special occasions
in the life of the Emperor— for example, when
conspiracy was overthrown, when great military
victories were won, when an Emperor was saved
from shipwreck, etc. Another feature of their
work was the making of regular annual vows (vota)
on behalf of the safety of the Emperor and of the
members of the Imperial household.
We have seen that the inscriptions begin with

Augustus and continue down into the reign of

Gordian. During this time the priesthood was in

the main prosperous. There is, however, a slight
indication that even before the close of this period
the tide of prosperity had turned. It lies in the
fact that the latest datable inscription (that of

the year 241) gives the sportula. as twenty-five
denarii instead of the one hundred denarii always
mentioned previously. The financial support of

the State was therefore being reduced. We may
suppose that this reduction was at least continuea,
if not increased, during the subsequent reign of

Philip, who showed decided tendencies towards

Christianity (de Rossi, Ann. d. Inst. 1858, 72 ff.).

Under Gratian (382, cf. Cod. Theod. xvi. 10. 20)
the Arvals' wealth went into the public treasury,
but the geographical location of the temple and
the grove outside the city of Rome, and possibly
also the connexion with a circus for public amuse-

ment, Avould tend to preserve it {Coa. Theod. xvi.

10. .3). In any case it was preserved as a matter
of fact. The proofs for this are sufiicient, though
in the main negative. Before the time of Constan-
tine the catacombs of St. Generosa were built in

the immediate neighbourhood of the Arval grove,
but no materials from the grove were used (cf. de
Rossi, Roma Sotterranea, iii. 689 ff.). The same
respect for the grove was shown when Pope
Dama.sus (366-384) built the oratory of the ^lartyrs
Simplicius Faustinus and Viatrix. The first dese-

cration of the marble plates occurred in the build-

ing of a Christian cemetery in the 5th or 6th

century (Henzen, Acta, p. xxv).
Literature.—The best general discussion : G. Wissowa, s.v.

'Arvales' in Pauly-Wissowa, 11. (Stuttgart, 1896) 1463-14S6.

The inscriptions themselves are available in CIL \\. parts 1 and
4. With these inscriptions may profitably be read Henzen's
splendid Commentary, Acta Fratrum Arvalium quae siipersurU,

Berlin, 1874 ; and Huelsen's Conmaentary in Ephemeris Epi-
graphica, viii. G. Gatti's article

' Arvales '
in de Uuggiero's

Dizionario Epigrafico, i. 6S2-710, may also be compared.
Jesse Benedict Carter.

ARYAN RELIGION.
[0. Schrader].
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Historv.
Method.
Idea of God.

I. The worship of the dead.
1. Burial and burning of the corpse.
2. Attentions paid to the dead at the txme of the disposal

of the corpse, especially the gifts to the dead,

(o) Old Creek and Litu-Slavic burial customs.

(a) The lying in state of the corpse.

(p) The lamentation for the dead.

(y)
The funeral procession.

{&) Tlie funeral feast.

(6) The gifts to the dead.
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3. Attentions paid to the dead after the funeral rit«8

(Ancestor-worship).

(a) Designation and manner of conceiving of the

worshipped ancestors.

(i) The times of the worship of the dead.

(c) The places.

(d) Tlie ritual.

(a) Tlie summoning and dismissing of ancestors.

(/3) The feeding of the summoned ancestors,

(v) The foods of the dead.

(6) The frame of mind of the worshippers (joy
and grief).

(«) The feeding of beggars.
(e) The general significance, for the history of culture,

of the worship of the dead in primitive times.

4. The reahus of the dead.

II. Tlic worship of the sky and other natural phenomena—the
'

heavenly ones.'

Introduction.
1. Evidences of the significance of the 'heavenly ones'

in the old Aryan rehgion.
2. Their names.
3. Their forms of manifestation and their interpretation

in riddle and myth.
4. Their worship.

(a) Sacrifice and prayer.
(6) The priesta.

(c) The temples,
((i) Tlie feasts.

5. Their relation to the morality of mankind.
III. Fate.

1. The conception of fate.

2. The divining of the future.

Conclusion.

Introduction.—History.
—"When A. Kuhn in

tlie year 1845 published his famous treatise Zur
dltesten Gesch. der indogcrm. Volkcr, by which he

gave the first impulse towards an Aryan
*
(Indo-

Gcrmanic) archaeology, he held out at the close of

it the prospect of further investigations :

' There is still abundance of material available for comparison,
for there is the whole province of religion, which promises
abuiiilant results, and gives at the same time, from the intellec-

tual side, the necessary complement of the picture we have
sketched. If we have had occasion more than once in these

Images to reach conclusions bj' means of the language of the

Ve<las, this will happen still more frequently when we are con-

sidering the myths and religion of these writings in relation to

those of other races.'

A. Kulm's scientific work during the remainder
of his life was almost exclu.sively devoted to prov-
ing the truth of these words. Along with him Ave

find Max Miiller, Avith the same goal in view, and

setting out from the same starting-point, the Rig-
veda, on Avhich he was one of the best authorities.

These two scholars may be called the real founders
of a comparative Aryan mythology, in which the
notion of

'

Aryan religion
' had for a long time been

taking shape. The common point of view which

they hold lies in the conviction, already arou.sed

by the brothers Grimm, that mythology as well as

language is rooted deep in the heart of the people,
and that it is not the creation of the higher ranks,
such as the priestly or the poetic order—a theory
which Fr. Creuzer had tried to prove at the begin-

ning of the century in his Symholik. Its explana-
tion is to be sought exclusively in nature and its

phenomena, especially in the idea of a struggle,
such as the spectacle of a thunderstorm or the
alternation of day and night presents to us. This
naturalistic view of mj'tliolog>- is exhibited most

clearly in the poems of the Rigveda—from which
we can easily understand how the myths of the
allied peojilcs were formed, and by means of which
we are enabled to discover old Aryan mj'th-cycles.
This A. Kuhn has attemj)ted to do in his articles on
' Gamlliarven und Kentauren' (Kuhn's Ztsch?: i.),

"Epivuv, Saranj'u' (ib.), 'Manns, 'Mlvuis, Mannus'
{ih. iv.), ''Ep/i^s, SaraniS,, Siirameya, Wuotan'
(ZDA vi.), and especially in his great work
Liber die Herabkunft des Feiicrs und des
Got fert ranis (Berlin, 1859). Max Miiller—whose
Contributions to the Science of Conijiarative
"The terms 'Aryan' and 'the Aryans' are used in this

article for that group of languages and peoples which is gener-
ally called, among students of pliilology,

' Itido-Gernianic'

The term 'Teutonic' is used as a general t'jrm, including all

branches of the Germanic race ; cf. art. Teutons.

Mythology (collected in 2 vols., 1897), Lectures

on the Science of Language (18G1-64), along with
the '

Essays,' Chips from a Gernum Workshop
(1867-75), Origin and Growth of Religion (1878),

Biographies of Words (1888), etc., are Avell known
throughout the Avhole learned world—went even
further than A. Kuhn in the naturalistic ex-

planation of mythical names. As specially char-

acteristic of the views of both scholars, the fact

may be mentioned that they were not content
with discovering old Aryan myths, but tried

also to deduce their origin from the character

of human speech, its capacity for poetic in-

terpretation, its polyonymy and homonymy, etc.

Such is, in a very condensed form, the conception
of mythology and religion held by Kuhn and

Miiller, for the full characterization of which we
should have to note also the meagre attention

given in the works of both scholars to the im-

portant sphere of religious ceremonies or worship.
This conception continued to be the prevailing one
doAvn to the eighties of last century, although from
an early period currents were perceptible which,

issuing from various departments of science, seemed
to threaten the foundations of the Kuhn-Miiller

theory.
While this theory, in its re-construction of the

Aryan religion, started mainly from the oldest

literary remains of the Aryan races, first of all

the Veda, and then the Avesta, Homer, and the

Edda, on the other hand, the .science which ha*j

become known under the title of
'

Folklore,' and
which has as its aim the collecting of the legends,

fairy
- tales, customs, and habits still prevalent

among the peoi>le, directed attention to the forms
of the so-called lower mythology, and sought to

prove that the very oldest material is to be found in

analogies, such as those of the Greek Dryads Avith

the German moss- and wood-maidens, of the Cyclops
and centaurs Avith the Avild men, etc. It Avas held
to be demonstrable that many exalted divine

and heroic figures originated in these circles. The
most successful representative of this AdeAV Avas

W. Mannhardt, in his tAvo chief works, Der Bauvi-
kultus der Germanen imd ihrer Nachbarstdmme
(Berlin, 1875, 2nd ed. 1904) and An^ike Wald- und
FchUaUte, cms nordenropdischer Uboiieferung er-

Idutert (Berlin, 1877, 2nd ed. 1905). Then, in addi-

tion to this, the study of ethnology, and in its

train the tmiversal comjjarative history of religion,

pointed to a series of apparently primitive uni-

versal religious ideas among mankind, of Avhich

at least traces Avere found also among the Arj^an
races, and Avhich did not seem to fit Avell into the

system conceived by Kuhn and Miiller. The an-
cestor theory especially, according to Avhich all

religions spring from the Avorship of the dead,
was placed in the foreground from the anthropo-
logical side, and Avas applied to the Aryan races

by J. Lippert in Die Beligionen der europd-
ischen Kulturvblker, der Litauer, Slaven, Germanen,
Griechen und JRo/ner in ihrem geschichtlichen Ur-

sprung (Berlin, 1881); and in England, by H.

Spencer, Principles of Sociology (1876-96), folloAved

by Grant Allen, Evolution of the Idea of God (1897).

Similarly Elard Hu^o Meyer, in his Indogcr-
manische Mythcn (Berlin, 1883, 1887), distinguislied
three chief periods in the formation of myths :

belief in souls, in spirits, and in gods, the first

of which he designated pre-Arj^an, the second

Aryan, and the third post-Arj'an.
Moreover, even the opinion that the poems of the

Rigveda (from Avliich, as Ave saw, the adherent.s
of the Kuiin-Mijller theory started, especially Avith

regard to their intcrjiretation of myths) introduce
us directly to the domain of naive nature-poetiy
began to Avaver, and there Avere many acute in-

terpreters who claimed to discover, in the very
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oldest parts of the Veda, traces of decay and of

priestly refinement. This objection to the Kulin-

Miiller explanation of myths has been urged wi( h

special force by O. Grupi>e in his book, Die griech.
Kultc unci Mythen in ihren Beziehungcn zu den
orient. Religionen, i. (Leipzig, 1887) ; and in Eng-
land by A. Lang, Custom and Myth (1884), Myth,
Ritual, and Religion (1899), and Modern Myth-
ology (1897). Gruppe points out that a great many
of the mythical figures of the Rigveda are explic-
able not by natural phenomena and occurrences,
but by certain priestly manipulations of the
cultus. He himself believes the Aryans of

primitive times to have been completely devoid
of religion, and ascribes the uniformity of their

myths and worship, almost in the same way
as Oreuzer, to the enormous number of religious
forms that they borrowed from ^Yestern Asia and

Egypt and transferred to Greece, India, and Middle
ana North Europe.

Finally, at the end of the seventies, Compara-
tive Philology, whose daughter the comparative
mythology of the Aryan people might well be
claimed to be, had also entered upon a new phase
of its development, inasmuch as from that time
onwards the demand for a regular system in the

correspondence of sounds as the result of etymo-
logical comparisons of words and forms was more
emphatically insisted on. Naturally, this claim
was made also in the sphere of the identifi-

cations proposed by students of the history of

religions ; and it became evident that the great
majority of these identifications, and among them
many which had hitherto been regarded as the
most reliable supports of mythico-historical hypo-
theses, were phonetically untenable : e.g. Skr.

gandharvd~Gr. /cevraupos (' Gandharven uud Ken-
tauren ') ; Skr. marutas,

' the Maruts ' = Lat. Mars ;

Skr. Vdruna= Gx. Ovpavos ; Skr. Md7iu = Gr. Mivws ;

and many others (see A. A. Macdonell, 'Vedic

Mythology
'

in Biihler's Grundriss der Indo-
Arischen Philologie ^md Alterthumskunde, 1897).
Under these circumstances, it is not to be won-

dered at that doubt of the correctness of the Kuhn-
Miiller interpretation of mythology increased from

year to year, and that finally people actually
arrived at such a degree of scepticism as to affirm

that it was impossible to ascertain with certainty
anything whatever about the oldest religious ideas
and customs of the Aryans (cf. e.g. E. Zupitza,
in the Ztschr. des Vereins fur Volkskunde, 1901,

p. 343 ft". ). It is only quite lately (cf. e.g. M. Win-
ternitz, in a series of admirable articles on ' Was
wissen wir von den Indogermanen ?

'

in Beilage
zur Miinchner AZ, 1903, Oct. and Nov.) that people
are beginning again to ask if it is necessary and just
to pronounce the life-work of such distinguished
investigators as A. Kuhn and Max Miiller absol-

utely null and void, and are attempting to rescue
at least some of their results. All this enables us
to see how hard it is at the present moment to

give a summary of our knowledge of the Aryan
religion ; and before we even begin this difficult

undertaking it will be necessary, first of all, to

touch on the most important points regarding the
method which we are to follow in the subsequent
discussion.

Method.—In a thoughtful address, entitled Die

Aufgabe der theologischen Fakultuten und die all-

gemeine Religionsgcschichte (Berlin, 1901), A. Har-
nack says :

'In the first place, it needs but little consideration to re-

co^ize that the study of each single religion ought by no
means to be separated from the study of the history of the

people concerned. ... To try to study the religion alone is a
more childish undertaking than to examine only the roots or
the blossom instead of the whole plant.'

On account of this indissoluble connexion be-
tween the historj', or, more accurately, the history

of the cxdture, of a race and its religion, which will
often meet us in the following discussion, it goes
without saying that the materials which funiisli us
with a knowledge of the culture of the primitive
Aryans arc in reality the same as those which
make po.ssible for us an acquaintance with their

religion. As the present writer has recently
treated the former in detail in the preface to his
Reallex. derindogerm. Altertumskunde (Strassburg,
1901) and in the 3rd ed, of his work Sprachver-
gleichung und Urgeschichtc (I. Teil :

' Geschichte
und Methode der linguistiscli

- historischen For-

schung,' Jena, 1906), it only remains for him to
characterize it shortly here in its special applica-
tion to the history of religion.
The materials which are at our disposal for the

investigation of pre-historic periods of culture are
derived partly from language, partly from things.
With regard to the former, we must first of all,
with very strict regard to phonetic laws, compare
the pre-historic equivalents discovered in the his-

tory of religion. For example, there exists beyond
all doubt an equivalence of this kind in the group
of words: Skr. devd — Lat. deus, Lith. diUwas, Ir.

dia, Old Norse tivar,
' God '

; and Max Miiller is

certainly right when, at dill'erent times, he has
reckoned the establishment of an etymology of
this kind among the most important achievements
in the mental history of manlvind. In this search
for the primitive vocabulary, we must, of course,
exclude equivalents that are confined to parti-
cular languages of the Aryan group, which, we
know, were united to each other more closely
than to the other languages. This, holds, e.g., of
a very considerable number of ludo-Iranian word-

correspondences like Skr. soma = Avesta haoma
for the soma plant, which played so important a
r61e in the cidtus of both peoples ; Skr. initrd=
Avesta mithra for the sun-god Mitra ; Skr. hotar
= Avesta zaotar for a certain class of priests, etc.

We cannot utilize equivalents like these for

determining the character of the Aryan religion ;

on the contrary, they simply demonstrate that the
Indians completed the development of their reli-

gious history along with the Iranians, or j)erliaps

only with the Eastern branch of them, the con-
sideration of which falls outside the scope of this
article (cf. ,

on this point, Spiegel, Die arischc Periode,
Leipzig, 1887 ; and numerous sections in Olden-

berg's book, Die Religion des Veda, Berlin, 1894).

Negative conclusions from the vocabulary of jarini-
itive times, i.e. conclusions from the non-existence
of an expres.sion for a certain idea to the non-
existence of that idea itself, are, on the whole,
dangerous, as all negative deductions are. But
it is otherwise when primitively related expressions
are wanting for a tvhole class of ideas. When,
e.g., all attempts have failed to prove that real

god-names existed in the earliest times, or when
there is no etymological agreement to be found
between two languages for the idea of the temple,
these facts will require due consideration in de-

ciding the question whether there really were god-
names and temples in the primitive Aryan period.
But it Avould be a great mistake to suppose that

the only way in which philology can be of service
to the history of religion is by placing at its

disposal the jjriniitive etymological equivalents in
the sjihere of religion. Hariiack {op. cit.) is right
in .saying that the history of religion is reflected in

the history of language, and that only he who
knows the latter is in a position to seek to decipher
the former. In fact, the whole formation of re-

ligious ideas can be understood only with the help
of philology. Whence came the god-names of the

separate Aryan races, if, as we have just seen, they
cannot be recognizeil in the\ocabulary of the prim-
itive language':; What religious thought called them
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into being in each separate case ;
and how did this,

their fundamental idea, afterwards grow deeper
and wider? But even if it must, unfortunately,
be admitted that our knowledge in tliis department
is still very limited, the fact that at present we know
nothing certain about the etymological explana-
tion of many, indeed of most, Aryan god-names (an
Indian Varuna and Mitra, a Greek Ares and
Poseidon, a Roman Mnrs and Liber, the Teutonic

Tanfana and Nerthus, a Lithuanian Occopirnus and

Autrimpus, etc.) does not justify the conclusion

that this inust remain so in the future. In this

connexion, H. Usener's Gotternamen, Versuch einer

Lehre von der religiosen Begriffsbildung (Bonn,
1896), a book which to some extent forms the
basis of the present article, shows a marked ad-

vance, although the present writer recognizes this

advance more in the fundamental idea of the work
than in its details, which are often linguistically
assailable. Moreover, what we really lack most,
in the sphere of Aryan archaeology as in others, is

a collection of
lin^istic

material. Once we have
before us, collected and sifted, the terminology of

sacrifice and prayer, of priests and temples, of lots

and consulting of oracles, of legal and moral ideas
from all the Aryan languages, various stages of his-

torical development emerge of their own accord,
and each new etymological discovery implies a new
discovery in the history of religion.
We have so far been treating of expressions

which either belong to the common pre-historic

vocabulary or are autochthonous in the separate
languages. Now we have to refer to another im-

portant source for the understanding of religious

history. This is t\\Q foreign word, or borrowing.
Thus the Gr. Kd5/i09 taken from Heb. qedem,

' the

East,' the Lat. Apollo and Proserpina from Gr.
'AiriWoiv and Ilep(Tecf)6vt], and the Russ. bogii, 'God,'
from Avesta baya, show the directions from which
new religious thoughts and suggestions came to
the separate Aryan races.

Now, even although the aid which is given to

religious history by philology is great and many-
sided, yet it is a great mistake to believe, as was
formerly done, that the religion of the primitive
Aryans, like their culture generally, could be
deduced simply from etymological comparisons.
It is true that the above-mentioned equation, Skr.
devd = Lat. deus, shows us clearly that there were
divine beings even in primitive times ; but we
cannot expect from philology any information re-

garding the intrinsic value, or import and scope,
of this term. In this, as in all other questions,
therefore, the comparison of things and the in-

vestigation of things must accompany the com-

parison of words.
This brings us, in the first place, to Pre-history or

Pre-historic Archccology, a science which, in general,
is based in no small degree on certain religious con-

ceptions and customs of prehistoric man. For we
owe the majority of pre-liistoric relics, as is well

kno^vn, to the ancient wide-spread practice of the

worship of the dead ; and the questions, how and
where the dead were buried, what was placed beside
t hem in the way of food and drink, what weapons
and implements were laid in the grave or on tlie

funeral pyre, and why the corpse was buried
in this or that position, turned in this or that

direction, are naturally connected most closely
with problems of the hist^iry of religion. But
discoveries of another kind— such as sacrifice-

stones, idols, amulets, bronze kettles, bronze
chariots, no doubt serving a religious purpose (one
was found near Trundliolm as recently as 1902;
cf. S. Miiller, Urgeschichte Europas, Strassburg,
1904, p. 116), and many others—possess great sig-
nificance in religious history, even if at first they
raise more problems than they enable us to solve.

But the chief task in this field of investigation
must always be tJie comparison of the religions

historically attested in the various Aryan races,
and the attempt to select from the crowd of their

heterogeneous plienomena what is common and

original. And tliere can be no doubt concerning
the path to be pursued, provided tliat the analogy
emphasized above between the history of Aryan
culture in general and the history of Aryan religion
in particular is correct.

It is the great merit of V. Helm to have shown,
especially i,n his book Kulturpflanzen und Haustiere
in ihrem Ubergang aus Asien nach Europa'' (ed.

O. Schrader, Berlin, 1902), that the conditions of

civilization in primitive Aryan times have per-

sisted, often with great faithfulness, among the
N. European races, particularly the Lithuanians
and the Slavs, among whom they not infrequently
sliow themselves at the present day. It is from
the study of these races that the higher forms of

life, as they are presented to us in Indian, Greek,
and Roman antiquity, have for the first time
been fully understood. There was really nothing
further needed than the transference of this

simple thought to the history of religion. In very
much the same way, men like W. R. Smith (Reli-

gion of the Semites^, 1894 [Germ. tr. Freiburg,
1899]) and S. I. Curtiss (Primitive Semitic Religion
To-day, 1902 [Germ. ed. Leipzig, 1904]) have re-

cently attempted to deduce the oldest Semitic

religious conditions, not so much from Babylonian,
Phoenician, and Hebrew antiquity as from their

modern remains, especially among Arab tribes.

Similarly our task is to look at the higher forms
of religion of the Indians, Greeks, and Romans
from the standpoint of the loAver stages of N.

European paganism, and to find the latter again in

the former. Unfortunately, this methodical plan
is more easily stated than carried out. The reason
for this is that our knowledge of N. European
religions is, in many ways, still shadowy and in-

complete ; for—and this more nearly concerns the
Teutons—it cannot be doubted that the work of

J. Grimm (Deutsche Mythologie*, 1875-78), however

worthy of admiration it is even yet, suffers from
two defects which have not been removed even by
later investigation. The first of Lhese is that the

religious-historical information with regard to the
Continental Teutons is too much amalgamated with
what we know about the Northern mythology,
which requires special critical examination. The
second defect is that the whole re-construction of

the old Teutonic faith in the hands of Grimm and
his followers is dominated by the same spirit
of over-estimation of its contents as Tacitus
exhibits in his Germania. Our knowledge of
Slavonic paganism is still more uncertain. In G.
Krek's Einleit. in die slav. Litcraturgeschichte^
(Graz, 1887), we find, indeed, a comparatively
matter-of-fact jiresentation of ancient Slavonic

religion (pp. 377-439) ; but the incisive criticism by
A. Bruckner (Archiv fiir slav. Philol. xiv. 161 ff.)

has shown how careful an investigation we still

need of the sources, which are far too full of the
most incredible misunderstandings and faulty
emendations (examples of these in Archiv, iv.

423 or xiv. 164), before we can obtain from them
any grains of real gold. In particular, we know
absolutely nothing about common Slavonic god-
names, for even the agreement of Zuarasici (certi-
fied by Thietmar, vi. 7) with the Russ. Svarog
does not prove any sucli thing with certainty (cf.

Jagi6, Archiv, iv. 412 if.). This is perhaps due
to the simple reason that, as

yet, there were no
Slavonic god-names at all. If the historical in-

formation about Slavonic paganism is thus of a
doubtful nature, we are compensated for it in some
measure by the fact that on Slavonic soil many
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heatlien manners and customs, even under the

gloss of Christianity, make themselves widely felt

even at the present time. We possess excellent

data about these ; and we hope, especially with

regard to the cult of the dead, to obtain new and
valuable information by means of them.

It fortunately happens, too, that we are very well

supplied with information about the primitive

paganism of the Baltic brother-races of the Slavs,
the Prussians, Lithuanians, and Letts. Among
these peoples, originally at least equally far removed
from the influences of both Roman and Byzantine
culture, a particularly primitive religious system
survived down to the 15th and 16th cents., and
even longer ; so that we see the remarkable

spectacle of adherents of the Lutheran doctrine
like Jan Malecki (Meletius, Menecius) about 1550,
or Matthseus Prsetorius (born about 1635) being
able to report in detail regarding the paganism
existing in their communities. F. Solmsen has
enumerated and briefly explained these sources of

the Prusso-Lithuanian religion, in Usener's Got-
ternamen (p. 79 ft'.) We shall return to some of

them in the course of this article. In general,
however, we may express the hope that the Lithu-
anian religion will render services to the history of

Aryan religion similar to those rendered by the
Arabs to Semitic study.
Idea of God.—If we undertake to examine and

arrange, in accordance with the method described

above, the stock of religious ideas and customs

prevalent among the primitive Aryan races, what
could be a better starting-point than that con-

ception to the evolution of which all those eflbrts

are in the last resort directed—the conception of
' God '

? We shall make the three words Gr. ^€6s,
Lat. deus, and the common Teutonic O.H.G. got
the pivot of this preliminary investigation.
For a long time the Greek word was erroneously

connected with the Lat. deiis. Nowadays this

theory may be regarded as finally abandoned. On
the other hand, nearly all later etymologists agi-ee

*

that the Gr. deb's is derived from *OF((xo-s (cf. 0i<x-

faros 'spoken by God') and belongs to the follow-

ing word-group : Lith. dwesiu, dwcsti ' to breathe,'
dwase 'breath,' 'spirit,' dusas 'vapour,' Old Slav.
dnchii 'breath,' 'spirit,' duSa' s,on\,' M.H.G. gctwds
'ghost,' Old Gall, dusii 'nightmare' (cf. Augustine,
dc Civ. Dei, xv. 23 :

'

Quosdam dfemones, quos
Dusios Galli nuncupant, banc assidue iramunditiam
et tentare et eflicere plures talesque asseverant

'

;

Isid. Or. 8, 11, 103 : 'Ssepe improbi existunt etiam
mulieribus, et earum peragunt concubitum, quos
dseniones Galli dusios nuncupant, quia assidue banc
peragunt immunditiam'), Lat. Ferdliu [*dhvesdlia)
' a festival in honour of the dead '

(also probably
ferice from *dhvesice, Sindfestus). As the develop-
ment of the meaning of the Gr. 6e6s we get there-
fore 'breath,' 'soul,' 'soul of the dead,' 'god.'A second series of words presents a quite
analogous appearance. Jordanis (ch. 13) remarks
of the Goths :

' Jam proceres suos, quorum quasi
fortuna vincebant, non puros homines sed semideos,
id est, anses vocaverunt.' Now the word arises
which is here made use of, and which in the

passage quoted denotes the souls of ancestors wor-
shipped as gods, rose on the one hand to be the
title of the highest old Norse gods, the Asen (Old
Nor. fesir), and on the other hand exists still in

Anglo-Saxon (ise) in the sense of lower spiritual
beings, the elves : ^sa gescot is like ylfa gescot =
N.H.G. Hexenschuss, lit. witches' shot, i.e. lum-
bago. It is not improbable that there is, further,
a connexion between the same word and Skr. dsu

" Bechtel forms an exception to this, in Bezzenberger's
Beitruge, xxx. 2C7£f. [N.B.^A. star befm-e a word (as in the
next line) Bignifies that the form does not occur but is in-
ferred.]

* the breath of life in men and animals,' anima (cf.,
in phonetic connexion, Skr. asi=Lat. ensis 'sword'),
and once more with Skr. dsura, Avesta ahiira

(Ahura-mazda)= 'god,' 'lord.'

The facts referred to find their explanation in a
series of other related phenomena. As is the case

among other races, the soid is thought of in tlie

Arya,n languages as breath, wind, vapour or smoke.
A primitive Aryan expression for this survives in
the equation Skr. {itmdn= (d.^.Q,. dUmn 'breath,'
'soul' (Ir. atlmch 'breath'), whUe the closely related

equation of Skr. mdnas= GiX. ^ivos (cf. also Lat.
Minerva from *Menesova) seems to mean not so
much the physical substratum of the soul as its

spiritual power (cf. Gr. /x^/xova, 'I strive'). The
heart of man appears to be regarded as the real seat
of the soul, a fact which seems to follow, on the
one hand, from the Gr. Kijpes, primitive spiritual
beings (cf. below, pp. 27, 52), and their identity
with (c^p 'heart,' and, on the other hand, from tlie

circumstance that the Indian mdnas also has its

abode in the heart, as a being the size of the thumb
(cf. Oldenberg, Die Religion des Veda, p. 526).
The heart is also viewed as the starting-point of
numerous spiritual functions and emotions : Lat.
vecors 'mad,' recordari 'to remember,' Old Slav.
srUditi s^

' to be angry,
'

Bulg. sriideliv
'

courage-
ous' (Lat. cor, Old Slav. srUdice 'heart'), etc.

From the separate languages we may mention
further, for the notion of the soul : Lat. animus
'soul,' anima 'breath': Gr. &v€/j.os 'wind' (Skr.
dniti 'he breathes'); Gr. ^pvxv : i^vx<^ 'breathe';
Gr. dvfxbs {II. vii. 131 identical with \pvxn) Skr.

dhiimd, Lat. fumus 'smoke,' etc. This breath
or smoke soul, then, is enclosed in the body of

man, which, however, it leaves on the advent of

death, also temporarily in the phenomena of sleep
and dreams, in order to lead an independent exist-

ence. From the spiritual beings formed in this

way there have now sprung a large host of spirits
conceived as partly harmful and partly helpful, for
which there exist in the Aryan languages a vast
number of cognate expressions.
Some of these are : Skr. di-uh, Avesta drwj=01d Nor. draugr.

Old Saxon gidrog, O.H.G. gitroc (cf. also A.S. drcdg 'larva
mortal,

' and perhaps Old Nor. dvergr, M.H.G. twere 'dwarf')
'goblin,' 'ghost': Skr. druh 'to injure'; Skr. rbhu, Vedlo ex-
pression for three clever elfish beings (Kuhn's Ztschr. iv. 102ff.)
= 01d Nor. dl/r, A.S. eel/, M.H.G. alp, 'fairy,' 'ghostly being,'
'demon," nightmare '(cf. W. Grimm, Kleinere Schriften, i. 405 ff.,
and also Schrader, Reallexicon, art.

'

Zwerge und Riesen ') ;
com-

mon Teutonic M.H.G. mar m.f.. Old Nor. mara, A.S. mcere,
mare, O.H.G. mara f. 'demon' (mare in

'

nightmare ')= Old
SI. mora 'witch,' 'demon,' 'gobUn,' Ir. mor-[r'\igain, Gl. lamia
'

goblin-queen
'

; Old Nor. valr, A.S. ivcel
' the dead '

(esp. on the
battlefield)= Lith. w^les 'ghostly forms of dead people, ghostly
beings in general

'

; Goth, hugs
'

voCs,' Old Nor. hicgr
'

soul
'

{mannahugir 'human souls which appear in many forms')
perhaps = Lith. katikas 'dwarf-spirit,'

'

hobgoblin,' etc.

To this class of beings, which will engage our
attention, in the discussion of the conception of fate

(below, p. 52"-), belong originally the two series
of words which were discussed above, namely, Gr.
deos and Goth, anses ; but these words took on a

higher meaning under the influence of the worship
devoted to the souls of the dead, and ultiniatelj'^
became associated with those divine beings for
whom the Lat. deus is the characteristic term.
The word deus, as we have shown above, corre-

sponds to the Skr. devd, Ir, dia, Lith. diSwas, OKI
Nor. tivar, and along with these goes back to an
Aryan root *deivo-s, which, in consequence of its

close connexion with Aryan *d)/cu-s = Skr. di/diis
'

sky,' Gr. Zeus, Lat. Juppiter, must have had
some such meaning as 'the heavenly.' Now,
since the Aryan *dySus, as the use not only of the
Indian dydus, but also of the Gr. ZetJs and Lat.

Juppiter proves, originally denoted merely the
vi-sible sky worshipped as a. god, *deivos derived in

primitive times* from ''di/nis, must have signified
* A later formation from Skr. dydus, divas -Gr. Zevs, AtF-6t

is Skr. dtyj/(f = Gr. 6105 from *5if-jo-s 'heavenly.'
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originally only the powers of nature visible in the

sky, e.g. sun, moon, dawn, thunder, winds, etc.

In them, therefore, we must see the '

heavenly
ones.' The common Teutonic root Goth, gii'^, Old
Nor. god, A.S. god, O.H.G. got, seems to the

present writer to be largely characteristic of the

oldest conception of the divine element thought of

as active in these '

heavenly ones.' The most

significant thing about it is that it leads back to a
neuter conception, to an original *ghutdm which (cf.

on this point Osthoff in Bezzenberger's Beitrdge
z. Kunde d. idg. Spr. xxiv. 177), as is shown by
the comparison with Skr. hdvate ' he calls

'

(hiitd

'called'), Avesta zavaiti 'he curses,' Lith. &aweti
' to charm,' most probably denoted originally

' the
divine element called forth by a charm fiom the
deified phenomenon.' We shall return to this

later. But meanwhile the discussion of the Gr.

debs and the Lat. dcics has led us to the necessity
of dividing the material at our disposal into two

parts, which we may distinguish as worship of

the dead and worship of the '

heavenly ones.' In a
third division we snail discuss what, indeed, in

many ways comes into contract Avith the worship of

the dead and the '

heavenly ones,' but yet is on
the whole independent of it, viz. the prevailing
ideas of Fate and the means of their investigation.

I. The worship of the dead.—As far back as

we can trace the Aryan races by means of tradition

or excavations, they honoured their dead by a long
series of customs which shed a surprising light on
the ideas of man concerning a life after death.

We sliall get the best view of these by treating of

(1) the different forms of disposal of the dead which
we encounter among the Aryan races, especially
burial and cremation ; (2) the attentions paid to

the dead at the time of the disposal of the corpse,

especially the gifts to the dead ; (3) the attentions

paid to them after the funeral rites (ancestor-

worship). Then we must speak (4) about the
beliefs in fixed common abodes of the dead (realms
of the dead)—beliefs which, in the course of time,
made their appearance in several parts of the

Aryan world.
I. Burial and burning of the corpse.—The fact

that in all countries occupied by Aryans these two
forms of disposing of the dead are found contend-

ing for the mastery, even in very primitive times,

suggests to us the question. To which of the two
are we to assign the greater antiquity? If we
turn for an answer first to Asia, we find that crema-
tion may be regarded as the regular means of dis-

posing of the body among the Indians even in Vedic
times, and is the only one mentioned in the ritual

texts ; but alongside of it there are also evidences
of the burial of the unburned body. Thus in the

liigveda (X. xv. 14) the pious ancestors who dwell
in the joy of Heaven are divided into ' those who
have been burned by fire and those Avho have not
been burned by fire' ; and so too in the Atharva-
veda (XVIII. ii. 34) buried bodies and cremated ones
are distinguished among the '

fatliers,' whom Agni
is to bring forward. A glance at the Iranian
brother-race of the Indians shows us that in these
latter quotations we have before us the traces of

an earlier state of afl'airs. Among the kings of the

Scythians, who ethnographically seem to represent
a part of the primitive Iranian race, left behind or
scattered westwards, and who remained in more
primitive conditions of culture, Herodotus (iv.

71 f.), who describes their obsequies in great de-

tail, presupposes burial as the only form
;
and the

bodies of the ancient Persian kings also were en-
tombed unburned, as their graves show. Hero-
dotus (i. 140) states the same thing of the Persians
in general, while he gives in addition an account of
a protective envelopment of the body in wax (/cara-

KTipCixravTe^ Srj wv rbv viKvv Wipcai. y^ KpOTrrovai).

When, on the other hand, cremation is proved by
the Avesta as existing among non-Zoroastrian

tribes, or when the followers of Zarathushtra, as

well as the Persian Magi, previous to burying
their dead, exposed them to be devoured by dogs,
birds and beasts of prey, we must in both cases

undoubtedly detect the introduction of foreign cus-

toms, the last-mentioned of which seems to have

originated among the wild mountain tribes of the

Oreitse in Baluchistan (cf. Diodorus Siculus, xvii.

105 : tCiv yap TiKevntddvrojv Trap' avroh to. crw/xara

(pepovjiv ol (Tvyyeveh yvfivol, \6yxo.s ^xovres. els 8J

Tovs itrX Ttjs xupas Spvfiois Oevres to o-(i)|xa, top /jl^v

TrepiKel/j.evoi' tQ veKpdfi K6cr/j,ov irepiatpovvTai, to 8J (rupia
TOti TtTtXevT-qKOTOS KaTaXeiirovci ^opav TOis BTjpiois).

Similar conditions confront us among the Euro-

pean Aryans, especially among the Greeks. In the

shaft-graves, and in the bee-hive and chamber tombs
of the Mycenaean period, the dead were entombed
unburned in a partly mummified state (cf . Tsountas-

Manatt, The Mycencean Age, chs. v. vi.). And even

if, in the face of these discoveries, we must take
account of the possibility of a non-Grecian popu-
lation in Mycensean Greece, the case is difterent

with the great Athenian cemetery which has been

open to view in the N.W. of the town since the year
1891 (cf. A. Bruckner and E. Pernice,

' Ein attischer

Friedhof
'

in Mitteil. d. kais. deutschen archaeol.

Instituts, Athen. Abt. xviii. ). Among the nineteen
'

dipylon-graves
'

(graves of the geometric period)
in this burying-place, only one contained an urn
with burnt bones,

' and this state of afl'airs agrees
with the assurances of Greek local antiquaries,
who claim to have seen no irpoKxropiKbs Td(pos with a
burnt body.' So, when burying and Vmrning are
met with in the Greece of history alongside of

each other, there can be no doubt that the former
custom must be regarded as the more primitive,
and that the Homeric world with its practice of

body-burning represents an innovation contrary
to the primitive Greek custom of burial which is

preserved in the mother-country.
The Roman tradition corresponds to the con-

ditions actually found among the Greeks. Accord-

ing to Pliny, burial preceded cremation in Rome
also (cf. Hist. Nat. vii. 187) :

'

Ipsum cremare apud Romanes non fuit veteris instituti ;

terra condebantur . . . et tamen multje familise priscos serva-

vere ritus, sicut in Cornelia nemo ante Sullam dictatorem tra-

ditur crematus.'

An old royal enactment referring to the.so-called
' Caesarian operation

'

(cf. M. Voigt,
' Uber die

leges regiae
' m ASG, vii. :

'

negat lex regia muli-

erem, quae praegnans mortua sit, humari, antequam
partus ei excidatur ') appears to be acquainted with
burial only, but the legislation of the TavoIvc
Tables already sanctions both methods of disposal
of the dead.

Cf. Tab. X. (ed. Schoell) 1 :
' hominem mortuum in urbe ne

sepelito neve urito
'

; 8, 9 :
' neve aurum addito cui auro dentes

iuncti escunt, aut im cum illo sepeliet uretve, se fraude esto.'

The excavations also indicate that burial was suc-
ceeded by cremation on ancient Latin soil. The
lowest layer of the burying-ground laid bare near
the Porta Esquilina contains rock-hewn burial
chambers with unburned bodies ; while in the
second layer of soil in this cemetery, as well as in
the necropolis of Alba Longa and among tlie most
recent excavations of Professor Boni in the P^orum
Komanum, urns of ashes have been brought to

light which point, no doubt, to a higher antiquity for
cremation in Rome than might be expected from
the historical tradition quoted. We have to rely
solely on excavations with regard to the northern

part of Italy. Here, in the famous burying-places
belonging to the older Iron Age, of Bologna, Vil-

lanova, and Marzobotto, the graves of bodies buried
and burned almost contemporaneously lie close

together. The latter class are assigned by Mon-
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telius (La Civilisation primitive en Italic depnis
Vintroduction des mctaux, Stockholm, 1895) to the

Unihrians, i.e. to the near relatives of the Latins,
and the former to the non-Aryan Etruscans. But
the observations of the present Avriter, on the spot
and in the Museum of Bologna, failed to convince
him of the possibility of carrying through this

ethnographic division.

When -we pass to the East and North of our

territory, we tind both methods of disposing of the
dead mentioned by Herodotus (v. S) among the
Thracians : racpal de tolcxi ev8at/.i.oaL avrCov [the present
reference is thus only to the rich] dai aide- Tpe7s

/x(v i]ixipas TrpoTiOeaai rbv veKpOf, Kal iravTola atpdi^avTes

ipTjl'a eiiwxeovTai, irpoKXavaavres irpuiTov' iireiTa 5e

ddiTTOvcn. KaTttKavtravTes r\ aXX(09 •yil Kpv\J/avT£S.*
The same thing holds of the pagan Prussinns and
Lithuanians, regarding whom a treaty with the
Teutonic Order in the year 1249 (cf. Dreger, Cod.
Pomeran. diplom. No. 191) certilics the following :

'

proniiserunt quod ipsi et heredes eorum in niortuis
comburendis vel subtcrrandis . . . vel etiam in
aliis qnibuscunque ritus gentilinm de cetero non
servabunt.' Elaborate descriptions of the disposal
of the bodies of people of rank by cremation among
the races mentioned are given us by diii'erent

authorities, such as Peter of Dusburg or the canon
Stryikowski ; while others like the clerical Jan
Malecki (Meletius, Menecius), who will often be
referred to, in their accounts of the ancient Prussian
funei'al customs, start with burial as a self-evident
institution. The older information among the
Slavonic races is somewhat more uniform, and is

in favour of cremation. It is certified by Boni-
face (Jafi'e, Mom(ine7ita Moguntina. p. 172) as

existing among the Winedi ; by Thietmar of

Merseburg(C%;-o«. viii. 2) among the Poles, and by
the Arabs Ibn Dtistah, Ibn Fosslan, Mas'udi, etc.,

among the Eastern and the Danube Slavs. Along-
side of this, however, Ibn Dustah tells of a custom
according to which, if a man of noble rank died,
a gi-ave was made for him in the form of a large
house, in which lie was laid unburned. But, as
the followers of this custom are expressly called
Ilhos

( Russians), not Slavonians, it is natural to

conjecture that, as we must understand by the
Rhos the Norse conquerors of Kussia, we have
here to do with a Scandinavian custom ; for we
read of stately rooms in Norway belonging to the
oldest Iron Age—rooms hewn in wood, in which
some corpses lay on stulled cushions, and some sat
on chairs (cf. O. Montelius, Die Knitter Schivcdens^,
p. 193). It may also be considered a foreign custom
when, in the account given by Ibn Fosslan of the
interment of a Russian merchant (see below, p. 30),
the corpse was put in a ship and burned along with
it, in exactly the same way as was customary in
Northern Scandinavia. On the other hand, the
simultaneous existence of dillerent burial customs
among the old Slavonic races— cremation among
the Itadimices, Severjanes, and Krivides, burial

among the Poljanes and Drevljanes—may be in-

ferred from the information of the old Russian
Chronicle of Nestor, and Christianity at its intro-
duction seems to have found both methods of dis-

posing of the bodies followed to practically the
same extent (cf. Kotljarevskij, 'On the Burial
Customs of the Pagan Slavs,' in Trans, of the

Dejjartvientfor the Russian Lang, and lAt. of the
St. Petersburg Acad. [Russ.] xlix. p. 24011'.).

_
The Teutons and Celts still remain to be con-

sidered. Among these the Roman authors are
acquainted with cremation only.

Cf., for the Teutons, Tacitus, Germ. 27: ' funerum nulla
anibitio : id solum observatur, ut corpora clarorum virorum
certis lignis crementur, struem rogi nee vestibus nee odoribus

*
Cf. also Kretschmer, Einleit. in die Geich. der ariech.

Sprache, p. 178.
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cumulaut : sua cuique arma, quorundam igni et equus adicitur,
sepulcrum caspes erigit." As late as the year 785 (MGU iii.

4a) Charlemagne decreed against the Saxons :

'

si quis corpus
defuncti hominis secundum ritum Paganorum flanmia consumi
feccrit, et ossa eius ad cinerem redegerit, capite punietur

'

; and
again,

' iubemus ut corpora Christianorum Saxonum ad cinie-
teria ecclesiai deferantur ot non ad tumulos Paganorum.' The
native testimonies to cremations on a large scale are too well
known from the Beowulf a.nd the songs of the Edda to require
to be detailed here. With reference to the Gauls, Ca;sar states
(de Hell. Gall. vi. 19) :

'

funera sunt pro cultu Gailorum magnifica
et sumptuosa ; omniaque quae vivis cordi fuisse arbilrantur, in
ignem mferunt, etiam animalia, ac paulo supra banc momoriam
servi et clientes, quos ab iis dilectos esse constabat, iustis
funeribus confectis una oremabantur.' The same thing ap-
pears from Pompouius Mela (iii. 2, 3) and from Diodorus Siculus
(v. 28).

The question simply is, At what time did the
Teutons and Celts begin to cremate their dead ?

The hnal answer to this can be given only by pre-
historic arclueology, for want of older written
evidences. This shows that in the lands occupied
by the Celts and Teutons during the Neolithic
Age, the corpses were interred unburned in dol-

mens, upright graves, and stone chests, and that it

was only after the use of bronze had become more
Hrnily established in Europe that cremation gradu-
ally came in. It further encourages more anfl more
the opinion (cf. Montelius, AA xvii. 151 ii'.) that
the change of custom went on in the countries

mentioned, without any real change in the popula-
tion, so that in this way we should have to con-
clude that, for both Celts and Teutons, burial and
not cremation was the oldest method of disposing of
the dead, although history gives evidence only of
the latter. It is worthy of notice that in Sweden
and Norway burial once more appears decisively
during the younger Iron Age alongside of crema-
tion, and we may doubt whether the former mode of

disposing of the dead was at any time quite extinct.
No one who con.siders the facts and conditions

here described (cf. for details J. Grimm,
' tjber das

Verbrennen der Leichen '

in Kleinere Schriftcn, ii.

211, and Ridgeway, The Early Age of Greece, i. ch.
vii.

'

Inhumation, Cremation, and the Soul ') will
doubt that, so far as the Aryan races are concerned,
there is a not inconsiderable probability for the

priority of burial over cremation. This view is

confirmed by a consideration of the language.
If it really hajqjened, as J. Grimm (o^?. cit.)

assumed, that cremation existed before burial, we
should naturally expect this fact to be indicated
.somehow in the Aryan funeral terminology ; that,
e.g., expressions for '

to dispose of the dead' should
exhibit an original .sense='to burn.' But this is

not at all the case ; and even the Gr. Od-n-Tu, which
means in historical usage 'to bury' and 'to burn,'
can by no means, in spite of J. Grimm's contention,
be connected with Skr. tap, Lat. fej)eo, Gr. Te<ppa,
'ashes,' but must very likely be connected with
O.H.G. tunc,

'

pit,' or with Armen. damban '

grave.'
On the other hand, there is a wide-spread pre-
historic designation of burial in the series : Old Pr,

kopts, enkopts, 'to bury,'Lith. kapas, 'caini,'Lett.
kapu mMe, 'grave -goddess,' Gr. /caTreros, 'grave,'
'

pit,' Lat. ccqmlus,
'

coffin
'

: Lith. kapdti. Old Slav.

kopati, 'to hew,' and the same change of meaning
recurs in the equally primitive equation: O.H.G.
grab = 0\d. Slav, grobu, 'grave,' 'coffin' (Goth.
graban,

' to dig'). There is a pre-historic designa-
tion of the grave also in the probable equation,
Lat. orcus (*urcus), 'under world ' = Goth, auruhi,
'sepulchral cave' (cf. Bezzenberger, Beitrdge, xxvi.

166) ; while the Lat. sepelio, the oldest meaning of
which was undoubtedly

' to bury,' as follows from
the passages of the Twelve Tables quoted above,
through its connexion with the Skr. sapary,

' to

serve,' 'do homage,' 'honour,' plainly expresses
the ancient ritual significance of this mode of dis-

posal of the dead (cf. also W. Schulze, in Kuhn'a
Zeitschr. xli. 335).
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We are thus jastilied in assuming that the

Aryans, .alike in the land of their origin and after

tlieir arrival in what afterwards hecame their home,
interred tlieir dead unburned in carefully prepared
graves. Tlie thought that prompted this kind of

burial must have been simidy the desire to protect
the body of the deceased, whether with the pious
intention of warding off' enemies and wild animals
from it, or because, believing that the soul of the
dead hovers around the corpse and is bound to

its existence, they thought to secure the interests

of the deceased by procuring for him the longest
possible existence, and at the same time to serve
the interests of the survivoi"s—for they were afraid
of ghosts—by confining the spirits of the dead

rigidly to the grave. Or it may be that all these
reasons worked together.
This intention of guarding the body of the dead

person is exhibited on the grandest scale in those
colo.ssal tombs, known as dolmens, vaults, cairns,

etc., which are scattered over Europe in the

North, West, Jind South, and which also recur
in North Africa, Palestine, and India ; but the

questions to which these buildings give rise from
tiie side of the history of culture and ethnography
(cf. S. Miiller, Nord. Altertumskunde, i. 68 ;

Hoernes, Urgesch. dcr bildenden Kunst, p. 241 ;

Zinck, Det nordevrop. dysscterritor. stevgrave og
dyssernes udbreddse i Europa ; M. IVIuch, Hcimat
der Indogermanen, Absclmitt v. ,

' Die grossen
Steingraber ') arc as yet so far from being settled
that we cannot enter upon them here. At bottom,
however, the same endeavour to protect and pre-
serve the human corpse is expressed in the later but
still pagan invention of the coffin. It is unknown
durinfj the whole of the Stone Age, and in Greece
also during the Mycenajan period of the Bronze

Age. In Sparta, as late as the time of Lycurgus,
the dead were, Avithout any sucli covering, laid

upon palm branches and leaves of the olive tree.

Afterwards, as in the old Athenian cemetery (cf.

above, p. 16), the bodies were enclosed in large
vessels {n-lOoi), and then the clay and wooden coffin

and the stone sarcophagus gradually found their

Avay into the South, borrowed perhaps from foreign
countries. In the forest land of N. Europe there

appeared for the first time, in the earlier Bronze
Age, the so-called ' tree of the dead,' i.e. a hoUowed-
out trunk, especially of the oak, which was used
for the protection of the body. Any one avIio

de-sires to convince liim.self of the preservuig power
of this manner of interment has only to examine,
in the Copenhagen National Museum, the tree-
coffins with their contents taken from the Danish
cairns. In Ancient Russia, and in dialects even
at the present day, the coffin bears the very name
Jclada, koloda, i.e. 'tree-trunk' (cf. N. Germ.
DodenstocJc). The Slavonians, even at the beginning
of last century, felled a hollow tree for the pur-
)ioses of burial, shaped it, and pu.shed the dead
body inside. The sectaries of the province of Czer-

nigovski are still said in^'ariably to manufacture
their coflins out of a complete tree-trunk. More-
over, corjises have been found in Ilussia wliich
were enveloped only in bark (cf. Kotljarevskij,
op. cit. p. 222 f. ). This northern '

tree of the dead,'
wliose wide-spread use is a proof of the fact that
the burial of the dead liad never quite been given
up, Avas afterwards su])erseded by the Christian
cotiin constructed from lioards, which spread over

Europe along with the difl'usion of the new beliefs.

Elotiuciit witness is borne to tliis by numerous names of the
oollin in the Teutonic lani^uagcs

—names which were borrowed
from the Latin (O.H.G. sariili, sarli, from *Karcus = narcopliarjiis,
A.S. cest, ci.H, 'coffin,' ciHian, 'to coffin,' Old Nor. Hk-kista
from Lat. cistn, JJ.H.G. arke from Lat. area, O.H.G. garli-
scrini from Lat. scriniuvi).

Thus all along, from tlic earliest to the most
recent times, we see connected Mith the di.sposal

of the dead by burial the endeavour to protect
and preserve the corpse.

Now, in the most direct oi)position to this series

of ideas connected with the burial of the dead, is

the custom of cremation, which, as we have seen,

emerges in jjre-historic times among all the Aryan
races, and subsists, alongside of burial, down even to

the introduction of Christianitj'. While those who
bury a body aim at protecting it by durable grave-
constructions or by coffining, we now find men
resorting to fire as the most drastic means of destroy-

ing it. It is in reality a revolution which can
be explained only by a complete change in the
ideas about life after death, and which in recent

years several famous scholars have made the sub-

ject of research. The first place here is due to

Erwin Ilohde and his book Psyche"^ (i. 27 ff.). Ac-

cording to his view, cremation is meant to effect

the s])ccdy and complete separation of the soul

from the body, and this from an affectionate as

well as a selfish motive. As long as the body lasts,

the soul is bound to it ; it enjoys no rest itself and
allows none to the survivors, whom it terrifies by
manifold appearances.
'Nothing can destroy the visible counterpart of the soul more

quickly than fire
;

if a fire is kindled, and the most precious
belongings of the dead man are consumed in it, no bond can
detain tlie soul any longer in this world. Thus, by burning
the bod}', they serve tlie interests of the dead, who no longer
roam about restlessly, and still more those of the living, whom
the souls banished to the depths of the earth can never meet
again.

In essential agreement with Eohde, but inde-

pendently of him, S. Miiller, in his Nord. Alter-

tumskunde (i. 363 ff.), is convinced that the true

purpose of cremation is the release of the soul in

order that it may find peace in the other life, while
R. Much, in a comprehensive discussion of Miiller's

book [Anzeiger fur deutsehes Altertum, xlviii.

31511'.), lays greater emphasis on the release of the
survivors of the dead person from the fear of him
than on the release of his soul.
'The thought of the dead person, if it was a case of

burial, would involve the idea of the preserved but disfigured
body, decomposed or already changed to a skeleton. . . , But
if the dead iierson had been burned, what was left of liirn

afforded no new food for the imagination. . . . The part which
the dead under such circumstances played in the dreams,
hallucinations, and imaginations of the survivors was un-

doubtedlj' a smaller and also a more friendly one ; in other

words, his soul entered more easily into the peace of a home of

souls, or else followed its destined way at liberty within living
and active nature.'

In confirmation of his view, Much appeals to the

custom, Avhicli long persisted, of burning what
were supposed to be vampires, witches, sorcerers,
and the like, for no other reason than to prevent
their return.

In ojiposition to the opinion (which, by the way,
is generally prevalent) of these three scholars, that
the '

dogma
'

of cremation spread into Europe and
Asia by passing from race to race, W. Ridgeway,
in his work mentioned above. The Early Age of
Greece, defends the view that cremation was
brought by the conquering expeditions of a N.

European Celtic race to Italy and Greece as well
as to Iran and India. He holds that, at tlie same
time iind in the same way as the custom of burn-

ing the body, the belief had spread that an en-
trance into a world of the blest was secured only
by those who were burned by fire, but that
cremation itself is rooted, in the last resort, in the
conviction that it is only by fire that man can
be freed from the pollution which death brings
with it.

Setting aside this attemj)t of Ridgeway (Avhich

appears to liave little foundation) to explain the

spread of crem.ation among the Aryan races

by migration of races instead of by
' Maves of

culture,' the present wTiter believes that in the
discussions of all four scholars imi)ortant points
of view have been suggested for the rmder-
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standing of the question with which we are liere

engaged, although naturally it will never be

possible to get beyond more or less crediljle conjec-
tures on the subject. There is no doubt that the

thought which in stages of primitive culture is

expressed most frequently and plainly, as we shall

see in the section on ' Realms of the Dead '

(p. 29),

is that cremation opens for the dead person the
entrance into a paradise beyond. But it cannot yet
be decided whether cremation iirst originated from
an Aryan race and spread

' wave-like
'

in different

directions, or took rise outside the circle of Aryan
linguistic and racial kinship—perhaps among the

lirimitive Sumerian population of Babylon, where,
in the year 1887, huge burying-grounds of burned
bodies; were brought to light in the two ruined sites

of Surghnl and El Hibba (cf. R. Koldewey, in

ZA ii. 403 il'.).

2. Attentions paid to the dead at the time of
the disposal of the corpse, especially the gifts
to the dead. — Whether, in primitive times, the

body of the dead was buried or burned, the dis-

[)osal

of it must have been accompanied even then

)y a long series of solemn customs, which can still

be ascertained by a careful comparison of the
burial-rites handed down from the separate Aryan
races. Unfortunately, such a comparison has not
as yet been undertaken, and cannot be at-

tempted in an exhaustive way here. To show,
however, how far-reaching the analogies in this

connexion are, two at least of the chief Aryan
races, namely, the Greeks and the Lithuanian
Slavs will be compared.
For the former we shall start from the description of the

Greek burial - customs in Rohrte's Psyche^ (denoted by R.), i.

218 S. ; for the latter we shall take special account of the
above-mentioned (p. 17''') work of Kotljarevskjj (

= K.); cf. also
.loannes Menecius (= M.); 'de Sacrificiis et Idolatria veterum
Borussoruni, Llvonuni, aUarumque vicinarum gentium' (Scrip-
tores lierum Livonicarum, ii. 389 41.); and P. V. Sejn (

=
S.i),

'
ilaterials for a Knowledge of the Life and Language of the

Russian Population of the North-AVest' (White Russia), i. 2,
2nd pt. :

' Burial and Memorial Customs, Wailings over the
Corpse, and Lamentations for the Dead,' in Trans, of the Depart-
ment for the Russian Lang, and Lit. of the St. Petersburg
Acad. [Russ.] 51,^ No. .3, St. Petersburg," 1800, and the same
author's work (

=
S.2), The Great Russian in his Sonr/s, Usages,

Customs, Superstitions, Tales, Legends, etc. [Russ.], St.

Petersburg, 1898, 1900, 2nd pt. p. 777 ff. Thereafter the
important subject of gifts to the dead will be discussed
with regard to all the Aryan races.

(a) Ancient Greek and Litu-Slavic curial-
CUSTOMS. — (a) The lying in state of the corpse
{wpoOea-is).

—'After the eyes and the mouth have
been closed by tlie hand of the nearest relative,
the corpse is washed and anointed by the women
of the family, clothed in clean garments, and laid on
the bed in the house for solemn lying in state

'

(R.).
'In funcribus hie servatur ritus a rusticanis. Defunctorum

cadavera vestibus et calceis induuntur, et erecta locantur super
sellam, cui assidentes illorum propinqui perpotant ac hellu-
antur' (M. p. 391). 'On the appearance of the master of the
house, the wife, and the persons intimatelj' connected with the
dead man, the lying in state takes place in the "corner"
(kutii), which in this case does not mean the corner under the
sacred images, but the bench opposite the entrance door.*
Among other wishes connected with a "decent" death, as, e.g.,
that in the hour of death all the relatives may be present,
that the sou may close the eyes, the daughter sing the song
of woe, etc., the White Russian peasant wishes to lie on his
own "bench" after his death; he hag not died "decently'' if

he has lain in the "corner" in a stranger's house.' 'They
clothe every corpse in a clean white garment, prepared in the
house, and in new bast shoes, which are replaced by boots only
in wealthy families.' 'It is the bounden duty of the dead
man's nearest relatives to close his eyes, and in doing so they
are required to avoid most strictly any possible injury to his

body; and they make haste to wash the body, before it has
grown cold.'

'

They clothe the dead man in a complete summer
dress, i.e. in a summer tunic and girdle over the under-

Cf. also S.i p. 531: 'They lay the dead body on a long
broad bench, or on a frame specially prepared for it in the
middle of the room, with the head towards the sacred images
(krasui/ ugolu)' ; and S.i p. 551: 'They lay the dead body" in
the middle of the room, with the feet towards the door.' So
in IIon\er {II. xi.\. 212) the dead person rests ava. wpoOvpov
TeTpaijLjj.ii'Oi.

garment, and they usually put a hat on his head' (§.i pp.
512, 518).

A difference from the Greek custom is shown in
the fact that among the Slavs the washing of the
dead body, which, moreover, is regarded as a reli-

gious ceremony accomi)anied by prayers, is not
usually performed by relatives, but by strangers;
in the case of men it is done by men, in the case
of women by women, or sometimes in the case of
both by old women.

(j3) The lamentation for the dead (Opijvoi).
—'The

lamentation for the dead took place over the c;orpse
lying on its bier, and the purpose of tlie lying in
state was to give opportunity for this' (R.). The
spontaneous j)assionateness of this lamentation in
the earliest times is attested not only in the de-

scription of Homer,* but also by the endeavour.s
of the lawgivers, especially Solon (Plutarch, Solon,
21), which were directed towards putting a check

upon it. Solon Avill have only the women nearest
of kin (cf. below, 3 e) to take part in the lamenta-
tion ; all violent outbursts of grief, scratching of
the cheeks, and beating of the lireast and the head
are forbidden, as well as the singing of set forms

{Oprivdv 7reiToi7]/xeva). Homer {II. xxiv. 70711.) gives
a graphic account of what once prevailed : Priam
carries the body of Hector to Troy. The Avliole

town is assembled before the gates ; with Aveeping
and lamentations the people surround Priam's
chariot ; Avife and mother tear their hair at the

sight of their beloved dead one. Priam now ex-

horts them :
' Give me place for the mules to pass

through; hereafter ye shall have your lill of wail-

ing when I have brought him unto his home.'
There the body of Hector is laid on a splendid
couch, professional singers strike up a melancholy
air, accompanied by the woeful cries of the women ;

then Andromache, Hecuba, and Helen step for-

Avard to the dead body to utter those mourning
songs Avhich are doubtless meant by the dprivdv
TreiroLr)fj.evix of Solon's edict.

We meet Avith all these customs in everyday use
in the Litu-Slavic Avorld, sometimes even at the

very threshold of the present day. From the

laying of the dead body on the 'bench,' from the

very moment of death, indeed, the lamentations of
female relatives or neighbours continue througli all

the phases of the burial—often it is impossible to

say Avhether more as a conventional necessity or as
an expression of deep anguish. Moreover, they are

repeated at the anniversary festivals of the dead,
which Avill be spoken of beloAV. The Arab Ibn
Diistah (K. p. 217) Avas acquainted Avith the fierce-

ness of these outbursts of grief Avhen he relates that
the Avomen lacerated f their hands and faces Avith
knives Avhen a member of the family died. And
Sejn states of the White Russians of the present
day (S.i p. 535) :

' The room of the peasant's house, iu wliich the dead body
lies, re-echoes with the weeping and mourning of relatives,
neighbours, and acquaintances. In such a case the women
naturally distinguish themselves by special ecstasies of feeling,
their wailing and moaning and their despair at times reaching
such a pitch that, on looking at them, one involuntarily begins
to be apprehensive not only for the health, but even for the life

of some of them.' Again, referring to the Great Russians, he says

* Cf. e.g. II. xviii. 22 ff. (the son of Nestor announces the
death of Patroclus to Achilles) :

cos (fioLTO, Toi' (Achilles) S' a;^eos I'ei/ieAi; tKaXyj/i iJ.i\aiva.

a.iJi<j)0Tipi)<7L
Se xepcrli' eXiov koviv ai0a,\6e(j-<Tav

Xevaro kclk Ket/xxAi^s, xap'cf 5' fjcrxwe irpoaunrov
vcKTapiw i5e X'Toii't fjieKaiv' afi^ii^at'i; Te</)p)}.

aurbs 5' €1' Koi'iria'i /xeya? fxeyaAwo-Ti rai^vaOi'i^

KtiTO, <l>CKri<Ti 6e X(p<ri- KOfirfv jjcrxwi Sal^iov.

Sfj.(oai S', as 'AxiAcus \rji<Tcr<XTO IlarpoKAds re,

BvfJLOV aK7)X<:HeVai /u.eydA' la^ov, ex 6e Bi'pa^e

t6pap.ou CLfXtf)' 'A^tAiFja 6at</>pora, xepai 5e naaai
o-r/jCea n-eTrArjyoi'TO, \v6iv 6' vir'o yvia ejcaorns.

\ Cf. II. .\JX.
28^2

ff. :

_ , _

Bpicrrjis 5' S.p' intiT, iKiKi) xpvc^yi 'A<^po5tTT),
tos i5e IlarpoicAoi' &e&iiCyixivov b^eC \a\Ki'),

aixiji' avTM xvitevT] Ai'y' cKioKve, X^P"'^ ^ ap.v<xaev

(TTijdea. t' ^6' ana\r)v SeipT]v i&i KoAd irpcio'tuira.
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(S.2 p. 770) :
' When the women strike up their mourning soni,'s

at the graves, the weeping widow often swoons in consequence of

her great grief, i.e. she falls on the grave of her husband, and
lies there perfectly motionless. Then the women who are

present shake her and bring her to her senses
;
and she falls

down on the grave again, and continues her song of lamenta-
tion. Swoons like these occur several times in succession.

Often they are only pretended, as it does honour to the be-

reaved one, and they praise her for "knowing how to weep."'

It is wortliy of note that these Kussian lamenta-
tions often assume an epic, and even a dramatic,
character—epic in so far as occasionallj' a complete
sketcli of the life of the deceased is given in them
(cf. S.^ p. 546), dramatic in so far as the mourners
are in the habit of turning to the dead person with

questions as if he were alive.
Cf. Menecius, op. cit. p. 391 : 'Epota cerevisia (see above) fit

lamentatio funebris, quio in lingua Rutenica sic sonat : ... id

est, hei mihi quare moituus es? Num tibi deerat esca aut

potus? Hoc modo lamentantes enumerant ordine omnia ex-
terna illius bona, cuius mortem deplorant ; nempe, uxoreui,
liberos, oves, boves, equos, anseres, gallinas, etc. Ad qure sin-

gula respondentes occinunt banc uicniam : cur ergo mortuus
es qui hajc habebas ?

' and S.i p. 520 :
' Those who \'isit the dead

man take pains to e.xpress their genuine grief, and in doing so

they recall different circumstances in their lives which have such
and such a connexion with his life. The women express this in

a mournful, tearful song, but the men in a long address, during
which the speaker often turns to the dead man \\ith questions,
just as if he were still alive, and several times during the course
of the speech he repeats that the dead man, although no longer
alive, can nevertheless hear and understand quite well, only he
is unable to express his thoughts and feelings.'

These speeches of the men are not really dirges,
since only the women can take part in funeral

dirges. Oopious collections of these dirges, arranged
according to the relationship of the mourner (widow,
mother, sister, daughter, daughter-in-law, etc.), are
to be found in both of Sejn's works. While on the
whole marked by great monotony, these songs not

infrequently exhibit in details genuine poetic feel-

ing, and quite recall the mourning songs which the

Trojan women poured forth over the body of Hector.
Thus a White Russian widow laments (S.i p. 638): 'O, my

brave partner, how am I to live now with my dear little child-
ren? Who will be their supporter and father? Whence can
warm winds blow down upon them ? No warm winds will blow
upon them,' etc. Cf. Andromache's words at the bier of her
husband (II. xxiv. 725 ff.) : 'Husband, thou art gone young from
life, and leavest me a widow in thy halls. And the child is yet
but a little one, the child of ill-fated parents, thee and me

;

nor methinks shall he grow up to manhood,' etc.

In Russia there are also paid female mourners,
who often achieve great fame by their art (cf. Mel-
nikow, In the Forests, ii. 307, Russ. ed.).

(7) The funeral procession {iK<popd.).
—'The lying

in state seems to have lasted, as a rule, only one
day. Early on the morning of the third day after

death, the body was caiTied out of the house along
with the couch on which it had lain. . . . The
solemn and magnificent forms which this part of

the cult of the dead assumed, in the time of the
ancient aristocracy, may be seen from the portrayal
(if it coiTesponds at all to the reality) of a funeral

procession on one of the very ancient "dipylon-
vases." Here the body lies on an elevated bier in a
carriage drawn by two horses ; there are men with
swords at tlio side, and a whole crowd of Avomen
following, wailing and beating their heads '

(R.).
' Cum ad sepulturam ellertur cadaver, plerique in equis fanus

prosequuntur, et currum obequitant, quo cadaver vehitur ;

eductisque gladiis vcrberant auras, vociferantes : ... id est,
aufugite vos daeraones' (M. p. 391). 'They always drive the
dead body to the cemetery, and that on sledges even in summer ;

it is not customary to carry the dead body with the hands ' *

(S.2 p. 778).
' In old Russian the phrase

" to sit on the sledge
"

means the same as "to approach the grave" (cf. AnuCin,
'Sledge, Boat, and Horse as Requisites of Burial Ritual'
(Russ.) in the Moakauer Drevnosti, xvi.). 'It is also

worthy of notice that, as a rule, they yoke the dead man's
favourite horse to his carriage.' 'In my parish they convey
the dead to the cemetery in no other way than on a w.aggoii
drawn by a pair of oxen.' 'The burial takes place on the third

day after the death of the invalid, and often on the second'
(ii:^ pp. 522, 541, 530).

The obsequies themselves naturally took a dif-

* The custom is different on the other side of the Volga, among
tl.e Raskolnikaus (cf. Slclnikow, In tlic Forests, ii. 309, Russ.
ea.).

ferent form according as it was burial or cremation
that was practised ; both methods, as Ave have

seen, can be proved to have existed in pre-Chris-
tian times, both on Litu-Slavic and on Greek soil.

Winternitz, in his articles,
' Was AAassen wir von

den Indogermanen ?
'

(Beilage zur MimrlLner AZ,
1903, No. 258, p. 293), thinks it is possible to recog-
nize a primitive Aryan custom, connected with
burial as well as cremation, in the frequently re-

curring practice of the mourners Avalking three

times round the grave or the funeral pyre ; but the

present writer has not as yet been able to trace

such a habit on strictly Slavonic soil. The most

important part, however, of the obsequies proper
Avas undoubtedly the depositing of the funeral
gifts on the grave or on the funeral pyre of the
deceased—a point Avhich Avill be treated in greater
detail beloAV. We shall therefore pass on to the
fourth and last chief act of the ancient Greek burial

ceremonial on the one hand, and the Litu-Sluvic
on the other, A'iz. the funeral feast.

(5) Th", funeral feast (irepibmrvov).
—'Having re-

turned from the disposal of the body, the members
of the family undergo a religious purification, and
then, croAvned Avith Avieaths, attend the funeral

feast. This Avas also a part of the cult of souls.

The soul of the dead man Avas believed to be pre-
sent, as their host ; it Avas dread of the invisible

companion that gave rise to the custom of alluding
to him only eulogistically during the feast. The
funeral feast Avas a repast for the living relatives,

given at the house of the dead person' (R.).
'

All the rest of the company return (after the burial) to the

peasant's house, Axith the priest at their head, in order to
" celebrate the'funeral feast

"
(pravM stolu ; cf. Homeric TOi<j>ov

Saivvvai.). By this is meant a commemoration meal for the
dead person, which lasts from two to four hours.' ' After they
have buried the corpse, the priest goes home, but often they
invite him to the house of the dead person. All the others who
attended the burial immediately betake themselves to the house
of the deceased "

to the feast of cakes" (na ktecki). After they
have washed their hands, the^' pray here first of all to God,
sometimes inaudibly, sometimes, if there is a reader among
them, aloud ; then they sit down to table. The reader and
those who dug the grave sit in the places of honour. The men
sit at one table a little higher (" in the corner," na kute), the
women at another' (§.1 pp. 513, 554). 'But each one, before

eating [at the funeral feast], must wash himself. This must
have been a very ancient custom, and it has not been given up
yet among the Nadravians ; for, when the people come from the

ijurial, a tub of water is placed befo/e the door, as those
who attended the funeral must Avash* themselves, even

although none of them touched either the earth or the corpse
'

(cf. Matthseus Praetorius, Delicue Prussicce oder Preussische

Schauhuhne, ed. \A'. Pierson, Berlin, 1871, p. 99).
' To this day

I cherish the greatest respect for this burial feast (zalobny
stolu), at which rude speaking, slander, dispute, disagreement,
strife, wanton jests, and everj-thing else that usually accom-

panies gatherings of peasants, had no place. The large gather-
ing spoke with restraint, not raising their voices, and the

conversation, whether of individuals or of the whole company,
confined itself to the deceased, his actions, and the most trivial

details of his life. They recalled the talk and instructions of
the dead man, especially those in which the goodness of his
heart shone forth' (§.1 p. 514).

We shall learn more about the funeral feasts of
the Greeks and the Litu-Slavs Avhen Ave come to

s})eak of their ' commemoration feasts for the dead '

(3 d) ; the latter cannot ahvays be sharply sepa-
rated from the former,

(b) The gifts to the dead.—The remote anti-

quity of the Lithuanian, White Russian, and Great
Russian ideas and usages connected Avitli the

disposal of the dead is shown not least in the
custom, Avb.ich even yet is in part Avide-.spread, of

laying in the grave along Avith the dead person the
favourite objects of his past life. The folloAving is

a selection from the great mass of testimonies :

' Post lamentationem dantur cadaveri munuscula, nempe
mulicri fila cum acu : viro linteolum, idque eius coUo impli-
catur. . . . Ciui funus mortuis faciunt, nummos proiciunt in

sepulcrum tanquam viatico mortuum prosequentes. Collocant

quoque panem, et lagenam cerevisi.-e jilenam ad caput cadaveris
in sepulcrum illati, ne anima vel sitiat vel esuriat (M. I.e.).

'
1

* The Scythians also, as Herodotus (iv. 73 ff.) describes in

detail, had to purify themselvrs after the burial, which they
did by means of a vapour-bath from hemp-seed,
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was assured that they put into the pockets of the linen shirt

[nasovH), which is put ou the dead man, pipe and tobacco-

jx)uch, flint and steel if he smoked during his life, and a siiuff-

bux if he snuffed. To the man's girdle above the shirt t.'icy

hung a small bag containing smooth copper buttons, as
well as a small knife in a leather sheath—articles with
which the peasant never parts during his daily life. In

the case of both men and women they placed in the front folds

of the linen shirt a clean linen handkerchief (nosoviUka), so that
the dead person might, if necessary, wipe his eyes, his nose,
and his mouth.' '

I have heard it frequently asserted that on

opening a burial-mound the grave-diggers sometimes used to find

a bottle of spirits which had been previously laid in the dead
man's coffin. The men, so far from despising such a find, consumed
it on the spot with great pleasure."

'

They place a towel in the
dead man's hand, and some coppers in his pocket, with which ho

buys a place for himself "in yonder world.'" 'After the
burial-service they lower the deceased into the grave, along
with objects which were specially treasured by him and were
specially dear to him during his lifetime. If, e.g., he was by
trade a shoemaker, they invariably placed beside him an
unfinished bast shoe (.5M piiikotnu i spicnmi, implements of his

trade?); if he was a carpenter, or some other tradesman, they
gave him an axe, a chisel, a plane, a file, etc. Besides these

things tliey put into every dead man's grave bread, salt, eggs
lor an omelet, nuts, beer and spirits in a bottle, and also a short

pipe with tobacco and tinder-bo.v, or a snufl-bo.\ with snuff'

(^.1 pp. 512, 517, 531, 534).

Similar customs may still be shown to exist

among the Teutonic races of the present day,
although they have to a large extent disappeared
(cf. E. Mogk,

'

Mythologie
'

in Paul's Grundrlss d.

germ. Phil.^ iii. 252).
The result of the.se investigations is that even

to-day, under the complete domination of Christi-

anity, we iind the remains of a custom which
can be traced back, by means of excavations and
traditions, to the epoch when people generally
began to bestow care upon the disposal of the

dead, viz. the Neolithic Age ;
and this custom con-

sisted in giving to the dead man gifts of meat and
drink, weapons, household furniture of all kinds,
ornaments, domestic animals, and even servants
and wives. In fact, in the time of the Vikings,
tliey even dei)0sited the dead man's ship along
with him at the burial mound, as the Avell-known
discoveries of Tune and Gokstad show. And
among those Aryan races which, at the time of the
oldest historical tradition, seem to be no longer
acquainted with the custom of gifts to the dead,
unmistakable traces point to its existence at an
earlier ilate. For instance, gifts to the dead appear
to be unknown to Vcdic antiquity, but such facts as
the following must be taken into account. Accord-

ing to a famous hymn of the Rigveda (x. 18), they
give the dead warrior on the funeral-pyre his bow,
and then take it out of his hanas again ; or they
make the wife lie on the funeral-pyre beside her

husband, and afterwards command her to '
rise

once more to the world of the living.' This shows
that here also it used to be the custom for weapons
and wife to be burnt along with the dead man (cf.

Oldenberg, Die Eeligiun des Veda, p. 575). The
same holds good of the Homeric Greeks. "With
tliem also the ashes of the dead were interred gener-
ally without gifts to the dead ; but the funeral

ceremony which Achilles prepared for his friend
Patroclus (//. xxiii. 164 ff. ), and the funeral-pyre on
which he placed pitchers with honey and oil, and
at which he slaughtered sheep, oxen, horses, dogs,
and twelve noble Trojans, show that there reached
even into the Homeric epoch the memory of a time
when people honoured the dead Avith sacrifices and
gifts.
The method in M'hich these gifts were offered to

the dead man varied. Where the rite of burial
was prevalent, they were lowered with the corpse
into the grave ; where cremation was customary,
they were either placed beside the ashes of the dead
man or burned with him on the funeral-pyre—
wliicli seems to be the later custom. But it is

dillicult to carry through a sharp distinction as
to the character of the gifts according as it was
a ca.se of burial or of cremation. It is true that

S. Miiller, in his Nordische Altcrtmnshtnde, has
ventured to suggest, for the geographically limited
district of this northern world, a complete history
of the development of gifts to the deacl in harmony
M'ith the development he assumes to have taken
place in the ideas of the people of this region
conceriung a future life. Thus (according to S.

Miiller), at an earlier period of the Neolithic Age
it was believed that the dead person really con-
tinued to live in the seclusion of the tomb, and so
he was provided in great abundance a\ ith weapons
and implements, with vessels containing meat and
drink, with amber beads, etc. Then came the
close of the Stone Age and the earliest Bronze Age,
ill which 'the earlier belief in the continuance
of the life of the soul appears to have been given
up without having anytiiing to put in its place.'
The consequence was that importance was no
longer attached to the proper equi[)raent of the
dead, which ' was confined to a fixed collection of

weaj)ons and ornaments—one might say, to the

things belonging to the daily outfit.' But what
was the use of these then ? And does it not seem
a simpler assumption that in graves like these
we have to do with those of warriors, who had
no need of implements? Finally, we are told,
cremation came in, which completely freed the
soul from the body and carried it off to airy
regions. From that time, according to S. Miiller,
the graves contain only 'petty wares, such as

objects for the toilet, smaller pieces of furniture,
or simple articles of dress.' But what would the

soul, released from the body, want, e.g., with a
razor? Thus, however interesting it is to hear the

opinions of an investigator of the standing of S.

Miiller, it is, nevertheless, very doubtful whetlier
his views can be maintained even so far as the
northern part, and especially the rest, of Europe is

concerned. What meaning are we to put, e.g., on
the fact that, in the famous cemetery of Hallstatt,
525 graves of skeletons lie alongside of and among
455 graves of ashes, and that both kinds of graves
exhibit essentially the same kinds of gifts de-

posited: weapons, utensils, ornaments, clay vessels,
etc. ? Or how are we to judge the fact that the
Russian peasant of to-day Avho puts a handkerchief
in the dead man's coffin (see above) gives as his

reason the grossly material notion (wliich, accord-

ing to S. Miiller, really occurs only in the earliest

Neolithic periods) that he does it in order that the
dead man may be able to blow his nose ?

The fundamental idea of all these gifts to the

dead, from the most primitive times down to the

present day, must always have been simply the Avish

to give the dead man something with him that

might be useful or agreeable to him after death.
In this connexion it nuist be emphatically observed

that, in dcpo.nting these things, the mourners were
actuated not so miu-h by definite conceptions of the

future life, as by a custom inherited from their

fathers. This mucli we may say, that at dillerent

places and at different times the fundamental idea
underwent a process of sublimation, in so far as

the gifts to the dead, once seriously meant, showed
a tendency to change into symbols of love and
remembrance. We can recognize this very beauti-

fully in the graves of the Athenian l)urying-ground
already mentioned (cf. p. 16''), which was in use

from pre-historic times down to tlie 4th cent. B.C.

In the graves of the '

dipylon epoch,' which, as we
have seen, contain skeletons almost exclusively,
the abundant gifts (weapons, pottery of all kinds,

pots with meat and drink, and bones from bull-offer-

ings) deposited in the graves were doubtless meant

seriously, and intended for the actual use of tlie

dead man. It is quite different with tlie later

graves—cremation as well as burial graves— be-

tween wliich no distinction can be made here in this
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respect. The men genei-ally get nothing more than
a few worthless vessels. But beside the women
are laid their ornaments, beside the children their

toys (cf . Briickner-Pernice, op. cit. p. 189 f. ).

We have said that we must regard as the funda-
mental idea of all gifts to the dead the wisli of tlie

surviving relatives to provide for the dead man in a
future life, whatever they might imagine it to be.

We cannot here enter fully into the much-dis-

puted question as to wliether this wish was called
forth by fear of or love for the dead man. It may
be that there was a time when fear of the soul of
the dead, and the intention of keeping it securely
in the grave by means of these gifts, were the only
ideas in view. On the other hand, we must
imagine the family ties so well knit, even in the
times of the early Aryans, that they cannot be

thought of as lacking a feeling of love (liowever
rude the manner of expressing it), which was
naturally extended also to the dead. So we can

only say that a feeling of timid reverence for the
dead, of fear mingled with love, was the foundation
of the Aryan worship of the dead ; and this notion
is reflected in numerous testimonies (see below).
On the other hand, we must notice briefly another

motive frequently supposed to underlie these gifts
to the deacf, viz. the assumption that men did not
venture to deprive the dead of the property be-

longing to them in the eyes of God and of justice.
It is all the more necessary to examine this view,
because it best explains a number of facts which
it is otherwise impossible or hard to understand.
Thus, in the flrst place, the idea was widely current
in Teutonic law of 'the portion of the dead,' i.e.

'a share which belongs by right to the dead
for his own legacy,' and which H. Brunner
(Z. der Savigny-Stiftung fur Rechtsgesch. xix.
Germanistische Abt. p. 107 ff. ) has sho^vn '

origin-
ally consisted of the movables which were burned
or buried with the dead man.' If, therefore,
the oldest usage aflecting the rights of souls was
tliat the dead should receive his entire possessions,
the further inference is drawn (ef. Rolide, Psyche ^,

i. 30 f. footnote 3) that in later times the idea must
naturally have arisen of commuting this right
by means of a small symbolical gift. Thus is to be
explained the coin, the obolns, which in classical

antiquity was squeezed between the teeth of the
dead man, and which we have also frequently met
with among the Litu-Slavic races as a gift to
the dead. In the former instance it appears as
* Charon's penny,' i.e. as payment for the ferryman
of the dead, in the latter (cf. above, p. 2P) it is

transformed into money to buy a place in tlie next
world. Generally, at the transference of an inherit-

ance, many customs appear which indicate the
notion that goods and chattels, from the point of
view of God and justice, must follow the owner to
the grave. In White Russia (S.^ p. 522) when the
cottin has been lifted to the waggon drawn by a
liorse, the relatives take leave of the dead man by
kissing his forehead, but the new head of the house
kisses the hoofs of the funeral horse, as well as
those of the other horses, and sometimes those of all

the cattle.
' The dead man,' writes Kotljarevskij {op. cit. p. 211),

' could
take all his

helonpinj^s uith him into the grave ; so among the
inhabitants of Mazovia, the nevv head of the house, as soon as
the old one dies, goes to the house, to the buildings connected
with the house, to the trees, and to the domestic animals, and tells
them of the death of their former master, and of the entrance
into power of the new one, with the words :

" Your former
master is dead ; I am now your new lord." ' The same thing is
stated by Carl Cappeller, Kaip seneji Letuvininkai gyveno,
Aufzeic/inungen avs dem KreUe Stalluponen, Heidelberg, 1904,
p. 3(5 :

' Thus it was a pagan custom,' the account concludes.

Similar customs are also reported from Gennany.
In Miclielbacli, near Marburg, when tlie head of
the house dies, the new master goes to the cattle in
the stable and to the bee-houses, and announces

the * Lad ' and his taking over of the charge with the
words :

' The master is dead ; I am the master '

(in letters of R. Heldmann). Ilessler {Hessische
Lnndcs- und Volkskundc, ii. [Marburg, 1904] p. 152)
tells of a similar undertaking of command on the

part of the mistress.

Nevertheless, the present writer does not believe
that the custom of gifts to the dead is made alto-

gether clear by the series of ideas described above,
however old they may be. In order to show this,
he will in closing this section refer to one more
point from which it will appear that on Aryan
soil, even in pre-historic times, people had not only
thought about providing the dead man with such

things as had been, or might have been, his pro-

perty
durinw his life—his axe, his sword, his ap-

parel, etc.—but made provision beyond this for
his well -

being in the world to come. P'or

our purpose, we may start from the custom,
already touched on above, of giving the dead man
his wife, or, if he had several -wives, one of them,
as a companion in the grave or on the funeral-

pyre.

According to the evidence in Europe collected by V. Hehn
{KuUurpflaiizen und HaustiereT, p. 535) and H. Zimmer (Altin
disches Leben, p. 329), the same thing is clearly demonstrable
among Scythians, Thracians, Lithuanians, Slavs, and Teutons,
and undoubtedly goes back to primitive Aryan times. For
India, it cannot be proved from Vedic antiquity. Nevertheless,
Indologists do not doubt that, when the burning of widows
makes its appearance, from about the 5th cent. B.C., we have
to do not with an innovation, but with the revival of a very
old custom preserved locally even in Vedic times (cf. II. Oarbe,
Beitrdge zur indischen Kulturgeschichie, Berlin, 1903, p. 141 ff.,
'

Witwenverbrennung
'

; Risley, Report Census of Imlia, 1901).

All these testimonies are concerned with pro-
vision for the 7named dead. What happened in

the case of the single man? The present writer
has tried to answer this question in a little mono-
gTaph on Totenhochzeit (Jena, 1904). In this he
starts from the custom, attested in Attica, of

placing on the grave of those who died unmarried
a XovrpocpSpos, i.e. a certain kind of water -pitcher,
M'hich at the same time played an important part
in marriage-ceremonies, as the water intoided for
tlie bridal bath of the young couple was brouglit
in it. It is only by comparing the Greek customs
with those of other Aryan peoples that we can
discover the meaning of this custom. We tlien

lind that the placing of the bridal Xourpo^opos
on the grave of unmarried people represents tlie

symbolical preservation of a custom which is still

very wide-spread among the Slavonic races, in
terms of which a ceremonial imitation-marriage
M'as celebrated at the graves of unmarried men and
maidens, during which a bride or a bridegioom
was there and then assigned to the dead person.*
The third and last stage of the custom under dis-

cussion is 2}resented to us in the accounts of the
Arabs regarding the oldest Slavonic and Russian
conditions of life. According to them, not only,
as has been mentioned, was the wife of the dead
married man given to him as a companion in

death, but the single man too was, after his death,
married in regular fashion to a young girl, who
also was therefore doomed to die (cf. Mas'udT, Lcs
Prairies d'or, ed. Barbier de Meynard, Paris, 1861-
1865, ii. p. 9, n. 7). One of these '

death-Aveddings
'

is described in detail by the Arab Ibn Fusslan
(text and translation ed. by C. E. Priilm, St.

Petersburg, 1823). But it follows from isolated
traces that the custom of tlie wife djang along witli
her husband was prevalent also in Greece in pre-
historic times (cf. Pausanias, ii. 21. 7), and in the
story of the Trojan maiden Polyxene, sacrificed at
tiie gi-ave of Achilles, there exists also on classical
soil a case of the barbarian custom of ' death-

• Remains of this custom are found also in Germany; for
in IIcsso the coHins of single men who have died niust be
accompanied by

' wreathed girls,' who must wear mourning for
four weeks, etc. (cf. Hessler, op. cit.).
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marriage.' If these statements (for a fuller ac-

count of Avhich reference may be made to the
booklet mentioned above) are right,* we are un-

doubtedly concerned with a case in which the

funeral gifts cannot signify making the dead take
with hi in property pos.^essed before, but were

clearly due to a concern on the part of the sur-

vivors for the fortunes of the deceased in the next
world. This concern was based on the conviction,

lirmly rooted in primitive Aryan times, that mar-

riage is an absolute necessity and bachelorhood a

pitiable condition (cf. the present author's book,
Die Srhivicgermutter und der Hagestulz, Crunswick,
1904, p. 26i}'.).t

3. Attentions paid to the dead after the funeral

rites (Ancestor-worship).
—After the dead body

had been consigned to the grave or the funeral-

pyre, in the way described above, the person re-

mained in connexion with his relatives l)y means
of a rigidly ajipointed service of the dead.
Survivals of this service are to be met with more
or less distinctly among all Aryan races. They
can, however, now be studied in detail and as a
whole only in two branches of the Aryan linguistic

group, widely separated from each other in time
and place, tlie Indians and the Litu-Slavs. With
regard to the latter we must refer to the works of

6ejn and Kotljarevskij, already quoted (pp. 17^, 19).
So far as the Indians are concerned, their an-
cestors were worshipped by two kinds of religious
ceremonies, the Pindapitryajna and the Srdddha.
The Hrst of these is a sacrifice in which balls of

rice {pinda) are offered only to ' the fathers
' on

the afternoon of the day on which the new
moon sacrilice takes place. The Srdddha, how-
ever, i.e.

' that which is otl'ered from a sense of trust

{sraddhd, viz. in the Brahmans),' is a celebration
in which the ancestors are honoured with water,
cakes, ointment, clothes, and again with water,— but in addition, in order to please one or more of
the departed, the worshipper provides food for
Brahmans. For the former ceremony compare
O. Donner, Das Pindapitrijajna odcr Manenopfer
mit Klussen, Berlin, 1870, and, for the latter,

especially W. Caland, iJbcr Totenverehrtmr) bei

einigcn der indogermanischen Volker, Amsterdam,
1888, and Altindiseher Ahnencult, Leyden, 1893 (cf.

also the same author's ' Die altindischen Todten-
und Bestattungsgebriiuche

'

in Verhnndelingcn der

Koninklijke Akadeniie van Wetten.'ichappen,
Amsterdam, 1890). Although the fundamental
features of this old Indian ancestor-worship
must be regarded as belonging to the Vedic

period, still one cannot fail to recognize that its

forms in most of the sources show that the

ruling priesthood exerted a strong influence on
them, and to a large extent transformed them.

Fortunately, too, in India itself there is no lack of

statements, as, e.g., in the Grhgasutra of Gobhila,
pointing to an essentially lower stage of ancestor-

worship, features of which recur with surprising
exactness in the Litu-Slavic ceremonial. We
can almost say that the veil which Christianity
has drawn across this ancient layer of religious
worsliip is more transparent than the one -which
Brahmanism has spread over it. In any case,
it will be advisable in the re-construction of the
old Aryan cult of the dead, to which we now

* Several objections to these views raised by Taul Stengel in
the Wochenscliri/t fur klass. I'hil., li»U5, No. IS, and by F.
KaufEmann in the Zeitschrift fiir deutsche PhiUilixjie, 1907,
vol. i., have been answered by the present writer in his

Sprachvergteichung und Urgeschichie'-^, 1. (Jena, 190(j), p. 220,
note 1, and ii. (Jena, 1907), p. 6io, note 3, p. m.

t For exanipltis of niarriag^e of the living to the dead in
modern India, see Nelson, Mamial of the Madura DiUrict, ii.

40
; Lojian, Manual of the Malabar District, i. 128 ; Francis,

Jieport on Veimis of Madras, 1901, i. 56. It was noticed also

among the Tatars by .Marco Polo (1st ed. i. '2:;t, od. Vide), who
gives other examples ;

see also J. J. II. de Groot, licligious
Sj/siem of China, ii. SOi f.

pass, to take as our starting-point the Litu-
Slavic and not the Indian conditions. Here
M'e shall deal with {a) the designation and the
manner of conceiving of the worshipped an-

cestors, (b) the times, (t) the places, (d) the ritual
of the worship of the dead, {e) the general signifi-
cance, for the history of culture, of tlie worship of
the dead in early times.

(a) Designation and manner of conceiving
OF THE worshipped ANCESTORS (ADMISSION INTO
THEIR NUMBER). —The White Russian peasants
designate those to whom worship of the dead is

oflered as dzjadg (Buss, dedu),
'

grandfather,'

\yhile the Great Russians use tlie term roditeli,
lit. 'parents.' Both expressions, but especially
the Russian ruditeli, roditeli, have now assumed
such a general meaning that they can be ap])lied to

any deceased person, even to children of both sexes
(cf. S.i p. 594, footnote \). The Cr. yoveh and the
Lat. jmrentes (cf. parentalia, parentatio) corre-

spond to the Great Russian expression, while the
technical designation of the worshipped ancestors
in Sanskrit, pitdrus, literally means

'

fathers.' A
still further stage in the upward direction than
the White Russian dzjady is represented by the
Gr. TpiToirdTopes, 'great-grandfathers.' These are
the ancestors to whom the inhabitants of Attica, at
the celebration of a marriage, pray for the blessing
of children (cf. E. Rohde, Psyche^, i. 247). Thus
we get the designations 'fathers' ('parents'),
'

grandfathers
' and '

great-grandfathers,' and it is

not a matter of chance that in the Indian litual
the offering of cakes and water is dedicated to
these three :

' To three (ancestors) is the water offered, to three is

the pinda given, the fourth (viz. the descendant) offers it

(viz. pinda) to the three
;
the fifth has nothing to do wiUi it

'

(Manu, ix. 186). In the same way this
' threefold circle of

fathers
'

is embraced by the Gr. yovei.<; and the Lat. parentes ; cf.

Isseus, viii. 32 : •yoi'tis eitrlujJTTjp /cai -aarrip koX na-n-KOS Ka.\ Ty6r\ koX
rovTiof /liiJTrjp Kol Trarijp' exelvoi yap apxri ToO -yeVous eiCTtV ; and
Festus, p. 221 : parens vulgo pater et mater appellaiur ; sed
iuris prudentes avos et proavos, arias et proavias parcnlum
nomine appeliari dicunt (cf. A. Kaegi, Die A'eunzahl bei den
Ostariem, p. 0).

These ancestors are everywhere considered as
real and powerful beings, watching especially over
the welfare of the family, as may be seen
from the designations applied to them, such as
deol iraTpQoL, Di parentes, Divi manes. White Russ.

svjuty dzjady, 'the sacred grandfathers,' etc., as
well as from the wording of the prayers '\\hich are
addressed to them. The following, e.g., is a very
characteristic report with regard to White Russia
(6.1 p. 593) :

' On every possible occasion the peasant expresses his wor-
shipful remembrance of his "grandfathers." fie does so in his

daily prayer, in conversation in the family and in company,
as well as on the different festive occasions. There are, too,

weighty considerations which compel him to regard this as
his duty. He is persuaded that all good fortune in the farm
and in life was produced by the continuous exertions of his

ancestors, and is sustained by means of their blessings and
their prayers to tlie Supreme Beuig (the latter is a modern
idea). It was they wlio laid out the present settlement and
erected the buildings which until now have remained intact.

There the grandfather dug a canal, there he broke up the land
and made the fields arable. The grandson splits wood with
the grandfather's axe, the granddaughter reaps with her

grandmother's siclile. In the dowry of the daughter there
are the "sarafan," the necklace, and even the wooden shoes
of the grandmother ; the spirited black horse is descended
from the grandfather's mare. In a word, just as these indi-

vidual objects speak of the ancestors, so the whole construc-
tion of life, which has changed little since their time, calls

them daily and even hourly to remembrance.'

It is to them, therefore, that the peasant turns
in all the necessities of daily life. Thus the fol-

lowing is a prayer used in India at the Pinda-

pitryajna :

'

Honour, Pitaras, for your comfort, honour for your living

sap, honour for your living power, honour for your gentleness,
honour for i'our life, honour for your vigour, ScAhd to you,
honour to you, I'itaras, honour ;

this (viz. water) is yours,

Pitaras, this is our and jour life-bringing element; may we
who are here be quickened." Thereupon the husband gives
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the pinda, which lies in the niiddle, to his wife to eat, with
the words: 'Give ine a male cliild, ye Pitaras,' while the wife

replies, 'Insert fruit in me, ye Pitaras, a lotus-wreathed boy,
that he may be uninjured.'

In accordance with this signification of the lielp
of the ancestors in prodncin^ chiklren, we can
understand why the Attic maiden, before her de-

parture from her parents' home on tlie occasion
of her marriage, was bound to ofVer a sacrifice to

the souls of her ancestors (cf. E. Samter, Familien-

feste der Griechen und Edmer, Berlin, 1901, p. 96).

Frequently these spirits of ancestors are desig-
nated as the 'good' and 'helpful,' especially

in the
Lat. mdnes: Old Lat. indnus, 'good.' This may,
however, have been intended more in a euphem-
istic sense, in the same way as, e.g., tlie avenging
goddesses are called the '

Eumenides,' in order
that they might be good and gracious ; for, in

general, the souls of ancestors are regarded as

very stern and easily roused to anger.
The inhabitants of White Russia are filled with dread (S.i

p. 588)
'
lest at the couunemoration festival an.v mistake should

be made. Then, to speak in the language of the peasants, the
feast would be no feast. It would mean that they did not

respect the memory of the person in whose honour the feast
was instituted. As a punishment for disrespect to the dead
there would follow at once family discord, death of cattle,
failure of crops ; in short, mountains and hills would fall upon
the living.'

Woe betide those who do not really slaughter
the cattle they have appointed for the commemora-
tion feast, or who do not first taste the food which
is served. In all these ways can the wrath of the

worshipped ancestors be only too easily roused.
The same ideas are to be found in India :

' Do us
no harm, ye fathers, if in accordance with the way
of mankind we have committed any fault agaiust
you

'

(Rigveda, X. xv. 6) ; and in the ^rCiddha, too,
the oiFerer, immediately after the offering of the

cakes, pronounces the words :
'

May the fathers
not be hard '

(see further in Caland, Ahnejicult,
p. 176 tf.). It was exactly the same thing that was
meant in Greece by the saying, that the rjpwes (' the

.spirits of the dead ') were dvaSpyip-oi ('prone to

anger') and x^i^fToi rots ^/xTeXafowt (cf. E. Kohde,
(Psyche^, i. 246). In Italy, however, according to
Festus (p. 237), they hung up to the Lares* at the

Compitalia dolls resembling human beings, ut
vivit parcant, pilis et si/mdacris contenti.
The dead man does not, immediately after his

death and without more ado, join the number of
tliese ancestors who are worshipped with such
anxious dread ; on the contrary, fixed ceremonies
are necessary to elevate him to the rank of the
ancestors who are worshipped as divine.

In White Russia (§.i p. 534), aft«r the mourners have re-
turned from the burying-ground, 'one of the old women takes
a piece of bread, turns towards the door, and, fixing a cojiper
com on it, speaks the following words, with which she introduces
the dead man into the general list of her departed relatives :

"Grandfathers and grandmothers, fathers and mothers, uncles
and aunts, take our dead father to yourselves, live there with
him in friendship, do not quarrel, etc."

'

In addition to that,
it is a wide-spread idea that for 40 days after his death the
deceased has no rest in his grave, but" '

visits his own house
as well as those of strangers, and is able to inflict all kinds of

damage on those among the living with whom he stood in
hostile relations during his life ; and, in fact, he can do this
all the more easily as the latter are deprived of the power to
take vengeance on their adversary, since he, owing to Lis
immateriality, is invisible or comes forward in the form of
different animals—which ^ves him ample scope to inflict all
Horts of injury on his enemies

'

(fS.i p. 519).
' The peasants also

believe that for six weeks the soul of the dead, every 24 hours
and generally by night, flies into the peasant's hut and drinks

• Ldses (nom. sing. Ids, gen. lasi,i) are undoubtedly, from the
first, spirits of the dead, as is proved by the certain etymological
connexion of the word with larva from Idsua, and with the
festival of the dead, Ldrenlalia. The change from o to d must
be considered exactly the same as in deer : acuo, ambdges : i'kjo,

fdina: fdteri, stdre : status, etc. Wissowa, in Ilosche'r's Ausf.
J^exiconder

qriech.
und rom. MythuUxjie, art.

' Lares '(cf. also
lieligion una Kultus der Homer, p. 148tT.,and ARW vii. .'>!),
fails to recognize this connexion, and consequently comes to a
false conception of the Lares as 'siiirits of the fields.' The
correct view is griven by Samter, Familienfeste, p. 115; cf.
also Walde, Lat. etymol. Wurterliich, artt. 'I.'ar' and 'Larva.'

water from a vessel, which is set out for the purpose and
filled to overflowing' (S.i p. 559).

A corresponding idea is prevalent in India,

naraelj', that the soul of the deceased does not

enter at once into tlie world of the Pitaras, but
rather wanders to and fro as a '

spirit
'

or '

ghost
'

(Skr. jrreta, lit.
' the departed '). Tlie spirits have

also the inclination to return to the dwellings of

the relatives, where in the same way 'food with

a jug of water
' must be given to them. In order

to deliver the departed from this condition and to

adopt them among the Pitaras, definite ceremonies

were necessary, the most important of which was
the Sapindikarana (

'

Sapinda-making '), which took

place usually on the day after the first anniversary
of the death, but often earlier (for particulars, see

Caland, Totenverehrung, p. 22 ff., and Oldenberg,
Die lieligion des Veda, p. 554 f.). See ANCESTOR-
WORSHIP (Indian).
We shall have to speak afterwards ( 3 c and 4) of

the places Avhere the spirits of the ancestors in the

earliest times were supposed to live, and of the later

transformation of the views on tliis subject. We
have still to mention here that these spirits of

ancestors sliuw a tendency in ditterent territories,

usually in connexion with the cult of the hearth-fire,

which came more and more to the front (cf. below,
II. I), to develop into tutelaiy house deities, local-

ized in the home.
The same is true of the Gr. aya^bs SaX/Mav (B.ohde'^, i. 255), of

the Lat. di penates (' those within,' cf. penitus, penetrare), and

larfamiliaris, of the Germ. ' kobold '

(*kuha-u'alda,
' the one who

rules the house'; cf. Old Nor. kofi, 'hut,' A.S. co/a, 'room,'
M.H.G. kobe, 'shed, hover = Gr. yvnoL,

'

underground dwelling' ;

A.S. cofgodu, eofgodas, 'penates, lares'), of Russ. doinovdj ('the
one in the house ') ; and of many similar names.

In this connexion the worship of the house-snake,
found among several of the Aiyan peoples, can be

explained. "Nothing is more frequent in Greece
than to imagine the soul of the deceased in the
form of a snake (cf. Kohde, Psyche"^, i. 2J<^ssim,
and artt. on SouL and SPIRIT), which seemed

especially suitable for this on account of its windin"

motions, partly on the surface of the earth and

partly underneath it. Based upon this idea, a

strongly marked domestic snake-worship has been

developed among the Lithuanians, regarding which
Menecius (see above) gives the most detailed

account :

'Prajterea Lituani et Sam^itse in domibus sub fornace, vel

in angulo vaporarii, ubi mensa stat, serpentes fovent, quos
numinis instar colentes, certo anni tempore precibus sacrificuli

evocant ad mensam. Hi vero exeuntes, per mundum linteolum

conscendunt, et supra mensam assident : ubi postquam singula
fercula delibarunt, rursus discedunt, seque abdunt in cavemis.

Serpentibus digressis, homines laeti fercula ilia pnegnstata
comedunt ac sperant illo anno omnia prospere sibi eventura.

Quodsi ad preces sacrificuli non exierant serpentes, aut fercula

super mensam posita non delibaverint, turn credunt se anno
illo subituros magnam calamitatem.' Cf. also Lasicius, de Diis

Samagitarum, p. 51 : 'Nutriunt etiara quasi deos penates nigri
coloris, obesos et quadrupedes quosdam serpentes, Giuoitos

(Lith. gywate,
"
serpent ") vocatos ;

' and .Eneas Silvius in Usener-

.Solmsen, Gotternamen, p. 91 :

'

Serpentes colebant ; pater-
familias suuni quisque in angulo domus serpentem habuit, cui
cibum dedit et sacrificium fecit in fueno iacenti.'

At the same st,age as the Lithuanian snake-

worship stands among the ancient Romans (cf.

Wissowa, lieligion und Kidtus, p. 155), the worship
of the house-snake, which is consecrated to the

genius of the house, and wliich by its sudden

appearance foretells the coming destiny of the
house. This genius itself, lit. 'the generator'
(gigno), can originally have been none other than
tlie ancestral head of the family, who then came
to be regarded as its tutelary spirit, under whose
protection stands, as we might naturallj' expect
from these family gods, especially the lectus geni-
alis, the marriage-bed, the place of the generation
of children. As the paterfamilias in Rome
was considered the representfitive of the whole
familj' and possessor of the family estate, it was
natural that this genius should become spiritual-
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ized into the tutelary spirit of the master of the

house. *

(b) The times of the worship of the dead.
—Apart from tlie funeral feast already mentioned

(p. 20''), which followed iuiniediately after the

disjwsal of the corpse, the feasts in coninienio-

ration of the dead in White Russia may be divided

into two main classes, special and general :

' The former are celebrated in the circle of the family and
near relatives, for each individual who has died in the course

of the year, and they take place at stated intervals, though not
on the same days or in the same months, but on the 3rd,

6th, Oth, 20th, and 40th days, reckoning from the day of the

burial, during a period of six months, and periodically there-

after in the course of the year till the date of the death

(godovicina, "anniversary"). These commemoration feasts take

place without the co-operation or blessing of the Church.

They are a relic of primitive, pre-Christian customs. The
second class, or the general conmiemoration festivals, are held

by all on the same days, which have been fixed from the
remotest times by the Orthodox Church, and are never engaged
in without her consMiration. They are held from four to six

times in the year, and for all relatives at one and the same
time, no matter whether they have been dead for a longer or a
shorter period. In the whole of Russia these commemoration
festivals are held on Saturdays, and called in White Kussia

dzjady [the same name as that of the worshipped ancestors

themselves], in Great Kussia "parents' iia,Uirda.y8 "(roditellstija

siMot;/). But the radunica is for the most part celebrated on
the Tuesday of the week following the first Sundaj' after Earster,
and this feast is not everywhere called dzjady. . . . These
commemoration feasts admit of being classified, according to

the seasons of the year, into those of spring, summer, autumn,
and wint«r' (.S.i p. 582 f.).

These Christian institutions correspond to the
old Lithuanian heathen conditions. Menecius has
the special commemoration fe.stivals in view
when he writes :

' Caeteruni cognati celebrant
convivia die a funere tertio, sexto, nono et quadra-
gessimo.' A general feast to the dead is described

by Laskovskij in Lasicius, de Diis Hamagitmnim,
p. 50:

' lisdem feriis (the beginning of November, at the festival of
the flax-god Waizgauthos) mortuos e tumulis ad balneum et

epulas invitant : totidemque sedilia, mantilia, indusia, quot
inritati fuerint, in tugurio earn ad rem prseparato ponunt ;

mensam cibo, potu onerant. Dehinc in sua mapalia reversi
triduum comjxstant ; quo exacto, ilia onmia in sepulchris, potu
perfusis relinquunt ; tandem etiam manibus valedicunt.'
Another general celebration of this kind is mentioned in

Lasicius, p. 51 :

' Skierstuvves festum est farciminum, ad quod
deum Ezagulis ita vocant : Veni cum mortuis farcimina nobis-
cum manducaturus.' Cf. also p. 48 :

' Vielona Dens animanuu,
cui turn oblatio ofFertur, cum mortui pascuntur ; dan auteui illi

solent frixae placontultS, quatuor locis sibi oppositis paullulum
disciss;e. Ea) sikies Vielonia pemixlos (" wafers of which V. is

very fond") nominantur.'

From the starting-point supplied by these data
let us examine the times apjjoiuted for the worship
of the dead among the other Aryan races. Among
them all, special and general festivals in honour
of the dead are frequently mentioned. With re-

gard to the former, the Greeks in the south of

Europe present us Avith exact parallels. In their
case we meet with the rplra Kal ivara (the latter

recurs also in the Roman novendial), i.e. meals
which were offered to the dead at the grave on the
third and ninth days after intennent. In Athens
we have likewise the rpiai-Ades (which was also at
times repeated), a commemoration meal on the
thirtieth day, a date which appears again among
the Lithuanians, at least in so far as the widow
must mourn for thirty days at the grave of her
husband.
(Menecius :

' Uxor vero tam oriente quam occidente sole

super extincti coniugis sepulcrum eedens vel iacens lamentatur
diebus triginta ').

Then both in Greece and Rome, in addition to
the parent' dia on the day of the death or the
burial (White Russ. godavScina), an innovation

appears in appointing the birthday of the deceased
*
Cf. for a full account of snake-worship, F. S. Krauss, Sreca,

Gliick nnd Scfiicksal im Volksfjlauben der Sudslaven, Vienna,
1880. It is especially interesting, in connexion with the Roman
beliefs, that among the Wends in the Spreewald two snakes
were worshipped in each house, one of which was called
gospodaf, 'lord of the house,' the oth^r gdspoza, 'lady of the
house.' Each dies at the same time as the master of the bouse,
or the mistress, as the case may he.

{yeveaia) as a regular commemoration festival in his
honour.

Among the general festivals in honour of the
dead, the most important, so far as Greece is con-

cerned, is the close of the Anthcsteria festival
in the spring, while in Rome we liave the nine dies

j)arentalcs from the 13tli to the 21st of February,
the last of whicii is called Feralia, on the 23rd of
December the great State festival of the Larentalia,
and on the <Jth, 11th, and 13th of JNlay the Lemuria,
all three named directly from the spirits of the
dead (Feralia from *dhvesdlia, cf. aljove, p. 15 ;

Larentalia : Mr laris, cf. above, p. 24, footnote ;

and Lemuria : lenuires, larvaj '). A later general
festival in honour of the dead, thougii not a public
State feast, was the Rosalia, festival of roses,
which in Christian times acquired a significance
far beyond the land of its origin, and among the

great majority of Slavs has led to their designation
of the \\'hitsuntide festival [ru.salija, Lat. pascha
rosata). See Warde Fowler, lioinan Fedivals,
London, 1899.

With regard to the ancient Teutons we have
not much reliable information. It seems that they
held commemoration festivals for the dead on the

3rd, 7th, and 30th days, and on the anniversary of
the death. It is also not improbable tiiat at Yule-
tide a general feast for the dead took place (cf.
R. Kogel, Gesch. dcr deutschen Liter., i. 1, 55, and
E. jNIogk, in Paul's Grundriss der gcrmanisclien
Philologie-, iii. 391).

Lastly, regarding the Indian times for the

worship of the dead, Ave are stipplied with the
same detailed information as we have about those
of the Litu-Slavs. The time of the uucleaTiness
of the relatives after a death lasts from three to
ten days. During this period libations of water
with grains of sesame must he offered to the de-

parted either daily or on the 3rd, 5th, 7th, and 9th

days. Then on the 11th day the first sacrifice

[srdddha, see above, p. 23=^) is oftered to the dead,
and thereafter every month (thus every 30 days)
on the day of the death and on the anniversary
of the death itself sacrihces are offered to the
ancestors (though the conditions are more compli-
cated than they ajjpear from this short summary).
There were also in India real All Souls' feasts,

among which the .4 s^«^a-festival may be specially
mentioned (cf., for details, below, IT. ^d).

If we glance at the details before us, we see
what a significant part odd numbers play in the

fixing of these dates for the festivals in honour of
the dead ; and, in fact, it is frankly avowed in
India that the odd numbers are sacred to the

Avorshipped ancestors. Tlie same thought, how-
ever, permeates the White Russian ritual, in conse-

quence of Avhich, e.g., the number of foods offered
at the commemoration festivals must invariably be
odd (cf. Caland, Totenverehrung, p. 23, and Seju ',

pp. 590, 611, etc.). Then among these odd num-
bers, the number nine comes very prominently to
the front, Avhich seems to represent the three days'
period between death and interment (funeral feast)
taken three times. Perhaps the 10 daj-b' period of
uncleanness or of mourning of the Indians may be
conceived of as a nine decadally rounded of}'. The
number 30, Avhicli also occurs frequently, Avould
then be a triad of such decadally rounded nines

(cf. A. Kaegi,
' Die Neunzahl bei den Ostariem '

in

the PhilologiscJie Abhandlungen fur II. Schiceizer-

Sidlcr). It is, moreover, Avorthy of note that the
farther back Ave go and the more primitive the
state of culture, the greater is the number of

these memorial feasts. A Wliite Russian pea.sant
can thus, according to the details given above,
make the number of .special and general festivals

for the dead mount up to several dozens in the

year.
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(c) The places of the worship op the dead.—The nearest and, so to speak, most natural place
for the friends to serve up the dead man's feast for

him, and to eat and drink together with him, is

the neighbourhood of the grave where the body has
been laid. This ia still the custom in great parts
of Russia.

' After the close of the banquet (in the house) they all repair
to the burying-yround, taking with them vodka,

"
blinv," and

barley. There each family prays at the graves of their relatives
for the peace of their souls. Then they eat and drink, pouring'
out a little vodka on the grave and throwing some morsels from
each dish on it

'

(S.i p. (305). At the spring-dzjadi/,
' after the

public worship of the church, they invite the priest, in whose
company men and women betake themselves to the church-
yard, partaking together of brandy and food on the way.
After they have reached their destination they all seat them-
selves on the burial mound of those of the departed who during
the year have completed the laborious days of their life's journey.
Here they repeat fixed prayers for the blessed peace of their

souls, as "Anelu Panlski "
(" Angel of the Lord "), then they begin

to weep and lanjent, and end with a small debauch in honour
of the dead. . . . The first mouthfuls of each dish are in every
case laid on the grave for the soul of the dead. After the
glasses of brandy have gone round the circle several times, the
mournful mood of the assemblj' gradually changes into a joyous
one. While some of those present sob aloud, others laui,'li and
joke. Some bow their heads over the grave of their beloved
dead, and sing in a sustained tone melancholy laments. ... In
order to calm their sorrow, those taking part in the celebra-
tion have frequent recourse to their comforter—the brandy.
Ultimately these memorial feasts end in the laments turning
imperceptibly into songs of joy

'

(S.i p. G16 f.).

The doings at the Greek rpira Kal ivara, which
were likeMise celebrated at the grave (see above,
p. 25*), and at the Roman solemnia mortis (cf.

Marquardt, Romische Staatsverwalhing , iii. 298 ff.),

which were accompanied by feasts at the grave, as
well as at those old German oblationes,

'

quai in qui-
busdam locis ad sepulcra mortuorum fiunt,' against
which Burchard of Worms, as late as A.D. 1000,

protested, were no doubt mutatis Tnutandis iden-
tical with those just described. It is not improbable
that the funeral banquet also (see above, p. 20'')

took place originally not in the house of the de-

ceased, but at the grave itself.

Thus Jordanis relates the following with regard to the
funeral obsequies of Attila (ch. 49) :

'

Postquam talibus lamentis
est defletus, stravam (probably a Slavic word, which signifies m
Russian, Polish, and Bohemian "food," "meal," and in Old
Bohemian also means "funeral banquet

"
;
cf. Miklosich, Etynwl.

Worterbuch der slao. Sprachen, Vienna, 1886, s.v. "Strava")
super tumulutn eius, quam appellant ipsi, ingenti commissatione
concclebrant' ; and the Greek expression TrepiSeiircoi', 'funeral

banquet,' could be most easUy explained if the Selirvov took
place, as among the White Russians, round about the bitn'al
mound of the deceased. The old Russian expression for the
commemoration festival was trizna, which has not yet been
etymologically explained.

Further, the trench, in which the meals are

frequently ollered to the dead, may be regarded
as a symbolical indication of the grave. This is

what we have in ancient India, according to the

description of Gobhila :
' Then three trenches are

dug out, one span long, four fingerbreadths wide,
and the same depth. Thereupon darbha grass is

.scattered on thein.' On this darbha grass, then,
witli many varied ceremonial actions, the cakes
are laid down for tlie three ancestors, father,
grandfather, and great-grandfatlier (cf. Oldenberg,
Die Religion dcs Veda, p. 549 f.). The same sig-
nificance belonged in Rome to the m,undus, a trench
situated at the centre of the town, and opened on
certain days for the purpose of receiving sacrifices
for the dead. Tliis trench played the same r6le
in the worship of the inferi as the altar played in

the cult of the supcri. Such a mundus was pro-
bably also the 'grave' of the Larenta, in which
at tlie Larentalia a sacrifice to the dead was oilered

((;f. AVissowa, RrHgion und Kidtus der Romer, p.
187 fl'.; yanitor, Fouiilicnfcste, p. 12 f.). Ulysses,
too, as is well known, when in the lower woi"ld,
ofl'ers Ills liliatiuus in a trcncli.

A third })lace at which the dead were often
lionoured with food, drink, and all kinds of festive
celebrations was the cross-road. Among the Slavs,
Cosmas of Triigne bears witness that, about the year

1092, Prince Bretislav II. issued the following pro-
hibition :

' Item sepulturas, quae fiebant in silvis et in canipis, atque
cenas (or scenas? cf. Kotljarevskij, op. cit. p. 102 ff.), quas ex
gentili ritu faciebant in Oioiis et in triviis, quasi ob animarum
pausationem, item et iocos jsrofanos, quos super mortiios suos
inanes cientes manes ac induti faciem larvis bachando exer-
cebant.'

A feast similar to that here described was the
Roman Compitalia, which was held once a year
witli debauchery and merry-making (ludi) in honour
of the Lares at the cross-roads (more fully explained
in Wissowa, op. cit. p. 148 f.); but in Greece also
it was customary to throw down at the same places
oft'erings to the souls and to Hecate, their mistress

(cf. Samter, op. cit. p. 120). In India, in the same
way, the belief is widely held, and of extreme
antiquity, that cross-roads and dwelling-places of

spirits are identical (cf . Oldenberg, op. cit. pp. 268^
562* ; and Crooke, Popular Religion and Folklore

of N. India, London, 1896, i. 77'f., 165, 290). The
reason for this idea has been sought in the fact,
which has been expressly attested at least in the
case of India (cf. Oldenberg, p. 562^), that the

crossing of gTeat main roads was a favourite place
for burying the dead. In this way the worship
of the dead at the grave, at the trench, and at the
cross-roads really amounts to the saine thing. In

opposition to this, however, we have the remem-
brance of the dead, with gifts of food and drink,
in the dwellings of the surviving relatives, which
will be dealt Avith in the next section.

(d) The ritual of the worship of the dead.—It will here be advisable to pass over a consider-
able number of individual peculiarities, and to con-
fine ourselves to the most important features.

(a) The summoning and dismissing of the ances-
tors.—It is a prevailing custom to call solemnly on
the ancestors at the beginning of the commemora-
tion feast, and to dismiss them as solemnly at its

close. We are again informed most accurately with

regard to White Russia :

' All seat themselves at the table, which is set with articles
of food, among which beer and spirits are to be found, and the
one who reads the prayer utters the following -words :

" Ye sacred grandfathers, we call j ou.
Ye sacred grandfathers, come to us !

Here is all that God has given.

Ye sacred grandfathers, we implore you.
Come, fly to us !

"

At the end of the meal they rise from the table and disperse,
after having taken leave of the heavenly inhabitants in the fol-

lowing way :

"Ye sacred grandfathers ! ye have flown hither.
Ye have eaten and drunk.
Now fly away home again !

Tell us, do you wish an3'thing more ?

But better is it, that ye tiy heavenwards.
AkySu, idcySu 1"

(a sound which they make to scare away hens and crows).'
Cf. S.i p. 59(511.

The summoning as well as the dismissing of the
ancestors is accompanied by extraordinary customs.
For the purposes of the former they place a cooked
pig's, sheep's, or fowl's head on the table.

' After the master of the house has got the guests seated at the
conunemoration table, he takes in the one hand a candle rolled

up in a pancake, in the other a loaf of bread, and carries these
three times round the animal's head which has been placed on
the table, calling aloud by name not only all his dead relatives
and acquaintances, but also all who liave ever lived on the piece
of ground belonging to Inm as master of the house, and invites
them with the words,

" Come to tliis banquet'" (S.i p. 602 f.).

At the end of the feast the ancestors are scared

away.
' The master or the mistress of the house removes the table

away from the seats, and sprinkles the whole floor of the room
to the door witli water, saying at tlie same time, "If you have
not eaten or drunk enough, go to the priest's court." \Vith
these words the souls of the (lead are turned out' (S.i p. 61J).

A custom v(,ry like this is described by INIenecius,
who is also acquainted with tiie solemn invitation
to the dead ('ad qu;ie convivia aniniam defuncti
invitant precantes ante ianuam ') among the pagan
Liliinanians :
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' Peracto prandio sacrificulus surgit de mensa, ac scopis domum
purgat : ania^sque inortuoium cum pulvere eicit, tanquani
pulices, atque his precatur verbis, ut e domo recedant

; edistis

ac bibistis animas dilect.'e, iLe foras, ite foras.'

The same invitation and leave-taking of ancestors

are attested with regard to the Indian Pindapitr-
yajiia :

' After depositing the pinda, he (the offerer) utters the words,
"Ye I'itaras, may this be savoury to j'our taste, may each one

enjoy his sliare." Afterwards he dismisses the Pitaras with
the words : "Depart, ye lovely Pitaras, to your old mysterious
ways, give us riches and good fortune, grant us abundant pos-
session in men"' (cf. Caland, Totenverehrung, p. 5f.).

In Italy and Greece, on the other hand, there are

to he found survivals only of the hnal expulsion of

the souls. In the latter there existed the saying,
Jvhich is at once proved to liave been very ancient

by the use of the word K^pes for ypvxal (cf. above,

p. 15) : Ovpa^e, Kr/pes, ouk Ut 'AvOear-qpLo.
— '

Away,
ye souls, the feast of the dead is over '

(see J. E.

Harrison, Prolcg. to the St^idij of Greek Religion,

Cambridge, 1903, pp. 35, 165, 632). In Italy, at

the Leniuria, the spirits of tlie fathers were driven

away with the words,
' Manes exite paterni

'

(cf.

Ilohde, Psyche'^, i. 239').

(^) Thefeeding of the summoned ancestors.—Con-

cerning the forms in which the '

grandfatliers
'

were entertained by the White Russian peasants,
we are also provided with full information from

Sejn's materials :

' At the table, which is laid with Lenten food, all the guests sit

down along with the family of the deceased. Before the meal
the kanunu (from Gr. /camr, the real food of the dead) is given
out, from which each of the guests takes four spoonfuls : one of

these he pours out on the table beside him, the other three he
sups, in accordance with the demand of custom to eat them all

and leave nothing behind. The guests must leave over a part ol

pach dish (of which there are not few) to appease the deceased,
that he may not rob his relatives of their earthly goods' (S.i

p. 585).
' The supper begins with porridge, the first spoonful of which

each member of the family lays on the table, directly on the
table cloth, and these remain the whole night on the table,

along with all the other eatables which have been left over from
the supper. This is done, the peasants say, on account of the
fact that the deceased comes during the night and devours all

that is left there
'

(§.i p. 592).
' The master of the house commences the feast. He takes a

spoon with kanunu and a small piece of bread and pours it out
on the table, and then he eats three spoonfuls from this dish.
This is repeated in turn by all the members of the family
who are present. Then the kanunu is removed from the table.
From the other courses each guest takes as much as he pleases,
provided that he first of all sets aside a small iiiece of each dish
for the table—for "the grandfathers." From these little bits a
considerable heap of all kinds of mishmash is, by the end of
the supper, formed on the table' (S.i p. 613).

'
If at the time of the banquet any part of the food falls on the

seat or on the floor, they.dare not lift it up.
"
That," they say," some one will eat

" '

(S.i p. 611). Cf. also Menecius :

'
Si quid

forte decidat in terram de mensa, id non tollunt, sed desertis,
ut ipsi loquuntur, aniniis, quae nullos habent vel cognatos vel
amicos vivos, a quibus excipiantur couvivio, relinquunt mandu-
candum.' ' After thej' have praj'ed at the grave, they all

separate and go to their homes, where they seat themselves
once more at the table, on which the wives place pancakes and
mead. They throw morsels of the pancakes into the mead.
Each member of the family (with the exception of the children)
must invariably sup three spoonfuls of this dish. Some of this
mixture they leave intentionally in a soup-bowl for the "

grand-
fathers." After the pancakes they eat the other prepared
courses. When they have supped and prayed to God, they lie

down to sleep, placing the remains of the mixture on the
window sills. The remains of the other foods they divide out
into small dishes, which ui the same way are placed here and
there beside the window. Bread and spoons are left on the
table the whole night. The doors in the peasant's room are
not locked during this night, but are left a little ajar, so that
the dead may come in

'

(S.i p. 605).

From these .statements three points are clear :

(1) Food and drink are shaken out on the table for
the '

grandfathers
'

during the meal itself ; (2)
That which falls under the table belongs to the
dead who have no family or friends ; (3) The
remains of the food and drink are placed after the
meal in ves.sels, which are set near the M'iudows or
on the tables to be partaken of by the 'grand-
fathers.'

All this can be proved in classical tradition,
aUhougli only in fragments. Certainly the bar-
barian custom of preparing the meal for the dead

on the table itself (as at tlie grave) has fallen into

abeyance. Among the Greeks, points (1) and (2)
are combined into one, in such a way that they
believe that whatever falls under the table during
the meal belongs to the dead in general.

Cf. Laert. I>iog. viii. 34 :

'

\pi(Tro<l>a.vT]% tQiv y]pmu>v <}iria\v efrai
TO. iriKTOvra. kiyuiv ev Tois 'Hpwcri ij.r)&k yiv^crd' ixTT a.v ei/TOj Trjs
rpaire^T]'; KaroTre'crT), and Athenaius X. 4'.i7e: tois TeTeAeurrjifocri
TMV (jjiktav arrivifj-ov to. vCtttovto. ttJs Tpo</>i9s an'o tmv TpaTTi^C>u
(cf. alsoSamter, Familienfeste der Griechen und limner, p. 1U9).

The third point finds its analogy again among
the Greeks, in the fact that on the last (biy of the
Anthesteria festival it was customary to place
cooked fruits and seeds for the dead in pots—
X'^Tpai, after which the day was named (cf. Ilohde,
Psijche '\ i. 238).

(7) Thefood of the dead.—Like all the details of
the ritual connected with the dead, the kinds of
food and even the courses which must be placed
before the dead are fixed in detail. Witii

regard to the first of these, the cakes (cf. above,
Lith. Slides Vielonia pemixlos,

' the wafers whicli
Vielona likes

'

; and also White Kuss. klecki, the
latter taken over from German through Polish)
play an important part among the Lithuanians.
'The courses at the commemoration meal were as a rule as

follows : kutljd (wheat or barley grains) prepared with ordinary
or lenteu butter, if honey could not be got, kh'cki, "cakes"
(in most cases made of b.irley with a piece of lard in the inside),
pancakes, and porridge' (S.i p. 514). 'AH the others who at-
tend the funeral at once betake tliemselyes to the house of
the deceased na klecki, "to eat cakes'" (§.1 p. 554). 'At this
meal (jalutski or klecki must without fail be among the dishes.
There are even proverbial expressions referring to them to be
found among the population of this place, such .as "he was na
kleckachu "

(he was at a funeral- or connnemoration-feast) ; or
if a person is dangerously ill and there is no hope of his re-

covery, they say: mi klecki jemu I i.e., "he will very soon
have to enjoy cakes " '

(cf. S.i p. 576).

It is hardly necessary to emphasize liow closely
this corresponds to the Indian pinda, which is so
characteristic of the Indian worship of the dead,
that sapinda,

' cake companion,' has come to be the
technical expression for the circle of relatives
whose duty it is to ofier to the three ancestors

(father, grandfather, and gi-eat-grandfather).
The question, what dishes were in the earliest

times served up to the dead, would require a special
inquiry, which would also have a general interest
for the history of culture by helping to determine
the most primitive food of the living. In the
meantime \\e can refer only to two undoubtedly
very ancient foods of the dead, viz. honey and
beans.

The former is the most important ingi-edient (jf

the White llussian kanunii (see above) :

' This is

usually cooked with bruised grains of peeled barley
or wheat, which are afterwards stirred in sytit,"
honey-water

'"
(S.^ p. 555). Thus it happens that

the kanunii (a Gr. foreign word, as we saw) is called

by its vernacular name sytd (p. 613), and on com-

paring this with the Skr. sutd, 'soma-juice, soma-

otiering' [lit.
'

pressed,' root 5(0> we may venture to

recognize in it a word derived from the primitive
Aryan vocabulary, just as in the more frequent
expression for honey and mead, Skr. mudhu, Viv.

fiidv, O.H.G. miito, U. Slav, medii, etc. The Indian
food for the dead, which was oll'ered at tlie

srCuldhas, rice-soup and honey, corresponds exactly
to the White Russian kanunu.
'Thus speak the Pitaras: "May the person be bom in our

family who will offer 10 us on the 13th day rice-soup mi.ved with
honey and ghi !"' ' Tormented with hunger and making known
their own sins, tliey demand rice-soup mixed with honey from
their sons and grandsons' (cf. Caland, I'oiencerehruiiij, p. 44 f.).

But in the Greek and Roman cult of the dead
also, honey is a favourite food devoted to the

powers of the under world (cf., for details on this,

Samter, op. cit. p. 84 fl"., and Marquardt, Staatsvcr-

waltung, iii. 290).
With regard to the beans, we may refer to an

exhaustive article by L. von Schroder,
' Das I'olmen-

verbot bei Pythagoras und im Veda,' in ]VZKM, xv.
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187 ff., in which convincing proof is brought for-

ward that the above-mentioned pod, whose Aryan
name appears in the Lat. fuh(i,

= 0. Slav, hobd.
Alb. baOii, was used even in primitive ,\ryan times

as an oHering to the dcjiarted souls (see J. G.

Frazer, Pausani<is, iv. 240 f. ).

It is also to be noticed tliat in the Polish-Russian

province of Pintschov (cf. Kotljarevskij, op. cit. p.

255) the combination of these two foods of tiie dead,

honey and beans, is attested :

' The foods at the
commemoration feasts consist of beans and peas
which are cooked in honey-water.'

(5) Theframe of mind of the worshippers {Joy and

_9ri(/).^According to Menecius, tlie funeral and
commemoration meals were celebrated among the

ancient Lithuanians in perfect silence :
' in his

conviviis quibus mortuo parentant, tacite assident

menste tanquam muti '

; and also in India we are

told :

' As long as the Brahmans cat in silence, so

long do the manes enjoy the meal '

(cf. Winternitz,
' Was wissen wir von den Indogernianen ?

'

in Beilaqe
znr Miinchner AZ, 1903, No. 259, p. 300). On
the other hand, it is doubtful whether the Lat.

silicemium denotes the ' meal taken in silence
'

or tiie 'meal of the silent ones' {i.e. the dead)

(cf. Osthoft", Etymologische Parerga, Leipzig, 1901,

66(1-.).

In any case the meal, or at least the chief part
of it, was passed in a restrained and anxious inood,
as is most vividly described by Sejn ('p. 596 If.)

with regard to the White Russians :

' One can perceive that some anxiety fills the hearts of the
whole assembly. The aged, who already stand, so to speak,
with one foot in the grave, are at this time sadder and more
thoiig:litful than the otliers. Not infrequently, when they have

just raised the glass of spirits to their lips, they stop sud-

denly and do not drink, but listen to some unexpected noise,
the moaning of the wind, or the rustling of a neighbouring tree
which is casting off its last leaves. If the gate creaks, or the
door moves, or the door-latch gets unfastened, or a half-broken

pane in the window rattles—whatever the cause may be— if,

attracted by the light, a belated moth or some similar insect

should approach, all these things are regarded as undoubted
signs of the visit of their dead grandfathers. Conversation
comes to a standstill and consists only of single remarks, either

concerning the certain presence of the dead and their share in

the entertainment, or about their former life,' etc.

It is this frame of mind—this firm conviction

tliat the deceased person is present at the meal—
that led to the custom among the White Russians

(cf. above, p. 20""), as well as in Greek and Roman
antiquity, of rememberiug the dead at the meal

only in a friendly way : elwdeaav ol iraXaiol iv roh

TrepLodTTvois rhv TereXevTrjKdra iwaivelv Koi el ^avXos rjv

(cf. Kohde, Psyche-, i. 232, footnote 1).

If thus the first and fundamental sentiment of

the funeral and commemoration feasts is naturally
a sad one, it is, nevertheless, quite as character-
istic of these celebrations to show a tendency, before

tluiy are iinished, to pass over to the opposite ex-

treme—joy and mirth. The reason of this is,

of course, to be sought, in the first place, in the
fact that the moiirners in an excessive degree turn
for comfort to spirituous liquors, which very soon
take ellect, while, in the .second place, the con-
victicm is widely prevalent that too many tears
and too passionate grief disturb the peace of the
dead in the grave (cf. for details, Winternitz, op.

lit.). In any case, it is a fact that, among all the

Aryan peoples, the festivals in honour of the dead
are w(mt to be brought to a close by games and
dancing, trials of strength, masquerades, and music

(cf. Winternitz, op. cit.). All these elements of

rejoicing are contained in the following description
from White Russia (§.' p. 588) :

' After the close of the entertainment, the mistress of the
house produces a sieve with cabbage-heads and places it on
the table. Every one has cabbage-stocks in his pockets. The
person standing at the head of the table now takes a head
of cabbage and pitches it at the master of the house, whereupon
all begin to fight with cabbage-heads and cabbage-stocks. When
these arc exhausted they begin to throw at one anotlnM-

whatever comes to tlieir hands. ... It seldom happens that

commemoration festivals pass without brawls. The ceremony
of throwing or beating with cabbage-heads is accompanied by
songs, masquerades, music, and dancing (after grief and anxiety
come joy and consolation). That is how the White Russian com-
memoration festivals (ckavttiry) are celebrated.'

For the student of comparative culture, however,
this rustic play with cabbage-heads is fundament-

ally the same as the spectacidum admirandum
which took place at the funeral of Attila, or the

games at the pyre of Patroclus.

(e) The feeding of beggars.
— In conclusion, we

may mention the wide-spread custom, in the White
Russian service of the dead, of showing kindness
to beggars on this occasion.

' Without them no single funeral or commemoration festival

takes place. They take the place of the priest on this occasion.

Their songs, prayers, and religious poems are regarded as a
sufficient equivalent, and one very advantageous to their

pockets.' 'The beggars, knowing that at burials they are
treated to food and drink, and receive bountiful gifts, stream

together to them in crowds from all directions
'

(iS.i pp. 507, u27).

The reason for this is perhaps to be found in the
fact that beggars, i.e. cripples, the blind, the lame,
and especially the weak-minded and idiots, being
exceptions to the normal course of nature, have in

the thought of primitive man something super-
natural, and thus '

sacred,' about them, on account
of which they can be regarded as representatives
of the summoned souls of the dead ancestors. It

may also be OAving to this idea that on Slavonic
soil (cf. A. Briickner,

' Polnisch-lateinische Pre-

digten des XV Jahrhvmderts,' Archiv filr slav.

Phil. xiv. 183 tf.) the spirits of the dead are often

thought of as %iboie (O. Slav, ubozije), i.e.
'

poor
little men' ('dremonibus sacrificia otierunt, quae
dicuntur vbosthye, remantes seu derelinquentes eis

residuitates ciborum quinta feria post cenam ').

We are therefore inclined to believe that in this

feeding of beggars at the White Russian festivals a

primitive custom is preserved which in India, as we
have already seen, the clergy had turned to their

own account, by actually making it a rule that
the pious should feed and clothe whole bands of

Brahmans at the srdddhas. The service wliich is

rendered to the Brahmans is really rendered to the
ancestors.

(e) The general significance, for the his-

tory OF CULTURE, OF THE WORSHIP OF THE
DEAD IN PRIMITIVE TIMES.—It is not asserting
too much to say that the entire social organization
of primitive times rests in the last resort on

ancestor-worship. Its practice falls, in the first

place, on the sons, and then on the more distant
relatives of the deceased. In this connexion we
find, among some of the individual peoples, de-

finite circles of relatives : among the Indians the

sajnncla, or '

cake-companions' ; among the Greeks,
the a-yxi'iyTeh, or ' nearest

'

; among the Romans, the

jyrojnnqui sobrino tenus,
' the relatives as far as the

sobrinus'
; and it is not improbable that even in

prinutive times there existed a notion of such a
close kinship, the members of which were, in the
first instance, under an obligation to present the
sacrifice of the dead to their common ancestoi's.

In his Beallcx. der indogcrm. Altcrttimskunde (see
art. 'Erbschaft') the present writer has sought to

prove that these ' next of kin '

in primitive times
were covered by the conception of the Indian

,9rt/n'Hf/a- relationship, ami included those persons
who liad in common father, grandfather, and great-
grandfather, or one of these ancestors, while in the
case of the Gr. a.yxi-<yTe2s and the Lat. propinqui
sobrino tenus the purely agnate relatives mentioned
above were, in the performance of the duties of

mourning, early joined by cognati and even ctj/ines.

But in any case tiiey must have been originally the
same persons to whom belonged, besides the offering
of the sacrifice to the dead, the right of inheritance
and the oldigation of blood revenge. Thus worship
of the dead tuul inheritance appear everywhere in
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closest connexion with each other. In India, sucli

expressions as ' to be one's heir
' and ' to give the

funeral feast to somebody' (Skr. ddijddd, 'sharer,'

'heir,' and sapiijrhi, 'sharer in the sacrificial

cake ') are often synonymous. The same holds in

Greece, where, as late as liis own time, the orator

Isanis (vi. 51) could say :

' Which of the two alterna-

tives is law, tiiat the son of this woman, or tliis

sou of the sister of Philoctemon, whom he has

adopted, tlvac K\i]poi'6/J.ov Kai eiri to. /xi'ri/j.aTa 'Uvai

Xe6/xevoi/ nal ivayiovi'Ta^.' In Rome the jjrhiciple of

the jus pontilicum is accepted, 7iuUa hrrcditas sine

scK-ris, but among the old Teutons also the idea

must have prevailed that worship of the dead and
inheritance were identical conceptions.

Linifuistic proofs of this are supplied by the Old Norse ex-

pressions : erfa, (1) 'to honour with a funeral feast,' (2) 'to

inherit'; erfd, 'inheritance'; erfita-oldi; 'a funeral feast';

erfi, 'a wake,' 'funeral feast'; crj'nir/i, erfi-vijrctr (A.S. erfe-

weard), 'an heir'; erfi-ol, 'awake,' 'funeral feast.'

This alliance of worship and property was,
at the same time, the real defensive and ofiensive

alliance of primitive times, inasmuch as on it, in the

first resort, the duty of blood revenge (cf. Sclirader,

Beallex. ,
art. 'Blutrache') for a murdered or wounded

companion devolved ; and since in those ancient

times, in which as yet there was no State, but only
families, clans, and tribes, it was simply this institu-

tion of blood revenge tliJit afforded mankind that

protection which in historical times the laws and
institutions of the State guarantee, the extraor-

dinary significance of ancestor-worship and the

circle of relations based upon it again becomes, from
this point of view, quite ajjparent.
But whether it was a question of offering the sacri-

fice to the dead, the entrance of the heir into pos-

session, or the performance of the duties of blood

revenge, it was always on the sons, in the first in-

stance, that the man based liis hojie. This explains
the ardent desire for sons which appears imdis-

guised in the prayers to the gods, and especially to

those ancestor-spirits who had charge of the Avelfare

of the family (cf. O. Sclirader, Jieallex., art.
' Kinderreichtum '). There was no special desire

for daughters, who were unfitted to offer sacrifice to

the dead, and were emidoyed only in the lamentation

services (see above, p. 19 f.). But sons who are

to be fitted to perform these religious and social

duties cannot even in primitive times be begotten
of any woman indiscriminately ; they must, on the

contrary, be born of a Avife who has been solemnly
brought into the husband's house in compliance
with the sacred customs (cf . Beallex. ,

art.
' Heirat ').

It follows further from this, that in primitive
times marriage was regarded as an unavoidable

necessity, and bachelorhood as an almost un-

thinkable self - contradiction. So intense was
this feeling, that, as we have already seen,

the unmarried dead man was even after his death
married to a wife for the life to come, Avith the

observance of the full marriage ritual (cf. on this

O. Sclirader, Die Sehwiegermutter und der Hage-
stolz, Brunswick, 1904, and Totenhochzeit, Jena,

1904).

4. The realms of the dead.—As the primitive

Aryans lived together in families and clans (cf.

Reallcx., artt. 'Faniilie' and '

Sippe '), w^e may
assume that they buried their dead in families and
clans. In Home each gens had the use of a common
sepulrruiii, and also in Greece the individual groups
of related oTkol were bound together by common
places of interment [Koivbv pt-vvf^a.) (cf- IMarquardt,
Frivatleben der Eouicr, 1S79-S'2, p. 353 ; and Kohde,
Psyche^, i. 229, note 3). In the North, expressions
like O. Nor. (.ctthatigar, 'hill of the tribe' {mtt,

'family,' 'tribe') and Buss. dial, roditeliskoje

mesto,
'

cemeteiy,' properly
'

place of the ancestors'

(on Buss, roditcli, 'ancestors,' see above, p. 23),

point to the same custom, which is also confirmed

by many facts of early historical research (cf.

Beallex., art.
'

Friedhof,' and M. Much, MiUeil-

ungen der anthrop. Gesdl. in Wioi, xxxvi. 90).

Public roads and paths were places at which these
tribal graves were by preference wont to be laid

out, perhaps because they were in this Avay most
visible to the eye, or perhaps becairse in ancient
times roads and i)aths were regarded at the same
time as boundary lines between the separate dis-

tricts, Avliich Avere in this Avay both made obvious
and protected by the sacred remains of the an-
cestors. The caistom is especially Avell attested in

Rome and Greece (cf. Marquardt, p. 351, and
I. Miiller, Die griechischen Privatalierticincr~, 1893,

p. 221) as Avell as in India (cf. p. 26) ; but according
to Nestor's Chronicle (ed. Miklosich, p. 7) tlie old

Slavonic Radimices, Vjatici, and S^verjanes laid the
ashes of their dead in a small vessel and placed tliis

na stolpe (' upon a pillar ') beside the roads (cf. Kotl-

jarevskij, op. cit. p. r23, Avho also refers to the
fact thafi the Czech JiraMice has, in addition to

the meaning
'

boundary,' the significations of
' burial-mound

' and '

funeral-pyre ').

At these tribal cemeteries, situated at the sides

of roads and paths, the souls of the dead Avere

supposed in primitive times to dAvell in the depth
of the earth and in the neighbourhood of their

graA'es. But as in the course of historical develop-
ment (cf. Beallex., artt.

' Stamm ' and ' Staat ') the

families and clans of primitive times gradu-
ally increased to larger political unities, ruled

over by kings, the idea became more and more
natural of localizing the deceased in real realms of

the dead, situated usually at a great distance,
either in the heavens or on the earth, and governed
by poAverful rulers. Then, as the distinction be-

tAveen good and evil Avas more clearly recognized
and, OAving to the authority of influential priestly

castes, obtained a religious significance (cf. on this

beloAV, II. 5), it became usual to distinguish in

these ncAvIy created realms of the dead places of

enjoyment for tlie
'

good
' and places of punish-

ment for the ' Avickcd.'

Among the Aryans the foUoAving are the most

important of these realms of the dead. The
Indians, leaving the older primitive ideas (above,

p. 23) out of account, thought of the kingdom of

the blessed as in the heavens under the sovereignty
of the first human pair, Yama and Yami, Avhose

names recur in an almost identical form in the

Iranian Yima, proving this tAvin pair to be a com-
mon Indo-Iranian idea. It is a contested question
whether, along Avith this heaven, there Avas also

in Vedic times the conception of a ' hell
'

(cf.

Oldenberg, Die Bcligion dcs Veda, p. 530 if. ;

Macdonell, Vedle Mythology, p. 169 f.). Among the

Greeks, there stands as the central point of their

belief in immortality the dark, because uiider-

gi-ound, Avorld of "kiS-qs. Its entrance is reached

by a long voyage over the ocean to the land of

the Cimmerians, and the grove of Persephone
(details in Rohde^ i. 53 fl'.). Deep doAvn beneath
it lies 'Uprapo^ (II. viii. 13), a place of punishment
for the Avicked {Od. xi. 576). For a fcAv elect

'RXvffiov [Od. iv. 561 fit'.) is appointed
—a plain at

the Western border of the Avorld, Avhere ever-

lasting spring reigns. The only thinj,^
the Romans

had to place OA'er against these poetical pictures,
Avhicli at a later date [lass^ed ahso into Italy, Avas

their Orcus, Avhich is lacking in every character-

istic trait.
' The Romans did not possess a conception of the continuance

of life and of retribution after death, or of the form of existence

in the realm of the shades which was invented w ith any lively

imagination' (WissoAva, lieUgion und Kultus der liomer, p.

192).

If Ave turn nortlnvards, Ave find, in the first

place, among the IVrai aOavarli'ovTes,
' the Gefcs Avho

regard themselves as immortal' (Herod, iv. 93),
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a kingdom of the dead belonging to tlie god
ZdX/io|is or Fe/SeX^ifts, to whom it was customary to
send a messenger every five years, by throwing a
man ujiwards and then receiving him on ]ances
and so piercing him to death. We have already
(above, p. 25") made the acquaintance of the
Lithuanian god of the dead Vielona, beside whom
there existed a Lettic Wella mdte. In all the Teu-
tonic languages there is, as an ancient designation
of the realm of the dead, tiie common expression
Goth, halja, Old Nor. hel, A.S. hell, O.H.G.
hella, which only in the Old Norse [Hcl) developed
into a name for the goddess of the dead. The
idea of Valholl is also confined to the north.

Among the common people it was in all probability
only a name for a home of the dead, but by means
of the poetry of the Scalds it became a paradise
of warriors under the rule of Odin. In Anglo-
Saxon we find for Paradise the unusual expression
neorxna-wong. It remains for us to mention the

expression raj (Lith. rojus, Lett, raja) common to
all Slavonic languages, which even in pagan times
must have denoted some paradise-like dwelling of

the dead. But it is impossible to prove the
existence of a pagan word, such as Old Slav. piklH,
for the idea of

' heU.'
If we glance over these expressions for realms

of the dead and their rulers, we see that they are
formations of the separate languages, and etymo-
logically tolerably clear. The Gr. "AiSt^s must be
derived from an original *a-Fib3.,

'

place of invisi-

bility' (Lat. videre, Gr, FiSdv), and then, by being
made masculine (cf. veavla's,

'

young man
'

: *veavla,
'

youth '), came to denote the ruler of the under
world. The case is similar Avitli the Goth, halja,
etc. (

= Lat. celare), 'place of concealment,' origin-

ally, in all probability, simply the grave (cf.

A.S. bi/rgan, 'to bury,' byrgels, O.L.G. hurgisli,
'tomb'); as also the Lat. orcus (cf. above, p. 17'')

should most likely be compared with the Goth.

aurahi, 'soj)ulchral cave.' A.S. neoi-xna-wong has

lately been interpreted by A. Leitzmann (Beitrdge
z. Gesch. d. deutschen Sprache u. Lit. xxxii. 1) as
' meadow of the powers of the under world '

{*neor-
scna, *ner]>-iska, Nerthus,

' terra mater,' Gr.

veprepoL,
' the powers of the under world '

; otherwise
]•'. Kluge, Zeitschr. fur deutsc/ie Wortforschung,
viii. 144; Uhlenbeck, Beitrdge, ^xyAi. 1). Perhajis
Ave may also venture an explanation of the Getic

god of the dead, Te/SeX^ifts. There was an Old
Slavic root gyb, gib,

'

dTroXXu/tat
'

(Old Russ., e.g.,

gtjbeli ; Kuss. gibeli,
'

destruction,'
' loss '). Thus

tlie language would point to a meaning for Te^eXil'^Ls
such as daifiLov rdv diroWv/j.ei'uv (Herodot. iv. 94 :

oi're airodvijcrKeiv ewvroiis vofii^ovai, Ufai re tov airoWi-

fxevov Tvapa. TjaXfj-o^LU SaLfiova. ol di avTuiv rbv avrbv

TovTov vo/xl^ovai. Tf^eXil'^iy). However, the group
Lith. Vielona (* Vclonis-), Old Nor. VaUujll, and
(ir. 'HXiVtoc (*Frj\v<nov) may possibly rest on a pre-
historic connexion. The first part of both of the
first two words is undoiibtcdly the Lith. wcles,
'

spirits of the dead,' Old Nor. valr, A.S. ivail,

'the dead on the battlefield,' O.H.G. ival, wuol,
'

strages,' 'clades,' so that Vielona is the ' deus

aninnu-um,'' as is also explained in the Lithuanian
tradition, while Valhgll signifies

' the hall of the
dead.' As

rej^ards
the Gr. 'IWiiaiov (ireSiov), it is

usually derived—even by E. liolule (Psyche^, i. 76,
footnote 1)

—from ^Xcvais, iXeiKTOfxai, etc., and inter-

preted as ' the land of the departed.' But in this

etymology the fact is overlooked that the root
eXevO in Greek signifies

'

to amve '

rather than
' to depart

'

; and as a ' land of those who have
arrived

'

obviously gives no satisfactory explana-
tion of 'UXtja-iov, the connexion of the Greek word
with the Lith. wUcs,

'

spirits of the dead,' suggested
by A. N. Veselovskij (Trans, of the Department
for the liuss. Lang, and Lit. of tlie St. Petersburg

Acad. [Russ.], xlvi. p. 287 fl".), seems worthy of

consideration. But, of course, we have before us
in the case of Vielona, Valhgll, and 'llXvanov,

independent formations of the individual lan-

guages, so that all that follows from the series

quoted is, in the end, no more than the existence

of an Aryan root ^vel-, *vol-, *vel- in the sense of

'souls of the departed.' Thus there is a total

want of points of connexion to justify the assump-
tion that even in the primitive Aryan times realms
of the dead, like those mentioned above, were
believed to exist. All the linguistic comparisons
from which peojjle were wont at an earlier date t«

draw conclusions as to the existence of such iirimi-
tive ideas—as, e.g., Gr. Ke/3^e/3os

= Skr. sarvara,
iabala (a name of an Indian dog of the dead) ; Gr.

Td/)rapoj = Skr. taldtala (at a later date the name
of a definite hell) ; Gr. 'Ep/xeias (as leader of the

dead) = Skr. sdrameyn (used of the dogs in the
Indian world of the dead) ; Gr. M/j/cos (as ruler of

the dead) = Skr. mdnu, and other similar compari-
sons—belong to the realm of beliefs that have long
ago been given up by modem philology, as has
been shown above (p. 13). Even the alleged agree-
ments as to the matter in this sphere

—
as, e.g., that

a certain resemblance is to be found between the
Gr. K^p^epos and the two '

four-eyed and spotted

dogs of Yama who guard the path'
—do not turn

out to be capable of convincing proof (cf. O.

Gruppe, Die griechischen Kulte nnd Mythen, i. 113 ;

E. Rohde, Psyche 2, i. 304, footnote 2 ; Oldenberg,
Die Religion aes Veda, p. 538).
Thus we believe that the idea of actual realms

of the dead, situated at a great distance from the

graves of the deceased, belongs to the individual

development of the separate Aryan races, although
this development may have taken place in pre-
historic epochs. In the same way, it seems to us
that it Avas also in the separate development of the
individual peoples that the custom originated of

burning the corpse and sending aAvay the sou)

(Avhich Avas thought of as ' smoke ') to a distant land

by means of the smoke of the funeral-pyre
—a

custom Avhich, as we have shoAvn above, stands in

intimate connexion Avith this idea of a distant

realm of the dead. If the first practice of crema-
tion arose from still more primitive ideas—as, e.g.,

from the Avish to free the living from the pollution
Avhicli Avas threatened by the dead, or to keep
back, by means of hre, evil spirits from the body
of the beloved dead—still it cannot be disputed
that the conception of the flame as a female guide
of the soul into a distant realm of the dead Avas

one Avhich, in the course of time, rose more and
more clearly into prominence. This is most un-

mistakably the case in India, Avliere, in an ex-

tremely realistic manner, the assurance is added,
in the Avay of comfort, that at the cremation the
nmle organ does not burn, and that there are

many Avomen-folk in the heavenly Avorld (Olden-

berg, op. cit., pp. 544, 536). In Homer the only Avay
to Hades is over the funeral-pyre, but tlie elect are
'translated' into Elysium, even Avhen still alive.

Among the Gauls (Diodorus Siculus, v. 28) it Ava?

usual at a cremation to lay letters on the funeral-

))yre, addressed to the departed relatives. These
Avere supposed to be carried along Avith the soul of the
cremated dead into the realm of the shades. But
a Russian expresses himself most unreservedly as

to the real purpose of cremation in the case of the
funeral of a Russian merchant described by Ibn
Fosslan (see above, jjp. 17, 22) :

' Ye Arabs are indeed a stupid jieople : ye take him who is

the best beloved and most highly honoured of men and cast him
into the earth, where the crec})ing beasts and worms feed on
him. We, on the other hand, burn him in an instant, so that
he goes directly, without delay, into Paradise.'

The oldest abode, therefore, in Avhich the spirits
of the ancestors dAvell is the earth, the same earth
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to whose bosom the farmer commits the seed ; and

accordingly we are not surprised if tlie gods of the

eartli avIio gradually emerge among the diflerent

peoples rule over the souls of the dead that are

laid in the earth as well as over tlie seed wliich

springs up out of the earth. Tliis is true, in the

first place, of the Mother Earth herself, of the

Greek Taia. (Rohde, i. 208), and of the Latin Tellies

(Wissowa, ArchivfurRcligionsioisse7ischaft, vii. 47),

while among the Lithuanians Zomina (cf. Lett.

Semmes mdte, I^itli. zctne '

earth,' Thrac. ^e/x^Xrj
'

earth-goddess ') is on the one hand a goddess of

hlessing for field and house, and on the other hand
sacrifices are ollered to her at the festival of the

dead. In this connexion the attempt has been
made bj' the writer of the present article [Reallcx.

p. 870) to interpret the Greek Pcrscphoncia as the
*

killing of the seed,'
* and the Latin Feronia as

the 'bringing of the seed.'

IL WonSIIIP OF TUBSKY AND OTHER NATURAL
PHENOMENA—-' TUB HEAVENLY ONES.'— Intro-

duction.—If we have so far succeeded in presenting
the fundamental features of the Aryan worship of

the dead, sometimes even to very trifling details

in its development, we have owed this above all else

to the Litu-Slavic tradition, by means of which we
were enabled fully to understand the conditions

prevalent among other Aryan races, which were
both incompletely attested and (as e.g. among the

Indians) triuisformed by priestly refinements. It

is natural, therefore, to ask whether it will not be

possible in the same way to understand the funda-
mental character of the Aryan religion as a whole.
For this task it will unfortunately be necessary,
OAving to the facts noticed above (p. 14), to leave
almost entirely out of account in the meantime
the history of the religion of the pagan Slavs, and
to confine ourselves to a consideration of the
conditions prevalent among the Lithuanian Prus-

sians, regarding which, fortunately, we have much
fuller information. We may begin the subject
with some general descriptions, supplied by trust-

worthy authorities, of the jiagan beliefs about God
obtaining among these peoples. First of all we
may mention Peter of Dusburg, the editor of the
first Prussian Chronicle (1326).

' riutheni noticiam dei iion habuerunt. Quia simplices
fuerunt, emu ratione comprehendere non potucrunt, et quia
literas non habuerunt, inimo in scripturis ipsutn s])eculari non
poterant. . . . Et quia sic deuni non cognoverunt, ideo contigit,
quod errando omnem creaturam pro deo coluerunt, scilicet

solem, lunaui et Stellas, tonitrua, volatilia, quadrupedia etiam,
usque ad bufonem. Habuerunt etiaui lueos, canipos et aquas
sacras, sic quod secare aut agros colere vel piscari ausi non
fuerant in eisdem '

(Scriptores rcnivi Prussicarum, i. 53).

We may compare with Peter of Dusbiirg's state-

ment the following passage from the Chron. orcl.

Theut. of Blumenau [Scriptores rerum Prussicarum,
i. 53, note 1 ) :

' Horum (the Prussians) ritus sicut a Christiana religione
alienus, ita ab omni bunianitate reniotus fuit. Ipsi namque
prisco gentilitatis errore imbuti oninem ornatum cseli atque
terras adorantes nonnullas silvas adeo sacras esse arbitrabantur
ut nee liytia incidere nee vetustate quidem deiectas arbores
inibi abducere permittebant.'
Later but still more characteristic testimonies

regarding the Litu-Prussian conditions are sup-
plied by the report of a Jesuit missionary who
at the beginning of the 17th cent, travelled all

through Polish Livonia :

'Hi varies deos habent, alium ca^li, aliuni terrce, quibus alii

Bubsunt, ut dii piscium, agroruni, frunientoruni, liortorum,
pecoruni, equoruui, vacoarum ac singularium necessitatum
proprios' (cf. Usener, Gotlernamen, )>. 109). Cf. Uelmoldi
Chronica Slarnrvm, i. p. 1(53, ed. Pertz : 'Inter multiformia
deoruni nuuiina, quibus arva silvas tristitias atque voluptates
attribuunt, non diltitentur unum in cailis ceteris imperitantein.'

*
4'ep(rei/)6n), etc.

; </)T)poi'" 17 twi' dpxai'wi'Sewi' rpotft^, Hes. ; <^T)pts'

i] TpoipT] 9euiv, Arcadius, and <()dTOs (cf. also Hoops, Waldbduine
wid KuUurpjlanzen, Strassbur?, 1905, p. 360) ; Fermiia,
Eardnia, Feronia, ace. to W. llannhardt, Wald- und Feldkidte,
Berlin, 1S75-7, ii. 328: far {=<^iipov, *bhers-), 'spelt'; for
another view 0' Feronia cf. W. Schulze, Eigennamen,
Berlin, 1001, p. 105.

VVitli tliese general characteristics of the Kitu -Fiussian
religion tlie gods and god-names of the Lithuanians and Prus-
sians themselves correspond well. We have information about
these from men like Jan .Menecius (Meletius, Malecki, see above,
pp. 17, 19), Jlath. Stryikowski {Kronikn Pohka, Liteivska,
Pniska, Moskuu'iewska, Tatarska, Rgbg. bei Osterberg, 1582),
.Jakob Laskowski (in Lasiciue,* de Diis Samaijitarnm, Basel,
1615), Matthious Pra;torius (Deliciee Pnissicoc oder Preussische
Schaubilltne, completed about 1098, edited, with verbatim e.\-

tractsfrom the MS, by William Pierson, Berlin, 1871).
If we attempt to emphasize what is really

characteristic in these Prus.so-Lithuanian con-

ceptions of the gods, it is evidently to be found in
the fact that, for all phenomena of nature and life,
for all undertakings and conditions of numkind,
in fact even for every section or act of these which
was at all prominent, individual '^oAh [Sondcrgottcr,
'

special gods,' as II. Usener has aptly named them)
were created, who, at least as a general rule, may
be said to remain within the limits of the concep-
tion to which they owe their origin.
H, in order to demonstrate this by an example, we single out

a particular province of culture, as, e.cj., cattle-breeding, which
evidently occupied a prominent place in the life of the Litu-
Prussians, we have, to begin with, a god who looks after
cattle in general (Sutvaras), then a goddess who looks after
their projiagation (Gotha), a god who attends to the feeding
(SzericzivK), another taking care of the pasture lauds {Ganyklos
divas). In addition to these, there are '

special gods
'

concerned
with the oxen (Baubis), the horses (Ratainicza), the sheep
(Eratinis), the swine (Krukis and Krcmata), the poultry
(Sicieczpuncscyunnis diros), the bees {Bicziu birbuUis, A ustheia,
Prokorimos), the calves (Karuaitis), the young pigs (Priparszas),
and there is even a divinity that reveals itself in one of the
most horrible plagues of the farmer, the fly pest {Jilusiu bir-

biks). We should meet with the same phenomenon if we
examined closely the realms of nature or other spheres of

civilization, agriculture, the home, family life, etc.

Long ago it was observed that this fundamental
feature of the Litu-Prussian conception of the

gods recurs on Aryan soil with amazing accu-

racy in the Old Roman religion. This comes before
our notice most obviously in the list of gods whi(;Ii

appears in the so-called Indigitamenta, i.e. priestly
collections of forms of prayer to be used on the
most varied occasions, which are known to us in

the main from the attacks of the Church Fathers
on the Antiquitates rerum divinarum of Varro,
who drew his materials from these Indigitamenta.
Now, although the fixing of these names of gods in
definite classes [di mcjitiales, di agrcstes, etc.) t may
have been already undertaken by the Pontifices, or
for the first time by Varro, and although many of

these names of deities may at first have been placed
in that particular class owing to the interpretation
of Varro, which was doubtless often wrong, still

it is quite certain that in these Indigitarncntu,
and therefore in the Roman cult, there must have
been a great number of individual gods exactly
resembling in their nature the Litu-Prussian
deities :

'Sed et alii sunt pr;etcrea {i.e. besides the great gods of the

cult, whose names also stand in the Indiijitamenta) dei com-
plures hominum vitam pro sua quisque portione admiiiiculantes,
quos volentem cognoscere indigitameutorum libri satis edoce-
bunt' (Ccnsorinus).

* Cf. Joh. Lasicii Poloni de Diis Samagitamm libellus,
ed. by W. Mannhardt, with additions by A. Bielenstein, Kiga,
1S68 ;

' Die Baltica des Libellus Lasicki : Untersuchungen zur
litauischen Mythologie,' by Theodor R. von Grienberger in
Archiv fiir slavinche Philologie, xviii. IfT., and A. Bruckner,
'Litauische Gotternamen,' ib. xxii. 509 ff. The last-mentioned
scholar raises doubts as to the trustworthiness of Laskowski,
the main source of Lasicki. He holds, among other things, that
tlie Lithuanian deities Gabie, Polengabia, and Matergabia men-
tioned by Laskowski to Lasicki are simply mutilations of the
Christian saint Agatha, the patroness of fire {Polengabia,

' the

Agatha of the hearth '

;
cf. Lith. pelcne,

'

fire-place,' Matergabia,
'Jlother Agatha'). All this may be quite right in itself, but
we are not justified on that account in doubting the good faith

of Laskowski. What must be regarded as primitive among the

Lithuanians, as we shall see more fully below, is the attempt
and the ability to form separate gods, but not all the separate
n.ames and forms of these gods themselves. Why should not a
Christian saint in earlier times have strayed into their midst?

However, in the following discussion names of gods mentioned

oyily by Laskowski-Lasicius will be noted as such.

t Cf. Wissowa, 'Echte und falsche "Sondergntter" in der
romischen Religion' in Ges. Abh. ziir rdminchen Religiom- wnd
SlaatsgeschichU, Munich, 1904, p. 304 fif.
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The important thing, however, is that these great

gods of tlie cult themselves, as we know them

particularly from the fixed or movable festivals

which were devoted to them, are essentially, even

in the earliest historical times, or at least in the

earliest period we can read with certainty, notliing
else than '

s]jecial gods.' If we take, e.g., the sphere
of agriculture, which lay at the foundations of old

Roman culture, sowing is represented by Suturnus,
harvest by Coiisus and Ops, growth by Ceres,

blossom by Flora, fruit by Pomona, failure of crops

by Rohigas—all of them deities who, according to

the information supplied by the stone-calendar,
liad special feasts, or special priests and feasts, at

their disposal (cf. Wissowa, licligion unci Kultus,

p. 21). If we may judge from pictures in the

circus, there were worshipped along Avith Census,
the god of harvest, the three goddesses Scia,

Segctia, and T^itilina, who had ]Jower over the

seeds beneath and abo^e the ground (Wissowa, op.

cit. p. 195).
In addition to these, there are the twelve gods who were

invoked by the flanien at the sacrum Cereale : Vervaetor (for

the fallow" plou<fhing), Reduraior (for the second ploughing),

Imporcitor (for the drawing of the furrow), Insitor (for the

sowing), Obarator (for the grubbing), Occator (for the harrow-

ing), Sarritor {for the hoeing), Stilfruncinator {tor the weeding),
Messor (for the mowing), Convector (for the gathering), Conditor

(for the storing), and Fromitor (for the delivery of the grain),
while from the report of ^'arro could be added a god of manuring
(Stemdinus), and several more (cf. especiallj' Peter,

'

Indigita-
monta '

in Roscher).

A remarkable fact regarding these old Roman
names of gods is that sometimes there seem to

appear in them chronologically different strata of

one and the same idea. Thus Insitor (and at

the same time Sator) is at the sacrum, Cereale

the 'sower' ; Conditor is the 'storer.' The same
meaning is in all probability in the names of the
old gods of the cult Saturnus (Sa^turnus) and
Consus, wiiich are probably connected etymo-
logically witii sercre and condere (Wissowa, pp.
169, 166). In the same way, Janus (Wissowa,
]). 96) originally was simply the god of the doors

(ianua), just as in the Lithuanian religion there
was a god of the well, Szullinnis (Lith. szulinys,

' the
well '), or a god of the bath-broom, Szlotrazys
(Lith. szlatrazis, 'broom-stump'). After higher
ideas, such as the concept of the deity as a god of

the beginning (entrance), were blended with the
idea of Janus, a renewal of this idea took place.
This renewal we find in the gods of the Indigi-
tamenta : Fortdus,

'

god of the doors,' and
Cardea, 'goddess of the hinges.'

If in the preceding account we have placed the
Litu-Prussian and the old Roman gods on the
same stage of development in the history of

religion, we do not mean to say that the figures
wliich l)elong to these two groups represent common
))re-historic formations, even in cases where these

figures exactly correspond to each other in their

nature, as is the case, e.g., with the Lith. Gabjau-
jis,

'

god of the barns
' = Lat. Consus ; Lith. Tnrtois

kiblrksztu, 'god of fire' = Lat. Stata nuiter (Wis-
sowa, p. 185) ; Lith. Perdoytus,

'

god of merchants '

= Lat. Mereurius ; Lith. Pizins (Lasicius),
'

god of

sexual intercourse
' = Lat. Mutunus Tutunus {W\^-

sowa, ]). 195), etc. WMiat can be proved to be

pre-historic is rather the mere capacity and the

tendency to form into a divinity every conception
in nature or in culture which was of significance
for primitive man, and to maintain the gods who
were thus created for a longer or shorter period in

tlieir original sphere.
The greater jiart of H. Usener's standard work

(Gotternamcn) is devoted to proving that tiie

same tendency was operative in the formation of

the Greek gods, that here too the great personal
godsWere evolved from special gods resembling
those of the Romans and Lithuanians. This

book also shows (cf. p. 116 tt.) how, even under
the rule of the Cliristian Church, the same primi-
tive and deeply-rooted longing for separate gods
lived on in the worship of the saints, who, just like

the gods of the Indigitamenta, could be rightly

designated as ' dei hominum vitam pro sua qidsque

porlionc adminiculantes.' But how do matters

stand in this connexion Avith the religion of the

ancient Teutons? 'It is impossible,' says F.

Kaull'iuann in his Deutsche Mythologic'^ (Stuttgart,

1893), p. 40, Eng. tr. Nortliern Mythology, London,
1903, p. 31,

' to prove in the oldest Teutonic re-

ligion the existence of more than three male divini-

ties ; and a triad of gods is usually ascribed to the

Teutons by the historiographers of later times.

The names given are Mercury, Juppiter, and Mars,
names which really denote the Teutonic gods
Wodan, Donar, and Ziu. With them is asso-

ciated a goddess originally the great all-mother

Earth, the beloved of the gods, and as such called

by the name of Freia.' Certainly, if this state-

ment is correct, and it expresses the opinion
current among the German mythologists, there

would hardly be room for 'special gods' in the

religion of the ancient Teutons. But how then
is it to be explained that even Procopius found

among the Herulians a 7roXi>s deG>v HfiiXos; and when
Jordanis (ch. xi. ) relates of the Goth Dicenus :

'

elegit ex eis tunc nobilissimos prudentioresque
viros, quos theologiam instruens numina quaidam
ct sacella vanerari iussit,' what else can be meant
than that that ruler was the first to choose .some

few State-gods out of the crowd of existing deities ?

Or is it possible to regard the numerous gods, and

especially goddesses, which the Roman inscriptions
exhibit—aThingsus, Requalivahanus, Halaniardus,

Magusanus, Saxanus, etc., or a Tanfana, Nerthus,
Baduhenna, Nehalennia, Hludana, Garmangabis,
Haiva, Vagdavercustis, Harimella, etc.—as all

being ditterent forms Qf the names and ideas of

those chief gods or goddesses? Wiicn only the
Roman gods Juppiter, ]Mars, Mercury, and Hercules

appear as Roman equivalents of the Teutonic
world of gods, is it not natural to suppose the reason
of this to lie in tlie fact that the people who first

brought news about the Teutonic gods to Rome
were soldiers and merchants ? The former of these

classes—in addition to Juppiter Optimus Maximus,
who was worshipped by all in common—honoured

especially the god ^lars, the latter Mercurjr and
Hercules (as the guardian of measure and weight ;

cf. Wissowa, p. 227, 231), and accordingly these

classes sought with special fondness their favourite

guardian gods on the barbarian Olympus—and
found them too. But none of these questions can
be disposed of briefly, and accordingly we cannot
settle them here. In any case, however, no sub-

stantial objection from the standpoint of Teu-
tonic religion

^ can be raised against the view
that the craving, which is strikingly prominent
in the Litu - Prussian and ancient Roman
religion, for an endless variety of '

special gods
'

representing all sides of the life of nature and
culture is to be regarded as a primitive Aryan
characteristic. What confronts us here, however,
as the oldest of the old is in reality notliing else

than the plienomenon which anthropologists have
called '

animism,' i.e.
' the investing with life and

the deifying of the inanimate.' The extraordinary
world-wide importance of this mode of thought
for religious life has lon^ been recognized (cf.

especially Tylor, Primitive Culture'^, London, 1891).
In close connexion with this animism we see fur-

* The same is true of the old Indian religion. Here, from

primitive Indo-Iraniau times onwards, the ever-growing ten-

dency to form gods was kept in check by influential priests
and priestly classes, who everywhere exercised the strongest
influence on the development of great personal gods(cf. below,

46).
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ther how, in the Aryan relifcions as -well as every-
\vheie else, traces of a pronounced

' fetishism
'

remain. It cannot be doubted that the Aryans,
like other races, once worshipped and prayed to

trees and stumps, stones and animals, not only as

symbols of divinity, but as real embodiments of a

divine anima. In the meantime it may be ad-

visable to leave the proofs of this to be discussed

in those sections which deal with the outward

appearance and the oldest dwelling-place of the

deity (below, 3 and 4c).
In this way it may be said that in the Aryan

world animism and fetishism form the first and
the oldest stajjfe in the evolution of the history
of religion. They are also to be traced in histori-

cal times, and are still to be detected at the present

day. But it is likewise certain that even in

primitive Aryan times the beginnings of a higher
form of religion made their appearance.
For although the countless numbers of '

special

gods
'

presupposed as original are not at tirst to be

regarded as dittering qualitatively among them-

selves, still it is natural to suppose that, just as

the indiviilual objects and conceptions which
excited religious emotions were of different signifi-

cance for mankind, so also the significance of

tlie deities arising out of them would from the

beginning be dillerent, or would soon become so.

And, in fact, we see how at a time when the

Aryan peoples Avere still together, or were for the
most part very close to each other, a class of

beings became separated from the motley crowd of

divinities, and appeared distinct from the other
•

special gods.' These were designated by the list

of primitive Aryan words already known to us :

Skr. devd, Lat. deus, Lith. diZioas, Ir. dia. Old
Nor. tivur, nom. pi. i.e. the 'heavenly ones.'

These '

heavenly ones
'

will accordingly have to

occupy the chief place in the following discussion,
which will consist of five sections: (1) evidences
of tlie significance of the '

heavenly ones '

in the
old Aryan religion, (2) their names, (3) their forms
of manifestation, and the interpretation of them in

riddle and myth, (4) their worship, and (5) tlieii'

relation to the morality of mankind.
I. Evidences of the significance of the '

heavenly
ones' in the old Aryan religion.

—It is emphasized
in tiie most unmistakable fashion, by unbiased

authorities, with regard to the most diverse sections
of the old Aryan racial territory, that the worsliip
of the sky and the powers of nature connected with
it formed the real kernel of the primitive Aryan
religions.
This we have already seen in the reports regarding the

Prussian Lithuanians* quoted above (pro deo coluerunt, scilicet

soleni, lunam et Stellas, tonitrua—omnem ornatum caeli atque
terrae adoi-antes—varies decs habent, aliuni caili, alium terrse,

quibus alii siibsunt).
This is still more clearly; proved by Herodotus (i. 131)

with regard to the Persians : a.ya\ii.ara. iiiv koX vT\ovq koX

Pufi.ov'; ovK if TOftoi TTOieu^eVous iSpv^crOai, oAAd Koi tois 7roieC(ri

ixiapiriv e7ri<^epou(ri, cos fj-iv iyioi SoKeei, OTt OVK av6pu}rro<j>v4a^

irofjiKTai' Toiis 6eov^ KaraTrep oc 'EAArji'Tjs eicat. oi 5e voixi^ov<TL
Att juei' CTTt TO. vi/zTjAoTara Twf ovpimv aca^atVoi'Te? Bvaia<i epSetr,
TOi' kvkKov TTavTO. ToO ovpavQV Aia KoAe'oi'Te?* dvovo'i 5e rj\i(x) re

Kai aeXrjiMfj Kal yfj *cat irvpl'Kat vSaTL KoX ave^OitTL' TOUTOtcrt jtiec Si}

/lov'i'oio-i Bvova-L apxrjOev, and the Scythians (iv. 59) : fleovs ficviiov-

V0V9 TOutrSe iXdo'KOi'Tai, 'larirju p-kv /xoAtcTTa, cttI Sk At'a t€ Kat TriV

I'Ofn'^oi'Tes rqv Triv ToC Si'o'! elrai "yui/atKa. Cjesar reports regard-
ing the Teutons :

' Gerniani niultum ab hac (Gallorum) consuetu-
dine differunt, nam neque druides habent, qui rebus divinis

praesint, neque sacrificiis student, deorum numero eos solos

ducunt, qnos cernunt et quorum aperte opibus iuvantur : Solein
et Vvlcanum et Ltinam, reliquos ne fama quidem acceperunt

'

(de Bell. Gall. vi. 21).

At the head of this worship stands the sky
itself: Skr. Di/dili= Gr. Zsi's, Lat. Dicspiter, Jup-
piter (Ju-jnter— Zed irdrep, an ancient vocative),

*Cf., in addition, Erasmus St«lla, 'de Borussia Antiquitat-
ibus' ii., in Grynieus, X^oviis Orbi.^, P.asel, 1537, p. 582 :

' Solem et
Lunam deos omnium primos crediderunt, tonitrua fulgetrasque
ex consensu gentium adorabixnt, tempestates advertendas
citandasque precationibus dixerunt.'

VOL. II.— T,

Old Nor. Tyr, O.H.G. Ziu.* The fundamental
meaning of the term '

sky
'

is most clearly pre-
served in the Vedic Dydus, while the Gr. Zei/s and
Lat. Jiippiter on the one hand, and the Old Norse
Tyr and O.H.G. Zlii on the other, have developed
into gods, conceived of as purely personal, the clas-
sical words denoting the greatest god of the sky,
and the Teutonic the greatest god of war. The root
from which the whole class of words is derived
is Skr. div ' to radiate,' so that Aryan *dySus
(
= Lat. dies,

'

day') indicated in the first place tlie

sky as the bearer of the liglit of day, and tlius one
of the first of the more elevated religious ideas of
the Aryans ^^as connected with the light of day.
The most violent natural phenomenon seen m

the sky is the thunderstorm. From what has just
been said regarding the fundamental signification
of the Arj'aii *dycus, as well as from what has
been indicated above regarding tlie fundamental
feature of the Aryan religions

—the formation of

'special gods'—it foUov/s that the primitive con-
dition of things lias been preserved by those Aryan
languages which have formed special deities fur
the phenomenon of the thunderstorm and its

accompanying manifestation, the thundercrash,
which agitates most powerfully the feelings of
mankind. This is the case particularly over the
whole of Northern Europe. Thus the univer.sal
Teutonic name of the thunder-god, O.H.G. Donar,
O.L.G. Thunar, 0. Nor. Thurr, is nothing else

than the term for thunder (Skr. standyati, 'it

thunders,' Lat. tonat, tonitrus, A.S. ])unian,
\>unor, O.H.G. donar). The common Celtic ex-

pression for this natural power *torannos (Irish

torann, Welsh tarann, Cornish taran,
' thunder

')

is derived by metathesis from the same root. These
Celtic forms led to the god (or goddess ?) Taranis
attested by Lucan (F/utrs. i. 445) and to forms
which are found on inscriptions, such as Tapavdov
(Dat. ), Taranucus, Turunucnus. Along with these
we have a form exactly corresponding to the Teu-
tonic Donar, viz. Tanaros (cf. R. Much, 'Der
germanische Himmelsgott' in Festschrift fur
Hcinzcl, p. 227). The names of the Lithuanian god
of thunder, Ferkunas (according to Menecius ' deus
tonifruum ac tempe-'itatum'), and of the Slavonic

Ferun, who was especially worshipped in Kiev, are

obviously related to each other, but the exact
nature of this relationship has not yet been
determined. Both of them are used in their own
languages as appellative terms for 'thunder-

storm,' 'thundercrash.' The first of these two
names has been connected (cf. H. Hirt, Indog.
Forsch. i. p. 479) with the Old Norse Fjorgyn, the
name of the mother of Tlior, and with Farjdnya,
the rain- and thunder-god of the Vedas. All these
words have again been connected Avith the Lat.

qucrcus, O.H.G. forJut 'oak,' 'fir' (*perku), so
that the meaning

' he of the oak ' would result for

Ferkunas (cf. in Menecius : Futsccetus,
' deus qui

sacros lucos tuetur,' Lith. Fuszaitls [from pnszis,
'

pine tree '],
' he of the pine tree

'

; cf. J. G. Frazer,

Early History of the Kingship, 210). But the
Skr. Farjdnya, must for phonetic reasons be ex-
cluded from this series (Skr. y is not= Lith. k), and
after all it may be better (especially in con-

sideration of the clear and evident changes of

meaning which occur in the Celtic Taranis and
the Teutonic Donar), in the case of Ferkunas
and Ferun to start from their apjiellative significa-
tion. f Just as in the North of Europe, so also in

* Bremer {Tndogerm. Forschumien, iii. 301) has lately, on
insufficient grounds, the present writer thinks, separated the
Teutonic words from *dj/ius=Zevs and connected them with
*deivos= deus.

\ E. Lid<in (ArmeniscJie Sttidien, Goteborg, 1900, p. SS) has

recently discussed all these words. With us he derives the
Slav, perunu and Lith. perkiinas from the appellative significa-
tion

'

thunder,' and pl.-iccs both words beside old Slav. p€r<i.

pirali and Armen. hark-ancm, aor. hari (cf. also Aniien. orot
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the Vedas, Dydus, the god of heaven, and Indra,
the god of the tliunderstorm (along with Parjdnya)
are carefully kept separate. In contrast to that,
the Greek Zeus is god of the clear sky and thunder-

god at the same time :

Zeus 5' eAax' ovpavov evpvv eV aide'pi koI ve<t>e\ri(Ti (^11. XV. 192).

In fact, titles of the god referring to the latter

quality, such as v€<p€\riyepeTa, repiriKepavfos, arepo-

irrjyepiTa, Ke\aive<jii)S, ipiydovwos, ipi^pefjATri^, aarepo-

irrjTrj^, apyiKipavvos, etc., exist in large numbers.
On the other hand, the epithet of Zeus, the old

neuter plural evpvowa,
'

wide-ej'e
'

(cf. above, t6v

kvkXov iravTo. Tov ovpavov Ala KaX^ofrei), which is by
far the most ancient of his titles, and takes us
back to a long-forgotten epoch of the language,
points to the god as the bearer of the light of

day (cf. J. Schmidt, Pluralbildungen der indoger.
Neiitra, ^Veiular, 1889, p. 400). The same thing is

to be found in the ca.se of the Latin Juppiter as in

the case of the Greek Zeus. In both instances,

therefore, secondary developments and approxi-
mations are evidently present.

Further, the sun and the moon are unanimously
mentioned, in the reports given above, as objects
of worship among the tribes on the shores of the

IJaltic, the Persians, and the Teutons.
The Aryan names of these are :

The Still : Skr. s^uvar (siCrya and svdr, Av. hvar), Gr. djSe'Atos

(Cret. Hes.), ijeXiot, rjAtos, Lat. sol, Goth, sauil, neut. (beside
sunnd, tern.), Welsh heul. Old Pruss. saule, Lith. sduU.
The Dawn : Skr. ushds and usrd, Av. viah, Gr. ijws, iEol.

auws, Lat. aurora, Lith. axiszra.

The Moon : Skr. mds, Av. mdh, Gr. /nj)r>), Goth, mina,
Lith. m<?nti (in addition O. Lat. losna, Lat. luna, Armen.
Iti.sin; cf. Old Pruss. lauxnos, 'constellations').

All these and the related phenomena of the sky
connected with light

—SauUle * the sun,' 7I/«;«m or
McncsUis ' the moon,' AuszHne ' the morning
star,' Waknrlne (also called 2evoruna)

' the even-

ing star,' the stars (Lith. 2waigzdS) as a whole,
over which Suaixtix rules, Ausz7'd ' the dawn '

(cf., in Lasicius,
' Ausca [for Auszrd] dea est radi-

oi'um soils [vol occumbentis vel] supra horizontem
ascendentis '), etc.—play, as will be seen further

on, an exceptionally important part in the Prusso-
Lithuanian religion and mythology. But even in

the case of the neighbouring Teutons evidences
of the prevalence of the worship of the sun and
moon are by no means confined to the report
of Caesar quoted above. Thus Tacitus (Ann. xiii.

55) mentions a Teuton of the name of Boiocalus,
of whom he says :

' Solem deinde suspiciens et
cetera sidera vocans, quasi coram interrogabat,

'

and even as late as tiie 7th cent, the saintly
Eligius jjreaches among the Franks :

' Nullus
dominos solem et lunam vocet neque per eos
iuret.' A deihed sun is mentioned in the O.N. Sdl
and in the second Merseburg magic formula :

Sinthgunt Sunna era suister. The history of the
Teutonic names of the days of the week points to
the same fact. If the analogy of the days of

Ziu, Wodan, Donar, and Freia (A.S. thvesdceg,
wddnesdceg, \>unresdoeg, frigedrng) in itself as well
as O.H.G. sunm'intag and mdnatag (

= Lat. dies
Soils and dies Lunce, where Sol and Luna were
regarded as highly sacred divinities, at least by
tlie Il(jmans, who brought these days of the
week to Germany) makes probable the existence
of Teutonic gods and goddesses, in the same
way the hypothesis of the worship of a heathen
gotldess Sunna is strengthened by the general
^Vest Teutonic formation A.S. sunnana//en =
O.H.G. sunnHn-dband. For as this combina-
tion, whose original meaning (as in A.S.) was
'

evening before Sunday,' must without doubt
have been formed in pagan times, the conclusion

'thunder'), both of which mean 'to beat.' He also seeks to
connect with this the Skr. parjdnya. If this is correct, then,
there would lie in the Skr. parjdnya, Slav, perunii, Lith. per-
kiinas, a primitive Aryan word for thunder with the funda-
mental significance of 'the beating one.'

may in all probability be dra^vn that there

was a feast in honour of a heathen goddess
Sunna, the eve of which was called sunniin-

dband (but cf. II. Much, in Mitteilungen der

anthrop. Gesellschuft in Wien, xxxviii. p. 16).

The name of the dawn, too, developed on Teutonic
soil into an important goddess Ostara (to be found
in the O.H.G. Ostariln, Ostarmdnod), A.ii. Eostre

[Eastormona]), cf. Bede, de Tcmporum ratione,
c. 13) = Skr. tisrd, Lith. auszrd, only with the

difference that here the original goddess of the

morning has become a goddess of Spring (but cf.

A.S. i.arendel, 'morning-star,' 'morning-dawn').
The reason of this change is to be found in the

fact that in pre-historic times special worship ^yas

paid to the goddess of the dawn at the beginning
of the year (the spring), as is made probable by
the ritual of the Indian JJshas (cf. Hillebrandt,
Vedische Mtjthologie, Bonn, 1891-1902, ii. 2611". and
L. v. Schroder, 'Lihgo' in the Mitteilungen der

anthrop. Gesell, in Wien, xxxii.). On Italian soil

the Sabine ausel,
' sol

'

(Varro, de Ling. Lat.
y.

68

ace. to emendation), mvist be mentioned as derived

from the root *aus- which has just been referred to,

whose priests were called Auselii [Aureliafamilia ;

cf. also the form found on Etruscan mirrors, Usil

Sol et Eos). With regard to the divinities Sol

and Luna themselves, it is doubtful whether or

not they belonged to the oldest components of the

pantheon (cf. Wi3so\va, op. cit. p. 261). Tradition

decides in favour of the former view, although
there are no traces oi their worship either in the

calendar of feasts or in the priestlj' regulations.
But the same is also the case Avith other Roman
divinities, e.g. Minerva, whose name {*Mencs-ova)
is derived from a root (Gr. fiivos, *fieve<T-oi) which
is entirely extinct in the Italian languages, and
therefore must be very old. Mena in the Indigita-
menta is the special goddess of menstruation. In

Greece the related divinities "are "HXtos and 'Hws,

M-^j't; and ZeX^fTj, although they continue for the
most part to play a role in the mythology sub-

ordinate to that of the chief gods. Finally, the

Rigveda also knows a sun-god {Stlrya) and a

moon-god [Mds), who, however, in the same way
withdraw into the background before other gods
who are probably not creations of the Indian

soil, as e.g. Mitra (Avestan and Old Pers. MiOra,
New Pers. mihr,

' the sun '), Varuna, and the

Adityas, or they have been repressed by these (cf.

Oldenberg, Die Eeligion des Veda, pp. 185 ti'., 194).

The position of the female personification of the
sun SHryd is more important, owing to her re-

lation to the Asvins and her marriage Avith Soma,
the moon-god of a later date, which we shall dis-

cuss further on. The same is true of the Ushas, so

often celebrated in song (cf. above). For a M-^;*

(moon-god ?) of Asia Minor, see Kretschmer, Ein-

leitung, p. 197 fl:'.

Along with sun and moon, we find in Herodotus
and Caesar fire (Skr. agni^iaSit. ignis, Lith. ugnls,
Old Slav, ogni) mentioned as an object of worship.
According to primitive ideas it is born in heaven

(cf. A. Kuhn, Herahlcunft des Feuers, Berlin, 1859),
and is carried to earth in the lightning-flash, which
is accordingly called

'

fire
'

in the most ancient
times (cf. Schrader, Renllexicon, art.

' Feuer '). On
Prusso-Lithuanian soil it was the object of a

sumptuous worshij). Here Jerome of Prague found
'

gentem qum sacrum colebat ignem eumque per-

petuum appellabat ; sacerdotes templi materiam ne
deficeret ministrabant.' The people called it Ugnis
szwcntd, 'holy lire,' or szwentd ponyke, 'holy
mistress.' On leaving the house of her parents
(Prtetorius, p. 82), the young wife said,

' Thou holy
fire, who will guard thee ?

' There was also a

goddess of the hearth, Aspclenie, 'the one behind
the hearth' (Lith. pelene), etc. We thus find in
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the North the same perennial fire, fed by priests,

as recurs in the South in tlie cult of the Roman
Vesta, Greek earii], Arcadian Ftaria, 'hearth,'
' hearth-fire.' There is absolutely no reason for

deriving this Roman cult of Vesta from Greece,
as Kretschmer lias lately attempted to do in his

Einlcitung (p. 1 G2 fi". ). On the contrary, everything
we know of this cult and its usages, as, e.g., its

place in the oldest calendars of feasts, the existence

of appointed priestesses, the re-kindling of the ex-

tinguished flame by means of the rubbing together
of pieces of wood, the carrying of the hre in a

brazen instead of an iron sieve, the beating to

death of the unchaste Vestal, the circular form of

the temple of Vesta, etc. (cf. Schrader, Reullexicon,
art.

' Herd '

; Frazer, Early History of the King-
ship, 209 f. ; and Wissowa, op. cit., p. 141 II".), points
to the remotest antiquity. If we add to this the

fact that, according to Herodotus (iv. 59), among
the Scythians 'lo-Wij (Scyth. Ta/itrt, i.e.

' the Avarm-

ing one,' or ' heat' ; Avesta tap, Skr. tdpati, tdpd-

ynti, taptd ; NewPers. tdbad, tafsad ; Lat. tepesco)
was a most sacred, in fact the most highly
honoured, goddess, it is beyond doubt that the

Avorship of the single heartli-fire, as well as of the

common perennial lire, belongs to the most ancient

religious ideas and cults of the Aryans. The most

exalted, however, of all the divinities which spring
from the element of fire is the Vedic Agni (Lith.

^(g7lis), the Avise and great priest of mankind.
The Greek "H.(paiaTos (probably derived from the

kindling of the llame, cf. a<pal,
'

kindling '), and the

Latin Volcanus, in pre-historic times apparently
the god of the fearful and devastating might of hre

(from *volkd,
'
fire

' = Skr. ulkd, 'firebrand'; cf.

Kretschmer, p. 133), are more narrowly confined to

their original sphere than the Vedic Agni. The
beginning of a formation of a Teutonic god of fire

may probably be found in the figure of the Old
Norse Volundr, whose name, however, has not yet
been sufficiently explained.
As the last of tlie great powers of the sky and

of nature we have to mention wind and tvatcr.

The former appears as a god in the Litu-

Prussian Wejo-patis,* 'lord of the wind' (also

Wejpons and Wejdievs) from the Lith. wejis, ivejas,
' wind.' Tlie last of these words corresponds to

the Vedic Vdyu,
'

wind,' and '

god of the wind,'
and to the Greek Al'oXos (*F7?-to-Xo-j). The name
Vdta, which is found in the Vedas together with

Vdyu and also means '

wind,'
'

Avind-god,' is gener-
ally compared Avith the Teutonic Wddayi-Oiinn ;

but the etymological connexion in this vieAv is not
free from difficulty. The Avorship of water, too, in

the form of springs and rivers, is reported from all

Aryan lands (for tiie Persians, see Herodotus
i. 138 : (xi^ovrai 7rora/xoi)j fidXiaTa ; for the Germans,
Agathias 28, 4 : IXdaKovrai Kal peWpa. irora/xCov . . .

Kal TovTOLS uicrirep 6<na Sp^vres). The same is true of

the Greeks (cf. Preller, Grieeh. Myth, iv.^ 146 ft".),

among Avhom the rivers Avere called Storpe^ets and
Suirereh, 'fed from heaven' and 'heaven-born.'
Gods having their name from the Avatery element
are the Latin Neptilnus (Umbr. nepitu

'

inundatio,'

according to Biicheler, Lex. Italicuni, Bonn, 1881,

xvii., Av. napta, 'moist,' Ndiraj, a Persian spring,

NoTrapis, a Scythian river) ; the Greek '^qpe-Os : vapos,

'floAving,' 'moist'; the Indian ^josaro* : ap- 'Avater'

{apdm ndpdt,
' the Avater-child'), etc.

These poAvers of nature Avhich Ave have noAV

enumerated, i.e. the sky (*dyeus), together Avith

the phenomena appearing in it or coming from it,
• The Lithuanian names of gods ending in -patis (cf. also

Dimstipatis : dimstis, 'house,'
^

court,' Lailkpatis 'lord of the

fields,' Haugupatis, 'lord of the leaven') are regarded by the
author of the present article, in opposition to Usener-Sohnsen,
p. 115, as very old, seeing that the Lith. pats, 'husbsnd,' has
preserved the old meaning 'lord,'

'

master,' only in one case
besides these names of gods, viz., in the old compound word
wifszpatis,

'

God,' lit.
'

loird of the tribe.'

'

tiie heavenly ones' (*deiv6s), must accordingly be

designated as tiie real kernel of the old Aryan
religions. Tlie Avay in Avhich around this original
kernel ncAv layers of divine beings Avere ever added
among the separate peoples Avill be indicated, at
least in broad outline, at tlie dose of the next
section, although, strictly speaking, it does not

belong to this discussion.

2. The oldest names of the '

heavenly ones.'—
Aryan archaeology, in the course of its historical

development, has been gradually coming to the
conclusion that, in the vocabulary of the original
Aryan language, real names of gods cannot be

proved. The only thing that can be proved, as
folloAvs clearly from the indications given above,
is that there Avere appellative but perfectly trans-

parent designations of the sky and the natural
vihenomena proceeding from it. The fact that

they Avere Avorshipped in primeval times foUoAVs
from their being all united in the Avord *deivos,
and from the numerous historical divinities Avhich

have groAvn out of them. The reason for this

phenomenon lies in the simple fact that in primi-
tive Aryan times there Avere as yet no real gods in

the later sense of tiie term, viz., no personal gods
wliose names could liaA'e been inlierited. In dydus—Zeis—Juppiter— Ziu, in agni— ignis

— ugnXs—
ognl, in donar—torann, etc., peoiile worshipped in

primitive times the mysterious poAver, the part of

the inhnite, the divine unima, Avhich manifested
itself to mankind in the phenomena of the sky, of

fire, thunder, etc., but not as yet a god who Avas

regarded as a person or avIio exerted influence

outside of his OAvn sphere. They Avere '

special gods'
set, so to say, on a high pedestal of Avorship, That
this Avas the oldest belief of the Aryans regarding
their gods has already been clearly emphasized by
the present Avriter in his book, Sprachvergleichung
nnd Urgcschichte^, p. 600 (1890). It is the merit
of H. Usener, in his frequently mentioned book
Gotternamen (p. 277), to have recognized that such
a worship of gods is actually borne Avitness to in

extensive parts of Europe.
Thus Herodotus reports (ii. 52) of the Pelasgi,

' the ancients,'
a name which, as the present writer believes, included all that

was known or supposed to be known regarding the pre-historic
inhabitants of Greece : tOvov Se Travra npo-epoi' oi JleKcuryol Ceoco-i

en-euxoM"''" "? ^7^ «»" Awiwi/rj (the oldest place of vvorship in

Greece) olSa axovcras, lnuiuvnCr)v Se ov&' ouyo/na eTTOteOyTO ovSevi

avriov oil yap aKajKoecrdv ko).

Thus they possessed gods and Avorshipped them,
but as yet had given them no epithets and no
names. The ancients, too, had obviously meant the

same thing Avhen they designated certain peoples
&s (LOeoi,

' Avithout gods.'

Theophrastus knew such a people in the Thracian Thoi of

lit. Athos, and in the same sense Strabo, iii. p. 164, reports :

enoi 6€ Tous KoAAaiVous afle'ous 4>acri, tovs 6e KeATt'jSrjpas ical tows

TTpocr^dppous 7UIV bjj-opoiv avTOi? avuivvp.'a tii'i. flew [Suetv] T(ii<:

na.v<Ti\rii>oi'} vvKTUip rrpb Tuiv ttv\mv, TravoiKi'ovs re XOP^^"' "*'

TTavvvxi^€iV.

The gods of the Aryans Avere also 'nameless.'

They sacrihced to the sky, the sun, the moon, the

daAvn, fire, Avind, and Avater ; but the names indi-

cating these poAvers still coincided perfectly Avith

the respective designations. A Greek who had
listened to their worship Avould, under the impres-
sion of the lively figures in his Olympus, have
called them also ddeoi.

The further development in the formation of

gods among the Aryans Avas noAV mainly directed

tOAvards the creation ofpersonal gods and trueproper
names for them. This process Avas called forth

almost spontaneously in the course of the history
of culture. History produces personalities, and, as

happens on the earth, separate individuals come to

the front as kings or nobles and grasp poAver and
riches for themselves, in the same Avay an

attempt
Avas made to invest some of tlie gods Avith an indi-

vidual and personal character. All the 'special
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gods
'

liad the capacity of annexing the sphere of

activity of others. In the case of some deities tlie

powers of various other gods were united. Then
Ave have the additional fact tliat hundreds of now

aspects and tasks of material culture, as of law
and custom, re(|uire a new heavenly lord and pro-

tector, while the significance of the natural powers
begins to pale, the more mankind gets raised above
them.

In addition to this, there is no Aryan territory
where influencesfrom loltJiout have not made them-
selves felt. As far as India is concerned. Olden-

berg [Die Religion des Veda, p. 194) is convinced
that the "reat ligures connected with light, which
are sliarjdy distinguished from the rest of the Vedic

l>antheon, Mitra, Vciruna, and i\\e Adityas (acc(n'd-

ing to him, sun, moon, and i)lanets), had been bor-

rowed, as early as the Indo- Iranian period, from
the Semites or the Sumerians, or that they had
received their astronomical character from them.
Herodotus himself relates, in the passage referred

to above, that the Pelasgi received tlie names of

tlieir originally nameless gods from the Egyptians,
and that they afterwards handed on these names
to the Hellenes. In any case tliere cannot be the

slightest doubt that the personal characterization
of the Greek deities followed the Oriental jjattern
to a large extent. The Persians, too, according
to Herodotus (i. 131), had learned from tlie As-

syrians and the Arabs to sacrifice to a personal
deity, Ovpaviyj, along with their old nameless gods.
Nor can we fail to recognize how the colourless

forms of the old Roman gods Avere, during the
course of Hellenic influence, clothed with Greek
llesh and blood. The relation of the ancient Teutons
to the Romans must be regarded in the same way.
If we take the deities mentioned by 0;esar (obvi-

ously only as instances), sun, moon, and hre, and
add to these the thunder (Donar), the sky [Ziu),
and the wind ( Wodan [?]), these being then regarded
in their originally purely appellative meaning, we
can find absolutely nothing in this list of old Teu-
tonic gods which is in the least striking or unusual.

Tacitus, 150 years later, iwenlions [Germnnia, ch. 9)

as Teutonic gods Hercules, Mars, and Mercury ;

and these possess, at least according to his report,

personal characteristics. But these 150 years Avere

at the same time an epoch of intimate contact
betAveen Teutonic barbarism and Gra3co-Roman cul-

ture; and its definitely stamped divine ligures, in

the form Avliich Avould be mediated to the north by
traders and soldiers, must have tended to re-mould
the conceptions of the special gods of the Teutonic

nature-Avorship. If then, in addition to all this, Ave

call up before our minds hoAV the ever-increasing
influence exerted by the priestly castes (cf. beloAv,

4/^) and tlie beginnings of poetiy and plastic
.art vied Avitii each other in selecting individual
deities from the o/xiXos tuji> Oeuip, and in Avorking up
and embellishing the forms of their favourites, Ave

shall have i)retliy Avell exhausted the conditions
Aviiich brought about the gradual development of

litiisonal gods.
But however clear this development seems to be

Avlien Ave consider it in broad outline, it is neverthe-
less extremely difficult to fix beyond question tlie

actual process of growth of the separate gods. For,
at the point Avhere the Avritten records among the
various Aiyan tribes begin, these gods stand for
the most part completed and finished before us,
and in order to determine the point of departure in
their develo])nient Ave are tlius alnwst exclusively de-

pendent on the interpixtation oftheir names. It must,
liowever, be said that the etj^mological explana-
tion of tlie Aryan names of the gods unfortunately
forms one of the most obscure chapters of compar-
ative piiilology, and tlie only great step of ])rogress
that has been maile here lies in the recotinition of

the fact that Ave knoAV only a very little for certain.

But even if Ave Avere successful in fixing the origin
of a name of a god, and Avith it the hrst sphere of

iiis activity, the '
cell of his nature,' still only more

or less credible conjectures Avould be possiljle as to

the lengthy and intricate pathway Avhich led from
this point to the personality of the god that Ave find

in history. The phenomena of the sky, of which
Ave have spoken above, are the most natural sources

for personal gods. As soon as levs (*dyeus) began
on Grecian soil to denote not only the brilliant sky
of day, but also the cloud-girt sky of the thunder-

storm, Avith reference to the divine anima Avhich

Avas tliought of as in both, from that moment the

point of commencement Avas given for the formation

of a personal god, Avhich now led in continuous

development, through the assumption of ever new
elements in the life of nature and of man, to the

immortal figure of the father of gods and men
Avhich Ave find in Homer. But it is Avorthy of

note that in the Epic the number of epithets

describing the relations of the god to the order of

the Avorld and of mankind {e.(j. fitiTiera, ^evLos in the

Iliad) is extremely small compared Avith the croAvd

of attributes referring to natural phenomena (cf.

above, p. 34). Correspondhig to this, Agni in

India is originally nothing else than the divine

aniina of fire. But it enters into the realm of

personal gods as soon as man requires it, not only
to give light and Avarmth or to dispel evil spirits

by its heat, but also, as is already done in the

Rigveda, to supply the blessing of children and
to promote domestic prosperity.
The Greek Zeus and the Indian Agni are thus

real 'heavenly ones,' true dii. Then there are

joined to these, from the most varied spheres of

nature and culture, countless other special gods,
Avho raise themselves in Avays similar to these to the

position and dignity of personal deities. We shall

illustrate this by a feAv examples from the history
of the Greek, Roman, and Teutonic religions.
From the first of these let us take the figures of

Apollo and Hermes. Among the very numerous

interpretations that have been proposed for these

divine names tliere are two Avhich, Avithout forcing,

satisfy all the demands of phonetics and the science

of Avord-formation ; both of them originate from
Carl Robert, the editor of Preller's Mythologie.

According to them, 'Atv6\\uv, 'AireXXoiv (direWa,

'fold') is 'he of the fold' (cf. e.g. d^dwv,
' miner ^

Ki^dij,
' dross

'

; 'AydOcjv : dyaOos ;
'J>tXwj' : (plXos, K.

Brugmann, Grundriss der vergl. Gram, ii.'^l, Strass-

burg, 1906, 300) ; and "Rpixela.^, 'EpjU^s (?/3/ia, IpnaKes,

'stone,' 'stone-heaps'), is 'he of the stone-heap.'
Divine names which designate the god appellatively as standing

in a characteristic relation to a definite conception are exceed-

ingly numerous in all Aryan languages, as is seen, e.g., in Lith.

Medclnis,
' he of tlie wood '

(Lith. medis) ; J'uszaitU,
' he of

the pine tree
'

(Lith. ptiszls) ; Eratlnis,
' he that belongs to the

lambs' (Lith. t'-ras); Ijat. Silvanus, Pomona, Mellona, Bubona,
Minerva from *Meiiesova('she who has to do with the *inenos
= Gr. |oi6'i'os "), Old Gall. Braciaca (brace),

' he of the malt '

; Phryg.
.^rttazios = Dionysus (Ulyr. sabaia, 'beer'), 'he of the beer'(cf.

Sclirader, Uealiexicon, p. 89) ; and in numerous other instances.

In the Teutonic languages tlie numerous formations in -ana—
Taufana, Illudana, Saxanus, Magttsanus, etc.— may belong
to this class. 'AneKkuv is accordingly, in the first instance, a
'

special god
'

of the cattle-pen,* then a god of cattle-rearing in

general, in which character, as is well known, he already appears
in Homer (11. ii. 766, xxi. 448 ff.), and which is clearly referred

to in the ancient epithets AOkio?,
' he who frightens away the

wolves from the folds,' Kapctios : /capMo?, 'fiock' (cf. Lith.

Eratlnis), and N6/aios: I'o^o?,
'

pasture
'

(cf . Lith. Gan^klus dewas :

i<a)i!/klil, 'pasture'), which had all, without doubt, originally

designated independent gods. The figure of Hermes, however,
takes us back to the primitive epoch of an ancient stone-

worsliip (cf. below, 4 c). As late as the year 1583 the Jesuit

Uostowski was able to report the following from Lithuania

(cf. A. Uriickncr, Archio/iir^lav. Phil. ix. .S3):
'

Antiquse colonis

superstitioiies . . . alibi Akmo (Lith. asziiiii, 'stone'), saxum
grandius'; and further: 'Saxa pro diis culta (qu;o illi lingua

* The J.ithuanian god Sutvaras (cf. above, p. 31), 'the god
of cattle,' would exactly correspond, if it is correct to connect
his name with the Lith. twurd,

'

fence.'
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patria Almoscheiies Viete, adiectoruin scilicet looa [really adici-
endi locus ; Lett, atmeschanas u-ieta], in quaj ciboruin analocta

jiro libaniinc coniectabant ; qiiibus ca3sorum aiiiniantiuiii cru-
orcm asjiertfebant quuique coiuiiigeie ipsis fas esset victiiuariis),
sex iiKiuam ciusniodi ara) cii'cum oppida, in priniis Rositenuni,
Dunelnirgum, Ivussonuni, ever.sa> coetiisque sacrilicantiuni dissi-

pati.' rnutorius too relates (p. 21):
' There was, several 5-ears

ajfo, a somewhat higher stone not far from Gumbinncn or Bisser-

keini, in a jiine grove, which was regarded as sacred, and on
v.'hich the surrounding people offered money, clothes, and the
like.' Similar phenomena occvir in Greece. Kven in the

Odyscey, xvi. 471, we find tlie place name 'Epfioioi Ao(jios :

TO yap i&ov o<l>6(xKjxoicTiv.

ijSr) VTrep ttoAio? '66i 0' 'Ep/iaios Adi/)OS (crTiv,
and the scholiast remarks on tliis passage :

' The heap of stones
on the roadside is called ipixaiof. Hermes first cleared the roads,
and where he had cleared them he set a stone for a mark on the
roadside. 'Ep^iaio? Ad<^os, however, is the same as finger-post,
for the Roman milestones were called 'Ep^aioi Xotpoi. Hence it

is the custom of people to erect cairns of stones in honour of

Hermes, because he is the guide and protector of travellers, and
to throw ever more stones on these cairns, which they call

Epuaioc Ao</)Oi.
'

Cf. also epfxaKa'; Ai'Sous crccriopeu/ic'cous ets rip-riv
ToO 'Epi-iov (Schol. -A'l'A. Ther. 150). Eatables, too, such as dried

figs, etc., were laid down on these cairns of Hermes (ep/aaiov),
professedly tor the passing travellers, but in reality as a sacriflt-e

to the god. In both racial territories we therefore find divinely
worshipped stones or cairns, which were added to by the passors-
by. Tlie divine anvna, which exercised sway in them, was
called among the Greeks, 'he of the cairn of stones,' 'Epfiei'os.

How these primitive gods,
'

lie of the cattle-

pen
' and ' he of the cairn of stones,' giadually grew

into the powerful and many-sided personalities of
the Greek Olympus will never, as has been men-
tioned above, be completely ascertained in detail.
}]efore all else his early combination with <I>oT/3oj,

'tlie shining one,' a sun-deity, may have been of

significance for Apollo. The sun-god Phoebus
opened the atreWai,

' the cattle-pens,' in the morn-
ing and drove the cattle to the pasture. Hermes
was raised from insignilicance by the circumstance
that these cairns of stones were more and more
transformed into '

direction posts,' and the god
with artistically formed liead and extended penis
became the protector of the ever growing traffic,
and the messenger of gods and men. In any case,
at the end of their development both of them
attained to the same elevation as Zeus, and were
regarded as his sons.

On Itoman soil let us recall once more the figure
of Janus, which is remarkable in many ways. As
Tcrmivns was the 'god of the boundary stone,'
Foii^ the '

god of the spring,' Vesta the '

goddess of
the hearth,' and Lith. SzuUinnis [szulinjjs) the 'god
ofthc well,' in the same way the Latin Janus was
originally nothing else than the '

god of the doors
'

(so also Kretschmer, o/). cit. p. 161), however
difficult it may be for the modern mind to conceive
what religious emotion could be aroused by look-

ing at doors and gates. Probably it was the thought
of the tv,-o-sidedness of the door, the fact that it

looked inwards and outwards at the same time
{Janus Gcminus, Janus bifroiis), and that it both
shut and opened (Chcskis, Patulcius in the Car-
men Saliorum), that gave occasion to the first

conception of the god. But even in Konie of the
earliest date the god had his own priest {Rex
sicrorum) and his own festival {Agonalia), and
higher thoughts, chiefly the idea that he was
the beginning of everything—especially of the year
(Januarius)—must have become connected with his

worship and have made him into the divom dcus or
the p'nncij)ium cleorum (cf. Wi.ssowa, p. 91 fl'.). In
the same way as a material and originally highly
prosaic conception was here elevated to t^lie rank
of the clii, we find in Rome a great fondness, corre-

sponding to the abstract-thinking spirit of the
Romans, for raising even abstract ideas into deities.
This is seen, e.g., in Ccres{* Kerns, 'growth

'

:cresco(cf. Ostboff,
Parcrija, i. 1), Fe/iMA-* (*i'(;/jos = Skr. winas 'desire,' 'pleasant-
ness '),&'ia(' sowing '= Lath, seja, 'seed-time'), RobiqiisV failure
of crops '), etc.

* In Oscan and P:elignian the goddess Hercntas corresponds
to her. The name is connected with Osc.-Umbr. her-, heri-
Pov\«Teai, Goth, galrnjaii, 'to desire,' etc., and accordingly
means 'desire.'

In the same way among the Teutons all sorts of

'special gods' were added from all sides to the
ainiiGnttivar—dii {Sol, Lima, Volcanus, Donnr,
Ziu, Wodan). As examples mc m.ay take the gods
Saxndt and Rcqualivahanus, which can be inter-

preted with comparative certainty. When bronze
swords M'ere introduced from the south-east into
Europe, and thereby a new and formidable
weapon was put into men's hands, they could not
help seeing in this the activity of a god. As a
matter of fact, evidences of such a sioord-cult can
be produced from extensive parts of Europe, from
the Scythians, Alans, Quads, and other peoples
(cf. J. Grimm, Deutsche Mi/thologic^, i, 185). This
god who was present in the sword Avas called by
the Saxons Saxnut, i.e.

'

sword-bearer,' 'com-
panion of the sword,' and we can easily understand
how he could, among a warlike people, acquire
so great importance that in the baptismal vow he
was placed on an equal footing with Thunar and
Wodan (Braune, Altlwchdeuischcs Lescbuch^, Halle,
1888, p. 159). We have seen above how a Celtic tribe,
which had remained behind, worshipped a ' name-
less god

'

by dancing in families before the gates on
the nights of the full moon (above, p. 35''). May
we not presuppose a similar custom among the
neighbouring Teutons as well, and is it not likely
that the god, when any one wished to indicate him
in any way, was called ' he of the darkness' (Goth.
riqis= Gr. ^pejBos)

—an interpretation of the Ilcqua-
Uvahamis mentioned by the Romans, which the
Germanists, by way of exception, unanimously
accept ? Besides, he was undoubtedly an important
deity at the time when, according to a Roman in-

scription, Qu. Aprianus offered sacrifices and made
vows to him on the banks of the Rhine.

3. The forms of manifestation of the '

heavenly
ones,' and their interpretation in riddle and
myth.—It is a characteristic quality of most primi-
tive religions that in them the distinction between
man and animal is entirely disregarded. 'The
sense of an absolute psychical distinction between
man and beast, so prevalent in the civilized world,
is hardly to be found among the lower races. Men,
to whom the cries of beasts and birds seem like
human language, and their actions guided as it

were by human thought, logically enough alloAv
the existence of souls to beasts, birds, and reptiles,
as to men. The lower psychology cannot but
recognize in beasts the very characteristics which it

attributes to the human soul, namely, the pheno-
mena of life and death, wUl and judgment, and
the phantom seen in vision or in dream '

(Tylor,
Primitive Culture^,!. 469). There may also "have
been such an epoch in the Aryan religions, in Miiich
it seemed quite natural to think of the flame

racing over the fields as a horse, or the thunder in
the storm-cloud as a bellowing steer, and numerous
direct and indirect evidences point to a time in
which the gods were actually conceived of as

animals, or at least as beings partaking partly of
human partly of merely animal qualities. Even as
lateasthe Vedas (cf. Oldenberg, op. cit. p. 68 tf.) the
lower deities at least are by preference thought of
as being in the form of animals. But the higher
gods also are repeatedly characterized as the child-
ren of animals, e.g. the Asvins as children of the
mare. The different animals, too, which were sacred
to the gods, such as the eagle of Indra, or the
animals under whose figure and name the gods
were honoured, the horse of Agui, the steer of

Indra, etc., are nnmistakable signs of these once

prevalent ideas. The oldest condition of affairs in

Greece is summarized by E. Meyer (Gr.'ir/iir/iti; den

Altertums, ii. 98) in the following Avay : 'The view
is almost still more wide-spread that the gods
reveal themselves in the form of animals.' All

through Greece a wolf-god was worshipped, which
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in the Peloponnesus has become Zeus, while the
wolf is otherwise regarded as a manifestation of

Apollo (but cf. above, p. 36). Artemis, in Attica and

Arcadia, where she was honoured as the mother of

the tribe, is regarded as a she-bear ; in other cases

she was thought of as a hind (cf. Farnell, C^ilts of
the Greek States, ii. 435). In Argos, Hera fioQiin.^

was Avorshipped as a cow that was fertilized by
Zeus in the form of a bull. In the countless rougii

figures of stone and clay, in human and animal

form, which are found in all the layers of the

Trojan and Mgcixn. civilization, we may in all proba-

bility recognize the representations oi the gods be-

longing to this epoch of Greece ; not a few of them

may have been house fetishes. In Italy, too,
sacred animals (woodpecker, wolf, and ploughing
ox) were assigned to dili'erent gods, particularly
Mars. But the fact that the gods were here, too,

conceived of as animals is very strongly supported
by the tradition that there was carried in front of

the divisions of the army, marching into the held,
not only the eagle, as at a later date, but other

figures of animals as well, wolves, minotaurs,
horses, and boars (YWnj, Hist. Nat. x. 16 :

' llomanis
eam aquilam legionibus C. Marius in secundo con-

sulatu suo proprie dicavit. Erat et antea prima
cum quattuor aliis : hipi, minotauri, cqui apriqiie

singulos ordines anteibant '). It is the same custom
to which Tacitus bears witness among the Teutons
[Gerniania, ch. 7): 'EfFigiesque et signa qmcdam
detracta lucis in prcelium ferunt,' since it cannot
be doubted that, among the effigies, the sacred
animals of the gods, the snake and wolf of Wodan,
the bear and he-goat of Donar, the ram of Ziu, and
the boar (cf. A.S. coforeumbol, 'sign of the boar')
of Freyr are to be understood (cf. Tacitus, Hist.

iv. 22 :

' inde depromptre silvis lucisque feraruni
imagines '). Thus the oldest banners are seen to

be animal fetishes, under whose vi.sible protection
the army marched into battle.

Along with the conception of the gods as

animals, there is to be found, from the very be-

ginning, the conception of them as existing in

human form. In course of time this latter idea came
more and more into prominence. It may seem
that this is a contradiction of our earlier assertions,

according to which the appearance of personal
gods among the Aryan peoples is comparatively
late. This is, however, not the case. We must
not consider personification and the formation of

personal gods as identical, no matter how much
the latter presupposes the former. The character-
istic mark of a, personal god is that he is regarded
as exercising influence outside of the sphere to

which he owes his conceptual origin and his

name. Personification, however, means, at first,

simply the substitution of a human figure for

the divine anima present in the phenomenon.
This need for personification is all the greater
the loAver doAvn we go in the stages of civiliza-

tion. If the Wliite Russian peasant be asked
even to-day about his Perunii, whose funda-
mental appellative meaning is still quite clear to

him (cf. above, p. 33), he says :

' He is a tall,

broad-shouldered fellow, with black hair, black

eyes, and a yellow beard. In his right hand he
has a bow, in the left a quiver with arrows. He
drives on the heavens in a chariot and discharges
fiery arrows' (cf. Dahl, Erklcirendes Wortcrbuch dcr
lebcnden grossrussiscJien Sprache"^, St. Petersburg,
1880-82, iii. 104). Even quite impersonal concep-
tions of Greek and Kom.in civilization are, on their

passing over into the Slavonic world, taken posses-
sion of by this j)rimitive passion for personification.
Thus the I^at. calendce {KoXavBaC),

' New Year,' lias led on
Russian soil to a divine being, personifying the whole time between
Christmas and Epiphany. In the neighbourhood of Moscow,
even at the present day it is customary on Cliristnias eve to
lead a maiden called Koljada, dressed in white, through the

streets, and to sing,
' On Christmas eve was Koljada born,

beyond the rapid river,' etc. In the same song, in close con-

nexion with the worship of this Koljada, a pagan sacrifice of a

kid is mentioned (cf. Glazunov, Rxissian Fulksmigs [Russ.], St.

Petersburg, 1894, p. 1). We may also call to mind the super-
natural rusalki, from Lat. rosalia (pouo-otAta),

'
festival of roses,"

already mentioned above (p. 25).

Thus Ave may assume that there Avas, even in

primitive times, an active tendency to conceive

the divine in human form ; and if Indra in the

Kigveda and Thor in Northern mythology are

described as giants Avith tawny or red beards, there

is nothing against discovering there a primitive

Aryan idea common to the Indians and the

Teutons. This tendency, too, suggests an explana-
tion of the fact that in certain branches of the

Indo-Germanic language the attribute ' father
'

must have been, even in pre-historic times, added
to the primitive Aryan *dycus,

_'
sky

'

(Skr. Dt/dus

pitd, Gr. Zei>s Trar-^p ; cf. also in Hesych. AetTrd-

Tvpos' debs irapa Ti'/x^a/ois, Lat. Jupj^iter), as there

Avere also a Scythian Zeys llaTratos and a Bithynian
Zei>s IldTras, IlaTrTrujos (Kretschmer, op. cit. p. 241 f.).

It is doubtful, hoAvever, Avhether the Avord ' father
'

indicates a position of honour of *dyeus com-

pared to the other '

heavenly ones,' as seems more

likely to the present Avriter, or expresses the re-

lation of the god to the community Avorshipping
him, as is the case in Italy, -where pater (or mater)
is applied to almost all the gods (or goddesses) of

the oldest group.
A further consequence of this personification of

the deity is to be found in the circumstance that
the god Avas supplied Avith a Avife, Avhose designation
Avas most simply and originally obtained by form-

ing the feminine of the male deity (Skr. Agndyt :

Agni ; Gr. AiFdiv-q : Zei)s, At6s ; Lat. Juno, *Jovino :

Juppiter, Jovis). The idea, too, that the heaven
and the earth constitute a pair united in marriage
is very old. In the Kigveda the *

mother,' Prthivi

(
= A.S. folde, 'earth'), appears along Avith the

'

father,' Z>y(J?fs. The report of Herodotus regard-

ing the Scythians [vofil^ovres t7]i> Triv rod Aibs dvai

7wa£Ka) has already been mentioned. Among
the Thracians the lordly AiSwaos (probably a
Thracian Avord) is sprung from the marriage of

the god of heaven Avith the earth-goddess Se/tA?;

(cf. the Lithuanian Z6myna : Lith. zcmc. Old Slav.

zemlja,
' earth '). Deeply rooted in the mind of the

Russian peasantry is the belief in the love of

Jarilo, the god of light, to the matt syra zemlja,
' the cold Mother Earth,' just as Ave find in an

Anglo-Saxon rural verse :

' Hal wes ])U, folde,

fira moder, beo \)u groivende on godes fa;}nne,'
' Hail to thee, Earth, Mother of men ! Be
thou fruitful in God's embrace.' *

It is doubtful,
hoAvever, if the lepbs yd/nos of Zeus Avith "Bp-q, Avho

can scarcely be shoAvn to be a goddess of the earth,
is related to the same circle of ideas (cf. Kretschmer,
Einleitung, p. 90 f. ; on the other side, Frazer, GB'^
i. 228, and Farnell, Cults of the Gr. States, i. 180 S.).

Finally, Ave have to mention that the distinction

of grammatical gender, Avhich Avas already per-
fected in the primitive language, formed the
basis on Avhich, on the one hand, male (e.g.

Dydus and Agni) and, on the other hand,
female deities (e.g. Ushas, Eostra) could be

developed. In short, in many places there are to

be found, even in primitive times, the first begin-
nings of the formation of those divine families
Avhose real evolution belongs entirely to the pro-
vince of the respective separate peoples.
The c(mcei)tion of the oldest gods noAV as animals,

now as men, Avhich we have so far discussed, is,
* We may look upon the role played by Tellus at Roman

marriages as a reminiscence of the same ideas. Cf. Servius, iv.

106: 'l^uidam sane etiam Tellurem prajesse nuptiis tradunt;
nam et in auspiciis nuptiarum invocatur ; cui etiam \-irgines, vel

cum ire ad domum nuuili cxperint, vol iam ibi positaj, diversis
nominibus vel ritu sacrilicant.'
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however, in reality only the outcome of a general
longing, immanent in mankind, to know and
understand the world, a longing which in primi-
tive stages of culture expresses itself in t^so otlier

phenomena as well—in riddle and in myth. In

discussing these we may commence, as we have
done so frequently, witli the Litu-Slavic conditions,
where both ideas appear with special purity and

originality. It is difficult to overestimate the

signiticance of the riddle in the literature of the
Slavonic peoples (cf. Krek, EinlcUung in die slav-

ische Literatur gcsch."^, p. 81011". ; and, for the value
of riddles in the interpretation of myths, Max
Miiller, Contrihutions to the Science of Mythology,
1897, i. 80 tf., and art. RiDDLE). They are in the
real sense of the word Wcltrdtscl ('riddles of the

universe'), for their subject is, if not exclusively,
at least in great measure, the universe, with its

thousand-and-one phenomena, their meaning and
illustration.

' Peas are scattered on a hundred paths ;
no one will gather

them up—ni cari, ni carlca, ni krdsnaja devica' (the stars).
' The black cow has gored all men to death ; the white cow has

brought them to life again
'

{day and niijht).
' Without hands,

without feet, he creeps on the mountains '

(the wind).
' In

Spring he makes glad ;
m Summer, cool ; in Autumn, satisfied ;

in Winter, warm' (the tree). 'There stands an oak. On the
oak there are 12 nests ; in each nest there are 4 blue-bonnets ;

each blue-bonnet has 14 eggs—7 white and 7 black '

(the year,
the month, iveeks, days and nights).

It is the same fundamental trait as appears in

these few Russian examples (cf. Sadovnikow, The
Riddles of the Russian Peojjle [Russ.], Petersburg,
1875), viz. the tendency to explain tiie great cosmic

processes, the course of the sun, tlie division of the

year, etc., that comes most clearly to the front in

the riddle-making of related peoples.
Thus in ancient India (cf. Haug,

' Vedische Rritselfragen und

Ratselspriiche,' in Sitzunjjsberichte der Miinchner Ak. d. W.,
phil.- hist. Kl. 1875, p. 457 fif.) the priests even in Vedic times, on
occasions of great sacrificial gatherings, proposed for each other
and for the offerer riddles of the following kind. The Hotar
asks, e.g., 'Who travels alone?' 'Who will be born again?'
'What is the preventive against snow?' 'What is the great
scattering ?

' and the Adhvaryu answers :
' The sun travels

alone,' 'The moon will be born again,' 'Fire is the preventive
against snow,'

' The earth is the great scattering.' Quite similar

series of riddles occur on Teutonic soil (cf. Wilinanns' ZDA xx.

252) in the Eklda and the poem of Traugemund (' What is whiter
than snow ? What is fleeter than the roe ? What is higher than
the mountain? What is darker than the night?'). In Greece one
need only refer to the very ancient riddle of the fire that
swallows up the father and mother, occurring in the Marriage
of Eei/x, ascribed to Hesiod. It makes quite a Vedic impres-
sion, seeing that it is a prevalent idea in the Rigveda that

Agni, the son of the two pieces of wood by the rubbing of

which he is produced, swallows up his father and mother at

once after his birth.

The myth is devoted to the satisfaction of the
same primitive longing as the riddle. It is quite
incorrect (cf. above, p. 12) to sujipose that it is

the exclusive possession of higher social classes

or the product of prie^stly acuteness, however
much these niay have inlluenced its forms as

presented to us in history. In its origin it is

undoubtedly nothing else than the naive and

popular expression of the wish to understand and

comprehend the universe, as can with especial
clearness be recognized on Aryan soil in the rich

but simple and transparent mythical formations
of the Lithuanian and Lettic peoples. These, in

any case, prove that, even at the most primitive
stage of religious ideas, a myth can be tleveloped
to explain processes of nature puzzling to the

people. In the first place, this formation of myths
IS concerned with the phenomena of the sun, moon,
and stars (cf. Mannhardt,

' Die lettischen Sonnen-

mythen' in ZE vii. 73, 209, 281, and Usener-

Solmsen, Gotternmncn, p. 85 fi'.).

Teljawelik is the smith that forged the sun. The people
worship the sun and an iron hammer of special size. Once upon
a time the sun was invii;ible for several months, because a very
mighty king had closed him up in a strong tower. Then the
figures of the Zodiac brought him help with the iron hammer.
The tired and dusty sun is placed in a bath by the mother of

Perkunas, and then is dismissed on the following day washed

and shining. Sun and moon are described in various Daina as
husband and wife, and, indeed, as unfaithful in that relation.
The moon separates herself from the sun, falls in love with the
morning star (AuszrXne), and is cut in two by the sword of
Perkiinas. The stars are considered as daughters of the sun,
and so on.

Such stories as these regarding the heavenly
beings, their deeds, and their relations to one
another, were without doubt related even in primi-
tive Aryan times ; and it is to-day, in spite of all

opposing scepticism, the right and the task of com-
parative mythology to discover cycles of myths
which go back to such pre-historic interpretations
of nature, as has been done by A. Kuhn and Max
Miiller. Three of the.se cycles of myths seem to
the present writer to have been fixed beyond ques-
tion.* These refer (1) to the relation of .sun, moon,
morning and evening stars, (2) to the origin of
the thunderstorm, and (3) to the source of tire. It
must suffice at this point to characterize them in
the briefest possible way.

(1) Sun and moon have concluded a marriage with each other,
as is related in the Lithuanian and Lettic poems, and more
fully in a celebrated hymn of the Rigveda (x. 85). The morning
and evening stars stand to these two heavenly bodies in a
relation described in different ways. In a Lithuanian poem, as
we saw above, the moon separates itself from the sun in order
to run after the morning star. In the Lettic poems the most
usual conception is that the ' sons of the god

'

(dexva deli, deuv
sunelei), among whom the two stars already mentioned are un-
doubtedly to be understood, are described as suitors for the
favour of 'the daughter of the sun," i.e. most likely the sun
itself, just as in India the two Aivins,

' the lords of the horses '

(cf. Skr. aiva,
'

horse'), are regarded as the lovers of Suryd or
SHryasya Duhitd, 'the daughter of the sun.' A pre-ethnic
connexion of the Indian Airins with the Lettic 'sons of the
god' seems, therefore, beyond the range of doubt (the view
of Oldenberg, Die lieligion des Veda, p. 212), particularly when
we remember that in the Lettic poems the morning and evening
stars are also called the '

ponies
'

of the moon and the ' sons
of the god' are thought of as riders on grey horses. Further,
the equestrian Greek Aido-Koupoi (Castor and Pollux), the brothers
of Helena ('EAc'it) : el'A-i),

*
svelid,

' heat of the sun ') correspond to
the Lettic d(;ica deli, 'sons of the god.' Finally, the Lettic
' sons of the god

' are very often described as servants and work-
men of the sun and the moon. Seeing now that we know from
Lasicius, de Diis Samagitarum, p. 47, about a Lithuanian god
Algis,

'

angelus sumnwntm deorurn,' whose name (cf. Lith. algd,
' reward ') literally means

' hired labourer,' and this Lith. Algig
is etjnnologically the same as the name of the Teutonic deity
Aids who corresponded to Castor and Pollux (Tacitus, Gennania,
ch. 43 : Apud Nahanarvalos antiquae religionis lucus ostenditur ;

praesidet sacerdos muliebri ornatu, sed deos interpretatione
Romana Castorem PoUucemque memoraut ;

ea vis numini,
nomen Alois [*Alki, dual ?] ; nulla simulacra, nullum peregrinae
superstitionis vestigium ; ut fratres tamen, ut iuvenes vener-

antur)—since this is so, it is impossible to deny that these
forms also belong to the cycle of the Lettic

' sons of the god,'
the Indian Aiving, and the Greek Dioscuri. t

(2) The second cycle of primitive Arj'an myths referred to

above, dealing with the explanation of the thunder and the

thunder-shower, is presented in two different settings. Accord-
ing to the one, a heavenly being slays the dragon concealed in
the cloud, whose water now flows over the earth (fight of Indra
with Vrtra, of Tiitrya with Apao^a in the Avesta, of Donar
with the wolf Fenris, of Apollo with the Python); according to
the other, a god delivers from a monster the cows of the clouds,
who are imprisoned in a mountain gorge (Indi-a and VOvarUpa,
Herakles and Geryones, Hercules and Cacus).

(3) Lastly, the myths dealing with the origin of fire are con-
nected with the custom, preserved among the Indians, Greeks,
Romans, Slavs, and Teutons, and partially among the Lithu-
anians (cf. Usener, op. cit. p. 87), of obtaining fire for sacred

purposes by taking a stick of hard wood (oak), boring it

into a plank or board of softer wood (lime tree), and turning
it round and round till fire is produced by the friction. In this

way, which may be compared with animal generation, fire is also

produced in the cloud, whence it is brought to earth by a bird
or a daring human being (Prometheus). A similar origin is

enjo3"ed by the earthly fire-drink, the honey-mead (Skr. vuidhu
= Gr. iJ-iOv, etc.) which, when drunk by mortals, bestows upon

* In this connexion the present writer agrees with Wintemitz,
' Was wissen wir von den Indogermanen?' (Beilagezur Miinchner

AZ, 1903, No. 258, p. 292). Only in one point does Winternitz
seem to make a mistake, viz. in deducing from these myths the
existence of personal gods, a view which rests on the confusion

emphasized above (p. 38") between personified natural phenom-
ena and natural phenomena that have become personal gods.

t A. Briickner(^rc/tit)/!«r s/aci'«c/ie Philologie, xxiii.)i3 wrong
in finding in the author's contention that Lith. Algis = Ger.

Aids (licallexicon, p. 673), a contradiction of his opinion, of

which Briickner himself approves, that as yet there were no

Aryan names for the gods ; for these names represent, not an

Aryan god-name, but an Aryan appellative ('hired labourer')

preserved by chance in the myth.
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them iiiunortality (Skr. amrta, 'immortality,'
'

draii^'lit of

immortality
' = Gr. a/x^poo-ta, lit.

'

immortality ') as it is possessed
by the heavenly being^s (A. Kuhn, Die Heiabkun/t chs Fetters
und des Guttertranks, Berlin, 1859). The thoui,'ht that the
universe is a well-ordered whole, resting- on fixed laws, is a long
way in advance of these explanations, and where this thoug-lit
meets us in earlier epochs, as in the Indo-Iranian conception
of Skr. rta = Av. asa, it points to foreign non-Aryan influences
(cf. Oklenberg, Die Religion des Veda, pp. 49, 195).

4. The worship,—In the foregoing sections we
have dealt with the ideas of the Aryans re-

garding their gods and -with tlieir beliefs. We
now go on to the consideration of the services
which they devoted to them, i.e. their worship.
Tliis point, which has often been neglected by in-

vestigators, is also of tiie greatest importance
for tlie development of the gods, for naturally
it must have been rJong with and by means of tlie

forni of M-orship assigned to them that the lluid
and indefinite figures came toassume more fixed and
individual forms. We shall in this discu.ssion have
to deal with four phenomena connected with
worship which we find in historic times : («) sacri-
fice and prayer, (h) the priests, (c) the temples,
{(l) the feasts. We shall have to ask whetlier
and how far these institutions go back into tlie

primitive history of the Aryan peoples.
(a) SAcniFiCE AND Pkavkr.—There was among

the Aiyans, just as among all other peojiles, a more
ancient way of bringing the supernatural within
reach of the natural than sacrifice and prayer,
namely, mngic. Its forms appear so closely con-
nected, even in historic times, with those of the
cult, that it is often difficult, if not impossible, to
draw a sharp line of distinction between the two
conceptions. We may say, however, that magic is

present in all those cases in which man imagines
that he is able, by word or by deed, to make a
spirit directly and immediately serWceable to him-
self. On the other hand, we can speak of an act
of worship only Mhere, by a sacrifice or a prayer, tlie

otherwise free will of a deity is supposed to be
more indirectly infiuenced and made favourable to
mortal man. It thus depends on the way of iii-

flmncing the deity, not on the intention connected
with it, which is in both cases the same. He who
lights a fire early in the morning in order thereby
to facilitate the rising of the sun, or he who banishes
with a text a demon of sickness into a stone or a
plant, performs a magical act. He, however, who
appeals to the heavenly powers by means of sacri-
fices and prayers in order that they may cause the
sun to shine or make him well, engages in an act
of ivorship.

Magic luay be j)ractised either by an action or
by words, as can be clearly gathered from its

terminology. The following series of terms is
characteristic of the former method : .Skr. krtijd
'action,' 'bewitching,' 'magic,' 'witch,' Litli.
kcras '

magic,' kerUi '
to bewitch some one by

the eye, etc.,' Old Slav, caru 'magic'; Skr.
kniGti from kar ' he makes,' from which also Skr.
kdrman ' the sacrifice

'

is derived. In both cases,
i.e. in magic and in sacrifice, a 'doing' /car i^oxriv,
a ceremonial action is intended.

In by far the g-reatest number of cases, however,
'

to charm '

Or. *w, Lat. fan ; Lith. ivard;/ti
'
to conjure,'

' charm'
;

icardas 'name,' and in many other examples (cf. Osthoff
Allerhand Zauber etymologisch beleuchtet,' in JJezzenberger's

BeitrtiAjezttr Kvnde der indogeinn. Sprachen, xxiv. 109; and
Schrader, Reallexricon, art. 'Zauber und Abcrglaube '). Here
also we have to do with a 'speaking' Kar' i^o\riv, a ceremonial,
rhythmical speaking, in which a priori a definite nia^ic power
IS latent.

Such magic acts or words occur frequently on
the soil of the separate Aryan peoples, along witli
and mixed up with actions of

worsliij) in the
proper sense of the term. In India he mIio wishes

to possess deadly Aveapons sacrifices iron nails (cf.

Oldenberg, oj). cit. p. 369) ; in Greece he who
wishes to conjure up an actual thunderstorm pro-
duces by the rolling of a Avaggon a noise similar to
thunder (cf. O. Gruppe, Gricch. Mytliul. i. p. 820).
IJurchard of Worms tells of a custom prevalent in

Germany (cf. J. Grimm, Deutsche Mythol.'^ i. 560),

according to which he Avho wishes rain causes a
naked girl to be led to the river and there sprinkled
with water. In Lithuania, if the people wish rainy
weather, they turn towards the sun and sprinkle
themselves with water at the time of the morning
l>rayer (cf. Frfctorius, p. 33), etc. We maj' call

sjiecial attention to another rain-charm of this

kind, which by comparison with the Indian and the
(ireek usage is seen to be primitive. In Greece
tlie phrase 'Aevs vet. is used for 'it rains,' which,
when traced back to an older stage of the lan-

guage, can only mean ' The father (heaven) presses
grapes' (Skr. sitndmi 'I press,' s6ma ' the pressed,'
' the soma drink '). It is also customary to
charm the rain ,by an ottering of honey, where
the rain which drops on the trees and branches is

likened to honey. Exactlj'^ corresponding to these
ideas we find in India the belief that by letting
the soma, which itself is called a son of the rain-

god Parjanya, drip through the strainer, rain is

enticed to fall. Thus the very fact that the man
'presses' the juice on the earth, incites or rather

cnmiiels the god in heaven to '

press,' i.e. to cause
the rain to fall (cf. Windisch, Festgruss an Both, p.
140 ; Oldenberg, op. cit. p. 459 ; O. Gruppe, op. cit.

p. 819). The magic formula plays a still more
important part in tlie religious conceptions of the
ancient Aryans, and at the lower stage everything
is secured by its means, for which at a higher stage
man turns to the gods with prayers and sacrifices.

By its means wounds and sicknesses are healed,
by its means women in labour are delivered
of the fruit of their body (cf. Ileallexicon, artt.
' Arzt ' and ' Hebamme '), by its means the heavenly
powers are enticed to partake of the food ofi'ere'd

to them_ (see below, p. 41), by its means a man
curses himself in case of perjury (see below, II. 5),

by its means the darkness of the future is pene-
trated (cf. below, III. i), and so on.

But it cannot be doubted that from the wilder-
ness of these primeval beliefs, which from the

standpoint of a higher conception are called '

super-
stition,' sujjerstitio (survival [?]), but which were
originally 'faith' itself, a higher form of divine

worship was developed among the Aryans even in

pre-historic times, in Mhich real, if exceedingly
primitive, sacrificial rites were employed.
The history of the language points at once to

this, for the expressions for 'sacrifice,' 'to sacri-

fice,' 'sacrificial animal,' in the separate Aryan
languages, extend for the greater part beyond the
realm of magic, and belong to a higher class of

AAords, -whose fundamental meaning Ave are Avont
to express in our language by the term '

holy.'
Cf. Ur. ciyos

'

worship,"
'

sacrifice
' = Skr. yd')as

'

worship
'

: Skr.
yaj, Av. yaz 'to sacrifice,' 'to worship by sacrifice' (a^o/nat
'to worship with religious fear'); Ooth. htinsl, Old Nor., A.S.
liisl

'
sacrifice

' = Lith. sziveHtas, Old Slav. sv<itu, Av. spenta
holy'; Volsc. esaristrom, Umb. esitnu '

sacrifice
' = Gr. iepos

etc

We haA'e the additional fact that, among all the
Aryan i)eoples, Slavs and Lithuanians as avcU as
Greeks and Indians, the existence of real sacrificial
rites can be jnovcul. It Avill be our task in the
following secti(m to give an account of these.

Amon^-
the Indians, Greeks, and Komans of

historical times, Avhen sacrifices AA'ere offered to
the immortals, fire had to be kindled on the altar
in order that the gifts might by its means reach
the gods. Thus ' to .sacrifice

'

in Greek ((?i'w, Ovtrla,
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etc. ; Liit.fiimus 'smoke') implies 'to cause to go

up in smoke.' Quite another picture is oilered,

however, by the other Aiyan peoples. To begin

-with, Herodotus (i. 132) tells of a much more simple
and primitive kind of sacrifice in the case of the

Persians, who, as we saw above, preserved with

great faithfulness the original ideas with regard to

the gods :

Svcrir) 6e TOtcrt Ile'poTjo-t Trcpi tov? ciprj/ieVous 0eous (sun, moon,

sky, cartli, fire, wiufl, water) 7J6e KaTe'o-r>;K€. oure jSw^i-ou?

TTOieOirai ovre nvp avaKaiovcri ftc'AAofrg? Oveiu. ov <r;roi'6/)

Xpe'oi'TOi, ovkI av\iZ, oil CT-Te'fji/xa<ri, ovkI ouAjJcri. riov Se 015 tKacrrw

Oveii' Se'Aec, «? X">P''^ KaOap'ov ayayiov to KTijro? KoAe'et TOi' Stbr

i<TT€ii>a.vwii.4vo% TOf Ti^prjr fivp<Tii'}J /xtiAitTTa . . . t'lreai' Se Sia/XKr-

TvAas (cara fiepea to iptjiof ei/zijOT) Ta Kpe'a, v7ro7rao-as Troi'rji' los

airaA<0TaT7)r, jxaXiaTO. hi to Tpi<pv\Xov, tVi. TttUTTj! eOjJKC ("»' iravTO.

TO. Kpia. 6ia9eVros 6e aiiToO /xayos av))p TrapecrTtws 67raec6ct 6eo-

yort'))!', 017)1' fir) ficei'i'Oi Ae'-youcri eivai tt)!- e7raoi6rjt'. areu ya.p fir)

fiti-you
ou o-f|it vdfios ccttI Overtax iroie€a-0cu. tjr((T,\ioc 6e oAiyoi'

Xporoi' a.no<j>(pfTai 6 ^uaas to. (Cpe'a xal xpS^ai oti /itr 6 A6yo9

aipe'et.

Thus this old Persian sacrificial custom did

7iot know the nse of fire in bearing the food to

the gods. The ilesli was laid on a specially pre-

i>ared sacrificial litter, on which the gods were

supposed to descend (Skr. barhis, Av. baresnmn
'sacrificial litter' — Old Pruss. balsinis 'cushion,'

pohalso
'

pillow,' Serv. blazina '

cushion,' Old Nor.

bnl.sfr, O. H. G. boh-tar 'pillow'), and the god was

allured, by means of an exorcism, to partake of the

food, llerodotus (iv. 60) tells of a similar practice

prevalent among the Scj^hians. The sacrificer

threw the animal to the ground by means of a

noose, and str.-mgled it after calling on the god,
ofre TTiip dvaKavaas ovre Karap^d/j-evos ovt eirLawelaas.

The flesh of the strangled animal was boiled, just
as was custonuiry among the Persians. In this

connexion the two Litu-Prussian sacrifices,

which are described in Lasicius' book, de Diis

Smnagitaruin (pp. 49 and 54), are of great interest.

IJotli are harvest-oll'crings. At the first (related

by A. Guagnini from the Kronika Foh'ka, etc., of

]Math. Slryikowski, mentioned above), which took

place at the end of October, the sacrificial animals
were battered to death Avith cudgels by the priests
and other worshippers, who all the time called

on the god Zemieimik. Before the worshippers
sat down to the feast, portions of each kind of food

were thrown into every corner of the house with
the words :

'

Accipc o Zemicnnik grnto animo sacri-

firium (tfqtie Icctus comede.' The second (related

by Menecius) was the sacrifice of a goat. The faith-

ful were assembled in a barn. A he-goat was led in.

The sacrificing priest, or '

wurschaite,' laid both
hands on it, and called on all the gods in succession.

Then, while a hymn was being sung, the goat was
raised into the air and held there till the song was
finished. Thereupon the priest slew the animal,

si)rinkled the blood, which had been caught in a

dish, round about, and gave the flesh to the women
to boil. Here, again, there is no trace of a burning
of the victim. Finally, in the case of the Teutons

also, regarding whose sacrificial customs we have,

unfortunatelj', very scantj' information, sacrificial

fire seems to all appearance to have been unknown.
The bodies of the victims or their heads (cf.

Tacitus, An7K i. Gl) were in this case hung on
sacred trees, a custom which, according to the

report of the Arab Ibn Ufistah, prevailed among
the heathen Russians of northern origin :

'The soothsayer takes the man or the animal, puts a noose
round the necfi, liangs the victim up on a tree, waits till it

expires, and then says: "This is a sacrifice for the god"'(cf.
Thomsen, Der Ursp'rung des russischen Staates, Gotha, 1879,

p. 27).

The flesh of the victim is boiled here too, as is

seen from the Gotii. sau]ys, 'sacrifice,' O.H.G.
siiidan,

'
to boil.'

Moreover, as there is in the Veda no lack of evi-

dence that 'in the sacrificial fire an innovation of

an advanced sacrificial technique' was present (cf.

Oldenberg, Bel if/ion des Veda., p. 34311'.), we have
good reasons for as.suniing that the thought that
the gifts assigned to the god could be borne to
him by means of the flame or the smoke was one
which was as yet foreign to primitive Aryan times.
In the earliest times the gifts were, on the contrary,
spread out on the place of sacrifice itself, raised
into the air or hung on trees, and the god must
come Jam self and partake of them on the t-pot.
The worsiiijjper refreshes his gods with the food

and drink of which he him.self partakes, in order

thereby to make them strong and willing to carry
out his ends. That this was the original sacrificial

idea of the Aryan peoples follows most distinctly
from the complete corresi)ondence between ancient

Aryan sacrifice and ancient Aryan food. The fur-

ther back we penetrate into the past of the Aryan
peoples, the more do we find that cattle-rearing pre-
dominated over agriculture, and that in conseijuence
flesh foods and animal products outweighed vege-
table foods (cf. Schrader, Reallcxicon , artt.

' Acker-

bau,' 'Viehzucht,' and 'Nahrung'). The same
thing is true of the sacrifices. In the reports
quoted above we find only animal sacrifices re-

ferred to. In the same way Tacitus [Germania, ch.

ix.) mentions only concessa aninialia. In reference
to the Slavs, cf. Procopius, de Bell. Got. iii. 14 : 6f6i>

/xev yap iva Tbv t^s darpawqs 5r]/j.iovpybv (Pcrunu)
dirdvTWv KvpLOv iJ.6vov avrbv vofii^ovai uvai, Kal Qvovtri

a\iTw Po'as T€ Kal Upcia airdvTo, and also Ilelmold,
Chron. Slav. i. 52: '

Conveniuntque viri et mulieres
cum parvulis, maetant(pie diis suis hostias de bobus
et oribits.' Among the Lithuanians, as late as the

beginning of the 16th cent., sacrifices of oxen and
swine were ottered. The very early acquaintance
of the Aryan peoples with animal sacrifice is

significantly witnessed to by the existence in their

primitive vocabulary of exact designations of the
outer and inner parts of the animal carcass, which
ct)uld be obtained only in the course of sacrificial

rites (cf. Schrader, Ecdlcxicon, art.
'

Korperteile').
In the earliest times it was customary to sacrifice

and eat, or eat and sacrifice, the flesh of the ox,
the sheep, the goat, and, in Europe, the pig, i.e.

the most ancient domestic animals of the Aryans.
The sacrifice of the horse seems to have occupied
a special place. As the horse did not belong to

the oldest stock of Aryan domestic animals (cf.

Schrader, Beallexicon, art. 'Pferd'), perhaps other
sacrificial ideas may have been influential in intro-

ducing this sacrifice, such as the wish to incorporate
the qualities of the animal in the wor.shipper, or to

render a special service to the god who Avas thought
of in the form of a horse (cf. J. v. Negelein, JJas

Pferd im arischcn Altertian, Kiinigsberg, 19U3).

FoAvl, game, and fish Avere excluded from the stated

sacrifices, because they did not originally serve as

food (cf. Schrader, Rcallexicon, artt.
'

Viehzucht,'

'Jagd,' and '

Fisch, Fischfang'). In the oldest

times, too, the use of salt was avoided, again for

the simple reason that for purely animal food it

Avas unnecessary^ (cf. Beallexicon, art. 'Salz').
The sacrificial drink of primitive times Avas mead,

the place of Avhich Avas gradually taken in the
north by beer, and in the south by Avine. The
customs connected Avith these drink-oirerings in

barbaric conditions, such as Ave luust presuppose
for primitive times, are again vividly i)ortrayea by
Menecius (Lasicius, c. 53) Avith regard to Lithuania :

' Die Georgii sacrificium faciunt Pergriibrio, qui florum, plant-
arum omniumque gemiinum deus creditur. Sanrificulus enim,
quern Vurschaiten appellant, t«net dextra obhain cervisisa

plenam invocatoque demonii nomine decantat illius laudes.

Tu, inquit, ahijjis hiemem, tu reducis aniijenitateni veris, per
te neniora et silvas florciit. llac cantilena finita dcntibus

apprehendens obbani, ebihit cerv'isiam nulla adhibita nianu

ipsamque obbam ita mordicus epotam retro supra caput iacit.

(^Ui-e cum e terra s\iblata, iterum irapleta est ;
omnes quotquot

adsunt, ex ea bibunt ordine at<iuc in laudeni rerprubrii bjmnum
canunt. Tostca epulantur tota die et choreas ducunt.'
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If, then, 'to saciilice' means simply to refresh

the gods with earthly food and drink, and if, as we
have seen, these gifts were originally oli'ered to the

heavenly heings to he partaken of by the sum-
moned recipients on the place of sacrifice without
the use of lire, we cannot fail to see how closely
this sacrilicial rite resembles the entertaining of

the dead described above, when food and drink
were shaken or poured out into furrows or
trenches (see above, p. 26). The explanation is

thus by no means far-fetched that the feeding of

the beings which were thought to be in the natural

phenomena, the thunder, the storm, the fire, etc.,

is to be understood as a kind of deduction or trans-

ference from the cult of the dead, where the otJer-

ing of food and drink is intelligible without any
difficulty from the prevailing ideas regarding the
further existence of the soul after death. In that
case we should conceive of the course of develop-
ment in the following way. There was a time
when only the dead were supplied with food and
drink, and when man souglit to obtain influ-

ence over the pow ers of nature only by means of

magic, as descriljed above. But the more the

thought of personification gained precedence over

magic, the more did people begin to ti-ansfer the
sacrificial customs usual in the service of the dead
to the worship of the heavenly powers, and then
the further change arose naturally from this state

of aH'airs, viz. that the sacrificial gifts wei-e spread
on the ground instead of being buried in it.

Returning to the sacrifice itself, we reach one
form of it which has not yet been considered—a form
which witli its gloomy aspect persists from primi-
tive into liistoi'ic times, viz. human sacj-ijicc {ci.,

for the Greeks and Romans, E. V. Lasaulx, Das
Siihnojifer, Wiirzbm-g, 1841 ; for the Celts, Teutons,
Slavs, Lithuanians, J. Grimm, Deutsche Mytho-
logies, i. 38, V. Hehn, Kulttcrpjlanzen'^ , p. 531,

Golther, Germanische Mythologie, p. 516, Miillen-

hoff, Deutsche Alterturnsknnde, iv. 214 ft". ; for the

Indians, A. Weber, Indische Streifen, i. 54-8'J,
and Oldenberg, op. cit. p. 363). This human
sacrifice is to be found in various forms. Thus in

the north of Europe we have the sacrifice of victory,
i.e. the previously promised slaughter of prison-
ers at the altars of the gods. In the south and
among the Gauls we have t\\& sacrifice of expiation,
i.e. the giving up of a human life for other lives

that are forfeited or in danger. We find every-
where the building sacrifice, i.e. the conviction
that the durability of a new building could be pur-
chased only by a human life (cf. Liebrecht, Zur
Volkskunde, p. 284 ft".

' Die vergi-abenen Menschen,'
also Germ. xxxv. 211). It is difficult to discover
the really fundamental idea in this sacrifice. To
carry out the idea of the meat-oftering, we might
start with the supposition that cannibalism was
once wide-spread among Aryan peoples, which

undoubtedly is very fully attested for numerous
non-Aryan peoples of Europe (cf. R. Andree, Die

Anthropophagie, Leipzig, 1887, p. 2). In milder
times a change in this sacrificial idea had taken

place, in the sense that a human being was regarded
as the best sacrifice that could be brought to the

gods (cf. Procopius, de Bell. Got. ii. 15 : rCiv U lepeluv

ff<f)i(n rb KdWuxTov avdpwiros iariv, ovirep ftv dopid\u)TOP

TToirjjaii'To irpCiTov). Or we could tliink of a trans-

ference from the worship of the dead, in which, as

we saw above (p. 21), it was usual to give men to

the dead as servants and companions in death.
From this, too (cf. below, II. 5 ), the penal-sacrifire
(execution), which has not been mentioned above,

may have taken its rise. Ideas connected with

magic may also have been oj)erative in the build-

ing snrrifice, as, e.g., the wish to transfer human
potencies into the building. Whatever the real

explanation may have been, we must in any case

regard human sacrifice as a primitive institution in

the history of Aryan religion, and not a compara-
tively late innovation originating from the East, as
is done by O. Gruppe [Jahresbericht ilber die Fort-
schritte der Hassischen Altertumsiv. Ixxxv. 10).

We have already become acquainted Avith the
incantation or magic formula which entices the

gods to the feast, and seen it to be a necessary
accompaniment of sacrifice. This is ^lerhaps the
oldest form of prayer. In any case the ditt'erent

terms for prayer point to a close connexion with
sacrifice (cf. Gr. eCxoM^i' = Lat. vovco ; Gr. Xltt),

XiVo-o/tai = Lat. litare ; Lith. malda 'prayer
' = Goth.

blOtan ' to sacrifice,' from *mlad [the last accord-

ing to R. Much]), i' To pray
'

is to request a benefit
while i)romising or offering a sacrifice : do ut des.

The idea of thanks appears in the Aryan languages
at a late date compared with the idea of peti-
tion (cf. Recdlexicon, jjp. 598, 605), and thank-

offerings are almost entirely unknown both in the
Vedic worship and in the Homeric poems. Those
divinities, however, who were called up by means
of those ancient incantations and prayers must
at a very primitive stage of develojjment have
been designated simply as 'the called.' This we
learned above (p. 16) to have been the real signifi-
cation of the Teutonic '

God,' which then, as is

easily enough understood, passed over into the
masculine gender under the influence of expressions
which were more personally conceived.

(6) The Priests.—If the practice of magic and
the incantation preceded sacrifice and prayer, the

magician must have been the forerunner of the

priest. This development is clearly presented to

us in the history of the language. The most im-

portant designation of the priest in the language
of ancient India is brahmdn (masc), while brdhman
(neut.) means 'devotion.' The opinion used to be

generally held that the fundamental signification
of this class of words was to be found in the sphere
of religion (according to Bohtlingk-Roth, Sanskrit-

Worterbuch, v. 135,
' the devotion which appears as

intensity and depth of feeling, and aspires towards
the gods'), but in recent times it has become more
and more recognized that brdhman originally means
' the incantation,' and brahmdn in consequence

' he
who knows incantations

'

(cf. M. Haug, 'tjber die

urspriingliche Bedeutung des Wortes brahma,' in

Sitzungsb. d. kgl. buyer. Ak. d. W. zu Miinchen,
1868, ii. p. 80 ft". ; R. Pischel, GGA, 1894, p. 420; H.
Osthoft", in Bezzenberger's Beitruge, xxiv. 113 ft'.).

Now, in the view of the present writer and of the

majority of investigators, the Lat. fldmen, whose
formation (cf. carmen, ag7nen) points with cer-

tainty to an originally neuter idea (priesthood),

corresponds exactly to the Skr. brdhma, so that for

this word also there follows a similar evolution of

meanings,
'

incantation,'
'

community of those who
knoAV incantations,'

' individuals acquainted with
incantations' (

= priests).*
It is accordingly' not to be wondered at that

from the Aryan root vid—void— ' to know,' frequent
designations of the magician and the priest
are derived, since both are regarded as the
'knowers' (viz. of all kinds of magic) Kar e^oxw-
Here must be mentioned, on the one hand, the
O.H.G. wizzrigo, A.S. witega 'prophet,' O.N. vitki

'magician,' vitlui 'witchery,' O.H.G. vnzzon 'pro-
phecy,' and Old Russian vechmu 'magician,'
vidi '

witchcraft,' vMinia '

witch,' vedistvo ' witch-

ery
'

; but, on the other hand, there is also to be

placed alongside of these the designation of the
ancient Gallic priestly caste of druids, Ir. drui,

* Even those sdiolars wlio do not believe in the et3moIogical
relationship of brdhman a,n<\jldmcn {cf. e.g. Walde, Lat. etymol.
Worterbuch) admit the two facts wliich are of importance for

the history of relijjion, viz. (1) that brdhman orig^inally signified
'

magic formula,' and (2) that Jidim'n was originallj" a neuter

conception.
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which, being derived from *drii-vids (according to

Thumeysen, in H<jlder, Altkcltischcr Sprach'ichatz),
means exactly

' the very knowing ones.' But tho

personalities which in this connexion are most

imiJortant for the history of Aryan religion are

those that are frequently' mentioned in the Litir-

Prussian sources, and designated with all kinds
of variations of their name * as waidewut, ivaide-

lottc, tvaideier, waidlcr (Old Prus. waist 'to know,'
ivaidimai ' we know,' waidlcimai * we perform
pagan religious rites').

They were also named zynys : Lith. zindti ' to

know' (zijncmti 'to charm'), or t\\Q inonininlis :

Lith, moniu 'I understand,' or the oncddinink-i :

Lith. maldd,
'

prayer
'

(cf. especially Matth.

Prsetorius, Delicicc Frussicce oder Preu.ssischc

Schanbiihne, p. 41 If.). These ' waidlers
'

may be
described both as magicians and as priests. They
were servants of the chief-priest, who was called

in Old Prussian krliue, of whom we shall speak
further below. The sepai-ate gods seem each to

have had special 'waidlers': naruttes (cf. 6r.

N7;pet/s above, p. 35) was the name given to the
waidler of the water-god; szicerone.1 (Old Pruss.

swirins, Lith. zwieris 'wild animal') were 'the
waidlers who worshipped and protected the sacred
animals in the woods, especially elks, owls,' etc. ;

and medziorei (Old Pruss. median 'forest,' Lith.

inedis 'tree') Avere 'the servants of the sacred
woods.' Every imaginable charm to divine the
future (cf. below. III. 2) was in their hands. Now
they are for the most part beggars and shepherds,
although

' there are still well-to-do farmers who
practise these arts of the waidler.' Prajtorius

(p. 48) mentions a fact regarding these waidlers
which is especially important for the history of the

priesthood :

' An old peasant of Strigkeim said to me that, many hundred
years before, one of his race had been a chief-priest here in

Prussia. He was called Kryu-e Kruundu, and was believed to

possess all the erifts which we find singly among the waidlers
now called Maldininks (see above). The gifts of the xcaidler

are, they say, hereditary ; if the gift ceases in one family,
it becomes extinct.'

This hereditary transmission, in certain families or

clans, of the existing magic formulas, sacrifices, and

prayers, which we have here attested, may be re-

garded by us as a commonfeature of the gradually
evolving ijricsthood among the Aryan peojdcs.

Sacred clans like the Vasisthas, the Visvami-

tras, the Bharadvdjas, and others are well known
to us from the Rigveda as the forerunners of the
later priestly castes, and there is no lack of traces
that these priestly families, who, according to the

tradition, represent essentially the same cult, had
in earlier times possessed special cults and special
rites (cf. Oldenberg, Die Religion des Veda, p. 373).
In Greece, too, Ave find numerous sacred clans with

special cults, the EiVoXTrt'Sat, the ^'Ereo^ovrabai, the

'Hcri'xtSat, the 'Kivvpaoai, KpovTidai, KvyviSai, Uoi/ie-

vldai, etc. The priesthood was a joint-possession
in these families, and descended from the father to
the son and grandson (cf. P. Stengel, Die griech-
ischen KiUtusaltertiimcr). By the institution of a

sanctuary (which does not occur in Vedic India)
such a priesthood becomes local, and in this way
forms the 'up6v, to which in Homer the existence
of the hpevs is united. Most nearly akin to the
Homeric priest was the Norwegian 'gode' (Old
Nor. go%i, Goth, gudja 'priest'; cf. Goth. Gup,
'

God,' and see above, pp. 16, 42). They could break
up the temple belonging to them and migrate
elsewhere. Among tiiem, too, the priestly office

was inherited through several generations (cf.

Golther, Genaanische iMythologie, p. 615 ; and J.

Grimm, Deutsche Mythologie^, i. 83). Finally, in
Home also tliere are indications of a condition

*
It may be conjectured that the form waideumt, *xeaidimt* =

Gr. eiSois *FeiSFujs, FfiSFoTOi,
'

the knowing one," is the original
one.

in which not State colleges but particular
families attended to the performance of special
cults. This comes out most unambiguously in
the case of the fratres arvales (see art. AltVAL
Brothers), for at the time when this designa-
tion Avas coined y'ra^c?- can have indicated nothing
else than the actual degree of relationship. The
legend, too, explanatory of the name, reports that
Acca Larentia, the wife of Paustulus, had twelve
sons, along with whom she sacrificed once every
year for the fruitfulness of the fields. We have,
therefore, a real brotherhood (Gr. (pp-qTpi), Slav.
hratstvo ; cf. Reallexicon, art. 'Sippe') before us.
Their peculiar hereditary magic poem was that song,
luckily still extant, which was united to a dance,
and by the combined invocation of the spirits
of the dead (Enos lases iuvate) and a real god
[Enos Marmor iuvato) bears the stamp of remote
antiquity. The designation, too, of the Lui)erci,
the priests of Paunus, as Quinctialcs and Fabinni
points to their tribal origin (cf. Wissowa, Eeliginn
itnd Kultus dcr Bdmsr, p. 340, note 3, p. 411). Tlie

Salii, or 'leapers,' were without doubt a sacred

family of this kind. Their magical secret was
the leaping procession which accompanied their
obscure songs, for both dance and solemn proces-
sion (O.H.G. ^Jig^anc

—even in modern German we
have the phrase

' ein Fest begehen ') belong to
the oldest form of divine worship among the

Aryan peoples (cf. Reallexicon, art. 'Tanz').
On the ground of the facts which have been

mentioned, we may assume that the ' learned in

magic formulas,' whose existence in primitive
times is attested by the equation, Skr, hrdhi)uin=
Lat. fldynen, Avere primarily to be found in special
families Avhich Avere hereditarily distinguished by
the gift of Avitchcraft. Further, seeing that it

follows from the oldest sacrificial customs described
above (p. 41) that at their celebration, in the

majority of cases, persons designated as magicians,
priests, or soothsayers assisted, Ave may consider it

not unlikely that even in prinutive times members
of such sacred families Avere called upon by other
families, and in particular by the head of the clan,
to assist at sacrifices for the clan. In the case of
sacrifices of the most ancient Avorship, Ave must
sharply di.stujguish betAveen the ofl'erings dedicated
to the souls of ancestors and those on behalf of the
'

heavenl}' ones.' The former could, of coTirse, be
oti'ered only by relatives (cf. above, p. 28f.) ; in the
case of the latter there Avas nothing against the
assistance of a stranger avIio Avas particularly Avell

acquainted with the incantations that Avould entice
the gods. Here Ave have one of the deepest roots
of the Aryan priesthood.

In the later history of the priesthood Ave shall
caU attention to only one more point, viz. the
ever increasing closeness of the union of laio and
religion (cf. beloAv, II. 5). This lent to tlie priestly
dignity, here to a greater and there to a less ex-

tent, a ncAv, and in part extraordinary, significance;
and it may Avell be .said that this is Avhat really
made the magician a priest. The more clearly the

thought came to consciousness that the gods Avere
the protectors of the moral and social principles
attained in the long struggle of civilization, the

greater must the influence of the authentic inter-

preters of the divine Avill iiave become.
In India, even before Vedic times, the hereditary

dignity of the Brahmans had been developed from
those families of primitive times that Avere expert
in magic. From their midst there arose the
domestic priest (purohita), Avho Avas indispensiible to

the king for preparing sacrifices, for ' the gods do
not eat the food of a king Avho has no purohita'
(Aitareya Br&hmana, viii. 24). Under their su])er-
vision, too, the royal administration of justice Avas

carried on, and in their conception of dhurma,
' the
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fixed' [
= hAt. Jinims) law, custom, and religion lie

together as yet undillcrentiated. In Home, in like

manner, the FontIfives, 'the bridge-builders' (also
without doubt originally a sacred family like the

fratres arvales, perhaps endowed with a special
magic charm for providing bridges and roads),
were at the same time the guardians both of tiie

ius civile and of the ius sacrum (pontifex accoi'ding
to Eczzenberger, in Kuhn's Zeiischr. xlii., from
Umbr. ^)MM^i, 'piatio, lustratio' hom*Jcvcnio = Av.
spenta, Old Slav, svqtu, Lith. szweiitns ' sacred

'

).

The former of these had, after a long process of
evolution and not without leaving clear traces of its

original condition (cf. Wissowa, op. at.
j).

324 ft".),

separated itself from the latter. In Gaul also we
find the administration of justice entirely in the
hands of the Druids, who, however, in the time of
Ciesar were not a real caste, or no longer a caste, but
increased their numbers by securing and training-
novices :

' Fere de omnibus confcroversiis publicis privatisque constitu-
unt, ct si quod est adiiiissuin facinus, si cscdes facta, si do
hereditatc, de finibus controversia est, idem decernunt, prajmia
pa'iiasque constituunt ; si qui aut privatus aut poinilus eorum
ciecreto non stetit, sacrificiis interdicunt. Ha;c poena apud
eos est gravissiraa

'

(vi. 13).

In conscious contrast to these conditions, Cajsar

(vi. 21) relates of the Teutons: '

Neque druides
habent, qui rebus divinis prajsint, neque sacriliciis

student.' '

They have no Druids to preside over
divine Avorship, nor do they lay any special stress
on sacrifice

'

(cf.
'

agriculturte non student,' vi. 22,
which cannot mean '

they do not engage in agri-
culture,' seeing that Caesar himself attests that it

was practised in a primitive form). The conclu-
sion is that a distinctly marked priestly office

which would attract the attention of a foreigner
cannot at that time have been present among the
Teutons. This, of course, does not exclude the
existence of se2)arate families expert in magic, as,

according to our assumption above, was the case
in primitive times. On the other hand, we find
in the report of Tacitus a strong and influential

priesthood already existing, particularly developed
on the legal side (cf. also O.H.G. Old Sax. Fries.
cwart and csago 'priest,' lit. 'keeper or guardian
of the law' and 'proclaimer of laws').
The priest is the man who calls for silence in the popular

assembly (Tac. Germ., ch. 11 :
' silentium per sacerdotes, quibus

tum et coercendi ius est, imperatur'); and while even Cassar,

yi. 23, reports :
' Cum helium civitas aut illatum defendit aut

infert, ma^astratus, qui ei hello praistnt, utAitaj necisque habeant
potestatem deliguntur,' so that thus all power of punishment
i\\vr\\X, be assigned to the civil authorities, we are told in Tacitus,
ch. 7 :

'_

Ceterum neque animadvertere neque vincire, ne verbe-
rare quidem nisi saccrdotibiis permissum, non quasi in pocnam
nee ducis iussu, sed velut deo imperante, quem adesse bellantibus
credunt.' In addition, the priest carries the war standards out
of the sacred groves (ch. 7), interprets the lot on public occa-
sions, and accompanies, together with the king or prince, the
sacred car in which horses are yoked (ch. 10). The priest of
Nerthus (ch. 40) and the priest in the grove of Alois among the
Nahanarvali (ch. 43) seem to have presided at local sanctuaries.

The same extreme expansion of priestly power
as is found in the west among the Druids of Gaul
is to be met Avith again in the extreme east of

Europe among the ancient Prussians.
Kvcn Peter of Dusburg (Script, rentm Prints, i. 53) was able to

report :
'
Fuit autem in medio nationis huius perversa), scilicet

in Nadrowia, locus quidam dictus Romow, trahens nonien
snum a Uoma(!), in quo habitabat quidam dictus Criive [per-
haps Lith. keras '

magic,' kerHi '

to charm' ; a connexion with
Lith. ^•rl!f(M

'

crooked," from which we have kriindc 'the sign
of the dignity of the Criwe,' seems semasiologically impossible],
(|ucm colebant pro papa, quia sicut dominus papa regit uni-
versalem ecclcsiam fidelium, ita ad istius nutum seu mandatum
non solum gentes pra^dictw sed et Lethowini ct alias nationes
Lyvonia) terra) regebantur. Tantai fuit auctoritatis, quod non
solum ipse vel aliquis de sanguine suo, venim etiam luintius
cum baculo suo vel alio signo iioto transiens terminos infidelium
prjudictonmi a regibus [by these are meant the small heads of
clans who were to be found even in primitive Aryan times,
cf. lieallexicim, art. 'Kiinig'] et nobilibus ct comm'uni populo
in magna reverentia haberetur. Fovebat etiam prout in lege
veteri pigein ifjnem' (cf. also the passage quoted above,
p. 34, from Jerome of Prague, and the more detailed informa-
tion given by Matth. Pr;etorius, op. cit. p. 3Sfi.).

What we have here, tiien, is another of those
families expert in magic (according to Prajtorius,

oj). cit. p. 40, the blood relations of the Criwe
were called Krywaiten), whose special service was
devoted to a perennial fire, and whose chief on
account of this cult—.according to Jerome, magic
oracles were practised by means of fire in tlie

case of sickness—had attained to the position of
influence described above.

(c) The Temples. — In primitive religions all

over the world it is a recognized phenomenon
that all objects which rise above the surface of the

ground, in particular, stones, stumps, and trees,
are regai'ded as possessing a divine animu, and
are made the objects of a fetish worship (cf. E.
B. Tylor, ii. 161 li", 21511".). Among the Aryan
peoples also this low stage of religious life can
be proved. The most important testimonies for

it will be brought together, without as j'et

asking the question whether the objects of worship
of which they treat were really conceived of every-
where as real incorporations of the deity, or

only as representations of it.

(a) Stone-ivoi'ship.
—With regard to ancient Greece

in general, we have the following report of Fau-
sanias, vii. 22. 4 :

eoT^Kacrt £e eyyuTara toO ayoA^aros TeTpdymvoi Ai'Ooi TpiaKOVTa
ndXitTTa Toj' apW/xov tou'tous cr^Pova-iv oi 'I'apets (Phara>, a town
of Achaia), eicdo-Ta> 6eoO Tii'OS oro;u.a CTTiAe'-yoi'TCS, to. &e eVi ;raA-

atOTepg Kol toiitl irag-i. 'EAAriert Ti^g; BeCiv clvtI a.yaXixa.Twv apyoi

The same author mention.s, in detail, unhewn
stones in place of the figure of the god in the
fane of Herakles at Hyettiis, and in that of Eros
at Thespite ; but with regard to the cult of the
Graces at Orchomenos, it is said (ix. 38. 1): rds

/j.ev 8t] irirpas crejBovai re /ictXtcrra koA tu) 'Ereo/cXei avras
ireffelv €k tov ovpavov (pacriu. Thus the worship of

rough stones was not confined to the oldest periods
of (ireek history, but continued through the whole
time of paganism. For Socrates, in Xenophon's
Memorabilia, knows :

Toy's iiiv ov9' lepbv ovTe fitanov ovre aWo toiv Betujv ouoti' Tt/uac,
Tovs fie fcal KCOovs Kal fvAa to TV^^rii'ra koI 6r)pia cr^^cKrQat (i.e.

they were atheists and fetish-worshippers). Cf., further. Over-
beck, 'Das Kultusobjekt bei den Griechen in seinen iiltesten

Gestaltungen
'

in Be.richte d. kgl. siichs. Get: d. U'ist^oi-

schaften zu Leipzig, phil.-hist. Kl., 1861, u. p. 121 ff.
;
and also

the account above, p. 37, of the oldest cult of Lleriiies.

On Italian soU, perhaps the cult of Juppiter
Feretrius or Lapis may be mentioned in this con-
nexion. He was worshipped, in a chapel founded
for him by Komulus, under the symbol of a fire-

stone {silex), although in this case other ex-

planations are still possible. In Germany,
Eurchard of Worms demands :

'

Laiiides quoque
quos in ruinosis locis et silvestribus, daimonum
ludificationibus decepti, veneranlur, ubi et vota
vovent et dcferunt, funditus ettodiantur, atqnc in
tali loco proiciantur, ubi nunquam a cultoribus
suis venerari possint,' and among tJie Lithuanians,
as we have already seen above, the Jesuit Eos-
towski found the worship of a massive stone Akrao
(Lith. akmZ 'stone') as late as the 18th century.

(/3) Worship of stumps.—More frequently than
unhewn stones, however, we find in ancient Greece
shapeless piles, boards, lumps of wood, and posts
{^v\ov ovK elpya<Tixivov, dyaXfM ^I'Xij'oj' dfiop(f>oi', irpip.vov

avro(pvh, ddpv, cravis) mentioned as objects of wor-
ship. The testimonies for this also have been
fully gathered by Overbeck *

{op. cit.). The Kalian
history of religion oilers as proof of the primitive
worship of stumps the Lat. delubrum,

'

sanctuary,'
lit. delubrum lignnm, 'a i)iece of wood freed from
the bark' (liber, *luber, liuss. lubit). Eegarding
it, Festus (ed. O. Miiller, p. 73) reports : 'delubrum
dicebant fustem delibratum, hoc est decorticatum,

* The author has been unable to examine the work of M. W.
de Visser, Die nicht mcnschengestalt. Gotter der Griechen
(Leytien, 1903).
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gue7n venercbantiir jyro deo
'

(cf. also Bottichcr,
Baiimkulttis der Hdleneti, and Overbeck, p. 149.

WisHowa [op. cit. p. 400], on the other hand, gives
another etymology, which was also wide-aprea<l
in antiquity, viz. deluhram, from dcluerc ' to wash

away'; hence, 'place of washing away '). Among
tlie Teutons also the Old Saxon ' Irmensul ' was
simply an upright tree-stump, regarding wliich we
have in TransL S. Ahxandrl (Pertz, Mon. Germ.
li. 676) the following account :

' Frondosis arboribus

fontibusque venerationem exhibebant : truncumque
qiioque ligni von j^ci^'vce vuignitudinis in altuni

erectum sub divo colebant, patria eum lingua
Irminsul appellantes, quod Latine dicitur univer-

salis columna' (cf. also W. jNIannhardt, Wald- tind

Feldhulte, i. 304). The Scandinavian-Russian
'

Waragers
'

are described by the Arab Ibn Fosslan

(ed. Frahn). He tells how the people oll'ered their

reverence and sacrifices before a huge upright
block of wood, wliich in this case had something
resembling a human face. In the Slavonic lan-

guages the most freoTient exj^ressions for idols or

idol-temples go back almost entirely to funda-
mental meanings, siichas 'stump,' 'post,' 'picture,'
'statue' (cf. IMiklosich, 'Die christiiche Termino-

logie der slav. Sprachen,' Denkschrlft der Wiener
Ak. d. W. xxiv. 36 fl".). Is it not also possible that
the Russian expressions for '

magician
'

and ' to

charm,' koldunil, koldovdti, are connected with
Russ. koloda,

'

tree-stump
'

?
* With regard to

India, it is natural to mention in this connexion
the so-called 'sacrificial post' [yupa) to which
the sacrificial animal was bound, but which was
also made an object of worship, seeing that it was
addressed as ' Lord of the wood '

(vdnaspati),
smeared with oil, and bound with plaited bands
of grass (cf. Oldenberg, Die lieligion des Veda,
p. '256). It is also worthy of note that the con-

ception jmat or stake (cf. Skr. sthunA, Avesta stuna
=Gr. (tti'iXt), O.H.G. stoUo from *st{h)cl-nd, and
Skr. svdru, 'sacrificial post' = A.S. siver, 'stake')
can be proved by means of two equivalents to be

Aryan.
(7) Tree-tforship.

—Of the exceedingly numerous
evidences of tree-worship prevalent among the

European branches of the Aryan race, only a few
characteristic examples can be brought forward
here. Further details will appear later in our in-

vestigation. In Greci'e we must, in the first place,
mention the cult of Zei>s (ftriywvalos in the storm-
moved Dodona, from whose sacred oak [iK opvos

v\ptK6/xoio) the voice of the god rang forth proclaim-
ing oracles, and who was served by a special
priestly caste, the ZeWoi

(
= Lat. Salii), who slept

on the ground with unwashed feet (//. xvi. 234
fit".).

In Mycenaean Greece also the w^orship of trees and
stone-pillars was wide-spread (cf., regarding it,

A. J. Evans,
'

Mycenean Tree and Pillar Cult,'
JHS xxi. 9911'.), without making it necessary to
think of influences from Oriental religions. The
Phrygians, too, who migrated from Europe to
Asia, worsliipped a Ba-yatos (probably= 0777wcaios, cf.

Kretschmer, p. 198). In Rome there stood on the

Capitoline an oak sacred to the herdsmen,
Cf. Livj', i. 10 :

'

Spolia ducis hostium cassi suspensa . . .

ferculo {,'erens (Roniuhis) in Capitolium ascendit, ibique ea cum
ad querciim jMStorihus sacrum deposuisset, siuuil cum dono
designavit Jovis fines . . . hajc tenipli est oriyo, quod primum
omnium Rom» sacratum est.' In addition, Festus (ed. O.
Miiller, p. 87) states :

'

Fagutal sacellum Jovis, in quo fuit

fagus arbor, quse Jovis sacra habebatur.'

We know also of numerous sacred groves in

Greece as well as in Italy. In the latter countiy
it was ' the deities of ancient origin,' such as

Robigus, Anna Percnna, CamencB, etc., that were
* At the present day this primitive stump-worship is perhaps

to he seen on Teutonic and Slavonic soil in the remarkable
' Yule or Christmas log,' regarding- which see K. Meriiigcr,
Indogennanische Forschungen, xvi. 15111., xviii. 277, xix. 444.
Cf. liere also on Lat. deltibrum.

worshipped in them (cf. Wissowa, op. cit. p. 401).
Tlie traces of tree-worship continue even more
signilicantly in the richly wooded northern parts
of the continent from the Amber coast to the
Atlantic Ocean. With regard to tlie Litiiuanians,
we may refer to a few sentences of tiie report
which a monk Jerome, who in the years 1409-
1418 was active as a missionary in Lower Lithu-
ania, sent to the pai)al secretary, .^Eneas Sylvius
Piccolomini, and which is to be found in the work
of the latter, entitled Europa [S. Ainece Hylvii
Europa), c. xxvi, :

' Postremo alios populos adiit (Jerome), qui silvas dacmonibus
consecratas venerabantur et inter alias unam cultu digiiioreni
putavere. . . . Ventum erat ad medium nenioris, uhi quercum
vetustissimam et ante omnos arbores reliii;ioue sacram et quam
potissime sedem esse putabaut percutere aliquamdiu nuUus
pricsumpsit. . . . Erant in ea regione plures silvuj pari religionu
sacrsB. Ad quas dum Hieronymus amputandas pergit, mulierum
ingens Humerus plorans atque eiulans ^'itoldum (a Lithuanian
duke) adit, sacrum lucum succissuni querilur et domuni del
ademptam in qua divinam opem petere consuessent ; indo
pluvias, inde soles ohtiuuisse

; nescire iam quo in loco deum
quuirant, cui domiciliam abstulerint. Esse aliquos n.inores
Incog, in queis dii coli soleaut, eos quoque delere Hieroriymuni
velle.'

An altogether special worship was assigned to
the sacred oak of i'erkunas, in whose rustling the

worshipper believed himself to hear, as at Dodona,
the voice of the god announcing the future (cf.

below, III. 2). Other sacred trees were the birch

{Ijirzidis), the hazel (lazdona), the cherry tree

(kirnis), the maple [klewUis], and the mountain ash
[szermuksznis). An especial reverence was assigned
to trees that had grown together, rurnhuta,
roniove, from which tlie centre of the Criwe men-
tioned above had its name. Undoubtedly the Teu-
tons of the first Christian centuries stood at thi.s

stage of development, in spite of the idealistic

interpretation Avliich Tacitus (Gennania, ch. 9)

gives to their tree-cult :

'Ceterum nee cohibere parietibus deos, neque in ullam
humani oris speciem adsiinulare ex magnitudine ccelestium
arl)itrantur : lueos ac nemora consecrant, deorumquenonunibua
adpellant secretum illud, quod sola reverentia vident.'

Of particular sacred trees, oaks before af 1 others
are mentioned, one of which Boniface felled near
Geismar. The worship of a pear tree in Auxerre
in heathen times is also well attested (J. Grimm,
Deutsche Mgthol." i. 6f.), although this report
leads us to Celtic territory ; for here, too, the tree-
cult was fully developed. There was notliing more
sacred to the Druid than the oak and the mistletoe
that grew on it (Pliny, UN xvi. 249), and we
hear of sacred groves in (iaul as well as in Britain

(cf. on them H. jMunro Chadwick,
' The Oak and

the Thunder-god,' JAI xxx. 22 tt'.).

In glancing over the evidences of Aiyan stone-,

stump- and tree-worship collected here, Ave could
make no greater mistake than to sujipose that the

religious ideas which tind expression in tiiisworshij)
are all to be placed at the same historical stage.
It cannot be doubted that in many, in fact even in
the majority of cases, tlie object of worsliip is

merely the .symbol under which a deity was
worshipped that existed outside of the ol)ject,
and Avas only occasionally present in it. But,
on the other hand, it cannot be denied that the
traces are clearly to be perceived of a time
Avhen people actually Avorshijqjed, as is the case

among the rudest savages, the very stone, post,
or tree, as a god, since they looked on it as
the body of a divine anima. This becomes very
evident in the remains of the Greek stone-cult
and in the Litliuanian free-Avorship. When Theo-

phrastus (Cluiract. c. 17), in his day, tells us of

people Avho, Avhen passing stones smeared AAitii oil

at the crossways, did not f;iil to puur oil on them out
of tlieir oil-phials, to fall on tlieir knei's, and to

present the most solemn salutations, tiiis jtrocecd-

ing is to 1)6 judged in the same an ay as Avlien
'

in

the Society Islands, rude logs or fragments of ba.salt
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columns, clothed in native cloth and anointed with
oil, received adoration and sacrifice as divinely
powerful by virtue of the "Atua" or deity which
had filled them '

(Tylor, ii. 162).
In Lithuania the oak was, it is true, sacred to Perkiinas

;
but

evidently, like the other sacred trees mentioned above, it enjoyed
independent worship, as follows from the report of Rostowski :

' Arbores item evulsae stirpitus, turn quercus, quibus mares tuni
tilioB quibus feniinae pullastra pro frugibus et incoluniitate rei
domesticaj quasi diis faciebant' (Briickner, Archivfiir slav. Phil.
ix. 35), and other reports, according to which sick persons,
observing remarkable customs, clamber up into the boughs of
a sacred oak. 'Thereafter they bind each his offering on the
branch of the tree, and seriously believe that they will be healed
thereby. Often it happens that such a branch" is quite full of

garters, Lithuanian women's veils, girdles, knives, and such-like

articles, which are tied to it from top to bottom. Several
sacrifice money also, which they lay ujion the ground before
the tree

'

(cf. Usener-Solmsen, Gotteniainen, p. 87).

Accordingly, we may (like Frazer, GB^) conceive
of the process of evolution of these ideas in the

following way. There was among the Aryan
peoples a distant period in which stones, stumps, and
trees were worshipped as actual fetishes. When
within the limits of this racial division—and cer-

tainly as early as primitive Aryan times (a point
where the present writer differs from Frazer)—tlie

cult of the 'heavenly ones' came more and niore
to the front, connexions began to be thought of
between these 'heavenly ones' and the objects
of worship just mentioned, especially with the
sacred tree and its shoot, the stump or post,
which were now regarded only as symbols and
occasional dwelling-places of the 'heavenly ones.'

Along with these ideas the old conceptions
continued to operate further among the lower
classes.

This connexion is most clearly exemplified in
the relationship of the thunder-god to the oak.
Zeus and the oak of Dodona, Juppiter Feretrius
and the oak worshipped by the herdsmen on the

Capitoline, Perkiinas and A iizulas (' oak. '), we have
already noted ; but we are also told of the Celts

by Maximus Tyrius : KeXrol ci^ovai. A/a, ayaX/xa 5^

Albs KeXriKbv v\pr}\7j 8pvs. Nothing can be more
easily understood than this connexion, when we call

to mind how the lightning flashes of the thunder-

god come down with an especial fondness on the

king of the forest ; and it is difficult to conceive

why H. IMunro Chadwick, in his otherwise excellent

essay,
' The Oak and the Thunder-god,' mentioned

above, deduces such a far-fetched reason for this

phenomenon as a supposed dwelling of primitive
man below the oak. But the otlier gods are
also preferably thought of as dwelling in trees
and forests. In Greece we have, besides a Zei)s

^vdevSpos, a AidfVffOi IvdevSpos, an'EX^vT; SevSpirn, an
'Apre/jLis KeSpeoLTLi, etc. Among the Teutons were
found, as well as & silva Uerculis (

= Donar) sac7-a

(Ann. ii. 12), a castum nemics of Nerthus {Germania,
c. 40), and a, lucus BaduhenncE {Ann. iv. 73). Among
the Lithuanians, as we have seen above, the rain-
and sun-gods were worshipped in sacred groves.

In this assimilation of the cult of the '

heavenly
ones

' and a primitive stone-, stump- and tree-fetish-

ism we liave secured, once for all, the foundation
for tlie explanation of the two most outstanding
objects of heathen worship in historical times—
the temple and the image. The tree or grove in
which the deity is worshipped develops into the
stone temple ; the stone or wooden stump, whicli
serves as a symbol of the deity, assumes human
features and becomes the image of the god.
This process can be very well followed in the Greek word for

'

temple,' Lesb. va.vo<;, Dor. i/dds.Ion. >^<is, Att. i'cu)?(*>'afo-),which
originally indicated not the whole temple, but only the iinnost

room, where the figure of the god stood (to ahvTov, cniKdi). This
primitive Greek *ndvo- is, in the conviction of the present
writer, identical with the root found beside it, *n<lvo-, *niiii

(Skr. ndva, ndvd'
,
n(tii = Gr. vav<;), 'ship,' 'tree,' so that both

words come together in the meaning 'tree -trunk' (cf. e.g.
Slcr. (h'lni 'wood' and 'boat,' Old Saxon s<ajnfrt,

'

tree-trunk
'

and '

ship,' and many other similar changes of meaning).

This probable combination is, the pre.sent writer

thinks, raised to a certainty when we consider that

in Greece, in tlie most ancient times, the figures of

the gods were actually placed in, beloiv, or on trees

{irp4fj.vifiM irreXfr^s, (prjyov virb irpi/xvqi, iv KiSpi^i fieydXr;) ;

and the name of Juppiter of Dodona in the primitive
cult, Zeus Ndtuj (ndvio-s), finds its natural interpre-
tation if we conceive him as ' the one in the tree-

trunk.'* The dpybs X/^os and the ^6ai>ov ovk elpyacr-

/xivof gradually change into the ^piras (
= Skr.

murta '

figure
'

?), the image or figure of the god.
It is not far - fetched to find in the images of

Hermes, in which only the face and the extended

penis of the god are represented, a stage on this

path of development.
The words of J. Grimm [Deutsche Mythol.^ i. 59)

are true of the Teutons. 'Temple is also at the

same time wood. What we think of as a walled
and built house, dissolves, the farther back we go,
into the conception of a sacred place which has
not been touched by human hand, but is hedged in

and made peaceful by trees that have grown up of

their own accord.' The conceptions grove and

temple accordingly run to a large extent together
in the Teutonic languages.

This is true of the series Goth, dlhs, A.S. ealh. Old Saxon
alah '

temple,' which corresponds to the Old Lith. elkas
'

grove,'
Lett, elks

'

idol,' perhaps also to the Gr. oAcros (*alkjos ?)
'

grove,'
'sacred grove,' which, however, is compared by others with Old
Slav, lesu 'forest.' The same also holds of O.H.G. haruc, A.S.

hearh, hearg (O.H.G. harugdri 'priest'), which are explained
in glosses by Iticus, nemus, and also by sacelhim, simulacrum,
fanum, as well as of the A.S. beam, 'grove' (O.H.G. parawdH
'priest'), which belongs to the common Slavonic root boru,

'pine,' 'pine-forest' (cf. Zutibure, i.e. sventi boru 'sacred pine
forest' in the lands of Merseburg according to Thietmar : hicus

Z. dictus ab accolis ut Deris ah omnibus hcmoratus). To this

class of expressions are added—for the later temples built of

wood or stone, whose first traces are to be found probably in the

templum of the Tan/ana, which, according to Tacitus (A7in. i.

51), was level vsdth the ground—new designations borrowed
from the human dwelling-house, such as O.H.G. ho/, halla,

sal, petap&r, petahus, plOzhus, pldstarhus, Goth, gudhus, etc.

Figures of the gods, too, which are designated as ^oava,
' carved

works,' but regarding whose more definite nature we unfortu-

nately can discover nothing, are repeatedly mentioned from the
4th century (cf. Golther, Germ. Myth. p. 604).

At the same time in which we have among the
Teutons 07ily sacred trees and groves as places for

the worsliip of the gods, the common Celtic name
for *

sanctuary,' ncmeton (5pvvefj.€Toi>, Medionemeton,
Tasmimeton, Vernemeton : Skr. ndmas 'worship')
without doubt indicates the stone temple built

by human hands. Here too, however, the

original meaning is seen from the Old Saxon
Indicidus superstitionum, in which mention is made
'de sacris silvarum, quse nimidas (

= Gall. nemeton)
vocant.' On the other hand, the neighbours of the
Teutons on the North-East, the Prussians and the

Lithuanians, may be regarded as having continued
in their templeless condition up to the date of

their conversion to Christianity. At the same time
we hear incidentally of idols, which they carved
for themselves. Thus a heathen fisher (cf. Prae-

torius, op. cit. p. 27) had made a wind-god (Wejo-
patis) out of bark, which had two faces on the

head, one in front and one behind, both of them
with gaping mouths. The same state of affairs

is found among the Eastern Slavs, and Miklosich
[Die Christliche Terminologie, p. 67) rightly re-

marks that there is no ground whatever for the

assumption tliat the first preachers of Christianity
found liere buildings devoted to religious service

(for Russian idols, cf. above, p. 45). Tiie Western
Slavs, on the other hand, were acquainted with

* The usual explanation of the Greek retiy,
'

temple,' derives
this word from vaioi,

'

I dwell,' and means the same as '

dwelling-
place.' Against this view the chief objection is that
designations of the temple according to the analogy of the
human dwelling-place are all of a late date, and Gr. cewi in
the sense 'human dwelling-place' never occurs. Meringer
(ImlogernMnische Forschungcn, xviii. 277) now agrees with the

explanation given by the present writer.
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Merseburg (Momim. Germ. v. 812) and Otto of

Bamberg {M. G. Scrijit., ed. Pertz,,ii. 32). Here

too, however, we see how deeply the ancient tree-

Avorship was rooted in the ail'ections of the people
from the fact, related by Otto of Bamberg, that they

cahnly allowed four temples to be torn down, and
even helped in the work, but raised objections
when an attack was made on the large wide-

spreading oak standing near,
'

quam plebs simplex
numinis alicuins inhabitatione sacram sestimans

magna veneratione colebat.'

But the places of old Aryan worship are not yet
exhausted in the foregoing discussion. While in

the case of tree-worship it is to a certain extent

supposed that the '

heavenly ones
' descend from

their airy abodes to the earth, an attempt was
made by mankind in another direction to raise

themselves to heaven. Tlie Persians, we saw above

(p. 33), climbed to the top of the highest mountain
when they wished to oiler a sacrifice to Heaven.
The same was the case in Greece. Pausanias
mentions the tops of mountains as the seats

of famous cults in many localities. Especially
sacred, however, was the territory of the Lycajan
Zeus on the highest peak of Arcadia, where tree-

cult and lughplace-cult were combined. In Italy,

too, the worship of the god of the sky was par-

ticularly connected with the high places ; and with

regard to most Roman hills the existence of

ancient cults of Jiippiter can be proved (Wissowa,
p. 102). Of the Teutons, Agathias, 28. 4, reports :

VKaaKOVTCiL koL . . . \6^ovs Kal ^dpayyas, Kal tovtol^

dairep ocxia. dpuvres.

(d) The Feasts.—In the equation, Gr. ioprri. Ion.

oprij 'feast
' = Skr. vratd 'deci'ee,' 'divine service'

(of. e.g. mahdvrata, like M.H.G. hdchztt, lit.

'great feast'), there is to be found an originally
related designation for the conception

'

feast,' whose
fundamental meaning was something like 'ap-

pointed time.' It is rather diflicult to decide what
these ccrti dies may have been among the Aryans,
and without doubt a considerable time will have
to pass before the comparative heortology of tiie

Aryan peoples, the problems of which have hardly
been taken in hand yet, will be in a position to

give a decisive answer to this question. We saw
above (I. 3 h) that the life of the Aryans even
in primitive times was interwoven with a con-

siderable number of special and general feasts for

the dead ; and in particular, in the wintry half of

the year, the observance of a great festival of the

dead, agreeing in many details, can be proved among
almost all the Aryan peoples. Thus in India the
third of the three annual festivals, which took

place in the colder season of the year, was con-
nected with a great sacrifice for the dead. Among
the Lithuanians we discovered a general feast for

the dead in the beginning of November. In Kome
the Larentalia were held on the 23rd of December,
the FerAlla in February. Among the Teutons the
dead seem to have been remembered with many
varied customs at ' Yuletide '

(cf. E. Mogk in

Paul's Grundriss^, iii. 391), a name which itself

may be connected with the darkness of the realms
of the dead, seeing that ' Yule '

(A.S. g(^ol, gcohhol)
probably goes back to a primitive Teutonic word
*jeqa or *jcqha = Gv. *f^0os in ^icpvpos, ^6(pos, 'west,'
'darkness,' 'under world.' Most remarkable in

this connexion, too, is a wide-spread Slavonic
name for the Christmas festival (Russ. koroHunu
'Christ-evening,' Bulg. kracun, etc.

' Cliristmas '),

which in White Russian signifies
'

unexpected
premature death in early years,' and ' an evil spirit
that shortens life.' In regard to this development
in meaning, Miklosich {Etymol. Worterbuch der

slav. Sprachen, p. 130) correctly remarks,
'

perhaps
Kracun was a feast of the dead.'

*

The significance of these feasts of the dead, which
in White Russia serve even to-day among the

people as the basis for the reckoning of dates, is

especially made manifest on Italian soil, as can
be seen even in the language. Here it is im-
possible to separate the Lat. fcrice, fesim

'

feast,'
'

festival,' frotu the above-mentioned ferCdia from
*dhves-dlia,

'
feast of the dead,' so that fesice from

*dhvcsice, at first
' feast of the dead,' had come

to mean 'feast' in general; and correspondingly
festus from *dhvestus unAfesnus (in Umb. and Osc.

fesna, sc. domiis,
'

temple ') from *dhvcs-nus, at
first denoted 'applied to souls,' then 'sacred,'
'holy.'
But were there even in primitive times regular

festivals in honour of the '

heavenly ones,' and is

there a possibility of extracting a common primitive
kernel from the endless mass of names and dates

referring to the worship of the gods among the

separate peoples ? It has long been customary
to find this in the festivals of the so-called four

points of the year ;
and in particular the winter

and the summer solstice wei'e regarded as the most
ancient feast dates of the Aryan peoples. We shall
do well brielly to call to mind what we know re-

garding the oldest divisions of time among the

Aryans, in order to make a judgment on these
views possible. The moon was the oldest measurer
of time for the Aryan peoples. According to its

course natural months were distinguished. A
division of the yearly course of the sun into these
had not yet taken place, for which reason there
were no names for the separate months in the

vocabulary of the primitive Aryan language. Of
course, some have sought to find a pre-historic

attempt to equalize the moon-year with the sun-

year in the apparent coincidence of our '

twelfth,'
the time from Dec. 25 to Jan. 6, with the twelve
sacred nights of the BrAhmana-literature (354 days
of the moon-year -f 12 days = 366 of the civil sun-

year) (cf. regarding it especially A. Weber, Indisclie

Streifen, xvii. 224, and SBAW, phil.-hist. Kl.

1898, xxxvii. 2fi'.). The present writer, however,
believes that it has been made very probable by
A. Tille

(
Yule and Christmas, their place in the

Germanic Year, London, 1899) that these twelfths,
famed in legend among the Teutonic peojdes, do not

go back to the remotest heathendom, but are only
a copy of the Christian Dodecameron, the sacred
time between Christmas and Epiphany, the new
and the old day for calling to mind the Divinity
of Christ. Along with these purely unattached
lunar months a distinction of seasons of the year
was made in primitive times, originally only winter

(Skr. hSmatitd = Gr. x^'M''"') Lat. hiems, etc.) and
summer (Avesta hani = O.H.G. sumar, etc.), then
besides these, at an early date, a short tran-
sition period of spring (Skr. vasantd ~ Gr. ^ap,
Lat. ver, etc.). Their combination was called a
'

past' (*fei;o5 : Skr. vatsara, Gr. ?roj, Lat. vetus,
etc.) ; but in reckoning it was customary to calcu-
late according to single periods of the year, espe-
cially according to winters. The Aryan year was
thus a purely natural year (cf. Bcallexicon, artt.

'Jahr,'
'

Jahreszeiten,' and 'Zeitteilung'). All
more exact methods of dividing the time, based on
a knowledge of the course of the sun, were derived

by the Indians as well as by the Aryan peoples of

Europe from Babylon. Here, too, the distinction be-

tween the four points of the year must have arisen at
a very early date, and in a long migratory progress
have passed over to the Greeks (cf. Herodotus,
ii. 109) and Romans, and from them to the north

* A Russian name for the wholo period of Cliristmas is

kudesd, lit. 'magic,' which shows with wliat sort of heathen
ideas this time of the year was associated.
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of Europe. The designations of the equinoxes in

the Teutonic languages (O.H.G. ebcnnacht, A.S.

efennight, Old Nor. jafndcegri) are undoubtedly
only translations of the Lat. CEipu7ioctm)ii (Gr.

larjfiepiaL) ; and for the idea of the solstice separate
expressions have been formed among the diiierent
Teutonic peoples (O.H.G. sunwcnde, sumjiht,
sunstede, sommertacj, A.S. sunnstede, Old Nor. sul-

hvarf) Avhich proclaim their dependence on the
Lat. solstitium by the fact that they, like it, are
used only for the summer solstice ; but for the
winter solstice (Lat. bruma, i.e. hrevissima •

per-
haps its festival was Angerona, cf. Wissowa,
op. cit, p. 194) absolutely no old Teutonic expres-
sions are to be found. Finally, it is impossilile
to understand what significance the fixing of the

longe.st or the shortest day could have had, pre-
supposing that it was at all possible in primitive
conditions of culture *

; for Procopius {dc Bell.
Got. ii. 15) relates of the inhabitants of Thule that,
after they had been 35 days without tlie light of
the sun, they sent messengers to the highest peaks
of the }nountains to .spy out if the sun would not
soon return, and then, when they had announced
its speedy return, they celebrated the j^Teatest of
their festivals. Such a narrative is easily enough
understood of the most northerly stretches, but
would be utterly unintelligible among men who
had the sun always before their eyes (cf. A. Tille,
Yule and Christmas, 'Solstices and Equinoxes').
But although these solstice festivals, as such,

among the Aryan peoples, seem to be by
no means very primitive, it cannot be said that
the manifest agreement of the customs and usages
relating to them rests entirely on later transference
and migi-ation. If we turn our attention to the rites
connected with the summer solstice or St. John's

day (St. Ivan's day among the Slavs), we see that a
characteristic feature of them is the intimate con-
nexion in which the two elements oifire and water
occur. It is everywhere customary to kindle bon-
fires, to dance round them, or to leap over them,
generally in pairs. Almost everywhere we find
water in some form or other along with the
fire. It may be that the festive company bathe
either before or after the kindling of the fire, it

may be that fire-wheels are cast into the stream
and there extingoiished, or it may be in some other

way.f In this connexion it seems most easy to
understand an old Indian solstice custom which
took place at the MahAnrata festival, i.e. (accord-
ing to Hillebrandt, Romanische Forschungen, v.

299) at the festival of the summer solstice (at a
later date MahAvrata is the winter solstice). Ac-

companied by the beating of drums, women carry-
ing jars filled with water march in procession three
times round a fire from right to left and then again
from left to right, singing a song, which closes witli
the refrain, 'That is mead.' After going round

* Even in civilized Greece it seema to have been ditficult.
Cf. Eustuth. on Od. XV. 4(12 : erepoi Se i^acrt crjr^Aaiof dvai cxei,
Si'ov Tcis ToO T)Aioi/ (OS eiKo? €(Ti}fjLeiovvTO Tporras, Si' o Kal rjXiov Sia
toCto (Tn-JjAaioc eKiyov, Kai tovto &rj\ov(T0a.L h' tw oOi Tpoirai jjAi'ou.
Cf. also Leb6guc, liccherches sur Dilos, P.aris, "l876, p. 87(i :

'
F.e

matin vers le moi d'avril un rayon de soleil ^lissant contre la

uiontagne p6n6tre dans la caveme ct la reniplit un instant tout
entiere,' etc. (Connnunication of C. Weni-jer in Weimar).

t Cf. the followino- description from the south of Russia in

Olazuiiov, Russian Folksunijt! (Russ.), St. Petersburg, 18i)-4, ]>. 81 :

' In particular, young men and women bathe themselves, then
they put on wreaths of field-maple with frafjrant herbs, gird
themselves with artemisia, and gather before sunset on an
elevated place, .ilways overlooking- a river. They set up two
figures : one a human-like image, the other a piece of wood
covered with female attire, ribbons, and garlands. The wood is

generally maple. Then they kindle heaps of straw, w.alk in a
circle round it, singsongs and, t.aking tlie figures in their hands,
spring in pairs (every lad with his lass) through the fire. When
they have all sprung through, then they throw the figures, of
which the male is calleil h'lipalo {kxqtAla ",St. .lohn's day,"
cf. kupall "to bathe"), the female Marena ("mad<ler"), into
the water. Afterwards they also throw their wreaths into tl^e

stream.'

the fire for the last time, they pour the water into

the fire and thus extinguish it.

This remarkable combination of the two elements
so highly honoured by the Aryans, fire and water,
is entirely inexplicable when we start from an

original .solstice festival. On the other hand, it can
be very easily interpreted if, in the usage of the
Mahfivrata festival, which, moreover, was held in

honour not of a sun-god but of Indra, the giver of

refreshing rain, we see with Hillebrandt [oj). cit.)

and 01denberg(Z)Je Religion des Veda, pp. 448, 507)
an ancient rain-charm, i.e. a magical device for

procuring rain (cf. above, p. 40). Then the con-

jecture is inevitable, that in the rites described as

existing mainly among Indians, Slavs, and Teutons,
we have to recognize the vestiges of an ancient

Aryan festival dedicated to lire and water, and
held in summer, in which, by means of extinguish-
ing the fire on the earth, the worshipper sought to

cause the heavens to send down streams of fertilizing
moisture on the meadows and fields. We have the
additional fact that among all the Aryan peoples
inhabiting Middle Europe the time near the Feast
of St. John constitutes a kind of dividing period in

the rainfall, i.e. the rain that fell before St. John's

Day was believed to be especially vahiable, and
was prayed for from heaven by priest and con-

gregation, while, on the other hand, the rain that
fell after St. John's Day was useless, and even

brought harm. Regarding St. John's Day itself,

different opinions prevail. The peasants of the
Russian province of Archangel say,

' The rain on
St. John's Day is better than a mountain of gold

'

;

other peoples hold an exactly opposite view (cf., for

details on the subject, Alexis Yermoloft", Der land-

wirtschaftliche Volkskalender, Leipzig, 1905, p.
296 fi".). Thus from this side also we seem to

obtain confirmation of our conjecture that in the
customs described above we have traces of a
midsummer feast which was celebrated without

special regard to the longest day. Among other

things, it may have belonged to the solemn rites of

such a festival to seek, for the last time in the

summer, to obtain moisture for the meadows and
fields by means of a rain-charm. This view,
which we have adopted with regard to the original

significance of fire and water, does not in any way
militate against the idea expressed by Mannhardt
(Der Baumkultus, pp. 497, 516, 521). He regards
the midsummer fires as sun-charms, since fire is

supposed to represent the light and heat of the
summer sun, to which the growing vegetation
must be exposed.
Remains of a second Aryan festival, a spring-

feast, are perhaps to be found in the worship of the
Teutonic Ostara and the Indian Ushas, which had
its special place in the ritual at the beginning of
the year at the Prdtaranuvuka of the Agnistonia
sacrifice, which was observed with great solemnity
in spring (cf. Hillebrandt, Vedische Mi/thologie, ii.

'26 ft'.). It seems that this festival is chiefly in
view in the idea, proved to be Aryan by L. v.

Schroder ('Lihgo, Refrain der lettischen Sonn-
wendlieder,' in the Mittcil. d. anthrop. Gesell. in

Wicn, xxxii.), that the sun at its rising, particu-
larly on certain days, dances, jumps, shakes itself,
and plaj's.
From such imlications as these we must seek

further information concerning the times of the old

Aryan festivals. Since the moon, as we have
already noticed, was the measurer of time in

primitive times, the Aryan certi dies must have
been connected with the chief phases of the moon,
new Tnoon and full moon. In fact, in India the
sacrifices of the new and the full moon belong to
the regular and mo.st ancient ofierings to the gods
(cf. Oldenlierg, op. cit, p. 441 ft"., and AT Hillebrandt,
Diis altindische Neu- und Vollmondsopfer, Jena,
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1880;. But in Greece also the feast-tUays were
connected with definite phases of tlie moon,

particularly the full moon (cf, A. Mommsen,
Hcortologie, p. 2) ;

and among the Teutons the
' certi dies, cum aut inchoatur luna aut impletur

'

(Tac. Germania, ch. 11), on which the popular as-

semblies took place, and which were regarded as

the 'agendis rebus auspicatissimum initium,' were

certainly identical with the ' certi dies
'

(ch. 9) on
which the people, e.g.,

' Mercurio humanis quoque
hostiis litare fas habent.' In Rome all the Ides

{idus= \r. 6sce 'luna') were regarded as feast-days.

Religious ceremonies must in primitive times

have accompanied the ordinary family feasts as

well. The.se come most directly to the front in

the Aryan marriage ceremonial, in which again
lire and water enjoy common worship. In India

the bridegroom, after taking the bride by the

hand, leads licr three times round the fire on the

hearth, on which a sacrilice of roasted corn is

ottered. Previously a new jug lilled with water is

placed on the ttoor, and it must remain on the right
side of the bridal pair as they march round the lire.

Rut liberal use is also made at other times of Avater,

which is solemnly brought from the spring. The
bride is bathed in it, or the young pair are sprinkled
with it. In Rome, marriage is even designated a
union '

aqua et igni.'
Roniuliis married the captured Sabine women, Kara tous

iraTpt'ou? e"/ca(rTr)S iBicr/j.oli'; effl /coti'oji'ta irupbs Kol vSaros eyYUMi/

Tous yafious (Dion. ii. 30), and Varro (Serv. ad ^n. iv. 167)

reports :
'

Aqua et irini mariti uxores accipiebant. Unde
hodieque et faces praOucent et aqua petita de puro fonte per
felicissimiim pueruni aliquem aut puellam interest nuptiis, de

qua nubentibus solebant pedes lavari.'

Here, too, a solemn procession round the altar

from left to right took place, at which a boy
carried the marriage-torch and the marriage-water,
drawn from a pure spring ; then in the house
of the bride's father a /ar-loaf (hence confar-
reatio) was sacrihced in the fire (on the Greek
\oiTpo(p6pos, cf. above, p. 22). The same customs
which we find in the east and south of the Aryan
world exist also in the north of Europe.
Thus ilenecius reports of the Lithuanians :

' Cum nuptiai
celebrantur, sponsa ter ducitur circa focian, deinde ibidem in

sella coUocatur, super quam sedenti pedes lavantur aqua qua
lectus nuptialis, tota supellex domestica et invitati ad nuptias
hospites consperguntur.'

Also among the Slavs, just as on St. Ivan's day,
baths and dancing through or over a lire belong to

the fixed marriage rites, and finally, in ancient

Germany the bride was led three times round the
hearth in the house of the bridegroom after she
had stepped over a vessel of water (cf. the proofs
of this fact in Beallexicon, art.

'

Heirat,' p. 356 tt'. ).

Perhaps in this case the union of tire and water
(heat and moisture) may be regarded as the symbol
under which husband and wife were united to each
other for the purpose of producing a numerous
progeny.
For further details regarding the common re-

ligious customs connected with the naming of

the cliild, the lirst cutting of his hair, the feast
of puberty, etc., see Winternitz, 'Was wissen wir
von den Indogermanen ?

'

[Bcilage zur Miinchner
AZ, 1903, No. 258, p. 293), and E. Samter, Familien-

feste der Griec/ien ntul Homer, Rerlin, 1901.

5. The relation of the 'heavenly ones' to the

morality of mankind,—In all the higher stages of

heathen religion we find the gods represented as
the guardians of all written and unwritten law,
and as the strict avengers of all human transgTes-
sions of the same. Here we shall seek to discuss
tlie question how far back in the history of the

Aryan peoples this conception goes. It is ob%dous
that legal or moral ordinances cotild be thought
of as tinder the protection of some higher being
only after these ordinances had been evolved and
come to consciousness in the human society itself.
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Accordingly, it will be necessary in entering upon
this discussion to direct our attention to the law
and custom of primitive Aryan times as they are
shown to us by the science of Aryan antiquities.
What we at the present day designate as '

punish-
ment' and 'crime' resolve themselves, the further
back we go into the past of the Aryan peoples,
in a great number of cases into the concep-
tions of 'hne' and 'act liable to a hue.' The
Lat. poena is the judicial penalty prescribed as a
corrective provision against the transgression of
the law, but the Gr. ttoivt), from which imna is

borrowed, is, as we shall see below, the old Aryan
expression for 'Ihie.' In the same Avay the Lat.
condemnare is used of every legal condemnation,
but the root-word damnum originally signilies

nothing else than ' that which is given (as a line)
'

[^da-mno-m : dare). The German word Sckuld,
which in all the Teutonic languages in which it

occurs designates the guilt of the accused in a
law-court as well as guilt before the ,i,ods, as is

evident from its being derived from Goth, skal,

skidun, skida, skidds, meant nothing else than
Du sollst, sc. bczahlen ('Thou shalt pay'). The
Lat. fldgitmm, 'crime,' 'infamous deed,' which is

derived from *Jiageto, {ci. flagito, 'I demand') pro-
bably =Ir. dliged (*dHgeto-), 'duty,' 'law,' 'right,'
Ir. dligim, 'I have a claim to something,' Welsh
dleu, etc., 'to be guilty,' Bret, die, Goth, dulgs,
Old Slav, dlugii,

'

guilt,' undoubtedly goes back
in the same way to a fundamental meaning
'

liability,' i.e. to a tine, and so on. The reason of
this phenomenon lies in the fact that in primitive
Aryan times a great number of actions which we
regard as crimes at the present day, and which are

punishable by the State—murder and manslaughter,
theft and robbery, rape and adultery, etc.—were
not punished in any way by the community, i.e. in

primitive relations, by the tribe and its chief (Skr.

7(^y=Lat. rex, Ir. 7-i), but the avenging of them
was left to the self-help of the individual families
which were united in the tribe. The exercise of

this self-help took the form of blood-revenge (cf.

above, p. 28), which even in the earliest times could
be expiated by a fine of cattle. The Aryan expres-
sion for blood-revenge itself and its compensation
by means of the money payment is contained in the

equivalents: Avesta kacnCt —Gw ttolvti : Skr. chi,
Gr. Tlvofj.ai=

' to punish,'
' to avenge,'

'

to submit to

pay a Hne.' When at a later date the power of

the State to inflict punishment deprived the families
of the self-help and the exacting of the hne, the
latter idea was changed into the conception of the

penalty imposed by the State, and the action which
incurred payment of a fine became a crime against
the laws of the State (cf. Beallexicon, artt.

' Blut-

rache,' 'Strafe,' and '

Verbrechen').
Now such actions as were to be followed by

blood-revenge or to be expiated by a fine were not
in primitive times regarded as transgressions of

the decrees of any supernatural beings whatsoever.
This is seen to be the case from the fact that, in

the earliest historical times, e.g. in the ethics of

the Homeric poets, those very crimes which accord-

ing to our ideas are most heinous, murder and

robbery, were neither regarded as defiling man-
kind nor condemned by the moral consciousness of

the people. For what other explanation can be

given of the fact that Theoclymenus (0(^. xv. 256 ft". ),

who had slain a man in Argos and had taken flight,
was received by Telemachus without any purifica-
tion being regarded as necessary, as was usual at a
later date; or that Ulys.ses himself {Od. xiii. 25611'.)

was not afraid of the abhorrence of his listener,

when, although in an imaginary story, he repre-
sented himself as a man who treaclierously lay in

ambush and killed a fellow-countryman in Crete?
Just as little did Telemachus {Od. iii. 7011'.) take
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offence wlieu he was asked on his arrival if he was
perhaps a robber who was roving over tlie sea and at

hazard of his own life bringing woe on alien men (cf.,

further, in Reallexicon, artt. 'Mord' and 'Raub').
Thus, it seems that actions such as tliose men-
tioned above had nothing in them offensive to

the conscience of the people if they w'ere carried
out openly or with violence. On the other hand,
theft and adultery may have been regarded at an
earlier date as morally reprehensible merely on ac-

count of their secrecy—a view which finds expres-
sion in the fact that, so far as we can see, the

killing of the adulterer or the thief, caught in the

act, did not as a rule call forth tlie blood-revenge
of his family, i.e. to use the form of expression of

a later date, remained unpunished (cf. Reallexicon,
artt.

' Diebstahl
' and ' Ehebruch ').

Under the circumstances described above, it

may seem remarkable that in the vocabulary
of tbe original language there was nevertheless
one expression for the notion of sin and crime, in

wliich the idea of a shortcoming before gods and
men seems to have been operative from the be-

ginning : Skr. d'gas= Gr. 6.yo% (dndgas= ava.y7)s, i.e.
' without d'gas'—dyos). But we shall see that the
circumstances connected with this expression are

very peculiar. If we examine the oldest use of

the Greek word (with regard to that of the Indian

one, we can unfortunately deduce very little), we
find that it is used by the tragedians (cf. Real-

lexicon, p. 905) with reference to four difi'erent

actions, namely, high treason, regicide, parricide,
and carelessness with regard to the duty of inter-

ment of a relative. An ^705, tlien, which is best
translated by

*

abomination,' was committed on the
one hand by the man who was guilty of a hostile
act against the tribe and against its chief, the

king, and on the other hand by the man who
violated the duties resting upon him in virtue of
liis family or tribal connexion. Here, too, there
can be no doubt as to who the deities were that
were insulted thereby. In ^schylus [Scptem con-
tra Thebas, 1017) we are told of Polynices : £705
ok Kol Oavihv KeKTrj(T€Tat (

0€(ov "Trarpaiuv oi)s drt/xdtras
lide

) (TTpdrev/M iwaKTov d/j.l3a\wi> ripei irbXiv, i.e. he who
led the army against the city was in life an abomina-
tion to the deol irarpi^oi, and—as unburied—would be
the same in death. But these deal iraTp(^oi (cf. the
discussion of the name in Caland, Totcnverehrung ,

p. 69 f . ) were—at least originally
—not the 'heavenly

ones' or the gods related to them, therefore not
Zeus, Apollo, Athene, etc., but rather the souls of
the ancestors honoured as divine, the heroes of the
tribe or the family, to whom on the mainland of
Greece even in later times a rich worship was
assigned (cf. E. Rohde, Psyche 2, i. 167 fi".). We saw
(above, p. 28) tliat the foundation pillars of the
social organization in primitive Aryan times rested
on ancestor-ioorship, and it is an almost obvious
conclusion that the souls of tlie worshipped an-
cestors were thought of as watching with jealous
exactness over the keeping of tlie old institutions
in the family and in tiie tribe (cf. above, p. 23).
All those actions wliich merited praise rather than
blame, when committed against one who did not
belong to the clan, were regarded when perpetrated
against a member of the family as 6.yoi, wliich

challenged the vengeance of the spirits of the pro-
genitors who presided over the family. The old
Roman conditions speak very plainly in this con-
nexion :

' In regis Romuli et Tatii legibus hajc est :

"
si parentem puer verberit, ast olle

plorassit parens,
puer divis parentuin sacer estod

"
id est clamarit.

adicitur: "si nurus [sc. verberit parentem], sacra
divis parentuni estod

"
in Servi Tulli

'

(ace. to Th.
Mommsen in C. G. Bruns, Pontes iuris Romani
antiqui^, Freiburg, 1883, p. 8). Thus, then, if a
son beats his father or a daughter-in-law her father-

in-law, they are said to be doomed to the divisparen-
turn, the deoh varpipois, the souls of the ancestors,
i.e. to death. How much more must this have been
the case with the paricida, the ' kin - murderer '

{*pdro- from *pdso- — (jV. ir-ribs), i.e. the man who had
killed a member of the clan ; and Brunnenmeister
[Das Totungsvcrhrerhen im oltromiscften Rccht p.

171) has undoubtedly good ground for describing the
deo (or better still tlie divis parentuin) necari as

the legal consequence of the paricidium. These
conditions doubtless also gave rise to the Latin

expression sujjplicium,
'

capital punishment,' really,

however, the '

appeasing
'

(sub-placare), sc. divorum

parentuni. As the spirits of the ancestors had

power over the family, so in the same way would

they also have controlled the tribe even in primi-
tive times, and their wrath would have been-

aroused by everything which was directed against
the tribe and its leader, the king. Punishment by
death, then, by means of stoning, the only punish-
ment of primitive times (cf. above, p. 42), which
was decreed and immediately executed by the

popular assembly, which represented the tribe, can
best be conceived of as a supplicium, i.e. an act of

expiation of the spirits who rule over the tribe (cf.

Reallexicon, artt. 'Opfer,'
'

Verbrechen,' 'Strafe,'
and '

Volksversammiung ').

It is therefore evident that the oldest combina-
tion of law, custom, and religion is to be found in

the worship of the dead, who from the remotest

antiquity were looked upon as the guardians of the
order prevailing in the family and the tribe (Skr.
svadhd 'propriety,'

'

customary condition' = Gr.?^os,
'

habit,'
'

custom,'
'

usage,' fjdos,
' use and wont,'

'habitual stopping -
place,

' and (perhaps) Goth.

sidus, O. H. G. situ, 'custom'). The '

heavenly ones
'

have originally nothing whatever to do with this

conception ; they are entirely beyond the realm of

good or ill Cjenseits von Gut und Bose'). For if

what is stated in detail above is correct, that the
deities designated by the equivalents Skr. devd,
Lat. deus, etc., were nothing else than '

special gods'
of the sky and the natural phenomena connected
with it, who exerted an influence only within the

spheres to which they OAved their conceptual origin,
it is obvious that mankind could have recourse to

them only in matters which lay within these special

spheres. In this way a man may have sacrificed to

the thunder that it might spare his ow^n head and
strike the head of the enemy, or he may have

prayed to the fire to light up and to scare away
the night-monsters and destroy the fields of the

enemy, but nothing more. It is no accident that,
even in the hymns of the Rigveda, the gods are
much more frequently represented as strong, large,
and powerful than as endowed with any moral

qualities (cf. Oldenberg, Die Religion dcs Veda, p.

284). But the more the '

heavenly ones
' and the gods

connected with them developed into distinctive and

many-sided personalities, the more were they also

invested with a moral life, seeing that, on the one
hand, with the evolution of the family and the tribe

into the city and the State, they took over the role

of guardian from the souls of the ancestors, and,
on the other hand, appeared as the bearers and pro-
tectors of new moral ideas, which were gi'adually
coming to the front in human society. Thus the

past belongs to the spirits of the ancestors, and the
future to the '

heavenlj' ones.' It will be of advan-

tage to seek to appi-ehend this important process of

evolution in the history of two moral duties which
received comparatively late recognition—the duty
of truth and the duty of hospitality.

(1) Truth.—The Aryan name for this idea is contained in the
two originally connected equivalents, Skr. satijd = Goth, sunjis,
and I.at. virus = O. H. G. wdr, Old Iv.fir, both roots signifying
the 'actually existing' (xatyd: sdn, 'existing,' Lat. vents from
*ves-ro-s: Goth, visan, 'to be,' 'to exist'). The oath serves
the purpose of strengthening this

'

actually existing
'

; and
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the farther back we go in point of time, the more important is

tlie part played by the oath ; just as, even at the present day,
the uneducated more frequently than the educated re^aril "it

as necessary to strengthen their words by means of an oath.
The existence of the oath in primitive Aryan times is placed
beyond the reach of doubt by the series "of words : Slir. am,
Gr. ofivv/jii, Ital. omn. (cf. Aufrecht, Rhein. Miiseum. xl. 100, and
Biicheler, Lex Ital. p. 18 ; cf. also the words, Old Slav, rota
'

oath,' = Armen. erdnum, '

swear,' and Irish 6eth = Goth. ai\>).
The most ancient oath on Aryan soil (cf. Reallexicon, art.

' Eid ')

was simply a curse, which a man decilared against himself
in I case of false swearing (thus Skr. iapdtha, 'curse,' 'oath',
Old Slav. klej.i sg, lit. 'to curse oneself'='to swear,' Germ.
schwiiren). In swearing, a man touched himself or some other
object (thus Ir. tong, '8wear,' = Lat. tango, 'I touch," and Old
Slav, prisqga,

'

oath,' lit.
'

touching '), with the idea that the
object touched would bring destruction or be exposed to de-
struction if he swore falsely. In contrast to this, the oaths of
the Greeks and Romans manifest, even in the olde.st historical
times, a more elevated character ; for among both these peoples,
leaving out of account a few survivals of the oldest state of

affairs, the gods, and in particular Zeus-Juppiter, were invoked
both in order to be preesnt as witnesses of the curee pronounced,
and to carry it out in the case of perjury. Thus we are brought
from the realm of magic to the sway of religion ; the '

heavenly
ones '—particularly Zeus, the god of the bright, all-seeing sky of
day—have become the bearers and the guardians of the concept
of truth.

(2) IIospitaKty.—Ihe primitive Aryans, like all other primitive
races, regarded the stranger as a man without rights, who could
be killed or robbed with impunity. In apparently irreconcilable
contradiction to this idea, which in its last ramifications was
finally vanquished only by the new conception of life brought in

by Christianity, there stands the custom of hospitality, which
can be proved to have existed among all the Aryan peoples,
even among Teutons, Slavs, and Lithuanians, as early as the
beginning of historical tradition (cf. Reallexicon, art. 'Gast-
freundschaft') ; and the present writer, in opposition to his
previous opinion, thinks it may be regarded as belonging to the
primitive Aryans. How is it possible to regard a person as an
outlaw, and yet at the same time give him a cordial reception
at one's own fireside? In answer to this question, R. v. Ihering,
in an essay, 'Die Gastfreundschaft im Altertum' {Deutsche
Rundschau, 1886-87, vol. iii. April-June, 1887), and the present
writer in his book, Handelsgeschichte und Warenkunde, i., Jena,
1886, p. 4(f., have simultaneously, and independently of each
other, pointed to the exchange of gifts, which is everywhere
inseparably connected with the custom of hospitality, and
expressed the view that in it is to be found the origin of hospi-
tality, without which, in these primitive conditions, commercial
intercourse would have been impossible. This opinion is everj--
where confirmed by the facts of ethnology, which show that
among many uncivilized peoples trade is nothing else than an
exchan^'e of gifts, and a hospitable reception is extended to the
trader m spite of the bloodthirsty hatred of strangers. 'The
Angami-Nagas, in the mountainous regions of Assam, are divided
into numerous communities, who live in constant feud

; they
are zealous head-huntei-s. But, none the less, the Angami
trader of any village whatsoever finds in every other at least one
house where he receives food and shelter, and is in safetv from
sudden murderous desires' (Ratzel, Volkerkunde^, i. 570 fit.).

G. Klemm (Kulturgeschichte, iv. 310) also reports as follows of
the South Sea Islanders :

' As we saw above , besides the saluta-
tion a special gift is also essential to the sign of hospitality.
This gift is regarded, when it is received, as being, in a kind of

way, a contiimation and a confirmation of the salutation. It
consists of fruits, mats, and such-like articles, and forms to some
extent the foundation of intercourse on the basis of barter and
trade.' Similar conditions may also be assumed for primitive
Aryan times, in which the existence of a primitive trade by
barter can be etjTnoIogically demonstrated (cf. Reallexicon, art.

'Handel'); and in the series of words, Lat. hostis, Goth, gasts.
Old Slav, gostl, this twofold conception of enemy and guest lies

clearly before us (cf . Winternitz, op. cit. p. 339). But, in order
to become a '

guest,' the stranger must be formally received into
a native family group. He thereby becomes himself a relative,
as is expressed, e.g., in the Lith. sweczias,

'

guest,' from *swetjas= Gr. iTTfi from *sveld, 'relative'; the father of the family, on
the other hand, into which he enters, becomes the hospes, i.e.

*hosti-pets
'

lord and protector of the stranger,' and thereby at
the same time takes over the responsibility for the personal
safety of the stranger. This relation is still clearly described
in the Anglo-Saxon legislation (cf. Roeder, 'Die Familie bei
d. Angelsachsen,' Studien zur eng. Philol. iv. 83, note 1); and
that is what is meant when Mauricius, Strateg. xi. 5, reports
of the Slavs : eial fie rot? iiri^Gvov^ievot^ avrot? i77riot, koi
<l>LXotf>povovii.evoL avToiiy Sia<Tiu^ov<Ti.v £k tottou eis tottov, o5 av
ie'uiTai, (is eiye Sl' afieKeiav tov VTroSe^OfifVou (rufi.fifj to;'

^ivov /3Aa^T}i/ai, TroXejiioi' Kivsl Kar' aurb^ 6 toutoi' Trapajde/i€vo^,
<r6'/3at Tryoii/Mffo; rg v toO feVov £k6i')C7j<tii', i.e. he feels himself
bound to take blood-revenge, just as if he were a relative. Thus
the 'guest,' by means of the protection of a family and the 8tol

irarpuoi which guard it, is rendered inviolable. Now, the more
the intercourse between tribes is extended, and the more they
all learn to look up to Zeus, the great father of gods and men,
the more does he also take over the task of protecting the
stranger who is already, in a certain sense, sacred, and so Zri/s
feVtos takes his rise. That this is a comparativelv late process is

expressed by this very epithet, which appears "verv seldom in
the Homeric language, in comparison with the countless number

of attributes referring to the physical or natural powers of the
god (cf. above, p. 34).

Not ouly dill the 'lieaveuly ones' become the
guardians of moral ordinances which Avere present
in human society from tlie earliest times or had
arisen at a later date, but there were evolved
froni their cult moral ideas previously unknown.
This side of the relation between tiie gods and
inorality can be illustrated from the history of the
idea of chastity.
That there was anything of the nature of this idea in primitive

Aryan times must, in view of ascertained facts, be regarded
as well-nigh impossible. Unlimited sexual intercourse with
concubines and slaves besides his wife was allowed to the hus-
band. The wife was, it is true, bound to conjugal faithfulness
on pain of death ; but the circumstance that the husband, in case
of his own sexual impotence, could hand her over to a '

helper
in generation' or could place her at the disposal of an honoured
guest, shows that less value was laid on her sexual chastity than
on the unlimited possession of her, which could occasionally be
surrendered. As far as the condition before marriage was con-
cerned, it is to be feared that Herodotus with his description
of tlie Thracians : ras Se napeivovs ov (^vAa<7-<roucrt, oAA" tcocrt
olcrt avTtti /SoiiAoi/Tai avSpda-i. ;ui'cryeo-Sat (v. 6) COmes nearer the
true state of affairs in antiquity than Tacitus with his well-
known glorification of ancient Teutonic chastity (cf. Reallexicon,
artt.

'

Ehebruch,'
'

Keuschheit,'
'

Zeugungshelfer,'
'

Gastfreund-
schaft'). In addition, what a mass of indecent customs, or
which at least seem to us indecent, are to be found in primitive
times I In Rome a god Mutunus Tutunus (cf. above, p. 32)
was worshipped, whose name was derived from the male and
female sexual organs {mutto and titv^). The newly married
bride was placed on his fascimim. The amulet was called mut-
tonium (from mutto). The Lithuanian youth sacrificed to a god
Pizius (from Lith. pXsti,

' coire ') when they brought the bride to
the bridegroom. Even the 'chaste' Teutons too, according to
the report of Adam of Bremen, worshipped at their marriage
festivals their god Fricco under tiie symbol of an immense
priapus.

If, in contrast to thi^ undisguised and brutally emphasized
idea of sex, we examine the terminology of the conception
'chaste '

in the separate Aryan languages, viz. Gr. ayvo^ (cf.

oiyio?
'

holy,' afojaai
'
I fear '), Lat. castiis (cf. castum,

' the sacred
festive season of a deity, during which much restraint was
enjoined,' castimonia, 'bodily purity which is demanded for

religious ceremonies, the restraint from sensual enjoyments '),

Goth, swikns (ayvo5, dcrios, dSwos), O. H. G. chuski, sciiski (per-
haps sciuhen '

to fear '), we find as a result that this conception
in all probability has its root in sacred soil. In the worship of
the 'heavenly ones,' the idea must first have occurred that it
was fitting at definite periods, in order to draw near to the gods
'in purity,' to abstain from cohabitation* and other pleasures
of the senses. An interesting pamphlet in this connexion is

Eugen Fehrle, Die kultische Keuschheit im Altertum. i., Naum-
burg, 1908. It is, however, not unlikely that the whole teaching
on religious purity, of which sexual purity forms only a single
branch, is not native to Aryan soil (cf. Reallexicon, art.
' Reinheit und Unreinheit ').

The connexion of the '

heavenly ones
' with law

and morality, thus briefly described, was, as we
saw above, considerably promoted by the priests
and priestly bodies that were always coming more
clearly to the front among the individual peoples.
For they believed that in representing all the rules
of law and morality prevalent on earth as the out-
come of heavenly ordinances, and themselves as
the appointed interpreters of the same, they were
most effectively serving the interests of the
'

heavenly ones, of mankind, and of themselves.
If in this way we are correct in our contention

that in primitive Aryan times the bond of con-
nexion between the 'heavenly ones' and the

morality of mankind was very weak, we must not
omit, at the close of our discussion of this topic, to
call attention to the theory recently propounded
by Leopold v. Schroder (cf. VerJutndlungen des
II. internationalen Kongresses fur allgemeine
Rdigionsgeschichte in Basel, 1905, p. 89). He
holds that, like other primitive peoples, the

primitive Aryans not only cherished animism
and ancestor-worship, but already possessed the
belief in one supreme benign being. This

* This does not exclude the possibility that certain rules of

continence, as, e.g., the demand occurring among the Indians
and Teutons to preserve continence some time after marriage,
had as their object the turning aside of magic influences, such
as tlie entrance of evil spirits into the body of the woman at the
consummation of the nuptials (cf. Oldenberg, Die Religitm des

Veda, p. 271, and L. v. Schroder, Die Uoclueitubrauche d«T

Eaten, etc., Berlin, 1888, p. 193).
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being came in the course of pre-historic times
to be combined -with the primitive god of the

sky, Dyaus, Zei/y, etc. (cf. above, p. 33). We shall

wait with interest to see what grounds L. v.

Schroder is able to bring forward in support of

this contention, wliich, to us at least, seems very
daring.

III. Fate.—More even than by questions con-

cerning the origin and relation of life and death,
or by reflexion on the nature and descent of the

heavenly gods, has the mind of man from remotest

antiquity been exercised by the gloomy power
which mysteriously surrounds him from the cradle

to the grave, and which we call 'fate.' The souls

of ancestors or the spirits that reveal themselves
in the powers of nature can be reconciled and made
serviceable to man. But inaccessible and incom-

prehensible seems to be that imknown power
which appears ever to lavish its smiles on one
and to bear an everlasting grudge against an-

other, and wiiich Avithout distinction overwhelms
with weal or woe ' now the curly-headed boy in the
innocence of youth, now the grey-haired sinner in

the guilt of old age.' Only rarely, and at certain

late stages of its development, do we find in pagan-
ism the thought in which the Christian finds peace
of soul—the thought, namely, that in reality God
and fate are one and the same. Before that, how-
ever, mankind had proposed other solutions of the
dark problem. What are these ? Again the Chris-

tian, in his confidence in the unity of God and fate,
•and in the certainty that all that befalls him, as

being sent from God, must be for his best here and
hereafter, declines the attempt to probe the un-
searchable will of God by human means. On the
other hand, there runs through the whole of

heathenism an irrepressible longing, appearing in

a more intense degree the further back we go
in point of time, to penetrate with inquisitive and

premature vision into the dark land of the future,
to tear the covering from the veiled picture. In
what ways was this attempted ?

Thus there are hvo questions which we have here
to consider in reference to i)rimitive Aryan times :

' What idea did they entertain of fate ?
' and ' How

did they seek to divine the future ?
'

I. The conception of fate.—In this discussion

we shall start from a famous passage in the Il'md

(xxii. 208 ft'.). Achilles has pnrsued Hector three
times round the walls of Troy :

dXX' fire 5rj t6 rirapTOv iirl Kpovvovs d<piKovTO,
Kal T&re 5r] xpi^creta irarrip eriTaive raXavra,
if d' irlBei bvo KTJpe ravrfKeyios davdroLO,

r7)v fikv 'Ax'XXtjos, ttjv 5' "EKTopo? LTnroddfjLoio,

^X/ce 5^ fi^ffffa Xa^iov' p^ire 5"'E/:to/)os aicri/xop rnxap.
The expressiims that are of interest to iis here

are, first of all, the /c^pe, which are laid by Zeus on
the balance of fate, and, secondly, the alaa involved
in the atai/xov Tjjxap. A synonym of ataa is fiolpa,

which is not mentioned here, but which is identical

with it, representing the power that moves the
balance of fate. As far as the word Krjp is con-

cerned, Ave have seen its exact meaning at an
earlier stage (cf. above, pp. 15, 27), Avhere Ave Avere

speaking of the driving aAvay of the spirits desig-
nated as Krjpei on the occasion of the Anthesteria
festival in Athens, kt/p is, accordingly, the soul, or

better, a soul of man, for Tylor (i. 427 f.) has shown
us that belief in the existence of several souls in

the human body is Avidcly prevalent. The soul

designated by the term ktjp is specially regarded as

the bearer of the fate of death to men, Aviiether

that death be peaceful or fraught Avith violence

(cf. //. ix. 411). Every man is invested at birth

with such a K-^p, in consequence of Avhich there are

/xvpiai K7)pe% (II. xii. 326 f. ). But CA'ery people as Avell
,

in so far as it is thought of as an individual, e.c/.

the Trojans or the Aclueaus {II. viii. 6911'.), po.s-

sesses such a K-qp ; and the Avord is finally used, and

that, too, very frequently, as a personification of

the goddess of death, K->jp, the daughter of the

night, Avhose brethren are M6pos, Qavaros, "Tttuos,

and the <()v\ov 'Oveipwv,
' the people of dreams '

(cf. Hesiod, Thcog. 211 ft".). A series of ideas

from the north of Eiuope comes more or less near

to this Old Greek conception of K-qp. In the first

place, the Old Norse figures of fylgja must be
mentioned. Their identity Avith the human soul

foUoAvs at once from the circumstance that the

expression is interchangeable Avith the above-

mentioned Old Norse hugr, 'soul' (cf. p. 15, and
also W. Henzen, tjber die Trdume in der alt-

nordisclicn Sagalittcratur, Leipzig, 1890, p. 36).

They are called '

folloAvers,' because the soul,

like the 4'^'X'O io Greece, folloAvs the man as his

second 'self,' his dSuiKov. They often appear to

the dreamer as animals (birds, horses, fishes,

Avolves, lions, Avhite bears, boars, hares, oxen,

goats) ;
and if they appear, they announce certain

ruin. As there Avas a K-qp of the Trojans and the

Achajaus, so among the old Norsemen there Avas a

kyn- or wtturfylgja, i.e. a fylgjd of the tribe; and,
as Avas the case Avith the K-qpes (cf. II. ix. 411), a man
could have several fylgja. On the other hand, the

latter Avord has a Avider signification in so far as it

designates the guardian spirit of the man generally.
Tlie latter is also the meaning of the Old Norse

hamingja, 'the many -formed' (Old Nor. himr,
'form'), in like manner a designation of the
human soul taken from its capacity of trans-

forming itself, for the hamingja appear frequently
as animals or as Avomen. Especially characteristic

is their hereditary transmission m the family,

passing over from fatlier to son, and so on. They
appear first as giant Avomen, ollspring of the Norns,
Avho are the hamingja of the Avorld (cf. Vigfusson,
Icelandic-Eng. Dictionary, Oxf., 1874-76, p. 236).

Finally, Ave may mention the characteristic features

of the southern Slavonic vjcdogonya, Avho are con-

ceived of partly as spirits of the house and partly as

guardian spirits dAvelling in each man. Probably
their name (Slovenian ijctrogonja) is connected
Avith Old Slav. vHru,

'

Avind,' in Avhicli case the wind-
like nature of the soul Avould be indicated (cf.

P\ S. Krauss, Sreca, Glilck imd Schicksal im Volks-

glauben dcr Sildslavcn, Vienna, 1886, p. 19 ft".).

We have thus made acquaintance Avith a series

of souls of fate and souls of fortune, a knoAA'ledge
of Avhich Avill assist us in the folloAving consider-

ation of alaa. and ixolpa.

Both of these Avords signify not only etymologi-
cally (alera from *aiqia: Lat. a;qaus; .uotpa : fi^pos,

ueipo/iai, eifiaprai), but filso in actual \isage, nothing
more in the first instance than ' share

'

Avithout any
reference to fate, and then the share assigned by
fate to every individual man at his birth (6re ij.lv

TiKe p.riTr)p) {II. XX. 128 ; Od. vii. 198). Thus they
correspond exactly to the Slavonic expressions,
Buss, castt, 'part,'

'

lot,'
'

iate,' scastie, 'fortune,'

nescastie, 'misfortune' (*ccnsti: Gr. o"x^fw, Lat.

scindo, lit. 'the part split oft',' 'the .share'), and

dolja, 'part,'
'

T^oxtion,' ncdolja, 'misfortune' (Old
Slav, data, dilii,

'

part,' Goth, dails).
This ' share

'

is, according to the popular Slavonic

idea, innate, and it is natural to make the mother
responsible for it if one is dissatisfied Avith his
' share

'

(cf. A. N. Veselovskij,
' Fate in the popular

thought of the Slavs,' in Trans, of the Imperial
Academy of Science in St. Petersburg [Russ.], xlvi.

173 IF.). There is thus a slight distinction betAveen

fiolpa (aTcra) and duljn (rasti), in that the former is

receiA'ed at birth, the latter by birth. The latter

idea, liOAvever, is proved to be the more ancient
from the circumstance that among many Aryan
peoples, in connexion Avith the assignation of fate

to the separate individuals, there are deities who
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are designated as ' mothers
'

or ' cliild-bearers.' On
Slavonic soil this is true of the Okl SUiv. rozdanicy
(roditi, razdati '

parere,' rozdcnije, 'generatio,'
rozdenica, 'nativitas,' 'obstetrix, 'matrix," mater,'
*

generatio '), deities to whom, just as to the I'erun

and the Kodti, i.e. the personilications of the clan,

sacrificial offerings of bread, cheese, and honey
Nvere otlered. At the present day among the Bul-

garians of the Rhodope mountains the woman in

child-bed is called roMenica, but among tlie

Slovenians and the Horvatians the women of fate

are called rodjenice or rojenice (cf. Krauss, op. cit.

p. 118 f.). Among the Greeks, the 'E,ikd9\nai, the

goddesses of travail, are to be mentioned in this

connexion. They occui' in intimate alliance with
the Moipat (cf. Preller, Griechische Mythologie*, i.

512). Among the Romans, we must note the

Parcce, whose name (Par-ca: pario, cf. similar

formations in Brugmann, Grtcndriss-, ii. 1, p. 476 f.)

stamps them as ' child-bearers
'

(so also Wissowa,
p. 213). Would it not be possible also to find in

this way a better explanation of the puzzling
Celto-Teutonic cult of the 'mothers' (matronce,

viatres, matrcc) than has as yet been suggested ?

Thus the mothers originally bring forth his fate

to man, or, having become goddesses of fate or even
fate itself (Old Slav, rozdenica,*

'

el/iapf^hr],' cf.

also Archivf. slav. Phil. xiv. 137 11"), they
'

impart
'

it to him at birth, for wliich reason they are not

infrequently called 'imparters.' Such designations
are the Bulgarian urisnicy (from Gr. opl^'eiv), the
North Russian udUinicy (from udeljati,

'

to im-

part'), wliich—an important fact for tlie subsequent
consideration—have developed into spiteful spirits
of nightmare, who torment women in labour, drag
the children prematurely out of the womb, cause

convulsions, etc. The Gr. Ne^^crets (from vifxotiai

'impart') have also, in all probability, a similar

origin, although at an early date they, along with
the Erinyes, came to be known as avenging and

punishing goddesses of fate. What these women
of fate allotted to the newborn child in the decisive
hour is designated not only as the 'share' (cf.

above, p. 52), but also in three other ways: (1)

as that which is 'spoken' by them (Lat. fdtumf
[from fdri], Russ. etc. rokii : 0. Slav. 7rkq,

'
I

say'); (2) as that which is 'spun' by them (Old
Nor. urpr, A. S. u-yrd, O. H. G. icurt ; cf. O. H. G.

wirt, tviriel,
'

spindle ') ; for next to bearing children
it is fitting for the Aryan woman and the women
of fate (cf. Gr. K\QOes\ to engage in spinning
(cf. on tins Veselovskij, op. cit. p. 210; other-
wise R. Much, Mitteilungen der anthrop. Gesell-

schaj't in Wicn, xxxviii. p. 16); and (3) as that
which is 'decreed' by them (Old Nor. ^rlQg,
A. S. orlceg, O. H. G. urlag, Russ. sudiba,

'

judg-
ment').
We have up to this point become acquainted

Mdth the women of fate as ' mothers ' and as ' im-

parters.' This, however, does not by any means
exhaust the enormously rich terminology belong-
ing to them in the Aryan languages. In the
Scandinavian North they are also called nornir
and diser. The etymology of the former expression
has not yet been explained. The latter, however
(cf. Goth, flu-deisei 'cleverness'), is equivalent
to ' wise women,' undoubtedly in the same sense
as French sugc-fcmme, since their help is called for

by those in lalx)ur (cf, 'The Song of Sigrdrifa,'
9). Thus here, too, the women of fate stand in

* The report of Procopius (de Bell. Goth. iii. 14), that the Slavs
did not know the einapjue'n), must, with Veselovskij {op. cit. p. 174),
be understood to mean that at that time they had still no
abstract Fatum, but knew only beings or deities of fate.

t .\ccordinj; to Wissowa (p. 213), Lat. fatum was only a ' trans-
lation and interpretation' of the Greek oTo-o, which, however,
cannot be correct, seeing that J'dtum means 'that which is

spoken' and alo-a 'share,' as we saw above. I'Yttum, like

I'an-a, must have been a living religious conception among the

people.

the most intimate relation to the birth of man.
From the Slavonic region we may also mention the
Bulgarian narajinici and the Servian sudnicc,
sugjenice, both so called from the rokU and md(i,=
sudiba (see above) which they announce. From
Lithuania the laumS (of unknown derivation) must
also be mentioned. The most important pheno-
menon for us, however, is to be found in the fact
that in many regions the conceptions of division,
fate, fortune, etc., at first abstract, show a strong
tendency to become transformed into beings re-

garded as persons. This is true in particuTar in
Polisii and Little Russian of the dolja mentioned
above, in Ser\ian of the srcca (cf. Krauss, op. cit.),
a word which literally means 'coming-together,'
'meeting' (vl + ^ret). In Latin, from the fdtum,
as we saw above, the ' word spoken

'

(by the Parcse),
we have evolved, particularly on Celtic soil, the
demons of fate designated by the name fati and
fafce, the latter of which became Old French /eie,
M. H. G. feie, German Fee ('fairy'). The same
process went on also with regard to the Greek aUa
and fiolpa 'portion of fate,' to the consideration of
wliich we now return. It is well enough known
how both have evolved into personal powers of

fate, Aisa being thought of only in the singular,
Moira being also used in the jilural (cf. Preller,
Gricch. Myth.'^i. 53U). The Moira-, as is well knoAvn,
play a specially important part in the life of the
common people of Greece even at the present day,
and it is not unlikely that primitive features
of ancient Greek life are here preserved (cf. B.
Schmidt, Das Volksleben der Neugriechen, i. 210 ft'.).

Besides the form fiotpa, there is also a masculine
form /iopor, M6/jos 'fate,' especially 'misfortune,' to
be mentioned. Now all tliese forms lead back to
an Aryan *moro— *moria (perhaps on account of

e'cfj-apTai, d^iapnivq there was a form in the primi-
tive language equivalent to this, viz. *smoro—
*s7no7-ia), which corresponds phonetically to the

primitive Teutonic names of the demons of the

nightmare, O. H. G. rnar, main, Old Nor. mara,
A. S. mcere (

= *moria, nolpa) ; the terms most
nearly connected with these in the North of

Europe we have already discovered (p. 15, above).
Since then, on the one hand, we have just
seen, in the Russian udelinicy, spirits of fate

becoming spirits of the nightmare, and, on the
other hand, Laistner [Rdtscl der Sphinx, ii. 34211".)
has shown in detail how many spirits of fate
and fortune have their origin in demons of
dreams and nightmares—which is easily under-
stood from the close connexion between the spirits
of the departed and those of fate on the one hand,
and the phenomena of the departed soul and those
of dreams (nightmares) on the other—we need
not hesitate to assume in the Gr. iiolpa (

= A. S,

mcere) the existence of a group of primitive Aryan
words bearing the meaning of the share allotted to
man by fate, which was either innate or bestowed
at birth. From this grroup beings were evolved
who in Greece became spirits of fate, while in
Teutonic countries they were rather spirits of

oppression, although, even in the latter case, their
connexion with fate could not be concealed.
The details given above prove that the faith

of the Aryan peoples was permeated by a deeply
fatalistic trend of thought. The fate of each
individual is born with him, transmitted by his

mother, or is bestowed upon him at the hour of
birth by spirits who at first have nothing to do
with the heavenly gods, but much with the realm
of departed souls. It was only gradually that the
more advanced idea came to the front wliich united
fate to the immortal gotls ; and where this idea

appears, it is still in conflict with the older con-

ceptions. This is the case in Homer. Now Zeus
is subject to Moira, and again he takes her place as
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he 'spins out' to men their fortune {Od. iv. 208).
That this latter idea could only at a later date have
been transferred to Zeus, follows at once from the

metaphor of 'spinning' (above, p. 53). This figure
is exceedingly far removed from the activity of the

highest god of the heavens, and it finds a satis-

factory explanation only in the primitive cycle of
ideas

regarding
mothers and -women of fate. Thus

\ve may hold that the belief which finds expression
in the oracular responses, in Herodotus, and—at
least very often— in the tragedians, the belief,

namely, in a supreme law of the universe, the

Moira, which rules over gods and men and from
which none can escape, represents the ancient con-
dition of popular thought from which the Homeric
world had begun to raise itself, just as it did in other

religious matters, e.g. burning of corpses instead of

burial, disappearance of gifts to the dead and of
a real ancestor-worship, realms of the dead, Hades
and Elysium, etc. (cf. above, I. 4). In this way it

was possible for demons of fate to become immortal
gods. An instance of this evolution is afibrded by
the Greek Balfiuv. The word, probably connected
with 5aio/jMi

'
I divide,' signifies the 'divider,'

* and
as it is used by the oldest tragedians {e.g. J^^schy-
lus, Pcrscc, 620) to indicate the soul or the sliade
of some dead person, and by Hesiod (cf. Rohde,
Psyche^, i. 146) in the sense of glorihed human
souls, we see that Salfnov is originally one of the many
spiritual beings that determine the fate of indi-
vidual human beings in bonam and especially in
malainpartem. These ideas prevail also in Homer ;

but in addition dalfiuv is a common name of the im-
mortal gods, because, according to the belief which
gradually came into favour, they were responsible
for the decrees of fate. This fatalistic trait of the

Aryan religions has in Europe been most faithfully
preserved by the Slavs (cf. Krauss, op. cit. p. 89 ft.

* Gott und das Schicksal '). Nor is this merely a
matter of accident. Of all the Aryans, the Slavs
are the race that remained nearest the original
home, and are thus the last to enter into history.
Nothing, however, frees the soul so certainly from
the dull depression of fatalistic ideas as the great
deeds of historical life.

2. The divining of the future.—A primitive
Aryan expression for this important idea is to
be found in the series of terms : Lith. saitas,
'

interpretation of signs,' seitones,
'

interpreters of

signs,' Old Nor. sei\)r,
' a particular kind of

magic for inve.stigating the future,' Middle Welsh
hut. New Welsh hud,

'

prsestigise,' Old Com. hudol,
gloss, magus= Gr. olros (Ionic for *oTtos), 'fate' or
'misfortune.' A complete account of all the
means used by the Aryan peoples to divine the
future cannot be given here ; still, we shall prove
that among the Lithuanians and Prussians, from
whom we have so often started in this discussion,
the great majority of all kinds of divination

practised among all the separate Aryan peoples
is also to be found. The Baltic tribes, of whom
Peter of Dusbuig reported :

' Prutheni raro aliquod
factum notabile inchoabant, nisi prius missa sorte
secundum ritum ipsorum a diis suis, utrum bene
vel male debeat eis succedere, sciscitentur

'

{Script,
rer. Fruss. i. 54), come once more (cf. above, p. 31 f. )

nearest to the Komans, of whom Cicero reports
in almost identical terms: 'Nihil fere quondam
maioris rei nisi auspicate ne privatim quidcm
gerebatur' {d<: iJiv. i. 28). For the most detailed
account of tliis topic we are indebted to the re-

peatedly mentioned work of Mattha^us Prtwtorius,
Delicice Prussicte, odcr Preussische Sch<iubiihne (ed.

by W. Pierson, Berlin, 1871), in which the
' waidlers '

(cf., p. 43, above) of the ancient

Prussians, experienced in divination, are cnumer-
* This explanation seems more likely than the one previously

given by the author in his lieallexicon] p. 29 f.

ated, and upon which we shall base the following
discussion.

(a) The flight and the cries of birds.— ' Lekkuiones (cf. Lith.

lekiu '
I fly ') were the persons who observed the cries and the

flight of birds and predicted future events from them, also called

I'auksztuHei (cf. Lith. paUksztis,
' bird

'). Eagles, ravens,
hawks were regarded by them as birds of strife ; the kite

as well as swallows, owls, and bees brought harm and fire.

On the other hand, storks, herons, woodpeckers, nightingales,
and pigeons were omens of good fortune

'

(Praetorius, p. 43).
' A lekkutons, or bird-diviner, when he is to prophesy, dresses in

white, takes a sacred kryvnde, i.e. a crooked staff, in his hand,
goes to a pillukztis, i.e. a mound of earth, prays with his face

to the east, and waits till a bird comes '

(Praetorius, p. 48). It is in

accordance with this custom that in almost all the Aryan
languages the words for 'bird' mean at the same time bird-

omen and omen generally ; cf. Skr. Mkuna (Mkuna ' the science
of interpreting the flight of birds '), Gr. oiui'ds and opus, Lat.

auspieium from *avi-spicium, and probably also axigur from

*avi-gur (the second part of the word is stUi obscure), O. H. G.

fogaldn
'

auspicari
'

; jogal, fogalrarta
'

auspieium,'
'

augurium
'

lit.
'

bird's-cry
'

(Goth, razda,
'

cry '), Old Slav, kobi,
'

augurium
'

;

Czech koba, 'raven' (for a more detailed list see Beallezieon,
artt.

' Orakel ' and ' Rechts und links '). We see how closely
the Litu- Prussian lekkutons, even in details, corresponds to

the Roman augur, who in the same way, armed with a crooked
staff (lituus), mounted the citadel, and, generally with his face

turned to the east, observed the sky. It is noteworthy that the

dove, among the Prussians, was a bird of good omen, although
it generally announced death and misfortune.

(6) The appearance of the sky and natural phenomena.—
'

Szweigdiurtinis (cf. Lith. zwaigzdi, 'star') was a star-gazer'
(Praitorius, p. 42).

' Orones (cf . Lith. 6ras,
'

air,'
' weather ')

observed the sky and predicted its changes' (Praetorius, p. 43).
'

WejoTies (cf. Lith. wSjas
' wind ') watch the winds, change the

weather, and are still to be met with in Nadra\Tia
'

(Praetorius,

p. 44).
'

Wandiwlutti, item Udones (cf. Lith. ivaiidu, Skr. uddn,
' water ') are water-diviners, who divine from the foam, waves, etc.

Of these there are different classes' (Praetorius. p. 45). It is

enough to refer to the de ccelo servare of the Roman magis-
tracy, the ccelestia axiguria, as well as the report of Plutarch

(Cce'sar, c. 19) regarding the Teutonic sacred women : at noTafiiov
Sivaii wfKxrpkdnoviraL koI peviidriov eAiyjiois Koi \l/6<j>oii TeK/xai-

poixevOLL Trpoe64tnTi^ov.

(c) Sacrifice, entrails, and blood.—' Widdtirones (cf. Lith.

U'idurial,
' entrails ') were soothsaj'ers who could predict the

future from the entrails of the animal sacrificed to the gods.
At the present time several of the inhabitants of Nadravia,
on examining the spleen, liver, etc., of a pig, are able to say
what kind of a winter it will be, what kind of a crop, whether
the early or the late seed will thrive. Eraujuttei (cf . Lith kra ujas,
' blood '), who could predict good or evil fortune from the blood
of men and cattle, from the way it flowed, from its colour and

changes, and who prophesied also from the menstrual blood of

women, were the nwdici of the ancient Prussians. At the

present date, in Nadravia we find kraujutten who let blood from
the veins, suck it by means of a small horn, and tell from the
taste whether the person will remain in good health or not.

Before they suck, they murmur a few words indistinctly'

(Praetorius, p. 43 f.).

In the south, the Greek Upoa-ieoireCa and the Roman haruspices
correspond to these. It is generally believed that in these

phenomena we ha\e to deal with an oracular custom which was
introduced at a comparatively late date from foreign sources

(into Italy from Etruria), but it is not in accordance with this
view that the Latin word haruspex with hariolus, fariolui, has
been formed from a primitive root no longer extant in any
Italian language (*haru- 'entrails,' Old Nor. g^m, pi. garnar
'bowel,' 'bowels,' 'entrails,' Skr. hird', 'bowel'). It is also

worthy of mention that in the Prussian reports the liver is

emphasized as especially significant for oracular purposes, while
in Greece it is regarded particularly as the seat of soothsajing
(cf. K. F. Hermann, Lehrbuch der gottesdienstlichen Altertiimer
der Griechen^, p. 242). In the same wa}' among all Aryan
tribes the blood of men and animals was regarded as a means of

foretelling the future. ^Vho does not remember the white-haired

priestesses of the Cimri, who, according to Strabo (vii. p. 294),

prophesied over a kettle of the blood of slaughtered prisoners of
war? Cf. alsoOldNor./iZaKf 'sacrificial blood' = Goth, hlauts'lot.'

(d) Ominoxis meetings.
— ' Szweruttei (cf. lAth. iwidrls, 'game')

prophesy from game. If a hare, wolf, ass, toad, lizard, or locust

appears, it sigmfies misfortune
'

(Praetorius, p. 48). Cf. also the

Galician-Volhynian chronicle of the Hipatios manuscript (A.
Briickner, Ar'chiv fur slav. Phil. ix. 3) :

'

Still his conversion (i.e.
of Jlendowej) was not genuine ; he was wont to sacrifice secretly
to his gods, to Niaiaa^j, Teljawel, Diwcrix, and the hare-god
Mejdf.jn ; if when he rode out In the fields a hare rose, he
would not enter into the thicket or dare to break off a twig,
and he sacrificed to his gods, burned the corpses of the dead, and
openly practised his paganism."

' To meet a snake is still a good
omen to the old Prussians and the Lithuanians' (Praetorius, p.
37). As far as the other Aryan peoples are concerned, it must
suffice to call attention to the monograph of P. Schwarz, Mensc.h
und Tier im Aherglauben, Celle, 1888. But we nmst specially
bear in mind in Roman territory the information contained in

Festus (ed. Miiller, p. 244) on 'Pedestria': 'a vulpe, lupo,
serpente,* equo, ceterisque animanti'ous quadrupedibus fiunt

* Also by Job. Lasicius (de Diis Samagitarum, p. 51 :

' nutriunt
eliani quasi deos peuates nigri coloris obesos et quadrupedes
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(auspicia),' and p. 260 on '

Quiiique
'

:
'

aigna qua augures obser-

vant ex nuadrupedibus.'
(e) The rustling of the oak.— ' Pra;excellentes arbores, ut roboia,

quercus, deos inhabitare dixerunt, ex quibus sciscitantibus re-

sponsa reddi audiebantur, ob id nee huiusoeniodi arbores

aedubant, sed religiose ut nuniinuin deos colebunt' (Erasmus
Stella, 'de Borussiaj Antiquitatibus,' ii., in (jirynaeus, iV'oyiis

Orbis, Basel, 1537, p. 5S1). Cf. Od. xiv. 327 f. :

and iEschj'lus, Pruia. 830 ff. :

fiavrela Oclko^ t iarl QanrptoTOv Aids,

r€pa? T a.TTtO'rov, ai TrpooTyyopot Spvi^,

(.0 yire and sintjke. — '

Szwakones, those who observe the

signs of a burning light and its smoke, from szwake,
" a burning

light," are called Dumones, from duiruii,
" smoke "'

(Prietorius,

p. 43).
' lUi (the fire-priests, cf. above, p. 44) noctu ad iguem

accedebant, mane vero consulentibus responsa dantes umbram
BBgroti (the question is about predicting the future in the case

of illness) apud ignem sacrum se vidisse aiebatit, qua cum se

calefaceret, signa vel mortis vel vitie ostentasset : victurum

legrotum facies ostensa igni, contra si dorsum ostentasset

moriturum portendit
'

(Jerome of Prague). Cf . the Greek //.avTiicri

«| lepwv or e^TTvpo)!' (K. F. Hermann, op. cit. p. 241). Thus,

e.g., Prometheus boasts in -iischylus. Prom. 498 : »cai <<)Aoyu)7ra

(r^(xoTO efcunjidriocra, npoaOev oct' indfj-yifxa. I3ut here we nave

to deal with prophetic utterances from the sacrificial fire, a

custom which, as we saw above (p. 41) was unknown to the

Prussians and Lithuanians.

(ij) Lireams.— '

Sapnonei, i.e. dreamers, from sapnas (sdpnas),
"a dream" : interpreters of dreams are to be found especially

among the women '

(Prietorius, p. 47). Cf. Ur. bveipoiroKo^,

'interpreter of dreams' (see K. F. Hermann, op. cit. p.

330).

Ch) Prophetic utterances at marriaijes.
— '

SzwaUjones are

bride-examiners,
'

waidlers,' who attend at the betrothal and

prophesy. They also arrange the szwalgiis (Lith. iwalyaX,
'

bnde-inspection '), i.e. the betrothals. SwaUjauti signifies

literally
'

to behold.' They interpret from all kinds of things, e.g.

from the pouring, as either the bridegroom or the bride pours
beer into the other's eyes. Such customs are still to be found '

(PrsBtorius, p. 40). Cf. Servius. i. 346: 'secundum Romanes
locutus est, qui nihil nisi captatis faciebant auguriis et priecipue

nuptias' ; iv. 45 :

'

nuptiae enim captatis tiebant auguriis . . .' ;

iv. 160 : '. . . ideoque auspices deliguntur ad nuptias.'

But, with all these the number of the Prussian 'waidlers'

engaged in separate branches of divination is far from bemg
exhausted. There was also a WcLSzkonis {waszkas,

' wax '), i.e.

a diviner who studied wax moulds; further, there were Szwin-
nutzei (szirlnas 'lead'), or lead-moulders; Puttones (putd,
' foam '),

' those who observed signs in the foam of the beer '

;

Seitones (see above, p. 54), who prophesied lite or death from
charms bound round the necks of men or animals

;
Sietones

(sVetas,
' sieve '),

' those who acquired information from the

turning of a sieve'; Stiklorei (stXklas, 'glass'), Zerkoluttei

(zefkolas, 'mirror'), and Zolinininkei (zoU, 'plant'), who
predicted the future from glass, mirrors, plants, etc. It would
not be difficult to find parallels to these kinds of divination

among the other Aryan peoples. On the other hand, there were
several kinds of oracles attested among other peoples which
have not yet been discovered in the Prusso-Lithuanian sources.

Such are the tree-oracle, or oracle of the tree - lots (cf . Real-

lexicon, art.
' Los '), which is found among Scythians, Teutons,

and Celts, and also in indistinct traces among the Greeks and
Romans ; the significance of monsters as foretelliiig misfortune

(cf. Reallexicon, art.
' Orakel ') ; the horse-oracle, found among

Iranians and Western Slavs (cf. V. Hehn, Eulturpjlanzen, p. 44) ;

and also the i)eculiarly Roman
'

signa ex tripiuliis.' StUl, the
horse was also looked on as sacred among the Lithuanians (Peter
of Dusburg :

'

aliqui equos nigros, quidam albos vel alterius

coloris propter deos suos non audebant aliqualiter equitare ') ;

and also hens, which were regarded as inviolable, were attended
to in the houses, and their ciuckens under certain circumstances
were understood to foretell misfortune (Lasicius, p. 48 :

' nato
cuiusvis generis vel cocco vel debili pullo actutum sedes
mutantur ').

The facts respecting divination here set forth

can be regarded oniy as characterizing, and can in

no way be supposed to exhaust, the enormous
number of customs of this class. And they will

arouse deeper interest if we can only succeed in

discovering the motives by which this proceeding,
viz. divining the future, which seems so absurd
to us, is to be explained. Ihering (Vorgeschichte
der Indoeuropder, Leipzig, 1894, p. 44111'.) Ls, so

far as the present writer is aware, the only
one who, although conhuing himself to the

practice of taking the auspices among the

Romans, lias dealt with this fundamental and
central question in detail. He begins with the

undoubtedly correct idea that the supposition

quosdam serpentes') snakes are considered as quadrupeds. This
settles the doubt expressed by R. v. Ihering (['orgeschichte der
Indneuropiler, p. 444 f.) with regard to the passage of Festus

quoted above.

that auspices of this kind revealed the will of the

heavenly gods is secondary and transmitted, and
that every attempt to connect divination with
higher religious ideas is (juite valueless. He him-
self, accordingly, seeks to deduce the origin of
oracular divination from purely practical grounds.
Thus, according to his opinion, the oracle from
birds (signa ex acibus) takes its rise from the ob-
servation of the birds of passage which showed the

Aryans in their migrations the passes of the moun-
tains, the courses of the streanis, and the islands
in the ocean whicli invited them to rest. The
in.spection of the entrails [siyna ex extis) is ex-

plained from an examination which was made of
animals of an unknown region to see if their
entrails were healthy, and consequently whether
the fodder of the land was satisfactory, etc. Thus
we should obtain the remarkable result that this

divination becomes the more sensible the fuithi;r

back we go in primitive times. No one will

hesitate to conclude that the solution proposed by
Ihering cannot be the correct one, no matter how
difficult it may be to show it to be impossible
in detail. No one, however, who considers with

unprejudiced mind the material presented will fail

to observe that the whole conception of divination
does not rest on a basis of rational considera-

tion, but has its roots in the childlike, dream-
encircled, and imaginative mental condition of

primitive man. T6 "yap eicodbs ov ripas, says
Theophrastus [de Plantis, v. 3) ; and in this short
sentence we have the key, or at least one key, to

the understanding of oracular divination. For

primitive man only the smallest part of his inner
and outer life is eiijidos. Everywhere wonders and

signs terrify him. The phantoms of his dreams,
and especially those of the horrible nightmare

*

which, in the rooms of primitive times, filled

with noxious charcoal fumes, must have been

very frequent (cf. Holler, Ccntralblattfur Anthro-

pologie, vi. 1), are realities to him. In the plants
and animals, in the stones and stars, there live, as
in men's own bodies, souls to which, as we saw
above, fate is united. Can we be surprised, then,
that in the world of dreams, in the rustling of the

trees, and in the llight of bird.s, the shadows of the
future were supposed to hover mysteriously round
the life of man ? This anxious, timid, and nervous
condition of primitive mental life called to its aid
the art of priestly diviners, who—deceived de-

ceivers—were always devising new means of

obtaining some mysterious message with regard to

the future. Their profession, however, always
rests in the end on one fundamental thought,
namely, on making the probability or improba-
bility of a future event dependent on the incidence
of another occiurence which was independent of

human volition, such as the approach of a four-

footed animal or a bird, a flash of lightning,

hearing the sound of animals or the human voice.

All this had, originally, nothing to do with the

heavenly gods, and it is only at the close of a long

process of evolution that we hnd the Roman
auspices announcing the will of Juppiter or Pythia,
and prophesying in the name of Apollo.
Conclusion.—It has been our aim — and no-

thing else was possible
—to present, in this dis-

cussion regarding the religion of the Aryans,
not the opinions and the usages of a perfectly
definite and distinct period of antiquity, but
rather a series of developments in the history of

religion taking place on the soil of primitive

Aryan peoples. These developments depend on
more or le.ss deeply-rooted pre-historic connexions,

* Cf. L. Laistner, Daa lintsel der Sphinx, Gnindziige einer

Mi/thengeschichte, Berlin, 1889, and H. Roscher,
'

Ephialt«s, eine

pathologisch-mythologische Abhandlung uber die Alptraume
und Alpdamonen des kla-ssischen Altertums,' Abh. d. kjl. such

sischen (Jcs. d. W., phil.-hist. Kl. xx., 1900.
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and lead to more or less distant epochs of primitive
antiquity. Thus there have appeared diUerent

strata, lower and higher, overlapping each other
in the historic develoi)ment of the religion.

If at times we have assumed that these higher
and lower strata of religion were to be found
side by side at the same time and among the
same people, .such a supposition will not astonish

any one Avho remembers that even among our own
countrymen the jiurest religion and the darkest

superstition are to be found existing side by side.

This series of developments has been obtained

by a comparison of words and customs confined to

the Aryan languages and peoples. Our intention
has been to give the features of a comparative
history of Arj^an religions, not a comparative his-

tory of religions generally. At the same time, Ave

by no means wish to underestimate the advantages
of the latter discipline. On the contrary, we are

indebted to it for a series of general stages in the
evolution of the religious consciousness, wliich are

also of great imjjortance in the special history
of Aryan religion. But at the same time it cannot
be denied that a real liistory of religion can be
written only on a historically coherent foundation,
such as is oll'ered by the Semitic and Aryan races,
and only in the closest connexion with the history
of language and culture, which can as yet be suffi-

ciently examined only in the case of the two races

mentioned. Even with this limitation, it must be
confessed that comparative investigations such as

ours, which are compelled to deal not only with
the facts themselves but also with conclusions
drawn from them, cannot possess the same degree
of certainty as is to be found in the discussions of

those who are content to supply a description of

the historically attested religion of a single Aryan
or Semitic peojJe, the Indians or the Romans, the
Hebi'ews or the Babylonians. It must, none the

less, be emphasized that he who undertakes to give
such a special description without reference to the

comparative religion of related peoples deliberately
closes his eyes to the light which, in judicious re-

search, is cast by pre-historic upon historic times.
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ARYA SAMAJ. — I. Founder.—Swami Daya-
nand Saiasvati was boru in the year 1824 in a village
belonging to the Eajfi of Morvi in Kathiawar,
India. During his lifetime lie refused to make
known either liis oAvn name or his birthplace, lest

his relatives should hinder liim in his work or

after liis demise try to provide a successor as head
of the sect. After his death, however, in 1883, it

came out tliat liis real name was Mul Sankai-,
son of Amba Saukar. His fatlier was a well-to-

do man, by occupation a banker, by descent a

Brahman, and
ii) religion a stern and puritanical

•worsliipper of Siva. The life of Mul Safikar,
alias Swami Dayanand Sarasvati, falls into three

nearly equal portions, namely, his life at home
(1824-1845), his wanderings and studies (1845-

1863), and his public ministry (1863-1883). For
an account of tlie first two periods of the life of

Swanii Dayanand we are indebted to his Auto-

biography, which was dictated by him to the
editor of the Theosophist, and published in English
in that magazine.
There are three moments of religious interest in

the home-life of the founder of the Arya Samaj :

iirst, his revolt from idolatry at the age of four-

teen, on the ;nght of his initiation into the mys-
teries of the Saiva cult, when he saw mice running
over the image of 6iva and deiiling it ; second, his

resolve to abandon the world and seek salvation,

the fruit of his profound grief on account of the
death of liis sister ; and third, his llight from
home at tlie age of twenty-one, in order to avoid
the entanglement of marriage, into which his

parents were determined he should enter. The
history of tlie Iirst twenty-one years of tlic life of

the future Swami is tlius summed up— (1) in the

negative deteriuination to eschew idolatry, (2) in

the po^dtive determination to seek salvation, anil

(3) ill the further resolve to allo-v no such en-

taiigleiiient as marriage to interfere with his

supreme purpose. There is no reason for ques-
tioning the essential truthfulness of the acc<>unt

of these early e.\[icriences. The sincerity of IiIh

revolt from idolatry, however it came about, is

proved by the magnilicent courage and vigour
with which he afterwards attacked it in its cliief

centres, such as Hardwar and lienares. And the

reality of his abandonment of the ties of home
and kindred is proved by the fact that after his

escape from his relatives he never again looked

upon their faces.

After his llight from home he spent about

eighteen years as a Sannydsl, or religious mendi-

cant, wandering from place to place and learning
from a gieat variety of teachers. He iirst came
under Vedantic influences, and for a lime was con-

vinced of the identity of the individual soul and
the Supreme Soul. He was initiated into the

BrahmCtchdrya order and given a new name, Hud-
dha Chaitanya. Later, he was initiated into the
fourth order of Sannydsls, .and was given the name
by which he always has been known, namely,
Dayanand Sarasvati. He retained little or no-

thing, however, that came to him from his Vedantic
teachers except this name, for he soon deserted

the standpoint of the Vcddnta for that of the

Yoga. The crowning religious influence on the

life of Day.anand Sarasvati was exerted by the

blind Vedic scholar, Swami Virajanand of INIathura,

an enemj'^ of modern Sanskrit literature, who, as

a condition of teaching him, demanded that he
should throw away all his modern Sanskrit books.

Tins condition being fulfilled, the blind Swanii

taught Dayanand the Vedas, and dismissed him
with the words :

'
I want thee to go forth into the

world and spread enlightenment among mankind.'
Thus ends the second period in the life of Swami
Dayanand Sarasvati (1845-1863).
His religious development may be briefly summed

up. It was a movement from I'auranic Hinduism

through philosophical Hinduism to Vedic Hindu-
ism. He succe.ssively deserted Saivism and
Vedantism, but clung to the end to the Sdiildtya-

Yoga as the philosophical point of view from

which, in his o2)inion, the Vedas ought to be

interpreted. The last twenty years of the life of

Swami Dayanand Sarasvati is the period of liis

public ministry (1863-1883). It is a history of

preaching tours throughout the length and breadth
of India, from Bombay and Poona on the South to

Calcutta and Lahore on the North ;
of public dis-

cussions with pandits, maulvies, and missionaries ;

and of literary work. After his first preaching
tour of four years, he went into retreat on the

banks of the Ganges
' for further contemplation

and i)erfection of character.' Hap[)ily, we have a

picture, from the jien of a Euru]iean, of Swami
Dayanand as he appeared in 1868, during this

time of partial retreat :

' In the afternoon I visited a fakeer down on the sand, by the

water's edge, of wliose learning and sanctity I had heard in the

crowds of the bazaar. I found him sitting in a little straw

booth ;
and a splendid looking fellow he was, with his herculean

frame and massive limbs, fine oval cranium, and really benevo-

lent face, lie was sitting almost entirely naked, and entered

at once into pleasant conversation. I found him to belong to a

class of mendicants who profess to have entirely abandoned
the world, and are living in complete contemplation of the

Deity. The conversation revealed in him a fine mind, and weU
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versed in the anoient lore of the Hindus. He talked only San-
skrit, and our conversation was conducted throuffh an inter-

preter
'

(T. J. Scott, Missionary Life among the Villaqes of
Iiulia, p. 1G2).

After about two and a lialf years, Swami Daya-
iiand emerged from liis

'

retreat
' and plunged at

once into jjublic discussion and controversy. In
the great centres of idolatry his usual theme was,
* Is there idolatry in the Vedas ?

'

Against this

practice he thundered with all the force of his

strong will, impressive personality, and unusual

eloquence, and, according to his biographers, uni-

formly carried the day.
It was at Bombay, on the 10th of^ April 1875,

that Swami Dayauaiid founded the Arya Samaj.
He visited Delhi in LS77 at the time of the grand
Darbar, where he met certain gentlemen from the

Panjab, wlio invited him to visit their province.
This was the occasion of his first visit to the

Panjab, the scene of the future triumphs of his

Society. From 1878 to 1881 there wasjhe curious

episode of a partnership between the Arya Samaj
and the Theosophical Society. Both parties were

disappointed, for a split soon took place on the

question of the personality of God. For the his-

tory of this strange union, see, as representing the

Arya point of view, the various biogTaphies of
Swami Dayanand ; and for the point of view of
the Theosophical Society, Col. Olcott's chapter on
' Swami Dayanand

'

in Old Diary Leaves.
Swami Dayanand came into contact with many

different leaders of religious thought in India, e.g.
Dabendra Nath Tagore and Keshab Chandra Sen
of the Brahmo Samaj, Madame Blavatsky and

^ol.
Olcott of the Theosophical Society, Bholanath

Sarabhai of the Prarthna Samaj, Sir Saiyid Ahmatl
of Reformed Islam, and Dr. T. J. Scott and Rev.
J. Gray representing Christianity. There is evi-
dence that Swami Dayanand made overtures to
the leaders of both the Prarthna Samaj (see Krish-
narao Bholanath, Life of BholanCtth Sdrdbhai,
p. 7f.) and the Brahmo Samaj, with a view to

organic union, the amalgamated body to be called
' The Arya Samaj.' But no union with any other
organization was even temporarily effected except
with the Theosophical Society.

In 1882-1883 the Swami visited Rajputana, and
while there became the friend and counsellor of

princes. According to his biographers, he acted
the part of a modern John the Baptist in rebuking
the Maharaja of Jodhpur for being under the influ-
ence of a courtesan. A few days later the Swami
fell ill. Some think that a slow poison had been
given him in his food. At any rate, the illness
was fatal. He died at Ajmer on the 30th of

October, 1883, in the hfty-ninth year of his age.
Swami Dayanand was, from all accounts, a nian

of splendid physique, impressive personality, and
great strength of will. T. J. Scott speaks of his
'

magnificent presence
' and '

imperious zeal,' and
tells how ' he would crush an ordinary opponent
with a sledge-hammer style.' The epithet m«/ia-
mur/ch ('great fool') Mas often on his lips when
debating with the defenders of idolatry. Olcott
speaks of him as '

tall, dignified in carriage, and
gracious in manner,' and gives a general estimate
of him in these words :

' The Swami was un-

doubtedly a great man, a learned Sanskrit Pandit,
with immense pluck, force of will, and self-

reliance—a leader of men '

{Old Diary Leaves,
p. 406).

2. Doctrine. — The official creed of the Arya
Samaj is in the form of a Decalogue, and it reads
as folloM's :

—
i. God is the primary cause of all true knowledge, and of

everything: known by its name.
ii. God is AlLTruth, All-Knowledge, All-Beatitude, Incor-

poreal, Almighty, Just, Merciful, Unbe^'otten, Inlinito, Un-
changeable, without a beginning. Incomparable, the Kupixirt
and the Lord of All, All-pervadii'ig, Omniscient, Imperishable,

iiortal, Exempt from fear, Eternal, Holy, and the Cause of
Universe. To Him alone worship is due.

Immort
the Universe, 'fo Him alone worship ;

iii. The Vedas are the books of true knowledge, and it is the

paramount dutj' of every Arya to read or hear them read, to
teach and preach them to others.

iv. One should always be ready to accept truth and renounce
untruth.

v. All actions ought to be done comformabli' to virtue, i.e.

after a thorough consideration of right or wrong.
vi. The primary object of the Samaj is to do good to the

world by improving the physical, spiritual, and social condition
of mankind.

vii. All ou^'ht to be treated with love, justice, and due
regard to their merits.

viii. Ignorance ought to be dispelled and knowledge diffuseil.

ix. No one ought to be contented with his own good alone,
but every one ought to regard his prosperity as included in
that of others.

X. In matters which affect the general social well-being of the
whole society, one ou^ht to discard all differences and not allow
one's individuality to interfere, but in strictly personal matters
every one may act with freedom (Handbook of the Arya Samaj,
1006).

It will be noticed that of the ' Ten Principles
'

given above, the first three, which deal with the
existence and nature of God and with the doctrine
of Vedic Scripture, are theologically the most im-

portant. The last seven are ethical principles.
The Creed of the Arya Samaj, it will be observed,
is a short Creed. It is published with considerable
variations in the phraseology, there being no in-

sistence upon the same form of words.
In the Handbook of the Arya Sanidj we are

told that ' the theology of the Aiya Samaj may
be summed up in one word, viz. the Vedas'

(p. 21). Combining principles i. and iii. of the

Creed, namely,
' God is the primary cause of all

true knowledge,' and ' The Vedas are the books
of true knowledge,' we have the doctrine of the
Divine Origin of the Vedas, which will now be
considered.

In approaching this doctrine, let us first notice
the problem of the regeneration of India, religi-

ous, political, and scientific, as it presented itself

to the mind of the founder of the Arya Samaj.
He found himself confronted by a variety of
faiths both indigenous and foreign. Of religions
of foreign origin there were Islam, introduced in

the 10th cent., and Christianity, a comparatively
recent importation from the West. The indigen-
ous religion of India, namely, Hinduism, presented
itself as a vast congeries of faiths, ranging, all

the way from the strict advaita doctrine of San-

karacharya to the crudest and grossest supersti-
tions embodied in the Tantras, the whole being
held together in a kind of external unity by the
vast hierarchical organization of caste. Such was
the religious environment of Swami Dayanand.
There was also a political environment furnished

by the vast and impressive administration of the
British Government in India, and a scientific en-
vironment consisting of the spectacle on all

sides of railways, canals, telegraph wires, steam-

engines, etc. Thus, as Swami Dayanand wandered
up and down over India, he studied not only the

past but also the present, not only the thought of
India as embodied in Veda and tjpanisad, Si'itra

and Epic, but also the thought of Europe as em-
bodied especially in the inventions of modern
science, everywhere manifest in India.
The problem which confronted him was how to

reform Indian religion, how to eflect a synthesis
of the old and the new, of the East and the West,
in such a way as to guarantee the intellectual
and spiritual supremacy of the Indian people, do
full justice to the attainments of other nations,
and provide a universalistic programme of re-

ligion. The solution of this problem was found
by Swami Dayanand in the doctrine of the Vedas
as the revealed Word of God.
There are many points of contact between Daya-

nand Sarasvati and Martin Luther. As Luther
the German monk was a child of the European
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Kenaissance, so JJayanand the Gujriiti monk Avas

a cliild of the Indian Renaissance. Both alike felt

the tug of the '

Zeitgeist'. Both in their different

ways became exponents of the new spirit. Luther
attacked indulgences, while Dayanand attacked

idolatry. Luther appealed from the Roman
Church and the authority of tradition to the

Scriptures of the Old and New Testaments.
Swam! Dayanand appealed from the Brahmanical
church and the authority of smrti to the earliest

and most sacred of Indian Scriptures. The w\atch-

word of Luther was ' Back to the Bible
'

; the

watchword of Dayanand Avas ' Back to the Vedas.'

Swami Dayanand's theory of the Vedas may be

outlined as follows :
—The word Veda means ' know-

ledge.' It is God's knowledge, and therefore pure
and perfect. This transcendent and heavenly
knowledge embraces the fundamental principles
of all the sciences. These principles God revealed

in two ways : (1) in the form of the four Vedas,
which were taught to four Esis, Agni, Vayu,
Suraj, and Aiigira, at the beginning of Creation

over one hundred billion years ago ; and (2) in the

form of the world of nature, which was created

according to the principles laid down in the Vedas,
somewhat as the Tabernacle is said to have been
built according to the pattern shown in the mount
(Ex 25*^"). Mark the doctrine of correspondence
involved. The book of Vedic Scripture agrees
with the book of nature, so that the latter con-

firms the truth of the former. As Swami Daya-
nand says :

'

I regard the Vedas as self-evident

truth, admitting of no doubt and depending on
the authoritj^ of no other book, being represented
in nature, the Kingdom of God' {Handbook of the

Arya Samaj, p. 35).

Note the ambiguity in the meaning assigned to

the word Veda. It is (1) God's knowledge, the
content of the Divine Omniscience, which is one

thing ; and (2) it is the collection of Aryan litera-

ture known as the ' Four Vedas,' which is quite a

different thing. One may believe in the Veda in

the first sense, without accej)ting it in the second
sense. The Vedas, then, being regarded as ' the

Scripture of true knowledge,' the perfect counter-

part of God's knowledge so far as ' basic prin-

ciples
'

are concerned, and the '

pattern
'

according
to which Creation proceeded, it follows that the
fundamental principle of Vedic exegesis will be
the interpretation of the Vedas in such a way as

to find in them the results of scientific investiga-
tion. As E. D. Maclagan remarks :

' The bases
of the Aryan faith are the revelation of God in the
Vedas and the revelation of God in nature, and
the first practical element in this belief is the

interpretation of the Vedas in conformity with
the proved results of natural science' (Census of
India, 1891, xix. 175). In other words, there is

involved the assumption that the Vedas as ' the
books of true knowledge

' must contain ' the basic

l)rinciples of all the sciences,' and accordingly that

every scientific discovery and invention of modern
times must be found expressed, germinally at

least, in the Vedas. The science of the West,
then, is but the realization of the scientific pro-

gramme anticipated by the seers of the East, over
one hundred billion years ago. To the ancient
East belonged the faculty of seeing : to the modern
West belongs the faculty of doing. The pro-
gramme comes from tiie East ; the realization,
from the West. In this way Swami Dayanand
sought to render to the East tlie things which

belong to the East, and to the West the things
which belong to the West. Thus the ^^'est, in

realizing the principles laid down in the Vedas, is

unconsciously following the Vedic religion.
The principle that all the sciences have their

revealed source in the Vedas is enlarged by the

further principle that all religions have their

original and inspired source in the same early
literature. The doctrine of the Vedas as a primi-
tive revelation given once for all to mankind, and
so ' the fountain-head of religion,' reminds one of
the similar doctrine of '

primitive revelation
'

held

by some Christians. Diversities in religion are

explained as due to tlie influence of difl'erent en-

vironments, in the one theory, upon the primitive
Biblical revelation, in the other theory, upon the

primitive Vedic revelation.
The Arya doctrine of Vedic Scripture may now

be summed up: (1) The Vedas are a revelation
from God, as is proved by their correspondence with
nature. (2) They are the sole revelation from God,
since no other books show this correspondence.
(3) They are accordingly the fountain-head of the
science and the religion of all mankind. Such is

the doctrinal basis of the two great duties of the

Arya Samaj, namely, (a) to recall India to the
forsaken Vedic paths, and (h) to preach the Vedic

gospel throughout the whole world.
It is evident from all this that Pandit Dayanand

Sarasvati was a man of large views. He was a
dreamer of splendid dreams. He had a vision of

India i)urged of her superstitions, filled with the
fruits of science, worshipping one God, fitted for

self-rule, and honoured as the primeval source of

the world's science and religion.
All Aviil admit that the vision of a regenerated

India as seen by the prophet and founder of the

Arya Samaj is a splendid and inspiring one. But
what about the means to be employed for the
realization of this vision ? As above stated, it is a
return to the Vedas, but, be it noted, to the Vedas
as interpreted, not by the traditional scliolarship
of Indian orthodoxy or by the critical scholarship
of the West, but bj' the scholarship of the Arya
Samaj alone. The Scripture basis of the Aiya
Samaj then, while formally the Vedas, is in reality
a certain interpretation of the Vedas, Avhich is

not recognized as legitimate by a single Sanskrit

s_('holar, either Indian or European, outside of the

Arya Samaj. This interpretation must be char-

acterized as highly subjective and fanciful, diHerent

meanings being applied to the same word accord-

ing to the caprice of the interpreter. One can

readily imagine what kind of interpretation is

involved in the attempt to find in the Vedas the

programme of modern scientific inventions. Thus
Swami Dayanand's interpretation of the Vedas is

marked by (1) great emphasis on the etymology
and neglect of actual Vedic usage, and (2) assump-
tion of irregularity in the Vedic moods, tenses,

persons, and cases. For the proof of these state-

ments it is sufficient to consult Swami Dayanand's
Commentary on the liig Veda. The pamphlets on
Pandit Dayanand's interpretation of the Vedas,
written by T. Williams of Rewari (1893-1894),
and a pamphlet entitled The Daydnandi Inter-

pretation of the word Deva in the liig Veda (1897)

may also be consulted. In this connexion the

opinion of Max Miiller is worth quoting :

'

By the

most incredible interpretations Swami Dayanand
succeeded in persuading himself and others that

everything worth knowing, even the most recent
inventions of modern Science, were alluded to in

the Vedas. Steam-engines, railways, and steam-

boats, all were shown to have been known, at least

in their germs, to the poets of the Vedas ;
for

Veda, he argued, means knowledge, and how could

anything have been hid from that?' (Max Miiller,

Biographical Essays, ii. 170). In a word, tiie

Vedic interpretation of Swilmi Dayanand is inter-

pretation in the interests of a theorj'
—the theory,

namely, that the Vedas teach a jmre and exalted

monotheism, and contain ' the basic principles of

all the sciences.' It is as if one should attempt to
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find a pure monotheism and a complete programme
of scientific inventions in Homer's Iliad ox Virgil's
^ncid. Every historical allusion in the Vedas is

carefully explained away, on the ground that ' the

Vedas, being divine revelation, expound the laws of

existence in its various departments, which pre-
cludes the mention of persons and places

'

(Ari/a
Patrikd, Lahore, Oct. 19, 1901). Thus a prioris in

reigns sujireme. Induction has no place. Enough
has been said to show that the doctrines of the

Aiya Samaj are based not on the Vedas them-
selves but upon an uncritical and unscientific inter-

pretation thereof.

On the other hand, it is only fair to say that
Swami Dayanand has shown a sound instinct in

rejecting the manifold absurdities found in smrti,
or tradition, and in seeking a basis in the early
literature for a purer and more rational faith.

That in his ignorance of historical and critical

methods he set up a method of interpreting the
Vedas which must constantly remain the target of

the critical spirit, may in charity be regarded as
his misfortune rather than Ids fault. Nor is this

all that can be said. For, as in tlie case of those
who are determined to regard Sri Krsna as an
incarnation of deity, it is healthier and more
ethical to allegorize his adventures with the Go2ns
than to take them literally, although by so doing
a sin is committed against the critical conscience ;

even so we may say that for those Avho are bound
to regard the Vedas as the Eternal Word of God,
it is better that they should, by peculiar tricks of

interpretation, read into the text a fairly consistent

theism, than on the basis of a rigidly scientific

interpretation find therein only a vague Heno-
theism or Pantheism. So much for the Arya
doctrine of the Vedas, which from its imj)ortance
has beentreated at length. The other doctrines
of the Arya Samaj may be dismissed with a
word.
The theology of the Arya Samaj is the religious

philosophy of the Sdixkhya-Yoga. The funda-
mental principle of the Sdiikhya is the dualism
oi jtrakrti and purtisa, 'matter' and 'soul.' The
Yoga, or theistic Sdiikhya, takes one of the in-

numerable souls recognized by the non-theistic

Sdiikhya and makes it the Supreme Soul. The
result is a kind of trinity consisting of God, soul

(or souls), and matter, each category of being
having independent self-existence. God is eternal ;

so also is eacli soul ; so also is matter. Pandit
Ralla Ham refers to this as ' the universal trinity
recognized by science and religion alike,' and as
' the mostimportant of the doctrines of the Arya
Samaj

'

{Arya Patrikd, Dec. 14, 1901)^
As regards tlie soteriology of the Ai-ya Samaj,

the great means of salvation is the efi'ort of the

individual, and for this a sufficient sphere is

allowed through the doctrine of Transmigration,
or repeated births. Salvation is conceived as

virtually an eternal process. There is no remission
of sins. Karma is inexorable. As regards the
freedom of tlie will, the Arya Samaj holds that
' we are not free to will an act, if we were created

by some one else. ... In order to be free, we must be
believed to be eternally acting as we thought best,
or as our previous karmas determined the course
for us, receiving, according to God's eternal laws,
the fruits of our good or bad deeds, and shaping in

accordance tlierewith, and withour own hands, as
it were, our future destiny' (Arya Fatrihl, Due.

14, 19U1).
It is evident from all this that the God of the

Arya Samaj is conceived as a great Cosmic Execu-
tive, whose business it is to preside over the inexor-
able processes of transmigration and karmri. He is,

as it were, a constitutional monarch, whose poAver
id limited and defined by the eternal existence of

two other 'estates,' namely, soid and matter.
Thus ' absolutism is denied even to God.'

In tlie Arya system of theology there is an

attempt to settle the age-long conflict between
science and religion. The doctrine of correspond-
ence between the book of Vedic Revelation and
the book of Nature is used for this .purpose.
Miracle is rejected. _
Ethiadly, there is one doctrine of the Arya

Samaj Avhich is most ol)jectionable. This is the
doctrine of Niyoga, which may be descril>ed as a
virtual recognition of the principle of free love,
sanctified by a temporary arrangement. Thus, in

the English translation of the Satydrth Prakds
(ch. iv. p. 150), we read :

' A man may also contract

Niyoga with eleven women (one after the other),

just as a woman may enter into the relation of

Niyoga with eleven men (one after the other).'
Swami Dayanand's doctrine of Niyoga has been

correctly sunmiarized as follows by Lala Ruchi
Ram in the Niyoga Doctrine of the Arya Samaj
(p. 34)j

' The Arya Samaj allows even married men and married women
to enter into the Hiyoga connexion with one another or with
widows and widowers under the following distinctly specified
circumstances :

(1) When the husband or wife is incapable of producing issue

through disease, etc.

(2) When the husband has been absent from home longer
than a given period of time, for the salce of religion, for the

acquisition of knowledge, or for earning a livelihood.

(3) When he or she is troublesome or in the habit of saying
unkind words.

(4) When the wife is sterile, that is, if she has not been able
to produce issue within eight years after the marriage.

(5) When the children born of her do not live long.
(6) If she begets girls only.

(7) If the wife be pregnant or constantly sick, or if the
husband be ahvajs in bad health, and the other party be in the

prime of youth and unable to control his or her passions.'

The motives which underlie this concession are
twofold : (1) the duty of perpetuating the male
line of a family, and (2) the desirability of legiti-

mizing an errant passion and so '

preventing
adultery and illicit intimacies.' '

Niyoga is solem-
nized publicly even as marriage is

'

(Satydrth Pra-

kdi, p. 147), and thus differs from prostitution. It

is evident from all this that Swami Dayanand,
like Plato, held strange vicAvs as to the proper
relations between the sexes. In this respect both
alike seem to have been theorizers. The members
of the Arya Samaj have not been courageous in

practising Niyoga in the manner prescribed. Says
the editor of the Arya Patrikd (Sept. 27, 1902) :

'_We have to confess with regret that even the

Aryas have not been able to set a single example
of the higher kind of Niyoga.'

Before leaving the doctrines of the Arya Samaj,
it is proper to sum up the things also which are
commendable in the doctrines and practices of this

Society. Briefly stated, they are : (1) negatively,
the rejection of pantheism and of some of the
doctrines included therein, such as illusion and
absorption, the casting over of the Pauranic super-
stitions together with idolatry, and a more or
less vigorous fight against certain hurtful social

customs such as caste, child-marriage, and in-

temperance ; and (2) positively, the promulgation
of a fairly consistent theism, the doctrine of the
eternal identity of the soul, belief in prayer and
in the need of the social worship of God, and a
certain entliusiasm for education and for social and

political reform.

3. The Society.—The organization which Sw<"uiii

Daj-anand founded for the purpose of realizing his

doctrine, propagating liis faith, and regenerating
India and the world, is known as the Arya Samaj.
Samaj means 'society' or 'assembly,' and Arya
is an ancient Indian epithet meaning 'noble.'

Arya Sanidjj then, means 'society of the noble.'

The name 'Arya' is a patriotic and religious name,
freighted with memories of ancient India, ami
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api)lied to tlie members of the three ' twice-born '

castes. As such it was fitted to awaken patriotic
sentiments. It is a social and political more than
a religious name. In this respect it dili'ers from
the names of the other theistic and reforming
movements of modern India, as, e.g., the Brahnio

Samcij, or 'Society of Brahma (God),' and the
Prurthnd Scimuj, or '

Society of Prayer.'
Some account will now be given of the history,

organization, government, worship, methods of

work, statistics, and future prospects of the Arya
Samaj.

(1) Jlistory.
—The chief event of the period

reaching from the death of Swami Dayanand
(1883) to the present time is the division of the

Aiya Samaj into two sections. The ostensible

grounds of this split are twofold : {a) diflerences of

practice in regard to the use of flesh for food, and

(i) differences in theory concerning the proper
policy to be pursued in higher education. From
the point of view of the first diflerence, the two
sections are called respectively the '

meat-eating
'

party ami the '

vegetarian
'

party ; and from tlie

point of view of the second, tlie
'

College
'

party and
the ' Mnhdtmd,' or old-fashioned party. Both
differences run back into a still more fundamental
difference of opinion, namely, concerning tiie degree
of authority to be ascribed to the teachings of

Swami Dayanand. In this matter, the position
of the College party, as the party of light and
culture, is liberal, while the attitude of the
Mahdtmd party is conservative. The educational
Avork of each section is carried on in harmony with
its special theory. The 'Cultured' party has a

College at Lahore, the Daydnmid Anglo- Vedic

College, which it administers on modern lines and
with a considerable degree of efficiency. The
Mahatind party, on the other hand, has an in-

stitution at Hardwar known as the Gurukula,
in which ancient ideals of education receive the

emphasis.
(2) Orgnnization and government.—The organiza-

tion of the Arya Samaj jirovides for the local Samaj
or congregation, the provincial assembly, and a

general assembly for all India. The conditions of

membersliip in a local Samaj are [a] implicit faith

in the Arya
'

Decalogue,' or Ten Principles ; and
(b) belief in the canons of Vedic interpretation laid

down by Swami Daj-anand. The minimum age
for membership is eighteen. There is no special

ceremony of initiation for members of the ' twice-
born

'

castes, but outsiders, such as Christians and
Muhammadans, must undergo a ceremony of

purification. The members of a local Samaj are
of two kinds, probationers, or non-voting, and

approved, or voting, members. The period of

probation is one year. Sympathizers are also

mentioned as a separate class. The officers of a
local Samiij consist of a President, Vice-President,

Secretary, Treasurer, and Librarian, elected by the

voting members. The officers, it will be observed,
are those of an ordinary secular association. The
provincial asseml)ly is a representative body com-

posed of delegates appointed by the local congrega-
tions. Each affiliated Samaj has the right to send
one delegate for every twenty members. Thus
the form of government of the Arya Samaj is

clearly representative.
{3)_ Worship.—The weekly religious service of

the Arya Samaj is held on Sunday morning, since
the Government offices are closed on that day. It

is a long service, lasting three or four hours.

Directly in front of the speaker's platform in the

place of worship is the Vedic Fire Altiir, which
occupies the same relative position as the Com-
munion Table in many Christian churches. Re-
ligious worship Ijegins with the burning of incense

(the homa, 'sacrifice '), accompanied by the chanting

of Vedic verses. This is followed by prayers,
exposition of the writings of Swami Dayanand,
hymns, sermon, and lecture, tiie whole ending with
the recitation of the Creed. With the exception of
the use of incense, the constituents of worship are
those of an ordinary Protestant service. The
service is Puritan in its simplicity. Tlierc is no
official pricstiiood. Members wlio are qualified
take their turn in conducting public worship. The
prayers are mostly extempore, and the sermon is

long. For a very graphie account of the devotional
services of the Arya Samaj, see J. C. Oman, Cults,
Customs, and Superstitions of India, pp. 152-1G6.

{A) Methods of work.—In its methods of work
the Arya Samaj follows in general the methods
current among the various JVIissionary Societies

working in India. It uses preaching, education,
tract distribution, neAVspapers, etc. There are two
classes of preachers, honorary and paid. The
honorary preachers are local, the paid are itinerant.
The first class consists of men in regular employ-
ment as clerks, pleaders, teachers, physicians, and
other business men, mostly English-educated, and
many of tliem College-bred. Tlie paid preachers,
on the other hand, give all their time to the work
of preaching, and are, as a rule, educated only
in the vernacular. The ' Cultured '

party, it is

interesting to observe, empliasizes education, while
the Mahdtmd party emphasizes preaching. Each
section of the Arya Samaj maintains a number of

iiigli
- schools and orphanages, and also several

newspapers and reviews.

(5) Statistics and future prospects.
—According

to the Imperial Gazetteer of India {IQOl), i. 474, the

Arya Samaj in 1901 had 'over 92,000 professed
adherents.' It

' showed an increase of 131 per cent,

in the decade preceding the last census' (ib.). The
Aiya Samaj probably has by this time a member-
ship of considerably over 100,000. The largest
number of members is found in the Panjab and
the United Provinces, nearly 98 per cent., accord-

ing to the census of 1901. Thus the Ai'ya Samaj
is essentially a North India religious movement.
There are a few branches in Burma and in British
East Africa, the fruit of work among Indians Avho
iiave emigrated to those regions. Lahore is the

religious centre and capital of the Arya Samaj,
although Ajmer, as the scene of the death of

Swami Dayanand and the seat of the Vedic press,
is a close rival.

As regards the future of the Arya Samaj, it is

difficult to play the prophet. It is undoubtedly
the most popular among the indigenous reforming
movements in North India to-day. In the matter
of female education, temperance, and other reforms,
it is in the line of progress. It also ministers to the

patriotic spirit througli its claim that the Vedas
are the original source of all the religion and
science of the Avorld. It contains many earnest and
good men who sincerely desire the welfare of their

country. By its emphasis on education and social

reform it is playing no unimportant part in the

regeneration of India. It keeps in close touch
Avith orthodox Hinduism through tiie fact that

comparatively foAv members of the Aiya Samaj
have broken caste, ^yill it ultimately be re-

absorbed into the abyss of Hinduism, as some
think probable, or Avill it advance to a still more
rational and enlightened position ?

Literature.—I. Bioghaphical.—'The Autobiography of

Dajanand Sarasvati Swami '

in the Tlicosophiat, Oct. and Dec.
18T9 and Nov. 1880 ; Max MiiUer,

'

Day.inand Sarasvati,' in

Biographical Essays, 1884 ; J. C. Oman, (^tUts, Customs, and
Superstitions of India, 1908, eh. vii. 'The Arya Samaj and its

Founder '

; Pandit Lekh Ram and Lala Atma Ram, Maharxi
Sivdml Dayanand Sarasvati Jl Mahdrdj led Jican Charitra,
1S97 (the standard biography of the Swami); Bawa Arjan
Singh, Dat/dnand Sarasvati, Founder of the A rya Samdj, 1901 ;

Bawa Chhajju Singh, The Life and Teachings of S%odini

Dayanand Sarasvati, 1903.
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II. Doctrinal.—Rigvedahhd^ya (i.e. the Rigveda translated

into Hindi and explained); Rigvedddibhn.pja fi/iumtift (intro-
duction in Hindi to the above-mentioned Commentary on the

Vedas); Satydrth PrakfU, 'Light of Truth,' Eng. tr., Chiranjiva
Bharadwaja, 1906. The three works just mentioned are all

from the pen of Swami Dayanand SarasvatJ, and constitute the
authoritati%-e literature of the Arya Samaj.

HI. Cfl/r/C^£.—Pandit Kharak Singh and H. Martyn Clark,
The Principles and Teaching of the Arya Samdj, 1887 ; Henry
Forman, The Zrya Samdj, its Teachings, and an Estimate of
it, 1S90 ; Lala Ruchi Ram Sahni, The Niyoga Doctrine of the

Arya Samdj, Lahore, 1897 ; Pandit S. N. Agnihotri (of the
Deva Samaj), Pandit Dayanand Unveiled; B. A. Nag, 'The
Arya Samaj, its History, Progfress, and Methods,' in Indian
Evangelical Review, Oct. 1901; H. D. Griswold, 'The Arya
Samaj,' in Transactions of the Victoria Institute, xxxv., 1903 ;

Iswar Saran,
' The Arya Samaj, its Present Position,' in the

nindwitan Review, Allahabad, Dec. 1907 ; A Hand-Book of the

AryaSamdj, Benares, 1906 ; The Vedic Magazine and Gurukula
Samachar, vol. !., 1907-1908. H. D. GrISWOLD.

ASANGA.—The sources of our knowledge about

Asanga's life are the records left by Paramartha
(6th cent.), Yuan Cliwang [Hiuen Tsiang] (7th

cent.), I-Tsing (do.), and Taranatha (16th cent.).
From these we can gather the following data. He
was born of the Kausika family in Purusapura in

the north of India. He was the eldest of three

brothers, of whom the youngest, known as Vasu-
bandhu (q.v.), was intimately associated with him
in religious and literary activities. The school in

whicli Asahga was ordained as a monk was the

Mahisasaka, a branch of the most ancient form of

Buddhism ; but he was afterwards (we do not
know how or when) converted to a more ideal-

istic phase of Buddhist philosophy, which is now
known as Asanga's idealism. Still we .';ee that
his idealism is much influenced by his former
faith.

According to Yuan Chwang, Ayodhya. (the
modern Oudh) was the chief scene of his activity.
Here it was that he taught publicly and wrote
books, etc. ; and here probably in Ayodhya, on
the bank of the Sarayu, he converted his brother
Vasubandhu to the idealistic Mahayana, though,
according to Paramartha, this took place in Puru-

sapura, their native town. In any case it is clear

that both Asahga and his brother were closely
connected with the court of Ayodhya, and that

they were contemporaries of King Baladitya and
his father Vikramaditya. If we identify this

Vikramaditya with Chandragupta II. of the Gupta
dynasty, his date can be fixed in the first half of

the 5th cent. A.D. ;
if with Skandagupta, in the

second half. This is confirmed from another
source. Yuan Chwang tells us that his master
Silabhadra was 107 years old when he saw him in

633 A.D. silabhadra's master, Dharmapala, was a

great systematizer of Asanga's teaching, but he
was not his immediate disciple. Thus we have
sufficient grounds for fixing Asanga's date in the
5th cent, of our era.

Many writings {.idstras) ascribed to Asahga are

enumerated by Yuan Cliwang. They are all

handed down to us in Chinese translations. Al-

though not one of the originals has yet been dis-

covered, and there can, therefore, be no question
of any strict criticism, nevertlieless the authen-

ticity of their tradition is assured by the fact that
most of them were brought to Cliina by Yuan
Cliwang himself, who was the greatest apostle
of Asanga's philosophy in the East. The most

important are the following :
—

(1) Yogacharj'a-bhumi (Nanjio, No. 1170). This contains de-

scriptions of the practice of Yojfa, and of the stages one

successively attains through it. The work is ascribed to the
revelation of Maitreya. (2) Mahayana-samparigraha (Nanjio,
No. 1247), a condensed treatise on the whole system of Asanga's
psychology. (3) Prakaraija-aryavachil (Nanjio, Nos. 1177 and
1202), an exposition of the moral and practical aspects of the

system.

We learn from these sources that Asanga's
system, in contrast to the Madhyamika of Nagar-

juna, is decidedly realistic. Though it bears the
name of Vijiiati-matrata, i.e. idealism, and though
Buddhist enlightenment consists, according to

Asahga, in release from attachment to the object-
ive world, his philosophy postulates the reality of

each man's personality and also of the external
world. In this respect his system is very near to

the Sahkhya.
Asahga terms mind the dlaya, i.e. abode or nidus

where all things, both subjective and objective,
are latent, and whence they are projected and
manifested. This nidits produces from and by
itself intelligence or will (inanas, otherwise klista-

tnanas), reason {buddhi, or manas), and five senses

(vijndndni) in succession. It is, therefore, called

the eighth (astama), just like the Sahkhyan
purusa. Each of the sense-organs projects or

manifests its own objects, both fine and gross, by
virtue of the seed {bija) stored up in the dlaya x

and the world thus manifested or objectified reacts

upon the eighth (the dlaya) through the seven
subordinate mind-organs, by 'perfuming' them.
The nidus, or source of the world, the dlaya, acts,
in this Avay, as that which takes on the impressions
received from the objective world, i. e. as the ddhdna.
Illusion in human life thus consists in regarding
the objectification of one's own mind as a world

independent of that mind which is really its source.

To get rid of this fundamental illusion, we must
study the true nature of our mind and its objectifi-
cations. Right knowledge of its true nature, the

dharma-laksana, leads us to the full development
of the ' seeds of enlightenment,' and, as a conse-

quence, to the absorption of the whole world into

one's own self. Following, therefore, on right

knowledge, this absorption, first of thought and
then of objective phenomena into the inner self,

i.e. the yoga-dchdra, is the necessary step to the
attainment of Buddhahood (see BODHISATTVA).
Asafiga teaches seventeen grades {bhunii) of this

attainment, and also the three personalities or
bodies [trikdya, see Adibuddha, i. 97'', and JRAS,
1906, p. 943 ft'.) of the Buddha (see Triads [Bud.]) ;

but neither of these doctrines was originated by
liim. The characteristic feature of his system is the
elaborate and scholastic systematization of a theory
of mind and of the seeds contained in it. On this

account the Buddhist sect founded upon his system
is called the Dharma-laksana, i.e. the wisdom which
shows us the true nature of all phenomena. It is,

therefore, a philosophy rather than a religion ; and
such religious traits as may be found in it are but

loosely
connected with the system.

In Asanga's Buddhism, faith in Gautama Buddha
had declined, being gradually superseded by the

worship of Maitreya, the future Buddha. This

worship maintained its ground for a long time in

India and the East, but it was at last overwhelmed

by another feature of popular Buddhism, the wor-

ship of Amitayus [q.v. ), lord of the Sukhavati in the
West. In this way Asanga's Buddhism lost its

hold on India and China, and is now preserved
simply as a branch of learning among the Japanese
Buddhists.

Literature.—Life of Vasubandhu (Nanjio, No. 1463) ; cf.

Wassilieff, Buddhismus, seine Dogmen, Gesch. und Liter. . . .

aus Russischen iihersetzt, Leipzig, 1860, pp. 235-243 ; Vie de
YtiaJi Chimng, -p-p. 83, 114, 118;'"J. Takakusu, Record of the

Buddhist Religion by I-Tsing, Oxford, 1896, p. 186 ; Schiefher,
Taranatha, pp. 107-118; J. Takakusu,

' Paramartha's Life of

Vasubandhu '

in JRAS, 1905, pp. 33-53 ; Nanjio, Catalogue,
Appendix i. No. 5, also Twelve Japanese Biiddhist Sects, Tokyo,
isise ; Fujishima, Le BouddhismeJaponais, Paris, 1889, ch. iv. ;

H. Kern, Manual of Indian Buddhism, Strassburg ,1896, 128 f.,

and the references there given ; L. A. Waddell, 2'he Buddhistn

of Tibet, or Lamaism, London, 1895, p. 141 f.

M. Anesaki.

ASCENSION.
SION.

-See Assumption and Ascen-
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ASCETICISM.
Introduction (T. C. Hall), p. 63.

Buddhist (C. A. F. Rhys Davids), p. 69.

Celtic (E. Anwyl), p. 71.

Christian (O. ZoCKLER), p. 73.

Egyptian.—See Semitic.

Greek (W. Capelle), p. 80.

Hindu (A. S. Geden), p. 87.

I. Introductory Discussion and Defini-
tion.— ' Asceticism

'

is derived from the Gr. word

Si<TKt}<n%
= '

training.' The ' athlete
' was one trained,

and one might be an ' athlete
'

in virtue (Trdo-r/r

dpeT^s a.d\7)T7}s, Diod. Excerp. 551). So very early
the ascetic became the spiritual athlete of Church

History. Two quite ditterent conceptions mingle
in the history of asceticism. One of these pre-
serves the original meaning of discipline of the

body for some ultimate purpose, as when William
James urges sacritice to God and duty as a means
of training the will {Psychology, vol. ii. p. 322,

cf. also pp. 579-592). The other conception dis-

trusts the body altogether. Asceticism has then
as its function not the training but the destroying
of the bodj- or the negation of its importance.

1. Pathological elements in asceticism.—From
the beginning we have to bear in mind that

in the histoiy of asceticism we are often dealing
with phenomena distinctly 'pathological. The
fact that this has only recently been fully recog-
nized makes a critical investigation of all the

Shenomena
exceedingly desirable. Whether we

eal with the '

flagellantes
'

or with instances of

perversio vifcc sexualis, w'e must recognize a dis-

tinctly psj-cho-pathological element in much of the
self-torture and self-abnegation that goes by the
name of asceticism. The close connexion between
the excited emotions in the regions of love and
religion has often been pointed out and variously
explained (Neumann, Lehrbuch dcr Psychiatrie,

p. 80 ; Krafit-Ebing, Psychopathia Sexiialis, pp.
9-11) ; and in diseased conditions insane impulses
to inflict pain and to suller pain mark the mind
controlled either by religious or by sexual emo-
tions. It is not now difficult for the modern
psychiatrist to recognize in the standard saints"

stories of the Middle Ages many impulses familiar
to him from his experience in the Insane Hospital,
but which were, of course, at that time regarded
only as evidence of piety and distinguished fellow-

ship with God (Friedreich, Gerichtliche Psychologic,
p. 389). Perversions of the natural impulses to

protect the body from pain and destruction may
range from slight and occasional contradictions to

the madness of suicide. Thus no history of

asceticism is complete that does not take into

account the epidemics of hysteria in which all

kinds of excesses against the body are committed.
These outbreaks are common in Persia as well as
in India, and marked the north of Italy from the
10th cent, until the 13th. At every step of a
rational inquiry into asceticism in its most pro-
nounced phases we must ask ourselves, How far

are we dealing with distinctly morbid and neuro-

pathic phenomena ?

Literature.—Maudsley, Pathology of the Mind, London,
1879 ; Krafft-Ebing-, Psychopathia Sexualig, Stuttgart, 1887,
Lehrbuch der Pxychiatrie, 1879 ; Friedreich, Diagnostik der

psyc. Kra-nkheiten'^,Vi\ixzhwr^. 1832, and System der gerichtl.

Psychologic, Regensburg, 1842; Cramer, Gerichtl. Psychiatrie*,
1908 ; H. Neumann, Lehrbuch der Psychiatrie, Erlangen, 1859.

2. Survival forms in seeming asceticism.—We
must also deal with survival forms which are

falsely classed as ascetic. Customs are classed
as ascetic even by so critical an historian as
Zockler (Askese und Monchtum-, 1897) which may
more correctly be connected with the survival of

Japanese (M. Revon), p. 96.

Jewish (A. E. Suffrin), p. 97.
Muhammadan (R. A. Nicholson), p. 99.

Persian (N. Soderblom), p. 105.
Roman (J. S. Keid), p. 106.

Semitic and Egyptian (G. A. Bartox), p. 110.
Vedic.—See Vedic Religion.

older moralities. Thus the Essenes saw the hope
of Israel in desert life and in return to a seuii-
nomad communism. How far this was ascetic,
however, it is impossible to say. To be ascetic this

type of communism must be shown to be connected
either [a] with a disciplinary process for the attain-
ment of righteousness, or (b) witli a complete
negation of the body by its mortification. Even
granting that the Essenes were ascetics (cf., how-
ever, art. 'Essenes' in Hastings' DB, in which
this is not emphasized), all their peculiarities are
not to be connected with their asceticism. Pro-
fessional men in our age wear black coats, not
from motives of asceticism, but as survivals of past
fashions. The robes of the monks, the communism
of various sects, the treating of vegetable diet as

superior to meat diet, may all be connected with
ascetic modes of life, but they may also be mere
survivals of past customs, or a recrudescence of old
ideals. In new social and economic situations

past moralities see much to blame, and can find

hope only in reverting to the outward simpler life

of the past and its forms. Such reversion is, how-
ever, only in a secondary sense ascetic. It is,

nevertheless, true that the ascetic finds a ready
discipline in such reversions ; and cave-dwellings,
communism, vegetarianism, primitive dre.ss, etc.,
all play their part in the history of asceticism, but
must be always examined carefully when tliey
occur, for they may appear, where no ascetic motive
proper can be shown, simply as survivals.
Literature.—Ritsch!, Entstehung d. altkatholischen Eirche,

Bonn, 1857, pp. 179-203, for discussion of Essenes as ascetics ;

see also Natur/orscherversammlung, viii. 184, Hamburg, 1893 ;

Bousset, Rel. des Jtidentums'i, Berlin, 1906, pp. 484-196;
Lucius, Der Essenismioiin seinetn Verhdltnisg zum Judentum,
Strassburg, 1881

; Schiirer, HJP n. iL 188 fl. ; art.
' Essenes' in

Hastings' DB by Conybeare, in DCO by C. A. Scott, in EBx
by Jiilicher, in PHE'^ by Uhlhorn ; JQR vii. 558, viii. 155.

3. Symbolic forms mistaken for asceticism.—
Some customs are not ascetic, but are symbolic
forms. Primarily asceticism consists in the con-
tradiction of natural desires under the mandate
of some higher, or supposed higher, ideal set

by the wUl before the life. Such contradiction
involves pain and discomfort for the person, that
the body may be disciplined into subjection or
removed as a hindrance to the soul's develop-
ment. Soon, however, such contradictions are

symbolized, and the symbols become conventional,
the original significance being sometimes lost.

Thus the tonsure, shaving the head, peculiar
clothing, taking the last place in the procession,
etc., may liccome mere symbols of what was once
the expression of an attempt at self-mortification.
Here again the student must be careful to mark
customs that have become binding through usage
or enactment, and that may seem ascetic, as the

wearing of phylacteries, or broadened borders to

garments (Mt 23^), but which in truth may iiave an
entirely different motive, this motive being either

sanitary or aesthetic, or based on racial distinction,
on misinterpreted phrases from religious authority,
or the like. Sometimes a symbol with such past sig-
nificance becomes a sign or self-mortification. The
wearing of sandals had no ascetic significance as

it^arose in a hot country, but, transferred to the
north of Europe, it became a familiar symbol of

self-denial among the monastic orders.
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4. Disciplinary asceticism.— Eveiy system of

morals enforces the discipline of the will, and all

systems of developed casuistry suggest methods of

such discipline (cf. Paulsen, System d.Efhikr', vol. ii.

pp. 10-29, ed. 1900 ; and the '

Spiritual Exercises
'

of the lioman Communion). In this delinition

might be included, therefore, all exercises under-
taken as training of the moral life, and carried

through not for the sake of the exercise but for the
efl'ect produced upon the person using it. Thus
also spiritual exercises may have a mingled motive,
on the one side the pleasure of actual participa-
tion, and on the other obedience to the impulse to

overcome habitual sloth by doing Avhat is at the
moment iinpleasant or even painful. So funda-
mental has regularity been to life's develoi)ment
(cf. Wundt's Ethik, ed. 1886, p. 120), that religion
has ever insisted upon recurrent jieriods of religious
exercise in festivals, Sundays, hours of sacrihce
and prayer, etc. And the ethical value of enforced

regularity has been so apparent that in all de-

veloped religious systems disciplinary asceticism
has had a more or less pronounced place. In

evangelical Protestantism, tithes, church-going,
grace before meat, family devotions are felt to

have this disciplinary value, apart from the

spiritual mood of the moment, and sometimes in

spite of felt unreality on the devotional side. The
substitution of the rational and significant for the

arbitrary and mysterious in religious acts has gone
far in Protestantism, but perhaps at some loss to

the disciplinary efiectiveness of these acts. In the
Roman Communion, the division of the year, the

month, and even the day, is minutely under-
taken ; and, viewed as a means of ascetic discipline
of the life, such divisions have untold influence.

Asceticism in this sense has the commendation
of all great Protestant writers (cf. Luther's
Sermon ' Von den guten Werken,' 1520). Acts
that have no value ^c?" se may become disciplinary
measures of great usefulness as means to gain self-

control, regularity of life, proper self-appreciation,
etc. It may be necessary for the moral man to

exercise himself spiritually, as a man of thought
trains his thinking capacity and subjects it to

severe tests, or as the physical athlete engages in

increasingly severe bodily exercise for the develop-
ment of his muscle. The NT writers, and espe-

cially St. Paul, abound in directions along this

line (Ro S^"", 1 Co 9-^--'^, Ja 3>-i2). The tempta-
tion to attribute to such exercises a special merit

per se, and to harden them into a legal bondage,
is so great that it has made Protestantism fearful

in developing the ascetic life, perhaps even along
legitimate lines. In the study of asceticism, how-
ever, the student must carefully keep present to

iiis mind this legitimate element amid the legal-
istic and dualistic distortions.
Literature.—Paulsen, System d. Ethik^, Berlin, 1900, ii. 10-

29
; Wundt, Ethik, Stuttgart, 1886, p. 120 ; Black, Culture mid

Restraint, London, 1901, p. 187 ; Harnack, What is Christi-

anity ? Eng. tr. 1904, p. 81.

5. Dualistic asceticism.—The popular concep-
tions of asceticism have groAvn up in connexion
with the experience of it linked with a distinct

attitude towards life. In this thought the material

body is inherently evil, and the spiritual element
is alone good. (For the history of this, see tlie §§
' Indian Asceticism' and ' Greek Asceticism,' p. 65).

The object of ascetic exercise is not the training
of the body, but its ultimate extinction, th<at the
soul may be free (cf. Plato's Timccus, 69-71).
This is a meta})hysical dualism which separates
soul and body, God and the world, material and

spiritual, into sharply contrasted realities, and life

is looked at more or less as the struggle for sup-

remacy and the ultimate
victory

of spirit by the

extinction of the material and lower elements.

There are all degrees of this metajihysical duoli^^m,

from the sharp emphasis upon the negative Avork
of destroying the body, that the soul may be free
from its desires and itself cease (cf. Max MUller
on ' Nirvana '

in Chips from a German WorJcshop,
vol. i. pp. 276-287), to the positive emphasis upon
union with God on the part of the soul by abstrac-

tion, contemplation, and faith, as in modern
Pietism (cf. A. Ritschl's Geschichte cles Pietismus,
vol. i. pp. 1-60). In all shades of this thinking,
asceticism plays its part. World-flight in various

degrees becomes the standard of holiness. It may
be only abstention from certain forms of amuse-

ment, or it may be the life of Trappist silence, but
what determines the conduct is not loving ex-

pediency within the realms of a Christian freedom

(Gal 5^), using the world but not abusing it (cf.

Augustine, de vera Eeligione, §§ 21 and 36), but

world-flight, as from that which is inherently

antagonistic to spiritual perfection (cf. A. Ritschl,
Die christliche Vollkommenhcit, 1902). This dual-
istic asceticism always results in establishing a
double standard of holiness. The exigencies of

social organization enable only a few actually
to realize world-flight to any extent ; for the

average man some symbolic or sacramental sub-
stitute must be found. Hence the whole doctrine
of merit grows up with dualistic asceticism, as

thus enabling a chosen few to flee from the world
and impart of their holiness to less fortunate or
less gifted followers. In the history of asceticism,

upon which we now enter, we shall find many
elements mingling, and it is often impossible and

always difficult exactly to determine with which

special conception we have to do.

Literature.—Max Miiller, Chipsfrom a German Workshop,
i. 27C-287 ; Ritschl, Gesch. der Pietismxis, 1886, L 1-60, and Die
christliche Vollkomtnenheit, 1902.

II. History of Asceticism.— 1. Ancient as-

cetic customs.—Almost all primitive life is marked
by certain trials of courage to which the boy reach-

ing manhood must submit. The customs sometimes
assume a time of preparation, and priestly or re-

ligious direction was only a natural development (cf.

Tylor, ii. 362-442 ; Waitz, Anthropolcgie der Natur-
volker, 1871). So also marriage has its rites, some
of which have, no doubt, a sanitary origin, some
are memories of past culture, while all of them

may become in course of time ascetic, in the sense

that they are regarded as a necessary training for

the communal life. Thus circumcision became a

religious rite, and in a sense may even be regarded
as. ascetic (cf . Wellhausen, Prolegomena zur Gesch.

Isr. 1883, p. 360). But in a strict sense, as a dis-

cipline for the spiritual life, it cannot be classed as
ascetic. And the classes of customs gathered by
Zockler {Askese tmd MiJnchtum^, 1897, pp. 78-97)
are almost Avithout exception symbolic substi-

tutes for outgrown customs, or they have social

and legal significance apart from any true ascetic

motive. Training for M'ar and preparation for

life's simpler duties produced customs which later

on became the forms of ascetic i^ractice ; but in

general it may be said that any developed asceti-

cism belongs only to a high and elaborate economic

stage. Asceticism proper belongs to an age of

reflexion. Men in the process of moralization,
looking out on life, revert to simple habits in the

hope of restoring a morality that seems to them
endangered. Thus the forms of asceticism have
their history in customs that Mere in no sense as-

cetic. We have here to do with tliat variation of

purpose of which Wundt rightly makes so much
(Ethik, pp. 97-105, ed. 1886). A famine was viewed

by primitive man as a direct infliction of the
demons. To ward it ott", self-inflicted jieriods of

hunger, i.e. fasting, were the natural I'emedy.
The punishment was thus anticipated and the
demons were conciliated. There was no ascetic
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motive until spiritual man sought in this form of

religious custom a means for self-discipline. To
the semiiioni;ul Amos the luxury of a commercial

caj)ital was immoral, and Ins only hope svo.s a

return to the nomad morality and semi-nomad
customs and hahits. The artificial music, ivory

beds, etc. (Am 6^"), were hateful to him because

connected with the luxury of a commercial de-

velopment Avliose moral strains his people were

standing but badly. The motive in his denumia-
tion Avas, however, not ascetic, but patriotic and

primitive. A tribe sees itself threatened with

extinction, and to appease the wratli of gods or

demons offei's one of its members in human sacri-

fice (Iphigenia, Curtius, etc.). Later a surrogatum
Avas foun<l in animal sacrifice, or tlie devotiion of

that Avhich Avas most precious to the Avor.shipper

(tlie Juda^an-Proplietic story of Abraham, Gn 22i-^"'').

So at last the painful parting Avith possessions be-

comes hy a process of reflexion a means of spiritual

discipline in voavs of poverty. At the same time
the ascetic motive must be sought in tlie latest

development. Hence the student must Avatch Avith

care the uncritical collections of evidence for as-

ceticism in primitive history. It is, to say the

least, doubtful if, outside of the highest civilization,

asceticism in the strict sense of either discipline
or negation of the bodily desires can be shoAvn any-
Avliere (cf., hoAvever, Zockler, op. cit.).

Literature.—Waitz, Anthrop. der Nalttrvolker, 1871 ; Well-

hausen, Prolcy. zur Gcsch. Isr. 1883, p. 360 ; Zockler, Askeseund
tlmichtum'i, 1807, pp. 78-97 ; Wundt, Ethik, 1886, pp. 97-105.

2. Persian and Indian asceticism.—Geographical
and racial factors in the development have exposed
the populations of Persia, India, and Egypt to a

long succession of oppressive tyrannies by physi-

cally superior, but often mentally and spiritually
inferior, races (Mongol, Muhammadan, English).
The Orient lias hence become the breeding-grouiul
for religions of despondency or even despair (cf.

Schopenhauer, Die Weltals Willcund Vorstellung'^,
ii. 701-703). Although in the Avesta fasting and
niortilication are forbidden (Spiegel, Avesta, ii.

Iviii. ; cf. especially Vcndlddd, iv. 47-49), and a

great many of the alleged evidences for a primitive
asceticism in Persia Avill not stand a critical investi-

gation, yet Mani and the very prohibitions of

asceticism are evidences that in Persia as Avell as

in India and Egypt spiritual suffering gave rise to

a pantheistic Avorld-vieAv, Avith despair and asceti-

cism as characteristic features. The forms of this

asceticism are those of Avorld-flight, the hermit life,

the mortification of the body by unnatural inhibi-

tions of all its desires. The most imperative of

these Avas the sexual impulse, and hence, as it Avas

also linked Avith the continuance of a hated 'ex-

istence, the mortification of this impulse became

primary. As Indian religion became fully self-

conscious in Buddhism and Jainism, it deliberately

opposed the ascetic to the legal, and the life of

contemplation to rituals and sacrifice, and demo-

cracy to caste-aristocracy (cf. Max Miiller, Cldps
from a Gcrniun Workship, vol. i. art.

' Buddhism ').

The asceticism of Brahmanisui aimed at absorption
into God. It Avas a training for spiritual vision.

The asceticism of Brahmanism, as aAvakeued to full

self-consciousness in the Buddhist reformation, Avas

a negation of all life, the denial of the Avill to live (cf.

Max Miiller, up. cit., art. 'Nirvana'). This is the

logical outcome of dualistic asceticisms, the per-
fection of Avorkl-flight. Even the monastic system
is a compromise ;

and although it sprang u\> in

India in response to the imperative social instinct,
the hermit and the faqir are the real types (cf.

Khys Davids, Buddhiijn, London, 1878). The rela-

tively mild asceticism of Buddhism seems due
rather to the good sense of Gaut;uua Buddlia thnn
to the logic of his teaching, and the result has been

VOL. II.—5

that ever incieasing sects have pushed the logic
of asceticism to its limits.

Literature.—Besides works quoted, cf. Kuenen, Ilibbcit

Lectures, 'National and Universal Religions,' London, 188'J
;

Monier Williams, ISuddhixiii in its connection with Brah-
manism and Hinduism, London, 1889 ; Silbernagl, iJe.r Bud-
dhismus nach seiner Entslehumj, Fortbikiung urut Vvrhreitunii,
Munich, 1891 ; H. Oldenberg-, Buddha, Enp;. tr. 1882, p. 61 ;

T. E. Slater, The Higher Hinduism in relation to Chrislianit;/,
1903, XI. 'A53. See also special artt. (' Hindu

' and ' Persian '; below.

3. Greek asceticism.—The a-sthetic inliilations

prevented in Greece the disagreeable and morbid de-

velopments of asceticism found in India. Moreover,
the evolution period Avas shorter. Yet the Avaning
freedom of Greece and tiie high intelligence of her

poi)ulation began even in Plato's day to produce
a despondent and ascetic as Avell as a pantheistic

type of religious thought. It is immaterial Avhether
this aro.so on the soil of Greece indeijcndcntly of

the Orient (so Zeller, PliUosophie d. Griecheiv^, iii.

pp. 70, 420 ft'.; but cf. Both, Geschichte uns. abend-
Id ndischcn Philosophie, 2 vols.), or Avas an intro-

duction from Avithout. It rapidly developed from
the teacliingsof Plato (cf. Fhilebus, 41 ; Flucdo, 66-

67, 82-83 ; Apologij, 40), Avliose dialogues contain all

the germs of the future Neo-Platonic development
(consult treatment l)y Zeller, Weber, and Uel)er-

Aveg-Heinze in their Histories of Philosophy). The
cosmological speculations had their real religious
interest in the assertion of tlie increasing bad-

ness of the phenomenal Avorld as it fell beloAv the

spiritual reality. Nor is it essential A\'liether the

hnal belief Avas in a permanent separation of

the tAvo elements or an ultimate extinction of the

loAver element ; the groundwork of an ascetic de-

velopment is the hopeless surrender of the pheno-
menal as the sphere only of evil. The character

of Greek asceticism Avas again controlled by the

philosophic interest. The elimination or the

phenomenal Avas by contemplation rather tlian

by mortification. The Avay of salvation Avas escape
from the body by pure thought. Even for Aristotle

the higher life is open only to the man of pure specu-
lative activity. In Neo-Platonism the Oriental

mysticism Avas united deftnitely Avith Greek meta-

physics (cf. Ueberweg, i. § 64, pp. 312-359). The
Hellenistic - Judaic and the Neo - Pythagorean
schools found their final expression along ascetic

and mystical lines in Plotinus and Porphyry. God
and the Avorld Avere definitely separated. God as

l)ure being Avas abstracted from all idienonienal
manifestation. Salvation Avas in the beatific

vision. Asceticism Avas the Avay of freedom fiom
the fleshly. Between God and man angels and

spirits became mediators, and revelation was in

philosophy and ecstasy. Thus tlie Avaning faith of

a homeless Greek culfiure found refuge, just where
India found it, in ascetic despondency and theo-

sophic speculation.
Literature.—Besides the philosophical handbooks of Ueber-

weg- Heinze, Windelband, Weber, and Zeller, cf. E. W.
Mbller, Geschichte der Kosmolojie in der nriechischen Kirche

bis aiij Origenes, Halle, 1860 ; Leopold Schmidt, Die Ethik

der alien Grieehen, 2 vols., Berlin, 1882; Roth, Geschichte uns.

abendlcLndischen Philosophie'^, Mannheim, 1862; J. Adam, The

Religious Teachers of Greece, 1908, p. 375; Rohde, Psyche",

Tiibingen, 1898. See also separate art. (' Greek ') below.

4. Asceticism and Judaism.—(«) Canon'ualJuda-
ism.—X\\ earlj^ religions resort to various forms of

self-inflicted privation or suflering to appease the

assumed Avratli of gods or demons. Famine is anti-

cipated by fasting (cf. above), and Avounding the

body becomes a surrogatum for the punishment
the ofiended poAvers Avould otherAvise indict Avith

more fatal results. The motive in these cases

is, hoAvever, not strictly speaking ascetic. The

spiritual life is not being trained, nor is the body
being destroyed as a thing evil in itself. Distin-

guishing, as Ave must in the interests of clear

thinking, asceticism jjroper from such survivals of

ancient thought, Judaism is seen to be a distinctly
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non-ascetic relipjion. The fasts and the days of
humiliation {'alllict your souls'), as in Lv 23''*"''^

are no more ascetic in the strict sense than a day
of prayer in a Protestant community. Some of the
directions about the relations of sex may seem at
first sight ascetic (Ex IQ^S Lv 15i«-i8 etc.), but a
close examination shows that the motive was not
ascetic, but had to do with the conception of a

physical uncleanness (perhaps sanitary in origin)
before Jahweh. This magical concei)tion of im-

purity led to washings, lustrations, certain sexual

inhibitions, but we find no trace of asceticism

proper in the gradual evolution of the Jewish
ritual. The dualistic asceticism of the Orient
seems to leave no trace upon the canonical books.
The fundamental conception of God, indeed, ex
dudes it. Nor does it obtrude itself even as a

foreign element, as it does in JNluhammadanism. In

spite of national disaster, the eschatological hopes
of the Jews (cf. Bousset, Die Religion des Judcn-
tums", Berl. 19U(j, pp. 245-346) continually counter-
balanced any beginnings of despair, such as we may
notice in Job, Ecclesia,stes, and Lamentations. For
spiritual discipline the Jew turned to the study of

tlie Torah (Ps 119), or submitted with great ease to
the burden of a legal system. In all ages, how-
ever, the mystic world-view that lends itself to
asceticism is sooner or later at war with any de-

veloped legalism, and likewise a developed legalism
works inevitably against the mystic-ascetic type
of religious thought. The evidences cited by
Zockler for an undeveloped asceticism {Askcse und
Monchtum^, pp. 113-120) will not bear critical ex-
amination. The Nazirite vows have no real marks
of strict asceticism (cf. art.

' Nazirite' in Hastings'
DB). They were vows of special consecration to
Jahweh for a longer or shorter period, and repre-
sent survivals of juimitive Semitic religious cus-
toms ; but spiritual or ethical training was wholly
lacking (cf. the story of Samson), and they had no
marks of any desire to destroy the body. The
abstinence from wine is a survival of nomad moral-

ity protesting against the agricultural stage (Her-
mann Schultz, Alttcst. Thcologio^, 1896, § 111). The
priestly regulation of the Nazirite vow has so de-

stroj-ed its primitive character, that we must com-
pletely re-construct it in the light of the stories
of Samson and Samuel and the allusions to the
liechabites (cf. art.

' Rechabites '

in Hastings' Z)^).
Jahweh as the storm-god of the desert had those
who even in the midst of an agricultural economic
stage were His earnest champions and the main-
tainers of more primitive types of conduct. Thus
the forms were given in which asceticism might
begin to develop, as perhaps in John the Bajitist,

although even here again we deal with other

spiritual phenomena (cf. next col.) ; and only
when the influence of the Orient and Greece can
be historically traced in Judaism do we find un-
doubted evidences of the ascetic ideal. The story
of Jephthah's daughter has no real })earing on the

question (cf. Hastings' DB, art.
'

Jephthah,' and tlie

Comm. of Budde and Moore, ICC). The fasts,

feasts, and ceremonial regulations of Jewish religion
proceeded upon a supposition wh ich excludes Oriental
asceticism, for the nation is iioly to Jahweh, and
the body can and must be kept ceremonially holy.
This is binding on all ; but priests and Nazirites,
who come into closest contact with Jahweh, must
be especially holy, i.e. ritually clean. The religions
of the Orient centre in the negation of the body ;

Judaism insists upon its physical and ceremonial
cleanness. This gives an entirely dill'erent char-
acter to the thought of the relation of the physical
to the spiritual. So that we may put even more
strongly than Zockler his closing Mords :

'

Only
the closing period of the pre-Christian Jewish his-

tory gives us real historical jjarallels and anticipa-

tions of monasticism,' and add that only in this

period does ascetic practice proper have any place
at all.

Literature.—Out of a vast literature may be mentioned
especially : H. Schultz, Alttest. Theol.^ 18% (Eng. tr. by
Paterson, Edin. 1892) ; Bousset, Die Religion des Judenlums^,
Berlin, 19iJ6 ; Schiirer, Gesch. des jiid. Volkes'^, Leipz. 1898-
1902

; Weber, Jiid. Theol.'i 1897 ;
H. P. Smith, OT History,

Edin. 1903. See also separate art. (' Jewish") below.

(b) Hellenistic Judaism. — The distinction be-
tween fasts that have as their object the train-

ing of the spiritual life and those intended to

propitiate an oti'ended God must be constantly
borne in mind. The first type is ascetic, the
second has no necessary ascetic motive underlying
it. The national fasts of Judaism, connected also
as they generally were with times of special rejoic-

ing, were intended to ward ofi' the displeasure of

the worshipped God. The non-ethical quality of
these very fasts led to their entire rejection by the
ethical prophets (Hos 6®, Am 5^). As custom
iiardened into a formulated legalism, neither

world-flight nor spiritual discipline can be re-

cognized as a formative motive. The mingling,
however, of Oriental and Greek elements with
Judaism began earlj' (cf. Schiirer, Gesch. des jiid.

Volkes^ i. 187-190, ii. 21-67). The influence was
probably wide-spread, but it reached its climax in

the work of Philo at Alexandria. Here we find

all the familiar marks of the Neo-Platonic teach-

ing of a later day (Griitz, Gesch. der Juden, iii.

[1856] 298, Eng.tr. ii. [1891] 211 ; Schultz, Die jiid.

Iteligionsphil. bis zur Zerstbrung Jerusalons, 1864 ;

Lucius, Der Essenismus in seinem VerJmltniss zum
Judentum, Strassbur";, 1881). God is not dragged
down by the material ; the highest life is that of

contemplation ;
and abstraction from the body is

the essential thing in religion. Holiness is also a
negative thing. The dualism between God and
nature is spanned by the Logos. The dualism
between the flesh and the spirit is resolved in the

contemplative life, where the spirit frees itself

from the flesh and rises to the vision of God. The
Essenes (cf. art. by Conybeare in Hastings' DB)
are, as we have seen, doubtfully to be considered
as an ascetic development. The communism is

the simple agricultural communism that marked
all Israelitish life in early times. The marriage cus-

toms are hidden in evidently inaccurate estimates
of them, and the asceticism rejiorted by Philo may
well be imported from his preconceptions into
their practice. It is difficult to believe that a sect
that in so many ways suggests a recurrence to

primitive type should become a medium for carry-
ing a Greek culture (cf. , however, Zockler, Askese
nnd Mbnchtu7n^,l>l). 125-127). The reports of Philo
and Josephus are al\\ays open to suspicion when
they see in Jewish customs bonds between the
Greek world-view and Judaism. The food and
clothing of John the Baptist (Mt S'"", INlk !*«)
no more have asceticism as their motive than the

l)oke bonnets and grey colour of the Quaker
co.stume ; both were inspired by the desire to
re\'ert to a primitive simplicity. John the Baptist
is the reversion to the semi-nomad proi)hetic type.
He proclaims no a.sceticism, but faithfulness to

everyday duty (Lk S''^'^). Only when Plotinus
and PorphjTy and lamblichus leave tlie assump-
tions of the OT, and by symbolic interpretation
read Greek and Oriental thought into Judaism, do
we get a .system of contemplative asceticism well

developed. This asceticism is not a Jewish
l)roduct and has left little trace upon Jewish life,
but it has profoundly influenced the Christian

development.*
* Muhamniadanisin has borrowed from old Christian sources

an asceticism which, however, often resembles far more the no-
madic excesses of tlie wilderness than either spiritual discipline or

world-flight. Indeed, this latter is wholly strange to the C^ur'an,

although in Persia it may be noted (cf. sep. art.
' MusUm '

below).
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LiTBBATi'RB.—SchUrer,<'j>. ci<. ; Bousset,7>iV Jifl.degJtuUn-

tuimi, Uirlin. UtOti ; H. P. Smith, The liibU and Islam, Loud.

lb!)7.

5. The Christian Church and Asceticism.— («)

The Eiiilii Chnich mul A.s<i(i<is>n. -\'vvy i-arly in

its history thu traiisloniiiition of Christianity
from

n. life to a philosoi^hy of lifo hc^iui {vi. ^\ oriili-,

A>t/,n„,c tniscrrr lUl.', Till.. I'JOI, 3-J-J-:Ml)). Thi;

marks of tliis i-hiui;,'0 are aircaiiy upon st-vciiil ot

tlie NT hooks, notahly the \Lu. to lln' U<-'1>., whoro

tlio iiitluonoc of I'hilo anil Aloxandriaii .huhiism

is m:u koil (if. Sioj;frieii, Philo run ^1 A a., .loiia, 187r),

1>.
3'Jl tl. ; I'tloitliTcr, J)((s I'rehrLstfnttini, Hcrl.

ISSJ,
i>! li'Ji) tl. : iMiliill'ort, Aimst. A(jc, Kdiii. IS'JT, I'p. 477-

4S'2). Thus thi' .lu.laisui with wliioh the Cliristiau

Churih fouuil Ikt.si'U' di-alin^' whs often not (iiat of

tlie OT, hut a Hellenistic Judaism who.-^e thoiij^ht

was hased no Ion;,'er on the ethical munuthei.sm of

8th cent, prophecy, hut on tJreek dualism (cf.

llarnack, lA/iioiich drr DoiiDtfiKic^chirhtc [od. IHH'.]],

vol. i. § 7, pp. 1>3-I0l). this distorted tlio whole

conception of the relation of the hody to the

purpose of the Kin.i,'ilom ;
hut the distortion was not

realized hecausc tiie faith in a. catastropliic intro-

duction of a new aj^'e seemed in itself to minimize

the importimce of tiio existing; world, llpon this

distortion ^;rew up the conception of wi)rld-llij,'ht,

uMil a.scelicism of the purest
Oriental character

was linked with the life of the Church. The

exact history of the ri.se of monastic asceticism is

ohscured hy the controversy over tlie genuine char-

acter of the alle-,'ed work of I'hilo, de Vita Con-

tniij'hitii'd.
This documeig has been pronounced

hy r. E. Lucius (Die T/icnipcuten, Strasshurg,

1S71)) and others to bo a for';ery, while it has

been defended by Conybeare (I'/tilo : ulwut the

Contemplative Lije, Oxf. 181).")) and P. Wendhuid

(/}jV. Thcrapcutin und die jihUonisclie Schrijt rum

hcschaulichen Leben, Leii>z. 1890). It is cerUinly

impossible to use it with conlidence as a source

for studying' the history of nuinasticisni. The

so-called Therapeut;e, described as a Jewish

monastic order, probiihly never existed, but the

invention reflects the ideals of the hiu'hest holi-

ness of certain circles profoundlv inllueiiced bv

Hellenizeii Christianity. As mi};ht be exi>ected,

it wits in the Oriental Churches that the most

net^ative type of a.sceticism lloiirished. l'"^'ypt

became the home of men and woiiien lleeinj,' from

the world to liiid in ascetic .solitude the holiness

they loii;,'ed for (ef. the iiiterestiii},' pen picture in

Anatole l''rance, Thatic', 1891). The attitude of

St. I'aul to iiiarria{,'e had nothing fundamentally
ascetic in the Oriental sense. Abstinence was a

matter of expediency, for the stress wius great

and the time was short (1 Co 7'-'"). and niarriage

brought cares which hiiidered the Christian in his

main business of proclaiming the coining of Christ.

At the same time, the vileuess and licence of the

period made eontineney, even to the denial of

marriage, a very distinguishing mark of superior

enthusiasm. In opposition to Marcion, however,

Tertullian protests (adv. Marcion. i. 20), and he

was not the only one to do so, against the rising

tide of ascetic denial of marriage, urging that

Cliristiau liberty must be preserved (Clem. Alex.

Strom, ii. "Jo, iii. \2 ;
Kuseb. JiEiv. -'«J). Moreover,

self-denial gave a stami) of sincerity to much

religious life w hose basis was really not Christian at

all, as in Maniclueism, and this religious life com-

pelled the Christian communities to rival its

Tlie prohiliition of wine is not aaoetic, but a return to primitlvo
luonililY on mitiunal and eoononiic tfroiinds. Nor is Iho fnatin;,'

o( Muhaunnuduni»n> in tlie strict huuni: lutfotii- any niort; tliim

the ri'v'ulur lioiirs o( iimyi-r cin 1)0 so culled. l'iltcnniaK'i-», liow-

ever (cf. art. 'Mcci-a' in /v'/iV'). and various wild dances, ilo

partake of the invslio n^•^'ativo view of liolineaii which sees in

alwtracUon from the IhxIv the iMjtwihilily of the Divine vision.

But, on the whole, o-tcelicisni is o-s foreign to the real Kjiirit cif

Muhammadanisiu as it is to the Jewish relifiouH deielopnient.

earnestness hy denials as dramatic ;
so that

Tertullian, who himself distinctly repudiates
a.sceticism in principle (Atxiluifi/, 4'J), is never-

theless proud of the self-denials lie is able to

set over against the claims of the ascetic Mar-
cionites (iip. rit.). Thus, in Kgypt and Africa

worldllighl and asectic fasting ami an un-Chrifl-

tian and iin I'auline celibacy came more and
more to mark the I'cclesiastical development. It

culminated in the world-llight of i'aul of Thebes,
whose retreat to the desert was, however, only
the logic of the transposition of Christian values

etlecteil by Cyprian and Origin. .Manidwcism
and Cnostuisiii h.-id really cumincrcd, and, opposeil
with true iiisliml by the Church, had yet forced

upon the Church the diialistic (Mieiital conception
of life (ef. Hatch, Ihiianizntiun of the Early
Chr. (.'hnrchc.f. Loud. 1S81, Lect. vi. pp. ir)'J-104, for

a slight modifKation of this view). And logic

went to till- fullest extent in the hermit seclusion

and the absolute isolation of the individual, a.s in

the ca.se of Antony ami Simeon Styliles. The

groniiing of the priests of the worship of Serapis
is sometimes regarded (but see O. Ziickler's art.

below, p. 7;")'') as the model for what now siirang up
as a modilication of this hermit Isolation. The

monastery was at (irst a mere group of hermits

gathered about some conspicuous exaniple, or

banded together for mutual protection. To such

groups raciiomius (•J8r)-34.j) gave a set of rules

(1''. E. Kiinig, 'Die liegel des heiligen rachomius
'

in S/\, 1878 ; (iriitzmacher, J'achtimin.i und das

al/istr Klostcrlchcu, Freib. i. H. 18'.l()), and mona.slic

asceticism was formally foisted upon the early

Catholic Church. Then, as persecution began to

lessen, and martyrdom became rarer and rarer, the

enthusiasm that found vent in this last evidence

of zeal and sincerity began to express itself in

ascetic practices. The spiritual athlete proved his

constancy by selfintlicted deprivations.
LiTiHATClU!.—See AscmcisM (iMiristiaii)-

(b) The Oriental and Greek Communions and
Asceticism.- \\\ general it may lie said that the

negative, contemplative, mystic type of a.sceticism

had its largest develoi>ment ni the Oriental

Creek Church. From the time of rachomius and

.\ntony the contemplative
withdrawal from life

into the desert was indcetl bound up vNitli extra-

ordinary limitations of diet, etc., but the life of

contemplation was the end sought by these fast-

ings. The iKidily exercises remain in the late

conception of Creek asceticism a means to the con-

temi)lative self-abstraction. This is seen clearly

in the rules of I'achomius and their subsequent

develui>ment (cf. Z()ckler, Askese. und Monchtiim^,

pi).
'Jlll-'j:?;{). The intlueiice of Origeii and of the

Neo-l'latonic conceptions on the Oriental Church,

as it ceased to be intellectually iiuick, was to

empluusize dogma and details of ritual on the

biusis of an extreme literalism in the use of

Scripture (cf. K. Miiller, Kirchenijc.schichte, i. 2f>9).

The ritual development was excessive, and the

monastery rellccted the most primitive type, an

aggregate of hermit ccll.s. It was only when, in

988, the Ku.ssian organization and education called

out the best that was in the monastic development
that it exhibited any signs of life and growth.

Cyril and Methotiius, the two monks from Con-

stantinople who gave Uu*isia to the tireck Church,

reiuesented the spirit of missionary service (cf.

.1. M. Neale, JILstini/ 0/ the Holy Eastern Church,

1873). Yet a.sceticism in the true sense of the

term wiu* overlaid by formalism and ritual. The

negative conception of holiness was oven forgotten

anndst the ma.ss of sujierslitioiis exlernalism. The

moiia.stery as seen at .Mount Athos or Mount

LelMUion (cf. art ides ad //,/<• in lirockhaus. A'"«-

versatioiislexihun) retlects the older tyiKj of com-
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munal life ;
but the asceticism, save in tlie absolute

banishment of women from all participation in

the life, is not extreme. Nor has asceticism proper
experienced any new development in the Russian
branch of the Greek Church. Sects have arisen
with extreme and fanatical views based ujjon
a bald literalism, as the sect of the Skoptzy, who
interpret Mt 19'^ literally, and of whom 17G
were in the years 1839-71 sent to Siberia for

obedience to this supposed command (cf. Loofs,

Symholik, i. 181 [1902]). Yet in such cases the

pathological and the superstitious overshadow the
ascetic motives ; and, indeed, of genuine ascetic

development in the various branches of the
Orthodox Greek Cliurch there is almost no trace
since tlie 17th century.
Literature.—J. M. Neale, Ilistm-ij of the Holy Eastern

Church, 5 vols., London, 1S50-73; I. Silbernagl, Verfassung
und gegenuHirtiger Bestand sdmmtlicher Kirchen des Orients,
Landshut, 1S05 ; W. Gass, Si/mbolik der griech. Kirche, Berlin,
1872

; Stanley, Hist, of the East. Church, new ed., London, 1884.

(c) The Roman Church and Asceticism.—The
frimary

interest of the Christian Church as an

mperial organization was neither in dogma nor in

the negative conception of holiness fundamental
in ascetic monasticism (cf. A. Harnack, Das
Monchtum, seine Ideale und seine Geschichte^, 1901,

p. 30 f.). Her interest was in the re-organization
of the Empire in the service of an Imperial
ccclesiasticism. At the same time, in the creeds
and literature which the Western Church took
over for her Imperial purpose, there were both
dogmatic elements which she had to formulate
and defend and ascetic ideals which she had to
use and regulate. Under the leadership of Rome,
asceticism became a handmaid of inestimable value.
It was the great monk-pope Gregory VII. who forced
on the whole of the clergy the ascetic celibate as an
ideal (Synods of Erfurt and Passau, 1074), and in
him Avere united the two contradictory ideals, the

ruling of the world liy an institution whose ideal
was world-flight. The missionary activity of the

monastery in Northern Europe had changed its

character, and while bringing a mass of evils con-
nected with the holding of property (cf. K. Mliller,

Kirchcngcschichte, i. 353-858 [Freib. i. B. 1892]), it

was at the same time the bearer of order and culture,
and even of literature, to the relatively barbarous
North. It had, however, of necessity drifted away
from the ideals of Oriental asceticism. To the
task of re-introducing those ideals the reform
movements of the period from Otto I. (936-973)
to Gregory Vll. (1073-1085) were directed. The
monastery of the Western Church was up to this

period largely de])endent on the great land-holders,
and vows were not made for life. Only in the
7th century was the retirement from a cloister
visited by penalty, and only under the vigorous
reforms of Bernard of Cluny and the Abbot Hugo
were the monasteries compelled to conform to the
ascetic ideals of the past (cf. K. Miiller, op. cit. i.

317 f., and 431-435). The new reformed monastic
orders looked with suspicion on the agricultural
and literary Avork which marked the less ascetic
monastic institutions, and exalted more and more
the life of contemplation and ascetic negation
(cf. H. Reuter, Gcsch. der relig. Aufkldr. II. vi.

24-28, Berlin, 1877). From this period onwards
extreme forms of ascetic life—scourging, wearing
of chains and haircloth garments, no longer as sur-
vivals of primitive life, but planned to inllict pain
and discomfort—as well as extreme seclusion,
became the accepted means for the attainment
of perfection ; and the ideal of perfection was world-

flight and the neg.ation of desire. At the same
time, the linking of these ideals with Churchly
ambitions gave i)eculiar form to the ascetic con-

ception. Everywhere the monastic reform set
before itself the same ends :

'The revival of monastic institutions, the recovery of lost

lands, and the acciuirement of new possessions, thu establishment
of old ecclesiastical laws, the acquirement of a better class of

novitiate, introduction of stricter discipline and cultivation of

piety, as described in the older stories of monastery life, and
especially in the writings of Gregory the Great (590-604), pen-
ance and self-inflicted iiain of all kinds, contemplation in

solitude, humility to the point of self-renunciation, constant

employment of confession and the sacrament, homage of the
saints and relics, pilgrimages, search for the miraculous,
peseimistic judgment of the world, longings for death, and
generally an abnormal raising of the emotional life, increased

sensitiveness, and, above all, a high estimate of the "grace of

tears
" '

(K. Miiller, Kirchengcsch. pp. 385-386).

Each new attempt at monastic reform of

necessity but revived this negative idea of holi-

ness, and hence it is no accident that the circum-
stances which originally produced the pessimistic
world-flight religious type in the Orient should

generally mark its revival in the Western Church.
The times of revived asceticism are periods of

national disorder and social disruption. Gentle
and thoughtful .souls found world-flight the only
seeming refuge amidst the wrecks of all that
makes life really attractive, and in the extreme

symbolic self-renunciation of self-torture the only
hope for the devoted lives of those who saw the
evil. It is impossible for any religious develoja-
ment to be wholly without the note of service and
self-sacrifice for others, yet this sinks more and
more into the background the more self-consistent

the pursuit of the ascetic ideal becomes. To save
one's own soul by retirement from the dangers of

life is the chief goal, and the selfislmess of this

goal is only partly hidden by the fact that service

on behalf of others m^ become a means to this

end. Even tlie asceticism that marked the great
monastic revival under St. Francis of Assisi (1182-

1226) made the great services rendered by the
order often a source of real corruption (cf. Life of
St. Francis, by Thomas de Celano, 1229, by Bona-

ventura, 1261, and recently by Hase, 1856, and
Sabatier [Eng. tr.], 1894). The complete impossi-
bility of making the negative monastic asceticism

a universal demand upon all Christians, while still

maintaining Imperial world ambitions, has always
led in the Western Church to compromises with
the 'lay' world. Hence each revival of the ex-

treme emphasis has al.so led to '

lay-brotherhoods,'
to modified vows for those v/ho cannot altogether
flee the world, and to an extension of a.scetic

symbolism. This ascetic symbolism plays, there-

fore, a larger and larger part in penance, fasts,

prayers, vigils, etc., in which the element of pain
and bodily deprivation is reduced to a minimum,
and the ascetic element is represented by symbols,
'

half-fasts,' fish and eggs instead of meat, beads

told, and masses said by proxy, etc. Against
these compromises protests were constantly being
raised by those who seriously held the monastic
ascetic type of Christian ideal (Bernard of Cluny) ;

but more and more as the Imperial organizing
force of a centralized Vatican made its way, these

compromises received the sanction of the Church.
From the time of the Reformation onwards the
Roman Church has been on the defensive, and the
militant character of her great organizing force,
inherited from Rome, has driven the negative and
ascetic conception of holiness into a secondary
place. In the Jesuit development, asceticism has a

distinctly dillerent place from that occupied in the
older orders. It is a training for service under the
ecclesiastical Imiierialism of Rome (cf. Dollinger
.and Reusch, Geschichte der Moralstreitigkeiten in

der runiisch-katholischen Kirche [1889], jiarticularly
the '

Einleitung '). The goal the Jesuit order set

before itself was world-conquest rather than world-

flight, and thus again is (dearly .seen the old

struggle between two distinct ideals of holiness,
while both are maintained within the great his-

toric communion of the Roman Church. The
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triumphs of the Jesuit policies since the great
Jansenist controversy have tlierefore steadily rele-

gated asceticism to a secondary and disciplinary
place, and its recent history shows no new develop-
ment within tlie Roman communion, while it still

maintains its place as one of historic legitimacy.
LiTEiiATURB.—Out of a vast literature may be specially men-

tioned : Zdckler, Askese und MOnchtum", Vrankf. a. M. 1897 ;

Lea, Uist. of the Inquisition of the Middle Ages, 3 vols., Lond.
18S8 ; Jessopp, Coming of the Friars^, Lond. 1905 ; Montalem-
bert, Monks of the Westfrom St. Beiiedict to St. Bernard, 7 vols.,
Edin. 1861-1879

; Taylor, Classical Heritage of the Middle Ages,
Lond. 1901

; Harnack, Das Monchtum [Eng'. tr. Monasticism,
Lond. 1881] ; and the Standard Histories of the Church in

the Middle Anes, e.g. those of Neander, K. Miiller, etc. ; also

Gothein, Ignatius von Loyola und die Gegenreforination, Hallo,
1895 ; Ranke, Die roniischcn Pdjiste, Leipz. 1878 ; Reuter,
Gesch. der religiiisen Aufkldrung, Berlin, 1877.

(d) Protestantism and Asceticism.—In a true
Protestantism there is no room for Oriental asceti-

cism based upon world-flight (cf. Luther, Von der
Frciheit eines Christcnmenschcn, 1520). The only
place asceticism can properly have is as a training
for the life of service, and it is only a matter of

loving expediency whether the Protestant shall

prepare himself for service by fasting, deprivation
and negation of legitimate desires, or by the simple
and faithful discharge of daily duty. In the
Matthew tradition (Mt 6'") Jesus certainly antici-

pated fasting ; but in actual fact His disciples
did not emphasize it during His lifetime (Mt l)^'*),

as is seen also in the Mark tradition (Mk 2'^,

Lk 5^3ir.j
.

j^j^jI g^;_ Paul's doctrine of Christian
freedom ((Jal 5^ and argument of whole letter),

permitting, indeed, any act that may prove for

spiritual edilication, excludes any emphasis upon
such practice as necessary. Hence the Reformers
admit fasts. ' Fasten und leiblich sich bereiten
ist eine feine gute Zucht,' says Luther in his
Smaller Catechism, and he urged it as a pious and
useful exercise ; as did also Calvin, with, however,
the old primitive motive appearing, for the Church
was to fast 'to appease the wrath of God' (cf.

Zockler, op. cit. p. oG5). All the ascetic practices
have dropped away, or been actually condennied
by botli Lutheran and Reformed Churclies (Augs-
burg Confess., Art. 27; 1 Helvet. Confess., Art.

2S). In the form of world-flight Protestantism has
overcome asceticism. Only in the forma of a

legalism can we trace remains of the Catholic

conception of a negative holiness (cf. A. Ritschl,
Gesch. d. Pletismus, i. 36-80, Bonn, 1880), and even
the legalism that forbids dancing, theatre-going,
wine-drinking, and card-playing does^o now on the
basis of the expediency of the Christian life, or on
the ground of inherent immorality in the practices,
thus removing the discussion of them from the

sphere of asceticism. It is therefore a source of
confusion to confound these two separate motives.
With Protestantism, therefore. Oriental asceticism

may be said to have been theoretically overcome.
Literature.—The best histories are those of Zdckler, Askese

und Monchtum'^, Frankf. a. M. 1897, a new edition of his Krit-
ische Geschichte der Askese, 1803 ; and J. Mayer, Die christliche

Askese, ihr Wesen und ihre historische Entfaltung, Freiburg i. 15.

1894 ; see also article 'Askese' in PRE'^. Interesting material

may be found in Palladius, Historia Lausiaca (PL, vol. xx.xiv.V
and in Rufinus, Historia Mmiachorum(PL, vol. xxi.). There is

curious material in Stadler and Heim, Vollstdndiges Heiligen-
Lexicon, 1858. For the history of Monasticism consult the

catalogue given in Dictionnaire des Ordres Religieux, 4 vols.,

Paris, 1860; and Montalembert, Moines d'Occident, 7 vols.,
1860-1877 (in part translated). For accounts of Buddhism see

Hardy, Eastern Monackism, 1850, Manual of Budhism'^, 1880,
and Legends and Theories of the Buddhists, 1806. For the
attitude of the Reformation see Luther, An den christlichen
Adel deutscher A'ation, 1520, and de Libertate Christiana ;

Melanchthon, Loci Communes, particularly
' de crucis afflic-

tionibus,' 1521; Calvin, Institutes, iii. 6-10, iv. 12 ff.; also

Luthardt, Die Ethik Luthers in ihren Gnindzilgen'i, 1875; P.
Lobstein, Vie Kthik Calvins, 1877. For the best expositions in
the Ethical handbooks of the Protestant attitvule, consult H.
Schultz, Grundriss der emngelisehen Ethik, 1891, p. 40ff. ;

and Newman Smith, Christian Ethics, 1891. A very full

bibliography is also given by Zockler, op. cit. pp. 21-29.
See also art. Austkritiks. '£ Q HaLL

ASCETICISM (Buddhist). — Judged by its

literature, India has revealed to us human intelli-

gence at its Avidest, intensest range of reaction to
sen.suous and emotional stimuli. European Avriters
have described the mild, passive, dreamy, quiescent
Hindu. But they have ignored the fact that these
qualities were the natural antithesis to, and re-
bound from, the preponderant disiiosition. That
appears to have been of a nervous, eager, high-
strung, emotional character, passionate and plea-
sure-seeking, keenly susceiitible, exuberant in ex-

pression, impulsive and strenuous in eO'ort to satisfy
desire. The notes of the viiicl (a kind of lute), the
singing of the Karavihi bird from the llimalayas,
are described as rendering languid ami maddened
those that heard it, no magic agency being imputed
[Samyutta, iv. 197 ; Sumahgala, ap. Dujha, xiv.

35). Wliere the heart's desire is cut off, the
subject promptly lies down to die (Majjhima, ii.

57 ; Com. on Therlgutha, p. 221). The ordinary
man is described as indulging in extravagant ex-

pression and depression at a transition from happi-
ness to grief {SEE xi. 102, 127 ; Majjh. i. 238, 239).
Where sense and emotion sway so forcibly, we
should expect to lind a corresponding exce.ss in

attempts to cope with that exuberance. Nowhere,
indeed, has asceticism been so highly elaborated as
in India. Nowhere have sense impressions and
sense gratification been suppressed more nearly to
the utmost limits consistent with life. Nowhere
has the art of pain been more studied. Every act
and posture of common life was engrossed by the

self-persecuting zeal of the ascetic. And the lay
world that maintained him in the intervals of his
weird warfare expected of him a rigid persistence in
his ellbrts, in exchange for its alms, as much as the
votaries expected it from each other, if the reputa-
tion for sincerity and sanctity of each was not
to be lost {Vlnaya Texts, iii. p. 6611'., i. pp. 90,
93).

The English reader of translations from Pali and Sanskrit will
find the word '

ascetic
' used to denote any person who from

religious motives has 'renounced the world' (cf. e.g. Dialogues
of the Buddha, \. 213, n. 2 ; The Jutaka, vi., C'amijridge, 1907,
Index, s.v. 'Ascetic'). This is due to the English poverty for
such terms as religieux and its synonyms. It does not, how-
ever, follow tliat, beyond renouncing home, property, and
marriage, the so-called 'ascetic' is to be understood as engaged
in systematic penance or self-mortification.

Ascetic pra(;tices were spoken of collectively as

tnpas (i'ali tapo), i.e. 'burning,' 'glow.' Parallel

with, but usually independent of, sacriticial rites,

they constituted, no less than the latter, a system-
atic line of action pursued to gain a distinctive
end. That end, when Buddhism arose, was chiefly
the guarantee of re-birth under relatively happier
conditions than the present life could allurd.
For instance, in the parable of the log drifting down the

Ganges, the Buddha, discussing the chances of its arriving in
due course at the open sea, and enumerating the various
obstacles, said that it might be seized by human or by non-
human agencies. By this he illustrated the fate of a religious
brother, drawn back again into the world, or captured by long-
ings after some abode of the gods and conforming to some dis-

cipline (hrahmachariya) with the notion :

'

By this rule, or ritual,
or askesis (tapena), or discipline I shall become a god, or god-
like being' (Saihy. iv. 179 ff., but cf. also Majjh. ii. p. 36, 1. 2).

Of the more usual object of tupas, according to
the Vedas—the attainment of magical powers—
but slight traces remain. The Buddha, for instance,
tells, as an ancient legend, of the failure of certain
Rsis to blast by curses a seer who exclaimed that
their tapas was proved futile and their dLscipline
fruitless (Majjliima, ii. 155).
The way in which tapas Avas held to guarantee

the end sought after was not, as in sacrilicial rites,

by the propitiation of a god or gods, but by satis-

fying, as a system of acts and abstinences, the law
of karma conceived as im[)er.sonal, eternal, moral

energy. Painful experience and the absence of

pleasant experience were to Avork as a set-oil', in

the balance of fate, against the Aveight of pleasant
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self-indulgences in the past, and of possible pleasant
experience in the near future, respectively.

' There are, Ijrethren,' the Buddha's discourse runs,
'
certain

recluses (Achelakas, Ajivikas, Ni^apthas, etc.) who thus preach
and believe : Whatsoever an individual experiences, whether it

be happy, or painful, or neutral feeling, all has been caused by
previous actions. And thus, from the cancelling of old actions

by tapas, and by abstaining from doing new actions, there is no
influx into future life ; by this non-influx karma is destroyed,
and so ill is destroyed, and so feeling is destroyed, and so all

pain will become worn away. This, brethren, is what the Ni-

ganthas (Jains) say. ... Is it true, I asked them, that you
believe and declare this? . . . They replied . . . Our leader,

Nataputta, is all-wise . . . out of the depths of his knowledge
he tells us : Ye have done evil in the past. This ye do wear
away by this hard and painful course of action. And the disci-

pline that here and now, by thought, word, and deed, is

wrought, is a minus quantity of bad karma in future life . . .

thus all karma will eventually be worn away, and all pain. To
this we assent

'

{Majjhima, iL 214 ff.
; of. i. 238).

The recorded interviews between the Buddhists
and the Brahinans yield no such efforts to master
and forestall destiny. But one young Brahman
names tapris as one of five conditions declared by
the priestly class to be requisite for the achieve-
ment of 'merit' (Mnjjhimn, ii. 199). And current
verses commending tapas are here and there

gathered into the Buddhist canonical anthologies
{Samyutta, i. 38, 43, \12 = Sutta Nipdta, verse 77 ;

Ahguttara, iii. 346).
Now Buddhism was frankly eudaeraonistic in its ethics. It

hastened to reduce the evil of the world to its ultimate tenn—
dukkha,

'

pain,'
'

sorrow,'
'

misery,'
'

Ul.' It spoke of nirvana as
absolute happiness. Its cardinal tenets were to be an organon
for the extirpation of ill. Affectionate and moral conduct,
' noble '

(Arj'an) views, are commended as securing phnsunihdra,
that is, easeful, serene living (AngrUtara, iii. 132). Consequently
it could not well sanction any deliberate infliction of pain, or
dw-ease, as such, on one's self or on others. One of those
categories into which the canonical books delight to divide

humanity classes men as self-tormentors, or self-burners {attan-
tapo), tormentors of others, tormentors of both self and others,
tormentors neither of self nor of others (Majjhima, i. 341, 411, ii.

159 ; Aiiguttara, ii. 205
; Puggala, 55). Under the first head

come the votaries of tapas ; under the second, butchers, fowlers,
hunters, fishermen, thieves, executioners, gaolers, and all doers
of acts of cruelty ; under the third, great functionaries who,
when holding sacrificial ceremonies, perform rites involving some
personal discomfort, and also have herds of animals slaughtered,
and keep their slaves in fear of punishment. Under the fourth
head come those who have left the world and the home for the
career of a recluse. These are, or should be, filled with charity
and compassion for all living beings ; they own no property in
animals or in personal service. They harm no one, molest no
one, and have thrown off the cares and ties that torment the
world. And, as it were in antithesis to the word 'burning,'
they are said to have ' become cool

'

{sitibhuto).

The latter term, sitibhuto, would seem to imply
renunciation of tapas, as well as of those professions
and practices through which a man would become,
as it were, a cause of burning or torment to others.
He has, of course, still to cultivate, even if he be a
bhikkhu frequenting forest seclusion (Majjhima, i.

469), the virtue of hiri-ottappa, conscientiousness
and fear of blame. These will often entail, ere he
graduates in saintliness, states of mind called
'

burning-producing' (tapanh/d dhammd), to wit,
' I

have left undone those things that I ought to have
done, and I have done those things that I ought not
to have done' {Ahguttara, i. 49; Dhamma-sanqani,
§§ 38, 1300, 1323). Nor was he to be 'cool' in

pressing forward to complete emancipation and
self-conquest ; but, on the

contrary, abundance of
'ardour [dtdpi) was expected of him. Only the
orahat is described as \\\\o\\j sitibhiito, as one rest-

ing on a summit, or by clear waters beyond the

jungle (see art. Arhat).
Buddhism, again, claimed at its very inception,

in the Buddha's first sermon, to be a Middle Path,
opposed equally to the extremes of sensuous and
worldly indulgence on the one hand, and of self-

mortification on the other. Both are denounced as

ignoble (un-Aryan) and unprofitable, the latter,
also, as dukkha {SBE xi. 146, Majjh. iii. 230).
Contrasted in another passage, in a jungle simile,
as the thick-set path and the fired-out path, tliey
are opposed to the middle course of the brotlier
who (in the practice of the ' Four Inceptions of

Mindfulness') 'ardently' surveys body, impres-
sions, thoughts, and feelings, that he may suMue
all grief arising from coveting tlie things of the
world (Aitri)ittarn, i. 295).
The Buddha's twofold objection to the practice

of asceticism is really one : dukkha is evil and
must be removed. Excess is dukkha. Tapas is a
form of excess, and multiplies dukkha. It does
not even lead through suffering to any gain ; it is

unprofitable. This futility of tapas, and not any
shrinking from pain, was the moral of his own
strenuous e.ssay in austerities. This he is said, in

the canonical books, to have related to a raja's
son, who maintained that happiness was to be won
only through sufl'ering {Majjhima, ii. 93) ; also to a

young Brahman, who questioned him on the origin-

ality of the system he put forward {Majjhima, ii.

212) ; and again to a young Jain, who doubted
whether the Buddha's disciples studied bodily as
well as mental control {Majjhima, i. 237). W hen
almost worn out by his austerities, he came, he

said, to the conclusion :

' Not by this bitter course
of painful hardship shall I arrive at that separate
and supreme vision of all-sufficing, noble (Aryan)
knowledge, passing human ken. iSlight there not
be another path to Enlightenment 't

'

Whereupon
he once more took reasonable care of the body,

(whereby his fellow-ascetics, who had expected great
results, lost faith in him), and chose, for the medi-
tations that brought the light, a spot where the
natural environment was of a kind to soothe and
brace the sjiirit.
A little poein in the Saihyutta Nikdya (i. 103) represents him,

at this stage, as happy in the release from all self-mortification
and from faith therein. Before his complete enlightenment he
sat by the river Neraiijara, at the foot of the Goatherd's Banyan
tree, musing :

' Oh ! but I am freed from all that difficult toil !

Oh ! but well freed am I from that useless course of difficult

toil ! Wholly steadfast and mindful now draw I near to bodhi

(enlightenment).' Mara, the evil one, tried to shake his

serenity :

'

Tapas and sacrifice hast thou abandoned, whereby
the Brahman youths are purified ? The impure may deem him-
self pure, when he hath missed the path of purity.' And
Gautama replies :

'
I who have discerned the uselessness of [my]

tapas and of all tapas whatsoever—bearing along with it, as it

does, all that is useless, even as punting-pole and steering-pole
may bring along a water-snake—I, practising the path to
bodhi—moral conduct, meditation and insight

—have won the

Purity supreme.'
The foregoing allusions define the attitude of

Buddhism to asceticism when thf term applies to

a course of painful penance, privation, injury, toil,

or tedium inflicted ujion the person. But in the
sense of the Greek askesis, or way of life, in which
some channels of activity are barred and others

developed by special training. Buddhism was

thoroughly ascetic.
' The Greek has his asceti-

cism, but it is no mortification of the senses. It is

just the power to refuse a lesser good for the sake
of the greater. Such asceticism, an alert and
constant elibrt after betterness, is a tonic, a
strengthening of fibre, an added increment to life.'

Dr. Jane Harrison's words {Albany Eeview, Jan.

1908) apply no less to the Buddhist. Of the lay-
disciple a less high standard of training was
expected. His Avhole duty may be said to be laid
down in the Sigdlovdda Suttanta of the Digha.
But any deeply serious movement must always
concentrate its energies and its care at first on a
nucleus of whole-hearted devotees, who alone will
tide it over initial difficulties, and propagate it.

These can no more live like tlie rest of the world
than an army when mobilized can attbrd to do.
With the end it had in view, the Buddhist askesis
is in some respects in affinity witii tlie Christian,
in some, again, with the Greek. For the earnest
student {sekha) the body Avas something to be ana-

lytically studied and kept in cleanliness and good
health. Clothing for it, regular and frequent baths,
ma.ssage, shelter, regular food, rest, and medicines
were prescribed. But it remained, religiously con-

sidered, a foul thing {putikayo) ; and the senses
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were so many opportunities and channels of maleflu

impressions and impulses. Susceptibility to beauty
of person required to be corrected by the contempla-
tion or imagination of bodilj' transience, decay, and

putrescence. The bodily culture of the Order
amounted very much to what would now be called
' the simple life.' Needs (wliicli would else provoke
pain) were to be satisfied without arousing new
and unnecessary wants. The recurring explana-
tion of 'moderation in diet' is typical :

—
' When any one takes food with reflexion and judgment, not

tor purposes of sport, excess, personal charm and attraction,
but so as to suffice for the sustenance and preservation of the

body, for allaj-in;? hunger and for aiding the practice of the

religious life ;
and thinking,

" While I shall subdue that which I

have been" feeling, and shall cause no new feeling to arise, and
maintenance shaU be mine, blanielessness also and comfort"—
this content, temperance, judgment in diet, is what is called

"moderation in diet"' (Dhamma-sangav,i, 1348).

Compared with the ascetic excesses, as well as

with the imaginative and speculative obsessions,
of the age, the Buddhist standpoint was markedly
hygienic. As the Buddha is recorded to have said

(Majjhimn, i. 509), to consider that health means

merely that nothing ails the body is to lack all

noble (Aryan) vision. On the other hand, a healthy
and efficient condition of body v,as not only indis-

pensable to a healthy and efficient condition of

mind, but was an integral part of sound traiiuno-

(Majjhima, i. 239, 473 tf., 425; Dhamma-sangruii,
§§ 40-51). There does not appear, in the canonical

books, any glorification of the intellectual or sjiirit-

ual at the expense of the corporeal. The consti-

tuents of individuality were ranked on a level, as

being each and all impermanent, channels of

suffering, and void of Atman. But then this body-
and-niind indiWduality, 'poor thing' though it

might he, was potentially the vehicle of nirvuna,
of arahc(t-^\\i^. And hence the training of it was
of the first importance—training by no means of a

negative, paralyzing character. The pupil of a
"reat Brahman ascetic school is .asked by the
Buddha whether, and how, Parfisariya teaches the
cultivation of the bodily faculties. The answer is,
' Yes ; with the eye he sees no object, with the ear

he hears no sound.' ' On that system,' is the re-

i'oinder,

' the blind and the deaf have their senses

lest cultivated.' And ' the supreme faculty-culture
(indriya-bhdvand) of the noble (Aryan) discipline'
is then described (Majjhima, iii. 298 ff. ). The train-

ing, moreover, is often represented as gradual, just
the 'bit placed in tlie colt's mouth' to begin with

(Majjhihi'i, iii. 2) : 'Come thou, brother, keep the
sila and the precepts and acquire the range of moral
conduct, . . . see that the gates of sense are well

guarded, that no influx of impressions bear thee
off' thy feet, be moderate in diet, keep vigils, be
mindful and heedful, cultivate self-coUectedness in

solitude, purging the heart of the five hindrances
and practising the meditation raptures

'—these are

given as seven successive grades. But in propor-
tion to the distance from gi'aduation, that is, from
'

emancipation,' was the training to be strict and
unintermittent. Certain brethren, who asserted
that a number of daily meals kept them in better
health than the one midday meal of the Master,
were gently reminded that they were too far fi-om
'

attaining
'

to emancipation to let themselves go
(Majjhima, i. 47311'.). To one who had attained,
such questions sank into insignificance.

' You
say,' tlie Buddha asks an appreciative friar,

' that

niy disciples hold me in reverence. Why do they ?
'

'For five qualities: your frugal diet, contentment
with whatever raiment, food, and lodging you have,
and your love of solitude.' 'That can hardly be,'
is the answer,

' for while some of my disciples in

one or other of these things practise austerities,
I some days make a fuller meal, or wear lay robes,
or accept invitations to dine, or dwell indoors, or

a,mong my fellows.' And he goes on to reveal

the deeper basis of their trust in him (Majjh. ii.

5 tt'. ).

It was not to be expected that the Buddha's fol-

lowers, even Mhen they were advanced in training,
would all appreciate the quasi-]?s.\\\\x\Q

'

liberty
'

of
his own high standpoint. In Dr. Neumann's words,
'ascetic simplicity is a characteristic of humanity
and ineradicable

'

(Lieder der Monche mid Nonnen
[Berlin, 1899], p. viii). The austerities alluded to
in the Order became elaborated into a scheme of
thirteen extra vows or burdens (dhutahga), more
discussed, perhaps, than carried out (SEE xxxvi.
267-269). But they were at variance with the

spirit of early Buddhism, which, in reducing life

to a healthful simplicity for those who had set
their faces toward the Highest, sought, in its own
metaphor, to give them the liberty of the bird,
which in flying

' bears with it but the power to fly
'

(D'lfjha, i. 71).
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ASCETICISM (Celtic).— I. It has been sug-
gested (Fisher and Baring- Gould, Lives of the

British Saints) that the monastic system of Ireland
and Wales was a continuation of pre

- Christian
ascetic practices ; but this statement is unsupported
by evidence. Herodian (A.D. 197) mentions the
hardiness and scantiness of clothing of the Britanni ;

but this had no ascetic significance. On the other

hand, Strabo (vi. 196) states that the Celts were

pleasure-loving (TjooviKoi), and Diodorus (xxvi. 3)

says of the Galatje that they were fond of wine.

At the same time, it has to be admitted that our
information as to the Celts in antiquity is very
meagre, and especially insufficient for the relatively
barren Celtic lands where Christian ccenobitisui

and asceticism afterwards flourished.

2. The Christian asceticism of Celtic countriea
in the 5th and 6th cents, undoulitedly owes its

origin to transmission from Egypt through Massilia

(Marseilles), a port which under the Empire had a

vigorous Egyptian trade. Massilia and Lerins

(Lerina) in the South and Tours further North
became active centres for the dissemination of the
coenobitic ideal in C4aul and beyond. In the Life of

the Scottish St. Ninian it is said that the saint had
met St. Martin of Tours, and held him in such

respect that, when he heard of his death, he
dedicated to him the church called Candida Casa
at Whithorn, which he was then building. With
the monastic system of Southern Gaul, John Cassian
was closely associated, and it has been held by
Professor H. Williams (in Trans. Cymmr. Soc.

1893-4) that the monastic system of Britain and
Ireland was more akin to that of Southern than that
of Northern Gaul. In the latter district monastici-sm
made marked progress after the death of St. Martin
of Tours (A.D. 400), and it may even have spread
from this source to Britain, as is suggested by the

story of St. Ninian ; but the main impetus to the

growth of the monastic movement in these islands

undoubtedly came through the anti-Pelagian mis-

sion of Lupus and Germanus (429). At Lerins a
church an(l cloister were built by Honoratus, and
it was here that Lupus, bishop of Troyes, became
a monk after giving up his see and his family
life. There was probably some rivalry between
the Northern and the Southern monastic systems
of Gaul, for Sulpicius Severus (Life of St. Martin,

cxvii.) says that the institutions of St. Martin were
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in some respects on a higher plane than the Egyp-
tian institutions of John Cassian, the founder of

the monastery of Marseilles. That there were
links between Lerins and Britain is suggested by
the fact (attested by Sidonius Apollinaris) that

Riocatus, whose name is undoubtedly Celtic, visited

that monastery twice in A.D. 450. The probability
is that both of the Gaulish movements made con-
tributions to British and Irish monasticism.

3. Celtic asceticism, however, in spite of its rela-

tion to the general movement in Christendom, had
certain well-marked features of its own, which
were mainly conditioned by the tribal organization
in which it took root (Willis-Bund, Celtic Church in

Wales; Fisher and Baring-Gould, op. cit.). The
lieads of the ccenobitic communities of Celtic coun-
tries Avere members of ruling tribal families, and
the headship of these communities and participa-
tion in their property and privileges continued (in
some cases even to the 12th cent.) to be limited to

those who, by means of their valid pedigrees, could
show kinship with the founder. The formation of

ccenobitic communities in Wales and Ireland was
probably directed not only by religious but also by
economic considerations, owing to the pressure of

population and tlie iiisutlieiency of cultivable soil.

The monasteries were largely centres of co-opera-
tive industrial activity in agriculture and other

arts, while the pursuit of learning and other ameni-
ties of civilized life were thus rendered possible.
Lay interests probablj' had a larger place in the
life of these communities than the later Lives of
Celtic saints, wi-itten under Benedictine influences,

might lead us to suppose, and it Avas natural

enough accordingly that these communities, as

.such, should take no account of clerical orders

(Willis-Bund, op. cit.).

Prof. Hugh Williams {loe. cit. ) gives the following
as the four stages of development of monasticism
in Wales, and the development in Ireland was in

the main parallel : (1) A life of seclusion, self-

denial, prayer, and meditation (and it may be

added, industry, to a large extent manual), in a
common life of obedience to a superior, the abbot.
There were similar institutions for women, and a
Celtic monastery was sometimes double. The life

of this stage appears to have been modelled on tlie

teaching of Cassian in his cle Institutis Ccenobi-
o/«/rt and Conlationes Pcitrum. (2) A stage when
the monastery was pre-eminently a school, as ex-

emplified in the case of the Welsh saint Illtud.
When children wei-e sent to a monastery of this

kind, they were regarded as the foster-children of
the Church, and a fee had to be paid not only for
their fosterage but at their removal. (3) That of
i\\Q Eremites, ox Anchorites. In Egyjjt this stage
came first, but in Celtic countries it grew out of
(•(cnobitism. In 595, when Columbanus wrote to

Gregory the Great, this movement was at its height
in Ireland, and was also characteristic of Gaul and
Britain. It was doubtless largely due to economic
pressure upon the monasteries. The settlements
of those who left the monasteries were often named
after the saint who was head of the monastic com-
inunity that they left. In all Celtic countries the
liermits of this stage showed a marked predilection
for islands, at first in lakes and streams, then in
the sea. (4) The stage of monastic pilgrims or
inissionarics. These combined the work of itinerant

preaching with that of tilling the soil in the dis-

tricts where for the time being they settled.

Among the fruits of these missions were the
monasteries established by Welsh and Irish saints
in Brittany, and notably the following important
communities : (a) that of lona, founded b}- St.
Columba in 563 ; (b) those of Anegray, Luxeuil,
and Fontaine in the Vosges, founded by St. Colum-
banus in the end of the 6th cent. ; (c) that of Bobbio

in Italy, founded by the same saint in the begin-
ning of the 7th cent. ; (d) that of St. Gall, founded

by a disciple of St. Columbanus. Other Irish

monasteries on the Continent weie Lagny, Peronne,
Fosse-la-Ville (near Liege), Luie, Beaulieu (in Ar-

gonne), Wiirzlmrg, and Sackingen. These and
other Celtic monasteries were important centres of

learning in the Dark Ages, and the Irish monks
especially were distinguished for their skill in

coi)ying and illuminating MSS (cf. ERE i. 843, 860).

4. The regulation of life in the monastic com-
munities gave rise to the formation of Penitentials
and Rules. Some of the former, as, for instance,
that of Gildas (see Hugh AVilliams, Gilclas), show
that drunkenness and worse vices had to be kept in

check, and the Lives of the saints themselves some-
times give similar indications. The rule of Colum-
banus Avas in some respects severer even than that
of St. Benedict (Warren, Liturgy and Ritual of the

Celtic Church). So far as the celibacy of the clergy,
hoAvever, Avas concerned, it is probable, as Warren
points out, that a married priesthood Avas not un-
knoAvn in certain places and at certain times. St.

Patrick appears to have been the son of a deacon
and grandson of a priest, ar.d one Irish canon

speaks of a cleric and his Avife ('uxor ejus').
Gildas in his Increpatio in sacerdotes seems to

imply a married priesthood. The etibrts to pro-
mote clerical celibacy in Wales in the 10th cent,

met Avith considerable opposition, Avhich continued
into the two following centuries. Gildas {Epist.
xxii. 21) speaks Avith approval of the celibate life,

and quotes Elijah, Elisha, and Jeremiah as examples
of it ('Virgo Elias, Elisaeus virgo, virgines multi
filii prophetarum ') ; in de Excid. 80 he says,

' Hiere-
mias quoque A'irgo i^rophetaque

'

; but this Avas

probably in opposition to the current ecclesiastical

practice of Wales in his time.
The lives of the Celtic saints sometimes describe

their ascetic practices in terms not unlike those of

Indian yogis or faqlrs, .and it has been suggested
that the principle underlying this self-torture was
analogous to the Celtic legal remedy of 'fasting
against a person,' a practice Avhereby the person
'

fasting against
'

another, to Avhom he had pre-
ferred a request, could bring his blood upon the
other person's head, if the fasting led to the faster's

death through persistence in refusing the request
(Fisher and Baring-Gould, British Saints, Intro-

duction).
Some of tlie austerities recorded of Irish saints are as follows :—St. Finnchua is said to have spent seven years suspended by

iron shackles under his armpits,
' so that he might get a place

in heaven,' in lieu of one which he had given away. Both he
and St. Ite are said to have caused their bodies to be eaten into

by chafers or stag-beetles. St. Findian is said to have worn a
girdle of iron that cut to the bone. Of St. Ciaran we are told
that he mixed his bread with sand, and of him and St. Columba
that they slept on the ground witli a stone for a bolster. Of
St. Mochua it is said that he lived as an inchisus in a prison of

stone, and that he had only a little aperture left for letting food
dowTi to him. Of the Welsh saint Brynach we are told that he
lessened his need for the luxury of clothing by dipping his body-
daily in the coldest water, and St. Cadoc is also said to have
been wasted with fastings. Further, of the Irish saint Kevin it

is said that he remained for seven years in a standing posture
without sleei), with his arm held up in the same position, and
that a blackbird laid and hatched her eggs in his p.alm. Some
of these tales are ol>viously exaggerations, but doubtless the
Celtic monks undenvent not a few austerities both necessarj'
and voluntary. An ascetic attitude towards women apjiears to
l)e reflected in some ritual observances of the Celtic Church, as
for instance in the rule (embodied in the Penitential of Cum-
inius) that women were to be veiled at the reception of the
Eucharist. In the Leahhar Breac, too (f. 248, col. i.), there is

mentioned an Irish church where women were prohibited from
going near the altar or taking the chalice into their hands.
The Irish Liber Hi/innorum, in its praise of the celibate lives
of St. Patrick and St. Brigit, shows that the ascetic ideal had an
lionourefl place in Celtic monasticism ; and St. Patrick says of
himself in his Confessio that he prayed as many as a hundred
prayers a day, and the same number at night. Neither snow,
frost, nor rain could prevent him from going before daylight to
his wonted place of prayer. In spite of its tribal and other
features, it cannot be doubted that Celtic asceticism was esseuti-
alLv part of the same movement as tliat which showed itself in
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Christendom generally, and was governed in the main by
similar ideals.

5. One of the best known names connected with
Celtic asceticism is that of the Culdees {Ir. Cdl D6,
' the companions of God '). This term was some-

times Latinized into Colidei ('God-worshippers').
It is probal)lo, according to the view taken by
Reeves and Zimmer, that this term, as used from

the 9th to the 12tli cent., did not denote the regiilar

siiccessors of the Irish monasticism of the 6th, 7th,

or 8th cents., but the followers of a new movement,
which dated from the 8th century. Zimmer sug-

gests that it was probably due to the intluence of

monks who had returned to Ireland after living at

Metz under the rule of Chrodegang (a.d. 749). It

was not in Ireland, however, but in North Britain

that the Culdee movement attained its most im-

portant development.
Many of the terms of Celtic monastic nomenclature were

derived from Latin, but a few were of native origin. The fol-

lowing are the chief terms of Irish : abb (' the abbot') ; secnabb

(' a j'oung nun ') ;
berrad manaig (' the tonsure,' in Celtic coun-

tries over the front of the head from ear to ear); cathair,

conghail or mainister ('a monastery'); anchara ('an anchor-

ite ') ;
anmchara (' a soul-friend,'

' confessor ') ;
cilic (' cilicium ') ;

clausul (' clausula ') ; cri-pla (Lat. crypto) ; disert (Lat. desertum,
'an anchorite's cell'). In Welsh the following are some of the

temw employed: abad ('an abbot'); mynach ('a monk');

(' an anchorite ') ; meudwy (lit.
' a senant of God,'

' a hermit ') ;

cu/ygl (' cubiculum,'
' a hermit's cell '). The Breton and Cornish

terms are practically identical with those of Welsh. The place
name Dyserth in FUntsliire is probably identical in meaning
with the Irish disert. The derivative of cella was in Irish cille,

in Welsh cell. Cil in Welsh place names means ' a retreat,' and

Han,
' an enclosure,' a term applied to the precincts of a

monastic settlement. Generally it is followed by the name of

a saint, but sometimes by some other word, such as a river

name : e.g. Llanelwy, Llandaf, Llangefni, Llanarth, Llanllyfni.
The Welsh term Plicyf, Breton Plou (from Latin plebes), which
now means 'a parish,' meant in mediaeval Welsh 'a congrega-
tion.'

6. The general fusion of Celtic Christianity mth
that of Home led to the a-ssimilation of the monastic
institutions also, and the foundation of new mon-
asteries and nunneries by the leading orders of the

Continent. In Wales some of the medi;eval abbeys,
such as Neath, Margam, Strata Florida, Strata

Marcella, Aberconwy, and Valle Crucis, aided and

patronized Welsh literature ; but from the 14th

cent, onwards Welsh poetry, largely under the in-

fluence of the love-poet Dafydd ab Gwilym, shows
an anti - ascetic tendency. Unlike Ireland and

Urittany, Wales has become thoroughly Protestant
in spirit, and not only Protestant but Noncon-
formist. So far as the Nonconformity of Wales

may be said to have an ascetic bias, it is in the
direction of temperance and total abstinence from
the consiunption of alcohol ; and this tendency has
left its trace in legislation in the ' Welsh Sunday
Closing Act.' The Calvinistic Methodist Church,

especially, views the sale and use of alcohol by its

officers and members with marked disfavour ; and
its regulations are strongly hostile to all forms of

card-playing, dancing, and the drama, but the spirit
of Welsh Nonconformity in general is practically
identical in these matters with that of this denomi-
nation.
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E. Anwyl.
ASCETICISM (Christian).—

I. Introduction : Asceticism in its relation to Biblical revela-
tion.

II. Attitude of the Early Christian Church to Asceticism.
III. Development of Asceticism in the Middle Ages.

I. The Transition Period from the Early Church to the
Middle Ages proper (c. 300-800).

3. The Period from the beginning of the 9th till towards
the end of the 11th century (from Charlemagne to

Hildebrand).
3. The Period of the Crusades and of the last two cen-

turies of the Jliddle Ages (c. 1100-1517).
I'V. Asceticism in Modern Times.

I. The Graeoo-Russian Church,
z. The Roman Catholic Church.

3. The Protestant Churches.
Literature.

I. ISTiiODUCTicjy : Asceticism is its re-
lation TO Biblical Bevelatiox.—The word
'asceticism' (Gr. (Jcr/cjjo-is, from do-K-frc='to exerci.se

or practise '), when used in the sphere of religion and
ethics, denotes self-preparation for a virtuous course
of conduct, the zealous practice of acts of devotion
and morality. This practice of virtue in the
narrower and stricter sense, or what may be called

moral gymnastic, may consist in exercises of an
inward kind (prayer otlereil in the heart, examina-
tion of conscience, and the like), or in acts of self-

discipline [)assing over into the outward life (self-

mortitication by fasting, voluntary poverty, .sexual

continence, etc.). Both forms of a.sceticism, that

pertaining to the spiritual sphere and that of a

physical and external character, were already
known to classical antiquity, especially in the
traditional teaching of its philosophers from Py-
thagoras and Socrates downwards (cf. da-KijaLs in

Plato, for instance licp. vii. 536 ; and in Aristotle,
for instance Eth. Nicom. ix. 9 ; as well as the
mention of iroWal Kal iravTodaTral daK-qcreii 6<n6TT]TOi

in Isocrates, p. 226 C, etc.). A specially high
value was set upon the ascetic habit of life in the
schools of the Stoics (cf. esj)ecially Epictetus, Ilepl

a.(TKT)<jeo3i, Diss. II. xiii. 6), the Cynics (cf. kwikt]

da-K'tjais in Jos. Aiit. VI. xiii. 6), and the later

Platoiiists beginning with I'lutarch (cf. tlie latter's

Moral, p. 668 E), Owing to the great and wide-

spread influence of these schools during the
Roman Imperial period, 'philosophy' and 'a.sceti-

cism
'

[rb acTKrjTLKbv, Epictetiis, Diss. II. xii. 6) were

emploj'ed almost as synonymous terms. Abundant
evidence of the essential identity of the connota-
tion of the terms ' ascetic

' and '

philosopher
'

is

furnished especially by the writings of Philo

Judfeus, as well as by those of numerous Christian
Fathers from the time of Justin Martyr and Cle-

ment of Alexandria onwards. When Philo hails

the Jewish religion, and the Fathers hail Chris-

tianity, as the true philosophy, both have in view
a certain a.scetic element in their respective re-

ligions. The moral strictness and earnest demand
for virtue found in both, when looked at from the

view-point of asceticism, formed the connecting link
which rendered pos.sible such a combination of the
Jewish or Christian ideal of life mth the ' A\'isdom

'

of the Graeco-Roman philosoijhers.
As a matter of fact, there does appear to be

inherent in both the OT and the NT stages of reve-

lation an element of a.sceticism. This consists in

the urgent demand for an earnest combating of

sin and a complete resignation to the holy ^^'ill of

God. In its ritual legislation the Old Testament
also prescribes fasting—sometimes strictly obliga-

tory and universal (especially on the Great Day of

Atonement, Lv 16^ 23'^), at other times optional
and limited by temjioraiy or per.sonal conditions

(e.g. Jl 1'^ 2}-, Jer 36«, 1 S 7«, 2 S Vl^'^"; Ezr 8») ;
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in particular, it imposes upon the priestly order
certain temporary forms of abstinence ; and is

acquainted with a form of vow in virtue of which
certain persons abstain all their lives from the
use of wine (Nu 6=""-, Jg 13*, 1 S l^^-, Jer 35).
And the New Testament religion not only takes

cognizance of these and similar ordinances of the
Old Covenant, but even itself leaves scope for a

corresponding ascetic course of conduct. While
not prescribing fasting as a matter of obligation,
the NT clearly assumes that this practice will occa-

sionally be followed by members of the Christian

community (Mt B^s Q'^, Ac 13^ U^, 2 Co ll^^ etc.) ;

it exhibits a similar attitude in tlie matter of

sexual continence (Mt 19'^ 1 Co 7'^), or of the
renunciation of earthly possessions (Mt 19'-', Ac 2^
4^"^ 5*), or of temporary submission to a vow (Ac
21--'^), and the like. In short, acts of ascetic dis-

cipline and training in virtue are contemplated
in the NT as allowable, nay, even as necessary,
according to time and circumstances, in the sphere
of Christianity. In the interests of tlie kingdom
of Christ, the Apostle Paul submits himself to

fastings, watcliings, cold, nakedness, etc. (2 Co 6^

ll^^'-) ; and 'bruises' and 'subdues' his body after

the manner of athletes (1 Co 9-"^). And he looks
for similar action on the part of otlier seriously-
minded followers of Christ (Gal 5'\ Ro 13^\ Col 3^).

In view of the above and many otlier Biblical

expressions, it cannot siirely be maintained that
ascetic practices are cxcln/led by the religion of

revelation. But, on the other hand, they cannot
be regarded as a privuirily important or funda-
mentally significant element of that religion. That
they play only a secondary or accessory role in the

sphere of revealed truth is plain even at the OT
stage of religion, both from the relatively small
number and the moderate strictness of the com-
mands regarding fasting and other forms of absti-

nence, and from the sharp polemic of the Law
and the Propliets against the excessive bodily and
external mortification which prevailed widely in the

religions of Israel's heathen neiglibours (cf. the

prohibitions of self-mutilation in Lv 19 and Dt 23,
and Elijah's attitude towards the frantic wounding
of themselves by the priests of Baal, 1 K IS^*'''-).

There is also proof of this in the absence of all

trace of a partiality or a preference for the un-
married life in the social and ethical practice of

life in Israel. To marry and to have children
remain national fundamental virtues in Israel

through all periods of its history ; even as late as
the Roman era, the Pharisees, who were pre-

eminently tlie party of strict law, and who showed
in many otlier points a disposition towards rigor-
ous legalism in the matter of ascetic practice,
maintained a decidedly unfavourable attitude to-

wards celibacy. The opposite attitude of the
Essenes cannot count for much, in view of the

notoriously small number of this party and the
extent to whicli they were prob<ably influenced by
foreign customs, particularly, it may be assumed,
by the example of the Pythagoreans ; and even in

this .sect tiiere was a minority which (according to
Jos. BJ II. viii. 13) did not renounce marriage.
That Clirist and the primitive Christians devi-

ated in any of the points here mentioned from
the traditions that prevailed among the Covenant
People of the OT is a theory tliat could be main-
tained only by a NT exegesis controlled by ascetic

prejudices. Neither as regards the individual nor
as regards society do the ethical teachings and pre-

scriptions of the NT go further than permit. It is

intended not as a rigorous statute, but as a com-
mand of love, when the Lord calls His disciples
(Mt 10='8 W\ Jn 13""'-) to follow after Him in the

way of the cross and of humility ; and the Apostles
adopted precisely the same free and mild attitude

towards the problems of controlling the appetites
and mortifjdng the flesh. In regard to these pro-
blems, St. Paul appears in some measure to have
made stricter demands (cf. tlie above-cited passages
in 1 and 2 Cor. as well as tlie Epistle to the Gala-

tians, etc.) than even the stern legalist St. James;
but an injustice is done him when the attempt is

made to read into his Epistles anything like a
commendation of monastic withdrawal from tlie

world or of fanatical maintenance of virginity.
He Avas and continues to be the preaclier of true

evangelical freedom, even in all those instances
where he deals with questions of individual or of

social asceticism (cf. 1 Co &^' 9^'r- IQP, Gal 5^ Ro
H-"'-) ; in the demands he makes for cross-bearing
he nowhere goes beyond the standard set up by
Jesus Himself. He who would ' walk by the Spirit

'

(cf. Gal 5"^""-) must, indeed, turn away fi-om all

works of the flesh ; but there is no hint in this of

an d<peL5ia trw/iaros or false angel-like spirituality
(Col 2'^"^), no

'

hating of one's own flesh
'

in the sense
of Neo-Platouic or Oriental dualistic teachings
(Eph o'-^'-), no one-sided bodily exercise and morti-
fication ; for far higher than such au/xariKri yv/jLuaala
stands in his estimation the yvfivd^etv iavrbi' irpb%

evffi^eiav (1 Ti 4'^-). Even in the solitary passage in

which he uses the word aaKelv of religious and
moral conduct (in his speech before Felix at

Csesarea, Ac 24^'' affKCi a.irp6aKoirov a-vveiBriffiv ^xf"*

vpbs rbv 6e6v, k.t.X.}, the practice of virtue he has in
view is that which he champions everywhere el.se,

a practice marked by the characteristic freedom
of the Gospel, and as far removed from Pharisaic
narrow-mindedness and legal bondage as it is from
unnatural self-torture after the fashion of Indian

faqlrs or heathen Syrian priests of Asia Minor.
II. The Attitude of the Early Curistia n

Church to Asceticism.—In spite of the condi-
tion of things described above, which forbids us to

regard asceticism as an element of the religious
and moral life belonging exclusively to the essence
of Christianity, or prescribed in its original body of
doctrine as necessaiy to salvation, the ascetic prin-

ciple early made way for itself in the development
of the Christian Church. Nay, in the course of
this development, asceticism soared to heights and
produced phenomena in the life of the Church
which for greatness and far-reaching influence on
the whole cultured life of humanity fall in no way
behind what the history of non-Christian religions
has to show of an analogous kind. Christian
asceticism is one of the phenomena produced by
the union of pre-Christian factors of civilization
with the spirit of Christianity, phenomena which—like Christian art, poetry, jurisprudence, etc.—
have everywhere made contributions of inestimable
value and of abiding significance for the further-
ance and elevation of the mental life of mankind.
And the source from which the Christian spirit
derived this element of culture—so far as it did
not lie in the religious and cultured life of the OT—can have been none other than that from which
formative influences and impulses mainly flowed
in the departments of art, poetry, politics, and
law. The beginnings of asceticism in the Christian

Cliurch, especially as organized in the form of com-
munities—monasticism—constitute another chapter
in the history of tliat process whicli is usually
spoken of as the '

Hellenizing of Christianity.'
No other place can be assigned to them than
within the sphere of tiiis process, wliich embraces
the history of the Churcli from the 2nd to tlie 5th

century. For the stage upon wliich the pheno-
mena of a fully deve]oi)ed and socially organized
Christian asceticism first make their appearance
is found in those lands wliicli constituted the world
of Grreco-Roman civilization

; and the religious
and philosophical traditions of tliis same cultured
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world form the point to which the asceticism of

the Church, with its ideals and etibrts, primarily
and mainly attaches itself.

Per sc another supposition might appear possible,

namely, that a fruitful influence upon the ascetic

and monastic tendencies of the ancient Eastern
Church proceeded from a religious civilization

which in the matter of asceticism was so richly

developed as that of India (with ascetic systems
like Jainism and Buddhism, which date back to

a time considerably earlier than the Christian era).

Or an attempt might be made to trace the earliest

ascetic and monastic movements in Christianity
to kindred phenomena in the religions of Babylonia
(and Syrophcenicia) or of Egypt. But when the
various pre-Christian religious civilizations are

pitted against one another and their share in the

result before us examined, none can dispute the

palm with Greece. India is far too distant, and
was always much too widely separated from the
mental life of the peoples of Western Asia, to be

seriously taken into account. Towards the re-

ligious usages of Babylonia and Syria, which might
certainly be considered with a view to the solution

of the problem, the people of God in OT times—
and primitive Christianity in like manner^con-

sistently assumed an attitude only of disapproval
and sharp opposition (cf. the remark already made
on 1 K 18^). Again, the analogies vith early
Christian asceticism, which have been sought in

the religious system of the Egyptians, prove, upon
closer critical examination, to be merely apparent.
This remark applies especially to those alleged
ascetics or priestly monks of the temple of Serapis
whom H. Weingarten (art.

' Monchtum '

in PllE'-,
1882 ; and previously in Der Ursprung des
Mvnchtiims im mtchkonstantin. Zeitalter, Gotha,
1877) sought to represent as the real models and
teachers of the earliest Christian monks—a false

theory which has been completely shattered by
more recent investigation (see E. Preuschen's

monograph, Monchtum und Serapiskult, Darm-
stadt, 1899 [2nd ed. 1903], in which the existence
of Serapis priests of a monkish type is disproved,
and therewith the utter impossibility of Wein-
garten's hj-pothesis demonstrated). Thus we must
abide by the view that the beginnings of early
Christian asceticism and monasticism go back to

essentially Greek intiuences, or, to put it more
exactly, to the influence of the late Greek and
Judseo-Hellenic schools of philosophj', to which
we have already referred in this connexion. The
religions of the Ancient East can at most be
credited with only an indirect share (the result of

the syncretism of the Alexandrian epoch) in the
formative process we are considering. [Cf . , on the
one side, Edwin Hatch, Influence of Gr. Ideas and
Usages upon the Chr. Church (Germ, tr., Preuschen,
Griechenttcm und Christentum, Freib. i. B. 1892, p.
101 tt'. ), and A. Harnack, Das Monchtum, seine Ideale
und seine Geschichte*, Giessen, 1895, esp. p. 18 fi". ;

and, on the other side, the literature (No. II. ) cited at
the end of the present article, dealing with the liis-

tory of asceticism prior to and outside Christianity.]
Long before the rise of monastic organizations,

by which asceticism was elevated to the rank of

the ideal of life for the social ethics of Christianity,
many forms of ascetic practice and endeavour
had made their appearance within the sphere of

individual etiiics. Some of these had their model
in Jewish customs. This was the case in par-
ticular with the habit of fasting twice a week and
observing fixed daily hours of prayer. For both
of these practices, the so-called ' station

'

fasts on

Wednesday and Fridaj^, and the habit of praying
at least tliree times a day (the germ from wliich
the later conventual institution of

' hours '

de-

veloped), there is evidence in writings as early as

the 2nd cent. (Didache, Vlll. i. 3 ; Hennas, Sim.
V, 1,3; Aristides, ^750^. 15 ; Tertull. de Jejun.
i. 10, de Orat. i. 19; Clem. Alex., etc.). And at
the root of both there is not only the Pharisaic
Jewish model, but also an underlying allusion,
dating probably even from Apostolic times, to
the principal features of the Passion of our Lord.
The phenomena of pre-monastic early Christian
asceticism may be assumed to have found their
models and motives mainly in pagan Hellenism.
So with the custom (to be attributed to the in-
fluence of Montanism) of partial fasting for several
weeks before Easter (the Xerophagy, or Fast of the
Passion) ; the disposition (attributable to the same
source) to increase the severity of Cliurch discipline
and to place additional obstacles in the way of con-

tracting a second marriage (cf. especially Tertull.

dePoinit., de Pudic, ad Uxor., deMonogam., etc.) ;

as well as the high or exaggerated value (to be
explained partly from Montanist and partly from
Gnostic influences) set upon voluntary virginity
(irapdevia, iyKpireia) as an ideal.

We see the coryphcei of all the leading schools
of theology, Greeks and Latins, Alexandrians and
non-Alexandrians (cf., in regard to these last, not

only the already oft-cited Tertullian, but also

especially Cyprian, de Hub. Virg. and de Orat.
Domin. ; Lactantius, Inst. Div. vi. 23 ; and Meth-
odius, Conviv. vii. 3, viii. 1), participating in the
endeavour to commend such ascetic practices. The
ascetic element was most prominent, to be sure, in
the theology of that school which, as the founder
of an ecclesiastically orthodox gnosis in opposition
to that of the heretical Gnostics, ventured to draw
most boldlyand most deeply from the treasury of the
traditions of Greek philosophy

—the Alexandrian,
which far surpassed all other theological schools of
the early Church in the matter of establishing and
developing Christian asceticism. Even Clement,
although he defends the right to hold eartlily pos-
sessions (Quis div. salv.), and upholds the sanctity
of the married condition (Peed. ii. 10 ; Strom, ii.

23, iii. 12), gives expression to very rigorous views

regarding the Christian attitude to fine clothes and
various worldly pleasures and enjoyments (Peed.
ii. Iff., iii. 2f., 7f.), and even pleads at times in
favour of an almost Stoically conceived ideal of

apathy (Strotn. iv. 22, cf. iii. 7 and vii. 12). Origen,
even after he had learned to repent of the hyper-
ascetic excesses of his youth, in particular his

self-emasculation (Euseb. HE vi. 8), still remained
an enthusiastic panegyrist of all forms of Morld-
renunciation and mortifying of the flesh. He went
still further in the matter of fasting and other
forms of abstinence (see Ro7n. in Lv ^*-

'', Exhort,
ad Martyr, etc.), and especially in recommending
virginity (on this last point, besides passages like
c. (Jels. i. 26, vii. 48, viii. 55, see especially his

Com. on Ro 12', Avhere he commends three kinds
of '

living, holy, God-pleasing sacrifice,' namely a

martyr death, voluntary celibacy, and abstinence
from sexual intercourse on the part of married

persons ; similarly Horn. 23 in Num.).
It is not surprising that, when an advance took

place from the practice of asceticism by individuals
to its practice by bodies of people, the earliest signs
of the movement took place where this Christian-
Gnostic theology made its influence first and most
powerfully felt. Egypt, the home of the Alex-
andrian theolog}^, became also the motiier-land of

early Christian monasticism,, or, to designate it

more exactly and correctly, ccenobitl<im {for novaxos
or pL0i'di'(i}u is properly

' a hermit,'
' one living alone

'

;

it is the living together in Koivd^ia that stamps the
ascetics as monks in the modem sense of the word).
It was in those circles in Egypt in which theology
and church stood in the closest connexion with

Origen that the impulse towards more intimate
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association, with a view to a common ascetic life,

appears to have set in earliest. The adherents
of tiie Origenist Hierakas, whom Epijihanivis in

No. 67 of his Catalogue of Heretics describes as
a sect under the name 'lepaKirai, may in many
respects be regarded as one of the earliest societies
of ascetics. But in their case, as previously in
that of the Encratite party of Tatian, the element
of theoretical traditional teaching or mystico-
Gnostic speculation probably predominated to
such an extent that the name 'school' or 'sect'
fits them better than such designations as ' Monch-
verein

'

or ' Klosterbriiderschaft' (cf. art.
' Hierakas '

in PRE'^ viii. 38 f. by A. Harnack, who does not
take sufficient account of the peculiarity which
distinguishes them from the ccenobite societies
of the following period). Like these Hierakites,
who may have belonged entirely to the 3rd cent.,
the 'solitaries' (iiovaxoi, also fiovorpoTroi, fiovripeis),

described by Eusebius in two passages of his

Commentary on the Psalms (on Pss 67 and 83),
were also still without the closer social organiza-
tion. The latter may yet have been wanting also
to those ' bond brothers

'

or ' sons of the bond '

(Syr. b'nai k^ydmd), of whom mention is made
by a Syrian contemporary of Eiisebius, namely,
Aphraates of Edessa, in Nos. 6 and 18 of liis

Homilies. To the category of ascetics who re-

ceived their impulse from the Alexandrian theo-

logy we must assign also those representatives of

the ascetic habit of life who belong to the first

decades of the 4th cent., and whose dwelling-
places should probably be sought in Palestine and
Syria rather than in Egypt. What here again
forbids our identifying them with monks proper or
coenobites is the lack of more definite information
as to principles of organization or rules that may
have belonged to them.
This characteristic of being bound together by

a fixed principle or rule of life is not wanting,
however, in those societies of Middle Egypt which
from the early part of the 4th cent, began to

make their appearance in the Eastern Church,
and as the founders of which St. Antony and St.

Pachomius have gained superlative fame. The
former (born 251, died 350) lived for some decades

(from about 270) as a hermit in the mountain
wastes of northern Middle Egypt, 'on the right
bank of the Nile, opposite Arsinoe and Heracleo-

polis. Then, shortly after the year 300, a number
of bodies of associates in his ascetic mode of life,

who had taken ixp their abode in the same region,
were trained by him to work and to practise de-
votional exercises in common, and thus—though
for a time without written rules— a kind of

monastic life was established. The sites of two of

the Koivd^ia, or colonies of monks, established and
directed by St. Anthony down to his death {i.e.

for a full half century) can be fixed with tolerable

certainty : Pispir, or the ' outer mount of Antonius,'
lying close to the right bank of the Nile, and the
' inner mount of Antonius,' lying farther to the

east, near the Red Sea. While this older patri-
arch of Egyi)tian monasticism still refrained from
committing his rules to writing, his younger con-

temporary Pachomius (born c. 290, died 345 or

346) provided the hosts of ascetics who gathered
round him in southern Middle Egypt, between
Akhmlm [Panopolis] and Denderah, with a rule
of life A\ Inch regulated in detail their devotional
exercises and their work. This body of rules was,
no doubt, reduced to writing by himself or by some
of his immediate associates. By the authors of
the earliest accounts of his life and Avork it was
regarded as a product of Divine inspiration,
having, it was alleged, been given to him,
written on a tablet of brass, by an angel while he

sojourned in a cave. Its prescriptions regulate in

the most minute detail not only the daily round of
work and prayer, but also everj'thing relating to
tlie food, the clothes, the sleep, and the dwellings
of the monks. They comprise much that is original
and characteristic of the national Egyptian mon-
astic usage, but also some things which the later
tradition ditl not accept at all (so, especially, the
division of tlie inmates of each establishment into
24 Tay/j-ara, classified according to age), or accepted
only with considerjible moililications (for instance,
the prescription of 3 x 12 daily acts of prayer).

Partly independent of the models oU'ered by the
creations of these two great monastic fathers, and
partly with more or less close attachment to them,
there arose even during their lifetime various large
and afterwards influential settlements of asso-

ciated bands of ascetics. Thus we find (1) in

Lower Egypt, the monasteries, or, to be more
correct, the hermit-villages of the Nitrian moun-
tain, founded somewhere about the year 320 by
Annin or Ammonius, as well as those of the desert
of Skete to the north of this hill country, founded
about 330 by Macarius ' the Great '

or ' the

Egyptian' (died 390); (2) the South Palestinian

hermitages and monasteries of St. Hilarion, a

pupil of St. Anthony (c. 320-360) ; (3) the N.

Syrian and Mesopotamian monasteries called into

being about 325 in Nisibis and its environs by the

Egyptian Awgin (a monkish saint who received
his training at Tabennisi, the principal monastery
of Pachomius) ; (4) the monastic societies estab-
lished about 330 still farther north, in Armenia,
Pontus, and Cappadocia, by Eustathius of Sebaste.

Only a little later are the phenomena which mark
the laying of the foundation of a joint practice of

asceticism in the West, especially the essentially
monastic activity of St. Martin (c. 370-400) in
Western Gaul. Regarding the majority of these
fathers of the monastic system we have more or
less detailed and in the main reliable historical

information. In his Historia Lausiaca (written
in the beginning of the 5th cent.), Palladius has
collected sketches of the lives of some 70 not-
able ascetics and founders of monasteries. These
sketches, while not devoid of certain features of

embellishment, are never pure fictions, but rather

embody reports by eye- and ear-witnesses of the

persons and events in question. The same remark
applies to the historical value of the still older
Historia Monachorum by Knfinus, and to Athan-
asius's Vita Antonii. Here, again, this last-named

biography of the most famous of all the Oriental
fathers of monasticism has handed down to us
information which, while it is enriched with not a
few legendary additions, represents in the main the
authentic testimony of contemporaries. [Against
the attacks of modern hyper- critics (esp. the above-
named Weingarten) on these and other sources for
the history of asceticism and monasticism during
the era of Constantine and the following period,
see, in general, the discussions by C. Butler and
the author of the present article in the works
cited below (esp. Zockler, Askese und Monchtum,
pp. 188 ft:, 200 ft'., 212 ft".)].

III. Development of Asceticism in the
Middle Ages. — The Church of the Middle
Ages added scarcely anything that was essentially
new to the forms of ascetic effort and action that
had become usual in the Early Church period ;

but in the matter of establishing fixed rules and
systematizing these forms it Avent far beyond what
had been done by the Ancient Church. The de-

velopment in question was accomplished in the
course of the folloAving four periods :

I. The transition period from the Early Church
to the Middle Ages proper [c. 360-800).—During
this period the labours of a number of monastic

legislators in East and West gave permanent form
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and binding force to the traditions of the era of

Constantine with reference to the living togetlier
of ascetics in monastic establishments. Basil the
Great of Ca'sarea (died 379) drew up a set of rules,
•which proved of fundamental imjjortance and
attained to permanent influence, for the monastic

system of the Eastern Roman Empire and partly
also of liower Italy and (Sicily. Suppression of

the hermit or anchorite form of monastic life

(which was still frequently preferred by the
earliest Oriental ascetics) by coenobite arrange-
ments, transfer of monastic settlements from re-

mote deserts to the neighbourhood of cities, rejec-
tion of hj'^per-ascetic excesses (c.q. in such matters
as fasting and the number of daily times of i)rayer,
Avhich were restricted to seven or eight), and gener-
ally an increasing mildness of disposition, directed
to the discouraging of excessive ascetic enthusi-
asm—such are, upon the whole, the characteristic

features of this organization which derived its

origin and its name from Basil. In the Latin
edition of the llules of Basil, which Kulinvis pre-

pared to serve as a constitution for the lower
Italian and Sicilian branches of this monastic

family, provision is made even for the establish-

ment of double religious houses, i.e. the erection
close to one another of monasteries under <an

abbot and of nunneries under a 'mother.' The
foundation of these doulde houses indicates a

shrinking from the vehemence of the older sexual
asceticism. A similar custom prevailed frequently
in the West, even independently of the influence
of Basil and Butinus. Such houses were founded,
for instance, in Spain by Fructuosus (died 670) ;

in the British Isles we have examples in the Iro-

Scottish religious houses founded by St. Patrick
and St. Columba ; and still later in the orders of

Bobert of Arbrissel (died 1117), CJilbert of Sem-
in-ingham (died 1189), and Birgitta of Sweden
(died 1.373) ; cf. Zockler, I.e. pp. 290, 379 ff., 419 li'.,

541 f. More or less important developments con-
tinued to be undergone by Basil's monastic legis-
lation in the Byzantine East till towards the
middle of the 11th century. These concerned

especially such matters as the placing of the re-

ligious houses under tlie bishop's superintendence,
increased severitj' of discipline within convents,
an organic union whereby anchorites (KeXXitDrat,
'inmates of cells') lived with coenobites within
the same cloistral district, and the distinguishing
of the monks' right of pienitential discipline from
the pastoral charge exercised by the secular clergy.
Mo.st ell'ective for this development were the
ecclesiastical prescriptions of Justinian's civil

code ; the canons of certain synods of the 7th
and Sth cents., especially the Trullan Council, ii.

692 ; the influence of the patriarch Germanns of

Constantino])le (died 703), of the abbot Theodorus
Studita (died 826), of Athanasius of Trapezus [c.

96011'.) who founded the oldest principal religious
house of the monastic republic on Mt. vVthos, and
of tlie Constantinopolitan monastic prefect, Simeon
the younger (e. 1040; cf. Zockler, I.e. p. 2901}".;

and, in regard to the last named, K. Holl, Enthu-
siasmus und Bussgeivalt helm gricehisehen Muneli-

tum, Leipzig, 1898).

Turning to the monastic sj'stem and asceticism
of the West, we discover the most influential

legislator and most famous founder of orders in

the person of Benedict the Great of Nursia (died

543), the founder of Monte Casino. A number of
his predecessors in the West (in particular Job.
Cassianus [died 435] and Ca^.sarius of Aries [died
542], the former the composer of rules for monks,
the latter the author of a system for nuns) hail

sought to adapt the ascetic traditions of the East
as represented by Egypt and Syria to the need.s of
the inmates of Western religious houses, la

relation to these attempts it is to be notetl that
the course followed by the Ecgula Bcncdicti,
which became the fundamental code of tlie

greatest of all the orders of monks, is partly to
summarize and partly to condense and simi'ilify
previous results. The Rcgida in its i)resent form
is divided into 73 chapters, and though perhaps
not free from some later additions, niiiy be re-

garded, certainly up to ch. 66, as genuine. It
exhibits no small degree of legislative wisdom in
its enactments, A\hicli are marked on the one
hand by strictness and on the other l>y humanity
and mildness. It wears the aspect of strictness in
its insistence upon the maintenance of the voimii
stabUitutis, and in its measures for ensuring a
aivict clauiiura hi opposition to all umlutifulness
and disposition on the part of the monks to wander
about without restraint ; so also in its demand
that there shall be no holding of private i)roperty
by any inmate of a religious house ; in short, in
its enforcing of the three fundamental monastic
duties : ccatitas, obcdic7itia, 2)au2wrfas. But, on
the other hand, it evinces relative mildness in its

dietary prescriptions (the eating of flesh food

being prohibited, but a moderate quantity of wine
allowed), its regulation of dress, its enjoining of

silence (taciturnitas) at fixed times, and its direc-
tions as to devotions, eight daily

' hours
'

being
indeed prescril)cd, but excessive length being-
avoided by reducing the number of Psalms to be

sung in each ' hour '

to three. The Regida of the

patriarch of Monte Casino knows as yet nothing of
the more violent methods of penance and discipline,
such as self-flagellation, wearing the hair shirt,

temporary inclusio, or confinement of monks in

their cells, etc. It was reserved for later eiiochs
in the Middle Ages to give birth increasingly to
such aggravations of ascetic practice until an un-
natural degree was reached.

2. The period from, the beginning of the 9th till

toioards the end of the 11th century (from Charle-

magne to Hildebrand).—This period is character-

ized, on the one hand, by the beginnings of that

rigorous reaction, within the bosom of the Bene-
dictine order of monks, against the frequent
laxity or disuse of monastic discipline, such a re-

action as is exhibited in the reforms of the younger
Benedict (of Aniane, died 821) and the 'congre-
gation

'

of Cluny (especially from the time of its

second abbot, Odo [died 942J) ; and, on the other

hand, by the constant eflbrt of the Church, through
the instrumentality of jjenance, to carry over ascetiic

principles and habits of life to the lay world.

Amongst the literature serving this purpose (the
Librl Pa'uitcnticdcs), one of the earliest and most
prominent places should be assigned to the works
of Columbanus of Luxeuil (died 615), who com-

posed not only a book of penance for laymen, but
a rule for religious houses {regida ca'nobi(tlis)
which contained a severe penal code. In this
class of literature we find prescribed not only a
number of the ordinary forms of jienance for sins

that have been confessed (money lines, almsgiving,
pilgrimages to distant shrines, intensified fastings,
etc.), but with special frequency also the ^)enalty
of flagellation. In connexion with the rigorous
movement emanating from Clunj-, there were many
monasteries in which, from the commencement of

the 11th cent., this flagellation was practised in

a specially severe form, and with all sorts of

refinements added to intensify it. Thus arose

the practice of self-flagellation, first introduced in

certain religi(ms houses of Central Italy (Clusium,

I'oinposia, ])erliaps also at Camaldoli near Arezzo,
the original .seat of the Camaldulensian 'congre-

gation' founded by Koinuald [died 1027]), and
reduced to a fine art in Peter Damiani's establish-

ment, Fonte A veil ana, by Dominicus, surnamed
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Loricatus (c. 1050), who added to the self-inflicted

flagellation yet other methods of mortifjdng the

flesh, notably the performance of numerous genu-
flexions (vietanoea;) during the singing of Psalms
in Divine worship, and so became a much admired
hero of the self-torturing hyper-ascetic discipline
(see the literature cited below).
A more harmless form of the joint practice of

asceticism, likewise developed first in the religious
liouses that were influenced by the reforming
movement of Cluny, and showing itself almost

simultaneously in Central Italy and in South

Germany, consisted in tlie institution of lay-
brothers or ' outside brothers

'

(fratres exteriores

or conversi or even barbati). These were a kind
of half-monks, who, because they were subject to

only part of Benedict's Regula and were not bound
to wear the monastic habit, did much to diffuse the

spirit of monastic piety even in lay circles, and
at the same time to extend the political influence
of the monastery. Starting from Gualbert's ' con-

gregation
'

of Vallombrosa near Florence (c. 1038),
and from Hirschau, the monastery of abbot William
the Holy (died 1091), this institution of lay-brothers
gradually established itself in other '

congrega-
tions

'

as well. It became the model for those
brotherhoods of Penitents or Tertiaries whicli were
afterwards (from the end of the 13th cent.) affiliated

with the mendicant orders of St. Dominic and St.

Francis, and from whose activity results of great
significance followed.

3. The period of the Crusades and of the last tioo

centuries of the Middle Ages (c. 1100-1517).—The
characteristics of this period ai-e an ever-growing
effort on the part of the religious orders to extend
their manner of cultivating piety to the Church as
a whole, and an increasing tendency to multiply
ascetic practices and forms. Even during the
12th cent, the monasticizing of the secular clergy
by the imposition of celibacy—a movement which
had the fashion set to it in Home from the time of

Gregory Vil.—had been accomplished in almost
all the countries of the West, both the great
rival '

congregations
'

of the Benedictine order,
tliat of Cluny and that of the Cistercians, lending
their services to the Curia for this end. Still

greater results were reached by the above-men-
tioned mendicant orders, which from the 13th cent,

began to take up the work of both these bodies
and in general of the older religious orders. Partly
through the stringency with which they enforced
the rule of poverty, partly through the institution
of Tertiaries above referred to, and, in addition to
all this, owing to their preaching in the language
of the people, and to the self-sacrificing character
of their pastoral activity, especially in times of

severe national calamities, they gained for them-
selves a degree of popularity Avhich threw all

their predecessors into the shade. Many pheno-
mena of asceticism as well as hyper-asceticism
still prevailed side by side with the influences

emanating from these regularly constituted chief

representatives of monastic piety. Such, for

instance, was the practice, much resorted to by
both sexes, of inclusio, or allowing themselves to be
shut up in narrow cells, caves, or huts, sometimes
in remote districts, sometimes in the vicinity of

much frequented churches or religious houses.
So with pilgrimages to places of devotion and
miracle - working shrines, the latter increasing
in number towards the end of the Middle Ages.
To the same category belong the processions of

flagellants, which after the year 1349 rejieatedly
poured over great tracts of country, and whose
practices about the beginning of the 15th cent,

were brought to the highest degree of perfection
under the guidance of the Spanish Dominican saint
Vincentius Ferrer (1401-1417). Another pheno-

menon was the appearance in particular localities

of groups of people mIio were seized with a
sudden religious (or semi-religious) mania, e.g. the
'dancers' of the Lower Rhine and Holland (1374)
and Strassburg (1418). Finally must be mentioned
the numerous instances, amounting almost to a

general epidemic of asceticism, in Avhich, from
the time of the '

stigmatization
'

miracle connected
with St. Francis (1224), visible copies of the wounds
of Christ were, it was alleged, miraculously pro-
duced on jiersons of both sexes, sometimes within
the pale of the two rival orders of St. Francis and
St. Dominic, sometimes outside it.

The above and kindred phenomena betray a

religious degeneration, hand in hand with whicli

went numerous symptoms of moral decay, jiarticu-

larly in the discipline of most of the religious
orders, old and new alike. An attempt was made
to counteract this degeneration by the mystical
and inward tendency which marked some ascetic

groups, esp. the ' Brothers of the Common Life
'

{q.v.), who spread from the Netherlands over North
and Central Germany ; but this effort to lead men
to spuitual religious exercises and to a spiritual

following of Christ failed to make any deep and
lasting impression upon any large number of

people.
IV. Asceticism in Modern Times. —The

Reformation of the sixteenth century led to a

return, on the part of all that portion of Western
Christendom Avhich adhered to it, to that limited
measure of ascetic practice and aim which was
the norm for primitive Christianity, Avith its

freedom from the Law, In other words, an
attitude of disapproval was adopted not only
towards the hyper-asceticism of the Middle Ages,
but also towards those intensifications of the
ascetic-monastic principle which had made their

appearance in the Early Church. On the other

hand, in both the Churches of Catholic tradition,
the Roman and the Greek, this critical attitude,
derived from the Protestant doctrine of justi-
fication, towards the development of previous
centuries was condemned as unbridled anti-

nomianism. Hence the attempt was made to
conserve not only the ascetic but partly also the

hyper-ascetic acquisitions of the Church's past.

Accordingly a wide severance between the prin-

cipal Churches in the matter of their ascetic

practice now set in.

1. The GrcBco-Uussian Church. — This Chui'ch,
which had been more or less untouched by the

exaggerations of asceticism that had shown
themselves during the mediaeval development of
the Western Church, continues to abide in all

essentials by the forms and conditions with which
the period of primitive Christianity had ended.
Hence for it an enduring validity belongs to
Canon 13 of the Second Trullan Council, which
frees the priests and the lower clergy in general
from the obligation to celibacy ; as Avell as to the
12th Canon of the same Council, which strictly
binds the higher grades of the liierarchy, from
bishops upwards, to an unmarried life. Accord-

ingly, the higher church offices can, as a rule, be
held only by men chosen from the ranks of the
monastic clergy

— a princii)le far-reacliing in its

bearing upon the whole ecclesiastical and civil

life, and serving to erect a great wall of partition
against Western Catholicism.

2. The Roman Catholic Church.—Along with the

celibacy of the clergy, this Church retains almost
all the other intensifications of the ascetic principle
which the inediieval development added to the

Early Church traditions. Nay, in the interests
of its contra-reforming aims it has in not a few
points gone beyond the Middle Ages. New forms
of ascetic discipline and self-torture could indeed
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no longer be invented, but all that was possible was
done in order to give more efleotive form and
more refined manner to the creations of earlier

days. Tliis will be seen if, for instance, Loyola's
Exercitia spiritualia be compared with their em-

bryonic types in the monastic mysticism of the
Brothers of the Common Life, or if the Jesuitical

scliool comedies and the performance of oratorios

in the order of Neri be compared with the crudities

of the clerical plays of the closing pre-Keformation

f)eriod.

Of the unnatural extravagances of the

ater ni^di;eval asceticism, some, such as flageHant-

ism, indusio, the Avcaring of the penitential shirt,

etc., were, if not wholly sujipressed, at least some-
what mitigated and more discreetly ordered. The
tendency to multiply the forms of joint practice of

asceticism was still maintained. And especially
in the frequent formation of new religious brother-

hoods and sisterhoods outside the orders proper
the more recent Catholicism exhibits an inventive

genius and a productive power which have been able

to defy all counter-forces, including even the re-

volutionary storm at the transition from the ISth

to the 19th cent., and which at the beginning of

the present century continue to exhibit the same

capacity as during the iirst decades of the counter-

Reformation. The Society of Jesus forms the chief

centre. Within its bosom is constantly produced
that inexhaustible supply of ascetic vital energy
which is diffused in all directions with triumphant
eflect. The uniqueness of this most important and

original of all Catholic orders consists neither in

unexampled severity of self-mortihcation nor in un-
usual zeal in performing deeds of loving self-sacrifice,

nor yet in a superlative degree of scientific indus-

try. In none of these points, least of all in the

last-named, is the order of Loyola content to hold
a secondary place ; but it seeks its chief glory in

an intensifying of the monastic virtue of obedience,

whereby it far surpasses all that lias been achieved
in this matter by earlier ascetic societies. The
secret of its greatness lies in the blindly obedient
devotion on the part both of its individual members
and of its superiors to the command of the Pope,
and all with a view to extirpating Protestant

heresy. To the vow of obedience it has imparted,
especially by that sacrifice of intellect to which it

trains its pupils, a military precision which secures
for it an incomparable superiority over all the
otlier militant orders of the Papal Church. And,
owing to this essentially military character and
organization, while it has not indeed reached its

goal in the extirpation of Protestantism, it has

gained other successes of the utmost importance.
Instead of the Churches of Pi'otestantism, it has

completely conqviered its own Church, and secured
for itself witliin it a j^osition of influence which, to
all appearance, is destined to continue for decades
if not for centui'ies.

3. 2'Ac Protestant Churches. — These reject, as
their reforming instruments and Confessions de-
clare with practical unanimity (cf. Conf. Aug. artt.

26, 21; XXXIX Artt., xxxii., xxxiv.; Co7if. Helvet.
ii. 18, 24, 29; Scotch Conf. i. 14, 15, and ii.), the
Roman demand for the celibacy of the clergy, just
as they oppose the claiming of special merit for

ascetic displays of virtue. A certain number of

wonted ascetic observances, especially in the matter
of keeping weekly and yearly fasts, passed over into
the practice of Lutherans, Anglicans, and some
of the other Reformed Churches in the times im-

mediately following the Reformation, but have sur-
vived in only a very limited measure down to the

juesent day. A return to the principles and prac-
tices of strict asceticism in the matter both of fasting
and of abstinence from worldly pleasures and en-

joyments, evincing in general a tendency to with-
drawal from the world, was aimed at and in some

measure achieved by the Continental Pietism of
the 17th and 18th cents., as well as in England
and her colonies by Methodism and some of the
Methodist and Baptist sects (especially tlie Tankers
[from c. 1724] and tlie Shakers [from 1774], both of
which favoured the principles of celibacy and com-
plete community of property). But even these

attempts led for the most part to no permanent
results. The Pietistic bodies in Germany, in so
far as they survived the Spener-Francke and Zin-
zendorf times, introduced important modifications
in their opposition to a more secular form of Christi-

anity. A niore endurhig character belongs to the
ascetic eflbrts of many branches of Britisli and
American Methodism. Particularly in the sphere
of the crusade against alcohol not a little success
has already been achieved, whose salutary influence
extends to the life of other denominations as well,
and from which still more may be looked for in

the future. A similar remark applies to the
work of the Salvation Army. Its

' Self-Denial

Efforts,' i.e. abstinence from a number of the

pleasures of life with a view to being able to give
all the more for the benefit of others, may be classed
with those forms of ascetic action whose survival
and wider diffusion within the pale of I'rotestant

Christianity are in general to be wished and prayed
for. Similar in character and aim are the ' Weeks
of Self-Denial

'

that have recently become common
among the Presbyterians of North America, of
which an account is given by R. E. Thompson, the
historian of that denomination, in American Church
History series, vi. 189.
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O. Zockler.
ASCETICISM (Greek).—We find asceticism

even in ancient Greek life, and there, in fact, its
unseen beginnings go back to the 7tli cent. B.C.

Sundry anticipations of the practice are traceable
in various religious cults, as, e.g., the rigorous
fasting enjoined by the Eleusinian Mysteries, the

fast-day in the sacred calendar of the Attic

Thcsmoj)ho7-ia, the fasting preparatory to incuba-
tion in the clithonian cults, etc.* But none of
these ever got beyond the embryonic stage, as they
did not emanate from any sy-stematic religious
conception of the world. Ascetic movements of
real significance make their first appearance among
the ecstatic seers and purifiers of the 7th and 6tii

centuries B.C. Thus Abaris, whom Pindar (frag.
270 B) names as a contemporary of Crtcsus, is said
to have carried the golden arrow of Apollo over
the Avliole eartli without taking food.f In Strabo,
vii. 301, he appears as the pattern evKoXias Kal Xtrd-

TTjTos Kal diKaioavvrjs
—a descrijation, of course, merely

legendary and idealizing. The famous seer and
purifier, Epimgnides of Crete, is also extolled by
ancient authorities for his rigorous fasting and
his ascetic mode of life in general. J While it may
be the case that these reports all proceed from the
Pseudcinmcnidca of Onomacritus, Ave have never-
theless no reason to doubt the ascetic tendencies
of the persons named, or of kindred spirits. This
is, in fact, confirmed by the account given in

Hippocrates, de Morb. Sacr. c. 1 (Littre, ii. 354 fi'.),

of the rules of ab.stinence prescril>ed by such puri-
fiers.§ The purpose of these regulations and cere-
monies was to purify men from the contaminating
touch of demons. And, indeed, the practice of
cathartics in general arose mainly from the dread
of demonic powers, with their standing menace of

pollution. Such ideas had not yet taken shape in
the Homeric age.

The.se germinal notions, however, could not de-

velop into a genuine asceticism until men had
become conscious of an opposition between body
and soul. No doubt the idea that the soul may
pursue an independent existence apart from the
body belongs to the remote past, the phenomena
of dreams, the trance of 'possession,' as also the
frequently abrupt transition from life to death, all

having tended to suggest such a thought to primitive
man. Bnt the feeling of an opposition, the surmise
that the soul is in its nature divine, while the
body is merely its prison-house, makes its first

appearance in Greece as a result of the experiences
of men in a state of ecstasy, notably in connexion
with the Dionysan cult. It was, in fact, the tri-

umphal advance of tlie Dionysan religion which
first gave currency to the conviction that the soul

acquires hitherto unsuspected powers once it is free
from the trammels of the body—a conviction pre-
sently appropriated by the adherents of Orphism.
'Of small account, as contrasted with the soul,
ever striving after freedom, must appear the butly,
as that which obstructs, which fetters, and ^\\uih
must be cast ott'.' ... 'It was all but inevitable

* Not only in the Demeter cult, but also in the worshiji of
deities of foreign extraction : Cybele, or, later, Isis, or, finally,
Mithras.

t Herodot. iv. 36 ; Plato, CharmiiUs, 158 B ; Lycursr. fra". 86 •

lamblich. Vit. Pythaxj. 141.
> J =. = .

X Diog. Laert. i. 114 = I>iels, Frag.'i ii. 490, 1. 16 ff. ; Plato, Laws,
in. 6771) (reference to Ilesiod, Op. 40 f.); Plutarch, Se.ijt. Sap
Cnnviv. l.'-.7D = Diels, Prag.-^Vdi, 27 n.

; Theophrast. Ui»t. Plant.
vii. 12. 1, Char. lQ = Fra(j.'i 493, No. 6.

§ With Hippocrates' sketch cf. the Pythagorean regulations
in Diog. Lacrt. viii. 33.

that one who had become familiar with the idea
of the antagonism between body and soul, especi-
ally if he moved in the circle of cathartic ideas and
practices, should hit upon the thought that the
.soul itself must be "purified" from the body as a
defiling encumbrance (Rohde, Psyche^, ii. 101).'
This feeling of the rigid oppo.sition betivcen soul

and body, as also of their vital and radical d'ljfer-
cncc in value, forms the one main source of asceti-
cism. Tiie other is to be looked for in the nascent
consciousness of sin, and the consequent yearning
for redemption, in troubled souls.* Before the age
of (let us say) Hesiod, such feelings had no place
whatever in Greek life. They sprang from a
pessimistic outlook upon earthly existence (cf. art.

Pessimism), the proximate causes of which -pxo-

bably lay in the social and political conditions
as well as in the revolutionary changes of the 7th
and 6th centuries B.C. Asceticism was regarded
as a means of liberating the soul from the bondage
of the fiesh and of the world of sense in general
(tliat the body is the prison of the soul Avas one of
the leading ideas of Orphism f) : by the practice
of asceticism, in fact, the soul, divine in origin,
but meanwhile immured in the body by reason of
its guilt, might free itself from every corporeal
bond, as from the Avliole 'cycle of becoming,' and,
venturing forth upon its flight to the Deity, at

length become one therewith. + Here Ave come
upon the conjunction of asceticism and mysticism.

I. Orphism.—VieAvs of this character make tlieir

first appearance in the communities named after
the Thracian bard Orpheus, Avliich can be traced
to about the middle of the 6th cent. B.C. The
Orphic sect, Avhich in the 6th cent, appears to
have had its main centre in Athens,—Avitness the
fact that Onomacritus tiourished at the Court of
the Pisistratida^.,

—seems, toAvards the end of the
same century, to have found a particularly con-

genial soil in lower Italy and Sicily.§ Fresh and
surprising evidence of this has been furnished by
the gold leaves found in tombs of the 4th and 3rd
cents. B.C. at Petilia, near Thurii. An inscription
of like import, moreover, dating from the 2nd
cent. B.C., has been discovered at Eleutlierna in
Crete. While Orphism was never assimilated by
the civic religion,]] and Avhile the various Orphic
cults from the 4th cent. ouAvards degenerated more
and more into esoteric mysteries and nonconform-
ing coinmunities, they nevertheless continued to
exist till the close of the ancient era, and still

exercised a profound influence upon Neo-Pytha-
goreanism and Neo-Platonism, as Avell as upon
early Christian ideas regarding the other AA'orld
and the experiences of the soul after deatli. The
central feature of the Orphic faith was constitutetl

by the fortunes of the god Dionysus-Zagreus, Avho
as a child Avas torn in jiieces and devoured by the
Titans, Athene being able to recover his heart
only ; this she carried to Zeus, Avho, having
swalloAved it, presently, Avith Semele, begot the
'

ncAV Dionysus,' and destroyed the Titans Avith a
thunderbolt. From their ashes afterAvards arose
the human race, and, accordingly, there are in
nuin tAvo constituent elements—a Dionysan and
a Titanic. It is the Dionysan constituent that
generates the human soul, and man must free
himself as far as possible from the Titanic element
in order to return once more to the deity Avhose
essence he likcAvise shares.
The outstanding feature of early Orphic as-

ceticism Avas the prohibition of animal food (cf.

Euripides, Hippohjt. 952=Diels, Frag.- 471, No. 8).
*
Oi-phica, frag. 220.

t C(. especially Plato, Cratyl. 400 C; Phcedo, 626 = Orphica,
frag. 221 (Abel),

t Cf. e.g. Orphica, frag. 226.
§ The earliest specific mention of the sect is in Herod, ii. SI.
II E. lla.isti is of a different opinion.
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In Aristophanes, Frogs, 1032, ^schylus (who had probably
been initiated into the Orphic mysteries) says :

_

'Op(j>evi fiiv yap TeXera^d' igju'" KareSeife <j)6vMV t a7re'x«o-6ai.

Cf. Euripides, frag. 475 N^.j. lOff. :

UoAAeuKa S' exuiv el'/xaTa i#>6vyci>

yeVetrtv re jSpOToii' ical veicpo^rjio)?

oil xpiixiTT6iJ.fvo^ TTjV T emInJxwi'

Ppiocnv eSeo-TWi' Trei/iuAay/iai.*

See also Plato, iawS, vi. 782 C : ovSk ^ob? eroA^wi' /xei/ yeu'eo-eai

flvVara re ouk i)i' Tois 0eo1^ ^iZa, neKavoi Se <cal p.(\iTL Kapnol SeSey-

fieVoi icai TOiavra oAAa ayva SuV^^a, trapKuiy &' aTT^ixovro 0)9 oux

oo-iOf 01/ eo-eieiv oii5e TOVS tu>v eewi' ^lofiovs aVjaari fx.tatVeti', aAXa

'Opc^tKOi Ttws A.eydjitei'Oi ^iot e-yt'yi'OVTO ^n.w;' tois tote, ai/zux^i'

/xev e'xojifi'Oi. ndvT<i)V, ep.ypvx'^'' ^^ Tovvavriov navTuiv an-exo/J.ei'Oi.T

The prohibition not only applied to the eating of flesh, but

covered all food-stuffs of animal origin, even eggs (frag. 42,

Abel) ; and, amongst vegetables, beans : cf. Diels, Fragfi 214,

28 : (jteperaL Se Koi 'Op^e'ius mSe Itttj, AeiAoi, navSeiKoi, Kva.p.iav ano

Xetpas exe<rdai Kal'Iffdr TOi KVOLp-ov; re <l>ayeiv K«f>aXd'; re toki)(oi/.

The reason of these prohibitions was that the

things referred to were used by the x^t^""" in their

sacrifices to the dead and as food ; t in the case of

eggs, a further consideration was perhaps the fact

that these contained the germ of life (cf. frag. 42,

Abel). The practice oifasting {vTiarela) seems also

to have had a place in Orphic asceticism. §
' As a matter of fact, the things and conditions

from which they really kept themselves unspotted
were those which represented in the symbolism
of religion, rather than involved in actual practice,

a dependence upon the world of death and im-

permanence' (Rohde, op. cit. ii. 126).

The Orphic asceticism, however, like the 'OpcpiKbs

/Sios in general, probably had, even in its early

stages, an ethical import as well. This is cer-

tainly not the opinion of Erwin Rohde, who, speak-

ing of this asceticism, says: 'It does not enioin

the practice of the civic virtues, nor is discipline

or transformation of character required by it ; the

sum-total of its morality is to bend one's course

towards the deity, and turn away, not from the

moral lapses and aberrations of earthly life, but

from earthly existence itself
'

(op. cit. ii. 125, cf . ii.

102). On the other hand, Gomperz writes :

' What
distinguishes the Orphic branch of theGreek religion

from the otlier jSIysteries is the extraordinary em-

phasis it laid upon morality, an approximation to

which is found only in the Apollinarian cult central-

ized at Delphi, this deepening of the moral con-

sciousness may well be regarded as the true source

of the most important and most characteristic

element in the Orpliic teachings about the soul'

(Griec/i. Dai/cer^ i. 107, cf. 434).|| It would certainly
seem that tlie view of Gomperz, as compared with

that of llohde, is so far the right one, though the

former has possibly somewhat exaggerated the

moral factor.

2. Pythagoreanism.—Orphic ideas exercised a

vast inriuence upon the succeeding period. In the

first place, cognate views and practices are found

among the early Pythagoreans. It is, of course,

impossible to determine precisely how far such

ideas are traceable to Pythagoras himself, as the

oral traditions of the school are all we have to go

upon till the time of Philolaus, i.e. the middle of

the 5th cent. B.C. ; II but general considerations

seem to favour the theory of their being so derived.

With regard to Pythagoras, indeed, we are certain

of only two of his cardinal tenets, viz. the im-

mortality of the soul, and the transmigration of

souls.** But when we bear in mind how intimately
these two tenets are connected with asceticism

among the adlierents of Orphism, with whose
*
Diels, op. cit. 492, 27 n., where for frag. 472 read frag. 475.

t Cf. also Plut. Sept. Sap. Convin. 150 0; further, the late

Orphic Lithika, 368 (proscription of animal food), 699 f. (pro-

soriv>tion of animal sacrifice).

t The prohibition of burying the dead in woollen clothes is

already noted by Herodotus, ii. 81 ;
cf. Kohde, ii. 126, 1.

§ Diels, Fra(|.^^ p. 482, 4 ff. On this see Diels, Orphischcr

Demeterhymnu.i, 6ff.

II Endorsed by Ernst Maass, Orpheus, 167 f.

H Diels, Frag."^ i. 22.
•• Herod, ii. 123 = Diels, Frag.'^ i. 22, No. 1 ; Xenophanes,

frag. 7 D ; cf. Empedocles, frag. 129.
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Mysteries Pj'thagoras was undoubtedly acquainted,
and when we tind unmistakable traces of the
ascetic mode of life even among the oldest Pytha-
goreans, we need hardly hesitate to infer that
the founder of the school was himself an ascetic.

P^ven Herodotus (ii. 81) speaks of the prohibition
of burying the dead in woollen clothes as being
not only an Orphic, but also a Pythagorean, ordi-

nance ; while, again, the doctrine of the dwoxv
ifxxf/vxi^" was attributed to Pythagoras by the

geographer Eudoxus (c. 280 B.C.).* The con-

trary opinion expressed by Aristoxenus t is really
meant to apply only to contemporary Pythagorean
scholars witli whom he was intimate. J Tlie

interdict against the use of beans seems like-

wise to belong to the early scliool.§ It cannot be
doubted that the early Pythagoreans were dis-

tinguished by their simple life.\\ A peculiar feature

in their asceticism, from the 4th cent, at least,

seems to have been silence, originally resorted to,

no doubt, as a means of avoicling sacrilegious or

ill-omened language in their religious practices ;

compare what is said by Isocrates (Busiris, 28)

regarding the Pythagoreans of his own time. IT It

should also be noted that anticipations of sexual

asceticism, or continence, are apparently found in

connexion with the primitive school.**

Meagre as these notices are, they are sufficient

to show us that purity (ayveia, ayiaTela) in the

ceremonial religious sense was the ideal of the
'

Italic
'

philosophers no less than of the Orphic
cults. Moreover, when we compare with them
the teaching of Pythagoras regarding the im-

mortality and the transmigration of the soul, and
that of Philolaus regarding the human bodj' as a

house of detention wherein the soul expiates its

giult (frag. 14D), it would appear that early

Pythagorean asceticism sprang from the same
fundamental causes, and had the same objects in

view, as that of Orphism, the inlluence of which

upon the former is unmistakable. Pythagoreanism,
further, had also an ethical tendency ; thus one of

its characteristic virtues Avas a-wcppoffvvTj, which was

supposed to be i)romoted by asceticism, and which

unquestionably had a place in the system before

the days of Aristoxenus. ft

3. Empedocles. — While we may thus deduce
from a tradition, fragmentary at best and over-

grown with later traditions, the fairly definite fact

that among the ancient Pythagoreans asceticism

was intimately associated with mystical theories

about the soul, the same conjunction of ideas is

brought out in strong relief in the case of the

last great purifier of ancient Greece, viz. Empe-
docles of Acragas, who likewise belonged to the

West. Further, the moral and religious views of

Empedocles resemble those of the Pythagoreans
in the circumstance of their having no organic
connexion with his philosophical or scientific

*Porphyr. Vit. Pyth. 7 = Diels, Frag.'^ i. 24, SOfT. See also

Strabo, xv. 71G, from Onesicritus (c. 320 B.C.), frag. 10 M =

Diels, Frag.- i. 24, 42 f.; Diog. Laert. viii. 20; Callimachus,

frag. 83A = Diels, Frag.^ i. 270, 27 f.
; also Diog. Laert. viii. 33,

from Ale.xander Polyhistor ;
for the later period, passages

from the Middle Comedv, in which the '

Pythagorists
'

are

ridiculed; Diels, Frag.'^i'2Ql, 41ff.; 292, Iff., 47f.

t Diog. Laert. viii. 20 ; Cellius, iv. 11. 1 = Diels, Frag."^ 24, 47 «F.

i Rohde (ii. 164, 1 ; 162, 6) seems to have grasped the point
better than Zeller, i. 317, notes 3, 4, 5 ; 318. 5.

§ Diels, Fmy.2 i. 279, 31 ff. = Aristotle, frag. 195 (Rose). Cf.

also Diels-', i. 214, 19 ff. Of course the explanations of Aristotle,

as well as those given by Gellius, are quite inept. Cf. also

Schroeder in WZKM xv. 187-212.

II Diels, Frag.^ i. 26S, No. 3; 2S4, 2ff.; 288, 23fif.; 289, 4fif. ;

from the Middle Comedy, Diels2, i. 291, 31 ff.; 292, 10 ff., 30 ff.;

293. 9 ff.—caricatures, of course.

t Diels, Frag.-i i. 23, 2
;

cf. 288, 4 f.; 285, 8ff.; from the

Middle Comedy, op. eit. 292, 27.
»»

Diels2, i. 28, .36 ff. ; 29, 1 ff. ;
cf. especially Ikkos (Diels,

Frag.- i. 105, No. 2), further, the statement of Cleimas, ib. 267,

No. 5 ; cf. also 289, 8ff.; 290, 20 ff.; Diog. Laert vm. 33, KaOap-

eveiv OTTO Ae'xovs. .„_ „„. ,._
tt Cf. especially Diels, Frag.^ 287, 33 ff. ; 288, 10 ff. ; 289, 16 ff.
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theories. In his poem called KaOapfiol, abstinence
from animal food, and, in fact, avoidance of blood-

shedding in general, are very specially inculcated,
and are based upon the theory of transmigration
and that of the close affinity of man and animal—
a concatenation of thought which we may perhaps
suppose, though we cannot prove, to have obtained

among the ancient Orphics and Pythagoreans.
So Hippolytus, Refutaticnies, viii. 29, 249 = Diels, Fragfi i. 206,

29 ff. : &ia TTji' TOia.\m)v oiv toC 6A.eSpiov Nei'xous &ia.K6<Tixt)ai.v

Toufie Tou u€/xept<r/i.eVou KOtryiOV iravTu>v e^ypvxt^v 6 'E. tov5 eavTov

jLta^TjTcty aTrex^eaSai TrapaicoAet* eti'at yap ^r)<Ti tol cwjuaTa Tdu
^(oioi/ ra eo'SiOfieva. >//vx<*>>' iceKoAao'/xeVwi' oiKTjnjpia.

*

Frag. 140 is also worthy of note, as enunciating
the inviolability of the laurel (on this of. Rohde,
ii. 181, 2). In strict consistency, of course, Em-
pedocles ought to have affirmed the inviolable
nature of trees in general (as is justly observed

by Plutarch, Qucest. Conviv. iii. 1, 2, 646 D, in

reference to the passage cited), since souls migrate
also into trees and plants.f On the other hand,
the interdict against beans,:^ Avhich Empedocles
has in common with the Orphics and the Pytha-
goreans, probably sprang from the same motive in

his case as in theirs. §
The deeper significance of these ascetic in-

junctions, to Avhich Empedocles manifestly at-

taches enormous importance for the soul's welfare,
and their close connexion with his mystical stand-

point, are fully disclosed in the still extant frag-
ments of his KaOap/jLol. For liim, too, the divine
nature of the soul is an indefeasible fact, ||

and
he likewise accepts the doctrine of the soul's fall

from its original divine condition into the cor-

poreal state, in Avhich it must expiate its guilt by
a long pilgrimage through the bodies of men,
animals, and jjlants. U Empedocles also shares the
view that the human body is the disparate in-

tegument of the soul (frag. 126). He regards
asceticism as one of the most effective means of

delivering the soul from the world of sense. ' Who
ever exerteth himself with toil, him can we
release'; tlie soul at length returns to its divine

habitat, and indeed the wise men who practise
such holy living

—the asceticism of Empedocles
having a strong ethical tendency

**—
eventually be-

come gods while yet upon tlie earth (frag. 146),
so that the poet even speaks of himself as a god
(frag. 112, 4 If., and frag. 113).

It is certainly the case that Empedocles waa
strongly influenced by the teachings of Orphism,
as has, in fact, been made out, with reference to
certain particular points, by Otto Kern.tf While
this is so, it woiud nevertheless be Avrong, the

present writer thinks, to deny the influence of the
ancient Pythagorean Mysteries and asceticism. JJ

* Cf. the passages given in Diels at frag. 135 (p. 213, 1 ff.),

especially Cicero, de Republ. iii. 11, 19, and lamblichus, Vita
Pyth. 108, and frag. 135 D; further, cf. especially frag. 136
fEmpedocles) : ov navareaBe (fiovoio Svayjxfoi ; ovk ecropaTe ]

caA^Aov? ittTTToiTes aKrjSet'ijio-t vdoio
;
wath this cf. Sextus, adv.

Math. be. 127 (from I'osidonius) in Diels, Frag.'^ i. 213, 19fif.,
also frag. 137 D, and passages there; Porphvr. de Abstin. ii.

21 = Diels, i. 210, 22 ff., also frag. 139; and "Porphyr. ii. 31 =
Diels, p. 214, 9ff.

t Frag. 117. Cf. ZeUer^, 1. 808 fl., 824, 837.

J Frag. 141. See the relevant passages in Diels, i. 214, 19 fl.
;

Diog. Laert. viii. 34= Diels, 279, 31 ff.; Lobeck, Aglaophamus, 1.

254.

§ Special attention is due to the passage, Hippolytus, liefuta-
tiwic*, viii._29,

249 = Diels, /Vai;. 206, 32 fl., where the injunction
»cai eyKpareij elyai . . . T19S ^phi yvvaiKa o/iiKCas, k.t.K., is attri-

buted to Empedocles.
II Diels, Frag. i. 159, 8 f. : (tal Setai fiiv oierai ras i/(vx<xs,

flei'ovs fie KaX roiij /iere'xoi'Tas avruv KaOapovi KoBapiii. Cf. Frag.
i. 173, 1, and note by Kohde, ii. 185, 1.

H See especially the magnificent fragment, 115, and the pass-
ages cited in connexion therewith by Diels, who also refers to
the famous passage in Plato, I'hivdnig, 248 C, as an imitation.
Cf. also Diels, i. 219, 17 ff. ; frag. 119, and relevant passages in

Diels ; frag. 121 (Rohde, ii. 178, 1).

**Frag. 112, 9f.; 144, 145.

tt We do not agree with Kern, however, in regard to every
point.
n Cf. Empedocles, frag. 129, and the passages given there.

To say nothing of the affinity between the views
of Empedocles and those of the Pythagoreans,* it is

impossible that one who lived at so short a distance
from Magna Graecia could remain ignorant of

Pythagorean doctrine, or that one of his cast of

mind should not be deeply influenced thereby.

4. Plato.—This whole process of development,
beginning Avith the ecstatic seers and puritiers of

the 7th cent., may be said in one sense to reach its

end, but in another to arrive at its culminating

point, in the Platonic philosophy. In Plato, the
founder of the idealistic view of the world, philo-

sophical thought and theological thought merge
and combine with one another in a wonderful way.
The Divine origin of the soul, its pre-existence, its

fall into corporeality, its judgment after death,
its expiatory wanderings through the bodies of

animals or men, according to its character, its

final redemption from the cycle of re-births, and
its return to God—all these various doctrines, in

their main features at least, were borrowed by
Plato directly from the 'theologians,' i.e., in a

special sense, the Orphics. The manner in which
he amalgamates them with the results of his

philosophical speculation is, however, all his own.
In the early stages of Plato's thought the two

worlds of becoming and being stand in the relation

of sheer opposition : here, the world of sense, with
its unresting flux of ever-changing phenomena ;

there, the supersensuous world of eternally self-

identical and aksolutely unchangeable realities,
of the '

Ideas,' of what alone truly exists. The
human soul, however, occupies a peculiar position
between the two ; it is of Divine origin, and while
not itself an Idea, it is

' most like
'

one, and par-
takes of the Idea of life. In its state of pre-
existence in the supramundane sphere it has gazed
upon the Ideas, but, having fallen into the state
of corporeality, it has forgotten them ; and only
by its recollection thereof (avd/jLvrjcn^) can it possibly
attain to true knowledge. Such leading principles
must of necessity result in a pessimistic attitude
to the world and its supposed goods, t that is, in

a world-renouncing morality. Withdrawal from
the life of the body, which only impedes and con-

strains the soul ; the utmost detachment of the soul

from its prison-house in the flesa (the philosophic
'

dying
'

so impressively depicted by Socrates in

Fhcedo [especially p. 64ft'.]); disengagement from
the world of sense in general, with its phantas-
magoria of delusive appearances—these things go
to form the end which the friend of wisdom must
keep in view.

In the Thecet. 176A we read: Sio koX ireipaaOai xpr) ev6evS€

(from this world) eKeiae (to the gods) ^(vyeiv on rdxi-tXTa,

Similarly, philosophy becomes /caOapcris ; Phcedo, 67 A : iv i av

^wjaec oifTtos ^yyvTO-TOi eco/xe^a toO etfieVat, iav on ju.aAto"Ta fnjSev

6/xiAb>/a6f TO) (TujfiaTi. |X7)6e KOLvoivujfiev, on p.ri nacra avdyKt], p-riSe

dvanifiirXuifieOa Trji rovTov <j)vaeu>i, oAAd KaBapevtafxev an' ai/TOV,
^'loy ai^ 6 deb? avrbs a7roAv<n7 19/xas. J /cat ovto) uei/ KaOapot clttoA-

AaTTOfiecoi ttJS toO cm/xotos a^pocrwi'rjs, <os to eixos, fiera TOiouTa)!"

re ea'6fj.€da KaX yvitxrop-eOa St' y\fitjiv avriov irdv to etAiicptt'es* touto
S' eo'ni' iffois TO aATjSe's' ^t) Ka0ap<^ yap KaOapov i^dirTeaOai /aij

ov BefiiTov J) K.T.A. ; § 67 C : Kd6ap<Tii &e flvai. apa ov toCto fvfi-

^aiVei, 6;rep jroAai ei- T<i) Adyw Ae-yeTat, to X'^P^i^'-*' o" p-dXurra
oTrb ToC o-uifiaros riji" 'pvxv*' "<" edCaaj, avTyjv Ka6' avTTjv iravra-

XoOev €K ToO criujuaTos truvaytip^irBai Te koX a^poi'^euflai, jcai o'iKeiv

Kara to twarov Koi ej' tw vvv irapovri Kott ec tuI eTretTa fxovTjv Ka$'

avTqVt eicAuo/AeVTji' loanep BeapLuiv eic tou (Toi/xaTos; ||

* Cf. also Cicero, de Republ. iii. 11, 19
; lamblichus. Vita

Fyth. 108 = Diels, Frag. 213, 6fl.; Sextus, adv. Math. ix. 127,
quoted by Diels at frag. 136. The passages Diog. Laert. viii.

53, cf. 51 = Diels, 150, 22f., cf. 154, 44ff., refer to the grand-
father of Empedocles, who bore the same name, and who,
according to the latter passage (Athenaeus, i. 5), had been a

Pythagorean.
t Cf. e.g. Gorg. 519 A, Repub. vii. 515 D, Laws, vii. 803 B

;

and Rohde, ii. 291.

J Both the Orphic and the Platonic teaching make suicide a
crime ; the period of one's earthly existence is to be determined
by the Deity alone.

5 Cf. 82 Off., Rep. vii. 514 ff., Phcedo, G2B, 66 B, Cratyl. 400 B.

II Cf., further, 690, Oratyl. 403 E ; Rohde, ii. 281, 4 ; 282, 1 ;

285, 2.
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The philosopher also will therefore stand aloof

from the enterprises and pursuits of his fellow-

citizens, and, as one withdrawn from the com-

munity at large, will give himself entirely to the

task of becoming holy.
On its positive side, however, this katharsis from

all that is earthly implies a turning towards God.

By renouncing the present world the soul becomes
free to follow its true vocation—the knowledge of

the 6vT(j}% 6v, the vision of the Ideas, and especially
the Idea of the Good, the highest of them all.

But the Ideas constitute the realm of divine

realities. Thus the soul which, tliough of heavenly
origin, had been cramped and defiled through its

fall, becomes God-like by the possession of that

highest knowledge which is identical with virtue.

Cf. Thecet. 176 B— in conne.xion with the passages given
above : <^vyn (from the corporeal) Se 6^toi'a)(Tcs 6em Kara to

SvvcLTOV ofiOLoitrii Se 5c'/caioi' Kai oiriov /xera (^poi^ffecos yeviaBai,.

176 C: Sebs ovSa/irj ovSafj-Ci? a5ticos, oAA' ws olou re SiicaiOTaTOS Kal

ovK eoTiv aiiTiu bfioiorepov oiiSev ij os av ri^iuiv av
yeimfTai,

ort

SiKaidraTos.
'
'lo know God is to become divine '

(Rohde). The

philosopher, therefore, lives entirely in the kin.(TTr)iJ.y\ of the truly

existent, this being rendered possible only by complete renun-
ciation of the world.

Such is Plato's standpoint in the Phcedo, as,

indeed, also in the Thecetetus and the Gorgias, a

standpoint which, were it consistently applied,
would put an end to all life and all progress upon
the earth. As has been aptly observed by Eucken,
however,

' in this relinquishment of the world we
have the real Plato and the consistent Plato, but

by no means the complete Plato.' In his later

elucidation of the Ideal theory, Plato admits the

possibility of mediation between the two worlds.

Conceiving now of the Ideas as the final causes of

phenomena, he sees the Divine realities looming
through the world of sense, and he is thus able

to regard the realization of the Ideas in practical
life as the true task of mankind. Besides the all-

pervading religious factor in Plato's thought, the
aesthetic and the social factors are also active.

Thus, to quote Eucken again :

' That ascetic tendency [in Plato] underwent considerable

inodiflcation, and even some reaction, as has been the case wth
all its adherents who did not forget humanity at large in the
individual. But that which upon Indian, and often also upon
Christian, soil won at best a grudging recognition, found in

Plato a native propensity in its favour ; alike as a Greek and
aa the friend, nay, the discoverer of the Beautiful, he was
bound with a thousand ties to the actual world.'

But nevertheless the opposition between the two

spheres—between renunciation of the world and its

transfiguration, between philosophical and theo-

logical thought— was never completely adjusted,
and it shows itself unmistakably in Plato himself.

' In Plato's own nature the phlegmatic blood of the thinker
co-existed with the lively heart-beat of the artist ;

there was a

cleavage in the inner man ; for, while his philosophy allured
him into the realm of immaterial forms, yet the whole magic
of Hellenic beauty was at work within him '

(Windelband, Gesch.
der Philosophies, p. 100).*

And, we may venture to add, he was thrilled with
the desire to intervene in tlie moral, social, and

political conditions of the world, with a view to

succour, to ameliorate, to reform, as is well shown
in the Eepublic and the Laws.

Plato was the discoverer of the supersensual
world. The kingdom for which his lofty soul

yearned was 'not of this world.' He purified the
beliefs and ideas of the Orphic cult ;

he spiritual-
ized and glorified them,t thereby becoming a

religious reformer— probably the gi'eatest, after

Jesus Christ, our race has known.

5. Cynicism.—The asceticism thus far dealt
with— religions asceticism, as it might be called—
rests upon a twofold dualism ; body and soul.
Earth and the Beyond, being sharplj' and almost

irreconcilably opposed to one another. But while

among the earlier adherents of the older Aca-
* See specially the Sympogium and the Philebus.
t Cf. Windelband, Platon, 141 :

' He implements the Orphic
doctrine of the destiny of the soul, throughout its entire range,
with the principle of moral responsibility and retribution.'

demy, as, e.g., Philippus of Opus, Heraclides

Ponticus, probably Xenocrates too, and even in
the youthful Aristotle (Rohde, ii. 297), a negative
and ascetic attitude towards the world is still

discernible (Poleraon and Crantor being the first

to secede therefrom), an entirely different con-

geries of ideas had given birth to a kind of
asceticism which, in contrast to the religious,
may be called the rationalistic and ethical, or more
precisely the volitional asceticism. Its roots are
to be found in the Socratic teaching. It is, of

course, true that the ascetic aspect of the figure
of Socrates portrayed by Xenophon in the Memor-
abilia and the Symposium belongs not to the
historical but to the Antisthenic Socrates. (Xen.

Symp. iv. 38 may serve as a striking illustration
of this ; on the whole question, cf. Joel's great
work.) Further, the much-lauded temperance of

Socrates, as has been appositely observed by Zeller

(II. i.'* 68), has nothing ascetic about it. His

temperance, in fact, was not calculated abstinence
from enjoyment, but only an expression of spiritual
freedom ; he would not be dependent upon enjoy-
ment, nor would he sacrifice to it his self-command
(Zeller, II. i. 57, 66, 68, 155 tt'., 162 tt".).

But, as has been admirably said by Theodor

Gomperz {op. cit. ii. 113) in reference to the views
of life held by Socrates :

' In certain particulars he had certainly abandoned the view
of life current amongst his people and his fellow-citizens ;

thus, in regard to one leading feature of that view, viz. its

appreciation of external goods, including life itself, he ranks
the health of the soul and inner peace of mind as incomparably
higher than all.'

Here we have the germ of the ascetic strain in

the Cynic ethics. Nevertheless, man's inner happi-
ness, his evSaifiovla, was a matter upon which even

Antisthenes, the founder of the school, laid the

strongest emphasis, and in his view it could be
won only by means of aper-q, 'moral excellence.'

This moral excellence alone, therefore, as was
argued by the uncompromising spirit of Antis-

thenes, is to count as a good ; everything else in

the world, as making no contribution to man's

evdai/xovla, is simply indifierent, an d8id(popov. The
conviction of the utter worthlessness of earthly
goods, moreover, brought the Cynics—even Antis-

thenes, and still more his pupil Diogenes, and

subsequently Crates and others—quite consistently
to the standpoint of ivorld-rcnunciation.

Virtue, according to the Cynics, consists in right

knowledge {(ppovijais) coupled with moral volition.*

Their ethic, as formulated by Antisthenes, was
above all a volitional ethic. IMoral volition, how-

ever, as they held, was steeled by iv6vos, by daK-qais.

The latter word properly means the exercise or

practice which was pre-eminently demanded by
the Cynic conception of virtue.t since virtue, in the

opinion of Antisthenes, was not simply theoretical

knowledge regarding good and evil, but rather

practical moral excellence, strength of character

asserting itself against all Trepio-rdcreis.J By virtue

alone, he taught, does man attain to felicity. In

what, then, does felicity consist? In that genuine
freedom which is based upon independence of all

external things
—

avrdpKeia
—and in freedom from

all desires and affections—dnddeia. In order to

*
Diog. Laert. vi. 11 (teaching of Antisthenes) : Kvrapiei\ Tijf

apcTTji' tlva-L Trpb? evfiat/xoi'ta;', ^LTjfievb? TrpOffSeofxejoji' otl /itj

Sa)KpaTiKir)S i<rx"OS. Cf. also the Cynic eyKpareia.
t Tlie word certainly goes back to Antisthenes himself ; cf.

Xenophon, Sympos. viii. 27, Memorab. ii. 6. 20, where Socrates

speaks of the acrKeiv of aperri. Cf. also Memorab. i. 2. 20 and

23, i. 2. 10, where Xenophon has even a(TKeiv <j>p6vr)<ri.i', as

Isocrates, Busir. § 22, has <^iAo(TO(^i'as d<rirr)<ni' ; both writers

undoubtedly follow the exan:ple of Antisthenes. For the latter

(f>p6vri<n.i is inseparably connected with aptrr), and his whole

philosophy is the practice of virtue based upon intelligence.

X On Heracles as aii ascetic for the purpose of acquiring

virtue, see Dio, Orat. Ix., especially p. 310; on Diogenes'

struggle against ttovoi, see Dio, viii. 12ff., especially § 15;
Marcus Aurelius, ii. 17.
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render himself as independent of the external as

possible, the Cynic endeavours to reduce his wants
to a minimum ;

and in order to win his inner free-

dom {d-n-ddeia), he exercises himself in combating
and overcoming tlie affections (so Diogenes, cf. Dio,
ix. 12), more especially in fighting against -rjdovT^

(Diogenes, as in Dio, viii. 20tt'., ix. 12; of. Lucian,
Vit. auct. 8 ; Teles, frag. v. H).
This world-abjuring tendency in Cynic ethics

found its chief expression in a negative attitude
towards the famUy, the State, and the idea of

nationality, and towards the gieat traditions of

Greek history, even those of the Persian war ; and
in the position the Cynics assumed towards Greek
religion, art, and science. This is to be explained
in part by the fact that Antisthenes was but half

Greek by blood, and that Diogenes sprang from
the lower classes. Even in their boasted cosmo-

politanism the Cynics were in earnest only with the

negative constituent, viz. their detachment from
State and nationality.
The real asceticism of the Cynics showed itself,

above all, in their mode of life, which they reduced
to the simplest conceivable form : thus their food
consisted chiefly of lupines, dried figs, peeled barley
and water ; their clothing was practically limited
to the rpl^o3v, their feet being avvirb5r)Toi ; while
their place of abode, i.e. their lodging by night,
was in the open air or among the pillars of the

temple in summer, and in the bathing-houses in

^vinter. By inuring the body to the extreme of

rigour, they—more especially Diogenes—sought to

strengthen their power of will (Diog. Laert. vi.

23, 34).

The significance attached to asceticism by
Diogenes, who had already distinguished two
kinds of dffKrjai^

—one purely physical, the other
both physical and psychical (Diog. Laert. vi. 70 f . )—is shown by his apothegm : OyS^j' ye rh irapairav
iv Ty /3iy x'^P'^ AcTKT^creus KaTopOovcydai, bvvaTTjv 5^

Ta{iTT}v trav iKviKrjcrai. A significant, and character-

istically Hellenic, feature of Cjmic ethics, however,
was its attitude towards the sexual impulse. To
the Cynics this appeared to be no less natural than

hunger itself, and therefore likewise to require
satisfaction—though in the simplest and least

expensive way. Thus Diogenes is in no way
scandalized at either masturbation or illicit inter-

course (marriage had, of course, no meaning for

him) ; in fact, as the gratification of sexual desire
was reckoned Karct ^ijatv by the Cynics, many of

them, such as Diogenes and Crates (with Hip-
parchia), had no scruples about indulging even in

the presence of others, thus showing a gross lack
of modesty, to say nothing of good taste. Never-

theless, those who indulged beyond the require-
ments of naturewere looked upon as the slaves of

pleasure (tjSovi^), and this they reckoned the worst
of evils.*

Antisthenes did not himself lay so much stress

on .the external aspects of the Cynic mode of life ;

what he did was rather, it would seem, to make
a virtue of necessity. Very much more did
externals weigh with his gifted pupil Diogenes, as
also with Crates, his wife Hipparchia, her brother

Metrocles, and others. t The asceticism of the

Neo-Cynics during the Roman Imperial period will
be dealt with in connexion with the later Stoics.

Primitive Cynicism reprobated even innocent

enjoyment. Further, from the time of Diogenes at
*
Antisthenes, frag. xi. 1, Winkelmann, p. 29 (Clemens Alex.

Strom, ii. 20, p. 485, Potter);; Diog. Laert. vi. 3 : naceirji/ fiaWov
7) r)<r8eirjv.

t Cf. e.g. Diog. Laert. vi. 23, 34, 48, 70 f. Concerning Crates,
see Diog. Laert. vi. 87 (Diels, Poetce Philosoph. Or. 207).
Further, Teles, frag., irdi/o? airapKeia^ and novo^ irevia? Ka\

nkovrov, 30, 10 ff., 31, 2 ff. ; Crates, frag. 4, 7, 12, 18 (Diels).
Main sources for ancient Cynicism : Diog. Laert. vi.

; Xenophon,
Me-inorab. and Sj/tiipos. ; Teles, ed. O. Heuse, fr. v.-vii. ; also

Dio, especially Orat. 6, 8, 9, 10.

least, the Cynics tended to make too much of the
external aspect of their mode of life. But an
asceticism which sprang from an ethical standpoint
so grossly individualistic could be of no permanent
value to human society. Still, in putting to the
test of actual practice the dictum that man's true

happiness does not depend upon his circumstances,
the Cynics made a valuable contribution to human
progress ; Avhile, from another side, their belief

that moral volition is an essential constituent of

virtue was pregnant mth significance for the
future.

6. Stoicism.—Of the leading principles of the

early Cynic d-aK-tjan
*
only one was of exceptional

importance, viz. the idea that virtue can be

acquired only by unremitting practice. In this

particular point, which involved an emphasizing of

the volitional factor in virtue, the Cynics made an
advance upon Socrates ; it was, in fact, a thought
destined to be fruitful for all time, and in the
further development thereof special credit is due
to the Stoics. We must not forget, indeed, that
the Stoa was preceded by Aristotle, who in his

Ethics had already distinguished two orders of

virtues, viz. the ethical and the dianoetic [e.g.

Et\ Nicom. ii. 1. 1103 A, 14 fl"., i. 13. 1102B, 33 ff.).

Ethical %T.rtue {avT-q icm irepl Tr6.6r] Kal irpd^eis [Eth.
Nicom. ii. 6. 1106 B]) e^ idovs irepiylyveTai (ii. 1. 1103 A,
17). Since the irrational impulse, with its re-

sultant desire, is often stronger than the volition

which springs from (ppovqcris, it is only by means
of exercise that the individual can acquire that

iyKpireia which enables him, even in opposition to

the stronger desire, to do what he recognizes as

right. Now, iyKpdTeia is a sub-species of aw<f)po(Tvv7),

which, again, is one of the ' ethical
'

virtues. But
the idea of a psychological independence of the
will— apart from the intellect— was foreign to

Aristotle.

It must certainly be admitted that among the

early Stoics, so closely related to the Cynics in

many other things, the volitional moment in virtue

does not stand out very prominently, though
this may be due partly, of course, to the frag-

mentary character of our available sources. Un-
mistakable traces of the idea, nevertheless, are

still extant, and yeoman service has been rendered

by Adolf Dyroft' in bringing these to light. The
personal ideal of the Stoic doctrine of virtue—the
wise man—has, of course, no further need of prac-
tice ; but all the more is practice necessary for the

neophytes, the TrpoKd-irTovres (cf. Zeno, frag. 234 A).
The foimder of the school valued practical example
more highly than arguments against pleasure
(frag. 241) ; witness also his significant utterance :

ovdevbs 7]/j.S.i oUtui wivecrdat. ws XP^''°^- i^paxi^j yap optws

6 ^ios, 7] 5k Tix^'t M-'^KpVi 1^^^ IJ.SXKOV ;7 ras ttjs ^vxv^
vb(Tov% Idadai SvvafiivT] (frag. 323). His successor
Cleanthes likewise places moral conduct higher
than theory, and that he recognizes the element of

volition in virtue is shown by frag. 563. It is

accordingly easy to understand why Cleanthes,
like Antisthenes before him, regarded the irdvoi

as dyadov (frag. 611), while frag. 129 (Gercke)
furnishes special evidence of the fact that Chrysip-
pus,

' the second founder of the Stoa,' appreciated
the value of practice and habit in the attainment
of virtue. The task of becoming virtuous, or—
since only a few finally attain that end—that of

coming as near to perfect virtue as po.ssible, belongs
* No doubt, the doctrine of the absolute worthlessness of

earthly goods was taken over by the Stoics, but it was subse-

quentlj' modified by Zeno in his differentiation of three grades of

a&idifiopa, viz., rrporfyfieva, ;u.e'<ra, and aironporfy^ieva, wlievchy at
least a certain reliilix e value was assigned to sundry material

goods. On the other hand, the avTapxeia of the Cynics was
spiritualized by the Stoics, who put no special value on the ascetic
mode of life. Only in the case of cert-ain adherents of the later

Stoa, such as Afusonius, and, in some degree, also Epictetus, did
a change in this respect take place.
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to the will, and cannot be performed without

practice (cf. also frag. 214, 278 A). Chrysippiis
gave full reco;:nition to the value of personal eti'ort

in the work of attaining perfection. True insight
is shown also by Aristo of Chios in his remark that
' much practice and much fighting' is demanded l>y

the struggle both against pleasure and against the
afiections (frag. 370 A). It is matter for regret
that nothing now remains of the work of Herillus,

who, like Dionysius Metathemenus, wrote irepl

affKTiffew (Diog. Laert. vii. 166 f. [Diels, 410 f. A]),

especially a.s he deemed eVtcrTj/nTj to be the supreme
good. A further proof of the fact that the value
of '

practice
'

in the sphere of virtue was ever more
and more highly appraised by the Stoics, appears
in their doctrine that many (apparent) evils are

allotted to man for the purpose of calling his

moral energies into exercise, and may therefore

be utilized for his welfare in whatsoever degree he

may choo.se. This idea was already mooted by
Chrysippus, but it Avas especially in the later

(though probably also in the middle) period of

Stoicism that it became fruitful.

The early Stoics undoubtedly felt that the Avill

has an important place in the acquirement of virtue,
but they gave the thought neither clear articulation

nor adequate recognition. An advance in this

respect was made during the middle period. Thus
Pansetius, whose ethical teaching was unquestion-
ably influenced by Aristotle, draws a distinction

between a ' theoretical
' and a '

practical
'

virtue,
and holds that the latter, requiring, as it does, a
correlative action, is attainable only by practice.*

Discipline of the body is also necessary (Cicero,
de Offic. i. 23, 79). The practical virtue, which
concerns the individual, is aw(ppocrvi'r], consisting in

the unconstrained submission of the lower faculties

to the reason. The most important of the four

categories of auicppoirvvy) is (yKpdreia, the virtue
whose significance was first fully realized by Antis-

thenes, and afterwards very specially by Aristotle.

Posidonius likewise distinguishes the two aspects
of virtue. Inasmuch as practical virtue consists in

the subordination of the irrational to the rational

part of the soul, especially in the repression of the

bodily impulses and passions, it is to be acquired,
Posidonius believes, only by means of practice
and habit, which must carry out the process of

subjugating impulse begun by education. But this

point of view, which at first sight is hardly dis-

tinguishable from that of Panaetius, or even that
of Aristotle, is in the case of Posidonius most
intimately related to a mystical Platonic conception
of the nature and destiny of the human soul : the
soul is a part of the Divine irvevfxa, and, coming
doAvn from the heavenly to the earthly sphere,
enters the body which is its prison, and which
seduces and defiles it with desires. To preserve
this divinely begotten soul, this dcdfMuv, from
earthly guilt and defilement, and by means of a
virtuous life to efl'ect its return to its celestial

home, the .Ether, where alone full knowledge can
be its portion—such is the aim of all truly wise
and great men. The influence of Plato is here

quite unmistakable, tliough Posidonius was doubt-
less congenitally inclined to the idealistic point of
view.

It was in later Stoicism, however, that the

importance of practice in virtue, as in moral life

and endeavour generally, first gained full and
adequate recognition. Seneca, it is true, em-
phasizes this particular a.spect in an incidental
wav at best, b\it this was due not so much to any
lack of insight on his part, as to the defects and
the weakne.sses of his own character. He never-
theless makes many most apposite observations on

•
Cicero, de Offi-c. i. 18, 60 ; Schmekel, Phil. d. mitt. Stoa,

216 ff.

the point in question.* Moreover, influenced as
he was by the strong Platonizing bent of Posidonius,
Seneca also manifests an ascetic mystical tendency
which in the main takes the form of contempt for
the body, the body being regarded as but a fetter

upon the Divine soul, which amid her sombre,
insecure, changeful, earthly existence longs for her
Divine home, where every mystery of heaven and of
nature shall be made plain. t
The idea of moral d<rKr]<ns assumes a new character

in the liands of the two representatives of later
Stoicism who deal seriously with moral problems
and the improvement of their fellow-men, viz.

Musonius and Epictetus. Of the dissertation wepl
da-Krjcreus of Musonius a fairly large fragment has
been preserved (frag. vi. H). He follows Panaitius
in drawing a distinction between theoretical and
practical virtue. The practical, which he regards
as the more important (p. 23, 14 11'. H), is to be
attained only by practice of a twofold kind : one,
as applied to body and mind together, the other, as

applied to mind alone (p. 25, 4ff.)—a distinction

already made by the Cynic Diogenes. Exercise
directed upon both body and mind produces avopela
and <xo}<ppo<Tvvr), whereas the purely mental exercise
consists in those '

thonght-action.s
'

{Dcnkharul-
lungen, as Eucken calls them) which determine both
our mental attitude and our conduct (cf. especi-
ally p. 25, 4ff., Hense).

Frag, v., the thesis of which is on layypoTepov eSo? r\ koyo^, and
frag, vii., on -aovov (caraiJiponjTe'of, are also significant passages ;

cf. also p. 7, 20 ff.
; p. 10, 18

; p. 11, 17
; p. 29, 7 f. The ascetic views

of Musonius in regard to sexual relations, as set forth in frag.
xii.,7repl d</)poSi<ri'w>', are likewise worthy of note ; see, c.i/., p. 64,
1 ff. : /xdva /x«i/ a</>po5(cria vofjii^eiv Sixaia to, iv

ya.iJ.ta <cat iiri

yereVec 7rat'5(*>i' (TvireAoi'/xei'a, oTt KoX voiiiud i(niv' Tct 5e' ye ^Soi^v
B-qpio/xeva \f/<.\r]v dSixa <cal napdvona, xdv ev •yap.w jj. The Student
is recommended to read the whole fragment.

The moment of ethical <iaKri<ns, however, reached
its highest development in the Phrygian freedman
Epictetus, in whose hands the idea of ' asceticism

'

became fully spiritualized, representing, in fact,
the unremitting endeavour of the individual soul
towards its own moral perfection. Of a multitude
of relevant passages we note only the more
important, t
That which was openly taught and practised

by Epictetus was put to the proof in private by
Marcus Aurelius, the last Roman who sat upon
the throne of the Ca3sars.§ Amid the tumult of
the world's capital, or by night in his lonely tent
at Camuntum, Aurelius laboured ceaselessly in the

depths of his heart towards the purifying and
perfecting of his soul. He is never able to satisfy
himself, but never falters in his eflbrt to come
nearer and nearer to the ideal (pp. 127, 14 tf. ; 131,
18 ff.), and throws himself bravely into the conflict

between soul and sense (pp. 59, 13 fl". ; 91, 9 ff. ;

131, 12 ff". ; 162, 4 ft".). But apart from other pro-
found differences between Aurelius and Epictetus,
though both were Stoics, they were fundamentally
unlike in their spiritual outlook. Thus, while

Epictetus, alike in thought and action, is wholly
concerned with the present world— in the best

sense, certainly
—the mind of the Emperor tends

rather to brood darkly upon the shortness of life

and the transitoriness of earthly things [e.g. ii. 17,
vii. 3). He despises the goods of this world (iv. 48),
even fame, and often all but grows weary of life

itself (p. 115, 9 ff.). His aphoristic utterances seem
to be haunted by the pathos of life and the yeam-

•
e.g. Ki<p. 16, 1 ff.

; 18, 5 ff. ; 7.->, 7 ff. ; 82, 16 ; 90, 46 ; 94, 47 ;

95, 45 and 57. In i'p. 5, 4 he deprecates the extravagances of

Cynic a-sceticLsm.

"t (^tuest. Xat. proleg. § 3f. ; ad Marciam, 23, 1 f. ; 24, 5. 25 ;

Epp. 65, 16 ff. ; 102, 23 ff.

X e.g. Dissert, ii. 9, 13 f., ii. IS, iii. 3, iii. 12, iv. 1, 111 ; cf. also

i. 2, 30-32. Witli regard to the attitude of Epictttus towards

corporeal asceticism, see iii. 12, 16 f.

§ Cf. e.q. tU cavToi', ii. 1 ; also i. 9, p. 4, jff., ed. Slicb, i. 15

(p. 6, 21 ff.), i. 16 (p. 9. 6fl.).
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ing for death.* He certainly has no belief in a
future life, but his eye turns away from earth and
from human ettbrt, and is directed toward the All
and the Eternal. f Though he is an adherent of the
monistic jihilosophy characteristic of the Stoa—a

philosophy, however, not consistently maintained

by Aurelius, any more than by Seneca and Epic-
tetus—yet the fundamental qualities of his great
soul have an admixture of the spirit of renuncia-
tion and mysticism. Leaving his anthropology
out of account, we see this most unmistakably in

his conception of the Deity.
7. Neo - Cynicism. — Of an entirely different

nature from the view of life entertained by
Aurelius, is that of the Neo-Cynics, for whose

teachings there was a lively interest, and even a
certain sympathy, among the later Stoics, such as

Musonius, Seneca, and Epictetus. The repre-
sentatives of this Neo-Cynic tendency revive the
asceticism of Diogenes and Crates, and, while

laying the main emphasis upon the actual practice
of asceticism, they contribute nothing M'hatever in

the way of fresh thought. For fuller information
see art. Neo-Cynicism.

8. Neo-Pythagoreanism and Neo-Platonism.—The tendency towards renunciation of the world,
which forms the basal element in the temperament
of Marcus Aurelius, was not due to the spirit of

Stoicism, but was rather a product of the time,
and, one may well suppose, of his own experiences
and fortunes. It was, however, oi-ganically related
to the philosophy of the Neo-Pythagoreans—that

singular group which emerged in the earlier half of

the first cent. B.C., perhaps in Alexandria. No
doubt the greater part of the literature of this

school is pseudepigraphic, and we know by name
only a few of its adherents. Apart from P. Nigidius
Figulus and Vatinius, contemporaries of Cicero, and
Sotion the friend of the Sextians, the most im-

portant representatives known to us are Apollonius
of Tyana and Moderatus of Gades (1st cent. A.D.),
Nicomachus and Numenius (2nd cent. A.D.), and
Philostratus (3rd cent. A.D.).
The moral and religious view of life promulgated

bj' the Neo-Pythagoreans is in part traceable to the

Mysteries of the ancient school, but in a still greater
degree to Platonism, especially to that form of

Platonism set forth by Posidonius in his com-
mentary to the TimcBus. The characteristic of the
sect is absolute dualism : God and the world, .soul

and body. Spirit is the principle of good (the Deity
being conceived as pure Spirit, and regarded as

utterly transcendent), while the body, like matter
in general, is the principle of eAdl. Between the
two stands the Demiurge, or world-former, and the

demons, whose kingdom lies in the sphere between
the earth and the moon. The soul, which is formed
of the Divine essence, is meanwhile confined Avithin

the body as in a prison, and her deliverance from
the body and its impulses, in order that she may be-
come worthy of communion with the Deity, is the
most urgent task of mankind—a task which finds

its positive side in a holy and devout life, since the

Supreme can be worshipped in a truly spiritual
manner only with purity of tiiought and piety of

conduct (cf. the fragment of Apollonius in Eusebius,
Prcep. Evang. iv. 13). Mankind is exposed on all

sides, however, to contamination by demons, and
the means em])l()yed to cleanse from this defilement
is asceticism. The most eft'ective forms of asceticism
are certain specific ablutions and expiatory cere-

monies, abstinence from certain kinds of food, more
particularly from flesh and wine (among the later

Neo-Pythagoreans), sexual temperance, or even
abstinence (as is said to have been counselled by
Apollonius), silence on the part of neoi)liytes, etc.

•
V\\ 24, 10 ff.

; 54, 6fif. ; 62, 5
; 91, 19 ff. ; 115, 4fl.

t Pp. 21, 17 n.
; CO, 19 ff. ; 155, 3ff.

But as man is of himself imable to realize this end,
and since between him and the supramundane God-
head there yawns a gTeat gulf which requires to be

bridged, the Deity reveals His will through the

agency of specially gifted individuals, such as

Pythagoras formerly, and now Apollonius, as also

in the art of divination, in order that man may be

helped in his dark endeavour to reach his heavenly
home and the deification of his being.
Sources for our knowledge of Neo-Pythagoreanism

are the account of Alexander Polyhistor in Diog.
Laert. viii. 22 fi'., the large fragments of pseudo-
nymous literature written under the name of the
old Pythagoreans (particulars in Zeller), the frag-
ments of Numenius, Philostratus's Vita Apollonii,
and the Lives of Pythagoras by Porphyry and
lamblichus.

In Neo-Pythagoreanism the mysteries of the
older school are resuscitated in a spiritualized and

morally nobler form. The real significance of the
later development, however, lies in the fact that, in

conjunction with Philo, it prepares the way for the
last great system of ancient philosophy, viz. the
Neo-Platonism of Plotinus. It was the aim of

Plotinus to get beyond the dualism of Neo-Pyth-
agoreanism on both metaphysical and ethical

principles. In his nobly planned and profoundly
excogitated system the whole world stands forth as

an emanation from the Deity, who is supersensual,

supramundane, and exalted above oppositions, even
that between spirit and body. He is Pure Being, the

Absolute, and from Him issues the world in a series

of gradations, returning again to Him in a similar

way. The principal stages of this emanation are

three in number, viz., Spirit, Soul, and Matter.
Just as light eventually fatigues the eye, and its

radiance is changed to darkness, so does the final

irradiation of the ineffable and inscrutable Essence,

having traversed the intermediate stages of Spirit
and Soul, become Matter {Enneads, iv. 3, 9), which,

however, never attains the metaphysical indepen-
dence that belongs to the Absolute. Matter is the

yary 6v, and, as the aTovaia toO dyaOov, the irpwroi'

KaKbv, Man, too, is an effluence from the Absolute,
and in the human soul are distinguished a super-
sensual or Divine, and a lower or sensual part.
Just as pure spirit in its final expression becomes

matter, so the human soul with equal necessity is

metamorphosed into body. The supersensual part,
which Mas pre-existent (iv. 3. 12, vi. 4. 14) and
in union Avith God, has sufiered disaster from

having entered the body (iv. 3. 15 il'., v. 1. 1).

From the union of soul and body springs all the

irrationality and depravity of the soiil. Our gieat
task, therefore, is the ' extinction of everything
that binds us to sensuous existence,' the complete
withdrawal of the soul from the outer Avorld to its

own inner life. Hence, virtue is neither more nor
less than the work of '

purifying
'

the supersensual
soul from all its relations with the world of sense

(especially i. 2. 3, i. 6. 6, v. 3. 9). It accords with
all this that Plotinus should set no value upon
taking part in earthly affairs, either of a scientific

or a politico-ethical natui'e. This complete de-

tachment of the soul from all ties with the external

world, however, appears on the positive side as its

surrender to the Supersensual, to the Deity, the

yearning for whom becomes ever more intense as
the bonds of sense are more and more transcended.
So far as union with the Divine is concerned, the
external mode of life is of no importance. What
counts is, in the opinion of Plotinus, not action,
but feeling ; and accordingly he attributes no value
to asceticism of the common sort, however it may
have consorted with his own inclinations (Zeller, iii.

522 f.). Of greater importance is the thinking
consideration of life, and, still more, pure intuition ;

but the full and blessed union is vouchsafed only to
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the elect in the form of ecstasy, which is not to

be won by force, but must be calmly waited for,

if haply it may come over us. In the state of

ecstasy, however, man not only forgets all his

earthly limitations, but loses self-consciousness

altogether, and all that remains is the blessed

feeling of union with the Divine.
This withdrawal from the world of sense, however,

is not without its positive complement. In the

beauty of the external world and in all its varied

phenomena, Flotinus, like Plato, discerns the shim-

mering of the eternal ideas. In man sensuous

beauty awakes ^pws, the love of the Good (cf.

esp. i. 6) arouses the desire of the supersensual soul

for its source. For the Absolute is likewise the

absolutely Good.
This sketch lets us see that the ascetic tendency

in the life of ancient Greece is of much more

importance than is usually supposed. We are now
in a position to distinguish two different kinds of

asceticism : (1) the Orphic-Pythagorean-Platonic,
or the religio-mystical ; and (2) the Cynic-Stoic,
or ethico-volitional. It is true, indeed, that the

ascetic view of life, in the sense which we attach to

the term, was always confined to narrow circles in

the Greek world ; nevertheless, as a consequence of

its being embraced, deepened, and spiritualized by
two of the greatest thinkers of Greece, Plato and
Plotinus, its influence has been enormous. Of
no less importance, hoAvever, than the asceticism

of the religio-mystical type has been what we have
called the ethico-volitional, which discovered, and
to some extent developed, the significance of the
will in morals. Both of these tendencies, which,
moreover, were in some degree combined in

Posidonius, exercised a px'ofound influence upon
early Christian thought.
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ASCETICISM (Hindu).—In India ascetic

practices have been very widely prevalent from
the earliest times. The mortification of the body,
and the self-inflicted penances associated there-

with, have been habitually carried to lengths
beyond anything familiar to other peoples. Tradi-
tion and legend have united to glorify the ascetic,
whether human or Divine ; religion, as elsewhere,
has sanctioned and encouraged his devotion ; and
the highest rewai"ds of place and power have been
within his reach, if only his austerities have taken
a form sufliciently protracted and severe. Eastern

patience, self-abnegation, and resolution are seen
in their strangest guise, in submission to extreme
conditions of self-torture and distress. The i>ro-

fession of the ascetic has always been held in the

highest esteem, and his claim to support at the

public charge by gifts and alms universally allowed.
If it is his merit to practise, it is the merit of others
to give to him, that his simple wants may never
lack supply. And thus on both sides asceticism

ministered to spiritual profit, to the actual and

personal gain of the ascetic himself, both present
and prospective, and to the store of credit which

by his generosity the householder trusted to ac-

cumulate for himself, so as to win a higher
position and birth in the next existence. Part of

the secret of the hold which the ascetic ideal has
maintained on the Indian mind lies in the fact

that, according to the teaching of their sacred

books, benefit accrues also to the donor who
forwards the holy man on his way with gifts of

money or food, or ministers in any way to his

personal needs.
The thought that essentially underlies the Indian

conception of asceticism, and prompts the adoption
of the ascetic life, is the desire to escape from the

sanisdra, the never-ending cycle or round of suc-

cessive existences, in which all created beings are

involved, and which brings in its train the sutler-

ing and misery to which all such beings are subject.
Asceticism ofters a means of escape from an other-

wise hopeless procession, without beginning and
without end. And there is therefore little marvel
if to a people whose theory of life was essentially

pessimistic present hardship and snfiering volun-

tarily endured were welcome when they brought
with them the promise of future deliverance.

I. Meaning and history of the Indian term

'tapas.'
—The Hindu and Sanskrit term is tajms,

from the root tap,
' to be hot,'

' to burn '

(cf. Lat.

tcp-eo, tep-OT, Gr. ricp-pt],
' ashes

'

[Iliad, xviii. 25,

xxiii. 251], Old Germ. damf). Tapas signifies
therefore in the first instance '

warmth,' or ' heat
'

;

then the feelings or sensations, u.sually painful,

experienced in consequence of heat ; and thus pain
or suttering in general, especially the pain which is

voluntary and self-inflicted from a religious motive.

The term therefore came to be applied in particular
to religious penance, austerity, devotion, and to

connote the merit wliich such devotion was supposed
to assure. This was the paramount and ordinary

significance of the word. But it was also used, by
analogy, for the special duty or ' merit

'

of each of

the four castes of Mann,* or again, in a limited and
* Manu, xi. 235 f. :

' All the bliss of gods and men ia declared

by the sages to whom the Veda was revealed to have tapas for

its root, tapas for its centre, tapa^ for its end. Knowledge is

the tapas of a Brahmana, protection the tapas of a Ksatriya,

^lis daily business the t'apai of a Vaiij-a, service the tapas of a

Sudra."
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technical sense, of the siaecial season of the year
(tlie month Mdgha, Jan. -Feb.) to which the prac-
tice of religious austerities was more peculiarly

appropriate. Other terms of less frequent occur-

rence were tapasyam and tapasyd.
The Greek \vriters, in their references to ancient India, luake

frequent mention of pliilosophers or ascetics, whose character-
istic practices repeat themselves in every part of the country at
the present day. Strabo, for example (bk. xv. ch. i.), quoting
from Megasthenes, describes two sects of the philosophers
whom he calls Brahmans and Garmans,* who abstain from meat
and from sexual indulgence, and live in groves without the city, t

It is not always easy to determine whether he is referring to
Hindu or to Buddhist mendicants ; probably there was little

difference at that period in the habits or dress of the monks and
ascetics of either faith, and to a Greek eye thej' were indis-

tinguishable. Elsewhere he writes of the Garmans (.Sarmans)
that the most honourable of them were known as Hylobioi,* who
lived on wild fruits and leaves, clothed themselves in garments
made of bark, and abstained from wine and sexual indulgence.!
Two of the Brahman o-o<^i(rTai' were seen in Taxila, of whom the
elder was clean-shaven, while the other wore his hair long, and
both were attended by disciples ; they were provided with food
without cost, and exhibited their powers of endurance by stand-

ing for a whole daj' on one leg, or lying on the ground exposed
to the vicissitudes of the weather.

||
Others were seen standing

immovable in one position during the day, naked and exposed
to the almost intolerable heat of the sun. The elder of the two
ascetics above referred to accompanied Alexander to Persis, and
there abandoned his ascetic practices, giving as his reason that
he had completed the forty years' term which he had prescribed
for himself. Another, who followed in the train of the king, was
named Kalanus. He perished by a voluntary death by fire at

Pasargadae, at the age of seventy-three ; with reference to this
act Megasthenes is quoted to the effect that self-destruction
was not a rule with the Indian philosophers, and that those who
thus acted were regarded as rash and headstrong {vea.vi<TKoC, ib.

XV. 68).
Other philosophers bore the name ' Pramnai '

(Upafivcu, pro-
bably a corruption again of iramana, samana), and were opposed
to the Brahmans. These the author distinguishes, some a.s li\ing
on the hills or plains, others as frequenting the cities. Others,
again, were known as rvjavTroc, and were therefore probably
Jains, of the Digambara sect ; they lived mostly under the open
sky, and practised austerities for thirty-seven years,f Refer-
ence is made later to the Indian embassy to Augustus, and the
Braliman or perhaps Buddhist ascetic who accompanied it, and
burned himself on the funeral pyre at Athens in the presence of
the Emperor and the people. His name is said to have been in-

scribed on his tomb :
'

Zarmanochegas, an Indian from Bargosa
. . . lies here.' ** Elsewhere the name appears as Zarmanus.tt

2. 'Tapas' in Indian literature.—(1) Rigveda.—
In the earliest Sanskrit literature, the Hymns of
the Rigveda, neither the word tapas nor the con-

ception and thought that underlies it is of frequent
occurrence. It would not, however, be a legitimate
inference from this fact that ascetic habits were
unknown to the primitive Aryan communities.
Nevertheless, the absence or rarity of reference
does

suggest that, together with much else which
belonged to the lower side of the religious life, the

*
Bpoxnaf€s_and rap/u.ai/es, the latter name probably a textual

error for "Xapnaves, the Pali and Buddhist samana, Skr. iramaxia,
irdmati^ra,

'

hearer,'
'

disciple.'
t SiaTpCpeiv ... €1/ oAaei npo rijs TroAeus, vtto irspi/SoAo) (ru^i-

fieVptp, AiTws fwi'Tay iv (TTi/Sao-i Kol Sopois, aTrcxofteVou? iixxj/vxtiv
Kal ai}ipoSi<rCoiv (Strabo, xv. 59).

t
vAo/3tot,_'

dwellers in the forest,' i.e. Skr. vdnaprastha.
§ ^jji'Tas iv Toit; iiAois airo <^vK\iav ko-'l KapwuiV aypiiav, k<x6riTa.<;

ti fx^"* ''"'o <^Aoiai>' &(v5piuiv, iuppoSiatoiv X'^P'-i <"" oi^ou (ib.
XV. 60).

II Toi' ixku TtpeafivTepov i^vp-qpLfvov, tov Si Vfiarepov KopLrjrriv, a/jt-

<|)OTtpoi?
6e aKoKovBelv fxa6r)Td^- TOf ixiv ovv aXKov xP^''oy ko-t

ayopav SiarpCpeiv, Tifiw^eVous olvt'i. (rvfiPovKiav, f^ova-iav exo>'T<is,
OTi av Pov\uiVTa.i rCov <i>vi<i>v ^epearOaj, Siapeav . . . tow t6 ^e'AtTO?
TToAAoii irpoKfip.evov (cat toO OTjora/nou ^ac,"os Trotoufxe'i'ous Tpfipea-dai
Suipedv . .

._
Toi' p.iv Trpea^vrepov, Tretrdi'Ta wttioi', avexeo'Sai tuiv

TjAiuji/
Koi Tiov oiiPpiov' riSr) yap vfiv apxop.evov ToO lapoy- Toy Si

tardvai ixoi'0<rKeXrj, (v\ov en-jjp/LieVoi' d/i-Aorepai? rais x<'P<'''>', ocrov

rpCnrjxv kclimvovtos Si toO (TKeAov?, fm darcpov pifTai<j>epei.v ttji/

/Satrir, Koi SiarfKeif outus nji' r))j.4pa.v '6\r)V ^aciji/ai Si iyKparea-
Tepou /xaxpi roy vfunepov (ib. xv. 61).

1] Tous Si TviiyTJTO^ Kara. Tovvofia yvpLVovi Sia^-flv, viraidptovf to
TrAe'oi', KoprepCav aaKovvraq, •iji' eifiaixrv np6Tepov (iieXP' ^""ra Koi
rpioiKOVTa (ib. xv. 70).

**
Zap/iai'oxrjyas 'IvSoiairo Bapyoa-rj^ Kara to. TraTpia'lySuii' eSr)

iavTov avaBayaTia-ai KtiTai. Zarmanochegas is jirobablv the
Sanskrit ^ramaxidchdrya, a mendicant teacher, and Bargosa is

Bharuch, or Broach, at the mouth of the Narbada river.
tt The passages from the ancient cla.ssical authors referring to

the Indian ascetics, and especially to the examples quoted of

self-immolation, are translated in J. W. M'Crindle, Invasion of
India bi/ Alexander the Great, 1896, pp. 3S6-.392

; and in the
same writer's Ancient India as described in Classical Literature,
1901, pp. 63 ff., 73ff., 113, 167 ff., 176, 181 £f., 212 f.

practice of tapas also was, in great part at least,

adopted from the aboriginal or other tribes among
whom the new-comers settled. Theirs was the

darker, gloomier view of religion and of life, to

which austerity was congenial. To the bright,

joyous spirit of the Aryans—the spirit that finds

expression in the Hymns—the sad and despairing
outlook which is the motive-power and inspiration
of ascetic practice was repugnant. To them the

gods were open-handed, and did not need to be
forced or cajoled by human suffering ; and life was
not yet clouded by the pessimistic tendencies
of a later age. It is noticeable that all the in-

stances quoted from the Rigveda of the use of

tapas in its technical sense are taken from the late

tenth book, where the word is found both in the
literal meaning of 'warmth,' 'glow' {e.g. x. 16. 4),

and metaphorically of the glow of feeling, passion

{e.g. X. 83. 2). Tapas, however, is also pain, suffer-

ing, voluntarily endured {ib. 109. 4, 154. 2, 167. 1).

So also the root tap, which is met with in the earlier

books with the significance of ' burn '

(viii. 102. 16),

or transitively to '

lieat,'
' make hot

'

(iii. 53. 14,

iv. 2. 6), to ' con.sume by fire,'
'

destroy
'

(iii. 18. 2),

assumes in the tenth book the connotation of

remorse, the heat or pain which is Avithin, self-

originated in the heart {tatdpa, impers. x. 34. 11,

cf. ib. 34. 10, 95. 17). Similarly, also in the same
book, we find tapasvat,

'

practising asceticism
'

(154. 4) ; tapoja,
' born through penance

'

(154. 5).*

The jiurpose and subject-matter of the Sdma-
veda and Yajurveda almost preclude a reference to

tapas ; and the nature of the magical devices and
charms, the incantations of the Atharvaveda, aims
rather at inflicting harm upon anotlier, or securing
personal immunity, than at exhibiting endurance
or attaining the desired end by actual self-inflicted

tortures, t
Of the Brdhmana literature the same is true as

of the later mantra and ritual writings, that there
was little occasion for reference to tapas. Such
literature is concerned almost entirely with the
order and interpretation of the sacrifice, with

mythology, cosmology, and so forth. The practice
of tapas, however, is recognized, and is enjoined,

e.g. Satap. Brdhm. x. 4. 4. 4 :

' let him who knows
this by all means practise austerities ; for, indeed,
when he who knows this practises austerities,
. . . every part of him mil share in the world of

heaven.' + The world is conquered by tapas {iii.

4. 4. 27; cf. xiii. 7. 1. 1).§

(2) Upanisads.—In tlie Upanisnds, on the con-

trary, the theory and the duty of tapas are com-

pletely a.ssumed ; and even where its efficacy is

denied, or only partially and grudgingly conceded,
the existence and wide-.spread influence of ascetic

ideals are taken for granted, though the writers
claim that there is a better way by which to reach
the supreme goal. In the oldest strata of the

Upanisad literature the ascetic calling is an obliga-
tion to be undertaken at a special stage or period of

life ; and their greatest teacher, Yajnavalkya, pro-

poses thus to abandon home and possessions, and,
retiring to the forest, in the practice of austerities

to sever actually and ideally every tie that binds to

earthly existence. In complete harmony, however,
M"ith the spirit of these A\Titings, tapas is depreci-
ated in comparison with knowledge as an inferior,

secondary way to the highest bliss, to Brahman.
* In one Hymn, x. 83. 2, tapas is invoked, together with

manyu, to ]irotect the worshipper and overthrow his foes.

t A confirmation of the view that the conception of tapas was
strange to the earliest Aryan thought, and was adopted from
without and became familiar only at a later period, is perhaps
afforded by Rigveda, vii. 59. 8 :

'
kill him with your hottest bolt,'

tapiffhena hanmand, where Atharvaveda, vii. 77. 2, and Taitt.
Saihh. iv. 3. 13. 3, substitute for the last word tapasd,

' with your
hottest penance,' an expression quite in harmony with the later

thought of the overwhelming magical power of tapas.
SEE xliii. 862. § SBE xxvi. 111.
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The representation, however, as might be expected,
is not always consistent. In addition to the view
most usually adopted, which sees in tapas a real,

though less commendable and direct, means to the

attainment of a knowledge of Brahtnan, the two
extremes are met with of those Avho declare the

practice of austerities indispensable to such know-

ledge, and those who refuse to acknowledge in

asceticism any virtue or efficacy whatsoever, and
maintain that only in the way of knowledge and

by no other means may the final end be reached.

Elsewhere asceticism and the study of the Veda
are placed side by side as the essential conditions

of a true insight ; and those who in the right spirit
with faith practise asceticism in the forest ascend
on the way of the gods.

Tapas also is indefinitely associated in the

Upanisads with the third dsrama (q.v.), and the
life of the anchorite in the forest (vdnaprasfha).
On him the practice of asceticism is especially

obligatory, but even he must add to it faith, or the
mere outward observance and self-mortiiication

will be in vain. Only gradually, and not quite

clearly or definitely, within the Upanisad period
was a distinction drawn between the third and a
fourth higlier stage, the essential note of which was
not mere bodily self-mortification, ])ut the volun-

tary and entire surrender of all worldly possessions,
ana the concentration of thought and affection on
the Supreme. This last stage is identified with a
real knowledge of Brahman. He who ' knows '

has passed beyond the (three) dh-amas {atydh-amin,
^vet. vi. 21), and tapas is no longer in the least

degree necessary or profitable to him, for that
which the ascetic painfully strives to win he has

already attained. Thus the theory of the dsramas,
and with it the doctrine of tapas, takes on in the

Upanisad literature a distinctly ethical colouring.
It is only, however, in the later treatises that the

separation between the two last stages, the vdna-

prastlM and the sann)/dsin, is completely carried

out, and the duties and obligations of each clearly
defined.

(3) Mann and the Law-Boolcs.—It is in the Law-
Book of Mann, ch. vi., that the formal conditions
and rules of the ascetic life are set forth ; and these
are in large part repeated, quoted, or amplified in

the later Dharmasutras. How far some of the
more strict and exacting of these regulations ever
became matters of literal observance, or how far

they represented merely abstract or conventional

ideals, must, of course, remain uncertain. But, in

view of the capacity which Indian ascetics have

always exhibited for almost heroic endurance of

self-mortification, it would seem by no means im-

possible, or even improbable, that in some instances
at le.ast the utmost extremes of bodily torture were
submitted to, and the rules of tlie books carried
out in fullest detail. It will be noticed that Manu
confines the rights and privileges of an ascetic life

to the twice-born.
' A twice-born Snataka, who has thus lived according to the

law in the order of householders, may ... go forth from the

village into the forest and reside there, duly controlling his

senses. Let him offer those five great sacrifices according to
the rule, with various kinds of pure food fit for ascetics, or with
herbs, roots, and fruit. Let him wear a skin or a tattered

garment ; let him bathe in the evening or in the morning ; and
let him always wear (his hair in) braids, the hair on his body,
his heard, and his nails (being undipped). . . . Let him be

always industrious in privately reciting the Veda ; let him be

patient of hardships . . . ever liberal . . . and compassionate
towards all living creatures.' *

Then follow directions with regard to the
.sacrifices the ascetic must offer, and the kind and
quantity of food he may eat.

'In summer let him e.xpose himself to the heat of five fires,

during the rainy season live under the open sky, and in winter
be dressed in wet clothes, gradually increasing' his austerities.

•
Manu, vi. 1-8 {SEE xxv. 198 ff.).

When he bathes at the three Savanas (sunrise, noon, and sunset)
let him offer libations of water to the manes and the gods, and,
practising harsher and harsher austerities, let him dry up his

bodily frame ... let him live without a fire, without a house,
wholly silent, subsisting on roots and fruit . . . chaste, sleeping
on the bare ground, dwelling at the roots of trees.'

* '

Having
thus passed the third part of life in the forest, he may live as an
ascetic during the fourth ])art of his existence, after abandoning
all attachment to worldly objects . . . after offering sacrilices
and subduing his senses ... an ascetic gains bliss after death.' t
'

Departing from his house ... let him wander about absolutely
silent, and caring nothing for enjoyments that may he olTercd.
Let him always wander alone without any companion, in order
to attain (final liberation) . . . He shall neither possess a fire nor
a dwelling, he may go to a village for his food, indifferent to
everything, firm of purpose, meditating and concentrating his
mind on Brahman. A potsherd (for an ahnsbowl), the roots of
trees (for a dwelling), coarse worn-out garments, life in solitude
and indifference towards everything, are the marks of one who
has attained liberation. Let him not desire to die, let him not
desire to live, let him wait for his time, as a servant for the pay-
ment of his wages ... let him patiently bear hard words, let
him not insult anybody, let him not become anybody's enems'
for the sake of this body . . . entirely abstaining from sensual

enjoyments, with himself for his only companion, he shall live

in this world, desiring the bliss (of final emancipation) '.J
'

Carry-
ing an ahnsbowl, a staff, and a water-pot, let him continually
wander about, controlling himself and not hurting any creature.
. . . A gourd, a wooden bowl, an earthen dish or one made of

split cane, Manu, the son of S\'ayambhu, has declared to be
vessels (suitable) for an ascetic' §

Rules are then given for begging and the manner
of eating, .subjects of meditation, etc. The ascetic
is to beg only once in the day, and when he goes
to any house for that purpose it must be after the

ordinary meal of the household has been concluded

(cf. Baudh. ii. 22
; Vas. x. 7, 8).

"Three suppressions of the breath even, performed according
to the rule, and accompanied with the (recitation of the)
Vydhftis \\

and of the syllable
"
Om," one must know to be the

highest austerity for every Brahmana.' ^ ' When by the disposi-
tion (of his heart) he becomes indifferent to all objects, he
obtains eternal happiness both in this world and after death.
He who has in this manner gradually given up all altaehmeiits,
and is freed from all the pairs (of opposites), reposes in Brahman
alone ... a twice-born man who becomes an ascetic . . . shakes
off sin here below, and reaches the highest Brahman.' **

Elsewhere in the sutras of Manu, in the other

books, there are incidental references fio the ascetics,
which lay down further rules for their conduct and
life.

Ascetics and students are to receive alms from the Brahman
householder after the performance of the Bali offering (iii. 94;
cf. vi. 7; and Baudh. ii. 5. 11

;
Vas. xi. 5 ; Apast. ii. 4. 10, 11).

The purification ordained . . . shall be ' double for students,
treble for hermits, but quadruple for ascetics

'

(v. 137 ; cf . I'lfnw,
Ix. 26 ; Vas. vi. 19).
The ascetic is not admissible as a witness in the law-courts

(viii. 65 ; cf. Baudh. i. 19. 13 ; Vi.piii, viii. 2).

For secret converse with female ascetics a small fine is pa3-able
(viii. 363 ; cf. V'ts^iH, xxxvi. 7, and the statement [ib. xoix. 14]
that the deity himself resides

'

in the frame of gods, ascetics, and
officiating priests ').

' An ascetic, a hermit in the forest, and Brahmanas who are
students of the Veda shall not be made to pay toll at a ferry

'

(viii. 407 ; cf. I'iwM, v. 132).
' Hermits (tapasah., i.e. those who practise tapas), ascetics

(yatis, those whose passions are under control), Brahmanas, the
crowds of the Vaimanika deities, the lunar mansions, and the

Daityas are the first {i.e. lowest) order of existence caused by
Goodness '

(sattva, xii. 48).

Additional details in the Law-Boolcs are to the
efl'ect that a householder must turn back if he
meets an ascetic ( Visnu, Ixiii. 36).

' An apostate
from religious mendicity shall become the king's
slave

'

(ib. v. 152). Cf. Gautama, iii. {SBE ii.= 192-

196); Baiidhdyana, ii. 11. 14-26, 17. 16, 17, iii. 3;
'

eight mouthfuls are the meal of an ascetic, sixteen
that of a hermit in the woods, thirty-two that of a

householder, and an unlimited (quantity) that of a
student' (Baudh. ii. 13. 7 ; cf. Vas. vi. 20) ;

'

let him
(the hermit) not injure even gadflies or gnats, let

liim bear cold and perform austerities, let him con-
* Manu, vi. 23-26 ;

cf. I'lVnt/, xcv. 1-4. Chs. xcv.-xcvii. of ihe
Institutes of Vifirixt are devoted to the exposition of the method
of life and the duties of the ascetic, and the subjects of his

meditation ; the whole is closely related to the corresi>onding

passages of Manu.
t Manu, vi. 33, 34. » Ib. 41-49. § lb. 52-54.

II
i.e. the three mystic syllables bhur, bhurah, trar (cf. ii. 76,

78, 81) ; the virtue of their recitation, with suppressions of the

breath is so great that it frees from the guilt of the murder of

a Brahmana (xi. 249).

H Manu,' vi. 70.
*• Ib. S0-S6.
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stantly reside in the forest, be contented, and
delight in (dresses made of) bark and skins (and
in carrying) water (in his jjot)

'

[Baudh. iii. 3. 19 ;

Vas. ix. X. \_SBE xiv. 45-49]).
' The qualities by

which a (true) Brahmana may be recognized are
the concentration of the mind, austerities, the
subjugation of the senses, liberality, truthfulness,
purity, sacred learning, compassion, worldly learn-

ing, intelligence, and faith
'

( Vas. vi. 23) ;

' he is

worthy to receive gifts who . . . reduces himself
by austerities

'

(vi. 30) ;

' to suppress the breath is

the highest austerity
'

(x. 5 ; cf. Apastamba, ii. 21.

7-21, 22, 23. 1, 2).

(4) Bhagavad Gifa.—The '

Song of the Blessed
'

represents, as is well known, a syncretism between
the two views of an idealistic pantheism and the
practical devotion demanded by a theistic creed,
salvation by conviction and knowledge alone, or
salvation through faith and works. It is a subject
of dispute which of these views is the earlier in the
poem, and forms tlie original kernel, and which has
been superimposed upon the other.* In either
case tapas, in the form of renunciation, self-

devotion, is the highest form which ' action
' can

take ; and in the thought and teaching of tlie

writer the essence of ascetic practices is not
painful mortitication of the body, but the abnega-
tion of selfish desires and the sacrifice of selfish
inclination and love of ease in the cause of right
and devotion to the Supreme God. Passages which
enforce renunciation and the duty of earnest and
purposeful action belong to the practical theistic
strata of the poem. Attempts, however, to recon-
cile conflicting views, or at least to recognize what
is good in both, are not wanting.

' There is a twofold path, that of the Saiikhyas by devotion in
the shape of knowledge, and that of the Yogins by devotion in
the shape of action. A man does not attain freedom from
action merely by not engaging in action ; nor does he attain
perfection by mere renunciation

'

{Bhag. Gitd, iii. 3f.).
The '

ascetic
'

is one ' who has no aversion and no desire. . . .

Children, not wise men, talk of sdhkhija and yoga as distinct.
One who pursues either well obtains the fruit of both. ... He
who, casting off attachment, performs actions dedicating them
to Brahman, is not tainted by sin

'

{ib. v. 3 ff.).
' Some by concentration see the self in the self by the self ;

others by the Silhkhya-yoga ; and others still by the Karma-
yoga ; others yet, not knowing this, practise concentration after
hearing from others. They too, being devoted to hearing (in-
struction), cross beyond death '

(xiii. 24 f.).
' Renunciation is devotion (yoga) ; for no one becomes a devotee

iyogin) who has not renounced (all) fancies. . . . The devotee
whose self is contented with knowledge and experience, who is

unmoved, who has restrained his senses, and to whom a sod, a
stone, and gold are alike, is said to be devoted. ... He should
restrain his mind, and concentrate it on me, and sit down
engaged in devotion, regarding me as his final goal. Thus, con-
stantly devoting his self to abstraction, a devotee whose mind
is restrained attains that tranquillity which culminates in final

emancipation and assimilation with me. . . . When his mind
well-restrained becomes steady upon the self alone, then he,
being indifferent to all objects of desire, is said to be devoted.
As a light standing in a windless (place) flickers not, that is

declared to be the parallel for a devotee, whose mind is re-
strained, and who devotes himself to abstraction

'

(vi. 2 ff.).
The indestructible seat . . .

'
is entered by ascetics from whom

all desires have departed
'

(viil. 11).
' Whatever you do . . . whatever you eat, whatever sacrifice

you make, whatever you give, whatever penance you perform,
do that as offered to me '

(ix. 27).
'This threefold penance (i.e. bodily, vocal, and mental) prac-

tised with perfect faith ... is called good {sdttvikam). . . .

Whatever oblation is offered, whatever is given, whatever pen-
ance is performed, and whatever is done without faith, that
... is called asat (not good), and that is nought both after
death and here' (xvii. 7, 28).

' One who is self-restrained, whose understanding is unattached
everywhere, from. whom affections liave departed, obtains the
supreme perfection of freedom from action by renunciation'
(xviii. 49).

' Those who, restraining the group of the senses . . . meditate
on the indescribable, indestructible, unperceived . . . they,
intent on the good of all beings, necessarily attain to me. . . .

He who is alike to friend and foe, as also in honour and dis-
honour, who is alike in cold and heat, pleasure and pain, who
is free from attachments, to whom praise and blame are alike

* See esp. R. Garbe, lihagavad-Gitd, Leipzig, 1005, Einleitung
•

SBM, vol. viii.2, Oxford, 189S, Introduction
;
'^and art. Biiaoavad

GlIA.

. . . who is homeless, and of a steady mind and full of devotion,
that man is dear to me '

(xii. 3 f., 18 f.).

Similar quotations might easily be multiplied.
In the Bhagavad Gltd the philosophic theory of

asceticism, as it presented itself to the Indian
mind, ajjpears in its loftiest and purest form. To
the earnest-minded sddhu this book is his Bible ;

and the nobility of its thought, and the charity
and breadth of its outlook, render it not undeserving
of the name.*

(5) Epic poetry.
—The Epic poems add little to

the general conception of tapas, although tliey
offer many examples of its practice, and contain
narratives more or less marvellous of ascetics who
proved in their own experience its virtue and
power (see below, p. 9P). Rama in his hermitage
on the banks of the Godavari is the type of the

peaceful, gentle hermit who has renounced the

world, and lives retired from its strife and care,
' true to duty, true to virtue.' In the Mahablmrata
descriptions of the hermit (vdnaprastha) and of the
ascetic [sarinydsin) are found, which agree almost

verbally with those of Mann [Mahdbh. xii. 191 f.,

243 If. ; cf. above, p. 89). And in the same
book, true and false tapas are distinguished from
one another :

'

Fasting though for a fortnight,
which ordinary men count for tapas, is merely a

castigation of the body, and is not regarded as

ta2ms by the good ; renunciation and humility,
these are the noblest tapas ; he who practises these
virtues fasts unceasingly, and his virtue is never
found wanting.'

'

Study of the Veda and avoiding
injury to any living being, men call bodily asceti-
cism ; the true spiritual asceticism is control of

speech and thought.'!
In the P'lirdnas and later literature the extrava-

gances of ascetic practice are more prominent than
its virtues. The underlying conceptions remain
the same ; renunciation of worldly possessions and
the voluntary endurance of bodily pain are means
to an end, viz. deliverance from the savisdra and
the acquisition of supernatural powers. The essen-
tial principles, however, are overlaid with a mass
of extravagant fancy and repellent detail ; and the
stories of the lives of the ascetics, and the descrip-
tions of their self-inflicted tortures, present few
features of attractiveness or interest.

3. Asceticism in modern practice.
—The most

general term for a Hindu ascetic is sddhu, a
'

good
' or '

pious
'

man, a saint, or sage, of which
the feminine sddhvi denotes a woman who has
taken ascetic vows. Sannydsin, one who has ' cast

oft',' i.e. home and possessions, is also frequently
used of any mendicant, though the title is more
properly restricted to a particular sect (see below,
p. 93 f.). Faqlr is a Muhammadan term, expres-
sive of poverty of spirit, but is sometimes, though
incorrectly, applied to a Hindu beggar or ascetic.
India has always been the home of asceticism, and
from the very earliest times this feature of Indian
life has attracted attention. Sddhus have formed
the shifting itinerant element in a population for
the most part stationary and rooted to the soil.

In spite also of their general aloofness, by their
numbers and by the respect paid to them they
have always exercised a considerable influence in
the land, and, in the absence of more direct methods
of conveying intelligence, have formed a fairly con-
stant though uncertain means of communication
between the ditterent parts of the country. Present
everywhere, although rarely making a prolonged

* Cf. the interesting account which Dr. T. L. Pennell gives of
the Kddhu whom he oVertook on the road from Ludhiana, and
who recounted to him his experiences and manner of life:
' When my heart is lonely I read in the Bhagavad Gitd, and get
consolation, and I like tliat better than any other book because
it makes my heart glad

'

(Church Missionary Intelligencer, 1905,
p. 516).

t Mahdbh. xii. 217, 221 ; cl. Deussen, Alia. Gesch. der Philo
Sophie, i. 3. p. 89 ff.
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Btay in one place, they brought to the settled in-
habitants the consciousness of an outside world,
and wrought effectively, tliough probably unin-
tentionally, against the narrowness of a merely
local and parochial spirit. Whether the sadhus
were more numerous in ancient times than at tlie

present day it is difficult to determine. They
occupy a larger place in the ancient than in the
modern literature of India

; and the same is true
also in all probability of the thought of the people.
They still form, however, an appreciable though
small percentage of the population. At the census
of 1901 the total number of beggars and religious
mendicants was returned at 4,914,000, or nearly
live millions, a decrease of about 6^ % during the
decade preceding. The decrease, however, is attri-
buted to the heavy mortality of the famine years,
and not to any lessened attraction in the profession
of sadhuism. Probably by far the greater number
of these, if not all, were true ascetics, bound by
vows to a life of self-renunciation and poverty.
More, also, perhaps than in any other country

asceticism in India has been under the definite and
strong sanction of religion. That sanction Avas

given to the practice of tapas in the first instance
by the example of the greatest saints and heroes
of old, and of the gods themselves, who are re-

presented as enduring self-inflicted tortures for
thousands of years in order to attain supernatural
or enhanced power. The rsis of old, the demigods
of legend and story, the dwellers in heaven as well
as on earth, engaged in the practice of tapas to
secure dominion for themselves, or to confound
their foes. The Supreme Being himself endured

age
-
long austerities in order to create. And

Siva, ill the character of an austere naked
sannyasin practising austerities of almost un-
imaginable severity for thousands of years, is the
type and patron of the ascetic, who by the grace of
Siva and by the virtue of tapas hopes to attain all
his desires. There was no limit to the power of
self-mortification ; all things were possible to tajxis.
The classical example and the most convhicing to
Hindu thouglit was found in the story of the
rivalry and hostile encounters of Vasistha and
Visvamitra. The latter, a Ksatriya and a most
powerful and wealthy king, was overthrown and
put to confusion at every point by the might of
the Brahman's incantations and magical devices.
Humbled and beyond measure enraged, Visvamitra
had recourse to tapas, and by the most severe and

firotracted
austerities compelled the gods to grant

lim the birth and rights of a Brahman, thus
placing him on a level with his Brahman adver-
sary. The story undoubtedly represents the rivalry
of the two great orders or castes, the priestly
and the warrior; but it also expresses the con-

ception of the omnipotent strength of tapas, which
could bridge the gulf, and lift the Ksatriya,
inferior though a king, to the level of the proud
and domineering Brahman.*
On the power of tapas see also Manu, xi. 239 flf. :

' Whatever
is hard to be traversed, whatever is hard to be attained, what-
ever is hard to be reached, whatever is hard to be performed, all

may be accomplished by austerities
; for austerity (possesses a

power) which it is difficult to surpass. Both those who have
committed mortal sin and all other offenders are severally freed
from their guilt by means of well-performed austerities. Insects,
snakes, moths, bees, birds, and beings bereft of motion reach
heaven by the power of austerities. Whatever sin men commit
by thoughts, words, or deeds, that they speedily burn away by
penance, if they keep penance as their only riches. The gods
accept the offerings of that Brahmaija alone who has purified
himself by austerities, and grant to him all he desires. . . . The
gods, discerning that the holy origin of this whole (world) is
from austerity, have thus proclaimed the incomparable power

* See J. Muir, Original Sanskrit Texts^, i. 388 ff., who quotes
the story in a twofold form from the Makdbhdrata (Adiparvan,
6638 ff.), and from the Ramdi/ava (Bdlakdxida, 51-65) ;

cf. the
narrative of Nahusa, who by tapas won for himself the rank of
Indra (ilahabh., Adip. 3151; Muir, op. cit. p. 307 ff.).

of austerity {SEE xxv. 478 f.) ; cf. iv. 148, where tapas is one
ot the means for remembering former births, and xii. 83, where
wpas leads to the attainment of supreme bliss

; cf. also
liigveda, x. i. 3C, where the long-haired ascetic with semi-divine
powers IS able to move on the path of the Apsarases and
Oandharvas (A. A. Macdonell, Vedic Mytlwlo<jy, p. 134).Hindu asceticism rei)resented, further, a revolt
from, or at least a protest against, the tyrannyof caste. In its origin probably remote from
J>rahmanism, and conveying the ordinary idea
that bodily pain Avas profitable for tiie advance-
ment and purification of the spirit, the ascetic life
became, in as.sociation with Hinduism and under
the prescriptive sanction of Hindu law itself, a
refuge from the burden of caste rules and ostra-
cisms. By the ascetic, caste, like every otiier
institution of the mundane life, has been sur-
passed, and left behind. He is casteless not because
he is below but because he is above caste. And this
freedom from the bondage and artificial restrictions
of a society elaborately fenced oil' and partitioned
by innumerable barriers which the ordinary man
might not transgress presented no inconsiderable
attraction, and has been one of tlie secrets of the
abiding popularity of the a.scetic ideal and manner
of life in India. The subdual of the bodily passions
by mortification of the ilesh, Avhich in other coun-
tries was itself the end of asceticism, Avas in India
only the means

; the end Avas primarily and
avoAvedly the attainment of magical poAvers, but
also, perhaps in many instances only half con-
sciously, escape from the burdens of a social life,
the petty restraints and prohibitions of AA'hich had
begun to be a Aveariness to the spirit. Over this

tendency, Avith that Avonderful compliance and
dexterity of Avhich it is so great a master, Brah-
manism thrcAV its shield, and legalized what it
could not prevent. In the doctrine of the four
dh-amas (y.f.) asceticism Avas made an integral part
of the orthodox Hindu life, and it became the duty
of every Hindu, as advanced age overtook him,
homeless and a wanderer to chasten himself Avith
austerities. Formally this Avas to be done for the
sake of detaching himself from earthly ties, and of

realizing union Avith Brahman (see art. YoGA).
And a religious motive Avas thus supplied for that
Avhich in itself Avas a Avelcome release from re-

sponsibility, care, and the minute requirements of
an elaborate social code.

In the first instance apparently, the right and
privilege of asceticism, according to Hindu custom
or hiAv, belonged to Brahmans alone ; it Avas then
extended to all the tAvice-born, and finally all
restrictions Avere removed, and admission into the
ranks of the ascetics Avas accorded to men of every
position and degree.

Cf. Ramayaija, Uttara Kdv4a, 74. 9ff., quoted in Muir, Oria.
Sanskr. Texts^, i. 119 f.: 'Formerly in the kfta age Br.ihmans
alone practised tapas ; none who was not a Brahman did so in
that enlightened age . . . then came the tretd age, ... in which
the Ksatriyas were born, distinguished still by their former tapas
. . . Those Brahmans and Ksatriyas who lived in the tretd
practised tapas, and the rest of mankind obedience. ... In the
dvdpara age tajms entered into the A'ai^yas. Thus in the
course of three ages it entered into three castes ; and in the
three ages right90usnes8 (dhanna) was established in three
castes. But the Sudra does not attain to righteousness through
the (three) ages . . . such observance will belong to the future
race of Sudras in the kali age, but is unrighteous in the extreme
if practised by that caste in the dvdpara.' Cf. JIanu, i. 86 :

' In
the kxta age the chief [virtue] is declared to be tapas.'

It is evident, hoAvever, Avith Avhat reluctance the
privileges aiid poAvers of the ascetic life Avere ex-
tended to Sudras and low-caste men. At the
present time there is no distinction or barrier;
any one may become an ascetic, and the voavs are
not necessarily lifelong. Some sects, however,
still restrict membership to Brahmans, or at least
to men of the three higlier castes.

Moreover, the distinction betAveen the last two
a^ramas, that of the vdnfijirastha, the anchorite in
the forest, corresponding to the class of the irXd^ioi
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of Megasthenes (see above, p. 88*), and that of tlie

true sannyCisin, the homeless wanderer, was never

very clearly drawn even in theory, and was in

practice entirely disregarded. Ascetic habits at
least were common to both ; and the dweller in the

forest-hermitage, no less than the man who had
'cast olF' possessions and eartlily ties in favour of
a vagrant life through the cities and country,
endeavoured by means of tapas to break the
fetters which bound him to an earthly existence,
and to secure final rest and bliss.

(1) Clothing and habits.—Numerous also as

Avcre, and are, the sects of ascetics, varying in

tlie details of costume and habit, they all possess
certain broad cliaracteristic features in common,
and to the eye of the comjiarative stranger present
a similar and specific appearance by which their

profession may be recognized. All sddhus carry a

begging-bowl, which in its simplest form consists
of a hollowed-out coconut or gourd, but is some-
times of brass, figured or otherwise ornamented,
and furnished with a lid or handle ; a water-pot
also, and usually a stall'. Theoretically, and as

individuals, they are without worldly possessions,
but the monasteries in which many of them take

up their abode during the rainy season, and for

longer or shorter intervals, are often richly en-
dowed. Such monasteries, which are very numer-
ous all over India, owe their existence to the

liberality of pious founders, and have at difierent
times been the recipients of gifts of money or

land, whereby merit has accrued to the donors,
and the religious houses have in many instances
become endowed with great revenues. They are

not, however, in most cases, places of permanent
residence, but their inmates wander through the

country as sddhus, or ascetics, living on the alms
of the people. The robes of the ascetic are

ordinarily salmon-coloured, but sometimes other
colours are met with, according to the sect or
order to which they belong ; many also go practi-
cally naked. On their bodies they rub ashes—a

practice Avhich is supposed to have been originally
intended to protect the skin against the insect

plagues of India, or as a defence against the hosts
of the demons.* The forehead is marked mth the
tilaka, the variously shaped sign or symbol, made
with coloured earths, indicating their sect or the

pod to whose service they have consecrated them-
selves ; and the hair hangs down from the head,
long and matted, but in other cases is formed into
a rough coil at the top, or is entirely shaved oft',

the head being left bald. They sleep on the

ground, and once or twice in the day go round to
collect jfood and ahns, for which they must not ask,
but contentedly receive what is given. According
to the stated rule, they must not approach a house
to beg until the regular meal-time is past ; what
remains over is the portion of the mendicant.
Other objects usually found in the possession of

a sddhii are a rosary, the material of wliich and
the nun;ber of the beads vary with the dili'erent

sects, oaivite rosaries are composed of the berries
of tlie rudrdlisha tree {Eleocarpus ganitrus),
thirty-two or sixty-four in number ; sometimes,
however, such ascetics wear strings of human
teeth {dantamdld) or the skin of a snake round
their neck. A''aisnavite ascetics carry a rosary of
a hundred and eight beads of tulasl wood, the holy
basil {OcymuDi sanctum), or occasionally, though it

is said rarely, of the seeds of the sacred lotus. The
imrpose of the rosary is for use in the recitation of

prayers, or to enable the devotee to repeat the
name of his god a delinite numlier of times witliout
error. t In all probability the Christian use of the

* W. Crooke, Popular Reli(jio7i and Folk-Lorc of Northern
India, i. 29 f.

t Monier Williams, Brdhmanism and HinduUm*, p. 67 f.

rosary was derived ultimately from India. Many
sddhus will also be found with fire-tongs, the iron
of which is supposed to be a protection against
evil spirits, and, as they are inveterate smokers of

bhang, with a pestle and mortar, and a pipe, which
are brought into constant use. Many of them
carry on their person small idols, or sacred objects,
or talismans as the lihgam or sdlagrdma, relics

also from the places of pilgrimage they have visited,

and seals or certificates issued by the priests in

charge. They are supposed to spend their lives

in meditation, withdrawn from the thoughts and
interests of the world. For a similar reason,
because he is believed to be in samddhi,

'

profound
trance,' a state of intimate and untroubled com-
munion with the Divine, the body of a sannydsin
is under ordinary circumstances buried, not burned ;

he is in reality not dead, and may revive at pleasure
to a consciousness of external things.

(2) Mortifications.
—The distresses and self-morti-

fications to which the Hindu ascetic submits himself
would be almost incredible if they were not certified,

by the accounts of many eye-witnesses from the
earliest times to the present day, and by the well-

known capacity of the Eastern to endure with
stoicism hardship and pain that would be intoler-

able or fatal to a European. Fully to enumerate
and describe the various kinds of self-torture

invented and practised by sddhus would be im-

practicable. Among the more usual and prominent
which attract attention is the so-called ' arrow '

or
'

spike-bed
'

[iaraiayyd, kantakaiayyd), a flat board
studded with iron nails or spikes, on which the
ascetic sits or lies at full length, and which he is

supposed never to leave night or day. The practice
is in imitation of the sutierings of Bhisma, the
leader of the Kurus and cliief antagonist of Arjuna
in the Mahdbhdrata. His body was pierced in the

fight by Arjuna with so many arrows that, falling,
it did not touch the ground, and Bhisma lay thus

supported for forty-eight days and nights before
his death, during which time he discoursed on high
topics before the assembled armies.* A Brahman
ascetic at Benares is said to have used one of these

couches, on which he lay naked, for thirty-five

years.! Another common form of self-torture is to

raise one or both arms above the head, and to hold
them there until stiff" and atrophied, when they
cannot be drawn down again (urdhvabdhu). A
man who has both arms thus extended is unable
even to feed himself, and is dependent in everything
on the help of others. As a further penance the
hand is sometimes held closed till the nails grow
through the palm. The 2}ctncha-tapdmsi penance
consists in enduring the heat of four fires lighted
around, with the sun overhead as a fifth ; sometimes
five artificial fires are employed. Difficult and dis-

tressing postures of various kinds are frequent
modes of self-mortification, which are supposed to

distract the thoughts from external objects (see
art. Yoga), for example, standing on one foot for

jirotracted periods (eka-pdda), measuring the length
on the ground (asfdiiga), and thus making slow and
painful jtrogress ifrom one place of pilgrimage to

another, or round a sacred shrine. Most sddhus
imdertake long and toilsome journeys to visit the

holy places of their religion, as Badarinath in

Garhwal, or the sacred mountain Kailasa ; J and
on the way, or at the temples themselves, suffer

tlie greatest liardships from want and cold. Many
perish by the way from these causes and from the
attacks of wild beasts. Otlier sddhus undertake

prolonged fastings, or place themselves under vows
Thi' number of the beads is saiil to vary, or not to be very strictly
observed ; see J. O. Oman, Mystics, Ascetics, and Saints of
India, 1903, p. 39 f. and note.

* Mahabh. bk. viii.

t Monier Williams, Brdhmanism and Hinduism*, yi. 560 ff.

t See E. S. Oakley, Hull/ Himalaya, Edin. and London, 1905.
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of silence for years. Some display their powers by
chewing live coals, or their endurance by thrusting
knives or skewers into their flesh, treading on
beds of glowing ashes, sitting immersed to the neck
in water, allowing themselves to be buried alive,

or hung with the head downwards (iirdhvaviukhi).
Tricks of self-hypnotism of a most remarkable
character have been without doubt known to and

practised by Indian ascetics for centuries.*

(3) Ascetic sec^s.—Hindu sadhus are of various

types and sects, between which to the unaccus-
tomed eye there appear^ to be little difference.

The greater number are Saivites, but some belong
to Vaisnavite forms of Hinduism. Siva, the
narrative of whose austerities is found chiefly in

the ^iva, Skanda, and Liiiga Purdnas, is the chief

patron god of ascetics. In this character he is

represented as digambara,
'

sky-clad,' with hair

unkempt and his body smeared with ashes, some-
times sitting under a snake canopy. While

practising austerities his home was in the remote
fastnesses of the Himalaya range, where accord-

ingly some of the most sacred places of Saivite

pilgrimage are to be found. Most of the great
teachers or reformers of Hinduism founded mendi-
cant orders, and established monasteries, which are

centres and homes of ascetic life. There are sects

that trace their origin to Safikarachaiya, Kabir,

Ramanuja, Ramananda, etc. The number of

them is great, and only a few of the more prominent
and important can here Hnd mention.f
There are seven chief sects of Saivite ascetics as

follows:—(1) Dandin, (2) Sannydsin, (3) Brahma-
chdrin, (4) Paramahamsa, (5) Lihgait or Liii-

gayat, (6) Aghorin, (7) Yogin. The first four

are mendicant orders founded by Sankaracharya,
the great Brahman teacher and expositor of the
7th or 8th cent, of our era. The Lihgaits, or

Lihgayats, are properly Saktas, who worsliip the

liiigam, or phallus, ana whose founder is said to

have been a Brfiiiman named Basava, or Basappa,
of Kalyana, and to have lived in the Deccan about
the beginning of the 12th century. Their itinerant
monks (jahgamas) are to be found all over India

(see art. Ll^vrGAYAT).
The subdivisions of the Dandins and Sannydsins

appear to be imcertain in their limits,t and

perhaps some of the sub-orders coincide, and are

practically the same. There are said, however,
to be ten classes of Dandins, whence they are
known as Dainum'i ('ten-named') Dandins, which
derive their titles from ten disciples of Sahkara.
The general name has been given to them from
the danda, or stall", which every Dandin carries,
and which they are said to worship ; the various
sub-orders have different kinds of staves. Member-
ship of the sect is confined to Brahmans, and they
are especially numerous in Benares. They wear
salmon-coloured clothes, and beg only from the
houses of Brahmans. Initiation into the order is

accompanied by a kind of baptism, Avith fasting ;

the sacred thread is also taken off at this time
and burned, and together with the communication
of the sacred vmntram, and the new name of the
sub-order to which the candidate is to belong, there
is enforced upon him the observance of chastity
and poverty. Dandins avoid the use of fire, and

bury their dead or cast them into a sacred stream §

(see art. Dandin). Seven classes of Sannydsins
are enumerated by Oman, together vith three

*
J. C. Oman, op. cit. chs. iii. iv. and vi. ; Monier Williams,

Indian Wisdom "2, p. 104 ff.

t The list and details that follow are derived in the main
from J. C. Oman's important work

; see also separate articles.

There are, of course, in India many men who live ascetic lives,
but who are not Hindus, such as the Muhanmiadaii faqirs in

the north, and the wandering Jain monks (see artt. Muham-
MADANiSM and Jainism).

J See Oman, op. eit. p. 153.

§ Monier Williams, op. cit. p. 87.

which are said to belong more pi'operly to the
Dai}.dln orders. The list is as follows :—Giri, Purl,
Bharti, Ban, Auran (Aranya), Parvat, Sagar ;

Tirath, Ashram, Sarasvati. Membership of the
sect is open to all, without distinction of caste ;

twice-born men lay aside the thread, and all join
at meals. They usually wear a necklace of
rudrahsha berries, and some, in place of the
ordinary salmon-coloured robes, carry tlie skin of
a tiger. In their food, which they accept from
any Hindu, they avoid meat and do not drink
spirits, but a,re great smokers of ganja (gxinja), or

hemp. At initiation the guru communicates to
the novice his new name and tiie mantram of his

order, and he is then expected to serve the guru
for a time, receiving instruction from him. He has
to bathe daily, and to perform daily worship with
contemplation of the image of J^iva ; he must not

sleep on a couch or during the day-time, or con-
verse with women, and must always go on foot,
etc. At death the body is buried in a sitting
posture, facing east or north-east, and no krdddha
ceremonies are performed, since he is supposed to
have quitted this life when he entered the order *

(see art. Sannyasin).
The remaining sects are of less importance.

Brahmachdrin, the name given in the old literature
to a student of the Veda during his period of

pupilage in the first d&rama, has been appropriated
to a subordinate class of ascetics, who are said

usually to act as servants to Sannydsins or
Paramaliamsas (see art. ASeama). The Para-
mahainsas are the highest order, and have an
Upanisad of their own, the ParamaJucr'nsopanisad.
They lay claim to greater sanctity, and profess to
observe stricter rules of conduct than otliers.

Before admission to the rank of Paramahamsa, a

probation of some years, usually not less than
twelve, must be undergone. In token of absolute
renunciation of the world, some observe a strict

vow of silence, profess to abstain entirely from
food, or dispense with all clothing. Some are

unquestionably men of sincere piety, and devote
themselves to study and good works. The Para-
mahainsa believes tiiat he has already attained
to union with the Divine, or rather has learned to

know himself as identical with Brahman—a creed
not conducive to humility or modesty. The title

is said to be derived from a mythical bird, which

possesses the faculty of separating water from
milk ; hence in a metaphorical sense is able to

distinguish falsehood from trutli. The word
haiiLsa ordinarily signities a goose ; so that the
title was perhaps originally given to members of

the sect in derision, t
The Aghorins or Aghorapanthins are sddhns who

have acquired a strange and repulsive appetite for

the flesh of corpses, and are said to steal dead
bodies from the graveyards, and drag them from
the rivers for purposes of food. There are

probably few, if any, of these ascetics now left

in India, l)ut in times past they were more
numerous, and their habits have been noted from
a very early date. The home of the chief of the
sect is said to be at Siddhapur, in North Kanara
(see art. AghorI).

Yogin is a general term for an ascetic who is

endeavouring by restraint and discipline of the

l)ody to secure the union of the soul with tlie

Supreme (see art. Yoga). Such ascetics are

usually mystics and self-hypnotists, who claim to

be possessed of miracnilous powers, and in some
instances undoubtedly perform marvellous feats.

As a sect they trace their origin to (jlorakhnath, a
* See J. A. Dubois, Hindu Manners, Cuxtom.^, and Cere-

mmii^sS, Eng. tr., Oxford, 1906, ch. xxxvi. p. 538 fT., and for an
account of the initiation of a sa?»7ij^rt.s-/>i, tV). p. 52.'! IT.

t Monier Williams, op. cit. p. sT ; Max Miiller, RamakrishiiLa,
Ix)ndon, 1905.
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disciple of Mahendranath, of whom little or

nothing is known, even the period at ^vhich
he lived being uncertain. Yogiris worship Siva,

especially in the form of Bhairon or Bhairava {q. v. ),

the village god identified with Siva, whose sacred
animal is the dog ; and they pay especial venera-
tion to the nSths {ndtha), or guardian spirits of

the Himalayan peaks, and to the eighty-four
Siddhas, or '

perfect
'

ones, whose practice of the

yoga has reached perfection, some of whom are
believed to be still living. They disregard caste,
wear sacred rosaries of rudrdksha berries, and
allow themselves the utmost freedom in the
matter of food and drink. There are several

sub-orders, as Kanphatas, Augars, distinguished
by peculiarities of dress or ornamentation. *

The ascetic sects of the Vaisnavites have

perhaps hardly so much right to the name of

ascetics. They are rather wandering monks,
whose abstinence is displayed almost entirely in

the matter of food and drink. Some of them
practise the rules of yoga, and with few exceptions
all refrain from partaking of flesh or spirits.
Visnu is worshipped by them under the form
either of Rama or of Krsna, with whom they
usually associate their wives Sita or Radha.
The list of the sects is as follows, omitting the
adherents of Vallabhacharya, whose principles are
the reverse of ascetic :

—
Ebputed Founder.
Ramanuja.
Ramananda.
Madhavacharya.

Name.
Sri Vaisnava.
Ramanandin.
Madhava.
Chaitanyite.
Kabir Panthin.

Chaitan3'a.
Kabir. t

The 6ri Vaisnavas, so called because they unite
the worship of Sri or Laksmi, the wife of Visnu,
with that of Visnu himself, retain the sacred

thread, wear reddish-coloured robes, and carry
strings of tulasl beads or of the seeds of the lotus.
In addition to the tilaka, or sect-mark, on the
forehead, they are often stamped or branded on
the body with sacred marks emblematic of the

god or his wife. They are found chiefly in the
south of India, where the great monasteries of
the sect are established. J
The Edmdnandins are followers of Ramananda,

the disciple of Ramanuja. His work lay rather
in the north of India, and the various types of
ascetics who belong to this order are numerous in
most of the northern districts of the peninsula.
The chief subdivision is that of the Bairdgins (q-v.)
or Vairugins—a title which indicates one Avho is

free from worldly passion or desire, and is often

applied generally to any Vaisnavdte mendicant or
devotee. The Vairdgins proper disi'egard caste

distinctions, though they wear the thread, eschew
meat and spirits, and wor.ship Hanunian, the

monkey-god, as well as Rama and his brothers,
and Sita, and they go through an elaborate daily
routine of bathing, etc., including the practice of

yoga ; frequently also they are branded upon the
arm with the sacred symbols of Visnu.§ Other
sub-sects of Ramanandins are Acharins, Khakins,
Sannyasins, the last-named being distinguishable
from the Saivite ascetics of the name by the use
of the sacred thread. They wear robes of diflerent

colours, and tlie Khakins at least usually dispense
altogetlier Avith clothing. All Ramanandins are

pledged to vows of celibacy (see art. Ramananda,
Ramanandin).
The Mddhavas, or Mddhvas, are almost en-

tirely confined to the south of India. They live
celibate lives, and admit all castes to the order.
Their one garment is orange-coloured, and on

* Oman, op. cit. p. 184 ff. t lb. p. 152.

t See G. A.Grierson in JRAS, 1903, p. 448 f., 1907, p. 317 fif.,

and art. Ramakuja.
§ Oman, op. cU. p. 188 ff.

breast and arms they bear the marks of Visnu,
and shave the head, in this last respect being
distinguished fiom the true Vairagins, who leave

a small tuft of hair on the crown (see art.

MXdhvas).
The Chaitanyites are in some respects the most

liberal in thought, and in mode of life most free
and unrestrained of all Vaisnavite ascetics. They
admit into the order men and women from all, even
the lowest, castes, and with few exceptions do not

profess or practise celibacy. The sect is most
widely spread in Bengal, of which district the
founder was a native. They wear white, or
sometimes yellow garments, abstain from meat
and spirits, and carry the usual tulasl rosary and
necklace. There are several subdivisions, the
moral reputation of some of which does not stand

high (see artt. BENGAL, Chaitanya).
The Kabir Panthins can hardly be said to affect

asceticism in any real sense of the term. They
wear no distinctive dress, carry the usual necklace
and beads, and on their foreheads the distinctive

mark of Visnu. The Avandering monks of the
order are numerous in northern and central India,
and bear a high character for simplicity and purity
of life.*

The remaining orders of sddhus have originated
among the Sikhs. The three most important are
knoAvn as Akdlin, Nirmdlin, and Uddsin. There
are others less numerous and distinctive. In

general the dress of the Sikh sddhu is more com-

plete than that of the ascetics of other, or at least

of Saivite orders ; and he bears less prominent and
obtrusive marks of his ascetic profession. The
Akdlins, or Nlhangs, are the militant monks of the
Sikh faith. They dress in blue garments, and
travel over the country fully armed, on horseback
or riding on camels, and tlieir requests for alms
are said to be preferred with a tone and manner
that secures instant compliance (see art. Akalis).
The Nirmdlins are for the most part quiet
and inofJensive students of the sacred books,
whose only outward marks of their sddhu pro-
fession are their reddish-yellow garments and long
hair (see art. Nirmalin). The Uddsins dress in

salmon-coloured robes, Avith a peculiar pointed cap,
and a black cord round the neck ; and, in addition

to the Avater-pot, usually a gourd, carry a bag
over the shoulder, and a small black mat or

carpet, which they spread on the ground Avhen

they rest. Some Udasins shave the head, Avhile

others alloAV the hair to groAV ; all avoid the use
of meat or spirits, and do not smoke, and are

pledged to poverty and continence f (see art.

Udasin).
Tliere have also been at all times a fcAv sddhvis,

or female ascetics, in India, Avho have emulated
their more numerous male companions in their

devotion and the rigour of their ascetic practices.
The publicity, however, Avhich the profession of

sadhuism entails is an obstacle to its frequent
adoption by Indian Avomen, and any general
observance by them of ascetic habits or vows
Avould be opposed to the sentiments and prejudices
of the Hindus themselves. Sddhvis are usually
AvidoAvs, Avho have less to lose in the adoption of

a roving life ; and in most instances, though not

ahvays, are of Ioav caste. It Avould seem also that

generally, although again not Avithout exceptions,
the sddhvl is moA'ed to enter upon this manner of

life by the desire to cast in her lot A\'ith father
or other male relative or friend ; and solitude

therefore rarely forms part of the voluntary
penance Avhich she undergoes. The case is recorded,

* See G. A. Westcott, Kabir and the Kabir Panth, Oawnpore,
1907; G. A. Grierson, in Bible in the World, 1908, pp. 247 fl.,

2G9 B.
;
and art. Kabir Pantui.

t See Oman, op. cit. ch. viiL
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however, of a Hindu Avidow of good family, who
lived as a solitary recluse in an underground cell

near Benares for thirty-eight years, devoting her-

self to study and the practice of yoga, reverenced

by all the people, and receiving visitors from the

great distances to Avhicli her fame had spread.*
Asceticism, and the habits and practices asso-

ciated with it, have been adopted in several

instances in India by Christian missionaries, with
the purpose and hope of thereby commending
their teaching to the people among whom their

lives were spent. It is doubtful how far the

attempt has ever been really successful. With
the spirit that counselled and animated such

resolutions, moving men to self-renunciation and
the abandonment of all for the sake of duty, and
to promote the unselfish end which they liad in

view, all will feel sympathy. In the regard of

every Hindu also the ascetic ideal is a noble

one, and the man wlio endeavours to put it into

Eractice

is worthy of all honour. It would seem,
owever, that the utmost sacrifice which it is in

the power of a European, either by constitution

or circumstances, to make cannot approach the

abnegation or extreme rigour of self-mortification

of the ordinary Indian sddhu ; and therefore to

the Indian his mode of living will probably ajipear
to be a pale imitation, not wholly sincere, and

immeasurably below the true iaeal. It will

excite his wonder, but in no degree move him to

respect, while the motive that prompts the

adoption of such a life will be entirely beyond
his comprehension. There have been native
Indians also. Christian sdd/ais, who have wandered

through the country in ascetic garb, and followed
the ascetic rule of preaching and teaching by the

way. Their action, so far as it is possible to

ascertain, has greatly increased and widened their

influence for good, and has appeared entirely com-
mendable to their fellow-countrymen, t

4. Religious and ethical value of 'tapas.'
—

There is probably no country in which asceti-

cism has been so widely and constantly practised,
or in which its ideals have been held in such high
regard, as India. The injunctions of their sacred

books, and the examples of their sages, have kept
before the mind of the i^eople the thought that
renunciation of the world, with rejection of its

pleasures and pursuits, is the supreme good.
And although the motive of the abnegation and
bodily self-mortification of the Indian sddhu was
undoubtedly in the iiltimate analysis selfish X—he
abandoned the world that he might gain something
better for himself—yet his life and action were an

ever-present reminder to the people that the good
of this world is not tlie good which is most
worth having ; and his example revived in them
tlie longing, which the pressure of worldly cares
and ambitions might well have deadened or

crushed, for a higher experience of life than was
suggested by the hard material facts of the present.
The hand that pointed upwards and onwards might
indeed be prompted by no generous or altruistic

spirit. Nevertheless it did suggest and invite to

upward striving. And there can hardly be any
doubt that, in spite of its obvious drawbacks and
limitations, sadhuism has been on the whole a

good to India, and a force that has made for

righteousness in the broadest use of the word.
That ideal commanded the assent and enthusi-

astic goodwill of the people at large. They were
not blind to the defects and dangers of an ascetic

*
Oman, op. eit. p. 244 S.

t For a recent example of Indian Christian sddlnts, see Uarvest
Field, 1906, p. 300 f .

X Cf. Deiissen, I'hilosophy of the Upanisliads, p. 364 f.
; the

worth of tapas to the Indian was primarily its worth to himself
;

the external results, its worth for others, were of compara-
tively little account.

life, the opportunities it aflbrded for imposture,
the habits of idleness and the love of ease which
it promoted. WhUe, however, they jested at the

sddhu, they respected his profession and wished
themselves to be like him. It was his better

qualities that they revered, and the ideal which
he represented. His ignorances and littlenesses

they tolerated or laughed at, while tliey allowed
his claim to a holiness

greater than any to which
they, pre-occupied with mundane allairs, could

aspire. Tliat tnere were pretenders and impostors
among the ever-moving crowd of ascetics, men to
whom godliness was a way of gain, the keen
instinct of the people always recognized. These,
however, were not true sddhus, but were masquer-
ading in a borrowed garb to which they had no
right ; and their presence hardly lessened the

respect in which the profession was held, or
weakened the mfluence which its better members
wielded. It was and remained good that an ideal
of purity, self-restraint, and inditference to pleasure
and wealth should be constantly exhibited in con-
crete form before the eyes of the people.
On the other hand, tiie existence of so large a

number of able - bodied men, living in idleness,
cannot have been other, to our Western modes of

thinking at least, than a burden to the common-
wealth. No sddhu ever did any work. He passed
his time in the most complete and absolute idleness,
as far as the labour of the hands was concerned ;

and from a social or communistic point of view, his

life was entirely unproductive. It must be remem-
bered, however, that the burden was very widely
distributed, from Cape Comorin to the utmost

Himalayas ; and that in any given case the demand
made by the individual sddhu upon the people
among whom he sojourned was very slight. The
burden was probably little felt, much less than
would have been the case in the more artificial and
closer-knit States of the West. It is true, never-

theless, that, on the premisses of Western logic and
argument, the loss of the remunerative labour of

so great an army of potential workers cannot have
been other than hurtful to the general prosperity
of the land.

Sadhuism also, both by its principles and by its

practice, struck a heavy blow at the spirit of caste.

To the true sddhu all things were indill'erent, and
therefore the distinctions and jealousies of caste
were nothing to him. Most of the orders acted

up to this belief, although a few refused admission
to membership to any but Brahmans, and declined
to receive food from men of a lower caste. Their

influence, therefore, on the whole was democratic
and levelling ; they stood for brotherhood and

equality as against caste assumption and pride.
And mingling with the people as they did on their

incessant journeyings, the conceptions and theories
which they thus represented, though they never
availed to break the Brahman yoke, must have
struck deep root, and given rise to many searchings
of heart.

There is, however, at the present day a new
spirit brooding over the land, inimical to sadhuism
and the ideals which it represents and fosters.

Western activities, and the conceptions of duty
and aim which the West has introduced, and
which are acting as a strong ferment in the life

and society of India, must in the long run be fatal

to the ascetic, to the world - renouncing spirit.

English education, if there were nothing else, and
the strenuous life which it inculcates, will render

impossible the meditative existence of the sddhu
—the man who in the world is not of it. The
end is not yet ; for perhaps a considerable time to

come the professed ascetic in India will perform
his pilgrimages by rail, will utilize tlie electric

light and the other appliances and conveniences of
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civilization, and will remain what he is, unmoved
and unchanged. Eventually, however, and inevit-

ably the forces of the new era will be too strong
for him. It is hardly possible that the sddhu
should accommodate himself to an age that prizes
merchandise and gold above all. He must vanish
before the pressure of modern forces and strange
ideas. But with him will go one of the most

picturesque if not the most lovable figures that
Indian histoi-y or life has to show. And it is

permissible to doubt whether the neAV spirit and
influence that is driving him from the world's

stage Avill be on the whole more conducive to

India's real welfare and happiness than his has
been throughout the long centuries.

Literature.—The more important works have been quoted
in the course o? the article. The most complete description in

Enjrlish of ascetics and their manner of life is to be found in

J. C. Oman, Mynlics, Ascetics, and Samts of India, Lond.

1903, and the same author's Cults, Customs, and Superstitions
of India"^, Loud. 1908, pt. i. ch. 1, and pt. iii. eh. 4. E. S.

Oakley, Holy Eimdlaya, Lond. 1905, describes the sacred

places of pilp^rimage in Kumaun and Garhwal ;
and an inter-

esting description of a visit to the sddhxis of Rishi Kesh is

given by T. L. Pennell in Church Miss. Intelligencer, 1905,

p. 5973. Add F. Max Miiller, Rdmakfish'ij.a, His Life and
Sayings, new impression, Lond. 1905 ; Monier Williams,
Brdhmanism and Hinduism*, Lond. 1891, with a portrait and
description of a high-caste Brahman sannydsin, formerly prime
minister of Bhaunagar, and a C.S.L ; W. Crooke, PR,
Lond. 1896 ; J. Jolly,

' Recht und Sitte
'

in GIA P, Strassburg,
1896, p. 150 f.; P. Deussen, Philosophy of the Ifpaninhads,
Eng. tr., Edin. 1906, pp. 05 ff., 373 ff., Allgemeine Geschichte der

Philosophie, i. 3, Leipzig, 1908, and Das Yogasystem, p. 543 ff.,

of. pp. 94 f., 98 f.; artt. ASrama, Yoqa.
A. S. Geden.

ASCETICISM (Japanese). — The asceticism
found in Japan after the introduction of Buddh-
ism is only a foreign importation with which we
are not concerned here (see Asceticism [Buddh-
ist]). What Ave must give our attention to is

the only original form of Japanese asceticism,
that is to say, the asceticism of primitive Shinto as
it is met with in the most ancient documents.
A Chinese traveller, describing the Japanese of

the early centuries of our era, mentions tliis inter-

esting custom :
'

They appoint a man whom they
call an "abstainer." He is not allowed to comb
his hair, to wash, to eat flesh, or to approach
women. When they are fortunate, they make him
presents ; but if they are ill or meet with disaster,

they set it down to the abstainer's failure to keep
his vows, and unite to put him to death' (W. G.

Aston,
'

Early Japanese History,' in the TASJ
vol. xvi. pt. 1, p. 55). All the features of this

description
—carelessness with regard to the clean-

liness of the hair and the body, abstinence from
certain foods, and continence—correspond exactly
with what we know of the usual condition of the

'god-men' who are found among so many primitive
peoples, and who, when illness or any other calam-

ity occurs, are held to be responsible, and are

deposed, punished, or killed (see J. G. Erazer, GB"^,

passim). Analogous conceptions are also known
to exist in China, where the Emperor is hold

responsible for drought ; and in Korea, where, in
the event of a bad harvest, the ancient kings were
deposed or put to deatii.

If we turn now to the most ancient Japanese
book, the Kojiki (A.D. 712), we shall not find this

primitive custom mentioned ; but we maj' see there
at least an idea of abstinence which appears to be
the continuation of it. This idea is expressed by
the word imi, the root of the verb imu, which, in

its original meaning, signifies 'to shun.' In one

passage the reference is to a sacred weaving-hall
[iyni-hatayn), where the Sun-goddess presides at
the making of tlie garments of the gods. Here
imi has only the secondary sense of '

sacred,'
which, however, is closely related to its original
meaning. In another passage we have an account
of the mythical origin of the Imibc no obito, that

is to say, the chiefs of the Imibe (or Imbe), a

hereditary corporation of abstaining priests, who
claimed descent from the god Futo-dama (' Great
Jewel '

or, ratiier,
' Great Gift,'

' Great Offering ').

Again, in a third passage, relative to the troubles

which followed the death of the first legendary
Emperor, Jimmu, we are told that one of his sons,

renouncing his claim to the succession, became
an ' abstainer

'

(see KojiJci, ed. with notes by
Motoori, 1789-1822, vols. 8, 15, 20 ; or the Eng. tr.

by B. H. Chamberlain, sec. 15, 33, 53, pp. 62, 134,
186 of the re-issue of 1906).

The Nihongi, which appeared only eight years
later, that is, in A.D. 720, contains passages corre-

sjionding to the first two passages of the Kojiki ;

but, under the influence of Chinese ideas, it sub-

stitutes for the ' abstainer
'

of the third passage
a single priest

' of the gods of Heaven and Earth '

{Nihongi, ed. Shukai, vols. 1 and 4, or the Eng. tr.

by W. G. Aston, 1896, pp. 41, 42-47, 140).

We shall now examine the documents relating
to Avorship, especially the old rituals in Avhich

the Imibe appear [Engishiki, A.D. 927, ed. Deha-

bon, vol. 8, norito 1, 8, 14), to see more clearly
Avhat their ' abstinence' consisted in. Tlie special
function of the Imibe was to prepare the offerings
for the gods,

'

avoiding
'

all impurity in doing so.

This is what is given in exact terms in the last

lines of the first ritual, relating to the Toshigohi
no matsuri, or ' Festival for the Harvest,' celebrated

at the time of sowing, and also at the end of the

fourteenth ritual, recited at the Ohonihe no mat-

suri, or ' Festival of the Great Offering of Food,'
Avhich was a festival of first-fruits {Nihi-name,
'

NcAV-tasting '), more solemn, and celebrated only
at the accession of the Emperors. On the other

hand, in the eighth ritual, concerning the festival

of the Ohotono Hogahi, or '

Luck-Avishing of the

Great Palace,' Ave are told that it Avas the Imibe

who, Avith a sacred (imi) axe, set to Avork on the
Avood destined for the construction of this palace,
and Avho, Avith a sacred {imi) mattock, dug out its

foundations. On this occasion they also prepared
the ott'erings, brought the Imperial insignia into

the great hall, hung up the magic stones in various

places (the audience-hall, the Emperor's bathroom
and privy), and in conclusion pionounced the

ritual. The recitation of the ritual (No. 9) for

the Mikado matsuri, or ' Festival of the Sublime

Gates,' Avas also entrusted to them. In short,
the main idea underlying these various functions

is that of material purity, Avhich the Imibe had
to ensure by avoiding Avith great care everything
that might cause defilement.

Apart from the Imibe, abstinence Avas practised
also by certain people and on certain occasions.

As a general custom, to prepare himself for a

religious festival, the officiating priest had to re-

main indoors [i-goDwri), to avoid speaking and

making a noise, to eat no food except that cooked
on a pure fire (imu-bi), in short, to contrive to

escape every possible cause of uncleanness. The
duration of this abstinence varied, too, Avith the

importance of the festivals : a month for festivals

of the first class, three days for festivals of the

second class, and one day for festivals of the third

class. During the month preceding the Ohonihe,
the most important festival of ancient Shinto, a
lesser abstinence {ara-imi) was observed, and

during the last three days a gi'eater abstinence

(ma-imi). The Emperor himself, having to take

part personally in the ceremony, had to conform
to this rule. When the Emperor Yuriaku desired

to see the god of Mount Mimoro Avithout having
practised abstinence previous to presenting him-
self before him, he Avas confronted by the appari-
tion of a dreadful serpent, Avhich made him rush,

terror-stricken, into the interior of his palace for
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safety (Nihongi, which assigns the event to A.D.

463). Certain categories of priests had to observe

special forms of abstinence, yonie lower priests,
the Negi (from ncgrifu,

' to pray '), were called

imi-bi in some old pi"ovinces, because of tlie p,ar-

ticular care which they had to take to avoid all

iincleanness with respect to lire. Similarly, the

priestesses had to be virgins. This rule of con-

tinence was limited, however, to the time of their

priesthood, and did not prevent tlieir marrying
afterwards. The Saiuxj, a princess of the Imperial
blood consecrated to tlie worship of the Sun-

goddess, prepared herself for this oHicc for a long
time before. For three j^ears, on the first day of

each month, she had to repair to a sacred hall

{imi-dono), where she worsiiipped towards the great

temple of Ise. This was the '

tliree years' absti-

nence' [mi-tosc no inono-inii). The Kaniu no Ko,
or 'god-children,' young daughters of the nobility
attached to the principal temples to perform there

the sacred dance (kagtira), and to cook the food

for the oli'erings, were called also mono-imi, that
is to say, 'abstainers from things' ('impure'
being understood). Lastly, from a j)assage of the

Hitachi Fudoki Ave gather that a domestic Nihi-
nnmc existed ajjart from the othcial festival, and
that on this occasion abstinence was observed by
all the family. But in every case abstinence M'as

associated with the idea of ritual purity. The
important thing was to avoid impurities (tsiimi) of

every kind, that is to say, everything that might
be displeasing to the gods, e.g. imcleanness (to

begin with personal cleanliness : no one could take

part in a religious ceremony without first having
washed and put on clean clothes), crimes con-

demned from the ritualistic point of view (e.g.

incest), and lastly, calamities (such as the bite of

serpents), because these were then regarded as a
Divine punishment for some unknown offence.

But, on the other hand, certain things forbidden
to the ascetics of the primitive period, such as

eating meat, were not considered to be contrary
to this Shinto conception of abstinence.
The psychological evolution of Japanese asceti-

cism can be clearly followed in this series of docu-
ments taken in their chronological order. In the
first centuries of the Christian era we have the
asceticism of primitive peoples, characterized

chiefly by its strict abstinence and continence,
and by cai'elessness with regard to personal cleanli-

ness. In the 8th cent. Ave can scarcely discover

any trace of an ascetic properly so called (cf. the

passage from Kojiki Avhich the Kihongi thought it

necessary to correct). On the other hand, there is

mentioned as a hereditary priesthood, already Avell

established, this corporate body of the Imibc which
Ave see afterAvards in operation in the Engishiki in

the 10th cent., and Avhich represents the most

typical case of the abstinence practised also by
many other people in all circumstances connected
Avith religious rites. But, under this ncAv form
Avhich so quickly succeeded the preceding one,

Japanese asceticism no longer demanded abstinence

properly so called, or even continence, excejit as

an immediate preparation for certain festivals or
as a temporary condition for certain functions ;

and, above all, far from regarding filth as a virtue,
it required absolute cleanliness. Thus the idea of

religious purity had undergone a complete trans-
formation

; and, in conformity Avith this instinct for

cleanness Avhich already manifested itself as one of

the distinctive features of the national character,

I>hysical cleanliness became itself the condition
of moral and ritualistic i)urity.

Michel Revon.
ASCETICISM (Jewish).— I. Pre -exilic cus-

toms.—JeAvish piety, consisting originally of faith
and trust in a covenant God, found no room for

VOL. II.—7

asceticism as a self-imposed discipline of the soul.

Indeed, the terms of the bi-lateral covenant 1)etAveen
JahAveh and Israel rendered asceticism impossilile.
For, according to the solemn transaction on Sinai,
Israel became JaliAveh's oavu peoi)le in a sjtecial
manner, pledged hcn(;cfortii to acknowledge
JaliAveii as their only (Jud, and to obey His will
as revealed to them by Divinely-inspired legis-
lators and prophets. Jalnveh in return solemnly
promised to remain Israel's (iod. INlodcrate pro-
sperity Avas therefore regarded as His STuile on His
land and i)eople. In the midst of opulence it Avas

possible
' to Avalk with Jaliweh.' No mortilica-

tion of the flesh or renunciatinn of the Avorld Avae

necessary to arriA'c at the highest stage of Jalnveh-

pleasing holiness. And so Ave find tliat pre-exilic
customs and hiAvs Avere adA'er.se to asceticism, e.g.
mutilation of the body Avas forbidden (Lv 19'^",

Dt 14' 23'), fasting Avas only an accompaniment
of prayer and confession of sin, and Avas there-
fore an act of humiliation before Cod, and not a
self - inflicted chastisement, and, except on tiie

Day of Atonement, Avas left to the free Avill of the
faithful (1 S r\ Ps 35'^ Dn 9^ Ezr 8-', Jer 30").

2. Post-exilic legalism.
—The re-organization of

the community after the Exile laid the foundation
of that rigid, torpid legalism from Avhich .Ju<laism

has not yet recovered. The leaders of the nation,
in their efforts to re-establish the theocracy and to

guard it against internal and external foes, had
recourse to the rigour of the Mosaic LaAV. They
had already learned in Babylon that by attach-

ment to ancestral customs they could remain the

people of JaliAveh outside Palestine and Avithout a
sacrificial cult. On their return, the miserable
condition of the nation and the scanty materials
at their disposal for re-building the State rendered
adherence to the LaAv their only Aveapon in the

struggle for self-preservation. The theocracy Avas

gradually being converted into a nomocracy.
' Let

it be done ac(;ording to the hiAv
'

(Ezr lO-*) became
hen(;eforth the norm of Judaism. No longer the

prophet Avith fresh messages from Jahweh, but
the expounder of the LaAv became the spiritual

guide. Fresh cases for Avhich the LaAv had made
no provision Avere decided by an artificial deduc-
tion from the Avritten, or by an api)eal to the tra-

ditions or uuAvritten LaAv. If the name ' Pharisee
'

as the designation of a party sprang up after the
Maccaba^an rising, the spirit of Pharisaisnx or
Nomism came Avith the exiles from Babylon.
' The laAv Avas forgotten in Israel, and Ezra re-

stored it
'

(Sukka, 20a). Even five centuries later,

Hillel, the great doctor of the Law, Avas called

'disciple of Ezra' [Tos. Sot. 13). Thus the State
became a Church, and religion equivalent to legal-

ism, according to Avhich a man's acceptance Avith

God depended on a considerable balance of good
Avorks over his failings.

' KnoAv also,' says I'irqo
Aboth (iv. 29), 'that everything is according to

reckoning.'
'

Weigh thou therefore our Avickcd-

ness noAv in the balance, and theirs also that dwell
in the Avorld, and so shall thy name no Avhere be
found but in Israel

'

(2 Es 3^'* ; cf. also Siphra to

Lv 26"). Piety Avas equivalent to a life of right-

eousness, but such righteousness as God acknoAV-

ledged and demanrled in the LaAV.

3. Hasidism.—The early enthusiasts of Nomism
and forerunners of the Pharisees Avere the ^lasidim.

They Avere neither a sect nor a political party, as

might appear from I Mac 2'^'^, but only the pious in

the land, of Avhom frequent mention is made in the

Psalms (cf. JE vi. 2.50 f.). They Avere the suc-

cessors of those coadjutors of Ezra Avho endeavoured
to fuUil the LaAV in all its bearings. With that they
combined austerity of life and a contempt for

earthly jiossessions (cf. Enoch lOS"'-)- They Avere

expected to be more self-denying than God-fearing
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men [Skab. 120a). Theirs was the highest degree
of piety (Rosh hash. 17).

' Zeal leads to innocence,
innocence to purity, purity to Pliarisaism, Phari-
saism to holiness, holiness to humility, humility
to sin-fearing, sin-fearing to 3asidism, ^Jasidism
to the gift of the Holy Spirit,' etc. (Sola ix. 15).

Their excess of piety was so great that their
prac-

tice could not be quoted to prove a douutful
halakha {Men. A\a). Only those were admitted into

their circle who were learned {Pirqc A both ii. 6),

and whose youth had never been defiled by sin

{Suk. 53a ; see also B. kdma, 1036). Most praise-

worthy was their cultivation of an even tempera-
ment, a forgiving spirit, generosity in money
transactions, and almsgiving {Pirqe Aboth v. 10,

11, 14). Their devotions were preceded and suc-

ceeded by an hour's meditation, and accordingly
they spent nine hours a day in spiritual exercises

(B'rakh. 326). In order to sacrifice the more, they
occasionally took the Nazirite vow {Ned. 10a). It

was probably due to their excessive fasting that

they mostly died of enteric diseases, from which

they suffered ten or twenty days before their death

(S'-mdh. iii. 9 ; Gen. Rab. 62).

Since, however, the object of the Hasidim was
not mortification of the flesh but nomism, their
asceticism did not exclude such indulgences as

were permitted by the Law. Hence they never
eschewed marriage, although even in the married
state they imposed restrictions on themselves {Nid.
38a). Unlike the Essenes, they did not live in

separate communities, and therefore it is incorrect
to describe them as an ecdesiola in ecclesia. ^asid-
ism merged not into Essenism but into Pharisaism
and Rabbinism. Pharisees are mentioned first in
the time of Jonathan (Jos. Ant. Xlll. v. 9). Hence-
forth a ^Jasid was only an exaggerated Pharisee.
Most of the Rabbis who were eminent for piety
bore the title 5asid.

4. Pharisaism and Rabbinism.—Although the
Pharisees were as rigorous in their opposition to

Greek hedonism as were the yasidim, in their
life and teaching they modified the austere views
of the latter, and showed less tendency to asceti-

cism. Starting from the principle that right and
wrong were defined hy the Law, and that the
choice of either was in one's own power (cf., be-
sides Josephus, Firqe Aboth iii. 19), they had no
inducement to inquire further into the origin of

evil, or to trace any connexion between cosmic
and individual evil. God created the evil inclina-
tion (vii ^s>), and God created the Law as anti-

dote {Kid. 30''). As long as the faithful were
occupied with the study of the Law and with
the performance of works of mercy, they had the

power over their own evil inclination {' Abodd zdrd,
r^b). Perfection could be aimed at by a punctilious
attendance to the positive and negative precepts of

the Law, without the suppression of the natural

feelings. A legalist could tlierefore indulge in all

those pleasures of life of which the Law took no
cognizance, provided that indulgence did not inter-

fere with Israel's separation (cf. also/e6. 20a, 'Hal-
low thyself also in lawful matters '). The body
Avas accordingly considered sacred, having been
created in God's image {Lev. R. 34). Self-inflicted

injuries were forbidden {B. kam. 916).
No scribe might live in a town which did not

possess, among other sanitary requisites, a bath, a

barber, and a pliysician {Snnh. 176). When health

required, one might sell one's shoes for food ; and
he who stinted himself was threatened with retri-

bution by Providence {Shnb. 129a). To save life,

e%'en the life of a newborn infant, all laws ex-

cept those relating to idolatrj', incest, and murder
might be suspended {Joma, 82a) and the Sabbath
profaned (Shab. 1286 ; cf. also Mekh. Ki This, 1,
* The Sabbath is delivered unto you, not you unto

the Sabbath '). A hungry invalid might be
dieted on ceremonially unclean food. The wine-

cup hallowed the Sabbath and great festivals, and
was not missing from the social board. ' He who
abstains from wine is a sinner

'

{Tdan. 11a). Rab
went so far as to say that in the great Judgment
Day man would have to give an account for every
lawful pleasure he refused (Jer. Kid. iv.). The
same Rabbi on another occasion said,

' Beati pos-
sidentes i'? 3a"n "jV b" dn, for there are no pleasures
in Sheol, and death knows no delay

'

{Erub. 54a).

Nevertheless, moderation and contentment were
among the cardinal virtues of Judaism. ' A rich

man is he Avho is contented with his lot' {Ah.
iv. 1).

' Man must be taught not to be a glutton
'

{B. mez. vii. 5). From Dt 14^^ the Rabbis curi-

ously deduce that one may not eat meat unless he
has a special appetite for it {Hul. 84a).

' Abstain
from evil, and from every appearance of evil

'

{Hul. 446). Marriage was raised by the Rabbis
to a positive precept, based on Gn 1 and Is 45^^.

There are a few isolated passages in pre-Talmudic
writings which seem to attach greater sanctity
to the virgin and celibate state than to wedded
life (see 2 Es 16«, Wis 3'^ Sibyll. ii. 48, Test.
Issachar 2). Enoch (83^) received his revelation be-

fore his marriage (cf. also To 8', Jth 8^ 9^-
»
IQ"^,

Lk 2*®, Mt 19^^). But this was not in accordance
with 1:he teaching and practice of the Rabbis, to

whom marriage was both a legal duty and a safe-

guard against sin {Jeb. 636, K^th. 616). Nowhere in

the Rabbinic literature is abstinence from marriage
recommended as a help to piety.
Great merit was attached to fasting. The fact

that an official calendar, the M^gillath tdanlth,
was published, which prohibits fasting on certain

days, shows the prevalence of private fasting at
the time of the Christian era. The bi-weekly
fast, supposed to have been instituted by Ezra,
which is mentioned in Lk 18^^ and in the Didache,
is still observed in the East by extremely devout
Jews. But the ethical value of public and private
fasting consisted in its sacrificial nature and in its

being the outward expression of penitence ; it was
not regarded as a stage on the path to perfection.
The destruction of Jerusalem by Titus led many

Jews to adopt ascetic practices. Some abstained
from meat and wine because of the cessation of

sacrifices and libations. But Joshua b. ^lananiah
argued that for similar reasons they should abstain
from bread, water, and fruits, for these also were
elements oflered on the altar {Baba bathra, 606).
There are, indeed, instances of Rabbis who led

ascetic lives. Thus R. Zadok is said to have
fasted forty years to avert the destruction of the

Temple, and he was so emaciated that, at the re-

quest of R. Jochanan, Vespasian allowed him to

be treated by a physician (Git. 566, Lam. R. i. 5).

His contemporary ^lanina b. Dosa, the thauma-
turgos, subsisted only on a kab of locust beans
from week's end to week's end {B^-dkh. 18). Nor
were R. Ze'era and Simeon b. Jochai, though
abstinent, ascetics in the true sense of the word.
Asceticism was not suited to the Jewish temper.
Although trials and chastisements (p^lD') were re-

garded as Divinely ordered for expiatory reasons
aiid with promises of compensation, they were not

willingly sought after. Both R. ^liya bar Abba
and R. Jochanan, when asked whetlier trials were
welcome to them, are recorded to have replied,
'No, I will have neither them nor their rcAvard'

{B^rdkh. 56). The principle of Rabbinism was,
' The

disciples of Abraham our father enjoy this world,
and are heirs of the world to come' {Ab. v. 22).

5. Alexandrianism.—AVhile I'alestinian Judaism
was being developed into a forensic science, that of
the Greek diaspora, notably in Alexandria, assumed
the appearance of a philosophical system. There
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were several agencies at work to produce this eflFect.

The inability to fullil every precept of the Mosaic
Law on foreign soil must have been the first induce-
ment to spiritualize the Law. The Stoa further

supplied them with the allegoric method, and the
Greek language witii a metaphysical terminology.
As early as pseudo-Aristeas the Jewish delegates
to Ptolemy iv. are called philosophers (Kautzsch,
Apok. ii. 21). According to the fragments of

Aristobulus, the most prominent Greek philo-

sophers and poets derived their knowledge from
Moses, who was the inspiration and source of all

philosophy. One of the fundamental principles
of this religious pliilosophy was the pessimistic
dichotomy of man which led to asceticism. ' The
corruptible body,' says the Book of Wisdom,
'

presseth down the soul, and the earthy tabernacle

weigheth down the mind that museth upon many
things

'

(9'^). But it is Philo who is the prophet
of Alexandrianism. According to him, man's

highest aim is a mystic union with the Deity,
attained through asceticism and flight from the

world, the former as a means of liberating the

spirit from the trammels of the flesh, the latter

as a safeguard against a relapse into the sensual

(de Prciim. ct Poan. ii. 411). The patriarchs were

accordingly ascetics and hermits. Enoch was re-

moved from sinful surroundings (de Abr. iii. 352).
Abraham's call was accompanied with the com-
mand to depart from temptations of the flesh {de

Mig. Abr. i. 437). Jacob was the true ascetic who
wrestled until he obtained a vision of God (de Som.
i. 643). But the greatest ascetic was Moses, whom
self-discipline and continence qualified for the gift
of prophecy, and raised to the nearest approach to

God ( Vita Mos. ii. 145 ft". ). Alexandrianism left no

impression on Palestinian Judaism, though some
of the Philonic Midrash found its way into the
Rabbinic Haggada. The hokhmath Jevanith, or
Greek philosophy, had no attraction for the Rabbis.
The works of Philo would have perished if they
had not been preserved by Christians. The first

Jew who mentions Philo is A. dei Rossi (1573).
6. Essenism.—The asceticism of the Essenes, as

seen in the short accounts of them by Josephus,
Philo, and Pliny, is so strange that we doubt whether
the Essenes and their practices have any claim to
be called Jewish. Even the origin of the sect is

obscure. Since no satisfactory derivation of the
name exists, we hazard the suggestion that "E,acraloi

IS an ethnic term.=Esauites, or Idumaeans, or at
least a clan of Idumrea. * This would coincide with
Pliny's account of their chief settlement on the
western shores of the Dead Sea, and would also
account for Herod's partiality for them, and for the

presence of an Essene in his court. "Their rejec-
tion of animal sacrifice removes them considerably
from Palestinian Judaism, in which the sacrificial

cult is everything. Their other tenets are so non-
Jewish that the conviction is inevitable that the
sect was of exotic origin, though on Jewish border-
land ; that in its gradual development it received
accretions from Pythagoreanism, and finally from
Alexandrianism

; that to replenish its ranks it

carried on a propaganda in Palestine and Syria
where the soil was ripe for anti-hedonic move-
ments ; and that those Jews who joined the order,
and among them chiefly Pasidim and Pharisees,
would adopt only those practices of the Essenes
which were not inconsistent with the State re-

ligion. Thus Onias ha-M^aggel, who is supposed
to have been an Essene (tcian. 19 and ib. Tos.
ii. 11), was a married man and offered sacrifices

(Taan. 23). Josi b. Joezer the priest, another
reputed Essene, was a wealthy man (Baba bathra,
133). The number of adherents, however, could
not have been very considerable. The name

* For other etymologies cf. Koliler, JE v. 224.

'Essene' is not mentioned in the NT. In the
Talmud the allusions to them are scanty and
doubtful, and under the appellations of Vathikin

('firm'), Z'nuim ('modest'), Hashaim ('silent,'

'mysterious'), Bannaim ('builders'), and Toble
ShaJirith ('morning bathers'). Perhaps the
Anshe Mdaseh ('men of work'), who are men-
tioned on a par with the Hasidim (Sukka, 51 ;

Sota ix. 15), were Essene ascetics, mu'aseh being
l)ure Hebrew tov'esek (

=
6.cK-ri<ns), 'work,' 'occupa-

tion.'

7. Modern Judaism. — The teaching of the
Talmud is codified in the fiirim and Shulhd^i
'Arukh, which is still binding on Judaism. We
look in vain for traces of asceticism in that code.
The Jewish devotional literature of the Middle

Ages shows indeed a tendency to asceticism. Fore-
most among these is Bahya's Ifoboth ha-Lebaboth
(' Duties of the Heart'), which is a Hebrew transla-
tion from the original Arabic made by Ibn Tibbon
(1161-1180), and is as popular among orthodox Jews
as Thomas k Kempis' Imitation among Christians.
So are the Shaare T'shubah ('Gates of Repent-
ance') and Sepher hxt-Jirah (' i\ie \iook of Fear'),

by Jonah Geronoli (t 1263). But this is due mainly
to the influence of Grajco-Arabic philosoj)liy (see

Briill, Jahrb. v. and vi. 71-93). Maimonides' views
are more in accordance with the Jewish

spirit.
In

his Mishne Torah, De'oth iii. 1 and vi. 1, lie points
out that asceticism is not only unnecessarj' but
even sinful. Judah Halevi, another prominent
philosopher, in the Kuzari (iii. 1 and 4), states :

' The prevalent custom among us is not to separate
oneself from the world, nor to despise life . . . but
to love the world and length of life.'

On the asceticism of the Kabbalists and
Kabbalistic ^asidim see Kabbalism, HA.SIDISM,
also Essenes, Karaites, Pharisees, and Sects
(Jewish).
Literature.—M. Lazarus, Ethicx of Judaism (Eng. tr.,

Philadelphia, 1900), §§ 246-256 ;
JE ii. 165-169 ; Bousset,

Rel. d. Judent.^ 1906, pp. 470-539 ; Koeberle, Siinde u. Gnade,
1905, pp. 459-571 ; M. Friedlander, Rel. Bciveg. 1905, pp. 237-
264 ; Schurer, GJV (index). A. E. SUFFRIN.

ASCETICISM (Muslim).—The very copious
materials which are available in Arabic, Persian,
and Turkish literature for the study of Muslim
asceticism have hitherto received little attention
from European scholars, and much remains to be
done before it will be possible to give an adequate
survey of the subject. This article can only
attempt to sketch the main lines of development,
and to illustrate the salient features of each.

Introduction : the teaching of Muhammad.
Early iluslim and Siifi asceticism.

Development of Sufi asceticism in the Middle Ages.
(a) Monastic institutions.

(6) Ascetic sj'stems.

Philosophical asceticism.
Conclusion : the Dervish orders.

I. Introduction : the teaching of Muhammad.—
The religious ideas of the pagan Arabs were vague
and scanty. Engrossed in the toils and pleasures
of the present life, they seldom thought of the

future, and the notion of preparing themselves for

a shadowy existence beyond tlie grave never
entered their minds. It was Christianity, not

ecclesiastical, but of an irregular and unorthodox

type, that sowed the first seeds of asceticism in

Arabia before the advent of Muhammad, and
continued to exert a dominating influence upon
its development in the Muslim empire during the

early centuries. In pre-Islamic times Christianity
was difl'used among the tribes of North Arabia,
and many Arabs had at least a superficial know-

ledge of its rites and doctrines (Wellhausen, Eeste"^,

230 IF.). Allusions in the ancient i)oetrv show
that the Bedawin were impressed by the Christian
monk (ruhib), whose lamp, burning in his lonely
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cell, was a welcome sight to travellers in the
darkness of the desert. These monks, together
with occasional wandering hermits, offered to the
heathen Arabs a model of ascetic life, and inspired
certain individuals, knou-n as hanifs, to reject

idolatry, profess monotheism, and even adopt
ascetic practices, such as the wearing of sackcloth
and the abstention from particular kinds of food.

There can be little doubt that the Jifimfs stimulated

Muhammad, with whom most of them were con-

temporary ; two, in fact, were connected with him
by blood or marriage (cf. Sir Charles Lyall, 'The
words "^anif" and "Muslim," 'in JLAS, 1903,

p. 77 Iff.). The influence of Christianity may
.serve to explain a.scetic tendencies which appeared
in the oldest form of Islam—e.g. Muhammad and
his first converts u.sed frequently to watch and

pray through the night—but which were gradually
mitigated (Wellhausen, Rcste-, 241). Asceticism
is characteristic neither of Islam nor of its founder.
The Prophet him.self enjoyed all pleasures N^-ithin

his reach, and commanded his followers not to

abstain from the good things whicli God allowed
them (Quran, v. 89). It Is true that he imposed
on them some restrictions and obligations of an
ascetic nature—the fast during Ramadan, absti-

nence from intoxicating drinks, the live dailj'

prayers, the pilgrimage to Mecca, etc.—but these

only threw into stronger relief the social, active,
and aggressive spirit of Islam as contracted with
monastic quietism and renunciation. Apart from
general exhortations to recognize the vanity of

earthly joys, and to put trust in good works rather
than in the gifts of fortune, the Qur'an contains
few passages that can fairly be interpreted in a

speciiically ascetic sense. Fasting is enjoined as
a penance for certain ritual and legal offences

(Qur. ii. 192, 257, iv. 94, v. 91, IviiL 5) ; penitence,
when accompanied by faith and pious works, turns
evil into good (xxv. 70) ; prayer restrains a man
from committing sin (xxix. 44) ; the doctrine of self-

purification, especially by means of almsgiving
(zakM), is preached in Suras of the Meccan period :

' He that purifies himself [tazaklM) hath attained

felicity
'

(Ixxxvii. 14 ; cf. Grimme, Mohammed,
1904, pt. ii. p. 113). The root ZHD ('to renounce'),
from which is derived zuhd, the ordinary word for
Muslim asceticism, occurs in the Qur'an only once,
and is applied reproachfully to those who sold

Joseph for a low price (xii. 20) ; but an older term,
tahattid ('detachment from the world'), is found
(Ixxiii. 8) among Divinely ordained acts of devotion.
Another ancient epithet of ascetics is sccihun,
fern, sd'ihut (literally, 'wanderers'); these are
mentioned honourably (ix. 113, Ixvi. 5). It need

scarcely be said that Muhaminadan -^vriters on
asceticism inteqiret the Quran in the light of
their own theories, and import a technical meaning
into many words, e.g. dhikr and taxmkkid, which
the Prophet used in the ob^-ious signification.

2. Early Muslim and Sufi asceticism.—Accord-
ing to the Qur'an (Ivii. 27), monasticism (ralibdniya)
was an innovation in Christianity itself, and
Muhammad in a famous sentence declared that it

was no part of Islam. Nevertheless, some instances
of a tendency in this direction are recorded by early
Muslim tradition (see Goldziher,

' De I'Ascetisme
aux premiers temps de ITslam,' in RHR, vol.

xxx\-ii. p. 314 If.), which invariably represents
Muhammad as condemning such acts of penance
and mortification, whereas at a later time, when
asceticism was firmly established in Islam, and
had to be reconciled ^^ith the Prophet's teaching,
he is constantly cited as an authority for similar

practices. Goldziher has collected several examples
of persons contemporary with Muhammad, or

nearly so, who did penance for their sins. Tims
Bahldl b, Dhu'aib retired into the mountains in

the neighlxiurhood of Medina, clad himself in hair-

cloth, and tied his hands behind his back with iron

chains, crying repeatedly :

' O ray God and my
Lord ! see Bahliil, bound and shackled, confessing
his sins.' Abu Lubaba, in remorse for an act of

treachery (Ibn Hishara, 686), fastened himself to a

pillar in the mosque at Medina, and remained in

that position until he was assured that God had

pardoned him. Other forms of penance were
associated with the pilgrimage to !NIecca. It was
not unusual for pilgrims to go on foot and
^vithout shoes, or, while circumambulating the

Ka'ba, to let themselves be led like a camel by
means of a ring which was inserted in the nose

(cf. Goldziher, in Vienna Oriental Journal, vol.

xiii. p. 36, n. 8). We hear of pilgrims who had
taken a vow of silence ; this was denounced as a
heathen castom by the khalif Abu Bakr.
The first century of Islam was singularly favour-

able to the growth of asceticism. The long and

bloody ci^'il wars, the fierce fanaticism of the

political sects, the rapjidly increasing laxity of

morals, the .spectacle of a military despotism
enforcing its will upon devout Muslims, and

openly rejecting every principle of the ideal

theocracy which they wished to restore—all thase

circumstances contributed to excite in men's minds
a disgust of earthly att'airs, and fix their thoughts
on the world to come. Hence arose a powerful
and wide-spread ascetic movement, originally
orthodox in character, but gradually developing
mystical tendencie's, and passing almost impercep-
tibly into the oldast form of Siifiism. During the

Umayyad period (a.d. 661-750) this movement
continued to bear a distinctly orthodox stamp, and
derived its leaders, if not its chief strength, from
the Pietists, including Qur'an - reciters (qurrd),
students of the hadith, and learned divines. Its

most prominent representative was the famous

theologian ^Jasan of Basra (ob. 728 A.D.), who may
be regarded as the founder of the Basrite school of

ascetics and mystics (cf. Qut al-qulub, Cairo, 1310

A.H., i. 129 and 166). His .sayings, and those of

the early Muslims in general, leave no doubt that

the mainsprings of their asceticism were (1) the

intense terror produced by the ^"i^^d descriptions in

the Quran of the Day of Judgment and the
tortures of Hell, and (2) a morbid consciousness of

sin, which impelled them to spend their lives in

penance and devotion. '

Only extreme fear,' said

Sufyan ath-Thauri (ob. 777-778 A.D.),
' enables any

one'to support the burden of devotion
'

{Hilyat al-

aidiyd, i. ~ia). 'Suppose,' said Bishr b. Mansur
to 'Ata as-Sulami,

' that a blazing fire were
kindled, and proclamation made that whoever
entered it should be .saved ?

'

'I should tremble,'
Ata replied,

'
lest my joy might cause me to

expire before I reached it' (ib. i. 326). Many
stories are told of persons who died of fear on

hearing a preacher describe the anguish that
awaits the wicked after the Resurrection, or who
wept so violently from terror and remorse that

they swooned away. The slightest infraction of

the religious law required a long and painful
expiation. Kahmas b. al-^Jasan is said to have

Avept for forty years because he once took a piece
of clay from a neighbour's wall. There was a
class of ascetics called

' the Weepers
'

(al-Bakkd^ Tin),

a term probably borrowed from Christian monasti-
cism (Abu "1-Mahasin, ed. JuynlwU, i. 396, 1. 5 ;

cf. Thomas of Marga, The Book of the Governors,
ed. Budge, vol. i. p. cxlvii).

In this connexion the pervading influence of

Christianity on the early period of Muslim
asceticism sliould not be overlooked (see von
Kremer, Herrschende Ideen, 52 tt'., 57 ff. ; Goldziher,
RHR, vol. xxxvii. pp. 314-324, and 'Materialien
zur Entwickelungsgesch. des Sufismus,' in Vienna
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Oriental Journal, vol. xiii. p. 35 il'.)- Not only
can the dress, vows of silence, and many otlier

practices of Muslim ascetics be traced to this

source, but in the oldest Sufi biographies, besides

numerous anecdotes of the Christian monk (rdhib),
who from his cell or pillar gives instruction ami
advice to -wandering Muslim devotees, we lind

unmistakable jiroof that the doctrines of the latter

were, to a considerable extent, based on Jewish
and Christian traditions. Quotations from the
Pentateuch and the Gospels frequently occur

among the sayings attributed to Muhammadan
saints ; and Biblical stories, related from the
monastic point of view, were eagerly read, e.g. tiie

popular collection entitled al-Isra'lllydt, which is

said to have been compiled by Wahb b. Munabbih
(ob. 728 A.U.), and the still extant Qims al-anhiya,
('Tales of the Prophets'), by Tha'labi (ob. 1036

A.D.). While, as has been stated, many of the

early Muslim ascetics belonged to the learned

class, lived in towns, and did not exclude them-
selves from social intercourse and public life, the
movement had its roots among the common folk,
of whom a great number embraced with enthusiasm
the ideal of unworldliness that was held up to

them, and strove to attain it by abandoning all

human society, seeking shelter in caves and
cemeteries, or roaming in solitary places, deserts,

mountains, and on the shore. Of such wanderers
Ibraiiim b. Adliam (ob. 776 A.D.) is a type, although,
unlike most of them, he was of noble birth. A
prince of Balkh, he clad himself in garments of

wool, left his kingdom, and roamed through Syria,

earning a scanty livelihood by gardening and other
kinds of manual labour. On being asked why he
shunned the sight of men, he replied :

'
I have

clasped my religion to my l)Ost)m, and am fleeing
Avilh it from town to town and from peak to peak.
All \\\\o see me think that I am a camel-driver

(xhmX j<(inincdl for hnmimVl) or a madman. This I

do, that i)erchance I may save my religion from
Satan, and bring my faith safely forth tiirough
the gate of death

'

(Tadh. al-auHyd, ed. Nicholson,
i. 95. 1511'.). Others, again, sought refuge from

worldly temptations in the Siifl monasteries which

began to be founded before tlie close of the 2nd
cent. A.H, Women took an active part in the

movement, especially on its mystical side (see

SUFIISM). It had no organization, no .system of

doctrine, but is characterized, as Goldziher has
observed (Vienna Orient. Joiirn. vol. xiii. p. 37),

by the one-sided elaboration of certain Qur'anic
ideas and doctrines, with a corresponding neglect
of other elements equally important in the eyes of

orthodox Muliammadans. In the early period,
asceticism can hardly be separated from Sufiism ;

and even when tiie distinction became sharp (in
the 3rd cent, of Islam), many wlio called them-
selves Sufis were really little more tiian ascetics

with a vein of mysticism. It will be convenient,
tiierefore, to regard the early Sufis as in some
degree belonging to the movement under con-

sideration, leaving the monastic institutions and
organized asceticism of a later jJeriod to be treated
in the following section. We shall now deal with
some practices and theories which illustrate the

general character of ancient Muslim asceticism.

(a) Dress.—Garments of coarse wool [silf) were
a mark of asceticism in pre-Islamic times : in tiiis

respect the Arabs copied the Cliristian hermits
(Noldeke, in ZDMG, vol. xlviii. p. 47). Similar

garments were often worn by ^luslini ascetics ;

hence the name '

Sufi,' wliich came into use before
2u0 A.H. A synonymous epitliet of rarer occurrence
is Mitsuhl, whicli is derived from the garments of
hair-clotii called mish, plural musiih (cf. Hih/at,
ii. 80''; Nctfahat al-uns, Calcutta, 1859, Nos'. 89
and 90). Ascetics of botli sexes are described as

wearing a smock (jnhba or midra'a) of wool ;

women sometimes added a head-covering and veil

(hinifir) of tlie same material. Sufyan ath-Thauri
(ob. 777-778 A. D. ) condemned the wearing of wool as

being an innovation (hid'a), others on tiie ground
that it was borrowed from Christianity or savoured
of ostentation (Ililyat, i. 90*; 'Iqd, Cairo, 1293
A.H., iii. 348 f.; Sha'rfuil, Lawuqih, 1299 A.H.,
i. 45, penult.). Abu Sulaiman ad-Dilrani (ob. 830
A.D.) declared that a woollen garment miglit be
worn for economy, or as a travelling dress, but
not for religious purposes [Ililyat, ii. 171''). In
anotlier place {ib. ii. 1G7") lie allows the adei)t,
wii()se heart is purged of all the passions, to wear
an 'aba (woollen mantle),

' wliich is one of tlie

signs of asceticism,' but says that it is safer for
him to wear 'two white garments' like ordinary
people, so as not to excite remark. Garments of
hair (shdr) are often mentioned ; they were some-
times worn under a rich dress, e.g. by Ja'far as-

Sadiq (Lawdqih, i. 42. 20 ff.). Son'ie i)ietists were
recognized by their long cloaks (barnns, pi.

bardnis; cf. 'Iqd, ii. 291. 7). 'Utba al-Gliulam
(ob. circa 780 A.D.) wore two dust - coloured
garments—one as a ridd, the otiier as an izdr—ao
tiiat he looked like a ploughman (Hllyat, i. 37'').
Bishr al-I.Iafi (ob. 841-842 A.D.), the well-known
ascetic of Baghdad, went to market 'wearing a

shabby fur (farw), a short boot (hnff), and a
very tine izdr' (ib. ii. 77''). All tiiis' sliows that
certain kinds of dress were ]ieculiar to ascetics,
but that ascetics were not invariably distinguished
by a peculiar dress. Concerning the patclied
frocks (muraqqa'dt), which in course of time
superseded tlie woollen garb of the Sufis, see art.

StJFIISM.

(b) Food and fasting.
—Many ascetics attached

great importance to eating only what was lawful

(haldl). Thus Ibrahim b. Adham said,
' Let your

food be good (tayyib), and you need not pray by
nigiit or fast by day

'

(Ililyat, i. 199") ; and he
used to eat clay and earth when he could not get
anything a))Ove suspicion. Sari as-Saqati (ob. 867
A.D.) was celebrated for the purity of hi.s diet (ib.
ii. 247') ; he wished to eat no food that entailed
either gratitude to man or chastisement from God,
but confessed that he found tliis impo.ssible (ib. ii.

244"). Tiie legends of the JNluslim saints furnisli

many instances of iioly men who were miraculously
guarded from eating 'dubious' viands, e.g. su(m
as came from a wedding-feast or had passed
tiirough the hands of a government official. It is

related of I^arith al-Muhasibi (ob. 857 A.D.) that
whenever he stretclied out his hand to take any
food of this sort, he was warned by the twitching
of a vein in the tip of one of his lingers (Qusliairi,

Cairo, 1318 A.H., p. 64, 1. 21). Ibrahim b. Adiiam
recommended warm bread with olive oil as the
best food for ascetics (Ililyat, i. 199") ; others
favoured bread and salt, gruel made of barley-
meal, etc. Some abstained from meat altogether,
but this does not seem to have been usual ; it was,
however, eaten sparingly. Vows of abstinence
from particular kinds of food, e.g. carrots or dates,
were often made, and were sup])osed to confer
a higlier spiritual rank (Lawdqih, i. 61. 17(1'.).

Besides the obligatory fast of llanuulan, voluntary
fasts of varying length and severity form an

indispen.sable feature of Muslim asceticism. Tiieir

purpose was to mortify the flesh and illuminate
the spirit, to procure wisdom and prevent sin.
' He who masters his belly,' eaid'Abd al-Wabid b.

Zaid (ob. 793 a.d.), 'masters bis religion and
masters all the virtues' (IJUyat, i. 16'). Bayazid
al-Bistiimi said that he attained to knowkvlge of

God ))y means of a hungiy bellj' and a naked

body (Qushairi, 16. lO). Sahl b. 'Abilalhih at-

Tustari (ob. 896 a.d.) was famous for his fasts.
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He held that food should be eaten only to preserve
life and reason, not to give strength, and that

incapacity to perform one's devotions through
weakness arising from want of food was better
than the performance of them by one who had
eaten his fill (Ihyd, Cairo, 1289 A.H., iii. 87 f.).

He used to break his fast once in fifteen days
(Qushairi, 78. 31), and his name is included by
Ghazali in a list of those who had fasted forty
consecutive days (Ihyd, iii. 89). Later, Sufis

surpassed his achievements in this line, for,

according to Abu 'Uthman al-Maghribi (ob. 983-
984 A,D. ), the man who is Divinely aided {samaddnl)
does not eat once in eighty days (Qushairi, 79. 16).

(c) Prayer.—The five canonical prayers incum-
bent on every Muslim, arduous and exacting as

they were, did not satisfy the zealots of the new
religion. Authority for an extension of the

practice was found in several passages of the

Qur'an where dhikr ('praise of God') is mentioned :

the faithful are enjoined to praise God frequently
{Qur. xxxiii. 14). Starting from this command,
which does not refer to any special act of ritual,
the early ascetics developed a regular service of
litanies and devotional exercises : reading of the

Qur'an, repetition of the names of God, reiteration
of certain invocations and formulas, such as
Allah! Allah! and La ildha illd 'lldh! This
dhikr the Stifls regarded as one of the main pillars,

nay, the very comer-stone, of practical religion ;

without constantly performing it no one could
attain to God (Qushairi, 119. penult.). Here they
may have imitated the Christian Euchites, as
Goldziher conjectures (Vienna Orient. Journ.
vol. xiii. p. 39) in his valuable paper on the early
development of Sufiism, to which the writer of the

present article is deeply indebted. Even those
who granted that ordinary prayer {saldt) was the
most excellent act of devotion recognized the

superiority of dhikr, in so far as the latter was not
confined to any stated times, and might be con-
tinued hour after hour without interruption
(Qushairi, 120. 5 from foot). In some cases it was
accompanied by acts of penance. 55zim al-^anafi
used to knock his head against the wall of his
chamber until it bled [Hilyat, ii. 251) ; and Shibli

(ob. 945-946 A.D.) during his novitiate was accus-
tomed to pray in a dark cellar, and flagellate
himself with a bundle of rods whenever he felt
that his faculties were not concentrated (Qushairi,
120. 4 fF.). Meetings for the purpose of dhikr were
held in the Umayyad period—^asan of Basra is

said to have presided over them—and seem to have
been attended by persons inclined to quietism, who
disliked the crude declamations of the qus§ds, or

popular preachers (cf. Qut al-qulub, i. 149). The
dangers lurking in a perpetual lip-service soon
became apparent to the Sufis themselves ; it was
discouraged by the Baghdad school, which flourished
in the 3rd cent. A.H., because it led to hypocrisy
(Goldziher, loc. cit., p. 40). Qushairi (119. last

line) insists that dhikr with the tongue is sub-
ordinate to dhikr with the heart, and should be
regarded as an instrument whereby the higher
and truly efiectual dhikr is acquired ; nevertheless,
the latter is incomplete without the former—the

adept combines both. See also art. StJFliSM.

(a) Eenunciation and
poverty.

—Qushairi, in his

chapter on renunciation {zuhd), refers to the

question whether zuhd consists in renouncing
what is unlawful (haram) or what is lawful
(haldl). The general opinion was that all Muslims
were bound to renounce hardm, but that renuncia-
tion of haldl was a merit ; this view accords with
many passages in the Qur'an, e.g.

'

Say, the goods
of this world are little, and the next world is better
for those who fear God' (Qur. iv, 79). At first,
renunciation was understood almost exclusively

in a material sense ; the zdhid abstained from
food, sleep, society, and all harmless pleasures.
If a man possessed only one shirt, he might count
on being admitted to paradise before his more
deserving neighbour who had two (Tadh. al-auliyd,
i. 47. last line and foil.). But since the ascetics

naturally restricted haldl to the narrowest possible
limits, and condemned everything else as super-
fluous, it was but a short step to the view that
'

nothing in the world is lawful, and therefore
there is no true renunciation in renouncing the
world' (Qushairi, 67. 11). The sayings of the

early Sufis exhibit a strong bias towards a spiritual

conception of zuhd. Not that they fasted less,

kept fewer vigils, or relaxed their austerities, but

they realized that such acts could have no value

except as the expression of an inward feeling.
Renunciation exists only in the heart (Hilyat,
ii. 170*) ; it is the abandonment of all that diverts
one from God (Qushairi, 67. 4), and especially the
abandonment of 'self.' Self-abnegation, in its

practical aspects, which alone concern us here,

may be described as trust in God (tawakkul) or

quietism (ridd), and is closely connected with the
doctrine of '

poverty
'

(faqr).
Most Muhammadan treatises on Sufiism allude

to the controversy which arose at an early period
as to the superiority of poverty or riches (see, e.g. ,

Kashf al-Mahjub, Lahore ed. p. 15, 1. 18 fl". ; Haydt
al-qulub, printed on the margins of QUt al-qulub,
ii. 161. 15 fF.). It was debated whether the rich

man who was blessed with wealth and who rendered
thanks to God for it did not represent a higher
ideal than the poor man who endured want un-

complainingly. Some argued'that wealth (ghand),
being an attribute of God, should be preferred to

poverty, which is an attribute of man, and cited

the Prophet's saying :

' The upper hand is better

than the lower, 'i.e.' to give is better than to receive.
'

The leading Sufis, however, with a few exceptions,
declared in favour of poverty, quoting such tradi-

tions as these :

' O God, let me live poor, and die

poor, and rise from the dead amongst the poor
'

;

'the poor of my people will enter Paradise five

hundred years before the rich
'

;

'

poverty is my
pride' (al-faqru fahri). What poverty meant
may be gathered from a saying of Sari as-Saqati
(ob. 867 A. D. ) :

' Do not take any thing from any
one, nor ask any thing of any one, nor have with

you any thing that you can give to any one'

(Hilyat, ii. 244'*). This counsel of perfection was
based on the theory of tawakktd ('trust in God'),
which the

early
Sufis carried to extreme lengths

(see Goldziher 8 investigation of the subject in

the Vienna Orient. Journ. vol. xiii. pp. 41-56).

They define tawakkul as renunciation of personal
initiative and volition, leaving all to God, being
entirely passive, like a corpse in the hands of the
washer who prepares it for burial. Applying this

doctrine to matters of practical life, the true
mutaioakkil could not make any effort, direct or

indirect, to obtain the means of subsistence, or
admit any thought of providing for the morrow.
He could not beg, work for hire, or ply any trade or

handicraft, but had to depend for his daily bread
on what God,

' to whom belong the treasures of

earth and heaven,' sent to him as a gift from Him-
self, or delivered to him by the hands of his fellow-

creatures. He was then said to gain his livelihood
Tuina H-futuh, i.e. through an '

opening
' which God

made for him. The ancient Sufis, who commonly
adhered to these principles and hence are often
called al-mutawakkilun, seem to have been in-

fluenced by Christian teaching (Mt ^-^^*, Lk 12-2-3« ;

see Goldziher, loc. cit. p. 45). In later times, when
the theory had broken down, the same term was
still used to denote a class of Sufis who wandered
to and fro, living 'on trust' (aid 't-tawakkid). It
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was customary for such men to make the pilgrim-

age to Mecca ' without provision
'

(bild zdd), and
in some cases they considered their vow of tawak-
kul to have been violated if they extracted a thorn
from their feet or cried out for help on falling into

a well. But, of course, the facts of nature were
too strong for the doctrinaires. Living 'on trust,'

if strictly interpreted, involved a serious risk of

death by starvation. That some mutawakkilun

perished in this way is likely enough, and may
possibly have evoked the assertion, which is ascribed

to Sufyan ath-Thauri (Hilyat, i. 81*), that those who
refuse to beg, and die of hunger in consequence,

go to Hell. Gradually the Sufis themselves came
round to the opinion that tnwakkul was not in-

validated by seeking a livelihood (takassub). A
similar conclusion was reached as regards the ques-
tion whether a mutawakkil might take medicine
or not ; but there were always individuals who
refused to compromise with their conscience.

Goldziher (loc. cit. p. 53) mentions the existence

in Persia, in the 4th cent. A.H., of a numerous
sect who rejected medical aid. Their leader, Abu
'l-^air b. Babfi, was a Christian physician, and,
like modern Christian Scientists, he recommended
his patients to trust in God. It is curious that a

theory which forbade beggary, or allowed it only
as a last resource, should actually have produced
swarms of able-bodied mendicants who made their

tawakkul an excuse for living on chanty.
3. Development of Sufi asceticism in the Middle

Ages.—(a) Monastic institutions.—The Prophet's

saying,
' There is no monasticism in Islam,' was not

falsified, on any large scale at least, until several

centuries had elapsed. Most of the early Sufis led

secluded lives with a few friends and companions
of the same way of tliinking. Many of them were
married, and some had the full legal complement
of wives, like l^atira al-Asamm of Balkh, who
died in A.D. 851 (Hilyat, \.'2\Z^). Bishr al-^lafl,

although himself unmarried, is said to have acknow-

ledged that Ahmad b. yanbal, who had followed
the sunna approving matrimony, was his superior
in this respect [Qiit al-qulub, ii. 241) Never-

theless, the advocates of celibacy
—for they did not

always practise what they preached—soon began
to make themselves heard. ^lasan of Basra said

that, when God wills the welfare of a man in this

world. He does not occupy him with wife and child

{Lawdqih, i. 38. 10). According to Ribah b. 'Amr
al-QaisI, no one attains the rank of the elect

{siddl^iln)
until he leaves his wife a widow and

his children fatherless (J6.i. 61. 4). Abu Sulaiman
ad-Darani spoke of marriage as a backsliding and
a concession to worldliness ; it might be the better

state for those who could endure its cares, but

only the single man [loahid] tasted the full sweet-
ness of devotion, and was able to give his whole
heart to God (Qiit al-qulub, ii. 247). These views,

conflicting with the ancient Muslim doctrine that
a man's duties towards his family are quite as im-

portant as those which concern his faith, never

gained universal acceptance. Celibacy is seldom
demanded by Muhammadan religious orders as a
condition of membership.
We have but little information as to the origin

and growth of monasticism in the early period of

Islam. The first monastery (hdnaqdh) for Sufis

is said to have been founded at Ramla in Palestine

by a Christian dignitary (Nafahdt, 34), apparently
before A.D. 800. Sitting in a hdnaqdh was con-

demned, as equivalent to begging, by Abu Turab
an-Nakhshabi, who died in A.D. 859 (Hili/at, ii.

222^). The year 200 A.H. (
= A.D. 815) is' named in

two fictitious traditions (Qilf al-qulub, ii. 239) as
the date after which celibacy woiild be permissible
to all Muslims, and would be adopted by the best

men amongst them ; and this propliecy after the

event seems to mark the beginning of Muslim
monasticism with approximate correctness. It is

probable, however, that the development of organ-
ized monastic institutions throughout the Muham-
madan empire belongs to a much later period. In

reading the older works on Sufiism, e.g. the Qilt

al-qulub, the Hilyat al-auliyd, and the Risdla of

t^ushairi (all of which were written before A. D. 1050),
one is struck by the rarity of any reference to

monasteries ; yet the celebrated Sufis of the 3rd
and 4th cents. A.H. generally gathered round them
a circle of disciples, who would naturally have
dwelt in religious houses, if such had been avail-

able. Maqrizi (ffitat, ii. 414. 3) says that hdna-

qdhs were introduced into l.slam during the 5th
cent. A.H., which corresponds to the 11th cent, of

the Christian era. We may accept this statement
in the sense that Sufi monasteries, the members of

which lived together for ascetic purposes under the
direction of an abbot, or shaikh, first became numer-
ous and widely spread during the above-mentioned

epoch. Maqrizi's observation agrees with a passage
in Qazwini [Athdr al-bildd, ed. Wiistenfeld, 241.

3 from foot), where Abii Said b. Abi '1-yair, who
died in A.D. 1049 (not about A.D. 815, as was

erroneously asserted by De Sacy in Journal des

Savants, 1821, p. 725, and after him by Dozy and
von Kremer), is described as the founder of Sufi

monasticism and rules of discipline. During the

next two hundred years (A.D. 1050-1250) the sys-
tem was further organized and extended by the

various Dervish orders—^'Adawis, Qadiris, Rifais,

Mevlevis, etc.—which arose in rapid succession.

The well-known treatise on Sufiism, entitled

'Awdrif al-Mddrif, by Shihab ad-Din 'Umar as-

Suhrawardi (ob. 1234 A.D.), supplies many interest-

ing details concerning Muslim monastic life (see

especially chapters 12-18 and 48-52). Speaking of

the relation between the Shaikh and the disciple

{murid), Suhrawardi asserts that the latter becomes

part of the Shaikh, just as in natural generation
the son is part of the father.

'

This,' he says,
'

is

a spiritual birth, according to the words of Jesus :

"
Except a man be born again, he cannot see the

kingdom of God"' (Jn 3^). The disciple was

usually invested by the Shaikh with a patched
frock (hirqa) as a sign that he submitted abso-

lutely to the Shaikh's authority ; in this ceremony
the hand of the Shaikh was considered to repre-
sent the hand of the Prophet. While the disciple
remained in constant association with the Shaikh
and under his care, he passed through the time of

'sucking' (irtida), and it behoved him not to

depart without leave, but to wait until the Shaikh
decided that the moment of

'

weaning
'

(Jitdm) had
arrived. 'The ascetics of old,' Suhrawardi con-

tinues,
' desired solitude on account of the dangers

to which society exposed them, but Sufis who live

in convents overcome these dangers by the strength
of their devotion and the soundness of their spirit-

ual state. They are as one body animated by the

single aim of dwelling together in complete accord

both outwardly and inwardly ; this is a unique
characteristic which distinguishes them from every
other sect in Islam.' The convent (ribdt) comprised
men of all ages, and consisted of private cells

(zdwiya) as well as an assembly-room (bait al-

jamd'a). The old men, Suhrawardi thinks, should

be allowed to stay in their cells, where they can

sleep and rest and do as they please ; but, for dis-

ciplinary reasons, it is advisable tiiat the young
should sit in the assembly-room, holding their

breath and keeping their senses under control ; if,

however, a novice is disturbed by talking and

noise, he should be sent to the Shaikh's private

apartment, that his attention may not be dis-

tracted, while the Shaikh himself maintains order

in the assembly-room. Novices should be em-
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ployed in ' service
'

(hidma) and sent to help their

brethren who are engaged in devotion and con-

templation, and Nvho alone are excused from menial
tasks. Ser\ace is a pious work, but tiie Sufis do
not approve of asking any one who is not a Sufi to

serve them ; for 'they are men, and things proceed
from them, in the course of human nature, whic'i

ai'e objectionable to a stranger ignorant of their

aims.' Their refusal to associate with such a person
is due to respect for his feelings, not because they
deem themselves superior to any Muslim. The
food of the monks Avas either provided by endow-
ment or procured by begging. Only those were
entitled to partake of it who were so occui)ied with
God as not to be capable of earning their livelihood,
or who were excused on the score of ago, or who
were authorized by the Shaikh to receive it in

return for their labour. Unless the terms of

the endowment necessitated a certain indulgence,
it was a universal rule in Silfi asceticism that
no idler should eat the food of the convent.
Sulirawardi recommends a forty days' seclusion

(arbdlnlya) for prayer and fasting once a year.
Solitude, he insists, has for its object a moral

purification : it must not be sought on account of

the visions and ecstasies which sometimes result

from it. The disciple who goes into retirement

(hnlwa) should strip himself of the world a.nd

discard all tiiat he possesses, and, after seeing that
his clothes and his prayer-mat are clean, he should

pray two rak'as and rejjent of his sins with weep-
ing and humility. He ouglit not to leave his cell

except for the public and Friday prayers (saldt cd-

jamd'a wa-scddt cd-juuia) ; on these occasions he
should continue his dhikr and pay as little attention
as possible to what he hears and sees, in order that
he may not fall into temptation. During his re-

tirement, he should perform aldutions regularly,
and sleep only when overpowered by fatigue, and
never cease from repeating his dhikr until he grows
weary ;

then he must con it over in his heart, with-
out any movement of his tongue (see 'Avjciri/,
chs. 26-28).

(b) Ascetic systems.
—European writers on Sufiism

are often inclined to identify it with pantheism and
to lay iindue stress on its transcendental flights,
while they ignore its ascetic and ethical founda-
tion. This is the 'path' (tariqa) which every Silfl

must traverse before he can hope to reach the goal
of his journey, and which is expounded at great
length in the Qrd al-qnlub by Abu Talib al-Makki
(ob. 996 A.D.) and other manuals Avritten with a
didactic purpose. In such works the different
'stations' (maqdinut) of the 'path' are carefully
mapped out, and the doctrines pertaining to each
are explained and illustrated by means of Qur'anic
texts, traditions of the I'rophet, and sayings or
anec(lotes of famous saints. All systems of Sufi
asceticism are based on the same materials ; hence
it is not surj)rising that one is very like another

externally, however much they may (iivcrge in spirit

accoi'ding to the author's individvial {loint of view.
It is not i)ossible to describe any of them in detail

here, but their broad outlines can be exhibited if

we brietlj^ examine the systematic treatment of the

subject by Uhazali (ob. 1111 A.D.) in his Ihyd,
which is a classical text-book of ortliodox Sufiism.
Ghazali does not address himself to Siifis alone ;

his aim is the revivification (ihyd) of the Mnliam-
madan religion, and he has no desire to make
every Muslim a monk. Consequently, in the lirst

half of the work he deals with the ordinary reli-

gious duties of
jmrification, jjrayer, almsgiving,

fasting, and pilgrimage ; then with supererogatory
acts of devotion, such as recitation of the t^ur'an,

praise of God (dhikr), supplication (dad), and
vigils ; and discusses exhaustively the relation of

religion to social life. Many of these topics, though

Vjearing a wider application, belong to the pre-

liminary stage—the 'law' (shar'ia), as it is techni-

cally named—of Sufi asceticism, but in the third

and fourth volumes of the Ihyd Ghazali unfolds
the metliod adopted l)y the Sufis for attaining
spiritual perfection. This method falls into two

parts, which may be called purgative and iinitive,
inasmuch as the former purifies the heart by .sub-

duing the passions, while the latter leads to union
with God by the acquisition of virtues and faculties.

The principles of the purgative way are summarized
as follows (Ihyd, iii. 74. 1511'.):

—Before entering
on his novitiate, the aspirant must renounce four

things : wealth, reputation, mechanical conformity
(taqlld), and sin. He will then need a Shaikh to

direct him. The Shaikh, to Avhom he must cling
' like a blind man on the bank of a river to his

guide,' will provide him with four weapons against
the assaults of Satan, viz. solitude, silence, fasting,
and sleeplessness. Now begins what is generally
a long inward struggle with the lusts and passions.
When these have been vanquished, the novice
should retire to his cell and perform only the

obligatory acts of devotion, and continually repeat
some dhikr, such &iiAlldh! Allah! ox SubhdiuClldh!

('Glory to God !'), until the essential meaning of

it has filled his heart. He must strive to banish

every thought that is not of God, and to repel the
evil suggestions with Avhicli Satan plies him.
Whatever passes in his mind he should communi-
cate to the Shaikh. Then, if the Shaikh knoviS
that his pupil is intelligent and can be trusted

rightly to apprehend the Divine reality (haqlqat),
he will bid him meditate assiduously, in order that
illumination may enter his heart. Herein it behoves
the Shaikh to exercise the greatest possible care,
for this is a perilous matter, in which many novices,

going beyond their depth, are utterly lost. The
weak should be confined to what they are capable
of understanding, e.g. simple faith and practical
devotion. Those who occupy themsehes with
meditation have to beware of many pitfalls, such
as vainglory, hypocrisy, deligiit in visions and
miracles. After this resume of the purgative way,
Ghazali treats in ample detail of the various

passions and vices, from lust and gluttony to

spiritual pride, their nature, symptoms, diagnosis,
and the remedies which are most eflectual in each
case (Ihyd, iii. 78-392). Finally, in the fourth
volume of his work, he expounds the Jinitiivw&y
under the following heads: (1) repentance, (2)

patience and thanksgiving, (3) fear and hope, (4)

poverty and renunciation, (5) unification (tauJud)
and trust in God, (6) love, desire, intimacy, and
acquiescence, (7) intention, sincerity, and truth,
(8) contemplation (murdqaba) and self-examination

(muhd.saba), (9) reflexion (tafakkur) , (10) medita-
tion on death and A\hat conies after it. Similar
scales of ascent occur in every system of Sufi

thcosophy (see SuFliSM), and are possibly of

Buddhistic origin (cf. Goldziher, in JliAS, 1904,

p. 139 ti".). At any rate. Buddhism can be shown
to have exerteil a considerable iuHuence on the

practice and theory of mediteval Muslim asceticism;
e.g. the use of rosaries and the custom of holding
the breath were borrowed from Buddhist monks,
whose example must also have powerfully att'ected

the monastic ideals and institutions that reached
a higli degree of develojiment in this period (cf.

Goldziher, loc. vit. p. 12511'. ; von Kremer, Cultiir-

gesch. Streifziige, p. 45 fl'. ).

4. Philosophical asceticism.—SuhraMardi
(Awdrif, iii. 194 11.) distinguislies the asceticism of

the mystics, mIucIi illuminates the heart, from tliat

practised by jjliilosophers and materialists with the

object of purifying the senses and thus facilitating
the acquirement of the intellectual sciences : the

latter, he says, leads to heresy. It assumes its
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most interesting form in the so-called zindlqs, a
name given by the Muslims to various kinds of

heretics, particularly those who rejected positive

religion and acknowledged only the moral law (for

the derivation and meaning of zimUq, cf. E. G.

Browne, A Literary History of Persia, 1902, i.

159 tf. ; Nicholson, A Literary History of the

Arabs, 1907, 37211'.; and art. Atheism [Muh.]).
Renunciation (zuhd) was characteristic of many
on whom this epithet was bestowed. Some of

them were undoubtedly influenced by Manich-
sean and Buddhistic ideas, but Muliammadan
orthodoxy was apt to brand as ' free -thought'
(zandaqa) any moral creed that was not built en-

tirely on a dogmatic basis. Abu 'l-'Atahiya (ob.

828 A.D. ), though his poems are full of allusions to

Paradise, Hell, and the Resurrection, was called a

zindlq by his contemporaries, apparently because

they suspected him of being a moralist in disguise ;

and they might have urged, Avith truth, that the

prevailing tone of his poetry is ethical and reflect-

ive rather than religious. He sings the praises of

asceticism, which he had adopted professionally in

consequence, it is said, of a disappointment in love.
' The noblest of men,' he declares, 'is a king in the

garb of a beggar,' i.e. an ascetic who is independent
of the world and whose passions no longer enslave
him ; and again,

' those who are content with their

lot are the truly free.' With much better reason
the charge of heresy was brought against another
celebrated Muslim poet, Abu '1-Ala al-Maarri

(see jMa'arrI). He too retired from a world where
lie had found only sorrow and failure. His asceti-

cism, however, presents some peculiar features

which it is possible, though hardly probable (cf.

JRAS, 1902, p. 291), that he borrowed from the
Indian Jains. He held that it was wrong to kill

or injure any living creature, even a flea. His
diet was strictly vegetarian ; he abstained from
lish and eggs as well as milk and honey. He wore
a dress of undyed wool and wooden shoes, on the

groTind tliat no animal should be slaughtered to

make leather of its skin. His celibacy was not
monastic in character, but was the result of his

belief that the best fate is non-existence, and that
one ought to shrink from nmltiplying the misery
of life. To pretend tliat such opinions and prac-
tices are typical of the moral philosophers of Islam
would be unjust to Ma'arri's eccentric and original

genius. He resembled some of them in making
asceticism an att'air of the conscience and the

understanding, an ingredient of the highest virtue

instead of a stepping-stone to the Absolute. Others,
like the Uiwan as-Safil, or 'Brothers of Purity,' in-

culcate obedience to the Divine world-law and love
of God, which '

gains in this life serenity of soul,
freedom of heart, and peace with the whole world,
and in the life to come ascension to Eternal Light.'

5- Conclusion : the Dervish orders. — As was
said at tlie outset, this article is limited in scope,
and deals only with the origin and main develop-
ments of JNIuslim asceticism. Nearly every Muliam-
madan sect could contribute something to a detailed

history of the subject, and there are abundant
Oriental sources for sucli a work, but in the present
state of our knowledge a certain sketchiness is un-
avoidable. European \\Titers have confined their

researches almost exclusively to the modern Der-
vish orders, in which Sufi asceticism and mysticism
are carried as far as human nature can go. Some
were founded before the Mongol Invasion (A.D.

1258), but since the 14th cent, they have branched
out in all directions from Senegal in the west to

China in the east. While basing their doctrine on
the principles of mediivval Sufiism, they have
evolved a complex organization, extended tlie old

practices, and introduced new ones. In some cases,

too, their spirit and aims have been altered bj' the

influence of environment and political circum-
stances. As regards the ascetic training which
they impose on their members, naturally each
order has its own rules, but they generally agree
in the following points : (1) an elaborate ceremony
of initiation, which is sometimes preceded by a
long and arduous apprenticeship ; (2) the wearing
of a peculiar costume ; (3) for neoi)hytes, a severe

discipline of solitude, prayer, fasting, and other
austerities ; (4) the inmioderate use of dhikr, with
the help of music, dancing, and diverse piiysical
stimulants, to excite ecstasy ; (5) belief in extra-

ordinary spiritual powers vouchsafed to adepts and
ecstatic persons, which they display by cliewing
live coals, charming snakes, predicting future

events, etc. ; (6) veneration, approaching to deifica-

tion, of the Shaikh, or head of the order. If it is

true that in most of their practices and beliefs the
modern Dervishes had already been anticipated by
the Sufis of the Middle Ages, from whom they are

lineally descended, it is no less true that they have

vulgarized Sufiism by surrounding it with a
network of mechanical routine, by exalting its

thaumaturgy at the expense of its theosoiihy, and

by associating its deepest mysteries with the per-
formance of an orgiastic exercise. See article

Dervish.
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ASCETICISM (Persian).—An essential i)art

of the meaning of the Zarathushtrian reform, viz.

the care of cattle and pasture land, is given in ' The
Complaint of the Soul of the Kine '

in the Ahitna-
vaiti Gatlui, Yasnrt xxix. This zeal for economics

being inseparably connected with the new faith, the

Prophet in his religion placed a distinct value on

earthly goods and productive work, and introduced
that strongly anti-ascetic tendency which separates
the Avesta so widely from the higher Indian

religion.
I. The Avesta moral code is not only negative

('Thou shalt not,' etc.), but also contains positive
duties. In its origin it is the ethics of cattle-

breeding. Zarathushtra himself was the first

'Imeadow - keeping cattle rearer' {vclstryof.hiya^s,
Yasht xiii. 89), as well as the first priest and the
first warrior. The Gdthds do not know any but

pasture land. By the time of the later Avesta

agriculture has appeared. Vendiddd iii. mentions
the five places whicli are the Iiaiipiest on tiiis earth :

(1) where one of the faitliful is worshiiiping ; (2)

where one of the faithful erects a house with a

priest therein, with cattle, a wife, children, and

good herds, and where all these treasures of life

are prospering ; (3) where most corn and fruit

trees are cultivated, and where water is led into a

poorly watered soil (a later glosser has added,
' and

where dryness is brought to a watery soil,' ditching

being later than artificial irrigation) ; (4) Avhere

flocks and herds increase most ; and (5) where
flocks and herds yield most urine. The life-long

fight against the demons means cultivating the

ground, sheltering the plants from drought and

frost, spreading cultivation over land strenuously

conquered from the wild. Activity has always
been one of the first principles of Zarathushtrian-

ism.
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Among the later writings of the Parsis, Sad Dar
Ixxxi. 10 inculcates :

'

Every good work which
thou art able to do to-day do not postpone for

to-morrow, and accomplish with thine own hand
the counsel of thine own soul

'

; and in Ganje-
shdi/agdn (§ 126) one-third of the day (and night)
is given to religious duties, one-third to the cultiva-
tion of the ground (the eight hours' working day !),

and one-third to eating and sleeping.
2. The following objections are raised against

ascetic principles :
—

(1) Wife and children make a man superior to
him who is not married (Vend. iv. 47). A young
woman without children needs a husband, just as
uncultivated ground needs cultivation. Tlie good
husband receives fruit from both ( Vend. iii. 2-1-25).

Zarathushtra is of Divine origin
—the heavenly

glory (see art. Ages of the Would [Zoroas-
trian], vol. i. p. 205 f.) entered his grandmother
(Dinkart vil. ii. 2fi"., 14; Vlll. xiv. 1). But no-
where is an attempt made to eliminate his father
in the flesh. Such an idea would be opposed to the

Mazdayasnian ideal of holiness. The psychological
relation of the union of Zarathushtra's parents in

Dinkart Vll. ii. 48-52 may be a criterion :

' Both have embraced the first time with desire for a son, and
the demons shouted out unto them, in the villainous speech
of sinfulness, thus :

" Why shouldst thou act like this, vile

Porushaspo ?,
"
whereupon they started up like people who were

ashamed.' The same experience was repeated a second and a
third time. ' And they spoke with one another about it, and
continued at this duty, and accomplished it, saying :

" We will

not so stop without accomplishinif something, not even though
both Rak and Nodar should arrive here together.'' Then that

manchild, who was the righteous Zarathusht, became complete
... in the womb of his mother.'

The Mazdayasnian has to recite the Ahuna-
Vairya (q.v.) and th.Q A shein when he goes in to
his wife (Dinkart IX. xix. 8).

(2) The man who owns a house is superior to
him who does not ( Vend. iv. 47).

(3) Fasting is a sin. Without eating no one has

strength for a vigorous piety, for cultivating the

ground, for begetting strong children
( Vend. iii. 33).

The man who nourishes and develops his body
through the eating of meat takes in more of

vohuman ('good thought') than he who does not
( Vend. iv. 48). The man who teaches or practises
fasting is an ashemaogha, a destroyer of piety and
of the holy law, and deserves punishment (Vend.
iv. 49).
A well-known passage of the Parsi treatise Sad

Dar Ixxxiii. forbids fasting :
' In our religion it is

a sin to pass a day without eating. To us fasting
means to fast from sin with the eye, with the

tongue, with the ear, with the hand, with the
foot.'

According to al-BirunI, the person who fasted
was considered by the Zarathushtrians as a sinner,
and had to feed a certain number of men as an
expiation (Chronology, tr. Sachau, p. 217).

(4) All practices of mortification are prohibited.
The Pahlavi paraphrase of the Varshtmdnsar
Nask of the Sasanian Avesta attributes the self-

tortures prescribed by Mani to the Evil One
(Dinkart ix. 39).
The ascetics whose doctrines are opposed in the

Pahlavi writings can be identified, even if they
are not expressly mentioned, as Mani in the
Pahlavi Varshtmdnsar Nask and Mazdak in the
Pahlavi commentary to Vend. iv. 49 ('Mazdak,
son of Bamdat'). The chief form of asceticism

opposed besides Maniclueism was Christianitv.

During the persecutions of the Sasanians, marriage
was not infrequently offered as an alternative to
death.
The ascetics referred to in the Vendlddd may

have been Christians (Darmesteter) or Manichreans
(Spiegel). But it seems e(iually probable that
ascetic doctrines were well known and practised

in Iran before them. The Babylonian religion
had unmarried brides of gods. In India the great
ascetic methods of salvation were ancient.

3. Penalties, imposed for offences against the
Avesta law, often illustrate the anti - ascetic

tendency, inasmuch as those punishments them-
selves do not consist in sufl'erings, but in positive
useful work. The requirements of penance and

agriculture are fullilled at the same time. In some
Avesta fragments of the manuscript Tahmuras
and in some of the book of ritual ceremonies,

Nlrangistdn, the degree of penalty incurred

partly by omissions or smaller inadvertencies in

the ritual, and appointed to be three cuts with
the lash (sraosho - karana,

' the instrument of

obedience '), is commuted into a day's work in

the lields (Fragments of Tahmuras, xii. 11, 12;

Fragments of Nlrangistdn, 42, 43, 69, 83, 109 ;

AMG XXIV. 55 f., 10511'.). If the penance inflicted

by Vendlddd xiv. upon the man who has killed an
otter belongs to the ideals never realized, it is

nevertheless very characteristic. He must, among
other penalties, kill thousands of snakes, lizards,

frogs, ants, worms, and flies. He must give to

good men the instruments of a priest, of a warrior,
and of a farmer. He must make ditches for

irrigation, and make a gift to good men of culti-

vated ground, a byre, and a beautiful bedstead.
He must give a young virgin as wife to a good man.
He must make a gift of small cattle. He has to

bring up twice seven puppies, and make twice
seven bridges over ditches. He must cleanse

twice nine dogs from vermin, and let twice nine

Mazdayasnians get a good square meal of meat,
bread, strong drink, and wine (cf. quotation from
al-Biruni under 2 (3) above, and Vend, xviii. 73-

74, where the killing of snakes, frogs, and ants,
and the building of bridges over water belong to

the punishment for sexual intercourse at forbidden

times). All animals considered as bad and noxious
are called khrafstra, and it is a most meritorious
work to kill them. This is very different from the
view of Lao-tse, from Indian, and from mediajval
Siifi and Christian asceticism and mysticism.
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Nathan Sodekblom.
ASCETICISM (Roman).—i. For the purposes

of this article ' asceticism
'

may be taken roughly
to mean self-discipline, prompted either by the

authority of religion or by philosophic reflexion

upon life, or by a combination of both these forces.

The early Roman religion, so far as we can trace
its features, was not to any appreciable extent

swayed by the yearnings which in the Orient gave
rise to asceticism at a time immemorially remote.
The primitive Romans deemed that their shadowy
and impalpable divinities were under compact with
the community whose exclusive property they were.

They asked of their worshippers no burdensome
price for the favour which they accorded. The
sacrifices required by them were trifling, though
the ritual of circumstance and language connected
with them was complicated, and needed to be
carried out with the utmost precision. The idea
of a taint or imi)urity, displeasing to the gods, and
attaching to individuals, to masses of men, or to

places, and to be cleansed away only by i)uriiicatory

ceremony, is old enough in Roman religion. But
tlie expiation was easy, and called for little in the
nature of self-supjiression. Some of the primitive
servants of the gods, particularly the Flamen of

Juppiter and the Vestal Virgins, were subjected to

strong ceremonial restrictions in tlieir lives. But
these resembled the religious tabus prevalent
among backward races, rather than any genuine
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ascetic discipline. The Roman ferice, or public

religious celebrations, though requiring a cessa-

tion of labour and ordinary occupations, were, for

the most part, joyous in character. Even the
services to appease the dead and the powers of

the nether world, or to avert the wrath of heaven
as declared by prodigies, were not accompanied by
practices of an ascetic character.

2. It is probable that the idea of self-sacrifice as

an element in religion was first made conspicuous
to the Ilomans by some of the forms of worship
which were imported from without into the Roman
State. The rare traces of human sacrifice at Rome
in obedience to su[)erstition or religion may safely
be referi'ed to a foreign origin. Sucla an elementary
ascetic form as thefast was not regarded by Varro
as belonging to the real Roman ritual, but as a
feature of the Grcecus ritus. The earliest mention
of it is in a fragment of the Bellum Punictim of

Najvius (quoted by Nonius Marcellus, p. 197 M :

'res divas edicit, prsedicit castus'). The special
name for a fast, castus (a noun), is of doubtful
derivation. The adjective castus implied origin-

ally purity achieved not by self-discipline but by
ceremonial observance of no very exacting nature.

3. Such discipline as the early Roman under-
went was not self-imposed or required by religion,
but Avas laid upon him by his country. There
was no limit to the sacrifices which she might
demand of him

;
but only in rare cases had these

a religious significance. This was particularly true
of the ceremony called devotio, by which a com-
mander in the field, using a solemn formula, vowed
himself to death, thereby binding the gods to be-

stow the victory on his army (Livy, viii. 6-10).
But even in such circumstances, if the enemy failed

to kill the willing victim, it was possible, in true
Roman fashion, to cheat the gods by burying a
human image and raising a mound over it.

4. We must look, therefore, for traces of as-

ceticism to tliose cults which Rome and the West
adopted from Greece and the East. The fast

{castus or jejunium) enjoined upon a deity's wor-

shippers first appears in connexion with Ceres.

Altlioiigh her name is Latin, all her ritual in

historic times was Greek, and her station in the
official religion was first assigned to her in the
earliest days of the Republic by the custodians of

the Sibylline books, who controlled the immigra-
tion of alien divinities. Her priestesses were
Greeks brought from the towns of lower Italy
(Cicero, pro Balbo, 55). As she became a chief

patroness of the plebeians and the poor, her cult

grew in popularity, and new services were grafted
on the old. In B.C. 191 a fast in imitation of a
Greek v-qarela was instituted in her honour, and
was celebrated annually on Oct. 4. By a paradox
not uncommon in the history of religion, Ceres,
who bestowed the boon of bread, was honoured by
abstinence from bread (Eest. p. 154 ; Arnob. v. 16).

The fast may also have indicated a participation
in the sorrow of the mother (Ceres-Demeter) for

the loss of her child (Libera-Persephone). Also in

August a vigil was maintained during nine nights
by women worshippers, and was accompanied by
a strict rule of chastity. This led to Ceres being
regarded as a divinity who presided over divorce,

though she was commonly reckoned as one of the

patronesses of wedlock. An inscription found at

Bologna, and of at least as early a date as 200 B.C.,
seems to point to a castus by which Juno Lucina
and Juppiter were propitiated (Ritschl, Prise. Lat.

Monumenta, Suppl. 11, 12).

^.
A few years before the time at which the

Jejunium Cereris was introduced, the Magna Mater,
the Great Mother of the ^ods, who dwelt especially
on Mount Ida, was officially welcomed at Rome.
This was due to the superstition which was gener-

ated in the minds of the people by the disasters of
the Second Punic War, when the Roman gods
seemed insufficient to sustain the Roman power,
and a yearning arose for aid from the gods of
other lands. The formless stone, which in the

temple of the Great Mother at Pessinus in Galatia
was venerated as her type, was brought to Rome
and enshrined on the Palatine. The ritual of the

goddess was frenzied and orgiastic. For the first

time self-mutilation was accepted by authority at
Rome as pleasing to Heaven. The favourite of
the Great Mother, commemorated in lier cere-

monies, was the mythical Attis, who gave his
name to the weird poem of Catullus. At first

the priests of the goddess were imported from her

original home, as their name (Galli) indicated, and
Romans were forbidden to take office under her.

But as early as B.C. 77 a breach of the rule took

place, and during the Imperial period the priests
and priestesses were .all Roman. The worship
became more and more elaborated as time went
on, and it grew in popularity till it spread far and
wide in the West.

6. Closely connected with the Magna Mater was
the great rite of the Taurobolmm, with its minor
form, the Criobolium (qq.vv.). Its history and nat-
ure are in several respects obscure, but its essence
was that the adherent of tiie goddess should be

penetrated with a sense of impurity, of which he is

rid by being drenched with tlie blood of a slain

bull or ram. A famous inscription {CIL vi. 510)
relates how, after undergoing the taurobolium and
criubolhim, a worshipper

' was born again for eternal
life' (renatus in ccteryium). This ritual sprang up
in the 2nd cent. A.D., and its earliest traceable home
was the Vatican mount, where St. Peter's now
stands. The fame of tliis ceremonial is significant
of that great change which passed over the Western
world during and after the 1st cent. A.D., when
the passage was made from general scepticism
to general belief and superstition, and a curious
sense of guilt in the face of heaven became pre-
valent, with a longing to find means for purging
it away. Renunciation and the rej)ression of desire
were to some extent demanded by all the worships
of the East which encountered this changed spirit
and endeavoured to satisfy it. The satisfaction

ofi'ered was, of course, to a large extent ceremonial
and magical, and sometimes, to our ideas, flagrantly
unethical. But the Eastern cults in their westward
march dropped most of their baser features, and,
on the whole, introduced new and better concep-
tions of Divine power. It was possible for specu-
lating Romans to identify the Magna Mater and
also Bellona,* whose respectability in Asia Minor
was not beyond question, with the divinized idea
of Virtue.

7. As is well known, the soldiers who served

Rome, whether Romans or aliens, and passed from
land to land, were greatly instrumental in carrying
westward the Eastern cults. Some of these failed

for a time to obtain authoritative recognition, and
were merely tolerated by Government (with occa-

sional suppression), because of their accei>tability to

the people at large. But by the 3rd cent, the Ro-
man Emperors practically abandoned the attempt
to hurl back the Oriental deities who were invading
Italy and the capital of the enijnre. A cult which

long remained unofficially popular was that of the

Cappadocian divinity RlS,, a form of the Great

Mother, whose acquaintance the Roman soldiers

made when Sulla penetrated into the country of

the goddess. We have in Strabo (p. 535) a reference

to her temple at Comana, with 6000 servants at-

tached, whose forms of veneration were often far

• A Cappadocian goddess who must not be confused with the

Roman deity of tlie same name (cf. Cumont, Les Eelujioni
arientales, I'aria, 1907, p. 06 f.).
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from reputable. She was identified by the Eoinans
with the old Italian goddess Bellona. The popu-
lace of the West became familiar with the spectacle
of hierophants in procession with strange garb, Avho
cut themselves with the double axe and sprinkled
the mob with their blood, while they uttered frantic

prophecies. The priests wandered about making
collections, like the begging friars of the Middle

Ages.
8. Egyptian divinities, especially Isis, early made

their way into the Greek districts of Italy and into

Etruria. The cult of Isis ultimately had extra-

ordinary ramifications all over the Empire, but

particularlj' in the West, and it exercised an

especial fascination over women. Stringent bodily
abstinence and a sort of penance were marked
features of her worship, which took upon it mani-
fold forms. Its elaborated ritual, its perpetual
services carried on (as few were) day by day, its

mystical character, its discipline preceding initia-

tion in ascending gi'ades, the duties which its

ceremonies provided for the multitude, as well as
for the priests, and the brotherhoods in which the

worshippers were united and in some sort fenced
off from the outer world—all these characteristics

proved strongly attractive to the lower classes, .so

that Christians of the earlier centuries .saw in Isis

a formidable enemy of Christ. And she contri-

buted, indeed, to Western culture elements which

penetrated into the texture of the Church. Her
worsliip was at first regarded with disfavour by
the Government, but it advanced irrepressibly,
as tlie literature of the Augustan age and later

abundantly proves.

9. There was also an influx of deities from Syria.
The Dea Syria had close affinities with the Magna
Mater and Bellona, and the priests and worshippers
of these tliree heavenly beings were often seen in

company, particularly in tlie last age of Paganism,
when a dim consciousness of one great God beyond
and above the separate divinities became prevalent.
Another immigrant from Syria was the Sun-god,
who played a great part in the reign of Elagabulus
and later. But more important than these was
the mighty Persian deity Mithra, often identified

with the Sun-god. The strongly developed disci-

pline, the advancement of the Avorshipper in mystic
fellowship from grade to grade, and the community
of the sacred brotherhoods rendered this cult highly
fascinating to the West. Even in barbaric regions
never wholly Romanized, numerous altars dedicated
to Mithra and other traces of his worship have been
found (see article Mithraism).

10. These new forms of worship supplied to the
Italic peoples elements which were Avanting in

the indigenous religions—the satisfaction Avhich

comes of self-sacrifice for heaven's sake, the sensa-

tion of mystical aAve and an elevation of soul born
of intercommunion Avith the deity, also oftentimes
a hope of life in a world beyond the graA'e. In the
hard primitive life of the early Italian farmer the
lack of these elements Avas not felt, but the ex-

panded life of later times Avelcomed their advent.

Mysteries of a Greek type, Avith symbolic cere-

monies partly reminiscent of religion, partly em-

bodying ideas that originated in the philosophic
schools, seem to have begun to .spread to the Italic

races as early as the days of the Punic Wars. To
these mysteries ascetic practices Avere often at-

tached. How ready the soil Avas to receive and

develop the seeds of these new devotions was
siioAvn by the rapid spread of the movement called

by the Roman Government the ' Bacchanalian con-

spiracy,' Avhich Avas violently suppressed in B.C. 186.

Tlie Bacchic mysteries, taking root in tlie Greek
districts of Italy, dreAV into connexion Avith them
multitudes of Italic race and large numbers of

Rouian citizens. Many thousands were executed

by authority of the senate, after inquirj' Avhich
recalls the drumhead court-martial, in defiance of
the laws Avhich guaranteed fair trial to the Ronaan
burgess. The criminal nature of the '

conspiracy
'

Avas assumed, but never proved. The secrecy of

the Avorship, then a strange and unfamiliar feature,

produced an atmosphere of panic, generating visions

of crime such as arose in the Gentile Avorld from
the mysterious nature of the early Christian ob-

servances. In later centuries,
'

mysteries,' con-

nected Avith some mythical or semi-mythical
founder such as Orpheus or Pythagoras, or Avith

some definite divinity, Avere popular in the West,
but the information which has come doAvn to us

concerning them is defective.

11. The prevalence of the rites and practices to

Avhich reference has been made must have greatly
changed, in the course of centuries, the primitive
Roman and Italian sense of the relation betAveen
the DiAdne poAvers and man. The claims of the

gods upon man Avere felt to be more exacting than
had been imagined in early days, requiring a toll

of human suttering, sometimes physical, sometimes

consisting in a sharp repression of many of the
desires and ambitions of the average human being.
The object of the discipline Avas in some Avay to

cleanse the Avorshipper from a taint of impurity
Avhich he conceived to stand betAveen himself and
his divinity. The sense of sin often had a merely
superstitious, ceremonial, or mechanical origin, but
more and more of a moral and truly religious leaven

mingled Avith it as time Avent on. Rome contained
a large Oriental population, mostly descendants of

slaves brought from the East ; these contributed to
the gradual transformation of ideas Avhich pro-
ceeded through the centuries. Juvenal (Sat. iii.

62-65), it Avill be remembered, declared that the

Syrian Orontes had long since debouched into the

Tiber, and many other Eastern races besides the

Syrian Avere abundantly represented at Rome. In
the orientalizing of religious sentmient, the Jcavs

played a certain part. The populace of the

capital Avere as familiar Avith Jewish ideas as

the rulers of the Empire Avere ostentatiously
ignorant of them. The action of the Christian
element on the pagan cults of the West, though
important, is hard to measure, and has often been
over-estimated.

12. But another potent influence mingled Avith

that of religion, and promoted a change in the
moral atmosphere—the influence of philosophy.
The first conspicuous example of asceticism within
the bounds of Italy is seen in the extension among
the Greek toAvns of the brotherhood founded by
Pythagoras. The Roman antiquarians of the late

Republic believed that early Rome itself had been
influenced by the great philosopher, Avhose per-

sonality had already been dissolved aAvay by
legend. Down to the latest Imperial times there
never ceased to exist in Italy men Avho called them-
selves his foUoAvers. The name '

Pythagorean
'

came to stand for simplicitj' of life, and for quiet
of mind secured by self-suppression, self-discipline,
and abstinence. Doctrines and ideas connected
with the mythical name of Pythagoras entered
into many of the late forms of religion and philo-

sophy in the West. ApoUonius of Tyana (q.v.),
Avho Avas at Rome in the time of the l^"l<avians, Avas

supposed to be tiie great exponent of Pythagorean-
ism on its moral and religious side. This figure,
like that of Pythagoras, Avas soon encrusted by
myth. The romantic biography Avritten bj' Philo-
stratus during the reign of Septimius Severus is

charged Avith
'

Pythagorean
'

ideas, and is deeply
coloured by asceticism.

13. But the vogue of the Pythagorean school
never extended very far. The force of Stoicism
in the Western Avorld was vastly greater and more
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pervading. The educated class at Koine began to

be affected by it in the middle of the 2nd cent. B.C. ;

and the influence continued and grew until the

Imperial system was submerged. The Roman
character, as formed in the hard school of earlj^

mUitary service, and of that subjection to authority
in which Rome had found the secret of conquest,

responded more readily to the call of Stoicism than
to any other creed framed in the philosophic schools

of Hellas. When the days of luxury and corrup-
tion came, the ideal Roman heroes were such men
as Cincinnatus, summoned from the plough to com-
mand the State ; Curius Dentatus, receiving the

envoys of the Samnites while he cooked his herbs
over the fire ; Decius and llegulus, self-devoted to

death for their country's sake. In the Augustan
age, the Stoic and the ideal Roman were felt to

be closely akin. There is a Stoic breath in the

pessimism of Livy and Vergil, and the hope of

their times for a new Golden Age and a great
moral reform was often tinged by Stoic influence.

It was not unnatural that many of the national

heroes of later creation should be Stoics : Rutilius,
' the Roman Socrates,' who suffered on a false

charge of the very crimes which he had repressed,
Cato of Utica, Faetus Thrasea, and Helvidius

Priscus. Even the Stoics who had opposed his

predecessors on the throne, were heroes and

martyrs in the eyes of Marcus Aurelius.

14. Like all the other Greek philosophies of

the later time, late Stoicism laid peculiar stress

on conduct, and paid comparatively little heed to

old tlieological and cosmological speculation. It

carried to a higher pitch than other schemes the

enthusiasm for morality, which it raised almost to

the level of a religion. A school which proclaimed
the worthlessness of all ambitions except the
ambition to achieve pure virtue within the soul,
which regarded

' Nature '

as the teacher of all sim-

[)licity,

which deemed that man most god-like who
lad the smallest wants and the most perfect control

over his desires, which enjoined absolute submis-
sion to a Divine order, and aimed at complete har-

monj' between the individual and the Divine will,

could claim affinity with Avhat the best Romans
regarded as the true Roman spirit. The Stoic

made higher moral claims than other teachers ;

he was therefore more severely judged by tlie

outside world. It has been easy for the detractor
in ancient and modern times to contrast the j^ro-

fessions of many Roman Stoics with their practice,
and so to exhibit their school as worthless. In

equallj' easy fashion has the worthlessness of Chris-

tianity often been alleged. It is certain that for

the Romans, and for Western society generally,
during many generations Stoicism was a leaven
which worked powerfully for good, transforming
the noblest natures most, but more subtly affecting
the tone of life over a Avide area. Profoundly in-

lluencing Roman law, and creating an atmosphere
which the early Churcli inhaled, tiie ideal pursued
by the Roman Stoics has transmitted much to the

culture of the modern world. In particular, the

growth of a.sceticism within the early Church was
made easier because society was permeated with
Stoic ideas and ideas akin to them.

15. The Cjmic School, whicli Avas well repre-
sented in the Imperial age, exaggerated all the
ascetic elements in Stoicism. Some of the Stoics

even pronounced Cynicism
' a short road to wis-

dom.' Cynicism was indeed Stoicism 'heated
seven times more than it was wont to be heated.'

Epictetiis draws a striking picture of the true

Cynic {Diss. iii. 22). He has thoroughly accepted
the old Greek doctrine, which left its traces in

many systems, that the body is tlie tomb of the

spirit. The soul must turn to God for release,
and liken itself to Him, so far as human strength

Avill go, and must regard all material conditions
as hampering and evil. But ascetic features were
not wanting to many other sects besides tlie Cynics
and the Stoics. They were conspii-uous even in
the much maligned Epicurean School. Although
the motive jJOAver in human action was diHerently
viewed by Stoics and Epicureans, yet the iiractical
road to l)a])piness laid down by both was nmch the
same. Tlie would-be happy man must learn to

control, to liTuit, find to repress his desires, and to
make himself independent of all that lies beyond
his OAvn power. Epicurus could rival Zeus in happi-
ness on a diet of bread and Avater ; and it Avas a
maxim among Epicureans that the man of perfect
Avisdom Avouiil not cease to be ha])py if he Avere
stretciied upon the rack. Human misery Avas held
to spring in large part from the mistaken value .set

on things external to the soul—the rest of it l>eing
due to superstition. Like other moral and all

religious schemes, Epicureanism could be distorted
and travestied, and could stray far aAvay from the
lines laid doAvn for it by its founders and leaders.
But true Epicureanism and true Stoicism Avere tAvo

trees Avhich bore much the same moral fruit, hoAV-

ever unlike they might be at the roots. JVIany of the
most ascetic lessons in morality A\liich are laid doAvn

Ijy Seneca Avere draAvn from tlie Avritings of the

Epicurean brotherhood.
16. riatonism AA'as early influenced by Stoicism,

and the Neo-Platonic movement of the third and
later centuries resumed and enforced the ascetic
elements in the earlier systems. Philosopliic sects
and cliques other than those Avhich have been
named also existed ; and nearly all shoAA'ed some
drift toAvards asceticism. But the most important
movement of all Avas that great missionary move-
ment Avhich l)egan early in the period of the Empire.
Philosophers, often Cynics, but often also calling
themselves by other names, left their studies and
Avent forth into the streets of the great cities and
preached to the people, urging them to change
their lives and to foUoAv after purity and aljsti-

nence, and to listen to the Divine call. The
bearded preachers, Avandering from city to city
in coarse attire, have often reminded the modern
student of the poor friars of the Middle Ages,
Avho might have used Avithout change many of

the phrases uttered by their Stoic, Cynic, or Epi-
curean predecessors. Indeed, some of their utter-

ances ring very like those of the '
revivalist

'

of

modern days. Refined triflers like Lucian ridi-

culed and vilified these enthusiasts, but the com-
mon people heard them gladly, and thronged to
dilnk in their lessons. Doubtless some impostors
traded on this demand for instruction ; but Avhen

every deduction has been made on account of the
sounder ancient criticism, such as that by Epic-
tetus, it Avould be unreasonable to doubt that
these teachers did stir among the loAver grades
of society some yearnings after a better life. We
cannot measure their influence Avitli precision, but

they must have contriljuted to sAvell the tide Avhich

bore Christianity on to its assured triumph. That
the pliilosophic influences in the late Empire AA-ere

far from AA-orthless is seen by the example of

Boethius, avIio, Christian as he Ava^, found his

chief consolation in philosophy.

Literature.—Infonnation bearing on this subject is to be
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and on late ancient philosophy. Among them may be men-
tioned : Wissowa, lieligion und Eultus der Komcr (Munich,
1902) ; R6ville, La Religion romaine scnis lex Sev^res (Paris,

ISSC) ; G. Boissier, La Fin du paganismc (Paris, 1S04) ; F.
Cumont, TexUs et mcmuments Ji<jureg relatifs aux inyKt'ercs de
Mithm (2 vols., Brussels, 189.5-99)', and The Mysteries of Mithra

(Eng. tr. from 2nd Fr. ed., Chicago, 1903); Zeller, liistory of
Greek I'hilnsiiphy (2 vols., London, 1S81); Dill, Jioman Societp

from Nero to Marcui) Aureliitf (London, 1904) ;
and A. Gasquet,

Le Cxdte et les my!iti:res de Mithra (Paris, 1899).
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ASCETICISM (Semitic and Egyptian).—As-
ceticism, if it means the habitual renunciation of

the things of the fiesh as a self-discipline for the

purpose of cultivating the things of the spirit, was
unknown among the old heatlien Semites and
Egyptians. Asceticism is fundamentally based
on a dualistic conception of the universe. It is

justified only by the belief that matter is inher-

ently corrupt—that it is the work, in whole or in

part, of a being other than the Creator of the soul.

Such a conception had no existence among either
Semites or Egyptians. To the Semites in the
earliest times the soul was simply the physical
breath. It sometimes in later periods designated
the inner nature of man, and thus was often used
for the self, but it was always closely connected
with the body, and was never conceived as of such
a different order of existence that it could be
benefited by the destruction of the body. That
God who had made the body breathed into man's
nostrils the breath of life, and man became a

living soul (Gn 2^), is the general Semitic concep-
tion. The soul was no holier than the body, for

both were the work of the same deity. So

dependent was the soul on the body, that after
death the soul's existence was confined to the
under world where the body had been placed

—a
dark and gloomy region, where it led a miserable
and half-animate existence (see

' Ishtar's Descent,'
KB vi. 80-91 ; Dhorme, Choix de textes, 326-341 ;

or Bab. and Assyr. Literature, Aldine ed., 408-
413 ; also Is H'^- and Ezk 32'8-32). So closely was
the soul associated with the body, that later,
when Semites came to believe in a resurrection,

they necessarily held to the resurrection of the

physical body. Indeed, the early Semitic con-

ception of the manifestation of divinity through
the processes of procreation (see Barton, Semitic

Origins, ch. iii.) shows that their conceptions
were removed as far as possible from asceticism.

The Egyptian conception of the soul was different.

They lield it to be a concrete entity, impalpable
during life, which had its residence in the body,
but left it at the moment of death. Another
entity was the ka—an impalpable something con-
nected with every man. Whether it was his double,
or his guardian spirit or genius, is not clear (see

Steindorff, Rel. of the A nc. Egyptians, 121 f. ). These
Avere not, however, considered holier than the body,
nor were their interests promoted by its destruction.
On the contrary, the body had to be preserved for

their use, and so preserved that eadi soul could

recognize its own body ; hence the great efforts

made in Egypt to mummify the bodies of the
dead.

It is clear, therefore, that among the peoples of

whom we are speaking the fundamental thought-
ba.sis of asceticism did not exist. There are some
jilienomena, nevertheless, in the religions of these

peoples wliich might to a superficial thinker seem
to contradict this view. These must be briefly
considered.

1. Fasting was practised by the Egyptians
(Herod, ii. 40), by the Babylonians and Assyrians
as is shown by their penitential hymns (cf . Zimmern,
Bnbylo7iische Busspsalmcn ,

34 ; and Bnb. and Assyr.
Lit., Aldine ed., pp. 434, 437), by the Hebrews
(cf. 1 K 219-12, Lv 1629.31 2327-32 etc.), and by the

Arabs, as is shown by the great fast of the month
llamadan, which has been taken over into Isliim.

A careful study of Semitic and Egyptian fasting
makes it clear that it was not an ascetic practice.
W. R. Smith

(Iid._ of Sem.^ 434 tt".) lield that in

the beginning Semitic fasting was a preparation
of the body for the reception of holy food—a view
which Benzinger shares ('Fasting,' in £'5t). This
is evidently the concei)tion of it whicli the

Egyptians entertained, if Herodotus may be

trusted, for he says the fasting was immediately
followed by a sacrifice and a banquet. In the later

development of Semitic thought among the Baby-
lonians and Hebrews, fasting was undoubtedly
regarded as a means of expressing penitence for

sin, and of exciting the pity of the offended deity.
Tliis is the view which is expressed in the peni-
tential psalms. It is based, however, on their

conception of sin, and, as is 8ho\vn below, that
had nothing to do with asceticism.

2. Another practice which might be interpreted
by some to indicate the presence of asceticism
was the abstinence from sexual intercourse under
certain conditions. Tlius 'to lie with a woman
having her sickness

' was tabu (Lv 20^^). This
was not, however, a manifestation of asceticism,
but the tabu arose from the belief that men-
struation was a manifestation of Divine power
with which it was dangerous to come into contact.

Herodotus tells us that among the Babylonians
and Arabs all sexual intercourse was followed by
purification (i. 198), which means simply that it

was regarded as an especially Divine process (cf.

W. R. Smitli, 425 fr.
,
446 ff. ). Sexual intercourse

was also tabu among both Egyptians and Semites
within the holy precincts of a sanctuary (cf, Herod,
ii. 64, and W. R. Smith, 45 ff". and 481 ff".). This
was the case even when sacred prostitutes were
connected with the temples, for these were careful

to take their partners outside the sacred precincts
(cf. Herod, i. 199). It was also prohibited to

warriors—war being to the ancients a holy function
—and often to people under a vow. While the

origin of these tabus is not altogether clear, they
had nothing to do with asceticism. The tabu

relating to holy places does not apparently belong
to the earliest stratum of Semitic religious thought,
for in the earliest period sexual licence appears to

have formed a part of the religious feasts (cf.

Barton, Sem. Or. 110). Probably at first sexual

pleasures were tabued to those on pilgrimage for

a reason similar to that which prescribed fasting,
viz. that the body might be the better prepared
for the holy function at the festival. The tabu

may afterwards have been applied to the holy
place as an extension of this, or may have existed
from the first lest the exercise of such a holy
function in a sacred spot would make it too

dangerous for one afterwards to mingle with his

fellows. The application of the tabu to warriors
is an extension of the t<abu attaching to the holy
place. Sexual intercourse was also renounced by
those under a vow, perhaps for the same reason
that food was sometimes renounced, i.e. as a
motive for the early performance of the vow (cf.

Ac 23^^). In any case these tabus do not spring
from ascetic principles.

3. The conception of sin which is found in the

OT, tlie Babylonian penitential psalms, and in

lesser degree in the Qur'an (cf. Toy, Judaism and
Christianity, 183 ff. ; Morgenstern, The Doctrine

of Sin in the Babylonian lieligion, 1905 ; and
Qur'an, iv. 35), has no ascetic foundation. This con-
sciousness of sin arose from the want of harmony
between environment and life, or the disparity
between prosperity and merit, and had nothing to

do with ascetic conceptions.
There were two apparent exceptions in ancient

Semitic life to the statements made above : the
Essenes {q-v.) in Judtea, and the rdhibs, sd'ihs,
and hanifs, who existed in Arabia at the be-

ginning of Muhammad's career (see Asceticism
[Muslim]). Tliese were, however, not real ex-

ceptions, as in each case the impulse to ascetic

practices came from non-Semitic sources.

The fullest contemporary description of the
Essenes is in Joscphus, BJ ii. 8. It appears that
sunrise was a sacred time to them, though
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Josephus does not, like Appian, imply that they
worshipped the rising sun. The other ascetic

traits connected with tliem were that they lived

in brotherhoods, avoided trade, paid great attention

to ceremonial purity, and some of them renounced

marriage. Some regard this last as a natural

lieightening of Levitical purity, because priests
had to be purified from sexual contact before

performing priestly functions ; others look upon
it as a practice which could spring only from a
dualistic conception of the universe, such as we
find in Zoroastrianism. The reverence for the

rising sun also points in the direction of Persian
influence. Josephus makes it clear that the
Essenes were confined to no locality, but were a

brotherhood, about 4000 in number, scattered

through the cities of Palestine. How the Persian
influence reached them may be variously ex-

plained, but from the time of Cyrus the channels

through which it might come were open.

Among the Arabs, the rahibs, or monks, the

sdHhs, or wanderers, and the hanlfs, who were

regarded as a kind of monk, were probably imita-

tions of Christian monks. We learn from the

pre-Islamic Arabian poetry in what high regard
the Cliristian monks were held during that period.
In the break-up of Arabian heathenism it was no
wonder that men endeavoured to find satisfaction

in the way of life which was followed by these

monks and anchorites. Monasticism [q.v.) entered

Christianity from non-Semitic sources, and in a
mild form was transmitted by Clu-istianity to

Arabia. The same is true or Egypt, though
monasticism in Egypt was Christian, and became
much more intense than in Arabia. It was grafted
on to Egyptian life, however, from a foreign
source.
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AL-ASH'ARl.—Abu al-^asan 'Ali ibn Isnuail

al-Ash'ari was born at Basra in A.H. 260 (A.D. 873),

of a noble and ancient Arab family ; several of his

ancestors held high offices in the State, and it was
one of them, Abu Musa al-Ash'ari, Governor of

Kufa, who after the battle of Siflin represented
the cause of "All in the arbitration that resulted in

the proclamation of Mu'awiya as Khalif (A.D.

658). Of his father little is known except that he
was an orthodox Muslim, a student of the Tradi-

tions, and a friend of the Shafi'ite legist Zakarlya
ibn Yahya al-Saji. Basra liad long been a centre
of active religious controversy, and had been the
home of some of the most famous teachers of the
Mu'tazilite school, such as Wasil ibn 'Ata, Abu al-

Hudhayl, and others, and at this period
—the end of

the 3rd cent, of the Hijra—Abii 'All Muhammad
al-Jubba'i was famous there as the greatest living

exponent of the Mu'tazilite doctrines. Al-Ash'ari
seems soon to have broken away from the orthodox
influences of his home and to have become a zeal-

ous Mu'tazilite as the pupil of al-Jubba'i. Until
his 40th year, he attended al-Jubba'i's lectures
and took an active part in the disputations of his

school
; having a ready wit and an engaging de-

livery, lie was not infrequently called upon by his
master to take his place, whenever al-Jubba i was
not prepared to lead the discussion. We have no
certain information as to the mental processes
through which al-Ash'ari passed before lie aban-

doned the Mu'tazilite position, at the age of 40,
and went over to the orthodox party. His bio-

grapher gives the following dramatic account of
the manner in which he publicly announced his
conversion :

' He shut himself up in his house for
fifteen days and refused to see any one ; then
making his way to the great mosque of Basra,
he went up into the pulpit and cried out,

'' O
assembly, I have absented myself from among you
so long only because I have been absorbed in medi-
tation, for the opposing doctrines seemed to me to
be equally balanced, and the true did not out-

weigh the false nor the false the true ; so I prayed
unto God for guidance, and He has led me into the
true faith, such as I have written down in these
books of mine. I strip myself of all my former
beliefs, just as I strip myself of this my garment."
So saying, he took ofi" the robe he was wearing and
cast it from him, and distributed his books among
the people

'

(Mehren, p. 252). The conversion of

so eminent a thinker and so ardent a controver-
sialist created a great stir, and the ability with
which he now began to champion the orthodox

position attracted to him a large number of dis-

ciples, so that he soon became one of the most cele-

brated teachers of his age, and theological problems
were sent to him for solution from all parts of the
Muslim world. He held several controversies with
his old teacher, al-Jubba'i, who survived the de-
fection of his pupil only three years. We have an
indication of the character of such disputations in

a story which several authorities tell in slightly
dilferent forms ; but in spite of its doubtful authen-

ticity and uncertain date {e.g. whether it belongs
to the period after or immediately before his breach
with the Mu'tazilites), it is undoubtedly character-
istic of the theological controversies of this period.
The story, as told by Ibn gallikan, (No. 618, ed.

Wiistenfeld), is that al-Ash'ari proposed the case
of three brothers, one of whom was a true believer,
virtuous and pious ; the second an infidel, a de-

bauchee, and a reprobate ; and the third an infant.

They all died. Wiiat was the state of each one
of them ? Al - Jubba'i answered :

' The virtuous
brother occupies a high place in heaven ; the infidel

is in the depths of hell ; and the child is among
those who have obtained safety.'

'

Suppose,' asked
al-Ash'ari,

' that the child should wish to ascend
to the place occupied by his virtuous brother,
would he be allowed to do so ?

' '

No,' replied
al-Jubba'i,

'
it would be said to him :

"
Thy brother

attained to this place through his numerous works
of obedience (to God), but thou hast no such works
to show."' 'But suppose,' said al-Asli'ari, 'that
this child said,

" That is not my fault ; Thou didst
not let me live long enougii, neither didst Thou
give me the means of proving my obedience.'"
' In that case,' replied al-Jubba'I,

' God would say,
"I knew that, if I had allowed thee to live, thou
wouldst have been disobedient and deserved the

grievous punishment (of hell) ; I thus considered
what was for thy advantage."

' ' But suppose the
infidel brother were then to say,

" O God of the uni-

verse ! since Thou knewest -what his state would be,
Thou must have known what mine Avould bo

; then

why didst Thou consider what was for his advantage
and not for mine?"' Then al-Jubba'i was put to
silence (Spitta, p. 42). Indeed, al-A.sii'ari seems to

have become rather a thorn in the side of his old

teacher, who at last declined further discussion
with him ; whereupon al-Ash'ari is said once to

have concealed himself in a part of the lecture-hall

where al-Jubba'i could not see him, and to have

prompted a Avoman sitting near him witii question
after question to which al-Jubba'i was unable to

give satisfactory answers, until at last he guessed
the trick that was being played upon him. Of the

rest of al-Ash'ari's life few details are recorded.
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We know that he ended his days in Baghdad, but
have no information as to why he left Basra, the
scene of his earlier triumphs. He died in A. II. 824

(A.D. 935-6) in the arms of one of his pupils, with
a curse on the Mu'tazilites upon his lips.
Al-Ash'arl was a voluminous writer, and a list

of ujjwards of a hundred of his works has come
down to us ; some are theological, dealing with the

exegesis of the Qur'an or with the Traditions,
others philosoijhical ; but the greater part of them
are of a controversial character—polemics against
heretics and unbelievers of all kinds, and attacks

upon individual thinkers, such as al-Jubba'i, al-

Balhi, and others of his contemporaries (Spitta,

pp. 63-81). This list of his works also includes a
numljcr of ]iami)hlets written by him in response
to queries relating to ditlicult problems in theology
and philosoj)hy, and those authorities who give
200, or e%cu 380, as the number of his writings
must have reckoned up each one of these letters as
a

se^)arate work. Out of this immense literary

activity, only five treatises are known to have
survived, and these exist in manuscript only.
The imjiortance of al-Ash'ari in the history of

Muhammailan theology lies mainly in the fact that
he was one of the first to employ in the defence of
orthodox doctrines the dialectic method, and those

I)rocesses of reasoning and of proof of which the
rationalists had made so effective a use. Ortliodoxy
thus learned to fight its opponents Avith their o^vn

weapons, instead of merely doggedly repeating
texts and traditions in answer to all arguments
and questions. Al-Ash'ari is in this respect typical
of an intellectual need that was being felt by the
orthodox party of his time for a rational statement
and defence of their position ; the same tendency
manifested itself among his contemporaries in other

parts of the Muhammadan world, such as al-Tahawi
in Egypt and al-jMfitarldi in Samarcand. Further,
in stating his theological jDosition, al-Ash'ari held
a mean between the gi'oss anthropomorphism of
some of the traditionists and the piiilosophical

speculations of the rationalists. Thus, while de-

voutly accepting the statements of the Qur'an
about the face, the hands, the eyes of God, and
His sitting on His throne, as articles of faith, not
to be interpreted as metaphorical expressions for

the knowledge and power, etc., of God, he does
not take them to imply a corporeal existence

analogous to that of man, but explains them as

being His qualities and free from all limitations of

space. In his later writings, however, when ap-
parently he had come under the influence of the
Hanl)alite school, he gave up all such attempts to

explain these anthropomorphic expressions in the

Qur'an, and maintained that they must be accepted
' without asking how and without drawing any
comparison,' i.e. with human qualities. Similarly,
he took up a middle position between tlie fatalistic

and the libertarian schools, which has been stated

by Professor Macdonald as follows: 'Man cannot
create anything ; God is the only creator. Nor
does man's power produce any eflect on his actions
at all. God creates in His creature power and
choice. Then He creates in him his action corre-

sponding to the power and choice thus created.
So the action of the creature is created by God as
to initiative and as to production ; but it is acquired
by the creature. By acquisition (kasb) is meant
that it corresponds to the creature's ^lower and
choice, previously created in him, without his

having had the slightest effect on the action. He
was only the locus or su])ject of the action

'

{Miisli))) Theolofjy, p. 192). As one of the most
famous theologians of this school, Abu al-Ma'ali
Tmam aiyaramain (A.H. 419-478), puts it, al-Ash'ari
holds th.it man has no poM'er over the production
of his actions, but has power over the acquisition

of them, whereas the Mu'tazilites maintained that
he has power over both, and the Fatalists that he
has power over neither (Spitta, p. 141). In similar

fashion, al-Ash'ari dealt with the great controversy
on the nature of tlie Qur'an, which had stirred the
Muslim Avorld to its depths, and had been made the

subject-matter of decrees by successive Khalifs—
al-Ma'mun (in A.H. 202 and 218) giving official

sanction to the Mu'tazilite doctrine that the Qur'an
is created, and al-Mutawakkil (in A.H. 234) as

authoritatively establishing as the ortliodox doc-
trine the belief that it is uncreate<l. While allying
himself with the orthodox party in maintaining
that the Qur'an is the eternal, uncreated Word of

God, al-Ash'ari rejected their extravagances about
the letters and the ink and the sounds employed
in reciting it being equally uncreated and eternal.

The above examples are sullicient to indicate how
far al-Ash'ari was willing to allow dialectic reason-

ing to be applied to theological questions, thereby
avoiding the gross literalism of the anthropomorphic
exponents of the orthodox position, and attempting
to explain where hitherto any such attempt had
been branded as heretical. But such concessions
to a rationalistic method were made by him mainly
in dealing with matters connected \\\i\\ the doctrine
of tauhid ('unity'), such as the Attrilnites of God
and the Word of God. In other matters he frankly
accepted the orthodox position unmodified, e.g. the
intercession of the Prophet, his journey to heaven
(mi' raj), the miracles of the saints, the evil sugges-
tions of Satan, the coming of Antichrist, etc.

Al-Ash'ari was the founder of a theological
movement that gradually won for itself a pre-

ponderating influence among Muhammadan sects,

gaining a foothold first in 'Iraq, and later spread-
ing eastward into Persia and westward into SjTia
and Egypt ; introduced into the Maghrib by Ibn
Tfimart (q.v.) in the 6th cent, of the Hijra, it

became in a modified form the official doctrine of

the Muwahhids. The sect produced a number of

remarkable thinkers, who by their independent
speculations further contributed to the development
of the system ; among them the most distinguished
were Abii Bakr al-Baqilani (ob. 403 A.H.) {q.v.),
Aim Ja'far al-Sumnani (ob. 444 A.ii.), Abu al-

Ma'ali Imam al-^aramain (ob. 478 A.H.) and al-

Ghazali (ob. 505 A.H.) {q.v.), who systematized the
tenets of the sect into a body of doctrine that is

accepted throughout the greater part of the INIuslim

world to the present day.
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ed. Cureton, 1. 6&-75 (tr. Haarbriicker, i. 9S-113); Wilhelm
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2yar Abau-'l-Hasan AH el-Ash'ari (Troisit'me Congrfes Inter-
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ASHES.—The dust which remains after the

burning of i)lants, animals, and human beings, has
been used from the most remote times for various

religious and semi-religious purposes. It is natural
to think that, Avhen once the use of fire was dis-

covered, it would not l)e long before the ashes
would be found to be valuable and be turned to
some account.

I. In places where water is scarce, we know that
sand has been used for ahlutions. Where sand is

scarce, ashes would provide an excellent substitute.
And since, from the first, fire was regarded with
awe and wonder, it is likely that the ashes were
often thought to share its mysterious nature. At
any rate, we know of the use of adies in ablutions.

Amongst the preparations which the Brahmans
made for any act of religion was an ablution called
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*a batli sacred to fire,' the body being rubbed with

ashes (Co)ebrooke, ii. 15-4).
*

Amongst the New
Mexicans it was found that a newborn child was
washed and tlien covered with ashes (Bancroft,
1. 566). In this case, however, the ashes may
have been used, not as part of the cleansing pro-

cess, 1)ut for drying, or possibly for both purposes.

People belonging to the Nahua nations were found

by Bancroft to have a practice of rubbing an
infant's joints, especially the knees, with ashes in

order to strengthen them (Bancroft, ii. 277). This

practice may have arisen from the other.

2. When ashes were used for ablutions, it would
soon be noticed that the friction produced a

healthy effect, or, as we should say, promoted the

circulation. t In any case, it has been found that

frimitive
folk also use ashes for medical purposes.

lot ashes would serve as a substitute for hot
water. Thus the Nutkas apply them in order to

cure headache, colic, or rheumatism ; the INIiwoks

use a plaster of hot ashes for stomachic allections

and cases of severe travail (Bancroft, i. 204, 396).i

Vapour-baths are also j)roiluced by means of hot

ashes. In parts of England the ashes of a con-

secrated box-tree, mixed with holy water, used to

be tliought an eflective remedy for cold fever. §

Similar powers are attributed to the ashes of the
Muhammadan sacred (ire at Gorakhpur and to

those of the Hindu Iloli-fire ; and in Ireland ashes
from the bonfire on St. John's Day (June 24) are
believed to aid the fertility of the fields (Crooke,
ii. 197, 318). The Parsis of India dip their fingers
in ashes, while the ancient Armenians venerated
the ashes of the sacred fire, and scattered them in

streams also considered holy. Among the modern
Armenians, in like fashion, the ashes of the sacred
fire kindled on Feb. 13 are held to protect men
and cattle from sickness, and are carefully pre-
served or scattered on the four corners of the roofs,
or in the stalls, the gardens, and the meadows
(Abeghian, p. 73).

3. A more familiar use of ashes, however, is that
associated with mniirnimf customs. The Greeks
showed their sorrow at bereavement by strewing
themselves with ashes (Homer, II. xviii. 22, Oclyss.
xxiv. 315 ; Plut. de Sttpcrstit. ch. 3 ; cf. Herod.
ii. 85 ; Vergil, .-En. x. 844 ; Ovid, Bletam. viii. 528),
or by sitting in them (Oclyss. vii. 153 ; cf. II. xviii.

26) ; and the practice of sprinkling ashes over the
head as a sign of affliction is wide-spread. But
this simpler practice always seems to be an abridg-
ment of the more elaborate ceremony. In course
of time a mere sprinkling suffices instead of an
actual sitting or lying in dust or ashes. It becomes
a sign or simple expression of what was originally
a stricter form of submission or humiliation, prac-
tised first before visible persons, and then before
invisible beings as well. Herbert Spencer gives
some interesting instances in support of this ex-

planation of the custom. Thus, in the Congo
regions of Africa, it was found that the person who
would do homage to a banza, or village chief,

prostrated himself, kissed the earth, and strewed
dust over the forehead and arms. When the
Dahoman made a salutation, he prostrated himself,
and poured sand or eartli upon his head. It was
found that the Kakanda and Balonda people used
the same ceremony ; and we are told of the latter,

• Works are cited simply by their authors' names. The titles
of the works will be found in the bibliography.

t In this particular instance, however, we possibly have a use
of ashes which were supposed to possess special qualities.

X Some of the Californians took an internal dose of ashes for
snake-bites. This, of course, is a different kind of treatment.
We need hardly remind the reader that amongst primitive folk
medicine is a part of religion. See Mkdicink-mkn.

§ It should be added here (cf. 5 below) that, according to
Bede, the dust of Oswald, king of Northumbria, was preserved
as a cure for sickness (see Brand, Pvindar AnliquUies of Great
Britain, ed. W. C. Ilazlitt, i. 32U).
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that ' when they wish to be excessively polite they
bring a quantity of ashes or pipeclay in a piece of

skin, and, taking up haudfuls, rub it on the chest
and upper front part of each arm.' To what extent
this ceremony underwent abridgment|we see, when,
instead of sprinkling dust on the head, people made
salutations by pretending to do so (Spencer, ii.

124 f.). But originally the practice seems to have
been one of humiliation. At the same time, even
among primitive folk, other customs have been
observed in which the ashes seem to be a mere
badge of mourning. Tlius it was found that some
of the Californians mixed the ashes of a dead person
with grease, and smeared their faces with the mix-
ture. The ilirt was allowed to remain until the
action of tlie weather wore it oil (Bancroft, i. 397).
In the Arunta tribe of Central Australia, it was
found that the widow of a deceased man smeared
her hair, face, and breast with white pipeclay ;

hence she received the name injuria,
' the whitened

one.' Sometimes she smeared a.shes from a fire

over the pipeclay, and was then caWaiurco-inpirta,
ura meaning

'

fire
'

(Spencer - Gillen, p. 500).

Amongst the Athapascan Tacullies it was found
that after a deceased man had been burned, the
ashes were collected and put into sacks. Each
wife then received one, and had to carry it on her

person for two year.s, during which she was clothed
in rags, kept in a kind of slavery, and not allowed
to marry. At the end of this period of mourning,
structures Avere erected, and the bags or boxes of
ashes deposited in them (Bancroft, i. 126). Here
again the bag of ashes seems to be a badge of

mourning.
4. W^hen bodies have been burned, instead of

buried at once, the ashes have naturally been

regarded as sacred. They are either buried after-

wards, or left on the iiltar and the whole covered
with earth, or thrown into a river to be carried out
to sea, or carefully preserved in urns. In India,
Avhen cremation first took the place of ordinary
burial, they Avere buried ; at a later date they were
thrown into a sacred river. Among the Nahua
nations it was found that the ashes of the common
people were placed in the yards of their houses, in
the temple courts, in the mountains, or in the field.

In time of war, even in the case of people who have
not altogether adopted the practice of cremation in

their native land, it has been the practice to burn
the bodies of the slain, partly to prevent the enemy
from mutilating them, partly that the warriors'
ashes miglit be carried back to their native place.
This explains the fact that in the Homeric poems
only the burning of corpses is mentioned.* Some-
times the ashes are gathered with a good deal of

ceremony. When the Brahmans burn a corpse, the
fire has to be so arranged that some of the bones

may remain for the elaborate ceremony of gather-
ing the ashes, which is jjerformed by the nearest
kinsman on the last day of mourning (Colebrooke,
ii. 17511".). But it has not always been thought
necessary to preserve all the ashes, or at least not
all in the same place. Among the Nahua nations,
it was found that, when a human victim was
sacrificed, his heart, after being offered to the sun,
was burned, and the ashes preserved with great
care and veneration (Bancroft, ii. 307). Buddha
gave directions that his body should be cremated,
and a dagoba or stupcc ('reliquary monument')
erected over the ashes. When the body had been

burned, messengers came from the chiefs or kings
of the tribes around and claimed the relics. To
avoid dispute, these were divided amongst them,
and placed in sdlpas built for the purpose.f When

• See H. Bliimner, Leben und Sitttn der Griecheii, ii. 80

(Leipzig, 1887).
t See Hermann Oldenberg, Buddha, p. 428 (Berlin, 1897) ; and

William Simpson, 'The Worship of Death,' in the Tramactiotli

of the Lodge Quatuor Coronali, No. 2076, p. 28.
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Mr. William Simpson Avas in Jelalabad during
the Afghan War, he excavated the remains of a
Buddhist tope, called the Ahin Posh Tope, and
was fortunate enough to come upon the relic-cell,
where he found some brown dust which he supposed
to be the ashes of the holy individual to whose
sanctity the tope had been erected. Among the
ashes Avas a golden relic-holder. The same writer
tells us that amongst the Lamas of Tibet also,
when a holy man dies, a stupa is made for his

ashes. But he found another practice amongst
them. The ashes are mixed with mud or clay, and
small figures of Buddha are made of the mixture.
These are then placed in the shrines where devo-
tions are performed. But if the ashes of one

person have sometimes been distributed, the ashes
of two or more persons have sometimes been

mingled. In this way Domitian and JuIli, Achilles
and Patroclus, were united in death. In other

cases, family urns gathered up the ashes of kins-

men and friends.* It should be added that a king
has been known to lie in state even when reduced
to ashes. Thus it was found that among the
Nahua nations they gathered the ashes and valu-
ables of a Tarascan king, made them into a figure,
dressed it in royal robes, and put a mask for its

face, a golden shield on its back, and bows and
arrows by its side (Bancroft, ii. 621).

5. Ashes have not only been regarded as sacred,
but have sometimes been thought to possess special
virtues. We hear of migi-ating tribes among the
Nahua nations carrying the ashes of honoured
chiefs with them to serve as talismanic relics

(Bancroft, ii. 348), and of other savages inoculat-

ing themselves with ashes Avhich represent and are

supposed to impart moral and other virtues. Thus,
as a protection against disease, a slight incision is

made in a person's temple, and some powder made
of the ashes of certain plants or animals rubbed
into the Avound, those plants or animals being
chosen which denote certain special qualities {e.g.
the claws of a lion might be used to impart bravery).
In this way the fighting-men among some tribes of
South-East Africa are inoculated with strength
and courage in time of war (Frazer, ii. 361f.).t
Of a similar character is a practice found among
the Tarianas and Tucanos and some other tribes.

They disinter a corpse about a month after burial,
reduce it by burning and pounding to a fine

powder, mix this in large conchs of caxiri, and
drink it, in the belief that by so doing they will
imiiibe the virtues of the dead man (Spencer-Gillen,
p. 535 f.). The Cobeus Avere found to drink the
ashes of the dead in the same Avay. It Avas a
similar kind of belief in the virtues of human
ashes that led the Romans to scatter in the city
the bones of a general Avho had celebrated a

triuiiii)h.+ In Bavaria it has been customary to

sprinkle ashes from the Easter fire on the land as a

protection against hail-storms, and in Bombay caste
is restored by swallowing ashes given by the guric
(Crooke, i. 293). Ashes from the burning ground
in India are used in 'black' magic (ib. p. 261).

6. A diflerent use of ashes from any we have
mentioned is found in connexion with the belief in

ghosts. It has been a not luicommon practice to
strew ashes on the ground in order to detect by the
footjiriuts the visits of ghosts or demons. The
practice has been noticed amongst the Philii)pine

* See Sir Thomas Browne, 'Hydriotaphia,' ch. iii. {Works,' eA.
Sayle, Edin. 1907, vol. iii. p. 113).

t Jlodern psychology teaches that such a practice, however
sujierstilious the original idea in it, might—and no doubt often
did—have the desired effect. It would serve to remind the
inoculated person of certain qualities, to concentrate tlie mind
upon them, and so to produce them. This would be an instance
of primitive folk having been led to adopt a custom for a
reason of their own, which for another and a better reason has
proved to be one of the factors in civilization.

; See F. Granger, The Worship 0/ the Romans, 1895, p. 61 f.

islanders ; and the Peruvians, instead of ashes,
.scattered flour of maize or quinua about the

dwelling, to see '

by the footsteps Avhether the de-

ceased has been moving about (Spencer, i. 171).

Amongst the funeral customs of the Hos of N.E.

India, quite an elaborate rite has been observed, in

Avhich ashes are used to detect the return of a
dead person's spirit ;

and similar customs exist in

Mirzapur (Crooke, i. 176, ii. 72-74). Another

practice has been noticed in Yucatan. A child is

left alone at night in a place strcAvn Avith ashes,
and the animal Avhose footprint is found on the

spot in the morning is regarded as its guardian
deity. With this may be compared the old super-
stition that the first bird or beast Avhich appears
after the birtli of a child is its spiritual protector.
In German folklore Ave hear of the little

' earth-

men '

leaving footprints in strcAvn ashes ; and
in England there Avas once a superstitious belief

that, if on St. Mark's Eve ashes Avere sifted over
tiie hearth, the footprints Avould be noticed of

any one Avho Avas destined to die Avithin the year
(Tylor, ii. 197).

Literature.—W. Mannhardt, M'ald- und Feldkxdte^, 1904
;

E. B. Tylor, Primitive Culture*, 1903; J. G. Frazer, The
Golden Bough 2, 1900 ; Baldwin Spencer and F. J. Gillen, The
A'ative Tribes of Central Australia, 1899 ; E. S. Hartland,
The Legend of Perseus, 1894 ; H. Spencer, The Principles of
Sociology, 1S93; William Simpson,

' The AVorship of Death '

in

Transactions of the Lodge Quatuor Coronati, No. 207G (1888) ;

A. R^ville, Hist, des Religions, 1883-89; H. H. Bancroft, The
Native Races of the Pacific States, 1875-76 ; Sir T. E. Cole-

brooke, Miscellaneous Essays, 1873
; C. F. A. Wuttke, Gesch.

des Heidenthums, 1852-53 ; W. Crooke, Popular Religion and
Folk-Lore ofNo^-them India, 1896 ; M. Abeghian, Armenischer
Volksglaube, 1899; M. Jastrow, 'Dust, Earth, and Ashes as

Symbols of Mourning among the Ancient Hebrews,' in JAOS
XX. (1899) 133-150. MAURICE A. CaNNEY.

ASH-MOUNDS (in Persia).—The ash-mounds
of Persia are a series of elevations in the Province
of Azarbaijan in north-western Pei??ia, composed
largely of ashes mixed with earth, and called ' Hills
of the Fire-Avorshippers' by the modern inhabitants,
who assign their origin to the fire-cult of the ancient
Zoroastrians. Scores of these hillocks are scattered
over the great plain around Lake Urumiah and the

city of that name, Avhich is associated traditionally
Avith CA'ents in Zoroaster's life in Azarbaijan. The
mounds are usually constructed of clay mingled
Avith immense deposits of ashes that are saturated
with nitrous salts of organic comijosition ; and in

many instances these elevations surmount a small
natural eminence. It is generally' conceded that
there is nothing of a volcanic nature in their com-
position ; and although Ave may not agree in all

respects Avith the natives, Avho unanimously ascribe
the origin of the mounds to the accumulation of
ashes from lire-temples, century after century, Ave

may assume that at least some of the hillocks Avere

surmounted, in ages past, by sanctuaries dedicated
to the Avorship of fire.

Many of these hills have been excavated in recent

years by the neighbouring peasants, Avho have dis-
covered the value of the alkaline quality of the
ashes for fertilizing purposes and for the manufac-
ture of saltpetre. Their casual diggings have re-
vealed in one or tAvo instances remnants of ancient
Avails, and have brought to light ancient pieces of

pottery, terra-cotta figurines, and other relics of

antiquitj', like the small bas-relief cylinder of ala-
baster found at Geog Tapah, near Urumiah, and
now i)reserved in the Metropolitan Museum of Art
in New York city. The design of the cylinder is

archaic Babylonian in style, and among the figures
carved upon it are the sun-god Shamash and the
demigod Ea-bani, as described by Dr. W. H. Ward
in American Journal of Archa-vlugy, vi. 286-301.
Tiie Mission museum at Urumiah contains simi-
lar relics. No systematic excavations, hoAvever,
have been carried on to determine the possible
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value of tho ash-liills as coiitributiiig to archajo-

loj,acaI knowlfdye or to a better understamlinj^ of
llie early reli<,aoii of Iran. The study of the ash-
niounds should furthermore be brouj^ht into con-
nexion with the entire subject of kitchen-middens,
cromlechs, and cairns.
LiTKRATL'RE.—For bibliographical references and a description

and photofrraiibic illiisli-ations of the Uruniiah hillocks, see

Jackson, J'crsia I'ast and Present, New York and London,
iau6, pp. 90-97. A. V. Williams Jackson.

ASHTART (ASHTORETH), ASTARTE.—
'Ashtart mncv) was a goddess worshipped by the

Canaanites, Hebrews, Phoenicians, and in Phffin.

colonies. This vocalization of the name is attested
not only by 'Athtar, 'Attar, etc. in the cognate
languages, but bj'^ the earliest documentary evi-

dence. In the Aniarna Letters (Winckler, 142. 10,
237. 21) it appears as Ash-tar-tu. In a Bab. tablet

(PSBA, Mar. 1889, p. 174 ff.) Ash-tar-tu is given
as the I'al. equivalent of Islitar, and in the treaty
between Esarhaddon and Ba'al of Tyre As-tar-tu
is named as one of tlie chief gods of Tyre (Bezold,
Catalogue, 539). The Gr. transliteration is 'Aa-

Tdprrj, which appears even in the LXX along with
'A<TTapd)d. Augustine {Qticest. in Jud. 16) gives
Estart or A tfart. The pronunciation n-^k^n, 'Ash-

torcth, of MT is probably due to the substitution
of the vowels of bosheth, 'shameful thing,' as in
'Molech' for 'Mclech' (Noldeke, GGA, 1884, p.

1022).
I. Origin.—As to the origin of 'Ashtart, opinions

ditter. Hommel (Zioci Jngdinschr. 22), Delitzsch

{Assyr. Lcsestiickc*, s.v.), Driver (Hastings' DB
i. 168), Zimmern {KAT'^ 420 f.), Jastrow {Die Ed.
Bab. 81, 207 f.) hold that she is derived from the

Babylonian goddess Ishtar. In favour of this view
are the facts that Ishtar is mentioned in Bab.
inscriptions long before the earliest mention of

'Ashtart, that Palestine was profoundlj^ influenced
by Bab. religion during the third millennium B.C.,
and that Isiitar is called ushirat ildni,

' musterer
of the gods,' which suggests a derivation of her
name from Bab. ashdru, the same root from whicli
Aa/is/iur and Ashei-ah may come (cf. Jensen, KIB
vi. 409 f.).

There are, however, a number of difiiculties in
the way of this theory:—(1) This deity is found
not merely in Babylonia and Assj-ria, but also in
Canaan and among all the other Semites. In Syria
she appears as 'Attar or 'Atar (see art. Atar-
GATIS) ; in Moab, as 'Ashtar (see art. Moabites) ;

in South Arabia, as 'Athtar (see art. Sab.eans) ;

and in Abyssinia, as 'yl5!!a;-(Muller, Epigr. Dcnkm.
aics Abessinien, 37 f.). In classical Arabic her
name does not occur, though she herself is knoAvn
under such ejjithets as al-Lat and al-'Uzza (cf.
Herod, iii. 8, where al-Lat is identified with Urania
= Astarte). It is hard to believe that the cult of
Ishtar .spread to all these races, since no other
Bab. deity found such wide acceptance. It is more
natural to suppose that 'Ashtar was a primitive
Semitic goddess. (2) The phonetic changes that
this name undergoes in passing from one dialect to
another indicate that it is primitive Semitic. In
Bab. K and ]i are not distinguished. If Ishtar had
been the original form, the api)earance of the initial
V with the vowel a in all the cognates would have
been impossible, and the second consonant would
not have undergone the regular mutation Heb. \s=
Arab. C^'=Aram. L (3) The addition of the fern,

ending t in 'Ashtar(t) is adverse to the theory of
a direct borrowing of the Bab. Ishtar. (4) The
absence of the fem. ending in 'Ashtar, Ishtar,
favours the tlieory of a iirimitive Semitic rather tlian
a Bab. origin of the name. Before the Semitic
languages diverged from one another, the fem. end-
ing was already developed, but a number of primi-

tive words found in all the dialects, such as ex, Sn-j,
are fem. without fem. ending. To this class Ishtar-
'Attar appears to belong. If the Babylonians had
coined this name after their separation from the
parent stock, they would have appended the fem.
ending. (5) The tlifierent genders of the name in
the dialects witness to its primitive cliaracter. In
South Arabia 'Athtar is iua.sc., in Moab al.so ap-
parently in the compound 'Ashtar-Chemosh. If
these cults had been derived from Babylonia, where
Islvtar was fem., the change of .sex would have been
impos.sible. If, on the otlier hand, 'Ashtar was a
primitive Semitic name of some physical object,
this might have been regarded as fem. by one
tribe and masc. by another, just as in South Araliia
shfciii.s, 'the sun,' was fem., while elsewhere it was
usually masculine. (6) One of the most marked
characteristics of the Babylonian Ishtar is her con-
nexion with the planet Venus. There is no trace
of this in other early Semitic religions, and this
makes it iuii)robable that she is the prototype of

'Ashtar, 'Atiitar, etc. (7) The u.se of the plural
'a-shtaroth in the sense of 'ofispring' (Dt 7^*
284. 18.

61) cannot be explained from the goddess
Ishtar, but points to a primitive Semitic root "ic'y.

The Bab. association of Ishtar with ^t5'^•, accord-

ingly, is to be regarded as merely one of the
punning combinations of which there are .so many
instances in Bab. literature.

2. Original sex and character,— If 'Ashtar-
'Athtar was a primitive Semitic name, the question
then arises as to its original gender : Was it

masculine, as in South Arabia and Abyssinia {CI^
IV. i. 40. 4, 41. 2f., 46. 5; Hommel, Avjs. u. Abh. 34

;

IMordtmann, Him. Im. 862, 886^; Miiller, ZDMG
xxxvii. 4. 326; Barton, Hcbraica, x. 52-59, 202-
205), and apparently in Moab (Mcsha Ins. 17 ;

Barton, Sem. Origins, 141); or feminine, as in

Babylonia, Assyria, Syria, Canaan, Israel, Phoe-
nicia, and the Phoenician colonies ? Zimmern
(KAT^ 420) holds that it was originally masc,
on account of the absence of the fem. ending, but
this proves nothing if the word belongs to the
earliest period of Semitic language. Baudissin
{PliE^ 152) suggests that there were originally both
a male and a female 'Ashtar, just as there were
ilu and ilat, Ba'al and Ba'alat

; but no other case
exists where the fem. is expressed by tlie same
word as the masculine. The most likely view is

that 'Ashtar was originally feminine. This is the
gender in all the Semitic languages except South
Arabic and Moabite, and therefore is probably
prmiitive. It corresponds also with early Semitic
social organization. There is a large body of evi-
dence to show that the Semites before their separa-
tion passed through a matriarchal stage of society
(see W. E. Smith, Kinshij}, 131 fl". ; Barton, Sem.
Origins, 30 fi'.). The tribe was a gioup of people
inhabiting a particular oasis in the Arabian desert.
It was made up of mothers and their brothers and
children. The fathers were men of other tribes,
dwelling in other oases, who contracted only tem-
porary unions with the mothers. Descent was
traced through the mother, and she was the head
of the clan in peace and in war. In such a society
the chief deity of the tribe must have been con-
ceived as a counterpart of the human matriarcii.
Male divinities might exist and be known as hn,
' maternal uncle

'

(cf. an^Vn, nax'jn), but they would
not be called 'father,' and would play so imim-
portant a part that they Avould survive only
sporadically in later religion. This view is coii-
tirmcd by the fact that all those traits m liich are
oldest and most permanent in the character of
'Ashtart-Ishtar are those which for other reasons
we must predicate of the ancient Semitic tribal
mother.

(1) She is the goddess of untramuidlcd sexual
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low. In the Ea-l)aiu t'pi><.Kle of the
Gil^ames^h Epic,

one of the earliest uioauments of Bab. literature

(KIB vi. 1(56-171), she l» represented as forming
numerous unions which bring mischief to her
suitors. In the Descent to Hades (KIB vi. S6f.),
sexual relations among men and animals cease the
moment that she enters the under world. l\osti-

tutiou as a religious rite in her service is widely
attested : in Babylonia, by the Gilgamesh Epic
(KIB vi. 122-129), Herodotus (i. 199), Strabo {xvi.
1. 20), Ep. Jer « (

= R«ir 6«) ; in Syria, bv Lucian

(Dm Si/r. 22, 43) ; in Arabia, by Theodoret (Eist.

Beliij., ed. Sirmond, iii. SS3 ; cf. Wellhausen, Beste-,

44) : in the Fhcenician colonies at Carthage, Cyprus,
and Sicily, by Augustine {Cii'. Dei, ii. 4). Herodotus
(i. 199). CIS I. i. 86, Clement of Alexandria (Pro-

trfiptikvs, 12 f.), Amobius (adc. Gent. v. 19), Justin

(xviii. 5), Strabo (vi. 2. 5). Among the Hebrews and
Fhcenicians, <fdesMth, or '

temple harlots,' are often

mentioned, but they are not expressly connectet^l

with the cult of 'Ashtart \j^t cr. Herod. L 105).

If, however, they belonged to her in the colonies,

they doubtless belonged to her also in the home
country. B<.i\ilat,

'

mistress,' the goddess of Gebal

(Byblus) is only a title of 'Ashtart, and prostitu-
tion in her service is described by Lucian {Dea Si/r.

6ff.). The idencitication of 'Ashtart with Aphro-
dite by both the Greeks and the Fhcenicians is also

evidence of her sexual character. In this aspect
she is clearly a counterpart of the ancient Semitic

woman, who bestowed her love as she pleased upon
men of other and often hostile tribes, who was
cottrtei.1 at the risk of life (cf. Mu'aUaqdi of
Labui 16-19. of'Antarah 5-22, of ^drith 1-9), and
who had frequent occasion to bewail the death of

some Adonis.

(2) 'Ashtart-Ishtar is a goddess of maternity and
fertility. With her is associated her son Tammuz
(see art. TammuzK Under the title belit iU,
' mistress of the gods,' she is represented in Assyr.-
Bab. art bearing on her left arm a chUd, which
she suckles at her breast, while with her right
hand she caresses or blesses it (Bezold, ZA ix. 121,
line 5). She is called bdnat-ilani,

' creatrix of

the gods' (Haupt, Akkadische und s-umerisi:he

Kcil.p:hrifttexte, 116 f. obv. 6). She is often desig-
nated the ' mother

'

or ' creatrix
'

of men (cf.

Zimmem, KAI^ 42Sf.). In the Deluge Story
(KIB vi. 23Sf.) men are described as her off-

spring. In Babylon she was known as Mu'allidtu
or Mulittu (nn^c), 'she who causes to bear,' from
which is derived the name Mylitta in Herodotus,
i. 131, 199 (Jensen. Kos-molcgu, 294, 515). In a
Sabtean ir- -. (vT^, S ser. ii. 256 ff.) 'Athtar,
who is cv male, is called 'the mistress,
mother- 'Atiicar,' and is described as the giver of

children.__
In Arabia the goddess was comparable

to the Virgin Mary with the child Jesus
(Epi-

phanius, Pan^zrion, Ii.). The existence of the
same conception in the West is attested by the
Carthaiiinian proper name n-atrrcx, ''Ashtart is a
mother^ (CI6 263 1, by the title

' mother" applied to
the Paphian god .less, and by numerous mvths of
the sons of 'Ashtart (Aphrodite, Venus). In this

inspect tdso she is the counterpart of the ancient
Semitic woman, the fruitful mother of the children
of the tribe.

(3) •-' - '-'
'

~ a vcctr-j^odde^s. She appears
to Asl. .in flames, with quivers on
the right hand and on the left, a bow in her left

hand, while with her right she draws a sword out
of its sheath (KIB ii 227. 251). In Babylonian art
she is often depicted fully armed, standing on a

leopard or a lion. In one hymn i Rebner. 10S""i she

says of herself. 'Into
' ' " " '

". - "ow.'
In like manner the <-

-

:.
^^

garded by the Egyptians as a war-goddess ^^.'j.' ix.
';""

119), and was depicted standing on a lion

(Muller, Js'tVrt, 313 f.). The armour of Saul was

placed as a trophy in the temple of the FliilistLne

•Ashtart (1 S 31'^''). Her statue at Cythera, a

Phwuician colony, was in full armour (Fausan. iii.

'23. 1), and there is little doubt that the armed

Aphrodite and armed Venus of Gr.-Kom. art

were perpetuations of Fhcenician types. 'Attar at

Hierapolis rode on a lion (MacroLius, Sat. i. 23.

ISf.). This warlike character of 'Ashtart stands

in marked contrast to her maternal character, and
is the biisis of an antithesis often found in Gr.

and Lat. poets. It tinds a natural explanation in

the analogy of the ancient Semitic matriarch, w-ho

was not only the mother of her tribe, but, like

Deborah (J^ 5'^"") and Samsi queen of Aribi (KIB
ii. 54 f.), its leader in battle.

Other traits of 'Ashtart-Ishtar are local or late,

so that they cannot have belonged to the primitive
conception of this deity. In Babylonia she is

identihed with the planet Venus (aJso with Sinus
and Virgo), but this does not apj)ear elsewhere,

except in late writers who have been influenced by
Babylonian theology (e.g. Suidas and Zonaras, Lex.

s.v. ; Lydus, de 3Iens. iv. 44 ; Athenseus, ix. 392D ;

Myth. Vatic, i. 17, iL 37, iii. 8 ; Philo Bybl. in

Miiller, Fragmenta Historicorum Grcrcorum, iiL

569. 24). The identification of 'Ashtart wnth the

moon by Lucian (Dea Syr. 4) and Herodian (v. 6. 4)

is unconfirmed by ancient evidence, and is due to

theological speculation. The horns with which

goddesses are depicted in Phoenician art are not

those of the crescent moon but of a cow, and are

probably derived from the Egyptian Hathor,
with whom 'Ashtart was early identified (Miiller,

Asien, 314). On 'Ashtaroth "Qamaim, '"Asht-art

of the two horns,' see Moore, JBL xvi. 155 ff.

In the light of the foregoing facts, the original

conception of 'Ashtar(t) as a divine counterpart
of the human matriarch seems to be established.

Wben society changed from a matriarchate to a

patriarchate, either a male deity was exalted to

the chief place, and 'Ashtar(t) became his consort,

as in Canaan, or her sex was changed, as in South
Arabia and Moab. This could be done the more

readUy since her name had originally no feminine

ending.

3. Etymology of name.—^The original character of 'Asfatar<t)

must guide us in the effort to find an ecvmolosry and a meaning
for her name. If it is primitive Semitic, it must be derived

from the root 'aa?iar, Heb. "tST, Arab, oj;, Aram. ^LlL.

The t is infixed after the analogy of the Arab. vm. stem iqtatala
and AssjT. kitshiuiu. and is transposed with the sibOant after
the analogy of Heb. hishtahdzcdh and Assyr. qashdu for qadshii.
In Heb. and Aram, ^l^y means '

to be rich,' which represents

Arab. „«.z rather than _<l£, and therefore throws no H?fat

on the primitiTe meaning of _jLi.

In Arab, the common meanins for 'atketra is
'
sttunWe,' bat

'atAr and 'ntharl, or 'aththari. are used of palm-trees or seed-

produce which are watered naturally ; and 'dthur means 'a
chanc"!

- — -- "'- "- -ichasiat«n»ed J<i'r(Lane, Lex.
S.V.). _ :iTe and Bot loan-words, the root

mayc.:-.. .- .- -_ .^e paiallefisra in Ps 65^<} suggests
the possibility of a similar meaning for 'vy. If so, ^ashtar in a
reflesiTe sense may mean 'the self-watering,' i.e. 'the spring.'
and in a passive sense "the watered' or 'fertilized,' as in the
Heb. '<MAtarHh = 'cSspiiiig' or 'Iambs.' All this, however, ia

Tery tmcertain.
It does not seem rmnatural that the primitive SemiteB dwtdd

have regar' r" a spring as a divine matriani. such
as we havt - -o be. To the spring, man and beast
owed their

. ; ^ ,— - . .. .-^ oaas aboat
which as a -

.e date pahs,
which fianui.- -.:•-. ..:-- .cu -..ji cy its <£stii»c-

tioBOf mmJte and female :- - - 'red cf articcial cro8»-

poQ&aficoe. Everywhere : , : Semitic world springs
were holy (of. Baudissin, Stvuiiirn, ii. 14^1 54), and the same is

true even in modem Arabia and Syria (Curtiss, OseTW. ReL,
94-9*5. 113-115). In the Sabaean inscriptions 'Athtar is entitled
' Lord cf the water-supdv

'

(,0/5 rr. i. 41 : ZDJf 'j liv. tiS), and
is

'
-

"
:

-
.--

-
:f harvests (C/ J

—
•'4,106). Al-

'y of the fern. . .3 cctmected
w\^ .^^ .-v....... -J.-..-- -..liizem at Mecc ^ .....sen. Rested
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34-45, 103). In a Bab. hymn (Uaupt, Akhadische und Burner-

inche Keilschri/Uexte, 116 f.) Isbtar is described as ' the one wlio

causes \ erdure to spring forth, . . . creatrix of everything.' Of

Atargatis, Plutarch says,
' She is the divinity who out of moisture

produces the seeds of all things.' Her chief sanctuary Hier-

apolis bore the native name of ilabbog (Bambyce ; i.e. yi3D

'spring'), and had a lake full of sacred fishes. At Askalon
also she had a lake and sacred fishes, and was represented as

a mermaid with a fish's tail (see art. Atargatis). One of the

chief sanctuaries of the Phoen. 'Ashtart was at Aphaka (= p'EK,

'water-course'), at the point where the Adonis River bursts

out of a cave in the side of Mt. Lebanon. Many nymplis of

fountains and streams in Phoen. settlements may be only variant

forms of 'Ashtart. On the whole, therefore, the etymology
which connects 'Ashtart with a root meaning

' to be watered,'
and interprets it as the numen of a spring, cannot be regarded
as unreasonable (see W. R. Smith, Semites'^, 100 ; Wellhausen,
Rfste'i, 146; Lagarde, Ges. Abh. 14; Hal6vy, HEJ ix. 182 f.;

Hoffmann, Phoen. Ins. 21 f. ; Baudissin, Jahve et Moloch, 23 f.
;

Schlottmann, ZD31G xxiv. 657 S.
; Noldeke, ZDilG xl. 742 ;

Barton, Sem. Origirus, 102 f. ; Uaupt, ZDMG xxxiv. 758).

4. Primitive worship. — As to the manner in

which 'Ashtar(t) was worshipped in primitive
times, we can only conjecture that those rites

which are most ancient and most prevalent

ainonjj the Semites were originally consecrated

to her. Some offerings were cast into the sacred

spring, as in Arabia (Wellhausen, Reste^, 76),

and in modern Syria (Curtiss, Ursem. Bel.

114, 270); but in other cases, such as bloody
sacrifices, this was impracticable, and another

point of contact with the goddess was needed.
This was found in the massebdh, or 'standing
stone,' which was erected as a beth-el, or 'abode
of deity,' near the spring. On this victims might
be slain and ofl'erings might be poured with-
out contaminating the sacred waters. This was
the form of the goddess at Petra (Epiphanius,
Panarion. li.). Down to the latest times the

'Ashtart-Aphrodite of Paphos was identified with
such a stone (Tacitus, Hist. ii. 3 ; Serv. Aen. i. 720;
Head, Hist. Num. 628). The Ba'alat of Gebal
was similarly represented, to judge from a coin

of this city (Pietsclimann, Phonizier, 200). In
Canaanite temples in general masseboth rather
than images seem to have embodied the mother-

goddess. This is alluded to apparently in Jer 2-"^

' who say to the stone, Thou hast brought me
forth

'

(see art. Massebah). The sacred precinct
around the massebdh was enclosed with 'dshirim,
or ' totem posts,' which also received religious
reverence and were early identified with 'Ashtar(t)
(see art. Poles). Offerings were made of the
fruits of the earth and of tlie increase of the flock-s

and lierds. The first-born of animals were sacred.
Circumcision was practised as a consecration of

the reproductive powers, and the first-bom child
was sacrificed in order to secure increased fertility.
In Gezer, where the cult of the mother-goddess is

everywhere in evidence, the remains of hundreds
of new-born infants have been discovered around
the standing stones of the high place (for the
existence of this custom among the Arabs, see Isaac
of Antioch, ed. Bickell, 220). A spring feast was
celebrated at the time when the lambs were born,
and an autumnal festival at the time of the gather-
ing of the date harvest. These occasions were
marked by gieat sexual licence (see W. R. Smith,
Semites-, 469 fi. ; Wellhausen, Peste^, 94-101;
Barton, Sem. Origins, 108-115 ; and art. Semites).

5, History of cult.—If 'Ashtart was a primitive
Semitic deity, she must have been brought into
Canaan by tlie first Semitic settlers. Her name
first appears in the annals of Thothmes ill. (B.C.

1478) in the name of the city 'A-s-ti-ra-tu (Miiller,

Asien, 162, 313). In the Amarna Letters (r. B.C.

1400) this city is mentioned (KIB v., Let. 142. 10
237. 21). In the treaty of peace between Ramesesll.
and Khetasar (c. B.C. 1270) the 'Ashtart of the land
of the Hittites is named (Breasted, Egyp. Records,
iii. 172). Evidently the Canaanite mother-deity
was so well known to the Egyptians that her name

served as a general designation for foreign goddesses
(Miiller, .(4 sit; «, 313 f.). In tlie niouml of Clezer a

large number of plaques have been discovered in

pre-Israelite levels, representing a nude deity who
is doubtless 'Ashtart. No otlier images, except of

Egyptian origin, are found in tliese levels, and
this indicates that 'Ashtart remained the

principal,
if not the exclusive, deity of the ancient Canaanites
as of the primitive Semites (see art. Canaanites).

In the OT 'Ashtart appears as a survival in the
city-name 'AshtarCth (Dt 1*, Jos 9'» 12* IS'^- ",
1 Oil 6*«i'»)). In Jos 21-''= 1 Ch 6*''"'' this Is called

Be'eshtera, i.e. Beth-'Ashtart,
' house of 'Ashtart.'

The plural vocalization is not confirmed by the

spelling in the Amarna Letters, and can hardly
be due to the fact that several 'Ashtarts were
worshipped at tiiis slirine. It may perhaps be
a plural of majesty like 'Elohim. 'Ashtaroth-

Qarnaim ((in 14*, 1 Mac 5^, 2 Mac 12^^) is perhaps
to be distinguished from 'Ashtaroth. In Jg 2'^ 10*,
1 S 7*'* 12'"—all from a late Elohistic or Deutero-
nomic hand—it is stated that the Israelites in the

period of the Judges worshipped the Ba'alim and
the 'Ashtaroth of the land of Canaan. Here 'Ash-
taroth means no more than 'goddesses,' as in the

Bab.-Assyr. formula ildni u-ishtardti, 'gods and
goddesses

'—a usage that occurs as early as the time
of ^animurabi (L. W. King, ffammurabi, ii. 34).
Since 'Ashtart was known to the Canaanites, and
also probably to the pre-Mosaic Hebrews, there is

no rea.son to doubt that she was worshipped by
Israel after the conquest of Canaan. According
to 1 S SV^, the Philistines, who also were new-
comers in Palestine, had adopted the cult of the
Semitic mother-goddess (read the sing, with LXX
t6 'AiTTapreiov). In 1 K IF-^^, 2 K 23^^ 'Ashtart is

called the 'goddess' (or 'loath-some object') of the

Sidonians, and her worship is said to have been
favoured by Solomon. In the latter passages
'Ashtart is construed as a proper name without
the article. The same is true in the Phoen. in-

scriptions. We do not read of the 'Ashtart of

Tyre and the 'Ashtart of Sidon, as of the Ba'al
of Tyre and the Ba'al of Sidon. In -ik mne-y of CIS
135, "nx is probably an epithet and not the name of

the city Eryx. In spite of this, diflerent 'Ashtarts
were worshipped in difierent cities, and the plural,
as noted above, could have the general sense of

'goddesses.' The use as a proper name, accord-

ingly, is due, as in the case of 'Amm, 'Ammi {q.v.)
to loss of the primitive meaning.
The worship of 'Ashtart in Phoenicia and the

PhcEn. colonies is well attested by inscriptions
and statements in classical writers : at Sidon, by
Tabnith Ins. 1, 2, 6 ; CIS I. i. 3. 15, 16, IS; 4. 5 ;

Lucian, Dea Syr. 4 ; Achil. Tat. i. 1 ; Lydu.s, de Mens.
iv. 44 ; Malalas, Chron. ed. Dind. p. 31 ; at Tyre, by
Sanchoniathon (Philo Bybl. in Miiller, Fragmenta
Hist. GrcEc. iii. 569, fr. 24), Menander (in Josephus,
^n^.viil. v. 3, c. Ap. i. 18) ; at Umel-'Awamid near

Tyre, by CIS 8 ; at Ma'sflb, by the Ma'sUb Ins. 4 ;

in Cyprus, by CIS 11. 3 ; 86A. 4 (cf. 46, 72), CIA ii.

168 ; at Gul near Malta, by CIS 132. 3 ; at Eryx in

Sicily, by CIS 135 ; 140. 1
; at Carthage, by CIS 255.

4f.; 263. 4, C. R.Acad. Ins. 7, Dec. 1894, Augustine,
Qucest. in Jud. 16, Heptat. vii. 16 (Migne, iii. 797).
It is probable that Ba'alat,

'

mistress, the goddess
of Gebal and other Phcen. towns (CIS 1. 2 ft". ; 177 ;

Philo Byb. in Miiller, Fragmenta Hist. Gtcbc. iii.

569 ; Melito in Cureton, Spic. 44), is only a title of

'Ashtart. Her cult was the same as that of 'Ash-

tart, and she is identified with Astarte by Plutarch,
de Iside et Osiride, 15 (cf. Cicero, de Nat. Deor. iii.

59). Tanith also and other Phcsn. goddesses may
be only local forms of 'Ashtart (see PntENiciANS).
In Ph(£nicia, Cyprus, and most of the islands of

the .4igean, statuettes have been found representing
I a nude female holding a dove. Tliese are similar
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in type to the plaques discovered at Gezer, and
are generally believed to represent the Phcen.

goddess (see Perrot and Chipiez, tig. 381 f.). On
Phccn. coins she is represented standing on the

prow of a galley with a mural croAATi on her head
or in her hand.

Into Syria proper the cult of 'Ashtart seems never
to have spread, on account of the strength of the
native goddess Atargatis. Although 'Attar was
originally the same as 'Ashtar, the two goddesses
had diverged so far that they were never identi lied.

Lucian {pea Syr.) carefully distinguishes them.
There was even a temple of Atargatis at Askalon
alongside of that of Astarte, and Atargatis elsewhere
invaded the territory of 'Ashtart. Accordingly,
AvhenTertullian(.4/Jo/. 24), Artemidorus( One iror;-i7.

i. 8), and Lydus [de Mens. iii. 35, iv. 44) call Astarte
the goddess of Syria, this only shows a loose usage
of the name Syria.
From the Phoenicians the cult of 'Ashtart spread

to the Greeks and to the Romans. One inscription
(CIG 6807) shows that lier worsliip was carried,

probably by Koman soldiers, as far as Corbridge
in England. Honimel {Ncue Jahrb. f. Phil. cxxv.

[1882] 176; Aufs. u. Abh. 34) attempts to show
that Aphrodite is etymologically the same as
'Ashtart

;
but this is doubtful. It is certain,

however, that the Greeks identified 'Ashtart with

Aphrodite (cf. the inscription from Delos in
Bulletin de Corresji. EclUnique, vi. 1882, p. 473).

Aphrodite often bears the title of Urania or

Coelestis, but this is. also a title of 'Ashtart (Jer
718 44i7f. 25 . Sanchoniathon in Miiller, Fragmenta
Hist. GrcBC. iii. 569). Many of the seats of Aphro-
dite worship were originally old Phcen. sanctuaries.
The temple of Urania Aphrodite at Askalon
(Herod, i. 105) must be the same as the ' house of
'Ashtart' (I S 3P»). The Aphrodite whose rites

at Aphaka are described by Lucian [Dea Syr. 6)
and Eusebius (Vit. Const, iii. 55), and whom
Sozomen {HE ii. 5) calls Urania, can have been no
other than the Ba'alat of Gebal whose identity
Avith 'Ashtart has already been discussed. The
shrines of Aphrodite in Cyprus also were certainly
Phcen. foundations, and "when Homer calls her

KiyTTpts and Kv^epeia {II. v. 330; Od. viii. 283, xviii.

193), he shows that she was derived by the Greeks
from the Phoenicians. In like manner Venus
Erycina of the Romans is identical with the old
Phoen. 'Ashtart of Eryx, and Cicero says expressly
{de Nat. Deor. iii. 59 ; cf. Lydus, de JTejis. iv. 44)
that there are four- Venuses, one originating in

Syria and Cyprus, who is called Astarte and is

recorded to have wedded Adonis. Compare also
what Lucretius says of ' ^Eneadum genetrix

'

in
the opening lines of de Etrum Natura. It is clear,

accordingly, that much information in regard to
the cult of 'Ashtart may be gained from a careful

sifting of the statements of classical authors con-

cerning Aphrodite and Venus (see art. Greek
Religion). It is even possible that Rhea, Cybele,
and other mother-goddesses of the ancient world
may be ultimately derived from the Semitic
'Ashtart, or at least may be modified by her influ-

ence (see Atargatis, Ishtar).

LiTERATTOB.—In addition to the discussions mentioned above,
see E. Meyer, art.

' Astarte
'

in Rosclier (1884) ; Cumont, art.
' .\sUrte

'

in Pauly-Wissowa (1896) ; Baudissin,
'

Astarte und
Aschera

'

(with full bibliography of earlier writers) in PRES
(1896); Driver, 'Ashtoreth' in Hastings' DB (1S9S); Famell,
CGS, chs. xxi.-xxiii. (vol. ii. ISiHJ); Moore, 'Ashtoreth" in
EBi (1899); Baxton, 'Ashtoreth and her Influence in the
OT,' JBL X. T3«E., 'The Semitic Ishtar Cult' in Uebraica, ix.

(1893) 133-165, x. (1894) 1-74, A Sketch 0/Semitic Origi/is (1902) ;

Haupt, 'The Name Istar,' in JAOS xxviii. (1907) 112-119;
Lewy, Sem. Fremdw. im Griech. 148, 186 f. See also the litera-
ture under Ataroatis, Isiitar.

Lewis Bayles Paton.
ASIA (Ethnology, Religions, and Ethics).—

The distinctive title of officina gentium, formerly

awarded to Asia by common consent, was based

mainly on her vast population, which greatly ex-
ceeded that of all the rest of the known world.
Now it may be taken in a more literal sense, as

indicating that this continent is realij' the officina,
the true cradle of the human si)ecies. In art.

Ethnology it is shown that man wa,s specialized
most prol^ably in Malaysia during Pliocene times,
that is, while that insular region still formed part
of the Asiatic mainland.
From this centre of origin and dispersion the

first migratory routes, still in the late Pliocene or

early Pleistocene Age, may now be followed almost

step by step througii the Malay Peninsula, Indo-

China, and India to the Tibetan plateau, which
was not yet so sharplj' cut oft" from those lands as
it afterwards was by the continuous upheaval of

the Himalayan system. Recently a very old
station on this route was revealed in the Pahang
district, north of Johore (Malay Peninsula), where
a rudely worked stone implement was found rest-

ing on limestone rock 45 feet below the surface,

among some river gravel, above which was a bed of

clay 43 feet thick, derived from the decomposition
of the greenstone hills skirting the Tui river valley.
These hills had been overlaid by the limestone de-

posit, and it was only when the limestone had
been sufficiently denuded to allow the greenstone
to emerge that the latter rock began to yield its

clay.
' The amount of denudation since this emer-

gence has been at least 300 feet' {Straits Times,
14th Feb. 1902). Farther north. Dr. Noetling dis-

covered (1894) another palaeolithic station in the

Yenangyaung district, Upper Burma, where some
chipped flints were found in situ in a Pliocene bed
associated with Hipparion antelopinum and other

long extinct fauna {Natural Science, April, 1897).
In India, palseoliths are yielded, often in great abun-

dance, by the Pleistocene beds and drift gravels of

the Mirzapur, Arcot, Orissa, Hyderabad, Narbada,
Gangetic, and other districts. Many of the objects
are of the same type as those of the Eui-opean
Drift, and are certainly contemporaneous or even
of earlier date {JAI xvii. 57 f. ).

These primitive Indo-Malayan wanderers may
thus easily have converged both from India and
Indo-China on the Tibetan tableland, which, under
conditions far more favourable than at present,
would almost inevitably have become a new centre
of specialization and dispersion for the human, as
it has for so many other mammalian, species. Here
was ample space, such as seems needed for the
evolution of all new varieties ; a different and cooler
climate than that of the Torrid Zone, though, owing
to its then lower altitude, more genial than at

present ; boundless plains intersected by ranges of
moderatJe height, and diversified by a lacustrine
and fluvial system far more extensive than that
revealed by modern exploration. Here, therefore,
the Indo-Malayan Pleistocene precursor must
necessarily have become modified in the process of

adaptation to his changed enWronment, and thus

gradually have acquired the physical features
characteristic of the Mongol division of mankind.
Neither colour of the skin, texture of the hair, nor
stature could present any difficulty, since in all

these respects the Mongol type stands actually
nearer than does the Negro to that of the general-
ized Quaternary ancestor (de Quatrefages). Taken
as a whole, the Mongol archetype ditl'ers fiom the
other divisions—black, white, red—mainly in the

general yellowish complexion, the broad flat

features, with prominent cheek-bones, small
mesorrhine nose, mesognathous jaAvs, brachyceph-
alous (short) head, somewhat sunken eyes, with a
narrow almond-shaped aperture between the lids,
a vertical fold of skin over the inner canthns, and
the outer angle slightly raised; lastly, the highly
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characteristic dark blue spot in the lower sacral

region peculiar to all true-born Mongols, but dis-

appearing in infancy, and said to be common also

to the Simian young (Dr. Biilz, quoted by Dr. O.

Nachod, Gesch. von Japan, 19Ut3, p. 35). The
oblique eye with its fold is also a distinct racial

mark, whereas the black, lank, and rather coarse

hair, round in transverse section, though constant
is not exclusive, being connnun also to the Ameri-
can aborigines, and forming the most marked
somatic link between the Alongol and American
Indian divisions.

From the central Tibetan plateau this Homo
asiaticii.'i fti^cus, as he has been named by Linn6,
radiated during the Stone Ages over the greater

part of the continent, northwaixls to Mongolia,
Siberia, and the Amur basin, eastwards to China
and Indo-China, westwards to the Tarim basin, the

Aralo-Caspian depression, and Mesopotamia, south-

wards to India as far as tlie Vindliyan uplands.
Most of the Asiatic mainland was thus first occu-

pied by jieoples of proto-Mongol stock, who in their

several new environments developed a number of

sub-groups ilistinguished by more or less marked

physical, mental, and linguistic characters. Such
are the so-called Hyperboreans, comprising the now
nearly extinct Yukaghirs, Chukchis, Koryaks, and
Kamchadales of the Arctic region east of the Lena
basin ; the wide-spread Mongolo-Turki family,
whose chief branches are the INIongols proper, the

Tunguses with the Manchus, Koreans, Japanese,
and Liu-Kiu Islanders, in the east, the Turks or

Tatars, the Yakuts, Kirghizes, Samoyeds, and

Ugro- Finns, in the north and west, ranging from
the Lena basin to Lapland and Hungary, and

loosely connected by their common agglutinating
Ural-Altaic speech, of which Korean and Japanese
appear to be aberrant members ; the Tibeto-Vhinese

section, including the Tibetans, the Chinese, the

Indo-Chinese, and several south Himala5\an groups,
all of more or less monosyllabic isolating speech ;

the extinct or absorbeu Akkado-Samcrians of

Babylonia, whose highlj- agglutinating pre-Semitic
language is by many attiliated to the Ural-Altaic

family (details in art. Ethnology, 'Conspectus).'
This iirst Mongol settlement of Asia left free the

southern and south-western regions
—a great part

of India, Irania, Caucasia, Asia Minor, Syria,
Canaan, and Arabia, i.e., about one-fourth of the
whole continent. During the early Stone Ages,
most of the south-western section was occupied by
various branches of the Caucasic division, ranging
eastwards from North Africa, where that division

appears to have been specialized (see art. Africa).
Amongst the first arrivals were the Semites, who
ramified from the common Hamito-Semitic stock,
and occupied the Arabian Peninsula, of M'hich they
have alwaj's held exclusive possession, and whence
they migrated later into Mesopotamia, Syr-ia, and
Asia Minor, becoming differentiated in their new
homes as Himyarites, Arabs, Phoenicians, Canaan-
ites (Israelites, Amorites, and others), Aramoeans
(Syro-Chalda^ans), Assyrians, and perhaps Hittites.
Other early streams of migration from Africa are
now represented by the Georgians, Circcc-^sians,

Lesghians, and others of the Caucasus, where they
are distinguished by a surprising diversity of speech
(whence the expression 'mountain of languages'
of the mediieval Arab writers), and often liy an
alniost ideally perfect physical type, owing to
which * Caucasic

' was adopted by Blumenbach as a
suitable conventional name of the white division,
that is, of Linne's Homo europceus albus. Then
came the Caucasians of Aryan speech, commonly
called Ari/ans or Indo-Europeans, whose proven-
ance and centres of dispersion are still moot ques-
tions, but whose various Asiatic branches are
found at the dawn of history already settled in

Asia Minor (Hellenes, Phrygians, Lydians, Armen-
ians, and others), in Irania (iNIedes, Persians,
Kurds, Afghans, Baluchi, and others), in the
Hindu-Kush, Pamirs, and North India (Siah-Posh,
Dards, Galchas, Yedic Ar3-ans).

In India these Aryans were probably preceded
by a now submerged Negrito element from Malay-
sia, by the Kolarians of the Vindhyan uplands,
and by the Dravidians of the Dcccan and Ceylon.
There is no certain cine to the origin of the last

two, who present mixed physical characters and
speak two radically distinct agglutinating lan-

guages, Kolarian especially being of an extreme
type. In its morphology it remotely resembles the
Finno-Turki branch of the Ural-Altaic family,
but, like Dravidian, in other respects dillers \n'o-

foundly from all other known forms of speech.
But it is generally, and perhaps rightly, assumed
that the Kolarians entered India from the north or

north-east, and tlie Dravidians from the north-

M'est, and that both may have been oti'shoots of the

JNIongol stock afterwards greatly modified in their
new tropical hoTiies.

This first occupation of Asia mainly by the

Mongols, but also largely by the Caucasians, has

undergone gi-eat changes and shiftings, brought
about by the ceaseless migratory movements and
racial struggles which, beginning in remote pre-
historic times, Avere continued throughout the
historic period, and ai-e still in progress. Evidence
is now available to show that the Mongol domain
was encroached upon and traversed north and
south by neolithic wliites penetrating from Europe
across Siberia and Mongolia to Manchuria, Korea,
and Japan, and apparently from Africa through
Syria, Caucasia, Irania, and north India to Indo-
China and Malaysia. The strain of white blood is

very marked amongst the Manchus and Koreans,
while the Ainus, the true aborigines of Japan, are
now definitely declared by Nachod to be neolithic
Caucasians (Gesch. von Japan, 1906, I. i.). The
route followed seems indicated by the station near
Tomsk, West Siberia, where, in 1896, numerous
worked flints and some human remains were found

by Prof. Kashchenko in association with those of a
mammoth. Farther east, A. P. Mositz explored
(1895) live pre-historic stations in Transbaikalia, in
one of which he found two highly dolichocephalic
pre-Mongol skulls of the early European type
[UAnthropologie, 1896, p. 82). In Korea, wliere
the evidence accumulates, H. S. Saunderson re-

marks on ' the frequency with which features
almost European in refinement and Caucasian in
cast are met with.' Here the numerous flint

implements and dolmens, like those of Britain and
North Africa, must be accredited to the San-San
aborigines who occupied the peninsula long be-
fore its conquest by the Mongoloid Sien-pi from
Manchuria.
The southern highway may similarly be traced

from Africa through Syria, where Prof. Zumoflen
describes seven stations of the early and later
Stone Ages (UAnthropologie, 1897, pp. 272, 426),
and thence through Caucasia, India, and the Khasi
Hills to Indo-China, where the evidence again
abounds. Here are numerous Caucasic groups
intermLngled or associated with the Mongol sub-

stratum, and conspicuous especially amongst the

Kahyens of North Burma, the Cambodians of the
Lower Mekhong, the Mosso, Lolo, Man-tse, and
many other hillmen all along the Chinese border-
lands from Assam to Annam. Mrs. Bishop (Miss
Bird) describes the white Man-tse, visited by her
in 1896, as 'quite Caucasian, both men andAvomen
being very handsome.' Prince Henri d'Orleans
was reminded by the Kiu-tse (Khanungs, Lu-tse)
of some of his European acquaintances. Dr.

Billet met some Nong people
' with light and even
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red hair
'

; and M. R. Verneau tells us that the
Mans and T'hai '

difler altogether from the Mongol
group represented by the Chinese and Annamese.
The Mans especially show striking affinities with
the Aryan type' (L Anthropologic, 1896, p. 602).

In the extreme west the racial movements re-

sulted in Mesopotamia in the extinction of the
Akkado-Sumerian Mongols by the Caucasic Semites
over 4000 years ago. After the rise of Islam these
and most other Semites became Arabized in speech
and religion, while in Asia Minor nearly all the

early Caucasic peoples were displaced by the Mu-
hammadan Turki hordes from Central Asia. Ana-
tolia has thus become by conquest a part of the

Mongol domain, whicli has also encroached on a
considerable section of North Irania, that is, the

hilly
district between Herat and Kabul, now occu-

piea by numerous Aimak and Hazara tribes, wlio
are ethnically Mongolo-Turks, Muhammadans in

religion, and now of Aryan (Persian) speech.
In Irania and the Aralo-Caspian steppe, that is,

the Iran, or ' land of light,' and Turdn, the ' land of

night,' of the Persian poet-chroniclers, a perpetual
struggle for the ascendancy has been maintained

throughout the historic period between the nomad
predatory hordes of the northern wastes and the
cultured agricultural populations of the fertile

southern lands. These southern Aryans were
dominant under the old Persian empire of the

Achsemenians, which extended from the ^gean
to the Oxus and Indus, and fostered the growth
of flourishing settled communities throughout
Central Asia. Thus it was that Iran interpene-
trated Turan, expanded its higher culture by the

very enlargement of its oyra borders, and, when
further stimulated by Hellenic influences, invaded
the wilderness itself. In the Tarim basin, at that
time a fertile well-watered region, there arose a

great centre of Iranian and Grseco-Bactrian civiliza-

tion, the remains of which, after lying buried for
some two thousand years under the advancing
sands of the Takla-Makan Desert, have again been

brought to light by the Sven Hedin expeditions of

1895 and 1900, and more fully explored by Dr. M.
A. Stein, who in 1901 recovered great quantities
of hidden treasures, now deposited in the British
Museum {Sand-buried Ruins of Khotan, 1903).

Later, the Caucasian ascendancy in Central Asia
disappeared before the repeated invasions of Huns,
Finns, Turks, and other Mongol hordes, but has
been again restored, at least politically, by the

spread of the Russian power over the trans-Cas-

pian region in recent times. To these incessant
ethnical movements, dislocations, and interming-
lings are due those intermediate Mongolo-Caucasic
populations, such as the Ugrians and other Finns,
the Uzbegs, Turkomans, Hazaras, and other Turki
groujjs, who in their physical characteristics present
every shade of transition between the typical white
and yellow races.

Inmany places the culturesand socialand religious
institutions are similarly intermingled, although in

Asia the dominant religions are in great measure
distributed according to race. Thus the Tunguses
and most other Siberian aborigines are pronounced
sliamanists ; the Hindus extreme polytheists ; the
Tibetans, Sinlialese, Indo-Chinese, Chinese, Jap-
anese, and Mongols proper all nominal Buddhists ;

the Arabs, Kurds, Afghans, Turkomans, Uzbegs,
Kirghizes, and Turks generally Sunnites {'ortho-
dox Muhammadans) ; the Persians, the Moors of

Ceylon, and the Hazaras mostly Shi'ites ('separ-
atist' Muhammadans). Thus is seen the curious

spectacle of a nomad Turki group (Kirghizes) and
a nomad Mongol group (Kalmuks) encamped side

by side on the Lower Volga plains, both intruders
from Asia, but the former strict Sunnites, the
latter Buddhists like all their Eastern kindred.

This distribution, however, is purely superficial,
since below the outward forms, often merely official,

as in Tibet, Siam, Annam, and China, the old

primitive beliefs still everj'where survive in their

full vigour. In Asia these beliefs represent all the
earliest developments of the religious sentiment—
pure animism, personihcation of the powers of

nature, and ancestor-worship (art. Ethnology, § 9)—not merely in juxtaposition, but often in the
closest possible association. Thus ancestor-wor-

ship, characteristic of Africa, and animal-cult,
dominant in America, are both prevalent in China,

jointly with the belief in good and bad aerial and
water spirits, and an outward adherence to the
three recognized national religions

— the three
' State Churches,' as they have been called—/o-
kiao (Buddhism), tao-kiao (Taoism), and ju-kiao
(Confucianism).

' In every district are practised diverse forms of worship
between which no clear dividing line can be drawn, and, as in

Annam, the same persons may be at once followers of Con-
fucius, Lao-tse, and Buddha. In fact, such is the position of

the emperor, who belongs ex ojUcio to all three of these State

religions, and scrupulously takes part in their various observ-
ances. There is even some truth in the Chinese view that
"all three make but one religion," the first appealing to man's
moral nature, the second to the instinct of self-preservation,
the third to the higher sphere of thought and contemplation.
But behind, one might say above, it all, the old animism
still prevails, manifested in a multitude of superstitious
practices, whose purport is to appease the evil and secure
the favour of the good spirits, the Feng-shui, or Pung-shui,
air and water genii who have to be reckoned with in

all the weightiest as well as the most trivial occurrences of

daily life. These, with the ghosts of their ancestors, by
whom the whole land is haunted, are the bane of the
Chinaman's existence. Everything depends on maintaining
a perfect balance between the two principles represented by
the ' White Tiger

' and the ' Azure Dragon,' who guard the

approaches of every dwelling, and whose opposing influences

have to be nicely adjusted by the well-paid professors of the

magic arts
'

(Keane, Man Past and Present, p. 223).

The '

professors
'

here referred to correspond in

China to the shamans who control the religious
world in Siberia. Shamanism will be separately
dealt with, and here it may suffice to say that it is

not a particular system of belief, but rather a

peculiar phase of thought, which is widely distri-

buted, and appears to be a necessary stage in the

progress of all religious development. Thus the
shaman belongs to no special form of belief, but
holds a position somewhat intermediate between
the medicine-man and wizard of the lower, and the
marabout and true priest of the higher, religious

systems. Although in its more advanced state

the office tends to become hereditary and thus to

crystallize into a regular hierarchy, in Siberia any
one may become a shaman who has sufficient

will-power to enforce belief in his claim to super-
natural virtues, and to exercise them as intercessor

between the invisible and otherwise inaccessible

deities and their votaries. Hence in Siberia beneath
the general shaman-craft there are all kinds of

animistic beliefs, practices, and superstitions, in

which animal-cult, as in North America, plays a
much larger part than ancestor- or nature-worship.
AVer-wolf notions are wide-spread, and the Tatars
of the Minusinsk district about the Abakan affluent

of the Yenisei, although baptized Christians, are
still under the influence of the shamans, and credit

the Ainas, that is, the invisible spirits of evil, with
tlie power of assuming the form of dogs, foxes,

birds, snakes, and other animals. These Ainas
dwell in the underground regions, and are ruled by
the Irle-Khan, who is also the familiar spirit and
patron of the shamans.
So also the Yakuts of the Lena basin have a sub-

ordinate deity, the Vckhsyt, or '

Advocate,' who
from time to time visits the abodes of mortals in

the form of a white horse, an eagle, a cuckoo, or
some other bird, and carries messages to and fro

between them and the 'Merciful Chief,' creator of

the world, who with his wife,
'

Shining in Glory,'
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is all-powerful. These are beneficent beings, but

nearly all the rest appear to be devils, and amongst
the \akuts demonolatry is certainlj^ carried to its

extreme limits. The malevolent aerial spirits form

twenty-seven tribes ruled by a kind of Satan, who
witli his wife has a niimenms progeny, all hostile

to man. Sugai-toyon, the Yakut Juppiter Tonans,
is the instrument of his vengeance, while in the

underground Mung-tar, abode of '

Everlasting
Woe,' there dwell eight other hosts of demons
under Ashai-ay-bioho, the 'Mighty,' supreme in

Hades. These hosts have all their female con-

sorts, and are joined by the shamans after death.

Another potent divinity is Enakhsys, the ' Cow-
herdess,' who is much dreaded because of her power
to harm their cattle, strike them with murrain,
and destroy the calves ; hence her wrath has to be
turned aside by many costly oti'erings (Ovarovsky).
Despite their veneer of Kussian Orthodoxy, the

neighbouring Samoyeds still cling tenaciously to

their old pagan beliefs.
' As long as things go

well with him [the Samoyed], he is a Christian ;

but should his reindeer die, or other catastrophe
happen, he immediately returns to his old god Nuni
or Vhaddi. . . . He conducts his heathen services

by night and in secret, and carefully screens from

siglit any image of Chaddi' (F. G. Jackson, The
Great Frozen Land, 1895, p. 84). Several instances
are here mentioned of this compromise between the
old and the new—a subject more fully dealt with in

art. Aborigines. Thus on the Samoyed gi-aves the
wooden cross is supplemented by an inverted sledge,
which is intended to convey the dead safely over
the snows of the under world. They also hold in

awe the rings of stones within which human sacri-

lices appear to have been formerly oflered to propi-
tiate Chaddi ; and although these practices have
ceased,

'

it is only a few years ago that a Samoyed
living on Novaia Zemlia sacrihced a young girl'

(ib.). Many of these aborigines hold that death is

the end of everything, that good and evil deeds
receive their deserts in this life, and that immor-
tality is reserved only for the tatibi, that is, the

Samoyed magicians or shamans, who either remain

quietly in their graves or else wander about at

night seeking an opportunity to benefit their
friends or harm their enemies. Despite this limited
measure of immortality, in the graves are deposited
all kinds of useful objects, such as clothing, cook-

ing-pots, knives, horns filled with tobacco, guns,
bows and arrows for the men, needles, thread, or
sinews for sewing, and scraping-knives for the

women, everything being damaged to prevent it

from being stolen. The explanation of this seem-

ing inconsistency is that the departed do not die at

once, but survive for some time in the grave, where
they will require the same objects that they needed
in this life.

The above-mentioned Num is an aerial god who dwells in the

eky, where he generates thunder and lightning, sends down
rain and snow, and rules the winds and storms. The sky itself,
also called Num (cf. Diespiter), is his visible embodiment, and
to his essence also belong the moon and stars through which
he manifests himself at night, the rainbow (7nunba7io) which
forms the hem of his mantle, and the sun in which he is chiefly
personified, and which is greeted at its rising and setting with
suitable invocations. Some; even hold that the earth, the sea,
and all visible nature form part of the same divine system,
thus anticipating the monistic and pantheistic concepts of more
advanced theosophies. Num knows and sees all that happens
upon earth

;
if men are good and benevolent, he prospers all

their doings, increases their reindeer herds (one of his epithets
is Jilibeam-baertie,

' cattle-ward '), blesses their hunting expedi-
tions, and endows them with many days. But if they lead
wicked lives, they fall into poverty and misery, and die prema-
turely. There is even a sort of moral code containing the
precepts by which all should be guided who wish to stand well
with Num :

'

Believe in Num. Believe in the spirit of evil, and
that he can be appeased by sacrifices, that no misfortune befall

thee, or thy family, or
thj' herds, that he may save thee from

sickness and assist thee m thy labours. Believe in the sjiirits
that they may do thee no e\il. Do not jump over the sledge in
which the gods are placed ; honour thv parents ; reverence thy
elders

;
kill not, quarrel not, speak no evil, tend the herds, help

the poor, and Num will reward thee. Speak not of what thou
hast seen, that no one may know from thee what has happened.'
Yet beneath this outward display of lofty reli-

gious and ethical notions, most of the Samoyeds
are still mainly nature-worshippers and animists.

They show great respect especially for the bear,
which with the wolf is held in the highest vene-
ration in Siberia. Nevertheless the Samoyeds,
like the Ainus and other Eastern peoples, will cap-
ture and kill it whenever they can. When it is

dead, the claws of its forepaws are usually ampu-
tated, the object being, by a strange confusion of

ideas, to protect themselves from harm when next
they venture to attack one of the species.
Like the Samoyeds, the Ostyaks of the Yenisei

region have a god of the sky, Turm or Urt, who
sends thunder and storms, but is also credited with
a high sense of honour and rectitude. He mingles
amongst mortals, accompanying them wherever
they go, and judging them according to their

deserts, for no act, good or evil, can escape his
notice. He is inaccessible even to the shamans ;

no appeals can bend his will
; and he controls

human destinies and the course of events according
to the eternal laws of justice. No sacrifices can
secure his favour, since he looks only to merit in
the disposal of his gifts, without the least regard
to prayers or ofierings. Hence in times of distress
and trouble it is useless to seek his aid. It is the
lesser deities and the demons alone that can be
swayed by the mediation of the shamans, and, as

amongst the Ugrian Finns, they are generally repre-
sented by rude stone or wooden

effigies,
often of

extremely fantastic form. Thus Ortik, the patron
of the hunt, is figured as a legless horse stufl'ed mth
hair and skins, with two linen sleeves for arms, a
linen skirt, and a face made of a hammered metal
plate nailed to a block of wood. A log arrayed in

beaver skins stands for Meig, a pecmiarly malig-
nant goblin, who plays mischievous pranks with
people, leading them astray in the woods, and over-

whelming them in snowstorms. In this strange
pantheon a place is also found for both the wolf
and the bear, and when one of these animals is

bagged in the hunt it is regarded as a stroke of
luck celebrated with much feasting and revelry.

' The skin is stuffed with hay, and the people collect from all

quarters to jeer, mock, and spit upon the helpless enemy.
They sing songs of triumph expressed in words of insult and
defiance. After their spirit of merriment is exhausted, they set

up on its hind legs in the corner of the hut the now harmless
eitigy of the ferocious beast, and bestow upon it, for a consider-
able time, the veneration of a tutelar god' (A. Featherman,
Races of Mankind, 1S91, iv. 564).

But it is in the extreme east, amongst the GU-

yaks and Ainus, that this animal-cult has acquired
its highest development. The kohr (bear), who
represents the Kur, or Lord of the heavens, is one
of the chief Gilyak divinities, although under
certain circumstances he is occasionally captured
and eaten. When taken in his lair while hiber-

nating in winter, he is secured by a leathern noose
and dragged along with shouts and cries intended
to stupefy the still half-dozing victim. He is then

kejjt in confinement, fed and fattened on fish,
and at last slain on his feast-day, after a fight in
which the villagers are required to attack him
without arms. Similar strange practices prevail
amongst the Ainus of Yezo, North Japan, as
described by the late Mrs. Bishop :

' The peculiarity which distinguishes this rude mythology is

the "
worship

"
of the bear, the Yezo bear being one of the

finest of his species. But it is impossible to understand the

feelings by which it is prompted, for they worship it after their

fashion, and set up its head in their villages, yet they trap it,

kill it, eat it, and sell its skin. There is no doubt that this wild
beast inspires more of the feeling which prompts worship than
the inanimate forces of nature, and the Ainus maj- be distin-

giiished as bear-worshippers, and their greatest religious fes-

tival, or Saturnalia, as the Festival of the Bear. Gentle and
peaceable as they are, they have a great admiration for fierceness
and courage ; and the lioar, which is the strongest, fiercest, and
most courageous animal known to them, has probably in all
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n^es inspired them with veneration. Some of their rude chants
ire in praise of the bear, and their highest eulogy on a man is
to compare him to a bear

'

{Unbeaten Tracks in Japan*, ISsr., ii.

73). For further details and a possible explanation of t'liis

strange cult, see the art. AiNUS in vol. i. p. 249'', and art.

Animals, ib. p. 502''.

In IMon<,'olia tite never-dying superstition.s asso-
ciated with nature-worsliip, aninii.sm, denionolatry,
and witchcraft still sru'vive beneath the outward
show of official lainaism. Indeed, the whole .system
of Buddhism is everywhere coloured and modified,
as in most otlier Buddhist lands, by the old local
beliefs. The magicians are still appealed to when
the ilocks are smitten by disease ; when '

fine

^veather,' which there means rain, is needed ; when
sickness troubles the household

; or when some
healthy but unfriendly neighbour is to be stricken

by a mortal illness or fatal accident. The very
inmates of the huge lamaseries bear the name of
'

Samaneans,' perhaps a corrupt form of the Tungus
word ulutimin, as if the Buddhist monks were
merely the spiritual successors of the old medicine-
men. Every possible transition is thus observed
between the former nature- and spirit-worship and
the peculiar form of lamaism introduced from
Tibet after the death of Jenghiz Khan.

In Tibet itself mucli the same relations prevail
between the ' State Church ' and the pre-Buddhist
Bonbo or Boa-ho religion, which persists, especially
in the central and eastern provinces, side by side
with the national creed. From the colour of the
robes usually worn by its priests, it is known as
the sect of the '

Blacks,' in contradistinction to the
orthodox ' Yellow ' and dissenting

' Red '

lamaists ;

and, as now constituted, its origin is attributed to
Shen-rab (Gsen-rabs), who flourished about the
5th cent, before the new era, and is venerated as
the equal of Buddha himself. His followers, Mho
were powerful enough to drive Buddhism from
Tibet in the 10th cent., worship eighteen chief
deities, the most popular being the red and black
demons, the snake devil, and especially the fiery
tiger-god, father of all the subordinate members
of this truly diabolical pantlieon. The sacred
symbol of the Bonbo sect is the ubiquitous su-a-

stika with the hooks of the cross reversed, 73 i

instead of I fZT a change said to be due

practice of turning the prayer-wheel from right to
left as the Red lamas do, instead of from left to
right as is the orthodox Avay. The common
Buddhist formula of six i^j\\sMQS.—om-ma-ni-j)ad-
me-huin—is also replaced by one of seven syllables
—irut-fri-mon-tre-sa-la-dzun (Sarat Chandra Das
in JliASBe, 1881-1882).

In the upland regions skirting the Brahmaputra,
between Tibet and Upper Burma, there are a
multitude of

primitive Mongoloid peoples—Abors,
Mishmis, Garos, Khasis, Kocchis, Bodos, Kacharis,
Lushais, Naga.s, Kukis, Chins, Kahyens, Karens,
and many others—who have been little or not at
all affected either by Buddhist or Hindu influences,
and whose religions or mythologies consequently
present features often of exceptional interest.
Thus the gods of the Garos are mostly vague
mythical entities, dwelling in the hills or in the
sky, but possessing no definite attributes or
powers, and as.sociated with many wonderful cos-
mical myths. Salgong, tlie chief

deity, marries
Apongma, a divine princess who descends on earth
and gives birth to Kengra Barsa, father of lire and
of all tlic heavenly bodies, and also to a daughter.
Mining Mija, who marries the .son of Donjogma,'
mother of mankind. From a granddaughter of
Salgong spring tlie mothers of the Tibetan Bhoti-
yas, of the Garos, and of the Feringies (English),
and so on. But beneath these fanciful legends, many
of them obviously later inventions, there persists the
old nature-worship, as seen in the personification

of the sun, moon, and stars, of the hills, streams,
and forests, with their indwelling genii, to whom
are attributed divine powers as rulers of the uni-
verse, and controllers of human destinies and of
all natural phenomena.
'According to the Kuki creation myth, the face of the earth

was originally covered with one vast sheet of water inhabited
by a huge worm. One day the Creator, passing over this worm,
dropped a small piece of clay, saj-ing,

" Uf this I mean to make a
land and people it."

"
Nonsense," said the worm ;

" look here, I
can swallow it." But the lump passing out of his body grew
and grew until it became the world we now see. Then man
sprang out of the ground by the will of the three gods, Lambra the
Creator, without whose consent nothing can be done, Golarai,
Sfodof death, and the beneficent Dudukal, who oi)crates through
his wife Kapit^' (C. A. Soi>pitt, Kuki-Lushai Tribes, 1887).
The Tawyans, a branch of the numerous Chin

family, have a tradition that they were formerly
very powerful, but were ruined by their insane
efforts to capture the sun. With a sort of Jacob's
ladder thej' mounted higher and higher, but, grow-
ing tired, began to quarrel among themselves, until
one day, while half of them were clambering up
the pole, the other half below cut it down just as

they were about to seize the sun.

Although often described as devil-worsliippers,
the Chins appear to worship neither god nor devil.
The northern groups believe there is no Ens Sup-
reinum ; and although the southerners have a
Kozin, or head god, tliey pay him no homage, and
never look to him for any favours, except perhaps
exemption from such troubles as he might be dis-

po.-:ied to inflict on those who oflend him in this
world. There are also the countless nats, or spirits
of the air, the streams, the jungle, the hills, and
there are those that swarm in the house and in
the fields. None of these can do any good, though
all may do harm unless soothed by gifts. Mith ikwa,
the 'Village of the Dead,' is divided into two
wards, the Pwethikiva, abode of the happy, and the
Sathikwa, reserved for the wretches who die un-
avenged, and must there bide till their murder is

wiped out in blood. Thus the vendetta receives
divine sanction, strengthened by the belief that
the slain becomes the slave of the slayer in Pwe-
thikwa.

'

Shoulil the slayer himself be slain, then the first slain is the
slave of the second slain, who in turn is the slave of the man
who killed him. Whether a man has been honest or dishonest
in this world is of no consequence in the' next existence ;

but if he has killed many people in this w^rld, he has many
slaves to serve him in his future existence ; if he has killed

many wild animals, then he will start well suppUed with
food, for all that he kills on earth are his in tlie future
existence. In the next existence hunting and drinking will

certainly be practised, but whether fightint; and raiding will be
indulged in is unknown '

(Carey and Tuck, The Chin Hills, 1896.
i. 196).

Before the advent of the Vedic Aryans, the
chthonic gods were probably supreme throughout
India, and, despite the wide diilusion of Hinduism,
they are still supreme amongst most of the Dra-

yidian, Kolarian, and mixed Aryo-Dravidian abor-
igines. But these gods themselves are nearly all
hostile to man, and consequently not easilj- dis-

tinguishable from devils. Hence it is that we
have now official assurance that the Paharias and
other low castes, and even some of the high castes,
are for the most part demon-worshippers ; and this
is specially true of the aborigines of Southern
India. In the Cochin Census Report for 1901, M.
Sankara Menon writes :

' Nowhere poihaps has the belief in demons a stronger hold
on the popular mind than in this i^art of India. The existence
of numerous exorcists amongst the various sections of the Hindu
]K)pulation, from the highest Xambudri to the lowest Paraiyan,
liears ample testimony to this fact. There is a separate <\aste,
the Panans, amongst whom exorcisms, sorcery, and witchcraft
are hereditary occupations. The Panan is quite as indispens-
able a factor in the social organism of the village as the barber
and the washerman. There are again certain families who have
s^iecial control over particular classes of demons.' The priests
attached to many families ha\e their special family deities

'

bywhose aid they profess to control the action of demons and
spirits. It may sound strange, but it is none the less true, that
there are exorcists amongst native Christians and Musahnana
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as well. One interrstincf fact is that high-class Hindus exercise

their magical influence by propitiating only the more refined

and subliiiie manifestations of the gods of the pantheon, whereas
the low-caste Hindus do the same by propitiating Kali in her
more terrible and bloodthirsty aspects.' Some of the more evil-

minded demons are '

supposed to be wandering about in mid-air,
or haunting houses, trees, wells, or tanks, ever bent upon doing
evil to those that come in their way. They are supposed to li\e

upon the offerings made to them by their votaries, who are

continual!}' tormented for the purpose. Illness, accidents, and
other misfortunes are often attributed to the evil influence of

demons or spirits. At the sick-bed of a person, the astrologer,
the exorcist, and the physician are all in attendance. The
astrologer divines the causes, aiid prescribes propitiatory reme-
dies. The exorcist then comes in, and goes through a more or
less elaborate ceremony to drive out the demons or spirits.

The physician steps in last to treat the patient, for the common
belief is that so long as the patient is possessed, medicine can
have no effect. The demons of smallpox and cholera, and

myriads of others, have all to be coaxed into good humour to

desist from doing evil. Ghosts or demons often appear in

terrible form before they enter into human bodies, and with the
sudden disai>pearance of the phantoms or apparitions a person
believes himself to be possessed, and falls ill' (ib.).

In some places snake - worshiiJ ranks next to

demonology even amongst the high castes. In
Malabar nearly all the compounds have their

serpent-groves, with effigies of the reptiles carved
on blocks of stone ; and here no orthodox Hindu
will ever kill a snake, even if bitten, since an

injury done to any of them would be sure to bring
on leprosy, ophthalmia, or other ailments. Serpents
are treated as members of the family, and served
with milk, fruits, and all kinds of dainties. None
but a Brahman w'ould dare to pluck even a flower
or a twig from the trees groAving in the snake-

grove, where songs are chanted and religious rites

observed in honour of these reptiles, which are, in

fact, worshipped as gods or demons.
In the direction of the north the native super-

stitions seem to touch even a lower level, and
among the Kolarians of the Vindliya uplands they
were till recently associated Mith human sacrifices

of a peculiarly barbarous character. In order to
secure good harvests, the victim, often a child cap-
tured or bought from a neighbouring tribe, was
put to a lingering death, by being slowly hacked
to pieces with an axe, the supposition l)eing that
the OTeater the sutiering the better pleased would
be the god, and the heavier the crops of cereals.

Of the Mundas, one of the largest Kolarian tribes,
the chief social feature is their highly developed
totemic system. The number of totems almost

passes belief, and includes such remarkable objects
as rice-weevils, cocoons, mice, leeches, mushrooms,
ants, frogs, eels, worms, or even moonlight, red
earth, umbrellas, ghl (clarified butter), or walk-

ing-sticks. These are all animated by indwelling
spirits, so that we have here the lowest conceivable
form of the animism that lies at the foundation
of all natural religions.

Still more debased than the full-blood Kolarian
and Dravidian aborigines are the Aryo-Dravidian
half-breeds, who are interspersed over the northern

provinces, and to their own crude religious dawn-
mgs often superadd the revolting ideas and prac-
tices of the later corrupt Hinduism. Here the

blending of the higher and lower races, of the
' twice-born

' Arvas ('Nobles'), and the scarcely
human Nagas,

' kindred of the dragon,' dates back
to the earliest recorded times, and is typilied in
the mythical marriage of Arjima, one of the high-
bom Papdavas, Avith Ulupi, daughter of the Naga
king Yasuki. The union took place in the still

sacred city of Hardwar on the upper Ganges, which
is described as inhabited by 20UU crores (a crore =
ten millions) of snake-people, whose wives were of

peerless beauty ; and here was also a lake which
contained the waters of life, wherein all those
snake-people were wont to bathe. During their
later migrations the already mixed Arj-as en-
countered the vile Uasyus, proto-Kolarians of the
south Gangetic woodlands, for wiiom no terms of

abuse are too strong, yet with multitudes of Avhom
a fusion was eventually eflected. Thus it was
that ' from the union of the white, the yellow, and
the black men arose the modern people of northern
India' (W. Crookc). That the uni<in was not
merely ethnical, but also .Micial and religious, is

.•;;een
in the bairjCi, or devil-hunting i)rie.st of the

jungle tribes, who in the Hindu system became a
J'.rahman Ojha, or exorcizer of evil spirits ; and we
know that in later times whole sections of the
lower races were raised to priestly rank. But this

tendency towards complete fusion of all the racial
elements was arrested by the institution of caste,
which, though at present occupational, had origin-
ally an ethnical ba.sis (see art. Caste).
A clear insight into these obscure relations is

necessary to a right understanding of the strange
intermingling of primitive and Hindu social and
religious notions prevalent amongst these mixed
northern groups. But even so, great difficulties

remain, and j\Ir. W. Crooke, himself a most dili-

gent and shreM'd observer, finds it
'

all but imi)03sible to frame a working definition of a Hindu ;

Musalmans of the lower class cling to many of the beliefs of the
faith from which they were originally drawn

; eve^J^vhere in
the lower strata the forms of faith known as Brahmanical or
Animistic constantly overlap. . . . The natural cleavage line is

between Brabmanism and Animism, and it has been found pos-
sible on this basis to dofliie the religious beliefs of eastern and
southern India, but in northern India this distinction is un-
workable. .Most of the menial and hill tribes profess theoretic-

ally a belief in the Brahmanical pantheon ; at the same time
even the higher classes are more or less influenced by the .'\ni-

mistic beliefs of the lower races' {The N.W. Prors. of Ivdia,
lii97, ch. v.). And elsewhere :

'
It is little use defining a man

as a Vaishnava if we know that on occasion he will worship
other gods as well—will reverence the cow or the pipal tree,
Mother Ganges, or the goddess of smallpox

'

(p. 242).

As pointed out by Mr. E. A. Gait (General Report
of the Census of India, 1901, p. 358), the animism
here in question

—a belief in and dread of impersonal
jjowers to be coerced by magic—appears to have
passed into the Hindu system from two different
sources. Some of its elements ' are derived from
the Vedic Aryans themselves, others from the
Dravidian [and Kolarian] races who have been
absorbed into Hinduism.' But '

it would be fruit-
less to attempt to distinguish the two streams of

magical u.sage
— the Vedic and the Animistic.

They are of mixed parentage, like the peoi)le wlio
observe them, partly Indo-Aryan and partly Dra-
vidian.' It now becomes possible to understand
the picture of chaotic religaous notions— some
utterly revolting and immoral, others betraying
some glimmering of a moral sense, but the great
majority degrading—by which these mixed popu-
lations are animated. Thus some of the wide-

spread Doms, most probably the parent-stock of
the European Gipsies (Dom = Iiom, r and d inter-

changeable), hold that raiding and robbery have
divine sanction. Before starting on a nocturnal

expedition they sacrifice to Sansari Mai, the
chthonic goddess patroness of thieves, and pray
in a low voice that a dark night may cloak their

designs and the gang escape detection, just as the

furum dea, Laverna, Avas silently invoked by the
Koman latro :

' Labra movet metuens audiri, Pulchra I^verna,
Da mihi fallere ; da justo sanctoque videri

;

Noctem peccatis, et fraudibus objice nubem.'
(Hor. Epiist. I. xvi. 60-62).

Yet these Doms, scavengers in the towns,
vagrants or wandering tinkers in the country, are
not quite irreclaimable, and the recent eflurts to
civilize them have met with a measure of success
in some districts. They have even a family priest,

always the sister's son, which points to matriarchal
times Avhen kinship was reckoned through the
female line.

The Agarids of Mirzapur, all smelters and
forgers, call themselves Hindus, j-et Avorship tiie

tribal deity Lohasur Devi, goddess of iron (lohu
—
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' iron '), and also employ the baigd (see above) to

worship the old local godlings. The black goat
offered to Lohasur Devi is worshipped before being
sacrificed, and goats and fowls are also offered to

the ghosts of the dead who appear to them in

dreams. At the end of the ditiicnlt road to the
heaven of Parameshvar (Vishnu) is a great gate
guarded by terrible demons, who allow no woman
to pass unless tatued. There are twenty-four
forms of tatus, and the women who can show no
mark of some god on their bodies are tormented

by the gate-keepers, who brand them with a hot

iron, roll them in thorns, and fling them down from
the top of the gate. Tatuing has thus become a

religious obligation, and although, perhaps totem-
istic in origin, the forms—Ganesa, Siva, Krishna as

flute-player, the moon, the peacock, and many
others—are now merely charms to ward off evils

and gain access to the abode of Vislinu. The
whole religious world of the Agarias is an in-

extricably interwoven system of primitive and
Hindu notions.

Similarly the Agarivdlas of the Upper Ganges,
although reckoned as Vaishnavas, call themselves,
and are, NCiga Upasaki,

' Snake - worshippers,'
doing homage to Astika Muni, who sprang from
the sister of the great serpent Vasuki. But there
is also a deity Ohur, who saves women from widow-
hood, besides the tribal deity Lakshrni and several

trees—pipal, kadam, sami, babul—which are held
in special honour. Socially the Agarwalas are

landowners, bankers, and money-lenders, but for

them animal food, as well as onions, garlic, carrots,
and turnips, is tabu, and a good illustration of the
countless hair-splitting caste distinctions is the
refusal of the women to eat the food prepared by
their daughters-in-law.
One might almost suppose that the Hindu snake-

cult had passed into Irania, so general is the re-

spect in which these reptiles are held even by the
Persian Shi'ites. No Persian will willingly kill a

house-snake, partly because he thinks it harmless,
but chiefly because he supposes it to be tenanted

by the spirit of the late owner of the house. When
one was shot by Dr. C. J. Wills, the whole house-
hold ' sulked and looked black for a week,' although
the landlord, being an educated man, was glad,
' the clock-winding snake '

having plagued him for

years. Equally prevalent are the superstitions
associated with omens, the evil eye, and astrology.
Nothing serious is done in Persia without the taking
of an omen, the casting of lots, or the consult-

ing of an astrologer. A favourite place for taking
omens is the tomb of the Shirazi poet and mystic,
Hafiz, to whom are paid almost divine honours.
Recourse is had to the munajjim, 'astrologer,' on
all occasions ; every village has its professional
diviner, every town several, whose chief business
it is to predict lucky hours or days, to read the

future, and to discover stolen property, and in this

they are often successful by laying pitfalls into
which the thieves un^vittingly stumble.

Apart from the fanatical Babis [q.v.), and the

periodical outbursts of religious frenzy connected
with the anniversary of the martyrs Husain and
Hasan, the Persian Shi'ites are not particu-

larly zealous Muliammadans. Many, indeed, of

the educated classes prefer the VTitings of Hafiz
and Sadi to the Qur'an, are theists and even ad-

vanced freethinkers, while scepticism is wide-spread
amongst the higher military and official classes.
' These say no prayers, keep no fasts, have no belief,
and are utterly dead to everything but what they
believe to be their o^\'n interests. Many openly
boast their disbelief in anything, and this is done
with impunity

'

(Wills, The Land of the Lion and
the Sun, 1883, p. 339). One thing is clear. There
is no danger that the monotheism which has sup-

planted the old Zoroastrian dualism in Persia will

ever sink, like the Vedic system, to the low level

of the primitive chthonic beliefs. It will rather be

dissipated, like the AVestern creeds, in the atmo-

sphere of philosoi)hic unbelief.

On the other hand, these primitive beliefs are
still rife in Arabia, the very cradle of Muham-
madan monotheism. Muliammad enthroned Allah,
but failed to abolish the jinns, the afrits, and
shaitans th?.t still haunt the sandy wastes, and
swarm in every wady, cave, well, and hillside of
the peninsula. But it has to be remembered that
the Persians are Iranians, that is, one of the
noblest branches of the Aryan family, while the
Arabs are Semites whose primeval

' monotheism *

is probably a delusion, and whose early beliefs

were ' of the earth earthy,' originally associ-

ated with the Asherahs, the Astarte and Tammuz
myths, the abominations of the Baals and Molechs,
and all that is implied in the primitive phallus-
worship.
For the higher religions, all of which took their

rise in Asia, see special articles CHRISTIANITY,
Judaism, Muhammadanism, Zoroastrianism,
Brahmanism, Buddhism, Shintoism.
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A. H. Keane.
ASOKA.—Asoka, emperor of India (B.C. 273-

231), was the grandson of Chandragupta Maurya
(q.v.), and son of Bindusara, whom he succeeded on
the throne in B.C. 273 or 272, although his formal
coronation did not take place until B.C. 269, having
perhaps been delayed by a disputed succession.

According to tradition, Asoka in hio youth repre-
sented his father as viceroy at Taxila in the Panjab,
and also at Ujjain in Malwa. Silly legends repre-
sent him as having attained power by the massacre
of ninety - nine brothers, and as having been a
monster of cruelty in the early years of his reign ;

but these are mere fables. In B.C. 261 he rounded
ott' his vast inherited dominions by the annexation
of the kingdom of Kalinga on the coast of the

Bay of Bengal, corresponding with the ' Northern
Circars' and part of Orissa. This was the only
aggressive war of the reign. The suffering inflicted

upon the conquered people made a profound im-

pression on the conscience of Asoka, who at about
this time came under the influence of Buddhist
teachers, to whom war was abhorrent. Four years
later, the emperor solemnly recorded in inscriptions
engraved upon the rocks his '

profound sorrow and
regret' for the misery caused by his ambition, and
declared that ' the loss of even the hundredth or
thousandth part of the persons who were then

slain, carried away captive, or done to death in

Kalinga, would now be a matter of deep regret to

His Majesty. Although a man should do him an

injury, His Majesty holds that it must be patiently
borne, so far as it can possibly be borne.'

Asoka acted on the principle thus publicly pro-
fessed and indelibly recorded, and henceforward
was a man of peace, devoted to the inculcation
and i)ropagation of the Law of Piety (dharma), as
conceived by him in accordance with the teaching
of the Buddha. At a date not exactly known he
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qualified himself for the highest rewards of a
Buddhist saint, by accepting ordination as a monk,
and donning the yellow robe of the Order, but did

not then abdicate his royal power, although it is

Sossible

that in the last year of his life he with-

rew from all worldly affairs. He passed away in

B.C. 232 or 231 after a reign of fully forty years.
The scene of his death may have been a monastery
on the Golden Hill (Suvarnagiri) at Rajagriha, the

capital of the early kings of Magadha (S. Bihar).
The empire which Ai^oka ruled comprised, in

modern terminology, Afghanistan south of the
Hindu Kush, Baluchistan, Sind, the valley of

Kashmir, Nepal, the lower Himalaya, and the
whole of India proper, except the southern ex-

tremity below the latitude of Madras. The central

regions seem to have been governed directly from

Pataliputra, the modem Patna, then on the north
bank of the Son, the great city which continued
for centuries to be the capital of India. Tiie out-

lying provinces were controlled by at least four

viceroys, who were often members of the Imperial
family ; and the orders of these high officers were
executed by a regularly organized departmental
service of officials. The capital was administered

by a municipal commission divided into six boards,
and similar arrangements probably existed in the
other principal cities. A standing army of all arms—

cavalry, infantry, chariots, and war elephants—was maintained in great force, and public order

was Avell preserved.
When Asoka became a devoted disciple of

Buddha, the Avhole machinery of government was
utilized by him for the teaching and dissemination
of his Master's doctrine, and produced commen-
surate etiect.«.

Gautama the Buddha, the founder of the Buddhist

system as known to history, had confined his

ministry to a region of moderate extent in the

Gangetic valley, which may be roughly defined as

lying between Gaj-il, Prayag or Allahabad, and
the Himalayas. \Vhen he died in B.C. 487 or 486,
his followers formed but one of many rival sects

in that region, and the society of ordained monks
organized by him had only limited and local in-

fluence. There is no reason to believe that the

vogue of the Buddhist sect had increased very
greatly during the two centuries and a quarter
which intervened between its founder's death and
the conversion of Asoka. The latter event made
the fortune of Buddhism, and transformed an
obscure local sect in the basin of the Ganges into a
dominant world-religion

—perhaps the gi'eatest of

all, if measured by the number of its adherents.
Asoka's progress in the faith was gradual. Ac-

cording to tradition, he was in early, life an
orthodox Hindu, of the 6aiva sect (see Saivlsm) ;

and it is certain that he then approved of sacrifices,
and sanctioned the slaughter of animals on a large
scale for the purposes of food, sacrifice, and sport.
Regard for the sanctity of animal life being the
cardinal principle of Buddhist ethics, he began the
reformation of his habits by reducing the butcher's
bill for the Imperial table to the modest amount of
two peacocks and one antelope daily. The institu-
tion of the royal hunt was abolis'hed in B.C. 2.59,
and two years later destruction of life for the
service of the royal kitchens was absolutely for-

bidden. In B.C. 243 detailed regulations concerning
the .slaughter or mutilation of animals applicable
to the whole empire were published, which pro-
hibited unconditionally the killing of many large
classes of living creatures, and imposed stringent
restrictions on the entire population in respect of
their dealings with animals.

In tlie next year the emperor placed on record a
solemn review of all the measures which he had
taken for the propagation of the dharma, or Law

of Piety, and reminded his subjects how he had
striven to lead them in the right way by his per-
sonal example, by exhortations, expressed in oral
sermons as well as in inscriptions on rocks and
pillars, by suitable official arrangements for the

supervision of morals and tiie roj^al alms, by
detailed pious regulations, and by benevolent
provision for the cure and comfort of man and
beast. But Asoka, while utilizing to the full all

this machinery for the moral regeneration of his

people, recognized frankly that permanent im-

provement must be based on a change of heart,
and could not be secured by merely administrative
measures ; because '

pious acts and the practice of

piety depend on the growth among men of com-
passion, liberality, truth, purity, gentleness, and
saintliness.' The growth of piety, he goes on to

observe,
' has been effected by two-fold means, to

Avit, pious regulations and meditation. Of these
two means pious regulations are of small

account, whereas meditation is superior. Never-

theless, I have issued pious regulations forbidding
the slaughter of such and such animals, and other

regulations of the sort. But the superior effect of

meditation is seen in the growth of piety among
men, and the more complete abstention from in-

jury to animate beings and from slaughter of

living creatures.'

The substance of Asoka's practical ethical teach-

ing is tersely summed up in a short edict, perhaps
one of the latest :

'Thus saith His Majesty: "Father and mother must be
hearkened to ; similarly, respect for living creatures must be

firmly established ; truth must be spoken. These are the virtues
of the Law of Piety which must be practised. Similarly, the
teacher must be reverenced by the pupil, and proper courtesy
must be shown to relations." This is the ancient nature of piety—this leads to length of days, and according to this men must
act."

The three primary duties prescribed by the
Asokan code were (1) respect for the ab.solute,
unconditional right of the meanest animal to re-

tain the breath of life until the latest moment
permitted by nature ; (2) reverence to parents,
elders, and preceptors

—the superiors so honoured

being required, in their turn, to treat their in-

feriors, including servants, slaves, and all living
creatures, with kindness and consideration ; and
(3) truthfulness. Among secondary duties, a high
place was given to that of showing toleration for,

and^ sjTnpathy with, the beliefs and practices of

others, and all extravagance or Adolence of language
was earnestly deprecated.
The ethical teaching outlined in the above pro-

positions, which is in agreement with the doctrine
of the Dhamvio.pada and other scriptures of

primitive Buddhism, was developed by Asoka in a
series of edicts, probably drafted by himself. The
'Fourteen Rock Edicts,' published in B.C. 2.56,

were incised upon rocks at seven localities in the
remoter provinces, namely: (1) Shahbazgarhi, in

the Yusufzai country, forty miles N. E. of Peshawar ;

(2) Mansahra, in the Hazara District, Panjab ;

(3) KalsT, in the lower Himalayas, fifteen miles
west from Mussoorie ; (4) Sopara, in the Thana
District, near Bombay ; (5) the Gimar hill, near

Junagarh, the ancient capital of Kilthiawar ;

(6) near Dhauli, to the south of Bhuvanesvar, in

the Puri District, Orissa ; and (7) at Jaugada,
in the Ganjam District, ^Madras.
Some of these versions, which vary in script, in

dialect, and to some extent in substance, are pre-
.served practically complete, while others are mere

fragments.
The second great series is thatof the ' Seven Pillar

Inscriptions,' six of which exist in six copies, en-

graved on monolithic sandstone j)illars erected at

various localities in tiie iiome provinces. The
seventh and most important edict is found on one
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pillar only. The remaining records, particulars
of which Avill be found in the works cited at the
end of this article, are the two '

Kalinga] Edicts '

in two recensions, three ' Cave Inscriptions,' two
' Tarai Pillar Inscriptions,' four '

JNlinor Pillar

Edicts,' two 'Minor Rock Edicts' in several

recensions, and the ' Bliabra Edict.' The number
of distinct documents kno^^'ll may be reckoned as

thirty-live, forming a group of inscriptions which

may be regarded with justice as among the most

interesting and remarkable in the world.
A large body of tradition aflBrms that a Buddhist church

council was held at the capital by the command and under the

patronage of Aioka, in order to settle the canon of scripture
and reform aljuses in monastic discipline. Although the
traditional details of the constitution and proceedings of tlie

council are clearly unhistorical, the fact of its assembly may be

accepted without hesitation. If it had met before the thirtj-
second year of the reign, in which the emperor published the
'Seven Pillar Edicts,' recording his retrospect of the measures
taken for the promotion of piety, the council assuredly would
have been mentioned in those documents. But they are silent
on the subject, and the fair inference is that the council was
held at a date subsequent to their publication, that is to saj-,
between B.C. 242 and 231.

The Imperial arrangements for diffusing the

knov.'ledge of Buddhist doctrine, and for enforcing
the moial practices recommended by the teachers
of the church, were designed on a grand scale, so as
to cover not only the whole Indian empire, but
aLso distant countries in Asia, Africa, and Europe.
The officials of the Government in their various

grades were required, in addition to their ordinary
duties, to give in.struction in morals to the lieges.
From the year B.C. 256 the ellbrts of the official

lay preachers were supplemented by the more
systematic labours of special functionaries, de-

signated as Censors of the Law of Piety (dharma-
vuUidmdtrdh), who Avere enjoined to occupy them-
selves in promoting the establishment and progress
of piety among the people of all sects, Buddhist or

others, and were further charged with the delicate

duty of superintending the female establishments
of the members of the royal family. These officers

were vested with special jjowers for the prevention
of Avi'ongful imprisonment or corporal punishment,
and were directed to investigate cases in which

peculiar circumstances caused the ordinary law to

press hard upon individuals. The general super-
intendence of female morals was entrusted to an-

other set of officers called the 'Censors of Women.'
The regulations for guarding the sanctity of animal
life presumably were enforced with .strictness by
the Censors ; and if we may judge by what is

known of the procedure adopted in later ages by
pious Indian kings, the penalties of disobedience
must have been extremely severe, extending even
to the death of the otlcnder.

Tiie activity of the Censors was not confined to

tlic provinces directly controlled by the Imperial
officers, but embraced all the bordering tribes and
nations in the Indian hills and forests, wlio lived

under the rule of their own chiefs, subject to the

suzerainty of tlie paramount power.
Asoka's zeal carried his propaganda far beyond

the limits of his empire, and induced him to

organize a system of foreign missions, which per-
manently determined the direction of the religious

liistory of a large portion of the v/orld. A band
of entliusiastic missionaries, headed by Mahendra
(Mahiiiula), younger brother of the emperor (or,

according to another account, his son), evangelized
Ceylon with such success that the i.sland has been

essentially a Buddhist country ever since, and the

religion of the Sinhalese monks to-day is practi-

cally the same as that of Asoka. Tlie Sinhalese
chronicles aver that a mission w.as dispatched at
the same time across the Bay of Bengal to Pegu,
but strong reasons exist for believing that Buddhism
was not introduced into the Burmese countries

until several centuries later. The existing form

of Buddhism in Burma, which undoubtedly was
derived from Ceylon, and thus is indirectly a result

of Asoka's labours, dates only from the reforma-
tion effected by king Dhammacheti in the 15th

cent., the history of which is related in the

Kalyaiii inscriptions [Ind. Ant. vol. xxii., 1893).
The Siamese church al.so is a daughter of that
founded in Ceylon by Mahendra.
From the time of Megasthenes, who was sent as

ambassador by Seleukos Nikator to the couii;

of Chandragupta Maurya in the year B.C. 303,

regular intercourse, both commercial and <liplo-

niatic, had been maintained between tlie Indian

empire and the Hellenistic kingdoms founded by
the generals of Alexander. Asoka made use of

the channels of communication thus opened, in

order to convey the treasures of Buddhist wLsdom
to the nations of the West. His missionaries

traversed the wide realms of Antiochos Tiieos, king
of Sjiia and Western Asia, and jienetrated the
dominions of Ptolemy Philadelphos, king of Egypt,
those of his neighbour king Magas of Cyrene,
and even those of the European monarchs Alex-
ander of Epirus and Antigonos Gonatas of Mace-
donia.

Although missionary effort did not succeed in

planting branches of the Buddiiist church in the

foreign countries named, except perhaps in some

jiortions of the tei'ritory of Antiochos, its effects

may be traced obscurely both in the history of the
Gnostic and ]\Ianicha>an sects of Christianity

(Kennedy, 'Buddhist Gnosticism,' in JliAS, 1902,

pp. 377-415) and in the reflex action on India
which helped to develop the INIahayana form of

Buddhism about the beginning of the Christian

era. Ceylon, as already observed, was Avon per-

manently to Buddhism, Avhich became the domi-
nant religion in India and the bordering countries.

Of course the other forms of Indian religion Avere

not destroyed
—they Avere merely overshadoAved

for a time, and in due course recovered their

ancient vigour. In India, Buddhism is practically
extinct at the present day, and is hardly traceable

later than 1200 A.D. But for many centuries the

impulse given by Asoka's systematic missionary
propaganda made Buddhist institutions a jjro-

minent feature of Indian life ; and as late as the

7th cent. A.D., Buddhism, although then .slowly

decaying, Avas still a poAver in almost all jiarts of

India. The extension of the Buddhist faith to

Tibet, China, and Japan, through the agency of

Indian missionaries at A'arious dates, Avas an
indirect consequence of the Asokan propaganda.
Asoka, AA'hile determined to enforce Avith all his

authority Buddhist ethics as a practical system of

morals, Avas avoAvedly tolerant of other creeds, and
devoted a special edict to the subject of tolera-

tion :

' His MajestyIdoes reverence to men of all sects,whether ascetics

or householders, by gifts and various modes of reverence.
' His Majesty, however, cares not so nmch for gifts or

external reverence as that there should be a growth of the
essence of the matter in all sects. The growth of the essence
of the matter assumes various forms, but the root of it is re-

straint of speech, to wit, a man must not do reverence to his

own sect by disparaging that of another man without reason.

Depreciation should be for specific reasons only, because the
sects of other people deserve reverence for one reason or
another. . . . Self-control, therefore, is meritorious, to wit,

hearkening to the law of others, and hearkening \\-illingly.

'For this is His Majesty's desire, that adherents of aJl sects

should hear much teaching and hold sound doctrine.'

In another passage the royal preacher repeats his profession
of reverence for all sects, and adds that '

nevertheless, personal
adherence to one's own creed seems to me to be the chief

thing.'

Extant dedicatory inscriptions proA'e that A5oka
gave practical effect to these liberal principles, by
iiewiug cave-dwellings from the rock at enormous
cost, and bestowing them on ascetics of a non-
Buddhist sect ; Avhile, of course, liundreds of liis

benefactions must have passed unrecorded.
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He realized the truth that liis subjects could

not be expected to take his preaching to heart

unless he proved by acts of material beuelicence

that he was really, as he had claimed to be, the

father of his people. Accordingly, he organized
elaborate arrangements, both in his own dominions
and in those of friendly powers, for the cure of man
and beast, which doubtless involved the estab-

lishment and endowment of hos])itals. We are

expressly informed that healing herbs, medicinal

for both human beings and animals, \vhere\'er they
were lacking, were imported and distributed. In

})ursuance of the same policy, banyan-trees were

planted to pro\ ide ample shade, groves of mango-
trees were laid out to supply fruit, wells were dug
at every mile on the highroads, and numerous
rest-houses and watering-places were constructed,
for the enjoyment of man and beast. But His

^lajesty is careful to explain his motive by tlie

remark tliat
' such so-called enjoyment is a small

matter. With various blessings have former kings
blessed the world even as I have done, but in my
case it has been done solely with the intent that

men may conform to the Law of Piety.'
Anoka's buildings were designed and constructed

on a scale of such magniticence that they were

regarded by the men of later ages as the work of

demons obedient to his connnand. Although com-

paratively little of his architectural masterpieces
has survived, the great stiqMs, or brick cupolas,
at Sanchi, and numerous monolithic pillars, in-

scribed and uninscribed, Avhich are still standing,
suffice to justify his fame as a builder. Tiie mono-
liths, some of which are fifty feet high and weigh
fifty tons, exhibit the stone-cutter's art in perfec-
tion, and have been polished and engraved A\ith

the utmost nicety.
It is clear that Aioka was no merely fanatic

devotee, but that he succeeded in combining the

piety of a saint with the practical qualities of an
able king. As a king he disputes with Akbar
(^.r.) the right to the highest place of honour

among the sovereigns of India ; and, in the history
of Buddhism, his importance is second only to

that of the founder of the .system.
Asoka seems to have been followed on the

throne by his grandson Dasaratha ; but hardly
anything is known about his successors, in whose
feeble grasj) the great empire foimded by Chandra-

gupta, and maintained for three generations,
quickly crumbled to pieces. yee BUDDUISM,
CUAXDEAGUrXA.
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Vincent A. Smith.
ASPIRATION may be defined generally as

ardent longing. The word is sometimes used to

denote worldly ambition or desire, but its proper
apjilication, as the etymology may suggest, is to
desire directed upon spiritual objects, and so it

finds its distinctive exercise in the sjiheres of

ethics and religion. In each of these spheres it is

a jiDwer inciting to spiritual progress, an inward
impulse by whicli men are urged to the develop-
ment of their highest nature and true ends as

spiritual beings.
I. In ethics, aspiration appears as a longing for

the realization of ideals. Whatever theories may
be held as to the origin of moral ideas and of the
moral faculty, there is no ethical system worthy
of the name that is not based on sonie moral ideal
or conception of the highest good ; and aspiration
is the longing that impels to the pursuit of the

ideal and of all the qualities that belong to it or
tend to further it. Asjjirations and ideals go
together, and have a reactive influence upon each
other. On the one hand, aspirations are kindled

by ideals ; on the other, ideals are shaped and
fostered by aspiration. The moral feelings depend
for their strength and purity upon the clearness
and iuimediacy of the moral vision ; while the
moral vision owes much of its quick discernment
to the cultivation of the moral feelings. Both
vision and asiiiration, again, are qualilied bv
obedience. The gleaming vision must be pursuecT,
the sighing of the human spirit after the attain-
ment of its ideals must not be ignored or sup-
pressed, else moral blindness and moral apathy
will inevitably follow. But when men turn away
from wrong and do what they know to be right,
and keej) hungering and thirsting after righteous-
ness, moral progress is the assured result.

The jiarticular function of aspiration in the
moral sphere is to mediate between vision and
obedience. It is a mighty moti\e power by which
our spiritual knowledge is utilized for the purposes
of our moral activity. Without the uplifting and
im2)elling force of aspiration, ideals would never
be transformed into realities ; and so it is a neces-

sity of the moral life that men should cherish their

spiritual aspirations. The voice of duty is an

imperative voice, but before its high behests can
be canied out there must come some urging from
the heart's desire. It is faith and hope, admira-
tion and love—and these may all be summed u]) in

aspiration
—which enable us as moral beings to

Avalk without fainting, to run without weariness,
and even at times to mount up on eagles' wings.
' Let us learn to have noble desires,' said .Schiller,
' and we shall have no need for sublime resolu-

tions.' And what is moral aspiration but an im-

pulse of noble desire which bears the soul irresist-

ibly forward, as on tiie bosom of a swelling tide,
towards the realization of the highest moral ends?

2. But it is in religion still mure than in ethics

that aspiration finds its especial home and sphere,
for aspiration is the outgoing of the soul in search
of complete spiritual satisfaction, and ethical ideals,
even could tliey be perfectly realized, would not
avail to satisfy it.

' Thou madest us for Thyself,
and our heait is restless until it repose in Thee'

(Augustine, Conf. i. 1). Nothing but per.sonal
communion with the Divine Spirit will meet the
wants of the aspiring human spirit. It is to the

experience of aspiration as a psychological fact
that the origin of religion may be traced. In the
visible world men saw around them on every side

the tokens of change and decay, of transience and
evanescence. But this sense of the perishableness
and unreality of all earthly things brought to light
their own possession of the idea of something or

some one real and iiermanent ; and instinctively
their hearts went out in dumb longing to seek the
Unknown God. And as self-consciousness grew
clearer in the course of man's ascent, the con-

tradiction between the inner life of feeling and
desire, of hope and endeavour, and the hostile

powers of nature by which he Avas encompassed
and opposed, would hll his soul with a still deeper
longing for communion with that higher Power
akin to himself by whose help he might gain the

victory over the world.
The aspirations of the religious sold naturally

express themselves in forms of worship. And if

at first the forms in which men embodied their

religious desires were crude, material, grotesque,
and even repulsive, they testilied none the less to

a sincere longing after God. The blood of the

sacrifice was the blood of a covenant between
man and his deity; the sacrificial smoke, as it

rose into the air, was a symbol of the spirit's desire
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to rise licavenwanl ;
the sacrificial meal was a

sacrament of fellowship between the god and his

people. Moreover, as men grew in the power of

spiritual conception and apprehension, their aspira-
tions became purer, and began to find expression
in forms more spiritual and refined. And when
the inspiring Spirit from above stoops down to

raise and inform the aspiring spirit from below,
there comes the utterance of the purest spiritual
desire :

' As the hart panteth alter the water

brooks, so panteth my soul after thee, God.'
There is a wide diflerence between the aspira-

tions of morality and those of religion. Not only
is the ethical ideal an abstraction, it is an elusive

abstraction. As we pursue it, it recedes before

us. The horizon moves onward as we advance,
and the actual and the ideal never meet. Re-

ligious aspiration, on the other hand, being a

longing of the human spirit for personal com-
munion with the Divine Spirit, is able to enjoy
an immediate fruition of its object. With the
dawn of religion in the soul, the restless heart of

man finds rest in God. Not that there is no room
in the religious life for further progress and fuller

aspiration ; the room for pi-ogress is infinite, and
the call to it is never hushed. But progress here
'

is not towards, but icithin the sphere of the
infinite. It is not the vain attempt, by endless
finite additions or increments, to become possessed
of infinite wealth, but it is the endeavour, by the
constant exercise of spiritual activity, to appro-
priate tliat infinite inheritance of which we are

already in possession' (J. Caird, Phil, of Ed. 284).
Hence the life of Christian faith, in which the

experience of communion with God is most fully

realized, is a life of aspiration satisfied yet never

sated, resting joyfully in its object and yet longing
to apprehend it more fully.
Literature.—Augrustine, Confessions ; Green, Prolog, to

Ethics, 1SS3, bk. in. ch. ix. ; Jevons, Introd. to the Hist, of Reli-

gion, 1S96, ch. xxvi. ; J. Caird, Phil, of Religion, 1880, ch. ix.

J. C. Lambert.

aSRAMA.— I. General survey.
—Ah'ama,ixom.

the root si-am, 'to exert oneself,' means (1) a place
where austerities are performed, a hermitage, and
(2) the action of performing such austerities. It

may be doubted which of the two meanings is the

original. Without dwelling on this question, we
limit ourselves to the second meaning, which in

the development it has taken in India reveals a

very striking feature of ancient Indian life. At the
time when the Indians lived in the Panjab there
was no question either of a brahmanical order of

life or of castes and asramas. The castes occur

only in one hymn of later date [Rigv. 10. 90), and
the word dsrama is not found at all in the Rigveda.
Very difierent from this oldest period of Indian

antiquity is tjie time after the conquest of Hindus-
tan by the Aryans. The danger of mixing with
the indigenous tribes led to the establishment of

a very sharp distinction between the victorious

tribes of the Aryans and the remnants of the

aborigines, who later oii were included under the
collective name of the SUdras, and were excluded
from all community_of life, and especially of

religion, with the Aryans. This principle of

setting up boundary lines between the difierent

classes of the population was carried out to a certain

degree among the conquering Aryans themselves.
The great mass of the Aryans were called VaUyas,
'

colonists,' and devoted themselves to agriculture,
handicraft, and trade. They were ruled and taxed

by the Ksatriyas, the kings, and those who with
them had carried out the conquest of the country.
But anotlier class claimed and obtained a preponder-
ance over both the VaLsyas and the Ksatriyas.
These Avere the Brnhmanas, the descendants of the
old Vedic Rsis, who in their families kept as an

inestimable treasure the ancient Vedic hymns, with-

out which no religious ceremony could be performed,
and no higher education was possible in an age
wholly without secular literature. Indeed, the
Brahmanas succeeded in getting into their hands
not only the religious cult, but also the education
of the Aryan youth. It became a custom and
more and more a law that every young Aryan,
whether of tlie Brahmana, Ksatriya, or Vaisya
caste, should spend a series of years as a brahma-
chdrin in the house of a gui-u, or brahmanical
teacher.

In the early period the father himself acted as gurxi, and
instructed his son as well as he could in the sacred science in

so far as it was in the possession of his family. Very often,

howe\'er, the father was not able to satisfy the curiosity of his

son. Not only metaphysical questions embarrassed him ; the

understanding of the old texts became more and more difficult,

the ritual more complicated, the field of study ever broader.

Thus it became necessary to apply to celebrated authorities in

order to learn some special theory {vidya). Wandering students

(charaka) travelled far and wide (Brih. up. 3. 3. 1) ;
renowned

teachers itinerated from place to place (Kau^. up. 4. 1); and
there were masters to whom disciples streamed '

like waters to

the deep' (Taitt. up. 1. 4. 3).

Later it became customary for every Aryan to

spend a series of years (at least twelve, according
to Apastamba, Dharmasutra, 1. 1. 2, 16) in the

house of a brahmanical teacher. It was the latter's

duty to prepare his brahmanical pupils for their

future vocation, and to teach tliose of the Ksatrij^a
and Vaisya castes in order to inculcate in their

minds the necessary directions for all their future

life. We must assume (cf. Manu, 2. 241
;
Sank.

on Brih. up. p. 345, 13) that it became in course

of time an exclusive privilege of the brahmanical
caste to give this instruction, and only thus can
we understand the incomparable influence which
the Brahmanas gained and maintained over the
Indian people.

It would seem that not only the outward apparel,
but also the method of instruction^was diiferent for

the three castes; thus in Ait. Ar. 3. 2. 6, 9 the

rule is laid down to communicate a certain theory
na apravaktre,

' not to any one who will not him-
self become a teacher.' In return for this instruc-

tion the pupils had to work for the teacher in house
and field ; they attended to the sacred fires (Chhdnd.

up. 4. 10. 1), they looked after the cattle of the

teacher {Chlmnd. up. 4. 4. 5), collected for him in

the village the usual gifts of charity, and bestowed
a present upon him at the conclusion of their

studies in his home. In the leisure time left from
the duties to be performed for the guru, the Veda
was studied ; the teacher recited it verse by verse,
and the pupils had to repeat it untU the Avhole

was learned by heart. It was perhaps not so much
a time of learning as a time of vigorous training,
as the word dSrama implies. The principal rule

was strict obedience to the orders of the teacher

(of which we read extravagant examples in Mahdhh.
i. 684 f.). It was a period devoted to practice in

self-denial and mortification. But the brahmanical

system of life had the tendency to extend this

dsrama, or self-mortification, over the whole life of

the Brahmanas, and as far as possible of all the

Aryans. Not all, after having finished this course
of study, founded families as grihasthas,

' house-
holders

'

; some preferred to stay in the house of

their teacher as naisthikas to the end of their life.

Others again, as vdiuiprastlias, retired to the

jungle and gave themselves up to privations and
austerities. Some scorned even this form of a

regular existence, and roamed about as beggars.
These last were known as sannydsins,

'

throwing
away everything,' or parivrdjakas,

'

vagabonds,' or

simply bhikms,
'

beggars.' It was only later that
these various kinds of diramas,

'

religious mortifica-

tions,' were developed into a system embracing the
Avhole life, the aim of which was to obtain methodi-
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cally and by gradual progress that which appears
as an abrupt demand in Matth. 19. 21.

According to this later system, the life of every
Bralimana (and not only of these, for the rules given
in Maun, vi., seem to extend also to Ksatriyas and

Vaisyas) had to pass through four usramas, or

ascetic stages. Every Arya had to be ( 1 ) a hrahnui-

chdrin in the house of a teacher ; (2) a grihastha,

performing the duty of founding a family ; (3) a

vdnaprastha, a hermit in the woods, devoting him-
self to gradually increasing austerities ; and (4)

towards the end of his life a sannyasin, bhiksu,

pavivrdjaka, roving about without home or pro-

perty, living merely on alms, free from all earthly
ties, and aw aiting his end, delivered even before it

from all earthly attachments. How far the practice

corresponded to this theory, given in Manu and
other Law-books, we do not know ; but we are free

to confess that in our opinion the whole history of

mankind has not much that equals the grandeur of

this thought.
After this general survey let us proceed to

consider the history of the dh-amas in the Vedic
and the post-Vedic age.

2. The A^ramas in the Veda.—In the older

Upanisads the theory of the four dsrcunas is seen

in course of formation. ChJiund. up. 8. 15 mentions

only the Brahman-student and householder, and

promises to these, in reward for study, the begetting
of children, the practices of yoga, abstinence from

doing injury, and sacrilice, a departure hence
without return. Chhund. up. 2. 23. 1 names the

tapas (of tiie anchorite) side by side with these as

a tliird
' branch of duty.' There is still no pro-

gressive series. Kather, according to this passage,
the Brahman-students, in so far as they do not
elect to remain permanently in the house of the

teacher, appear to have devoted themselves partly
to the householder's state, partly to the life in the
forest. It is in harmony with this that in Chhdnd.

up. 5. 10 among the dying the anchorite in the
forest and the sacrilicer in the village appear side

by side. Chhdnd. up. 2. 23. 1 contrasts all three
branches of duty with the position of the man who
'stands fast in Braiunan.' So too, in Brih. ^ip.

4. 4. 22, those who practise (1) the study of the

Veda, (2) sacrifice and almsgiving, (3) penance and
tasting, are contrasted with the man who has
learned to know the dtnutn, and in consequence
becomes a muni and pravrdjin (' pilgrim '). Both
have attained the knowledge of the dtman, and
therefore the supreme goal. In the cognate passage
Brih. up. 3. 5, on the contrary, the brdhmana is

still distinguished from the muni as a higher grade.
In Brih. up. 3. 8. 10 also, the knowledge of the
dtman as the highest aim is ditl'erentiated both
from the sacrifices and benefactions (of the house-

holder) and from the practices of tapas (of the

anchorite).
All these passages assume only the three stages

of Braliman-student, householder, and anchorite,
and contrast with them the men who know the
dtman. The last were originally 'exalted above
the (three) dsra)nas '

(atydsramin, as it is said in
Svet. up. 6. 21, Kaivalya up. 24). This very posi-
tion, however, of exaltation above the diramas
became in course of time a fourth and highest
d-iranui, which was naturally assigned to the end
of life, so that studentship, and the positions of
houseliolder and anchorite (which stood side by
side), preceded it as temporary grades in this
successive order. Until the post-Vedic age, how-
ever, the separation between the third and fourth
diramas, between the vdnaprastha practising tapas
and tlie sannyasin who has succeeded in attaining
nyasa, was not strictly carried out. An intimation
of the fonrfold number of the dsramas is perhaps
already atlurded by the words of Miind. up. 2.1.1 :

VOL. 11.—9

'

Mortification, truth, the life of a Brahman, in-

struction.' Otherwise the oldest passage which
names all four dsramas in the correct order would
be Jabula up. 4 :

' When the period of Brahman-
studentship is ended, a man becomes a householder ;

after he has been a householder, he becomes an
ancliorite ; after he has been 'an anchorite, let him
travel about on pilgrimage.' ,

(1) The Brahnuichdrin.— ' Svetaketu was the son
of,(Uddalaka) Aruni. To him said his father,
"Svetaketu, go forth to study the Brahman, for
none of our family, my dear son, is wont to
remain unlearned, and a (mere) hanger-on of the
Brahman order'" [Chhdnd. up. 6. 1. 1). From
this remark it seems to follow that at that time
entrance upon the life of a Brahman-student,
while it was a commendable custom, was not

yet universally enjoined upon Brahmans. The
entrance also of Satyakama upon studentship ap-
pears to be his voluntary determination (Chhuxd.
up. 4. 4. 1). It was possible for a man to receive
instruction from his father, as Svetaketu (Chhdnd.
up. o. 3. 1 ; Brih. up. 6. 2. 1 ; Kaus. up. 1. 1),
or at the hantls of other teachers, as the same
Svetaketu in Chhdnd. up. 6. 1. 1 (contradictory
to the passages just quoted). The request to be
received must follow duly {ttrthcna, cf. vidhivat,
Mund. up. I. 1. 3), i.e. according to Brih. ujj.
6. 2. 7, with the Avords upaimi aham hhavuntam.
The student takes the fuel in his hand as a token
that he is willing to serve the teacher, and
especially to maintain the sacred lires [Kaus,
up. 4. 19 ; Chhdnd. up. 4. 4. 5, 5. 13. 7, 8. 7. 2,
8. 10. 3, 8. 11. 2; 3Iund. up. 1. 2. 12; Praina
up. 1. 1). Before receiving him, the teacher
makes inquiry into Ids birth and family [Chlidnd.

up. 4. 4. 4), but yet, as this example shows, in a

very indulgent manner. Sometimes instruction is

given even without formal reception (Anupanlya,
CMidnd. up. 5. 11. 7). The duration of the period
of instruction is twelve years {Chhdnd. up. 4. 10. 1),

or 'a series of years' [Chhdnd. up. 4. 4. 5). Sveta-
ketu also begins to receive instruction at the age
of twelve (Chhdnd. up. 6. 1. 2), and continues his

study for twelve years. During this time he has

'thoroughly studied all theVedas' \Chhund. up.
6. 1. 2), namely, the verses of the liigveda, the
formulas of tiie sacrilice, and the hymns of the
Sdmavcda [Chhdnd. up. 6. 7. 2), apparently there-
fore only the sainhitds. In other instances there

appears to have been at first no mention of study.
In one example Upakosala has tended the sacred
fires for twelve years, and yet the teacher can
never make up his mind to impart to him ' the

knowledge' (Chhdnd. up. 4. 10. 1-2). Satyakama
is sent at first with the teacher's herds of cattle
into a distant country, where Ije remains for a
succession of years [Chhdnd. up. 4. 4. 5). A
further act of service on the part of the hrahma-
chdrin consists in his going to beg for the teacher

[Chhdnd. up. 4. 3. 5). On festival occasions also

we find him in the train of the teacher and
awaiting his commands (Brih. up. 3. 1. 2).

Together with and after these acts of service,
' in the time remaining over from work for the
teacher' (guroh karnuc-atiSese>ia, Chhdnd. up. 8. 15)
the study of the Veda is prosecuted. The con-

sequence was sometimes self-conceit rather than
real enlightenment [Chhdnd. up. 6. 1. 2). We
further find the students wandering from place
to place ; they hastened, as stated above, from
all sides to famous teachers ' like waters to the

deep' (Taitt. tip. 1. 4. 3); they roamed as far as
the land of the Madras (on the Hyphasis)

' in

order to learn the sacrifice' (Brih. up. 3. 7. 1,

3. 3. 1). As a rule, iiowever, they lived as ante-

vdsins in tiie house of the teacher, and not a few
found this manner of life so congenial that they
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'settled permanently in the teacher's house'

(Chhund. up. 2. 23. 1). The others were dismissed

at the close of the period of studentship with
advice {Brih. up. 6. 4) or admonitions. ' After
he has studied the Veda with him, the teacher

admonishes his pupU : "Speak the trutli, do your
duty, forsake not the study of the Veda ; after

you have presented the appropriate gifts to tlie

teacher, take care that the thread of your race be
not broken'" {Taitt. up. 1. 11). Furtlier admoni-
tions follow, not to neglect health and possessions,
to honour father, mother, teacher, ana guests, to

be blameless in works and life, to honour superiors,
to bestow alms in the appropriate manner, and in

all doubtful cases to order one's conduct according
to the iudgment of approved authorities.

(2) Ihe Grihastha.— ' He who returns home from
the family of the teacher, after the prescribed

study of tlie Veda in the time remaining over

from work for the teacher, and pursues the i)rivate

study of the Veda in (his own) household in a

pure neighbourhood (where Brahmans are per-
mitted to live), trains up pious (sons and pupils),
subdues all his organs in the iitman, and, besides,

injures no living tiling except on sacred ground
(at the sacrifice), he indeed, if he maintains this

manner of life all Ids days, enters into the world
of Brahman and does not return again' (Chhdnd.
lip. 8. 15). According to this passage, the house-

holder may remain in that state all his life long
witiiout doing injury to his soul. According to

Chhdnd. iip. 5. 10, on the contrary, for those ' who
in the village worship with tlie words "Sacrifice

and pious works are our tribute,"
'

for those, in

other words, who continue in the householder's
state to the end of life, the transient reward in

the moon and a retui-n to a new earthly existence
are appointed.
The most imperative duty of the householder is

to establish a family and to beget a son to continue
his father's works. To beget a son is considered
a religious duty. In Taitt. up. 1. 9 it is enjoined
side by side with studying and teaching the Veda.

Frequently [Chhdnd. tip. 3. 17. 5, 5. 8-9; Brih.

up. 6. 2. 13, 6. 4. 3) it is allegorically described as

an act of sacrifice. In Taitt. up. 1. 11 the pupil,

among other admonitions, is charged to take
care 'that the thread of his race be not broken.'
In Mahdn. up. 63. 8 it is said :

' He wlio in his

lifetime rightly continues to spin tlie thread of

posterity, thereby pays the debt which he owes
to the fathers ; for it (begetting) is the payment
of his debts.' His continued life in the world of

men is assured by the son (Brih. up. 1. 5. 16), who
stands in the jjlace of the father in order to

accomplish for him the religious works (Ait. 2. 4),
' and if anything whatever has been committed

previously Ijy him, his son will expiate it, there-

fore is his name "son'' (putra, because he

puranena trdyati pitaram, Safik. ) ; for by the son
he continues to exist in this world '

(Brih. up.
1. 5. 17). Particular directions are given in Brih.

up. 6. 4 how to proceed in order to beget a son
or daughter of a certain quality. This chapter
forms the conclusion of the Upanisad, and therefore

probably the close of the religious instruction

imparted to the student at the end of Iiis student
life. Several wives are permitted, as, in fact,

Yajuavalkya himself had two (Brih. up. 2. 4,

4. 5). As further duties of the grihastha are
named sacrifice, study of the Veda, and almsgiving
(Chhdnd. up. 2. 23. 1, 8. 5. 1-2 ; Brih. up. 4. 4. 22,
3. 8. 10).

(3) The VdnaprastJia and (4) the Sannydsin.—
A distinction between these two periods of life

was only gradually established. Originally the

solitary life in the forest existed as a special
brunch of vocation (dhurmaskandhu] side by side

with the position of householder (Chhdnd. up.
2. 23. 1, 5. 10. 1-3). Later it may have become
usual to retire into the solitude of the forest only
on the approach of old age, after the obligations of

the householder had been fulfilled. Yajuavalkya
is an example, when he addresses his wife Maitreyi
(Brih. up. 2. 4. 1 [4. 5. 1-2]) :

'
I will now aban-

don this state (of householder), and will therefore

make a division between thee and Katyayani.' In

doing so, Yajfiavalkj^a puts into practice what
he teaches in Brih. up. 3. 5. 1 : 'In truth, after

that Brahmans have gained the knowledge of this

soul, they abstain from desire for children and
desire for possessions and desire for the world,
and wander about as beggars.' Here the third

and fourth stages are not yet distinguished. The
case is otherwise with the kin^ Brihadratha, who
(Maitr. up. 1. 2) surrenders his kingdom, retires

to the forest, and gives himself up to the most

painful mortifications, gazing fixedly at the sun,
and standing with arms erect, and yet is obliged to

confess: 'I am not acquainted with the dtman.'
Here the anchorite, who devotes himself to ascetic

practices with meditation (Chdnd up. 2. 23. 1), has

not yet attained the highest goal ; he who with-

out knowing the dtman '

practises austerities for

many thousand years earns only a finite reward '

(Brih. up. 3. 8. 10). Asceticism leads only to

pitrydna,
'

way of the fathers
'

(Brih. up. 6. 2.

16), and the case is difl'erent only ^\dth those who
can say: 'Faith is our asceticism' (Chdnd. up,
5. 10. 1). Penance and fasting are only the means

by which Brahmans ' seek to know '

the dtman
(vividisanti, Brih. up. 4. 4. 22). According to

some, tapas is indispensable as a means to the

knowledge of the dtman (Maitr. up. 4. 3, na

atapaskasya dtmajtldne 'dhigamah), according to

others (Jdbdla up. 4), it is superfluous ; and this

view is more in accordance Avith the whole sj'stem.
For as long as the goal was a transcendental one,
the hope might be cherished of approaching near
to it by severing by means of asceticism tlie tie

that binds to this life. If, however, emancipation
is the discovery of one's self as the dtman, and
therefore something that only needs to be recog-
nized as already existing, not to be brought
about as though it were future, the asceticism

of the vdnaprastha becomes as superfluous as the

grihastha's sacrifice and study of the Veda (Brih.

up. 3. 5, 4. 4. 21). He who knows the dtman is

atydsramin, 'exalted above the (thrtte.) dsramas'

(Svet. up. 6. 21). He has attained that which the

ascetic only strives after, complete release from
his individuality and from all that pertains to it,

as family, possessions, and the world (Brih. up.
3. 5, 4. 4. 22). He is called saiinydsin, because
he 'casts oU'everj-tiiing from himself (sam-ni-as) ;

par-ivrdj,2Jarivrdjaka, because he ' wanders about '

homeless ; and hhiksu, because without possessions
lie lives only as a '

beggar.'
(4) The Sannydsin (parivrdjaka, hhiksu).—The

sannydsa, which is originally only the ' abandon-
ment '

of the entire brahmanical mode of life in the
three dSramas, assumed in course of time the posi-
tion of a fourth and highest dsrama, which, as a

rule, though not necessarily, would first be entered

upon towards the close of life after passing
through the stages of brahmacJidrin, grihastha,
and vdnaprastha. It thus, however, gained a
further meaning. If it was originally a natural

consequence of tlie knowledge of the utnutn, it

now became a final and most efficacious means

by which it was hoped to attain that knowledge.
The sannydsa, accordingly, is represented as such
a means to the knowledge of the dtman and to

emanciiiation in a series of later Upanisads, of

which the most important are Brahma, Sannydsa,
Aruneya, Kant/ut^ruti, Paramalianisa^ Jdbdla,
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Akraina. We find in tliem a full account, with

numerous contradictions in details, of the pre-

liminary conditions imposed upon the scmmjasin,
of his departure from life, of his dress and equip-

ment, of his food, place of abode, and occupa-
tions.*

3. The A^ramas in post-Vedic time.—Altl'ougli
the Uixinisads teach that every man,_ Sudra as

well as Arya, is an incarnation of the atman, the

knowledge of which, whether originating in an

Arya or a ^fulra, would lead to emancipation, yet
the Brahmans were too much under the influence

of old traditions to put this doctrine into practice,
and thus the Sfulras were, and remained, excluded

from all religious community with the Aryas.
So much the greater was their care for the spiritual
welfare of the three superior castes, and the four

iiiranuts became the via salutis through which

every twice-born man (dvija) had to pass, i.e.

every Brahmana, Ksatriya, and Vaisya, in order

to reach the highest goal. As in Vedic times, so

also in tiie later period of Indian life, it was the

rule that every twice-boni man had to become
first a brahmacharin. In this stage he lived in

the house of a teacher, persisted in the fulfilment

of his duties of temperance and chastity, and

received, through the study of the Veda, the in-

tellectual stamp for all his future life. He then,
as cjrihastha, had to marry, to beget oiispring, and
to fulfil the six duties of teaching and learning,

sacrificing in person and through the agency of

others, giving alms and receiving presents ; besides

this there were five daily observances incumbent

upon him : to satisfy the gods by sacrificing, the

Ksis by studying the Veda, the fathers by ottering
funeral oblations, men by almsgiving,

and animals

by feeding birds, antelopes, and other denizens of

tlie forest. Afterwards he passed to the state of

vCinaprastha as it is described in Manu, 6. 2, and
Mahdhh. xii. 245. 4 :

' When the houseliolder

sees his skin wrinkled and his hair white and the

sons of his sons, then he has to retire to the

forest,' in order to extinguish in himself, by
austerities gradually augmented, all the remnants
of worldly attachments. ' In summer let him
expose himself to the heat of five fires, during the

rainy season live under the open sky, and in

winter be dressed in wet clothes, thus gradually
increasing the rigour of his austerities' (Manu,
6. 23). Further,

' after having purified himself in

the three social stages from all stain of sin, let

him wander towards the liighest goal with un-
daunted perseverance' (Mahdbh. xii. 246. 3).

In this stage of sannyasin,
' one who has

abandoned everything,' he roamed about without
home (parivrdjaka), and lived merely on alms
(bhiksu). At a period of life when, according to

our thought, aid from others is more than ever

needed, the aged man was left to himself without

any care or attendance ;

'

let him flee from society
as from a serpent, from comfort as from a hell,
and from women as from a corpse

'

(Mahubh. xii.

246. 13); 'let him not look forward to death, let

him not look forward to life, let him await his

time as the servant awaits a command '

[nidcktm,
which is the better reading both in Mahdbh. xii.

246. 15, and in Manu, vi. 45).
We subjoin a few more verses on the state of the sannyasin

from the sixth book of Manu. 'Let him put clown his foot

purified by his sight, let him drink water nuiified by (straining
with) a cloth, let him utter speech purified by truth, let him
keep his heart pure

'

(46).
' Let him patiently bear hard words,

let him not insult anybody, and let him not become anybody's
enemy for the sake of this (perishable) body

'

(47).
'

Against
an angry man let him not in return show anger, let him bless
when he is cursed, let him not utter speech, devoid of truth,
scattered at the seven gates (of the neighbours)

'

(48).
' Neither

• These will be found described in P. Deusscn, Allgemeine
Oetchichle der Philosophie, ii. pp. 335-843 ; Philosophy 0/ the

Upanishads, pp. 374-382.

by (explaining) prodigies and omens, nor by skill in astrology and
jialmistry, nor by giving advice and by the exposition (of the

Sastras), let him ever seek to obtain alms' (50).
' Let him not

(in order to bog) approach a house thronged with liermits,
I5rahmat;as, birds, dogs, or other mendicants' (fil).

'

Ilis hair,
nails, and beard being clipped, carrying an alms-bowl, a stafif,
and a water-pot, let him continually wander about, controlling
himself and not hurting any creature' (.'>2). 'Let him go to

beg once (a day), let him not be eager to obtain a large
quantity (of alms) ; for an ascetic who eagerly seeks alms,
attaches himself also to sensual enjoyments' (.'55). 'When no
smoke ascends from (the kitchen), when the pestle lies motion-
less, when the embers have been extinguished, when the people
have finished their meal, when the remnants in the dishes have
been removed, let the ascetic always go to beg' (56). 'Let
him not be sorry when he obtains nothing, nor rejoice when
he obtains (something), let him (accept) so much only as will
sustain life, free from attachment to material things' (57).
'By eating little, and by standing and sitting in solitude, let
him restrain his senses, if they are attracted by sensual objects'
(59).

'

By the restraint of his senses, by the destruction of love
and hatred, and by the abstention from injuring the creatures,
he becomes fit for immortality

'

(CO).
' In order to preserve

living creatures, let him always by day and by night, even
with pain to his body, walk, carefully scanning the ground'
(68).

' When by the disposition (of his heart) he becomes
indifferent to all objects, he obtains eternal happiness both
in this world and after death

'

(80).*

For further information about the four aJramas
we must refer the reader to the detailed treatment
of them in Manu, bks. ii.-vi.

, and to the parallel

passages in the Mahdbhdrata, chiefiy bk. xii.

243-246. Of special interest also is the short

description, Mahdbh. xii. 191-192, which, being
in prose, may have been inserted from an old

DharnmsTitra.f
If it is true th.at the highest aim of mankind is

not to be found in this worldly existence, but in

the realm beyond, however closed to our know-
ledge this may be, it is none the less true that the

attempt, as we have it in the four diramas, to
transform the whole earthly existence into a

preparatory school for eternity, merits recognition
and admiration even from those who have reached
the highest degree of civilization. The Indian

system does not demand what is impossible ; it

does not tear men away roughly and abruptly from
that attachment to the world which is innate in

them. It ofi'ers the opportunity in the stage of

qrihastha to enjoy life, and by enjoying it to

convince oneself of its futility. It then, in an
advanced age, in the stage of vdnaprmtha, tends
to a systematic mortification of sensuality, and it

describes in the sannydsin a man who, approach-
ing the end of his days, has become free from all

worldly fetters, and is best prepared for departure.
What we say of so many precepts of the Gospels
we may say also of the four dsramas : although
they are by no means suitable for literal and blind

imitation, yet they may serve in a certain sense
as a pattern, since the way of thinking manifested
in them may in other forms and modifications be

precious for every age.

Literature.—The literature has been given throughout the
article. See also Asceticism (Hindu), Upani§ad8.

P. Deussen.
ASSAM.— I. Relig:ious history.

—There is no

part of India which is more interesting in .some

respects to the student of Hinduism than the
Assam valley. As everyone knows, Hinduism
professes to be a race religion, the religion of the
inhabitants of Bharat-varsa, of the Hindu people.
Yet, since the origin of the Hindu religion is

Vedic, and the Vedas were the collected hymns
of the so-called '

Aryan
'

immigrants, the two
hundred millions of people now calling themselves
Hindus must, in part at least, and probably in

large part, be the descendants of races who were
converted to, or more properly adopted into,
Hinduism. Indeed, the later developments that
have sprung from Vedic worship must have been
due in great measure to the inlluence of aboriginal
* SBE XXV. 207-213.

t See Deussen, Allgemeine GtBch. d. Philosophie, i. 3, pp. 90-93.
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beliefs on the simple nature-Avorship of the Aryan
invaders. That was essentially democratic in its

nature, Avhereas the hierarchy of Brahmanism and
the intellectual aristocracy of priests, philosophers,
and the highly cultivated warrior chiefs who played
so important a part in the developmentof Hinduism,
must have been due to conquest, at once pliysical
and moral, of lower by higher races. Yet in most

parts of India the transition and the struggle are
so distant that all memory of them is lost. The
Dravidian of the South and the Bengali of the
East alike believe that they were always Hindu.
The higher castes and classes, it is true, have dim
traditions of a time when their ancestors, fairer

and slighter in figure than the aborigines, migrated
fi-om iforth-Westei-n India. But the lower castes

have no such traditions, and no curiosity as to

how their distant ancestors came to be accepted
into the Hindu community. There are, of course,
notable exceptions to this rule. On the whole,
however, it is only the ethnologist who can con-

jecture from the physical aspect of the various
races of India that they were once non-Hindus
and sjioke some non-Aryan language. But in the
Assam valley, owing to geographical and historical

causes, which will presently be stated as briefly as

possible, the process by which aboriginal tribes

are accepted into the Hindu fraternity is seen in

actual operation at the present time, and, by
analogy and in some cases by actual historical

indications, the process can be traced back for

some two thousand yea^rs. In the Assam valley
we are on the border-land of the Hindu faith, and
see the most tolerant and receptive of creeds in

contact with the beliefs of Indo-Chinese races. It

is singularly interesting to note how alien blood
and alien civilizations are quietly assimilated by
the slow, gentle, and irresistible force of Hindu
ideas.

In the earliest times of which we have any
knowledge, what we now call the Assam valley
was the nucleus and centre of the great independent
kingdom of Kdniuirupa [q.v.), a name which still

survives as that of the modern District of Kamrup,
Avhose capital, now Gauhati (or Guahati), was
then famous all over India as Pragjyotishpur, the
'

City of Eastern astrology.' This kingdom appears
to have included, some 1500 years ago, not only
the valley of the Brahmaputra river, but also
the whole of Eastern Bengal down to the sea,
and in addition (a thing even more difficult of
belief for the modern traveller) the rugged and
now almost inaccessible mountains of Bhutan. It
was apparently in the Bhutanese hills that the

kings of Kamarupa obtained their store of mineral
wealth, and especially of copper. They were
powerful inonarchs, cultivated, warlike, and enter-

prising. Each dynasty, as it arose into power,
attracted the attention of the Brahmans, and, by
one or other of the fictions common to early laAv

and early religion in all countries, was adopted
into Hinduism. It was, indeed, by common
consent, at Pragjyotishpur that there came into

being tlie Tantrik form of Hinduism, that form
which gives especial prominence to the female

energy of the deity, his active nature being
personified in his iukti, or '

Avife.' Devi, as the
kildi of Siva, is the energy chiefly identified with
tlie mystery of sex and magical powers, which are
the leading topics of the Tantras, the scriptures
(though, of course, not the sole scriptures) of this
form of Hinduism. On the Nilachal hill, a beautiful
wooded eminence near the town of Gauhati, still

stands the temple of Kamaksa Devi, one of the
forms of the snkti of Siva. The legend that

explains the ancient sanctity of Kamarupa and of

Kamagiri (the religious name of the Nilachal hill)
is as follows :

Sati, the first wife of the god Siva, died of sorrow at the

discourtesy shown to her husband by her father Dak?a, who
was incensed by the interruption of his famous sacrifice of

burnt-offering. (It may be worth mentioning, as a picturesque
circumstance, that when the woods on the southern slopes
of the Bhutan and Aka hills catch fire in the dry winter
season, and can be seen glowing or blazing from great
distances, the people to this day assert that the far-off glare
against the sky is causpd by the reviving ashes of Dafcsa's

interrupted sacrifice.) Siva, overcome by grief and remorse,
wandered about the world, carrying, as a penance, hia
dead wife's body on his head. In order to arrest this penance
and to prevent Siva from obtaining excessive power, Vijnu
pursued him, and, by successive blows of his discus, lopped
the body piecemeal, so that it fell to earth in fifty-one

pieces. Wherever any piece fell, the place became a pHha-
sthdna, sacred and a fit resort for pilgrims. But the most
sacred of all was the Kamagiri hill, for this became identified
with the generative powers of Sati, and, probably bj' some
subsequent extension of the idea, with those of Prithivi,
'the JBroad Earth,' regarded as the mother of living beings.
But Siva continued his jjenance, and Kama-deva, the god of

Love, was dispatched to beguile the mourner from his austerities.
He succeeded. Siva was so indignant that he burnt the
Indian Cupid to ashes by a single glance from the eye in the
midst of his forehead. But Love was not destined to die

eternally, and the land where he recovered life to inveigle men
from contemplation and austerity was the beautiful valley ever
since known as Kamariipa, the '

Shape of Love.'

As the legend sufficiently indicates, the princes
and upper classes of the kingdom of Kamarupa
were Hindus, probably spoke some Indo-European
dialect derived from Sanskrit, and were accepted
as of Indian race. But the bulk of the people
were not then, and many of them are not even

now, Hindus. It is interesting, and not A^dthout

more than ethnological interest, to indicate briefly
what they were.

In the greater part of India, except in the extreme North-
west, the people have a strong infusion of Dravidian blood. In
the South they speak what are known as Dravidian languages,
and the Soutliern races are of the dusky Negrito stram, and
apparently akin to African peoples. In the North-East the
Dravidian blood is mingled with other, and especially Indo-

Chinese, infusions. In the Assam valley the Brahmans (priests
and astrologers) resemble their Bengali neighbours, and the

Doms, a large fisherman caste, are plainly of Western origin.
But the bulk of the people are evidently of partly Indo-Chinese

blood, and their physical appearance is of the '

Mongolian
'

type,
bearing, more or less, the characteristic aspect of the yellow
races. They have themselves (with the exception of the

Ahoms) no record, historical or traditional, of their advent
into Assam. But the languages they speak are some clue to
the successive invasions of Indo-Chinese folk from the north-
east and the south-east of the valley. The oldest Indo-Chinese

language spoken in Assam belongs to the Mon - Khmer sub-

famil}', which has recently been named by Schmidt of Vienna
the 'Austric' family of languages. ScJimidt claims that it

extends from Assam across Further India to Cambodia, and
thence through Polynesia and Micronesia to Easter Island, on
the coast of South America. It is worth noting, in passing,
that Hindu dynasties seem once to have reigned over peoples
of this race in the Far East as well as in Assam. E. A. Gait,
in his History of Assam, quotes the case of an Indian king,
Samuda, who was ruling in Upper Burma in a.d. 105, and also
that of Hindus who led the Tchampas or Shans in their con-

quests of the mouths of the Mekong in a.d. 280. These Hindus,
as Gait says, must have passed through Assam, as, probably,
did the Hindus from Kam-bod, in N.W. India, who founded
and gave its name to the Cambodian kingdom in Indo-China.
It is possible that JIon-Khmer peoples invaded and gave their

language temporarily to much of North-Eastern India, as well
as to parts of Burma. But the only Mon-Khmer tongue sui*-

viving in Assam is that of the Kh.asis, now inhabiting and
giving their name to the mountains between Kamrup and
Sylhet. These interesting people remained independent until

tiiey came under British rule, and have not even now come
under Hindu influences. They are a curious counterpart
of the Basques in the Pyrenees. Elsewhere the Mon-Khmer
element, whether in blood or speech, has become completely
assimilated, and can no longer be distinguished.
The next wave of Indo-Chinese invasion is represented by the

various peoples speaking the Tibeto-Burmese tongues. These
have three main groups of dialects. The first of them is Naga,
spoken in and to the east of the Naga hills. The second is

KukiChin, spoken in Manipur, Cachiir, the Lushai hills, and
by the interesting race known as the Mikirs, who now inhabit
an outlying bastion of the Khasi hills jutting into the Assam
plain. The people speaking these two groups of dialects have
as yet hardly at all come into contact with Hinduism, and
retain their own primitive animistic superstitions. The third
and most important group is that now known (since Brian
Hodgson's celebrated investigations into their language and
ethnology) as ' Bodos.' They comprise the Meolies of Northern
Bengal ; the Kacharis of Northern Assam ; the Dimasas, who
live in the hills between Nowgong and Cachar ; the Garos and
Tipperas, inhabiting the mountains called after them ; scattered

plains-folk known as Lalungs and Itabhas ; and (if they really
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belouir to the Bodo race) the C'hutiyas of Lakhiininir and the

great Majuli island in the Brahmaputra. It is not to be sup-

posed that the people who now speak Bodo languaires were

all of common origin. Cut the wide-spread survival of this

group of tongues presupposes an invasion of sutticient force to

impose them upon subject and assimilated races. Moreover,

since the acquisition of the Bodo speech was not, as in the case

of the incursion of Indo-European tonsrues, accompanied by
the imposition of any caste restrictions, the assimilation of race

was complete. It is impossible to find any ethnological differ-

ence between the various tribes now speaking the Bodo

languages, except in so far as those who live in the plains

among Hindus have acquired a tincture of Dravidian and,
in a very slight degree, of 'Aryan' blood. The Koch race

in Northern Bengal has become completely Hinduized, has

adopted the Bengali language, and is practically a Hindu caste,

to which modern converts from other Bodo races are still

admitted. The Khyens, once a Bodo ruling race in Northern

Bengal, are now whollv absorbed, and can no longer be

identified. But the Meches and the Kacharis, though they
live among Hindus, are still physically, linguistically, and in

matters of belief, distinct races, as, to some extent, are the

Chutivas also. The Garos, Tipperas, and Dimasas, being
isolated highlanders, remain totally unaffected by Hindu

influences, whether in language or religion. On the other

hand, the race most properly described as Bodos (see art.

BoDOS) are rapidly losing their native speech, and are being
adopted into Hinduism.

What the Hinduism of the great kingdom of

Kfimarupa was, it is impossible to say now with

any certainty. But it was evidently the aristo-

cratic religion of kings and nobles only, and from
the fact that its centre was the hill shrine of Kam-
aksa Devi, it was no doubt of the Tantrik type
identilied with Western Assam and Eastern and
Northern Uengal— a religion of propitiation of

awful and uiicomprehended natural forces by
bloody sacrifices, often by the slaughter of human
victims. Kamarupa, with its slirines, priests, kings,
and heroes, figures largely in Sanskrit literature

from the Maluibhdrata downwards, and especially
in certain J^urunas which deal chiefly with the

worship of Siva and his kikti, such as the KCiUkii

Purdncc. On the other hand, Krsiia makes a fre-

quent appearance in the stories told in connexion
with various places in the Assam valley. Many of

these tales seem to imjily ancit^nt contests between
the cult of Krsna and that of Siva.
For instance, in and round the little town of Tezpur, now the

headquarters of the British District of Darrang, arc the scattered

remains of what seem to have been temples—stone pillars and
slabs elaborately carved and ornamented. These are said to

have been the palace of one Bana Asura (the word Asura im-

plies that the king was a non-Hindu by origin), who was the
son of Bali Asura. Bana had many sons and one lovely daughter
named Usha (perhaps after Ushas, the fair goddess of dawn).
Usha dreamt one night of a beautiful youth, and vowed that

she would marry no other than the prince of her dream. Her
attendant Chitra-lekha (literally, the '

draughts-woman ') had

magic skill in drawing portraits, and she drew in turn the

features of all the princes in India. Finally, trembling and
with hesitation, she ventured to depict Aniruddha, the grand-
son of Krsna himself, and this picture Usha recognized as the

vision that visited her sleep. Aniruddha was attracted by
magic arts to Usha's bower, and ' married her according to the
Gandharva ceremony.' The young lovers were surprised by the

princess's father, who, in high wrath, being a fervent follower of

^iva, cast the prince into prison, and confined him 'in serpent
bonds.' Krsna came to his grandson's rescue with a great fleet

and army, and carried him and his bride away to distant

Dwarika "in Western India, but not until a great battle was

fought, in which so much blood was shed that the town is

called Sonitpur or Tezpur ('the city of blood') to this day,
while the little river which runs near it is known as the

Bharali, or 'river of fear.' The low range of hills wluch here
skirts the Brahmaputra bank is said to be the extinct; remains
of a series of fiery volcanoes cast up by the god Siva as a
bulwark for his ally, the angry father Bana.

There is one circumstance in connexion with
this tale which has a certain ethnological interest.

The ruins are visited in the dry season by the

Daphlas, a wild tribe who live in the Northern
hills. They declare that certain mysterious marks
on the carved stones are '

Daphla Avriting,' and
that tlie buildings were the w(jrk of their ancestors.
It is possible that tlie Daphlas once lived in the

plains of Assam, and were driven into forest fast-

nesses by some forgotten incursion of Indo-Chinese
invaders. Their national costume, curiouslj- enough,
resembles the traditional dre.ss of the god Siva,
and the lower caste Hindus believe them to be of

the race of that god, who is described in the
books as a Kirati, 'dweller in the hills.' It was
indeed somewhere in these north-eastern hills that
the Epic hero Arjuna received lessons in archery
and other arts of war from Siva. In any case, the

Daphlas have only to adopt Hindu rules of eating,

marriage, etc., to be readily accepted into the
Hindu fraternity. Again, it is said that Bhaluka,
the grandson of Bana, built a fort, ruins of which
are stillvisible, not far from Balipara at the foot
of the Aka hills. The Akiis, Avhoso chiefs now,
on occasions of state, wear costumes evidently
borrowed from Tibetan Buddhists, are said to

claim descent from Bhaluka. It is po.ssible that

they too are descendants of a race that was
driven into the hills, was once more or less Hin-

duized, and may yet be accepted into the Hindu
fold.

But there are many such legends, all, or nearly all, relating to

powerful Asura monarchs. One of the most famous of these
was Naraka Asura, son of the Earth, who is said, in the Mahd-
bhdrata and Vixriu Purdyja, to have carried off the ear-rings of

Aditi (the mother and daughter of Daksa, above described) to

his impregnable castle of Pragjyotishpur, where Krsija, at the

request of the gods, went and killed him and recovered the

jewels. In the llarivaihsa the same story is told in a slightly
different form. Narak's son and successor was Bhagadatta, who
is frequently mentioned in the itahdbhdrata. In the Sabhd
Parvan of the Epic, the tale is told of how Arjuna attacked

Bhagadatta and compelled him to pay tribute. Subsequently,
it is related that Bhagadatta went with a great army to the
assistance of Duryodhan in the final struggle between the
Kauravas and Pandavas in Western India.

Those who are intei-ested in the legendary period
of Assamese history will find a full account of it in

GaiVs IIistor
>/ of Assam. In the hrst half of the

7th cent, we at last get a glimpse of authentic

history from the famous Chinese traveller Hiuen

Tsiang, who visited Kumar Bhaskara Varmana,
then king of Kamarupa. Assam was not then,
or apparently' at any time, a Buddhist country.
The king and the upper classes were Tantrik

Hindus, the humbler folk were not yet recognized
as Hindus at all. This, in the end, was perhaps
an advantage, as we shall see when we come to

more modern developments of Assamese Hinduism.
From the 7th to the I'ith cent, our sole knowledge
of the country is derived from inscriptions on

copper plates, most of them discovered by Gait,

\yhich were records of grants of land made to

Ayurvedic Brahmans by Hindu monarchs. These
documents contain lists of kings, and enable the
historian to settle a few dates at rare intervals.

When the Alioms entered the Brahmaputra valley
in 12S2, the old kingdom of Kamarupa had been
shorn of much of its pristine glory, and the history
of Assam proper may be said to begin. The
Ahoms were Shans who de.scended into the valley
over the Patkai pass from Upper Burma. M.
Terrien de Lacouperie, the eminent authority on
this subject, says that the Shans are the outcome
of an intermingling of Mons, Negritos, and Cliinese.

They were a manly and hardy race, and (an un-
usual thing in the East) pos.sessed the historic

instinct very strongly. Their bit, - ran -jis (the
word is one of the very few Shan words in the

Assamese language) are chronicles comparable for

accuracy of detail and picturesqueness of narration
with those of any country, and from this time on
we have a systematic account of the rise, decay,
and fall of the Ahom rule, which resulted finally in

British supremacy in Assam. The name Assam
itself is probably derived from the word Ahom.
The religious history of the Ahoms (q.v.) closely
resembles that of previous rulers of the coimtry.

They, like their predoiessors, finally established

themselves at Pragjyotishpur (which gradually
came to be called Gauhati) after having founded

Sibsagar and other towns and palaces in Upper
Assam. The kings and their Ahom subjects inter-

I married with their predecessors in the country,
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and became, as zyalous Hindus, defenders of the
famous shrine of the Tantrik goddess Kamaksa.
But the bulk of the quiet, innocent, and cheerful
Hindus of Assam are not Tantriks at all. They
are, like the followers of Chaitanya in Bengal,
Vaisnavas, and hold a creed -which is manifestly
tinged by Buddhistic influences. Their faith is

that of the Bhagavatas, enthusiastic worshippers
of a monotheistic personal god, who is regarded as
the Father of his creatures, as accessible to prayer,
as having been incarnate in human form, anA as
one who loves humanity. The soul is regarded as

eternal, and extinction or absorption is not con-
sidered as possible or desirable, llather is it the

object of the Vaisnava worshipper to obtain by
bhakti, or 'devotion,' and prayer, fellowship with
and ultimate approach_ to the presence of the

divinity (see Bhakti-marga).
2. ^aktism.—(a) Historical aspect.

—This new
religion, to which the majority of the converts to

Hinduism from the humbler races and classes now
belong, came into being at a time when the Assam
valley was divided between the Koch kings of the
West and the Ahom kings who were establishing
their dominion in the East. One of the greatest
of the Koch rulers was Nara Nanlyana, who died
in 1584 after a rule of nearly fifty years. In his

time the Koch power reached its zenith, chiefly

owing to the warlike ability and energy of his

brother, the celebrated commander Silarai. Nara
Narayana himself is described as a man of mild
and studious disposition, who greatly encouraged
the spread of the Hindu religion. ,

Like all the
rulers of Assam, he was himself a Sakta (a wor-

shipper of the iakti of Siva), and he re-built the

temple of Kamaksa Devi, which had been destroyed
by Musalman invaders. He imported Brahmans
from Bengal to conduct the religious ceremonies at
the temple, and, to this day, the parvatia gtisain
('mountain priest ') who is the chief priest at Kam-
aksa, is a Bengali from the great seat of Bengal
religion and culture at Nuddea. The temple con-

tains two stone figures which are said to represent
Nara Naraj^ana himself and his warrior brother
Silarai (or Sukladhvaj). What Saktism then was
(and what it still is in principle) may be judged
from the ceremonies conducted at the opening of

the restored temple. Here we carmot do better
than quote from Gait's History.

' At this time Saktism was the predominant form of Hinduism
in this part of India. Its adherents base their observances on
the Tantras, a series of religious works in whicli the various

ceremonies, prayej-s, and incantations are prescribed in a

dialogue between Siva and his wife Parvati. The fundamental
idea is the worsliip of the female principle, the procreative
power of nature as manifested by personified desire. It is a

religion of bloodj' sacrifices from which even human beings
were not exempt. In the Kdlikd Purdxfo, it is stated that a
man without blemish is the most acceptable sacrifice that can
be offered, and the manner in which the victim is to be dealt
with is laid down in great detail. ^VTien the new temple of

Kamaksa was opened, the occasion was celebrated by the im-
molation of no less than a hundred and forty men, whose heads
were offered to the goddess on salvers made of copper. Accord-
ing to the Haft Iqlim, there was in Kamariipa a class of persons
called Bhogis, who were voIuiitar3- victims. From the time
when they announced that the goddess had called them, they
were treated as privileged persons ; they were allowed to do
whatever they liked, and every woman was at their command

;

but when the annual festival came round, they were killed.

Magic also held an important place in the estimation of this

sect, and in the Ain-i-Akbari the people were accused, among
other pr.ictices, of divination by the e.xamination of a child cut
out of the body of "a pregnant woman who has gone her full

term of months." The religious ceremonies of the sect were
eijually abominable, and they were often associated with licen-
tious orgies too disgusting to be even hinted at' (p. 50).

,
It may be noticed as a historical fact, that the

Saktism of Kamaksa was the religion in turn of

dynasty after dynasty of decadent monarchs, each

promoted from a state of semi-savagery by adoption
into Hinduism. It may be, on the one hand, that

something of savage brutality and lust were im-

ported into the cult by association with piimitive

beliefs. Certain it is that all the royal families,
whether of the Brahmaputra valley or of the ad-

jacent Surma valley, seem to have been addicted
to human sacrifice and to all the excesses and
abuses that go with panic-stricken cruelty. It is

a fact, too, that life in the soft, enervating, and
malarious climate of Assam invai'iably produced
physical and moral decay in the fine and manly
Indo-Chinese races that invaded the country.
When the British took possession of Assam, the
Burmese were in occupation of the valley, and
were belying their Buddhist creed by cruelties pro-

bably unequalled in savagery in any part of the
world. Had _they established themselves on the
ruins of the Ahom monarchy, there can be little

doubt that they, too, would have come under the
influence of environment, and that their race
would have become emasculated by commixture
with the degenerate plains-people. Certainly the
Tantrik religion of Kamaksa was one .of incon-

ceivable cruelty and degradation. Before going
on to describe how in the 16th cent, a reformation
of the utmost importance and interest altered the
M'liole aspect and application of Hinduism in

Assam, it may be well to state briefly what the

present state of Sakti-worship in the Brahmaputra
valley,is kno^^^l to be.

(b) Saktism at the present time.—The modern
manifestations of the cult of the generative and

reproductive forces of Nature are undoubtedly less

sensual, less devilishly cruel, than in mediajval

times, and this for a variety of tolerably obvious
reasons : (1) the reaction from Burmese oppression
helped the natural tendency of the Assamese

temperament towards placid acquiescence and
tolerance ; (2) the example of the reformed and

infinitely milder and purer religion of the Bhakats
had a similar influence ; (3) British rule, again,
has made open cruelty and obscenity impossible,
and even the secret performance of illegal rites

dangerous ; (4) above all, perhaps, the spread of

education, the improvement of communication,
and the fact that Assam has now probably a

larger foreign population in proijortion to its total

numbers than any other Indian province, have
eflected a real change in the tenets, perhf^ps, and

certainly in the manners of Saktas. Saktism

remains, and must remain while the Tantras are

the scriptures of the sect, a religion of blind terror,
of uncomprehended forces, of the terrible mystery
of birth and death. The root-idea seems to be
that Nature creates only to destroy ; that she
creates only because she destroys ; that life is

begotten only because it is foredoomed to early
destruction. The Saktist can indeed say of his

Kamaksa, or of some other fonn of the generative
powers of boon nature, that, like the Lucretian

Venus,
'

per te quoniam genus omne animantum
Concipitur, visitque exortum lumina solis.'

He can, indeed, take pleasure in the recurring
marvel of love. But behind seems to lurk a
morbid sense that life and death go hand in hand,
or rather that one is the shadow of the other.

Since the Venus of the Nilachal hill is Mistress of

Life, and Love, and Death, it is inferred that weak
mortals, her children, can do her service by loving,

by begetting, by slaying. This sentiment is very
widely, if obscurely, present in the minds of Hindus
of even the highest intelligence and culture. In
Bhdnumati (Calcutta, 1900), a novel by the poet
Navin Chandra Sen, the most eminent of living

Bengali men of letters, the sense of the mingled
horror and rapture of Sakti-worship is expressed in

a way that no mere description by a foreigner could

convej'. The novel contains, incitlentally, a giaphic
account of the appalling cyclone and tidal wave
which swept over the district of Chittagong in
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October 1897. The whole description is a vivid

reminder of the fact that this remote corner of

Eastern Bengal was once part of the vanished king-
dom of Kuinariipa, and still preserves its ancient

attitude towards the inscrutable mysteries of our

common existence.

Tlie tale opens with a singularly beautiful and poetic descrip-
tion of the smiling aspect of the Chittayong coast in late

autumn, of the blue sea flecked with foam as the water of a

lake is studded with swaying lilies, of the pale azure of the

sky overhead, of the yellow sands shining in the happy bright-
ness of morning sunshine, and behnid them the rich gold of

ripening crops, varied by tlie dense green foliage, in which tlie

brown-roofed cottages of the peasants nestle. To the north

soars the sacred peak of Chandra-sekhar, crowned with the

gleam of the white temple of the goddess, and to the south

lies the rocky island shrine of the local Venus at Maskhal,
an Indian Cyprus on a small scale. It is the eve of the

annual fcstiv.-il at which, in old time, human sacrifices were
offered to the goddess of Life and Death. The people are

happy in the expectation of a plentiful harvest. They are

preparing the simple presents with which they rejoice the

hearts of their relatives and children ; their minds are filled

with gratitude for safety, and prosperity, and sufiicient food.

But the goddess is bent on warning her creatures that death
is her function as well as life, and love, and happiness. On the

fated night of the cyclone, when the rough and simple peasant
(oik are quietly sleeping, the great wind blows suddenly witli-

out visible warning, and, catching up the rising tide, pours it

in a torrent of impartial destruction over the sleeping coast,

involving aU—happy homes, men, women, and children, ripen-

ing crops, prowling beasts of prey, and harmless domestic

animals, even the birds of the air—in one common hecatomb.
The goddess has exacted her own sacrifice, since men no longer
offer victims at her altar. The chapter is significantly headed
'

HavM-Kseltra,' the ' Field of Battle.'

And this, be it noticed, is not a description
^^Titten by a fanatic priest. Navin Chandra Sen
is an English scholar, and an administrator who
rose high in the British service. He has been an
ardent student of English literature, and, as his

poetical works show, is deeply interested in the

study of religion. But the warp and woof of the

devotional texture of his mind is made up of the

ancient conceptions which gave the Brahmans of

Pragjyotishpur their supremacy through Eastern

India, and the kingdom of Kaniarupa its old

reputation for magic, sorcery, and divination. It

is still a land of spells and charms ; and mystic
formulas, rightly used, still have power to bless

and curse, to draw on fellow-mortals the smile or

frown of the inscrutable goddess in whose hands
are the gifts of birth, love, and death alike.

The temple at Nilachal is open to the visits of

foreigners ; but its rites are not, even now, very
accurately known to the uninitiated. During the

Amabasya week the shrine is closed to all, be-

cause, by a quaint fancy, that is the period during
which Mother Earth, obscurely identitied with the

goddess, is unclean. Conversely, the great river

Brahmaputra, which flows under the shrine, is,

for reasons mythological and other, ceremonially
impure throughout the year, except on the annual

bathing-festival of the Asokastaral, when ablution
in his waters becomes as cleansing as bathing in

Mother Ganges herself.

In the Report on the Census of Assam, taken in

1891, Gait writes as follows :

' Their religious ceremonies [I'.e. those of the Siiktas of Eastern

Bengal and Assam] have frequently been the subject of adverse
criticism. Robinson says

* that some of the formulas used at
the festival in honour of Eamak$a relate to things that can
never become the subject of description, and that " the most
abominable rites are practised and licentious scenes exhibited,
which it is scarcely possible to suppose the human mind could
be capable of devising." I am not aware on what authority he
framed this extremely strong denunciation, but his statements
are supported by other writers, and have not, so far as I know,
been contradicted. It is well known that dancing girls are
maintained at all the principal temples, and it seems certain
that a great deal of licentiousness is permitted under the guise
of religion.' Here Gait refers his readers to the account of

Saktism given by Monier Williams in his lieligimu Life and
Thought in India.

The five essentials for worship are the five Ma-
kdras, or 'five M's,' namely, Madya, 'wine';

•
Deicriptice Account of Assam, p. 258.

Miit'nsa,
'

flesh
'

; Matsya,
'

lish
'

; Mudrd,
'

parched
grain and mystic gesticulation

'

; and Maithuna,
' the indulgence of sex.' B. C. Allen has a similar
account of modern Saktism in the Assam Census

Report for 19U1.

Before quitting the subject of Tantrik worship
in Assam, it is only right to warn the reader that

descriptions based on the excesses of possibly a
few enthusiasts must not be accepted as a fair

account of either the religious beliefs or the ethics
of the great bulk of Assamese i^aktas. Like
most Eastern Indians, and especially those who
have an infusion of Indo-Chinese blood, they are
a mild, contented, arul smiling race, little gi\on to
excesses of any kind, good sons, husbands, and
fathers, and, so far as the long experience of those

Europeans who have lived among them shows, not
more addicted to grossly superstitious practices
than the bulk of humanity. Religion with them,
as with most races, is left in its more esoteric

forms to priests, experts, devotees, and enthusi-
asts. There are a few dancing girls at the
Kamaksa temple, it is true, and it is to be feared
that these are devoted to the perversely logical
extremes of a creed of panic terror, and morbid

exaggeration of the facts of sense. But there is no

part of India where womanly virtue and modesty
are more valued and more consistently practised
than in Assam, which in this respect compares
very favourably with neighboming Bengal, where

prostitution is rife. In truth, the Sakti-worship
of Kamfiksa can hardly be considered as belonging
to Assam in any proper sen.se. It is the creed, so

far as it is Assamese at all, of the upper classes,
all of whom claim to be of foreign origin ; and
there can be no doubt that, except at the temple
itself, it has been purified by contact with the
true national religion of the country, the reformed

Vaisna%'isra, to which it is a pleasure and a relief

to turn.

3. The Vaisnavism of Assam.— (a) The histori-

cal aspect of Assamese Visnu-ivorship.
—^\'hen the

Koch king Nara Narayana (1528-1584) ruled in

Western Assam, and the Ahom king Chuliumung,
whose Hindu name was Swarga Narayana (1497-

1593), ruled over the eastern part of the Brahma-

putra valley, the great social and religious reform
initiated in Bengal by Chaitanj'a spread to Assam,
and became the foundation of what is still the popu-
lar and prevalent form of Hinduism in the country.

In still earlier times, when the Ahoms entered the Brahma-

putra valley, there were twelve subordinate rulers or chiefs,
who were known as the Bara Bhuiya, and these claimed to be
descendants of Samudra, the minister of an ancient and still

famous ruler called Arimatta. Samudra, it is said, seized

the throne on the expulsion of Arimatta's son Ratna Singh.
Samudra was succeeded by his son Manohar, and Manohar's

daughter Laksmi became the bride of the sun-god, to whom
she bore two sons, Santanu and S,amanta. Santanu became a
follower of yi?9u, and Samanta a Sakta and worshipper of the
rival deity Siva—another reminder of the never-ending contest
between the two great Hindu schools of divinity. The brothers

separated, Santanu and his sons going to Rampur in Nowgong,
while Samanta remained in Eastern Assam, at Laksmipur,
the viUage from which the British District of Lakhinipur takes
its name. He and his descendants seem to have exercised a

gradually diminishing poUtical power, and for a long time
maintained their independence against the Kachari or Bodo

king who then ruled in Central Assam, and the powerful
Chutiya monarch whose capital was at Sadiya, near the north-

eastern frontier. Ultimately, however, they fell victims to the

usual law of decay to which all Assamese djnasties have been

subject, and were subdued by the rising Ahom power. As in

so many other cases, this semi-royal family became reconciled

to the common lot of Assamese humanity, and, save for some

lingering pride of race and some intellectual aspirations, were

merged in the landholding class. One of Santanu's descend-

ants, named Rajdhar, settled at Bardowa in Central .\ssam,
and his spn Kusambar was the father of the great religious
reformer Sankara Deva.

This is one of two versions given l>y Gait of the

origin of the first of the reformers of Assam.
The other story does not difler in material points
from that which has been summarized above. It,
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too, describes Sankaia Deva as the descendant of
famous chiefs, but sjieaks of these as the wardens
of the northern marches.

It is said of ^ankara tiiat he early recognized the crude and
cruel features of the cult of the goddejs of Life and Death,
and was puzzled by the anomalies of the Sakta religion, obvious
enough to modern minds, if they presented few difficulties to

simple races surrounded not only by human foes, but by the
frequently hostile and always terrible and incom)MchensibIe
forces of a land of fierce, sunshine, and one much subject to

earthquake and storm. Sankara's fate was cast in a happier
and more peaceful time, when there was an equilibrium of
forces between the two great powers of the Koch and the
Ahom, and when men had leisure to think of the possibility
that human beings might conceivably live at peace together,
and that Nature herself might not be so hostile after all. lie

spent twelve years in Bengal, chiefly, it is supposed, at Nuddea,
where he learnt the religious ideas of a greater than himself,
the famous reformer Chaitanya. Like his master, he made the

Bhdgavad GUd his scripture, and Krsija, the heroic incar-
nation of Visyu, the god of his worship. He was one of the
most eminent of the many teachers, both before and after

Chaitanya, of the Bhdgavata religion, which in some of its forms
so closely resembles the teachings of Christianity that it has
been supposed by some that the doctrine of bhakii, or personal
adoration of a divine Fatlier, was borrowed from the Thomasine
Christians of Southern India (see Buakti-marga). Sankara, at
all events, abjured priests, idols, and castes, and taught that
all men arc alike the sons of Visnu, possessed of immortal souls,
and capable of being freed from sin and sorrow by addressing
their pra.\ers to their loving Father. He at first strove to

propagate his ideas—and his earnest desire to find converts
affords another parallel with Christianity — in the Ahom
dominions. But the Ahora kings were under the domination
of Sakta priests, who denounced the innovator as a heretic.
Sankara was compelled to take refuge at Barpeta, in the king-
dom of the mild and enlightened Koch king Nara Narayana.
It is said that the king had many interviews with,the reformer,
and even proposed to become his disciple. But Sankara, with
characteristic modesty, refused the honour.

This story may merely record in a concise and
picturesque form the fact that the A^aisnavas of
Assam never tried, as their Brahman predecessors
had done, to win over the ruling classes. Their
'

kingdom,' if the expression may be used without
irreverence,

' was not of this world,' and they were
content to make converts among the humblest
races and classes, those which orthodox Hinduism
had, witli some vague memory of the old 'Aryan'
exclusiveness, regarded as Mlecchas aijd bar-
barian. It is said by modern followers of Sankara
tiiat he had studied the Bhdgavad Gitd, before he

Eroceeded
to Bengal, with Hari Deva and Damodar

>cva, subsequently to be themselves founders of
minor Vaisnava sects. It is possible that there
was at this period a widely spread wave of religious
inquiry and a silent revolution against the physi-
cal and spiritual tyranny of 6akta priests. It is

at least a curious coincidence that, when Luther
and other reformers were rebelling against the
abuses of Iloman doctrine and discipline, a pre-

cisely similar movement shotald have produced
Hari Vyasa in Nepal, Ramananda in Orissa,

Chaitanya in Bengal, and Sankara in Assam.
Sankara is said to have lived to great old age,

and to have died in tlie yctar 1569. He was suc-
ceeded by his favourite disciple Madhava, a Kay-
astha like himsejf. Among those who still follow
the teaching of Sankara, Madjiava is regarded with
even greater reverence than Sankara himself, and
the sect is commonly known as the Mahapuru-
siyas, the followers of the ' Great Man '

or Teacher,
i.e. Madhava. But there were some who, on the
death of their original teacher, were still under
the influence of old-time ideas, and resented the

founding of a hierarchy of Kayasthas as religious
guides. Several Braliman disciples seceded and
founded sects of their own. The most important
of these Brilliman dissidents were Damodar Deva,
Hari Deva, and Gopal Deva, wlio founded numerous
chattras, or centres of religious instruction. The
most important and interesting of these are the

institutions, not wholly unlike Buddhist monas-
teries, at Auniati, Daksinpat, Garamur, and Kuru-
abahi — all in the remarkable Majuli island,

perhaps the longest river - island in the world.

which lies in the Brahmaputra, between the
modern Districts of Sibsagar and Lakhimpur.
There is little Saktism now except in Kamrtip
Laur ; and that of the A'aisnavas in Lower Assam
is mainly Mahapurusiya, while Upper Siam, in-

cluding Nowgong, east of the Kalang, is inhabited

mainly by followers of the Bamumya gusains.
But even in Upper Assam the Brahmans did not

in early times exercise an unquestioned sway.
There was one Aniruddha, a Kolita or writer by
caste, who quarrelled with Sankara Deva and
founded the Moamaria sect, Avhich played an im-

portant part in subsequent political events, and is

known to all students of Assamese history as the

origin of the famous Moamaria rebellion. It is

said that the word ' Moamaria '

is a nickname,
contemptuously given by the Brahmans to the
low-caste followers of Aniruddha, who lived by a
fresh-water lagoon which abounded in the coarse
fish known as mod. His disciples were known as

'killers of raoa-lish.' They became 'fishers of

men' to considerable purpose in later times, and
furnished a hard nut for the Ahom rulers of Assam
to crack.

For a time the Mahapurusiyas and Bamuniyas
between them practically ousted Saktism from
Assam. Its restoration was due to the

royal
pride of the famous Ahom king Sukhrungpha,
better known by his Hindu name of Rudra
Singh (1696-1714). He wished to adopt Hindu-

ism, and Avas too proud to accept the saran, the
oath and formula of orthodoxy, from a subject.
He imported one Krsnaram Bhattachariya from
Nuddea, and made him parvatia gtisain, the

high priest of the mountain-temple of Kamaksa.
Krsnaram was a Sakta, and the Court and its

dependants adopted his form of Hinduism. The
new gusain's priestly arrogance was aptly shown
when Rudra Singh died and was succeeded by his

son, Sunyeopha or Laksmi Singh. Krsnaram
refused to recognize the young king, on the ground
of illegitimacy. ,

Laksmi Singh accordingly im-

ported another Sakta priest from Bengal, who
Avas the founder of the family of the Na Gusain,
the 'New Priests,' as the Parvatia Gusains are

the heads of the Nati Gusains, who together with
them form the nucleus of Saktism in Assam.
There are, however, a few representatives still of

the old indigenous Saktism of the Assam valley,
who, from their habit of going about un-turbaned,
are known by the title of Mnkali Mura, the ' Bare-
heads.' Gait believes that Saktism has more vital

force than Vaisnavism. '

INIany Vaisnavas,' he

says,
' are attracted by the more r6alistic Avorship

of the Saktas, and offer sacrifices at Kamaksa
despite the remonstrances of their spiritual guides.'
In truth, Vaisnavism, as practised by its humbler
converts, is but a stage removed from the animistic
creed of the aboriginal races of Assam. It in-

volves chiefly the giving up of good roast pork
and rice-beer—luxuries to Avhich the castes that
have Indo-Chinese blood in their veins are much
addicted. Saktism, on the other hand, puts little

check on sensual gratification, since it is alw<ays
possible for enthusiasts of either sex to regard
themselves as incarnations of the male or female
form of the deity, and so to please divinity by
pleasing themselves.

(6) Vaisnuvism at the present time.—It remains
to say a word as to the Vaisnavas as they noAv

are. Laymen are under the supervision of tlie

gmains of one chattra or another, to Avhom they
have taken the vow of obedience. They are
visited from time to time by bhakats, or disciples
of the chattra, who exact the doles or lines by
which the community is maintained. They are

mostly simple and innocent enough folk, not much
given to religious or ethical speculation. Their
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rustic existence is so uneventful and unchequered
that a very plain and uncomplex theory of moral
and material existence snilices tiiem. Tlie Malia-

purusij'as now regard tSankara and Madhava as

avatars, or incarnations of Visnu, though neither

of them claimed this promotion in his lifetime,
and would, indeed, have regarded such an assump-
tion of divine honours with horror. The way to

salvation lies tlirough the performance of good
deeds and the devout pronouncing of tiie name of

Hari. "Worship is carried out by the performances
of sankirtan, tlie enthusiastic singing of hymns
accompanied by much beating of drums [dJiol)

and clashing of cymbals {knrfdl). The ten incar-

nations, or l)a.4 Avatar, of Visnu are believed in.

Caste prejudices, though theoretically ojiposed
to the tenets of the sect, were not wiioUy de-

stroyed by Madhava himself, and are slowly but

surely reasserting themselves, })erliaps under the

influence of the adjacent Saktism. The Maha-

))urusiyas do not, Jiowever, recognize caste so

fully as the sects that have Brahman leaders.

The Kaulia Bhnkats, the monks or recluses who
live in the precincts of the chaitras, are celibates,

ascetics, and wholly ignore caste, as being of the
nature of worldly distinctions. In each chattra
there is an image of Visiui, but this is said by tiie

Kaulias to be a mere concession to the idolatrous

weaknesses of the common people. They them-
selves do not pay any reverence to the idol, and
are pure numotheists after the teaching of the

lihugavad Gltd, with, no doubt, in the case of

the better read among them, a leaning towards

I)antheism.
The Maliapurusiyas eat the tlesh of wild animals,

such as deer, and also all feathered game. They
do not eat domesticated animals or fowls. (It

nuiy be worth mentioning that the Assamese
word fur

' deer
'

is pahii, the local pronunciation
of the Sanskrit iitfiu. The deer is, in fact,

' the

animal.') The Mahajmrusiyas do not kill with
the knife or poleaxe, as most Indians do, but

cudgel animals to death. Their jirincipal, scrip-
tures are a Kirtcni and BaSam attributed to Sankar
Deva, and a Ndinghosa and liatndvali said to have
been composed by Aladliava. The Kirtan and

Ndm<jhosa are anthologies from different purdnas.
Tlie Dasain and the Uatndvali are extracts from
the Bhugavad Gltd. The Mahapurusiyas refuse to

eat with tlie Damodarij'as, but, curiously enough,
intermarriage with them is not unknown.
The Dilmodariyas worshij) tiie idol of Kisna,

and they regard their founder Damodar Deva as

an incarnation^of that god. Refusing the spiritual

leadership of Sudras, they refuse, necessarily, to

recognize tlie claims to homage of Sankar and
MiUlhava. In otiier respects tliere is little difter-

eiice between tlieir tenets and habits and those
of the Mahapurusij-as. Though they are care-

ful for Brahmanical supremacy, they are, strange
to say, less strict in diet than the Mahapuru-
siyas, and eat the flesh of goats, pigeons, ducks,
etc., following in that respect the example of their

Brahman teachers. Nor are they so particular
as the Sudra caste in matters of personal clean-

liness.

The followers of Hari Deva regard their leader
as an emanation of Krsna, but do not on that
account denj' that Sankar was also an incarnation
of Vi.'iinu. Among thein prevails the practice of
the hluikat-scva, which permits their Brahman
leaders to accept indiscriminately all ofl'erings
made to them by their jajmdnns, or disciples.
llari Deva was himself an enthusiastic admirer
of Sankara and Madliava, but in modern times the

tendency is for the followers of this reformer to

identify themselves with the Df.modariyas.
Finally, a few words must be said as to the fol-

lowers of Gopill Deva. (iopal was a disciple
of Sankara, wlio quarrelled with his leader, and
started a chattra of his own. But it is said that
tlie misunderstanding did not wholly destroy their

liking and respect for one anotlier, and it is dKli-

cult at the present day to see much dill'crence
between the beliefs and practices of the followers
of Gopal Deva and the Mahapurusiyas. The
former hold an annual festival in honour of tlieir

founder, but in other respects are much the same
as members of the rival sect.

4. Methods of conversion. —Tlie most important
method of conversion to Hinduism in Assam, but
one always reserved for ruling princes and power-
ful tribes, and now obsolete, was that descriljed

by Gait as ' conversion by liction.' As he says
{Census of Assam, 1891, p. 83) :

'The Brahiuans in^'ratiate themselves with the hear! of the
tribe, discover that he is a Hindu of: unexceptionable ante-

cedents, whose ancestors have for some reason thou};lit fit

to conceal their identity, and present liiui with a branil new
genealogy, in which his descent is traced back to some god in
the Hindu pantheon or some potentate in Hindu mythology.
Thus the Koch kings are said to be descended from Siva, who,
assuming the form of Haria Mandal, liad intercourse with his

wife, who was no otlier than an incarnation of Parvatl. While
a divine origin for the king was thus furnished, the rest of the
tribe were not forgotten. It was explained to them that tiiey
were Ksatriyas who fled eastwards to escape the wrath of

Para^urama, and had remained there ever since, disguised aa
Meches and Koches. The Kach.-iri kings of Hiramba were
similarly converted, and, after their ancestry had been satisfac-

toril3' traced back to Bhima, the two chiefs, Krsna and Govinda
Chandra, were placed (about 1790 a. d.) in the body of a large
copper image of a cow, and were thence produced to an admir-
ing people as newly born Hindus. The whole of the Kacharis
of that part of the country were also admitted to be of

Ksatriya origin, and were allowed to assume the sacred thread
on declaring their adherence to the orthodox faith. The con-
version of the llanipuris (or Meithei, the Kuki-Chin race

inhabiting the Imphal valley) happened in precisely the same
way. Arjuna was alleged to have been the founder of the royal
family, while the masses of the people, like the Kacharis, were
admitted to be "concealed Ksatriyas." To this day a Naga or
Kuki on conversion is at libertj' to describe hijiiself accordingly
and to assume the sacred thread. For the Ahoms, Indra was
selected as the mythical progenitor of the kings, but no special
origin seems to have been assigned to the common peoi>le, so
that an Ahom on conversion takes as low a place in the Hindu
caste sjstem, in his own estimation, as he does in that of ortho-
dox Hindus.'

Here Gait adds an interesting note to the efi'ect

that Indra also enters into the traditions of the
Mon-Annam races of Burma and the l<"ar East.
Indra alone of the Vedic gods, Forbes tells us,
has been admitted into Buddliist mythology
{Languages of Further India, p. 41). It is just
possible that the Ahom kings brought tlie tradition
of their heavenly descent with them from Burma,
and did not obtain it from their priestly attend-
ants.

The fictional system of conversion had its ad-

vantages. It admitted whole races at a time into
Hinduism. But it involved imjiortant concessions,
which the Brahmans were not likely to make unless

they could receive some equivalent in return.

Converts who belong to tribes for which a iiigli

ancestry has already been invented, continue to

claim admittance to their reputed caste—generally,
of course, a high one. But nowadays conversion
is sjioradic and confined to humble folk, and such

jieople are kept on a much lower footing than the

kings, warriors, and invading races of old time.

Sometimes they change their tribal name and
enter a caste specially reserved for them. Some-
times they even become Hindu without changing
the title of tlieir race.

In the Assam valley the Koch caste is usually
allotted to converts—a circumstance not without
interest when it is considered that Koch wa.s

originally the name of a race wliose members, in

Northern and Eastern Bengal, changed tlieir name
to Bajbamsi, or 'royal-born,' when they adopted
Hinduism. The true Bodos of the Kachari Dwars
usually enter this caste, while tlieir highland
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cousins, the Di-iua-lisa, as already related, have
been raised to Ksatriya rank. But even the
name of Koch cannot be assumed all at once. A
Kachari, for instance, begins by placing himself
under tlie protection of a gusain and taking the
oath of obedience, or saran. He is then called a

Saraniya. At this stage he still eats pigs and
fowls, and continues to drink beer and, less fre-

quently, distilled f^ijirits. Next he (or rather his

descendants) becomes a Modilhi, which implies tlie

renunciation of alcohol. By slow degrees tlie

ancestral yearning for unholy food and drink
diminishes or disai)pears, and, having become a

ceremonially pure Hindu, the aforetime Kachari
is accepted as a Kamtali or liar Koch. Even tiien,

however, he is subject to relapses, especially in
the matter of pork, as the presence of pigs in Koch
villages sufficiently testifies.

In the eastern part of the Brahmaputra valley,
where caste feeling is even now weaker tlian on
the confines of Bengal, a change of name is un-

necessary, and a Kachari or Ahom retains his

tribal ai)penation. In the Surma valley the only
Indo-Chinese tribes who are now converted are

Manipuris and Kacharis ; and these, as explained
above, are entitled to be received as Ksatriyas
though the Ksatriya caste no longer exists among
the Bengalis. There are a few Tipperas (Bodo
folk from the Tippera hUls) Avho are received into
Hinduism. These obtain the as yet unexplained
caste name of Rarh.

It may be mentioned in passing that instances
have been kno^vn in which members of hill tribes
have undergone a stage of Christianity on their

way to Hinduism.
For instance, there is a well -authenticated case of a young

Kachari in Darrang who was brought up in a mission school,
was baptized, and obtained a somewhat lucrative post. To a
man of his race it seemed natural that he should invest his

savings in a polygamous union, and he was at some pains to
convinoe his missionary that he could find nothing in the New
Testament to prevent a layman from being the husband of two
wives. It was, of course, impossible for his pastor to accept his
view of the case, but he married a Koch girl en secondes noces,
and himself in due course became a Hindu Koch.

At the present time the ferment of political

agitation which is stirring in Bengal has spread,
to some extent, to the educated classes in the
Assam valley. The movement is largely a Hindu
movement, and implies the fervent adoration of a
Mata, or mother, to whom the Bancle Mdtdram
hymn is addressed. This hymn is usually inter-

preted as an invocation of the mother-land ; and,
in one sense, it undoubtedly has this meaning.
But no one who will take the trouble to read the
context in the well-known novel of Ananda Math,
from which the hymn is taken, will have any
difficulty in convincing himself that the invocation
has also an esoteric sense, and implies the adora-
tion of a femjile divinity, who is, more or less

disguised, the Sakti of the old cult of the vanished

kingdom of Pragjyotishpur. The neo-Saktists
who, in Bengal and Assam at least, head the new
' national

' movement towards autonomy and inde-

pendence of British rule, boldly claim, on the
strength of their education and intellectual ability,
an equality with European races, and, of late,
have exhibited a marked desire to be admitted
to the amenities of European society. They them-
selves confess that the social and political progress
of Japan has given the hint for this new ambition.
It will be a matter of much interest to see whether
followers of the more esoteric and, according to

Euroi>eau ideas, less pure and elevating form of
Hindu belief will be able so to transmute their
social system and ideals as to obtain admittance
into even the comparatively tolerant society of
modern Europe. Of the intellectual ability of the

Aryo - Dravidian upper classes of Bengal and
Assam, the heiis of the ancient civilization of

Kamarupa, there can be no doubt. That most
of them are good citizens and excellent in their

dealings with one another is equally undoubted.
It may be that Saktism at its worst was no worse
than the society depicted, for instance, in the tales

of Apuleius—a society which nevertheless still

retained something of the administrative instincts

of Repul)Iican Eome. It would be unwise to

dogmatize or prophesy in a matter wiiose solu-

tion must depend on many incalculable events.

It would be unfair to remind the political re-

formers of Assam that the shrine of Venus Kam-
aksa still draws its throngs of worshippers and
furnishes revenue to priests who are much as were
the priests of old time, when the humble civil

station of iGauhati was the proud and famous

capital of Pragjyotishpur, an early English account
of which may be read in the travels of Ralph
Fitch, who visited the country of Couch, or

Quichen, as he calls it, when Nara Narayana still

ruled over the diminished remains of the old

kingdom of Kamarupa.
See, further, separate artt. on Ahoms, Bodos,

Khasis, Lushais, Manipuris, Mikirs, Nagas.
For an account of the Muhammadanism of Assam
see IslSm (in Burma and Assam), and for the
Buddhism see Buddhism (in Burma and Assam).
LiTERATURR.—E. A. Gait, A Histoni of Assam, Calcutta,

1906, and Census of India, 1891 (Assam), 1892 ; B. C. Allen,
Census of India, 1901 (Assam), 1902

;
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Gazetteers, iii. (Goalpara), Calcutta, 1906 ; iv. (Kamriip), Allaha-

bad, 1905 ; V. (barrang), Allahabad, 1905 ; vi. (Nowgong), Cal-

cutta, 1905 ; vii. (Sibsagar), Allahabad, 1906 ; viii. (Lakhimpur),
Calcutta, 1905 : Manmatha Nath Ghose, A Brief Sketch of the

lieligious Beliefs of the Assamese People, Calcutta, 1896.

J. D. Anderson.
ASSASSINS.—I. Names.—'Assassins' was a

name given, mainly by European writers, to a com-

munity properly called Ta'limites (

' Instruction-
ists ') or ^asanites ('followers of 9asan Sabah'),
forming a branch of the Batinites ('followers of

the Inner Meaning'), Isma'ilians ('adherents of

Isma'il b. Ja'far as-Sadiq'), or Sab'ites ('Hep-
tadists '), and sometimes confused with the Baba-
kites or |luramites and Qarmatians {q.v. ). For the

origin of the name Assassin (spelt in base-Latin
documents assasini, assessini, assisini, assassi,

hassasuti, heissessin, etc.) many improbable con-

jectures were offered tUl it was hnally identified

by de Sacy (Mem. de VInstitut, iv. 44) with the
Arabic hasshdshin or hashishiyya,

' drinkers of

hashish '

(an extract of hemp possessing intoxi-

cating properties, with which there is reason to

believe that the members of the sect were at times

drugged). The story, however, to that effect which
is told by Marco Polo (3rd ed., Yule, i. 139), though
parallel with some Eastern narratives (see von
Hammer, Mines de VOrient, iv. 355), can only be

regarded as a romance. The name hasshdshin
with its synonym has as yet been found in very
few Arabic authors,* applied to the Syrian branch
of the sect ; and seems to have been a term of

abuse, given to it by its enemies, who associated
deceit with the habit of drinking this liquor
(ZDMG XX. 591).

2. Tenets.—The tenets of the community are

very imperfectly known, partly owing to the

rarity of MSS emanating from it, and partly be-

cause their doctrines were essentially esoteric, and
communicated in tiieir entirety to very few per-
sons. It is, however, certain that the system of

the Ism.a'ilians was a conflation of philosophic
pantheism, emanating from India, with the for-

mulaj of Islam ; and the doctrine whereby this

process was facilitated, and which won them the
name Batinites, was that every text of the Qur'an
had a hidden meaning, which Avas to be folloAved

* To de Sacy's references we may add Mufid al-'uliim (Cairo,
1310, p. 50), where liashUh is said to be the food of the Mulliids

(the name by which the sect is known to its eneuiies).
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to the exclusion of the literal sense. The name
Sab'ites is ordinarily interpreted as implying that

they recognized only seven imams, whereas most
of the Shi'ites recognized twelve ; the seventh

being that Isma'il b. Ja'far, who was supposed to

have died before his father (who therefore left the

imamate to another son IMusa), but in the opinion
of the Isma'ilians either did not die but remained

concealed, to re-appear at some time as Mahdi
(' divinely-guided

'

leader), or retained his title to

the imamate and handed it on to his son Muham-
mad, a real or pretended descendant of whom
afterwards founded tlie Fatimid dynasty in

Egypt.
More probably the name Sab'ite refers to tiieir

belief in seven incarnations of the deity, called

tidtiqs,
'

utterers,' whom they ennmerate as Adam,
Noah, Abraham, Moses, Jesus, Muhammad, and
Muhammad b. Isma'il; for the last, as will l)e

seen, the head of the community for the time being
was apt to be substituted. Between every two of

these ndliqs there came a series of seven imams,
or chiefs ; and each imam was at the head of a

heptad, of either followers or classes of followers,
called respectively hujja (' ai'gument'), dhil massa

('sucker,' i.e. imbiber of learning), dd'i akhar

('greater missionary'), da I ma'dliun ('permitted
missionary'), mukallib ('trainer') and mu'min
('believer'); the last class but one were not per-
mitted to reveal the doctrines, but might shake
the faith of ordinary Muslims. Similarly they
had a system of seven operations required in the

making of a convert, the first of which consisted

in testing the capacity of a man for conversion,
the second in winning confidence by flattering a
man's particular taste [e.g. practising asceticism

before an ascetic, debauchery before a loose liver),

the third in suggesting doubts as to the truth of

Islam ; in the sixth a man had to abandon re-

ligious observances, and interpret 'washing' as

obeying the imam,
'

washing with sand '

(per-
mitted by the Islamic code in tlie absence of

water) as obeying the '

permitted missionary
'

when the imam was away, etc. Certain other

examples of the ' inner meaning
'

assigned by thenr

to Qur'anic texts are given by Ch. Sciiefer (Chrcs-
tonutthie pcrsanc, i. 178):

' When the Qur'an sajs Jesus had no father, the meaning is

that he received instruction from no trustworth3' teacher :

when it says that he raised the dead, it signifies that he

brought knowledge to dead understandings."

Rather more interesting is their gloss on the

Qur'anic passages in which Pharaoh and Haman
are mentioned. Tliese names they supposed to

stand for the first two Khalifs, Abu Bakr and
'Omar, who kept the first imam, 'Ali, out of his

rights. With regard to the existence of God they
maintained a sceptical attitude, so far at least as
' existence

'

might be regarded as an attribute ;

for their public symbol was at times ' we believe
in the God of Muhammad.' In their cosmogony
the world of mind was said to have first come into

existence ; the world of soul followed, and then
the rest of creation. A man's life is due to his

being a receptacle of a partial soul which at death

rejoins the universal soul.

3. History.
—Tlie tenets of this community seem

to have attracted little attention till towards the
end of the 5th cent, of Islam ; for the work of Ibn
Hazm on sects and creeds of the middle of that

century contains but a casual allusion to them as
one of many sects who vainly believed in a con-
cealed imam. The importance of the branch
known as Assassins began with Hasan b. 'All b.

Sabah the IJimyarite, ordinarily known as ^lasan
$abah, wlio in A.D. 1090 seized the fortress of
Alamut near Kazvin

; but it was greatly reduced
when, in 1256, that fortress was taken by the

Mongol lliilagu. On that occasion the conqueror

gave his vizier 'Ata Malik Juwaini the right to

inspect the library of the fortress before burning
it, and the vizier thence extracted a brief history
of the community, wldcli he afterwards inserted
in his chronicle called Jahan-Kushdi, tr. by De-
freiuery in JA, 1860.

This summary was afterwards embodied by the Persian
ciiionicler Mirkhond (06. 1498) in his Uistory, together with
some other matter bearing on the history of Hasan Sabali and
his successors (pubHshed witli tr. by .Jourdain in '^'otices et

Extraits, ix. 143 ff.). An account in some respects more
favourable to Hasan is given in the chronicle of Haradallali
Mustaufi {oh. 1349 a.d.), translated hy Defr6mery in 'JA, 1848.
Some of the matter given by Mirkhond is derived from a work
by the celebrated Ni^am al-ilulk, vizier of the .Seljuks, who
was well acquainted with Hasan and finally porisheu by his
machinations. The most elaborate account as yet discovered
is that in the chronicle Jdmi' at-tawdrll} (Brit. Mus. Ur. 1684),
which is told from the point of view of followers of the sect.
The statements of this work, and others bearing on the same
subject, have been submitted to searching criticism by IC. G.
Browne {A Literary History of Persia, ii. 19011.), who iias dis-

posed of certain familiar myths, which need not again be re-

peated. According to this, his father's home was Kufah, but he
had migrated to Qum, where Hasan was born

; both originally
belonged to the Shi'ite

' Sect of Twelve,' but the son was con-
verted to the ' Sect of Seven

'

through the efforts of a mis-

sionarj' named Amir Darrab, and those of the famous poet and
traveller Nasir-i-Khusrav. These missionaries, societies founded
by whom had already honeycombed Persia, were agents of the
so-called Fatimid Khalifs of Egypt, at whose court ambition
which had failed to find gratification at that of the Seljiiks,
now in control of Baghdad, naturally sought compensation.
The myth to which reference has been made assigns Hasan a
motive of this sort for joining the sect.

About the year 472 A.H. (A.u. 1079) yasan went
to the court of the Egyptian Khallf Mustansir,
and studied the doctrines of the community which
he had joined. But he did not stay more than two
years in Egypt, having espoused the cause of the
Khalifs eldest son Niz.^r, who had been appointed
by his father to succeed him, but was later

displaced in favour of another son. ^lasan Sabah
maintained that the expressed resolve of an
imam was unalterable. He obtained, however,
some sort of certificate as Isma'ilian missionary,
and introductions to those persons who were
already playing that part in Persia, whither he
returned in 1081 ; and a writer on religions in

1085 at the court of Ghazni already mentions

yasan Sabah as a successful preacher of Batinism
in Khurasan and 'Iraq (Schefer, op. cit., 1. 161).

According to Ibn Athir (ed. Tornberg, vol.

X. p. 213), the Isma'ilian revival with which
^lasan proceeded to associate himself had about
this time begun at Sawa, where eighteen men met
to perform worship in the style peculiar to the
sect. There, too, their first assassination took

place, the victim being a mu'adhdhin (' caller to

l^rayer '), whom they had vainly endeavoured to

convert to their doctrines, and had murdered when
they feared he might betray them to the local

authorities. The vizier Ni^am al-Mulk ordered
a carpenter who was susjiected of the murder to
be executed with great brutality, and thereby ex-

posed himself to the vengeance of the sect. Since

^lasan Sabah's conduct is said to have been dic-

tated by dissatisfied ambition and the desire to be

avenged on Nizam al-Mulk, this may have been
the occasion for his conversion ; but the order of

events is not quite certain. What is clear is that
the sect was highly unpopular with the orthodox,

though the skill of tlie missionaries caused it to

spread in secret ; and that the sectarians quickly
felt tlie need for strongholds in which they could
be safe from persecution. The first fortress seized

was one near (^a'in between Isfahan and Nisabur

(see C. E. Yates, Khurasan and Seistati, 1900, p.

62). That of Alamut, which fell into the hands
of ^lasan,

'

is S2 miles from Kazvin ; it is on a

solitary rock, about .300 yards long from E. to W.,
very narrow, not 20 yards wide at tlie top ; about
200 feet high everywhere save to the W., wliere it

may be 100' {JUGS viii. 431 ; cf. iii. 15). ^amm
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is said to liave purchased it for 300 pieces of gold
from an 'Alid who happened to be governor, and
on whom ^asan imposed by professed asceticism

and piety ; and he probably obtained authority

among the Isma'Ilians by professing to act as the

deputy of the Egyptian Khalif, whom they acknow-

ledged as their chief. ^lasan caused the land sur-

rounding his fortress to be carefully cultivated,
and tliis may have led to the legend which associ-

ated with it gardens of delight that could serve as

a foretaste of the Islamic Paradise.

Like other founders of dynasties in the East,
Hasan was a preacher and controversialist. Works
by him* or by his colleagues, embodying Batin-

ite doctrines, excited sufficient attention to evoke

replies from the foremost theologian of the time,

al-Ghazall, who refuted their tenets in a work
dedicated to the Khalif Mustazhir (487-512 A. H.),

whose reign coincided witli ^lasan's tenure of

Alamut. A second tract written by him in answer
to the '

Instructionists,' called 'The Just Balance'

(nl-Quslds al-Mustaqim), was published in Cairo,
1900. it is in the form of a dialogue between
Ghazali and a member of the sect. The latter

maintains the doctrine of a hidden instructor, who
can see all tliat is going on in the world, on the

authority of his mother,
' and our master the lord

of the fortress Alamut,' as well as a comrade of

Damghan IsfahanI, and the inhabitants of the

fortresses. The treatise is occupied mainly with
an account of the forms of the syllogism and the

logical fallacies, and an attempt to show tliat

there is no need for an infallible instructor. The
book must have been written before 515 A.H.,
•when its author died. The writings of ^asan were
burned by one of his successors ; but some of them
were cun-cnt in the time of Shahrastani, wlio in his

works on Sects and Schools, ed. Cureton, p. 150 (A.D.

1127 [521 A.H.]) gives excerpts from one of them,
translated from I'ersian into Arabic. The purpose
of this treatise appears to liave been to decry the

independent use of the reason, and prove that for

knowledge of God (which with this sect Mas equi-
valent to salvation) recourse must be had to a

divinely-authorized teacher, whence the sect are

sometimes called at-ta 'llmiyya, or ' Instruction-

ists.' Undoubtedly his purpose was completely to

enslave the mind of his disciples, who may even
have been drugged for certain periods. Although
assassination was from the commencement of Islam
a common way of dealing with enemies, ^asan
Sabah appears to have systematized the process in

a manner previously unkno^vn. A doctrine which
is ascribed to the Isma'ilians by a late writer, but
which may well have been taught also by ^asan
Rabfih, was that the soul is imprisoned in the

body for the purpose of executing in all points
the orders of the imuvi. If the soul quits the

body wiiile fullilling its duty of obedience, it is

delivered and transported to tjic regions of the

up]tcr liglits ; whereas, if it disobeys, it falls into
darkness (Quatrembre, Mines dc VOrient, iv. 3G8).
One class of disciples, called Fidifis, were ready

at all times to assassinate those whom the head of
the order marked out for death ; and in accordance
with the doctriTie described they would risk their
own lives readily in making such attemjjts. Never-
theless these persons received a sjiecial training
qualifying them for such missions ; they were
taught foreign languages and the ceremonies of

foreign religions, and hoAv to adopt and maintain
a variety of disguises. Hence the assassins dis-

patched by the ' Old Man of the Mountain,' in

order to win the confidence of their destined

victims, would play a part for a series of months,
or even years. The terrible certainty with which

* One of them is cjiUed by Muhaniinad b. JIalik Shiih
' the

book filled with lies
'

(Abu Ya'la ][,Iaiiizah, ed. Aniedroz, p. 153).

l^asan Sabah could strike from his fortress soon
enabled him to extend his po.ssessions and make
terms with various rulers. In the second year of his

residence at Alamut he struck down Nizam al-Mulk,
and, shortly after, the Sultan Malik Shfih. Emis-
saries of his made attempts on the lives of Malik
Shah's successor, Barqiyaruq, and the former's

brother, Sinjar, installed by his nephew as governor
of Khurasan. During the war between Barqiyaruq
and his brother Muhammad, numerous fortresses

.were acquired by the chiefs of the sect, mainly in

the region called Kuhistan. The knowledge of the
existence of this society, and that many persons in

high posts at the Seljuk courts were its secret

adherents, caused terrible anxiety and disquietude.
' Whoever wished to ruin his adversary accused
him of belonging to the Isma'ilian sect ; delations

multiplied; suspicion hovered over every one'

(D'Ohsson, Histoire des Mongols, iii. 159). The
Sultan Barqiyaruq, son of Malik Shah, was himself

accused of favommg the Assassins, and was com-

pelled to raid their country, without, however,
achieving any important results.

Not long after the acquisition of Alamiit by
^asan Sabah, the Assassins became strong in Syria
also. Whether these Syrian Isma'ilians at the
first recognized the authority of the ' Old Man of

the Mountain '

is not certain ; a detailed account
of their history is given by Quatremfere, to Avhicli

something is added by Defremeiy in JA, 1854,
1855. Ten years after tlie seizure of Alamut, we
hear of the Isma'ilians establishing themselves at

Aleppo ; and for a time they enjoyed the almost
unconcealed favour of the Seljuk prince of that

place, Ridwan, who is thought to have employed
their services in getting rid of his enemy Janah
ad-Daula, prince of Emesa (A.D. 1100). The names
of theu" leaders at Aleppo are given as al-^Jakim
al-Munajjim and after him Abu Tahir al-Sa'igh
(Abu Ya'la ^amzah, p. 149). Through the machin-
ations of the latter, in 1106 they obtained posses-
sion of Apamea, whence, hovrever, they were ere

long driven by the Franks. Kidwan's successor.

Alp Arslan, the Dumb, urged on by the Persian

Seljuks, organized a massacre of the Isma'ilians in

1113; yet their numbers and power kept increas-

ing, and in 1126, through the efibrts of their

agent Bihram and his influence with Zahir ad-Din
Atabek, they got possession of Banias, whence,
however, they were driven in 1129 owing to a
massacre of their adherents in Damascus. In 1140

tliey acquired a highly important stronghold,
Masyat or Masyaf, and in the second half of the
12th cent, they were in possession of ten or eleven
fortresses. Lists of the persons of eminence whom
they killed have been made out by many writers.
These were sometimes persecutors of the sect, but
not infrequently the head of the community took

pay from some foreign prince to strike down an
enemy. In 1148 one of their number killed the
Prankish count of Tripoli, in consequence of which
the Templars invaded their territory and compelled
them to pay tribute. On 29th April, 1192, an emis-

sary of the ' Old Man of the Mountain '

killed
Conrad of Montferrat, signor of Tyre and titular

king of Jerusalem ; dillerent accounts make the
'Old Man of the Mountain'—or rather Kashid
ad- Din, at this time independent head of the

Syrian Assassins, resident in the fortress of Kahf—
despatch tlie Assassins at the instigation of

Saladin, and at that of our Richard I. The
Assassins in this case were disguised as monks.
The ability with which the Isma'ilian chiefs could
execute assassinations caused them to receive com-
missions for such acts from both Eastern and
Western princes, including the Byzantine em-
perors. And many a crime of the sort was
ascribed to them of which they were innocent.
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The throne founded by ^asan Sabuh was occu-

pied by seven successors—Buzurg Umid (518-532

A.H.), his son Muhammad {532-557), hisson I;Iasan

(557-561), his son Muhammad (561-607), liis son

5:asan (607-618), his son 'Ala ad-Din (618-653), liis

son Kukn ad-Din (653-654), -when Alamut was taken

by the Mongol leader Hiilagu, and the fortresses

of the Assassins in Persia were stormed one after

another. This last date corresponds with A.D.

1256. In Syria the power of tlie Ismailians con-

tinued somewhat longer, and as late as 1265

presents are said to have been sent them by
various European monarchs ; but the ruler of

Egypt, which, after the fall of Baghdad, became
the headquarters of Islam, gradually obtained

possession of their fortresses, all of which were

occupied by the Egyptian Sultan Baibars in 1273.

Baibars, however, continued to favour the sect,

and to make use of members of it when he required
assassins ; and a curious treaty is mentioned be-

tween his general Qala'un and Margaret of Tyre,
in which the Egyptian undertakes that no servants

of his with the exception of Assassins shall molest

her. At times they were able to regain possession
of their fortresses, and in 1326 held as many as

five. Many of the later Mamluk Sultans counte-

nanced them, and occasionally employed their

services against enemies ; thus the long war be-

tween the Mamluk Qa'itbai and the Turkomans
was due to the employment by the Sultan's pre-
decessor of an Assassin to remove a Turkoman

prince.
Of the successors of ^asan Sabah the third

signalized himself by rejecting the claims of the

contemporary Egyptian Khalif to the imamate on
the ground that it had descended of right to Nizar,
eldest son of Mustansir ; and that he, 5asan,
though supposed to be the son of the governor of

Alamut, was in reality the heir of this Nizar. In
virtue of his divine right he formally absolved his

subjects from many of the ordinances of Islam, in-

cluding the Fast (Saum), and made some changes
in public worship. He is also charged with having
given permission for various forms of immorality.
The fifth successor, on the other hand, endeavoured
to restore Muslim orthodoxy among his followers,
and burned the books of the founder of the dynasty.
He entered into friendly relations with the Sultans

of Baghdad, and was treated by them with dis-

tinction.

Of the members of the sect in Syria by far the

most interesting is Eashid ad-Din Sinan, of whose
career a detailed account is given by S. Guyard in

JA, 1877. About 555 A.H. (A.D. 1160) this person
was sent by the ruler of Alamut to take the place
of Abu Muhammad, governor of the fortress Kahf .

He adopted the tactics with which I^Iasan Sabah
had previously succeeded, made himself interesting,
and won respect in the neighbourhood of Kahf by
religious exercises and philanthropic actions, and by
an atiectation of humility and asceticism. This
secured him the notice of Abu Muhammad, who
received him into the fortress and treated him with

honour, learning oalj- on his deathbed that he had
been sent to sui)plant himself. Bashid appears to

have shaken olfallegiance to Alamut, claiming to be
not only imam, but an impersonation of the deity—a claim which won large acceptance among the

Ismailians, though his lameness constituted a

difficulty to some minds. In the fragments re-

lating to the doctrine of the sect published by
Guyard in Notices et Extraits, vol. xxii., some
treatises ascribed to him are to be found ; in these
the title ndtiq (which is also given to Moses) Ls

claimed for him. In anecdotes told about him
(collected Ijy one Abu Firas, ^/..-l, 1877), he figures
as a magician, or rather conjuror. He claimed to

be able to answer letters that he had not read, and,

anticipating modern
conjuring tricks, held con-

versation with a truuklcss head.
At the beginning of the liJth cent., Isiiiallian

communities still existed both in Persia and Syria ;

J. B. Fraser (Journey into Khorasan, 1825), de-
scribes his meeting with Khalll Allah, the then
head of the 9asanites (as he calls the sect) at Yezd.
This chief was treated by the community with
almost divine honours, and many of his adiierents
were visitors from India. The same personage is

mentioned by J. B. Ilousseau ('M6moire sur les

Ismaelis etles NosairLs,' Annales des Voyages, xlii.,

1818), who, however, places the residence of the
chief at Kehk in the district of Qum, S.S.W. of

Teheran. Rousseau also gives details concerning
a Syrian community of Isma'ilians, with head-

quarters at Masyaf , twelve leagues west of ^laniath.

They were distributed over eighteen villages, and
their shaikh, or governor, was appointed by the

governor of ^amath. They were subdivided into

two sects, Hadrawis and Suwaidanis, of whom the
former held seventeen villages and the latter one

only ; and they still possessed one of their ancient
fortresses called Qadamiis. In 1800 they had sus-

tained a treacherous attack by their neighbours
the Nosairites, which, though afterwards avenged,
left the community in a wretched condition.

Recent explorers of Persia and Syria seem
either to ignore the existence of Ismailian com-

munities, or to speak of them as extinct (but
see art. Qarmatians). On the other hand, the
Assassins are still represented in India by a com-

munity called Khojas, who trace their origin to

the mission of an Assassin named Sadr ad-Din,
w^ho some centuries ago made converts among
the Hindu trading classes in Upper Sind. Col.

Yule in his edition of Marco Polo (3rd ed., i. 146)
states that the sect multiplied considerably in

Sind, Kachch, and Gujarat, whence they spread
to Bombay and Zanzibar. Their numbers in

Western India were then probably not less than

50,000-60,000. Sir W. Hunter [Gazetteer of India,
1885, iii. 52) adds that they are especially numerous
in the Peninsula of Kathiawar. They have also

established trading colonies along the East coast

of Africa. The leader of the main body of the

Khoja community was then the Persian ytrince

Agha 'All Shah, whose predecessor, the v, cll-knoAvn

Agha Khan, was long a resident of Bombay after

the troubles that drove him from Persia. About
this person some further details are given by Yule
in the passage quoted. Having raised a revolt in

Kirman, he fied from Persia to Sind in 1840. He
had been installed as imam on the death of Khalil

Allah (mentioned by Rousseau and Fraser) in a
brawl at Yezd in 1818. In 1866 a schism in the

Khoja community, in which an attempt was made
to exclude Agha Khan from all rights over the

sectarians and to transfer the property of the com-

munity to orthodox Muslims, led to a trial in the

high court, which ended in favour of Agha Khan.
Further lawsuits have led to the appointment of a
commission to inquire into the sect. According to

Balfour {Cy^ lopalia of India, 1885), their sacred

book is in ten chapters, of wliich the first nine

treat of the incarnations of Vi^nu, 'Ali being the

subject of the tenth. This would imply that the

conllation of Indian and Arabian ideas which
characterized the sect from the first continues in

its latest development.
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ASSIMILATION (Psychological).—The term
' assimilation

'

in psychology represents a form
of union or combination between presentations or

presentational elements, but its precise application
has been variously interpreted.

(1) In its general use it refers to a phase of the

apperceptive process : a presentation is
' assimil-

ated' when it is taken up into, and becomes an
effective moment in, the total consciousness pre-
sent at the time of its arrival. No new presenta-
tion is available either for memory or for know-

ledge or for practical application, until and unless

it has been thus brought into connexion with other

elements of consciousness, and with the general
forms and tendencies of conscious movement which
constitute for psychology the '

self.'

(2) Historically, the iirst usage of the term was
the converse of the above : many of the Scholastics

spoke of knowledge as taking place by the assimi-

lation of the knower to the thing known, after the

Greek principle (17 yvCxm tov o/xoiov ry 6fj.ol(j}} : so

Albertus Magnus, Thomas Aquinas, Suarez, and
others. A wide-reaching corollary of this prin-

ciple was that (a) ideas are '

copies
'

or images of

reality, and (6) memory-images are 'copies' or

shado^vy forms of sensations ; to this reference is

made below.

(3) In modem psychology,
' assimilation

'

is ap-

plied to a form of association (q.v.), namely, simul-

taneous partial association, the features of which are

(a) that it takes place between elements or parts of

presentations, not between individual or indepen-
dent presentations, as in ordinary association by
contiguity ; (b) that the two (or more) elements
which enter into the association are simultaneously
given in consciousness, although one is usually a
' sensation

'

(i.e. peripherally excited), the other

necessarily a 'representation' (i.e. centrally ex-

cited) ; (c) that they cannot be separated or distin-

guished by direct analysis, thus corresponding to

the '

inseparable association
'

of English psycho-
logy. Instances are the union of colour and form
in visual perceptions, of tone-quality and distance

in the perceptions of sound, of tactual quality and
' hardness

'

or '

softness,'
' smoothness

'

or '

rough-
ness,' in the perceptions of touch.

(4) More detinitely,
' assimilation

'

is applied to

the synthesis of similar elements or elements of

similar quality, and is contrasted with '

compli-
cation,' a synthesis of presentations of diverse

quality, etc. It may be either intensive, as in the
musical clang, or the chord, where tones of dif-

ferent pitch combine to give a resultant which is

more than their mere sum (it is a unity in which
their individuality is absorbed) ; or extensive, as

when a number of discrete touch-impressions or

visual impressions combine to give a continuous

presentation of surface or depth. This form of

assimilation is sometimes made to replace the older

conception of association by similarity, as when a

perception (e.g. that of an orange)
'

reproduces
'

an idea (e.g. that of the moon), which has some
element in common with the perception in ques-
tion. It has been argued (n) that this process
is possible only by the assimilation of the given
element to the former experiences of itself, which
must therefore be somehow ' revived

'

; and (b)

that the process is not one of association, since the
new and the old experience have never formed

parts of one and the same consciousness, as the
doctrine of association requires ; (c) that, so far

from being an association of elements which

through frequent repetition have become '

insepar-
able,' assimilation is a process prior to and pre-

supposed in every association.

(5) On this view, of which Hoffding and Ward
are the chief exponents, an assimilative process
is of the essence of perception. In its simplest

form, perception is recognition (or direct cog-
nition), i.e. the awareness of an impression, or

group of impressions, as familiar, as already
experienced, without any explicit idea or image
of the previous presentation arising in the mind.
The impression is not merely repeated, but has
an added quality or colouring, by Avhich it is

distinguishable from a wholly new impression.
This added character or mark Hoffding calls the

BeJcanntheitsqualitdt,
' the quality of known-ness.'

It has been explained by Kiilpe through (a) the

facility and power with which the known excites
other ideas, and (b) the peculiar mood or feeling
which the known arouses, as contrasted with the
unknown or unfamiliar. Both of these features,

however, are common to other forms of repeated
consciousness ; they illustrate the law ofpractice,
according to which all function, and especially
nervous function,

'
is made easier by repetition

and practice.' A more important feature in Hoff-

ding's theory is that recognition or perception
involves an assimilation between two elements,

namely, the new or incoming impression (A), and
the reproduction or revival of the earlier impres-
sions (aj, aj, etc.), the whole being symbolized by

(^ ^ J ; a is not, however, an explicit or free idea,

but an '

implicate (gebundene) representation
'—a

tied idea. But according to Ward there is no
revival of earlier impressions :

' We have to do
not with the retentiveness of a waxen tablet but
with the plasticity of a growing structure. The
inchoate beginning, so far from being reproduced,
is obliterated and superseded by the supervening
detail ; and even when the acquisition is complete,
the perfect identity of the new with the old forbids

us to talk of memory of ideas.'
*

Thus (i.) assimilation is the process underlying
all acquired perception, as distinct from mere

sensory impressions on the one hand, and the

organized sensations, or perceptions, which seem
to form the stimulus of instinctive behaviour on
the other, (ii.) It is a product of mental activity

(through interest, attention, action by way of

trial and error, etc.) in which past experience is

correlated with the present situation. But (iii.)

this influence is not mediated by distinct images
or free ideas, which are a later product, (iv.) It

marks a distinct step in mental growth, and is

correlated with a special development of the cen-

tral nervous system (the cerebral hemispheres),
(v.) Individual development, phylogeny (the evolu-

tion of the nervous system in animals, and pari
passu of the forms of animal behaviour) and
mental pathology (cortical or sensory, psychic or

'soul,' and verbal blindness, etc.), support the
view that sensation, perception and assimilation,
free ideas, and association are both distinct in

their psychical nature and origin, and have as

their ' basis
'

distinct physical functions and struc-

tures.
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i
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ASSIMILATION (Religious).—All develop-

ment, that is growth, must proceed by means of

assimilation. That is to say, religion, if it is to

gi'ow, must assimilate 'whatever is good and time
in general culture

'

(Tiele, Elements, i. 242), or, if

that is too wide a statement, then we may say it

•
Mind, N.S. iii. 532.
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must appropriate whatever conduces to its growth—
' all that makes its creed clearer and deeper' {ib. 230) ;

it must assimilate what it appropriates, and not

merely
' imitate or adopt it

'

(ib. 237). "What is thus

appropriated will in the process be transformed to

Bome extent, for it is 'assimilated' to religion or

to the form of religion into which it is taken up.
On the other hand, the form of religion which
thus takes up from the environment something
good and true, and assimilates it, will be atiected

by what it takes up ; it will be brought into

accord with the civilization from which it has

appropriated the good or true idea ; it will be

dillbrent from what it was before ; it will have de-

veloped or grown. But, in thus gi'owing by means
of assimilation, it must remain true to its type,
it

' must form, maintain, and vindicate its otoii

character' (ib. 242). It will also maintain and
vindicate its own character by shedding dead

leaves, throwing off waste tissue. And the matter
thus thrown oil' is not matter which ought never
to have been taken up, but matter which—useless

and even dangerous as it now is, cumbering the

ground on which it is found—was once, when first

taken up, essential to the vitality and growth of

religion. In now rejecting conceptions or formulae

which are dead, and being dead are injurious to

continued growth and life, we are neither denying
that they once were essential nor condemning the

past generation with whom they originated. We
are simply claiming the same right to grow which

they enjoyed and exercised, the same right to

grow in the same way as they—by shedding dead
leaves and putting forth fresh ones.

Thus far we have illustrated the meaning of
' assimilation

'

by reference to ideas which religion

appropriates from its cultural environment ; and
such idea.s, though they may, at the time when
they were taken up, h.ave represented the highest
scientific or philosophic knowledge of the day,
may with the advance of knowledge cease to

occupy that position ; they may become dead
leaves on the tree of knowledge, and if so, then

religion, too, must shed them—or share decay
with them. But a religion in the course of its

history may—and if it is to grow, must—come
into conflict with other religions and convert men
from their old form of religion to the new. In
such a case the converts cannot and do not empty
their minds utterly of their old religious ideas.

Some form of transaction or accommodation be-

tween the old and the new is inevitable ; and no

religion ever escaiies from this consequence of

contact. Some of the old ideas are taken up by
the invading religion ; but they are not simply
adopted as they stand ; thej' are assimilated. And,
naturally and necessarily, they are assimilated to

those elements in the new religion to which they
are most akin ; and they strengthen those elements.

Thus, if the new religion recognizes the existence
of evil spirits, whether as the cause of disease or of

other ills, the gods of the old religion may appear
as demons in the new. Or, if the new religion
recognizes saints and angels, some of the old gods
may persist by a corresponding metamorphosis.
And in either case the metamorphosis immensely
strengthens the element which it has reinforced.
But though it strengthens the particular belief

by this process of assimilation, it does not neces-

sarily thereby make the religion which has ab-
sorbed it better as religion. On the contrary,
the very belief which it strengthens may be one
which religion, to live, must ultimately cast aside.
' Assimilation '

is not necessarily and always bene-
ficial to the organism. The healthiest organism
may assimilate what is injurious to it.

On the other hand, what is assimilated from the
old religion may be advantageous, in a greater or

less degree, to the new. The habit of worshipping
on stated occasions may exist in the old religion
and be made usefully subservient to the purposes
of the new. Yule and Easter testify by their
names to the fact that they existed before Chris-

tianity, though they have been assimilated, and in
the process or assimilation have been transformed,
by the Church. What was thus taken up into

Christianity and baptized into the name of Christ
was not merely this or that outward form of wor-
ship : we have to recognize

' the selective assimila-
tion and consequent consecration of many current
customs and institutions and ideas' (Illingworth,
Doctrine of the Trinity, p. 94). As an example oi

such ideas we may take the Logos doctrine. That
idea was taken up—whether from Philo or from
' the general intellectual atmosphere of which
he was a representative product' (ib. p. 88)—and
baptized into Christianity by St. John. But it

was not adopted just as it stood ;

' the new faith
fashioned a new thing

'

o\it of it (ib. p. 89), the new
' term was, so to speak, taken out of its old

associations, to be employed thenceforward as a
Christian .symbol' (ib. p. 90).

At this point a divergence of opinion manifests
itself as to what 'assimilation' means and im-

plies. It may be maintained that assimilation
never implies an addition to the original creed of

Christianity
— 'never the impo.sition of a new

article of faith' (Illingworth, p. 98), but simply
the '

progressive formulation of doctrine
'

(ib.)
• the

process is
' one of interpretation, and not of innova-

tion
'

; it is 'the fuller explanation' of the mean-
ing of the original teaching,

' an explanation of

what was implicit, but never an addition to what
was implicit in the teaching of Christ Himself
(ib. p. 101). This view may seem to imply that the
formulation of doctrine is of necessity progressive ;

that the process is always one of interpretation,
never of misinterpretation ; that the result is

always to bring out what was implicit in the

teaching ; and that those who hold this view have
the means of knowing, and tiie power of declaring,
infallibly, what was and what was not implicit in

the teaching of Christ Himself. In the absence of
such power, our confidence that the process in

any given case is one of interpretation and not of
innovation must vary with the particular circum-
stances of the case. Let us illustrate this by
reference to the Logos doctrine. Every one will
admit that out of the Philonian doctrine the new
faith fashioned a new thing, viz. the Johaunine
doctrine. Was the new thing an innovation or
was it not ? It is evident that there was that in
the new faith which was capable of being inter-

preted or explained by the terms and the concep-
tions of the Logos doctrine. But will it be main-
tained that, if the Philonian doctrine had been
non-existent, the Logos doctrine would neverthe-
less have appeared, all the same, exactly as it

actually does, in the Gospel according to St. John ?

No one can maintain that. Had the Johannine
doctrine been non-existent, no one would or could
maintain that it was implicit in the teaching of
Christ Himself. And had the Philonian doctrine
been unknown to St. John, the Lo^os doctrine
would not have existed in the Fourth Gospel. But
the Philonian doctrine did exist ; it contained some
truth ; and that truth was recognized, appropriated,
transformed—in a word, assimilated—by Chris-

tianity. To say, however, that Christian doctrine
was not afl'ected by what it assimilated, that it

remained what it was, and that it is now exactly
what it would have been had it never assimilated

anything whatever from tlie spiritual and intellec-

tual environment in which it developed, is a posi-
tion which no one will undertake to maintain.
Christian doctrine took over what was good and
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true in the Philonian teaching ; and it has grown
consequently in a way in which it would not have

grown otherwise. The Christian creed has grown
clearer and deeper, because it had the power of

appropriating and assimilating from its environ-

ment what there was good and true in that en-

vironment {ib. p. 144). But the power of assimila-

tion, where it exists, is not always exercised ; and,
where exercised, is not always exercised wisely.
We are not able to say either that Christianity
left nothing good unassimilated or that everytliing
it did assimilate was good. Neither, therefore,
can we say that everything it did assimilate was

implicit in the teaching of Christ Himself. We
may believe—as members of the Church of Christ

we must believe—that the growth and develop-
ment of Christian doctrine, so far as it is the un-

folding of what was implicit in Christ's teaching,
is the work of the Holy Spirit, or of the Church

following the guidance of the Holy Spirit. But it

is simply not true that the Church has always,

invariably, and in every respect, followed that

guidance :
' our confidence that any given action is

the result of that guidance . . . must
vary

with the

particular circumstances of the case' {ib. p. 100).

The fact that any given action is the action of the

Church is a presumption, but no proof, that it was
done under the guidance of the Holy Spirit. So
far as the Church submitted to that guidance,
•
it appropriated what was best and truest in the

surrounding life and thought to its own purposes
'

[ib. p. 124). And that statement is as true of the

present day as it is of the earliest days. But evil

as well as good may be assimilated ; has been, as a
matter of history, assimilated ; and, as a matter of

fact, is being assimilated. The mere fact that a

custom, institution, or idea has been assimilated

constitutes no proof that it was implicit in Christ's

teaching. The fact of assimilation is one to be
' constated

'

by scientific investigation. The value

of the assimilation and of its consequences is a
different question, and one which should be kept
distinct.

If Christianity should come to be the dominant

religion in Japan, it will inevitably, in becoming
so, assimilate much from Buddhism ; and it may
be that the resulting form of Christianity will in

some respects be higher than any hitherto taken

by Christianity. That is a possibility Avhich no
one who believes in the infinite potentiality of

Christianity will for one moment care to deny.
But the higher form, in such case, will be a higher
form of Christianity. The process will be one of

assimilation ; the result may be to reveal to the
world that it is possible for men to make greater
self-sacrifice, and to lead a more Christ-like life,

than has hitherto been the case with any Christian

people.
Literature.—C. P. Tide, Elements of the Scietice of Re-
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ASSOCIATION. — Association, or, the more

frequently used phrase, Association of Ideas, de-

notes a doctrine of both philosojjliical and psycho-
logical import. In philosophy it is the explanatory
principle of tliat theory of knowledge which would
derive all knowledge from items of sensation. Psy-
chologically considered, association is primarily
the doctrine which deals with the reproduction of

past experience by a present object of conscious-

ness. The so-called
' Laws of Association' express

the conditions under which reproduction takes

place. Three such laws have been formulated and
are still discussed in current English text-books of

Psychology, (a) Law of Contiguity : a present

object will recall to mind any object with which it

was contiguous in space or time, e.g. the sight of a
visitor from one's native place revives memories of

that place. (b) Law of Similarity : a present
object will recall one similar to itself, e.g. the

sigiit of one person revives the memory of another
whom he in some respect resembles, (c) Law of
Contrast : a present object recalls an object con-

trasting with itself, e.g. a childless hearth revives

the memory of a neighbour's merry crew of boys and

girls. It is this particular psychological doctrine

which is the foundation both of association as a

philosophical principle and of association as a

compreliensive psychological theory.
It has been claimed by Sir W. Hamilton * that

Aristotle was the first to formulate the LaAvs of

Association. The passage upon which the claim

is based is from de Meinoria et Reminiscentia, a
translation of the latter part of which Hamilton

gives in full, together with his own emeuLiations

in, and commentary on, the text, in the note in

question. After dealing with uieiiiory (fi.vrifj.7j), or

what modern Psychology would term retention,
Aristotle contrasts with it recollection (dvdfj.vrfcri.s).

' The occurrence of an act of recollection is due to the natural

tendency of one particular change to follow another. If the

sequence is necessary, it is clear that, on the former change
occurring, the second will be summoned into activity ; when,
however, the connexion is not necessary, but due to custom,
the occurrence of the second process will take place only in

most cases. It so happens that some people receive a greater
bent from a single experience than others in whom the sequence
has frequently taken place, and hence, in some instances, after

seeing the tilings once we remember them better than others

who have seen them frequently. Thus, when we recollect, one
of our previous psychic changes is stimulated which leads to the

stimulation of that one after which the experience to be recol-

lected is wont to occur. Consequently we hunt for the next
in the series, starting our train of thought from what is now
present, or from something else, and from something similar or

contrary or contiguous to it.' t

Plato had already noticed the same striking cases

of relationship between recollected idea and present

object of consciousness (Phcedo, 73 D). At the

sight of his lyre the lover will recollect the be-

loved. The picture of Simmias is apt to remind
one of Simmias. ' Recollection may be derived

from things either like or unlike.' J There had,

however, been no formulation of the principles in-

volved or any attempt at a scientific theory of

recollection as such. All knowledge was recollec-

tion.

The fact of association was recognized in the

teaching of the Stoics and Epicureans, but no new
contribution was made towards the theory either

by them or later by the Schoolmen.
The first important formulation of a theory is

that of Thomas Hobbes. In Human Nature ( 1650),

Hobbes distinguishes between the casual and inco-

herent flow of ideas in dreams and the orderly
flow—
' when the former thought introduceth the later. . . . The
cause of the coherence or consequence of one conception to

another is their first coherence or consequence at that time
when they were produced bj' sense : as, for example, from St.

Andrew the mind runneth to St. Peter, because their names are

read together ;
from St. Peter to a stone, for the same cause ;

from stone to foundation, because we soe them together; and
for the same cause, from foundation to clmruh, and from church
to people, and from people to tumult : and, according to this

example, the mind may run almost from anything to any-
thing.' §

In addition to this form of the flow of ideas,

wliich would be order in accordance with tlie Law
of Contiguity, Hobbes notices another and ditterent

form which one might in general term '

appetitive,'
on account of the cause assigned for it.

' The cause whereof is the appetite of them, who, having a

conception of the end, have next unto it a conception of the

next means to that end.'
||

* Works of Reid, ed. Hamilton, note D'*.

t De Sensu and de Meinoria, ed. by R. T. Ross, Carab. Univ.

Press. This translation, from the point of view of scholarship,
seems preferable to that given by Sir \V. Hamilton.

I Jowett's tr. of Phtfdo, 74 A.

§ Human Nature, oh. iv. S§ 1 and 2. B Ib. ch. iv. § 2.
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' To omit that kind of discursion by which we proceed from

anything to anythinj,', there are often other diverse sorts : as
first in the senses tliere are certain coherences of conceptions
which we may call ranginfj ; examples whereof are : a man
casteth his eye upon the ground, to look about for some small

tbiug lost ; the hounds castinj^ about at a fault in huntinj? ;
and

the raiij^ing of spaniels : and herein we take a beginning
arbitrar\'.

'Another sort of discursion is when the appetite giveth a man
his beginning, . . . where honour to which a man hath appetite
niaketh hiui think upon the next means of obtaining it, and
that again of the next, etc. And this the Latins call nagacitas,
and we may call hunting or tracing. There is yet another kind
of discursion beginning with the appetite to recovery of some-

thing lost, and proceeding from the present backward, from the

thought of the place where we miss at, to the thought of the

place whence we came last ; and from the thought of that, to
the thought of the place before, till we have in our mind some
place wherein we bad the tiling we miss : and this is called

Reminiscence.'*

Tlie recognition of these appetitive association.s

might have led to new theories as to the origin of

the association link, but Hobbes did not pursue
the theme any further, and his succe.s.sors do not

appear to have noticed the group of associations
which he here singles out.

For Hobbes the psychological doctrine of remem-
brance becomes also a piiilosophical one, the prin-

ciple of his theory of knowledge, as it Avas thereafter
the principle for the empirical school.

' All experience being . . . but remembrance,
all knowledge is remembrance,' t for it is either
sense knowledge and the remembrance of this, or is

knowledge of the trutli of propositions and how
things are called, which latter again arises from
experience—
' which is nothing else but the remembrance of what antecedents
have been followed by what consequents.' J

' When a man hath
80 often observed like antecedents to be followed by like conse-

quents that, whensoever he seeth the antecedent, he looketh

again for the consequent, or when he seeth the consequent,
niaketh account that there hath been the like antecedent ; then
he calleth both the antecedent and the consequent sig^s one of

another, as clouds are si'^ns of rain to come, and rain, of clouds
past. This taking of signs by experience is that wherein men
do ordinarily think.' §

It is the power of arbitrarily devising signs and
so increa.sing associations that differentiates man,
the rational being, from the brute beasts. ^Yithout
such signs the coherent flow of ideas would be at
the mercy of chance—
'

for one conception followeth not another according to our
election and the need we have of them, but as it chanceth us to
hear or see such things as shall bring them to our mind. The
experience we have hereof is in such brute beasts, which, having
the providence to hide the remains and supejUuity of their

meat, do nevertheless want the remembrance of the place where
they hide it, and thereby make no benefit thereof in their

hunger : but man, who in this point beginneth to rank himself
somewhat above the nature of beasts, hath observed and re-
membered the cause of this defect, and to amend the same,
hath imagined or devised to set up a visible or other sensible
mark, the which when he seeth it again, may bring to his mind
the thought he had when he set it up. ... In the number of
these marks, are those human voices which we call names or
appellations of things sensible by the ear, by which we recall
into our mind some conceptions of the things to which we gave
those names or appellations.' II

To John Locke belongs the authorship of the

phrase
' Association of Ideas

'

; yet Locke does not
even mention association in his psychological
account of memory. IT The phrase for him denotes
the connexion of ideas ' that in themselves are not
at all akin,' as opposed to those Avhich 'have a
natural correspondence and connexion one with
another.' 'This strong combination of ideas, not
allied by nature, tlie mind makes in itself either

voluntarily or by chance, and hence it comes in
different men to be very different according to their
different inclinations, education, interests,' etc.**
Association of Ideas is for Locke the explanation
of error, prejudice, and intellectual habits, but it
is not given any philosophical or general psycho-
logical signilicance.

* ntmian Nature, oh. iv. §| 3, 4, 5 ; cf. Leviathan, pt. i.

ch. ni.

t Ih. ch. vi. § 1. X lb. ch. iv. § 6.
§ Ih. ch. IV. §§ 9 and 10.

||
76. ch. v. §§ 1 and 2.

I hssay concerting Human Underttatiding, bk. ii. ch. x.•*
/6. bk. ii. ch. 33.

VOL. II.— lO

In Hume's philosophy, on the other hand. As-
sociation of Ideas play^s'an all-important part. In
tlie Treatise on Human Nature (1739-40), he brings
forward association as tiie principle of connexion,
not for ideas of memory, wlierein the connexion is
'

inseparable
' and is

'

the original form in which
its objects were presented,' but for ideas of imagi-
nation. Wo are to regard it as 'a gentle force
which conimuiily prevails.' 'The qualities from
which it arises, and by which the mind is after this
manner convey'd from one idea to another, are
three, viz. Resemblance, Contiguity in time or
place, and Cau.se and Eflect.'

*

From the Inquiry concerning Human Under-
standing, we learn tliat Hume regarded himself as
being the first to enumerate or class the principles
of association. In tliis later treatise he recognizes
them as principles of connexion for memory and
imagination alike.

After Locke, Hume analyzes knowledge into

simple and complex ideas
; but with Hume associa-

tion becomes what it never was with Locke, the
mechanism by which complex ideas— relations,
modes, and substances— arise from simple ones.
Cause and eii'ect is cla.ssed as if it were a special
form of a.s.sociation, yet, wlien analyzed, it is

shown to be merely a case of contiguous associa-
tion. The 'necessity' which characterizes this

relationship is due to the inferential attitude of

mind, wlucli again is but the effect of custom.
' After the constant conjunction of two objects,
heat and flame, for instance, . . . we are deter-
mined by custom alone to expect the one from the

appearance of the other. 'f

Although in his theory of knowledge Hume
shows an advance upon Hobbes, both in the

application of the principle of association to ex-

plain our conceptions and in his systematization of
tlie wliole doctrine, yet his psychology of association
is inferior to that of the earlier writer. Beyond
the classification of the principles there is little

attempt at a theory of association. '

Its effects
are everywhere conspicuous ; but as to its causes,
they are mostly unknown, and must be resolved
into original qualities of human nature, which I

pretend not to explain.' t Custom is the cau.se of
the necessary associations of contiguity, and with
' this propensity

' we must rest content ' as the
ultimate principle, which we can assign, of all our
conclusions from experience.' §

It is in Hartley's Observations on Man (1749)
that we first meet with association as a comprehen-
sive psychological theory. Here for the first time
there is a methodical array of the phenomena of
mental life and a thoroughgoing attempt to show
how the more complex mental phenomena are
derived from the simpler by means of association,
memory being but one particular case of this.

Here the passions and the phenomena of conduct
are shown as products built up by the association
of ideas (traces of sensation) with the simple sensa-
tions of pleasure and pain, and with automatic
movements ; just as similarly imagination and
reasoning are but cases of the association of ideas
with one another, and with words.

Hartley's psychological theory is closely bound
up with his physiological one as to the nature of
the processes which take place in the nervous

system. The main outline of the general theory
is best given by his own propositions, and from the

psychological point of view some of these are im-

portant enough to warrant quotation in extenso.
' The white medullary substance of the brain is also the im-

mediate instrument by which Ideas are presented to the mind :

or, in other words, whatever changes are made in this sub-

* Treatise on Human Nature, pt. i. § iv., ed. Green,
f Concerning Human Understanding, pt. i. § v.

{ Treatise on Human Nature, pt. i. § iv.

§ Concerning Human Understanding, pt. i. § v.
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stance, corresponding changes are made in our ideas ; and
vice versa.

' External objects occasion, first in the nerres on which they
are impressed, and then in the brain, vibrations of the small,
and, as one may say, infinitesimal medullary particles.

'

Sensations, by being often repeated, leave certain vestiges,

types, or images of themselves, which may be called simple
ideas of sensation.

'

Sensory vibrations, by being often repeated, beget, in the

medullary substance of the brain, a disposition to diminutive

vibrations, which may also be called vibratiuncles and minia-

tures, corresponding to themselves respectively.
'Any sensations. A, B, C, etc., by being associated with one

another a sufficient number of times, get such a power over the

corresponding ideas, a, b, c, etc., that anyone of the sensations,

A, when impressed alone, shall be able to excite in the mind
i>, c, etc, the ideas of the rest.

'Any vibrations. A, B, C, etc., by being associated together a
sufficient number of times, get such a power over a, b, c, etc.,
the corresponding miniature vibrations, that any of the vibra-

tions, A, when impressed alone, shall be able to excite 6, c, etc.,
the miniatures of the rest.

'Simple ideas will run into complex ones, by means of

association.' *

Sen.sations are associated when their impressions
are made at the same instant or in successive

instants. Strength and frec^uency of impression
are the determining conditions for the association.

Tlie whole theory is full of suggestions for the
later jisychology wherein association becomes the

great explanatory princijjle. Even Herbart's
mathematical treatment of the relations between
ideas .seems foreshadowed.

' The power of miniature vibrations to raise other miniatures

maj', perhaps, be made clearer to mathematicians, by hinting
that the efficacy of any vibration to raise any other is not in

the simple ratio of its vividness, but as some power less than

unity ; for thus h may raise c, a weaker vibration than 6, c may
raise d, etc., with more facilitj' than if the efficacy was in the

simple ratio of the vividness, and yet so that the series shall

break off at last.' t

It was because of the physiological doctrines

upon which the psychological theories were made
to depend that Hartley's work did not meet with
the attention it merited at the hands of his im-
mediate successors. In France, Locke had had
many disciples; the analysis of all the complex
ideas of knoAvledge into simple ideas derived from
sen.sation had been pushed to extremes far removed
from Locke's '

plain, historical method.' One might
therefore expect to find in France a parallel for, if

not an acceptance of, Hartley's psychological
analysis of the phenomena of consciousness. But
there is nothing which at all compares with it.

"We do find in Condillac an effort to derive all the
so-called faculties of the mind from sensation.
This faculty is said to comprehend all the others ;

analysis of it will reveal attention, imagination,
judgment, etc. But an instance of such analysis
will show how far removed such an effort after

derivation was from the scientific method pursued
by Hartley.

' To decompose the faculty of feeling, we need only observe
in succession all the circumstances that happen in it, when we
acquire any knowledge whatever. . . . My looking at an object
is an action by which mj' eye tends towards the object to which
it is directed : for this reason, I give it the name of attention.
. . . The attention we pay to an object is therefore, as to the

mind, nothing but the sensation which that object causes in

us. . . . As we bestow our attention on one object, so we may
on two at once, then instead of one exclusive sensation we
experience two. . . . Comparison is therefore nothing else but
a double attention—it consists in two sensations. ... It is im-

possible for us to compare two objects and to experience side

by side, as it were, the two sensations which they produce in

us exclusively, without presently perceiving that they resemble
each other or differ from each other. Now to perceive resem-
blances or differences is to judge. Judgment, therefore, is

nothing still but sensation.' I

In a similar manner Condillac proceeds to derive
'

desire,'
'

will,' and ' the passions' from our sensa-
tions '

if we consider them as agreeable or dis-

agreeable.'
In Scotland, Thomas Brown, although expressly

disapproving of Hartley's theory of association
with its physiological basis, gave an exposition of

* Observations on Man, Props. 2, 4, 8-12.

t lb. on Prop. xi. p. 39.

X Condillac, Logique (1805), tr. by Neef (1809), eh. vii.

mental jihenomena in which association, or, as

Brown prefers to style it, suggestion, was used as

the explanatory basis. In place of the varieties of

powers or mental faculties given by Ileid and
others. Brown grouped all intellectual jjlienomena
(otiier than those of sensation) under two generic
capacities

—simple and relative suggestion.
'

Simple suggestion is the capacity by which conception after

conception arises in the mind—precisely in the same manner,
and in the same state, as each might have formed part of other

trains, and in which the particular state of mind that arises by
suggestion does not necessarily involve any consideration of the
state of mind which preceded it.'

*

The primary laws of simple suggestion are
resemblance and contrast, Avhile contiguity is

treated as a secondary law. To simple suggestion
belong conception, memory, imagination, habit.

Relative suggestion is
' the cai>acity for feeling

resemblance, difference, proportion or relation in

general, where two or more external objects or

two or more feelings of the mind itself are con-

ceived by us.'t To this capacity belong the
so-called faculties of judgment, reasoning, and
abstraction.
The true psychological descendant of Hartley is

James Mill, in whoae Analysis of the Human Mind
(1829) we have association, freed from the effete

mythology of vibi'atiuncles, used as the great ex-

planatory principle of psychology. The phenomena
of the human mind are analyzed into two classes—
intellectual and active—and the psychology of these
is a doctrine of elements and compounds. Sensa-

tions, including pleasurable and painful feelings,
are the elements, the whole of the remaining
furniture of mmd being set forth as products, com-

pounded out of these elements in accordance with
the Laws of Association. Ideas are traces of sensa-

tion, and '

spring up or exist in the order in which
the sensations existed of which they are copies.'^
This order is synchronous and successive order in

time, and synchronous order in space. Contiguity
is thus the fundamental Law of Association, re-

semblance and contrast being treated as special
cases.

' Not only do simple ideas, by strong associa-

tion, run together, and form complex ideas, but a

complex idea, Avhen the ideas which compose it have
become consolidated so that it always appears as

one, is capable of entering into coiiibinations with
other ideas, both simple and complex.'§

Conception, imagination, classilication, abstrac-

tion, memory, belief, inference, are shown by
analysis to involve nothing but our sensations and
their ideas compounded by association. Simi-

larly for the phenomena of conduct. Will is

analyzed as a chain of associations. In all cases
where a certain action is desired, it is associated
as cause with pleasure as effect

;
the idea of the

' outward '

appearance of the action excites by
association the idea of the inward feelings which
are the immediate antecedents of the action, and
then the action takes place. There is no place
here for a doctrine of Free Will. ' Whatever power
we may possess over the action of our muscles,
must be derived from our power over our associa-
tions ; and this power over our associations, when
fully analyzed, means nothing mure than the power
of certain interesting ideas, originating in interest-

ing sensations, and formed into strength by associa-
tion. '|| This strength, we are told, depends ujion
tiie vividness of the associated sensations and the

frequency with which the association occurs.
As compounds formed in conformity with an

exact law, mental phenomena admit of scientific

treatment. Psj'chology need no longer stand with-
out the pale of science ; its method resembles that
of the mechanical and physical sciences. The

* Lectures on Philosophy of Htiinan Mind, Lect. 33.

t/6.
X Analysis ofHuman Mind, vol. i. ch. iii.

§ lb. vol. i. ch. iii.
||
lb. vol. ii. ch. xxiv.
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service which the principle of association thus
rendered tc psycliology was clearly recognized
later by John Stuart Mill.

' A science of liuinan nature may be said to exist in proportion
as the approximate trutlis which compose a practical knowledge
of mankind can bo exhibited as corollaries from the universal
laws of human nature on which they rest.'

*

Given the fundamental laws of mind, the Law of

Iletentivencss, and the I^aws of Association—
'
it is a fair subject of scientific inquirj' how far these laws can

be made to jjo in explaining;- the actual phenomena. It is obvious
that complex laws of tliought and fceliiji,' not only may but
must be generated from these simple laws." t

J. S. Mill emphasizes the distinction between
complex ideas which can be treated as resultant
sums of the simple ideas which form them, i.e. arc
what he would term '

homogeneous effects,' and
complex ideas which are 'generated by' but do
not 'consist of the simple ideas, i.e. are hetero-

pathic ellects. In so far as we have the former,
the complex phenomena are mechanical products,
but in so far as mc have the latter, they are pro-
ducts of a mental chemistry. Our inability to find
tlie elements in the generated compound is no dis-

proof that a complex idea is due to an association
of simple elements. Such is the case with the
associations treated by Hartley and James Mill
as inseparable.
But altliough inability to resolve the product

into the elements is no obstacle to its having been
generated from such elements, Mill saw clearly
the weakness of attempting to prove that a pai'-
ticular complex idea had been generated from such
and sucli simple ideas merely on the ground that
these ideas were always present whenever mind
was in possession of the complex idea. It is neces-

sary to show, further, that if tiie complex idea be
lacking, it will arise Avhen the sinii)le ideas in

question are associated. And it is in the direction
of a closer investigation of the mental phenomena
themselves, both simple and complex, that INlill

would advance psychology. He hoped that the

rapid m-ogress being made in physiology would
throw liglit on the influence of organic on mental
phenomena. By advocating a more scientific study
of the phenomena of consciousness as distinguished
from s(aentific treatment of data obtained uncritic-

ally, Mill in reality was giving an impetus to a new
psychology MJierein association became untenable
as a comprehensive explanatory principle.

In his theory of knowledge, Mill is a thorough-
going empiricist. All knowledge, other than that
given by the senses, is inductive inference, 'gener-
alization from experience.' A priori or necessary
truths there are none. The truths so called are
inductions. The forcibility which characterizes
mathematical axioms is due to the familiarity of
the ideas involved. The very criterion emphasized
bv the cliampions of a p7-iori truths—inconceiv-
ability of the opposite—docs but testify to the law
of inseparable association between ideas. '

If one
exists, the other exists along witli it, in spite of
whatever effort we make to disjoin them

'

(J. S. Mill's
ed. of Analysis ofHuman Mind, vol. i. ch. iii.).

Mill, however, never treats even inseparable
a.«sociation as a ground for the logical connexion
of ideas. 'Assuredly an association, however
close, between two ideas is not a sufficient ground
of belief; it is not evidence that the corresponding
facts are united in external nature.':!: Thus the
relationship of cause and eflect as a mere instinc-
tive association could lay no claim to objective
truth ; it must be shown to be an inference, a
generalization from experience.
Herein lies the difference between Mill's theory

of knowledge and that of his predecessor Hume.
•

Lo,jic, bk. vi. ch. iii. § 2
; cf. Preface to J. S. Mill's ed. of

Analysis nj Human Mind.
t lb. bk. vi. ch. iv. § 3.

J J. S. Mill's ed. of Analysis of Human Mind, ch. xi. note.

The psychological statement of genesis, even if

accurate, is no longer accepted as a logical criterion
of the validity of relationsliips. Consequently Mill
attempts to find an independent justification for our
belief in tiie uniformity of nature, belief in the re-

lationship of cause and ell'ect in particular ; and in
this attempt ids theory of knowledge breaks down.
Psychologically he regards belief as being prim-
ordial. It makes the diflerence between memoryand expectation on the one hand and imagination
on the other. '

What, in short, is the difference to
our minds between thinking of a reality and rei)re-
senting to ourselves an imaginary picture ? I con-
fess I can perceive no escape from the ojjinion that
the distinction is ultimate and primordial.'* It
is present when certain associations of ideas are
entertained, absent in the case of others. It is

present in every inductive inference, and its logical
justification is 'experience'; the inferred con-
nexion of ideas conforms to fact. Yet even in the
simplest inference, since the judgment must em-
brace ' unobserved '

as well as ' observed '

cases (for
otherwise it M'ould be no inference), this guarantee,
conformity to fact, already imi)lies logically our
belief in the uniformity of nature, in the uniformity
of the unobserved with the observed ; that is to
say, the logical guarantee of the belief present in
inference itself involves belief. Thus the attempt
to establish as an induction the uniformity which
every process of inference presupposes is fore-
doomed to failure ; t and Mill ends by confessing
t.hat inference is not from uniformity, but accord-
ing to it. What is important philosophically is
not this failure to establish inductively the Law
of Causation, but the recognition which this abor
tive effort involves, viz. the recognition of associa-
tion as an inadequate doctrine in the theory of

knowledge. This point might be further illus-
trated from Mill's own subsequent writings on
Utilitarianism, where he uses association for the
purpose of removing psychological difficulties in
the \vay of his main logical thesis rather than for

positively supporting it.

Alexander Bain in his Senses and Intellect (first

published in 1855) shows adherence to the Laws
of Association as the principles which should
dominate the presentation of his psychology.
Thus he Avrites in the preface to the first edition :

'In treating of the Intellect, the subdivision into faculties is
abandoned. The exposition proceeds entirely on the Laws of
Association, which are exemi)lified with muiute detail and
followed out into a variety of applications.'

Movements, sensations, appetites, and instincts
are treated as the raw material, the data to be
worked up into the various forms of intellect:

memory, judgment, abstraction, reason, imagina-
tion. The fundamental properties of intelligence
are consciousness of diflerence, consciousness of
samenes.s, and retentiveness, of which last repro-
duction is a higher form. The general condition
under which retentiveness is manifested is con-

tiguity. This is the basis of memory, habit, and
the acquired powers in general. Consciousness of
sameness gives rise to the reproductive principle
of similarity, which is dominant in invention,
reason, and abstraction.
Bain then proceeds to trace out in detail the

operation of these two principles upon our move-
ments, sensations, and instincts, and the acquisi-
tions and forms of knowledge to which they
separately, and in conjunction, lead. In the Emo-
tions and Will (the first edition of which appeared
three years later than the Senses and Intellect), the
same general i>lan of treatment prevails. Emotions
and the will are secondary products. Emotions are
derived from muscular feelings and sensations,
while will is derived from .spontaneous movement.

*
Analysis of JIuuian MinJ, ch. xi. uote.

t Cf. Loijic, bk ill. ch. xju.
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' The modes of derivation or composition of the emotions are

various ; but the leading circumstance is contiguous gi-owth or

the associating process. Association operates in uniting to-

gether a number of separate feeUngs into one aggregate or

whole. ... It also operates largely in the transfer of feelings
from their original cause to some connected object.'

*

But although in general method of exposition
Bain follows the lines of the association school,

treating the higher mental phenomena as products
built up by the mechanism of association, yet the

spirit of treatment is different ; the new psychology
has begun. This is the more evident if one com-

pares the later with the earlier editions of Bain's

works. The compounds are not conceived as

mechanical or even as chemical products, but as

growths ; and psychology is no longer treated on
the analogy of physics, but as having its place
among the biological sciences, as the science of

mental life. Mental development is brought under
the influence of the new theory which was trans-

forming the biological sciences—evolution. Mental

phenomena are viewed generically not as mere
contents, ideas, but as processes. The complex
phenomena, instead of being compounded from

simple, are higher processes developed out of the
lower by means of association.

Among advances in detail is the recognition of

movements and instincts as data for intellect. It is

from the rudiments of all the forms of mental life

that association builds up the higher intellectual

processes, which again in their turn aid in building
up the emotions and the will. And the new con-

ception of psychology becomes especially evident in

the attempt made to give a natural history of the

emotions, to describe them, trace their origin, and
classify them, and by the reference made where

possible to physiological facts.

With regard to the law^s and conditions of associa-

tion, we may notice the following points. In the
later editions. Bain places Contrast on the same
plane as Similarity ; it is the form of reproduction
derived from consciousness of difference, just as

similarity is derived from consciousness of same-
ness. Contiguity is the all-pervasive mode in which
retentiveness shows itself, and, in so far, would

appear to be directly derived from tliis fundamental

property of mind ; but Bain, nevertheless, treats

of special
' conditions

'

of association by contiguity.
These are : repetition, concentration of mind, and
the specific aptitude of the individual. Concentra-
tion of mind is regarded as very important.

'

Properly speaking, attention or concentration is the emploj'-
ment of will in the sphere of intellect. It is the stimulating
adjunct that renders the intellectual processes effective for

their purpose, and, being itself dependent upon the feelings, it

illustrates the necessity for the united action of all the forces of

the mind in the sphere of intellectual production.'!

Bain is here going behind the Law of Contiguity.
A and B are associated not merely because they
are successive or simultaneous, but because thej^
are attended to. In his note to the chapter on
' Association of Ideas' in James Mill's Analysis of
the Ihcman Mind (ed. J. S. Mill), he again em-
phasizes the need for analyzing the conditions of

association. James Mill named repetition and
vividness ; the latter Bain criticizes as failing to

bring out the distinction between the influence of

the feelings and the influence of the ^vill, which his

own condition,
' concentration of mind,' is designed

to do.

Spencer's first edition of the Principles of Psy-
cholorfy appeared in the same year as Bain's Senses
and Intellect. Here biological conceptions are the
foundation of the whole structure. Tne phenomena
of body and of mind are identical in being forms of

life, and from the conception of the general charac-
teristics of life, the special characteristics of mental
life or intelligence can be inferred. Life is briefly
defined as 'the continuous adjustment of internal

*Emot ions and h'rll^, ch. iii.

t Se)Uti6 and liilMeci, 'The Intellect,' ch. L

relations to external relations.'
*

It is
'

correspond-
ence.' In the intelligence, then, it will likewise

be adjustment of internal relations to external—
correspondence.

' The relation between two states of consciousness corresponds
with the relation between the two things producing them."

'The strength of the tendency which the antecedent of any
psychical change has to call up its consequent is proportionate
to the persistence of the union between the external things

they Bj'mbolize.'t

Such is the law of intelligence in the abstract

and the basis for Spencer's theory of knowledge.
Perfect knowledge will mean perfect correspondence
between subjective and objective. This corre-

spondence is the ' universal postulate
' behind which

thought cannot go. The ultimate test by which

thought tries a subjective relation with respect to

its objective validity is 'inconceivability of the

opposite.'
'To assert the inconceivableness of its negation is at the

same time to assert the psychological necessity we are under
of thinking it, and to give our logical justification for holding
it to be unquestionable.' J

Of such certainty are the '

necessary
'

truths and
ultimate premises of our knowledge. Thus with

Spencer, as with the earlier writers of the associa-

tion school, the theory of knowledge is
'

psycho-

logical.' This gains some additional plausibility
because it is the task of psychology to trace out the

processes by which the coiTespondence between

subjective and objective relations is evolved, and
in its task it must, through the doctrine of heredity,
draw upon the experience of the race as well as on
that of the individual. The various faculties—
memory, imagination, reason—are different stages
in the evolution of intelligence.
Mental life has two constituents—feelings and

the relations between feelings. Our sensations are

peripherally initiated feelings, ideas are secondary
or faint sensations, while emotions are centrally
initiated feelings.

' The requisite to the existence of a relation is the occurrence
of a change, the passage from one apparently uniform state to

another apparently uniform state implying the momentary
shock produced b3' commencement of a new state.' §

Relations arise between feelings that are like or

between feelings that are unlike, and again, be-

tween feelings that are simultaneous or successive.

Such are the constituents. The law for their

association is the Law of Similarity. Each primary
or vivid feeling

'
is joined to and identified with

faint feelings (secondary), which have resulted from
similar vivid feelings.' ||

'Knowing a relation as well as knowing a feeling is the
assimilation of it to its past kindred ; and knowing it com-

pletely is the assimilation of it to past kindred exactly like it.

But since within each great class the relations pass one into

another insensibly, there is always, in coasequence of the im-

perfection of our perceptions, a certain range within which the

classing is doubtful—a certain cluster of relations nearly like

the one perceived, which become nascent in consciousness in

the act of assimilation. Along with the perceived position in

space or time, the contiguous positions arise in consciousness.
Hence results the so-called law of association by contiguity.

W'hen we analyze it, contiguity resolves itself into likeness of

relation in time or in space or in both. . . . Thus, the funda-
mental law of association of feelings is that each, at the
moment of presentation, aggregates with its like in past ex-

perience. The act of recognition and the act of association are

two aspects of the same act. And the implication is that,
besides this law of association, there is no other ; but all further

phenomena of association are incidental.' IT

This somewhat lengthy quotation will serve to

make clear what association meant to Spencer.
It is now a general name for the essential char-

acteristic which Spencer finds in all processes
of knowing—assimilation. Since consciousness is

dependent upon change, there is also, in every pro-
cess of knoAving,

' differentiation
'

; consciousness is

continuous dift'erentiation and continuous assimi-

lation. The finer the degree of differentiation and
assimilation, the higher the process of knowing.

*
Principles of Psychology, pt. iii. ch. i.

t lb. pt. iv. oh. ii. } Ih. pt. vii. ch. xL
§ lb. pt. ii. ch. ii. fl lb. pt. ii. ch. IL

\ lb. pt. ii. cb. viii.
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This is the parallel of tlillerentiation and integration
in organic processes. In an organism increase in

complexity of structure goes hand in hand with
increase in function, and the establisiiment of closer

connexion between part and part, witli fuller

organization of function.
' When we remember that the laws of structure and function

must necessarily harmonize, and that the stnicture and func-

tion of the nervous system must conform to the laws of struc-
ture and function in general, we shall see that the parallelism
here roughly indicated is such as might be expecteil. We sh;ill

see that the ultimate generalizations of psychology and physi-
ology must be, as they here appear, different sides of the same
primordial truth : both are expressions of the game fundamental

process of life.'*

Viewed as a generic feature of knowing, associa-

tion is not a mechanism for combining items of

knowledge, but is the principle of growth whereby
past progress is retained and further differentiation

made possible. In the old doctrine the complex
idea contained the elements out of which it was

composed ; here the higher process absorbs the

lower, the new the old. So different is the doctrine,
that one may be tempted to wonder why Spencer's
psychology sliould be ranked with that of the
association school. The reason is this : the con-

ception of '

why
'

the iiigher is enabled to absorb
the lower, the new the old, is taken unchanged
from the theoiy of association.

Tliroughout the history of the school the advance
in the theory of association as such is practically
nil. There are efforts to distinguish some one
form as more fundamental than the others, e.(j.

Mill selects Contiguity, Spencer Similarity, or to

subsume them under some more comprehensive law,
such as Hamilton's Law of Redintegration, but for

all alike the theory of the process itself remains
on the same level. Things are associated because

they are alike, or because they are contiguous in

space or time. A hint of an internal analysis of
association is given, as we noticed, by Bain, and it

is his study of the 'conditions' of association that
marks the close of what is strictly to be called
'association psychology.'
Closer study of the ' how ' and '

why
'

of mental
development renders necessary broader conceptions
than any which can be yielded by the three laws of
association. Similarly, closer study of the memory
processes brings a demand for a fuller statement of
the conditions under which one fact of conscious-
ness is able to suggest some fact of previous experi-
ence, and of the extent to which sucli a memory is
' a revival

'

(see Memory).
Although German psychologists stood outside

the association school, it would be an omission not
to refer to Herbart, in the general conception of
whose psychology there is considerable likeness to
that of Hartley and Mill. The first presentation
of Herbart's psychological doctrine was the Lehr-
buck zvr Psychologic (1815). This was followed by
the fuller and more reasoned exposition in Psycho-
logic als Wisscnschaft neugegmndct aufErfahrung,
Metnphysik, und Mathematik (1824-1825). Her-
bart rebelled against the dogmatism of '

faculty
psychology.' He found Locke's treatment of mind
as a storehouse of ideas at least tnier to experience
than the analysis of mind into faculties current in
the school of "Wolff. The faculties are set up as

genera and treated as causes, when there has been,
and can be, no study of the particulars from which
alone such generic notions could be reached. Such
psychology achieves nothing but hair-splitting dis-
tinctions between these faculties, and yet withal

acknowledges an unknown unity in which these
faculties are contained. The whole method of this

psychology stands in need of reform. It is im-
possible to reach generic notions by study of parti-
culars, i.e. it is impossible to use induction and
analogy in psychology, because our knowledge of

*
Principles of Psychology, pt. vi. ch. ixvii.

these particulars is unavoidably defective ; con-
sciousness is in perpetual change. The new method
which Herbart introduces is elaboration (Ergdn-
zung) or comiiletion by means of constructive
hypothesis. One is entitled to use such a method
only if the existence of certain relationships can
l)e demonstrated, viz. relationships wherein the
positing of one member renders necessary the
positing of the other.
The whole task of psychology will be to com-

plete the known facts of inner e.vi)erience, and to
establish relationships bv which these facts shall
be connected, in accordance with general laws.

Psychologists have failed to find conceptions appro-
priate for psychology, because they have not been
mathematicians, and have thus not realized the
special adaptability of mathematical notions to
tlie ever-changing phenomena of consciousness.
Further, it is, in Herbart's view, necessary for

psychology to be based upon metaphysics. Psy-
chology is brought face to face with the problem
of the many in one, for behind all the varying
mental conditions is the unity of mind. Tliat is

to say, psychology is brought face to face -sWth the
Iiroblem of 'substance.' And again, since con-
sciousness is in perpetual change, psychology is

brought face to face with the problem of change,
transformation.

Herbart's psychology, therefore, is prefaced by
speculative metaphysics. The first step is to arrive
at a concept of the soul. This is defined as 'a

simple substance, without parts, without any plur-
ality whatever in its quality.' What this quality
is we can never know. Like all other substances,
the soul's activity consists in self-presen'ation.
Each reality or substance conserves itself against
other substances, and fi'om these conservative
activities arise relations, plurality. The efforts
of the soul in opposition to other substances are
its ideas. These ideas are not produced by any
spontaneity of the soul, but arise only in its strife

against otlier realities; they arise, then, from
external conditions, and have their quality deter-
mined by these conditions. In so far as these
ideas come into relation with one another they are

forces, and in virtue of their opposition to one
another have a quantitative character. Every
idea is a tendency, and as such is never destroyed ;

it may be arrested, totally or partially, or pass
from consciousness to subconsciousness, but it

will ever strive to reinstate itself, and will do .so

should opposition be removed or reinforcement
come through relations to some other idea. The
subject-matter of psychology is not the soul, but
these relations between ideas ; hence the meta-

physical speculations and the general considera-
tion of mathematical relations are followed by a
statics and mechanics of ideas.

It is in his reaction against
'

faculty psychology,'
and in his reduction of inner experience to simple
events of a homogeneous character, from whose
interplay arise all the diverse forms of conscious-
ness— memory, imagination, feeling, will, etc.—
that we see the resemblance between Herbart's

conception of psychology and that of Hartley or
James Mill. In the metaphysical bases of their

thoughts and in their methods of exposition, the
German and the English writers are poles apart.

In the more recent German psyciiology, and

independently of Herbartianism, the influence
of the association school can be seen, despite
the fact that the errors of its doctrines are some-
times laid bare in a none too gracious manner.
Wundt has treated psychology as a doctrine of

elements and compounds ; thus in his Outlines of
Psychology, which represents his standpoint in

general psychology better than the more specialized

Physiological Psychology or the lectures on Human
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and Animal Psychology, we find the following
division of topics: (1) psychical elements; (2)

psychical compounds ; (3) inter-connexion of com-

pounds ; (4) psychical developments ; (5) principles
and laws of ijsychical development. The elements,
of course, are no longer the simple ideas of, say.
Mill, since they are not simple items of know-
ledge, but abstractions, the ultimate factors into

which the simplest experience can be analj'zed by
thought : elements of sensation, and elements of

feeling. The compounds, too, do not correspond to

complex ideas ; they are the phases of experience
which can be recognized as having a determinate

character, e.g. an emotion, such as anger, or a

simple perception ; they are not, therefore, mere
sums of the elements which enter into them. More-
over, sucli compounds are only components of

experience ; that is to say, in any given state of

consciousness we have an inter-connexion of such

compounds, e.g. the emotion in connexion Avith

perception.
The connective processes, again, are not the old

forms of association. Various processes are dis-

tinguished : for building up compounds, fusion
and extensive union ;

for the inter-connexion of

compounds, association (which, however, is not
association of ideas, since no such phenomena as
ideas in Mill's sense—copies of sensations—are

.ecognized) and apperception. All save the last

find their determining conditions in the nature of

that which is connected ; but the last, apper-
ception, is a volitional process involving choice,
the motives of which can be explained only from
the whole previous development of the individual
consciousness. As ' volitional

'

it is placed on a
different level from the others.* This treatment of

apperceptive connexion is peculiar to Wundt, and
is connected with his ontological view that 'will'

expresses the ultimate reality of the soul.

Tlie same general ground -plan is followed by
Kiilpe in his Outlines of Psychology. Psychology
is defined as ' science of the facts of experience in

their dependency upon experiencing individuals'!—a definition of the science which assigns a leading
r61e to bodily processes, since ' individual

'

signifies

corporeal individual. The connective processes,
therefore, are viewed as dependent upon psycho-
physical conditions. The laAvs of reproduction are

explained in relation to the conditions of centrally
initiated sensations—the ' ideas

'

of English psycho-
logists

—and apperception is treated as being in

principle capable of subsumption under tlie laws
of reproduction. J For the essential conditions of
the origin and maintenance of the feature wliich

especially characterizes apperception, viz. atten-

tion, we are refeiTcd outside consciousness to the
central nervous system. §

Widely different as the specific doctrines are
from those held by the earlier English writers,

yet, nevertheless, the scheme of classification

adopted for the scientific exposition of psycho-
logical facts would seem to be derived from the

writings of the association school.
As was stated above, current English psychology

does not use association as an explanatory principle.
Traces of the older method of exposition are,

however, to be found in Prof. Sully's text-books.
Outlines of Psychology and The Hunuxn Mind,
although these embody the results of modern
researcli and learning. The three aspects of mental
life—intellection, the feelings, and conation or
volition—are treated separately. Under each we
have a serial order of phenomena ; from elements
of sensation, feeling, and conation, progressively
higher products are built up by elaborative pro-
cesses. These processes are : differentiation, as-

"Cf. §17.
X Of. ib. § 77.

t § 5, tr. by E. B. Titchener.

§ Cf. ib. § 76.

similation, and association. The Last is discussed
in connexion with retentiveness and reproduction,
and is conceived as the process

' which binds

together presentative elements occurring together
or in iiiiiiie.'liate succession,'* and as being a ' main
factor in development, resulting in a progxessive
elaboration of what is relatively simple into more
and more complex products.'! Attention is, how-
ever, treated as a determining condition for the
elaborative processes, and this saves their opera-
tion from being purely mechanical.

Tlie old method is entirely departed from in

the psychology of Ward and Stout. Ward's con-

ception of dill'erentiation and integration, in the
continuous advance of which processes mental

development consists, shows an advance on tliat

of Spencer.
' \^e shall find in the growth of a seed or an embryo far

better illustrations of the unfolding of the contents of con-
sciousness than in tlie building up of molecules : the process
seems much more a segmentation of what is originally con-

tinuous than an aggregation of elements at first independent
and distinct.'}

Unity of consciousness is not something which

psychological theory has to account for as a pro-
duct or growth, but is that from which psychology
takes its start.

'

Working backward from this as we find it now, we are led
alike by particular facts and general considerations to the

conception of a,totum objectivum or objective continuum which
is gradually differentiated, thereby becoming what we call

distinct presentations.' §
' The notion, which Kant hais done much to encourage, that

psychical life begins with a confused manifold of sensations not

only without logical but without psychological unity, is one
that becomes more inconceivable the more closely we consider
it.'

II

Changes within the total field of consciousness,
and persistence of the old alongside of the new
(retentiveness), give the bases for differentiation,
and subjective selection ; that is to say, voluntary
concentration of attention on ' this

'

or ' that
'

within the total field explains its further progi-ess.
The connexion of sensations with movements is

the first phase of integi'ation ; the pleasure or pain
which accompanies sensation causes change in the
distribution of attention, and thus causes move-

ment, the initiation of '

this,' the suppression of
'
that.' First ' natural selection,' then '

subjective
selection,' will bring about such syntheses, and
thus '

presentations originally in no way connected
tend to move in consciousness together.

' H Associa-

tion is a particular instance of this. Association by
contiguity is as such inexplicable ; for '

contiguity
'

Ward substitutes 'continuity.' A and X, which
have no connexion one with another, occupy

' the
focus of consciousness in immediate succession.

This constitutes their integration.
' **

Through the
movements of attention they are now parts of one

whole, form what Ward terms a continuum, are
continuous one with another. These movements of

attention ' come in the end to depend mainly upon
interest, but at first appear to be determined

entirely by mere intensity. 'ft The power of

variously distributing attention is the one power
which Ward desires to leave the siabject of con-

sciousness, and it is in virtue of this power that
the subject plays the role of agent.

In Stout's psychology we have a similar view of

the unity of consciousness and of the processes of

ditterentiation and integration.
' The process of consciousness is a process of incessant change ;

the changes are partly due to the play of external impressions,
and to other conditions extraneous to consciousness itself.

But this is rarel5', if ever, entirely so. The process is in part
self-determining. The successive phivses have by their very
nature a tendency to pass into other phases.' } J

This tendency is conation, and it is conation
whicli correlates and gives a special unity to '

other-
* Human Mind, i. 185. t Ib. '\. 109 f.

J
'

Psychology
'

in EBr 9 xx. 45. § Ib. p. 45.

II
Ib. p. 45. ^\ Ib. p. 52.

•* Ib. p. 61. tt lb. p. 61.

\X A Manual of Psychology, bk. i. oh. i. § 4.
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wise disparate and disconnected processes.' For
such unity the 'general condition is that the

successive phases of a conscious process shall

constitute a movement towards an end-state or

terminus.'
* There must be continuity of interest,

and for this, retentiveness is essential ; later phases
of a conative process owe their meaning to the

earlier. So in general, it is the '

dispositions
'

or
' traces

'

left by previous experience which make
development possible.

Continuity of interest lies at the bottom of all

association and reproduction. In association by
contiguity the re-occurrence of any one of the

members of a 'conative unity' re-excites the whole

disposition, because of the direct continuity of all

the members of such disposition. Tiiere is direct

continuity between the suggesting and the sug-

gested idea. In wliat is called ' association by
similarity,' the suggesting factor re-excites a dis-

positicui having a member similar to, or
partially

idi'ntical M'ith, itself, and does so oidy througn
tiie medium of this similar or partially identical

member ; there is thus no direct connexion between
the suggesting factor and the members of the
re-excited disposition. The continuity of interest

is indirect.

With both Ward and Stout, therefore, association

takes its place as a process depending upon the
fundamental laws of psychical development, as

explanandum, not explanation.
LiTKRATuuE.—Getieiul : Ferri, La Pxychologie de I'associa-

ticni, I'aris, 1SS3 ; Janet and S6ailles, Uist de la Philosophic,
Paris, 1SS7 ; G. Croom Robertson,

'

As.socialion,' in EBr^.
Special autliors have been sulticiuntlj' indicated in the article.

Beatiuck Edgell.
ASSUMPTION and ASCENSION.—Mean-

ing and scope.
—The idea underlying these theo-

logical conceptions is the idea of conmumication
between the natural and the spiritual order, and
of a passage from the former to the latter. As
the idea of ' Revelation

'

presupposes the possibility
of movement from heaven earthward, so the idea
of ' Ascension

'

presupposes the possibility of move-
ment from earth heavenward. In some form or
other both these conceptions have a place in every
religious sj'stem ; and in primitive religions they
are set forth in terms of the geocentric philosophy
of antiquity. The earth is the centre of the uni-
verse. Heaven, the abode of the gods, is above us
in the distant sky ; and the advent of heavenly
messengers is represented as a physical descent, a
'

coming down,' while their departure is a physical
ascent, a 'going up.' So too the movement of

human beings to the spiritual region is a 'going
up,' an iiplifting; and the language of devotion
bears perpetual witness to this primitive con-

ception. Sursum corda is the form which an
exliortation to lix our thoughts on the realities

of the spiritual world naturally takes. We
speak of noble ideals as 'high' or 'lofty,' and of
material ambitions as 'low'; and the abode of
the Eternal is described as ' a high and holy place.'
It was inevitable, while the Ptolemaic system of

cosmography was accepted, that its fundamental

conceptions should aflect the language in which
spiritual facts were described.

It is clear, however, that belief in the possibility
of communication between man and God, between
the natural and the spiritual, between earth and
heaven, is not bound up Avith this geocentric philo-
sophy which no one now accepts, although we are

quite content to continue to use the language of
devotion which it

originally suggested, just as
we are content still to speak of the '

rising
' and

'setting' of the sun. Such language misleads no
one in the sphere of science, and there is no reason
why it should be a perplexity in the sphere of

religion. That there is a region of 'spirit,' which* A Mamial of Psj/chology^bk. i. ch. ii. { 3.

encompasses us ; that, although invisible, it is not
inaccessible ; that it is the dwelling-place

—for we
can get no better phrase—of the Divine ; that it is

the ultimate reality of the universe : these convic-
tions are a sulHcient background for the idea of
'

Kevelation,' and also for the idea of 'Ascension,'
that is, the passage from the natural to the spiritual
order.

This idea has appeared in several different forms,
which it is necessary to distinguish. A character-
istic feature of mysticism is the belief that in

sMjireme moments the soul is translated to heavenly
idaces, and granted a vision of the spiritual world.
Tims in the Neo-Platonic philosophy of Plotinus,
knowledge of Divine things is conveyed to the
human si)irit in a condition of exaltation, described
as iKoraais, by which man comes into contact with
iJ,oi\{Enncads, vi. 9-11). The 'occult' philosophy
of the l*^ast presupposes a similar means of approach
to the highest truths. And the phenomena of

clairvoyance and telepathy, as j'et imperfectly
understood, point to the possibility of free exer-
cise of the cognitive powers, unrestrained by the
limitations of the bodily senses. Here, however,
there is no thought of a translation of the bodij to
the unseen world ; it is the sjylrit alone, temporarily
divorced from the body, that is thus favouretl.

And, accordingly, we do not describe such an ex-

perience as an 'ascension' or an 'assumption,'
these terms being reserved for the translation of
the whole man, soul and body, to the region of

spirit. In special cases, the vision of the spiritual
order may be so clear that the man may be unable
to determine, as he looks back upon it, whether he
was 'in the body or out of the bod3^' Such was
the case of St. Paul, who recalls (2 Co 12-"^) how
he had been '

caught up into Paradise, and heard

unspeakable words which it is not lawful for a man
to utter.' But it is only if the translation be of

body as m'cU as of soul that it comes within the

scope of this article, which does not embrace an
inquirj' into 'visions,' or '

dreams,' or 'intuitions'
of the Divine (see those articles).

I. AssuMPTloys OF SAiyrs.—i. Bodily trans-
lations to heaven, for purpose of revelations.—The
apocryphal and apocalyptic literature of Judaism
and of Christianity furnishes (see BiBLE) some
illustrations of bodily

'

assumjitions
'

into heaven,
granted to individuals in order that they might be
informed of spiritual truth. '

Assumptions
'

of this
kind are temporary only ; and, the vision ended, the
man returns to earth. The language of Ezk 8' Avas,

perhaps, not intended to be literal, and (see 11'-^)

need not convey more than an involuntai-y rapture
of the spirit ; but the story of the transportation
to Babylon of Habakkuk, who was lifted up

'

by
the hair of ^his head '

(Bel ^), implies a translation
of his body. Granted a belief in the possibility of
such eartlily experiences (which underlies much
Eastern folklore, as in the Arabian Nights), the

step is easy to the belief in a translation of the

botfy from earth to heaven.

(1) The most remarkable legend of this kind is

that of Enoch, discussed below (2, 1). But there
are other instances.

(2) Abraham.—In the Testament of Abraham
(ed. M. R. James, 1892), Michael takes Abraham
up in a cloud with angelic chariots, to show him
the world of men from the standpoint of heaven.
Abraham then is brought back to his house, where
after an interval he dies.

(3) Isaiah.—In the Ascension ofIsaiah (chs. 7, 8),

Isaiah is raised to the seventh heaven, where he
has a vision of the Beloved, after which experience
he retvirns to earth (ch. 11).

(4) Rabbinical seers.—Rabbinical literature tells

in like manner of four rabbis who entered Paradise
and were granted revelations.
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(5) Moses.—The story of Moses in later litera-

ture has affinities with '

assumption
'

or ' ascension
'

legends of various forms. The two starting-points
are the Biblical accounts of his discourse witli God
on the holy mountain, when the Law was revealed
to him (Ex 24'5«^-), and of his secret l.urial (Dt 346).

The first of these led to the idea of an '

Apocalypse
of INIoses,' such as that edited from the Greek by
Tisciiendorf ; the second to the stories of his ' as-

sumption' (cf. Jude *). Thus Josephus (Ant. IV.

viii. 48) tells that, as Moses was di.'^coursing witli

Eleazar and Joshua, a cloud suddenly enveloped
liim and he disappeared in a certain vallej',

althoiTgh he wrote in Deuteronomy that he died,
'

fearing lest because of liis exceeding virtue men
might venture to say tiiat he had withdrawn to

the Divine '

(irph^ rb dftov avrbv dvaxoiprjcrai). The
phrase npbs rb delov avaxiope'ii' is used by Josephus
{Ant. I. iii. 4) of Enoch ; and he evidently means to

suggest that Moses' departure from the world was
abnormal, although he will not say positively that,
like Enoch, he escaped the passage of death. The
legend of the '

Assumption of Moses,' as it is

restored by Charles (Assumption of Moses, p. 106),
described the living man carried up to heaven,
while his corpse was hidden in the recesses of the
mountains.

(6) Muhammad.—The journey of Muhammad to

heijven afl'ords a later instance. It has been inter-

preted, indeed, by some Muhammadan expositors
as non-corporeal, and his experience has been de-

scribed as that of a dream or a vision only. But
the more popular version is that the prophet was
transported by night from Mecca to Jerusalem,
thence through the seven heavens to the presence
of God, and then back to Mecca. Ch. x\dii. of the

Qur'an claims to contain the revelation then vouch-
safed to him.

2. Bodily translations to heaven, in lieu of
death.—We have next to examine the legends
which represent saints as being transported, with-
out dying, to the world beyond the grave.*

In the Babylonian mythology, the apotheosis of

Xisuthros, the hero of the Deluge, was of this

character. In recognition of his piety, he was not

subjected to death, but was assumed to heaven. t
In Jewish literature, two figures stand out as

having been granted this high privilege, Enoch
and Elijah.

(1) Enoch.—The source of all the later traditions
is Gn 5^^ (Heb. ) :

' Enoch walked with God : and he
Avas not ; for God took him.' That he ' walked with
God' or that he 'pleased God' (evripia-TTja-e ry dei^,

LXX) does not necessarily signify more than that
he spent his life in converse with the spiritual
world, and that death was to him a withdraAval to
God. But this simple statement, which might be
made of every saint, was developed in two direc-

tions :
—

(a) Gn 5-*
suggested

that Enoch was the recmient
of supernatural revelations ; and the Book of Enoch
and the Slavonic Secrets of Enoch (see also the
Book of Jubilees) were the outcome of this idea.
In these books he is represented as having been
' assumed '

to heaven that he might be instructed
in iieavenly things, which he subsequently de-
scribed (En. Ixx. 1, Ixxxvii. 3 ; SI. En. Introd. ;

.Tub. iv. 21). According to the Slavonic Enoch
(Ixvii.), he lived on earth thirty days after this

vision, and tlien '
tlie angels hasted and took Enoch

and carried him into tlie highest heaven, where
the Lord received him.'

* The storj- of Ganymede, who was caught up to heaven hy
Zeus that he might be the cupbearer of the gods, is not strictly
]>arallel, for there is no suggestion that this was due to the

piety of Ganymede. Cf. also the Rape of Proser]>ine, trans-

ported to the infernal regions by Pluto in his chariot.

t Cf. Abydenus apud Euseb.'PrcBp. Ev. ix. 12, of Xisuthros,
6eol fxiv cj avBpiattmv aii>av(^ov<n.v, and see Smith, Chaldcean
(ienesis^, p. 38,

(b) In the last quoted passage we have the
idea of a translation to Paradise in lieu of dying,
which is the most familiar form of the Enoch story.
Thus the LXX of Gn o^ has oi'x qvplcKeTo, Sion

lxeTfOr)Kev avrbv 6 Beds (cf. En. Ix. 8); and Sir

44"* saj'S of him /xeTeridr] (cf. Sir 49''* dveXrjfKfidr) OTrd

TTJiy^s). Following this tradition. He IP has 'Evuix

/xeTfTedr) rod fxr] loe'ii' ddvarov ; and tlie conception of

Enoch's ' ascension
' without dying is frequent in

Christian literature. The same idea appears in

Josephus (Ant. I. iii. 4), who says or Enoch,
dvex^p'OCf irpbs rb deiov, Sdev ovd^ TeXevTrjv a'urov

dvay€ypd(pa(n.

(2) Elijah.
— The Elijah traditions, like those

of Enoch, seem to have developed in two different

directions. The Apocalypse of Elijah (ed. from
the Coptic by Steindorlf) is a Christianized form
of a Jewish apocalypse, and bears witness to the
belief that Elijah received supernatural revela-

tions (it was long supposed to be the source of

1 Co 2"). But the best known form of the tradi-

tion is that which starts from 2 K 2''
'

Behold, a
chariot of fire, and horses of fire, which parted
them both asunder ; and Elijah went up by a
whirlwind into heaven' (dveXrifj-^dr] 'HXeiov ev aw-
ff€L(Tfiij> cos eh Tov ovpavdv). It re-appears in Sir 48*

(dvaXrifKpOeh ev XalXairi irvpds) and in 1 Mac 2*^

('Elias for being zealous and fervent for the law
was taken up into heaven '). It will be observed
that the instrument of his assumption, according
to the original story, was a tempest, not a chariot,
of fire, as artists have loved to represent it ; and
that 1 Mac 2^* explicitly points to the piety of

Elijah as the cause of his '

assumption
' without

passing through the gates of death.*

(3) Other Biblical personages.
—In Rabbinical

legends, other persons are held to have escaped
death by a privilege similar to that of Enoch and

Elijah : e.g. Eliezer, Abraham's steward, for his

faithful service ; Ebed-melech (Jer 38"''-) ;
Hiram ;

Jabez (1 Ch 4}'>) ; Serah, Asher's daughter (Gn
(46") ; and Pharaoh's daughter. So Ezra was
' taken up

'

after his vision (2 Es 8'*), and Baruch
had a like privilege (Apoc. 'Qax., passim).

3. Assumptions after death.—With such ' as-

sumptions
'

as have just been described, we must
not confound the 'assumptions' in which after
death the body was removed from earth and caught
up to heaven.

(1) Hercides.—A classical example is the legend
of Hercules. Being poisoned by the arts of

Dejanira, he erected a pyre on the summit of

Mount (Eta in Thessaly, and lay down to die.

Zeus, applauding his career, surrounded the pyre
with smoke, and after the mortal parts of Hercules
had been consumed, he was carried up to heaven
in a chariot drawn by four horses. Neither his

bones nor his ashes could be found, the underlying
idea of the legend being that earth was not a

worthy resting-place for the remains of one so

godlike, t

(2) Virgin Mary.—A Christian legend of the
same kind is that of the '

Assumption of Mary,'
according to which first the soul, and after that
the dead V)ody, of the Virgin were assiimed to

heaven (see the Transitus Mariw, ed. Tisciien-

dorf).
' It was becoming

'—so Newman expresses
the conviction of the Roman Church— 'that she
should be taken up into heaven and not lie in the

grave until Clirist's Second Coming, who had passed
*
According to early Christian belief, Enoch and Elijah were

the ' two witnesses
'

of Rev 11^, who were at last to be mani-
fested in Jerusalem (11''), and whose ascent into heaven (ll'"'^)

was to be followed by the Second Coming of Christ.

t The classical myth of the quest in Hades for his dead wife

Eurydice by Orpheus, who afterwards returned to earth, is the

prototjTJe of many legends of visits to the under world, such as

that in Virgil, jKneid, vi., or in Dante. But in these there is

nothing strictly comparable with the idea of
'

assumption
'

to

heaven,
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a life of sanctity and of miracle such as hers.'
*

And, accordingly, the Feast of the Assumption of

tlie Blessed Virgin Mary has had a place in Church
Calendars (Aug. 15) since tiie 7tii century.

II. AscESSloy OF Christ.—Tlie narrative of

the Ascension of Clirist (Ac P) is not analogous to

the Jewish legends of 'ascension
'

or 'assumption
'

in either of tlie forms which they have taken.

Christ was not ' assumed' into the heavenly places
in order to receive revelations of the .spiritual

order, as was reported of the seers of the Jewish

apocalypses. Nor, again, was His Ascension an

escape from the experience of death, as was be-

lieved by some to have been the privilege of Enoch
and Elijah. It is represented consistently in the

early Christian dociuuents, canonical and extra-

canonical, as a withdrawal into the spiritual world
with tlie l)ody which He had taken upon Himself
and in which He had lived an earthly life, died,
and risen victorious over death. After His Resur-

rection, His body is represented as spiritualized
and as superior to earthly conditions, to a degree
which is not asserted of it during the days of His

ministry ;
but nevertheless, according to the

Christian tradition, the body in which He as-

cended was the same body that had hung on the
cross and had been buried in the sepulchre of

Joseph. The '

assumption
'

of Moses was conceived
of as consistent with the continuance of his corpse
in a hidden grave (see above, p. 152^). But this is

not parallel with the Ascension of Christ, which

presupposed the empty tomb. Christ's Ascension
was a '

resumption
'

of His pre-existent state, in

His glorified humanity, rather than an '

assump-
tion

'

to heaven, granted by the favour of the
Most High. Its meaning will be considered more

fully in a later section (§ 7) ; at this point, we
note that, as described in the Christian tradition,
it has no exact parallel in history or literature.

This it is essential to keep in mind.
It is next to be observed that there was nothing

in the Jewish beliefs about Messiah which would

naturally suggest such a consummation of the
visible ministry of the Christ. An Ascension, in

lieu of death, might have been expected by those
who accepted the current beliefs about Enoch and

Elijah ; but death, followed by a re-vivification
and exaltation, was not within the purview of the
first disciples. Looking back upon the Resur-

rection, they were able to find phrases in the OT
which might be thought to point forward to it ;

and, in fact, that Christ rose again
'

according to
the scriptures' (1 Co 15^) became a settled point of

belief. But nothing of the kind Mas a-sserted con-

sistently of the Ascension. Ps 110^ was, indeed,

quoted, according to Ac 2**, by St. Peter, and Ps
68'8 was quoted by St. Paul (Eph 4»- »), as appli-
cable to the exaltation of the Christ ; but that He
ascended according to the Scriptures was never an
article of the Creed. The Ascension of the Messiah
had not been part of the Jewish expectation.
Nor, so far as can now be discovered, did the dis-

ciples understand the allu.sions which, in the Fourth
Gospel, Christ is reported to have made beforehand
to this consummation of His visible Ministry on
earth (Jn 3" 6^- 20''^), any more than they imder-
stood His predictions of His Resurrection (Mk S''^

910 2034 ,
(jI ^j,g Synoptic parallels, and see art.

RE.SURRECTION). That after His visible Ministry
amongst them had come to an end there would be
an interval of waiting and of discipline before the
final appearance of the Christ in triumph, the

Apostles seem vaguely to have realized, and it had
many times been put before them (Mk 2^ with ||: .

i>k 17", the parables of the Absent Master [Lk
22aiir.j and of the Pounds [Lk 19"«'], Jn 13»« H'" 16''

etc.) ; but in their half-formulated expectations of
*
Discourses to Mixed Congregations, No. xviii.

a period of suspense followed by an Advent of
Christ in victory and judgment. His Death, Resur-
rection, and Ascension had no place.

I. The Ascension in Christian literature.—In

examining the belief of Christians as to the
Ascension of Christ, it is important to distinguish
between i\\c fact of the Ascension and its mode,
between the conviction of Christ's beneficent
activities on behalf of mankind being continued
after the withdrawal of His visible presence and
the acceptance of the brief narrative which de-
sci-ibes the manner of His departure. In every
Christian age the former of these beliefs has l)een
more conspicuous than the latter. In the lan-

guage of tlieology, Christ's ' Session
'

at the right
hand of the Father has always been more in the

thoughts of those who call Him Master than His
'Ascension' to His Throne. For the belief that
Christ is noAv in spiritual communication with
His disciples, that He guards, forgives, and guides
them, is essential to the Christian life. It is

historically interesting, but it is not vital, to
know how the beginning of this ministry was
revealed to the early disciples by the Risen Master's
final withdrawal from their sight. And, in fact,
while the doctrine of the activities of the Ascended
Christ has always been a principal part of Chris-
tian instruction, and a favourite topic of Christian

contemplation, the Festival of the Ascension (see

§ 3 below) has throughout the Church's history
been treated with com jiarative neglect.* It might
have been anticipated a priori that this Feast
would have rivalled Christmas, Easter, and Pente-
cost in its attraction for Christian believers ;

but it has never approached them in its popu-
larity, not because there has been any doubt in

the Church as to the event which it commemo-
rates, but because it is the issues of that event,
rather than the event itself, in which Christians
have been mainly interested. A kindred pheno-
menon, which points the same way, is the poverty
of the hymnology of the Ascension. The subject is

one which might be expected to attract the imagina-
tion and inspire the poetry of the Church ; but it

has never done so to any considerable extent. t
In strict conformity with these tendencies of

later Christian history, we find that, while the
Pauline theologj' is full of the conception of an
Exalted Christ in spiritual fellowship with those
who are ' in Him,' references to the Ascension as
an event are rare. It is always presupposed, as in

the phrase 'The Lord himself shall descend from
heaven' (1 Th 4^^), for descent implies a previous
ascent. But this implication becomes explicit only
in Eph 4^"

' He that descended (sc. into Hades)
is the same also that ascended far above all the

heavens,' where the reference to the dvd^aa-is of
Christ is unmistakable. The only other allusion
in the Pauline writings to the Ascension as an
event is in the fragment of an early hymn quoted
in 1 Ti 3"^ (di'€\^/M(p9y] ^v o6^rj).

To these may be added, from the Epistles, He 4",
(dpxiepea fxiyav 8u\7]\vd6Ta Toiis oupaj'oi's) and 1 P
3-'^ (6y icTTiv iv de^iq. Oeov, iropevdeis els ovpavov),
both of which carry a distinct reference to the act
of Ascension. In like mannei", the allusions in

the Fourth Gospel are express : ovdeis dva^^^rjKev
eh rbv ovpavhv el fir) 6 iK rou ovpavov Kara^ds, k.t.X.

(Jn 3^^), idv ovv deupTJre rbv vlbv rod dvdpibwov dva^al-
vovra OTTOV Tjv rb wporepov ; (Jn 6**-'), oCttw yap dva^ifirjKa

wpbs rbv iraripa fiov . , . dva^alvu) irpbs rbv iraripa

/J.OV, K.T.X. (Jn 20'''). J Whatever view be taken as

* This was noticed as early as the 4th century, oi jroA.Aoi

ayvoowTf^ rb Tavr>)? fie'yeSos ^ttov avrriv vo/xtfouo'i are words at

the beg'inning of a Homily on the Ascension printed among the
works of Epiphanius (PG xhii. 477).

t Cf. Trench, Sacred Latin Poetry^, 1874, p. 172.

t It is possible that the words ascribed to Christ in Jn 12",
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to the accuracy of the reports of Christ's words in

John, it is certain from these passages that, at the

date of the coiuiiosition of the Fourth Gospel, the
Ascension of Christ as an event in time was a

definitely conceived part of the Christian tra-

dition. It did not come within the purpose of the
writer to give any direct account of it, just as it

did not come witliin his purpose to describe the
institution of the Eucharist ; but his allusions

indicate that his readers had knowledge of both.

(1) The Gospels.
—The end of the Second Gospel

is lost, and what it contained can only be matter
of conjecture, more or less probable. It is likely
that the writer of Mt 28 had it before him, and
that he followed the main lines of the Marcan
narrative here, as in other places. If this be so,

Mark in its original form did not explicitly de-

scribe the Ascension. Mark, followed by Matthew,
represents the Galilrean tradition of the llesur-

rection-appearances, and the Ascension narrative

belongs more naturally to the Jerusalem tradi-

tion, as the scene of the Ascension was Olivet.

That Matthew does not describe it is to be ex-

plained precisely as his omission to describe the

Appearance of the Risen Ciirist to the Eleven in

the upper room is to be explained. He is follow-

ing tlie Galila'an narrative of Mark, the climax of

which probably was the appearance of Christ in

Galilee (cf. Mt 28^**), in accordance with His pro-
mise (Mk 14-**) and with the angelic announcen)ent

(Mk 16^). The climax, on the other hand, of the

Jerusalem narrative would be the Ascension, the
last of the post- Resurrection manifestations in the

neighbourhood of Jerusalem, and accordingly we
find it explicitly mentioned by the writer, who
follows the Jerusalem tradition of the Resurrec-
tion throughout, i.e. bj' St. Luke (cf. 9^^ ras ijfiipas

tt)s a.va\rip.\j/eii3^ avrov).

The statement, in the Third Gospel, of the events
which followed the Resurrection is condensed to

the point of obscurity, and the variants of the

texts of the closing verses are puzzling. But when
all this has been admitted, it does not seem (to the

present writer at least) to be possible to regard it

as silent on the subject of the Ascension, although
this has been maintained by some critics. The

passage is as follows : i^rjyaye 5^ avTovs [^^w] ?wj els

[al. wpbs] Brjdai'iav
' Kal iirdpas ras xe'pcis avrou eiAoy-qffev

ai/roi^j* Kol iyivero iv ry eiiKoyeiv avrbv avrovs, oUcrr-q

aw' avrCiv [/cat dveip^pero els rbv ovpavdv], Kal avrol

[wpoaKwrjcravTes avTbv] viTi<TTpe\(/av els
'

lepovaaXij/j. fiera

Xapds fJ.eyci.\rjs' Kal ^crav Sia wavrbs iv ti^ iepu> [aluovvres

Kat] evXoyovvTes rbv 6ebv ['A^Z/i'] (Lk 2\^^^-). The
words in brackets are omitted in some (mainly
"Western) texts, and are marked as doubtful in

WH. It is by no means certain that they did not

form part of the original text ; and if they did,

averp^pero els rbv ovpavbv is an explicit description of

the Ascension. But even if these words are left

out of consideration, there renuxins the narrative

of a solemn parting from the di.sciples in tlie act of

benediction, subsequently to which they returned

to Jerusalem with joy and continued in the Temple
blessing God. Some special significance must have
been attached to a dejtarture of the Risen Master,
so lately restored to tliem from death, which they
would recall tvith joy, and for which they would
fall to thanksgiving. Such a separation could

hardly have been viewed as merely temporary ;

the language indicates that they regarded it as

final, and the termination of the Gospel at this

another reference to the Ascension, despite the fact that the

Evangelist confines tlieui to the Elevation on the cross. In Jn
828 the latter uioaninij must be the true interpretation of

ui^ow
•

but the context of .Jn 3'^, xaSw Mwucnj? v^wcre toi' o'/nf ev ij]

epij/iii), oiiTojs vij/ioO-rivaL Sii tov vlov toO avBpunvov, seems tO ShOW
that the uiZ/ioiris is the Ascension rather than the Crucifixion.

The verb vi//ow is used twice in Acts (233 jai) of Christ's ex-

altation to heaven (cf. Ph 2'J virfpuipioa-e). For a discussion of

its meaning in John see Abbott, Johannine Grain., 1900, 20426.

point shows that the evangelist conceived of it as
the beginning of a new era for the followers of

Christ. But a withdrawal of this nature into the

spiritual region is the essence of the Ascension, to

which, therefore, the conclusion of St. Luke's Gospel
bears delinite witness, even if it be supposed that

dvecpipeTo els rbv ovpavbv is a later glos.s, explanatory,
in the unscientific language of the age (.see pp. 151,

156), of the manner of the disappearance of Christ
into the spiritual world.

(2) The Acts.—In tlie later treatise by Luke, the

Acts, this kind of descriptive language is u.sed

without hesitation when the story of the Ascension
is being told : fiXeirbvTUJv avrCov iwrjpdr), Kal vecpiXr}

vireXafiev avrbv aTrb tCjv 6(pda\fiu)v avrQv. Kal ihs drevl-

^ovres ^aav els rbv ovpavbv iropevofitvov ai'Tov, k.t.\.

(Ac P'-). According to Acts, that is, the departing
Christ was received in a cloud. His disciples follow-

ing His passage
'

upward
'

A\'ith straining eyes.

Angelic messengers then informed them that, as

was the manner of His Departure, so would be
that of His Return, i.e. in a cloud, from the upper
regions of the sky. There is no doubt as to the
deliniteness with which the Ascension of Christ is

here narrated. The testimony of Acts is express.
It remains, however, a legitimate problem, although
one of no small difficulty, to determine how far the

language in which it is described is to be regarded
as literal, and how far it may be understood either

as symbolical or as the natural, unstudied language
employed in an unscientific age to describe a fact

quite abnormal and unique in the experience of the

narrators.

Tlie Christian Church for many generations
regarded the story as literally precise, i.e. it was
believed that Christ went '

up
'

in a cloud into the

higher regions of the atmosphere. It may have
been so, just as the true interpretation of the words
ascribed to Christ of His Second Coming

' in the
clouds of heaven with power and great glory'
(Mt 24»0; cf. Mk 14«- = Mt 26«^) may be the literal

interpretation, which was adopted by St. Paul

(' we shall be caught up in the clouds to meet the
Lord in the air,' 1 Th 4"). But it must not be

forgotten that phraseology similar to the eschato-

logical language used by Christ—or, at any rate,
ascribed to Him by the Evangelisis—is to be found
in the Jewish apocalypses, which reilectthe popular
beliefs of the age. If the last things were to be

spoken of intelligibly at all, they must be spoken
of in the language of symbol and imagery familiar

to His hearers. And no one doubts the verbal
connexion of Mk 14"- and parallel passages with Dn
rjvii.

. i There came with the clouds of heaven one
like unto a son of man, and he came even to the
ancient of days, and tliey brought him near before

him. And there was given him dominion, and glory,
and a kingdom, that all the peoples . . . should
serve him.' It is to be remembered, then, that the
Ascension in Ac 1 is described as a '

going into

heaven,' conceived of as a process similar to that
'

coming from heaven
'

of which Jewish apocalyptic
and Christ Himself had spoken. The cloud and
the upward movement are, indeed, explicitly re-

corded as having been observed, and they present
no special difficulty. But it is right to note that

they are the natural and almost inevitable acces-

sories of any Jewish narrative which sought to

describe the solemn and unique departure of the

Christ, or to enrich with detail the brief state-

ment dUarri air avrOiv (Lk 24^').

(3) Sub-Apostolic literature.—The Appendix to

St. Mark, a document of the earliest sub-Apostolic
age, gives no information as to the post-Resurrection

appearances of Cbrist which is not found in the
Lucan and Johannine narratives. It may have
been based upon these, but in any case, like them,
it follows the Jerusalem tradition. It describes
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the Ascension in OT language : 6 [ikv oZv Kvpioi fMera

t6 \a\rj(Tai avTo7s dveXruJicpdr] eis rbv ovpavbu (the phrase
used 2 K 2'i of the Assumption of Elijah) /cot iKaBiaev

iK Se^iQv Tov 0eov (cf. Ps \W).
Later writers, Barnabas (aveffTij iK veKpQv Kal

(pavepojfffls avi^-q eh ovpavovs, c. 15), Arislides (et's

ovpavoi'S dvTiXdev, § 15, ed. lU)l)inson), Justin (dva/Se-

priKivai els rbv ovpa.vbv. Dial. 38), and Irena-us [rrjv

(vffapKOv els tovs ovpavovs dvaKy^^j/iv, Ilcer. I. x. 1 ; cf.

II. xxxii. 3, III. iv. 2), carry on explicit Avitness

to the Christian tradition into the 2nd century.
To these may be added the descriptions in tlie

Ascension of Isainh, e.g. :

'

They will teach all the

nations ... of the llesurrection {dvaaracnu) of the

Beloved, and those who believe in His Cross will

be saved, and in His Ascension {dva^aaei) into the

seventh heaven whence He came' (iii. 18, a passage
which Charles treats as belonging to tlie earliest

part of the treatise, and as probably of the 1st

cent. ) ; see also the description in xi. 22 If. of the

Ascension of the Beloved through the seven heavens

(a passage which looks like an imaginative ampli-
fication of He 4'^).

2. The Ascension and the Resurrection.—

Despite the dulinite language of passages such as

tiiose wliicih have been cited, it has been suggested
by some writers, e.g. by Harnack,* that in the

earliest tradition the Resurrection anil the Ascen-
sion were not clearly distinguished. But the con-

siderations already adduced (p. 153'') sufficiently

ex})lain the omission on the part of some writers

(e.g. Clement, Polycarp, and Ignatius [yet cf.

Magn. 7]) to make explicit mention of the As-
cension as an event in time. To the tliought of

tlie lirst Christians, the credentials of the Gospel
were the appearances of Christ after His Resurrec-
tion : this historical fact was fundamental. But
tlie evidential value of the Ascension was no greater
than that of any other of the Epiphanies of the
Risen Christ, and from this point of view it was
not essential to make separate mention of it. So
soon, however, as the Church began to formulate a

Creed, the Ascension, as the event which terminated
the visible ministry of Christ on earth and in-

augurated His invisible ministry in heaven, was
explicitly distinguisheil therein from the Resur-

rection, as it had already' been distinguisheil in the

Acts, in the Marcan Appendix, in Barnabas, and
in the 2nd cent, writers. ' He ascended into
heaven '

is a separate article of the Creed in the
earliest forms which we can trace.

Tradition, however, is not quite unanimous as
to the interval between the first and last manifesta-
tions of tlie Risen Christ, between the ' Resurrec-
tion

' and the 'Ascension.' Neither in the third

Gospel nor in the Marcan Appendix is there any
note of the time that elapsed ; and as the story in

both cases runs continuously, a hasty reader might
conclude tliat tliese writers mean to place the
Ascension on Easter Day. But it is evident that
the Marcan Fragment is only a summary, and not
a consecutive narrative. And, although not so
evident in St. Luke's account, its summarized char-
acter is clear wiien ch. 24 is scrutinized closely. The
Supper at Emmaus Avas in the evening (24-'-') ; time
must be found for the return to Jerusalem, seven
miles away (24i''- ^) ; for the telling of the story to
the Eleven (24*^) ; for the Meal in the upper room
(24'") ; for the Discourse there and the Commission
(24-»4-4a)

.
f,j^. tijg ^^,^11^ Qf j^ jj^jjjjg ^^ Olivet (24-5").

No tradition represents the Ascension as taking
place in the middle of the night ; and yet this is

what we must suppose St. Luke to state, if Ave take
2413-51 ^.^j, describing the events of a single evening.
The fact is that this narrative is not necessarily
continuous, from 24^ to 24+* at any rate, and that

• A careful and valuable examination of his arg^unient will be
found in Swete, The AposUes' Creed, p. 04 IT.

therefore it does not contradict the statement
of Ac P (cf. Ac 13^') tliat 'forty days' elapsed
betAveen the Resurrection and the Ascension.

3. Ascension Day.—' Forty
'

days is a round
number

;
and although the Church since the 4tli

cent, has kept the Festival of the Ascension on the
40th day after Easter,* it is not certain that the
author of Acts meant it to be taken quite literally.
Barnabas speaks of the Resurrection and the
Ascension as having both taken place on a Sunday f

{Sib Kal dyo/j.ev rrjv ijfx^pav Trjv dySbriv els eiKppocrOfqv, iv

fj
Kal b 'IrjijoOs dviaTT) iK veKpCin Kal <pavepw6els duijiri els

ovpavovs, c, 15) ; ami it is jtossible that he preserves
<a true trailition about this. J It has lieen suggested
by Dr. Swete (op. cit, p. G'J) that Sunday the 43rd

day after Easter would meet the statement of

Barnabas, as Avell as the '

forty
'

days of Acts ; and
it may avcU be that this is the true interpretation
of all the data.

4. Origin of belief in the Ascension.—The nature
and details of the Church's tradition as to the
Ascension of Christ have noAv been summarized.
It is Avorthy of attention that, a iJriori, it Avould
be diificult to account for the origin of such a belief

Avere it not based on fact. Those Avho explain the
belief in the post-Resurrection appearances of

Christ as of subjective origin, and as due to the

temper of strained expectancy Avhich dominated the
little company of the disciples of Jesus, may not

unreasonably be asked to explain Avhy these pious
imaginings should suddenly have ceased. It the
visions of tiie Risen Christ were evoked or created

by the loving ardour of those Avho Avould fain

realize the nearness of the presence of the Master
Avliom they had lost from daily sight, Avliy siiould

they not have continued throughout the Apostolic
Age ? Granted a belief in the occasional appear-
ances of Christ after His Resurrection, a belief in His

subsequent Departure from sight and the complete
AvithdraAval of His visible presence is a surprising
phenomenon. Yet nothing is clearer in the records
of the 1st and 2nd cents, than that the Church
after Pentecost ceased to look for any manifestation
of the Risen Lord other than His Second Coming
in Judgment. Some event must have taken place
Avhich assured them that the period of the Resur-
rection visions Avas transitional, and that the con-
solations of the Church in the future Avere to be

derived, not from sucii manifestations, birt from
the spiritual ministrations of a Master in heaven.
There must have been, that is, some manifestation
of the Risen Christ Avhich they recognized Avith cer-

tainty as the last of the series, and Avhich, therefore,
in some respects Avas unlike those Avhicli preceded
it. Such an experience Avas theirs, according to the
Lucan narrative, in the vision of the Ascension ; and
those Avho do not admit that the narrative is based
on a historical event are under the necessity of

explaining how the disciples, Avhose only strength
Avas in the conviction of the nearness of their Risen

Master, should have been led to imagine that the

gracious li^piphanies of His presence had suddenly
come to an end.

5. Manner of the Ascension.—When it is sought
more closely to determine the manner of the

'Ascension,' the data are found to be insulficient.

F^or it is represented as an Ascension of the body,
as Avell as of the spirit, of Ciirist ; and yet of a

body not subject to the ordinary physical con-
ditions. Both in the Lucan (Lk '24^'- ^''•'^) and in

* Cf. Const. Ap. V. 19 : an-b •n\<; npwTT)^ Kvpiourijs apiBiirjaavrfV

TfiTcrapaKOVTa rjfiepa^, otto (tupiaKTJs ci\pi TrefiTTTTfi eopraitre riji'

€opTT}V TTj? avoATJiiew?.
t Swete (op. cit. p. G9) points out that the Syriae Doctrine of

the Apostles identifies the Ascension with Pentecost, wliich,

although quite inconsistent with Acts, again places the Ascen-
sion on a Sunday.

I A Gnostic fancy (Iren. i. iii. 2 an<l xxx. It), which is also

found in the Ascension of Isaiah (ix. 10), represented the inter^'al

between the Kesurrection and the Ascension as 18 niontlia.
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the Johannine (Jn iO''-*- ^) Kesurrection narratives,
the Risen Christ is represented as in a body over
which His spirit has complete control. It is the
same body which hung on the cross, but it has
been spiritualized. To describe it we have to use
St. Paul's phrase, and say that it is now a '

spiritual

body' {fftbfia TrvevnariKdv [1 Co 15**]), a body which is

the fit organ and instrument of the spirit. We
can understand that such a body would not be

subject to the laws of space and time, although it

is impossible for us to figure in the imagination its

movements. And therefore a physical theory of

the Ascension is out of our reach. We are subject
to spatial and temporal conditions, and although
we fully recognize that they are not binding in the

spiritual order, they impose limitations upon the

pictures of our imagination.
6. Philosophical rationale of the Ascension.—It

is, however, possible to conceive the/act, although
not to imagine the manner, of the Ascension, when
we remember that it represents the passage from
the physical to the spiritual order. Heaven is not
a place up in the sky ; it is the spiritual world
which encompasses us, and which is nearer than
can be indicated by physical proximity. It is like

a fourth dimension of space, invisible, unimagin-
able, and yet quite as real and quite as near as the

length, breadth, and depth of our bodily environ-
ment. To move into this fourth dimension from
the earthly life may be the most natural of all

movements for the spirit, or for the '

spiritual

body
' which is its envelope, while the process may

be, must be, inscrutable for the spirit confined by
the 'natural bo<ly.'
Of such a process the counterpart would be a

movement from the spiritual order into the physical
plane.

' Their eyes were opened, and they knew
him ; and he vanished out of their sight

'

(Lk 24^') :

that is the heavenward movement—the passage
to the spiritual order. ' Jesus cometh, the doors

being shut, and stood in the midst' (Jn 20^) : that
is the earthward movement—the passage/rom the

spiritual order. In neither case is the movement
perceptible ; the result alone, in the one case

appearance, in the other disappearance, is noted

by the bodily senses. Once the reality of the

spiritual order is recognized, such phenomena will

not be declared impossible. The capacity thus to
rise superior to the earthly conditions of space, and
in the power of the spirit to move unseen to and
from the world of spirit, has been claimed by
masters of the spiritual life in many lands ; notably
it has been claimed by Buddhist mahatmas. We
do not stay here to examine the justice of such

claims, upon which the last word has probably not

yet been said by psychological science. Nor is this

the place to enter upon speculation as to the power
of spirit over matter, and of mind over body, the
limits of which cannot as yet be regarded as defined.

But it is desirable to note that the incidents in the
Resurrection narratives which have been subjected
to the severest criticism as abnormal and incredible

present no other difficulty than this, that they
presuppose a passage from the physical to the

spiritual order. And, in this aspect, the only dis-

tinction between the Ascension and the previous
withdrawals from sight of the Risen Christ is that
the Ascension was the last of a series, and that it

was purposely so elFected as to give the impression
that it would be the last.

7. Implications of the Ascension from the Chris-
tian point of view.—This, however, would be a

quite inadequate conception of the Ascension from
the Christian point of view, for no account has
been taken in the preceding section of the unique
Personality of the Ascending Christ. We proceed,
therefore, brielly to exhibit the significance of the
Ascension—or, more strictly, of the Heavenly

Session which is its sequel, and which it initiated—
in its relation to the fact of the Incarnation, with
which it is associated in the Creeds. In what follows,
the Christian doctrine of the Incarnation (see In-

carnation) is assumed, and an attempt is made to

indicate the doctrinal implications of the Ascension,
as they have been recognized by the Church looking
back upon the Revelation of God in Christ.

(1) Exaltation of Christ's Manhood.—The Chris-

tian gospel is that God became man, (a) to free

man from the bonds of sin, and (b) to restore

him to the dignity of fellowship with the Divine.

(a) The beginning of the movement of Divine Love
is Christ Incarnate, i.e. Christ in tlie Humiliation

of His Deity.
' The Word became flesh.' And the

Divine sacrifice of the Cross marks the consumma-
tion of the Redemption of humanity. But {b) the
Divine purpose is not fulfilled until man is restored

to his true estate. 'The Incarnation could only
identify the Redeemer with the essential elements
of humanity. It could not spiritualize that bodily
organization which is no less a part of the true

being of man than his intellectual and moral gifts.

. . . The Resurrection and Ascension needed to

follow, that the quickening Spirit of Jesus, thus set

free, might enter into our spirits, and make us
sharers of its victory.

' * Thus the end of the move-
ment of the Divine Love is Christ Ascended, i.e.

Christ in the Exaltation of His Manhood. The
Ascension was ivcrapKos, as Irenseus has it (see
I. 3) ; it was not a mere dvaX-rj/MxI/is, or Assump-
tion, of Christ's spirit ; it was a true dvd^affis, an
exaltation, of Christ as the Representative Man to

the glory of the heavenly life. The doctrine of the
Incarnation does not teach that Christ assumed
human nature, body and spirit, only for the years
of His visible ministry, and then abandoned it like

a discarded cloak. In the light of the Ascension
it means that He is still INIan, and that as Man He
is in communion with Deity. This is the signi-
ficance of the Ascension when Christ resumed His

heavenly condition, the same yet not the same, for

He had become man, who thenceforth may dwell
in Him, as He in man.

(2) Completion of His ministry for mankind.—
The Ascension, therefore, marks the completion of

the ministry of Christ in His relation to humanity ;

henceforth His Messianic offices of King, Prophet,
and Priest are fulfilled in perfect measure and
without the restraints to which He submitted
Himself in the flesh. The service of man is always
a service of leadership, of counsel, of reconciliation.

These three functions exhaust the service which
man can offer to his fellows ; he may rule, he may
teach, or he may by sacrifice of himself bring them
nearer to each other and to God. And in the
Ascended Christ as the Perfect Man these ideals

are perfectly fulfilled.

(i.) The Ascended Christ as King.—It was under
this image that the Hebrews most vividly con-
ceived of the Messianic Deliverer who was to come.
Their natural leader in war was their king, who
not only directed the campaign from afar, but him-
self descended to the battle-field. So, too, under
the conditions of Eastern autocracy, the king was
the judge, who assigned reward and punishment
by his own authority. And thus, when Christ

spoke in parables of His future relation to man-
kind, the iuiages most frequently used were the

images of kingship and a kingdom: 'Henceforth

ye shall see the Son of man sitting at the right
hand of power' (Mt 26^^); and it is 'the King'
who is to dispense blessing and cursing at the Last
Assize (Mt 25^). The Apocalypse represents Him
as a Warrior going forth to smite the nations,

'King of kings and Lord of lords' (Rev 19'®),

whose victory at last shall be complete :
' the

*
Milli^an, The Ascension of our Lord, p. 30.
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kingdom of the world is become the kingdom of

our Lord, and of His Clirist' (Rev ll'^). In this

there is an inner moral necessity, according to

St. Paul :

' He must reign till he hath put all his

enemies under his feet
'

(1 Co 15^). The rule of the

Ascended Christ, seated in majesty at the right
hand of power, is the rule of an absolute monarch ;

and the Ascension marks the Enthronement of

the King. The Hebrew conception of a ^lessianic

Prince merges in the larger conception of an in-

visiVde Master in lieaven, who directs the history of

the world, and holds the keys of the future.

(ii.) The, Ascended Christ as Prophet.
—That ' the

Spirit was not yet given, because Jesus was not

yet glorified' (Jn 7'"), is a principle frequently laid

down in the Fourth Gospel. The thought of Christ

as 'the Servant of Jahweh,' the Prophet who Avas

to be raised up, was prominent in the earliest

Christology (Ac S'^-
22.26

737) xhat He came to

reveal the Father's will Avas His own claim from
the beginning (cf. esp. Mt U-'' H Lk lO'-^). Never-

theless, this prophetical office, although fulfilled

by the Incarnate Christ in such measure as no

I)ronhet or seer before Him had reached, was not

to DC fulfilled in its perfection until after the

Ascension, when it was to be exercised through
theministryoftlie Spirit :

'

It is expedient . . . that

I go away : for if I go not away, the Paraclete will

not come. ... I have yet many things to say
unto you, but ye cannot bear them now. Howbeit
Avhen he, the Spirit of truth, is come, he shall

guide you into all the trutii
'

(Jn 16^' ^--
^^). Accipe

i)piritt(in Sanctum is the final gift of Christ, who
became a '

quickening spirit
'

after His Resurrec-
tion. The gift of the Spirit is the supreme grace
and glory of the Church, and through this ministry
the prophetical office of Christ is perpetuated and

perfected for all time.

(iii.) The Ascended Christ as Priest.—Of the

conception of Messiah as Priest there is but little

in the OT literature. The idea emerges, in Ps

110*, of His Eternal Priestliood, although not after

the order of Aaron, but ' after the order of Mel-
cliizedek

'

; but the thought was not developed
until the Epistle to the Hebrews expanded it. The
consummation of the official service of the Jewish

high priests was reached when, on the Day of

Atonement, the sin-ofiering on behalf of the people
having been sacrificed outside, the blood of the
victim was brought within the Holy Place and

sprinkled before the Mercy-seat (Lv 16^'). So, it

is argued (He 9"- ^), the consummation of the

offering of the great High Priest is His Ascension
to the heavenly Mercy-seat, where the efficacy of

His sacrifice of blood is perpetually pleaded. It is

the function of a priest to ojfer sacrifice, and this is

perfectly fulfilled in the voluntary sacrifice of the

Victim-Priest, which is efficacious to the cleansing
from sin and not merely from ceremonial defile-

ment (He 10'^), and which, further, is unique and
needs not to be repeated (He 7^ 925. 2C)_ ^wt tlie

higher, and more spiritual, function of a priest is

to intercede, and this is perfectly fulfilled in the

perpetual intercession (He 7**) of the Priest Avho
has 'passed into the heavens' (He 4^'*), 'made
higher than the heavens' (He 7^^), 'who sat down
on the right hand of the throne of the Majesty in

the heavens' (He 8'), Avhose priesthood Ls 'un-

changeable' (He 7-'*). It has been debated by
theologi.ins when the Priesthood of Christ began.
Is He to be regarded as a Priest during any period
of His visible ministry, or did He enter upon His
Priesthood only in heaven ?

* The answer seem-
ingly imjdied in Hebrews is that, while He Avas

always Priest throughout His Ministry and Passion,
and Avhile the supreme sacrifice of His priestly

* For opiiosing views, see ililligan, op. cit. 77 ff., and Weatcott,
SeOrcics, pcnD>Cm.

ministration Avas the sacrifice of Himself on the

Cro.ss, yet the consummation of His priestly service
is to be found in His perpetual intercession in

heaven. Just as the Jewish priest did not reach
the highest moment of his ser\-ice until he had
brought the blood of the victim Avithin the Holy
Place, so Christ did not fulfil His priesthood in

perfect measure until He had ascended. The
Ascension marks the comi)lete fulfilment and con-
summation of His Avork as Priest no less than as

King and as Prophet. For the Ascension no less

than fur the Passion, there Avas an inner moral

necessity in the Divine counsels: ovxl Tavra ^5€t
TTOidetv rbv 'Kpiarbv Kal eiffeXOelv eli ttji' 66^av
aiiToO; (Lk 24:-''').

8. Practical issues of the dogma.—While the
Ascension has thus ahvays been viewed in Chris-

tian theology as the ' Glorification
'

of Christ and
the entrance upon His reward, tlie practical issue

of belief in it has always been the same as that
Avhich is recorded of its first Avitnesses :

'

They
continued in the Temple, blessing God' (Lk 2-4^*).

The vision of the Ascension is a call to Avorship :

Let us draw near unto the throne (He 4'^). That
Christ ' ascended '

is not only the pledge that
His Ministry for mankind Ls perfect and final ; it

also conveys the assurance that heaven is neai,
and that tne earthly order is encompa.ssed by the

spiritual. The practical theology of the Ascension
is the idealism of the Christian life.

Literature.—The articles s.v.
' Ascension' in Hastings' DB

and DCG and in JE ; Charles, The Book of Enoch, 19CK3, The
Slai-cmic Secrets 0/ Enoch, 1896, The Booh of Jubilees, 1902, The
Apocalypse of Baruch, 1896, The Ascension of Isaiah, 1900,
The Assumption of Moses, 1897

;
M. R. James, 'Testament of

Abraham,' TS ii. 2, 1892 ; [E. A. Abbott] Flatland, 1884 (an

ingenious essay on the fourth dimension of space) ; Swete, The
Apostle^ Creed, 1894, ch. vi. (a valuable statement of the place
of the Ascension in the earliest Christian tradition): Mar-
tensen. Christian Dogmatics (Eng. tr., Ekiinburgh, ISCiG) ; W.
Milligan, The Ascension of our Lord, Baird Lecture, 1B91 (a full

and careful examination of the doctrinal implications of the
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ASSURANCE.—See Certainty.

ASSYRIANS. — See Babylonians and As-
syrians.

ASTROLOGY AND ASTRONOMY.
Stars, also Sun, Moon.

See

ASURS.—The Asurs of the present day are a

non-Aryan tribe of the Kolarians in Chota-Nagpur,
Bengal. A people of the same name is mentioned
in the religious books of the Hindus. According
to the ^atapatha Brdhmana, they arc the de-

scendants of Prajapati ('the Lord of the Creation ').

How they became evil spirits or A -sura (
= ' not-

God') is not clear; the fact alone is stated that

they fought against the Devatas 'for the possession
of the earth,' and that they Avere overcome and

finally succumbed. The historical grain of truth
in this poetical story is apparent : the Arj'ans, in

their invasion of Avliat is noAV called India, Avere

obstructed by that fierce and savage-like people
Avhom they called Asura, or demons, and Avhom

they expelled and partly annihilated.
Whether the Asurs living in Chota-Nagpur are

the offspring of these opponents of tlie Aryans
or are connected Avith tlie Asura builders of those
ancient embankments still found in the Mirzapur
district, is, of course, an open question ; yet there

seems to be nothing to exclude such suppositions.
This much is certain, that Chota-Nagpur Avas

partly inhabited by Asurs before the Kolarian
and Dravidian tribes entered it from the North-

West, Avhen they likeAvise had been expelled from
their former seats by the stronger and more

intelligent Aryans.
There are still traces of copper mines in Chota-
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Nagpur, which seem to have been worked in ancient

times, and tradition attributes these to the Asurs.
The conchision may readily be drawn that the

Asurs, before leaving their former settlements,
lived for some time as subjects of the conquering
race (the Aryans), by whom they became to some
extent civilized. At the present time their occu-

pation consists in digging iron ore, melting iron,
and making agricultural implements for their

neighbours.
When the Kolarians were compelled by the

Aryans to seek refuge in the hills and the dense
forests of Chota-Nagpur, they met there the Asurs,
and a severe fight ensued for the possession of the
arable land, in which the Asurs were overcome,
and again almost anniliilated. The remnant lied

to the plateaux of the Chota-Nagpur and I'alamau

hills, where we find them to-day. A few of them
have emigrated to adjacent districts.

The sjiirits of the slain Asurs must ever have
haunted the superstitious and demon-fearing Kols,
and they, perhaps with the help of some Hindu
hermit versed in the Puranas, invented the so-

called Asur legend. In this legend may perhaps
be found some traces of the tradition of tiie

tower of Babel, and the supposition is allowable
that such a legend was current among the Kol-
arians when the story of the destruction of the
Asurs and the dispersion of their remnant was
added and mixed up with it in later times. The
legend as told at present by the aborigines in

Chota-Nagpur amounts to the following story :
—

There were twelve brethren (septs) of Asurs with their wives
and children. They melted iron, they ate iron, and made such
a big fire in the melting furnace that Singbonga, the sun-god,
was annoj'ed. He first sent two birds with a message of warn-

ing, but the Asurs maltreated the divine messengers, sullied

their colour, and plucked feathers from the tail of one of them
until only two were left ; these birds were the raven and the
black starling. Seeing that the Asurs were bent on doing even
more mischief, Singbonga at last sent his son in the form of

a Kai>rd Kord, or leprous youth. He sou:-'ht and found shelter

with an old Mungia chief and his wife. The Asurs got hold of

him and threw liim into the furnace
;
but he came out of the

ordeal cleansed of his leprosy, and bearing in his hands large
lumjis of gold. This roused the covetousness of the Asurs, and
bidding their wives to tread the bellows well, they jumped into the

fire, and perished one and all, leaving their wives and children
widows and orphans. These surrounded the son of Singbonga,
and did not let him return to hea\en until he had assured
them that they might occupy the high mountains, the forests,
the rivers and desert places, where people would worship them,
offering fowls and goats, and rice and liquor, to feed and
satisfy them. Whereupon the old ladies dispersed and became
the malicious spirits of the mountains, the Sal-forest, the
barren fields and the springs, where they receive the offerings
of tlie people, and are content as long as they are appeased.

The Asurs in Chota-Nagpur number 4894,
besides 4616 Brijiii and Agaria. They claim to be
connected with tlie Brijia or Binjhia tribe, an

agricultural and land-holding class in Chota-

Nagpur, who within their own households speak
Uriya. A subdivision of the Asurs are the

Agarias, beggars wandering about with tamed

monkeys, whose feats they exhibit. Another sub-

tribe, following the vocation of blacksmith, call

themselves ' Lohara-Asurs.' Others are called

I'aharias or Hill-Asurs. Though few in number,
the Asurs are divided into several totemistic septs,
such as Bdsridr (

= sprung from the bamboo),
Makrdr (

= spider), Ind (
= eel), lloro (

= tortoise),
etc. The totems of tiiese septs do not appear to

be tabu, tliongh marrying within one of these
sections is escliewed as far as practicable.
Customs.—Child marriages are unknown among

the Asui's. A price for the bride is given, varj'-

ing from 3 to 5 rupees. Polygamy is permitted,
as well as re-marriage of widows. No priestly
functions are required for the marriage cere-

monies, .which are very simple. Rice-beer is

indulged in by both sexes, but smoking only by
the men. The Asurs have no dancing jilaces like

the Kols, as they lead almost a nomadic life,

leaving their own settlement when the iron ore or

the land is exhausted ; the latter they till only
in the most primitive way, without manuring or

ploughing. They have scarcely any musical in-

struments, and seldom sing or dance. The m omen,
however, are notorious for their lax morality, and
are easily enticed away into the towns anci large
villages of Chota-Nagpur, where they earn a living
as dancing girls. As to food the Asurs are not

very particular, eating almost anything, the Hesh
of the carcass of a cow not excluded.

Language.—The language of the Asurs, which

they call Dukma, lis a dialect of the Kolarian

family of lau^oiages, and was most probabW
adopted from their conquerors, the Mundas, with
such alterations in the pronunciation as suited

their nature. For example, almost all Mundari
words found in Dukma that commence with h

change this consonant into v \ and wherever a
vowel follows n in Mundari, the Asur inserts the
semi-vowel y between the two. There are no
traces of an original tongue in the Asur Duknva
as spoken at the present day, for almost every
word in its vocabulary can be traced to Kolarian
or Dravidian sources. From the Dravidian

languages the Asurs subsequently added to their

vocabulary. Through contact with Aryans, they
have adopted also a number of words derived

from Sanskrit. What has been said about their

language is not opposed to the assumption that
the Asurs are essentially a Kolarian tribe. They
may have separated from the rest of the Kolarian
ancestors at a remote period, developing a language
of their own, until they were conquered by the

Kolarian tribe of the Mundas, whose dialect they
adopted to a great extent. The features and

bodily appearance of the Asurs are distinctly and

decidedly Kolarian.

Religion.
—This is somewhat different from the

animism of their Kolarian relatives. The Asurs
are not demon-worshippers, and have no priestly
institution. Where they are found sacrificing to

the evil spirits of the forest, tlie mountain, or the

field, this is due to their being members of a

village community, consisting of Kolarian or

Dravidian inhabitants, who worship those deities.

Wherever they live by themselves, they do not

worship any of the petty gods or demons of those

tribes. The Asurs believe in a great benevolent

spirit, the Creator and Preserver of the world,

lie does not require to be worshipped in any way.
When they identify him with the sun, or rather

believe him to be resident in the sun, they most

likely follow therein the notions of the Mundari
tribe. It is true that they also believe in evil

spirits, and have to propitiate them by making
bloody sacrifices, consisting of fowls. These evil

spirits, however, with the Asurs, are exclusively
the departed spirits of their forefathers, who must
be provided with food, and propitiated whenever

they become hungry and irritable. All the diseases

and troubles of this life are ascribed to their

anger ; they must be appeased, therefore, Avith

sacrifices of fowls, presented by the head of the

family at the house-altar, the fire-hearth. In

new-born children the Asurs see the re-born spirits

of ancestors. AA^itches and the evil eye are there-

fore unknown within the tribe, but people from
Avithout nuiy bewitch an Asur baby, or a foreigner

may cast an evil eye upon him, and for this reason

anklets of iron are required to protect the little

Asur child.

The Asur has no moral code, all his obligations

being conhned to the one important matter of

keeping the spirits of his ancestors at ease, or,

when disturbed, of quieting them in the manner
descrilied above. Every departed parent becomes
a spirit

—a good one if he died a natural death, an
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evil one if lie died suddenly or by accident. In

the former case it is essential to provide him with

food for the journey beyond, and in the latter to

present a sacrifice at the funeral. The Asurs
burn their dead, and at the funeral some rice must
be put on the funeral pile, and for eiyht days after

cremation portions of the regular meals must be

placed outside the door of the house in the name
of the departed. After the time mentioned he
will settle down in (juiet. At the close of the

eif^ht days the nearest relatives and friends come
for the funeral meal, when they partake freely of

home-brewed rice-beer. After this, <;ood sjiirits of

the ancestors need no further attention, and may
be trusted to help and protect their people on
earth. It is onlj^ the unfortunate evil spirit which
so frequently becomes irritable and ill-disposed.
He is to be feared, and in time of sickness and

calamity to be reconciled by oti'erings of rice and

liipior, and by sacrifices. See art. AGAPdA.
IjTKKATiJRE.—Ccnsus of Jii'lia, 1901, vol. vi. pt. 1, Calcutta
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ASVAGHOSA. — Asvaghosa is well known
as the author of the lluddha-charita, a poetical

description of Budilha's life.* To him is ascribed
the Alahkara, a collection of Buddhist stories with
their respective moral teachings. The authenticity
of these traditions is confirmed by the external
evidence of I-Tsing's statement,! Jiud the internal
evidence does not contradict it.

We learn from the colophon to the Tibet.an

liuddha-charita,+ and from a biography of Vasu-
bandhu, that Asvaghosa was a native of Saketa.

According to the latter authority, it was he who
was .summoned to Kabul by Katyayaniputra, the

alleged composer of the ' Abhidharina in Eight
Sections,' in order to help him in the compilation
of the great commentary (Maliavibhasa) on the
text of that Abhidharma. As we learn from Yuan
Chwang (lliueu Tsiang), this compilation took j)]ace
under the patronage of King Kaniska, who is now
generally believed to have flourished in the 1st

cent. A.u. That Asvaghosa was contemporary with
Kaniska is confirmed from another source,§ a\ hich
describes Asvaghosa's life in detail, and from which
are derived the later legends concerning him.
We are told that Asvaghosa was a learned but

haughty man, who was at last converted to the
Buddliist faith in the nonentity of the phenomenal
world. The agent in his conversion was Purna-
y.-i-sas, a disciple of Parsva, ||

who is said to have
ju-esided over the compilation of the above-men-
tioned great commentary. After his conversion

Asvaghosa worked eagerly for the propagation of
Buddha's teaching in Kusumapura (the modern
Tatiui), not only as a ])reacher, but also as a poet
and musician. When that town was taken by the
army of Ciiandana Kani-stha, the king of tlie Vueh-
chis, Asvaghosa was carried a^ay to their country
in the north as a portion of the tribute paid to the
con(pieror by the Magadhans.
Another biography of Asvaghosa tells essentially

the same story. The indebtedness of Asvaghosa
to Barsva and I'urnayasas is conHrmed by the ex-

pression of homage at the beginning of the Alah-
* Tr. in SF.i:, vol. xlix.

i Hecord of the. Bmldhist Religion, Oxf. 1890, pp. 153, 165 f.

t /-•», 1903, p. 350.
> ff >

5 Jiecordx of the Patriarehu, Nanjio, No. 1340, tr. by Kiukarya
O^.Ulkara of Suzuki and Kekaya of Takakusu) in 472

; No. 1400
tr. In Kiiniarajiva about 405 ; see Wassilieff, p. 231.

U Possibly an epithet of Katyayaniputra.

kara, while his connexion with King Kanistha is

elsewhere asserted.*
Thus far the traditions about Asvaghosa's life,

which are the oldest sources of our knowledge
about him, may be regarded as comparatively
authentic. But when we take up many other

Avritings which bear his name, we find ourselves in

the dark as to the identity of the person. t And
the matter is m;ide no clearer by the Tibetan
tradition, which applies many epithets to him.
This tradition dates from the 16th cent., and itself

seems to be the result of confusion.
Accoidiiif? to it, Ai5vaghosa was living under King Hindusara,

the son of Chandra^upta, and was connected with Kanika, the
kinjf of Till and Malava in the west. Of six epithets given to
him we mention : MiUrchota, Dharmika-.SiiliUuti, Sura. Com-
paring these diiTcrent traditions, we find little reason to see in

this Aiva^hosa the author of the Buddha-charita, except the
connexion of the name with King Kaniska or Kanika. The
Tibetan author, it is true, states expressly that the Kanika
mentioned there is not to be confused with Kaniska, yet there
is reason enough to suspect his accuracy.

The following are the works attributed to a per-
son or persons bearing the name of Asvaghosa.

1.
' Hymn in one hundred and fifty stanzas.' This has been

handed down to us in a Chinese and in a Tibetan version. The
two agree fairly well with one another, and in both the author
is known as Matrcheta. The colophon to the Tibetan version
identifies this Matrcheta with Asvaghosa. But I-Tsing, the
translator of the hymn hito Chinese, seems to regard him as
dilTerent from the author of the Buddha-charita. On the other
hand, there is in Tibetan an epistle sent from Matrcheta to

King Kanika of the Ku^a race.J King Kanistha is mentioned in

Asvaghosa's Alan kara as of the Kusa race.' But there Asva-

ghosa speaks of the king as of one who lived in the past. It

remains quite uncertain whether Jfatrcheta and ASvaghosa, on
the one hand, and Kanika, Kaniska, and Kaniglha, on the
other, are respectivelj' to be identified or not.

2. The \'ajra-suclii,§ a refutation of the caste-sj-stem, bears
the name of ASvaghosa as its author ; but the same text in the
Chinese translation (Nanjio, No. 1303) is ascribed to Fa Hien,
lit.

' law-fame.' This name is usually rendered as DharmayaSas,
but may be Dharmika-Subhuti, lit. 'lawful-glori.'

3. Further, a work, in the Chinese translation, called 'The
Distinctions of the Fruits of Works' (Nanjio, No. 1349), is

ascribed to a Bodhisattva 'Great Valour,' which is surely Maha-
Sura in Sanskrit. Another book, 'Transmigration in the Six
Resorts,' agrees with the above in substance, and its authorship
is awcril)ed to ASvagliota.
The two instances given above seem to be confirmatory of the

Tibetan tradition, but they are not strong enough to establish
the identity of these ASvaghosas with the author of the Buddha-
charita.

4. Another book ascribed to ASvaghosa is 'A Nirgrantha's
Inquiry into the principle of Non-ego.' II It expounds the con-
trast of phenomena and reality, just as in the sermon delivered

by Purnayasas to ASvaghosa which is preserved in the Records
of the Patriarchs. Probably this Asvaghosa is the same as the

ASvaghosa of those Records.
5. 'There is mention of the name ASvaghosa in the memoirs

of Yuan Chwang. Tliis ASvaghnsa was a contemporary of

Nagarjunana, of Deva, of Kumuralabdha, and of tlie man who
detected a Briihman possessed by a demon. Though Yuan
Chwang calls this ASvaghosa a Bodhisattva, we have no ground
for identifying him with any of the ASvagliosas mentioned above.

0. Finally, we have ASvaghosa the author of The A wakening
ofFaitk.'i
This last work represents a well-reasoned exposi-

tion of the doctrines of the final metaphysical prin-
ciple and of the phenomenal world as contrasted
with it. Everything phenomenal is unreal, be-
cause it is made up of constituents and is governed
by the law of causality. Now realitj^ transcends

every distinction and qualification. It is the Cvtus

ov, and cannot but be named tathatd, i.e.
' the

*
Nanjio, No. 1329, Ratnapi(aka, tr. by Kiukarya. He gives

the name as something like Kanita(or, -ttha) ;
but a later trans-

lator, SiiryayaSas, gives Kanistha.
t T. Suzuki has made 'a very exhaustive collection of the

materials resjiecting these works and legends in his introduction
to Ai5\aghosa's Aivakening of Faith, Chicago, 1900. But he
was too anxious to regard any ASvaghosa as identical with the
author of the book he translated.

X On the connexion of Matrcheta with King Kanika and the

questions connected therewith, see F. \V. Thomas, art. in lA,
1903, p. 345 f .

§ A. F. Weber, Die Vajra-sOci des Afvaghosha, Berlin, 1S60.

11 Tr. by Suryayasas (11th cent.), but the work is not men-
tioned in Nanjio's Catalogue,. See S. Beal, Riiddhi.it Records of
the Western World, 2 vols., Boston, 1885 ; Life of Buddha, by
Asvaghosa Bodhiaittva, SBE xix., Oxford, 1S83, p. xxxff. ; L.
A. Wadd'ell, Lamaix-.a, 1895, p. 10 f.

1| Nanjio, No. 1249 f., translated by T. Suzuki ; see above
note t.
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Thatness.' The linal aim of Buddhist enlighten-
ment consists in the full realization of this absolute

reality, -which is the true and highest condition of

Buddhahood. That is the eternal substance of

tiie Truth revealed by Buddha, and is, therefore,
the true doctrine and, at the same time, the true

body or entity of Buddha, i.e. the Dharma-kdya .

But the absolute, which is unique in its substance,
does not remain -without its manifestations. When
it appears to us in its state of bliss, it is the Buddha
in enjoyment (snmbhoga). "When it is manifested
in this world in order to save us personally, it is

the Buddha incarnate or in kenosis (nirmuna), as,
for example, Sakyamuni. In order to attain the
ideal of enlightenment, it is necessary for us to
believe in any of these three aspects of Buddha's

personality, and to be saved by his grace (pari-

graha, lit. 'grasping').
Thus we see in this work of Asvaghosa a concise

systematization of later Buddhist metaphysics in

tneir consequences, and of Buddhist religious faith,

expressed in the doctrines of the three personalities
(bodies) of Buddha,* and of the relation between
grace and faith.

Summing up these statements, we have not

enough evidence either to affirm or to deny the

identity of any of the Asvaghosas enumerated
under heads 1-6, except 4, with the author of the
Buddha-charita. The same epithet may have been

applied to many authors in different periods, be-
cause of their poetic talent or of their wisdom,
which is said to have touched the heart even of
a horse. The Tibetan tradition seems to have

erroneously regarded these different persons as one
with many names.
Literature. — Nanjio, Catalogue of the Chinese Buddhist

Bookn, 1883, No. 1460,
'

Life of A^vaghoga,' No. 14G3 ;

' Life
of Vasnbandhu,' in JRAS, 1905, p. 33 ff., and Wassilieff,
Buddhismus, 1S60, p. 239. M. ANESAKI.

A^VAMEDHA.—The aivamedha,
' horse-sacri-

fice,' is one of the most imposing sacrifices in
Indian ritual. It ranks as one of the great or
solemn sacrificial ceremonies {mahakraiu or yajna-
kratu). As early as the Rigveda itself two hymns
are found composed for this particular occasion

(i. 162 and 163). The sacrifice is described in de-
tail in the Satapatha-Brahmana (xiii. 1-5) and
Taittiriya-Brahmana (iii. 8-9), as well as, in the

special treatises on ritual know^n as the Srauta-
sutras, of Katyayajia (xx.), Apastamba (xx.),

Asvalayana (x. 6 f . ), Sankhayana (x vi. ), and others.
In the Mahabharata (xiv. 71. 14 fi'.) the horse-sacri-
lice which King Yudhisthira celebrated after his

victory over the Kurus, as a jmrification from all

sins, is described with epic diftiiseness. The ah'a-
medha was thus the royal sacrifice par excellence.
The privilege of sacrificing the horse belonged
only to a rider whose sovereign power was undis-

puted. It Avas designed to secure for him con-
tinued success, the fulfilment of all his desires,
increase of strength and extension of the empire.
Consequently the sacrifice was made before an
expedition for conquest (digvijuya), or after a cam-
))aign which had ended in -victory. The Aitareya-
Brahmana (viii. 21 f.) gives a list, adorned with
antique verses, of the kings of olden times who,
after ascending the tiirone, marched victoriously
through the whole eartii and then celebrated a
horse-sacrifice. The aivaniedha thus became a
great State function in the performance of which
the people took part ofiicially, and with which
w^ere associated customs of a secular and often

very gross character, accompanied by oratorical

displays. In the strictly regulated ritual these
last were prescribed in detail ; but in olden times,
before the ritual had hardened into fixed rules,
they were a matter of spontaneous improvization.

* See ait. 'Triad' iu JHAS, 1900, p. 943 ff.

These two features, its more secular character and
its national colouring, distinguished the asvamcdha
from most of the other sacrifices, which were ex-

clusively priestly.
The sacrifice began in spring or summer, and,

with the preparatory ceremonies, occupied more
than a year. First, a suitable victim had to be

caref\illy selected. The animal chosen must be of

pure breed and valuable, distinguished by special
marks. After it had been set apart for sacrifice by
the symbolical act of tethering to the sacrificial post,
and had been bathed, it was gi'anted full freedom

again. It -was allowed to run loose for a whole

year,
and to sport freely in the company of a

hundred old horses. A hundred royal princes, a
hundred noblemen, a hundred sons of officials of

higher, and a hundred of those of lower rank, all

armed in accordance with their station, formed its

escort and guarded it against danger or theft,
without interfering with its freedom of movement.
Conflicts or wars (cf. especially Mahabharata, xiv.)
often resulted from attempts to steal the horse

during its wanderings. If it were lost, the cere-

monial had to be partly repeated and another
animal substituted.

While the horse thus roamed about at a dis-

tance, the people at home awaited the time of its

return, and in the meantime took part in all kinds
of festivities. Gifts were offered daily to the god
Savitr ; daily also at a festive gathering before

the king and the court the hotr had to give a
recital. Every eleven days this cycle of recita-

tions was repeated. The recital concluded with
an appropriate chapter from the Vedas, together
with singing, lute-playing, and impromptu verses,

composed by a noble bard in honour of the king,
the giver of the sacrifice, in which he was com-

pared with the pious rulers of olden times. The
recital itself was enlivened by dramatic action.

According to the class of persons who formed the

subject-matter of the recitation, it was arranged
that the audience and chorus to whom the reciter

addressed himself should consist of old or young
people, snake-charmers, robbers, usurers, fisher-

men, bii'd-catchers, or sages. W^hen the j^ear had

expired and the horse had returned, the sacrifice

began with consecration (dtksd) of the king.
The ceremony proper lasted three days, and was

accompanied by numerous other animal-sacrifices,
and by the pressing of the soma. On the second

day, the sacrificial horse, decked Avith gold, was
once more yoked with three other horses to a

gilded car, driven round, and then bathed. On
its return, it w-as anointed by the three chief wives
of the king and decorated, while the hotr and the

superintendent of the saciifice (Brahman) per-
formed a Brahmodya, or theosophical enigma-play.
The horse was then bound, together with a he-goat,
to its sacrificial post, the other animals for sacri-

fice, to the number of several hundreds, being
bound to similar posts ; and, having been covered
with cloth, it was suffocated. The chief wife of the

king had to lie down by the corpse under a cover-

ing and submit to an obscene ceremonj', -while the
sacrificial priests took part with the -women and
maidens in si)ortive questions and answers ( Vaja-
sancyi-Saihhitd, xxiii. 22 f.), not distinguished by
delicacy. As soon as the chief wife had arisen,
tlie horse was skilfully cut up. After another
series of enigmatic questions in which all the chief

priests and the sacrificer joined, the served portions
of the horse were roasted on a s])it and offered to

Prajapati. On the third day the whole festival

closed with the bath of purification of the donor
of the sacrifice and with gifts to the sacrificing

priests. The honorarium (dak^ind), which was
measured with <a very liberal hand, was derived
from booty captuied iu the conquered land. Even
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wives of the king with their maids figure among
the presents.
Literature.—A. Hillebrandt, Rituallitteratur (Strassburg,

1897), p. 149 ; J. Eggeling, SBE xliv., Introd. p. xvf.

K. Geldner.
ASYLUM.—Asylum (Lat. asylum, Gr. da-vXw,

'

refuge,'
'

sanctuary,' neut. of adj. dffvXos,
'
in-

violable,' from d priv. and trvXr], ffvXov,
'

right of

seizure ') means a place of shelter and protection
from which a refugee Ls not allowed to be forcibly
removed.

I. Among many peoples at difterent stages of

civilization sacred places are asylums. Thus

among the Aruntas of Central Australia there

is in each local totem centre a spot called ertna-

ttilunc/t(, in the immediate neighbourhood of wliich

everything is sacred and must on no account be

hurt. The plants growing there are never inter-

fered with in any way ; animals which come tliere

are safe from the spear of the hunter ; and a man
who is being pursued by others cannot be touched

as long as he remains at this spot.^ At Maiva, in

the South-Eastern part of New Guinea,
' should

a man be pursued by an enemy and take refuge in

the dubti [or temple], he is perfectly safe inside.

Any one smiting another inside the dubit would

have his arms and legs shrivelled up, and he could

do nothing but wish to die.''^ In Upolu, one of

the Samoan Islands, a certain god, Vave, had his

residence in an old tree, which served as an asylum
for murderers and other great offenders ; if that

tree was reached by the criminal, he was safe, and
the avenger could pursue no farther, but had to

wait for investigation and trial.
^ In the island

of Hawaii there were two puhonuas, or cities of

refuge, wliich afibrded an inviolable sanctuary
even to the vUest criminal who entered their

precincts, and during war offered safe retreat to

all the non-combatants of the neighbouring dis-

tricts who flocked into them, as well as to the van-

quished. As soon as the fugitive had entered,

he repaired to the presence of the idol and made a

short ejaculatory address, expressive of his obliga-

tions to him in reaching the place with security.
The priests and their adherents would immedi-

ately put to death any one who should have the

temerity to follow or molest those who were once

within the pale of the pahu tabu, and, as they put
it, under the shade or protection of the spirit of

Keave, the tutelary deity of the place. After a

short period, probably not more than two or three

days, the refugee was permitted to return un-

molested to his home, tlie divine protection being

supposed still to abide with him.'* In Tahiti the

morals, or holy places, likeAvise gave shelter to

criminals of every kind.'

2. In many North American tribes certain

sacred places or whole villages served as asylums.^
Thus the Arikaras of the Missouri had in the

centre of their largest village a sacred lodge called

the '

medicine-lodge,' where no blood was to be

spilled, not even that of an enemy.''
' In almost

every Indian nation,' says Adair, who wrote about
the tribes of the Soutli-Eastern States,

' there are

.several peaceable towns, which are called "old-

beloved, ancient, holy, or white towns"; they
seem to have been formerly

" towns of refuge,"
for it is not in the memory of their oldest people
that human blood was ever shed in them, al-

1 Spencer-Gillen*, p. 133 ff.

2 Chalmers and Gill, Work and Adventures in New Guinea

(18S5), p. 1S6.
3 Turner, Samoa (1S84), p. 64 f.

*
Ellis, Tortr through Hawaii (1827), p. 155 ff.; Jarves, His-

tory of the Hawaiian Islands (1872), p. 23 f.

STiimbull, Voyage round the World (1813), p. 306; Wilson,
Missionary Voyage to the Southern Pacific Ocean (1799), p. 351.

6 Bourke,
' lledicine-Men of the Apache,' in 9 RBEW (1892),

p. 453 ; Kohl, Kitschi-Gami (1859), p. 271 (Chippewas).
7 Bi-adbury, Tracels in the Interior of America (1817), p.

165 f.
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though they often force persons from them, and
put them to death elsewhere.' ^ Among the Acag-
chemen Indians, however, in the valley and neigh-
bourhood of San Juan Capistrano in California, a
criminal who had lied to a vanquech, or place of

worship, was secure not only as long as he re-

mained there, but also after he had left the sanctu-

ary. It was not lawful even to mention his

crime ; all that the avenger could do to him was
to point at him and deride him, saying,

'

Lo, a

coward, who has been forced to flee to Chinig-
chinich !' Yet this flight turned the punishment
from the liead of the criminal upon that of one of

his relatives.^

3. On the coast of Malabar a certain temple
situated to the soutli-east of Calicut affords pro-
tection to thieves and adulterous women belong-
ing to the Brahman caste ; but this privilege is

reckoned among the sixty-four anatcharams, or

abuses, which were introduced by Brahmanism.*

Among the Kalirs of the Hindu-Kush tliere are

several 'cities of refuge,' the largest being the

village of Mergrom, which is almost entirely

peopled by chiles, or descendants of persons vho
have slaiii some fellow-tribesman.* In the Cau-
casus holy groves offer refuge to criminals, as also

to animals, which cannot be shot there.*

The Barotse of South Central Africa have a city
of refuge, where anybody who has incurred the

king's wrath or committed a crime is safe ; the

man in charge of it is expected to plead for him
before the chief, and the refugee can tlien return to

his house in peace.® In Congo Fraufais, according
to Miss Kingsley, there are several sanctuaries.
' The great one in the Calabar district is at Omon.
Thither mothers of twins, widows, thieves, and
slaves flee, and if they reach it are safe.'^ In

Ashanti a slave who flees to a temple and dashes

himself against the fetish cannot easily be brought
back to his master.* Among the Negroes of Accra,
criminals used to ' seat themselves upon the fetish,'

that is, place themselves under its protection ;

but murderers who sought refuge with the fetish

were always liable to be delivered up to their

pursuers.*
4. In Morocco the tombs of saints and mosques

ofler shelter to refugees, especially in those parts
of the country where the Sultan's government has

no power ;
even the descendants of the saint or

his manager (mkaddam) can only by persuasion
and by promising to mediate between the suppliant
and liis pursuer induce the former to leave the

place." In other Muhammadan countries there

are, or have been, similar places of refuge.
^^ In

Persia the great number of such asylums proved
so injurious to public safety, that about the middle
of the 19th cent, only three mosques were left

which were recognized by the government as aftbrd-

ing protection to criminals of every description.^

Among the Hebrews the right of asylum origin-

ally belonged to all altars (Ex 21"f- ; cf. W. R.

1 Adair, History of the American Indians (1775), p. 159 ; see

also pp. 158, 410.
-' Bancroft, Native Races of the Pacific States, iii. (1883) p.

167 ; Boscana, in Robinson, Life in California (1846), p. 262 f.

3 Graul, Reise nach Oatindien, iii. (1854) pp. 332, 335.

4 Scott Robertson, Kdfirs of the Hindu-Kush (1896), p. 441.

5 Hahn, Eaiikasiscke Reisen (1896), p. 122.

6 Arnot, Garenganze (1889), p. 77.

7 Kingsley, Travels in West Africa (1897), p. 466.

8 Bowdich, Mission to Ashantee (1819), p. 265.

9 Monrad, Skildring af Guinea-Kysten (1822), p. 89.

10 Westermarck,
'

L-'dr, or the Transference of Conditional

Curses in Morocco," in Anthrop. Essays presented to E. B.

3'ytor(1907), p. 372f.
^ „„^^

u Goldziher, Muhammedanische Studien, 1. (1889) p. 237 f. ;

Quatremfere, 'ikmoire sur le8 asiles chez les Arabes,' in

ih moires de Vlnstitut de France, Acadimie des Inscriptions

et DeUes-Lettres, xv. pt. ii. (1S42), p. 313 f.
, , ^ ^

12 Polak, Persien, u. (1865) p. 83 ff. ; Brugsch, Im Lande der

Sonne (1886), p. 246 ; Jackson, Persia Past and Present (1906),

pp. 170, 267, 422.
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Sunth, Rel. of Semites-, 1894, p. 148, n. 1); but on
the abolition of tlie local altars it was limited to

certain cities of refuge, three on either side of the
Jordan (Dt 4''^"'- 19^^-). Unintentional nianslayers
were sheltered in these cities ; whereas, if a refugee
was found guilty of murder, he had to be taken

away from the asylum by the elders of his town
and delivered to the next kinsman of the murdered

person, to be put to death by him (Dt IQ^"-)-

According to the post-exilic law, the refugee could
leave the place, after the high priest's death,
Avithout being exposed to the pursuit of the avenger
of blood (Nu SS-'**) ; but he was not permitted to

purchase an earlier return to his possession with a

money ransom (Nu 35''-). However, the restriction

of the legal right of asylum to the case of in-

voluntary homicide was undoubtedly a narrowing
of the ancient custom. Many heathen sanctuaries
of the Phoenicians and Syrians retained even in

Roman times what seems to have been an unlimited

right of asylum, and at certain Arabian shrines
the god likewise gave shelter to all fugitives
without distinction, and even stray or stolen cattle

that reached the holy ground could not be reclaimed

by their owners.^

5. In Greece many sanctuaries possessed the

right of asylum down to the end of paganism, and
any violation of this right Nvas supposed to be

severely punished by the deity.- According to an
old tradition, Romulus established a sanctuary,
dedicated to some unknown god or spirit, on the

slope of the Capitoline Hill, proclaiming that all

who resorted to it, whether bond or fi'ee, should
be safe.* This tradition and also some other state-

ments made by Latin writers* seem to indicate
that from ancient times certain sacred places in

Rome gave shelter to refugees ; but it was only
at a comparatively late period of Roman history
that the right of sanctuary, under Greek influence,
became a recognized institution of some imjjort-
ance.* This right was exjiressly conferred upon
the temple which in the year 42 B.C. was built in

honour of Cajsar ;
^ and other imperial temples,

as also the statues of emperors, laid claim to the
same privilege.'' When Christianity became the

religion of the State, a similar claim was made by
the Churches ; but a legal right of asylum Avas
first granted to them by Honorius in the West
and Theodosius in the East." Subsequently it

was restricted by Justinian, who decreed that all

manslayers, adulterers, and kidnappers of women
Avho fled to a church should be taken out of it."

6. The right of sanctuary existed among the

pagan Slavs, or some of them,^" and, as it seems,
among the ancient Teutons." After their con-
version to Christianity the privilege of asylum

1 W. R. Smith, p. 148 f.

2Tac. Ann. iii. COfl. ; Farnell, Cults of the Greek Staten, i.

(T896) p. 73 ; Westcott, Essays in the History of lieKqUms
Thought in the Went (18!)1), p. 115; Schmidt, Die Ethik dcr
alten Griecften, ii. (1882) p. 2S.5 ; Buhnerincq, Das Asylrecht
(1853), p. 35 ff.; Fuld, 'Das Asjireeht im Alterthum uml
Mittelalter' in ZVRW vii. (1887) p. 118 ff. ; Barth, dc Grce-
eorum asulis (1888).

3 Dionysius of Halicarnassus, Antiquitates Romance, ii. 15
;

Livy, i. 8. 5f. ; Plutarch, Jioumlus, ix. 5 ; Strabo, v. 3. 2, p. 230.
* Valerius Maximus, Facta dictaqiie memorabilia, viii. 9. 1

;

Dionys. Hal. Antiq. Rom. vi. 45 ; Cicero, de Lege Agraria
oratio secunda, 14 (30); see also Hartung, Die Religion der
Riimer, ii. (183G) p. 58 f.

5 See Tac. Ann. iii. 36; Plautus, Riidens, 723; Die Cassius,
IJistoria Romana, xlvii. 10; Bulmerincq, op. cit. p. 58ff.

;

Mommsen, Ji'ijniaches Stra/recht (1890), p. 458 1.

6 Dio Cassius, .\lvii. 19.
7 Tac. Ann. iv. 67; Suetonius, Tiberius, 53; Mommsen, op.

cit. p. 460.
" Jlommsen, op. dt. i>. 461 f.

'•> Novellce, xvii. 7.

10 Helmold, Chrnnik der Slaver., i. 83 (1852), p. 170.
" Wilda, Das SIrafrecht der Germanen (1842), p. 248 1.;

Stemann, Den daiiske Retshi,^torie iiuitil Christian V.'s Lov
(1871), p. 578; Brunucr, Deutsche Recht.igeschichte, ii. (1892)
p. 610; Fuld, luc. cit. yi. 138 f.; Fraucnstadt, Blatrache tmd
TodtschlagsUhne im detUschen Mittelalter (1881), p. 51.

within the church was recognized in most of their

codes. In the Middle Ages and later, persons Avho

fled to a church or to certain boundaries surround-

ing it were, for a time at least, safe from all

prosecution, it being considered treason against
God, an olience beyond compensation, to force

even tiio most flagrant criminal from His altar.

The ordinary of tlic sacred place, or his official,

was the only one who could try to induce him to

leave it ; but if he failed, the utmost that could be
done was to deny tlie refugee victuals, so that he

might go forth voluntarily.^ In the Lex Baiu-
ivariaru/n (i. 7) it is asserted in the strongest terms
that there is no crime which may not be pardoned
from the fear of God and reverence for the saints.

But the right of sanctuary was gradually subjected
to various restrictions both by secular legisla-
tion and by the Church.^ Innocent III. enjoined
that refuge should not be given to a highway
robl>or or to anybody who devastated cultivated
fields at night,^ and, according to Beaumanoir's
Coutuines da Beauvoisis (xi. 15 tt'.), dating from
the 13th cent., it was also denied to persons guilty
of sacrilege or arson. The Parliament of Scotland
enacted that whoever sought the protection of the
Church for homicide should be required to come
out and undergo an assize, that it might be found
whether it was committed of '

forethought felony'
or in '

cliaud-melle'; and only in the latter case

was he to be restored to the sanctuary, the sherifl

being directed to give him security to that eflect

before requiring him to leave it.'* In England a
malefactor who took refuge in a consecrated church
could not be removed from it ; but it was the duty
of the four neighbouring

'
vills

'

to beset the holy
place, prevent his escajie, and send for a coroner,
who then came and parleyed with the refugee.
The latter had his choice between submitting to

trial and abjuring the realm. If he chose to

abjure the realm, he hurried, dressed in pilgrim's
guise, to the jiort which was assigned to him, and
left England, being bound by his oath never to

return. His land Avas escheated, his chattels Avere

forfeited, and if he came back his fate Avas that
of an outlaAV. But if the refugee Avould neither
submit to trial nor abjure the realm, then the
contention of the civil poAver Avas that, at all

events after he had enjoyed the right of asylum for

forty days, he was to be starved into .submission ;

although the clergy resented this interference
with the peace of Holy Church.^ In the reign
of Henry Vlll. there Avere certain places Avhich
Avere alloAved to be '

places of tuition and privilege
'

—in fact, cities of permanent refuge for persons
who should, according to ancient usage, have

abjured the realm, after having fled to a church.
There Avas a governor in each of these privileged
places, charged Avith the daily duty of mustering
his men, Avho Avere not to exceed twenty in each

toAvn, and Avho had to Avear a badge Avhenever

they appeared out of doors. But Avlien these

regulations Avere made, the protection of sanctuary
Avas taken away from persons guilty of murder,
rape, burglary, higliAvay robbery, or arson. The
laAV of sanctuary Ava-s then left unchanged till the

reign of James I., Avhen, in theory, the privilege
in question Avas altogether denied to criminals.''

1 Milinan, Uistvry of Latin Christianity, ii. (1867) p. 59;
Bulmcrincii, op. cit. \t. 73 ff. ; Fuld, loc. cit. p. 130 ff. ; Bracton,
de Legibus et consuetudinibus Anglia:, fol. Viijb, vol. ii. (1879)
p. 392 (. ; Innes, Scatlaiul in the Middle Ages (\S(JO), p. 195 f.

2 Brunner, op. cit. ii. 611 f.; Bulmerincq, op. cit. p. 91 ff.;

Fuld, loc. cit. p. 140 f.

»
Gre!,'ory ix., Decretules, iii. 49. 6.

4 Innes, op. cit. p. 198.
•'' I'oUock and Maitland, History of English Law before the

Tiiiif of Edward J. ii. (1898) p. 590 f.; RiSville, 'L'abjuratio
rcgni,' in Revue historique, vol. 1. (1892) p. 14 ff.

«
I'ike, History of Crime in England, ii. (1876) p. 253 ;

Blackstone, Commentaii-ies on the Laivs of England, vol. iv.

(1778) p. 333.
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Yet, as a matter of fact, asylums continued to exist

in England so late as the reign of George i., when
that of St. Peter's at Westminster was abolished.!

In the legislation of Sweden the last reference to

tlie privilege of sanctuary is found in an enactment

of 1528.2 Iq France it was abolished by an

ordonnancc of 1539.^ In Spain it existed even

in the 19tli century.'' Not long ago the most

important churches in Abyssinia,'^ the monastery
of Allaf Woira in the .same country,"^ and the

quarter in Gondar where the head of the Abys-
sinian clergy has his residence,'' were reported to

be asylums for criminals. And the same was the

case with the old Christian churches among the

Suanetians of the Caucasus."

Among the ancient Irish the right of sanctuary
also existed. This was of two sorts : temporary
within the precinct [maigcn) of a person of rank,
and permanent within the land of a hostel {hrudcn)
or the glebe (itemed, termann) of a church. The

"maigcn varied according to the status of the owner
of the land, ranging from the radius of one spear-
cast to the entire plain in wliich the palace of a

provincial king, the king of Ireland, or the Arch-

bishop of Armagh, stood. Within the maigen the

fugitive, when duly certified of the character of

the place and granted formal permission to enter,
was safe, so long as he in no wise injured the

vuiigcn or its owner, for a time, but must sooner

or later incur the penalty of his original misdeed.

Witldn the bruden, on the other hand, a homicide
was safe from the vengeance of his victim's friends

until lie could obtain a fair trial before a brehon,
or judge.

' The right accorded to the maigen of a

dwelling was for the protection of the owner

against scenes of violence on his premises by
outsiders— not primarily in the interest of the

fugitive ; and as it dei)ended on the will— or

caprice
—of the owner, it was uncertain. It was

indeed not an a.sylum at all in the proper sense of

the word. But the sanctuary of a church or the

a.sjdum of a bruden was absolute and inviolable,

depending on no conditions and on no man's will or

caprice.'"

7. In many cases the tombs of dead or the
houses of living persons serve as asylums. The
Arab poet IJammad found a safe refuge at the
tomb of his enemy's father.'" In the monarchical
states of the Gallas, in Eastern Africa, homicides

enjoy a legal right of asylum if they have
succeeded in escaping to a hut near the burial-

place of the king." Among the Barotse'- and
Kafirs '^ the tombs of chiefs are places of refuge.

Among the Ovambos in South-Western Africa the

village of a great chief is abandoned at his death,

except by the members of a certain family, who
remain there to prevent it from falling into utter

decay ; and condemned criminals who contrive to

escape to one of these deserted villages are safe,
at least for a time." Among various peoples the
domicile of the chief or king is an asylum for

1 Jusserand, English Wayfaring Life in the Middle Age^
(1892), p. IOC.

- Nordstrom, Bidrarj till den sue7iska samhiills-fiir/attningens
historia, ii. (1S4(I) p. 40,'i.

s Dii Hoj'3, Uistoire du droit criminel des peuples modemes,
iL (1.S5S) p. 246.

•• Du Boys, Histoire du droit criminel de VEspagne (1870),

p. 227 f.

5
HellwifT, Das A.fi/!recht der Natxirvijlker (19)GZ), p. 52.

6 Harris, Uiijhlaiulx of ^'Ethiopia, ii. (1844) p. 03.
"
Kiippel, lieise in AbynHnicn, ii. (1S4U) pp. 74, 81 ; von

Heuglin, Reuse nach Ahexsinien (1868), p. 213.
" von Ilaxthaiisen, Transcaxicania (1854), p. 160 n.
9
Jo>'ce, Social Ilist. of Ancient Ireland (1903), i. 358 f., ii.

44 f., 173.
10 Goldziher, op. cit. i. 236.
n Paulilschke, Elhnugraphie Nordost-Afrika.t, Die geistige

Ctiltiir der Daiuikil, etc. (1896), p. 157.
12 Pecle, Three Years in Saraye Africa (189S), p. 75.
13 Reliine,

'

IHis Kedit dtr Aniaxosa' in ZVliW x. 51.
14 Schiiiz, De%itsck-Stidwe$t-Afrika (1891), 312.

criminals
;

^ and in some places in West Africa
the same is the case with the house of the high
priest.

2 In Usambara, again, a murderer cannot
be arrested at any of the four places wliere the

great wizards of the countiy reside.* But even
the house of an ordinary man may possess the

right of asylum. Among the Bareas and Kunamas,
in Eastern Africa, a murderer who linds time to
llee into another person's dwelling cannot be seized,
and it is considered a point of honour for the

community to help him to escape abroad.* In
the Belew Islands ' no enemy may be killed in a

house, especially not in the presence of tlie host.'^
In Europe the privilege of asylum went hand in
hand with the sanctity of the homestead ;

® and
the reach of a man's peace was proportionate to
his rank.''

8. The right of sanctuary has been ascribed to
various causes. Obviously erroneous is the sugges-
tion that places of refuge were estal^lished with a
view to protecting unintentional offenders from

punishment or revenge." The restriction of the

privilege of sanctuary to cases of accidental

injuries is not at all general, and where it occurs
it is undoubtedly an innovation due to moral or
social considerations. Very frequently this privi-

lege has been attributed to a desire to give time for

the first heat of resentment to pass over before the

injured party could seek redress.^ But although
such a desire may have helped to preserve the

right of asylum where it has once come into

existence, it could hardly account for the origin
of this right. It should be rememljered that the

privilege of sanctuary not only affords temporary
protection to the refugee, but in many cases

altogether exempts him from punishment or

retaliation, and that shelter is given even to
animals winch have fied to a sacred place. And
if the theory referred to were correct, how could
we explain the fact that the right of asylum is

particularly attached to sanctuaries ? It has been
said that the right of sanctuary bears testimony
to the power of certain places to transmit tiieir

virtues to those who entered them.'" But it is

doubtful whether we have any evidence that the

fugitive is supposed to partake of the .sanctity of

tlie place which sliclters him. In Morocco, persons
who are permanently attached to mosques or the
shrines of saints are generally regarded as more

1 Harmon, Voyages and Travels in the Interior of \orth
America (1820), p. 297 (Tacullies); Lewin, Hill Tracts of
Chittiigong (1869), p. 100 (Kukis); Junghuhn, Die Batlaldnder
aiif Sunmtra, ii. (1847) 329 (Macassars and Bugis of Celebes);
Tromp, 'Uit de Salasila van Koetei,' in Bijdragen tut de taal-
land- en volkenkunde oan Nederlandsch-Indie, xxxvii. (1888)
p. 84 (natives of Koetei, a district of Borneo) ; Jung, quoted by
Kohler, 'Recht der Marschallinsulaner,' in Zeitschr. f. vergl.
liec/itsiviss. xiv. 447 (natives of Nauru in the Marshall Group);
Turner, Nineteen Years in Polynesia (JSiSl), p. 334 (Samoans);
Rautanen, in Steinmetz, Reehtsoerhdltnisse, p. 342 (Ondongas) ;

Schinz, op. cit. p. 312 (Ovambos) ; Rehme,
' Das Recht der

Amaxosa,' in Zeitschr. f. vergl. liechtstciss. x. 50 ; Merker,
quoted by Kohler,

' Banturecht in Ostafrika,' ib. xv. 55

(Wadshagga) ; Merker, Die Masai (1904), p. 206. Among the
Barotse the residences of the queen and the prime minister are

places of refuge (Deelc, oj). cit. \). T.")).

^ Miiller, Die africaiiischc Lundscliajn Fetu (1673), p. 75 ;

Wilson, Western Africa (1850), p. 129 (Krumen of the Grain
Coast).

3 Krapf, Reisen in Ost-Afrika, ii. (1858) p. 132.
4 Munzinger, Ostafrikanische Studien (1864), p. 503.
5 Kubary, 'Die Palau-Inseln in der Siidsee,' in Jour. d.

ihiseum Godeffroy, iv. (1873) p. 25.
6 Wilda, op. cit. pp. 242, 243, 538, 543 ; Nordstrom, op. cit.

ii. 4oo ; Fuld, loc. cit. p. 152 ; Frauenstadt, op. cit. p. 63 fT.

1 Pollock,
' The King's Peace,' in Laiv Quarterly Heview,

i. 40 f.

s Hegel, Grundlini^n der rhilosojyhie des liechts, § 117 ;

Powell, 'Outlines of Sociology,' in The Saturday Lectures
delivered in the U.S. National Muneum (1882), p. 82.

w Meiners, Geschichtc der Menschheit (1785), p. 1S9; Nord-

strom, op. cit. ii. 401 ; Pardessus, Loi salitjtte (1843), p. 656
;

Bulmerinoq, op. cit. pp. 34, 47 ; Fuld, loc. cit. pp. 102, 118, 119,
294 ff. ; Kohler, Shake.^peare vor dent h'nruin der J tirisprudenz
(1S«3), p. 185 ; C^uatrcmire, op. cit. p. 314.

I'J Granger, Worship of the Romans (IbOb), p. 223 (.
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or less holy ; but, so far as the present \\i iter

knows, this is never the case Avith casual visitors

or suppliants, hence it is hardly from fear of the

refugee that his pursuer refrains from laying hands
on him. Prof. Kobertson Smith has stated part of

the truth in saying that ' the assertion of a man's
undoubted rights as against a fugitive at the

sanctuary is regarded as an encroachment on its

holiness.^ There is an almost instinctive fear of

disturbing the peace, and particularly of shedding
blood,

2 in a holy place ; and if it is improper to

commit any act of violence in the house of .another

man, it is naturally considered equally offensive,
and at the same time much more dangei-ous, to do
so in the homestead of a supernatural being. But
this is only one aspect of the matter ; anotlier,

equally important, still calls for an explanation.

Why should the gods or saints themselves be so

anxious to protect criminals who have sought
refuge in their sanctuaries? Why do they not
deliver them up to justice through their earthly

representatives ?

The answer lies in certain ideas which refer to

human as well as divine protectors of refugees.
The god or saint is in exactly the same position
as a man to whose dwelling a person has fled for

shelter. According to Moorish ideas, the owner of

the house or tent must, in his own interest, assist

the fugitive ; for, by being in close contact Avith

him and his family and his belongings, the refugee
is thought to be able to transfer to them curses

and evU wislies. He is in the 'dr of his host, and
l-Ar denotes a compulsory relation between two

persons, tlie constraining character of which is due
to the belief in the transference of a conditional

curse.^ Ideas of this sort seem commonly to

underlie the duty of assisting a suppliant ;

* and

especially when the protector is so mighty a per-

sonage as a king or chief or high priest, his domicile
then readily comes to be regarded as an inviolable

place of refuge. Sometimes a criminal can, in a
similar way, be a danger to the king even from
a distance, or by meeting him, and must in con-

sequence be pardoned. In Madagascar an ofiender

escaped punishment if he could obtain sight of

the sovereign, whether before or after conviction ;

hence criminals at work on the high road were
ordered to withdraw when the sovereign was
known to be coming by.* In Usambara even a
murderer is safe as soon as he has touched the

person of the king.® Among the Marutse and

neighbouring tribes, a person who is accused of

any crime receives pardon if he lays a c^ipa
—the

fossilized base of a conical shell, which is the most

highly valued of all their instruments—at the feet

of his chief ; and a miscreant likewise escapes
punishment if he reaches and throws himself on
the king's drums.'' On the Slave Coast, 'criminals
who are doomed to death are ahvays gagged, be-

cause if a man should speak to the king he must
be pardoned.'^ In Ashanti, if an ofiender should
succeed in swearing on the king's life, he must be

pardoned, because such an oath is believed to in-

volve danger to the king ; hence knives are driven

througli the cheeks from opposite sides, over the

tongue, to prevent him from speaking.* So also

among the Romans, according to an old Jewish
Avriter, a person condemned to death was gagged

1 Rel. ofSem.^p. 148.
'•i Westermarck, Origin and Development of the Moral Ideas,

i. (1906) p. 3S0.
3 Westerm.arck, in Anthrop. Essays presented to E. B. Tylor,

p. 3Clff.
•• Westermarck, Origin and Development of tJie Moral Idea.i,

i. .587 ff.

5
Ellis, Uistory of Madagascar, i. (183S) p. 37C.

''> Krapf, op. oil. ii. 132 n.*
"
Gibbons, Exploration in Central Africa (1898), p. 129.

«
Ellis, Ewe-speaking Peoples of the Slave Coast (1890), p. 224.

« lb. p. 224.

to prevent him from cursing the king.^ Fear
of the curses pronounced by a dissatisfied refugee
likewise, in all probability, underlay certain other

customs which were prevalent in ancient Rome.
A servant or slave who came and fell down at

the feet of Juppiter's high priest, taking hold of

his knees, was for that day freed from the whip ;

and if a ])risoner with irons and bolts on his feet

succeeded in approaching the high priest in his

house, he was let loose and his fetters were thrown
on to the road, not through the door, but from
tlie roof. 2 Moreover, if a criminal who had been
sentenced to death accidentally met a Vestal virgin,
on his way to the place of execution, his life was
saved. 3 So sensitive to imprecations were both

Juppiter's liigh priest and the priestesses of Vesta,
that tlie Prajtor was never allowed to compel them
to take an oath.* Among several peoples even

ordinary women are regarded, in a way, as asylums,

probably from fear of the magic power attributed to

their sex. In various parts of Morocco, especially

among the Berbers and Jbaia, or northern moun-

taineers, a person who takes refuge with a woman
by touching her is safe from his pursuer. Among
the Arabs of the plains this custom is dying out,

owing to their subjection to the Sultan's govern-
ment ;

' but among certain Asiatic Bedawin, the

tribe of Shammar, ' a woman can protect any
number of persons, or even tents.'® Among the

Circassians, 'a stranger who intrusts himself to

the patronage of a woman, or is able to touch with
his mouth the breast of a wife, is spared and pro-
tected as a relation of the blood, though he were
the enemy, nay even the murderer, of a similar

relative.' ' The inhabitants of Barfeges in BigoiTe
have, down to recent times, preserved the old

custom of pardoning a criminal who has sought
refuge with a woman.*
Now, as a refugee may by his curse force a king

or a priest or any other human being with Avhom
he establishes some kind of contact, to protect him,
so he may in a similar manner constrain a god or

saint as soon as he has entered his sanctuary.

According to the Moorish expression, he is then in

the 'dr of the saint, and the saint is bound to

protect him, just as a host is bound to protect his

guest. It is not only men that have to fear the

curses of dissatisfied refugees, ^schylus puts the

following Avords into the mouth of Apollo, Avhen

he declares his intention to assist his suppliant,
Orestes: 'Terrible both among men and gods is

the Avrath of a refugee, Avhen one abandons him
Avith intent.'®
Literature.—Bulmerincq, -Das Asylrecht, Dorpat, 1853 ; R.

Andree,
' Die Asyle,' in Globus xxxviii. , Brunswick, 1880 ; Fuld,

'Das Asylrecht im Alterthiim und Mittelalter,' in ZVRW vii.,

Stuttgart, 1887 ; Barth, de Grcecorum asylis, Stvassburg, 1888 ;

J. G. Frazer, 'The Origin of Totemism,' in The Fortnightly

Review, N.S., Ixv., London, 1899; Hellwig, Das Asylrecht der

Naturuolker, Berlin, 1903 ; Westermarck, The Origin and De-

velopment of the Moral Ideas, ii. (London, 1908) pp. 628-638.

Edward Westermarck.
ATARGATIS.— Atargatis^ ('ArdpyaTis, 'Arap-

ydri], 'Ar^pyaTis, 'ArapyaTeiTiS,
'

ATTa[p]yd6r)) is the

Greek pronunciation of nnvinv, a Syrian goddess
often mentioned by classical writers. The Aram,
name Avas shortened into nnyin, the regular form
in the Talmud, Syr. literature, and Armenian ;

and from this Avas derived AepKeru), Derceto, a
1 Quoted by Levias,

'

Cursing," in JEiv. 390 (cf. in general,
for Biblical and Tahnudic material. Toy and Ginzberg, ib. ii.

256-259).
2 Plutarch, Questionea Romance, 111 ; Aulus Gellius, Noctes

Atticce, X. 15. 8, 10.

3 Plutarch, Numa, x. 5.

4 Aulus Gellius, x. 15. 31.
6 Westermarck, Origin and Develop, of the Moral Ideas, i. 668.

'5 Layard, Discoveries in the Ruins of Nineveh and Babylon

(1853)," p. 318.
1 Pallas, Travels through the Southern Provinces of the

RuKstan Empire, i. (1802) p. 404.
8 Fischer, Berareisen, i. (1804) p. 60.

» ifechylus, FAtmenides, 232 ff .
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common Gr. and Lat. form. The origin of this

name Avas a matter of much speculation to earlier

scholars. Selden (dc Bis Syris, 178) explained it

as a corruption of J'J't^n,
'

great lish,' and connected
it with iMgon ; Sicklcr [Die Hicroglyphen, 74 f.)

and Gesenius (G'owt. iib. Is. ii. 342) interpreted it as

npnK,
'

greatness of fortune
'

; Movers (Phonizier,
\. 594) as Aram. Nn^nn,

'

cleft,' like Heb. n^pj, as a

designation for ' female '

; de Vogii6 (Syrie Centrale,
Insc. Soil. 1 i.), followed by Baudissin {Jahve ct

Moloch, 25), asruj-iny,
' fullness of favourable time.'

All these etymologies Avere set aside by the dis-

covery of inscriptions bearing the name nnynny, the

original Aram, designation of the goddess (see

beloAv). EAvald (Inschr. von Sidon, 1856, p. 52) at

once recognized that this Avas compounded out of

iny, "Atar, and nny, 'Ate, tAvo Avell-known Syrian
deities, and in this vieAV he has been followed by
Levy (Phon. Stud. ii. 39), Noldeke [ZDMG xxiv.

1870, pp. 92, 109), Baudissin (Studien, i. 238 ; PEE^
ii. 172), Baethgen [Bcitruge, 69 IF.), and nearly all

recent scholars. Lagarde (Mitt. i. 1884, 77 f.)

doubts the correctness of this vicAV, and Jensen

(Hittitcr und Armcnicr, 1898, 157 f.) suggests that

Atargatis is derived from a hypotlietical Hittite

goddess Tarkhu. Neither of these scholars has

succeeded, hoAvever, in disproving the commonly
accepted etymology.
'Atnr, the lirst element in the compound, is the

Aramaic form of the name that appears in Canaan
as 'Ashtar(t), (Astarte) ; in Assyr. and Bab. as

Ishtar ; in South Arabia as 'Atlitar ; in Abj'ssinia
as'Astar; in Moab as'Ashtar. lieb. v and Arab.

t^j regularly correspond Avith Aram, n, bo that

Heb. mnB'y becomes Aram. inny. 'Athtar was soon
assimilated 'u\to'Attar, and this Avas Avritten "iny,

the usual form in the inscriptions. The phonetic
relation of these various forms shows that 'Athtar

('Ashtart, Astarte) Avas a primitive Semitic deity
Avho must have been Avorshipped by the Aramajans
from the earliest times. The lirst appearance of

the name is in the Annals of Ashurbanipal (Rassam,
viii. 112, 124 =KIB ii. 221 f.; Cyl. B, vii. 92 =KIB
ii. 215, n. 4), Avhere the form Atar-samain,

'

heavenly
Atar,' indicates the Aramaic origin of the divinity.
It appears also in Syrian proper names such as

Atar-bi"di, Atar-gabri, Atar-'idri, Atar-sftri (Johns,
Ass. Doomsday Book, 17 ; Ililprecht, Bab. Exp. ix.

51, 76). A gem bears the inscription iiyiny, 'Atar
is strong' (Levy, Phon. Stud. ii. 38; E. Meyer,
ZDMG xxxi. 1877, 732, n. 1). From none of these

early mentions does it appear whether 'Atar is

masculine or feminine. In South Arabia, Abys-
sinia, and Moab it is masculine, in A.s.syria and
Canaan it is feminine (cf. Barton, Semitic Origins,
ch. iv.). Winckler [Altorient. Forsch. i. 528) has

shoAvn, hoAvever, that Ashurbanipal in tAvo texts

equates Atar-samain Avith the Assyrian Ishtar,
Avhicli is aJAvays feminine (in spite of the absence
of fem. ending). Strabo also (xvi. 785) says that
Athara is the same as Atargatis, and Atargatis is

always feminine. Athara seems clearly to be
a variant form of 'Athtar, 'Attar, and Noldeke
(ZDMG xxiv. 109) explains it on the analogy of

Arab. 'Athur for 'Aththur, 'Ashshur, 'Assyria.'
Justin (Hist. Phil, xxxvi. 2) speaks of Arates
(Arathis = Athares) as the Avife of Damascus, for
Avhom he built a temple. In the light of this evi-

dence there can be no doubt that the Aramajan
Atar Avas a goddess (see AsHTAKT).
'Ate or 'Athr, the second element in the com-

jiound name Atargatis, appears in the forms nny,

Kill', and n;- in Palmyrene proper names, e.g. [njnv,
npi-nv, 'AOriaKa^o^, nnyi^T, xnvini, '^a^baa.O-qi or 2a;8-
o^aOrts, n.nyij, nny-av, -nv as the name of a man, and
'ny as the name of a Avoman (de Vogiie, lyisc. Sent.
No. oO, 5, 19, 63, 74, 107, 143, 54 ; Mordtmann,

' Neue Beitrage z. Kunde Palmyra's,' SMA 1875,
47; Sachau, ZDMG xxxv. 1881, p. 740 f.). It ap-
pears also in Phren. inscriptions from Cyprus in
the names nynj and

^,[^-iny (CIS, No. 93, 79 ; cf.

Noldeke, ZDMG xlii. 1888, p. 471; Haldvy,
Mdanges de critique et d'histoire, 1883, 146). In
Gr. inscriptions and authors it assumes the forms
'AOrj, 'AOiji, "A^as, "EOaos. These forms and the
masc. verbs in the Palmyrene proper names sug-
gest that 'Ate is a male divinity, but tliere is .so

much looseness in Palmyrene in the agreement of
the verb Avith the gender of its subject that this

argument is not conclusive. Pseudo-Melito (in
Otto's Corp. Apol. Christ, ix. 426, 505 ; Cureton,

Spicileg. 44, 25 Syr.) describes •_• Aii, 'Ati, as Avor-

shipped at Iladyab (Adiabene), and uses the femi-
nine in speaking of her, but this testimony also
is far from decisive. As uncertain as the sex
of 'Ate is his (or her) identity. De Vogiie and
Baudissin think that the name is |Ai», Ileb. ny, in

the sense of ' favourable season,' and that it was
used originally merely to distinguish the 'Atar of

Ileliopolis from other 'Atars, but subsequently Avas

separated from her as the name of an independent
deity. This is very unlikely. Combinations of

two deities into one are common in the Semitic
Avorld, but the separation of one into tAvo is an
unknoAvn phenomenon. Levy (Phon. Stud. iv. 7)
and Six (Numism. Chron. 1878, 108) hold W\^t'Ate
comes from 'Ante,'Anath, but the Gr. equivalent
'KQri makes this vieAv dillicult. Baethgen (Beitr.
71 fi".) identifies 'Ate Avith Attes (a Lydian deity),
Avhich appears in the proper names Sadyattes,
Myattes, Alyattes, and he appeals to Lucian's story
(de Dea Syr. 15) of the founding of the temple at

tlierapolis by Attes the Lydian in honour of Rhea
who had castrated him. In that case the phonetic
relation of Athes to Attes is the same as that of

Athara to Attar (see above). Hommel (PSBA,
1897, p. 81) thinks also that the original seat of

the Avorship of 'Ate was in eastern Asia Minor (see

Ate, Attis).
When so nmcli doubt exists as to the character

of 'Ate, it is ditiicult to determine Avhat is the
relation of "Atar to this deity in the compound
'Atar-'Ate, or how the character of the primitive
Senutic 'Atar is modilicd by this relationship.

Meyer (ZDMG xxxi. 730) and Hommel (I.e.) re-

gard 'Atar as the Avife of 'Ate, but Hadad is ahvays
represented as her consort. Halevy (I.e. 224) sug-
gests that 'Atar is the daughter of 'Ate, and com-

pares
' Ishtar the daughter of Sin.' Baudissin

(PRE^ ii. 173) thinks that, if 'Ate is a real name
and not a mere title of 'Atar, he is probably the son
of 'Atar (cf. Ishtar and Tammuz and the legends
given below of Atargatis and her son). Baethgen
(Beitr. 71 fl".) thinks that the relationship is 'Atar

='Ate, i.e. Attes has lost his
identity

in 'Atar ;

and he appeals to Lucian's story (see auove). The
philological method cannot throAv much light on
this problem, and Ave are compelled to turn to the
allusions in the inscriptions and in classical writers
in order to ascertain the character of Atargatis.
The earliest references to the Avorship of this

goddess ai-e found in fragments of Ctesias (t c. B.C.

400) scattered througli the Avritings of later classical

authors (cf. Ctes. Eeli'i. ed. Bahr, 393-395 ; Miiller,
in Dindorf's Herodotus, 16 ft".). Strabo (xvi. 785)

says that Ctesias calls Atargate Derketd. Diodorus
Siculus (ii. 4), in dependence upon Ctesias (cf. ii. 20),

narrates that Aphrodite Avas angry with Derk6t6,
ami caused her to fall in love Avitli a beautiful

youth among those who sacriliced in the temple
in Askalon. By him slie became the mother of

Semiramis. Filled with shame, she caused the

youth to disappear, and placed the child in a

desert, Avherc she Avas fed by doves. She then
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cast herself into a lake near Askalon and was
changed into a fish, with the exception of her face.

Tliisisthe origin of the half-human half-lish image
of Derketo. The same stoiy is rei)cated hy Atliena-

goras (Legat. pro Christ. 26) and by an anonymous
author (Bitlir, op. cit. 393 f.; Midler, op. cit. 18), Avho
also calls Derk6t6 ' the Syrian goddess.' Eratos-
thenes (Cataster. 38) cites Ctesias as his authority
for the statement that DerkCt6 was saved hy a iisli

at Bambyce (Hierapolis, the modern Membidj) in
northern Syria. He also calls her the goddess of

Syria. _ Hyginus (Astron. ii. 41) states, on tlie

authority of Ctesias, that a lish rescued Isis [i.e.

Derk6t6) from the sea, and therefore the Syrians
regard lislies as holy, abstain from eating them,
and worship golden images of them. Xanthus
the Lydian, a contemporary of Ctesias, cited hy
Mnaseas, according to Athenicus (viii. 37), states

(if the citation be genuine) that Atargatis because
of her i)ride was seized by the Lydian Mopsus
and cast with her son Ichtinis ('fish') into a lake
near Askalon, where she was devoured by fishes.

Hesychius (s.v.
'

ArraydOrj) says that she is called

'AOdpi] by Xanthus.
The earliest epigraphic evidence of the wor.ship

of Atargatis is found on a coin bearing on one side
the inscription iin i^y, 'Abd-Hadad, on the other

lnv^nv, 'Atar atu (de Luynes, Essai sur la nnmismat.
dcs Satrap., 18-16, p. 39, pi. v.; Blau, ZDMG vi.

1852, pp. 473 f.). De Luynes supposed that this

belonged to the Persian period, but it is probably
to be assigned ratiier to the early Greek period.
It comes perhaps from Hierapolis, and is interest-

ing as confirming the statements of later writers
that Hadad and Atargatis were the two gi'eat
divinities of Syria. Other coins of 'Abd-Hadad
show the more usual spelling nnynny, 'Atar'ateh

(see Waddington, RN vi. 1861, p. 9 ft".; Six,
Numismatic Chronicle, 1878, p. 105).

According to 2 Mac 12-", Judas Maccabseus in the

year B.C. 164 Ment forth against Camion and the

temple of Atergatis (to
'

Arep-yaTtov) and slew 25,000
people. In 1 Mac 5* this is described as rh re/mevos
4v Kapvatv. From this it appears that the cult of

Atargatis flourished during the Greek period not

only in Hierapolis and Askalon, but also in Bashan.
An inscription of the same period from Kefr
Hauwar, on the road between Damascus and
Banias, bearing the word ['Ayapydrr] indicates pro-
bably that there was a temple of Atargatis in this

place (Waddington, No. 1890). Excavations in
Delos have disclosed a number of votive inscrip-
tions to Atargatis dating from a period shortly
before the beginning of the Christian era. Here
occur the forms 'ArapydrT], 'Aripyans, 'Arapydreiris
(BCH iii. 407), and 'Ardpyans [ib. vi. 495 ft'., vii.

477, viii. 132). These inscriptions combine Atar-
gatis and Adados (Hadad) and identify Atargatis
with Aphrodite. In one case she is called 'A^poSiri;
'ATclp7aris, in another cxyz't? 'Acppodirr]. Her priests
are calletl

'

Hierapolitans,' either because this was
a colony tliat had come from Hierapolis, or because
the cult was known to be derived from that city.
Ovid (t A.D. 17) tells how Dercetis was changed

into a iish in Palestine (Mctam. iv. 44-46). Ger-
manicus (fA.D. 19) calls her 'the Syrian goddess,'
Derccto, and Atargatis [Scholia on Arafiis, ed.

Breysig, pp. 65, 981, 125, 176), and adds the new
information that she was changed into a fish at

Bambyce (Hierajjolis). Strabo (fA.D. 24) says,
'

Atargate (according to some MSS, Artagate) the
Syrians call Atliara, but Ctesias calls her Derkcto.'
Here Atargatis is identified Avith 'Athar

(
= Ath-

tar, Ashtart, Astarte) in the same manner in
which she is identified with Ajjhrodite in tlie

Delos inscriptions (cf. xvi. 748, 785). Cornutus
(fA.D. 08) records {de Nat. Deor. 6) that fishes and
doves were yacred to Atargatis, the goddess of the

Syrians, and therefore were not eaten. Pliny
(tA.D. 79), in HN v. 13 (14), 69, says of Joppa,
' There is worshipped the fabulous Ccto.' Whether
this is to be understood of the sea-monster (k^tos),
whose skeleton, according to Strabo and Pliny,
was shown at Joppa, or whether it is to be re-

garded as a truncated form of Der-ceto, is uncertain

(cf. Baudissin, Studicn, ii. 178). In v. 23 (19), 81,

Pliny identifies Atargatis with Derceto, and says
that she was worslajJiied at Hierapolis, or Bambyce,
or Ma1x)g. In xxxii. 2, (8) 17, he speaks of the

])ond of sacred fish at the temple of Hierapolis.
Plutarch (Crass. 17) .says of the goddess of Hicr-

ajwlis that some call her Aphrodite, others Hera,
while otliers regard her as the divinity who out of

moisture produces the seeds of all things, and has
shown men the way to all good things.
A Palmyrene bilingual of the year A.D. 140 (de

Vogiie, Inscr. Sem.. 3 = Waddington, 2588) mentions
nnvnnj;, or \^Arap'Y/dTei, as one of the '

good
'

or one
of the ' national

'

gods. On the strength of this in-

scription a broken Palmyrene text (CIG iii. 4480)
is doul)tless to be restored ['Ara/)7]dr£t. Another

inscription of the 2nd cent, from Astypalaia, near

Crete, reads,
'

ArapyareiTl dviOrjKav (see llayet,
' DMi-

cace h. la dcesse Atergatis,' BCH iii. 1879, pp.
406 ft'.; cf. CIG iv. 7046 ; ZDMG xxxix. 43).
The fullest of all the accounts of the cult of Atar-

gatis at Hierapolis is found in the treatise of Lucian
(t c. A.D. 200), de Dea Syria. Lucian was himself
a Syrian, and speaks as an eye-witness. He never
calls the goddess Atargatis, and refuses to identifj'
her with Derk6t6 of Askalon, because the image
in that place had a fish's tail, Avhile the one in Hier-

apolis had perfect human form (14). He prefers to
call her Hera (1, 16), although he admits that there
is much to be said in favour of the view that she is

Rhea (15). Nevertheless, there is no doubt that
his '

Syrian goddess
'

is really Atargatis. His title

"Zvpla debs is one that is constantlj'^ applied to this

divinity by other writers. Hierapolis is known to

have been a chief centre of her cult. The priests of

Atargatis at Delos entitle themselves Hierapolitans.
In the temple was a jiond of sacred fish, such as

Pliny describes in the temple of Atargatis at Hier-

apolis ; and Lucian himself nan-ates that the people
said that the temple was built by Semiramis in

honour of her mother Derketo, and that they ab-
stained from eating fish and doves, in the same
manner as the people of Askalon (14).

The temple of Hierapolis is described by Lucian as the largest
and richest in Syria. To it pilgrims came from all parts of
Western Asia (10). It stood on a hill in the midst of the citj',

and was surrounded with two walls, one of which was very
ancient. To the north of the sanctuary lay a court 100 cubits

square. In this stood a row of huge stone phalli, one of which
a man ascended twice a year, and remained on the top seven
days offering prayers for the people, who placed gifts at the
bottom. In the court there was also an altar of bronze, and
round about it were a multitude of statues of gods, heroes, and
kings, among them ' Semiramis.' Here also bullocks, horses,
eagles, bears, and lions fed together (28-29, 39-41). In the inner

temple, to which onlj' certain priests were admitted, stood three

golden images. The first was that of Hera (Atargatis), which
had attributes not onl3- of Hera but also of Athene, Aphrodite,
Selene, Rhea, Artemis, Nemesis, and the Fates. In one hand
she carried a sceptre, in the other a distaff. On her head, which
was surrounded wth ra}s, she wore a tower-crown, and she was
encircled with a girdle like that of Urania. She stood on lions,
and had a drum like that of Rhea (32, cf. 15). The second image
bore a general resemblance to Zeus, although it was called by a
different name. It was, doubtless, Hadad, who was represented
armed with a thunderbolt. I5etween these two stood a third

image, the sex of which Lucian could not determine. It had no
name, he saj's, but was called merely crij/xijiov,

'

sign.' [Baethgen
(IJeitrdge, 73) is doubtless correct in regarding this statement as
due to a mistake on Lncian's part of nriN for nnil. The third

divinity was really 'Ate, whose name ajipcars as the second ele-

ment in nnyinj;, Atargatis.] As to the origin of the temple,
some said it was built by Deucalion, others by Attes(= Ate?),
others by Semiramis, and others by Stratonice. Lucian pre-
ferred to belie\e that it was the work of Dionysus (12-29).
The priesthood of the temple was very numerous, and was

divided into classes that exercised different functions. Con-
spicuous among these were the Galli, or eunuch-priests. On
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festal occasions young men worked themselves nito a frenzy

throu"h music and otlier religious exercises, and then castrated

themselves. After this they wore women's dress, and travelled

about the oountrv carrying an una^'e
of the goddess, which they

worshipped with'wild orgies, flogging one another and cutting

themselves with knives (50-53, of. Asin. 35-44). Of this custom

Lucian offers two explanations. One was that it was in honour

of 4ttes ('Ate'O, who was castrated by Rhea, and wandered

through the world in female attire ; the other was that it was

in memory of Combabus, who mutilated himself in order to

avoid compromising himself with (iueen Stratonu^e. Tliorc

were also female devotees in the temple (43), and hcenUous

rites were practised as a part of religion (22). . ,,

One of the great annual ceremonies consisted m carrying the

third image (Ate ?) to the seashore and bruiging thence jars of

sea water, which were poured into a hole in the temple precincts

(13 33, 48). Another ceremony in the spring consisted in piling

up'trees in the outer court of the temple, heaping upon them

earments, treasures, and all sorts of animals, and then burning

the whole in the presence of all the gods of Syria, who were

brought by their devotees to witness the rite (49). Domestic

animals, e.vcept the hog, were offered in sacrifice. These were

presented in the temple, and were Uken home to be slam, but

sometimes they were killed by being cast down from the portico of

the temple. Children also were occasionally offered in this way.

I'ilgriins always shaved their heads when coming to the sanctu-

ary, and young men and women presented their hair in gold or

silver boxes before marrying. Tatuing in honour of the god-

dess was a common practice (54-011).

Apiileius (Mctamorph. viii. 170) speaks of tlie

'

oninii»)toiit and all - prod iicinj;- Syrian goddet^s.'

yElian (Hist. Avim. xii. 2) speaks of the reverence

for fishes at Hierapolis or Banibyce. Athena-us

(viii. ;57) gives the goddess tlie name of 'Arep-yans.

Arcadius (do Accent, ed. Barker, 36. 18) calls her

'Ara/ryaTis, Tlie book da Lcgibus, ascribed to Bar-

desancs (t A.D. 223) (in Cureton, Spiciler). Syr. 1855,

20, tr. 31), calls her Tar'athct (\LL.JL), and says

that she is worshipped in Syria and Edessa (tlie (Tr.

translation speaks of Ivhea as worshipped in Syria
and (Jsroone). He also mentions castration as prac-

tised in her worship. TertuUian [ad. Nidion. ii. 8,

cf. Apol. 24) calls Atargatis
' the goddess of the

Syrians.' Macrobius (beginning of 5tli cent.) says
that among the Syrians the sun is called Hadad,
the earth Adargatis. The latter is represented
mounted upon a lion, with lier head encircled by

raj's (Sat. i. 23, IS). Jacob of Sarug (t A.D. 521),

in the documents published by Martin [ZDMQ xxix.

1875, 132), states that Tar'atha (]Z-L>Z) was wor-

shipped at Harran. Simplicius (6th cent.) has the

form 'ArapctTT; (cf. Lagarde, Gcs. Ahhl. 1866, 238).

The Talmud (Abodcl zarc'i, lib; tr. Ewald, 1868,

p. 85) calls her Taratha (xnynn), and says that she

IS worshipped at 3£D, i.e. iSIabog (Bambyce, Hier-

apolis). In Armenian writers the goddess appears
as Thnratha. Moses of Chorene (ii. 27) says that

Abgar built Edessa and brought into it his idols,

Nabok, Bel, Bathnichal, and Tharatha. For other

Armenian authorities see Lagarde, 'Armenische

Studien' in AGG xxii. 1877, p. 58, §846; Mordt-

mann, ZDMG xxxix. 43.

From these ac(.'Ounts it appears that Atargatis is

merely a local form of the primitive Semitic god-
dess Ishtar-'Athtar. Strabo and Hesychius both

affirm her identity with Athara, and the Delos in-

scriptions call her Aphrodite. Like Astarte, she

was a goddess of life-giving water and of fertility.

The main seats of her cult, Askalon, Karnaim, and

Delos, were places long devoted to the worship of

Astarte. Doves were sacred to her as to Astarte,

and, according to Artemidorus (Onirocrit. i. 8), fish

were not eaten by the worshippers of Astarte any
more than by the worshippers of Atargatis. The

emi)liasis upon sex in the cult at Hierapolis, as de-

scribed by Lucian, also favours the original identity
of Atargatis with Astarte. At the same time it is

doubtless true that, in the mind of the common
people, tiie Astarte of Hierapolis was distinguished
from the Aslartes of other cities as a separate deity,

ju.st as Ishtar of Arbela was distinguished by the

Assyrians from Ishtar of Nineveh. At Askalon
there was a temple of Astarte as well as one of

Derketo, and there is no evidence that the Atar-

gatis of Karnaim was regarded as the same as

the old Ashtoreth of Karnaim. See ASHTART,
Ishtar.

Hierapolis was, doubtless, the starting point of

her cult, becau.se her name is Aramaic. Mabog,
the native name of Hierapolis, is apparently ll^z:;,

'sjjring,' and is derived from a sacred spring in the

precincts of tlie goddess. From Mabbog or Manbog
comes the Gr. Batnbi/re. From this centre the cult

spread in every direction. \Ve find it at Falmyra,
in the ^auran, at Karnaim, at Askalon, and in the

Greek islands. Into every jilace where the worship
of Astarte had gone that of Atargatis seems to have
followed. During the Hellenistic period she became
well known in all ports of the Mediterranean, and

by Greek and Latin writers she was commonly called
' the Syrian goddess.'

LiTEiiATiiiB.—In addition to the special treatises referred to

above, see the art. and full bililiography by Baudissin in PUE'^
ii. (1897) p. 171 ;

also artt.
'

Atargatis
' and ' Dea Syria

*

in Roscher

(1884) and in I'auly-Wissowa (1894) ; Puchstein, ZA ix. (1892),

420; W. R. Smith, liclUjUin of the. SemitM- (1S94), 172-175;

White, art.
'

Atargatis,' in Hastings' DH i. (1800), 104 ; Cheyne,
art.

'

Atargatis,' in EBi (1899) ; Barton, Semitic Oricjins (1902),

233-243. Lewis Bayles Faton.

ATAVISM.—This word is used in three senses.

(1) It is used to denote the hereditary re-appear-
ance of a character not seen in the parents, or

even in the immediate ancestry, but found in an

ancestral race or in one related thereto. Thus,

markedly projecting canine teeth in man have been

regarded as re-expressions of a Simian character,

and supplementary maninue on the breast of a

woman have been regarded (probably quite erro-

neously) as atavistic re-appearances of a char-

acteristic of the Lemuroids. (2) It is used to

denote the hereditary re-appearance of a character

not seen in the parents, but known to have occurred

in a definite ancestor belonging to the stock.

Thus, a child may have the peculiar hazel eyes or

a peculiar lock of hair characteristic of a gi-eat-

gi-andparent, and not expressed in the intervening

lineage. To such cases the term ' reversion
'_

is

often restricted—'the full re-appearance in an in-

dividual of a character which is recorded to have

occurred in a definite ancestor of the same race'

(K. Fearson, Gram, uf Science-, 1900, p. 489), while
' atavism

'

is restricted to ' a return of an individual

to a character not typical of the race at all, but

foiuid in allied races supposed to be related to the

evolutionary ancestry
of the given race' [ih.).

This would be a useful distinction between atavism

and reversion, but unfortunately some scientific

wTiters have used the two terms in the very

opposite way, applying 'reversion' to (1) and
' atavism

'

to (2). The distinction which Pearson

makes seems quite clear, but we doubt if it is

now practicable. (3) It remains justifiable to use

'atavism' and 'reversion' as synonyms denoting
the hereditary re-appearance of characters which

were latent in the parents at least, but which

were expressed in definite—not problematical-
ancestors near or remote. It need hardly be said

that an atavism is not necessarily a deterioration ;

it may be a throw-back to a higher degree of

diiierentiation. That depends on the direction in

which the species or stock is evolving in relation

to its ancestors.

Examples.—\ dovecot with carefully bred pigeons was left

to itself for some years, after which it was found to contain

numerous blue pigeons, resembling in many ways the wild rock-

dove (Columba livia), believed to be the ancestor of all the

domestic breeds of pigeon. In exact experiment this reversion

to the rock-dove type has been repeatedly observed. Culti-

vated flowers and vegetables, such as pansies and cabbages,

sometimes produce forms hardly distinguishable from their

wild progenitors. The nectarine, which is derived from a peach,

may produce what is practically a peach again ; the while

flowering-currant, which is derived from the common red form,

may ha\e branches with red flowers. In a hornless breed of
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cattle, derived oriijinally from a horned breed, a horned indi-

vidual may suddenly re-appear. A dark bantam hen, crossed
with an Indian Game Dorking cock, produced amongst others
a cockerel almost identical with a jung:Ie fowl (Gallus bunkiva)—i.e. with the original wild stock (Cossar Ewart). Similarly,
in his horse-zebra hybridizations. Professor Cossar Ewart ob-
tained forms whose stripings were at least plausibly interpreted
as reversions to an extremely old type of horse, such as is

suggested by the striped ponies of Tibet.

There is no doubt that organisms often show

Eeculiarities

wliich their parents did not possess,
ut which their ancestors possessed. Summing up

such cases descri})tively, we may say that they
seem to illustrate atavism, but the use of the terra

as an interpretation is not justified unless we can

give some reason for believing that the resemblance
to an ancestor is due to the rehabilitation of latent
items in the inheritance. To do this we have to

try to eliminate other interpretations, and that is

often diflicult. (a) Wiiat looks like an ancient
feature may be due to an arrest of development
through lack of appropriate nutrition, (b) Similar
conditions of life, e.g. of food and climate, may
induce an acquired or modificational resemblance
between the organism and its great-grandparent,
but this would not be an atavism, (c) Many
organisms normally have certain '

vestigial organs,'
and these are often variable. A quantitative
variation in a normally present vestigial organ is

not what is meant by an atavism, (d) It is con-
ceivable that an independent individual variation

may happen to coincide with one that occurred

generations before, but this is different from the

re-awakening of a latent item in the inheritance,

(e) Filial regression, or an approximation towards
the mean of the stock, is of everyday occurrence
in blended inheritance, and must be kept quite
distinct from reversion or atavism. (/) The list of

alleged atavisms must also be reduced by the sub-
traction of what are called Mendelian phenomena.
In certain eases, such as peas and mice, the cross-

ing of two sharply contrasted pure-bred imrents
results in hybrid offspring which are all like one of

the two parents as regards the contrasted char-
acters ; when these hybrid olispring are inbred,
their progeny resemble in definite proportions the
two grandparents.
The fact seems to be that many phenomena have

been labelled atavisms which admit of other inter-

pretations, and that genuine atavisms are rather
rare. Let us repeat that an atavism is a hark-

ing back to a more or less remote ancestor, the

harking back being due to the re-assertion or

re-awakening of ancestral contributions which
have lain for several generations latent or unex-

pressed.
It seems unnecessary to use the term ' atavism '

for the common phenomenon of resemblance to a

grandparent. There is every reason to believe
that an individual inheritance is like a mosaic,
built up of many contributions, through the
two parents, from the grandparents, great-grand-
parents, and so on. It is a normal and frequent
fact of inheritance that an offspring exhibits a

peculiarity known to have occurred in one of the

grandparents but not in either of the parents. There
seems little utility in calling this very frequent
'

skipping a generation
' an atavism, though it is of

the same general nature, and though it is obviously
difficult to decide where to draw the line. For
how long must a character have been absent or
latent before its re-assertion or re-awakening is to
be called an atavism ? A drone-bee arises from an
unfertilized egg ; it has a mother and two grand-
parents, but no father. But it seems rather absurd
to call its resemblance to its gi'andfather atavistic
or reversionaiy. This is a reductio ad absurdum,
for the drone-bee would resemble its father if it

liad one ! The case may serve to siiow that it is

undesirable to use the term ' atavism '

unless

the throw-back is to an ancestor more than two
generations antecedent.
The exact study of atavistic phenomena must

have regard to characters which can be definitely
measured and registered, and only when this study
has reached secure results will it be possible to
discuss with precision what may be called psychical
atavisms, re-awakenings, often more fitly termed
recrudescences, of ancestral traits which have lain

latent, it may be, for generations. The garden of
a sliepherd's cottage which was swallowed up in a
deer forest, lost all trace of its previous cultivation,
and became a weed-ground. After many years,
under more humane conditions, it was re-delved,
and there sprang up many different kinds of old-

fashioned flowers whose seeds had lain dormant for

several generations. So may ancient flowers and
weeds now and again re-appear out of latency in

that garden whicli we call our inheritance.

Literature.—See artt. Heredity, Reversion, and the im-

portant works noted under these articles. See, in particular,
Charles Darwin, The Variation of Animals and Plants under
Domestication, 2 vols., London, ISGS ; Yves Delate, L'HirMiti
et les Grands Problkmes de la liiologie Gdn^rale'^, Paris, 1903 ;

J. Cossar Ewart, The Penycuik Experiments, London, 1899,
also

'

Experimental Contributions to the Theory of Heredity,
Reversion and Telegony,' Trans. Highland and Agricultural
Soc. of Scotland, 1901; I. H. F. Kohlbrugge, Der Atavismus,
Utrecht, 1897 ; Karl Pearson,

' On the Law of Reversion,' in
Proc. Roy. Soc. London, Ixvi. (1900) pp. 140-164, also The
Grammar ofScience^, London, 1900, p. 486 ; J. ArthurThomson,
Heredity, London, 1908, see oh. v.

J. Arthur Thomson.
'ATE. — A Semitic deity first mentioned in

Assyrian proper names such as Ata-idri, Ata-suri,
Ate-iana (cf. KAT'^ 435), then in Palmyrene in-

scriptions under the forms nny, Knx, nv, 'A677, 'A^t;?,

'A^as, and in Gr. and Syr. Avriters. This divinity
was associated with the old Semitic mother-goddess
'Attar - Ishtar - 'Ashtart in the compound name
nny-iny 'Attar- 'Ate, Atar-gatis (see Atargatis).
The characteristics and even the sex are uncertain.
It is possible that the Lydian god Attis is only
another form of the name, in which case his myths
may be used to supplement the meagre information
in regard to 'Ate (see Attis).

Lewis Bayles Paton.
ATHANASIAN CREED.—See Creeds.

ATHANASIUS.— I. Life.—There is no trust-

Avorthy record of the early years of Athanasius,
but his writings show that his education was Greek
(Gwatkin, Studies of Arianism"^, Camb. 1900, pp.
G7-70). He is acquainted with Greek literature

(Homer, Demosthenes, and Plato) and with the
later Greek philosophy. In knowledge of the Greek
Bible he is second to none of the F'athers.
He first passes into the light of history at the

Council of Nicjea in A.D. 325, at which the Arian
party was opposed by

'

Athanasius, a deacon of
the church of the Alexandrians, who was highly
esteemed by Alexander the bishop

'

(Socrates, i.

8). The rest of the life of Athanasius coincides
in the main with the history of the Arian con-

troversy, in which he was the protagonist on the
Catholic side. In A.D. 328 he succeeded Alexander
as bishop (Cureton, Festal Letters, p. xxxviif.),
though it was asserted that lie was ' too young' at
the time *

(p. xliv). It was further asserted that
his election was secret (Apologia, § 6).

* Gwatkin {Ar. 67 [71], note) and Robertson {Selected Works
ofA than. p. xiv, note) say that the assertion that A. was ' under
age

'

{sic) at his consecration must have had some semblance of
truth, and they draw the conclusion that he was about 30 in
A.D. 328 ; but the argument is precarious. There is not sufficient
evidence to show that a canon was accepted at this time
at Alexandria prescribing 30 as the age qualification for the
episcopate. The Dida.tcalia, both Syriac (Lagarde, p. 10) and
EDiiopic (Piatt, p. 10), lay down the general rule that a bishop
must not be less than CM years of age, and the Apostolic Con-
stitutions (Funk, p. 31) uphold the same limit. Canon xi. of the
Council of Neoca;sarea (a.d. 314 or later) prescribes 30 as the
age tor a presbyter, but does not touch the case of a bishop.
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The objection to Atlianasius on the score of his

youth i« instructive. He -was, indeed, representa-
tive of the new age whicli began with the conver-

sion of tlie Emperor Constantine. Eusebius of

Cicsarea, the older contemporary of Athanasius,
stood for the bygone order. He had been a con-

fessor during the terrible Palestinian persecution,
and so he feared heathenism cliieily as a per-

secuting power, and -was lulled into security when
Constantine adopted Christianity. But a new
and more subtle danger was arising. Crowds of

heathen followed the Emperor with a facile pro-
fession of his religion on their lips, and a traditional

attachment to heathenism in their hearts. When,
therefore, Arius represented the Son of God as a

(heathen) demi-god, his teaching secured ready
listeners. To the young Athanasius, the man of

the new age, fell the task of detecting the working
of the heathen leaven, and of meeting it with
Christian medicine.
Athanasius succeeded Alexander in a troubled

heritage. Not only were the (new) Arians to

be reckoned with, but also the (old) Meletians.

In 306, during the Galerian jjersecution, Meletius,

bishop of Lycopolis, separated from Peter of Alex-
andria on the ground that Peter's treatment of the

lapsed was too mild (E. Schwartz, in GGN, 1905,

p. 164 fl'.). The schism continued throughout the

episcopate of Alexander. The Council of Nicica

endeavoured to heal the breach, but the election

of Atlianasius seems to have widened it ; indeed,
Gwatkin {Ar. 66, note) thinks it probable that the

RIeletians elected a candidate of their own, one
Theonas.

Athanasius' career as bishop falls into three

periods : (a) 328-345, the double contest, personal
with the Meletians, doctrinal with the Arians ;

(b) 346-356, the steady growth of his iniiuence over

Egypt, and the decline of Arian power in that

country ; (c) 357-373, the contest with those Avho
denied the Divinity of the Spirit, and the recon-

ciliation of the old Conservatives of the East to

Nicene ortliodoxy.
(a) First period (A.D. 328-345). —During the

first period the battle waged by Athanasius against
Arianism was confused with personal issues. The
Meletians worked for his deposition, because he
was a strong man and not their own candidate ;

the Arians aided them, because he was known as

an opponent of Arianism. His enemies declared
his rule to be oppressive, and accused him of

violence, and even of murder. At the Council of

Tyre in 335, in which several Arian sympathizers
took part, Athanasius was deposed. He appealed
to Constantine, but the Emperor compromised the

dispute by sending him into honourable banish-
ment to distant Treves. He returned at the acces-

sion of Constantius for a troubled period of sixteen

months, but was expelled in Lent, 339, by the

prefect Philagrius, his enemies asserting that the
sentence pronounced at Tyre was still binding.
Gregory, a Cappadocian and (according to Epist.
Ericycl. 4, 6) an Arian, became bishop. Athan-
asius fled to Julius, bishop of Rome, and after
some negotiations was re-tried in 343 by a Council
held at Sardica (Sofia, in Bulgaria), and was ac-

quitted of the charges on which he had been
condemned at Tyre. The Eastern bishops, how-
ever, seceded from the Council, and refused to
receive Athanasius. The doctrinal question lay
behind the personal. The result of the Council
showed that the West was Nicene, while tlie East
outside Egypt was in the main (though not Arian)
certainly anti-Nicene. In 345 Gregory died, and
Constantius conciliated Alexandria by allowing
Athana.'iius to return to his see.

All through his period of exile Athanasius
showed himself a true ijastor to Egypt and Alex-

andria. His ' Festal Letters
'

(announcing the
date of Easter each year and warning his flock to

prepare for it) are preserved for many eventful

years. They show tiie pastoral side of the bishop
and the depth of his religious feeling. On the
occasion of his expulsion by Philagrius, he wrote
his Epistula Encyclica, a narrative of the acts of

outrage with which the intrusion of Gregory was
accompanied. The four Orationes c. Ariiaios were
jtrobably composed about the same time (so Loofs,
in I'KE'').

(6) Second period (346-356).—In the autumn of

346, Athanasius returned to Alexandria. The great
welcome he then received and the ten pro.sperous
years which followed are sulHcient proof that the

bishop had won the hearts of his people. During
this decade he may be said to have completed his

work of bringing Egypt round to the doctrine of

the bfioovcxLov. Indeed, his position became so strong
that it excited the envy and alarm of the suspicious
Constantius. For a while the political condition of

the West stayed the Emperor's hand, but when
Constantius became master of the whole Empire
in 353, he marked out Atlianasius for overthrow.
The well-known allection of the Alexandrians for

their bisiiop protected him for a year or two, but
he was driven from his seat in 356. Syrianus,
' dux ^gypti,' witli 5000 men broke into the church
of Theonas in which Athanasius and his people were

keeping vigil, and Atlianasius was forced to flee

for his life. For years he flitted from hiding-

place to hiding-place in dilierent parts of Egypt,
encouraging his Hock by letters and by secret

visits. George, an Arian of Cajtpadocia, took the
see of Alexandria, and ruled without gaining allec-

tion or success.

(c) Third period (357-373).—The ejection of Ath-

anasius, however, greatly encouraged the various
anti-Nicene parties of the East. It was followed in

357 by the issue of a manifesto by a few bishops
gathered at Sirmium (Mitrovicz in Slavonia on the

Save), which condemned the Nicene buoovaiov and
the ' Semi-Arian

'

bfxoLomiov, and stated without dis-

guise the Arian doctrine of the Person of the Son.
But this act roused the con-servatives of the East,
and compelled them to approach the theological

position of Atlianasius. ^^'hile still hesitating to

accept the word 6/xoovaiov, they began to adopt the

language and arguments of the Nicenes. At the
Council of Seleucia in 359 the majority signed the
Lucianic Creed, a conservative confession, and de-

posed Eudoxius of Antioch, George of Alexandria,
and some other leading Arians. Athanasius in

exile heard the news. In his de Sjjnodis he ap-

proaches the conservatives with a friendly appeal
to them not to stumble at the word bfioovaiov, since

(he says) they accepted the doctrine which it re-

presents. This act was the beginning of a policy of

conciliation which bore good fruit a few years later.

For the moment it failed. A new party, the

Homoean, gained the Emperor's ear and the pre-
dominant voice in the Church. The Homceans, by
their confession that the Son is like [ofioios) the

Father, stood opposed to the extreme Arianism
which denied this likeness, but otherwise they
represented colourless doctrine and a policy of

toleration for all, including the Nicenes. (The
Homoean supremacy, with the brief interruption of

the reign of the pagan Julian [A.D. 361-363] and
of Jo\'ian [A.D. 363-364], lasted until the accession

of Theodosius in A.D. 379.)
In 362 Athanasius returned from hiding and held

a Council at Alexandriiu The work of conciliation

was continued. Arian clergy who came over to

the Nicene side were allowed to retain their rank
on accepting the Nicene Creed and anathematizing
those wlio spoke of the Holy Spirit as a creature

(/cTtcr/ta, ad Antioch. 3). To the doctrine of the
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Holy Spirit Athanasius had already devoted an

important Avork, the Ei)istles ad Seraplonem (356-

361, Loofs). The subject remained with him to

the end of his life, but he Avas unMilling to see any
addition made to the bare chiuse as it stood in tlie

Nicene Creed—koX et's to livevixa. rb dyiov {<<d Afros,
10, 11).

Athanasius retained his position (Avith one short

interval) under the Homrean emperor Valens. It

was during- tliis last period of liis life (361-373)
that he was able to see t!ic jiromise of the coming
decisive victory of the Nicene Creed. In Cajipa-
docia, the province whicli had produced many of the
Arian leaders, there now grew up under the leader-

ship of l>asil of Ca^sarea a party devoted to Nicaja.

Basil's early connexions had been Avith the con-

servatives, but Atluinasius accepted his overtures,
and gave the support of his name to Basil's schemes
for reconciling I he conservatives Avitli the Nicenes.

Acacius, the llonnean of Ciesarea in Palestine,
and RIeletius the conservative of Antioch, and
others like them, became Avilling at last to accept
the Nicene Creed. Egypt and the West Avere

already Nicene, and the Avork of Basil, blessed by
Athanasius, made Orthodoxy victorious. In 373,

eight years befoie the Council of Constantinople
registered the victory, Athanasius, Confessor and
Reconciler, dcj)arted this life.

2. Theology."— Introduction. — (1) Athanasius,
though an Alexandrian, Avas not a speculative
theologian, but (as his Festal Letters shoAv *) a

great Christian pastor. Bisho]) of Alexandria in

name, he Avas, in fact, the efiective spiritual father
of the numerous Christian congregations of Upper
and LoAver Egypt and of Libya. The ascetic

spirit of Egypt, in Avhich he shared, deepened his

religious life Avithout impairing his vigour as a
Christian ruler. Arianism Avas to his pastoral
mind not heterodoxy, but impiety and soul-

destroying (dcT^^eia, dvdpiOTTOKrdvos). Redemption
Avas the centre of his teaching.

(2) As far as Athanasius' theologyAvas systematic,
it Avas a systematizing of Scripture. His knoAvledge
of the text Avas Avide ; he compares Scripture Avith

Scripture, and appeals to the sense rather than to

the words. As regards the contents of the Canon,
there is no reason to believe that his opinions ever

changed in any important particular, but his list

of the Canonical books belongs to the last years
of his life (Festal Letter 39, Avritten for Easter,
367). In the NT his list coincides Avith our oaa'u ;

in the OT Esther is reckoned with the ' other
'

(tVepa) books, and is placed betAveen Sirach and
Judith.

(3) In forming an idea of Athanasius' teaching,
Ave have to use his Avorks, even those given by
the Benedictines as genuine (PG xxv., xxvi.), Avith

discrimination. The Expositio Fidei, Oratio iv.

c. Arianos, Vita Antonii, and Scrnw Maior de Fide,

though probably genuine, are not free from difh-

culty. Some phrases may be non-Athanasian.
Historia Arianorum ad Monachos Avas Avritten,

perhaps Avith the help of Athanasius, but not by
his hand. The dc Incarnatione et c. Arianos is

probably of mixed authorship. The tAVo Libri
cont. Apollinarium iwe doubtful according to Loofs
and BardenheAvcr, non-Ath.anasian according to

Stiilcken and others. The genuineness of dc

Virginitatc {PG xxviii. 251-282) lias recently been
defended by von der Goltz, but the phrase Harrip
Kal Tibs Kal dyiov Wvevixa, rpeis vtvoaraaeis is in any
case not lilvcly to have come from Athanasius.

Disciissiona of the j^oiiiiineness of Athanasius' works are found
in Loofs' '

Athanasius,' in J'RB^
; in Stiilcken's

'

Atlianasiana,' in

TU, new ser. iv. 4
; and in O. Bardenhewer's I'airuUKjij, p. 25;5 lY.,

Eng. tr., IDOS ; see also von der Goltz, 'de Virj^initate,' in TU,
new ser. xiv. 2a.

* See also the Letters ad Dmcontium and ad Amunem
monachwr'i included aiuonir the 'ascctical works.'

1. Redemption. — An account of Athanasius'

theology begins naturally Avith his presentation of

the doctrine of Redemption. Athanasius speaks
of the death of a Divine ( 'hrist as ' the sum of our
faith

'

(K€<j)6.\aLov ttjs Tr/orews, Incarn. 19 ; see, too,
Orat. i. 34, Avhere the same term is applied to

the doctrine of the threefold name into Avhich

Christians are baptized).
'After showing the proofs of His Godhead from His works,

He next offered up His sacrifice also on behalf of all, yielding
His Temple (Jn 221) to death in the stead of all, in order, firstlj',

to make men ([uit and free of their old trespass, and, further, to

show Himself more powerful even than death, displaying llis

own body incorruptible, as firstfruits of the resurrection of all
'

(Incarn'. 20).

In all references to Redemption, Athanasius gives
an ijiiportant place to the thought that Christ
delivered mankind from physical extinction.
Adam and Eve were 'by nature corruptible, but destined by

the grace which followed from partaking of the AVord to have

escaped their natural state, had they remained good' (Incarn. 5).

They fell, hoAvever, and so corrujition remained
Avith them ;

the rational man made in God's image
Avas disajipearing (7]<t>avi^eTo, Incarn. 6) by a gradual
course of deterioration. So the Word by Avliora

man Avas made came into the Avorld by the Incarna-

tion in order to re-make man, that God's purpose
in creation might not be disappointed. The mere
coming of the Word in a human body availed in

one aspect to save man. Human nature could not

finally perish, seeing that the Word united Him-
self Avith it.

But a further AA-ork remained for the incarnate
Word. Death, OAving to God's sentence against
Adam, had acquired a certain authority ; this

authority, hoAvever, Avas exhausted by the Passion
of Christ (7r\r]pij}6el<Tr]s ttjs e^ovaias iv ry Kvpiai;ip

(TufiaTi, Incarn. 8). This annulling of Death Avas

demonstrated by the Lord's resurrection AA'itli an

incorruptible body, and those Avho believe in Christ
knoAV that they themselves have become incorrupt-
ible through the Resurrection (Incarn. 27).

In connexion Avith this annulling of the author-

ity of death, the death of Christ is spoken of by
Athanasius as a sacrifice or oti'ering (Ovaia, wpocr-

(popd, Incarn. 10) ; yet whether to God or to the
Divine justice he does not say.

'

By offering uoito death (sU edvarov) the body He Himself had
taken, as an offering and sacrifice free from any stain, straight-

way He put away^death from all His peers by the offering of

an equivalent' (tov' K<lTa^J^r|\ov, Incarn. 9).

In another passage Athanasius uses the forensic

analogy, yet Avithout definitely saying that Christ's

death Avas a satisfaction of Divine justice by a sub-

stitution. His statement foUoAvs Scripture closely :

'

Formerly the world as guilty was under judgment from the

Law, but now the Word has taken on Himself the condemnation

(to KpCfia), and, having suffered in the body for all, has bestowed
salvation upon all

'

(Orat. i. 00).

But these statements are general ; so far (says
Robertson, p. Ixx) as Athanasius Avorks out the
doctrine of redemption in detail, it is
' under physical categories without doing full justice to the
ideas of guilt and reconciliation, of the reunion of will between
man and God.'

On the other hand, Athanasius loves to dAvell on
the spiritual illumination of mankind Avrought
through the Incarnation, and the restoration there-

by to man of the lost Divine likeness [Incarn.
14, 15).

If Athanasius does not attain to the Scriptural
fullness of the doctrine of Redemption, yet his OAvn

teaching as to the Incarnation and the Passion is

Scrijitural in its grandeur. He seeks to express
Avhat he finds in the Scriptures, and often sums
up the teaching of many passages in one terse

jihrase of his own. Regarding the purpose of the

Incarnation, his summary is :

' He Avas made man,
that Ave might be made Divine' (iVa deoTroitjdwfxev,

Incarn. 54 ; cf. Orat. i. 39). Any other attempt
to summarize the Avork of the Incarnate Word is

renounced by Athanasius.
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' In a word,' he writes,
' the achievements of the Saviour

resulting from Ilis lieixniiing man are of such a land aiif!

number that, if one should wish to enumerate them, he may
be comjiared to men who gaze at the expanse of the sea and
wish to count its waves' (Incarn. 54).

ii. TllJ': Djyj.MTy OF TIlJ': Son.—Athnna^aiua, is

Lest known for his defence of the Godhead of the

Son. His older contemporary Arius cliallenged
the wliole Christian world by the answer which he

gave to the question, In wliat sense is Jesus the Sun
of Cod ? Arius wished to maintain the doctrine of

the Divine unity, and at tlie same time the doctrine

of the i)eisonality or separate existence of the Son.

Lest he shouhl confess two Cods, he treated the

title
' Son of Ciod

'

as honorilic only. Accord-

ing to Arius, the Son was not God, or eternal, or

omniscient, or immutable, but a creature {Kricr/xa),

yet unique among the creatures. The Son as Son

was later than the Father, therefore nut eternal,

therefore not Cod but a creature. This bald logic

involved Arius in a great contradiction. Begin-

ning by basing his argument on the title
' Son of

Cod,' he ended by emptying the title of all mean-

ing. The Son was not a Son, but only a favoured

creature of Cod.
The doctrine of Arius is easy to state, for it was

only a theory of something conceived of as finite ;

but this is not the case with that of Atlianasius. It

is true, indeed, that Atlianasius accei)ted from the

first the Nicenc Creed and defended it to the last.

Negatively, in agreement with its anathematisms,
he contradicted the favourite Arian formula', tjv

irSre dre ovk ijv
—c^ ovk 6vtcoi> tyivero

—
i^ erepas ovaias,

etc. Positively, in loyalty to the terms of the

Creed, he tanglit that the Son was born ^k ttjs

ovcrias rov Uarpbi, and that He is o/iooiVios t<2 UarpL.
But these two last watchwords of orthodoxy were
not the invention of Atlianasius ; nor were they, in

their orthodox sense, of Eastern origin. Neither
Atlianasius nor any other Eastern received them
without allowing liis thought to play round them
and put tliem to the test.

Wiien we turn from the acknowledged fact of

Atlianasius' acceptance of the Nicene Creed to

study his own works, we are met by two important
facts: (1) Atlianasius does not restrict himself to

the Nicene watchwords, but (2) on the contrary he
uses a great \ariety of language in order to assert

the true Deity of the Son. His language is,

in fact, a maze through which we might perhaps
make our way more easily, if we could be sure of

the dating or at least of the order of his works. But
much remains uncertain. The two apologetic works
(c. Gentcs ; dc Incarnationc) are usually assigned
to a date before the outbreak of the Arian con-

troversy ; but, as Loofs points out, the same kind
of evidence might be urged in favour of a similar

dating of some of the Festal Letters. The im-

]iortant Orationcs c. Arianos are assigned by the
Benedictines to c. 358 A. D., but Loofs gives good
grounds for c. 338 A.D. The short Expositio Fidci

contains no certain indication of date, though it

is important to know at what period Atlianasius
made use of the rather surprising language found
in it. If, however, Ave may accci)t in general the
Benedictine dates in addition to Loofs' earlj^ date
for the Orations, we may say that in his later

works Atlianasius seems to hesitate less to use and
defend the special term 6i.i.oov<nov than in the earlj^
work. To this extent there seems to have been a

development in Atlianasius' teaching.
In his early works, however, far from confining

himself to the watchword 6/.iooiviou and to the

language of the Nicene Creed in general, Atlian-
asius allows himself great freedom, and not seldom
seems to avoi(i ofjLooi'ffiov. Thus in Expoaitio Fidei

(§ 1 ) he writes : Tibv aiToreXij . . . tt}v dXTjdivriv eiKdva

Tov llarpbi ladrifiov Kai la6do^ov ('Very Son . . . true

image of the Father, equal in honour and glory "),

Avhile later in the section lie uses even o/jloco^ ry
llarpi ('like to the Father'), the formula adopted
by the Ilomceans in A.D. 359-3G0 {dc Si/n. 30) for

evading the issue. In Orat. i. 40, in arguing with
his op])()nents he uses for the moment S/xoios /card

wavTa, the formula of the fourth Council of Sirmium
[de Sj/n. 8), and in iii. 11 he similarly employs
ofxoios Kar' ovulav, a variant of ofj-oiovaios. These, no
doubt, Avere intended to be only a]»proxiiiiations to
Athanasius' full meaning, but it is worthy of note
that in i. 58, where he seems to aim at full and
exiilicit statement, he gives not o/xoowtos but tTjs

ToO llarpbs overlap loios Kai 6p.0(/)in}s. In Orat. iii. 1 he
Avrites, in almost untranslatable phrase, irXr)pw,ua

Oe6TT]T6s ioTiv 6 Tios ('The Son is the completeness
of Divinity,' i.e. is completely Divine).

Similarly Atlianasius seems often to avoid the
Nicene [yewriOivTa] ^k tTjs ovcrlas rod llarpds. In the
Orations (cf. de Deer. 26 ; de Syn. 35) he gives toiov

y^vvrj/xa rrjs ovaias r. II. ('proper oll'spring of the
essence of the Father '). For ovaLa,

'

essence,'
'

substance,' Athanasius sometimes prefers ^mis,
'nature.' Thus he writes t6v 'Movoyevij rod GfoO rbv

dx^pto-TOJ' rrj (pvaei. {Omnid, tradlUi, § 3), and f/ ^iVts

/uia Kai ddiaipeTos (§ 5). It is clear that Athanasius

recognized that the terms ovala and ofxoovaios raised

real difficulties. Oi'cria, 'substantia,' suggested to

many thoughts of that which is material, while

o/xoovcrios suggested some previously existing ovcla

in which both Father and Son shared as brethren

(cf. dc Syn. 51). Consequently Athanasius received
these two terms only in the sense in avIucIi they
Avere used by the Nicene Council, and only for

the purpose Avhich the Council had in vieAv. He
contended so long not for the un-Scriptural Avord

ofiooiffios, but for the official condemnation of Arian-
ism Aviiich it registered.
'The Bishops,' he writes, 'were compelled (qvayKaa-Oria-a.v) to

gather once more from Scripture the general sense (rrjc fiiai/oiai-),

and to write that the Son is of one substance (6/uoovVtoi') with
the Father' (rfe Deer. 20

;
cf. dc S;/n. 36).

Athanasius' oavii doctrine is best described as a
direct and complete repudiation of the teaching of

Arius. He denies seriatim all Arius' proi)ositions,

holding that the Christ of Aritis could not be the
Saviour of the Avorld. Athanasius maintained that
the Son is Divine, because He is the true Son of

God (ws e/c iriiyris i'wri Kai (pwrbs divavyacFtxa, dc Sijn.

42). But he shrank from attempting to tie this

truth to set phrases.
'The more I desired to write,' he sajs, 'and endeavoured to

force myself to understand the Divinity of the AA'ord, so much
the more did the knowledge thereof withdraw itself from me ;

and in proportion as I thought I apprehended it, in so much
I perceived myself to fail of doing so. Moreover, also I was
unable to express in writing even what I seemed myself to

understand ; and that which I wrote was unequal to the im-

perfect shadow of the truth which existed in my conception
'

{Uistoria Ariaiwnun : Epistola, § 1).

Athanasius' argument for the Divinity of the
Son may be stated under five heads. (1) He argues
from the notion of a Trinity (rpids) that it is folly
to suppose that it is partly created and partly
uncreate, in part eternal and in part not eternal

{Orat. i. 18). (2) He identifies the Son Avith the
Word (A670S, Orat. i. 28), and urges that the Son
must be eternal, because the Father can never
have been Avithout His Word or Beason [dXoyos,
Deer. 15). (3) He appeals to the Divine Avorks

of the Son, namely. Creation {Orat. ii. 22) and

Redemption {Incarn. 20). (4) By a copious use of

Scripture, and particularly of the Fourth Gospel
and the Epistle to the HebreAvs, lie shoAvs Iioav

great is the ditficulty of reconciling the Arian

theory of the IVrson of Christ Avith the language
of Scripture. (5) Similarly, he shows that the

Christian consciousness demands a DiAine Christ

{XptcTTiavol yap ifffiev, S)'Apeiafoi, Xpurriavoi iajxiv rifi-eh,

Orat. iii. 28).

Defensively Atlianasius meets the Ariaus with a
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careful exegesis of the chief passages of Scripture
which they quoted in defence of their views. Tlie

passages are collected and discussed in Orat. i. 37-
iii. 58. They may be classified under various
heads. Some of them seem to speak of the Son
as a creature, e.g. Pr 8^^ {^ktkt^v /xe, LXX), He 3'-

^

(r(f) iroi-oaavTi avTov) ; others of His advancement
from a lower state, e.g. Ph 2^- '", Ps 45'' ; others of
His entire dependence on the Father, e.g. Mt 11^,
Jn 5'" ; others of His progress in knowledge or of
His ignorance, e.g. Mk 13^^ Lk 2^^ . others of His
prayers, e.g. Mt 27'"''. Others again seem to draw a
line of separation between Him and the Father,
e.g. Jn 17^. On the whole, it must be said that
Atlianasius shows a great grasp of Scripture, and
that his interpretations are sounder than those of
his opponents. Most of the passages cited above he
understands of the human nature of Christ, telling
the Arians that their objections are really objec-
tions to the Incarnation itself. The passages
which refer to advancement he explains less con-

vincingly as referring to the exaltation of human
nature through union with the Word by the In-
carnation.

iii. C'niiisT's Human Nature.—Tke Union
OF THE Two Natures in Christ. — Though
Atlianasius' language is not that of the Chalce-
donian definition or of the Quicumque vult, he
maintains in fact the true manhood and the true
Godhead together with the true union of the
two Natures in Christ. The apparently Nestorian

language of such a passage as Expositio Fidei, § 1

(rbv rjixirepov a.vd\-q(pev dvOpuTTOv X. 'I. . . . iv
tfi

avdpdjirifp araiipwdeis . . . dv^arrj €K veKpLov), has to be

judged in connexion with other statements of a
difierent form.

_'
He became man ; he did not merely enter into a man '

(Orat.
iii. 30).

'
It behoved the Lord in putting on man's flesh to put

it on in its completeness with its own passions' (nera tuv ISCmv
iraMuiv avrrji oK-qv, Orat. iii. 32).

'

They [truly] confessed that
the Saviour had not a body without a soul, nor without sense
or intelligence ; . . . nor was the Salvation effected in (through)
the Word Himself a salvation of body only, but of soul also'

(Antioch. 7). 'If the works of the Word's Godhead had not
taken place through the body, man had not been deified ;

and
again, if the things proper to the flesh had not been predicated
of the Word, man would not have been completely delivered
from them '

(Orat. iii. 33
; cf . 32).

iv. Divinity of the Holy Spirit. — The
Fathers of Nicsea contented themselves in their
Creed with the brief clause,

' and in the Holy
Ghost '

; they added nothing regarding His Person
or work. For thirty years after the Council met,
Atlianasius kept himself A\dthin the limits thus laid

down. Tliough he was engaged in contending for
the full Divinity of the Son, though in this contest
he often uses the Trinitarian baptismal formula and
the word '

Trinity
'

(rptds), he does not attempt to

complete formally his doctrine of the Trinity by
extending or adapting to the Spirit the Nicene
definitions which asserted the Divinity of the Son.

Perhaps he realized that, when the doctrine of the
(Jodhead of the Son was accepted, the acceptance
of the Godhead of the Spirit must follow as a

consequence.
In the Epistles ad Serapionem, written some

time after A.D. 356, Atlianasius begins to speak
fully of the Divinity of the Holy Spirit. He
learned that certain of the Arians were teaching
that the Holy Ghost was a creature, one of the

ministering spirits, superior to the angels only m
degree {^adfK^, Ser. i. 1). It appears also that
there were others who disagreed with the Arians
as to the Deity of the Son, but were content to

regard the Holy Spirit as a creature. To these
last Atlianasius utters the challenge :

' Is God a

Trinity or a Duality ?
'

(rpids icrriv ?> ouds, ,S'e/'. i. 29).

Atlianasius unfolds his doctrine of the Holy Spirit
in his Epi.sUes to Serapion, much as he devcloj)s
his teaching on the Son in the Orations. (1) He

maintains that the Trinity must be a real (eternal)

Trinity, in which no creature is included {Ser. i.

9, 17, 20, 28 ; iii. 7). (2) He asserts that the work
ascribed to the Spirit implies His Godhead. Thus
he asks :

' Who shall unite (c7vv6.\pei.) you to God,
if ye have not the Spirit of God Himself, but the

spirit of the creature ?
'

(rri% Krlaem, i. 29 ; cf . i. 6).

He carefully discusses passages which appear to

speak of the Spirit as a creature (Kxicr/ia), and
rejects the Arian interpretation of them (i. 3, 4, 10),

pointing out that irvedtxa anarthrous does not mean
the Holy Spirit (i. 4, 9, in reference to Am 4^^

ktI^uv TTPeO/xa). He appeals to 2 Co 13", and
expounds Eph 4" of the Father, the Word, and
the Holy Spirit (i. 28). If his opponents point
to passages {e.g. 1 Ti 5'') in which only two Persons
of the Trinity are mentioned, he answers that the

Trinity is indivisible {adialperos) and united within

itself, .so that, when one Person is mentioned, the
other Persons are understood (i. 14). He accepts
fully the doctrine of irepixtipr)(Ti$,

'

circumincessio,'
based on Jn 14^*

'
I in the Father and the Father

in me.'
' Therefore also,' he writes,

' when the Father gives grace and
peace, the Son also gives it, as Paul signifies in every Epistle,

writing, Grace to you and peace from God our Father and the
Lord Jesus Christ

'

(Orat. iii. 11).

Athanasius avoids applying directly to the Holy
Spirit the contested word dfiooiKriov, except in a

very few places {e.g. Ser. i. 27).
He writes :

' It is sufficient to know that the

Spirit is not a creature
'

(i. 17) . He describes the

Spirit as ' united to the deity of the Father
'

{7]vii}iji.ivov Ty debrriTi rod Harpij, i. 12), and as im-
mutable and unchangeable {drpeirTov Kai dvaWoiuTov,
Ser. i. 26). Usually, however, he asserts the Deity
of the Spirit through His relation to the Son.

'

If the Son . . . because He is own offspring of the Father's
essence is not a creature, but o/aoouo-ios toO narpos, so neither
would the Holy Spirit be a creature, because He is proper to the
Son '

(6ia Tqv Trpbs toi' Ylov ISiorqTo., iii. 1 ; cf. i. 33).

V. Procession of the Holy Spirit. —
Athanasius can hardly be said to have a doctrine
of Procession. He approaches it in Ser. i. 15,

where he represents his opponents as saying :
'
If

the Spirit is not a creature {i.e. as we hold), but

proceedeth from (^k) the Father {i.e. as ye hold).'

Cf. i. 33,
' Who deny that the Spirit {avrd) is from

{iK) the Father in the Son.' But if this seems to

attribute to Athanasius the doctriiie of Procession
from the Father alone, Athanasius himself {Ser. iv.

4) describes the Spirit as idiov rijs toD Aoyov oucrias,
'

proper to the essence of the Word,' so that the
two passages taken together supply evidence that
Athanasius approximated to the Western doctrine
of Procession from the Father and the Son. The
same might be said of de Incarn. ct c. A rianos, 9 :

' David (a reference to Ps 36'-') knew that the Son,

being with the Father {irapa. t<^ Harpl 6vTa), is the
source {ttjv irriyTjv) of the Holy Spirit,' but the

genuineness of the passage is highly doubtful

(Stiilcken, p. 63f.).
On this mysterious subject Athanasius does not

forsake his custom of keeping as closely as possible
to the language of Scripture.

' The Son is the Son
of God,' he says,

' and the Holy Spirit is the Holy
Spirit, and not the offspring {^K^yovov) of the Father '

{Ser. iv. 4). He doubtless prefers to speak of the
Procession in Time :

' The Spirit Avho proceedeth
from {irapa., Jn lo-*^) the Father, and, being proper
to the Son, is given by Him to the disciples and to

all that believe on Him '

{Ser. i. 2).

vi. The ^/'Ti/.v/ri'.— Athanasius is clear and

express in his teaching that the Trinity is one in

nature and cannot be divided {Orat. iii. 15 ; Ser.

i. 2), but he is less precise in his doctrine regarding
the nature of the (i)ersonal) distinctions within the
Godhead. He writes with severe restraint, keep-

ing liimself as far as possible to the wortls of the
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Baptismal formula (Mt 28^") and the Pauline bene-

diction (2 Co 13"). Indeed,
' Person '

is not one of

Atlianasius' theological terms ; the jihrase e?s debs

iv Tpicriv vroaTaaeai {de Incarn. et c. Arianos, 10),

'one God iu three Persons' (or 'Subsistences'),

belongs to a passage of highly doubtful aiithen-

ticity. In de Syn. 36 he reckons the phrase rpeh
eiffiv virocTTda-eis among the un-Scriptural phrases
used by his opponents. It is true, indeed, that
once (Omnia tradita, §6) he uses the term much
as Westerns use it :

' For the fact of those venerable living creatures (Is 6) offering
their

praises
three times, sa.ving, "Holy, Holy, Holy," proves

that the Three Subsistences (ra? rpeis vTroo-rdo-eis, if tlic text be

sound) are perfect, just as in saying,
"
Lord," they declare the

One Essence {ttjv i^iav ov<rCau).'

In tlie Expositio Fidei, however, lie points out
tlie danger which lurks in the term :

' Neither can we imagine three subsistences (Persons) separated
(/xf/nepio-zi-eVaj) from each other, as results in the case of men
from tlicir bodily nature, lest we hold a plurality of gods like

the heathen
'

(§ 2).

Accordingly Atlianasius never makes Tpe7s vTroardcreis

a test of orthodoxy, and in his later years he tells

the Antiochenes (Antioch. 5, 6) that he received

those who professed belief in rpeis inroaTaaeis

(meaning three 'Persons') on condition that they
in tlieir turn received those who confessed /xla viro-

o-Tttcris (meaning one 'Substance'). Indeed inroaTaaLs,
a synonym of omla in the Nicene anatliematism,
could never become fixed for Atlianasius himself
to the meaning

'

Person,' though he might tolerate

tlie innovation in others. Sometimes Atlianasius
wi'ites simply dWos 6 Uarrip, fiXXos 6 Tios (cf. Orat.
iii. 4), and similarly,

' The Father is Father, and
the Son Son' (Orai. iv. 2).

Conrlnsion.—Looking at the teaching of Athan-
asius as a whole, we see that it was shaped with a

practical aim, and that it was expressed as little

as possible in set theological terms. The profound
mind of Athanasius realized that Christian truths
strain to the breaking point tlie formulas in which
men strive to express tliem. He invented no theo-

logical terms himself, and if in his later writings

(from de Dec7-etis onward) he strenuously defended
the 6/j.oovaiov of the Nicene Council, this defence
was justified by an experience of many years that
this word, and this word only, was a 'bulwark'
(eVtTet'xtcr/xa) against Arian error {de Syn. 45).
Literature.— i. Ancient.—Ih^ works of Athanasius printed

in Migne, PG xxv.-xxviii. (with these works are associated a
number of contemporary documents of great value). To these
must bo added the Festal Letters (almost wholly lost in Greek,
but edited in Syriao with an Introduction by W. Cureton,
Lond. 1848). Though several doubtful or spurious works are
included in Migne, yet enough remains which is certainly
genuine to yield a full account both of his life and of his
teaching. Athanasius' writings (' Pamphleten,' as E. Schwartz
calls them) illustrate in a living way both the vicissitudes
of his own life and the varying fortunes of the Arian con-
troversy. (The later writers, llufinus, Socrates, Sozomen,
and others tell us little in addition that is trustworthy, and,
moreover, misrepresent much which is given in Athanasius' own
writings.)
Information with regard to the JISS of the works of Athanasius

is to be found in JThSt iii. 97-110, 245-258, two articles by F.
Wallis, supplemented by notes by A. Robertson, and C. H.
Turner ; also in JThSt v. 108-114, notes by Kirsopp Lake ;

JThSt vii. 600-603, note by C. H. Turner, calling attention to
G. Bertolotto's art. in the Atti della Societa Lifjure di storia

2>alria, 1892, pp. 1-63. Bp. Wallis's work has been used and
supplemented in the valuable account of MSS given by E. von
der Goltz in his ed. of [Athanasii] de Virginitate, Leipzig, 1905
{
= TU, new ser. xiv. 2a).
ii. Modern.—Modern authorities have thrown much addi-

tional light on Arianism and on Athanasius. Full bibliographies
are given in Gwatkin, Arianism, 1882 and 1900, and in Barden-
hewer (see below). Gwatkin's t30ok is itself almost a life of
Atlianasius. A. Robertson, Selected Works of A. translated
into English (Oxford and N.Y. 1892), gives an important Intro-
duction on the Life and Teaching of Athanasius. W. Bright,
'

Athanasius,' in Smith-Wace's DCB, and Loofs,
' Athan-

asius,' in PRE3, are both valuable. E. Schwartz, 'Zur
Geschichte A.'s,' in GGN, 1904, 1905 (and 1908), throws light on
some obscure points. O. Bardenhewer, Patrolngy (Eng. ed.

by Shalian), Freiburg i. Breisg. 1908 (pp. 253-264), and A.
Stiilcken,

'

Athanasiana,' TU, new ser. iv. 4 (on the genuineness
of some disputed works), are both of value. Cf. J. F. Bethune-
Baker, 'The Meaning of homoousios' (1901), in Cambridge TS
vii. 1. Of general histories of doctrine it is sutficient to mention
Harnack, Hist, of Dogma (Eng. tr. 1896-98), especially iii.

272 ff., 290 ff., iv. 1-163. Among general Historians of the
Church, L. Duchesne, Histoire aneienne de I'iglise, ii. (1907),
tells the story of Athanasius and the Arian struggle with much
freshness. W. EMERY BARNES.

ATHAPASCANS. -See D:fiNES and Navaho.s.

ATHEISM.
Anti-theistic Theories (C. B. Upton), p. 173.

Buddhist (L. de la Vallee Poussin), p. 183.

Chinese.—See p. 176" and art. China.

Egyptian (F. Ll. Griffith), p. 184.

Greek and Roman (A. C. Pearson), p. 184.

ATHEISM AND ANTI-THEISTIC THEO-
RIES.—Introdudion.—Atlieism is sometimes said

to be equivalent to pancosmism, i.e. the doctrine
that the universe consists of nothing but those

physical and psycliical existences which are per-

ceptible by the senses or are cognizable by the

imagination and finite understanding. Pancosm-
ism, however, is a positive doctrine, while atheism,
both by etymology and by usage, is essentially a

negative conception, and exists only as an expression
of dissent from positive theistic beliefs. Theism is

the belief that all the entities in the cosmos, which
are known to us through our senses, or are inferred

by our imagination and reason, are dependent
for their origination and for their continuance in

existence upon the creative and causal action of an
Infinite and Eternal Self-consciousness and Will ;

and in its higher stages it implies that this Self-

existent Being progressively reveals His essence
and His character in the ideas and ideals of His
rational creatures, and thus stands in personal
relationshii) with them. In its earlier stages
theism conceives of God simply as the Cause and
Ground of all finite and dependent existences ; but
as it develops, it realizes the idea of God as

Indian, Ancient (R. Garbe), p. 185.

Indian, Modern (G. A. Grieuson), p. 186.

Jain (H. Jacobi), p. 186.

iewish
(S. Daiches), p. 187.

(luhammadan (D, S. IvIargoliouth), p. 188.

immanent and self-manifesting as well as creative
and transcendent. Until it attains to this con-
sciousness of felt personal communion with the
immanent Cause and Ground of the universe, it is

more appropriately described as deism.
As was said above, atheism presupposes the

existence of theism. It can hardly be said to arise

until the human mind has formed the conception
of a Unitary Self-existing Cause on whom all

things and persons depend, and to M'hom the
sentiments of reverence and worship are directed.

Anthropology shows that long before the idea of

One Infinite Supreme Being is reached, uncivilized

races, through the experience of dreams and sup-
posed ghosts, as well as through the intuitive

judgment that the energies in nature which resist

human volitions are the manifestation of wills

resembling their own, come to believe in the
existence of suijerhuman beings who act for or

against human welfare, and are thus the objects of

worship or of fear. But along with this concep-
tion of a variety of finite suiicrluiman jiersonalities
there dawns on the more advanced minds of savage
peoples, through the intuitive idea of inlinity, the
felt Divine authority of conscience, and the gradual
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intellectual perception of a pervading- unity behind

all the changing phenomena of nature, the concep-
tion of One Supreme Sj^iritual Reality who is the

omnipresent Cause that originates and controls

all the forces of nature, and in varying degrees
manifests Ilimself within the human soul.

It is not till this theistic idea is to some extent

present that real atheistic negation becomes pos-
sible. If a Hindu or a Greek came to disbelieve

in one or all of the deities of his national pantheon,
he would not necessarily be an atheist ; for it

often happened that this scepticism, wdiich the

vulgar called atheism, arose simply from a more or

less clear apprehension of the One Supreme object
of worship. Max Miiller well says in his Giflord

Lectm'es on Natural Religion (p. 228) :

' We must remember that to doubt or denj' the existence of

Indra or of Juppiter is not Atheism, but should be distinguished

by a separate name, namely, Adevism. The early Christians

were called aSeoi, because they did not believe as the Greeks
believed nor as the Jews believed. Spinoza was called an

atheist, because his concept of God was wider than that of

Jehovah ; and the Reformers were called atheists, because they
would not deify the mother of Christ or woi-ship tlie Saints.

This is not Atheism in the true sense of the word ; and if an
historical study of religion had taught us that one lesson only,
that those who do not believe in our God are not therefore to be

called Atheists, it would have done some real good, and extin-

guished the fires of many an auto dafi.'

Atheism, as we have seen, is not, like theism
and pantheism, a positive belief the phases of

which can be depicted in their relation to one

unifying conception. It has no organic character.

The history of it is little more than a collection

of the instances in which doubt and negation in

regard to some essential element in theism have
arisen. And the occasion and cause of this atheistic

frame of mind will generally be found in some new
scientific or philosophical ideas, which have, for the

time being at least, appeared to be incompatible
with the current form of deistic or theistic belief.

The following lines of scientific and philosophical

speculation have been especially influential in call-

ing forth atheistic protests against theistic belief.

First, materialism, or the theory that matter and

physical forces constitute the ultimate reality of

the universe, and that, through the aggregation of

the elements of matter in various organic forms,
life and the infinitely varied forms of consciousness
have originated. Another line of speculation which
has largely concurred with materialism in under-

mining religious belief is the doctrine of sensa-

tionalism, which originated early among Greek
thinkers, and which the genius of our philosopher,
John Locke, presented in so plausible a form that
both in this country and in France it led to much
atheistic negation. Locke himself was a devout
theist ;

for though, according to his basal theory,
all our ideas are derived from sensations or from
reflexion on sensations, he still held that the human
mind is compelled to postulate an adequate creative
cause for all material and psychical existences. Had
Locke, however, carried out his sensationalism to

its logical results, it would have led him, as it led

many sensationalists in France, to an atheistic

conclusion. If all our ideas arose out of sensations,
we could have no conception either of an infinite

God, or of ultimate causation, or of that absolute
moral imperative which has been to Kant and to

several other thinkers the main foundation of

theism. A third source of atheistic doubt, and one
which has been strongly operative since Evolution
became recognized as tlie method of nature, is

distmst of the argumentfrom design
—an argiiment

which, ever since the time of Anaxagoras, has been
one of the chief sujiports of theism. This argu-
ment appears, however, to be recovering its former

power even in the scientihc world, for Huxley and
other scientists have admitted that, Avhen account
is taken of the process of evolution as a whole,
'it is necessary to remember that there is a wider Teleology

which is not touched by the doctrine of Evolution, but is actually
based upon the fundamental proposition of Evolution '

(Huxley,
CrUiquoi and Addresses, 1873, p. 305). See art. Dksiqn.

Among the intellectual causes which have led,

not indeed to atheism but to extreme agnosticism,
is the doctrine of the rclativitg of knowledge, which,
when carried to such length as it has been by the

Greek sceptic Carneades, and by recent thinkers

such as INIansel and H. Spencer, precludes all

insight into the essential nature and character of

the ultimate cause and ground of the universe.

This complete agnosticism has been ably criticized

by Calderwood in The Philosophy of the Infinite,
and by Martineau in several of Ids philosophical

Essays and Reviews.
I. Criticism of atheistic materialism.—Of the

alleged reasons for rejecting theism, materialism

has been, and still is, the most influential. It is

the basis of much of the earliest atheism, and also

of the recent atheism which appears in the writings
of H. G. Atkinson, Bradlaugh, Biichner, and
Haeckel. For this reason it seems desirable, before

presenting a brief sketch of the chief historical

instances of atheism, to state what appear to be

the most potent answers given by theists to the

arguments for materialistic atheism.

Idealists, as their name implies, make short

work with materialism ; for their basal assumption
is that matter and force have no existence apart
from the sensations and ideas in self-conscious

minds. Most theistic Avriters, however, hold that

the experience of resistance to our volitional eiibrts

justifies the conviction that entities exerting energy
exist independently of perceiving minds. But
while the theist maintains that these entities de-

pend for their origination, their continuance in

existence, and their special properties on the

creative activity of an Infinite and Eternal Self-

consciousness and Will, the atheist contends that

matter is itself the ultimate and self-existent

reality, that in virtue of its modes of motion and
the properties which intrinsically belong to it, it

can, when its elements are aggregated in certain

ways, manifest life and, in the case of the highest

organisms, all the forms of personal consciousness

and volition.

Perhaps the most conclusive reply to the athe-

ism which asserts that out of uncreated matter

and energy all that we know of life and conscious-

ness has been evolved, is based on an appeal to the

recognized philosophical principle that no effect can

contain more than is contained in the ground and
cause from which the effect has proceeded. The
American writer Dr. M. J. Savage thus expresses
himself on this point :

'
If you c^n prove to me that "dead" matter, the matter we

find ill a brick or a piece of marble, under some mysterious trans-

formation comes to have the power to live, to think, to feel, to

love, to hope, to sacrifice itself for another, to aspire, to look

onward towards an immortal life—if you can prove to me that

matter can do that, you have simply changed your definition of

matter, and made it coincide with what I call spirit' (Belief in

God, Lond. 1881, p. 40).

Haeckel would probably reply to this by saying
that in his vieAv the elements of the ultimate and
self-existent

'

Substance,' out of which the universe

arises, have their psychical as well as their physical
side or aspect, and that it is owing to the former

aspect that organic compounds of matter become

capable of
feeling, thinking, and volition. Does

he, then, mean tliat all the higher attributes of

mind are already implicit in the ultimate eternal
'

Substance,' out of which, by condensation or

otherwise, that M'hich we call matter, energy, and
life proceeds ? Is the perfection of all human ideals

already present, though invisible to the scientific

gaze, in ' the Infinite and Eternal Energy,' which
is H. Spencer's mode of describing Haeckel's idti-

mate ' Substance
'

? If so, the self-existent
' Sub-

stance' is nothing less than the theist's Eternal
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God ; and the molecular corpuscles are simply
variously limited modes which tiie will of God

imposes" ujioii a portion of His own eternal life,

or, as Lot/,0 and Martinoau m'ouUI say, are dill'or-

ontiations or individuations of His own essential

l)ein<;-, to wiiich He delci;ates some measure of

individuality or selfhood. In each of them the

Ground and Cause of all created thinffs and persons
is immanent and active, and throuj^h His creative

presence there is no limit to the possihilities of tiie

development of the creatures whom He calls into

existence. If it Mere true, as Tyndall said, that ' in

matter are the promise and potency of all terrestrial

life,' that could be the case only in the sense that

in the ground and cause of each molecule there are

already involved all the eneryy, all tlie intellectual,

moral, and spiritual powers and ideals, which are

gradually evolved in the course of the development
of the cosmos. The fallacy in Ilaeckel's ' Weltan-

schauung' is that, tlKuigh lie gives to the separate
molecular corpuscles out of which the universe

proceeds a mental side, a germ of consciousness,
there is nothing in his account of these elements of

matter and energy which at all explains how it

comes about that all these innumerable corpuscles

conspire together to jn-oduce the present harmonious
and intelligible cosmos, or how sentient organisms
should at length become cognizant of those authori-

tative ideals which prompt them to subordinate

their own personal aims to the general good, and
which enable them in a measure both to see and to

act from the point of view of the immanent God.
It is for want of this recognition of the constant
creative presence of the source of ideals through-
out the course of evolution that Haeckel's theory,
no less than the theories of coarser materialists,
must be condemned as unsatisfactory. It fails to

show that the '

Substance,' which he represents as

the cause and ground of all things, contains within
itself the power to produce the ettects which we
experience in ourselves, and which we discern in

the cosmos.
Some eminent physicists and philoso])hers, in-

cluding Sir Oliver Lodge, Professor J. H. Poynting,
and Professor James Ward, have recently assailed

materialism on tlie ground that tiie meciianicaland
chemical movements whicli matter exhibits in its

inorganic condition ajipear to be quite diflerent

from tiie action of matter in the case of living

organisms.
'

Matter,' says Sir Oliver Lod^'e,
'

possesses energy, in the form
of iiersistent motion, and it is propelled by force ; but neither
matter nor enerijy possesses a power of aiitomatio jfuidance and
control. Encrfjy has no direct! iij; power (this has been elaborated

by CroU and others—see, for instance, Sature, vol. xliii. p. 434
•—thirteen years ago, under the heading 'Force and Uetermina-
tion '). Inorganic matter is impelled solely by pressure from
Whind, it is not influenced by the future, nor does it follow a

preconceived course nor seek a predetermined end. . . . The
e.ssence of mind is design and purpose. There are some who
deny that there is any design orpurjiose in the universe at all ;

but how can that be maintained when humanity itself possesses
these attributes? Is it not more reasonable to say that, just as
we are conscious of the power of guidance in ourselves, so guid-
ance and intelligent contTOl may be an element running through
the I'niverse, and may be incorporated even in material things ?

'

(llihbert Journal, Jan. 190.5, p. 327).

The celebrated astronomer Laplace maintained
that a Perfect Calculator,
'who for a given instant should be acquainted with all the
forces by which nature is animated and with the several

positions of the beings composing it, if, further, his intellect
were vast enough to submit these data to analysis, would in-

clude in one and the same formula the movements of the
largest bodies in the universe and those of the lightest atom.
Nothing would be uncertain for him ; the future .is well as the
past would be present to his eyes '(see Warri, A'aUiralism and
Afjiwsticimn, i. 41).

Profes.sor Poynting pertinently asks whether
this 'Perfect Calculator' would lind all his pre-
dictions veritied as his atoms (see ATOMI.SM) came
in contact witii living matter, and were themselves
concerned with life.

'

Suppose the man into whoso brain the atoms entered were
Laplace's friend and chief, Napoleon. If the calculator took
into account every atom in Na))ok'on's frame, would he be able
to calculate all the motions of Na>)oleoM, all his actions on the
similar surrounding groups of atoms whi('h wc call his generals'?
Could the calculator foretell the eclipse of Waterloo as surely as
the astronomer foretells an cclii>se of the sun? Is man, in fact,
from the physical point of view a grouj) of atoms, each of which
behaves as it would with the same neighliours were it part of
a non-living system?' (///, July VMS, p. 73'.t).

After showing elaborately that there is contrast,
rather than correspondence, between physical
action and mental action, Professor Poynting con-
cludes as follows, and liis testimony to tiie real
freedom of the will is specially interesting and
important, as coming from a high authority in

piiysical science :

'
I hold that we are more certain of our power of choice and of

responsibility than of any other fact, physical or iwychit^al. . . .

It appears to me eijually certain that there is no correspondence
yet made out between the power of choice and any physical
action, and there does not seem any likelihood that a corre-

spondence ever will be made out. . . . Holding this view, I am
bound to repudiate the physical account of Nature when it

claims to be a complete account. I am bound to den.\' that the

Laplacean calculator can be successful when lie takes man and
the mind of man into his calculations' (i&. p. 743 f.).

While Sir Oliver Lodge holds that the mind or
will thus controls tiie atomic movements of the

brain, he yet maintains that this power of guiding
energy does not involve any creation of energy
whatsoever. 'Life,' he says, 'is not a form of

energy, but guides energy.' On this secondary
question he appears to diller from some contem-

porary thinkers, who agree with Sir John Herschel
that in a volitional act the Avill does originate
some force,
'

though it may be no greater than is required to move a single
material molecule through a space inconceivably minute.' '

It

matters not,' continues Sir John,
'

that we are ignorant of the
mode in which this is performed. It suffices to bring the

origination of dynamical power, to however small an extent,
within the domain of acknowledged personality

'

(Familiar
Lectures on Scientific Subjects, p. 468).

The diO'erence between Sir Oliver Lodge and Sir
.John Herschel is of some importance in regard to
the philosophy of religion ; but it does not in

any way allect the force of the argument against
materialism. Both authorities agree that mind
or will controls and guides tlie atoms of the brain,
and that, therefore, will cannot possibly be a
mere attribute or accompaniment of the cerebral
.structure.

In connexion with the criticism of materialistic

atheism, reference has to be made to two lines of

argument which have often been employed by
theists in the past, but wliich are now falling, and
probably justly, somcwliat into disuse. One of
these is the appeal to the inability of i)resent
.science to prove the existence of any ca.se of

abiogenesis {q.v.), as if it atlbrded clear evidence of

special Divine creation. But it is impos.sible
to show that a natural passage from non-living
to living matter has never taken place, or that it

would not take place now if the fitting conditions
for it could be reproduced. The argument from
our ignorance is not conclusive ; and probably
most thinkers would agree witli Sir Oliver Lodge
that,

'

though we do not know how to generate life

without the action of antecedent life at present,
that may be a discovery lying ready for us in the
future' (art. 'Life,' in Hibbcrt Journal, Oct. 190.5,

p. 106). But if this di.scovery should one day be

made, it would not at all destroy the force of the

argument against materialism ; for if under certain

circumstances the elements of inorganic matter
assume an organic form, and manifest psychical

properties, that change can be accounted for only
l)y assuming the presence in nature of a cause
which guides the movements of the corpuscles, and
is competent to confer on tliem, or to manifest in

connexion with them, the germs of that self-con-

scious and self-directing principle of life which
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no mechanical prupeities of matter could possibly
generate. The creative power and directing influ-

ence of immanent intelligence and will are equally
necessary to explain the emergence of organism and
life out of the mechanism of the inorganic world,
whether that emergence took place once only by
a special creative act, or always takes place when
the antecedent conditions are realized. As Pro-
fessor Flint well says,

' Were spontaneous genera-
tion proved, materialism would remain as far from
established as before' (Anti-theistic Theories, p. 164).
The other doubtful argument which has often

been employed by tlieistic writers is that the
universe must have come into existence at some
point of past time. This again appears to be a

question in regard to which dogmatism is out of

place. Science assumes that matter and energy
are indestructible ; that the present arrangement
of them results from a previous arrangement, and
this in turn from one still earlier. Thus science
affords no justification for the belief in a temporal
origin of all things. When our present solar

system is traced back to its earlier condition in a

revolving tiery mist, it is not supposed tliat this

discovery brings us at all nearer to the origin of

the cosmos. Some theists have maintained, how-
ever, that an infinite regress of these secondary or
scientific causes is inconceivable, and that we are

compelled to assume that at some remote moment
the great First Cause by a creative act started this
series of entities and phenomena which science
endeavours to understand. This alleged incon-

ceivability is not admitted by some eminent theistic

thinkers. Regarding the laws of nature as the
method of God's creative action, they see no con-

clusive reason against the supposition that creation
is perpetual, and that there never was a time when
the universe did not exist as a visible garment
and expression of God's eternal life. This ap-
pears to be the view of great scientists, such as
St. George Mivart and Sir Oliver Lodge, and
it is also the view of such theistic philosophers
as Lotze and Martineau. It is at the heart
of present physical and psychical reality, and
not at some imagined beginning of things, that
both science and philosophy most effectually find

the immanent and living God. The universe,
in all its particulars and throughout its entire

history, depends for its existence upon the Eternal

Cause, the methods of whose activity science grad-
ually discovers, and whose essential character is

progressively revealed in the authoritative ideals

of truth, beauty, righteousness, and love, which

constantly testify to their Divine and self-existent

source at the centre of our dependent and created

being (cf. Upton, Bases of Bel. Belief [Hibbert
Lectures, 1894], p. 209 f. ; and art. Materialism).

2. Atheism in the East.—It is not till we reach
the period of Greek civilization that we meet with
atheistic arguments sufficiently explicit to call for

detailed description and criticism. In the ancient
civilization of China, materialistic atheism appears
to have been rife; and in the 3rd cent. B.C. the
eminent philosopher Mencius, the disciple of Con-
fucius, speaks of it as a moral danger to the State.

The Chinese appear to have been almost incapable
of thinking of spirit as existing apart from matter.
Dr. Legge, in his prolegomena to the edition of

Mencius, translates an essay by a certain Yang
Choo, which, as Dr. Flint says, is

' one of tlie oldest

sy.stems of ethical materialism and of materialistic

ethics' (op. cit. p. 47). He advises men
'

to care nothing for praise or blame, virtue or vice ; to seek

merely to make themselves as happy as they can while happi-
ness is within their reach ; to eat and drink, for to-morrow
they die

'

(ib.).

Concerning recent materialistic and atheistic specu-
lations in China, there does not appear to be at

present much reliable information. See CHINA.

In regard to materialism and atheism there is a

great contrast between China and India. The
introspective and philosophic character of the
Hindus led them to dwell especially on that
Absolute Spirit or Self which they felt to under-

lie, and to reveal itself in, all finite personalities.
In comparison with this infinite and eternal Being,
the visible world appears to them as an illusory

ajipearance. Hence in Hindu speculation material-
istic atheism plays but a small and inconspicuous
part. In a conspectus of philosophical systems
wTitten by Madhavacharya in the 14th cent.

A.D. (recently translated into English by Cowell
and Gough, and published in Triibner's ' Oriental

Series,' 2nd ed., Lond. 1894), there is mentioned
as one of sixteen schools, including the Buddhists
and Jains, a school called the Materialists, who
denied the existence of the soul and God, and

rejected the whole theory of karma and trans-

migration.
' These were known under various designations, and in the

14th century a.d. their ideas were fathered on a mythical ogre
In the Mahiibharata, named Chan'aka. Denying transmigration,
they rejected the entire claims of the Brahmans. Matter was
the only reality, and sense-perception the only form of know-
ledge. The pedigree of their text-book was traced back ironi-

cally (Macdonell) to Brihaspati, preceptor of the gods, and
bitter verses survive, declaring, "There is no heaven, no final

liberation, nor anv soul in any other world " '

(J. E. Carpenter,
'Oriental Philosophy and Religion,' in DPhP ii. 234). See
also Atheism (Indian).

Atheism among the Buddhists as well as among
the Greeks and Romans will be dealt with in

separate articles following, and may therefore be

passed over here,

3. Modern atheism.—Soon after the time of

Christ scepticism declined, and its place was taken

by that eclectic blending of Platonic, Aristotelian,
and Oriental ideas which flourished in Alexandria
and exercised at times considerable influence over
Christian thought. The influence of the Church,
and the reverence for Aristotle's -writings, as well
as the absence of any vigorous interest in science,

explain the fact that until the close of the Middle

Ages atheistic speculation was to a great ex-

tent in abeyance. It was not till the Renaiss-

ance, when new scientific discoveries were made,
and freer principles of Biblical criticism began
to be applied, that atheism again raised its

head ; and here, as in similar cases in India and
Greece, the reputed atheism was in some cases

genuine, but was more frequently a name applied
to the theism or pantheism which was intellectu-

ally in advance of the theological thought of the
time.

(a) Atheism in England and France.—It was
not till the fifteenth century that material-

istic interpretations of the universe began to

show themselves in modern times. F. A. Lange,
in his History of Materialism (vol. i. p. 225),
mentions one isolated case in the 14th century—
that of Nicolaus de Autricuria, who at Paris in

1348 was compelled to make recantation of several

doctrines, and among others this doctrine, that in

the processes of nature there is nothing to be found
hut the motion of the combination and separation
of atoms.

'

Here,' says Lange,
'
is a formal Atomist in the very heart of

the dominion of the Aristotelian theory of nature. But the
same bold spirit ventured also upon a general declaration that
we should put Aristotle, and Avcrrobs witli him, on one side,
and apply oiirsclves directly to things in themselves. Thus
Atomism and Empiricism go hand in hand together ! In

reality the authority of Aristotle had first to be broken before
men could attain to direct intercourse with things themselves.'

The speculations which followed the incoming
of the Copernican conception of tlie universe, such
as those of Bnmo and Vanini, were pantheistic
rather than atheistic in their character. It was
not till the first half of the 17th cent, that the

ripe fruits of the great emancipation of thought
began clearly to present themselves. On the
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in;iteii<ili.sti(i side tliese fniitH iippeared in tlic

writings of l>;icon, (Ja.ssoiuli, and llobhes, and, on
the siniitualistic side, in the works of Descartes.
The niati-rialisni of tiie former writers cannot be
called atheistic, for the atoms as they conceived
tiiem were not self - existent. There were pro-
bably a j;0()(l many jircjfessors of materialistic

atheism in this early j)art of the ITtli century.
I'ere Mersenne, a contemixirary and friend of

Descartes, makes the startlinj^ statement that
there were in his time as many as 50,000 atheists

in the city of Paris alone. It seems likely, how-
ever, that the majority of these were called

atlieists simply because they declined to accept
any longer the authority of .Vrislotlc. Descartes
himself had been accused of atheism on this

ground.
About this time there was much scepticism and

speculation which came very near to atheism,
but escaped it by an adhesion that Avas, no
doubt, in some cases insincere, but in other cases

genuine enough, to the national Church. Whether
the attachment of Thomas Hobbes to the English
Church Avas sincere has been questioned. His

j)hilos<)phy
was thoroughly materialistic. He

held that even human sensation is nothing but
the motion of corporeal particles ; but he sheltered
himself from the charge of atheism by saying that,
in regard to his view of the universe, he confined
himself exclusively to the phenomena which are

knowable, and can be explained by the law of

causality. Everything of Avhich we can know
nothing he resigiis to theologians. The way in

which, in his Leviathan, he utilizes religion for

State purposes apjiears to render the genuineness
of his theism very doubtful.
'He lays down the following definition, "Fear of power in-

visible, feigned by the mind or iniajjined from tales publicly
allowed, Itcli'jion ; not allowed, Svperstitimi "'(Lange, op. cil'.,

vol. i. p. 283).

While both Thomas Hobbes and the other great
English thinker of the ITtli cent., Jolin Locke,
were attached to Christianity, and the latter no
doubt most sincerely .so, their writings had no little

cH'ect in prei)aring the way for future manifesta-
tions of positive atheism. Both the materialism
which formed the basis of Hobbes' philosophy, and
his sellish .system of morals, were quite uncon-

genial to theistic belief. And Locke's doctrine
of the origin of all ideas in sensation, though its

atheistic tendency was, as Ave have seen, neutral-
ized in his own case by his inconsistent belief in

the necessity of an adequate causal gTound for the

universe, and by his recognition of the validity of
the teleological argument, yet really undermined
the rational basis of theism, and when consistently
carried out, it, in conjunction with Hobbes' ma-
terialism, was largely instrumental in bringing
about the p<isitive atheism which flourished in
?>ance towards the middle of the 18th century.
What kept Locke and, indeed, most thoughtful
persons in England from atliei.sm during the 17th
and 18th cents. Avas the indestructible principle
thus enunciated by Locke :

' Whatsoever is first of all things must necessarily contain in

it, and actually have, at least all the perfections that can ever
after exist ; nor can it ever give lo another any perfection that
it hath not actually in itself, or at least in a higher degree ;

it necessarily follows that the first eternal being cannot be
matter' (cf. Flint, vp. cit. p. 142).

It should be added that, as Dr. Flint acutely
remarks, the ab.sence in England of much positive
scepticism and i>rofessed atheism during tliese tAvo
centuries is partly to be accounted for by the strong
tendency at that time, and al>o till far on in the
lOtli cent., to refer theological insiglit and philo-
sophical knowledge to two quite distinct sources.
In § I it has been argued that in the above
principle lies the most cimclusive refutation of
materialism and atheism. But though Locke built
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his oAvn theism mainly on this foundation, it is a
jirinciple Avhich finds no jiistihcation in his OAvn

exposition of the origin of knowledge. It is a
purely a priori conception and belief, such as are
also the conceptions of moral authority and of

inhnity. Accordingly, when Locke's ideas Avero
introduced into France in the ]8tli cent., his
doctrine of the origin of all knoAvledge in sensa-
tion Avas consistently Avorkcil out, and led several
thinkers to atheism. The belief in a separate and
specially inspired .source of theological truth had
to a large extent passed aAvay among French
thinkers

; and hence what Avas simply neutral
nrat(!rialisni in London became often positive
atheism in Paris. The physician La Mettrie, the
author of L'llommc Blachinc (1748), Avas led,

through observing in his own case the influence
of the movements of the blood on the poAver of

thought, to maintain that all thinking and Avilling
have their origin in sensation. He admits that it

is jirobable that a Supreme Being exists, but adds
that, if so, it is a theoretical truth Avithout any use
in practice.

'
i'or our peace of mind,' he says, 'it is indifferent to know

whether there is a God or not, whether He created matter, or
whether it is eternal.' But a little further on he appears to

agree with a friend of his whom he represents as arguing that
' the world would never be liappy unless it was atheistic' (Lange,
History of Materialism, ii. 73).

Lagne, avIio gives an excellent account of La
Mettrie's Avritings, remarks that
' La Mettrie's friend has only forgotten that even religion itself,

quite apart from any revelation, must be reckoned among the
natur.al impulses of man, and if this impulse leads to all un-
happiness, it is not easy to see how all the other impulses, since

they have the same natural origin, are to lead to happiness' (i6.).

In his treatises on VolnpU and VArt de Jouir,
La Mettrie seeks to justify the pursuit of sensual

enjoyment in a manner which Ueberweg justly
describes as '

still more artificially exaggerated
than frivolous.'

About twenty years after the publication of
La Mettrie's L'Homme Machine, apjieared the
Avork Avhicli is regarded as the rhef-cVceuvre of
French materialism. Its title is Si/stcme de la
nature ou des luis dti mmide jihysiquc et dtt, monde
moral (1770). On its title-page it professes to be
Avritten by a M. de Mirabaud, who Avas a deceased

secretary of the French Academy, but the real
author Avas knoAvn to be Baron d'Holbach. Hol-
bach's system, says UeberAveg,

' combines all three
elements of the empirical doctrine, Avhich till

then had been cultivated separately rather than

together, viz. materialism (La Mettrie's), sen-
.sationalism (Condillac's), and determinism (which
Diderot had at length admitted).' In this elaborate
treatise the atheism is most pronounced, so that
Avhen a translation of it Avas pul)lished in London
by the secularists in 1859, it bore on its cover
the title The Atheist's Text-Book. It directly
attacks the existence of God, and traces the origin
of religion to fear and ignorance. Holbach sub-
stitutes for God matter and motion. The Avork
is highly rhetorical, and in parts quite eloquent.
Its ethics resembles that of Epicurus. Like

Epicurus, Holbach points to the pleasure and
happiness Avhich friendship and sj^mpathy can im-

part, and reaches a code of morals Avhich super-

licially seems soraeAvhat exalted. In his concluding
chapter he says :

' Be just, because equity is the support of human society. Be
good, because goodness connects all hearts in adamantine
bonds! Be thankful, because gratitude feeds benevolence,
nourishes generosity ! . . . Forgive injuries, because revenge
perpetuat«s hatred ! Do good to him that injureth thee in

order to show thyself more noble than he is ; and in order to

make a friend of him w ho was once thine enemy. Be temperate
in thine enjoyment, and chaste in thy pleasures, because

voluptuousness begets weariness, intemperance engendem
disease

'

(p. 513).

It is characteristic of this ethical theory, as of

all sensational ethics, that the intrinsic giandeur
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and worth of all these virtues are undermined and

destroyed by the egoistic motives to which they
are referred.

Several other French writers of this epoch
show anti-tlieistic leanings, even_

when they re-

Sadiate
atheism, such as Diderot, in his later life,

[elvetius, Lalande, Marechal, etc. (see Flint's

Anti-theistic Theories, pp. 469-474). The great
astronomer Laplace is sometimes classed among
atheists, because, when reminded by Napoleon
that in his treatise on Micanique Celeste he had

said nothing about God, he replied, 'Sire, I had
no need of that hypothesis.' But it is quite pos-

sible that in this reply he meant simply that he

could account for the celestial movement by the

forces of which alone science takes cognizance,
and he may not have implied that these second

causes do not demand for their existence a self-

existent 'Cause of causes' (see § I, above; and

of. Fiske, Through Nature to God, p. 141). It is

related of David Hume that, when dining once

with a party of eighteen at the house of Baron

d'Holbach, he expressed a doubt as to whether it

was possible to find any person who would avow
himself dogmatically an atheist. On which his

host replied,
' My dear sir, you are at this moment

sitting at table with seventeen such persons.'
The greatest French writer, however, of this

time, Voltaire, felt no respect for these sceptical or

atheistic reasonings. That powerful and original
thinker (like Locke in the previous century) saw
that only by a spiritual First Cause could living
and self-conscious beings be produced ; and in the

universe he saw such clear evidence of beneficent

purpose that more than once in his writings he
dwells eloquently on that old argument from design
to which from the time of Anaxagoras and Socrates

theists have confidently appealed, and Avhich, as

we shall afterwards see, the facts of evolution have

by no means invalidated.

The materialistic atheism which flourished in

France before and during the Revolution gradually
decayed, owing partly to Kantian and Hegelian
influence, and partly to that spiritual philosophy
which was developed in France itself by Maine de
Biran and Victor Cousin.

(6) German anti-theistic theories.—About a cen-

tuiy after the advent of materialism and atheism
in French thought, there arose in Germany, partly
as a result of the extreme idealistic thinking, but
to a still greater extent as a reaction against it, a
succession of anti-theistic writers of whom the

latest. Professor Ernst Haeckel, is still exercising

great inflaence, both on the Continent and in

Britain. The first of these in date, Ludwig Feuer-

bacli, began his intellectual cai-eer as an idealist.

Along with the still more celebrated writer David
Strauss, he came forth from the extreme left wing
of the Hegelian school. Both of these thinkers
foTind the supreme object of interest not in the

Hegelian Absolute Spirit, but in human nature ;

ami hence Feuerbach was a humanist like Auguste
Comte rather than a materialist.
'In his view,' saj's R. H. Button, 'God ia but the magni-

fied image of man reflected back upon space by the mirror of

human self-consciousnesa. As pilgrims to the BrocUen often

observe, during an autumn sunrise, shadows of their own
figures enormously dilated confronting them from a great
distance, bowing as they bow, kneeling as they kneel, mocking
them in all their gestures, and finally disappearing as the sun
rises higher in the sky, so the German Atheist maintains that in

the early dawn of human intelligence, man has been deluded by
such a iirocken-shadow of himself, which has been childishly

worshipped as an independent being and named God, but which
must vanish soon' ('The Atheistic Explanation of Religion,' in

Jissays Thfological and Literary, vol. i. p. 25. This artic;le is

an admirable e-xposition and criticism of Feuerbach's position).

The translation of Feuerbath's cliief work. The
Essence of Christianity (Das Wescii des Christen-

thums, 1841), by Miss Marian Evans (George Eliot)
in 1854, which was reviewed in the before-mentioned

article by R. H. Hutton, attracted much attention

in this country. The feature in his thought which
has led to his being classed among materialists is

his doctrine that only the sensible is real.
' The body,' he says,

'

is part of my being ; nay, the body is

its totality, is my Ego.'

Consistently with this view, he emphatically re-

jected all belief in personal immortality.
Far more decisively materialistic than Feuer-

bach was Carl Vogt, who in his Physiological
Letters (1845-1847) developed the ideas of the

French author Cabanis (1798), and argued that

thought stands in the same relation to the brain

as the bile to the liver, or the urine to the kidneys.'
In 1852 appeared Jacob Moleschott's famous

work. The Circulation of Life (Der Krcislatif
des Lebens), which maintains that all vital pheno-
mena can be explained as a perpetual circula-

tion of matter from the inorganic to the organic

world, and then back again from the organic to

the inorganic. This doctrine has recently been

acutely criticized by Sir Oliver Lodge, who con-

tends that the phenomena of organization and life

find their only satisfactory explanation in the

assumption that a higher principle, life, guides
and controls the elements of matter and energy
(see his article on 'Mind and Matter' in HJ, Jan.

1905). 'Without phosphorus,' says Moleschott,
'there is no thought'; and he concludes that

thought is a movement of the matter of the brain.

The book which in this materialistic and atheistic

movement of the 19th cent, had much the same

position and influence as Holbach's System of
Nature had in the century preceding, was Pro-

fessor Ludwig Biichner's Force and Matter (Kraft
und Staff, 1S55). Blichner was the first of those

German materialists who afterwards came under

the influence of Darwin's book on The Origin of

Species (1859). He professed that he found in Dar-

winism the chief support of materialism, and in

the later editions of his book he declared that the

doctrine of Natural Selection had wholly destroyed
the force of the teleological argument. His general
inference is that—
' not God, but evolution of matter, is the cause of the order of

the world
;
that life is a combination of matter which in favour-

able circumstances is spontaneously generated ; that there is no

vital principle, because all forces, non-vital and vital, are move-

ments; that movement and evolution proceed from life to

consciousness ; . . . that there is no God, no final cause, no

immortality, no freedom, no substance of the soul' (Case,
'

Metahpysics,' in jB£riO, vol. xxx. p. 647).

Sometimes Biichner speaks of mind as an effect

of matter, and sometimes as a movement of matter,
and he uses these expressions indifferently. He de-

Hnes psychical activity as 'nothing but a radiation

through the cells of the grey substance of the

brain of a motion set up by external stimuli.'

Biifhner argues that his '

philosophic system,
since it puts at its head not matter as such, btit

tlie unity and indivisibility of force and matter,
cannot be described as materialism

'

(Last Words
on Materialism, p. 273). But, as Professor Case

l)oints out, if a pliilosophy makes force an attribute

of matter, as Biichner's does, it will recognize

nothing but matter possessing force, and will

therefore be at once materialism and monism, i.e.

materialistic monism.
The most recent anti-theistic Mork of import-

ance in Germany is Professor Haeckel's Iliddle of
the Universe (Die Weltrat h-scl), of which there is an

English translation by ,1. McCabe (see § i, above).
The jteculiar feature of Haeckel's theory is that, like

the ancient Kylozoists, he rejiresents the original
substance as having a j)sychical as well as a physical
side. Because of this he contends that his philo-

sophy is not materialism. As, however, in his

doctrine mind is always spoken of as an attribute of

body, and cannot be conceived to exist dissociated

from matter, it would appear that his system, like
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Biichner's, is fitly described as materialistic inonism.

Haeckel derives everything from an eternal xirimi-
tive substance, which by condensation passes first

into imponderable ether, and then by further con-

densation into the elements of ponderable matter.
This eternal substance is God. His system bears

some resemblance to that of Leibniz in so far as

his monads possess the germs of perception and

appetition. The souls of animals and men have
no origin separate from that of their bodies. Sen-
sation is the property of all matter. In plants
and the lowest animals he considers sensation and
will to be present, but only in a rudimentary and
unconscious form. As to the point in evolution
at which consciousness first clearly presents itself,

he is not ex])licit.
' However certain,' he saj-8,

' we are of the fact of this

natural evohition of consciousness, we are, unfortunatelj', not
vet in a position to enter more deeply into the question'
(Haeckel, kiddle of the Universe, p. 191).

On tins Case makes the weighty remark :

'Thus in presence of the problem which ia the crux of

materialism, the origin of consciousness, he first propounds a

p-atuitou8 hypothesis that everything has mind, and then gives
up the origin of conscious mind after all. He is certain, how-
ever, that the law of substance somehow proves that conscious
80ul is a mere function of brain, that soul is a function of all

substances, and that God is the force or energy, or soul or

spirit, of Nature.' (See Professor Case's admirable article on
'

Metaphysics
'
in i?JSr 10 for a fuller account and criticism of the

systems of Biichner and Haeckel.)
As was before remarked, Haeckel's philosophy

affords no explanation of how it comes about that
the corpuscles from the primitive substance con-

spire not only to form organisms, but to produce
an orderly and teleologically arranged cosmos.
What is needed for this is not only the psj^chical
character which he assigns to each corpuscle, but
an intelligence and will dominating the whole and
co-ordinating all its separate parts. He calls his

philosophy the monistic or mechanical philosophy,
as contrasted with the teleological.

' There is everywhere,' he says,
' a necessary causal connexion

of phenomena, and therefore the whole knowable universe is a
harmonious unity, a monon' (Evolution of Man, ii. 356).

But Haeckel's ' Law of Substance '

gives no ex-

planation of the cause of this ' harmonious unity,'
nor does it at all account for the origin of the
ideas which he makes the very bases of religion

—
the ideas, namely, of the good, the true, and the
l>eautiful. In his system, spirit and matter are

inseparal)le, ami therefore spirit can neither create
nor control matter. This circumstance alone shows
that there is an impassable gulf between his world-

theory and any world-theory that can be rightly
termed theistic.

Along with German anti-theistic theories must
be classed a doctrine which, so far from being
materialistic, is intensely idealistic, namely, the
doctrine of ' ethical idealism,' which is propounded
bv F. A. Lange in the third volume of his very
aole History of Materialism. Lange, under the
influence of the agnostic side of the Kantian
philosophy, came to the conclu.sion that there
exist in tiie universe no reality or realities corre-

sponding to our ideal conceptions. But these ideal

conceptions, he contends, are in themselves of in-

calculable value to the soul, and it is in this sphere
of the poetic imagination alone that we must look
for the satisfaction of our religious sentiments and
aspirations. The intelligible world is, in his view,
a world of poetry. The greatest poems, he argues,
have immortal worth, though the heroes celebrated
in them may have had no historical existence. To
this illustration pastor Heinrich Lang of Zurich
very pertinently replied :

'Po«nis hold their own when thev aistheticallv satisfv : re-
ligion decays so soon as it is seen that the objects of faith are
imaginary and not real.' An admirable criticism of the school
of religious thought of w hich Lange is one of the leaders will be
found in Martineau's Address on ' Ideal Substitutes for God '

in
his biMiif, Revieics, and Addresses (vol. iv. p. 209 ff.).

4. Positivism.—Positivism, both as a philosophy

and as a religion, appears to have about as much
inlluence in England as it has in the land of its

birth. In Mr. Frederic Harrison and Dr. J. H.
Bridges it has had remarkably able exponents and
advocates in this country ; and its monthly organ.
The Positivist Review, often reaches a high level
of philosophical and sociological thought. Asa
lihilosophy. Positivism professes to be an ex-

clusively non-metaphysical system. It teaches
that the phenomenal world is the only knowable
world, and it deprecates as wholly without value
or interest all speculations concerning the nature
of tlie ground or cause beneath or behind the
phenomena of the sensible universe. While Herbert
Spencer holds that our very conception of the re-
lative character of all our scientific knowledge
compels us to believe in the existence of an Absolute
Reality behind the world of phenomena, and that
it is this Unknowable Reality which forms the

object of religion, the Positivists, on the other
hand, maintain that what is wholly unknowable is

wholly without interest to mankind, and therefore
can never excite or satisfy religious ideas or emo-
tions. According to Comte's celebrated law of the
three stages of religious insight, mankind begins
by assigning the causation of cosmical phenomena
to the supernatural volition of personal deities, and
finally to one Supreme Deity, when the stage of
monotheism is reached. Reason, Comte held,

gradually overthrows this theological belief, and
in place of a personal cause sets up metaphysical
abstractions such as centrifugal force, elective

affinity, or vitality as the causal principles behind
phenomena. Science, however, at length concludes
that these abstractions re.st upon no real experi-
ence ; and the third and final stage is that
of Positivism. The Positive stage of conviction,
towards which all culture is approaching, means,
he says, the recognition of the truth that all

ontological causes {whether metaphysical or theo-

logical) are wholly beyond the scope of man's
intellectual insight. It has been shown by many
critics of Positivism that these three ways of

considering the universe are not neces-sarily suc-

cessive, but constantly occur together in the

history of philosophical and religious thought.
There is one true and valuable feature in Comte's

philosophy which raises it far above the level of
the ISth century materialism of La Mettrie, d'Hol-

bach, etc. They carried up the materialistic and
mechanical principles, by which they explained
the inorganic world, into the sphere of life and
consciousness, and thus arrived at the description
of man as a machine (UHomme Machine). This,
said Comte, is materialism, and against it he
strongly protested. He would never allow that
the mechanical theory was rationally ajiplicable

beyond the limits of the physical world, and held it

to be self-condemned so soon as it was pushed into
the provinces of biolog^y and human ciiaracter

(Martineau, Types of Ethical Theory, i. 503).
Comte's religious conception appears to be

atheistic, in so far as it rejects tiie view that
nature and humanity are the products of a self-

existent and self-conscious Eternal Cause. In the

place of God, in the theistic sense, he substitutes
the Grand Etre—Humanity—as the supreme object
in the universe. Some critics hold that the real

object of the Positivist's adoration is the ideal of

human perfection, which he practically hypostatizes
and .adores. Positivists, however, will not admit
this, for this would be, in their view, equivalent to

the worship of an abstraction. In the International
Journal of Ethics for July 19CK3 (p. 425), Dr. Coit,
the founder of the ' ethical culture

'

societies in

England, says :

' So far as I am aware, the Positivists have never declared that

Humanity is God. But they have maintained that all the homage
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and obedience which has been rendered to God should now be

transferred to Humanity. They liave worshipped Humanity,
they have prayed to it, they have found consolation and strenjcih
in communion with it. Surely, then, it has become tlieir God.'

In the next number of the Positivist lievictv,

however, Mr. Frederic Harrison expresses strong
dis.sent from this statement, and denies that I'osi-

tivists have prayed to and wor.shipped Humanitj'.
The non-metaphysical character of the Positivi.'^ts'

religion provokes a comparison of it with Buddhism.
There are, however, vital differences between the

two. The religious sentiments of Positivists do
not centre in a glorified personal being ; nor has

Positivism as a religion anything corresponding
to the doctrines of karma and transmigration,
which bring Buddhism into some affinity with
theistic religion. Cf., further, art. Positivism.

5. Anti-theistic theories in England in the

nineteenth century,
—It was not till the middle of

the 19tii cent, tliat anti-theistic writings liad much
influence in England. The Essay on the Origin and
Prospects of Ma7i (3 vols., 1831)—a posthumous
work by Mr. Thomas Hope, the author of a bril-

liantly written novel, Anastasius, or Memoirs of a
Modern Greek—is a confused medley of materialistic

speculations respecting the origin of the inorganic
and organic worlds from molecules, which are

represented as proceeding by way of radiation or

evolution from the substance of God, the inconceiv-

able primary cause. On its appearance Thomas
Carlyle characterized the book as ' a monstrous

Anomaly, Avhere all sciences are heaped and huddled

together' {Miscellaneous Essays, iv. 31). Some
illustrative passages are quoted from it in Flint's

Anti-theistic Theories (pp. 476, 478).
A much more lucid materialistic treatise, and

also more decidedly atheistic, appeared in 1851, in

the form of Letters on the Lcnvs of Man^s Nature
and Development, from the pens of Mr. H. G.
Atkinson and Miss Harriet Martineau. In this

book Atkinson says :

'
I am far from bein^' an Atheist, as resting on second causes.

As well might we, resting on the earth, denj- that there is anj'

depth beneath ; or, living in time, deny eternity. I do not say,
therefore, that there is no God ; but that it is e.xtravagant and
irreverent to imagine that cause a Person ; the fundamental
cause is wholly beyond our conception

'

(p. 240).

As these writers, however, always speak of matter
as if it were eternal, declare that ' the mind of man
is the result of material development,' and assert

that '

philosophy linds no God in nature, nor sees

the want of any,' it is impossible to deny that
their book is fundamentally atheistic. Like most
atheistic treatises, it denies the freedom of the will

and personal immortality, and declares tiiat
' there

is no more sin in a crooked disposition than in a
crooked stick in the water, or in a hum23-back or a

squint.' At the time of its appearance the work
was severely criticized by James Martineau in the

Prospective Review, and tliere is another acute
criticism of it in Professor J. S. Blackie's Natural
History of Atheism (1877).

6. Secularism.—English Secularism appears to

be almost entirely an indigenous growth. During
the early portion of the 19tli cent, there appeared
several writings which, though by no means
atheistic, yet prepared the way for the incoming
of a non-religious and also of an anti-religious drift
of thought. The phrenological writings of George
Combe, though they were in his own case associated
with theistic views, v.ere calculated to encourage a
materialistic view of mind. Thomas Paine and
Ivicliard Carlile were themselves Deists, but many
of the admirers of their rationalism did not admit
the validity of their deistic views. The philosophy
of the philanthropic socialist, Robert Owen, exer-
cised a strong anti-theistic influence. Owen held
a doctrine somewhat resembling Hacckel's, in

which God is conceived as permeating all the

particles of the universe. At this time there was

also an important circle of thinkers, of which

Jeremy Bentham was the centre, and which was
strongly antagonistic to positive religious beliefs.

I'rofessor Bain in his Life of James Mill saj^s :

'That Mill's acquaintance with Ikntham hastened his course
towards infidelity it is inipo.ssible to doubt. Hentham never in

so many words pulilicly :',vowed himself an atheist, but he was
so in sulistance. His destructive criticisms of religious doctrine
in The Chxtrck of Jimjland Catechism IieL•ie^ved, and still more
his anonymous book on Natural Keligion, left no residue that
could be of any value. As a legislator he had to allow a place
for Religion ; but he made use of the Deity, as Napoleon wished
to make use of the Pope, for sanctioning whatever he himself

chose, in the name of Utility, to prescribe. John Austin fol-

lowed on the same tack ; but this course was too disingenuous to
suit either of the Mills. It is quite certain, moreover, that the
whole tone of conversation in Bentham's more select circle was
atheistic

'

(cf. Mind, vol. ii. p. 527).

All these circumstances had probably some in-

fluence in bringing about that secularist movement
in which George Jacob Holyoake and Charles

Bradlaugh were the leading spirits. Bradlaugh
in the National llcformer, and Holyoake in the

Reasoner, appealed to a large number of readers,

especially of the artizan class. The work thus

begun has been continued down to the present time

by a succession of lecturers and writers ; but it has
now to a large extent lost its positively atheistic

character, and is merged in the larger movement
of agnosticism, which the numerous cheap publica-
tions of the ' nationalist Press Association

'

are

doing much to advance. The name '

Secularist,'
as distinguished from '

Atheist,' was originated by
Holyoake in 1851. The latter word, to which

Bradlaugh had no dislike, was objected to by
Holyoake on the ground that it was often under-
stood to mean ' one wlio is not only without God
but also without morality.

' The two leaders were
of very dissimilar types of mind. Holyoake, like

Robert Owen, of whom he had been a disciple, was
of a constructive disposition ; he would have liked

to give to the word ' secularism
' a meaning which

would not have excluded theists. Bradlaugh, on
the contrary, was naturally aggi'essive. He identi-

fied all theological ideas with superstition, and the
Avork of undermining them he evidently found very
congenial.
The chief logical ground on which they both

rejected theism differed somewhat fi'om that which
was taken by earlier atheists of that centmy.
These, as we have seen, asserted the existence of a
First Cause, though they regarded its character as

wholly unknowable. Holyoake and Bradlaugh,
on the other hand, started with matter, maintain-

ing that it needed no cause, being itself self-existent

and eternal. Their contention was that the creation
of matter by a self-existent Spirit is inconceivable.
To this the theist rei^lies that, though we have no

experience of it, such creation would violate no
necessary law of thought ; and he fui'ther contends
that the atheist's assertion that out of lifeless

matter organization and life spontaneously arose
is not only inconceivable, but actuallj^ violates the
law of thought which ct)mpels us to believe tliat no
cause for an effect can be .admitted unless there is

some element in it which can be conceived as

capable of giving rise to the effect.

Another very prominent feature in both Brad-

laugh's and Holj'oake's attack on theism was their

attempt to invalidate that argument from design
in which so many thinkers, including Locke and
Voltaire, have found a sure basis for theistic

belief. Holyoake in his chief works, Paley Re-

futed and The Trial of Theism, dwells at great
length on this question. Finding it impossible to

explain the order and .systematic organization of

the cosmos on the materialistic hypothesis, he tries

to overthrow the theist's explanation by contend-

ing that, if it were a real ex))lanation, it would
involve other necessary assumptions which experi-
ence shows to have no existence in fact. Admit,
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he says, that there was a ilesi^iicr, tliou tliat

clesifj;ner must Iiave hecn a person ; and if a persdu,
he could not have desifjned tlie universe unless he

had possessed what all persons whom we know

possess, namely, a ccreliral orj,'anization, a brain ;

and, he concludes, there is no evidence of the

existence of such a brain. This arf,nimcnt has

also been employed by Professors W. K. CliUord and
Du Bois-Keymond in the anti-theistic interest. It

has been replied to by eminent thinkers, both scicn-

tilic and philosopliical. On the relations between
mind and matter Sir Oliver Lodge says :

'

Fundatnentally I hey amount to tliis : that a complex piece of

matter called the brain is the or^'an or instrument of mind and
consciousness ; that if it be stimulated mental activity results ;

that if it be injured or destroyed no manifestation of mental

activity is possible. . . . Suppose we {jrant all this, what then ?

We have granted that brain is tlie means whereby mind is made
manifest on this material plane, it is the instrument through
which alone we know it, but we have not granted that mind is

limited to its material manifestation ; nor can we maintain that

without matter the things we call mind, intelligence, conscious-

ness, have no sort of existence. Mind may be incorporate or

incarnate in matter, but it nuay also transcend it. Brain is truly
the organ of mind and consciousness . . . but no one is at

liberty to assert on the strength of that fact that the realities

underlying our use of those terms have no existence .apart from
terrestrial brains' (' Mind and Matter,' UJ, Jan. 1905, p. 32! f.).

In § I reasons have been given for concluding that

organization can be explained only by assuming
that a higher princii)le guides the arrangement of

the material particles. If this is the case, life is

the cause of the structure of brain, while brain is

posterior to life, and is the org.an through which
life and the material universe interact. Dr. James
Martineau, in his article on ' INIodern Materialism :

its Attitude towards Theology,' very carefully dis-

cas.ses this question. He argues that, though a

finite and created mind needs a cerebral organ for

its connuunic.ation with the phj'sical world, it is

highly probable that a self-existent and eternal
Mind is not thus conditioned. '

Further,' he says,
'
I would submit that in dealing with the problem of the

Universal Mind this demand for organic centralization is

strangely inappropriate. It is when mental power has to be

localized, bounded, lent out to individual natures and assigned
tea scene of delinite relations, that a focus must be found for

it and a molecular structure with determinate periphery be
built for its lodgment. And were Du Bois-Reymond himself
ever to alight on the portentous cerebrum which he imagines,
( greatly doubt whether he would fulfil his promise and turn
rheist at the sight ; that he had found the Cause of causes
would be the last inference it would occur to him to draw

;

rather would he look round for some monstrous crmture, some
cosmic megatherium, born to float and pasture on the fields of

8{iace
'

(Essays, Jiei'ie^cs, and Addresses, vol. iv. p. 254).

If the objector still insists that the Eternal Mind
must have some material organ, both Sir Oliver

Lodge and Dr. Martineau point out that
'

it has been surmised that just as the corpuscles and atoms
of matter, in their intricate movements and relations, combine
to fonn the brain cell of a human being, so the cosmic bodies,
the planets and suns and other groupings of the ether, may
perhaps combine to form something corresponding as it were to
the brain cell of some transcendent mind. The thing is a mere
guess, it is not an impossibility, and it cannot be excluded
from a philosophic system by any negative statement based
on scientific fact' (Sir Oliver Lodge, Inc. cit., p. 325; ct.

Martineau, op. cit., p. 255).

In addition to these two arguments for atheism,
Bradlaugh appeals to some metaphysical obstacles

which, in his opinion, bar the way to a theistic

conclusion. The chief of these is that we are
necessitated by the laws of thought to conceive of

Substance as ' that which does not require the con-

ception of anything else antecedent to it
'

; and
therefore Substance cannot have been created or

originated. To this Dr. Flint well replies :

'
If he (Mr. Bradlaugh) can conceive substance jxr se, and not

merely through its qualities, effects, and relationships to his
own faculties, he is logically bound to abandon sensationalism
and all its consequences, and betake himself to absolute idealism
or to mysticism" {op. cit., p. 517).

In a similar strain liradlangh contemls that, if

God were infinite, it wuidd be impossible to con-
ceive of any addition to Him, and that, therefore,
an in Unite Ooil and a created universe are incom-

patible ideas. Sucli arguments as these, even if

they were valid (which all theists would deny),
would have little or no weight with secularists in

general ; for such arguments assume the existence
of an fi priarl source of knowledge, and this very
few atheists would grant.

Besides Holyoake and Bradlaugh, there have
been other secularist lecturers and writers, such as
Charles Watts, G. W. Foote, Mrs. Besant (who
has since become a leader among the theo.sophists),
W. S. Boss, etc. An account of the books, pamph-
lets, and periodicals which have been issued by
this school of anti-thcistic thought will be found in

Dr. Flint's Anti-thcistic Theories (pp. 509-519). See
also art. Secul.vRIsm.

7. Recent Agnosticism. — In connexion with
this sul)joct, brief reference needs to be made in

conclusion to some recent distinguished writers,
whose speculations, though often by no means
atheistic, have unquestionably weakened theistic

belief in the case of many of their readers. The
most eminent among them are the scientific writers,
G. J. Romanes, W. K. Clifford, John Tyndall, T.

H. Huxley, and the philosopher, H. Spencer. In
1878 there was published anonymously a decidedly
atheistic work, entitled A Candid Examination of
Theism, by Physicus. Many years later, Romanes
acknowledged the authorship, and stated at the
same time that he had then come to see that his

most important objections to theism Avere invalid.

In the above work he says that he had at one
time been convinced by Baden Powell's Avork on
The Order of Nature, that this order necessitates

the hypothesis of an eternal creative intelligence
and will, but that, on the appearance of Spencer's
First Frinciples and Charles Darwin's work on
Natural Selection, his views had undergone a total

change, and that at the time of writing the Candid
Examination he felt assured that the appearances
of design in the universe could be explained with-
out the assumption of a creating mind. About
the year 1889, however, he wrote three articles on
the ' Inlluence of Science upon Religion,' and these,

together with some other notes on theism from his

pen, Avere published, after his death, under the
title 'Thoughts on Ecliijion, by Dr. Charles Gore,
noAv the Bishop of Birmingham. In these articles

Romanes declares his recovered faith in the valid-

ity of the teleological argument.
'
I think it is perfectly clear,' he concludes,

' that if the argu-
ment from teleology is to be saved at all, it can only be so by
shifting from the narrow basis of special adaptation, to the
broad area of Nature as a whole. And here I confess that to

my mind the argument does acquire a weight which, if long
and attentively considered, deserves to be regarded .as enonuous.
For although this and that particular adjustment in Nature
may be seen to be proximately due to physical causes . . . the
more idtimate question arises, IIow is it that all physical causes

conspire, by their united action, to the production of a general
order of Nature? It is against all analogy to suppose that
such an end as this can be accomplished by such means as those,
in the way of mere chance or "the fortuitous concourse of

atoms." We are led by the most fundamental dictates of our
reason to conclude that there must be some cause for this co-

operation 0/ causes
'

(ThoxKjhts on Religion, p. 67 f.).

He then proceeds to show that this adequate
cause can be nothing short of a Divine Mind,
though that Infinite ]\lind may be, and indeed must
be, beyond the comprehension of man's finite

intelligence. For the views of Dr. Romanes on
the 'character' of God, and on Christianity, the

Thoughts on Religion must be consulted. Bishop
Gore mentions that his friend, shortly before his

death, expressed his belief that it is by
' intuition

'

Ave become acquainted Avith God, and added that

he Avas in cordial agreement on this subject Avith

Knight's Aspects of Theism.
Professor W. K. Clifford held a AAorld-theory

somcAvhat .similar to that of Haeckel. Every-
thing, both physical and jisj-chical, Avas, he main-

tained, composed of elements of
'

mind-stuff',' and
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when these elements are coniponnded in a nervous

system, they manifest the phenomena of con-

sciousness. As to the cause which so arranges
these elements as to form out of them the actual

orderly universe of matter and mind, his writings
furnisifi no explanation. With Ilolyoake and Du
Bois-Reymond, he regards the existence of a self-

existent personal cause as highly improbable,
owing to the want of evidence for the existence of

a corresponding brain. What has been previously
said in reply to Holyoake's secularistic atheism

applies equally to Clifford's reasons for denying
the existence of God. Clifford's view of religion
was akin to Positivism.

' In such a moment of utter sincerity,' he says,
' when a man

has bared his own soul before the immensities and the eternities,
a presence in which his own poor personality is shrivelled into

nothingness arises within him, and sa3's, as plainly as words can

say,
"

I am with thee, and I am greater than thou." Many
names of Gods, of many shapes, have men given to this presence,
seeking by names and" pictures to know more clearly the g^iide
and the helper of men.'

These words appear to point to a theistic con-

clusion, but Clifford disappoints this expectation ;

for his final judgment is that,
'

after all, such a

lielper of men, outside of humanity, the truth will

not allow us to see
'

(Lectures and Essays", 386).
Professor John Tyndall's Address before the

British Association at Belfast in 1874 excited much
attention, and called forth many criticisms from
the theistic side. Among these perhaps the most

important was a paper in the Contemporary Revieiv
on ' Modern Materialism : its Attitude towards

Theology,' by Dr. James Martineau, between whom
and Professor Tyndall there had often been mental
encounters at the meetings of the Metaphysical
Society. (This paper, together with another on
'

Religion as affected by Modern Materialism,' is

reprinted in vol. iv. of Martineau's Essays, Reviews,
and Addresses.)

Though in the ' Address '

Tyndall says,
'
I discern

in matter the promise and potency of all terrestrial

life,' he declined to be called a materialist. His
view somewhat resembled Haeckel's, in that he
maintained that sensation could not arise unless
the elements of matter had a psychical as well as a

physical side. He did not, however, regard sensa-

tion as a property of matter, but rather as a
universal concomitant of matter. The passage
from the physics of the brain to the facts of

consciousness he admitted to be altogether incon-
ceivable by the human mind. As to the cause
of the atoms and of the processes of evolution, his

position was not atheistic but agnostic. In an
Address at Birmingham, a few months later than
the one at Belfast, he says, in reply to the question
whether there are not in nature manifestations of

knowledge and skill higher than man's :

' My friends, the profession of that atheism with which I am
sometimes so lightly cliarged would, in my case, be an impossible
answer to this question.'

Like Lange, he confines religion to the sphere of

idealism and emotion. In reference to Tyndall's
statement that ' we must radically change our
notions of " Matter "

if we are to understand how it

carries with it the promise and potency of all ter-

restrial life,' Martineau remarks {op. cit. iv. 175)
that what Tyndall says simply amounts to this :

"
'Charge the word [matter] with

j^our quoesila, and I will

promise to elicit Ihein explicitly." It is easy travelling through
the stages of such an hypothesis ; you deposit at your bank a
round sum ere you start ; and, drawing on it piecemeal at every
pause, complete your grand tour without a debt. Words, how-
ever, ere they can hold such richness of prerogative, will be found
to have emerged from their physical meaning, and to be truly
Oeo^opa bu6iiaTa—terms that bear God in them, and thus dissolve
the very theory which they represent. Such extremely clever
Matter—matter that is up to everything, even to writing Hamlet,
and finding out its ovvn evolution, and substituting a molecular
plebiscU'' lor a divine monarchy of the world—maj' fairly be

regarded as a little too modest in its disclaimer of the attributes
of Mind.'

The views of Professor T. H. Huxley diflFer in

one important respect from those of his great
friend. Professor lyndall. The former, through
his study of Hume, was inclined to accept the

principles of sensational idealism, whereas the
latter sided with the agnostic realisTii of Herbert

Sjiencer. Huxley, accordingly, seeks to rebut the

charge of materialism, by declaring that he is

utterly incapable of conceiving
' the existence of

matter if there is no mind in wliich to picture that
existence

'

{Method and Results, Lond. 1893, p. 245).

But, while he thus makes the existence of matter

dependent on mind, he at the same time holds the
doctrine of ' human automatism,' i.e. that whUe
states of consciousness depend upon the molecular
movements of the cerebral substance,

' there is no

Ijroof that any state of consciousness is the cause
of change in the motion of the matter of the

organism
'

{ib. p. 244).
At a meeting of the Jletaphysical Society, when Huxley had

read a paper on the subject,
' Has the Frog a Soul ?

' one of the
members present said :

'
I was walking down Oxford Street this

morning, intending to go straight to the Marble Arch ; but, hap-
pening to glance at my boots, I saw that I needed a new pair,
and I accordingly turned into Regent Street, where my boot-
maker lives.' Then, addressing Huxley, he asked, 'Am I to
understand that the coming into my mind of the idea about the
boots had no causal connexion with the change in the direction
of my walk ?

' ' Most certainly you are,' replied the professor.

It is clear, then, that though Huxley in words

rejects materialism, and asserts that the body is

only a gi-oup of mental symbols, he is virtually
a decided materialist, for he represents mind as

dependent for its existence on this group of mental

symbols, and possessed of no power to act in a.ny

way upon the reality for which these symbols stand.

As Huxley maintained that nothing is knowable
but phenomena, i.e. states of consciousness, he held
that we can neither athrm nor deny the existence
of God or of any metaphysical realities behind

phenomena. To describe his attitude towards these

metaphysical questions he coined the convenient
word '

Agnostic.
' The charge of atheism he em-

phatically repels, saying :

' The problem of the ultimate cause of existence . . . seema
to me . . . hopelessl}' out of reach of my poor powers. Of all the
senseless babble I have ever had occasion to read, the demon-
strations of these philosophers who undertake to tell us all about
the nature of God would be the worst, if they were not surpassed
by the still greater absurdities of the philosophers who try to

prove that there is no God '

(Method and Results, p. 245ff.).

With regard to tiie relation of the Darwinian
account of evolution to the argument from design,

Huxley expresses himself as follows :

' No doubt, it is quite true that the doctrine of Evolution is

the most formidable opponent of all the commoner and coarser
forms of Teleology. . . . The teleological and the mechanical
views of nature are not, however, of necessity mutually ex-
clusive. On the contrary, the more purelj' a mechanist the

speculator is, the more firmly does he assume a primordial
molecular arrangement, of which all the phenomena of the uni-
verse are the consequences ;

and the more completely is he
thereby at the mercy of the teleologist, who can always defy him
to disprove that this primordial molecular arrangement was not
intended to evolve the phenomena of the universe' {Critiques
and Addresses, pp. 305-307).

It would seem that Huxley should here have
asked himself the question whether this

'

primordial
arrangement,

' from which a universe abounding in

marks of adaptation has proceeded, does not by a

necessity of human thouglit demand an adequate
cause. Romanes, as we have seen, did put this

question to himself, and the answer to it in which
he finally found satisfaction was that it is only on
the hypothesis of the creative action of an Eternal
Mind that the facts of physical and mental evolu-

tion are at all satisfactorily accounted for. Huxley,
however, never fairly faces the question of ultimate

causation, but concludes his criticism of the teleo-

logical argument with the w ords :

' Why troul)le oneself about matters which are out of reach,
when the working of the mechanism itself, which is of infinite

pr.actical importance, affords scope for all our energies?' (ib.

p. 307).

He forgot that the human mind has other

aspirations and faculties besides those which lead
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to scientific discovery ; that it cannot content itself

with the ascertainment of the order of phenomenal
succession, but must perforce, for the satisfaction

of its rational, its ethical, and its religious nature,
ever seek after insi<,dit into the reality and the
character of the Causa causarum.
Herbert Spencer's attitude towards tlieism was

by no means so negative or neutral as was that of

'lyndall and Huxley ; and with good right he main-
tained tliat his pliilosophical system might be pan-
theistic, but could not justly be termed atheistic.

His conception of the basal reality of the universe

rested upon an assumed a priori principle.
In opposition to the doctrine of Mansel and Sir

W. Hamilton, he maintains,
'

Impossible thoui,'h it is to give to this consciousness of the
Absolute any qualitative or quantitative expression whatever,
it is not the less certain that it remains with us as a positive and
indestructible element of thou<,'ht

'

{First PHnciplen •>, p. 77 ;

cf. Nineteenth Centiir)/, July 18S4, pp. 5-7).

In his view it is the same ultimate reality which in

the inorganic world manifests itself in the form of

matter and motion, and in living beings in modes
of consciousness. His philosophy, however, fur-

nishes no explanation of how, from the modes of

matter and motion which physical science discerns,

organic structures can spontaneously arise. He
states that the volumes in which he would have

explained the passage from the inorganic to the

organic had for want of time not been written.

What tliese volumes would have contained we can

only conjecture from other passages in Mr. Spencer's
writings, where he maintains that, in his doctrine
of an infinite and eternal energy out of which all

phenomena, both psychical and physical, arise, he
has readied a reality which satisfies the demands
alike of science and of religion. In 1884, he
declares that
'

though the attributes of personality, as we know it, cannot be
conceived by us as attributes of the Unknown Cause of things,

yet duty requires us neither to allirm nor to deny personality,
but to submit ourselves in all humility to the established limits

of our intelligence, in the conviction that the choice is not
between personality and something lower than personality, but
between personality and something higher ; and that the
Ultimate Power is no more presentable in terms of human con-
sciousness than human consciousness is representable in terms
of a plant's functions' {Sineteenth Centxiiy, July 1SS4, p. 7).

Were it not for the last clause in this quotation,
one might suppose that Spencer held a view
akin to the theistic doctrine of Lotze, i.e. that

personality under human limitations must needs
be imperfect, and that it is only in God that perfect

personality is realized. Lotze's doctrine is thei.stic,

oecause it implies that, in conceiving of God after
the fashion of the highest form of human per-

sonality, we have a real and positive, though im-

perfect, insight into the nature of God. The last

clause of the above quotation, however, denies the

possibility of any such insigiit, and thus entirely
separates Spencer's doctrine from true theism.

Further, Spencer's attempt to derive all moral
ideals and all consciousness of moral autliority
from the experiences of pleasure and pain, makes
it impossible for him to recognize in our ideals

any insight into the character of God ; and hence
his Ultimate Reality cannot be regarded as an
adequate object of religious faith and worship.

Tliis article may conclude with the obvious re-

mark, that at the present time atheism in the
definite form which it has often assumed in the

past has almost entirely disappeared, and an
agnostic form of rationalism has taken its

place.
Benn's treatise on The History of EncjUsh Rational-
ism in the Nineteenth Ccnturij, and Robertson's
Short HistoDj of Frecthnnght, will give a t(jlerably
clear idea of the forms of negation with which the
defenders of theism will probably have to deal

during the present century.
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Charles B. Upton.
ATHEISM (Buddhist). — I. Buddhism, in so

far as it is a philosophic system, is radically averse
to the idea of a Supreme Being—of a God, in the
Western sense of the word. It must be remem-
bered that this atheism is not a characteristic

peculiar to Buddhism alone. The ' Lord '

(livara)
of the nominally theistic schools {aiharika,s), when
He is not conceived of as an Oriental despot, arbi-

trarily imputing sin or virtue and assigning hell

or heaven to His creatures, is practically only an
Organizer of the world, keeping account of the
actions [karma) of creatures in order to ensure
their due recompense, and, after each period of

chaos, re-constructing the universe in orcler to set
each creature in the place which befits it. All the
Hindus believe, as a matter of fact, in endless

transmigrations.
Another point worthy of remark is that, although

the Buddhists maintain tlie uselessness of this '

Lord,'
a mere delegate of the karma of creatures, they
nevertheless personify the karma, or Law. ' Even
if I hid my sin from every one, I should not hide
it from the Law '

(cf. SBE xxxv. 295). But, as a

general rule, retribution for deeds is believed to

operate automatically by reason of an energy
called the ' indestructible

'

(the
'
in\'isible

'

of the
Brahmanical treatises), and the system is there-
fore atheistic because it does away with the

thought of a personal Being who would scrutinize
the ' book of debts' of wliicli their treatises some-
times

speak.
It must be acknowledged, however,

that to believe in infallible and immutable justice is

to recognize at least one of the tlioughts which con-
stitute tlie idea of God. The Buddhists know that

good actions can mix with evil ones and counteract
their unhappy consequences ; they especially praise
repentance, and by doing so raise themselves above
the purely mechanical idea of karma (j.u.), which
they view as an intelligent force.

It may be further remarked, that the contempla-
tion of the Buddha plays in early Buddhism a rdle

analogous to that which the Sdiikhija-Yoga assigns
to the contemplation of the ' Lord '

(livara).
2. It will be profitable to read the 2nd chapter

of t\\& Brahmajdlasntta (Rhys Davids, Dialogues of
the Buddha, Lond. 1899, p. 30), where the Buddha
explains how the god Brahma, being born at the
commencement of the world-age in the midst of the
heaven prepared for him by his karma, unconscious
of his former existences, and witnessing the birth
of the other gods whom he wished to have as com-

panions, imagines that he is in truth ' the Supreme
One, the Lord of all, the Creator, the Ancient of

Daj's, the Father of all that are and are to be.'
' These other beings are of my creation. And why
is that so ? A while ago I thought,

" Would that

they might come !

" And on my mental aspiration
behold the beings came.'
The Kevaddhasutta (ib. p. 280) is also very in-

structive. It shows the reverence of the gods for

the gieat Bralima, and how Brahma is inferior to

the Buddha. A certain monk, in order to solve
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a problem of cosuiologj', traverses the celestial

regions, consulting the divinities. They refer him
to Brahma. ' He is more potent and more ghm-
ous than we. He will know it.'

'

Where, then, is

that great Brahma now ?
' ' We know not where

Brahma is, nor why Brahma is, nor Avhence. But
when the signs of his coming appear, when the

light ariseth and the glory shinetli, then will He
be manifest.' Soon after, Brahma became mani-

fest, and that monk drew near to him and asked,
' Wliere do the four great elements cease, leaving
no trace behind ?

' Brahma then took the monk
by the arm and led him aside and said,

' These

gods, my retinue, hold me to be such that there is

nothing I cannot see, I have not realized. There-
fore I gave no answer in their presence. But I do
not know where the four elements cease. There-
fore return to the Buddha, and accept the answer

according as he shall make reply.'

3. In the later literature of Buddhism there

are found formal proofs of the non-existence of

a God who creates and organizes the world, for

example in the Bodhicharydvatdra, ch. ix. ver.

119 f.

' Theists say that God is too great for us to be able to com-

prehend Him ; tiut then it follows that His quahties also surpass
our range of thought, and that we can neither know Him nor
attribute to Him the quality of a Creator. Theists further
maintain that the nature of God is incomprehensible, and His
work comprehensible. But (1) God has created neither souls

nor elements which are eternal : He does not bring about the
birth of knowledge in the mind [compare Malebranche], since

knowledge is produced by its object ; He does not allot pain
and pleasure, which result from karma. Then (2) if God acts

without desiring to act, it is because He is subject to another ;

if He acts because He desires to act, He is subject to desire ;

therefore He is not independent ; and (3) if He is independent
of others, why does He not accomplish at one and the same
time the creation, preservation, and destruction of the universe ?

An eternal and immutable cause ought to produce all its effects

at the same time. Thus everything is momentary.'
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LOUI.S DE LA VaLL^E POUS-SIN.
ATHEISM (Egyptian).

—No trace has yet been
iMund of any definite atheistic teaching in Egypt.
The contradictorj', wholly incompatible, doctrines
current in Egypt regarding the future life must
have caused every thinking man to wonder and
doubt, and when such a man appeared to accept
them all and act upon them, if his motive was not

simply to conform with custom, or to satisfy the

superstition of his women-folk, it must have been
the hope that oue of the alternatives might possibly
be correct enough to help towards bliss. The Song
of the Harper, engra\ed in banqueting scenes in
the tombs of kings and priests, urges to i)resent

enjoyment because death comes to all, and no one
has ever returned to tell what has become of the
dead ; the most learned scribes and philosophers
pass away and become as though they had never
been. ' Follow thy heart greatly ; but give l)read
to him that liath no field— so shalt thou have a

good name among all posterity.' Such is the

teaching of the Song. This text dates from the
Middle Kingdom, but was in vogue also later.

vVnother, of late Ptolemaic age, when the Egyp-
tian religion was indeed on the decline, is put into
the mouth of a deceased lady. Inscribed upon her
tombstone, it is addressed to her husband, the high
priest of Ptah at Memphis, who was almost, if

not quite, at the head of the Egyptian hierarchy.
She counsels merrymaking and enjoyment in the

years of life upon earth : the ' western
'

land of
the dead is a land of wakeless sleep, of heavj'

darkness, of forgetfulness ; and apparently im-

plies that nothing could relieve the misery if the

dead could feel it. It seems that these views be-

longed in some degree to the varied face of ortho-

doxjr,
which preached the Psychostasia, the reward

in rich fields of Aahi and abundant food and happi-
ness ; or, again, the attainment by the dead of all

Divine powers; or, again, the sad doctrine of a

gloomy existence in the dark under world, relieved

only by one hour of illumination each night while

the sun passed between two of the clanging gates.

Literature.—There is no literature on the subject. For
translations of the Songs, see W. Max MUUer, Die Liebespoesie
der alien JUjypter, Leipzig, 1899, p. 29 ff.

F. Ll. Griffith.

ATHEISM (Greek and Komau).—As a dog-
matic creed, consisting in the denial of every kind

of supernatural power, atlieism ha.s not often been

seriously maintained at any period of civilized

thoiight, and Plato goes so far as to assert that,

while other erroneous views about the gods might
be permanent, no one, after embracing in his youth
the doctrine of atheism, had ever continued in it

up to old age {Lcgrj. 10. 888 C). Thus, in dealing with
the statements of Greek and Latin texts, it is neces-

sary to distinguish those thinkers, such as Xeno-

phanes (fr. 15, Diels, etc.), who rejected the gods
of the popular religion, from tho.se who repudiated
the idea of God in its entirety. There are further

<iifficultics arising from the fragmentary and often

untrustworthy character of our authorities. A
charge of atheism was a favourite controversial

weapon, and how careful we should be in accepting
isolated statements which impute it may be learnt

from a consideration of the cases of Socrates (Plat.

Apol. 26 C) and of the early Christians (Gibbon,
lioinan Empire, ii. 225). Moreover, the sceptic is

always liable to be confounded with the atheist.

Thus the attitude of Protagoras towards the pro-
blems of theology is sutliciently indicated by the

sentence preserved by Diogenes Laertius(ix. 51), in

which he declares himself unable to affirm of the

gods either that they are or that they are not.

Nevertheless, other authorities (Epiphanius, adv.

Hccrcs. iii. 2. 9 ; Diels, Doxogr. p. 591, 1) testify to

his a1)solute denial of the existence of God. These
considerations will show the difficulty of apprais-

ing the statements which impute atheism to the

physicist Hippo, a contemporary of Pericles (Plut.

Comm. Not. 31, p. 1075 A, etc.), or to the more
notorious Diagoras of Melos. The latter, familiar

to us from the allusions of Aristophanes {Nub. 830 ;

Av. 1072), is said to have turned to atheism be-

cause the gods failed to visit with punishment a

flagrant wrong which had been coTumitted against
him (Sext. Math. ix. 53). We have more definite

information about Theodoras of Cyrene, a follower

of Aristippus, who lived in the latter years of the
4th cent. B.C. His atheism was absolutely uncom-

]>romising(Diog. Laert. ii. 97 ; Epiphan. I.e.; Diels,

Doxogr. p. 591, 25), and formed a reasoned element
in a j)hilosophical system Avhich was subversive of

the foundations of customary morality.
Again, atheism is the logical result of the ration-

alizing system of Euhemerus ; but the charge is

made against him (Plut. Is. et Osir. 23, p. 360 A) on

precisely the same grounds as against the Stoics

(Plut. Amat. 13, p. 757 C), aiul cannot of itself be
lield to im))ly more than his opposition to received

religion. The same is true of tiie earlier attempt
of Prodicus, who held that Divine honours were
in the first place bestowed upon such natural

objects as the sun and moon and the fruits of

the earth, and next in order upon the civilizing
benefactors of tlie human race (Gomperz, Greek

T/ii)i/:er.f, Eng. tr., Lond. 1901, i. 430). To the same

j)eriod belongs Critias, the leader of the Thirty
Tyrants, who is ranked with the atheists by Sextus



(Math. ix. 54) on the strength of some remarkahle

verses, referred by otlicr authorities, erroneously,
as it would seem (Diels, Doxorjr. proll. p. 59. 1), to

the Siaiiphus of Euripides. These lines are con-

ceived in the s])irit of a Calliclcs or a Thrasy-
niachus, as wc meet them in the d'oi-f/ias and the

Ilcpiihlic. The argument is fonndeil on the Sopliis-
tic distinction between natuie and convention ;

and the belief in God, which is made subsequent
to the rule of morality imposed by law, is attrilnited

to the policy of a cunning legislator, who souglit
to check secret immorality by the liction of an

eternal, all-seeing, and all-wise power, and to pro-
cure obedience to its decrees by investing it with

awe-inspiring attributes.

Though denounced as a fiction in the age of the

Sophists, the universality of religious belief among
the nations of the world was always one of the

strongest weapons possessed by the advocates of

theism (Plat. Legg. 10. 886 A; Sext. Math.\\. 60).

The only exception which ancient tradition, as

preserved by Theophrastus in his treatise on Piety
(Bernays, Theophr. iib. Frirminigkrif, p. 56), records

was furnished by a doul^tful story concerning the
Tlioes or Acrothoita^. They are said to have been
a tribe living on the borders of Thrace, who, like

Hesiod's Silver Kace {Op. 133 f.), neglected entirely*
to sacriiice to the gods, and were swallowed up by
an earthquake as a punishment for their atheism

(Porphyr. de Abst. ii. 7, S; Simplic. ad Eplct.
Enchir. 31. p. 95, 34, Diibn). Thus, whether viewed
in connexion with popular opinion or with scien-

tific thought, atheism appears to have been regarded
by the ancients as a mark of coarseness, depravity,
or eccentricity.

Literature. — See the commentators on Parmenides and
Heraclitus, and L. Campbell, Religion in (ireek Literature,
Lond. 1898, p. 295. For the charges against astronomers, Plato,

Legg. 12, 907 A. See also Jowett, The Dialogxies of Plato'-i,

Oxford, 1892, index; Zeller, Stoics, etc., Eiij;. tr. new cd.

1880, p. 465; G. Boissier, La Religion romaine*, Paris, 1892;
and other reff. throughout the article. A, C. PEAR.SON.

ATHEISM (Indian, ancient).—The beginnings
of Indian atheism can be traced back into the
Vedic period. In the Rigveda the national god
Indra is derided in several passages (iv. 24. 10, x.

119); and we read (ii. 12. 5, viii. 100. 3) of people
who absolutely denied his existence even in those

early days. We have here the first traces of that
naive atheism which is so far from indulging in

any philosophical reflexion that it simply refuses

to believe what it cannot visualize, and which, in

a later period, was known as the disbelief of the

Lokayata system ; that is to say, of crass materi-
alism (see art. LOKAYAT.V).

It is ditt'erent -with the atheism which had grown
into a conviction as the re.snlt of serious philo-

sophical speculation ; this, in distinction from the
other naive form, we may describe brieily rs philo-
sophic atheism.
When the old Vedic religion developed into pan-

theism, the figures of the old gods faded and became
transient creatures. But, as such, they still lived

in the philosophic -systems of India, even in the
atheistic Siihkhya system (see S.\NKHVA), and in

the religions of Buddha and Mahilvira, which found

support in this .system, and, like it, recognize no
real God. Here these shadow-like gods alibrd an
illustration of a fact which can be noted thruugh-
out the history of religion

—that religious ideas

belonging to earlier periods project themselves
into a later and difierently-conceived view of the
world—one with which in essence they have ceased
to have anything to do, but to which, nevertheless,

they adapt themselves. In the Sfu'ikhya system,
in Ihiddhism, and in the religion of the Jains, we
find the belief in the exi.stencc of gods, demi-gods,
^.nd demons, as well as in heavens and hells. JJut

the gods are only more highly organized and
hai)i)icr beings than men ; like the latter, they
are within the saumtra, 'circle of life,' and, unless

they gain the saving knowledge winch enables
them to withdraw from worldly existence, they
are ol)liged to change their bodies again. Nor
have they escaped the power of death ; conse-

quently they are lower than the man who has
reached the Inghest goal. In India, recognition of
tiiese faded gods of the people has been fully re-

conciled with the atlieistic view of the world. In
the Siinkhya system, belief in gods who have risen
to evanescent godiiead {javijcii;ai-a, huryc.ivara)
has nothing whatever to do with the question of
God Eternal {nityeivara), as regards whom the
theists assume that He made the world by His
will. The use of a special term (livara,

' the

powerful ') in Indian philosophy ol)viously arose
out of the endeavour to distinguish this God even

verbally from the shadow-like gods of the people
{dev(i).

The positive way in which the existence of God
is denied is one of the characteristic features of the

Sahkhya philosophy, which on that account is

also continually denoted as JuVwi'arrt ('godless').
Again and again in the Sahkhyasfitras it is stated
that the existence of God cannot be proved (i.

92-94, V. 2-12, 46, 126, 127, vi. 64, 65, with the

respective commentaries). Having regard to the

aphoristic conciseness of this work, it is clear
from this frequent repetition what importance was
attached by the adherents of the Sahkhya .system
to this point—the actual absence of any strict

proof of the existence of (4od. The denial of God
in the Sahkhya philosophy is in essence the re-

.snlt of the following ideas: (1) the doctrine that
tliere is inherent in unconscious matter the force
whicli operates Avith physical necessity to develop
itself for the purely receptive souls ; and (2) the

general Indian conception of the after -eit'ects

of the actions of living beings, which instigate
that natural force and guide its activity into
definite channels. Other reasons seem to have
contributed, especially the realization that the

problem of misfortune cannot be solved by any
of the speculations of theism. This idea is made
use of by VachaspatiniLsra (12th cent. A.lj.) in the

Suhkhya-tattva-kaumitdl to Sdii/chya-kdrika, 57, as
one of the main .supports of the atheistic explan.a-
tion of the world. It will be useful here, we think,
to give a translation of this passage, which is so

important and so cliaracteristic of Indian thought.
It runs thus :

'

Every conscious action is, without exception, determined
either by an egoistic purpose or by kindness. Since these two
motives are excluded. in the ease of the creation of the world,
it becomes impossible to assume that the creation of the world
was due to conscious action. For a God whose wislies are all

fulfilled can have had no personal interest whatever in the crea-
tion of the world ; the possibility of any egoistic purpose conse-

quently disappears. I'ut neither can God have undertaken the
creation from kindness ; since before the act of creation souls
suffered no pain—senses, bodies, and olijects not having come
into existence yet—from what could the kindness of God wish
to have souls released ? If, on the other hand, we suppose that
the kindness of God was shown later, when, after the act of

creation. He saw His creatures full of pain, we can hardly
escape the argument in a circle : creation was the result of

kindness, and kindness the result of creation I Further, a God
who is actuated bj' kindness would create only joyful crea-

tures, but not creatures in different conditions. If to this some
one objects that the difference results from the difference in

that work for which individuals receive a reward fi"om God, we
reply that in that case the direction of the work on the part of

that conscious, highest Deing is entirely superfluous, for the
effectiveness of the work performed by individuals (that is to

say, the consequences of merit and guilt) fully exjilains itself

without any supreme direction on the part of that God. . . .

On the contrary, that operation of unintelligent matter whiih
we assume has no egoistic purpose behind it, nor is kindness its

motive ; consequently it CJinnot be substantiated as .against our

theory that the stated grounds of refutation apply to it as well.'

This argument of Vachaspatimi.sra was repeated
almost entirely bj' Miidhavacharya (14tli cent.
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A.D.) in the Sankliya chapter of his Sarvadar&ana-

snhgraha (p. 228 of tr. by E. B. Cowell and A, E.

Gough). These and sunilar reflexions had cer-

tainly ah-eady forced themselves upon Kapila, tlie

originator of the Sankhj^a philosophy, when he
decided to take the bold step of publicly declar-

ing for atheism. Tiiat no other doctrine in the

Sahkhya system was so often and so fiercely
attacked as this may be inferred even from the
fact that Patafijali, the founder of the Yoga sys-
tem (see art. YOGA), introduced the idea of a

personal god in the liope that he would thus
make the Sahkhya philosophy acceptable to ins

countrymen. The strict adherents of the Sahkhya
doctrine, on the other hand, tried to derive from
their own system new arguments by which to

ward oft" the attacks made upon the denial of God.

Tiiey placed first and foremost the sophistical
alternative : Is God to be thought of as a free or as

a fettered soul ? Kegarded as a/ree soul, that is to

say, one not connected with a body or with any
pliysical organ, God would be devoid of all quali-

ties, and particularly of desire and will—the pre-

requisite of all creative activity ; He would also be
without any motive for directing the world. Re-

garded as a fettered soul, God would belong to

the sanisdra, and, like all other beings, would be

deluded, and be hampered by human infirmities ;

in whicli case again He could not be creator

and controller of the world, but only a nominal

(pdrihhdsika) god who came into existence at the

beginning of this world-period, and passes away
with the end of it. If a theist raises against this

argument the obvious objection that in that case

God would belong neither to the free nor to the
fettered souls, but must be assigned an exceptional
place, he receives the answer,

' When a thing is

defined as being unique in character, every basis

upon which to argue is removed.'
This atheism of tlie Sahkhya philosophy, some-

what softened by the recognition of the gods of the

people, was taken over, as we have already noted,
into Buddhism and the religion of the Jains. But
in all probability it also had an influence upon two
schools of Brahman philosophy

— the Vaisesika
and the Nyaya (see the two articles). These two
schools were originally atheistic, and did not go
over to theism until after their amalgamation.
LiTKRATCRE.—R. Gafbc, Die Scifikhya-PMlosophie, Leipzig,

1S94 ; L. Suali, in Musinn, new ser. ix. 277-298 ; F. Max
Miiller, Six Syatems of Indian Philosophy, London, 1899; P.

Deussen, Philosophie der (Tpanishads, Leipzig, 1899 (Eng. tr.,

Edin. 1905, esp. pp. 238, 407). See also artt. Sanrhta, Yooa.

R. Gar BE.

ATHEISM (Indian, modern).—In modern India,

]ihilosophic atheism still survives in the religion
of the .Jains. (For Jain and Buddhist atheism see

the special articles.) As regards the materialism

professed by the ancient Lokayatas, the modern
predominance of a religious attitude founded on
bhakti, or faith devoted to a personal Supreme
Deity, has practically extinguished it. Sporadic
attempts to revive it have been made by isolated

teachers, with but small success. The best kno^vn
of these was the composition of the Silnudr, or
' Essence of Emptiness,' by a religious mendicant
named Bakhtawar, the promulgator of the so-

called SunyavCidl doctrine. He flourished in the

early part of the 19th cent, under the patronage
of Daya Ram, a JatRaja of Hathras in the central

Gangetic Doab. Bakhtawar's teaching went a

step beyond simple materialism, and was an at-

tempt to popularize it. According to him, nothing—God, or man, or any material object
—exists.

All is em])tiness (sunyafd). The one thing that
exists is the Ego, and all conceptions are but re-

flexions of this Ego.
' It is an error,' he says,

' to

think that the reflexion of my face in a glass is

not my face, but is that of another. Similarly,

whatever you see elsewhere is but yourself, and
father and mother are non-entities. You are the
infant and the old man, j'ou are the wise man and
the fool, the male and the female. It is you who
are drowned in the stream, and it is you who pass
over safely. You are the killer and the slain, the

slayer and the eater, the king and the subject.
You seize yourself and let go, you sleep and you
wake ; you dance for yourself and you sing for

yourself. You are the sensualist and the ascetic,
the sick man and the strong. In short, whatever

you see, that is you, as bubbles, surf, and billows

are all but water' (Wilson, Rel. Sects, 361).

It was not to be expected that such a dreary
creed would retain many adherents, and it is

doubtful if the few who were first attracted by
it have left any representatives at the present day.
The atheism of the Sahkhya school is still pro-

fessed by those learned men who folloAv that

system of philosophy, and these and the Jains
are the only real atheists of modern India.

Literature.—Wilson, Religiom Sects of the Hindus, Lond.

1862, 359 ff. George A. Grierson.

ATHEISM (Jain).
—Jainism is atheistical, if

by atheism we understand the belief that there is

no eternal Supreme God, Creator and Lord of all

things ; for the Jains flatly deny such a Supreme
God. Nor need it surprise us that atheism should
be essential to a religious system ; for even the
most orthodox Brahmanical theologians, the
Mimaihsakas of Kumarilabhatta's school, deny the
existence of a Supreme God, though, of course, on
other grounds than those of the Jains (see ^lokavdr-

tika, sec. 16, Calcutta, 1907).
The Jains admit the existence of innumerable

gods of many kinds and various degrees of perfec-
tion. But none of these gods is eternal ; hoAvever

long their life, it must come to an end when the
merit of the god in question is exhausted. The
longest life of a celestial being is that in the highest
heaven Sarvarthasiddhi, which lasts betAveen 32
and 33 sdgaropamas ('oceans of years'). Gods
are embodied souls, just like men or animals,

differing from them in degree, not in kind ; for

their gi-eater power and perfection appertain to

their divine body and organization, Avhich is the

reward for their good deeds in a former life, and
which they lose on the exhaustion of their merit, to

be born again in some other state of life. But those

souls wlio are not born again, or, in other words,
are liberated, go up to the top of the universe
and remain there for ever in the state of absolute

perfection ; they have no longer any connexion
with the world, and cannot, therefore, have any
influence upon it. Accordingly the functions of a

Supreme God, as Lord and Ruler of the world,
cannot be attributed to liberated souls ; and as the

not yet liberated souls, i.e. the souls in the state

of bondage, are subject to re-birth, none of them
can be regarded as an eternal God. Therefore the

Jains cannot acknowledge a Supreme God in our
sense of the word.

Following up their theoretical views on this

point, the Jains have strenuously combated, and
denounced the fallacies of, the arguments by which
the Nyaya and Vaisesika philosophers tried to

prove the existence of an eternal and omniscient
God as Creator and Ruler of all things, viz. the
famotis argument that all things, being products,

presuppose a maker who has an intimate know-

ledge of their material cause. The refutation of

this argument will be found in the Syddvadaman-
jnrl, in the Commentary on the Saddarsanasamuch-

chnya, and many similar works. The Jains also

controvert the views of the Vedantins and of

the followers of the Yoga philosophy regarding
Brahman or Isvara as the Supreme tJod and Cause
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of the w oi Id. Uut tlie Nyaya-Vaisesikas seem to

have been tlieir most formidable opponents in this

controversy about the existence of God.

Tlidugh the Jains are undoubtedly atheistical, as

we understand the term, still they would probably
object to being styled atheists. Wliilu admitting
that the world is without beginning or end, and
therefore not produced by a god, or ruled by one,

they recognize a highest deity {paranutdevatd) as

the object of veneration, viz. the Jina, i.e. the

teacher of the sacred Law, who, being absolutely
free from all passions and delusion, and being
possessed of omniscience, has reached absolute per-
lection after having annihilated all his karma (Sad-

darianasamuchchaya, 45 f.,Cii]cuttii, 1907). Itmust
be remarked, however, that there are innumerable
Jinas who, having proclaimed the sacred Law, have
reached perfection, and have passed out of this

world of change and woe. Prayers are addressed
to them by the faithful, just as if they di<l or would
bestow happiness and blLss on the devout adorer ;

but, of course, a Jina cannot show favour to any-
body, as he is utterly indifferent to all that belongs
to the world, and is entirely free from all emotions.

He therefore does not reward the adorers or

satisfy their wishes, but in his stead the gods who
watch and control true Discipline {sdsand-

dhisthdyikd dcvatds) hear their prayers ; for the

practice of the discipline taught by the Jinas is

the best mode of worshipping them. In the case of

spiritual gifts vouchsafed to the worshipper, the

explanation given comes to this : the adoration of

the Jina purifies and sanctities the soul of the

worshipper through his meditating on the perfec-
tions of the Jinas. In this sense the Jinas are

regarded as the highest deity {pnramadevafd) ;

temples are erected for their worship, and a kind
of divine service is instituted in them on the model
of that practised in Hindu temples.
LiTERATPRE.—There ia no literature beyond the texts quoted

in the article. H. JaCOBI.

ATHEISM (Jewish).—Atheism as a system of

thought lias no place in Judaism, and there is no

equivalent for the term in the Helirew language or
literature. The deliberate denial of the existence
of a Being who is responsible for the activity of

nature and for the course of history presupposes
a systematic analysis and explanation of natural
ancl historical phenomena as the necessary effects

of existing uncreated causes. The ancient Hebrew
had no disposition to analyze the natural pheno-
mena in the way the Greek did, and to trace them
back to physical laws and principles

—the indis-

fensable
basis of all conscious atheistic doctrines,

le was more disposed to err on the side of poly-
theism than on that of atheism.

I. Atheism in ancient Israel.—Nevertheless there
are passages to be found in the OT from which
we can conclude that disbelief in the existence
of God (or gods) was extant among the people in

pre-exilic times, and that this disbelief was regarded
by the prophets and psalmists as the source of the
wickedness of the masses. It is also likely that
the polytheism and idolatry against which the

prophets contended were not the result of genuine
superstition, but of real indifference towards all

the gods served, whose worship was merely a pre-
text for indulgence in all kinds of licence and
crime, and whose recognition was prompted mostly
by political and social considerations. But the
reason for this unbelief was always .supposed to be
thoughtlessness, indifference, ignorance, sensuality.
There was no system of thought leading to the denial
of God which the prophets deemed it necessary to
combat. They merely wished to awake the people
and to induce them to shake otf their indifference.
Jeremiah very often speaks in this tenor. The most

outspoken passage is Jer 5'*
'

They have denied the
Lord, and said, He is not.' Here the prophet has
in view the more intelligent members of ids race,
'the great men' who ought to

' know the way of
the Lord '

(5^). While pleading absolute igmorance
and folly for the degradeil masses witii whom it

would 1)0 useless to argue (S'*), he addresses himself
to the leaders who are avowed atheists. The fact
that they swear by the name of Jahweh (5-) does
not contradict the assumption that the prophet
accuses the people of i)ractical atheism. As their
oaths are false, the perjurers only misuse the name
of Jahweh without believing in His existence.
Jeremiah employs the cosmological proof for the
existence of God (5-'°'-^), in order to convince the

people of their folly. But the contident use of the

proof makes it quite clear that he merely intends
to dispel the thoughtlessness of the people, and not
to refute any antagonistic theories concerning the
natural phenomena he refers to (cf. also Is 32*^,

Pr 301-^ Ps 12. 36. 58" 74). Psalms 10 and 14 (53)
contain passionate outbursts against the ndbhdl
(' impious,'

' fool ') who denies the existence of God,
and thus degenerates into a dangerous criminal.
' The impious says in his heart. There is no God '

(Ps I4I).
' The wicked in the haughtiness of his

countenance saith, He will not require. All his

thoughts are: There is no God' (Ps 10^). The
ndbhdl, however, typifies the whole people.

' There
is none that doeth good, no, not one.' It is not

likely that Ps 14^ refers to Edom or some other

enemy of Israel (see Baethgen, Pscduien^, p. 36,

Delitzsch, and otliers ; the reading of ' Gebal '

by
Cheyne seems quite unfounded). Plere it is the
reckless ignoring or denial of the omniscience of
God or His very existence that is dwelt upon by
the psalmist as the immediate cause of the moral

decay of the Jewish people (which in the end
must lead also to political ruin). Atheism and
immorality are regarded as being inseparably
connected with each other.

2. Post-exilic times.— In late post-exilic times
we lose sight of any atheistic tendencies that may
have existed among the Jews, for there were no
more prophets to chronicle the sins of the people.
Moreover, the contact with Babjlonian culture
had given rise to the mythical beliefs which from
the days of Ezekiel became identified with Judaism,
and which have found definite recognition in the
Talmudic and Rabbinic literature. Again, the
revival of the religious and national spirit under
Ezra was destined to dispel that ignorance and
thoughtlessness of which Jeremiah and the psalm-
ists complained, and the second Temple could
not very well accommodate arrogant and defiant
unbelievers. The influence of Hellenism was no
doubt responsible for the slackening of religious
fervour and the loss of national self-consciousness

during the period inmiediately preceding the time
of the Maccakcans, but that influence never went
so far as to cause the Jews to adopt the Greek
Pantheon or to deny the existence of an invisible

God. It was their unflinching faith in their only
(invisible) God that later on prevented the Jews
in Alexandria and elsewhere from joining their
fellow-citizens in the worship of the local deities,
and created the feelings of hatred which resulted
in the curious charge of ' atheism '

being made
against the Jews—a charge which Josephus refuted
with great vigour (Joseplms, c. Apionem, ii. § 6).

3. Philo against Atheism.—Jewish thinkers,
however, have never ignored atheism. Philo de-

votes two chapters in his de Somniis (§§ 43, 44) to a
refutation of all atheistic doctrines from a Jewish

standpoint. The wicked say that ' this Universe
is the only thing which is perceptible to the out-
ward senses, and visible, having never been created,
and being destined never to be destroyed, but being
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uncreated and imperishable, not requiring any
superintendence or care, or regulation, or manage-
ment.' Tliis view must lead to universal disorder
and anarchy, tliat means to the ruin of man-
kind (ib. § 44). All that uphold this view are sure
to meet with severe but well-deserved punishment,
as all wicked people always do (§ 45). The world
cannot exist witliout a ruler, as a house cannot
exist without a master, or a country without a
leader (ih. ).

4. Atheism in Talmudic and Rabbinic literature,—The final ruin of the Jewish nation and its great
humiliation by the Romans in the 1st cent, after

Christ made reckless ignoring or denying of tiie

existence of God impossible. The deepening of

the religious sense and the attachment to the great
literary products of the past caused by the down-
fall led to the development of tiie Talmudic and
Rabbinic literature, which henceforth dominated
Judaism and put an end to atheistic beliefs and

practices. There is no reference in the Talmud
to theoretical atheism, and no attemjit is made
to prove the existence of God. The Min or the

Apikoros (Epicurean) is not necessarily an atheist,
but one who denies one of tiie principles of the
Jewish faith. Immortality, Resurrection, Divine

origin of the Law, and several other tenets are of

equal im])ortance with the belief in God as regards
the application of the above designations. The
term that approaches most closely the meaning of

the word ' atheist
'

is kofer be' ikkar {i.e.
' one who

denies the first principle '), which occurs for the
first time in Bab. Shabbath, 166, and is frequently
used in modern Rabbinic literature.

Among the Jewish thinkers and religious philo-

sopliers of the Middle Ages, there was none who
denied the existence of God or could in any way 1j8

described as an atheist (although pantheistic ideas
are frequently to be found in their works). The
problem of reconciling Aristotle with the Bible
necessitated the discussion of the question of

creation, of the attributes of God, and of the

eternity of matter (maintained by the Muham-
madan atheists and adopted by Crescas), but the
existence of a free, personal God had never been

questioned by any Jewish philosopher down to

Spinoza.
5. Spinoza.—Spinoza himself can scarcely be

described as an atheist. To an atheist nature is

possible without God, and matter is responsible to

itself—not to mind—for its existence and develop-
ment. Mind is altogether denied, for the assump-
tion of mind is incompatible with the materialistic

conception of the Universe which leads to atheism.

Spinoza denies the existence of anything beyond
God. Mind and matter are attributes of the same
substance, of dcus (sive natura). Certainly there
is no free, personal (iod in existence according to

Spinoza, and in a religious sense this amounts to

atheism. But man Iiimself is part of God, and is

thus in no need of Avorshipping any Deity. It is

the ' intellectual love of God '

that makes man
perfect—an idea which, although vague and capal)le
of various interi>retations, is incompatible with
consistent atheism. The inllucnce of the Jewish

religious philosophy on Spinoza was too great to

allow him to become anything but a pantheist.
6. Modern Jewry.—The philosophical views and

ideas of modern Jews are so closely connected with
the standard of culture and the ideas of the
nations among whom they live, that they do not
admit of separate treatment. Every school of

thought has its Jewish followers, and Biichner,
Darwin, and Haeckel are just as popular among
free-thinking Jews as they are among free-thinking
Christians. But the charge often made against
modern Jev.s, that the ja-oportion of atheists among
them is greater than among their Christian neigh-

bours, is unfounded. There is scarcely a Jewish
thinker to be found who has included atheism in
his system, while the great masses of the Jewish
people all over the globe still faithfnlly believe in
the (iod of their fathers, and twice daily jjroclaim
their faith in the words of Moses :

'

Hear, O Israel,
the Lord our God, the Lcu'd is one.' In the last

decade or two there has been a tendency growing
among the Jewish proletariat of the East of

Europe to combine doctrines of atheism and hatred
of religion with their socialistic ideas. The well-

educated leaders of the working classes suc-

ceeded in spreading those doctrines among the

young Jewish workers, by providing them \\\i\\

the necessary literature in their own Yiddish

language by translation from the European lan-

guages. But the rise of the Jewish national

(Zionist) movement has in the last few years
proved most eflective in stopping the growth of

those tendencies, and is now bringing the despair-
ing, ill-treated, starving Jewish labourer back to
the camp of Israel and to the God of his fathers.

With the revival of the hope for better times, the
belief in God's mercy and onmipotence has also

been revived. A great truth is expressed in the

saying of the Rabbins :

'

Israel, and the Law, and
the Holy One (blessed be He !) are one.' Israel

cannot exist without a firm belief in his God,
' the

one and only God, the Creator and Ruler of the
Universe.'
Literature.—D. Neumark, Geschichte der jiidischen Philo-

snphie des Mittelalters, Berlin, 1907 ; G. S. Spiegler, Geschichte
der Philosophie des Judentums, Leipzig, 1890

; T. K. Cheyne,
The Book ofPsalms, London, 1888 (pp. 33-35) ; art.

' Atlieism' in

JE, and in Hamburger. SALIS DAICHES.

ATHEISM (Muhammadan). —The Muslim
world has at no time been a favourable soil for

the growth or continuation of agnosticism, and in

Arabic literature unorthodox tenets of all sorts

are apt to be described by the word zandaqah,
which, though of uncertain origin (being derived

by some from the Syriac, by others from the

Persian), is probably the correct term for such

systems as deny the existence of a personal God
and the moral government of the world. Another
name for the holders of such opinions is derived
from the word dahr,

'

time,' and signifies
' be-

lievers in the eternity of the world,' i.e. in its

having no beginning. The earliest persons credited

with these doctrines are certain of Muhammad's
Meccan opponents, including the leader of the

long - continued opposition against him, Abu
Sufyfin b. Umayyah, who are all supposed to have
learned their 'atheism' from the Christians of the
Harrah [? Hirah] (Thaiilibi, LatcV if cd-ma Cirif, p.

64). The charge against Abu Sufyan is not borne
out by history, and of the others we know too

little to estimate its probability ; but the supposi-
tion that such opinions would originate from Chris-

tians, and especially monks, seems to have been
due to the cultivation by Oriental Christians of

certain forms of Greek philosoi)hy ; whence, in the

legend that tells us how the KliJilIf Ma'mxin (ob.
A.D. S.S:?) acquired his library of Cheek books, the
tJreek king is advised to send his library to the
Muslim ruler on the ground that 'these sciences'

have never been engrafted on a religious system
without ruining it.

In e.arly Arabic writers the system of the Zind'iqs
seems to be inextricably confused with that of

Manes, whose followers were iiercely i)ersecuted

by the early Abba.sids. The locus classlcus on
the subject for the early Abbfi-iid period is in the

Zoologij (iv. 141-144) of Jfihiz (ob. A.D. 869), where,
however, a Zind'iq is con f\;ted by the Khalif
Ma'mun by means of a ])uzzlo which could only
trouble one who believed in diialisiu. The verses

which the author cites show, nevertheless, that the
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persons with wliom lie is dealing held the leading-

tciiiets of tlic atheists :

' You have given presents,'

says Haniniiul 'Ajarrad in a lanijmoii on 'Uniaraii

1). Harbiyyah,
' to one Avho asserts that the heavens

made themselves, and that the earth was not laid

out by its Creator.' On this the author makes
the curious remark that no one asserts that the

universe witii its organization came of itself, and
that yaniHiad's ascription of this doctrine to tiie

persons whom he lampoons might count as a proof
that he held them innocent ; and that, in fact, the

satirist was iiimself a colleague of the objects of

his lampoon. Jahiz then proceeds to enumerate the

persons who constituted this society of sceptics,
and his list contains some names that arc familiar

from the Kifufi al-Arihfou, while others are more
obscure : yammad 'Ajarrad, Hammad the Keciter,

^lammad b. al-Zibri(ian, Yunus b. Harun, 'All

b. al-Klialil, Yazid b. al-Faid, 'Ubadah, Jamil
b. Mahfuz, Qasim, Muti', Walibah b. al-];Jabbab,
Aban b. 'Abd al-Hamid, 'Uniarah b. Harbiyyah.
'All these were in constant communication, and

might be considered one person.' Of these, Yfinus
adilresscd a pamphlet to the liyzantine emperor,
sliowing u}) the vices of the Arabs and the defects

of Islam. Aban iigures in a satire by the well-

known poet Aba Nuwas (ob. A.D. 810), partly as a
follower of Manes, but partly as a rationalist :

'
I sat one day with Al)an (plague on him 1), when the time for

the first prayer came, and the call was duly uttered by a correct

and clear-voiced siioakcr.
AVe all repeated the call to prayer to the end. Then said

Allan :

" How could you testify to that [i.e. the Muslim formula
of faith] without ocular demonstration ? So lonfj as I live I shall

never attest anything but what I see with my eyes." Then I

said: "Glory to God"; he said: "Glory to Manes." I said:
"Jesus was an Apostle" ; he said : "Of Satan." I continued :

" Moses was the interlocutor of the Gracious and Faithful One" ;

he said :
" Then your God must have a tongue and an eye. And

did He create Himself, or who created Him ?
" So 1 held my

tonjjue before this obstinate blasphemer.'

The poet then gives a list of sceptics, containing
several of the names that have already been men-
tioned. In the tales told about them in the Kildh

al-Arjhi'in'i they are not distinguisheil from dualists,
and ' their book,' which was said to be in the hands
of the daughter of Muti' b. lyas when arrested

for znndaqiih, was probably the work a.scribed to

Manes. In Tabari, lii. 588 (A.D. 786), an account is

given of their system wliich is clearly more posi-
tive than negative, enjoining washings, to which

Jalii? [loc. cit.) adds respect for animal life and

vagrancy.
'

Vagrancy means with them that they may not abide two
nights in the same dwelling ; the vagrants among them always
wander in pairs, and adopt four rules—saintliness, purity,

veracity, and jioverty.'

The author then tells a story about two of these

Zindiqs, who suffered themselves to be beaten
almost to death on suspicion of stealing jewels
which they had seen an ostrich swallow, rather
tlian let any harm happen to the ostrich. From
the.se

' atheists
'

par excellence other free-thinkers
were careful to distinguish themselves : e.g. the

poet Basshar b. Burd (ob. A.D. 783), who himself
had a reputation for unorthodoxy, and in one of

his verses prayed to the Prophet Muhammad to

join with him in an attack upon the Deity. Abfi
Nuwils himself was severely ))unished for being
a '

dualist,' because he ridiculed the angels (Tabari,
iii. 964).

Although this sect was persecuted almost to
extermination in the 2nd cent, of Islam, this fact
did not prevent the rise of other systems branded
by the ortliodox as 'atheistic'
The nu)st famous founder of a system of the sort

in the latter part of this and the first half of the
3rd Islfimic cent, was Abul-Husain Ahmad b.

Yahya al-Kawandi, reckoned by later historians as
one of the three Ziurliqs of Lslam. A sect bearing
the name ilawandi is mentioned by fabari shortly

after the accession of Maii-siir ( A. H. 140 [A.D. 757-8]).

They came from IJaAvniid in the country between
(L>aslian and Isfahiui, and held tlie strange opinion
that ISIan.sur was himself the Deity. Ahmad
al-Kawandi was somewhat later, as he died in .\.H.

245 or 250, bat as early as a.h. 189 he rec^ited his

works in Baghdad. His followers were also called
ahnCCii al-dauhih, '.sons of the Emjiire,' with refer-

ence to a book by him (.•illed ''J'lie Emi)iie,' in

about 2000 leaves. He a])pears to have taught the

eternity of matter, .as a book was written in re-

futiition of his opiiiinn that 'a body could not be
created out of nothing.'

*

Besitles sectarians, there were jiersons of import-
ance notorious for holding liberal opinions at most
periods of the Khalifate. In the 2nd cent., atheistic

ver.ses, it is said, were comi)Osed by the Umayyad
Khalif Yazid b. al-Walid b. 'Abd al'-Malik (ob. A.D.

744; Arfhdnl\i. 123), who also displayed great con-

tempt for the ordinances of religion. In the 3rd cent,

the poet Abu Tanimam (ob. A.H. 231 [A.D. 846]) had
this reputation, though his extant jjoenis ajipear
to show no trace of unorthodoxy. It was earned
with apparently more justice by his successor as

chief poet in the following century, Abu'l-Tayyib
Ahmad al-Mutanabbi (ob. A.H. 354 [A.D.' li'tia]),

whose brilliant odes are, in the ojiinion of INIuslim

critics, defaced by utterances which imjily dis-

respect for prophets and revealed religion. His
most offensive line in their opinion is one in which
he tells his patron, an'Alid, 'tiie greatest miracle
of the man of Tihaniah (i.e. Muhanniiad) is that he
is thy father

'

; in another he tells a patron that
if his sword had hit the head of Lazarus on the

battlefield, Jesus would not have been able to

restore him to life ; and that if the lied Sea had
been like his hand, Moses could never have crossed
it.

Somewhat later in the 4t]i cent, of Islam comes
the second of the great Zindiqs, Abii Hayyan'Ali
al-Tauhldl (ob. A.n. c. 400 [A.D. 1009]), Avhose works
are said to have l)een more dangerous than those of

the others, because, while the others pi'oclaimed
their unljelicf, he expressed his in innuendoes.
Such of his works as are now accessible seem harm-
less and even pious. Still, in a story told by him in

an apparently lost book, copied by Yaqilt in his

Dictionary of Learned Men (ii. 45-51), he pours
ridicule on a .secretary of State who is advised by
his friends to study Euclid, but finds heresy in

the first two definitions, and so Avill proceed no
further. And, indeed, the study of Greek 2>hilo-

sophy, of which portions were translated or tra-

vestied in Arabic, and taught to aspirants afler

the medical profession, Avas generally thought to

indicate atheism ; and ' the naturalists and phy-
sicians,' with whom the astrologer is sometimes

joined, are said to deny the resurrection of the

body, and therewith the future life.

It is curious that the writer who brings this

accusation is himself the third of the great Zindiqs,
Abu' l-'Ala Ahmad b. 'Abdallah of JNIa'arrah (ob.

1057 A.D. ), 'discovered' by Alfred von Kremer,
Avlio translated many of his verses. Three of his

works in particular were supposed to be tainted

with unbelief : the Lv'^iliniyi/dt,
' Double Khymes,'

made familiar by von Kremer; tlie 'Divine For-

giveness,' epitomized by 11. A. Niciiolson inJJiAS,
1902 ; and a volume of poems called '

I ask pardon,
and do thou ask it,' of which the present writer

has collected some fragments in his dissertation,
' Index operuin Abu" l-'Alaj Ma'arrensis,' in the

volume of studies in memory of Amari. The mo.st

considerable collection of heretical or atheistic
* One of his criticisms on the (Jur'.in is quoted in the Letters

of Hamadhani (ob. A.n. 3i)G [A.D. 10(15-01), ed. Beyrut, p. 18.

He .o.'iked the grammarian H^n "Arabi whether ' to make one
taste the garment of hunger

'

(,Qur. xvi. 113) was really an Arabic

phrase.
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epigrams composed by or attributed to this author
is to be fouua in Yaq fit's Dictionary of Learned
Men (i. 189-194) ; and, indeed, they seem to go in

the direction of agnosticism as far as it is possible
to go. All known religions are branded as error.

Mankind consists of two classes—the wise who have
no religion, and the fools who are religious. The
real meaning of the assertion that there is a
Creator outside space and time is that he who
asserts it has no intellect.

' Do not suppose the statements of the Projjhets to be true ;

they are aU fabrications. Men hved comfortably till they came
and spoiled life. The " sacred books " are only such a set of

idle tales as any age could have and mdeed did actually pro-
duce. What inconsistency that God should forbid the taking
of life, and Himself send two angels to take each mar\'s ! And as

for the promise of a second life—the soul could well have dis-

pensed with both existences.'

It is remarkable that the author should also

have preached vegetarianism in an extreme form,
as apparently was done by the earlier Zindiqs ;

still more, that he should have devoted much of his

time to the composition of sermons and other works
of an edifying character.

In orthodox circles the possession of philosophical
books long continued to be an indication of here-

tical tendencies, and the burning of such books by
authority was not uncommon. The employment
of Avicenna and similar students of Greek s,ystems
in government oflices was unpopular, and is con-

demned by historians. In the 6th cent, of Islam
there was a considerable development of pan-
theistic Silfiism, which produced a series of works
Avhich, under pretence of orthodoxy and devout-

ness, in reality substituted for the personal God
and the future life of Islam notions that were irre-

concilable with either and were supported by an

interpretation of the Qiu"'an so far-fetched as to be
ludicrous and irreverent. The most famous of

these are the poem of Ibn al-Farid (556-632 A.H.

[A.D. 1161-1235]), called from its rliyme TdHyyah,
and the treatise of Ibn 'Arabi (550-638 A.H. [A.D.

1155-1240]) called Fusus al-Uikam, 'Gems of
Maxims.' Both these works at different times

brought their owners into danger, and Avere the
cause of riots (see Ibn lyas. History of Eqypt, ii.

119 [875 A.H.] and 219 [888 A.H.], where the latter

book is described as the work of a worse unbeliever
than Jew, Christian, or Idolater). Of the com-
ments on the Qur'an which this work contains it is

sufficient to cite that on the story of the Golden
Calf ; according to Ibn 'Arabi (or the Prophet, who
revealed this work to liiiu in a dream), Moses found
fault with his brother for not approving of the

worship of the Calf, since Aaron should have known
that nothing but God could ever be worshipped,
and therefore the Calf was (like everything else)
God.
Refutation of the opinions of the '

atheists
' was

one of the purposes of the science called kalam, or

metaphysical theology. They are divided by the

theologian Ghazali (ob. 505 A.H. [A.D. 1111]), in his
treatise called Al-Munqidh min al-daldl, into three
classes : the duhrls,

' an ancient sect who denied
the Creator, maintained the eternity of the world,
and the eternity of generation,—these are the

zindiqs'; the 'Naturalists,' who allow the exist-

ence of a Creator, but suppose the life and soul to
be the result of the admixture of elements and
humours in the body, and to cease at death ; and
the '

Deists,' viz. Socrates, Plato, Aristotle, and
their followers.

A somewhat different division is given in the
treatise on Sects by Ibn IJLuzm (ob. 456 A.H. [A.D.

1064]), where, after refutation of the Sophists, who
make knowledge either non-existent or relative,
the author deals with those who (1) say the world
is eternal, without Creator or Governor ; (2) say
that the world is eternal, with a Creator and

Governor ; (3) say that, besides God, Time, Space,
and the Soul are eternal. In addition to the other
names that have been mentioned, this author

gives the believers in these positions the name
midhid,

'

heretic,' and gives the name of one of the

upholders of the first as 'Abdallah b. 'Abdallah b.

Shunaif. It could not be expected that many
names of the supporters of such unpopular opinions
would be recorded.

LiTKRATURE.—There is no treatise, so far as we are aware,
in any European language bearing on the subject. The original
sources are given in the course of the article.

D. S. Margoliouth.

ATHLETICS, ATHLETICISM. — Athleti-

cism, notwithstanding the great and elaborate de-

velopments which have taken place in the last

hundred years, is to be understood only as an

expression of a very primitive instinct—the instinct

to play. All the evolution of twentieth century
sports and games—the elaboration of rules, the

development of muscle and nerve—is a provision
for the impulse, the same in lambkins and in

babies, in savages and in civilized men and women,
to stretch theu* limbs, to overcome elemental forces,
to contend against self-imposed dilhculties and

against each other.

It is interesting, in an attempt to analyze athleti-

cism or to review athletics, to note the various
forms of amusement which have sprung from that
instinct to gambol, and the various factors in

modern sports which make them appeal to various

people. It is impossible to treat the subject ex-

haustively ; one could scarcely enumerate all the
different kinds of sport, much less discuss them.
There are, however, some points worthy of con-
sideration as suggesting the different kinds of de-

velopment in physique and in character, acquired
by different forms of exercise. Walking, running,
leaping, dancing, hill-climbing, and swimming are
our simplest sports. In these a man pits himself

against natural difficulties, for the most part
fighting against the force of gravity, and develops
muscle and nerve in comparatively gi'oss combina-
tions of movements. In other words, there is

achieved by these primitive exercises the kind of

development of muscle and nerve which all young
animals achieve when they learn to disport them-
selves in air, on land, or in w^ater. That is the

elementary stage of athletics, very like what the

sa-\'age attains to when he executes a war-dance.
It represents the demand of the body to be
allo-wed to grow to its full stature—and a little

over. The surplus we call play. In these days
the same kind of simple development is achieved

by such exercises as are now in England associated
with the name of Sandow. If one has not oppor-
tunity to climb hills or battle with waves, one may
'

bring up
' the muscles by daily contest with im-

provised forces of an elastic nature, when the strain
and the stress are finely atljusted and each day's
ambition is to increase both. At this level of
athleticism there seem to be only two kinds of

gain—the opportunity to get rid of surplus energy,
and the function of the muscle substance and the
skin in disposing of elements in the blood which
clog the vital mechanism.
Another kind of effect is experienced when im-

plements are introduced for outdoor sport. About
the simplest of exercises at this level are stUt-

walkhig and pole-vaulting, and here we begin to
realize a development which can never be achieved

by primitive exercises. The feeling one has in

pole-vaulting, when, by his own effort, he raises
himself on a pole over a nhie-foot fence, is quite
dill'erent from the effect in simple high leaping.
So also is the effect of high stilt-Avalking. In both
of these there is demanded also a skill in move-
ment which, added to the pleasant sensation.
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makes a nerve-muscle combination on a plane
niiu-h liigher than that of natural movements.

This brin<;s us to the innumerable varieties of

games in whifh a ball of some kind is used. Of
these football is the most elementary, so far as the

impedimenta of the game are concerned. There
has always been a great dillerence of opinion as to

whether the Rugby or the Association game is the

better, but the discussion is idle, for the two "ames
are not comparable. The feeling and the skill in a

llugby game when one plays with an oval ball and
is .'dlowed to use one's hands freely, are obviously

quite different from those of an Association game,
which is played with a roimd ball and in which
the use or the hands is not allowed. The same
sort of idle dispute is wayed over the resjjective

advantajjes
of golf and cricket. The two games

have little in common, except that, in both, one tries

to strike a ball with an implement under conditions

which usually make the stroke difficult, smd in those

Avho are skilful at such games the nerve-muscle

development is of a very high order. The same, of

course, is true of other games—lacrosse, hockey,
tennis, racquets, lawn-tennis, croquet, and the rest.

A most unportant change comes about when the

athlete emjiloys something to carry him—a boat
to row in or to sail, a bicycle, motor, or horse.

Tlie game of polo is probably the most athletic of

all games. It develops strength and endurance ;

it requires co-operation between man and beast

which is always inspiritiug ; and to be able to

strike a ball which may be moving with great

rapidity, the striker himself riding at breakneck

speed, while all the time one hand is engaged
with the pony, betokens a development of eye and
nerve and muscle of the highest order. One is

naturally tempted to pass from polo to other forms
of horseback exercise, but one may not dwell

\ipon the glories of the chase.

I. The hygienic ellect of athleticism is its first

justification. The contribution to the health of

the community derived from sports is incalculable.

It consists
ciiielly

m the development of the chest
from full breathing of fresh air ; in the increa^se in

the circulation from the acceleration of the heart's

action ; in the quickening of appetite and the

promotion of digestion ; in the elimination of

waste pro<lucts achieved by muscular exercise,

rapid breathing, and persjiiration ; and, perliaps
most important of all, in the rest and change it

allords to a tired and dull brain. Wlicn we hear

any one ask what form of exercise would be best

for him, our answer, especially in the case of

adults, should almost invariably be—that which
he most enjoys. Even exercises so mild as bowling
and croquet promote nearly all the good results

1'ust

enumerated if entered into with zest and

:eenly pursued. On the other hand, caution should
be exercised lest excess of effort lead to injury.
The most important ill effect, and one not suffici-

ently considered and often entirely overlooked, is

a dilatation or strain of the heart. This some-
times occurs in yoimg people who are pressed to do
too much. Boys at school may sulier irreparable
injury from beuig made to play a strenuous game
of football, or take a long cross-country run, when
they are not toned up to the effort. More fre-

quently heart-strain occurs in adults who are of a

sporting nature—men who, perhaps on the occasion
of their school sports, come ill-conditioned from
the desk and try a quarter-mile race ; or Avho

tramp for eight hours on ' the Twelfth
'

without
preparation ; or who are carried away in the Christ-
mas vacation, after weeks of muscular idleness,
and ride to the finish on their first day with
hounds. The next most important injury is perhaps
apoplexy—a rupture of a blood-vessel. We read

frequently of some one having suffered a paralytic

shock when engaged in sport, and that means that
he has nesjlected his exercises and allowed his

blood-vessels to become hard, then has subjected
them to an un\\onteil stress. It is doubtful if

bones become Inittle from want of exercise, though
some authorities maintain that they do. It is

certain that, without exercise, muscles become
flabby and cannot meet unwonted demands of a
severe kind. In A\restling, for example, which
has become very popular of late (and deservedly
so, for it calls into play more functions than any
other game not implemented by tools), one is aj)t
to ask the bones and muscles to do too much, and
strain and laceration of muscle are very likely to
follow. The lesson to be gathered is that one
should keep oneself as fit as possible, take as much
moderate exercise as may be, but never attempt
anything severe without due preparation.

2. The good and the ill eti'ects of athletics inmould-

ing character are not to be so plainly set forth. It is

certain, however, that sports have been and are of

enormous importance in their effect upon a nation's
mind and morals ; and probably nowhere so much
as on British soil. The kind of trite saying which
echoes ' the Duke's ' remark about our battles being
won on the playgiounds of our schools, describes

only a fraction of the influence exerted by athletics

on a people's character. It would be unwise to be
an unconditional advocate of sport, but it is useful

to ti-y to see what the efl'ects of it are.

It may be well to dispose first of the evil effects

often attributed to athletics. And, at the outset,
let us observe that athletics never can give to man
or boy, woman or girl, what they did not have at

least potentially before. Athletics are a form of

education, and can only elicit and develop the

qualities, physical and mental, good or ill, already
gifted by nature. Thus, for examj)le, we are told

that athletics tend to make men brutal, but that
is true only of those who are already cruel. In

any case, Avell-conducted sport, as, for example,
modern football with its penalties for rough play,
tends all the other waj'. In the present writer's

opinion, the charge is most fairly laid at the door
of those who conduct big

' shoots
'

in whicli there
is wanton destruction of birds which may almost
be described as domesticated fowl ; and there are
other so-called sports sometimes conducted so as to

transgress the law of sport that every creature
should be given a fair chance. But these are the

exceptions. A good Master of Hounds is as humane
as he is expert, as just as he is ingenious, in the

pursuit of stag, fox, or otter. To a big-game
hunter the temptation to kill for killing's sake,
when, as often happens, no other white man is at
hand to see, niaj' be considerable. But even then
self-restraint and humanity are part of the eti-

quette of the sport. Sometimes it is alleged of

single-handed games, like golf, that they are sellish ;

that, when a man is playing for his own hand,
he is doing something not so good as when he is

playing for his side, as in cricket. The argument
is superficial, as both results and theory show.
It is safe to assert that the average cricketer plays
as selfishly as the average golfer. In both cases
the play itself makes wholly for self-forgetfulness.
The man who, at the moment of the stroke, thinks
what is going to happen to him because of it will

thereby spoil his game. Both games, and all

games, weed out those whose attention is not

wholly ujion the thing to be done at the moment.
It will be found that most of the ' selfishness

'

in

games crops up in the talk of the pavilion or club-

house, when the salutary stbnulus of the game is

withdrawn. Other evils spoken of, and especially

gambling, are quite accidental, and are no more

part of athletics than weather or geography.
On the other hand, the advantages which ath-
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letics confer cannot be gainsaid. First come tlie

qualities Avliicli go to make np \\ liat we confusedly
call jiliysical courage—pluck, endurance, and in-

domitable resolve. But these are transferred in

essence to a higher plane, and a sound athletic

(raining teaches the adult, if he has it in him, not
to be afrai<l, not to give in, and not to think too

meanly of himself. Probably the most important,
because the most constant contribution—and a

very desirable one—is that -which well-ordered

games make to those qualities which are related

to a sense of justice. It is questionable if it l)e pos-
sible to convey to a youthful mind a living meaning
of fair play Ijy any method so well as l)y the give-
and-take of the playground. There also is to he
learned a most wholesome discipline. First and
foremost conies the training of the colt, to use a
cricket phrase, reined and Avhipped to abide by
the rules of the game, taught the obedience Avhicli

he must give to the captain of his team, the un-

seliishness whicli he must show in sacrificing him-
self for the good of his side ; and such discipline is

invaluable. AtkI in gaines, more easily perhajjs
than by any other means, a lad learns to take a

just measure of himself, neither too high nor too

low, to know what he can and what he cannot do,
wherein he excels his fellows and wherein he falls

short. Finally, we may repeat, one of the greatest
advantages of sport, though not immediately re-

cognized as of value, is that it offers an opportunity
for sheer forgetfulness of the oppressive things in

life, when in the zest of a mild game or the excite-

ment of a dangerous contest, the sportsman is
'
Ijeside himself for a brief sjjcll, wholly removed

from the sense of laboriousness and hardship aiul

care. That way sanity lies. See also art. Games.
LiTERATURK.—W. Hougliton, 'Field Sports of the Ancient

Greeks and Romans,' in <^i«. iicw., July 1SC3 ; Athletic Sports
in Enijland, America, and Australia, Philad. 1890 ; M.
Shearman, Athletia and Football (Badm. Lib.), Lend. 1887;
H. H. Griffin, Cycliiu) and Athletics (Bohn's Ath. Sports, v.),

Lond. 1W11 ; art. 'Athletic Sports' in EBr, 9th ed., iii. 12

(H. F. Wilkinson), lOth ed., xxv. 764 (M. Shearman, W.
Camp) ; W. Lefroy,

' The Moral Aspect of Athletic Sports,' in

The Immortality of Memory, Lond. 1898; F. Ballard, Sports
from the Christian Standpoint"^, Lond. 1903 ;

F. J. Foakes-
Jackson,

' Athleticism at the Universities,' in Oxf. and Camb.
liec. No. 1, June 1907, p. 167. See also the artt. Amuskmknt,
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ATIMIA.—An Athenian in full enjoyment of

all civic rights was spoken of as eirin/xos (ein.TiiJ.La of

the conditii>n) ; the word dn/j-la denotes, therefore,
the various degrees of penal limitation of such

rights (Lat. capitis deminutio).
I low old Buch limitation of rights was in Athens is not

known ; it occurs as early as the It'tjislation of Dracon (about
B.C. 620), and by Solon's time (b.c. 59J) apparently a large
number of Athenians had incurred disfranchisement on various
grounds. Solon restored their civic rights to such, with the

exception of those who for treason or crimes of violence were
in exile. From the wording of his law (I'lut. Sol. 19) it would
ajipear that we should distinguish two classes : (1) those who
were living at Athens disfrancliiscd, and (2) those who had gone
into exile, which necessarily also involved loss of civic rights,
and must in many cases have involved loss of property also ;

but it does not therefore follow that such perpetual exile should
be regarded as forming part of the penalty of an^ca, any more
than that the confiscation of property, which in post-Solonian
times is found sometimes conjoined with it, is so to be regarded.
It is possible, indeed, that the Athenian law never attained a
perfect clearness of conception in regard to this connexion.
The locus classiritsn\H)n this subject is a passage

of Andocides (de Myst. 73 f.), in which he dis-

tinguishes the following three varieties of dri/xia :

(1) deprivation of civic rights and confiscation of

pro])erty, in \\hi(h category he enumerates only
pul)Iic debtors ; (2) loss of civic rights, without
confiscation—inflic^ted upon thieves, those who re-

ceived bribes, those guilty of breaches of military
duty or thrice convicted of perjury, or children
convicted of imlilial conduct ; (3) a minor degree
of disfranchisement (Kara. Trpocrrd^ets), in which cer-

tain specific disabilities were inllicted for certain
varieties of ofFence.

The distinction of three degrees of
'

alimia,' made by Meier
in his treatise de Jinnis Dainnatorutn, (Berl. 1819), which he
entitles infamia -maxima, media, and mini'ma, upon the

analogy of Roman law * and upon the basis of the above-cited

passage of Andocides, does not seem to be substantiated by the
evidence. For the passage of Andocides is clearly of the nature
of a jiopular classification, which omits several well-establiyhed

categories of ofTences, and is in general devoid of any logical

principle of division. It would seem safer to adhere to the
view enunciated by Caillemer, according to which 'atimia'

per 66 was limited to the civic status of the subject; but we
must atso recognize that in practical effect it was a necessary
concomitant of a sentence of exile (acK^vyia), and that, on the
other hand, confiscation might in certain cases be conjoined
with a sentence of artfiia.

From this point of view ' atimia
' must be dis-

tinguished simjjly as (1) total, and (2) partial.
I. Total 'atimia' meant the entire loss of civic

personality (Lat. ccjixt), so far as its active func-

tions were concerned. The citizen who was jiro-

nounced totally &ri/j.oi f was incapable of hokling
any civil or priestly office within the Athenian

empire, or of acting as herald or ambassador ; he

might not appear in the Agora or attend meetings
of the Senate or Assembly, or appear in any public

.sanctuary or public ceremonial ; nor could he ap-

pear either as principal or witness in any court
of law (see the enumeration of disabilities in

.i^schines, i. 21 ; Demos. Mcid. 87 : oi're Xaxt'i" adiKH}-

Ohra). Under the conditions of Athenian life the

prohibition against taking part in the business
of the public Assembly (\iyiiv Kal ypd^eiv) naturally
covered most of the privileges here enumerated,
and consequently this right is frequently spoken
of as that which ^)rt?' excellence wsis forfeited by the

ari/xos (Demos. Steph. i. 79 : tIvo, Trjs TroXews . . .

Kal T^s iv avT-Q Trappijaias dveffripriKa). In general,
the condition of the KaOdna^ dn/xos was inferior to

that of the alien (Demos. Theocr. 88 : ni'id' eXirida

i1l.ui> etvai /J,7j8e/.i.iav tov juLeraaxiiv ttjs Kal rots ^evois

dido/xevris irappi^alas), and is spoken of by Isocrates

as worse than exile (Tsocr. xvi. 47 : drip-la^, ^v iyib

(pvyiji fJ-el^'u crvfKpopdv vofxi^oi' troKv yap ddJiiuTepov wapa
Tols avTOv TToXlraiS rjTL/.Kjjfxevov olKeiv i) Trap' erepois

flSTOLKelf).

The aTLjuos, in fact, was in the State, but was not
of it.t Precisely how far his disabilities extended
is not known ; our authorities do not furnish an
answer to all questions which suggest themselves.
It has been pointed out, for example (see art.

Adoption [Greek]), that drL/xia on either side

would be a practical bar to adoption ; but whether
in law it was so is uncertain, and the suggestion
might be hazarded that, in order to prevent the
extinction of a family, testamentary adoption, at

any rate, may not have been denied. Again, the
case of one holding an hereditary priesthood pre-
sents a difficulty. And -we may ask what legal

protection was given to the life and property and

jiersonal dignity of one who was dn/j-os, and under
what forms. The consequences of drtyut'a in detail

are not treated by modern writers, who content
tliemselves Avitli the above-given generalizations as

to its significance ; but even these cannot be taken

quite (fu pied de la lettre. It may be conjectured
that redress of personal wrongs in the case of an

dTi/.cos was secured, if at all, by means of a public

prosecution {ypa<pri) undertaken by a friend of the

aggrieved (see Demos. Bleid. 47). The free use of

dejwsitions, which obtained in Attic legal pro-
cedure, would oliviate the dilficiilty in regard to

evidence (cf. Demos. JMcid. 95). If so, Ave must say
that in point of law a sentence involving total

*
Dig. iv. 5. 11: 'Capitis deniinutionis tria sunt genera,

maxima, media, minima
; tria enim sunt qua) habemus, liber-

tatem, civitateui, familiani. Igitur cum omnia hasc amittimua

[e.g. by death or slavery], maximam esse capitis deminutionem ;

cum vero aniittimus civitatem, libertatem retinemus, mediam
esse,' etc.

t Cf. Demos. Meid. 37 : aTroi'Twi' oTreo-Te'pjjToi tSiv iv rfj iroKei

Kal Ka9dna^ aTijU09 yeyoi'er.
J Cf. Arist. Ath. I'vl. viii. 5 ; ajiixov etiai koI ttjs jroAews yAt
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drifila was equivalent tu civil death, but stopped
short of outlawry.* Attic law protected even the
murderer Avho had fled beyond juristliction {CIA
i. 61 ;

Demos. Aristocrat, p. (i3I).

The crimes for which total disfranchisement was the penalty
were the following : t

(1) Treason {npo&oaia).
—The penalty was rlrath, confiscation

of property, and a declaration of art/Jiia, wliicli became llie

unavoidable inheritance of the heirs of tlie disfranchised, fall-

ing also upon any who subsequently adojited them. To the

same penalties those wore liable who conspired to subvert the

democracy (S-qfj.ov KaTaAucn^).

(2) Theft (icAoTni) in its more serious forms; cf. Andoc. I.e.:

OTTOO-Ol KAoTrijS . . . 0<^Aotl!>', TOVTOVS «5«<. Kdl auTOVS Koi TOUS CK

Toi'Twj' arifJ-ov^ etr'at.

(3) Cwruption {liopov or SiupofioKia of the recipient ; Scxaano';
of him who bribed) on the part of public functionaries (Demos.
Meid. 113). For some forms at least of this offenue the penalty
was hereditary arLfj-ia. and confiscation of goods.

(4) Various loffences in reitpect of military service hy sea or

irt?i(i—refusal to serve, desertion, cowardice in the field, etc.

(Andoc. I.e. I oTTOcrot AtVotei' ry^u rd^tv i] ao'Tpo.TGia^ rj SetAt'a? -i;

avavfia\ia^ 6«/>Aotcp rf r'ljf aa-irlda d7ro/3aAot€i'). For all such
ofTenees disfranchisement was Ihe penalty, and in some cases

confiscation seems to have been conjoined.
(5) I'erjiiry {xpevSopapTvpia, with the particular variety

\li(vSoK\r)TeCa, false assertion of service of writ). According to

Andoc. I.e., disfranchisement was incurred only after a third

conviction, but other authorities seem to prove that a single
conviction was sufficient (see Wyse on Isaiua, v. 17 and art.

rER-IURV).

(6) UnfiUal condiict (/caKwo-i? yorf'wr).
—The law seems to have

specified four varieties of the offence—aelual ill-treatment,

withholding food, expulsion from the house, and refusal of

funeral ceremonial.

(7) If a man gave in marriage to an Athenian citizen a
foreign wotnan, falsely alleging her to be his daughter and a
citizen of Athens, he incurred loss of civic rights and confisca-

tion of property.
(8) Contempt of the sentence of a court or of the Council or

Assemldi/.—Disfranchisement fell upon a I'resident of the

Assembly (n-prie^po?) who put to the vote the illegal question of

remitting a debt to the Treasury.
(9) Unaiithorized proclamations by the herald in the theatre.

(to)
'

Any one who suffers injust.iee at the hands of the public
.(4 r6i7rnto;-.v ((SiatTTjToi) may appeal to the whole Board of Arbi-
trators ;

and if they find the magistrate guilty, the law enacts
that he shall lose his civil rights' (Arist. Ath. Pol. 53: case in

point. Demos. Meid. 87). A Heliastic court could confirm or
reverse this verdict on appeal.

(11) Offences against the dignity of a superior magistrate
(Demos. Meid. 32 ; Greenidge, Horn. Publ. Life, p. 190).

(12) Disfranchisement was the penalty for any proposal to

modify the old (^Drakonian) laxv relating to homicide.

(13) Condonation of a wife's adultery, if she were caught in

the actual conunission of the offence.

(14) A law attributed to Solon visited with loss of civil rights
the man who in time of party-strife (crTatris) did not take a side

(Plut. Sol. 20 ; cf. Cic. ad Att. x. 1. 2 :
'

ego vero Solonis, popu-
laris tui, ut puto etiam mei, legem neglegam, qui capite sanxit,
si qui in seditione non alterius utrius partis fuisset.' See on
this Groto, Hist, of Greece, iii. 114

; Mahaffy, Prnhlcm-s in Greek
History, p. 87 n. The intention was that he should side with
the established government, for armed assault upon it was
itself a c^ipital olitence). This law was apparently obsolete by
the end of the .5th cent. B.C.

(15) A law of Solon, traditionally derived from Egypt, but

probably in existence in Drakon's time, made aTi/ui'a the penalty
on a third convict io7i for incorrigible idleness (apyia).

(16) Disfranchisement was the penalty for those who, having
been guilty of vnchastily for hire (iraipTjo-i;), took oltice or

spoke in the Council or Assembly, or who had wasted their

substance in riotous living.

(17) Every citizen who, having reached the age of 59, at which
he was competent to serve as Public Arbitrator (JiatTTjnjs),

failed to do so, became arip-os (Arist. A th. Pol. 53).

2. Partial atiinia .si,LrniHed that a man lost

certain of his rights, retaining in respect of the
remnant an equality with lii.s fellows. Partial
'
atiniia

'

in its variotis forms was the penalty in

the following cases :

(1) Generally, one who initiated a public prose-
cution {ypacpri) and thereafter dropped it, or who in

the event did not obtain a fifth ])art of the votes
of the jury, was fined 1000 draclunas and lost the

right to bring a similar suit in the future (Harpocr. :

^dv TLs ypa\l/diJ.evos /xtj ixeraXd^rt rb Trifx-Krov /j.^pos tHiv

\pT)<})ij}v, 6(j>\i(TKdvei X'^'ttS 'cat irpbaecmv drip-ia ris.
*
Outlawry was indeed known and ajiplicd by the Greeks,

but is not indicated by the single expression orifios without the
addition of further explanatory terms and phrases (see art.

Outlawry).
t In order to keep the article within bounds, a general refer-

ence to the classical work of Meier and Sehomann', Der atti^che
Proce.fs (new ed. by Lipsius, 2 vols., 1883-18S7), for the justifi-
catory texts must here suffice.

VOL. II.— II

Andoc. I.e.: irepois ovk f)v ypu\paadai, to?s 5^ ^vdettai,
which would seem to include all forms of ypa(l>i.d ;

others think tliat only the particular form in v, hich
the prosecutor failed was henceforth deluirrcd to
him. 8ee (jlood win's Demos, do Cur. p. ."j;!!, n. 3).

(2) Anyone who hfid l)een tlirice convicted under
a ypac/)!] napai/up.wv of submitting illegal or uncon-
stitutional proposals was debarred in future fronr

making any further proposals in the Senate or the

Assembly.
(3) Certain disabilities attached to certain speci-

fied classes (these are cases of dTip.ta Kara vpoffrd^ei^

inopeiiyso called, although Andocides, I.e., a|)i)lies
this term to all cases of what we have called
'

partial atimia '). For example, those citizens
who had renuiined in the city and constituted tiie

military force of the Oligarchs in B.C. 411 were
deprived of the right of sitting in the Senate or
the Assembly. Andocides mentions other cases of

deprivation of specific rights, but we know not on
what grounds it was inflicted.*

3. Conditional atimia. — To these two degrees
of disfranchisement, a third variety, which may be

styled 'conditional atimia,' must be added. This
form was not in consefjuence of a verdict of any
cotirt of law, but was in a way voluntarily
assumed. The class concerned is that of all who
were in any degree debtors to the Treasury. All
such debtors as failed to meet their obligation by
the date fixed by law became ipso facto drip.01 in

the full sense of the word until the debt was paid.
The amount of the debt was immaterial. A list of

such State-debtors was kept by the Praktores in

the Acropolis. The ninth Prytany, or decimal part
of the year, constituted the official limit of gi"ace,
on the expiry of which the Poletai sold the posses-
sions of the debtor to double the amount owing ;

in the meantime the debtor remained disfranchised,
and if the proceeds of the sale were insufficient to

pay the debt, he continued so until the balance was

forthcoming. If the debtor died before the l)alance

was paid, his heirs inherited his drifiia until the

claims of the State were finally satisfied. The
moment the debt was discharged, full civil rights
were ipso facto regained. In a general way, then,
it rested with the man himself to retain or lose his

citizen rights on this account. The institution of

the Eranos, or Club, must have been of some im-

portance in this regard.
If an dri/j-os continued, nevertheless, to exercise

any of the rights which he had lost, he was liable

to the summary processes of arrest {dtraycoyrj) or

^fdei^is (information laid before a magistrate).! If

transgression was proved, he might be punislicd,
without further proceedings or appeal, with im-

prisonment or death. The above methods would
be employed when there could be no dispute as to

the existence of the disability, i.e. when the drifila

was the consequence of conviction on some charge
for which it was the penalty. It was possible,

however, that a man might be notoriously or

otherwise guilty of conduct (e.g. ill-treatment of

parents, or unchastity—iraip-ncns) which, if proved,
involved disfranchisement, though he had never,

owing to public apathy or his own influence, been

charged before a court therewith. So long as he
did not challenfie public opinion by conspicuous
exercise of his civil rights, lie was safe ; but the

attempt to speak in the Assembly or to hold office

rendered him liable to the process called iirayye\la

doKi/xaaias, or challenge to stand judicial inquiry
into character before a jury court. If the jury

*
Seeing that a woman had no political rights, perhaps we

mav class here the ' atimia
' which by a law of Solon fell upon

a woman taken in adultery : she was forbidden to adorn herself

or to enter the temples (.l{:sch. Timarch. 183 : axi^ui/ ttji'

TOiavTTfU yvvaiKa Koi rov piov apioyrov avrjj napaxTKtva.^Mv).

t For a complete discussion of these processes, consult Meier-

Sehomann, Der att. Proc.'i 270-294.
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found a veidict of guilty, sentence of cliHfrancliise-

ment was formally pronounced. Whether from
the moment of the challenge the right to ascend
the Bema, etc., remained in abeyance until the
issue of the trial is uncertain.

It is to be observed that a sentence of '

atimia,'
once pronounced, was perpetual, and, moreover, was
in certain cases an inheritance no more avoidable

by a man's heirs than was his other estate (see art.

Inheritance). Rehabilitation, at any rate, was so

hedged round with conditions as to make it liope-
less in the vast majority of cases. No citizen could

propose a restoration of civic status to one dis-

franchised, without the protection of a preliminary
Bill of Indemnity (dSeta), for the validity of whicii

at least 6000 votes were requisite (Demos. Timocr.
46 : &XXos oStos vd/ios, oOk eCiv irepl tCov dTifjitav oi'di

Tuiv 6<pei\6vTwv X^yeLv oil5^ x/'W''"'ff"' ""^P' (i0^<Tews

tCiv 6(p\T}fj.a.T03V ovSi Tci^ewj, t.v ixT] T^s doei'as doOfiarj^,

Kal TavTTjs 1X7) ^XaTTOv r) ^|a\-t(rxtX^wi' \f'i](pt(xajj.ivwv
—by

which we slionld probably understand 6000 votes

in all, not CUOO atlirmative votes). If the Bill of

Indemnity were passed, the main proposal would
be caiTied as a matter of course. But it is, in

fact, easier to find examples of rehabilitation on
a large scale tiian on a small, as, for example, the
Act of Rehabilitation passed by Solon (Plut. Sol.

19). In times of national pei'il, above all, such
Avholesale enfranchisement was not infrequent (cf.

Cic. m Verr. v. 6 :

'

perditaj civitates desperatis iam
omnibus rebus hos solent exitus exitiales habere,
ut damnati in integrum restituantur, vincti sol-

vantur, exules reducantur, res iudicatae rescin-

dantur '). Examples from Athenian history are
tlie decrees passed just before the battle of Salamis,
and during the siege of Athens, and after the

defeat at CliEeroneia (see art. Amnesty).
In the above account no notice has been taken

of a species of dn/xla which, although a natural

consequence of certain acts, was yet not part of

their legal penalty.
'

Atimia,' in this non-legal
sense of the verdict of popular opinion, is alluded
to by Demos. Meid. 72 (of the insult of a blow
received in public), and by Aristotle (of the dis-

lionour attaching to the suicide).* Similarly, and

equally naturally, the sycophant, the disowned

eon, and the children of a man who had been

executed, were all under this species of 'atimia'

(cf. Demos. At'ist. i. 30).

'Atimia '

in this non-legal sense in Athens is akin
to 'atimia' as it presents itself at Sparta, where
there was not the same development of legal
ideas and procedure ; but all the more strong
there was the force of public opinion, which per-

haps to a gi'eater degree than elsewhere in Greece
Avas identical with law. At Sparta such ' atimia '

fell upon all departure from the customs of the

community (Xen. liesp. Lac. x. 7, iii. 3). An ex-

ample is the case of Aristodemos who survived
the battle of Tliermopyke (Herod, vii. 231 : dvovo-.

CT-q(Tas ii AaKeSalfiova el^f dyeidds re Kal dTifil-qv ; cf.

Xen. op. cit. ix. 4 ; Plut. Ages. 30). Those who
surrendered at Sphacteria, however, were treated
more leniently (Thuc. v. 34 : -^Stj Kal dpxd% Ti.vas

^XOiTttS drlfiovs ^TTolTicrav, dri^dav di roiavBe icare fJ.'qre

dpX^iv fiifire irpLafxivovs ri f) TruXovvTas Kvpiovi eT^at—
a penalty corresponding to 'partial atimia' at

Athens). The number of those defeated at
Leuctra made it impossible to carry out the law even
to this extent. Spartans who remained unmarried
were also subjected to a certain '

atimia,' being
deprived of all claim of respect from their juniors,
and excluded from certain festivals (Plut. i»/c. 15).

Inability to provide the fixed contribution to the

* Ar. Eth. JS^/c. V. 11 ; Ka( ti? aTijxia 7rpdff't(TTt Tcil eavrbr

SiaipOcipn.vTi ft)s TTji' ttoKlv clSikovi'tl. This shoiilil iiot be taken,
as IS usually done, of a penal consequence. f"or upon whom
should it fall?

common mess excluded a Spartan ipso facto from
the cla.ss of Peers (8/j.oioi), which probably implied
the loss of political rights, as distinguished from
the civil rights, of citizenship (Arist. Polit. ii. 9 ;

Xen. Hell. HI. iii. 5). Api)arently full riglits were
at once recoverable by conformity to the required
conditions ; even Aristodemos by his valiant con-

duct at Platsea recovered caste, though not, indeed,

entirely (Herod, vii. 231 and ix. 71). It would
hence appear that 'atimia' at Sparta was in

general analogous to what we have called ' con-

ditional atimia
'

at Athens.
The existence of 'atimia' as a penal measure is

proved for other States of Greece (e.ff. Ciialcis and
Eretria in Euboea, Chios, Lokris, Ephesos, etc.)

by inscriptions ranging in date from the 5th to the
1st cent. B.C. In certain cases Athenian influence

may have operated, as in Euboea (see Hicks,
Manual of Greek Historical Inscriptions'^, No. 40 :

djxbirai 5k XaX/ciSewj' tovs rj^uivras diravras. 6s 5' d/j. firj

OfilxTrj, 6.TLIX0V avTOv elvai, Kalrd xpij/xara avrou drj/xSina) ;

and perhaps also at Delphi, where, in the 2nd cent.

B.C., at any rate. State-debtors were &ti/j.ol (Ditten-

berger, Sylloge^, No. 306). But, in general, it is

probable that the penalty of ' atimia
' was prac-

tically a universal method among the Greek States,
and followed immediately fi'om the Greek concep-
tion of the relationship between the State and the
individual (on this subject see Newman's Politics

of Aristotle, vol. i. p. 30 f.).

Literature. — Besides the works above specified, see also

P. van Lelyfeld, De infaiaia iure At lieu, Amst. 1835 ; H.
M. E. Meier, Historia iuris attici de bonis damnatorum,
Bcrl. 1819 ; Thonissen, Le Droit pinql de la Hpublique athini-

enne,, Brussels, 1875. Paul Usteri, Achttmg und Verbannung
im griechischen Recht (Berl. 1903), gives the most exhaustive
treatment of the subject ; follo\ying out the ideas of H. Swo-
boda On Arch-Epigr. Mitt, aus Oaterr.-U'ng. xvi. [1893] p. 49 f.),

he draws a sharp distinction between an/j-os in the sense of

'outlawed' and aTt;uos =
'

disfranchised,' but without apparently
attaining anj' very significant result.

W. J. WOODHOUSE.
ATISA (or Dipahkara). —A learned Indian

Buddhist friar, who effected the most profound
reformation of Lamaism. Entering Tibet in A.D.

1038, and finding the prevalent Buddhism in the
hands of an immoral priesthood and extremely
debased by demonolatry, he founded a new Order,
on a purer Buddhist model, which he called ' Bound
by the Orders' (Kah-dam). This afterwards be-

came the 'Yellow-cap' sect or 'the Virtue Prac-
tisers

'

(Ge-luk), now the dominant State Church.
In his reform AtTsa restored celibacy and purged
the ritual of much of its grosser devil-worship. He
wrote a great many doctrinal works, and trans-

lated into the Tibetan scriptures a large number
of Indian Buddhist commentaries. The beneficial

effects of his teaching also initiated other semi-
reformed sects, the Saskya and Kargyu, which arose
somewiiat later. He died in A.D. 1052 at Ne-t'ang,
near Lhasa, where a large funereal mound, or stfipa,
was erected over his grave and still exists.

LiTT^nATi'RK. — C. F. Koppen, J.nmaische Hierarchic und
Kirchc (Berlin, 1857-59), ii. 78, 117, 127, 285

;
L. A. Waddell,

nuddhism of Tibet (1895), pp. 35, 36, 54, 57, also Lhasa (1905),

p- 320 f. L. A. Waddell.

ATITS or, incorrectly, Atiths
; AVADHUTS,

sometimes Abdhuts, Audhuts, Avdhuts (Skr. atita,
'

passed away [from worldly care]
'

; avadhuta,
'shaken off"').

—These two names can conveniently
be taken together. They are generally apjilied in

India to nny religious mendicants, as indicating
that they have '

passed away
' from or become liber-

ated from worldly cares, or have 'sliaken off'' all

caste and personal distinction. Avadhut is applied
to both VaisuaA'as and Saivas [qq.v.) ; but, .so far
as the present writer is aware, A tit is applied only
to the latter. Mr. Risley,* however, states that
Yaisnava Atits exist in Biliar. In this tecluiical

* Tribes and Castes of Bengal, s.v. 'Atit.'
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sense, avadhuta often occurs in San^skl•it literature,
but the teclinical use of atUa seems to be more
modern, and to be confined to the vernaculars.
Atit is often confoundetl with the word atitk (Skr.

atithi), 'a guest,' which has move than once given
rise to fanciful explanations. In addition to this

cusLouuiry general sense, both words are .sometimes

cnijiloj'cd to indicate special classes of religious
mendicants.

In this narrower sense Atlt is applied to six and
a half of the DasnamI, or ten sections of Saiva

mendicants, wlio claim spiritual descent from the

great reformer baiikarficharya [q.v.). Three and a
half of these sections, wlio are called Danclls from
their habit of carrying ii^danda, or staff, are con-

sidered to have retained Sankaracharya's doctrine
in all its

purity. The rest, viz. the Vanas, Aran-
yas, I'uris, Gins, Piirvatas, Sagaras, and half the

iJharatis, are rejjuted to have fallen to some
extent from orthodoxy, but are still looked upon
as religious characters. These are the Atits.
Unlike the Dandis, they cany no stalf. They
ditt'er from the latter also in their use of clothing,
money, and ornaments, their methods of preparing
food, and their admission of men^hers from any
order of Hindus. Some of them lead an ascetic

life, while others mix freely in the world, carry on
trade, and acquire property. Most of them are

celibate, but some of them marry, and are then
known as samyogl ('married ') or gharbdrl ('house-
holder ') Atits. They are often collected in maths,
or monasteries, and some officiate as temple-priests.
Tiiey wear oehre(,9'rrH)-coloured garments, and carry
a rosary of the rudruksa seeds sacred to iSiva. They
do not eat ilcsh or drink spirits. They worship Siva,
usually under the name of Mahadeva or Bhairon,
and also pay devotions to the monkey-god Hanuman
or Mahavha. Their religious theories (when they
have any) are based on the advaita Vediinta (qq.v.)
of their /ounder Sankaracharj'a.
The Saiva Avadhuts (when the word is em-

l)loyed in the narrower sense) are ascetics of a
sterner mould. They wear as few clothes as

jiossible, nuiking up the deficiency with mud, and
let their hair grow long and matted (technically
called j<i(t(). They practise silence, and live on
alms. In the cold weather thej' may be seen

cowering over a small flr-e. Their life is in every
way an extremely hard one. Gorakhnath {q.v.),
the founder of the sect of Kdnphdta Yogis, is often
referred to as a typical Avadhut of this class.

A.S regards Yaisnavas, the term Avadhut has a
special significance. When Kamananda made his

great reformation amongst the followers of Kama-
nuja, and abrogated the distinction of caste in

religious orders, he gave this title to his followers,
to signify that they had, so to speak,

'

put ofl' the
old nian.' They had 'shaken ofi'' all personal
distinction by adopting a religious life, and thus
quitting the ties of nature and of society. For an
account of the religious tenets and customs of
these Avadhuts, see KA.Manandin and Bhakti-
Makcja.

Literature.—These names can hardly be called the titles of
distinctive relijjious sects, and hence 'little has been written
about them. The above article has been compiled partly from
the writers private notes and partly from the following works :

H. H. Wilson, Essays on the Reli{jion of the UiiuiUs (ed.
1861), i. 204 ff. ('Atit'), 55 fr. (' Vaispava Avadhats'); H. H.
Risley, Tribes and Castes of Bengal (1891), s.v. 'Atit'; W.
Crooke, The Tribes and Castes of the North-Wettem Provinces
and Oudh (1S96), s.vv. 'Atit,' 'Awadhftt.'

George A. Grierson.
ATMAN.— I. Etymology.—The origin of the

word utman is doubtful. It is usual to compare it
with the Greek dT-^oj, d.vr/j.-^v, avT/xri, and the Teu-
tonic dtum, liiSom, diSm, and it is then derived
eitlier from an, 'breath' {Pctcrsbitrfjer Wnrtcr-
bach), or at, 'go' (Weber), or uv

(
= io), 'blow'

(Curtius, Grassmann, etc.). The development of

meaning would therefore be— (1) breath, (2) soul,
(3) self. However, udimn in the sense of breath
(of the wind) occurs only in four passages of the
Kigveda, mostly in hymns of younger date ; and,
what is more imjiortant, we find more frequently
in the liigveda the abridged form tman (in the
case-forms tmanam, tmana, tmane, tmani, tman),
in the sense partly of a reflexive pronoun, partly
of an adverb. It might then be that Otinan, and
l)erhaps also the Greek avrbs, originate from two
pronominal stems, a (in a-hain) and ta ('this'),
and the meaning would be ' this ego,'

' this myown self.' However tiiis may be, the word utinan
came very early to signify

' the self in contrast
with that which is not self,' and this meaning de-

veloped in four directions: (1) the own person,
the own body, opposed to the outside world ; (2)
the trunk of the body as opposed to the limbs ; (3)
the soul as opposed to the body ; (4) the essence as

opposed to what is not essence. Examples of these
various meanings are frequent in the Vetlic texts.

2. Philosophical meaning.—It is evident from
this that the idea of fitman,

'

self,' is relative,

pointing to something wiiich is not the atman,
and negative, in so far as the positive sense is not
in it, but in that which is to be excluded. Such
relative-negative concepts are frequent in j)hil-

osophy, and have been used with great advantage
to signify the inner principle of the universe,
excluding from it the whole content of the phe-
nomenal world. Of this kind is the apx-n of
Anaximander in contrast to all things which have
antecedents ; the 6v of Parmenides in contrast to
the y^veaii and 6\e6pos which rule in the world of
sense ; the 6vtuis 6v of Plato in contrast to the
yiyvdfjiei'ov Kal dTroWviJ.epov ; the substantia of Spin-
oza in contrast to the inodi, of which the whole
world, corporeal as well as intellectual, consists ;

and tlie Ding an sich of Kant in contrast to the
whole i)henomenal world, which contains the things
only in so far as they exist fur us, i.e. for our in-
tellect in its innate forms, viz. time, space and

causality. All these concepts, dpxv, ^v, ovtus 6v,

substantia. Ding an sich, are negative, for they
state only what the principle is not, and not what
it is. They are therefore empty of content, and
herein lies their great value for the science of

metai)hysics, which has to do with a subject
eternally unknowable. Of this kind is also the

concept dtnmn, which requires us to direct our
attention towards the Self of our own person,
the Self of everything else, the Self of the whole
world, and to discard all that, strictly speaking,
does not belong to this Self. It is the most ab-
stract, and therefore the best name which phil-
osophy has found for its sole and eternal theme.
All those other names, apx-q, ov, 6vtu}s 6v, substantia,
Ding an sich, still smack of the phenomenal world,
from which they originate. Atman a.\one touches
the precise point at Avhich the inner, obscure,
never-appearing essence of things reveals itself.

Nor is it by accident that Indian thinkers, above
all others, arrived at this most abstract, and there-
fore best, expression for the eternal subject of all

metaphysics ; for the Indian genius is animated
by a restless desire to penetrate to the depths, a
longing to he rid of all that is external and non-
essential, as we shall see later on in some famous
examples from the Upanisads.

3. Brahman and Atraan.—There are two words,
brahman and dtmnn, which are often used in the

Upanisads to signify the inner essence of the in-

dividual as well as of the whole world, and ^\•hich

cannot be considered separate from each other.
Brahman means originally, and Avherever it occurs
in the Eigveda,

'

prayer
'

; and it is very strange
(and recalls the similar case of the Biblical \6yos)
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how this word came to mean the essential prin-
ri]ile of (he world. In prayer the devotee felt

himself elevated above his own individuality,
above the phenomenal world, in union with the

gods ; in prayer he felt awaking Avithin himself
a power which was above all beings, above all

worlds, and even above the gods. So it came
about that to the question already raised in Kig-
veda, X. 81. 4,

' What was the wood, what Avas the

tree, of which they have carved heaven and earth ?
'

the following answer is given later on in a Brah-
mana (Taitt. Br. ii. 8, 9) :

* Brahman was the
wood, Brahman was the tree, of which they have
carved heaven and earth.' AVe cannot enter here
into further details ; let it sullice to say that we
can follow in the Vedic literature step by step the

l)ath l)y which the word brahnmn from the original
meaning

'

prayer
' came to signify the '

principle of
the world.' It might be supposed that a similar

development could be traced for the word dtman.
And, indeed, there are some who believe that, side

l>y side with the theological significance attached
to the word brahman, there was a more jihilo-

sophical tendency which circled round the word
dtman, and that both views expanded more and
more until they coalesced in the identification
of brahman and dtman as it is found in the

Upanisads. But this hypothesis is not conlirmed

by the facts. It is useless to attempt to gain in
the liymns and Brahmanas the necessary materials
for a history of the word dtman, as we can for the
word brahman. On the contrary, we see the word
dtman emerging here and there, and quickly dis-

appearing again, until the Indian thinkers, becom-
ing aware of the advantage of this term, began to
use it more and more frequently to express what
they felt without being able to clothe it in words.
In fact the word brahman,

'

jjrayer,' originally ex-

pressed a subjective feeling; and it was only by
intensifying this .subjective, and at the same "time

metaphysical, character that they came to take
hold of the word dtman as the most striking and
happy expression for the inner essence of the in-

divitlual, and for the inner essence of the Avhole
world (see art. Brahman). A few examples may
serve to illustrate this process.

4. Examples from hymns and Brahmanas.—
Even as early as the Iligveda, in the profound and
difficult hymn of Dirghatamas (i. 164. 4), the poet
asks :

' Who has seen how the firstborn, being the

Bone-possessing (the shaped world), Avas bornfrom
the Boneless (the shapeless) ? Where Avas the Adtal

breath, the blood, the Self (dtman) of the Avorld ?

Who Avent to ask him that knoAvs it?' Here the

poet, penetrating deeper and deeper, passes from
the Adtal breath to the blood, from the blood to
the atman, or inmost Self. It may seem strange
that the Indian philosophers ask earlier after the
Self of the Avorld than after the Self of the indi-

vidual, but the mind is like the eye, Avhich sees

everything else before it sees itself.

Manj' other quotations of similar import will be foiiiid in the
present writer's Gcschichte der Philusnphic, i. 1, especially p.
3.31 ff. It is saifl, for example, of Prajapati (a nv\'thical pcrsoni-
ficat ion of the creative power) in the Taittariya AraiiyaUa, i. 23 :
' In building the worlds and the boiny^ he entered with his
own Self (Otmana) into his own Self {atrndnam)' ; in Atharvav.
X. 8. 44 : 'He who knows him does no lonirer fear death, him
the wise, undecayin<?, ever-young dtman'

;
'\n Taitt. Rr. iii. 12.

9. 7 : 'He through whom the sun shines, enflamed by glowing
fire—only the knower of the Veda when departing";this life
understands him, the great omnipresent dtman. He, living in
the Brahmans as their gre.itness, is not augmented or dimin-
ished by works; the Self is his pathfinder; one who knows
him is no niore stained by evil deed'; in Taitt. Ar. iii. 11. 1:
' He who lives in us as our ruler, who is one, and yet ap]iears in

many forms, in whom the liundred lights of heaven are one, in
whom the Vedas are one, the priests one—he is the intellectual
Self {munasina dtmd) in man.'
These passages already approach the standpoint of the

\Tpanisads,, which is fully reached in the so-called 'Science of

Sai;(Jilia
'

(Satap. Br. \. 0. 3) and Chhaud. Up. iii. 14 :
'

A'erily this

world is Brahman. Let a man meditate upon it in silence as
Tajjaldii (origin, annihilation, and breath of the world). Mind
is his .'^tulF, life his body, light his shape, truth his thoughts,
his Self the infinite. All-working is he, all-wishing, all-smelling,
all-tasting, all-embracing, silent, unconcerned ; He is my soul

(rttma7i)in the inner heart, smaller than a rice-corn or a mustard-
corn, or a millet-corn, or a rice-corn's kernel

; He is my soul

(dtman) in the inner heart, greater than the earth, greater than
the atmosphere, greater than the heaven, greater than all these
worlds. 'The all-working, all-wishing, all-smelling, all-tasting,
all-embracing, silent, unconcerned. He is my iitman in the
inner heart, He is the Brahman ; to Him, when departing, I

shall enter.
, AVhoever, obtains this, verily he does not doiibt !

Thus spake Sandilya, Sancjilya.'

5. The Atman in the Upanisads.—The Avords

just quoted,
' He is my dtman in the inner heart,

He is the Brahman,'' contain the tAvo Avords about
Avhich circle nearly all the thoughts of the

Upanisads. Very often they are used Avithout

any distinction ; but Avherever, as in the quotation
just given, a diflerence is observable. Brahman
means the eternal principle as realized in the
Avhole Avorld, and dtman the same princijde as
realized in ourselves. Assuming this, the funda-
mental thought of ail the Upanisads can be

expressed by the simple equation :

Brahman = atman,
meaning the identity of BraJmian and dtman, or,
as Ave sliould say, of God and the soul. It is thus

expressed in the so-called 'great Avords' : tat tvam.

usi, 'that art thou' (Chhaud. Up. vi. 8. 7), and
aham brahmd asmi,

'

I am Brahman '

(Brih. Up.
i. 4. 10). Tliat means : Brahman, the power
Avhich creates all the Avorlds, supports them, and
destroys them. This all-mighty, all-pervading,
eternal poAver is identical Avith the dtman, Avith
that Avhich, rightly understanding, Ave have to
consider as our soul, as our own unchanging,
imperishable Self. The grandeur of this thought
is manifest. We do not know Avhat Avays are
reserved for philosophy in future ages, Ave do not
knoAV what discoveries may be made in times to

come, but so much Ave knoAV Avitli certainty : if a
solution of the riddle Avhich this phenomenal
world_ presents to us is possible in any Avay to

mankind, the key to that riddle can lie found only
Avhere Nature manifests herself not merely from
the outside, but Avliere she exceptionally reveals
her secret to us, and alloAVs an insight, hoAvever
limited, into her abysmal depths, i.e. into our own
inner Self, into our dtman. This Avay Avas trodden
by the Indian ])hilosophers in the Upanisads, and
no future time Avill cease to learn from them.
But Avhat have Ave to consider as our Self, as our
dtmant It Avas not Avithout serious researches
that the Indians j;ame to a satisfactory ansAA-er to
this question. Atman, the Self, might be simply
the body, it might be the vital principle, the
individual soul (jlva) in us, it might be something
higher than all tins. It is Avonderful to folloAv the
Indian thinkers in their researches after the real
essence of the dtman, as they lie open before us in
the A'arious Upanisads; liere, hoAvever, Ave must
limit ourselves to a fcAv examples.

In the second valli of the Taitt. Up. the philosopher takes
man as he ajipears as a bodily existence. In so far he consists
of food, he is annarammaiia, 'consisting of the essence of
food'; but this body is only the sheath which envelops
something else, ihe prdnamai/a dtman, 'the Self consistino- of
vital breath.' This, again, hides another being, the vmnomoya
atman, 'the Self consisting of will.' This, again, contains the
vijfldnamaya atman, 'the Self consisting of consciousness'-
and only by removing this, as an envelope, do we come to the
inmost Self, the dnandamaya dtman,

'

the Self consisting of
bliss." Having come to this, the text says :

'

Verilv this is the
essence ; for whoever obtains this essence is filled with bliss.
For who could breathe, who could live, were not this bliss iii

the ether of his heart? For it is he who creates l)liss. For
whoever in that Invisible, Inco.porcal, Unspeakable, Unfathom-
able finds peace, finds rest, he really has come to jieace. But
whoever assumes in it a distinction, a separation between him-
self and this dtman, there is fe.ar for him ; it is the fear of the
man who thinks himself wise '

(Taitt. Up. ii. 7).

As in this passage five dilferent dtmans, one
Avithin the other, are distinguished, so another
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text speaks of tliree atmans—the corporeal, tlio

individual, and the liij;iiest citman. In Chiiand.

Uj). viii. 7, Prajfipati said: 'The Self {hIiikoi)

whicli is free from sin, free from ohl aj^e, from
death and j;rief, from liuiiger and thirst, -vvliose

•\visiies are true, whose counsels are true, that is

to he investigated, that is to he understood ; he

ohtains all worlds and all wishes, whoever has

found that Self.' These words of Prajapati were
heard by the gods and hy the demons ; and in

order to learn the true Self the gods sent Indra,
the demons VirochaTia, to Prajapati. He con-

sented to teach them, and began his instruction

M'ith the words :

' Look at yourself in a vessel of

water, anil tell me what of your Self you do not

see tliere.' They answered :

' We see, O venerable

master, this our entire Self even to the hairs, even
to tlie nails.' And he said: 'Well, that is the

Self, that is the Immortal, the Fearless, that is

the ikahman.' They went away with satisfied

heart, but Praja[iati said :

' There they go away,
without having perceived, without having found
the Self.' Virochana, the messenger of the demons,
remained content with the answer; but Indra,
without returning to the gods, came back and
said :

' O venerable master, just as this Self is

well adorned when the body is well adorned, well

dressed when the body is well dressed, well cleaned
when the body is well cleaned, even so that Self

will 1)0 blind when the body is blind, lame when
the body is lame, crippled when the body is

crippled, and, in fact, will perish as soon as the

body perishes ; therefore, I see no consolation in

this doctrine.' Prajapati then led him to a higher

conception of the Self, saying :

' He who moves
about hajipy in dreani.=!, he is the Self, this is the

Immortal, the Fearless, this is Brahman.' Indra

departed, but, before reaching the gods, came
b.ack and said :

' Venerable master, it is true that

the Self is not blind when the body is blind, not
lame when it is lame, it is true tliat it is not
aHected by the inlirmities of the body ; it is not
killed when the body is murdered, is not lamed
when it is lamed, but it is as if it were killed, as

if it were vexed, as if it suflered i)ain, as if it wept,—in this I see no consolation,' Prajapati gave a
new instruction :

' When a man, being asleep,
reposing, and at perfect rest, sees no dreams, this

is the Self, this is the Immortal, the Fearless, this

is Brahman.' Indra departed, and returned again :

' Venerable master, in that way he does not know
iiimself, does not know "I am this," nor does he
know anything that exists. He is gone to anni-

iiilation. I see no consolation in this.' And now
Prajapati, after having led his pupil from the

bodily Self to the conscious individual Self in

dreams, and from this to the unconscious individual

Self in deep sleep, revealeil the full truth al)out the

Self: 'O mighty Iiulra,' said he, 'this body indeed
is possessed by death. It is the abode of that

immortal, incorporeal Self. Possessed is the in-

corporated Self by pleasure and pain ; for, because
it is incorporated, tlicre is no escape from pleasure
and pain. But the incorporeal Self is touched
neither by pleasure n(jr by pain. Bodiless aie

winds, clouds, lightning, and thunder ; and as

these, being ludden in tiie heavenly ether, rise

from it, and, approaching the highest light, ap];)ear
in their own form, thus does that serene being,
arising from this body, approaching the highest
light (the knowledge of Self), appear in its own
form. He then is the highest spirit. He obtains
all worlds and all wishes who knows and under-
stands this Self.'

6. Conclusion.—Even in the oldest texts of the

Upanisads there is found a bold idealism which
maintains the sole realityj)f the Atman, and denies
an existence beyond the Atinnn. This standpoint,
however, could not be maintained for any length
of time, for the reality of the phenomenal world

imposed itself upon the mind
; and, therefore, the

desire to satisfy both convictions, that of the sole

existence of the Atman and that of the reality of

phenomena, led to a kind ol pantheism (represented
chiefly by the Chhandogya Upanisad), whose thesis

was the identity of the universe and the Atman.
But this identity, however often proclaimed, was
and remained unintelligible. Substituting for it

the more comprehensible concept of causality, the
thinkers of the Upanisads came to what Ave would
call cosmogonisin, asserting that the Atman was
the cause, and the Avorld its eflect. The Atman
creates this world, and, having created it, He
incorpor.ates Himself in it as individual soul.

Taitt. Up. ii. 6: 'He desired: "I will be manifold, I will

propagate injself." He performed austerities. Havin<^ per-
formed austerities, he created tliia whole world, whatever
exists. Having created it, he entered into it.'

Even thus the Atman remained what it was
before, the Self in us. This Self creates the world,
and enters into it as the individual soul. As early
as the Kathaka Upanisad this theory developed
into a kind of theism, distinguishing between the

highest Atman who creates the world, and the
individual atman who lives in it. It is very
remarkable that this theism then passed into the
atheism gi'oclaimed in the Sahkhya system. The
highest Atman, being distinguished fioni the indi-

vidual atman, in which it hatl its real certilication,
was no longer sufficiently certiiied, and Mas re-

jected by the thoroughgoing realism of the Saukhya
philosophy. Tliere remained only material nature
called jrrahfi, and a multitude of individual
atmans called purnsas. The last step in this

process of degeneration was the apsychism of the
Buddhists and the Charvakas, who in part doubted,
in i)art denied, the atman altogether.
Thus the lofty idealism of the Upanisads was

altered, and at last destroyed, by the realistic

tenilencies of a later age.
ijTKUATURR.—Deussen, Allnemeine Gesch. der Philosopfiie

(2 vols., Leipzig, 189-1-99), I. i. 282-33C, ii. 7»-90, 359-302.

P. Deussen.

ATOMIC THEORY.
Greek (W. Kroll), p. 197.

Indian (11. Jacobi), p. 199.

ATOMIC THEORY (Greek).—The originator
of what is called tiie atomic theory was Leucippus,
of whom even the ancients knew so little that

Epicurus could entirely deny his existence—a

conjecture which was revived in modern times,
but may now be regarded as linally aliandoned.

Leu(ip])us' native country was Ionia (Miletus ?),

and lie lived between the times of Parmcnides and
Democritus. We are acquainted with his teach-

ing only in the form which it took in the mind

Muhammadan (T. J. de Boer), p. 202.

Mediaeval and Modern (J. II. Poynting), p. 203.

of his disciple, Democritus. The latter was born
at Ab<kra ;

but tiie ancient writers knew nothing
about the period in which he lived except what he
himself had stated in a written work. He was
a young man, evidently, when Anaxagoras had
attained a rather atlvanced age ; this would imi)ly
that he was in his prime in the years B.C. 430-420
The logical consistency of his thought, the wide

range of his knowledge of natural science, and the
excellence of his composition, made the success of
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his numerous writings very considerable. His
views were thoroughly discussed and opposed by
Aristotle and Theophrastus.
Leucippns was led to his theory by the reaction

against the Eleatic School, whose views ha<l been

placed on a scientific basis by Parnienidcs. Tt had
denied all motion and change, and declared tliem

to be an illusion of the senses ; the truth being,

they maintained, that reason leads us to perceive
tliat what exists is unchangeable. This assump-
tion so entirely contradicts all experience that a
more plausible explanation of the processes of

nature had to be found ; account had to be taken
of Heraclitus' correct observation that a continual

change is taking place in the world. But it was
no longer permissible to explain

—as was formerly
done—this change as due to transformations of a

primordial substance, for neither could the con-

version of lire into water and earth, and vice versa,
as Heraclitus claimed, be grounded on experience,
nor could the Eleatic principle be ignored that

anything that is permanent must be present in the

change. While the Pythagoreans found this per-
manent element in number, and therefore entirely
abandoned the explanation of materialism, Leu-

cippus and Democritus recognized it in atoms—
those particles of matter so minute that they can-

not be further divided, and are not perceptible to

the senses—of varying size and form, but all con-

sisting of the same substance, or matter, which
cannot be more narrowly defined. Particular things
come into existence when these atoms combine, and

disappear when they separate ; but the atoms
themselves are eternal and indestructible. The
combination and separation of the atoms are not

possible unless there be motion, nor this again, as

the Eleatic School had already noted, unless there

be empty space ; but whereas the Eleatics had
denied motion and empty space, the atomists held

both to be real, indeed to be the only reality

(Democr. Fragni. 125, Diels : vdfiu) xP°^Vi vofiq) y\vK6,

vdfiw iriKpbv, irerj 5' dTo/xa Kal Kevdv). For these

principles Democritus also found support in special

observations; e.g., a body can grow only by the
nutriment penetrating the open pores.
The atoms differ in form, composition, and con-

dition ; with the form is connected the size, and on
this depends the weight. But these characteristics

of bodies are primary, all other sense-qualities

being secondary ; e.g., warmth was supposed to

appertain to round atoms, whiteness to rough
atoms, blackness to smooth atoms, sourness to

small angular atoms, and sweetness to larger round
atoms (there is some apt criticism by Tlieophrastus,
de Se7i.<i. 68, in Diels

'•', p. 376). Since it depends
upon chance which kind of those difi'erent atoms
that form a body makes most impression upon the

senses, these secondary qualities are at tlie same
time subjective {"o/Mcp, see above). The other
elements assumed by physicists are, of course, for

Democritus composite bodies ; but he made fire an

exception by supposing it to consist of only one
kind of atom, globular in form. On this pomt he
was no doubt infiuenced by Heraclitus.
There are great difficulties in the question

whence, in the ultimate analysis, the motion arises

which causes combination and separation of atoms.
It was clear to Democritus that all change is motion
in space, thougii, at the same time, Epicurus was

perhaps the first to say so expressly. The old

atomists did not answer this question ; on the

contrary, they assumed an eternal, primordial
motion of the atoms, and gave up the idea of

specifying its first cause. Whether they thought
of the motion as a falling movement like that of

gravity or as an irregular whirl is not quite clear.

Zeller takes the former view, Brieger and Liep-
mann the latter. In any case, they had no strict

idea of gravitation or of the necessity of falling ;

and this makes the dispute very difficult to decide.

In this motion the particles impinge upon one

another, seemingly in conseqiience of their unequal
weight, receive blows, break ofl" other particles,
and so prodiice a whirling motion, a kind of prim-
ordial dance in which several atoms combine, pro-
vided that their form renders them capable of

adliering to one another (the modern theory has

actually been led to make similar assumptions).

Every such whirl may develop into a world ; and
this led the atomists to the assumption—to whicli

Plato objected (Tim. 55 C)—that there were in-

numerable worlds, several of which had passed out

of existence again through colliding with greater
ones. The space between these worlds Epicurus
called fieTaKdfffiia (in Cicero, intermundia). Round
the whirling mass of atoms a crust was formed out

of hook-shaped particles. This crust, in the course

of a long process of rotation, became thinner and
thinner (theflammantia moenia vmndi of Lucretius,
i. 73). The heavier atoms gathered in the middle
and formed the earth, the lighter atoms remaining
at the circumference. The crust holds fast those

bodies which, coming from without, conglomerate
at the edge of the world, and are aflame with the

velocity of their motion : these are the stars.

Worlds may perish by becoming feeble or old, but
also by collision with other worlds.

In psychology also Democritus carried his views
to their logical conseqiiences. The human soul

consists, in like manner, of atoms, and of the most
mobile of these—that is to say, of fire-atoms,
which are so distributed throughout all bodies

that between every two body-atoms there is one

soul-atom, and which produce both motion and

thought. The preference here given to fire is

again due to the influence of Heraclitus. Even
tiie sensations are explained atomically ; for in-

stance, sight is produced by fine particles, which
retain the form of bodies (ei'ScoXa, deiKfXa), detaching
themselves from the surface of laodies and pressing

upon the eye. Similarly sound is a material thing.
But percei^tion gives only a dull cognition ; thought
alone makes it clear (yvdifxris 8^ 56o d<Tlv Id^ai, i)

fi^v yvrjffiy}, 7] 8^ ffKorirj' Kal ffKOTlyjs fJ.^v rdSe (rifxiravra,

oi/'ts, cLKOi), 68firi, yevaL^, xpavcns' tj Si yv7}(jl-q, dwoKSKpi-

fxev-q 8k TaiJTTjs. Frag in. 11 Diels).
To the school of Democritus belonged Nausi-

phanes of Teos (Diels, Fragm. d. Vorsokr." i. 46'J),

who became the teaclier of Epicurus (c. 325 B.C.)

and introduced him to the atomic theory. But
while it had been the aim of Democritus to explain
the world-phenomena in a uniform way, Epicurus
merely wished to give his own views on human
happiness a satisfactory basis in natural science

(Sent. Sel. xii. oiK rjv duev (pvcriokoylas dKepaiovs ray

Tjdofds diro\aiii.pdv€iv) ; he regarded the whole of

natural science as suiierfluous except in so far as

it served this purpose, and declined to recognize
as final any solution of a question if it failed to rid

us of fear (Sent. Sel. xi.). Consequently he ac-

cepted Democritus' tlieories without introducing
much change into them (Cic. de Fin. i. 21 :

'

Qu;d

sequitur, sunt tota Democriti. Atomi, inane, im-

agines, qu;T3 et8u)\a nominant '). A number of the

changes which he did make have been abortive,

and, when carried to their logical conclusions, are

such as to shake the foundation of the system.
For instance, even the ancient writers had noticed

tliat Democritus did not avail himself of chance as

an exi)lanation of certain phenomena (Eudem. ap.

Simplic. in Phys. 330, 14). Epicurus, on the other

hand, made frequent use of this expedient.
Again, the only existing things, according to

him, are atoms and empty space, and he finds the

former characterized by hardness (dvTiTvtrla), and
the latter by pliability (eZ^is). The atoms, on
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account of tlieir minuteness, are not percejjtible,

and yet they are not inlinitely small in a mathe-
matical sense, but simplj% by reason of their

hardness, not further divisible. They fall down-
wards by their weight, like rain, and with equal

rapidity, empty space yielding to them ; here then,
in opposition to Democritus, a cliaracteri«tic prim-
ordial motion is ascribed to them. Since, how-

ever, in this way no contact could ever take place
between them, Epicurus found himself forced to

make the assumption—fundamentally monstrous,
and derided even by the ancients—that certain

atoms deviated very slightly ('nee plus quam
minimum,' Lucr. ii. 244) from the perpendicular
direction, thus colliding with others and producing
all those processes which, from Democritus' point
of view also, led to the formation of worlds. He
made use of this deviation of atoms as an ex-

planation even of the freedom of the will (Brieger,

Abhitndl.fur Hertz, Berlin, 1888). The idea that
the motion of the atoms is permanent, and does
not cease even in the interior of the bodies formed
from them, also appears to be new. Even the soul

Epicurus makes to consLst of material atoms,
though not now merely of fire-atoms, but of fire,

air, pneuma, and an indelinable substance which
was supposed to be the vehicle of feeling ; thus
lie gave the soul a separate status in contradiction

to the logic of materialism. Perception he ex-

plained in exactly the same way as his great
predecessor, but he seems to have laid gi'eater

emphasis on the identity of perception and motion
in the soul-particles, being here, as often, in-

fluenced by Aristotle. While Democritus had ex-

plained the sense-qualities as subjective, Epicurus
ascribes reality to them, and denies that the senses
can ever deceive. Vtut since all kinds of atoms
are intermingled, and one person perceives more of

one kind and another more of another, the same
things may allect ditlerent men dillerently (Eragm.
250, Us.). Epicurus' teaching about the mingling
was more correct than that of Democritus. The
latter had assvimed that parts of the minglcil
matter lay side by side, but was met by Aristotle

with the objection that in this way only a medley
could arise, and not a real mingling. Consequently,
Epicurus now made, not the particles of matter,
but the particular atoms come to the side of one

another, and thus apiu'oached very near to the
views of modern chemistry.
The school of Epicurus held to the teaching of

its founder with greater tenacity than any other,
and consequently in ancient times atomism sub-

sequently underwent no development. Thus Lu-
cretius, although he is hardly indebted directly
to Epicurus, but to later Epicureans, faithfully

reproduces the views of the master. A little

before hira lived the physician Asclepiades of

Bithynia, who grounded his theory of medicine on
the basic ideas of the Epicurean doctrine of atoms
(M, Wellmann, in Pauly-Wissowa, ii. 1632).

LrrERAiTRE.'— On Leucippus and Democritus: E. Zeller,
Philusophie der Griechen^, i., Leipzig, 1892, 837 ff.; H. Diels,
Fragmcnte der Vorsukratiker'^, Berlin, 1903, i. 342 ff. ; C. Baeuni-
ker, Das I'rublem der Malerie, Miinster, 1890, p. 79 ff.; A.
Brieger, Die Urbeuegimq der Atome, Halle, 1884

;
H. C. Liep-

mann. Die Mechanik der Leukipp-Demokritischen Atoiiie, Leip-
zig, 1880 (cf. the notice by Lortzing in Uiirsian's Jahreshericlit,
cxvi. 135 ff.); E. Wellmann, in Pauly-Wissowa, v. 135. On
Epicurus: Kpieurca,&i\.\i. Useuer, Leipzig, 1887; Zeller', iii.

1, p. 303 ff. ; Baeumker, op. cit. 303 ff. ; A. Goedeckemeyer,
Kpikurs Verhultnis zu Demokrit, Strassburg, 1897

; H. v.

Arnim, in Pauly-Wissowa, vi. 133. W. IvROLL.

ATOMIC THEORY (Indian).-In the oldest

philosophical speculations of the Brahmans as pre-
served in the Upanisads, we find no trace of an
atomic theory ; and it is therefore controverted in
the VedCinta Sutra, which claims systematically to

interpret the teachings of the Upanisad/f. Nor is

it acknowledged in the Silnkhj'a and Yoga philo-

sophies, which have the next claim to be considered

orthodox, i.e. to be in keeping with the Vedas ; for

even the Vcdunta Sutra allows them the title of

Smrdi. But the atomic theory makes an integral
part of the Vai.sesika, and it is acknowledged by
the Nyaya, two Brahmanical philosophies wiiich
have originated with, or at least been favoured by,
secular scholars (pandits), rather than by divines or

religious men. Among the heterodox it has been

adopted by the Jains, and, as is stated in the
Ahhidharmakoha vydkhijd,* also by the Ajivikas.
It seems to have been unknown to original Buddh-
ism ; for the well-known Pali scholar, Professor

Eranke, states that no mention is nuule of it in

the I'ali canonical books. It is different, how-
ever, with the Northern Buddhists ; for the Vai-
bhasikas and Sautrantikas were adherents of the
atomic theory, while the Madhyamikas and Yoga-
charas opposed it, as they declared the external
world not to be real.

The speculations of the sects and philosophical
schools just mentioned may be arranged in three

groups. The first is represented by the Jains ; the
second by the Vaisesika and Nyaya Sutras and the

Blidsya on the latter by Vatsyayana, and, on the
other hand, by the Northern Buddhists ; while the
last phase of the theory is that which appears iirst

in the PraMstapdda-Bhd.^ya, the oldest systematic
exposition of tlie Vaisesika system, and has since

been generally adopted by the combined Vaisesikas
and Naiyayikas.

I. We place the Jains first, because they seem to

have worked out their system from the most primi-
tive notions about matter. These may be taken to

be the following. Matter is an eternal substance,
undetermined with regard to quantity and quality,
i.e. it may increase or dimini.sh in volume without
addition or loss of particles, and it may assume any
forms and develop any kind of qualities. Material
substances may coalesce into one substance, and
one substance may divide into many.
Now, the Jains maintain that everything in tliis

world, except souls and mere space, is produced
from matter [pudgala), and that all matter con-
sists of atoms (paramdnu). Each atom occupies
one point (prndcsa) of space. ^Matter, however,
may be either in the gross state (sthfda, bddaya),
or in the subtle (silksinn). When it is in the .subtle

state, innumerable atoms of it occupy the space of
one gross atom. The atoms are eternal as regards
their substance ; each atom has one kind of taste,

smell, and colour, and two kinds of touch. These
qualities, however, are not permanent and fixed
for tiie several atoms, but they may be changed
and developed in them. Two or more atoms wliich
differ in their degree of smoothness and roughness,
may combine to form aggregates [skandha). The
figures formed by the arrangement of the atoms
into groups are manifold, and are precisely de-

scribed in the Bhagavatl ; every thing is believed
to be formed of groups of one kind only. The
atom may develop a motion of its own, and this

motion may become so swift that by means of it

an atom may traverse in one moment the whole
universe from one end to the other.

It is evident, from wliat has been said, that there
are not different kinds of atoms corresponding to

the four elements, earth, water, fire, and wind ;

but though it is not explicit!}' stated, still we may
assume that the atoms, by de\eloping the character-

istic qualities of the elements, become difterentiated

and thus form the four elements. For the latter

are presuppo.sed by the belief in elementary souli :

* Tlie passage is nuoted, s.v. 'Anu,' in a Buddhist dictionary
now [1908] being printed in Calcutta, for the proofs of which
the present writer is indebt«d to the courtesy of Prof, de la

Vallce Poussin.
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earth-souls, water-souls, fire-souls, and wind-souls,
i.e. souls in various phases of development, which
are embodied in particles of earth, etc. The
elements must accordingly be regarded as the

bodies, or even corpses, of particular living beings ;

at any rate they are not without ])eginning and end.
We must mention the opinion of the Jains concerning- karma,

i.e. merit and dement, in its bearing on the atomic theory.
Karma according to them is of material nature (paudgalika).
The soul by its commerce with the outer world becomes literally

penetrated with material particles of a very subtle kind. These
become karma and build up a special body, the kdnnanaiarira,
which never leaves tlie soul till its final emancipation. Thus the
atoms of which the ^am^a-matter is composed are believed to
be invested with a peculiar faculty which brings about the
effects of merit and demerit. The opponents of the Jains under-
stood this theory to mean that karma is the property of atoniS,
and produces a motion in them so that they combine to form
the body, and that the internal organ enters it.*

II. In our .second group the conception of atoms
has been combined with that of the four elements
in the foUo'sving way : There are four distinct
kinds of atoms corresponding to the four elements,
earth, water, fire, and wintl ; and the distinctive

qualities of the latter are already found in the
several atoms. Now, the belief that all material

things are made up of four elements, singly or

jointly, was current in India probably long before
the philosophical .systems of which we are speaking
came into existence. We first meet it in the

Chhdndogya Upanisad (vi. 2 K). There it is said
that the Ens absolutum created fire, tire created

water, and water created earth {anna), and that
these three elements combining produce all exist-

ing things. In other places, wind (vdi/u) is regarded
as an element, and at last space (akdki) Avas
reckoned as the fifth element ; for it seemed proper
that there should be fiv^e elements corresponding to
the five organs of sense. t This theory of the five

elements has been adopted in the Sankhya philo-
sophy, and there it has been further developed by
distinguishing two sets of elements, subtle (tan-
matra) and gross {mahahhuta). The elements in

Sankhya are, however, not atomic or eternal, but
are developed from primeval matter (praJcrti) by a
process which need not be detailed here. Of these
traditional five elements, the fifth, dkd.ia, has a
peculiar character of its o\\ti, as it is not considered
to enter into combination with the other elements,
but to be a simple, i.e. an infinite and continuous,
.substance ; nor did the Buddhists even reckon it

among their elements (mahabhuta). And the
Vaisesikas also, who distinguished space (dii) from
dkd.ia, the substratum of sound, count the latter

among the simple and infinite substances (vibhu),
together with space, time, and the souls. Accord-
ingly, both Brrdnnanical and Buddhistic atomists
admitted onlj' four atomic substances, viz. earth,
water, fire, and mnd. But in other details their

opinions vary.
As we have as yet but defective and second-

hand information about the atomic theories of
the Buddhists, we shall first describe that of
their opponents, the Vaisesikas and Naiycayikas.

I. V.-iisesika being chiefly concerned withphysics,
and Nyaj'a with metaphysics and dialectics, the
physical side of the atomic theorj' was more the
province of the former, and the metaphysical of
the latter system. Hence it may be supposed that
the atomic theory is more intimately connected
with the Vai-iesika system, and indeed Badarayana
regards it as tlieir cardinal tenet. if

The opinions of the Vai:5esikas on atoms and their qualities, as
well as the arguments connected therewith, are epitomizerl in a
few aphorisms of the 4th and 7th chapters of the Vaiiesika

*
Vntsydyana, p. 191, and Vacaspati's remark in the footnote,

Bnd Nydya Vartika, p. 448.

t This subject is treated at some length in Dr. Sukhthankar's
dissertation, 'Teachings of Vedanta according to Ranianuja,' in
Wiener Ztschr. /. d. Ifimde d. Morgenl, xxii.

J Vedanta Sutra, ii. ii. 11 ff., and Sankara'8 remarks on ii.

ii, 1(.

Sutrahy Kaiiada. They reasoned in thefollowmg way : Tilings
that exLst and are not produced from a cause are eternal ; they
may be inferred from (the fact that all known things are) pro-
ducts. Besides, as we call everything we perceive non-eternal,
this idea of non-eternity presupposes eternity (iv. i. 1-4). And
finally the fact that we do not perceive the ultimate, i.f. un-

caused, causes of things, constitutes our ignorance, and thus we
are forced to assume that these ultimate causes are eternal.

But there is another interpretation of the last sutra (iv. i. 5),
which consists only of one word, 'ignorance'; i.e., as we can
imagine no other cause of the destruction of a thing than the

disjunction or destruction of its causes, it follows that the last

causes must be eternal.

For the interpretation of the sutras here given
the AATiter relies not so much on the modern com-
mentaries (for there is no old one in existence),
as on their refutation by oahkara, which shows
us what was the meaning attached to them more
than a thou.sand j^ears ago. It is to be understood
that these eternal things, the causes of the non-
eternal ones, are the atoms ; but they are not
\dsible. For the sutra goes on to declare that a

great thing may be visible, if it has many con-
stituent parts and possesses colour (IV. i. 6). The
next sutra (not in our text, but as quoted in the

Nydya Vartika, p. 233) states that the atom is

invisible, because it is not composed of material

parts. Now, a thing is great if it is composed of

many constituent parts, or if the parts themselves
are great, or if they are arranged in a peculiar way
(VII. i. 9, not as in our text, but as quoted by
Sahkara on Ved. Sid. ii. ii. 11). The reverse of this
holds good with the small anti {i.e. atom); that is

to say, the atom is not composed of parts.
The discussion, carried on in the next sutras

(10-20), comes to this. The expressions
'

gTeat,
small, long, short,' as used in common parlance,
are relative terms, the same thing being called

gi-eat with reference to one thing and small with
reference to another. These expressions refer to

great (or long) things only, since only such are

visible, and therefore they are used in a secondary
meaning. In their primary sense 'great' and
' small '

are not relative terms, but denote distinct
kinds or genera, of dimension (just as red and blue
are different kinds of colour). For otherwise we
should speak of great or small greatness, i.e. we
should attribute qualities (great or small) to a

quality (greatness), which would be against the

principle that qualities have no qualities. Great-
ness and smallness are non-eternal in non-eternal

things ; in eternal things they are eternal, i.e.

absolute or infinite. The absolutely small is called

globular (parimandala).
About the other properties of the atoms we have the following

statements. The qualities of earthen and other tilings
—colour,

taste, smeU, and touch—vanish on the destruction of the thing
itself

; accordingly they must be eternal in eternal things, i.e. in
atoms. And so thej' are in the atoms of water, fire, and wind.
In earth, however, as well as in atoms of earth, (some) qualities
are pdkaja, i.e. changeable by heat (vn. j. 1-6). Different atoms
may come into conjunction (iv. ii. 4). In the beginning of
creation the atoms are set in motion by adrg(a, i.e. merit and
demerit of creatures in the past period (v. ii. 13). The internal
organ also is an atom (vn. i. 23).

This is all the information about atoms we can
gather from the VaiSesikaStltra. But, short though
it be, it is enough to show us the actual state of
the atomic theory at the time of Kanada and the
arguments used by him in establishing tliat theory.Two things deserve to be noticed. Firstly, the
word for ' atom '

used in our text, and, it may be
added, in the Nydya Sfdra too, is anu ; only in tlie

sutra quoted in the Nydya Vartika do Ave meet
Avith parumdnu, the usual form Avith all later
authors ; but this may be a mistake of the Varti-
kakara, Avho quoted from memory. Secondly, the
argument for the existence of atoms, Avhioii is

based on the impossibility of unlimited division of
a thing, Avas not yet made use of by the author of
the Vaisr.yilai Stdra.

2. In the Nydya Siltra by Gautama, and espe-
cially in the Bhasya, or old commentary on it, by
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Vfitsyayiuia, who wrote in the 5th cent. A.D. or

earlier, some aspects of the atomic theory are

discussed, and ohjectiuns raised to it by opjionents
are refuted, tiautama shared the opinions of tlie

Vaisesikas on the physical properties of tlie atoms
described above. For, since lie incidentally re-

marks (IV. i. G7) that the black colour (of earthen

atoms) is not eternal (though existing,' from eter-

nity), it follows that he considered the properties
of water, lire, and wind to be eteinal. The
metaphjsical questions, however, relating to atoms
are fully discussed by Gautama, and further ex-

plained by Vatsyayana. In the two places (ii. i. 86
and IV. ii. 14 tt'.) where they occur, they are brought
in at the end of the discussion of the ' whole and its

parts.' The Naij'ayikas maintain that the wliole
is something more than its parts ; it is a ditierent

thing {arthdntara), not separated from its parts,
but rather something in addition to them. We
perceive the whole thing as such, e.g. a tree,

though we see only the front parts, and not the
middle and back ones ; and thus we see a thing
though we cannot see the atoms of which it con-
sists. The question of atoms is then discussed in

this way. A thing consisting of parts is called a
whole, but each part must again be considered as
a whole, and so the parts of a part, and so on ad
infinituiii. If we never coiJd come to last parts,
we could not conceive the idea of the whole, and
so the whole Avould be dissolved into notliing. But
the division reaches its limit in the atom, which
cannot be divided any further, as we assume it to
be absolutely small.
Another proof is the following. If the division into parts had

no limit, the mote {truti) would not differ in size from the
highest mountain, because both would have the same number of

parts (rv. ii. 1 f.). The text then proceeds to refute objections
raised against the_notion of atoms as indivisible smallest things
without parts. Akdia (' air '), as the Vai^e^ikas assert, is a
simple, all-penading, and infinite substance : the question is

put whether it penetrat-es the atoms or not. If it does, the
atom must have parts ;

if not, tikaia would not be all-pervading.
The reply is that the atom has no exterior or interior, nor is it

hollow inside, but it is a simple not a compound thing. It is

further objected that, since the atom has a form, being globular,
and since the form of a thing consists in the disposition of its

parts, the atom must liave parts. And again, when three atoms
are in juxtaposition, that in the middle touches the one to the
left with its right side, and that on the right with its left side ;

and when the atom is surrounded on all sides, w-e can distinguish
six sides of the atom which must be considered its parts. And
if the six sides were reduced to one (i.e. if the atom were a mere
point), then the aggregate of the seven atoms would take up no
more space than one atom, and consequently a jar could be re-
duced to the size of an atom, and hence become invisible. These
arguments are met by the declaration that the division of the
atom into parts is not real, but a mode of expression only.
The following are some opinions on atoms, which

are mentioned in the NyCtya Vartika (6th cent. A.D. ),

but the authors of which are not named. Some
thought that the mote which is seen in a ray of
the sun entering a window is an atom. Other.-?

believed that atoms do not occur singly (asamhata),
but always in aggregates (p. 234). Some, ap-
parently Buddhists, maintained that the atx)ms
were not eternal, because they possess motion.
The Naiyayikas agree with the Vaisesikas that
the atoms are set into motion by adrsta, i.e. merit
and demerit, but expressly state that God (hvara)
directs the action of the atoms.*

3. The chief opponents of the Naiyayikas, who
held ditierent views on atoms, Mere Buddhists of
the Vaibhfisika and Sautrantika schools, as was
said at the beginning. The Vaibhasikas main-
tained that external things can be directly per-
ceived, the Sautrantikas "that they can only be
inferred. Sankara, who comprises both under the
name of Sarvastivadin, describes their ojiinions on
at>oms in his commentary on Vcd. Sui. 11. ii. 18 thus :

'These Buddhist-s acknowledge the four elements, earth,
water, fire, and wind, with their properties and products, in-

cludmg the organs of sense ; the four elements are atomic ;

the earth atoms have the qualitv of harshness, the water-atoms

*
yydya rdrtika, p. 4GI ff.

that of viscidity, the lire-atoms that of heat, and the wind-
atoms that of motion ; in combination these atoms form earthly
things,' et-c.

More details we learn from the work of the
Tibetan /jj'im yah b.sad pa, of which Wassiliefl'
has given an abstract,* from the Ahliidharinako.m
vydkhyd, a work of tlie idealistic .school Yoga-
chara (for a transcript of which the pre.sent writer
is indebted to the courtesy of Prof, de la Valine
Foussin), and from Prajnakaramati's commentary
on the Bodhicharydvatdra (ix. 8f., 95 f.).

The Vaibhasikas admitted that an atom had six

sides, but they maintained that they made but
one, or, what comes to the same, that the space
Avitliin an atom could not be divided. Their opinion
has been disputed by the Naiyajakas in an old
verse quoted in t\\Q]Sydya Vartika (p. 521). They
further asserted that atoms were amenable to

sense-knowledge, though they were not visible

apart, just as a dim-sighted man sees a mass of hair,

though he cannot see a .single hair. This view, too,
was disputed by the Naiyayikas, who maintained
that the atom is transcendental [atlndriya), not

perceptible to sense {aindriyaka).-\
The Sautrantikas seem to have regarded the

aggregate of seven atoms as the smallest com-
pound {anu).% Their opinion seems to have been
that tiie (globular) atoms did not touch one an-
other completely, but that there Avas an interval
between them ; but some held ditierent views. All

agi-eed that the atom is indivisible, though some
admitted that it might l)e regarded as having
parts, viz. eight sides. Both the Vaibhasikas and
the Sautrantikas declare that atoms are not hol-

low, and cannot penetrate one another.
Most points in the Buddhistical opinions which

we have related are also discussed in the Nydya
Sutra, Bhdsya, and Vartika ; all the speculations
on atoms we have dealt with in this our second

group (the Vaiicsika Sutra perhaps excepted)
must, therefore, be regarded as having been
current in the same period, i.e. in the beginning
of our era down to the 6th cent, and later.

III. The latest improvement of the atomic theoiy
consists in the assumption of dvyamikfi^i, etc. It
was first taught by PrakiMapdda (p. 28), and is

plainly referred to by Udyotakara ; § it was re-

ceived as a tenet in all later works of what may
be called the combined Nyaya-Vaisesika. The
fusion of these two schools began early, and seems
to have been complete at the time when the

Nydya Vdrtika was written ; for in this work the

Vaise-fika Sdtra is several times quoted simply as
the Sutra or Sdstra, and once (p. 222) its author
is called Paramarsi, a title accorded only to the

highest authority. Prom that time dvyanukas
are quite familiar in Sanskrit writers. It is as-

sumed that two atoms (paramdnu) form one binary
(dvyannka), and that three or morell dvyamikas
form one tryanuka, which is 'great' and per-
ceptible by th^ eye. From trynnvkas are pro-
duced all things. Modern writers further assume
chaturanuka.<s, formed of four tryamikas, etc. The
reasoning that led to this highly artificial theory
is the following.^ The rule that the quality of
the product is derived from the corresponding
quality of the cause does not apply to dvyanulcns
and tryannkas. For in that case the ' small '

dvyanukas would produce a 'small' trymivlM, not
a 'great' one as required. And if the smallncss
of the dvyanukus were produced from the like

quality of the paramdnus, it would be of a higher
degree, j nst as two great things produce one great€r
* Der Buddhigmtis, pp. 298, 30" f., S-V of the Germ. tr.

t Sydya Sutra, n. i. .36, rv. ii. 14 ; cf. Nyaiia Vartika, p. 2.S2.

t Cf. Hiuen Tsiang, Si-yu-ki, L 60. In Pauranic measures 8

ljaramni}iLS= l paraguk^ma (Wilson, Vishnu Purdryt, i. 93 n.).

§ Nydya Vartika, p. 448. I Sridhara, p. 32.

U Athalj'e's note to Tarka Saftgraha, Bombay Sanskrit Series,

p. 123.
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tiling ;
but the paramdnu is that than whicli no-

thing smaller can be imagined. Therefore it is

not the dimension of the cause, viz. of the parts,
which produces the peculiar dimension of the

dvyanuka and tnjanuka, but another quality :

number. The number of the dvyanukas in the

tryanuka has the ett'ect of prodneing, on the hitter,

greatness, a dimension which diilers in kind from
that of its parts. Dvyanukas have been assumed
for the following reason. As great things are of

two kinds, eternal (viz. the inlinitely great ones,

e.g. space) and non-eternal, so both kinds must be
found in ' small '

things. Eternal small things are,
of course, the atoms. Non-eternal ones must
therefore consist of atoms ; they are the dvy-
amikas.* Now number is produced by the ' notion
which refers to many unities' [apcksdbuddhi) ; and
such a notion presui)poses an intellect to form it ;

in our case it must be the intellect of one who
perceives all the atoms and dvyanukas, and who
therefore must be omniscient—that is, God. With-
out him in whose intellect the notion of duality
in dvyanukas subsists, there would not be any
dvyanukas or any tryanukas, and consequently
there would not be anything whatever. This

strange idea, found in nuce already in Praiasta-

•pdda, was brought forward by Udayana {
12th cent. )

as a iJroof of the existence of God.

Having passed in review all forms of the atomic

theory which are known to us at present, we must
now inquire into the origin of that theory. Two
jjoints appear to be of cliief importance for our

inquiry: lirstly, that the name of atom is anu,
'small,' or paramdnu, 'absolutely small'; and

secondly, that ' small
' was generally considered

to difler, not in degree but in kind, from 'great.'
In accordance with this notion which is shared by
all, even by the opponents of the atomic theory, the

small, or, as we had better call it, the infinitesimal,
had to be assumed as existing, and needed no
further proof. The idea of the infinitesimal in

this sense seems to have already been current in

the time of the Upanisads, where we frequently
meet with the statement that Brahman is smaller
than the small, and that the self {dtman) is small

{iinu). In order to arrive at the conception of the

atom, the idea of the infinitesimal had not only to

be applied to matter, but it had, at the same time,
to be joined to the idea of its indestructibility.

Reasoning from analogy apparently came in to

help ; as the absolutely great, e.g. space, is ac-

knowledged by all to be eternal, so the absolutely
small, the atom, must also be assumed to be
eternal. At any rate, the notion of the infinitesi-

mal led, by easy steps, to the conception of the

atom. It was probably in this early stage of de-

velopment that the Jains took up tlie i<lea of the
atom and made use of it in their metaphysical
speculations. But in India the inventors of a new
theory have generally been forgotten, and the
fame attached to it went to those who succeeded
in defending the theory against all opponents and
in thus putting it on a base of firm reasoning.
This task seems to have been performed by the
Valsesikas. For the atomic theory makes an in-

tegral part of their system, and in their Sutra we
find the outlines of the arguments used to establish

it. Moreover, when the atomic theory is discussed

in the Veddnta Sfttra, it is there ascribed to the

Vaisesikas, and at the same time treated as one
of their cardinal tenets ; we may therefore con-

clude that tlie author of the Veddnta Sutra looked
on the Vaisesikas as the principal upholders, if not
the authors, of the atomic theory.
When once firmly established, the atomic theory

must have had much persuasive poAver with many
philosophers ; for it put in place of the prinntive con-

*
Praiastapdda, p. 131, and &ndhara, p. 133.

ception of matter as an eternal but quite undefined
substance the more rational notions which oti'ered

an intelligible explanation of the perpetual change
of things while still maintaining the eternity
of matter. The Northern Buddhists adopted it,

thougli they had to deny the eternity of atoms,
according to the fundamental tenet of Buddhism
that there are no eternal things. Even some ad-

herents of Yoga admitted paramdnus, defining
them as the smallest particles in which the three

gunas are present.* The Mimariisakas are said

by Prajnakaramati to have acknowledged eternal

atoms ; f and the same holds good with the Aji-
vikas, as stated above.

It must, however, be mentioned that Dr. W.
HandtJ has maintained the Buddhist origin of

the atomic theory.
'

Starting,' he says,
' from the

fundamental view of original Buddhism, which
looked on the sai'nsdra as continual springing into

existence and perishing, they regarded the whole
material world as an aggregate of non-eternal

atoms, just as the spiritual one was produced
by the aggregate of the five skandhas.' But

non-eternity seems to reverse the idea of the
atom as it is generally understood. And if, as

Handt asserts, the Buddhists, in order to explain
tiie perpetual flow of existence,

'

naturally hit on
the assumption of non-eternal atoms which are

divided into four classes according to the four

elements,' still it Avould seem not to have sufficed

them even for that purpose. For the Sautrantikas
have brought forward their famous theory of the
momentariness of all things {ksanikavdda). Evei->

thing, according to this theory, exists but for a

moment, and is in the next moment replaced by
a facsimile of itself, very much as in a kinemato-

scopic view. The thing is nothing but a series

[santdna) of such momentary existences [ksana).
Here time is, as it were, resolved into atoms.
This theory explains perfectly well the perpetual
change of things, and apparently was invented for

that purpose. Still, the Sautrantikas retained the
atomic theory alleged by Dr. Handt to have been
invented by the Buddhists for the same purpose.
We shall therefore not err in supposing that the

Buddhists did not invent the atomic theory as a prop
for their fundamental dogma, but advocated it be-

cause it belonged to the stock of physical and meta-

physical ideas which passed current during the early
centuries of the Christian era in Northern India.
Literature. — Handt, Die atomistische Grundlage der

VaiieiiikaphUosophie, Rostock, 1900. A full discussion of tlie

Atomic Theories is lacking. The original works are :
—I.

Tattvdrthdchigama Sutra, by Umasvati, translated in Zeit-

schriftd. deutsch. morgenl. Ges. vol. Ix. p. 512 ff. II. Vaiie^ika
Siitra and Pra^aMtqwda Bhdsya, Nydya Sutra with Bhdsya
and Vdrtika, at the places quoted in the article. III. See above,
p. 201. H. Jacob:.

ATOMIC THEORY (Muliammadan). — The
genesis of atomic theories among Muslim thinkers
is shrouded in obscurity. It is probable that such
theories found their way into Islam through the
medium of the Aristotelian physics and the Neo-
Platonic commentaries dealing therewith. As far

back, at all events, as we can follow the growth of

atomism in this field, v.-e find it imbued with the con-

ceptions of Aristotelian and Neo-Platonic thought.
We can trace the presence of such atomistic

doctrine as early as the 9th century. Al-Nazziim

(t A.D. S45) is mentioned as having been an op-

ponent tliereof, M-hile al-Kindl (f A.u. c. 870) wrote
a treatise against its adherents.

The first recognizable form of tlie doctrine is that

which it assumed in the hands of Abu Hashim of

Basra (fc. 933 A.D.). His theory, which ispracticallj'

* Nydya Vdrtika, p. 251 f., and Yoga Siitra, i. 40.

t Com. on Bodhicharydvatdra, ix. Vil.

X Die atomistische Grundlage der Vaiie^ikaphilosophie,

Rostock, 190U.
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that of the B.isronsiiin Mu'tazilites of the lOtli

cent., is found in the Kitdbu 'l-mnmil of Abu
llasliid Said b. Muhammad b. Said al-Naisabuii,

whose lifetime falls between A.d. 93-2 and 1UG8.

We give here a concise summary of his views.

The atom {(d-jnz alladhi Id yufnjazzu), or, as

it is commonly called, the substance [al-jauhar],

possesses in itself (jauhar favd), as the attribute

involved in its very essence, the capacity of filling

space {tahnyyuz). The ' substances
'

are of cubical

form, and they are all of the same sort. Hence the

only real difference amongst thena lies in the fact

that each occupies a definite portion of space

(hayn'iz). Besides existence and spatiality, each

lias likewise a certain range (jiha), or spatial per-

sistence, by means of which others are prevented
from usurping its position. Finally, the sub-

stances have the property of assuming accidents,

in virtue of which they are qualitatively de-

termined.
These substances move in empty spaces, and

interact by pressure and impact. The proof of

this is sought not merely on deductive lines, but

by way of simple experiments. According to the

older form of atomism, as set forth by Democritus,

Nothing is no less a fact than Something {firj /xaWoy
t6 5^*' T) rb /xrjd^v dfat), and by

'

nothing' in this case

was meant simply empty space. As a result of the

infusion of later theories, however, tliis idea is

wholly discarded in Islam, and the states of being
and not-being are distinguished as existing in the

.substance itself ; or, in other words, even the non-

existent, as something known, i.e. distinguislied
from something else, is possessed of substantiality.
The essence of the atom, or substance, is in-

dependent of its existence—a statement which

probal)ly means that such essence might form the

content or object of the Divine thought or of

human knowledge. The substances are not created

by God : He simply brings them into existence, or

lets them come forth. When they have attained

the status of actual being, they have certain neces-

sary modes of existence (akivun), such as motion
and rest, union and separation. Other accidents

again are contingent, i.e. each several substance

may assume an indefinite number and variety of

accidents, so long as these are not mutually'

antagonistic.
The substances and the bodies they go to con-

stitute are endowed with duration in time. Their
annihilation—the cessation of their existence—is

possible, but only in their totality, i.e. only if the
whole world were to pass away at once.

Such, apart from insignificant differences of

view, was the theory of the Basrensian thinkers.

From these the scholars of Baghdad diflered in

many ways. The teaching of the latter school is

known to us most fully in the form subsequently
given to it—first of all, probably, by Abil Bakr

al-Baqilani (t c. 1012)—in the Ash'arite or orthodox
Kaldm. A most comprehensive account of this

doctrine is given by Maimonides (1135-1204), and
it is largely upon his description that the following
outline is based.

The entire world, of which God is the absolutely
free Creator, consists of indivisible substances or

atoms, and their accidents. These substances,
taken separately, are mere points ; they have no

magnitude or extension, and are thus imperceptible
to sense. They have their hayyiz, or natural posi-
tion, which, however, in contradistinction to makdn,
does not involve quantity or spatial magnitude.
Only by aggi-egation do the infinitesimal substances
become spatially extended bodies occupj'ing tlie

tridimensional nKtkdn. By union or separation of

substances—which are all of tlie same kind—bodies
are produced or dissolved. What is true of space
holds good also of time. The latter is generated

by the combination of points of time or momenta
(dndt). Motion also, like space and time, is

discontinuous.

Every iudi\ idual substance possesses at all times
a large number of accidents. Some tliinkers even
hold that it possesses all possible positive accidents
or their opposites. Negative states, or privations,
in fact, are just as truly accidents as positive
states : death as well as life, ignorance no less

than knowledge, etc. Life, feeling, thought—in a
word, the soul— are quite consistently classed

amongst the accidents. Some writers regard the
soul as belonging to all tiie atoms of the body,
while others are of opinion that it is composed of

finer atoms, or again, tliat the soul and the mind
appertain to only one particular atom in the body.
No accident can subsist for more than an instant,

and as the substance is inseparably united with its

accidents, the measure of its persistence likewise
shrinks to a moment of time. Now, since the
entire aggregate of spatial points which constitutes

the world can maintain itself only for a moment,
it must follow that the world is created anew
by God every instant. There is no such thing
as causal connexion or natural law, nothing save
the arbitrary act of an omni])otent Creator, to

whom being and not-being are alike. God creates

as many worlds one after another as He chooses,
and when He ceases to create any more, what He
then really creates is Nothing.

Here, tlien, is the religious pnrjiose of this

atomistic doctrine achieved. The theory is meant
to be, not an explanation, but a subversion, of

nature. All natural causes whatever are sacrihced
to the arbitrary fiat of Allah. Anything is pos-
sible ; whatsoever is capable of being figured in

thought or imagination may come to pass. Of

everything that happens the opposite might quite
as well happen, if Allah but willed it so.

This atomistic teaching seems almost an anticipa-
tion of Occasionalism, especially as applied, not to

the course of nature merely, but also to human
action. The classical illustration is that of a man
engaged in writing. It was maintained that Allah
creates within him, and, indeed, creates anew
every instant, hrst the will, and then the capacity,
to Avrite ; next, the movement of the hand, and,

finally, the motion of the pen, concurrent there-

with, etc. Every factor in the transaction is

independent of every other, all the several stages
of the process enjanating from God alone. It is

only in appearance that we have a coherent action ;

only in appearance is there a self-consistent and
harmoniously-working world in space and time.
That the world and human life appear to be per-
vaded by a causal nexus is due simply to the fact

that meanwhile, and as a rule, Allah does not
clioose to interrupt the continuity of events by a
miracle. It is possible, however, that He might so

intervene at any moment.
Literature.—M. Schreiner, Der Kaldm in der jiidisehen

Literatur, 189.'i (xiii.
' Uericht iiber die Leliranstalt f. d. Wis-

sensch. d. Judenthuins in Berlin '), and StxuUen tiber Jeschu'a
hen Jehuda, 1900 (xviii.

'

Bericht,' etc.) ; Kitdhu '1-ma.sa'il fi'l-

f)il(i/ bejn al-Bcuirijjin wa'l-Daijda4ijjin
—Al-kaldm n'l-ijawd-

hir : Die atomistische Sxibitanzenlehre axis dem Buck der i^treit-

fratjen zwischen Basrensern und Ba(jdade7isem, ed. Biram
(Lej'den, 1902) ; Maimonides' Daldlat al-hairin : Le Guide dcs

Egaris, ed. Munk (1S.56), i. Ixxiii. 375 IT.
;
Ahron ben Elia's Kz

hayyim, eit. Steinschneider and Delitzscli (Leipzijf, 1841) ;

Kurd Lasswitz, Gcsch. d. Atomistik voxn Mittelaiter bis Newton
(Ilamburfj and Leipzig, 1890), i. 134 tl.

T. J. DE Boer.

ATOMIC THEORY (Mediaeval and Modern).—
I. History.

— If we seek for an explanation of the

phenomena of expansion, contraction, solution, and

precipitation, we are inevitably led to adopt the

hypothesis that matter is, in its minute structure,
formed of particles with interspaces. If matter is

a continuum, these phenomena are ultimate facts.
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not to be likened to, and not to be explained by,
any other facts. We may conceive the possil)ility
of expansion and contraction of a continnuni, bnt we
cannot explain it. If, however, we assume that
matter consists of discrete particles, a crowd of
particles is like a crowd of people. Expansion is a
widening out, contraction is a drawing in, of the
crowd. Solution is the tliorough mixture of two
crowds, precipitation is the expulsion or segregation
of certain members of the crowd. Other pheno-
mena, too, find an easy explanation. Thus,
evaporation is the passing away of members of
the crowd from its boundary. It is no necessary
part of the hypothesis that the space between the
particles is a vacuum. We know that there is
air between the members of a crowd of people. So
there may be some kind of material between the
particles of matter, displaced when other particles
squeeze their way in.

When we trace the history of the speculations
about the constitution of matter from medi;eval
into modern times, we lind that the atomic doc-
trine of Greek philosophers—the doctrine that the
minute particles are indivisible—has fallen into
disfavour (see Atomic Theory [Greek]). The
medieval philosophers no doubt thought of matter
as composed of minute parts, and they followed
the ancient philosophers in regarding the parts
as of four kinds, four elements—fire, air, earth,
and water. Ordinary bodies were ' mixed bodies,'
mixtures of these four, in ditierent proportions
in different bodies. But the elements were not
always elements in the modem sense. It was
sometimes thought that they could be transformed
one into another. Roger Bacon, for instance, in
the 13th cent, held that the four elements were
made oihyle (vXri), that each could be converted into
the nature of another, and everything into any-
thing else. Wheat is a possible man, and man Is
possible wheat (de Arte Chymice).
These four elements were still dominant when

modern science began; and long thereafter they
hindered progress, not disappearing indeed till the
18th century. At the beginning of the modern
period, matter was regarded as consisting of par-
ticles,

_
but the particles were not atomic. Thus

Francis Bacon in tlie Novum Organum (1620) in
several passages mentions the ' atoms '

of Leucippus
and Democritus only to discard them, and in one
passage he says :

' Nor by this are we brought to the (Eiiicurean) Atom, which
presupposes a vacuum, and matter immutable (both of which
are false), but to true Particles, as they are found to be '

(Hov.
Org. bk. ii. § 8, Kitchin's tr.).

Bacon made an important contribution to the
theory of matter by his clear statement of the
doctrine that heat is a mode of motion of the
particles :

'Heat is motion, not expansive uniformly in the whole, but
expansive throu^'h the lesser particles of the body ; and at the
same tune restrained, repelled, and reflected ; so that it obtains
an alternative motion, ever hurrying, strivinsj, strugglintf, and
irritated by repercussion ; \vhence the fury of lire and heat has
Its origin

'

(ih. bk. ii. § 20, iii.).
' Heat is motion, expansive, re-

strained, and struggling through the lesser parts of (a body)*
(ii. iv.).

These passages clearly imjily a crowd of separate
particles knocking each other further apart when
heat^ed, that is, when thrown into more violent
motion. Between the particles Bacon appears to
have supposed that there was an intangible,
weightless, continuous material wliidi he 'callod

'.spirit.' Had he liveil later, i>robabIy he \vonld
have called it

'

ether.' He speaks of
'

the action and motion of spirit enclosed in tangible bodies.
For everything tangible that we know contains an invisible and
intangible spirit, and covers and seems to clothe it. Hence that
powerful triple source (of effects) and wondrous process of spirit
in a tangible bwiy. For spirit in a tangible thing, (1) if emitted,
contracts and dries up bodies ; (2) if retained, softens and melts
them

; (3) if neither entirely emitted nor entirelv retained,
models them, gives them limbs, assimilates, carries" them out.

organizes them,' etc.
'

.Spirit has no weight
'

(op. cit. bk. ii.

§ 40).

It may be worthy of note that Bacon held that
the totality of matter is constant.
The first attempt at a detailed theory of the con-

stitution of matter was made by Descartes in his

Principia Philosoph'uc (1644). He held that what-
ever we can clearly perceive is true, clear per-
ception being of that which is present and manifest
to the mind giving attention to it (pt. i. xxx., xlv.).

Applying this doctrine to the parts of matter, he
is led to the rejection of indivisible atoms. For
however small we suppose the parts, we are
always able in thought to divide any one of them
into two or more smaller parts, and may accord-

ingly admit their divisibility. Again, "he holds
that a vacuum or space in which there is absolutely
no body is repugnant to reason. Extension in

space is extension in substance. All space, then,
is filled with matter. Sensible bodies are com-
posed of insensible particles (pt. iv. ccL). These
insensible particles are of three elementary forms
(pt. iii. Iii.), though ctmstituted out of the same
kind of material. The first element consists of

very minute bits, of irregular shape and capable of

very rapid motion ; chips off the particles forming
the second element, and entirely filling the spaces
between them. The particles of the second form
have become spheres by attrition. They are very
minute, and beyond the range of vision. The third
form is larger and slower in motion. The sun and
stars are composed of the first element, the sky of
the second, and the earth and planets of the third.
The second and third elements appear to have
vortices of the first element round them, and these
vortices account for the forces which the particles
exert upon each other. They are like the vortices
which Descartes supposed to exist round the sun
and planets to account for orbital motion.
This theory of the three elemental forms of

matter, fanciful in its beginning, becomes more
fanciful as he builds it up. It does not appear to
have served, except in the mind of Descartes, to
co-ordinate facts or to stimulate investigation.
But it is important historically, as the first sug-
gestion that it might be possible to consider in
detail the ultimate structure of matter and to

explain phenomena by this structure. It is im-
portant, too, in that it is purely mechanical, that
all phenomena are to be explained by confignration
and motion of the ultimate particles. Descartes
insisted that the sensations are excited by the
motion of matter only.

' Our mind is of such a nature that the motions of body alone
are sufficient to excite in it all sorts of thoughts, without its

being necessary that these should in any way resemble the
motions which gi\e rise to them, and especially that these
motions can excite in it those confused thoughts called sen-
sations' (pt. iv. cxcvii., Veitch's tr.). We perceive nothing
outside ourselves 'except light, colours, smells, tastes, sounds,and the tactile qualities ; and these I have recentlv shown to be
nothing more, at least so far as they are known to us, than
certain dispositions of the objects, consisting in magnitude,
figure, and motion

'

(pt. iv. cxcix.).

That is, there is not a separate light principle or
substance, smell principle, sound principle. These
are in our minds. All the dilleient senses are
excited by the size, shape, and motion of the small
particles of which matter consists.
Like Bacon, Descartes held that heat is a mode

of motion of the particles (pt. iv. xxix.).
The most influential writer on the structure of

matter in the generation succeeding that of Des-
cartes is Robert Boyle, who in the Sceptical Vhymist
(1601), Origin of Forms and Q'uditics (1666), and
other works, laid the foundation of modern chemical
theory. He was proliably an atomist.

' We may consider," he says, '(1) that there are in the world
great store of Particles of matter, each of which is too small
to be, whilst single, sensible

; and, being entire, or undivided,
must needs both ha\e its determinate shape, and be very Solid.
Insomuch that though it be nuntally, and bv Divine" Omni-
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potence divisible, yet by reason of its Smalliiess and Solidity,

Nature dolh scarne ever acUuiUy divide it ; and these may in

this sense be called Minima or Prima yaturalia. (2) That

there are also multitudes of (orpusclcs, wliich are made up of

the ('oaliiion of several of the former Minima Naturalia, and

whose bulk is so small, and their Adhesion so close and strict,

that cacli of these little Triniitive Concretions or Clusters (if I

may so call them) of Part icles is singly below the discernment of

Seiise, and though not absolutely indivisible by Nature into the

Prima Xahiialia that composed it, or perhaps into other little

fraj;ments, yet, for the reasons freshly intimated, they very

rarely happen to be actually dissolved or broken, but remain

entire in ^'reat variety of sensible Bodies, and under various

forms or disguises
'

(Foniis and Qualitii'.'!, p. 71).

Yet in the prefatoij' address to the reader in the

same work, lie says tliat he has forborne to use

arj,aiments that are j^nrounded on or suppose in-

divisible corpuscles called atoms. Though not a

Cartesian he followed Descartes, as indeed all the

world has followed him, in ascribing the qualities of

natural bodies to tiie
' Catholick and fertile Prin-

ciple Motion, Bulk, Shape, and Texture of the

minute parts of Matter' (Forms and Qualities, last

page), lie, too, regarded heat as a vehement

agitation of the parts of the body tending all

manner of ways ('Heat and Cold,' Works, Shaw's

ed. i. 500). Fire, however, is the violent agitation
of the i)articles of a subtle matter. But it is for jiis

clear idea of the nature of chemical combination

that we are chiefly indebted to Boyle. In the

Sceptical Chijmist lie discards the old elements, air,

earth, and water, and says that these three are to

be regarded as made up of mixed bodies rather

than mixed bodies as made up of them ;
and by

mixed bodies he means ordinary bodies which had
been regarded as mixtures of air, earth, and water,
and had so come to be called mixed bodies. He
dwells on the idea that an enormous number of

compounds may be made by various arrangements
of corpuscles, and that tliey differ from each other

in nothing but the various textures resulting from
the magnitude, shape, motion, and arrangement
of the small parts.
'One and the same parcel of universal matter may by various

alterations and contextures be brought to deserve the name
Bometinies of a sulphureous, and sometimes of a terrestrial or

aqueous body
'

(Shaw's ed. iii. 282).

Boyle agreed, then, with De.scartes in thinking
of matter as one in kind, the ditterences being due

solely to shape, size, and motion of the parts.
Newton docs not appear to have concerned

him.self very much with speculations about the

ultimate structure of matter. He was, above all,

an experimental pliilosoi)lier, determining laws by
experiment and observation, using mathematics to

deduce their consequences, and comparing these

consequences with further experiment and observa-

tion, thereby verifying or correcting the laws. Tiie

framing of atomic hypotheses did not come into

this i>rogramme. In the Prijiripia he hardly uses

the hyiiotlietical structure of matter at all. There
is a suggestion of it in the determination of the

velocity of sound, but a mere suggestion. In the

series of queries at the end of the Optics (2nd and
3rd editions) he gave himself free plaj', and among
a number of speculations he declared himself an
atomist. '

It seems probable to me that God in

the beginning formed matter in solid, ma.ssy, hard,

impenetrable, movable I'articles' (ord etl. p. 375).

In the history of the subject Newton is mentioned

only as in all probability deflecting attention
from it. His immediate successors were occupied
so much in following out his methods that theories
of matter were aj>parently little studied or con-

sidered by leaders in [ihysical thought.
But the atomic doctrine was probably making

waj\ One very notable contribution to the particle
theory Mas made by D. Bernouilli in his Hi/dro-
dymimica (1738), § x.. He suggested tiiat a gas
consists of very minute corpuscles moving with

very great velocities in all directions, and that the

pressure of a gas against the walls of a containing

vessel is due to the bombardment by these cor-

puscles. He showed that ^ith this constitution
the pressure would be inversely as the volume if

the volume wore changed, whicli is
'

Boyle's Law
'

;

and that if the temperature were raised by increase
in the velocity of the corpuscles, the pressure would
be proportioned to the square of the velocity. His

reasoning is soIIK!^^ hat obscure and unconvincing,
and, perliaps on that account, his theory remained
almost unnoticed for more tlian a century, when
it was re-discovered and was developed on better
lines.

In 1758, Boscovich published his Tlicorin Philo-

sophiic NaturaUs. In this work he begins with
his celebrated hypothesis of the nature of an atom,
and then seeks to show how physical phenomena,
such as collision, cohesion, lluitl pressure, viscosity,
and elasticity may be accounted for if matter is

composed of atoms such as he imagines. Accord-

ing to his hypothesis, an atom is a central point to

which mass or inertia is assigned, a mass-point let

us say, and towards this point force is acting so

that another mass-point is urged towards it with
an acceleration proportional to the mass of the lirst

point, and varying with the distance in such a way
that at a great distance the attraction is inversely
as the square of the distance. But when the dis-

tance becomes very small the force undergoes one
or more alternations of repulsion and attraction,

linally ending with a repulsion which is
inlinitely

great when the two points are infinitely near each

ot^ier. Two central mass-points can therefore

never actually coincide. Boscovich did not assign

any formula for the force, probably considering
that future experiment alone could determine the

law, but it is easy to devise expressions which

satisfy his general conditions.

For instance, if a mass-point is distant r from a mass-point in,

and if its acceleration to m is expressed by m (r-a) ((-;?a)

(r
-
3a)lr 5, the force is attractive, and inversely as the square

of the distance if r is very great, it increases as r diminishes
to a certain point, and then diminishes to zero when r= 3a.

Between r= iia and r—2a it is a repulsion, again vanishing at
r= !a. Between r=ia and r=a it is an attraction changing
again to a repulsion when r is less than a, a repulsion becoming
infinite when r is infinitely small. Whatever the velocity of

approach, that velocity will be destroyed before the two points
coincide, i.e. they never will coincide.

Perhaps we can form an idea of the way in

which Boscovich's atoms wouUl act, by imagining
that two solid surfaces are brought together. At
great distances apart there is merely the inverse

square law of gravitative attraction. Wlien, how-

ever, they come very near, there is mutual pressure,
which we may represent by supposing that the

surface atoms have come into each other's first

sphere of repulsion, and outside pre-ssure is required
to overcome this repulsion. If tlie outside pressure
is made very great, we maj- force the atoms through
this sphere of repulsion into the second spliere of

attraction, and we may have equili'orium at the

jtoint where the attraction again changes into re-

jtulsion. If we can reach this point, the surfaces

will adhere even when the outside pressure is re-

moved. Thus the hypothesis explains the adhesion

of bodies pressed very closely together.
Boscovich's predecessors had, like Newton, im-

agined a little hard nucleus round the centre of tiie

atom ; Boscovich showed that the nucleus was

unnecessary. Its place was cfiiciently taken by
the repulsive force rapidly increasing a.s the centre

was approached. The nucleus had no part to play,
and niiglit be discarded.

The hypothesis at once excited attention. It was

adopted, for instance, by Priestley (Vision, 1772,

and Matter and Spirit, 1777). In tlie next century
it attracted Faraday, who definitely adoi>ted it (see

two letters to IJ. V\ii\\i])a, Eesearches in Elcrfrinti/,

1844-55, ii. 284, iii. 447). Faraday laid stress on the

uselessness of the little hard nucleus of finite size
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—an idea which had again gained ground in the
form of the atomic hypotliesis of Dalton. He nrged
tliat the powers of matter, the forces which it exerts,
are all that we know about it. These powers or

forces are, the matter, and where tliey extend the
matter also extends. Each atom, then, extends

through all space. Faraday symbolized the forces

by straight lines extending out on all sides from the
atomic centres, and thought of light as tremors or

minute jerks carried along these lines—an idea
which has been revived and made precise by
Sir J. J. Thomson.

In recent years, Lord Kelvin took up
' the in-

evitable theory of Boscovich,' and sought to show
how the grouping of Boscovichian atoms could
account for crystalline arrangement and for the

phenomena of light.
For purposes of calculation, the Boscovichian

atom is indeed inevitable, in some form or other,
in any atomic theory in which the forces depend
solely on the distance. Mathematically, there is

no difficulty in thinking of one point, B, moving
towards another point. A, Avith an acceleration

expressed by nif{r). We then define m as the
mass of A. If A moves towards B with an accelera-

tion m}f{r), we call 111} the mass of B, and we say
tliat the force is mmYir). But, physically, there
is some difficulty in reducing all to force. We
think of force as effort, symbolized by muscular
eftbrt ; and if we have force alone, it is difficult to

assign meaning to effort acting on effort. We
must have a duality, at least in thought. If we
think of force, we think also of that which the
force moves, or perhaps more fundamentally that
which resists the force, and we call this matter.
If with Boscovich and Faraday we identify the
moved with the mover, and say that the matter is

but force, then we have a dual aspect of force. In
one asi>ect it acts, in the other it suffers action.

One is the symbol of will, the other of sensation.
Whatever may be the ultimate fate of Boscovich's
atom in physical theory, the conception of the

unity of matter and force, and ruiity as force rather
than as matter, is a permanent contribution to

philosophical ideas.

We have now come to the time when chemistry
began to influence atomic speculation. Up to the
latter half of the ISth cent, it was a hindrance rather
than a help. Of course, chemical knowledge was
continually increasing, so far as concerned the
extraction of the metals from ores and the pre-

paration of definite substances. But progress in

chemical theoi'y was hopeless while the doctrine of

the four elements, fire, air, earth, and water, held

sway. About 1700 the phlogiston theory of Stahl
came into vogue, and added to the confusion of

thought. This theory held that the metals con-
tained a something called '

i)hlogiston
' which they

gave off on combining with air, that oxygen was
air deprived of phlogiston, that nitrogen was air

containing phlogiston, and some chemists even

supposed that hydrogen -was phlogiston itself.

There must have been some expression or symboli-
zation of fact in a theory which was accepted by
discoverers so great as Black, Cavendish, anil

Priestley. But it is difficult now, so entirely is

our point of view changed, to see wliat facts it

expressed. It is obvious only that any advantage
in its adoption was far outweighed uy the con-
fusion of thought which attended it. Towards the
end of the 18th cent, the fog in which chemical

theory was enveloped began to lift. The atomic

theory had been making way, though in a vague
form, and in many minds Boyle's idea tliat chemical

compounds consisted of definite groups of atoms
had taken root. The word '

molecule,' originally
used as equivalent to particle, was now adopted
for atomic groups. The four elements, fire, air.

earth, and water, were being gradually disestab-

lished from their supreme position. A number of

gases were discovered with definite properties, and

obviously not mere modifications of air. Air itself

was found to consist almost entirely of two gases
which Ave now call nitrogen and oxygen, and so air

ceased to be regarded as an element. Cavendish's

discovery that water Avas a compound of hydrogen
and oxygen removed it, too, from the list. Earth
was resolved into at least several different earths,
and the discovery by Lavoisier of the part played
by oxygen in ordinary combustion killed phlogiston.
Fire and flame, however, still remained as sub-

stances ; for the idea that heat Avas a form of

motion, or, as Ave should noAV say, of molecular

energy, so often put forth in the 17th cent., had
fallen into abeyance, and heat was regarded as a
subtle substance. The Avay Avas being prepared for

the atomic theory of Dalton, and there Avere several

foreshadoAvings of it, the most notable by William

Higgins, Avho in 1789 published A Comparative
View of the Phlogistic and AntijMogistic Theories,
in Avhich he says that 'Ave may justly conclude
that Avater is comirosed of molecules formed by the
union of a single ultimate particle of deplilogisti-
cated air [oxygen] to an ultimate particle of light
inflammable air [hydrogen], and that they are

incapable of uniting to a third particle of either

principle.' But it is doubtful avIiether he con-

sidered this as an example of a general priirciple,
and he does not appear to have consiclered the
' ultimate particles

'

of an element as all alike.

In 1804 the modern doctrine of chemical com-
bination was definitely formulated by Dalton, and
communicated to his friends. In 1808 he first

published it in his New System of Chemical Phil-

osophy. According to Dalton, the particles or

atoms—he uses the terms indifferently
—^in a simple

body are all exactly alike, and in a finite space
enormous in number.

' Cliemical analysis and synthesis go no farther than to the

separation of particles from one another and to their reunion.
No new creation or destruction of matter is within the reach of

chemical agency. We might as well attempt to introduce a new
planet into the solar system, or to annihilate one already in

existence, as to create or destroy a particle of hydrogen. All the

changes we can produce consist in separating particles that are

in a state of cohesion or combination, and joining those that
were previouslj' at a distance.' Compounds are definite group-
ings of definite atoms. Thus 1 atom of A -f 1 atom of B may
form 1 atom of C, binary ; or 1 atom of A -f 2 atoms of B may
form 1 atom of D, ternary, and so on.

Here he uses ' atom '

for C and D Avliere Ave noAV

use ' molecule
'

;
and it is evident that he does not

think of an atom as an indivisible particle, but as

the smallest particle of a body Avhich has the

properties of the body. If this particle is divided,
the substance is resolved into different substances.
Dalton goes on to show that the relative Aveights
of tAvo elements entering into, say, a binary com-

pound are proportional to the Aveights of the atoms
themselves, and he gives the first table of atomic

Aveights of the elements, taking the hydrogen
atom, the lightest, as having Aveight 1.

Dal ton's great advance appears to consist in the
clearness of his conception of an element as consist-

ing of particles all alike, andAvhether truly atomic
or not, yet indivisible by ordinary chemical agency,
and in his supposition that compounds consisted in

general of small groups of these elementary iiarticles
or atoms. This gave an easily jiictured hypothesis
to account for the chemical fact, by this time

established, that the elements combine in definite

jiroportions, Avhich are always integral multiples of

the smallest ])roportions in Avhich they enter into
combination. Fi-om this time forAvard, chemists,
freed from the burden of the four elements, sought
for bodies Avliich Avere not to be decomposed by
ordinary chemical and physical agency. These

they termed 'elements,' and they investigated the
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I>ropoitioiis in which the elements entered into

comijounds.
Soon after the publication of ])alton's theory,

Avogadro put forward the hypothesis that in

gases at the same temper;iture and pressure equ.al

volumes contain equal numbers of molecules—a

hypothesis then supported by experiments on the

combination of pases, and since shown to be in

accord with the kinetic theory of gases.
We have seen that with Dalton the atom was

not necessarily indivisible, but merely undivided,
and in modern times probably no one has held the

indivisibility. Indeed, quite early in the develop-
ment of the atomic theory by chemists, the old

idea was revived, that the atoms of the different

elements were really made of one kind of material,
di tiering only in the quantity or arrangement of

that material. Prout held that all the atomic

weights were exact multiples of the atomic weight
of hydrogen, a supposition which seems to imply
that other elements were really groups of hj'drogen
atoms not to be divided by known agency. Later,
it was suggested that discrepancies with tliis theory
might be accounted for by taking one half or one

quarter of the hydrogen atom as the unit out of

which other atoms were built. But subsequent
research on atomic Aveights has not supported
these suggestions. There were, however, other

reasons for supposing some community of plan in

atomic structure. If weights of dilierent metals
be taken, containing, on the atomic hypothesis,

equal numbers of atoms, nearly equal quantities of

heat are required in many cases to raise these

weights through one degree of temperature. In

electrolysis, equal quantities of electricity are re-

quired to turn equal numbers of atoms out of

combination. If the atoms of ditt'erent elements

had, as their only common property, weight or

gravitation, and in other qualities were entirely
ditterent, we should hardlj' expect these quantita-
tive relations.

The chemical atomic theory, as set forth by
Dalton, is a statical theory. For chemical pur-

poses the atoms may, up to a certain point, be
considered as little bodies somehow held together
in compounds by forces which need not be spctilied ;

and their motion and the motion of the molecules
need not be regarded.
By the middle of the 19th cent, the researches of

Joule and others had led every one to reject the
doctrine of heat as a substance, and had brought
to the front the old idea that heat was the energy
of motion and of separation of the atoms and
molecules. The dynamic aspect of the atomic and
molecular theory now began to be seriously studied.
"We have seen tliat D. Bernouilli made an early but
fruitless attempt to show that gas j)ressure cotild

be accoimted for by molecular motion. Other
attempts were made by Herapath in 1821, by
Waterston in 1846 (published only in 1892, when
Lord Kaylcigh disinterred the paper from the
archives of the Koyal Society), and by Joule.

Joule, in 1848 {Scientific Papers, i. 290), was the
tirst to publish a calculation of the velocity Avith

which the molecules are Hying about. But the

general acceptance of the dynamical, or, as it is

now termed, the kinetic, theory began with the
work of Krbnig, Clausius, and Maxwell about
185(5, and from that time onwards the theory has
been developed in a series of memoirs by various
authors, especially by Clausius, Maxwell, and
Boltzmann.

2. Kinetic Theory.- The kinetic tlieory has been
studied chiefly with regard to gases. It supposes
that a gas consists of an enormous number of

molecules, all exactly alike in a given gas, but so
small that their average distance apart is very
great comi)ared with the size of any one molecule.

These molecules are Hying about in all directions
with

very great velocities, continually colliding
with each other and with the walls of any con-

taining vessel. The collisions are of such a kind
that on the whole the energy of motion remains
the same so long as the temperature is constant.
The molecules are so far apart that they do not
act upon each other except just during the moment
of collision. Between collisions, then, they move
in straight lines, and the average length of path
between two collisions is called the ' Mean Free
Path.' The velocities of the molecules are not all

equal, but are grouped about a mean value which
remains con.stant, and Avhen the gas is in a constant
or steady condition the groui)ing about this mean
value is constant. It can be shown from simple
mechanical considerations that if v- is the average
of the squares of the velocities, if p is the pres-
sure, and if p is the density, then v^^S pjp. If

we suppose that v- remains constant so long as
the temperature is constant, when the density is

changed by changing the pressure, pjp is constant.
This gives

'

Boyle's Law. The mean velocity is

not quite the same as v (the square root of the
mean of the squares), but the difference is only
small. For hydrogen at 0° C. v is about 1800 metres

per second—over a mile per second. For oxygen
and nitrogen it is about a quarter of a mile per
second. It can be shown that in a mixture of

gases it is necessary that the average kinetic

energ'y of each kind of molecule be the same
in order that the collisions shall not afl'ect the

general condition ; hence it can be further shown
that the number of molecules in equal volumes of

two gases at the same temperature and pressure is

equal. This is
'

Avogadro's Law.' Experiment
shows that the pressure of a gas in a closed vessel

increases by equal amounts with equal rises of

temperature, and is, in fact, proportional to the

temperature reckoned from - 273" C. as zero. Then
V* is also proportional to this temperature. Or
the mean kinetic energy of the particles is pro-
portional to the temperature reckoned from -273"
C. On this scale of temperature the sun's surface
is probably about twenty times as hot as the
earth's surface, so that the molecules of hydrogen
there have about twenty times as great a v" as

they have here. Their velocity is thus about 4i
times as great, say, some 5 or 6 miles jier second.
So far it is not necessary to enter into the

structure of the molecules
;
but for further de-

velopments with regard to the specific heats of

gases, structure has to be taken into account, and
difficulties arise into which we need not enter.

The mean free path, or the average distance
travelled in a straight line between two collisions,

plays a very important part in the theory. It is

evident that the rate of diliusion of one gas into

another, or the difi'usion of one part of the same
gas into another part, will depend partly on the
mean free path, partly on the velocity ; and from
certain phenomena depending on the rate of ditiu-

sion, most simply from the resistance to the travel-

ling of one layer of gas over another, the mean
free path can be calculated. F'or hydrogen at

atmospheric pressure it is about 0'00002 cm., or,

say, a little less than a hundred thousandth of an
inch. F'or air it is almost half as much. This

implies that the hydrogen molecule is eflectively less

than the air molecule, since it can thread its way
farther through its neighbours without collision.

The greatest triumph of the kinetic theory con-
sists in its determination of the size of the mole-
cules and of the number in a given space. By the
size of the molecules we are not to suppose some
definite solid shape. Imagine two molecules ap-
pro.aching so closely that they just begin to deflect

each other, i.e. just beyin to collide. Draw equal
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spheres round each, just touching. Then the
radius of either sphere is termed the radius of

molecular action, and the sphere round each mole-
cule is taken to Ije tlie size of the molecule, even

though the atomic centres may be far within the
surface of the sphere. It is evident that the mean
free path of a molecule depends partly on the
number of molecules in a j^iven space, and partly
on their size, just as the distance a man can walk
straight on in a street without touching another

passenger will depend partly on the number of

people, partly on their breatltli from shoulder to

shoulder. A relation can l)c found connecting the
mean free path, the molecular size, and the number
present in unit volume ; and since we know the
mean free path, this' gives a relation between size

and number. Another relation can be obtained
from the supposition that when the gas is con-
densed to a liquid the contraction is due to all the
molecular spheres coming into contact. We may
illustrate this by thinking of a cloud of equal water

drops in a vessel as representing the molecules.
When the cloud sinks to the bottom of the vessel,
the volume of water at the bottom will be equal to

the volume of each drop multii^lied by the numljcr
of drops. So the observed volume of liquid into

which a given volume of gas condenses may be
taken as equal to the volume of each molecule

multiplied by the number of molecules. At least

it may be taken as nearly equal. We cannot say
how closely the molecules are packed in a liquid,
and thus some uncertainty is introduced into the
results obtained. Thus -vve have two relations be-

tween number and size, and from these two we
can calculate ajjproximately both number and size.

The result obtained is that the number of mole-
cules in a cubic centimetre of a gas at 0' C. and

atmospheric pressure is about 6 X 10^^. The mass
of a molecule of hydrogen, which we must suppose
to consist of tAvo atoms, is a little less than 10"'^^ of

a gramme. The radius of molecular action, differ-

ing somewhat for different gases, lies between 10""

and 10"** of a centimetre. The number of mole-
cules in a cubic centimetre of water is about 10-^,

and the distance from centre to centre about 10'^

cm. (These results can be translated into inches if

it is remembered that 1 inch = 2'5 cm.) The number
of molecules of gas per cubic centimetre has been
calculated in other Avays, most notably from cer-

tain experiments on electric discharge, and the
results obtained are in fair accordance with those

given above. Unless, then, we reject the theory
altogether, we may assume that Ave knoAv A\'ith fair

accuracy both the '
size

' and the average distance

apart of the molecules in a body.
The kinetic theory, Avhen applied to account for

the properties of solids and liquids, has made very
little progress. In the gaseous condition the mole-

cules, according to the theory, spend most of their
time in moving in straight lines, and Avhen the
collisions do occur there is no need to consider the
forces acting. It is enough to assume that, on the

Avhole, collisions do not alter the general condition.

Many properties can then be accounted for. But
when A\'e come to solids and liquids, the molecules
are supi)osed to be so closely packed as to be

always entangled Avith each other, and there is

no mean free path. Hence Ave cannot go far

without knoAving the forces betAveen the mole-
cules ; and even if Ave could specify the forces, the
calculations of their edects in such complex sys-
tems Avould probably be exceedingly dilhcult. In

the solid condition, Ave must suppose that the mole-
cules do not move far from a mean position. Each
is hel'l by its neighbours, so that though it may
be violently agitated it keeps slackly anchored, as

it Avere, to one spot. In a liquid, the molecules
are still entangled Avith each other, but they pos-

sess more energy, and are able to break away
every noAV and tlien from their anchorage and get
into new surroundings. A liquid may probably
be regarded as a cross betAveen a solid and a gas—
solid-like if time be reckoned by millionths or

billiontlis of a second, gas-like if it be reckoned by
seconds.

3. Atomic and molecular structure.—Since the

kinetic theory of matter arose, several attempts
have been made to imagine atomic structures

Avhich should serve to give some account of pheno-
mena. Rankine (Nichol's Encyclopccdia, s.v.
'

Heat,' p. 353) assumed that the atoms Avere

little nuclei surrounded by atmospheres Avhirling
round them in vortices—a revival of Descartes's

idea. Though Rankine made use of the theory
himself, it is obscure in detail, and has not been
used by others.

The vortex atom of Lord Kelvin (PBSE, Feb.

1867) is a much more celebrated hypothesis. This
atom is founded on Hehnholtz's investigations on
fluid motion. We are to suppose that space is full

of a frictionless incompressible fluid of uniform

density throughout. An atom is a vortex ring in

this fluid, a ring-shaped portion of the fluid dis-

tinguished froni the rest solely by its peculiar

Avhirling motion. The Avhirling motion may be
understood by running an india-rubber umbrella-

ring along its stick. The friction makes it move
round and round as it traA^els. The rings Avhich an

expert smoker makes are A'ortex rings. A spoon
draAvn sharply across a cup of tea makes half a
vortex ring of Avhich the tAA'o cut ends, as it Avere,

appear as little whirlpools, the half ring being beloAV

the surface. We can make rings in real fluids, be-

cause they possess viscosity or friction. But in a
frictionless fluid, the creation and equally the de-

struction of a ring AA'ould requiie foixes to act

Avhich the fluid itself does not possess ; so that a

ring if in existence must have existed in all past
time, and Avill persist in all future time, the same
portion of fluid alAA'ays existing in it. We thus
have a suggestion for an indivisible and eternal

atom. The difliculty of the mathematical investi-

gation of the mutual actions of A'ortex rings is so

great, that little progress has been made in the

theory. But it possesses value in suggesting the

possibility that all energy is of one kind, energy
of motion either of the rings themseh'es or of the
fluid outside the rings. In accounting for the

eternity of the atom it perhaps goes too far. In
recent years the theory has dropped into the

background.
Another hypothesis, due to Larraor {PES Ixi.

[1897] p. 275), supposes that space is filled Avith an
elastic solid, or jelly, capable of A'ibrating and
carrying Avaves. An atom is the centre of a strain

or tAvist in the jelly. The strain is persistent, but
it can move from point to point in the jelly, using
ncAv parts as it travels along. It is the form of

.strain Avhich is the persistent atom. The atom
may be likened to a kink on a rope Avhich travels

along the rope, neAV material continually passing
into the kink to take the place of the material
Avhich passes out of it.

liarmor has developed this hypothesis in several

memoirs, shoAving hoAv electrical and optical phe-
nomena are to be interpreted in terms of it.

The latest atomic hj'pothesis is one Avhich

a.ssigns an electrical structure to the atom. Here
Ave can only give a sketch of tlie .subject. Fuller
details Avill be found in Electricity and Matter
and The Corpuscular Theory of Matter, hy Sir

J. J. Thomson, on Avliose researches the hypothesis
is chiefly based, and in Electrons, by Sir Oliver

Lodge.
Tlie idea that the forces keeping the atoms to-

gether in the molecule are electrical in nature is
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as old as Davy. It is rendered probable by the fact

that electric charges put into a liijuid will decom-

pose it, and by the fact that ouc of the chief

sources of electricity is the voltaic cell in wliicli

chemical combination occurs and charges are given
out. We may suppose that, if a molecule contains

two constituent atoms or groups of atoms, one

of these is positively electrilied and the other

negatively electrilied, and that it is the attraction

between the two charges -which binds the atoms

together to form the molecules.

I'aradtay discovered that, when a li(^uid is de-

composed by an electric current, a definite charge
of electricity of each kind is required to disengage
a definite amount of an element from a compound,
and that, if we accept the atomic theory, the

charge is projiortional to the number of atoms

disengaged. The liydrogcn atom always requires
the same charge. Other atoms require either the

same charge as the hydrogen atom or twice the

charge or a small multiple of it. There is no evi-

dence for the existence of a smaller chai-ge than
that on the hydrogen atom, and apparently all

other charges are exact multiples of it. Thus

electricity appears to be, as it were, atomic. Any
quantity of it consists of multiples of the hydrogen
atom charge, which is an undivided unit. We
have to suppose that, when we decompose a mole-

cule, each constituent has a charge, one positive
the other negative, and we have to put in equal
neutralizing charges to render the products of de-

composition neutral. This interpretation of Fara-

day's discovery may be regarded as the foundation
of the theory of the electrical atom.
The superstructure began with a discovery made

by Crookes, when investigating electric discharge
in highly raretied gases. If the discharge takes

place between two metal plates in a space sulM-

ciently raretied, Crookes found that a stream of

negatively electrilied matter shoots straight out
from the jilate to which negative electricity is

supplied. This stream of matter can be deflected

by a magnet. Sir J. J. Thomson found that it

can be deliocted also by electric force. In a
series of brilliant experiments on the deflections

by known magnetic and electric forces, he made
the immensely important discoveries that the mass

carrying a given cliarge is the same whatever
the gas used, and that it is ^t'ou P''^rt of the
mass of hydrogen which would carry the same
charge. By furtlier experiments he showed that
each particle in the stream carried a charge equal
to tliat of tlie hydrogen atom, so that the mass of

each particle is x7,mt pJi^rt of the mass of the hydro-
gen atom. These minute can'iers of negative elec-

tricity he termed 'corpuscles.' They are usually
now called '

electrons.' We nnist suppose that the
electric forces during the discharge tear away the

negatively electrified portions of the atoms at the

negative plates, that these are alike for all atoms,
and that their mass is but x-Vs part of the mass of

the hydrogen atom. If the atom was neutral
before the corpuscle was torn from it, an equal
positive charge remains behind upon what is left.

In building up the electric atom we must bear
in mind tiiat all experiment shows that there are

equal quantities of the two opposite charges. We
do not know of such a thing as a charge of one kind
alone. One kind of charge is always accompanied
by the other kind of charge—either united to it as
in a so-called neutral atom, or separated from it by
a greater or less distance, yet connected to it by
forces. We imagine, then,' that an atom consists

electrically of a charge of positive electricity and
a greater or less number of electrons, and there
are reasons for supposing that the number of elec-
trons is proportional to the atomic weight. Tlie

oxygen atom will possess, for instance," 16 times
VOL. II.— 14

as many electrons as the hydrogen atom. The
positive charge is equal to the sum of all the nega-
tive charges on the electrons. This positive charge
is supiMised to be splierical, and to be distributed

uniformly within the sphere. In some way it

coheres and occupies a delinite volume of the
order of the atomic volume, say, 10'^ cm. radius.
The spherical supposition is made for simplicity
of treatment. The electrons are moving about
inside the globe, and can move without resistance

through the positive. With these suppositions, it

can be shown that, if there were a single electron

moving within the globe of positive, it would have
a delinite period of revolution round the centi'e of
the globe, the same whatever its distance from tlie

centre. With a number of electrons moving in
orbits round the centre, each would affect the time
of revolution of the others, but certain arrange-
ments of orbits would persist. Other arrraige-
luents might be unstable, and then electrons

might be thrown out of the atom. As the
electrons circulate in their orbits, they radiate out

energy in the form of waves, one wave for each

revolution, and the hypothesis thus seeks to ac-

count for light and other radiation of like kind.
If two such atoms approach each other, one may
be so nearly unstable that it parts with one elec-

tron, giving it to the other, which may absorb it

into its own system. One atom, then, gains a small
balance of positive, while the other lias acquired
an equal small balance of negative, and, these

opposite charges attracting each other, the atoms
keep together and form a molecule.
The atom possesses an enormous store of energy

in the motion of the negative electrons. It may
become unstable through mutual action of these
in their orbits, and some part may fly otf to form
a new atom. Thus the hypothesis seeks to

account for the breaking down of the atoms which

appears to occur in radium and other radio-active
bodies.

We have seen that the mass of each electron
is -rr\rF part of that of the hydrogen atom. The
hj'pothesis gives an account of this mass which we
owe to J. J. Thomson. If a body with an electric

charge ujjon it is moving, it acts like a short

length of electric current, and it is surrounded by
a held of magnetic force ; that is, there is mag-
netic energy in the space around as well as electric

energy. If the moving body is a sphere with the

charge upon its surface, the quantitj' of magnetic
energy is directly proportional to tlie square of its

velocity, and is inversely as its radius. Now, the
mass of a body may be measured by the energy
required to get up in it a given velocity v, for

that energy is ^nv-/2. If the sphere has mass
)n and no charge, its energy when moving with
V is mv-j2. If it has a charge, then there is in

addition the magnetic energy also proj>ortional
to v'^, say, vi^v'-l'l, or the total will be (??i-f «;') v^j2.

Suppose that when without charge the sphere has
no mass, m will be 0. When it has a charge, there
will still be mass vi^, or rather the sphere will

behave just as if it had this mass. It is possible,
then, that the mass of the electron is entirely due
to its charge. Calculation shows that a massless

sphere carrying a surface charge equal to that of

the hydrogen atom, and about 10"^^ cm. in radius,
would behave as if it had mass j^a^j of the hydro-
gen atom.

If we could suppose that the hydrogen atom con-

tains 1700 electrons, Ave could thus account for its

whole mass. But it appears much more
probable

that that atom contains but one or a few electrons,
so that if we are still to give an electrical account
of mass, we must break up the positive globe into

very small spheres enormous in number, and each

containing a very small charge, far smaller than
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that on the electron, these being scattered through
the globe. But for this supposition there does not
as yet api)ear to be any justitication, i.e. it does
not account for any observed phenomena.

Certain experiments do seem to show that the
mass of the electrons is fully accounted for by the

magnetic energy of their charges when in motion ;

but even if we accept this account it is very doubt-
ful if we have '

explained
' mass. Certainly all

our measurements of energy involve the idea of

mass, and it may perhaps be maintained that the

magnetic energy m the space round the moving
electron implies the existence of mass in that

space to serve as a seat for the energy. If so, the
electric theory of mass only takes the mass from
the inside of the moving sphere and s^n-eads it

through the outside space. Again, we come to

the Boscovich-Faraday conception, that an atom
is wherever its force acts—not at the centre alone,
but spread through all space.

Suinmary.—Present position of the atomic theory.
—The belief that matter is granular in structure,
that it consists of exceedingly minute discrete

particles, is irresistible. The particle structure
accounts for a vast host of observed facts, for

wliich no other explanation has been suggested.
We must accept it, unless we abandon all explana-
tion by means of hypothesis, and are willing to

content ourselves with mere description of pheno-
mena—a frame of mind which is non-existent.
When we ]jursue the particle structure into detail,
we tind an excellent explanation for the facts of

chemistry in the hypothesis that, in a definite

chemical compound, the particles are molecules,
all alike, and that each molecule consists of a

group of still smaller particles, which, without

prejudice to their divisibility, we call atoms. The
cheniist finds that the compound can be resolved
into bodies, each of which is incapable of further
resolution by ordinary chemical agency, and which
he terms '

elementary.
' An element is sup^josed to

consist of atoms all alike in each one kind. No
explanation other than this has been devised for

chemical phenomena, and it works so well that it

lias been universally accepted. So far, we cannot
even conceive of any other hypothesis. The hypo-
thesis that in a gas the molecules are, on the

average, far apart and rushing about leads to a

simple explanation of many gas properties, and
has suggested properties hitherto unknown which
investigation has shown to exist. Again, no alter-

native hypothesis has been otVered ; and if we
accept this, we are bound to accept the determina-
tions of number and size, determinations arrived
at also from other starting-points.
So far, no special assumptions need be made as

to atoiuic or molecular structure. But if we seek
an explanation, on the atomic hypothesis, of certain
electrical phenomena, we must imagine some de-
finite structure for the atom. The electrical atom,
in some such form as that described, is the only
atom yet imagined which has any value for the

purpose. It has served to explain many of tlie

phenomena, and it has suggested researches which
have led to new and important discoveries. It is

easy to criticize it, to point out the large assump-
tions on which it is founded. There is, for instance,
the coherent globe of ])ositive electricity held

together liy unknown agency and allowing the

negative electrons to move about freely in it. For
this we requii-e properties unlike the properties of

any known electrical system. But the chief value
of such a hypothesis lies, not in its objective truth,
but in its success in accounting for, in co-ordinating,
what we actually observe, and in predicting results
Avhich are afterwards verified. It is to be regarded
as a '

working model ' which gives the same results
as the actual atom, though, it may be, by quite

ditterent machinery. From this point of view the
electrical atom is a brilliant success.

We observe pli(momena due to matter in large
masses. Our senses tell us nothing of ultra-micro-

scopic structure, and perhaps the sparkling of zinc

sulphide wiien exposed to radiuni is the only
phenomenon which can fairly be ascribed to single

atoms, each sparkle being assigned to the impact
of one atom. When we go behind observed pheno-
mena and assume a minute structure to account
for them—a structure far beyond the range of our
senses in minuteness, and probably utterly beyond
direct verification — it is possible to imagine
niany types of structure which will account for

what we observe ; just as when we stand in front

of a clock which we cannot open, we can imagine
many different trains of wheel-work which will

account for the motion of the hands. We must,
therefore, accept only provisionally any one type
of atomic structure which may be offered. It is,

on the highest valuation, only one possible solution

of the problem. We must be prepared for altera-

tion, for addition, for re-construction, as new
phenomena are observed and need to be accounted
for. We must be prepared even to abandon it

altogether if some better 'working model' is de-

vised. The hypotheses of science are continually

changing. Old hypotheses break down and new
ones take their place. But the classification of

known phenomena which a hypothesis has sug-

gested, and the new discoveries of phenomena to

which it has led, remain as positive and permanent
additions to natural knowledge when the hypothesis
itself has vanished from thought.

Literature.—For early history : R. Angus Smith, Memoir
of John Dalton, and History of the Atomic Theory, London,
1856. For the present condition of knowledge on Atomic

Weights : S. Young, Stoichioinetry ,
190S. For the Kinetic

Theory : O. E. Meyer, Kinetic Theory of Gases (Eng. tr. 2nd

cd.) ; an elementary exposition is given in Poynting and
Thomson, Heats, 1908, ch. ix. For the Vortex-ring Theory :

J. Clerk Maxwell, 'Atom' in EBri>; J. J. Thomson, Motion

of Vortex Rings, 1883 [an advanced mathematical treatise carry-

ing the subject to its furthest point]. For Professor Larmor's in-

vestigations : J. Larmor, ^ther and Matter, 1900 [a mathemat-
ical exposition]. For Lord Kelvin's views on the Boscovichian

Atoms, his Baltimore Lectures, Cambridge, 1904 [a treatise on

optics]. For the Electrical Atomic Theory : J. J. Thomson,
Electricity and Matter, 1904, Discharge of Electricity through
Gases, 189S, and Corpuscular Theory of Matter, 1907 ; Sir O.

Lodge, Electrons, 1906. For the use of the Electrical Theory
in Optics : P. Drude, Theory of Optics, 1902 [a mathematical
treatise on optics, developed on the Electro-magnetic Theory of

Light, and using the conception of the electric construction of

the Atom]. J. H. POYNTING.

ATONEMENT.-
MENT,

-See Expiation and Atone-

ATROPHY.—This term in its simplest meaning
signifies lack of nourishment, but in its strictest

use is applied to the diminution .and enfeeblement
of the limbs and organs, or parts of organs, of

complex animals and vegetables as a result of

disuse. The rapid decrease in weight of an animal
as a result of .starvation, or the wasting (emacia-
tion) so commonly seen as a consequence of pro-

longed fever or malignant disease, does not even
in the medical sense come under the heading
'

atrophy
'

; this term is used to express such

changes as the wasting of a muscle when its nerve

sup[)ly is cut. Muscles are in reality the si)ecialized

end-organs of motor nerves, and without the neces-

sary stimulus from the nerve-centres the muscle
is useless. The atrophy of a muscle is brought
about not only by dividing its dominant nerve, but
al^o by destroying the nerve-centre in the spinal
cord or brain from which its impulses to contract
are derived. Examples of atrophied muscles from
these causes may be found in every Poor Law
infirmary in Great Britain. Similar results may
be studied in other special sense-organs like the
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eye ;
when the optic nerve is divided, or tlie visual

centre in the brain destroyed, the retina, the

delicate structure in the eyeball Avhich is the

recipient of light rays, quickly atrophies. It is

likewise a matter of importance for the preserva-
tion of highly organized structures that tliey be

kept in moderate use. It is common knowledge
that living animals kept in dark places lose their

acuteness of vision, and in iish, crust.accans, and

burrowing forms of animal life the sense of vision

is not only diminished but is actually lost, and the

eyeballs diminish to inconspicuous dots.

The most interesting examples of atrophy and

suppression of parts are those which come under
the observation of naturalists and morphologists.
These observers are especially interested in the

effects produced by disuse of organs of animals and

plants caused by changed habits of life, or by the

increasing importance of other organs. This is

illustrated by tadpoles. When the frog embryo
emerges from the egg, it lias a long tail and
external gills ; in the course of its metamorphosis
limbs appear, and the tadpole assumes more and
more the form of a frog ; the gills and tail do not

drop oir, but are slowly absorbed and disappear,
and the aquatic tadpole is changed to the amphi-
bious frog. The disappearance and modification of

the cartilaginous arches which sujiported its gills,

and some correlated changes in the framework of

the skull, are as remarkable, though not so obvious,
as the atrophy of the tail. Similar atrophy of

organs may be studied in many animal forms
which in their early life enjoy a free existence,
but later become fixed forms, such as ascidians.

Many remarkable instances of the atrophy and

disappearance of larval organs may be studied

among invertebrates, especially sea-urchins and
star-fishes. Whilst wondering at these remark-
able things, we should not overlook the fact that

many instances of this suppression of parts occur
in the highest mammals, even in man. The fall

of the milk-teeth is due to a process similar to

that which causes the loss of the tail in tadpoles
and ascidians. Pu})pie3 are born blind, owing to

the existence of a vascular membrane occupying
the space known as the pupil of the ej-e ; this

membrane atrophies, and the pups become sensible

to light. In the hiunan embryo this membrane
is also present, but it dLsappears shortly before
birth.

The bodies of all mammalia contain many
remnants of organs which in the early stage of

their development were of first-rate importance
in their economy ; but when the animals are born
and become lung-breathers, the alteration in the
manner of respiration leads to very great changes
in a few of the larger blood-vessels, causing them
to atrophy ; but they remain throughout life

detectable by the eye and scalpel of the anatomist.
Even more remarkable are the great number of

vestiges of parts which may be discovered in every
special organ of the body ; and the more specialized
the organ has become, the greater the number of

atrojihied parts it contains. The brain abounds
in such remnants, and contains rudiments of a
third eye. The organ of hearing, and even the
external ear, or auricle, contain many atrophied

parts.
This is true of tlie eyeball and its protect-

ing lids. A child can verify for himself that a horse
or a dog has three eyelids, merely by holding the

paired eyelids apart : and if he examines the nasal
side of his own orbit he will see the little pink
cone representing the third eyelid (nictitating
membrane) of the horse, dog, and owl, and with
a magnifying glass may distinguish the delicate
hairs upon it. The larynx, the heart, the liver,
the intestines, and even the limbs abound in

vestiges. In those remarkably modified mammals

the whales, the hind limbs are represented by
mere rudiments concealed in blubber.

Probably the result of atrophy in producing pro-
found modification of outward form and structure
and yet leaving traces of its steps in the form of

atrophied organs is nowhere so convincing as, or
more easily studied tlian, in those interesting
flowers known as orchids. The present writer
believes that it is hardly an exaggeration to urge
that orchids hold the same relation in the (loral

world in regard to modification of form through
atrophy and supi)ression of parts

—the results of a

changed environment—that whales hold for the
same reasons among mammals.
Not the least important aspect of atrophy is

its relation to sexual organs. It is well known
that flowers represent the reproductive organs of

phanerogamous plants, and that in many of them
a single flower contains male and female parts.
In some plants the sexes of the flowers are separate,
some being male and others female. A careful

investigation of the development of certain flowers

which, when fully blown, are of single sex, shows
that they possess the germs of organs belonging to
both sexes, and that in the course of growth the

organs of one sex develop and attain maturity,
whilst those of the opposite sex remain rudiment-

ary or completely atrophy. It happens, and not

infrequently, that in a flower of a plant normally
unisexual the male and female parts develop
equally : such are called hermaphrodite. Exactly
similar conditions have been detected throughout
the animal kingdom, even to its summit—man.
In the higher mammals, hermaphrodite forms are

always sterile, and regarded as malformations. In
addition to suppressed or atrophied parts resuming
a former higher grade of development, they may
even in their degenerate condition, like idlers in a

comnmnity, be a source of much trouble. Very
many curious and often dangerous conditions,
known to surgeons as cysts and tumours, arise in

the remnants of belated organs. Many occur in

the neijihboiu'hood of the mouth, tongue, and neck.

Probably the two most persistently fatal are the
vermiform appendix, and the remnant of the repre-
sentative of the yolk-sac, known as Meckel's

diverticulum, a fertile source of intestinal obstruc-
tion as well as a cause of malformation in that

part of the alimentary canal known as the ilcuut.

When an organ, or part of an organ, which is

usually suppressed, or represented by an atrophied
rudiment in the adult, appears as a fairly formed

part in an animal, it is regarded as a malformation.
For example, men and women normally possess
tAvelve pairs of ribs, but the vertebral segments in

the neck, and some of those in the loin, possess
minute undifl'erentiated ribs. In many vertebrates
the corresponding cervical and lumbar vertebrae

bear well-develojied ribs, but, as they are always
present, it is usual to speak of them as normal.

Occasionally in man the rudimentary ribs in the
neck and loin ajipear as well-developed elements
in the skeleton. Thus a skeleton with thirteen

pairs of ribs is described as being abnormal. The
condition has a deeper meaning. The interpreta-
tion which the morphologist places on the matter
is this : Man is descended from an ancestor who
normally possessed more than twelve pairs of ribs ;

the cervical and lumbar ribs have undergone sup-

pression, and are represented by rudiments or

vestiges. When a vestige of this character re-

appears in a functional form, it is described as an

example of atavism (q.v.) or reversion.

Atavistic phenomena are easily studied in plants.
This has been a subject of great fascination since

Goethe drew the attention of botanists to the fact

that the various parts of a flower may be regarded
as modified leaves. This does not mean that each
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part of a flower is a metamorphosed leaf, but that
\ve are able to trace every structural gradation,
from leaves to bracts, from bracts to sepals ; ami
not infrequently st'i)als will be replaced by or
become converted into true leaves. The changes
from sepals to petals, and from petals to stamens,
are as gradual as from bracts to sepals ; and the

homology is often declared by the stamens becom-
ing petals, and petals appearing as leaves. Even
stamens occasionally revert in this way, and
constitute abnormalities or monstrosities.

Atavistic conditions of this kind are met with in

animals, especially in connexion with the append-
ages of crustaceans ; and it is astounding to see a
lobster witli an antenna surmounting its eye-stalk
and replacing the whole or part of its eye. Yet
parallel malforuuitions occur in sheep, dogs, and
children, when the conjunctival covering of the

eyeball reverts to skin and produces hair. Al-

though men otter explanations of these curious

phenomena, and call them reversions to ancestral

types or adaptations to environment, or seek to
solve them by the phrase

' natural selection,' it

must be admitted tliat the cause still remains
veiled in impenetrable mystery. It is also certain

that, if we knew the cause of the shedding of the
milk-teeth in children, we should be able to explain
the origin of species, and the cause of the great
division of plants and animals into males and
females. See also Degeneratiox, Disease.
Literature.—F. E. Beddard, A Book on Whales, London,

1900 ; C. Darwin, The Fertilisation of Orchids'^, London, 1S85 ;

J. Bland-Sutton, Evolution and Disease, London, 1S90
; M.

Masters, Vegetable Teratoloijy, Londdh, 1869.

J. Bland-Sutton.
ATTACHMENT.—Attachment may be con-

sidered in three relations: (1) attachment to the

things of sense ; (2) to objects of attection ; (3) to
the fruits of action.

1. Attachtnent to the things of sense.—This is the
uncontrollable attraction that the physical and emo-
tional envu'onment has for the lower consciousness
in man. Now it is obvious that attachment in this
sense is perfectly natural, and is quite necessary
for long stages of evolution during which the ego in

man is gaining experience and learning the neces-

sity for self-control, while the various faculties of
the mind are developed through the activities

Induced by the struggle for life and goods. The
characteristic of this form of attachment is that
it centres in the personal self, and is essentially
selfish, and so cannot be an abiding condition in
the life of humanity. A time comes in the evolu-
tion of each individual soul when tliat attachment
is weakened and a new centre formed ; and it is

religion that then begins to draw in opposition
to that downward absorption in worldly aJlairs

which claims so strongly the energies of man.
There may indeed be long periods during which
the attraction towarils a spiritual life may seem
almost iiiojierative, but sooner or later must come
the conversion to a new course of life, Avlien the
old way will be forsaken and an upward path
adopted.

2. Objects of affection.—Though attachment here,
in the more primitive phases, is

strongly permeated
with selfishness, yet there is always and in all ca.ses

a centre of attraction formed outside the self,
.and this change, im]ilying new motives, at once

begins to humanize and ini])rove the entire nature.
From sex and family attections—extended gradually
to comrades and hiends—there eventually arises

a wide love of mankind, losing all the elements
of attachment as it gi'ows in unselfishness and
approaches union with the Divine.

3. The fruits of action. — Man seeks advanta-

geous results ; he sets his mind on success, and is

proportionally elated or depressed as events turn
out in accordance with his wishes or against them.

He is attached to the outcome of his eil'orts, and is

not content solely with doing his duty, or his best,
and leaving the result to God. It is on this kind
of attachment that the B/uigavad Gitil (ch. 5) has
so mucii to say :

' The man who is devoted and not
attached to the fruit of his actions obtains tran-

quillity ; whilst he who through desire has attach-

ment tor the fruit of action is bound down thereby.'
Man acts less and less selfishly as he rises towards

jierfection, and he remains undismayed and patient
when the results appear adverse. When lie has
rid himself of all the lower attachments, he is no

longer a slave to the lower desires, and has become

ready to enter the abode of bliss, or the Kingdom
of Heaven, for he has conquered self and obtained
freedom.
Literature.—Fowler and Wilson, The Principles of Morals,

Oxford, 1S94, p. 98; Davidson, Christian Ethics, London,
1S99, p. llOf. ; Newbolt, The Sacrament of the Altar, London,
1908, pp. 175, 2C0 ; Copleston, Buddhism, Primitive and
Present^, London, 1908, p. 93. See also Dutacumknt, Love,
Feeling. G. A. GASKELL.

ATTENTION.—
'Strange to say, so patent a fact as the perpetual presence

of selective attention has received hardly any notice from psy-
cholojfists of the English empiricist school. The Germans have

explicitly treated of it, either as a faculty or as a resultant ;

but in the pages of such writers as Locke, Hume, Hartley, the

Mills, and Spencer, the word scarcely occurs, or if it does so, it

is parenthetically and as if by inadvertence. The motive of
this ignoring of the phenomenon is obvious enough. These
writers are bent on showing how the higher faculties of the
mind are pure products of "experience"; and experience is

supposed to be of something simply given. Attention, implying
a degree of reactive sjjontaneity, would seem to break through
the circle of pure receptivity which constitutes

"
experience,"

and hence must not be spoken of under penalty of interfering
with the smoothness of the tale

'

(James, Principles of Psy-
chology, i. 402).

This is the opening paragraph of James's chapter
on Attention, which introduced into English-speak-
ing countries a new and better w.ay of treating tlie

subject. Other writers on Psychology have written

luminously on the subject, and readers of the works
of Ward, Baldwin, Stout and others, may now have
an adequate conception of the function of attention
in the evolution of mental life, and of its significance
in mental work.
While the empiricists have, for the reason stated

by Professor James, thrust attention into the back-

ground, and have neglected the whole function of

mental activity in experience, other schools also

have conspired towards the neglect of this form of

mental action. Idealism in all its forms finds

scarcely any place for it and its function. As the

empiricist, in the interest of a view which regarded
experience as given and determined by the pressure
of the external order on the mind, insisted that all

experience is implicit in sense im^jressions, so the
idealist regarded experience as determined by the
evolution of the Idea. Will is, for some of them,
especially for Mr. Bradley, the self-realization of

the Idea. But in the evolution of the Idea there
is no room for selective attention ; there is scarcely
room for any activity of the subject at all. It is

curious that both iilealists and empiricists come to

practically the same result. Empiricists ignore
selective attention, because they wish to account
for all the j)rodncts of experience by laws of

association which cluster things together inde-

pendently of the activity of the subject; and
idealists, in the interests of the ideal order, regard
experience as dictated by the objective selection

of pure thought.
In trutii, the question of attention and its signifi-

cance iinolves the whole question of the i)o.s.sibility
of si)oiitaneity in life, and 'jf whetlier the move-
ment of life is wholly determined from without,
or whctliei" the organic being has the power of

selecting, out of various possibilities, what it can
be and do. Is there such a thing as subjective
.selection, as Dr. Ward calls it, or organic selec-
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tion, as Professor JJalilwin calls it? Or is the life

of an organism determined for it by factors in

which it has no fnnction ? Is there sulijective

selection, or is all deLennined by what is called

Natural Seleclion? The ([uestinn is too large to

be argued here, l)ut it is naaiud because the same
fundamental issue is raised by writers on atten-

tion. It may be well, then, simply to state the
issue as it ajipears from the view of iJiology before
we discuss it from the narrower view of Psychology
and Fithics.

The question may be broadly stated thus: Is

there an autonomy of life ? Is the proper activity
of the organism a real factor in biology ? And are

there new concepts required to describe the func-

tions of life, in addition to those which are required
for an .adequate account of the phenomena of the

inorganic world? A quarter of a century ago, it

was strongly atlirmed that a true and adequate
scientilic account of vital behaviour could be
reached only when the liehaviour of life could be

expressed in terms of physics and chemistry. Vital

phenomena were only transformed physical and
chemical processes. They were altogether deter-

mined by the pressure of i)hysical and chemical
activities. Let one read the writings of Huxley,
or the art.

'

Zoology' in EBr^, and it will be seen
that the physical and chemical explanation held
the held. It holds the held no longer. There are
now many who do not fear to speak of the auto-

nomy of life, and who do not liesitate to affirm

that the chief factor in liiological science is the

proper activity of the organism. It is questioned
now whether any organic feature can be explained,
even in the most general way, by the action of

phj'sical forces.
' What at first seems to be the result of mechanical pressure

ni.iy afterwards he found to he an active process of prowth, and
what at first seems to be a full effect of capillarity among
homopfencous elements may afterwards he shown to depend on

specialized nietaboHc conditions of the surfaces as its principal
cause

'

(Driesch, The Science atul r/iiiosophy of the Organism,
i. p. 93).

As Driesch further shows, tliesc processes do not
constitute life, 'they are used by life.' In this

sentence the issue is stated with clearness and

precision. Life uses for its own purpose the

physical and chemical processes, and account must
l)e taken of the activity of life, if we are to under-
stand the iiroblem of vital beliaviour.

Life, then, uses the jihysical and chemical pro-
cesses, and l)y its own activity disposes of them for

its own
purjiose,

and puts tiiem to uses not forth-

coming m the inorganic world. Alien matter is

taken up, transformed, raised to a higher level,
and used for the weal of the organism. Life selects

out of the environment what is needed for itself.

There is selective activity on the part of life ; it

takes what it needs and neglects what it does not
need.

' Turn a misceUaneoua lot of birds into a garden : a flycatcher
will at once be intent on the Rnats, a bullfinch on the pease, a
thrush on the worms and snails. Scatter a mixture of seeds

evenly over a diversified piece of country : heath and cistus wiU

fipring up in the dry, flags and rushes m the marshy, ground ;

violets and ferns in the shady hollows, gorse and broom on the

hilltops. . . . By the principle of subjective selection special
environments are singled out by different individuals from the
general environment common to all, and so far there is not
necessarily any competition. Two artists or two anglers may
be in each other's way, but an artist and an angler will hardl3
incommode each other. A garden would still interest a fly-
catcher if there were neither pease nor clurrics in it, provided
the insects remained ; whereas the biiUlinch would at once
forsake it. Natural selection, as distinct from subjective selec-

tion, comes into play only when two anglers contend for the
same fish, two artists compete for the same prizes, when the
early bird gets the wonn that the later one must go without '

(Ward, Saturalistn and Agnnatici.'im'i, i. 2yo f.).

For a com)ilete explanation of liiological pheno-
mena, account must be taken, no doubt, of the two
comprehensive factors summed uj) under the names
of 'natural selection' and 'subjective selection.'

This is not the pl.ace to deal with them in any com-
prehensive manner (see art. ACTIVITY and other
related articles). Here it is sufficient to say that
natural selection (com[)rehending under that name
all external conditions, and all that Darwin sets
forth under the comprehensive title of Natural
Selection) is not sufficient to describe the behaviour
of life, or to account for its manifold activities.

Life itself counts for something in tiie final result.

Growth, assimilation, and rej)roduction attest the

activity of life. These show that life so far selects
its environment, and that, if tlicre are a thousand
species in a square mile of ground, each selects its

own environment, and each uses it in its own way,
and for its own ]iurposes.
The wider problem set to biology by the activity

of the organism, and by sulijective selection in

relation to natural selection, is parallel to the

prol>1em set to the psychologist and the moralist

by the relation of attention to the general condi-
tions imposed on conscious individual life by the
fact that there are logical laws, laws of association,

psychological conditions of thought, action, ami
feeling, and other conditions which seem to deter-
mine the limits within which attention is to be
exercised. As in biology we ask the question,
Does natural selection account for vital experi-
ence without the postulate of the activity of the

organism ? so here we ask the question. Do the

logical, psychological, and other laws and condi-
tions of mental life account for mental behaviour
without the postulate of the conscious activity of

the individual subject?
As regards life in general, it is to be observed

that its first work is concerned with those move-
ments Avhich are indispensable to vital functions
and to its existence as a living body. As a primary
condition of existence an organism must adai>t
itself to its sunoundings, and a series of actions
must proceed in order that such an end may be

accomplished. These activities relate themselves
to the general ends of self-preservation and the

preservation of the species. A full accovint of the

phenomena connected with this problem would lead
us into the region of the relation of organ and func-

tion, the relation of ajipctite and desire to their

objects, and also the relation of feeling generally
towards physiological processes on the one hand
and mental processes on the other. "Without

entering into these, we shall merely notice here
that life can be described only as a series of actions

having reference to an end. That end is the pre-
servation of the indiviilual or the preservation
of the species. It is a question whether those
activities which are said to be instinctive in the
individual are really so ; that is, whether they are
the outcome of activities which at the outset were
acts of choice, these being by repetition consoli-

dated into habit ; or whether they were automatic
from the beginning. .Some contend that actions
at present instinctive were originally the outcome
of choice, and that these actions, stimulated by a

feeling of pleasure, which usually accompanies the
exercise of vital functions, have been translated
into habit, and have passed into the region of

reflex action. Habit is 'lapsed intelligence,' i.e.

voluntary action may become instinctive, or im-

pulsive, and in the evolution of life may become
habitual or reflex action.

l>ut, if Ave take any organism as it stands,

leaving undecided the question as to the forces

which have operated to make it what it is, there
is no doubt that every organism has to adjust
itself to its environment. AVhether it has been
made by the slow proces.'jes of what is called

natural selection, or whether it has had something
to do with the making of it.self, yet, as it is there
in its circumstances and conditions, it has to strive,
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to work, to aclai)t itself to varying conditions ; and
if it is to survive, it must select the most advan-

tageous course of action. In tlie case of life gener-
ally this is comparatively simple. The individual

organism adapts itself to its environment by a
series of actions directed to the main ends of self-

preservation or the preservation of the species.
' All acts of willing, whether external or internal, are divided

into two great classes, the first comprising simple or impulsive
acts ; the second, complex acts, which implj' freedom of choice.

Simple or impulsive acts are determined by a single motive,
whereas complex acts, though they may be determined by a

single motive, imply a choice between several. An impulsive
action, whether internal or external, is therefore quicker than
an act of choice, which is preceded by a feeling of doubt and
hesitation. The latter is also termed" a free act, or an act of
"

free-will," because it expresses more clearly than any other
the freedom, spontaneity, and independence of the individual
with regard to external stimuli. Impulsive acts are also acts of

voUtion, though in a lesser degree than acts of free-will, and
possess the character of spontaneous consciousness, which dis-

tinguishes all manifestations of the will
'

(\'illa, Contemporary
J'syckologi/, p. 213).

In an ordinary organism, up to the appearance of
reflective consciousness, action is directed to its

ends mainly by what Villa calls 'a single motive.'
Driven by the impulse of hunger or of love, the
action of the organism goes straight to its object.
Whether this is the outcome of natural selection,
or whether it is acquired by the organism itself as
the result of a process of education, it is not

necessary here to decide. For in either case the
adaptation is there, and the action of the organism
i.s the result of subjective need finding its satisfac-
tion in an appropriate object. In any event, the
action and its motive are .simple, direct, and im-
perative.

In a life which is merely organic, the need of the
organism may be regarded as in direct and simple re-
lation toitse.xternal objects, and proceedsstraight to
the appropriation of them; in conscious life, or in the
life which is on the way towards self-consciousness,
other factors enter in, and the situation becomes
more complex. Yet the more complex situation
rises naturally out of the simpler. There is no
abrupt break in the evolution of mental life, and
we can scarcely say Avhen what Ave call attention
beginsto be properly exercised. In every organism
there is a centre, to Avhich all movements are re-
ferred. The organism is aware of its own needs,
and of the objects which are to sati.sfy those needs.
With the gi'owth of consciousness, the awareness
becomes intensified, until, in the fully-developed
self-conscious life, consciousness is aware of itself
and of all its needs and aims. But consciousness in

general is just this awareness, and this awareness
involves that mental

activity Avhich we call atten-
tion. More fully described in the words of Dr.
Ladd, attention is 'a purposeful volition, suffused
with peculiar feelings of effort or strain, and accom-
panied by a changed condition of the field of dis-
criminative consciousnes.s, as respects intensity,
content, and clearness' {Psi/chologr/, DcscHptiveand ExplanatoTT/, p. 61). While the description
just given seems to apply in its fullness only to a
mental life completely developed, it is in a measure
applicable to all conscious life. It will be ob-
served that in the definition given above there
is no attem])t to limit attention to the exclusive
operation of any particular activity of the mind.
It is, on the contrary, the synthesis of all the
activities of the mind, whether of feeling, willing,
or thinking. Attention is thus elementary and
universal ; it belongs to every state of conscious-
ness, and is present in everj' field of consciousness,
or, as is said by Dr. Ward :

' As to the subjective relation of objects, the relation of pre-
sentation itself, we have merely to note that on the side of the
subject it implies what, for want of a better word, may bo called
attention, extending the denotation of this term so as to include
even what we ordinarily call inattention. Attention so used will
thus cover pai I of what is meant by consciousness—so much of
It, that is, as answers to being mentally active, active enough

at least to " receive impressions." Attention on the side of the
subject implies intensity on the side of the object : we might
indeed almost call intensity the matter of a presentation, with-
out which it is a nonentity

'

(A'L'rio, art.
'

Psychology,' p. 41'').

Awareness of the stream of consciousness, as it

passes on, becomes attention in the stricter sense
as elements in experience become more or less

intense. It is impossible here to enumerate all the
elements which enter into consciousness, nor is it

necessary. For the reaction of the mind against
its jiresentations, whatever these may be, gives us
at once the elementary condition of attention. At
the outset, before mind has come to the possession
of itself, it is possible that attention is without

purpose, that it is aroused by change in mental
experience—by pleasure or pain, or by the over-
stimulation of sense or facultj'

—and that it is

exercised in an unthinking, involuntary way. But
such rudimentary forms of con.scious activity are
the foundations on which voluntary, deliberate,
and sustained attention are built up. Some,
indeed, limit the term ' attention

'

to its more de-

veloped form, and refuse to recognize the more
rudimentary forms as worthy of the name. But
without tiie rudimentaiy forms there would be
no possibility of the development of mental life,
and no possibility of the deliberate sustained atten-
tion which fashions for itself a scheme of living,
and shapes means for realizing it. Mental activity
in

accepting the given, in being interested in it,
finds that it can enhance the intensity of some
elements, may hasten or retard the flow of the
stream of consciousness, may also discriminate
between desirable and undesirable elements, and
thus the value of attention is recognized. For
mental life cannot grow without proper mental
activity, and the proper name of such activity is

simply 'attention.'

Usually the conditions of attention are just the
conditions of consciousness in general. We have
seen from Dr. Ward that a large part of the
stream of consciousness is properly included under
the phenomena of attention. It so happens that
many writers on this topic so describe the con-
ditions of attention as to leave out of sight any
proper activity on the part of the subject. It is

possible so to describe the effects of attention as
to leave out all reference to the selective activity
of the individual. One may say, M'ith Professor

Pillsbury, that ' the essence of attention as a con-
scious process is an increase in the clearness of
one idea or group of ideas at the expense of others

'

(Attention, p. 11), This is quite true, only it
leaves out the essential element of how attention
was directed so as to produce that result. In fact,
in the able work cited so much stress is laid on
processes and conditions of attention that attention
itself scarcely ever appears. Thus there are many
valuable descriptions of the motor concomitants
of attention, of its conditions, of the effects of
attention on consciousness, and so on, and j^et
the proper character of mental activity receives

hardly any recognition. We may quote from the
summaries, usefully appended to each chapter.
The summaries of tlie chapter on ' The Conditions
of Attention '

are these :

' The conditions of any act of attention are to be found in the
present environment (objective conditions) and in the past
e.xpen'.nce of the individual (subjective conditions). The main
objective conditions are the intensity, extent, and duration of
the stimulus. The subjective conditions are to be found in the
idea in mind at the time, in the mood of the moment, the
education, previous social environment, and heredity of tlie
individual

'

(p. 52).

Professor James has said :

'

.My experience is what I agree to attend to. Onlv those
items which I notice shape my mind

; without selective interest
experience is an utter chaos. Interest alone gives accent and
emphasis, light and shade, background and foreground—intel-
ligible perspective, in a word. It varies in every creature, but
without it the consciousness of every creature would be a grey,
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chaotic indiscriminativeness, impossible for us even to con-

ceive
'

(Psychology, i. 402 f.)-

But Professor Pillsbury
in Ins summary of the

chapter on ' Interest and Feeling of Activity as

Conditions of Attention
'

speaks thus :

' Neither interest nor " mental activity
" can be regarded as

a condition of attention. Interest is either a ffeneral name for

the subjective conditions of attention when ascribed to the

object, or it is used to designate a mood whicli accompanies all

attending. Mental activity is really bodily activity—a mass of

sensations that comes from the contraction of muscles in

different parts of the bodj'. The contractions result from
motor innervations which accompany attention

'

(p. (58).

According to Professor James, we attend to

things because they are interesting. Professor

Pillsbury is of opinion that '

things are interesting
because ve attend to tliem, or because we are

likely to attend to them : we do not attend to

them because they are interesting' (p. 55). The
cart and the horse are somehow united, but we
are left in doubt as to which comes lirst. To
us it appears that in the .solution of Professor

Pillsbury the cart is before the horse. His book
is the largest and most elaborate of any work we
know on ' Attention.' It contains many tilings

which are^of the highest value. But it does not

seem to cast much light on its main tlieme.

Attention in its proper meaning seems to be

conspicuous by its absence. We quote from the

chapter called ' General Conclusions
'

:

'

Using attention as a type, it is possible to bring many of

the other mental processes under that head and to make it

serve as a basis for the classification of states of mind. We
have seen, for example, that attention influences recalled iui-

pressions in practically the same way that it influences their

original entrance. When a memory image is once given in

conscioiisness, it will be retained very much as a perception
received immediately from the external world. Furthermore,
attention largely determines whicli of the many possible
associates of any impression shall become actual. In this

sense it selects the memories offered by association just as it

selects the objects of sense that shall be permitted to enter.

By attention in this sense we mean again from the side of the

conditions the effect of the sum-total of previous conscious

states, as united in the purpose of the moment, the general
trend of the preceding thought, the character of the man,
his profession, and further back the complete series of earlier

experiences and inherited tendencies which make him what
he is. His thought about any subject, no matter what the

starting-point, is an expression of himself in the fullest mean-

ing of the term
'

(p. 313 f.).

When Pillsbury in the passage quoted describes

attention as ' the effect of the sum-total of previous
conscious states,' etc., has he not left out the most
essential element in attention ? When he speaks
of the complete series of earlier experiences and
inherited tendencies Avhich have made ' him what
he is,' has he not neglected the most potent factor,

namely, the share which the man has in the

making of himself ? Take members of the same

family, descended from the same parents, subject
to the same kind of earlier experiences, the same
inherited tendencies, responsive to the same en-

vironment in family, school, and neighbourhood,
and how on his principles does he account for the

manifold differences between them ? It seems to

the present writer that Professor Pillsbuiy, in his

earnest desire to lay stress on the general con-

ditions, has forgot t< n the personal equation of

each individual. He has imitated the procedure
of the biologist, who

lays
the whole stress on

natural selection, and neglects the part played by
the subjective in the evolution of life. General
laws can never account for particular effects. It

is a useful study to seek to find out the general
conditions which have helped to make a man what
he is ; but that has to be supplemented by

a par-
ticular study of the man in his Iiabit as lie lives.

It does nut help us much to say that Shakespeare
was an Englishman, and that Burns was a Scots-
man ; for we have still to learn what were the

topics which interested these great men, and what
was tlie interest whicli directed their attention to

tins or to that line of thought and action. It is

possible that we may never be able to give a

scientilic explanation of the individual in this

Isolation or in any other ; for the individual, as

such, is outside of general rules, and must be

accepted in all his concreteness as a subject of

study by himself.

It is pointed out by lloffding (Outlines of Psy-
chology, pp. 108-112) tliat, in immediate sensations
and in the flow of tiiem, interest and tiie attention
determined by the interest play an essential part.
He points out (p. 120) that we are not given over
in a purely passive w.ay to the impressions of the
external world. Excitations from witliout call

forth movements which serve to retain or pursue
them. An involuntary search and accommoilation

help to determine the character of the sensation.
'
If a sensation takes complete possession and almost suc-

ceeds in driving all else out of consciousness, it then arrests
our activity also. Au exclusive sensation therefore presup-
poses attention, but is not one with it. Besides, how does a
sensation become exclusive 1 Excitations can flow in upon us

simultaneously from several sides. The eye, e.g., receives

simultaneous excitations from several points of light. Several

senses, moreover, may be in operation together. If purely
passive, sensuous perception would afford at every instant a
chaos of diverse sensations. But from the multitude of these
diverse sensations, in every instant, one is selected which
becomes the centre. Reflexly and instinctively the attention
moves from one excitation to another . . . The motive which
decides the attention to leave one excitation and turn to

another is to be looked for in a sense of fatigue or in a feehng
of dullness, which makes it a necessity or a recreation to turn
to a new excitation, especially to one which is a natural

counterpart or supplement of a preceding excitation. In every
such transition an elementary choice takes place

'

(p. 120 f.).

Referring to the whole discussion for further

elucidation, we may now say that even in sensa-

tions and in the flow of them choice has a part,
and attention may determine what sensations may
occupy the centre of consciousness, what may be
thrust into the background, and what may be
thrust altogether outside the threshold of con-

sciousness.

But such attention may be involuntary, or may
have the character of renex movement. Yet tiiis

elementary choice is the necessary condition of

such new arrangement of sensations as will be
transformed into those results of human eilbrt

which we recognize in the contents of science, art,

philosophy, and in all other results of human
effort. Out of elementary choice and out of

almost unconscious attention come the magnifi-
cent results which we have already named. We
may attend to things because we cannot do other-

wise. But when we have an express volition to

attend to this or to that, we call it voluntary
attention. All other attention is called non-

voluntary or spontaneous. The relations between

spontaneous and voluntary attention are mani-
fold. They may be antagonistic to one another,
or they may act in such a way that the one

passes into the otiier. Thus voluntary attention

to an uninteresting object may invest it with such

interest as to make attention to it a spontaneous
matter. Eor example, when we are occupied with

any matter, as when a great misfortune has be-

fallen us, or when we pass in review a certain

course of conduct in order to find the cause of

failure, it may take possession of our minds to

such a degree that no effort of will can make us

cease from brooding over it. An article has to be

written, or a book is in process of preparation ;

the work is carried on to the loss of sleep, and we
are unable to tear ourselves away from it; the

attention which began voluntarily has become an
obsession.

On the other hand, experience shows that, by the

constant and ever-renewed effort of attention, a

subject wliich at the outset was dry and uninter-

esting may become full of interest as we master

it, and learn its meaning and its issues. The

power of concentrating our attention on the sub-

ject may become stronger, the intervals of con-
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centration may become more prolonged, until no
effort is needed to attend to the subject. Volun-

tary attention has become spontaneous (see Stout,

Analytic Psychology, vol. i. p. 2-11 f.).

It Avould be tedious and Avould not be profitable
to enumerate the various kinds of involuntary-
attention. Reference may be made generally to

systematic treatises on Psychology, in which the
various kinds are described. Vital needs, the
calls of love or hunger, pleasure and pain, every
relation between the organic being and his en-

vironment, may give rise to that exaltation of

consciousness which calls forth the reactive energy
"which we name ' attention.' It is possible, how-
ever, to classify all of these under two great
divisions, and to sjieak of them under the general
heads of ' external

' and ' internal.' The external
are the presentations with the accoropanj'ing
emotions which precede action. These are usually
simple and single in their procedure. Tlie in-

ternal are those which, as already indicated,
consist in a variation of the current of presenta-
tions and feelings. In these we have emphatically
the presence of clioice, of the selection of one
motive out of many, with the increase of intensity
and urgency resulting from the concentration of

the mind on it.

In the description of these external and internal

movements an attempt has been made to intro-

duce greater precision into psychological phrase-
ology. Instead of the phrases

'

involuntary
' and

'

voluntary,' which many still use as adequate,
some psychologists have introduced the terms
'

perception
' and '

apperception
'

(q.v.). By
'

per-

ception
'

they mean a content of which we are
conscious. When Ave concentrate ourselves on
a content of consciousness so that it stands out

distinctly or as distinctly as possible, we say that
it is

'

apperceived.' In the art. APPEECEPTION will

be found the history and meaning of this term ; it

is sulhcient to say here that those psychologists
who use attention in this sense define it as that

peculiar state, characterized by certain special

feelings, which accompanies apperception. Spatial
illustrations are used to describe the state of ap-

perception. Consciousness is figured as a circle,

the centre of which represents the focus or point
of apperception. The circumference of the circle

represents the threshold of consciousness ; and
of the various stimuli some pass along chords
of the circle, while others pass along a diameter,
and so through the centre. Or it might be repre-
sented by a reference to the great circles of navi-

gation. These pass through the centre of the
earth. Apperceived mental contents correspond
to great circles, which pass through the centre of

consciousness. These spatial illustrations do not
add much to our knowledge, yet the distinction
between percei>tion and apperception might be

very helpful, if writers on Psychology were to use
the terms in precisely the same sense.

With regard both to our percejitions and to oxir

apperceptions we are never wholly pas.sive. We
have seen tliat even in the immediate sensations,
as well as in the flow of them, tlie attention is

determined by interest, and the interest has a

determining influence on sensations .selected for

closer examination. So it is in the flow of ideas.

Here, too, interest has a determining influence.

We can never account for the association of ideas,
or for the Avays in which ideas are clustered

together in the mind, ijy a mere regard to tiie

laws of association, or to anj- other laws of a

general kind. There are laws of association, as

there are laws of science, of logic, of psj-chology,
but these do not act as if tliej- aggregated them-
selves together merely by their own action. Like
other general laws, they are used by life, and as

regards mental laAVS they are used by the mind.
The determining influence is in the con.scious

mind itself, whicli guides its action by its own law
of action, so tiiat eacli experience is essentially a

unique experience. To determine accurately the

practical problem of attention for any individual
would be to determine the real character of per-

sonality. •But that is beyond the scope of science,
which deals with the general, and with the super-
personal, or the infra-))er.sonal.

Tlie ciiaracteristic diflerence between perception
and apperception, or between involuntary and
voluntary attention, is that in the one case the
strain follows directly on the presentation of the

stimulus, and in the other case the strain, or the

turning of the mind in a certain direction towards
a certain object, is present before the stimulus.

' The fusion of the sensation with the corresponding idea,
whence perception arises, thus takes place in inverse order in

voluntary and involuntary attention. We see in great measure
what we wish to see, and as a general rule are able to see only
what we wish. Hence the possibilit3' of strokes of genius and
prophecies, as also of illusory interpretations of facts. The
oriffinally sanguine tendency of human nature anticipates ex-

perience, and only graduallj' accepts correction from it.

Fortunately experience has the power to open our e3'es and
force us to see. But the activity of the will is always an
essential condition

'

(Hoffding, OuUines of Psychology, p. 315).

The relation of attention to the general laws of

the system in which we live is too large a subject
to be discussed here. Generally it is analogous to

the relation of life to the system of which life

forms a jiart. The conscious subject lives in rela-

tion to an environment. In interaction with it, it

realizes itself. But the process of self-realization

is an active process. It reacts against the en-

vironment, it selects out of it what it can use,
and what it needs and Avants, and it makes out
of it something ncAv. Merely organic life modifies
itself in order to adapt itself to its suiToundings.
Conscious life modifies its environment so as to

make it in a measure accomplish its ends. It im-

liresses itself on the environment, and modifies the
earth so as to command its resources in the shape
of food, clothing, and houses. Homes are built,

cities ai'e founded, facilities of travel are made to

abound. We need not enumerate the resources of

civilization. The forces of nature are at the ser-

vice of man, just because man has modified nature
to accomplish his ends. But these are the out-

come of attentive activity, and cast light on the
nature of attention, and on the relation of at-

tention to the laAvs of the system. Attention of

the intellectual kind may be set forth as the

actiAity arising out of the desire to knoAv Avhat
are really the laws of the system in Avhich Ave live.

No doubt this is the characteristic of the highest
form of intellectual life. But it exists, and ought
to be recognized. Into this also choice enters, for

it is alloAvable for a man to think tAvice, or more
than twice, in order that his thoughts in their floAV

may correspond Avith reality. Thus into the most
al)stract ami intellectual of our pursuits voluntary
activity may enter.

Truth lias thus a value of its OAvn, and the

greatest determinant of attention is just the .scale

of values Avhich human judgment has set up for

itself. It is tliis scale of values that detennines
our interest, and our interest dominates our
attention. Itcferring to the art. Value for the
full account of the doctrine of values, Ave state

briefly here that it is the characteristic quality
of highl}--evolved, conscious, moral, spiritual li/e

to transform the given Avorld into a Avorld
Avhich Aviil correspond Avith its higliest ideal,
and be the image of its deef est thouglit. What
forms these may take, and Avhat strivings maj'
issue from the attempt to make a Avorld in

Avhich our values may be realized, cannot be de-
scribed here. But Avhatcver value may be striven
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after by this people or by tliat, or
Ijy

tliis man or by
that, it can be realized only bj'^ thinking about it,

attending to it, working at it, till airy nothing
obtains a local habitation and a name. Thus, for

the man of science, truth may have the highest
value, and he may concentrate his attention on
the elibrt to see the flow of things as it is; for

philosoi)liy, everything else may be neglected in

the desire to know realitjs and to see it in its

wholeness ; while for the artist a thing of beauty
is a joy for ever, and the l»eautiful is the value
that is highest. On the other hand, for some the

highest of the values is the good, and so on,
around the whole circle of Jiuman activity. In
whatever direction we look, we lind that it is the
scale of values tiiat determines the interest of

man, and sets him to work for its realization.

Values—artistic, scientific, ethical, spiritual
—are

the dominating interests of conscious life, and
these are the ends which all men seek to realize.

For the conscious spirit, then, the given world
is plastic, something to be formed into a M'orld of

specific value in wiiicli it may lind its appropriate
home. Tlie machinery of the world, its laws,
whether mental or material, may submit to new
directions, take on new meanings, and issue in

results not to be accounted for apart from the

activity of the conscious spirit. Material laAvs

may lind a new exjjression in the Prinripia of

NeMton, Avhich, after all, is as much poetry as

science. It is nature as transformed in the mind
of Newton. The philosophy of Hegel, e.g., or of

other great masters in philosophy, is a revelation
of personality, as much as, or even more than, it

is a transcript of the meaning of reality. For
each mind in the v.orld has to make a world for

itself, and it Avill be the centre of its own Avorld.

How each world so made corresponds to tlie world
which is common to all, how the general is re-

lated to the individual world, is another qu3Stion,
What concerns us here is that the phenomenon
which we call voluntaiy attention is the chief

means l)y which the world of values is made ; and
without its working no world is [lossible for man.
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ATTIS.—Attis Avas a male Asiatic deity whose
relation to Cybele, the Great Mother, was ana-

logous to that borne by Adonis to Aphrodite,
Baal to Astarte, Osiris to Isis, etc. Of Semitic

origin, or at least greatly influenced by Semitic

religion, his Avorship, always in dual connexion
with that of the Great Mother, and never inde-

pendent of it, became strongly centralized in

Phrj'gia and Lydia, spread to the adjacent coun-

tries, was introduced into Greece, and finally
became known throughout the Roman Empire.
According to the legend given bj- Pau.sanias (vii. 17)
as current among the Phrygians, the seed of Zeus,
discharged in sleep upon the earth, begot the

hermaphroditic monster Agdistis, who was after-

wards deprived of male organs l)y the gods. An
almond tree having sjirung from tiiese, the daughter
of the river Sangarius ate of its fruit and bore

Attis, who, after having been exposed, was reared

by a he-goat, became very beautiful, and inspired
passion in Agdistis. Being about to wed the kings
daughter, Attis was struck with madness by Ag-
distis (who .suddenly appeared during the nuptial
hymn), and emasculated himself. Agdistis in re-

pentance prevailed upon Zeus to preserve the bodj-

of Attis from wasting away or decaying. In
Arnobius {adv. Nationi;.s\ v. 5-8) the fruit is the
pomegranate, the daughter of the river-god is

named Nana, and the king and his daughter are
Midas and la. The Great Mother, created by
Deucalion and Pynha on Mount Agdus, also loves
Attis, and jilans the marriage in order to rescue
him from the .shameless love of Agdistis, who
strikes the entire company with madness. Attis
mutilates himself under a pine tree, and la, after

\Arapping Attis in wool an<l mourning over him,
kills herself. The fatal idne is borne by the
Mother into her cave, where she and Agdistis
wildly lament Attis. Zeus allows the body of the
youth to remain undecaycd, his hair to grow, and
his little linger to move. Agdistis has the body of
the youth consecrated at Pessinus, a city in Galatia
near the borders of Phrygia, and Jilso in.stitutes
annual ceremonies in his honour. The little finger
{digitus, 5a.KTv\os) is interpreted as the phallus by
Georg Kaibel (GGN, 1901, p. 513). In Diodorus
Siculus (iii. 58, 59), Attis is a stripling whom Melon,
the king of Phrygia and Lydia, slays because of
an intrigue between him and the king's daughter
Cybele. As a consequence of jdague and famine,
worship of both is instituted by the Phrygians. In
Ovid's version of the legend {Fa.<if. iv. 223 ff"), Attis
breaks his pledge of chastity to Cybele ; Sagaritis,
the nymph who has sinned with him, is destroyeil
by the goddess ; while the youth himself mutilates
his own person in a frenzy on Mount Dindymon.
In the version of Arnobius the blending of two
fonns of the Attis legend is apparent—one account-

ing for the birth of Attis, the other for his relation
to Cybele—and tiie latter and Agdistis are really
identical. A Lj-dian form of the legend, in which the

youth is killed by a boar, is found (Paus. vii. 17).
There is no evidence of an Attis cult in Asia

Minor until the 4th cent. 15.c, though it must
have existed long before that time. It never
attained to great prominence in Greece, bec;iuse
of the strange and un-Hellenic nature of its

rites. The .same is true of it in Italy up to the

Empire. There is no direct evidence of the exist-
ence of the worship of Attis at Pome under the

Republic, and the general probability of its exist-
ence is rendered very slight by the lack of monu-
mental and literary evidence where such evidence

might be expected (Showerm.an,
' "Was Attis at

Rome under the Republic?' in TAPA xxi., 1900,

pp. 46-.59). Under the Empii-e, however, from the
time of Claudius onward, it rapidly increased in

imjiortance, Attis being worshipped side l)y side
with the Great Mother, and frequently aj)pearing
in literature and on the monuments with her.
His prominence in the cult is indicated liy his part
in the annual season of festivals in honour of the
Great Mother which covered the period March
1.5-27 (Hepding, Attis, sein^ Mythcn vnd scin

Knit, CnesHcn, 1903, pp. 123-176). On March 15
the college of Cannophori, or reed-bearers, took

part in the ceremonies of the day by carrying
reeds in procession

—a custom exjilained a.s a
commemoration of the finding of Attis by the
Great Mother on the reedy banks of the river
(J alius, liut more likely a reminiscence of a primi-
tive phallic i)rocession (see Showerman,

' Canna
intrat and the Cannophori,' in the Classical

Jonrnal, ii. 28-31). Sexual abstinence and fasting
were prescribed for the day. On March 22 the
sacred pine, the emblem of the self-mutilation
of Attis, was borne in i)rocession by the Den-

drop/iori to the temple of the Mother on the

Palatine, its trunk wound with fillets of wool
and its branches hung with garlands of violets,
the whole l>eing regarded as a commemora-
tion of the wrapping of Attis's body in wool by
la and the decking of the original tree by the
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Mother with the violets which s^jrang from Attis's
blood. On March 24, Dias Sanguinis, fasting and
mourning symbolized the grief of the Mother at
the death of Attis. The special feature was the

orgiastic dance and song of the priests, culminat-

ing in self-laceration, and even self-emasculation

(not attested at Home), in commemoration of tlie

final deed of Attis. At night the mystics par-
took of a sacrament, and perhaps imderwent the

baptism of blood in the taurobolium (wh. see).
March 25 was the day of rejoicing (Hilaria) at the
resurrection of Attis. On March 27, after a day of
rest known as licquietio, occurred the Lavatio, a
ceremonial bathing of the goddess in the Almo, a
stream a short distance south of Rome, followed

by universal rejoicing, a feature of which was
dramatic representation of the stoiy of the Motlier
and Attis. The criobolium (wh. see), or sacrifice

of a ram, involving the blood-baptism, and conse-

quent purification and regeneration, of the person
who performed it, was a ceremony created on the

analogy of the taurobolium, a similar sacrifice to

the Great Mother, for the purpose of giving full

recognition to Attis in the dual worship. The
high priest of the cult bore the traditional title of

Attis. The Attis in Catullus Ixiii. is intended to

represent a type of the priesthood.
The Cybele-Attis myth, according to the philo-

sophers, symbolized the relations of Mother Earth
and her fruitage. Attis is the plant kingdom be-
loved by her ; his emasculation is the cutting of
her fruits ; Ids death, his burial, and his preserva-
tion by the mourning ^Mother symbolize the death
and preservation of plant life through the cold and
gloom of wnter ; his resurrection is the return of

the warmth of spring. The festival of the Hilaria
occurred on March 25, the first day of the ascent
of the sun, while the Dies Sanguinis—the day of

lamentation and self-scourging
—was the last day

of \\inter. In the 4th cent. A.D., under the influ-

ence of syncretism, Attis came to be regarded as
a symbol of the sun. He and the Great Mother
were also sometimes thought of as a parallel to

Christ and the Virgin (Isidor. Ep. iv. 31. 28).
In art, Attis appears only under the Empire, and

for the most part in connexion with the Mother.
He is usually standing or leaning against the pme,
wears the Phrygian cap, and carries the pedum
or syrinx. The most important statue of him is

the Lateran Attis, discovered at Ostia, represent-
ing him as the shepherd-lover of the Mother, the

symbol of the fruits of the earth and of the sun.
Half nude, with a long mantle fastened over his

breast, he reclines on a rock representing Mount
Ida, his left elbow on the head of Idtean Zeus. In
the left hand is the pedum, in the right fruit,

flowers, and three spears of grain, on the head a

pine garland with fruits, and a tiara with five rays,
a half moon, and two spears of grain. The half

moon indicates his identity with the Phrygian
moon-god, Men.

Literature.—Hug:o Hepding, Attis, seine Mythen vnd scin

Kult, Giessen, 1903 ; Grant Showerman, ' Was Attis at Rome
under the Republic?" in TAPA xxi. (I'JDO) pp. 4&-59, and 'The
Great Mother of the Gods' in Bulletin of the University of
Wisconsin, No. .\liii., Madison, 1901. See also artt. Cyhelk and
Great Mother. GRANT SlIOWERMAN.

ATTRACTION and REPULSION.—' Attrac-
tion

'

is the name giveu to those forces exerted
between bodies which tend to draw the bodies

together or to resist their separation.
'

Repulsion
'

is the name given to forces that have the opposite
eflect. I'oth forces are to be seen exerted in the

following familiar phenomena : in gravitating
bodies, in various magnetic and electric pheno-
mena, in chemical affinity, in the cohesion of the

parts of a body, and in the adhesion of one body to

another.

If we adopt the analysis given by Kant (Mona-
dologia physii'a, 1756, and MetaphysiscJie Anfangs-
griindc dcr Natunvissenscluift, 1786), we may even
add : the very existence of a space-filling body
I^resupposes these two forces or tendencies. A
body must resist compression (repulsion), or it

would become a mere mathematical point ; and,

again, it must resist expansion, or it would be
scattered indefinitely through space.

Attraction and repulsion are to be differentiated
from two other similar forces, tension and pres-
sure, in that they act from a distance ; and this

characteristic has made them especially the subject
of philosophical discussion. Can a body exert a
force where it is not ? The day has gone by when
the metaphysician had the temerity to give an
a priori answer to the question thus simply put ;

but in the 17th and ISth cents, the correct answer
was a frequent matter of debate. The followers of

Descartes, including Leibniz, were strongly op-

posed to the affirmative answer ; for it seemed

contrary to 'natural light' that a body can act
where it is not (cf. Leibniz, Erdmann's ed. p. 767).
For us of to-day the question is more complicated ;

but it still involves a truly metaphysical or a priori
problem. On the one hand, empirical evidence
leads us to believe that we do not know of any
instance in nature of absolute contiguity between
bodies. Moreover, mathematical intuition would
add that the only true contiguity is where bodies
have one point in common, and this, in turn, would
involve complete coincidence of the two bodies ;

for the same problem of contiguity must be raised

regarding all the points in each body. On the
other hand, there is much prejudice, well or ill

grounded, against the doctrine that a body acts at
a distance. Faraday, it seems, had this prejudice ;

and his discovery of a medium between two bodies
acted upon by magnetic forces, along with evi-

dence of tension and pressure within this medium,
justified his point of view. Again, there have
been repeated attempts to reduce the forces operat-
ing in the phenomena of gravitation to pressure
(cf. the theory of Le Sage, and Clerk Maxwell's
article

' Attraction
'

in EBr ^). Possibly this pre-

judice has its origin in the fact that our bodies
must come in contact with objects to move them or

to exert a force upon them, and, in turn, that when
we are moved we feel the pressure of the outside

body, or medium, upon the surface of our body.
Such an explanation of this prejudice does not,

however, do it full justice.

Here, then, the metaphysical problem arises : Is

there an ultimate presupposition actually present
in man's attempt to explain nature, forbidding
him to rest satisfied Avith an explanation that
involves the action of one body upon another from
a distance ? Whenever we are forced to adopt as
an explanation such a force as gravity, ought we
not simply to regard it, not as a final solution, but
as a confession of ignorance ? Does there not
remain in all such cases an unsolved problem
bidding us seek for a medium between the two
bodies ? Faraday sought a medium in one set of

cases, and found it. (Jught not science to seek it

in all cases ? Hence, is not this prejudice a funda-
mental methodological attitude? If so, we can
call it an axiom, meaning hy an axiom an assump-
tion tliat seemingly we have to make, but have no

hope of either proving or disproving. We cannot

prove that bodies ilo not act upon one another
from a distance, nor can we prove tiiat they
do ; for these latter ca-ses mean, at the most, that
we have not as yet been able to find any known
medium.
Moreover, the mathematical statement that in

a continuous space all particles of matter must be

separated, and therefore cannot be in absolute
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contiguity, does not contradict this axiuin. It

simply introduces the larger nictapliysical ques-
tion : Is not nature a continuum, und therefore

an inexhaustible s(nirce of prohlems ; that is, does
not all scientific explanation leave residual prob-
lems Avhich arise the moment we think of any
given sj'stem analyzed into yet minuter entities

than those \vliich we are considering, and so on ad
injinitnin ? In short, our axiom means contiguity
relative to the type of spatial objects involved in

the jiroblcm at hand, not absolute or mathematical

contiguity. Cf. artt. ATOMIC THEORY.
Literature.—Clerk Maxwell, art.

'

Attraction,' EDr^ in. 63;
Mach, The Science of Mechanics, Eng'. tr., ord ed., Chicago and
London, 1907, p. 245 ff. ; Ostwald, Xalurphilosophie^, Leipzig,
1902,

' Das energetische Weltbild
'

; Pearson, Grammar of
Science 2, London, 1900, p. 272 ff . : Berkeley, Princijjles of
Human Knowledge, 1710, sect. 103 IT. ; Leibniz, Erdinann's ed.,

p. 767 ; Kant, Monadologia physica, 1750, and Metaphysische
Anfangsgriinde der Natunvigsenschaft, 1786 ; Lotze, Meta-

physics, Eng. tr., O.xford, 1S87, bk. ii., chs. v. and vii. For
attraction in tlie sense of the influence of one person upon
another, see A. W. Small, General Sociology, Chica;ro and
London, 1905, p. 561 ff.

; Harless, System of Christian Ethics,

Eng. tr., Edinburgh, 1S6S, p. 433 ; and art. Love.

W. T. Marvin.
AUGSBURG CONFESSION. — See Con-

fessions.

AUGURY.—See Divination.

AUGUSTINE.—I. Life.—Aureliu.s Augustine
(the prajnomen

' Aurelius '

is attested by con-

temporaries but does not occur in his own works
or in his correspondence) was born of mixed
heathen and Christian parentage, 13 Nov., A.D.

354, at Tagaste, a small municipality in pro-
consular Numidia. He was taught in his child-

hood the principles of Christianity, and great
sacrifices were made to give him a lilieral educa-
tion. From his youth he was consumed by an
insatiable thirst for knowledge, and was so in-

flamed by the reading of Cicero's Hortensius in his

nineteenth year that lie thenceforth devoted his

life to the pursuit of truth. The profession to

which he was bred was that of rhetorician, and
this profession he practised first at Tagaste, and
then successively at Carthage, Rome, and Milan

up to the great crisis of his life (386). In his early
manhood he had fallen away from his Christian

training to the Manicha?ans, who were the rational-

ists of the age (373) ; and subsequently (383) had

lapsed into a general scepticism ; but he had

already fought his way out of this, under the
influence of the Neo-1'latonists, before his con-

version to Catholic Christianity took place at

Milan in the late summer of 386. He spent the

interval between this crisis and his baptism (Easter,

387) in philosophical retirement at Cassiciacuni,
and then, after a short sojourn at Rome, returned
to Africa (autumn, 388) and established at liis

native town a sort of religio-philosophical retreat

for himself and his friends. Early in 391 he was
almost forcitdy ordained presbyter at Hippo
Regius, and nearly five yeai's later (shortly before

Christmas, 395) was raised to the rank of co-

adjutor-bishop. From the first he sustained prac-
tically the entire burden of tlie administration,
and, soon succeeding to its sole responsibility, con-
tinued bishop of tliat second-rate diocese until his

death, 28 August 430.

In this simple framework Mas lived out the life

of one who has been strikingly called incomparably
the greatest man whom, ' between I'aul the Apostle
and Luther the Reformer, the Christian Church
lias po.ssessed.'

* We cannot date from him, it

is true, an epoch in the external fortunes of the
Church in the same sense in which we may from,

say, Gregory the Great o^: Hildebrand. lie was
* Hamack, Monasticism and Uie Confessions of Augustine,

p. 123.

not, indeed, without ecclesiastico-political signifi-
cance. He did much to heal the schisms Avhich tore
the African Church, lie regenerated tlie clergy
of Africa by his monastic training .school. And it

must not be forgotten that tiie two great Gregorys
stood upon his shoulders. But his direct work a.s

a reformer of Church life was done in a corner, and
its results were immediately swept away by the
flood of the Vandal invasion.

2. Writings.—It was through his voluminous
writings, by which his wider influence was ex-

erted, that he entered both the Church and the
world as a revolutionary force, and not merely
created an epoch in the history of the Chunli, but
has determined the course of its history in the
West up to the present day. He was already an
author when he became a Christian, having pub-
lished (about 380) an testhetical study (now lost),
on De pukhro et apto. But his amazing literary
productivity began with his conversion. His first

Christian writings were a series of religio-philo-
sophical treatises, in which he sought to lay the
foundations of a specifically Christian philosophy.
These were followed by a great number of contro-
versial works against the Maniclueans, Donatists,
Pelagians, interspersed with Biblical exjiositions
and dogmatic and ethical studies. The whole was
crowned by four or five great books in which his

genius finds perhaps its fullest expression. These
are his Confcssiones (397-400), in which he gives an
analysis of his religious experience and creates a
new genre in literary form ; the de Doctrina
Christiaiia (397-426), in which the principles of
his Biblical exposition are expounded ; the En-
chindion ad Laurentinm on Faith, Hope, and
Charity (421), which contains his most serious

attempt to systematize his thought ; the de Trini-
tate (395-420), in which its final formulation was
given to the Christian doctrine of the Trinity ;

and the de Civitate Dei (413-426), in which are laid
the foundations of a rational philosophy of history.
He seems to have been hini.self aware of the

significance of the writings into which he had so

unstintedly poured himself, and he devoted some
of his last years to a careful survey and revision
of them in his unique Betractationes (426-428), in
which he seeks to compact them into an ultimate
whole. The influence which they exerted from the

beginning is attested no less by the spiteful com-
ments on their volume which escaped from those
less well affected to them {e.g. the interpolators of

Gennadius), than by the Mondering admiration of
the better disposed (already, Possidius, Vita, ch.

vii.). In point of fact they entered the Church as
a leaven which has ever since wrought powerfully
towards leavening the whole mass.

3. Influence.—(a) Its extent.—The greatness of

the influence exerted by Augustine is fairly in-

timated by the suggestion that the division
between the Eastern and Western Churches may
properly be represented as having been '

prepared
'

by him.* No doubt, according to Renan's .saying,
the building of Constantinople contained in it

the prophecy of the division of the Empire,
and the division of the Empire the prophecy
of the division of the Church. But it was
Augustine who imprinted upon the Western
section of the Church a character so specific as

naturally to bring the separation of the Churches
in its train. It must not be inferred, however,
that his influence was felt only in the West. The
prevailing impression to this efl'ect imjdies some
failure to appreciate not only the extent of the
intercourse between the East and the West in

Augustine's day, but also the indebtedness of the
East to the West for its theological constructions.

The interest of the Antiochcnes in Western Christo-
*
Keuter, Augustinische Studien, vii. 499.
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logical tliouglit, as illustrated, for instance, in the
Eranistes and the correspondence of Theodorot, is

only one example of a much wider fact ; and in

any event, tlic great doctrines of the Trinity and
the Person of Ciirist, Avhicli form almost the en-

tirety of '

dogma
'

in the East, so far from being a

gift from the East to the West, as often repre-
sented, had their origin in the West, and were
thence communicated to the East— the former

through the intermediation of '
tlie great Hosius,'

and the latter througli that of Leo the Great.

Augustine, through whom—Avorking, no doubt, in
full knowledge of what had been done by the

Greeks, but in entire independence of them—the
doctrine of the Trinity received its completed
statement, came too late to afreet the Greek con-
struction of this doctrine, and accordingly gave
form on this great topic only to tiie thought of the
West. But his Ciiristological conceptions under-

lay the formulations of Leo, as those of Ambrose
underlay his, and through Leo determined the

Christological definitions of the East as well as of
the West. Accordingly, while the doctrines of
the East and the West on the Person of Christ
have remained identical, in their doctrines of the

Trinity the two sections draw somewhat apart,
not only witli respect to that perennial 1)one of

contention, the Jilioque clause in the definition of
the procession of the Spirit, but in what underlies
tills dill'erence—their general conception of the
relations of the Trinitarian Persons. This in the
East is ruled by subtle subordinational inherit-
ances (embedded in the Nicene formula,ry in the

plirase Oibs iK Oeov and its equivalents), while in
the West it is dominated by that principle of

equalization which found its sharpest assertion
in the ascrii)tion of avTode6r7)% to Christ by Calvin,
Avhose construction marks the only new (sub-
ordinate) epoch in the development of the doctrine
of the Trinity after Augustine. This complete
determination of Western thought on the funda-
mental Ciiristian doctrine of the Trinity fairly
illustrates at once the place of Augustine in

AVestern Christian thought, and tlie effect of his

supreme influence there in creating a specifically
AVestern type of Christianity.

It is worth wliile, no doubt, to distinguish be-
tween tiie actual infiueuce exerted by Augustine
in the West, and what may perhaps, in a more ex-
ternal sense, be called the authority enjoyed by his
name in the Latin Church. To no other doctor of the
Church has anything like the same authority been
accorded, and it seemed for long as if his doctrine
of grace at least was to be treated as a definitely
defined dogma, de fide in the Church. Already
in 431 Celcstine sharply reproved the bishops
of Gaul for permitting Augustine's authority to be

questioned in their dioceses ; and soon afterwards,
Gelasius (493) addressed to the bishop of Picenum
a similar letter of rebuke for the like carelessness.

Sulisequent deliverances of Hormisdas (520), an(i

Boniface ll. (530-531), and John II. (534) confirmed
the authority thus assigned him ; and their en-
comiums Avere repeated by many later Roman
bishoiis. It very naturally became, tlierefore, tlie

cust oiu of the '

Augustinians
'

in the Church of Rome—like Diego Alvarez, Jansen, Noris—to ascribe

'irrefragable authority' to his teaching ; and tlie

question was gravely debated among the theo-

logians whether a truly plenary autliority Avere

really to be attributed to him, or Avhetlier he Avere

only to rank as the first of the Church's authorized
teachers. Tlie result Avas very naturally that

every tendency of thouglit in the Clmrcli Avas

eager to claim ifor itself tlie supjiort of liis name ;

and the extraordinary richness of his mind, and
the remarkable variety of, so to saj^ the facets of
his teaching, lent him more than ordinarily to the

appeal of numerous and even divergent points of
vicAV. The possibility of this Avas increased by
the long period of time covered by his literary
activity, and the only gradual crystallization of
his thought around his really formative ideas.
The Augustine of Cassiciacum or even of the

presbyterate Avas a someAvhat diderent Augustine
from the Atigustine of the episcopate ; and not
even at his death had perfect consistency been
attained in his teaching. Accordingly the most
amazing variety of doctrine, on almost every con-
ceivable subject, througliout the Middle Ages, and
later in the Church of Rome, lias sought support
for itself in some saying or otlier of his ; and botii

sides of almost every controversy have appealed
Avith confidence to his teaching. Schools of

thought A\liich had drifted entirely aAvay from his
most fundamental jiostulates still regarded and
represented themselves as '

Augustinian
'

; and
the Ciiurch of Rome itself, Avhose Avhole history
since the second Council of Orange (529) has been
marked by the progrcssiA^e elimination of Augus-
tinianism from its teaching, is still able to look

upon him as the chief doctor of the CUiurch, upon
Avhom its fabric is especially built. Confusion
became so confounded that the Confession of Faith
Avhich Pelagius presented to Innocent Avas inserted

quite innocently into the Lihri CaroUni, and Avas

even produced by the Sorbonne in 1521 against
Luther as Augustine's own.

Obviously this universal deference to the name
of Augustine furnishes no accurate measure of his
real influence. It supplies, hoAvever, a fair general
reflexion of its extent. In point of fact the Avhole

development of Western life, in all its phases,
Avas powerfully aflected by his teaching. This,
his unique ascendancy in the direction of the

thought and life of the West, is due in part to the

particular period in history in AAliich his Avork Avas

done, in part to the richness and depth of his
mind and the force of his individuality, and in

liart to the special circumstances of his conversion
to Christianity. He stood on the Avatershed of
two Avorlds. The old Avorld Avas jmssing aAvay ;

the neAv Avorld Avas entering upon its heritage ;

and it fell to him to mediate the transference of
the culture of the one to the other. It has been

strikingly remarked that the miserable existence
of the Roman Empire in the West almost seems to
have been prolonged for the express purpose of

afllbrding an opportunity for the influence of

Augustine to be exerted on universal history.*
He Avas fortunate even in the place of his birth
and formative years ; altliough on the very eve of

its destruc^tion, Africa Avas at this precise moment,
in tlie midst of the universal decadence, the scene
of intense intellectual activity

—into Avhich he
entered Avith all the force of his ardent nature.
He gathered up into himself all tiiat the old AA'orld

had to ofl'er, and re-coining it sent it forth again
bearing the stami) of his profound cliaracter. It

belonged to the peculiarity of his genius that he
embraced all that he took up into himself '

Avith
all the fibres of his soul

'

; not, as has been said,
' with his heart alone, for the heart does not
think, nor Avith the mind only ; he never grasps
truth in the abstract, and as if it Avere dead,' \
but Avith his Avholc being, giving himself to it and
sending it forth from himself as living truth,
driven on by all the force of his great and in-

spiring personality. Accordingly, Avhen, having
tested everything that the old world liad to otter
and found it wanting, he gave himself at last to
Catholic Christianity, it Avas Avith no reserves.

Catholicism, frankly accepted as such, became his

*
Ilarnack, Grundriss d. Do,,mcnricschichte, En<^. tr. p. 335.

t Portalit^, in Vacaiit-Manjjenot, Dictionnaire de la Thiologie
Calholique, i. 2153.
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passion, and into the enthusiastic niainten.ance of

it he threw all his forces. It was primarily as a
Catholic Christian, therefore, that he thought,
and worked, and lived. But the man who threw
himself with such zeal into the service of Catholic

Chi-istianity was a man who had already lived

throuj^h many experiences and had j^atliered much
spoil in the process. He had sounded the depths
of heresy iu its most attractive form, and had drunk
the waters of philosophy in its culminatin*,' de-

velopment ; life in the conventicles of the sects

and in the circle of cultured heathenism was alike

familiar to him. But, above all the spoil he

brought from without, he brought with him him-
self. He was a man of the highest and most
individual genius—intellectual, but far beyond
that, religious

—who had his own personal contri-

bution to make to thought and life. If we cannot

quite allow that there were in very trutli many
Augustinos, we must at least recognize that within
the one Augustine there were very various and not

alwaj's consistent currents flowing, each of which
had its part to play in the future. Within the
Catholic Christian a philosopher of the first rank
was restlessly active ; and within both a religious

genius of the highest order was working ; while
for the expression of the resulting complex of

feelings and ideas a literary talent was available
second to none in the annals of the Church.

It is no wonder, therefore, that the Western
Church has felt the force of his inlluence in all

the main lines of its development, and in no one
of its prominent characteristics could it have been
without him what it has become. In him are

found at once the seed out of which the tree that
we know as the Roman Catholic Church has

grown ; the spring or strength of all the leading
anti-hierarchical and mystical movements which
succeeded one another through the Middle Ages ;

at least the promise and j>re-foriiiation of the

great tj' pes of Western philosophical thought ;

and, above all, the potent leaven of vital religion.

Beginning in the first force of its fresh jiromulga-
tion by overcoming the ingrained rationalism of

the popular Christianity exjiressed in PeJagianism
and its daughter movements, it refused to be
bound by the compromises of the Council of

Orange, compacted though they were into a sys-
tem by the genius of a Thomas, and given irre-

fragable authority in the Church of Kome by the

decrees of Trent, but manifested its power by
outbreak after outbreak, from Gotts(;halk in the

9th to -lansen in the 17th cent. ; and then burst

all bonds and issued in the Protestant Reformation
in the IGth century.

(A) Atigustine as a C'hurch-tencher.—No doubt
it is pre-eminently as the great Catholic doctor

that Augustine stands out on the page of his-

tory. To his own consciousness he was just
a Catholic Christian ; and the whole mass of his

teaching Avas conceived by him as .simply the

body of Catholic doctrine. It is, accordingly,
interesting to observe that it is precisely as the

Catholic doctor that he has lived in the hearts

of the people. The legends which have gathered
around his name picture him pre-eminently as

the expounder of the prinrijila of the Christian

faith, particularly of f he mysteries of the Godhead,
who abode continually in cxccl.iis dlsputans clc

gloria excellcniissinne Trinitatis, and communi-
cated to the Chuich the results of his Jiigh medita-
tions

' as he was alile'—a note of humility caught
from his own habitual tone when speaking of him-
self.* The task to which he cimsciously gave
himself was to apprehend, so far as it was given
to him to ai)i)relK'iHl, to proclaim, maintain, and
defend the Catholic truth ; and from this task he

* Cf. Stilliiit;-, Acta Sanctorum, Au^. vi.

never swerved. It was no empty formula with him
when he declared, as lie repeatedly declared, 'This
is the Catholic faitli, and it is therefore al.so my
faith

'

; and he was altogether in earnest when he
exhorted his readers not to love him more than the
Catholic faith, and his critics not to love them-
selves more tlian the Catholic truth.* The body
of Catholic doctrine constitutes thus the tradi-
tional element in Augustine's teaching. But, of

course, it by no means left his hands precisely as
it entered tliem. Nor did he contribute to it merely
intellectual precision and logical completeness ; he
impressed on it the stanij) of his religious fervour,
and transmuted its elements into religious entities.

It was particularly in the doctrine of the Church,
which he thus took up and transfigured, that he
became in a true sense the founder of Roman
Catliolicism, and thus called into being a new type
of Christianity, in which ' the idea of the Church
became the central power in the religious feeling

'

and ' in ecclesiastical activity,'
' in a fashion which

has remained unknown to the East.'t This idea of
the Church was, to be sure, so little the creation
of Augustine that he took it over whole from his

predecessors, and in his innermost thought, indeed,
never thoroughly homologated it. It was Cy])rian,
not Augustine, who identiiied the Church witih the

Episcopate, and to whom the Church outside which
there is no salvation was fundamentally the hier-

archical institution. It was Gregory the Great
who first spoke of the organized Church as the
Divine civitas. To Augustine the Church was
fundamentally the congregatio sanctorum, the

Body of Christ, and it is this Church which he
has in mind when he calls it the Civitas Dei, or
the Kingdom of God on earth. He is, however,
not carefully observant of the distinction between
the empirical and the ideal Church, and repeatedly— often apparently quite unconsciously— carries

over to the one the predicates which, in his fundji-

mental thought, belonged properly to the other.
Thus tiie hierarchically organized Church tends
ever with him to take tlie place of the congregatio
sanctorum, even when he is sjjeaking of it as the

Kingdom or City of God in which alone any com-
munion with God is possible here, and through
which alone eternal blessedness with God is attain-

able hereafter.

In the Uonatist controversy, althougli the dis-

tinction between habere and utiliter or salubriter
habere is made to do yeoman service, the concep-
tion of the Church as the sole sphere of salvation,

passing into the ctjiiception of the Church as the
sole mediatrix of grace, and therefore the sole dis-

tril)utor of salvation, was necessarily thrown into

high emphasis ; and the logic of the situation too

directly and too powerfully identiiied this Church
with the empirical Church for the deeper-lying
conception of the congregatio sanriuruni to remain
in sight. Thus Augustine, almost against his will,
became the stay of that doctrine of the Cliurch as
the sole instrument at once of true knowledge of

the Divine revelation and of saving grace which

Ijrovides the two foci about which the ellipse of

Roman Catholic doctrine revolves. What before
him was matter of assertion became in his hands
a religion, and went forth to com^uer the v\orld.

His proiounder conception of the Cliurch as the

congregatio sanctvrum, and the consequent dis-

tinction between the empirical and the ideal

Church, with all its implications with iesj)ect to

the action of the sacraments and the ett'ect of

ecclesiastical decrees, and even of excommunica-
tion, did not indeed remain unobserved or un-

utilized when occasion demanded. Thus, for

example, they came forward in their completeness
* De Tnnitate, i. iv. 7 ; iii. prcf/. 2.

t Reiner, op. cil. p. 499.
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in the arguments of the Imperialists in the great
controversies of the later 11th century.* These

also, and in a truer sense than tlie Papalists in

that clehate, were '

Augustinians.' But the main
stream of Augustine's influence flowed meanwhile
in the traditionalist channel, and gave the world
the Church as the authoritative organ of Divine
truth and the miraculous vehicle of saving grace,

through which alone the assured knowledge of the

revelation of God could be attained, or the effect-

ive operations of His redeeming love experienced.

Many of the subsidiary conceptions which fill out
the system of Roman Catholic doctrine also lind

their direct prop in his teaching— its doctrine

of merit, the distinctions between precepts and
counsels, mortal and venial sins, and particularly
the elaborate sacramental system, Avith its dis-

tinction between matter and form, its assertion

of ex opcre operato action, and of the indelible

character of baptism and ordination, and even the

doctrine of intention. On this side of his teaching
the Koman Catholic Chm-ch may well be accounted

Augustine's monument.
(c) As a thinker.—But beneath Augustine the

traditionalist lay Augustine the thinker, and as a
thinker he gave law not only to the Church but to

the world. From the moment of his conversion, to

be sure, religion became paramount with him. But
this did not quench his philosophical impulse ; it

only made his specif) cally a religious philosophy, and
himself, to adopt Rudolph Eucken's more precise
definition, t

' the single great philosopher on the
basis of Christianity proper the world has had '—in
the richness of his thought and poetry of his ex-

pression alike, not unworthy of comparison even
with his great master Plato. J He brought with
him into Catholic Christianity not only a sufficient

equipment of philosophical knowledge, but a power-
fiil and trained intelligence, and an intellectual

instinct which had to find scope. It was in the

r61e of Christian philosopher, seeking to give form
and substance to fundamental verities from the
Christian standpoint, that he first came forward in

the service of faith ; and though later the religious
teacher and defender of the faith seemed likely to

swallow up the philosophical inquirer, they never

really did so, but his rich and active mind kept
continually at work sounding all depths. Thus
not only was there imparted to all his teaching an
unwonted vitality, originality, and profundity,
but ' the activities set in motion were not confined

to the narrow circle of theological science, but ex-

tended, directly or indirectly, to all forms of human
life.'§ In every department of philosophical in-

quiry he became normative for the succeeding cen-

turies ; and until the rise of Aristotelianism in the
12th cent, and its establishment in influence by the

advocacy of such teachers as Albertus Magnus and
Thomas Aquinas, Augustinianism reigned supreme.
Throughout the remainder of the Middle Ages it

contended masterfully with its great rival, forming
many eumiiromiscs w'ith it, and tending to off-set

the rationalism into which Aristotelianism was ever

degenerating by itself falling into mysticism. It

thus became the support of the tendency towards

Mysticism which prevailed through the Middle

Ages, or rather its protection from the pantheism
into which, when drawing more directly from Neo-
Platonic sources, it was ever liable to deteriorate.

From it every Catliolic Reformer drew his strength,
and to it the whole body of Reformers before the

Reformation made their appeal. From its partial
*
Mirbt, Die Stellung Augustins in der Publicixtik, etc., p. 80.

t Eucken, Die Lebensanschauimgen, etc. 2, p. '216.

I Cf. E. Norden, in Die KuUur der Gegenivart, i. 8, 1905, p. 394 :

'

Augustine was the great poet of the ancient Church, though
just as little as Plato did he write in verse. These two go
together as the srreat poet-philosophers of all time.'

f Mirbt, op. cit. p. 1.

obscuration it emerged at the Renaissance, and
burst again into full view in tlie 17th cent, to lay
the foundations of modern thought. Siebeck ac-

cordingly bids us see in Augustine
' the first modern

man '

;

*
and, if Eucken questions the exactness of

the designation, he is free to allow that the modern
world finds in Augustine many points of contact,

and, not only in questions of religious philosophy
may wisely take its start from him rather than
from Luther or Thomas, Schleiermacher or Kant,
but in purely philosophical matters will find him
in many respects more modern than Hegel or

Schleiermacher. t
It was in the spheres of psychology and meta-

physics that the dominion of Augustine was most

complete. He aspired to know nothing, he tells

us, but God and the soul ; but these he strove with
all his might to know altogether. His character-

istic mark as a thinker Avas the inward gaze ; the
realities of consciousness were the primary objects
of his contemplation ; and from them he took his

starting-point for reflexion on the world. Antiquity
supplies no second to him in the breadth and acute-

ness of his psychological observation. And in his

establishment of '
self - a.ssured subjectivity,' as

Windelband calls it,J in ' the controlling central

position of philosophical thought
' he transcended

his times, and became ' one of the founders of

modern thought.' If he may truly be said to have
derived from Plato and Plotinus, in a far truer

sense he stood above his Neo-Platonic teachers,
and of his lineage have come Descartes and
Malebranche and all that has proceeded from the
movements of thought inaugurated by them. Even
the famous ontological argument for the being of

God, and, indeed, the very cogito, ergo sum of

Descartes, have not merely their material but their

formal pre-formation in him. It was not, however,
in abstract thought alone, or chiefly, that he made
his mark on the ages ; his own thinking was
markedly concrete, and nothing characterized it

more strongly than the firmness of its grasp upon
the realities of life, to the understanding and
direction of which it was held strictly ancillary.
His impact upon the world might accordingly

not unfairly be summed up, from one point of view,
in the ethical revolution which he wrought.

* In

essence,' remarks Harnack,§
'

Augustine's import-
ance in the history of the Church and dogma lies

in his giving to the West in the place of the Stoic-

Christian popular morals, as that was recapitulated
in Pelagianism, a religious, specifically Christian

ethics, and so strongly impressing this on tlie

Church that at least its formulas maintain uji
to to-day their supremacy in the whole extent
of Western Christianity.' Indeed, we might
do worse, in seeking an index of his influence
as a thinker, than fix upon the place he has

occupied in political theory and practice. The
entire political development of the Middle Ages
was dominated by him ; and he was in a true
sense the creator of the Holy Roman Empire.
It was no accident that the de Civitate Dei was
the favourite reading of Charlemagne :

' he de-

lighted,' Einhard tells us (Fito Caroli, 24), 'in the
books of St. Augustine, and especially in those
that bear the title Of the City of God.' And in

the great struggle
between the Empire and the

Papacy in the later 11th cent, it was expressly to
him that the controversialists on both sides made
their aj)peal. No Father is quoted by them as
often as he, except, perha])S, Gregory the Great;
and no series of documents is cited more frequently
than his writings, except, perhaps, the pseudo-

* ZPhP, 1883, p. 190. t Eucken, op. cit. p. 249.

t A History of Philosophy, pp. 264, 270, 270.

§ Dogmengesch. [Elng. tr. v. 30] ; cf. on Augustine's place in the
history of ethics, Joseph llausbach, in Die Eultur der Gegenivart,
i. 4, 1906, p. 526.
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Isidoi'ian decretals.* Nut only do writers like

Walrain of Nauinbing and Wido of Ferrara reflect

accurately his conception of the Church, with its

emphasis on unity and its vacillation between
tlie ideas of the congrcgatio sanctorum and a
liierarchical organization

—echoes of which still

sound in William of Occam's Defensor Pads and
the discussions of the conciliatory party in the
Roman Church whose ornament was Gerson—but

they made their appeal to Augustine in their

endeavours to give validity to their defence ' of

the State as a Divine institution, of the moral

significance and relative independence of the

earthly sovereignty, of the necessary concordance
of the Sacerdotium and Itnperium,' and the like.f
On the theoretical side he must be accredited,

in this aspect of his thought, with the creation of

the science of the Philosophy of History. For the

primary significance of the Citi/ of God lies in the

fact that ' in it for the lirst time an ideal con-

sideration, a comprehensive survey of human
history found its expression.' t No doubt his

e.xternal position at the division of the ages,
when the old world was dying and the new
world, under the dominion of Christianity, was
struggling into its place, supplied him with in-

citement for tlie creation of this new science ; and
the demands which the times, in the crash of the
secular order, made for an apology for Christianity,

powerfully determined him to a general historical

philosophy. But it was Christianity itself, as the
entrance into the world of a renovating force, and
his own particular conception of Christianity (lead-

ing him to conceive the history of human society no
less than the course of the individual life, as the
continuous evolution of the Divine purpose, and
impelling him to interpret all the forces of time as

working harmoniously onward towards that far-oli'

Divine event to which all creation moves) that gave
him not only the impulse to work out a philosophy
of history, but the elements of the i)articular phil-

osophy of history which he actually presents in

his epoch-making treatise, which, incomplete and

perhaps one-sided as it is, still retains full validity
in its fundamental traits.

(d) As a religious genius.
—Not even, however, in

Augustine the philosopher do we find the Augustine
whose inrtuence has wrougiit most powerfully in

the world. The crisis through wliich he passed at
his conversion was a profound religious revolution ;

and if he gave himself at once to the task of

constructing a philosophy, it was distinctively a
Christian philosophy he sought to construct, built

though it was largely out of Platonic materials :

the authority of Christ, he tells us in the earliest

of the writings in which this task was prosecuted,
ranked with him even above that of reason. And
if he ilevoted all his powers to the exposition and
defence of the Catliolic faith, it was because he
saw in the Catholic faith the pure expression of

religion, and poured into the Catholic faith all the
fullness of his religious emotion. It Ls not Augus-
tine the traditionalist, or Augustine the thinker,
but Augustine the religious genius, who has most
profoundly influenced the world. The most signifi-
cant fact about him is that he, first among Church
teachers, gave adequate expression to tliat type of

religion which has since attached to itself the name
of '

evangelical
'

; the religion, that is to say, of

faith, as distinct from the religion of works ; the

religion which, despairing of self, casts all its hope
on God, as opposed to the religion which, in a

greater or less degree, trusts in itself ; in a word—since religion in its very nature is dependence on
God—religion in the purity of its conception, as
over against a 2"«*'-religious moralism. What

*
Mirbt, op. clt. p. 75. t Reuter, op. eit. p. 508.

t Seyrich, Die GeschichtsphUosophie AiKjustins, 1391, p. 63.

requires particularly to be noted is that he gave
full expression to this type of religion both in its

vital anil in its tlietical aspects
—the former most

adequately in that unique book in which he re-

veals his soul, and admits us as spectators to the

struggles of his great heart a.s it seeks to cleanse
itself of all trust in itself and to lay hold witli the

grasp, first, of despair, next of discerning trust,
and then of grateful love, on the God who was its

salvation ; and the latter most adequately in that

long series of writings in which he expounds,
defends, and enforces with logical argument and
moving exhortation the fundamental elements of
the theology of grace, as against tlie most direct
assailants which that theology has been called

upon to meet in the whole history of Christian

thought. The great contribution which Augustine
has made to the world's life and thought is em-
bodied in the theology of grace, which he has

presented with remarkable clearness and force,

vitally in his Confessions, and thetically in his

anti-Pelagian treatises.

It would be altogether a mistake to suppose
that Augustine consciously discriminated between
the theology of grace which was his personal con-
tribution to Christian thought, and the traditional

Catholicism which he gave his life to defend and
propagate. In his own consciousness, the two were
one : in his theology of grace he was in his own
apprehension only giving voice to the Catholic
faith in its purity. Nevertheless, however un-

consciously, he worked with it a revolution both
in Christian teaching and in Christian life, second
in its depth and its far-reaching results to no revolu-
tion which has been wrought in Christian feeling
and thought in the whole course of its history. A
new Christian piety dates from him, in wliich, in

place of the alternations of hope and fear which
vex the lives of those who, in Avhatever degree,
hang their hopes on their own merits, a mood of
assured trust in the mercy of a gracious God is

substituted as the spring of Christian life. And a
new theology corresponding to this new type of

piety dates from him ; a theology which, recalling
man from all dependence on his own powers or

merits, casts him decisively on the grace of God
alone for his salvation. Of course, this doctrine
was not new in the sense that it was Augustine's
invention ; it was the doctrine of Paul, for example,
before it was the doctrine of Augustine, and was
only recovered for the Church by Augustine,
though in that age, dominated in all its thinking
by the dregs of Stoic rationalism, it came with all

the force of a new discovery. And, of course,

Augustine did not discover it all at once. Because
his conversion was a vital religious experience, in

which the religious relation was realized in thought
and life in unwonted i)urity and power, the funda-
mental elements of his religious revolution were
from the first present in his mind and heart ; in his

earliest Christian writings he already gives expres-
sion to both the formal and the material principles,
as we may term them, of the theology of grace. The
authority of the Divine revelation in and througii
Christ, embodied in the Scriptures, and the utter

dependence of man on God for all good {potestas
nostra Ipse est, da fidem), are already the most in-

timate expres.sion of his thought and life. But
just because the religious sj-stem to which he gave
himself on his conversion was taken over bj- him
as a whole, time was requisite for the transfusion
of the whole mass by tlie consistent explication
and conscious exposition of the '

Augustinianism
'

implicitly summed up in such maxims. The adjust-
ment went on slowly, altiiough it went on un-

brokenly. It required ten years before tiie revived

Paulinism attained even a tully consistent positive
enunciation (first in the work, De diversis quastioni-
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biund Simptirinnu. ,. :V.V>i
; and, thongh the leaven

worked steadily r' r more and more deeply
and widely into bi~ . death intervenetl l)«n<>rV

alt the clemontii o: iiia ti.. .k..- ^^ -
:

leavened. That ia there.-
hoth the founder of lio; and ti.

aathor of that di:>ctrine or _. has beeu
the constantly pursnM effort of Roman Catholidain
to neutralijte, and w hich in verv fact either most be
neutrali/eil hy. or will neutralise, Kon»an CatboH-
ci*m. Two children were atrusrcrr womb.:
his mind. There can be no don .. was tli

child of his heart- His doctrine of the Church he
bad receiveti whole froni his pre»le«s«sorf>, and he

gave it merely the precision and vitality which
ensured its persistence. His doctrine of grace w;'. -

all his own : it represented th*» viry cnre of h
K- ,1 his whole prognv
in. -' in the growing coi.

its fundamental principles apphcti them?>eives in

bis mind to every department of life and tho'vr'"^

In this gTa«lnal subjection to them of every eh
of his inherite»i teaching, it was in<

"• ' '

naa
time lieen allowetl. that his inherit*^ ;\e of

the Church, too, with all its inv '<!

have gone down before it, and .\ „ ..d

have bet|neathed to the Cluirch, not 'problems.'
bat a thoroughly worked out system of evangelical
religion.

(e) AufftiMine and ProUHamiitm,—The problem
which .\ugu3tine beqaeAthed to the Church for

solution, the Church re»^uiretl a thousand years
to solve. But even so, it is Augxistine who gave
OS the Reformation. For the Reformation, in-

wardly considered, was just the ultimate triumph
of Augustine's doctrine of gmce over Augustine's
doctrine of the Church. "This .' e

came from Augustine's hivnds in i: ci

( oTi. letely formulated : sinful man dfjH.'ud?. lor his

ret .'\ cry to good and to Go«l. entirely on the free

grace ot God ; this grace is therefore indisjyensable,

prevcnient, irresistible, indefectible ; and, being
thus the free grace of God, must have lain, in all the
details of its conference and working, in the inten-
tion of God from all eternity. But, however clearly
announced and forcefully commended by him,
it requiretl to make its way against great oltstaclcs

in the Church. As over against the Pelagians,
the iniiispensahleness of grace was quickly
establisheti : as over against the Semi -Pelagians, ;

its prevenience was with almost equal rapidity i

made goo<l. But there advan<^ j^useil. If the

necessity of prevcnient grace was thereafter (after
the se<-ond Council of Orange. 5"29) the establislunl

doctrine of the Church, the irresistibility of this

prevcnient grace was put under the l>an. and there
remainctl no

place
for a con>plete

'

.\ugustinianism
'

within the Church, as Gottschalk and .lanson were
,

fully to discover. Therefore, when the great re-

viv.-vl of religion which we call the Reformation
came, seeing that it was, on its theological side, a

;

revival of '

.Vugustinianism.' as all great revivals of
'

religion must be (for
'

Augustinianism
'

is bat the
thetical expression of religion in its purity\ there i

was nt>thing for it but the rending of the Church.
'

And therefore alst) the grc-itest jHril to the Re-
formation w.As and reniains the difl'used anti-
'

-\ugnstinianisn>
'

in the world ; and, by a curious
combination of circumstances, this, its greatest
enemy, showed itself nu>st dangerous in the bands
of what we must otherwise Kxik ujH)n as the chief

.illy of the Reformation— th.-it is to say. Humanism,
liuinanism was the ally of the Reformation in s«>

i:\T as it too workeii for the emancij^tion of tlu>

Inunan spirit ; and, wherever it was religious, it

iHv.ame the see<l-plot of the Reformation. But
tliere was a strong anti-' .-\ugustininn

'

party among
the Humanists, and from it emanated the gravest

.^.Ancer which threatened the Reformatka. Where
'lis tooeol (faooKhk wasckmunant the Refonnatkm
tu!r'tI,1icc«n9Rrdugioiis depth was wanting. What

t>le, laekM, sajs R. Saint-Gmaire
. eedom of thooght, Imt the gospeL*

-gesoftl. ualkmnoTODentintbe
-N. ..... ..... .uiti-'.A. .- .uusm' maybe looked

npon as sonuned np .los ; and Era&mas, on
this Tery ground, iieia mnwelf tHooi from the
Ref<^rmaUoa moTeinent, and that moTcmait held

"of from him. '
I am at presoit reading

..-mua,' wrote Lather six months before he
naiici his thesess on tl>e door of the Schlotss-Kirche
at Wittenberg, 'bat my heart recoils oKtre and
more from him. . . . Those who ascribe something

.\n's freedom of will regaid these thix^ dilfar-

fn^m those who know only God's free giaee^*
: ealiae bow moch we owe to Erasmns and
.<l3 that they ronained Roman Catholics,

and thus permitted the '

.\ugu:stinianisiu
'
of the

Reformation to plant itsaeed and to bear ita fruit ?

LrrviLAim.—The Btafatarra|na Wiiiaitiiiii is Iiiwiiiiii. Aa
. scelleDt whcttoo tram it is gma 1^ LooCt at Ute tekd U tba
Mt- ' Ai^ilhiw

*
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' Ueher die SteOanf AqgartiiM in der uchen- and Kultor-
sr«:hicht«,' in too i^beTs ffuUriicA*XtOMknft, lattt, xxn. £»-
SI3 ; Renter, A»gfuti»ittkt Stmdit^ GotlH, ISST, to. 4;»-SIC ;

Cnmiiiichaiii, 5L Amttim m»d hi* plmK m IM HiMmf ffCkri*-
tuMHkM^(HolMMi Uetaraa for IffiSX liHidoa. I88S : SchaK
BitfU^ «/ Ot CftrufJM Chmrtky B.. New York, ISM. i MO,
np^ 1UA-112S: Knciwfn, Dit Ltimtmmu kttmmm^m dtrftmam
hatbtr, L^TMiff, ISW (3&d ed. IdSe, pp. SI»-SSO : 4th ed. IMS,
p. 211, etc.) ; Noarrissoa, L* PkOimpki* 4* iStoMt Amgtatim,
Pftrit, ISisA, ti. Ur-er6 ; Wenwr, Di* fftktt»tHk ie$ apmttrok
MituUUUn, iiL. Vienna, tSiiS, nnd

*

^Amiirtinitihijftireho-

CinlaHMa.' SWJW, VJaam. :-^
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;!<S-I9t: Sisbeck. 'Dte
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Mmtttrt, 1SS», t. fl08-C3S, «L •!«> ZKT, Inofhnick. ISSA. xflL
17£-1S3 : Ifirtat, Dm SUtbtma .di^prttiw

im <«*• PmUitittik da
artgmrimmittAemKiniUmalnm, Lelpdc, '.

"
h, Dirrktiiim

>teMll«ttAbd^r«mJUH^StBttmtt,laie ..Gwatkin.
T%t JTaiiili^infOtd^ 1008, C in : Pot ta^d. .\twudtine,' ia

Cmtk»lieBmi$tiimmiim, a. M-IO*. New Tortt, IMB. Thetestol
Aiq^iB^ne \a ntom ftnmtty MiceMible in PL xxxiL-xlviL ; nad
Kis chief «ritin^ ak truv«Ut^1 in Xitem* mmi i^M^-ifiBfa^

PtttAtn, lat 3*r. i.-riu.. Ox*. *n.i N.Y.. 1SS»-8S.

Bkn'jamix B. Warfikld.

AURANGZIB. — .\urangzib (.\bu-l-Mii^flrar

Mu!»yi-ad-din Muh.-vmmad Aurangzib "Alamgir
Padishah Gh.ariK sixth of the so-called Mughal
. - of India, and thin! son of Sh.^h-Jahan,

. at Duhad. on the borders* of M.Uwa, on
Nov. 4ih, 161S. Nothing is reconieti of his early
years, except that he w.-vs held bv his gn^ndfather
Jahangir as a hostage for his fatliers loyalty, and
W.1S educateil in the conventional manner of j^lanatt
Muhamm.idanism. In 1636 he was apjHMnted
nominal coventor of the Decc.an. but his religious
exaltation lovl hiiu seven years later to renoum^e
the worlil, and to adopt the rigorous rules of a

fnqir. For a year he practiseii self-mortification
in his retreat in the Western Ghats, to the

indignation of his father and the ridicule of his

family. His active spirit, however, waa not
satisfietl with the life of contemplation ; he ro-

.<ume«l public duties as governor of Gujanit. and in

1647 Wivs orilercil tocommaiul the recently annexeti

provinces
of Balh antl Ba»lahshan beyond the

Hindu Kush. A brief experience conviuceti huu
of the uselessness of attempting to hold these
distant provinces against the resistance of the

Uzbegs, and he retinnl with heavy Kvss. He was
equally unsuccessful in his next comiuand. when
he was sent in 164'.> to relieve Kand.-^har. then

besiege*! and soon captureil by the Persians : nor
was a second attempt in 1652 more fortunate.
These camjMiigus. however fruitless to the empire,

•
RCk, issr, p. i4«.
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taught Auran;,'zib the lessons of 8truti'<;y, and

taiiglit his t'ol lowers to ri'.siiect their coniiiiiuuler's

courut,'o. 'riu-y laid Hit: louiiiliitionM of iiis fiiliiro

doiuirialini,' infliiciicc. Ilo was aj^'aiii ^^ovonmr of

the DfiTaii in ICui^y Tu, when thu illness <if liis

father bron^'lit about a fratricidal strni,';;l« for tlio

throne. Allying' himself with his youn;,'ost brol her,

Munid Palish, Anranj,'/,ib defeated tho Imperial

army under daswant Sinf,'h at Dharmatiiur on

April 'J")tli, Ki.'iS, and a;,'ain at Sumii;;arli on .lune

'2nd, when his eldest bit)ther Dara was foreed Lo

tly. Agra fell into the hands of the victnrs ;

Slulh-Jahan was held a prisoner till his death

Stiven years later ; the other brotlier-i were ruth-

lessly Killed ; and Aurangzib, who liad already
been proelaimed Kniperor at Delhi in

.Inly,
UioS,

formally asi-ended the throne on May liOtli, lOot),

with the title of
'

AUtimjlr,
'

World-grasper.'
Though he had won the llirone by treachery

anil by the munler of his brothers, Aurangzib was
humane by nature, and no Bubsetjuent act of

barbarity has been proved against him during his

reign of half a century. The keynote of his

character was a ri^iil Muslim's puritanism. It is

impossible to doubt his sincerity, for ho had

nothing earthly to gain and everything to lose by
his stern a<lherenco to every tittle of the law of

Islam. Ho might have cast Midiammail's precepts
t o the winils, as his father and grandfather had done,
and only strengthenetl his hold of his Hindu empire.
'ThiTo wa» iiolliiri;^ but his own coiisciiTice lo prevent

Aunwi»;/.il> from adoptiii); the eclectic philosophy of Akliur, Iho
luMirious prolliuncv of Jttli4iii{ir, or the spleiulid cast' of Shah-
Juh&n. The Uiiuum wouM have preferred aiiythiiiL; to a

Muhumiiiaclaii hi^ot. Tlie Kajput priiicea only waiit<'(l to he

let alone. The Deccan wimlil never have troubled llin<lu»lan

if Hindustan had not invaded it. Probably any other Muj;hul

prince would have followed in tho uteps of the kintrti and his

forefathers, and enuilated the indolence and vice of the court
in which he ha<l received hit) earliest inipressioiiH. Auruii'.;zil>

did none of these thinKH. For the tirst time in their history
the Mut;hals beheld a ri|;i<l Muslim in their Kniperor, a Muslim
an sternly repressive of himself as of the people around him, a

kint; who was prepared lo slake his throno for the ituku of the
faith '(Luuie-l'oole, .Xurawjzil', p. 09).

In his daily life Aurangzib observed not only
the minute tlotails of the Muslim ritual, but an
extreme austerity. Ho ate no meat, dniiik only
water, kept all tlio fasts and vigils, passed whole

nights in prayer and reading the l^ur'an in the

mosiiue, gave alms profuselj', anil used the utmost

simplicity in his ilress and manners, in accord-

ance with the I'rophet's precept that every Muslim
should practise a trade, he made skull-cai)s ; he
was also a line lalligraphist, and twice copied tin;

whole C^ur'an, which ho knew by heart. Laxity
of morals, lewd conversation, the dancing of the
Nach girls, even music, were his detestation.
Since to the fanatical puritanism of a strict

Muslim were added an indomitable will and a

courage so cool that he would ilismount ami recite

the ordained prayers at the customary hour in the

very thick of a battle, it is clear that far-reaching
changes were in store for the mixed pt>piilations
and religions of India. The storm begun to gather
in ItiUi), w lien the temple of Vi.snu at Henares was
deslroyetl by his order, and the idols buried under
the feet of good Muslims at tho mosque at -Agra.
Three years later came a rebellion of the Hindu
devotees called Satnamis at Narnaul, which was
sternly sunpressed. Soon afterwanls Aurangzili
imposed tlie intolerable jizyn, or j»oll-tax, upon
all non-Muslims, and turned the whole Hindu

popuhition against him. An interference with the
mtant princes of Marwar led to u revolt of the

Ujijputs, iiiul though this was nii>re or le.ss ex-

tinguished in ICSI, .Vurangzlb lost thereby the

support of the finest lighting force in Hindiistaii.
The loss of iiajput loyalty

was felt as soon
as the Kniperor undertook the reduction of tho
Dcccun, which he regarded as '

inlidcls' land,' Dur
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dhitrb, and resolved to make Ddr el-Isliim. Ho
had nearly coini tiered (lulkanda when ho was
(Willed away to light for tho throne in I(i.''>7, but
since then a new Hindu iiower, more foniiidablo
than the MMhamiiiadan kingdoms of iiijapur and
(Julkanda, hail arisen by the emirgy of Slvaji tho
Maratha freebooter, who had gradually estab-
lished an era of brigandage on an lieroii; Hcale,
built up a kingdom in the Western Ghats, and
wid('ne<l his authority to the extent of levying
bhudviiiail over a great part of the l)<!ccaii. His
death in KiSOdid not(!nd there\<)ll, and Aurjiiigzil)
found that he had to deal with an indoiuitablo
nation of freebooters, whoso strength and skill in

guerrilla warfare he was never able to break. The
Mughal generals had been too often repulsed, and
the Kiii|ieror took the lield in pinsoii in KiHl. Ho
first attacked tho old DtMican kingdoms which

apjK'ared to shelter tiie Marathus : Kiiapur fell

in 1080, and (iulkaiida in the following year.
Their extinction, however, only strengthened the

Marathas, whoso disbanded armies swelled tho
forces of rebellion. The eU'eminate Mughal troops,

deprived of tin' Kajpul,
'

stiHening,' grew more and
nioro demoralized by year after year of guerrilla

li;^liting ; ami, whilst Aurangzib ed'ected a kind of

military occupation of the whole l)e(^(!an, e.xcept
tho I'ortngueso possessions and the extreme point
south of Trichinopoly, his hold of tho country was

illusory ; and tlu; moment tho Mughals turned
their backs tho hardy Marathas emerged from
their mountain fastnesses and recovi-red the

territory lately occu]iie(l by their emiiiiy. Tho
country, devastated by the horde of invaders,
welcomed tho mountaineers as deliverers from a
hateful foreign yoke. Aurangzib was engaged in

a hopeless struggle, yet ho never lost heart. l''or

twenty j'ears he fought his evasive foe, jilanneil

every campaign himself, issued all g«Mieral orders
ami controlled every detail, eondiutted sieges in

per.Hfjii, and in extreme ago was barely withheld
from leading the aasault. It was all in vain ;

Hindustan itself was full of revolt in the jirolonged
absence of its Mmiieror ; tho Decimn was a desert ;

tho army was enfeebled and clamouring for its

pay ; and the .Marathas ever hung about its skirts

and insolently iletied it. Finally Aurangzib died,
alone as alone he had lived, with all the puritan's
sense of sin and unworthiness and dread of death,
and full of the deu'ction of a colossal failure, on
March 4th, 17<t7, in tho 41)tli year of his rei-'ii,

and the S'.Kli of his age. With him the orthodox
Muhammadan revival in India died also.

IjlTKiiATUiiK.—The native ummlislH are i|uolod in Hubstanco in

Elliot and Dowson's llisliiry of India as told by itn own
IliKlorians, vol. vii. (liOndon, 1870). Kuroneaii conlomporary
observers are Beriiier, 'I'ravflu, e<i. Coiistablo (London, IHOl);
Mauucci, Still ia ilii Miiijiir,ii\. \V. Irvine (4 vols., I^indon, 1007-

H) ; GeincUi Careri, in Churchill's I'oj/dj/M, vol. iv. (London,
174r>); Tavernier, Travels, tr. V. liall ('.i vols., Ixjnibin, Is.Hi)).

Fryer's A'cw Accnunt »/ //itita (London, 101)8); and HcdKOs'
Ditirn.cd. Sir 11. Yule (:t vols., London, llakluyt Hoiicty,18S7-0),

may be I'onsulted. The present wriler contributed a bionrnphy
of Aunin^czib to the

' UulerH of Inilia' series (Oxford, liVU;i).

Stanley 1,ani:-1'oolk.

AURELIUS.—See Makcu.s Auuklius.

AUSTERITIES. I. Introduction. — Asceti-

cism, stri(^tly so ciiiled, is not found among peoples
of lower glades of culture, but the practice of

various kinds of ansttM'ities is very common. These
take tho place in the social, moral, magical, and

religious life of savages which asceticism hohls in

that of more advanced peoples, but it is alsonotico-

able that in certain instances, as wherti these

austerities have tho form of a self-discipline or aro

performed as part of tho service of the gods, they
approach very near to some aspects of asceticisin.

In savage lilo the pre<arious naturo of existence,

exjKisiue, the struggle for fooil, tho con.itant stato
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of warfare between different peoples, the ravages
of diseases whose nature and cause are misunder-

stood, and many other things, are productive of

much suffering and call for great endurance on the

part of those whom they affect. More particularly
women must undergo many austerities, whether as

mothers, or as workers, or as suppliers of food ; yet
many of these are cheerfully undergone. Thus in

carrying her child for miles on long journeys in

great heat and often with little food, and in re-

lieving its wants at the expense of her own com-
fort, the savage mother, in thus fulfflling her
functions of motherhood, will willingly bear pain
and discomfort. Nor are similar forms of austerity
lacking, especially among the poor, even in oui-

highest forms of civilization, where want, toil, and

sufi'ering must be undergone to satisfy the con-

ditions of existence. The savage methods of

punishment, the various forms of the ordeal, of

revenge or recrimination, are usually of the most
cruel and painful kind. But all such forms of

austerity do not concern us here. Those alone are

dealt with which are self-infficted or which are

willingly borne, for deffnite purposes, subserving
now magical, now religious, now ethical ends.

Unwilling as the savage is to suffer pain, his

theory of the universe constrains him to undergo
it on many occasions in order to fft him better for

the ends of life, or to make life more tolerable, or

to please the gods or spirits by whom he believes

himself to be surrounded. Such austerities, under-

gone at one time for magical purposes, frequently
change their nature. Thus they may come to be

regarded as possessing a disciplinary character, in

which case they are hardly to be differentiated

outwardly from the discijjlinary exercises, often of

the same kind, of a higher asceticism, though they
may not possess the same ethical or religious con-

tent. Others, again, as time goes on, may assume
a more or less symbolic character, their excessive

severity being then much lessened. On the other

hand, even where such earlier forms of austerity
survive in higher forms of religion, their severity is

often by no means decreased, although the motive

may have become a nobler one. Examples of this

will be found in the various forms of austerity dis-

cussed here. These are mainly austerities con-
nected with a variety of initiatory ceremonies,
ffagellation, fasting, mutilations of the body, tatu-

ing, and medical rites, while some notice must be
taken of self-restraint among savage races.

Before passing on to these, we may notice that the
universal custom of sacriffce, involving a greater
or less renunciation of property and possessions, of

food-stuffs, and not infrequently life itself, or, as a
substitute for that, of some part of the body, is a
marked form of austerity ; and its equivalent in

the higher ascetic life—the devotion to poverty,
the willing renunciation of comfort and luxury for

the sake of love to God—has surely received a con-
siderable impulse from this wide-spread custom of

ethnic religion, though by no means wholly de-

rived from it. In other cases, which need not be
more fully detailed here, life itself is sacrificed in

suicide, often through pride or shame or a sense of

duty (see A. Sutherland, Origin and Grovth of the

Moral Instinct, London, 1898, ii. 35). Or, wliere
it is thought that one ought to pass into the other
world before the body and mind have become frail,

decrepit, and worn out, life is often freely yielded
up by the aged or the sick (see Abandonment and
Exposure). Though the custom may appear cruel

and fi'cquently is accomplished by cruel means, it

is mostly a willing self-surrender of life that a

higher Ufe may be attained beyond the grave
(see Letourneau, Sociology, London, 1893, 154 ff'.;

Westermarck, Origin and Development ofthe Moral
Ideas, vol. i., London, 1906, p. 383 tt'.).

2. Adolescence initiation ceremonies.—Among
savage tribes the passing of a boy or girl to man-
hood or womanhood is usually accompanied by a
number of ceremonies, several of which are most
severe and painful, but must be undergone will-

ingly in order to preserve their effect. This stage
of life, being a highly critical one, the beginning of

sexual existence properly so called, demands many
safeguards, and, taken as a whole, the various cere-

monies are intended to ward off' or neutralize the
evil influences incident to that period. Where a

youth is concerned, there is the beginning of a
new life Avhich requires ceremonies of a purificatory
kind, besides prejjaration for entrance upon a stage
of new relations with the other sex. Hence there
must be seclusion for a time, while the youth is

usually debarred from intercourse of any kind with
the other sex, and silence is frequently imposed.
Fasting is also made use of, either in the sense of

complete abstinence from food for a longer or
shorter period, or abstinence from certain foods
which are tabu at such a stage. This is intended
to prevent the entrance of evil influences to the

body with such foods, or to prepare the way for

receiving them later on. Other ceremonies have
the pui'pose of strengthening the youth for man-
hood ; these are often of a severe character, and,

joined with others which are intended to purify
from the contagion of evil, easily pass over into

tests of endurance. Some form of mutilation,
more or less severe—the more severe forms being
circumcision, loss of a tooth, or cutting of the flesh,—is frequent. In this case, perhaps, the primary
intention is, by losing some part of the body, to

secure the rest from evil influences ; but it easUy
passes over into the idea of sacrifice, or some

purificatory ceremony, or simply a test of en-

durance. Again, the youth at this period some-
times obtains a guardian spirit, whose nature is

revealed to him in most cases by fasting in solitude,

exposed to all the terrors which imagination and
the sense of mystery may conjure up. This sense
of mystery exciting fear is usually present at all

these initiatory ceremonies, for now the youth is

instructed not only in sexual matters but in such
tribal lore—magical, religious, moral, or otherwise—as is confined to the men. Thus, though in

different places the nature of the rites may vary,
or their severity be greater or less, they call for

the endurance of great austerities on the part of

the youth. See art. Initiation.

A few examples chosen from different localities will show the
nature of the austerities undergone at this period. Among the
northern tribes of Central Australia the long and complicated
ceremonies of initiation to manhood include beating, which
must not be resented, circumcision, sub-incision or cutting open
the urethra, and biting the youth's scalp ; while, as a rule,

though fasting is not carried to an extreme, several foods are
tabu. During the painful rites of circumcision and sub-incision
the youth's mouth is gagged with 'fur-string' to prevent his

crying out, while no attempt is made to spare him pain
when his soalp is bitten, the object being to cause a plentiful

growth of hair. With some of the tribes knocking out a tooth
is part of the ceremonj', with others it has no connexion with it

(Spencer-Gillenb, ch. i.). Among the Macquarrie tribes any
exhibition of shrinking when the tooth is knocked out or the

body scarified makes the youth unfit for manhood (Angas,
Savage Life, London, 1847, ii. 224). With other tribes scourging
is practised, and the young men must endure it silently (Ridley,
Kamilaroi and other Aust. Lang., Sydney, 1S77, 154). With the
Andamanese the initiatory period—for both youths and girls a
period of fasting from several tabued foods—begins from the
11th to the 13th year, and lasts from one to five years, though
sometimes a youth will extend the period in order to boast of
his powers of endurance afterwards. It is said to be intended
as a test of endurance or self-denial, but as various complicated
ceremonies mark the first partaking of these foods at the time
when tabu is raised from each, the intention probably goes
further than this (Man, JAI, 1S82, xil. 94, 129). In NewiSuinea
the initiation of boys to the Malu cult is attended with great
mystery and severity. They are not allowed to cut or dress
the hair, to dance, feast, smoke, or behave in an unseemly
way ; they are beaten with clubs and severely wounded. These
rites are said to have had a strong educative eft'ect. Boya
among the Cape York natives were secluded for a year, at the
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end of this time a tooth was knocked out, and a year later a
further test of endurance was applied (Haddon, Head Ilunter.s,

London, I'JUl, 50 ff., 191). Similarly in Mabuiaig lads were
tortured and chastised, and the tests increased with a re-

fractory boy, who was speared, scraped, or beaten with the
nests of green ants which stuntr him furiously (ib. 140). In

many parts of Africa similar rites are found. Thus anion;,' the

natives of the Bondei region the oalo ceremonies include yioi^s-

ing the boy through a narrow pit smeared with the juices of a

plant which burn his skin, incision of tribal marks on the arm,
and the performance of secret ceremonials in some of whicli he
is severely handled, death occasionally resulting (Dale, JAI,
1895, XXV. 189 IT.).

But it was among the tribes of North America that such
austerities at initiation were most severe, especially where

they were connected with the choice of a manitou. Thus
among the Californian tribes abstinence and indifference to

hardship and privations were insisted upon, and before the

youth could rank as a warrior his naked body was stung with
nettles till he could not move, after which he was laid on the
nest of a virulent species of ant, which, swarming over his body
and stinging it, caused him fearful agony. To discover his

manitou he was made] to fast for three or four days, and was
intoxicated and harassed until he confessed to seeing it. A
figure of the matiitou was then moulded and placed on his

breast, where it was ignited so that the figure might be in-

delibly marked on the flesh (Bancroft, Native Races of the

Facific States, London, 1875, i. 413 If.). Aniong the New
Mexicans the ordeal consisted in scarifying the skin till the
blood ran, the candidate being expected to show no sign of

pain (i6. i. 580). With the tribes of British Columbia boys were
secluded at puberty and made to eat and drink very sparingly :

in other cases they were made to bathe in all weathers, their
naked bodies were whipped daily, they had to gash themselves
with knives in the sweat-house, or lie out exposed to the
elements ail night. Prolonged fasts, bathings, forced vomitings,
and other exhausting exercises for a longer or shorter period
were among the means employed in solitude for obtaining
nivstic dreams and a knowledge of the manitou (Hill Tout,
JAI, 1904, xxxiv. 32, 316 ; 1905, xxxv. 143-144). Rigorous fast-

ing was compulsory on boys and girls among the Algonquin
tribes, and the longer the period of abstinence the greater the
merit which accrued. During these fasts, which were common
to practically all the American Indian tribes, the greatest atten-
tion was paid to dreams, for it was mainly through these that the
revelation of the manitou came (Tanner, Narrative, New York,
1830, 288; Schoolcraft, Indian Tribes, Philadelphia, 1857-18(;0,

passim; Beverlej', Uist. of I'iriiinia, London, 172'2, 177 If.).

Similar austerities are found among the South American
tribes. Thus, in Guiana, before the youth can marry he must
endure the infliction of flesh-wounds, or he is sewn up in a
hammock full of flre-ants, or undergoes other hardships (Im
Thurn, Indians of Guiana, London, 1883, 221). Among the
ancient Peruvians, at fifteen or sixteen years, boys had to

practise rigorous fasts until they were worn out, to watch for

twelve nights in succession, to fight with each other at the ri.sk

of wounds, or death, to undergo flogging, and many other

privations, before receiving the signs of their new position as
men (Garc. de la Vega, Comm. Real., Madrid, 1609, vi. 35). So
in »ncient Mexico, before being introduced to the aristocratic
warrior class, the youth, covered with rags, was shut up
in different temples in succession, offering his blood to the

divinity, watching and fasting for periods of four days and four

nights (Lopez de Gomara, Uist., Madrid, 18.'>2, ii. 78). See § 8 (3).

In the case of girls, the arrival of puberty, in

accordance with the universal theory of menstrua-
tion as containing an element of clanger to the

girl herself, but more especially to others, and
even to nature itself, is marked by several painful
ordeals. Among these the most common is the
absolute seclusion of the girl for a longer or
shorter period, so that no man may see her and
that the sun may not shine on her. Fasting, ex-

cision, cuttings, and other barbarities are also

commonly found at this period.
Girls in New Guinea, on the first signs of puberty, are shut up

for three months and permitted only vegetable food (Haddon,
op. cit. 135). In New Ireland they are confined for several years
in the dark in small cages, and this custom is general over
Melanesia {JA 1, 1888, xviii. 284). Seclusion is also found among
most African tribes, as among the Kafirs (MacLean, Kafir Laws
atid Cu.itoms, Mount Coke, 1858, 101) and in Loango (Ploss, Das
Kind, Leipzig, 1884, ii. 439). With the Bondei people the rite
for girls, corresponding to the galo of the boys, lasts for twelve
days. On the last day the girl fasts. During this period she is

taught the vihili, or secrets, and this teaching is accompanied
by severe and p.iinful ordeals (747, 1895, xxv. 193). The custom
of seclusion is common among the N. American tribes, varjing
from a few days to a year or longer. Girls among the Ahts are
hidden behind mats in the house, where they can see neither
sun nor fire, and are allowed no food for several davs (.Sproat,
SavOije Life, London, 18t'>8, 93 ff.). Among Alaskan'tribes the
girl was shut up in a cage with a small air-hole, or in a hut,
where she remained on hands and knees. This treatment lasted
for a year, and no comnmnication with others or exercise of any
kind was allowed (GRi iii. 211). Bancroft cites many instances
among the tribes of the Pacific coast Thus among the Isthmian

tribes the girl was closelv confined, sometimes for a period of
two years (iVyi i. 772, cf. "S2, 110, 197, 278). Among the Cali-
fornian tribes she was laid over a hole previously heated, and
kept without food for some days. Or she was buried up to the
neck and the ground about her beaten till she perspired pro-
fusely (ih. 414). Among the Salish tribes of British Columbia,
seclusion in a cubicle tor ten days was the rule, the girl being
allowed little food or water. With other Salish tribes she was
secluded outsifle the settlement for a month under many food
restrictions (JAI, li)05, xxxv. 32, 319). In other tribes she had
to squat for some days in a hole made in the hut, while her
seclusion lasted for a much longer period. She fasted entirely
for four days, and afterwards abstained from all fresh meats
(ib. xxxv. 13()). In S. America these customs also flourished

among most of the tribes, as in Brazil, where the girl's back was
cut with a sharp tooth, after which she was bound and hung in
a hammock, in which she remained witliout food or drink for
three days. New gashes were then inflicted upon her, and she
remained in the hammock under less strict rules of abstinence
until the third month (Lafitau, Moeurs des .^auvages Amir.,
Paris, 1724, i. 290 ff.). The Uaupes of Brazil also seclude the
girl for a month on an abstemious diet. When released she
receives several severe scourgings at intervals, death sometimes
ensuing as the result (Wallace, Amazon, London, 1895, 345). In
Guiana the hammock seclusion lasted for a month, after which
the girl's naked body was exposed to the bites of venomous ants
(Labat, Voy. en Guini'e, Amsterdam, 1731, iv. 365).

Similar instances might be cited, occurring among more
advanced races, e.g. the Hindus, though with less severity.
Here it may also be noted that, on account of similar beliefs

regarding the danger and impurity of menstruation, women,
among most savage tribes, must go into seclusion, often at
some distance from the village, abstain from certain foods,
or fast (see Stoll, Gescftlechtslehen in der VOlkerpsychologie,
Leipzig, 1908, 835 ff. ; NR i. 549

; JAI, 1904, xxxiv. 323 ; GB^
iii. 222 ff.). This is also found at higher levels of civilization

(cf. Lv 15ii*ff-
; Avesta, Veadiddd, xvi.). Similarly, women,

being tabu among many peoples at pregnancy on account of
the danger arising from this critical period of their life, have
frequently to go into entire seclusion, or are in some way
separated from others, and nmst abstain from certain kinds of
food (Crawley, Mystic Rose, London, 1902, 9, 107, 20(i, 417; iVii
i. 413, 734 ; JAI, 1882, xii. 354). See also §§ 6 (b), 8 (.J).

3. Admission to secret societies or 'mysteries'
at opening manhood or wonianliood was, in many
cases, also characterized by severe au.sterities,

which, though no doubt intended as a preparation
for the revelation of secret knowledge, myths, or

ritual, can hardly be separated in their origin from
the pains undergone at puberty, while in some cases

tiiey seem to have been intended also as puberty
ceremonies. Yet, in so far as these and certain

ortlinary initiatory ceremonies pave the May for
the communication of religious and, occasionally,
moral teaching, we see such forms of austerity
almost

passing
over to a kind of disciplinary

asceticism, ancl certainly possessing the primitive
meaning of d(TK7]crii as 'training.' In Australian

mysteries, for example, the advice given by the
old men was intended to ' soften the heart,' and,
as among the Kurnai, the stomachs of the boys
were kneaded to drive out selfishness and greed
{JAT, 18S3, xiii. 296; 1884, xiv. 313), while un-
sellishness is taught in the Yao mysteries, a
selfish person being called 'uninitiated' (Mac-
donald, Africana, London, 1SS2, i. 130 ; cf. the
moral teaching given by headmen to boys at
circumcision and initiation during the painful
rites attendant thereon among the Mavendas of

S. Africa, JAI, 1905, xxxv. 268). Further, in

many of these mysteries, the initiation to which
lasts for a long period of time, the camiidate is

supposed to die and come to life again as a new
being. Although this idea may not have the in-

tention of ascetic renunciation—Stu-b loid wcrcle—yet in it and in the moral training for the attain-

ment of 'selflessness,' so far as a savage can grasp
the idea, we see a connexion with the later ascetic
ideals.

In Africa, examples of such initiations are numerous. Among
others may be cited those of the west coast, in which the youths
are taken jjy their instructors into the depth of the forest, where
they are subjected to a severe course of training during a year ;

they are naked and smeared with clay (M. H. Kingsley, Travels
in W. Africa, London, 1897, 531). In the Mwetyi society of the
Shekani tribes—a woman's society—the initiation la-sts for two
weeks, and is accompanied by severe ordeals and fasting, while
the girls must gaze at the sun until they fall back in a swoon.
Most of the ordeals are intentionally hard, so that the wills

of the candidates may be broken and secrecy ensured (Nassau,
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Fetichism in W. Africa, London, 1904, 249). With candi-

dates for the Malanda society among the Batangas the sun-

gazing ordeal is applied to the lads ; then, while everythiiicr

is done to augment their sense of awe and mystery, they are
confined in a hut for twenty days along with a corpse, and
beaten severely with rods until they are submissive (ib. 3'2iJ).

In Melanesia entrance to such societies is possible only after a
severe initiation, including hardships and tortures. In other
cases the candidates are stung with leaves of the nettle-tree,
made to fast and to take live embers in their hands, and are
trodden upon, or, as in the Welu society, thej- are each placed
in a hole in the ground and burning fronds of the coco-nut palm
are thrown on their backs, yet they must not utter a cry
(Codrington, The Mdanesians, London, 1891, 82, 87, 8S). In
these and many similar initiation rites the youths are daubed
with clay, charcoal, nmd, or filth, which must not be washed
off till the ordeal is at an end ; this rite may signify the putting
away of the old life, as it did in certain Greek mysteries (Lang,
Custom and Myth, London, 1884, 40 ; JAI, 1889, xix. 2G1 ;

Demosthenes, de Corona, 313). Here, too, may be noted the

initiatory customs used in the Eleusinian and other Greek
mysteries, in which, besides other tests, the candidates had to

prepare themselves by fasting for several days ;
the similar

fasting before initiation to the cult of Osiris and Isis in

I'^gypt ;
and the various tests of endurance undergone by

candidates for initiation to Mithraism (see artt. Mysteries,
MiTHRA, Secret Societies, and Apul. Metam. xi.).

4. Initiation to the priesthood.—As in savage
societies the priest, sorcerer, or medicine-man has
a commanding station and exercises so much in-

fluence by virtue of his relation to tlie spiritual
world, it is natural that those who seek to enter

upon that profession should be subjected to a
severe course of training, involving many austeri-

ties. And as the communications of the medicine-
man with the other world are usually associated
with a state of trance, or his revelations are

given in some ecstatic condition, the candidate's
course of training is intended to adapt him for
the production of these states either by reducing
him to an abnonnal condition of body and mind,
or by accustoming him to the use of such severe
methods as will readily produce them. The pheno-
mena of hysteria, epilepsy, catalepsy, and such-like
diseases are believed by savages, and indeed by
many peoples at a higher grade, to denote posses-
sion or inspiration by gods, spirits, or demons.
Hence .such persons as are subject to them are
often deliberately chosen for the profession of

medicine-man, while their abnormal states are

only heightened by the austerities undergone. In
other cases, in accordance with the prevailing
theory of the nature of inspiration and of the
state into which the inspired person is thrown,
the production of such states at will is the object
of the painful processes to which the candidate
must submit. The course of training includes

solitude, exposure to the elements, scarifying the

body, ca.stigation, fasting, and drinking various
unwholesome beverages. By all these means the
candidate soon arrives at a hysterical or abnormal
state. He acquires the faculty of seeing visions,
of producing a convulsionary state of body, or of

falling into a trance. A few examples of the
method of training will suffice to shoM' its severity
and the painful nature of the austerities under-

gone (see also artt. Medicine-man and Priest).
In Greenland the preparation for the profession of angakok

begins at an early age, and includes retirement into solitary
places and a severe course of fasting. By these methods trances
are produced in which the novice obtains a tomak, or guardian
spirit, or falls into (its in which his ravings are held to be com-
iiiuiiica,tions from the spirits (Kink, Tales and Traditions of the

Kshimo, London, 1875, 58 ; Cranz, Gronland, Leipzig, 1770, 268).

Among the American Indians similar methods are adopted ;

protracted fasts, severe bodily exercises, and solitary vigils all

reduce the candidate to a hysterical state, in which he dreams
or has revelations ; and the greater his austerities the more vivid
and copious are his visions, and hence the higher is the estima-
tion in which he is held (JAI, 1904, xxxiv. 20 ; Schoolcraft,
Indian I'ribes, passim). Among the Isthmian tribes, youths
are chosen for their natural aptitude to the office of piaces, or

sorcerers, and are confined in a solitary place, subjected to a
severe discipline for two years, fasting from all flesh meat and
living only on a scanty diet of vegetables and water ; while all

sexual intercourse is prohibited (SJi i. 777). In S. America we
find similar methods employed. Among the Abipones the

aspirants had to remain seated on the branches of a tree and to
fast for several days. By this means they contracted ' a weak-

ness of brain, a giddiness, and kind of delirium, which makes
them imagine that they are gifted with superior wisdom, and
give themselves out for magicians' (Dobrizhoffer, Abipones,
London, 1822, ii. 68). Training for the office of peaiman in

Guiana involves a painful and severe trial of endurance. The
candidate fasts for protracted periods, wanders alone in the

forest, and accustoms himself to drinking large draughts of

tobacco-juice mixed with water. The terrors of solitude and
the drinking of the nicotine produce intense delirium, in which
he holds converse with spirits. Epileptic subjects are preferred
for the office (Im Thum, 334).

In Africa, among the Zulus, those who wish to become
diviners have to acquire the power of intercourse with the

spirits in states of coma or ecstasy by solitude, prolonged
fastings, and flagellation, until they become a ' house of

dreams
'

(Callaway, Rel. of Amazulu, London, 1884, 387 ; Grout,
Zulu-Land, London, 1865, l.'iS). Among the Bondeis the youth
who aspires to be a doctor must submit to be scarified all over
his body (JAI, 1895, xxv. 213). The manangs, or medicine-

men, among the Sea Daj-aks must prove their call to the office

b}' prolonged fasting, and bj' ecstatic states and trances in which
they foam at the mouth (Ling Roth, Natives of Sarawak,
London, 1896, i. 266). And among the Todas, the jmlal, or

priest, at his initiation must remain naked for three days and
two nights, whether the weather is hot or freezing, and eat

only a little porridge at night (Reclus, Primitive Folk, London,
1891, 221).
For similar trials among American tribes before appointment

to the office of chief, etc., including fasting, flagellation, stinging
with ants, see Letourneau, Sociology, 473 ; Biet, Voy. en I'lsU

de Cayenne, Paris, 1664, iii. 10.

In these and hundreds of similar cases the dis-

cipline may be more or less severe, and its period
longer or shorter, but the intention in all is the
same. Not only so, hut in future the medicine-

man, or shaman, previous to communicating with
the spirits, giving oracles, healing, and the like,
must produce the abnormal state by these painful
processes, which will, of course, be more or less

extensive according as he readily passes over into

that state or not. Frequently it is spontaneously
produced, either because the shaman is a hysterical

subject or on account of the training he has under-

gone ; but generally it is artificially produced by
fasting, by wild dances and screams, by contortions

of the body, by flagellation, by cutting the flesh,

or by swallowing various narcotics and herbs (cf.

Parish, Hallucinations, London, 1897, 40). The
result is a trance, a nervous seizure, frenzied move-

ments, foaming at the mouth, and raving utter-

ances. Similar results followed the hysterical
excitement which attacked whole communities in

the Middle Ages, and which was often produced
by such artificial means, especially convulsive
movements and dancing. They are seen again
in the American Indian ghost-dances, in which,
following convulsive gyrations, trance and cata-

lepsy are induced, or in the indiff"erence to pain
and wounds among Muhamniadan dervishes in

consequence of ecstasy produced by similar move-
ments (Tuckey, Psycho-Therapeutic^, London, 1891,
12 ; Ellis, Psychology of Sex, London, 1902, ii. 161;

Myers, Human Personality, London, 1903, ii. 190;
and Proc. Psych. Pesearch Soc. 1885, p. 31).

5. Flagellation.
— As has been said above,

scourging or beating is a frequent practice at the
various forms of initiation. A wider view of this

rite among savages and as a folk-survival leaves
little doubt as to its original purpose. The scourg-
ing is intended to drive away the contagion of evil,
and the malignant presence of demoniacal powers.
The pain is inflicted less as a means of hurting the
victim than of making these evil influences suller,
or of frightening them so that they will depart.
This is especially noticeable where the scourging
is done not with rods, but with branches or plants
which are supposed to possess magical virtues ;

in such cases it is not always necessarily painful.
It may, however, be made painful where the plant
has poisonous juices or is of a stinging variety.
But its original intention soon passes over into that
of simply inflicting pain or undergoing voluntary
sufl'ering, either by -way of hardening or as a means
of self -discipline with a definitely religious or
moral end. Here it becomes a true ascetic
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austerity, but it may also be a pathological form
of asceticism. Or, again, it may be used as an
erotic stimulation, though here it assumes a

pathological form as subserving genesic excit-

ability. In other cases its religious disciplinary
use is conjoined with some pathological^ erotic

Eurpose,

as in the case of Brotiier Cornelius and
is penitents, or of P^re Girard (Cooper, Hist, of

the Rod, London, 1870, 122 It'. ; Zockler, Askese unci

Monchtum -, 609). The pain caused by flagellation,

again, made it an obvious and well-nigh universal

form of punishment. With this and its previous
use we are not concerned here. Penally, it i-emains

to notice how, while subserving its primitive pur-

pose or used simply as a means of producing pain,
it may be regarded as a form of sacrifice to gods
who will that their worship]iers should suffer, or it

may pass as a substitute for an ofiering of the

person himself as a human sacrihce. Most of these

purposes are also served by using instead of a

scourge some stinging plant or some substance

causing pain to the tissues when applied to the

body, as has been seen in several cases of initiation

rites.

The primitive purpose of flagellation is seen in

the fact that those animals or men on whom the
evils of a community were laid (scape-goat), and
who were driven away or slain, had probably in

the first instance been regarded as representatives
of a spirit of vegetation who was slain. They were

fi'equently scourged, and the scourging had the
etlect of driving off 'any malignant influence by
which at the supreme moment they might conceiv-

ably be beset' (
GB^ iii. 12S). When they were re-

garded simply as scapegoats, the scourging became
a means of causing pain. Instances of this use of

flagellation to drive away evil are found in many
places. Wiien a king was installed in the Sanil-

wich Islands, the priest struck him on the back
with a sacred branch, in order to purify him from
defilement (Ellis, Pohjnes. Researches, London,
1829, iii. 110). Brazilian Indians scourge them-
selves on the genital organs with a certain plant
at the time of the new moon (Nery, Folk-lore

br6sUien, Paris, 1SS9, 253). Sometimes the scourg-

ing is done on a substitute, as in New Caledonia,
where, when a chief is ill, a girl is severely whippeii
to drive away the evil (Feathcrman, Soc. Hist, of
Races of Mankind, London, 1891, ii. 92). Or it

may be mutually inflicted, as in Peru at an autumn
festival, where the people beat each other with

torches, saj-ing,
' Let all harm go away

'

(Acosta,
Hist, of the Indies, Hakl. Soc. 1880, ii. 375).
Similar practices still survive in folk-custom (GB^
iii. 131 tt".).

With tlie same object of driving out the demon
of disease wliicli has entered into a patient's
body, in accordance with the universal primitive
view of the cause of sickness, flagellation is re-

sorted to in savage medicine, the patient often

undergoing great suffering fihrough this cure.
Thus among the Californian Indians, in cases of

paralysis, the afTected parts are whipped with
nettles (NR i. 419). Among the Ainus beating
with herbs to drive out the demons of sickness is

part of the healer's method (Batchelor, Ainus and
their Folklore, London, 1901, 313). In Timor-Laut,
if a smallpo.x jirao sliould be stranded on the coast,
the people are beaten with branches, which are
then put on the prao before it is launched away
again, and the demon of smallpox is besouglit
to depart {GB"^ iii. 98, citing Pviedel). Women
sufTering from demoniacal possession in Burma are
thrashed with a stick, the demon alone being sup-
posed to feel the blows (Bastian, Ostl. Asicn, Jena,
1866-71, ii. 152). These methods survived into later

medicine, especially in the case of madness, though
here the curative virtue was evidently supposed to

lie in the rough treatment to which the patient
Avas subjected (Cooper, op. cit. 204).
The magical value of flagellation is seen in

the flogging of women with thongs cut from the
skins of the sacrificial goats by tlie Luperci at the

Lupercalia in Eome. This act, communicating to
them magically the beneficent influence of divinity,
was believed to render them prolific (Ovid, Fasti,
ii. 267 tt".). Although the numerous cases of

scourging or stinging at initiation frequently have
the primitive purpose here discovered, they are
sometimes expressly said to be done with the
view of causing pain or testing endurance. Thus,
among the Bavendas, after circumcision, the

youths, stripped naked, are beaten and suffer

other hardships by exposure to the intense night
cold, in order to harden them (JAI, 1905, xxxv.
252). Among other Bechuana tribes, after circum-
cision the youths are scourged at intervals with

great severity, and it is a point of honour that

they shoiild show absolute impassibility even

though the blood spouts from their backs, and the

whip leaves life-long scars. At the same time they
are allowed no flesh meat but what they can them-
selves obtain, and are subjected to the endurance of

cold and hunger (Livingstone, Missionary Travels,
London, 1857, 146 ft'.

; JAI, 1889, xix. 268 fl'.).

The primitive view of scourging has here, as

in other cases, been superseded by a later con-

ception of it as a painful test of endurance. At
this point the cruel flogging of youths at Sparta in

connexion with the cult of Artemis—the blood
from the wounds caused by the whip being shed
on the altar—can scarcely be viewed in any other

light than that of a survival of earlier rites of

initiation, especially as the Spartan youths, like

tiie Bechuanas, were allowed no food save what
they could discover for themselves. The flogging
was done in presence of their parents, who en-

couraged them to show no sign of sutt'ering ; and
so severe was it that the youths sometimes died.

Various mythical explanations of this flogging
were current, but it was generally regarded as
a substitute for human sacrifice ordained by
Lycurgus (Pans. iii. 16; Lucian, Anacharsis).
But in the light of similar customs elsewhere, the

origin must be sought in old initiation rites of a

savage past, remains of which, like the 'bull-

roarer' (poiiSos) and daubing with mud, were also
found in the Greek mysteries. Similar scourgings
took place elsewhere in Greece (Potter, Antiq. of
Greece, Edinburgh, 1824, i. 258) ; and among the

Thracians, acconling to Artemidorus, flagellation
in honour of their Artemis was also practised.
Such tests of endurance by flagellation enter

sometimes into festival dances, as among the
Arawaks, where the men armed with whips lashed
each other alternately until they were covered
with bleeding wounds, yet the pain was ' borne
and inflicted with perfect good temper' (ImThurn,
326 ; cf. a striking match, resulting often in death,
among the Mosquito Indians, NR i. 735). Pro-

bably this is to be connected with a group of rites

in which blows, effusion of blood, etc., are intended
to promote fertility (see § 8 (6)). For the discipline
of self-flagellation in the Christian Church, see artt.

Asceticism, Flagellants ; Zockler, op. cit. 458,
528 ff. ; Cooper, op. cit. Beginning as an act of

monastic asceticism in the 11th cent., it assumed a

f>athological

form with the later orders of Flagel-
ants (especially during the ravages of the Black

Death), who regarded it as more efficacious than
tlie sacraments.

Flagellation as a sacrifice or as a substitute for

sacrifice has already appeared in the case of the

Spartan youths. Perhaps the mutual flagellation
of the Galli at the spring festival at Hierapolis,

accompanied as it was by self-cuttings (Lucian,
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de Dea Syria, 50), and the flagellation of the

Egyptians at Busiris during the festival of Isis

(Herod, ii. 61,
' for whom they beat themselves it

would be impious for me to divulge '), also had this

character. An analogous instance may be found
in the custom of the Indians of Guiana who rub
red pepper into their eyes when approaching any
place haunted by spirits, in order that the latter

may not see them. But it is probably in its in-

tention a sacrificial act— the sulFering endured

being intended to placate the spirits (Ini Thurn,
368). See art. Flagellants.

6. Fasting. — Fasting as a form of austerity
enters largely into savage life. Hunger is one of

the most pressing trials of the savage, although
he can go for long periods with little food, like the
Bushman observed to live for fifteen days on water
and salt (Thompson, Trav. in S. Africa, London,
1827, 09). Sometimes, too, the savage will under-

go fasting as a purely unselfish act, giving his

food to his starving children or sharing his scanty
supply with his fellows, wlio, when it is exhausted,
starve to death with him (Nansen, Eskimo Life,

London, 1S93, 103, 115). Frequent periods of

abstinence, especially in regions where the food

supply is scarce, are forced upon him. We are

here concerned, liowever, with voluntary fasts

rather than with those imposed upon savage man.

Although he regards fasting quite differently from
the civilized ascetic, and probably has no strong
wish to suffer the pangs of hunger, yet voluntaiy
fasting is forced upon him for difierent reasons.
The origin of fasting is complex, but on the

whole it seems to have been adopted at first for

magical reasons. Man's experience of hunger in

times of scarcity may have suggested to him that
to fast voluntarily might guarantee him against
scarcity, and also have the efiect of increasing the
food supply. Thus at the Intichiuma ceremonies
of Central Australian tribes, which have for their

purpose the increase of the totem food supply,
fasting is a part of the rite (Spencer-Gillen'', 290).
On more purely religious grounds an analogy is

found where the sacrifice of one person wards off

danger menacing a whole group. Fasting is also

intimately connected with the system of food
tabus. In some cases these may arise from the
selfishness of stronger members of a human group,
Avho forbid others to touch certain foods sacred to

themselves, or again from the wise practice of

establishing a * close
' time when certain foods are

likely to become scarce, as in Polynesia, where, if a
bad harvest is feared, a tabu is placed on bananas,
hens, etc., to establish a reserve (Letourneau,
Sociology, 489). But they often arose out of

man's peculiar views regarding tlie contagion of

evil innuences which might be warded off by, so

to say, sacrificing a part in lieu of the whole.
Food Avas eminently a vehicle for evil influences

entering the body, hence by the tabuing of some
particular food otiier foods would be rendered
harmless. Tabu is also connected with totemism,
where some particular animal or plant species is

not eaten by those wlio.se totem it is. But it also

has a much M'ider range, and affects foods which

may not be eaten at certain periods of life, e.cj.

before a youth is initiated, before marriage,
during pregnancy, at the time of the couvade,
during hunting or war. In this aspect fasting
from the tabued food also acts as a kind of purifi-
cation. Fasting in all such cases includes such
varieties as abstinence from certain foods, or from

meat, or from food with which Avomen have had to

ilo (sexual tabu), or from all food for a varying
period. In certain cases kings or priests might
not eat certain foods for tabu and other magical
reasons, such as their being recognized as incarnate

divinity, which often occurs. Frequently, too,

women might not eat men's food, and vice versa

(see Crawley, Mystic Rose, 172, etc. ; cf. an instance
cited by Im Thurn, 256, where the Indians would
have starved rather than resort to cooking some
cassava roots, because cooking was woman's work).
Whatever be the reason for a food-tabu, it

argues considerable self - restraint, akin to the
restraint which desires to discipline the body
through fasting among peoples of a higher culture.

To break such a tabu is universally considered the

greatest crime, to be visited by severe punishment
or by automatic results—sickness or death. Many
instances are known Avhere a savage would rather

starve to death than eat some tabued food though
that alone was available, and though all risk of

detection by fellow-clansmen was out of the ques-
tion. Again, since during periods of fasting as

the result of famine, morbid conditions of psychic
life are induced, with dreams and visions, fasting
is in turn resorted to in order to produce these, as

has already been seen (§ 4). Finally, since it is

believed tliat the gods are pleased with suffer-

ing, fasting becomes a painful service rendered to

them, or, again, it is used as a penitential discip-
line. This occurs in many barbaric cults at a

higher stage than mere savagery, and in the later

usage fasting speedily becomes an ascetic exercise

(see art. Fasting).

(a) Fasting before marriage has mainly a magical aspect, and
is doubtless intended as one means out of many of lessening' the

dangers supposed to attend this critical stage of sexual life,

while it avoids the possibility of evil influences entering the

bodj' through food. The following tjT:>ical examples will suffice.

Among the Jlacusis the man must abstain from meat for some
time before marriage, and will rather go without food altogether
upon occasion than break this tabu (Im Thurn, 222). The
newlj-married pair among the VVa-teetas are shut up for three

daj's without food, and among the Bondeis they eat nothing
and only wash out their mouths with water on the day of the

wedding (Thompson, Traveh in S. Africa, London, 1827, 343 ;

JAI, 1S95, XXV. 199). Similarly with the Thlinkets, bride and
bridegroom must fast for two days, ther eat a little food, and
again fast for two days {NH i. 111).

(6) The custom of a woman's abstaining from certain foods or

fasting before the birth of a child, in which abstinence the
husband frequently joins her, is intimately associated with
and has the same rationale as the husband's fasting during the

period of the couvade in which he lies in instead of his wife.

The reason for the practice of fasting here is the intimate con-

nexion between parents and child which is emphasized at such
a time, so that they must abstain from all such foods as might
injure the child through eating them. Thus in the Andaman
Islands the mother abstains from pork, turtle, honey, iguana,
and paradoxurus, and after a time her husband avoids the two
last, 'in the belief that the embryo would suffer were he to

indulge in such food '

(JAI, 1882, xii. 354). Among the Cali-

fornian Indians the mother fasted for three days after the

birth, drinking nothing but warm water. This formed part of

a ceremony of purification, and for two moons she was allowed
no meat (NR i. 413). Where the couvade is concerned, the
husband us:ially abstains for some weeks from all flesh food
and lives on a very abstemious diet, and such customs are

widely prevalent among most sa\'age peoples (see art. Couvade,
and Lubbock, Origin of Civilization, London, 1870, 16 ff.).

(c) In many cases where fasting occurs at initiation, we
almost see it passing over from its magical intention of the
avoidance of evil influences and of a preparation for the recep-
tion of new food to an act of religious preparation for the
divine and ethical revelations about to be made to the lad. A
similar transition to a more religious view of fasting is seen in
other cases. Among many peoples when the harvest, whether
of corn, yams, bananas, etc., has been gathered in, no one may
eat of it until the first fruits have been offered to a divinity or

partaken of by a priest, chief, or king, and in some cases a fast

of several days' duration takes place. This, though it is

primarily a preparation for the recciition of new food, is also

part of a group of purificatory rites, while it has also a religious
element. Thus, among the Creek Indians, part of the elaborate
ceremonies included a strict fast for two nights and one day,
while a bitter decoction was drunk in order ' to purge their sin-

ful bodies.' This was followed by a sacramental eating of the
new crops (Adair, Ilixt. of the Amer. Ind., London, 1775, 90 ff.).

A similar solemn fast took place among the Natchez for three

days along with the observance of silence at the Hre Festival,
when the maize was offered on the altar of the Sun ; and was
also observed among the Cherokees by the warriors, who at the
same time abstained from sexual intercourse (Chateaubriand,
Voi/uijc en Amiriqxte, Paris, 1835, 130 ff.; Featherman, op. cit.

iii. 157). The Comanches had yearly gatherings to light the
sacred fires, when they took ' medicine '

for purification and
fasted for seven days. Those who could endure to keep the
fast unbroken became sacred in the ejcs of the others (Palmer,
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Uarper's Magazine, 18S!), xvii. 451). Again, where foods are

tabu, either throug-h totem restrictions or for some; other

reason, abstinence from them is frequently regarded as an
honour done to the totem animal or to a divinity who would
resent any breach of the rule, or it has the nature of a sacri-

ficial act of self-denial. Thus anioufjf the Sanioans, Fijians, and
others, certain animals, which were probably earlier totems, were
believed to be incarnate gods or sacred to particular deities, and
each man had some particular animal species, which he would
under no circumstances eat (Turner, Samoa, London, 1884, 112 ;

Williams, Fiji, Lond. 1858, i. 219). Or among the Andaman
Islanders at certain seasons a number of foods are abstained
from because the god Puluj;a re(|iiires them at those times

(JAI xii. 154). Or, as among various West African tribes,

certain prohibited foods, or (ininda, which a man will not eat

even when suffering from hunger, are '

literally a sacrifice

ordained for the child by its parents and the magic doctor as a

gift to the governing spirit of his life,' and to eat of it would be

a sin at once punished by the spirit and requiring atonement

by expensive ceremonies and gifts (Nassau, op. cit. 78; M. II.

Kingslcy, Travels, 456), or they are not eaten because they are

dedicated by man to the use of his attendant spirit (Dennett,
Folk-lore of the Fjort, London, 18US, xxix.). Abstinence in all

such cases is a religious rather than a magical act.

{d) Fasting to induce visions in which the spirits or divinities

reveal themselves has already been noticed, but a few further

instances will serve to show the austere character of the act.

The Algonquins would fast six or seven days,
'
till both their

bodies and their minds became free and light, which prepared
them to dream '

(Tylor, ii. 411-412). Chiefs among the Col-

umbians in times of perplexitj' practise both fasting and
laceration {NR i. 203). In general, the American Indian fasted

before any undertaking in order to receive direction in his

dreams. Among the Caribs a father fasted for a long period
in order to see in a vision the destiny of his newly-born son

(Miiller, Aitier. Urrel. Basel, 1855, 214). Similar fasts were
customary in Greece among the priests and priestesses of

oracular shrines, in order to obtain visions (Pans. i. 24) ;
and

in India fasting is a recognized mode of obtaining intercourse
with the gods (Meiners, Gesch. der Relig., Hanover, 180G-1807,
ii. 147). The visions and revelations obtained by Christian
saints and ascetics are in some degree due to similar aus-

terities.

(e) From the use of abstinence and fasting as a general
religious act to its use as a species of sacrifice by which the

gods are appeased, or as a penitential discipline, the step is not
a long one. Instances of such uses are found mainly among bar-
baric and civilized peoples, though not unknown among savages ;

while fasting, either as a means of purification, or as a peni-
tential discipline, or as a preparation for mystical illumination,

rapidly became part of the practice of the Christian Church.
Penance, including fasting, self-torture, and confession of evil,

is found among many tribes of the American Indian stock, but

among the ancient Mexicans it had an especially prominent
place. Some fasts of a rigorous kind lasted from three to five

days ; others, probably less rig'orous,
from twenty to 160 days.

These were bmding upon either individuals or the whole

people, were intended both as purifications and as penances,
and, in the latter form, were accompanied by other extreme
forms of self-discipline for sins committed. Such were gener-
ally imposed by the priests (Clavigero, Hint. Mex., London,
1787, i. 353, 397 ff.). Fasts of a similar character and intention
were also common in Peru. In Babylonia and Assyria fasting
had also a systematic form, either for the whole people in times
of danger (cf. Jon 3'), or for individuals as part of the penitential
discipline with which men approached the gods seeking for-

giveness, as is seen in the penitential psalms, e.g.
' Food I have

not eaten, weeping is mj- nourishment' (Jastrow, Rel. of Bab.,
Lond. 1898, 332 ; Sayce, Rel. of Anc. Egypt aiid Bah., Edin.

1902, 418, 477). The more primitive savage custom of appeal-
ing to the gods through the pain borne by their worshippers is

seen in a Fijian custom. A priest, after unsuccessfully sup-
plicating his god for rain, slept for several successive nights
exposed on the top of a rock without mat or pillow, hoping
thus to move the obdurate deity to send a shower (Williams, i.

232).
In certain cases men fast until some act of revenge is per-

formed, as in Fiji, where, to indicate sworn revenge, a man
would deprive himself of favourite or necessary food (Williams,
i. 129). Compare the curious Celtic custom of

'

fasting against
'

a person (see Ascetictsm [Celtic]). This was a legal process in

Ireland, by which any one who desired a stronger person to yield
to his plaint sat fasting at his door until he yielded (Ancient
Laws of Ireland, DubUn, 1809-79, i. 112 ff., ii. 46

; .Toyce, Social
Hist, of Ancient Ireland, Lond. 1903, i. 204-207).

7. Mourning ceremonies.—Here aj^ain univer.?-

ally in savage and barbaric life the death of a
relative or of some chief or great warrior, etc.,
involves the practice of many austerities, varying
in degree, among the survivors. The motive of
these is complex ; and, though all may be regarded
as dillerent waj's of showing grief, it seems certain
that they did not all originate from that ground.
Among mourning ceremonies of a simpler and less

painful class may be enumerated wailing, wearing
old or unusual clothes, the rejection of ornaments,
rubbing charcoal, clay, and other substances on

the body, shaving tlie hair or allowing it to grow
unusually long, the discarding of pleasant food or
of customary unguents, sleeping on the grave or
in the open air (cf. Nassau, 10 ; Williams, Fiji,
J.ondoii, 1858, i. 4 ; M. H. Kingsley, Travels in
W. Africa, 483, 487 ; Iladdon, Head Hunters,
206 ; tfAI, 1905, xxxv. 417). i>ut others of a much
more severe character are also extremely common,
e.g. gashing or cutting the body, amputating a

linger, and lasting.
(1) The origin of gashing or cutting the body

may be found simply in an ecstatic exj)ression of

grief, at hrst spontaneous, then reduced to a cus-
tom. The pain caused by such methods of wound-
ing, though in the ecstasy and delirium of grief it

may be less than we imagine (Beckworth says of
the horrible gashings of the Crow Indians that
*

they seemed to feel no pain,' I4 RBEIV, p. 8U8),
is itself an expression of sorrow. But other mean-
ings were perhaps given to these self -inflicted

wounds. Thus there may have been some idea
of union with the dead through the blood spilt
on the grave, as in N. S. Wales, where the men
stood over it and cut each other with their boome-

rangs, letting the blood trickle down into it (cf.

W. R. Smith, 305). This bond of union witii the
dead implies

' on the one side submission, on the
other friendliness' (Spencer, Cerem. Inst., London,
1879, 70). Or, again, the blood may be an ottering to
the dead in order to refresh them {ib.; cf. Wester-
marck. Origin and Development of Moral Ideas, i.

476). In cither case the rite would have a pro-

pitiatory aspect. It is found among the Aus-
tralians, Melanesians, Polynesians, in Africa and
America, and it existed in ancient Israel (Lv 19-**),

among the Greeks, Turks, Huns, etc. (cf. Stoll,

op. cit. 88 ff. ; Spencer, op. cit. 70-71), and with
some of these peoples assumed a ghastly form,
while it was frequently proportionate to the rank
of the dead person. The wounds included lacer-

ating or cutting the arms, breasts, or legs, piercing
them, slitting the ear lobes, wounding the head,
etc. Thus the Crow Indians made tw o cuts down
the length of the arm, tearing away the skin, or
cut the flesh on the breast and shoulders {BE,
loc. cit.) ; the Tongans cut and bruised themselves
with shark's teeth, shells, axes, clubs, and knives

(Mariner, Tonga Islands, London, 1817, i. 380,
403) ; the Spartans tore the tiesh from their fore-

heads with pins and needles to gratify the ghosts
of the dead (Totter, op. cit. ii. 204). The descrip-
tions of mourning ceremonies among all savage
tribes supply copious instances of the severity of
these lacerations.

(2) The mutilation of some member of the body,
usually a finger, occasionally an ear, is also found
as a common sign of grief at mourning ceremonies.

Spencer regards this as an act of sacrificial pro-
pitiation of the dead and a sign of submission [op.
cit. 56), and it certainly has the significance of a

propitiation of divinities or spirits, e.g. in cases of

illness, etc. (see § 8, 2). In some cases it may be

regarded as a substitute for human .sacrifice,

giving a part in place of the whole, as wlien a
widow has her finger chopped ott' in the Nicobar
Islands, evidently in place of being slain at her
husband's grave (Tylor, ii. 363). But it might
readily become a fornuil expres.sion of grief, as in

Fiji, where, on the death of a chief, orders were

given that a hundred lingers should be cut oft"

(Williams, i. 197). Yet even in Fiji a child's

finger was cut oil' as a sign of afl'ection for a dead
father [ib. i. 177). Usually a joint or the whole
of the little finger is cut ott', though another finger

may be removed later when this is lacking. Thia

painful custom is found among some Australian

tribes, in Tonga and Fiji, among various N. and
S. American Indian tribes, among the Hottentots
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when a widow re-marries, and occasionally with
Cliinese widows as a sign that they will not re-

marry (Stoll, op. cit. 274 ff.; Spencer, op. cit. 55 11".;

Kolb, Caput Bona; Spei, Nuremberg, 1719, 572 ;

Giles, China, and the Chinese, London, 1879, 202).

(3) The custom of fasting is here met with once
more as a natural expression of mourning, often
of a severe and prolonged character. The Fijians
fasted for a dead chief for ten or twenty days
(Williams, i. 197). Some of the Salish tribes of

British Columbia fast for four daj's after a

death, while a widow must not eat fresh meat for

a year, a widower for a shorter period (JA I, 1905,
XXXV. 138-9). The Andamanese must abstain from
certain favourite foods, and here relations are
often joined in this custom by other members of

the tribe as a token of sympathy [JA I, 1882, xii.

142, 146). The Japanese partake only of a spare
vegetable diet during the period of mourning,
Avhile in Korea the mourners drink rice Avater

for some days, and then are allowed to partake
of gruel for the rest of the time [JAI xii. 225,
XXV. 3.50).

(4) Finally, though the custom of a wife's being
slain at her husband's death may have become a
mere customary rite, and though its origin may
be sought in sacriticial ideas and in the belief that
she must accompany him beyond the grave, it is

frequently found as an extreme act of austere

devotion, the wife devoting herself to death out
of affection. Instances of this are found in Fiji

(Williams, i. 189), where wives were frequently
sacrificed at their own instance ; in India, where a
wife lit the pyre with her own hands ;

in China,
where wives will take their own lives to follow
their husbands into the next world (de Groot,
Rcl. System of China, Leyden, 1894, ii. 1. 735 ff.) ;

among the ancient Greeks, with whom historic

instances of this suicidal devotion are recorded

(Euripides, Supp. 1000 ff. ; Pans. iv. 2. 7) ; and
among the ancient Celts (Leahy, Heroic Romances
of Ireland, London, 1905, i. 105 ; cf. Caesar, vi. 19,

slaves and clients beloved by the dead ; Mela, iii.

2. 19 ; see artt. Sati and Mourning).
8. Mutilations.—A great variety of ethnic muti-

lations involving a considerable degree of pain
may be classed among austerities. Each one of

these may have a different origin or intention,
some may be mere customary or symbolic follow-

ings of archaic rites, but this makes no difference
in the degree of suffering which is borne or in the
stoical patience with which it is endured (see art.

Mutilations).
(1) The custom of cutting the body and using the

blood for some specific purpose is widely extended,
and has already been met with as a mourning
ceremony.

(a) It is found as part of the ceremonies of initi-

ation in various quarters. Tlius in North Central
Australia the final ceremony among several of

the tribes consists of making a series of cuts on
the back and one on the neck of the candidate.
These are said to conmiemorate certain events in

the Alchcringa, or mj'thical period (Spencer and
Gillen '', 335). A similar rite is found among
S. Australian tribes (Schiirmann, in Nat. Tribes

of S.A., Adelaide, 1879, 231 ff.). Scars are also

made on the face and body at puberty among the
Ba-Mbalas (JAI, 1905, xxxv. 402) and elsewhere
in Africa (Burton, Abeokuta, London, 1863, i.

104 ; Denham, Travels in Africa, London, 1828,
iii. 175 :

' the process is said to be extremely pain-
ful on account of the heat and flies'). These

appear to be of the nature of totem or tribal

marks. Among the Abipones the marks were
jnade Avith thorns, and ashes were rubbed into the
wounds— a species of tatuing (DobrizhoHer, ii.

SGff.).

(b) Cutting or gashing the body in order to

obtain blood, usually for magical purposes or for

wae in various ceremonies, is found all over Aus-
tralia. Thus among the Dieri two men are bled
with a sharp Hint, and the blood is allowed to

flow on others of the tribe. The ceremony was
intended to produce rain, the blood representing
rain (Gason, in Nat. Tribes of S. Aust. 276).

Among the Wiradthuri tribes, at initiation rites

men Avounded their gums or the flesh under their

tongues with sharj:) pieces of bone, and allowed the
blood to fall on the seat used in the ceremony ;

and among the Kamilaroi, at the bora, quantities
of blood were collected from gashes made in men's
arms with flint or shell (JAI, 1895, xxv. 301,

325). Among the Central Australian tribes '
it is

astonishing what an enormous amount of blood is

used for decorative purposes by these savages, one
of Avhom will think nothing of bleeding himself

perhaps tAvice a day for a Aveek or tAvo in succes-

sion.' Here it is also draAvn from gashes in the

body for a variety of other purposes
—to seal a

covenant, to be administered as a strengthening
potion, or applied to the body of the sick or aged
( Spencer-Gil len *>, 596 ft".). Among the Basutos the
hands of those Avho have carried a corpse to the

grave are scratched Avith a knife, and magic stuft'

is put into the Avounds to remove the contagion of

death (GB^ i. 302). Here, too, may be mentioned
a group of customs already alluded to (§ 5), in

Avhich the inhabitants of a district divide into tAvo

parties and engage in a sham light, in which, hoAv-

ever, severe bloAvs are given and received, blood is

shed, limbs are broken, and sometimes life itself

is taken, the fight lasting for some hours. This

tight takes place at some given moment in the

pi'ocesses of agriculture, and has for its object
the promotion of fertility. The rationale probably
is that the blood shed fertilize^ the earth, for

among the Acobambans of Peru Avomen caught
the blood and sprinkled it on the fields (Bastian,
Dcr Mensch in dor Geschichte, Jena, 1860, iii. 73).

Similar lights, more or less severe, have been ob-

served among the Tongans, American Indians,
African tribes, among the Khonds, in China ; they
occurred in the form of stone-throAving in Greece
at certain festivals ; and they still occur in modi-
fied form in European folk-custom (see Frazer,

Pausanias, iii. 267).

(c) Incisions in the flesh and blood-letting are
aLso customary before marriage in many places.
Incisions Avhicli leave raised scars are made on
the bodies of young men and Avomen among the

Kikuyus of E. Africa, the purpose being orna-
mental (JAI, 1905, xxxv. 255). ElseAvhere the

blood-letting, folloAved by each spouse drinking or

SAvalloAving the blood in food, lias the purjiose of

uniting them, and shrinks in some cases to a mere
symbol (CraAvley, ]\Iystic liosc, 385 ; see artt.

Blood, Brotherhood [artificial]). Or, again,
the opening of a vein in both bride and bride-

groom is a species of blood-otlering, mainly among
American Indian tribes (Ziickler, op. cit. 80).

(d) Frequently the making of scars and cicatrices,

painful as the process is, seems to have mainly an
ornamental purpose, as among the Australians

(Spencer-Gillen*', 56), Tasmanians and Melanesians

(Letourneau, Sociology, 80), and N. American tribes,

e.g. the Thlinkets (N^B i. 97), though Avith most
of these they are also made for other purposes.
Among West Coast African tribes, Avith Avhom
tatuing is rare, cicatrices are made by cutting the
skin and then placing in the Avound the fluff of the
silk cotton tree (M. H. Kingsley, op. cit. 530). In
NcAv Guinea Avomen make scars on the chest Avhen
a brother spears his first dugong (Haddon, 113).

(e) Finally, gashes are frequently used to draAV
blood as a propitiation of the gods. Thus, among
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the Mosquito tribes of Central America, besides

sacrifices to inlliience the gods before war or any
important undertaking, blood was drawn from

tongue, ears, or other parts of the body {Nli i. 723,

740). Similar gasliings were made by the priests
of Baal (1 K IS-**, cf. Jer 4P), the Aztecs at the
feast of tlie Earth-goddess, and the Peruvians, both
of whom drew blood from gashes in arms, legs, ears,

nose, etc. (Garcilasso de la Vega, i. 52 ; Zockler,

op. cit. 84). These are sometimes thought to be
relics of earlier human sacrifice, like the com-
mutation of a human victim among the (Jauls, who
made an incision in the victim's flesh (Pomp. Mela,
iii. 2, 18). But possibly they may have been
intended to promote union with tlie divinity

through the vehicle of blood. Connected with
this is the custom of self-castration seen in the

Phrygian worship of Cybele and analogous cults

in Syria, etc. Tn these the priests also wounded
themselves in the arms and scourged each other

(Tert. Apol. 25 ; Lucian, cle Dca Syi-la, 50).

Similarly in the Iloman cult of Bellona the priests
made gashes in their shoulders and the blood was
sprinkled on the image of the goddess and used in

the sacrifices (Lactantius, i. 21 ; W. K. Smith, 304).

(2) A Dipiitatiun offingers.
—This practice, already

met witli as a mourning ceremony, is also found

sporadically as a sacrificial observance. In sick-

ness Busiimen sacrifice a joint of their fingers
(Farrer, Prim. Mavncrs and Cusfoms, London,
1879, 143). The Cochimis of California, when all

other means had failed, cut ofl' a finger from a

daughter or sister of a sick man, in the belief that
the blood would preserve him (Adelung, Gesch. von
Califor., J^emgo, ITGO, i. 76). This was al.so done

by the Tongans in cases of illness as a propitiatory
otfering to the gods, while a man would also cut
oft' his own finger to avert their anger when danger
threatened (Mariner, Tonga Islands, i. 454, ii. 210).

During initiation the candidate among the Mandans
held up his linger to the Great Spirit expressing
liis willingness to ofler it, and then had it chopped
oft" with a hatchet (Lewis and Clarke, Travels,
London, 1817, 86). In India the practice is found
in custom and myth. Mothers will cut oft' tlieir

own lingers as sacrifices for the preservation of
their children, while Siva is said to have cut oft'

liis finger to appease the wrath of Kali (Tylor,
ii. 401). Mothers in ]>engal frequently draw Jilood

from tlieir chests, when a husband or son is ill, to

propitiate the goddess Chandika (Rajendralala
Mitra, Indo-Aryans, London, 1881, i. 111). This

may also have l)een a Celtic practice, since in one

legend Ethne the Horrible is said to have cut ofl'

the ends of her children's little fingers to make
them longer-lived (VVindisch-Stokes, Jrische Texte,

Leipzig, 1891-1897, iii. 363). We may compare
with these rites the Chinese custom of cutting
pieces of flesh from the thighs, while ofTering a

prayer to Heaven to accept this as a species of

self-immolation on liehalf of a sick relative, who
then was given the flesh to eat (de Groot, op. cit.

iv. 2, 386).

(3) Ciracmcision.—This has already been found
as one of the rites of initiation to manhood ; and,
in general, where it occurs it is performed at

puberty, though sometimes, as with the Jews, it

takes place in childhood. We are not concerned
here with the various reasons assigned for it by
the different peoples who jiractise it, or with its

original intention, though this may have been, as

already suggested in other cases, toward oft' danger
from the wliole organ by removing a part, which
part might also harbour dangerous influences.
What concerns us here is the painful nature of the
rite, and its wide-spread use. Practised by many
peoples of antiquity, Egyptians and others (Herod.
li. 104), it is found among most African tribes, in

N. and S. America, in Polynesia, Australia, a,nd

parts of Melanesia, and .sijoradically elsewhere.

Among most of these ])eoples it is regarded as a
disgrace not to have it done, or as rendering a man
unclean. If the patient shrieks or cries, this is

frequently considered unmanly, but occasionally
he is in such a frenzied state as not to feel pain at
the moment. But sometimes, besides the actual

pain of the cutting, the youth has to undergo other
ordeals. Thus, among the Bantu peoples of W.
Africa cayenne pei)per is squirted on the wound
(Nassau, op. cit. 12), and among the Mavendas of
S. Africa the candidates arc subjected to exiiosure
for some time in a nude condition and to treat-
ment of a harsh nature {Jyll xxxv. 268). See
art. Circumcision, and Andree, FAhnographische
Parallclen, Leipzig, 1889, 16611". ; V\osb, Das Kind,
Leipzig, 1884, i. 34011'.; Stoll, op. cit. 49911'.;

Wellhausen, Prolegomena, Edinburgh, 1885, 360;
UAnthropologie, Paris, 1896, vii. 653 ft".

(4) The practice of sub-incision or mika or

pura-ariltha-kuma has already been referred to

(§ 2). This terrible rite involves the slitting open
of the under side of the urethra, and is found in

Queensland, N. S. Wales, S. Australia, and among
N. and W. Australian tribes (Spencer-Gillen*,
212ft". ; ib.'' 133, 32811'.). Analogous to this is the
custom of semi-castration, ^jractised, according to

Kolb, by the Hottentots (op. cit. 42011"), though it

has been questioned by later observers ; it is also
found among the Ponapes in the Caroline Islands
and in the Eriendly Islands (Finsch, ZE xii. 316).
For other mutilations of the sexual organs for

dift'erent 2)urposes among the Dayaks, Battas,
ancient Romans, etc., see 0. Hovorka, Mitt, der
Anthr. Gesell. in Wien, 1894, xxiv. fasc. 3; JAI,
1892, xxii. 45 ; Stoll, op. cit. 49011'., 921 fi".

(5) Girls at puberty among many .sejjarate peoples
miist also undergo the equally painful rite of ex-

cision, probably with the same original intention
as circumcision, and like it frequently an initiation

ceremony. It is found among various African

peoples, in Nubia, Abyssinia, Galla and INIasai

Lands, on the west coast, and also in the south,
while it is also met with among several S. American
peoples, occasionally in N. America, and sporadi-
cally in Indonesia (Stoll, op. cit. 523 ; Ploss, iJas

Kind, i. 379 ft'. ; Merkcr, Die Masai, Berlin, IIM14,
6011". ; Martins, Znr Ethnog. Amerikas, Leipzig,
1867, 445; JAI, 1904, xxxiv. 133). With it may
be classed the cutting or artificial rupture of the

hymen, mainly among several Australian tribes,
but occurring elsewhere also. With the Australians
it is an initiatory rite, and also serves as an im-
mediate preparation for marriage (Spencer-Gillen*,
93 ; ib.^ 133). Even more painful is the rite of
'infibulation

'

of marriageable girls, which is

found mainly in the Nile region, the Sudan, Galla
and Somali Lands, Nubia, Kordofan, and the

Abyssinian highlands, and also in Pegu (Stoll,

op. cit. 548 ft'. ).

(6) Among other forms of mutilation causing con-
siderable suilering may be mentioned (a) knocking
out one or more of the front teeth, usually as an
initiation ceremony, though various interpretations
of its purpose are current among those who jiractise
it, and with some it is regarded as an ornament.

Perhaps arising as a preparation for the reception
of new food at puberty, it soon became a mark of

acquired manhood, and sometimes, as with the
Kavirondos, any one not undergoing it endangered
his life in battle (Johnston, Uganda Protectorate,
London, 1902, ii. 728). Among many Australian
tribes it is found as a regular initiation ceremf)ny
performed only on yonths, but among the central
tribes it has ceased to be so, and is j)erformed on
both sexes indift'erently (Spencer-Gillen", 588 ft'.),

Tlie custom is found among most African tribes,
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Bantu and Nejjro ; in N. America, c.7. among tlie

Seri Indiana, who practise it on girls before mar-

riage (17 liBEW, p. 169); in Formosa among the

Pepos, wlio think it assists breathing (Ploss, Das
Kind, ii. 424) ; while it was practised by the
ancient Peruvians, who regarded it as a punish-
ment ordained on their ancestors and binding upon
themselves, or as a service rendered to the divinity
(Garcilasso de la Vega, ix. 3 ; Herrera, Historia

general, Madrid, 1730, v. 6, 1). It is also found as
a mourning mutilation at the death of a chief in

the Sandwich Islands (Ellis, Totir thruur/h Hawaii,
London, 1826, 146).

(b) Filing the teeth, usually to sharp points,
grinding them down, and breaking part of them,
are found sporadically, sometimes as initiation
ceremonies. Among the Malays the Hrst method
takes place soon after circumcision ; the rite,

though painful to behold, is borne with great
patience (ISkeat, Malay Magic, London, 1900, 355).

Elsewhere, as in Sumatra, Borneo, etc., the teeth
are filed, broken, or pierced, and then ornamented
with gold or blackened, the operation sometimes
causing great pain (Marsden, Sitnuttra, London,
1811, 52 ; Hist. gin. dcs voyages, Hague, 1757,
XV. 97 ; Ling Roth, Natives of Sarawak, ii. 78).
But the custom is also supposed to preserve the
teeth. Filing the teeth was also practised by the

Mayas of Yucatan (Diego de Landa, lielacion,

Paris, 1864, 31), as it is still among some East
African tribes (JAI, 1904, xxxiv, 138), and peoples
of the Congo region (Stoll, op. cit. 255) ; and, as

among the Californian tribes, they were ground
down to the gums [XR i. 333 f. ; see also Frazer,
roi!e/wwm, Edinburgh, 1887, 28 ; ZE xiv. 213).

(c) Making holes or slits in the nose, lips, cheek,
or ears, in which are inserted various objects, is a
world-wide practice, and, though regarded as a
means of ornamentation, was probably in its origin
of a magical character (the objects serving as

amulets), while it was also and still is in many
cases associated with initiation rites. Frequently
the hole or slit is begun in childhood, but the

permanent object is inserted only at puberty. Only
the most extreme instances of this form of mutila-
tion need be referred to here. Among the Thlin-
kets the under lip of female children is pierced and
a small object inserted. As time goes on, a larger
tibject is placed in the slit to extend the aperture,
causing a painful and continuous strain, until, at
the age of maturity, a grooved block of wood
sometimes six inches long and half an inch thick
can be inserted [NR i. 99). The Botocudos of
S. America treat the under lip and the ear lobe in
the same maimer, gradually enlarging the aper-
tures, until wooden plugs of a considerable size can
be inserted, the ear lobe sometimes reaching to
the shoulder (von Wied - Neuwied, Reise nach
Brasilien, Frankfort, 1820, ii. 5). Every variety
of these mutilations, either singly or together, is

found over the American continent ; lip-slitting
occurs in Africa, ear-slitting and ear-extension in

Fiji, Easter Island, and the Nicobar islands, while

ear-piercing, with a religious significance, occurs
all over India, Burma, and the Malay Peninsula
(see Stoll, op. cit. 98 ff. ; Hovorka,

'

Verzierungen
der Nase,' Mitt, dcr 'mthr. Ges. in Wie7i, xxv.

pts. 4 and 5, 1875 ; 3 RBEW, p. 76 ff.).

(d) The well-known and painful custom of de-
formation of the foot among Chinese women is

regarded as the chief point of beauty and .attrac-

tiveness, while it has ai)parently also some cn)tic

character. Tiie process is begun in early ciiililluxjd

by bandaging the feet firmly so that all growth
is hindered, until they become little more than

stumps, rendering walking a matter of diHiculty
(Brandt, Sittenbilder aits China, Stuttgart, 1895,
53 ff.; Ploss-Bartels, Das Wcib, Leipzig, 1904, i.

173 ff.). A similar custom is found among the
Kutchin Indians, where a child's feet are bandaged
to prevent growth, small feet being there thought
handsome (liichardson, Arctic Seaixhing Expedi-
tion, London, 1851, 384).

9. Tatuing.—This custom is of world-wide ex-
tent ; but while every variety of motive is ascribed
to it, it frequently has a religious or magical signi-
ficance, and it is commonly done as an initiation rite.

Among the Eskimos the process usually consists in

passing a needle and thread dipped in soot below
the skin (Egede, Besch. von Grbnland, Coi)en-
hagen, 1790, 153). More usually pricking the skin
or cutting it, and then rubbing in some pigment,
is resorted to. Or in some cases figures are cut or
cauterized on the skin and the cicatrices painted,
as in the Deccan and among the Mosquito Indians

(Forster, Voyage round the World, London, 1777,
588 ; NR i. 716). Still, however done, the process
involves much suffering, especially where great
parts of the body are tatued ; but to shrink from it

or to show signs of suffering is held as evidence of
cowardice. Mcjerenhout says of the operation in

Polynesia that it was the cause of such sufferings
that sometimes the girl died under them. Yet in

spite of this the operation, which is a tedious one,
is seldom or never refused (Wilson, Miss. Voyage,
London, 1799, 339). Nearly every observer of the
actual carrying out of the process speaks of its

extremely painful and even dangerous character.
Hence it may be regarded, for whatever purpose it

is undergone, as hy no means the least serious of
the many kinds of austerities practised by lower
races. Thus, when it is undergone at puberty, it

allbrds a test of the individual's capacity for endur-

ing pain and showing courage (cf. JAI, 1882, xii.

331). Where it has a religious significance, as in

Fiji, where it was held to have been appointed by
the god Ndengei, it may be regarded as a kind of

offering made to a divinity, while it also secured
the entrance to, or the recognition of the individual

in, the other world, un-tatued persons being there

subjected to torture (Williams, Fiji, i. 160 ; cf.

FL, 1894, V. 33, 318; Hall, U.S. Explor. Exped.,
Philadelphia, 1846, 99, for other instances). The
practice of making marks or designs on the body
by cuts or scars, into which some pigment is often

rubbed, is found among many peoples, especially
those with darker skins (Australians, Tasmanians,
Papuans, etc.), and must involve considerable

suffering. See art. Tatuing ; Joest, Tutoiviren,
Narbenzeichnen und Kbrperbemalen, Berlin, 1887.

10. Medical austerities.—The methods of heal-

ing used by the medicine-man, or doctor, in savage
societies are often of a drastic and acutely painful
nature, though they are generally borne sub-

missively by the patient. Kesting mainly upon
the theory that all disease is caused by e\'il spirits,
the object of the treatment is to drive these away
or to obtain possession of the object which they
have placed in the l)ody. Hence a great part of

the treatment consists of yelling and singing,
noises of all kinds, dances, and fumigations. But
in addition the patient is subjected to a variety
of vigorous remedies wrought upon his person.
Among the most common of these are scarifying
the flesh and bleeding. Thus among the Anda-
manese the flesh is cut with quartz or glass flakes

(JAI, 18S2, xii. 85), elsewhere, as aiuong the
Dinkas (JAI, 1904, xxxiv. 150), with knives, and
sometimes, as among the Bondeis, a very smarting
medicine is rubbed in (JAI, 1895, xxv. 215).
Similar scarifications are used by many otlier

Ceoples

—^.Australians, Papuans, American Indians,
oth north and south. A primitive method of

cupping is found in different parts of Africa, con-

sisting of making an incision in the flesh, placing
a horn above the incision, exhausting the air by
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suction, and then closing the orifice. Tlie horn i>s

then gradually lilled with blood (Nassau, op. cit.

183). Sacking tlio surface of tlie skin till it is

blistered, or sucking blood from an incision in the

flesh, is common, e.g. in N. America (Bancroft,

passim; Petitot, Traditions indiennes,Va.v\ii, 18S6,

434). There, too, kneading and pounding the

body violently, and press^ing the lists into the pit
of the stomach until the patient's strength is

exhausted, are in great favour, and occasionally
the medicine - man bites the patient with his

teeth and shakes him (NR i. 246, 355 ; Kane,
Wanderings, Loudon, 1859, 225). Another remedy
is to make the skin smart by applying pungent
spices, or by stinging it with ants or whipping it

with nettles (GB- i. 301, iii. 216). This, like

flagellation in cases of madness, is intended to

drive oil" the demon of disease. A favourite remedy
for fever and other diseases among American
Indians is the sweat-bath. This is a small hut
which by various means is heated to sutibcation.

In it the patient is placed, and afterwards, dripping
Mith perspiration, he rushes out and plunges into

cold water. This treatnient sometimes causes

death, but it is also in use as a puriticatory rite

(NR i. 246, 285). A similar remedy for madness
is found in Gabun (Nassau, op. cit. 273). It is to

be noticed also that sometimes the relatives of the

patient, or even of the medicine-man, fast, to assist

the progress of the remedy (Ploss, Das Kind, i.

150 ; Dall, 3 RBE ]V, p. 426). See Bartels, Medecin
der Naturvolker, Leipzig, 1893.

II. Self-restraint. — A certain degree of self-

restraint, especially in marital relations, though
scarcely coming under the heading of 'Austeri-
ties

'

as do other forms of self-restraint, e.g.

fasting, is found on particular occasions among
lower races and may be taken notice of here, since

it shows the power of current theories or beliefs or

customs to strengthen the will even of a savage,
and cause it to stifle bodily desires. Thus, though
the ultimate purpose is no doubt dilTerent, such
forms of self-restraint are yet akin to the self-

discipline and continence of later forms of asceti-

cism. Examples of continence are most marked
during war or hunting, the intention probably
being the avoidance of possible loss of strength
and also of the potential dangers lurking in sexual
relations generally. But in some cases the pro-
hibition has assumed a religious sanction, especially

among American Indian tribes. The Winnebagos
observe continence in war because it was com-
manded by the Great Spirit ; among otlier tribes it

is said to be based on religious grounds, and the
Dakotas thought that the violation of captives
would be resented by the spirits of the dead
(Drake, Ind. Tribes, Thiladelphia, 1884, i. 188;
Waitz-Gerland, Anthrop., Leipzig, 1859-1871, iii.

158 ; Schoolcraft, op. cit. iv. 63).
A religious motive is also to be seen in those

cases where such continence has become a bind-

ing form of tabu, as among the Maoris, with
whom, not only during war, but on other im-

portant occasions, women are strictly tabu to

men, who must not approach their wives until
war is over (^.47, 1889, xix. Ill ; Waitz-Gerland,
vi. 349). This is also found in parts of New Guinea,
where the warriors are helega, or sacred, for some
days before fighting, and must not even see awoman
(Chalmers, Pioneering in N. G., London, 1885, 65).
But the original basis of such continence may l>e

seen in the Seminole belief that connexion with
women enervated men and unfitted them for their
duties as warriors (Schoolcraft, v. 272) ; or, as in

Halmahera, that they must practise continence
during war else they will lose their strength
(Riedel, ZE xvii. 69). Tliis rule of continence is

practically universal among savages, and applies to

the period immediately preceding war or during
the actual course of the war, while it also appears
at higher levels of civilization (cf. Caesar, vii. 66 ;

2 S 11"). The rule also ajiplies frequently before
or during a hunting or fishing exjiedition. Chastity
is part of a seven days' tabu among the Malays
when Ashing (Skeat, uj}. cit. 315), but a similar rule

prevails generally in such cases ; while, as among
the Aleuts, it is connected with religious beliefs,
since during a whaling expedition unfaithfulness
on the part of the men or their wives woulcT be
punislicd by the whale, an object of reverence to
them (Keclus, op. cit. 53). In some cases, too,
the rule of continence is accompanied by fasting,
ceremonial preparations, and the infliction of pain.
Tims, among the Nutkas, before war, some weeks
are spent in preparation, which consists mainly of

abstinence from women, bathing, scrubbing the
skin with briers till it bleeds, and finally painting
the whole body jet-black [NR i. 189). Among the
Bondeis a man is scarified down the arms as a
charm against sword-cuts {JA I, 1895, xxv. 205);
Avhile, before hunting, the Indians of Guiana
subject themselves to the stings of ants and the
irritation caused by the hairs of certain caterpillars
(Im Thurn, 229). Again, probably on the principle
of sympathetic magic and the intimate connexion
between a man and his wife, fasting and other
forms of rigorous discipline are enjoined on women
in many quarters while the men are absent on war
or the chase, as in the Babar Islands, where women
must fast and abstain from sexual intercourse

(Riedel, Seiches en Pcqnia, Hagnie, 1886, 341).
The rule of continence is also followed in various

other circumstances. In Congo, when the ChitomA
is on circuit, a fast of continence is proclaimed, the

penalty for breaking it being death. By such
continence '

they preserve the life of their common
father' (Reade, Savage Africa, London, 1863, 362).
Strict continence is also observed by men during
the Cherokee new year's festival of purification
already referred to (§ 6 (c)). It is also a common
tabu after slaying a man or touching the dead, here

probably connected with the contagion of death,
which necessitates the avoidance of one's fellows
tQl a certain time has elapsed or certain purifica-
tions have been performed. Fasting frequently ac-

companies continence on such occasions. Contact
with women is forbidden for one month after the

shedding of blood among the Kikuyus of E. Africa

(JAI, 1904, xxxiv. 264) ; and among the Natchez,
after the first scalp-taking or securing a prisoner,
the warrior had to abstain from seeing his wife or

eating flesh for a month (Charlevoix, Histoire de la
Nouvelle France, Paris, 1744, vi. 186 ; cf. AVester-

marck, op. cit. i. 375). In many places continence
must be observed for a time after marriage and after
a birth (Crawley, op. cit. 345 ft'. ; Lubbock, op. cit. 81).

Even among savages chastity on the part of the

priesthood is sometimes a necessity. Thus Algon-
quin priests were ordained to a life of chastity, and
could not eat food prepared by a woman (NR ii.

212), an 1 in Yucatan the '

captain,' during his

three years' tenure of office, had to observe the
same rule (ib. ii. 741). This corres[ionds to the

general rule of chastity found among higher priest-
hoods, while there, too, celibate orders are found,

e.g. those in Mexico dedicated to the service of

Quetzalcoatl, and the virgins of the sun in Peru,
who, though regarded a.'* the brides of the Inca,
had otherwise, on pain of a cruel death, to live in

chastity, in this exactlj' resembling the Vestal

virgins in Rome (Zockler, op. cit. 85 : Prescott, Pern,
London, 1890, 53; cf. also the purity enjoined on
the Roman Flamen Dialis and his household).
See akso the articles on Asceticism.
LiTBRATt'RB.—This is pven in the article.

J. A. MacCulloch.
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AUSTRALASIA (Ethnology, Religions, and
Ethics).—Australasia is here taken in its widest

sense, so as to cover the great insular world which
comprises nearly the whole of the Indian and the
Pacific Oceans, and constitutes one of the five main
divisions of the globe. The term is practically
synonymous with Oceania, which is still favoured

by most Continental geographers, but for which
English writers now generally substitute Austral-

asia, as harmonizing better Avith the other

divisions, and at the same time serving to recall

its essential characteristics— '

firstly, that it is

geographically a southern extension of Asia ; and
secondly, that the great island-continent of Aus-
tralia forms its central and most important
feature' (A. R. Wallace, Australasia, p. 2).

As thus understood, this Oceanic region comprises
five main insular groups, which form the subjects
of separate articles, but may here be summarily
tabulated with their more important subdivisions :

I. Australia with Tasmania.
II. Malaysia, comprising the Malay Peninsula ; the large

Sunda Islands (Sumatra and Java); the Lesser Sunda
Islands (Bali, Lombok, Sunibawa, Flores, Sumba, Allor or

Ombay, Timor, Wetta, Serwatti) ; Borneo ; Celebes ; Jilolo
or llalmahera ; Ceram ; the Moluccas ; Sulu

;
the Philip-

pines ; Formosa ; and the outlying Andaman and Nicobar
groups.

III. PAPnASiA, with two sections :

1. Kew Guinea, with the D'Entrecasteaux, Louisiade, and
other insular dependencies.

2. Melanesia, comprising the Bismarck Archipelago (New
Britain, New Ireland, Duke of York) ; Solomon ; Santa
Cruz ; Banks ; Fiji ;

New Hebrides ; New Caledonia ; and
Loyalty Archipelagoes.

IV. Polynesia, including New Zealand; Tonga (Friendly);
Cook or Hervey (Mangaia, Rarotonga, etc.); Austral
(Tubuai); Society (Tahiti); Low (Tuamotu); Marquesas
(Nukahiva, Fatuhiva, etc.); Navigator (Samoa); Union
(Tokelau); Ellice (Funafuti); Savage (Niue); Sandwich
(Hawaii) and Easter (Rapanui) groups.

V. Micronesia, comprising the Pelew (Palau) ; Ladronos
(Marianne) ; Caroline

; JIarshall (Ralick, Radak) ;
Gilbert

(Kingsmill) ; Phojnix and Penrh3'n (Manahiki) groups.
For Madagascar, which should properly be included in No. II.,

see art. Africa. The Seychelles, Mascarenhas, and other
scattered clusters in the Indian Ocean are excluded because un-
inhabited when discovered, and the same remark apijlies also to

Norfolk, Kermadec, Pitcairn, and a few other South Sea islands.
Note that South Sea is synonjinous with Pacific Ocean.

All the lands in this table have been occupied
by man since the remotest times, and it is argued
in the art. Asia that the cradle of the human
family lay most probably in Malaysia (Java).
From this central area of dispersion the first

migratory movements ranged north to Asia, west
to Africa, and east and south over the whole of the
Oceanic world by land connexions which have since
been gieatly reduced by subsidence (see art. Eth-
nology, § 3). It woultl tlius .appear that the first

inhabitants of Australasia must have been direct
descendants of a Pleistocene precursor whose proto-
type is found in the Javanese pithecanthropus
erectus, and who are themselves represented by
the black elements still persisting in Malaysia
(Malay Peninsula, Flores, Timor), in' Papuasia,
Australia, and even in Polynesia and Micronesia,
though liere mostly absorbed or assimilated by
later intruders from Asia. As in Africa, there are
two black elements in Oceania : (a) tlie dwarfish

Negritos surviving in the Andaiuans, in the Malay
Peninsula (Sakais, Semangs), in the Philippines
(Aetas), and in Java (the nearly extinct Kalangs) ;

and {b) the medium-sized or even tall Papuasians,
who form nearly the whole of the population in

New Guinea (I'apuans proper), and throughout
Melanesia. For several reasons, such as their

pliysical, linguistic, and religious ditlerences, it is

desirable to treat the Papuans proper and the
Melanonans as two distinct though closely related

sub-groui>s, while both may be conveniently com-

prised under the collective name of Papuasians.
The Melanesians, for instance, are of Malayo-
Polynesian speech, and worship no devils, whereas

the Papuans speak numerous languages funda-

mentally distinct from any others, and are pro-
nounced demonolaters. Dr. Hamy speaks of

their origins as lost
' dans les profondeurs d'un

insondable pass6,' while W. Volz shows that in

pre-Malay times they occupied all the Pacific

Ocean (AA, Nov. 1894). Their westward exten-
sion to the large Sunda Islands, where no full-

blood Papuans are now found, is also established

by B. Hagen, who groups together the Battas,

Gayos, and Alas of Sumatra, the Ulu-ayars of

Borneo, the Semangs and Actas of Malacca and
the Philippines, the Torajas, and the Toalas recently
discovered by Dr. Sarasin in Celebes, the Melan-

esians, Papiians, and Australians,
' as local varieties

and remains of a great wide-spread primitive
southern race,' which he calls 'the old pre-Malay
ethnical element' in Oceania (Globus, 1904, 76,
No. 2, p. 24 f . ). These pre-Malayans therefore con-

stitute the substratum, the true aborigines, every-
Avhere in Australasia.
Their watery domain was later, but still in

remote pre-historic times, encroached upon first by
Caucasic and then by Mongoloid immigrants, both
from the Asiatic mainland. It is shown in art.

Asia that during the Stone Ages two branches of

the western Caucasians reached the uttermost con-

fines of the continent, one probably from Europe
through Mongolia to Korea and Japan, the other

from North Africa through Irania to India and
Indo-China. Some of the northern branch, all

dolmen or megalitliic builders, appear to have

passed from Japan to Micronesia, where they may
have joined hands with those of the southern
branch who ranged from Indo-China southwards
to Malaysia and thence eastwards to Polynesia.
Thus are explained those astonishing nuirais and
other monolithic structures which are found scat-

tered over the Pacific islands as far east as Rapanui
(Easter Island), and culminating in tne stupendous
works of Ponape (Eastern Carolinas) Avith cyclopean
walls 10 to 18 feet thick, constructed of huge
basaltic blocks, some measuring 25 ft. in length

by 8 ft. in circumference (F. J. Moss, Atolls and
Islands, passim). There is a trilitlion at INIaui

(Tonga group) which looks like one of tiiose
' Druidical-like shrines

' seen by Mr. R. T. Turley
in North Korea, wliere some of the people 'show
Caucasian and not JNIongolian features' {Gcograph.
Jour., April 1904, pp. 478, 479). That the two
Caucasic streams must have met and commingled
in these North Pacific waters is shown, amongst
other indications, by the fact that the Nukuor
islanders near Mortlock (Central Carolinas) still

speak a pure but archaic form of the Maori lan-

guage away to the south (New Zealand).
In order to distinguish between the Mongoloid

(Malayan) peoples and these primitive Caucasians
who long sojourned in the Eastern Arciiipelago,
and are there still represented, amongst others,

by the Mentawi islanders (west coast Sumatra),

Logan introduced the term Indonesian, which has

now been extended to all the natives of European
type throughout Australasia, They are found

sporadically in Papuasia and Melanesia, and are in

exclusive possession of Polynesia, so that all the

South Sea Islanders east of a line running from
New Zealand by Samo.a to Hawaii may be called

Indonesians, antl the collective names Mahori,
Hawaiori, and t)thers formerly ajiplied tentatively
to them may now be discarded. Their claim to be

regarded as an Oceanic section, not of the '

Aryans,'
as is sometimes assumed, but of the pre-Aryan
Hamitic and Iljerian Caucasians, can no longer be

seriousljf questioned, since by t}ie unanimous testi-

mony of ail competent observers they are one of

the very finest races on the globe, with physical
cliaracters connecting them anthropologically with
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the western Caucasians. Of the Tonga natives

Lord George Campbell writes :

' There are no people in the world who strike one at first so

much as these Friendly Islanders. Their clear li^ht copper-
brown coloured skins, yellow and curly hair, handsome faces,

their tout ensemble, formed a novel and splendid picture of the

genus homo ; and, as far as physique and appearance go, they

gave one certainly an impression of being a superior race to

ours' (Log Letters from
' The Challenger' ; and see also Guille-

niard'a Australasia, ch. 14).

But it was shown al)o\^e that the whole Oceanic
area was first peopled by the Papuasians, which

explains the constant occurrence of a black strain,

very marked in JNIicronesia, but also met with
all over Polynesia. The natives of Nine (Savage
Island) have a tradition that, Avhen they occupied
the island from Samoa, they found a black popula-
tion with whom they interuuxed. The same state-

ment is made by tlie Hervey people, and is con-

firmed by their dark complexion and kinky hair,

while in Mangaia the Melanesian features—frizzled

hair, dark-brown skin, and full beard—predominate.
Even the Tahitians and Maoris, both in other re-

spects splendid Caucasians, here and there betray
the dark element in their protruding lips, very
dark-brown skins, curly hair, and slightly developed
beard. In Malaysia the above-mentioned Men-
tawi islanders are the finest of all the surviving
Indonesians, and of them Von Rosenberg writes

that,
' as regards physical appearance, speech, cus-

toms, and usages, they stand almost quite apart.

They bear such a decided stamp of a Polynesian
race that one might far sooner compare them with
an inhabitant of the South Sea Islands' {Der

vuilayischc Archipel. i. 189).
'
It is somewhat difficult to say what the original type of the

true Polynesian was ; but it is probable that the handsome, tall,

oval-faced, high-browed, lithe, active, hght brown, black straight-

haired, black or very dark brown-eyed, cheerful, dignified indi-

vidual so frequently met with, is the nearest to the true original

Polynesian' (Percy Smith, Ilawaiiki, p. !!).

As the western Indonesians moved eastwards to

their present homes in the Pacific, their place was
taken by the Asiatic Mongols, who are now repre-
sented in the Eastern Archipelago by the light- or

olive-brown populations commonly called Malays.
They form, m fact, the Oceanic section of the

Mongol familv, and as their right to be regarded as

members of this family is no longer contested, the

point need not here be laboured. Interminglings
with the pre-Malayan dark and fair elements

(Papuans and Indonesians) have caused consider-

able local modifications and given rise to some
marked varieties, such as the Nias Islanders, the

Bornean Dayaks and Kayans, the Bugis and Mina-
hassas of Celebes, the Tagalogs and others of the

Philippines, and the Formosan aborigines. But
the dominant historical Malays, whose original
home was in the Menangkabau district of Sumatra,
and whose language has become the lingua franca
of the Archipelago, are a true INIongoloid people,

distinguished by their 'light yellowish and brownish

skins, long lank and black hair, small stature,
rather oblique eyes, and prominent cheek-bones'

(Meyer, Minahassa auf Celebes, Berlin, 1876, p. 7).

These Oceanic Mongols do not occupy the whole of

the Archipelago, tlie eastern parts of which are
still held by full-blood and half-caste Papuans, the
ethnical parting line, as drawn by Wallace, running
from east of the Philippines along the west side of

Jilolo through Bouro, and curving roimd the west
end of Flores, then bending back by Sandalwood
so as to take in Rotti near Timor (Wallace, Malay
Archipelago^, p. 590).
Now comes a difficulty. All the Australasian

peoples except the Papuans and Australians—
Alalayans, ^lalagasy, Philippine Islanders, ^lela-

nesians, Indonesians, and Micronesians— speak
numerous idioms which differ greatly in their
lexical and phonetic characters, and often even in

their grammatical structure, but are none the less

regarded as members of a common stock language
which is usually called Malayo-Polynesian, and has
a prodigious range— from Madagascar to Easter
Island, within some 2000 miles of the South
American coast, and from New Zealand across the
Pacific to Hawaii. All are -polysyllabic and un-

toned, whereas those of the south-eastern Mongols—Indo-Chinese and otliers—are monosyllabic and
toned. But the Malayans belong to this con-

nexion, hence should presumably speak toned

languages like Burmese, for instance, or Siamese,
or Annamese. The explanation seems to be that
the Oceanic Mongols reached their present domain
in remote times, before the Indo-Chinese tongues
had become disintegrated—that is, before the de-

velopment of monosyllabism by phonetic decay.
Not only do such untoned languages still survive
on the mainland, but they so closely resemble the
Oceanic tongues that they may be called proto-
or archaic-Malayan. Of the continental Malay
mother tongue there are several varieties, such as
Khmer (Cambodian), Redais, Bahnar, Samre, and
Charay, which are all toneless, and have a great
number of words in common with the Oceanic

Malay, while ' the grammatical structure of both
is absolutely identical' (C. Fontaine, quoted by
H. Mouhot, in Voyage dans les royaumes de Siam,
etc., Paris, 1868, p. 216). The organic kinship is

seen especially in the characteristic infix system,
which is everywhere precisely the same, as in the
Khmer sauk, 'to corrupt,' sainnnuk,'' a bribe';
the Malagasy tady,

'

twisted,'
' a rope,' tomady,

'strong'; the Javanese hurub,
'

ti.a,in.e,' humunib,
' to flare up

'

; the Tagalog kapatir,
'

brother,' kina-

patir, 'brotherly'; the Malay sipit, 'to grasp,'

sinipit, 'an anchor,' and so on (the infix elements

always the same, m, 7i, and m7i).
A harder problem is the extension of this vrai

groupe nuday continc7ital (Dr. Hamy) not only to
the Mongoloid Oceanic lands, but also to Mela-
nesia, whose black inhabitants speak many more
primitive varieties of Malayo-Polynesian than
either the Polynesians or the Malayans, although
they are neither Polynesians nor ^lalays them-
selves, but a branch of the primordial Oceanic
Negroid race. Here Dr. Codrington, the leading
authority on the subject, vouches for three essen-
tial points: (1) the substantial unity and liomo-

geneous character of the Melanesian tongues, under
considerable dialectic diversity, and apart from
a number of Indonesian enclaves, such as Uea,
Futuna, Fate, Mae, Tikopia, and Ongtong Java ;

(2) their fundamental kinsliip with the Malayo-
Poljmesian family ; and (3) tlieir archaic character
as compared Avith all the other members of that

family. 'As compared with Fiji [a Melanesian

tongue], the languages of Tonga and Samoa [Indo-
nesian] are late, simplified, and decayed

'

(Codring-
ton, Melanesian Languages, Oxf. 1885, p. 26). The
fiuestion therefore arises, How came these savage
head-hunters and cannibals to lose their original
forms of speech, such as still survive amongst the
kindred black peoples of New Guinea and of Aus-
tralia, and have but recently become extinct in

Tasmania? And then, how did they everywhere,
from the Bismarck to the Loyalty groups, acqiiirc

Malayo-Polynesian languages of primitive type?
Early Indonesian or Malayan conquests, followed

by mi.scegenation, naturally suggest themselves,
but are excluded by tiie absence of those modified

Negroid physical characters which must necessarily
have resulted from such postulated interminglings.
The Melanesians are quite as full-blood Negroes as
the Papuans, and show even more marked Negro
features than tlie somewhat modified Australian

aborigines. Codrington, wiio gives a few instances
of mutual assimilation and interchange of type and
speech, especially in Fiji, remarks tliat—
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It is conceivable, on the supposition that the languages
now spoken by Melanesians are not originally their own, that
the original stock is not now represented anywhere, either in

vocabulary or in grammar, that languages derived from without
have entirely taken the place of some earlier [Papuasian?]
speech ; but it is difficult to allow it to be more than i>ossible.
. . . There is the great difficulty that the present Melanesian

languages certainly have not been introduced by intruders

speaking the present Malay or Polynesian languages.' He then

suggests a tentative solution of the problem which ' would
account for the Polynesians having a language allied both to the

Malay and to the Melanesian '

(p. 31).

It should be added that Malayo-Polynesian has
not the remotest connexion either with the hetero-

geneous tongues of the New Guinea Papuans or

witli the homogeneous agglutinating languages of

the Australian aborigines. As a lule the Negritos
both of the Philippines and of Malacca have lost

their original tongues, and now generally speak
those of the surrounding Malayan peoples. On tlie

other hand, the Andamanese may claim to have

developed in their long secluded island homes per-

haps tlie most remarkable form of speech known
to philology. It has no kinship with any otlier,
and its most striking feature is a superabundance
of pronominal prefixes and formative postfixes, so

tliat 'in adding their aitixes they follow the

principles of the ordinary agglutinative tongues ;

in adding their prefixes they follow the well-

defined principles of the Soutli African [Bantu]
tongues. Hitlierto, as far as I know, the two

principles in full play have never been foitnd to-

getlier in any other langviage. In Andamanese
both are fully developed, so much so as to interfere

with each other's grammatical functions
'

(R. C.

Temple, Anthrop. Journ. 1S82, p. 123). Yet, like

the Australians, these paradoxical
'

Mincopies,' as

they were formerly called, have an infantile arith-

metic with no words for the numerals beyond two.
In the Oceanic area the various religious systems

may be broadly described as consisting of diverse

forms of the crudest and the most advanced
animism, leading in some places to the purest
psycholatry, in others to nature- and ancestor-

worship, above which has been raised a luxuriant

growth of myth and legend. With all this are

combined some strange aspects of demonology and
tabu, wide-spread over the Indo-Pacific domain,
besides totemism, ordeals, omens, and fetishism,
in forms which throw light on the origin of these

practices. Less wide-spi-ead are true idolatry,
shamanism, priestcraft, animal and human sacri-

fices, lycantliropy, tree-cult, witchcraft, the evil

eye, rain- and weather-doctoring, and the other

superstitions usually associated with primitive
religions. The ethical standards present enonnous
differences, althougli the Oceanic peoples may in a

general way be spoken of rather as non-moral than
immoral. In fact, the moral sense, as understood

by more advanced races, must be regarded as still

dormant amongst Polynesians, who indulge openly
in unbridled licence ; Melanesians and Borneans,
who glory in tlie trophies acquired in their head-

hunting expeditions ; and Pajman marauders, who
treat witli fiendish cruelty the captives secured for

their cannibal feasts. Nor are these atrocities con-

fined to the lower races, as seen by the unspeak-
able horrors of the cage-prisons in the unprotected
^IaIay States described by H. Clitford {In Court and

Ka))ipo7ig, p. 161 f.).

[n Suiijatra also the Battas open hostilities

by ofl'ering to their war-god a boy eight or ten

years old, who is buried to his neck in the

ground and then stuffed with a mixture of sliced

ginger, red pepper, and salt. When he is nearly

raving mad with thirst, he is induced by the otter

of a little water to ])roniise to plead the tribal

cause in the next world. P.ut, the promise made,
molten lead instead of water is poured down his

throat, and his head is cut off and buried in an

earthenware pot under a large tree in the village.
These Battas are idolatrous cannibals, who, before
the fight begins, prepare a rudely carved wooden
effigy with a square hole in the place of the navel.
The pot is then dug up and the soft parts of the
head arc thrust into the hole, wliicli is closed with
a leaden plate. The idol thus becomes animated
(hat hicrdiirch seine Scrle bekomyn^n), and is at once
sent ott'to the enemy, from whom another is received
in exchan^, and the pot is put aside for future
use (Von Kosenberg, Die malaiji.sche Arcldpel, i.

GO). And thus we seem to get a liint of how crude
animism may in some places have passed through
the fetish stage of the indwelling soul up to true

idolatiy or image-worship. The Fanghulu-balung,
as the Battas call this wooden effigy, has already be-

come a true anthropomorphic entity
— ' has received

its soul
'—and, like the war-gods of Olympus, can

now chami)ion their cause in this and the next world.

Amongst the Karo Battas the doctrine of soul

receives its utmost development. Here the tendi,
like the kra of the Gold Coast negroes (see art.

Ethnology, § 9), is a second ego
—a sort of ' double '

dwelling in the body, which it may occasionally
leave—and at death becomes a begu (spirit, properly
'shade') on earth, or a dibatta (god) of the middle

spaces. Often there are as many as seven such

tendis, which are partly generated as individualized
activities or properties of man. Two are clearly

distinguished, one more specialized which later

becomes a begu, the other representing more

generally the vital force, and after death resolved
into breath, or becoming wind, and returning to the
soul of the world

( Weltsecle). Not only men, but
animals and even plants, are endowed with tendis,
and the Si Dayang, as the rice tendi is called, is

represented as a goddess who plays a great part in

the creation myth. She is the maker of man, the
creative and sustaining power of the universe,
the All-life, the gracious mother ol nature, these

cosmic notions being no doubt due to later Hindu
influences (J. H. Neumann, quoted by W. Foy, in

Centralblatt f. Anthrop. 1904, v. 299).
In the neighbouring Nias archipelago the Mal-

ayan natives are both idol- and devil-worshippers,
and also head-hunters in the southern districts.

Having no idea of a pure bodiless spirit, they
fabricate numerous stone and wooden statuettes

as tutelar deities, protectors of the chief, of the

village, of the weapon, or else guardians against
sickness and other troubles. The chief god, how-

ever, is Lubu-langi, who dwells in the wind,
which, although it is invisible, can still be felt.

This god is conceived as a tree waving in the

atmosphere and shedding fruits which become
either spirits or men, forefathers of the present
generation, according as they fall in sjmce or on
the ground. In fact, Lubu-langi is the origin of

everything, and from him comes nothing but good.
Their forefathers dwell in constant association

with him, and that is why they are invoked for

blessings and against all kinds of evils. Here we
have a peculiar form of ancestor-cult, which is

paid also to the subordinate chthonic god Batu-

beana, while appeal is likewise made to the other

deities, amongst them some goddesses, all collect-

ively called Aju. lint more numerous appear to

be the demons, of whom the most powerful and
most dreaded is Naduii/a. Of tlieiii no images are

made, since they dwell in the woods, the fields,

tiie gardens, the houses, even in men and animals
when they fall sick. Then they send for the Er^

(wizard), who smells out the jiarticular spook that
is causing the mischief, and bribes him with the

heart and blood of a fowl to leave the sick man
and go away. If this and stronger measures

fail, it is concluded that there are several devils

about, and these are got rid of by stopping all the
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doorways except one, through Avhich they are driven
off by cutting and slashing in all directions and
making a tremendous uproar with much shouting,
tom-tomming, and beating of pots and cans. The
Nias people are not clear about an after-life, but

say that the body came from and returns to no-

thing, while the soul joins the company of the
ancestors with Lubu-langi, nothing being said

about rewards or penalties. Earthquakes, the

tides, eclipses, and other natural phenomena are
due to sinister influences, even the rainbow being
a net cast out by Nadaiya to ensnare mortals,
while couaets consist of an ordinary star with a

long tail to which a devil clings, careering through
space to strew the (Nias) world with woes.

Farther south tlie Indonesian Mentawi people
are similarly plagued with demons, and here, strange
to say, the natives of Fora Island migrate after

death to an adjacent islet where all become devils,
hence this is called ' Devil Island.' Hence also

after the burial everybody makes off in all haste,

fearing the return of the new-made demon. There
are no idols or religious rites, but numerous oracles

and omens and divinations by the inspection of

birds' entrails, exactly as amongst the old Etruscan

haruspices ; and children are si^ecially guarded
against the evil eye of passing strangers. Much
dancing accompanies all festive gatherings, which
would appear to have a sacred character, since

they wind up, if possible, with a human sacrifice,
the victim being obtained by raiding a neighbour-
ing island. The sinitu (fiends) are of course the
root of all evil, and when they are ai>pealed to in

the woodlands which they infest, they are supposed
to reply in the thin squeaking voice of an old man
(Von Rosenberg, i. passim).
Most of the other Sumatrans, and all the Java-

nese, formerly Buddhists and Brahmans, have been
Muhammadans since about the close of the 15tli

cent.; but the new religion is merely lip service, a
threadbare cloak thrown over the still fresh garb
of Hinduism, which itself barely conceals the ever-

lasting vesture of pagan times. Here, therefore,
and especially in Java, we have three religious
systems intermingled, or rather superimposed one
on the other (cf. art. Ahorigines, § 5). Hindu blood
still fiows in the veins of the Javanese nobility, such
as the '

Emperor' of Solo (Surakarta), and the Prince
of Jokjokarta, while the triumphs of Hindu archi-

tecture are still everywhere conspicuous, as on the
Batta and Padang uplands of Sumatra, even in

Bali and Sumbawa, and culminate in the stupend-
ous temple of Boro-budur in Central Java. Hence
it is not perhaps surprising that the early Indian

religious and moral notions still survive and dis-

play a more vigorous growth than the arid teach-

ings of Islam. The Qur'tinic texts may be daily
read in the tasteless mosques, but in serious trouble
Allah and his Prophet are forgotten, and resort is

had to the ancient shrines, where sacrifices and
prayers are still offered to the old Hindu deities.

Even the primeval tree-cult is kept alive, the chief

objects of veneration being various species of the

fig-tree, such as the pipal (Ficzis religiosa) and F.

benjamina. Beneath the shade of these wide-

branching giants the natives often gather to worship
the old earth-gods, for whose long-forgotten names
those of the Hindu pantheon are substituted.

Respect is also paid to the turtle-doves and to the

monkeys [Ccrcopithecns and Somnopithecus) which
have their homes in the branches of the sacred

Kipal-tree,

and even to certain strangely shaped
locks and rocks, carrying the mind back to

the stone-cult of primeval times (E. Carthaus, in
Kolnischc Zeit., Aug. 26, 1906).
Hinduism still holds its ground in liali and parts

of Lombok, but is here also associated with many
old superstitions, so that these islands present the

strange spectacle of large Hindu communities pro-
fessing every form of belief, fi-om the grossest
lieathendom to pure i)antheism. It is everywhere
evident enough that 'just as Hinduism has only
touched the outer surface of their religion, it has
failed to penetrate into their social institutions,
which, like their gods, originate from the time
when Polynesian [Indonesian] heathendom was
all-powerful

'

(W. Cool, WiLli tlic Daick in the

East, p. 139).
A local myth relates how t hese ftods established themselves in

Bali after their expulsion from Java hy the Muslim invaders in
the 15th centur}'. They had first to contend with the wicked
Kakshasas, who fiercely resented the intrusion, but in the
struggle were annihilated, all but the still worshipped llraya
Dewana. Then new thrones for the Olympians had to be
erected as in Java ; but there being no mountains at that time
in Bali, the four nearest hills in East Java were brought over
and set down in the east, west, north, and south, and assigned
to the different gods according to their respective ranks.

Hinduism never made much progress in Borneo ;

nor has Islam anyAvhere penetrated much beyond
the seaboard, so that the great bulk of the Dayaks,
Kayans, and other aborigines are still pagans.
Head-hunting, cannibalism, and human sacrifices,
attended with shocking barbarities, are being
slowly repressed by the British and Dutch author-
ities ; but the Muslim and Christian pro[)agandist3
appear to make little headway amongst the heathen
tribes of the interior. All are still in the wild

state, and the whole island has not inaptly been
described as '300,000 .square miles of savagery.'
As in Africa, the human sacrifices, formerly uni-

versal, were the direct outcome of the prevalent
ancestor-worship, the ostensible motive being to

dispatch messages to dead relatives, or to honour
them by these sanguinary rites. ¥ov this purpose
a slave was tied up and bound round with cloths,
and then,

' after some preliminary dancing and

singing, one after another would stick a spear a
little way—an inch or so—into his body, each one

sending a message to his deceased friend as he did
so

'

(W. B. Fryer, JAI, 1886, xvi. 234). The wicked,
however, cannot receive their messages, since they
are doomed, Sisyphus-like, to be everlastingly
clambering uji the rugged slopes of Kina Balu, the

highest peak in Borneo (nearly 14,000 feet). The
good, tiiat is, those who have collected most
human heads in this world for provision in the

next, easily reach the top, whence they are ushered
into heaven. But in other places, where the
mountains are not so high, even the elect have to
overcome many obstacles during their long wander-

ings up hill and down dale, across rivers, through
fire and water, until ' at last they are safely landed
in the heaven of their tribe' (C. Bock, Headluinters

of Borneo, p. 223).
Dr. W. H. Furness describes the Borneaiis as

'savages of a high order,' without 'any definite
forms of religious woi'ship,' although they make
' Mooden idols,' regarded ajiparently as mere
'scarecrows to frighten ott" evil spirits' (Folklore
in Borneo, p. 4). They are ' saturated with super-
stitions ; every pool, every tree, every rock is the
home of an evil spirit, and all mysterious noi.ses in

the forest are gliostly whisperings. Everywhere
are signs and omens to warn man of danger, or
direct his course,' and the mountains are .so in-

fested with antu (demons) that ' the summits can
be gained only at the risk of body, and, still worse,
of soul' [ib. p. 6). Head-hunting 'is part of their

religion ;
no house is blest which is not .sanctified

by a row of human skulls, and no man can hope
to attain to the happy region of Apo Lcggayi unless

he, or some relative of his, has added a head to the
household collection' (p. 14). The practice is ex-

plained by the myth of the gTeat chief Tokong,
who when on a raid was told by Kop, the frog, to

carry ott" the heads of the enemy. Having done

so, the war party retreated quickly to the river
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down Avhich they had come. After they had again
embarked, the current of the stream was, for their

sakes, reversed, and like a Hash they were carried

up-stream to their homes. During their short
absence the rice crop had ripened, the sick were all

well again, the lame could walk and the blind see ;

so they ever afterwards observed the custom that

Kop had taught them (p. 15). In the Kayan
cosmogony there was at first nothing but sky and
water, when a huge rock fell from the heavens,
and rising above the surface was covered with soil

by the action of the little halang worms. Then
from the sun was dropped the wooden handle of a
big sword, which, taking root in the soil, grew to
a great tree, with branches spreading over all the
new land, and this was followed by a rope-like vine
from the moon, which also took root and twined
round the tree. Now the vine became the husband
of the tree, which gave birth to a male and a female,
from whose union are sprung the Kayans and all

the other Bornean tribes, and lastly Tolcong, father
of head-hunting. At first they were only half-

human, with head, chest, and arms, but no legs,
so that they had to crawl along the ground by their

arms, an idea perhaps suggested by the octopus,
which plays such a large part in the Oceanic

mythologies (pp. 7-9). The Kayan Hades is not in
the sky but underground, and, like the Greek
Hades, has its Charon and its Styx, a deep AWde
ditch swarmirg with worms, and crossed, not by a

ferry, but by a fallen tree-trunk which is guarded
by the great demon Maligang. By him all comers
are challenged, and if thev have no record of

bravery, no store of capturea heads, the tree-trunk
is shaken until they fall into the ditch, to be tor-

tured for ever by the worm that dieth not. But
there are 'many mansions,' as for those dying a
\'iolent death, or on the battlefield ; for mothers
dying in child-birth, or for suicides. In Apo
Leggan, one of the chief divisions, dwell those

dying of sickness or old age, and these ' have much
the same lot as they had in this world ; the poor
remain poor, and the rich maintain their rich
estate

'

(p. 16).

In Malacca the dominant Malays are all nominal
Muliammadans

; but here, as elsewhere in the Malay
world, the cloak of religion is a very loose garment
which covers a multitude of prmieval rags and
tatters. These were never touched or repaired by
Brahman or Buddhist, who appear to have got no
farther than Singapore, the ' Lion City

'

over

against the mainland. Hence Islam is here'directly
superimposed on the old heathendom, which it has

ll^arely penetrated a little below the surface. Eaja
j)iJs, himself a Musalman, tells us that the people
of j^erak are still specially noted for many strange
custoi™^ and superstitions 'utterly opposed to

Muhail^"^3,dan teaching, and savouring strongly of

de%'il-w6^i"ship. . . . An enormous belief in the super-
natural li' possibly a relic of the pre-Islam state

'

(JA I, 1SS6, x"- "")• One is here reminded, how-

ever, that even the Arabs, if they do not worship
the devil, still pelt b^ '^^'ith stones at Muna near

Mecca '
in the name pf -AJlali.' Eeferring to the

Malays generally, Miss Bird (Mrs. ,5i^up) wishes

that '
it were possible to know to what exte^ they

are a religions people a^ Muslims. That they Sre

bigots and have successfully resisted all attempts
to convert them to Christianity there is no doubt,
as well as that thej* are ignorant and grossly su-

g?rstitious'
{Golden Chersonese, Lond. 1S83, p. 361).

Isewhere (p. 314) she tells us that ' buflaloes are
sacrificed on religious occasions, and at the births,

circumcisions, marriages, and sha^*ing of the heads
of the children of wealthy people. The buttalo

sacrificed for religious purposes must be always
without blemish. Its bones must not be broken
after death, neither must its horns be used for

common purposes. It is slain near the mosque
with solemn sacrificial ceremonies, and one half
is usuaUj' cooked and eaten on the spot by the

"parishioners."'
But the most striking survival from pagan times

is the universal belief in the wer-wolf superstition,
which here of course takes the form of the wer-

tiger. In Borneo there are wooden idols of tigers
with indwelling souls (C. Bock, op. cit. p. 226).
But in the Malay lands the tiger himself is wor-

shipped, and the belief that men assume his form
at night is inextinguishable. H. Clifibrd remarks
that—

' In the Malay Peninsula we live in the Sliddle Ages. Magic
and evil spirits, witchcraft and sorcery, spells and love-potions,
channs and incantations are as real and as much a matter of

everjday life as are the miracle of the growing rice and the
mysteries of the reproduction of species. Tales of the marvel-
lous and the supernatural excite interest and fear in the Malay,
but they occasion no surprise. Everj' Malay knows that strange
things have happened in the past, and are daUy occurring to
them and to their fellows. Thus the existence of the Malayan
Loup Garou to the native mind is a fact and not a mere belief.

The Malay knows that it is true' {op. cit. p. 65).

Then follows a wer-tiger story which for vivid-
ness and intense horror could scarcely be surpassed.
For details, see art. Lycanthropy ; and for pre-
valent religious notions in !Minahassa and other

parts of Celebes, see art. Air.
Even magic, which becomes gradually divorced

from the religions of more advanced peoples, is still

interwoven M-ith the beliefs and practices of the

Malayan Muhammadans. In his Malay Magic (p.

GO) W. iSkeat tells us that one of the ways by which
the Malays 'get magic' is to run against the

ghost of a murdered man. As this is not easy, a

mystic ceremony must be performed at the grave
on a Tuesday at full moon, when the person need-

ing help conjures the departed spirit and states his

request. After a time an aged man appears, and
to him the request is repeated, and is supposed to
be ultimately granted. The magic here in ques-
tion appears to be what is elsewhere called mana
(Melanesians), tvakanda (Dakotans), orenda (Iro-

quoians), arungquiltJia (Aruntas), and by other
names. It colour's all primitive beliefs, from which
it is inseparable, although by some recent theorists
it has been regarded as something apart from

religion.
A link between the Malayan and Papuan domains

was discovered by Wallace in the island of JUolo
(Halmahera), whose ' Alfuro '"

inhabitants ' are radi-

cally distinct from all the Malay races. Their
stature and tlieir features, as well as their disposi-
tion and habits, are almost the same as those of

the Papuans ; their hair is semi-Papuan, neither

straight, smooth and glossy, like all true Malays,
nor so frizzly and wooUy as the perfect Papuan
type, but always crisp, waved, and rough, such as
often occurs among the true Papuans, but never

among the Malays' (op. cit. p. 316). The term

Alfuro applied to these aborigines has no ethnical

value, being the general Malay designation of the
uncultured non-5luslim peoples in the eastern

parts of Malaysia.
From them the transition is easy to New Guinea,

the home of the true Papuans, on whose religious
views much light has been thrown in recent years.
In the western parts, subject to Holland as far as

140" E., prevalent features are pure demonolatry
arid the worship of ancestors represented by the

so-called wooden kftricar effigies of the dead,
fashioned by the -^vizards. In the Sekar district,

lately visited by J. S. A. van Dissel, scraps of

food, tobacco, and sugar-cane are scattered about
wherever goblins are suspected to be lurking.
Here the arch-fiends are the so-called Atitigi,

gigantic monsters of white colour, ydt\\ an eye in

front and another behind, six fingers on each hand,
and the right index finger furnished with a very
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lonfx sharp nail. They dwell in underground caves,
and hunt down mortals, whom tliey eat if the flesli

is found to their taste. To test the quality, a pieee
of the llesh is first scooped out with the lonj,' tinger-

nail, and if palatable the victim is roasted and

eaten, but otherwise is allowed to go free. These

supernatural beings are vulnerable only in tiie eye-
sockets. Here the tabu marks [kdra-hlra)—leaves,

rags, shells, bast, and the like, with a painted male

figure attached to a post sunk in the ground—are

very ellective, since their violation would bring on
not only the vengeance of tiie owner, but also the

wrath of the presiding deity, causing illness and
death (W. Foy, loc. cit. p. 3U5).

Dr. A. 1>. IVteyer has made a careful study of the

above-mentioned Jcarwars, which are met with

among the Mafors (not Nufors) of the North-West
Coast, and appear to be real idols, not merely
ornaments or emblems, as is often asserted. He
calls them Ahnenbilder, 'ancestral effigies.'

' After a burial a block of wood is brouj,'ht from the forest, and
first roughly hewn and then furnished with eyes, nose, ears, and

mouth, usually by the village nia,4ieian, all amid much feasting
and dancing, which is kept up for several days. When the

supplies, mostly sago and palni-winc, run out, more is sent for.

Meanwhile the' soul of the departed is still flitting about, and

every effort is now made to entice him into the finished image.
A tremendous uproar is raised with shouting, yelling, and drum-

beating in all the houses and neighbouring liauilets, and this is

continued for several evenings, a wizard all the time holding
the block in his hands with much contortion of face tmtil he
falls down—a sign that the soul has entered its future abode,
from which it can no longer escape and go about working
mischief, llenceforth much homage is paid to the idol, which
is carefully put away under the best mats in a corner of the

house, and hidden from the eyes of any uninvited guests. It is

consulted and invoked on all occasions by the near relatives, its

intercession being sought by offerings of tobacco, by adorning
it with shreds of bright cloth, and holding it in the hand till it

moves, that is, till it answers. It accomjianies travellers on long
journeys to guard them from harm, until at last, having lost its

virtue [its maiia '!], it is thrown aside as so much lumber, or
otherwise disposed of, for this point still remains obscure. But
there is no doubt that ' the Mafors worship the departed spirits.
This belief in the immortality of the soul is the main principle
of their religion, and with it are associated many rites and
usages' (Glanben u. Sitten der Papiias, etc., passim).

In recent times the upper reaches of the Fly
River, about the Anglo-Dutch frontiers, have been

depopulated by the incessant razzias of the fero-

cious west coast tribes, especially tJie Tugarc or

Tugcre cannibals, whose extreme savagery and

cruelty nuiy be taken as representing the lowest
state of human culture in New Guinea, if not in

the whole world. Little is known about their

religious views, if tliey have any ; but we have
now official information regarding the almost in-

credible horrors accompanying their slave-raiding
expeditions.

'

They are a cannibal tribe of pirates,'
wTites the Rev. S. MacFarlane,

' who make period-
ical raids ujion the villages along the eastern coast.

They break the arms and legs of the prisoners, so
as to prevent their lighting or running away, and
then keep them as fresh meat until required, cook-

ing one or two bodies at a time
'

(Cannibals of
New Guinea, London, 1888, p. 106). Or else the

captives' palms are pierced, a string jiassed tlirough
the holes, and the arms tied together at the back.
When tlie flotilla arrives they are thrown into the

water, and fished out by tiiose on the beach .sticking
barbed spears into the fleshy parts. Then they
are put on mats, a rope secured to a tree is passed
round their necks to make them sit up, and after
much slow torture they are wrapped in dry coco-
nut leaves, hoisted some six feet from the ground,
and slowly roasted with fire-.-^ticks. 'When the

rope is burnt, and the body falls to the ground,
the wiUlest and most savage scene takes place.
Tlie natives rush with knives in their hands, eacli

s!a.shing a piece of the body, which may be still

alive, in the midst of diabolical noise and yells
of rejoicing

'

(L. Loria, Olficial Meport, 1895,
Appendix S, n. 44 f.).

In British New Guinea, witchcraft causes much
VOL. II.— 16

trouble, and everywhere presents the same general
features. A sorcerer, paid for the purpose, pre-

pares a parcel of rubbish containing a hair or

something taken from the person to be ojierated
upon. The parcel then acquires diabolical powers
and frightens people, who sometimes sicken and
die through fear. Thus the sorcerers cause great
trouble, and 'the peojile generally would gladly
.see them put down, but fear keeps them from

reporting tlieir threats and swindles' {Report for

1892-4, p. 37).
Various forms of tabu are met everywhere, but

in the British districts
'

it has never been grounded
on any deep religious sentiment, consequently has
never taken deep root, bo far as is known at

present, it is used only in order to store up food
lor a coming feast. It is most frequently applied
to coco-nut and betel-nut trees. In some places
the prohibition is announced by a syren of wood
on a string wielded by a lishing-rod. From the

Fly River to the fjir east, branches, usually of sago,
are tied on the prohibited trees. Sometimes strings
are put round gardens ; branches are tied into the
door of a house that is not to be entered, or are
laid across a road that is not to be traversed

'

(ib.

p. 38). With the statement about storing up food
should be compared the practice in New Caledonia
at the other end of Papuasia. Here tapu has no

religious significance, and is associated exclusively
witli the question of food— tliat is, the question
which most interested primitive man. It is much
the same in the Marshall Islands, where Mr. F. J.

Moss tells us that recently the despotic king of

Majuro speared a man for picking a green coco-
nut ' when the tapu liad been placed upon them '

(Through Atolls and Inlands, p. 126). The reser-

vation and safeguarding of food, particularly in

times of scarcity, would thus appear to be the

original purpose of the institution, the religious
sanction being a later development, as amongst
the more advanced Indonesians of New Zealand,
where '

ta])u and its observances, in a sense, took
the place of religion' (A. Hamilton, Art Workman-
ship of N. Z. Maori Race, 1898, p. 370).
Both in British and German New Guinea

ancestor-worship is a prominent feature of the

religious systems, and here the moral sense is

scarcely yet awakened, so that little or no pro-
vision IS made for saints and sinners in the after
life. Thus in Murua (Woodlark Island), at the
east end of New Guinea,

'
all people, wliether good

or bad, when snatched away by death, go like the
wind to the small island of Watum

; there they
enjoy the full pleasures of life, the women culti-

vating and cooking food for their lords and masters
'

(J. P. Thom.son, British New Guinea, p. 184).
A far higher plane of thought has been reached

by the kindred Melanesians, though not in the
ethical order. They are still mostly inveterate
head-hunters and cannibals, as is clearly shown by
the very latest observers, such as Dr. H. Schnee
and Carl Ribbe. The treacherous and sanguinary
head-hunters of the Solomon Islands are referred
to by Ribbe as ' von Natur liignerisch, verriiterisch,

riiuberisch, hinterlistig, diebisch, und grausam
angelegten Kannibalen '

(Zwei Jahre untcr den
Kannibalen der tialomo-Insulen, 1903). They appear
to have even deteriorated since their first contact
with Europeans ; and, if not devil-worshij)j)ers in

the strict sense of the term, they certainly betray
great fear of the surrounding demons, in many
places setting up scarecrows to drive them away.
An equally dark picture is drawn by Dr. Schnee
of the Bismarck and Admiralty natives, amongst
whom cannibalism with all its attendant horrors,
such as the lingering death of the victims and the

bartering of dead bodies in the local
'

markets,' is

far more prevalent than had hitherto been sus-
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pected (Bilder aus der Sitdsee, 1904, passim). Yet
the strictly religious views of these imdoubted

savages may be called 'respectable,' in some in-

stances almost elevated—a phenomenon obviously
due, perhaps like their language, to the proximity
of the Indonesians of the Eastern Pacific. Al-

though the English word '
devil

'

is common
enough, adopted by the natives in ignorance of its

meaning, there is very little true demonolatry.
Dr. Codrington says none at all :

'
It may be

asserted with confidence that a belief in a devil,
that is, of an evil spirit, has no place whatever in

the native Melanesian mind' {The Melanesians, p.

117). This seems to be stated rather too forcibly ;

but the -v^iiter is our very best authority on the

religious beliefs of these aborigines. Even gods are
little in evidence ; at least, there is not a Supreme
Being nor are there any very powerful subordinate

deities, nor yet true fetishes, that is, natural

objects, such as a tree, rock, storm, or waterfall
animated by an indwelling spirit ; nor professional
shamans, or hereditary priests.

* There is no

Eriestly
order, and no persons who can properly

e called priests,' but any one may undertake the

priestly functions who can gain access to some
object of worship, and such a man 'is in a way
their priest and sacrifices for them all' {ib. p. 127).
The quintessence of the Melanesian system

appears to be a belief in spirits and in the subtle

power called mana, which is common also to Poly-
nesia, and presents analogies with the wakanda
of the Dakotans (see art. AMERICA, i. 382") and
with the Augustinian grace.
For Maoriland, Hamilton defines mana as 'power,

authority, influence, prestige
'

(op. cit. p. 396).
The same definition would also apply to the orenda
of the Iroquoians, 'which exactly expresses this

potentiality, this atmosphere, which they believe
inheres in and surrounds every personality. . . .

Anything reputed to have been instrumental in

obtaining some good or accomplishing some end is

said to possess orenda' (Sidney Hartland, Address,
1906, p. 5).

With regard to spiritual beings, the essential

point to note is the distinction clearly dra'WTi by
the natives between two classes of spirits, the
bodiless and the disembodied—that is, pure spirits
that never were men, and the ghosts of the de-

parted. Both are worshipped, the homage paid to

the first being pure psycholatry, to the second

ancestor-cult, so that the two primitive forms of

animism have been evolved in Melanesia. In

general, all pure spirits, most ghosts, and some men
have mana, and after death those souls alone are

worshipped who are supposed to possess it. These
are, of course, mainly the chiefs ; hence the remark
of the Fijian chief that after death he would be a

kalou, that is, would be invoked and worshipped ;

while common people, having no mana in this life,

would have none in the next, and so would be

neglected and soon forgotten. There are numerous
minor deities—gods of the sea, land, mountains,
valleys ; and these may apparently be either pure
spirits or ghosts, the natives themselves getting
confused when it comes to particulars. For details

and accessories (magic, witchcraft, weather-doctor-

ing, sacrifices, Hades, and the like), see art.

Melanesia.
For Micronesia, where both Papuasian and Poly-

nesian elements are represented, one of our best

guides is J. Kubary, who has made a thorough
study especially of the Jlfortlock Islanders on the
south-central fringe of the Caroline Archipelago.
Here the influence of the Indonesian myth-mongers
already begins to be felt, while the dominant

ancestor-worship presents some peculiar features,
its main purpose being to uphold the prestige of

the cliiefs both in this and in the next world. In

some places the headmen have both a temporal and
a divine aspect, being at once the supreme rulers,
the supreme gods {die ffauptgottheiten), and the

priests of their several tribes. At the same time,
the officials honour the spirits of theu' own fore-

fathers, invoking them on all ordinary occasions
before the somewhat costly appeal in the last

resort to the supreme god—that is, to the tribal

chief. In theory this chief is absolute, but does
not receive divine honours till after his death, and,
as the souls of all the departed are also supposed
to be deified, the number of the anu (spirits, minor

gods) would be legion, but for the provision that

practically only those are honoured who were

distinguished by some special qualities when alive.

They do not communicate directly with mortals,
but only through the au - ua - ro - ar, a kind of

shaman, whose office is not hereditary, each deity
choosing one for himself without monopolizing his

services, since he is stUl free to act on behalf of

any other god willing to employ him. Besides the
tribal (ancestral) gods there are several others,
such as the war-god Arong, honoured in the form
of a fish, and Anu-set, the sea-god. Arong repre-
sents a famous hero, Kassau, who was slain in the
island of Lukunor and buried in the sea ; hence all

warriors who fall in battle are now also buried in

the sea, so that they may join the brave Kassau,
the mythical god of the sea. Whether the myth
was invented to explain the practice, or is a local

tradition coloured by the surroundings, is uncertain,
but it shows how '

religion, like all other institu-

tions, has been profoundly influenced by physical
environment, and cannot be understood without
some appreciation of those aspects of external
nature which stamp themselves indelibly on the

thoughts, the habits, the whole life of a people
'

(J.

G. Frazer, Adonis, Attis, Osiris).
Besides the ancestral and other gods, there is no

lack of demons, one of whom infests the large
trees, but is dangerous only to young girls and
children. Apparitions and other supernatural
phenomena are much dreaded, and no Micronesian
would venture from home alone after nightfall.

They also believe in divination, and 'have two

ways of foretelling the future, one by means of

knotted cocoa leaves, the other more complicated,
but knoAvn only to the professional soothsayers

'

(Kubary, Die Bewohner der Mortlock In^eln, p.

259). Tabu is universal, and there is a '

mourning
tabu' for the great chiefs, which is exceedingly
burdensome to their bereaved subjects. Other
forms are concerned \\"ith the food question, as in

New Guinea and New Caledonia.

Polynesia (see Table, p. 236% No. IV.) is a region
of surprising, almost monotonous, uniformity in the

physical and mental characters, the speech, social

and religious institutions, and oral literature of

its Indonesian inhabitants. The oral literature is

partly historical and traditional, but mainly sacred
and religious

—cosmogonies and tlieogonics merging
into semi-divine dynastic genealogies, all based on
an underlying system of primitive religious notions,
without some knowledge of which it is impossible
to understand them. Despite the labours of Sir

G. Grey, G. Turner, W. W. Gill, A. Fornander,
Percy Smith, and some other Indonesian students,

only a few of these legends have yet been rescued
from oblivion, and so great are their volume and

variety that Adolph Bastian, their chief inter-

preter, ventures to say that ' the Polynesian range
of thought is next to or beside the Buddhist the
most extensive in the world, stretching through
the length and breadth of the I'acific Ocean, and
even farther if Micronesia and Melanesia as far

as Malaya be included
'

; and he adds that the

mythologies are meaningless without a knowledge
of the religious substratum on wliich they are
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raised (Die heilige Sage der Polynesier, p. ix.).

In this work Bastian himself has published three

priceless documents with valuable commentaries :

a very old creation myth from New Zealand (Die

Schdpfimgssage der Maori) ; from Hawaii a com-

plete tlieogony, beginning, like all Polynesian
myths, with Chaos and Night ; and The History of
Ancient Hawaii in the Hawaiian language, by
David Malo, a converted native.

Apart from their great variety and the sublime
cosmic concepts often embodied in the texts,

students are puzzled to understand how sucli

vohiminous unwritten records could be accurately
lianded down from very remote times, as many of

them certainly have been. On this point Mr.

Percj Smith remarks that '
it is difficult for a

civilized people which habitually uses writing in

recording events to conceive of the powers of

memory possessed by people who have nothing but
the memory to trust to. Some few instances of

this may be mentioned. A Maori and his wife

dictated to Mr. Elsdon Best over 400 songs, and
could generally tell the names of the composers
and the incidents alluded to in them. Another
dictated to tlie writer 164 songs, and tiiese were so

impressed on his memory that the quotation of

one line was sufficient to recall the Avhole of the

6ong at once. Another has written eleven volumes
of MS. treating of the traditions, songs, customs,

etc., of the Maoris, and this at a very advanced age,
all of this matter having been retained in his mind,
and including hundreds of proper names' (Smith,
Haioaiiki, p. 20). It is to be remembered that most
of the documents are of a sacred character, hence

jealously guarded by the priests, who were mostly
hereditary, so that 'it was the duty of the father,
and very often the grandfather, to educate their

offspring in the tribal lore. This teaching was

accompanied witli many ceremonies and karakins,
or incantations, invocations, etc., in order to im-

press the pupil witii the importance of the matter.
There was a special sanctity attached to many
things taught ; deviation from the accepted doc-

trines was supposed to bring on the oflender the
wratli of the gods' (ib. p. 19). The statement may
thus be accepted that the Maori cosmogony is of

immense antiquity, having been transmitted ver-

batim from priest to priest for thousands of years.
In this as in many other such records the dis-

tinction is not always clearly drawn between the
divine and the human elements. Sometimes gods
become men and men gods, while the theogonics
are called genealogies, and often merge imper-

ceptibly in the human genealogies, as if the '

in-

spired singers,' after deriving the deities from
mortals, had redressed the balance by reversing
the process. Thus Maui, who looms so largely in

Polynesian romance, appears to be at fir.st human,
and then through his exploits becomes clothed by
later generations with divine attributes, and in

another place we are told that one Maui (for there
are several) is the son of Tangaroa, and becomes
man, Tangaroa himself being both god and man.
The renowned chief Tu-tarangi also, who in Raro-

tonga is only an eponymous hero, or at most a
deniigod, is known to tiie Niue islanders as a
deified ancestor. Now Turner, a great authority,
tells us that ' the Savage [Niue] islanders wor-
phipped the spirits of their ancestors' (Samoa a
Hundred Years Ago, p. 306). Here perhaps we
have an explanation of the apparent confusion.
The all-pervading ancestor-cult evidently underlies
the whole mythological superstructure, and from
this source were derived the gods of the Polynesian
Olympus. But the living chiefs are the direct
heirs of these Olympians, consequently their gene-
alogies are mere continuations of the theogonies,
and to the native mind there is no real confusion

at all. Thus it is that, as above remarked (by
Bastian), everything becomes clear when we grasp
the root ideas out of wiiich iiourish these wonderful
elHorescences of Indonesian thouglit.
At times the Polynesian singers appear to soar

into tiie ethereal spaces and to realize the concept
of a Supreme Being, as when out of the trans-
formed body of Tangaroa (Taaroa and other

variants) the lesser gods, the demiurges, fabricate
the universe, and Taaroa himself is spoken of as

Toivi, the '

Eternal,' or else, like tiie Hindu
Brahma, or the Dodonian Zeus that '

was, is, and
shall be,' is described in the loftiest language as

dwelling
' in the limitless void of space, when the

World was not yet, nor the Heavens, nor the Sea,
nor Man ; from on high he calleth, changing to
fresh forms, root of the earth, under-prop of the

rocks, Taaroa as the Sea-sands in tlie broad ex-

panse, bursts into Light, cometh down as Wisdom,
born the Hawaii land, Hawaii the Great, the Holy.'
Similar elevated language pervades the Mangaian
cosmogony, which begins with Te-akn-ia-Roe, the
' Koot of all Being,' and is logically developed in

harmony with those of the other I'olynesian
systems (Gill, Myths and Songs, passim). Here,
too, the genealogies of the gods pass gradually, as
in Hawaii, and with scarcely a break, to those of

mortals, all in the interest of the living rulers of

the land. Such sublime conceptions, such subtle

theosophies, such personifications of Chaos, Im-

mensity, Gloomy Night, and other pure abstrac-

tions, in these children of nature, excite wonder
and remain inexplicable in their present frag-

mentary state. Everywhere we find Heaven, Earth,
the Universe, the After- World, recurring under
diverse names and forms, personified by language,
embodied in theocratic and anthropomorphic
philosophies

— echoes, as it were, of the Vedic

liymns reverberating from isle to isle over the
broad Pacific waters. The question arises. Have
there been Vedic contacts? It is a chronological
question which cannot be answered until the date
is approximately determined of tlie ea.stward

migration of the Indonesians from Malaysia. Did
the migration precede or follow the arrival of the
Hindu missionaries in that region? This vital

T)oint has engaged the attention of Mr. It. Stud-
nolme Thompson, whose 'Origin of the Maori'

appeared in The Maori Record for 1906-1907.
Some light is thrown on the origin of a whole

class of bird-omens by what Dr. Turner tells us of
a superstition prevalent in Savaii (Samoa group),
where '

Sepo Malosi ("Sepo the Strong") was wor-

shipped as a war-god, and incarnate in the large
bat, or flying-fox. While the bat flew before the
warriors all was right, but if it turned round and
shut up the way it was a sign of defeat and a

warning to go back' (op. cit. p. 51). And again:
' The bat was also an incarnation [of Taisumalie,
"Tide gently Rising "]. One flying ahead of the

troops was always a good omen' (p. 57). We are
at once reminded of the flights of the eagles seen

by Romulus and Remus at the foundation of Rome,
although at that time the Western Aryans may
have ceased to believe in any spirits incorporated
in the birds. We also learn something about the

origin of ordeals from the statement that in the
Samoan temples were kept conchs, stones, coco-

nut shells, and other such objects of .superstitious

veneration, which were used as aids in the ad-
ministration of justice. In the presence of such
ordeals ' the truth was rarely concealed. Thev
firmly believed that it would be death to toucn
the cup [coco-nut shell] and tell a lie' (ib.). And
when these things became discredited, as having
lost their hidden virtue—their mana, so to say—
they were replaced bymore efficacious processes : the

poison-cup, hot iron bars, stones to be fished out
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of boiling water, duelling, and the like. But the

principle was the same, a steadfast belief in a

supernatural power regulating the application of

the tests in the interests of justice. For other
Indonesian beliefs and religious observances, see

art. Polynesia.

Owing perhaps to the difficulty of distinguishing
between the purely social and the religious institu-

tions of primitive peoples, a great diversity of

opinion prevails even amongst the best observers

regarding the religious views of the Australian

aborigines. Some hold with Ernest Giles that

they have no beliefs on the subject of gods or an
after-life, and that those who credit tliem witli

such notions 'have been imposed upon, and that
until thoy had learned something of Cliristianitj'^
from missionaries and others, the blacks had no
beliefs or j)ractices of the sort' (Australia Twice

Traversed, Lond. i., 1889, 45). This may be taken as

the extreme view on the negative .side, and Avith it

Carl Lumholtz so far agrees as to assert that ' at

all events it is certain that neither idolatry nor
sacrifices are to be found in Australia. Nor have
the natives, so far as I know, ever been seen to

pray' (Among Cannibals, p. 284). Elsewhere we
read that 'it is a well-known fact that the Aus-
tralian natives are almost wholly devoid of religious

susceptibilities' (p. 339), and that to deposit food
or other things Avith the dead ' Avas an idea Avhich

they could not comprehend
'

(p. 275), implying dis-

belief in an after-life. And the remarks of George
Angas are quoted (p. 284) on the Murray Kiver
tribes, Avho 'appear to have no religious observ-
ances Avhatever. They acknoAvledge no Supreme
Being, Avorship no idols, and believe only in the
existence of a spirit, Avhom they consider as the
author of ill, and regard Avitli superstitious dread.

They are in perpetual fear of malignant spirits, or
bad men, Avho, tliey say, go abroad at night ;

and

they seldom venture from the encampment after

dusk . . . Avithout carrying a fire-stick in their

hands, Avhich they consider has the property of

repelling these evil spirits.'
This belief in an evil spirit is already something ;

but Liimholtz himself goes much further, and after

referring inconsistently to ' their fear of the spirits

of the departed' (p. 277),
admits 'a Avide-spread

belief in the soul's existence independently of

matter, the Kulin tribe (Victoria) believing that

every man and animal has a Muurup (spirit) Avhich
can pass into other bodies, leave a person in his

lifetime, and A-isit other people in their dreams.
After death it may appear again, visit the grave
of its former possessor, eat remnants of food lying
near the camp, and Avarm itself by their night
fires. A similar belief has been observed among
the blacks of Lower Guinea '

(p. 279 ; here read
'

U])per Guinea,' and cf. the kra described in art.

Ethnology, § 9). Tlien a native AA-oman is men-
tioned Avho '

repeatedly brought food to the grave
of her deceased husband' (]). 282) ; and Melinite re-

ligious notions' are credited to the southern tribes,
Avhile

' some very interesting information in regard
to the idea of a God . . . has been furnished by
Mr. Manning, Avho in 1845 discovered among some
tribes of New South Wales a doctrine of the

Trinity (sic), Avliich bears so .striking a resem-
blance to that of the Cliristian religion tliat Ave are

tempted to take it to be the result of the influence
of missionaries. But according to tlie author, the
missionaries did not visit these tribes until many
years later' (p. 283). They recognize a supreme,
benevolent, omnipotent Being, Jioi/via, Avith an
onmiscient son, Grogoragally, mediator between

Boyma and mortals, and a third person, half

human, half divine, Moogeegally, the great laAV-

giver to men, and lastly 'a Jiell Avith everlasting
lire, aud a heaven Avhere the blessed dance and

amuse themselves' (ib.). After this the passage
quoted in Primitive Culture^ (i. 418) by Tylor,
tliat they have no idea of a supreme divinity,
creator, and judge—that, 'in short, they have

nothing Avhatever of the character of religion, or

of religious observance, to distinguish them from
the beasts that jserish'

—Avill appear extravagant
to all competent observers of these aborigines.
The extreme vieAv on the positive side of the

question, that is, the belief in ' a tribal All-Father,'
is perhaps most clearly emphasized by Dr. A. W,
HoAvitt, Avho finds this belief Avide-spread in ' the
Avhole of Victoria and of New South Wales, up to

the eastern boundaries of the tribes of the Darling
lliver' (Tribes of South-East Australia, p. 500).

Amongst those of NeAV South Wales are the Eunh-

layi, Avhom Mrs. Langloh Parker (Ettahlaiji Tribe,
Lond. 1905) describes as having a more advanced

theology and a more developed AVorship than any
other Australian tribe. These noAV eat their

hereditaiy totems AA^thout scruple
—a sure sign

that the totemic system is dying out, although
still outAvai-dly in full force. Amongst the Aruntas,
Kaitish, and the other Central and Northern tribes

studied by Spencer and Gillen, the system still

survives, and totems are even assigned to the

mysterious Iruntarinia entities, vague and invisible

incarnations of the ghosts of ancestors Avho lived

in the Alcheringa (q.v.) time, the dim remote past,
the beginning of everything. They are far more

poAverful than liA^ing men, because their spirit part
IS associated Avith the so-called churinga, stocks,

stones, or any other object Avhich is deemed sacred
as possessing a kind of mana Avhich makes the

yams and grass to groAv, enables a man to capture
game, and so forth. That the cMiringa are simply
objects endoAved Avitli 7nana is the happy sugges-
tion of Sidney Hartland, Avhose explanation has

dispelled the dense fog of mystification hitherto

enveloping the strange beliefs and observances of

these Central and Northern tribes.

'

They are mj'sterious objects in the closest association with
the tribal ancestors, the outward and visible sign, if not the

embodiment, of the ancestral souls or invisible portions, and as
such regarded with veneration. They are endowed with mana,
emanating from the ancestors whom they represent—mana,
which not merely heals wounds, but when the churinga are

brought ceremonially in contact vrith the body, produces other

physical, mental, and even mora! effects. . . . The churinga is

intimately associated with the ancestor, and has "feelings"
just as human beings have, which can be soothed by the rubbing
in the same way in"which those of living men can be '

(Address
at Brit. Assoc, York, 1906).

Hence a man, as he sings and rubs it Avith his

hand,
'

gradually comes to feel that there is some
special association between him and the sacred

object
—that a virtue of some kind passes from it

to him, and also from him to it' (Spencer-Gillen,
Northern Tribes, ch. viii. p. 278 f.). By Avhatever
name it be called, this is obviously arungquiltha,
the Australian mana, and it is equally obvious
that the primitive Australian religions are still

interAvoven Avitli magic (see above).
About the religious and ethical a^cavs of the

extinct Tasinaniuns a good deal of information
has been gathered from various sources by Brough
Smyth (Aborigines of Victoria), J. BouAvick (Daily
Life, etc., of the fasmanians), and Tylor (JA I
xxiii. 141, Nov. 1893). Socially they ajipear

' to have
remained to our day living representatives of tlie

early Stone Age, left behind in industrial develop-
ment even by the ancient tribes of the Somme and
tlie Ouse. . . . The life of these savages j^roves to
be of undeveloped type alike in arts and institu-

tions, so much so that the distinction of being the
lowest of normal tribes may be claimed for them '

(Tylor, luc. cit. 148, 152). Yet the religious sense
had certainly been aAvakened. They feared to
move about after dark, believing that their de-

ceased relatives might be hovering about, aud
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there was a god who presided over tlie day and an

evil spirit or demon over the niglit, and to the god
the women addressed songs or prayers to secure

the safe return of their absent husbands (Smytli,

ii. 890). Bonwick, however, doubts this, while

admitting that '
tlie Tasmanians had some dim

apprehension of a future state' (p. 167), and refers

to the case of a native who put a spear in a tree

beside a dead body,
' to light with when he sleep

'

(p. 174). The evidence is altogether very conflict-

ing, although on the whole rather against the

belief in a beneficent deity, and Dr. Nixon, lirst

bishop of Tasmania, is quoted as saying that ' no

trace can be found of the existence of any religious

usage, or even sentiment, amongst them, unless,

indeed, we may call by that name the dread of a

malignant and destructive spirit, which seems to

have been their predominant, if not their onlj^

feeling on the subject' (p. 172). And there the

matter must rest, since the last of the race died

about 1890.
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AUSTRALIA. — i. Introduction. — Linguistic
research shows that Australia is occupied by three

distinct gioups of languages, of which two are

rebated to each other, while the third is inde-

pendent of them in vocabulary and grammar, and
shows little internal cohesion. The last group,
named ' northern

'

by Schmidt, occupies the north
of Australia and descends beyond 20" S. only in

the centre, where it is found as far as 27° S. (the

Aruntas). The other two groups,
' old' and 'new'

Australian, distinguished by the way in M-hich

they form the genitive, occupy the remainder of

the continent. By far the gieater area falls to

tlie
' new '

group, split into nine sub-groups. The
main ' old

'

Australian area is in Victoria with
traces along the east coast ; it seems to be related
to the Tasmanian languages. The two Australian

groups are related to each other in syntax and

vocabulary, but less intimately than are the com-

ponent parts of each group among themselves

(Mrtii, 1908). The grouping of tribes arrived at
on this philological basis does not correspond very
closely to those given by any other mode of classi-

fication, for material culture, social organization,
initiation ceremonies, and burial customs give
somewhat conliicting results ; but on the whole
the three last are distributed in a way which may
be harmonized with the linguistic data, if we
allow fur a certain amount of lateral transmission.
Thus, the eight-class tribes are wholly within the
• northern

'

area ; they reckon descent in the male
line, and though there are other districts in Aus-

tralia—notably parts of Victoria and the coast of

Queensland—where there is patrilineal descent of

the classes or phratries, both these and the no-class

areas belong to the oltl Australian speech-groups
or are contiguous to tiiem.

The same holds good with regard to the initia-

tion ceremonies. The rites of circumcision and
sub-incision are unknown in Victoria, New South
Wales, the greater part of Queensland, and the
coastal portions of West Australia ; but we may
readily explain their penetration into tlie Neo-
Australian south-central area as the result of

transmission, though, of course, some amount of

infusion of foreign blood may have contributed
to the result. Simple bmial is, as a rule, charac-

teristic of both the Australian groups, and in the
old group it is accompanied by the practice of

building a hut upon the grave—a custom which

they shared with their neighbours, the Tasmanians.
The grave seems to be looked upon as the abode of

the soul, though we find sporadically the lielief

that the spirits of the dead travel to the Avest, or,

where there is a belief in a god, to reside with him.
In the ' Northern '

area, on the other hand, and
certain adjacent districts, the body is submitted
to various processes, and the essential funerary
rite seems to be the disposal of the bones, which
marks the time at which the spirit of the dead is

believed to go to its o^vn place. It may be noted
that special treatment of the bones is a well-marked
feature of funeral rites in parts of New Guinea.
When we come to deal with the more intangible

sphere of beliefs, we are on more uncertain ground ;

it is indisputable that belief in a tribal All-Father

prevailed in Victoria, New South Wales, and parts
of South Australia ; that it has been recorded but

rarely outside this area does not necessarily mean
more than that the recorder has not penetrated
very fai* into the ideas of the natives with whom
he was familiar. So far, however, as our evidence

goes, it seems that the All-Father belief is pre-

eminently characteristic of the old Australian

group ; it is found among important tribes of the
Neo-Australian group, such as the Wiradjuri and
the Kamilaroi, but there is no record of it among
the Darling tribes and in the greater part of

Queensland. So far as we have evidence for it,

the totemism of the northern area seems to ditt'er

widely from that which is found elsewhere in

Australia, and save among the Dieri and other

contiguous tribes there is no record of Intichiuma
ceremonies except in this part of the continent.

2. Religion.
—There has been a good deal of con-

troversy as to the genuine aboriginal character,

and, this being conceded, the real status of the
Australian All-Father. There is, however, satis-

factory evidence that Baiame, about whom the

controversy has turned in the main, was recognized
in the Wellington valley before the advent of the
Church of England Mission in 18.32 (iMcoi, 1905,
No. 28) ; and, though a Weslej'an mission existed

there in 1828, before Henderson collected his facts,

there is no reason to suppose that it could have
exerted any great influence, certainly not enough
to introduce such a figure as Baiame into the
initiation rites of the aborigines, as it must have
done if the theory of the missionary origin of these

antliropomorphic beings is to be maintained.
There is naturally more doubt as to the precise

position occupied in the aboriginal view of the

universe by Baiame and his congeners ; some
authors have denied that the term '

god
' can pro-

perly be applied to tliem (Folklore, ix. 290-329),
while others have maintained that they are eternal,

omniscient, all-powerful creators. Probably the

truth lies nearer the latter than the former view.

At the initiation ceremonies of the Euahlayi tribe,

I according to Mrs. Langloh Parker, an excellent
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authority, Baiame is proclaimed as 'Father of

All, whose laws the tribes are now obeying.' He
established the rule that tribes at the fishing

ground should keep peace ; he gives rain to the

orphan who cries for it ; he is prayed to at the
bora ('initiation ceremonies') and at funerals, and
his name means '

great' ; his figure is made in earth
on the bora ground (Parker, Eaahlayi Tribe, li.).
Some of the difficulties which surround the ques-
tion of the status of the Australian All-Father
have arisen, however, because the disputants have
overlooked the fact that the beliefs of the various
tribes show not only different degrees of develop-
ment, but actual differences in kind. Schmidt has

pointed out [Anthropos, 1908) that we seem to
Iiave three strata: (1) the belief in an All-Father

pure and simple ; (2) the belief in an All-Father
Avho has taken over features of a tribal ancestor ;

(3) the belief in a being of this kind who is also
the creator, has wives and children, and (in the
case of Baiame) is sometimes depicted as ruling
the world through a subordinate. As examples of

these three classes of belief may be cited : (1) the
Kurnai view of Mungan-ngaua ; (2) the Theddora,
Wolgal, Ngarego, and Yuin view of Daramulun ;

and (3) the Wiradjuri, Kamilaroi, and Euahlayi
view of Baiame. Bunjil also, the All-Father of

the Central Victorian tribes, belongs to the third

category. This theory depends on complicated con-
siderations connected Avith the distribution («) of

phratries, [b) of totems, and (c) of sex-totems, from
which Schmidt has produced evidence in favour
of a primary dark race, represented by the crow,
upon which two successive waves of migration,
represented by the eaglehawk and the emu, have
descended. He argues that both Daramulun and
Baiame were not indigenous, but originally tribal
heroes of the invaders, the former of the eagle-
hawk race, the latter of the emu race ; or, at any
rate, that Baiame, if he were the All-Father of the

indigenous tribes, combined therewith the charac-
ter of tribal ancestor of the invading tribes. On
this point there is not much evidence on either

side, but, such as it is, it tells in favour of the
view that Baiame was introduced by the invaders ;

for it is reported (Australian Anthropological
Journal, i. 14) that the Minkins, on the Lower
Leichardt, south of the Gulf of Carpentaria, believe
in a god Gooaree who lives in Warnoo ; Baiamai
came from Warderah and taught them initiation
ceremonies. So, too, the Mikadoons in the same
neighbourhood believe in Gumboo, and say that
Baiamai, who taught them initiation ceremonies,
came fiom an island beyond Australia. Howitt
has already called attention (Native Tribes, p, 498)
to the fact that the evil spirit, Coen, at Sydney,
had a namesake Kohin on the Herbert River ; and
if, as it seems, we are entitled to regard these as

identical, there is no reason for mistrusting the
evidence for a belief in Baiame just south of the
Gulf on the score of its distance from the seat of
the Baiame-cult in N. S. Wales. In this con-
nexion it may be noted that precisely at this point
south of the Gulf the Neo-Australian languages
stretch northwards into the territory of tlie

northern gi-oup. In this account Baiame figures
as tribal hero, not as creator or All-Father, pre-
cisely as Schmidt's theory requires.
The following tribes are mentioned by Howitt

(op. cit. 48811'.) as having the All-Father belief:

Narrinyeri (Nurrundere or Martummere) ; Wiim-
baio_ (Nurelli) ; S. W. Victoria (Pirniiieheal) ;

Wotjobaluk, Kulin, andWoeworung(Bunji],Mami-
ngorak, or Mamingata) ; Kurnai (Mungan-ngaua) ;

Wathivvathi (Tha-tha-puli) ; Tatathi (Tulong) ;

Theddora, Ngarego, and Yuin (Daramulun, Papang,
or Biamban) ; Kamilaroi and Wiradjuri (Baiame) ;

Port Stephens and Herbert River (Coen) ; S.

Queensland (Maaml)a and Birral). About some of

these, however, e.g. Birral, we have no information,
and it is mere guesswork to include them among
the All-Fathers. Birral may well be identical with
Bedall (Thorne, Queen of the Colonies, 317), who is

said to have made the world long ago, when he
lloated on the water, in form like a huge turtle two
miles across the back. In this being we see few
or none of the traits of the All-Father. In the
Moreton Bay district, however, Buddai seems to

have been the equivalent of Baiame (Lang, Cooks-

land, 1847, 459).
There is therefore good prima facie evidence for

the existence of the belief in an All-Father south-

east of the line from the mouth of the Murray to

Moreton Bay. Beyond this area we have certain

evidence only from the west coast between Gerald-
ton and Albany, where Mamma Gnara, Father of

All, is reverenced (Trans. Roy. Soc. S. Aust. xvi.

488). Captain Bradshaw has informed the present
writer that on the Victoria River a being is recog-
nized who watches over the morals of the tribes,

and the same is reported of Kohin on the Herbert
River ; but in neither case is the epithet

' Father
of All

'

reported, and there is no evidence even of

moral influence on the part of the beings reported
from the Larrakia of Port Darwin by Foelsche

(Curr, Australian Bace, i. 253). The Cape River
tribes are said (ib. iii. 146) to believe in a being in

the sky, to whom good men go when they die.

In the central area some tribes seem to believe

in a being not unlike Baiame ; but the evidence as

to the beliefs of these peoples is hardly satisfactory.

Spencer and Gillen (Northern Tribes, 502 f.) say
that Twanyirika of the Aruntas and Unmatjeras,
and Katajalina of the Binbingas are bugbears, pure
and simple, Avhose function is to keep the women
and children in subjection ; Tumana of the Kaitish
and Murtu-murtu of the Warramungas are simply
Alcheringa (q.v.) ancestors. Atnatu of the Kaitish
stands by himself ; he made the Alcheringa and
stands in a real relation to the initiation cere-

monies ; for he is pleased when the operators sound
the bull-roarer, and angry when they do not ; but
he does not trouble himself about morality.

In this account, however, there is no mention of

the being known as Altjira, whom Strehlow reports
as known to the Aruntas ( Veroffentlichungen aus
dem Vblker-Museum Frankfurt, i. 1), and who seems
to have been mentioned by Gillen in the Report of
the Horn Expedition (1896) under the name of

Ulthaana ('spirit'). It is therefore open to question
how far the account given by Spencer and Gillen in

Northern Tribes can be regarded as exhaustive.
For the Dieri our evidence is equally uncertain.

Gason reported that they believed in a good spirit
Mura-mura ; but subsequently the Mura-mura were
ascertamed to be mythical ancestors, like the Muk-
Kurnai and the Alcheringa ancestors generally
(Howitt, op. cit. 487). Recently, however, it has
Iseen asserted that the Dieri believe in Mura, a

good spirit, distinct from the Mura-miu'a.
Associated with the All-Father of the south-

eastern area is often an evil being, sometimes
described as his son, sometimes independent.
Thus Henderson (Notes, 147) says :

'

MudgetfOiifT is an evil spirit, who, after having derived his

existence from Piame (= Baiame), declared war upon him and
nov? endeavours with all his power to frustrate his undertakings.
The offspring of Piame were numerous, but the whole with the

exception of two were destro.yed by Mudgegong, who converted
them into different wild animals. . . . The evil spirit seemed to
be described under the form of the eaglehawk. . . . Certain
dramatic representations appear to be performed ; the principal
one is emblematic of the destruction of the eaglehawk by Piame.'

Another account (Macarthur, N. S. Wales, 1837,
ii. 301 ) makes Wandong—one of the sons of Baiame
mentioned by Henderson—the author of evil ; and
a third makes Daramulun himself the opponent
(on these myths and their explanation see Schmidt,
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in Anthropos, iii.). The same antithesis is made
between Bunjil and Palyan, Coen and Potoyan,
etc. Schmidt's view is that these myths date from

the racial coiitiicts : where the crow race gained
the day, Bunjil (' eaglehawk ') is the defeated ; else-

where Mudgegong ('eaglehawk') is also defeated,

but not by the crow.

It should be noted that there is a certain amount
of confusion in the various reports ; thus Coen,
whom llowitt regards as equivalent to Daramulun,
is depicted as an evil being (see Hewitt, op. cit.

486). Other evil beings are Brewin among the

Kurnai (JAI xiii. 191, xiv. 321, note 2), Tou in

South Australia, Koochie among the Dieri, Jingi in

West Australia.

It has, however, frequently happened that an
evil being has been reported, who, on examination,
turns out to be simply the spirit of a dead man.
Thus among the Wiradjuri bwjgecn is not a proper
name ; in Western Victoria Wmhet (Colonial Tramp,
1891, 99) reports an evil deity Muurup, who comes
in the lightning to destroy them, eats children, etc. ;

the owl is his messenger ;
he lives under ground

and commands the evil spirits. But we learn from
Howitt that Muunip is the soul of a dead man ;

hence the name can liardly be of anyspecihc deity,
but must apply to the dead in general, who are

especially feared in the south of Australia.

Female deities are unknown in Australia, but in

a certain number of cases the evil being is believed

to be of the female sex ;
thus Kurriwilban, wife of

Kogorowen, is described as an enemy of mankind

(Threlkeld, Aust. Language, 1892, 48).

3. Burial.—From the point of view of burial

customs, the Australian tribes fall into two groups.

(1) In New South Wales, Victoria, South Australia,
and tlie coastal portions of West Australia, simple
burial without alternative rites, such as cremation,
is the rule, save in an enclave near the mouth of

the Murray River. (2) In Nortliern Territory and

Queensland, simple burial without alternative rites

is also found, tliough how far the absence of alter-

native rites means that our information is defective

is an open question ; but, as a rule, the body is ex-

posed on a platform, or tlie iiesli is eaten, or the

body is buried and the bones subsequently exlnimed.

The main funeral ceremony is connected with tlie

disposal of the bones. This rite, however, is often

reserved, as is cannibalism, for specially favoured

individuals, such as warriors, magicians, etc. Alter-

native rites are used where the subject was un-

important, owing to old age or youth.
Corresponding to these two classes—simple burial

and complex rites—tliere seem to be different views
as to the destiny of the soul. In the south the

grave seems to be regarded in many cases as its

abode ; in the north it remains with the body or

the bones till the latter are linally disposed of, and
then goes to its own place. F'ear of the dead seems
to be more prominent in the south.

In Victoria and the south of N. S. Wales a hut
was frequently built upon the grave, in which the
widow or another relative sat during the time of

movirning. This is also a Tasmanian custom, and

strengthens the evidence for the intimate connexion
of the Victorian tribes with the Tasmanian (see

Folklore, vol. xix. [1908] p. 388).

4. Future life.—Australian beliefs as to a future
life are generally vague, and our information is

defective. At Port Lincoln [Trans. Philosophical
Institute of Victoria, v. 188) it was believed that
tlie soul was so small as to be able to pass througli
a chink ; after deatli it Ment to an island, and
could dispense with furtlier nourishment ; a redbill

accompanied the soul on itsjourney. Near Adelaide,
liowever (Gerstacker, Beiscn, 1854, iv. 364), it was
held that the soul lived in trees during the day,
and came down at night to eat caterpillars, frogs,

etc. ; concurrently with this (?), it was believed
that the soul went west to an abyss at death. The
Euahlayi believe that the spirit of a dead man goes
with the spirits of dead relatives to Gobi Gobi, a
sacred mountain, from which he is hoisted to

BuUimah, Baiame's residence, by certain spirits
called Mooroobcaigunnil (Parker, Euahlujji Tribe,
90 f.).

According to S|)encer-Gillen'' (145, 174), re-incar-

nation is everywhere the creed. 'Ibis has been

questioned by Strehlow [Globus, xci. 285, xcii.

123 ; Verojfcntlirhungcn aus clem VUlker-Museum
FrimJcfuri, i.. Introduction), and the real facts are
not yet ascertained. Strehlow, however, reports
two Aranda beliefs. According to one, there is

an island of the dead, from which a spirit returns
for temporary re-incarnation, lasting for a year or

two, and is finally annihilated ; the other aihrms
that the good dead live with Altjii'a, the sky-being.
In the place of the re-incarnation doctrine, Strehlow
finds the belief that the germ [ratapa) of a child

issues from the body of a totemic ancestor, or that
an ancestor throws a small bull-roarer at a woman,
in whose body it clianges to a child.

5. Cult of the dead.—Although totemic ancestors

figure largely in myth in some parts, there is

nothing in the nature of a cult of ancestors. The
dead are feared ; certain powers are ascribed to

them, such as raising storms, sending rain, pro-

curing a good catch of fish, and appeals of various

sorts are made to them (Collins, Eng. Colonu in

N. S. Wales, 1798-1802, i. 601 ; J. S. Lang, Abori-

gines, 31 ; Lumholtz, Among Cannibals, 1889, 282 ;

Ggle, Colony of West Aust., 1839, 58 ; Salvado,

Memoireshistoriques, 1854,276; Stephens, Hist. ofS.
Aust., 18.38, 78, etc.), but not specially as ancestors.

Near Adelaide the spirits of enemies were kept quiet
by magic spells ( Verh. d. Gcscll.f. Erdkunde, i. 194).

Sleeping on the grave of a dead man was one of the
methods of becoming a magician (Mauss, Pouvoirs,
17, etc. ). There is a wide-spread belief that natives,
when tliey die, return as white men (Roth, Bull. 5,

p. 16). There are also traces of a belief in trans-

migration [Man, 1905, No. 28).

6. Soul.—All natives of Australia seem to have
held an animistic view of man, though the sky-

beings are regarded as corporeal. But as to their

view of the soul, etc., we have only scanty informa-

tion. Mrs. K. L. Parker records that the Euahlayi
attributed to each person tliree spirits : Yowee, the

soul which leaves the body only at death ; Dowee,
a dream spirit ; Mulloowil, a shadow spirit ; and,

sometimes, Yunbeai, or tutelary animal ([?] spirit)

[Euahlayi Tribe, 35).

On the Tully R. , Qu. ,
the soul is associated with

the shadow and the breath ; the koi goes away
during sleep ; after death it goes into the bush. Gn
the Bloomfield R. the ivati-iou is associated witli the

breath, but is independent of the ghost. At Cape
Bedford it is part and parcel of a man's spiritual

part. On the Pennefatiier R. the ngai and the
choi are distinguished ; the latter leaves the corpse
at death and wanders in the bush ; the former

passes into the body of son, daughter, or sister.

Both are associated with the heart and afterbirth

(Roth, Bull. 5. 17-19).

7. Magic.—With regard to magical practices,
there are well-marked differences between tlie

northern group and the remainder of Australia.

Among the central tribes magic is practised by
both men and women without special initiation,

save in the Annhi tribe, where the magician is the

producer of evil, not the doctor. The initiated

medicine-man has the duty of protecting tlie com-

munity or individual members against the magic
of others. Among the south-eastern tribes, how-

ever, the medicine-man is both worker of magic
and doctor indifferently ; and, so far as can be seen,
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tlie practice of magic is usually confined to initiated

men, though Mrs. Parker mentions a witch-woman
among the Euahlayi.

In some tribes the magician is so by birth ;

among the Anulas only one kin performs these
functions ; among the Tongarankas a boy inlierits

his powers from his father (Mauss, op. cit. 10 ;

Howitt, 404). More often, liowever, initiation is

by revelation from the dead, from spirits, or from
the All-Father, or else knowledge is communicated
by other magicians. Occasionally a man who has

escaped miraculously from a violent death is reputed
a magician.

It is commonly believed that at their initiation

medicine-men have introduced into their bodies
certain stones, usually fragments of quartz, upon
which their magic powers depend, and which may
be caused to leave their bodies if they partake of

alcohol, hot drinks, etc., or are bitten by ants.

The Euahlayi believe that all magicians have a

nagual ('individual totem'), which is forbidden
food to them, which they can cause to appear to

others, and whose sliape they can themselves
assume.
The commonest form of magic, practised all over

Australia, is
'

pointing' ; hair, etc., are used in the
soutii and east ; spells are common ; in Queensland
a man's lifeblood is said to be withdrawn by the

mnvgani ; and magic may be worked by an effigy
of the victim (Roth, 5. 28 ; Howitt, 354 ; Spencer-
Gillen'', 455 ; Mauss, Pouvoirs, passim, etc.).

In connexion with magic, mention must be made
of rain - making. The office of rain - maker was
often distinct from that of medicine-man, especially
among the Dieri, where all participated in the
rites ; the ceremonies may almost be termed re-

ligious. The same remark applies to the totemic
ceremonies of the centre and north.

8. Totemism.—The nagical, associated with the

magician among the Euahlayi and elsewhere, is

probably rare in most parts of Australia (for pos-
sible cases see Atist. Assoc, for the Advancement of
Science Reports, iii. 515, v. 638 ; Science of Man,
vu. 91 ; cf. Man, 1904, No. 53). Of kin totemism
in the S. and E. we know little beyond the names
of the animals. In some cases the killing of the
animal is forbidden, but among the Euahlayi there
is no restriction. It is the nagual that is sacro-

sanct, but it is forbidden to mimic or speak ill of a
totem. The totem also helps the human being
(Howitt, 400 ; Parker, 21).
The totemism of the north and centre appears to

be generically diflerent from that on the south and
east. The local grouping, the great number of

totems, and their connexion with Intichiuma cere-

monies, are all important dilFerentia. Still more
important perhaps is the fact that in the south-east
totems are animals ; in the south, centre, and in
South Queensland, animals and plants, the latter

fewer than the former ; among the Aruntas both
in fairly equal numbers ; and in North Australia,
as in New Guinea, tlie plant totems outnumber the
animals (see Schmidt, in Anthrr/pos, iii.).

A progressive change is also noticeable with
regard to the eating of the totem, which is per-
mitted among the Arandas alone ; in both the
Aranda and the Kaitish tribes the totem must be
oaten at the Intichiuma ceremonies. Among the

Warramungas it is offered to men of the totem by
otliers, but not eaten. Finally, in the Binbinga and
otiier tribes it is neither eaten nor offered. It has
been mentioned above that the yunbeai ('nagual')
may be regarded as a fourth soul. There are traces
of a similar animistic view of ordinary totemism.

Among both the Euahlayi and the Warramungas
one of the divinatory ceremonies to discover a
mui'derer consists in observing the tracks near the

body ; the track of a snake indicates that a man of

the snake totem is the culprit (Spencer-Gillen '',

519, 526 ; K. L. Parker, op. cit. 89).

So-called ' sextotemism '

is found in South

Australia, Victoria, and New South Wales, mainly
on the coast. Each sex has a ' brother

'

or '

sister,'

whom they respect and regard as the creator of

their sex. The sacrosanct animals are usually small

birds (wren, nightjar, etc.) or the bat.

9. Initiation ceremonies.—The initiation cere-

monies fall into two main groups: (1) the central

tribes west of a line from near Adelaide to the

south end of the Gulf of Carpentaria practise

circumcision, and, with the exception of a small

area near Adelaide, sub-incision also ; knocking out
of teeth is known and practised in this part of

Australia, but has no special significance ;
and (2)

along the west coast and in Victoria and New
South Wales the initiation ceremony consists in

the knocking out of the boy's tooth. North of the

Queensland border even this feature is wanting,
and combats, real, not simulated, with spears, clubs,

etc., test the manhood of the youths. Whereas in

the central area the ceremonies are performed by
successive stages, so that a youth attains his privi-

leges gradually, the initiation customs of the eastern

tribes admit him at once to all the privileges of

manhood, though, of course, his share in the govern-
ment of the tribe is naturally small until he has

attained riper years (Howitt, 509-677; Curr, op. cit.,

passim; Spencer-Gillen'', ^xwsi??!,).

In connexion with the initiation ceremonies,
mention must be made of the system of food pro-

hibitions, which perhaps attains a greater develop-
ment in Australia than in any other part of the

world. Eyre {Journal, 1845, ii. 293) records parti-
culars of South Australian customs. Up to the age
of nine or ten, boys were free to eat any food ; then

twenty or thirty different animals and birds were
forbidden them ; ten years later some of these re-

strictions were relaxed, but new ones were imposed ;

married men up to the age of thirty-five were for-

bidden eight or ten articles of diet ; old men were,

again, free to follow their inclinations. There were
.similar lists of prohibited foods for girls and women.

10. Bull-roarer.—There are well-marked varia-

tions with regard to the bull-roarer. In the .south-

east of New" South Wales it is associated with
Daramulun ; elsewhere in the colony and in Central

and North Australia it is associated with a spirit or

spirits in the exoteric doctrine ; but the young men
are taught its real nature at initiation. Both in

New South Wales and in South Australia two bull-

roarers were used, one large, the other small, which
were sometimes said to be male and female. Among
tlie west coast tribes of the Gulf the bull-roarer is

rare, but here too the women are told that it is the

voice of an evil spirit. On the Georgina River a

large sacred bull-roarer is found, and .side by side

with it a small one, which is simply a toy. In some

parts of North Queensland children of both sexes

use it as a toy, in others only boys. On the Bloom-
lield River the boys are taught the use of it at the
initiation ceremonies ; but they are permitted to use
it in the presence of women, so that it partakes
more of the character of a toy. See Bull-roarer.
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AUTHORITY.— Definition and scope.— The
word 'authority,' as used in ordinary language,

always implies a certain amount of coercivencss.

The most common meaning is that of a power to

enforce obedience. But the sense varies according
to the sphere in wlucli the authoritative power is

exercised. As regards action, it is the power which
enforces obedience. Authority and obedience are

correlative terms, supremacy being implied on the

part of authority, and dependence on the part of

those who have to obey. Authority has the right
and the power to say the last word, and to give a

decision from which there is no appeal. Its judg-
ment is final. But there is also a use of the word
which reveals it as operative in the sphere of

opinion, belief, and action. The final test of belief

and of opinion is action, and authority in this

regard is the power which is held to have the right
to influence opinion, to induce belief, and so to

lead to action. That is to say, this view really is

a phase of the view which looks on authority as

the power that enforces obedience, for it shows

authority at work in that spliere which ultimately
issues in obedience. It reveals the process by
which obedience is won. The right to influence

opinion, to induce belief, to persuade a man to

take a certain course of conduct, which belongs to

authority, is thus the way to command obedience.

Yet there is a shade of difference in the two aspects
of authority set forth above. In that view which

regards authority as the power that commands
obedience, we abstract from the way and means

by which it persuades the man to obey, and fix

our attention on the categorical command which
must be obeyed. In the other case, authority is

presented as rational, as proving its right to com-

mand, as presenting itself in an attitude of per-

suasion, as leading the object of authority to lend
his own assent to the demand made on him. The

power to create opinion, to influence belief, and to

constrain to action is exercised with a view to

enforce obedience. This power may be exercised

in many ways, varying according to the sphere of

operation, the means available, and the end in

view. In the intellectual sphere it may take the

form of autlioritative opinion, the view of a man
who has the expert knowledge which few others

Iiave at command. It may take the form of testi-

mony as to matters of fact of which he is or has

been the only witness. In short, it may take a
thousand forms ; but the outcome in every case is

to win assent, to constrain belief, and to influence

action.

The common element in all forms of authority is

ultimately to enforce opinion, and to constrain
belief. Without this element of coercivencss,

authority has no real meaning. All authority
inhibits, forces, or pains. It is of its very nature
so to act. But, on the other hanil, authority must
be prepared to justify itself, and to show that it

has the right to command, and tlie power to en-

force its behests. It is not an end in itself ; it is a
means to an end. "What that end may be it is not

necessary here to determine. It may be that

HofTding is correct when he says :

'

Authority can never be anything: but a means, and the prin-
ciple o( authority is subordinate to the principle of personality,
as mediate value must always be subordinate to immediate
value. The burden of proof must alwajs He with those who
wish to inhibit, limit, force, or pain. Authority pleads as its

justification that it is the necessary condition for the complete
tarrying out of the principle of personality

'

(The Philosophy of
Religicrn, p. 279).

To Hofl'ding the principle of authority, while it

has its own place and function, is subordinate to
the principle of personality. This is a ditlerent
contrast from the familiar one of the antitliesis of

authority and reason, with wliich literature is so
well acquainted. Hoffding is concerned with the

principle of the Conservation of Values, and for

the right estimate of values the principle of Per-

sonality, he holds, is of supreme worth. It is not

necessary to enter into his theory, or to discuss it.

The mam thing is that for liim tiie principle of

authority is not ultimate. It must justify itself.

There is another view which we may take from
Mr. Arthur Balfour.

'

Authority, as I have been usinjj the term, is in all cases
contrasted with Reason, and stands for that group of non-
rational causes, moral, social, and educational, which produces
its results by psychic processes other than reasoning' (The
Foundations of Belief, p. 219).

'

If we are to judge with equity
between these rival claimants, we must not forget that it is

Authority rather than Reason to whicli, in the main, we owe
not religion only, but ethics and politics ; that it is Authority
which supplies ua with essential elements in the premises of
science

;
that it is Authority rather than Reason which lays

deep the foundations of social life ; that it is Authority rather
than Reason which cements its superstructure. And though
it may seem to savour of paradox, it is yet no exaggeration to

say that, if we would find the quality in which we most notably
excel the brute creation, we should look for it not so much in

our faculty of convincing and being convinced by the exercise
of reasoning, as in our capacity for influencing and being in-

fluenced through the action of Authority
'

(ib. p. 229 f.).

In drawing out the contrast between authority
and reason, Mr. Balfour dwells with delight on

customary opinion, habit, and on that '

group of

non-rational causes—moral, social, and educational
—which produces its results by psychic processes
other than reasoning.' He has forgotten to ob-

serve that in all these processes reason is, at all

events, implicit. For the customs, traditions, and
social, moral, and educational influences in the
midst of which we live, have been the products of

rational beings, of beings, in short, who have been

implicitly rational from the beginning. All the
causes which he claims for authority may be better

assigned to reason. He refuses to let reason pos-
sess authority, for, he says,

'

Authority as such is,

from the nature of the case, dumb in tiie presence of

argument.' It is instructive to read why it should
be so. But we may not linger over his ingeniov.s

argumentation. Our contention is that authority
need not fear argument, when it insists on its

legitimate claim to influence or coerce men. But
then its claim must, like all claims, submit to

criticism ; and, when it does so, it need not take

refuge in groups of non-rational causes, or in that
dim mysterious region of instinct to which Mr.
Balfour consigns it. For there are many voices

which speak to us with authority, and to none of

them can we turn a deaf ear without paying an

appropriate penalty. That penalty may be stated,
and the sanction of any true authority may be

vindicated, to the satisfaction of reason.

It may be broadly stated that in every spiiere of

human activity, and in every sphere of human
thought, there is something which may rightly be
called authority. The sanctions by which autliority
vindicates its attitude may vary with each sphere,
but in all of them there is authority with its

appro^jriate sanctions. It is not our purpose to

make an exhaustive enumeration of the spheres
in which authority has its appropriate place and
function. To do so would be to enumerate all the

sciences, all the arts, all the philosophies, and, in

short, all those achievements of the human mind
which are embodied in the literature of the world-

But we may ask—
I. Is there an authority in science ? And if so,

what are its functions, and what are its sanctions?

Waiving the question as to the abstract nature of

science, and as to the depreciation of it on that

account, may we not say that it is through the

achievements of science that we have won control

over the external world, and suljdued it to the uses

of man ? It may be quite true that nature is more

complex and more subtle than our sciences, and

that, while we speak of heat, light, electricity,

gravitation, and dwell on these in our abstract

fiishion, every particle of matter is at the same
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time in some state of temperature, in some electric

condition, and so on. Yet so far science has read
tlie meaning of nature, and has subjected itself to

the authority of nature. The external world has
been controlled by man, and subdued to his uses

only because he has submitted himself to its

authority. It is possible for a man to strive to

ignore the law of gravitation, but, if he does so, he
will never build a house. Practical work in the
external world is possible only if a man submits to

the authority placed on him by the nature of that
world. We do not mean only that he must recog-
nize those great and universal characteristics of

nature which science has expressed under such

generalizations as the law of gi'avitation, the law
of the conservation of energy, and such like,

— iie

must have regard to the particular nature of every
natural object with which he has to do. He must
deal with stones according to the qualities of stones,
with timber according to the qualities of timber,
and with other things after tlieir kind. These
dictate to science and to men generally the con-

ditions under which work must be done. In

building his bridges man must make allow-
ance for the contraction of iron under cold and
for its expansion under lieat. The nature of his

material and the laws of pliysics speak to him
with an authoritative voice, and if he ventures to

disregard that authority, he must pay the price.
He will find it sanctioned by tumbling houses,

falling bridges, and general wreck and ruin.

Nature will do anything for one who knows how
to make her work, but she will do nothing for one
who does not know her way and her limitations.

We take from tlie sciences our first example of

authority, and we have begun here because we
find that the authority of nature can be justified,
and that reason quite recognizes the validity of

the claim which nature presents to man in the

system in which he lives.

Keason can recognize the processes and methods
of nature. Indeed, the possibility of science de-

pends on the presupposition of the rationality of

nature. Acting on that supposition, science has

questioned nature, has experimented with her,
has come to know her, has summed up its know-
ledge of nature in the special sciences, and has
succeeded in this venture just because it has

recognized the order of nature as real, objective,
authoritative. The value of the generalizations
of science lies in the fact that they represent
nature, and that they may be verified in the

l>rocesses and in the facts of nature. This means
that the order of nature is recognized by man
as authoritative, and science has taken it as
such. No doubt, there is a correspondence be-
tween tlie order of nature and the constitution
(if the human mind. The correspondence exists,
whatever tiie explanation of it may be. It would
lead us too far afield to inquire into the origin
and character of the correspondence. Nor is it

necessary ; for, whether we hold that mind gives
laws to nature or the converse, the correspon-
ilence stands. Mind and nature are related the
line to the other. So, whether we inquire into
the order of nature or into the constitution of

mind, we are led to something common to both.
For nature is rational, is a system, and mind finds

that the rationality in nature is akin to the

rationalit}^ of whicli it is conscious in itself.

2. Authority of the laws of reason.—When we
inquire, therefore, into the constitution of mind,
we start with the presupposition that we shall

lind it rational, just as we have found nature to

he rational. One of the chief characteristics of

mind is that it has the power of transcending par-
ticular experiences, and of making universal and

necessary propositions, which it believes to be

true always and everywhere. These judgments
are disclosed to it on reflexion, but from their very
nature they lie at the foundation of all experi-
ence, and without them experience would not be

possible. Tliey are of such a kind that the mind
recognizes their truth and validity as soon as it

understands them. They bear on the face of them
their own irresistible evidence. It is impossible
for us to think of an event happening without a
cause. The law of causation rules our thinking,
and of an unrelated event we are unable to con-
ceive. Axioms are axiomatic. We cannot think
without them. It makes no difference wliether we
call them '

axioms,' or designate them
'

postulates' ;

in either case they are there as the foundation
of all our thinking. Without them we should
fall into contradiction, and lapse into confusion.

Thought must be consistent with itself, that is, it

must not be self-contradictory, and thought must
be consistent with reality. On the other hand,
these universal and necessary judgments must be

prepared to vindicate their validity. They must
submit to criticism, and show themselves in tlieir

universal and necessary character. They must
show themselves in all the glory of their self-

evidence ; they must be prepared to prove that the

opposite of them is inconceivable ; and they must
prove that, unless we accept them, our thinking
wUl be self-contradictory. It is not necessary to

enumerate these axioms. Two and two make
four, a thing cannot be and not be at the same
time—on such axioms as these all are agreed,
whatever the explanation of their validity may
be. All thinking must assume the law of non-

contradiction, as all fruitful thinking must re-

cognize the validity of the laws of logic.
These axioms are authoritative, and are authori-

tative in the ordinary meaning of the term. They
enforce obedience to them under the sanction that,
if they are disregarded, thinking will be inept,
unfruitful, nonsensical. In this sphere the anti-

nomy between authority and freedom, between

authority and reason, between the principle of

authority and the principle of personality, does
not emerge. For the principle of authority here
is the very principle of reason itself, and these

necessary and universal judgments are those which
make freedom, personality, and reason possible.
For reason can be exercised only on the basis of

universality and necessity. Because there is a
fixed order of nature, and necessary laws of reason,
freedom is possible, and ideals may be conceived
and realized. If there were no axioms, if there
were no universal and necessary judgments, no
fixed properties of things, it would not be possible
for mind to conceive ends and adopt means for
their realization. Nor would it be possible for
man to maintain a rational relation to a random
world. The main thing, however, to insist on
here is that these universal and necessary judg-
ments speak to us with authority, coerce our

opinions and beliefs, and constrain us to action
consistent with them. They have thus the note
of authoritj', and enforce tiiemselves on us with

very drastic sanctions. Our thinking, our action,
and even our feeling must be consistent with them,
and must proceed with a due regai'd to their

supremacy.
3. Authority in the sphere of civil life.—We

have seen that authority is rightly exercised over
us by the external order of the world, and by the
laws of mind itself, and tliat the sanctions are of
the most real and emphatic order. Can we find a
legitimate sphere for authority, with appropriate
sanctions, in the sphere of civil life, in the sphere
of morals, and in the spliere of religion ? It is

impossible to say that in these spheres a denial of

authority involves self-contradiction. Disloyalty,
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disobedience, and anarchy are possible, as history
abundantly shows. Take the case of government,
and ask. What is the place of authority in it?

Here clearly we must bring in a number of con-

siderations which were not needed in relation to

the authoritativeness of laws of nature and laws
of mind. With his usual insight and sagacity.

Bishop Butler sets forth the essential note of

government when he says :

'The annexing pleasure to some actions, and pain to others,
in our power to do or forbear, and giving notice of this ap-

pointment beforehand to those whom it concerns, is the proper
formal notion of government. ... If civil magistrates could
make the sanctions of their laws take place, without interposing
at all, after they had passed them, without a trial and the
formalities of an execution ; if they were able to make their

laws execute themselves, or every offender to execute them
upon himself—we should be just in the same sense under their

government then as we are now ; but in a much higher degree,
and more perfect manner' (Analogy, pt. 1, ch. ii.).

Attaching pleasure to some actions and pains
to others, and giving notice of the appointment
beforehand, is the proper notion of government.
Let us take this conception with us, as we seek
to investigate the function of authority in civil

government. The State is the source of authority
within its dominions. It is the maker of laws :

in its judicial function it is the administrator, and
in its executive function it is the active agency in

enforcing obedience. All local authorities are de-

rived from the State. These may be administra-

tive, like town and county authorities, authorities

dealing with public health, and so on ; they may
be judicial ; or they may be commercial ; yet each

delegated authority derives its power from the

State, and is responsible to the State for its exer-

cise. The authority of each independent State is

supreme within its own dominion. It might be

asked, What is the State, and from what source
is its authority derived ? That is too large a

question to be discussed here (see art. GOVERN-
MENT). But it may be well to leani from com-

petent authority what is meant by law, by
sovereignty, and by subjection and obedience.
Austin tells us that—
'Laws set by God to men, laws established by political

superiors, and laws set by men to men (though not bj- political

superiors) are distinguished by numerous and important differ-

ences, but agree in this, that all of them are set by rational
and intelligent beings to intelligent and rational beings'
(Lectureg on Jurisprudence, vol. i. p. 3 [3-vol. ed. 1861)).

Again,
' Of the laws set bj' men to men, some are established

by political superiors, sovereign and subject ; by persons exer-

cising supreme and subordinate government, in independent
nations, or independent political societies

'

(p. 2). As to the
source of law, it is thus stated :

'

Every positive law, or every
law simply and strictly so called, is set by a sovereign person,
or a sovereign body of persons, to a member or members of the

independent political society wherein that person or body is

sovereign or supreme. Or, changing the expression, it is set by
a monarch or sovereign member to a person or persons in a state

of subjection to its author '

(p. 169). A^in,
' The notions of

sovereignty and independent political society may be expressed
concisely thus : if a determinate human superior, not in a
habit of obedience to a like superior, receive habitual obedience
from the bulk ot a given society, that determinate superior is

sovereign in that society, and the society (including the superior)
is a society political and independent' (p. 170).

It may be well to refer in this connexion to

Maine's The Early History of Institutions, p.
349 f., for an independent contribution to Austin's

theory of sovereignty and subjection. As to the

theory itself, it is very abstract, and the great
political facts are reduced and attenuated to ab-

stractions, in wliich the fact of sovereign service
and the loyalty of subjects have disappeared. It
is well to have a description of abstract sovereignty
and abstract obedience attenuated to the utter-
most. Yet, after all, it does not help us much in
our inquiry. It may be desirable for the student
to read more modern contributions to the theory
of the State, especially those which have been
influenced by the philosophy of Kant, and by the

great idealist school more or less dominated in
this regard by Hegel. Reference may be made to

(Jreen's 'Principles of Political Obligation' [Col-
lected Works, vol. ii. p. 445) :

'

It is a mistake to think of the State as an aggregation of
individuals under a sovereign—equally so whether we suppose
the individuals as such, or apart from what they derive from
society, to possess natural rights, or sui)pose them to depend
on the sovereign for the possession of rights. A State pre-
supposes other forms of community, with the rights which
arise out of them, and exists only as sustaining, securing, and
completing them. In order to make a State, there must have
been families of which the members recognized rights in each
other (recognized in each other powers capable of direction

by reference to a common Good) : there must further have been
intercourse between families, or between tribes that have grown
out of families, of which each in the same sense recognized
rights in the other. The recognition of a right being very far
short of the definition, the admission of a right in each other
by two parties, whether individuals, families, or tribes, being
very different from agreement as to what the right consists in—what it is a right to do or acquire—the rights recognized
require definition and reconciliation in a general law. When
such a general law has been arrived at, regulating the position
of members of a family towards each other and the dealings of
families or tribes with each other ;

when it is voluntarily recog-
nized by a community of famihes or tribes, and maintained by
a power strong enough at once to enforce it within the com-
munity and to defend the integrity of the comumnity against
attacks from without, then the elementary State has been
formed.'

For the vindication of the exercise of authority
in a State, it is not sufficient to dwell on the ab-
stract relationship of sovereign and subject or on
the independence of a State ; the authority must
be vindicated on other grounds. Green has shown
that a State is not an assemblage of mere indi-

viduals under a common government. Individuals
are already united by moral bonds ; they are in

families, in tribes, and as such are in mutual

recognition of rights and duties. Those in authority
must do service, and must justify their action on
the ground of recognized worth or good achieved ;

or even on the lower ground of utility. Authority
must justify its existence. Aristotle has well re-

cognized and insisted on the obligation to service
which attaches to those who exercise authority.
He shows that a State is not an association formed

exclusively for the acquisition of wealtii, or for

military strength, or for the encouragement of

commerce. The object of the State is the pro-
motion of the higher life. When men are associ-

ated together in a State,
' the object of their

association is to live well—not merely to live.'
' Virtue and vice are matters of earnest consideration to all

whose hearts are set upon good and orderly government. And
from this fact it is evident that a State which is not merely nomin-
ally, but in the true sense of the word a State, should devote its

attention to virtue. To neglect virtue is to convert the political
association into an alliance differing in nothing e.xcept in the
local contiguity of its members from the alliance formed be-
tween distant States, to convert the law into a mere covenant,
or, as the sophist Lycophron said, a mere surety for the mutual
respect of rights, without any quaUfication for producing good-
ness or justice in the citizens. But it is clear that this is the
true view of the State, i.e. that it promotes the virtue of its

citizens' (Aristotle's Politics, bk. liL ch. 9, Welldon's tr. p.
124 f.).

The authority of a State is not justified by the
mere fact of sovereignty ; the sovereignty must be
of a certain character. According to Aristotle, it

must be an institution in which goodness, virtue,
and justice are produced in the citizens. The
State, in more modem phraseology, must be an
institution in which a man can find himself, realize

himself, and by its means be able to live a rich,

full, and gracious life. It must be the home in

which his ideals are so far realized, whith in the

history of the past and in the situation of the pre-
sent affords ideals worthy of imitation to the

citizen in all the variety of his manifold endeav-
our. The authority of a nation over its citizens is

thus justified by the tradition of the nation, by its

achievement in former ages, by the ideal it sets

before them at the present hour, and by its pro-
mise for the future. The autliority of a State can
neither be measured nor justified by the material

force which it has at its command to enforce

obedience. Force is no remedy, nor can it win
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Without loyalty
3(1,

the loyalty of the governed,
the exercise of authority is hindered, confinei

rendered ineffective. It makes no diHerence in

the final issue wliether power is exercised Viy a

king or l)y the citizens themselves ; for, if it is

exercised unworthily, it casts a blight on the llower
of loyalty, Avhich is essential to the full exercise
of authority. Brielly, it may be said that the
State is an ethical institution, and while material
force is needed, yet tlie exercise of that force is

conditioned by the fact that it must always be
exercised for the good of the community, and in

the interests of the higher values. Authority and
loyalty must go hand in hand in every State wliich
is worthy of the name. Of the manifold relations
of governor and governed, of the claims which the
State has a right to make on its citizens, of the
freedom of the individual over against the State,
and of the limits of civil obedience it is not pos-
sible to speak here. Nor is it necessary, for the
due exercise of authority in this sphere must
always be in such ways as to carry with it the
consent of the citizen, to arouse his loyalty, to

deepen his sense of obligation to the State, and to

quicken him to do the State enthusiastic service.

In this sphere, too, authority has to justify itself

by its fruits.

4. Authority in morals.—We have passed in-

sensibly to the exercise of authority in the sphere
of moral life. Is there a Categorical Imperative ?

Is there an Ought, a law binding on us, which we
must obey unconditionally, and cannot disobey
except at our direst peril ? To these questions it

is not possible to give an exhaustive answer
within our limits. The facts of the moral life are
so various, the explanations of them so numerous,
and the theories of ethics so manifold, that it is

difficult to isolate the voice of authority, and to

give here a distinct and categorical answer. Yet
the ordinary moral consciousness speaks of virtue
and vice, of good and evil, and of right and wrong,
and it has definite meanings when it uses these
ethical contrasts. It has a notion that virtue and
vice relate to character, that good and evil relate

to the end of life, and that right and wrong refer

to a standard. It is conscious, also, that they
all relate somehow to an ideal of conduct. When
it speaks of right and wrong, it sets up a standard
of conduct ; when it speaks of good and evil, it

passes a judgment on the end and purpose of life ;

and when it speaks of virtue and vice, it recognizes
iin ideal of character which it feels ought to be
realized in practical life.

Students of ethics will remember Kant's treat-

ment of the ordinary moral consciousness, which
n liis Metaphysic of Ethic he analyzes, on the

way towards his theoretical exposition of ethic.

Kant lays stress on the Good Will as the
absolute example of Good. He insists that the
aim of the practical reason is to produce an

absolutely good will, not a will which is good only
as a means to happiness. A good will is the

supreme good, though it may not have .attained

to completeness. Inasmuch, however, as a per-

fectly goodwill is not attainable in its fullness

lere, Kant proceeds to set forth the notion of

duty. He assumes tliat the good will in its com-

pleteness is wholly rational, and obeys without

question or hesitation the law of reason. But in

a being like man, who has passions and desires as
well as reason, the good will is not wholly good.
Hence the need of the conception of Duty. Kant
hisists that duty excludes not only all direct viola-

tion of morality but all acts the motive of which is

Inclination, even when these are not in themselves

)pposed to duty. In the second place, he shows
hat the moral value of an action i.s determined by
he maxim or subjective principle of will which it

manifests, not in relation to the object which acts

upon desire. And he concludes, in the thii-d place,
that duty may be defined as the obligation to act
from reverence for law (cf. J. Watson, Tho Phil-

osophy of Kant Explained [1901], to which the

present writer is deeply indebted), Man, how-
ever, is a being whose desires are not invariably
in harmony with reason. But a good will cannot
be determined by natural inclination ; it nmst be
determined solely by the principle of duty for

duty's sake. There is thus a dualism in human
nature, tliere are wants and desires which demand
satisfaction, and there is reason, which prescribes
conformity to duty. What is the relation of duty
to desire ? In answering this question, Kant
passes from the analysis of the moral conscious-
ness to the problem of moral philosophy. And
among other questions he asks this one, NVhat is

the nature of the supreme good ? He derives it

from the idea of moral perfection, which reason
forms a jiriori and connects inseparably with the

conception of a free will. The principle of mo-

ralitj^ is, and must be, independent of experience,
and derives its authority solely from reason. As
Dr. Watson says :

' We learn tliree thinj^s : firstly, that all moral conceptions
proceed from reason entirely a priori ; secondly, that it is of

supreme importance to set the conceptions of morality before
the mind in their purity", and not merelj- in the interest of a
true theory of morality, but also as an aid in practical life ; and
thirdly, that the principles of pure practical reason, unlike those
of theoretical reason, do not depend in a sense upon the peculiar
nature of man, but are derived from the very conception of a
rational being-, and therefore apply to all rational beings

'

{op,
cit. p. 317).

Following out these assttmptions, Kant proceeds
to set forth the metaphysic of morality. The
Categorical Imperative is expounded, and in pur-
suance of it he sets forth the laws of the universal

imperative of duty.
' Act as if the maxim from

which you act were to become through your will a
universal law of nature.' Another law reached by
him after a prolonged discussion, into which we
cannot enter, is,

' Act so as to use humanity,
whether in your own person or in the person of

another, always as an end, never as merely a
means.' And a third law arises to complete the
series :

' Act in conformity with the idea of the
will of every rational being as a will which

lays down universal laws of action.' [We use
the translation of Dr. Watson.] Enthusiastic
Kantians have compared these with Newton's
three laws of motion. There need be no hesita-

tion in recognizing their abiding worth. Nor
need there be any hesitation in acknowledging
the indebtedness of mankind to Kant for his

lofty teaching regarding the conception of Duty.
It is a permanent gain that he has shown the

impossibility of deriving the Categorical Impera-
tive from what he calls the Hypothetical Im-

perative. It is the practice in some schools of

thought to derive the binding character of obli-

gation from the fact that, if we are to gain an end,
we must use the appropriate means. This is quite
true. If I am to become a teacher, I must qualify
myself for the oflice. And so with regard to the
use of any other means by which an end is gained.
I may decline to be a teacher, and so be discharged
from the training needed for a teacher. But I

may not decline to be moral. The demand of

morality on me is absolute. For this demonstra-
tion the world is indebted to Kant.
The severely abstract character of Kant's ethic

has given rise to difficulties. It is hard for the
student of his ethic to find a point of contact with
this working-day world. It is a!so severely intel-

lectual, and seems to disregard the real nature of
man. A common prayer of religious men, both in

the congregation and in solitude, is,
' Incline my

heart to keep Thy law.' If this prayer is answered.
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and the heart is inclined to keep the law, immedi-

ately tlie act is removed from the spliere of duty,
for inclination has nothing to do with

duty. To
touch morality with emotion would seem to destroy
its character. Yet on some occasions Kant seems
himself to be filled with emotion. This is specially
the case in his commanding and striking address
to Duty, and Avhen he contemplates the majesty
of the starry heavens above and the moral law
within. Are we to say that in these moments
Kant is lifted out of the sphere of morality ? The
truth seems to be that Kant in his analysis of the
moral consciousness has forgotten the feelings and
emotions and desires. Or, when he remembers
them, he thinks of them only as disturbing ele-

ments, as hindrances to the working of the Cate-

gorical Imperative. He has not apparently con-

templated the possibility of a man doing his duty
because he likes to do it. If statutes may become

songs, if a man may learn to love the law, how
does it stand with him ? Is he moral or is he
outside of morality ? Apparently in his analysis
Kant has left out this possibility. It is curious to

reflect that Herbert Spencer also comes to a similar

conclusion, for hetliinksthat in a perfectly evolved
State the sense of obligation will cease, as duty
will become pleasure, and the strain Avill no longer
be needed (Data of Ethics, § 47). In his exposition
Dr. Watson says :

' A perfectly good will agrees with the rational will of man
in conforming to objective laws, but it differs in not being
under an obligation to conform to them. An imperative has
no meaning as applied to the Divine will or any other holy
will, such a will being by its very nature in harmony with the
law of reason. Imperatives are therefore limited to beings
whose will is imperfect, such as the will of man, expressing as

they do the relation of objective law to an imperfect will
'

{op.
cit. p. 31S).

It seems a somewhat curious outcome. Is an

Imperative less imperative when I consent to its

rationality, and consent with my whole nature so

completely that all its im})ulses, desires, and
longings are constrained so thoi'oughly that all

opposition to it passes away ? Is the imperative-
ness of the Imperative less than before ? Does an

Imperative ever become real and operative until I

lay it on myself, and make it binding on myself ?

Does it cease when I am able to make it wholly
operative ? It would seem, therefore, that there is

something lacking in the analj'sis of the moral
consciousness instituted by Kant. It neglects feel-

ing. It forgets that the moral appeal is directed
not to the intellect alone ; to the will alone. It

commands that the inclinations, the passions, and
tlie desires shall be j'oked to duty, and that man
as a whole and as a community shall become moral.
Moral authority does not cease when the will of

man becomes wholly the good will, nor does obli-

gation cease when man is wholly moralized. The
statute does not cease to be a statute when it be-
comes a song, nor does the law vanish when the
heart of man is inclined to keep it. We may not

inquire further, in this place, into the nature of
moral obligation, nor need we discuss the various
views of it which have appeared in the history of

ethics. It is sufficient for us to have indicated
that morality has autliority, from whatsoever
source it may be conceived to flow. Man feels

that he is bound to attain a certain character, to
live up to a certain standard, and to attain to that
ideal of life which can be described as good. The
inward moral feeling must agree with an objective
reality, and his judgment of values must be rooted
in reality. The objective worth must be realized in
the inward life. Here, however, we pass beyond
the bounds of ethics, and enter into the sphere of

religion.

5. Authority in rehgion.—In the sphere of re-

ligion, autliority takes on a new form, speaks to
us with a new voice, and pas.ses from the sphere of

the impersonal into that of the personal life. As
Hegel finely says :

'
All the various peoples feel that it is in the religious con-

sciousness they possess truth, and they have always regarded
religion as constituting their true dignity and the Sabbath of
their lives. Whatever awakens in us doubt and fear, all sorrow,
all care, ... we leave behind on the shores of time ; and as
from the highest peak of a mountain, far away from all definite
view of what is earthly, we look down calmly on all the limita-
tions of the landscape and of the world, so with the spiritual
eye man, lifted out of the hard realities of this actual world,
contemplates it as something having only the semblance of

existence, which, seen from this pure region, bathed in the
beams of the 8i>iiitual sun, merely reflects back its shades of

colour, its varied tints and lights, softened away into eternal
rest' {Philnsophy 0/ lieliijion, Eng. tr., vol. i. p. 3).

It is in the sphere of religion that all the
authorities referred to above are harmonized,
unified, and made eflective in a grander manner.
For it is here that we can gather them into a
unity, and see tliem to be one, for they reflect the
absolute, central unity of the universe. When we
speak of the unity of nature and the authoritative
character of its system, we really mean the unity
which is given to the universe by the mind which
informs it, and by the presence enshrined in it. It

is the primary revelation of God, and sjieaks to us
with a Divine meaning ; and when we read its

meaning we are thinking the thoughts of God.

So, also, when we read and decipher the laws of

reason, think out the first principles of reason,
and act on its axioms, we are dealing with reason
which is not merely ours, but is also objective and
authoritative. So, also, when we read history,
dwell on the life of man organized into communi-
ties, and realize what in this sphere autliority and

subjection mean, here too we are in a Divine pre-
sence, and the powers which be have been ordained
of God. All authority is thus ultimately Divine

authority. This is true whether we regard the
world from the theistic or from the pantheistic
point of view. In tlie latter case authority comes
from the perfect whole, in the former case it comes
from the living God who has made, sustains, and
rules the world. So, too, the binding power of

morality flows from God. It is for this reason

mainly that we are dissatisfied Avith the analj'sis
of Kant, and regard it as imperfect. For religion
comes to ethics and seeks to deliver it from the

drj-^ abstractions on Avhicii it delights to dAvell, and
strives to bring it into the Avarm relation of per-
sonal aflection. It Avould relate moral feeling,
moral aspiration, and moral obligation not to an

impersonal laAv or to abstract truth, but to a Living
Presence, to a Holy I'erson, to a LoA-ing Will.

Religion Avould not distingTiish minutely betAveen
a Divine nature and a Divine Avill, nor Avould it

seek to derive the Divine authority from a Divine
Avill as distinguished from a Divine nature, for to

religion the Divine will is only the expression of

the Divine character.
As to the authority of nature, of truth, of civil

society, of moral laAv, religion regards it as valid
in its OAvn place and Avay. They are expres-
sions of the DiA'ine nature, and express it as
far as they can. But nature is an imperfect ex-

2^ression of the Divine n.ature. It may sIioav forth
certain aspects of the Divine nature, but the full

meaning of God cannot be expressed in nature, or

in human reason, or even in man as yet. God has

really put a meaning into His AAorks, and that

meaning Ave are bound to read. Science is our

interpretation of that meaning so far as Ave ha\ e

been able to read it. There is a Avider, dee])er

meaning in history, and in the nature of man, for

here Ave deal Avith a Avorld of persons, each of

whom has or may have a meaning in liimself.

But even here the language of human life and

destiny Avhich God has had to use to express His

meaning is not adequate to its work. For man is

imperfect, man has been so far non-rational and
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non-moral, and the meaning of an absolutely moral
and rational Personality cannot be expressed by
these imperfect means. Yet nature and history
do in some measure reveal God, and their value
for religion consists in the fact that they reveal

the living, personal God. It is for this reason
that they speak -with an authoritative voice.

They reveal God. But the source of all authority
is God, and the motive to obedience is love to God,
who has thus revealed Himself to man through
nature, reason, and history. The ultimate sanc-

tion of this authority is transformed from the old

mode of coercion, and has become something new.
No longer is man impelled by the fear of conse-

quences, or by the dread of an external penalty
somehow connected with disobedience. The
strongest sanction is that he dreads with un-

speakable terror the possibility of estrangement
from God, and of losing that fellowship which is

his very life.

This, then, is the nature of authority in religion.
And it sums up in itself all other authorities. It

deepens the sources of authority, it transforms its

sanctions, and in so doing makes them more than
ever coercive. It is also to be observed that this

authority is wielded by God Himself and by Him
alone. God alone is Lord of the conscience, and
He alone can command the conscience. Any
other authority is at best ministerial, and is

authoritative only in so far as it can produce and
substantiate its credentials from Him. Laws of

nature, laws of reason, laws of civil authority,
laws of morals, are binding on men so far as they
are laws of God, and no further. This seems to

be what authority is from the religious point of

view.

Again, from the religious point of view all

things and agencies have their value in this, that

they express God's meaning, and are of Avorth just
so far as they are able to express that meaning.
Thus they have to be supplemented and added to

jy those other ways of Divine expression which
are to be found in the history of man and in the

ullest revelations of God. This is not the place
or a lengthy discussion of revelation, or of that

orm of it which Christians believe to be the

lighest and fullest, viz. the revelation of God given
to man in Christ. Nor can we even indicate how
in the revelation of God in Christ there is a com-

plete expression of the Divine nature, and the
manifestation of authority binding on all. Truth
for the intelligence, life for the heart, and energy
for the will are summed up in Him who is the Way,
the Truth, and the Life.

Leaving these topics for adequate treatment in

their proper places, we may note here that the

authority of God vindicates itself on every ground
on whicli it could be vindicated. We instinctively
30W down in obedience to the highest and the best,

to the wisest and the most pure, to the mightiest and
the greatest. AVe bow down to this authority and

regard its behests as binding, not merely because
we recognize its right to command, but because we
find also that its service is perfect freedom, because
we are persuaded that it can guide, strengthen,
comfort, and console. Here also authority a])-

pears liuallj'^ in its strongest and most i^ersuasive
form. Perhaps the most picturesque, as it is also

the strongest form of authority, is that exerted by
a person upon persons. Think of the loyalty of

soldiers to tlie general in whom they trust, think of

the devotion of disciples to a master, think of the

loyalty of men to a great political leader ; they
vAll work for him, serve him, live fen- him, die

for him ; his word will send them forth to fulfil

his will or die. This element of personal devotion

appears in religion in the very form which religion
in its highest flights takes. From this point of

view natural laws, laws of reason, laws of morals,
become ways by which we acquaint ourselves with
God ; but these do not satisfy, they simply impel
us on to acquaint ourselves with God and be at

peace.
From this point of view certain discus-sions re-

garding the ways by which God makes Himself
known simply become irrelevant. There is no
need to inquire into infallibility, or inerrancy, or

any other categories of the same kind. These are

categories Avhich men cannot use. Nor are they
needed. For the ways by which God makes Him-
self known are simply means to an end, and we
need not spend time on their characteristics. We
only ask. Do they lead to God ? However good
and sure the ways may be, their ultimate value
lies in this—that they lead to God. Yet men may
linger in them, admire them, speculate about them,
their beauty, inerrancy, and so on, till they place
them in a position which belongs to God alone.

It is time that men should use them as they are

meant to be used, and cease to attribute to them
qualities which belong to God alone.

Authority then is real, is ever present with men,
is indispensable for the training and education of

man. It is exercised in many ways and in many
degrees. It has to justify itself not merely by
the exercise of power, and by the ruder kinds of

penalty ; it has to meet the demands of human
reason, to satisfy the requirements of the human
conscience, and to prove itself the guide, the

counsellor, the friend of man. The will must find

in it purpose, guidance, and energy ; the heart
must find in it something to stir the emotions, to

win the affections, and to arouse the higher pas-
sions of love and desire. And the intelligence
must find in it truth, principle, and reality.
When we trace all authority up to God, we have
named that name which at once satisfies all the
demands that men have a right to make on the

authority which confronts them with an absolute
claim to loyalty and obedience.
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James Iverach.
AUTOMATISM.—Originally the 'automatic'

meant that which happens of itself and without

any visible external cause, and the uses of the
word in the various sciences may all be traced

back to this etymological signification.
I. The first of tliese is the physiological. When

motions are observed in an organism which are not

a])parently initiated by any external stimulation,
the action is described as automatic, and this

automatism is one of the chief marks of a living

body. Physiologists, however, generally hold that
such sjiontaneity is only a[)parent, lieing really a

secondarj' rearrangement and interaction of the
chemical and physical forces which have been
taken into the organism.* All physiological activity
is thus taken as continuous AWth and included in

the general scheme of physical interactions.
*
See, however, art. Attention, p. 213», and H. Driesch, TJu

Science and Philosophy of the Organism, London, 1908.
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2. When this point of view is extended to the

psychological plane and confronted with the fact

of conscionsness, it may engender that form of

psycho-physical parallelism known as psycho-
physical automatism, or the Automaton Theory.
As the various physical energies are taken to form
a closed system with a Hxed amount of energy
and incapable of being affected by anything alien

or extraneous (such as consciousness), it must on
this theory be denied that consciousness has any
efficacy, i.e. that its presence in any way alters

the course of physical change. Why it should
exist at all becomes a problem ; but it may be

regarded as an epi-j^henovienon, a sort of unsub-
stantial reflexion which accompanies, and is pro-

bably in some unexplained way produced by, the
flux of physical changes, or as a series of changes
running parallel to, and somehow corresponding
with, the physical changes, but of a fundamentally
different order. The scientific aim of the doctrine
of psycho-physical parallelism is to distinguish

sharply between psychical and physical process,
and it has the methodological advantage of freeing
the consideration of the latter from the perplexing
influence of the former. It may assume a double

form, according as the automatism is supposed to

be conscious or not. If the automatism is uncon-

scious, the motions of the organism merely simu-
late the phenomena of feeling and consciousness.

According to Descartes, animals are unconscious
automata of this kind. But inasmuch as the only
consciousness of which any one has direct experi-
ence is his own, this argument may, and indeed

must, be extended also to human actions. Another's
consciousness is always an inference by analogy
drawn from his actions. We assume our fellow-

men to be conscious, because they behave as we
do, who are. But though in our own case we have
direct experience of the existence of consciousness,
we have not even here direct experience of its

efficacy, if (with, e.g., Hume) we choose to set

aside the testimony of the direct experience of

agency as a proof of 'causation.' The theory of

psycho-physical automatism, then, fits in well

enough with the assumptions of physics ; but it

comes into conflict with the biological presumption
of the survival-value of any characteristic of life

which has been progressively developed. For,
lanless consciousness possessed efficacy and altered
the course of physical change, it is hard to see

how it could have had survival-value. A com-

Elete

refutation of p.'^ycho-physical automatism,
owever, can be achieved only by displaying the

methodological nature of its fundamental assump-
tions.

3. In psychology proper, action is said to be
automatic wherever the organism functions with-
out the voluntary control (and in extreme cases
even without the knowledge) of consciousness.
Tlius functions which are ' automatic '

in the first

sense may or may not be 'automatic' also in

this ; Avhile, if the second sense of ' automatism '

is

adopted, it follows that all bodily motions are
' automatic '

also, in this third sense. In practice,
however, psychologists do not work with this

theory, but are wont to distinguish between
vohmtary and automatic psychic processes. Auto-
matism in this sense is closely related to the

phenomena of Volition (q.v.) and Habit (q.v.).

Fully conscious volition occupies an extreme
position on a continuous scale, the other end of
which is steeped in complete automatism. Such
volition appears to be the condition of organic re-

sponse only to relatively new situations, and, as in-

volving eflbrt, strain, thought, and time, is too ex-

pensive a process biologically not to be economized
as much as possible. Accordingly, the volitional
character of an action recedes more and more

into the background as a function becomes estab-
lished. As actions become familiar and habitual

by repetition, volition and consciousness both tend
to fade from the experience which accompanies the
action, though for a long time the continuance of
these factors as powers kept in reserve is sug-
gested by their re-appearance in emergencies. In
this way Avliat was originally a highly conscious,
difficult, and volitional act (e.g. walking or read-

ing) may become degraded into almost any degree
of facile automatism, though it should always be
remembered that this psychologi(!al declension
means a biological gain. Hence it may even be
maintained that the distinction lietween the

secondary automatism which is acquired, and the

primary automatism of all the organic functions
which are not (normally) under the control of the
will or within the cognizance of consciousness,
may ultimately be abolished. The ditterence be-
tween them may be reduced to one between
acquisitions of a newer and of an older date, and
primary automatism may be regarded as that part
of vital functioning which has become so regular
and certain as no longer to require conscious .super-
vision. This interpretation is evidently attractive
from an evolutionary standpoint, but as evidently
it needs to be combined with .some biologically
acceptable theory of the transmission (or apparent
transmission) of habits.

The philosophic importance of this secondary
automatism is considerable. For it enables the
moralist to include within the sphere of his com-
petence many acts and processes which as experi-
enced are no longer voluntary or even conscious,
and so facilitates the evolutionary treatment of
ethical data. It plainly suggests, moreover, a
definite theory of the origin, function, and future
of consciousness. If it is a law of function to
tend from the conscious and volitional towards
the habitual, involuntary, and unconscious, it

would seem that any perfectly adjusted func-

tioning must be unconscious, that consciousness
itself was essentially a concomitant of a disturb-
ance of habit, and that unconscious functioning
was both the beginning and the end of conscious
life. Thus consciousness would be essentially
evanescent and transitory. This inference can
be avoided only by denying that the growth of
automatism is to be conceived as a mechanical

process. It must be conceived as teleologically
conditioned throughout, i.e. as a device for the
facilitation of reactions upon stimulation, and for

the economizing of a consciousness wliich always
has more work than it can properly attend to,
and so attends to the calls upon it in the order of
their urgency. A good deal of evidence may be
adduced, from the actual distribution of conscious-
ness and automatism in the performance of organic
functions of the same antiquity, to show that the

lapsing into automatism does in point of fact occur
in this telcological way.

4. In addition, however, to the actions which
are removed from conscious control after having
once been conscious, other automatisms are found
to occur which seem never to have formed part of

the conscious personality. They .seem to be initi-

ated outside the normal course of experience, and
to intrude upon it as aliens. They may assist it,

or more frequently disturb it, wlience tliey are

usually regarded as pathological. Such auto-
matisms are usually sporadic and discontinuous,
but may attain to a considerable degree of co-

herence and persistence in cases of 'multiple
' and

'

alternating
'

personality (q.v.). They have been
classified as sensory (e.g. dreams [q.v.'\ and visual

and auditory hallucinations [q.v.}) and motor

(automatic speaking and writing), and their inter-

pretation raises the important question of suh-
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co7iscious mental life (see SUBCONSCIOUSNESS) and
its relation to consciousness. It is also thought by
some that in such automatisms traces of super-
normal knowledge and powers may be detected,
and these have been claimed as evidence of the

possibility of communications from the departed.
Their biological value for the guidance of conduct
is not as a rule great, and this is precisely the
reason why they are usually treated as patho-
logical. But the whole subject has not yet been

adequately studied. It is clear, however, that

historically these automatisms have contributed

greatly to the belief in possession, inspiration, and
in the supernatural generally.
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Lect. 12 ; W. James, Principles of Psychology, Lond. 1890,
i. ch. 5.—3. H. Spencer, Principles of Psychology, Lond. 1881,
§§ 212, 218, 244

; W. James, l.c.—^. F. W. H. Myers, Human
Personality, Lond. 1903 ; P. Janet, Automati^me Psyehologique,
Paris, 1889 ; T. Flournoy, Des Indes d la planete Mars, Paris,
1900

; Sidis and Goodhart, Multiple Personality, New York,
1905 ; Morton Prince, The Dissoeiatimi of a Personality, New
York, 1906. Y, c. S. Schiller.

AUTONOMY.—The term 'autonomy,' as em-

ployed by very early writers, is distinctly political,

signifying civil or national independence. Some
authors of the 17th and 18th cents, use it to denote
the freedom of the religious conscience. Kant is

the only one w ho introduces it into the language
of moral philosophy, in a truly characteristic sense

(' Grundlegung zur Metaphysik der Sitten,' Sdmmt-
liche Werke, ed. Rosenkranz, Leipzig, 1838-1842,
viii. 71 ff.

;

' Kritik der praktischen Vernunft,' ib.

p. 145 iY. ). By autonomy of the will, Kant means
the faculty that the Avill possesses of being its

own lawgiver, of being itself, by its own nature,
the source and substance of the moral law, the
moral law itself.

Under Avhat conditions can the will be auto-
nomous? When it is determined by its own form,
not by its object. This condition is fulfilled if the
will obeys only general laws, if it admits only of

those maxims [i.e. motives) which can be trans-
formed into general laws. The will which always
acts with regard to the universal, as such, provides
its own laws : it is autonomous ; it is free. For
to be free is to obey absolute imperatives, and

imperatives of this kind are not the outcome
of experience, but solely of reason as practical
reason.

The opposite of autonomy is heteronomy. It is simply the

subjection of the will to some object or other, i.e. ultimatelj', to
the desire of being happy. Heterononious imperatives are
never absolute, because they imply empirical conditions in the

subject and object, which do not exist everywhere and at all

times. They therefore cannot submit to that moral position
which consists in the unconditional surrender of the free will to
absolute laws {i.e. of the will to itself, for nothing is absolute in

the practical order of things except liberty itself) ; or, in otlicr

words, of the empirical will to the pure will. One form of

heteronomy is thconomy. It consists in obeying God, because
He has sanctioned certain laws, arbitrarily imposed by Him, by
means of punishments and rewards.

The ethics of autonomy, therefore, is the ethics

of the pure will or of liberty. This pure will

naturally has an object, but it is not the matter of

this object that determines it ; it is its form only,
or rather the quality that makes it worthy of

being sought after by a will which aims at realizing
the universal, i.e. general, laws. Thus general

happiness can be sought after by a free will
; yet

not always so far as to embrace the well-being
of humanity, which is of interest to our human
-ensibilitios, but only in so far as it can form the
I ontents of a general law, which concerns the

understanding of all rational beings.

Autonomy is a kind of summary, forming the

kernel, of Kantian ethics. Before it can be
* These numbers refer to the paragraphs of the article.

thoroughly appreciated and criticized, a general
examination of the etliics must be made. We
shall confine ourselves to a few brief remarks. In

particular, notice that in Kant the idea of an
autonomous will has two motives. (1) The first is

the conception of liberty that it has within it.

According to Kant, the will ceases to be free when
it is determined by the attraction which any object
other than itself may exercise over it. This is

what might be called the ascetic element of Kant's
ethics. In all love, of whatever kind it is, he per-
ceives only motives that are governed by the

passions and self. (2) We must desire the uni-

versal, for only the universal is presented to us as

an element of pure reason ; all that is empirical is

contingent. Here we find ourselves in the presence
of the rational and social element of Kant's ethics.

These two arguments, which in Kant are blended
in one, are in reality of very different kinds. The
submission of the empirical will to the pure will is

not connected with the idea of the universal, which
Kant identifies elsewhere with the social ; on the
other hand, this notion of the universal afi'ects the
will only when it becomes the object of an attrac-

tion, the contents of a feeling. Kant's ideal is a
will whicli is identical with reason, but experience
does not bear out the inference, and it is not con-

clusively proved, that the man whose will has
become '

pure,' in the sense implied by Kant, is the
moral man ^^ar excellence. It seems, indeed, that
he would lack what constitutes the soul of all com-

plete and profound morality. The Kantian idea of

autonomy is an abstract idea stripped of all psycho-
logical basis. It expresses an ideal of liberty in-

deed, but Kant was quite unable to deduce from it

practical rules for human conduct.
Of present-day philosophers, the chief to revive

the idea of autonomy is Cohen ('Die Ethik des
reinen Willens,' System der Philoso^ohie", 1907, pt.

ii.). But, inspired by Fichte's ideas, Cohen con-

ceives autonomy, not as the faculty of practical
reason, producing laws freely for human conduct,
but as the faculty of man, making the human
individual the supreme end of all his actions.

Under this conception, autonomj^ becomes, in a
direct and positive manner, a social principle,
whicli it is in Kant only indirectly or rather

negatively.
Literature.—F. Jodl, Geschichte der Ethik in der neueren

Philosophic, Stuttgart, 1882-89 ; F. Paulsen, Kant, Stuttgart,
1898 ; V. Delbos, La philosophic pratique de Kant, Paris, 1904.

EUGfeNE EHRHARDT.
AVALOKITE^VARA.— I. The name.*— (a)

Isvara, which, among naiydyikas (philosophers)
and bhdktas (devotees) alike, refers to the personal
and supreme god, means etymologically

'

king,'
' monarch.' It is an epithet common to the Bodhi-

sattvas, or at least—for that name includes every
individual who seeks to attain the Bodhi, even

although he is still a 'natural man' {prthagjana)—to all the Bodhisattvas who are in complete
po.ssession of the qualifications of Bodhisattvas,
viz. those who are 'great Bodhisattvas' (Bodhi-
sattva-Mahasattva),

' masters of the ten stages of

Bodhisattva-ship
'

(da.iabhumi-i.svara) (see Mahd-
vyutpatti, 22, 15). V>\\t, when speaking of Avalo-

kita, who is not only a '

great god \ but a '

god-
providence,' we cannot forget that siva is called

tlie 'great lord' (Mahesvara) or simply, 'the lord'

(Isvara).

(b) The meaning of the compound 'Avalokites-
vara '

is not at all clear. Scholars do not agree as
to its signification. It may mean either '

tlie lord
of what we see,' i.e. 'of the present world,' or 'of

* See Kern, Geseh. i. 324, Iiwcr. nit Patlambang, 76 ; Burnouf,
Introduction, 226; ilinayeff, Grammaire paUe,\t. 7: 'lesouve-
rain qui voit tout

'

; Griinwedel, Lamaism, p. 130
; Rhys Davids,

Jhiddhism (1880), p. 200 ff. ; Waddell, Lamaism, p. 40, and
JHAS, 1894 ; Walters, Yuan-Chwang, i. 343: 'the beholding
lord.'
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the view,' or 'the lord whom we see,' 'the lord

revealed,'
' the master who is or was seen.'

*

But the Tibetans, and no doubt their Indian

authorities also, took it to mean ' the lord who
looks

'

; for their translation '

Spyan - ras - gzigs
'

seems to dispense with the idea of 'visible lord.' t

Some modern interpreters have understood the

Sanskrit name to signify :

' lord who looks down
from on high.' This meaning is not quite satis-

factory, for Avalokita, like all Bodhisattvas, looks

both at the Buddha (' Bhagavanmukhdvalokana-
para') and at the creatures with a look of com-

passion (' karundsnigdhdvalokana ').t

This interpretation makes Avalokita an active

present participle, which, as M. Kern remarks,
IS bad grammar ; but Burnouf failed to see in this

inaccuracy a decisive argument against the current

interpretation, and Ave may agree with him.§
Further, from the grammatical point of view,
Avalokitesvara,

' lord of compassionate glances
'

=Avalokana, 'lord of special mercies,' 'lord with

compassionate glances.' ||
Avalokita is the god

whose face is turned in every direction in order to

see everything and to save everybody ; he is called

'the all-sided one,'
^ samantamukha.' ^

(c) One of the most notable names of Avalokita,
and certainly the one which gives us the best idea
of the character which had been ascribed to him
for a very long time, is Lokesvara, Lokandtha,
'

Lord, Protector of the world.' ISI. Kern expresses
it very well when he says that he is the 'god of

the present,' 'lie who bears the world,' 'son of a
Budaha (Amitabha), as the present is the son of

the past,' the concrete counterpart of the '

Body
of Law' (Dharmakdi/a), the present form of the

Buddha,
' the god of daylight and of the living, as

Amitabha, who dwells in the setting sun, is the

god of Paradise.'** The texts clearly show that

•See Kern, Inscr. uit Battambang : 'lord contemplated
' =

Avalokita i8vara = vyakta isvara, i.e. a name of ^iva ; 'lord of

the view or of that which is seen
'= drsti-guru, i.e. another name

of Siva.

i Spuan-ras = chaksus, 'eye.' It is a lofty expression. We
have, e.J., 'thugs-rjei spyan-ras-kyis gzigs-pa : karunachaksusa
avalokayan

'

(Sarat Chandra, Diet.). Gzigs also is a word of

elevated style, meaning
'

to see,' and, owing to the influence of

the name of Avalokita, meaning 'to give,' 'compassion.' If the
Tibetan translation caused any doubt, the following quotation
from the versified Karanda (Burnouf, Introd. p. 226) would dispel
it :

' He is so called because he regards with compassion beings
suffering from the evils of existence.' The Mongol has niduher
tUchektchi, 'who beholds,' from niduber utchego, 'to see," from
nidun,

'

eye.'

{ Sddhana (text of incantation), quoted by Foucher, Icon. ii.

pp. 16, 18. Waddell explains
' look down from on high

'

by the fact
that the usual dwelling-place of Avalokita is on mountains.
Thi.'i information is correct, and establishes a point of contact
between Avalokita and 6iva. But the prefix ava has no such
precise meaning. The vyavalokana, 'glance,' like the smile

l/tmita) and the beam (ra^ni), is a mode of communication.
S Burnouf, Introd. p. 226, note. Parijita(Mahdvyutpatti, 126,

63) seems quite clearly to mean parijitavan, and it !« possible
that there are other examples.

I See Bothlinck-Roth, s.v. lok with ava (§ 2). Fuither,
avalokita means 'a person to whom good-bye has been said,'
'one who has been seen for the last time' (see indexes to

Divydvaddna and Mahnvastu). Avalokitesvara is mdeed the
lord of the departed and the help of the dying. The present
writer owes these valuable observations to Mr. F. W. Thomas.

II Lotus, ch. xxiv. ; Kern, ii. 171
; Beal, Catena, 384. Like

tamantafhandra and samantdlokha, it is an epithet common to
all the Bodhisattvas (Lalitavistara, 550, 11).•* See Kern, op. cit. With regard to the solar character of
Amitabha and .Avalokita, the first of the meditations on Ami-
tabha, as it is described in the Amitdyurdhyana, is full of in-
formation : 'all beings . . . see the setting sun' (see § 9).
Amitabha is Siva unrevealed ; Avalokita is Siva revealed.
The infinite indivisible light which characterizes the former
{amita-dbhd) is contrasted with the finite light (mita) of the
latter :

'
Brilliant is Lokesvara, who bears on his head Amitabha,

brilliant with, as it were, the appearance of the sun and the
moon with their finite splendour.' Elsewhere Avalokita is repre-
sented as havinp the sun as his body (dinakararapus). The
Paradise of Amitabha is closely connected with the town of
Varuna in the West, the city of the sunset, which ia usually
called Sukha (Max Miiller, SBE xlix. p. 22). It may also
have some connexion with the city of Kusiivati, where the
'

great King of Glory
'

reigns (Mahdsudassanamtla, SBE xi.

p. 247).
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Avalokita is the sun ; and, in fact, Padmapani,
'lotus-bearer,' which is a name of Avalokita, is

also a name of Surya ('sun'). Avalokita is the
Visnu of the Buddhists.

2. If Avalokitesvara signified originally
' the lord

who is seen,' 'de geopenbaarde Ilerr,'
' the revealed

god,' it looks as if we ought to trace back this

conception to the very origin of the personage
under discussion. This would present difliculties.*

However that may be, as it is very diflicult to

arrange our literary and iconographic material

historically, we shall content ourselves with placing
it in logical order. There will be good reason to
doubt whether this plan gives an accurate idea
of the evolution of Avalokita, because popular
religion and religion as described by the sources
are two very diflerent things.

3. Although the Mahdvastu gives a sketch of

the theory of the bhwmis (' spiritual stages') of the

Bodhisattvas, although it abounds with 'areas' or
'fields of Buddhas' {Buddhaksetra), there are no
Great Bodhisattvas in it, playing the part of pro-
tector of creatures and patron of Buddhas, and there
is not a trace of Avalokita.

In the Lalita, among the 32,000 Bodhisattvas, who
listen to Buddha, the author mentions Maitreya,
Dharanisvara,t several others, and particularly a
Mahakarundchandrin. Dr. Waddell remarks that,
in the Tibetan translation, this last name is re-

placed hy Mahdkarunasattva ('Snin-rje chen-po
sems-dpa'); now Mahdkaruna, 'the great and
merciful one,' is one of the innumerable synonyms
of Avalokita. We leave it to the reader to judge
whether this information is sufficient to contradict
the popular opinion that there is no mention of

Avalokita in the Lcdita.X

4. A great many authorities § do not give
Avalokita unrivalled supremacy, but place him
along with a certain number of companions, five

or eight, apart from the crowd of Bodhisattvas,
and accord him a kind of pre-eminence :

' the
sons of Buddha, with Avalokita and Manjugho.sa
at their head . , ..''Avalokita, Samantabhadra
('the wholly auspicious'), Manjughosa ('lovely
voice' = Manjusri'), Ksitigarbha ('earth-womb'),
and Vajrin (' thunderbolt-holder' = Vajrapani),'
whose special task is the struggle against the
demons.

In these texts we are confronted with a great
superhuman saint, the chief of that noble group of

Bodhisattvas who, according to the Great Vehicle,
constitute 'the congregation' {Sahgha) or third

jewel. Avalokita plays a most important part in

some of the sutras, e.g. in the Dharmasahgiti,
where he extols charity,

' the great compassion,'
the only function of the Bodhisattvas, to which
one must give oneself up entirely without fear of

committing sin ;
if the exercise of charity involves

wrong-doing, it is yet better to suller the pains of

hell than to deprive a creature of the hope he has
• The present writer thinks that M. Kern gives a perfect

explanation of the nature of Avalokitesvaraj who is a Buddhist
Siva in visible form, while Amitabha is the Siva Brahman. The
former is characterized by the ' measured '

light of the sun and
the moon, the latter is ethereal and infinite light (amita). The
Battambang inscription is very clear. But the present writer
thinks that before becoming Siva, Avalokitesvara was a

Bodhisattva, and, as such, was named Avalokita.

t 'Lord of the earth,' one of Siva's names, a 'dhyanibuddha'
in the .'iuvarnapratihdsa; according to Waddell, 'a common
title for ManjuSri

'

(JliAS, 1894, p. 55).

t Lunar names {chandra) are frequent among the Bodhisattvas

(cf. Mahdvyulpatti, 23).

§ e.g. Bodhicharydvatdra (ch. ii. 1, 48). In Mahdvyulpatti
(published a.d. 816-838) 23, we find the following order : Avalo-

kitesvara, Maitreya, Akaiagarbha, Samantabhadra, Vajrapani,
MafijuSrikumarabhuta, Sar\-anivaranaviskambhin, Ksitigarbha,

Mah.isthamaprapta, Ratnaketu, Ratnaii.lni, etc. It must be
observed that Ratnapani (a future so-called Dhyanibodhisattva)
is not the first of the Bodhisattvas 'beginning with Ratna,' and
also that MafijuSri holds quite a subordinate place. Cf. Dhar-

masai\graha, xii., where among the eight Bodhisattvas there

is DO mention of Avalokita.
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placed in j'ou.* Avalokita is a Great Bodhisattva,
but he is not the only one, nor is he unquestionably
the first.

It is probably this stage in the history of Avalo-

kita that is represented in the very old reliefs,

where a 'Lotus-bearer' Padmapani (afterwards
the equivalent of Avalokita) appears with four or

seven other liodhisattvas, surrounding a Buddha
or below a Luddha.f
There is reason to believe that Maitreya (the

future Buddha), for example, whose doctrinal

position is better established, must originally
have taken precedence of him,t and there are

noteworthy and well-authenticated writings, such

as the Sanskrit-Tibetan Lexicon (Mahavyutjicitti)
and the Chinese records, which lead us to believe

that Maitreya was able to maintain his position.
In any case, it must be noticed that the role

of ' Good Bodhisattva,' helpful and divine, the

very noble (paramurya), the giver of security

(abkayandada), etc., was divided among Ksiti-

garbha and his companions, before it became the

more or less exclusive designation of Avalokita. §

Now it must be borne in mind that the preceding
remarks are very hypothetical ; for, from the

dawn of the Christian era, in certain circles at

least, Avalokita became an important personage
and a jealous god.

5. Lotus of the True Lata, Sukhavatlvyuha,
A/nitdyurdhydnasutra.

—
(a) Avalokita is not the

protagonist of the Lotus, but there is a whole

chapter on his dpia-rela, his 'gesta,' in Skr. his

indMtmya.W He is far superior to the other Great
Bodhisattvas /Aksayamati, etc.), who along with
him listen to sakyarauni, with the single exception
of Manjusri, who is probably his equal. He is the
' saviour

'

;
it is better to think of him than to do

honour to tiiousands of Buddhas. He assumes
tiie form M of Buddha, Bodhisattva, Mahesvara,
Kuvera, Vajrapani,** as the case may be, the more

easily to fullil his task of mercy. Aksayamati
(' undecaying intelligence') presents him with
flowers ; he divides them between Sakya and the

stupa of an ' extinct
' Buddha. According to the

versified text, his real dwelling-place is in the
'

Sukhakara,' the paradise of Amitabha, where he
sits sometimes on the right and sometimes on the

left of Buddlia.
* See ^iksds, p. 286 ; Bodhicharydvatdra, p. 314.

t See Griinwedel, Buddh. Art in India, pp. 196, 201 ff.

t Maitreya is the only Bodhisattva acknowledgfed in the
Little Vehicle. He is the second in M ahdvyutpatti, 23, the first

in Dharmasafiriraka, xii
; and plays the chief part in the

foundation of the Great Vehicle. Griinwedel (Buddhistigche
Kunst) has some hesitation in recognizing Avalokita in the
(Jandhara sculptures, and is certain only of the identification

of Maitreja (Buddh. Art in India, p. 192 n.). Nevertheless,
the view which, following his example, we express on the

chronological and dogmatic priority of Maitreya is supported
not only by the fact that Maitreya alone is recognized by
the Little Vehicle (Beal, Buddhist Records, ii. 61), but also

b}' certain statements of the Chinese pilgrims, who were
more interested in the heaven of Slaitreya than in that of

Amitabha, more interested in the coming of Maitreya than
in the present living Avalokita (see especially ib. ii. 223, i.

227).

§ More or less exclusive, according to Wassilieff, as is proved
by the collections of the one hundred and eight names,
of divinities in Kandjur, Rgyu, xiv. : Avalokita, Maitreya,
Aka&igarbha(Khagarbha), SamantJabhadra, Vajrapani, MafijuSri,
Sarvanivaranaviskambhin and Ksitigarbha (Wass., 1T5), the

eight Bodhisattvas of the Dharmasafigraha, with the addition
of Avalokita and the omission of Gaganagaiija.

II See tlie translations of Burnouf and Kern. The Mdhdtmya
forms ch. xxv. of the Chinese edition. In China it is one of

the official texts of the religion of Avalokita (see 1-tsing, in Taka-

kusu, 162; Beal's tr.. Catena, p. 389).

•U The Siksds ascribes to e^ery Bodhisattva this power of

transformation. Even the wish of all the Bodhisattvas to be-

come food and drink (pdnabhojana) in times of famine is taken

literally.
** The association of Vajrapani with divinities who are any-

thing but Buddhist is worthy of note. In the hundred and

eight names of Tara (ed. de Blonay) Vajrapani begs for mystical

recipes from Avalokita. See E. Senart, Congris d'Alger,
'

Vajrapani
'

;
and below, p. 259'* n. y.

(b) TheSukhdvatinnA the Aniitdyurdhydnasutra*
Kujiply us with a very fine theology ot Amitabha
and Avalokita, a theology which has the twofold
distinction of being almost orthodox, while seeking
to present a rational account of all the exaggera-
tions of bhakti, or devotion.
Amitabha or Lokanatha wa.s in ancient times a

bhiksu called Dharmakara,t
' niine of the law '

; it

is now ten ages (kalpas) since he became Buddha,
and it will be a very long time before he is extinct.

In principle all the Buddhas are eijual ; they possess
the same intrinsic perfections, the same knowledge.:^
But it is very probable that thej' are ditlerentiated

in the exercise of their Buddhahood, according to

the vow that they have made. Now Dharmakara,
the future Amitabha, under the Buddha Lokesva-

raraia,§ vowed that, when he reached Buddha-
hood, he would have a ' Buddiia field,' wondrously
blessed, the happy land (ISiikhdvafi),'' and that is

why there llock to him from all the ' Buddha fields
'

the beings appointed to nirvdna, either as future
arhats or as Buddhas.^ It is with Amitabha
that those who are guilty but possess the promise
and potency of deliverance spend their period of

probation in lotus-flowers ; with him also the

Bodhisattvas become prepared for their last birth,

by having good opportunities of going to visit, to

honour, and to listen to the Buddhas of all the
worlds.

** After this period these Bodliisattvas will

become Buddhas, and will have in their turn

spheres of their own. As regards Avalokita, it

is at the end of our age that he will appear as

the thousandth and last Buddha of the age. ft
The Bodhisattvas are not equal among them-

selves. In the heaven of Amitabha there are two,
Avalokita and Mahasthamaprapta,tJ almost as

great and luminous as Buddha, who sit on thrones

equal to his. Avalokita is the more majestic ; this

is due to his vow to bring all beings, without ex-

ception, into the 'happy land.' And while his

glorious body illumines a great many worlds, he
traverses them all in diflerent forms, some-
times real and sometimes magical ; like Amitabha
himself, he has parts of himself incarnated here

and there ; he never forgets for a moment his role

as provider of the Sukhavati. And it is he, rather
* Sitkhdvativyuha (Chinese tr. 147-186), in two redactions,

edited bj' Max MiiUer, Arucd. Oxoniensia, and also in fac-simile

Mus6eGuimet, 11., translated in SBE xlix, with the Amitdyus,
the Skr. original of which seems to be lost (translated into Chinese
in 424). On this text cf. also JBTS, 1S94, 2, 1.

+ On the human antecedents of Amita and Avalokita, cf. also

Ecnnisat, Fo-kotu-ki.

% There are two things which have no limit, the brilliance of

Amitabha and the prajMpratihhdna of every Buddha. The
light of Amitabha illumines all the fields of Buddha, owing to
the '

special vow
'

of this Buddha to lighten his own field and an
infinite number of other fields. Although Amit.ibha is praised,
glorified, and preached by all the Buddhas, he cannot lay claim
to any kind of monarchj'. A fairly just idea of the sj-steni may
be formed by regardmg the Buddhas as saints (in the Roman
Catholic sense of the word), who are all saints for the same
reason, but among whom piety distinguishes more or less

powerful saints. Cf. Mahdvastu, iii. 330. 15.

§ A name of Avalokita.

II More refined in charity is the wish expressed in Kanina-
piiXidarika

'

to have a Buddha field
'

inhabited by inferior beings
o\erwheImed by calamities, in order to have a more worthy
object of pity.
t In the kingdom of Amitabha all the Bodhisattvas are in

their last birth, and live there without limit, owing to their

special wish {prayiidhdnavi.iesa) to save others. It is note-

worthy that our text admits tlie existence of arhats, sainta

according to the Little Vehicle, i.e. beings appointed to attain
to nirvana wthout passing through the stage of Buddhahood.
The Great Vehicle believes that all beings will become Buddhas,
but this was not the belief of Hiuen Tsiang.

**
They do not even have to move in order to worship and

listen to the Buddhas of all the worlds.

tt Schmidt, Uberdie tausend Buddhas (p. 106) ; and R^musat,
Cosmogonie, Melanges Posthinnes.

{{In modern (Tibetan) pictures of the Sukhavati, Vajrapani
takes the place of Mahasthama (Foucher, Catalogue, p. 33).
The Japanese representation of the Sukhavati is nearer the

original text. Maitreya, Avalokita, and Mahasthama often have
stiipas on their heads (Griinwedel, Buddh. Kunst, p. 193 and
fig 83).
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than Amitablia himself, Avho is the loixl of the

JSukliavati.*

This ostentatious and short-sighted glorification
of Aniitiibha and Avalokita corresponds, in our

opinion, to a doctrine of salvation, very diilerent

from the ordinary doctrine of tlie Great Vehicle.

According to the Little Vehicle, the Buddhas were

only instructors ; in the
'

rationalist
'

Great Vehicle

tiiey have become models, and the Bodhisattvas

appear as friends, counsellors, protectors ; t their

presence does not in any Avay lessen the necessity
for personal effort. In the Sukhavati, Amitablia
and Avalokita save the faithful almost in spite of

themselves, as the cat saves her young by taking
them in her mouth (a Kraisnavite metaphor). There

is, however, one reservation : beings guilty of
' mortal sins

'

are excluded from tlie Sukhavati.
The Ainitdyurdhijdna does away with this restric-

tion : the parricide is saved if he i^ronounces the

name of Aniita. In a word, our theologians, as

well as those of the Vismipurdna, have to dis-

tinguish between ordinary people who are liable to

hell, etc., and devotees who are naturally exempt.
(c) It is to this period that the icouographic

monuments seem to belong, about which the
Chinese pilgrims had given us their testimony,
before tlie archaeologists examined them ; and
ve are quite justified in referring to them here, as

the Amitdyurdhydna speaks of statues in which
the characteristics of the god are reproduced. We
find isolated statues of Avalokita, among which the

giant statues deserve mention, and groups in Avhich

he is facing Maitreya, Tara, and Mauju.sri, and

probably also Mahasthama— wonderful statues,

recurring throughout the whole Buddhist world
from the extreme North-^Yest to Ceylon. J They
give us a sculptured representation of the texts,
which describe in detail the attitude, colour, and

qualities of the gods. Tiie Amitdyiirdhydnasidra
places a '

magical
'

Buddha, twenty-five leagues
high, on the iiead of the glorious body of Avalokita,
seated on the left of Amitablia ; this is clearly rejire-
sented in the icons (to which attention has already
been drawn bj* Hiuen Tsian"), where Avalokita
wears in his head-dress a seated statue of a Buddha,
who, at a very early date, if not from the very be-

ginning, ^was identified with Amitablia. §

The Chinese pilgrims seem to have recognized
a characteristic of the Great Vehicle in the fact

that worship was bestowed on the Bodhisattvas,

MaiijusrI and Avalokita, and on the Prajfia.
Hiuen Tsiang mentions that a statue of ISIaitreya
was worshipped in a district which is quite

'

hiiia-

yanistic' (Biiddh. Records, ii. 61)^the same thing
liappened with the statues of Avalokita in Ceylon—but he tells the curious storj' of GunapraLlia,
who, when he was transferred to the heaven of

Maitreya, refused to Avorship him, because an
' ordained bhiksu '

is superior to a Bodhisattva
(i. 192).||

* He is called SukhiivatiiSvara {Trikdxidaiesa).
t See the 'Code du ilahaj-ana en Chine,' where Avalokita

does not play any part at all (J. J. II. de Groot, p. 98).

J The information of the Buddhist pilj^rims on this point is

confirmed and explained by the miniatures published by M.
Foucher. The last inscription devoted to Avalokita is dated
1229 (Oudh). On Avalokita in Cevlon, cf. Foucher, Icon. 110 ;

Beal, Buddhist Records, ii. lil ;' JRAS, 1900, p. 42. Some
authors think that Mount Potala, to the east of the Malay
Mountains, is perhaps the original home of Avalokita. It is

well known that this Potala has been transported to China and
to Tibet (Tdranatha, 144, 203; Foucher, Icon., 28; Waddell,
Lhasa, 1905, pp. 364, 388).
§The relation between 'Dhvanibuddhas' and their Bodhi-

sattvas is explained in the art. Auibi'ddii.^. WassiliefT mentions
Aairochana as the father of Avalokita. Cf. Griinwedel, Buddh.
Art in India, p. 196 f.

II For_ a study of this problem the reader ia referred to art.
Mahavasa. To avoid any misunderstanding:, let us merely
point out that the Avalokitavrata and the Bhadrachaiiprant-
dhdna (Nanjio, 1142), which corresponds closely to it, are looked
upon aa sacred texts by the Sautrantikas, who are supposed to
belong to the Little Vehicle.

6. Avalokita rises still higher in the Kdranda-
vyiiha* and in the ^urakgaDui ;i but here lihe

theology seems to be extremely involved ; we have
now to deal not with a sutra, but with Puraiiic
literature. On the other hand, the iconograjiliy
and the manuals on incantation demonstrate that,
on account of the above-described notion of the pro-
vidential polymorphism of Avalokita, that god is

identified with all the Hindu deities, both mild
and cruel. Avalokita is a Buddhist Siva, an ascetic
and a magician.

(«) In some of its features the KdrandavyuhaX
recalls the Lotus and the Amitdynrdliydna :

Avalokita learns the law from Amitablia, he comes
to Avorship Sakyamuni, and brings him floAvers and
Amitablia's compliments ; he is therefore in some
Avay inferior to the Buddhas. But, on the other
hand, he is far superior to the Buddhas and also
to Samantabhadra : no Buddha pos.se.sses clair-

voyance (jjratibhdna) equal to his, all the Buddhas
together could not estimate his Avorth. No other

being besides him has a marvellous body, Avliich

the Buddhas have difficulty in seeing, and each

pore of Avliich contains thousands of Buddhas,
saints of all kinds, and entire Avorlds. And
it is from the body of Avalokita (Foucher, Cat.

p. 25), regarded from another point of vicAv, that
the inferior gods issue: the sun and the moon
come out of his eyes ; § Mahesvara, avIio Avill be
called ]\Iahadeva, and receives the promise of

Buddhahood, comes from his forelieacl; Brahma
from his shoulder, etc. We have said that, in

addition to being demiurge, Avalokita is also a
saviour ; from his fingers Aoaa' rivers which cool

the hells and feed the pretas (

'

ghosts ') ; he terrifies

all the demons and puts Vajrapani to flight. ||

Tiiere is no need for astonishment at this extra-

ordinary mastery over men and things. AA^alokita
is the great yogin, the great magician (vidyddhi-
jMti, anekaniantrasatdvakirna) ; lie is in possession
of the formulae (in Avhich he glories in the Ami-
tdyurdhydna) ; but, above all, he possesses the

only, the true, formula ohi nuini padme hum.^
* See the Calcutta edition, 1873 ; Csoma-Feer, p. 246 ; Hodg-

son, Extracts ; the summary of Rajendralala (Buddh. Lit. pp.
9.'i, 101); the masterly exposition of Burnouf (//i^rorf. p. 221).
The Tibetan translation probably belongs to a.d. 610 (Schlagint-
weit, p. 84 ; Rockhill, p. 212), hut the original is supposed to
ha\e been in existence from the time of the mythical king
Lha-tho-tho-ri (a.d. 427); see Griinwedel, Myth. 451, 247. On
the Mai}i-bka-libtiin, 'the hundred thousand precious com-
mandments,' a glorification of Avalokita, which is wrongly
supposed to belong to this time, see Rockhill, 212, and Schla-

gintweit, 84. For the history of the Kaksasis, cf. Beal, Buddhist
Records, ii. 241.

t Ch. vi. See Beal, Catena, 39. 284 ; Nanjio, 399 (tr. a.d.

384-417); VVass., 175 ; Csoma-Feer, 249 ; and the quotations from
the !^iksdsaiiiuchchai/a. Enumerating the innumerable, we dis-

tinguish 32 manifestations of the god, 14 cases in which he

provides safety, etc. For the worship of Avalokita and Ami-
tabh,a the reader is referred also to the Chinese sources.

I S.akyamuni speaks to Maitreya, Sarvanlvaranaviskambhin
and Ratnapani. Avalokita receives 61 designations. Are the
lists of 108 names later?

5 Saryavalokanakara (see Foucher, loc. dt.); cf. the name
Avalokita.

i! Vajraparfividrdva'dtakara. In the Bodhicharydratara, Vaj-
rapani is par excellence the demon-dispeller, and the charitable
visitor of hells ; but from most ancient times Avalokita too has
been engaged in the salvation of infernal beings.

•j It is this famous formula that is in view in the Dirydvadnna
(foot of p. 613) which makes no mention of Avalokita. i^.ikya-
muni imparts it to Ananda ; it was preached by the six Buddhas,
it is known to Sakra, Indra, etc. ; it constitutes a talisman of

the first rank (see Bumouf, Introd. p. 541
; Kern, Gesch. i. 40<3).

The Tibetans claim that it fell down to them from heaven
about A.D. 400. So far as the present writer knows, it is neither

mentioned nor contemplated in Nanjio, No. 326 (tr. a.d. 420),

which contains two dhdrartis and two bijas. A great deal

has been written about the ' formula of six syllables.' We may
mention Klaproth, JA, March 1831 ; Remusat, Milanges, p. 99,

Fo-koue-ki, p. 118 ; Schlagintweit, pp. 54 and 55 ; Griinwedel,

Lamaism, p. 82.

There is no doubt that the tantrik literature gives it an
obscene interpretation. Mani and padme in this jargon have
a very distinct value. On the other hand, Remusat s cosmo-

logical explanation does not seem altogether improbable. See
F. W. Thomas, JRAS, 1906, p. 464.
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Is there a Buddha who possesses this '

hexasyllabic
(sadaksari) knowledge [vidyd)

'

? No. Is there a

being who possesses it ? No. It belongs to Avalo-
kita alone, and he reveals it to whomsoever he

pleases. This magical omnipotence has its other
side : whoever knows tlie formula does away with
the god, whose 'heart,' i.e. 'mystery,' the formula
is, and in his way is another Avalokita. *

Further, the single word
' Adored one '

(vandita)
is a sufficient description of him. He is the refuge,
Buddha, Dharma, and Saiigha all in one. Who-
soever pronounces or traces on his body the magical
syllables receives a body which participates in the

body of the thunderbolt (vajrakdyasarlra), the

apex of knowledge of the Buddhas (Tathdgata-
mdnakoti), and becomes like a dhdtustupa, a stupa
with relics, t

(b) Iconography and the manuals of incantation,!
which illustrate and supplement each other in a
marvellous way, prove that this deification of

Avalokita is not merely verbal, but that it is in

close connexion with worship and daily idolatry. §
All the Tibetan forms of Avalokita are replicas
of the Hindu cults, which are attested as early as
the 10th and 11th cents., but are undoubtedly
much more ancient. In fact, our literary evidences

(sddhanas) prove that the foreigner had had an
influence on the mother -country, for there are

representations of Avalokita, as well as of other

gods, after the fashion of Udyana, of China and
other places.

It would be impossible to describe the whole
iconography of Avalokita; that task has quite
recently been performed extremely well.|| We
shall merely notice a few characteristic features.
Avalokita is polymorphous ; but, in many cases

and until the more degenerate times, he retains the
human form, two arms and a head. There is

usually on his head a small figure of the Jina
Amitabha.U In one hand he bears the lotus

(padma)** with the other he makes the gesture
of the ' bestower of favour,' and a ghost {preta)
is represented holding up its thin lips towards
the ambrosia which flows from his fingers. As
satellites Avalokita has Tara (sometimes in two
forms, calm and angry), Hayagriva ('horse-
necked'), the guardian of the 30,500,000 magical
formulae, and JSudhana, who is also a friend of

* This magician {mdydvin) with eleven heads— this shows
the best and truest form of his polymorphism — is incom-
prehensible. Ue appears and disappears like a meteor (jvatann
ivdynipimlah). He has a hundred thousand arms and a hundred
thousand times ten million eyes. He exists in the past, the pre-
sent, and the future (Irikdla). He was at work when 6akya-
umni was merely a worshipper. There is no limit put upon
his activity except when all beings have entered nirvana. The
Buddhas, in fact, are only some of the saints whoni he has
'

matured,' and who owe everything to him
; there is deliver-

ance only in the hexasyllabic formula.
t Let us recall the fact that the Kdran^avyuha in^ verse adds

some details in the ' Adibuddhistic' sense (see art. Adibitddha).
But note that there is nothing to indicate the generation of
Avalokita by Amitabha (in the Mani-bka-hbum, Avalokita is

born from a white ray from Amitabha's left eye, or he issues
from a lotus as a young man of sixteen years of age); nor is

there any trace to be found of the system of the '

Ohyani-
buddhas' and their 'sons'

; Vajrapani is a malevolent being,
Katnapani is a personage of secondary rank. Avalokita ia

nowhere, so far as we can see, called I'admapani.
{ The b'lja of Avalokita seems always to be hrih ; his mantra

is the hexasyllabic formula (see the beauti ful plate, Schlagintweit,
p. 65), but sometimes we find om, vajradharma hrih.

§ There are representations of Avalokita after the style of the
KdraTidavyuha and of the Mdydjaldbhisaitibodhi.

II Foucher, Iconographie, i. and ii.

H TrikdiidaSe^a, which gets its information from Vyadi (Vin-
dhyavasin ?) gives the names Lokesvara, Amitabhasekhara, Pad-
mapani, and also Khasarpana, Karandavyiiha, Sukhavati^vara.
Tara is the daughter of Avalokita.

**
Already at Saiichi the ' lotus

'

is represented in the hand of
a great many personages, as an offering intended for Buddha.
Those who carry lotuses are not all Avalokitas, for Maitreya is

among them (see Griinwedei, Buddh. Kunst, p. 167). It is

worthy of notice that neither the Lotxis of the True Law nor the
Siikhdvati nor the Amitdy^ls nor the Kdraxt-ffa seems to know
Padmapani

Maitreya. When Avalokita has four arms, two
of them are joined in anjali (the hands forming
a cup) as a sign of respect ; the other two hold
tlie lotus and tlie rosary. But the ascetic attri-

butes are the antelope's skin and the water-pot.
^nd then, when the god receives the names of

Siva, Amogliapasa, Halahala, Nilakantha, Padma-
nartesvara, etc., his arms, his faces, and his eyes
become multiplied, and he carries tridents encircled
with serpents, skulls filled with flowers, bows,
arrows, etc.

Amon<' the curious figures, besides^ those which

clearly show the identification with Siva, the fol-

lowing are noteworthy : (1) the figure of Sim-
hanada ('lion's cry'). This was the name given to

the solemn declarations of Sakyamuni ; Manjusri,
who in Buddhism is the personification of wisdom,
is mounted on a lion. Avalokita becomes confused
with Manjusri, is seated on the lion, carries the
book and the sword of Manjusri, but all the time
retains his own attributes as well. (2) The figure
with the thousand arms, in which the arms, ar-

ranged in the form of a peacock's tail, give a

graphic representation of the metaphor ;

* this is

a sculptured interpretation of the universality
of the god. (3) The figure with eleven heads

(three, three, three, one, one, the last one being
the head of Amitabha) and a thousand arms is the

translation, as it were, of his former name Saman-
tanmkha.t It corresponds to a legend which shows

very clearly the character of Avalokita :
' May my

head split asunder,' the god had said,
'
if I fail in

my vow to save beings ! '—an old Buddhist expres-
sion. As a matter of fact, he did give way for

an instant to discouragement, on seeing the in-

efficacy of his efforts ; his head split into a thousand

pieces, and Amitabha put it together again. There
are several forms of this story, in which the old

is mixed with the new.
We shall also quote a modern Nepalese inscrip-

tion which gives a good account of the dignity and
the physiognomy of our hero :

' The chiefs of the

Yogins call him the King of the Fishes (Matsy-
endra), the devotees of the female deities (sdktas)
call him &akti, the Buddhists call him Lokek-
vara. All honour to this being, whose true form
is Brahman.':!: This identification of Avalokita
with the Sakti par excellence, i.e. with the per-
sonification of the cosmic female energy, shows,
in a more striking way than the coupling of the

god with the twenty-one Taras, § that the Chinese
transformation of Avalokita into a woman had

probably been already efliected in India. ||

7. We need not say very much about the Tibetan
doctrine of incarnations, according to which all

* ' With an eye in the palm of each hand '

(Sandberg, Collo-

quial Tibetan, p. 197). Sometimes only sixty -six arms are

represented (Foucher, Catal. 15).

t See Schlagintweit, p. 54 ; Schmidt, Forschungen, p. 202 (the
head is broken into ten pieces). This number eleven recalls

the eleven Uudras, and shows us Avalokita as a disguised Siva.

[Being V.^gis\ ara, he is none the less Brahma when he becomes
Siva.] It may be useful to mention that the Avalokita-
ekadaiamukhadhdranis (Nanjio, 327, 328) were translated into

Chinese in 557-581. Among the other Samantao (Mahdvyut-
palti, 23, 31, 36, 38, 63) the most famous is Samantabhadra
(Lotus, xxvi. ; Kern, p. 437, note), a double of 6iva, and the

only one of the 'Dhyanibodhisattvas' who is not a pdv^i
(vajra, ratna, padma, vii^vapdxii).

t Inscription dated 792 ; see Ind. Antiquary, ix. 192, Kern,
Vennenging, p. 14 ; on Matsyendra, see Wilson, ii. 30, and i.

214; Kern, op. cit., 42, and L6vi, iiipal, i. S49ff. He belongs
to the mysterious line of

'

Siddhas,' masters of the Hathayoga,
civilizcrs (?) of Nepal. Sometimes he is the son of Adinatha,
and is placed five spiritual generations previous to Gorakh-
nath ; sometimes he ia Gorakhnath's disciple. There may he
concealed under his name a historical personage identified with
Abjap.'ini = Padmapiini. But although the m3'thical explana-
tion finds very little favour, euhen erism in such a subject
seems almost chimerical. An important iconographie detail
ia that Avalokita is white, except in Nepal, where he is red
(Foucher, Cat. 15, etc.).

§ JBTS, 1894, 2. 1.

II
On the Chinese Avalokita, see Eitel, Handbook, p. 22,
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tlie monastic dignitaries are mrm(7««5 (sprul-pa =

khoubilyan) of the chief deities ; it will be suffi-

cient to refer the reader to the article Lamaism
and to the sources. We shall merely say that Ava-

lokitesvara, the patron of the Tibetan Church, is

incarnated in the person of the Great Lama (rgyal-

ba ryga-mtsho), while Amitabha dwells in the

Great Pandit (Pan-chen) of the rival monastery.
Waddell, though without adequately setting forth

his proofs, maintains that the theory is a recent

invention (1640). There is no doubt that Lamaic

iiierarchy is peculiarly Tibetan ; but it is quite as

certain that many Hindu Siddhas or Yogins have,

by their magic, succeeded in identifying them-

selves with gods.
Literature.—Detailed biblio^aphy in Burgess, Arch. Sur-

vey of Western India, No. 5 (1883), p. 14, and Grunwedel,
Mylhologie, 1900, notes 29.

OmarXAL sources.—hexicona ; Mahavyutpatti, Dharmasaii-

graha, TrikandaSesa, Saddharmapundarika, Sukhavativyuha,

Amitayurdhyirvisutra, Bodhicharyavatara, Karandavyiiha.
TiiiETA.y SOURCES. —Csoma.-'FeeT, AMG ii. 330; Sarat

Chandra Das, Dictionary, p. 806, JASB (1882) ii. 126.

Clll.yESE SOURCES. — Na.n)io, Catalogue, 1883, Nos. 327 ff.;

Beal, Catena, 1878 (^urangama); the Buddhist pilgrims.

Besides the general works of Hodgson, Burnouf, Wassilieff,

Kern, Koppen, Schlagintweit, Pander, Waddell, and Grun-

wedel, the reader is referred to Wilson, Select Works, i. 213,

ii. 1-39, Batiddha Tracts from Nepal, 1862 ; Kern, Inscrip. uii

liattamhang, Amsterdam, 1899, Vermenging van Qivaisyne,

1888; Foucher, Iconoqraphie, i., IS90, and ii., 1905 ; Blonay,
Dcesse Tdra, 1895 ; Grunwedel-Burgess, Duddh. Art in

India 2, 1901 ; Waddell,
' The Indian Cult of Avalokita,'

JHAS, 1894, 51-89, Gazetteer of Sikhim, 1893, p. 250 ; specially

on Iconography, Burgess, Arch. Surv. Hep. of Western India,
No. 9, Bombay, 1879, and No. 5, 1883 ; Pander, Panthion des

Tsehangtscha Hutuktxi, Berlin, 1890.

L. DE LA VALL^E POUSSIN.

AVARICE.—Avarice may be defined as an ab-

sorbing passion for earthly possessions and a selfish

gratification in their retention. It includes both

tlie getting and the keeping of wealth. In the

getting the avaricious man is tempted to put aside

all considerations that stand between him and his

object, and in the retention he looks less to the

bent'.^.oiiii use to which any possession can be put
than to his own luxury in pos.sessing it. In ordin-

ary language, avarice is largely restricted to this

second feature, while the passionate desire that

begets the avaricious character is described as

covetousness (wh. see). Avarice is thus applied
more frequently to parsimony in the storing of

wealth, and covetousness to rapacity in seeking
after wealth. Covetousness stirs up the discon-

tented to clutch at what other people have ; avarice

begets the miser who hoards greedily all that he has.

The avaricious mind seems almost to make money
or possessions ends in themselves, and yet it may
be doubted whether money is not always thought
of as a means of gratifying the love of pleasure or

tlie love of power in some of their many forms.

The miser gloats over his gold, but even in his

most debased state he probaWy sees in it the possi-

bility of acquiring ease or satisfying ambition. He
probably pictures in his imagination the splendour
with wliich he might surround himself, the security
he has against poverty, or the greatness of the one
who will inherit all as his heir. Certainly, at first,

avarice leads men to amass money because of the

command it gives over the conveniences and luxuries

of life, and because of its efiicacj- as an instrument
of ambition (cf. Martineau, Types of Ethical

Theory^, 1886, ii. 172).
Avarice springs, therefore, from two of the

strongest human passions, the love of pleasure and
the love of power ; although it may continue even
when pleasure and power seem no longer likely to

be gratified. In its la.st stage it becomes repellent
to jul, as its selfish absorption reveals the degrada-
tion and folly of the mammon-worshipper.

Tlie degradation of avarice is graphically described by Dante,
who represents the miser as cleaving to the dust, in Purgatory
(Longfellow's tr. xix. 120 ff.)—

' Even as our eye did not uplift itself

Aloft, being fastened upon earthly things,
So justice here has merged it in the earth.'

A similar concei)tion is found in Milton's description of Mammon
{Par. Lost, i. 680 ff.), whose looks and thoughts even in heaven
were always downward bent—

' admiring more
The riches of heav'n's pavement, trodden gold.
Than aught, divine or holy, else enjoy'd.
In vision beatific'

Cf. also Bunyan's account of the man with the muck-rake, who
was so intent upon the things of earth that he had no eye for

the crown of glory. It is little wonder that the folly of the

miser in giving up his life to the hoarding of earthly possessions
is keenly felt oy the noblest writers. Dante {Inferno, vii. 64)

expresses the thought of all spiritual minds when he depicts
the ignorance and folly of avarice—

' For all the gold that is beneath the moon,
Or ever has been, of these weary souls

Could never make a single one repose.'
The miser is represented frequently in literature, as in Molifere'a

L'Avare and in Plautus's Aulularia, on which Molidre's play
was founded. The unhappiness of the avaricious is well

summed up in the closing words of Euclio, the miser in the

Aulularia: 'Nee noctu, nee diu, quietus unquam eram : nunc
dormiam.' He has bestowed his treasure upon his son-in-law,

and has thus divested himself of all future cares. Now he

hopes to sleep quietly, while formerly he had no rest by day or

night.
The petty meannesses of the miser are illustrated in the

Characters of Theophrastus (ed. Ussing) :

'
If he gives a dinner,

he does not serve up as much food as is necessary. . . . When
sent out ... on a public commission, he leaves the provisions
for the journey to his family, and lives at the expense of his

fellow-travellers. ... If one of his friends is to have a wedding,
or is about to have his daughter married, he speedily undertakes

a journey to spare the marriage present.'

Restraints may be put upon avarice by the laws

of a country. Thus, certain methods of increasing
wealth may be declared illegal. Stealing, fraudu-

lent practices in trade, adulteration to make extra

profit, the exaction of exorbitant interest, may all

be declared punishable offences. Law may also

deal with the misuse of wealth, e.g. money may
not be hoarded by any one in such a way that his

functions as a citizen are not performed. A man
is not allowed to be dependent on the State for

support while he has money at his command. A
father is bound to use his wealth to support his

children. Children are bound to support their

parents. In these and other ways law may put
limits to the right of a citizen to hoard possessions.
A further extension of these social restraints is

bound up with all theories of socialism or com-
munism. Under these all private capital would be

almost, if not altogether, abolished. Rent might
still be paid to the community, but interest would
cease. Each individual would be remunerated in

proportion to the services he had rendered. Thus
socialism would seek, by abolishing the present

system of competing capitalists, served by com-

petitive wage-labour, to strike at the system that

encourages the avaricious nature.

In the individual life an efibrt may be made to

check avarice by one great act, as by the vow of

poverty, depriving the subject of all personal
interest in property and all power over it. This

vow, along with the vow of chastity and obedience,
was adopted by the Dominicans and Franciscans

to complete the irrevocable surrender of those who
entered the religious state.

For the most part avarice has been restrained by
the application of general ethical and Christian

truths to the personal life, and in particular to the

earning, saving, and spending of wealth. Christi-

anity teaches that semslmess is a deadly sin which
must give place to a supreme love for God, and to

the love of neighbour as well as self. Wealth is

to be looked upon not as an end in itself, but only
as a means towards attaining higher ends in life.

When a man earns money, he should not be taken

possession of by worldly things, but possess them
as if he possessed them not. He should not hoard

wealth uselessly in fear of want, for he should

believe that, if he seeks first the kingdom of God,
all things needful for life will be added by God.
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In using ^vcilltll, he is not to allow liimsolf to be

dominated by the selfish love of pleasure or of

f)ower,
but, reganling himself as a steNvard of God,

le is to use it as a means of procuring a free and

independent hunuui existence and development for

himself and those around him.

LiTKHATiiiK.—Hume, Ef!<ai/s, Sloral, Political, and Literary,
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Deadly Sins, Lotidon, 1901 ; Mozley, rniremity Senni'ns-,

Lonilon, 1S70 ; Fowler and Wilson, J'nncipl''!i of Moral's,

Oxford, lS9-i ; Hannay, Spirit and Origin of Christian Mon-
asticisin, London, 1903. D. MaCRAK ToD.

AVERROES, AVERROISM. — I. Life. —
' Averroi's

'

is a corruption t)f tlio Arabic name Ibn
llushd. Abu'l-Walid Muhammad ibn Ahmad ibn

Muhammail ibn Kushd was born at Cordova in the

year A.IL o-O (A.n. 11-0), of a family of standing.
His grandfather, who was kadi of Cordova, wrote
some important works on law. His father also,

and afterwards Averrocs himself, held the post of

kiidi. He studietl law in his native town, and
medicine under the guidance of Abu Jafar llfirfin

of Truxillo. He enjoj-ed the friendship of Ibn

Zuhr, a famous physician, and the aci[uaintance of

the celebrated tlieosophist Ibn 'Arabi. In 548 we;neosopl
find him at Marrakosli (Morocco), being presented

le

Imd liim at JMarrakosli (Morocco), being nresentet

by Ibn Tufail to the Amir of the Faithful, tin

Almohad Abu Ya'qub Yusuf. His account of this

introduction has been communicated as follows :

' When I came into the presence of the Amir of the Faithful,'
he says,

'
I found him alone with Ibn f'f'^''- "'"> hep:an to

eulogize uie. . . . After asking my own, my father's, and my
family name, the Amir opened the rouvcrsation with the ques-
tion : "What is the opinion of philosophei-s on the sky? Is it

an eternal substance, or did it have a be.irinnini;?
" A sudden

fear seized me, and rendered me speechless.' I'he Amir, how-
ever, soon put him at ease by himself treatin;,' the question with
a knowledi;e unlooked for in a prince, and sent him away laden
with presents.

It M'as Ibn Tufail too who advised Averrocs to

write a commentarj'^ on Aristotle. He told him
that the Amir often complained about the obscurity
of the Greek philosophers, and of the translations
then existing, and said that he ought to undertake
the explaining and arranging of tlieni. There is a

passage in Ibn Tufail's philosophical romance. Ilai/
oen Yidyzdn, that is supposed to be an allusion to

Averrocs, who was just tlien beginning to write.
In .V.H. .">G5 Averrocs was appointed a kfuli at

Seville, and, about 5157, was installed at Cordova.
From this time onwards he devoted himself to the

composition of his greatest works, although he felt

burdened all the time with public duties. He
travelled a great deal. In 574 he was at ^lar-

rakesh, in 575 at Seville, and in 578 back again at

RIarrakesh, where Yusuf ai)pointed him his chief

physician, a
|iost

that had been hold by Ibn Tufail.
Wlien Yusfit sent him back to Cordova, he bore
the title of

' Grand Kadi.'
Averroi's continued in favour during the begin-

ning of the reign of Ya'qub al-Mansur, Yusfifs
succes.sor ; then he fell into disgrace. This was
the result of the opposition his writings en-
countered from the theologians, atid it bears
witTicss to the iniluence that his

jihilosophy was
beginning to exeiciso. They accused him of vari-

ous heresies (see l-elow, 5? 3) ; and even went the

length of trying to make him pass for a Jew.
After unilerwing an examination on the subject
of his orthodoxy, he was banished to Luoena, near
Cordova. The Amir also ordered (r. llDo A.D. )

all the Morks of the pliilosophers to be burned
except treatises on Medicine, Arithmetic, and
elementary Astronomy.
These ilccrees were afterwards reversed, and

Averrocs was recalled to Marrakesh ; but he did
not long enjoy his return to favour, dying on the
9th of Safar, A.H. 595 (11th Dec. A.D."lli»S). His
tomb is at Mairakesh, outside the Tagazut gate.

2. Works.—Averrocs' great claim to glorj' lies

in his being pre-eminently Aristotle's commentator.
To this he owes his renown and pojnilarity in the
West in the Middle Ages. His philosophy proper
has been fiercely attacked, and, in the present
writer's opinion, often misunderstood. But the care

with which he composed his commentaries, their

compass, their abundance, and their ingenuity,
have caused them to be used as a basis for the

study of philosophy in schools.

In accordance with a custom which still prevails
in Musalman teaching, these commentaries are of

three kinds : short, medium, and long. These
three degrees correspond to the three years or three

periods into which philosophical instruction was
divided. It is in this way too that the Quran or

the 'akaid ('articles of faith') is commented on in

the universities of Islam, recourse being had to

more and more comprehensive glosses, according to

the progress of the pupils.
In Latin or Hebrew we have the three kinds of

Averroistic commentaries for the Srcond Annli/tics,
the Ph'/sics, the treatises on the ^7.^// and the Soul,
and the Jlrtaphtfsics ; but no long commentaries
for the other works, and none at all for the Ilistori/

of Aninials, and the Politics. In Arabic we have
the medium commentaries on Polifirs and Bheforic,
a treatise on four books of Aristotle on Logic, and
a translation of fragments of Alexander's com-

mentary on Metaphysics. H. Derenbourg has

brought into evidence the existence of an Arabic
collection of short commentaries or compendinms
(jawaini') in the libnuy of the Escurial. This
work has almost exactly the same contents as that
nientiuned by the author of the History of tho

Ahiiohads (Fagnan's tr. p. '211).

Besides this great work, his commentaries, we
have a somewhat important work on Polemics, the

Tahafut al-Taiu'ifitt ('Vanity of Vanities"), which
was levelled against the theologians. It is in the
Arabic text. There are also a few fragi«J.-ts in

Arabic which are not so important. Among the
works that Kenan mentions as having been written

by Averrocs besides his commentaries, but which
are perhaps not all clearly distinct from them, are :

connnentary on Plato's Ecpablic, opinions on al-

Filrabi's Logic and on his manner of comi)rehend-
ing Aristotle, discussions on a few of Avicenna'a

theories, commentary on Nicolaus's MctapltysicSf
treatises on the abstract intellect and its relation

to man's, and a commentaiy on the Profession

of Faith CAkldah) of the Mahdi Ibn Tumart.
Averrocs was the author also of works on Juris-

prudence, Astronomy, and Medicine. Of the last

named, we possess tlie text of a treatise which, in

the MidtUe Ages, enjoyed a somewhat wide-spread
reputation, the KuUiyCit (i.e.

'

tioneralitics').

3. Doctrine.—It is bj- no means certain that the
Western writings which we possess on Averrocs

give us a very true idea of his doctrine. His

philosophy was fiercely attacked by the theo-

logians, who represented it in the light most
favouralile for their own ends. With the inten-

tion of pointing out the dangers that it pre-<ented to

the faith, they forced ivssertions out of it, they drew
overstrained inferences from it, thej' told wliither,

according to them, this doctrine led rather
than what it really was. We know this method
of procedure well from the work of al-Ghazali
entitled Tahafut (' l)estruction,' or '

Vanitj- of

Philosophers'), where he applies it to al-Fanibi
and Avicenna. This work has now been carefully
studied. It is clear that al-GliazaU reproaches
'

philosophers,' not so much for explicitly profess-
ing anti-religious doctrines, as for holding opinions
and hypotheses which are not likely to be useful
for proving religious truth, but from which con-

clusions contrary to the faith would rather be
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inferred. Tliis does not mean that al-Farril)i and
Avicenna did not seek sincerely to establish a

philosophy compatible with dogma.
Now the same thing ha2)pened in the case* of

Averroes. He was opposed by theologians, not only

by Mu.salmans, but by Christians as well ; and we
see his system not from his own point of view,
bnt through the distorting criticism of these theo-

logians. Some of these autiiors are, indeed, more
accessible than Averroes, whose ideas have to be

sought either in the rare Arabic texts or in tiie Latin

translations, whose style is very obscureand diHicult.

It seems that even Kenan, in spite of all his

intelligence, his facility, and his perspicacity, has

not absolutclj' guarded against this fundamental

injustice ;
and too often, in his slightly wavering

explanation of Averroes' philosophy, he presents
not so much the authentic doctrine of Averroes as

that which has been attributed to him. The fol-

lowing is, very briefly, Averroes' doctrine according
to Renan :

It had a \-ery evolutionary character. Eternal matter, the
evolution of the germ by its latent power, an undetermined
God, the impersonality of the intelligence, the emersion aud re-

absorption of the individual, constitute its essential points. He
further represents Averroes as a downright determinist, whose
God does not recognize individuals, but can recognize onli' the

general laws of the universe. He says, moreover, in several

places that Averroes denies resurrection. Not firmly enough
impressed with the great influence of Neo-Platonism in Islam—
an influence brought into evidence by Dieterici—he tries to

trace the ideas of the Arabic philosopher to Aristotle, which be
sometimes finds rather difficult, and is surprised that the
theories to which the Arabs give preference are precisely those
that appear in Aristotle only in an obscure and secondary
manner.

We cannot quite agree with these different ways
of looking at Averroes. We believe that he
must be studied as belonging to the school called

al-falasifa ('Philosophers'), of which we shall

hear more in connexion with al-Farabi and
Avicenna ; that the doctrine of this school is more
Neo-Platonic than Peripatetic ; that Averroes'
doctrine is precisely the .same in principle, ditler-

ing from it only in unessentials ; and this is exactly
what appears Irom a perusal of tiie work entitled

Tahnfut ((l-Taliafiit ('Vanity of Vanities') which
Averroes wrote in reply to al-Ghazali's Tnhdfut.
Al-Ghazali attacked al-Farabi anil Aviceima.
Now it frequently hapjiens that Averroes linds

al-Ghazillis criticism justified, and he reproaches
his predecessors for giving him this advantage.
Then he modilies something in their system ; but
these modiiications deal only with details, or with
the manner of exhibiting the doctrines ; they are
not really essential.

Is there any need, as has been suggested, to

regard these modifications of Averroes on the doc-
trines of the school of '

Philosophers
'

as an approx-
imation to the system of the Peripatetics ? This,

again, is by no means certain. It is doubtful
whether there is much less Neo-Platonism in

Averroes than in his predecessors. His opponents
in the Middle Ages accused him of having often
misunderstood Aristotle, and sometimes their
criticism seems well founded.
Let us now exhibit some of the chief points in

Averroes' j>hilosophj' by comparing them witii the

corresponding points m Avicenna's philosophy.
This is not a very easy task

; for Averroes himself
seems, more than Avicenna, to feel the difficulties
of the philo.sophical problems. He is less conhdcnt,
less systematic, more analytic; he disputes more,
is more trt)ubled about the opinions of others, and
seems to have less firmness about his own con-
clusions.

(\) Eternity of the xcorld.—The doctrine of the
eteniity of tlie world had early partisans in Islam
in the Mu't<izUites, such as Abu'l-Hudail and
Tumamah. The former considered the creation as

simply the act of putting the universe in motion.

We have a fragment of Averroijs, published by Dr.
Worms, which is very clear on this question. He
recognizes that there is a creation, and tliat the
world needs a motive power ; but he interprets
these two ideas in a dili'erent manner from the

theologians. He believes in a creation that is being
renewed every instant in a constantly clianging
world, always taking its new form from the pre-
ceding ; but he does not admit creation ex nihilo.

According to him, this continuous and incessant
creation is more worthy of tiie name of creation tlian

that wiiich is accomplished once for ail. Averroes
claims tliat fundamentally this idea does not ditter

from that of the theologians. The fact remains,
however, that in his system infinity can be reached
in time—-a point which the orthodox doctrine does
not admit. But for him, as well as for the theo-

logians, creation does not take place in time : it is

produced for all eternity ; and time is produced and
created at the same moment as the world, accord-

ing to the doctrine of the orthodox school. Time,
for all these Miisalman thinkers, is the result of

the existence of the world, and is manifested in the
movement of the spheres.
The world then, although it is eternal, has a

'mover' or 'agent.' On this point Averroes recti-

fies a proof of Avicenna's which does not seem con-

clusive to him. The mover or agent is that cause
of the world, eternal, like it, whicii produces it each
instant and moves it. Celestial bodies, indeed,
do not have a perfected existence except through
movement ; that which gives them this movement
is their

'

agent.' In this way Averroes distinguishes
between eternity with cause and eternity without
cause {ceternitas secundum tempus, ceternitas sec-

undum essentinm). God alone is eternal without
cause and witliout mover or agent. The world is

eternal, but has an agent.
(2) Orifjin of miUtiplicity.

—Renan remarks tliat

the problem which engrossed Averroes most was
that of tiie origin of beings ; we might say, with
more precision, the origin of multiplicity. Indeed,
it engrossed the whole Arabic school. God being
one, how does multiplicity emerge from Him ?

Avictnna recognized the principle that ' out of one

only one can spring'; consequentl}', he thought
that first of all tliere came from God a primary
being, one alone, called the '

first cau.se,' from
whom then evolved the multiplicity of beings.
Averroes does not absolutely maintain this prin-

ciple. The opinion he professes is neither so clear
nor so absolute, although he meant it to be more
supple and synthetic.
He admits, like all his school, the succession of

the celestial spheres, considered as incorruptible,
animated, and moved by intelligences. He makes
a few changes in tiie details of their procession.
He liolds that multiplicity exists, not only in the
ditierent aspects of knowledge that they have of

one anothei", but also in their mutual distances
and in the '

dispositions
'

that they have in them.

Averroes, moreover, does not admit that the
celestial bodies are composed of matter and form,
as Avicenna admitted—an opinion which leads to

the conclusion that the existence of these bodies is

not necessary, for matter and form depend on one
another for subsistence. By rejecting this opinion,
Averroes continues to diminish the importance of

the role of creator.

A single power, he holds, comes from the first

principle. The whole world results from it, and
all its parts are so ordered and connected that the

whole, moved bv this single energy, acts in concert.

Thus, in animals, the ditierent faculties, the mem-
bers, and the actions, are united in a single body ;

and each animal is judged a single being, having
at its disposal a single power. It is because of

i this diffusion of power, intellect, and soul, in the
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heavens and in the sublunary sphere, that it can
be said that God created, maintains, and preserves
the world, as we read in the Qur'an. It does not

necessarily follow that, because this power pene-
trates into manifold beings, it is itself manifold.
There flows then from the unit, i.e. from the first

principle, a power, single itself, w'hich becomes
manifold in the beings that participate in it.

This system certainly shows how the lives of the
diflerent beings that compose the world harmonize.
But Averroes seems to have avoided explaining
the origin of these beings.

(3) Knowledge in God.—Averroes gives us his idea
of the philosophic argument tliat

' the first prin-

ciple comprehends only its own essence.' He does
not agree with the theologians that Ave are then
driven to the conclusion that God is ignorant of the
whole world, and does not know His own creation.

The meaning of this assertion is that God com-

prehends in His essence beings in their most
exalted state of existence ; and when the philo-

sophers say that He does not comprehend the

beings that are below Him, it signifies that He
does not know them in the way in which we know
them, but in a certain manner that is peculiar to

Him. For if any other being existed who pos-
sessed a knowledge similar to God's, God would
liave an ' associate

'

in His knowledge, and He
would no longer be unique. This is why it is

impossible to say that Divine knowledge is general,
or that it is particular ; these are modes of human
knowledge, and they refer to beings, who are the
causes of human knowledge, but who cannot be
tiie cause of God's knowledge.
To sum up : we cannot, according to Averroes,

admit that the knowledge of God depends on

beings, for then the less perfect would be neces-

sary to the more perfect ; nor that God does not

compreliend in His essence things and their order,
for then He w'ould not be intelligent. It stands to

reason, therefore, that He conceives things in a

higher order of existence than that in which we
know them.
This theory of tlie different orders of existence is,

nevertheless, a little obscure. Averroes tries to

explain it by comparing it to colour, which is one
in its essence but has different degrees of exist-

ence, according as it is in bodies, or in our sight,
or our imagination, or our other faculties in

their order. In vieAv of this explanation it would
be unjust to claim that Averroes' system denies
Providence.

(4) The sold and the intellect.—"We may take
it that Averroes' psychology is, as a whole, con-
structed like that of Avicenna. But tiiere is one
])oint in this system which we must not forget, the
distinction between the soul and the intellect.

This distinction is especially important in its

bearing on the question of the survival of the soul
and its

'unity.'
It has often been said that

Averroes taught the '

unity of the soul
' and the

unity of the intellect in the universe, and that he
denied the immortality of tlie individual soul.

The present writer does not believe that this latter
assertion is correct ; the former, about the universal

unity of the soul or of the intellect, undoubtedly
is. But still we must try to discover the exact

meaning of this expression.
According to the school of 'Philosophers,' the intellect and

the soul are not merely distinct in decree ; that is to say, the
intellect is not merely the most elevateci kind of soul. We feel

that there is a more profound difference between these two
ideas, a real difference in their nature. The intellect alone
seems absolutely free from all matter ; it is essentially that
which is opposed to the common idea of matter

; it represents
the higher domain of general or abstract ; it is pure thought.
The same can by no means be said of the soul. The idea of

soul, in Musalman philosophy, is closely allied to our modern
ideas of power and energy. The soul is the energy that
animates matter ;

and as such, far from being absolutely
opposed to matter, it is, on the contrary, profoundly mixed up

with and involved in it. At times we are inclined to believe
that the Arabic philosophers have an idea of this power similar
to that of the modern psychical schools, and that thej' believe
that it depends on some subtle matter, which is more delicate
than ordinary matter, and is not usually apprehended by the
senses. That is the impression given by reading passages like
the following :

—
'There are some who say that the soul resides in a subtle

thing called celestial heat, in which are the souls that form
the bodies. No philosopher will deny that there is a celestial

heat in the elements which serve as support for the faculties of
animals and plants. Some call this heat the " natural celestial

facultj'." Galen calls it the "
informing faculty." These soul8

form bodies ; this is the reason why Plato says that the soul
is separate from the body ; for if it depended on it, it would not
create it. The soul is something that is added to the innate
celestial heat. Each species has its soul, intermediary between
those of the celestial bodies and the souls that are here below in

the visible bodies. It has therefore been said :

" At the death
of the bodies, the souls return to their spiritual condition and to
those subtle bodies which none can see."

'

(Tahdfut, p. 138).
It follows, then, that if the intellect exists perfectly and

actually only when general and freed from the conditions of

individualitj', the soul, on the contrary, though belonging to
the universal power that circulates in the world, may be in-

dividual and remain so. That is what Averroes points out
after a passage in which he has been speaking of the unity of

the intelligence :
' This argument,' he says,

'
is of value for the

intelligence, for there is nothing in the intelligence of the
nature of individuality ; but it is a different thing with the
soul

;
for even if it is despoiled of the accidents by which

individuals are multiplied, the most celebrated of the sages
say: "It is not exempt from the condition of individuality"'
{op. eit. p. 137).

The soul, therefore, according to this doctrine,

may remain individualized after the death of the

body. It may do so. Arguments of a purely
philosophical order do not force us to believe that
this individuality really exists, but they show that
it is possible. Such seems to be Averroes' point of

view on the question of the immortality of the
soul. In the end, he leaves it to revelation to
settle this question.

'

It is a very difficult prob-
lem,' he says. The philosophical introduction to

the problem is pushed to the point we have just
seen—the knowledge that the soul forms the body,
and that, since it forms it, it cannot depend upon
it. We cannot therefore deduce the destruction
of the soul from that of the body. This agrees
with what we find in Avicenna.

Belief in the survival of individual souls, com-
bined with belief in the eternity of the world,

brings up a difficulty with regard to infinite

number. Since the number of souls produced at
the beginning of the world is without end, there
would be an infinite number of individuals exist-

ing at one and the same time. Now, most of the
Arabic philosophers, Avicenna excepted, refused
to admit infinite number. Averroes agrees with
the majority. He seems to solve the difficulty by
counting only a single soul as a principle ; he does
not apply number to the particular suuls that are
bound to it. There is but one soul, just as there
is but one light ; its multiplication to infinity in

individuals is only a secondary matter. In short,
Averroes refuses to admit infinite number in the
case of objects that are q\iite detached from one
another ;

but he does admit it, in a secondary
manner, in the case of objects previously bound to

a general unity.
Such is, as nearly as we can judge, the real im-

port of Averroes' system on the problem of the

unity and the survival of the soul. It is also

evident that it is quite impossible to admit the

contrary opinion, Avhich is that Averroes denied
the survival of the soul. For there is no doubt
that Averroes claimed to remain one of the
faitiiful. Now it is an absolute impossibility that
he could believe himself a Musalman and at the
same time deny the immortality of the soul. His

thought must liave been, like that of the whole
school of Philosophers, tiiat the former philosophy
was true in the main, and that the Muhammadan
faitli was also true ; that consequently there should
be no essential point of contradiction between them,
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but that, on the conti'ary, the one should complete
and explain the other.

As for the question of ' the unity of the intellect,'

it is by no means the same as that of ' the unity
of the soul.' It is, moreover, a question that pre-
sents no difficulty if it is made quite clear what
the author means by the terms in question.
The unity of the intellect signifies merely the

universality of general ideas. Averroes explains
this universality of rational knowled^ at the
same time as its perpetuity :

'

Ghazali, he says,
' has taken this argument from the Philosophers :

the intelligence, starting with the individuals of

any species, lays hold on a single conception, which
is the quiddity of this species, and which is not
divided with the persons that are multiplied
through origin, position, or constituent. This

conception, therefore, cannot be subjected to birth

and destruction, like the individuals to which it

pertains. This is why the sciences are eternal ;

neither are they born nor do they die except by
accident, that is to say, by their relation to such
and such an individual. They are not perishable
in themselves.'
General ideas, according to the school of Philo-

sophers, exist really in the active intellect, i.e. in

the world of celestial intelligences. This world is

eternal, and is harmoniously arranged under the
First Principle, which is God. The human intelli-

gence perceives general ideas only in so far as they
succeed in entering into relation with the active

intellect, in which these ideas reside. Tliese exist

actually. Whenever man's intellect perceives
them, this intellect itself becomes perfect ; it is

completely developed and actual. Before this, it

was incomplete, unfinished ; it was not yet the

intelligence but only a prelude to the intelligence,
a general possibility of understanding, what the

Philosophers call the 'material,' or passive, in-

tellect. We see in the works of al-Kindi, al-Farabi,
and Avicenna the difterent degrees through which
the intelligence passes in order to become actual
instead of 'material,' as it originally was, i.e. to

pass from the potentiality to the fact.

This system is quite clear. It is very evident
tliat the material intelligence, which is a mere
possibilitj', is not persistent in itself. The only
persistent intellect is the realized,

'

acquired,' or
'

perfected
'

intellect, as the Philosophers call it.

It is, therefore, a grave error to deduce, as Munk
has done, from the non-immortality of this

material intellect, the non-immortality of the
human soul.

From tliis point of view, then, it can easily be
understood why the Philosophers considered the

question of individual survival in connexion with
the unity of the soul, but not in connexion with
the unity of the intellect.

(5) Resurrection.—Al-Ghazali accused the school
of Philosophers of denying resurrection. The ac-

cusation was grave, considering the importance of

this dogma in the Qur'an. Averroes denies the

charge, and gives his views on this subject at the end
of his Tahdfut. Renan gives a somewhat free trans-
lation of a few lines of this passage (Aver. p. 158).
Averroes says that the theory that denies resurrec-
tion is nowhere found among the Philosophers. He
remarks that the religious law, prior to philosophy,
always taught resurrection, and that this dogma is

useful for leading people to seek after the happi-
ness of the beyond.

'

Philosophers,' he says,
' teach

happiness only to a few well-educated men, while
religions make it their aim to teach the crowd ;

but this special class of philosophers arrive at

complete existence and perfect happiness onlj' by
associating with the multitude' (Tahdfut, p. 139).

They must therefore accept the teaching that suits
the people, interpreting it as best they can.

Averroes interpreted this doctrine thus : the
body which we shall have in the other life will
not be the same as that of this life ; 'that which
will be resuscitated will be a representation of
what is seen in this world ; it will not be that

very thing in essentia. For what has perished
cannot be born again, except in so far as it is

individualized
; and existence can be bestowed

only on the semblance of what has perished, not
on the object that has perished in its identity.'
To strengthen his argument, he uses the words of
Ibn 'Abbas, a traditionist who had great authority
in Islam :

' There is of the other world nothing
but names in this world.' 'That proves,' says
Averroes,

' that the future existence has a kind of

generation more elevated than tliat of actual exist-

ence, and constitutes a more excellent order than
the order of this woi'ld

'

(op. cit. p. 140).
Here again it is clearly a question of interpreta-

tion, not a denial of the doctrine. In the same
way, we must not understand in a dogmatical
sense passages such as Renan quotes (pp. 156, 157),
in which Averroes disapproves of the use of myths
regarding the state of souls after death, or says
that it is not the sanctions of the other life that
must press men on towards virtue in this life.

That simply means that too precise a representa-
tion of the other world may be false and dangerous,
and that virtue may have nobler motives than fear
of punishment or promise of reward.

(6) Truth and law.^-ln politics, Averroes, like

al-Farabi, follows in the footsteps of Plato, whose
Republic he commented on ; and, according to the
custom of Oriental thinkers of his school, he does
not criticize the text he comments on. He accepts
it as truth, almost as religious truth. He accepts,
therefore, that political ideal, half socialistic, half

mystic, M-hich on many points, such as the status
of woman, does not at all agree with the customs
of Islam.
We must not lose sight of the part played by

syncretism, which dominated the whole philosophy
of the Oriental Middle Ages. Ancient philosophy
was considered true as a whole ; and all its docu-
ments, even t!ie most diverse, could be brought
into accord, tlie commentator having the settled
conviction that they could neither contradict one
another nor contradict religious truth. There are
two important treatises of Averroes in which he
tries to point out this conformity between religious
truth and philosophical truth. Tliis work required
some 'interpreting' of the Qur'an and a slight
changing of its meaning. We get used to efforts

of this kind in the study of the philosophers
previous to Averroes, and certain more or less

heterodox sects in Islam, like those of the Faithful
Brothers of Basra or the Brothers of Purity. We
find, too, in Averroes the extreme form of this

conception, which, admitting a priori the two
truths, philosophical and prophetic, ends in assimi-

lating tlie philosopher and the prophet. Just as
there must always be prophets nere on earth, or
at least great mystics, who f)ring the human world
into relation with the world beyond, so also must
there be philosophers. And here the idea takes a
distinct turn that makes it still more unusual. As
the human intelligence exists in actuality only
by its union with the active intellect, there must
always be in the human race, if this intelligence is

really to exist and subsist, a few men of great intel-

lectual gifts, a few great philosopliers whose spirit

participates in eternal truth.

In this passage, Averroes is no longer Peripatetic ;

but neither is he original ; he is merely in accord
with his world and his time. He is a syncretist ;

he is combining mysticism witii a system that,
from many points of view, is somewhat antagon-
istic to it. He is placing a kind of illuminative
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sj'stem at the end and summit of his philosopliy,

just as his predecessors did, although he himself
did not give the impression of being naturally much
drawn to considerations of that kind.

4. Short history of Averroism.—Averroes' influ-

ence was felt in Jewish philosoi)hy and Christian
scholasticism. His commentaries were translated
into Rabbinic Hebrew and into Latin. The Jews
translated them during the 13th and the first half

of the 14th century. In the 13th cent. , Jacob, son of

Rabbi Anatoli, of Naples, and ISIoses ben Tibbon, of

Lunel, edited versions of several treatises ; in the

14th, Kalonymus translated some others. Samuel
b. Tibbon and Juda b. Solomon Cohen, of Toledo,

compiled philosophical encyclopaedias in which, we
might say, they transcribe Averroes' works. The
Spaniard Shem-Tob b. Joseph b. Falaquera in-

serted several long passages from Averroes in his

own works. Towards the middle of the 14th cent.

Aven"oism reached its zenith in Jewish schools,
and Levi b. Gerson of Bagnols commented on

Averroiis, just as Averroes had commented on
Aristotle. This great influence on the Jews lasted

until the 15tli century. At this period, we still

find Pico della ^Firandola following the teaching
of Elias del Medigo, professor at Padua, the last

representative of Averroism among the Jews.
Avicenna was translated into Latin before

AveiToes. The first translators were Dominico
Gondisalvus, Archdeacon of Toledo, and the Jew,
Juan Avendeath of Seville ; they worked under
the direction of Raymond, Archbishop of Toledo.
Their translations were made from 1130 to 1150.

The Jews had cut dovrn the w^ork ; the translators

put into form the version prepared by the Jews.
A few years later, translations of al-Kindi and

al-P\lrabi were edited by Gerard of Cremona and
Alfred of jNIorlay. In 1230, Michael Scot, a courtier

of Frederick of Hohenstaufen, began to translate

Averroes. Of most importance are his interpreta-
tions of the commentarj^ on de Ccvlo ct Munclo and
of the treatise On the Soul. Hermann, a German,
likewise attached to the house of Hohenstaufen,
translated, from Averroes, the Ethics in 1240 and
the Poetics in 1256. Alfonso X. and Frederick II.

Avere the patrons of these works. It is well known
that in 1240 Frederick addressed a series of philo-

sophical questions to the Musalman scholars, to

which he received only very vague answers.
Is it really owing to these versions, executed

from the Arabic, that Aristotle's works have

passed into the West ; or have the Latin versions,
taken directly from the Greek, jDlayed the prin-

cipal part in this transmission ? M. Forget, wlio,
a few years ago, again took up this question,
concluded tliat the priority cannot be given
comprehensively either to the one or to tiie

other group of versions. It depends upon the
treatise. The Arabic was the first to make known
the eight books of Physics, the nineteen books on

History of Animals, the treatises On the Sky and
the World, On Plants, On Metiors, and summaries
of the lihctoric, and the Poetics. The first com-

plete version of the Ethics was froin the Arabic.
The treatise on The Soul and a part at least of

the Metaphysics were first known from the versions
made directly from the Greek.
At the end of the 15th and the beginning of the

16th cent., when Averroism reached its zenith in

North Italy, Nipluis and Zimara made some cor-

rections on the old versions of tlie commentaries
of Averroes. Then new versions Avere written,
based on the Hebrew translations. These new
translations were, for the most part, very obscure.

Among the translators may be mentioned Jacob
Mantino of Tortosa, a Jew, physician to Paul III.,

Abraham of Balmes, also a Jew, and Giovanni
Francesco Burana of Verona, a Christian.

Averi'oism encountered the same opposition from
the theologians in the Christian world as it had
met with from the Musalmans. Later, because of
its unusual form, it was opposed by the Humanists,
who loved to philosophize in a freer manner and a
more elegant style. The Hellenistic scholars criti-

cized Averroes' interpretation of Aristotle, and the

Platonists, having Marsilio Ficino in their mind,
placed the doctrine of the Academy in all the
freshness of its renaissance in opposition to

Aristotle and his commentator.
In the Middle Ages, Albert the Great, Thomas

Aquinas, and Gilles of Rome wrote against
Averroism. Raymond Lully attacked it fiercely.
Petrarch declared his dislike towards it, and
intended to refute it. Formal condemnations of

Averroism were passed at different periods : by tiie

provincial council of Paris in 1209 ; by Robert de
Courson in 1215 ; by William, bishop of Paris, in

1240 ; by Etienne Tempier, also bishop of Paris, in

1270 and 1277. Shortly after, these censiues were
ratified by the theologians of Oxford, over whom
Robert of Kilwardeby, Archbishop of Canterbury,
presided.
Averroism, which, through the Jews, had held

sway in the centre of France until the 14th cent.,
continued in vogue in the schools of Northern

Italy until the 16tli century. In the school of

Padua it raised the famous disputes in Avhich

Achillini and Pomponazzi took part. Its reign
extends down to the appearance of modern experi-
mental science, that is, to the time of Galileo.
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BOX carra de Vaux.
AVESTA. — The Avesta, the sacred book of

ancient Iran, contains the teachings of the pro-

phet Zarathushtra, or Zoroaster, and serves at the

present day as the holy scriptures of the Parsis of

India anil the so-called Gabars of Persia (see artt.

Gacars, Parsis). Although fragmentary in its

present form, the AvesLa is one of the great
religious monuments of antiquity, and preserves
the records of a f.aith that was once among the

greatest in the Orient, and that might well have

spread through Europe in earlj' ages, but for tlie

victories of the Greeks over the Persians at

Marathon, Platrea, and Salamis, and for tlie

triumphal incur.sion of Alexander into the East.
I. Name.—The designation

' Avesta '

is derived
from the Pazantl avastd, Pahlavi dpastclk, or

ai^istdk, a wortl of uncertain meaning and deriva-
tion. Possibly this term, like the Sanskrit veda,

may signify 'wisdom,' 'knowledge'; more pro-

bably, however, it is derived from a presumable
Av. form tipastd, and denotes ' the original text,'
' the scriptures,' as opposed to the term zaiid (cf.

Av. azainti), 'commentary,' 'explanation.' In
the exegetical and religious works of the Middle
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Persian period tliese two words occur together

constantly in the phrase dpastdk vci zand, which
refers to the original Avestan text and its Pahlavi

paraphrase and commentary, and it is the erroneous

inversion of these words that gave rise to the name
Zend-Avesta, which was used by Hyde (1700) and

by Anqnetil du Perron (1771), and Avas adopted
from the latter by the earliest succeeding trans-

lators.

2. Original form.—The Avesta in its present
form is only a small remnant of a sacred literature

of considerable extent. Pahlavi tradition tells of

scriptures in 1200 chapters, the Arab historians

Tabari (Annrdes, i. 675) and Mas'udi (ed. Barbier

cle Meynard, ii. 123) refer to a copy inscribed on

12,000 cowhides, various Syriac writers allude to

an extensive sacred book, and Pliny the Elder

(HN XXX. 1. 2) mentions 2,000,000 verses composed
by Zoroaster. Such direct references to the extent

of the original Avestan writings are in agreement
with the frequent insistence in Pahlavi literature

on the loss of texts during the dark centuries after

Alexander, and they are further confirmed by the

fragmentary character of the Avesta as now extant.

All doubts as to the existence of that larger litera-

ture, however, are removed by the Pahlavi Dinkart
and the later Persian Rivdyats, which give a de-

tailed account of the early scriptures and a summary
of their contents.

According to these works, there were originally 21 Kasks

(Nosks), or books, each of wliich was considered to correspond
with one of the 21 words of' the Ahuna-Vairya {q.v.) prayer,
and comprised both the Avestan text and the Vahlavi com-

mentary. These 21 Nasks were divided into three groups of

seven books each, the first (called gdsan, or Gatha group, and

consisting of Nasks 21, 1, 2, 3, 11, 20, 13) containing the spiritual
and moral teachings, the second (called ddlik, or legal group,
and consisting of Nasks 15-19, 12, 14) containing laws and pre-

scriptions, and the third (allied hdtak-mdnsarik, or Hadha-
manthra group , and consisting of N asks 4-10) containing matters

belonging partly to the first and partly to the second group.
The number of sections in each Nask varied from 22 to 65, but

many of these sections were no longer extant at the time of the

composition of the Dinkart. Of Nasks 8, 9, and 10, for example,
each of which had originally 60 sections, only 12, 15, and 10

sections respectively are said to have existed 'after Alexander.'
The subjects treated in the Xasks may be briefly summed up as

follows : Nask 1, virtue and piety ; 2, religious observances ; 3,

exegctical
—the three chief prayers of the religion being ex-

plained in it ; 4, cosmogony ; 6, astronomy and astrology ;

6, performance of the ritual, and the benefit to be derived there-
from ; 7, qualifications and duties of the priesthood ; 8, ethical

considerations and various aspects of human life ; 9, directions

for various ceremonies ; 10, conversion and instruction of King
Gushtasp (Vishtaspa) and his wars mth Arjasp ; 11, various

religious and worldly duties ; 12, an account of mankind from
the creation of the "primeval man to the advent of Zoroaster,
and various genealogical informatioti ; 13, account of Zoroaster
and the Sa\iour that is to come ; 14, worship of Ormazd and
the archangels ; 15, dispensing of justice and various laws ; 16,

criminal, civil, and military law; 17, priestly and ritual code,

general regulations ; 18, law of property and family relations ;

10, the Videvdad, or Vendid.ad, pollution and purification ; 20,

religious duties, good attributes and qualities ; 21, praise of
Ormazd and the archangels. From this summary it appears
that the original work was not purely religious, but was some-
what encyclopsedic in character.

3. History.—According to traditions, the sub-

stance of which there is no good reason to doubt,
the Zoroastrian scriptures were preserved with

great care in the early centuries of the faith,

especially under the later Achtemenians. Taljari

states that King Vishtaspa, Zoroaster's patron, sent
the original copy of the Avesta, Avritten in letters

of gold, to the '

Stronghold of Records' at Stakhra

(Persepolis)
—a tradition whicli is in substantial

agreement with the Pahlavi account in the Dinkart
(III. 3, VII. vii. 3 n., V. iii. 4) of a sumptuous copy
that was preserved in the '

treasury of Shapigan
'

at

Persepolis (cf. Jackson, Persia Past and Present,
p. 306 f.). According to the Pahlavi treatise
Shatrolhd-l Airdn, another copy, containing 1200

chapters inscribed on gilded tablets, was kept in

the 'treasury
'

of the fire-temple at Samarkand (cf.

Modi, Aiyddrjdr-i Zarirdn, Shatroihd-i Airdn,
Bombay, 1899, pp. 133-136, and JBASBo xx,

No. 54 ; and Jackson, Noldeke Studien, Strassburg,
1906, pp. 1031-1033). These two archetype copies,
hitherto preserved with zealoTis care, were de-

stroyed in tlie invasion of ' the accursed Iskandar
'

(Alexander) in n.c. 330, when he burned the palace
of the Achoemenians at Persepolis, and when his

conquering hosts took possession of Samarkand.
The ravages of Alexander broke the i)Ower of

the Zoroastrian faith, and the Seleucid and Parthian
rule in the five following centuries forms a period
of depression and darkness in its history, entailing a
loss of extensive portions of the original scriptures.

Desjjite the consequent neglect, considerable por-
tions of the texts were preserved in scattered
works and in the memory of the priests. Under
the last of the Arsacids, early in the 3rd cent. A.D.,
an attempt was made to collect such parts of the
Avesta as had survived. According to a proclama-
tion of Khusru Anushirvan (A.D. 531-579), King
Valkhash, who is generally identified with Volo-

geses I., ordered that all sacred writings should be
searched for, and that such portions as were pre-
served only in oral tradition should again be written
down. Tliis work was eagerly continued by the
founder of the Sasanian dynasty, Artakhshir *

Papakan (A.D. 226-240), who commissioned the

high priest Tansar to collect the scattered frag-

ments, and by his .son, Shahpulir I. (A.D. 241-272).
In the reign of Shahpulir II. (A.D. 309-380) a final

revision of the Avestan texts was made bj'- his

prime minister, Adarbad Maraspand, and this

collection, consisting of a fixed number of l)Ooks,

was then declared canonical (see Darmesteter, Le
Zend-Avesta, iii. Introd. pp. xx-xxx\n,

' Zend-

Avesta,' SEE iv. pp. xxx-xlvii, and JA, new
series, iii., Paris, 1894, pp. 185-250, 502-555; con-

sult also the discussion of Darmesteter's article,

in two papers, by the Parsi High Priest Darab
Dastur Peshotan Sanjana, Tansar's Alleged Letter,

Leipzig, 189S, and the same author's Observations
on Darmesteter^s Theory, Leipzig, 1898 ; and Mills,

Zarathushtra, Philo, the Achcemenids, and Israel,

Chicago, 1906, pp. 21-76).
Far more serious even than the ravages of Alex-

ander and the centuries of neglect, were the results

of the Muhammadan conquest of Persia and the
inroads of the t^ur lin. Through religious persecu-
tions and civic disabilities the worsiiippers of

Ormazd were compelled to abandon their faith or

go into exile, and as many Zoroastrian books as

could be found were ordered to be burned. The
small body of te.xts that escaped destruction and
loss was preserved by the few Zoroastrians who
remained in Persia and by the Parsis, their co-

religionists who had taken refuge in India ; and
the books contained in these manuscripts, re-

copied from time to time, constitute the Avesta as

we now have it. The oldest Indian manuscripts
date from the 13th and 14th centuries ; the Persian
are not older tluin the 17th. No single manuscript
contains all the extant texts.

4. Present contents.—The Avesta in its present
form consists of the following divisions : (a) Ya.fna,

including (b) the Gdthds, (c) Vltparad, (d) Yashts,

(e) Minor Texts, such as Nyaishes, Gdlis, etc., (/)

Vendlddd, (g) Fragments. These divisions fall

naturally into two groups. (1) The first group
comprises the Vendldad, Visparad, and Yasna,
which are classed together for liturgical purposes.
In the ritual these are not recited as separate books,
but are intermingled with one another, and the

manuscripts often present them in the order in

which tliey are to be used in the service. In this

case the Pahlavi translation is omitted, and the

collection is called Vendlddd Sddah,
' Vendldad

Pure,' that is, -w-ithout commentary. On the other

hand, these books also appear in some manuscripts
* See art. Ardasuir i. vol. i. p. 774.
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as separate entities, and in that case each part is

usually accompanied by a rendering in Pahlavi.

(2) The second group comprises the Minor Prayers
and the Yashts, which are often included with
these in the manuscripts, and is called Khordah
Avcsta, 'Abridged Avesta,' or 'Small Avesta.'

Tliis forms a species of prayer-book for the

laity.

(a) Yasna.—The Yasna is the chief liturgical
work of the canon. It is recited in its entirety in

the Yasna ceremony, which, apart from a number
of subordinate rites, is devoted chiefly to the pre-

paration and ofiering of tlie parahom (the juice of

the Haoma plant, mingled with milk and aromatic

ingredients). Parts of the book, however, deal

only indirectly with the ritual. The Yasna is

composed of 72 chapters, called Haiti, Hd, which
are symbolized in the girdle of the Parsis (kusti),
woven of 72 strands. Several of these chapters
are mere repetitions to swell the apparent number.

Chapters v. and xviii. are substantially identical

with chapters xxxvii. and xlvii., and chapters Ixiii.,

Ixiv., Ixvi., Ixvii., and Ixxii. are composed of texts

occurring elsewhere. The book falls into three

nearly equal divisions (i.-xxvii., xxviii.-lv., Ivi.-

Ixxii.). The first part begins with an invocation of

Ormazd and the other divinities in order of rank
(i.-ii. ), and the dedication of the oblation (myazda)
and other offerings with similar formulas (iii. 1-8,
iv. ). After a short prayer (viii. 5-8) there follows
t\\eHom ya5A^(ix.-xi. ), in which Haoma, the branch
from whose twigs, like the Soma of the Hindus, a
sacred drink was prepared, is personified and wor-

shipped both as plant and as divinity. This section
is in turn succeeded by the Zoroastrian creed (xii.)

and by other formulas (xiii.). With chapter xiv.

begin the so-called Staota Yesnya, chapters of the

Stot-Yasht, or twenty-first Nask, of the earlier

Avesta, which continue, with interruptions, as far
as chapter Iviii. In the early chapters of the Staota

Yesnya are found invocations of the spirits of the

day (xvi. ), of the periods of day and year, and of

the various forms of fire (xvii.). Chapters xix.-
xxi. contain commentaries on the three most sacred

prayers, the Ahuna Vairya, Ashem Vohu, and
Yenghe Hatdm, and represent part of the third

original Nask, called the Bak Nask. The suc-

ceeding chapters (xxii.-xxvii.) make up a further

liturgical sequence, called Homdst Yasht, which
accompanies the second preparation of the Haoma
juice in the ceremony. The five Gdthds, which
together with the Yasna Haptanghditi form

chapters xxviii.-liii. (excepting Iii.), stand out in

marked contrast with the other parts of the Yasna,
and are described in the next paragraph below.

Chapter liii. is a brief interpolation between the
fourth and fifth Gathas. Chapter liv. consists of
but a single verse, aside from the introductory
formulas, and forms th.e Airyaman Ishya pra.yQx,
with which the Saoshyants are to restore the dead
to life at the day of resurrection. After a brief

poetical summary of the Gathas (Iv.) comes the
Srosh Yasht (Ivii.), a long and detailed glorilication
of the angel Sraosha, preceded by a briefer chapter
in the same vein (Ivi. ) by way of introduction.

Chapter Iviii. is in praise of prayer in general, and
especially of tlie prayer to be recited at the Last

Judgment. The following chapter (lix.), with its

renewed invocations, leads over to a formula of

blessing on the house of a pious worsliipper (Ix.),

a formula of exorcism (Ixi. ), and a series of stanzas
to be recited in propitiation of the sacred fire (Ixii. ).

Chapters Ixiii. -Ixviii. con.stitute the Ab-zor,
'

offer-

ing to the waters,' which consists of an introduction

(Ixiii.-lxiv.), praises of Anahita, the goddess of

the waters (Ixv.), and the formulas used in the
consecration and offering of the holy water (Ixvi.-

xviii.). The book ends with further invocations

(Ixix. -Ixxii.), which mark the conclusion of the
Yasna ceremony.

(6) Gdthds. — The metrical Gathas (' songs,'
'

psalms') constitute the oldest as well as the most
important part of the whole Avesta, and differ
froju the other parts in language, metre, and
style. They are five in number, comprising 17

hymns (Yas. xxviii.-xxxiv., xliii.-xlvL, xlvii.-l.,

li., liii.), and are arranged according to their

metres, and named Ahunavaiti, Ushtavaiti, Spenta
Mainyu, Vohu Khshathra, and Vahishtoishti, after
their opening words. These Zoroastrian psalms
contain the teachings, exhortations, and revelations
of the prophet Zoroaster himself, who seems a more
distinct personality here than elsewhere in the
Avesta. The style of the Gathas is noticeably
different from that of other parts, being almost
free from the tiresome uniformity and barren
reiteration of some of the later portions ; and
although there is a constant recurrence of the
cardinal tenets, these do not become monotonous,
because of their varying expression. Ceremonies
and ritual observances are but little referred to,
and the Haoma-cult, the Fravashis, and the whole
naturalistic pantheon do not appear in these hymns,
either because they present the religion in an earlier

and loftier form, or, more probably, because they are
concerned chiefly with the prophet's teaching re-

garding the conflict between Ormazd and Ahriman,
the relation of the human individual to that con-

flict, its vdtimate outcome in the routing of the
forces of evil and the final victory of Ormazd, the
last judgment, and the longed - for kingdom of

Ormazd. The detached character of the verses,
Avhich nevertheless are a logical sequence, has
led to the supposition that, like the verse portions
of many Buddhistic works, they wei-e the text
of discourses of the prophet and a summary of his

teachings in a form available for oral tradition (cf.

Pischel and Geldner, Vedische Studien, Stuttgart,
1889, i. 287).

In the midst of the Gathas is inserted the so-

called ' Yasna of the Seven Chapters
'

(
Yasna

Haptanghditi), which is written in prose, but in

the same dialect as the Gathas. It consists of a
number of prayers and ascriptions of praise to

Ormazd, the Amesha Spentas, or archangels, the
souls of the righteous, the fire, the waters, and the
earth. By some scholars it is held to represent a
later and more developed form of the religion than

appears in the Gathas. Its language, in fact,
shows certain departures from the Gathic dialect.

Under the Gathas are also included four specially
sacred prayers or formulas. These are the Ahuna
Vairya (

Yas. xxvii. 13), theAshcm Vohu
(
Yas. xxvii.

14), Yenghe Hdtdm ( Yas. iv. 26), and the Airyaman
Ishya previously mentioned (Yas. liv. 1).

(c) Vlsparad.—The Visparad (Av. vispe ratavo,
'
all the lords ') is not a body of connected texts,

but consists merely of additions to portions of the

Yasna, which it resembles in language and form.
It comprises 24 (according to some, 23 or 27)

chapters, called Kardah, and is about one-seventh
as long as the Yasna. The Visparad contains
invocations and offerings of homage to '

all the

lords,' whence its name. In the ritual its chapters
are inserted among those of the Yasna.

(d) Yashts.—The Yashts (Av. yeshti, 'worship
by pi'aise') form a poetical book of 21 hymns,
chiefly in verse, in which the angels of the religion

(yazatas) and the heroes of ancient Iran are praised
and glorified. The order in which the divinities are

worshipped corresponds largely with the sequence
in which they are used to name the days of the
month. In external form the Yashts are char-
acterized by their identical introduction and con-

clusion, but they ditt'er greatly in length, age, and
character. The first four are largely composed of
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late and ungrammatical material, and the last two
consist chiefly of regular Yasht formulas with a

number of quotations from other passages. On
the other hand, the intervening longer Yashts are

almost entirely in verse, and have considerable

poetic merit. Of chief importance among these

are: Yasht v., in praise of Ardvi Sura Anahita,
the goddess of the waters ; Yasht viii. ,

which exalts

the star Tishtrya, and recounts his victory over

the demon of drought; Yasht x., dedicated to

Mithra, who, as the god of light and of truth,
rides out in lordly array to wreak vengeance on
those who have belied their oath or broken their

pledge ; Yasht xiii., devoted to glorifying and pro-

pitiating the guardian spirits (fravashis) of the

righteous ; Yasht xiv., in honour of Verethraghna,
the incarnation of victory ; and Yasht xix., which

sings the praises of the Kingly Glory (kttvaya
hvarenah), a sort of halo or radiance said to have
been possessed by kings and heroes of Iran in olden

times as a sign of their rulership by divine right.
Much of the material in the Yashts is evidently
drawn from pre-Zoroastrian sages ; there is a

mythological and legendary atmosphere about

them, and Firdausi's IShdh Ndmah serves to throw

light on many of the events which they portray,
and on allusions that would otherwise be ob-

scure.

(e) Minor Texts.—Chief among the Minor Texts
are the Nyaishes, or Zoroastrian Litanies, a collec-

tion of five short prayers or ascriptions of praise
addressed to the Sun, Moon, Water, and Fire, and
to the angels Khurshed, Mihr (Mithra), Mah,
Ardvisuv (Ardvi Sura Anahita), and Atash, who
preside over these elements. These litanies form
an important part of the Khordah Avesta. They
are composed of fragments from the Yasna and
Yashts, and contain invocations, supplications,

deprecations, and obsecrations employed daily by
the laity as well as by the priesthood. Under the

heading of Minor Texts come also the five Gdhs,
addressed to the spirits of the five periods of the

day ; the two Sirozahs, the greater and the lesser,

which in their 30 paragraphs invoke in turn the
divinities of each day of the month, and which are

recited especially on the thirtieth day after the
death of a Zoroastrian ; the Afrlngdns, or blessings,
four in number, used for various purposes with an

accompanying oflering : the Afrlngd7i-i Dahmdn,
repeated in honour of those who have died in the
faith ; the Afrlngdn-i Gdthd, recited on the five

concluding days of the year, when the souls of the
dead revisit the earth ; the Afrlngdn-i Gahanhdr,
composed chiefly of instructions to worshippers
concerning participation in the celebrat_ion of the
six special festivals of the year ; and the Afr'mgdn-i
Bapithivin, recited at the beginning and end of

summer. All of these belong to the KJiordah
Avesta.

(f) Vendiddd. — The Vendidad (Av. vldaevo-

ddta,
' the law against the demons '), although

inserted for liturgical purposes among the Gathas
in the Zoroastrian ritual, is not actually a liturgical
work but a priestly code prescribing the various

purifications, penalties, ana expiations. It origin-

ally formed the nineteenth Nask of the Avesta
handed down to Sasanian times, but its parts vary
greatly both in point of style and in time of com-
position. Much of it must be of late origin.

In its present form it contains 22 chapters, called fargards.
Chapter i. is a dualiatic account of creation that attributes all

the disagreeable features of the otherwise delightful regions
of the earth to the counter-creative activity of Ahriman.
Chapter ii. tells the legend of Yima, of the Golden Age, and of the
coming of a terrible winter and destructive floods, to preserve
mankind from which the princely Yima is directed by Ormazd
to build an enclosure (vara). The following chapter (iii.) treats
of the pleasures and pains of earthly life, the manner of life

prescribed for bearers of corpses (a special class of men), praise
of ai^iculture, and the defilement ol the earth by corpses.

Chapter iv. concerns legal matters—breaches of contract, assault,
punishments. Chapters v.-xii. relate mainly to impurity in-

curred through contact with the dead and to the methods of

purification for removing the pollution, notably by undergoing
an elaborate lustration for nine nights, the so-called Baranhnum
(ix.). Chapters xiii.-xv. are devoted chiefly to the treatment to
be accorded to the dog, an animal held in almost reverential

regard by the early pastoral Zoroastrians. In chapters xvi.-
xvii. instructions are given for purification from several sorts
of uncleanness, and for the disposal of parings of the nails and
clipped ends of the hair. Chapter xviii., one of the most in-

teresting and instructive in the Vendidad, deals, among other

things, with the character of the true and the false priest, and
with the cock that wakes the pious to prayer early in the
morning ; and it relates a conversation between the angel
Sraosha, club in hand, and the evil spirit Druj, concerning the

progeny of the latter. In chapter xix. are found an account of
the temptation of Zoroaster and the revelation of the destiny of
the soul after death. Chapters xx.-xxii. are chiefly of a medical
character.

{g) Fragments.— In addition to the preceding
books there are also a considerable number of

fragments. There survive, for example, three

chapters from the original Hadokht Nask, the
last two of which are eschatological in character,
and deal with the destiny of the soul after death.
Of special interest is a similar metrical frag-
ment (¥x. W. 4), which refers to the efficacy
of the Airyaman Ishya prayer, which is to be
chanted by the Messianic Saoshyants at the

day of judgment, to confound Ahriman and his

hellish crew and to raise up the dead (cf. Haas,
'An Avestan Fragment on the Resurrection,'

Spiegel Memoricd Volume, Bombay, 1908, pp. 181-

187). Among the longer fragmentary texts may be
mentioned also the Afrln-i Paighambar Zartusht
in honour of Zoroaster, a blessing invoked upon
kings, and the so-called Vlshtdsp Yasht, an enig-
matical compilation, disconnected and ungram-
matical, which is in no wise related to the regular
Yashts. Many fragments are found as quotations
in the Pahlavi ancillary literature. Most import-
ant of these is the Nlrangistdn, a work in three

fargards, or chapters, collecting and commenting
upon a number of Avestan Ntrangs, or ritual pre-

scriptions. The commentary cites additional direc-

tions of the same kind from another source. This
work is of value for our knowledge of the ritual
and for Avestan le.xicography, but unfortunately
the manuscript material is poor and the text con-

sequently imperfect. Another Pahlavi treatise

that contains Avestan passages is the A/rin-i
Dahmdn, also called Aogemnaaecd after the first

quoted Avestan word. The Pahlavi commentaries
on the Vendidad and the Yasna, and other Pahlavi
works, such as the Shdyast-ld-Uhdyast, the Vijir-
kart-i Dlnik, and the Fursishnihd, contain a large
number of Avestan quotations, many of them from
the lost Nasks, and brief formulas and prayers are
found here and there in manuscripts of the Khordah
Avesta. Mention should likewise be made of the
additions to Avestan lexicography in the Frahang
l-Olni, an Avesta-Pahlavi glossary (ed. Hoshangji
Jamaspji and Haug, Bombay, 1867 ; cf. Keichelt, in

WZKM xiv. 172-213, xv. 117-186). For a com-

plete list of fragments and their editions see

13artholomae, Altiran. Worterbuch, pp. viii-x.

The extant parts of the Avesta owe their preser-
vation chiefly to their employment in the ritual.

The liturgical portions, constantly used in priestly
observances and ceremonies, were naturally con-

sidered of greater importance and cherished with

greater care, whereas the other books that may
have escaped destruction gradually fell into desue-

tude and neglect, were not copied as much as the

parts occurring in the ritual, and finally dis-

appeared altogether. Thus it happens that the

present Avesta corresponds but little with the

traditional 21 Nasks in arrangement or in ex-

tent. Only two of these original 21 books are

now rej)resented with any degree of complete-
ness. The Vendidad, or nineteenth Nask, has
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survived in approximately its full form ; yet even
this shows evidence of liaving been patched up and
pieced together. Many of the chapters of the Stot-

Yasht, or twenty-first Nask, ai'e contained in the
Yasna, where they extend, with interruptions, from
chapter xiv. to chapter Iviii. (cf. Geldner,

' Awesta-
litteratur,' in GIrP ii. 25-26). There exist also, in

addition to these two remnants, an important part
of the Bakan Yasht, or fourteenth Nask (most of
the Yashts being referred back to this otherwise
lost book), and portions or fragments of others
are extant. Altogether there are preserved sj)eci-
mens of about 15 of the original 21 Nasks. This
material is supiilemented, however, by various

passages that have been translated from the
Avesta into Pahlavi, and have come down to us in

that form. The Pahlavi Bundahishn, for example,
is largely based on the old Avestan Damdat Nask,
and serves in a measure to replace its loss.

5. Age and growth.—The present form of the
Avesta dates, as has been mentioned above, from
the Sasanian period, but the various portions
diller considerably from one another in age. The
relative age of the component parts can be ap-
proximately determined by a study of their metre,
grammar, and style. Although it is impossible to

go into details here, it may be said in general that
the later texts as a rule are written in prose, show
lack of grammatical knowledge on the part of their
authors or comjailers, and consist to a very great
extent of formulaic material. The application of
this threefold criterion shoAvs the chronological
order of the texts to be somewhat as follows : (1)
Gathas {Yas. xxviii.-liii.), including (2) the Yasna
Haptanghaiti [Yas. xxxv.-xlii. ) and some other

compositions in the Gatha dialect (Fas. xii., Iviii.

and the four most sacred prayers, or formulas,
mentioned above), (3) metrical Yasna and Yashts
(Yas. ix.-xi., Ivii., Ixii., Ixv. ; Yt. v., viii.-x., xiv.,

XV., xvii., xix.), portions of Vendldad ii.-v., xviii.-
xix.

, and scattered verses in the Visparad, Nyaishes,
Afrlngans, etc., and (4) the remaining prose por-
tions of the Avesta.
The determination of the actual date of com-

f)Osition

of the difierent parts of the Avesta is

argely a matter of speculation. According to the

generally accepted view, the Gathas, the oldest part
in substance as well as in form, date back to an
early period of the religion, if not to the prophet
Zoroaster himself, whereas certain minor portions
of the scriptures may have been written or com-
piled as late as the time of Shahpuhr II. of the
Sasanian dynasty. The extreme limits of the
lieriod of development would thus be about B.C.
.^j60 and A.D. 375. In his latest works (Lc Zend-
Avesta, iii., Introd. ; see also Zend-Avesta^,
SBE iv.), the brilliant French scholar, Darme-
steter, put forth a radical theory in regard to tlie

composition of the Avesta as we now have it. In
liis ojiinion all sacred writings that may have
existed under the Acha-menians were lost after the
invasion of Alexander, and not a page of any
earlier work has come down intact. The i)re-
Alexandrian spirit may be recognized, however,
in the Vendidad, which, althougli later than the
Gathas in composition, is older in material and
Achajmenian in tone. According to this theory,
tlie Gathas, though the oldest i)art of tiie Avesta
in form, represent the latest growth of tlie

Zoroastrian spirit and show the inlluence of Gnos-
ticism, the school of Philo Judanis, and Judaism.
Darmesteter assigns their origin to tiie middle of
the 1st cent. A.D. This radical hypothesis con-

cerning the age and growth of the Avesta met at
once with spirited opposition on the part of scholars
best qualified to judge, and can hardly be said to
have any acceptance to-day. Avestan sj)ecialists
are at present agreed that there is no adequate

reason for making so strong a claim that the
tradition was lost. It is known that the latest

Parthian monarchs were filled with the true
Zoroastrian spirit, and it can be proved from Greek,
Latin, and other Avritings that the tradition of the
wisdom of Zoroaster lived on during the long
l^eriod between Alexander and the rise of the
house of Sasan in the 3rd cent. A.D.

6. Language.— The language in which the
Avesta is written is named 'Avestan.' It belongs
to the Iranian branch of the Indo-Germanic family
of tongues, and is most closely allied to the Sans-

krit, though individually quite distinct from the
latter. This relation to the Sanskrit was one of

the means of establishing the authenticitj' of the

Avesta, and is still of the greatest importance in

its interpretation. In its phonologj- Avestan

agrees with Sanskrit in its vowels in general, but
sliows a greater variety in its e and sounds.

Final vowels, except 0, are, as a rule, short. A
striking peculiarity is the insertion of transitional

and epenthetic vowels, the latter giving rise to

improper diphthongs. Some of the consonants are

identical with those of Sanskrit, others correspond
uniformly with certain Sanskrit sounds. The
San.skrit voiceless stops k, t, p, for example, are

generally represented in Avestan by the spirants
kh, til, f, when followed by consonants ; Sanskrit
initial s appears in Avestan as h. Because of this

close correspondence, many Avestan words and

phrases may be changed at once into their Sanskrit

equivalents by the mere application of certain

phonetic laws. In inflexion the language shows

nearly the richness of Vedic Sanskrit, and it

possesses almost equal facility of word-formation.
In syntax it differs from the Sanskrit in certain

points, .showing marked individuality, especially
in the later portions.
Two dialects may be recognized in the Avesta :

one the Gatha dialect, the language of the oldest

parts, often called Gdthd Avestan (GAv.) ; the

other, the language of the great body of the

Avesta, called Younger Avestan ( YAv.). The Gatha
dialect is more arcliaic, bearing to the Younger
Avestan somewhat the relation of the Vedic to the
classical Sanskrit. Possibly this older dialect may
owe some of its peculiarities also to an original
dillerence of locality. Its chief characteristic is

the lengthening of all final vowels and the frequent
use of parasitic vowels. Its gi-ammatical structure

is remarkably pure. The same cannot be said of all

the texts written in Younger Avestan, as the late

compositions in this dialect, owing to linguistic

decay, show many corruptions and confusions.

All that is old or written in metre, however, is

correct, and occasional inaccuracies in such parts
must be attributed to faulty transmission.

7. Metres.—The metres of the Avesta deserve
considerable attention, because they assist in de-

termining the relative age of tiie various parts.
Almost all tlif oldest portions of the texts are

found to be metrical; the later, or inserted jiortions,

are, as a rule, though not always, written in prose.
The Gathas are composed in metres that have

analogies in the Vedas. These wei'e the only
metrical parts knoAvn to the later Zoroastrians
until Western scholars discovered the rhythmical
structure of many passages in tlie later texts.

Almost all of tiiese versiHed portions, especially

frequent in tiie Yashts, are written in eight-syllable
lines (cf. Geldner, Ubci- die Metrik des jungcrcn
Avesta, Tilbingen, 1877).

8. Alphabet.
—The Avesta is written in an alpha-

bet far younger tlian the liinguage it presents.
The characters are derived from the Sasanian

Pahlavi, which was used to record the oral tradi-

tion when tiie texts were collected and edited in

The writing is read from rightSasanian times.
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to left. Nothing is known about the original
Avestan script.

9. Pahlavi version.—The Pahlavi version of the

Avesta was made in I'ersia in Sasanian times,
when tlie general understanding of the sacred texts

became more and more imperfect. Some of the

exegetical portions and works of interpretation

belong even to Muhammadan times, and may be

assigned to the period between 700 and 900 A.D.

Of the Pahlavi version there are now extant the
entire Yasna, Visparad, and Vendidad, with
some portions of other texts. The rendering is a
word for word translation of the original, with tlie

addition of occasional independent explanatory
glosses. The original Avestan construction is

usually adhered to verbatim, and the glossator
has to eke out the inflexional poverty of the

language in his day by the use of particles. These

determinatives, however, are often omitted, and
the loss of the sole means of indicating syntac-
tical relation adds greatly to the ambiguity of

the Pahlavi paraphrase. This version, with the

accompanying glosses, presents the traditional

Zoroastrian interpretation from an early time, and
is of the greatest value for an understanding of

obscure ideas and an insight into native thought.
It is also of material assistance in determining the

meaning of a word or plirase, and it serves to

check the results of purelj^ linguistic analysis. It

must be conceded, nevertheless, that it abounds in

errors and inaccuracies, and that its explanations
are often fanciful. Furtliermore, the more abstract
or obscure the original, the less the commentator

attempts to explain it. The Gathas, for example,
have in general very few glosses, whereas some
other parts of the Avesta are accompanied by an
elaborate commentary. The chief defect of the
version lies in its disregard of the principles of the

grammar, of which its authors seem to have had

scarcely any knowledge. As a result of the slavish

adherence to the original, the style of the Pahlavi
version is very clumsy in comparison with the
Pahlavi of independent treatises.

About the year 1200 a large part of the Pahlavi
version was translated into Sanskrit by Neryo-
sangh, son of Dhaval, a Zoroastrian priest, who
seems to have possessed a thorough knowledge of

Pahlavi. His translation is of great value as a

help in understanding the Pahlavi version, which
he follows in construction and renders word for

word. Tliis method often obliges him to sacrifice

the Sanskrit syntax to that of the original Pahlavi,
and his language consequently assumes a peculiar
Iranicized aspect. A further striking peculiarity
of the Sanskrit of Neryosangh's version is his

disregard of the rules of saiidhi, or euphonic
vowel-combination, so uniformly observed in other
Sanskrit works. Neryosangh seems on occasion
to have corrected the Pahlavi rendering when he
thought it at fault, thus showing that he must
have referred at times to the Avestan text itself and
reached an independent decision as to its meaning.
A modern Persian translation of portions of the

Pahlavi version of the Khordah Avesta was pre-
pared in Persia at some time between 1600 and 1800

A.D., and two separate translations into Gujarati
were made in India early in the last century, and
appeared at Uombay in 1818 within five months of
one another. These are the last independent native
versions made before the percolation into India of
the intluence of Western scholarship. These later
versions have some merit, in that they occasionally
help us to understand an obscure or ambiguous
passage in the Pahlavi, but they never venture
upon an explanation other than that of the version
on which they are based, and consequently they
content themselves with reproducing the Pahlavi
paraphrase and commentary without change.

10. Discovery.—The story of the discovery, or

opening, of the Avesta to Europe has a special
interest, since the Avesta has been known to the
Western world for only a little more than a cen-

tury. A manuscript of the Yasna seems to have
been brought to Canterbury as early as 1G33, and
a copy of the Vendidad Sadah was brought from
Surat in 1723 by an Englishman, George Poucher,
and deposited in the Podleian Library at Oxford,
Avhere it was for a long time chained to the wall
as a curiosity. No one, however, was able to read
these manuscripts, and Thomas Hyde (Historia

lieiigionis Vetcrum Fersarum, Oxford, 1700) drew
his information chiefly from later I'arsi sources.
To a young Frenchman, Anquetil du Perron, be-

longs the honour of being the first to decipher
these texts. Some tracings made from the Oxford
manuscript weresentto Paris and came to his notice.
Du Perron at once conceived the idea of going to
India or Persia and obtaining from the priests
themselves the knowledge of their sacred books.
In his eagerness to carry out his plan he did not
M'ait for pronused financial support from the
French Academy, but enlisted as a soldier among
the troops about to start for India, and left Paris
with them in November, 1754. Before he had gone
far on his journey, however, the government gave
him his discharge from the army, and presented
him Avith his passage to India. After innumerable

discouragements, and in .spite of almost insur-

mountaVjle obstacles, he succeeded in winning the
confidence of the priests, with whom he was able
to communicate after learning jNIodern Persian.
These he gradually induced to teach him the

language of the Avesta, to let him have some of

the manuscripts, and even to initiate him into
some of the rites and ceremonies of their religion.
After seven years among the Parsis, he returned to

Europe in 1761, stopping at Oxford, before he re-

turned to Paris, to compare his manuscripts with
the one in the Bodleian Library in order to assure
himself of their authenticity. During the next
ten years he worked upon the texts and prepared
a translation, which, together with explanatory
material, he published in 1771 under the title Zend-
Avesta, Ouvvage dc Zoroastre.
The enthusiasm aroused bj' this discovery was

soon followed by discussions regarding the authen-

ticity of the scriptures that had been made ac-

cessible. Some scholars were disappointed not to
find the important ijhilosophical and religious
ideas they had expected, and did not sufticiently
realize the difficulties of pioneer work of this

kind. It was suggested, therefore, that the so-

called Zend-Avesta was not genuine, but a forgery.
The foremost advocate of this view Avas the Orien-
talist Sir William Jones, who claimed that the
Parsis had palmed off on du Perron a conglomera-
tion of worthless fabrications and absunlities. In
France the genuineness of the book was accepted
almost universally, and the German scholar
Kleuker Avas an ardent supporter of its authen-

ticity, translating du Perron's work into German,
and adding a collection of classical allusions to the

JNIagi and the religion of the ancient Persians (9

parts, Riga and Leipzig, 1776-83). This discussion
as to the authenticity lasted for fifty years, during
which time little or no work Avas done on the texts

themselves.
Al)out the year 1825 the texts began to be

studied by Sanskrit scholars. The close affinity
betAveen the tAvo languages had already been
noticed by various scholars, but the Danish philo-

logian Rask first pointed out more exactly the
relation betAveen them. He had travelled in Persia

and India, and had brought back Avith him many
A-aluable manuscripts of the Avesta and the Pahlavi

AATitings. In a little volume published in 1826 he
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proved the antiquity of the language in which tlie

Avesta was preserved, showed that it was distinct

from Sanskrit, though closely related to it, and
made some investigation into the alphabet of the
texts. At about the same time the French scholar

Burnouf began to study the Avesta. He soon
found philological inaccuracies in Anquetil's trans-

lation ; and with the help of Neryosangli's Sans-
krit version, he was able to restore sense in many
passages where before there had been but little.

These further steps soon settled the question of

authenticity. The foundation thus laid was built

upon by such scholars as Bopp, Hang, Windisch-

mann, Westergaard, Roth, and Spiegel, whose
eflbrts were directed mainly to the establishment
of a better text and the development of principles
of investigation. For a long time the battle raged
about the question of the relative value of the
traditional and the linguistic methods, some
scholars extolling the value of the Pahlavi ver-

sion and the priestly tradition, and others placing
supreme faith in the results of comparison with
Sanskrit and other tongues. It is only in recent

years that it has become generally recognized that
in the interpretation of the Avesta neither of these
methods should be employed to the exclusion of

the other. Both have positive value, and a judi-
cious balance of these two principles will hence-
forth doubtless be a fundamental requisite for

sound scholarship in this field, which is being
cultivated by a small but active band of workers.
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AVICENNA, AVICENNISM.—I. Life.—The
name 'Avicenna' is the Latinized form of the
Hebrew ' Aven Sina,' the transcription of the
Arabic ' Ibn Sina.' Abu 'Ali al-Husain ibn 'Abd
Allah ibn Sina was born in the year A.H. 370 (A.D.

980-981), in the city of Kharniaitan. The son of a

money-changer, and very precocious as a child,
he received a tirst-class education. According to
Musalman custom, he began by learning the Qur'an
and belles-lettres (adab). He tlien studied Indian
arithmetic under the guidance of a greengrocer.
His next tutor was a philosopher called Natiii,
otherwise unknown, who came to reside Avith his

father at Bokhara, and taught the boy the elements
of Logic, Euclitl, and the Almagest. Avicenna
studied medicine without the help of a teacher,
and, while quite young, began to visit the sick.

Aristotle's Metaphysics presented great difficulty
to him at first. He read it forty times without

understanding it, but at last grasped its purport
by means of al-Farabi's commentaries.
His medical talent soon brought him into favour

with royal households. He cured the Samanid
Sultan of Bokhara, Null, son of Mansur, and then
became one of his intimate friends. This gave
him access to the Sultan's library, a very valuable

one, which shortly afterwards was unfortunately
burned. Avicenna was officially employed at the
court of Bokhara. Nevertheless, he soon turned
his back on it, and travelled through many towns
in search of a suitable patron. After short so-

journs in Korkanj, Nasa, Abiward, and Tus, he
arrived at Jorjan, where he became connected
with al-Juzjani, who afterwards became his dis-

ciple. In fact, it is to him we are indebted for

the rest of his life-story. The first part of this

biography is culled from Avicenna's own account,
which has been preserved by Ibn Abi Usaibia.
This work is doubly precious to us because there
are very few autobiographies in Arabic literature.

The Shaikh, as Avicenna was called, continued
to lead this wandering life, like many savants of

his time, in the hope of finding a powerful and
faithful patron, whose influence and favour would
be lasting. He became, for a time, the protege
of an admirer in Jorjan, then of the Prince-ss of
Kai ; but he soon passed on to Kazvin and Ham-
adan. He cured the Amir of Hamadan, and was
entrusted with the post of Vizier. But his term
of government was not a happy one. He accord-

ingly
renounced all public functions, and, hidden

in the house of a druggist, became immersed in

the composition of his greatest works. As he had
a strong desire to leave Hamadan, he applied
secretly to the Amir of Isfahan. The Amir of

Hamadan discovered this step and straightway
impri-soned him ;

but his captivity did not interrupt
his literary work. After many adventures, he
succeeded in escaping along with his brother,
Juzjani, and two servants, all five disguised as Sufis,
and at last found a sure refuge with the Biiway-
hid prince Ala ad-Uaula, who reigned in Isfahan.
There he received the honour and dignities he .so

well deserved ;
and there he enjoyed, what he

appreciated far more than any honours, tran-

quillity. At night, he held philosophical meetings,
over which the Amir himself sometimes presided.
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And nieautime he finished his <,'ieatest works.

Avicenna died in A.H. 428 (A.D. 1036-7), at the age
of 58, in the course of a journey, made in the train

of his master, to Hamadan.
His biograpliy gives the impression of very great

activity
—an activity, too, wliich was exercised in

more ways than one. Avicenna loved wine and

pleasure almost as much as intellectual work ; and
he committed excesses which shortened his life.

Legend has seized upon his character, and has

made of him a sort of powerful but beneficent

sorcerer, the hero of strange adventures and

burlesque farces. A Avhole volume of Turkish
tales is devoted to him.

2. Works.—Avicenna's works are very numer-
ous. In Philosophy, the greatest is ash Shifd ('the

Cure'). The Shaikh composed it by degrees at

his different residences during his wanderings.
When it was finished, he made an abridgment
of it entitled Najat (

'

Healing '). This abridgment,
written in very concise language, but clear and

logical, is suitable for study. Another famous

philosophical work is entitled Ishdrdt. The full

title is Kitdb al-ishdrut wcCl-tanbihdt
,
that is to

say, 'Book of theorems and propositions.' Juzjani
considered this Avicenna's best work, while he
himself put a higii value on it. It has been com-
mented on by the scholar Nasir ad-Din Tusi

(t A.H. 672 [A.D. 1273-4]).
Avicenna's other philosophical treatises are :

Philosophy el-Arudi, Fhilosophy el-Aldi, so called

from the names of the patrons to whom they are

dedicated!; Guide to Wisdom, composed by the

Shaikh when in prison, and often commented on ;

an epistle on The Fountains of Wisdom, printed
several times in the East ; several treatises on

Logic, one of which forms a part of the Najdt ;

a treatise On the Soul ; a short poem on 27ie Soul,
rather a mj'sterious piece, which has been com-
mented on ; an epistle on The Human Faculties
and their Perceptions, printed at Constantinople ;

lastly, a series of mystical treatises, and a few

poems in Persian.
In Medicine, Avicenna composed the voluminous

work entitled Canon of Medicine, so celebrated
in the Middle Ages. He also produced works on
the ditt'erent sciences, abridged Euclid and the

Almagest, and devoted some time to Astronomy.
Shortly before his death, he asked Ala ad-Daula
for permission to resiime the astronomical observa-
tions which had been interrupted by troubles and
wars. He was also credited in the Middle Ages
with some treatises on Alchemy.

3. Antecedents and characteristics.—Avicenna
belongs to the schotd which in Arabic literature

took the name of ' School of Philosophers
'

{al-fald-

sifa). This name denotes all the philosophers who
made a special study of Greek works, and the
scholars who translated them. Shahrastani (tr.

Haarbriicker, ii. 212 f.) gives a list of about twenty
who, before Avicenna's time, received this title of

Philosopher. Among them are the Christian or

Sabtean translators, Hunain son of Ishfiq, Thabit
son of Qurra, Yahya son of Adi. Among the

Musalmans, the most celebrated representatives
of this school, before Avicenna, are al-Kindi and
al-Farabi. Of these, al-Kindi is the real organizer
of Arabic Scholasticism, while to al-Farabi Avi-
cenna is greatly indebted in Metaphysics, as he

acknowledges, and probably also in Logic and Psy-
chology. It is now generally granted that this
school was a development of Neo-Platonism rather
than strictly Peripatetic. Avicenna seems to have
cleared up and systematized the work of his prede-
cessors. In the following account of his original
work, we shall not consider the medical or merely
scientific portions, but confine our attention to his

philosophical outlook.
VOL. II.— 18

4. Philosophy.—Avicenna's Philosophy may be
sub-divided as follows : Logic, Physics, Psycho-
logy, ]Metaphysics, Mysticism, and Ethics. This
division is in conformity with the custom of his
school.

(1) Logic—The parts of the NaJdt relating to

Logic were translated into French by Pierre Vattier

(see Lit. at end of art.). The Ishdrdt also contains
some important passages in this connexion. In a
treatise on the Classification of the Sciences, Avi-
cenna gives Logic a very prominent place indeed

among the sciences. His reason is not only the

importance of Logic in itself, but also the compara-
tively extensive knowledge that the Arabs had of
Aristotle's logical works. They were not so inti-

mate with his other philosophical works. In this

same treatise Avicenna further subdivides the
science of Logic into nine dillerent parts, which

correspond respectively to the eight books of

Aristotle, preceded by Porphyry's Isagoge, one of

the best-known works of the Oriental Aliddle Ages.
The first part, corresponding to the Isagoge, is a kind of

general philosophy of language, and is occupied with the terms
of speech and their abstract elements ; the second treats of

simple abstract ideas, applicable to all beings, and is called by
Aristotle the Categories ; the third deals with the composition
of simple ideas in order to form propositions, which is the

subject of the Ilenneneutics ; the fourth unites the pro-
positions together to form demonstrations, and corresponds
to the First Analytics; the fifth discusses the conditions to
be fulfilled by the premisses of reasoning, and is like the Second
Analytics ;

the sixth, seventh, and eighth parts respectively
treat of probable reasoning, false reasoning, and the art of

persuading, and correspond to the Topics or Dialectics, the

Sophistic, and Rhetoric. The ninth and last part treats of

discourses whose aim is to stir the soul or the imagination, like

the Poetics.

Logic, then, is taken here in a very broad sense ;

syllogistic is only a part of it. Syllogistic with
Avicenna has no very special quality except that
of being clear and well arranged, free from vain
subtleties and all scholastic trilling.

Although, as we have seen, Avicenna gave Logic
a very important place, he did not, at the same
time, exaggerate its power. He shows very clearly
that this power is, above all, negative.

' The aim
of Logic, he says in the Ishdrdt,

'
is to provide

mankind with a rule, the observance of which will

prevent him from erring in his reasoning.' Logic
then, strictly speaking, does not discover truths,
but helps man to make the best use of those he

already possesses, and prevents him from making
a wrong use of them.

Keasoning, according to Avicenna, starts from
terms settled at the outset— the first data of

experience and the first principles of understand-

ing. The chain of deductions proceeding by
a known deduced from a previously known is

not unlimited ; it must have a starting -

point,
found outside of the reasoning, which will be the
base of the logical fabric. First, from direct ex-

periences or ideas, descriptions or definitions are

formed, and then, by means of these, arguments
are arranged. Avicenna cleverly explains what
definition is : by definition man is enabled to

represent objects ; by argument he is able to

persuade. Avicenna gives both the senses and
the reason a share in the formation of the primary
data of the sciences. According to him, imagina-
tion always supports reason ; opinion also, and even

memory, fulfil the sanie office. There are primary
principles which all hold because of common feel-

ing, or because of the opinion of scholars which
the illiterate do not contradict ; others, again,
arise fiom habits formed in childhood ; and others

are based on the experiences of life. All these

principles (of feeling) join with the first principles,
or principles of reason, which are produced in a

man by his intellectual faculty without requiring
the slightest conscious ettbrt to persuade him of

them. The mind realizes itself convinced and is
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not even aware of Low the conviction has arisen.

A self-evident example of these first principles
is :

' The Avhole is greater than the part.' This

philosophy is very sound. It is a scholasticism,
not yet antiquated, open and sincere, in inanj'

places recalling the analyses of Leibniz.
Avicenna further discusses the form and matter

of definitions and arguments, distinguishes between
definition and description, and sums up, in the
manner of the Peripatetics, the dilierent kinds of

questions that arise in science : first of all, what
a thing is, and if it is ; next, where it is, when it

is, how it is ; and, lastly, why it is. We see here
an application of the doctrine of the Categories.
Avicenna recognizes the four causes— material,
formal, efficient, and final. He shows that they
may all appear together in a definition. Thus an
axe may be defined as ' an iron implement, of such
and such a shape, for cutting wood.' At the very
beginning of his Logic, Avicenna explains species,
ditierence, property, and common accident, which
together furnish another method of constituting
definition.

The Sciences are founded on experiences and

reasonings. They have objects, questions, and
premisses. As there are universal premisses (see

above), so each science has its own peculiar pre-
misses. The ditterent objects of the sciences
establish a hierarchy among themselves, according
to their dignity. Besides this, the sciences are
divided into theoretical science and practical
science. The principal subjects of theoretical

science are Physics, Mathematics, and Theologj' ;

and of practical. Applied Physics, Mechanics and
Art, and Ethics. The problem of the classification

of the sciences was very popular in the Middle

Ages, both in the East and in the West.
(2) Physics.—In the philosophical part of his

Physics, Avicenna discusses several of the primarj^
ideas of the human intellect, e.g. power, time,
and movement. He desires from Physics a first

acquaintance with the ideas which Scholasti-
cism employs in Logic and Metaphysics, that is

to say, with the ideas of form and matter and
the categories. The ideas of form and matter
are suggested by observation of the physical
world :

'

Physical bodies, strictly speaking, are
constituted of two principles, matter and form ;

then there are attached to them the accidents
which arise from the existence of the nine cate-

gories.' Scholasticism divides these accidents into

primaiy qualities, which are inherent in the body,
and secondary qualities, which can be taken away
without annihilating the body, but which con-
tribute to its perfection.
Avicenna's conception of power is more closely

allied to dynamics than to statics. He is interested
in the energy acting from within the body rather
than in the forces which move it from without.
Like Aristotle, he allows that each bod3' has a
natural place, to which it always returns, by some
hidden poAver, when it has been removed from it.

The commonest example of these innate powers
is 'weight.' This idea of power is developed in

Psychology and Metaphysics. In Phj-sics there
is no infinite power. Its effects are always either

greater or less. Avicenna recognized the principle
of mechanics that ' what is gained in power is lost

in speed.'
Time he explains by movement, and it cannot

be imagined otherwise. Time cannot be conceived
in immobility ; it would then be of fixed duration,
and no longer true time. 'Bodies,' says Avicenna,
' are in time, not in their essence, but because

they are in movement, and movement is in time.'

Time was created, and it is nowhere except in

itself. For the world in general, it is measured

by the movement of the stars.

Avicenna also speaks of the locality of bodies,
then of space and impenetrability. He tries to

show, by somewhat subtle reasoning, that bodies
cannot move in a vacuum, because, he thinks, the
dimensions of a vacuum aie impenetrable, from
which he concludes that a vacuum does not exist.
He does not admit the possibility of actual infinity.
Like the ancients, he believes that the world is

finite, and that there is outside of it neither full-

ness nor emptiness, but absolute nothingness. He
ndmits, again, that bodies are divisible in potentia
to infinity, and he rejects atomism. Atomism had
its partisans at this time, the »!W?aZ:a//im (' theo-

logians"), with whom Avicenna disputes. In this
connexion too, he analyzes the idea of contact very
cleverly.
Avicenna unfortunately hardly managed to rid

himself of the errors of Peripatetic Physics,
although he had the ojjportunity several times.

Yet, from a philosophical point of view, his

account, besides forming interesting reading, bears
witness to a very acute intellect.

(3) Psychology.—In Avicenna's doctrine. Psy-
chology is carefully systematized, and adheres to
the scholastic form. Beings, and also the faculties,
are classified methodically according to a hier-

archic arrangement. The general plan of this

grand construction is as folloAvs :

There are three kinds of minds. These are, in ascending
order, the vegetable mind, the animal mind, and the reason-
able or human mind.

The vegetable mind, or nature, possesses three faculties :

(1) nutritive power, which, when resident in a body, changes
another bodj- into the form of the first ; (2) power of growing,
by which the body itself increases, ^\•ithout changing its form,
until it has attained its full maturity ; (3) jio^er of generation,
which draws from the body a part simOar to itself in potentia,
which will, in its turn, produce other bodies similar to it

in actu.
The animal mind possesses two kinds of faculties : motive

faculties and apprehensive or perceptive faculties. (1) The
motive faculties embrace appetitive power and efficient power.
The appetitive power itself is either attractive or repulsive.
If attractive, it is simpl}' desire, concupiscence ;

if repulsive,
it is irascibility, passion. The efficient power, which is the

producer of movement, resides in the motor nerves and the
muscles. (2) The perceptive faculties of the animal mind
are classified as external and internal. The former include
the five senses—sight, hearing, smell, taste, and touch. The
latter have their beginning in the common sense, a sort of
centre in which aU the perceptions assemble before being
elaborated bj' the higher faculties. The common sense is

situated in the front part of the brain. The first faculty to

act on the perceptions is the formative faculty or imagination.
It strips the sensible form of the conditions of place, situation,
and quantity, and then retains it after the object has ceased to
make an impression on the senses. The formative is followed

by the cogitative faculty, which works first of all by way
of abstraction on the perceptions, now prepared, and draws
notions out of them. The estimative faculty next groups these
notions into what might be called judgments, but wliich are

quite instinctive and not intellectual. Tliis faculty it is which
constitutes 'animal intelligence.' For example, the sheep
knows by it to flee from the wolf. The last of the faculties

of the animal mind is memory, which is situated in the back

part of tlie brain.

The human mind alone possesses intelligence.
This intelligence is divided into active intelli-

gence, or practical reason, upon which morality
depends, and speculative intelligence, or theo-
retical reason, which perceives ideas. The per-

ception of ideas is built up through three faculties,
which act so as to make the intelligence pass
from mere power to actuality. The first of these

faculties, the material intellect, is onlj'^ a general
possibility of knowing ; the second, the intellect

of possession, recognizes first principles ; the third
is that which is directlj' fitted to receive the forms
of things that are intelligible. It is called the

perfected intellect. It seizes hold of that which
is intelligible, when, outside the human mind, it

unites with the ' active intellect.'

There naturally arise, in the course of this

theory, physiological questions regarding the func-
tions of the senses and the localization of the
different faculties. Avicenna treats of these as
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best he could at a time when the biological
sciences were as yet hardly in their infancy.
For example, he discusses the manner in which visual images

are transmitted to the eyes, and draws a parallel between two

processes of explanation, which he attributes respectively to

Aristotle and Plato. He accepts Aristotle's method and rejects
Plato's.

The discussion of tlie intelligence also brings up
the question of universals. This question was
not so pre-eminently important in Arabic as in

Western scholasticism. Avicenna is a realist.

Like the Neo-Platonists, he admits that the in-

telligibles, which are universals, exist in the

active intellect. The human intelligence compre-
hends them i}i acta, when it unites with the active

intellect. It also frees them from the jiarticulars
which the senses recognize. 13ut this process
of abstraction is not sufficient ; it is only pre-

paratory', and gives the comprehension of the
universals only in jwtentla. Before this can pass
to actuality, man's intelligence must become
united with a superior intelligence. The reason-

able mind starts from the sensible, and little by
little rises above it, approaching meanwhile the

region of universal realities. Psychology ends in

Metaphysics.
The following are Avicenna's proofs of the

spirituality of the soul. The soul perceives its

own peculiar essence ; intellectual power perceives
ideas apart from organs ; tiie locale of intelligi-

bility cannot be a body. The immort.ality of the
soul follows directly from its spirituality. The
dependence of the soul on the body is not essential

but accidental. Another form of this proof is that
the soul is a simple substance.
Avicenna believes that the soul is created at the

same time as the body is formed, and is to a cer-

tain extent in harmony with the body it is to
animate. This condition of compatibility with
the body makes metempsychosis impossible.

(4) ^lETAP^ySICS.—There is one part of A^'i-

cenna's Metaphysics which seems quite old-

fashioned now, and we must go back in imagina-
tion to the beginning of science to find any sense
in it. It treats of the procession of the superior
intelligences and the production of the celestial

spheres. On the other hand, there is a part
which seems still good and sound, although it has
a systematic character no longer found in modern
works of philosophj'. This part treats of primaiy
cause and necessary being. The following is, very
briefly, the theory of the spheres :

The scale of beings, mentioned above [see § (3)], from the
vegetable world up to man, is continued beyond man into the

region of the stars. At the top of this scale is the Necessary
y.e'uv^, tlie principle of principles, who is perfect unity. From
this lirst peing emerges the world of ideas, which is a collection
of pure intelligences, simple substances, exempt from multi-

plicity and change. Below this world of ideas or intelligences
is the world of souls. The souls are essences, bound to pure
intelli;,'enoes, which animate bodies. The bodies that they
animate in this supra-human region are the stars, which are
classed after the manner of ancient astronomy. Beneath
the iotelligences of the stars, below the last of them, which
animates the moon, is the active intellect. From it flows the
sublunary world.

Very noticeable in this theory is the analysis
of the world of ideas into active intellect and
astronomical intelligences. The unchangeableness
of tiie stars is an old belief which was disputed down
to the time of Galileo

; and the comparison of
their sjjheres with a superior kind of animal is an
idea which dates back furtlser than the Hellenic
world, and which was long dear to the East.

In connexion with this system, whicii strikes a
modern reader a.s uncouth, Avicenna di-scusses in
a dignified manner the metaphysical theory of

causality. He considers that the pure intelli-

gences are the causes of each other in descending
order, and the causes also of the souls of the
spheres, and, through them, of their bodies. He
holds, then, that intelligence is essentially active;

it is even productive of being ; and cause usually
is simply intelligence. Elsewhere cause is identi-
fied with being itself ; it is perceptible especially
in the primary Being, who is intelligence and
principle at the same time, and includes in His
essence everything of which He is the jjrinciple.
' He comprehends everything in a universal man-
ner, and at the same time no attribute of any
particular thing, in the heavens or on the earth,
is hid from Him, not even the weight of a dirrah
(an atom).' He is, at the same time, a final and
an efficient cause. The final cause precedes the
Ciiicient in jiotentia ; in actu the etiicient pre-
cedes. The cause of the efficient cause is the final

end and aim.
God is not the actual moving power of the stars,

for this function would beget a certain multiplicity
in Him, and, according to the spirit of Avicen-

nism, He must above all safeguard His simplicity.
He moves the stars by the intermediation of the
first caused, that is, of the first intelligence which

springs from Him. This intelligence knows itself

and it knows God. From this double knowledge
arises a duality. Tlie duality then changes to

triplicity when the first caused still knows itself

as possible in itself, and as necessary in the pri-

mary Being. In this way this philosophy intro-

duces multiplicity into the world.
The doctrine of universals reappears in con-

nexion with that of causes. There are causes of

kind and causes of individual ; the general has its

own causes, the particular has others. A thing
has a cause of its quiddity and another of its

being, i.e. a cause hj which it is what it is, and
another by which it exists. If a thing is to be

individualized, its idea must be able to receive the
efl'ect of particular causes.

The idea of the necessary Being is the terminus
of the theory of causality. The neces.sary Being
as such has no need of causes. He exists from the

beginning complete, A\'ith all His qualities. He is

absolute. He is pure good, for He possesses the

perfection of existence, and existence in itself is

goodness : existence, always in actu, is pure good.
He is pure truth, for that is called true which can

justly be said to exist, and, as His existence is

necessary, He is therefore absolute truth.

The theory then takes qtiite a geometrical form.
A demonstration composed of three lemmas proves
the necessarj' Being :

(1) All possibles cannot spring from one possible cause, on
which their series mounts up infinitely ; (2) a series of causes
finite in number cannot be possible in themselves and necessary
to each other, so that they depend on one another in a circle ;

(3) everj'thing produced has a cause, and every cause is deter-

minating. This consequently signifies that all possibles nmst
have cause, that causes are not linked together infinitely, and
do not return on themselves. Therefore the series of possibles
ends in the necessary Being.
This theory is a very fine ellort to prove God

and to deduce the world from Him in a vigorous

way, by a dialectic of mathematical precision.
Faith in the power of reason is manifested in this

system. To us, who are now more sceptical, it

seems pure rationalism, but rationalism in its

infancy and slightly deceived by itself. It is re-

deemed, however, by its vigour and power.
(5) Ml'STICISil.—lt is doubtful whether Avi-

cenna was really a mystic in the religious sense of

the word. Here again he has followed the cus-

tom of the Neo-i'latonic school, regarding mysti-
cism as primarily a subdivision of philosophy.
Ibn Tufail seems to say that Avicenna had a kind

of esoteric doctrine called hikmat-al-ishrdq, 'philo-

sopbj' of illumination,' which really contained his

true ideas. But we know from one of the treatises

of Suhrawardi al-Maqtul that this philosophy is

almost exactly Avicenna's own > eo-Platonism

with a different nomenclature.

Passing over mysticism as related to asceticism,
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ecstasies, and illumination, we shall confine our
attention to Avicenna's teachings on Providence
and the future happiness of tlie soul, in so far as

they are complementary to metaphysics and morals.
He describes Providence as the fact that the whole
world is encompassed by the knowledge of primary
Being. This knowledge is cognizant of the most
perfect order as that which Hows naturally from
the Being. The theory of optimism, exhibited in

this idea, is similar to Leibniz's : evil is not a part
of Divine decree in esseyxtia ; its place there is

accidental. Avicenna recognizes the three kinds
of evil : want, physical suffering, and sin. We find

evil only in what is still in potentia, and has not

yet attained perfection. It affects only the indi-

vidual ; f-pocies are shielded from it. Evil, more-

over, is always a good from some superior point of

view. '

It does not enter into the plan of Divine
wisdom to abandon lasting and universal good,
because of fleeting evil in individual things.' Like
Leibniz, Avicenna decides tliat, however common
it may be, evil is not the general rule ; it is only
the exception to tlie good.
After deatli, the reasonable soul attains per-

fection. To effect this, it must become conscious
and intelligent, and receive within it the form of

harmony and well-being which pervades the world
of superior essences. It unites with this idea of

perfection, and so becomes like it. Only the soul
which has been prepared by the practice of the
virtues enjoys this happiness. Otherwise its taste
is vitiated ; it cannot attain its end, and accord-

ingly sufi'ers. But if a man has lived a mediocre
life, his actions never reaching the height of his

intentions, liis soul, when freed from the bodj%
becomes the centre of a struggle between his pure
desires and his bad habits. Only when purified
by this grievous struggle does it attain perfect
bliss.

(6) Ethics.—Avicenna, enamoured of the specu-
lative part of philosophy, was on that account
less interested in practical philosophy and moral

analysis. In his mystical works, he has some
fine pages on morals, but their character is

distinctly metaphysical. He also wrote on ethics
as well as a short treatise on Govei'nment,
which was published recently. It is written in

a practical spirit, but is really an elementary
treatise in economics. It explains how a man
should govern himself, his wives, his children, and
his servants.

From the %ery earliest times, humanity felt a need of organ-
ization. First of all, man had to settle in places where he could
most easily and comfortably live. This led to tlie setting up
and choice of dwellings. Once established, these required
looking after. This duty was entrusted to the woman. From
the woman the family was born, and, as it increased, servants
were added to the household.

Man's need of subsistence was also the primary
promoter of commerce and the arts. Avicenna
divides tlio arts into three kinds: (1) those which
are dependent on intelligence of the highest order,

e.g. guidance, judgment, counsel ; these are exer-
cised only by the great ; (2) those dependent
on education, e.g. writing, speaking, medicine ;

(3) those founded on strength and courage, as

military arts. Every individual should learn one
of these and apply himself to it.

The good wife is her husband's associate in ruling and guid-
ing. The best khid of wife is intelligent, religious, fond of her
children, and sparing in words.
The management of the family is based on fear, dignity, and

care. If a man does not make himself feared, his wives will

domineer over him. The husband must see to the dignity of

the family life by providing for clothing, veiling his wives, and
preventhig any jealousy from arising among them. The wife
must give unremitting attention to her children and servants.
Avicenna says a few words about the education of the one and
the choice of the other. The woman whose mind is not occu-

pied with domestic cares thinks of nothing except how she can
best attract the attention of men by the beauty of her dress,
and forgets ihe honour due to her husband.

5. Avicenna's school.—The .scliool of Avicenna
does not boast any very celebrated names. His

philosophy was combated and refuted among the
Musalmans of the East by orthodox theologians,
especially by al-Ghazali. For the history of the
scliool of '

Philosophers
'

proper in Western Islam,
see AVERROiiS, AVERROISM.
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AWE.— In the presence of an awe-inspiring
object, we feel ourselves subdued, but are placid :

we are powerfully laid hold of, but neither resist

nor desire to be set free. On the contrary, we are
drawn towards the object, and its presence is

welcomed by us, though with a serious and pensive
joy. The affections, then, are enlisted, as well as
the imagination. The appeal is made to that part
of our nature that is open to influences from what
is higher or greater or grander or better than
ourselves. We feel our inferiority, indeed, but
there is no resentment ; we are conscious that the

superiority in the case is the complement, and not
the contradiction, of ourselves. This is in line

with the experience of the finite resting on, and
complemented by, the infinite, and of ' the less

being blessed of the better.'

Greater, higher, grander, better—these are the
conditions of the possibility of the emotion of awe ;

and there is the further condition that these should
not appear as threatening us with danger, but as

friendly, or, at any rate, as not unfriendly. If all

were on our own level, this peculiar emotion could
not arise ; and if we were threatened with evil,

a contrary emotion would be aroused. The
antithesis to the awe-inspiring in objects is the

commonplace and the obvious, or the despicable
and the mean—everj'thing that tends to lower, and
not to elevate, the soul. Dealing with what im-

presses us, awe is by its v^ery nature contemplative
and ennobling ; it allies itself with our ideals and
our aspirations, and is helpful towards enabling
us to purify and to perfect character. That is its

ethical value. Hence, mystery intensifies it—the
unknoMn and the unknowable. We cannot but
be serious in the presence of mystery. The feeling
of the mysterious, when it takes possession of us,

necessarily subdues us and keeps us humble.
We shall better understand the nature of the

emotion, if we note the objects that call it forth.
Some of these are impersonal, and some are personal.
Of the impersonal causes, we have (a) phenomena
of nature shoM'ing either the vast or the incom-

prehensible, objects that transcend our power of

understanding or tliat give special scope and exer-
cise to our imagination—sucl., therefore, as are

exceptionally impressive and create in us a certain
indefinite yearning, wonder, and admiration ; e.g.,
the starry heavens, the magnitude or vastnesa of
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space, the intinity of time, tlie origin of life, tlie

mystery of generation, and the like. But, hesides

these, we have (6) intellectual theories and moral

principles
—

generalizations of commanding sweep
and laws of transcendent excellence. Of the two

things that made the profoundest impression on

Kant, the Moral Law was one : the grandeur of

it, the unconditionality of it, the authority of it—
all contrihuted to make it awe-inspiring to a

degree. In all this we have the feeling of feeble-

ness or unworthiness on our part, and the contrast

of might and worth set over against our impotence
and imperfections. Next, we have (c) awe as

associated with persons
—an intellectual genius like

Plato or Aristotle, a literary genius like Shake-

sj)eare or Goethe, a scientific genius like Newton,
an ethical or a religious genius like St. John or

St. Paul. But, of course, the highest of all ex-

amples is God—supreme in Majesty, the source

of all the excellences ('wisdom, love, might), and
the fountain of Holiness. We have here the
realization of the Ideal, which points the contrast,— ' Woe is me ! for I am undone ; beca^^se I am a
man of unclean lips, and I dwell in the midst of a

people of unclean lips : for mine eyes have seen the

King, the Lord of hosts' (Is 6'). It is the con-

trast of the sinful and the weak, in presence of

the Pure and the Strong ;
and yet, the purity and

strength do not repel but attract us. It is felt

that underneath tlie majesty and greatness lie

beneficence and mercy : in the hands of the

Supreme, we feel ourselves secure. Again, Ave have

{d) things sacred causing awe—things associated,

therefore, with the Divine. Such are shrines and

holy jdaces (see art.
' Bethel

'

in Hastings' DB and
in EBi), the soul-moving services of religion on

special occasions—the dispensing of Communion
in Protestant Churches and the Elevation of the
Host in the Church of Rome. Last of all, and
akin to this, is (c) the awe that is associated with

.solemnity
—

e.g. the presence of Death, the death-

chamlier, funeral rites. Speaking of St. Edmund,
Carlj'le says :

—
'Tliey embalmed him with mjTrh and sweet spices, with

love, pity, and all high and awful thoughts ; consecrating him
with a very storm of melodious adoring adniiration, and sun-

dyed showers of tears ;^oyfully, yet with awe (aa all deep joy
has something of the awful in it), commemorating his noble
deeds and Godlike walk and conversation while on Earth '

(Past
and Present, bk. ii. ch. iii.).

Now, this being so, there can be little difficulty
in perceiving the relation between awe and fear.

The dictionary subsumes the one under the other :

it makes awe simply a species of fear or dread.
No greater error could be committed ; for neither
in their nature nor in their results have the two
much in conmion. It Avould be ill both for ethics
and for religion if they had.

It is the peculiarity of fear (q.v.) to agitate and
unsettle us. It deranges the body and unhinges
the nerves, producing well-marked outward ellects

(shaking of the limbs and frame, disturbance of

vocal utterance, erection of the hair, and such

like) ; but it has well-marked psv'chical ellects

also—intellectual and volitional. The first ellect

of fear is to stimulate us to resistance or to circum-

vention, and, if the terror is not excessive, it braces
us for the eflbrt

; but, beyond that stage, it becomes
detrimental and may be ultimately disastrous.
However exhilarating fear in moderation may be,
its normal action on the intellect is disturbing and
disconcerting : it destroys the power of correctly
appreciating the situation, and creates a tendency
to magnify the danger, and so an inability to

perceive the riglit course of action to be pursued
if the impending evil is to be prevented. If at
one moment the intellect, under fear, counsels
resistance, at another moment it encourages to

flight; till, last of all, it becomes powerless to

counsel in any form—it simplj- collapses. So
that, thus far, fear may be defined as '

nothing
else but a stirrender of the succours which reason
ofi'ereth

'

( Wisdom of Solomon W"). But the effect
on the will is no less consjiicvious. Danger, if

moderate, may act advantageously on the will and
arouse it to effective oppositicm ; but, beyond this

point, the result is disquieting and weakening,
until, in extreme cases, absolute paralysis sets in,
and the subject can do nothing but remain helpless
and await his fate. And so, fear repels, and does
not attract ; and its tendency is to paralyze both
intellect and will and bring about disaster.

Moreover, when the moment of fear is past, our
attitude towards the object that created it is one
of hatred or dislike.

Not so with awe. In most of the respects now
enumerated, it is the antithesis of fear. It has
a calming and quieting influence on the body
(as seen in the bowed head, the soft walk, the
restrained speech, and the reverential look, of the

subject of it) ; and, inasmuch as it attracts, instead
of repelling, it produces satisfaction and content-

ment, and a desire to continue in the jiresence or
under the influence of the object that inspires it.

In awe, we feel ourselves in tlie hands of superior
power, but power that is conceived as beneficent
or not maleficent, as well-disposed, or at least not

ill-disi)osed, towards us, and under whose pro-
tection we may rest secure. The consciousness of

danger (and therefore fear) is wanting, and the

feeling of reliance takes its place. We trust the

awe-inspiring object, and are attracted towards
it, and we rest in the experience of it, and are
satisfied. Hence the importance and significance
of awe as a religious emotion, with its concomit-
ants of reverence and veneration. It lies at the
root of worship, and is the indispensable condition
of the highest spiritual peace.
Hence, further, awe enters into tlie sublime.

Not every sublime object, indeed, need beget awe
(for pain sometimes is associated Avith sublimity,
and fear is a distinctly felt ingredient of it, pro-
ducing uneasiness) ; but much that is sublime also

impresses us with awe. Both are results of the
manifestation of iiower or excellence, and both are
most eflective when associated with Personality.
Moral heroism, for inst.ance, and magnanimity are
of this stamp—greatness of soul rising superior to
misfortune or adverse circumstances. ' Atlianasius
contra muiulum '

(a unique figure defying opposi-
tion, standing erect in solitary gi'andeur in the
face of fearful odds) can never cease to move us

strongly
—to draw forth our admiration and to

enlist our regard ; and there are many acts of self-

sacrifice and many lives of disinterested devotion
that are sublime and awe-inspiring in the highest
degree. They elevate our thoughts and win our
affections ; they purify our souls, and we feel that
we are all the better for the contemplation of
them.
LiTKRATrRE.—W. L. Davidson, Theism as grounded in

Uximan Nature, Lond. 1893; J. Sully, The Human Mind,
2 vols. Lond. 1892, ii. 91 ; Th. Ribot, The Psycholoay of the

Emotions, Lond. 1897, p. 207
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Hiram Stanley, Evolutionary

Psychology of Feeling, Lond. and N.Y., 1S95, p. 119 f. ; J. H.
Leuba,
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Fear, Awe, and the Sublime in Religion,' in AJRPE,
ii. (Mar. 1906), 1

; L. Campbell, lieligion in Greek Literature,
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William L. Davidson.
AXE.—There were several forms of axe, or adze,

in use amongst the Greeks, as amongst other
nations ; but a special controversy has arisen over
the WXf ATI'S or Xd^pvs with double blade, owing to its

association with Zeus Labrandeus.
The double axe is derived from one of tlie Stone

Age types, in which the handle passes through the

middle, and the .stone is thinned away to the two

flanges. Examples of this type may be seen in
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any good collection, such as the Pitt - Rivers
Museum at Oxford. The type was first translated
into bronze, and tlien the form -was modified, the

\vings growing and assuming a more curved out-

line. It may have been some variety of this axe
that permitted the feat of Odysseus.

^ The axe is

an ordinary tool or weapon in common use. In
the black-ligured vase-paintings of the Birth of

Athene, Hephaistos uses it to split the divine
skull.- Specimens with the marks of use on tliem
have been foimd with otlier tools in a carpenter's
shop at Anthedon,^ and with other tools at

Gournia and Palaikastro in Crete,
^ and at Troy.*

A late Attic relief shows a youth holding one as a
tool.*' On other works of art, Ino attempts to

kill Phrixus witli this axe,'' Theseus tights with

it,^ the Amazons are frequently armed with it.''

It is represented as part of Gaulish war -spoil,

along with other arms and weapons, upon many
reliefs;'" and it was dedicated as war-spoil." It

was used to slay the sacrificial victim by the
Hittites and at Pagaste,^- and in Crete, where a

priestess is represented with one in each liand,'^
and there is other evidence to be considered anon.
Here is enough to prove that this axe was a war-

weapon, or tool, and a sacrificial implement in

common use.

We are now in a position to understand its

meaning in the hands of divine persons. Zeus of

Labranda is Avell known to have held it :
'^ but so

does Artemis,
'5 so does Dionj'sus,!^ so does Apollo

in Asia Minor,'" so do the local heroes in Asia"
and elsewhere.'^ These use it, no doubt, as a

weapon of war ; and Zeus with his axe manifestly
protects Labranda as Athene armed caji-^-pie

protects Athens, or any other armed deity stands
forth in his might. AVe may even fairly suggest
that the name Labranda has some such relation
to labrys as Damascus or Toledo to their famous
sword-blades.
The use of the axe in sacrifice seems to be enough

to account for its representation along with the

ox-skull, first as a memorial of sacrifice, and then
as a decorative scheme. Here our evidence comes
largely from Crete and the Mycencean age. Mr.
A. J. Evans has found representations in which
the ox-head is surmounted l)y an axe, the handle

being fixed in the skull : one is a Knossian
seal,"^'' another a Mycena?an vase-painting from
Salamis.-' The object called by Evans 'horns of
consecration' (see ^gean Religion), which is

obviously a stand of some sort, and apparently is a
conventionalized ox-skull,

^^ also had the axe fixed
in it ;

-^ one was found in the Knossian shrine with
a hole, and a small double axe of steatite lying
near, so that it may be fairlj^ assumed that the
axe stood in the hole.-^ The axe also becomes an

' Od. xix. 572, with Monro's note.
2 Gerhard, Attscrlesene Vasenhilder.
3 Am. Journ. Arch. vi. 101, pi. xv.
*
Jahreshej'te, p. 44, pi. xii.; BSA ix. 133 (found in a dwelling-

house, with )icedie, chisel, and knife).
5 Schmidt, •SclUieniann's Sammlumj, 6135.
6
Jahreshej'te, vi. 98. 7 Annali, xxxix. pi. c.

8 Stephani, Compt. rend. S. Petersh. 1SC7, 77.
9

lb., 1863, 12Sff.; liecueil, 148.
10 EspC-randieu, liecxieil Gin. des JDasrel. de la Gaule romaine,

i. 46, 533, 688, 691, 692, 700, 701, 712, 713, 715, 726, 733, 826 ; cf.

234, 239, 532, 698.
11 Plutarch, Qiuest. Gr. 45.
12 Perrot and Chipiez, iv. 637 ; Ridgeway, Early Age, i. 270.
13

'E<t>' '.Vpx-, 1900, 37. i-f Plutarch, Qucest. Gr. 45.
15 On coins of Laodicea in Svria

; Hogarth, Ephestts, 333.
16 Stephani, loo. cit. 1863, 128 ff.

IT Cat. Brit. Sculpt. 680 ; cf. BSA xi. 28.
IS Ath. Mltth. X. 12 ; BCII iv. 294.
19 Jahresh. vi. 98, fig. 96.
20 BSA ix. 114, fig. 70. 21 jns xxi. 107, fig. 3.
22 JHS xxi. 135 : the title really begs the question, as im-

plying an ideal meaning.
-'3 lb. 107. The silver ox-head found at Mycena: had a hole,

perhaps for the same purpose (Arch. Anzeigcr, xviii. 161).
2J BSA viii. 96, fig. 55.

ornament of vases and other works of art.' We
nuxy compare with this the use of the ox-head
M'itli wreaths in a frieze, so common in Roman
times ; and the reliefs of ox-heads with other
sacrificial implements carved on altars.^ The axe
shown is found carved with a late dedication to

Apollo in Asia Minor, once apparently to com-
memorate tlie sacrifice of a bull.* It may perhap.s
be mentioned that the ox-skull, or its model, is

hung up as a charm in gardens and vineyards by
the modern Greeks, commonly in the Asiatic

islands, and less commonly elsewhere.
The axe was an object of dedication, like any

other weapon or tool. We have seen it as part of

war-spoil ; the axe was also dedicated to Apollo
at Delphi;* and in the Dictaan cave of Zeus
19 axes were found,* along with 20 lance-heads,
25 darts, IGO knives, pins, and tweezers, a cart

drawn by oxen, human and animal figures, vases,
and otlier things. All the Cretan axes are

simidacra, being too thin or too small for use ;

but most are perforated, and some have handles.

Other tiny axes of this sort have been found, of

dillerent types: thick and solid, like .stone axes;
tliin, and sometimes marked with dots like dice ;

sometimes the handles are perforated for hanging.
These have been also dedicated to Zeus in Dodona,

Olympia, and Palaikastro (Crete);'' to Artemis
in Arcadia,' in Ithaca,** and at Ephesus ;

" and
to Athene and Artemis Orthia at Sparta.'** The
axe also becomes a motive of ornament ;

" and axes
were found made of gold and bone in tombs and
elsewhere.'-

It is obvious that these dedications cannot be
held to have any peculiar appropriateness to Zeus,
because they are dedicated also to Athene, Apollo,
and Artemis, and with them are found many other

things that ai'e not peculiar to Zeus. They are

not for use ; they may be either models of war-

spoil,'^ or ornaments, or perhaps fractions of the

axe-unit of exchange. Similar axes are known
in modern times as fractions of the axe-unit, and
there are indications that the unit was known in

Greece ;
'* or again, the shape may have remained

as traditional after they ceased to be used in

exchange.
It remains to discuss the graphic representa-

tions of tiie axe. The blocks that compose the

walls of the palaces at Knossos and Phaistos are

scored with a number of diil'erent signs, which
occur either alone or in conjunction, just as the

symbols of writing might do. Amongst these is

the double axe, which is re])eated alone a number
of times oa tiie four sides of a square pillar in the

corridor at Knossos. Whether the pillar be sacred

or not '*—and there is at least room for doubt—
there is no sufficient ground for regarding these

signs as sacred. Such an explanation would
account for only one out of many signs, all used

together in the same way. It must also be

1 BSA vi. 109, ix. 115, fig. 71, etc.
2 Rectieil, 317, 318, 320 (' taurobolium '). 8o at Eleusis we

liave carvings of crossed torches, sheaf, basket, and cista.
3 BSA xi. 38 ('.VwoAAioi'i npOTruAai'u) 'AxiAevs ev^d/ievo';

aveO-qKev) ; Arch. Zeit. 2S, p. 38, Cat. Brit. Sculpt. 6S1

{av8t(TTrja'at' oi 'ApTifj-uivos vol to KarrjaxOkv cmjAAopioi' vtto tou

^005 '.VTrdAAcui'i Tapcrl).
•» Plutarch, de I'ljlh. Or. 12 ; Pausanias, v. xxix. 9, x. ix. 3,

X. xiv. 1. An axe found in Calabria is inscribed as a butcher's

tithe to Uera (WA 643).
6 BSA vi. 109.
6 Carapanos, Dodona, pi. liv. ; Bronzen von 01. xxvi. 520-7 ;

BSA xi. 306
; Rouse, Greek Votive Ojjerini/s, 387-88, with figs.

7 Jahresh. iv. 69. 8 BCU xxx. 149.
9 Hogarth, Ephems, 103, 333.
'i^ BSA xiii. 154, 46, fig. Oe, with ten circular eyes stamped

on it.

Ji Hogarth, Ephesus, 333, pi. vi. ; BCU iii. 129.
12 Rouse, op. cit. 3SS. 13 Cf. BSA viii. 253.
1-* Rouse, op. cit. 92. 389, with pi. ii. and fig. C'i.

13 A. J. Evans,
'

Mycenean Tree and Pillar Cult,' in JHS xxi.

106 ff.
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remembered that these signs were certainly covered

over with plaster, as some of them still partially
are. The Italian excavators of Phaistos regard
them as literary signs ; they all, or nearly all,

occur on gems. Several, including the double axe,
occur on the literary tablets of Knossos, and are

interpreted as writing by Evans himself.^ They
are probably masons' marks ; and some of them,
including the double axe, have been noticed on
stone blocks, apparently used for masons' marks,
in other places, as the old Hellenic blocks used to

build the medireval fortress of Cos,- and tiie stones

of Heriot's Hospital, Edinburgh."
The above is enough to show that the double axe

is not necessarily sacred, or necessarily connected
with Zeus. But this is no reason why the axe
should not have been the object of worship. Axe-

worship is, of course, not fetish-worship, as some
have loosely called it ;

but instances are not un-

common of weapons being worshipped, whether
as weapons or as iron. Evans, in his paper on
'

JNIycenean Tree and Pillar Cult,''' has alluded to

the subject ; and A. B. Cook has collected evidence
for axe-worship outside Crete. ^ The evidence for

Crete is of varying value : the most weighty piece
of evidence is the representation on the Hagia
Triad ha sarcophagus : a priestess is pouring some
red liquid into a jar between two double axes.*^

The other evidence, such as axes set between

horns, held in the hands of god or priestess, or

visible on the gi-ound of engraved seals, is indeter-

minate ; but these may strengthen the case for

worship, if it be established otherwise. Cook
publishes a cut of a priest sacrificing before a
number of objects, including an ibex, a star, a
crescent moon, and two knobbed sceptres with
a (one- flanged) axe set upright upon a stool

(Assyrian) ; a Persian seal shows a worshipper
before a stool with similar objects upon it. A
coin of Tenedos ' shows an axe upright standing on

steps between two supports ; another, an axe con-

nected with a jar by a iillet. These seem to be the
most significant facts that bear on an axe-cult ;

it is impossible here to recount all that has been

brought in evidence to prove it, or to discuss the far-

reacliing au'l often fanciful inferences that have
been drawn from them. The reader, however, may
be reminded that there are several distinct ques-
tions, which have been often confused: (I) Was
there an axe-cult? (2) Was the axe specially con-
nected with Zeus? (3) Was the axe a symbol of

Zeus, that is, was it treated as Zeus because
associated with Zeus ? (4) Is XaiivpivOoi derived
from Xd.Spus ? (5) Is the Knossian palace the

Labyrinth?
LiTER.\TrRE.—The literature has been given throughout the

article- W. H. D. KOUSE.

AXIOM.— I. Meanings of the term. —The
various senses in which the term ' axiom '

is used
are easily confused, and require to be carefully
distinguished. We may mention five senses of the
term, all of which are historically important. (1)
Axiom in a predominantly epistemological sense :

a proposition whose truth is self-evident ; an im-

mediately certain, objective truth. (2) Axiom in
a predominantly /^sye^o^o^rica^ sense : a proposition
of Avhose truth the man who calls it an axiom feels
a fixed persua-sion, while he regards the proposition
as indemonstrable, and his faith as something
fimdamental and, for him, necessary ; a proposition

1 JUS xvii. 33-46, xxi. 273 ; BSA vi. pi. ii.
2 Arch. Anzeiger. xvi. 133.
3 Heriot's Hospital (Edinbur-h), plates facing: p. 174.
«^H5xxi. 106ff.

°^
» Tranxactions of the Third Tntemational Congress for the

Historii of Reli'jions, 1908, ii. 184-194 ; A. B. Cook, Cretan Axe-
Cult mitside Crete.

6 Cook, p. 189.
^ lb. p. 134, fi-o. -2, 4 : p. 191, flg. 14.

held to be true with an unwavering faith. (3)
Axiom in a predominantly logical sense : a first

principle which, itself not demonstrated, can be
u.sed as a basis for demonstrations. (4) Axiom in
a predominantly social sense : an opinion which is,
as a fact, accepted by all who are competent to
understand its import. (5) Axiom in a predomin-
antly psycho-genetic sense : an opinion which the
innate constitution and the original instinctive
tendencies of the mind lead us to accept, and which
we therefore do not tlcrive merely from our ex-

perience.
1. From the point of view of sense (1) all our

knowledge is supposed to be either ' mediate '

or
' immediate.' An axiom is a proposition known
to be true, not 'mediately,' but 'immediately.'
For this view,

'

intuitive knowledge,'
' inmiediate

insight,' 'direct assurance,' or 'evidence' is pre-
supposed, as a possible form of knowledge and of
consciousness. The criterion of an axiom is said
to be that, when we consider the import of a given
axiomatic proposition, this state of consciousness,
this direct assurance, arises, and makes wholly
unquestionable the truth of the particular axiom
which comes under our observation. Here the
stress is laid, therefore, first upon the immediacy
of the insight in question. To think the axiom,
and to know it to be true, arc .supposed to be

simply inseparable acts. The assurance or 'in-
tuitive knoAvledge

'

in question is furtlier regarded
according to sense (1) as objective. One does not
mean by the term '

axiom,' when thus used, mereh'
to point out the fact that a given person feels sure
that this axiom is true. Sense (1) implies that
whoever accepts the truth of the axiom '

intuitively
knows,' that is, directly observes, the perfectly
objective fact that the axiom is true.

2. Sense (2), on the contrary, lays stress upon
what may turn out to be the subjective necessity
with which some one feels convinced of the truth of
the proposition. When such a feeling of necessity
attends a conviction, and when no demonstration
of the truth of the conviction can be given beyond
the mere observation that, so long as one conceives
the meaning of the proposition, one feels thus con-

vinced, sense (2) requires one to call the proposition
an axiom. Sense (2) therefore makes the criterion
of an axiom relative to the subject who feels tlie

necessity, and who is unable to give other reason
for his conviction.

Sense (1) is present in the mind of Descartes when he speaks
of propositions which we '

clearly and distinctly perceive to be
true.' Sense (2) is emphasized if one lays stress upon some sort
oi

'

unswerving
'

and, as one conceives, necessary
'

faith
'

or
'

assurance." Aristotle maintains that the 'principle of contradic-
tion

'

is immediately evident in sense (1). But in sense (2) vari-
ous subjects, appealing each to his own subjective necessit}',
niay regard as axioms propositions which other thinkers are
known to regard as false. Thus the proposition that ' water
cannot turn solid

'

might be regarded as an axiom in sense (2) by
a dweller in the tropics, who, hearing for the first time a story
of frosty weather in hi;rh latitudes, rejected it as essentially in-

credible, and found his unbelief wholly insurmountable.
Senses (1) and (2) are often confused. The question as to the

relation between objective
' evidence ' and subjective

'

certainty
'

is central in the theory of knowledge, and only a thoroughgoing
sceptic will deny that there is indeed a close connexion between
at least some of our ' assurances

' and the objective truth. But
the danger of confounding mere 'conviction' with objective
' evidence '

is manifest throughout the history both of science
and of religion.

3. Sense (3) makes the use of the term ' axiom '

relative to a given or proposed theory or system,
consisting of propositions and of reasonings. In
this third sense an axiom is a proposition which is

not demonstrated in the course of the development
of the system in question, but is assumed or

accepted at the outset, and used as a basis for

demonstrations that form parts of that sj-.^^tem. If

the system in question constitutes, or is regarded
as constituting, the whole of the possible system of

knowledge, then the axioms in sense (3) appear as
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absolutely first principles,' since, by hypothesis,
they are essential to the rational demonstration of

the truths of this system, and are nowhere to be

proved in the course of any investigation that we
can make. But if one is explicitly confining one's

attention to some more or less limited province of

knowledge, or to some special system of proposi-
tions, axioms in sense (3) may be entirely relative
to that special system, and are then merely the

principles presupposed, used, bi\t not demonstrated,
by the system in question.
Axioms in sense (3) might therefore be neither

self-evident truths nor yet necessaiy convictions of

anybody, but merely
'

assumptions
'

or '

postulates.'
On the other hand, sense (3), in so far as it requires
an axiom to be a '

first principle,' emphasizes a
character whicli we are all especially accustomed
to connect with the term, namely, that character
of logical universality ^v\nch amsijority of axiomatic

propositions are very commonly regarded as possess-

ing. Senses (1) and (2) could be satisfied by par-
ticular, or even by individual, propositions. Thus
the proposition

'

I suffer,' uttered by one who has

toothache, may be viewed by the sufferer either

as a necessary persuasion of his own or as a '

self-

evident
'

objective truth. Various theories of

knowledge have used such ' intuitive e\ndence
'

of

present experience as the very type of axiomatic

knowledge. But particular propositions and re-

ports of experience can be used as the principles
of a set of demonstrations only when they are
asserted along with universal propositions. And
therefore at least some axioms, in sense (3) of the

term, must be universal assertions. It especially
belongs to sense (3) to emphasize this universal
character of at least part of the axioms of any
theories.

Sense (3), in contrast with, and sometimes to the exclusion of,
senses (1) and (2), has been made prominent in various modern
logical discussions of the principles of theoretical science. Thus,
by the ' axioms '

of a given mathematical theor\', recent writers

mean, in many cases, propositions which one uses simply as the
' fundamental hj-potheses' of the theory in question {e.g., of the
theory of some one of the ' non-Euclidean '

or ' non-Archimedean '

geometries, or of the Cantorean '

Theory of Assemblages '). One
need not assert such hypotheses to be true, except in the sense
that one treats them, at least provisionally, as self-consistent

assumptions about a logically possible state of things, and uses
them as '

principles
'

or as '

primitive propositions
'

in some
statement of a theory. An axiom, in this sense, is often opposed
to a theorem, which is a proposition that is shown to follow
from the principles, and that is, in this sense, demonstrated in

the course of the theory in question. In two different state-
ments of a theory (e.g. in two different theoretical developments
of geometry or of number-theory) decidedly different sets of
'

hypotheses
' or '

postulates
'

may be used as the axioms of the
theory. In such cases what is an axiom in one statement of a
theory may appear as a theorem in another statement, and con-
versely ;

and the concept of a '
first principle

' becomes then
relative, not merely to the theory in question, but to a particular
way of stating that theory, and of showing that certain proposi-
tions follow from certain other propositions.

If one insists, as Aristotle did, upon sense (3) as

applying to certain propositions which are said to
form the indemonstrable principles of all science,
so that, without these absolutely first principles,
no system of knowledge whatever is possible, then
indeed, unless one is a philosophical sceptic, one has
to assert that the absolutely first principles are
also axioms in sense (1). J"or if all science rests

upon a determinate set of absolutely first principles,
and if no science can demonstrate these principles,
then either all science is uncertain or some principle
is 'immediately evident.' Hence for Aristotle,
and for those who follow his way of treating the

theory of knowledge, there are propositions which
are axioms both in sense (1) and in sense (3). In

consequence of the Aristotelian tradition, senses (1)

and (3) have therefore come to be viewed by many
philosophers as actually inseparable ; so that the
'

first and fundamental truths
' and the '

self-evi-

dent' or '

immediately known' propositions are, in

discussions of the problems relating to axioms, not

infrequently siinpiy identilied. But the logically
important distinction between the relatively first

principles of a given theory and the intuitively
evident propositions (if such there be) has been

brought afresh to light, especially by the modern
logical investigations of scientific theories, and
should never be forgotten in dealing with the topic.
If a proposition is to be called an axiom both in

sense (1) and in sense (3), special reasons (such, for

instance, as those of Aristotle) should be advanced
for asserting that this is the ca-e. As a fact, it

can never be '
self-evident

'

that a proposition is an
axiom in sense (3) ; for one can ascertain that a

principle is indeed a logical basis for certain de-
monstrations only by taking the trouble to go
through the demonstrations themselves—a highly
* mediated '

procedure.
4. Sense (4) uses as the criterion of an axiom the

' universal assent,' the ' consensus
'

of '

all rational

beings,' or sometimes the consensus of all the

'competent,' of all the 'normal,' or of the '

wise,'
or of some class of knowing beings whose common
opinion in the matter is treated as the standard

opinion. The criterion here in question has fre-

quently been emphasized, and its history forms

part of the long annals of the doctrine of Nature,
or of ' the natural,' or of the ' Law of Nature

'

and the ' consensus of humanity
'

as the standard

whereby both opinions and deeds are to be judged.
Criterion (4) becomes an exact one only for those
who hold that, as a fact of human nature, there
are indeed propositions which nobody denies, or
which all who understand their import afiirm.

In practice, however, those who appeal to 'uni-

versal assent
'

as the warrant for an axiom usually
render their critei-ion somewhat inexact, by the

very fact that they employ tliis criterion in argu-
ments directed against opponents, who, as appears,
call in question either the truth, or the evidence,
or the interpretation, of the axiom that is under
consideration. If the opponent himself does not

wholly assent, one can hardly appeal to ' universal
assent' as an evidence against him, without modi-

fying the sense in which one calls the assent
'universal.' Such modification occurs if one re-

gards the consensus in question as that of the
'

^\^se,' or of the '

competent,' or if one insists, in a
weU-known polemic fashion, that '

nobodj' who is

in his senses
' doubts the supposed axiom. Thus,

in practice, an axiom in sense (4) is usually con-

ceived in some close connexion with senses (1) and

(2)
—the connexion being often much confused in

controversy. Not infreqiiently a thinker first ex-

plicitly asserts that a proposition is, for himself

personally, an axiom in sense (2) ; then he draws
the conclusion that it therefore must be an axiom
in sense (1); and thus he proves, by a more or

less lengthy mediate course of reasoning, that the

proposition, being
'

immediately evident,' cannot
be proved. Since, perhaps, some opponent still

remains unconvincea, and declines to admit the
' immediate evidence,' the defender of the proposi-
tion in question hereupon makes use of sense (4),

and now undertakes quite convincingly to silence

tiie objector by assuring him that nobodj' objects
to the proposition, since it is

' known to all.' Or,
if the opponent even yet persists in calling atten-

tion to the 'immediately evident' truth that at
least he himself objects, the defender of the axiom

finally confuses sense (4) itself by a convenient
definition of the 'assent of all,' whereby the

opponent is excluded from the '

all
' who are

worthy of consideration ; and hereupon the matter
becomes, of course, quite clear, although not to

the opponent.

Such processes have played a great part in the historj' of

controversy. A famous example is furnished by the con-

troversies which have been suggested by Locke's revi\al, in
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the First Book of the Essay on the Human UnU islanding, of

the ancient questions as to whether all men possess in common
a knowledge of logical, of mathematical, and of moral truths.

Especially in the case of moral principles has the interest in

making out whether there is any ajjreement amongst all men
regarding the distinction between Right and Wrong been pro-
minent in controversy ever since Locke. Numerous defenders

of an axiomatic basis for morals have sought in Anthropology
for the evidence that, regarding some moral opinions, all men
agree, and have conceived their principles as definable in terms
of sense (4).

5. Finally, in sense (5) of our list, an axiom is

(letinecl by reference to the famous doctrine of
' innate icfeas.' This doctrine is one which Locke's

eqnallj' famous attack tipon it, in the First Book
of his Essay, loiiy made central in controversy ;

and the partisans of innate ideas, in the various

forms which this doctrine lias since assumed, have

frequently conne< led, in many often conflicting

ways, .senses (1), (2), and (4), and to a certain

extent sense (3), with the use of the criterion for

an axiom whicli sense (5) emphasizes. From tiie

point of view of sense (5) it is essential to an axiom
that it should come to our consciousness by reason
of the very

' constitution
'

or '

original nature '

of

tlie mind. Since the modern evolutionary view of

tlie mind emphasizes the importance of our instinc-

tive tendencies and inherited aptitudes as psycho-

logically determining our whole intellectual life,

evolutionists of the type of Spencer have been led

to favour a theory- of the innateness of those pre-

dispositions which, -when developed through our
individual experience, lead us to regard some pro-

positions as certainly true, and as true far beyond
the range of our personal experience. For Spencer
an axiom is, in general, an expression in an indi-

%'idual of the results of the '

experience of the race,'
and is in so far, indeed, innate in the individual.

Such a doctrine has established new connexions
between senses (4), (5), and (2), and has to some
extent connected senses (1) and (3) with (5).

Nevertheless, it is at least possible that an axiom
in sense (5) might prove to be an actually false

proposition, for the ' innate constitution of the
mind '

might involve one or another aptitude to

believe error. In fact, an evolutionary view, closely

resembling Spencer's, might lead, in a thinker less

optimistic about iiuman nature than is Spencer, to

the doctrine that certain instinctive tendencies,
determined by evolution, are still such as to deceive
the indi\idual. Thus the innate hostility and re-

sentfulness which form one aspect of human nature

may be viewed, by an evolutionist, as a necessary
result of the conditions of conflict under which

humanity has developed. And such tendencies

might easily lead, in a ci%'ilized man, to a belief

regarded by the individual as axiomatic in sense

(5), and probably also in sense (2). This belief

might take the form of the principle that one

ought to avenge all injuries, and to destroy, if

possible, all enemies. As a fact, however, this

belief, although dependent upon the very
' con-

stitution
'

of the mind of one whose ancestors have
lived by war and have enjoyed blood revenge, may
be, and is, a false principle of ethics. Or again, a
lover's beliefs about his beloved are deeply affected

by the innate constitution of his mind, and may
appear to him to be, not only in sense (5) but also
in sense (2), axiomatic. Yet they may be in many
respects false. A pessimist, such as Schopenhauer,
is fond of emphasizing the innate ' illusions

'

which,
according to him, characterize human nature. Bud-
dhistic doctrine is equally emphatic in characteriz-

ing the most cherished and innate convictions of
common sense as both logically false and morally
destructive. Salvation for the Buddhist depends
upon di.scovering axioms in sen.se (1) wliich are

extremely hard to discover, so that only the
Buddhas ever attain to them. But, when once
seen, these axioms are for the enlightened indeed

'

self-evident.' And the knowledge of them sets
aside those axioms in sense (2) which are also
axioms in sense (5), and which, according to Bud-
dhism, are due to the innate deceitfulness of desire.
So little, for some men, does either innateness or

subjective necessity imply self-evidence and truth.
Axioms in sense (5), furthermore, need not

always be axioms in sense (2) ; for, as partisans
of innate ideas generally admit, any individual

may remain unaware of some of his inherited

aptitudes for conviction. On the other hand, there
is no reason why a new assurance, or an axiom in

sen.se (2), may not appear in tiie life of somebody
whom revelation or a sudden growth or ' mutation '

(such as may occur in the course of evolution)
endows with a faith which, just because it is novel,
does not constitute an axiom in sense (5).

As for senses (4) and (5), they very frequently
coincide in their denotation, but need not do so.

Although what
' the very constitution of the hujnan

mind determines us to believe' is, ijyso facto,
' be-

lieved by all,' in case the constitution in question
is precisely the constitution ' common to all human
minds,' there is no reason why the innate might
not also be the individual, the congenital variation
of this or of that mind. The individual may
possess air aptitude for conviction which belongs
to his '

constitution,' but \\ hich no other man, or

nobody who has preceded him, possesses or has

possessed. This is as possible as is a new in-

dividual revelation due to any other source than
the inherited temperament of the individual.

Prophets, Buddhas, poets, geniuses generally,
have often been credited with such aptitudes for

forming _out of the depths of their own natures
new convictions, which they have then taught to

other men. On the other iiand, as Locke and other

empiricists have frequentlj' insisted, those convic-
tions which in sense (4) are more or less common to

many or even to all men need not on that account
be regarded as mainly determined by our innate
constitution. They may be supposed to be due to

experience, whicli moulds men to common results.

The foregoing survey shows us that the live

senses of the term ' axiom '

here in question are in

a large meastire independent of one another, so far
as their logical intension is concerned, while by
virtue of their various applications, now to the

same, now to difl'erent sets of propositions, these
five meanings of the term ' axiom '

have become
painfully confused in the history of controversy
and of the theory of knowledge. The result is

that the term ' axiom '

is a very attractive and a

very dangerous term, which should never be em-
ployed by a careful thinker without a due con-
sideration of the sense in which he himself proposes
to employ it.

IL History of the term.—As to the history of

the term ' axiom ' ami of its uses, the ancient
sources are above all : (i.) Aristotle's theory of the
axioms as propositions conforming both to our sense

(1) and to sense (3) ; (ii.) Euclid's actual use of his

axioms in his geometry, especially in sense (3),

and in union with certain propositions called

'postulates' (which were also tlieoretical prin-

ciples in our sense (3)). The treatment of the

principles of science and of morals in .sense (4) as

principles 'known to all,' or as known to the
'wise' or to tiie 'competent,' has its beginnings
in pre-Socratic philosophy, plays an important
part in the Platonic Dialogues, and is in \arious

special cases and passages carefully con-idered by
Aristotle ; but becomes especially prominent in

the Stoical tlieory of knowledge and of ethics.

While sense (2) plaj-s a part throughout the history
of ancient thought, it becomes especially important
in Christianity and in modern di-scussions of the

psychological aspects of the problem of knowledge.
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Sense (5), implied by the Platonic theory of re-

miniscence, but long put into the background by
the Aristotelian tlieory of knowledge, has come to

play a very great part in modem discussion. Its

completest classic expression is probably the one
to be found in Leibniz's Nouviaux Essais.
The later discussion of the nature, the existence,

the various senses, and the use of axiomatic trutlis,
has been dominated since 1781 by three great
movements: (1) the critical philosophy of Kant;
(2) the various forms of modern Empiricism,
Positiyisrn,

'

Pragmatism
'

; (3) the modem logical
investigations of the principles of science— in-

vestigations which were especially stimulated by
the famous inquiry into the axioms of Euclid's

geometry, and which have since extended to the
whole range of tlie foundations of mathematics,
and also to the principles of theoretical physics,
and to still other branches of scientific theory.

III. Significance for modern philosophy. — In
the attempt to deal with the extremely complex
philosophical problems which are suggested by the

foregoing five senses of the term 'axiom,' there
are one or two guiding considerations which any
student of the topic may well bear in mind.

(a) First, n(jt every philosophy which tries to
avoid scepticism is forced to admit the existence
of axioms in sense ( 1 ). The necessity of such an
admission as the sole alternative to scepticism
exists, indeed, for one who holds the opinions
ascribed in the foregoing sketch to Aristotle. If

all science depends upon a determinate set of

absolutely 'first principles' (in sense (3)), then,
unless these principles are also axioms in sense (1),

our result would remain sceptical, for all scientific

theory would lack basis. But the Aristotelian

theory of scientific procedure is not the only
possible one. That theory depends upon con-

reiving the structure of scientific theory as neces-

.-arily linear, with chains of syllogisms leading
from determinate beginnings to the conclusions
that constitute the scientific theory. But for a
thinker such as Hegel, the ideal form of the

totality of scientific theory is cyclical rather than
linear. Truth may be, as a whole, a system of

mutually supporting truths, whose absoluteness
does not depend upon any one set of first prin-

ciples, but consists in the rational coherence and
inevitableness of the totality of the system. To
assert such a doctrine involves considerations
which cannot be developed here. It is enough
that such a thesis has been attempted. From tbe

point of view there would indeed be axioms in
sense (3), viz.

,
in relation to certain partial systems,

uch as this or that mathematical or logical doc-
I rine, whose theoretical development would indeed

lepend upon chains of deductive reasoning. And
there would also be necessary truth, both in the

parts and in the whole system. But there would
I'e no absohitdy first principles, and there would
also be no immediate certainties—nothing, in fact,
; hat is purdy immediate in the whole system of
1 ruth. The whole would be mediated by the parts,
and conversely.

(b) Second, the traditional alternative : either
this proposition is self-evident or else it is de-

pendent upon some other pro])osition from which
it is deduced, or else it remains uncertain, does
not exhaust the logical possibilities regarding the
rational discovery of truth. Omitting here the

complex problem as to the relation between our

experience of particular facts and the general truths
which our scientific theories aim at establishing.
Me may point out that there are propositions
i^uch that to deny them implies that they are true.

As Aristotle already observed, the principle of

(-•ontradiction is itself a proposition of this type.
Euclid's geometry contains more than one instance

where a proposition is demonstrated by showing
that the contradictory of the probandum implies
the truth of this probandum. The proof that this

is, in fact, the case may be no easy one, and may
involve elaborate mediations. But any proposi-
tion A, such that the contradictory of A implies A,
is, ipso facto, a true proposition, although nobody
may yet have come to feci its necessity.
When we prove a proposition, however, by show-

ing that its contradictory implies it, we do not
make this proposition 'self-evident.' Nor j-et do
we demonstrate the proposition merely by refer-
ence to other propositions which we have to assume
as prior certainties. What we find, in such cases,
is not so much '

self-evidence,' as '
self-mediation'—an essentially cyclical process of developing the

inter-relations which constitute the system of truth.
In case, then, there are no axioms in sense (1), we
need not abandon either the ideal or the hope of
the attainment of rational truth.

(c) Third, axioms in sense (2) we need and use
wherever and whenever we are engaged in practical
activities, or are absorbed in contemplations, such
as require a laying aside of the critical sense and
a limitation of the business of reflexion. But the
assertion '

I am sure of this
'

is never logically
equivalent to the assertion ' This is true.

' And it

is no part of the business of science or of philo-

sophy to seek, or to remain content with, merely
private 'convictions' or 'peisuasions,' however
'

necessary' the subject feels them to be.

{d) Fourth, axioms in senses (4) and (5) interest
the anthropologist, and the student of society, of

history, of religion, of psychology ; they can never

satisfy the student of philosophy, or in particular,
of logic, and of truth for its own sake.

(e) Finally, sense (3), interpreted not absolutely
but relatively, so that an axiom is a principle
which lies at the basis of a certain selected system
of propositions, and which is not demonstrated in

the course of that system, remains the sense in

which the term ' axiom '

is still most serviceahly

employed in modern theory. Philosophy seeks not
absolute first principles, nor yet purely immedi-
ate insights, but the self-mediation of the system
of truth, and an insight into this self-mediation.

Axioms, in the language of modern theorj', are

best defined, neither as certainties nor as absolutely
first principles, but as those principles which are

used as the first in a special theory.
LiTERATiRE.—A Complete view of the literature of the problems

regarding axioms is impossible, since the topic is connected with
all the fundamental philosophical issues. A few sources are :—
Aristotle, Analyt. Post. i. 2, 3, Metaphys. iii. 2, iv. 3, 4 ; see also

Zeller, Philos. d. Griechen'^, ii. ii. 234-240. Of works bearing
on the topic we may specially name :

—Descartes, Discourse on
Method, and Meditations ; Spinoza, Tract, de Emend. InteUec-

tiis, and Ethics, especially pts. i. and ii. ; Locke, Essay on the

Human Understanding, esp. bks. i. and iv. ; Leibniz, Sou-
veaux Essais ; Reid, Inquiry into the Human Mind t, 1814, and

Essay on the Powers of the Human Mind^, 1S12 ; Kant, Eritik

der reinen Vemui\ft; J. S. Mill, Logic^, 1S72 ; Hegrel, Logic;
H. Spencer, Principles of Psychology^, 1870-72. Bertrand
Russell's Foundations of Geometry, 1897, and Principles of
Mathematics, 1903, and L. Couturat's Logique mathematique,
contain summaries of the principal problems and results regard-

ing the mathematical
'
first principles

' which are of philosophical

importance. JOSIAH ROYCE.

AZAZEL.—When the word ' Azazel' was first

introduced into a Western Bible or language is

unknown to the present writer. It does not occur

in the Concordances of the Greek, Latin, and
German Bibles ; it found a place in AVm at

Lv 16^-
^'^'"' for the 'scapegoat' of the text, and in

the text of the RV, 'dismissal' being its inter-

pretation on the margin. In Greek it seems to

have appeared first in print in Montfaucon's

Hcxapla, 1713, at Lv 16^, from Cod. X (Coislini-

anus, now M). It is found a second time, accord-

ing to Field, in the text of that Codex at v.^'^,

eli di'oi'TjX els rrjv ipv/iov ttjv airoTroixir-qv ; this reading
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being shared, aocorcling to Holmes-Parsons, by
Cod. 18. {In Redjiath, Concordance to the Proper
Names of LXX, p. 7, this reference to

v.'^
is

missing.) Tliougli it appears in the Hebrew IJible

three times in tTie famous chapter on the yearly
Feast of tlie Atonement, lexicographers as yet

completely disagi-ee as to its explanation. The
latest -work on Hebrew lexicographj-, that of

Brown- Driver -Briggs (1900), explains the word
as 'entire removal,' seeing in the form a '

redupl.

intens. abstr.' from \''['7ij;]
= Arab. J Lc, 'remove'

= ' entire removal' of sin and guilt from sacred

places into the desert on the back of a goat, the

symbol of entire forgiveness. This explanation
is said to be preferable to another, which tinds

in it a proper name, either of a rough and rocky
mountain (Fc/^/irt, 676, Dnnj!7 .irp), or of a spirit

haunting the desert. The form Vixi;; is, in this

case, considered as changed from 'jxnil ; »]V., '??<;f

being another name of a fallen angel. The name
is not found elsewhere in Hebrew. In the Syriac
Bible it is pronounced 'azaza'il, and explained
by the lexicographers as another name of the

archangel Michael (after Theodore of Mopsuestia,
Thesaurus Syriacns, p. 285 i)- The name be-

came well known among the Syrians as that of

a n\artyr in the days of Maximian, identified

with St. Pancras of the Western calendars ; see

'Histoire de Saint Azazail, texte syriaque inedit

avec introduction et traduction fran^aise : pre-
cedee des actes grecs de Saint Pancrace, publics
pour la premiere fois par Pr6deric Macler,' Paris,
1902 {Bibliothique de I'Ecole pratique des hautes

dtudes, fasc. 141), and cf. on it H. Delahaye, Ana-
lecta Bollandiana, xxiv. 93-95, and Brockelmann,
ZDMG Iviii. 499-501. Recently the whole concep-
tion has been derived from the Babj-lonians ; cf.

J. Dyneley Prince,
' Le Bouc Emissaire ciiez les

Babyloniens' [JA x. 2. 1, pp. 133-1.56, Ju.-Ao.

1903) ; but M. Possey [La Magie assijrienne, Pari.s,

1902, p. 85) seems to be right when he declares :

' Je ne puis rien voir de semblable.' If one reads
Lv 16 with an open mind, the impression is that
Azazel must be a being related to Jahweli in some-

thing of the .same way as Ahriman to Ormazd, or
Satan (Beelzebub) to (iod. To go into details on the
rite of Atonement or the stories about the fallen

angels (Gn 6^- -) is outside the scope of this article.*
LrrERATURE.—Driver, art.

'

Azazel,' in Hastings' IjD ; Ben-
zinger-Cheyne in Encyc. Bill.

; Volck in PHE^ ; Jexv. Encyc. ;

the Comm. on Leviticus ; Marmorstein, Stxidica zum Pseudo-
Jonathan Targum, 1905, p. 37 ff. El5. NESTLE.

* In the Book of Enoch (ch. 6), Asact is the name of one of

them, in the Greels text (ed. Radermacher) 'A<r;aA, Syncellus
'AfaTJA.; in ch. Sff. Azazel in the Ethiopic, 'AfarjA in the Greek
and Syncellus, "Afaf^A. according to IrenKus ; he is thrown ci;

n]V eprifiov ttjv oiiaav ev tw Aov5ai)A (Gr. Ao^omjA), explained by
Ueiger as abbre\iated from B'th Uadudo (the modem Deth-

l^udedun), the era;,' down which the goat for Azazel was pushed.

B
BAAL, BEEL, BEL (fem. Baalat, Beela,

Beltu). — Baal is a primitive title of divinities,
whicli is found in all branches of tlie Semitic race

(Arab. J.jo , ha I ; Eth. ba'dl, bd'l ; Min. and Sab.

bn'l; Sin. iSya, ha'lu; Nab. h'j2; Canaanite and
Heb. '?y3, ba'al; Phcen. and Pun. Sya, ba'l', Aram.

and Syr. Vi!3, v^^*^, b''el; Palm. Si3, b6l, and Va,

bel ; Bab. and Assyr. hel).

i. Pruutive measixg of tue name.—The
application of this name to deities is secondary ;

primarily it is a common noun denoting
'

pos-

sessor,'
' owner.'

(1) It denotes ownership of physical objects. Thus the ha'al

of a house, field, ditch, or animal is its 'proprietor'; the

ba'alat, its
'

proprietrix
'

(so in Heb. Phoen. Aram. Assyr. Arab.

Eth.). The I'-'ulim of a town are its 'citizens' (so in Heb.

Phojn.). Even in the singular the word may be used for
'

citizen
'

(cf. CIS 120, 'n:ia nSi'a xnn,
'

Irene, a citizen of

Byzantium '). (2) It denotes a '

jxjssessor
'

of certain physical
characteristics. Thus a two-homed ram is described as a la'al

of two horns ; a bird, as a ha'al of two wings ;
a hairy man, as

a l-a'al of hair (so in Heb. Assyr. Aram. Eth.). (3) It "denotes a
'

possessor
'

of certain mental qualities. Thus a decerning man
is called a ha'al of discernment; a hostile man, a ha'al of

hostility ; a sinful man, a ha'al of sin ;
a dreamer, a ha'al of

dreams ;
an eloquent man, a ha'al of the tongue (so in Heb.

Assyr. Aram. Eth.). (4) It denotes a '

possessor
'

of certain

rights or claims over others. Thus a plaintiff is called ha'al

of a case ;
a prosecutor, ha'al of one's justice ; a confederate,

ha'al of one's covenant (so Heb. Assyr. Aram. Eth.). (5) ba'al

denotes a ' husband '

as the ' owner '

of a wife (cf. Dt oi!* (-1)

where house, field, male slave, female slave, ox, and ass are
enumerated with wife as a man's possessions) (so in Heb. Nab.
Palm. Aram. Arab. Assyr.). It is noteworthy, however, that
ha'al is not used of the master of a slave, or of "any other person
who exercises authority over men. For the idea '

master,' or
'

lord," the Semitic languages in general use the words 'ddlt6n,
vidr, rabb, but not ha'al. Only in Bab.-Assyr. has bil (

= ta'aO
develoj>€d the general meaning of

' lord ' and become a synonym
of the other names of authority ; but this usage is evidently
secondary, since it is not found in the other dialects. Even the

meaning
' husband '

cannot be primitive, because the ba'al or
' owner' type of marriage was not origi.-.al among the Semites.
The evidence is abundant that the primitive constitution of

Semitic society, as of so many other earl}' peoples, was matri-
archal (see 'AsuTART, 2). In such a society, where the mother
was supreme and marriage \\as only a temporarj' union with
men of other tribes, the husband obviously could not be called
ba'al or '

owner,' since the wife was far too independent He
was known rather as 'ahu, 'nourisher,' which in the meaning of
' husband '

is older than in the meaning of
'

father
'

(cf. Jer 3*

and old Bab. usage). In the stage of fraternal polyandry,
which among some at least of the Semites succeeded the matri-
archal stage, the husband was not yet a ha'al, and was probably
still known as 'abu (see 'Amm). Onlj- at a relatively late date,
when society had finally passed to the monogamous or poly-
gamous stage and wives were secured by purchase, did the
husband become an ' owner.' The old word abu could no
longer be used in the sense of 'husband,' and was set apart to

express the idea of
'

father,' which now for the first time be-
came important, since children cow first knew their fathers.
A new terra, accordingly, had to be found to express the new
conception of the husband as an 'owner.' The other names of

authority, 'ddh&ii, mar, rabb, had already been pre-empted to

express the relation of master to slave and of superior to

inferior ;
but ba'al, 'owner,' was an indefinite word that might

be applied to the new relationship. It appears, accordingly,
that in primitive Semitic usage ba'al designated an owner of

thuigs or qualities, but not an owner of persons.

As a title of deity, ba'al retained its pnmitive
meaning as a common noun, and described the

divinity in question as an 'owner' or 'occupier'
of some physical object or locality, pos.?ibly also

as a '

possessor
'

of some attribute (see below, ii.

10). If the numen was regarded as masculine, it

was called a ba'al
; if feminine, a ba'alat. The

name was thus the equivalent of Arab, dhu (fem.

dhat),
' he of, jtossessor of,' wliich in the South

Arabian inscriptions alternates with ba'al in names
of gods. In Babylonian the common noun bel

{
= ba'al) developed the secondary meaning of

'

master,' or '

lord,' and, corresponding to this,

in the A s.syro-BabyIonian religion hel descril)ed

the god as an ' owner '

or ' lord
'

of persons.
Thus in tlieir inscriptions the Assj-rian kings
group the great gods of the nation under the

general formtila bele rabute beleya, 'the great
lords, my lords.' In such cases we have ba'als of

tribes and ba'als of per.sons, but this conception is
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not found among the other Semites and cannot be

primitive. Corresponding to the original usage
wliich limited the name ba'al to owners of things,
the b'^'dlim are elsewhere uniformly regarded as

proprietors of objects and of places, not as owners
of persons. Lords of tribes or of individuals are

'cldhtm, 'ddhdnivi, m^ldkhim, rabbim, inarin, but
never b^'ulim. One never meets Baal-Israel,
Baal-Moab, Ba'al-Ammon, as one meets Ba'al-
Sidon, Ba al-Lebanon, Ba'al-Maon, but instead
'E16M- or Melek-Israel, -Moab, -Anunon.

In Bab.-Assyr. the worshipper addresses his

god as Beli,
' my lord,' or Belli,

' my lady
'

(cf.

Madonna, Notre Dame) ; but this is not found in

the other dialects, except where there is direct

borrowing from the Babylonian. This is the case
in Belli of Palmyra (de Vogiid, Inscr. S6mit. 1868,
52, 155). She is the consort of the Babylonian
Bel, who is worshipped alongside of the native
Bdl. The Ba'alat of Gebal appears in Greek and
Latin writers as Beltis

{
= 'nSya), B^Xrts (Abydenus

in Miiller, FHG iv. 283, 9), B-fiXd-qs (Hesychius,
S.V.), BadXrts (Philo Byblius in FHG iii. 569, 25),
Balti [OIL iii. Suppl. 10393, 10964) ; but this is

never found in native Sem. inscriptions, and is

due to late syncretistic identification of tlie Ba'alat
of Gebal with Beltis of Babylon. The same is

true of HaKdvios (
=

f7]i3), 'our ba'al,' a title of

Juppiter Heliopolitanus in Chron. Pasch. i. 561.
It is noteworthy, however, that, while the wor-

shipper does not speak of the god as ' my ba'al,' he
may call himself 'slave of the ba'al,' e.g. in the
Phcen. proper names 'Abd-ba'l, and the Palmy-
rene name 'Abdi-b6l.

Where ba'al, 'proprietor,' is identified with
milek,

'

king,' as is the case in certain Phoenician

inscriptions, this is due to syncretistic combination
of the tribal god of the invading Semites with the
local numen of Tyre, and is analogous to the syn-
cretism that is seen in such Heb. proper names as

Ba'al-Yah, 'the ba'al is Jahweh' (1 Ch 12=), or

Yo-ba'al, 'Jahweh is the ba'al,' if Kuenen's re-

storation of Jg 9^^ be correct. Here Jahweh, the

conquering God of Israel, is identified with one of
the local ba'als. Thus Melkart

(
=

ri'ip I'jo),
'

king
of the city,' is called the ba'al of Tyre {CIS 121,
•la "jva npSoS piK*?,

' to our lord, to Melkart, the
ba'al of Tyre'). Similarly we find Milk-Ba'l,
'

king-owner,' a compound deity like Milk- Ash-
tart (CIS 123a, 147, 194, 380) ; Ba'al-MaMkit, the
name of a son of the king of Arvad (KIB ii. 173),

perhaps the prototype of tlie obscure Ba-al-ma-

la-gi-e of the treaty of Esarhaddon [KAT^ 357);
and Malak-bel in Palmyra (cf. also Jer 32^=). In
CIS, p. 155, the god px'^ya {

= Ba' al - Adonis)
occurs

;
cf. the proper name ^v^Jix, Lat. Idnibal

(CIS 139), and BeeX-fxapi (CIS I. i. p. 111). Such
late combinations in Phoenician do not invalidate
the general conclusion that ba'al as a divine name
designates primarily the owner of a sanctuary and
not tiie master of his worshippers.

If this be true, it follows that there are as many
b''dlim as there are sacred objects and sacred

places which they inhabit. Except in late theo-

logical abstraction, tiiere is no such thing as a god
Ba'al. The OT speaks habitually of the b''cilim

in the plural (Jg 2" Z'' S^^ 10«- 1», 1 S V 12'», 1 K
1818, 2 Ch 17=* 24^ 282 33^ 34^ Jer 2-3 9i3 (i^), Hos
216(13). 19 (i7> n2)_ According to Jer 2^8 W^, they
were as numerous as the cities. This plural
cannot be understood of images of one god Ba'al
(so the older interpreters, and more recently
Baethgen and Baudissin), for idols are never men-
tioned along with altars, standing stones, or asheras
as part of the equipment of sanctuaries of the
b^'dltm. Neither can it be treated as a '

plural of

majesty' like Elohim, for, unlike Elohim, when a
divine name it is never construed as a singular.

It can be taken only as indicating a multitude of
local numina. When the singular ba'al is used, it

requires a noun in the genitive to indicate Avhich
ba'al is meant ; e.g. Ba' al-Hazor, Ba'al-Sidon,
Ba'al-Harran, etc. The contention of Baudissin
(PRE^ 326) that these are merely the local forms
of one god Ba'al, like the local forms of Zeus
among the Greeks, is untenable, because there is

no evidence that ba'al ever became a proper name
like Zeus, and because the Semites never combined
names of gods with names of places in this fashion ;

e.g. we never meet such combinations as 'Ashfart-

Sidon,
'

Ashtart-Gcbal to distinguish the various
forms under which

'

Ashtart was worshijtped.
If ba'al is used without a following genitive, it

regularly takes the article in tiie OT and in the

inscriptions. Thus the ba'al of Jg 6-^-
'^- ^'^- *'• ^^ is

the local numen of Ophrah, 'the ba'al' of 1 K
JQSl. 32

J§21. 22. 25. 26. 40 J9I8 22=^ (^^) 2 K 3" 10^*"^^ 11'*

j'jie 213 23-«-
5
(and the corresponding passages in

Ch), Jer 28 7" ll'^-''' 12^^ 19" 23'3- ^'
32^--'', Hos

2" (8) 13\ Zeph 1* is Melkart, the ba'al of Tyre,
whose cult was introduced into Israel in the reign
of Ahab (1 K 16^"-), whence it spread to Judah
through the influence of Ahab's daughter Athaliah
( 1 K 22='* (=3), 2 K 8'8). In these cases it cannot be said
that ' the ba'al

' means the image of one god Ba'al,
or that the article is used to distinguish the local

manifestations of one deity (Baudissin, PBE''' 328).
In Babylonian, where there is no article, Bel

alone, as a designation of Marduk, the chief god
of Babylon, becomes a true proper name ; but this

usage is not found in the other dialects. The in-

sertion of the article in Heb. and in Phcen. shows
that ba'al has not yet lost its appellative force.

Only in proper names is the article with ba'al

omitted, e.g. in the place names Bamoth -ba'al

Kiryath-ba'al, in the Heb. personal names Jerub-

ba'al, Ish-ba'al, Meri-ba'al, Ba'al yada' , Ba'al-

Yah, Ba' al-hanan, and in numerous similar Phcen.

personal names, such as Ba'al-hanan, Hanni-bal,
Ba'al-yaton (see Bloch, Phon. Glossar. s.v. '?y3 ;

Scholz, Gotzendienst, 16811'.); but these forma-
tions do not prove that ba'al is a proper name
any more than the similar formations with 'ab,

'father,' 'ah, 'brother,' 'a7n, 'uncle,' melek,
'

king,' 'ddhSn,
'

lord,' prove that these words are

personal names of deities. The absence of the
article in these cases is due to the fact that these
formations go back to a time when the article had
not yet been developed in the various Semitic dia-

lects'. Ba'al is no more a proper name in these

compounds than debs in analogous Greek names.
In the same manner we must estimate the omission
of the article in names of gods compounded with

ba'al, e.g. Milk-ba'al,
'Adh6n-ba' al,'Ashtart-sMm-

ba'al, Tanit-pen-ba al, perhaps Ba'al-Gad and
Ba al-Zdph6n (see below, ii. 8, lO). When B^Xos
without the article is mentioned in the Greek in-

scriptions, the context shows tiiat only the local

deity is meant. Even in the Occident no one god
Ba'al arose, but tliere were many local ba'als,
whose names were either transliterated or trans-

lated into Greek or Latin. Augustine was still

conscious of the appellative force of the name in

Punic, when in his commentary on Judges (PL iii.

797) he translated ba'al ' dominus.' Jerome in his

commentary on Hos 1" translates it
'

ix'^") id est

habens '

; and Servius (ad Ain. i. 621) says,

'lingua Punica Baal deus dicitur.' In vieAv of

these facts it is impossible to agree with Baethgen
(Beitrage, p. 16) when he says,

' It is clear that
there was originally alwaj's one and the same
Ba'al, who stood in relations to various localities' ;

or with Baudissin (PliE^ 327), 'Ba'al was ap-

parently originally a title of the male divinity in

general. Afterwards, when a number of such
divinities were worshipped alongside of one an-
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other, this word became the designation of the

chief god of each locality.' On the contrary, in

Seni. inscriptions and in Sem. literature, outside

of Babylonia and Assyria, ba'al never loses its

appellative force. Only in the theological specula-
tions of Gr. and Lat. writers does Betas appear as

a great god. This syncretism is to be regarded as

the work of the Greeks, who were ignorant of the

primitive meaning of ba'al, and thus were able to

identify all the Sem. b<^'ctltm with the Bab. Belus

(see below, iii. 7).

If there was no such tiling as a god Ba'al, and
this name designated merely the individual pro-

prietor of a particular sanctuary, then it is evident

that the traditional identification of this deity
with the sun has no foundation. It is true that

the sun was the ba'al of certain places, as Larsa,

Sippar, Heliopolis (Ba'al-bek), Beth-Shemesh ;
but

this was only one of many kinds of ba'als. The
moon was the ba'al of Ur, of ^Jarran, of Palmyra,
and perhaps also originally of Sin-ai (from Sin, the

moon-god). Other gods of all sorts were ba'als of

other places. If Ba'al-hammdn has anything to

do with the sun, this proves only that the sun was
the ba'al of certain places (see below, ii. 5). By
the Greeks and the Bomans the local ba'als were
identified with Zeus, Saturn, and Herakles as well

as Sol. Only in the speculations of late writers

such as Macrobius, who are disposed to regard all

gods as of solar origin, is Ba'al formally identified

with the sun. This theory has been revived and
has been given wide currency in modern times

{e.g. Creuzer, SymbolUc u. Mythologk^, ii. •413;

Movers, Phonizier, i. 169 ; Baudissin, PRE •*

329 fV.), but is nevertheless destitute of scientific

founilation. So also Baethgen's theory that ba'al

was primarily the god of heaven {Beitrdge, p. 264),

or any other theory that identifies ba'al with a

single god, goes to pieces on the fact that this word
is not a proper name but an appellative.

In the light of these facts it appears that the

6a'«/-cult carries us back to the polyda^monistic

stage of religion (see PoiA'D.«MONlSM). Among
the Semites, as among other ancient peoples, and
as among savages in all parts of the world, every

object in nature that could do something, or that

was believed to be able to do somethinjj, was
reverenced as divine. The objects of worship were

conceived, after the analogy of human beings, as

living persons consisting of soul and body. The

phenomenon was the body, the indwelling spirit

was the ba'al or ' owner.' In the case of celestial

or atmospheric phenomena the name of the divinity
was usually the same as that of the [ihenomenon
(see below, ii. 8). Thus Shemesh was at once the

sun and the sun-god ; Kaniman, the thunder and
the thunder-god. In other cases the numen was

distinguished from the physical object by being
called its ba'al. This is a striking diflerence be-

tween Indo-European and Semitic polydannonism.
Among the Indo-Europeans Dajikne, 'the laurel,'

is also the name of the nymph that inhabits tliis

tree ; Amymone, the sacred spring at Nauplia,
is also the name of its indwelling nymph ; Athene,
the patron goddess of Athens, bears the same
name as her city : but among the Semites the
numen of a palm-tree is not called Tamar but
Ba al-tamar (Jg 20^^) ; the numen of a well, not

B''er but Ba'"lath-b^'er (Jos 19^) ; the numen of

a mountain, not Lebanon but Ba'al-Lcbanon (CIS
5) ; the numen of a city, not Sidon or Gebal but
Ba'al-Sidon (CIS 3) and Ba alat-Gebal (CIS 177).

This difterence of conception is significant for the
later developments of ludo-EurojJean and of

Semitic religion. The Indo-European could never
free himself from the identification of his gods
with nature, and consequently the highest forms
of his religion remained pantheistic. The Semite,

on the other hand, was accustomed from the
earliest times to distinguish between the object
and its ba'al. His religion tended towards tran-

scendentalism, and in its highest form among the
Hebrews became pure theism. Apart from this

more indei)endent relation of Semitic numina
towards the physical objects that they inhabited,
there was no essential dillercnce between the
b^'cllim and the nymphs, dryads, satyrs, fauns,

genii, fairies, gnomes, elves, and local gods of

primitive Indo - European religion (see Usener,
Gbtternamen). The b<^'clli)n, as a rule, had no
names of their own and no identity or existence

apart from the objects or localities that they in-

habited. Their cult was a lower stage of religion
than polytheism, for they were not gods in any
proper sense, but only 8aifj.ov€s, numbia, spirits.
Hence the name polyd;emonism, which recent
writers apply to this sort of religion instead of

the ambiguous term 'animism' used by earlier

writers. Out of the b'^'idim gods might grow by
groups of phenomena coming to be regarded as

manifestations of a single power, or by a par-
ticular ba'al coming to be the patron of a tribe or

of a city ; but, apart from such developments, the
b'^'dlim remained simply local daemons.

ii. Classification of the Ba'als. —Tim
ba'als may be classified, according to the physical

objects which they inhabit, as terrestrial and
celestial. Among the terrestrial ba'als we may
enumerate :

I. Ba'als of springs.
—For the primitive Semitic

nomad in the desert the spring was the most
wonderful object in nature. Its waters gushed
miraculously out of the a,rid sands, giving life to

vegetation, to man, and to beast. On it the

existence of the tribe dejiended, and about it as a
centre the tribe rallied. It is no wonder, therefore,
that it was reverenced as divine, and that its

numen was regarded as the mother of the tribe,

the ^iver
of all earthly blessings (see'AsiiTART, 3).

In all branches of the Sem. race springs retained
their sanctity down to the latest times.

The following sacred springs may be mentioned.—Among
the Arabs: the Zemzem at Mecca O^'ellhausen, Heste", 103 f.);

among the Canaanites and Hebrews, 'Eii-mishpdt,
' the spring

of decision,' an oracular fountain at Kadesh, 'the sanctuary'
(Gn 14') ; Beer-lahai-roi, between Kadesh and Bered (Gn 161'*) ;

Deer-sheba',
' well of seven '

(Gn 2131 2633, Am 5= Si-") ; 'Fn-rofjel,

near Jerusalem, by the sacred stone Zoheleth, where Adonijah
offered sacrifices and was proclaimed king (1K1»); G'l^tm,
' the gusher,' an intermittent spring near Jerusalem, where
.'Solomon was crowned (1 K 133), prob.ably the same as Bethesda

(Jn i- *), the modern Virgin's Fountain, which is still regarded
with superstitious reverence by the people of Jerusalem ; the

Dragon's Well, also near Jerusalem (Neh 213) ; 'En-shemesh,
'

spring of the sun '

(J03 15" 1817) ; Baal-Gad, or liaal-Hcrmon,

probably the sanctuary at the source of the Jordan at Panias

(belonging to the god Pan), or Caisarea Philippi, the modern
Banias.—-Among the Phoenicians : a spring at Joppa connected
with the myth of Perseus and Andromeda (Paus. iv. 35. 9) ; the
'

sanctuary of the spring Yidlal
'

(^Eshmutiazar Inscr., line 17) ;

the nymph •Acu/SpcT (
= rnnj; i'V,

'

overflowing spring') in Philo

Byb. {FHG iii. 570f., frag. 4, 5); the river Adonis (
= "3nN,

' my lord '), the modern Nahr Ibrahim, which bursts from a

cave in the side of Leb.anon at Afka, the seat of the cult of

'.\shtart and Adonis, according to Lucian {Dea Syr. 6) and
Euseb. {Vit. Const, iii. 55); the river Asklepios (the Gr. equiv-
alent of the Phcen. Eshmun), near Sidon (Antoninus Martyr,
ed. Tobler, p. 4 ; Levy, Phiin. Stud. i. 30f.).—In the Phoenician

colonies: the spring MaKapta(= lipC,
' fountain '), the daughter

of Herakles (Melkart), at Marathon (Paus. i. 32. C) ; the spring
Kviv-n at Syracuse (Diod. Sic. v. 4. 1), and the hot springs at

Himera, in Sicily (ib. iv. 23. 1), both of which were connected

with mvtlis of the Tvrian Melkart-Herakles ; the spring at

Gades, "in Spain (Strabo, iii. 5. 7 ; Pliny, Uy 97 [100], 219).—In

Syria : Slabbog (
= V?23, 'spring'), the native name of Bambyce

or Hierapolis, the sanctuary of the goddess Atargatis (see

.\TAROATis) ; the oracular spring Kandalia, at Antioch

(Sozomen, UE v. 19).—In Assvria : Rish-Eni, 'the fountain-

head' (Ashurnasirpal, Annals, \. 104). Many of these sanctu-

aries have retained their holiness down to the present time,

being regarded as the seats of Christian saints or Muslim nuliya'

(pi. of uali, 'patron i-aint'); and in all parts of the Muslim

world springs are still reirarded as the abodes of powerful

spirits, whose favour is sought through sacrifice and offerings
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'heifer*; 'Epher,
'

young gazelle
'

; 'Achbor, 'mouse'; 'Orel,

'ra%-en'; 'Arad, 'wild ass'; 'Etatn, 'vulture'; 'AJfralbim,

'scorpions'; Parah, 'cow'; jZibiah, 'gazelle'; Zippor,

Tahath, 'porpoise' ; Zibe'on, 'hvjena' ; Sha'albim,'tox' ; Leah,
' wild cow '

; Aun,
'

fi'sh
'

; Hoglah,
'

partridge
'

(list taken from

Gray, Heb. Proper Sames, 'p/S8 f.)- For similar animal names

among the Arabs and S\Tians see W. R. Smith, JPh ix. 75-100 ;

Noldeke, ZD3IG, 1686, pp. 148-187. The worship of the bullock

among the Hebrews is attested by Ex 324f., 1 K 12'-Sf., Hos 86

105 132, and by the survival of T2J<, 'bullock,' as a title of

Jahweh. Such place names as Beth-car, 'house of the lamb '

;

Beth-lebaoth,
' house of lions

'

; Deth-nimrah,
' house of the

leopard
'

; Beth-hoglah, 'house of the partridge,' are analogous
to Deth-bagim', Beth-El, Beth-Shemesh, compounded with

names of gods, and seem to indicate that these places were
seats of totemic animal-worship. If the name Dagoa be derived

from doff, 'fish,' this is an additional evidence of Sem. animal-

worship"(see Dagos). The sf'irim,
'

hairy ones, he-goats,' of

Lv 177, Is 1321 3414, 2 Ch 1115, like the hairy Jinn of the Arabs

(V,". R. Smith, p. 119 fi.), are survivals of the same sort of cult.

In Arabia we find also Asad, 'lion'; A'cwr, 'vulture'; 'Auf,
' bird of prey

'

(see Arabs, i. 3) ; in Babylonia, SIli-SHAJ^= Bel-

thal^i,
' lord of the wild boar.'

Totemic animals Avere classed by OT writers

along vciXh. other local numina under the general
name of the h^'alim, but it -was not Semitic usage
to speak of the hci al of an animal as one spoke of

the haul of a spring or of a tree. The bullock

was worshipped directly, not the haul of the

bullock (yet compare Bel-sluiM above). The reason

for this, apparently, was a stronger sense of person-

ality in the animal. It was an individual like

a man, while a spiing or tree was not an indi-

vidual but an abode of one. The only exception
to this rule is the name Ba'al-zebub, the god of

Ekron, whose oracle was consulted by Ahaziah

(2 K 1--
^- ^-

^^). If the text be sound, this means
'owner of flies' ; so LXX BdaX /xwa dets. Baudissin

{PHEP ii. 515) compares Zeis dirofivLos in Pans. v.

14. 1, viii. 26. 7 ; Clem, of Alex. Protrept. ii. 38,

ed. Dindorf (cf. Pliny, HX x. 2S [40]. 75 ; Aelian,
Nat. Anim. v. 17), but there is no evidence that

the cult of this deity wa.s of Sem. origin. The
name Ba al-Zchub occurs nowhere el.se than in the

Eassage
just cited in 2 Kings. Cheyne {EBi i. 407)

olds that this form is a contemptuous Jewish per-
version of Ba'al-zebul=£e'€/-2€6M^, 'owner of the

dwelling,' the form which occurs in the best MSS
of Mt 10^ 122^, Mk 3^, Lk 1 1^^-

18J-
(gee below, 6). If

so, this name has nothing to do with flies, and the
one instance of a compounding of Baal with the
name of an animal disappears (see B.A..\LZEBUB).

4. Baals of mountains.—The sanctity of motxn-

tains among all the Semites was due, perhaps, to

the awe which their grandeur in.spired, perhaps to

their connexion with clouds and storms.

In Arabia, Sinai was counted holy from the earliest times

(Ex 31 42; 2412). Its name is probably derived from the moon-
god Sin. It retained its sanctity down to a late date (1 K \Vi).

Other Arabian holy mountains were Hira, Taur, Tabir,
Ko'aika'an, and 'Arafat (v. Kremer, CttUurgeichichte des

Orients, ii. 14). In Ethiopic dabr means both ' mountain ' and
'

monastery.' According to Dt 122, Jer 220 3H 172, Ezk 6i3 20^8,
1 K 14-3, 2 K 16* 171c, Is 577, Hos 4" the Canaanites and
Hebrews sacrificed

'

upon every high hill.' So conspicuous
was this cult that it seemed to the Aram3[;ans that the gods of

the Hebrews were gods of the hills (1 K 2iy^- 28). The following
holy mountains are known in Canaan :

—Hor (Xu 2025*-), Peor
(Nil 2328f), Xebo (Dt 32-»i» 34'), which derives its name from the

Babylonian god Nebo (Is 461) ; the hill at Kiriath-jearim where
the ark was kept (1 S 71), the mountain of the land of Moriah
(Gn 222- 14), Zion (Is 22 Sand often), the Mount of Olives (2 S 1»«,
1 K llT), Mizpah (Jg 201- !» 26-2J 211-2 5, ] s 7^), Ramah (1 S "i"

912-14. IS.
25), Gibeah (1 S 105. 12), Gibeon (1 K 3*), the mountain at

<J]:.hrah (Jg 62S), EbaJ and Gerizim (Dt 27*- 12, Jos b^- ^, Jn 420),
Tabor (Jg 46- 12.

14, Hos 6i),Carmel (1 K 1820. 30),GUead (Gn 31-»5-54),

Hermon (Jerome, Orwrn. Sac., ed. Lagarde, p. 90, 19 ff. ; Euseb.
Onvm. s.v. '.Ktptimv). In the case of Hermon the ancient

sanctity is still attested by the numerous ruins of temples that
remain upon its slopes. "The word bamah, which in the OT has
come to be the general designation of seats of idolatrous

worship, seems to denote primarily a '

height.' It is thus a

witness to the wide diffasion of worship on hill-tops (see Higu
Vlact.). Among the Phoenicians, Philo Byblius names Anti-

lebanon, Lebanon, Kasios, and Brathy as holv mountains
(Miiller, FHG p. 566, frag. 2, 7). Baudissin {Studien, ii. 247)

conjectures that Brathy is a corruption of Tabor. Slrabo

(xvL 2. 15 f.) also mentions a sacred promontory near Tripolis.
For holy mountains in the Phan. colonies see Baudissin,
Studien', iL 249. For holy mountains in Northern Syria and
Mesopotamia see Baudif^sin, ii. 246. For modern survivals of

this cult see Curtiss, Urmia. Bel. p. 153 ff.

The di\-inities that inhabited these mountains
were their b^'dlim. The name of Serbal, the
traditional Sinai, is probably compounded with
ba'al. An Egyptian text speaks of the 'ba'al

upon the mountains' (W. M. Miiller, Asicn m.

Eurofta, p. 309). Jn Canaan we hud Ba'a!-Pe or

(Nu 253-5, Dt 43, Hos 9", Ps 106^), or simply Pe'or,
as the name of the god (Nu 25^- 3r-*^ Jos'22'', cf.

Beth-Pc or, Dt^"^ Qia.); Bamoth-baal, 'the high
places of the ba'aV (Nu 22-*i 23"-, Jos 13^^) ; Kar-
hab-ba'alah, 'mountof the6a'(??aA'(Jos lo^^); Zeus

Atabyrios = Ba' al-Tahor (Gesenius, Then. s.v. mrr) ;

Ba'al-Hermon (Jg 3^, 1 Ch 5^; ; Zeus Karmelos
= Ba'ai-Carmel (Tac. Hist. ii. 78); among the

Phoenicians, Baal-Lebanon {CI^ 5}, probably the
same as the god

' Amunu, lord of the mountain '

(Keisner, ffi/mn. p. 139, lines 143, 145; cf. KAT^
433), and Zei'j Ipeios of Philo Byblius ; Ba'li-ra'si

= Ba'al-ras, 'ba'al of the promontory' (Shal-
mane-ser II., fragment of annals, KIB i. 141) ; Zeus
Kasios=Ba'ai-Kasiw, 'ba'al of the precipice,' in

Xabatojan inscriptions vsp .-;'?« (Baudissin, Studien
ii. 238) ; at Carthage, Saturnus Balcnranensis—

Ba'al-Karnaim, 'ba'al of the tv.o horns,' who
was worshipped on a two-peaked mountain near

Carthage, the modem Jebel bd Kumein, where a
temenos and altar have been discovered with
himdreds of stelje, dating from the 2nd and
3rd cents. A.D., bearing the inscription 'Satumo
Balcaranensi, domino, magno, sancto, augusto'
(Toutain, Melanges ecole franc., Piome, 1892, pp.
1-124, pi. i.-iv.).

5. Ba'als of stones.—Among the Semites, as

among other primitive peoples, masseb6th, or

fetish-stones, were reverenced as abodes of spirits.

Among the Arabs the most famous instance is the black stone
at Mecca, which still forms the religious centre of the Muslim
world. "There was aJso a holy stone at the sanciuarj- of al-'Vzza

at Nahla (Wellhausen, Rente 2, p. 39), and at the sanctuarj- of the
L'od of Petra (Suidas, «.r. Ztv? dprTp ; Epiphan. Panarion, IL).

The prohibitions of the Law assume that such stones were stand-

ing in all parts of Canaan, and were adopted bv the Israelites as

jjart of the worship of Jahweh (Lv 261, Dt 12^ 1622, Jer 2^7 3i').

The following holv stones are particular! v mentioned: the twelve

I'illars at Sinai (Ex 24-i): 'Lot's Wife '

(Gn 192C) ; the stones at

Gilgal,
' the circle

'

(Jos 43-20) ; the stone at Beth-Shemesh (1 S

61S), at Zor'ah (Jg 1319) ; the pillar of Rachel's grave at Bethlehem
(Gn 35-"J) ; the stone of Bohan (Jos 15^ ISi') ; the stone Zoheleth,
near Jerusalem (1 K 1^) ; the ' foundation-stone

'

in the 'Temple
(Bab. Talm. Yoma, 54a) ; the stone of help at Mizpah (1 S 1'^) ;

the stone "Ejel, near Gibeah (1 S 201*') ; the stone at Bethel (Gn
2818-23 3113 3514), at Ophrah (Jg 620), at Shechem (Jos 242^, Jg 9^) ;

the stones on Ebal (Dt 27-«), on Mount GUead (Gn 3145-52). Among
the Phoenicians the name Zur, Tyre, 'rock,' is perhaps derived
from the sacred stone of the local god. Coins of Seleucia, in

Pieria, bear the inscription 'Zeus Kasios,' and show an upright
stone standing in a temple (Mionnet, M--''<iitUs Ant. v. 270 f.).

The goddesses of Gebal and of Paphos were siiiiiiarl.v represented
(see 'Abhtart, 4), so also in Syria the god £la;:abal at Emesa
(Cohen, Lincriptiondfg monnaies,p. 530ff.,Nos. 126-129, pi. xv.

127). At Nisibis in the 4th cent, there was a similar holy stone

(Beitr. z. Alterthvrnslninde, ISiO, p. 772; see iUssKBAH). For

stone-worship in modem Arabia see Zv.eniir, Arabia, pp. 36, 39,

2S4, and for modem Syria see Curtiss, Uraem. P^el. p. 9<jff.

Similar in character to the maaebith, or 'standing stones'

were the hammaulm, which along with altars, 'deherim, and
idols formed part of the equipment of high places (Lv 2G''*, Is 17*

279, Ezk 64-6, 2 (ih 14*- (5) 34-*-^. In the Palmyrene inscription

(de Vogu^, op. dt. 123a) a hamrndtia is dedicated to the sun. In

an inscription from Um el-'Awamid (CIS 8) and in the ya'sub

inscription (Hoffmann,
' Phon. Inschr.' A GG xxx\-\. , liO<.; p. 20 ff.)

the deity El-hammdn occurs. 0%er i.'.' ins-cript^
• = " " ^11

upright stelae, iike gravestones, from Carthage, Ijear !>-

tion, "To the Lady Tanit, face of Ba'al. and to tht

hamnuin, so and so has dedicated this.' Ba'al-hamman is aLso

mentioned frequently in inscriptions from Malta, Sicily, and
Sardinia. In three inscriptions (CIS 4'.4, 405 ; Euting, Earth.

Jngchr. 123) the dedication is to Hammdn without the prefixed
Ba'ai. Rashi first suggested that hammdn was derived from the

late Heb. and Pvabbimc word hammd,
'

sun,' and translated it
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'

sun-images
'—an opinion that has been followed by many modern

versions and commentators ; but this translation is unknown to
the ancient versions. LXX renders fi^Aii/a, pSfkyyuara, eiSujAa,

Tc/aeVr), vyjjrjkd ; Jerome, simulacra, delubra. No support is

afforded to this theory by the fact that a hammdna is dedicated
to the sun, since, according to 2 Ch 34'!, the Ixammdnim belonged
to 'the hed'llm' in general. That Ba'al-ljammdn had solar

attributes, or that the name means ' owner of the sun '

or '

glow-
ing la'al,' has not been proved. Ba'al is never compounded with
shemesh,

' the sun," or with the names of any of the other heavenly
bodies (see below, 8) ; it is unnatural, therefore, to regard
hamnidn as a synonym of shemesh. To take it as an adjective,
'glowing,' agreeing with Ba'al, is also without analogy (see below,
lo). The suggestion of Renan {CIS I. i. 288 f.), that liammdn
is the same as the Egyptian god Amun Ra, is untenable! becau.se
in Heb. his name appears as "Amon. The theory of Halt!^vy

(Melanges, p. 426), that Ijammdn is Sit. Amanus, and that Ba'al-
liammdn is the Ba!al of this mountain, is more in accordance
with Sem. analogy ; but in the Bab.-Assyr. inscriptions AmaTuis
appears as Amana without the strong initial i^uttural. It is alao
hard to see how objects used in the cult of this deity should have
been called ' Amanuses.' For such a usage there is no analogy
in the worship of other mountain-gods. We seem accordingly to
be shut up to the view that lidmmdn is a cult-object of unknown
et.\-mology, and that Ba'al-liammdn is the deity that inhabits
this object. This is strictly in accordance with "the analogy of
such names a,s Bdal-tamar, 'Ba'al of the palm,' and Ba'>'lath-

be'er,
' Ba'alath of the well.' From the OT references it appears

that the liammamm were artificial products,
' the work of their

fingers
'

(Is 178), that thev ' rose up
'

(Is 279)
' above the altars

'

(2 Ch 34-1), that they could be ' cut off
'

(Lv 263"),
' broken' (Ezk

6*), and 'hewn down' (Ezk 68, 2 Ch 347). These expressions
seem most applicable to stone pillars similar to the ma^^ebOth.
It is interesting to note that in none of the passages where ham-
7nti/ihn are mentioned are ma§^eb6th mentioned. On the con-

trary, the Jiammdnim are combined with the 'dsherim in Is 17**

279, 2 Ch 34'*- 7, just as the mafsebdth and the 'dsh^rlm are

ordinarily combined. This suggests that the Jic^mmdnUn are
only variant forms of the mMffebdth, perhaps artificially hewn,
while the latter were native rock. In all probability the stehe
dedicated to Ba'al-hammdn at Carthage and other Phoun.
colonies were just such hamm,dnirn.
A survival of stone-worship is seen in proper names com-

pounded with ??<r, mi',
'

rock,' e.g. Zuri-el,
' my rock is a god

'

;

iCur-Shaddai,
' a rock is Shaddai '

; Eli-zur,
' my god is a rock '

;

Beth-ziir,
' house of rock

'

; and, in the Panammu inscription from
Zenjirli, Bar-zur, 'son of rock' (Lidzbarski, J^'ordsinn. Epig. p.

442). In the light of these facts we should probably estimate
the use of Ziir as a name of Jahweh (Dt 32-1-15. is.

sof.^ 1 s 22,
2 S 223. 32.

47; Is 1710 3029, Hab II2 etc.). The proper name Riz-

pah,
' hot stone,' probably refers to a meteoric stone or supposed

' thunderbolt '

that was reverenced as a fetish.

The .sacred stone was regarded as the residence
of a divinity, and therefore Avas known as beth-el,
' abode of deity

'

(cf. Gn 28'^'-", where Jacob calls

the stone that he sets up beth-el, and Gn SV^, Avhere
God says,

'
I am the God of Bethel, where thou

didst anoint a tnassehdh, where thou didst vow a
vow '). This name for holy .stones was common also

among the Phoenicians, from whom it spread to the
Greeks and the Romans as /SairuXcj, j3aLTv\iov (see
Stones).
The divine proprietor of the ' house of deity

'

Avas
its ba'al, just as the human owner of a house was
its ba'al; e.g. Ba'al-hamman, 'owner of the stele,'
in the numerous Punic inscriptions referred to
above. The form Ba' al-massebdh does not happen
to occur, but is perfectly in accord with Sem. habits
of thought, and is the necessary counterpart to the
conception of the massebdh as a beth-el.

6. Baals of sanctuaries.—In a few cases, ap-
parently, the ba'al is not named from the sacred

object in which he is supposed to reside, but from
the sacred enclosure that surrounds this object.
The Sabrean goddess Dhat Him^, 'she of the holy
ground' (ZDMG, 1877, p. 84), thus takes her name
from iier temenos. A similar formation seems to

be found in nnnn rhv^ {CIS 41), which with Renan
is probably to be rendered 'Ba'alat of the inner

sanctuary.' After tliis analogy also we should

perhaps interpret Bal-addiris (
= mn S'3), who was

worshipped at Signs, in Numidia {CIL viii. 5279 ;

Suppl. 19121-19123). If Baal-zebul be the correct

reading instead of Ba al-Zdmb (see above, 3), then
this ' ba'al of the dwelling

'

may take his name
from the sanctuary in which he Avas worshipi)ed
(but see below, 8).

7. Ba'als of places.
—In the foregoing cases Ave

are told v.hat the particular natural phenomenon

Avas with Avhich the ba'al Avas connected. In other
cases the phenomenon is not mentioned, but the
ba'al is named from the place in Avliich he Avas

Avorshipped. Thus in Canaan AA'e find Ba'al-Me'on
(Nu 32^8^ Jos 13", Ezk 2r)«, 1 Ch 58), Ba'al-Shalishah
(2 K 4«), Baal-Hazor (2 S 13'^) ; in Phcenicia, Ba'al-
Sidon(C76'3), Ba'al-Tyre(Hottiiiann, AGO xxxvi.,
1890, p. 19), Ba'alat-Gebal [CIS 1, 177); in Syria,
Belos of Apamea iClL xii. 1277); in Asia Minor,
Ba'al-Tarsus (Scholz, Gotzendicnst, 149), Ba'al-
Gazur (Head, Hist. Num. 631). In all the.se cases Ave

must suppose that the divinity Avas connected Avith

some striking physical phenomenon, only Ave are
not told Avhat this Avas, but are merely given the
name of the^toAvn Avhere it Avas located. Sometimes
Ave knoAv from other .sources that there Avere sacred

springs, trees, or .stones in the places in question.
8. Celestial ba'als.—The object Avith which the

divinity Avas connected Avas not necessarily situated
on the earth ; it might be the sky, one of the

heavenly bodies, or some atmospheric phenomenon.
Thus in Palmyrene, Phoenician, ;ind Punic inscrip-
tions Ave find freqirent mention of Be'el-sh^mayin,
Ba'al-shamem. This name is not derived from
shemesh,

'

sun,' as many haA'e supposed, on the

strength of identifications of this god Avith the sun

by late Greek Avriters, but is derived from shdmayim,
'

sky,' as Augustine (Qucest. in Jud. xvi.) correctly
translates,

' Balsamem quasi dominum coeli Punici

intelliguntur dicere.' It does not mean 'Lord of
Heaven '

in any abstract theological sense, but ' the
one Avho lives in the sky.' It is thus the exact

equivalent of the Sabsean god, Dh-d-Samdwi,
' he of

the sky.' Ba'al-Shdmem is the Sem. counterpart
of Varuna, Ovpavos, among the Indo-Europeans. It
is noteAvorthy, hoAvever, that, Avhile the latter

Avorship the sky directly, the former worship the
ba'al of the sky (Lidzbarski, Ephemeris, i. 3).

Closely connected Avith Ba'al-shdmem in concep-
tion is Ba'al-zephon (zaphon),

' OAvner of the nortli.'

This AA'as the name of a toAvn on the Red Sea (Ex
142. 9^ ]sj^j 337)_ ^ goddess, Ba'alat-zaphon, Avas also

Avorshipped at Memphis (W. M. Miiller, Asien u.

Etiropa, p. 315). In the annals of Tiglath-pileser
III. [KIB ii. 26 f.) a peak of Lebanon bears the
name Ba'ali-sapuna (cf. Sargon, Annals, 204). In
the treaty betAveen Ba'al, king of Tyre, and Esar-

haddon, king of Assyria, one of the gods mentioned
ia Ba' al-sap2i7iu (KAT^ 357). There Avas a toAvn

Zaphon in Gad (Jos 13^^, Jg 12'), also in Southern
Palestine [KIB a-.. No. 174, 16), but it does not
seem likely that this god can have derived his name
from either of these insignificant places, since his

cult spread all the Avay from Phoenicia to Egypt.
Zdphon is rather an abbreviation of Ba'al-zdph6n,
and that in its turn of Beth-ba' al-zdph6n, just as
we find the series Md'On, Ba'al-Md'On, and Beth-
ba'al-Md'dn (Nu 323- ^s, Jos 13'^). Moreover,
Zdphdn alone occurs as the name of a deity in the
Phoen. proper names jsiinn from AhyAos(CIS 108),

[S!innj; from Carthage (67^' 265), Vv^j-jii from Carthage
{CIS 2U7, 857). The last name is Baal-zdphdn,
Avith the elements reversed. The name Gir-sapilnu,
' client of Zdphon,' appears also as the name of an

eponym in the time of Ashurbanipal {KIB i. 207,
iv. 139). These names throAV ligiit upon the Heb.

projicr names ZaplK)n, Zephon, Zephonites, Ziphion.
If Zaphon is a god, Ave may either siipjjose Avith

Gray {Heb. Pr. Names, p. 135) that this is a case
of compounding two divine names, like Jalnveh-

Elohim, or, more probably, Ave may regard Zaphon,
' the nortii,' as an object that might either be

Avorshipped dn-ectly or be regarded as the abode of

a deity, so that the god might be called indifler-

ently ZdphSn or Ba'al-ZdphCn. The .sanctity of

the north as the dAvelling-place of the gods is Avidely
attested among the Semites (Is 14^'; cf. Baethgen,
Beitrdge, p. 22 f. ; Baudissin, Studien, i. 278). Ba'al-
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zilphdn,
' owner of tlie north,' accordingly, is

nearly synonymous with Ba'al-sliamem, 'owner
of the sky,' although in the Phoen. pantheon the

two deities existed side by side {KAT^ 357). The
name Ba'al-zebul, 'owner of the dwelling' (see

above, 3 and 6), may be given with reference to

this heavenly abode rather than with reference to

an earthly sanctuary (so Cheyne, EBi 514).

The worship of the sun, moon, and stars was
universal among the ancient Semites (cf. Baethgen,
Beitrdge, p. 61 ; GrunwalJ, Eigennamen, pp. 30-35 ;

Jastrow, Rd. Bab.- pp. 134, 151 ; KA T^ pp. 361-370) ;

but, as noted above, it was not customary to speak
of tiie b^'dltm of the^e celestial objects as one spoke
of the ba'al of the sky or the ba'al of the nortli.

Like animals, they seemed to possess personality,
and were worshipped directly as gods rather than
as the abodes of gods. By the Hebrews they were

sjioken of collectively, not as the b^'dlim, but as

'the host of heaven.' The same holds true of

atmospheric phenomena. Ilamman, 'thunder'

(/v^-iy^ 442) ; Eegem, 'storm'; Barak, 'lightning'
(KAT^ 446) ; Reshcph, 'flame' [KAT^ 478) ; Pdz-

;>"A, 'thunderbolt' (?) ; Barad, 'hail'; Matar,
' rain

'

; Geshem,
' shower '

; 7'«^.
'

<iew
'

; J^urepli,
'

frost,' are shown by the evidence of proper names
to have been objects of worship in all branches of

the Semitic race (Grunwald, Eigennamen, p. 28 f.).

Tliese phenomena are worshipped directly. Ram-
man, Regem, BaraJf, and Resheph are the gods' own
names, and we never meet Ba'al-RaTuman or Ba'al-

Regem as the name of a god, although such forma-
tions are common in names of men (see below, 9).
In this respect Semitic and Indo-European nature-

worship were strictly parallel (see Akabs, I. 1).

9. Adopted ba'als.—Celestial and atmospheric
phenomena that could not be reached in their

proper abodes like terrestrial b''dlim often had
sanctuaries built for them on earth, and thus by a
sort of adoption became tlie b'dlim of these places.
Thus DhU-Samdiot,

' he of the sky,' appears in the
Sabajan inscriptions also as ba'al of Baqir ; and in

like manner Ba'al-shdmtm,
' owner of the sky,' is

baal of Tyre {KAT^ 357), of the Phoenician
colonies (Baethgen, Beitr. p. 25), and of Palmyra
(tie VogUe, op. cit. 50). Ba'al-zdphdn, 'owner of

the north,' as w<j have seen above, is also a ba'al of

Egypt and of Phoenicia. Shams,
' the sun,' is in the

Sabrean inscriptions also ba'alat of Guhfat (CIS
iv. 11. 1) and ba'alat of Gabbaran (CIS iv. 43. 3).

The sun was the ba'al of Ba'al-bek (Heliopolis),
and Marduk, the spring sun, was the bcl of Babylon.
Sin, the moon-god, was the bel of Ur and of ^arran
(Lidzbarski, Norclsem. Epig. p. 444, pi. xxiv.), and
in Palmyra a god bore the name Yarchi-b6l ('jnm'),
' the moon is ba'al.' On a Syrian seal (Lidzbarski,
Ephemcris, i. 12) the name Ba' al-Regem appears,
which shows that in some districts Regem,

' the

storm,' had become the local ba'al. Similarly,
\ arious 'dJ/i6nim, m'ldkhim,

'

ashtdrdth, and other
tribal gods, that had originally no connexion with

})iiy6ical phenomena, might become the b''dUm of
certain places, through the circumstance that their

worshippers settled in these places. Thus Jahw eh
became for the ancient Hebrews the ba'al of Canaan,
Melkart for the Phcenicians the ba'al of Tyre, and
Ashtart for the Gebalites the ba'alat of Gebal.
Certain local b''dltm also became so important that
their cults migrated to other cities, so that they
became the b''dlim of these new places. Under
the name of Zeus Atabyrios the cult of Baal-Tabor
spread to Rhodes and Sicily (Baudissin, Studien,
ii. 247). Zeus Kasios (=.Ba al-^asiw) was also the
ba'al of Pelusinm (Strabo, xvi. 2. 33 ; Philo Bybl. in

Muller, FHG p. 568). Mell^art, the ba'al of Tyre,
was also worshipped at Carthage and the other
Phoen. colonies. Ba al-Harran was also one of the
gods of Sam'al (Lidzbarski, Nordsem. Epig. 444,
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pi. xxiv.). In such cases as these, where b''dlim
were not originally connected with sanctuaries, but
became their proprietors by adoption, they might
have individual personal names ; ordinarily they
were nameless, and were known merely by the

locality in which they had their abode.
10. Departmental ba'als. — The ba'als studied

thus far all derived their titles from the fact that

they were the 'proprietors' of certain physical
objects or places. This usage of the divine name
corresponds to the meaning

' oAvner
'

or ' citizen
'

of
the common noun ba'al. The question now arises
whether the divine name is also used like the com-
mon noun in the sense of '

possessor of an activity.'
Numina, which preside over abstract qualities or

activities, are very common in the Indo-European
religions, and by \]s.enev {Gbtternamen) have been
entitled 'departmental deities.' Of the existence
of such b''dlim in tlie Semitic religions there is no
clear evidence. At the temple of Deir el-Qal'a,
near Beirut, inscriptions have been found in honour
of BaX/xa/)Kc6577S, BaX/xapKuiO. This name is translated

Koipavoi Kw/xuv, 'leader of dances' (le Bas, 1855 =
Kaibel, Epig. Gr. 835), which indicates that the
Phoen. original is Ba'al-Marqod. Marq6d is evi-

dently a derivative of raqcid, 'dance,' and may
express the abstract idea ot '

dancing.' This inter-

pretation seems to be favoured by tlie Greek
translation. In this case we have a ba'al who pre-
sided over a human activity, like the Indo-European
departmental deities. MarqCd, however, also de-

notes '

dancing-place,' and may have been the name
of the locality where the temple was situated.
' Owner of the dancing-place

'

could easily have
been paraphrased in Greek as ' leader of dances.'
In this case we have simply a ba'al avIio takes his

name from the locality where he is worshipped,
like all the other ba'als we have studied thus far.

In an inscription from Cyprus (CIS 41) we meet
KSTD *?>•!. This is commonly read Ba'al-marpe,
'possessor of healing,' or Ba' al-m'rappe,

' Baal the

healer,' in which case we have another departmental
ba'al ; but marpe,

'

healing-place,' or m'rappe,
'

healer,' may equally well have been the name of a
medicinal spring of which this ba'al was the owner.
This will then be a local ba'al of tlie familiar type.

In Jg 8^^ O* mention is made of Ba'al-berith (cf. 9**

El-berith). This is commonly interpreted 'Ba'al
of the covenant.' The 'covenant' is then under-
stood of the relation between the deitj' and his

worshippers (Baethgen, Sayce), or of an alliance
between Israelites and Canaanites (Bertheau,
Kittel), or of an alliance between Shechem and
neighbouring Canaanite towns (Ewald, Kuenen,
Wellhausen, Cheyne), or of agreements in general,
as Zei)s"0/5«:ios (Noldeke, ZDMG xlii., 1888, p. 478).
On any of these interpretations the name stands
without confirmation elsewhere in the OT, and
without analogy in the whole Held of Semitic re-

ligion. Under these circumstances it is reasonable
to suspect textual corruption in the passage in

Judges. Instead of nna, b'rith, we should perhaps
read nn3, b'ruth, 'cypress' (Ca P^). The worship
of a Phoen. goddess, Berouth, is attested bj' Philo

Bybl. (Miiller, FHG p. 567, fr. 2, 12). There was a
famous holy tree at Shechem (see above, ii. 2). Or
perhaps we should read niiND, Z*^t'/-(5^/i, 'wells.' Ba'al-
o'erath would then be the counterpart of Ba'"lath-
b'er (Jos 19^). Less likely is the suggestion of

Bochart and Creuzer, that we sliould read Ba'al-

Ber6th, Ba'al of Beirut (Berytus).
Ba al-Gad (Jos 11" 12' 13^) is commonly rendered

'lord of fortune,' and is supposed to be a deity
whose function it was to bring good luck ; but Gad
is also the name of a god in Is 65'\ probably also in

the proper names il/i9f/^/-G«rf(Jos 15''")and Gaddi-E'

(Nu 131"), Gaddi (Nu 13"), and the tribal name Gad.
The name Gad-melek, 'Gad is king,' occurs on a
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Hel). seal ; Giida-bal= Gad-ba al (Hotimann, Ph(en.

Inner. 27) and such names as Gadi-ya, Gndi-ilu, in

Assyrian business documents (Johns, Deeds, No. 275,
5 ; 443, etc. ). For the cult of this god in Syria
see Baethgen (Beitr. p. 76), and in Arabia, Well-
hausen {Eeste^, p. 146) ; see ' Gad '

in HDB and EBi.
If Gad he regarded as the name of a deity in Ba'al-

Gad, the difficulty arises that this is an abnormal
formation for names of places. Such compounds
as Baal-Gad, 'the owner is Gad,' and Gudu-ba'l,
' Gad is the o\vnei%' are common as names of persons,
but not as names of places (Gray, Heb. Pr. Names,
p. 134). Ba' al-ZdjjhSn furni.shes no real analogy,
since Zdphvn is not only the name of a god, but
also the name of a place,

' the north.' If we might
suppose that Ba' al-Gad was originally the name of

a man, and that the place was named after him,
the difficulty would be solved ; but there are no

trustworthy analogies for such a procedure. Baeth-

gen (Beitr. pp. 79, 254) regards this as a case of the

.synthesis of two deities, like
'

Ashtar-Chemosh,
'Atar-Ate, Jahiueh-Elohbn ; but this implies that
ba'al had become a proper name, and of this there
is no evidence among the HebreAvs or among any of

the other West Semites until a late period. Ac-

cordingly, it is best to follow with Stade {Gesch. Isr.

i. 272 n.) the analogy of the other ba'als, and to

regard Gad as the name of the district occupied by
the tribe of Gad. The name of Ba' al-Gad y:\\\ then
be parallel to Ba' al-Judah. Even if Ba' al-Gad
were not situated in the tribe of Gad, this would
make no ditl'erence, for, as we have just seen, b^'dlim

frequently migrated.
The name cs' hyi (CIS 866. 4) is commonly re-

garded as the equivalent of Heb. Ba'al-yamim,
•owner of days,' and is supposed to be a sort of

Sem. Kronos ; but the reading is very uncertain,
and the name may be the equivalent of Ba'al-

yammim,
' owner of the seas.

'

These are all the cases that can be cited of

apparent departmental ba'als. All are capable of

an interpretation which makes them local ba'als
of the familiar type. Accordingly we are probably
justified in concluding that ba'als who presided
over human activities or abstract qualities were
unknown to Semitic thought. Such functions

belonged rather to 'ddhdntm, m^ldkhim, and other
tribal deities. Thus Eshmun, the great god of the

Phoenicians, was the god of healing, and Ishtar of

Babylon was known as Mii'allidtu, Mylitta, the

goddess of childbirth. From our investigation, we
reach the conclusion that the b^'dlirn were origin-
ally all numina of physical objects or localities, and
that the only sense in which ba'al was used as a
divine name was that of ' owner '

or '

proprietor.'
iii. History of the Ba'al-cult. — i. In

Arabia.—In South Arabian inscriptions ba'al is

constantly used to describe the great gods as '

pro-
prietors

'

of particular shrines established in their
honour. Thus, Ta'lab Riyam, ba'al of Tur'at, or
ba'al of ^aduraan ; ^agar, ba'al of Maryab ;

Ilmakkilh, ba'al of 'Awwam, or ba'al of Bar'an ;
'

Athtar, ba'al of 'Alam ; Shams, ba'alat of Guhfat,
or ba'alat of Gabbaran (CIS iv. 2. 3, 11. 1," 19.

2f., 28. If., 41. 2f., 43. 2f., 46. 5, 67. 3, 74. 3f.,
80. 2f., 99. 2ff., 100. 1). These names all belong
to the ninth class noted above, 'adopted ba'als.'

To express the primary relation of a god to the

physical objects that he inhabits, or the sanctuary
where he is originally at home, the Minajan and
Sabtean inscriptions use dhU (fem. dhdt), 'he of,'

'she of.' Thus instead of Ba'al-Shdmem we meet
Dhil-Samdwi, 'he of the sky,' who is also ba'al of

Baqir ; and similarly Z)A<J^ Himay, Dhdt-Ba ddn,
DMt-GadrAn, who also become the ba'als of
various shrines (C/.S'iv. 145, 155).

In Ethiopic ba'al occurs as a loan-word in the
version of the OT as a name of the Canaanitish

deity, but is not used elsewhere. A trace of the
old religious meaning of the word survives, how-
ever, in ba'al,

'

feast.' In the Sinaitic inscriptions
ba'al occurs as a designation of the god of the
mountain. Thus i'^v^'jn mp,

'

in the presence of the
ba'al' (Euting, Sin. Inschr. 327); also in proper
names, e.g. Attsalba' li, Garmalbalt, 'Abdalba'll

(see Euting). In Nabata^an the name occurs in

B^'el-Shdmin (CIS 163, cf. 176) and in the personal
names Aiti-bel (CIS 196) and Ba al-Adh6n (t CIS
192). This ba'al apparently has been borrowed
from Syria. In classical Arabic ba'al is not used
as a title of divinities. From this W. K. Smith
(109 ff.) infers that the b^'uluti were deities of

watered land and of agriculture, who were un
known to the desert Semites, and were first

worshipped in the fruitful lands of Syria and

Mesopotamia. This conclusion is unwarranted,
(1) because, as noted above, the ¥'altm cannot be
limited to Avatered land, and b^'dlim of trees,

stones, mountains, celestial bodies, etc., can be

worshipped in the desert as well as anywhere else ;

(2) because there is no evidence that the phrase
ba'l, or what the ba'l waters (

= "Athtar-land) or

a 6a7-palm, is borrowed from the Aramaic ; (3)

because the word can be used in such expres-
sions as 'the (Christian) Igal have the cross as

their ba'l,' and the verb ba'ila, 'be Ja7-struck,

frightened' ; (4) because the sacred mountain Serbal

is probably a compound of sarw and ba'l. These
are sufficient indications that ba'l was once a

designation of deities in Arabic, although in the
classical literature it has dronped out of use (so

Noldeke, ZDMG xl., 1SS6, p. 174; Wellhausen,
Reste^, p. 146; art. ARABS, I. 9). Instead of ba'l,

dhil, which has already begun to displace it in

Sabsean and Minpean, is commonly used in Arabic
in forming titles of gods, e.g. Dhu-l-Halasa, Dhii-

l-Rigl, Dhu-l-Kaffain, Dhu- Anama, l)hdi-Anwdt,
Dhii-l-Labba, Dhdt-Hima, Dhu-sh-Shard. These
all describe the divinity in question as belonging
to a particular object or locality, and are thus the
exact equivalent of ba'al names. On Dhtl-sh-

Shard, Wellhausen (p. 51) remarks that three

SharS,s are known, all wooded thickets with water.

This god was widely worshipped in Arabia (Well-

hausen, op. cit. pp. 48-51), and was the chief god
of the Nabatseans (Baethgen, Beitr. pp. 92, 108).

The primitive religion of Arabia was evidently
the worship of a multitude of local numina. Sub-

sequently, through trade and shifting of popula-
tion, cults migrated, and gods became ba'als of

regions far removed from their original homes.
Thus at Mecca, in the time of the Prophet, there

were 360 different gods. Under Islam these old

b^'dlhn still survive as the jinn (W. R. Smith,
119 fl".) and the ulia (Zwemer, Arabia, p. 47 ff.).

2. In Canaan.—The earliest evidence of the
6a"a^cult in Canaan is found in the Egyptian
inscriptions, where b-'-r

(
= ba'al) is mentioned as

a god of the Cauaanites and of the Hyksos in-

vaders (see E. Meyer, Set-Ti/phon, p. 47 ; ZDMG
xxxi., 1877, p. 7:^5; W. M. MiiUer, Asien, p, 309).

In the Tell-el-Amarna letters the ba'alat of Gebal
is frequently mentioned (KIB v., Nos. 18. 25, 55 ft". ;

61. 54). Ba'al does not oicur. In the personal
names Bel-garib and Bel-ram, the god may be the

Babylonian Bel. It is probable that the ideogram
IM in these letters should often be read Ba'al in-

stead of Adad (Hommel, Altisr. Ueberlief. p. 220;

Knudtzon, Beitr. Ass. iv. 320 f. ; Zimmern, KAl'^
357). The OT says tliat the b''dltm were the gods
of the Cauaanites, and that they were adopted by
Israel after the conquest of the land (Jg 2"'^' 10®,

Hos 2-"^^) ; consequently it is possible to learn a

good deal about them from survivals in Israel.

With the exception of Ba' al-Judah (2 S 6^), and

possibly Ba al-Gad (Ho^ 11"), all the place names
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in the OT compounded with 6a 'a/ were probably
derived from the earlier inhabitants. The original
form of such names wvls like Bcth-ba al-Ma' on,
' house of the owner of Ma'on '

(Jos 13^''), which

nii<i;ht then be abbreviated into Bet,' al-Ma on (Nu
32=*) or Beth-Ma'vn (Jer 48^^). The following names
occur : Ba'"lath-b''cr or Ba'al (Jos lO**, 1 Ch 4^).

Baalah (Jos 15'^«), Ba'alath (Jos 19^-*), Be'aloth

(Jos 15-^), Ba'al-bcrith (Jg O''), Ba'al-Ham6n (Ca
8"), Baal-Ilazor (2 S 13-'=*), Ba'al-Hermon (Jg 3=*),

Banl-p'razlm (2 S 5=»), Ba' al-Shalishnh (2 K 4''2),

Ba'al-tanuir (Jg 20^*), Har-hab-ba tdah (Jos 15^1).

Kiriiath-ba' al (Jos 15'''*). These names are found
in Benjamin, Gad, Judah, Simeon, Reuben, Dan,
so that they witness to a general diffusion of the

ia'rt^cult throughout Canaan. There must have
been innumerable other ¥'tdhH whose names have
not come down to us, since, according to Jer 2-**

j^i3 2-*j they were as numerous as the towns, and
were worshipped on every high hill and under

every green tree. The existence of 6«'a7-worship
in Fhilistia is attested by the name Ba'al-zebub

[Ba'nl-zebul) at Ekron (2"K l'-^'-) ;
in Edom by the

personal na.nie Ba' al-/Mnan (Gn 36^^"^-); in Moab,
by the names Ba'al-Peor (Nu25^), Bamoth-ba'al

(Nu 22^'), Beth -ba'al -Ma' on (Jos Vd^\ Mesha
Inscr. lines 9, 30) ; in Amnion perhaps by the per-
sonal name Ba'alis (Jer 40"; see Ammonites).
The b^'dlim who were worshipped in the fertile

region of Israel where Ilosea lived were regarded
as the givers of wool and Hax, oil and wine, grain,
vines, and fig-trees (Hos 2^- "•

'-) ; but it is unsafe
to infer from this that all the b^'dliin of Canaan
had an agricultural character. As the names
just enumerated show, there were also b^'dlim of

springs, trees, mountains, and cities that did not

necessarily have such a diai'acter. The Old
Testament often combines the b'^'ulhn with the
'ashtdroth in such a way as to suggest that tiie

'ashtdrCth were regarded as the consorts of the
local b^'dliin {e.g. Jg 2'^ 10«, 1 S V 12i"). Perhaps
we may suppose that, under the influence of the

meaning 'husband,' which the common noim ba'al

had, every ba'al was regarded as the 'husband' of

an 'ashtart. It was the introduction of this sexual
element into the ba'al-c\x\i of Canaan that made
it peculiarly obnoxious to the prophets, and led

them to stigmatize it as adultery (Am 2'', Hos 4'^"^''

7^). The places where the b^'ulim were worshipped
were known as bdmOth, 'high places' (see High
Place; cf. the place-names Bamoth-ba'al [Nu
22^'] and Bambula at Citium in Cyprus [?]). The
rock-hewn high places that have lately been dis-

covered at Petra give a good idea of the arrange-
ment of such sanctuaries (see llobinson, Bibl. World,
1908, pp. 8-21). Such iiigh places contained altars,

'dshcrim, massebhCth, and hamnulnim (Jg 6^, 2 Ch
H^"' 34*"^). Idols are not mentioned in connexion
with the b^'dlim, and were probably not found in

most of the high places. They belonged rather to

the temples of the great gods. The existence of
altars implies sacrifice. The offerings were doubt-
less similar to those which Israel brought Jahweh
in the developed Hebrew cult, and to the ofi'erings
of the Phcenicians. Hos 2* indicates that grain,
new wine, oil, silver and gold were presented to the
b''dli}ii. Hos 2" speaks of ' the days of the b'^'dltm

unto which she (Israel) burned incense, when she
decked herself with her ear-rings and her jewels,
and went after her lovers

'

(see Canaaxites).
3. In Israel.—The conquest of Canaan by Israel

was a process extending over several centuries.
The Hel)rews did not exterminate the aborigines,
but certain clans forced tlieir way into the land,
and occupied the rural districts, wliile the cities
remained in the hands of the Canaanites. For
some time there was constant warfare between the
two races, but gradually hostilities ceased and

they began to mingle. Little by little Israel

acquired agriculture, industries, and all the otiier

forms of Canaanitish civilization. With this
came inevitably tiie adoption of the worsliip of
tlie local gods of Canaan. Agriculture could not
be carried on without observing tlie ceremonies
that accompanied the planting of the grain and
the reaping of the harvest. Altars, shrines, sacred

trees, and holy stones in all parts of the land
could not be appropriated without taking with
them the divinities that belonged to them. As
the Book of Judges and the early prophets re-

peatedly inform us, 'Israel served the b''dlim' ;

that is, alongside of Jahweh the national God it

also worshipped the local numina of the land that
it had conquered. Through this process it was in

danger of losing the measure of national iinity
that h.id been achieved by Closes, and of splitting

up into a number of small communities that
rallied about the local ba'al. Consciousness of this

peril was awakened through the rapid develop-
ment of the Philistine power. About B.C. 1050
tlie Philistines conquered Israel, taking captive the
ark and burning its sanctuary at Shiloh (IS 4,

Jer 26*'). Hebrew nationality was now in danger
of extinction, and the only thing that could .save

it was a union of all the clans in a suj^reme eilort

to shake oft" the Philistine yoke. No one of the
b^'dlim of Canaan was important enough to form
a centre for such a union ; but Jahweh, the God
of Sinai, who had brought Israel out of Egypt,
and who had united the clans in a common cult in

the desert, was able once more to rally them for

the common defence. The leaders of Hebrew
thought perceived that the only way to save
Israel was to forsake the b^'dlini and to return to

Jahweh. Some extremists, such as the Kenites
and the Nazirites, wished also to reject agriculture,
life in towns, and the other elements of Canaan-
itish civilization that were associated with the
b''dlini, ; but the wisest men saw that it was
impossijjle to return to the life of the desert. If

the b''dlim were to be conquered, it could only be

by appropriating to the service of Jahweh all that
had hitherto belonged to them. Through the
eflorts of the Levites, the so-called 'Judges' or

Vindicators, the Seers, and otlier enthusiasts
for Jahweh, He finally triumphed over the

b''dlim, not by avoiding them, or by destroying
them, but by absorbing them. The name ba'al
became a synonym of Jahweh, and the b'dlim
were regarded as local manifestations of Jahweh.
He ceased to be the God of Sinai and became the
God of Canaan, the patron of agriculture and
civilization. The ancient shrines of the land
became His shrines, and the legends connected
with them were retold as stories of His dealings
with the patriarchs. The agricultural ritual and
the harvest festivals of the b^'dlUn were re-con-

.secrated to His service. By the time of David
the process was complete. Jahweh had appro-
priated everything that belonged to the b'^'dlim.

that was worth saving. Observe how in 2 S 5'-^

David interprets the name Ba al-p^rdztm as mean-

ing 'Jahweh hath broken mine enemies before me
like the breach of waters.'
This process of syncretism has left an interesting

monument in some personal names of the period of

the early monarchy. These are as follows : Jerub-

ba'al, 'the ba'al contends' (Jg 8^) ; Ish-ba'al,
'man of the ba'al,' a son of Saul (1 Ch 8^), also

one of David's heroes (1 Ch 11"); Merib-ba'al, a
son of Jonathan (1 Ch 9^" 8''^); Ba al-ydda' ,

'the

ba'al knows,' a son of David (1 Cii 14'); Ba'al-

hanan, 'the ba'al is gracious,' a Gedcrite (1 Ch
27'-^). No names of this type are found after the

time of David. In most of these cases it is certain

that ha'al is not a foreign god, but a title of
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Jahweli, who has become the ba'al of Canaan,
since Jerub-ba'al, Saul and David, were all loyal
adherents of Jahweh. In Ba al-Yah, 'tlie ba'al is

Jahweh,' the name of one of David's helpers (1 Ch
12^), the identity of the ba'al with Jahweh is

asserted ; so also in Yo-ba'al (Jg 9''*), if Kuenen's
emendation be correct. These names accordingly
belong to a period when worshippers of Jahweli

jl

were conquering the b'^'cdim by identifying them
y with Jahweh. In popular conception in the time

of Hosea the b''dlim were not foreign gods, but
local Jahwehs. Hos 2'* says that Israel has called
Jahweh ba'al, and 2^'- ^^

identify the feasts of
Jahweh with the days of the b^'dlivi. As a
result of tliis process the b''dlim lost their power,
and Jahweli became the God of Canaan ; but the

victory was purchased at the cost of a mixtuie of

the religion of Jahweh with all sorts of alien
elements. The early prophets faced the problem
how to maintain the supremacy of Jahweh ; the
later prophets from Amos onward faced the pro-
blem how to purge the religion of Jahweh from
the heathen innovations that had entered it.

Their ellorts Avere only partiallj' successful, and
Judaism, as seen in its chief literary monument,
the Law, is properly regarded as a compromise
between Proplietism and Ba'aiism.
A totally dilierent sort of 6a'a^-cult was the

worship of Melkart, ba'al of Tyre (see below, 4),
which was introduced into Israel in the time of
Aliab. Pressed by repeated attacks of Damascus,
Aliab was constrained to seek the help of Phoen-
icia, and formed an alliance by marrying Jezebel,
the daughter of Ethba'al, king of Tyre (1 K le^*!).

Such a relation of dependence usually involved the

worship of the chief god of the protecting State

(cf. 2 K 16''"^^) ; consequently Ahab was compelled
to establish the cult of Melkart in Samaria (1 K
16^^'-). Against this religious innovation Elijah
and Elisha warred (IK 18. 19i«-", 2 K 9. 10).
There is no record that either of these prophets
opposed the old native b^'alim that were identified
with Jahweh. The golden bullock at Bethel, for

instance, they never attacked as Hosea did sub-

sequently ; but the ba'al of Tyre was a foreign god,
and to worship him was to repudiate Jahweh (1 K
18-'), hence the intensity of the opposition of these

prophets. According to 1 K 18, Elijah was suc-

cessful, and in agreement with this we learn from
the annals of Shalmaneser II. that in B.C. 856 Ahab
was no longer in alliance Avith Phcenicia, but was
lighting with Damascus against Assyria. Probably
Damascus Avas so hard pushed that it Avas Avilllng
to grant an alliance without the condition of the
ado))tion of its god Rimmon by Israel, and public
sentiment was sufficiently strong in Israel to com-
pel Alial) to give up the Phojnicians and their god
and seek this new ally. Subsequentlj- Ahab must
have repudiated the Syrian alliance and have
re-estalilislied relations Avith Phcenicia, for he died

tigliting against the Syrians (1 K 22^). After his

death, under the influence of the queen-mother,
Jezebel, the cult of the Tyrian ba'al Avas intro-
duced once more in full force (1 K 22^"). This cost
the dynasty of Omri tlie throne. Instigated by
Elisha, Jeliu sleAv Jezebel and her son Jeho-
rani, and exterminated the Avorship of Mell^art
Avith lire and SAvord (2 K 9. 10). Immediately
after this, in B.C. 842, Ave find him paying tribute
to Assyria in.stead of Phujuicia, apparently on
terms that did not demand tlie AVorship of Ashur.
Melkart never again gained a foothold in the
northern kingdom. The problem Avhich confronted
Amos and Hosea Avas not the expulsion of this

foreign deity, but tlie purilication of the religion
of JahAveh from admixture Avith rites of the ancient
b^'dlim of Canaan.
The Avorship of the Tyrian ba'al was introduced

into Judah by Athaliah, the daughter of Jezebel

(1 K 22" (s^*),
2 K b'8), doubtless as the price of a

Phoenician alliance that maintained her on the
throne. In the subsequent revolution that Avas

incited by the priests Athaliah perished,
' and all

the people of the land Avent into the house of the
ba'al HiiiA. brake it doAvn ; his altars and his images
brake they in pieces thoroughly, and sIcav Mattan
the priest of the ba'al before the altars' (2 K IP^).
In the recrudescence of all sorts of heathenism under
Manasseh, the Tyrian ba'al Avas once more Avor-

shifiped (2 K 2P). To this Jeremiah and Ezekiel
allude Avhenever they speak of ' the ba'al

'

in con-
trast to 'the b^'dlim.' Under Josiali this cult was
stamped out (2 K23'*-^*), and did not again gain a
foothold in Judah. It Avas a foreign religion that
never appealed strongly to the mass of the people.
With the old b''dlim of Canaan it Avas very

ditl'erent. They Avere so thoroughly identified Avith

JahAveh in the conception of the nation that it Avas

unconscious of apostasy in Avorshipping them. All
the efibrts of the pre-exilic prophets to banish
them Avere unsuccessful. Under the reign of every
good king, and after every attempted reformation,
the editor of Kings records :

' Nevertheless the

high places Avere not taken aAvay, the people still

sacrificed and burned incense in the high places.'
The Book of Deuteronomy and the reformation of

Josiah had for their central aim the destruction of

the b^'dlim by the centralization of Avorship at

Jerusalem ; but both Jeremiah and Ezekiel confess

that the effort Avas unsuccessful. It Avas the Exile,
AA'hich removed Israel from the old holy places and
old religious associations of Canaan, that finally
eradicated this cult. Orthodox Judaism detested

this inveterate habit of the forefathers, and, in-

terpreting literally the Avords of Hos 2^** i") '
I Avill

take aAvay the names of the b^'dlim out of her

mouth,' substituted bosheth, 'shameful thing,' in

the place of ba'al in the reading of the Scriptures.
In Jer 3^ and elseAvhere bosheth has actually taken
the place of ba al in the Heb. text. The Greek
version often has ^ BdaX to indicate that the

reader is to substitute atux^'? for ba'al, and in

1 K 181""^' this alternates Avith ba'al in the text.

Particularly in the Books of Samuel ba'al has

been eliminated from names of persons, although
it has been alloAved to stand in the parallels in

Chronicles. Thus Ish-ba'al (1 Ch ^'^)=Ish-boshcth

throughout Samuel {Ish-vi, 1 S 14"'^) ; Ish-ba'al

(1 Ch W^^) = Josheb-bashshebeth{2'S>2'3,^) ; Meri-ba'al

(1 Ch g"''), or Merib-ba'al (1 Ch 9'"'% 1 Ch 8^'')
=

Mephi-bosheth (2 S 4^, cf. the other Mephi-boshcth,
2 S 2P); Ba-'al-ydda' (1 Ch 14^) = El-ydda' (2 S

51*). Abi-albon (2 S 23*') is perhaps a perversion
of Abi-ba'al, and

'

Ebed, 'slave' (Jg 9-**), of some
ba'al compound (see Geiger, ZDMG xvi., 1862, pp.
728-732 ; Nestle, Die isr. Eigcnnamen, pp. 108-

132; Dillmann, SBAW, phil.-hist. Kl., 1881, p.

60911'. ; Wellhauseu, B. Samuelis, pp. xiifi'., 30 f. ;

Driver, Samuel, pp. 186, 195 f., 279; Gray, Eeb.

Proper Names, pp. 121-136). In spite of these

eti'orts, however, ba'al remained in Mishnic Heb.
as a designation of naturally irrigated land

(see above, ii. l), and under modified forms the
ba'al cult lingered in the rural districts. In

modern Palestine, the Jews unite Avith the Chris-

tians and INIuslims in reverencing numerous local

saints that are only the thinly-disguised b'^'dlim

of earlier days. In spite of all the efi'orts of

Judaism, Christianity, and Muhammadanism, one

may still say Avith the author of Kings,
' Never-

theless the high places are not taken aAvay, the

people still sacrifice and burn incense in the high
places' (see Curtiss, Urseni. Jiel. p. 81 ff.).

4. In Phoenicia and the Phoenician colonies.—
In Phoenicia the name seems to have been pro-
nounced ba'l, to judge from such proper names as
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Hayinihal, Asdrubal {^cYixodGV, Die Phon. Hprachc,

?.

84). Tlie most important of all the Phoen.

''(llim Avas
' our lord Melkart, the ba'al of Tyre'

(CIS 121). He is mentioned in the treaty of

Esarhaddon with Ba'al, kinj;- of Tyre {KAT^:i51),
as (ilu) Mi-il-kar-ti, one of the great gods of Tyre.
His name M^Ws-axt {

= Mclek-liryath, 'king of the

city') shows that he was originally a tribal god
who was identified with the local ba'al, just as

.lahweli was identified witli the b''dlim of Canaan.
In all the names of the kings of Tyre the element
ba'al refers to Melkart : thus, Abi-ba'al, the father

of Hiram; Ba'al- azar I., the contemporary of

Kehoboam ;
Eth-ba'al (Assyr. Tu-ba- -lu), the con-

temporary of Ahab (1 K 16^') ; Ba'al'azar II., the

successor of Eth-ba'al ; Ba'al I., the contemporary
of Sennacherib; Eth-ba'al IT., the contemporary
of Nebuchadrezzar; Ba'al II. (B.C. 573-564), and
somewhat later Mer-ba'al. He is also the ba'al

mea.nt in the numerous Tyrian proper names com-

pounded with this name (see Lidzbarski, Nordsem.

Epig. 239 fF.). Under the name of Herakles his

temple at Tyre is mentioned by Menander in

Josephus {Ant. VIII. v. 3, cont. Ap. i. 18) and by
Herodotus (ii. 44). In regard to his cult little is

known from native sources. Our fullest informa-
tion is derived from the OT accounts of his wor-

ship in Israel. He had a temple, an altar, and an
Wshirah (1 K 16*-, 2 K 10" 1P«), also a massebah,
or standing stone (2 K 3' 10^). An image is

mentioned (2 K W^), and is implied in 1 K 19^*,

Hos 2^" (*). There were prophets of the ba'al and of

tlie associated 'dshcrdh (1 K 18'-'), also Chemarim,
or priests of the ba'al (2 K 23^ Zeph 1^). The
bullork was sacrificed to him (1 K 18'"). Like
other m'ldkJiini, Melkart received human sacrifice

(see under art. Ammonites, vol. i. p. 391 ; and cf.

Jer 19^ 32^^), but this was in his capacity as melek
and not as ba'al. P'rom this the inference cannot
be drawn that such sacrifices were customary in

the service of other b'Ttlim. Kissing his image is

mentioned as a rite in 1 K 19^^ ; dancing round the

altar, and cuttingthe body with knives and shouting
the name of the god, in 1 K 18^^"-**.

Distinguished from Ba'al-Melkart in the treaty
of Esarhaddon, in spite of its identical etymology,
is Ba'al-ma-la-gi-e (KAT^351). This is apparently
Ba'al-Malki, 'Ba'al my king,' and is the same as
Milk-ba'al of the Phoenician colonies {CIS 123«,
147, 194, 380). What his character was, and how
he was differentiated from Melkart is unknown.
Ba-al-sa-me-me = Ba'al-shamem,

' owner of the sky
'

(see above, ii. 8), is also mentioned as one of the

great gods of Tyre in the treatj- of Esarhaddon
{KAT^ 357). In an inscription from Um-el-
'Awamid, near Tyre {CIS 7), a certain Abdelim
states that he has dedicated to Ba'al-shdmem a

doorway and its doors, tiiat it may serve as a
memorial of him and a good name under the feet
of his lord Ba al-shdmem . Philo Byblius also
records the worship of Bie\ff6.ixT)v in Phoenicia

(Miiller, FHG p. 566). Menander and Dius in

Josephus (.4 n^ viii. v. 3; cont. Ap. i. 17f.) speak
of the golden pillar in the temple of Zeus Olympios
(Ba' al-shdmem), which they distinguish from the

temple of Herakles (Melkart). Herodotus (ii. 44)
also distinguislies the temple of the Thasian
Herakles from that of Mell^art. As a different

deity from Ba'al - shdmem the treaty of Esar-
haddon mentions Ba-al-sa-pu-nu = Ba. aX-za.'ph.bn,
'owner of the north' (see above, ii. 8).

'

Ba'al-
hammdn (: ee above, ii. 5) is apparently men-
tioned in the Ma' sub inscription, line 3 [RA, 1885,
p. 380 ff'.), and in the second inscription from
Uni-el- Awamid (C7.S' i. 8). Besides these b^'dlim
whidi had risen to tiie rank of great gods, there
were numerous local b^'dltm of a more primitive
character. Baal-Lebanon is mentioned in CIS b

(see above, ii. 4). The worship of Zeus Atabyrios
{=Ba' al-Tabor) in the Phoenician colonies makes
it certain that he must also have been worship])ed
in the mother - country (see above, ii. 4). The
river Belus, near Acre, proves the existence of
a local ba'al of the stream (see above, ii. i). Ba'al-
Sidon is mentioned in CIS 3. Witli him was asso-
cia,ted'Ashtart shem-ba'al, ''Ashtart name of the
ba'al.' He still survives in Neby Saida, the Muslim
patron saint of modern Sidon. At L)eir el-Qal'a,
near Beirut, there was Ba'al-MarqOd (see above, ii.

10), and Ba' al-rosh,
' owner of the promontorj',' at

the mouth of the Nahr el-Kelb just north of Beirut
(KAT^ 43). At Gebal 'Ashtart was worshipped
as the local ba'alat in connexion with her spouse
Adonis (CIS 1 ; KIB v.. No. 55 ; Philo Bybl., ed.

Miiller, p. 569 ; Lucian, Dea Syr. 6 ; see'AsHTART).
In the Phoenician colonies all the great b''dlim

of the mother-country were worshipped, and in

addition a number of new local b^'dlim. Ba'al-

Zaphdn is found in Egypt (Ex 14-- ^ Nu SS''), and
in the proper name Bod-Zdph6n at Abydos (CIS
108); also Ba'alti-sapund at Memphis (Miiller,

Asien, p. 315). Zetis Kasios (
= Ba'al-^Casiw) was

transplanted from his mountain near Antioch to
Pelusium (see above, ii. 9). In Cj-prus we find

Melkart the ba'al of Tyre (CIS 88. 3-7) and the

proper name Abd-Melkart (CIS 14. 7) ; Zeus Kerau-
nios (Waddington, 2739), who in a Palmyrene
bilingual is equated witii Ba'al-.shamem (de Vogiie,
50 = le Bas, iii. 2631); Ba'al -Lebanon (CIS 5);

Ba'al-Mrp' (CIS 41) and Ba'al-ymm (CIS 846. 4;
see above, ii. 10). In Rhodes there is Zeus
Atabyrios (

= Ba' al-Tabor) (see Baudissin, Studien,
ii. 247) ; in Corcyra, Zeus Kasios (Baudissin, ii.

243); in Thasos, Melkart (Paus. v. 25; Herod,
ii. 44). At Carthage, Mell^art the ba'al of Tyre
appears frequently in proper names, e.g.

'

Abd-
Melkart (CIS 179, 234, and often).

'

Abd-Melkar
(Euting, Karth. Inschr. l8= Ammicar, CIL viii.

68), Ammat-Melkart or Mat-Melkart (Euting, 153,
320), Bod-Melkart (Euting, 28, 261) = jBorfm/rar
(CIL 9618), Hat -Melkart (Euting, 213), Ba'm-
Melkart for Ba'l-Melkart (Euting, 15), Melkart-
mas'hal (Euting, \ZQ)', Melkart -halaz (CIS '2M ;

Euting, 48), Ifan-Melkart (Euting, 165), and many
others. The compound deity Milk-Baal is also

foxmd, as in Phoenicia (CIS 123a, 147, 194). Ba'al-
Adon (CIS i. p. 155) is a combination of the ba'al of

Tyre with the Adonis of Gebal. Ba'al-shainem also

appears (CIS 379). In Plautus (Pcemdus, 1027),
Hanno swears guneb Balsamem (

= cr:vh]i2 ':i.x:).

Augustine also knows him as a Punic deity (FL
iii. 797). The worship of Ba'al-ZaphOn at Carthage
is attested by the proper names'Zdphdn-ba'al (CIS
207, 857) and 'Abd-Zaph6n (CIS 265). Ba'al-
hamman (see above, ii. 5) attained at Carthage
the rank of a patron deity. More inscriptions have
been found in honour of him than of any other
Punic god. In Carthage itself he is always asso-
ciated with the goddess Tanit, whose name stands
first, showing that she was considered tiie more
important deity. In the Carthaginian depen-
dencies Ba'al-hamman is named alone. The god
is represented with rays surrounding his head, and
holds a tree in his hand. Above him stands the
sun. On another stele he grasps a grape-vine with
his right hand and a pomegranate with liis left.

Still other steliB bear representations of palms,
flowers, and fishes. The god is thus seen to
have been a patron of fertility, like tiie b''dlim
of Canaan (see Gesenius, Phoen. Momcmenta,
'Nuniid.' i. ii. iv.). Balcaranensis (

— Ba'al-Kar-
naim, 'owner of the two horns'), was a local

divinity who was worshipped on a two-peaked
mountain near Carthage (see above, ii. 4). Ba'alat-
ha-hdrt and Bal-addiris are also local Numidian
deities (see above, ii. 6). In Malta, Melkart ba'al
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uf Tyre is named in inscriptions on two votive

pillars (C75'121). Another pillar from Malta bears

the inscription,
'

Pillar of Milk-Ba'al, which Nahura
has placed for Ba'al IJamman the lord, because he
has heard the voice of his words' (CIS 123«). This
shows syncretism of the already compound deity
Milk-Ba'al with Ba'al-hmnmun. In Sicily we
find a Rosh-Melkart (Renan, Mission, p. 145) and
Zeus Atabyrios (= Ba'al - Tabor, see Baudissin,
Studien, ii. 247) ; in Sardinia, the proper names
'

Abd-Melkart [CIS 152) and Bod-Mclkart (CIS
138), Miik-Ba'al and Ba'al-hamimm (CIS 147),
Ba'al-shdmem (CIS 139). The sacrificial tablet
of Marseilles belonged perhaps to a temple of

Ba'al-zdphon (CIS i. 227). At Tartessiis in Spain
the Tyrian Hercules (Melkart) was worshijiped
(AiTian, Alex. ii. 16. 5) ; also at Gades (Scholz,
Gotzendienst, p. 201 ti'.), and at Lixus on the West
Coast of Africa (Vliny, HN \. 1, 19-22).

5. In Syria, Asia Minor, and Mesopotamia.—
In the Aramaic dialects the name assumes the form
Si:? b'el (cf. LXX Beelphegor [Nu 25=*- *], Beelzebul

[Mt 10-^]). The name Ba'albek is evidently a

compound with ba'al, but what the second element
of the name means is uncertain. Hoffmann (ZA
xi. 246 f.) thinks that it is a broken-down form of

m^lek (cf. Milk-Ba' al in Tyre and Malak-bel in

Palmyra). Bnlanios (
— ba'alan, 'our ba'al') is

given as a title of Juppiter Heliopolitanus (Chron.
Paseh. i. 561). The Greek name of this place,

Heliopolis, shows that the sun was the local ba'al.

In Damascus, Juppiter Damascenus (
=

pts-an hi>2) was
worshipped with

'

Athtar
( =Ashtart) as his consort

(Justin, xxxvi. 2 ; Etym. Mag. s.v. Aa/j.affK6s). In-

scriptions from Damascus show that his temple
was richly endowed (le Bas-Waddington, 1879 ;

cf. 2549 f.). His cult was important enough to

spread to Italy (CIL vi. 405, x. 1576).
The recently discovered inscription of Zakir,

king of Hamath and La' ash, which probably
comes from a place lying between Hamath and
Damascus, states that Beelshamayin (written as
one word) has given Zakir his sovereignty, and has

helped him against Bar-Hadad, son of Hazael, king
of Aram, and his allies. Seven kings have besieged
his city, but Zakir has raised his hands to Beelsham-

ayin, and he through his seers has spoken to him
a message of cheer. This inscription by its mention
of the Benhadad of the OT is shown to belong to
8th cent. B.C. ; and, like the inscription of Esar-
haddon mentioned above, witnesses to the antiquity
of the cult of Ba'al-shamayim (see Pognon, Inscrip-
tions s67}iitiqucs, 1908, pp. 156-178).

In Palmyra, Ba'al-shdmem, 'owner of the sky,'
whom we have met already among the Nabatajans,
the Phtenicirins, and in the Phojnician colonies,

appears as the chief god under the form Be'el-

shamin, p-ff Sva (de Vogiie, Inscr. Sem. 19, No. 16 ;

50, note 1; 53, No. 73; Euting, Berichte Akad.
Berlin, 1885, 669, 4). His full Sem. title \cw "^ya

ndSj; n-c,
' owner of the sky, lord of the world,' is

in the Gr. parallel translated, Aii /jLeyicrTCiS Kepawli^.
Most of the altars dedicated to him do not bear his

name, but have the inscription, 'To Him whose
name is for ever blessed, the good and compas-
sionate' (dc Vogiie, Palm. 74-105 al.); that he is

meant, however, seems to be clear from the Greek
parallels which read, Ati v-^idTtf Kal iinjK6v. One
inscription (de Vogiie, 16) is so restored by de

Vogiie as to identify him with "H\:os ; but this is

very doubtful. The form b^'H in his name shows
that he is of foreign origin. Vi'3 does not appear in

Palmyrene proper names, and is not used except in

the sense of
' husband.' Instead of this the native

form of the word as a title of gods and in proper
names is b6l. Ba'al-shdmem was pro1)ably origin-

ally a Phoenician deity. Thence, as B' cl-shdmin,
his cult migrated to Syria, Palmyra, and tiie

Nabata)ans. In the Palmyrene inscriptions the

god has a lofty ethical character beyond that of

most of the b^'dlim of the Sem. world.
Associated with him are the subordinate deities

'Agli-bCl and Malak-bel (de Vogiie, 93). Apart
from Be' el - shdmin, these two deities are also

frequently mentioned in the inscriptions (ZDMG
xviii, 99 f. ; CIG 6015 ; de Vogiie, 140, 153).

'

Agli-
bol (VnVjj?,

'

AyXipu\os) was evidently a moon-god,
since he is depicted as a young warrior ^vith a
crescent on his shoulders. The etymology of his

name is obscure. De Vogiie connects 'Agli with

^:i>,
'

bullock,' as a symbol of the new moon. He
was probably the original ba'al of Palmyra, and
he is meant in proper names compounded with

b6l; e.g. 'Abdi-bSl, 'AjSSi^wXos (Vog. 6), Zebad-bOl

(frequently), Repha-b6l, 'Pe^d^wXos (Vog. 66), Aavl-

;8wXos (CIG 4665), MaOea^w\iwi> (Waddington, 2579),

Bvl-barak, B6l-lalia, BGl-azor, etc. (On the use of

b6l over against b^' el and bel in Palm, see Noldeke,
ZDMG xlii., 1888, p. 474; Baudissin, Pi?^^ 324.
on the proper names, Ledrain, Dictionnaire des

noms propres palmyreniens.) Malak-bel (hi'^ha,

MaXdxjSrjXos), like Milk-ba'al (see above, i., iii. 4),

is a compound of Malak ( =Melek, Molech, Milcom),
'

king,' with 6e/ (
= ba'al). The form bel suggests

that the deity is of Bab. origin (on Malik as a

Babj'lonian god see Zimmern, KAT^ 469 ; Jastrow,
Die Pi.cl. Bab. u. Ass. p. 162). The rays with Avhich

this god is represented on the monuments (Lajard,

Cypres, pi. I., II.) suggest that he was a sun-god
like the Babylonian Bel-Marduk (see below, 6).

In the Lat. version of the Palmyrene inscription of

the Capitol (ZDMG xviii. 101 f.) the god is called

'sol sanctissimus.'
Another pair of Palmyrene deities that appear

together in the inscriptions are Bel and Yarld-bOl

(de Vogiie, p. 64). Bel, as the form of his name
and his conjunction with Belli show, is im-

ported from Babylonia. He is Marduk, the great
bel of Babylon (see below, 6). His name occurs

with special frequency on seals (Mordtmann, 50,

51 ; de Vogiie, op. cit. 132, 133, 134). Many proper
names are compounded with bel as with bOl, e.g.

Ela-bel ('EXa/3??Xos), Bel-'aqab (BrjXdKa^os), Bel-

barak, Bel-suri (BrjXcro^pov), Niir-bel (Nou/)/3^Xou),

'Abdi-bel (see Ledrain, D'lctionnaire). As in

Babylon, so in Palmyra Bel is a solar deity.
Seals bearing his name show also the disc of the
sun (Mordtmann, 77, 78), and one seal (Mordt-
mann, 77) bears the two names Bel, Shemesh. As
in Babylonia, Bil has his consort Belti,

' my
lady

'

(de Vogiie, 52, 155). BSl's paredros Yarhi-
bol ('lap^^wXoj) has the masculine predicates n^x

and de6s. The name is compounded of m% ' the

moon,' and b-a = ba'al (de Vogiie, 93 ; Waddington,
2571c). Yarhi alone occurs as a personal name
(de Vogii6, 16). To Yarhi-bvl a medicinal spring
called "E^K-a (

= Np£N) was dedicated (de Vogiie, 99 ;

Waddington, 2571c). Like 'Agli-b6l, Yarhi-bOl is

to be regarded as a genuine Palmyrene deity.
How these two moi^n-ba' als came to be worshipped
side by side, or Iioav they were diflerentiated from
one another, is unknown. Still another Palmyrene
ba'al seems to be found in BuiXddri, known to

Damascius (in Photius, cod. 242). This is a coni-

pound of the two gods BOl and 'Ate (see 'Ate). On
the 6«'a/-cult at I'almj'ra see de Vogiie, Palmyra ;

and Baethgen, Beitrdgc, pp. 81-88.
A Ba'al of Apamea, 'fortuna' rector mentisque

magister,' is mentioned in a Gallic inscription
(CIL xii. 1277). From him Caracalla received an
oracle, according to Dio Cass. (Ixxviii. 8). He is

perhaps to be identified with Zeus Baitokaikeiis,
the ba'al of the village of Baitokaike, near

Apamea (CIG 4474 = Le Bas, 2120a; CIL iii. 184
and p. 972). Specially famous was Zeus Kasius

(== Ba'al-Kasiw), M'hose cult we have found al-
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ready in Egypt. Among the Nabatajans he

appears as Kasiio or Ela Kasiio (de Vogue, Syr.
Cent. Nabat. iv. 2, vi. 2, vii. 1, 2; Hauran. v.).

Baudissin conjectures that he is the same as Koze,
the chief god of the Edomites (see Edomites). He
^vas worshipped on a lofty mountain on the sea-

coast near Antioch. His name, which is evidently
€lerived from the root nup,

' cut oil',' de Vogiie refers

to the 'precipice' on which his temple stood.

Baudissin thinks that it rather means 'decider,

judge.' The former interpretation is more in

accordance with the local character of most ba'al
names. At his sanctuary a feast was celebrated

by the people of Antioch (Strabo, xvi. 2. 5).

Seleucus Nicator obtained an oi"acle from him
concerning the building of Seleucia (Malalas, ed.

Dindorf, p. 199). The emperor Julian also con-
sulted him (Misopog., ed. Spanheim, p. 361 ;

Ammianus Marcellinus, xx. 14. 4). Trajan dedi-
cated gifts to his temple, and an epigram of

Hadrian was preserved there (Suidas, s.v. Kdaiov

6pos). Euhemerus (in Euseb. Prcep. JEvang. ii. 2)
and Philo Byblius [FUG, p. 566) say that Kasios
was formerly a ruler of this part of the country.
Coins of Northern Syria bear the name Zetis

Kasios, and show the sacred stone of the god
standing in his temple (Mionnet, Descriptioyi des

midaillcs, iv. 276-280). It is evident that Ba'al-
Kasiw was one of the chief divinities of Northern
Syria (on his cult see de Vogue, Syr. Cent. Inscrip-
tions, pp. 103-105 ; Scholz, Gotzendienst, p. 144

;

Baudissin, Studien, ii. 238-242). The famous
Ba'alat of Mabbog (Bambyce, Hierapolis), on the
road between Antioch and the .Eui^hrates, was
Atargatis (see Atargatis). At Sam'al (Zeujirli),
at the foot of Mt. Amanus, Ba'al-Harran, i.e. Sin,
the moon-god of yarran, was worshipped (Lidz-
barski, Nordsem. Epig. p. 444, pi. xxiv. ). At
Tarsus there was a Zeus Trtrsios=Mn ^112 (Scholz,
Gotzendienst, p. 149). In Cappadocia the name
Ba'al -Gazur appears on coins of Ariarathes i.

(tl5.c. 322) that were probably minted in the old

capital Gaziura. The god is represented seated
on a throne with a sceptre and an eagle, holding an
ear of grain and a dove (Head, JJist. Num. 631 ;

Keinach, Ti-ois roitnuines d'Asie Mineure, p. 28 f.).

The Ba'al of Harran in Mesopotamia is men-
tioned in the inscription from Zenjirli referred to

above, and occurs in numerous Assyrian proper
names of the time of Sennacherib, Esarhaddon,
and Aslmrbanipal. This was Sin, the ancient

Babylonian moon-god. His cult seems to have been
indigenous in Ur in Southern Babylonia, and to
have migrated to I;Iarran at a very early period
(cf. Abram's journey from Ur of the Chaldees to

ilarran in Gn 11"). Erom the earliest to the latest
times he received the homage of the Babylonians
and Assyrians along with tiieir domestic deities.

Sargon, king of Assyria (B.C. 722-706), confirmed
the exeinption from taxes that ^larran enjoyed
as the city of Sin (Annrds, ed. Winckler, xiv.

5). Nabonidus, the last king of Baljylon (B.C.
555-539), rebuilt the temple of Sin at J^arran
(Kawlinson, v. 64, col. i. 8-ii. 46). At a later
date we find the cult of Be'el-shamin,

' the owner
of the sky,' at ^arran, perhaps througii syncretism
of the Syrian god with the ancient moon -god
(Jacob of Sarug, in ZDMG xxix. p. 131). B^'il-
shdmin is also found in Nisibis (Isaac of Antioch,
i. 209, V. 78 tt'.; Bickel, Bc'el-Shamin princeps
deoruia Nisibis, etc.). From Mesopotamia the
worship of this god spread even into Armenia.
BapcraMTjvTjr (Barshimnia, Parshamin, Parsham),
who had a famous temple in the town of Thoran
in Armenia, was none other than B^'el-shamin
(Agathang. 131, and Lagarde's note). According
to Moses of Chorene, Tigranes brought back his
image of gold, silver, and crystal from Mesopotamia

(Langlois, Historiens de I'Arm&nie, i. 24, 40, 166;
ii. 66, 88). It is clear that during the Greek period
the cult of B»'ol -.shamin was generally diffused

throughout Syria and Mesopotamia, and that he
attained the rank of sumvius deus. This was
doubtless due to his identification with Zeus
Olymjiios in Phoenicia, Palmyra, and elsewhere.
Zeus was the chief god of the Greek pantheon,
and, therefore, wherever the Greeks went, his

supposed Syrian counterpart enjoyed his pre-
eminence (cf. his titles 'lord of the world,' fieyia-roi,

v^piffTos, at Palmyra). Identification with Ann, the
Lord of Heaven, in the Bab. religion may also
have assisted in the process. In Syriac -writers
his name appears as a translation of Zeus (2 Mac
6- ; Isocrates in Lagarde, Analecta Syriuea, 176,
line 24). In Dn 12" Ba' al-shamem, as a transla-
tion of Zeus Olympios, whose cult Antiochus
Epiphanes established in the Temple at Jeru-
salem, has been perverted by the Jewish scribes
into shikkiis-shOmem,

' the appalling abomination.'
6. In Babylonia. — Babylonia was originally

occupied by the non-Semitic race now commonly
known as Sumerian. The religion of these people
was a polj'dtemonism that diiiered in no essential

respect from the polydajmouism of the Semites.
There was a multitude of divinities presiding over
all sorts of natural objects and localities. A male
numen was known as en, 'owner, lord,' and a
female one as nin,

'

proprietrix, mistress
'

; thus,

En-ki, 'master of the sea'; En-zu, 'master of
wisdom '

; Nin-ki,
' mistress of the sea

'

; Nin-har-

sag,
' mistress of the great momitain '

; Nin-sun,
' mistress of destruction

'

; Nin-e-gal,
' mistress of

the great house (temple)
'

; Nin-Mar,
' mistress

of Mar' ; Nin-a,
'

mistress of water' (?). By a pro-
cess common among the Semites (cf. 'ASHTAKT, 2)

many originally feminine divinities were trans-
formed into masculine ones (cf. Barton, Scyn.

Origins, p. 192), so that nin eventually became
an element in names of gods in the same sen-se

as crt ; thus, Nin-Girsu, 'master of Girsu'; Nin-
a-gal,

' master of great strength,' the patron of

blacksmiths; Nin - shah, 'master of the wild
boar '

; Nin-gish-zida,
' master of the tree of life.'

Celestial phenomena were objects of special rever-

ence, and gave the religion of Babylonia an astral
character which it retained down to the latest times.
Here may be mentioned Anu,

' the sky
'

; En-lil,
'master of the wind,' not ' master of the spirits,'
as many have rendered his name, since Gudea
(Cyli7uler, A 23. 14, I'd^VAB [^orderasiatische
Bibliothek], I. i. 114) calls him 'king of the storm,
king of the whirlwind'; Utu, "the sun'; Ur or

En-zu, 'the moon'; and all the planets. As
among the Semites, these celestial powers became
in one way or another the '

proprietors
'

of certain
cities that were specially devoted to tlieir worship.
Thus Erech became ' the residence of Anu '

(KJB
vi. 63) and Der 'the city of Anu' {KIB iii. 165) ;

Nippur, the residence of En-lil ; Sip; r and Larsa
of Ctu ; and Ur, of Ur. Through the growth and
the conquests of certain cities their local divinities

became great gods whose worship spread through-
out all Babylonia. If, subsequentl}', these centres
declined in political importance, their patrons still

retained much of their old dignity, though they
might be subordinated in the theological systems
to the god of the con<iuering city.
At the earliest period disclo>ed to us by the

Babylonian inscriptions, En-lil, the god of Nippur,
had become the most important of all the Sumerian
deities. He was the en, or 'lord,' par excellence,

and was worshipped in all parts of Babylonia as

well as at his proper residence. He bore the titles
'

king of heaven and earth
'

( VAB p. 15),
'

king of

the lands, father of the gods' (VAB p. 37). As
chief of the gods, who had his seat upon the
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mountain of the north where the gods assembled,-
lie \vas called 'great mountain.' His tower-

temple at Nippur was known as E-kur,
' the

mountain house.' All this indicates that Nippur
must once have been the political as well as

the religious centre of Babylonia ; but this was
in prehistoric times. In the period represented
by the earliest inscriptions (c. 4000 B.C.), Nippur
had lost the political hegemony, although its god
still retained his ancient pre-eminence.

.•Alongside of En-lil stood his consort Nin-lil,
who shared the high rank of her husband. She
was known as ' the lady of the lower world, the
mistress of heaven and earth.' One of her common
titles was Kin-har-sag,

'

lady of the great moun-
tain,' with reference to her supremacy on the
mountain of the gods. Associated with En-lil as

the greatest gods of the Sumerian pantheon were
Ann,

' the sky,' and En-ki,
' lord of the sea.' Anu

is mentioned in the earliest inscriptions, and, like

En-lil, had temples in all parts of Babylonia.
En-ki, otherwise known as E-a,

' house of water,'
was the patron-god of Eridu. In pre-historic times
tliis city lay at the head of the Persian Gulf, and
must have been politically one of the most im-

portant cities of Babylonia. In the inscriptions of

Lugalzaggizi (perhaps as early as B.C. 4000) the
triad En-lil, Anu, and En-ki is already known
(VAB i. 155), and it is frequently mentioned in

the oldest inscriptions. Thus the visible universe
was portioned out between Ami, lord of the sky ;

En-lil, lord of the earth ; and En-ki or E-a, lord of

the sea. There is reference perliaps to this triad

in the words of the second commandment,
' the

heavens above, and the earth beneath, and the
waters under the earth

'

(Jastrow, Die Rel. Bab. p.

140). A second triad of inferior dignity consisted
of Ur, the moon-god of Ur ; Utu, the sun-god of Sip-

\>&tl ; and Nana, the goddess of Erech. The superior
rank of the moon-god in this triad was due to the

greater political importance of his city, Ur.
The Semites who entered Babylonia used the

word bel (
= ba'al, cf. Aram, b'jz) in all the senses in

wliich it was used by the other Semites, and, in

addition, developed the meaning
' master

'

or '

lord,'
which is not found in the other dialects. They
spoke of their gods as bel, both with reference to

their ownership of physical objects and places, and
with reference to their authority over tribes and
individuals. The worshipper addressed his god as

belt,
' my lord

'—a usage that is not found in the
other Semitic languages. When they conquered
Babj'lonia, they found the Sumerian gods on the

ground, and adopted them as their own, just as
Israel adopted the b''dlim of Canaan. The en of a

particular object or locality became for them the
bel ; the nin, the belit. The old Sumerian moon-
god Ur became Sin, the bel of Ur ; the sun-god of

Sippar, Sha7nash, the bel of Sippar ; Nana of Erech,
Isliiar, the belit of Erech. The names of other
Sumerian fr. !s, such as Ea and Ni^igirsu, were
retained untranslated, and they were kno^ATi as
the bels or belits of their respective sanctuaries.

En-lil, as the chief god of Babylonia, was known
as ^^\ par excellence (th^re is no article in Bab.),
and in course of time this appellative drove the old
name out of use and became the common designa-
tion of the god, so that, when Bel was mentioned
without any qualifying word, En-lil was understood
to be meant. Thus in Babylonia BH became the
name of an individual god in a way that was never
true of Ba'al among the West Semites. In like

manner, Nin-har-sag, the consort of En-lil, was
known as BSlit, 'the lady.' For many centuries
after the conquest of Babylonia by the Semites
tlieir language was not reduced to writing, and the
ancient Sumerian was employed as a sacred tongue
lor all the inscriptions in the temples. The result

is that before the time of IJammurabi the name
of the god of Nippur is always written En-lil,

although it is certain that the Semites habitually
called him Bel. From the time of ^amraurabi
onward Semitic inscriptions begin to be common,
and then the name of the god appears written

phonetically Bel or Bclu. The old name En-Id
continued, however, to be used as an ideogram for

Bel down to the latest times. The Sem. kings of

all parts of Babylonia have left inscriptions in

honour of this god. Eannatura, king of Lagash
{(. 3000 IJ.C), calls him 'tlie lord of heaven and
earth,' and speaks of Sin, the moon-god of Ur, as
' the strong calf of En-lil.'' A\'hen he conquers tlie

people of Gishhu, it is in tlie name of En-lil { VAB
i. 14). He speaks of himself as ' endued with

strength by En-lil, nourished with holy milk by
Nin-har-sag

'

( VAB i. 19). He owes his position as

king to the fact that ' his up.me has been spoken
hy En-lir (VAB'\. 19). Enteniena of Lagash under-
took restorations of the temple at Nippur, and
constructed there a laver for the god [VAB i. 34).

Gudea also ascribes his appointment as king of

Lagash to En-lil (VAB i. 114), and wages his wars
in the name of E7i-lil [VAB i. 128, 130). Nin-

girsu, the patron-god of Lagash, is called the son
of En-lil (VAB i. 123). The temple of E7i-lil at

Shirpurla, the capital of Lagash, was called E-adda,
'house of the father,' which shows the superior
position that he held over against the local god.
Ur-engur, king of Ur, rebuilt E-kur, the temple of

En-lil at Nippur ( VAB i. lS9j. By the dynasty of

Ur En-lil was honoured to an extraordinary degree
(cf. VAB 1966-c, 198, 2006-f/). Aradsin of Larsa
calls En-lil his god, who has given him the throne

(VAB i. 212). Votive inscriptions in his honour
from kings in all parts of Babylonia have been
found by the expedition of the University of Penn-

sylvania at Nippur. His worship spread even as

farasElam(F^^i. 181).

The primitive character of Bel of Nippur is diffi-

cult to determine, on account of the confusion of

this god with INIarduk in all the later religious
texts. From the oldest inscriptions we gather that
he was conceived as a mighty warrior, armed with a

net, who marched forth for tlie destruction of the
enemies of his worshippers ( VAB i. 14, 19, 128, 13u).

The Creation-epic shows that in its original form he
was regarded as the creator of heaven and earth.

He determined the fates of men (VAB i. 21, 122).

Oaths were administered in his name, and he

punished those who ^'iolated them ( VAB i. 14).

On his temple at Nippur and the remains there

found see Peters, Nippur ; Hilprecht, Babylonian
Expedition of the Universit^f of Pennsylvania, and

Explorations in Bible Lands.
The high position that Bel of Nippur maintained

for centuries he finally lost through the rise of the

city of Babylon to political supremacy. Before
the time of gammurabi (c. 2200 B.C.), Babylon was
a relatively obscure place, and its chief god,
Marduk, enjoyed only a local celebrity. He is

never mentioned in the inscriptions of kings who
reigned before the first dj'nasty of Babylon. He
was originally the god of the morning and the

spring sun, who had become the bH of Babylon by
a process similar to that by which Sin, the moon-

god, had become the bel of Ur. When Qammurabi
expelled the Elamites and united all Babylonia
beneath his rule, Babylon became the chief city
of the empire, and Marduk, its god, was suddenly
exalted to the chief place in the pantheon. He
now became B61, or '

lord,' par excellence ; and this

title presently became a proper name that was
used even more frequently than his real name,
Marduk. There were now two Bels in Babylonia—the old Bel of Nippur, who, in spite of the fallen

state of his city, was still reverenced through force
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of religious consen'atism, and tlie new Bel of

Babylon, vho had proved himself to be the ch facto
lord" through tlie strength of Hammurabi's arms.
What was more natural than to attempt to prevent
conflict between t!ie two potentates by affirming
tlieir identity ? This step was taken by tlie priests
of Babylon as earlj' as the reign of Jammurabi.
All the attributes of the old Bel of Nippur,

' lord of

lords,' 'lord of heaven and earth,' 'lord of the

lands,' 'creator,' etc., were transferred directly to

the new Bel of Babylon. All the ancient hymns
and prayers to Bel of Nippur were appropriated to

the use of his rival. Wlien Hammurabi and his

successors of the first dynasty speak of Bel, and
u>;e the language of the ancient inscriptions, they
mean Marduk. lu spite of this attempted .syn-

cretism, however, the priests were unable to

banish the old BH entirely even from Babylon.
As a member of the supreme triad—Anu, Bel, Ea—Bel held his own, and was constantly invoked in

the inscriptions along with Bel-Marcluk ; but this

was more a religious formula inherited from the

p.ast than an active belief. For all practical

jiurposes of worship, Enlil-Bel was absorbed by
Marduk-Bel. Outside of the city of Babylon the
claim of Marduk to be the same as the older Bil
was not received without opposition, and there are

evidences of a long struggle before it became a

dogma acknowledged throughout Babylonia. The
priests of Nippur naturally never accepted it, and

throughout the entire period of the Kassite third

dj'nasty Nippur retained its place as a sanctuary,
to which pilgrims Hocked from all parts of Baby-
lonia. The Kassite kings had no special fondness
for the patron-god of the dynasty of Hamnmrabi,
and they bestowed special honour upon the old

Bel of Nippur (Hilprecht, Old Bab. Inscr. I. i.

Nos. 28-32). With the fall of the Kassites and the
establishment of a native Bab5-lonian d5masty,
Marduk regained the place that Hammurabi had
given him. and Bel of Nippur waned until little

remained but the memory of his former glory.

Curiously enough, BSlit of Nippur did not share
the fate of her husband and become the wife of

Marduk when he was identified with BSl. Marduk
had already a consort, Sarpanitum, a relatively

unimjjortant goddess, who was in no way com-

parable with the old BHit of Nippur. The two
were never identified, as logical consistency would
have demanded, but Belit held her own as an

independent great goddess.
In the inscriptions of the Assyrian kings, Bel

usually means Marduk. He occupies the second

pl.-ice in the pantheon (after Ashnr), and is usually
named in connexion with his 'son' Nahu, the

patron-god of Borsippa. The Assyrian kings
showed him the highest reverence ; and even when
they conquered Babylonia, they claimed to do it

in tiie service of Bel, and took the throne by the
formal ceremony of grasping the hands of Bel at

Babylon. Along witli tliis there e.xisted also the
cult of the older Bel of Nippur. The old triad,

Anu, Bel, Ea, still stands at the head of lists of

gods in which Marduk appears as a separate deity ;

and when the Assyrian kings speak oi Bel, the lord
of the lands, who dwells on tlie holy mountain,
they mean the Bel of Nippur. Tiglath-Pileser I.

states expressly that he restored a temple of ' the
old BH '

at Ashur (Rawlinson, i. pi. 14, col. vi. 87).
This double use of Bel as a proper name lasted

through the entire As.syrian period, and, besides
tliis, bit retained its generic meaning as a title of
all the gods. The standing formula for the gods in

general is ilAni rabiiti beleya,
'

tiie great gods my
lords.' B&it was

worshipped in Assyria partly as
the ancient goddess of Nippur, partly as the con-
sort of Anu or Ashur. Her name is also used as a
title of the Assj-rian Ishtar. This confusion is

due to the fact that the common noun belit never
lost its ai)pellative meaning of 'mistress.' Many
goddesses might be called '

mistress,' and then
through this similarity of title be confused with
one another. When Ashurbanipal wishes to dis-

tinguish the older Belit, he calls her Belit of

Nippur (Rawlinson, v. 8, col. viii. 98, 99).
In the New Bab. period Bel-Marduk regained

the supremacy that in the Assyr. period he tempor-
arily surrendered to Ashur. His cult was revived
with great glory by Nabopolassar, Nebuchadrezzar,
and Nabonidus, and all the attributes of supreme
divinity were hea[)ed ujion him. Throughout Baby-
lonia be Avas acknowledged without question as the
Bel, and his cult spread widely in the provinces of
the empire. We have found it already at Palmyra
(see above, iii. 5). Its presence at Edessa is attested

lay Jacob of Sarug (ZDdFG xxix., 1875, p. 131).
When Bel is mentioned in the OT and Apoc. it is

alwaj-s j\Iarduk that is meant. The old Bel is

unknown, except in so far as his character survives
in his successor. In Jer 51^ he is called 'Bel of

Babylon.' In Is 46' he is named in connexion with
Nebo, the god of Borsippa, the suburb of Babylon.
In Jer 50'^ Merodach {

= Marduk) stands in poetic
parallelism with BH. Cf. also Bel and the Dragon
(
= Dn 14 in LXX), Baruch 6" (cf. G^*). Bel also
occurs in a few late Heb. proper names.

7. Among the Greeks and Romans.—Through
Phoen. colonies in all parts of the coast of the

Mediterranean, and through Greek colonies in

Syria, the worship of the old Sem. b''a.lim was
widely disseminated throughout the Gr?eco-lioman
world, and exerted a deep influence upon Occidental

thought. The local divinity was either called by
his original Sem. name, e.g. Balanios at Heliopolis,
Balsamem at Tyre, Palmyra, and the Phoenician
colonies, Balmarcodes at I)eir el-Qal'a, Beelmaris
at Tj-re, Balcaranensis at Carthage, Baladdiris at

Signs, AgHbolos and laribolos at Palmyra ; or else
his name was translated into its supposed Gr. or
Lat. equivalent. The local 6«aZ was everywhere
regarded as the supreme god, hence he was fre-

quently identified with Zeus or Juppiter, the name
of his city being appended to distingui^-h him from
otlier similar divinities, e.g. Zeus Kasios, Zeus
Daraascenos, Zeus Karraelos, Zeus Atabyrios,
Zeus Tarsios, Juppiter Heliopolitanus (see alwve
under the corresponding Semitic names). Other
ba'als had peculiarities wliicli led to their identi-
fication with Kronos-Saturn. Balcai-anensi.9 of

Carthage, for instance, is regularly called Satumus
in the inscriptions (cf. Alex. Polyh., frag. 3 in FHG
iii. 212; Servius, Aen. i. 642. 729; Damascius,
Vit. Isid. § 115 ; Job. Chrys. on Ps. 105, § 3 ; Theo-
doret on Ps lOo^^ in PG "Wn. 1730). The baal of

Heliopolis, who was the sun, was, of course, identi-
fied with Helios and Sol. Malak-Bel at PalmjTa is

in the Latin parallel called
' Sol sanctissimus '

(cf.

Servius, Aen. i. 642, 729 ; Nonn. Dionys. xl. 392 ff.;

Macrobius, Saturn, i. 23). Hesychius [s.v. B^Xos),
the Etym. Mag. (s.v. B^X), and Parmenius (in Becker,
Anccd. 225), connect ba'al with Ouranos. Ba'al-
Melkart of Tyre is almost uniformly identified

by classical writers with Herakles (cf. Baethgen,
Beitrdge, 20 f . ). Late writers assert that in Persian
Ba'al is the same as Ares (Malalas, p. 19 ; John of

Antioch, frag. 5, in FUG iv. 542 ; Chrov. Pasch. i.

18). This variety in the identification bears
A\-itness to the multiplicity of the b-'dlim with
which Greeks and Romans came into contact (see

Scholz, Gbtzendienst, p. 14811'. ; Baethgen, ^ei^rcrgre,

p. 19 fl'.).

The Bab. Bel is also kno\\'n to the classical

Avriters. In Servius {Aen. i. 612) a dim memory
survives of a distinction between the older and the

younger Bel, but in general only Marduk-Bel is

known, and all the attributes of Enlil-Bil are
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ascribed to iiira, as in the later Bab. theology.
Eudemos (in Damascius, de Princip. 12.5) knows
that he is the son of Aos (Ea) and Daake (Dam-
kina). Berossus (in FHG ii. 497, 4 fl". ) and Castor
(in Euseb. Chron., ed. Schoene, p. 53) narrate, in
direct dependence upon the Bab. Creation-story,how Bel slew the dragon of the deep, and out of
her body created heaven and earth. Of him Arrian
(Anab. iii. 16. 4) says that the Babylonians honour
him most of all the gods (cf. Minucius Felix, vi, 1).
The building of his temple at Babylon is ascribed
to Semiramis (Diod. ii. 9 ; Dionysius Periegetes,
1007). Berossus (in Euseb. Chron. ed. Schoene,
p. 48) and Josephus (Ant. X. xi. 1) tell how it was
beautified by ISebuchadrezzar ; Arrian (Anab. iii.

16. 4), how it was destroyed by Xerxes and rebuilt

by Alexander. It is often mentioned by the clas.si-

cal writers (Herod, i. 181 ; Pans. i. 16. 3, viii. 33. 3 ;

Pliny, vi. 121 ; Mart. Capell. vi. 701 ; Solin. Ix. 3).A grave of Bel at Babylon was known to Ctesias

(frag. 29, 216 ; cf. Aelian, xii. 3 ; Strabo, xvi. 738 ;

Diod. xvii. 102). The cult of the Bab. Bel was
never directly adopted by the Greeks or the
Komans, as were tlie cults of the Phoen. and Syr.
¥'dliin ; but indirectly many elements of Bab.
theological speculation concerning his character
and his creation of the world drifted into the
Occident, and re-appear in the worship of Mithra
(see MiTHRA). Through the Bab. use of Bel as a
proper name, and through the exalted Bab. concep-
tion of his character as creator and supreme god,
the Greeks were led to the idea that there was a
single god Bel, of whom the numerous Syr. and
Phcen. b^'ali/n were only the local manifestations.
Strabo speaks of Bclos as a gi'eat god, worshipx^ed
throughout Africa and in Asia as far as Persia
(xvi. 744 ; cf. Excerpta Barbari in Frick, Chron.
Min. 281, 27 ; Curtins, iii. 3, 16). The form Belos
as a proper name without additional determinative
is evidently derived from the Bab. Bel rather than
from the Phcen. ba'al, and shows that the idea of a
.single god Ba'al is ultimately of Babylonian origin.
On the Bab. Bel in Greek writers see Scholz,
Gotzendienst (p. 36511'.).

LiTERATiTiE.—In addition to the special discussions mentioned
above, see on the ba'al-c\i\t in general, Selden, de Dis Syris,
1617

; J. G. Voss, de Theol. Gentili, 1&42
; Gesenius, art.

' Bel '

in Ersch and Gruber's Enc.
; Creuzer, Symbolik u. Mythologie 3,

1841, u. 411 ff.; Winer, RWB, art.
'

Baal'; Diestel,
' Monothe-

ismusdesiiltesten Heidenthums,' JDTh, 1860, 719 fi.; Merx, art.
' Baal' in Schenkel, 1869 ; Schlottmajin, art. 'Baal,' in Riehm's
HWB, 1875 ; Scholz, Gotzendienst u. Zauberwesen bet den alien
Hebrdern, 1877, 137 £f. ; Baudissin, Studien zur sem. Religions-
gesch.yii. 1878 ; E. Meyer, art.

'

Baal,' in Roscher's Lex., 1884 ;

Baethgen, Beitr. zur sem. Religionsgesch. 1888, 17fiF.; W. R
Smith, Rel. of Semites^, 1894, 93ff.; Baudissin, art. 'Baal, Bel,'
in PRE 3, 1897; Peake.art. *Baal,'ina/)iJ,i. (I898)p. 209, and
Kautzsch, ib. v. (1004) p. 645 ; Moore, art.

'

Baal,' in EBi, 1899.
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Lewis Bayle.s Patox.
BAALZEBUB and BEELZEBOUL.—These

two names probably refer to the same supernatural
being ; or, at any rate, the second of them is

derived from the first. Baalzebub (niai hii2) is the
OT form (2 K l^-

s- e.
i6)^ and Beelzeboul *

(^eeX^ejSovX,WH ^ee^-e^ovX) the NT form (Mt lO^^ 1224- -'7 ^xk
3-2, Lk 11 '5.18.1a).

Baalzebub is in the OT represented as the god
of the Philistine city of Ekron, whose oracle was
so famous that Ahaziah, kin,' of Israel, sent to
consult it, to the neglect of tiic oracles of Jahweh.
The Hebrew word 3UJ '7^3 would mean 'lord of
Hies'; 3UT=Assyrian zumbu, 'a fly' (cf. Ec 10').
The LXX and Josephus so understood it, since

they make the name of the god /3da\ p.viav (cf. LXX,
ad loc, and Jos. Ant. IX. ii. 1). Aquila supports
the same reading by transliterating jSaaXfe/Soi;^,
while Symmachus supports the NT form §eek^€§oi)\.
Bezold found, in an inscription of the Assyrian
king Assur-bel-Kala (Uth cent.), mention made
among the gods of Ebir-nari (a name applied in
Neh 2'- 9 to Syria and Palestine) of a god Bel-ze-bu-
bi (or-na). Were the last syllable certain, it would
show that Baalzebub was found there earlier

(see Catalogue, K. 3500, and Hommel, AHT
195). Movers (Die Phonizier, i. 260 ff.) held that
the original name was '7Ui '7j;3='lord of the
mansion,' which originally meant a heavenly man-
sion, but afterwards the god of the nether world.
This view is of very doubtful certainty, since '7a? in
the sense of 'house' (1 K 8^^ and Ps 49") is very
uncertain (cf. LXX). In Is eS'^ and Hab 3" it is

used of a station or abode in the heavens, while in
the Talmud (Chagiga, 126) '7131 is the fourth heaven,
in which are the heavenly Jerusalem and the altar.
This would hardly be possible, if in Jewish thought
the word had ever represented a region the lord of
which was the prince of demons. Halevy (JA xix.

[1892] p. 304 and CAIBL xx. [1892] p. 74) thinks
Zebub the name of a place, comparing the Sapuna
of the el-Amarna letters (KB v. 174. 16)—a theory
which Kittel ('Konige,' in Nowack's Handkom-
mentar, ad loc.) rightly rejects. The resemblance
between Zebub and Sapuna is too slight, and the
Biblical text states that the deity in question was
the god of Ekron. In all probability Baalzebub
means 'lord of llies,' which are very numerous in
the neighbourhood of Ekron (see Barton, A Years
Wandering in Bible Lands, 1904, p. 21611'.). This
title was given as an epithet to the god, whether
by the Ekronites or the Hebrews we do not know,
though Baethgen (Beit. z. sem. Beligionsgesch. 1888,
p. 25) holds that he represented a process of divina-
tion by flies. In the NT, as already noted, the name
is /3e€Xfe/3oi/\ and is applied to the lord of the devils,
and made a synonym of Satan (cf. Mk 3"- ^, Lk
Il"-i8). Cf. above, p. 287\
These facts have given rise to various conjec-

tures. (1) The theory of Movers already referred
to, that the name was hin ^yj, is thought by some
to receive confirmation from the fact that in Mt
10'-* olKodeaTrdrrji (

= ' master of the house '

f) may
be considered a translation of it. There is no
real reason, liowever, to consider one of these
words a translation of the other. If h^2^

(
= ' house ')

was an original element of the name, a punning
Jew would easily have "ju'i

(
= Syr. »<^?i = 'dung')

suggested to him, and might so understand the
* Beelzebub of AV has no authority in Greek MSS. It owes its

currency to the Vulgate.
t Cheyne {EBi, col. 514) holds that oticoSccnroTi^ suggests the

reading Tni 7]!2, 1= Aram, 'of,' and T3 changed from n'3=
'house.'
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name (so Gouid,
'

Mark,' in Inter. Crit. Com. p. 62).

(2) It is supposed that the name is a variation of

Baalzebub, and that both the form and tlie signifi-
cance have undergone change. As to the form, it

is supposed [a) that the final b Avas clianged to I

by conscious perversion, so as to make it mean
'

dung,' as ba'al {
~ ' lord ') is sometimes changed to

bOsheth (
= '

shame') (cf. Esh-baal, 1 Ch 9^9, \vith

Ish-bosheth, 2 S 2^") ; this perversion transformed

'fly' to 'dung,' or 'filth.' (b) Baudissin (PEE^)
holds that b -was changed to I in popular pronuncia-
tion, without intent to change the meaning, as

Bnb-el-Mandeb is sometimes changed to Bab-el-
Mandel ; and (c) Riehm (HWB^) held that in the
time of (2\\\\»i Baal-zebub was Aramaized to Nn3T'7i'a

(
= 'lord of enmity'), and so was the exact equiva-

lent of Atd^iJoXos, or Satan.
As to the significance of Beel-zeboul in the NT

period difl'erent theories have been proposed to

account for his evolution from the OT god. Geiger
(Urschrift, p. 53) thought that the god of the
hated Philistines became the representative of

heathen power, and so the arch-enemy of Israel.

He found conlirmation of his view in the fact that,
in Aramaic, auT would be phoneticallj'- transformed
into 2aT (

= '

hostility'). This theory, though
plausible, lacks historical confirmation. The Philis-

tines v/ere not a formidable enemy after the early
days of the kingdom. Syrians, Assyrians, Baby-
lonians, Persians, Greeks, and Romans took .succes-

sively the place of principal enemy, and it is hardly
probable that the god of Ekron, who is mentioned
in but one narrative of the OT, could have con-
tinued to hold this place. Had he done so, he
could not have escaped mention.
Another view is expressed in the Talmud, which

regards the flj' as the representative of evil. In

B'rukhdth, 61«, it is said :

' The evil spirit lies like

a fly at the door of the human heart.' Again,
in B'rakhoth, 106, it is said that the Shunammite
woman (2 K 4* fi". ) perceived that Elisha was a man
of God, because no fly crossed his table. This
estimate of the fly goes back to the Mishna, for in

Aboth, 5*, we read :

' A fly, being an impme thing,
was never seen in the slaughter-house of the

temple.' In reality the revival of interest in Baal-
zebub in the NT was due to literary causes.

Cheyiie has pointed out that Lk 9^ shows that in

the time of Christ the narrative of 2 K 1 possessed
a strange fascination for people. Probably both
the hostility to Baal-zebub expressed in that narra-
tive and the perversion of his name into the
Aramaic Kam '7i'3 (

= ' lord of hostility ') helped
this literarj- interest to make Beel-zebub a synonym
of Satan. As the name meant ' lord of flies,'

this would be sufficient to call into existence the
Talmudic conception that the fly is a kind of imp,
especially as Lv 11 and Dt 14 imply that it was to
be reckoned among unclean flying things.
The change of zcbiib to zebul in the NT was, no

doubt, due to conscious perversion. In addition to
the analogy of bdsheth, cited above, the Talmud
{'Abodd zard, 186, cf. Dalman, Aram. Gram. p.

137) shows that n:i as applied to the sacrifices of
the heathen was changed to Vni (' dung').
LiTERATrRE.—Lightfoot, norcE Uebraicce on Mt 12H Lk

111'; Movers, Phonizier, 1S41, i. 260 ff.; Geiger, Urschrift,
Breslau, 1857, p. 53; Riehm, HfVB^; Baudissin, PREi;
Winckler, Geschichte IsmcU, 1895-1900, L 223, 22n ; Peake,
in Hastini.s' DB i. 211b; Cheyne, EBi, col. 407 tf.

; Kohler, JE
ii. 629^ ; Kittel,

'

Konige.'in Xowack's Handkotnmentar,p. 1S2 ;

Allen, 'Matthew' (Edin. 19'J7), in Inter. Crit. Conirn. p. 107;
Gould,

'

Mark,' 1896 (ib.), p. 62
; Plummer,

'

Luke2,' 1S9S (ib.),
P- ^^- George A. Barton.

BAB, BABIS.—i?«6 (t__jb = ' Gate '

in Arabic)
was the title first assumed by Mirza 'Ali Muham-
mad, a young Sayyid of Shiraz, who in A.H. 1260
(
= A.p. 1844) began to preach a new religion,

which spread through Persia with extraordinary
rapidity, and, in spite of violent persecutions, cul-

minating in the execution of the founder on July
9, 1850, and of some twenty-eight of his principal
disciples on September 15, 1852, has continued to

gain strength until the present day. Both the

history ana the doctrines of this religion present
so many remarkable features, that the subject has,
almost from the first, attracted a great deal of

attention, not only in the East but in Europe, and
latterlj' in America ; and the literature dealing
with it, even in European languages, is very ex-
tensive ; while the Arabic and Persian writings,
manuscript, lithographed and printed, connected
with it are so numerous and, in some cases, .so

voluminous, that it would hardly be possible for
the most industrious student to read in their

entiretj^ even those which are accessible in half
a dozen of the best-known collections in Europe.
An exhaustive treatment of the subject is there-
fore impossible, and we must content ourselves
with a sketch of the most important outlines of
the history, doctrines, and literature of the religion
in question.

I. Antecedents.—In order to understand properly
the origins and developments of Babi doctrine, it

is, of course, essential to have a fair knowledge of

Islam, and especially of that form of Islam (the
doctrine of the Ithnd 'ashariyya division of tlie

Shi'a, or 'Sect of the Twelve' Imams), of which
Persia has from the earliest Muhammadan times
been the stronghold, and which, since the 16th
cent, of our era, has been the State religion of that

kingdom. Information on this subject must be

sought elsewhere in this Encyclopaedia under the

appropriate headings ; but, even for the most ele-

mentary comprehension of the early Bilbl doctrine,
it is essential to grasp the Shi'ite doctrine of the
Imamate, and especially the Messianic teaching
concerning the Twelfth Imam, or Imam Mahdi.
According to the Shi'ite view, the prophet ^lu-

hammad appointed to succeed him, as the spiritual
head of Islam, his cou.sin'Ali ibn Abi Talib, who,
being married to Fatima, was also his son-in-law.
'Alis rif'hts were, however, usurped in turn Vjy
Abu Bakr, 'Umar, and 'Uthman; and though he
was elected Khalifa after 'Uthman's death, he was
assassinated after a brief and troubled reign of
five years (A.D. 656-661). His eldest son, al-^asan,
the second Imam, abdicated five or six months
after his father's death in favour of the Umayj-ad
Mu'awiya. His younger son, al-yusayn, the third

Imam, attempted to regain his temporal rights by
a rash revolt against the Umayyads, but perished
on the fatal field of Karbala (Kerbela) on Muhar-
ram 10, A.H. 61 (Oct. 10, A.D. 680), a day still

celebrated with wailing and mourning in all Shi'ite

communities, especially in Persia. The nine re-

maining Imams all lived in more or less dread of
the Umayyad, and afterwards of the 'Abbasid
khalifas, and many of them died by poison or other
violent means. They were all descended from
aiyusayn, and, according to the popular belief,
from a daughter of Yazdigird III., the last Sasanian
king, who was taken cajitive by the Arabs after
the battle of Qadisiyya, and given in marriage to

al-^usajTi. This belief, which was prevalent at
least as early as the 3rd cent, of the Hijra, since
it is mentioned by the historian al-Ya'qiibi (ed.

Houtsma, ii. 293, 363), undoubtedly explains, as
remarked by Gobineau,* the afl'ection in which
the Imams are held in Persia, since they are re-

garded as the direct descendants not only of the

prophet Muhammad, but also of the old royal
house of Sasan. The Divine Right of the Imams
to the temporal supremacy of which thev had been

unjustly deprived, and the absolute dependence
• Rel. et Philos. dans VAsie Centrale (ed. 1866), p. 275.
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of ihe faitlifiil on the spiritual guidance of the
' Tniani of the Age,' thus became the two most
cliaracteristic and essential dogmas of all the
various Shi'ite sects.

' Whosoever dies,' says
a well-known Shi'ite tradition, 'without recog-
nizing the Imam of his time, dies the death of a
pagan.'
Now, according to the * Sect of the Twelve,' the

Twelfth Imam, or Imam Mahdi, Avas the last of
tlie series. But since, according to their belief,
The world cannot do without an Imam, and since
tiiis last Imam, who succeeded his father in A.n.
260

(
= A.D. 873-4), disappeared from mortal ken

in A.H. 329 (
= A.D. 940-1), it is held that he never

(lied, but is still living in the mysterious city of

Jabulqa, or Jabulsa, surrounded by a band of
faithful disciples, and that at the end of time
he will issue forth and '

fill the earth with justice
after it has been filled with iniquity.' This Mes-
sianic Advent is ever present in the mind of the
Persian Shi'ite, who, when he has occasion to
mention the Twelfth Imam, or Imam Mahdi (also
entitled Eujjatu'llah, 'the Proof of God,' Baqiy-
yatu'Ilah, 'the Remnant of God,' Sahibu'z-Zamun,
'

the Lord of the Age,' and QcVimtt 'All Muhammad,
' He who shall arise out of the house of Muham-

mad'), always adds the formula ^ji aD^ t-W^
(' May God hasten his glad Advent ! ').

Now, in connexion with Babi doctrine, it is to be

noticed first of all that the ' Manifestation
'

{j%A=)
of Jlirza 'Ali Muhammad the Bab took place, as

already said, in A.H. 1260, exactly a thousand
years after the succession of the Imam Mahdi to
the Imamate, or, in other words, at the completion
of a millennium of '

Occultation
'

{L:^-oo.i). For
the Imam Mahdi, according to the Shi'ite belief,
appeared in public once only, on his accession,
when he performed the funeral service over his
father, after which he became invisible to the bulk
of his followers. During the first 69 years of the
millennium of 'Occultation,' however, his instruc-
tions and directions were communicated to his
followers, the Shi'a, through four successive inter-

mediaries, each of whom bore the title of Bab, or
'Gate.'* This period is known as 'the Minor

Occultation'
{^jL^ (Li:^J.j.i). In a.h. 329, how-

ever, this series of 'Gates,' or channels of com-
munication between the Imam and his folloMers,
came to an end, and such communication became
impossible. This later and longer period (which,
according to the Babi view, lasted from A.H. 329
to A.H. 1260) is known as 'the Major Occultation'

It Avas in this sense, then, that Mirza 'Ali Mu-
hammad, at the beginning of his career, declared
himself to be the Bab, or 'Gate,' viz., the gate
whereby communication, closed since the end of
the 'Minor Occultation,' was re-opened between
the Hidden Imam and his faithful followers. He
did not invent this term, nor was he even the first
to revive it, for it was used in the same sense by
ash-Shalmaghiini, a Messiah of the 10th cent, of
our era, and by otliers.t So far as recent times
are concerned, however, it was the Shaykhi school,
founded by Shaykh Ahmad al-Ahsa'i (b. A.D.
1733, d. A.D. 1826) which revived the idea that
amongst the faithful followers of the Twelfth

* For their names, and a fuller account of the whole matter,
see the present writer's tr. of the Traveller's Narrative,
ii. 296 ff.

t For a full discussion of this matter, see the note on the
meaning of the title 'Bab' in the tr. of the Traveller's Narra-
tive, a. 226-234.

Imam tliere must always exist one, whom tliey

entitled Ski'a-i-Kamil (J-<1$ IxjJL), 'the Perfect

Shi'ite,' who was in direct spiritual communication
with him. Neither Shaykh Ahmad nor his successor

Sayyid Kazim of Rasht (d. A.D. 1843-1844) made
use of the title

'

Bab,' but their conception of ' the
Perfect Shi'ite' was practically identical with the
idea connoted by that title. To this Shaykhi
school, or sect, belonged not only Mirza 'Ali
Muhammad himself, but Mulla ^lusayn of Bush-
rawayh, Qurratu'l-'Ayn, and many others of his
first and most zealous disciples. On the death of

Sayyid Ka?im his followers were naturally im-

pelled by their doctrine concerning
' the Perfect

Shi'ite' to seek his successor. There were two
claimants, Mirza 'Ali Muhammad, who on May 23,

1844,* within a short time of Sayyid Kazim's
death, announced himself to be the '

Bab,' and
whose followers were consequently called ' Babis '

;

and 9ajji Muhammad Karim Khan, a scion of
the Qajar Royal Family, who was recognized, and
wliose descendants are still recognized, by the con-
servative or stationary Shaykhis as their spiritual
head. It is in the teachings of the Shaykhi
school, therefore, that the immediate origins of

early Babi doctrine must be sought ; but no
European scholar has yet made a critical study
of the works and doctrines of Shaykh Ahmad and
Sayyid Kazim. Those who desire somewhat fuller

information on this subject may be referred to
the Traveller's Narrative, ii. 234^244. A full and
critical study of the Shaykhi doctrines would, how-
ever, form an indispensable preliminary to such a
philosophical history of the Babis as must some
dajr be written.

2. History of the movement during' the life of
the founder. — The first period of Babi history
begins with the 'Manifestation' on May 23, 1844,
and ends with the martyrdom of the Bab at Tabriz
on July 9, 1850. The detailed history of these
six years will be found in the translations of the
Traveller's Narrative (Camb. 1891) and the New
History.of . . . the Bab (Camb. 1893), while a fairly

complete bibliography of earlier works on the sub-

ject, both European and Oriental, is given in the
former work (ii. 173-211). In the JBAS for 1889

(vol. xxi. new ser. pp. 485-526 and 881-1009) are
also discussed critically various matters connected
with both the history and the doctrines of the sect.

Of the three chief histories composed in Persian

by members of the sect, the earliest and most
instructive is that written between 1850 and 1852

by Pajji Mirza Jani of Kashan, who must have
finished it only a little while before he was put to
death among the twenty-eight Babis who suffered

martyrdom at Tihran CTeheran) on September 15,
1852. Of this work the only complete manuscript,
so far as the present writer can ascertain, whicli
existed (until he caused it to be transcribed for

himself) was Srippl. Bers. 1071 in the Biblioth^que
Nationale at Paris, one of the MSS brought from
Persia by M. le Comte de Gobineau, the talented
author of Les Religions et les philosophies dans
I'Asie Centrale. Another MS in the same collec-

tion (Suppl. Pets. 1070) contains the first third of

it, while the New History (JL»w\r»- '^rij^)
is a re-

cension made (about A.D. 1875-1880) by Mirza

^usayn of Hamadan, containing many additions,
but also remarkable for some extremely important
omissions and alterations. There is thus sufficient

material for an edition of this most important docu-

ment, which the present writer is now (1908) print-
ing. The Traveller's Narrative, the third of the
three principal systematic accounts compiled by the

* This date, and even the exact hour of his 'Manifestation,'
is given by the Bab in two passag:es of the Persian Baydn
(Wahid ii. 7, and vi. 13). See Trav. Xarr. ii. 218-226.
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Labis of their history, is not only later, but deals

less ^\•ith the early history of the movement than
vith the biography and writings of Baha'u'llah, to

whose son 'Abbas Efendi (also called "Abdu'l-Bahaj
its authorship is ascribed. The accounts of Babi

history given by Mu^iammadan writers (notably
by the Lisanu'l-!Mulk in the Ndsikhu't-Tawdrlkh
and by Ki?a.-quli-Kha,n in his supplement to

the Eawzatu's-S(ifd) must, as a rule, be used
with great caution, but exception must be made
in favour of the late Sayyid Jamalu'd-Din al-

Afghan's article on the Babis in Butrusu'l-Bustani's
Arabic encyclopcedia the Dd'iratu'l-Ma drif (Bei-

rut, 1881), and of a more recent history compiled
in Arabic by a Persian doctor named Zaimu'd-
Dawla, and published at Cairo in A.H. 1321 (a.d.

1903-^),* from both of which, in sjtite of the pre-

judice against the Babis which they display, im-

portant facts may be gleaned.
A very brief summary of the events of this first

period (A.D. 1844-1850) is all that can be given
here. The Bab himself, who was only twenty-
four years old at the time of his '

Manifestation,' t
and not thiilj'' when he suliered martyrdom, was
a captive in the hands of his enemies during the

greater portion of his brief career, first at Shiraz

(August-September 1845—March 1846), then at

Isfahan (ilarch 1846—March 1847), then at Makil
near Urumiyya, and, for the last six months of

his life, at the neighbouring castle of Chihriq. He
enjoyed the greatest freedom at Isfahan, where the

governor, Mini^chihr Khiu, a Georgian eunuch,
treated him with consideration and even favour ;

but he was able to continue his writings and to

correspond with, and even receive, his followers

during the greater part of his captivity, save,

perhaps, the last portion. He himself, however,
look no part in the bloody battles which presently
broke out between his followers and their Muslim
antagonists. Of these armed risings of the Babis
the chief were in MSzandaran, at Shaykh Tabarsi
near Barfuriish, under the leadership of Mulla

yusayn of Bushrawayh and ^ajji Mulla Muham-
mad 'All of Barfurusn (autumn of 1848 to summer
of 1849) ; at Zanjan, under Mulla Muhammad 'Ali

Zanjani (May-December 1850) ; and at Yazd and
Niriz, under Agha Sayyid Yahja (summer of 1850),
while a second rising at ^iriz seems to have
occurred in 1852. J Amongst other events of this

period to which the Babis attach special import-
ance, and of which they have preserved detailed

accounts, is the martyrdom of ' the Seven Martyrs
'

at Tiliran, which also took place in the summer of

1850.§ During the later period of his career Mirza
'Ali Muhammad discarded the title of ' Bab '

(which
he conferred on one of his disciples) and announced
that he was the Qd'im, or expected Imam, and even

more than this, the Nuqta (<UiiJ ), or
' Point.' It is

hy ih\s t\t\Q [Hazrat-i-jSuqta-i-Dld, 'His Holiness
the First Point '), or by that of Uazrat-i-Rabbii/ii'l-
A'ld,

' His Holiness my Lord Most High,' that he
is generally spoken or by his followers, though
latterly the Baha'is, desiring to represent him as
a mere forerunner of Baha'u'llah—a sort of John
the Baptist—seem to have abandoned the use of

these later and higher titles. But from the Bab's
own later waitings, such as the Persian Daydn,
as well as from what is said by Mirza Jani and
other contemporary writers, it is clear that he was
regarded as a divine being, and that in a very
full sense, as will be shown wlien the doctrines

* This work is entitled Mi/tdjiu Bdbfl-Abwdb (' the Kev of the
Gate of Gates ').

f The most reliable evidence points to October 9, 1820, as
the date of his birth. Mirza Hutayn "All, afterwards known as
Bahd'u'llAh was a year or two older (see Trai: Sarr. ii.

XlSfT.).

t See Trav. Xarr. ii. 263-261. § Tb. ii. 211-21S.

of the Babis are discussed, when the term ' Point
'

[Nuqta) will also be explained. The circumstances

attending the execution of the Bab at Tabriz on
July 9, 1850, and especially his strange escape
from the first volley fired at him,* are fully
recorded in the histories already mentioned, and
need not be recapitulated here. His body, after

bein^ exposed for several days, was recovered by
his disciples, together %vith that of his fellow-

martyr Mirza Muhammad 'Ali of Tabriz, wrapped
in white silk, placed in a collin, and concealed for
some seventeen years in a little shrine called
Imam-zada-i-Ma'svim between Tihran and Kibat-
Karim. At a later date it was transferred to
'Akka (St. Jean d'Acre) by order of Baha'u'llah,
where it was placed in a shrine specially built for
that purpose.!

3. Period of Subh-i-Ezel's supremacy (A.D. 1850-

1868).—Before liis death the Bilb had nommated
as his successor a lad named Miiza Yahya, son
of Mirza Buzurg of Niir, and half-brother of the
afterwards more famous Mirza ^usayn 'Ali, better
known as Baha'u'llah. Mirza Yahya was, accord-

ing to Miiza Jani, only 14 years old at the time of

the Bab's '

Manifestation,' so that he must have
been bom about A.H. 1246 (

= a.d. 1830-1831). His
mother died when he Avas a child, and he was
brought up by his step-mother, the mother of his

elder half-brother Baha'u'llah, who was about 13

years his senior. J Mirza Jani, our oldest, best, and
most unprejudiced authority (since he was killed
in 1852, long before the schism between the Ezelis
and Baha'is took place) reports Baha'u'llah as

saying that he did not then know how high a

position Mirza Yahya was destined to occupy.
At the early age of 15, about a year after the
'

Manifestation,' he was so attracted by what he
heard of the Bab and read of his writings, that
he set off for Khui'asan and ^lazandaran, met
Janab-i-Quddiis (i.e. Mulla Muhammad 'Ali of

Barfuriish) and Qurratu'l-'Ayn, and, \vith Baha-
'u'llah, attempted to join the Babia who were
besieged at Shaykh Tabarsi, but was prevented
by the governor of Amul. In the fifth year of

the 'Manifestation' (A.H. 1265 = A.D. 1849), shortly
after the fall of Shaykh Tabarsi, the Bab, having
heard of Mirza Yahya's youth, zeaJ, and devotion,
declared that in him was fulfilled the sign of the
Fifth Year given in the tradition of Kumayl,
'A Light shining from the Dawn of Eternity,'
conferred on him the title Subh-i-Ezel ('the Dawn
of Eternity'), sent him his own rings and other

personal possessions, authorized him, at such time
as he should see fit, to add 8 wdhids (or

' Unities
'

of 19 chapters each) to the Baydn, and appointed
him his successor. On the Bab's death, therefore,
Subh-i-Ezel, as we shall now continue to call him,
was recognized with practical unanimity by the
Babis as their spiritual head ; but, owing to his

youth and the secluded life wiiich he adopted,
the practical conduct of the aflairs of the Babi

community devolved chieflj' on his elder half-

brother Baha'u'llah, or Janab-i-Baha, as he is

called by Mirza Jani. There seem to have been
some rival claimants, notably Mirza Asaduilali
of Tabriz, entitled '

Dayyan,' who was, according
to Gobineau (p. 277 f.), drowned in the Shattu'l-

Arab by some of the Babis who wished to put
an end to his pretensions ; and, according to Mirzfi

Jani, certain other pei-sons, such as 'the Indian
believer' Sayyid Basir, Agha Muhammad Karawi,

and a young confectioner entitled 'Dhabih' (^c J

*
See, however, the Jfew History, p. 301, n. 1 ad calc., which

contains a correction of a detail g^iven by Gobineau.

t See the TravelUr's Xarratiie, ii. 46, and n. 1 ad calc.

X The date of Baha'u'llah's birth is given in Nabil's rhymed
chronicle as 2 Muharram, a.u. 1233 (

= November 12, 1817). See

JRAS, 1S89, p. 521.
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^\\^'i),
claimed to be theophanies or Divine Mani-

festations.* Mirza Jani actually exulted in this

state of things, declaring that just as the tree
which bears most fruit is the most perfect, so the

religion which produces most disdne or quasi-Dixine
Manifestations thereby shows its superiority to

other creeds. But none of these persons appears
to have had any considerable following, and for

some time Subh-i-Ezel enjoyed, nominally at least,
an uncontested supremacy.
For two years (July 1850-August 1852) little

was heard of the Babis ; but on August 15, 1852,
three or four adherents of the sect made an attempt
on the life of Nasiru'd-Din Shah as he was leaving
his palace at Niyavaran to go out hunting. Tlie

attempt, which appears to have had no counten-
ance from the leaders of the Babis, failed, but led

to the fierce persecution of the sect, of whom some
twenty-eight prominent members, including the
beautiful poetess Qurratu'l-'Ayn, MuUa Shaykh
'All, called '

Janab-i-'A?im,' Aglia Sayyid ^lusayn
of Yazd the Bab's secretary Sulayman Khan, and
our historian ^Jajji Mirza Jam, were among the
most conspicuous victims. The object being to

make all classes participators in their blood, the
doomed Babis were divided among the diUerent
classes and gilds, beginning with the 'ulamd, the

princes of the Royal House, and the different

Government offices, and ending Avith the royal
pages and students of the Ddru'l-Funun, one
victim being assigned to each, and a rivalry in

cruelty was thus produced which made that day,
Wednesday, September 15, 1852, equally memor-
able and horrible to all who witnessed it. The
fortitude of the Babi martyrs, and especially the

death-ecstasy of Sulayman Khan, produced a pro-
found impression, and, as Gobineau says, probably
did more to win converts to the new faith than all

the previous propaganda, t
Baha'u'llah and Subh-i-Ezel both escaped death

on this occasion, though the former was arrested, +
and a price was set on the apprehension of the
latter. § Both ultimately escaped to Baghdad,
where they arrived about the end of 1852, Baha'u-
'llah, who was imjirisoned in Tihran for four months,
arriving soon after his half-brother, p For the
next eleven or twelve

years (1853-186i) Baghdad
^vas the headquarters of the sect, of which Subh-i-
Ezel continued to be the ostensible head, and is

even implicitly acknowledged as such by Baha'u-
'llfih in the Iqdn, composed by him in 1861-1862.
In the Traveller's Narrative (ii. 54 ff., especially
pp. 55 and 62-63 of the translation), which contains
the official Baha'i version of these transactions, it

is implied that the nomination of Subh-i-Ezel was
a mere blind, that Baha'u'llah was from the first

intended, and that his 'Manifestation' took place
in A.H. 1269 (

= A.D. 1853), which the Babis call

the year of 'after a while' C^*- <^*j 4a-:, for

^,A>-, 'while,' = 8 -f 10 -h 50 = 68, and the year
' after

'

is '69). Ostensibly, however, his claim to
be ' He whom God shall manifest' dates from A.H.
1283 (A.D. 1866-1867), tlie end of the Adrianople
period, which agrees with Nabil's statements that
he was fifty years old when he thus manifested his

tine nature, for he was born in A.H. 1233 (
= A.D.

1S17).
* Another such claimant, accordil% to Subh-i-Ezel, was

Husayn of Milan, who perished in the persecution of 1852 (see
the Traveller's A'an-ative, ii. 330 f.), while two other claimants,
Sayyid Husayn of Hindiyau and Shaykh Isma'il, are mentioned
(see also p. 357 f. of the same, where other pretenders are

named).
t For further details see the Traveller's Narrative, ii. 323-

834.

t lb. pp. 51-53 and 327. § Jb. p. 374 f.

II
See JRAS, 1889, pp. 945-948.

^ JUAS, 1889, pp. 984 and 9SS, verse 10.

The records of the Baghdad period are eomjjara-
tively scanty, but the propaganda went steadily
on, though conducted with a caution and prudence
foreign to the early days of the sect. About a
year after his arrival at Baghdad, Baha'u'llah
retired alone for two years into the highlands of

Turkish Kurdistan, living chiefly at a place called

Sarkalu, and occasionally visiting Sulaj'inanij^ya.*

I5y the Baha'is this retirement is regarded as a
kind of preparation and purification ; by the Ezelis,
as due to annoyance at the opposition which he
encountered in his plans from several prominent
Babis of the old scliool. Subh-i-Ezel, a man of

modest and retiring disposition, seems to have
lived in great seclusion both before and after this

event, and the disputes \^hich appear to have
occurred at this period seem to have been chiefly
between Baha'u'llah and his adherents on the one

hand, and MuUa Muhammad J a' far of Niraq,
Mulla Rajab "Ali Qahir, Sayjnd Muhammad of

Isfahan, Sayyid Jawad of Kerbela and the like on
the other. Ultimately, owing to the hostility of

the Persian Consul at Baghdad, Mirza. Buzurg
Klian of Qazwin, and Mirza Husayn Khan Mu-
shiriCd-Dawla, the Persian Ambassador at Con-

stantinople, the Turkish government Avas induced
to expel the Babis from Baghdad, where theli'

proximity to the Persian frontier, and to the
Shi'ite shrines of Kerbela and Najaf, aflbrded

them great opportunities of proselytizing among
their countrjanen. This took place in the spring
or early summer of 1864. They were first taken
to Constantinople, where they remained for four

months, and thence banished to Adrianople, where

they arrived about the end of the year above men-
tioned. There they remained for nearly four years
(Dec. 1864-August 1868), and there it was that in

A.H. 1283 (A.D. 1866-67) Baha'u'lLah publicly an-

nounced that he was ' He whom God shall mani-

fest,' foretold by the Bab, and called on all the
Babis to recognize him as such, and to pay their

allegiance to him, not merely as the Bab's suc-

cessor, but as him of whose Advent the Bab Avas a
mere herald and forerunner.

This announcement, which naturally convulsed
the whole Babi community, was gradually accepted

by the majority, but was strenuously opposed not

only by Subh-i-Ezel but by a considerable number
of prominent Babis, including more than one of

the original 18 disciples of the Bab known as the

'Letters of the Living' (^=- uJj^s-).
The strife

waxed fierce ; several persons were killed ; t charges
of attempted poisoning were hurled backwards and
forwards betw'een the two half-brothers ; % and at

length the Turkish government again intervened
and divided the two rival factions, sending Subh-i-

Ezel w'ith his family to Famagusta in Cyprus, and
Baha'u'llah Avith his family and a number of his

folloAvers to 'Akka in Syiia, Avhich places they
respectively reached about the end of August
1868. To check their activities, however, and

jirovide the government Avith the services of a
band of unpaid informers, they caused four
Baha'is Avith their families and dependents to

accompany Subh-i-Ezel, and four of the Ezelis to

accompany Baha'u'llah. All of the latter Avere

killed, one before they left Adrianople, and the
other three soon after their arrival at "Akka. Of
the Baha'is at Famagusta, one died in 1871 and
one in 1872, Avhile the third escaped to Syria in

1870. The fourth, Mushkin Qalaiii, a celebrated

calligi'aphist, remained in Cyprus for some time
after the British occupation, but finally left on

* Traveller's Narr. ii. 64 f., 350 f. Nabil says that he was 33

years of aue when he withdrew, and 40 when he returned,
t See Traveller's Narrative, ii. 362-364.

t lb. pp. 359 f. and 305-369.
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Sept. 14, 18S6, for 'Akka, -wliere the present writer

met him in April 1890. The Fanuigusta exiles

numbered in all thirty persons, of whom full par-
ticulars are preserved, in consequence of the allow-

ances to which they are entitled, in the State

Papers of the Islau(l government, which are epi-
tomized in the Traveller's Narrative (ii. 376-389).
Suhh-i-Ezel and some of his family are still (1908)

residing at Famagusta, while descendants of some
of the other exiles are also living in the island in

various capacities. Concerning those banished to

"Akka the same detailed information is not avail-

able, but their number appears to have con.sider-

ably exceeded that of the Ezelis.

4. Period of Baha'u'llah's supremacy (A.u. 1868-

1892).
—The schism which divided the Babis into

the two sects of Bahil'is and Ezelis, though its

beginnings go back to the earlier period of Avhich

we have just s]ioken, now became formal and

final, and henceforth we have to consider two

opposed centres of Babi doctrine, 'Akka in Syria,
and Famagusta in Cyprus. Although there is

much to be urged in favour of Subh-i-Ezel's posi-

tion, it cannot be denied that practically his influ-

ence is veiy slight and his followers very few.

When the present writer visited him in 1890, apart
from his own family only one of his adherents, an
old man named 'Abdu'1-Ahad, whose father was

among the Babis who perished at Zanjan in 1850,*
was resident at Famagusta. In Persia very few
Ezelis were met, and those chiefly at Kirman.
One of Subh-i-Ezel's sons-in-law, Shaykh Ahmad
of Kirman, Avas a man of considerable talent and

learning, but he was put to death at Tabriz in

1896 on a charge of complicity in the assassination

of Nasiru'd-Din Sluih in May of that year. He
was the author of the Hnsht Bihisht, a lengthy
treatise on the philosoi)hy, doctrine, and history
of the Babi religion, from the polemical portions
of which, directed against Baha'u'llah, extracts

are cited in the Traveller's Narrative (ii. 351-373).
Subh-i-Ezel is still (July 1908) alive and well ; but,

interesting as he is historically and personally, he
can no longer be reckoned a force in the world,

though as a source of information about the early

liistorj' and doctrines of the Babis he is without a

rival, and speaks with a freedom and frankness
not to be found at "Akka, where policy and 'the

expediency of the time' necessarily play a much
larger part. Sub^-i-Ezel may, in short, in his

island seclusion, be compared to Napoleon I. in St.

Helena—a man who has played a great r61e in

stiiTing events and times, but whose active life

and power to mould men's thoughts and deeds have

f>assed
away. His writings are numerous, but

ittle known or read outside his immediate circle,
and no one has yet devoted himself to the study
of the large collection of those acquired by the
British Museum in recent years, through the instru-

mentality of Mr. C. Delaval Cobham, lately Com-
missioner at Larnaca in Cyprus. Of Babiism as a

living force, aflecting both East and West, 'Akka
has been the centre for the last forty years, and
seems likely so to remain ; and thither we must
now divert our attention.
The claim of Baha'u'llah to be a new and tran-

scendent ' Manifestation
'

of God steadily and
rapidly gained giound among the Babis, and in-

volved a complete re-construction of the earlier
Babi conceptions. For if, as Baha'u'llah declared,
the Bab was a mere precursor and harbinger of his

advent, then, in the blaze of light of the New Day,
the candle lit by Mirza' All Muhammad ceased to
merit attention, and, indeed, became invisible.
The Baha'is, as a rule, show a marked disinclina-

• In JRAS, 1S97, pp. 761-«27, the present writer published
a tr. of a memoir on the insurrection at Zanjan, w-ritten for him
liy this old man.

tion to talk about tlie Bab or his early di.sciples,
or to discuss his life or doctrines, or to place his

writings in the hands of the inquirer, Avhile latterly
they have avoided calling themselves Babis, pre-

ferring to be known simply as Balia'is. The Bab's
doctrines were, in their eyes, only preparatory,
and his ordinances only ])rovisionaI, and Baha'u-
'Ihlh was entitled to modify or abrogate them a.s

seemed good to him. The real question at issue
between Ezel and Baha was admiriibly described

by Sir Cecil Spring-Rice, lately British Minister at

Tihran, as entirely similar to that which divided
the respective followers of St. Peter and St. Paul
in the early days of the Christian Church—the

question, namely, whether Christianity was to be
a Jewish sect or a new World-religion. The old
Babi doctrine, continued unchanged by the Ezelis,
was in its essence Shi"ite ; for, though the Babis

put themselves outside the pale of Islam by re-

jecting the finality of the Qur'an and the mission
of Muhammad, as well as by many other in-

novations both in doctrine and practice, their
whole thought is deeply tinged with Shi"ite con-

ceptions, shown, for example, even by their hetero-
dox views as to the 'return to the life of the
world '

of the Prophet Muhammad, his daughter.
Fatima, and the Twelve Imams, and their identifi-

cation of their own protagonists with one or other
of these holy personages.
A wholly different spirit pervades the teachings

of Baha. His religion is more practical, his teach-

ing more ethical and less mystical and meta-

physical, and his appeal is to all men, not especi-

ally to Shi"ite Muhammadaus. His 'attitude
towards the Shah and the Persian government
is, moreover, much more conciliatory, as is well
seen in the celebrated Epistle to the King of Persia

{Lawh-i-Suitfin) which he addressed to Nasiru'd-
Dln Shall socn after his arrival at "Akka.* This
letter, of which a translation will be found in the
Traveller's Narrative (ii. 108-151 and 390-400),
was sent by the hand of a young Baha'i called
Mirza Badi", who succeeded in carrying out his
instructions and delivered it in person to the
Shah, for which boldness he was tortured and put
to death. t At the same time Baha'u'llah ad-
dressed other letters (called bj' the Baha'is Alicah-

i-Saldtin, 'P^pistles to the Kings') to several other

rulers, including Queen Victoria, the Tsar of

Kussia, Napoleon III., and the Pope.*
For a complete history of the sect during this

period full materials are not available, but generally
speaking it may be said to consist, so far as 'Akka
itself is concerned, of alternations of greater and
less strict supervision of the exiles by the Ottoman
government, gradual development of organization
and propaganda, and the arrival and departure of

innumerable pilgrims, mostly Persians, but, since
the successful propaganda in the United States,

including a good many Americans. In Persia,
where the religion naturally counts most of its

adherents, there have been sporadic persecutions,
to which the Baha'is, in accordance witii Baha's
command,

'

It is better that you should be killed
than that you should kill,' have patiently sub-
mitted. Among these persecutions may be especi-

all}'- mentioned, since the execution of Mirzii
Badi' in July 1SG9, the following. About 1880
two Sayyids of L^falian, now known to tlieir co-

religionists as tiultdnu'sh- Shnliadd ('the King
of Martyrs'), and MahbuhCsh-Shuhacld ('the Be-
loved or Martyrs '), were put to death by the

clergy of that city.§ In October 1888, Agha Mirza
Ashraf of Abada was put to death in the same

*
Probably in the summer of 1S69 (see Trav. A'arr. ii. 392).

t See 7Va». A'arr. ii. 102-106.

i Extracts from these, translated into English, will be found
in JHAS, 1889, pp. 953-972.

S See JJiAS, lHiO, pp. 489-492 ; Trav. Xarr. u. 166-169.
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place, and his body mutilated and burned. * In

the summer of the following year, seven or eight
Babis were put to death with great cruelty, at the

instigation of Agha - yi - Najafi, in the villages of

Si-dill and Najaf-abad near Isfahan. t On Sept.

8, 1889, a prominent Baha'i named ^ajii Muham-
mad Ki?a of Isfahan was stabbed to death in broad

daylight in one of the chief thoroughfares of 'Ishq-
abad (Astabad) by two Shi

"

ite ^Sa'i* sent from
Mashhad for that purpose. The assassins were
sentenced to death by the Russian military tri-

bunal before which they were tried, but this sen-

tence was commuted to one of hard labour for life.

This was the first time in the fifty years during
which the sect had existed that condign punish-
ment had been inflicted on any of their perse-
cutors ; their rejoicings were proportionately great,
and Baha'u'llah made tlie event the occasion of two
revelations in which Russian justice was highly
e.xtolled,t and Baha's followers were enjoined not

to forget it. In May 1891 there was a persecution
of Babis at Yazd, in which seven of them were

brutally killed (on May 18), while another, an old

man, was secretly put to death a few days later.

In the summer of 1903 there was another fierce

persecution in the same town, of the horrors of

which some account is given by Napier Malcolm
in his Five Years in a Persian Tovm (Lond.
1905).
One of the most interesting phenomena in the

recent history of the Baha'is has been the pro-

paganda canied on with considerable success in

America. This appears to have been begun by a

Syrian convert to Bahaism named Ibrahim George
Ivhayru'llah, who is the author of many English
works on the subject, and is married to an English
wife. He seems first to have lectured on the sub-

ject at Chicago about 1892, for in the Preface to

his book, Beha'u'llah (Chicago, 1900), he says (p.

vii.) that he '

began to preach the fulfilment of the

truth which Christ and the Prophets foretold over

seven years ago.'§ Born in Mount Lebanon, he
lived twenty-one years in Cairo, and was then
converted to the Baha'i doctrine by a certain

'Abdu'l-Karim of Tihran. Afterwards he settled

in America and became naturalized as a citizen

of the United States. The propaganda which he

inaugurated seems to have been at its height in

1897 and 1898, and there is now a community of

several thousand American Baha'is, a considerable
American literature on the subject, and a certain

amount of actual intercourse between America and
the headquarters of the religion at 'Akka. More
will be said on this subject presently.

5. From the death of Baha'u'llah until the pre-
sent day (A.D. 1892-1908).—Baha'u'llah died on

May 16, 1892, leaving four sons and three daugh-
ters. Diflerences as to the succession arose be-

tween the two elder sons, 'Abbas Efendi (also called
'

Abdu'l-Bahd,
' the Servant of Baha,' and Ghusn-i-

A'zam, 'the Most Mighty Branch') and Mirza
Muhammad 'All (called Ghusn-i-Akbar, 'the Most
Great Branch '). Baha'u'llah left a testament,
entitled Kitdbu' Ahdl, which was published, with
some introductory remarks and a Russian tr., by
Lieut. Tumanski in the Zapiski of the Oriental
Section of the Imperial Russian Archreological

Society, viii. (1892). In this important document
he says :

' God's injunction is that the Branches (Aghsdn), and Twigs

• See Trav. Narr. ii. 169 and 400-406.

t Jb. i. 400-410.

J See Trav. Narr. ii. 411 f. Tlie texts of the revelations

were published by Baron Rosen on pp. 247-250 of Collections

Scientijiques dt CInstitut des Langues Orientales, vi. (St. Peters-

burg, 1891).

f It was at the 'Parliament of Religions," held at Chicajro in

1S93, Uiat the Baha'i doctrines first began to arouse consider-

able attention id America.

(Afndn)* and Kinsfo)k t {Muatasahln) should all look to the

Most Mighty Branch {Ghusn-i-A':iam, i.e. "Abbas Efendi).

Look at what We have revealed in my {iic) Most Holy Book

{Kitdh-i-Aqdas): "When the Ocean of Union ebbs, and the

Book of the Beginning and the Conclusion ia finished, then

turn to Him whom God intendeth {man arddahu'lldh), who is

derived from this Ancient Stock." He who is meant by this

blessed verse is the Most Mighty Branch : thus have we made
clear the command as an act of grace on our

part. Verily, I

am the Bountiful, the Gracious. God hath aetermined the

position of the Most Great Branch {Ghum-i-Akbar, i.e. Mirza

Muhammad 'All) J after his position. Verily, He is the Com-
manding, the Wise. Verily, w« have chosen th« Most Great
after the Most Mighty, a command on the part of One All-

knowing and Wise. . . . Say, O Servants ! Do not make the

means of order a means of disorder, nor an instrument for [pro-

ducing] union into an instrument for [producing] discord . . .'

Thus far, then, it would appear that, in face of

so clear a pronouncement, no room for dissension

was left to Baha'u'llah's followers. But almost

immediately, it would seem (for the history of this

fresh schism has not yet been dispassionately in-

vestigated, though much has been written on
either side, not only in Persian but in English),
the old struggle between what may be described

as the '

stationary
' and the '

progressive
' elements

broke out. "Abbas Efendi apparently claimed

that the Revelation was not ended, arid that

henceforth he was to be its channel. This claim

was strenuously resisted by his brother Mirza
Muhammad 'Aii and those who followed him,

among whom were included his two younger
brothers, Mirza Badi'u'llah and Mirza Ziya'u-

'llah,§ Baha'u'llah's amanuensis, entitled Janab-i-

Khddimu'llah (' the servant of God,' Mirza Agha
Jan of Kashan), and many other prominent Baha'is,
who held that, so far as this manifestation was

concerned, the book of Revelation was closed, in

proof of which view they adduced the following
verse from the Kitab-i-Aqdas, or ' Most Holy
Book '

:

' Whosoever lays claim to any authority ||

before the completion of a millennium is assuredly
a liar and a calumniator.' The dispute has been

darkened by a mass of words, but in essence it is

a conflict between these two sayings, viewed in the

light of the supernatural claim—whatever its exact

nature—which 'Abbas Efendi did and does ad-

vance. On the one hand, Baha'u'llah's Testament

explicitly puts him first in the succession ; on the

other, being so preferred, he did '

lay claim to an

authority
'

regarded by the partisans of his brother

as bringing him under the condemnation equally ex-

plicitly enunciated by Baha'u'llah in the Kitob-

i-Aqdas. As in the case of the previous
schism

between Baha'ullah and Subh-i-Ezel, so here

also the conflict was between those who held that

every day of Theophauy must be succeeded by a

night of Occultation, and those who felt that the

Light by which they had walked could not be ex-

tinguished, but must rather increase in brightness.

And, as before, the conservative or stationaiy party
was worsted. For a time a certain equilibrium seems

to have been maintained, but steadily and surely
the power and authority of 'Abbas Efendi waxed,
while that of his brother waned. Very bitter feel-

ing was again aroused, and this time over a large

area; for not only Persia, but Egypt. Syiia, and

America were involved. Ibrahim Khayrullah,
the protagonist

of the Baha'i faith in America,

finally espoused tiie cause of Muhammad "Ali;1[
• '

"The Branches '

(Ghufn, pi. Agh^dn) are Baha"u'llah's de-

scendants ; the
'

Twigs
'

(A/ndn) are the Bab's kinsfolk.

t Or perhaps
' adherents

'

is meant by Muntasabin.

I i.e. We have placed "Abbas Efendi first, then Mii-za Mu-

Ijammad "Ali.

4 One of these brothers subsequently died, and In 1903

the other joined "Abbas Efendi and renounced his previous

allegiances
I i.$. authority to promulgate fresh revelations, and enact

new or repeal old ordinances.

1[ According to his own statement (The Three Questions, p.

23), he visited "Akka and was wtU received by "Abbas Efendi,

but was not allowed to hold intercourse with the other brothers.

Only seven months after his return to America did he denounce
"Abbas Efendi and declare his allegfiance to Muhammad 'Ali.
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but missionaries, including the aged and learned
Mirza Abu'1-Fazl of Gulpayagan, were sent out
in the beginning of 1902 to the United States to

oppose him,* and at one time he professed to be
in fear of his life.

6. Doctrine. —A full discussion of Babi and
Baha'i doctrine, even -were the time ripe for it,

would far exceed the limits of an encyclopasdia
article. Before proceeding to set forth such a
sketch of its most salient features as is possible
within these limits, we must call the reader's

attention to one or two general considerations.
(1) The Bab's own doctrine underwent considerable develop-

ment and chanjfe during the six years (a.d. 1844-1850) wliich

elapsed between his
' Jlanifestation' and his death, and to

trace this development it would be necessary to examine all

his voluminous writings in a much more careful, detailed, and
systematic manner than has yet been done. To mention only
a few of the chief substantive works which issued from his pen,
there is the Ziydrat-nCtma (of which Gobineau quite misunder-
stood the nature when he described it as the Journal du
Pilerinage, for it is a devotional work designed for the use of

pilgrims to the shrines of the Imams) and the ^ahifatu
Bayna'l-Haramayn, both composed in the year of the ' Mani-
festation.' Then there is the Dala'il-i-sab'a (' Seven Proofs '),

and a number of Commentaries (Tafdsir) on different suras of

the Qur'an, notably the Commentary on the Chapter of Joseph
(also called Qayyumu'l-As^na), and the Commentaries on the
suras entitled respectively al-Baqara, al-Kawthar, al-'Asr,

etc., all of which belong to the earlier period before the Bab
announced that he was not merely the ' Gate '

leading to the
hidden Imam, but the Imam himself, nay the 'Point' (Nuqta)
of a new Revelation. Of his later writings, to all of which, as
we shall see, the name Haydn (' e.\planation,' 'utterance') is

applied, the Persian Baydn is, perhaps, the most systematic,
but there are also several Arabic Baydns, a Kitdbu'l-Ahkdin,
or ' Book of Laws '

(tr. by Gobineau at the end of his Religions
et Philosophies dans I'Asie Centrale), and one or two 'Books of

Names' (Kitdbu'l-Asnid). Few of these books are easy reading,
and he who has read even one or two of them will be inclined
to agree with Gobineau's judgment,

'

le style de Mirza Ali

Mohammed est terne, raide et sans 6clat
'

; while some are so con-

fused, so full of repetitions, extraordinary words, and fantastic

derivatives of Arabic roots, that they defy the most industrious
and indefatigable reader. The works of Subh-i-Ezel closely
resemble those of the Bab, but the Baha'i writings, especially
in the later period, are much clearer and easier of compre-
hension, besides which the tendency of Baha'i thought was
to avoid abstruse metaphysics and unintelligible rhapsodies,
and to treat chiefiy of ethical subjects.

(2) As there has never been anything corresponding to a
'Church Council' among the Babis, the greatest divergence
of opinion will be found among them even on questions so

important as the Future Life. All agree in denying the Resur-
rection of the Body as held bj' the Muhammadans ; but while
certain passages in the Persian Baydn seem to indicate that
the spirit of the deceased continues to take an interest in his

earthly affairs, and while certain sayings of the older Babis
lend colour to the assertion of their enemies that they inclined

to the doctrine of Metempsychosis (Tandsukh-i-Arwdh), gener-
ally held in abhorrence by the Musalmans, other Babis under-
stand the ' Return (Rifai) to the life of this World '

in a less

material and more symbolic sense, while some- disbelieve in

personal immortality, or limit it to those holy beings who are
endowed with a spirit of a higher grade than is vouchsafed to

ordinary mortals.

(3) It must be clearly understood thai Babiism is in no sense
latitudinarian or eclectic, and stands, therefore, in the sharpest
antagonism to Sufiism. However vague Babi doctrine may
be on certain points, it is essentially dogmatic, and every
utterance or command uttered by the ' Manifestation

'

of the

period (i.e. by the Bab, Subh-i-Ezel, Baha'u'Uah, 'Abbas Efendi,
and Muhammad 'Ali respectively) must be accepted without
reserve. Tolerance is, indeed, inculcated by Baha'u'Uah :

'
.\ssociate with [those of other] religions with amity and
harmony' is one of the commands given in the Kitdb-i-Aqdas.
But the same book begins as follows :

' The first thing which
God has prescribed unto His servants is Knowledge of the

Day-spring of His Revelation and the Dawning-place of His
Command, which is the Station of His Spirit in the World of

Creation and Command. Whosoever attaineth unto this hath
attained unto all good, and whosoever is debarred therefrom is

of the people of error, even though he produce all [manner of

good] deeds.' In other words, works without faith are dead.
The Bab himself, and his immediate followers, were still less

inclined to tolerance ; according to the Ba.ndn, no unbelievers
were to be suffered to dwell in the five principal provinces of

Persia, and everywhere they were, as far as possible, to be
subjected to restrictions, and kept in a position of inferiority.
The Babis are strongly antagonistic alike to the Sufis and to
the Muhammadans, but for quite different reasons. In the

* Several American papers describing this mission are in the

present writer's possession. One (The y(jrth Amtricati, Feb.

16, 1902) gives portraits of Mirza Abu'l-Fa?I, his companion
Pajji Niyaz of Kirmivn, and of 'Abbas Efendi himself, and
heads its leading article

'

Astonishing Spread of Babism.'

VOL. n.—20

case of the ^ufJs they object to their latitudinarianism, their
pantheism, their individualism, and their doctrine of the
'Inner Light.' With the Muhammadan outlook they have
really more in common

; but, apart from the natural resent-
ment which they feel on account of the persecutions which
they have suffered at the hands of the 'ulamd of Islam, they
condemn the refusal of the Muslims to see in this new '

JIani-
festation

' the fulfilment of Islam, and, in short, regard them
much as the Christians regard the Jews. For similar reasons
the Baha'is detest the Ezelis, whilst among the former the
followers of 'Abbas Efendi dislike and despise the followers of
his brother Muhammad 'AIL

According to the Babi conception, the Essence
of God, the Primal Divine Unity, is unknowable,
and entirely transcends human comprehension,
and all that we can know is its Manifestations,
that succession of theoi>lianies which constitutes
the series of Prophets. In essence all the Prophets
are one ; that is to say, one Universal Reason or

Intelligence speaks to mankind successively, al-

ways according to their actual capacities and the

exigencies of the age, through Abraham, Moses,
David, Clirist, Muhammad, and now through this
last Manifestation, by which the old Babis and
the present Ezelis understand the Bab (whom
they commonly speak of as Hazrat-i-Nuqta, 'His
Holiness the Point' ; Hazrat-i-Rabbiyu'l-A 'Id,

' His
Holiness my Lord the Supreme,' etc.), while the

Baha'is, who reduce the Bab's position to that of
a mere forerunner, or herald (mubashshir), com-
paring him to John the Baptist, understand Baha-
'u'Uah. In essence all the Prophets are one, and their

teaching is one ; but (to use one of the favourite
illustrations of the Babis) just as the same teacher,

expounding the same science, will speak in diflerent,
even in apparently contradictory, terms, according
to whether he is addressing small children, young
boys and girls, or persons of mature age and
ripe understanding, so will the Prophet regulate
his utterances and adjust his ordinances according
to the degree of development attained by the

community to which he is sent. Thus the material
Paradise and Hell preached by Muhammad do not

really exist, but no more accurate conception of
the realities which they symbolize could be con-

veyed to the rough Arabs to whom he was sent.

When the world has outgrown the teaching of one
'

Manifestation,' a new ' Manifestation
'

appears ;

and as the world and the human race are, according
to the Babi view, eternal, and progress is a uni-
versal law, there can be no final Revelation, and
no '

last of the Propiiets and seal of the Prophets,'
as the Muhammadans suppose. No point of the
Bab's doctrine is more strongly emphasized than
this. Every Prophet has foretold his successor,
and in every case that successor, when he finally
came, has been rejected by the majority of that

Prophet's followers. The Jews rejected their

Messiah, whose advent they professed to be

awaiting with such eagerness ; the Christians

rejected the Paraclete or Comforter whom Christ
foretold in prophecies supposed by the Muham-
madans to have been fulfilled by the coming of

Muhammad; the Shi'ite Muhammadans never
mention the Twelfth Imam, or Mahdi, without

adding the formula
<^-jJ

<*^^ J^si^ ('May God

hasten his glad Advent ! '), yet when at last after
a thousand years the expected Imam returned (in

the shape of the Bab), they rejected, reviled,

imprisoned, and finally slew him. The Bab was
determined that, so far as it lay in his power to

prevent it, his followers should not fall into this

error, and he again and again speaks of the

succeeding Revelation which ' He whom God shall

manifest' (a1S\ M^l ivT*)
^'^^^^ tring, and ot

other later Revelations which in turn shall succeed
that ad infinitum. Indeed, he goes so far as to
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say that if any one shall appear claiming to be
' He whom God shall manifest,' it is the duty of

every believer to put aside all other business and
hasten to investigate the proofs adduced in support
of this claim, and that, even if he cannot convince
himself of its truth, he must refrain from repudi-
ating it, or denouncing him Avho advances it as an

impostor. It is these provisions, no doubt, which
liave always given so great an advantage to every
fresh claimant in the histoiy of Bablism, and
have placed what may be called the '

Stationary
Party' (e.g. the followers of Subh-i-Ezel and, later,
of Muhammad "

Ali) at so great a disadvantage.
From what has been said above, tiie Western

reader may be tempted to think of the Babi
doctrine as embodying, to a certain extent, the
modern Western rationalistic spirit. No mistake
could be greater. The belief in the fulfilment of

prophecies : the love of apocalyptic sayings culled
from the Jewish, Christian, and Muhammadan
Scriptures and traditions ; tlie value attached to
talismans (especiallj' among the early Babis) ; the

theory of coiTespondences, as illustrated by the

mystical doctrine of the Unity and its manifesta-
tion in the number 19, and the whole elaborate

system of equivalences between names, based on
the numerical values of letters, point to a totally
different order of ideas, and are, moreover, in-

grained in the true Babi doctrine, as distinguished
from the same doctrine as presented to and under-
stood by most American and European believers.

Even the practical reforms enjoined or suggested
by the Bab are generally based on some quite
non-utilitarian ground. Thus the severe chastise-

ment of children is forbidden, and consideration
for their feelings enjoined ; but the reason for this
is that when ' He whom God shall manifest

'

comes,
he Avill come first as a child, and it would be a
fearful thing for any one to have to reproach
himself afterwards for having harslily treated the

august infant. This and other similar social

reforms, such as the amelioration of the position
of women, are not, as some Europeans have
supposed, the motive power of a heroism which
has astonished the world, but rather the mystical
ideas connected with the '

Manifestations,'
'

Unities,' numbers, letters, and fulfilment of

prophecies, which to European rationalists appear
so fantastic and fanciful. But, above all, the
essence of being a Babi or a Baha'i is a boundless
devotion to the ' Person of the Manifestation,' and
a profound belief that he is divine and of a different
order from all other beings. The Bab, as we have
seen, was called by his followers * His Holiness my
Lord the Supreme,' and Baha'u'llah is called not
only

' the Blessed Perfection
'

(Jamdl-i-Muhdrak),
but, especially in Persia, 'God Almighty' (Haqq
ta'cda). Then also there are differences of opinion
as to the degree of divinity possessed by the
' Person of the Manifestation,' and not all the
faithful go so far as the poet who exclaims :

' Men
call thee "God," and I am filled with angry
wonder as to how long thou wilt endure the shame
of Godhead !

'

Something more must now be said as to the
'Point,' the '

Unity,' and its manifestation in the
number 19, and other kindred matters. The idea

of the 'Point' (dkii3) seems to rest chiefly on

two (probably spurious) Shi'ite traditions. ' Know-
ledge,' says one of these,

'
is a point which the

ignorant made multijile.' It was this '

jioint of

knowledge
'—not detailed knowledge of subsidiary

matters, but vivid, essential, 'compendious' know-
ledge of the eternal realities of things—to which
tiie Bab laid claim. The second tradition is

ascribed to 'Ali, the first Imam, who is alleged to
have declared that all that was in the Qur'an was

contained implicitly in the Suratu'l-FatUia, or

opening chapter of the Qur'an, and that this in

turn was contained in the BismvUcih which stands

over it, this in turn in the initial B (<—.?) of the

BismVlldh, and this in turn 'in the Point which

stands under the c_^' ; 'and,' 'Ali is said to have

added,
'

1 am the Point which stands under the

Now the formula *Jo- Jl ^«.:s^Jl <dJ\ **uJ

('In the Name of God the Merciful, the Forgiving')
comprises 19 letters, which, therefore, are the

' Manifestation '

of the ' Point under the L--),' just
as the whole Qur'an is the further '

Manifestation,*
on a plane of greater plurality, of the Bismi'lldh.

Moreover, the Arabic word for ' One '

is Wahid

(^Ss>^\»),
and the letters composing the word

Wahid
(^
= 6; 1 = 1; ^ = 8; J = 4) give the sum-

total of 19. This '
first Unity

'

of 19 in turn mani-
fests itself as 19 X 19 (19') or 3G1, which the Babis

call 'the Number of All Things' (^^ J< ^Sz),

and the words Kullu shay ('All Things') are

numerically equivalent to (CJ =20-1- ^J
=30 -i- ^L

= 300 -f ^=10) 360, to which, by adding 'the

one which underlies all ]jlurality,' 361,
' the

Number of All Things,' or 19", is obtained.

To the number 19 great importance is attached

by the Babis, and, so far as possible, it is made the
basis of all divisions of time, money, and the like.

Thus the Babi year comprises 19 months of 19

days each, to which intercalary days
'

according
to the number of the H (jfc),' i.e. 5, are added to

bring the solar year (Avhich they proposed to

restore in place of the Muhammadan lunar year)

up to the requisite length. The same names
(Bahd, Jaldl, Jamdl, etc.) serve for the months
and tlie days, so that once in each month the day
and the month (as in the Zoroastrian calendar)

correspond, and such days are observed as festivals.

The year begins with the old Persian Naiv-ruz, or

New Year's Day, corresponding with the Vernal

Equinox, and conventionally observed on March 21.

The month of fasting, which replaces the Ramadan
of Islam, is the last month of the j^ear, i.e. the 19

days preceding the Naw-ruz. The Bab's idea of a

coinage having 19 as its basis has been abandoned,
along with many other impracticable ordinances,
some of which are explicitly abrogated in the

Kitdb-i-Aqdas ox oihers, oi Baha'u'llah's writings.
The 'Unity' is also manifested in the divine

attribute ^ayy ( ,p^), 'the Living,' which equals

8 -f- 10= 18, or, with the 'one which underlies all

plurality,' 19. The Bab accordingly chose 18

disciples, who, with himself, constituted the

' Letters of the Living' (^^j^^
•—

'jL?=^)
^^ 'First

Unity.' The choice of Mirza Yahya,
' Subh-i-

Ezel (' the Dawn of Eternity'), by the Bab as his

successor, was probably also determined by the

fact that the name Yahyd ( cr*^s>,-!
= 36) was a

multiple of 18, on which account Subh-i-Ezel was

also called TFa/iiif (Jo>s-i), which is numerically

equivalent to 28 (the number of the letters con-

stituting the Arabic alphabet), and signifies

'unique,' i.e. manifesting the Unity.
The importance attached by the Babis to the

numerical equivalents of words is seen elsewhere,
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and especially in their habit of referring cryptically
to towns connected witli their history by names
of an equivalent value. Thus Adrianople, called

in Turkish Edirni (45 ij'), is named Arzu's-Sirr

(-uJ' u^J')> 't^® Land of the Mystery,' both

words, Edirn6 and Sirr, being numerically

equivalent to 260. So Zanjan (^l3Cj
= lll) is

c&\\&diArzuV-A'la{. J.£l = lll), and so on. Other

strange expressions with which the Babi writings

(esiJecially the earlier writings) abound constantly
puzzle the uninitiated reader, who will have to dis-

cover for himself that, for example, the expression

'the Person of the Seven Letters' (i itjSsJ'
Cl-'lJ

i^xJ'.jJi ^
) is one of the titles of the Bab, whose name,

"All Muhammad, consists of seven letters. Even
in Baha'u'llah's works such obscure terms occur as

al-Buq atu'l-Uamra, 'the lied Place,' which means
"Akka, and the like.

The l!ab laid down a number of laws, dictated

in manj' cases by his personal tastes and feelings,
which have practically fallen into abeyance. Such
are his prohibition of smoking and the eating
of onions (though these are still observed by the

Ezelis), his regiilations as to clothing, forms of

salutation, the use of rings and perfumes, the
names hy which children might be named ' in the

Baydn,^ the burial of the dead, and the like. The
laws enacted by Balui'u'llah in the Kitdb-i-Aqdas,
with the exception of the law of Inheritance, are

simpler and more practical, and tlie whole tone of

the Baha'i scriptures (whicli, of course, according
to the Baha'i view, entirely abrogate the Bab's

writings) is more simple, more practical, and more
concerned with ethical than mt;taphysical questions.
Historically, there is much to be said in favour of

Subh-i-Ezel's claim, since he was certainly nomi-
nated by the Bab as his immediate successor, and
was equally certainly so recognized for a good
many years by the whole Babi community ; while,

a.ssuming the Bab to have been divinely inspired
(and this assumption must be made not only by
every Babi but by everj' Baha'i), it is dilKcult to

suppose that he should choose to succeed himself
one who was destined to be the chief opponent of
' Him whom God shall manifest.' Yet practically
it cannot be doubted that the survival and exten-
sion of the religion formed by the Bab were secured

by the modilications effected in it by Baha'u'llah,
for in its original form it could never have been

intelligible, much less attractive, outside Persia ;

and even there, when once the ferment attending
its introduction had subsided, it would probably
have sunk into the insignificance shared by so

many Muslim sects which once played an im-

portant role in history.
At the present day there are a few Babis of the

old school who call themselves '

Kulln-shay'is,' and
decline to enter into the Ezeli and Baha'i quarrel
at all ; there is a small, and probably diminishing,
number of Ezelis ; and a large, but indeterminable
number of Baha'is, of whom the great majority
follow 'Abbas Efendi ("Abdu'I-Baha), and the

minority his brother Midiammad "All. Latterly
the followers of Baha.'u"Uah have shown a strong
disposition to drop the name of Babi altogether,
and call themselves Baha'i, and to ignore or

suppress the earlier history and literature of their

religion. Alike in intelligence and in morals the
Babis (or Baha'is) stand high ; but it is not certain
to tiie present writer that their triumph over
Islam in Persia would ultimately conduce to the
welfare of that distracted land, or that the toler-

ance they now advocate would stand the test of
success and supremacy.

LiTERATi'iiE.—An exliaustive treatment of the literature of
this ii\ibjcct would have to deal with the following di\ isions :

i. BadI ScilIPTUREH, all in Arabic or Persian, regarded by
all or by certain sections of the Babis as revelations, and in-

cluding :

(tt) n'rithigs of MIrza 'All Muhammad the Bab (a.d.

1844-1850).—These were divided by the Bab himself into

'five grades' (Shu'un-i-Khamsa, ^iLw^ri- .••-ij),

viz. verses (ni/dt, LU\j\), supplications (miinajdt,

Ll-J .:>- \J^'«), commentaries {ta/dsir, «A-jUJ\, scien-

f A
..•iL»^, ortific treatises {Shu'un-i-'Umiyya, dji.y*l_S

?mcar-i-'iliniyya, dJ./*Jj; i»*ff), and Persian writings

{Kalimul-i-Fdraiyya). The term BayO.n apitlies especially
to the v.'ritings of the '

first grade,' and includes all the

dyat, or verses in the style of the Qui an, produced bj- the
Bab during his whole career. To special collections of such
verses the term Baydn is also applied, and in this sense
there are several Arabic Baydns and one Persian Ba>idn,
which last is, on the whole, the most systematic anil in-

telligible of the Bab's writings.*
(6) Writings o/Mlrza Yahya,

' Subh-i-Ezel.'—Of these one
of the earliest (composed before 1865, since it is men-
tioned by Gobineau, whose book was published in that

year) is the Kitdb-i-Nur, or 'Book of Light.' A list of

some of Subh-i-Ezel's writings, drawn up by himself, will

be found in Traveller's Narrative, ii. 340 if. Others are
described in the '

Catalogue and Description of 27 B.abi

Manuscripts
'

by the present writer, published in JHAS,
1892 (xxiv. 483-493, CUO-662, etc.). In the last few years
the British JIuseum Library has, through the good offices

of Mr. CIa\ide Delaval Cobham, lately Commissioner at
Larnaca in Cjfprus, been enriched by an extensive collec-

tion of manuscript works by Subh-i-Ezel.

(c) Writings of Mirza Husayn'Ali
' Baha'u'llah.'—One at

least of these—a poleinical work in Persian named Iqdn,
'the Assurance'—was composed about a.d. 1S58-1859,
during the Baghdad period, that is to say, previously
to Baha'u'llah's

' Manifestation.' The remainder belong
chieflv to the period intervening between that event
and Baha'u'llah's death (a.d. 1866-1892). Since every

letter (laivh, -.- *J =' tablet ') written at Baha'u'llah's

dictation—and many were written every day—is regarded
by his followers as a revelation, it would be manifestly
impossible for any human being (except, possibl}', his

amanuensis) to enumerate them. The most important
of his books, besides the earlier Iqdn, the Sura-i-llaykal,
the Alwdh-i-Saldiin, or 'Letters to the Kings' (includ-
ing the letter sent to Na?iru'd-Din Shah, as above de-

scribed, in A.D. 18G9), are the Kitdb-i-Aqdas (which con-
tains the most systematic and compendious statement
of the doctrines, laws, and ordinances promulgated by
Baha'u'llah), the Lawh-i- Bashdrdt, the Kaliindt-i-
Maknuna, and, lastly, the final Testament {Kitdbu 'Ahdi)
already mentioned. Several ' authorized '

collections of

these and other Baha'i scriptures have been hthographed
in the East. The Kitdb-i-Aqdas has been printed at
St. Petersburg, in 1899, with a Russ. tr., by Captain
Tumanski, who also published the Kitabu 'Ahdi in 1892.
In the same year Baron Victor Rosen published the Lauh-i-
Bashdrdt. The whole of the Epistle to Xasiru'd-Din Sliah
and portions of the other Epistles to the Kings have been
translated by the present WTiter in the JRAS, 18S9, and
in Traveller's Sarrative, ii. ; and a French translation of

the Iqdn (' Livre de la Certitude ') was published by M.
Hippolyte Dreyfus and Mirza Habibu'llah Shirazi in 1904.

(d) Writings o/ "Abbas Efendi (now called 'Abdu'I-Baha).—Of these mention may be made of the Mufduazdt

('-^^^J^'*-^), or 'Outpourings,' recently published in

the original Persian, and in FY. and Eng. translations,
b\' Jliss Laura Barney and M. Hippolyte Dreyfus.

(e) Writings of Mirza Muhammad 'Ali, the brother and
rival of 'Abbas Efendi.

ii. Devotional, doctrinal, and apologetic works by
companions and disciples of the Bab, Sublj-i-Ezel, Baha'u'llah,
'Abbas Efendi, and Mirza Muhammad 'Ali, of which in recent
times a considerable number have been composed in English
by American believers and a smaller number in French. Many
of the early Babis, such as Mulla Muhammad '.\li of Barfuriish

(Jandb-i-QuddHs), left writings which have been preserved in

manuscript.t Mirza Abu'l-Fajl of Gulpayagan, a devoted fol-

* See the Traveller's Narrative, ii. 335-347, especially the

definitions from the Persian Baydn given on p. 344 f. concern-

ing the '

five grades
'

;
see also JHAS xxiv. (1892) 452 f.

t For description of such a collection of the writings ot

Jandb-i-Quddus, see JRAS, 1892, 483-487.
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lower of Baha'uTlah, composed, about a.d. 1887, a Persian tract
called litidldliyya* in which he endeavoured to prove to the
Jews that the advent of their expected Messiah was fulfilled by
the ' Manifestation

'

of Baha'all^h ; and he also wrote and pub-
lished in Cairo a Persian work of 731 pages entitled KitaUiu'l-

Fard'id, in which he replied to attacks made on the Bahals by
Shaykh 'Abdu's-Salam. In defence of Subh-i-Elzel's position
and in elucidation of the primitive Babi doctrine and the philo-
sophical ideas underlying it, there is the very rare and in-

structive Basht Bihuiht t of Shaykh Ahmad of Kirman (called

Buhi), who was put to death atTabrlz about ls96. There u
also a considerable literature, manuscript and lithographed,
connected with the controversy which arose after the death of

Baha'u'Uah between his sons,J and this controversy is reflected
in numerous English printed works produced in America by the

respective partisans of the two brothers.
ill. Historical works written by believeri (such as the

History of ilirzd Jdni of Kdshdn, the JV'eir Higtory, the
Traveller's Sarratxve, and part of the Batht Bihisht), or by
opponents (such as the account given by the official historians
of the Persian Court, Rifa-quli-Khan and the Lisanu'I-Miilk, in

the supplement to the Aaicfatu'f - ?afd and the Sdiikhu't-
TawdAkh respectivelyX or by more or less impartial observers,
Asiatic or European. Among the most valuable of those
written in the I^t from a hostile, or at least a critical and not

verj' friendly, point of view, mention should especially be made
of Sayyid Jamalu'd-Din's art. in the Dd'iratu'l-Jta'drif, or
Arabic Encyclopaedia, of^

Butrusul - Bustani, and of Mirza
Muhammad MahdI-Khan Zaimu'd-Dawla's iliftdhu Bdbi'l-

Abicdb, also In Arabic, published at Cairo in a.h. i321 (a.d.

1903-1904). This last, though written in the form of a history,
is rather polemical than historical, but it contains important
information obtained from original oral sources, and a certain
number of piices jitstincatites. Another more purely polemical
work, composed in Persian by a Christian convert to Islam,
named Husayn-quli, dedicated to some of the mujtahids of
Kerbela and Najaf, entitled Minhdju'i-J'dlibin fl raddVl-
Bdbiyya, and lithographed at Bombay in a.h. 1320 (a.d. 1902),
also desen'es mention.

iv. BlBl POEMS.—Tnm the time of Qurratul - "Aj-n, the
Babi heroine who suffered martyrdom in i.D. 1*52, until the

present day, poetry of a religious and often of a rhapeodical
character has been produced, though not in verj- great abund-
ance, by Babi writers. The most celebrate<i Blbi poets^ since
the time of QurratuH-'Ayn are Xabil, 'Andalib, Naim of Abada,
and Mirza Tahya Sar-Khush ; but their poems are sporadic, and
there does not seem to be any considerable collection of Babi
poems, either from one or from diverse pens.

v. PoLEiiiCAL irO££S.—Some of these have been incidentally
mentioned above under classes ii. and iiL, but there exist

others, such as the Rajmu'sh - Shaytan f\ razd'iU'l- Baydn
(' Stoning of the D€\-il, on the vices of the Baydn '), by Hajji
'Abdu'r-Rahim, lithographed (without date or place of issue)
about A.D. 1532. This tract professes to be written in refutation
of a Babi apology entitled KUdbu'l-Imdn fi idhhdri-}iuqtati'l-
Baydn (' the Book of Belief, setting forth the Point of Pvevela-

tion," i.e. the Bab), which apology is incorporated in the
refutation. There are, however, reasons for believing that,
under the guise of a weak and unconvincing refutation, the
writer's object was to argue in favour of the Babi doctrine, as
held by the elder Babis and the Ezelis, since he speaics respect-
fully of the Bab ' on account of his holy lineage,' makes the
refutation of Subh-i-Ezel depend on that of the ^b (whom he
does not effectively refute), and practically confines his attacks
to Baha uTlah.

%-L THE ESGUSB ASD Prexch VRITISGS of American and
French believers in Baha'ism (for only in the latter days of
Baha'u'Uah did the doctrines of which "the Bab was the origin-
ator spread beyond Asia) may conveniently be placed in a
separate class. The chief of those which have come into the
present writer's hands (and there are, no doubt, man}' others
with which he is unacquainted, for Baha'ism is now active in

America, and has its centres, associations, schools, and endow-
mentsj are, in chronological order, as follows :

Ibrahim George Kfaeiralla {i.e. Khavrullah) assisted by
Howard MacNutt, Behd'u'Udh ('The Gl'or^- of God'), 2 vols.,
Chicago, l&OO ; Fact* for Behaiits, tr. and ed. bv I. G. Kheir-
alla (this pamphlet deals with the dispute between 'Abbas
Efendi and his brother Mul^ammad "AU, and supports the
claims of the latter), Chicago, 1901 ; Ibrahim George Kheiralla,
The Three Questions, i6 pp. of English and 15 pp. of Arabic
pieces jtistificatives (n.d.) ; Stoyan Krstoff Vatralsky, J/o-
hammedan Gnosticism in America: the origin, histojy, char-
acter, and esoteric doctrines of the Truth • knoicers (from
AJTh, Jan. 1902, pp. 57-78), Boston, 1902; Gabriel Sacy,
Le Riijne de Dieu et de tAgneau, connu sous le nam de
BabysTJie, Cairo, 1902 ; Le Livre de* Sept Preute* (a tr. of the

• JRAS, 1892, pp. 701-705. t Tb. pp. 635-695.
{ Of works belonging to this class the two following (pub-

lished in A.H. 1318 and 1319 [
= a.d. 1900-1901 respectively]),

of which the present writer happens to possess copies, are in

defence of Mirza Muhammad 'Ali and against the claims of
'.Vbbas Efendi. The first is entitled Itydnu'd DalU li-man
yuridu'l-Iqbdla ila sixcd'i's-sabil, and the second appears to be
from the pen of Jlirza Aqa Jan of Kashan, called Knadimu'lldh
('the Senant of God'), who was for many years Baha'u'Uah 's

amanuensis, and was afterward? among the most prominent of
the supporters of Mirza Muhammad 'All and the opponents of
Abbas Efe..ii.

Bab's Dald'U-i-Saba), tr. by A. L. M. Nicolas, Paris, 1902 ;

T?u Revelation of Bahd'u'Udh, compUed by IsabeUa D. Brit-

tingham, U.S.A., 1902; Myron H. Phelps, The Life and
Teachings of Abba* Efendi, with Introduction by Edward G.
Browne, London and New York, 1903 ; Le Litre de la Certi-
tude (a tr. of the Iqdn), tr. by Hippolyte Dreyfus and Mirra
Habibu'Uab Shirazi, Paris, 1904 ; Le B^yan Arabe, le Here
iacri du Baljysme de Siyyld Ali Mohammed dit le Bab, tr. from
the Arabic bv A. L. M. Nicolas, Paris, 1905 ; Arthor Pilsbury
Dodge, Whence ! Why f Whither f Man : Things : OUtcr
things. Westwood, Mass., 1907. One Ezeli manifesto, con-

sisting chiefly of extracts from the Sew History, the
Traveller's yarrative, and other works by the writer of this

article, has also appeared in America under the title of .1

Cali of Attention to the Behaists or Bainsts of America, by
August J. Stenstrand, and is dated from S"aperv-iUe, 111.,

Feb. 13, 1907 ; Miss Laura Clifford Barney, who at differ-

ent periods spent a considerable time at 'Akka, and has
also traveUed in Persia, coUected oraUy the answers of 'Abbas
Efendi to a number of questions which she put to him on aU
sorts of subjects, and to which he repUed from time to time.
These replies have been published in the original Persian, in

English, and in French almost simultaneously. The Persian
text is entitled AnSHru'l-abhd fi Mufdica4ati 'Abdil Bahd,
and on the English title-page Table Talks, colUeted by Laura
Clifford Barney, London, 1903. The English version is entitled
Sonu Questions answered . . . from the Persian of 'AUlul-

Bahd, translated by Miss L. C. Barney. The French version,
translated from the Persian by Hippolyte Dreyfus, is entitled
Les Le';ons de St. Jean d'Acre . . .' reeueiUies par Laura
Cliford Barney, Paris, 1908.

Ed'waed G. Browxe.
BABA LALIS.—The name of a modem Indian

monotheistic sect fotinded by one Baba Lai in the
first half of the 17th cent. A.D. The sect is ap-
parently now extinct. Baba Lai ^vas a Khattri

by caste, bom in Malwa in Rajputana. He be-

came the pnpil of a Bhakti apostle (.see Bhakti-
MAEGA) named Chetan Swami, whom he followed
to Lahore. He finally settled at Dehanpur, near
Sarhind (Sirhind) in the Panjab, where he founded
the sect which bears his name.
Baba Lai was one of those Indian reformers of

the 16th and 17th cents, who, like Kabir, Dadu,
and the Emperor AJcbar, endeavoured to found a

purely monotheistic religion, combining elements
derived partly from the beliefs of the Musalman
Soils and partly from those of the followers of the
fiindii Bhakti-marga. Like Kabir, he followed tlie

Bhakti-marga in the name by which he referred to

the Supreme, ^az. Rama ; but also, as in Kabir's

teaching, this Rama was not to him the Deity
incarnate as the earthly prince of Oudh, but was
God the Father Himself, or, in other words, Rama
after he had returned to heaven from his incarnate

sojourn upon earth. The doctrine of incarnation,
which is an important part of the teaching of tlie

Bhakti-marga, had no place in his system. On
the other hand, as in the Bhakti-marga and as in

Sufiism, the keynote of his system was an ail-

absorbing love directed to a gracious personal
God. As he him .self says,

' The feelings of a per-
fect dbciple have not been, and cannot be, de-

scribed ; as it is said :

" A person asked me, What
are the sensations of a lover ?

"
I replied :

" When
you are a lover, you will know." '

Baba Lai's doctrine attracted the attention of
the liberal-minded prince Dara Shukoh, the eldest

and favourite son of the Emperor Shah Jahan,
who sent for him and had several inter\iew3 wth
him in the year A.D. 1649. A report of these
interviews is presened in a Persian work entitled

the Nddiru'n-nikdt, our only authority on Baba
Lai's teaching. From this we gather that, besides
the devoted love which was the essence and founda-
tion of liis religion, he taught that the human soul
is a particle of the Supreme Soul, just as water
contained in a flask is a part of the water of, say,
the river Ganges. The flask which separates it

from its source is the body, and blessed is the
moment when the flask ceases to exi^t, and the
water once contained in it ran be reunited with
the parent stream. The diti'erence between the
water in the flask and that in the Ganges is that a

drop of wine abided to the former would impart to
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it its flavour, but -would be lost in the river.

Similarly tlie Supreme Soul, or in other words
the Deity, is bej'ond accident, while the human
soul is attiicted by sense and passion.
Withdrawal from worldly life is prudent, but

not necessary. Tlie real ' world ' from which the

disciple must withdraw is forgetfulness of God,
not clothes, or wealth, or wife, or oti'spring. All

created things are derived from one material

source, or Nature, as the tree is derived from the

seed, but the evolution of the former from the
latter requires the interference of an evolving
Cause, or the interposition of the Creator.

LiTKRiTiTRR.—A fuller account of the sect will be found in

Wilson, Iteligicnis Sects of the Hindus (vol. i. of
' Works '),

London, 1862, p. 347 ff.
,
from which most of the above has been

drawn. GEORGE A. GRIERSON.

BABYLONIANS AND ASSYRIANS.

[H. ZiMMERN.]

Introduction.—At the present moment it is an

exceedingly difficult task to give a short com-

prehensive account of the Babylonian religion. In
the first place, in spite of much diligent research,

particularly in the course of the last two decades,
the copious materials derived from the cuneiform

inscriptions, which are ever increasing through
new discoveries and publications, are far from being
thoroughly investigated or arranged in a systematic
form. The difficulty of acquiring a clear know-

ledge of the fundamental principles and the his-

torical development of the Bab. religion is increased

bj' its complex character, due to an intermingling,
not only of Sumerian and Semitic, but of other

foreign elements which find expression in it. Then,
finally, it must be noted that among students of

the subject great differences of opinion exist as to

the essential character and historical evolution of

this religion. In an objective account, such as is

here demanded, these ditl'erences must necessarily
be referred to. We have to deal, in the first place,
witli the following qviestion : Are we to hold, with
Winckler especially, that the religion of the Baby-
lonians and their theory of the universe in general
are to be regarded, at the time when our sources

begin, i.e. about B.C. 3000, as essentially complete—
a fixed system, based on astronomical principles,
which arose in a period which, for us, is entirely

pre-historic ? Or, are the undoubted traces of the

systematizing of the religion, which are found in

our sources, and its close connexion with an astral

scheme, only the product of a comparatively late

feriod
? ^^ as it only in the post-Babylonian, the

lellenistic, period that the system was perfectly
completed, mstead of having taken place, as
Winckler supposes, in the earliest known historical

f)eriod

? The present writer feels compelled, from
lis study and interpretation of the sources, to

adopt an intermediate theory between the two
extremes just mentioned. It .seems to him un-
deniable that there was among the Babylonians,
even at an early date, a tendency to reiiuce the
world of the gods to a single system, and to carry
out the law of correspondence between great and
small, heavenly and earthly, time and space, the
macrocosm and the microcosm. At the same time,
he does not feel inclined to exclude the element of
historical evolution from the actually known period
of Assyro-Babylonian history to the same extent as
Winckler does. In particular, it seems to him that
tlie close connexion between almost all the chief
deities and heavenly bodies and the proportionate
distribution of the cosmos among them rest on a
secondary element in our sources, which it is still

possible to trace, at least partially, in the history.
The present writer further feels inclined to ascribe
a more individual character to the several Baby-

lonian divinities than is done by Winckler, and to
harbour a strong suspicion of the theory that even
in ancient times the several divine forms were re-

garded in Babylonia as only partial manifestations
of a single deity, so tliat they could at will be
substituted for each other. Moreover, to a far

larger extent than Winckler is disposed to admit,
we seem to have to deal in the Babylonian religion
with unreconciled differences, due partly to widely
deviating local cults which once existed, and partly
to the combination of Sumerian and Semitic ele-

ments already mentioned, as well as to the varied
survivals from older stages of the Babylonian
religion. We cannot, then, .speak of a finished
scheme as present in the Bab. Weltanschaming and
consequently in its religion. At the same time, it

must be conceded that Winckler's construction of

a Bab. Weltanschatiung has in many ways, in spite
of its one-sidedness and evident exaggeration, made
possible a better understanding of the religion of

the Babylonians.
I. History : The principal places of worship

and the character of the Babylonian religion in

general.
—At the very commencement of the cunei-

form sources, about the year B.C. 3000, we find in

the original documents—royal inscriptions and docu-
ments pertaining to civil law—a perfectly confusing
multitude of divine figures and names of temples.
On closer inspection, these distribute themselves

among various local cults, which possess greater or
less importance, according to the political or re-

ligious eminence of the respective seats of worship.
Now, seeing that in Babylonia, in the earliest

times, the seat of the supreme political power often

changed, it is clear that the city-gods of different
and successive capitals might, in turn, have supreme
significance for the whole land—a significance
which, as a rule, continued to influence the cult

long after the city in question had lost its political

supremacy. In connexion with this change of the
seat of political power, it must early have been
felt necessary to liarmonize the local cults, which

originally differed widely, and to bring the gods of

the different places of worship into some definite

relation to each other. In this way would be
formed a divine State and divine families—pre-

ferably in the triad of father, mother, son—after
the model of the earthly State and the human
family. Along with this went the division of the
dili'erent parts of the cosmos among the several gods.
The matter is still further complicated by the fact
that in most cases, particularly in towns of South
and Middle Babylonia, the cult of an earlier

Sumerian population was taken over by their
Semitic successors. Here there must naturally
have taken place new combinations of the original
Sumerian and the imported Semitic religious ideas.

The most important seats of worship and their
local deities which have to be considered are, pro-
ceeding from south to north, as follows : Eridu
with the cult of Ea, Uru (Ur) with Sin (the moon-

god), Larsa with Shamash (the sun-god), Uruk
( Erech) with Anu and Ishtar-Nana, Lagash with

Ningirsu, Nijypur with Enlil, Isin Avitli Belit-Isin,
Kish with Zamama (Ninib), Kutu (Cuthah) with

Nergal, Babilu (Babylon) with Marduk (Merodach),
Barsip (Borsippa) with Nabu (Nebo), Sippar with

Shamash, Akkad with Ishtar-Anunitu. In addi-

tion to these, we have in the Assyrian domain :

Asfishur with the god Ashshur, Ninua (Nineveh)
with Ishtar, Arbail (Arbela) with Ishtar, and in

Mesopotamia Harrdn with Sin.

Among these cities or seats of worship, Uruk,
Nippur, and Eridu must in the earliest times have
been very specially prominent, since their gods,

Anu, EnHl, and Ea, occupy from ancient days the

chief place in the Babylonian pantlieon
—a position

which they retained (even if this was often a mere
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form) down to the latest times. But Uru and Larsa
must also at one time have held a chief place (as
can be partiallj^ traced in the actual history), for

their local deities, Sin and Shamash, play quite
a pre-eminent part in the Avhole scheme of the

Babylonian religion. We cannot say with equal
certainty whether the important role assigned to

Ishtar is due to her position as city-goddess of Uruk
or as that of Akkad. Undoubtedly in the case of

the cults of Shamash and Sin we have from the

very beginning to do with worshii3 of the sun and
the moon ; but it is not so certain that, in the later

systematic scheme of the pantheon, the connexion
of heaven with Anu, the earth with Enlil, and
the water Avith Ea, corresponds entirely with the

original nature of tliese three gods. Rather may it

have been that, under the influence of tlie systema-
tizing process which had set in, particular features

connecting one of these gods with heaven, a
second with earth, a third with water, were so

utilized as afterwards to distinguish them sharply
in these three directions, and to distribute the
cosmos among them correspondingly. Again, in

the case of Ishtar it is a question v>hether her cult

had originally to do with the Avorshij) of the morn-

ing (and the evening) star, the planet Venus, or

whether here once more the astral character of

Ishtar is not a secondary phenomenon, so that we
have originally in this deity a personification of

fertility in human, animal, and plant life. It is

still less certain that the gods Marduk, Nabu,
Ninib, Nergal, Avho in later times were associated
on the one hand with phases of the sun, and on the
other with the four remaining planets known to

the ancients, had, to begin with, any solar or astral

significance. There is much, on the other hand, to

indicate that the connexion of these gods with the

heavenly bodies did not belong to their original
cult and nature, but that other features connect-

ing them Avith nature and human life are the real

key to their original character.

Accordingly, we are of opinion that it is im-

possible to postulate a purely astral basis for the

Babylonian religion, either in its Sumerian or its

Semitic elements. On the other hand, it must

certainly be granted that at a relatively very early
date, i.e. partially at least, in the period rejire-
sented by our oldest sources, all the chief gods, and
not merely those who, like Shamash and Sin, had
their origin in the worship of the heavenly bodies,
had been connected Avith the stars and the cosmos,
and that the Babylonian religion had assumed an
astral stamp. This conies to light in all the outward
forms of the religion, and finds particularly clear

expression in the cults and the mythology. This

wide-spread astral vein must undoubtedly be re-

garded as an inheritance from the Sumerians. In
its origin it is connected with the remarkable
conception of the world as a unity—another un-
doubted heirloom received from the Sumerians,
Avhich Winckler has set before us so clearly.

According to this view of the universe, all pheno-
mena in tlie macrocosm and in the microcosm, in

heaven and on earth, are in a relation of mutual
correspondence.

2. The chief figures of the pantheon.—Some of

these have been already mentionetl, but we must
now proceed to notice and characterize them more
fully.
Anu (Anum) stands at the head of the supreme

divine triad—Anu, Enlil, Ea. Whatever may
have been the origdnal signification of the name, it

was interpreted as meaning
'

heaven,' corresponding
to the Suiaei'ian ana,

'

heaven,' and thus the deity
was regarded as the heaven-god, over-against Enlil

(the earth-god) and Ea (the water-god). He was
thought of as enthroned in heaven, especially on
the northern pole, which is eternally at rest. Here

he reigned as king and father of the gods, who, for
their part, had their homes in the stars which circle

round the pole. Even the evil demons are in the
last resort subject to him. The chief seat of the

worship of Anu was Uruk ; but in later times he
had also a temple at Ashshur, in common with the

storm-god Adad. But, at least in the period known
to us from our sources, his cult retired strangely
into the background. On the other hand, he con-
tinues to play a certain part in the mythology,
where he is regarded as the supreme disposer of all

events. The liigh esteem which, notwithstanding,
Anu at all periods continued to enjoy as the chief
of the gods, can only be explained as the after
elFect of a wide-spread Anu-worship belonging to a
pre-historic time. We.find Antu, or Anatu, men-
tioned as the Avife of Anu. She appears sometimes
as the goddess of the earth, in contrast Avith her
husband, the god of the heavens.

Enlil (Ellil)
—a name Avhich used to be generally

misread Bd—is the second god of the highest triad.
Here he is regarded as the lord of lands, as con-
trasted Avith Anu, the lord of the heavens. From
the mythical (cosmic) great mountain of the Avorld

(earth-mountain), Avhere he had his dAvelling-place,
he bears the frequent epithet of the '

great moun-
tain.' His Avife is called Ninlil, also Belit-mcltdte,
the '

lady of lands,' as well as Belit-ile, the '

lady of
the gods,' the mother-goddess /car' e^oxv"- Enlil's

seat of Avorship Avas the city Nij^pur, Avith the

temple E-kur, whose remains have been excavated

by an American expedition. The Avorship of this

deity must have held a specially important place
in the earlier Babylonian period. This can be

gathered, not only from the direct evidence of the
excavations at Nippur, but also from the role

Avhich, doAvn to the latest times, Enlil plays in the
Bab. mythology (cf. the stoiy of the Flood) and
hymns. For, although in later days much Avhich
had been ascribed to Enlil Avas transferred to other

gods, particularly to Marduk of Babylon, this very
fact proves that at a certain period Enlil must
have occupied the chief place.
Ea is the third god of the highest triad, and, as

such, ruler of the Avater-depths. The pronuncia-
tion of the name as Ea has not yet been quite
fully established. Perhaps, j udging from the

'

A6j in

Damascius, the name ought rather to be read Ae
or something similar. His seat of Avorshij) Avas

Eridu in the south of Babylonia, lying near the
sea and the embouchure of the Euphrates and
the Tigris. The cult of Ea must also once have

enjoyed the highest reputation, as is indicated by
the after-effects in the myths (cf., again, the story
of the Flood) and the literature of exorcism.

Owing to the fact that at a later date the cult of
Eridu came, in a Avay that is not yet quite clear, to
be combined Avith the cult of Babylon, Ea as the
father of INIarduk remained an object of living
Avorship to the latest period of the Babylonian
religion. He is regarded as the one of the great
gods Avho stands nearest to mankind, and is thus
most ready to help in difficult situations, and Avho,
as the Avise god, the lord of Avisdom, has ahvays
the necessary means of assistance at hand. In

particular, he helps by means of his oa\ti element,
the healing Avater of the streams and the under-

ground springs, Avhich play an exceedingly
important part in exorcism—the peculiar domain
of the Ea-cult. Here he is assisted by his son
Marduk, Avho in this connexion is to be regarded
not as the city-god of Babylon, but rather as a

deity of Eridu, Avhose identification Avith the god
of Babylon Avas only secondary. Ea's Avife is

Dnmki7ia.

Sin, the moon-god, the first of the second triad
of gods consisting of Sin, Shamash, and Ishtar (or
also Sin, Shamash, and Adad), is the city-god of
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Uru (OT Ur) in South Babylonia, where his temple,
E-kishshirgcil ('liouse of light'), stood. But the

Sin-cult had .a strong hold at an early date also

at Harran in Mesopotamia. For even as early as

the sources derived from Boghazkoi (middle of

tlie 2nd mill. B.C.), Sin of Harran is mentioned.
Here also a name readily applied to him is Bel-

ffarrdn, 'lord of Harran.' His wife is always
called Ningal, 'the gi-eat lady,' 'the queen.' His
son is Shanuish, the sun-god (in Harran, Nusku
specially appears as the son of Sin). According
to the one view at least, Islitar is regarded as

his daughter. The ligure of Sin was undoubtedly
connected from the very first with the worship of

the moon, for the name Sin was actually used by
the Babylonians as an appellative for the moon.

Moreover, in the hymns iiddrcssed to Sin his

character as moon-god is quite clear ; and it may
be noted in this connexion that the moon-god is

regarded as a pre-eminently benignant and well-

disposed deity. Also connected with the moon is

Sin's rule as the god of oracles, although in this

respect he is somewhat overshadowed by Shamash,
the oracle-god (car' i^oxnv.

Shamash, the sun-god, comes next to Sin in the
series of deities, and is regarded as his son—a
circumstance to be explained perhaps by a later

sun-cult having displaced an earlier cult of the
moon. In the case of Shamash also the name of

the god is identical with the Babylonian and the
common Semitic name for the sun, so that here
also the connexion of this deity with the great
star of day is at all events original. The sun-god,
moreover, of Babylonian religion is always of the
male sex ; whereas in South Arabia, e.g., the sun
was worshipped as <t, goddess. The seats of

worship peculiar to Shamash are : in Southern

Babylonia, Larsa ; in Northern, Sippar. In both
of these places his temple was called E-bnbbar,
' clear shining house,' that which '

is as the dwell-

ing of heaven.' His wife or mistress is Aia, 'the
bride.' As son of Sin he is also regarded as the
brother of Ishtar. As children of his we find men-
tioned Kettu, 'justice,' and Mesharu, 'rectitude'—

personifications of qualities which belong to

Shamash pre-eminently as the supreme divine

judge. There is further associated with him his

charioteer, Bunene. In many hymns Shamash is

celebrated as the sun-god, who every morning
favours mankind with his light, wlio is the

champion of all good and the enemy and avenger
of all evil. Thus he is specially regarded, as is

noted above, as the supreme judge in heaven and
on the earth, to whom all legislation is ascribed (cf.

the introduction to the laws of Hammurabi and
the relief figure of Shamash on the stele contain-

ing this code). As sun-god he was at the same
time the supreme oracle-god, in whose name all

soothsaying was carried on, and who was the

patron-god of the gild of sootlisaying priests which
held so important a place in Babylonia.

Ishtar, often placed third in the triad of divin-
ities along with Sin and Shamash, is the most
prominent female deity in the Babylonian
pantheon. Starting witli local cults in which, as
a female deity, she occiipied the chief place, Ishtar
came in the end practically to absorb all other

goddesses of the Assyro-Babylonian pantheon, so
that her name became, even at an early date, a
Bab. appellative for '

goddess.' Whether her cult,
like that of Sin and Shamash, was from the
beginnin<' connected with star-worship—especially
that of Venus—cannot be decided with certaint}',
although tills connexion of Ishtar with the planet
Venus and her character as 'queen of heaven'
may go back to remote antiquity. The name
Ishtar, whose origin and etymology are still

matter of dispute, does not enable us to come to

any definite conclusion on this point. As little

can we gather any certain information from the
Astarte figures of the other Semitic religions,
which are in name and character clo.sely relatcil to
the Babylonian Ishtar. Possibly we ought rather
to assume a greater antiquity for her character as
the goddess of fertility. Her principal seats of

worship were Urnk (where she was also worshipped
as Nana), Akkad (here worshipped as Anunitu),
Nineveh, and Arbela. Here too, as is indicated by
the very names Nana and Anunitu, we have un-

iloubtedly to do with what were originally in-

dependent local deities, who came only in the
course of time to be connected and identified.
This no doubt also accounts for the way in which,
in the later Assyro-Babylonian religion, quite
heterogeneous elements are combined in the figure
of Ishtar. Her many-sided origin is again re-

flected in the varying genealogical relation in

which she is placed to the other gods. Thus she

appears at one time as the daughter of Anu, at
another as the daughter of Sin. The following
are the most prominent of tlie varied qualities of

Ishtar. She is the goddess of love and of the life

of Nature in general, the goddess in whose cult,

particularly at Uruk, temple-prostitution was a
feature. In the mythological literature, especially
in ' Ishtar's descent to Hades,' this characteristic
of Ishtar as the goddess of the sexual impulse
occupies a prominent place. On the other hand,
she is expressly the goddess of war and of the
chase. In this aspect she is hailed with predilec-
tion by the Assyrian kings who were lovers of war
and the chase. The character of a mother-goddess
ai)pears to have been attached to the person of

Ishtar only after the figures of other mother-

goddesses, particularly Ninlil (Belit-ile) and
Damkina, had been assimilated by her. In respect
of astral connexion, we find Ishtar associated not

only with the planet Venus, but also with the

brightest fixed star Sirius. Her .sacred animal
is the lion, but perhaps the dove also belongs
to her. In tlie countless hymns addressed to her
Ishtar is hailed as goddess in all the aspects men-
tioned above. But these Ishtar-hymns some-
times reach also a relatively high ethical level,

glorifying her as the mightiest and most merciful

helper of mankind, who frees from curse and sick-

ness, and forgives sin and guilt. A unique feature
in Bab. mythology is the relation between Ishtar
and Tammuz (see below, under 'Tammuz').
Marduk (OT Mcrodach), the

city-god
of Baby-

lon, is, from the point of view of his significance
in the Bab. mythology, most closely connected
with the fate of the city of Babylon. Just as

Babylon came to the front politically at a late

date as compared with the other cities of Baby-
lonia, but thereafter always overshadowed the
whole in importance and power, so also Marduk
is a younger figure in the Babylonian system
of deities, and yet he finally comes near to

absorbing all the other gods. The meaning of

the name Marduk has not j'et been satisfactorily

exiilained. His temple in Babylon was called

E-sagila ('lofty house'), with the temple-tower
E-temenanki ('house of the foundation of heaven
and earth'). Mention is found of his wife

Scu'panitii ('the silver-gleaming one'), of his

father Ea, and of his son Nabu. But this connect-

ing of Marduk with Ea and Nabu is undoubtedly
accounted for by an assimilation of the local cults

of Eridu and Borsippa and their gods Ea and
Nabu with those of Babylon. On the other hand,
an original feature of the Mard\ik-cult at Babylon
appears to be present in the fact that his chief

feast, the later general New Year festival of

Babylonia, fell at the time of the spring equinox.
ThLs fact, along with many other phenomena.
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leads us to conclude that Marduk was essentially
a deity who, as far as the year is concerned, was
conceived as embodied in the spring sun bringing
new life and light, and similarly embodied in

tlie morning sun by day. At a still earlier date,

perhaps, he was regarded as only a god of vege-
tation, who had his chief form of manifestation
in the reviving vegetation of spring-time. On the
other hand, the r6le of arbiter of destiny, which
Marduk assumes at this New Year festival, seems
to have been first taken over from Nabu. The
same holds good with regard to further features,
which came later to be regarded as essential

characteristics of Marduk, although certain ori-

ginal traits in his character may have facilitated

this assimilation. Thus the quality of Marduk as
the god of healing and the helper in all sickness
and need—the r61e which he accordingly plays in

the literature of exorcism—is derived, as we saw in

the case of Ea, from the cult of Eridu. The same
source, in all likelihood, is responsible for the

emphasis laid on Marduk as the wise and prudent
among the gods. In like manner, the r61e of

creator, ascribed to Marduk in the Bab. mytho-
logy, was only secondary and transferred to him
from other gods, like Enlil of Nippur and Ea of

Eridu—a conclusion clearly indicated by the

respective myths themselves. The connecting of

Marduk with one of the planets—during the

supremacy of the city of Babylon, with the clear

shining Juppiter—is certainly not original, but

merely a product of priestly astral speculation.
We have still to mention that the proper name
Marduk was, in the later period, more and more
displaced by the appellative belu, 'the lord,' so
that finally Marduk was almost exclusively
designated as Bel. In like manner, his spouse
came to be called by preference .BeZi^, 'lady.' In
the extant hymns to Marduk naturally all the
features are reflected which were finally ascribed
to him as the supreme being, the king of all the

gods. Like tiie hymns addressed to Ishtar and
Shamash, the Marduk-hymns belong to the noblest
and relatively highest ethical products of the

Babylonian literature.

Nabu (OT Nebo), the city-god of Barsip
(Borsippa), occupied, it would seem, in the more
ancient period before the rise of Babylon as the

recognized capital, a more important position than
later, when in the system of the Babylonian priest-
hood he is regarded merely as 'son' of Marduk
and as ' recorder

'

of destiny at the New Year
festival. The name Nabu is Semitic, and signifies
'announcer.' What kind of 'announcement'—
possibly that of destiny—is in view is uncertain.
His later function, already mentioned as recorder,
writer of destiny, at all events favours the notion
that the determining of destiny belonged originally
to him, and was perhaps transferred from him to
Marduk. Nabu is regarded not only as the writer
of destiny, but in general as the god of the art of

wi-iting and of science. Among other essential

(jualities of Nabu we have to note that he often

appears as a god of vegetation—probably one of the
most original traits in his nature. On the other hand,
Nabu probably OAves his connexion with a planet

—
latterly Mercury, in the pre-Babylonian period pos-
sibly Juppiter—to priestly speculation, which drew
all the deities into its astro-mythological system.
The same reason will account also for sporadic
references associating him with the darker half of
the year, in opposition to Marduk, the god of the

bright half. The temple of Nabu in Borsippa
bore the name E-zida (

'

perpetual house '), witli the
tower E-uriminanki ('house of the seven rulers of
heaven and earth '). Nabu's wife is called Ta^h-
ynetu, a personification of an abstract idea,

'audience,' without much living content. Nana,

too, frequently appears as the wife of Nabu, and so
does Nisaba the goddess of corn.

Ninib is merely the conventional pronunciation
of the name of a chief god of the Babylonians and
Assyrians. Unfortunately we are still in ignorance
as to the real phonetic reading of the name.

Lately, indeed, we have got nearer the goal by the

discovery that the Aramaic reproduction of the
name of this god was composed of the consonants
'-n-w-S-t ; but opinion is still divided as to the Bab.

prototype of this Aram, equivalent. Ninib origin-

ally belonged to the cult which had its seat at

Nippur. Here he was regarded as the first-born

son of Enlil, and the third of a triad composed of

father, mother, and son (Enlil, Ninlil and Ninib),
which we encounter in a similar fashion in most
of the old Bab. seats of worship. His essential

character is that of a mighty hero, who victoriously
casts down all opposing powers—the aspect under
which he was afterwards taken over by the

Assyrians as specially the god of war and the
chase. In this aspect Zamama of Kish closely
resembles Ninib, and is occasionally directly
identified with him. At the same time, Ninib is

a god of healing—a quality which is specially
ascribed also to his wife Gula, the great physician,
the guardian patroness of the healing art. He is

further regarded as a god of the fields—a trait which

brings him into close contact with Ningirsu, the

city-god of Lagash, a deity who in later times was
very often directly identified -with Ninib. Here
again, perhaps, as in the similar case of Nabti, it

is possible that this relation to vegetation is one
of the oldest features in the character of Ninib.
On the other hand, the solar and astral traits in

Ninib may again be due to his introduction into
the priestly astro-mythological system. As far

as his solar character is concerned, it is still doubt-
ful whether he is to be regarded as connected
with the morning and spring sun, or rather to be

thought of as associated with the sun of noon and
summer. The planet associated Avith him is called

Kaimanu (Kewan)—the name in the Babylonian
period at least for Saturn, but perhaps in the
earlier period for Mars. In the heaven of fixed

stars he was localized in Orion, and it is very likely
that the conception of the constellation of Orion as

a warrior goes back to the elevation of the war-
like Ninib to the skies.

Nergal is properly the city-god of Kutu (OT
Cuthah), W'here his temple bore the name of

E-shitlam. The (Sumerian) name Nergal is un-

fortunately of uncertain significance, although the

pronunciation is fixed by its reproduction in the
OT and on other grounds. Nergal has quite a

peculiar position in the Babylonian pantheon and

mythology, being expressly the god of the under
world, ruler of the realm of the dead, and as such
the husband of Er&sh-kigal, the sovereign lady of

the under world (although goddesses with other
names—Las (Laz) and Mamitu—are associated with
him as city-goddesses of Cuthah). It is very
questionable, however, whether this relation of

Nergal to the realm of the dead is original, and
not a later development due to some other trait in

his character, or some peculiarity of the city of

Cuthah. Thus Nergal is also a god of plague
and fever, and as such stands very close to Ira, the

plague-god proper, and is often identified with
him. Like Ninib, he also appears as the god of
war and of the chase. Again, in the same Avay as

Ninib, he also appears as a benevolent god of the

fields, granting fertility. It is possible, as was
suggested in the case of Ninib, that in this

relation to vegetation is to be found the original
feature of his character. On the other hand, the
solar and astral associations may in his case also

be secondary. For the connexion of Nergal with
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the sun, the destructive influence of the noonday
and midsummer sun would be the determining
factor. As far as connexion with the planets is

concerned, he was, at least in the Babylonian
period, associated with Mars, but possibly at an
earlier date with Saturn. In the Armament of

fixed stars he was probably represented in the

constellation of Leo (which was known in the

Babylonian age), as we meet elsewhere with the
lion as the symbol of Nergal.
Nusku (or Nushku), the meaning of whose

name is still uncertain, belongs to the cult-group
of Nippur, where he appears as the great pleni-

potentiary of Enlil. Besides, he is met with in the

sphere of Sin of Harran, and is here occasionally
introduced directly as the son of Sin. As to his

nature, we are at least certain that he is a god of

light. Frequently his name even alternates with
that of the tire-god Girru (Gibil). Hence, like the

latter, Nusku is ethically regarded as the enemy
and conqueror of all evil and the promoter of all

good. As thus connected with the moon-god Sin,
Nusku is specially associated with the sickle of the
crescent moon.

Girru (the Sem. form of the Sumer. Gibil) is the

personitication
of hre, tlie hre-god proper of the

Bab. pantheon. As such, he is, for instance, the

god of smith-craft ; he is also the god of the holy
sacrificial fire. But, above all, he readily assumes
an ethical aspect, as the terrible god, who destroys
evil by his purifying fire.

Ramman (also called Adad) is the special storm-
and thunder-god of the Babylonians. Both forms
of his name, Ramman and Adad, of which the
latter is the more common in Assyria, are of

Semitic origin, and may refer to the roar of the
thunderstorm. It is likely that the designation
Adad is not native to Assyro-Babj'lonia, but

goes back to the Western Semitic Hadad. But
in any case the figure of a storm-god as such is

of very old standing in the Babylonian pantheon,
being found even in the Sumerian period, when he
seems to have borne the name Ishtcur. The great
importance assigned to the storm-god in the Baby-
lonian pantheon is evident not only from the role

which he plays in the myths {e.g. the story of

the Flood), but also, e.g., from the fact that, in the
otticial lists of the gods, he often occupies the third

place in the second divine triad, namely, Sin,

Shamash, and Adad, instead of tiie usual Sin,
Shamash, and Ishtar. As storm-god lie was natur-

ally hailed as the giver of the beneficent rains ;

while, on the other hand, by withholding rain he
could bring drought and famine on the land. In his

aspect as thunder-god he is readily viewed as one
who by his thunder and lightning destroys the host
of the enemy. His symbol is the thunderbolt, his

sacred animal the ox. In Babylonia, among other
seats of Kamnian - worship, there is mention of

Karkara and Khallab ; in Assyria, at the ancient

capital Ashshur, a temple was consecrated to him in

common with Anu, who is represented as his father.
Ramman also appears with Shamash as the god of

oracles. The name of his wife is given as Shala.
Tammuz is a deity who occupies an altogether

unique position in the Bab. pantheon. He does
not belong to the number of the great principal

gods. His cult must, notwithstanding, have en-

joyed great prestige. This is indicated by the fact
that the Tammuz-cult survived in the lands adjoin-
ing Babylonia on the west, and in the post-Baby-
lonian period. Tlie name Tammuz is derived from
the Sumer. Dumuzi, and signifies literally 'real
child

'

; the older form is Dumuzi-zuab = '

real child
of the water-depths.' He is described as the god
of the green plant-growth, which is produced and
nourished by fresh water. For Tammuz is essenti-

ally the god of vegetation, whose reviving in spring

and withering in midsummer this deity personifies.
Our sources do not, so far at least, enable us to
decide whether (a,s in the Egyptian Osiris-oult and
probably in the later Tammuz-Adonis-cult outside

Babylonia) the native Bab. Tammuz-cult saw in

that deity a figure of human life with its growth
and decay, and even included the hope of a continu-
ance of life for man after death. One of the main
features of this cult is the mourning for the prema-
ture death of the youthful Tammuz, which found

expression in the weeping for him by male and
female professional mourners—a custom witnessed
to by a number of hymns referring to it. There
are also traces of a joyous festival in honour of the
revivification of Tammuz. The myth of Tammuz
brings him into close connexion with Ishtar, making
him her husband, or rather her lover. Tme, it is

Ishtar also at whose door, according to the Gil-

gamesh epic, lies the responsibility for the yearly
mourning for Tammuz. But side by side with this

appears another conception, for instance in several

Tammuz-hymns and in the so-called ' Descent of

Ishtar to Hades,' according to which it is Ishtar
that follows Tammuz to the depths of the under
world and seeks to bring him up again. The sister

of Tammiiz, Geshtinanna, is also found playing
this part.

Ashshur, the national god of the Assyrians, also

deserves special mention. Originally the local god
of the city bearing the same name, the old capital
of Assj'ria, Ashshur thus gained the position of

supreme god of Assyria. As such he appears at

the time of the Assyrian supremacy especially as a

god of war, who during campaigns gives the As-

syrian kings victory over their enemies, and calls

them to hold sway over all nations. It is easy to

understand how all that was attributed originally
to the supreme gods of Babylon—such as Anu,
Enlil, and Marduk—came to be transferred, not

only in the mythology but elsewhere, to Ashshur, as

the chief god of Assyria. Thus, e.g., he undertakes
the conflict with the sea-monster Tiamat, whicli

plays 60 large a part in the Bab. Creation epic.

Unally, mention must be made of the names
Igigi and Anunnaki—designations for the Bab.
deities as a whole, in tlieir arrangement as gods of

heaven and gods of the earth (under world). In
the astral sense, in particular, we have to under-
stand by the Igigi the gods who were thought of

as embodied in the stars above the horizon ; while
the star-gods, who had sunk below the horizon,
were regarded as Anunnaki.

Alongside of the great gods, properly speaking,
whose chief representatives have been described

above, the Babylonians included in their religious

system a great number of lesser divine beings.
These again were divided into those who mani-
fested a character positively good and well-disposed
to mankind, and those who showed a disposition

Positively

hostile to man, and a desire to injure
im. To the good spirits belong, among others, the

guardian deities (god and goddess), one of whom
was supposed to be assigned to every man. The
evil demons by a favourite conception make their

appearance in groups of seven. They plaj- a very

important part in the literature of exorcism, as all

misfortune and sickness against which the exor-
cisms were directed were traced back to thoir evil

influence. In the same category with these evil

demons were placed the spirits of the dead, the

ghosts, to whom all kinds of hostile action towards
the living were ascribed.

3. The myths and epics.
—In the study of the

Babylonian religion we have at our command a
considerable treasure of myths and epics. The
following is a list of those which are most im-

portant for our purpose, and thus far best known
from the excavations : the Creation and cognate
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myths, the Adapa myth, the story of the Flood
with the other Atrakhasis myths and tlie myth of

the primeval kings, the Ira myth, the Labbu
myth, tiie Zu myth, the Etana myth, Nergal and

Eresh-kigal, Ishtar's descent to Hades, the Gil-

gamesli epic. Most of these literary remains are

derived, in the form in -which we now have them,
for the greater part, from the library of Ashur-

banipal. But internal and external evidence shows
that their composition belongs to a much earlier

period. In the case of some of them we have even
actual copies of an earlier date (c. 2U00-15U0 B.C.).

(rt) The Creation. —T\\\?, part of the Babylonian
mytholog}'

—
partially known to us, even before

the le-discovery of ancient Babylonia, from the
Greek tradition of Berossus—receives fullest treat-

ment in the cuneiform mythological literature in

the seven-tablet epic Enuma elish, so called from
its opening words. The contents are briefly as

follows : Before the heavens and the earth were
made, the primeval father Apsu and the primeval
mother Tiamat (both personilications of the prim-
eval ocean) along with their son jNIummu were in

existence. From these in a succession of genera-
tions .sprang the gods. Apsu and Tiamat, disturbed
in the peace they had up to this time enjoyed, and

accordingly discontented with the new condition
of affairs, devise a plan against the new world of

gods. Apsu perishes at this stage. But Tiamat
vigorously prosecutes the scheme, and chooses for

herself a new husband and assistant in the person
of Kingu, to whom she gives the tablets of destiny.
She attracts a section of gods to her side, and
creates a number of monsters—the eleven—to help
her in the battle against the gods. The contest at
once begins. After several other gods have at-

tempted in vain to overcome Tiamat, Marduk at

last offers to enter the lists against her. But he

stipulates that, if he is victorious, the highest place
among the gods shall in future belong to him. In
a soleum conclave of the gods this condition is

accepted, and homage is done to him as the future

king of the gods. Then comes a detailed and most
vivid picture of the preparations for the battle of

;Marduk with Tiamat and of the battle itself.

Marduk proves victor, and puts an end to Tiamat.
He then turns his attention to the gods in her train,
overcomes these also, and makes them prisoners.
In the same way he renders harmless the monsters
she has created to assist her, and finally her hus-
band Kingu suffers the same fate. Marduk then
returns to the corpse of Tiamat and cuts it in two
parts, from which he fashions the heavens and the
earth. Then follow the several acts of creation.
Accounts have been discovered of the formation
of the heavenly bodies, and, after a large gap, the

beginning of an account of the creation of man.
The whole concludes with a hymn to Marduk as
the creator-god. It is worthy of note that this

version of the Creation myth is clearly adapted to

the position of Marduk as city-god of Babylon, the
role of creator being ascribed to him, although in

other versions and at other centres of Morship it

was filled by such gods as Ann, Enlil, or Ea.
The creation of the world by Marduk forms at the
same time the festal legend of the Babylonian New
Year festival, the creation of the world being evi-

dently paralleled with the annual reviving of nature
in the spring. Alongside of this highly detailed
version of the Creation myth we possess a shorter

one, which, apart from a number of other marked
variations, differs from the other particularly in

this, that it knows nothing of the battle of ^Marduk
with Tiamat, but describes the world as arising

—
here also out of the ocean—without conflict, in

quite a peaceful manner.
(b) While, as yet at least, we cannot prove the

existence in Babylon of a so - called Paradise

legend proper, we have in the myth of Adapa a

story which seems intended to explain the mortality
of man as opposed to the immortality of the gods.
Adapa, a son of Ea, has received from his father .a

high degTee of wisdom—hence his designation
' the

superlatively jirudent' (Atrakhasis)—but not the

gift of eternal life. On account of an act of vio-

lence committed by him, he is cited to appear before
the throne of Auu, the god of heaven. Adapa
here had the opportunity, by partaking of the food
and water of life which Anu ottered him, of acquir-
ing immortality for himself. But, acting on a iirior
counsel of Ea, he rejected the offered gifts, and thus
forfeited eternal life.

(c) Between the Creation and the Flood the Bab.

mythical chronology, at least as we knoAV it from
Berossus,—the cuneiform originals supply as yet
only sporadic traces, — interposes a list of ten

primeval kings, of whom the hero of the Flood,

Utnapishtim-Atrakhasis (in Berossus, Xisuthros),
is the last. The inscriptions hitiierto have yielded
no details concerning any of these kings except
the seventh in Berossus' list, Evedoranchos. Ac-

cording to them, Enmeduranki—the native form
of the name—was king in Sippar, the city of the

sun-god Shamash. The latter adopted him as his

associate, and taught him all the secrets of the

soothsayer's art. Hence Enmeduranki was re-

garded by the Babylonians as the ancestor of the

highly esteemed sootiisaying priests.

{d) It is most likely the same Atrakhasis as the
hero of the legend of the Flood that meets us in

another mythical story. This myth tells how all

kinds of plague, blight, pestilence, famine, and
sickness were sent upon men by Enlil, the lord of

gods, on account of their constantly repeated trans-

gressions. But Atrakhasis, who also appears in

this myth as a confidant of Ea, always succeeds

by his intercession in securing the cessation of the

judgment. The connexion of this with the Flood

myth is probably that the Flood was thought of

as the last great judgment of Enlil on men be-

cause of their continual relapses into sin—a judg-
ment from which there was no escape except for

Atrakhasis himself.

(e) It is not so certain whether the myth of the

destroying god Ira should be placed in the same
category, i.e. among the judgments preceding the
Flood. In this myth Ira's plenipotentiary, Ishum,
at his command traverses all lands, and works a

frightful carnage among men.

(/) The Bab. Flood narrative, like that of the

Creation, was long known from the pages of

Berossus. In the original recovered by the ex-

cavations, the story forms part of the Gilganiesh
epic, although there are clear indications that it

once existed independently. The chief features
of the story are briefly as follows. The gods in
solemn assembly determine to send a flood in

order to punish men for their sins (this is plainly
stated, at least at the close of the narrative).
The god Ea, who had been present at the council,
reveals this design to a protege of his, Utna-

pishtim
—also called Atrakhasis,

' the superlatively
prudent

'—of the city of Shurippak, and commands
him to build a ship for his safetj', and to take

living creatures of every kind with him into it.

Utnapishtim carries out the command, builds his

sliip according to a scale supplied by the god, and
introduces his family and relatives, as well as all

kinds of animals, into it. Shortly before the be-

ginning of the flood, whose advent had been pre-
viously indicated to him by a divine sign, he
enters the ship himself and closes the door, en-

trusting the steersman with the guidance of the
vessel. Early next morning the flood breaks
forth, accompanied by violent storms and thick
darkness. The gods themselves are afraid of the
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flood, and ascend to heaven. The mother of the

gods laments o\er the destruction of her human
otisprinf;-, and repents having given her assent to

the tlood in the conclave of the gods. Six days
and six nights the flood rages. But on the seventh

day the .'^ea is calm and the storm ceases. Utna-

Eishtim
opens an air-hole, and the light falls on

is cheeks. Then land begins to appear, and the

ship grounds on the mountain Nisir. After seven

days, Utnapishtim lets a dove fly from the ship.
But she comes back because she finds no resting-

place. The same happens with a swallow, which

Utnapishtim next sets free. At last a raven,
which was the third bird liberated, does not re-

turn, having settled down to feed. Then Utna-

pishtim brings out all that are in the ship, and
oflers a sacrifice, whose sweet smell the gods per-
ceive with pleasure. Then follows a scene in

which the mother of the gods and Ea wrangle
with Enlil for having caused the flood. Enlil

himself, however, is enraged that all men did

not perish, and that one, Utnapishtim, with his

family, has been saved. In the end, however, lie

changes his mind, and even endows Utnapishtim
and his wife with the divine nature, and removes
them to the realm far distant, to the '

estuary of

the streams.'

We do not purpose here to discuss the real

meaning of the Babylonian Flood myth—a subject
on which the opinions of students are very much
divided. "We may say, however, that in all pro-

bability no actual liLstorical occurrence is even
reflected in it ; it is more likely that we have to

do with a nature myth whose background is

formed by events in the daily and yearly course

of the sun.

(g) The subject of the Labhu myth is the raging of

a fabulous lion-like monster, allied A\'ith a mythical
water-serpent, against men on the earth. After
vain attempts on the part of other gods, one god
finally succeeds in overcoming this lion [labhu),
and thereby procures for himself divine supremacy,
as Marduk did after his victory over Tiamat.

[h) The Zu myth relates how the tablets of

destiny, whose possession ensures the supreme
power, were once stolen from Enlil by the storm-

god Zu. Here, again, the supremacy is promised
to whoever recovers the tablets from Zu, And, as

in the case of Tiamat and of Labhu, it happens that
various gods make vain attempts till at last—for so

we may complete the defective text—one of them
is successful.

(0 The Etana myth has for its principal figure

Etana, a primeval hero, who seems to be regarded
as the founder of the kingship on earth. In order
to bring about the happy birth of his son, who is

to be the first king on earth, he applies, by the
advice of Shamash, to the eagle for help to bring
from heaven the medicinal herb which shall secure
a safe delivery. Etana, seated upon the eagle,
undertakes a journey, described with epic fulness

of detail, to the highest heaven, to the throne of the

queen of heaven, Ishtar, where the wonder-working
plant is kept. But when he has almost reached
his goal, Etana is overcome with fear, and drags
the eagle down with him till both fall on the earth.

Unfortunately, the conclusion is wanting, but pre-

sumably it was to the efl'ect that the child, in

spite of the deadly fall of Etana, came happily
into the world and became the ruler of the land.
The same mjth further tells how this eagle, as an
enemy of the serpent, once devoured its brood, in
return for which the serpent plucked his wings and
left him in a pitiable condition in a dit<;h. This
event seems to have taken place before the flight
to heaven with Etana ; hence we may assume that,
after his misfortune with the serpent, the eagle
regained his lost powers.

ij) The myth of Nergal and Eresh-kigal tells how
Nergal efl'ected a violent entrance into the under
world and threatened its goddess, Eresh-kigal,
but afterwards became her husband and king of
that realm. The visit of Nergal to the lower
world was occasioned by a dispute, caused by
Nergal, between Eresh-kigal and the gods of the

upjier world. In his passage he is accompanied by
twice seven fever-demons.

(^•) The followng are the principal points in the
so-called Descent of Ishtar to Hades. Ishtar, the

daughter of Sin, directs her steps to the realm
of the dead, which, so far as its appearance and
inhabitants are concerned, is painted in the
darkest colours. On arriving at the door of the
realm of death, she imperiously demands entrance
from the doorkeeper, and, on the command of

Eresh-kigal, this is granted. At every one of the
seven doors, however, an article of clothing is

taken from her by the doorkeepers, so that finally
she has to enter the kingdom of the dead perfectly
naked. Here she is imprisoned by Namtaru, at
the command of his mistress Eresh-kigal. Coinci-
dent with Ishtar's descent to the lower world, all

sexual intercoiirse ceases on earth among both
men and animals. In this extremity Ea inter-

poses. He creates a messenger, Situshunamir,
and sends him to the under world, with the
result that Eresh-kigal, although against her will,
commands Namtaru to sprinkle Ishtar with 'water
of life

' and to lead her out through the seven doors
of the under world, restoring her garments as she

goes. The conclusion of the mythical narrative
then refers, in a way as yet not very clearly
understood, to Tammuz, the youthful husband of

Ishtar, and his worship, which seems to be con-
nected with the cult of the dead.

(I) The Gilgam^sh epic is, so far as we can now
judge, the most extensive epic poem of the Baby-
lonians. It is specially rich in mythological
matter, and hence, in spite of its being for the
most part a heroic epic, its main contents deserve
to be indicated here. The story Ls as follows.

Gilgamesh is the ruler of the city of Umk. His

yoke rests heavily on the citizens. In answer to

the prayer of the people of Uruk, the goddess
Aruru creates Eabani in order that he may go on
adventures with Gilgamesh. Eabani, a creature

possessed of great strength of body and violent
sensual desires, dwells at first in the steppes with
the wild beasts. It is only by means of a variety
of treacherous devices, among which the seductive
arts of a prostitute play the chief role, that he can
be prevailed upon to enter Uruk and become the

companion of Gilgamesh. Together, the two make
an expedition to the cedar mountain in the East,
where dwells the goddess Ishtar— probably the

city-goddess of Uruk, who had been carried ofl" by
the Elamites— guarded by the watchman Hum-
baba. Their aim is to kill the watchman and
obtain possession of Ishtar. After a fierce conflict,

Gilgamesh and Eabani succeed in slaying Hum-
baba. Ishtar then oflers her love to the \-ictorious

Gilgamesh, who, however, repels her advances,
because she has had many lovers and has always
destroyed them. Highly incensed at this aflront,

Ishtar gets her father Anu to create the ox of

heaven, and sends him against Gilgamesh to de-

stroy him. But Gilgamesh and Eabani succeed

in slaying the ox, and thereby rouse afresh the

wrath of Ishtar, who is besides cruelly taunted

by Eabani. It may be as a consequence of this

conduct that we find Eabani attacked by severe

sickness which ends in his death. Gilgamesh,

deeply afl'ected by the death of his comrade,
hurries unresting over the steppes. His object
is to seek in the far distance, at ' the estuaiy of

the streams,' his deified ancestor, Utnapishtim—
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also called Khaslsatra (Atrakhasis),
* the super-

latively wise
'—the hero of the Flood. But the

way is exceedingly difficult. First it leads through
the uncultivated steppe, whei-e lions have their
dens ; then it goes through the dark mountain
Mashu, whose entrance is guarded by two terrible

scorpion-like men, who only with difficulty allow
him to pass. When he emerges on tlie other side
of the mountain Mashu, Gilgamesh comes to a
wonderful park of the gods, lying on the seashore,
where the goddess Sabitu, covered with a veil,
sits on the 'throne of the sea.' From her Gil-

gamesh receives directions as to the way to Utna-

pishtim, and is advised to apply to his boatman in

the neighbourhood that he may ferry him over the
sea and the ' water of death '

to his great ancestor.

Gilgamesh follows this counsel, finds the boatman,
and after all kinds of adventures, especially in

crossing the ' water of death,' he reaches LJ tna-

pishtim. That hero imparts to the new arrival

instruction regarding the meaning of human life,

and, at his request, gives him a detailed account
of the Flood and of his own translation to his

present dwelling-place at the close of the Flood.
It is, in fact, the Babylonian account of the Deluge,
shortly sketched above, which is here interwoven
as an episode into the Gilgamesh epic. At the
close of this narrative, Utnapishtim and his wife
have recourse to all kinds of magic manipulations,
in order to assist their guest to '

life,' but only
with very imperfect success. By direction of

Utnapishtim, the boatman then causes Gilgamesh
to bathe at the place of purification, and thereafter
embarks with him to restore him to his home.
Gilgamesh luckily finds in the deep waters a

wonder-working plant mentioned by Utnapishtim,
to which he gives the name ' when grey-haired, the
man becomes young again.' This he intends to
take with him to Uruk, to eat it, and to return
to the condition of youth. But on the Avay the
wondrous plant is snatched from him by a serpent.
Great lamentation follows. Finally, along with
the boatman, he reaches Uruk, but without the

plant. The conclusion of the epic then relates
how Gilgamesh, by means of necromancy, enters
into communication with the spirit of his dead
friend Eabani, and obtains information from him
regarding the nature of the realm of the dead.

4. The realm of the dead and belief in a future
life.—The ideas of the Babylonians regarding a life

after death are to be discovered from various pass-
ages in the mythological literature containing
descriptions of the realm of the dead : e.g. the
Descent of Ishtar to Hades, the Ilnd, Xth, and
Xllth tablets of the Gilgamesh epic, the myth of

Nergal and Eresh-kigal, and a variety of sporadic
passages. On the other hand, certain pictorial
representations, the so-called Hades reliefs, which
were formerly regarded as pictures of funeral rites
and of the Babylonian hell, cannot, according to
later investigation, be viewed in this light. The
Bab. realm of the dead is depicted in the above
passages as a dark place under the surface of the
earth, full of dust, wherein the dead, clothed in

winged raiment, spend a shadowy existence, having
the dust of the earth as their food. The approach
to this home of the dead appears to be situated in

the western region of the earth, and is effected

through seven gates, and therefore seven walls.
The entrance is guarded by sentinels. The fate of
the dead in the lower world seems to vary accord-

ing to the way in which they passed from life—
those, for instance, who fell in battle obtain a

relatively endurable lot (drinking pure water)—or

according to the degree in which they are provided
with offerings by surviving relatives. The worst
fate, according to Bab. notions, that could befall a
dead person was to remain unburied. The judg-

ment, too, which the Anunnaki pronounced at the
entrance of a dead man into the under world no
doubt determined

largely the conditions of his so-

journ there. The ruler of the realm of the dead
is the goddess Eresh-kigal, also called Allatu, who
is enthroned in a palace as queen. Her husband
appears sometimes as Nergal and again as Ninazu.
To her retinue belong also Belit-seri, the great
recorderess of the under Avorld, and Namtaru, the
attendant of Eresh-kigal, who carries out her com-
mands. In this place of the departed there is also

to be found a spring of ' the water of life,' which
seems to be under the control of the Anunnaki.
The fate of the dead in the under world seems,
according to Bab. conceptions, to have been unalter-
able and permanent. Thus far, at all events, no
certain traces have been found in the Bab. litera-

ture of any belief in a general resurrection or in

the transmigration of souls. The deification of the

kings in the old Bab. period—partially during
their lifetime and especially after their death—is

to be otherwise interpreted, and proves nothing
regarding a belief in a general resurrection.

The cult of the dead had an important place in

Babylonia and Assyria, although not nearly to the
same extent as in Egypt. Among its rites were
the arranging of the obsequies, coupled with the

appropriate funeral dirge and the usual mourning
ceremonies, as well as the regular provision of food
and drink as offerings to the departed. The method
of disposing of the corpse was always, at least in

the historic period (as we learn from the inscrip-
tions and the excavations), that of burial ; and all

kinds of ornaments and utensils accompanied the

body into the grave.

5. Soothsaying' and exorcism. — Soothsaying
and exorcism in their various forms play a very
large r61e in the Bab. religion. Both of these arts

were not merely practised unofficially, but formed
an important part of the official State religion.
Thus in all the inscriptions of the Bab. and Assyr.
kings, from the earliest to the latest date, we read
of their having recourse to the soothsayer and
exorcist at every critical moment of their under-

takings as well as in connexion with all important
religious ceremonies. This accounts for the high
esteem which was always enjoyed by the priestly

soothsayer and the priestly exorcist in Babylonia
and Assyria. For the same reason the texts relat-

ing to soothsaying and exorcism are so exceedingly
numerous as to form the chief component of the
whole Bab. religious literature.

The principal spheres from Avhich the soothsayer
drew his omens were the heavens—particularly
solar, lunar, and planetary phenomena—and entrails
—

particularly the liver of sheep offered in sacrifice.

Thus, astrology on the one hand and examination
of livers on the other could almost be described as
the characteristic features of Bab. soothsaying.
There were, however, numerous other phenomena
from Avhich omens were obtained. Thus, even as

early as the gammurabi period, we have texts re-

lating to hydromancy. There are also numerous
instances of soothsaying from dreams, from the
action of animals of all kinds, especially from the

flight of birds, from unnatural phenomena such
as monstrous births— human or animal,— from

atmospheric changes, and so on. The copious Bab.
literature on the subject consists of exhaustive
catechism-like text-books for the soothsaying
priests. All possible occurrences are casuistically
stated, and tlieii- various interpretations given,
according to a scheme such as the follo-\\dng :

'
If

such and such is the condition of the liver of the

sheep, then the king (or the land) will have such
and such an experience (happy or otherwise).' In-

scribed clay models of sheep livers, of which only
two specimens have as yet been discovered, were
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even used to educate in this kind of soothsaying.
There have also come down to us very minute in-

structions regarding the ritual to be observed in

practising the art in question. The patron of the

soothsaying priests was Shamash, although Adad's
name is frequently coupled with liis as occupying a

secondary place.
From a religious point of view a much higher

stage than this act of soothsaying in the narrower
sense exhibits is to be found in oracular responses
of a comforting and encouraging character, which
Avere given by priests and especially by priestesses,
in the name of the deity. But the extant litera-

ture belonging to this department cannot with

certainty be dated earlier than the 7th cent., the
time of Esarhaddon and Ashurbanipal.
The art of exorcism occupies a similarly import-

ant place in the Assyro-Babylonian religion. The
priest-exorcist found his sphere of work especially
in cases of sickness, where the function of the

physician was only gradually evolved from that
of the exorcist. It was the duty of the latter to

remove the ban which was supposed to lie on the
sick person, and to drive out the hostile demons
who had presumably caused the trouble. But in

addition to cases of actual sickness, the exorcist

was called in whenever there was any suspicion of

enchantment by evil demons or human beings—
witches and wizards—who were conceived to act as

the instruments of demons. In the same Avay it

fell to the exorcist to assist at all kinds of cere-

monial actions, such as the consecration of temples,
the erection of pictures of the gods, etc., and also

at the worship of the dead—in short, on every occa-

sion on which men believed they had to fear the

interposition of hostile divine powers, and where

accordingly the exorcist by means of his charms
would be able to counteract the activity of evil

spirits. The means used by the exorcist in the
ritual consisted, in the first place, in the repetition
of incantations, a huge mass of which have been
handed down to us in the Babylonian and Assyrian
literatures. In addition, there were a great many
ritual actions, such as sprinkling with water, smear-

ing the body of the patient, the practice of symbolic
ceremonies such as the burning of all kinds of

objects, and the like. An important role was
played also by the penitent who was the subject of

exorcism. He had to take a multiform part in the
w-hole proceeding, by recitation and various other

actions, such as casting himself on the ground,
kneeling, etc. As in the case of soothsaying so in

the service of exorcism, an extremely complicated
ritual was in use, of which we possess extensive

fragments in the form of texts relating to liturgical

arrangements. Ea and Marduk appear as the
chief gods of the exorcist cult. Eridu, the seat of

Ea's worship, is regarded as the home of the rites

of exorcism.
6. Hymns and prayers.

—The Bab. hymns and

prayers to the gods reach a much higher religious
level than the extensive literatui'e of soothsaying
and exorcism. Here again a large literature is at
our disposal, although much of it is unfortunately
as yet in a very fragmentary condition. This

hymn-literature, as we are now able to prove from
identical copies belonging to the old Bab. period,
emanated preponderatingly from this very early
date. From that time they were handed down
with little variation, through thousands of years,
to the latest times of the cuneiform inscriptions.We obtain from these hymns valuable insight into
the religious ideas of the earliest Babylonian period.
On the other hand, they can hardly be used as
sources for the knowledge of the Assyro-Babylonian
religion of the later epochs. For this we have
rather to take account of the prayers and hymn-
like invocations which are frequently introduced

in the royal inscriptions of Bab. and Assyr. rulers,
and whose date can thus be exactly fixed. It must
also be noted that the Babylonian hymnology, so
far as yet known, is almost exclusively of a litur-

gical character. Further, by far the greater
number of the hymns in question belong to the
ritual of exorcism, although the connexion of a
hymn with this cult must often have been only
secondary. As to form, the Bab. hymns are, as
was to be expected, characterized by a strongly
marked rhythm. This strikes the eye at once from
the fact that the verses each occupy a separate
line, and often half-verses are indicated by the

writing being in colunms. The same impression
is made on the eye by the frequent combination of
two verses into a double verse. Similar phenomena
are found in the other poetical literature of the

Babylonians, in the myths, epics, incantations, etc.

Most of the liturgical pieces, so far as they
are not formulae for exorcism, consist of festal

hymns in honour of a god or goddess. These were
sung by the priests or priestesses on the parti-
cular feast days, and were intended for the glori-
fication of a particular deity

—often through the

description of his exploits as portrayed in the

myths. Thus we possess a series of New Year
hymns, which were intended to be sung at
the New Year festival, Marduk's festival in the

spring. So there are a number of hymns to

Tammuz, which no doubt were used especially on
the occasions of the weeping for Tammuz and the

rejoicing for his return. In the case of many
other hymns, such, for instance, as those to Sin,

Shamash, or Ishtar, there is little doubt that these
also were intended mainly for festivals in honour
of these deities. On the other hand, the numerous
incantation hymns, as is at once indicated through
their frequent introduction into the exorcistic

liturgies, were destined for the mouth either of the

priest or of the penitent, to be employed for purposes
of exorcism. These incantation formulae, like the
act of exorcism itself, exhibit a fixed type, the
ditierent successive acts of the ritual finding
expression in the hymn, now in a shorter and now
in a longer form. In the case of the priest we
have the recitation of his credentials, the de-

scription of the action of the demon, the praise of

the god who overcomes the hostile demon, and
finally the act of exorcism proper. In the case of

the penitent, there is the confession of sin, the

singing of a lament, the repetition of a penitential
litany, and, hually, the offering of a prayer of

thanksgiving, and the singing of a hymn of praise
for the divine help received. So far as their
contents are concerned, we constantly encounter,
alike in the festal hymns and the incantation

forumlty, the most elevated religious and ethical

conceptions to be met with in the whole Babylonian
literature.

7. Temples, priests, sacrifices, rites, festivals.—
The inscriptions, from the earliest to the latest

period, all go to show how numerous were the

temples which the Babylonians and Assyrians
erected for the worship of their gods. Not only
had every city-god his cliief .sanctuary at his

special seat of worship, but also all the gods
belonging to the same group with him, as well as

a multitude of gods outside it, had temples erected
for their worship, at least in all the larger cities.

The structural plan of the Babylonian temple can
to a certain extent be gathered from the numerous

inscriptions of Bab. and Assyr. kings relating to

temples built by them. Lately our intormation has

been extended by the discoveries in Nippur, Baby-
lon, and Ashshur, where a number of ground-plans
have been unearthed. Allowing for all kinds of

variations in detail, the general type of building
seems to have been as follows. A large rectangular
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court, approached through a smaller fore-court,

occupied the principal space. At the end farthest
from the entrance there was a small sanctuary,
the most holy place of the temple, where the

image of the god was set up. At the sides of the

great hall there were to be found a variety of side-

chambers, used for keeping the temple-vessels,
and as apartments for the priests. The temple
proper had attached to it a storeyed tower (ziqqurat)

rising from a square foundation. This tower was
regarded as specially sacred, and bore a special
name. Like the temple as a whole, tlie tower in

particular was looked on as an earthly copy of the

world-structure, which was also conceived as of

storeyed form. The tower seems also to have
been frequently looked on as the '

grave
'

of the

god to whom the temple belonged. The names of

the temples and temple-towers belong almost

exclusively to the old sacred Sumerian language—an indication of the influence which ideas

originally Sumerian continued to exert on the
Bab. cult. We must note also a very important
part that was played by the temples in the great
cities such as Babylon, Nippur, and Sippar, alto-

gether apart from the religious sphere. Owing to
their possession of extensive lands and their wealth
derived from other sources, they were a deter-

mining factor in the economic life of Babylon,
becoming to a large extent centres of trade. Proof
of this is found in the numerous commercial
contracts, belonging to the earliest as well as the
latest period, Mhich have been discovered in the

temple archives.
In view of the important place which religion

occupied in the life of the Babylonians and
Assyrians, the prestige and power of the priests
were at all periods naturally very great. When-
ever any of the kings, as, e.g., Sennacherib,
attempted to free himself from the tyranny of

the priesthood, his action simply recoiled upon
himself, and a reaction always set in which
only intensified the power of the priests. The
subdivisions of the priesthood were many, as is

sufficiently evidenced by the great variety of

designations applied to them. A specially im-

portant place was held by the priestly soothsayers
and the exorcists or propitiatory priests, whose
functions have been dealt Avith in the foregoing
section on '

Soothsaying and exorcism.
' A peculiar

position -was occupied also by the priestly
musicians, whose duty it was to sing the hymns
in the performance of the cult. For each of these

separate classes of priests there were special
ritual instructions, which are still partially extant.
These give most minute directions regarding the

separate functions of the priests in the various acts
of worship. The different classes of priests also
formed among themselves exclusive bodies with
their own traditions. In this connexion the
gild of soothsayers was specially exclusive, the
office descending from father to son, and very
strict rules being laid down as to physical con-
dition as a qualification for priestly service.

Similar, though presumably not quite so stringent,
regulations would apply to other priestly gilds.
The fact that the arts of reading and writing, and
indeed every branch of knowledge, were in the
hands of the priests, readily explains why in the
Bab. literature almost every subject is looked at
from the point of view of religion and priestly
wisdom. This knowledge as well as acquaintance
with MTiting and literature—in Babj'lonia no easy
.ittainment—were communicated esoterically in
the priestly schools, where successive generations
of priests underwent long years of instruction.
Of this we have abundant evidence through our

fossession
of the actual tablets jised in this training,

'riestesses are also repeatedly to be met with in

Babylonia, especially in connexion with the cult
of Ishtar

;
but women make their appearance in

the cult more especially as discharging the function
of hierodouloi or temple-prostitutes.
At all periods of the Assyro-Babylonian religion

the sacrificial system was extensive and multiform.
Much can be gathered about Bab. sacrificial

customs not only from numerous notices in the

inscriptions, but also from pictorial representations
of sacrificial .scenes. Very frequently the sacrifice is

regarded, quite in accordance with its original idea,
as a gift, supplying the god with food or drink, or

(in the case of the ' incense '-offering) causing him to
smell a SAveet odour. But in other passages the idea

clearly emerges that the -animal sacrifice is a sub-
stitute for a human sacrifice that would otherwise
have to be offered to the gods. At the same time,
there is not any certain trace of actual human sacri-

fice either in the literature or in the pictorial repre-
sentations. The ofierings came to be regarded to a

large extent as simply a temple-due, and as means
of support for the numerous priests. The materials
of the bloodless offerings were chiefly bread, wine,
water, mead, honey, butter, milk, oil, grain, and
fruit. The animal sacrifices usually consisted of

oxen and sheep, but other domestic animals were
also oflered, as well as fowls and fish, and even wild
animals. For the ' incense '-offering cedar and

cypress Avood, and flour, cane, and myrtle were
used. In the case of the animal sacrifices, definite

parts were reserved for the god, while other parts
became the portion of the priests. Strangely
enough, the blood of the sacrificial victim does not
seem to have played any conspicuous part in the
Bab. ritual. In addition to the ofierings proper,
it was customary at all periods of Bab. antiquity
to bring the most varied gifts to the temple as
votive offerings.

Side by side Avith sacrifices and votive ofierings,
there AA^as a great variety of other rites in the Bab.

religion. Among these an important place is held

by the propitiatory rites practised by the exorcizing
priests, Avho have been referred to in the section
on '

Soothsaying and exorcism.' Then we have also

the mourning customs connected Avitli the cult of

the dead. These included such practices as the

beating of the thigh and the breast, the plucking
out of the beard, and the mutilation of the body by
means of knives. The supreme occasions of the
cult AA'ere naturally the festivals. Of these by far

the most prominent Avas the Babylonian NeAv Year
festival. This feast was in earlier times held in

honour of other gods. But when the Marduk-cult
of the capital, Babylon, came to the forefront, the
New Year feast became at once the chief festival

of Marduk and the greatest and most important
festival in the Bab. calendar. It Avas celebrated
on the first days of the month Nisan, at the time of

the spring equinox. One feature of it Avas a

procession, in Avhich the image of Marduk Avas

taken in a gorgeously equipped ship-car along
the festal street fi'om his temple, E-sagila, to the
house of the Ncav Year festival, and thence back
to his temple. Neighbouring tOAvns also brought
the images of their gods to Babj'lon to join in

this procession. At the time of the festival the

gods Avere supposed to sit in solemn conclave,
under the presidency of ISIarduk, in the chamber
of destiny, in order to determine the fates for the

coming year. Among other festivals mentioned
in the Bab. literature, a special place belongs to the
lament for Tammuz in midsummer, in the month
called after him. Prominent also is the feast of
Ishtar in the folloAving monlh, Ab. Among the

days of each month the 7th, 14th, 21st, 28th, and
also the 19th Avere supposed to be specially un-

lucky, and therefore there AA'as a general suspension
of business on these days.
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GEyERAL REMARKS ON THE CHARACTER OF
THE Babylonian religion.—It is very difficult

to form a just estimate of the value and relative

standing of Babj'lonian religious thought. This is

due to the fact that Ave are for the most part
dependent on official documents, such as royal
inscriptions, liturgical collections, etc. ; we have
very few documents of a private and individual
natui'e Avhich -would give us actual insight into the

religious ideas which the people connected with the
external and traditional ritual forms and doctrines.
But we may regard it as practically certain that in

course of time, even when external religious forms
were retained unaltered, the mental attitude to-

wards them underwent important changes. This

may be assumed, in particular, for the later

AssjTian and the New Bab. i)eriod, and it finds

support in isolated expressions in the inscriptions.
Again, it is difficult to judge whether, and to what
extent, there existed a simple unquestioning piety
among the people, alongside of the learning and
partially conscious deception of the priestly specu-
lations. The presence among the Babylonians of
this simple piety, a child-like trust in the divine

help in all situations of life, is proved—and that
even in the earliest period

—by many deeply re-

ligious passages in the hymns and prayers, as well
as by other indications, e.g. the religious ideas
Avhicli find expression in the formation of Bab.

proper names. The religious sense of the Baby-
lonians admittedly never rose beyond a certain
limit. They never attained to a stage at all

corresponding to the ethical monotheism of the
Hebrew prophets, or even the ethically elevated
Ahura Mazda religion of the Persians. A purer
development of the nobler germs present in the

Babylonian religion Avas hampered by the strong
predominance of the magical and superstitious
element, Avhich at all periods played so great a
part in it. At the same time, the Babylonian
religion is a historical factor Avhose importance in
its own genus must be fully recognized. Even the

strong emphasis laid on the astral element led, in
movements historically connected Avith it, to many
pure and elevated ideas, if also to much that Avas

abstruse and superstitious.
LiTERATPRE.—I. GENERAL.—The fullest treatment is by M.

Jastrow, The Rel. of Babylonia and Assyria, Boston, 1S9S, also
Die Rel. Bahyloniensu. Assyrians, Giessen, 1902 ff.

; cf., further,
H. Zimmern,

'

Religion,' in KATS, Berlin, 1903, pp. 345-C43 ; F.
Jeremias,

' Die Babylonier und Assyrer,' in de la Saussaye 3,

i. ii57-348 ; A. H. Sayce, The Rel. of the Ancient Babylonians
(Hibbert Lectures), London, 1887, also 2'he Rel. of Ancient Egypt
and Babylonia (GiSord Lectures), Edinburgli, 1002

; C. P.
Tiele, Gesch. der Rel. im Altertum, Gotha, 1896, vol. i. pp. 127-
216, also Bab.-assyr. Gesch., Gotha, 1886, pp. 515-557 ; M.
Jastrow, 'Religion of Babi'lonia,' etc., in HDB, extra vol. pp.
531-584 ; L. W. King, Bab. Rel. and Mythology, London, 1899 ;

D. Bassi, Mitol. Bab.-Assir., Milan, 1899
; R. W. Rogers, The

Rel. of Babylonia and Assyria, New York, 1908. Cf., further,
for many points regarding Bab. religion, and in particular for its

conception of the world, etc., the following works : P. Jensen,
Die Eosinolofjie der Babylonier, Strassburg, 1890, also Vas Gil-

gamesch-Epos in der Weltliteratur, vol. i., Strassburg, 1906; F.
Hommel, Au/sdtze und Abhandlungen, Munich, 1892-1901, also
Gi-undri3s der Geog. und Gesch. des Alten Orients-, Munich,
1904 ; E. Stucken, Astralmythen der Hebrder, Babylonier und
Agypter, Leipzig, 1896-1907; H. Winckler, GescA. Israels, ii.,

Leipzig, 1900, Altorient. Forschungen, 2nd and 3rd series, Leipzig,
1900 ff.,

'

Arabisch-Semitisch-Orientalisch,' Berlin, 1901 {Mitteil.
der vorderas. Gesellschaft, vi. 4),

'

Hinimels- und Weltenbild der
Babylonier •-.'Leipzig, 1903 (Der Alte Orient, iii. 2/3); A. Jere-
mias, Das AT im Ijtchte des Alten Orients^, Leipzig, 1906, also
artt. 'Marduk,'

'

Nebo,' 'Nergal,' 'Ninib,'
'

Nusku,"
' Oannes

(Ea),'etc., in Roscher; Frdr. Delitzsch, Babel und Bibel, i., Leip-
zig, 1902, u. iii., Stuttgart, 1903, 1905 ; G. A. Barton, A Sketch of
Semitic Origins, New York, 1902 ; M. J. Lagrange, £tudes stir
les religions simitiipies-, Paris, 1905 ; O. Weber, Die Literatur
der Bab. und Assyr., Leipzig, 1907; Ed. Meyer, Gesch. des
Altertxnns'i, i. 2, Stuttgart, 1909.
IL OS SPECIAL POI.\TS.~\n addition to the general accounts

contained in the works just cited, cf. the following (omitting
works which consist exclusi velv of editions of the original texts) :

(a) 3Iyths and Epics: P. Jensen,
'

.\ssvr.-bab. Mvthen und
Epen," Berlin, \0O(\(,KIB vi. 1) ; L. W. King, The Seven Tablets
of Creation, 2 vols., London, 1902; F. Hrozn^, 'Sumer.-bab.
Mvthen von dem Gott« Ninrag (Ninib),' Berlin, 1903 (Mitteil. der

vorderas. Gesellschaft, viii. 5) ; P. Dhorme, Choix de tcxtes rel.

assyr. -bab., Paris, 1907.

(b) Jiealmof the dead and beliefin a future life: A. Jeremias,
Die bab.-assyr. Vorstellungen vom Leben nach dem Tode, Leipzig,
1887, also 'HoUe und Paradies bei den Babyloniern'2. Leipzig.
1903 (Der Alte Orient, 1. 3).

.- . i e.

(c) Soothsaying and Exorcism: K. Tallqvist, Die Assyr.
Beschworungsserie Maqlu, Leipzig, 1895; H. Zimmern, 'Die
Beschworungstafein

"
Shurpu ",' in his Beitrage zur Ketintnis der

bab. Rel. (i.), Leipzig, 1890
; J. A. Knudtzon, Assyr. Gebete an

den Sonnengott, Leipzig, 1893
; R. C. Thompson, The Devils and

toil Spmts of Babylonia, 2 vols., London, 1903-1904, also The
Reports of the Magicians and Astroloqers of Nineveh and Baby-
lon, 2 vols., London, 1900 ; J. Hunger, Becherwahrsagung bei
den Babyloniem, Leipzig, 1903 ; D. W. Myhrman, '

DieLabartu-
Texte,' in ZA xvi., 1902 ; A. Boissier, Choix de textes relatifg
d la divination assyr.-bab., 2 vols., Geneva, 1905-1906; F.
Kiichler, Beitrage zur Eenntnis der assyr.-bahylonischen Medi-
zin, Leipzig, 1904; C. Virolleaud, L'astrulogie chaldienne,
Paris, 1903 ff.

; C. Fossey, La magie assyrienne, Paris, 1902;K. Frank, Bab. Beschxcuningsreliefs, Leipzig, 1903.
(d) Hymns and Prayers : H. Zimmern, Bab. Busspsalmen,

Leipzig, 1885, also
' Bab. Hymnen u. Gebete in Auswahl,' Leipzig,

1905 (Der Alte Orient, vii. 3), and 'Sumer.-bab. Taniuzlieder,'
Leipzig, 1907 (SSGW, philol.-histor. Klasse, lix. 4) ; L. W. King,
Bab. Magic and Sorcery London, 1896 ; F.Hehn, 'Hymnen und
Gebete an Marduk,' in Beitrage zur Assyriologie, v. 3, 1905 ; J.
BbUenriicher, Gebete und Hymnen an Nergal, Leipzig, 1904 ;

E. G. Perry, Hymnen und Gebete an Sin, Leipzig, 1907 ; Et.
Combe, Hist, du culte de Sin, Paris, 1908; S. Langdon,
Sumcrian and Bab. Psalms, Paris, 1909.

(e) Rites, Festivals, etc. : H. Zunmern,
'
Ritualtafein fur den

Wahrsager, Beschworer und Sanger,' in his Beitrage zur Kenntnis
der bab. Rel., ii., Leipzig, 1901, also 'Zum bab. Neujahrsfest,'
Leipzig, 1906 (SSGW, philol.-histor. Klasse, Iviii. 3); W.
Schrank, Bab. Suhnriten, Leipzig, 1908 ; J. Morgenstern,

' The
Doctrine of Sin in the Bab. Religion,' Berlin, 1905 (Mitteil. der
vorderas. Gesellschaft, x. 3).

(f) Miscellaneous': F. Martin, Textes reliqieux assyr. et hah.,
Paris, 1900, 1903; E. Behrens, Assyr.-bab. Briefe kultischen
Inhaltsaus der Sargoiiidenzeit, Leipzig, 1906 ; K. Frank, Bilder
und Symbole bab.-assyr. Gotter, Leipzig, 1906

; J. Hehn, Sieben-
zahl und Sabbat bei den Babyloniem und im A T, Leipzig, 1907.

H. Zimmern.

BACKSLIDING.—A falling from grace after
identification Avitli religion, a reversion to sin and
Avorldly Avays after conversion, or a return to old
habits after reformation. The term historically
has several times shifted the centre of weight of

meaning. One can distinguish perhapsfour different

qualities of interpretation, although the various

meanings Avill much overlap. (1) The first is that
before it acquired any special technical significance.
This applies, for examjjle, to the use of ' backslid-

ing' (.i;;r?) in the OT, although the more special
sense is recognized in the numerous Scripture pre-
cepts to constancy, and in such examples as Saul,
Judas, and Demas. Our Lord predicts times of

falling away in times of trial (Mt 24'"- ^-) and the
First Epistle of John and the Epistle to the
HebreAvs are full of Avarnings against the same
danger. During early Christian centuries the fact
of backsliding Avas also fully appreciated, but the
content of the term had its discussion chiefly under
the heading of 'apostasy' (q.v.), or of 'persever-
ance' iq.v.).

(2) The second stage in its use was that in Avhich
it assumed a theological meaning. It was at the
time of and folloAving the Calvinist and Arminian
controver.«j' that the distinctly practical human
interest in the idea Avas drafted oft' in the direction
of speculative theology. If the sah-ation of the
elect is foreordained, how can it be otherwise than
that the chosen of the Lord shall persevere to

the end? The Arminians said, however, that
if the will of man is in anj- sense free, if the
unction of the gospel has any significance, and if

the efibrts of the righteous have any value, there
must be not only the possibility, but the danger of

falling away. The Arminians busied themselves in

explaining aAvay such pas.sages as lio 8^'^, which
formulate a doctrine of predestination and election,
and in softening the '

impossibility of repentance
'

on the part of those Avho '
fall away,' as presented

in He 6*-« (ci.,c.g., Tillotson, Worki- [London, 1820],
A'i. 65 8".). It is an interesting fact that Calvinists

have been almost as diligent in preaching the need
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of perseverance as have the Arminians. Jonathan
Edwards, for example, writes :

' As persons are commanded and counselled to repent and be
converted, though it is already determined whether they shall
be converted or no ; after the same manner, and with the same
propriety, persons are commanded and counselled to persevere,
althoug-h by their being already converted, it is certain that they
shall persevere. By their resolutely and steadfastly persevering
through all difficulties, opposition, and trials, they obtain
an evidence of the truth and soundness of their conversion ;

and by their unstableness and backsliding, they procure an
evidence of their unsoundness and hypocrisy' (W(yrks,N.Y.
1830, vol. viL p. 483).

(3) Another change in meaning was that in which
the idea assumed an evangelistic flavour. After pro-
nounced conversions came to receive a high degree
of emphasis among Protestants as the desirable,
if not the only, method of regeneration, the danger
of backsliding came to be accepted as a matter of

course, and was made the subject of the most
zealous admonitions and sermons (cf. Baxter,
Works [London, 1830], iv. 351-371). The need of
a ' renewal '

after backsliding was a common ex-

perience, and the frequency of such an occurrence

may be regarded as the occasion of the formulation
of the notion of the ' second experience

'

or
' sanctification

'

{q.v.).

(4) Later there has arisen the psychological in-

terpretation of the term. Even at the height of the

evangelical interest in the question, say during
the first half of the nineteenth century, the

groundwork was being laid for an explanation
of the lapses from the lively experiences at the

inception of the religious life. Among the causes
of backsliding usually specified in treatises and
theological dictionaries were :

' the cares of the
world, improper connexions, inattention to secret
and closet duties, self-conceit and dependence,
indolence and listening to and parleying with
temptations.

' As early as 1835 there was published
a novel in Boston, entitled The Backslider, the
chief point of which seems to have been to show
the diflerences in the temperamental and other
characteristics of the hero and heroine of the tale,
which would account for the constancy of the one
and the backsliding of the other ; and a reviewer in
the Christian Register [1836], vol. ii. pp. 198-206)
expresses the conviction that we shall ' succeed in
the attempt to arrange the present multifarious
mass of mental phenomena, and evolve the first

principles to which they must all be referable,' as
is being done in the material sciences ; and he
appeals by analogy to the success of Mr. Louis in
the investigation of the causes and conditions of
diseases. Recently, something of a study has
been made, of a statistical and psychological
character, upon backsliding (see Starbuck, Psycho-
logy of Religion, 1899, pp. 354-391).

It appears that nearly all persons who experience
conversion are sooner or later beset with difficulties.
When the character of these difficulties is cata-

logued, they are clearly the same in kind, essenti-

ally, as those which ordinarily belong to adolescent

development when not attended with conversion.
It is worthy of note that the frequency of troubles
is slightly greater among those who have undergone
convei'sion than among the others. One may look
for the cause of this difference in several directions.
In the first place, those who experience conversion
are more open to suggestion and more impression-
able, and accordingly more liable to have mental
crises. Their emotional difficulties predominate,
while intellectual doubts and questionings are
more common among those whose growth is not
attended by conversion. The ditterence seems to
be due in part, likewise, to the fact that at con-
version the ideal life and the past life are brought
into definite conflict. There is a sharper cleavage
between the higher and lower selves ; an ideal
is established which is more difficult to attain

because of its great incongruity with the old life.

The person is suddenly expected to identify himself
with the conventional ways of the Churches, which
are at variance witli his usual habits of life. It
seems natural, if these causes obtain, that the
conflict and friction in the adjustment of life to
the new standard should be greater in the case of
the conversion type.

Still another cause of backsliding is the persist-
ence of old habits which for the time have lost
their force, and are hidden from view in the
presence of new lines of activity. When, after a
time, the newly-acquired enthusiasm has partially
spent itself, the old habits re-assert themselves.
The difficulties usually continue until there is

formed a new set of neural habits which correspond
to the conduct of life on the spiritual plane, and
have become so deeply ingrained that life expresses
itself naturally and easily through them.
A very central condition underlying backsliding

seems to be found in the natural tendency of
human interests to ebb and flow. Nervous energy,
when directed vigorously in a certain way, com-

pletely expends itself, and must then have aperiod of

recuperation. Rhythms in the supply of available

energy are fully recognized, as is shown in experi-
ments upon continuous muscular activity, in the rise

and fall of the wave of attention when focused ujjon
a continuous object, in the successive presence and
absence of a stimulus on the threshold of sensation,
and in many like phenomena. It is observable in

the spells of depression that follow an exceptionally
busy day, and in subnormal temperatures following
fever. Persons very active in religious matters are

apt to have ups and downs in their degree of re-

ligious enthusiasm. Those have been found who
have experienced wave-like fluctuations of religious
interest at pretty regular intervals. If a rhythmical
flow of energy is a law of life, it should be expected
that, following the great enthusiasm attendant

upon conversion, there should be a decline.

The rise and fall of religious feelings may some-
times be the attendant of other natural rhythms.
One person reports that during five successive years
he was awakened to a religious enthusiasm during
the winter, which declined during the summer ;

and many other similar, though less striking,
instances are on record. It has been ascertained

by Mailing-Hansen that physical growth is acceler-

ated during the autumn mouths and retarded from

April to July. The rise and fall of religious feel-

ing may be conditioned somewhat by the rate of

the metabolisms going on in the organism at
different times of the year. It is an interesting
coincidence that religious revivals are held most
commonly during the winter.
There is a distinction between backsliding in so

far as it aflects the will-attitudes and that which
centres in a fluctuation of warmth of feeling.
While there are many instances of the former, due,

perhaps, to the re-assertion of old habitual modes of

reaction, the analysis of religious confessions shows
another type, in whom the changed attitude towards
life brought about through conversion is fairly

constant, in spite of the fact that the intensity of

their religious ardour suflers a decline. Their real

religious status seems not to be aflected even while

they are inactive in the direction of the new life.

These would seem to require a diflerent spiritual

regimen from those who backslide in the former
sense.

The point of greatest practical significance,

perhaps, in respect of the post-conversion experi-
ence, IS that the new insight or mode of conduct,
however genuine it may be, must, in order to be

permanent, become so incorporated into a new set

of neural habits that the new life may be as

natural and spontaneous as the old. The former
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type of life which is still structurally a part of

consciousness, must either be refined and co-ordin-

ated with the new, or the newly acquired spiritual

selfhood become so persistent and constant as to

draft off the available energy and so cast out the

evil with the good.
Literature. — Tillotson, Woi-ks, London, 1820, vi. 65 ff. ;

Calvin, InstitiUes, bk. iii. ch. '23; Wesley, Wm-ks, vi. 50fF. ;

Edwards, Works, New York, 1830, vii. 483 ff. ; Baxter, Works,

London, 1830, iv. 351-371 ; Starbuck, The Psychology of Re-

liijion, London, 1899, pp. 354-391; William James, The

Varieties of Religiovs Kxperience, New York and London,
VMi ; J. B. Pratt, The Psychology of Religious Belief, New
York, 1907. EdWIN D. StARBUCK.

BACON, FRANCIS. — I. Life.— The second

greatest of the stars that shed their brilliance upon
Elizabethan England,—great both in power and

achievement within his chosen field of speculation,
—Francis Bacon has left a name that is a byword
among popular moralists. Conscious of failure in

his own time, he trusted liis name and memory
' to

men's charitable speeches, to foreign nations, and

the next ages,' but the stain of his deeds, or of his

omissions, has not yet allowed the splendour of his

intellect to be clearly seen and understood.
He was born in London on the 22nd of January 15G1, his

father, Sir Nicholas Bacon, being then Lord Keeper to Queen
Elizabeth. His mother, second wife of Sir Nicholas, was a sister

of the wife of Sir William Cecil, afterwards Lord Burghley, the

Queen's chief minister. His father had the gifts of humour,
audacity, and duplicity essential to success at Elizabeth's

court ;
his mother possessed a classical training and resultant

taste, which were fjrafted upon a rigid Calvinism in religion.

Some trace of all of these influences may be found in the char-

acter and attainments of the son. At the age of twelve, Francis

Bacon entered Trinity College, Cambridge, of which Whitgift,
the future ' moderate '

Archbishop, was the head. He remained

till he WU8 almost fifteen (Christmas 1575), forming at the time

a boyish disapproval of Aristotle's philosophy, which was after-

wards gravely recorded. In 1576 he became a member of the

Society of Gray's Inn, being destined no doubt for political

office, to be secured through the profession of the Law. From
1576 to 1579 he was in the retinue of Sir Amyas Paulet, Ambas-
sador of the Queen to France, but was summoned home on the

sudden death of his father in the latter year. Dean Church
dates from this event, and the immediate downfall of his reason-

able hopes which it occasioned, the deterioration of Bacon's

character. At any rate he began soon afterwards the series of

canvassing, importuning, obsequious, and servile letters to hLs

relatives and others, asking for promotion or help, which are so

pitiful to read, as coming from one so nobly endowed. He
entered into residence at Gray's Inn, became an ' Utter

Barrister' in 1582, and a ' Bencher' (which gave him the right
to practise) in 1586. Meantime he had entered Parliament as

member for Melcombe Regis in 1584, and in subsequent Parlia-

ments he sat successively for Taunton, Liverpool, and Middle-

sex. He became one of the foremost speakers of the day, and
one of the most eloquent, according to the well-known descrip-

tion of Ben Jonson :

' There happened in my time one noble

speaker who was full of gravity in his speaking. His language,
when he could spare or pass by a jest, was nobly censorious.

No man ever spoke more neatly, more pressly, more weightily,
or suffered less emptiness, less idleness, in what he uttered.

No member of his speech but consisted of his own graces. . . .

The fear of every man that heard him was lest he should make
an end '(Ben Jonson, Timber or Discoveries, ed. Schelling, p. 30).

In politics, both in the reign of Elizabeth and in that of her

successor, he supported the supremacy of the personal authority
of the sovereign, but urged, wherever possible, toleration and
moderate reform. In 1591 he made the acquaintance of the

Earl of Essex, a young favourite of the Queen, between whom
and Bacon a strong friend.ship speedily grew up. In 1593,

Bacon's action in the House of Commons upon the Subsidy Bill,

which he opposed for good reasons, brought him into disfavour

with the Queen. Although he did not recant his opinion. Bacon

prostrated himself at the feet of the Queen and her Minister,
but beyond his recognition as one of the Counsel to the Crown,
he did not either then or during the Queen's lifetime receive

any public appointment. His uncle seems to have looked with
distrust upon his brilliant abilities, and may have feared him as

a rival to his own son (and successor). Sir Robert Cecil. Queen
Elizabeth herself, it is recorded, said of him that he had ' a

great wit, and an excellent gift of speech, and much other good
learning, but in law thought he could rather show to the utter-

most of his knowledge, than that he was deep' (Spedding,
Letters and Life of Bacon, vol. i. p. 297). His share in the
trial and condemnation of Essex will always remain a blot

upon his character, however many the extenuating circum-
stances that may be urged. To strengthen his waning authority
with the Queen, Essex obtained the appointment of Commander-
in-Chief in Ireland for himself. He failed lamentably and
utterly, and returned to face his 'enemies' at Court, after

being expressly forbidden to leave his post. Placed under
arreat, but afterwards released, he entered into a plot to seize
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the Queen's person, control the appointment of her ministers,

and, above all, force the nomination of her successor. The rash

attempt, foolishly conceived and recklessly begTin, might have
had the gravest consequences. Essex was (along with the con-

spirators) arrested, arraigned for high treason, condemned and
executed (lOUl). Bacon, as Counsel to the Crown, was one of

those selected to carry out the preliminary examination, and
he took active part in the trial— to the prejudice of the

prisoner's chances. Essex being a popular hero, it was neces-

sary to justify his execution, and Bacon was entrusted with the
task of blackening the memory of his friend and benefactor.

It is true that Bacon was bound, and had always professed, to

place the service of his Queen and country above that of his

friend ; and, as it has been pointed out, it is difficult to see at
what stage he could either honourably, or even safely, have with-
held his services. One can only regret that he showed himself
so zealous. Perhaps he could not, and should not, have saved
the life of Essex, but he need not have lent a hand in vilifying
his name.
After the death of the Queen and the accession of James in

1603, Bacon rapidly rose in honour and position. He married
the daughter of an alderman, with a good dowry, in 1606, be-

came Solicitor-General in 1607, Attorney-General in 1613, and
Lord Keeper (a title which was soon exchanged for the higher
one of Lord Chancellor) in March 1616-17. When he was

Attorney-General there occurred the famous Peacham case, of

which Macaulay has made unscrupulous use against Bacon.
The discovery of a sermon, evidently intended for publication,
and containing treasonable language, suggested a conspiracy,
and it was decided to apply torture to Peacham in order to

elicit the names of his fellow-conspirators. The warrant was

signed by the Archbishop of Canterbury and by leading mem-
bers of the Lords and of the Commons. Bacon, as Attorney-
General, attended the examination, but cannot by any stretch

of the imagination be held responsible for it. It was one of the

last occasions on which torture was applied in England ; Bacon,
however, was not, in this matter, in advance of his time.

Another of the unpopular cases in which Bacon, owing to his

position, was involved, was that of the trial and execution of

Sir Walter Raleigh (1618) after his worse than foolish expedition
to South America.
The real evil of his life, however, now as ever, was his sub-

servience, sometimes immoral, and always mean, to the great
men of the day, who under King James were invariably selfish,

grasping, regardless of popular rights and even of the common
virtues of life. Buckingham, whom Bacon allowed to intervene

in the Courts and to influence the judges, is the most con-

spicuous instance. Bacon, who had been knighted in 1603, was
in 1618 made Baron Verulam, and in January 1620-21 Viscount
St. Albans.
But at the very moment when fortune seemed to smile most

sweetly upon him, she was preparing a volte-face unparalleled
in history. James, who for many years had been governing
without a Parliament, but who was in urgent need of subsidies,

called a Parliament at last, which began to sit in 1621. From
the first the members showed that money would not be voted
for nothing : they began an investigation into certain abuses,
the infamous monopoly-system and other matters. But it was
soon clear that the Lord Chancellor himself was the principal

quarry they hunted. Certain evidence was brought forward of

his having taken presents of money from suitors after, and even

during, the hearing of their cases. It was not proved that

Bacon had ever actually given a wrongous decision on account
of the bribes; the practice was common at the time, along with

much worse practices. But the fact remains that Bacon, from
the moment he discovered that he himself was in danger, showed
the white feather. He was in ill health and unable to attend the

House of Lords when his case was being tried ; he confessed to

every item of a long series of charges, and was condemned to be

imprisoned in the Tower, to pay a fine of £40,000, to be deprived
of all his offices, and to forfeit the right to sit in Parliament.

The imprisonment lasted only a few days, and the fine appears
never to have been enforced, but Bacon was irretrievably ruined

in character and in fortune. He had never been wise in money
matters, or indeed in any of the practical affairs of life, and he

now found himself hard pressed. He showed
courage, however,

in his misfortune, declaring,
'
I was the justest judge that was

in England these fifty years : but it was the justest censure in

Parliament that was these two hundred years.' Melodramatic as

the statement sounds, it was probably correct. He had certainly

been one of the most expeditious judges of his time. Although
in 1624 Bacon's punishment was finally remitted and he was
even summoned to sit in Parliament, he did not return to

public life. The remainder of his life he spent in retirement,

working at his great project of the renovation of the sciences.

His death was directly caused by an experiment entered upon
to determine whether animal bodies can be preserved by cold.

He caught a sudden chill in the process, and was carried to

the house of Lord Arundel, where he died on 9th April 1626.

To his host he had written, shortly before his death,—in ex-

pectation of a speedy recovery—' As for the experiment itself,

it succeeded excellently well' (printed in Sir Tobie Matthew's

Collection of Letters, 1660, p. 57).

2. Works.—Bacon's earliest printed work, and

the most famous of all, was the Essays. It was

published first in 1597, and consisted of ten essays,

along with which were printed the Meditntiones

Socne and the Colours of Good and Evil. This

edition was reprinted several times, but in 161-2 it
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was expanded into forty essays, and in 1625 into

fifty-eight, the final number. Within its own field,

it is undoubtedly one of the great books of the
world. The terseness and brilliancy of its phrases,
the delicacy and point of its criticisms upon life's

various phases, the depth and yet the lightness of

its observations, have made it a '
classic

'

almost
from the date of its publication. It was followed
in 1605 by the Tivo Books on the Advancement of
Learning. This work was afterwards regarded by
Bacon as a part of the ' Great Renovation '

(Instaur-
atio Magna), was translated into Latin (the second
book being expanded into eight new books), and
published in 1623 as the cle Dignitate et Augmentis
Scientiarnm, Lihri IX. It is a review of the whole
state of knowledge as it was in Bacon's time, and
as Bacon desired it should be. It pointed out the
defects of man's present knowledge, the lacunce or

desiderata, and suggested a detailed classification

and systematization of the various branches of

knowledge. The de Sapientia Veterum, 1609, is a
fanciful attempt to show that in the Myths of the
Ancients lies concealed a body of physical and
moral knowledge which dates from an earlier,

gi'eater, golden age of man. The work on which
Bacon's fame as a philosopher chiefly rests is the
Novum Organum, published, although incomplete,
in 1620. It contains Ms logical method, his criti-

cism of earlier methods of scientific study, his

warnings as to the dangers of fallacy which lie in

wait for human thought—^the famous doctrine of

the Idola, etc. The treatise had been written and
re-written by Bacon no fewer than twelve times.
' Severe as it is,' says Church,

'
it is instinct with

enthusiasm, sometimes with passion. The Latin
in which it is wTitten answers to it ; it has the

conciseness, the breadth, the lordliness of a great
piece of philosophical legislation

'

{Bacon, p. 225).
Few other works [Historia Ventorum, Historia
Vitce et Mortis, History of Henry the Seventh)
were published during Bacon's lifetime, but a great
number of works and fragments appeared at differ-

ent dates after his death. The Sylva Sylvarum—
a collection of facts, fables, and problems in various
branches of Natural History—and the New Atlantis
—Bacon's scientific Utopia—were edited by Rawley
in 1627. Others followed in 1629 (Certaine Miscel-

lany Woi-ks), 1638 (Opera Moralia et Civilia), 1648

(Remains of Francis, Lord VeriUam), 1653 (Scripta
in Nat. et Univ. Philosophia : Gruter), 1657 (Resus-
citatio), 1658 (Opuscula Varia Posthuma), 1679
(Bnconiana: Tenison). The majority of these were
edited by Rawlej', who was Bacon's secretary in
the last years of his life, and Avho remained his

profound admirer. The complete works are to be
found in Ellis, Spedding, and Heath's edition, re-

ferred to below. The works include many occa-
sional pieces of historical and legal interest, as well
as a number of sketches and appendixes to Bacon's
Instatiratio Magna of the Sciences. The majority
of tliese are in Latin, but the more important
pieces, along with the de Augmentis, and the
Novum Orqanum, are translated by Spedding in
the 4th and 5th volumes of the Complete Edition.

3. Philosophy.—Bacon, said Macaulay,
' moved

the intellects which have moved the world '

: he did
not himself produce anything original in Science,
in Philosophy, or in his own chosen region of the

latter, Logic. But lie inspired others with his
enthusiasm for Natural Science, liis hopes of the

great issues for man whicli depended on its study,
his ideal of the methods by which it was to be

approached. It is largely through his inspiration
that what is vaguely described as tlie Scientific

Method, the Positive or Empirical Metliod, is uni-

versally applied to-day to the investigation not

merely of natural, but of psychological, ethical,

social, and religious phenomena. When Bacon

wrote, thought had already a^\akened from the

sleep of the Middle Ages ; here and there observers
had arisen who looked to nature itself rather than
to human authority for information, and who had
recourse to experiment to compel nature to answer
their questions. Such were Roger Bacon, Nicolaus
of Cusa, Leonardo da Vinci, Copernicus, Vesalius,
Telesio, Severinus, Tycho Brahe, Bruno, Gilbert,
Galileo, Kepler, and Harvey. The mental horizon
had been widened equally with the phj'sical horizon :

the discovery of America and the invention of

printing were still novelties to the world into which
Bacon was born. There seemed no limit to the

possibilities of wealth, of happiness, of knowledge,
within man's reach. In Bacon's view it was the
last of these, knowledge, that was to be the means
of gaining the other two : and from the beginning
of his maturer life he set himself the task of show-

ing men how- the knowledge, which was also power,
was to be attained. At 25 he wrote an essay on
the subject which he called the ' Greatest Birth of

Time' (Temporis Partus Maximus), and, six years
later, sent to Burghley the letter in which occur
the famous words,

'
I confess I have as vast con-

templative ends as I have moderate civil ends : for
I have taken aU knowledge to be my province'
(Letters and Life, i. 108 f.). In the fragment called
de Interpretatione Naturae Procemium (complete
ed. iii. 518), he describes his qualifications for the
task :

' For myself, I found that I was fitted for nothing so well as for

the studj' of Truth ;
as having a mind nimble and versatile enough

to catch the resemblances of things (which is the chief point),
and at the same time steady enough to fix and distinguish their
subtler diflerences ; as being gifted by nature with desire to seek,
patience to doubt, fondness to meditate, slowness to assert,
readiness to reconsider, carefulness to dispose and set in order ;

and as being a man that neither affects what is new nor admires
what is old, and that hates every kind of imposture. So I

thought my nature had a kind of familiarity and relationship
with Truth '

(Spedding's tr., Letters and Life, iii. S5).

This is no mere bombast, for these were strictly
the real qualities of Bacon's mind when face to

face with the facts of nature. Truth became the

passion of his life—or rather the discovery of truth,
for truth itself he regarded rather as a means to

man's advancement than as an end in itself. From
the first he set before him as his goal the Kingdom or

Empire of Man—Regnum Hominis—the dominion
of man over nature, and, through this power, the
increase of his happiness and his dignity. In this

sense, no doubt, he was the true forerunner of the
Utilitarians in England. Of Salomon's House—
the college which was the '

eye
'

of the kingdom of

New Atlantis—it is said :

'
I^lie end of our founda-

tion is the knowledge of causes and secret motions
of things ; and the enlarging of the bounds ofhuman
empire, to the effecting of all things possible.'

In Bacon's design the Instauratio Magna was to

consist of six parts, only one of which, the first,

was completed by him. The parts are as follows :

(1) Partitioncs Scientiarum : classification of the

sciences, and the distribution of inquiries amou^
them, a map of the conquests already made, and
a survey of the unoccupied lands. (2) Novum
Organum, sivc Indicia de Interpretatione Natures :

the new method of discovery, or suggestions on the

interpretation of nature, bj' which the old and
futile method of '

anticipating
'

nature was to be

displaced. (3) Pluinomena Uiiiversi: tables of

facts, the results of observation and experiment,
on which philosophy (or science) was to be buUt
up. (4) Scald Intellcctus sive Filum Labyrinthi:
'the ladder of the intellect,' or ' clue of the laby-
rintli,' was to consist in examples, types, or models
of the method in actual working, concrete applica-
tions of Bacon's inductive scheme. (5) Prodromi,
sive Anficipationcs Philosophia; Secundce : anticipa-
tions of the new philosophy, before the latter should
have been completed, a kind of foretaste, or, &s
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Bacon suggests, a kind of interest before the prin-

cipal is produced. Tlie last part (6), Fhilosoplua
Secunda, or Scientia Activci, was to be the final

completion and crowning of the whole structure.

Uacon himself was merely laying the foundations,
it was to be left to others to finish ; indeed, it could

onXy be the work of many hands and brains. Bacon

long hoped for royal support for his cause ; he con-

stantly writes as if he desired wealth and position

only that he might have more influence and author-

ity in promulgating his ideas. He was to be the

bell-ringer, wlio is
'
lirst up, to call others to

church,' the man who sounds the clarion, but
enters not into the battle. His hoi)e was in a

Society such as he describes in New Atlantis, and
such as the Royal Society became soon after his

day—a body of M'orkers directing their powers of

observation and inference upon limited fields of

inquiry, after the lirst gi'eat collection of facts has
been made. In one passage he anticipates that
the future judgment passed upon himself would be
that he did no great things, but simi)!}- made less

account of the things that were accounted great
(Nov. Org. i. Aph. 97).

(1) It is unnecessary here to give Bacon's classi-

fication of the Sciences in full, although it is

important in the history of scientific method. It

appears in the Advancement of Learning, the de

Augmcntis, and the Descriptio Globi Intcllcctualis,
with certain variations. The gi-oiuid of division

is the radically false one of the human mental
faculties—Memorij, Imagination, Reason. Thus
the branches of knowledge are classified under three
heads : History (corresponding to ]\Iemory, and
dealing with Individuals), Poetry (corresponding
to Imagination, and also dealing with Individuals),
and Philosophy (corresponding to Reason, dealing
with General Notions or Universals). Poetry is

merely feigned history.
' As all knowledge is the

exercise and work of the mind, so poesy may be

regarded as its sport. In philosophy the mind is

bound to things, in poesy it is released from that

bond, and wanders forth, and feigns what it pleases
'

(complete ed. v. 503). The term '

Philosophy
' with

Bacon covers all Arts and Sciences, as well as

Philosophy in the narrow sense. Parallel to the
three divisions of Rational or Acquired Knowledge
are those of Theologj', or Revealed Knowledge.
Like Locke, Bacon regarded the senses as the
ultimate and only source of natural knowledge ;

the notions of science are abstracted from sense-

impressions by composition and division according
to the Laws of Nature and evidence of the things
themselves (ib. i. 494). Bacon anticipates modern
methods in his insistence on keeping close to

nature, and in his suggestion that Natural Histoiy
should take special account of aberrations and
monsters, i.e. pathological or morbid phenomena,
and also of the products of human art, as well as of

the normal and unmodified phenomena of Nature.
In other words, he insisted both on the unit}^ of

Nature, on the identity in substance of the natural
and the artificial, and on the value to science of a

knowledge of limiting cases and borderland pheno-
mena (cf. also Nov. Org. ii. 28, 30). Philosopliy or

Science, with its three subdivisions—Divine Philo-

sophy or Natural Theology, Philosophy of Nature,
and Philosophy of Man—was to be preceded by a
Prima Philosophia, a form of Metaphysics ; the
Sciences were to be '

like branches of a tree that
meet in one stem, which stem 'tows for some dis-
tance entire and continuous before it divides itself
into arms and boughs

'

(complete ed. i. 540). It was
intended by Bacon to deal with two sets of subjects :

(n) the most general principles, those which are
common to several of the sciences, and (b) the ' ad-
ventitious conditions of essences,' such as Much-
Little, Like - Unlike, Possible -

Impossible. The

second part was to be a kind of Teleology ; it was
to give the reasons or grounds of the distribution
of Much-Little, etc.—why there is much of one
thing, little of another. In other words, Prima
Philosophia was to take the parts which are played
now by t!ie Tlieory of Knowledge on the one hand,
and the Doctrine of Evolution on the other. Meta-
physics was also to form one of the divisions (Physics
being the other) of the Speculative part of Natural

Philosophy, or that which was to inquire into the
causes of things. Physics was to deal with the
Efficient and Material Causes, Metaphjsics with the
Formal and Final Causes. The latter Bacon there-
fore excluded from Physics, but not from Natural

Philosophy itself.
' The inquisition of Final Causes

is barren, and, like a virgin consecrated to God,
produces nothing,' he said in the de Aug. (iii. ch. 5).

According to F'owler, Bacon meant not that the

knowledge of them is useless, but that knowing
the purpose or end an object serves does not help
us to produce the object, which is the true aim of

Science.

Tlie Classification, with its wealth of sub-

divisions, details, appendixes, should be studied,
as showing the remarkable comprehensiveness,
fertility, and penetration of Bacon's mind. It has,
of course, been superseded by the actual advance
of the Sciences themselves, in many instances along
different lines from those anticipated by Bacon,
but it is still fruitful of suggestion in this age of

specialists.

(2) The second part of the Instauratio, to which
the Novum Organum belongs, and whicli remains

incomplete, Avas to reveal the New Logic of Dis-

covery. It was to differ from the ordinary Logic
in three things—its end, its methods of proof, its

I)rinciples of inquiry. Its end was to be, not argu-
ments, but arts ; its method, not syllogism, but
induction ; its principles, not the first notions of

the mind, or the immediate data of the senses, but
notions duly abstracted by the mind purified of its

errors and prejudices, according to the evidence of

things themselves (complete ed. i. 135 ff. ).

Bacon's influence on scientific metiiod has Iain

chiefly in the fact that he showed so clearly and
incisively the errors and the psychological .sources

of the errors to which inquirers are liable, and to

which they had before his day so conspicuously
fallen victims. The mind must become as far as

po.ssible a tabula abrasa, if it is to be a true mirror
of Nature ; to this end it must first be cleared of its

prejudices or preconceptions. The famous doctrine
of the Idola (or

'

phantoms') of the mind (see Nov.

Org. i. Aph. 38-70, &\\&t\\QDistrib. Operis) classifies

these as : (1) Idola Tribus, Phantoms of the Tribe,
or those common to all men ; (2) Idola Spec us.

Phantoms of the Cave, those which depend on the

nature, character, or training of the individual ;

(3) Idola Fori, Phantoms of the Market-place, those
that spring from words, the counters which men
exchange so carelessly in society, but which so

often are false coins, suggesting a value Avhich does
not exist; (4) Idola Theatri, Phantoms of the

Theatre, which include the false philosophies, the

Sophistical, the Empirical, and the Superstitious
(see also the Redargutio Philosophiarum and. the

Cogitata ct Visa), which had held the stage of

thought until Bacon's time, and which, it was neces-

sary to show, were mere vain imaginations, fan-

tastic shows, neither realities nor copies of reality ;

this is the idea underlying the term 'Theatre.'

But the mind, once cleared, would only grow
another crop of weeds if left to itself {intellectus

sibi permissu-s). How the Tree of Knowledge is to

spring, to branch and to blossom in the mind, it is

tlie purpose of the Method to show. It was to

be purely mechanical :

' My ^vay of discovering
sciences goes far to level men's wits, and leaves but
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little to their individual excellence, because it

jjeiforms everything by the surest rules and de-

monstrations
'

(Nov. Org. i. Aph. 122). The steps
are (a) the collection of facts in the Natural and

Experimental History, {b) the arrangement of

these facts according to Topics or Natures. Bacon

thought Nature was like a jninted book, containing
many and varied combinations of a few simple
natures or elementarj- qualities or forces. Given
the knowledge of these, the book might be read by
any one. Further, he seems to have thought that
each nature is a limitation or 'mode' of some
more general nature, irrespective of the supposed
simplicity of the former nature. This more general
nature is the Form. At other times, however, the
' form ' seems to mean the nature itself which is

being inquired into, i.e. its essence, or simple state,
when apart from the many other natures witli

which it is combined in tidngs. Thus the 'form'
of heat is something which is common to all

instances of heat, diverse as these may be in other

respects, and which is absent from all instances
from which heat is absent. According to Fowler
(Nov. Or/7.- Introd. ), Bacon's 'Form' sometimes
means Essence or Dejin ition, at other times Cause or

Law of Production (' verje rerum difierentise,' 'res

ipsissima,'
' natura alia quae sit cum natura data

convertibilis et tanien sit limitatio naturae notioris,'
' fons emanationis,'

' lex actus puri,' etc., Nov. Org.
i. 75, ii. I, 2, 4). Both of these conceptions are con-

tained in the modern idea of Cause. Thus, in his

own remarkable example of the working of his

method, he shows that heat is a kind of motion, a
motion of restrained or checked expansion, in the
smaller particles of a body (Nov. Org. ii. 20) ; this

motion would be the 'form' of heat, i.e. its state-

ment would give the definition of heat, and its

production would mean the production of heat.
Needless to say, it was tlie latter result, operation,
that Bacon aimed at, although he held that Light-
bringing experiments should be tried rather than
Fruit-bringing, in the first instance.

(3) The third step in the Method is the arrange-
ment of the Material, for a given nature or quality,
into certain Tables as a basis for Induction—Tables
of Essence or Presence, i. e. of instances which agree
in the presence of the given quality, e.g. all cases
and kinds of heat ; Tables of Deviation, or of

Absence, i.e. negative instances, or instances, anal-

ogous to the affirmative instances, in which the
nature is absent ; and Tables of Degrees or Com-
parison, instances in which the nature occurs in

varying degrees.
(4) The fourth step was to be the Exclusion of

all those natures which are either absent when
the given nature is present (by the first Table),
present when the latter is absent (by the second
Table), or whicli increase when the given nature
decreases, or vice versa (by the third Table).
And it is on the application of Exclusion that
Bacon places the main stress of his Induction. He
expected that within a few years after the Experi-
mental History had been formed, everything would
be known about Nature ! As a matter of fact, the
Exclusion itself, for a single quality, would liave
been an endless process.
The two chief flaws in Bacon's Method are his

erroneous conception of the simplicity of Nature,
and his disregard of hypothesis, of the scientific

imagination, as a source of '

probable
'

knowledge.
Bacon looked for certainty, not probability. Yet
he recognizes the value of Iiypotliesis, first, in liis

own Vindemiatio Prima, or First Vintage—the

example he gives of an anticipatory induction

(Nov. Org. ii. 20, on the Fonn of Heat) ; and

secondly, in tlie aids to Induction, of mIucIi only
one class were dealt with by him, viz. the Pre-

rogativce Instantiarum, or Prerogative Instances

(ib. ii. 21-51). These are instances such as throw
light more readily or ell'ectively tlian others upon
the true nature of a quality ; they include such
well-knoAvn terms as '

Solitary,'
'

Striking
'

or
'

Glaring,'
'

Parallel,'
'

Limiting
'

or '

Borderland,'
and 'Crucial' or 'Finger-post' Instances. It is

possible to say that his statement of these Preroga-
tive Instances, and the illustrations he gives, have
had more influence upon scientific procedure than
his Method itself has had. For the rest, the laws

expressing the Forms were to give the lowest prin-
ciples of Induction, from which men were to rise,

first, to Middle Principles, and thence to the Highest
Principles ; from these, and from these only, the
Deduction of new particulars and operations was to
take place ; they were to express the very heart or
marrow of Nature. Such axioms, so derived and
abstracted, would. Bacon believed, bring whole
' flocks of works '

in their train.

Of the remaining parts of the intended Instau-

ratio, Bacon wrote only some chapters of a

description of the Universe—the Natural and
Experimental History— in the History of the

Winds, of Life and Death, of the Dense and the

Rare, the Sylva Sylvarum, etc. ; but it was not a
work for Avhich he felt himself fitted, and much
that he has collected is absurd, sujierstitious, or
unverified report from unknown or untested author-
ities. Active science was not his part in life. But
he undertook the work only because it was a neces-

sary preliminary, and he could get no others to do
it for him. It remains true of his Method as a
whole, that it was neither so novel as he believed
nor so efi'ective as he hoped. No discoveries were
made by its use, and the great scientific masters
that followed him employed the imagination much
more than his doctrine allowed. Nor can it be
otherwise ; science is further than ever from Bacon's

ideal, viz. that of a method which any one whatever

may learn and apply. At the same time. Bacon
stands, along with Aristotle, as one of the 'masters
of those who know '

; he stimulated, if he did not

awaken, the passionate devotion to Nature and to

the pursuit of truth which has been a characteristic

of European science since his day. Directly or

indirectly, he initiated the study of mental, moral,
and social phenomena by scientific and experimental
methods. He laid the foundation-stone of English
Empiricism, and of the French Enlightenment. A
more specific claim is made by Fowler (Francis
Bacon, p. 91 ) :

' Inductive Logic, that is, the sj'stem-
atic analysis and arrangement of inductive evidence,
as distinct from the natural induction which all

men practise, is almost as much the creation of

Bacon as Deductive Logic is that of Aristotle.'

And of both Dean Church says :

' The combination
of patient and careful industry, with the courage
and divination of genius, in doing what none had
done before, makes it equally stupid and idle to

impeach their greatness' (Bacon, p. 204). While
ignorant or unappreciative of many of the great
discoveries of his predecessors and contemporaries.
Bacon's remarkable catholicity of interest and im-

partial judgment enabled him to anticipate, or at
least to foreshadow, many of the most recent

generalizations of science.

Moral Philosophy Bacon still regarded as the
Handmaid of Theology ; and neither in his division
of its parts (de Angmentis, bk. 7) nor in the prac-
tical rules and wisdom of the Essays is he ahead of
his time. In Theology he was whole-heartedly
with the Moderate party in his Church ; he de-
fended toleration both by his voice and by his pen,
but he preferred Atheism to Superstition (i.e.

Romanism). Theoretically, he insisted on tlie com-

plete separation between Theology and Philosophy
or Science, between Faith and Reason, Revelation
and Natural Experience, just as in Psychology also
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he recognized in the soul of man two principles or

parts, the one divine, inspired, immortal, the other

animal, created, perishing
—a doctrine adopted from

Telesio, but ultimately Aristotle's. For the deeper

questions of Metaphysics or of Theology he had,
however, no taste, and it is only in his criticism of

his predecessors
and in his inspired proclamation

of tne New Method of Discovery that he lias in-

fluenced the thought of the world.
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BADARAYANA.—The name of the supposed
author of the Veddnta- or Brahma-sufras. In
Indian tradition he also bears the name of Vydsa,
Vedavydsa, or Krsna Dvaipdynna ; but nothing
is known of his person or life. Cf. F. Max Miiller,
Six Systems of Indian Philosophy, London, 1899,

p. 153 fF., and art. Ved.Inta. R. Garbe.

BAD(A)RINATH.—A famous temple and place
of pilgrimage situated on the banks of the Vishnu-

ganga, a tributary of the Alaknanda (wh. see),
in British Garhwal, on the lower slopes of the

Himalaya, lat.' 30° 44' 15" N. ; long. 79^ 30' 40" E.
The place takes its name from the worship of

Vishnu in his manifestation a.s Badarinatha or

Badarinarayana,
' Lord of the hadari or jujube

tree' (Zizyphxis jujubn), which, however, does not
now grow there. Probably an ancient tree-cult is

here associated with the thermal spring close by,
which suggested the sanctity of the place ; and it

has been from time immemorial a resort of pilgrims,
the merit of the pilgrimage being enhanced by the
difficulties of the journey to the spot. The temple
i,s

said to owe its foundation to the great teacher

Sankaracharya, a Malabar Brahman, who lived
about the beginning of the 8th cent, a.d., and
was the leading Brahmanical missionary to North-
ern India. But the building has been repeatedly
devastated by earthquakes and avalanches, and
the present temple has no appearance of gieat
antiquity.
"The idol in the principal temple,' writes Atkinson (Hima-

layan Gazetteer, iii. 24 t.), 'is formed of black stone or marble
about three feet high. It is usually clothed with rich gold
brocade, and above its head is a small mirror which reflects
the objects from the outside. In front are several lamps alwavs
burning, and a table also covered with brocade. To the right
are images of Nar and Narayana, and on the left those of Kuvera
and Narada. The idol is adorned with one jewel, a diamond of
moderate size, in the middle of its forehead, whilst the whole
of the properties, including dresses, eating vessels, and other
paraphernalia are not worth more than Rs. 5000 (e3;«).'' A good deal of ostentatious attention is paid to the personal
comfort of the idol at Badari. It is dailv provided with meals,which are placed before it ; the doors of the sanctuary are then
closed, and the idol is left to consume its meals in quietness.The doors are not opened again till after sunset ; and at a
late hour, its bed being prepared bv the attendants, the doors
are again closed until morning. The vessels in which the idol
is served are of gold and silver, and a large establishment of
servants is kept up, both male and female, the latter as dancing-
girls and mistresses of the celibate priests. The only persons

who have access to the inner apartments are the servants, and
no one but the Rawal himself is allowed to touch the idol

'

(Hi.).

The temple is closed in November, and the
treasure and valuable utensils are shut up in a
vault beneath the shrine, after which all the estab-
lishment retires to a lower valley in the hills. As
a rule, from November until the end of May the

temple is covered with snow. The idol itself is said
to have been miraculously discovered in the bed of
the river, and, as it bears scarcely any resemblance
to the human form and exhibits obvious traces of

having been woni by water action, this seems pro-
bable. As an illustration of the miraculous powers
attributed to the image, it is said that a Sonar, or

goldsmith, visited the shrine, and, finding that his
iron ring on touching the image became gold,
cut oft" one of the god's fingers for his private use.
But the stump began to ooze with unmistakable
blood, and from that day to this no Sonar dares
to approach the shrine and risk incurring the judg-
ment which befell the sinner, who was immediately
struck blind (Crooke, Tribes and Castes of the Xorth-
JVe.ifern Provinces and Oudh, iv. 340).
The close connexion of the temple and its ritual

with Southern India is shown by the fact that the

principal priests are Namburi or Nambutiri Brah-
mans from Malabar, the head man of whom is

called Kaval (Skr. raja-hula,
'

king's family '). In
order to provide for the succession in the event of
the illness or death of the Raval, a disciple (chela)
is always in attendance to take his place. For-

merly the prie.sts were supposed to be celibate,
but they excuse their failure to maintain this rule

by the fact that they have almost altogether broken
off their connexion with Southern India. The chief

pilgrims to the shrine, which can be reached only
after a dangerous and difficult journey, are Yogin
(q.v.) and Bairagin (q.v.) ascetics. Every twelfth

year, Avhen the sun is in the jign of Aquarius, is

held the Kumbha fair, and the Adhkumbha, or ' half

Kumbha,' every sixth year. On these occasions
the shrine is visited by large numbers of pilgrims.
LiTKRATURK. — Atkinson, Himalayan Gazetteer, iii. 23fT. ;

Traill, Statistical Account of Kumaun, ed. Batten, p. 57;
Punjab Notes and Queries, iv. 196. For a full account of the
Nambutiri Brahmans of the Malabar Coast, see Fawcett, Bul-
letin of the Madra.'i Museum, iii. pt. i. 33 ff.

"\V. Crook K.

BADGES.— I. Totem marks and tribal badges.—The earliest and most wide-spread use of baiiges
was their employment on the persons of men ;

among savage peoples every man bore on his body
his totemic mnrk, in addition to his tribal badge.
These two are quite distinct ; the totem mark,
which is by far the more ancient, was intended to
indicate the totem from which the bearer believed
himself to be descended, so that all the members
of the same stock were recognized by their totem
mark. It was a later stage in civilization when a
number of stocks, or clans, joined together, and
thus brought about the formation of tribes ; the
communities which were so formed were differ-

entiated from each other by their tribal badge.
The religious significance of these badges must at
one time have been very great ; for, though the
totem mark was not originally religious in charac-

ter, yet with the development of the religious
instinct it became so in process of time.

' A totem tribe—which is not necessarily a local unity ... is

one in which the belief that all members of the tribe are of one
blood is a.ssociated with a conviction, more or less religious in

character, that the life of the tribe is in some mysterious way
derived from an animal, a plant, or more rarely some other
natural object.'

' Totem tribesmen in savage countries often affect a resem-
blance to their sacred animal, even at the cost of slight mutila-

tions and other self-inflicted deformities. In other cases stocks

are distinguished by the patterns of their tattooing, which there
is reason to believe were in many cases originally meant as rude

pictorial representations of the totem.'
*

* Robertson Smith, Kinships (1903), pp. 217 f., 247.
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Some examples of these toteraic badges are as

follows. Among the Omahas, a North American
tribe, the Butt'alo clan wear two locks of hair in

imitation of liorns ; the members of another
Buffalo clan ' wear a crest of hair about two inches

long, standing erect and extending from ear to ear;
this is in imitation of the back of a buffalo.' A
bird clan among the same people

' leave a little

hair in front, over the foi-ehead, for a bill, and
some at tlie back of the head, for the bird's tail,

with much over each ear for the wings.' The
Bakotas, in Africa, knock out the upper front
teeth in order, as they say, to be like oxen ; the

Mangangas chip their teeth in order to make them
resemble those of a cat or a crocodile.* Tatuings,
cicatrices, and the like are now often of a merelj'
ornamental character, but it seems certain tliat

originally they always denoted something more
specilic ; the tact that they are very frequently
made at initiation ceremonies is significant.! The
tribal badge, as indicating kinship witli a god, was
probably a religious emblem from tiie beginning.

2. Totem dress.—A badge of a different kind,
but lineallj' descended from the totem badge, is

that which indicates being under the special pro-
tection of a totcni-god ; this is the totem dress. It

is represented in a great variety of forms, but the

principle underlying each is the same, namely, that
of effecting a resemblance as close as possible to

the totem-god, and thus ensuring his protection.
Association of ideas, not reason, is what guides
men in the stage of undeveloped civilization in these

things. It is at the great crises of life, such as

initiation, marriage, and death, that these badges
are assumed ; for example, among many savage
l)eoples, when a youth is definitely made a member
of Ids tribe by being initiated into tlie tribal mys-
teries, he is dressed or i)ainted or otherwise made
to resemble tlie totem—or god, as the case may be—by some means or other ; that is to saj', lie is

brought into closer contact than usual with it.

The custom of which Lucian gives an example
is probably connected with this :

' When a man intends to go on a pilgrimage to Hierapolis, he
offers up a sheep and eats some of its flesh. He then kneels
down and draws its head o\'er his own head, and prays at the
same time to his s'od.' J

3. Secret Society badge.—Of an entirely differ-

ent character are the badges worn among certain

savage peoples to indicate membership of a secret

societj\ Among the most striking examples of
this category are the leaf or flower badges of the
various tcinude associations which exist in the
Banks Islands and the neighbouring Torres group.
Here the l)adge is usually worn on the head, the
distinctive flower or leaf being stuck in the hair.§
To assume tiie badge without being a member of
the tamntc is an ott'ence against the society, and is

punished according to the power and position of
the society ott'cnded.H

4. Analogous customs among Semites.—^Yhat
has been said may be paralleled by analogous
customs among races within the Semitic area.
While direct evidence for the existence of the
totem badge among the Semites is wanting, there
are a good number of data to be gathered from
various sources which suggest that examples of

*
Frazer, Totemism (1887), p. 27 f., where many other ex-

amples are given.
t Cf., e.ij., Ilaberlandt, Mittheilungen der anthrop. Ges. in

Wi'en, XV. (18S5) p. 53 ff.; Brough Smvth, Aboriyines of
Victoria (1878). i. 295, ii. 313 ; Frazer, op. cit. p. 29

; Lang,
Modem Mythology (1897), p. 71 ; A. W. Howitt, The Native
Tribes of South-east Axtstralia (1904), pp. 619-63G, 658 f., 743ff.

I de Dea Syria, 55.

§ Ornamentations of this kind must not be confused with the
head decorations of the most varied cliaracter worn to indicate
success in battle and the like, i.e. honorific badges ; for ex-

amples of these see R. Andree, Ethnographische Parallelen xind

Verglcirhc, Stuttgart (1878), p. 190 f.

I! Codrington, The Mela aesia ns (1S91), pp. 75, 7G, 87.

this must at one time have existed among them.
Thus among the Arabs every tribe has its irasm

('tribal mark'), which is branded on its cattle;*
this is paralleled by the custom of the Bechuanas,
who mark the ears of their cattle with an incision

which resembles the open jaws of a crocodile, one of

their totems. f The Indian liook-cross, ox stvastika—whatever its origin
—was likewise a badge of

ownership, which was branded on the ears of the
cattle. J The same custom, though the badge was
ditterent, was practised by the ancient Icelanders,

by the Aladagascans, Somalis, etc. ;§ as regards
the Romans, (Columella gives the following testi-

mony :

' His etiam diebus maturi agni, et reliqui
f(jctus pecudum, nee minus majora quadrupedia
charactere signari debent.'

|| These, and many
other examples that might be given, doubtless all

descend from similar origins.
Such analogous instances among peoples, some

of whom still use totem badges on their persons,

suggest the probability that originally the wasm
among the Arabs was branded on the tribesmen as

well as on their cattle ; H this is confirmed by the
fact that, according to Lucian, all the Syrians bore

stigmata of religious significance on their wrist

or neck.** Just as the cattle were marked with
the badge of ownership, so, one may reasonably
surmise, in earlier days men were marked with the

badge of their god to denote that they belonged to

him and were under his protection. Herodotus
tells us that fugitive slaves who fled for sanctuary
to the Heracleum at the fish-curing station near
the Canopic mouth of the Nile, were dedicated by
being tatued with sacred marks, and were thus
made over to the god, so that they could not be
reclaimed by their master. ft Among tlie Semites

generally it may be said that all marks upon
the body, within the categories referred to, were

badges of relationship either to a god or to a fellow-

creature. The nature of these relationships diftered,

of course. In a large number of cases, as we have

seen, it denoted ownership ; but it is probable that

both types of relationship go back to a common
original, viz. the totemic badge.JJ Perhaps one

may conceive the sequence of ideas and practice to

have been, roughly sijeaking, something of this

kind. The totem formed the background ;
from

this arose the totem mark, or badge of kinship
with the totem ; the next step would be the de-

velopment of totem gods, necessarily conceived of

as tribal ancestors, to whom worshippers would
dedicate themselves by stigmatization ; closely
related to the latter would be the mourning
custom known as '

cuttings for the dead,' which
was a remnant of part of the ritual connected with

ancestor-worship. Thus the badge of kinship
became the god's mark of ownership. Kegarding
the relationship between the god and his worsliip-

pers there were always reciprocal duties ; in return
for worship, and all that this implied, the god was
bound to look after his people. It was always,
tiierefore, a question of covenant, and the stigma-
tization liecame thus the badge of the covenant
between tlie god and his worshippers. This is

brought out by the fact that the ultimate Semitic
root is the same for ' mark ' and ' covenant '

(cf. tlie
* Robertson Smith, Kinship"^, p. 247; Burckhardt, Notes on

the Bedouins atid n'ahdbys (1830), p. 112 f. ; see, in the latter

work, the plates containing a large number of these marks.
t E. Casalis, Les Ea.tsoutos (1859), p. 221.

j R. Andree, Ethnog. Par. und Verglciche (new ser.) (18S9),

pp. 75, 76.

§ ib. p. 77 ff., where many examples are given.
II de lie riiKtica, xi. 2, quoted by A. L. J. Michelsen, Die

llausinarkc (1853), p. 17.

H Cf. Robertson Smith, Kinship'^, p. 248 ; .Wetzstein, Verhandl.
der Berl. anthropol. Ges. xiv. (1877).

** de Dea Syria, 59.

tt Herodotus, ii. 113 ; cf. Robertson Smith, Religion of the

Semites'^, p. 148.

}• Cf. Andree, op. cit. p. 82 £f.
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Arabic shcrnt, 'a mark,' and shart, 'a covenant '

;

cf. Gn 9'^ 31'"'').* On the analogy of tliis badge of

covenant between a god and his people arose

that of a covenant between man and man. Among
the Arabs, when two men made a covenant, they
inHicted a Mound in their flesh, either in the hand
or arm, and drank each other's blood. t It is true

that the reciprocal blood-drinking constituted the

central act, but the mark left on the person of

each party to the covenant was the visible badge
of the covenant.!
What has been said may be illustrated by some

Old Testament data. We shall not expect to find

here any reference to marks which could be con-

sidered as directly totemic, for it is only remnants
of the later stages, referred to above, that we come
across in the OT

;
at the same time, the existence

of animal names of clans and men§ suggests the

probability that totemism existed among the early
ancestors of the Israelites. Circumcision was the

liadge of the covenant between Jahweh and His

worshippers (cf. Gn 17^^). Originally it must have
denoted something el.se. This is proved by the

very wide observance of the custom by a great
variety of peoples, !'

and more especially by the
fact that there are strong reasons for the belief that
the rite came to the Israelites through Egypt ;

II

but to the Israelites it became the distinguishing
mark of Jahweh's ownership. Belonging to the
same category was the prophet's badge. The story

preserved in 1 K 20^^'^^ is sufficient evidence of the
existence of such a badge. As the prophets were
dedicated to the service of JaliAveh in a special
manner, a badge peculiar to their order in early times
would be appropriate enough. Of the character of

this badge nothing is known beyond the fact that
it was made on the forehead or on the top of the
head (cf. the tonsure of later days). An interesting-

parallel is the Buddhist badge of priesthood. After

having served his novitiate, the candidate goes
through the ceremony of admission to the priest-
hood ; he kneels before the idol, and 'three small

heaps of incense are laiil xipon his forehead, and
these are set tire to. The man must kneel till the

incense heaps burn down, and thus burn an in-

delible mark on the head. This ordeal is repeated,
as the man rises in the priesthood, till he bears
nine scars upon his scalp.'

** The distinctive dress
of the Israelite prophet, which may be regarded as

a badge of office, is paralleled by the yellow robe
of the Buddhist priest. The Taoist priest also

wears a distinctive dress, which differs from that
of the Buddhist priest.

'

Cuttings for the dead
'

(cf. above) are mentioned
in Lv 19=« (cf. 2P, Dt 14'). In the last passage it

says :

' Ye shall not cut yourselves, nor make any
baldness [the cognate Arabic root means * wound ']

between your eyes for the dead.' The custom is

prohibited on account of its being a heathen rite.

From this it is permissible to assume that it was
both ancient and widely prevalent. Cuttings in

the body such as those mentioned in 1 K 18-""-" may
perhaps be a remnant of a pi'actice whereby a god
was, in times of great emergency, reminded of the

badge denoting Ins ownership, and thereby called

upon to fulfil his part of the covenant.

Badges which may also have at one time pro-• Robertson Smith, Kinship-, p. 250.

t Wellhausen, Jieste arab. Heidentfi p. 125
; Doughtv, Travels

in Arab. Des. i. 540, ii. 41 (1S88).
I On another covenant-siirn, viz. the cairn, see Frazer, in

AtUhrop. Essays. 1907, p. 131 S.

§ e.g.
' the house of Caleb '

(1 S 255<) ; cf. the '

dog tribes
'

in various p.irt8 of Arabia; see Robertson Smith, Kinship",
p. 233 ff.; 'Akbor (2 K 22i-'), 'mouse'; Levi, 'antelope';
Rachel, 'ewe' ; see, further, Robertson Smith in JPh ix. (1879)
p. 75ff.

( See, e.g., Frazer, "The Ori^n of Circumcision,' in The In-
dependent lierit'wQioy. 1904).
H Cf. Stade, Biblische Theologie des .4T (1905), p. 45.
*»

Deana, in Expos. Times, x\i\\. (Dec. 1906) p. 144.

claimed Jahweh's ownership were the 'sign' on
tlie hand anil the ' memorial ' between the eyes
mentioned in Ex 13-'-'»(i'f. Kev 20'*). These must
originally have been marks cut into the hands and
forehead, and were preserved perhaps in their

original form only by the proi)hctical order
; later

on the '

phylacteries
' took their place (.see Dt 6^ 1 !'*

etc.).* Lineally descended from these, too, is per-
haps the badge referred to in Job 3P^ (' Lo, here
is my mark, let the Almighty answer me'). The
word used here for 'mark' conies from the root

meaning
' to wound,' and it is the same as that

used in Ezk 9'^- ^, the reference being to those who
are true to God, and therefore belong to Him.
A mark of an entirely difl'erent character is the

badge of the manslayer, mentioned only once in

the OT, in reference to Cain.f

5. Jewish Badge. — One of the mo.st extra-

ordinary uses of badges is exemplified in the
various forms of the ' Jewish badge

' worn by the
Jews during the Middle Ages. This first origin-
ated among the Muhammadans ; by the ' Pact of

Omar '

(640) all Jews living in Muhammadan
countries Avere ordered to wear a yellow seam on
their upper garments.:^ In later times Jews in

Egypt were compelled to Avear bells on their gar-
ments, and a little calf carved of wood

;
the latter,

according to Lane-Poole, was to remind them of

the Golden Calf. In the 14tli cent, the badge took
the form of a j'ellow turban § among Jews in

Egypt ; in other parts, e.g. in Tripoli, a parti-
coloured turban marked the Jew.H It was, in the
first instance, the ISIuhammadan precedent which
was followed when in Christian lands the Jewish

badge was introduced. It appears that this badge
was already in use in some lands before the central

authority in Rome put forth an ordinance on the

subject applying to all Christendom ; thus in

France the badge was in use in 1208 ; IT but its

use was made universal by a decree, prompted by
Innocent III., of tlie fourth Lateran Council (1215),
and it ai)plied to Muhammadans as well as to Jews.
The reason given for the decree was the need of

preventing inter-marriage and concubinage between
Christians and non-Christians.

'

Contin^t interdum quod per errorem Christiani Judaeorum
seuSaracenorum et Juda;i seu Saraceni Christianorum mulieribus
commisceantur. Ne i^itur tarn damnatae commixtionis excessus

per velainentum erroris hujusmodi excusationis ulterius possint
habere diflai,'iura, statuimus ut tales utriusque sexus in omni
Cliristianorum provincia et onini tempore qualitate habitus

publici ab aliis populis distinguantur.'
**

In accordance with this the badge was everj--
where enforced ; but it ditlered in size, shape,
and colour in ditl'erent countries. In France it

was a circular piece of cloth, usuallj' yellow in

colour, sewn on to the outer garment. The alter-

native of a yellow head-dress was permitted, while
Jewesses Avore a distinctive veil. The age at which
Jews had to begin to wear the badge varied in

dilFerent parts of France, at some places seven years,
at others not until fourteen. The badge could be
worn on the breast, or left shoulder, or on the

girdle, or even on the hat. In France, Spain, and

Italy the customs were similar ;
in these countries,

too, exemptions from wearing the badge were often

permitted, usually in consideration of a money
payment. In Germany the badge took the form
of a special hat, the ' Judenhut.' It was pointed

* At the present day all orthodox Jews wear the 'head-
tefillah

' and the ' hand-tefillah
' when at their prayers ; see

Oesterley and Box, The Religion and Worship of the Synagoijue
(1907), p. 418 ff.

t See Frazer, in Anthropological Essays (1907), pp. 102-110 ;

Hastings' SDB, s.v.
' Marks.'

X DOhsson, Hist, des Mongols, iii. (1854) p. 274, quoted in

JE ii. 425b.

§ Lane-Poole, Hist. ofEgvpt, vi. (1901) pp. 126 ff., 300 flF.

I! Abrahams, Jewish Life in the Middle Ages (1S96), p. 302.

ii Robert, Les Signes d'infamie au moyen-dge (1891), p. 11.
** Labbe, Saerosancta concilia ad regiam editionem exacta,

xiii. col. 1003 and 1006, quoted by Abrahams, op. dt. p. 296.
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at the top, and the bhia was often twisted into
tlie sliape of a pair of horns. Red was the usual
colour, in later times green. But the wheel-badge,
of yellow or saffron and of various sizes, w-as also
worn in Germany in the 15th cent, by the men,
while Jewesses were obliged to Avear two blue

stripes on their veils or cloaks. Sometimes the
letter S

{
=

5i'(7««7?i) appeared in the yellow circle.
In Switzerland the badge took the form of a piece
of red cloth shaped like a pointed hat ; later on it

became a wheel fixed on the back.* In Crete tlie

circle was Avorn ; this Avas also marked upon the
houses of Jews, a custom which is in vogue even
at the present day.f In England it Mould almost
seem as though the badge was at first introduced
as a safeguard for the Jews. The Earl of Pem-
broke, Avho Avas regent during the early years of
the minority of Henry III., sought to encourage the
settlement of the JeAvs again in England after
their cruel experiences during the reign of John.
It Avas to ensure their security, so that no one
could plead that he had assaulted a Jcav in ignor-
ance of his race, that the badge AA'as, so far as is

known, first introduced into England, and Avorn

by JcAvs AvhencA-er they appeared in public. The
ordinance containing tiiis provision was put forth
in 1218. The badge consisted of two strips of
Avhite linen or parchment, imitatiA'e of the Two
Tables of stone, which Avere fastened to the dress
in a prominent manner. Originally these AA-ere

Avhite in colour, but later yelloAv Avas ordered. By
the statute of Edward I., de Judaismo (3 EdAV. I.

1274-1275),! Avhich dealt exhaustively Avith the
JeAvish Question, JeAvesses as Avell as JeAvs Avere
forced to Avear a badge, and its object now Avas to
mark out Jcavs, avIio by this statute Avere prohibited
from mixing Avith Christians. Thus it became, as
in other countries, a badge of shame. §
Literature.—There do not seem to be any works definitely

occupied with the subject of badges. Data have to be gathered
from a great variety of sources. See the references in the foot-
notes above, which represent only a selection.

W. O. E. Oesterley.
BAGDI.—A Dravidian, cultiA-ating, fishing, and

menial caste of Central and Western Bengal, Avhich
at the Census of 1901 numbered 1,042,550. Their
religion is a compound of orthodox Hinduism Avith
survivals of animism and nature-Avorship. In the
former stage, the regular Hindu deities are AA'or-

shipped in a more or less intelligent fashion.
But besides these they A-enerate Gusain Era, the
goddess of the Santals, and Bar Pahar or Marang
Burn, the mountain-god of the hill races (see
Oraon). According to their oaati statement, their
favourite deity is the snake-goddess, Manasa,
Avhose image, represented Avith four arms, croAvned
by a tiara of snakes, and grasping a cobra in each
hand, is paraded through their villages, and finally
flung into a tank—apparently a rite of mimetic
magic intended to remoA-e her dangerous influence.

They also parade the effigy of a female saint named
Bhrulu, Avho is said to have been daughter of the
Kaja of Pachet, and Avho died a virgin for the good
of the people. Her Avorship consists of songs and
Avild dances, in Avhich men, Avomen, and children
take part. The legend supplies one more instance
of the development of local gods in India from
actual historical personages, as illustrated by
Lyall (Asiatir, Studies^, i. 39 ff.).
LiTERATURK.—Risley, Tribes and Castes of Bengal, 1891, i. 41 f.

W! Crooke.
BAGHDAD.—I. Sketch of history.—Baghdad

is the capital of the Eastern Klialifate, founded in
A.D. 754 (A.H. 136) by al-Mansflr, second Khalif of

*
Abrahams, op. cit. p. 298.

t JE ii. 427»
; see, too, the interesting plate given.

I See Rigg, Select Pleas, Starrs, and Records of the Jewish
Exchequer (1902), p. xxxviii.

§ See, further, A. M. Hvamson, A History of the Jeirs in
England (1908), pp. 62, 94 ff.

the 'Abba.sid dynasty, Avhose metropolis it re-

mained, except for the period 836-862, Avhen the
court Avas transferred to Samarra, until the over-
throAv of the dynasty by the Mongol Haldgft in
1258 (A.H. 656), after Avhich the seat of the Khali-
fate Avas removed to Cairo. Baghdad remained in
the hands of the Ilchans, or Persian Mongols, till

1507, Avhen it Avas taken by Shah Isma'il, founder
of the SafaAvid dynasty, from Avhom it Avas taken
in 1534 by the Ottomans, in Avhose hands it has
CA-er since continued, except for tlie brief period of

occupation by the i'ersians.

The name Baghdad (bdgha-dAta,
'

giA-en by
Bagha or God ') is one of the many cases in Avliidi

the older name of a localitj' outlasts ncAver appel-
lations. The name Avhich Mansdr gave his city
Avas either his own, or Madinat al-Saldm,

'

City of
Peace.' Another appellation AA-as alZaurd, 'the
Crooked,' on the analogy of similar names given
to the chief cities of Islam. Of the older name
there are seA'eral dialectic forms. Jews and Chris-
tians often called it Babel.
An account of the secular history of this city

should be sought in historical Avorks dealing Avith

the Klialifate, or in the monograph of Guy
le Strange, Baghdad under the Abbasid Caliphate,
Oxford, 1900. We shall confine ourselves to its

importance for the history of Religion and Ethics.
The accession of the "Abbasid dynasty marked

the recognition in IslAm of a principle Avhich at
the first had been A^ehemently repudiated— the

hereditary right of the Prophet's family to the

sovereignty {imdmd). The rise of this is clearly
due to the hereditary principle having been
adopted by the usurper Mu'&Aviyah, founder of
the Umayyad dynasty ; Avhen it A\'as once recog-
nized that the soA^ereignty belonged to one family,
the majority of Muslims Avould be disposed to

agree that that family should be the Prophet's.
Only, since the Prophet's line Avas continued

through a daughter, there Avas room for difierence
of opinion as to which of two families had the right
to his inheritance. The laAv of the Qur'S,n seemed
to faA-our the doctrine that, Avliere there AA-as no
male issue, the f.ather's brother succeeded, and on
this theory the claim of the 'Abbdsids Avas based.
But to those Avho held that there could be succession

through the female line the Prophet's heirs Avere
the descendants of his daughter E4tima and her
husband 'All—the'Alids, 'AlaAvids, or F^timids.
So long as the jiroblem Avas to dis^jossess the

Umayyads, these tAvo families Avorked together,
leaving the question between themselves to be
decided later ; but AA'hen the organizing genius of
Abtl Muslim had Avon the throne for the 'Abbasids,
they fell out, and, the latter being in possession,
the 'Alids Avere perpetually rising, but never pro-
duced in the Eastern provinces a leader capable of

securing success ; they Avere decimated by mas-
sacres, and Avere intimidated by torture and im-

prisonment. NcA'ertheless they formed a potent
factor in Baghdad politics till the coming of the
Mongols, and in the fatioA Avhicli decided the
assassination of the last of the Khalifs of Baghdad
the influence of 'Alid sentiment is noticeable.
The Mongol general asked Avhether it Avas true
that the execution of the Khalif Avould cause a
general convulsion of nature. The jurists Avhom
he consulted replied that, if such an act could
cause a natural convulsion, nature Avould have
been convulsed by the death of 'Alt and that of
his son I,Iusain.
The site of the 'Abbitsid capital Avas selected

Avith a vieAV to avoid Syria, Avhere the Umayyads
Avere popular, and Arabia, Avhere the 'Alid cause
was strong, and to be near Persia, especially
Khorasan, Avhere the "Abbasids had their chief
adherents. And, indeed, the triumph of the 'Abba-
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Bids is sonietiines lej^arded as the re-coiiquest by
Persia of its ancient hegemony. Persian inflvience

speedily grew strong at the Khalif's court, and
the institution of a foreigTi bodyguard soon took
all power out of the Khalif's hands, and placed it

in those of a Daileniite or a Turkisii Sultan.

2. Literary importance of the foundation of

Baghdad.— Tiie rise of the new dynasty syn-
clironized with the jjopularization of paper, an
invention nearly as momentous for the diflusion

of knowledge as that of printing. It also broke
witii the illiterate tradition of the earlier periods
of Ishtm, which indeed some of the Umayyads had
shown a tendency to discard. The production of

literary works pioceeded apace, and the 3rd cent,

of Islam produced polygraphs such as Ishixk of

Mausil and Jahiz of Basra. Translation from

foreign languages Avas encouraged, especially
Greek, Syriac, and Pahlavi ;

a royal library Avas

founded by Ma'mim (ob. A.D. 833), and his ex-

ample was followed by other men of eminence,
such as the vizier of Mutawakkil, al - Path b.

Khilkan (ob. 861). The respect which the creations

of the (ireek genius have universally won was
accorded to them at Baghdad, where indeed the

dogma of the infallibility of the Greeks in all

scientific questions had its adherents. Debates,
in which religious questions were not absolutely
avoided, were encouraged by literarj'^ viziers, and
fanaticism on such occasions was at times un-
fashionable (cf. Yakftt, ed. D. S. Margoliouth, ii. 46
and the Pahlavi Gujastak-AbCilish, ed. Bartholemy,
Paris, 1887). A public library with endowments
for the assistance of students was founded in the
4th cent. A.H. by the vizier S.lbftr b. Ardashir ;

and the building of colleges on a large scale char-

acterized Seljuk rule in the 5th.

3. Islamic religious buildings in Baghdad.—
The founder of the city, Mansftr, built a mosque,
known subsequently as al-Sahn al -'Atik,

' the
Old Court,' side by side with his Palace of the
Golden Gate. This was subsequently enlarged by
succeeding Khalifs, and appears to have survived
the sack of the city by Hfliagfi, though no trace

remains of it now (le Strange, op. cit. 32-37).
Since the building of mosques counted as a meri-

torious act, apart from the needs of worshippers,
thej' continued to be erected so long as the Khali-
fate lasted ; and the quarter called ' the Basra
Gate ' was said to contain 3U,000 of these edifices

(Safadi, Com. 071 LAmiyyat al-'Ajam, i. 64).

liound the tombs of famous men several notable
sanctuaries arose ; such were the nuishhads of

Abft ^Janifa and MfisS. b. Ja'far, the tomb of

Ma'rftf of Karkli, etc. Preachers and teachers
built or had built for themselves hermitages, called

rib{it, of wliich the number must have been very
great ; perhaps the most celebrated of these was
the ribdt of the Shaikh al-Sliuyftkh, built by order
of 'Amiii al-Trak for the Sftfi Abft Sa'd of Isisabur

(ob. 1086 : Ibn al-Athir, annis 450 and 479 A.H.).
Another of some note was the ribiit of al-Zauzanl,

opi)osit€ the mo.sque of Mansftr, built for 'All b.

Mahmftd al-Zauzani (ob. 1U60). The preacher
"Abd al-Qfidir al-Jiliinl (q.v.) had a rib^t as well as
a school. The works hitherto made accessible on
the topography of Baghdad do not offer the same
variety of names for mosques as is exhibited by
the topographies of Cairo, but this is likely to
be accidental. The doors of the mosques were
used for jdacarding government notices (Ibn al-

Athir, A.H. 533), and the inside of the buildings
served for many uses not directly connected with
religion, e.g. the recitation of verses, and the

narrating of stories (Jahiz, Hayawdn, iii. 8 :

•

Mosque of 'Att&b'), or the publication of political
intelligence (Tabari, iii. 2216 :

' in the two public
mosques of Baghdad' ; 2224, 13 : 2249, 3, etc.).

4. Religious history of Baghdad.—Shortly after
the founding of the city an inquisition was started

by Mansftr with the view of supi)ressing the
zindiks (see art. Athkism [Muhammadan]), and
this was continued by his successors Malidi and
liadl {Agluini, xii. 100, xiii. 74 ; Tabari, iii. 517,
548); on the accession of Hfirdn al - Itashid all

criminals ex(;ept those under tliis charge were re-

leased. After the taking of the city hy Ma'mCin's
forces (A.D. 813) the dogma of the createdness of

the Qur'an was adopted by the new Klialif, who
instituted an inquisition into the tenets of his sub-

jects, and violently persecuted those who rejected
this doctrine : the inquisition was maintained by
the two succeeding Khalifs, and was finallj- stopped
in the second year of Mutawakkil (a.d. 848-849,
W. M. Patton, Ahmed Ibn Uanbal and the Mihna,
Leydeu, 1897). The followers of the most distin-

guished martyr in these pei-secutions, Ahmad Ibn
0anbal, presently became a power in the city, and
riots between them and the Shaii'ites took place
at many periods ; they are first mentioned in the

year 934, when the l^^ri^'^^-l'tes endeavoured to
enforce their ascetic rules on the population by a

variety of violent proceedings. A furious mani-
festo was fulminated against them by the Khalif

Kddl, charging them with anthropomorphism, and
threatening them with the extreme penalty of the
law unless they abandoned their system. Similar
troubles are mentioned as late as 1U82. The Khalif

liadi, immediately after his accession (A.H. 322,
A.D. 934), had started an inquisition, having for its

purpose the suppression of the sect which believed
the deity to be incarnate in one Ibn Abi' l-'Az^kir

al-Shalmaghani. His publisiied letter on this

subject is in part preserved (see Yakut, op. cit.

i. 298). One of this person's followers refused to

retract his opinion even when the alleged posses-
sor of deity was publicly scourged. The sect was
not extinguished by this persecution, as in the

year 952 a fresh inquisition was instituted by the
vizier Muhallabi.
The chief cause for religious riots, however,

was the ceaseless dispute between Sunnites and
Shl'ites. whose dilferences, in spite of the centuries
that have intervened, are still a cause of trouble
in India and elsewhere. The dispute was in origin,
as has been seen, more political than religious ; and
although the founder of Baghdad massacred the

Alids, some of the later 'Abbasids were inclined to
favour their cause, and it is asserted that Ma'mtln
had the intention of willing away the sovereignty
to a member of their family. This was frustrated ;

and the perpetual risings of the 'Alids led Muta-
wakkil in the year 850 to destroy the grave of al-

yusain, and penalize visits to it, an act which
was regarded by his son as justifying parricide.
The process hy which Shi 'ism was transformed
from a political movement into a religion is not

quite easy to trace ; but it seems likely that the fan-

tastic beliefs which gathered round the person of

'All and his descendants were due to the infusion
of Indian and Persian ideas into Islam. It is pro-
bable that the separation of Siii'ism from Sunnism,
as a system with a code and a liturgy of its own,
was due to the rise of the Patimid dynasty of

N. Africa, whose rulers after their conquest of

Egj-^pt proceeded to the work of codification, their

practice having doubtless existed some time before.

In the disputes between Turks and Dailemites
which marked the 4th and 5th cents, of Islam,
the former theoretically favoured Sunnism, the

latter Shi'ism ; and the Bnyid (Dailemite) con-

queror of Baghdad, Mu'izz al-^Dau!a, in 962 ordered

certain Shi'ite execrations to be afiixed to the

mosque doors. These were erased by the j)opu-
lace ; and on the advice of his vizier Muliallabi he
had a harmless formula substituted. The next
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year, however (963), he insisted on the observance
of the fast of Muharram 10 in Slii'ite fashion ; and
this practice continued some time after his death,
as in 968 it is spoken of as 'celebrated as usual.'

His successors appear to have been far less keenly
attached to Shi'ite doctrine ; and it is asserted by
a good authority (Easd'il of Hamadhdni, p. 424)
that 'Adud al-Daula went so far as to impose a

poll-tax on the Shl'ites, as being members of a
tolerated religion. The practice of tlie fast ap-
pears to have become gradually restricted to the
Shi'ite quarter of the city, which in 971 (perhaps
for the tirst time) appears as Karkh, also at that
time ' the quarter of tlie merchants.' In the first

riot (of that year) many sects and parties are in-

volved, but on subsequent occasions the Sunnites
and Shl'ites appear to have been the chief combat-
ants. In 973, when the dispute between Bakhtiyar
and Subuktakin gave the Turkish party the upper
hand for the time in Baghdad, the Sunnites, wlio
were in possession of ' the Food Market^' mounted
a woman on a camel, and called her 'A'isha, and
made two of their number represent Talha and
Zubair respectively ; they then made an onslaught
on the Shl'ites, thus rejiroducing the Battle of the

Camel, in which 'A'isha and her allies had attacked
tlie forces of 'All. In 1015 there was a riot between
the two parties, resulting in the Shi'ites being
forbidden to celebrate the Fast by order of Fakhr
al-Mulk ; we find the Shi'ites still in occupation
of the quarter called Karkh, whereas the Kalla'in
and Barley-gate were in possession of the Sunnites :

in 1048 the Bab al-Azaj (Eastern side) and the
' Cobblers

'

are further specified as Sunnite abodes.
The following year, owing to an armed force

having attempted to prevent the Shi'ites from

celebrating the Muharram lamentations, the latter

began to fortify their quarter (Karkh) with a
wall ; and the Sunnites proceeded to do the same
with their Kalluin quarter, which immediately
adjoined the other. After considerable fighting
the parties agreed to a truce, witii the view of pre-

venting government intervention ; they proceeded,
however, with their fortifications, and a fresh out-
break was caused by the Shi'ites building towers
on which they inscribed the words ' Muhammad
and 'All are the best of mankind ; who.so assents
shows gratitude, but whoso denies is an unbeliever

'

—a formula Mhicli charged the Sunnites (with
whom Abfi Bakr is the second best of mankind)
with unbelief. The Sunnites were headed by the

yanbalites. The mashhad Bab al-Tibn (according
to le Strange's maps, at a long distance from tlie

disturbed quarter), apparently a Shi'ite sanctuary,
was in the course of these riots violated, plun-
dered, and burned by the Sunnites, to avenge the
death of one of their number. The Shi'ites in

revenge burned the Qanafite institutions. The
disturbance soon spread to the eastern city, where
the dwellings of the sects were also divided. At
tlie beginning of 1053 the Turkish mercenaries
mixed themselves up witii the dispute, and killed
a member of the 'Alid family ; in the riots which
followed, a large part of the Karkh quarter was
burned down, and the inhabitants moved to other

parts of Baghdad. Karkh, liowever, remained
the lieadquarters of the Shi'ites, and in 1086 we
hear of a riot between them and their Sunnite

neighbours on the west, in the Basra Gate
Quarter. Something like a final reconciliation

between the tM-o parties was effected in llos, when
tlie people of Karkh, fearing a fresh persecution,
gave the Sunnites free passage through their

quarter on a visit to the tomb of Mus'ab b.

Zubair, a practice wliich had been forbidden for

fear of giving offence to the Shi'ites; and the
Sunnites in their turn granted some correspond-
ing concessions. Karkh, however, remained the

Shi'ite quarter after this settlement of the dispute
(Sibt Ibn al-Ta'awidhi, ed. Margoliouth, p. 215).

Besides the disputes which led to riots, tliere

were frequent bickerings between members of

rival sects, and it would appear that all which
were started had some representation at the

capital. Attempts were at times made to sup-
press the discussions between them, but without

permanent .success.

The history of Muslim ritual was doubtless

largely influenced by Baghdad practice, which
itself was at times dictated by political motives.
So we are told (Ibn al-Athir, a«7)o494 A.H. ) that the

practice of crying aloud the formula called bnsmala
had been abandoned for years in the mosques of

Baghdad, because it had been adopted in the rival

Khalifate of Cairo ; the Khalif who re-introduced
this practice adopted another which Avas also

against the principles of the Shi'a. Isldm in these
matters is extraordinarily conservative, and inno-

vations found little favour.

5. Standard of morality.
—The Islamic principles

of the relations between the sexes, embodied in

the practices of polygamy, concubinage, and the

veiling and seclusion of women, render tlie morality
of a Sluslim community too different from that
of a Christian or Aryan community to admit of

comparison. Thus we find a leading theologian
at Baghdad having 148 concubines (Ibn Kiiallikan,
i. 386) without ofi'ending public opinion. Such pic-
tures as have come down to us of Baghdad society,
as in the Arabian Nights, imply a state of affairs

on Avhich it would be painful to dwell ; of the most
elaborate of these descriptions (Abu' I-Kdsim,
Ein Bagddder Sittenbild, of the 4th century;
ed. A. ]\Iez) few pages could be rendered into a
modem language wilJhout infamy. The dignity of

the highest offices of state, the Khalifate and the

Vizierate, did not appear inconsistent with the

bandying of the grossest jests (.see, e.g., Ibn Khalli-

kan, tr. de Slane, i. 29). Allusions to immoralities

not sanctioned by the Muslim law are also so

common in the literature of the period, that we
can only suppose the practices to have been Avide-

spread. Towards drunkenness popular opinion was
more decidedly unfavourable ; yet tliis vice seems
to have been prevalent in fashionable circles, and
scenes in which the leading men and their associates

are all under the influence of liquor are common
during the whole period. An example maj^ lie

taken from the middle of the fourth century,
which is recorded by YS,kftt (op. cit. i. 342) : a
letter comes from the Sultan Mu'izz al-Daula to

the vizier al-Muhallabi, who has all his secretaries

and under-secretaries with him. The letter is

urgent, but every man in the room has drunk

deep. Ibrahim the Sabian has drunk no less than
the others, but, having a stronger head than they,
is able to write the necessary reply. We have
another contemporary description of the wine-

parties of this vizier [Yatinmt al-dahr, ii. 106),

which took place twice a week ; the chief judge of

Baghdad witli other judges took part on these

occasions, when each ' received a gold cup weigh-
ing 1000 mithkdls or less, into which he would

plunge his beard ;
after exliausting most of the

contents, they would sprinkle the remains on each
other and then dance. In tiie 6th cent, the poet
Ibn al-Ta'awldhl introduces descriptions of wine-

drinking into his encomiums on Khalifs (p. 162) and
other distinguished persons (p. 86). From the 4th
cent, onwards the history' of Baghdad is frequently
occupied with the

'ayydrftn,
or robbers ; and the

Makdmahs oi Hamauhrml (late 4th cent.) furnish

us with a list of thieves' tricks showing that their

trade was highly specialized ; the contemporary
anecdotes of Tanflkhi indicate, however, that the

metropolis was fairly well policed. The same
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tales indicate that the practice of banking -was

fairly developed, implying the existence of a Mell-

established code of rectitude in monetary trans-

actions ; they also show that tliere was a
considerable amount of sympathy and mutual
kindness between the poorer members of tlie

community, but great disregard for the sanctity
of human life, and an insufficient sense of responsi-

bility ill the domestic relations. Public opinion
seems to have been ordinarily in favour of the

kindly treatment of slaves (Jahiz, Misers, p. 38),

and against severe punishments.
6. Agencies for reform.—For dealing witli the

criminal classes tlie rulers of Baghdad employed
spies, whose business it was to report at head-

quarters whatever seemed to them worthy of

notice ; certain rulers occupietl themselves parti-

cularly with public morality : so the Klialif

Mu'tamid (A.D. 892) issued an edict forbidding
story-teller-^, astrologers, or fortune-tellers to sit

in the street or in the great Mosque ; while book-
sellers had to take an oath that they would sell no

metaphj-sical or theological works. Similarly the
Khalif Muktadir (ob. A.D. 1094) banished from the

capital all singing-women said Jilles de joie, forbade
the entry to the public baths except in decent

attire, and ordered the demolition of various

galleries in which games Mere played, and which

permitted the players to look down into people's
houses. Probably the efficacy of these and similar

edicts was of no long duration. In the year 81G
we read (Tabari, iii. 1008) of an interesting case of

a voluntary organization of the peaceful citizens

of Baghdad to repress crime and outrages ;
one of

the leaders in this movement '

hung a Qur'^n on
his neck, and began by exhorting the inhabitants
of his locality ; and when he had obtained a

hearing, proceeded to admonish all the inhabitants
of Baghdad, high and low, beginning with the
noblest family of all, the Banft Hiishira ; he
established a register in which he inscribed the
names of all those who undertook to observe his

regulations and coerce those who disobeyed them.
With the ftiUowers thus acquired he patrolled the
streets of Baghdad, and put a stop to robbery and

blackmailing.' His proceedings were at first dis-

approved by the government, but afterwards thej-

acquiesced and bade him continue. A less drastic

method of dealing with the vicious propensities of

the citizens was furnished by the eftbrts of the

preachers, of whom we have notices for all periods
of the Khalifate ; the satirists Hamadhani and
Parlri endeavour to represent them as shameless

hypocrites, whose interest lay only in the collection,
but there is no reason for believing this account
to have been ordinarily correct. The earliest of

these preachers whose sermons have come down to
us is al-^drith b. 'Abdallah al-Muhasibi (ob. 857) ;

they are practical in character, but are said to

have attracted vast audiences, and to have pro-
duced ecstatic phenomena among their hearers.
It is chiefly in and after the 5th cent, of Islftm

that the histoi'ians call attention to the perform-
ances of the Baghdad preachers, for whom colleges
(or, a.s we should say, chapels) were often erected.
In 1093 the capital was visited by a preacher from
Merv, Ardashir b. Mansfir ; he met with such
signal success that, when the ground occupied by
his hearers was measured, it was found to cover
157 by 120 cubits. The Khalif himself at times
condescended to attend these discourses, which
were occasionally used for political or seditious

purposes. The aim of the preachers was not only
to ameliorate t lie morals of their co-religionists, but
to convert members of other communities to Isldm ;

and fabulous accounts are given in their biog-
raphies of their saccess in both endeavours. The
preacher alx>ut whom we possess the largest

amount of information is 'Abd al-(^:ulir al-Jilfini

(ob. A.D. 1165). He appears to have canied on
an agency in which the temporal as well as
the spiritual wants of his converts were served.
Money for the purpose was provided partly by four

wea,ltny wives of the preacher, and partly by gifts
taking the form of thank-oHerings which came
in from the many regions whither his fame had
spread ; and others who followed this calling were
financed in the same way.

7. Christian communities in Baghdad.—Re-
ligious toleration, as understood l>y the ISIuslim

community, was practised by the'Abbilsid Khalifs,
and a Christian community began to gather in

Baghdad almost immediately after its foundation.

Perhaps the earliest scene which introduces
Christians in this city is one recorded in the
Chronicle of Dionysius of Tell-Mahr6, when the
Jacobites in the year A.D. 767 refer to the
Khalif Mansfir the question of ajipointing a
Patriarch for their sect. The Khalif, ordinarily
ten-ible, treats them Avith courtesy, and tells them
to make the choice themselves ; they select one
David of Dara, and the Khalif gives him a deed of

investiture, authorizing him to punish with the
extreme penalty of the law any Jacobite who fails

to acknowledge his authority. The Nestorian sect,

however, was of greater importance than that of
the Jacobites at the

'

Abb.lsid capital. In the reign
of Mahdi (A.D. 775-785) the gi-eat Nestorian

monastery, called Dair al-Rftm, was founded in the

Shammasij-a Quarter, where the chief Christian

settlement, called Dar al-Riim, was located. It

Avas followed by the erection of many more churches
and monasteries, several of which were destroyed
Avhen Baghdad was taken by Hftlftgfi ; their names
are collected by le Strange (op. fj^r 208-212). The
dilierent sects had difierent churches, and kept
apart in religious matters ; only at some time
the Nestorian Patriarch, whose residence was in

Baghdad, came to be regarded as the official heatl

of the whole Christian community, and as such he
is described in the deed of investiture of the year
A.D. 1138 (H. F. Amedroz, in JEAS, 1908, p. 448).
The sects there enumerated are four : the two
already mentioned, the Melchites, or Greek
orthoQox, and the Bftm, whom there is some
reason for identifying with the Franks, or Roman
Catholics. Owing, probably, to the superiority of

Christian morality and education, the members of

these communities had a tendency to monopolize
all the professions, trades, and situations in which
skill and trustworthiness were required. Tlie

humiliating and intolerant edicts of Omar I. hail

repeatedly to be proclaimed, owing to outbreaks
of Muslim jealousy (A.D. 849, 853, 1091, etc.), but
fell quickly into abeyance; Mutawakkil, who in

the year A.D. 849 tried to enforce them, ten years
later put into the charge of a Christian scribe the

money for the building of his contemplated citj-,

Jafariyyah. Normally it would appear that the
Christian doctors (in all senses of the word) enjoyed
high favour at the Khalifs' and Sultans' courts.

The History of the Nestorian Patriarchs (ed.

Gismondi, Rome, 1SI)6) tells of the familiar inter-

course enjoyed by the Patriarch Tiinotheus with
the Khalifs Hadi (A.D. 785-786) and his son the
famous Harftn al-Rashid. A specimen of their

conversation is there given (p. 65) ;

' O father of

the Christians,' said Iirirun to the Patriarch, 'tell

true one in God's
leus answered :

me briefly which religion is the trv

eyes.' "Without hesitation Timotheye
' That religion of which the rules and precepts

correspond with the works of God.' The
re\)]y

was regarded as felicitous, because the Khalifs

request contained a dangerous trap ; and the mere
rumour that a Christian had spoken disrespectfully
of Islam or its Prophet would have been suflBcient
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to cause a riot (Tabarl, iii. 2162). The
sangiiinaiy

rule that jiunished apostasy from Islam with death
remained unaltered {ib. 1434, A.D. 856) ; but,

owing to the mild spirit of Ab(i yanifa's legisla-

tion, there was a tendency to mitigate the more
barbarous regulations of 'the Pious Khali fs,' and
the tone of the code drawn up by his pupil Abfl
Ydsuf for the Khalif Hfvrftn is decidedly humane.
The magnificence with which the Christian feasts

were celebrated attracted many Muslims to take

part in these occasions, and even attend services in

the churches; if the poet Sibt Ibn al-Ta'Awidhi

may be believed (ed. D. S. Margoliouth, p. 400), he
Avent so far as to fast

fifty days in oi'der to gratify
his Christian friends. The monasteries were also

visited by Muslims anxious to purchase wine, the
sale of which in shops was, nominally at least,
forbidden (ib. 240, 14-18) ; while the beauty of the

youthful deacons attracted other visitors for a
still less reputable reason (ib. 52). The form of

immorality alluded to appears at times to have
led to shameful persecution (YS.k(it, op. cit. ii. 26,
where the scene is at Edessa).

8. Other religious communities.—The Jews en-

joyed the same rights as Christians in Baghdad,
and had a special quarter, with a bridge called

after them. Numerous synagogues were founded,
of which the largest was called Bar-Nashala (?)

(Gratz, Geschichte cler Juclcn, v. [1895] 198). Re-
ferences to the Jews are not very common in the
historical and anecdotic literature concerned with
the city ; they appear, however, to have had their

share of the State appointments, and, indeed, in

A.D. 1091 Ave read of one holding the very high
posts of Vice-Sultan (tcakU al-Sulidn) and Manager
of the Empire (Nizdm al-Mulk), They practised
the medical profession, and probably various

trades, including that of scribe ;
as early as the

time of Ma'mftn (813-833) we read of one who
made his living by executing copies of the Old and
New Testaments and the Qur'^n (Amedroz, in

JRAS, 1907, p. 38). At times they were in

possession of great Avealth, and were notorious for

the display of finery (Ghazdli, Eevival of the

Religious Sciences, iii. 182). It was thought
meritorious to refuse to teach them Arabic

grammar even for large sums, as the proof-passages
came from the Qur'^n ; and insulting language
about them is used by poets (Sibt Ibn al-Ta'^-

widhi, 75, 246). Nevertheless the foundation of

Baghdad and the improvement in their condition,
due to the greater toleration of the "AbbS,sids,
seem to have been epoch-making for the Jewish
community. Jewish literature from this time
follows Muslim literature almost slavishly, the
various departments of grammar, codification,

philosophy, poetry, elegant prose, horailetics,
collections of anecdotes, all taking their rise from
Arabic models ; and since no Jewish non-Biblical
MS earlier than the 'AbbAsid period has hitherto
been discovered, it has been argued by tlie present
writer that the remaining departments of Jewish
literature (notably the collections of Tradition) are
based on Islamic models also (cf. JE ii. 435-8).
A community Avhich produced some men of

eminence in the scientific and literary world of

Baghdad, chiefly in the 4th cent, of Islam, were
the Sabians, who arbitrarily took a QurTinic
appellation, properly belonging to a verj' diilerent
sect. The most distinguished member of it, the

state-secretary Ibrahim, appears to have found in

his religion no obstacle in the way of promotion,
and to have enjoyed the friendship of even such
ecclesiastical dignitaries as the Registrar of the

'Alids, who honoured him Avith a memorial poem ;

Avhile the familiar acquaintance Avith the Qur'an
Avhich his profession demanded Avas regarded as a
merit. His grandson, hoAvever, found it desirable

to embrace Islam. The Magian, or Mazdayan,
system enjoyed fewer privileges tlian the above-
named sects, as intermarriage Avith them and the
use of meat slaughtered by them Avere forbidden
the Muslims ;

nor Avere they alloAved to have

acknowledged places of Avorship. Nevertheless it

Avould appear tliat some of them were settled in

Baghdad, and even enjoyed Avealtli. They Avere

to be found (according to Jahiz, Misers, p. Ill)
all over Baghdad and the other cities of Irak,

distinguished by their bare feet or their laceless

shoes. Of other sects, usually ofishoots of those
whicli have been mentioned, there are occasional

notices.

LiTEBATiRK.—To the references %\\'en throughout the article

there may Vie added the historical romance (Arabic), Ha(f.Arat

al-Iddmfi TJAr al-Saldm, by a modern writer, Jamil Nakhlah
al-Mudawwar (Cairo, 1905). D. S. MARGOLIOUTH.

BAHAISM.—See Bab, BabIs.

BAHELIA (Skr. vydclha,
' one Avho AA'ounds ').

—
A tribe of hunters and foAvlers in Northern India,
Avhich at the Census of 1901 numbered 53,554, the

majority of Avhom are found in the United Pro-

vinces and Bengal. They are probably survivors

of a non-Aryan race, Avho still practise their primi-
tive occupation of hunting, trapping birds, and

collecting jungle produce. They are, in name at

least, all Hindus, but are never initiated into any
of the orthodox sects. They Avorship a pantheon
of deified ghosts, such as Kalu Bir, Parihar, Har-
deo or Hardaur Lala, the cholera godling, Kale

Deo, and Miyan, probably the Musalman saint of

Amroha in the Moradabad district. To these,
sacrifices of foAvls, goats, or pigs are made, Avith

ofierings of cakes, fruits, and grain. Parched

grain and milk are oflered to the household snake
at his festival, the Nagpauchami, or Dragon's
Fifth. Besides these they observe the ordinary
Hindu feasts, and their religious rites are superin-
tended by a loAV class of village Brahmans.
Literature.—Crooke, Tribes and Castes of the Nvrth-Western

Provinces and Oudh, 1896, i. 109. W. CrOOKE.

BAIDYA (^hY._vaidya, 'one learned in the

Veda,' esp. in the Ayur Veda, on Avhich the Hindu

system of medicine is based).—The Bengal caste of

physicians, Avhich at the Census of 1901 numbered

90,036, found under this name only in Bengal
and Assam. They are a liighly respected caste,

claiming descent from a Brahman father and

Vaisya mother. Their religion is that of the

orthodox high-caste Hindu. The older families

Avorship the Saktis, or Mother-goddesses. Some
among the poorer classes follow the rule of Visnu.

Many have in recent years joined the Bralimo

Samaj. They Avere closely associated Avith the Neo-
Vaisnavism preached by Chaitanya (q.v. ) in Bengal
(q.v.), and several of the best knoAvn Gusains, or

spiritual guides, of that sect are draAvn from tlie

ranks of the Baidyas. The business of a physician
is naturally confined to men of high caste, because

taking medicine from the hands of a Baidya is a

sort of sacramental act, so that some orthodox
Hindus in Bengal, Avhen at the point of death, call

in a Baidya to prescribe for them, in the belief that

by SAA-alloAving the di'ugs he orders they obtain
absolution from their sins. In tlie Deccan the

Vaidus, Avho have adopted a name derived from tlie

same Skr. root, are Avandering Telugu beggars, avIio

gather healing drugs and simples and liaAvk them
from door to door, or beg for alms. Their religion
is of the vaguest type, their family-god being
Vyankoba of Giri or Tirupati (q.v.), in North
Arcot. But Avhen they are on their begging tours

they sehloni carry his image Avith them. They
never go on pilgrimages or keep any fast or feast,

except the Dasahra in September, Avhen they offer
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boiled mutton to their god, and after laying it on
liis altar eat it themselves.

LiTERATURB.—Fof the Bengal Baidyas, Risley, Tribes and
Castes, 1891, i. 49

;
for the Deccan Vaidus, Bombay Gazetteer,

xvii. 212f. W. CROOKE.

BAIGA.—A term of Dravidian origin, applied to

designate the non-Brahmanic priests of the Gonds
and kindred races along the hills of the Cent. Prov.
and Bengal. It has been specially applied to a

cultivating tribe, which at the Census of 1901 num-
bered 33,914, found in the Cent. Prov. and in Cent.
India. The best account of them is that by Ward,
v.ho found them in the Mandla district of the Cent.
Provinces. He describes them as the acknowledged
superiors of the Gond races, being their priests and
authorities in all points of religious observance.
The decision of a Baiga in a boundary dispute is

almost always accepted as final, and, from this right
as children of the soQ and arbiters of the land belong-
ing to each village, they are said to have derived
their title of Bhumiya (Skr. bhumi, 'the land').
These Baigas, who are found in the eastern dis-

tricts of the Cent. Prov., are reported to be quite
different from the Gonds, their vocabulary consist-

ing almost entirely of Hindi words. Those who
occupy the Maikal range of hills do not show the
flat head and nose and receding forehead character-
istic of the Gonds, but have longer heads, more
aquiline features, and particularly small hands. It

is thus possible that they may represent an intrud-

ing race from the Gangetic valley, who introduced
tiie northern culture among the Gonds and gained
the position of priests among that people, with
whom they afterwards intermingled. Their re-

ligion much resembles that of the Gonds {q.v.),
and they reverence the same gods, adding to the
Gond pantheon Mai Dharitri, or Mother Earth.
The god in cliarge of the village is Thakur Deo,
the ' Divine Lord,' and he is honoured accordingly.
But they fully believe also in the spirits which
haunt the forests—the primary basis of the religion
of the Dravidians of Northern India—and in the

places which are regarded as more especially the
liaunts of these spirits, shrines (pat) are erected,
each under the charge of a special member of the
tribe. There is no special rule regulating the erec-

tion of these shrines, except that they are built at

places where it is believed there has been a spirit
manifestation. Sometimes it is a place where a
man has been killed by a tiger or a snake, or has
met his death in a sudden or tragical manner ;

and a special rite is performed to lay the ghosts
of those who have died in an unexpected way.
Some members of the tribe are supposed to be

gifted with special powers of magic or witchcraft,
and it is common for the Baiga medicine-man
to be called in to bewitch the tigers and prevent
them from carrying off the village cattle. The
Gonds thoroughly believe that they are possessed
of powers such as these.

The religious rites of the Baigas are of the same
type as those of the Gonds ; at marriages, births,
and deaths the customs of the two tribes are
identical. In the Chhattisgarh District the Baiga
worship centres round Dulha Deo, the deified

bridegroom god, and Devi, the Mother-goddess,
in her manifestation as Bhavanl. They have a

f)eculiarly
brutal mode of sacrificing a pig in

(onour of Narayan Deo, who is identified with
the Sun, and is regarded as their household god.
The wretclied animal is cnished to death under
a beam, after having been cruelly tortured—this
rendering the sacrifice more acceptable to the deity.
Further east, in the hill country of the United

Provinces and Bengal, tlie
Bai|,s"is

do not form a
special tribe, but are the exorcists, medicinemen,
and priests of the hill races. They are general!-.-

drawn from the wilder and more secluded tribes who
are supposed to have maintained the race tradi-
tions in the most perfect way. They discharge all
the religious duties of these

peoples, the functions
of the priest being as yet diflerentiated from those
of the exorcist or sorcerer only in the most im-
perfect way, if at all.

LiTKRATURE.—CenfrrtZ Provinces Gazetteer, 1870, 278 ff. ; JA Sli
Iviii. pt. i. 291

; Punjab Notes and Queries, iii. 20
; J. Lampard,

Imperial Gazetteer, new ed. 1908, vi. 214 ff.

W. Crookk.
BAIN.— I. Life and personality.-(1) Born in

the part of Aberdeen known as Gilcomston, on
the 11th of June 1818, Alexander Bain dieil at

Ferryhill Lodge, in his native
city,

on the 18lli of

September 1903, in the eighty-sixth year of his age.
Although he reached this long term of years, he
was never a man of very robust constitution : on
the contrary, from the time, in early days, v/lien a
serious breakdown in health occurred, he had to
husband his strength, and to make the most of

favouring circumstances. This he did by careful
habits and a well-planned system of simj/le living,

subjecting everything to rule and method. He
was specially attentive to diet and. to physical
exercise ; and walking in particular (his chief re-

creation) was timed and regulated with almost
mathematical precision. As a boy, and during his
student days at Aberdeen, he worked as a handloom
weaver—his father's occupation. When he was
a pupil at Gilcomston Church School, his ability
was recognized ; and as he was emerging into

youth he had the good fortune to attract the
attention of the Rev. John Murray, minister of
the North Parish of Aberdeen, who introduced him
as a promising youth to Dr. John Cruickshank,
then Professor of Mathematics at Marischal

College, and a patron of talented and aspiring
young men. This was in 1835. From that

moment. Dr. Cruickshank took young Bain by
the hand ; and his interest in him was fully
rewarded by the high position that the pupil
achieved in most of the University classes. In

1841, Bain (having just pas.sed from studentdom)
received an appointment in the University as
Assistant to Dr. Glennie, Professor of Aloral

Philo.50pliy, who had fallen into ill health. In
this capacity he had to conduct the class on the
Professor's approved methods, and to read the
Professor's lectures, being responsible for the
order of the class. In the interests of discipline,
he made innovations little by little in the teaching,
bringing the subject more up to date, and giving
exjjression (in more or less guarded fashion) to

his own views. This, when discovered by the

Professor, was resented, and led, after three

sessions, to Bain's losing the post of Assistant.
Thereafter he made his way to London, the goal
of all ambitious Scotsmen, where, in 1848, he was
apjiointed to an office in the Board of Health
under Edwin Chadwick. In London he soon
came into contact with great literary and political
leaders—more especially with George Grote and
J. S. JNIill, who became his fast friends, and with
whom he was closely associated in philosophical
and other work. From London he returned to

Scotland, where he wrote many literary produc-
tions for Messrs. Chambers of Edinburgli ; then
went again to London, where he married and
settled down for a time, producing there his two

great philosophical works. The Senses and the

Intellect in 1855, and The Emotions and the Will

in 1859.

These works raised him at once to the front rank
of psychologists. Consequently, when the two
Universities of Aberdeen (King's and Marisch.al)

were united (or, as the local term is,
' fused ') in

1860, Bain was presented by tiie Crown, on the
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recommendation of Sir G. Cornewall Lewis, then
Home Secretary, to the Cliair of Logic and Englisli
in the united University. For twenty years from
this date—down, that is, to the year 1880—he

occupied this Chair with great distinction, teach-

ing tlie two subjects of English and Logic
(including in the latter Psychology) and making
ids inlluence felt. These were years of enormous
intellectual activity and literary j^roductiveness,
when there issued from his pen in unceasing flow

works on English Grammar, on Rhetoric, on Logic,
on Psj^chology, on Ethics, and on Education ; when
also he originated the 2>hiIosophical journal Mind,
which he owned and financially carried on for

sixteen years at considerable pecuniary loss ; and
when, in the Senatus and the Council of his

University, lie pushed forward with untiring
energy, and in the face of strenuous opposition,

projects of University reform. Nor did his activity
diminish when he resigned the Chair in 1880.

There ceased only, at that time, his class-teach-

ing. His writing of books went on, as well as his

active interest in local affairs ; and it was while
he was Emeritus Professor that the students of

the University, appreciating his genius and his

faculty for practical work, and proud of his fame,
elected him their Lord Rector for two separate
terms of three years each. This entailed his

constant attendance at, and presiding over, the

meetings of the University Court, and his inde-

fatigable piloting of University schemes to success-

ful issue at a most important and electrically

charged moment of the University's existence.

His professorial labours were in part rewarded
when former pupils, in 1884, had his portrait
painted by Sir George Reid, and presented as a

lasting memorial to the University. Reward for

services done to the community came also about
the same time, or somewhat later—in particular,
the presentation of his bust in marble to the Free
Public Library, in 1892, in recognition of his long-
continued and whole-hearted interest in the educa-
tion of the masses, dating from his student days, and
!iis early connexion, as lecturer and as secretary,
with the Mechanics' Institute of the city. All
the while, his pen continued active. New works

appeared, old works were revised (often in lai'ge

part re-written) ; and, though the energy slackened

by degrees as the years advanced, it could hardly
be said ever to have actually ceased, for, as late as
1903 (the year of his death), appeared his Disser-
tations on Leading Philosojihical Topics, and to
the end he retained a keen interest in the progress
of Psychology and the movement of Philosophy.
I'assing by minor productions, his chief works are
these:—rAc Senses and the Intellect (1855), The
Emotions and the Will (1859), On the Study of
Character, including an Estimate of Phrenology
(1861), An English Grammar (1863), English
Composition and Rhetoric (1866, enlarged ed.

1887-8), Mental and Moral Science (1868), Logic
(1870), Mind and Body (1872), A Higher English
Grammar (1873), Education as a Science (1879),
James Mill—a Biography (1882), John Stuart
Mill—a Criticism, with Personal Recollections,

(1882), Practiced Essays (1884), On Teaching)

English (1887), Dissertations on Leading Philo-

sophical Topics (1903), Autobiography (1904).

(2) His personality was striking ; and a stranger
seeing him for the lirst time could not but ask
who he was. A dapper figure, somewhat under
medium height, he had a well-knit frame, with

expansive chest and broad shoulders ; a finely
formed head, with a brow marked by notable

prominences at the temples ; keen, piercing hazel

eyes, witli unusually long eyelids ; a strong
curved nose ;

thin lips, which gave the mouth
the character of determination, and readily

expressive either of satisfaction or of contempt ;

a face covered by a copious beard—all save the

upper part of the chin, which, till his later years,
was clean shaved

;
hands with long fingers, and

particularly expressive thumbs, which bent back
in a significant fashion as he gesticulated. His
gait was peculiar. While walking, he bent his

body forVard and placed a hand behind his back,
as if steadying the movement, and fortliwith
accelerated liis pace till it became a moderated
run—indicative of mental activity, exhilaration,
and the utter absence of self-consciousness and
regard for outward appearance. Keen as a needle

intellectually, he never spoke in public or wrote
for publication without showing the logician's
subtle power ; and, in private talk, one could not

help feeling that one was in the presence of a

supremely observant and analytic mind— a
modern Aristotle, noting and dissecting every-
thing. Yet he was a man of verj' wide interests
and of warm heart. He took an active part in

many public duties—School Board, Mechanics'
Listitute, Free Library, etc. His feelings were
always under control, and those who met him
casually (and to whom he would be drj' and
reserved) pronounced him to be hard and un-

sympathetic (as, indeed, he not infrequently was,
if he met conventional and commonplace people).
But let genius or sterling character appear, no
matter where (it might be in the humblest ranks
of life), and he Avas immediately attracted. It

was genuine worth alone that counted with him.
Readers of his works have often complained that

his writings are devoid of emotion. They have

ground for their complaint. Bain did himself an

injustice here. Whenever he took up the pen, his

feelings seemed to forsake him. But with a

special friend—say, a favourite student (these
were not many, but they were choice)—looking to
him for help or counsel, his real nature came forth.

All his resources—his advice, his ideas, his MSS,
his library, his ^jatronage

—were put at his disposal ;

and he spared no effort to further his interests and
aspirations. Underlying all was true generosity
of disposition. In like manner, in the small circle

of his intimates, his gentler and more attractive

qualities came out. He had A\it and humour ;

and he possessed a fund of anecdotes, which he
told well. He was a kind host, and a staunch
friend. On the other hand, he had his dislikes

and his animosities. Like all true-hearted people,
he was sensitive to insult and determined in his

opposition. It was no liglit matter to arouse his

enmity. He was a man of strong convictions and
loved a controversy ; and in debate he hit hard,
but never took a mean advantage of an opjionent.
Meanness raised his indignation and contempt,
and he had none of it himself. He Avas dominated

by a sense of justice and of truthfulness (few men
more so), and his judgment was ever balanced—a
fact that comes clearly out in his published
writings, as it did in his daily life. He had the

Sower
of judging apart from personal feeling, to a

egree that is
very unusual. Hence his criticisms

were pre-eminently impartial. And it mattered
not whether he were criticizing himself or others.
As he looked back upon it, his own work was viewed
with a clear unprejudiced eye, and commented on
and appraised accordingly—as may be seen in

some striking instances in the Autobiography. In
like manner, his criticisms of others' work were
frank and honest, and they frequently gave offence
to friends. He had not learned the art of saying
what he did not mean, and such an art he heartily
despised. He had many line qualities, which
those who knew him best could best appreciate ;

and his defects not infrequentlj- arose from
these.
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2. Position in Literature and in Philosophy.—
In estimating Bain's position in Literature and in

rhilosophy, Ave must keep his offices apart.
(1) First of all, let us take him as grammariaji.

This need not detain us long. His Avorks show his

merit to be that of a subtle analyst and a clear

expositor
— scientilic and methodical, and not

afraid to express his views, even when they might
be unaccej)table ; and when we remember the
backward condition of the North of Scotland in

grammatical attainments at the time when Bain
came as Professor to Aberdeen, we can see the

magnitude of the task that lay before him as he
set forth to instruct in grammar. But the task

was successfully accomplished, although not with-

out difficulty. He had to get hold of the teachers,
and these were apathetic, when not actively
hostile. He solved the difficulty by indoctrinating
his students, a large proportion of whom were to

be teachers, with newer and jtrogressive views,
and thus by degrees revolutionized the teaching
of English in Scotland, and made his name one to

conjure with throughout the North.

(2) But his work as rhetorician is even more
remarkable. Campbell and Blair had ruled

supreme in this realm ; but now a new impulse was
given to the study and the practice of composition,
and the effect for good was soon visible on all

hands. It has sometimes been objected to Bain's

teaching that he did not produce stylists. It may
very well be doubted whether the stylist is not a
man ' born and not made.' But, be that as it may,
the objection is superficial. For style is wherever
clearness of exposition is, and wherever there is a
writer who has an intelligent appreciation of the
shades of meaning in words and can give utterance
to his thoughts in definite logical form and with
exact precision. Such writers Bain produced in

abundance. Rhetoric was to him, first and fore-

most, an intellectual discipline, designed to secure
clearness of expression ; and for this end he was

supremely critical. Not even Shakespeare, still

less the minor poets, neither Bacon nor l)e Quincey
nor Macaulay nor Carlyle among our master prose
writers, escaped his scalpel : all Mere subjected to

analysis and dissection, so that the student might
be warned against their faults, while encouraged
to imitate their virtues. This cold, critical, dis-

secting process has been greatly objected to in the

teaching of style ; and perhaps it may be admitted
that Bain made too drastic a use of it. But if it

be the safeguard against that florid vacuous

writing which so frequently passes for style, a
little excess in the use of it may be tolerated with

equanimity, if not actually excused.

(3) As an educationist. Bain holds a very high
position. He held advanced views on University
reform, and advocated the due recognition of
the modern languages (as against the traditional

monopoly of Classics), and the right of Natural
Science to have an equal place in the University
training with the older established subjects. But
besides, he went outside University requirements
and took a wide \\c\\ of Education, raising the

question of Education in general and the grading
of subjects at the various stages of instruction.
In this connexion he gave expression to very
definite notions about the projjcr order of studies,
and about how teaching should be conducted so as
to be best suited to the harmonious development
of the individual mind. His contributions to this

highly important subject are to be found chiefly in
his book on Education as a Science.

(4) As logician. Bain holds a place with J. S.
Mill. He never pretended to start afresh here,
but simply to amend and carry forward Mill.
This he succeeded in doing. His amendments and
additions are noteworthy, both in Deductive and

in Inductive Logic ; but specially valuable is his

canying of logical principles to their practical
issues and his sjjlendid application of them to the
sciences in detail (see bk. v. of his Logic). This
stands by itself in Logic manuals.

(5) But Bain's greatest fame must ever rest on
his psychology. He was a reformer here in a

supreme and lasting sense. One of the earliest
in modern times to recognize the importance of

bringing psychology into close relation witli pliysi-

ology, he devoted much attention to the elabora-
tion of this position, and presented it in a striking
fashion. From the standpoint of the cerebro-

psychologist, he handled mmd in all its processes—emotive, intellectual, and volitional. This led
to his discarding the old '

faculty
'

psychology,
which looked upon the mind far too much as if

made up of self-contained compartments, where
the processes worked in independence of each
other, and in which the connexion with the body
was slurred over or ignored ; and it led also to his

devising a natural-history plan for the description
of mental phenomena—a plan where the physical
embodiment of mental states was recognized as

rigorously as the specifically psychical aspect of

them. It is obvious that we have here the pre-
cursor of what has come to play .so i^rominent a

part in more recent psychology, viz. psycho-
physics and the experimental determination (de-
termination by experiments systematically carried
out in the laboratory) of the workings of mind.

Next, Bain was supreme among his fellow-psycho-
logists in the persistent application of Association
and its laws to the interpretation of mind, and in

the thorough treatment that these laws received
at his hands (see also art. ASSOCIATION'). He
is first and chiefly an Associationist, and his whole

strength is devoted to showing that the great
problems of psychologj'

—
especially the problem

of the Perception of an External (Material) World—are to be solved on Associationist i^rinciples.
This stupendous task he accomplished in a way
that, whether we be fully satisfied with the result
or not, gives him a foremost place in the history
of iisychology. No one can know what modem
Associationism is at its best who does not go to
TIic Senses and the Intellect for information ; but
this must be supplemented by Bain's most recent
utterances in other productions. For example,
the objection had frequently been made that his

Associationist explanation is too mechanical, and
neglects to take account of the activitj- of the
mind. Here is his reply, given in Mind, in criticism

of Wundt, and reprinted in Dissertations on Lead-

ing Philosophical Topics (pp. 50, 51) :

'
I propose to remark upon the bearing of Wundt's specula-

tion uiJon the laws of Association, properly so called. Notwith-
standing the stress put upon the action of the will, he still

allows that will is not everything : he does not shunt the

associating links, and lay the "whole stress of the exposition on
the apperceptive volition. What he says as to the essential
concurrence of emotion and will with the workings of associa-
tion we fully admit. No associating link can be forged, in the
first instance, except in the fire of consciousness ; and the

rapiflity of the operation depends on the intensity of the glow.
In like manner, the links thus forged are dormant and inactive,
until some stimulus of consciousness is present, whether feeling
or will. . . . The subsequent rise or resuscitation of ideas con-

sequent on association is a fresh field of study. . . . Over and
above the original adhesion, there are circumstances that assist
in the reproduction, and make it a success or a failure. Chief

among these is the power of the will, but not to the exclusion
of other influences. Even the addition of emotional excite-

ment, which of itself counts for a great dei'—that is, apart
from moving the will—is not all. The ])urely intellectual con-

ditions, under which I include the number and nature of the

associating connexions at work in a given case, bear a large

part in the process of resuscitation. More particular!)', as to

the influence of the will in apperception, everything that
Wundt advances is supported by our experience. The will

may make up, in some small degree, for the feebleness of a

contiguous linking, partlj' by a more strenuous attention, but
far more by the search for collateral links in aid. It may like-

wise favour the recall of a resembling image. But neither of
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these two cases represents its habitual and all-powerful effi-

cacy' : in both, the limits of its reproductive force are still

narrow. The operation that represents Wundt's Apperception
in its full sweep is that crowning example of voluntary power—the command of the thoughts, by detaining some and dis-

niissin;,' others, as they arise, and are found suitable, or the
contrary. Too much cantiot be said as to the importance of

voluntary attention in this lofty sphere. All thinking for an
end— whether it be practical or speculative, scientific or
aesthetic— consists in availing ourselves of the materials
afforded by association, and choosing or rejecting according
to the perceived fitness or unfitness for .i end. When, there-

fore, Wundt says that Association alont does not explain the

higher intellectual functions, he only says what we all admit,
namely, that Association needs the control of will and feelings,
in order to bring forth our more important thinking products.
In the absence of some degree of conscious intensity, Associa-
tion can no more unite ideas, or restore the past by virtue of

such unions, than a complete set of water-pipes can distribute
water without a full reservoir to draw from. The scheme of

Wundt does not lead to the slighting of Association as a great
intt-lleotual factor. His Apperception would be nothing with-
out it.'

Next, Bain excels in his analysi-s of mental states
and processes and his fullness of telling illustra-

tions. We have only to look at his handling of

the Sensations, or at his treatment of the Emo-
tions, to see that he has subtlety and insight of

a very exceptional kind. Even when dissenting
from him, we must confess that he is penetrative
and suggestive to a degree. He is too analytic at
times—this we may frankly allow ; but his keen
dissection is a helpful preliminary to a better

understanding of the phenomenon dissected.

AVhere his psychology stands him in least stead
is when the distinction between psychology and
epistemology comes in and needs to be specially
attended to. Though he was quite aware of this

distinction, it never assumed in his thoughts its

rightful place ; and his exposition sometimes suffers

accordingly. He is also, in his general handling
of mind, too individualistic. Although in his later

years he explicitly recognized that the growth of

the human mind cannot be thoroughly explained
without taking into consideration the fact of

•

Heredity (see, for example, the latest edition of

The Senses and the Intellect), he had originally
shaped his theory on the sui^position that each
individual had to learn for himself what he comes

ultimately to attain, and this prevented his ever

giving to the wider conception the due scope in

psychology that it merits. In like manner, he
never laid sufficient stress on what the fact of his

being born into a formed language does for the

individual, enabling him to appropriate Avith com-
par.'itive ease, at an early age and in a compara-
tively short time, knowledge which, if he had to

acquire it for himself from the beginning without
.such aid, would take him an indefinitely long
time, and perhaps might not be achieved at all

within the three score years and ten of his life.

(6) It was in line with Bain's psychological
principles and with his democratic nature that,
in Ethics, he should be a thoroughgoing Utili-

tarian. The same analytic spirit tliat he had
shown in his handling of intellectual and emo-
tional phenomena he shows in his treatment of the
will. Ilis analysis of conscience and his review
of moral principles in liis Moral Science show what
Associationisra can do in explanation of our ethical
nature. 'I'hey are certainly subtle and practical,
and put the matter with calm scientific precision.
Ethics is to him a science or nothing at all. He,
therefore, has no trust in high ideality : principles
tested by concrete facts of experience are what lie

requires. Yet, the whole or tJie facts must be
attended to. Hence, he was emphatic in acknow-

ledging the altruistic and disinterested, as well as

tlie egoistic, side of our ethical constitution. Con-

sequently, if we take morality as simply concerned
Avith our relations as members of society, having
our own and other men's interests in view, then
Bain's teaching commands attention and no small

measure of approval. It is essentially a doctrine
of justice as between man and man, and between
the individual and the community, and of the

right of the State, having regard to the interests

of the social units, to legislate with authority.
It would, if accepted and consistently acted on,

produce good citizens and promote the general
welfare. Where it is defective is in not recog-

nizing the value of the ideal side of morality and
in not making adequate alloAvance for the strength
and potency of the emotions in moral conduct.

Appeals to ideality and the dignity of man ap-
peared to him '

gross pandering to human vanity
'

;

and he did not thinK that much practical good
could come from that. Man, as we actually find

him, is too frail and erring, and, what is worse, too
malevolent bj' nature (for Bain was insistent on
the native malignity of human nature) to permit
our catering witli impunity to his self-conceit.

We must view him as he is, not blinking tiie dis-

agreeable facts, and legislate accordingly ; and,

doing so, our Ethics must be .'^ober and reason-

able. Hence, his teaching lacks tlie glow which
the Ethics that recognizes the Ideal as supreme
unquestionably possesses.

(7) Bain was not, in the strict sense of the term,
a metaphysician. Indeed, it was his claim to have

purged psychology of metaphysics, and he had
an inveterate distrust of unbridled speculation.

Speculation, indeed, was not absolutely forbidden ;

but it must be speculation based on experiential
data, and verifiable by appeal to experience again.
Here he was the prototype of modern Pragmatism.
In both, we have the same inductive spirit, the
same determination to trust experience alone, the
same regard to utility or the practical needs of

man—experience the test, practicality the end.

True, he could not avoid occasionally being him-

self, at least, half metaphysical ; as, for example,
when, at the end of his chapter on the '

History of

the Theories of the Soul
'

in Mind and Body, he

says :

' The arguments for the two substances have, we believe,
now entirely lost their validit3'. . . . The one substance, mth
two sets of properties, two sides, the physical and the mental—
a double-faced unity—would appear to comply with all the

exigencies of the case. We are to deal with this as, in the lan-

guage of the Athanasian Creed, not confounding the persons
nor dividing the substance.'

Nevertheless he regarded the higher philo-

sophical thinking, as we find it, e.g., in Spinoza
or in Hegel or in Kant, with great suspicion.
Such metaphysical terms as '

personality,'
'
self-

consciousness,'
' the Absolute,' he would, if he

could, have banished from the language. He con-

stantly protested his inability to read any mean-

ing into them. He also refused, because of the

ambiguity of the term 'self,' to accept 'self-

realization
'

as adequate to express the ultimate
ethical end. Moreover, the great metaphysical

problems—those of the External World and of the

Freedom of the WOl—seemed to him to be in great
measure mere word-puzzles : they arose from our

inability to find a formula or a linguistic setting

fully adcqtiate to express what we are conscious of

in our exjieiience.
Such, then, was Professor Bain as a thinker and

a writer. His attitude towanls Metaphysics being
discounted, lie n;ade a name in Logic an(\ in Kthics,
as well as in the spheres of Grammar and Rhetoric.
But in the realm of Psychology he occupies a

position all his own. It is here that his infiuence

has been greatest, and it will continue. Not only
has the ])rofessed psychologist learned from him,
but his princijiles have been effective in their prac-
tical ajiplication to many sciences (such as Educa-

tion), and they cannot be ignored by any teaching
that has respect to experience and the nature of

man as we actually find it. What is best in his
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system has been assimilated by philosophy, and is

being carried forward to greater issues. That,

perhaps, is the highest compliment that can be

paid to a thinker.
Literature. — A. Bain, his works as enumerated in this

article ;
Th. Ribot, La Paychologie anglaise contemporaine

(1870) ;
W. L. Davidson, art. in Mind, xiii. (new series) 151-

155 and 161-179, also art 'Bain, Alexander,' in EBr^o xxvi.

77-79. William L. Davidson.

BAIRAGI (Skr. Vairagin [vi-rdga,
' one who has

subdued all earthly desires']).
—A sect of Hindu

ascetics, which at the Census of 1901 numbered
765,253, of whom the vast majority are found in

Bengal and R.ajputana. The term is usually re-

stricted to those who follow the cult of Vishnu,
or of one of his incarnations, especially those of

Rama and Krishna. There is some evidence to

prove that this worship, which is specially popular
in Northern India, arose on the spread of the

Rajput power which followed the overthrow of the
Buddhist dynasties. The Bairagis
'

probably represent a very old element in Indian religion, for

those of the sect who wear a leopard's skin doubtless do so as

personating Narasiiiiha, the leopard incarnation of Vishiju, just
as the Bhagauti faqir imitates the dress, dance, etc., of Krishipa.
The priest who personates the god whom he worships is found
in "almost every rude religion, while in later cults the old rite

survives, at least in the use of animal masks," a practice still to

be found in Tibet_l (Rose, Panjcib Ce7isus Report, 1901, i. 131,

quoting Trurapp, Adi-tiranth, 98 ; Robertson Smith, Religion of
the Semites'^, 437 ; see also Frazer, Adonis, Attis, Osiris, 04 ff.).

Though the particular cult followed by this

sect is most influential in the Gangetic valley and
in Rajputana, it arose in Southern India from
the teaching of Kamanujacharya, who was born
about A.D. 1017 at Sriperumbudur, near Madras.
He taught the existence of a triad of principles

(padartha-tritayam), viz.: (1) the Supreme Spirit

(Para-Brahman or Tsvara) ; (2) the separate spirits
[Chit) of men ; and (3) non-spirit (A-chit). Vishnu
is identified with the Supreme Spirit ; individual

beings are separate spirits ; the visible world

(driyam) is non-spirit. All these have eternal

existence and are inseparable ; yet Chit and A-chit

are different from, and at the same time dependent
upon, Tsvara (Monier Williams, Brdhmanism, and
Hinduism*, 119 f.). But the sect did not attain

much prominence in Northern India until the time
of Ramananda, who was born at the closeof the 13th,
and preached in Northern India at the beginning
of the 14th, century. Indeed, it is only to the

followers of Ramananda and his contemporaries
that the title Bairagi is properly applied. His

teaching marked the jirogressive popularization of

Hinduism ; and in particular the ascetic Orders,
which had been previously monopolized by Brah-
mans and Kshatriyas, were now opened to men of

lower rank. In addition to this, the religious
books published by tlie adherents of Ramananda
were now written in Hindi, not in Skr., and thus
Northern India was provided with a new national

religion of a very clear and vigorous type.

Though this liberal movement marked a decided

advance, the Bairagis since the time of Rama-
nanda have been outdone by the still more liberal

teaching for which he provided the impulse, and
at the present day Bairagis may be regarded as

representing the more conservative, orthodox school
of Hiudu theologJ^ As a rule, they are followers
of Vishnu in one or other of his incarnations,
and they are all agreed in the veneration of

lx)th Krishna and Rama ; but some sections pay
more reverence to one, and some prefer the otlier.

In the Panjab this divergence is represented by the
Raman.andi and Nimanandi sections, the former

specially addicted to the worship of Rama, the
latter to that of Krishna. Each has different
sectarian marks, and each visits the sacred places,
and studies the literature, connected with the
deities which are special objects of their venera-
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tion. In the Central Provinces the old rule that
admission to the Order was gained only by a rite
of initiation is now generally neglected, and many
are married and have families. Thus the Order
is gradually tending to become a caste (Russell,
Census Report, 1901, i. 162). In the United Pro-
vinces there are four sections, of whicl) the two
most important are the Ramanuja or Sri Vaish-

nava, and the Nimavat or Nimbarak. The former,
the most ancient and respectable of the reformed
Vaishnava communities, is based on the teaching
of Ramanuja, and its special tenet is tliat Vishnu,
the one Supreme God, thougli invisible as a cause,
is visible as ellect in a secondary form in material
creation. They refuse to follow the examjde of
other Mathura sectaries in worshipping Radha,
the spouse of Krishna, whom they either com-

pletely ignore or regard as merely the mistress of

the deity. This branch is also divided into the

Tengalai or Southerners, and the Vadagalai or

Northerners, who difler in some points of doctrine,
which, however, they consider to be of less im-

portance than the manner in which the frontal

sectarian mark is to be made. Of the other sect,
the Nimbarak, the doctrines, so far as they ai'e

known, are of a very enlightened character. As
Growse (Mathura, 181 f.) writes :

'Thus their doctrine of salvation by faith is thought by many
scholars to have been directly derived from the Gospel ; while
another article in their creed, which is less known, but is

equally striking in its divergence from ordinary Hindu senti-

ment, is the continuance of conscious individual existence in a
future world, when the highest reward of the good will be, not
extinction, but the enjoyment of the visible presence of the

divinity whom they have served on earth ; a state, therefore,
absolutely identical with heaven, as our theologists define it.

The one infinite and invisible God, who is the only real exist-

ence, is, they affirm, the only proper object of man's devout

contemplation. But, as the incomprehensible is utterly beyond
the reach of human faculties. He is partially manifested for our
behoof in the book of Creation, in which natural objects are the
letters of the universal alphabet, and express the sentiments
of the Divine Author. A printed page, however, conveys no
meaning to any one but a scholar, and is liable to be misunder-
stood even by him ; so, too, with the book of the world. Thus
it matters little whether Radha and Krishna were ever real

personages ; the mjsteries of Divine love which they symbolize
remain though the symbols disappear.'

Though the Bairagi, a follower of the mild-
natured Vishnu, does not as a rule practise the
austerities characteristic of Saiva ascetics, like the

Yogi or Paramahaiiisa, we find him occasionally
lying on the nailed couch, the Sarasayya, or '

arrowy
bed '

of Bhishma, as described in the Mahabharata
(Bhlshma parva , 119ff.,tr. M. N. Dutt, vi. 2U8 tt".,

tr. Kisari Mohan Ganguli, iv. 444). Monier
Williams (op. cit. 560 f.) describes an ascetic of

this kind whom he met at the Lake Pushkar.
But even he, with the catholic feeling of Hinduism,
included in his worship not only the Salagrama,
or ammonite of Vishnu, but tlie Bana-linga, or
white stone of Siva, and the red stone of Ganesa.

LiTER.\TURB.—Growse, Mathura, a District Memoir s, 1883,
179 f. ; Jogendranath Bhattacharya, Uindu Castes ayid Sects,
443 ff.; Crooke, Tribes and Castes of the North-Western Pro-
vinces and Oitdh, 1896, i. 112 ; Panjab Census Report, 1891,
i. 12-J ; Bombay Gazetteer, viii. 155 ; Nagam Aiya, Travancore
State Manual, ii. 292 f. W. CROOKE.

BAITARANI.—A river of North India in the

Keonjhar State of Orissa, which, after joining the
Brail mani, flows, under tlie name of Dliamra, into

the Bay of Bengal. Tiie name represents Skr.

Vaitaranl (vi-tarana, in the sense of 'crossing' or

'giving'), liberality to Brahmans being supposed
to assist the soul in crossing this, the Hindu Styx
or River of Death. The term Vaitaranl is also

applied to one of the many Hindu hells, which,

according to the Vishnu Puiana (tr. Wilson, 209),

is reserved for tlie man who destroj-s a beehive

or pillages a hamlet. An important part of the

Hindu death-rites is devoted to assisting the soul

to cross this terrible river, the current of w hich is

supposed to run with great impetuosity, hot, fetid
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in odour, and filled with blood, hair, and all

manner of foulness. After the lustration, done at

an early period of the mourning, it is customary
to present the funeral priest with a vessel full of

black sesamum (tila), and a cow to whose tail the

ghost may cling in crossing the hated waters—a

belief, as Ward {Hindoos^, ii. 62) suggests, based

upon the common habit of cowherds in Bengal,
Avho cross rivers in this way. He doubts whetlier

the Hindus ever imagined the existence of a
Charon to escort the dead over the stream. But

Kisley {Tribes and Castes of Bengal, i. 359) says
that the Jugis place with the dead four cowries

Avith which ' the spirit pays the Cluiran (see Bhat)
Avho ferries it across the Vaitarani.' This is an

example of the world-wide belief that the depart-

ing soul on its way to the land of the dead must
cross a river, which is sometimes spanned bj- a

bridge {Tylor, Primitive Culture ^, ii. 94, Researches
into the Earhj History of ManJcind, 34911'.). The
legend of the Juangs, that remarkable tribe which
down to quite recent times, and perhaps still in some

places, wears only aprons of leaves, tells that when
the river-goddess, Baitarani, emerged for the first

time from a rock, she ' came suddenly on a rollick-

ing party of Juangs dancing naked, and, ordering
them to adopt leaves on the moment as a covering,
laid on them the curse that they must adhere to

that costume for ever or die
'

(Dalton, Descriptive

Ethnology of Bengal, 156).

Literature.—To the literature mentioned throughout the

art. add Imperial Gazetteer, new ed., 1908, vi. 218 f.

W. Crooke.
BALI.—The term bali, a Kanarese word corre-

sponding to bari in Tamil and bedagu in Telugu,
means an exogamous totemistic section, that is to

say, a section of a caste or tribe worshipping a
totem and strictly prohibiting marriage between
those who have the same totem. The term is

derived from an old Kanarese word meaning (1)

way, road, (2) place, spot, (3) vicinity, nearness,

company, (4) way, order, (5) race or lineage.* It

also means the navel. It is in use among the

cultivating, fishing, and forest tribes and castes

of the Kanarese tracts of the Bombay and Madras
Presidencies, and of the Mysore State. A bali is

thus the name of an exogamous section. It may
be named after some well-known animal, fish,

bird, tree, fruit, or flower. The following are
common names of balls in the districts referred to :

tlie elephant, elk, spotted deer, hog deer, mouse
deer, wolf, pig, monkey, goat, porcupine, tortoise,

scorpion, the ndgchampa {mesua ferrea), turmeric,
the screw pine (pandanus odoratissirmis), the
honne tree (pterocarpus marsupium), the neral

(eugeniajambolana), the soapnut (acacia concinna),
and many other local trees and shrubs.

It is noteAvorthy that the section named after
one of these hcdis not only Avorshijis the animal or

object after Avhicli it is named, but obej's strict

rules framed to protect the animal or object from

injury. Thus, a member of the elephant section

may not Avear ornaments of ivoi-y, a Avoman of the

ndgchampa section must never Avear the floAvers

of the mesua ferrea, and turmeric must not be
used in the marriage ceremonies of the turmeric

section, though commonly applied to the bride
and bridegroom in the Aveddings of many Indian
castes. The mouse deer section Avill not kill tlie

mouse deer, and the scrcAv pine section Avill not
cut the brandies, pluck the leaA'es, or even sit in

the shade of the screw pine. The bali, or totem,
of these primitive people, or an image of the same
in stone or Avood, is usually to be found installed

in a rude temple near the village site. Ordinarily
the temple is a mere thatched shed of mud Avails,

surrounded by a small mud-Avall enclosure. Here
*
Kittel, Kanarese Dictionary, s.v.

Avill be found the image of an elk, or a branch of

the tree representing the object from Avhich the
bali takes its name. To this coco-nuts and other
suitable ollerings are constantly brought, Avith the

object of securing its favours and jjrotection. At
certain seasons the members of the section assemble
from the surrounding villages, and make special

ott'erings under the guidance of the caste priest.
Contact Avith more advanced castes and tribes,
Avho are organized by family stocks, or kuls, is

tending rapidly to supplant the balis of the Kanarese

country, Avhich are forgotten or ignored as some-

thing to be ashamed of, by a system of family
stocks named after an ancestor. It is not easy to

induce these primitive people to describe tlieir

balis in reply to inquiries. The ollspring of

parents Avho, under the system above described,
must be members of different balis, is sometimes
allotted to the bali of the father, in other cases,

of the mother. The practice varies Avith different

tribes. It is probable that the earliest practice
Avas to trace the bali through the mother, and
that this system is gradually being supplanted by
the Aryan custom of tracing descent through the

father.

The bali, or totem, organization is a primitive

system of Avhich traces are to be found in India in

many castes that stand high in the social scale.

A remarkable instance of this is the Marathas
and the allied castes of undoubted Maratha origin,
Avhich have crystallized into separate castes, such

as Avasherman, carpenter, blacksmith, or grain

parcher, owing to the influence of occupation.

Among these, in varying degree, is to be found
a system of devaks, or marriage guardians, closely

resembling the balis of the Kanarese country,

though the devak, by the progress of events, has

in many cases ceased to regulate marriage, and no

longer forms a bar to the union of tAvo Avorshippers
of one devak. The devak is usually some common
tree such as the bel {a:gle marmelos), fig (feus

religiosa), banyan, or the sanii (prosoj^is spicigera).
In its commonest form it is the leaves of five trees,

of Avhich one, as the original devak of the section,

is held specially sacred. It is AA-orshipped chiefly

at the time of marriage, Avhich suggests its foiiner

close connexion Avith marriages. It is also Avor-

shipped at the time of entering a new house. The
installation of the devak is still an important part
of the marriage ceremony in many castes in the
Maratha country.
The existence of the bali in Southern India as

an obsolescent system of totem-Avorship, and the

survival of traces of a similar system farther north,
seem to point to a time previous to the Aryan
penetration into the central portion of the Indian

continent, Avhen a Avide-spread system of totemism

prevailed among the Dravidian population.
Literature.—See literature under Totemism.

R. E. Enthoven.
BALLABHPUR (Skr. Vallabhapura, 'city of

the beloved').—A suburb of Serampore in the

Hooghly District of Bengal (lat. 22^ 45' 26
"

N. ; long.
88^ 23' 10" E.), famous for the ceremonies performed
in honour of Vishnu in the form of Jagannatha,
'Lord of the World.' Ward (Hindoos, ii. 164 If.)

describes the rites of the Snana-yatra, or cere-

monial bathing of the god, and the Katha-yatra,
or car procession. In the first, held in the month

Jyeshtlia (May-June), Brahmans, in the midst of

an immense concourse of spectators, bathe the god
by pourinw Avater on his head, Avhile incantations

are recited. The Avorshippers prostrate themselves
before the image, and de^)art after being assured

by the priests that they shall not be subject to

re-birth, but be admitted to heaven after the death

of the body. About seventeen days after this rite

the Katha-yatra is performed. The idol, after
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being worshipped, is placed in an enormous car.

Jajiannatha (see Jaganxatii) is here accompanied

byliis brother, Balarama, ami his sister, Subhadra.

This triad of deities is believed to be an adai)tation
of tiie Triratna of the Ibiddhists, or of tlie Trisula, or

trident. The former, the Three Jewels, sj'mbolizes

BucUUia, Dharma, or Law, and Sahulia, or the Con-

gregation. It is, however, doulttfnl whether tliis

symbolism is found in India (Waddell, Buddhism of
Tibet, 346). The modern triple image is probably
<Iue to a modilication of the familiar Trisula, or

trident symbol (D'Alviella, Migration of Symbols,
254(1".). As these idols are moved, an attendant

fans them with a tail of the holy Tibetan cow.

The object of the procession is that the trijde deity
should vi.sit the temple of the god Radhavallabha,
•lover of Kadha,' one of the forms of the erotic

cult of Krishna. The visit lasts eight days, and
the gods then return to their own temjile. The
rite is said to commemorate the si)orts of Krishna
with the Gopis, or milkmaids. It really marks the
association of Jagannath, a survival of Buddhism,
with the cultus of Krishna and its adoption by
Vaishnavism. The pilgrimage, the Kath-yatra,
everything in tact connectetl with the wor.^hip of

Jagannath, as P'ergusson says [Hist, of Indian and
Eastern Architecture, 429), 'is redolent of Buddh-
ism, but of Buddhism so degraded as hardly to be

recognizable by those who know that faith only in

its older and purer form.' The idol car is found still

in the Buddhism of Tibet (Waddell, op. cit. 313).

Literature.—The most important references have been given
in the article. W. CROOKE.

BALUCHISTAN. —The country of Balu-

chistan, in tiie widest sense of the word, comprises
all the territory occupied by the Balucli and
Brfdiui races and some minor tribes subordinate to

or mixed up with them, and must be understood
as inchiding not only the Baluchistan Agency
under the Government of India (that is, the Khanat
of Kalat, ilakran, and Las Bela), but also the
southern part of the I'rovince of British Balu-

chistan, parts of the Districts of Dera Gliazi

Khan in the Panjab, Jacobabad in Sind, and the
Province of Persian Baluchistan.

Tiie two main races, the Baluch and Braliul,

although diflfering from one another in origin,

appearance, and language, are yet bound together
as members of one social organization. The trihes

of both races live in close contact, and their re-

ligious beliefs and practices cannot easily be dis-

criminated. The Tiniversal religion among them
is Mnhammadanism. The few Hindu traders
found scattered through the country are either
them.selves immigrants from India or the descend-
ants of recent settlers. The Baluehes and Brahuis
all profess to be Sunnis, or followers of the
orthodox creed ; but in practice thej^ show gieat
laxity, and follow many customs rather resembling
those of the Shl'ahs and others, which no doubt
go back to the days of paganism. They show the

greatest respect to 'Ali, I^Iasan and Husain, and
observe the full ten da^-s of the Muharram fast,
like the Shi'ahs, and not only the last daj'^, as

among the strict Sunnis. The observance of the
five times of prayer prescribed for all Musalnuins
has till lately not been at all prevalent among the
hill-tribes. It was considered sufficient for the
chief of a tribe to say prayers for the whole
body of tribesmen.

Tlie Baluehes all Avear their hair long, and
cut neither hair nor beard, except to clip the ends
of their moustache in the Sunni fashion, to show
that they are not Shi'ahs. Many of their more
civilized or orthodox neighbours say that Baluch
orthodoxy consists of little else, and indeed deny
them the possession of any religion except one of

a negative kind. They are fond of repeating a
Persian verse to the eflect that a Baluch earns
heaven for seven generations of his ancestors by
committing robbery and murder. This is unjust ;

for although the trihesmen are addicted to raiding
and the l)loo(l-feud, yet many of them have a keen
sense of right and wrong, and their defects are
those common to all races in the same stage of
civilization. Their laxity has its good side, for it

is accompanied by a tolerant spirit and an absence
of the fanaticism so prevalent among their Afghan
neiglibours. As Sir I). Ibbetson has well observed
of the Baluch, if

' he has less of God in his creed
he has less of the devil in his nature.' * His faith-
fulness to his code of honour, and the respect
shown to women and children (who are never
injured in Baluch raids), are points in his favour
which should not be forgotten. There are few
Mullahs and Sayyids among the Baluehes, nor have
they great influence ; on the other hand, great
respect is shown to the shrines of saints, as will be
described below. Mosques are not common, and,
where found, often consist only of a pattern of
stones roughly marked out on the hillside, sufficient

to indicate the qibla, or direction of Mecca.
The conversion of the Baluehes and Brahuis to the

Muhammadan faith had taken place before their
settlement in the country now known as Balu-

chistan, and may Vje assigned to the period follow-

ing the first Arab conquest of south-east Persia.
The Baluehes occupied the mountains and deserts
of Kirman, and were associated with another race
known to the Arabs as Qufs and to the Persians
as Koch, who may possibly be identical with the
Brahuis

; but the origin of this race is obscure. In

any case, there is no historical information regard-
ing their presence in Baluchistan until after the
Baluch settlement there. The conversion of these
races is ascribed by the historian Istakhri, who
wrote in the 10th cent., to the period of the Abbasid
Kiiallfs. Yiiqut, on the authority of er-Kohini,
speaks of the (^ufs as savages without religion of

any sort ; but er-Kohini added that they did show
some respect for 'Ali out of imitation of their

neighbours. The hatred of a Sunni writer for
Shi'ahs is clearlj' perceptible here, and his lan-

guage is veiy like that used to-day regarding the
Balucli and Brahui mountaineers.
The settlement of the Baluehes in the country

the}' now occupy took place during a perioil ex-

tending from tlie 13th to the 16th century. They
gradually spread over Makran, and in the begin-
ning of the 16th cent, a great migration took place
in the Indus valley, the Brahuis taking the i)lace
of the Baluehes on the plateau of Kalat. The
invasion of India was led by Mir C'lulkur and his
son Shahzad. It is probable that the Shi'ah sect
was still 5)revalent among the Baluehes, for Ferishta
relates that Shahzad was the first person to bring
the Shi'ah creed into vogue at Multan. Baluch
legend represents Shahzad as of mjsLerious orig'in.
A shadow (that of 'Ali) fell upon his mother while
she was bathing, during Mir Chakur's absence at
the siege of Delhi with the emperor Huniayun.
She conceived and gave birth to a son shortly
before her husband's return. Wiien he returned,
the child, who was then three months old, addressed
him and told him to fear nothing, as he had been

begotten by the influence of tlie saint. A mystical
poem, half in Baluchi and half in corrupt Persian,
which is attributed to Shahzad has been verbally
handed down to the present day. The following
extract will give an idea of its nature :

'
I i,'aze upon tlie brightness of the King ;

he created the

golden throne of Heaven ;
his speech was sweet and heart-

entrancing ; he was like unto the I>ord of Light. Day and

night he created, day and night are of small account to him.

* D. Ibbetson, OtUlines of Panjab Ethnography, 1883.
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The dry earth he created, and the smoke that went upwards.
There was neither sky nor flrmanent : there was neither exist-

ence nor speech ; there was neither Grandmother Eve nor
Grandfather Adam. There was no Ibrahim the Friend of God,
nor was there the ark of Noah, nor Isa the Spirit of God, nor
the throne of Sulaiman. He himself was " He is," Hamid 'Ali.'

After this period the Baluches seem gradually to
have adopted the Sunni faith, in name at least,

although the change has made little practical
difference.

'Ali figures largely in Baluch legend, and in some of the stories
about him it is impossible not to suspect a Buddhist origin. Such
is the legend of the hawk and the pigeon. A pigeon was struck
down by a hawk at

'

Ah's feet and appealed to him for protection.
The hawk, on the other hand, represented that he had left his

young ones starving, and could find no other food for them but
the pigeon. 'Ali in order to satisfy the hawk cut off a piece of
his own flesh. Whereupon both the pigeon and hawk revealed
themselves as angels sent bj' God to try him.
On another occasion 'Ali had himself sold as a slave in order

to pay the marriage portion of the daughter of a petitioner.

Again he is said to have given a whole caravan of money to a
bhnd beggar by the roadside, who afterwards developed into
the celebrated saint Sakhi Sarwar, whose shrine at Nigaha, near
Dera Ghazi Khan, is one of the chief places of pilgrimage, not
only for Baluches but equally for Hindus and Musalmans from
all parts of the Panjab.
The shrines of saints, or ^jJrs, are centres of

worship and pilgrimage throughout the country,
and form the most important feature in the actual

religion of the people. In many cases there can
be no doubt that these shrines have been in exist-

ence from times preceding the introduction of

Islam, and that most of them were found already
established by the Baluches and Brahuis Avhen

they settled in the country. Some are of great
importance, and attract visitors from far and wide,
while others are known only locally. Pieces of

cloth, bells, horns, fossils, and other objects are
left at the shrines by pilgrims in fulfilment of their
vows.* Among the most frequented shrines are
those of Sakhi Sarwar (already mentioned) ;

Sulaiman Shah of Taunsa Sharif, a modem ortho-
dox jNIuhammadan shrine ; Hazrat Ghaus on ]Mt.

Chihl-tan, or Forty Saints, so called from the
saints forty children who were exposed on the
mountain ; f Pir Sohri at Sohri Kushtagh in
the Bughti country, a truly Baluch shrine ; t
Chetan Shah near Kalat ; Pir

'Umar near Khozdar,
where the ordeal by water is applied ; Sultan Shah
in Zehri, visited by sufierers from fever ; § and
Jive Lai (otherwise called Lai Shahbaz) at Sehwan
in Sind.y
A strict adhesion to the tribal code of honour is

regarded by all Baluches as of supreme importance,
and this code has greater influence than the
tenets of their nominal religion. Liberality to all

petitioners and hospitality to all comers stand
tirst, and all people are judged by this standard,
which plays a large part in the legends of the
saints. The legendary hero most admired is

Nodhbandagh, who gave away all his possessions ;

and his verses in praise of giving are often

quoted :

' Whatsoever comes to me from the Creator, a hundred
treasures without blemish, I will seize with mj' right hand, I

will cut with my knife, I will deal out with my heart, I will let

nothing be kept back.'

Next conies the duty of supporting and protect-
ing refugees, and refusing to surrender them to
their enemies or to the law. The maintenance of

familj' honour by the punishment of infidelity in
wives is considered also of the greatest importance,
and death is the penalty both for the woman and
for her paramour, although in modern times under
British influence compensation is accepted. This
is fixed in money, but in practice the debt is

generally discharged by the marriage or betrothal
of a woman belonging to the family of the

* See ' Balochi Folklore,' in Folklore, 1902, pp. 259-263.

t Masson, Travels, ii. pp. 8:J-85 ; Folklore, 1893, p. 295.

J Hetii-Bam, Biluchi-ndma, tr. by Douie, Calcutta, 1885,
p. 77.

5 Baluchiglan Census Report, p. 40.

i Burton, Sind Revisited, 1877, ch. xxv.

aggressor to a man of the family of the injured
husband. These are the principal articles of the
tribal code, and in addition to these customs there
are others of a superstitious nature. Signs and
omens are observed, and augurj' is carried out

by examining the blood-vessels on the surface of

the shoulder-blade of a newly killed sheep. To
see a shrike on the left hand when starting on a

journey is an inauspicious omen, and is sufficient

to make a whole band of horsemen turn back.
The flesh of swine is, of course, forbidden, as to all

Musalmans, but the Baluches add certain national
or tribal prohibitions. Fish is universally avoided

by them, the reason assigned being that they cannot
be killed in the orthodox fashion by cutting the
throat ; and eggs also are often considered carrion

or unclean. The Sardar Khels among the Rinds of

Kachhi will not eat camels' flesh, and the Lashari
clan of the same tract avoid the dlro or lauhsh,
a small milky-juiced plant much eaten by the hill-

men generally. It is possible that some of these

prohibitions have a totemistic origin. A few tribal

or clan names are derived from the names of plants
or animals—which gives some countenance to this

idea. There is, however, no instance of an actual
survival of totemistic practice among either

Baluches or Brahiiis. The wearing of the hair
and beard long is a national custom almost possess-

ing the force of a religious precept, as among the
Sikhs. It is considered most disgraceful for a
Baluch to cut either hair or beard, although the
moustache is trimmed in the Sunni fashion.

The ordeal by fire and water is still occasionally
met with. A case of the ordeal by fire occurred

among the Bozdars in the present writer's own
experience in 18S9,* and Mr. Hughes-BuHer de-

scribes a slightly differing form, as also the ordeal

by water.
There are certain tribes or sections of tribes

which have special Levitical functions, and whose
members are believed to have the power of curing
the sick by breathing on them. Such are the
Nothani clan among the Bughtis, the Kaliiri tribe,

and the Kalmati tribe. The last named are prob-

ably not Baluch by origin, although now assimi-

lated. There seems to be a probability that they
are the descendants of the Karmati or Karmathian
heretics who were expelled from Multan by
Mahmtid of Ghazni at the commencement of the
11th century.
The only heretical sect which now has any

influence in Baluchistan is that known as the

Zikri, which is powerful in Makran and Las Bela.

Its members appear not to be Baluches but Jats
and other tribes of Indian or indigenous origin, and
some Brahiiis, especially the Bizanjo tribe. The
Zikris believe that their founder. Dost Muhammad,
was the twelfth Mahdi, and his abode, Koh-i-Murad,
near Turbat, takes the place of Mecca as the object
of their pilgrimages. Their Mullahs have great

power, t
The Baluches are much given to poetry, both

ancient and modem ; and, in addition to their

ballads of war and love, poems on religious sub-

jects are by no means uncommon. To illustrate

their feelings and ideas on these subjects, we append
translations of some extracts from religious poems
taken down from verbal recitation among the

Baluches, in the case of the first poem from the
author himself :

I. By Brahim Shambdni :

'
1 remember 'Ali the King, who has poured a torrent into my

heart, and the pure Prophet who sits upon his throne to do
judgment and justice.
'The true God is merciful, with him is neither g^eed nor

avarice ;
nor is he father of any fair son ; nor is there mother

• See JRASBo, 1890.

t A full account of this sect is given by Mr. Hughes-Buller in

the Baluchistan Census Report, 1902.
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or Bister with liiin. I cannot tell who has bet'olten him, nor

can I fathom his mi^ht. Five an<^els stand close to him in his

service to do his biddmg-. The first is Wahi (Jibra'D or Gabriel),

then 'Azra'il, the third is Khwaja Khidr (instead of Mika'il or

Michael), and the fourth is the trumpet-blower (Israfil), who
sends forth the winds that blow upon the earth. Lastly, there

is Shaitiin, who rebelled on account of the creation of mankind.
He sits alone, and adds up the full reckoning of every man,

and then he gives his command to 'Azra'il to take his breath at

once. He looks not at good or evil, he heeds not prayer or

supplication, he carries away sons from parents, nor does he

take their money or sheep or jfoats with them. He carries

a man away by the hair
; there is no pity in his stony heart,

and he is no man's enemy.
The poet Brahim has "spoken. Listen to my words, to the

stor3' of Go<l. I have heard with my ears that there was no
heaven and earth, neither Mother Eve nor Adam. In a moment
he made the firmament ; by his mi^'ht he made the water ; from
the foam he created the dry land ; he spread forth the mountains
and trees and placed them on the earth, and the smoke he
made to go upwards. He buUt up the seven heavens, and the
Garden of Paradise, and hell.

And these are the tokens of heaven. A tree st-ands by the

gate to shade the city. The fruit of the garden ripens at all

seasons ; by his might there are figs and olives, grapes, pome-
granates, and mangoes, and the scent of musk and attar. There
the Peris may not enter. There is the place of the great assembly
where he himself sits with the martyrs, the king Kasim sits by
him, and royal Husain with his followers. Beds and couches
are spread, huris are their attendants standing in their service.

There dwell the men of Paradise and eat of the fruit of the

garden.
Listen, oh young men ! I have seen the greatness of God, of

the Lord the breaker-down of strongholds. I have seen, and
am terrified, how hundreds of thousands are born, and if he
does not give them breath their bodies are dust and their souls

go to meet their fate. Some are lords of the land, some are

poor and hungry. I am not a great man, I fear how I shall

speak, I ask of the Mullahs. . . .

Save me from Doomsday, from the fiery flames of hell ; make
my passage over Sirat like the crossing of a bridge. May I pass
over at once by the order of God the Creator, and enter mto
Paradise !

'

3. By Lashkardn Sttmeldni:
'. . . No one is free from sin. I am in dread of thy wrath.

When Munkar and Nakir examine nie, and the clouds come
rolling up, and the turbaned heads are laid low, with both
hands they heave up a weighty fiery club. God preserve my
body in the heat of that fiery wrath ! Having gone through
that narrow pass, clouds again gather beyond. Have mercy at
that time ! . . .

N\'hen the earth heats like copper, the son will not love his

father, brother will be separated from brother, the babe torn
from the mother. EUich nmst bear his burden on his own head,
each pour forth his own sweat. Eve and Adam are departed,
they have gathered what their hands sowed. . . . Have mercy
through the Prophet's intercession ; let me pass over Sirat
behind him. Those who are misers, cowards, and usurers lose

their souls in their accounts, the Kariins (Corahs) are the
world's carrion

; the cowardly wretches groan in their grief ;

they are cut off from the scent of Paradise. Their eyes are
fixed on the sun so that their heads boil in hell. My brethren
and friends, hear the words of a Rind. This is the song of the

hospitable. Their sins are forgotten, they sit on an equality
with martjTS and pluck the fruit of the Tuba-tree by the golden
dwellings of Paradise and the noble fountains of Kaunsar.'

3. Annther by the same author:
'

Mighty is the Lord without companion ; by his power he
created the world. Gofl is King, Muhammad his minister, 'Ali

the helper and attendant of the Imamat. There are four

angels at the holy gate ; one (Jittrd'il) is the ambassador to the

prophet, the second (Mika'il) rides upon the storm-clouds, the
third ( Azra'il) wanders about at deaths, the fourth {Israfil) has
the trumpet in his mouth, his loins girt up, his eyes on his
Lord : the north wind blows from his mouth, and when the Lord
gives the order he sweeps all things away.
The pure spirit looks upon his creation ; one half he colours

like a skilful craftsman, the other half is left plain, with a life

of distress. My soul ! Do not possess your heart in grief, the
place of all is one, in the dust and clay. The prophet is

responsible for all creation, men of the faith carry their own
provisions for the journey, the five times of prayer and fasting
for their sins. Debts are due to God by his slaves, for all are
mad and out of their minds ; the Almighty will demand his
debts, and our hope of paying is in our Surety. With my hands
I cling to thy skirt, my eyes are open, my trust is in thee.
When he attacks the infidels and beats the gong of the faith

against the ranks of the heathen, men and horses fall in the
midst as a tree sheds its leaves. The King breaks the rear of
the infidels and they flee at the sight of the Lord Jesus. Then
by God's mercy the clouds come, rain pours down with a rain-
bow, and the earth becomes cool. The prophet will return and
proclaim his mes.sage to the four quarters, the gardens will
bloom for those firm in the faith.'

4. A Story of Moses the prophet and Sultan Zumzum :
' Moses the prince was given to wandering, and one day while

out hunting he saw a skull lying in a desert place. Seven times
did he address the skull, and at the eighth it spoke to him and
said :

"I was a king, my name was Sultan Zumzum. I was a king,
but I was blind in my rule, a tyrant, and harsh to the poor. I

had wealth bej'ond that of K.arun. Vour herd of camels is

three thousand all told (i.e. including females and young), but
I had three thousand strong male camels of burden, and three
thousand youths rode with me, all with golden rings in their
ears. As many as your friends are, so many drank of my cup,
and when they raced their steeds they spread mattresses on the
ground lest the dust which arose from the hard hoofs of the
chestnuts should settle on the turban of Zumzum.
One day I took the fancy to go a-hunting ; I saw a wild goat

in the wilderness and spurred after it, but it disappeared into
the air, and I thereupon fell sick of a fever. I became insensible,
delirium seized me, and my tongue wandered. Men came to

pive medicine to Zumzum, but with the Angel of Death medicine
IS worthless. One hundred and thirty remedies were in my red
pouch, but when he swoops down he comes on a man suddenly.
With a thousand insults he dragged out my breath ; they carried
out my body to bury it, and when they had buried it,'and the
funeral procession turned back, I was brought to the Lords of
the Club (Munkar and Nakir), who raised their clubs and struck
me in the face, and made my body earth and ashes and fine
dust. Ants and snakes feed under my ears, and black wasps
make their nests in the hollow of my nostrils. My shrunken
eyes are filled with earth and dry sand, and my dried-up teeth
are like shrunken betel-nut. . . .

For a while I stayed in that place, and there I saw women
with their locks all matted, women w ho had killed their little

children
; they were ground under rocky millstones, and their

loud lamentations came over the blue water.
For a while I stayed in that place, and there I saw men with

their faces and beards all withered up. These are those men
who followed unlawful lusts, and cast their eyes on their fathers'
and brothers' wives, and trod their brethren under foot.

Pass on now, and tell all the youths who follow after to stay
their passions, and to give freely to all who come, without dis-

simulation. Leave me now and do good to the poor."
'

LmcRATniE.—Little information is to be found in the worlcs of

most travellers in Baluchistan, with the exception of Pottinger
(IS].')) and Masson (1844). Some information may be obtained
from Burton's Sind Reiyigited (1877), and from Douie's trans-
lation of Hetu-Ram's Biluchi-numa (Calcutta, 18»5). The
chapter on Religions by Hughes-Buller in the Baluchixtan
Census Report, 1902, is most valuable. The present writer's

monograph,
' The Baluch Race '

(llO[ial Asintic Society, 1904) and
an article on ' Balochi Folklore

'

(Folklore, 1902) may also be
referred to. M. LONGWORTH DaMES.

BAMBINO.— ' Bambino '

is the Italian word
for a male infant, especially applied to artistic

representation.s of the Infant Ciirist, but particu-
larly to certain images or doll-like figures exhibited
in churches about the time of the Christmas and
Epiphany festivals.

I. Early representations of the Christ Child.—
Christian art only by degrees ventured to depict
the Saviour. Yet as early as the 2nd cent, a fresco
in the catacomb of S. Priscilla at Rome has for its

subject tiie Virgin (represented as a woman of

classical type) holding on her knee the Ciiild,

naked, his hand on her breast, his face turned
round towards the spectator, as in the best artistic

types of much later times. To the left stands a
male figure, the prophet Isaiah, pointing to a star

(Michel, m.itoirede t'Art, Paris, 1906, i. 134 ; Liell,
Die Darstellungen der allcrseligsten Jungfrau und
GottesgebcireHn Maria, Freiburg, 1887, 316). A
similar fresco with the same figures is found in the
catacomb of Domitilia, and dates from the 3rd

century. The Virgin and Child is the .subject of

several other frescoes on the walls of the catacombs,
and doubtless many more have perislied. In cer-

tain cases the adoration of the Magi before the
Cliild is represented, the Magi being two (catacomb
of SS. Peter and Marceliin, 3rd cent.), three, or
four (catacomb of Domitilia) in number. Here the
infant is naked, in swaddling-clothes, or clad in a
tunic and seated on his mother's knee (Michel,
i. 34 ; Leclercq, Mamicl d'Archiol. chretienne,

Paris, 1907, i. 194). The prototype of all the.se

Magi representations occurs in the catacomb of

Priscilla, where the Child is in swaddling-clothes
(Liell, 225). From the time of Constantine on-

wards, if not before, the scenes of the Infancy
were depicted in fresco on the walls of churches—
the Nativity, the crib with the Child, the ox and
a.«s looking on, the shepherds, the adoration of the

Magi, etc. (S. John Damascene, Eput. ad Theo-

philum, c. 3 ; Michel, i. 171 ; Leclercq, ii. 186). To
the period after the peace of the Church belongs a
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new method of representing these scenes of the

Infancy, viz. in mosaic, an art already in use in

the catacombs. An early example is found in tlie

decorations of S. Maria Maggiore in the 5th cent,

by Sixtus III., where among other subjects is that
of the Adoration, the Magi presenting gifts to the

Child, who is seated on a throne and makes a

gesture of benediction (Michel, i. 49). The arts of

bas-relief and sculpture also depicted the scenes of

the Infancy. The earliest known examples of these
are found on sarcophagi from the catacombs, which
give the first representation of the crib. The Child
lies in a basket crib ; the ox and ass, Joseph and
the Virgin, the Magi, and the shepherds are also

represented. To the year A.D. 343 belongs the
first example which has been preserved (Michel,
i. 66 ; Leclercq, ii. 317). Similar scenes were
represented in statuesque decorations of churches.

Figures of the Maj^i seeking and adoring the Infant
Christ seated on his mother's knee were sculptured
on the ambon of a cliurch at Salonica, dating from
the 5th cent. (Michel, i. 261); while a fragment of

a statue of the Virgin and Child, probably from
another 4th cent, church, exists in a museum
at Constantinople (Ileinach, Catalogue du musie

d'antiquites, Constantinople, 1882, 62). The Virgin
and Child are also represented on early gems, one
in the Cabinet de France being dated before A.D.
340 (Babelon, Guide Illustre, Paris, 1900, 14006),
and on a variety of works in metal, glass, etc. The
themes of the Nativity, and the Madonna and
Child, were favourite subjects for art treatment in

every department, but especially in painting, which
down to the present time has produced innumeraljle

examples, some attaining the highest degree of

artistic skill, of the ISIother and her Divine Child.

It has sometimes been claimed that the representations of the
Madonna and Child are founded on those of the Eg-\-ptian Isis

suckling Horus (cf. Budge, ii. 220-221). But whatever the
stories of the Apocryphal Gospels and the later cult of the
Virgin may owe to the myth and cult of Isis, the earliest

examples in which the Madonna and Child are represented are

purely classical in form, and there is no reason to doubt their

originality. Certain Coptic representations may continue the
pagan Eg\-ptian types, since there is a close resemblance between
the two ; whUe later Byzantine images or paintings probably
borrow certain accessories from pagan sources, perhaps through
Gnostic influences, especiall3' after the cult of the Virgin de-

veloped. But the simplicity of the composition—a mother suck-
ling or holding her child, would tend to make all representations,
whether pagan (a goddess and child) or Christian (the Madonna
and the Infant Christ), similar in character and type ; and there
is no reason to suppose that the early Christian artists had to
borrow the viotif from existing pagan models. Thus certain
Buddhist examples closely resemble the Christian representa-
tions, while an Egyptian stele, which almost cei-tainly depicts Isis
and Horus and a worshijiper, had been adapted to Christian uses,
and has frequently been regarded as depicting the Virgin and
Child (Leclercq, ii. 325). The same motif is found in Grsco-
Roman, Assyro-Babylonian, and Hindu religious art. Tlie council
of Ephesus (A.D. 431) defined the manner in which the Virgin and
Child were to be represented.

2. Liturgical drama.—The Bambino as an image
is connected with tiie liturgical and symbolic
elements of the Christmas festival. The dramatic
aspect of Christian beliefs, culminating in the
Mystery-plays, was already present in germ both
in liturgy and ceremonial. First, the custom of

antiphonal singing and the use of antiplions sug-
gested dialogue, while the symbolical actions in
various parts of the service suggested dramatic
action. But more particularly the tropes sung at
festivals in the form of dialogue were a point of

departure for the .Mystery-play. Thus a 9th cent.
MS at S. Gall already has a dialogued trope for
Easter (Gautier, Hist, dela poisie HtHigique,Vax\?;
1887, i. 216). This seems to have given rise to others
of the same character for Christmas. One of these
is found in an 11th cent. MS, in which two cantorcs

represent the shepherds, and are addressed by two
deacons in the words :

' Quem qua^ritLs in pra^sepe,
pastore.-s, dicite ?

'

They answer :
' Salvatorem

Christum Dominum, infantem pannis involutum,

secundum sermonem angelicum.' To this the
deacons reply:

' Adest hie pan'ulus cum Maria,'
etc. (Gautier, 215). These tropes at first had their

place before mas.s, but were sometimes separated
from it. In the 10th cent, the Easter tropes are
connected Avith the mimetic action and exhibition
of the empty sepulchre, which probably had a

separate origin as a .symbolic act (see the Concordia

Regidaris of S. Ethelwold, Dugdale, Monasticon,
I. xxvii.). Similarly the Christmas tropes gave
rise to a liturgical drama, in which a prcescpe
(' manger' or '

crib') with an image of the Virgin
and Child was the central feature. Clergy as

shejiherds approached the choir, and heard a boy
as the angel singing

' Gloria in excelsis.' They
were met by priests quasi obstetrices am^ng ' Quem
quaeritis,' etc., and the dialo<me of the trope and
adoration by the shepherds followed. This is from
an OJficium Pastorum used in the 14th cent., and

probably earlier, at liouen (Davidson, English
Mystery Plays, 1892, 173). A similar office occurs
in the Ordinarinm of Amiens, 1291 ; and here the

figure of a child Avas placed in the prcesepe, and it

is supposed that the office originated not later than
the 11th centuiy. But here, as in the Easter

drama, the prcesepe probably had a separate exist-

ence before it was connected with the dialogued
trope. This OJficium, Pastorum was early con-

nected with a similar dramatic representation of

the Three Kings, which originally had also a
central symbolic action, that of the movement of a
star across the church. In a Eouen Officium Stellce

(Davidson, 176) the kings point to a star and sing.
The office included the showing of the Virgin and
Child to the kings, while they worshipped and
offered their gifts. Elsewhere the two offices

followed each other, and occasionally they were
combined into one drama. In 1336, at ]Milan, an
elaborate representation took place, the kings,
with their attendants, walking in procession to a

church, on one side of the high altar of wliich was
a pra;sepe with the ox and ass, and the Madonna
and Child (Chambers, Book ofDays, 1863, i. 02). To
such early dramatic forms the rise of the Mystery-
play must be traced. But the exhibition of the

p7-ccsepe was probably not at first connected with
the liturgical office, and it still exists as a mere

spectacle, without accompanying dramatic action

(see Chambers, Mediceval Stage, 1903, ii. chs. 18, 19).

3. The praesepe.
—Later tradition ascribed the

origin of the prcesepe to S. Francis of Assisi in the

year 1223. Having obtained the Pope's permission,
he caused a scenic representation to be prepared in

the church at Greccio on Christmas Eve. In it an
ox and ass figured, and all was prepared in accord-

ance with the narrative of the Nativity in realistic

detail. The whole population flocked to see the

sight, the saint stood rapt by the manger, and mass
was said (Mrs. Oliphant, Francis of Assisi, 1871,

223). But such pj-CEsepia were certainly
in existence

long before. Tne earliest form of sucli representa-
tions is

])r()bably
not now discoverable, but Origen

says :
' There is yhown at Bethlehem the cave

where Christ was born, and the manger in the
cave where He was wrajiped in swaddling-clothes.
And this siglit is gix-atiy talked of in surround-

ing places' (adv. Celsum, bk. i. cap. 1). S. Jerome
complains that pagans celebrated the rites of

Adonis in the cave (Ep. ad Paulinum, 58), but
after S. Helena built the basilica over the cave in

A.D. 335 it became a regular place of pilgrimage,
and was luxuriously adorned. A homily ascribed
to S. Gregory Thaumaturgus, and dating at latest

about the beginning of the 5th cent., and certain

sermons of S. Proclus, bj). of Constantinople (A.D.

432-446), both use language which suggests actual

representations in churches of the Virgin and
Child and Joseph in a Nativity scene (Pitra, Anal.
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Sacra, iv. 394; PG Ixv. 711). Such figured re-

presentations may first have been introduced in

connexion witli tlie manger-cave of the basilica at

Bethlehem, and, if so, would rapidly be imitated

elsewhere. In the West the earliest notices of a

prcesepe are connected with the Church of S. Maria

Maggiore at Kome. This church, originally built

in the 4th cent, by Pope Liberius, was re-con-

structed and dedicated to the Virgin by Sixtus ill.

(432-440). In the 7th cent., if not earlier, it was
known as S. Maria ad prcesepe ; and this points to

a 'crib' in the churcli, which may even have
existed in the basilica as built by Liberius (Usener,

Keligion^gesch. Untersuchungen, Bonn, 1889, i. 288,

290). This ' crib
' was in a chapel in the right

aisle, described in the time of Gregory ill. (731-741)
as an '

oratory,' and in that of Sergius II. (843-847)
as a 'chamber' [Lib. pontif., ap. Usener, i. 280).
Here the Pope celebrated mass on Christmas Eve,
the crib serving as an altar. Probably the
'

manger
' was at first only a copy of that in the

cave at Bethlehem, but figures may have been
associated with it at an early date. Gregory III.

furnisiied it with a statue of the Madonna and
Child in gold. This crib-cliapel became the model
for others. Gregory IV. (827-843) erected a similar

one in the Churcli of S. Maria in Trastevere, which
he provided with '

imaginem auream habentem
historiam dominaj nostne cum diversis et pretiosis

gemmis.' This probably refers to actual figures in

a Nativity scene (Usener, i. 291). To such crib-

chapels may be traced all others, whether per-
manent or temporary, in mediaeval and later church

usage.

4. The Santissimo Bambino.—Of all examples of

the prcesi'pe witli figures of the Child, that of tlie

Church of iS. Maria in Ara-Coeli at Rome is the
most famous. It is arranged with many accessories—side-scenes, visLas, and lights in the Chapel of

the Presepio
—and exhibited from Christmas to

Epiphany. In a grotto are the Virgin, with the
Bambino on her knee, and S. Joseph. Behind are the
ox and ass, and groujjcd around are the shepherds
and kings. Arranged in perspective in the back-

ground is a pastoral landscape, with small figures
of shepherds and flocks, giving the idea of distance.
Women are represented bringing presents of fruit.

The whole scene is beautifully arranged to give the

illusory eflect of reality, while above is represented
the Father, witli angels and cherubs. Formerly
Augustus and the Sibyl pointed to the Child, the

legend being that the Emperor raised an altar

on the site of the church to the Son of God,
whose advent was made known to him from
the Sibylline books. During the festival season
the Presepio is visited by crowds of people. On
Epiphany, mass

bein^ concluded, a procession
of clergy moves towards the chapel, and, arrived

there, the bishop removes tlie Bambino from
the arms of the Madonna with much solemnity.
To the strains of triumphal music, the image is

borne through the church to the great outer

steps. There it is elevated by the bishop before
the kneeling crowd, while the music thunders
and censers are swung. This done, it is carried
back to the chapel. The more important figures
are of life-size, painted and appropriately dressed.
Tlie Bambino is of olive wood, rudely carved and
painted. It is magnificently dressed, and covered
with great numbers of costly jewels, while during
the period of its exhibition it wears a crown
encrusted with rich gems. During the festal

.
season the stairway of the church is thronged with
petUars selling sacred ol)jects, among others prints
of the Bambino, and wax dolls clad in cotton wool
representing the Child. During the rest of the
year the Bambino is kept in the inner sacristy,
where it is shown to pilgrims and visitors. An

inscription in the sacristy relates that a devout
Minorite carved the image in Jerusalem out of
wood from the Mount of Olives, that it migiit be
used at this festival. But, as paint Avas lacking to
make it more lifelike, prayer was offered tliat fresh
colours might be bestowed upon it by Divine inter-

position. The vessel which carried it to Kome was
wrecked, but the image was floated ashore in its

case, and, being recognized by the bretliren there
(for its fame had spread from Jerusalem to Italy),
it was brought to its destination in .safety. Accord-
ing to popular belief, the painting was miraculously
done by St. Luke or by an angel.
To the Bambino are ascribed miraculous powers

of healing, and it is taken with great ceremony
to patients in cases of severe illness. A special
carriage is provided for the image, whicli is

accompanied by two frati ; and, as it passes
through the streets, the people show it great de-

votion, kneeling or crossing themselves, while some
implore its assistance for their needs, spiritual or

temporal. At one time the Bambino was left on
the bed of the patient, but now it is never out of

sight of its attendants ; because on one occasion a
woman, feigning illness, exchanged another image
for the Bambino, sending the fraud back in its

place. During the night the /r«<i were disturbed

by knocking at the door of the church. Hastening
thither and opening it, they found the Bambino
waiting to be admitted, having returned of its own
accord. In a variant of this tale, the Bambino was
stolen from the church and returned at night, the
thief being thus discomfited. The story is referred
to in the inscription. It is obvious that the Bam-
bino is regarded as a species of fetish ; and this

appears further in the popular belief that, when
carried to the sick-bed of a child, it reddens if the
child is to recover, and turns pale if it is to die

(Stoiy, Roba di Boma, 1875, 74ff. ; Rouse, FL,
1894, v. 7 ; Hare, Walks in Rome, 1903, i. 102 ;

Tuker and Malleson, Handbook to Christian and
Eccl. Rome, 1900, ii. 212). Similar exhibitions of
the pra;sepe, some of them equally elaborate, are
seen in other Italian churches (see Rouse, loc. cit.),

and they are a usual feature in most Roman
Catholic and in some Anglican cliurches, the equi-
valent name being crdche or '

crib.'

Other images of the Infant Christ, though not
used in tlie representation of a prcesepe, have
acquired great fame. Some of these are black,
as in the parish church of Mont-Saint-}»Iichel in

Brittany, and some are well known as being
equally miraculous with the Santissimo Bambino,
e.g. the famous miraculous image, dating from the
17th cent., in the church of the Carmelite Fathers
at Prague.
Literature.—The literature has been given in full in the course

of the article. J. A. MacCuLLOCH.

BAN.—See Cursikg and Blessing.

BANERJEA, KRISHNA MOHAN.—Krishna
Mohan Baneijea was one of the early converts of

the North India Protestant ^lissions, and one of

the most learned Indians of his time. He was born
at Calcutta in 1813, and spent his life in that city.
A Brahman by caste, even among Braiimans he

belonged to the kulins, or recognized aristocracy,
his family claiming descent from one of the rsis

or ancient sages. The distinguished Indians of

the 19th cent, were the product of the new life

inspired by India's contact with the West through
British rule. Dr. K. M. Banerjea was no exception,
and in the capital of India, where he was brought
up, the new influences were naturally most direct

and concentrated. In 1828 the Brahmo Samaj, or

Indian Theistic Church, had been founded at

Calcutta by Rammohun Roy and others. In
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1830, Dr, Duff", first missionary of the Church of

Scotland, had landed in Calcutta. But the in-

fluence that confessedly formed young Banerjea
in his teens was that of a Eurasian, Derozio, a
master in the Calcutta Hindu College, which

Banerjea had entered in 1824. Derozio's openness
of manner, his enthusiasm, and his thoroughgoing
rationalism and radicalism quite carried away his

youthful disciples, and indeed affected the minds
of a whole generation in Calcutta. In that atmo-

sphere of negation and destruction, in 1830, we
find K. M. Banerjea leader of a youthful band

publicly repudiating Hinduism and all religious
belief, and demanding the abolition of caste and
the education of Hindu women. On one occasion,
in 1831, the leaders went to the extreme of throw-

ing pieces of beef into Hindu houses, wantonly and

grossly outraging the feelings of Hindus. The
insult was naturally followed by the excommunica-
tion of young Banerjea from his family and caste ;

but a few European, Eurasian, and Hindu friends
still gave him countenance, and the reformer thus
contrived to continue what he felt to be a holy
war on behalf of religion and his countrymen.
Gradually he came under the influence of Dr.

Duff', in whom he found an equally ardent tempera-
ment, but also convictions as definite and positive
as his own had been merely negative and critical.

October 1832 finally saw Krishna Mohan Baner-

i'ea

received into the Christian Church by Dr.
)uff-.

The great native reformer, Rammohun Roy, was
still living in 1832 at the time of Banerjea's conver-
sion. Both men possessed an acute and powerful
intellect, and manifested an independence of char-
acter which would have been noteworthy even in

a European. But the younger possessed anintensity
of temperament lacking in his great contemporary.
Rammohun Roy's campaign had been that of

reason against unreason, and his progress was
from Hinduism to Hindu Theism [as he conceived
it to be], and thence to non-militant Unitarian
Christianity, of an orthodox type. The progress
of K. M. Banerjea, on the other hand, was from
Hinduism to repudiation of religious belief ; out
of which, again, he passed, as decidedly, to strong
personal Christian faith and strenuous advocacy
of what he believed.

Taking orders in the Church of England in 1839,
K. M. Banerjea thus became the first ordained
native clergyman of that Clmrch in North India, the
iirst in all probability of any non-Roman Church.
In the Anglican community in Calcutta he soon
became the leading figure, taking a large share in
tlie work of the Anglican Mission College [Bishop's
College] and in the translation of theological and
religious literature for the young Christian com-

munity.
He has justly been called the Father of

Bengali Christian Literature. But his activity
was bj' no means limited to the Indian Christian

community. In journalism and in every public
movement connected with education or the general
welfare, he was in the forefront. Two of his
articles in the early numbers of the Calcutta
Review, founded in 1844, on 'The Kulin Brahman
of Bengal

' and ' Hindu Caste,' are of special value
to the historical student as first-hand and reliable
evidence of former socio-religious conditions now
considerably modified. AVith these may be con-

joined a later paper on 'Human Sacrifice' in the

JRAS, written in 1876. In 1846 he began the

publication of a work of great importance in
its day, the Encyclopcedia Bengalcnsi^, a series of

thirteen volumes in English and Bengali. In it, for
the first time, Euclid was presented to the people
of India in one of their vernaculars. In later

years we find his attention devoted more particu-
larly to Sanskrit and Hindu Philosophy. For the

Asiatic Society of Bengal he edited two Sanskrit
texts, the Mdrkandeya Purdna and the Naracla
Pahcharatra, both published in tlie Society's Biblio-

theca Indica
; subsequently also, for the same

Society, an English translation of the Brahma
Sutras with Sahkara's Commentary, and of the

MahimnaMava, a hymn to Siva. An edition of

a portion of the Rigveda with notes and an intro-

ductory essay appeared in 1875.
The work by which Dr. K. M. Banerjea is best

known to students of India is his Dialogues on the

Hindu Philosophy, an English work, published in

1861 both at Calcutta and London, and afterwards
translated into Bengali. In the dialogues, Satya-
kama [Desire of Truth], representing the modem
spirit of impartial philosophic inquiry, discusses
with representatives of traditional orthodoxy the re-

lationship of the Vedas, Buddhism, the six philo-

sophical sj^stems, and Brahmanism. Satyakama
proceeds by the historical metliod, setting forth

as foundation the chronological relationship of the
various systems to one another and to Buddhism.
The six systems he regards as rationalizing eff"ort£

on the part of the Brahmanical order, partly the
outcome of the rationalistic spirit that had already
called forth Buddhism, and partly designed to con-

trovert Buddhism. Of the philosophical systems,
all of which Dr. Banerjea thus dates later than

Buddhism, he puts the Nyaya earliest, then the
Vaisesika and the Sahkhya. The application of

the historical method to a subject so involved and
obscure constitutes the chief merit and originality
of the Dialogues. As a critic in the West-
minster Revieio in 1862, believed to be Professor

Goldstiicker of London University, observes, no
writer before Dr. Banerjea

' had ever attempted to

give so continuous and graphic a sketch of the

origin and sequence of the various portions of Hindu
Philosophy.' It was, of course, almost ine\ntable,
where so much is mere inference, that the historical

conclusions of the pioneer should not go unchal-

lenged. Dr. Goldstiicker himself regarded the
Mimamsa system as the oldest. Professor Mac-
donell (Sanskrit Literature) and others regard
the Sahkhya as the oldest among the Hindu
rationalizing and systematizing schemes, and as

forming the basis of the two heterodox systems of

Buddhism and Jainism. Apart from the chrono-

logical order, however, Dr. Banerjea's exposition
of the systems is justified by the latest Avriters as

against his early critic. His declaration regarding
the Sahkhya denial of a Supreme Soul is now
accepted without question by modern students.

The atheism of the Sahkhya system and the
fundamental ignoring of deity in other systems
Dr. Banerjea associates with the conception of the

eternity of souls imi3lied in the doctrine of trans-

migration common to all the systems alike. That

again is virtually the position of Professor Mac-
donell, viz. that the doctrine of transmigration
scarcely leaves room for the idea of deity. Dr.

Banerjea's position in regard to Vedantic pan-
theism, repudiated by his critic in the Westminster

Review, is similarly not far from the position of

modern Sanskritists. Vedantic pantheism, accord-

ing to the Dialogues, is essentially as much a
denial of deity as it is professedly a denial of man,
and fails to supply the dualism implied and inherent
in the idea of duty.
The author's erudition we find more directly

enlisted in the cause of Christianity and his

countrymen in The Arian [Aryan] Witness to

Cliristianity, published in 1875. It belongs to the

period of Indian missionary work in the 19th cent.,
in which stress was laid upon the discovering in

Hinduism of a preparation or call for Christianity,
if not also of the rudiments of Christian doctrines.

Dr. Banerjea's main point, for example, is that in
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the sacrifice of Purusa, the primeval male,* else-

wliere put as the self-sacrifice of Prajapati himself,

the Lord of Creation, we have ideas closely akin

to those of the voluntary atoning deatli of Christ,

tlie Eternal Son of God, who was both God and

Man. Such reasoning, however, has no longer the

same prominence. Experience has shown that

such parallels, while confirmatory and helpful to

men already convinced, bring Christianity no

nearer to Hindus than it brings Christianity to

Hinduism.
Dr. Banerjea was all his life a standing refuta-

tion of the libel on Indian Christians that they
are unpatriotic. He was one of the first elected

representatives to the Calcutta Municipality in

1S76 ; and in his old age, in 1883, he identified him-

self with a movement for constitutional political

agitation both in India and Britain, of which the

National Congress may be called the fruit. Native

education likewise had no warmer advocate, as his

earlier publications and his evidence before the

Education Commission of 1883 testify. Without
fear of either native or English opinion, he was
a man of public spirit in the truest sense. The

University of Calcutta recog-nized his position as a

scholar by electing him President of the Faculty
of Arts, 1867-1869, and further, in 1876, by the

V)estowal of the honorary degree of D.L., which
has been given to only two other Indians during
tlie fifty years' existence of tlie University. His

public services were recognized by the conferring

upon him of the '

Companionship of the Indian

Empire' in 1885, the year of his death.
LiTKRATTTRE.—Biographical Sketch by Ramachandra Ghosha,

Calcutta, 1893; cf. Uistory of the Church MiHsionary Society,

London, 1899, vol. i. pp. 307 f., 315, vol. ii. pp. 508-524; G.

Smith, Life of Alexander Duff, London, 1879.

John Morrison.
BANiA, BAKYA (Skr. van{j)/a,banijya, 'trade,

traffic').
—A generic name for ithe great merchant

caste of Northern and Western India. Under the

titles of Bania, Banya, or VanI, persons numbering
2,898,126 recorded themselves at the Census of

1901. But this does not include numerous prac-

tically identical castes, like the Agarwala, num-
bering 557,596 ; the Oswal, 382,712; the Marwari,
49,108, and many others. These may be taken as

examples of the religion of this caste in general.
The Agarvvala, who are found in greatest num-

bers in the United Provinces and Raj putana, are

mostly orthodox Hindus, the Jaina element being
quite inconsiderable. Like all classes of the popu-
lation who, under the protection of British rule,

obtain promotion to a higher social rank than

they ever acquired under the native governments,

they are precise and liberal in the observances of

tlieir religion ; and at domestic ceremonies, such as

birth, marriage, and death, are notorious for their

la\-ish expenditure on Brahmans. Most of them
follow the humanitarian cult of Vi.shnu ; and

though a small minority observe the rule of Siva
and of tlie Sakti, or Mother-goddesses, in deference
to tribal feeling they abstain from sacrificing
animals and consuming meat and spirituous liquor.
The small Jaina section observe the same social

rules, and are even more careful of animal life than
those who are orthodox Hindus. Hence, owing,
perhaps, to the uniformity in matters of diet and
other social observances, there is no bar to inter-

marriage between the followers of tlie two creeds.
When husband and wife difier in religion, the wife
is usually admitted

formally into the religion of
her husband, and, accordingly, when she vi.sits the
home of her parents, she must have her food

separately cooked. The usual tribal deity of the

Agarwala sub-caste is Lakshmi, goddess or fortune
and beauty, who in tlie later mythology is fre-

quently identified witii Sri, and is regarded as the
•
Rijveda, Mapdala, x. 90.

consort of Vishnu. They are careful to perform
the Sritddha, or mind-rite, for the repose of the
souls of their decea.sed ancestors. Their tribal

legends connect them closely with a primitive
snake-cult, and the women worship the snake as
an important part of the domestic rites. Among
trees they pay special reverence to the piped, or

sacred fig.

The other side of Bania religion appears among
the Oswal, who, except an insignificant minority,
belong to the Jaina faith. They take their name
from the old town of Osi in Marwar, and all

their associations connect them with Rajputana.
They employ for their domestic rites a class of

Brahmans, who, when their clients adopted the
new Jaina rule, fell from their high estate, and
became known by the significant name of Bhojak,
' eaters.' They preside over and receive the

offerings dedicated to the footprints of the saints

who have passed into a state of beatitude. But
the real priests of the Oswal are the Jaina Jatis,
who are bound by the strictest rules of ceremonial

Eurity,

and in particular must avoid any possi-

ility of destroying animal life. The Oswal make
pilgrimage to the chief holy places of Jainism
—Mount Abu, Palitana, Parasnath (.see artt.);

Sameta Sikhara, in Western Bengal, where twenty
of the Jinas are said to have attained beatitude ;

Satraiijaya and Girnar in Kathiawar, sacred re-

spectively to the Jinas Rishabhanatha and Nemi-
natha ; Charidrapuri, where Vasupujya died ; and
Pawa in Bengal, the scene of the death of Vardha-
mana. The worship thus largely concentrates
itself on the cult of the Tirthakaras,

' the finders

of the ford
'

through the ocean of sanisdra, the
revolution of birth and death. They also visit the
sacred places of the Hindus, like Benares and

Ajudhya. Of course, no animal sacrifice of any
kind is permitted in their temples, and the sordid

ostentation of the worshippers is shown l)y the
rule whicii prevails in some of the Western Indian

temples, under which the right to make the daily

offerings is set up to auction and sold to the highest
bidder. Their chief solemnity is that held in the

rainy season, which resembles the retreat (vdrhka)
of the Buddhists, when the wandering monks
rested during the inclemency of the monsoon
(Kern, Manual of Indian Buddhism, 80).

Another important sub-caste of the Banias is the

Marwari, who take their name from the State of

Marwar in Rajputana. According to the Census
of i901, they number 49,108, the vast majority
being Hindus. They are most numerous in Hyder-
abad, but settle in all parts of the Peninsula in

search of trade. They are the most active, nig-

gardly money-lenders and small traders in the

country. They generally worship the local gods of

their native land. Thus in Kanara they worship
as their family deities Ambu, Jaypal, and Hilaji,
whose shrines are at Sirolii in Marwar

;
but those

of Ahmadnagar worship Balaji of Tirupati in

North Arcot, and in P^ona, Kshetrapala, the

guardian deity of Mount Abu.

Many Banias, again, are members of the sect of

the Vallabhacharya or Gokulastha Gusains. This

sect, or rather its pontifls, known aus Alaharaja, or

'great king,' acquired rather disgraceful notoriety
in connexion witii the celebrated Maharaja libel

case which was tried in Bombay in 1862.

They are thus described by Growse at Mathura :

'

They are the Epicureans of the East, and are not ashamed
to avow their belief that the ideal life consists rather in social

enjoyment than in solitude and mortification. Such a creed is

naturally destructive of all self-restraint, even in matters where

indulgence is by common consent held criminal ;
and the

profiigacv to which it has given rise is so notorious, that the

Maharaji of Jaipur was moved to expel from his capital the

ancient image of Gokul Chandrama, for which the sect enter-

tained special veneration, and has further conceived ruch a

prejudice against Vaishnavas in general, that all bis Bubjects
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are compelled, before they appear in his presence, to mark their
foreheads with the three horizontal lines that indicate a votary
of Siva.'

Literature.—For the Agarwala and Oswal, see Risley,
Tribea and Castes of Bennal, 1891, i. 4ff., ii. loOf. ; Crooke,
Tribes and Cojites of the North-Western Provinces and Oudh,
1896, i. 23, iv. 104 f. For the Marwari, Bombay Gazetteer, xv.

pt. i. 191, xvii. 75, xviii. pt. i. 278; Rdjputdna Census Report,
1901, i. 155

; PanjCib, do. i. 327 f. For the Vallabhacharya,
[Karsandas Mulji], Ilistonj of the Sect of the Maharajas or

Vallabhacharyas in Western India, 1S65 ; Report of the Maharaj
Libel Case, Bombay, 1802 ; Growse, Mathura, a District

McnwirS, 1SS3, 261 ff. W. CkOOKE.

BANISHMENT. — I. Banishment (putting
under ' ban '

or proclamation as an outlaw) is the

punishment of expelling an offender from his native
land. By analogy witli tlie most primitive surviving
social systems, we can infer that in very early stages
of civilization the family was the unit of society,
and that any member of a family who disputed tiie

rule of its head was cast out. As civilization

advanced, and families and tribes united to form
States, the easiest way, short of sunmiary execu-

tion, to rid the State of an evil-doer was to expel
him from its boundaries. We find evidence of

this in the records of all ancient nations.

2. In ancient Israel, banishment invariably
occurs as a Divine, not a human, punishment. Such
was the banishment of Adam from the Garden of

Eden (Gn 3-^), and of Cain from the presence of the
Lord (Gn 4"^). This penalty was inllicted not only
on individuals, but on the whole nation. The
Captivities befell the idolatrous people, but the

assurance,
' the Lord will gather thee, and will bring

thee into the land which thy fathers possessed'
(Dt 30^''), lent to banishment the character of a

temporary punishment, of a trial of faith. In
llabbinical Law, banishment (gfduth) is the name
given to the fleeing of the manslayer, in cases of

unintentional murder, to one of the Cities of

Ilefuge (Sifri Num. 60 ; Mak. ii. 6). The banish-
ment spoken of by Abtalion (Abuth. i. 12, ed.

Taylor) as befalling
' the wise

'

refers to political
events. The Pharisees, during the reign of Queen
Salome Alexandra, exerted ' the power and author-

ity of banishing and bringing back whomsoever
they chose' (Jos. BJ I. v, 2 ; cf. also JE ii. 490 f.).

3. In India, banishment was a recognized form
of punishment as early as the Vedic period, for

Itigvcda X. Ixi. 8 clearly alludes to the ' exile
'

(pardvrj) as fleeing to the south ; while the later

codes prescribe banishment for those who express
liostile sentiments concerning the king, or for false

witnesses ; and crimes punished by death in the
rase of the lower castes, were visited with banish-
ment in the case of Brahmans (Jolly, Becht und

Sitte,^ Strassburg, 1896, pp. 127, 129, 142). Among
the Teutonic peoples, banishment was equally well

known, as is shown by Old High German reecho, Old
Norse rekr, Old Saxon %t>rekkio, and Anglo-Saxon
wreeca,

'

exile,'
'

outcast,'
' wretch '

(cf. Schrader,
Reallexikon der indogerm. Altertumskunde, Strass-

burg, 1901, p. 835); while among the Gauls, at
least in some cases, murder of a compatriot was
punished by banishment, at all events from the

territory of the city (l)ottin, Manuel pour servir a
Vetude de VantiquiU celtique, Paris, 1906, p. 191 f. ).

4. In Greece, banishment seldom appears as a

punishment appointed by law for particular
ofiences. The general term 4>^>yn, in heroic times,
was applied, for the most part, to those who, to

escape some punishment or danger, fled from their

own State to another. This was the rule in cases
of homicide. Even in historical times, exile was

usually voluntary, to escape the death-sentence for

murder. The accused was permitted to leave the

country after the first day of trial ; but in that
case he was condemned to perpetual banishment
and confiscation of property. When appointed by
law as the punishment for certain ofiences, banish-

ment might be for a specified period, as in cases of
accidental homicide ; or, if the crime was sacrilege,
the murder of a non-citizen, or wounding with
intent to kill, the penalty was exile for life.

Ostracism (q.ii.), a form of banishment peculiar to

Athens, was designed to guard against any citizen

becoming a tj'rant. After passing a decree that
an ostracism should take place, on a fixed day the
citizens voted by tribes in the agora, each writing
on an darpaKov the name of the man he con.sidered
a danger to the State. He who obtained the

majority of votes, provided there was a minimum
of 6000, was l)anished for ten years, though he
might be recalled earlier by a special vote.

5. In Kome, during the llepublic, exsilium
meant banishment inllicted by the State as a
punishment, accompanied by loss of civitas ; if the

person banished did not cease to be a civii, it was
not properly exsilium but relegatio. Since the
llomans shrank from depriving a man of his

citizenship, exsiliicm was very rare. The accused,
however, might voluntarily go into exile to e.scape

capital punishment ; and in the earlier times of the

Kepublic, a Roman citizen had the right of going
into exsilium to another State, by virtue of the

isopolitical relations between that State and
Rome. The voluntary withdrawal of the criminal

being regarded as an admission of his guilt, the
Romans confirmed it by a plebiscitum, which gave
it a legal character

; and, to prevent his return, for-

bade the citizens to afford him shelter, fire and
water {aquce ignis tecti interdictio). In later

times it became usual to inflict this punishment as
an ordinary penalty, independent of any voluntary
withdraM^al on the part of the criminal. The
Emperors introduced a new form of banishment—
deportatio in insulani—by which the criminal was
confined for life, or for an indefinite time, to an
island or other prescribed space, within which he had
personal liberty though he suffered loss of civitas.

This gradually supplanted the old interdictio.

6. During the Middle Ages banishment was a
common punishment, and indeed still occurs

among many nations. In England the punish-
ment of banishment was prohibited by Magna
Charta, but was still practised, as a criminal was
permitted to go into voluntary exile to escape
death. The punishment was again made legal by
the Vagrancy Act of Queen Elizabeth, which, by
giving Justices power

' to banish offenders and
remove them to such parts beyond the seas as

should be assigned by H.M. Privy Council,' con-

tained the germ of transportation. This Act was

given full effect in the reign of James I., 1619 (' 100
dissolute persons to be sent to Virginia'), though
the name '

transportation
'

does not occur till the

reign of Charles II. In 1718 the system of trans-

portation became more fully developed ; political
offenders and others who had escai)ed the death-

penalty were handed over to contractors for trans-

portation to the American Colonies, and these

contractors farmed out the convicts to the planters
as labourers. The War of Independence, however,
ended this system. After 1787, Penal Colonies
were founded in Australia, in New South Wales.
At first the convicts were employed on Government
works, but as their numbers increased they were
hired out to private employers. Supervision was
necessarily lax, and the convicts terrorized the

country, so that the worst otl'entlers were returned
to the care of the Government and confined in the

penal settlements. The Australians began to

protest in 1835, and transportation gradually
diminished, till in 1867 the nenal settlements in

Australia and Tasmania were abolished in favour
of convict prisons at home. France and Russia
still maintain the system of transportation. The
French penal settlements founded in French
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Guiana in 1853 were disastrous, owing to the un-

healtliy climate and the harsh regulations, so they
were abandoned in 1864: except for Negro and
Arab convicts. The Settlements in New Caledonia,

however, are still continued. Russia transports
criminals and political oflenders to iSiheria, where,
after a term of imprisonment, they are employed
in mining and agriculture.

Transportation has not been found to act as a
deterrent from crime. It does not possess the

reformatory qualities which are an essential part
of an effective system of punishment. See Ostra-

cism, Outlawry, Punishment.
W. D. Morrison and I. Low.

BANJARA (Skr. vanij, 'a merchant,' kdraka,
'doing').

—The tribe of wandering grain-carriers in

India, which at the Census of 1901 numbered
765,861, most numerous in Hyderabad, but found
in all the Indian provinces. As a result of their

wandering habits, whicli have now much decreased
since the carrying trade has fallen into the hands
of the railway authorities, they are a very mixed
race. Their origin is probably Dravidian, but they
now all trace their descent from the Brahman or

Rajput tribes of Northern India. It is in the
Deccan and in the State of Hyderabad that they
still retain more of their primitive beliefs and
customs than in the scattereil colonies in the more
northern parts of the country, where they have

largely fallen under Hindu or ISIuhammadan influ-

ence. Of the Deccan branch an excellent account
has been given by Cumberlege from the Wun
district of the province of Rerar. There they seem
to be descendants of the emigrant sutlers who
followed the Muhammadan armies into Southern
India. Though some vague references to them
have been traced in the earlier Sanskrit literature,
the first mention of them in Rlusalman history is in

the account of Sikandar's attack on Dholpur in

A.D. ISOi (Elliot, History of India, v. 100 ; Rriggs,
Fcnshta, i. 579).

1. llcligion of the Deccan Bitnjdras : witchcraft.—In the legends of the Deccan branch of the tribe.
Guru Nanak, the founder of the Sikh faith, figures
as a worker of miracles and as their spiritual
adviser. They have a priest or medicine-man,
knoAvn as a bhagat, or devotee (Skr. bhakti,

'

faith,'

'devotion'). He is called in to cure all manner of

disease, which they believe to be the result of the
attacks of evil spirits, sorcery, or witchcraft. In

fact, there are few Indian tribes more witch-ridden
than the Banjara. They are, says Lyall {Asiatic
Studies^, 1st series, 117 f.),

'terribly vexed by witchcraft, to which their wandering and
precarious existence especially exposes them, in the shape of

fever, rheumatism, and dysentery. Solemn inquiries are still

held in the wild jungles where these people camp out like

gypsies, and many an unlucky hag has been strangled by sentence
of their secret tribunals. In difficult cases they consult the
most eminent of their spiritual advisers or hol3' men who may
be within reach

; but it is usual, as a proper precaution against
mistakes which even learned divines may commit, to buj' some
trifling article on the road to the consultation, and to try the
diviner's faculty by making him miess what it may be, before

proceeding to matters of life or death. The saint works him-
self into a state of demoniac possession, and gasps out some
woman's name. She is killed by her nearest relative or allowed
to commit suicide, unless indeed her family are able to make it

worth the diviner's while to have another fit, and to detect some
one else.'

2. Gods of the Deccan branch.—These Deccan
Banjavas have a large pantheon of deities. First
comes Mariyai or Mahakali, the great Mother-
goddess in her most terrible form. It is she who is

supposed to enter the bhagat medicine-man and
inspire him to utter oracles. The Charan branch
are deists, with special proclivities towards Sikhism,
which they brought with them from their original
home in the Panjab. With them Guru Nanak, the
founder of Sikhism, is supreme. They also worship
Balaji, or Krishna in his infant form ; Tulja Devi,

the famous South Indian Mother of Tuljapur in
the State of Hyderabad ; a number of deified

nien, such as Siva Bhaiyya, a holy man of Pohora
in the Wun district in the Rerar province ; Sati,
the ghost of some noted woman who perished on
tiie funeral pyre of her husband ; and Mitthu
Rhukiya, a famous freebooter of olden days. For
the last a hut is set apart in every camp, and, when
a white Hag is raised before it, this is a sign that
the people are engaged in the worship of Mitthu
Rhukiya, who is always invoked to give liis aid
when any plundering expedition or other crime is

being planned. In such cases an appeal is also
made to the deified Satl. Clarified butter is placed
in a saucer, and in this a wick is lighted. Appeal
is then made to Sati for an omen, the worshippers
mentioning in a low tone the object of the con-

templated expedition. The wick is watched, and,
should it drop, the omen is regarded as auspicious.

3. Ox-ivorship in Centred India.—In Central
India the Ranjaras have a peculiar form of ox-

worship. This animal is known as Hatadiya (Skr.

hatya-Cidhya,
' he whom it is an exceeding sin to

slay'), and he is devoted to the service of tlie god
Balilji, or Krishna in his infant form. No burden
is ever laid upon the animal, and he is decorated
with streamers of red silk and tinkling bells, with
many brass chains and rings on his neck and feet,
and strings of cowry shells and tassels. He moves
steadily at the head of the convoy, and wherever
he lies down there they make their halting-place
during the heat of the day. At his feet they make
vows whenever trouble befalls them, and in illness,
whether of themselves or among their cattle, they
trust to the worship of him for a cure.

4. Forms of worship in Kdthiuiudr.—In Kiithia-
war their worship is paid to the dread Mother-
goddess, Kalika Mata. In Khandesh they mostly
worship Ralaji and Khandoba, and in honour of
the latter a dance known as the Gondhal is often

performed in discharge of a vow or on the com-
pletion of a marriage. On the day after the Holi,
or spring lire-festival, the Lad branch of the tribe
have what is known as the Vira, or hero proces-
sion, when one of the descendants of an ancient
warrior who died in battle is led in triumph round
the camp. At marriages, two married couples,
one representing the bride and the other the bride-

groom, fast all day, and at night cook a mess of

rice, grain, molasses, and butter. While cooking
this they cover their faces with a cloth, as the
touch of the steam rising from the jiot bodes evil
to the couple. This food, when cooked, is eaten
by the men of the party, and anything that re-

mains must be given to a cow or thrown into a
river. To allow a stranger, or the son of a slave,
to partake of this holy food is considered a griev-
ous sin, which will bring a fatal curse upon the

family. This is known as the worship of Vadhi
Devata, the god of increase. If this rite, mIiicIi

seems to be an elaborate form of confarrentio, be
not performed at a wedding, the married ])air are
looked down on by the community. All the
sections of the tribe in Khandesh wear the sacred
Rrahnianical thread, worsliip Ralaji, and celebrate
the Gokul-ashtarai feast, or birthday of Krishna,
with rejoicings and imblic entertainments. In
Nasik the Lad section worsliip Khandoba, Rhai-

roba, Devi, and Ganapati or Ganesa, and keep in

their houses images re^jresenting their ancestors.
When they arrive at a village where there is a

temple of Maruti or Hanunian, the monkey god,
they worship him dailj'. In Ahmadnagar their

family deities are Vyankoba of Tirupati in North
Arcot, and Marij'ai, the Mother-goddess, whom
they worship in conjunction with the other Hindu
gods. Their special jiilgiimages are made to

Jejuri in Poona, Pandharpur in Sholapur, and
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Tuljapur in Hyderabad. In Kanara they are

specially devoted to the Krislma cultus.

5. Religion of the North India Banjdras. —
Passing to Northern India—in Chhattisgarh of the
Cent. Prov. they have a special tribal goddess,
Banjarl, the impersonated female energy of the

tribe, who is represented by a piece of stone daubed
with vermilion at the Divali, or feast of lamps.
Farther north those who are Hindus worship the
local gods of the places where their camps or
settlements are situated. This pantheon is of a

very heterogeneous description, including Musal-
nian saints, like Zahir Pir and the Miyan of Amroha
in the Moradabad District, and deiHed ghosts like
Hardaur Laia, the cholera-god, and Kalu Deo. To
these, sacrifices of goats are ofiered ; but some-
times there is not a complete sacrifice, the ear of
the animal being only pierced, and a drop or two
of blood sprinkled on the altar. In some places,
as in the Kheri District of Oudh, they incline to-

wards monotheism, and worship a single Creator
under the name of Bhagvan or Paramesvara.
LiTKRATORB.—The best account of the Banjaras of the Deccan

is to be found in a pamphlet by N. R. Cumberlege, printed in

abstract in Berar Gazetteer, 195 ff., and in full with additions in

Horth Indian Notes and Queries, iv. 163 ff. For the United
Provinces, see Crooke, Tribes and Castes of the North-Westem
Provinces and Oudh, 1896, i. 149 ff., where references to the
literature will be found. For the Bombay branch, BG viii.

159, xii. 107, 112, xv. pt. i. 339, xvi. 62, xvii. 161 ff. For Central
India and the Central Provinces, JASB lviii.pt. i. 299.

W. Crooke.
BANNERS. — I. In considering the use of

banners from very early times, and onwards, we
must employ the word in a wide sense, for both in

form and significance banners have passed through
a long and varied history. In their origin, and
throughout tlieir history

—until down to, compara-
tively speaking, recent times— banners served

primarily a '

religious
'

purpose, and tlieir object
was, in the first instance, to indicate something
rather than to gather people together. The in-

cluding of banners, standards, flags, and ensigns
within one comprehensive category, while justifiable

perhaps in view of modern usage, tends to obscure
the originality clear distinction between what corre-

sponded to the staffand the flag respectively. There
seems to be no doubt that each of these was repre-
sented in very early times ; nevertheless, the '

staff'—whether of stone or, later on, of wood—might,
and evidently often did, do service for the 'flag'
as well. Sometimes what corresponded to the
'

flag
' was a rude engraving figured upon the '

statt",'

Avhile at other times the '

flag
' was a separate

object which was attached to the 'staff'' ; for as
banners always had the primary purpose of indicat-

ing something, or of drawing attention to something,
the thing indicated could be represented upon the

upper part of the '

staff' itself, or else it might be
a separate object attached to the '

staff'.' The
Phoenician cippi, for example, dedicated to Tanith
and Baal Hamman, which often have a hand figured
on them, must be objects which have a long history
behind them, and represent, as one may reasonably
suppose, an early form of '

sign-post.' That primi-
tive pillars of this kind were the originals from
which in later times monuments on the one hand,
and banners on the other, developed and diverged,
seems fairly obvious when all the facts are taken
into consideration. An instructive example of a

very early kind may be seen, for instance, in the
' banner-stones

'

of the American Indians. In form
these vary greatly, but there are certain funda-
mental features of their shape which are practically
constant, and which are of such a nature as to

suggest the justifiable use of this term ' banner-
stone.' These features are the ' axial perforations
and the extension of the Iwdy or midrib into two
wing-like projections.' They are strongly reminis-
cent of the ' double axe ' which playea such an

important part in Minoan worship.* The presence
of the perforations makes it probable that the.se
' banner-stones

' were mounted for use on a staff',

or on a handle as a ceremonial weapon, or on the
stem of a calumet.
'These objects are usually made of varieties of stone selected

for their fine grain and pleasing- colour, and are carefullj- 8hape<l
and finished. In Florida, and perhaps elsewhere, examples
made of shell are found. The perforation is cylindrical, and is

bored with great precision longitudinally through the thick

portion or midrib, which may symbolically"represent the body of
a bird. . . . They are found in burial mounds and on formerly
inhabited sites generally, and were probably as a class the out-

growth of the remarkable culture development which accom-
panied and resulted in the construction of the great earthworks
of the Mississippi valley.' t

2. Banners of a different character were the

poles carried in battle by the North American
Indians, to the top of which eagles' feathers were
attached. A similar custom prevailed among many
other savage tribes. These were probably the pre-
decessors of the types of banners in vogue among
the nations of ancient civilization. Thus the
banners of the Egyptians consisted of representa-
tions of various kinds—holy animals, the sacred

boat, and other emblems, sometimes also the name
of akingjt fans and feather-shaped symbols—which
were raised on the end of a staff', and carried by the
standard-bearers of each company when an army
was marching out to battle.

'

Being raised on a spear or staff, which an officer bore aloft,
each standard served to point out to the men their respective
regiments, enabled them more effectually to keep their ranks,
encouraged them to the charge, and offered a conspicuous rally-

ing point in the confusion of battle.' §

Besides these ordinary banners, there were also the

royal banners and those borne by the principal

persons of the household near the king himself.

Only royal princes or sons of the nobility could

carry these. 11 The earliest known representations
of Egyptian banners are those found on the votive
tablet of Nar-lNIer (B.C. 4000-5000) at Hierakon-

polis ; on this are represented four bearers carry-

ing poles with various emblems on the top of

them. Something similar, though the pole is not
so long, is found on a relief of Kameses I. ; the
banner-bearer precedes a company of archers.

Banners seem also to have been placed on fort-

resses ;
on the Heta-fortress of Dapuru, for example,

a standard is fixed ; it consists of a shield pierced
with arrows upon a pole. This is sho^vn in the

representation of a siege. IT Mention should also

be made of the masts which stood in front of the

pi/lons and propijlons of Egyptian temples. These
masts were decorated with small flags.'** The
Assyrian banners usually took the form of the

representation of a deity placed within a disc

fixed to the top of a pole. Immediately beneath
the disc there was sometimes a sjiecies of orna-

mentation in the shape of flag-like streamers.

Judging from the inscriptions, they were fixed to

the chariots. It is noteworthy that in none of the
battle scenes given in Layard s magnificent series

•See Evans, 'The Minoan Cult of the Double Axe,' in the

Report of the Third International Congress for the History of
lieligions (1908), and art. Axe.

t See F. W. kod^e in the Handbook of American Indiaiis

('Bureau of American Ethnology," Bulletin 30, pt. i., 1907),
art. 'Banner Stones,' where the whole subject is treated, and
where further literature is referred to. See also Squier and
Davis, A 7icient Monuments cf the Mississippi Valley (1848) ;

Wilson, Prehistoric Man (1862); Fergusson, Rude Stone Monu-
ments (1S~2) : Squier,

Peru (1877); Schlieinann, Mpcena(l87S);
Moorehead, Prehistoric Implements (1900) ; Evans, The Ancient
StoTie Implements, Weapons, and Ornaments of Great Britain^

(1897).

} D'Alviella, Mifiration of Symbols, p. 220 ff.

§ Diodorus, i. 86, quoted by Wilkinson, The Manners and Cus-
toms of the Ancient Egyptians (new ed. 1878), i. 196.

II Wilkinson, ib. ; see, further, Rosellini, Mon. Civili, pi. cxxi.

Nos. 1-15 ; Rawlinson, Hist, of Ancient Egypt (1881), 1. 463ff.

^ Perrot and Chipiez, Hist, of Art in Ancient Egypt (1883),
ii. 46.

** Perrot and Chipiez, op. cit. ii. 158 f. ; cf. Champollion, Monu-
ments de I'Ugypte et de la Nubie, notices dcscriptives (1831),

p. 604.
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do banners figure in connexion with foot-3oldiers,

though in several cases chariots are furnished with

then"* The device usually represented is that of

a deity. t In the few Phoenician battle-scenes and
the like which are extant no sign of any banners

appears. :t The Persians, like the Assyrians, hxed
their banners on chariots. One of their banner-

designs consisted of a golden eagle upon a lance.

They also appear to have had masts, similar to

those which stood in front of the entrances to

Egj-ptian temples. These, too, were probably
decorated with flags.§ The earliest form of banner

among the Greeks consisted of a piece of armour
lixed to the top of a spear ; in later times diflerent

cities carried sacred emblems, e.g. the Athenians
the owl and the olive, the Thebans a sphinx, and
so on. The Dacians canied on their standard the

representation of a serpent, also a dragon ; this

latter was the military ensign of the Parthians,
and is that of the Chinese at the present daj'.

Among i\\e Romans there was, firstly, tliQ vexillum.

This appears to have been the oldest form of banner
in the iloman army. 11 It corresponds to the modern

flag, its main feature being a piece of cloth with a

fringe which hung down from a transverse beam ;

the name of the legion was embroidered on this.

The vcxilla were the ' standards of those divisions

of infantry which were separated from the main
division for some special duty, or of the troops of

discharged veterans called out for further service.' H
Secondly, in the Roman army each maniple had its

own signuni. When the army was on the march
the signa were borne in front, but during the battle

the signiferi stood behind the hindmost rank. The

pole of the signum was a lance pointed at the lower
end so that it might the more easily be fixed into

the ground. It had a transverse bar near the top
from which ribands lumg down. Below this bar

there were several discs, varying in number from
two to seven. These were usually of silver ; below
them was the crescent moon, above them either a

small shield, or a corona aurea, or a symbol of

some other kind. These discs could be removed
from the pole ; this was done at military funerals.

The signum was also carried on war-galleys.** The
standards of the praetorians diflered from those of

the legions in that crowns took the place of the

phalerce ; a medallion containing a picture of the

Emperor was placed in the middle of the pole.
These imagines,

'

etfigies
'

(Trporo^aO, represented
the reigning and earlier Emperors. Another of the

Roman standards was the aquila, i.e. an eagle with
outstretched wings, placed on the top of a long

pole ;
tliis was usually of silver, but sometimes

of gold. The eagle was sometimes represented
with an oak-leaf in its beak, perhaps as a presage
of victory,ft

Among the Indo-Germanic peoples, indeed, the
use of banners goes back to verj- early times. The
Atharva Veda (V. xxi, 12) speaks of tlie armies of

the gods as suryaketu ('sun-bannered'), and the
Muhubhdrata (XIV. Ixxxii. 23) of the hero Megha-
sandhi as vdnaraketana ('monkey - bannered'),
while vrsabhadhvaja (' bull-bannered') and maka-
raketana ('dolphin -bannered') are conventional

epithets of Siva and Kama (the god of love) re-

spectively. In the Avesta (Yasna x. 14) there is

mention of the ' kine banner' [gciuS drafiO), which,
*
Layard, The Monuments of Nineveh, 1st series (1S49), pi. 14,

22, 27 ; 2nd series (18.53), pi. 24.

t See also Ragozin, Assyria, 1888, p. 252.

t See Perrot and Chipiez, Hist, of Art in Phoenicia (1885).

S Perrot and Chipiez, Hist, of Art in Persia (1S92), ii. 342.

II On a tombstone found at Worms, belonging to the Ist cent.

A.D., a soldier is represented carrjing this on horseback.
•I Smith, Diet, of Greek arui Roman Antiquities, ii. 673.
•* .\n illustration of this may be seen, for example, in Du

Fresne, FamilicB Augutt<x Byzantince (1682), pi. v. p. 21.

tt See the exhaustive treatment of the subject in von Domas-
zewski, Dit Faknen im romischen He«re (18tt6).

in view of the sanctity attached to kine by the
Indo- Iranians, may not be without an ultimate
totemistic significance. In Rome, besides the
instances already noted, previous to tlie second
consulate of Caius Marius, wolves, minotaurs,
horses, and boars had liguied on the standards of

the army in addition to the eagle (Pliny, HN
X. 16). A similar state of things is implied for the
ancient Teutons by Tacitus (Germania, vii.), and
this is borne out by the fact that the Old High
German chumbirra, 'tribe,' is cognate etymologi-
cally with the Anglo-Saxon cumbor, cumbol,

'

sign
'

(especially 'military standard'). The Gauls, in

like manner, possessed banners with images of

theriomorphic deities which were carried into

battle,
' car ces enseignes h. representations ani-

males ont une sorte de vie magique ; elles mena-
cent veritablement ceux vers qui on les tourne ;

. . . il se degageait d'elles des efiluves raagiques,
salutaires k leurs defenseurs, funestes a leurs

ennemis, et les dieux se melaient ainsi aux guerres
des homnies' (Renel, Religions de la Gaule avant
le Christ ianisme, p. 185). The Arch of Orange
represents a number of the Gallic banners, chietfy
of boars, though the horse also occurs. It should
also be noted that the figure of the theriomorphic
deity was often affixed to the helmet among the
Gauls as among the Anglo-Saxons (cf. Anglo-
Saxon eo/brc«?/i6&^, 'boar-sign,' 'helmet'). The use
of banners in war was equally common among the
ancient Irish, their word for ' banner

'

being nuirge,
cognate with the English wxrk, 'sign.'

*

AH these were originally, without doubt, carried
in the belief that they would ensure victory, t a
fact which further emphasizes their religious charac-

ter. The employment of banners as rallying-centres,

though very ancient, was a secondary idea ; this,

however, appears to have been their main use among
the Israelites. An ensign was set up u])on a hill for

the purpose of gathering the people together (Is 13-,

cf. IP" 18^). t This was called a oi (nes), a word
which is used in connexion with the setting up of

the brazen serpent in the wilderness (Nu 21*),

Another word used in the OT is Sj'h (degel) ; this

would perhaps correspond more with banner in the
stricter sense, though the character of both types
is conjectural, since no hints as to this are given in

the 0T.§ According to Nu 2^- each tribe had its

own standard. In Midrashic literature]] it is said

that the various emblems and colours of these

standards corresponded to the twelve precious
stones set in the breast-plate of the hi"h priest.
The emblems comprised a lion, a mandrake, the
sun and moon, a ship, a snake, etc.^ On the

analogy of the character of other ancient banners,
it is possible that a substratum of historical

truth may underlie this statement. According to

a legend preserved in the Targum Jerushalmi,
the banner of the Hasmonseans had inscribed

upon it the letters 'a:c, an abbreviation for 702 'a

"
D-'?s<3 ('Who is like thee among the mighty,

Jahweh!').
3. As an example of another and altogether dif-

ferent use of banners, reference may be made to what
*
Renel, Religions de la Gaule avant le chriatianigme (19<'»6),

pp. 185-186 ; Jullian, Recherches sur la religion gauloise (1903),

pp. 70-71 ; Joyce, Social History of Ancient Ireland (1903), i.

135-137. On Indo-Germanic banners in general, see Schrader,
ReaUexikon der indog. AlteHuinskunde (1901), pp. 207-209, s.v.

Tahne."
t Cf. the Ark of Israel in battle, 1 S 4«, and the little dwarf

figures (pi'HuJim) car\-ed on the prow of Phoenician war-galleys.

J Cf. the '

Eighteen Blessings
'

in the modem Jewish iJturgj' ;

in the tenth Blessing occur the words :
' Sound the great horn

for our freedom ; lift up the ensign to gather our exiles, and

g^ather us from the four corners of the earth
'

; see Oesterley
and Box, The Religion and Worship of the Synagogue (1907),

p. 222.

§ Cf., for OT data on the subject, Cheyne's art '

Ensigna and
Standards," in EBi ii. 1293 f.

I Bamidbar Rahhah, iL ^JEt. 405b.
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are called ' Trees of the Law '

among the Tibetans.
These are lofty flagstafis, -with silk Hags upon them
emblazoned with that mystic charm of wonder-
working poAver, the sacred words : Om Mani padme
hum ('Ah, the jewel is in the lotus,' i.e. [?] the
Self-creative force is in the Kosmos).

' Whenever the flags are blow-n open by the wind, and "the
holy six syllables

" are turned towards heaven, it counts as if a

prayer were uttered—a prayer which brings down blessings, not
only upon the pious devotee at whose expense it was put up, but
also upon the whole countrj'-side. Everywhere in Tibet these

flagstafis meet the eye.'
*

4. Ecclesiastical banners, which Avere adapted
from military usage, have always played a gieat
part in Church ceremonial. The idea underlying
the use of these is that of the Christian emblem,
figured on the banner, going before the army of

Christian soldiers. They are thus intended for

processional use. Banners of this kind are, as a
rule, attached to a transverse bar which is fixed by
means of a cord to the stall' ; in this Avay the re-

presentation of a cross is made. The banner itself

is made of silk, linen, or other material, on which
is embroidered or painted the picture of a saint, or
a sacred symbol expressive of some Christian truth,
or else mottoes, either Biblical or based on some
Scripture passage, are in.scribed upon it. The use
of banners in the Christian Church dates from a

very early period, namely, from the time of the

Emperor Constantine, at the beginning of the 4th

centmy. According to the well-known story,
Constantine saw in a vision the Cross upon a
banner which bore the inscription, tovti2 yUa. On
awaking, he caused a banner to be made after the

pattern of this, and henceforward the laharum, as
it was called, was carried before his troops. Upon
it Avas figured the Cross in combination Avith the
initial letters of the name of Christ. The laharum
Avas the ordinary cavalry standard (vexillum)
adapted to a specifically Christian use by having
Christian symbols upon it. The eagle of victory
surmounting the pole gave place to the sacred

monogram placed AA'ithin a chaplet ; other Christian
emblems Avere embroidered upon the banner itself, f
Banners used in procession must have come into

vogue soon after this. The bearers Avere called
draconii or vexilliferi. Bede, in describing the

approach of St. Augustine and his folloAvers to

King Ethelbert, says that they came '

bearing a
silver cross for a standard, and the image of the
Lord and Saviour painted on a panel.' J Gregory
of Tours, also, in referring to a procession to a
basilica, uses the Avords '

post crucem prsece-
dentibus signis.'§ A later custom Avas that of

carrying a banner of sackcloth in processions of
the reconciliation of penitents. This is prescribed,
for example, in the Sarura Use.
LiTERATDRE.—The literature has been given fullv throughout

the article. \^\ Q. £. OeSTEKLEV.

BANSPHOR (Hindi bans, 'a bamboo,' ;jAoma.
'
to split ').—A branch of the Dom tribe (Avh. see),

Avith Avhoni in the Census returns of 1901 the Basor
and Basuha are included, the A\liole numbering
95,979, of Avhom a large majority are found in the
United and Central Provinces. The chief occupa-
tion of Bahspliors is, as their name implies, Avork-

ing in bamboo, out of Avhich they make fans,
baskets, and boxes. But thcj' also occa.sionally
take service as sweepers, and are tlieiefore subject
to the tabu Avhich all orthodox Hindus impose on

*
Rhys Davids, Buddhism, new ed. ISOO, p. 210 f.

t See, further, Eusebius, Vit. Const, i. 31 ; and for illustrations
of the laharum see Du Fresne, op. cit. pi. xii. .xiii. pp. 34, 3";
Lowrie, Chr. Art and Archceol. p. 240. One of the earliest
extant representations of it is on a gold coin of the Emperor
Theodosius (d. 395).

J Eccles. Hist. i. xx v. For a cross instead of a standard see the
illustrations in Cabrol's Diet. d'A rcheologie Chrit. , fasc. xii. p. 247.

§ Hist. Fra7ie. v. 4. See, further, Maskell, Monumenta Ritxi-

alia'i, 1882, i. cxi.

those Avho practise a trade of this kind. Their

religion is of tlie animistic type found among all

branches of tlie pom tribe, their chief deities being
in Upper India the Vindliyaba.sini Devi, the moun-
tain-goddess of the Vindhyan hills, Avhose temple
is at Bindhachal in the Mirzapur District. They
also Avorship local village gods Avho are venerated
in the places Avhere they settle, such as Kfilika
and Samai. To the former, at household cele-

brations, such as marriage and childbirth, a young
pig, spirituous liquor, tioAvers, and ground rice

boiled in treacle and milk are offered, all the food
after dedication being consumed by the Avorship-
pers. The oll'ering to Samai is a yearling pig.
The ordinary Hindu feasts are observed, among
which in particular the Holi, or fire feast, in spring
is celebrated Avith drinking and coarse revelrj', and
the Kajari in the rainy season, Avhen drunken-
ness prevails and all rules of sexual morality are

disregarded. They have a great respect for the

snake, and, at the Guriya feast, girls make dolls of

rags, Avhich are supposed to represent snakes and
are beaten Avith rods by boys and flung into a tank—the real origin of the celebration probably being
the expidsion of the poAvers of evil impersonated
in the snake. They fear the spirits of the dead,
and propitiate them by laying out food for them,
Avhich is afterAvards eaten by the children and
by croAvs. The ancestors, especially, rejoice in
the savour of roast pork, and if not honoured by
the sacrifice of a pig, Avhich is cooked and eaten

by the Avorshippers, may bring trouble upon the
household. At a birth the Bahsphor Avorship the

spirit of the Avell from Avhich they draAV Avater,
and they hold the Pipal tree (Ficus inclica) in great
respect, and Avill not cut or injure it. The same
rcA'erence is felt Avith regard to the Gular (Ficus
glomerata) and the Semal (Bombax heptaphi/llum).
No Brahman officiates at any of their rites, all of

Avhich are performed by a member of the tribe or

household.
Literature.—Crooke, Tribes and Castes of the A'orth-Westem

Provinces and Oudh, 1896, i. 171 f. W. CeOOKE.

BANTU AND S. AFRICA.

[E. Sidney Hartland.]
1. Race and geographical distribution of the Bantu.
2. Culture and organization.
3. Totemism.
4. AVorship of the dead and other spirits. Burial rites.

5. Idols.

6. Priests, medicine-men, diviners, and sorcerers.
7. Supreme Being, Nature-spirits.

I. Race and geog^raphical distribution of the
Bantu.—The term Bantu (pi. of JUuntu, a native
Avord meaning

' man ') is a{)plied to that variety
of the Negro race Avhich, prior to the coming of

Europeans, Avas politically, and still is numerically,
predominant in South Africa. The Bantu are
distinct alike from the West African or true

Negroes, and from the Nilotic Negroes of the Sudan
and adjacent lands. They Avere difierentiated at
some remote period, probably by intermixture Avith

a Hamitic stock. Tliey seem to iiave originated as
a distinct variety somewhere in the neighbourhood
of the Great Lakes, and thence to have spread
soutliAvard and Avestward over the greater part of
the continent. North of the equator they are
found from the northern shores of Lake Victoria

Nyanza right across to the Gulf of Guinea, thus

embracing the entire A-alley of the Congo. Still

further to the north they have throAvn out numerous
colonies, as far as the northern Cameroon, among
the true Negroes. On the other hand, the latter
are traceable doAvn the eastern side of the Gulf
of Guinea until they finally disappear in French
Congo, giAing place to the Bantu not very far

south of the Equator. The Bantu never penetrated
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into that part of Cape Colony which lies west of

the Great Fish Kiver, or into the southern portion
of German South-west Africa.
The Cantu are usually divided into three main groups, dis-

tinguished by the manner in which the plural name is formed,
viz. :

—
1. The South-eastern tribes (Ania-Zulu, Ama-Xosa, etc.).

2. The Central tribes (Be-Chuana, Ba-Suto, Ma-Shuna, etc.).

3. The South-western tribes (Ova-Mbo, Ova-Herero, etc.).

To these, however, we may convenientli' add as distinct

groups—
4. The Northern tribes still living' in the region of the Great

I^kes, such as the Baganda, Warundi, Awemba, and others.

5. The Western or Forest tribes, occupying the Congo valley
and a large tract of country north and south of that region,
such as the Ovimbundu, Bavili, etc.

This distribution, though geographical, corresponds in the

main to the ethnical peculiarities of the different groups, due
doubtless to the streams of emigration and the various in-

fluences, human and climatic, which met the immigrant tribes

on their way to the regions where they finally settled. It

would occupy too great a space to discuss the details here.

The causes of difference are largely conjectural, and the ques-
tions raised are greatly complicated by the incessant wars
which have resulted in the intermingling or extermination of

many distinct tribes, or in wholesale emigrations of hordes
which ha\e broken away from the parent stock after it had
settled in its present habitat.

2. Culture and organization.
— The primary

ap[)lication of the term Bunta is linguistic. The
Bantu languages are formed on common principles,
and are related to one another in the same way
as the Aryan languages of Europe and Asia are

related to one another. But, since the peoples

speaking those languages belong, Avith few excep-
tions, to a well-marked anthropological type, it is

usually and conveniently applied to that type.
The Bantu peoi)les are in a fairly uniform stage of

culture, and may be generally described as both

pastoral and agricultural. As the climate of the
continent varies from desert to forest, from table-

land intersected by broad but often intermittent
rivers to mountain regions embracing deep fertile

valleys and vast inland seas, so necessarily do the

occupations of the people differ. On the western
side the extremes are found—that of the Hereros,
who, living in a waste and well-nigh waterless

country, practise no agriculture at all, and that of

the tribes of the Congo, among whom the rearing
of domestic animals is reduced to a mininuim. All

the Negroid peoples of Africa are acquainted with
the use of iron

;
some of them are capable and

ingrenious smiths. Excellent spears, or assagais,

knives, and hoes are produced by their simple
forges. Small implements are carved from horn
or bone ; and among many tribes basket-work is

much developed. The typical Bantu house is a
circular hut, beehive-shaped among some tribes

such as the Zulus, or with a true roof. The.se huts
are built in groups, or villages, enclosed with a

Ealisade,

a hedge, or a wall of mud or stones,

ivery village is ruled by a chief, who in some
tribes may be a woman, and whose authority
varies, according to the tribe, from absolute rule to

a rule exercised with the concurrence of the heads
of the houses composing the village. In the more
highly organized and military tribes the village
chiefs are subject to a very real control by the

supreme chief or king, who is surrounded by a
number of ministers, and often keeps up a large
measure of barbaric state. His power is in such
cases exercised ruthlessly, and, however limited in

theory, is in practice checked only by the dread
of assassination, or (at all events m tlie southern

portions of the continent) by the knowledge that
liis people may gradually desert him and go to

augment the following of a more popular rival.
The continuance, therefore, of a Bantu realm de-

pends upon the political genius of its king. "Within
a couple of generations the mightiest kingdom is

apt to fall to pieces, and another will arise on its

ruins. This instability could be illustrated again
and again from South African history ; it has been

a serious barrier to the progress of the arts of

peace, has frequently dei)opulated large tracts of

country, and has caused endless confusion and
misery in every direction.

In addition Ito their political divisions, all the
Bantu peoples are divided into stocks or clans.

The members of each of these clans are united by a
real or imputed community of blood, symbolized
by a common name, usually derived from some
animal or plant. Two opposite methods of reckon-

ing tlie kinship are in use. It is probable that
mankind originally reckoned kinship onlj-^ through
females. This mode of reckonijig is called mother-

right. The Western, or Forest, and some of the
Northern tribes are still in this stage. Conse-

quently the husband and father, though the bead
of the household, has a very limited power over
the children, who in many cases are liable to be
sold into slavery by their mother's brother, or

pawned for his debts. Their mothers brother is

their nearest male relative, and they inherit his

property and liabilities. When a Bantu marries,
he is required to pay what is usually, but in-

accurately, called a 'bride-price.' Where kinship
is reckoned through women onlj', this is often paid
to the bride's maternal uncle. Un the other hand,
the Eastern and Central tribes have advanceii to

the stage of father-right, or the reckoning of kin-

ship through males only. The husband and father
owns the children of his wife, by whomsoever they
are begotten. He has extensive powers over them,
though these powers are often, as among the

Basuto, limited by the rights of the wife's eldest

brother. The malume, as the wife's brother is

called, is the special protector of the child. The
Basuto perform the rite of circumcision about
the age of puberty. On this occasion the nudume
makes his nephew a present of a javelin and a
heifer. He subsequently furnishes a part of the

bride-price on the youth's marriage ; and, if sur-

viving, he presides at his funeral. He is entitled
to a share of the sj)oil taken by his sisters' sons in

Mar, and of the cattle which form the bride-price
of his sisters' daughters. These rights and duties
are best explained as a survival from the stage of

mother-right.
If we turn to the South-western tribes, we find

among the Ovaherero a peculiar organization inter-

mediate between mother-right and father-right.
The Ovaherero are the predominant Bantu people
of German territory. According to the older

organization, they were divided into clans called
eanda (pi. omaanda), in which kinship was reckoned

exclusively through females. These are now being
superseded by clans called oruzo (pi. otuzo), in

which kinship is reckoned exclusively through
males. The consequence is that every Herero

belongs to two distinct stocks—to an eanda through
his mother, and to an onizo through his father.

Kinship is thus reckoned through both lines. The
n<dria potestas is, as might be surmised, greatly
limited. The husband and father is responsible to

his wife's kin for the death of wife or child in con-

sequence of his acts. The wife is capable of oavti-

ing property ajiart from her husband, to which on
her death he does not as a rule succeed. It is

taken by her kin reckoned through the eanda.
On the death of a man his proi)erty does not neces-

sarily fall to his son as in strict father-right ; but
the claims of the son as or«ro-heir and of his

sisters' sons or other eanda-hens are the subject of

adjustment (Dannert, 32, 47, 58).

3. Totemism.—The object from wliich a Bantu
clan or gens derives its name is, as already stated,

usually a species of animal or plant, generally the
former. More rarelj-, such an object as the sun or

rain, iron or an artificial product like the hoe, is

found as the name and symbol of a clan.
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The organization in clans thus distinguished was first observed

amon^ the North American Indians ; and totem, the name
scientifically adopted to denote the clan-symbol, is derived from
an Ojibwa word. The condition or status of peoples thus

organized and possessing totems is known as totemism. Much
obscurity still hangs over the origin of totemism. Without
discussing the question here, it is sufficient to observe that totem-
ism takes its rise in savagery and among peoples who trace
their descent exclusively through the mother. A special bond
unites every member of the clan to every individual of the
totem-species, all of which are under a ban or tabu. They are
sacrosanct. Save in special cases, the}' may not be killed or
eaten or used in any way ; if killed or found dead, they are
often honoured with funeral rites and mourning, like human
members of the clan. At puberty the children of the clan

usually undergo initiation into the mysteries and privileges of
the clan ; not until then are they considered full members.
Marriage is contracted exclusively outside the clan, sexual re-
lations being wholly forbidden between members of the same
clan. As soon as the stage of pure savagery is passed, totem-
ism begins to decay. No Bantu tribe is in the stage of pure
savagery. Consequently totemism, though found among them
as the basis of their social organization, is nowhere in its

pristine power and development. From many of the tribes,
indeed, it has disappeared, leaving only traces of its former
presence. Totemism is often regarded as an incipient form of

religion ; but it should be observed that it lacks some of what
we are accustomed to consider distinctive features of religion,
such as prayer and sacrifice. See, further, art. Totkmism.

(«) Central a7id South-eastern tribes.—The Bech-
uana are a congeries of tribes in the centre of
South Africa, for the most part of common origin.

Livingstone tells us that the different tribes
' are named after certain animals. . . . The term
Bakatla means "

they of the monkey" ; Balcuena,
"they of the alligator"; Batlapi, "they of the
lish

"
; each tribe having a superstitious dread of

the animal after which it is called. They also use
the word bina,

" to dance," in reference to the
custom of thus naming themselves, so that, when
you wish to ascertain what tribe they belong to,

you say, "What do you dance?" It would seem
as if that had been a part of the worship of old.

A tribe never eats the animal which is its name-
sake, using the term ila, "hate or dread," in refer-

ence to killing it. We find traces of many ancient
tribes in the country in individual members of
those now extinct, as the Batau, "they of
the lion"; the Banoga, "they of the serpent";
though no such tribes now exist' [Missionary
Travels, 13).

It is right to call attention here to the confusion between
tribe, the local or political unit, and elan, the social unit. This
arises partly from the great explorer's loose terminology ; but it

must be said that the tracing of descent through the father
instead of through the mother tends to localize the clans, and
the political instability already mentioned from time to time
wipes out many of the clans thus localized, or absorbs them
among the followers and subjects of one or more of the power-
ful chiefs. A body of men belonging to different clans localized
under the rule of a chief soon learns, in the stage of father-

right, to reverence his ancestors and his totem, and to regard
their own as of less importance.

In the middle of the 19th cent, the clan of the
Bakuena was thus an important tribe living about
the sources of the Notuani river. They are

reported as calling the crocodile their father,
celebrating it in their festivals, swearing by it,

and making an incision, resembling the mouth of
a crocodile, in the ears of their cattle to distinguish
them from others. The chief was called ' Great
Man of the Crocodile' (Casalis, The Basutos, Lond.
1861, 211). None of the Bakuena would approach
a crocodile. If they happened to go near one,
they would spit on the ground, and indicate its

presence by saying Boleo ki bo, 'There is sin.'

rhey imagined the mere sight of it would give
inflammation of the eyes (Livingstone, op. cit. 255).
In the decay of totemism, however, either the wide
distribution of the crocodile clan, or the power of

chiefs belonging to it, has resulted in an extension
of jwasi-religious practices relating to the crocodile
far beyond the bounds of the Bakuena clan. The
nation of the Basuto was formed by the genius of

its great ruler, Moshesh, of men belonging to many
clans and, indeed, of different tribes. But Moshesh
belonged to the Bakuena ; and he succeeded in I

transmitting his rule to his descendants, one of
whom still wields the power under British pro-
tection. Consequently the crocodile has become
the sacred animal of the whole nation, and is the
subject of various rites. The blood of a young
crocodile, caught alive and afterwards returned to
the water, is a favourite ' medicine '

to make a chief
'

strong.'
' Medicine '

for a kraal is prepared with
the brain of a crocodile mixed with that of a man.
Both among the Basuto and the Bechuana a man
who is bitten by a crocodile is expelled from his

village ; for the people say,
' A man who is so bad

that the crocodile bites him can come no more into
our community,' as if they saw in this bite a Divine
judgment. The death of a crocodile causes the
children to cough. Its body is handed over to the
medicine-men, who slay a black sheep on the spot
where it was killed, as a sort of atonement for its

death. The crocodile's blood kneaded up with mud,
its hide, teeth, and claws, are used as talismans

(Merensky, Beitrdge zur Kenntniss Siid-Afrikas,
Berlin, 1875, 92, 132). These usages and others
that might be named probably result from a decay
of totemism under the social and political influences
dominant on the central plateau of South Africa.

Among more certain evidences of still existing
totemism is the practice of addressing the chief of
a clan as the animal itself. The totem of Khama,
the famous chief of the Bamangwato, was a duyker
antelope. If one were in agreement with some-
thing he had just said, it would be highly respect-
ful to reply,

'

Yes, Duyker.' Similarly it would
be proper to say to the chief of the Bakuena,
'

Yes, Crocodile
'

(W. C. Willoughby, in JAI •x.y.y.v.

301). No one dares to eat the flesh or clothe him-
self with the skin of the animal whose name he
bears. Even if this animal be hurtful, as a lion for

instance, it may not be killed without great apolo-
gies being made to it, and its pardon being asked.
Purification is necessary after the commission of
such sacrilege (Casalis, 211). The great oath of the

Baperi 'is that of ka noku, "by the porcupine,"
because the majority of them sing, to use the
consecrated phrase, intimating that they feast,

worship, or revere that animal. . . . When they
see any one maltreat that animal, they afflict

themselves, grieve, collect with religious care the

quills, if it has been killed, spit upon them, and
rub their eyebrows with them, saying,

' '

They have
slain our brother, our master, one of ours, him
whom we sing." They fear that they will die if

they eat the flesh of one' (Arbousset, An Explora-
tory Tour to the N.E. of the Colony of the Cape of
Good Hope, Lond. 1852, 176).
Most of the central tribes practise circumcision.

The ceremony is performed upon boys about the

age of puberty. It takes place at intervals of time
which depend on the number of candidates. The
lads who are to be subjected to it are gathered into a

hut, where they have to reside for several weeks,
and where they are initiated into the traditions of

the tribe and the duties of manhood. When they
are at length released, they issue with the rights of

adult and fully qualified members of the tribe.

Among some tribes, such as the Basuto of the

Transvaal, the '

schools,' as they are often called,
are spread over three periods, held at intervals of
three years ; but they are more usually completed
in one term. The discipline undergone by the
candidates is intended to harden them and develop
their endurance and self-restraint. In regard to
sexual matters, however, it is the reverse of what
we should consider moral. The actual perform-
ance of circumcision is not an original or necessary
part of the initiation ceremonies. Though ancient

among many of the tribes, it has only recently
been introduced among some, and is still rejected
by others. Among the Baronga it fell into
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desuetude in the early years of the last century ;

and Chaka, the great Zulu king, abolished it about

tiie same time among the Zulus (Maclean, 94, 153 ;

Alberti, De, Kaffers, Amsterdam, 1810, p. 73 ; Journ.

African Soc.v.2il; JAIxxxv. 251, 267, 372; Junod,
28). The Basuto of Basutoland, the Beciiuana, and

many other tribes require a similar period of retire-

ment and instruction to be undergone by girls before

they are esteemed marriageable.
The Zulus, the Xosas, the Pondos, and other

tribes of the south-east, observe the rule of

exogamy. Thev are forbidden to marry members
of the same clan, though belonging to different

tribes. The rule, however, is breaking down
(Theal, Kajfir Folk-Lore, Lond. 1882, 198 ; Shooter,

Kafirs of Natal, Lond. 1857, 45). Among the
tribes of the interior it has rarely been recorded.

A somewhat similar rule forbidding marriage within
the kin has recently, however, been noted by a
German traveller as ch<aracteristic of the Batauana,
an ofl'shoot of the Bamangwato inhabiting the

Okawango marshland near Lake Ngami {ZE xxxvi.

704) ; and though it has escaped record, it is

possible that it may be observed by others of the
central and south-eastern tribes.

(b) Northern tribes. —Among the northern tribes,
such as the Baganda and the Banyoro around the
Victoria Nyanza, totemism is still a powerful part
of the social organization. Sir Harry Johnston

gives a list of twenty-nine clans in Uganda proper
and its southern province of Buddu, named after
various animals and vegetables. The object which
serves as the name of the clan is in some way
identified with the original founder, though there
is no evidence that tne clan is believed to be

actually descended froin it. It is held so far sacred
that the members of the clan do not willingly
destroy or eat it. The mamba, or lung-fish, though
generally appreciated as an article of diet, is not
killed or eaten by the Mamba clan ; the elephant
is not injured by the members of the Elephant
clan ; members of the Leopard or the Lion clan
will endeavour to avoid killing the animal whose
name they bear ; and so on. The word used for
' totem '

is niuziro,
'

something tabued or avoided,'
and is. Sir Harry Joimston declares,

* a fair trans-
lation 'of the word totem (Johnston, ii. 587, 588,

691, 692). The same distinguished autlior was of

opinion that there was no prohibition of marriage
within the clan. More recent investigations, how-
ever, have resulted in aditterent conclusion ; and it

seems fairly certain that, whatever was the custom
among the Banyoro, the Baganda and probably the

Basoga forbade marriage between even the most
distant members of the same clan. As elsewhere,
the kin is reckoned through the father, and has
the consequent tendency to localize itself. Every
family has its kialo, or place of origin ; and the
residents in a given village usually belong to the
same totem. Circumcision and other initiatory
ceremonies appear to be unknown.
Meagre as is our information with regard to the

Uganda Protectorate, we know still less of the
totemism of the other northern peoples. Father
van der Burgt, to whose monograph we are in-

debted for all that we know of the Warundi of
German East Africa, uses the word without any
clear notion of its meaning. The goat, the wild
boar, and the domestic fowl are not eaten, though
the first and last are ottered in sacrifice. Mutton
is not eaten by every one. Fish is not eaten, save
on the shores of Lake Tanganyika. But whether
these tabus are totemic we cannot say. The
Warundi seem to count kinship through the father.
The wife, however, occupies a much better position
than among the tribes south of the Zambesi. In-
dications given here and there by Father van der
Burgt point to an organization in clans. How far
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it is effective, and whether the clans are exogamous,
does not appear. Circumcision is not practised.
On puberty rites we have no information ; but
secret societies exist, and serpents and other
animals are said to play a part in their ceremonies.

Nothing, however, is really known of the facts.

On the Shire Highlands, between Lake Nyasa
and the Zambesi, the Wayao and Mang'anja
reckon descent through the mother. When a man
marries, he settles in his wife's village. He does
not, as a rule, take a second wife while the first is

living, unless he inherits her from his elder brother
or maternal uncle. When he dies, any property he

may have which is not buried with him or con-
sumed in the funeral feast and expenses devolves
on his next brother, or, failing younger brothers,
on his eldest sister's son, and so on (Macdonald,
Africana, i. 187 ; Werner, 132). The Wayao are
divided into exogamous clans. These clans appear
to be totemic, but no list has been made of them.
Each of them is said to have a niwiko, or tabu, with

regard to some animal. The subject, however,
still awaits investigation (Werner, 252). Girls and

boys undergo initiation about the age of puberty.
The retirement and ceremonies for a girl occupy
about a month, for a boy about six weeks. A
boy's name is changed, and after he has gone
through the mysteries it is not permitted to call

him by his previous name. Among the Mang'anja
only the girls undergo puberty rites. Their names
are changed, like those of the Yao boys (Mac-
donald, op. cit. i. 125 ; Werner, 123). The front

teeth of both sexes are chipped into saw-like points ;

but this does not appear to be done at the puberty
rites.

The Awemba inhabiting North-Eastern Rhodesia
between Lake Tanganyika and Lake Bang^veolo
have totems which descend exclusively through
women. The crocodile, the hoe, and the mush-
room are stated to be totems. * But no special

worship is paid to the crocodile, though the natives
believe that the souls of the drowned migrate into

the bodies of crocodiles' (JAT xxxvi. 154). Our
information is at present too meagre to enable us to

judge how far totemism is still the basis of society.

(c) South-western tribes.—Turning to the Hereros
in the south-west, we find a curious condition

corresponding to the double reckoning of kinship
already noted. Each eanda has a totem, and

nearly all of them a number of sub-totems. Most
of the characteristics of totemism have, however,
been taken over by the otuzo, and are no longer
observed by the omaanda. Thus the chameleon is

sacred to the ortt-escmii (the oruzooi the chameleon).
The members of the clan call it

' Our Old Ancestor,'
and they will not touch it. The members of the

onizo of the sun eat and drink only while the sun
is above the horizon. The chief tabus of the oruzo
have been concentrated on domestic animals. The
oruzo of the chameleon prefer brown and especially

piebald cattle ; they neitiier keep nor eat slieep or

oxen into tiie colour of which grey enters. Anotiier
oruzo neither keep nor eat yellow or grey cattle ;

they are forbidden to eat the tongue or other part
of the flesh of pack-oxen. The oruzo of the Koodoos
not only eat no koodoo-flesh ; they keep no cattle or

sheep without horns or with mutilated horns ; nor
will they eat of such as have lost their ears. At the

death of a member of the clan no sacrifice is ofi'ered.

Hence the characteristic ornament of Herero graves—that of the ox-horns—is wanting ; but koodoo-

horns are laid on the grave and by the sacred fire

at the werft ('village'). These tabus of domestic

animals having certain colours and other marks,
and of portions of animals, bear the stamp of com-

paratively recent origin—an attempt to import into

the oruzo a distinctive series of observances parallel

with, and yet ditt'erent from, those which were pro-
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bably characteristic of the eanda, but which have
now disappeared. The blood-feud, however, still

attaches to the eanda, and has not been transferred
to the oruzo. It is to be inferred that the eanda
was exoganious. At present the Herero prefers to

marry within the circle of his relatives ; but—
significant exception—children of two sisters or
of two brothers cannot intermarry. According to

the Herero reckoning, they are themselves brother
and sister. If children of two sisters, they would
belong to the same eanda ; if children of two
brothers, to the same oruzo. There appear to be
no puberty-mysteries for either boys or girls.
Circumcision is practised, but it is an individual
rite performed for the most part at a very early
age. The hair of a girl, except a tuft on the middle
of the head, is shaved in her eiglith year. The
lower front teeth of both sexes are broken out, and
the upper teeth chipped into a pointed form,
between their eleventh and fourteenth years.
These appear to be relics of puberty-rites ; but
none of them are said to be performed collectively
when the parents can afiord the sole expense of

the festivities usual on the occasion. Only from
motives of economy are these rites now imposed
upon the young people in companies.

(d) Western or Forest tribes.—So far as our
information goes, the vestiges of totemism among
the Western tribes are few and unceitain—and
this in spite of the fact that most of the tribes
are still in the stage of mother-right. The pre-
valent tabus, especially those of food, however,
point to a totemic origin. They are generally
known under the name of xina, orunda, or kazila

(compare the ila of the Bechuana), or some dialectic
variation of one or another of those words. The
Congo tribes inhabiting the lower reaches of the
river as far inland as Stanley Pool call a tabu
mpangu. These tabus are of two kinds.
There is, first, the personal orunda, observed by

virtue of a vow by the individual concerned or of
the directions of a medicme-man, or else promised
and vowed, after divination, for an infant at birth,
and sometimes expressed in his name. Many of
these prohibitions are attributed to tlie direct
commands of a Nkici (tutelary god or 'fetish').

Many are self-imposed as a religious observance
in honour of a Nkici, or as a measure of precaution.
Some are connected with a secret society, and
are required of all its members. Natives are

frequently named after animals ; and such of the
prohibitions as go with the name of an animal
may have been taken over from totemism. The
rest are perhaps due to the development of '

fetish-
ism ' and idol-worship (see § 5).
The other kind of orunda is observed by entire

families. In Calabar, as we are told by a mission-

ary,
' certain kinds of food are forbidden by some

juju law or custom of their o\vn to families and
persons bearing certain names' (Waddell, Tioenty-
nine Years in the West Indies and Central Africa,
Lond. 1863, 369). Among the Bavili or Fyat, in
French Congo, the pig is forbidden to all royal
blood; other families 'will not touch certain
animals because their ancestors owe such animals
a debt of gratitude.' The buflalo is forbidden '

to
tlie Bakutu, as a punishment to them for not listen-

ing to the words of Maloango ; the antelope to a
family round about Fahi, for refusing to give
water to a voice in the bush when asked for it ;

fish of certain inland waters to certain people, near
Cabinda, for not giving water to Nzambi (§ 7) and
her child

; and so on '

(Dennett, Folkl. of the Fjort,
10, 149; cf. Bastian, Loango-Kuste, i. 18311'.).
Du Chaillu's evidence is to the same effect. He
tells us that the flesh of the Bos brachiceros was
an abomination to the king of the Bakalai and all

his family, because many generations pre\'iously

one of their women gave birth to a calf instead
of a child

; that the crocodile was forbidden food
to another family for the same reason ; and that
further inquiry disclosed the fact that '

scarce a
man could be found to whom some article of
food' was not orunda. Crocodile, hippopotamus,
monkey, boa, wild pig are enumerated by the
traveller as objects of such prohibition, which is

observed even at the risk of starvation, and under
the belief of supernatural punishment by mis-

carriage of women of the family or the birth of
monstrosities in the shape of the prohibited animal
(du Chaillu, Eq^iat. Afr., Lond. 1861, 308). The
word '

family
' used by our authorities corresponds

with little doubt to a clan tracing its membership
through women ; and the fact that the name fre-

quently indicates the prohibited food lends counte-
nance to the belief that we have here a survival of
a genuine totemic tabu. It seems, however, that

by a curious exception, the totem, if totem it be,
descends, among the tribes of the Lower Congo,
always from father to son, though in other respects
the tribes in question are in the stage of mother-

right (Bentley, Pioneering on the Congo, i. 263).
Further investigation is needed on this point.
The Barotse are an outlying Western tribe on

the upper waters of the Zambesi. They reckon
descent through the father only, though traces

linger of the earlier form of organization. Our
information as to their food-prohibitions is very
meagre. The members of the royal family are
forbidden the flesh of the sheep and the goat.
The pig seems more generally tabued ; and the

young women abstain from a certain fish lest it

render them sterile (Beguin, Les Ma-Rotsi, Laus-

anne, 1903, p. 124). But whether the latter prohibi-
tions are confined to the Barotse themselves or apply
also to any of their subject peoples does not appear.
More uncertain as a trace of totemism are the

puberty-rites. Circumcision is very general,

except among the Barotse ; and though sometimes

performed upon boys individually when they
arrive at the proper age, and, indeed, among
certain of the Upper Congo tribes a few days after

birth, it is frequently, as in Angola, a collective

rite, at which the boys who are subjected to it

live for a month in seclusion under the care of a

nganga (§ 6). Girls on reaching puberty are

required to undergo seclusion in a hut called ' the

paint-house,' where they are instructed by an old
woman in the duties of adult life, and whence
they often do not issue until they are about to be
married. But this is an individual rite. Secret
Societies flourish all do^^Ti the West Coast. They
have probably been introduced from the Negio
tribes, and seem to be connected with the worship
of special gods. Boys and often girls about the

age of puberty are compelled to be initiated.

They are taken away into the bush for a season
and there instriacted in the cult of the Society.
Absolute obedience to its commands is required ;

and oaths of secrecy are imposed. So well are
these kept that even converted natives refuse to

speak of the rites. Consequently verj' little is

known of them. As among many of the Australian

tribes, it is believed by the uninitiated that the
novices are killed and brought to life again. On
returning to the village they feign ignorance of

their language, and even of their nearest relatives
and the most familiar objects of their daily life.
'

They appear dazed, and cannot talk. They want
whatever they see, seize whatever takes their

fancy. No one is allowed to resist, because "
they

do not know any better." They behave like

lunatics, and pretend not to know how to eatj
even food has to be masticated for them, so
well do they act their part. After a few days
the excitement and interest of the deception
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wear ofl', and they gradually resume intelligence
'

(Bentley, i. 287). The Societies wield enormous

political and social power, of which they frequently

give public demonstration ; and it is one of the

main objects of civilized governments to put them
down. We niaj' conjecture that here, as elsewhere

in the lower culture, they are a development of

the puberty-rites arising on the decay of totemism.
Certain of the tribes also, both inland and on

the coast, knock out the two middle front teeth

in the upper jaw at ])uberty. Tiie ^lushicongos,
like the Hereros, chip all their front teeth into

points (Decle, Three Yeais in Savage Africa, Lond.

1898, 81 ; Monteiro, Angola and the Eiver Congo,
Lond. 1875, i. 262). The one or the other mutilation

is common in Africa, as well as in other parts of

the world ; and although generally connected with

puberty cannot be reckoned as necessarily a relic

of totemism.
The laws of marriage, so far as relates to pro-

hibited degrees, have scarcely been investigated ;

but at all events some of the tribes forbid marriage
within the clan, however remote the relationship
according to our reckoning.

4. Worship of the dead and other spirits.
Burial rites.—[a] Central and South-eastern tribes.— The principal factors in the decay of the
totemism of the Central and South-eastern tribes

have been their pastoral and warlike habits.

These have necessitated a higher social organiza-
tion with father-right as its basis. As alreadj'

pointed out, the change from mother-right to

lather-right tends to localize the clans, and to

merge them in the local organization under the

recognized head of the clan. The social and

religious rites of each household are performed
by its head ; those of the tribe are performed by
its chief. Thus they gradually centre round him
while living ; nor does his power cease with his

death. Tlie very ancient and world-wide belief in

the life after death leads to the conviction that
the chief is still a chief ; the father of a household
still exercises his functions of owner, pro\ider,
controller, preserver, behind the veil that separates
him from his survivors and descendants. No other
life can be imagined for him ; and the people over
whom and for whom he exercises these functions
are the same whom he ruled in his lifetime. The
chief is the father of his tribe ; he is its head, and
his tribesmen are in a sense his children. In
South Africa the tribe is often called by his name.

Many a tribe credits its chief with extraordinary
powers : he controls the rain ; he gives or witii-

holds plenty ; he performs the ceremonies which
give success in war. 'The chief,' says Merensky,
'is the focus of witchcraft and superstition ; he is

the high priest of his people ; and faitli in his super-
natural power is the strongest bond which unites
his subjects to himself (Beitrdge, 116). Such an
one receives in his lifetime a reverence hardly
distinguishable from worship. That reverence is

exalted and intensified by death. His powers are
now released from many of their limitations, and
are exercised in more terrible, because more

mysterious, ways. He becomes part of the tribal

religion, for the moment the most jirominent object
of worship ; and .such he remams until his successor
in his turn supplants him.

Ancestor-worship thus developed—worship of
their ancestors by the members of a family, and
of their departed chiefs by a whole tribe—is the
religion of the Central and South-eastern Bantu
peoples.

It is to the ancestors of the reig:iiing chief, says M. Junod,
speaking of the Baronpa,

'
that prayers and sacrifices are always

presented when the interest of the tribe as a whole is con-
cerned—in national calamities, in time of famine, drou<rht,
war, or at the oiKning of a new season when it is desired to
obtain from the divinities an abundant harvest. Their names

compose the genealogy of the royal family. They are invoked
one after another

; and it is doubtless this religious practice
which has saved h'ora oblivion the names of these revered
chiefs, become the protecting genii of the tribe. Moreover,
each family possesses also its string of chikwemho [ancestral
laanes], longer or shorter, better or worse preserved. If tlie

family pride be well develojied, if the ancestors have been men
of mark, and if their sons have guarded the family tradition
with intelligence, this family religion will be well developed'
(Les Barongas, 3S2).

As the ancestors of the chief are worshipped on
national occasions, the ancestors of the family are

worshipped on occasions of family interest, .such

as marriage, death, or sickness, or any occasion of

rejoicing, praj'cr, or mourning.
The Central and South-eastern Bantu believe

that the ordinary existence of the soul after death
is led underground (a conception Avhich is the
natural consequence of burial), often in villages
like those on earth, and with cattle variously said
to be entirely white or (among the Basuto) of a
blue colour with red and white spots. But the
dead retain the power of appearing in dreams, or
of assuming the form of animals. Sometimes they
enter into men and inspire them. They retain
their human feelings, and desire to be remembered
by their descendants and nourished by sacrifice.

It would seem as if they were dependent for their

continued existence, or at all events for their

comfort, on the continuance of their line. If

they have no one to remember them and to offer

sacrifices to them, they will be reduced to eating
grasshoppers, and they will ' die of cold on the
mountains.' This expression is perhaps not to be
taken literally ; but at least it indicates a state
of extreme miseiy (Callaway, Bel. Syst. 145, 225 ;

Arbousset, 237). Though worshipped, the dead are
feared rather than loved. They are possessed
of more than human power and knowledge, and
appear sometimes for beneficent purposes, as to
warn of danger, or to reveal medicines. Sneezing
is caused by the manes ; it is a sign that the

spirit of an ancestor is with the man to help him.
More usually, however, the visits of the dead
are to demand sacrifice or to call the living.

They often harass the living by their presence,
and must be laid. The dead husband is jealous
of his wife ; and, before she marries another, the

spirit must be laid, and she must be 'i)urilied.'
When the dead reveal themselves to their de-
scendants and tribesmen in dreams, they usually
appear in their own proper fonus. When they
appear otherwise than in dreams, it is as animals.

Bufl'aloes, hippopotami, lizards, and even mice
are mentioned among the animals held by the
Zulus to be manifestations of their dead. Among
the Matabele and the Mashuna the dead maj- be

changed into animals such as elephants, bucks,
lions, and so forth. Other tribes hold croco-

diles or hyienas to be manifestations of their

departed members. In fact, almost any animal

may be credited with being an incarnation of the
dead. But by far the commonest form assumed
is that of a snake. Several kinds of such snakes
are distinguished by the Zulus. Some of them
are appropriated to deceased chiefs ; others are
incarnations of the common people ; and one kind
is shared by chieftainesses with commoners (Calla-

way, op. cit. 196). All animals to which these
beliefs attach are, of course, treated with respect ;

offerings are made to them ; and they are never
killed or injured.

In addition to the animals referred to in the foregoing para-

graph, a sacred character attaches to the ox. The chief wealth
of these tribes consists of their domestic cattle. The Zulu

cattle-pen, or kraal, is placed in the centre of the \illage, and
the human habitations are built round it in a circle. The
Pondos build their villages in horse-shoe form, with the kraal

between the two ends. Farther to the north the Bavenda
huts are scattered irregularly in a palisaded enclosure on a

hill-side, the kraal occupying one of the lower comers. Each
tribe has its own tj-pe of vUlage ; but in any case, the kraal
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is the most sacred spot. There the chief of the village receives

and feasts his visitors and people on great occasions ; there

he offers his sacrifices to the manes; and often, when he

dies, he is buried there. All public assemblies are held there,
and all solemn rites performed. The burial of the chief in the

kraal involves the identification in some sense of the cattle

with the deceased. A Bechuana chief is frequently addressed
as ' One who came forth from cattle.' Among the Basuto
the cattle are called ' melimo (spirits, manes) of the wet
noses.' Yet the cattle are not regarded with the reverence
and fear which the animals previously mentioned enjoy. As
domestic animals they are treated as the property of their

owners ; they are driven forth to pasture and back to their

kraal ; they are milked ; superfluous bull-calves are castrated ;

above all, they are killed for sacrifice and for food. Probably,
in the first instance, they were never slain except for sacrifice.

But a sacrifice to the manes results in a feast on the slaughtered
animals by the living members of the village or the tribe ; and
now among tribes like the Baronga the cattle are killed for

food, while the goat, a less valuable beast, is the largest
sacrifice (Junod, op. cit. 200). Among the Bechuana and other

tribes a bull or an ox is still offered on all important occasions.

In extreme emergencies, when the ordinary praj'ers for rain

have been of no avail, the Bamang^'ato offer an ox on the

grave of a chief. On setting out for war the Bechuana sacri-

fice a bull with special ceremonies, and the contents of its

stomach are carried before the host as a talisman of victory.
The same uninviting substance is smeared over warriors in the

purification ceremony after returning from a fight ; and chiefs

who have quarrelled, meeting in a reconciliation ceremony,
smear it over one another's arms as they clasp hands. At a
Bechuana marriage the fat surrounding the entrails of the

slaughtered ox is rubbed with ' medicine
' and laid about the

shoulders and bosom of the bride. Among the Basuto an ox
is sacrificed at a death, the corpse is buried wrapped in the skin

with a piece of the meat and some grain, and the contents of

the victim's stomach are placed on the grave. The ritual in all

these cases indicates the sacredness of the animal
;
and many

other native customs and phrases point in the same direction

(JA I XXXV. 301 ff.
; Martin, Basutoland, London, 1903, p. 90 f. ;

Junod, op. cit. 200).
The origin and exact bearing of these practices are still unde-

termined. They are possibly to be traced to the special care

and affection with which cattle are thought to be regarded by
the deceased ancestors whose chief possessions they were, and
who are held to incarnate themselves in, or to inspire, them
from time to time. The Sesuto phrase, for instance, above

quoted, is said to be used because it is believed by the Basuto
that the spirits of the departed take up their abode for a time
in the bodies of the cattle (Mrs. Cartwright, in FL xv. 246).

It would seem, however, that such possessions are to be dis-

tinguished from those previously referred to, being usually no
more than temporary.
Some tribes are accustomed to bury their chiefs

in a special burial - ground. The royal burial-

grounds of the Baronga are described as vast
and almost impenetrable thickets. A small path
hardly traceable leads into them, trodden only at

intervals by the reigning chief, the descendant of

the sacred line, for the purpose of sacrificing to

his ancestors. To all others entrance is forbidden.
Within the thicket the illustrious dead rest be-

neath barrows, on which are to be seen the dried
and decaying remains of offerings, and often
calabashes and other household utensils, broken
and cast upon the grave at the time of burial.

Naturally serpents abound in the underwood,
probably deemed to be manifestations of the de-
ceased. These cemeteries are invested with all

the terrors of superstition ; and awful tales are
told of sacrilegious persons who have dared to

pluck the fruits of the trees, or even to cut a
branch of dried wood for fuel (Junod, op. cit.

383 If. ). The kings of the Bavenda are similarly
buried with their ancestors in the holy grove.
Formerly the body was laid on a low wooden scaf-

fold and left until the flesh had fallen ofl", when
the skeleton alone was buried. Kings are not
said to 'die,' but to 'go away for a time.' At
their graves sacrifice is offered from time to time.

The altar consists of three stones fi.xed in the

ground, in the centre of M'hich a shrub, flower, or

rush has been planted. This plant is probably the
modzimo ('soul

'

or 'manifestation') of an ancestor;
for among the Bavenda the dead return into vari-

ous objects, such as cattle, goats, sheep, or weapons
and tools of the defunct, which are then held
sacred (JAI xx.w. 376 ff.). In the same way
among the Baronga, at a chief's death his naibs,

hair, and beard are cut, and the cuttings are

kneaded up, together with some of the dung of

the oxen slain at his death, into a ball, which is

carefully surrounded with thongs of hide. When
his successor dies, a second ball is made and added
to the first, and so on. The sacred object thus
formed is called a mhamba. It is not an idol, but
a sort of national palladium. It is placed in the

custody of an officer, who is specially chosen for

his calmness and sobriety. He becomes a sort of

high priest of the tribe ; and on all national occa-

sions he offers the sacrifice and brandishes the
mhamba before the eyes of the people (Junod,

op. cit. 398). The Basuto of the Transvaal have
sacred trees in which the manes dwell (Merensky,
132).

(b) South-western tribes.—Among the Hereros
the worship of the dead is well developed. When
a man dies, he is buried near a tree, or, if the chief

of a werft, or village, in his cattle-kraal ; cattle are

slain, especially any supposed to be favourites of

the deceased, cut to pieces, and cast away as offer-

ings to him, the horns being taken to adorn the
tree beside the grave. The werft is then aban-
doned and allowed to fall into decay. Nor do the

people return, unless the deceased has himself ex-

pressed the wish to hear again after his death the

lowing of his cattle about his grave. When they
do return to rebuild the werft, they lament for the

dead at the grave and address the omukuru (

' de-

ceased ') :

'

See, father ! we are here, we thy children.

See, we have done as thou hast ordered us. We
have brought the cattle thou gavest us here,' and
so on. New fire is kindled on the old hearth, a

sheep is slaughtered, of which all the people eat.

Every son of the deceased then approaches the fire

with a branch or a small tree. These are set up
in a row half-way betAveen the fire and the cattle-

kraal. An ox or sheep is slaugh tered for each of the

sons, and its flesh is laid upon the grave. When
it is thus consecrated at the grave, it is further

consecrated by tasting by the sons of the deceased.

Married men who have children are the only per-
sons allowed to eat of this flesh. So long as these

ceremonies are proceeding (apparently for some

days), all milk must in the same way be conse-

crated by presentation at the grave, and a little of

it is always left standing in a pail on the grave.
Another ceremony is also performed, but it does

not seem clear whether it is an invariable part of

the rites. The eldest son, standing at the grave,

personates his father, and pretending to be angry
throws stones at the assembled people. At first

they are frightened and flee, crying out,
' Our

father is angry ! Our father fights !

'

Kegaining
courage, they return to the grave and throw stones

back. After a sham fight of this kind for a little

while the omukuru is supposed to become quiet ;

and the son standing at the grave begins to

speak in his father's name. He asks first about

the cattle individually by name or colour, and then

about the people. The people reply suitably to

the questions (S. Afr. F. L. Journ. i. 55 ff. ). Here
we have beyond doubt the recognition of a new

divinity with whom direct relations of worship on
the one side and tutelage on the other are entered

into. But he is not taken as a divinity in substitu-

tion for another. He is only the most recent of

the ovrtkuru, or deceased ancestors, all of whom
are regarded as powerful beings.

In the closest connexion with the worship of ancestors is the

sacred fire. The household fire bums before every hut. The
chief's hearth is between his hut and the cattle-kraal. The fire

is in charge of his eldest unmarried daughter, who is responsible
for keeping it alight. Its extinction is a calamity to be^ expi-
ated only by solemn offerings of cfittle(.\nders3on. Lake Xgami,
223), and it must be re-kindled with the fire-sticks which repre-
sent the male and female ancestors. It is thus that the new
fire is kindled at the ceremony just described. When, as some-

times happens, a portion of the population swarms ofl from an

old wer/t under the leadership of a son of the chief, a portion of
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the old are is taken with them ; and if it go out, it must, if

possible, be re-kindled by a brand from the old hearth ;
if not,

then by means of the fire-sticks. Every child is presented a

few days after birth at the sacred hearth to the omtikuru. The
father then takes the child into his arms and gives it a name,

calling upon his ancestors and presenting the child to them.
Birth takes place in a special hut, and until this ceremony has

been performed the mother is not re-admitted into her own
house. The meat slaughtered at the festival when a youth is

circumcised is holy, and must be cooked at the okuruo (' sacred

fire '). It is solemnly eaten there in the presence of sticks repre-

senting the ovakurxi, which are brought for the purpose from
the sacred house where they are kept. The ceremony of break-

ing-out and chipping the teeth of children (J 3) is likewise

performed at the sacred hearth. JIarriage rites, too, are per-
formed before the okvruo. The sick are carried round and
round the sacred fire with a chant addressed to the omukuru,
praying for their recovery (S. A/r. F. L. Joum. i. 41 ff., ii. 166 ;

Dannert, 23, 48).

(c) Northern tribes.—We turn to the Northern

tribes, and lirst to the Protectorate of Uganda.
Ancestor-worship is described as ' the founda-
tion of such religious beliefs as are held by the

Banyoro.' Every clan has its own muchwczi (pi.

barhivczi), or ancestral spirit, sometimes confused
with the totem. The same word is applied
to the priest or medicine-man who conducts the

worship. It is also given to the individual mem-
bers of the light

- coloured Galla race which is

dominant in these lands and, mingled with Bantu
blood, now forms the Bahima aristocracy. The
fearful thunderstorms common in the Protectorate
are looked upon by the Banyoro as caused by the
bachwezi. When a person is killed by lightning,
his death is regarded as the manifestation of anger
on the part of the bachwezi, either against him
or his clan. A great ceremony is performed ; the
medicine - man is summoned to investigate the
cause ; and sacrifices are duly offered to appease
the bachwezi (Johnston, Uganda Prot. ii. 588 tf.).

The religion of the Bahima, as we might ex-

pect from their Hamitic ancestry, is somewhat
more developed. They have small huts, built

close to the houses in every village, where offer-

ings are made. Either in addition to the ancestral

spirits, or as a specialized form of them, a number
of beings are believed in who are looked upon as
' devils

'

or evil influences, and who therefore re-

quire to be constantly propitiated. The Bahima
worship deceased chiefs and prominent personages,
though they have '

little definite belief in a future
life on the part of any individual man or woman.'
Nevertheless, they are said to believe in a land of

the departed, called mitoma, away to the east,
whither all Bahima go (Johnston, op. cit. ii. 631 ;

Cunningham, 22).
The Baganda, now nominallj' either Christians

or Muhammadans, formerly worshipped a number
of ancestral and other spirits. Their religion ap-
pears to have been somewhat nearer to a genuine
polytheism than that of their Western neighboius
the Banyoro and Bahima. The most influential
of their gods was Mukasa, who is believed by Sir

Harry Johnston to have been originally
' an an-

cestral spirit, and whose place of origin and prin-
cipal temple was on the biggest of the Sese Islands.'
He became in time the god of Lake Victoria

Nyanza. He was propitiated by those making a

long voyage. He and some of the other gods were
provided with earthly wives in the persons of

wgins, who were required to live chaste, thou^jh
it is a question how far they complied with the

requirement. Muka.sa is, however, of uncertain
sex, being often referred to as female. The
highest god was the

sky-god Kazoba, whose name
is derived from a word signifying

'

sun.' There
were other departmental gods.
On the east of Uganda proper and immediately

to the north of the lake lies a district called

Busoga. The people, called Basoga, closely re-
lated to the Baganda, are said to worship a
number of spirits (balubare), each of which has

its priests. Here, as among the Baganda, the

worship is frequently localized. Certain rivers

are reputed to be the homes of special lubare.

Thus the river Ntakwe is the home of tiie lubare

Takwe, who '

personifies that stream.' If a virgin
had been seduced and become pregnant, she and
the man, with stones tied to tlieir ankles and
legs, and with a sacrificial sheep, were thrown into
the river to be drowned. Human sacrifices with

revolting details were offered to the river Nagua
on the occasion of a chief's death. Certain trees
also were associated with spirits. Johnston relates
the performance of a ceremony at the native town
of Luba at a time when the famine was threatened.
In this ceremony all the details of sacrifice of a

young girl at the foot of a sacred tree were per-
formed in minucry, but in fact her life was spared
to be devoted to perpetual virginity (Johnston, op.
cit. ii. 718 ff.).

Little need be said of the burial rites of these
tribes as indicative of their religion. The Bahima
are a purely pastoral people. At each cattle-kraal

there is a huge heap of manure, which is of course

daily added to. In this heap the dead are buried.

Peasants, who do not belong to the Bahima, or

ruling aristocracy, are buried at the hut-door.

The Banyoro kings were put into a circular pit
about twelve feet deep, along with nine living men.
The pit was then covered with a cowhide tightly

pegged down all round, and a temple built over it.

A headman was placed as watcher ; and many of

the personal servants of the deceased were ap-

l^ointed to live in the temple. They and their

descendants (who continued their duty) were sup-
plied with food by the surrounding country.
Bahima chiefs are buried beneath their huts ;

other persons are exposed to be eaten by hy^enas.
The kings of Uganda were buried at a place called

Emerera. A great house was built to receive the

royal corpse. Wrapped round with many layers
of native bark-cloth, the body was laid on a low
wooden scaffold in the middle of the house. The
door was then closed and securely fastened, not to

be opened again. The deceased king's cook, his

headman of the beer-pots, and his chief herdsman
were seized, together with three women of corre-

sponding rank ; they were dragged in front of the
house and there slaughtered, their bodies

bein^
left to the vultures. The king's under-jaw had
been cut off previously to his entombment. It was
ornamented mth cowries and kept in a house in

an adjacent enclosure. Hard by in the same en-

closure lived a chief who was appointed guardian
of the jaw, another chief who was guardian of the

tomb, and the wives of the deceased and their

successors, who were supposed to keep watch over
the tomb for ever. The late king, Mutesa, abol-

ished this custom ; but his wives, so long as they
lived, were to be, and they remain, the ofiicial

guardians, dwelling in the great house which has
been erected over his grave (Cunningham, 10, 29,

224). A chief of the Basoga is buried beneath his

own house, which is then suffered to fall into

decay. An ordinary peasant is buried in front of

his dwelling. If a man die at a distance from

home, a reed or stick, over which the deceased has
been called to come for burial, is wrapped up in

bark-cloth and buried as the dead man.

Passing by a number of tribes about which we
are even more imperfectly informed than about those

of the Uganda Protectorate, we turn to the Man-
g'anja and the Wa-yao in the Shire Highlands.
These two tribes believe themselves to be of common
origin. The latter are an intrusive people, whose

original seat was probably the Unango mountains
between Lake Nyasa and the Mozambique coast,

whence they were driven by pressure of other

tribes from the north in the earlier half of last
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century. They conquered the Mang'anja, ulti-

mately settling side by side with them and inter-

marrying. In all probability at no distant date

they will fuse into one people. To that fusion

their religion will ofler no difficulties, for it is in

all essentials the same. It is primarily a worship
of the dead. The soul or spirit is called lisoka (pi.

masoka). As usual in the lower culture, it is be-

lieved to depart from the body during sleep, and
its adventures are the cau.se of dreams. At death
it departs to return to the body no more. One
of the words for '

spirit
'

is msimn, obviously re-

lated to the Sechuana moi-imo (p. 364''). Just as a
lunatic, moreover, is called by the Bechuana
barimo, so among the Yaos sulierers from mad-
ness, idiocy, or delirium are ica masoka (' they of

the spirits '). After death the lisoka is said to

liave 'gone to Mulungu' : it is even called mu-
lungu. This word is used by the missionaries to

translate '

God,' for which it is no more the equiva-
lent than is the Sechuana morimo. But the fuller

discussion of mnlungu must be reserved for a sub-

sequent section (see p. 365*).
Besides the manes, the Yaos recognize other per-

sonal beings who receive worship. Of these the
chief is Mtanga, often identified with Mulungu.
Mtanga is said to have pinched up the earth into

mountains, dug channels for the rivers, and brought
down the rain to fill them. He is associated with

Mangochi, the great hill in the country to the
north-east of their present habitat, which the Yaos
occupied until the middle of last century. He
does not appear to be identified with Mangochi,
but there is some evidence that tribes at no great
distance worshipped remarkable hiUs. Some of

these divinities seem to have been originally spirits
of the departed. It is possible that some or all of
them may have been local objects of worship, and
in consequence of the removal of the tribe from its

earlier seats they may have become more or less

generalized in character and attributes. In any
case a tendency is discernible on the part of tlie

Yaos, as of other Northern tribes, to develop
from ancestor-Avorship to polytheism (Macdonald,
Africana, i. 58 fi".; JAI xxxii. 89).
The spirits are approached with offerings of

native flour or beer, or of fowls or goats. These
are presented at the shrine and left for the spirit's

consumption. In the case of a goat, however,
only one leg is usually presented, the remainder
being eaten by the villagers themselves. Some-
times tlie spirit asks for some other offering. If for

tobacco, a quantity is put on a plate and set on
lire ; if for a house, a new hut is built for him.
Ofl'eriiigs are made not only at the grave or shrine
of a dead man. The first-fruits of the crops are

placed in a rough shed outside the village or near
the hut of the chief or head-man. Occasional small

offerings of flour or beer are placed at the foot of
the tree in the village courtyard where men sit

and talk or work. On sitting down to a meal the
native throws a piece of the food at the root of tlie

nearest tree. On a journey a little flour is often
laid at the foot of a wayside tree or at an angle
where two roads meet. All these oflerings are
made to Miilinigu, and the act is kulo)nba Mu-
lungu,

' to worship Mulungu.^
The reigning chief is tlie priest of his deceased

ancestors, and the head of a family is the priest of

the departed of his family. When a man dies, he
is buried in his own house, or in the forest. If he
owned slaves, some of them are put to death or
buried alive with him ; his body rests on theirs in

the grave. Valuables such as ivory and beads are

ground to powder and put into the grave with him
;

food and drink are left upon the surface. If he is

buried in his house, the house becomes a shrine or

temple for his worship ; otherwise it is broken doAvij,

but still considered sacred to him, and offerings are

presented on the site. At a chief's death the village
is abandoned—at all events, for the time. Prayer
is made to the deceased before hunting, for rain, for

crops, and on other occasions. He manifests him-
self in dreams or in animal-form. A great hunter
takes the form of a lion or a leopard ; witches

appear as hyienas ; other spirits often appear as

serpents. The chief's principal wife or some other
woman is set apart as prophetess or oracle of the

spirit. lie inspires her at night ; she becomes
frenzied, and her ravings are heard all over the

village. Sometimes she announces the demand
for a human sacrifice. If the divinity be resident
on a mountain, the victim is bound and left to be
eaten by wild beasts or to die of hunger. If, on
the other hand, the divinity's abode be near a lake
or river, the victim is tied to a stone and thrown
into the water.

In almost every Yao village is found a shrine,

consisting of a hut within a strong fence of cactus

enclosing the grave of some chief. Such a shrine
is regarded with awe. If the village be removed
the old shrine is not forgotten ; periodical visits

are made to it. On the occasion of a long journey
or a warlike expedition, or in case of drought,
prayers are oflered to the deceased, and a feast is

held, his successor or some other near relative

officiating as priest. Slaves and common people
are regarded as of no account. Their graves are
in the thick bush, and no oflerings are made to

them, for they can have no influence in the spirit-
world.
The Mang'anja bury in groves or thickets,

called nkalango, which often form landmarks ;

but important men may be buried in their own
houses. ^liss Werner describes one such grove
visited by her. Pots of all sor*'s and sizes, each
with a hole broken in the bottom, were scattered
over the graves, and broken sifting-baskets, and
handles of hoes or axes were laid upon them.

Among the other graves was a body wrapped in a
red mat slung from a pole supported between two
trees—a case of what is called sub-aerial burial

(Werner, 155).

Upwards of 800 miles to the north-north-west, in

German territory, the Warundi hold beliefs in all

essentials similar to those of the Yaos. The
foundation of their religion is the worship of the
dead. Father van der Burgt gives a list of thirty
names of spirits distinct from the ordinary manes.

Many of these turn out on examination to be col-

lective appellations. One of them, Umugassa,
little regarded by the Warundi, is, as the good
Father points out, Mukasa, the god of Lake
Victoria Nyanza venerated by the Baganda.
Another, Rugaba, is said to be the name of the

most ancient king of the Wahinda, the parent
tribe of the Warundi. Others seem to be depart-
mental spirits ; but the natives are vague about the

matter, and there is reason to think that some of

them at least are local divinities on their way to a
more general acceptance. Several are declared to

be identical with Imana, who is spoken of in the
same way as is Mulungu among the Wa-yao. The
name Mulungu is found among the Warundi, but
is not employed as that of an object of worship :

Imana seems to take its place. Imana is vaguely
said to make all, see all, and be able to do all ;

to give life, health, death, the fruits of the earth,
and so forth. But there is no idea of creation,

properly so called ; at most Imana or one of

the other spirits is an arranger, a transformer.
The name Imana is, howe\'er, a collective name,
like Mulungu (p. Ziob^). Another spirit, Kiranga,
often identified with Imana, receives most of the

practical worship. As the name Imana is applied
to the sacred grove or ancestral kraal of the king.
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and to tlie king himself as invested with a religious

character, so the priests and hierophants of Ki-

ranga are called by his name and he is believed to

inspire them.
The great national rite is the adoration of the sacred spear of

Kiraaga. It is performed at the birth of twins, in case of ffrave

sickness, at a marriage, or on some other important occasion.

The chief priest, wearing a cap of tiger-cat skin with the tail

hanging down his back, and with the sacred spear grasped in

his hand, sits between his assistants. When the priest is a man,
his assistants are women. But the priest may be a woman, in

which case her assistants are men. Carrying gourd-rattles, the

people gravely dance to a solemn chant. Then each, taking a
little quantity of straw, bows before the spear, offering the straw
with a short prayer. When all the participants have performed
this rite, they quit the hut and go to the ikitabo, or place of

assembly, found in every village. This consists of a bed of fine

white grass strewn round a sjcamore tree, bordered by a circle

of branches or stalks of manioc. Hither sick persons are

brought to sleep and recover ; dying persons are carried hither,
and over them is recited a formula ascribing their condition to

the manes, or to \vitchcraft or other suspected cause. The
ikitabo is in fact sacred to the manes. At the adoration of the

spear the opportunity is often taken to consecrate a new ikitabo

by the solemn planting of a young tree as its centre. After a
certain time of silent rest at the ikitabo from the fatigues of the

rite, the hut is re-entered, one of the priests takes a winnowing
basket, and, turning it upside down, pours water over it. He
then asperses the assembly by striking it with his hand, so that

drops of water are scattered round. This is perhaps a rain-

charm, for the upturned bottom of the basket is said to repre-
sent the vault of heaven, whence the priest causes the blessing
to descend on the expectant people, who are meanwhile mur-
muring prayers. A pot of sacrificial beer is brought in, and
each one drinks of it in turn. The assembly is then dismissed,
and the chief priest is paid for his services with beads and a
mat.

The Warundi also possess small huts or votive
shrines dedicated specially to the mizimu (pi. of

itmuzimu, the Kirundi form of the Sechuana
moriino), or manes. Such huts are also dedicated
with the adoration of the spear. The men eat
beside the hut ritual food by way of communion
with the vianes, and what is left is put into tiie

hut. A little beer is put into a pot, and the pot
placed in the hut. Every time afterwards that
the adoration of the spear takes place, a little food
and beer are deposited in the hut. This is also

done on other occasions ; and it is believed that
the 7)utnes often visit these huts, if they do not
reside there. Heaps of stones are also to be found

by the roadside, to which every passer-by adds.
These are said to be dedicated to the mizimu.

They may perhajis now be connected in the

people's minds witli the manes ; but this must
tje considered doubtful, unless the statement be
limited to the laanes of the Watwa, a subject
pj-gmy tribe, who, though having many customs in

common with the Warundi, bury in the bush, raise

a heap of stones over the giave, and plant a hedge
of thorns around it. Such heaps are found practi-

cally all over the world, and are usually raised to

more or less vaguely conceived local spirits.
The Warundi burj- not by the roadsiile, but in

tiie village. A fathers grave is dug in the midst
of hia courtyard, opposite the door of the principal
hut. A heap of stones is made over the grave,
and on it are flung the door of the hut and the
basket used to remove the earth from the grave.
Before the body is put into the grave, the wife of

the deceased anoints the head witli butter, praying
to the departed to be propitious to those who are
left behind, to herself and to the children. The
tumulus in the courtyard becomes a shrine, at
which rites similar to tliose just described are per-
formed : prayers and sacrifices are otFered, and the
sick are lai«l upon it. When the king dies, liis

remains are wrapped in the skin of a black ox and
desiccated at a fire. The body is tiien laid on a
low scaflbld in the middle of his courtj-ard. The
people come from all parts to pay homage to the
deceased, to adore his nuxnes, and to pray for
favours. The body remains until the ants have
eaten away the feet of the scaffold. It is then
buried on the spot. Many of the chiefs and of the

royal widows are sacrificed to the manes. The
burial ceremony is accompanied by that of the
adoration of the sacred spear ; a sj'camore is

planted over the grave ; and the royal kraal then
abandoned becomes a sacred grove, haunted,
mysterious, which no one enters but the official

guardian whose duty it is from time to time to

bring food and beer for the spirits. These groves
are numerous, thougii the country is in general
bare of trees. Tree-worship proper, however, can

hardly be said to exist.

Elsewhere Father van der Bur^t tells us that,
when the king or a member of tlie royal family
dies, one of the worms generated in the process of

putrefaction is said to be chosen and fed with milk.
Hence we should infer that desiccation is not in-

variably practised. The worm is subsequently
transformed into a lion, or in the case of one of
the king's wives into a python, or in the case of a

prince of the blood royal into a leopard. The
spirit of the deceased is thought to reside in the
animal. It is regarded as sacred ; sacrifices are
otiered to it, and it must not be injured.

Sacrifices usually consist of beer and sorghum-
meal. Goats, cocks, and oxen are, however, also

offered. A special kind of pipe with two bowls
is smoked on certain occasions by the father or

mother of the family as chief priest of the manes.
This ceremony is a sort of oflering.
At the head of the pantheon of the Awemba

stands Leza, the consideration of whose character
and position is reserved for § 7.

Inferior to him
are the milimgu (a word obviously the same as

mulunrfu of the Wa-yao). The milungu reside in

hills, mountains, and rivers, and their chief function
is to send rain and to fertilize the crops, for which

they are worshipped with prayers and sacrifice.

Another being with a similar name is Mulenga,
the '

god
'

of the rinderpest, who is said to come
periodically to wreak vengeance on chiefs who
have not worshipped him with ott'erings of cattle.

He is reputed to be the father of all albino children.

The spirits of dead ancestors are called mipashi.
They appear to be distinct from the milungu, who,
it is conjectured, are either the nature-spirits wor-

shipped by the aborigines of the country before the
Awemba conquest and subsequently taken over by
the conquerors, or mipashi of very ancient chiefs

of the Awemba exalted to something like deity.
At any rate, they now bear tlie characteristics of

nature-spirits, haunting prominent natural objects
rather than the groves and burial-places which are
the resort of the mipashi. The spirit of the head
of each family is worshipped inside the hut, at the
hearth. The mipashi of chiefs are worshipped at
the thickets or groves which are the royal burial-

places. Occasionally they take the form of a

python. More usually they communicate with
tlie living by appearing in dreams, or by

'

posses-
sion.' There is another class of spirits called

vibanda, which are regarded as malicious. They
appear to be spirits of deceased wizards and other
criminals. They are said to be worshipped by the
waloshi (wizards), of whom more hereafter (p. SBS*").

Burial takes place in a thicket or grove near the

village where the deceased lived. The corpse is

rolled in a mat in the crouching position common
in the lower culture. Elour is sprinkled over the

body on the way to the grave. After the body has

been lowered into the grave, the nearest relative

is let down and cuts a hole in the mat, over the ear

of the deceased, that ' he may hear when God [pre-

.sumably Leza] calls him.' One of the relatives

then makes a speech (probably to the deceased),

promising that they will take care of his wife and

children, and expressing the hope that he will be-

come a good spirit in the next world (see § 7).

Food, calico, and his pipe are buried with the corpse.
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If he was an iron- or ivory-Avorker, his implements
are broken over the tomb. When the late king
died, two of his wives were instantly sacrificed.

The body was then shut up in his principal hut
until the funeral, which could not take place
before his successor was appointed and had given
permission for it. By that time the corpse was
reduced to a skeleton. It was buried wrapped in

a bull's hide, and all the servants, councillors, and
wives were paraded before the tomb, smitten be-

tween the eyes with a club, and left for dead.
Those Avho survived were not afterwards troubled,
as they were declared to be unacceptable to the
dead chief's spirit. When a chief of the Wabisa
(one of the tribes subject to the Awemba) was
buried, only his head wife was killed. Her body
was split in two, the bones of the chief were put
inside, and so buried. The successor offered liba-

tions and sacrifices to his predecessor's mupashi.
(d) Western tribes.—One of the chief elements

in the religion of the Western tribes is the fear of

the spirits of the dead ; but seeing that mother-

right still prevails, it has not become so highly
organized a worship of ancestors as among the
Central and South-eastern tribes. Dr. Nassau
distinguishes five kinds or classes of spirits:

—
(1)

/nina (Mpongwe ; pi. anina) or Ilina (Benga; pi.

malinn), a human embodied soul. This appears
to be divided by some native philosophers into two,
three, or even four. Of these the first is the body-
soul or animal-soul, which dies with the body ; the
second is the personal soul, which surAaves death ;

the third is the dream-soul, which leaves the body
during sleep and whose adventures are the dreams ;

the fourth is
'

vaguely spoken of by some as a com-

ponent part of the human personality, by others as

separate but closely associated from birth to death,
and called the life-spirit.' Worship is paid to the
last by its possessor, and it seems to be looked

upon much in the light of a genius or guardian-
angel.

—
(2) Ibambo (Mpongwe ; pi. abambo), the

spirits of ancestors, as distinguished from the

spirits of strangers. The ibambo is regarded with

superstitious dread, like a European ghost.—(3)
Ombwiri (Mpongwe ; pi. awiri), a localized spirit,
but spoken of by Dr. Nassau with the nkinda and
olaga mentioned below as all coming from the

spirits of the dead. The ombwiri has its seat on a
rock, tree, or mountain-top, or in a cavern or some
such place. It resents trespass there, and passers-
by must go reverently and with an offering, even
if it be only a pebble or a leaf. It is also regarded
as a tutelary spirit ; and almost every man has his
own ombwiri, for which he provides a small house or
shrine. ' Ombwiri is also regarded as the author
of everything in the world Avhich is marvellous
or mysterious. Any remarkable feature in the

physical aspect of the country, any notable pheno-
menon in the heavens, or extraordinary event in
the afl'airs of men [is] ascribed to Ombwiri.' He
has no priest,

' his intercourse with men being
direct and immediate.' Souls of great chiefs and
other important persons become awiri. White
men are themselves awin. Aioiri are in general
well-disposed, especially to their human kmdred.
They are gratified by these with worship ; and
among the special boons they grant is tlie gift of
children. They continue to dwell in the district
of their own people even if the latter remove, when
they remain on the old site and enter into rela-

tions with any new-comers who may occupy it.

A curious belief about them is that they become
small and inert during the cold dry season.—(4)

Nkinda (pi. sinkinda), a class partly consisting of

spirits of common people deceased, partly of un-
certain origin. Sinkinda are usually evil-aisposed.

They enter the bodies of living persons, causing
disease, or, if many of them enter, raving or de-

lirium.— (5) Alondi (Benga ; pi. myondi), a class

resembling sinkinda, but more evil-disposed,
powerful, and independent. They require to be
exorcized. IldgA (the spirits of deceased strangers),
sinkinda, and awiri are invoked for their expulsion
from a patient of whom they have taken possession.

They are worshipped, especially at new moon,
almost always in a dejirecatory way (Nassau,
Fetichism in IV. Africa, (3411'.).

The classes of spirits thus recognized by the Mpongwe and
their neighbouring tribes are not always enumerated in the
same way. But we have in Dr. Nassau's analysis a fair illus-

tration of the beliefs of the Western Bantu with regard to the
soul. They are intimately related to those of the true Negroes
(q.v.). Excepting the first class, which is rather an earlier

condition of some of the others than a separate class of spirits,

they are by no means distinctly defined. As Dr. Nassau ob-

serves, their '

powers and functions shade into each other, or

may be assumed by members of almost any class.' Individual

spirits differ in kind and degree of power ; none is omnipotent.
All 'can be influenced and made subservient to human wishes

by a variety of incantations' : in other words, they are objects
of worship. However, therefore, we are to regard these class

distinctions, it is clear that the essential fact is that the worship
is to a large extent the worship of the dead. That it is not

entirely so appears from the fact that spirits are very often
localized in particularly prominent natural objects. Localities

are spoken of as having good or bad (that is, favourable or malig-
nant) spirits. Such objects and localities are found all over
West Africa. It is very improbable that all the spirits haunting
them are spirits of the dead. Rather they would seem to be

vague nature-spirits, the product of awe, wonder, fear, and the
sense of mystery. As we shall see in a subsequent section (§ 7),

an idea of sacredness and mystery attaches to various objects of

the external world ; and though many of them are not objects
of worship, still they are something apart, they contain a germ,
or it may be a vestige, of nature-worship. One means by which
the localization of spirits, especially the spirits of the dead, is

effected is by images. Contrary to the general practice of the
Bantu tribes previously discussed, images are in frequent use

among the Western Bantu. Even more than images the skulls

and other bones of distinguished men and ancestors are vener-

ated. Among the Benga on Corisco Bay, the family fetish,

called by the name of ydkd, consists of a bundle of finger- and

toe-jointa, nail and hair clippings, ejes, and other portions of

the anatomy of deceased members of the family. The spirits of

these deceased members are associated in uhe native belief with
their relics. Their efficiency is called into action by prayer and
the medicine-man's incantations. Among the Bavili, the rikulu,
or spirit of the deceased, is secured by picking up at the funeral

a portion of the earth from the grave and mixing it with some
'

medicine,' to be afterwards put by the nganga (priest, or

medicine-man) into an antelope's horn or other receptacle.

Having thus been secured, the spirit is ultimately transferred

by means of a special ceremony to an abiding-place in the head
of a relative. 'Those spirits which are not fortunate enough to

obtain such a habitation continue to haunt unseen the abodes
of their kindred, and to mourn with them in trouble, though
without the power to help them. Like the Ombwiri mentioned

above, they tend to become local spirits, for it is believed '

that,

if every one of the Bavili were destroyed to-morrow, these baktUu
would hover about in the grass around their towns for ever and
ever

'

(Dennett, Black Man's Mind, 82).

In accordance with these beliefs, the dead are

buried in the forest, or in low-lying lands and

tangled thickets along the sea-beach or the river-

bank away from the villages, or occasionally in

the plantain-ground behind the houses. Some of

the Coast tribes, however, bury such of theur dead
as they specially desire to honour under the floor

of the hut. This is more common among certain

of the inland tribes. A considerable part of the

dead man's property is laid upon his grave—if a
rich man, in a little hut built upon the grave.
The body itself is often wrapped in a large amount
of cloths and habiliments ; food, drink, and
tobacco are placed in the coffin. Slaves and wives
are buried with a man of importance, that he may
not enter the spirit-world unattended. The usual

purification by bathing, to rid them of the contact
of the spirit, is undergone immediately after the
burial by those who have dug the grave or taken

part in the ceremony. Tlie next day the medicine-
man sprinkles the survivors, their property, and
the entrances to the village with a decoction of

balondo-bark for the same purpose, while the

people ejaculate prayers to the spirit for wealth or

food. iMie mourners remove to another house and
remain there during the period of mourning, lest

the spirit return and eat with them, thus causing
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sickness. For any important person, dances are

held from time to time as a gratification to his

spirit during the mourning. Improvised songs are

sung in praise of the deceased. Wailing, rending
of garments, and other signs of woe are practised
in abundance. Wlien anything untoward happens
of which the cause is unknown, it is put down to

the spirit, and prayers are made with offerings of

food and drink at the grave, that the spirit may
cease from disturbing tiie survivors, and bless

them instead. The usual inquiry is held as to tiie

cause of death, and the person accused is compelled
to disprove the charge of witchcraft by the poison-
ordeal, to whicli lie generally succumbs.
Whether it is lield definitely and dogmatically

that spirits never tiie may be doubted. But they
are unquestionably believed by many of the tribes

to be capable of re-incarnation. Some of them,
at all events, are born again, either in their own
family or anotlier, or even as beasts. This, it

seems, may happen repeatedly.
The Barotse are firm believers in the trans-

migration of the soul after death into an animal.
A chief re-appears as a hippopotamus ; others come
back as snakes, hyajuas, crocodiles, and so forth

{ Decle, 74 ; Bertrand, The Kingdom of the Barotsi,
London, 1899, 278). The deceased monarchs are
tlie principal divinities. They are called ditino.

The town where a king has lived has a sacred grove
adjacent to it, surrounded by a palisade covered
with mats ; and in that grove is iiis tomb. It is

kept scrupulously clean and tidy. At every new
moon the women piously sweep both the tomb and
its approaches, as well as the village itself. The
custodian of the tomb is a kind of priest ; he may
enter tiie immediate presence of the divinity ; he
is an intermediary between the latter and those
who come to pray. No others are allowed to enter
the grove. Even the reigning king, when he comes
to consult the ancestor who reposes there, must re-

main without ; he must make knoA\Ti his request
to the custodian, deposit his ottering, and await
the result of his petition. The ditino are con-
sulted in case of sickness, drougjit, and public

calamity of various kinds. In 1896, when the

cattle-plague swept through the continent, the
Barotse had recourse to their ditino ; and it is

curioxis that their cattle escaped the pestilence,

thereby greatly adding to the prestige of the ditino.

No one thinks of passing by the shrine of one of

these divinities without leaving an ottering, how-
ever trifling, to show respect and pray for a pros-
perous journey, or to render thanks on a safe return

(B(^guin, 120). An ordinary chief is usually buried,
as among the Zulus, in his cattle-kraal. A father's

grave, we are told, is respected and visited by his

offspring on certain occasions (Bertrand, 278), pro-
bably for purposes of worship.

5. Idols.—Among the Central, South-eastern,
and South-western tribes idols are unknown.
The objects which have sometimes been described
as idols are merely dolls. Most of these dolls are
no more than playthings, though some are carried

by women as amulets to produce children. A sort
of amulet or fetish is made, as already mentioned

(p. 356*), by the Baronga at a chief's death, of por-
tions of his exuviae. Among the Northern tribes
idols are of the rarest occurrence. Tiie sacred spear
of the Warundi is hardly an idol. The Achewa of
North-eastern Rhodesia are said to conjure the
spirit of the dead into a doll or image composed of
Somali pieces of wood enclosing a tiny box made of
the handle of a gourd-cup ; the whole is bound
round with calico and bark-rope, and afterwards
receives the prayers of the survivors. Elsewhere
in the neighbourhood of Lake Tanganyika, the
iiabitation of the disembodied soul is a carved
human image. It is set up in or near a village,

and prayers and sacrifices are addressed to it

{B'L xiv. 61). An image of a god is reported
on apparently good authority to have existed at

Mwaruli, tended by priestesses, who were called
the wives of the god. This seems to require fur-
ther investigation. Among the Western tribes the
case is ditt'erent. As has been already (§ 4) noted,
images are used in the worship of the dead, as well
as family fetishes comparable with those of the

Baronga chiefs. On the West Coast the objects
most usually associated in the mind of Europeans
with the religion of the natives are called '

fetishes.'

Properly speaking, the word fetish (from the Portu-

guese/ei^ifo) means
'

sorcery
'

or ' amulet.' Fetishes
are of two kinds, protective and imprecatory. The
protective class consists of wooden human (fre-

quently ithyphallic) figures and objects of various
other substances and shapes. Some of them are

regarded as personal beings, or, at least, as pos-
sessed of an indwelling spirit ; others are mere
amulets. When one of the former is made, a man
(or, according to the kind of fetish, a woman) who
is a member of the family for which it is made is

chosen as its custodian and spokesman. A cere-

mony of consecration is performed by the nganga,
by which the spirit, or voice, is supposed to enter
the spokesman's head. The spirits of such fetishes

are said to be brought by one or other of the winds.
The imprecatory fetishes consist entirely of wooden
figures, generally human, into which nails are driven
from time to time, and which are therefore known
as nail-fetishes. Into every one of these fetishes

tlie spirit of some known person is conjured Avhen
it is made. It is first decided whose spirit is to bo
secured. The nganga then goes with a party into
the bush and calls out the name of the doomed
man. Having done that, he proceeds to cut down
a tree, from which it is believed that blood gushes
forth. A fowl is killed, and its blood is mingled
with that of tlie tree. The fetish is shaped from
tiie tree, and tlie person named dies, certainly
within ten days ; his spirit, in fact, is thencefortli
united with the fetish. Tlie nail-fetish is used for

two purposes. Oaths are sworn by it : the person
swearing calls upon it to kill him if he do or have
done such and such a thing, and he thereupon
drives a nail into it. At a 'big palaver' (dispute
or lawsuit) the fetish is brought out, and each of

the parties strikes it, tlius imprecating death upon
himself if he do not speak the truth. The other

purpose for which nail -fetishes are used is to call

down evil upon another person. The client goes
to the fetish, makes his demand, and drives a nail

into it. The palaver is then settled, so far as he
is concerned. ' The knlu (spirit) of tlie man whose
life was sacrificed upon the cutting of the tree sees
to the rest' (Dennett, Black Man's Mind, 85 Vi.).

Numerous examples of the nail-fetish are to be seen
in European museums, of which the finest, perhaps,
is one called 'Mavungu,' left by Miss Kingsley to

the Pitt-Kivers Museum at Oxford. The nail-

fetishes, however, because used for purely impre-
catory purposes, are regarded quite ditterently from
all otlier objects of prayer or supernatural beings.

They are connected in the minds of the people
with hostile magic rather than with religion.
Their priests form a class opart.

6. Priests, medicine - men, diviners, and sor-

cerers.— {a) Central and South-eastern tribes.—
Among the Central and South-eastern tribes sacri-

fice is usually ottered by the living head of the

family or tribe to his ancestors. But there Ls an
order of men some of wliom among certain tribes

are charged with this duty. These men, wlio

are now suppressed as far as possible by the law
of the white man, are commonly called witch-

doctors or medicine-men. Among the Bavenda

they are divided by a recent observer into nine
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distinct classes, viz. (1) rain-makers; (2) witch-

finders ; (3) medicine-doctors ; (4) a class whose

duty it is to consecrate weapons and make the
Marriors invulnerable ; (5) women who, armed
with a calabash - rattle, foretell fortune or mis-

fortune ; (6) another kind of medical practitioners
who cure illness by sucking the evil out of the

patient's body ; (7) a third kind of medical practi-
tioners whose duty it is to cure insanity ; (8) a
further kind who undertake the cure of the sick

by dancing during the night ; (9) family or clan

priests, called chefi (sing. ). The head of each clan

or family chooses his chefi, whose duty it is to

sacrifice once a year at the beginning of harvest ;

who speaks with the divine ancestors, and brings
their answers to mankind. The chefi of the

Bavenda king is a woman, his eldest sister or

nearest female relative. In all other cases it is a
man. The generic name of all these classes is

dzi-nanga (sing, iianga) (JAI xxxv. 379). The
word iianga is common to many of the Bantu

tongues, and means in strictness a man who is

skilled in any particular matter (Callaway, op.
cit. 131). The Zulus have a class of iianga who
are diviners, another class of rain-makers, whose
business it is to make rain and drive away light-

ning and hail, a third who practise medical magic,
and so forth. To become a diviner a man must
be entered by the amatongo (manes). They are

said to ' walk in his body.' He complains of pain,
conceives a distaste for food, and habitually avoids

certain kinds. He becomes ' a house of dreams.
'

After some time he manifests possession by re-

peated yawning and sneezing. Then he has con-

vulsions. He sleeps merely by snatches ; he begins
to sing. Sacrifices are ottered for him. Finally,
he takes an emetic which 'makes the Itongo
white,' and after being subjected to various tests

he is recognized as a diviner. Candidates for the
class of rain-makers, on the other hand, are chosen

l>y other iziiianga, who put them through a course

of fasting (Callaway, 0/9. cit. 259 ff., 388). Further
to the south the Xosa tribes enumerate five kinds
of doctors; (1) witch-doctors, including diviners

and prophets; (2) surgeons or bone-setters ; (3) herb-

doctors ; (4) rain - doctors ; and (5) war -doctors.

Except the last, who are always men, they may be
of either sex. The word used for ' doctor

'

among
these tribes is igqira, perhaps of Hottentot deriva-

tion (Hewat, Bantu Folklore, 1905, p. 27 ff.).

Sickness is caused by the m(i>ies, or by fabulous monsters, or

by the magical practices of some evil-disposed person, or else it

is
'

only sickness and nothing more.' The first thing when
attacked with disease is to ascertain to which of these kinds of

sickness it belongs. This is done by divination
;
and the diviner

often knows or can divine the remedy. In cases of sickness
declared to be due to witchcraft, the next step is to divine, or
' smell out,' the sorcerer, and to counteract his mag^c.

'

"The

one subject that all Kafirs are agreed upon,' we are told (and
the statement is true of the whole Bantu race, and indeed of

all peoples in their stage of civiUzation),
'

is the reality of magic.
No Kafir in his senses dreams of doubting the tremendous power
of ma^ic' (Kidd, The Essential Kafir, 1904, p. 139). Magic is

inextricably mixed up with religion. It is applied to everything.
In worship, in war, at birth, at marriage, it is part of all cere-

monies. It protects the cattle, the cultivated grain and roots,
the lives and health of the people. It is performed at puberty,
in sickness, on a journey. By marfc, rain is made to bring forth
the fruits of the earth, or thunderstorms, hail, and blighting
droughts are averted. All these are beneficent applications of

magic, approved by public opinion. But there is another aspect
of magic. The power that can work good can work evil. Some
of the ceremonies on the occasion of a war are intended to terrify
or to injure the enemy. In like manner an evil-disposed indi-

vidual can cause misfortune, sickness, or death to any one of

whom he may be envious, or against whom he may have a

grudge or an injury to avenge. It is the business of the

nanga on any such occasion to discover the witch. On every
death (at any rate, on the death of every wealthy or important
person) an in(juest

is held to ascertain the cause, and, if deter-

mined to be witchcraft, then to divine the criminal. A favourite

method of divining is by means of small bones, stones, and shells,

which are used as dice. According as they fall when thrown

by the diviner, they indicate the answer to the questions he

I)uts. The diviner is generally a shrewd, experienced man, who
knows how to attune his discoveries to the expectations and the

prejudices of his clients. The penalty of witchcraft exercised

against individuals is death and confiscation to the chief of all

the offender's goods. The practice of 'smelling out,' or dis-

covering, witches is therefore profitable to the ruler, and is,

besides, a means of keeping his subjects in continual fear and
subjection. Its result has very often been so disastrous, and
has spread so much misery, devastation, and death among the

tribes, that it has been prohibited in all the British colonies.

(6) South-ivestern tribes.—The Herero medicine-
men are divided into three classes, viz. (1) witch-
doctors proper (onganga, pi. ozonganga), who
combine the professions of physician and poisoner ;

(2) soothsayers (ombuhe, pi. ozombuhe), who foretell

the outcome of political action by the inspection of

the entrails of slaughtered cattle ; (3) diviners

[ombetere, pi. ozombetere). These last are called in

to ascertain the person who ha.s caused misfortune,
disease, or evil of any kind. The mochis operandi
is to take three iron beads or small round stones

in the left hand, and slowly move the hand up
and down. From the way in which the beads

anange themselves, on the lines of the hand and
tlie fingers, as this is done, the diviner arrives at his

conclusions. The medicine-man's art descends from
father to son, or if there be no son, to the prac-
titioner's younger brothers, to whom it is secretly

taught. Ordeals are not in use. There is no
order of priests strictly so called. The father of a

household is the priest of his ancestors ; he otters

the sacrifices and prayers (see § 4).

(c) Northern tribes.—It has already been men-
tioned (§ 4 (c)) that the priests of the Banyoro in

the Uganda Protectorate are called, equally with
the ancestral spirits whose worship they conduct,
bachwezi. They combine the functions of priest,

sorcerer, and witch-doctor, and each clan seems to

rejoice in one such accredited otticial. But there

are, besides these, private practitioners in black or

white magic. The Bahima aristocracy have a pro-
found belief in witchcraft. The country of Ankole
used to be continually agitated by the '

smelling-
out '

of witches and wizards, and their execution.

The Hima medicine-men collect a certain grass, of

which they make hay. This hay is put into a jar
of mead, banana-wine, or sorghum-beer, and left

for twenty-four hours in one of the small huts or

shrines already (§ 4) described. The liqiior is

afterwards removed, and drunk as a medicine.

The medicine-men also make little oval-shaped
or cubical pieces of wood, over which they mutter

incantations, and then sell them for amulets,

especially to persons who are troubled with sick-

ness or bad dreams (Johnston, Uganda, ii. 588,

632).

Among the Baganda the priests of gods and
ancestral spirits were termed bamandwa. They
wore aprons consisting of little white goat-skins,
and were adorned with amulets. They were also

diviners. If a man was travelling, and wished

for news of his parents and his wife, he went to the

mandioa, who, furnished with his nine cowry shells

sewn on a strip of leather, would Avith this strip

make the sign of the cross and tting it before him,
and then, as if inspired, would reply to the ques-
tions. The cross was employed as a symbol by the

Briests

before the introduction of Christianity,

besides the priests there were three classes of

'doctors' in Uganda, viz. (1) musawo, a phy.si-

cian, skilled in herbs and the treatment of ulcers,

wounds, and skin-diseases ; (2) mulogo, a sorcerer ;

(3) mwabutxoa, a poisoner. The mulogo is reputed
to travel about at night stark naked, a disembodied

spirit at all events in some respects, and in his own
belief as well as in that of others. If in this con-

dition he dance at midnight before a banana

plantation, the trees will wither and the fruit

shrivel. He is said to exercise mesmeric influence

over weak-minded people,
' He is used as a de-

tective of criminals (presumably a ' smeller-out '),

and for casting love-charms or .secretly injuring an
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enemy. He is often confounded ^vith the priest,

and carries on the worship of spirits (Johnston,

op. cit. ii. 678, 676).

The Wa-yao and Mang'an ja seem to possess no

priests as a special order in -wliom are vested the

right and duty of approaching tlie higher powers.
As already mentioned (§ 4), the liead of every
family offers the prayers and sacrifices to his

ancestors, and a woman is often set apart as

proplietess or diviner. The Dhniufcinga i)ractises
as a physician, using simples and charms, and per-

forming rough surgical operations. The diviner or

sorcerer [mchisango) determines the cause of disease,
' smells-out

'

the witch who has produced sickness

or misfortune, and generally advises (for a sub-

stantial consideration) any clients who may seek
his aid. This he does ostensibly by inspecting the

contents of a gourd filled with sticks, bones, claws,

pieces of pottery, and so forth, much in the way
previously described, and by shaking a gourd-
rattle tilled witli pebbles. After a death and on
otlier occasions an inquiry is held. The diviner is

usually a woman. On the day appointed for the

ceremony she proceeds, accompanied by a strong
guard of armed men, to the place, and goes through
a dance, wherein she is gradually wrought up into

a more or less delirious condition, and is then sup-

posed to be under tlie intluence of the masoka.
Witches are believed not only to have supernatural
knowledge, but also to be addicted to cannibalism.

They kill, as Hamlet's father was killed, by instil-

ling a powerful poison into the ear as the victim

sleeps. When he is dead, they are believed to hold

midnight orgies and eat the body. The person
accused of witchcraft is required to undergo the

poison-ordeal, which is rarely refused, everybody,
of course, being confident of innocence. Sometimes
it is administered by proxy, the recipient being a

dog or a fowl, which is tied to the accused. In
case of refusal to undergo the test, the alleged
witch used to be burnt. One who dies under the

poison-ordeal is denied the ordinary rites of sepul-
ture (Macdonald, chs. ii. iii. iv. v. xv.). liain-

makin^' is practised, but there is no profes.sional
class of rain-makers. There is some evidence that
the ceremonial clearing-out of wells by women, as

amonfj the Baronga, is a rain-charm. jNIpambe is

supplicated for rain. In an account given bj' a

missionary of one such ceremonj', which may pro-
bably be taken as representative, the leading part
was taken by the chief's sister, who occupies an

important position in the tribe. After prayer and
dancing,

' a large jar of water was brought and

placed before the chief; finst Mbudzi (his sister)
washed her hands, arms, and face ; then water was
poured over her by another woman ; then all the
women rushed forward with calabashes in their

hands, and, dipping them into the jar, threw the
water into the air, with loud cries and wild

gesticulations.' Amulets and ' medicine '

of ditler-

ent kinds are used for various purposes, ofl'ensive

and defensive—for protection against tliieves,

against crocodiles and other fierce animals, to
assist hunters, warriors, thieves, and so forth ; and
objects are burieel to bewitch, or at least they are
discovered by diviners in the process of '

smelllng-
out.' These practices, however, offer no striking
peculiarity (Werner, 56, 76, 80).

Among the Warundi the fatlier or mother of the
family acts as priest of the manes. Other objects of

worship are served by special priests. The chief of
these is Kiranga. As we have seen (p. 359*), his

priest may be either a man or a woman, who is called

by the same name as the
divinity, and is held to be

inspired by him. A kiranga is made in one or
other of three ways: (1) by inheritance ; (2) by
being struck by lightning ; or (3) by inspiration or

possession during the adoration of the sacred spear.

Divination is practised by professors of the art
similar to those among other Bantu tribes. The
l)elief in witchcraft presents no special features.
When sickness occurs, a medicine-man is called in

to counteract the sorcery, though various vegetable
remedies are known, as well as bleeding and cautery.
Ordeals (red-hot iron or boiling water) are resorted
to in order to discover the witch. The dead bodies
of such as are convicted of sorcery are left unburied.
The Awemba king was the chief priest of the

milungu and of his ancestors, though the manage-
ment of the ritual was generally left to the

basing'anga (pi. of sing^avga), who formed the

regular priesthood.
' Their main function was to

interpret the will of the mihingu and the mijmshi
(p. 359''), and to combat the evil enchantments of the
sorcerers. They named children at birth, superin-
tended the sacrifices, tended the sick, and charmed
away diseases by divination and their amulets' {JAI
xxxvi. 155). Their office was not hereditary. Most of

the old people claimed to be basing'anga, by virtue of

their position as the oldest members of the family.
There is a class of Avomen who assert that they are

possessed by some dead chief. They hold what may
be described as stances at times, and are regarded
with great veneration. It need hardly be said that

sorcery is an article of belief. The waloshi (wizards
or sorcerers) are reputed to compa.ss, by means of
black arts and powerful

'

medicines,' the death of

anybody who comes under their ban. They and
they alone worship the vibanda (p. 359^'), who impart
to them instructions, 'medicines,' and power to

change into predatory wild beasts. Wizards are
sometimes possessed by vibanda (JA I, loc. cit.).

(d) Western tribes. — Turning to the Western
tribes, we have already mentioned the nganga in

treating of the nail-fetishes (p. 361''). The other zin-

ganga (pi. oi nganga)—at any rate, among the Bavili—form a hierarchy, at the head of which is the king.
Some of them are attached to special divinities or
sacred groves. As might be expected, many of

them officiate not merely as priests, but also as

physicians ; for disease and misfortunes of all sorts

are held here, as elsewhere, to be tlue to more than
what we call natural causes. The nganga, there-

fore, treats the sick, and, like his brethren among
other branches of the Bantu race, provides pre-
ventive ' medicines

'

intended to avert danger from
witchcraft, weapons, wild beasts, and other possible
fatalities. He also divines the origin and remedy
for sickness, the wizard who has caused it, and
many other matters connected with the hopes and
fears of his clients. On the death of the king, the

nganga mpuku, or chief diviner, decides hy the aid
of a magical mirror, in case of doubt, which of the

eligible children of the roj-al princesses is to be t!ie

new king. Certain of the zinganga officiate in the
administration of ordeals. In so far as these ordeals
are distinguishable from other methods of divina-

tion, they may be described as the taking of

powdered bark of the Ukasa (tree) or the Bundu
(herb), or passing of hot knives across the palms
and calves of the accused. Some of the Upper
Congo tribes are said to be hajipy enough to be
destitute of any ordeal for witchcraft, and indeed
of any nganga.

7. Supreme Being'. Nature-spirits.
—

(«) Central
and S.E. tribes.—The most obscure and difficult

question connected with the religion of the Bantu
is whether they have any belief in a Supreme tJod,

a Creator, an overruling Providence. Confinin''

our attention for the moment to the Central ana
South-eastern tribes, we may sa}- without fear of

contradiction that the notion of creation is foreign
to their minds. As they dwelt on a great continent,
the question of the origin of heaven and earth never
entered their thoughts. Concerning the origin of

men and of animals, they were not whoUy devoid
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of speculation. The Zulus speak of Unkulunknlu
as tlie first of men, the man who in some way
brought men into existence. But they are by no
means agreed as to how he did so. He himself is

said to liave sprung out of a bed of reeds. It is not
clear, however, that this expression is to be taken
literally. Some were of opinion that he begat
men, or that he made them out of a reed. Others

thought he had dug them up or split them out of a
stone. The M'ord Unkulunkulu simply means the
most remote ancestor known to a tribe or a clan.

Every clan has its own Unkulunkulu, and tlie

word is ordinarily used as equivalent indifferently
to our '

great-great-grandfather
' and '

great-great-
grandmother' (compare the nkulu of the Bavili,

pp. SeO**, 361''). Uthlanga is another name fre-

quently cited as that of a Zulu creator. The word
means a reed, and is metaphorically used for a
source of

being. Thus a father is described as the

Uthlanga of his children, from which they stooled
or broke off as the offsets from a reed. Unkulu-
nkulu, in the sense of First Man, is sometimes said
to have begotten men by Uthlanga ; in such a case

Uthlanga is regarded as his wife. Umdabuko (from
nkudabuka,

' to be broken off') is a third expression,
sometimes used in a personal sense as ' the lord or
chief who gives life,' and identified with Uthlanga.
Nor have the Zulus any belief in a personal,

supreme, overruling Providence. There are tradi-

tions of a lord, or chief, in heaven. Bishop
Callaway, however, after a most patient inquiry,
came to the conclusion that in the native mind
there is hardly any notion of Deity, if any at all,

%\Tapt up in their sayings about a heavenly chief.
' When [this expression] is applied to God, it is

simply the result of [Christian] teaching. Among
themselves he is not regarded as the Creator, nor
as the Preserver of Men, but as a power' (Calla-

way, op. cit. 124). The result of M. Junod's

inquiries among the allied tribe of the Baronga is

to the .same effect. The problem of creation does
not trouble the Ronga mind. But the word Tilo,
'

Heaven,' ordinarily applied to the sky, embraces a
much vaguer, vaster, but quite embryonic notion.
As such it means a place, and more than a place,
a power which manifests itself in thunder or in

portents such as twins. It is called '

Lord,' but is

regarded for the most part as essentially im-

personal.
(b) Central tribes.—The religious beliefs of the

inland tribes have never been the subject of in-

quiry so systematic and minute as that to Avhich

Callaway subjected the beliefs of the Zulus. But
the evidence, so far as it goes, concerning the
Basuto and the Bechuana is to the same effect.

There is a word common to these and other tribes
of the interior which has been adopted by the
missionaries to translate 'God.' It was adopted
many years ago before the native ideas were fully
understood ; and it is now too late to displace it,

although, as it turns out, it was an unfortunate
choice. That word is, in its Sechuana form,
Morimo. It means a ghost or disembodied spirit,
and it has a strong flavour of malevolence.

'

Morimo,' says Moffat,
'

to those who knew anything about it,

had been represented as a malevolent selo or thing.' Arbousset
declares :

'

All the blacks whom I have known are atheists, but
it would not be difficult to find amongst them some theist-s.'

This seems contradictory. What he probably means is that
individuals itiight be found, though he had not met them, who
had a vague speculative notion of a Supreme Being. He goes
on: 'Their atheism, however, does not prevent their being
extremely superstitious, or from rendering a kind of worship to

their ancestors, whom they call Barimo, or in the singular
Morimo' (Arbousset, 39). Barimo beyond doubt means the
ancestral manes. A phrase for dying is 'going to Barimo.' A
lunatic, or one delirious or talking foolishly, is called Barimo,
that is, one possessed by one or more of the manes. There is

another plural of Morimo, namely, Mcrimo, which is often trans-

lated
'

gods,' and which is the word used in the Sesuto phrase
above cited (S 4) for cattle. In the tongue of the Bavenda the word
Modzimo, which is a dialectic form of Monmo, means '

nothing

else but the totality of the good souls of their ancestors, who have
not been valoi [maleficent sorcerers], with the founder of their
tribe as head, and the ruling chief as living representative.
I'.esides this Modzimo, of which the plural is Vadzimo [corre-
sponding to Barimo], meaning the single souls of their ancestors,
they also have Medzimo [corresponding to Merimo], another
]ilural of Modzimo, which denotes the many objects on earth
which have been made the visible representative of the ancestors
of each clan and family.' Among these Medzimo are enumerated
'

cattle, goats, sheep, or weapons and tools of old dead ancestors.
'

' Kven shrubs, flowers, or rushes,' we are told,
'

may be created
Medzimo' (.7A I xxxv. 378 f.).

Besides the Modzimo, the Bavenda are said to
have a dim idea of a Creator, whom

tliey
call

Kosana, and who no longer interferes w^th the
affairs of the world. He has left the business in
the hands of another

di\4nity
named Ralowimba,

who is the rewarder of good and the punisher of
evil. Ralowimba is much feared, and in everj-day
life the people pray to him, though the two annual
sacrifices at ploughing and at harvest, and sacrifices

ordered by the witch-doctors on account of illness

or calamities, are ottered exclusively to Modzimo.
There is a third deity named Thovela, the protector
of pregnant women and unborn children, and of the

stranger and visitor travelling through the country.
The Bavenda have a tradition that they are immi-
grants into the Transvaal from another country.
Their language points to their affinity with the

peoples of the Great Lakes, though it has been

thought that they came from the Lower Congo
{ib. 378, 365). The belief in the gods just men-
tioned is quite different from that of the more
southerly tribes, and it seems to need more ex-
tended inquiry. All attributions, for example, to

savage and barbarous peoples of belief in a god who
dispenses rewards and punishments after death are
to be received with great caution. Such state-

ments are generally foreign to their religious ideas,
and on close examination are discovered to be
founded on a misapprehension.

(c) South-ivestern tribes.—The Herero word used

by the missionaries to translate ' God '

is Mukuru—a choice as unfortunate as the others we have
noted, since it is the same word as that used for a
deceased father or person of importance who has
attained quasi-<\.\\ine honotirs. When the Hereros
entered what is now German territory, they found
in possession of the country, besides the Bushmen,
a people called the Ovambo, or Hill Damaras.

Concerning the Ovambo little is known. They
are, unlike the Hereros, a peaceful and retiring

people, and are probably earlier Bantu immigrants
considerably mingled with Hottentot blood. In
common Avith the Ovambo, the Hereros have a

word, Kalunga or Karunga, which seems to be

etymologically related to the Zulu word Unkulun-
kulu. Kalunga is said to be the name among the
Ovambo of a mythical being who gives fertility
to the fields, and kills only very bad people. He
lias, according to Ovambo tradition, a wife named
Musisi, and two children, a girl and a boy. He
lives in the ground near the chief village. In one
tale it is related how he came up from the eartli

and 'created' from ouna ('little things') which he
set up three couples, the ancestors of the Ovambo,
the Bushmen, and the Hereros. His residence in

the ground, and the fact that the word musisi is

tiie singular of aasisi, the spirits of the dead,

point to his being a deified ancestor. This identi-

fication is the more probable if it be the fact,
as reported by one or the missionaries, that the
Hereros hold Mukuru, Musisi, and Karunga to be
one and the same. Yet, according to another mis-

sionary, Karunga is to be distinguished from the

ovakuru, and never was a luiman being. On the

whole, the same vagueness and uncertainty on these

.subjects as in the case of tlie Central and South-
eastern tril>es is characteristic of the Ovambo and
Hereros. Their practical interest is centred in
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the ovakuru, to whom alone they offer sacrifice,

though the Hereros sometimes cry to Karunga for

lielp in danger, and on the occasion of a violent

thunderstorm they pray to Karunga and Musisi to

go away and flash into the animals of the field and
into the trees. According to their legend of origin,

the human race is to be traced to a tree called

Omuraborombonga, near Ondonga, out of whicli a

man and woman came in the beginning [S. Afr. F.

L. Joiirn. i. 67, ii. 88 tt'.).

(d) Northern tribes.—Dr. Bleek, whose etymologv
has been generally accepted, connects with Kal-

unga and Unkulunkulu a word we have already
found in use among several of the Northern tribes,

and translated by the missionaries as ' God.' That

Avord, Mulimgu, is applied by the Wa-yao 'to the

human lisoka (p. 358") when regarded as an object
of worship or as an inhabitant of the spirit-world.
But it is also used to denote that spirit-world in

general or, more properly speaking, the aggregate
of the spirits of all the dead. The plural form of

the word is rarely heard, unless when the allusion

is made to the souls in their individualities. . . .

The untaught Yao refuses to assign to it any idea

of being or personality. It is to him more a quality
or faculty of the human nature whose signification
he has extended so as to embrace the whole spirit-

world. . . . Yet the Yao approaches closely to the

idea of personality and a personal being when he

speaks of what Muhmgu has done and is doing.
It is Mulungu who made the world and man and
animals. . . . Mulungu is also regarded as the

agent in anything mysterious.
"

It's Mulungu
"

is

the Yao exclamation on being shoA\Ti anything
that is beyond the range of his understanding.'
When it thunders Mulungu is speaking ; and the

rainbow is Miilungu's bow. Mulungu is sometimes

represented as assigning to the spirits their various

places in the spirit-world. He arranges them in

rows or tiers. If, however, we consider the various

applications of the name and the usages connected
with it, and compare it with the Zulu Unkulu-
nkulu and the Ronga Tilo, we are compelled to the

inference that there is a very small element of

personality in it. It is vague, and essentially

impersonal. When a missionary endeavoured by
means of it to convey to a Yao the idea of a

personal God, such as Christians entertain, the

heathen beginning to grasp the idea snoke of Che

Mulungu (Mr. God !), as if without tlie personal

prefix it meant something quite different to him

(J-^/xxxii. 94
; Macdonald, i. 67).

The Mang'anja are acquainted with the word

Blulungu, which in their dialect is Morungo. But
the word they generally use for the same con-

ception is Mpanibe. Mpambe is invoked for rain.

In some parts the word is reported as meaning
thunder, and sometimes lightning. Among the

tribes of the coast Muungu or Mulungu seems to

mean '

Heaven,' and thus to correspond with the

Ronga Tilo (Krapf, Suahili Diet., Lond. 1882, s.v.).

Molonka, which appears to be the same word, is

the name given by the Batonga on the banks of

the Zambesi to that river (Thomas, Eleven Years
in Central S. Africa, 377).
The use of the word Mulungu by the Warundi

and Awemba has been explained in § 4. The
latter people acknowledge but do not worsliip a

vague being, in some sense supreme, called Leza.
He is said to be the judge of the dead, dividing
them into vibanda, or evil spirits, and mipashi, or

good spirits.
This recalls the Yao representation

of Mulungu as arranging the dead in tiers. Pro-

bably neither statement is indigenous to the Bantu
mind. The name of Leza is invoked only in bless-

ing or in cursing ; but the ordeal which a man
accused of witchcraft or other serious crime is

required to undergo is said to be regarded as an

appeal to Leza. In any case he is not anthropo-
morphic, and receives no direct worship ; he is

little if anything more than a name.
Further still to the north the Bahima have no

clear idea of an overruling God. It is said indeed
that they have a name for God ; but such name is

apparently associated only with the sky, the rain,
and the thunderstorm. Whether the Baganda re-

cognized any Supreme Being is at least doubtful.
It appears from the foregoing account of the

beliefs of the Northern tribes that, while among
none of them, so far as we know, is there, any more
than among the Central and Southern tribes, a de-
finite idea of a Su])reme Being, there is a tendency
towards polytheism. Many, indeed, of the tribes

recognize and have entered into relations of worship
with beings so much above mankind, either living
in the flesh or in the state of disembodied spirits,
that they may fairly be described as gods (see § 4).
Whether these gods have been developed, as Sir

Harry Johnston and others think, from ancestral

manes, or owe their origin to local spirits, or to

vaster, more vaguely conceived nature-spirits, is a

very difficult question.
(e) Western tribes.—Nature-spirits at all events

seem to play their part in the religion of the
Western tribes. We have seen (§ 4) that localized

spirits are commonly known.
According to the belief of the Bavili (if we may

trust Mr. Dennett's exposition in his book, At the

Back of the Black Man's Mind), the world as con-
ceived by them is filled with Bakici Bad (pi. of

Nkici Ci). This phrase he translates as '

speaking
powers on earth.' To these Bakici Baci a number
of sacred groves, which are known by their various

names, are dedicated. Various kinds of trees and
animals are also held sacred, or Bakici Baci. All
the provinces of the kingdom and the rivers are in

addition reckoned sacred, and the representatives
of all the different families owning sacred ground
within the kingdom are Bakici Baci. One of the
titles of the king is Nkici Ci ; and he is said to be

regarded as the product and final effect of the
Bakici Baci. Certain of the Bakici Baci, such as

Xikamaci, the north wind, and others, besides the

king, are regarded as living beings and are pro-
pitiated. But, speaking generally, they are not

objects of worship— still less actual goiis. They
may be vaguely recognized as '

powers
'

; they are

rather, it would seem, sacred categories, in which

practically everytiiing (including many things that
to us are mere abstractions) is included.

They are said to be the personal attributes or
manifestations of Nzambi. Over the concept of

Nzambi, however, no little obscurity hangs. The
name is found under various forms among all the
Western Bantu, and perhaps even among the
true Negroes to the north of the Gulf of Guinea.
Its meaning is quite unknown. A wider know-
ledge of Bantu philology is required to interpret
it than is possessed by anybody who has hitherto

guessed at it. Among the South-western tribe of

the Hereros, Ndyambi is said to be identical with

Karunga, already discussed. By the Barotse,

Nyambe is sometimes identified with the sun,
sometimes regarded more vaguely as a kind of

Supreme Being, and the progenitor by a female

being of the animals and man. Concerning the

Mpongwe our information is contradictory. Dr.
Nassau represents the people as speaking of Njambi
as their father, and attributing to him the making
of things in general. They suppose him to exist

from an indefinite time past, and to iiave made
some spirits, but not necessarily all. Those whom
he has made live with him in N'jainbi's Town. Dr.

Nassau, however, quotes an earlier missionary who
refers to Onyambe as hateful and wicked, and as

only one of two spirits associated under ' God '

in
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the government of the world, but apparently with

very little influence. The Fans, near neighbours
of the Mpongwe, are reported to believe in a
number of gods at the head of whom stands Nzame,
or Anyambi, the Father who made or begat all

things. But the accounts given by the missionaries

vary so much that it is impossible, in the present
state of our information, to be sure of the exact
status of the 'god' in question. In any case he
has long ago deserted the world, and is indift'erent

to human wants and sufierings. On the Upper
Congo, Njambe figures as only one of four seem-

ingly equal beings. He is the author of death,
sickness, and evils of all kinds ; Libanza, another
of the four, being called '

Creator.' On the Lower
Congo two beings are spoken of : Nzambi and
Nzambi Mpungu. The latter is generally repre-
sented as superior to the former, who is sometimes
called his daughter, sometimes his wife, and
sometimes is a male undergod. Nzambi, as a
female being, is the subject of many legends. She
is always

'

spoken of as the "
mother," generally of

a beautiful daughter, or as a great princess calling
all the animals about her to some great meeting, or

palaver ; or as a poor woman carrying a thirsty or

hungry infant on her back, begging for food, who
then reveals herself and punishes those who refused
her drink or food by drowning them, or by re-

warding with great and rich presents those who
have given her child drink. Animals and people
refer their palavers to her as judge' (Dennett,

Fjort, 2). Mr. Dennett has, however, in a more
recent work given a different version of Nzambi.

According to this, Nzambi is the abstract idea,
the cause.

' From the abstract Nzambi proceed
Nzambi Mpungu, Nzambi Ci, and Kici.' Nzambi
Mpungu is

' God Almighty, the father God who
dwells in the heavens and is the guardian of the
tire

'

; Nzambi Ci is
' God the essence, the God on

earth, the great princess, the mother of all the

animals, the one who promises her daughter to the
animal who shall bring her the fire from heaven,'
the Nzambi, in short, of his earlier account ;

Kici is
' the mysterious inherent quality in things that
causes the Bavili to fear and respect.' Mr. Den-
nett proceeds to say that '

it is not unnatural that,
one of the personalities of Zambi being Kici, his

]towers (or perhaps attributes) are called Bakici

Baci, the speaking powers on earth, and that their

product or final efiect is Nkici'ci (Kici on earth),
one of the tribes of the king Maluango

'

(Black
Man^s Mind, 105, 166). Elsewhere, however, he
makes Nyambi (to Avhich he attaches the same
meaning as to Nzambi) the nephew of Bunzi, the
South Wind, and one of the Bakici Baci, while ad-

mitting that ' some people call God Nyambi instead
of Nzambi' [ib. 116). This agrees more nearly
with Bastian's account. He rejjresents Nzambi as
a family fetish, originally descended from Bunzi,
tlie Father and Mother of All, a local fetish or

divinity of Moanda. It is, however, a fetish of

high rank, since special powers for the consecration
of other fetishes are assigned to it. It seems, in

fact, to be the royal fetish ; for pork is the orunda
of all its worshippers, and pork, as Ave know, is

forbidden to the royal family. When a woman
becomes pregnant she is required to appear before

Nzambi, in order that the nganga inspired by the
fetish may formally declare her condition, paint
her, and put a girdle round her as an amulet for

easy delivery. Not until then is she permitted
to mention the fact of her pregnancy (Bastian,

Loango-KListe, i. 175, 173).

On the whole, we may probably conclude that

the Western tribes have developed the belief in
' a relatively Supreme Being,' to use Mr. Andrew
Lang's phrase, to a point sit which, thougli still

vague, it does embrace the idea of the author of

the present condition of the world as they know it,

and that of a far-away, somnolent and indifferent

overlord, whose government is exercised by inferior
and practically independent cliiefs, comparable with
the subordinate chiefs of a Bantu realm. These,
the real powers with whicli mankind comes into

contact, are not arranged in any sj'stem intelligible
to us from our present information. They com-
prise all the personal beings imagined to infest the
native's environment, whether unseen or attached
to a 'fetish,' or to superintend the affairs of the

world, including a vast variety of more or less

vaguely conceived nature-si)irits. Unless secured
to a protective fetish, or unless ancestral spirits,
their activity is dreaded as at all events primarily
hostile. Even their favour is of a very precarious
description, easily lost by the neglect, voluntary or

involuntary, of offerings or of some orunda.
Conclusion.—Bantn religion thus divides into

two great branches. The religion of the roving
and warlike tribes of the centre and south of the
continent is pure, or nearly pure, worship of

ancestors. That of the more settled and agri-
cultural tribes of the Great Lakes and the Avest

of the continent is a mingled worship of nature-

spirits and ancestors. Partly corresponding with
this division is the distribution of the names Un-
kulunkulu and Nzambi. Neither of these names
has been reported from the north-eastern region,
which was the centre of distribution of the Bantu

peoples. The one has been developed on the
eastern side of the continent among tiie ancestor-

worshipping tribes ; the other on the western side

among the tribes acknowledging nature-spirits and

paying worship to them as well as to the manes.

But, whereas the former do not, so far as Ave can

discover, attach a definite personal concept to Un-
kulunkulu or its etymological variants, Nzambi,
on the other hand, among the Wesl.ern tribes, does
seem to convey a personal meaning, and is the

subject of many mythological stories. It has been

suggested Avith probability that these tAVO names,
with the two different types of mental and

religious evolution Avhich they mark, indicate

separate streams of emigration by distinct branches
of the Bantu race. But Avhether the distinction

had arisen before these two branches parted com-

pany, or hoAv far the evolution Avas helped or

hindered by the climate, the nature of the countrj-,
the habits consequently acquired by the people, ami
theinfluenceof other races, nas yet to bedetermined.

Literature.—Our information with regard to nearly all the

Bantu peoples is of a fragmentary description. Those best

known to us are the tribes inhabiting the southern part of the

central plateau of South Africa and the coast-fringe from

Delagoa Bay southwards. In the following list no attempt
is made to enumerate more than the principal works to wliich

we are indebted for our knowledge of the customs and religion
of the Bantu. Incidental contributions of ^alue are often to

be found in other writings by missionaries, travellers, and
administrators.

I. South-eastern tribes-. John Maclean, A Compendium
of Kafir Laws and Custums, Cape Town, 18CC (intended for

use in the courts of British Kaffraria] ; H. Callaway,
Nursery Tales, Traditions and Histories of the Zulus, London,
18G8, also Religious System of the Amazulu, London, 1870 [both

fragments, but of the highest value] ;
Henri Junod, Les

Baronga, Neuchatel, 1808 [the only systematic monograph
on any of the tribes hitherto published] ; Keport of the Cape
Government Commission on Native Laws and Customs, Cape
Town, ISS.').

II. Cf.STR.KL TRIBES: General reference may be made to

the writings of the missionaries : Moffat, Missionary Labours
in S. Africa, Ix»ndon, 1842 ; Campbell, Travels in South Africa,
3 vols.", Lond. 1815-22

; Casalis, Les Bassoutos, Paris, 1859

(Eng. tr. London, 18G1); Merensky, Beitrrige zur Kenntniss

Siid-A,frikas, Berlin, 1875 ; Mackenzie, Ten Years North of
the Orange liieer, Edinburgh, 1871, Day-Dawn in Dark Places,

London, 1884, Austral Africa, 2 vols., ib. 1887; Thomas,
Eleven Years in Central S. Africa, london, 1872; Arbousset
and Daumas, Exploratory Tour, Cape Town, 1846, and others,
and of numerous explorers.
lU. SovTH-WESTER.v tribes: Andersson, Lake Ngami:

Explorations and Discoveries during four Years' Wanderingsin
the Wilds of South-western Africa, London, 1850 ; Edward
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Dannert, Ztnn Rechte der Hereto, Berlin, 1906 [a juridical

treatise by a German official] ; articles on the Herero and Uvamljo

by German missionaries in the South African Folk-Lore Journal,

Cape Town, 1879-1S80.

IV. SoKTHKiiN THIBES- Sir Harry H. Johnston, The

Uganda Protectorate, 2 vols., London, VdOl, a.\so British Central

Africa, London, 1S'J7 ; J. F. Cunningham, Uganda and its

Peoples, London, 1905 ; J. M. M. van der Burgrt, Un Grand
Peuple dc lAfrique Eqiiaioriale, Bois-le-Duc, 1904 [a work by a

Roman Catholic missionary on the Warundi] ;
Duff MacdonaJd,

Afiieana; or, the Heart of Heathen Africa, 2 vols., London,
1882 [a valuable work by a Scottish missionary to the Wa-yao
and Mang'anja of tlie Shire Highlands] ;

A. Werner, The
Natives of British Central Africa, London, 190C [dealing chiefly
with the same two tribes]. The Swahili and other tribes of the east

coast have been to a large extent Arabized. For the most part
they profess Muhauimadanism, which is, however, greatly de-

baaed by native superstitions. They need no special treatment.
The Masai, and neighbouring peoples of mingled Hamitic and

Negro or Bantu blood, do not come within the limitsof this article.

V. Wkstkkx or FoitEST THIBES —For the coastal tribes,

A. Bastian, Ein Besuch in San Salvador, Bremen, 18^9, also

Die Deutsche Expedition an der Loango-Kuste, 2 vols., Jena,
1874 ; Heli Chatelain, Folk-tales of Angola, Boston, 1894 ;

M. H. Kingsley, Travels in West Africa, London, 1897, also
West African Studies, 1899 ; R. E. Dennett, A'otes on the Folk-
lore of the Fjort, London, J 898, also At the Back of the Black
Man's Mind, 1906. To these must be added theold writers

Proyart, Eistoire de Loango, Jiakongo, et autres royaumes
d'Afrique, Paris, 1776, and Merolla,

' A Voyage to Congo, and
several other Countries in the South Africk ... in the Year
1G»2,' in Churchill, Collection of Voyages and Travels, i., Lond.
1732, as first-hand authorities, all the more important because
they describe (though often without understanding it) the con-
dition of native societj' before it became so largely contaminated
by foreign intercourse. For the more inland tribes, see Du
Chaillu, Explorations and Adventures in South Africa,
London, 1861, also A Journey to Ashangoland, 1867; Sir
H. H. Johnston, The River Congo, London, 1884. Bentley,
Pioneering on the Congo, 2 vols., London, 1900, the works of
other members of the Baptist mission to the Congo, and
Coillard, On the Threshold of Central Africa, Lond. 1897, and
the works of other French Protestant missionaries to the Barotse,
should also be mentioned. E. SIDNEY HaRTLAND.

BAPTISM.
Ethnic (J. A. MacCulloch), \i. 367.

Christian—
New Testament (J. V. Bartlet), p. 375.

Early (KiRSOPP Lake), p. 379.

Later (H. G. Wood), p. 390.

Greek and Roman.—See Initiation.
Hindu (D. Mackichan), p. 406.

BAPTISM (Ethnic).—Among many peoples a
rite is foiiiul, performed either at infancy or later

in life, Avhich has considerable likeness to the

ceremony of Christian baptism. Sometimes that
likeness is only on the surface ; in other cases it

extends deeper, and tlie jjagan rite has also a

religious and ethical purpose. The use of -water

in such a ceremony is connected with its more

general ceremonial use among heathen races as a
means of ritual purification. This subject will be
considered by itself (see PURIFICATION) ; we con-

line ourselves here to such rites as may be described

as baptismal, and to an inquiry into the rationale

of these, as well as into the causes which have led

to water being used for this purpose.
1. Origin of ethnic baptismal rites.—First, let

it be clearly understood that the ceremonial use of

water in rites which are sometimes exceedingly
simple, but at other times are profoundly symbolic
and complex, though now inextricably connected
with other opinions regarding its nature and

power, has proceeded by a regular process of evolu-

tion from the simple use of water as a cleansing
and purifying medium. Water obviously purilies
the body from dirt ; then, as its powers become en-

hanced in the primitive mind, it can cleanse from
evil considered as a material or spiritual pollution,
or can ward it olf by a species of magical virtue ;

until, finally, it comes to be thought that it can
also cleanse from the stain of moral guilt. This
comes into view when it is con.sidered that the
ceremonial use of Avater occurs frequently at pre-

cisely those times which require its ordinary
purifying powers, e.g. childbirth, or after contact
of the person with disease or death. We shall
now refer to some of the cau.ses which have ex-
tended the idea of simple purification by water, or
have transformed it into a sjjecial ceremonial

purificatory rite, more or less symbolic, and con-
nected with the giving of a name.

2. Mother and child tabu at birth.—As a result
of the general theory of sexual tabu, by which,
through the mystery -which sunounds certain

periodic or occasional functions of woman's life,
she is considered more or less dangerous, and must
therefore be avoided, it is usual among savage
races for the woman, during and after childbirth,
to be set apart from her fellows. She is frequently

Jewish (A. J. H. W. Brandt), p. 408.

Muhammadan (D. B. Macdonald), p. 409.

Parsi.-See ' Hindu' and Initiation (Parsi).

Polynesian (L. II. Gray), p. 410.

Sikh.—See '

Hindu,' p. 406.

Teutonic (E. Mogk), p. 410.

Ugro-Finnic-See Initiation.

isolated in a special hut prepared for her, as in

certain parts of Australia, in North America, and
in New Zealand {JAIii. 268 ; I'etitot, Traditions
indicnnes du Canada nord-ouest, Paris, 1886, p. 257 ;

Shortland, Traditions and Superstitions of the

New Zealandcrs, London, 1854, p. 143) ; elsewhere
she is set apart for some days after the birth
to undergo rites of purification. Childbirth L*

one of those crises in human life, occasional or

periodic, in A\hich the persons passing through
them are regarded as centres of danger either to
themselves or to others. It is as a result of this

primitive belief that the period of maternity is a

period of ceremonial ' uncleanness
'

; the woman is

then tabu. But equally the child, which is part
of herself, and has been in such close contact with
the mother, is also unclean—another centre of

danger. As a rule, therefore, whatever ceremonies
have to be undergone by the mother to remove the
tabu have also to be participated in by the child.

Thus, with the Koragars of West India, mother
and child are ceremoniallj' unclean for live days,
and both are restored to purity by a tepid bath

(Walhouse, JAI'iv. 375).

Among the Polynesians the child is tapu, and
can be touched by none but sacred persons. He
becomes noa (free from tajju) by the father touch-

ing him with roast fern root, which he then eats.

Next morning the eldest relative in the female
line does the same (Shortland, op. cit. 143). Lus-
tration of the woman and newborn child is prac-
tised among the American Indians, Negroes, and
Hottentots, who purify both mother and child by
smearing them

' after the uncleanly native fashion
'

(T-ylor, Prim. C'ult.^ ii. 432). Among the Karens
' children are supposed to come into the world

defiled, and, unless that defilement is removed,

they will be unfortunate and unsuccessful in their

undertakings.' This defilement is therefore fanned

aAvay by one of the elders with appropriate words,
after which he binds thread round the child's wrist

and gives it a name (JRASBe xxxvii. pt. 2, 131).

So with the Malays, infants are purified by fumi-

gation, and women after cliildl>irth are half-roasted

over the purificatory fire (Skeat, Malay Magic,
London, 1900, 77).

3. Mother and child at tlie mercy of evil spirits.—In addition to mother and child being regarded
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as unclean or tabu, they are also, according to a

widely distributed opinion, especially subject to

the attack of evil spirits. Their very helplessness
probably suggested this idea among peoples who
believed themselves surrounded at all times by hosts
of spirits ready to snatch them away or to do them
an ill turn. The child is thought by the peo^ile of

East Central Africa to be most open to attack
until seven days old. Here the spirits are pro-

pitiated by sacrifice (Macdonald, Africana, London,
18S2, i. 224). The Kalmuks drive off the evil spirits
from mother and child by rushing about, shout-

ing and brandishing cudgels (Pallas, Beisen, St.

Petersburg, 1771-76, i. 360), while the tribes of

the Malay Peninsula scare them away with bon-
fires (Jour. Ind. Arch. i. 270). A similar pre-
caution is prescribed by the Parsi sacred books—a
fire or a lamp is kept lit for three days to keep
away the Devs and Drujs, wizards ana witches,
who use their utmost efforts to kill mother and
child (West, Pahlavi Texts, i. 316, 343-344, iii.

277). Such beliefs have survived among the Euro-

pean peasantry, but with them it is now mostly
either witches or fairies who are feared. In some
districts witches were believed to carry olF children
to devour them in a ritual orgy at the Sabbat ;

while fairies stole the child in order to bring it up
among themselves, leaving a puny changeling in

its place. Hence the recent Scandinavian custom
of never letting the fire out till the child is baptized—a custom identical with one followed by the
ancient Eomans; and the Celtic practice or pro-

tecting mother and child from fairies, spirits, and
the like by carrying fire round them sunwise.

4. Removal of tabu. — In order to remove the

dangerous influences which were supposed to

emanate from the child and to neutralize the evils

to which it was in turn exposed, various methods
were and are resorted to. Among these are puri-
fication by water, or by blood, or by fire, while

analogous rites at birth or puberty, frequently in

connexion with the name-giving ceremony, are

tatuing, circumcision, and other bodily mutila-

tions, or initiation, with the simulation of death
and re-birth. Where such eftbrts had for their

end the removal of tabu, they were mainly of a

purificatory nature. The tabu, in savage opinion,
resembles both a contagious and an infectious

disease. It is a kind of invisible essence, surround-

ing the tabued person or thing, and easily passing
over to other things and persons. All rites for

removal of tabu are, therefore, largelj' purificatory.
Much the same may be said of the evil influences
to which mother or child is exposed. But their
removal is ettected not only by purificatory rites,
but by magical ceremonies, by sacrifices, or by
terrorizing them. Examples of various methods
of removing tabu or external evil influences may
be referred to. The subject is frequently placed
by the fire, or fumigated with smoke or incense.

Or the tabu or the evil is wiped or scraped ofi'

with the hands, wliich are then washed, or with
a scraper, which is afterwards buried or destroyed.
Or, again, the evil is transferred bodily to some
other person or thing, according to a wide-spread
series of rites of which that of the scapegoat is an
instance, and that of '

carrying out death anotlier.

But the most natural method of all is that of

washing or lustration Mith water. ' The tabu

essence, as if exuding from the pores and clinging
to the skin, like a contagious disease, is wiped ofl"

with water, the universal cleanser' (Crawley,
Mystic Rose, London, 1902, 228). With the Jews,

washing with water was one of the necessary cere-

monial methods of removing uncleanness or tabu ;

so among the Navahos the man who has touched
a dead body must remove his clotlies and wash
himself before he mingles with his fellows {BE,

First Report, p. 123) ; and Skeat tells us that

among the Malays purification
of mother and child

is usually accomplished by means of fire or a
mixture of rice-flour and water (op. cit. 11), the

process not only removing tabu, but 'destroying
the active potentialities of evil

spirits.' Thia
ceremonial use of water is further illastrated by
its use among the Kafir.s, who, as Lichtenstein

says [Travels in Southern Africa, London, 1812-15,
i. 257), remove the contagion of the

guilt of

murder, of death, or of magic, by washmg. So
Basuto warriors bathe after battle to wash off the

ghosts of their victims,
' medicines

'

being put in
the water by a sorcerer farther up the stream
(Casalis, Basutos, London, 1861, p. 258). The wash-
ing with lustral water is thus necessary to remove
the contagion of * uncleanness '

; it is also a safe-

guard against impending evil, and acts as a kind
of magic armour which turns aside the attacks
of a visible or invisible foe. We go on now to
ask why water should have this efficacy, as a

preliminary to showing its actual use in ethnic

baptismal rites.

5. Water as a safeguard.—The animistic theory
of the universe which underlies all primitive re-

ligion and philosophy suggested that water was a

living being, which, in so far as it assisted the

processes of growth and aided men in other ways,
might be presumed to be beneficent. But even

apart from the animistic theory, water, more than

any other thing in the universe, seemed to be
alive. Its motion, its sound, its power, hinted at
life ; hence the vivid Hebrew phrase (occurring
with other peoples also) of '

living water.' It may
be presumed also that man soon discovered the

purifying effects of water for himself ; its power
of quenching thirst he already knew ; that of in-

vigorating the body by a plunge in its cool waves
he must soon have foimd out, for he did not confine
this invigorating process to himself, but even bathed
the images of his gods on stated occasions, in order
to renew their powers. The further idea arose,
aided by the belief in a spirit or divinity of the

waters, that certain waters, more usually springs,
lakes, or wells, had miraculous healing properties—a belief which has survived centuries of Christi-

anity. We find these various beliefs about the
Water of Life conferring immortality, strength,
or beauty, or about the Fountain of Youtli,
idealized in folk-lore in the many European folk-

tales, with parallels from all stages of barbaric

and savage culture (cf. MacCulloch, CF, London,
1905, ch. 3). Another concrete survival of such

primitive ideas is the belief that no spirit or power
of evil can cross running water. It was thus by a

logical process that water, considered as having
all these various powers and as being itself the
vehicle or abode of spirits favourable to man,
should have been used as one method of removing
the contagion of tabu or the influence of evil

spirits, or at a higher stage should have been held
to possess the power of removing the guilt of sin.

This last function may be conveniently illustrated

by the Hindu belief in sacred rivers, e.g. the

Ganges, in which the sins of a lifetime may be
removed by a plunge

—a process known also to the

superstitious Koman whom Juvenal (vi. 520-23)
satirizes for washing away his sins by dipping his

head three times in tlie waters or the Tiber.

Water, wliich removed dirt from the body, could
therefore remove the contagion of tabu ; and if it

could do this, it was presumed that it had tiie

further power of removmg the stain of moral evil.

It is on such a basis that what are
justly

to be
called ethnic baptismal rites are foundea. Pri-

marily, they are simple purifications to remove
tabu, or to ward off spirits who are intent on

doing the child an injury. Then they are con-
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necteJ with the process of name-giving. Lastly,
wtli some correspondence to Christian adult bap-

tism, they are used at initiations or before the

celebration of Mysteries, and have then a certain

ethical content ; they remove sin. But all alike

arose out of the necessary washing of the child

after birth, which is itself sometimes a religious

rite, connected also with name-giving, and from
those primitive ideas about water just referred to.

Each of these stages will now be considered

separately.
6. Ceretnonial lustration without name-giving.—

Among the people of Sarac, E. Africa, it is custom-

ary to wash the child, when it is three days old, with
water which has been specially blessed for this pur-

nose(Munzinger, Ostafr. Stud., Gotha, 1865, p. 387).

The act has even greater significance among the

Basutos, witli whom the Naka, when he comes to

consecrate the child, makes a foam out of water
and various '

medicines,' with which he lathers the
child'.s head. He then binds a medicine bag round
his thighs (Tylor, Prim. Cult.'^ ii. 435). Among
many S. African tribes—Giacas, Gcalekas, Tembus,
Pondos, Pondomisi, Fingoes, etc.—the mother is

secluded for a month after the birth. The father

slaughters an ox to obtain the favour of the
ancestral spirits, and during the month wise women
sprinkle the child daily with a decoction of herbs,
and repeat meaningless hymns to ensure its de-

velopment and health. It is also passed through
the smoke of aromatic wood to bring it wisdom,
vigour, and vuluur. Later the father gives the
child a name, usually from some passing event.
Similar customs prevail among the Yaos, Makololo,
Machuas, Angoni, and other East African peoples
(Macdonald, JAl xix. 267, xxii. 100). A com-
bined use of water and fire is foiuid among the
Jakun tribes of the Malay Peninsula, who wash
the newborn child in a stream, and then, bringing
it back to the hut, pass it frequently over a newly-
kindled fire on which pieces or sweet-smelling wood
have been thrown (Jour. Ind. Arch. ii. 264) ; while
in Java the ceremony consists in shaving the child's

head forty days after birth, before an assembled

throng, after which he is dipped in a brook. In

Fiji the child's first bath is made the occasion of

a feast ; in Uvea, at the feast held after the birth

of a child, his head is ceremonially sprinkled with
water ; while in Kotuma the head, face, gums and

lips of the newh'-bom are rubbed with .salt water
and coco-nut oil (Ploss, Das Kind, i. 258). With
these ceremonies may be compared the custom of

the Chinese, who, when the child is washed at
three days old, hold a religious rite in connexion
with this act of purification (Doolittle, Social

Life of the Chinese, New York, 1867, i. 120). The
intended efl'ect of such ceremonies is seen in tiie

custom, common in Upper Egypt, of bathing the
child at its fortieth day and tlien pronoimcing it

'clean.' All the examples cited show that the
first washing of the child is itself made a religious
and social rite, or that such a rite, more or less

symbolic, occurs soon after birth.

7. Lustration with name-giving.—The custom
of name-giving may occur at birth, or again at

puberty, when the boy is initiated into the totem-
clan, the tribe, or the tribal mysteries, at which
time, a.s entering upon a newer or fuller life, he

usually receives a new name. Among the Zufiis
the initiation and first name-giving occur any time
after the child, till then called '

baby,' is four years
old. Although there is no use of water, the rite
is so like that of Christian baptism in other
respects that it may be described. A 'sponsor'
breathes on a wand which he extends towards the
child's mouth as he receives his name. The initia-
tion is

'

mainly done by sponsors, and the boy must
personally take the vows as soon as he is old enough

'
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(BE, Fifth Keport, p. 553). Among most races the

name-giving is usually a religio-social ceremony of

great importance, since the name is considered

among primitive folk to be a part of one's person-
ality (see Name), and since the ceremony admits
the child to the privileges of the clan or tribe.
We are here concerned with the ceremony only as
it is accompanied with a ritual u.se of water.
F'irst it should be observed tiiat the custom of

giving a name at a ceremonial washing which has
become '

baptismal
'

has probably arisen accident-

ally. We have seen that the newly- born child is

washed as a protection against evil, or to make
him ceremonially pure. But an equally important
part of the child's dawning life was tlie conferring
of a name upon him—the name, as a part of the
personality, being a thing of magic or sacred im-

port. What more natural, then, than the combi-
nation of two rites, which must frequently have
been performed succe.ssively, into one which in-

cluded both ? But as a further stage in the evo-
lution of the rite, the purificatory act becomes
then more and more symbolic, and, in certain

aspects, subsidiary to the name-giving ceremonj'.
Actual washing and name-giving immediately after
birth occur among the Kichtak Islanders (Billings,
N. Russia, 1802, p. 175).

(1) Africa.—The more ceremonial act is well
marked among several African tribes. Among
the Yoruba Negroes a priest is sent for at a birth,
and it is his duty to discover from the deities which
ancestor means to dwell in the child, so that he

may be called by his name. At the actual name-
giving ceremony the child's face is sprinkled with
water from a vessel which stands under a sacred
tree (Bastian, Geog. und Eth. Bilder, Jena, 1873, p.

182). Such ceremonies are general in West Africa.
Further soutli, among the Mfiote people of Loanga,
when the child is three or four months old he is

sprinkled with water in presence of all the dwellers
in the village, and is called by the name of an
illustrious ancestor (Ploss, Das Kind, i. 259). The
same social significance of the religious rite—the

reception of tlie child into the corporate com-

munity—is well marked among the tribes of the
Gabun. When a birth has taken place, the fact
is announced by a public crier, who claims for the
child a name and place among the living. Some
member of the community then promises for the

people that the child will be received, and will have
a right to all their privileges and immunities.
The people then assemble, and the child is brought
out before them. The headman of the family or

village sprinkles water upon it, gives it a name,
and blesses it^—the blessing usually referring to
its future material welfare (Nassau, Fctichism in
W. Africa, N. Y. 1904, p. 212). This social signifi-
cance of the rite will be met with in other cases.

With the Baganda of Central Africa the ceremony
forms part of anotlier which tests the legitimacj''
of the child. Several children of two years old are

usually brought together. Each mother throws the

fragment of the imibilical cord which slie has pre-
served into a bowl containing a mixture of water,
palm-wine, and milk. If it fioats, the child is

declared legitimate. A name is conferred, and

part of the fluid is then poured upon the child's

head (J. Roscoe, in JAI xxxii. 25). Among the
Ova-Herero the rite is most elaborate. The child

is carried by the mother from the lying-in house
to a sacred tire which is constantly tended by the

headman's eldest daughter, who sprinkles chUd
and motlier with water as they proceed. Arrived
at the place, mother and child are again .sprinkled
with water by the headman, who then addresses

the child's ancestors, and, after various acts,

touches its forehead with his own and gives it a

name. Each man present does the same, repeat-
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ing this name or conferring a new one ; thus a
child may have several names. After tliis cere-

mony the child's forehead is touched with that of

a cow, which now becomes his property. He is

then considered an Ova-Herero {Globus, xxxviii.

364).

(2) Malay Archipelago.—Similar rites are found
all over the Malay Archipelago, as the following
instances will show. In Sumatra, at the name
giving ceremony, the child is carried to the nearest

running water by the men ; there the father dijis

it, and gives it a name (Ploss, op. cit. i. 258).

Among the Papuans the name-giving takes place
as soon as the child can run ; at the same time it

is taken to a spring and there solemnly bathed
several times (ZE, 1876, p. 185). The rite is made
the occasion of a feast among the relatives. With
the Negritoes of the Philippines the mouth of the
newborn child is filled with salt ; after this women
hasten with it to the nearest brook, in which they
bathe it. The name-giving occurs at the same
time (Ploss, op. cit. i. 258). The use of salt occurs

among several peoples as a ritual act, and is part
of the baptismal ceremony of the lioman Church.

(3) Among various Polynesian tribes the rite

was usually connected with the removal of tabu
from the child. The priest asperged the head with
a green twig dipped in water, or else immersed the
child bodily in the water, accompanying the act
with prayers and conjurations in dialogue form,
and in an archaic language. With the Maoris,
the priest repeated a number of names borne by
ancestors till the child sneezed, and the name
spoken at that moment was bestowed upon him,
along vaih the act of asperging or dipping him in
water. The child was, at the same time, dedi-
cated to the war -god Tu (Tregear, JAI xix.

98; Ellis, Polynesian Researches, 4 vols., London,
1832-34, i. 259 ; Taylor, Ne^o Zealand, London,
1868, p. 184). Sir George Grey, in his Polynesian
Mythology (p. 32), cites a myth which shows the

importance attached to the exact observance of
the ritual. When Maui's father baptized him, he
hurried over or omitted some of the karakias—
prayers offered to make him sacred and free from
im]nirities

—and for this he afterwards feared that
the gods would be angry. This, of course, is akin
to the fear shown by savages everywhere regard-
ing the non-observance of tabu rites. At a later

period, when the child had grown up to be a youth,
he was again sprinkled with water, in order to be
admitted to the rank of warrior.

(4) Similar observances are found among the
American Indian tribes. The Cherokees performed
the rite when the child was three days old, and
firmly believed that, if it were omitted, the child
would certainly die (Whipple, Report on Indian
Tribes, Washington, 1855, p. 35). The Mayas be-
lieved that tlie ceremonial ablution washed away
evil, hindered the inlluence of evil demons, and gave
the ciiild inclinations to good. The priest having
appointed a lucky day, a fcsast was prepared, and
the father fasted for three days. Among the cus-
toms observed at the rite were cleansing the house
to drive out evil, throwing maize and incense on a
fire by each child who was to be baptized, striking
the child to drive away unclean thoughts. The
priest then signed the child and sprinkled him
with siacred water ; tiiis act was repeated by the
father, and tlie rite concluded with the cutting
of a lock of the child's hair by means of a stone
knife (Bancroft, NR, San P'rancisco, 1883, i. 664).
This most elaborate ceremony had an evidently
ethical as well as a religious import ; the same is

true of the Mexican and Peruvian rites, though
we should be careful to observe that the etiiical

standp.rd of these races was far from being that
of our own. Dr. Brinton has pointed out that

the purification of the child by water was, with
several of tiie native races of America, styled
by a word signifying

' to be born again
'

(Myths
of the Neto World, N. Y. 1868, p. 148). Astonish-

ing as this may appear, it is on a level with the

psychology of other savage religious rites, e.g.
those of initiation to the mysteries, or at the

making of sorcerers, when the youth is believed
to die and come to life again, receiving a new
name, and acting in all respects as if all life was
new to him. It is well known that both Aztecs
and Peruvians used some kind of baptism ; and
while the facts may have been exaggerated by
contemporary reporters, the Christian priests who
witnessed the rites believed firmly that the devil,
for his own evil ends, had mimicked the Chris-
tian sacrament. We may therefore assume that
the description of the rite among these peoples
is, on the whole, correct. Sahagun says tliat the
order of baptism among the Aztecs began,

' O
child, receive the water of the Lord of the world,
which is our life ; it is to wash and purify ; may
these drops remove the sin which was given thee
before the creation of the world, since all of us are

under its power
'

; and concluded,
' Now he liveth

anew and is born anew, now is he purified and
cleansed, now our Mother the Water again
bringeth him into the world.' The ceremonial

washing was repeated twice, at birth and four days
later, and at the later ceremony the child I'eceived

its name, usually that of some ancestor, who, it

was hoped, would watch over it until the time of

the second name-giving and baptism in later life

(Hist, de la Nueva Espana, lib. vi. cap. 37). The

expressions used here concerning the water show
that the rite was based on those primitive ideas of

the power of water which have already been re-

ferred to. The Peruvian rite had much the same

purpose. A priest immersed tlie child in water,
at the same time exorcizing evil spirits from it,

and bidding them enter the water, which was
then buried in the ground. A first name was at

the same time conferred upon the child (RcA'ille,

Religions of B'lexico and of Peru, London, 1884,

p. 234). Both Aztecs and Peruvians had a con-

siderable sense of moral evil. This is especially
noticeable in the Mexican rite, where also it

was sought to free the child from evil spirits as

well as from inherited sin. With both peoples,
it should also be noted, as with tlie Hindus, ritual

ablutions were used to remove the guilt of sins

when these were confessed to the priests. Similar

rites were common among the wild tribes of

Mexico, after the name had been selected at the

moment of birth (Bancroft, op. cit. i. 661) ; and

they are known to exist among various tribes of

S. America, e.g. the Yumanas of Brazil, with whom
the child is, as it were, made one of the family by
receiving an ancestral name, while it is sprinlkled
at the same time with a decoction of herbs

(Martins, Beitrdge zur Ethnographie nnd Sprachen-
kundc Amerikas, 2 vols., Leipz. 1867, i. 485). The
Eskimos of North America, who believe that the

name is a living thing, call the child after a dead
ancestor. Its mouth is damped with water, the

name is repeated, and it is believed to enter the

child at tliat moment. Until then, the name
having left the body of the dead man, both he and
it have been restless, but now both are at peace
(Nansen, Eskimo Life, Lond. 1893, p. 228).

(5^ Asiatic races and religions frequently com-
bine name - giving and lustration. Among the

Tibetan and Mongolian Buddhists the ceremony
takes place from three to ten days after birth.

Candles are lit on the house-altars, and over a
vessel of water tiie lama repeats the consecration

formulae. He then immerses the child in the

water three times, signs it, and calls it by its
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name. He also draws its horoscope by means of

certain 'medicines' which he places in the bap-
tismal water, and names the guardian divinity of

tiie child. The ceremony ends with a feast and
tiie ottering of a present to the lama (Kiippen, Rcl.

des Buddha, Berlin, 1857-59, ii. 32U). Frequently,
as Smolev relates of the Buriats, the name is

changed if it proves unlucky (UAnthropoloqie,
xii. 482). In Jajjan the name is given to the child

when it is a month old, water being at the same
time sprinkled upon it (Siel)old, Nippon, v. 22).

The ceremonies, as conducted among the Chinese,
are of an elaborate cliaracter. On the third day
after the birth a Taoist priest comes to the house

and sprinkles the rooms with water—a rite known
as ' the rurification.' Onions, garlic, celery, and
other things with magical virtues are then placed
in the water in whicli the child is to be washed,
after which its fortune is told and its mythic
guardian tree is a.scertained. The next step is for

the priest to inquire through
'

cup-divination
'

by
what name the child shall be called, and when
this has been discovered, he then bestows it on
the infant. It should be noted that, to prevent a
demon soul taking possession of the child's body
in the absence of its own soul, the mother mixes
the ash of banana-skin with water, and paints a
cross with this mixture on the sleeping child's

forehead (FLJ v. 222 f.). With the Buddhists of

Ceylon and Burma, on the fourteenth day after

birth, at an hour iixed by an astrologer, the re-

latives and friends feast together, the child is

named, and its head is washed for the first time.

The ceremony is analogous to the Brahmanic rite of

Jatakarman (M. Williams, Buddhism, 1889, p. 353).

(6) The Indian and Iranian rites, though scarcely

baptismal, are worth noting, especially when they
are taken in connexion with the rites of initiation

(see § 12) wliich are their comi)l('ment. Among
the ancient Hindus (and, less comi)letely, in modern
times) the following cereTuonies were performed.
Before the navel-string was cut the Jatakarman
rite was performed for male children, and while
the sacred formula; were recited, the child was fed

with honey and butter. Ten or twelve days after

birth the father performed, or caused to be per-
formed, the Namadheya, or rite of naming, giving
the child a secret name besides the name for

conmion use, which had to be auspicious if he
were a Brahman, connected with power if a

Ksatriya, with wealth if a Vaisya, or contemp-
tible if a Sudra. Later, there were rites in con-

nexion with first leaving the house, making the

tonsure, etc. Other writers speak of the child

being ceremonially washed, or dii)ped in the sacred
waters of the Ganges or some other river (Laws of
Manu, ii. 29, 30; Dutt, Civ. in Ancient India,
London, 1893, i. 262; Zimmer, Altindischcs Lfhen,
Berlin, 1879, p. 32U). Little is known of the birth

ceremonies among the ancient Iranians beyond
those already described, and the statements some-
times made regarding the use of a kind of baptism
may rest on erroneous renderings of passages in the
sacred books (see Geiger, Civ. of E. Iran, London,
1885, i. 56, and translator's note). Beau.sobre

(Hist. Manich., Amsterdam, 1734-39, lib. ix. cap. 6,

sec. 16) saj's the child was carried to the temple,
where the priest plunged it into a vessel of water,
and the father gave it a name. Corresponding
to the Hindu feeding with honey and butter is

perhaps the old custom of giving the newlj^-born
child some haoma-juice and aloes, in order to
confer wisdom upon it, as well as to drive off
fiends and evil spirits (Sad Dar, xxiv. ; Shciijast la-

Shayast, x. 15-16; and cf. Gomme, Eth. in Folk-
lore, London, 1892, p. 129, for the purpose of this
ceremonial feeding). Among modern Parsis there
are no formalities in connexion with name-giving.

the mother conferring a name upon the child

((jieiger, i. 57, translator's note), although the

joshi (astrologer)
'

lirst gives out the names the
child can bear according to its atlinity to the
stars under whose influence it was born

'

(Karaka,
History of the Parsis, London, 1884, i. 161-162).
With them, the Bareshnum rile (.see § 12 (2)) washes
away all defilement contracted in the womb.

(7) Among the ancient pagan races of Europe
similar customs were also found. The heathen
Teutons had a baptismal rite long before Christian
influences had reached them. Tlie ceremony took

place immediately after birth, the father s])rinkling
the child, giving it a name, and consecrating it to
the household gods. In this way he acknowledged
it as his own, and after the rite the child could
not be exposed, as it had now become one of the
kin. The ceremony was known as vutni ansa,
'sprinkling with water' (Grimm, Teut. Myth.,
London, 1880-83, ii. 592). References to the rite

occur in the Chronicles. Snorro Sturleson (Chron.
c. 70) relates that a noble, in the reign of Harold

Harfagi", took a newborn child, and, pouring water

ui)on its head, called it Haco. Pope Gregory iii.

directed the missionary Boniface how to proceed
in such cases where this pagan baptism had already
been used. Mallet (North. Antiq., London, 1770,
i. 335) rightly shows the true nature of such rites

when he says they were intended to preserve chil-

dren ' from the sorceries and evil charms wliich
wicked spirits might employ against them at the
moment of their birth.' The Celts also had
similar customs ; and here the priest is more in

evidence, although, as some think, the method of

naming and the whole of Druidism were taken over
from the non-Celtic races with ^^•hom the Celts
found themselves in contact. Saga and legend
alike give many instances of the Druid bestowing
a name on the child from some casual circum-
stance which had hajjpened at the birth or after,—a method of name-giving common among various

savage races. As with the Eskimos, the name was
an entitj% an actual substance put upon the cliild

by the Druid. Occasionally, also, a baptismal rite

is mentioned as performed by the Druid
; e.g.

Conall Cernach was so baptized (Windisch, Irische

Texte, Leipzig, 1891-97, iii. 392, 423). There is no
reason to think with M. D'Arbois de Jubainville

(Rev. Celt. xix. 90), that there is here only a
product of the imagination of the saga - writers,

reflecting Christian ideas, since such a rite is so

wide-spread in paganism, while (see (8)) some trace
of it still remains as a survival on Celtic ground
(Khj's and Jones, The Welsh People, London, 1900,
06 f. ; W. Stokes, Coir Anmnnn [in Windisch,
Irische Texte, iii.] sec. 251 ; and Academy, 1896,

p. 137). The birth-ritual of the Greeks (among
whom ritual purification occupied so large a place)
was as follows : The child was at once bathed in

water, sometimes mixed with oil or wine. On the
fifth or seventh day, a more formal purification
took place (the d.fi<f)i.5p6fua), and the child was also

carried round the fire. On this day or on the
tenth day, on the occasion of a family festival,
which was also sacrificial, the father recognized
the child, which (as in the Teutonic instance)
could not then be exposed, and the name, usually
that of a grandparent, was given (see scholium
on Aristotle, Lysistr. 757). The Romans, on the
Dies Lustricus,—the ninth day after birth for

boys, the eighth for girls,
—confeiTed a name on

the child, which was passed through water, the
nurse at the same time touching its lips and fore-

head with saliva to avert magical and demoniac
arts (Macrobius, Saturnalia, lib. i. cap. 16).

(8) It is curious to observe how, occasionally, a

pre-Christian rite remains as a superstitious ob-

servance, even where Christian baptism is common.
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A good example of this occurs among the Lapps,
who, in heathen times, had a ceremony called

laugo (see more fully art. Birth, Finns and
Lapps). This consisted in bathing or sprinkling
the child with water in which alder - twigs had
been placed, while a name was given to it, and
it was placed under the protection of Sarakha,
the birth-goddess. At any illness the ceremony
was repeated and a new name given. But when
Christian baptism was introduced, the old rite

was still continued
privately, both by way of

confirming the Christian rite and continuing the

advantages supposed to be given by the heathen

ceremony (Pinkerton, General Collection of . . .

Voyages and Travels, London, 1808-1814, i. 483 ;

Ploss, i. 257, 258). Such a case as this distinctly
points to the rationale of ethnic baptismal rites as

already set forth, viz. a defence against evil in-

fluences as well as a removal of
' uncleanness.'

The baptismal ceremony of the pagan Celts already
referred to has not altogether been destroyed by
the use of the Christian rite ; for even now, in

remote districts, the following survival is found.
After birth, the nurse drops three drops of water
on the child's forehead in Nomine. A temporary
name is given until the real name is conferred in

the Christian ceremony. This earlier baptism
keeps ofi' faii'ies (evil influences) and ensures burial
in consecrated ground. It is thus a clear sur\aval
of an earlier purificatory and protective rite, which
at the same time admitted to the tribal religious
privileges (Carmichael, Carmina Gadelica, 1900,
i. 115). The pagan rite also persists with the
Lithuanian peoples on the Baltic coast. On the

evening before the baptism by the priest, the child
is bathed in warm water, while an old woman
kills a cock at the place where the child was born

(L'Anthropologie, v. 713).
8. Suggested influence of Christian and Jewish

rites.—The possibility of the derivation of some
of these ethnic baptismal rites from Jewish or
Christian sources should not be overlooked. Dr.
Nassau suggests this in the case of the West
African ceremonies ; nor is it improbable in this
and in other cases when we consider the diffusion of

belief, ritual, myth, folk-tale, or of art and indus-
trial products outwards from various centres, and
their ready acceptance by races at a great distance
from such centres. But, on the other hand, simi-
lar beliefs everywhere produce similar results, and
the universality of the opinions regarding unclean-
ness, the contagion of evil, and harmful spirits, as
well as concerning the power of water, may quite
easily iiave given rise to similar purificatoiy rites
in various regions and religions, without any neces-

sary recourse to imitation of Jewish or Christian
rites. To these, name-giving was sometimes at-

tached, here by accident, there by intention.

Frequently, too, what makes these heathen rites

appear so much to resemble the Christian sacra-
nient is the use of Christian formulae in describ-

ing them by those who have witnessed them and
have been struck with the resemblances rather
than with the differences. The universality and,
in some cases, the antiquity of these rites point
to their originality.

9. Religious and social aspect of the rites.—Ana-
lyzing the various examples of ethnic baptism,
we note several points. First, the purificator}'^

washing frequently passes over into a mere sym-
bolic act of sprinkling, a process analogous to
the change in the Christian rite from dipping to

pouring water over the candidate. Next, the re-

ligious aspect of the rite is emphasized by the
dedication of the child to the gods (Polynesia,
Mexico, etc.); by the solemnity of the act; bj'
its frequent performance by priest or medicine-
man (various African tribes, Polynesians, Mexi-

cans, Peruvians, Mayas, Tibetans, Chinese,
Hindus, Iranians, and Celts), or by the fatlier
as house-priest ; by the use of ' medicine

'

in addi-
tion to, or in place of, water ; and by the general
intention of the rite as already pointed out.

Lastly, the social aspect of the rite is emphasized
in its public performance, occasionally by the
headman of the community ; by the reception of
the child into tlie kin ; by tiie feast held on the
occasion, which is attended by the relatives ; and
also by the common custom of naming after an
ancestor. (For examples of name-giving by itself,

accompanied by a feast attended by relatives, or
as making the child a member of the kin, see
Hind, Labrador, 2 vols., Lond. 1863, i. 286; JAI
xix. 324 [Torres Straits] ; BE, Third Report, p. 216
[Omahas, the child's face is marked with the privi-
leged symbolic decoration] ; L'Anthrop. x. 729
[Borneo]). Thus ethnic baptism, accompanying
the act of name-giving, cannot be considered as a
casual rite, but must be regarded as one of con-
siderable importance for the religious and social
life of the child. The occasional performance of the
rite by the mother or by other women of the tribe
must have originated through the matriarchate
and descent through the motlier.

10. Baptis7n with blood.—The aspect of the bap-
tismal rite as a formal admission into the clan or
tribe is further seen in those cases where the child

or, later, the youth is sprinkled with his father's
or kinsman's, or with sa,criffcial, blood. Among
the Caribs the newborn child was sprinkled witli

blood drawn from the father's shoulder, to give it

courage and generosity, and, since the life of the
clan is in the blood, to admit it to the circle of
the kin (Rochefort, lies Antilles, 1660, p. 550).

Among certain Australian tribes at the initiation
of youths, it is customary for the older men to
cut themselves and let the blood run upon tlie

novice, the object being to strengthen him, or to
transfuse the kin-life into him. Especially is this

the case where the smearing with blood takes

place after the pretended killing and restoration
of the candidate, when he also receives a new
name (Howitt, pp. 658, 668 ; Frazer, Totemism ; and
for corresponding uses of blood, Spencer-Gillen ^
p. 596 f.). Among the Alfoers the child is smeared
with swine's blood (Bastian, Die Vol/cer der ostlichen

Asien, Jena, 1866-1871, v. 270) ; and on the Gold
Coast, rum (replacing blood) is squirted over him
by the father (Ellis, Tshi-speaking Peoples, London,
1S87, p. 233). The modern Arabs retain the custom
from heathen times of washing a child's forehead
with the blood of an animal sacrificed to a saint

whose favour has caused the child's birth, and
whose protection is thus expected to be given to

him. There is also some idea of identifying the
child with the sacriffce by which he is redeemed
(Curtiss, Prim. Sem. Bel., Chicago, 1902, p. 201).
In heathen times this rite had greater significance
as bringing the child within the stock ; he was
dedicated to the stockgod in connexion with a
sacrifice, the blood of which was daubed on his

head. The blood united god and child. The child

was also named and its gums rubbed with masti-
cated dates (symbolic food-giving rite, cf. § 7(6),

India, Persia) on the morning after its birth,

probably by the priest. All these rites signified

reception into the privileges, social and religious,
of the kin -group (W. R. Smith, Kinship in

Arabia, Cambridge, 1903, p. 152 f.).

II. Use ofsaliva.—The same intention of acknow-

ledging kinship, and of bestowing it ceremonially
through contact of tlie child with something be-

longing to the kinsman, is seen in several rite*

where the child is rubbed with the saliva of a rela-

tive or is spat upon. Actual examples in connexion
with the giving of a name are found among the
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Mandingos and liainbaras of Wdbt Africa, the

priest spitting tlirice in the child's face (Park,
Interior Districts of Africa, Edin. 1860, p. 246).

Among the Banyoro of Uganda, on the third or

fourtli day after the child is born, the priest

presents it to tlie ancestral spirits and begs their

favour for it, accompanying each special request by
spitting on tiie child's body and pinching it (Sir H.

Joiinston, Uganda Protectorate, Lond. 1902, ii.

587). Muhammad is said to have done the same
when he named his grandson ^asan (Ockley,
Saracetis*, Lond. 1847, p. 351). I'ersius, in his

Satires (ii. 31), ridicules the female relative wiio

rubs the baby's forehead with saliva when it receives

its name (see § 7 (7) for tlie Roman custom). The
practice survives in tiieuseof spittle in baptism in the

early Church and in motlern Roman Catholic usage,
as well as in folk-custom in Europe. Here the in-

tention is altered, and the purpose is to ward off

the evil eye, sjioUs, witches, and fairies. But this,

which brings the custom into line with the general
powers of water in this direction, is probably
derivative. Saliva is in many other instances used
to ward off evil, but it probably does so because it

is a bond between two or more persons who thus
form a strong array against the powers of evil

(see Hartland, LP, London, 1894-96, ii. 261 f.).

12. Baptism at initiation. — These social and
religious aspects of the rite are also marked in the
ceremonies at initiation to tribal or totem-group
privileges, or to sacred mysteries. As an exami)le
of those initiatory rites, we m<ay lirst refer to such
a simple form as the sprinkling of girls who have

just reached womanhood, as practised among the
Basutos (Casalis, p. 267). This form of purifica-
tion is analogous to the tatuing, scourging, fast-

ing, etc., of otlier peoples, undergone by the boy or

girl on arriving at puberty, as a means of driving
out evil (see under these titles). We liave noted
that baptismal and cognate rites at birtli or soon
after have the ellect of admitting tlie child into
the community or into the religious privileges of

the tribe. But sometimes this admission, however
it is accomplished, is deferred until the dawn of

manhood or womanliood, or a little earlier, or is

repeated then, as in savage initiations to the
totem clan or to the tribal mysteries (see ToTKM,
Mysteriks). In such cases the same ideas of

purification from the infection of evil, sometimes

by means of water, or ag.iin by sprinkling Mitli or

batiiing in blood, b}' circumcision, or by simulated
death and re-birth, are found, with the intention
of introducing the postulant to a fuller life.

(1) As an example of such ceremonies in the

higher religions, the Brahmanic rites may be
referred to. The ceremony of Upanaya, or initia-

tion to the privileges of religion, took place when
a boy had anived at years of discretion. The
giirii, asked tlie l)oy's name, and, taking water,
sprinkled his hands with it three times. In modem
times the investiture with the threefold sacred

thread, which is blessed by a Brahman, while texts
from the sacred books are recited over it and it

is sprinkled with holy water, is the chief part of
this rite. Before this the boy is not called a
Brahman ; but now he becomes ' twice-born

'

or

regenerate, and it is open to him to read the sacred
books, and to take part in prayers and in the re-

ligions ceremonies (Manu, ii. 36 ; Dutt, i. 263 ; M.
Williams, ltd. Thought and Life in India, London,
1883, p. 358).

(2) This ceremony resembles that of the Parsis,
whose sacred books lay strong emphasis upon the
uncleanness contracted by the child in the Avomb
of Its mother (see § 2). In order to be free from
all such defilement, it is necessary for each one at
or before the age of 15 to perform the elaborate
purificatory ceremonies of the Bareshnum, else at

death he will not pass the Chinvat bridge. The
rite includes sprinkling with gomez and washing
with groniP^ ana water (for the ceremony see SEE
i. 122; xviii.). About the same time, and still in
view of the pre-natal defilement, the sacred girdle
thread is assumed, 'to establish the wearer in the

department of Ormazd, and to take him out of the

department of Ahriman '

(Sad Dar, x. ). The result
of tiiese ceremonies is to make the jouth navnzad,
'newly-born,' a term

corresjionding to the Brah-
manic '

twice-born,' and to tlie view taken of such
ceremonies el.sewhere, while he now becomes a
member of the community (West, Pahlavi Texts,
i. 320, iii. 262 ; SMijast la-Shuyast, x. 11).

(3) A species of baptismal rite occurred as a
formula of admission in separate religious societies
or mysteries. Candidates for admission to the

Egyptian mysteries of Isis were baptized by the

priest, the result being purification and forgiveness
of sins. '[Sacerdos] stipatum me religio.sa cohorte
deducit ad proximas balneas et prius sueto lavacro

traditum, prpefatus deflm veniam, purissime circum-
rorans abluit' (Apuleius, Met. xi. ).

(4) In the ritual of the Orphic mysteries the

mystic affirmed ^pi(j>os ^s yoK iirerov,
' a kid I have

fallen into milk,' but the .significance of the words
is uncertain, and they do not seem to point to a
rite of immersion in milk. The use of milk in

early Christian baptism—the newborn in Christ

drinking the food of babes—may suggest a symbolic
drinking of milk in the rite (for a discussion of the
formula see Miss Hanison, Proleg. to Greek Pel.,

Cambridge, 1908, p. 596 f.).

(5) But of all such purificatoi-y rites the best
knoAvn are those of the Greek Eleusinia, in which
the initiation was most searching, and no one could
be admitted to the celebration of the mysteries
who had not undergone it, while to reveal these to
the uninitiated was a criminal act. Purification

by water was part of the preliminary rites, which
were regarded as a kind of new birth. The candi-
date bathed, and emerged from the bath a new
man with <a new name. This purification, or

KaOapciz, is constantly referred to by the Greek
Fathers, especially Clem. Alex., as a parallel to
the Christian rite of baptism both in its nature and
in its intended effects of admitting to a higlier
life, to the 'Greater Mysteries' (Strom, v. 71, 72).
Whatever view of sin was held in the doctrine of

the Mysteries, whether it was highly ethical or

simply ceremonial, tliese purificatory rites freed
the candidate from the stain of sin and prepared
him for the revelation to come, while he himself
was required to be dyadds eixre^rjs Kai fiyros. By
tlie preliminary ceremonies the candidates became
Te\r]Tai, and were admitted to the reXeffr-qpiov and
the revelations which awaited them there (Lobeck,
AglaophamiiJi, Konigsberg, 1829

; Foucart, Re-
cherches sur les mysth-es d'Elcusis, Paris, 1895).

(6) Similar purificatoiy rites entered into the
ceremonies of the various Religious Associations

which, entering Greece from the east, gained such
a hold over the people. The candidate was ex-

;;mined to prove whether he was '

pure, pious, and

good,' iiyvoi eiVejSTjs KayaObi, and all members who
had become impure had to submit to purificatory
rites. Such impurities were, however, material

rather than moral, and correspond on the whole to

those savage tabus which had to be removed by
various rites. The eating of [lork or garlic, con-

nexion with a woman, contact with a corpse, the

defilement of murder, are some of those enumerated
on inscriptions or in Greek A\Titers. Purification

was of difterent kinds, according to the
society ;

•sometimes it wa.s by means of water thrown on the

head, as in savage baptismal rites. Plutarch de-

scribes these vigorously as pirwapai ayvtiai, duddapTOi

KaOapnol, but all alike had to do with outward
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purification alone. Theophiastus and Plutarch

[char. 16 ; de Super. 3) give an excellent picture of

the man who was careful to perform all such puri-
fications after every defilement, imaginary or real— ' Call the old woman who will purify thee by
rubbing thee with bran and clay ; plunge in tlie

sea and pass the day seatecl on the ground.'
Menander also refers to purifications by means of

water drawn from three diflerent sources, and into

which salt and lentils had been thrown (Deisi-

daiinon, frag. 3). Later, the philosophers explained
them by saying they were the image of that purity
of the soul which alone was agreeable to the

gods (Cicero, de Leg. ii. 10) ; but theii' nature and
intention obviously connect them with primitive

purificatory and baptismal rites, and explain the
existence of the latter as a preliminary of entrance
to the Mysteries.
Of all these associations, the initiatory rites of

the worshippers of Sabazios, a Phrygian god, corre-

sponding on the whole to Dionysus, are best known
to us from the scorn which Demosthenes poured
upon them (de Corona, 313). They are an excellent

type of such initiatory baptismal rites as form our
thud class. The period is B.C. 315, and Demos-
thenes says to yEschines :

' When you became a

man, you assisted your mother in the initiations.

At night you clothed yourself in a fawn-skin.
You poured on the candidates water from a bowl,

you purified them, you rubbed them with clay and
bran ; then you made them stand upright after the

purification, and say,
" I have fled the evil, I have

found a better
" '

{^(pvyov KaKbv, eipov dfj-eiyov). These
rites, which had only the slenderest ethical value,
led up to tlie revealing of the Mysteries and tlie

sacred symbols of the association. The society
which worshipped the Thracian goddess Cotytto
was ridiculed under the title of ^awrai by drama-
tists like Eupolis and poets like Juvenal, and the
title suggests a purification by water similar to

that practised by the worshippers of Sabazios

(Foucart, Associations rel. chez les Grecs, Paris,

1873). The daubing with clay or dirt is a common
.savage practice at initiations, and doubtless in the

Mysteries it was a survival of some earlier primi-
tive rite. In the Mandan mysteries the candidate
was covered with clay and then washed (Catlin,

0-Kee-Pa, London, 1867, p. 21) ; the same is re-

corded of the Busk fe.stival of the Cree Indians—
the ceremony removing them ' out of the reach of

temporal punishment for their past vicious con-
duct '

(Adair, Hist, of Amer. Ind., London, 1875,

p. 96 f.); in the Victorian and other Australian
rites of initiation, as well as in Fiji, the body was
covered with charcoal, mud, and clay, and then
washed (Brough Smyth, Abor. of Vict., London,
1878, i. 60; Howitt, op. cit. p. 536); in Banks
Island the j'outh is blackened with dirt and
soot and then washed (Codrington, Melanesians,
Oxford, 1891, p. 87) ; and a similar rite is referred
to as occurring in West Africa (W. Reade, Savage
Africa, London, 1863). Name-giving accompanies
most of these ceremonies which introduce the
candidate to a new life ; the .symbolism of re-

moving the dirt is expressive of the passing from
an old to a new life.

(7) Mithraism, perhaps the most eclectic of all

religious faiths, is frecjuently accused of borrowing
many of its ceremonies from Christianity. The
early Fathers, like the Roman Catholic mission-

aries in the case of the religions of Mexico and
Peru, and of Buddhism, did not hesitate to say
that Mithraism was the devil's counterfeit of

Christianity, as they described its rites with their

ready resemblance to Baptism, Confirmation, and

Holy Communion. But while there may have been
deliberate imitation, the actual rites were already
in use both in Persia and Greece, and, as Cumont

says, Mithraism was Parsisme hellenis^. The
initiatory ceremonies were many—by blood, by fire,

by fasting ; wliile, as in many savage mysteries,
death and resurrection were simulated as typifying
the dawn of a better life. The pinification by
water washed away sin, and was thus a kind of

adult baptism, while the later stage of sealing the
candidate's forehead as the mark of his initiation

to the grade of 'soldier,' was compared by Ter-
tullian to the rite of confirmation (Cumont,
Mysteries of Mithra, Chicago, 1903, p. 157). We
may refer, finally, to a baptism of blood, the

Taurobolium, used for purification, whether per-

sonally or by proxy, as well as in initiating the
candidate to the rites of the Great Mother, which
became so popular all over the Roman Empire
at the dawn of Christianity. The underlying idea
of the Taurobolium (q.v.) bears a curious resem-
blance to the doctrine of regeneration in Christian
life. The candidate was seated in a trench under-
neath an open grating on which a bull was sacri-

ficed. The blood, as it fell through the roof,

gushed all over him, and he wa.s then declared to
be re-born. Monuments which commemorate this

baptismal rite on the part of its grateful recipients,

speak of him by whom it was received as 're-

generate,' renatus in ceternum Tauroholio (Pru-
dentius, Peristeph. x. 101 f. ; Sainte-Croix, Mystdres
dupaganisme, Paris, 1817, i. 95). Whether original
or imitated from Christianity, these later classic

Mysteries speak of the growing need of a new life

and of certitude in matters of faith. These were

supplied by Christianity, and, after a long struggle,
it gave the deathblow to the pagan Mysteries.

13. Ethnic rites in folk-custom.
—Finally, refer-

ence must be made to the superstitious views
entertained by European peasants regarding
Christian baptism. These are a direct inheritance
from pre-Christian beliefs as to the vulnerability
of the newly-born child to attack from evil spirits
until certain rites, such as those enumerated above,
have been performed. Christian baptism, taking
the place of those earlier baptismal rites, has in folk-

belief been credited with their efficacy ; the beliefs

concerning them have been directly transferred to

it ; and the unanimity as concerns this transfer-

ence is seen by the similarity of the superstitions

among Celts, Scandinavians, Germans, Slavs, and
the Latin-speaking races. With the first three

gi'oups fairies are feared, and they have taken the

place of evil spirits. These have gieat power over

an unbaptized child ; hence the utmost precautions
are taken to guard it fiom their power, and to pre-
vent its being stolen away and an ugly changeling
left in its place. Baptism, however, is the com-

plete safeguard against these ten-ors. Among the
last two groups it is generally some evil demon or

witch whose power over the child is neiitralized

by baptism ; with some of the Slavs and with the

Greeks (a survival from classical times) it is the

Lamia, regarded as a being half-demon, half-witch,
who has power over the unbaptized. But even
where the fairy belief is prevalent, the witch's

power over tlie unbaptized is also feared. In
early

mediaeval times, witch and wise-woman and mid-
wife were hardly discriminated ; all alike were the
survival of the priestesses of a goddess of fertility,
to whom an occasional sacrifice of a cliild was
made. This custom survived as a vague belief

that witches took a toll of unbaptized children on

Walpuigis night (Grimm, op. cit. iii. 1060-1061 ;

Pearson, Chances ofDcath,houi[on, \S21 ,\\.passim).
But in all cases tlie real power of fairy, demon, or

witch over tlie unbaptized child lay in this, that

the child was yet a pagan, and therefore, until it

had been received into the Christian fold, was the
natural prey of those who were clearly pagan
witches, fairies, and demons. This is emphasized
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in the fact tlmt the child, till baptized, is in Sicily

and Spain called by some name signifying its un-

regenerate character—Jew, Moor, Turk, Pagan, or

(in Greece) Urakos (see Hartland, Science of Fairy
Tales, London, 1801, p. 100 f.). In Greece, too, it is

believed that an unbaptized child may disappear
as a snake. This belief in the unbaptized child's

being a pagan is further illustrated by the idea,

found in various parts of England and in Scotland,

that such children, if they die, become fairies, or

that their souls wander about restlessly in the air

till the day of judgment, as well as in the curious

16th cent. Irish custom of leaving the male child's

right arm unchristoned so that it might deal a

deadlier blow. All these customs denote not only
the survival of paganism and its ideas in Chris-

tianity, but also the continued struggle between

the two forces when the latter had ostensibly

triumphed (see a paper by G. L. Gomme, Folk-

Lore, lii. 17).

Literature.— Ploss, Das Kind, vol. i., Berlin, 1882; E.

Tylor, Primitive Culture^, vol. ii., London, 1891; Baring-
Gould, Origin and Development of Religious Belief, London,
1869-70, i. 397 ff.; MacCulloch, Comparative Theology, London,
1902, ch. xii.

; Nassau, Fetichism in West Africa, 1904, p.
212 f. ;

Grey, Polynesiati Mytkclogij, 1855, p. 32; Mallet, Northern

AiUiquities, Eng. tr., London, 1770, i. 335.

J. A. MacCulloch.
BAPTISM (New Testament).—The term 'bap-

tism
'

does not occur in the LXX, either in its more

general ((3airTi<ryu6s) or more special form (/SdTrrtcryua).

While the verb ^dxTeti',
' to dip

'

or ' immerse '

(e.g. Ex I2-, Lv i^- ^\ Job 9^'), occurs there fre-

quently, Ave lind the intensive /SaTrT/feii'
—with which

alone we are concerned when dealing with baptism—only four times : twice in a literal sense, of

bathing (2 K 5'\ Jth 12^), once metaphorically
(Is 21* 7} avofiia /xe /SaTrrtj-ei, cf. Mk 10*"% Lk 125«), and
once of ritual lustration (Sir 31^ [34^] ^airri^d/xeuos

dir6 veKpov).* The earlier and more usual word for

such lustration is \oveadai (Lv 14**'- lo^"'-, cf. Jn
13'", He lO-^ \e\ov<TfJi^vot. TO ffQfjLa ijoari Kadap<f), the

middle voice denoting the active participation of

the subject of purilication, as also in the NT use

of airo\ov€c6ai in connexion with baptism (Ac 22^*,

1 Co 6"). But with the NT ^airTi^uv emerges
prominently and without any explanation of its

specific sense, viz. thorough washing for religious

cleansing, as though this were already fixed bv
the current usage of later Judaism, of whicii

Sir 31^ is itself a significant instance (cf. Lk 11^,
Mk 7*). Both forms of the substantive, ^atrri<t/i6s,

/SaTrTio-jua, occur, the former in a more general sense

(Mk 7'', He 9'°, cf. 6* where the specific meaning
is included), the latter in the specific sense of
'

cleansing rite of initiation
'

into a new religious
status (defined by tiie context), whether John's or

Christ's (Mk l-»li, Lk 7=^ 20*. Ac 1^ lO^^ 13-* 18" IQ^'-,

Ko 6*, Eph 4*, Col 2'«, 1 P 3«). Naturally /SdTrxKr^a
becomes the regular ecclesiastical term for the rite,

along with \ovTp6i' ('washinf',' later passing into

the more concrete sense of 'laver,' lavacrum),

already found in Sir 31*' [3425], ^ Ca 4^ 6» («=)
; thus

\oirrpbv Tov vSaros (Eph 5^), X. ira\iyyeveaiai (Tit 3*).

I. Sources.—In what follows we have to do,
not -with ritual washings or lustrations generally,
but only with that special form of religious

washing which admitted to the Christian sphere
r" '>'^Tnniunity. Accordingly we say nothing about
the prevctiLnce, both on Semitic and non-Semitic
soil, of such lustrations (like those of the Essenes)
as have no bearing on baptism as a public rite of

incorporation into a religious fellowship with God
and man, and that once for all. ^^n fact we need

begin our study no further back t.-?n the point
at which the term first emerges in tL, Bible—

' In 2 K oi-« e^aiTTiVaTo translates ^2Z, 'dip,' and in Is 21-«

Pairri^ti paraphrases nva,
'
fall upon, startle." The Heb. original

of Judith and of Sir 31^ is no longer extant.

the baptism of John the Baptist, and what it

assumes.

(a) The baptism of John and its associations.—
OT religion rests upon the notion of a covenant
relation between Jahweh the God of Israel and
Israel as a people or religious unit. When the
actual state of Israel was in accord with the will

of God, as expressed in the Torah unfolding the
contents of His covenant, then Israel was '

right-
eous' and in the enjoyment of '.salvation,' or full

well-being as determined by Divine favour. But
such a state, conceived as indicated by obvious
national prosperity, was felt to have been fully
realized only at intervals in the past, and was
certainly not Israel's when John the Baptist
appeared. For was not the alien in power in the

Holy Land ? It was felt, also, that only by that

supreme intervention of God, as Israel's tnie King,
whicli was thought of as His Messianic Kingdom,
—and beyond which there was no further horizon,—could that betterment or 'redemption of Israel'

come for which all true Israelites longed and
waited. Yet the best among them, and John in

particular, knew that only through a radical

change in the nation's religious state, in conduct
both public and private, could this deliverance be

reached. Messiah would come only to a righteous
Israel, fit and ready for God's holy rule in its

midst. Hence a general repentance towards God
and His covenant, such as the prophets of old had
called for, was needed ere the Spirit of the Lord
could be '

poured forth
'

in that fullness which was
to mark the Messianic age. John stood forth,

then, in the spirit of those prophets, to preach his
'

baptism of repentance
'—a repentance sj-mbolized

by cleansing with water (Jer 4^*, Ezk 36^^-,

Zee 13')—with a view to the near approach of

'the Kingdom of God.' Such a baptLsra was

primarily corporate in idea, relative to salvation

as of a holy people
—an Israel answering to its

idea as in vital covenant with its God. This is

the main reason, at least, why Jesus was able to

accept John's '

baptism of repentance
' without any

feeling of sin save in a corporate sense. To Him
personally it was but an act of obedience to a
Divine ordinance — 'a righteousness' (Mt 3'*).

But as yet salvation, even for Israel, was only
a promise conditional upon obedience to Messiah
when He should be manifested, and with Him the

Kingdom or real Sovereignty of God. Hence
John claimed no saving virtue for his baptism,

only a certain preparedness when it was the

outward sign of an inward penitence ; the real

gift of a new experience was to come with the

higher order of '

baptism
' which Messiah Himself

would impart. This was not to be with ' water '

at all, but with Holy Spirit, i.e. a holy inspiration
of soul, such as the prophets had foretold (Mk 1*,

cf. Mt 3", Lk 3'«
'

holy spirit and fire').

(6) The relation of Messiah's baptism to the Fore-

runner's.—Of this contrast, however, there was at

first no sign in Christ's ministry. While not

Himself administering water- baptism, like His

forerunner, Jesus permitted His disciples (them-
selves doubtless baptized by John [cf. Lk 7^'",

Jn l^*^-]. find so forward to do for their new
Master's preaching what John had done to seal

his own) to do so for a time, i.e. during the

preliminary stage when He was preaching parallel,
as it were, with John (Jn 3^- 4"-). During this

period Jesus' message was outwardly the same as

John's in tenor, viz.
'

Repent ye ; for the kingdom
of heaven is at hand' (Mt 4", cf. Mk P*, which is

perhaps rather less accurate here). Such a

Sractice,
however, seems confined to the early

udsean preaching ; we find no trace of it in the

later stages, which began with John's imprison-
ment and Jesus' return to Galilee (Mk l"ll).
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Baptism never appears among the conditions of

discipleship {e.g. Mt S^"-, Lk 959-«=) ; and this

silence can hardly be accidental. We find instead,
in final interviews with the inner circle, promise
of a Spirit-baptism, to which John had referred

as distmctive of Messiah (see Lk 24^', Ac 1^'- ll'**,

Jn 2CF, of. Jn 14-16). But nothing is said as to

water-baptism as entering into Messianic baptism
(the two are contrasted in Ac 1* 11^^), which is

referred to in terms recalling His own words
about the purely spiritual baptism of sufl'ering

(Mk 1CF'-|1). Christ's direct sanction, then, for

water-baptism by His followers after His own
earthly life (Jn 3* does not apply here) must
depend on our view of Mt 28'^ [Mk 16'" not being
an original part of Mark's Gospel].
There is no real ground for doubting the authenticity of

Mt 2819 as part of Mt.'s Gospel in its final form (cf. F. H. Chase
in JThSt vi. 483 ff.). But this is far from settling its historicity
as a word of Jesus Himself. The clause touching baptism as

part of the '

discipling
'

of '
all the nations '

might easily arise

as merely descriptive and directive of the Church's actual

practice in the matter, whenever and wherever this Gospel was
composed. For the same reasons it cannot be held to settle

the question of the formula originally used (see the careful
discussion in Rendtorff, Die Tau/e im UrehHstenlum, 1905,

p. 39 ff., for both points). Further, had Paul known of such a
commission to baptize, he could hardly have said, as he does
in 1 Co 117

' Christ did not commission me to baptize, but to

evangelize." Cf. p. 381".

(c) Apostolic baptism.—This, in its conjimction
of water-baptism with the Spirit sensibly out-

poured, seems due to the Apostles' own initiative,
like other primitive Christian rites, the forms
of which were adopted instinctively from their
Jewish training. Thus when, on the crucial Day
of Pentecost, the Messianic Spirit described in

Jl 2^^- was felt to be '

poured out '

upon Messianic

Israel, in fulfilment of Jesus' promise and in

ratification of His Messianic dignity (Ac 2^*"^^), it

was most natural that Peter, appealed to for the
terms of participation in the manifest Divine

presence, should reply :

'

Repent, and let each of

you get baptized in the name of Jesus Messiah
unto remission of your sins, and ye shall receive
the free gift of the Holy Spirit,' and so escape the
fate of ' this crooked generation

'—revealed as
such in its treatment of Messiah. This thought
connected itself with the closing words of the

passage just cited from Joel :

' And it shall be,
tliat whosoever shall invoke the name of the Lord
shall be saved,' i.e. from wrath in 'the day of the

Lord, the great and notable day.' There was a

recognized connexion between solemn invocation
of the Lord as Protector and the rite of baptism.
Possibly this had existed in John's baptism ; it

certainly did so in that of proselytes, with which
the former was perhaps felt to have affinity

—an
affinity which aftronted Pharisees and scribes (Lk
1^). Thus Maimonides (Iss2i7-e Biah, 13) says :

' Israel was admitted into covenant by three things ;

namely, by circumcision, baptism, and sacrifice.

Circumcision was in Egypt. . . . Baptism was in the
wilderness before the giving of tiie Law, for it is

said: "Thou shalt sanctify them . . . and let

them wash their garments ..." So, whenever a
Gentile desires to enter the Covenant of Israel
and place himself under tlie wings of the Divine

Majesty, and take the yoke of the Law upon him,
he must be circumcised and baptized, and bring a
sacrifice.' This passage bears directly upon the

baptism of Gentile Christians; but it casts light
also on the genesis of Jewish Christian baptism ;

for, apart from circumcision, the cases were largely
parallel. Sinful Israelites, too, needed to re-enter
the covenant in a deeper sense (' the new covenant'
of Jer 31»''^-, Mk W^*\\, 1 Co IP')—on the basis of

Messiah's 'sacrifice' for them (Is SS*"'-, cf. Ac S**^-,

He 9-10)—so placing themselves ' under the wings
of the Shekinah '

for protection (cf. He 6'
'

Repent-
ance from dead works and faith fixed upon God,'

and Ac 20^^
'

Repentance towards God and faith

towards our Lord Jesus'), and pledging themselves
to obedience to the Lord's will, under the yoke of

His Law ; and in this connexion the ' clean water '

of Ezk 36^* would readily occur to mind (cf.

Zee 13'). Here the words of Ananias to Saul are
instructive: 'Arise, get thyself baptized (middle
voice, as usual), and so wash away from thyself
thy sins, invoking his name '

(Ac 22'®).

How fundamental was this conception of water-

baptism as denoting, on the one hand, confession
of sins and renunciation of the old, false allegiance
they involved, and, on the other, confession of Jesus
as Messiah or Lord (as Jahweh was Israel's Lord)
and loyalty to the new and true allegiance (cf.

Ac 20^'), appears from Ro 10^*-, in allusion to the
act of baptism. In that pas.sage Christians are
described as ' those who invoke Jesus as Lord,'
Jl 2^^ being cited in support of the descrip-
tion (cf. Ac 9'^-^'). 'With the mouth confession
is made unto salvation

'

(Ro 10'*) ; that is the
outward or objective side of the faith in the heart
on which 'righteousness' is bestowed, and which

expresses itself both in the water of baptism and
in the word of the mouth to which Paul here
directs attention. The very phrasing of this

parallel statement suggests that salvation was at

first thought of mainly in its collective aspect
(in keeping with OT religion). It was the com-

munity's state of true prosperity, in which through
confession of faith in baptism—/ro»i the old sinful

state to the new, holy, or consecrate one—the

justified individual came to participate. Indeed,
Judseo - Christians tended always to realize this

objective side of admission to the covenant sphere
of ' the saints

'

(cf . Col 1
'^'- ' who rescued us from

the sway [i^ovcria) of darkness, and transferred
us into the kingdom of the Son of his love ; in

whom we have the redemption, the remission of

sins') more than the subjective side of the
believer's fitness, qua believer, for such admission,

formally and definitively, in the act and article of

baptism,
' sealed

'

by manifest Holy Spirit power
or inspiration. Hence, though Paul's teaching as

to baptism starts from the common basis of

primitive Judseo - Christian thought, it goes far

further in inwardness and psychological analj'sis ;

and it is needful to study the two types of repre-
sentation apart, when we come to consider more

closely the significance attaching to the rite and
its symbolism.
Baptismal

'

laying on of hands ' confirms the view of baptism
as simply an Apostolic practice derived from Jewish usage. As
referred to in He 62, 'doctrine of baptisms (Christian and
Jevrish, e.g. John's, cf. Jn 325, Ac 192ff.) and of lajlng on of

hands,' it is a piece of Jewish sjmbolism for which no word of

Christ can be cited, adopted to express union between the new
believer and the holy community. As such it constituted the

psychological moment when the Messianic
^\tt,

or Spirit-

baptism, was, as a rule, experienced (Ac 817 igb^ yet see IfrWiT.

for 'the gift' before baptism and apart from laying on of

hands). There is no e\'idence that this act was confined to

Apostles (the case in Ac Si^"'- is exceptional, as the admission

through Apostles of a new class of believers, the Samaritans) ;

it might be performed by any member of the Spirit-bearing

community. This appears not only from Ac 91''- (cf. S^S) but
also from i Co li*, where Paul could not so have spoken had he

Eerformed
this most impressive part of baptism in the case of

is Corinthian converts generally. It was an edifying symbol,
with no constant or essential relation (save, perhaps, in the
minds of the simpler sort) to Spirit-baptism, God's 'seal' of

'ownership' upon His 'heritage' in 'the saints' (Eph Uf.M
cf. Tit 21*).

2. Significance of baptism-- ''ya) One, yet various.— From the first, and^rTT ail circles, baptism im-

plied definite ident'^cation with Jesus as Messiah
or Lord, the he'.dd of the Messianic kingdom or
the Body, tb'-.'f determinative centre of life for the
whole sp; -Ritual organism. After '

baptism in the
name 'bf the Lord,' a man was regarded as 'in
Chr'ist' or 'in the Lord.' Jesus the Christ was
Huraself the Covenant (Is 49^) for His own, and He,
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as Lord, l)ecame the very sphere of the religious

personality of the baptized, hence litly called
' Christians.' The metaphor of tlie maiTiage bond,
used in the OT of the moral union between

Jahweli and Israel, is in the NT applied to the

relation between Christ and the Church ; and

baptism was as the marriage rite, oj)enly sealing
for the individual this intimate spiritual relation

already ratuallj' present in faith, as marriage is

in plighted love (Eph S^^-^-', cf. 1 Co 6" ' he that

is joined unto the Lord is one spirit'). The
matter was, however, conceived rather difl'erently

in different circles. Jewish Christians viewed

baptism mainly on its objective or collective side,

through the OT associations of covenant and

Messiah, as related to the solidarity of Israel,

the chosen people ; while Paul thought more of

the subjective and personal side, bound up with
his profound idea of faith as the bond between the

believer and his spiritual Head, 'our life' (Col 3'').

But to both baptism was corporate in idea,
' into

one body' (I Co 12'^ cf. 10"), while repentance and
faith were presupposed in the baptized, by Jewish
Christians no less than by Paul. Still the differ-

ence of emphasis remains, and sliows itself in the

figures used, Paul's being the more experimental
or psychological. He alone could pen passages
like Ko 6'"^-, Gal 2^**'^^ implying such spiritual

identity with Christ by faith as resulted in his dis-

tinctive metaphor of baptism as formally marking
transition from death to new life (Ro 6^"^-, 2 Co
51^-", cf. 1 P 321 41'- V- --'•

2*, which are probably
adaptations of Pauline ideas to a less mystical
mode of thought).

(b) The psychological side of baptism.
— In all

attempts to e.\ tract from the NT a connected view
of primitive baptismal thought and practice, we
must never forget its essentially experimental
nature. Keally to enter into its meaning, we
must enter the very souls of the primitive Chris-

tians and share their experiences. In so doing,
we get our best aid from analogous fresh Chris-

tian beginnings, whether in revivals of religious
life, as seen, e.g., in George Fox's Journal, or on
the more virgin soil of the mission field. While the
former analogy warns us against exaggerating the
value of the rite, as compared with the Spirit-bap-
tism—the distinctive Christian element (Ac P),—
tlie latter saves us from divorcing the inner reality

altogether from the outer symbol. Due proportion
between the two is preserved by the vital experi-
encesof mission converts,in relation both to previous
state and to alien environment. So seen, baptism is

the seal by which life-giving faith (as in Abraham's
circumcision, Ko 4'*"-) is ratified, and so confirmed

through a definitive act in which consciousness of

separation /ro»t the sphere of moral deadness, and
urtto that of full moral life, is enhanced and made
the more effective for the subsequent

' walk in
newness of life.' It is thus truly an 'efficacious
seal' for faith, yet only for faith. It comidetes
and makes more vivid the experience of '

regenera-
tion

'—both objective, as between the old social
world and the new, and subjective, as between two
inner states of the soul. So is it

'

regenerative
washing and Holy Spirit renewal' (Tit 3') in an
experimental, a religiously real sense ; it is the
final stage in experience of 'salvation' (in prin-
ciple) from self and 'the world' to God and His
Kingdom of Christian fellowship.

(c) Symbol and sai-rament. — It is not a bare
symbol, as of something already complete, but a
sacrament, i.e. a symbol conditioning a present
deeper and decisive

experience of the Divine grace,
already em]>raced by faith. But all is psychologi-
cally conditioned, l)eing thereby raLsed above the
level of the magical or gf^.n-physical conception
of sacramental grace, native to paganism, but alien

to perfected Hebraism—the religion of revelation
and faith.

The recent attempt of the strict
'

religions-historical
'

school
in Germany and elsewliere to trace the inHiience of the magrical,
non-ethical notion of sa(;iainents, prevalent in the '

syncretist
'

or mixed relijfious consciousness of the age, upon the KT
writers and their circles, is for the most part mistaken. It

minimizes the Hebraic basis of primitive Christianity, not only
in Palestine, but also outside it. In particular, it fails to read
Paul's language sulHcienlly in relation to his personal experi-
ence and essential teaching of faith as the universal coefficient
of all spiritual blessing (ex nCareuif f i? nicrTii', Ro 1''') ; while it

does not distinguish enough between Paul's own belief and the

suggestions of terminology used by him in becoming
' to the

Greeks a Greek.' In a word, it confuses Paul the missionary
«ith Paul the theologian. The only excuse for this theory as

regards baptism lies in false exegesis of a single passage, 1 Co
15'S, where Paul in passing seized upon an ary. ad horn, from
a usage existing among his Christian converts, without mean-
ing to give it his positive sanction (see 11^ for minor abuses as
left over against his own coming). On the whole subject see

RendtorfF, Lie Taufe iin tfrchristentum, pp. 16-37.

3. The baptismal formula.—To sum up : as bap-
tism had in Judaism come to mean purificatory
consecration, with a twofold reference—from an
old state and to a new— , so was it in Christianity.
It denoted (1) the convert's attitude towards his

past sinful state with its 'dead works,' or towards
God as sinned against (He 6^, Ac 20'^)

—
repent-

ance ; and (2) his new attitude, faith towards God
(He 6^) or Chri.st (Ac 20-'), as the ground of hope
for the future, of which Christ's resurrection was
the guarantee or type (cf. 1 P 3^^). The practical
effect was remission of past sins or justification,
the token of which was the gift of the Holy Spirit,
in sensible experience, as marking Divine accept-
ance of the new subject of Messiah's Kingdom.

All tliis is present in germ in Peter's words
(Ac 2^'*),

'

lle])ent, and let each of you get
liimself baptized in the name of Jesus Christ
unto remission of sins,' etc. The phrase

* in the
name' now calls for closer consideration. It is

clear from contemporary usage [e.g. Ac 1'^ Rev 3*

11^^) that 'name' was an ancient synonym for
'

person.' Parallels, moreover, from the colloquial
Greek of the time show that the expression

' in

the name' was itself widely used, especially in

solemn or formal connexions, and with special
reference to proprietorship. Thus a payment is

made eij tvofni rivos, 'into so-and-so's account';
a petition is presented eis t6 rov /SacriX^ws ovofia,

' to
the king's person

'

; and, still more significantly
in our connexion, soldiers swear ' in the king's
name' (Rendtorlf, op. cit. p. 9f.). Such solemn
invocation of the king's name in token of personal
allegiance answers exactly to one marked aspect
of baptism (cf. 2 Ti 2^'-), which was further de-

veloped in Christian thought after the Apostolic
Age, in the notion of the militia Christi (see
Harnack's monograph so entitled). Only, in primi-
tive Christian baptism,

' the name,' possibly as sum
of the Divine perfections (cf. Ps 115' where '

mercy'
and ' truth

'

are elements of God's name), was
invoked, in the first instance, for mercy and pro-
tection. In any case the formula ' in the name
of,' with or without associations from OT usage
(
= 0?^ rather than '?, so Dalman), came to have in

all Christian circles—though with different shades
of thought, as between typical Jews and others—
the pregnant sense of identification between the

baptized and Him in whose name baptism took

place. The one became thereby the personal pro-

perty of the other, as part of the people of peculiar
pos.session (Xa6s ds irepLiroi-qaiv with other synonyms
in 1 P 2*'- ; irfpiovai-os. Tit 2'^) and the ' bondsenant '

of the true Lord (see 2 Co 4''), as all NT -writers

agree in putting it. That this was the e.ssence of

the matter appears from the very title,
' the Lord

Jesus,' usual among Gentile converts, just a.s 'the

Christ' or 'Christ Jesus' was in more Jewish
circles. 'The Lord Jesus' seems, indeed, to grow-
out of the central phrase of the baptismal con-
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fession, viz., 'Jesus is Lord.' Readinpt 1 Co 12^
' No man can say Kvpios 'lyjaovs save in Holy Spirit'
(cf. P"^ 6"), in the light of Ro 10» '

If thou con-
fess "the utterance" (pTJfia, more fully t6 p. ttjs

irlcreois 6 K-)jpvcr(rofj.ev) in thy mouth (phrases just
quoted fi'om Dt 30'*, cf. Eph 5-''

'

cleansing it witli

the washing of water ii> pij/xart'), to wit, Kvpios
'l7]<Tovs (cf. Pli 2^'), and believe in thy heart that
God raised him from out the dead (in proof of

Messianic Lordship, Ro 1''), thou shalt be saved '—
one perceives this clearly.

' Christ Jesus,' as distinct

from 'Jesus Chriat' (
= Jesus the Christ), perhaps

arose from a similar Jewish Christian form of con-

fession, 'Jesus is Christ (Messiah)'—whence 'one

Lord, one faith, one baptism' (Eph 4'). IJut did
the formula used in baptism, els t6 Svofia roO Kvplov
'IrjiToO (Ac 8'" 19*, 1 Co 6^'), embrace more than
this distinctive element, having, for instance, such

explicit reference to the unity of God as must
have been the heart of proselyte baptism ? This
is suggested not only by 1 Co 8* (i]filv eh 6e6s, 6

Trarrip, 4^ o5 to. Travra Kal T]fj.e7s els avr6v, koX els

Ki'/)ios, 'ItjctoOj Xpi(rr6s, 5i' o5 to. iravra Kal i]/xeis 5i'

avToO, cf. Eph 4^'-), but also by the const<ant dual
form of Apostolic salutations and benedictions

(cf. Rev 14'
'

having his name and the name
of his Father written on their foreheads'). The
use of a Trinitarian formula of any sort is not

similarly suggested, in spite of 2 Co 13''*. Ac 19^'-"

tells against any view that explicit reference to

the Holy Spirit occurred in baptism : so also

1 Co 6". It is probable, then, that God the
Creator was in some way confessed in baptism
(cf. Hernias, Mand. i. 1 :

' First of all yield belief

[TriffTevaov'] that God is one,' etc.); yet exactly in

what form remains an open question, one which

depends upon anotlier, to which attention has

recently been directed (see A. Seeberg, Der Kate-
chismus der Urchristenheit, 1903).

4. Procedure in baptism. — Here light is cast

forward by Jewish proselyte baptism and back-
ward by sub-Apostolic Christian usage, both of

which make it unlikely that baptism was a bare
rite of confessing a sacred Name, followed by
immersion in water. This were too formal and
abstract a conception to suit the intense moral

reality of the religious crisis in question. The
rite itself had a concrete setting of ethical exhorta-
tion and pledging, to which missionary experience
of all ages atibrds parallels. According to this

conception, the confession Kt^ptos 'It^ctovs was pro-
bably the answer of practical allegiance, given by
the candidate for baptism, to instruction in the
rudiments of Christian piety, on lines best indicated

by the 'Two Ways' of Life and Death, preserved
in expanded form in the first half of the Didache.
Thus the confession in baptism ('in the name of

the Lord,' Did. 9', and perhaps originally in 7'

likewise) pledged the baptized to tlie Christian
obedience (cf. Justin, Apol. 6, ^loOv outus dvvaa-dai

inriaxf^fTai)
—a pledge which may have been weekly

renewed in early Ciiristian worship, at least in

certain regions. For in Bithynia-Pontus, accord-

ing to Pliny's Epistle of c. 112 a.d., the Christians
used in their Lord's Day morning meeting to
'

pledge themselves with a solemn oath (sacramento
se obstringere) not to tiie commission of any crime,
but to avoidance of theft, robbery, adultery, breach
of faith, denial of deposit wlien called upon.' This
is most suggestive, not only as to the genius of

primitive Christian worshijJ as profoundly ethical

m tone, but also as to the obligations undertaken
in baptism, no doubt in very solenm and explicit

fashion, including the witness of those best able

to answer (sponsors) for the candidate's good faith

and fitness. Thus the Didache, after giving the

'Two Ways,' continues: 'AH the.se tilings lirst

pronounce and so baptize,' a practice probably

referred to in Mt 28'^ '

Disciple all nations,
baptizing them into the name . . ., teaching
[SidacTKovTes) them to observe all the precepts I have
given to you' (oaa ii>eTei.\dfxrii> = a. oioaxv Kvplov con-

sisting of ivTo\al). Tiiere is, moreover, hardly a
doubt that the bulk of tlie 'Two Ways,' as found
in the Didache and related documents, goes back
to the Jewish ethical instruction, on a monotheistic
basis, given to proselytes among the Diaspora,
under the fignre of a Way of Life and a Way of
Death set before men, found in the OT, but also

among Greek moralists. To this, in its earliest
Christian form, reference may be found even in
the Pauline letters (e.g. 2 Th 2"> Trapaodaeis As ^5t-

ddxOtjTe, Ro 16'^ Tous . . . irapd. Tr)v oidaxv" ^^
v/xe'is iixdOere iroioOvras, where dLXO(rTaaiaL and (TKav-

8a\a are in view, 1 Co 4" tcis ooovs fiov ras iv

XptcTTip ['Itjctov], KaOoos iravraxoO iv irdurrj iKKX-qalg,

5i8d(TKixi). Most significant is tiie language of
Ro 6'""-, where occurs the notion of prior

' bond-
service' to sin 'unto death,' followed by obedi-
ence to a TVTTos diBaxv^ issuing in new ' bond
service' to 'righteousness,' or to God and Christ,
and the end 'life eternal.' So again 2 Ti 2'^
' Let every one that nanieth the name of the Lord
forthwith abstain from iniquity,' Avhich is the
human side of the seal placed on God's firm
'foundation' of piety among men. All this sug-
gests such a formal renunciation of tlie service of
Sin as the Way of Death, and a placing of oneself
under obedience to Christ as Lord, as emerges
after the sub-Apostolic age in the abrenuntiatio
diaboli and the ranging of oneself with Christ

(Xpt(rr(f5 (TvvTdaaofj.a.1 ; cf . the Two Ways of '

teaching
and dominion '

in Barn. 18). This is perhaps the

key to the description of baptism in 1 P 3'-',
' not

a putting away of filth in the sphere of the flesh

(as by water), but the appeal of a good conscience
directed to God,' as pledged to giv'e part and lot in

Christ's resurrection to those Avho yield
' obedience

of faith' to God in Him. This apjjeal may refer

specially to the invocation of the Name by the

candidate, in answer to the baptizer's interrogation
as to his acceptance ex animo of the true allegiance ;

whereupon the latter sealed the reception of the
candidate into the holy community by invoking
' the fair name '

of the Lord Jesus upon his head

(see Ja 2\ cf. Rev V 9* 14' 22^).

This human
sealing by sacred formula was

normally countersigned, as it were, on the Divine

part by the Messianic gift of a holy enthusiasm

('Holy Spirit' as a phenomenon in the human
spirit), the spirit of adoption, through the deeper
and abiding consciousness of which the Christian
henceforth utters his soul in the word ' Father '

(Ro 8'^, the Aramaic exclamation, Abba, even

passing into use in Gentile circles ; cf. Maranatha,
'Lord come,' 1 Co 16-^ Did. 10). Such Divine
'

confirming
'

of the baptized
' into Christ

'

as a
member of His Body, by an '

unction,' a sealing, a

giving of the Spirit in 'earnest' (dppa^ujv, 2 Co 1-"-),

took place in experience at baptism. But as it

issued from a more secret Avorking of the Spirit,
as author of the faith which qualified for baptism,
so it gave place to an abiding

'

fellowship of the

Holy Spirit' (2 Co IS''*) in which Christians shared
and by which tiiey were 'led' in their 'walk'

(Ro 89-
'*•

'^ Gal 5'6--'«). The eflect of all this was
sucli a spiritually real, or mystical, union with
Christ tliat in baptism Paul reganled Christ as
'

put on '

like a robe (Gal S-''), or again as entering
the believer as his '

life' (Ro 8'», Gal 2-o).

Immersion and affusion.
—Immersion seems to

have been the practice of the Apostolic age, in

continuity with Jewish proselj'te baptism ; and
it is iinplied in Paul's language, especially in his

figure of baptism as spiritual burial and resurrec-

tion (Ro 62-», Col 2'-). But the form was not held
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essential ; and when conditions presented practical
difficulties—whether local, climatic, or due to

physical weakness—it came to be modified (cf.

Did. 7). The most usual form, of which we have
evidence from the 2nd cent, onwards, as regards
aduUs, was that of standing serai-immersed in

water, up to knees or waist, combined with three-

fold pouring over the head (trine allusion).

5. Adult and infant baptism.—So far we have
been dealing with adult baptism only. It alone

occupies attention in the NT, as it does mainly
in missionary literature to-day. But this by no
means exhausts the facts of the case, as we may
learn from the analogy of Jewish missions and
their baptism of proselytes. The idea that a parent
should enter a religion or covenant-relation with
God as an individual merely, i.e. by himself as

distinct from his immediate family, would never
occur to the ancients, least of all to a Jew. There
were no ' individuals

'

in our sharp modern sense
of the term. All were seen as members of larger
units, of which the family was the chief in the
time of Christ, when the clan and nation were no

longer so overshadowing as in earlier days. The
paterfamilias included legally and in social ethics

the members of his household. Any change in his

religious status ipso facto affected them. Hence
to any one familiar with the modes of antique
thought, no proof in any given case is needed
that children from their birth were regarded as

sharing their parents' religious status, objectively
or socially considered : the onus prohandi falls

entirely on those who, under the influence of certain
modern modes of thought, would maintain the

contrary. Now, not only is there no evidence
in the NT read historically, i.e. with due regard
to the interest of the writer and his original readers
in what is said or implied, that children stood to

the Christian community in a different relation

from that belonging to them in ancient religions

generally, and especially in Judaism ; but what we
know of the Jewish practice touching proselytes

—
which usually regulated practice among Gentile
Christians—makes it most improbable that Chris-

tianity here introduced any novel usage. Had
such been the case, it must have been emphasized,
and could hardly have failed to leave its mark
somewhere on the NT. Those who were to be
reared ' in the Lord's training and admonition,'
and to obey their parents 'in the Lord' (i.e. for

Christian motives, Eph 6^"*), must have been
viewed as already Christians in status or objec-

tively
—ranking, according to their stage of de-

velopment, with ' those of the household of faith
'

and not with ' those without.' This went back to

infancy ; for Paul regards the child of faith, even
on one side only, as thereby

'

holy,' i.e. objectively
in covenant with God (1 Co 7^^). No subjective
difference between such children and others is

implied any more than in Judaism itself. But
as in Judaism the child's objective status was con-

ditioned by circumcision, it is natural to suppose
that in the Church it was so by baptism (cf.

Col 2""'*). The only possible doubt is whether the
child was regarded as baptized vicariously in its

parent, or whether the rite was administered to it

also. P'or the latter alternative we have not only
the analogy of circumcision in Israel, but also prose-
lyte baptism. Thus we read that ' a little prose-
lyte' is baptized without his intelligent consent,
on the principle that one may act for another to his

advantage, though not to his disadvantage, apart
from his knowledge and consent. Where the

proselyte father brings the children, their solidarity
with him as their head or authority is enough to
warrant baptism ; where only the mother, baptism
is conferred ' on the authority^ of a beth din '

or
Jewish court of law (see C. Taylor, Two Lecttires

on the Teaching of the Twelve Apostles, p. 54 ff.).

In either case its effect is only provisional ; the
child is brought within the covenant so far as social
or family life goes, but his personal or subjective
relation to the covenant waits on the development
of reflective will, just as with tiie circumcision of
a born Jew, who, as a rule, became a 'son of the
Law,' and was publicly accepted into the visiule

membership of the Synagogue, only on his thir-

teenth birthday. Thereupon a father became free
from the burden of his son's sins, i.e. full responsi-
bility for his religious condition. Here is the
obvious analogue of Christian '

Confirmation,' or

joining the Church on personal confession. The
regeneration effected by baptism in the case of an
adult proselyte was meant in an objective sense,
to define his new relations with his holy environ-
ment ;

for ' a newly made proselyte is like a new-
born child

'

(Bab. Yehamoth 486). So was it with
children both of proselytes and of Christians.
Their status of holiness or salvation was objective,
and from the nature of the case only objective.
It related to the holy or saving environment amid
which they stood, first by birth and then by formal
covenant seal—ratifying their birthright of good
(cf. Ac 2^'-') so far as human act and recognition
could, i.e. corporately and as basis for '

training and
admonition' in the Lord. The subjective reality
waited for the emergence of the subjective con-

ditions, as with child proselytes, who, on coming
to years of discretion (like young Jews), were free
to repudiate the objective relations in which they
found themselves, without thereby being classed
and treated as '

apostates.' That is, all was pro-
visional as regards subjective reality. There was no
idea of infant baptismal

'

regeneration
'

in the later
and still prevalent sense, a confusion of thought re-

sponsible for anti-ptcdobaptist reaction—away from
primitive practice, to some extent also away from
the primitive attitude to the ' children of the cove-
nant.' Such confusion between the objective and
subjective senses of holiness and salvation (united
in the case of adult subjects of baptism) arose

naturally enough once terms were transferred from
Jewish to Gentile soil, with its less ethical and
more physical notions of religious grace. Here the
influence of the 'Mysteries' played a considerable

part in working a change, which was unconscious
for the most part in the minds of Gentile converts.

See, further, § 2 of next article.

LiTBRATiiRK.—Fof Jewish baptisms, especially that of prose-
lytes : Scliurer, HJP 11. ii. 319 ff. (later German ed. 1898,
iii. 129 ff.); see also separate article Baptism (Jewish), and JB,
art.

'

Baptism.' For Jewish practice in relation to Christian :

C. Taylor, Two Lectures on the Teaching of the Twelve

Apostles, 1886, p. 54 ff. ; J. E. Hanauer, Baptism, Jewish and
Chnxtian, 1906. For the Greek and other ethnic analofjies:
F. M. Rendtorff, Die Taxife iin Urchristentttm, Leipzig,
1905, where full references will be found to recent German
discussions of the Religionsgeschichtliche type and a sober
criticism of the same(cf. preceding art.). Fuller reff. in Hastings'
DB, art.

'

Baptism,' to which may be added E. Vaucher, Le

Baptime, Pans, 1894. J. V. BaUTLKT.

BAPTISM (Early Christian).—!. The origin
of Christian baptism.—There are three possible
views. The traditional belief is that baptism was
instituted by Christ in His parting address to His

disciples ; but in recent times it has been main-
tained either that baptism was a custom used by the

Jews, practised by John the Baptist, and inherited

by the early Christians, or that it was adojited

by the Christians from the Grseco-Roman world.

Of these three the choice must probably be made
between the first and the second— the third is not

by itself adequate to explain the facts, though it

is probable that the general ideas of the Gr»co-

Roman world did much to determine and modify
the exact form which early Christian baptism
took. The evidence consists so largely of the
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exegesis and ciiticism of the same passages that
the case for and against each view cannot be jmt
separately. The main Scripture passages con-

cerned are Mt 28'9, Mk 16^8, and Jn 3', of which
Mt 28^' is the central piece of evidence for the
traditional view of the institution of baptism by
Christ. It describes the Risen Lord as saying to

His disciples,
' Go ye and make disciples of all the

nations, baptizing them into the name of the Father,
the Son, and the Holy Spirit.' If it Avere undis-

puted, this would, of course, be decisive, but its

trustworthiness is impugned on the grounds of

textual criticism, literary criticism, and historical

criticism.

(a) Textual criticism.—In all extant MSS and
versions the text is found in the traditional form,

iropevOivres oTiv fi.adr)revaaTe wdvTa to. idvr), jSaTrrifovrej
avTOvs eh t6 6vo/jm, tov traTpbs Kal tov vioO Kal rod aylov

TTvevfiaros, 8i5dtrK0VT€s avrovs rijpecv iravra 6<ra iverei-

Xafirji/ iifxif, though it must be remembered that the
best manuscripts both of the African Old Latin
and of the Old Syriac versions are defective at

this point. The evidence of Patristic quotations
is not so clear. It was formerly thought to be
as unanimous as that of the MSS and Versions,
but F. C. Conybeare (ZNTW, 1901, p. 275 ft".) has
shown that this is not true, at least in the case of

Eusebius of Cfesarea.

The facts are in summary that Eusebius quotes Mt 28^9

twenty-one times, either omitting everything- between eSyri and
SiSd<rKOvr(^ or in the form nopevdivre^ fiaOrirevtrare iravra. to.

i0vq ev T<p ov6fjiaTi fiov, SiSacTKovTe^, k.t.A.., the latter form being
the more'frequent. He also quotes it four times in the ordinary
text ; but it is significant that these four quotations are all in

the later writings of Eusebius [once in the Syriac Theophany,
iv. 8 (Lee's tr. p. 223), once in contra MarceUtnn, p. 3 C, once
in the de Ecclesiastica Theologia, v. p. 174a, and once in the
letter of Eusebius to the Church at Caesarea quoted by Socrates,
JlE i. 8. 38; it should be noted that there is reason to think
that the Syriac translator is giving, not the text of Eusebius,
but the version to which he was accustomed (cf. Burkitt,
Eoangelion da-Mepharreshe, iL 171), and that, the authorship
of the contra MarceUum and the de Ecclesiastica Theologia is

doubtful (cf. Conybeare, ZNTW, 1905, p. 250 ff., and a reply by
C.erhard Loeschcke, ib. 1906, p. 69 ff.)]. At first sight this evi-

dence seems to prove that Eusebius, in his earlier writings at
all events, used MSS of the Gospels which omitted the com-
mand to baptize in Mt 2819, but Riggenbach (' Die trinitarische

Taufbefehl,' Beitrage zur Fordemng christl. Theol. 1903) and
Chase {JThSt, 1905, p. 481 ff.) have argued that his method of

quotation is due to the influence oJE the arcani disciplina.
This suggestion does not seem to bear examination, for the

fjuotations in Eusebius are not found in works intended for

unbelievers or for catechumens. The most reasonable view
seems to be that Conybeare has shown that the quotations in

Eusebius point to a text which omitted the baptismal formula,
though it is still open to question whether Eusebius knew also
the traditional form. It is naturally important to ask whether
there is any other evidence for the ' Eusebian '

type of text.

Conybeare thinks that he can see traces of it in Justin Martyr,
Dial. xxxLx. 258, and liii. 272, and in Hermas, Simil. ix. 17. 4

;

but none of these passages is convincing, and perhaps more
striking than any of them is the passage in which Justin gives a

description of the regeneration of Cliristian converts in con-
nexion with baptism (Apol. i. Gl). Here he quotes a saying of

Christ (' Except ye be born again ye shall not enter iiito the

kingdom of heaven ') as a proof of the necessity of regeneration,
but falls back upon the use of Isaiah and Apostolic tradition to

justify the practice of baptism and the use of the trine fornmla.
This certainly suggests that Justin did not know the traditional
text of Mt 2819.

Whether the ' Eusebian '

text, if its existence be

gra,nted, has any real claim to be regarded as a
serious rival to the traditional form, is a wholly
different question. The answer depends on the
view taken of the general problem of textual

criticism. If a high value be attached to tlie ex-

isting MSS of the NT, the traditional text, though
no longer unassailed, must be accepted. But if it

be thought (as many critics think) that no MSS
represent more than comparatively liite recensions
of the text, it is nece.'ssary to set against the mass
of manuscript evidence the influence of baptismal

Sractice.

It seems easier to believe that the tra-

itional text was brought about by this influence

working on the ' Eusebian
'

text, than that the
latter arose out of the former in spite of it.

(b) Literaru criticism.—The objection raised to

Mt 28'* by literary criticism is that it can be
sliown by a comparison with the other Gospels to

be no part of the earliest tradition. The greater

part 01 Mt 28 rests on a source almost or quite
identical with our Mark, which is generally re-

cognized as the oldest and best account of the
life of Christ ; it is possible, though perhaps im-

probable, that the writer was acquainted with the
lost conclusion of Mark, but the method in which
Matthew treats his sources is such that it is im-

possible to be certain that any one sentence (such
as 28*9) ^ya,.s found in it. The other accounts of the

parting words of our Lord difler so much, that it is

improbable that they may be traced to any com-
mon documentary source. Still it is possil)le that

they represent a common tradition which reported
our Lord's parting words, and tliey may be ex-

amined in order to see if tiiey suggest that those

parting words contained any command to baptize,
whether in the trine name or in the name of the
Lord.
The accounts which we possess are Mt 28^8-20^ Mk 1615-18, Lk

2 j«-49_ and perhaps Jn 202i'.3. Of these Mk 161518 is generally
considered to be a patchwork composition based on Matthew
and Luke. If this be so, it affords evidence that at the time
when it was WTitten baptism was connected with the preaching
of the gospel. It does not support the trine fonnula, but
rather the ' Eusebian ' text (cf. tv to! ov6ix.a.Ti i^-ov in ICi"), and
it is as easy to think that the reference to baptism was derived
from contemporary us^e as from Mt 28i9. Lk 24^' is more
closely allied with the Eusebian than with the traditional text,
and both this passage and Jn 2021-23 suggest that the earliest

form of tradition as to the Lord's parting words to the disciples
said nothing about baptism. It may be argued that the

idea of repentance and forgiveness of sin was for early Chris-

tianity so closely connected with that of baptism that one

implies the other. But this is not the point. It is probable
that baptism and the preaching of the gospel went hand in

hand from the beginning. The question is whether this was
due to their direct association in the '

parting words '

of the

Lord, or to other causes. The evidence of Mt 2819, if the tra-

ditional text be sound, points to the former alternative ; but
the Third and Fourth Gospels suggest that the earliest tradi-

tion knew only of a command to preach the gospel of repent-
ance for the forgiveness of sins. In the case of the Third

Gospel this argument is especially strong. Either Luke knew
of the commission to baptize (whether in the trine name or

not) and omitted it, or he did not know it. It seems impos-
sible to find any reason why he should have omitted it. At
first sight this argument holds equally good for the Fourth

Gospel, but it is not nearly so strong, as the writer has not

unreasonably been thought to show a tendency to omit the

material side of the sacramental rites of early Christianity,
because of a tendency to over-emphasize its importance. Hence
he omits the institution of the Eucharist. So that his omission

to connect baptism with the forgiveness of sins in Jn 202» is not

so strong an argument as is the similar omission by Luke.

On the whole, then, the evidence of literary
criticism is against the historical character of the

traditional text of Mt 281".

(c) Historical criticism,.—The objection made to

the authenticity of Mt 28^'-' from the standpoint of

historical criticism is that the references to bap-
tism in the Acts point to the earliest form as

baptism 'in the name of tlie Lord.' Thus it is

not, like the previous objections, directed against
the command as a whole, but against the formula

used in it.

Christian bajitisni, when connected with the mention of a

fonnula, is alluded to four times in the Acts (238 ^16 io4S igs),

and the fonnula is never that of Mt 28i9, but is twice iv
rcj

ovo/iaTi 'l7)<rov Xpt<TTOu (2-'8 10*) and twice tU to bvofxa. tov

Kvpiov 'lT)<roO (818 W>). That this was the usual fornmla of

( 'hristian baptism is supported by the evidence of the Pauline

Epistles, which speak of being baptized only eU XpiaTov (Gal

o'-") or eis Xpio-rbf 'Ij}<roSi/ (Ho 03). Is it possible to reconcile

these facts with the belief that Christ conunanded the disciplea
to baptize in the trine name? The obvious explanation of the

silence of the NT on the trine name, and the use of another
formula in Acts and Paul, is that this other formula was the

carher, and that the trine formula is a later addition. It

would require very strong arguments to controvert this pre-

svuiiption, and none seems to exist (a statement of curious

attempts, ancient and modern, '.s given in 'Baptism' in

Hastings' DB, vol. i., by Dr. A. Plummcr).

The cumulative evidence of tliese three lines of

criticism is thus distinctly against the view that

Mt 28'* represents the ipsissima, verba of Christ in
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instituting Christian baptism. If this be so, it is

plain t!;at neither Mk 16^* nor Jn 3' can prove the

institution. Mk 16'* has been incidentally dealt

with ; Jn 3' is more ditficiUt. Doubts have been

cast on the te.xt of this verse, so far as the refer-

ence to water is concerned, but for the present it is

enough to point out that, even if the reference to

baptism be undisputed, it does not follow that it

implies the institution of bapti.sm by Christ ; it

rather suggests a practice which He found existing
and accepted. It is also necessary to remember
that in the present position of the criticism of the

Fourth Gospel no one can confidently build on
historical statements which are found only in that

document.
The case against the indirect evidence in support

of the traditional view is less convincing. The
position in defence of that view is that, even if tlie

evidence in Acts be admitted to prove that baptism
in the trine name was not instituted by Christ, it

shows that from the beginning it was
unq^uestion-

ingly practised by all Christians, and it is urged
that this would not be so if it had not been in-

stituted by Christ. Against this it is alleged that
the last conclusion is unwarranted, and that some
of the evidence in the Epistles, properly regarded,
tells against rather than for the traditional view.
The crucial passage is 1 Co 1'^'^^ :

evxaptcTu) OTt ouSeVa vijmjv ejSaTTTtaa €t /xtj KpttTTTOJ' Kai Vaiov
LVa [xrj TLS eiTTTj OTt ci? TO ifxhy oi'Ofxa e^aTrTLtT&rjTe. i^aTTTitja 5e

KoX Toi* 2T€(|)ai'a oiKOV ' KoiTTOv ovK oT5a el Ttt'a oAAoi' e^dirTiaa.
ov yap aTreVTeiAeV /xe XpcjTOS ^atni^dv oAA' euayyeAifeffSai.

It is urged with great force that Paul could not

possibly have written this if Christ had given the
aelinite command to baptize, related in Mt 28'*. It

is possible to argue that Paul is speaking of himself,
not of the other disciples ; but this introduces a
limitation into the commission to baptize which
cannot be supported, and is also contrary to the
constant claim of Paul that he lias the Apostolic
commission as fully as any of the other apostles.

Thus, so far as the negative side of the argument
is concerned, the opponents of the traditional view
have decidedly the better case. The weak spot in

their position is when they attempt to give any

Sositive
e.xplanation of the origin of Christian

aptism. The suggestion is that baptism was an

already existing custom which the Church took
over from the beginning. But if so, from what
source did it take it? The answer is that that

side. of baptism which is concerned with cleansing
from sin is found in Grteco-Roman and Jewish as

well as in Christian baptism, and was a feature of

John's baptism, in which also it had an eschato-

logical significance. It was, in fa(;t, part of the
common stock of ideas of the 1st century.

Similarly, the use of the ' name '

in baptism is

only part of the complex of doctrine connected with
the use of names as a means of employing the

power which belonged to the original owner of the
name. This also was common to Jew and Gentile
alike. It is therefore plain that, on what may be
termed the negative side of baptism, i.e. the side

Avhich is especially connected with purification,
and so far as the use of the ' name '

is concerned,
there is no reason to quarrel with the view that
Christian baptism is an adaptation of customs and
ideas which were common to the whole world in

the time of Christ. There is nothing in them so

strange as to force us to suppose that they were
due to the special institution of Christ. The more
difficult side of the question is concerned with the
relation of baptism to the gift of the Spirit. The
baptism of John did not claim to give the Spirit,
nor did Jewish baptism. It is also not quite possible
to prove the existence of exactly the same thing in
the Mysteries, thouf^h they

did undoubtedly present
cognate ideas, especially that of regeneration. This

is therefore the strongest point of the argument
for either a specifically Christian or a specifically
(;!rteco-Koman origin for baptism. The Pauline
Epistles are the earliest evidence for a connexion
betAveen baptism and the gift of the Spirit. If

this view was not known to the Jews, St. Paul
must have received it from the original disciples
(who again received it from Christ), or have
adopted it from the general stock of Graeco-
Koman ideas. Yet the p»i/»jrt facie strength of
this argument must be qualified by the following
considerations :

(1) In the first place, it may be thougrht with much reason
that Christ spoke of the Spirit, and compared it, as the ground
of Christian life, with baptism, which was the ground of dis-

cipleship to John the I5aptist. If so, a natural confusion of

thought would be made stronger by the fact that the beginning
of the life in the Spirit did, in fact, often coincide with the water-
baptism which marked the initiation of the Christian. That it

was coincidence and not identity would not be observed until

later, but that it was obser\ed can be seen in the Acts.

(2) In the second place, there seems no reason to doubt the
tradition in the Gospels that John the Baptist himself referred
to a baptism in the Spirit. Such a reference seems to go back
to the use of a passage in the OT which lies behind his baptism,
viz. Ezk 3b25 27. In 3625f. we read :

'

I will sprinkle clean water
upon you and 3'e shall be clean (baptism). . . . A new heart will

I put within you (/xerdi/oia [?]).' This clearly is the background
of John's preaching ; but it leads up to the next verse :

' And
I will put my spirit within you.' It does not therefore seem too
much to say that the teaching by John the Baptist of a water-

baptism of repentance for the remission of sins, to the mind of

any Jew familiar with the OT, seemed to fulfil this passage, and
so inevitably suggested that the gift of the Spirit, which fulfilled

the second half and was found in the Christian Church, was to
be looked for also in baptism.

(3) Moreover, our real knowledge of popular Jewish theology
and religious observances in the time of Christ is small. It is

true that the oflicial R.ibbinical religion had no sacramental

washings or baptisms, and probably did not give any such in-

terijretation to the baptism of proselytes ; but the Essen^s
probably went further in this direction, attaching a sacramental

meaning to their baptisms ; and it is possible that this view was
common among the people outside the official classes. If so,
this may have been an important factor in the genesis of Chris-
tian baptism (see Bousset, Die Religion des Judenlums, pp. 230
and 629 ff.).

These arguments cannot be said to prove that
Christ did not institute baptism, but they may
fairly be said to show that the existence of Christian

baptism is most intelligible on the supposition that
it was a Jewish custom Avhich the Christians took

over, modifying it by the natural adoption of the
'

name,' ana by an equall}' natural connexion with
the gift of the Spirit. Moreover, there is certainlj'
no satisfactory positive evidence that Christ did
institute baptism. It is therefore more probable
that the origin of Christian baptism is the adoption
and adaptation of a Jewish custom than that it was
directly and specially instituted by Christ. This
is also far more probable than that it was first

borrowed bj' St. Paul from the Gra^co - Roman
world. At the same time, baptism was certainly
one of the elements in Christianity which was
most likely to obtain a favourable reception from
the Roman world, and this may have led to the

emphasis which was laid upon it, and to the rapid
development of the doctrine connected with it.

2. Baptism in the NT. — i. DOCTRINE OP
BAPTISM. —{\) IX THE PAULINE EPISTLES.—
There are four main ways in which baptism is

regarded in the Pauline Epistles.

(a) Union with Christ.—In Ro 6^^- the immersion
in and the rising out of the water are regarded as

a union with the death and resurrection of Christ.
' Are ye ignorant that all we who were baptized
into Christ Jesus were baptized into his death ?

We were buried with him through baptism into

death : that like as Christ was raised from the

dead through the glory of the Fatiier, so Ave also

might walk in newness of life.' Baptism is thus

the beginning of a new life of union with the risen

Christ. The same idea is found in Gal 3" 'As

many of you as were baptized into Christ did put
on Christ,' and in Col 2*-

'
. . . buried with him

\
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in baptism, wherein ye were also raised with
him . . .' In the light of these passages it is

difficult to doubt that St. Paul regarded baptism
as more than symbolical ; it was an act which

really brought about the result ascribed to it, and
not merely an acted description of that result,
which was actually caused by something else.

{b) The gift of tfie Spirit.—In 1 Co 12i2 the

baptized are regarded as members of Christ's body,
inspired by the same Divine spirit :

' For as the

body is one, and hath many members, and all the
members of the body, being many, are one body ;

so also is Christ. For in one Spirit were we all

baptized into one body . . .' At first sight this

.seems an idea which is difficult to reconcile with
the former ; but the difference is probably quite
superficial. To St. Paul the Christ of spiritual

experience and the Spirit were almost if not quite
identical. This may be seen in Ro 8^'" and
2 Co 3".

(c) Cleansing from sin.—In 1 Co 6^^, where

baptism is not mentioned but certainly implied,
it is represented as a cleansing effected through
the name of the Lord and through the Divine

spirit :

* Ye were washed, ye were sanctified, ye
were justified in the name of the Lord Jesus Christ
and in the Spirit of our God.' This %'iew is com-

plementary to the others, and describes some of

the results which follow from them. The im-

portance of this passage is that it explains that

baptism can produce these effects because it Avorks

'in the name,' and so links up baptism with the

view, prevalent at the time in almost every circle,

that the pronunciation of the name of any one could,
if properly used, enable the user to enjoy the
benefit of the attributes attached to the original
OAATier of the name (t-ee also art. NAME).
Thus the Pauline doctrine of baptism is that on

the positive side it gives the Christian imion with

Christ, which may also be described as inspiration
with the Holy Spirit, while on the negative side it

cleanses from sin. This it accomplishes by the

power of the name of the Lord Jesus Christ, and

by the sacramental effect of the water, according
to the well-known idea that results could be reached
in the unseen spiritual world by the performance
of analogous acts in the visible material world.

Baptism is regarded as really giving these results,
and not merely as a sign that they have been, or

can be, obtained in some other way.
(fZ) Vicarious baptism.

—It would also seem from
1 Co 15-* that St. Paul recognized the practice of

vicarious baptism for the dead. It is impossible
that ' Else what shall they do who are baptized for

the dead ? If the dead are not raised at all, why
then are they baptized for them ?

' can refer to

anything except vicarious baptism.
(2) In the Pauline Epistles of doubtful

AUTHENTICITY.—Under this heading it is perhaps
wisest to deal with the evidence of Eph 5^-,
Tit 3^-\

In Ephesians the cleansing efficacy of the water is emphasized,
and is connected with the ' word '

(' having cleansed it by the

washing of water with the word '). This emphasis is somewhat
stronger than anything in the unquestioned Epistles, but it is

practically implied in 1 Co 6ii, in which passage also the ' name '

may correspond to the ' word '

(piJMa) of Ephesians. In Titus the
union with Christ's risen life is regarded as a new birth ; 'ac-

cording to his mercy he saved us through the washing of

regeneration and renewing of the Holy Spirit.' The phrase
'

regeneration
'

is strange to the Pauline vocabulary, but the

idea which it conveys is involved in Ro S^^
' For as many as are

led by the Spirit of God, these are sons of God,' when taken in

connexion with the view that the Spirit was given in baptism
(cf. also Gal 326f-, where the idea of sonship to God and baptism
are closely connected).

(3) In 1 Peter.—The only place in the Catholic

Epistles which explicitly speaks of baptism is

1 P 3" *
. . . which {i.e. water) in the antitype

doth now save you, namely baptism, not a putting

away of the filth of the flesh, but a "
question

"
of

a good conscience toward God. . . .' Here the
doctrine of the ' real

'

efficacy of baptism is clearly
asserted ; but there is a j)rotest against too material
an emphasis on the water, to counteract which
mention is made of a ffweiSi^crews dyad^s iirfpui-

Trjfia. It is not quite certain what this phra.se
means. It is improbable that it refers to prayer
to God, for iwepuTU) is never used in this sense,
or of inquiry after God, for tliis would require
(irepuiTtjais, and the best interpretation seems to be
that it is a reference to the question directed to

a convert at his baptism (see C. Bigg,
'

1 Peter
'

in

The Intern. Crit. Comment, p. 165). In this ' a

good conscience
'

probably defines the content of

the demand made on the candidate—it was of a
moral rather than a doctrinal nature. The writer
also goes on to explain that the water of baptism
receives this power

'

through the resurrection of

Jesus Christ, who is on tlie riglit hand of God,
having gone into heaven, angels and authorities

and powers being made subject unto him.' This
seems to be an explanation why the name of the
Lord was so potent in baptism : He had triumphed
over death, and regained life, and those who used
His name were able to use His power to do the
same. It is true that no actual statement is made
in 1 Peter that baptism was in the name of the

Lord, but no one is likely to dispute that this was
the case.

(4) In the Synoptic Gospels.—Christian bap-
tism is mentioned only in Mt 28^* and Mk 16'®.

The former passage (' Go ye into all the world and
make disciples of all the nations, baptizing them
into the name of the Father, the Son, and the Holy
Spirit') claims the direct institution of baptism

by Christ, but its authenticity is open to doubt

(see § I).
Here it is only necessary to ask, What is the meaning of the

formula translated
'
in the name of? The question is whether

et9 TO ovofi-a. means the same as iv to! oidjoiaTt. The probability
seems to be that the two phrases are, in the late Greek of the

NT, identical. It is now common knowledge that eis and iv

were interchangeable in late Greek, and the Latin and Syriac
translators of Mt 2819 clearly took this view, which is con-

vincinglj' defended by J. Amiitage Robinson in JThSt vii.

(Jan. 1906) in answer to an article by F. H. Chase in JThSt vi.

(July 1905). The meaning of the writer of the Gospel (or of

the redactor who added the clause relating to baptism) was
that Christians had the power of baptizing in the name com-
municated to them by the Lord who had gained the power
(cfovo-i'a) over everything in heaven and earth. The idea is

parallel with that in 1 P S'^if-.

In Mk 16^® ('He that believes and is baptized
shall be saved ') baptism is regarded as a necessary
means to salvation, but no further details are

given.
(5) In the Acts.—The references to baptism

in the Acts are doctrinally important in connexion

Avith the formula used, and with the relation

between baptism and the gift of the Spirit. The
former point is sufficiently discussed in § i. The
latter may best be formulated thus : (a) There is

in the Acts a series of pas.sages in which baptism
seems to be clearly identified with tlie gift of the

Spirit ; (b) there is a second series in which it is

clearly distinguished from this gift ; and (c) there

is a tliird series which either does not allude to

the point, or may be interpreted equally well on
either hypothesis. This third series can, of course,

be disregarded (such passages are Ac S*"'^'* 16'^ 16^

lg8 0016)
. but an attempt must be made either

to interpret the two others in such a way as to

remove the apparent contradiction, or to see in

the diff"erence between them an indication of

different sources.

(a) The passages which seem to identify baptism with the

gift of the Spirit are Ac IB 233 iil6 and 192-6. In 15 (' John
indeed baptized with water ; but ye shall be baptized with the

Holy Spirit not many days hence ') a contrast is apparently
drawn between John's baptism and Christian baptism, the latter

being regarded as baptism with the Holy Spirit ; but as the

narrative goes on to describe the fulfilment of this promise on
the day of Pentecost, in which there is no suggestion of baptism
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in the ordinary literal sense, it is probable
that the word '

baptize
'

in 1* is used metaphorically, and not with reference to ordinary

Christian baptism. This interpretation is supported by Ac lliB,

where the words of 1^ are quoted by St. Peter in connexion

with the episode of Cornelius, for here the pift of the Spirit is

conferred without baptism in water, and baptism in water is

"iven to those who have already received the Spirit. In Ac 2«
St. I'eter says :

'

Repent and be baptized . . . and ye shall

receive the K'ft of the Holy Spirit.' This certainly seems to

identify the tjift of the Spirit with baptism, but it is not decisive.

The context is that the promise made in Ac 18 has just been

fulfilled, and St. Peter says,
' Be baptized and you also shall

receive the same gift.' The prima facie suggestion that this

means :
' You shall receive it through baptism,' is discounted by

the fact that this was not the way in which the disciples had

received it, and it is significant that we are not told that those

who were baptized did receive the Spirit, but merely that they
were added to the Church. Thus it is possible that the meaning
of the passage really is that baptism was the means of entry
into the Church, to the members of which the Spirit would

ultimately be given. Similarly ambiguous is Ac I'J- 6. Here
we have the case of certain Ephesians who had become

Christians, but had been baptized not with Christian baptism,
but with the baptism of John. St Paul said to them :

' Did ye
receive the Holy Spirit when ye believed? And they said unto

him, Nay, we did not so much as hear whether the Holy Spirit

was given. And he said. Into what then were ye baptized? And
they said. Into John's baptism. And Paul said, John baptized
with the baptism of repentance, saying unto the people that

they should believe on him which should come after him, that

is, on Jesus. And when they heard this, they were baptized into

the name of the Ixjrd Jesus. And when Paul had laid his hands

upon them, the Holy Spirit came on them.' The prima facie

interpretation certainly connects the gift of the Spirit with

baptism ; not so much" because the Spirit was actually given,
as because of St. Paul's second question. It is, however,

possible that his surprised question was due, not to the non-

reception of the Spirit, but to their ignorance ; his first question

supports this view, for it seems to contemplate the possibility
of Christian belief and baptism without the gift of the Spirit.

If so, the writer may have intended to connect the gift of the

Spirit with the laying on of hands rather than with baptism.
Thus in each case" the prima facie connexion of baptism «ith

the gift of the Spirit is indecisive : a different interpretation is

possible, and which of the two should be followed must depend
on the evidence of the other series of passages.

(6) The passages which distinguish baptism from the gift of

the Spirit are Ac 8i2f- and 10*7f. The former is the incident of

the first Samaritan converts. When Peter and John came to

Samaria, they prayed for the converts ' that they might receive

the Holy Spirit, for as yet he was fallen upon none of them,
only they had been baptized into the name of the Lord Jesus.

Then laid they their hands on them, and they received the

Holy Spirit.' Here it is plain that the gift of the Spirit was

separate from baptism, and there is no suggestion that the

baptism was imperfect ; the ' name of the Lord Jesus
'

is the

usual formula in Acta for Christian baptism. In iWf- the

matter is less simple. The narrative relates that, while St. Peter

was speaking, the Hoi}" Spirit fell on Cornelius and his company.
'Then answered Peter, Can any man forbid water that these

should not be baptized, which have received the Holj- Ghost as

well as we ? And he commanded them to be baptized in the

name of Jesus Christ.' Obviously in this case the gift of the

Spirit was not dependent on baptism, but it appears true that

the case of Cornelius was regarded as an exception. The

general rule was that baptism came first, and the gift of the

Spirit afterwards. The implication is that the two were

separate even in normal cases, but this is not definitely stated.

If an attempt be made to bring these data

together, and so establisli the doctrine of baptism
held by the '.vriter of the Acts, the starting-point
mnst be Ac 8'-'- as the most definite of all the

pas.sages. It shows that (a) baptism was the

regular and general initiation to membership in

the Cinirch ; (i) the Spirit was not conferred in

baptism, but given after it, and was specially
connected with the laying on of hands by the

Apostles. This explains Ac lO-""-, in '.vhich the
situation partly resembles that in Ac 8'^-. The
Ephesians, like the Samaritans, were, at least in

some sense. Christians, but had not received the

Spirit. The difference between the two incidents
is that the Ephesians, unlike the Samaritans, had
received imperfect baptism. Therefore St. Paul
did not merely 'lay hands' on the Ephesians, as
the Apostles ciid on the Samaritans, but first had
them baptized. The gift of the Spirit was, how-
ever, due to the laying on of hands, and not to
the baptism. In this way the two classes of

passages can be so interpreted that they all fall

into place in one system of doctrine, and tliere is

no need to ^>ostulate a variety of sources in the
Acts with diUerent views on baptism.

A difficulty, however, arises out of the relation

of Acts to the Pauline Epistles. Which is the
truer or earlier presentment of early Christian

thought—that wliich closely connects baptism and
the gift of the Spirit, as the Epistles do, or that
which separates tiiem, as tiie Acts does? The
followers of van Manen would probably say that
Acts represents an earlier stratum of thought,
that early Christian baptism was like John's—only
for the remission of sin—and that the idea of the

gift of the Spirit in this connexion was a late

ecclesiastical figment due to external infiuences,
which has left traces in the Epistles. But this is

probably an inadequate view. Tlie fact is that
the Acts distinguishes where the Epistles do not,
and so is probably the later document. St. Paul

simply connects baptism with the gift of the

Spirit ; he makes no fine distinctions. St. Luke,
while constantly bringing the two together, is

apparently anxious to maintain that the gift of

the Spirit is not the direct result of baptism, but
is more closely bound up with the laying on of

hands by the Apostles.
(6) In THE Epistle to the Hebrews.—In

He 6*'® and in 10^- ^ the references to baptism are

probable but not explicit. In the latter passage
the writer says :

'Let us draw near with a true heart in fulness of faith,

having our hearts sprinkled from an evil conscience, and our

body washed with pure water : let us hold fast the confession
of our hope that it waver not.'

It is almost certain that this is an indication that
the writer regarded baptism as the necessaiy
beginning of Christian life ; but, like the writer
of 1 Peter, he connects the spiritual cleansing
with a good conscience (though he expresses it

negatively and 1 Peter positively) ; and in the
last sentence it is probably possible to see a
reference to the baptismal profession of faith

represented in 1 Peter by iirepun-qfia. In the
former passage he says :

' For as touching those who were once enlightened and tasted
of the heavenly gift, and were made partakers of the Holy Spirit,
and tasted the good word of God, and the powers of the age to

come, and fell away, it is impossible to renew them again unto

repentance.'

Here the reference to baptism is rendered probable
by the fact that <^wri(rAi<5s afterwards became a
technical term for baptism. It is, however, neces-

sary to point out one qualification to the view
that 'enlightenment' means baptism.

In the immediately preceding verses the writer says :
' There-

fore let us cease to speak of the first principles of Christ, and

press on unto perfection ; not laying again a foundation of

repentance from dead works and of faith towards God, of the

teaching (v. I. namely, the t-eaching) of baptisms and laying on of

hands, and of resurrection from the dead, and eternal judgment
'

(He 6'- 2). Here he regards baptism as one of the foundations
of Christian life, but he joins to it the laj-ing on of hands. Now
it seems probable that St Luke connected the gift of the Spirit
with the laying on of hands rather than with baptism itself

(see § 2, i. (5)), whereas St. Paul connected it with the latter.

Therefore it is impossible to say precisely what the writer of

Hebrews regarded as the effect of baptism, and what as the
effect of the laying on of hands. It is possible that enlighten-
ment ar.\i lasting of the heavenly gift may be intended to be

espec'ally connected with baptism, and the gift of the Spirit
will, the" laying on of hands ; but in the absence of further
e\ndence certainty is impossible, and perhaps the writer was
not concerned with this question. His interest laj' rather in

the question of sin after baptism ;
from passages such as 21-*

31-^.411 6-H2 and lOi^ 3l, it is clear that he regarded a relapse
into sin as unforgivable, and it is probable that &' ought to

be regarded as implying the existence of a school of thought
which maintained the possibility of a second baptism in case
of relapse.

(7) In THE Johannine writings. — These
books give little information on the subject of

baptism. In Jn 3^* it is stated that Jesus baptized,
but the text is open to suspicion in view of Jn 4^

which denies that He did so :

' Jesus himself used

not to baptize, but his disciples.' In any case there

is no reference to the doctrine of baptism. In

Jn 3' in the received text there is a clear reference

to baptism, which is described as regeneration by
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water and the Spirit. It may, however, fairly be
questioned "whetlier the words ' water and '

are

really original in the text. They are without con-
nexion with the context, and seem to have been
unknown to Justin Martyr. If they be omitted,
the reference to baptism is only indirect ; in view
of such passages as Tit 3'"'' it can scarcely be
doubted that there is some connexion, but it would
seem to be rather of the nature of a significant
silence as to the material element, which amounts
to a protest against the emphasis laid on it in

other circles. Even if the Mords be retained, it

remains true that the emphasis in the passage is

entirely on the Spirit and not the water. This
characteristic treatment of baptism is exactlj'

parallel with that of the Eucharist, the institution
of which is not mentioned, but the doctrine of

which is fully expounded on the spiritual side.

In the Johannine Epistlca there is no definite alhision to

baptism ; there are many references to the gift of the Holy
Spirit, but there is no proof that the writer connected it with
baptism, though in the light of the information of other docu-
ments it is extremely proliable that this is the meaning in

1 Jn 220-27 of the reference to an '

anointing from above '—it is

the gift of the Spirit bestowed in (or at least connected with)

baptism. Perhaps more important, though even less explicit, is

5lbf.
<
If any man see his brother sinning a sin not unto death,

he shall ask, and God will give him life for them that sin not
unto death. There is sin unto death : not concerning this do I

say that he should make request. All unrighteousness is sin,
and there is sin not unto death.' This passage is intelligible

only in light of the discussion as to the possibility of forgiveness
for sin after baptism. The writer tries to solve the difficulty by
introducing a distinction between mortal and venial sin.

Summary of doctrine of baptism in NT.—As a

summary of these results from a study of the NT,
certain lines of development of doctrine which

begin to manifest themselves may be pointed out.

The earliest writings, the Pauline Epistles, regard
baptism as a cleansing from sin and as the means
whereby Christians join the life of Christ—which
in Pauline thought is almost (and probably quite)
identical with the gift of the Spirit. There is,

however, no attempt to explain its working except
that it was '

in the name of,' and so endued witli

the power of, the Lord Jesus Christ, who had been
raised from the dead. In later documents the

development of more than one line of thought may
be traced. In the Pauline Epistles of doubtful

authenticity emphasis is laid on the cleansing from
.sin given by the water of baptism, and the idea

(already implied by the other Epistles) of regenera-
tion is formulated. This development was rather
in the direction of a magical conception of baptism.
Against this we lind traces of protest, (a) The
writer of the Acts would seem to represent a school
of thought which associated the gift of the Spirit
with the laying on of the hands of the Apostles
rather than with baptism itself, (b) In 1 Peter
and perhaps in Hebrews emphasis is laid on a con-
fession of faith by the baptized person, probably of

a moral rather than a theological nature. It is

possible that this is a protest against a magical
view of ' the name '

in baptism, (c) The writer of

the Fourth (lospel is anxious to emphasize the

importance of the gift of the Spirit rather than
that of the water ; obviously this is closely related
to the line of thouglit represented by Acts ; and if

1 Peter represents a protest against a magical view
of ' the name,' these documents represent a protest

against a magical view of the water, (d) A differ-

ent line of development is testilied to by the Epistle
to the Hebrews and 1 John. As soon as baptism
was regarded as the forgiveness of si^^. -that is,

from the beginning,
—the question

of sin after

baptism must have arisen, ilobrews bears witness

to, and protests against, a tendency to allow a

repetition of baptism. The writer regards sin

after baptism as beyond forgiveness. The writer

of 1 Joiui, on the other hand, bears witness to the

fact that this teaching was already found to be too

severe, and begins tlie distinction, so important for
the later Church, between mortal and venial sin.

ii. Method of baptism.—On this point we
have hardly any information in the NT. The
language of Ko G'"'- is thought to point to im-

mersion, and it is said that this is confirmed by
the descriptions in the Gospels of the baptism of
Christ ; but these arguments cannot be pressed. It
is still less safe to argue from tlie etymological
meaning of ^airH^u) as a frequentative of ^dwru} ;

for the meaning of words depends ultimately on
use, not on etymology, and /SaTrtfcj means by use
'to wash ceremonially' (cf. Lk 11^ ' he wondered
that he had not washed [i^atrTlcrOi]] before dinner').
Here partial ablution is certainly intended ; and
it must remain doubtful whetlier immersion was
ever actually practised, though St. Paul's language
certainly points to the view that it was regarded
as an ideal. The formula used was '

in the name
of the Lord Jesus Christ' or .some synonymous
phrase ; there is no evidence for the use of the
trine name. There was no doubt from the begin-
ning a confession of faith by the convert, but the

only probable reference to this as a formal part of
the act of baptism is 1 P 3'-^ [the text of Ac 8*'' in
the AV is certainly late].

There is no indication of the iaptism of children,
and no suggestion that baptizing was the privilege
of a class ; but it would seem from 1 Co 1 that
St. Paul delegated the oiiice of baptizing to some
one else, and Blass argues that this is implied by
Ac 10^"

' And he (St. Peter) commanded them to

be baptized in the name of Jesus Christ.' The
suggestion is that he did not actually baptize them
himself.

3. Baptism in the ist and 2nd centuries.—i. IN
ORTHODOX CIRCLES.— (I) BARNABAS.—The writer
of Barnabas is interested in baptism only so far as

it concerns his main thesis that the promises in the
OT refer to the Christians and not to the Jews.
In ch. 11 he illustrates this thesis from baptism.
He argues that Is 16"- 45^- 33'6ff.^ pg js-e are all

prophecies which find a fulfilment in Christian

baptism. It is only incidentally in the last jjara-

graph (§ 11) that he gives any description of

baptism : Kara^aivofJiev els rd iidup y^fj-oyrei a/j.apTiuii'

Kal pvTTov, Kal dvajSaivo/j-ei' KapirocfiopoCfrfi iv t-q napdiq.

rbv (f>b^ov Kal ttjv eXTrida els rdv 'l-qcrovv iv rif wev/xart

^ovres. This seems to imply immersion, but
otherwise throws no light on baptismal practice.

Doctrinally it shows that the Avriter regarded bap-
tism as a 'real' cleansing from sin opere operate.
It is possible that he regarded it as conferring the

gift of the Spirit, and that this is the meaning of

the phrase eV ry irvevfJLaTi ; but obviously this exegesis
is open to doubt. Finally, the phrase els tov 'Iriaovv

may be a reference to the baptismal formula, but

the text is uncertain.

(2) I Clement. — There is no reference to bap-
tism in this document.

(3) Ign.VTIUS.—Nothing in the genuine epistles
of Ignatius throws any light on the doctrine of bap-

tism, but in accordance with his general emphasis
on episcopal supremacy he insists that baptism

may not be performed
' without the bishop

—ovk

i^bv i<TTLv x'^P's 'oi' iirLCKoirov . . . ^airTi^eiv (Snii/rn.

viii. 2)
—which probably means without the per-

mission of, rather than without the presence of,

the bishop.
(4) Hermas. —The Shepherd of Hernias gives

little information as to the practice of baptism, but
manifests a considerable interest in the doctrine.

The passages which are important are Vis. iii. 3,

iii. 7, Mand. iv. 3, Sim. ix. 16. The foundation,
he says, is a belief in the necessity and efficacy

of baptism.
In Vis. iii. 2 the Church is repre-

sented as a tower built over water, and in iii. 3

it is explained that this is because 17 fwr? vnwv
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5i(i OSaroy iawB-r} Kal a-wdrjo-eTai. This must mean
that baptism is the foundation of the Christian life,

and the next sentence may be a reference to the

baptismal formuhi : re^f/xeXiwrai 5^ 6 Trvpyoi t^

pijfiaTi
ToO navTOKparopoi Kal iv56^ov 6vbfj.aTos. This

is rendered probable by the fact tliat in Sim. ix.

the condition of entry is described as the ' name of

the Son of God.' It is also clear that baptism was

regarded as really eflfecting an essential change in

Christians ; and from the emphasis which is laid

upon it, it would seem that this was regarded as

primarily due to
' the name '

; but the water is

also mentioned. The most important passage is

Sim. ix. 16. 3 f. :

irpXv yap, 'i''i)<ji, <(>ope<Tai to;' avOpionoy to oro^a toO vioC toC Beov

veKpoi; ecTiV brav Se Ao^rj tt)>' <T<f>pa-y^&oL, otTT-oTtfleTai riji' veKpojcnv

(cac ava\aij.pdt'(i n)v ^oiriv. rj <T(f>pay\<;
ovv TO xJSiop iiniv ets to

v&uip ovv KOTOjSaii'Ovat vexpoi Ka\ ava^ixivovai ^wi'Tf?.

But this strongly defined docti-ine naturally
called for development on various points.

(a) There was the danger of a purely magical and unethical

view of baptism. To counteract this, in Sim. ix. great emphasis
is laid on the insufficiency of

' the name '
if it be not accompanied

by the Christian virtues. These are represented as twelve

viririns, and the explanation given of them in Sim. ix. 13. 2 is

that they are oiyio vvtvp-aTa.. Without being endued with them
no one can enter the kingdom of Ood—iav yap to ovofia fiovov

\aPj)?, TO Se evSviia n-apo TOVTtuv /Hi) Aa^rjs, ovSif a)<|)e\»)<rT)
"

avrai.

yap ai irapBci'oi Swa/jieii elal ToO uioO tov deov. eav to oi/o/ua

!l>opfj^, rriv &i Svvapnv fiTj <j>opjji avrov, «is /iottji' fOT) to ovofna
avTov <^opttii'.

(b) A natural result of the emphasis laid on the insufficiency
of baptism without virtue was a proportionately increased

emphasis on the question as to sin after baptism which (cf. § 2

j. (6)) seems to be discussed in Hebrews and to be implied in

1 John. The distinction between various sins which appears
in 1 John is unknown, and the position adopted in Hebrews,
though substantially confirmed, is in some degree relaxed.

This question is dealt with in Hand. iv. 3. Hermas asks the

Shepherd ijicouo'a, <i>i]ixi, Kvpie, Ttapa. tlvuiv hitatrKoXiav OTt tTe'pa

fxcTa^'Oia ovK iiniv el /u5) eKciVrj, oTe eis iificop Ka.Te^r])j.ev Kal

iKafiofiev a.<j>eiTiv a/iapriuk riov irpoTepwi' (considering that Hermas
is a Roman document, and that the earliest witness to Hebrews
is the earlier Roman document I Clement, it is not impossible
that this is a reference to Hebrews 6''-'') and the answer is koAois

rjKouaay, ouTto yap €;\ci, eSei yap rhv elKr]<b6Ta a<^e<jiv a/xapTtwv

/n7)<c«Ti afiaoTaveiv, oAA' iv ayveia Karoiiceiv. This is simply a
re-afBrmation of the doctrine of Hebrews, but a relaxation

is then introduced. God has instituted iJ.eTa.voi.av, and has

appointed the Shepherd as the angel to watch over it ; but this

may be used only once—/uera ri\v xKricnv CKeivrfv ttjv fieydXr^v
Kal irefiVTiv iav tc? iKireipaadel^ tiirb tou Sia^oAou afidpTrj fiiav

fj.eTdvot.av exei.. One of the main objects of the Shepherd' seems
to have been the emphasizing of iierdvoia, which is clearly

(cf. esp. the Similitudes) repjarded in a concrete way which

approached the later ecclesiastical use, and is half-way to

meaning
'

penance.'
(c) Another result in practice of the assertion of the high

standard of Christian life, and the danger of relapse after

baptism, was a tendency to postpone baptism. Against this

Hermas protests in Vis. iii. 7, where those who shrink from

baptism for this reason are compared with the stones which
he saw in \'is. iii, 2 : jrcVToiTas iyyin v&druiv ical /htj Svvafievovi
Kv\i<r6rivai ical i\0etv el'; to iiSiap.

(d) In the sphere of doctrine a natural consequence of the
stress laid on the necessity of baptism was inquiry into the
ultimate fate of the righteous unbaptized dead. Hermas settled
this inijuiry by ascribing to the apostles the function of baptiz-
ing in Hades (cf. esp. Sim. ix. 16. 5 and 6 : ot affoo-ToAoi itai 01

SiSd<7Ka^.oL ol Kiqpv^avTet TO ovo/ia tow vioO tou 0eov, KOLfx-rfSevre^
iv SvvdfjLei Kal jTHTTei ToO vlov ToO 6eov eKT/pv^av Kal TOis npoKeKOi.-

firiftevoif, Kal avTol eSioKav avTOit rffv <T<(>payLSa
toO KrfpvyfiaTOi. . . .

iv SiKaio(j~uvri yap eKOiij.ri0mjav Kal iv fteyoAjj ayvtC<f' fj.6vov Si tt)v

<T<j>paylSa Tavnjv ovk etxov).

(5) The Didache.—In this document there is

no information as to the doctrine of baptism, but
much concerning the practice, and it is unfortunate
that there is no possibility of fixing either its date
or provenance with certainty. The passage which
actually deals with baptism is ch. vii., and runs
thus :

n«pi Si Toy PawTiaixaTO^, ovTto j3airTiVaT«" TOUTa irdvTa wpoei-

1T01^<? PoTTTKTaTe <is TO ovo)ia ToC TTOTpbs KoX TOV vioij Kal roO

ayiov jrvevixciTOi;
iv I'SaTi ^<I)1ti. iav Se

;iit) e\r]i; iSup (iov, els
oAAo vSuip pdTTKTOV el S' oil Svvairai iv ipvxp(Z, iv 0epij.oi. iav Si

dniiOTtpa fir] <X7)S, i<}(.fov elf ttji' ic«(|,oA7)v Vpis vSuip 'eU ovofJia
n-aTpb? Kal viou Kal

ayiov Trvevfiaro^. irpb Si tou BaTTTicrnaTOi
TrponjorevaoTu 6 fiaiTTi^wv Kal 6 ^an-Tifo^fi-os Kal «i Tt^es oAAoi
SvvavToi' KcArvcit f« »T)<7T«v<rot toj' /SaTm^d/acroi' irpb /iias ij

Svo.

The main points in the ceremony thus described
seem to be these :

(o) The recitetion of the previous part of the Didache (the
VOL. II.—25

' Two Ways '). This seems to imply a developed system of pre-
paration for candidates for baptism, of a moral rather than a
theological kind.

(6) Baptism in the trine name. But it must be noted that in

the following Eucharistic section mention is made of those who
are baptized

'

into the name of the Lord."

(c) Immersion, by jireference in running {^iav) water, is the

rule, but affusion is recognized as legitimate.
(d) Previous to the ceremony, the baptizer, the baptizand, and

any other who will are to fast.

It is probable that this document belongs to the
2nd cent., perhaps to the earlier half; but the
evidence is not conclusive, and one must not regard
arguments based on the ' Two Ways

'

as valid for

the dating of the Didache as a whole.

(6) II Clement.—In II Clement vi. 9, vii. 6, and
viii. 5-6 there are three indirect references to

baptism, which is spoken of as the seal (<T(ppayU).

They are all concerned with emphasizing the neces-

sity of sinless life after baptism, and so form one
of the links between this document and Hermas ;

but they are only homiletic, and do not throw

any light on the question of repentance after

baptism.
The use of <T<l>payC^, which afterwards became very common,

has sometimes been traced to the influence of the Mysteries ;

but this is probably not the case—at least directly. More than
any other expression it emphasizes the eschatological hope
which was never far from the early Christian mind : those who
had the correct seal would pass into the Messianic Kingdom at
the da3' of judgment. It thus helped to unite the two—logically
somewhat inconsistent—ideas of sacramental and eschatological
salvation. Passages of importance, besides those in II Clem.,
are Hermas, Sim. viii. 6, ix. 16 ; Clem. Al. Quis Deus saiv. 39.

42, Strom, ii. 3, Exc. Th. 83. 86, Ed. Proph. 25 : and in later

writers, Clem. Horn. xvi. 19 ; Acta Theclce, 25 ; Cmist. Apost.
2. 14, 39, 3. 16; Hippol. de Antichristo, 6. 59; Ps.-Hippol. de
Cmisumm. 42 ; Acta Philippi, 28 ; Eus. HE 6. 5, 6, Vit. Const.
4. 62. 1. See also Hatch, Hibbert Lectures, p. 295 ff. ; Anrich,
Das antike Mysterienwesen, p. 120 f . ; and Gebhardt and
Harnack, Fatres Apost., note on II Clem. vi. 6.

(7) Justin Martyr.—In his first Apology (c. 150)
Justin gives (ch. 6111'.) a description of Ohristian

baptism. It may be best treated as falling under
three heads : (a) a description of the rite, (6) an

exposition of the doctrine concerning it, and (c) a

justification of this doctrine.

(a) Description of the rite.—This is given in ch.

61. 65 :

*Oo"oi av Trei<T0io<Ti Kal TTKTTevuiO'iV dXrj0r] Tavra to. v<^* rjfj.u}v

SiSaa-KOfxeva Kal Xeyofieva elvai, Kal ^loiiv outw? Svvaa0<u vttkT'

XvCivTai, evxe<T0ai Te Kal aiTCif njaTeuofTes jrapa tou 0eov

TTpor)iJiaprr)iJ.evoiv a(f>e<riv SiSd<rKOVTai, ritiiav truveyxonevuiv Kal

{TVVvqtnevovTtov auTOt?. CTretTa ayoi'Tai vip' rjfjuov ev0a vSotp icTi,
Kal TpoTTo;' dvayevvTt<Teu>i, iv Kai lifxet? outoI dvayevvrf6ritj.ev,

dvayevviavTai. irr' ovo/xaTOS yop tou jrOTpbs tCiv bAaic Kal tou

<r<i)TT)pos riiii)v 'Irjfrou Xpicrrou Kal jrvru^aTos oyi'ou to iv tuJ iJSart

t6t€ KovTpov noiovvTai . . . (c. 65) rip.ei'; Se ^cTii TO ovtcds Aoutroi

Tbi' 7reiTei.(T)ievov Kal <rvyKaTaTe0einevov inl tous KeyofiJvovt
dSe\<l>ov^ dyo)jiev, ev0a (rvvriyixevoi elui, Koivdt evx^l Troi,r)<76u.evoi

virep Te iavTujv Kal tou ^WTto^^eVTOS Kal oAAwi' navTaxoiJ navTwv
evTOi'&JS, oTTwv Kara^iuiBoifiev to. oAtjSt} piaBovTe^ Kal Si' epy<ov

ayaSol TToAiTtUTal Kal (f>v\aKe^ tCiv ivTeraXixeviav evpeOrivai, oirojs

TTtv aibjciov troiTTipiav (Tui0u>p.ev. 'AAAtjAous <j>i\rjfi.aTi ooTra^djjeSa

Trauo-d^iej'oi tCiv evx'i'v . . . and then follows an account of the

Eucharist, which was immediately celebrated.

The important points in this description are the
definite allusion to a period of instruction pre-

ceding baptism ; the trine formula ; the ' moral '

vow ; and the obviously developed character of

the service. It is also usually thought, probably
rightly, that the opening words of the description

imply a reference to a definite creed ; if so, this

may perhaps be identified with an early form of

the Symbolum Bomamim, to which some critics see

allusions in I Apol. 13, 21, 31, 42, 46, 52, in Dial.

32, and in some other passages which are collected

in Gebhardt and Hamack's Fatres Apost. 1. 2,

p. 128 ff. Negatively it is remarkable that there

is no allusion to the laying on of hands, such as is

prominent in Acts, or to any connexion of baptism
with the bishops, such as is found in Ignatius.
The agreement with the Didache, both negatively
and positively, is remarkable.

(b) The doctrine of baptism. —^M&tm regards

baptism chiefly as a new birth, and in the passage

quoted above refers to it as dya.yevvr]<Tis. He also

regards it as a forgiveness for past sin ; and he
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expresses his doctrine (apparently using some older
source, see below) on this point in ch. 61 :

£7rei6r/ Triv^ npioTrjv ycVecrii/ i7;u,uii' ayvoovyrf^ Kar' avdyKifv
yeyevirrjfi.f6a.J^ uypas crvopai Kara ixi^iv ttji' twv yoi'f'aji' irpbs oAA^-
Aous_,

Koi iv eSccri (/)auAots Kal novripaLi akaTpot/iais yfyofaixtf, ottois

(XT) ai/ayKrjs rexva fijjSe dyvoi'aj /oieVio^ei', oAAa Trpoaipeo-eus ical

e7ri(T7TJfi.i79, a.i}>ea-«t)S Se afUipTiCiv VTrip SiV jrpoijp.apro/j.ei' tvxium^v
cv TtT u6a7i, eVoi-oiaa^eTat tu! viSari to! eAo/u-eVo) arayei't^jS^i/ai ical

/xeTa>^07)o-ai'Ti_
CTrl tois ^/laprij/xeVois to tou Trarpbs tw;' ciAuc /cot

fieo'TTOTOu 0eoO oi^ojua, k.t.A.

Thus, if one may press his words, he seems to
have connected forgiveness especially with the
water, and the new life with 'the name.' It was,
hoAvever, the name that gave the water the power
to remove sin. Justin also regarded baptism as

bestowing the gift of the Spirit. In Dial. 29 he
says: ris eKeivov (i.e. Jewish) rod pa.trTlufia.To% XP^'-^

aylq} TTvevfiaTL ^e^airriaixhi^. Also, at tlie conclusion
of the passage just quoted from ch. 61, he describes

baptism as an 'enlightenment' (/caXeirai 5^ tovto t6

Xovrpbv (pu}TL<Tfj.6s, u)S (j>uT(.^ofi^v(x)v Tr]v didvoiav rwv ravra

fxavdavbvTiav).

(c) Justification of baptism.—The correctness of
the doctrine and practice of baptism is proved by
Justin by an appeal to the OT, to the words of

Christ, and to Apostolic tradition. The necessity
of regeneration is proved by the saying of Christ,
hv /xTj a.va.y€vv7}9riTe ov jxt) daiXOrjTe els ttjc ^acCkdav
tC)v ovpavCbv, which seems to be a free quotation of
Jn 3^ That this regeneration can be eflected by
baptism is proved by Is V^--^ 'Wash you, make
you clean,' etc. ; and the explanation of the Avaym which this was effected is introduced by Kal

\6yov d^ els tovto irapa tu)v dirocTTdXuv ifxAdofiev

TovTov, and then follows the passage quoted above
[Apol. 61). It is remarkable that it is to this \6yos,
and not to Mt 28^^ that Justin turns for a justifica-
tion of the trine formula.

Besides this direct justification, Justin uses a
curious argument from heathen religion. His
view was that this was the result of demonic
attempts to deceive the world by producing false
fulfilments of prophecy. This theory he applied
to the whole of Christian and heathen systems,
which represented the true and false fulfilment of
OT prophecy. Thus the lustrations of the Greeks
Avere demonic recognition of the truth of baptismal
doctrine.

(8) Iren^us. — This wn-iter nowhere gives an
account of the practice of baptism, but his doctrine

concerning it is expressed positively in the'A7r65etfts
ToO airoaTo\iKov K-qpvyfiaTos and negatively in his
adversus Hcerescs, while from these passages it is
also possible to find some reference to the practice
of the Church in his time.

In the 'A7r(55«fis, ch. 3 (TZ/xxxi. 1), he says:
'The Faith ... as the Presbyters, the disciples of the

Apostles, have dehvered ilto us . . . above all teaches us that
we have received baptism for the forgiveness of sins in the
name of God the Father, and in the name of Jesus Christ, the
.Son of God, who was incarnate, died, and rose again, and in
the Holy Spirit of God ; and that this baptism is the seal of
eternal life, and the regeneration to God, by which we become
the children, not of mortal man, but of the eternal and ever-
lasting God.'

In ch. 7 he explains why the trine formula was
necessary :

' And therefore the baptism of our regeneration takes place
through these three points, because God the Father blesses us
with rogeneration through the Holy Spirit by means of His Son.
For those who bear the Spirit of God in themselves are led to
the Word, that is, to the Son, but the Son leads them to the
Father, and the Father lets them receive incorruptibility.
Therefore without the Spirit it is impossible to see the Word of
God, and without the Son no one can approach the Father.
For the recognition of the Father is the Son, and the recognition
of the Son is through the Holy Spirit, but the Son gives the
Spirit, in accordance with His function, following the good
pleasure of the Father, to those whom the Father will have
and as the Father will.'

This positive statement is borne out by the nega-
tive statements in the adversus Hcerescs. In III.

xviii. 1 (ed. Harvey) he refers to bapti.sin as the
potestatem regenerationis in Deum, and identifies

it with the gift of the Holy Spirit. Similarly in
I. xiv., when speaking of the Marcosian heresy in
relation to baptism, he implies that baptism is the
diroXirTpwffis ToO XpiffTou KaTeXddvTos, which the Mar-
cosians regarded as a separate rite, though his
own phrase is again rod (iairTl(T//.aTos -rjs els Oebv

dvayevvr]atO}%.
The two important pieces of information con-

cerning the practice of baptism conveyed in these

passages are (1) the use of the trine formula, which
for the first time is connected definitely with Mt 28'* ;

and (2) the use of a Confession of Faitli, as dis-

tinct from any moral or ethical vow. The allusions
to this Confession in adversus Hcnreses, I. i. 20 and
I. ii. 1 identify it with an early form of the Sym-
bolum Romanum ; and the passage quoted above
from the 'Aw65ei^is, ch. 3, suggests that Irenieus de-
rived it from the teaching of those Presbyters of
Asia Minor to whom he so often alludes. 'iMie fact
mentioned above (7), that Justin also seems to show
signs of a knowledge of the Si/mbolum Bomanum,
suggests that the \6yos of the Apostles to which he
alludes in Apol. i. 61 may be the same writing or
tradition of the Presbyters as that referred to by
Irenfeus.

(9) Tertullian. — This writer tells us more
about the practice and doctrine of baptism than
any previous authority.

(a) The practice.
— This is summed up in de

Corona, 3 :

'

Aquam adituri ibidem sed et aliquanto prius in ecclesia sub
antistitis manu contestamur nos renuntiare diabolo et pompae
et angelis ejus. Dehinc ter mergitamur aniplius aliquid re-

spondentes quam dominus in evangelio determinavit. Inde
suscepti lactis et mellis concordiam pra^gustanuis, exque ea die
lavacro quotidiano per totam hebdomadem abstinemus.'

But this sketch Avas not intended to be complete,
being given only as a proof that catholic practice
outran Scripture, and must be supplemented by
numerous allusions in other books. From these
we can form the following scheme for the practice
of baptism in the Church of Africa in the time of

Tertullian.

(a) There was a preliminary period of preparation by
fasting, vigils, and confession (cf. de Bapt. 20 :

'

Ingressuros
baptismum orationibus crebris jejuniis et geniculationibus
et pervigiliis orare oportet et cum confessione omnium retro
delictorum ').

(/3) A public renunciation of the devil before the head of
the community (antistes) followed (cf. de Cor. 3), at which
sponsors or a sponsor were also present (de Bapt. 18). This
' renunciatio

' seems to take the place of the moral vow implied
by 1 Peter, Justin Martyr, and the Didache. As it is practically
certain that Tertullian was acquainted with the S>jmhohnn
Apostolicum, it is probable that this also formed part of the

baptismal rite ; but there appears to be no definite statement to
that effect in Tertullian.

(y) The name of God was invoked on the water, in order to

give it the power of sanctifj'ing those who were baptized (de
Bapt. 4) : see passages quoted below.

(S) Trine inunersion in the trine name (cf. de Cor. 3 6c and
adv. Prax. 26 :

' nam nee semel sed ter ad singula nomina in

personas singulas tinguimur').
(e) Immediately after coming out of the water unction was

administered (de Bapt. 7 :
' Exinde egressi de lavacro per-

unguimur benedicta unctione de pristina disciplina, qua ungui
oleo de cornu in saccrdotio solebant,' etc.).

(0 There followed the laying on of hands (de Bapt. 8) :

' Dehinc nianus imponitur per benedictionem advocans et
invitans spirituni sanctum').

(tj) After tliis there was a ceremonial tasting of milk and
hoiioy (de Cor. 3 :

' Inde suscepti lactis et mellis concordiam
pra>gustanuis,' and adv. Marc. 1. 14: 'sed ille quidem usque
nunc nee aquam reprobavit creatoris qua suos abluit . . . nee
mellis et lactis societatem qua suos infantat'), followed by
abstinence from washing for the whole of the next week (de
Cor. 3 :

'

exque ea die lavacro quotidiano per totam hebdomadem
abstinemus'). The minister of this ceremony w.as usually
the bishop or, with his sanction, the presbyters and deacons ;

but this was a 'right of order' not 'of necessity,' and every
Christian man (but not woman) miglit baptize in case of need
(de Bapt. 17 :

' Dandi quidem habet jus summus sacerdos qui
est episcopus ; dehinc presbyteri et diaconi, non tamen sine

episcopi auctoritate, propter ecclesiw honorem, quo salvo salva

pax est. Alioquin etiam laicis jus est. Quod enim ex a;quo
accipitur ex ajquo dari potest . . . proinde et baptismus a;que
dei census ab omnibus exerceri potest'). No special time was
necessary for baptism, but Easter and Whitsun ^^•ere especially
suitable (cfe Bapt. 19 :

' Diem baptismo sollemniorem Pascha
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pra^stat . . . exinde I'c-ijtccostc oniiiiuiifiis lavacria hctissiniuin

spatiuin est. . . . Ceterum oiiinis dies domiiii est, oinnis hora,

oiniie leminis habile baptismo ; si de solleiniiitate interest, de

gratia niliil refcrt ')• _ ,,. ,
.

(b) The doctrine of i'7/^^'?/».—Tertullian s
vie\ys,

tliougli in the niaiu the same as those of earlier

writers, show a devcloinueiit on certain points.

Baptism is the source of salvation and of forgive-

ness of sins, a regeneration, and a gift of the Holy
Spirit. But the following points are elaborated :—

(a) The (lueslion is raised in tlie dc Baptismo 3-6 why and

how sanctilication was to l)e foiiml in l)aptisni. The answer

jfiven by Terlullian is too Ions? to quote in full, but the argu-
ment is as follows :—There was from the begiiniing a special

affinity between water and the spirit, which had hovered over

it at the Creation (Gn 12), and the same spirit returns to the

water if Goil Ije invoked, and so !,'ives it the power of imparting
eanctification. He argues that there is no reason for doubting
this, seeing that it is generally recognized that water is fre-

<|uently the means by which evil spirits entrap unwary men.

Moreover the incident of the pool of Bethsaida (Hethesda) in

Jn 51-9 led him to think that the sanctilication of the water

was effected by an angel who desiended for the purpose. It is

not plain, nor is it for the present purpose material, how far

Tertullian identified this angel with the Spirit itself (cf. Adam,
' Lehre v. d. hi. Geist in Hernias und Tertullian

'

in the Theul.

Quttrtalschn/t, Jan. 1900).

(/3) The distinction between cleansing from sin and the gift

of the Spirit, which is made in Acts, is emphasized, and a

further distinction is introduced between tlie cleansing of the

soul and of the body. The body is cleansed from sin by the

water, the soul by the ' answer '

of the candidate (de Resrm:
Cam. 48 [where it is argued that ba]>tism implies a resurrection

of the flesh]: 'ani?na enim non lavatione sed responsione
sancitur '). The gift of the Spirit in baptism is connected with

the laying on of hands and not with the water {de Bapt. 6 and
8: 'non quod in aquis spiritum sanctum consequamur, sed in

aqua emundati sub angelo spiritui sancto pra^paramur . . .

dehinc manus imponitur. . . . Tunc ille sanctis.simus spiritus

super emundata et benedicta corpora libens a patre descendit

. . .'). The ' benedicta' in the last phra.se explains the meaning
attached by Tertullian to the unction : it blessed the body (and
sacramentillly the soul) of the candidate just as the water
cleansed it, and so prepared it for the gift of the Spirit.

(y) Tertullian held strong views as to the proper recipients
of baptism. These were due to his belief that sin after baptism
was eitlier unforgivable (only martyrdom could atone for some
Bins [cf. de Pud. UJ), or at least exceedingly dangerous (cf. e.g.

de Bapt. S :

'

Itaque igni [so. nmndus] destinatur, sicut et homo
qui post baptismuni delicta restaurat '). The result was that

he objected to child baptism as dangerous both to the child

and to the sponsors (d« Bapt. 18 :

'

Itaque pro cuiusque

personsB condicione ac dispositione etiam a;tate cunctatio

baptismi utilior est, pracipue tamen circa ^>arvulos . . .')• For
the same reason he dissuaded the unmarried and widows from

bajitism (de Bapt. 18: 'non niinore de causa innupti quoque
procrastinandi in quibus tentatio pra^parata est tarn virginibus

per maturitatcm quam viduis per vacationem, donee aut nubant
aut continentiiR corroborentur'). The suggestion of his words
is that he would not countenance the marriage of the baptized,
a position maintained later on in Edessa by Aphraates, but was

willing to baptize those who were already married—unlike

Marcion, who would consent to baptize only those who were
unmarried or had divorced their wives.

(5) In two passages (de Resurr. Carn. 48, and adv. Marcion.
6. 10) Tertullian speaks of the reference in 1 Co 1529 to a baptism
for the dead. In the former place he uses it as an argument for

the resurrection of the Uesh :

' certe ilia prajsuniptione hoc eos

instituisse contendit qua alii etiam carni ut vicarium baptisma
profuturum existimarent ad spem resunectionis, quai nisi

corporalis non alias sic baptisniate corporali obligaretur.' Here
there is nothing to show whether Tertullian was actuall.v

acquainted with a vicarious baptism for the dead, but the

suggestion of the other passage is that he had no such know-

leoge. Here he uses the same argument in favour of a material

resurrection, but prefaces the following obscure statement :

'quid, ait, facient qui pro mortuis baptlzantur si niortui non

resurgunt? Viderit institutio ilia. Kalendac si forte Februariae

respondebunt illi pro mortuis petere. Noli ergo apostolum
novum statim auctorem aut confirmatorem eius denotare, ut
tanto magis sisteret carnis resurrectionem, quanto illi qui vane

pro mortuis baptizarentur fide resurrect ionis hoc facerent.'
In view of the generally affirmative sense of 'si forte' in

Tertullian, it seems probable that he means that St. Paul
was using an argument from the Roman custom of special
sacrifices for the departed (cf. Oehler's note, ad loc.), and this
renders it improbable that Tertullian was acquainted with any
contemjwrarj' Christian custom of baptism for the dead.

(f) The question of heretical baptism first appears in Ter-
tullian. He did not recognize it as in any sense valid, and a
heretic who afterwards joined the Church was re-baptized
(de Pud. 19 :

' unde et apud nos ut ethnico par immo et super
ethnicum hajreticus etiam per baptisma verit-atis utroque homine
purgatus admittitur'; de Bapt. 15: 'Hseretici autem nullum
nahent consortium nostrje

disciplinse, quos extraneos utique
testatur ipsa ademptio commumcationis. Non debeo in illis

cognoscere q^uod niihi est prseceptuni, quia non idem deus
est nobis et illis, ncc unus Christus, id est idem, idecKiue nee
baptismus unus quia non idem, quern cum rite non habent

sine dubio non halicnt . . .
'

;
cf . also de Prcr.-n'r. Ucer. 12).

It should be noted that the de Baptismo prol)ably lielonjfs
to the pre-Montanist period of TertuUian, while the de Pud. is

Montanist.

(10) Clement of Alexandra.—CkMnent does
not so frequently discuss baptism as do some of

the other writers, but his standpoint seems to be
similar to theirs. The chief passages in which lie

deals with baptism are in tlie Fa:dagogus. He
draws a parallel between the baptism of Clirist

and that of Christians, and claims that each had
the same eflect. Christ, on the side of His human
nature, was regenerated in baptism and made per-
fect by the regeneration ; so also witii Christians :

TO a aitTO (TvuPaivei ToiiTO ical irepl T)jiia?, wi' ye'yoi'ei' v7roypa(fi»}
6 Kiipios' ^aTTTi^'o/ifi'Oi <l)ioTii6ne6a, (fiuiTi^Ofievoi vionoiOviifBa,

viojrotou/xerot TcAeiov/xe^a, reAetou/jtei'Ot aTra^ai'ttTi^o/xe^a 'ey(u'

i/)r]crt'

'

(Xna, Seot eerxe (cal viol vi/d'cTTOv navm'
'

KoKeirai Si iroX-

Aa;^ws TO epyop toOto, xapiafxa. kol (^i6Tt<rjuta Kai. reKeov Kol

XovTpov (Peed. 1. 6, the whole of which chapter is important for

defining Clement's attitude).

But Clement's chief interest was directed to

proving not so much that baptism was the beginning
of the new life as that it was complete, in oppo-
sition to the Gnostics, who introduced a series of

stages. Of course, Clement did not mean to ex-

clude the idea of progress, but only to assert that

baptism was the dividing line bet\\een two states

essentially differing from each other. Probably
the doctrine of Tertullian as to the relation between
the water and the Sjiirit would not have been

strange to Clement. He argues that there is a

special reason for water in baptism, because of its

power of mixing with milk, which represents the

Logos, and thinks that the union of the Logos
with baptism is similar to that of milk with
water :

Koi fiv 6 Ao'yos €xci Trpbs to ^dn-Tto'/ia KOi-vioviav, ravTTjV exfi.

TO ydAa ttji' o'vfaAAayT)!' Trpo! to vSwp, Se'^eTat ydp ij.6vov ruiv

vypttiv rouTO koI Tr\v npo^ to vSwp jat'^ti/ cir't KO-Oapcriv irapaXafx-

^avonevov KaOdnep to ^aTTTKr/ia errl d<^e'(rei d^apriwi' (Pced. 1. 6,

p. 120, ed. Stahlin).

Similarly in Protrep. 10 (p. 72, ed. Stiihlin) he

speaks of the I'Sw/) \oyiK6v. Yet it must be ad-

mitted that it is not easy to say precisely what was
Clement's view as to the exact relation between

symbols and their signification ; there is room for

a good monograph on his sacramental doctrine.

Clement, like Tertullian, did not recognize the

baptism of heretics as genuine. This is proved by
an exegesis of Pr 9"** :

eiTa cTTH^wvet 'outw ydp 5ia^>)(r7) vSuip dAAoxpioi'
'

to pdirTKTiJLa

olpeTLKov ovK oifteioi' koX ymjiriov iJSuip \oyiCo fj-ifrj (Strom, i. 19,

p. 62, ed. Stahlin).

On the question of repentance after baptism,
Clement takes a much more lenient position than
Tertullian or even Hernias. In the Quis dives

salvetnr (chs. 39-42) he devotes a long argument
to proving that genuine repentance and consequent
salvation is never too late, and supports it bv the

long and well-known story of St. John ana the

brigand captain.
ii. Amoa'G Heretics.—{I) Menander.—Men-

ander, who, according to Irenteus, was the suc-

cessor of Simon Magus, attributed to baptism the

power of conferring immortality.
Cf. Iren. i. 17 :

' Resurrectionem enim per id quod est in

eum baptisma accipere ejus discipulos et ultra non posse mori
sed perseverare non senescentes et immortales,' and Tert. de

Anima, 50 :
' Menandri Samaritani furor conspuatur dicentis

mortem ad suos non modo non pertinere, verum nee pervenire.
In hoc scilicet se a superna et arcana potestate legatum, ut

immortales et incorruptibiles et statim resurrectionis compotes
flant qui baptisma ejus induerint.'

It is, however, difficult to think that a view of

this kind could have long endured ; that bajttism,
in a certain sense, conveyed immortality was a

generally received Christian teaching, and possibly
Menander did not mean much more than this.

(2) The Valentinians.—The main authority
for the doctrine of these heretics is the Exccrpta
Theodoti of Clement of Alexandria. The whole

passage, Exc. Thcod. 76-86, is most instructive, and

is the most important extant passage for deter-
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mming the doctrine of baptism as it existed among
the Valentinians, or, indeed, any other heretics,

for it differs from the evidence of almost all other

writers in being extracted from heretical writings,

and not from orthodox polemical books.

Baptism is an avay€vinj<Ti.<;. By its means we are born into

the world dominated by Father, Son, and Spirit, and so become

superior to all other powers. It is also a death to the previous
life ;

but this refers to the soul (i/^vxi?), not to the body (cru/xi).

Up to the time of baptism man is under the control of Fate

(eifiopufVij), but bv baptism and yvuxm he is released from this

control, and the verdict of astrologers (which is recognized as

valid for the rest of mankind) is rendered unimportant. The

baptized person is, through regeneration by Christ, taken up
into the Ogdoad. It was further explained that as the water

of baptism quenched to ai<r8T)Tbi' nvp, the invisible part could

quench the vorrrov irvp. So far as the rite is concerned, we are

told that fasting and prayer are desirable before baptism in

order to prevent the entrance of evil spirits in addition to the

Holy Spirit. From ch. 22 of the Ezcerpta Thcodoti it also

appears that the rite of baptism contained an imposition of

hands, and that the formula used ended with the phrase eis

KvTpoxTiv ayyeAiKTJi/ (for a formula used by the Marcosians

containing this phrase see below). The doctrine underlying
this is that the angels, with whom we are in some way con-

nected, have been baptized for us ; and this explanation is given
to 1 Co 1529—in which the '

they
'

refers to the angels, and
' the dead '

for whom thev are baptized is mankind.

(3) The Marcosians.—The authorities for these

heretics are Irenseus and Hippolytus. They be-

longed to the Valentinian school, and, like the

class of heretics who are represented later in a

more developed form by the Pistis Sophia, did

not merely, as Marcion, allow a repetition of

baptism in case of sin, but had actually two forms

differing from each other in function. Their first

baptism was not a means of regeneration ; it

merely had the negative function of the forgiveness
of sin, and is described in Iren. I. xiv. 1 as a

baptism rod (paivo/x^vov 'Irjaov d(p€a€ws afiapriuv. The
second baptism was called dTroXi'rpwo-is, and accord-

ing to Hippolytus was regarded as raising those

who participated in it above the power of sin, even

though they committed it (. . . €vk6\ovs fih elvai.

Sidd^as irpbs to d[J.apTdv€iv, aKivSiivovs 5i did rb elvai r^s

reXetas Svvdfiews, Kal /xerex"" '''V^ dvevvoriTov e^ovcrias,

oh Kal fxerd rb ^dTTTiff/J-a erepov iirayyeWovTai 5 KoXovcriv

diro\vTpw(nv . . . Hippol. Befut. vi. 41). The

justification for this was found, as Marcion found
his for a renewed baptism, in Lk 12'** ('I have a

baptism,' etc.) ;
and the references in the Epistles

to an ctTroXi^r/owcrts ev XpLarip 'Irjaou were explained
as references to this sacrament (Iren. I.e.). This
'

redemption
' was regarded as the same as that of

the Spirit which entered Jesus at His baptism, and
was the power of regeneration and of entrance
into the Pleroma (X^yovcri S^ ai)Tr\v dvayKalav ehai

TOis TTjv T^Xeiav yvQatv eL\ri<p6i7iv, iva els T7]v inrep

irdvTO. dufafxiv dcriv dvayeyevvTjfievoL' dXXws ydp d5vva,Tov

ivTos irXripiliixaTO'i elffeKdelv, ^ireLdrj avr-q icrrlv i) eis rb

§ddos [tov ^vdov] Kardyovcra avrov?, Iren. ^.c).

As to the rite itself there seems to have been
no uniformity of practice. Iren?eus distinguishes
seven varieties, and leaves it quite uncertain what
was the relationship subsisting between them
(Iren. I. xiv. 2).
The seven varieties are as follows : (a) A ceremony referred

to as a spiritual marriage. There is no definite statement that
a water-baptism formed part of it, and perhaps the contrary is

to be inferred from the general drift of Irenajus's language.
(6) A ceremony of baptism with the formula Eis oiona ayraxTTou
Trarpb? Tutv oAojr, et? aK-^deiav iirjTepa. iravrcoVf eis toi' KareKOovra

et5 *l7)(T0ui', fi9 evuxTLV KoX a.TToKvTpiouiV KoX KOivuiviav Tdv

lvviixf(av. (c) In another circle a Hebrew or Syriac formula
was used, of which the text is very corrupt in Irenaeus, but the

meaning, according to Harvey's re-construction, was 'in the

name of the Wisdom of the "Father, and of Light, which is

called the Spirit of Holiness, for the Angelic Redemption.'
It is not stated whether this formula was used in connexion
with water; but it probably was. (d) Irena;us gives an im-

portant extract from the rites of a fourth, but his meaning is

not clear, and the Sj-riac words are difficult to re-construct

(see Harvey's note); it is therefore best to give the text:

'AAAot Se iraXiv tt\v KvTpojcri-v fTTiKiyovinv oi/Tios" to ovofxa to

oiroKeKpUfifie'i'Ov anb Trajrrfi SeoTTjTOS, koI Kvptdnjjos, koi
oA^Seia?,

o iveSviTOLTO 'IrjiTOVs 6 NafapTji-bs iv Tai? f(oai5 toO (^(dtos toO

Xpio-TOU, XpitTTOV (SiVTOi St-O. TTvni^iaTOS ayiov eU XvTpuxTiv ayyeKi-

mjv. "Ovop-a to r»)S icaTao-Tao-ews
• Meao-i'a ovti>ap(y vapep.\paiiiav

XoASat'a;' p.o<Top.r)&aAa aK<t>pav(iJ. \l/aova 'ItjctoG Na^api'a. »cal tout&ii'

fie ep/tit/i'eto eorl TOiavnj' oil Siaipia to nvevpLO., -niv Kop&Cav ica>

TTji" iiTrepovpai'toi' Si/vofiii' ttiv o'lKTippLOva- 6vaCp.riv rov bvop-aro^

aov, 2u)Ti|p oAijSeias. kol ravra pjkv iiTik4yov<riv ot ovtoI

TtAovi'Tes. 'O hi TerfKeiTp-evoi a.n-o/cptVeT<u- fffT^piynat, icat

AeXvTpcojiat, (tal KvTpovpax ttji' ^vyi^v pov airo toO
axuiyoi toutou,

Koi 7ra»'T(ov rtov Trap avTOv ^v T<iJ oyoparL rov 'lau, 09 fKvTpunraTO

n)v il/vxnv avTov ei? aTroAvTOiocrii' €v T(iJ XpiOTti Tci ^uvtl. Etra

€Tn\€yov(riv oi jrapdcTes" EipTjio) Trao'ii', ei^' ous to oi'op.a tovto

cn-acoiraueTOi' en-eiTa p.vpi'fou<7t Tor TereKeo'pei'ov tu 6;r<i) Tcfi airo

PaKtrapov [TuOTro^oiAtra^iw]' to yap pvpov tovto rvrrov ttjs VTrep Ta

dXa evwSios 'eXvai \eyovo-iv. Vt hatever the precise meaning of

this extract may be, it is clear that the service bore a marked
resemblance to Catholic practice.

There is the use of a formula

'in the name of
'

; a service of question and answer alternating
between the administrator and the recipient of the rite ;

unction ;
and apparently at an earlier part of the ceremony water-

baptism. This last point is rendered probable by the beginning
of the next section. («) A fifth party rejected water, but used

instead an unguent of water and oil, with a formula similar

to those given above, and also using balsam. (/) A sixth

party rejected the whole ot the outward ceremony, and said

that knowledge alone was the true Redemption, (^r) Finally,

there were those who in other respects seem to have agreed with

those mentioned above as the fifth party, but deferred baptism
until after death. Epiphanius perhaps thought that this must
mean ' in articulo mortis

'

(Epiph. xxxvi. 2), but the text of the

Latin Irenaeus is clear :
' Alii sunt qui niortuos redimunt ad

flnem defunctionis, mittentes eorum capitibus oleum et aquam,'
etc. (Iren. i. xiv. 4) ; for

' mortuos ' can only mean dead, and
Theodoret (HE i. 11) alludes to the same practice. The object
of this was to safeguard the soul of the dead person in its

journey through the realm of the spirit-world. This view may
be paralleled with the Pistis Sophia, and seems to have Egyptian
affinities.

(4) The Carpocratians. — Irenaeus (I. xx. 3)

says of these heretics : ro&roov nvis Kal Kavryipid'govat

Tovs Idiovs fiadriTai iv rots OTricrw jxipecn rod XojSoO rov

deploy (iris. It seems probable that this was an

attempt to provide a literal fulfilment of the

promise of a baptism with the Holy Spirit aud
with Fire.

(5) Marcion. — The evidence for Marcion is

given by Tertullian and Epiphanius. According
to Tertullian {adv. Marc. iv. 11), Marcion 'morti

aut repudio baptisma servat,' which seems to mean
that he refused baptism excej^t to those who were

prepared to put away their wives, or were at the

point of death. The reason for this pro\dsion was
that Marcion's doctrine led him to exclude married

life. Epiphanius [adv. Hcer. I. xlii. 3) says that

Marcion admitted a second and third baptism in

case of sin after baptism {JeiearLv %w% rpiihv Xovrpwy,

Tovriari ^airTia-ixGiv,
els &(peaiv dfiapTiuv didSaOaL).

He adds that Marcion had himself been obliged

to make use of this provision, and that a Scripture
basis was found in Lk 12^" {^airTicrdels 6 Krjpios virb

rod 'ludvvov ^Xeye rots pLadrjrals, /SdTrrtffytta ^X'^ ^airrLcr-

Orjvai. . , . Kal oiiroj rb dLddvai irXeLu ^avria/j-ara

idoyfj-driaev). Esnik, an Armenian writer, also

attributes vicarious baptism to him.

(6) Tertullians opponents.—From the lan-

guage used by Tertullian in the de Baptismo it is

clear that there was a party which denied the

necessity of baptism. One of them he identifies

[de Bapt. i. 1) with the Cainites, but it does not

follow that this applies to them all. From his

treatise we can re-construct, at least partially,

their arguments.
The following can be distinguished :—(a) The Lord Himself

did not baptize (see the reply in de Bapt. 11). (b) The Apostles

were never baptized (answered in de Bapt. 12). (c) Baptism
is not necessary to those who have faith, as Abraham had

(answered in de Bapt. 13). (d) St. Paul says :

'

Christ sent me
not to baptize

'

(answered in de Bapt. 14).

(7) The Acts of Thomas.—This curious docu-

ment probably represents views and practices
which obtained in the neighbourhood of Edessa

towards the close of the 2nd century. It is doubt-

ful whether they come from an orthodox circle,

and it is perhaps probable that they represent the

views of Bardesanes.
The following accounts of baptism are to be found :—(a) In

chs. 20-27, the baptism of King Gundaphorus and his brother

Gad. Of this the text presents two recensions. The shorter

(probably a ' Catholic
'

version) only relates the fact ;
it men-

tions the water and the trine formula. The longer (apparently

Gnostic) does not mention water, but only an anointing with
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oil, which is called <T<|)payi?. The foniiula which is used is :

e\8i t6 ovioi' oi-o/ia tou Xpi<rToO to t"rt-p vav ovofMo.- e\9i ri

Siivaiiit Tou iiiia-TOV icoi 17 (v<nr\ayxvia. t] reKtia- iKBi to xap'crfia

TO vi/zio-Tov IkOi 71 fjiTiTTip r; ev(r7rAayx>'05' fAfle
ij

icoiroji'ia toO

appffoc <ASe ^ to. /iucr-nipia oTroicaAiJTrTOUcrff. Ta an6Kpv(j>a- e\8(

T) iJ.r)n)p Ti^v (TTTa oIkuji' 'ua t| ai'ajrauo-i.'t O'ou eU TOk o-ySoo;' oiKOi/

yttirra'' '^6e 7rp(0^vT«po! Toil- TreVTe /xeAioi', vobs evroiot <t>povnj-

<T«w? (V9vM'i<^"^5 Aoyia/iiou, kou-wi'tjo-oi' ^kto. toutuji' rcoi'i'faiTe'pioi'-

i\di TO aytoi' jrvfu/ia (cal Ka8dpi(TOV ToiiJ ve<f)povi avriov Kai rrji'

KapSiav, Kcil enKT'i'pa.yi.tTOV avTOvs eU ofOpK" iraTpb? <cal vioO <tai

oyc'ou nrtvMaTos. After this baptism the Eucharist followed

immediately.

(b) In ch. 121 Mygdonia is baptized in the trine name, and
the Eucharist follows immediatelj'.

(c) In chs. 131-133 is the account of the baptism of Siphor.
Here we are griven a valuable statement of the doctrine of

baptism : to ^a.mKTP'a. toOto a.iiapTi.tZv i<TT\v a.<t>c<ri.i' toCto

avaffw^ <^u)S irepieKxyvonevov tovto avayevva TOi' veov dvOpwnov-
TOiis ai^<07rou5 iJ.eiyvvov ircevna Kaivovv ypvxriv, actOTui/ Tpio'(Tco!

Koivov avOpuiiTov, Kai eo"Tt koiviovov tiui' o^apTiali' a.({ieatws. So
far as the rite is concerned, it consists of unction with the

formula 2ol £<5fa t) t<ov (TTT\dy\i'iov ayaTrrj- <to'l So^a. to tou

XpioToO ofOfxa' o'ol So^a r) ev XpicrTa! Svvaim tSpu/iieVi). After

this follows baptism in water (for' which purpose a basin

l(rKa<{>r)v] is used—so that submersion was not practised) in

the trine name, and finally the Eucharist.

(ti) In chs. 157-158 is the account of the baptism of Ouazenes,
Tertia, and Mnesara. The main features are the same : first,

unction with oil (over which the name of Jesus has been

invoked) with the formula— 'Ei' ovopLari crov, 'Ij)<roO Xpio-Tf,

y«vi(rOoi rai^ \lfvx<ui TavTat? ct9 dtfteaiv apLopruav Kat ei? arro-

TpoTriji' ToO ivavriov KoX eii crwTTjpc'ai' tiZv ^vxiZv aiiTioy ; secondly,

baptism in water in the trine name ; and, thirdly, the
Eucharist. It is noteworthy, in view of TertuUian's protest
against the custom of baptism by women, that Mygdonia, not
Judas ThoniM, anoints the women.

Thus it would seem that the circle of Christians
whose practice is represented by the Acts of
Thovuts used a form of baptism in which unction
with an elaborate formula of consecration pre-
ceded baptism, properly so called, in the trine

name, and that the Eucharist always followed

immediately. Tlie unction with oil was more
important than the water-baptism—so much so

that in ch. 26 tlie latter is not mentioned at all.

It is even possible that the references to water-

baptism in the other passages are interpolations.
The doctrinal ideas wliich play the greatest part
are regeneration, forgivene.ss of sin, a new life,

and the gift of the Spirit, whicli seem to be com-
municated directly through the imction. It is

also noticeable that the Acts of Thomas regards
baptism and married life as incompatible.
bummary of 1st and 2nd centuries.—The data

supplied by the preceding paragraphs give the
material for making certain generalizations as to

the practice and doctrine of baptism, during the
1st and 2nd centuries. It is, of course, the special

object of an Encyclopjedia article to give informa-
tion rather than draw conclusions ; but attention

may be directed to the following points, which seem
to be cardinal :

—
(1) The information given as to the practice of

baptism is, as a rule, incidental, and never quite
explicit ; yet the main features are fairly clear.

As might have been expected, the rite gradu-
ally became more and more complicated. The
earliest form, represented in the Act*, was simple
immersion (not necessarily submersion) in water,
the use of the name of the Lord, and the laying
on of hands. To these were added, at various
times and places which cannot be safely identified,
(a) the trine name (Justin), (b) a moral vow (Justin
and perhaps Hermais, as well as already in the NT
in 1 Peter), (c) trine immersion (Justin), (d) a
confession of faith (Irenajus, or perhaps Justin),
(e) unction (TertuUian), (/) sponsors (Tertullian),
(^7) milk and honey (TertuUian). There was also,
no doubt, an infinite variety of expansion in detail,
especially amon^ heretical sects (cf. especially the
Marcosians), and there were probably fixed forms
for the administration of the sacraments, of which
traces may be seen even in this period (Justin,
Tertullian, and especially the Didache), but the
existing baptismal services strictly belong to the
3rd century.

(2) As to the doctrine of ba[)tism we have more
information, though here also much of it is in-

cidental. The dominant ideas were those of for-

giveness of sin, regeneration, and the gift of the

Holy Spirit. To some extent these three ideas

may be
fairly

described as three ways of regarding
baptism ratiier than as three separate benefits
conferred by it. In baptism, the Christian passes
from one sphere of life to another. He is born

again to another world, and, whereas in the world
which he leaves he was under the control of sin,
evil spirits, and fate,* in the world which he enters
he is under the control of the Holy Spirit. So far
is this view caiTied, that baptism can be spoken
of as a resurrection, though, as a rule, the gift
conferred in baptism was regarded eschatologically
so far as its complete realization was concerned
(see the use of a-^payU in II Clem., p. 385'' above).

Tlie change eii'ected by baptism was attributed
to the ' name ' and to the water, which were

regarded as actually effective and not merely
symbolic. This view is strange to modem minds,
esi^ecially to Protestants, but it was part of the
common stock of ideas of the 2nd cent., among
heathen and Christians alike. A somewhat sub-
ordinate part is usually played by the laying on
of hands and by unction ; but probably both of

these were regarded as cardinal in some places (see

especially Tertullian and the Acts of Thomas).
The general theory which underlies these views
seems to be the well-known belief that by using
the correct name it was possible to exercise the

power of the bearer of the name. By this means
the Spirit was brought into the water (in the Acts

of Thomas into the oil) and thus communicated to

the baptized person. The clearest expression of

this view is found in Tertullian, but in a more
or less developed form it was no doubt univer.sal,

except among a few heretics [e.g. TertuUian's

opponents, and some of the Marcosians).
As the rite became more complicated, there was

a tendency to connect various details with various
sides of the doctrine. Especially was this so with

regard to the laying on of hands ; this, at least

sometimes, was peculiarly connected with the gift
of the Spirit, and the effect of the immersion in

water was limited to the forgiveness of sins (see

especially TertuUian, and compare the same ten-

dency even earlier in the Acts). But this distinc-

tion was probably never universal, or to any large
extent the subject of discussion.

In its crudest form the theory of baptism was
quite unethical ; and there are many traces among
early writers that they were aware of this difficulty.
None of them, however, really succeeded in doing
more than putting ethical requirements side by
side with their sacramental theories, and demand-
ing both without really co-ordinating them intel-

ligibly (cf. Hernias and the development of the
moral vow of which the first traces can probably
be found in 1 Peter).

In connexion with the name (which maj' mean
one or more names) the question of formula arises.

The earliest known formula is
' in the name of the

Lord Jesus,' or some similar phrase ; this is found
in the Acts, and was perhaps stUl used by Hernias,
but by the time of Justin Martyr the trine formula
had become general. It is possible that tlie older

formula sur^-ived in isolated communities, but there
is no decisive contemporary evidence. The ten-

dency was all the other way, and it is probable
that there were in use many formulae of an elabor-

ate nature (see the Marcosians and the Acts of
Thomas). The difficulty is to distinguish between

* The question of Fat« will receive a full treatment in a

separate article. Justin and orthodox writers generally were
inclined to deny its influence, but some Gnostics recognized
its supremacy over the unbaptized (Theodotus in Clement of

Alexandria).
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the formula properly so called, aud what we should
now call the baptismal serv^ice attached to it.

Probably the truth is that this distinction was
somewhat foreign to the spirit of the 2nd cent. ;

it was only gradually that a difference began to
be made between the essential formula and other
words which were connected with it.

Starting from the belief that baptism was the

beginning of a new life, released from sin and
inspired by the Holy Spirit, men naturally were
forced to ask what was the relation of the regener-
ate person to sin. The earliest view was that sin

was excluded. Probably some even thought that
sin was impossible to the baptized, but at least

it is clear from the Epistle to the Hebrews that
sin after baptism was in some circles regarded
as irremediable. Practical experience must soon
have shown that if this view were held few could

hope to see salvation, and the problem which thus
arose was dealt with in diverse ways. The most
ob\'ious solution was to re-baptize those who
sinned. This view was adopted by the school

opposed to that of the writer of the Epistle to

the Hebrews, and was common to most of the
Gnostic sects (see e.g. Marcion). In the orthodox

(as they afterwards came to be) circles this \'iew

was always rejected, and the difhculty was met
in two ways—by the introduction of the theory
of ixerdvoia,, rapidly developing into Penance, and

by the attempt to distinguish between deadly and
venial sin (cf. especially Hermas and 1 John).

Among the practical results of this difficulty Avas

the tendency, which long survived, to postpone
baptism until death was approaching (cf. especially
Hermas and Tertullian ; similarly the Marcosians,
whose sacrament of

'

Redemption
' was partly a

repetition of baptism, partly a new rite that seems
sometimes to have postponed its reception to the
time of death). It would be an interesting subject
for study how far the Catholic practice of extreme
unction may once have been connected with a
similar view. It is, however, plain that this post-

ponement must sometimes have been carried too

far, and death anticipated baptism. Baptism for

the dead seems to have been practised by the
Marcosians in such cases, and there are a few
traces of a parallel custom of vicarious baptism.

Besides this line of development, which recog-
nized that sin after baptism was possible, there
was another Avhich denied that the regenerate were
able to sin. They were risen from death, and any
sin which their bodies might commit belonged to
the realm of death : it was thus indifferent, and
could not affect the risen life of the regenerate.
This theory, which was obviously likely to give
rise to the mldest excesses, is probably a partial
explanation of the charge of immorality often

brought against Christians. It appears from
Hippolytus that some of the Marcosians adopted
this view, and it is probable that the same is true
of the Carpocratians.
The relation of baptism to marriage is a cog-

nate question. Some sects certainly thought that

marriage was of tiie nature of sin, and rejected it

altogetlier (cf. especially Marcion and the Acts of
Thomas). The Church in general never seems to
have taken this view ; but Tertullian, probably even
in his pre-Montanist days, regarded marriage as

forbidden to those who had already been baptized.
In the earliest part of this period it seems prob-

able that baptism Avas regarded as a sacrament
which could be administered by all Christians,

though it was in practice doubtless reserved for

the head of the community (cf. Justin Martyr).
The line of thought, as mentioned above, repre-
sented in the Acts, which distinguished between
the actual immersion in water (which gave forgive-
ness of sins, and could be administered by every

Christian) and the laying on of hands (which gave
the Spirit, and was the prerogative of the Apostles),
perhaps survived only in

part.
Tertullian shows

that the doctrinal distinction was observed in the
African Church (it seems very doubtful if this was
true of every Church), but the evidence is not
clear that the distinction was made between the
ministerial rights of clergy and laity. In any case,
as it was certainly the practice for the clergy

—
not the laity

—to baptize, the question was not

likely to come to the front. But a similar problem
began to appear during the 2nd century. What
was the value of heretical baptism ? Tlie answer,
of course, turned on that given to the implied
previous question, '"What is a Christian?' The
2nd cent, writers did not really reach a more
advanced point than the affirmation that only
a Christian could give Christian baptism (the

attempt of Ignatius to confine the administra-
tion of the rite to the bishop and those whom
he licensed Avas really only a secondary result

of quite a different question), and the Catholic
Church triumphed in its attempt to exclude all

the heretical sects as non-Christian. Thus the
rule Avas more or less fixed that heretical baptism
Avas invalid, but ' heretical

' meant heretics such as

the Marcosians and other Gnostics, and the ques-
tion probably never became a burning one. Still

the principle Avas established, and became ex-

tremely important in the 3rd cent., when it Avas

applied to the quite different types of heresy Avhicli

then became predominant.
Literature.—There is no satisfactory book on the history of

early Christian baptism before the ^eat baptismal contro-

versy in the 3rd century. Useful information will be found in

Hofiing-, Das Sacrament d. Taiife, Erlangen, 1848 ; W.
Heitmiiller, Tm Nanien Jesii, Gottingen, 1903, and Taufe und
AbendmaM bei Pauhis, Gottingen, 1905 ; F. M. Rendtorff
Die Taufe im Urchristentum, Leipzig, 1905 ; W. Bousset,
Hauptprobleme der Gnosis, Gottingen, 1907 ; H. Windisch,
Taufe U7id Silnde im dltesten Christe:dum, Tiibingen, 190S.

KiESOPP Lake.
BAPTISM (Later Christian).—!. From the

second to the eighth century.
— ' Since the middle

of the second century the notions of baptism in

the Church have not essentially altered. The
result of baptism was universally considered to be

forgiveness of sins, and this pardon AA-as supposed
to effect an actual sinlessuess Avhich noAv required
to be maintained

'

(Harnack, Hist, of Dogma, Eng.
tr. vol. ii. p. 140). Baptism, in the AA'ords of

Firmilian, Avas the life-giAong bath {lavacrum
salutare), the second nativity : it involved the

Avashing away of the hlth of the old man, the

forgiveness of the old sins of death, the becoming
sons of God through a heavenly re- birth, the being
reneAved unto life eternal by the sanctitication of

the DiA'ine bath (see Ejy. 75, ap. Cyprian). Hoav
the nature and effects of regeneration Avere con-

ceived by some of the leading wi-iters in these

centuries Avill be discussed in a later paragraph.
The net result of the development of thought and

practice in this period Avas to define the essentials

of Bai^tism, and to laj' stress on the importance of

the ritual act, as itself conferring indispensable

spiritual blessings.
' In Baptism by the institution

of God, the material element of Avater, together
with the prescribed form of AA-ords, is used to confer

spiritual gifts
'

(Stone, Holy Baptism, p. 214). This

sentence from a modern writer adequately describes

the conviction Avhieh, Avitli increasing clearness,

controlled the mind of the Church subsequently to

the 2nd century.
I. TUE ISTIUSSIC VALUE OF TEE RITUAL ACT.

—This Avas emphasized principallj'- (a) in the dread

of repetition, (b) in the diminished importance
attaching to the administrator of the rite, (c) in the

tendency to regard conscious faith on the part of

the recipient as non-essential. The first two points
are evidenced mainly by the recognition of schis-
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I

matic and even of lieretical baptism as valid,

noviJed water was used, and the subjects were

aptized in the name of tlie Father and of the Son

and of the Holy Spirit. The third point most clearly

emerges in the ^rowinj,' custom of infant baptism.

(a) Tlie question of heretical bnptis)n was raised

acutely in the controversy between Cyprian and

Pope Stephen. In dealing with converted heretics,

ditlerent Churches followed divergent traditions.

The Koman Church required only that the return-

ing heretic be received with the laying on of hands.

Pope Stephen's position is summed up in the

sentence :

' Si quis ergo a quacumque ha;resi venerit

atl vos, nihil innovetur nisi quod traditum est, ut

manus illi imponatur in pcenitentiani
'

(Cyp. Ep. 74).

Tiie practice in Alexandria appears to have been

the same (Eus. vii. 2, 7). Firmilian, bp. of Caesarea

in Cappadocia, opposes the custom of Asia Minor
to the custom of the Romans. There it had always
been assumed that any baptism outside the Church
was invalid. Returning heretics were re-baptized,
or rather received true baptism for the first time.

At Carthage, the Koman custom seems to have

jirevailed (in spite of the attitude of Tertullian [see

above, p.
386 f.]), and Cyprian was making an

innovation when he insisted that all heretics should

be baptized on joining the Church (see Eus. HE
vii. 3, and note Cyprian's defence of truth against
custom in Epp. 70-76). The African bishops fol-

lowed Cyprian's lead.

The divergence in the customs of Rome and Asia may be
accounted for by the differing characters of the heresies with
which each had to deal. Asia Minor in particular and the East
in general were troubled with a variety of fantastic sects, and it

appears from a letter of Dionysius, in Eus. UE vii. 9, that some
who came over from heresy had the g'ravest mis^vings as to the
worth of the baptism they had received. The sects in the East

frequently adopted such peculiarities both in creed and practice
as to render the position of Firmilian natural, if not inevitable.

At Rome, on the other hand, the practical issue lay in the re-

admission of Novatians, who were schismatics rather than
herelicjj. They had broken from the Church on a question of

discipline. In matters of faith they were quite orthodox. Their

baptism did not seriously depart from the Church's model.
There was no difficulty in accepting,' such baptism as valid.

The central arguments advanced by Stephen and
his supporters were: (1) the appeal to tradition,
for which Stephen claimed Apostolic authority (cf.

Anon, cle Ecbaptismate, openmg) ; (2) the majesty
of the name of Jesus, which could not but be
efl'ective wherever and however pronounced. Thus

Cyp. in Ep. 74 states his adversaries' position as

follows :

' EU'ectum baptismi majestati nominis

tribuunt, ut qui in nomine Jesu Christi ubicumque
et quomodocumque baptizantur, innovati et sancti-

iicati judicentur
'

(cf. also Firmilian, Ep. "to, ap.

Gyp.). It is not clear that Stephen regarded
baptism 'in nomine Jesu Christi' as valid; but
the anonymous author of the de Jiebaptismatc ap-

parently accepted the use of the earlier foniiula as

sutticient.
' The invocation of the name of Jesus

ought never to seem vain to us, because of the
reverence due to it and the power that resides in it.'

Stephen was prepared to adopt the conclusion that,
where water and the correct formula were used,
the character and creed of the administrators
became a matter of indifference.

The positions laid down by the author of the de Rebapt. are
not necessarily representative of his side, but they deserve
notice. Ue held that heretical baptism did not of itself confer
the gift of tlie Spirit, but it created a possibility of spiritual
recepriveness which made its repetition superfluous. The im-
position of hands supplied all defects. He distin^ished baptism
with water from baptism with the Spirit ; and though withui the
Church the two were usually connected, they are clearly separ-
able in the NT, and m.iy be administered distinctly at all times ;

so that a man may receive water-baptism among the heretics,
and the baptism with the Spirit through the laying on of hands
at his entrance into the Church. He also claims that sound
faith in the administrator cannot be an essential to the validity
of water-baptism ; for the disciples baptized while the Lord was
with them, and while they understood His doctrine very im-
perfectly. The Divine name possesses peculiar powers, even
when invoked by men who do not believe. Strangers to Christ,
workers of iniquity, have cast out de\ils in His name. Conse-

quently the name, by whomsoever invoked in baptism, is of itself

operative, and a further invocation means reiterating baptism.
This distinction between water-baptism and baptism with the

Spirit really turned the flank of Cji^rian's position. He maiu-
tained that heretics could not give Christian baptism, because

they did not possess the Holy Spirit. To Cyprian, the Romans
seemed to be involved in the contradiction of asserting that a
man could be born spiritually in a community destitute of the

Spirit (i'p. 74). A valid baptism requires the invocation of the

Holy Spirit ; but it is impossible for heretics who do not possess
the Holy Spirit to call down His blessing on the water (Ep. 70).
H baptism is essentially spiritual, if it means regeneration, then
it is impossible outside the Church. Nor can it be contended
that the heretics hold the same faith. Even mere schismatics,
like the Novatians, are at bottom heretics, and do not hold
the same creed. Their baptismal confession does not coincide
with that of the Catholic Church ; for when they question the
candidate and say,

' Credis remissionem peccatorum et vitam
aet^rnam per sanctam ecclesiam?' then they lie, because they
have not the Church. The heretic and the schismatic cannot
bestow forgiveness of sins ; that is, their baptism cannot confer

any of the blessings associated with baptism. In other words,
they cannot baptize. There is only one baptism, that of the
Church ;

and so, Cyprian maintained, those who come over from

heresy are not re-baptized in the Church, but baptized (Ep. 71).

The controversy did not immediately arrive at a
definitive issue. The divergence of practice did

not at once disappear.
The Donatists in tlie 4th

century practically took their stand on Cyprian's
rejection of heretical baptism, and they seem at one
time to have represented national feeling in Africa.

But in general neither Cyprian's sweeping rejection
nor Stephen's indiscriminate acceptance received

the approval of the Church. The Catholic line was
that laid down in the Council of Aries (314), whose

eighth canon runs thus :

' De Afris quod propria

lege sua utuntur ut rebaptizent, placuit ut si ad
ecclesiam aliquis de haereticis venerit, interrogant
eum symbolum, et si perviderint eum in Patrem et

Filium et Spiritum Sanctum esse baptizatum,
manus ei tantum imponatur ut accipiat Spirituni
Sanctum. Quod si mterrogatus non responderit
banc trinitatem, baptizetur.' In this council the
African bishops, who sided with Caecilian ajrainst
the Donatists, abandoned Cyprian's attitude to-

wards heretical baptism. This rule eventually met
with general acceptance. In the East, at any rate

in Asia, it was reluctantly adopted (Cj-ril) and care-

fully applied. The title-deeds of any heretical

baptism were carefully scrutinized. Any departure
from orthodox custom, such as the Eunomians' sub-

stitution of one immersion for three, was eagerly
noted and condemned. Basil clearly leans to the

view of Firmilian and Cyprian, but grudgingly
admits the canonical validity of baptism by the

Cathari (see letter 1881 in '

Library of Post-Kicene
Fathers '). In the West, the rule was more readily

adopted and more graciously applied. The weight
of Augustine's authority was thrown on this side

(.see cle unico bapt. c. Fetil. ch. 3, for the main

principle).
The central significance of the whole controversy

lay (1) in the assumption, common to both parties,
that there can be only one baptism,* and that tliis

baptism is essential to salvation ; and (2) in the pro-

gress made towards establishing the objective val-

idity of the sacrament, defined as complete in the

use of the correct material and the orthodox fonnula.

(6) The Donatist controversy carried the insistence

on the objective validity of the sacrament still

further. The gist of the Donatist contention was
that the sacrament was invalidated by the misbelief

or misconduct of the administrator. More particu-

larly, the denial of the faith in time of persecution
rendered all the sacramental acts of such traitors

worthless. The Donatists followed Cyprian in

believing that the character of the administrator

affected the value of the rite. To admit this would

have thrown doubt on the sacramental life of the

past, and would have made the efficacy of the sacra-

ments depend upon men. The defenders of the

Catholic position would never consent to this conclu-
*
Ultimately this was disputed only by the obscure seol of

Uemerobaptists.
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sion. Optatus asserts unhesitatingly tlie essential

efficacy of the ritual act :

' The sacraments are holy
in themselves, not through men '

(' sacramenta jjer
SB esse sancta, non per homines,' de Schismate Don.
V. 4). The three essentials to baptism are the Holy
Trinity, the believer, and the administrator. But,
while the first two are indispensable, the last is

only 5'«ast-necessary. The administrator is not the
lord of baptism, but the agent: i.e. any admini
strator will serve the jjurpose (see Harnack, op. cit.

V. 45). Augustine took up a similar standpoint.
Baptism, as defined in the 8th canon of the Council
of Aries, confers an indelible stamp on the recipient,
which ipso facto requires no renewal. To suj)pose
that it does not is to do wrong to the sacrament, to

deny the power of God in it. It is impossible to

summarize here the numerous writings of Aug.
against the Donatists, but the following points may
be noted :

—
(1) Aug. ia clear that the use of water, together with the

words prescribed in the Gospel, suffices to make a valid baptism.
The correct episcopal benediction is not essential. Heretical

prayers may even be pernicious, but they cannot destroy the

efficacy of the sacrament, provided the Gospel words are em-
ployed (de Bapt. contra Don. vi. 25). Here Aug. distinctly
denies the importance attributed by Cyprian (see above) to the

cleansing of the water by a correct benediction.—(2) In accord-
ance with his own principles, Aug. regards lay baptism as valid.

He is inclined to assert that any one who has truly received

baptism
* can pass on the gift, though, of course, he distinguishes

the sacramentmn baptismi from the sacramentum dandi bap-
tistnum. But Aug. does not doubt that a layman who baptizes
in the name of the Trinity has conferred a valid baptism, whether
he acts under the pressure of necessity or not. If he acts in a
case of urgency, his action is at least pardonable, if not praise-
worthy. If he baptizes when there is no need for him to under-
take another man's office, his action is wrong, and may mean
damnation for baptizer and baptized alike, but none the less is

the baptism valid (contra Ep. Farm. ii. 13). This is an emphatic
statement of the comparative unimportance of the minister, and
of the all-importance of the ritual act.—(3) It is difficult to see
what Aug. understood by the stamp (xa.pa-K.rfip) conveyed in

baptism, but it seems to be a permanent possibility of spiritual
receptiveness, such as is suggested by the author of the de Re-
baptismate. At least, Aug. is prepared to concede this efficacy
to heretical baptism, because in itself the stamp does not connote
the spiritual blessings secured by baptism within the Church.
Heretical baptism conveys a something which is essential to sal-

vation,—this must be maintained, if the sacrament is not to
suffer wrong,—but the heretic derives no benefit from this posses-
sion so long as he remains a heretic. He possesses baptism, but
he does not possess it unto salvation. ' Aliud est non habere,
aliud non utiliter habere.' In fact, the stubborn heretic or
schismatic receives baptism, not to his profit, but to his eternal
loss. The man who has received heretical baptism carries about
with him a hidden treasure, which he can enjoy only in the
bosom of the Church. In this way Aug. was able to reconcile
his belief in the objective efficacy of the sacrament with his con-
viction that union with the Catholic Church could alone ensure
a saving use of baptismal grace.

The Donatist controversy thus completed the
development initiated in the dispute between
Cyprian and Stephen. The two essentials of

baptism, water and the Gospel formula, stand out
with increasing clearness, and the minister is re-

cognized to be of comparative unimportance.
(c) The insistence on the intrinsic efficacy of the

ritual act is further evidenced by the tendency to

regard conscious faith on the part of the recipient
ns non-essential. It is interesting to notice that
this was one of the points of dillerence between
the Manichaians and the Christians. To the
former, a baptism apart from conscious faith was
absurd.
There is an illunninating story in Aug.'s Confessiong, bearing

on this point. A sick friend of his was baptized while uncon-
scious. Aug., who was at the time under the influence of
Manichsean ideas, was ready to treat the matter as a joke,
thinking that he would laugh at a baptism which he had re-
ceived ' while utterly absent both in mind and feeling

'

(mente
ac sensu absentissimus). The friend, however, took the matter
more seriously, and Aug., as he tells the tale, clearly thinks
that the baptism had wrought a real change in corpore ties-

dentin (Conf. iv. 4).

But the principal evidence for the growth of the
view that baptism was of worth apart from con-
scious faith in the recipient is to be found in the

* This ia Jerome's position :
' Ut onim accipit quis, ita et dare

potest' (DioU. c. Luciferianos, ap. Hofling, i. p. 505).

custom of infant baptism. The exi.stence of the
custom from tlie time of TertuUian is undeniable,
and Tertullian's plea for delaying the baptism of
children does not imply that the practice against
which he protests was of recent growth.*
Origen is familiar with the practice of child

baptism, and assumes that it comes down from
Apostolic times (Com. in Horn. v.). Cyprian's
letter to Fidus (Ep. 59) discusses the question
whether, in the case of infants, baptism should be

postponed till the eighth day or not. Fidus wished
to make the rite parallel with circumcision, and
suggested that the babe was unclean immediately
after birth. Cyprian and his colleagues decided
that a babe might be baptized at the earliest possible
moment, and they repudiated Fidus's suggestion,
by saying that to kiss a new-born babe is in a
manner to kiss the hands of God the creator. The
whole discussion implies that infant baptism had
long been in vogue. In the third century, infant

baptism was regarded as an Apostolic institution

at least in North Africa and in the Alexandrian
churches. But while the evidence for the
existence of the custom in the third century ia

overwhelming, we are, as Harnack says,
' in com-

plete obscurity as to the Church's adoption of the

practice.' The clear 3rd cent, references to child

baptism interpret it in the light of original sin, and
if the adoption of the practice is due to this inter-

pretation, it is almost certainly a late 2nd cent,

development. Cyprian clearly understands infant

baptism in this sense (Ep, 59). Origen seems to

have based its necessity on the pollution acquired
in birth (Horn. viii. and xii. in 1 Cor.), while in his

case the idea of
pre-existence

also suggested that
infants were burdened with the sins of a previous
life which might be removed in baptism (de Prin.
iii. 5). This deduction of the need of infant baptism
from the idea of original sin, or from that of pre-
existence, may safely be regarded as a theological

after-thought. The first is the product of reflexion

on the writings of St. Paul. It is probable that
men pondered long on the conception of original
sin before they drew any such conclusion. Refer-

ences to original sin in Clement of Rome or other
writers earlier than Cyprian cannot be held to

imply a knowledge of the custom of infant baptism.
Moreover, the idea that infants needed to be bap-
tized for the remission of sins is contrary to all that
is known of early Christian feeling towards child-

hood. The teaching of Jesus about children runs
counter to any such notion, and, however little His

sympathy for the young was appreciated, it was
not forgotten (see Burkitt, Gosj)el Hifit. and its

Transmission, p. 285 f.). The most natural inter-

pretation of the much-disputed text in St. Paul,
1 Co 7^'', is that Christian parentage in itself some-
how hallowed childhood. Tert. speaks of the

innocence, the guiltlessness of children, and ap-

parently deduced from it that baptism was un-

necessary (see de Bapt., ed. Lupton, p. 52, n. 1). In

this he represents what seems to have been the

primitive Christian feeling, if the Apology of
Aristides interprets that feeling aright :

' And
when a child is bom to any one of them, tliey

praise God ; and if, again, it chance to die in its

infancy, they praise God mightily, as for one who
has passed through the world witliout sins' (Syriac
Version, c. 15, ed. J. Rendel Harris, Camla. TS).

Perpetua's vision of her little brother Dinocrates, as
in heaven, alive and well, shows how people clung
to the idea that children as such belong to the

* The fact that Tert. uses the term parvulus and not in/ans
is of no particular significance. He ia not thinking of new-born
babes, but the reference to sponsors (and indeed his whole dis-

cussion) implies that the children concerned are incapable of a

public profession of faith. The principle involved is the same,
though clear evidence for the baptism of new-born babes is not

forthcoming till Cyprian's letter to Fidus.
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Kingdom. In such an atiiios))here, a baptisin of

infants for the remission of sins is hardly conceiv-

able.

IJut it is probable that the custom did not

originate with theologians. It should be noted

that even in the 3rd cent, infant baptism cannot

be described as a Church-custom. That the Church
allowed parents to bring their infants to be baptized
is obvious : that some teachers and bishops may-
have encouraged them to do so is probable, though
there is no reason to suppose that TertuUian's

position was peculiarly his own. But infant bap-
tism was not at this time enjoined or incorporated
in the standing orders of the Church. [It was not

till the middle oi the 5th cent, that the Syrian
Church made infant baptism obligatory (see DCA
p. 170).] Indeed, in the 4th cent, so prominent a

teacher as Gregory of Nazianzus, who was in

general eager to persuade people not to postpone

bai)tism, urged the inadvisability of baptizing chil-

dren before they were three years old,
' when they

are capable to near and answer some of the holy
words^(Or. deBapt., ap. Wall, ch. 11, §7). Again,
this does not sound like a personal idiosyncrasy of

Gregory. In any case, it is probable that the custom
arose from the pressure of parents and not through
the direct advocacy of the Church. If this be so,

the reason for the adoption of the custom may per-

haps be sought oiitside the idea of the remission

of sins. The Pelagians held that infants were

baptized, not in order that their sins might be

remitted, but in order that they might be sure of ad-

mission into the Kingdom of Heaven. Unbaptized
infants would not be punished, but could not go to

Heaven. Among other passages, they set great
store by a well-known utterance of John Chry-
sostom, which runs thus :

' You see how many are the benefita of Baptism. And yet
some think that the Heavenly grace consists only in for^veness
of sins : but I have reckoned uj) ten advantaj;es of it. For this

cause we baptize infants also, though they are not defiled with
Bin : that there may be superadded to them Holiness, Righteous-
ness, Adoption, Inheritance, a Brotherhood with Christ, and to
be made Members of him '

(see Aug. c. Julian, i. vi. f.).

Aug., in commenting on this extract, has no

<lifficulty in showing that Chrysostom believed in

original sin ; but he does not succeed in disproving
the Pelagian contention that Chrysostom found a
reason for baptizing infants other than the need of

the remission of sins or the need of getting rid of

original sin. And though at first sight the I'el-

agian view of the necessity of infant baptism—the
view that through it alone can certain positive

advantages be secured—looks as if it were ham-
mered out in the exigencies of controversy, yet it

may after all be more primitive than that which

eventually came to the front through the influence
of Augustine.
UndoubteiUy the Pelagian position harmonizes

with some seemingly primitive Christian ideas about

ba})tism. It has been suggested that baptism was
fromt he first regarded as a Messianic sign. To be

baptized was to be sealed for the coming Kingdom
(see Schweitzer, Von licinmrus zu IVrede, p. 373 f.;

and note use of term aippayh referred to on p. 385'',

and on Hermas, p. 384 f.). Baptism had a j)ositive

eschatological importance. To enter the Kingdom
at all, one must wear the seal. The thought is

expressed most simjjly in the apocryphal Acts of
Thomas, where one of the Apostle's converts says :

• Give us the seal : for we have lieard you say that
the God whom

you preach recognizes His sheep by
the seal.' In the narrative, an anointing with oil
follows ; but this not improbably represents a
l>rimitive Christian view of baptism. Now it is

possible that this thought even in NT times may
have led parents to wish to have their children
baptized. The primitive eschatological expecta-
tions may have introduced the custom—in which

case it will be very early. In any event, the intiu-

ence of Jn 3", as Holling points out, played an all-

important i)art in develoj)ing the custom of infant

baptism. This text laid hold of the imagination in

the 2nd century. Before any ex^jlanation of the

necessity of re-birth had been thought out, the
mere statement that to see the King<ioni a man
must be born of water would trouble tlie minds of

some whose children had died unljajjtizod. To
such doubt and fear the practice probably owed
its origin. The influence of the OT, and especially
of the rite of circumcision, must also be taken into

consideration ; but, in general, the idea extra eccle-

siam nulla salus made people anxious to enrol
their children as Church members as quickly as

possible.
When once the custom had been introduced, the

interpretation which Aug. put upon it was almost
inevitable. The conviction that there could be

only one baptism, and that therefore baptism
means always the same thing, to wit, remission of

sins (the reference to ' one baptism
'

in Eph. is a
constant factor in all discussions in this period) ;

the use of the term ' re-birth
'

in Jn 3, suggesting
that baptism is a necessary supplement to natural
birth ; the ascetic view of marriage ; the Pauline
doctrine that flesh and blood cannot inherit the

Kingdom of God—all these elements combined to

establish Aug.'s view. The Pelagians, in saying
that children must be baptized, not in order to

secure the remission of sins, but in order to secure
the Kingdom, were introducing two baptisms—as

clear a heresy as re-baptism itself. Moreover, the

Pelagians could give no satisfactory account of the
fate of infants wlio died unbaptized. They would
obtain eternal life and happiness, but not the

Kingdom. Aug. denies the distinction (see ad
Marc. i. 20, and Sermo 294, Avhere he says :

' hoc
novum in ecclesia prius inauditum est, esse salu-

teni ffiternam pra;ter regnum Dei'). If those who
die unbaptized are outside the Kingdom, they
must be in eternal misery, even thougii their
torment be mitissima et tolerabilior {Enchiridion,
93). Baptism would be needless if it did not mean
remis.sion of sin. Since then the Pelagians admit
that children should be baptized, and since chil-

dren are innocent, the sin remitted to them must
be original sin. That they are sinful is clear from
the fact that Jesus called them to Himself, and He
came to call not the righteous, but sinners (ad Marc.
i. 19). But from Aug.'s standpoint the more serious
error of the Pelagians lay in their optimistic view
of human nature. To Aug. original sin was the
most awful and obvious fact about men. The im-

possibility of keeping God's law apart from God's

grace is written clear in all experience. The
human will in itself is hopeless.

' We cannot do

i'ustly

unless we are helped of God '

(ad Marc. ii. 5).

luman nature is tainted, and grace is a necessity
from the first. The taint is explained monastically.

Aug. admits that there is such a thing as a bonuin

conjugii, a legitimate use of wedlock, but he claims
that all men are born of incontinence, and ' hoc est

malum peccati in quo nascitur omnis homo. . . .

Sed nemo renascitur in Christi corpore, nisi prius
nascitur in peccati corpore' (ad Marc. i. 29 ; cf. the
discussion of the signiiicance of virgin-birth, Ench.

34). In all this, Aug. is developing the thought
already suggested in Cyprian. His position found

emphatic approval in the Council of Carthage held

in 418-9, which promulgated the following canon :

' Item placuit ut quicunque parvulos recentes ab uteris

matrum baptizandos negat, aut dicit in remissionem quidem
peccatorum eos baptizari sed nihil ex Adam trahere orisfinalia

peccati quod lavacro regenerationis expietur (unde sit conae-

quens ut in eis forma baptismatis in renjissionem peccatorum
non vera sed falsa intellipitur) Anathema sit

'

(flp. Wall, Infant
Baptism, ch. 19).

Though, as Hbfling maintains, the final preva-
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lence of infant baptimn mnst not be ascribed

entirely to Aug., yet his defence of the practice
must liavo done much to commend it. The

cmj)lia.sis
on original mn made the rite seem natural

and reasonable ; for if, by their first unconscious
and involuntary birth, children were born into an
inhoritaiice of sin, it was just that a second birtli

Cfiually involuntary and unconscious should give
tliem at least the chance of being co-heirs with
Christ.* JJub however they interpreted the prac-
tice, the Avhole development implies the concentra-
tion of attention on the intrinsic efficacy of the
ritual act. Aug. commends the African Christians
because they spoke of l>aptism as salvation (salus).
The giving of the sacrament to those ' who could
not with their own heart believe unto righteous-
ness, nor with their own mouth make confe.ssion
unto salvation

'

witnesses to man's conviction of its

inherent power to bestow spiritual blessings.
The growth of the practice of infant baptism

broke in on the natural connexion between instruc-

tion, conscious faith, and the sacrament. The
customary arrangements for the ceremony and the

prescribed order rested on the assumption of con-
scious faith in the subjects. Up to the close of the
5th cent., baptism Avas still administered as a rule

by the bishop (though later on the presbyters be-
came the usual ministers—the anointing with oil

on the forehead and confirmation being resei-ved for

the l)ishop), and special seasons were devoted to the
administration or baptism. Easter and Pentecost
were observed in the West, and from the close of
the 4th cent, many Popes made repeated attempts to
confine bajitisms to those seasons (see DCA, p. 165).
The Kastern Churches furtiier set apart Epiphany for
this purpose, and local churches developed special
usages. In case of necessity, baptism was adminis-
tered at any time. Arrangements of this kind were
natural when baptism regularly followed the cate-
chumenate. The special seasons disappear when
infant baptism becomes universal. (Similarly, the
whole ritual was designed for adults. The confes-
sion of faith in particular points to this ; and it must
be admitted that the institution of sponsors was a
somewhat

clumsy device to adapt to infants a cere-

mony which had clearly been ordered at a time
when their baptism was not thought of. The
Church reckoned baptized children as being among
the faithful. The awkwardness of speaking of
infants aBjideles was felt by Bp. Boniface, to whom
Aug. addresses a letter on tne subject (Ep. 23).
In the 8th cent., Theodulph (de Ordine Baptism. 1)

naively remarks :
' Infantes ergo et audientes et

catechumeni hunt, non quo in eadem aitate et
instrui et doceri possint, sed ut antiquus mos
servetur, quo apostoli eos quos baptizaturi erant
prinium docebant et instruebant.' The ritual is

frankly unsuitable for infants, but it is retained
because the tradition that instruction and faith

precede baptism is undeniably primitive.!
It should, however, be noted in this connexion,

that it was never supposed that baptism apart from
faith would suffice to secure eternal life. J Faith
was still essential ; but whereas faith had as a rule

preceded baptism, it was now held that baptism
would be equally efiective if it preceded faith.
And even so, a vicarious faith was required for the
valid baptism of infants. Not only the sponsors,
bub the whole congregation, helj) to forward the
communication of the Holy Spirit to the baptized

*
Cf. e.g. the sentence in Theodulph, the 8th cent. bp. of

Orleans, who says (de Ordine Daptmn. 7) :

' nee iinmerito

dignum est ut qui aliorum peccatis obnoxii sunt, alioruni etiam
confessione per niysterium baptismatis remissionem originalium
percipiant peccatoruin.' Aug. provided just this kind of raison
d'&tre for infant baptism.

t Incidentally, the evidence of the ritual is against a very
early date for the practice of infant baptism.

t That faith and baptism are inseparable is emphasized in

Basil, de Sp. Sane. 12.

child (see Aug. Ep. 23 ad Bonifacium). It is also
true that baptism was administered only to children
who would be instructed and trained in the Chris-
tian faith. It was never thought, or at least
men were never encouraged to think, that the
mere isolated act of baptism ensured .salvation,
even though the African Cliristians called it salus.

It remains to explain the ultimate prevalence of
infant baptism. The catechumenate, and with it

adult baptism, continued so long as the Church
was making converts from heathenism. But
infant baptism was not universally adopted by
believers. For not only was the example of Con-
stantine the Great, who postponed his baptism
till near death, undoubtedly fashionable, and not

only did many who were witiiin the close range of
Christian influence delay the decisive step, but
there is reason to suppose that many baptized
Christians did not in the 4th cent, push forward the

baptism of their children. Gregory of Nazianzus,
whose parents were both Christians, was not bap-
tized till he was come to years of discretion (see

Wall, vol. ii. ch. 3). The same was true of Ephraim
Syrus (Butler, Lives of the Saints), and probably of
Basil the Great (see Introd. to vol. viii. in '

Library
of Nicene and Post-Nicene Fathers,' p. xvi). The
want of reference to infant baptism in Basil's dis-

cussions of the subject, and the general character
of his treatise, suggest that many were brought up
in their homes, and were not put forward as can-
didates for baptism until they entered the catechu-
menate in riper years. The postponement of Aug.'s
baptism till lie was thirty-three years old is usufuly
attributed to the heathenism of his father. But
the passage in the Confessions (bk. I. ch. xi. in

Gibb and Montgomery's ed. ) suggests that Monica
was not anxious to have Aug. baptized, except
when he was in danger of dying. During an ill-

ness, Aug. was on the point of being baptized,
when he recovered. The crucial passage runs
thus :

' Dilata est itaque inundatio niea, quasi
necesse esset, nt adhuc sordidarer, si viverem, quia
videlicet post lavacrum illud maior et periculosior
in sordibus delictorum reatus foret.' The alleged
reason must have Aveighed with his Christian

mother, not with his heathen father. If this inter-

pretation be correct, then Monica's view was char-

acteristic of many Christians in the 4th century.
*

Although,' says Ilarnack,
' the principle was

maintained that baptism was indispensable to

salvation, still people dreaded more the unworthy
reception of it than the risk of ultimately failing
to receive it. In the 4th cent, it was still very
common to postpone it, in order not to use this

sovereign remedy till the hour of death' (op. cit.

iv. 284). Another motive of such conduct lay in

the thought that a life of indulgence could be

washed clean by a deferred baptism. The unbap-
tized man could safely enjoy himself.

' Let him
alone, let him do what he will ; he is not yet bap-
tized' (Aug. Con/. I. xi.). This sentiment is re-

echoed by the objectors to whom Basil addresses

his work. Aug. and other Church teachers could

not deny the main premiss here assumed. They
could urge the dangers of delay, but they did not

deny that baptism, so deferred, would still be
efficacious if received. Aug. regards it as one of

the signs that grace does much more abound that,
whereas Adam's fall involves us in original sin, the

grace of the Second Adam in baptism removes not

only original sin but all the sins we have our-

selves committed. Many were anxious that they
and their children should secure this more abound-

ing grace. Moreover, men hesitated before the

pondns bapfismi, the moral obligations of the step.
In Edessa, at the time of Aphraates, baptism
may have meant the adoption of celibacy and been
confined to a spiritual aristocracy,

' the sons of the
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Covenant' (see Burkitt. Early Eastern Christianity,

p. 255 f. ;
but see also Connolly, JThSt vi.).

In tlie course of the 5th cent, infant baptism
l)ecanie the prevailinj^- usage. The action of the

Syrian Church in enforcing on parent?) the duty of

iiaving their children baptized has already been

noticed. Many causes contributed to this result.

Tiie Christianization of society diminished the

numbers of adult converts, and so lowered the im-

portance of the catechumenate. The influence of

Aug. and otlier Church Fathers was cast on this

side. The growth of the penitential sj'stem served

to remove in part man's fear of iXxQi^ondus baptismi,
while the readiness of the Church to administer the

vifiticnm, or last sacrament, to all (seeDCA, p. 2014),

and eventually the practice of Extreme Unction,
combined to meet the needs which had previously

sought satisfaction in deferred and clinic baptism.

Also, towards the latter part of this period, the

penitential system became the means of moral

instruction, which had j»reviously been provided

by the catechumenate. In the Church's dealings
with the Teutonic nations, the baptism of con-

verts resembled the baptism of infants in so far as

systematic instruction in the faith was postponed
tin after baptism. It is true, Clovis and his fol-

lowers were baptized on confession of faith ; but the

rude German warriors did not submit, and were
not expected to submit, to a course of instruction

such as had been given to catechumens. The
catechumenate disappeared in the West,

'

because,

as whole peojiles were baptized at once, infant

baptism was introduced as a matter of course
'

(K. Miiller). The Church opened her doors to

infant and barbarian, partly because only so could

she influence them, and partly because she believed

that baptism could of itself confer benefits before

faitli was instructed or even existent.

(d) Some further illustrations of the importance
attached to baptism, at least in the earlier portion
of this period, may be adduced here. (1) As soon

as Christianity became the State religion, bajj-

tisteries were among the first public buildings to be

erected by believers.
' Of the construction of

baptisteries in the time of Constantine the Great we
have abundant proof

'

(DCA, p. 174). The practice
of erecting separate buildings for the celebration of

baptism continued in the West at least all through
this period. It served to add solemnity to the rite

of initiation. (2) The elaboration of the ritual

served the same end. On p. 386 f. the development
U[) to the time of Tert. is briefly summarized. If

we compare the account in Theodulph of Orleans

with that statement, the following additions are

obvious. The practice of infant baptism by the

close of the 8tn cent, has led to the inclusion

of the rites of the catechumenate in the Ordo

Baptismi. The infants are first made catechu-

men.s, then breathed upon by the priest to receive

the breath of the new life (insuttlation). This is

followed by exorcism and the reception of salt. It

is probable, from Aug.'s reference in de Pecc. remiss.

c. Pel. i. 34, that those rites were associated with
infant baptism as early as his day. The scrutinium,
to which Theodulph next refers, can have been only
a form in the case of infants. The nose and ears

were then touched with spittle, while the priest
said '

Ephphatha.' This was followed by an

anointing of the breast and shoulders with oil.

This seems to be a weakened form of the pre-

Earatory
unction which was certainly in use in the

last in the time of Cyril of Jerusalem (see Catech.
Lect. XX. 3). After baptism, Theodulph mentions
the bestowing of white robes and of a mystic veil

on the candidate, in addition to the chrism referred
to by Tertullian. The clothing of the baptized
with white garments is quite early, well-attested
in the 4th century. Theodulph does not refer to

the practice of handing over candles or torches to

the neophytes to be lit up towards the close of the

service, but the usage is clearly evidenced in Gregory
of Nazianzusand in Ambrose, and is still preserved
in the Koman ritual (see Hotling, i. 543). The use
of milk and honey, mentioned in Tert., does not

appear in Theodulph, and the history of this usage
is obscure. As late as the 9th cent, there seems to

have been a custom in some Western churches of

mixing milk .and honey in the communion wine
oflcred to infants (Holling, i. 54G). A Galilean

sacramentary adds the washing of the feet (lotio

pedum, pcdilavium) to the other ceremonies. Per-

haps the most important addition after the 2nd
cent, was the elaborate renunciation of the devil,

together with all his works and pomps. The cere-

monial development is an elaborate repetition of

the central idea of the rite in additional symbolic
acts. It tended to increase the mystery element
in baptism. (3) A well-known story related in

Socrates (HE ii. 16) forms the most striking illus-

tration of the 4th cent, belief in the objective

validity of the sacrament. The stoiy is simply
that the bishop of Alexandria accepted as valid a

baptism administered by Athanasius as a boy to

some companions who joined him in a game of pre-
tence in which the ceremonial was imitated. The
writer in DCA (p. 167) remarks that, whether true

or legendary,
'

it serves equally to illustrate the

feeling of the Church at the time the story was
first told.' Though baptism declined somewhat in

importance after the 5th cent., the point of view
here obtained was never lost. It was held (1) that

baptism is essential to salvation ;

*
(2) that baptism

is valid if water and the true formula be used ;

(3) that baptism so administered confers an in-

dispensable spiritual gift. This leads on to the
discussion of—

II. The conception of baptismal grace in
THIS period.—The primary gift in baptism is, of

course, the remission of sins.
'

Baptizati sumus,
et fugit a nobis solicitudo vitte prteteritie

'

(Aug.
Co7i/. ix. 6). In the case of children, it is the guilt
of original sin which is removed. There is an

interesting observation in Cyril to the effect that
'remission of sins is given equally to all, but the
communication of the Holy Ghost is bestowed

according to each man's faith' {Catech. Lect. i. 5).

The giace of forgiveness was, at any rate, a.s.sured.

But baptism means more than this. It is essen-

tially regeneration, and perhaps two main ideas

may be grouped under this head : (1) the loo.sening
of Satan's hold over the .soul, (2) an organic inward

change. (1) It is clear that to Cj'prian baptism
appealed as a peculiarly strong form of exorcism.

Just as the Reel Sea drowned Pharaoh, so baptism
drowns the de\'il out of a man. ' Cum tamen ad

aquam salutarem, ataue ad baptismi sanctifica-

tionem venitur, scire aebcmus et fidere, quia illic

diabolus opprimitur et homo Deo dicatus divina

indulgentia llberatur . . . Spiritus nequam . . .

permanere idtra non possunt in hominis corpore, in

quo baptizato et sanctificato incipit spiritus sanctus

habitare
'

(Ep. 76). Cyprian has previously pointed
out that in exorcism tlie devil often plays the de-

ceiver and says he has gone out when he has not ;

but the life-giving water is a sure means of expul-
sion. Somewhat similarly, in the apocn'])hal Acts

of Thomas, a woman out of whom a devil has been

cast asks the Apostle to give her the seal,
' that

yonder fiend may not return to me again
'

(

' Thomas-

akten,' § 49; ap. Hennecke, Neutest. Apoc). In

the baptism of infants, the exorcism and the re-

nunciation were but parts of the process which was

* The only exception contemplated was martyrdom. Thus

Cyril :

'

If a man receive not baptism he has not salvation, ex-

cepting only the martyrs, who even without wat«r enter the

Kingdom
'

(Catech. Lect. iii. 10 ; of. Baptism bv Blood).
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completed in immersion. Every one, in virtue of

birth, stands within the kingdom of Satan. This,
to Aug., is clear from the fact that the soul of
a new-born infant sufiers ' several passions and
torturings of the body, and, what is more dreadful,
tlie outrage of evil spirits' (de Pecc. iii. 10). Why
are infants exorcised at all, if they do not belong to
the household of Satan? (de Pecc, i. 34). Aug.'s
views here rest ultimately on the grand conception
of the two cities, the City of God and its rival.

The transition from the latter to the former is

effected in baptism.
(2) Not only, however, is the devil driven out of

possession, but the soul is cleansed and reformed in
the process of regeneration. At times, and in tlie

case of some persons, even bodily tendencies are

completely removed. In a wonderful letter (Ej}. 1),

Cyp. speaks of the thorough change of character

wrought in baptism. He explains to Donatus that
for a long time he was sceptical on the subject. He
could not believe that the extravagant man could
be made thrifty, the luxurious induced to return to

simplicity, the licentious persuaded into chastity.
' With enticements always gripping a man fast, revelling must

as usual attract, pride as usual inflate, anger inflame. Greed will

not cease to disquiet, cruelty will not lose its sting. The delight
of ambition, the overwhelming power of lust, will not be less. So I

thought. . . . But after the taint of my past life had been washed
away with the aid of the regenerating wave, after light had
poured from above into my cleansed heart, now calm and pure,
after the second birth had made me a new man by the draught
of the heaven-bom spirit, then forthwith, in a wonderful fashion,
things I had doubted became certain ; closed doors opened ; dark
places were filled with light ; what had seemed difficult was now
easj' ; what I thought impossible became possible ; so that I could
not but see that the "

I
"
of my previous fleshly birth, which had

lived bound to sins, had been of the earth, whereas the "
I," in

which the Holy Spirit now breathed, had begun to be of God '

{Ep. i. 3).

Without attempting to analyze this beautiful

passage, we may recognize that for Cyp. baptism
meant the lessening of temptation. On this he is

elsewhere very emphatic ; for, when a correspondent
is puzzled that sick persons after being baptized are
still tempted of the devil, Cyprian's answer is prac-
tically to deny the fact (see Ep. 76). The same
thought is expressed more crudely in the Acts of
Paul and Thekla, where Thekla says,

' Give me the
seal in Christ, and no temptation will invade me '

(Hennecke, op. cit. 'Paulusakten,'§25). The pass-
age in the Confessions (i. 11), where Aug. wonders
whether it would not have been better for him to
have been baptized earlier, suggests that he would
have sinned less in that case, not only because of
the sense of responsibility attaching to baptism,
but also because of the grace to live up to that

responsibility which he would thereby have re-

ceived. But this idea hardly needs illustration.
The lessening of the power of temptation is brought
about in two Avays, viz. by the loosening of the hold
of previously formed sinful habits, and by the gift
of new life in the Spirit. The distinction is most
interestingly presented in a passage from Basil :

' Hence it follows that the answer to our question why the
water was associated with the Spirit is clear

; the reason is be-
cause in baptism two ends are proposed : on the one hand, the
destro>'ing of the body of sin that it may never bear fruit unto
death ; on the other hand, our hving with the Spirit and having
our fruit in holiness : the water ^ecei^•ing the body as in a tomb
figures death, while the Spirit pours in the quickening power,
renewing our souls from the deadness of sin unto their original
life. This then is what it is to be born again of water and of the
Spirit, the being made dead being effected in the water, while
our life is wrought in us through the Spirit

'

(de Sp. Sane. 15 ;

Oxford tr. by C. H. Johnston).
This first end—the death unto sin in baptism—is,

of course, a commonplace in all discussions of the

subject. The tendency was to conceive the grace
of baptism as specially directed to counteract con-

cupiscence, which formed the primary factor in

original sin (see Aug. E?ich. 64). Among the
rhetorical epithets which Gregorjr of Nazianzus

applies to baptism, not the least significant is his

description of the new birth as \vtik}] iradQy, in con-

trast to carnal biith. Basil, again, explains the
pillar of cloud as ' a shadow of the gift of the
Spirit who cools the flame of our passions by the
mortification of our members' (de Sp. Saiic. ch. 14).*
So much, indeed, was expected of tliis destruction
of sinward tendencies, that Hilary had to warn his
readers against supposing that baptism would
restore to them the innocence of childhood. Simi-

larly Aug. is very careful not to exaggerate the
benefits of baptism when he says (de Pecc. i. 39) :

' Evacuatur [caro peccati] non ut in ipsa vivente came concu-
piscentia conspersa et innata repente absumatur et non sit, eed
ne obsit mortuo [parvulo] quaa merat nato. Nam si post bap-
tismumvixerit, . . . ibi habet cum qua pugnet, eamque aidiuvante
Deo superet, si non in vacuum gratiameiussusceperit. . . . Nam
nee grandibus hoc praestatur in baptismo (nisi forte miraculo
ineffabili omnipotentissimi creatoris) ut lex peccati quae inest in
membris repugnans legi mentis, penitus extinguaturet non sit :

sed ut quicquid mali ab homine factum, dictum, cogitatum est,
cum eidem concupiscenti* subjecta mente serviret, totum abo-
leatur, ac velut factum non fuerit, habeatur.'

For Aug. baptism means the breaking down of
sinful habit, the bestowal of a special grace of

resistance, but not the entire removal of the enemy.
The new life in the Holy Spirit is not altogether
distinct from this loosening of sinful habit, but it

is something more than this.
'

Baptism purges our
sins and conveys to us the gift of the Holy Spirit

'

(Cyril, Catech. Lect. xx. 6). More than once in the 4th
and 5th cent, literature the thought appears that

baptism makes a Divine impress (effigies) on the raw
material (teiTa) of human nature (Aug. Conf. i. 11,
xiii. 12). The raw material is, so to speak, cleansed
for the reception of the Spirit, and then receives the

stamp of the image of God. ' The water cleanses
the body, the Spirit seals the soul

'

(Cyril', Catech.

Lect. iii. 4). The natural powers of men did then
and there receive a Divine reinforcement. Hilary
claims that the doctrine of the Trinity can be
understood only by the regenerate mind. ' Novis
enim regenerati ingenii sensibus opus est ut unum-
quemque conscientia sua secundum ccelestis originis
munus illuminet' (Hil. de Trin. i. 18). The power
and presence of the Spirit were bestowed in bap-
tism, though, according to Cyril, the gift of the

Spirit was proportioned to faith (Catech. Lect. i. 5).

Thus baptism did not simply secure the remission
of sins : it tamed the fierceness of temptation ; it

broke ' the power of cancelled sin
'

; it began the
new life.

iiote on Confirmatwn and Baptism.—At the beginning of

the 3rd cent., Confirmation and Baptism were universally

parts of the same rite. This close connexion continued to be
normal for the 3rd and 4th cents., though in the West
Confirmation began to be detached from Baptism 'shortly
before the middle of the 3rd century' (Harnack, op. cit. ii.

141, n. 3). By the close of the period, they are usually separated
in the West (see Theodulph, de Ordine Baptism. 17) ; but '

it

was not till the thirteenth century that the two ordinances
were permanently separated, and an interval of from seven to

fourteen years allowed to intervene' {DCA, p. 425).

The writers of this period do not hesitate to attribute the

very highest spiritual blessings to baptism (see, e.j., the authori-
ties cited in Stone, Holy Baptism, ch. v. n. 11). But it is

diflScult to say how far they attributed these blessings to

baptism in the narrow sense of the term, as distinct from
Confirmation. A definite line of doctrine associated the cleans-

ing with immersion, and the gift of the Holy Spirit with the

imposition of the hands of the bishop. The man who was
baptized and not confirmed was like a cleansed temple without
a Divine tenant. This view rested on a very earl\- tradition

(see p. 382 f. on Acts and 387 on Tert.). It appears in Cj-p.

{Ep. 74, I 5), and most clearly in Cornelius's verdict on Novatian

(Eus. Uk vi. 43). Novatian had been baptized on his bed during
sickness. On recovery he failed to receive the supplementary
rites : more particularly he was not sealed by the bishop. Since
he missed this, how could he have received the Holy Ghost?
(oir fiTjf ovhi tCiv Aoijro)!' «tvx*i i'a<^vywi' tt)1' votroi", Civ ypij

UtToXanPavfiv Kara Toi' 7TJ9 «)C»tA7)<riat xavova, toD re
<r(}ipayi<TBriv<u

VTTO Tov iniiTKOwov. TouTOu Se JIT) TV^uii', jrois ac tou 'Ayi'ou
Ut'ev/iaTos irvxf ; )• Perhaps this passage should not be pressed,
as it is the product of controversy ; but it is evidence for
the practice of the Church in the case of 'clinics.' If they
recovered, their baptism, which would otherwise have been
counted sufiBcient in itself, must be completed by Confirmation

* The connexion between chastity and baptism had been over-

emphasized in some heretical sects. Cf. p. 388 on Marclon, and
also note A cts of Thomas here.
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if it was to be effective.* It further shows that normally baptism
was not complete without the laying on of hands, and con-

sequently this part of the ceremony was essential to the

reception of the Holy Ghost.

The development of thought on the subject during this

period seems to have been briefly this :
—

(1) Ci'p"''"i *"d his supporters repfarded immersion and the

laying on of hands as inseparable parts of the same sacrament,
which could not safely be administered apart. This latter

assertion is aimed at the Roman view. See Ep. 73, and note

the strong view of Remesianus (in Cypriani Opera, ed.

Hartel, i. p. 030) :

'

Neque enim spiritus sanctus sine aqua
separatim operari potest nee aqua sine spiritu. Male ergo
sibi quidam interpretantur ut dicant quod per manus im-

positionem spiritum sanctum accipiant et sic recipiantur, cum
nianifestum sit utroque Sacramento debere eos renasci in

ecclesia catholica' (Harnack, ii. p. 141, n. 1).

(2) As we have seen earlier, the author of the de Rebaptis-
mate contends that spiritual baptism is essentially bound up
with the laying on of hands, and that, though water and Con-
firmation are necessary to a complete Christian baptism, yet
the two parts of the one rite may be sundered in time. The
benefits of immersion are latent until the rite is supplemented by
the laying on of hands. On this view, as on Cyprian's, the laying
on of "hands is essential to the gift of the Holy Spirit, but the

two parts of the one sacrament are separable. It may be noted

here that, even after baptism began to be more frequently
administered by presbyters and deacons, and the episcopal
Confirmation was separated from baptism in point of time, they
were not immediately regarded as distinct sacraments. Con-
firmation completes baptism. Thus the Council of Elvira

(32-4 ?) ordered that in the case of those who had been baptized
bv a deacon, 'sine episcopo vel presbytero,' the bishop 'per
benedictionem perficere debet.' In this edict, baptism by the

presbyter includes the laying on of hands : but Jerome seems
to confina the latter to bishops, who were to travel round their

districts and lay hands on the baptized ad invocationem Sp.
Sancti (see DCA,

'

Confirmation,' p. 425, where c. Lucifer. 4 is

cited). In the Sth cent. Theodulph, as noted, expressly reserves

Confirmation to the bishop. However, the canon of the Council
of Elvira clearly shows that Confirmation was regarded as the

necessary complement to Baptism, and that the two ordinances
could be received at different times (cf. also Tracts fr>r the

Times, 67, p. 153 n.).

(3) Jerome, in his discussion with the Luciferians, asserts that

the Holy Spirit is bestowed in true baptism ; and he regards the

insistence on episcopal Confirmation as mainly a matter of

Church order, intended rather for the honour of the priesthood
than for any rule of necessity (' ad honorem potius sacerdotii

quam ad legem necessitatis '). He argues that those who are

baptized in outlying districts, and who fail to be confirmed,
would be in a deplorable position, if the gift of the Holy Spirit
can be received only through the la.ving on of hands. He
claims that the case of the eunuch whom Philip baptized proves
that the Holy Spirit is really given in baptism {Dial. c. Lucif.,

ap. Hofling, "i. 505). In this position, Jerome represents the

development which was almost inevitable as soon as baptism
and Confirmation were considered as separable within the

Church, and the separation was no longer that between
heretical baptism and orthodox Confirmation. In the latter

case, it was natural to assert that the gift of the Holy Spirit

depended on Confirmation ;
in the former it was equally natural

to claim that there was a clear bestowal of the Holy Spirit in

baptism apart from Confirmation. The ultimately predominant
view in the West was expressed in a Gallician homily (author
unknown) on Pentecost, from which the following sentences
are taken :

'

Ergo Sp. Sanctus, qui super aquas baptismi
salutifero descendit illapsu, in fonte tribuit plenitudinem ad
innocentiam, in confirmatione augmentum pra;stat ad gratiam.
Quia in hoc mundo tota jetate victuris inter invisibiles hostes et

pericula gradiendum est, in baptismo regeneramur ad vitam,
post baptismum eonfirmamur ad pugnam, in b. abluimur, post
b. roboramur. Ac sic continuo transituris sufflciunt regenera-
tionis beneficia, victuris autem necessaria sunt confirmationis
auxilia.' In this way Baptism and Confirmation tend to

become two independent sacraments, each really besto\ving the

Spirit, and each endowed with a special grace.
In -•Vugustine's discussion of heretical baptism, the conception

of special graces attaching to baptism and the lajing on of hands
had been clearly emphasized. Baptism of itself imparted a cer-

tain stamp to the soul, and the manus impositio resulted in

the bestowal of that highest gift of the Spirit, the bond of love
which could be received only in communion with the Catholic
Churi^h (see passages collected in Hofling, i. 506 f.). This

highest gift of love was necessary to the heretic if what he had
received in baptism was not to work him eternal ruin ; it was
equally necessary to the orthodox believer, ad confirmationem
uixitatis in ecclema—io borrow the phrase of a later writer,
Haymo.

It should further be noted that all the effects of baptism were
the work of the Holy Spirit. Even where there is a tendency
to regard baptism as a preparatory cleansing, this cleansing is

in itself the gift of the Holy Spirit, an evidence of the operation

• This consideration rather w eakens the force of the argument
base<l on Cyp. Ep. 76. There Cyp. argues that clinici, although
merely sprinkled (perfusi) and not immersed (loti), are as truly
baptized as any, and that in them the Holy Spirit dwells. But,
as he seems to be speaking of recovered ciuiiCf", it cannot be
assumed with Darwell Stone (op. cit. p. 80) that they had not
been confirmed.

of the Holy Spirit in the soul of tlie baptized. Tlie emphasis
on this is universal. Take, e.g., Origen's insistence on the

importance of the invocation :

' The bath of regeneration . . .

is no longer mere water : for it is sanctified by a mystic
invocation "... ovKfri fxiv <pi\ov vSiap' ayiaferai yap ixvdTiKJj
TLvi e7rcKAT)o-«i (ad Jn 3'' fr. 36). If in Aug. the invocation is

not felt to be indispensable, the reason is that all water has
been consecrated, both by the baptism of Jesus and by the
fact of the Holy Spirit brooding over it at creation. Water is

the natural instrument of the Spirit, and it is cleansing only
because the Spirit works through it. Thus in the Ench. Aug.
points out that, though Christians are said to be born of water,
they are not sons of water, but sons of the Spirit and of their
mother the Church (cf. Basil, de Sp. Sane. 15). All that takes
place in baptism is spiritual ; and even those who connect the
Holy Spirit most closely with Confirmation recognize a gift of
the Spirit in baptism, if they accept baptism as valid at all.

Indeed it is mainly in limiting the benefits of heretical baptism
that the earlier view found in Tert. is pressed. When men's
thoughts were not troubled with the question presented by the

separation of the two ordinances, they unhesitatingly attributed
the gift of the Spirit in the fullest sense to baptism. Thus
Basil (op. dt. 15) distinctly connects the pouring in of the

Spirit and the beginning of the new Ufe with immersion. 'The
water receiving the body as in a tomb figures death, while the

Spirit pours in the quickening power, renewing our souls from
the deadness of sin unto their original life. ... In three

immersions, then, and with three invocations, the great mystery
of baptism is performed.' Though Basil even here does not use
the term ' the indwelling of the Spirit,' yet surely it is implied ;

and this is the unembarrassed expression of the natural
Christian view of baptism. For further discussion see Mason,
Relation of Confirmation to Baptism, and Hofling, § 94.

III. The bearing of baptism on the
CHURCH life of THIS PERIOD. — One or two
general observations must be added here.

(a) The whole development in the earlier cen-

turies here under review reflects the mfluence of the

pagan background on the Church's life. It is true
that the institution of baptism cannot be traced to

a Gentile source. But the insistence on tlie

objective efficacy of the sacrament is largely the
result of pagan presuppositions. The idea of

regeneration may not be derived from the heathen
world ; men's preoccupation with it comes from
this source (cf. Heitmiiller on John, in Die

Schriften cles NT, ii. 743). It may be that no

parts of the Christian ceremonial are borrowed
from the Mysteries : but the tendency to add to

the solenmity of initiation, which is implied in the
ceremonial aevelopment, is one of the character-

istics of the Mysteries. The close connexion of

baptism with exorcism and with the renunciation
of the devil is derived not from the NT, but from
the demon environment in which the Church was

actually living. If the bestowal of grace through
visible objects be a primitive Christian conception,
the emphasis on the material means was largely
evoked by pagan feeling. The purpose of tlie

sacramental side of the Church's life may have
been designed to give that assurance of real contact

with God somewhere which so many despairing
pagans failed to find anywhere. It may be doubted
whether the certainty about God for which men
longed intensely could have been mediated on any
large scale to the world at that time except through
the conception of sacramental means of grace.

In this connexion the reader must be referred to the popular
views mentioned on p. 394. Some of these betray a non-Chris-

tian emphasis. It is probable that the Punic Christians who
spoke of baptism as salus implied much that Aug. would have
hesitated to endorse. A perhaps more than Christian confidence
seems to be displayed on sarcophagi of the 4th and Sth centuries,
since the present writer understands that the description of the

deceased as '

baptized
' was as reassuring as phrases like inter

sanctos.

(b) The rite of baptism /ocMsec? attention on some
central Christian truths. Thus, those who received

it were led to reflect on the doctrine of the Trinity.
In the teaching of Aug. the idea of regeneration
in itself suggested and enforced the fundamental

concept of grace. Baptism meant that salvation is

God's work, and apart from Him it does not even

begin (cf. Tractsfor the Times, 67, pp. 91-97).

(c) As interpreted by the great teachers, e.g.

Basil and Cyril of Jerusalem, baptism became a

powerful moral lever. The ethical and the sacra-
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mental were neither sepai'ated nor opposed in the
minds of the Fathers of the 4th and 5th centuries.

apa iras 6 ^avTicdeh rh rod eiiayyeXiov ^awruFna ocpeiK-

errjs iarl Kara rb evayyeKiov ^rji>
—is the conchision of

the discussion of the first question in Bk. ii. of

Basil's work on Baptism. It is the motto of all

his treatment of the subject. To him baptism is

primarily a death, which commits us to a new life

(see his de Bapt. i.
, and de Sp. Sane. 15, § 35, and

cf. Cj'ril, Catech. Led., Introd. § 4, and Lect. ii.).

Clearly his view of baptism and its moral effects

is derived from the conversions which mu.st have
been constantly associated with the rite. And his

exposition of the life demanded from the baptized
shows that it was possible only to a morally
renewed character. The association of this moral

change with baptism, and the emphasis on the
moral obligations therein assumed, must have
made it a powerful factor in raising the moral life.

Moreover, the preparation for baptism and the
actual ceremony marked most impressively the
convert's complete break with paganism. The
Christians thought of themselves as a distinct race

(cf. Aristides) ; it is difficult to over-estimate tlie

moral stimulus of the solemn initiation which made
a man a member of that race. But the influence of

baptism in this direction was certainly diminished
as the catechumenate decayed. The moral power
of infant baptism could never be as great.

(d) It must, however, be remembered that the

decay of the catechumenate and the practice of

infant baptism enabled the Church to Christianize
the barbarian nations more rapidly than if tlie

older system had been retained. 'At a later time,

baptism brought a man under the jurisdiction of

the Church. The Inquisition had no authority
over a non-baptized person. To baptize a man was
therefore to bring him under jurisdiction. Thus,
in the case of the Saxons in Charles the Great's

day, and the Danes in Alfred's, baptism was a
token of submission' (note by Foakes-Jackson).
With this readier admission to the Church went,
no doubt, the decay of the Puritan conception of the

Church. ' But it is clear that if the Church was to

gain any hold upon the society of the old world
which was to pass away, or upon the neAV races
that were to take their place, it must receive them
into its fold as they were '

(A. V. G. Allen,
Christian Institutions, p. 408). This was certainly
true of the new races.

2. The Middle Ages and the Council of Trent.—^Though Scholasticism devoted much attention
to the sacraments, the mediaeval Church added
little to the doctrine of Baptism. The position
arrived at in the earlier period was simply de-
fended and defined against heresy and malpractice.
Developments were few. The re-statement of the
orthodox view in the Lateran Council of 1216 may be
taken as the starting-point for a few observations.
The definition there adopted was ' Sacramentum
vero baptismi, quod ad invocationem individure

trinitatis, videlicet, Patriset Filii etSpiritusSancti,
consecratur in aqua tam parvulis quam adultis, in
forma ecclesiaj a quocumqvie rite collatum, proficit
ad salutem

'

(Labbe, Concilia, xi. 143).

(a) The main point asserted here is that baptism
does produce a real effect which makesfor salvation,
even in infants. Innocent III. held that, as original
sin was contracted by infants sine consensu, so they
could be freed from it, jicr vim sacramcnti, before

they were of an age to \inderstand and consent.

Similarly, he thought that baptism would be
effective if administered to men asleep or mad,
provided they had previously shown an intention
of receiving the sacrament. Only a definite re-

sistance at the time of baptism could render it

inoperative (Denzinger, Enchiridion, 341 f.). Re-

pentant Waldensians must approve the baptism of

infants (ib. 370). Earlier Councils had anathem-
atized heretics who asserted '

parvulis inutiliter

baptismum conferre.' The Lateran Council of 1139
condemned those who rejected the baptisma
puerurum. Denzinger identifies these heretics
with the followers of Peter of Bruys and Arnold of
Brescia. Similarly, the Council of Kheims in 114S
condemned the Henricians. The general sacrament-
alism of most Scholastics, early and late, em-
phasized the real effectiveness of baptism. To
Hugo de S. Victor, Augustine's definition of a
sacrament as signum rei divince seemed in-

adequate. He preferred to speak of a sacrament
as '

corporale vel materiale eleiiientum foris sensi-

biliter propositum, ex similitndine repra^sentans,
ex institutione significans, et ex samtificatione con-

tinens aliquam invisibilem et spiritualem gratiam.'

Similarly, the sacraments of the NT differ from
those 01 the OT by being more effective. The
latter promise, whereas the former give, salvation

(seethe well-known sentence in Peter Lombard ap.
Hagenbach, Dogmengesch.'^ 452). Later, Thomas
Aquinas holds that * necesse est dicere sacramenta
nova; legis per aliquem modum gratiam causare.'

That the NT sacraments work ex opere operato
was a not uncommon view (cf. Hagenbach, p. 453,
n. 7). Consequently Thomas Aquinas regarded
baptism as a causa iiistrumentalis of grace, though
he held that it

' does not act by virtue of its own
form, but only through the impulse it receives

from the principal agent' (Harnack, vi. 206).
For this reason the institution or appointment of

the sacrament is all-important to Aquinas. He
was the first to trace all the seven sacraments of

the Schoolmen back to Christ, whose Passion made
them of worth. More especially in Baptism, as

in Confirmation and Ordination, a certain stamp
[character) is irrevocably assumed bj- the recipient

(see the definition by Eugenius iv. :

' Inter ha?c

saci'amenta, tria sunt, Baptisma, Confirmatio, et

Ordo, quaj characterem i.e. spirituale quoddam
signum a ceteris distinctivum imprimunt in anima

indelebile, unde in eadem persona non reiterantur ').

From this standpoint the Lateran Council of 1216

had rebuked the Greeks for re-baptizing those

whom the Latins had already baptized (Denz. 361).

Some of the Schoolmen seem to have doubted
whether baptism conveyed to infants anj'thing
more than the remission of the guilt of original
sin. But in 1312, Clement V. lent the weight of

his authority to the alternative doctrine that not

only was guilt remitted, but ' virtutes ac informans

gratia infunduntur quoad habitum, etsi non pro illo

tempore quoad usum' (Denzinger, 411).

(6) The general necessity of water-baptism to

salvation ivas steadily maintained, Jn 3' being the

chief authority for the position (see Bull of Eug. IV. ;

cf. Denz. 591). Thomas Aquinas, however, regarded

Flagellants as, equally with the martyrs, baptized
in blood ; and such baptism made tlie use of water
non-essential. Also, the clear intention to be bap-
tized might stand for the deed. Thus Innocent Ul.

declares that an unbaptized priest (!), who died sine

tinda bapt ismat is \mt strong in faitli, must be held to

have reached the joy of the land celestial (see Denz.

343). But baptism avt in voto aut in re is necessary.
This position was maintained against the Cathari,
who rejected water-baptism as an empty ceremony.
It would also be maintained against those who,
following Joachim de Flore, regarded sacraments
as a temporary expedient, doomed to disappear in

the Kingdom of the Spirit. That the sacraments

niiglit ultimately be left behind was not denied ;

but that such a stage had been reached or was im-

minent, or that such a stage would ever come to the

Church Militant on earth, was not to be admitted.

(c) The minister of baptism v:as usually the

priest, and in the mission churches of Germany
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the ceieiiiony was by preference administered in

the niotlier-church of a given group (Hauck,
Kirchengcsdi. Deutschlands, iv. 23). But the

Lateran Council of 1216 is careful to state that

baptism is valid, by whomsoever duly ad ministered.

In cases of necessity, no restriction is observed,

provided the minister keeps to the Church's form
and intends to do what the Church does. Eugenius
IV. states the matter thus :

' Minister Imius
sacramenti est sacerdos, cui ex officio competit
baptizare. In causa autem necessitatis non solum
sacerdos vel diaconus, sed etiam laicus vel mulier,
immo etiam paganus et ha^reticus baptizare potest
dummodo formam servet Ecclesise et facere inten-

dat quod facit Ecclesia' (Denz. 591). Innocent III.

does not even emphasize the occasion of necessity,
and in the earlier Middle Ages lay baptism may
have been not infrequent. The Church was also

careful to assert that the character of the minister
did not impugn the validity of the sacrament.
This view was urged against the Waldensians, on
whom Innocent III. imposed the following recanta-

tion :

' Sacramenta quoque . . . licet a peccatore
sacerdote ministrentur, dum Ecclesia eum recipit,
in nullo reprobainus' (Denz. 370). This position
needed also to be upheld in the face of popular
superstition. Thus, somnambulists were popularly
supposed to have been baptized by drunken priests,
and in 1375 there was on uproar in a Dutch town
because an epidemic of St. Vitus's dance was attri-

buted to the incontinence of the priests who had
administered baptism (see Lecky, Hist, of Ration-
alism, i. 399, note). The prevalence of such ideas
would make it necessary to assert that the
sacrament depended on the intention and not on
the character of the minister. That, however, a
minister was necessary was as steadily maintained.
Innocent III. condemns the self-baptism of a dying
Jew (Denz. 344).

(d) The essentials of baptism remained tin-

changed. The rite was duly administered if the
name of the Trinity was invoked, and if water
was used. Some phrase must be used to state
the fact that the candidate is being baptized. It

is not enough to say
' In nomine Patris et Filii et

Spiritus Sancti,' and immerse. The omission of

'Ego baptizote' is condenmed by Alexander in.,
and the conilemnation was repeated in 1690 (Denz.
331, 11S4). But both the Latin formula '

Ego bap-
tize te in nomine . . .' and the Greek 'Baptizatus
est talif? in nomine . . .' are recognized as valid

by the Bull of Eugenius IV. (Denz. 591).
As to the second element, the use of true natural

water, hot or cold, was alone recognized in bap-
tism (see Eug. Bull). Innocent in. declared a

baptism of an infant in extremis with human
saliva to be invalid (Denz. 345). A special sanc-

tity attached to water. The earlier discussions as
to the possibilitj' of baptizing in wine or milk or
sand were not seriously revived.

Perhaps the only important change in the form

of^ baptism was the general substitution in the
West of sprinkling for immersion. The "West
seems always to have been readier to alter tradi-
tion in this matter than the East. Thus, while
the East retained trine immersion, Gregory the
Great had permitted, in Spain, the adoption of one
immersion {Ep. i. 43, ratified in Council of Toledo,
633). Affusion had from the earliest times been
permitted, at least in cases of necessity. In the
Middle Ages, from the 13th cent, onwards, bap-
ti-sma per aspersionem became more and more
common. The decree of Innocent III., cited in the
previous paragraph, implies it. Thomas Aquinas
compared sprinkling with immersion, and, while
preferrmg the latter as better representing the
death to sin, regarded the former as valid. Clement
V. formally recognized the practice (1305), and

in the 15tli century J^yndwood (iii. 25) declared
that 'it is .sufficient tiiat a small drop of water
thrown by the baptizer touch him who is to be
baptized. It is sufficient that water which has
been sprinkled touch some part of the body

'

(cited

ap. Stone, ]>. 272). It appears that England did
not so readily abandon the older practice of im-
mersion as the Continental churches. According
to Floyer {History of Cold Bathing, p. 63, ed. 1706),
Erasmus noted it as a singularity in England that
infants were still immersed, and sprinkling did not
become general till after the Reformation (see Wall,
pt. ii. ch. 9, for full discussion).

(e) In Germany, at least, an attempt was 'made
to magnify the office of godfather. It was expected
that godfathers would instruct their godchildren
in the Creed and the Lord's Prayer (Hauck, op. cit.

iv. 38). This Avas a poor substitute for .systematic
instruction by the priest, but it was an attempt to
attach a real responsibility to the ofiice of godfather.
The Council of Trent subsequently emphasized the

importance of sponsors by forbidding marriage
between persons who stood in the relationship of

godfather and godchild. They were regarded as
within the prohibited degrees (Sessio 24, ch. 2).

The moral power and general importance of

baptism were diminished by the enhanced value
set on the sacrament of Penance. In the decrees
of the Lateran Council of 1216, the decree relative
to baptism is immediately followed by a reference
to penance :

' Et si post susceptionem baptismi
quisquam prolapsus fuerit in peccatum, per veram
poenitentiam semper potest reparari.' The early
Church had refused to follow the Novatians and
condemn penitents to despair ; but, whereas the

early Church held out hope to the penitent, the
medifeval Church ottered them the assurance of

recovery in the sacrament of Penance. This tended
to minimize the horror of post-baptismal sin, or,

perhaps it would be truer to say, it recognized the
absence of any such distress in the mediBeval
believer.

The Council of Trent systematized the mediaeval
doctrine and practice. In the 5th session, original
sin and the relation of baptism to original sin
were discussed. Adam's transgression meant that
he lost his original righteousness, incurred God's
wrath, became liable to death, was under the

power of Satan, and sutt'ered a change for the
worse in body and spirit. These ettects are trans-
mitted to all his posterity. This sin of Adam is

passed on to everj' one, and can be removed only
by the merit of Christ. His merit avails for young
and old in the sacrament of Itaptism. Infants are
to be baptized, not that sins of their own commit-
ting may be forgiven, but ' ut in eis regeneratione
mundetur quod generatione contraxerunt.' The
necessity of regeneration rests on Jn 3^. The guilt
of orif^inal sin is removed in baptism, and the re-

generate are no longer sinful in the eyes of God,
though there remains in them a root of concupi-
scence which is left for them to struggle against.
This concupiscence must not be called 'sin,' if by
the term it is implied that thei-e is anything in the

regenerate which can properly be called sin. It is

sin only in so far as it comes from sin and leads to
it. During the 7th session, the Council put forth
16 anathemas on the subject of baptism. They
assert the following points : the baptism of John
is not the same as that of Chiist ; natural water is

neces.sary to baptism ; the Church of Rome has the
true doctrine on this subject ; heretical baptism,
administered in the name of the Trinity and with
the true intention of the Church, is valid ; baptism
is not a matter of choice, but is necessary to salva-

tion ; the baptized can lose grace, through sin,

even if they retain faith ; the baptized are bound
not simply to believe, but also to keep the whole
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law of Christ : the baptized must conform to the

teaching;' of tlie Church ; vows made after baijtism
cannot be regarded as cancelled by the baptismal
confession ; post-baptismal sin cannot be done

aAvay with merely bj'^ the memory of baptism ;
a

repentant apostate does not need to be re-baptized ;

no one should assert that a candidate for baptism
must be of the same age as our Lord at His bap-
tism ; infants must not be denied baptism because

they cannot exercise conscious faith ; the ratifica-

tion of baptism by the baptized when of age is

not optional.
The Council regarded baptism as the causa

instrumentalii of justification, adopting the phrase
of Thomas Aquinas (Sess. vi. ch. 7), and further

distinguished between Baptism and Penance. In
the former the priest does not act as judge. He
must admit all to baptism. Baptism means a new
creation, and is the free gift of grace. It cannot
Ije repeated. Penance, on the other hand, is

controlled by the priest as a judge, can be re-

jieated, and is rightly described as a laborious

baptism.
A brief analysis of the Roman ritual for admini-

stering baptism to infants may complete this

section. The priest meets the company at the
door of the chtirch. After the question. What do

you want of the Church ? and the answer, the

jtriest drives out the vmclean spirit by exsufflation.

He then makes the sign of the cross with his finger
over the forehead and over the heart of the child.

After two prayers, salt—the salt of msdom—is

given to the child. A further prayer is followed

by exorcism. The priest now brings the child into

the church and approaches the font, repeating
the Creed and the Lord's Prayer as he goes. A
second exorcism is pronounced, and the priest
wets his finger, and with it touches the ears and
nostrils of the child, saying 'Be opened.' The
sponsors on behalf of the child renounce the devil

with all his pomps and works, and the priest

proceeds to anoint the child with holy oil, on the
breast and between the shoulders, in the form of a
cross. The sponsors repeat the Creed. Baptism
follows by triple affusion or by immersion. Where
there is a doubt whether the child has not already
been baptized, the priest prefaces the formula with
the words '

si non es baptizatus.' The child is now
anointed with the holy chrism on the top of the
head. A white cloth is placed on his head and a

lighted candle is given to him or his godfather to

hold. The ceremony concludes •\\ath a benediction.
The developments of the Reformation will most

readily be classified by their relation to this

standard of doctrine and practice.

3. The Reformation Period and after.—The
mediiEval development, summed up in the Tri-

dentine decrees, had emphasized the paramount
importance of the sacraments for religion. The
sacraments are pre-eminently the means of grace,
and by them the Divine influence is accommodated
to the varying necessities of differing periods of

the Christian life. With Baptism is bound up the

grace of regeneration, the forgiveness of original
sin, and of all actual sins committed before its

reception. Without it we cannot enter on the

Christian life. Other sacraments—Confirmation,
Penance, and the Eucharist—are ordained of God
to provide the grace demanded by the later needs
of the believer. The essential efficacy of baptism
was strongly asserted. It imprints even on passive

recipients a Divine impress or character.* An
* Attention was in the main concentrated on the gift of God

in the sacrament. The grace accorded in baptism was held by
the Thomists to be necessarily and reasonably associated with

water, while tiie Scotists would regard the sjiiritual effect as

an arbitrarily predetermined 83"nchronism with the use of the

element, in either case, emphasis is thrown on the sacrament
as a certain and indispensable means of grace.

elaborate ritual, if explained and understood,
enforced the central idea of the new birth by
symbolic reiteration ; if unexplained and mis-

understood, it still enhanced the sense of mystery
surrounding the sacrament, though it tended to

produce popular superstition.* For good or ill, it

increased the importance of the ceremony. This
standard of doctrme and practice underwent con-
siderable modification in the Protestant Churches.

It would involve needless repetition to discuss
in detail the position of each Church. Instead,
we shall sliow how the views of the sacrament
were atl'ected by some of the leading idea^ of the

Reformation, giving illustrations from the formu-
laries and practices of particular Churches. The
changed conception of grace wliich carried with it

a revised conception of the means of grace ; the
new idea of faith, and the fresh emphasis thrown

upon it ; the appeal from tradition to the Bible ;

the humanism and rationalism of the Renaissance—all these influences in their several ways pro-

foundly affected the doctrine and practice of

baptism. These leading forces may be discussed

in order, though any attempt to keep them rigidly

apart must be artificial.

A. The CONCEPTIONS OF Grace and Faith.—The Reformers' conceptions of grace and faith

are inseparably connected. It is a commonplace
that the fundamental fact in the Reformation, at

least as dominated by Luther, was the renewal of

the Pauline experience of justification by faith.

Forgiveness of sins and fellowship with God
became realities to a penitent trust in the Divine
Love. The assurance to which faith clung was
mediated through the word or promise of God,
however preached. The entry of the grace of God
into the believing heart might be effected in many
ways—by prayer, by the ministry of a preacher,

by the reading of the Bible. Faith comes by
hearing. Wherever the influence of Luther or

of Calvin went, this kind of faith—a conscious

penitent trust in the Gospel—was aroused, and it

tended to revolutionize men's views of the sacra-

ments,

(1) The sacraments came to be regarded as one

means of grace among others. To Luther the

sacraments are nothing but 'a peculiar form of

the saving word of God (of the self-realizing

promise of God)' (Hamack, vii. p. 216). The
influence of the sacraments was thus assimilated

to the influence of preaching. Calvin, in the first

edition of the Institiites, discusses prayer and
faith before he comes to the sacraments at all.

The sacraments have ceased to be central. Other
means of grace

—
prayer, the devotional study of

the Scriptures, the development of preaching-
have been placed alongside of and even above

them. This tendency has worked itself out in

Protestantism over against Roman Catholicism,
in Calvinism as contrasted with Lutheranism, and
in the Puritanism of Dissent in distinction from

Anglicanism. To illustrate from the last only,
the Puritans wanted lectures. Archbishop Laud
wanted an altar ; and, as Dr. Forsyth says, tlie

sermon holds the central place in the church life

of Nonconformity winch the Mass holds in Roman
Catholicism. In general, it followed tliat for the

Reformers the sacraments were not absolutely

indispensable ; they did not communicate a grace
which could not otherwise be mediated. ' Believers

before and without the use of sacraments com-
municate with Christ' is one of the heads of

agreement between Ziirich and Geneva in 1554.

It is not true, of course, that all Reformers or

Reformed Churches would have accepted the

following position of Calvin, but it represents an
undeniable characteristic of Protestantism :

* See Tyndale, Doctrinal Treatises, p. 276 f.
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'
It is an error to suppose that anything more is conferred by

ths sacraments than is offered by the word of God, and obtained

by true faith. . . . Assurance of salvation does not depend on

participation in the sacraments, as if justilication consisted in

it. This, which is treasured up in Christ alone, we know to be

communicated, not less by the preaching of the Gospel than by
the seal of a sacrament, and it may be completely enjoyed with-
out this seal

'

(Inst. iv. xiv. 14).

The Westmin.ster Confession applies this general
principle to baptism when it says that ' Grace
or salvation is not so inseparably annexed unto

Baptism that no person can be regenerated or
saved without it.' This point of view is more
clearly expressed in Calvin than in Luther.
Calvin maintained that baptism is necessary,
'not to give efficacy to God's promise, but to
confirm it to us,' and ' wlien we cannot receive
the sacraments of the Church, the grace of God
is not so inseparably annexed to them that we
cannot obtain it by faith according to His word'
{Inst. IV. XV. 2-2).

Calvin's standpoint is well illustrated (1) by his rejection of
the baptism of children in extremis as superstitious, and (2)

by his abandonment of the traditional interpretation of Jn 35.

Under the first head, he regarded lay baptism as unnecessary,
and baptism by women as a presumptuous sin. Their only
justification was the absolute necessity of baptism ; but this
he denied. '

Unbaptized children are not therefore excluded
from the kingdom of heaven.' The elect child will be saved,
baptized or unbaptized. Under the second head, he claimed
that the phrase "born of water' does not refer to baptism,
but 'water and spirit' in this passage are one and the same
thing—the action of the Spirit is cleansing, like that of
water.

The Keformed Churches dillered widely in their
estimates of the importance of the sacraments,
ranging from the higli esteem accorded to them
in the Anglican and Lutheran Churches, to their

complete rejection by the Quakers. But even
where baptism meant most, its absolute necessity
to salvation was nut asserted. Thus in the Church
of England the two sacraments are held to be

generally necessary to salvation. This was cer-

tainly understood by some of the Elizabethans to
mean generally, i.e. ordinarily, tliough not absol-

utely necessary (2 Whitg. 523, 537). Wilful rejec-
tion of baptism was no doubt damnable, and a prob-
able sign of reprobation. But God's giace was not
tied to it (2 Jew. 1107 ; 2 Whitg. 538 ; 2 Bee. 215).
The fathers of the Church of England refused to
assert witii Rome the damnation of the unbaptized,
though they hesitated to make any large assertion
on the other side. Hooker criticizes Calvin's sup-
position that predestination overrides the necessity
of baptism ; but for him unbaptized infants are not
those who are certainly lost, but those ' whose
safety we are not absolutely able to warrant'
(Eccl. Pol. V. 60, 64). Though it is quite open to
an Englisli Churchman to hold a stricter view, the
Church of England at the outset seems to liave
leant to the larger hope, and, while emphasizing
the value of baptism, liesitated to affirm its
absolute necessity. So far she sided with Pro-
testantism against the Middle A^es. Other Pro-
testant Churches went further. Calvin's position
(see above) represents the attitude of Scottish
Christianity, while the view of Independents may
be summed up in this article from a Baptist
Confession, on which it was hoped all Protestants
would unite :

' We do believe that all little children dying in their infancy,
viz. before they are capable to choose either good or evil,
whether bom of believing parents or unbelieving parents, shall
be saved by the grace of God and merit of Christ their
Redeemer, and the work of the Holy Ghost, and so being mademembers of the invisible Church shall enjoy life everlastiiitj.For our Lord Jesus saith, Of such belongs the kingdom of
heaven. Ergo, we conclude, that that opinion is false, which
saith, that those little infants dying before baptism, are damned '

(Orthodox Creed, §44, in Confesswns of Faith, Hanserd Knollys
Soc.).

If the majority of Protestants did not fall under
the anathema of Trent by regarding baptism as
hberum, free or indifferent, none gave exactly the
Koman sense to necessarium.
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(2) It followed from this that the outward ele-
ments in the sacrament became of less importance.
The Reformers denied the doctrine that tlie sacra-
ments confer grace ex opere operate. At least
in his earlier period, Luther held that the grace
of baptism is conferred ' not certainly by the
water, but by the word of God, which is with and
beside the water, and by the faith which trusts
in .such word of God in the water' (Harnack, vii.

217 n.). Calvin was more emphatic: 'Not that
such graces are included and bound in the sacra-
ment, so as to be conferred by its efficacy, but only
that by this badge the Lord declares to us that He
is pleased to bestow all these tilings upon us'
(Itist. IV. XV. 14). In the heads of agreement
between the Churches of Geneva and Zurich,
drawn up in 1554, it was asserted that the spiritual
effect was not necessarily annexed to the elements :

' For those who were baptized as infants, God
regenerates in childhood or adolescence, occasion-

ally even in old age
'

(Calvin, Tracts, vol. ii. p. 218).
Also, the sacraments could of themselves convey
no benefit to the reprobate, who, however, un-

doubtedly participated in them. The Tridentine
position, that the right use of the elements con-
fers grace unless its reception is opposed by
mortsil sin, was therefore uncompromi.-iingly
rejected (op. cit. p. 217). The Westminster Con-
fession likewise asserts that 'the grace which is

exhibited in or by the Sacraments rightly used
is not conferred by any power in them ; . . . but
[it depends] upon the work of the Spirit and the
word of institution which contains, together with
a Precept authorizing the use thereof, a promise
of Benefit to worthy receivers.'

It should, however, be noted (a) that Luther later emphasized
' the objectivity of the means of grace,' and threw more stress
on the outward element of water, in order to gain certainty in
the face of enthusiasts who made all turn on inner feeling.
This meant the retention of earlier sacramental feeling in the
Lutheran Church (see Harnack, vii. 250).

(6) The article of the Church of England (Art. 27) speaks of
baptism as the sign of regeneration,

'

whereby as by an instru-
ment they that receive Baptism rightly are grafted into the
Church." The use of the phrase,

'

as by an instrument,' goes
bej-ond the obsi^atory view of the sacrament which followed
from the Calvimst standpoint. It suggests the earlier idea of
baptism as a causa instrumentalis of justification. The phrase
emphasizes the value of the means used in baptism, and that
this is its force is clear from the passages cited in Hardwnck,
Hist, of Articles, p. 379. Perhaps a Calvinist could have taken
it to mean 'an authoritative document.' The Gorham case
seems to legitimize the Calvinist view in the Church of England,
but her normal doctrine is that baptism in itself bestows
the grace of regeneration on all who receive it. Indeed,
Dodwell, one of the Non-Jurors, set an extravagantly high value
on baptism as the source of immortality (see Lecky, Hiit. of
Eng. i. 80).

(c) It is further of importance that both the Lutheran Church
and the Church of Enp^land parted company from Calvinists on
the question of the private baptism of infants. The Lutheran
condemnation of the Calvinist view may be found in certain
Articles of Visitation cited in Hardwnck, op. cit. p. 379 f.

Archbishop \yhitgift defended the validity of baptism by women
(though admittedly irregular), and also the practice of private
baptism, against Cartwright. He quoted Martin Bucer's praise
of the form of private baptism inserted in the I'raver-Book.
Bucer thought it well 'that the baptism of infants be not
deferred ; for thereby is a door opened unto the devil to bring
in a contempt of baptism and so of our whole redemption and
communion of Christ, which through the sect of Anabaptists
hath too much prevailed with many' (2 Whitg. 553). To the
Calvinists. baptism was a ceremony to be confined to the
Church ; if a child could not be baptized in church, it should
not be baptized at all. It was a matter of indifference, and,
according to Cartwright, even if it did prejudice the salvation
of the child, the glory of God was more important than a man's
salvation. But the Calvinists usually helcl that such baptisms
in extremii were mere superstition. The Church of England,
on the other hand, in view of the close connexion between
baptism and salvation implied in Jn 3-', deliberately provided
for private baptism, lest baptism as an instrument of salvation
should be undervalued.

(3) More fundamental was the changed concep-
tion offorgiveness in the minds of the Reformers.
Both to mediaeval doctor and to Protestant divine,

baptism was unto remission of sins. But, according
to the earlier view, baptism conveys forgiveness
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for original sin and for sins committed before

baptism. According to Luther, baptism is, for

penitent faith, the assurance that God is a for-

oiving God. According to the former, baptism

brings a definite grace, a limited forgiveness, to

meet particular sins. According to the latter,

baptism witnesses to the constant attitude of God
towards a contrite heart. It follows from this,

that in the Roman view post - baptismal sin

requires a fresh bestowal of grace, a further

sacrament ;
in Luther's view, it suffices to re-

member the assurance of forgiveness once received

in baptism. So the Council of Trent aimed the

9th anathema of Session vii. at this latter doctrine,

while Luther held that the Council did not under-

stand the Gospel.
Calvin's teaching does not differ in essentials

from that of Luther on this point. Baptism is

first and foremost an assurance of forgiveness and

of imputed righteousness. 'In baptism we per-

ceive that we are covered and protected by the

blood of Christ, lest the wrath of God, which is

truly an intolerable flame, should lie upon us'

(Inst. IV. XV. 9). Or, as Becon says, 'By it we are

removed from the fierce judging-place to the court

of mercy
'

(2 Bee. 635, Parker Society). Calvin,

too, says that 'at whatsoever time we are baptized,
we are washed and purified once for our whole life.

^yherefore as often as we fall we must recall the

remembrance of our baptism, and thus fortify our

minds' (cf. 4 Bui. 356 and 3 Whitg. 17 and 141 in

Parker Society). The grace given in baptism is

not confined to forgiveness. According to Calvin,

baptism is conducive to faith, not only by being
an assurance of forgiveness, but also by giving us

the grace of the Holy Spirit, to form us again
to newness of life. Christ by baptism has made
us partakers of His death, ingrafting us into

it. This is mortification (the death of the old

man) and regeneration (the birth of the new).

Moreover, baptism so unites us to Christ Him-
self as to make us partakers of all His blessings

(Inst. IV. XV. 6). Somewhat similar definitions

of baptismal grace may be found in Article 27 of

the Church of England and in the Westminster
Confession.

It should be noted that, though Calv-in speaks of regeneration
in baptism, his master-thought is still the forgiveness of sins

and the imputing of Christ's righteousness to ua. For he holds

that baptism means the removal of the guilt of original sin and

not the destruction of original sin itself. Ro 7 is the experi-
ence of the baptized Christian. Here he would fall under the

anathema pronounced in the Tridentine decree about original

sin (Sessio v. § 5). For a vigorous statement of Calvin's view,

compare the Westminster Confession,
' Of the Fall.'

But more important than the definition of

baptismal grace Is the thought that baptism is not
so much the means whereby God conveys these

blessings to the soul, as the sign and seal whereby
He confirms and ratifies His promises to the

believer. The obsi^natory
view of the sacrament

is the essentially Calvinist view. Baptism is a
kind of sealed instrument assuring us of forgive-
ness. It is an authoritative declaration on God's

part of His willingness to fulfil the new covenant
with the baptized. The phrase

'

sign and seal
'

is

the characteristic one. Depraved human nature

can dispense with no props for faith. In the

sacrament, God condescends to give an outward
attestation of inward blessings.
The -following illustrations may be adduced :

—
(1) Art. 27,

Church of England : 'Baptism is . . . also a sign of regeneration
or new birth, vi-herebv, as by an instrument, they that receive

Baptism rightly are grafted into the Church : the promises of
the forgiveness of sin and of our adoption to be the sons of God

by the Holy Ghost are visiblfi signed and sealed: Faith is

confirmed, and Grace increased by virtue of prayer unto God.'

It has already been observed that this article goes beyond the

Calvinist standpoint in regarding the sacrament as something
more than a sign or seal (see above, under (2)). But the

blessing of the forgiveness of sin is surely understood in the

broadp.r Protestant and not in the narrower Koman sense,

and the language about the sigfning and sealing of the promises

is quite in accord with Geneva.* (2) The We3tminst«r Con-
fession (ch. xxviii.): 'Baptism is a sacrament of the New
Testament, ordained by Jesus Christ ... to be unto (the

party baptized) a sign and seal of tlic Covenant of Grace, of

his ingrafting into Christ, of regeneration, of remission of sins,

and of his giving up unto God through Jesus Christ to walk in

newness of life.' The Confession goes on to say that in baptism
' the grace promised is not only offered, but really exhibited

and conferred by the Holy Ghost, to such (whether of age or

infants) as that grace belongeth unto, according to the counsel

of God's own will.' But this means little more than that

baptism was a reliable sign of assurance—for the elect ! The
last words throw the whole into doubt. The position is simply
Calvinist. A Particular Baptist (i.e. Calvinistic Baptist) Con-

fession of 1G88 holds almost exactly the same language (see

Confessions, Hanserd KnoUys Soc.
p. 226).

It was in pursuance of this obsignatory view of

the sacraments tliat those of the OT were placed

by Calvinists alongside of those of the NT. The
OT sacraments and the baptism of John were

similarly signs witnessing to the Divine promises.

They were as effective signs as tlie sacraments of

the NT. Calvin maintained, against the School-

men, that the baptism of John was the same as

Christian baptism,
'

only he baptized in the name
of him who was to come, the A])ostles in the name
of him who was already manifested.' Similarly,

the Westminster Confession (ch. xxvii.) asserts

that 'the Sacraments of the Old Testament in

regard of the spiritual things thereby signified

an'd exhibited were, for substance, the same with

those of the New '

(cf . 4 Bui. 354, Parker Soc. ).

(4) As Baptism is primarily a confirmation of

faith, it presupposes consciousfaith. The effective-

ness of the sacraments depends on faith. The sacra-

ments, including baptism, are appeals to faith;

they cannot act where faith is not. Of sacra-

ments in general, Luther laid down the proposition

that they are efficacious, non dum fiiint sed dum
creduntur (Hamack, vii. 216). Leo X. condemned

Luther for considering it heretical to suppose that

the sacraments could confer justifying grace on all

who did not make active objection (Denz. 625).

In other words, Luther held that passive recep-

tion was not enough, positive faith ^vas essential.

Of Baptism in particular, the Larger Catechism

asserts that ' in the absence of faith, baptism con-

tinues to be a bare and inefi"ectual sign' (Harnack,
vii. 251). Luther also claimed that baptism repre-

sents and requires a continual penitence.
'

Baptism
means that the old Adam must be dro^^^led in us

day by day through daily sorrow and rejDentance,
. . and that there must, daily come forth and

arise a new man' (Harnack, vii. 217 n.). Calvin

is equally clear :

' From this sacrament, as from

all others, we gain nothing, unless in so far as we

receive in faith' (Inst. IV. xv. 15). The assur-

ance of Divine forgiveness can come only to a

living faith. Moreover, baptism is also a confes-

sion of such faith. It is not only God's seal to the

New Covenant ; it is man's. It is
' a sign of pro-

fession' (Art. 27, Church of England). Baptism
had always been a confession of faith. Almost

every Ordo Baptismi contains a recital of the Creed.

But to the Protestant, faith meant more than the

recital of the Creed. It presupposed penitence,

and was an undertaking to walk in newness of

life. A passage in Gosse, Father and Son (p. 200 f. )

represents an idea of faith which obtained a wide

currency in Protestantism :

' \s a rule, no one could possess the Spirit of Christ without

a conscious and full abandonment of the soul ; and this, however

carefully led up to and prepared for with tears and renuncia-

tions, was not, could not be, made except at a set moment of

time. Faith in an esoteric and almost symbolic sciue was

* Parallels among the Elizabethans are frequent. Thus

Bradford: 'It requires that we should be regenerate, and

confirms and seals our regeneration.' Or Becon :

' Of itself it

brings not grace, but testifies that he who is baptized has

received grace
'

(2 Brad. 289 ;
2 Bee. 220). And later, Burnet s

view that
' our Saviour has made baptism one of the precepts

though not one of the means necessary to salvation
'

develops

a somewhat simUar, though not exactly parallel, teaching

(Burnet on Art. 27).
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necessary, and could not be a remit of argument, but was a

state 0/ heart.' .

But if baptism be the public confession of such a

faith, and if it be the assurance of God's forgiveness
in answer to such faith, then it is a natural corol-

lary that baptism sliould be administered only to

such as have passed through this experience.
'If the fundamental evangrelical and Lurheran principle is

valid, that grace and faith are inseparably inter-related . . .

then infant baptism is in itself no Sacrament, but an ecclesi-

astical observance : if it is in the strict sense a Sacrament, then

that principle is no longer valid
'

(Harnack, vil. 251).

Not many Protestants Avere prepared to draw the

logical conclusion and abandon the practice of

infant baptism. A threefold division of the

Keformed Churches followed. (a) There Avere

those who confined baptism to adults, or rather

to conscious believers, e.g. the Mennonites in

Holland and Germany (see separate article), the

Baptists in England and America, and the Ply-
mouth Brethren. (6) Some Churches retained

infant baptism, and fell back on earlier ideas

of baptismal regeneration. The Lutheran and

Anglican Churches represent this tendency, (c)

Yet other Churches retained the custom, but
altered its significance.

(a) The position of the first requires little

further explanation. The earliest Baptist Con-

fession, printed at Amsterdam in 1611, is quite

exjilicit.
Art. 13 declares that 'every Church is to receive all their

members by baptism upon the confession of their faith and sins,

RTOught by the preaching of the gospel, according to the

primitive institution and practice. And therefore Churches
constituted after any other manner, or of any other persons,
are not according to Christ's testament.' Art. 14: 'Baptism,
or washing with water, is the outward manifestation of dying
unto sin and walking in newness of life : and therefore in

nowise appertaineth to infants.' Other Confessions add little

to this.

The following points deserve attention : (a) The

Baptist position involved the Puritan conception
of the Church. The Church is the comniuniuu of

saints. As one of the Confessions says (Hanserd

Knollys Soc. i. 40), the servants of God are ' to

lead their lives in a walled sheepfold, and in a
watered garden.' The early Baptist Churches were

apt to be strongly disciplinary. (j3) Though in

other Confessions (op. cit. pp. 42, 226) the benefits

signified by baptism are unfolded, yet the emphasis
falls on tlie idea of bapti^m as a public profession
of personal faith. This is still characteristic (cf.

art. AnabaI'TISM, i. 410''). (7) The essence of the

Baptist doctrine was, and is, the contention that
no one can or should be made a Christian without
the conscious co-operation of his own will. They
asserted the liberty of the individual conscience.

Their opposition to ' the Bloudy Tenent of Per-

secution
' was based on first principles,

and was
not simply due to their being in a minority.
Similarly, it seems a natural development of their

])osition that communion should oe open. At
lirst, most IJaptists were strict Baptists, i.e. only
baptized believers could join the Church and take

part in the communion (see Art. 13 of Confession

just cited). The American Churches still lean to

this side. But from early days some Baptists
held that the question must be left to the in-

dividual for decision, i.e. those avIio Avere person-
ally convinced of the truth of l>elievers' baptism
mu.st act up to the conviction. Tliose Avho did not
share this couA'iction, but still professed belief in

Jesus ChrLst, Avere Avelcomed to Church-felloAvship.
See app. to Confession draA\n up in 1688 (Conf. of
Faith, Hanserd Knollys Soc. p. 244) :

' The knoAvn

principle and state of the consciences of divers of
us ... is such that Ave cannot hold church com-
munion Avith any other than baptized believers,
and Churches constituted of such : yet some others
of us have a greater liberty and freedom in our

spirits that way.' The majority of Baptist

Churches in England to-day are open in this

sense, and the throAving open of Church member-

ship in the face of trust-deeds led to one or tAA'o

interesting laAvsuits in the I'Jth cent, (see G. Gould,

Open Communion and the Baptists ofNorwich, 1860).
The jiractice of open communion seems to be the
natural issue of the stress laid on the individual

Avill. (For the Avhole point cf. llamack, vii. 125,
on 'The Anabaptists.') (5) The dangers of the

Baptist position clearly lie on the side of spiritual

pride and the over-development of religious self-

consciousness. An exceptional, because boyish
but still instructive, instance may be studied in

Gosse, Father and Son, pp. 211-217.

(b) The dilemma as to infant baptism, occasioned

by the neAv emphasis on faith, Avas met by Luther
in another manner. ' Luther retained infant bap-
tism rather as the sacrament of regeneration'
(Harnack, vii. 251). He fell back on the Roman
doctrine. He strove to retain the connexion be-

tAveen faith and baptism by continuing the inter-

rorjatio de Fide and the presence of sponsors in

the rite, and by supposing that there is a kind
of faith bestoAved on infants. Similarly, Calvin
maintained that ' infants may have infused into

them a kind of faith and knowledge, though not

ours.' Or, again, the faith of the parents might
be taken as standing for the faith of the children.

Thus Beveridge claims that the children of Chris-

tian parents are disciples. This Avas, in fact, the
abandonment of the Protestant view of faith (see

Harnack, loc. cit.). As already pointed out, some
Calvinists Avere prepared to give baptism as a sign
of a regeneration that should folloAv (see p. 401).

Luther, on the other hand, distinguished betAveen

regeneration and justification. Kegeneration Avas

an inAvard effect, Avrought in baptism. Justifica-

tion, the inner experience of repentance and for-

giveness, AA-as a distinct and later stage in religious

development. The Church of England retained
infant baptism on somewhat similar terms. Re-

generation is carefully distinguished from conver-

sion, and the former may precede the latter.
' Conversion is the act whereby, in response to and by the

power of divine grace, the soul turns to God in the desire to

accept and do His will. Kegeneration is the gift which God
bestows on the soul by producing in its nature such a change as

imparts to it the forgiveness of original sin, and makes it to be

aci;epted by God instead of under His wrath '

(Darwell Stone,

op. cit. p. 35).

The Church of England likeAvise retained sponsors
and the intcrrogatio de Fide, Avhich is essentially an

attempt to make faith still the introduction to

baptism. Again, the Reformers' first conceptions
of faith and of regeneration are abandoned, and
an approximation is made to the Roman doctrine.

(c) The retention of infant baptism did not,

hoAvever, alAA'ays mean the restoration of the older

interpretation of the practice. The Puritans in

England objected to the institution of godfatliers
and godmothers, and in their Admonition of 1571

complained that '

they prophane holye baptisme,
in toying folishly, for that they ask questions of

an infante Avhich cannot ansAvere' (Puritan Mani-

festoes, p. 26). In the form of baptism adopted in

Geneva there are no sponsors, and no profession of

faith is made on l)ehalf of the child. The parents
or other responsible persons recite the Creed, as

the faith Avhich they hold and in Avhich thej' intend

to bring up the child. Thus in the order for the

administration of baptism in the Presbyterian
Church of England, based on the "Westminster

Confession, the minister says to the parents :

'

Seeing it is your duty to nourish and bring up
this child for God, it is fitting that you renew the

confession of your faith before God and this con-

giegation.' There is no attempt to preserve the

connexion betAveen faith and bajitism by a vicarious

declaration of faith and of willingness to be bap-
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tized, made in the name and on behalf of the child.

The Calvinist Churches thus broke with a practice
that claimed to come down from Hyginus in the
2nd century. Moreover, the ritual act is not con-
ceived as in itself conveying regeneration at the
time. '

Baptism (is) the sacrament of admission
into the visible Church, in Avhich are set forth our
union to Christ and regeneration by the Spirit, the
remission of our sins and our engagement to be the
Lord's

'

(Articles of Faith, Presbyterian Ch. of Eng.
20). And in the ritual service, the minister is

directed to pray that God will grant
' that this

child, having been in God's mon good time horn

again by the Holy Ghost, may come to years of

understanding, that he may confess the only true

God, and Jesus Christ whom He has sent.' Bap-
tism then stands not for an inner change neces-

sarily wrought at the moment in the imconscious
child, but for the recognition of the fact that the
children of believers are already part of the visible

Church, and should be at once admitted. It is,

further, a declaration of God's goodwill towards
the child, and the sign and seal that He will in

His good time fulfil in the child the promises set

forth therein. In baptism the parents solemnly
engage themselves to bring up the child in the fear
of the Lord.
The Wesleyan Church, which did not start from

the Calvinist basis, but made much of conversion,
retains infant baptism in a similar sense. There
is no recitation of the Creed at all. After bap-
tizing the child, the minister says :

' We receive
this child into the congregation of Christ's flock,
that he may be instructed and trained in the doc-

trines, privileges, and duties of the Christian

religion ; and trtist that he will be Christ's faith-

ful soldier and servant unto his life's end.' It is

most significant that tiiis declaration is followed

by the four short petitions (e.g. 'Grant that the
old Adam in this child may be buried') which in
the Church of England service precede baptism.
The Wesleyans pray that God will fulfil in the
future the promises symbolized in the ritual act :

in the Church of England, prayer is offered that
these results may then and there be initiated.

To the Congregationalists infant baptism is little

more than a dedication service. The Calvinist
Churches generally, and some other bodies, have
thus retained the practice and altered its meaning.

In the Churches which retained infant baptism,
the sense of personal responsibility connected
Avith believers' baptism was attached to a later
rite of admission to the full privileges of Ciiurch

membership. Confirmation in the Lutheran Church
and in the Church of England, First Communion
among the Presbyterians, Covenanting with God
among the Wesleyans, are in practice equivalent
to believers' baptism. Confirmation in the Church
of England is administered U the oaptized when
they have come to years of discretion,

' to the end
that they may themselves with their own mouth
and consent ratify and confirm' the promises
made for tliem in baptism. This view and use
of Confirmation is distinctly Protestant. In the
West, Baptism and Confirmation had become sepa-
rated in point of time ; they were still united in
the East, and were administered to cliildren in

succession, being immediately followed by the
Communion. The Western separation of the two
Sacraments did not, however, imply that Con-
firmation was to be given only to those who had
made a profession of conscious faith after reaching
years of discretion. Confirmation was not intended
to be the ratification of baptismal vows. The
Council of Trent anathematized those who re-

garded Confirmation as nothing else tlian a cate-

chetical exercise by which those on the borders of

manhood professed the grounds of their faith before

the Church (Sessio 7, 'De Conf.,' canon I). The
Church of England did not treat Confirmation as

simply this, but, under the influence of Protestant-

ism, she did limit it to adolescents, in order
that it might serve this purpose.

[Cf. D. stone's plea for restorinsf the primitive and Greek prac-
tice of confinning infants. lie notes tliat the Church of England
continued and emphasized the mediaeval separation of Con-
finnation from Baptism. He does not sufficientl}' recognize that
this emphasis is the result of the Reformation—a concession to
the Protestant conception of faith {Holy Baptism, p. 186).]

The sacrament of Continuation is in effect de-

pendent on the previous confession of faith. This
meant a recognition of the fundamental connexion
between grace and faith. Instead of abandoning
infant baptism, most Protestant Churches put a
fresh meaning into Confirmation or its equivalent.
They thus adhered to the view that the full privi-

leges of the Christian life could not be bestowed
unless consciously desired.

The reasons for the retention of infant bap-
tism were many and complex. The Reformers
were not all eager iconoclasts. Luther and the
most influential Elizabethans departed only slowly
from traditional doctrine and custom. Moreover,
the new practice of adult baptism was connected
with a party that was socially despised and politi-

cally discredited. A supporter of adult baptism
might be supposed to come from Miinster. All
the leading Reformers ascribed Anabaptism to the
devil. A cloud of suspicion and contempt hung
over Baptists and Mennonites in the 17th cen-

tury. They were suspected of being ignorant and
revolutionary.
The Baptist historian, Thomas Crosby, is constantly twitting

Neal, the learned author of the History of the Puritans,
with an affected contempt for Baptists. Here is one passage :

' the Rev. Mr. Neal has given us an account of [Vavasor
Powell], and tells us he was educated at Jesus Coll., Oxon. ; and
had he been an illiterate man, it's not unlikely but he would
have told us also that he was a Baptist

'

(Crosby, Hist, of Bap-
tists, iii. 6).

But there were deeper reasons than conservatism
and the bad name attaching to the practice of

believers' baptism through the early Anabaptists,
(a) Wherever a lively belief in original sin and the

guilt attaching thereto continued, it was natural
to bestow on infants the sign of the forgiveness of

sins. It is perhaps noteworthy in this connexion
that the first little group of Baptists were General
or Arminian Baptists. (^) The doctrine of election

made some recoil from the Puritan conception of

the Church. It is, they argued, presumption to

anticipate God's judgment by confining church

membership to those apparently saved. The very
attempt tends to hypocrisy. The Church ought
rather to welcome all men Along these lines

Zwingli very strongly criticizes the '

Catabaptists
'

and defends the practice of infant baptism. As
baptism is admission to the visible Church, it is

not for human judgment to attach conditions.

(7) But more important than these was the feeling
thatin religion one cannot separate parentand child.

The child of believing parents has, ipso facto, a
claim on the Church. The Church must recognize
' the spiritual unity of the family

'

by welcoming
the child. Burnet (on Art. 27) says,

'

It is legiti-
mate that parents be allowed to bring their chil-

dren under federal obligations, and, therefore,

procure to them a share in federal blessings.' The
idea of the covenant, and the parallel between

baptism and circumcision, powerfully influenced
men's minds. A covenant that binds the parent
binils tiie child also. And if the covenant of the
OT admitted children by circumcision on the eighth
day, surely the terms of the new covenant are not
so harsh as to exclude children altogetlier. The
Lord's welcome to little children, and tlie fact that
children were reckoned holy tlirough their parent-
age alone (1 Co 7"), were held to put any such re-

striction out of court. The anomalies presented
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by infant baptism to the Protestant conception of

faith were met by an appeal to the parallel insti-

tution of circumcision. Baptism, Calvin admits,

implies repentance ;
but so did circumcision, as is

clear from Jer 4*. The rule that baptism should

follow faith is not invariable : for circumcision

comes after faith in Abraham and before intelli-

gence in Isaac. It may be said that the parallel
with circumcision was the chief ground for defend-

ing infant baptism as agreeable with the Scriptures,
while Mk lO'-^

^' and 1 Co 7^* were the chief reasons

for supposing it to be '

agreeable with the institu-

tion ot Christ.' It was further urged that, since

men believed in God's goodwill towards children,
the sign of that goodwill should not be withheld
from them. ' How sweet is it to pious minds to

be assured not only by word, but even by ocular

demonstration, that they are so much in favour
with their heavenly Father, that He interests Him-
self in their posterity ! . . . It is no slight stimulus
to us to bring them up in the fear of God '

(Calvin,
Inst. IV. xvi. 32). (5) With others, especially in the
Church of England, the earlier ideas of sacramental

etficacy, coupled with the obvious sense of Jn 3',

were the dominant influence.

(5) Before passing on to discuss the effect of

the Protestant appeal to Scripture, one other de-

velopment of the conceptions of faith and grace
as essentially inward must be examined. The

Quakers' rejection of water-baptism was based, no

doubt, in part on principles peculiar or almost

peculiar to them ; but it also sprang from the
renewed experience of justification by faith which

they possessed in common with other Protestants.

Both points require illustration.

(a) The doctrine of the inner light was not a uni-

versally accepted doctrine among the Ileformers.

Its assertion sundered the Quakers from the Calvin-

ists. Calvin advocated the use of s<acraments be-

cause carnal, de[iraved, human nature could grasp
the spiritual only through the material, and
needed every sort of aid if it was to retain faith at

all. To Calvin, sin was the fundamental thing in

men. But if Cah-in preached sin, G. Fox preached
perfection. He and his followers denied the dogma
of human depravity. Deeper than sin lies the some-

thing of God in every man. Men must be turned
to this inward teacher, and cease to trust in the
outward and the creaturely. From this point of

view sacraments are not a means of grace but a
source of error, an entanglement in the lower
realms of religious life.

{!)) But, without pushing their peculiar tenets,

the Quakers had a strong case in the ground they
shared with Protestants in general. It was ad-
mitted that God's answer to faith was not tied to

the sacraments. All Protestants agreed that the

grace of God was conveyed, if not as certainly, yet
as really, through preaching and through prayer
as through the sacraments. To the Calvinist,

baptism was the sign and seal of a spiritual reality,
which it did not necessarily confer. But if this be

so, if the forgiveness signified in baptism and the
communion with Christ ottered in the Eucharist
are granted to us in other ways, why insist thus
on the outward ceremonies? Our opponents, says
Barclay,
'
.iccount not those who are surely baptized with the baptism

of the Spirit, baptized, neither will they have them so denomi-
nated, unless they be also sprinkled with or dipped in water :

but we, on the contrary, do always prefer the power to the form,
the substance to the shadow : and where the substance and
power is, we doubt not to denominate the person according-Iy,
though the form be wantinp. And, therefore, we always seek
first and plead for the substance and Dower, as knowing'that to
be indispensably necessarj-, though the form sometimes may be
dispensed with, and the figure or t.i-pe may cease, when the
Bubstance and antitj-pe come to be enjoyed, as it doth in this
case

'

{Apology, p. 300).

The essential thing in baptism is the answer of a

good conscience towards God. "Where that pure
and spiritual baptism is i)resent, the use of water
is indiHerent. The Quaker position raised the

question of the nature of the New Covenant. Did
not the new differ essentially from the old in this,
that now God would directly and immediately
commune with the individual ? Barclay's attempts
to explain away NT references to water-baptism
are bits of unsuccessful exegesis ; but the trath
' the kingdom of God is within you

'

(Lk 17^') does
not depend on the correct interpretation of ivrb^.

(c) The Quakers were indirectly the successors
of Joachim de Flore, who thought sacraments
would disappear in the realm of the Spirit.

' The
baptism of John,' said Barclaj', 'was a figure, com-
manded for a time, and not to continue for ever

'

(Ajiol. Prop. xii. ). He, with good reason, identified

water-baptism with that of John. The other
Protestant Churches vehemently denied this view
of baptism as a temporary institution. Thus the
Westminster Confession (ch. xxviii.) asserts that
'

Baptism is by Christ's own appointment to be
continued until the end of the world.' With this

compare the orthodox creed in the Baptist Con-
fessions of Faith (Hanserd KnoUys Soc. p. 147).

B. The appeal from Tradition to the
Bible.—The influence of the Keformers' appeal
to Scripture is more easily traced in the realm of

practice than in that of doctrine. That the study
of the Scriptures suggested some new doctrines is

beyond doubt. Thus the beginnings of the Baptist
denomination consisted of two small groups who
successively detached themselves from the Inde-

pendents because they were convinced, rightly or

wrongly, that in the NT baptism was administered

only to believers. The first group, the General
or Arminian Baptists, broke off from the Inde-

pendents in Amsterdam in 1611, under John Smith
and Helwisse. These t%\ o had derived their views
from their own study of the Scriptures. They first

baptized themselves; but when John Smith dis-

covered that the Mennonites were already teaching
the doctrine of believers' baptism, he was baptized
again by a Mennonite pastor. The first Particular
or Calvinistic Baptist Church was formed in a
similar way in England about the year 1638. Cer-
tain members of an Independent church in London
became convinced that '

Ba{>tism was not for in-

fants, but professed believers' (see Shakespeare,
Baptist and Congregational Pioneers, pp. 180-184).

Here, too, the influence of the study of the Scrip-
tures was the prime factor. But all Protestant
Churches claimed to justify their positions from
the Scriptures, and it would be tedious to explain
the justification each advanced. The more general
ettects of the appeal to Scripture may be traced in

(a) the Protestant simplification of ritual, and (b)

tlie tendency to take a somewhat legalistic \'iew of

the obligation of baptism.
(a) The simplification of ritual was not every-

where carried out with equal thoroughness. Luther
at first retained the Roman Ordo almost exactly as

it stood, though the traditional developments
were accorded a steadily diminishing importance.
When the demand for a simjjler ritual, ba.sed on
the appeal to Scripture, made itself effectively

heard, it was resisted on the ground that the

Church is free to make modifications in such com-

paratively non-essential matters. (For the whole

history, see Hofling, vol. ii. §§119-121.) In England,
the signing with the cross and the presence of

sponsors were retained, and the other ceremonies
summarized in a previous section were discarded.

The Church of England, like the Lutherans, showed
a greater reverence for tradition : at tlie same time,

the simplifications introduced to avoid superstition,
and to promote decency and order, were really the

outcome of a desire to get nearer to NT usage.
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The Puritans objected to the traditional elements
still remaining in the Prayer-Book Order of Bap-
tism, as having no warrant in Scripture. The
Genevan Order was still simpler.

'

Chrisms, tapers,
and other pomposities

' were abolished, as '

they
have been devised without authority from the
word of God.' Baptism by immersion was re-
introduced by the believers in adult baptism, as

being the Scriptural and only lawful method.* In
brief, all Protestant Churches held themselves at

liberty to revise the baptismal office, in so far as
its elements were derived from tradition and not
from Scripture ; while some wished to make the
ritual conform to a Scripture model.

(b) The authority attributed to the Scriptures
went some way to create a new Icgalkm. Thus
the Baptists insisted on the duty of accepting
immersion. This was the form instituted by
Christ, and it became part of religious obedience to
follow it. To be immersed was to fulfil more per-
fectly than others a command of Christ. This
tended to legalize the religion of Jesus, and to

emphasize the value of obedience to a ceremonial
observance—a step towards Pharisaism. From a
literalism of this kind the more conservative
Churches were preserved by their adherence to

tradition, and Calvin escaped through his strong
common sense, t The other Churches did not escape
legalism in other directions. ^Yhen the sacra-
mental efficacy of Baptism and its bearing on
salvation were questioned by Rationalism, the
defence was apt to be : this is part of the Di\dne
will revealed in the NT, and it must simply be

accepted. Hooker's defence of the Church of

England doctrine of Baptism rests largely on the

plain sense of Jn 3', which is taken as the final

ruling of the Divine LaAvgiver on this subject.
This kind of appeal to Scripture is simply legalistic.
It may further be paralleled in the strong tendency
to interpret the NT in harmony with the OT. The
explanation of baptism by means of circumcision
seems to belong to a new Judaistic Christianity.

C. The Humanism and Rationalism of
THE Renaissance.—The Reformation was influ-

enced by the growing interest in the natural as

opposed to the supernatural, and the assertion of
individual independence which marked the later
Middle Ages. This favoured views of baptism
Avhich removed mystery, and which made it the

sign, not of a man's dependence on, but of his
adhesion to, the Church. Baptism then becomes
a mere symbol or a confession of faith.

*
Sprinkling and immersion.— It has already been noted

that the dipping of infants continued in England after the
custom had altered in Europe. Sprinkling became more general
in England about 1600, and was apparently the accepted custom
by 1640 (Denne, Contention for Truth, 1658). With regard to
adults, the first Mennonites and Baptists received the rite by
affusion. Mr. Shakespeare says of the former, that '

they admini-
stered baptism by affusion, until in 1620 a section called the
Collegianten, at Rhynsberg, began to immerse.' A certain Mr.
Blunt introduced baptism by immersion among the Particular
Baptists at the beginning of 1642. The practice was widely taken
up, many being bai)tized for the second, or for the third time,
as the case might be. It was this that roused up Dr. Daniel
Featley to write his book against 13ai>tists, in which he claimed to

dip the dippers head over ears in argument. Partly in reply to
this work, the Baptist Churches published a Confession in 1646,
which is their first public declaration in favour of immersion.
' That the way and manner of the dispensing this ordinance is

dipping or plunging the body under water : it being a sign
must answer the thing signified, which is the interest the
saints have in the death, burial, and resurrection of Cb.rist'

(Confessions, p. 42). For the whole subject, see Shakespeare,
op. cit. pp. 186-189.
The Socinians, as is clear from the Racovian catechism of

1619, and some Anabaptists had baptized by immersion before
this.

t
' Whether a person is to be wholly immersed, and that whether

once or thrice, or whether he is only to be sprinkled with water, is

not of the least consequence : Churches should be at liberty to

adopt either according to the diversity of climates, although it

is evident that the term baptize means
"
to immerse," and that

this was the form used by the primitive Church
'

(Inst. rv. xv. 19).

Zwingli treated baptism as a symbol, though by
no means as insigiiilicant.

'

Baptisnms est re-

fenerationis
symbolum . . , sed non ita ut qui

aptisati sunt ob id renati sunt
'

(Answer to

Quest. 17, in a letter on .some questions raised by
a

Catabaptist). Some account of his views may
be found in Lecky's Hist, of Rationalism.
Socinus emphasized the confession-side of Bap-

tism. It is—
' the rite of initiation by which men, after obtaining knowledge
of the doctrine of Christ and acquiring faith in Him, becon;e
bound to Christ and His disciples, or are enrolled in the Chur !i,

renouncing the world . . . profes.sing, besides, that thev will

regard the Father, Son, and Holy Spirit as the only Guide and
Master in religion, and in the whole of their life aiid conversa-
tion, and by their ablution and immersion and emersion,
declaring and as it were exhibiting that they lay aside the
defilement of sin, that they are buried with Christ, that they
desire henceforth to die with Him and to rise to newness of life,
and pledging themselves that they will really carry this out,
receiving also at the same time at which this profession is made
and this pledge taken the symbol and sign of the remission of
sins and even the remission itself (Hamack, vii. 151).

As Harnack says, the stress is laid here on the
confession, and the last clause sounds like an after-

thought. The tendency to emphasize the confeasion
made in baptism was not conlined to Socinianisin ;

the Anabaptists, e.g., regarded baptism mainly as
a badge or mark distinguishing Christians from
others (cf. art. AXABAPTISM, i. 410). This shows
the influence of Rationalism in so far as it implies
less interest in the sacramental side.

But the ultimate influence of Rationalism is to
be discerned in the serious issues, for the doctrine
of baptism, raised by Biblical criticism, by tlie

science of comparative religion, and by the study
of religious experience.
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BAPTISM (Indian).—In the initiatory rites

which are peculiar to the great religions of India

and their various sects, there is nothing which can

be regarded as exactly parallel to Christian baptism,

exce])t the general fact that such rites imply ad-

mission to or public recognition of a delinile re-

ligious status. In the Christian rite the use of

water is based on a natural symbolism which ha-s

appealed to the human mind in all ages, and of this

we have abundant examples in the purilicatory
ceremonies of all Indian religions. Hinduism
abounds in such baptisvis or washings as are

referred to in Jlk 1*. These are founded on tlie

association of religious purity with water used
eitlier in bathing or in sprinkling the person or

thing to be sanctiiied.

In the rite of initiation into the Sikh religion we
have the nearest approach to the form of Christian

baptism ; but even in the sjMnbolism of the rite

thei'e is, as we shall see, a fundamental difference.
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The Sikh religion, which is professed by about

two millions of the people of the Panjab, is of com-

paratively modern origin. Nanak, its founder,
who nourished in the 16th cent., was one of the

many religious scholars of India in whose mind the

philosophy which underlies Hinduism awakened a

firotest
against the current idolatrj'. He was a

ollower of Kablr, and was also influenced by the

writings of the ISIarathi poet Namdeva, who
nourished about the year A.D. 1300. Passages
from the writings of Kabir and Namdeva are found

incorporated in the Granth ('the Book'), the re-

ligious book of the Sikhs ('disciples'). While
Hindu pantheism easily lends itself to the support
of polytheism aiul idolatry, that side of it which

emphasizes the oneness of the Supreme Existence
has always been cropping up in the form of

protests against the Avorship of the manj'. Nanak
may be taken as an example of this frequently

repeated tendency. From the movement wluch he

initiated, there emerged under him as its ^x&tguru,
and under his nine successors ending vrith Guru
Govind Singh, a religion which, rejecting idolatry
and caste, emphasizes the doctrine of the Divine

unity. So far as this doctrine dissociated itself

from its original pantheistic foundation and ap-

proached the deistic conception, we may recognize
in its subsequent development the influence of

the Muhammadan religion with which it was in

constant contact.

The distinct religious community into which the
followers of Nanak were ultimately organized
bears the name of the Khahrt. Initiation into the
Sikh religion takes place by admission to the
Klialsa by means of a rite called the Pahul.
The Pahul is thus described in the Ufe of

Govind Singh, the last of the gurus :

' When the guru had returned from the hills to Anandpur, he
assembled the societies of the disciples and told them that he

required the head of a disciple, and that he who loved his guru
should make this offering. Most of them were terror-stricken,
and fled ; but five of them rose and offered resolutely their

heads. These five he took into a room, and told them that, as
he had found them true, he would give them the pahul of the
true religion. He niaile them bathe, and seated them side by
side ; he dissolved purified sugar in water and stirred it with
a two-edged dagger, and, having recited over it some verses
taken from his iiranth in pi-aise of the Timeless One, he made
them drink some of this sherbet ; some of it he poured on their
heads and the rest he sprinkled on their bodies. Then, patting
them with his hand, he cried with a loud voice,

"
Say, The

Khalsa of the Vah Guru ! Victory to the holy Vah Guru !

"

After he had given tlie pahuf to tjiese five in this manner, he
took it likewise from them; and in this way all the rest of his dis-

ciples were initiated, to whom he gave the name of the Khalsa,
adding to the name of each the epithet Singh (' lion '). Then
he gave the order that whoever desired to be his discijile must
always have five things with him, the names of which begin with
the letter fc, viz., his hair (te«) which must not be cut, a comb
(karppfi), a knife {kathar), a sword (kitbpal), and breeches
reaching to the knee (kachh) ; otherwise he would not consider
him a disciple.'

The rite itself is older than this mention of it

in the Life of Govind Singh, for it is referred to in

the Life of NCmak, written by Guru Arjun, the
fifth guru, in the beginning of the 17th century.
As it is not mentioned in the Granth, it would
appear to be later in origin than the time of Nanak.
It was not, however, instituted by the last guru,
Govind Singh, who in the passage just quoted
from his life is described as admmistering an old-
established rite.

It is by no means clear that we ought to regard
this rite as parallel to liaptism except in the mere
fact that it marks initiation into the membership
of a religious comnmnity. The place given to

bathing in the descrijition quoted is subsidiary ;

the essential parts are the drinking of the sherbet
and the utterance of the words ' Yah Guru !

'

In its oldest form the rite included nothing more
than this, and its original as well as its later pur-
pose is to express communion and fellowship
through joint participation in food and drink.

This, according to all Hindu standards, is tlie

ultimate te.st of religious fcllowsiiip, and the Sikh
pahul appears to be only one form of expressing
this fact of religious communion. It is interest-

ing to notice that, while devotion to the guru is

included in tlie ceremony, the stress is laid on the
marks of fellowship. The Ciiristian rite of baptism
admits to the fellowship of the visible Church ; but
the emphasis is not laitl on this side of the sacra-
ment. The saci"ament of baptism expresses in

the iirst instance a relation of tlie individual to

God, not to the community of His people. Even
in the sacrament of the Lord's Supper, while the
communion of believers with eacii other is an
important element in the meaning of the rite, the

thought of the believer's relation to his Lord is

predominant in every interpretation of the sacra-

ment. This is an illustration of a characteristic
diti'erence between Indian religions and Chris-

tianity.
In orthodox Hinduism the ceremony that ap-

proaches nearest in its specihc function to baptism
is the Miciij ceremony, called also Upanaijana
(
Skr. upa and nl, 'leading up to a teacher,'

'initiation'), by which the members of the twice-
born (dvija) castes are admitted to their respective

privileges. The material element in this ceremony
is the investiture with the sacred thread ; and, as

one part of the rite consists in investing the

subject with a girdle made of munj grass, in the
case of Brahmans, it is known amongst them as the

Mufij ceremony. This investiture with the sacred

thread, called upavita [una and vyd, 'to cover' or

'clothe ') or ya/«ojoavI<a because it entitles to the

privilege of otlering sacriiices, must take place
between the ages of 8 and 16, 11 and 22, 12 and 24,
in the Brahman, Ksatriya, and VaLsya castes

respectively.

Bathing is not an integral part of this ceremony.
The yajhopavita, or sacred thread, which in the
case of the Braliman is a triple thread of cotton

yarn, in the case of the Ksatriya of hemp, and in

the ca.se of the Vaisya of wool, is placed over the
left shoulder and allowed to hang down on the

right side of the wearer. At the time of investi-

ture the youth is placed with his face turned
towards the sun, and is made to walk round a tire

three times. Then the guru, taking the thread
in his hantl, consecrates it by repeating the Gfqjatri,
the invocation to Savitr, the sun, taken from

Rigvcda, iii. 62. 10—tat savitur varenynni bJiargo

devasya dhlmahi dhiyo yo nah prachodnydt,
' that

Ave may attain the glorious light of the god Savitr,

may he further our prayer.'
After the thread is put on, the youth takes a

staff" in his hand (of ditl'erent kinds of wood, ac-

cording to caste) and goes forth to beg alms. This
alms he begs of his mother, or, if she is dead, of his

maternal aunt, and, failing her, of a sister. This

symbolizes a covenant to support his guru and
himself.

The next step is the learning of the sandhyd,
or prayers appointed for the principal parts of the

day, morning, noon, and evening.
The la.st act of the ceremony is the maunji-

bandham, or the tying on of a girdle of munj grass.
Before the girdle is put on, the gurti teaches the

boy the Savitr mantra. Bending with his right
knee on the ground and saluting the guru with

namaskdr, he says,
'

Repeat to me the Savitr

mxintra.' Then the guru, WTapping the hands of

the boy with his garment, takes hold of tlieni

with both his hands and makes him repeat the

mantra, at hrst line by line, and tinally the whole.

The young man thus initiated enters on the Brah-

7?i«c/(V7ri(' disciple ') period of his life (.see ASRAMA).
Now, while all the external features of baptism

are absent from this rite, there is a certain inner
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resemblance between the two in the place which
each occupies in the scheme of the religious life.

The most striking fact in connexion with the
Hindu rite is that by virtue of its performance the
initiated ranks as twice-born. The idea that a
certain act of religion marks the second birtii

presents a parallel to the Christian idea of baptism,
whether regarded as ' a sensible sign

'

or as a
sacrament carrying with it a sijiritual ell'ect, in its

relation to regeneration. Looking beneath the
outward surface of the rite, may we not recognize
in it the expression of a deep human conviction
that man as he enters this world is not lit for his

spiritual kingdom, that he must be born again if

he is to possess it ?
'

Except a man be born again,
he cannot see the kingdom of God '

(Jn 3^).

If we look for any parallel to baptism in the
Zoroastrian religion, which, although the ancient
home of the faith is in more northern lands, is

to-day an Indian religion, we may find it in the

ceremony called Naujot, by which Parsi children,
both boys and girls, receive religious initiation after

they have attained the age of six years and three
months. Indeed themodern Parsi sometimes actual ly
speaks of it as baptism. The name Naujot indi-

cates that it marks the beginning of a new religious
authorization, the outward symbol of which is the
investiture with the sudra, or sacred shirt, and
the kusti, or sacred thread, a thread of seventy-two
strands worn round the body. In this ceremony
the officiating priest recites verses from the Avesta

Scriptures, and with his own hands places the
sudra on the boy or girl to be initiated, and binds
the sacred thread. On each side stands a brazier

from which flames arise, fed by pieces of fragrant
sandal-wood ; and, while the verses are being
chanted, grains of rice are thrown towards the

recipient of the ordinance. The Naujot is fre-

quently made the occasion of a great social

gathering, followed by a feast in which sometimes

many hundreds of persons participate. So much
does the social aspect predominate over the re-

ligious, that the chanting of the priest is sometimes
drowned by the sti-ains of a brass band discoursing
the most secular and jovial airs. The sense of

incongruity is felt by any one who tries to associate

the ceremony with a spiritual purpose. In their

origin such ceremonies had, no doubt, a religious

meaning ; but they have to a large extent lost it,

and have become the badges of a community rather
than a vehicle of spiritual instruction. An inter-

esting fact in connexion with the Naujot ceremony
is its administration to girls as well as to boys.
The Parsi woman wears the sacred thread. No
Hindu woman can wear it.

In the light of s\ich developments the high
spiritual signiiicance of Christian baptism stands
out more clearly ; but even Christian baptism may
lose its higher meaning if the purpose which it

subserves as a mark of the Cliristian faith be per-
mitted to overshadow its meaning for the indivi-
dual soul.

LiTBRATURB.—See under Initiation.

D. Mackichan.
BAPTISM (Jewish).—The fact that Judaism

gained accessions from the Gentile world gave rise

to an application of the practice of ceremonial
ablution altogether new in Jewish religious life,

viz., the baptism of proselytes. Precisely as the
rite of bathing after cohabitation or nocturnal

pollution was, in the period after the destruction
of the Temple, regarded by the Rabbis both as a

purification and as a kind of consecration for

intercourse with the sacred words of the Law,
so was the bathing of proselytes considered as at

once a purification from heathenism and an initia-

tion or consecration of the convert before his

admission amongst the people of God. It was a

ceremony not unlike Christian baptism so far a.s

the individual who desired to become a Jew was
conducted to the bath, and there immersed himself
in the presence of the Kabbis, who recited to him
portions of tiie Law. The proper term, however,
is the ' immersion of proselytism

'

(nn: nV'ao), as it

is designated, e.g., by Rashi.
The antiquity of proselyte baptifin.—Epictetua, the Stoic

philosopher, who taught in Home till a.d. 94, and subsequently
lived at Nicopolis, in Epirus, had heard of the practice, and
speaks of it, indeed, as a matter of common knowledge. In his

conversations, as recorded by the historian Arrian, prefect of

Cappadocia, he illustrates the maxim that a man's profession of
faith should be carried out in practical life, by referring to the
fact that many Hellenes are called, or call themselves, Jews,
Syrians, or Egy])tians, simply because they have adopted the

religious usages of one or other of those peoples. But, he pro-
ceeds, when a man goes only half-way in such a matter, it is

usually said o! him that ' he is no Jew, but has merely the
semblance of one '

; while, if he takes upon himself the arduous
life of

' the baptized and the elect,' he is really what he calls
himself (viz. a Jew).*

In the Rabbinical literature (,.^feckilta, on Ex 12'»8) it is stated
that a lady named Valeria, along with her female slaves, was
received into Judaism by a bath of immersion. This story may
jiossibly go back to a time at least equally remote. The Babylonian
Talmud (Yebhamdth, fol. 46rt, at foot) contains the tradition that
Eliezer and Joshua, who both flourished towards the end of the
1st cent. A.D., disagreed in their views regarding the conditions
under which a proselyte should be received. Rabbi Eliezer assert-

ing that circumcision without immersion, Rabbi Joshua that im-
mersion without circumcision, was sufficient. It has been handed
down as the admittedly valid finding that both immersion and
circumcision, and—in theory at least—an oblation as well, were

indispensable conditions of admission to the Jewish communion.
We have thus good authority for believing that proselyte

baptism was practised towards the end of the 1st century. It is

probable, however, that till about this time baptism was not

regarded bj- all teachers or in all countries as a ceremonj' asso-

ciated with the act of embracing Judaism. In view of this

circumstance the silence of certain writers, in passages of their

works where a reference to the practice might have been ex-

pected, loses the force which has sometimes been attributed to

this particular case of testimonium e silentio.i In one passage
of the Mishna, proselyte baptism seems to be merely a bath of

ceremonial purification, which the proselyte must take as one
who ' comes from the foreskin.'t The ceremonial of the practice
likewise would be developed gradually. IJ iking all the reserva-

tions necessary in view of the dififusion, conception, and various

forms of the rite, we may safely assume that the Jewish baptism
of proselytes was not of later origin than Christian baptism.

According to Talmudic testimony, the baptism of

proselytes took the form of an immersion carried

out in accordance with the Rabbinical regulations
for ceremonial purification, and in presence of three,
or at least two, witnesses. The candidate, if a male,
was first of all circumcised, and when the wound
had healed [this is left out of account in Fes. viii. 8]

he was taken to the bath. While he stood in the

water the Rabbis ('disciples of the wise') who

happened to be among the witnesses once more
recited to him some of the great and the lesser

commandments. Then the convert made a complete
immersion, and stepped forth as a fully privileged
Israelite. A female was, for modesty's sake, taken

to the water by women, the '

disciples of the wise,'

as legal witnesses, standing behind the curtain that

served as a door. She was then placed in water up
to the neck, and, while she remained in this posi-
tion, the Rabbis, without seeing her, but within

hearing, gave their prelection upon the command-
ments. She thereafter drew her head under water,
and at that moment it was necessary for the

witnesses to look on ; then, as she came out of the

bath, the men retired with averted faces. The bap-
* Dissert. Epicteti, ii. 9 (ed. Upton, London, 1841, i. 214 f.):

OTOi' 6' oi'dAdlSf) TO iraCo? to toC ^e^afLixtvov (coi fjpTj/jfrou, ToTe KoX

e'oTi T<p ovTL KOI (coAetToi 'Iov£aio9. The perfect participles are

conclusive.

t This applies specially to Philo Ale.x., Josephus (AM. xm.
ix., XX. ii.), and Juveiual {Sat. xiv. 96).

J Pes. viii. 8 :
' A mourner may bathe and eat his pesach in the

evening, but not along ivith the sacred meats. One who receives

news of a death and one who gathers bones [a gravedigger) may
bathe and eat (his pesach) along with the sacred meats. A prose-

lyte who has become a proselyte on the evening before the pesach
[i.e. the day before] (concerning hun) the school of Shammai
says :

"
Heinay bathe and eat his pesach in the evening." But

the school of Hillel says :
" One who comes from the foreskin is

as one who comes from the grave."' Note that, according to

Nu 1916, one who touches a grave remains unclean for seven days.
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tism of a proselyte could not legally be performed

by night, or on a Sabbatli or any other holy day.*
This description is to be understood as one of con-

stitutive validity. Baptism, according to it, must
be administered by ortliodox Judaism whenever

proselytes are to be received into its community.
The necessity of proselyte baptism was argued

by the Talmudic scholars from the fact that,

according to Ex ig'o-i^-**, the Israelites were com-
manded ' to sanctify themselves

'

before the deliver-

ance of the Law at Sinai. That sanctification

involved ablution, but was designed by the writer

as a necessary condition of meeting with Deity.
The Rabbis, however, believed that this act was
ordained in view of the holy covenant which was
to be completed by a sacrifice (Ex 24*"^), but which
was about to be instituted from the Divine side by
t!ie giving of the Law (Ex 20). They thus assumed
that even at that early stage an ablution was the

ordained means of gaining admission into the

covenant.! We find, however, that proselyte bap-
tism was regarded also as a bath of purification,

designed to remove the uncleanness of heathenism

(cf. the passage of the Mishna, Fes. viii. 8, already
cited). Thus, in the case of a woman who was
desirous of embracing Judaism, and who had taken
the batli required after menstruation, this act was
credited to lier by a certain Rabbi Joshua as equiva-
lent to the bath required of

proselytes.^:
It is a

current opinion among Christian theologians that

baptism (of children) takes the place of circum-
cision. The incident just referred to might suggest
the idea that proselyte baptism was originally
sanctioned by JcAvish teachers anxious to make
converts, as a more agreeable rite than the other.

This surmise, however, has not a shred of evidence
to support it ; while in the case mentioned by
Josephus (Anf. XX. ii. 4), circumcision was simply
remitted.

P'rom the fact that the Jewish religion claimed
to be a Divine revelation, and from such utterances
as that of Philo (de Pcen. i. ),

' the pi'oselyte comes
from darkness into light,' or the Rabbinical prin-

ciple that 'the prosel3-te is like a newborn child,'
it would be erroneous to infer that the baptism
of proselytes was the rite of initiation into the

mysteries of tlie Jewish religion. As a matter of

fact, the baptism was alwaj's preceded by instruc-

tion in religious doctrine, and thenceforward there
were no further revelations to be made. The
Rabbinical principle just quoted, to judge from its

discussion amongst the teachers themselves, was
concerned exclusively with the civil relations of
the proselyte : he was required, on this interpreta-
tion, to alienate himself entirely from his former
interests, and even from his still heathen kindred ;

he must not inherit their property, he cannot
commit incest with them, etc.§
Our prefatory note regarding the characteristics

of proselyte baptism is thus confirmed by these

early references. This testimony, at the very
most, encourages the idea that the ceremony in

question, with its twofold signification, was not
seldom understood as merely a bath of purifica-
tion.

LmtRATURK,—Rabbinic texts (Talmudic, etc.) are collected \>\
H. Ainsworth, Annotatioivs on the Pentateuch, 1612 ff. (atOn 17) ; John Lightfoot, Horae Hebraicae (at Mt 36) ; J. A.
Bengel, Ueber das Alter der jiidischen Proselytentaxife, 1814 ;

M. Schneckenburger, Ueber d. Alter d.jtid. Proselytentaufe
und deren Ztisammen/iaruj mil dem johann. u. chrintl. Ritus,
Berlin, 1828 (pp. 4-32 are a suney of the older literature);
E. Schurer, GJ\'^,\u. 129 £f.; artt.

'

Baptism," by S. Krauss,
and '

Proselyte,' by E. G. Hirsch, in JE; also art.
'

Proselyte,'
by F. C. Porter, in HDB. \V. BRANDT.

• All this is set forth in the Bab. Talmud, Yehhdm6th, fol. 45-47.
t Bab. Yebhamdth, fol. 46 a, 6

; KerUh6th, fol. 9 a.
X Bab. Yebhamdth, 46 6 ; cf. the Heb. commentators.
§ 'DT r>MV J1BP3 T'jnjr M : Mishna, ^ebhdmdlh, xi. 2 ; Bab.

Ytbh. fol. 62 a ; Jerus. Yebh. fol. 4 o, tt aliis locia.

BAPTISM (Muhammadan).—Historically con-

sidered, the Muslim rite of purificatory ablution,
wudiV and ghusl (see Muhammadanism, § 6),

goes back to divergent forms of Christian baptism.
Aluhammad and liis early followers were called by
the heathen Arabs Saba^ans (q.v.), a name applied
also in the Qur'an (ii. 59, v. 73, xxii. 17) to a sect
mentioned with respect beside the Jews and the
Christians. This name, evidently, is derived from
the Aramaic root saia', or 5«6a', 'todip,' 'immerse,'
and means 'dippers,' or '

baptizers,' and was used
originally for uitl'erent heretical Christian sects of

Hemerobaptists, Elkesaites {q.v.), and Mand;eans
iq.v.), who practised frequent ceremonial ablution
(see Wellhausen, Reste^, p. 286 f. ; in 1st ed. p. 205 ff. ).

Of baptism, however, in the precise sense, no trace

appears in Islam, although tliere are many stories
in European crusading legend of Muslims who
accepted it ; and that some distinguished Muslims
were knighted by Christians, with all the necessary
ceremonies, appears to be practically certain (Lane-
Poole, Saladm, p. 387 ff. ).

Baptism among Christians is regarded by Mus-
lims as an initiatory rite of purification, parallel
with circumcision. A very curious description of
the rite, as viewed by them, is given by al-Biruni,
from Abu-l-^usain al-AhwazI, in his Chronology
of Ancient Nations (tr. Sachau, p. 288 ff.). He
introduces it under Epiphany, in

giving an account
of the calendar of the Melkite Syrian Christians in

Khwarizm, as Epiphany for the Oriental Church is

a commemoration of the baptism of Christ. This

description is either fanciful and imaginary or is

of some obscure local rite. It agrees with none of
the great Oriental rites. In Egypt the Copts used
to observe the Eve of Epiphany (lailat al-ghitus),
the 10th of Tuba (

= the i7th or 18th of January),
as a great river-festival, plunging into the Nile a.s

a memorial of the baptism of Christ, and believing
that on that night it could prevent and cure all

illnesses. In this festival and usage the Muslims
also joined, and al-Mas'udi, who was in Egj'pt in
a.d. 942, describes it as a great popular ceremony
presided over by the Ihshid himself (Murfij adh-
dhahab, ii. 364 f. of Paris ed.). It is now observed

by Copts only, and by tliem not to any great
extent. Even the plunging into the Epiphany
tank in churches has become greatly disused, and
the foot-washing of Maundy Thursday has taken
its place. For the religious ceremony see The
Blessing of the Waters on the Eve of the Epiphany,
by John, Marquess of Bute, London, 1901. But
among ^Iuslims there is at least one curious custom
which appears to be a survival. In the mosque of

ad-Dashtuti, just outside of the Bab ash-Shariya
at Cairo, tliere is a well and a tank {maghtis), and
it is the popular belief that if any one afflicted with
a fever [hummu) plunges into the tank three times
in three weeks he Mill be healed (Al-hitat al-jadula,
iv. 112). Others make the healing power of this

maghtis much more general, and describe how the
sick folk descend into it by the light of a candle
(Michell, Egyptifin Calendar, p. 122).
One obscure passage in the Qur'an has generally

been held by Muslims to be an allusion to baptism,
and most translators of the Qur'an have accepted
that Wew. In Qur'an ii. 132, after the story of

Abraham, how he was a hanif of the primitive
religion as contrasted with the faiths of the Jews
and Christians, there is an exclamatory outburst,
' The kind of dipping (or dip, sibgha) of Allah !

And who is better than Allah as to a kind of dip-

ping (or dip)? And we are worshippers of him.'
The precise syntactical construction of sibgha we
need not here consider. It is plain that, lexico-

;:raphically, in the oldest Arabic usage (Lisan, x.

319 ff.) the word means either the act of dipping
I one thing into another, as, e.g., a camel dips its lips
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into water ; or the thing into which something else

is dipped. Thus sibfjha came to be the reguhir word
for '

dye,' and sibg/i is used in Qur'an xxiii. 20 for

'sauce.' The oldest exegetical tradition (Tabari's

Tafsir, i. 423) sees in Qur. ii. 132 a reference to

Christian baptism. It differs only as to the nature
of ' the kind of dipping of Allah,' some holding
that it is the Jitrat Allah, the original nature in

which Allah constituted all creatures, and from
Avhich Jews and Christians are perverted only by
their parents (see Krehl, in SSGW, hist.-phil.

Klasse, July 1st, 1870, p. 99), and others that it

is Islam, the religion (din) of Allah.
In the great scholastic commentary Mafdtih al-

ghaib of KazI (d. A.D. 1209) a considerable advance
is made, and the idea of '

dipping
' has become

distinctly 'dyeing' (i. 505). The first explanation
is that the 'dyeing' of Allah is the religion of

Islam, and that it is so called (a) because Chris-
tians dip their children in a yellow water and say
that it is a purification, and that they have thereby
become Christians ; or (/;) because Jews and Chris-

tians dye their children in their respective faiths,

in the sense that they instil these into them (said
to be a possible meaning of the Arabic) ; or (c)

because the form of Islam appears evidently from
the traces left by purification and prayer, as Allah
has said (Qur. xlviii. 29),

' Their signs are on their

faces from the trace of prostration,' i.e. the mark
of dust on the forehead ; or (d) the diti'erence be-

tween the true faith and the false is as evident as

that between colours or dyes. Or it may be the

original nature of man mentioned above, or circum-
cision ; but Razi inclines to the first view.

It may, however, be doubted whether any idea
of baptism was in Muhammad's mind. To him
baptism would have suggested either wudiV or

ghusl, which, indeed, had sprung from it. The
chapter in which the word sibgha occurs is called
' Of the Heifer,' from a section (w. 63-68) evidently
derived from ISfu 19, which prescribes hoAv a retl

heifer should be slaughtered and burned and its

ashes used for ritiral purification ('Red Heifer' in

Hastings' DB iv. 20711'.). Further, the same root
mba , used in Qur. ii. 132, is that used in Aramaic
for the

purificatory' dipping connected with the
ritual of the Red Heifer (Levy, Chalddisches Wor-
terbuch, p. 312, s.v.). It seems, then, at least

possible that Muhammad had in mind some such

process, and not either baptism or dyeing. That
the oldest exegetical tradition should be in error

is not surprising. The earliest interpreters of the

Qur'an were evidently as far from a genuine oral

tradition going back to Muhammad himself as

were the translators of the LXX from a tradition

going back to the Hebrew prophets.

LiTERATURK.—Wellhausen, Reste arabischen Heidentuins'^,
Berlin, 1897 ; Lane-Poole, Saladin and the Fall of the Kingdom
of Jerusalem, London, 1898; al-Biruni, Chronology of Ancient
Sations, tr. Sachau, London, 187s) ; John, Marquess of Bute,
The Blessing of the Waters on the Ece of the Epiphany, London,
1901 ; Michell, Egyptian Calendar, London, 1900 ; Krehl,
' Ueber die Koranische Lehre von der Predestination,' in SSGW,
hiat.-phil. Klasse, July 1st, 1870 ; Levy, Chaldiiisches Worter-

bach, Leipzij,', 1866. D. B. MaCDONALD.

BAPTISM (Polynesian).
—A rite closely resem-

bling baptism has been observed in some of the

Polynesian Islands. The best-known custom is

that of New Zealand. For five days after the birth

of a child both the mother and the infant are tabu,
and remain in a sacred house. The women of the

neighbourhood then assemble and give the child its

first name, meanwhile dipi)ing a twig in water and

sprinkling the infant with it. Some months later,

at the feast of the giving of the (second) name, the

tohunga (priest) dips a twig in water and sprinkles
the child's head, uttering formulas in an archaic

and practically imintelligible dialect, the words

varying according to sex. In the northern island
of New Zealand the cliild was not sprinkled, but
was immersed. In both islands the infant was dedi-
cated to Tu, the god of war, and the mother was
forbidden to see the ceremony, although, on rare

occasions, young people were allowed to be present.
An additional baptism was also performed when a

boy reached the age of eight, that he miglit become

strong
and

manly.
In the Fiji Islands the first bath

of a child was celebrated with a feast, although this
is hardly baptism. On the other hand, there is at
least an approach to baptism in the ciLstom observed
in the island of Rotuma, by which the chief rubbed
the face, gums, and lips of the newborn child with
a mixture of sea-water and coconut oil ; while in

the island of Uvea tlie birth of an infant wa.s cele-

brated with a feast, at which the child's head was
sprinkled with water. The ceremony has been de-
scribed as the removal of the tabu which rests upon
the newborn child.

Literature. — Waitz - Gerland, Anthropologie der Natvr-
vblker, vi. 131-133 (Leipzig, 1872) ; Ploss, Daa Kind 2, L 25S
(Leipzipf, 1884) ; Reville, Les Religions des peuples non-civUisis,
ii. m. (I'aris, 1SS3). LOUIS H. GRAY.

BAPTISM (Teutonic).—The practice of sprink-

ling children with water shortly after birth, as
found among many aboriginal races, prevailed also

among the Teutons in heathen times. In the 2nd
cent. A.D. the famous phj-sician Galen had learned
that it was their custom to immerse the infant

directly after birth in cold river-water ; and about
the same period, as well as later, it is recorded bj^

Greek wi'iters that the inhabitants of the Rhine

country, who are designated Celts, but who were

unquestionably Teutons, employed the river as a
test of legitimacy, immersing all their infants

therein in the belief that the illegitimate would
sink. Unfortunately our authorities for the
southern Teutons, and, to a large extent, those

for the northern, yield no evidence regarding thi*

primitive rite, the reason being that those authori-

ties date almost entirely from Cliristian times,
when Christian baptism had become the general
custom. On the other hand, the practice finds

frequent mention in the Icelandic sagas and the
Eddie poetry. It is there spoken of as ansa vatni,
' to sprinkle with water,' and in the sources it is

clearly discrinunated from skira,
' to cleanse,'

' to

baptize
'

in the Christian sense.

The writings in which the expression occurs

belong in all likelihood to the Christian period,
but the people spoken of as actually observing the

practice were certainly pagans (cf. K. Maurer,
Wasscnoeihe, 5 If.). The custom probably took its

rise in religious ceremonial. By the Teutons, as

by many other races, water was thought to be the

habitat of supernatural, and especially of beneficent,

powers, and the act of sufiusion therefore brought
the child under the inlluenco of these. Hence
the claim of the master-magician in the Hdvamdl
(v. 158) :

' This I can make sure when I sulluse a
man-child with water—he shall not fall

\ylien
he

fights in the host ;
no sword shall bring him low.'

The rite was performed by the child's father, or by
one near of kin, or by some person of standing with
whom the father was socially on familiar terms.

Intimately connected with this initiation by
water was the act of naming the child. Both

ceremonies, in fact, were performed at the same
time by one and the same person, and between
the infant and the name-giver there was tlius

constituted a sjtocial bond of union, which was
of life-long duration, and was signalized by the

name-giver's bestowing a gift upon the child at

the ceremony itself. In connexion with the birth

of Harald Gnifeld, for instance, we are told that
' Eirikr and Gunnhild had a son whom Haraldi
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Haarfager sufTased with water, and to whom he

gave the name, ordaining that he should be king
after his fatiier Eirik' {Hcimakringla, ed. F.

J6nsson, i. 161). In virtue of this act of naming,
which counted as the hrst legal transaction relative

to the child, the latter acquired its status, so to

speak, as a human being, and was admitted into

the legal union of consanguinity. Hence, wliile

initiatfon by water was in the first instance a

religious function, the giving of the name was
a legal one ; as both were performed by the same
individual, however, the former soon acquired a

legal signilicance likewise. So long as a child had
not gone through the ceremony of suflusion, its

life was as fully at the father's disposal as that
of a child who had taken no nourishment ; he

might expose it, or even kill it. After suflusion,

however, the child enjoyed the full legal protection
involved in consanguinity. This legal provision
still remained in force in the legislation of tlie

Northern Teutons even after the introduction of

Christianity, and when baptism had superseded
the older rite ; according to the earlier Norwegian
law, indeed, the murder of an unbaptized child

was much more leniently dealt with than that of

one who had been baptized. This distinction was
not abolished till king Ma;jnus Erlingsson altered
the law in the latter halt of the 12th century.
The provincial codes of Sweden and Denmark still

retain traces of this ancient heathen point of view.
Even when the slayer was a stranger, i.e. a person
otiier than the parents, a much more moderate
wergeld was exacted by Swedish law if the victim
was still a heathen, i.e. unbaptized. Similar
enactments are found in the Anglo-Saxon and
the Prankish codes.

In the legislation of the Southern Teutons, no
doubt, it was the ceremony of naming rather than
that of baptism that gained prominence as the
function which brought the child under the higher

protection of the law. From this circumstance
it is inferred by Maurer that the rite of initiation

by water was not of Teutonic origin at all, but
was adopted from the Christian peoples with
whom the Northern Teutons came into contact

upon the islands of the Western Sea. Bearing
in mind, however, the genuinely Teutonic principle,
still lirmly rooted among many Teutonic peoples,
that baptism invests the child with a higher
legal status, and, above all, the fact that through-
out practically the entire Teutonic race a child's

right of inheritance first becomes operative at
its baptism—regulations never found among non-
Teutonic peoples

—we feel that Maurer's con-
tention is untenable. The circumstance that

among the Southern Teutons the ceremony of

naming, as marking the child's entrance into his

higlier legal rights, took the leading place, and that,
further, this ceremony was fixed for the ninth day
after birth, goes rather to show the influence of
the Roman practice of naming the child and pre-
senting him in the temple on the dies lustricus.

LiTERATVRE.—K. MaurcF,
'

tJber die Wasserweihe dcs Mr-
manischen Ueidentuius '

(.idAamf. d. k. Dayr. Akad. der Wi.ss.,
CI. i. vol. XV. pt. hi., Munich, 18S0) ; K. MUllenhofiF, Deutsche
AUertumsktinde, iv. 314, 632 £f. (Berlin, 1900); H. Pfannen-
schmid, Das Weihwasser im heidnischen v,. christlichen Cultus
(Hanover, 1869); W. Mannhaxdt, Germanisclte Mythen
(Berlin, 1858), 310 ff. ; J. Grimm, DetUscke Rechtsaltertumer *

(Leipzig, 1890), i. 630 ff. E. MOGK.

BAPTISM BY BLOOD. -Two uses of the
expression 'baptism by blood' must be dis-

tinguished : (1) a literal use as applied to the
practices of pre-Christian and ethnic religion, and
(2) a metaphorical use, denoting the suflerings of
Christian martyrs.

(1) Lifrml W6-e.—Among all primitive races the
blood of beasts or of men plays an important part in

religious ceremonies. In the East especially it

had peculiar purgative and propitiatory properties
ascribed to it, as being the seat and vehicle of life.

The ancient Arabs sprinkled blood to lay evil

spirits (cf. Wellhausen, Reste arab. Heidentums^,
121), and a similar act was observed in Vedic
ritual (cf. Hillebrandt, Vediache Offer und Zaubcr,
176, 179). Hebrew notions concerning blood were
so far sj)iritualized that tliere is only one instance
in the (JT (I K 22^**) which can properly ]>& described
as indicating a merely superstitious or magical
use of blood (cf. Hastings' DB i. 257, s.v. 'Bath,
Bathing'). For its employment in Jewish cere-
monial see separate artt. Covenant, Purifica-
tion, Sackifick. Hellenic ritual is not without
examples of cathartic sprinkling of blood (cf.

Apollonius Rhod. Arfjonaut. iv. 704 f. ; vEschylus,
Earn. 282 f.), and in the Roman Lupercalia there
Avas a piacular use of dog's and goat's blood (cf.

Warde Fowler, Ronum Festivals, 311). But it

was probably at a somewhat late date and under
the influence of prevailing Eastern cults that the

practice of immersion in blood, resulting in moral
cleanness, was brought into the Empire. In the
Taurobolium and Criobolium (Haenioboliuni, cf.

Orelli's CIL, No. 2334) the worshipper, issuing
drenched with blood of bull or ram from the pit
over which the l)east had been slaughtered, was
regarded as being cleansed from his sins and ready
for eternity (cf.

' taurobolio criobolioque renatus
in aeternum,' Berlin CIL vi. 510). See separate
artt. Criobolium, Great Mother, Taurobolium.
For savage rites of purification by blood-sprinkling,
cf. J. G. Frazer, Adonis Attis Osiris, 251 ; and for
Scandinavian and German parallels, cf. Grimm,
Deutsche Mythologic'*, i. 45 ; and U. Jahn, Ojfer-
gehrduche, 31. Cf. also p. 372'\

(2) Metaphorical use.—In the Christian Church
allusion is very early made to a baptism by blood
in connexion Avitli martyrdom. Folycarp (A.D.
156), who stripped himself of his garments at
the stake, may very well have wished to signify
by so doing a preparation for baptism by blood
and fire ; and although the action seems to have
been unusual enough to attract the attention of

Lucian, who in his de morte Peregrini describes

Peregrinus as making a similar preparation for

death, it was probably not the first time that a
Christian martyr tried to carry out in his own
person the prophecy of Mk 10^^ (cf. H. F. Stewart,
Invocation of Saints, 54, 55). The germ of the
idea that death for Christ had the effect of baptism,
viz., remission of sin, is found in Melito of Sardis
(c. 170 A.D.), who in an extant fragment (ed. Otto,
xii.) says that two things confer forgiveness of sins,

viz., baptism and suffering for Christ. Hernias
{Pastor, iii.. Si/nil. 9, § 20) says much the same:
' Onmium eorum deleta sunt delicta, quia propter
nomen Filii Dei mortem obierunt.'
But the first definite mention of baptism by

blood in Christian literature is probably a passage
in the Passio S. Perpetuee (A.D. 202) : 'a sanguine
ad sanguinem ab obstetrice ad retiarium lotura

post partum secundo baptismo' (Passio S. Per-

l>etuce, 118). To about the same date may be

assigned the de Baj>tismo of Tertullian, who .saj-s :

' est quidem nobis etiam secundum lauacrum, unura
et ipsum, sanguinis scilicet, de quo dominus, habeo,

inquit, baptismo tingui, cum iam tinctus fuisset
'

(de Baptismo, 16, cf. Lupton's ed. ad loc).
The distinction between the first and second

baptism made by Tertullian in tliis i)assage and
elsewhere is maintained by the anonymous author
of de Rebaptismo, and by Cj-prian, who says (de
Exhort. Martyr. pra;f. 3) that the first baptism
(by water) gives remission of .sins, while the
second (by blood) gives union with God and man,
or the final victory of God and Christ.
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Origen holds that baptism by blood excludes
the possibility of sin, and ventures to assert its

superiority over baptism by water {Horn, in Jud.
vii. 473 ; cf. Redepenning, Origenes, ii. 28).
These notions, struck out under stress of per-

secution, were taken up in times of peace by later

writers, e.g. Ambrose, Augustine, Cyril or Jeru-

salem, Gregory of Nazianzus, and Gennadius, and
became the established teaching, until finally
scholastic divinity definitely adopted the scheme of

haptismxim sanguinis aquce flaminis (sc. spiritus
sancti) (cf. Thomas Aq. Summa, p. iii., q. xi. xii.,

where baptism by blood is assigned a higher place
than the other two).

It is doubtless possible to regard the expression
baptism by blood, lire, tears as merely rhetorical

(so DCA i. 169, s.v. 'Baptism'); but Hagenbach
{History of Christian Doctrine^, i. 286) points out
that the parallel between the efficacy of water and
blood rests upon the antithesis which the Fathers
desired to maintain between man's free will and
the influence of Divine Grace. In baptism by
water man appears as a passive recipient ; in

baptism by blood he contributes something of his

own.
Literature. — H. Dodwell, Dissertationes Cyprianicce
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BAQILANI.—Baqilani (fA.H. 403= A.D. 1012)
was initiated into the system of orthodox theology
associated with the Ash'arites—so named from the
founder of the school—by his teacher INIugahid, a
pupil of Ash'ari himself (t A.H. 324= A.D. 935) and
Biihili (tA.H. 327=A.D. 938). The aim of this
school was to safeguard the doctrines of the Qur'an
against the rationalistic tendencies of the Mu'ta-
zilites, and at the same time to maintain a con-

ciliatory attitude towards the claims of reason and
the philosophy which contended for the rational

interpretation of the Qur'an and the exclusion of

all its irrational elements. Baqilani, in his endea-
vour to hold the balance even between the two
conflicting parties, was regarded by some as simply
a Mu'tazilite, i.e. a rationalist and an infidel, but
the majority saw in him the champion of orthodoxy
among the Ash'arites. His whole active life was
given to his polemic against the liberalism of the
Mu'tazilites. That he had a potent influence upon
Muslim theology may be inferred from the fact that
his opinions are cited in conjunction with those of

al-Ghazali(t A.H. 505= A.D. 1111), the gieatest theo-

logian of Islam, and his teacher Juwaini (f A.H. 478
= A.D. 1085), by ibn Taimiya (t A.H. 728 = A.D.

1327) in his Letters (Cairo, 1323), p. 62, by Qushgi
(t A.H. 879= A.D. 1474) in his Commentary on Tusi's

(tA.H. 672= A.D. 1273) 'System of Doctrine,'

{Tagrid), Treatise ii.,
'

Inquiry concerning the will,'

and by many others. Baqilani's system is prac-

tically that of Ash'ari (see AL-Ash'ari, p. Ill),

although he certainly grafted several philosophical
doctrines upon the orthodox theology, such as the
doctrine of atoms, the doctrine of empty space, the
idea that the will (especially in God) abhors the

contrary of the thing Avilled, and that one accident
cannot become the substratum of a second. The
extant dicta of Baqilani, ho%\'ever, are too meagre
to substantiate any further differences of note.

All we know of his external life is that he was
born in humble circumstances, his father being a

greengrocer in Basra, and that he held the office of

a judge in the same city. From the latter fact

comes the title by which he is best known, viz.,

^adi Abu Bakr, but his full name was Abu Bakr
Ahmed ibn Ali ibn at-Taiyib al-Baqilani.

M. HORTEN.
BARASHNUM, BARESHNUM.—See PuRI-

FICATION (Parsi).

BAR COCHBA,
Messiahs (Pseudo-).

BAR KOCHBA. — See

BARDS.
Breton (E. Anwyl), p. 412.
Irish (Douglas Hyde), p. 414,

Welsh (E. Anwyl), p. 416.

BARDS (Breton).—Though the Breton tongue
is closely related to Welsh, the history of Breton

poetry
is far more meagre than that of Wales.

The reason for this is that in Brittany the ruling
classes and those sections of the community that
had literary interests turned, even in the early
Middle Ages, to the French tongue for the satisfac-
tion of their literary wants. The result was that
in raedijeval times there appears to have been in

Brittany
no powerful and clearly established liter-

ary tradition, carried on by professional or semi-
professional bards, as there was in Wales; while,
in later times, there was no popular demand for
native poetry except when it was of a purely
popular kind (such as the ballads called Gwcrziou
and Soniou), or took the form of religious drama.
Count Hersart de la Villemarqu6, in his zeal for his
native land, imagined that in mediajval Brittany a
body of heroic poetry had flourished ; but there are,

unfortunately, nowiiere to be found any traces of
such poetry. Nor have we in the case of Breton,
as we nave in the case of Welsh, marked evidences
of that linguistic conservatism whicii tends to keep
the literary tongue distinct from the spoken lan-

guage of a people. Breton has far more of the
characteristics of a colloquial language than Welsh,
and it approaches nearer in many respects to some
of the Southern Welsh dialects than to the Welsh

literary tongue. One of the great obstacles to the
view that Chretien de Troyes derived his Arthurian
material and nomenclature from Brittany is that,

apart from popular folklore, there is no evidence of

any Arthurian literary cycle in mediajval Brittany
at all ; and the other British heroes, who are asso-

ciated with Arthur, do not appear even to have
been kno^^^l in Brittany ;

while in Wales, on the
other hand, they were the leading heroes both of

prose and of verse narrative. In Wales the centres

of the bardic system were the courts of the princes,
but in Brittany there is no evidence whatsoever
of any systematic princely patronage given to

Breton poetry. As M. Loth of Rennes says, there
is no continuous Breton text of any kind before
the end of the 15th century. The language cer-

tainly was written before then, since we have
Breton glosses and Breton proper names in writing ;

so that it is all the more strange, if Brittany had a

flourishing literature in Breton, that there should
be in existence no single fragment of it. In his

Chrestomathic bretonne M. Loth says :

' After having invaded all the coasts of the Armorican pen-
insula from the Couesnon to the Loire, after having had the

upiier hand in the old dioceses of Dol, Saint-ilalo, Saint-Brieuc,
Treguier, L(5on, Cornouailles, and Vannes on the Nantes coast,
and in the interior having commenced to cross, from the 8th to
the 9th cent., even the Vilaine to the neighbourhood of Redon,
Breton is found, after the ll-12th cent., suddenly thrust back
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towards the West, and from this period it occupies almost the

same area as it does to-day. The alliances of Breton chiefs with

French families, whether of French Brittany or of France itself,

or of the Anglo-Norman zone, were not slow to make French the

language of the aristocracy and the instrument of intellectual

culture, even in the Breton-speaking zone. The most ancient

texts in mediaeval Breton bear witness to this : they are almost
all translations or imitations from the French ; they are entirely

penetrated with French words.'

M. Loth shows how Breton was, even in mediaeval

times, relegated to a lower place. Yet, as he points
out, we should not be justified in thinking that there

had never been in Brittany such a thing as Breton
culture or Breton literature. He argues quite justly
that the very existence up to the 16th cent, of the

complicated Breton system of versification implies
a literary period during which that system was
evolved; such a system, which, he says, has features

in common with the versification of Wales and Corn-

wall, implies the existence at one time of a school of

bards or wandering Breton poets {trouvires bretons).

It is significant, however, that the Breton metres
bear far fewer traces of professional elaboration

than do those of Wales. In this case M. Loth is

inclined to explain the complete disappearance of

the older body of poetry by the very limited circle

to which it appealed or the oral character of its

transmission. The significant fact for all students

of Celtic influences on French mediaeval literature

is that not a line of Breton mediteval literature

exists before the 15th centurj'. How meagre the
remnants of Breton poetiy are, as compared with
those of AVales, will be seen from the following list

of the fragments and portions of Middle Breton

poetry from the 15th and subsequent centuries that

have come down to us :

(1) A Breton fragment in the farce of M. Pathelin (Loth, RCel
iv. 451, V. 225). (2) A score of quite mutilated verses, probably
in the Vannes dialect and of the end of the 15th cent, (published
by Loth, ib. viii. 161). (3) A metrical life of St. Nonn, the mother
of St. David, in the form of a Mystery play (published in 1S37 by
the Abb6 Sionnet, with a translation by the Breton grammarian
and le.xicographer, Le Gonidec, and by M. Ernault, ib. viii. 230 ff.).

The only source of this mystery is a MS in the Bibliothfeque Na-
tionale "of the 15th century. The story is that of the Latin Life

of Sf. David dramatized. The scene is laid mainly in Wales, but
an attempt is made to localize some features of the story in

Brittany, such as the burial of St. Nonn at Dirinon.

From the 16th cent, onwards the chief com-

positions written in Breton have been Mystery
plays, which show unmistakably the influence of

French models.
In 1530 there was published Le Grand Mystire de Jisus, of

which a copy exists in the Bibliothfeque Nationale. From the

evidence of language, M. Loth believes that this Mystery was
written about the date of its publication. A second edition was

published at Morlaix in 1622 by Georges Allienne. M. Loth

points out that the edition followed by the Breton translator is

that of Arnoul Gresban, or rather that of Jean Michel, played at

Angers in 1486, and soon afterwards printed by V6rard. The
same book also contains a Breton version of the Transitiis Beatce

ilarice (Treinenvan an ytron guerches Maria), the Fifteen Joys
of Mary (Pemzee lexienez Maria), and the Life of Man (Bnhez
Mabden). For the two latter there are no known French

originals. Another Breton Mystery, which was published in the
16th cent, and afterwards in the 17th, was Le My.'itire de Sainte
Barbe. The first edition was published in 1557, and the second
in 1647. The fonner was printed at Paris for Bernard de Leau,
printer of Morlaix (see

'

Bibliographie des traditions et de la

litt^rature populaire de la Bretagne
'

[pp. 315-316], by H. Gaidoz
and Paul Sebillot, published at Paris [1882] as an extract from the

RCel). This Mystery has been reprinted after the 1557 edition,
with the variant readings of the 1647 edition, by a distinguished
Breton scholar, M. E. Ernault, professor at the Faculty of Letters
of Poitiers (Nantes, Soci6te des bibliophiles bretons, 1885). This
drama is substantially the same as the printed French drama of

the same name, but M. Loth shows that there are differences
between the two plays sufficiently marked to justify the supposi-
tion that the Breton drama is an adaptation of a French version

parallel to that which has been printed. Another Breton
Mystery is The Mirror of Death, composed in 1519 and printed
in 1575, at the Convent of St. Francis of Cuburien. This Mystery
is in private hands, and M. Loth states that he was able to obtain
a copy of a portion of it only through the good offices of the Abb6
Corr6 of Lesneven, who transcribed it.

In the 17th cent, we find also some Breton hymns
published by Tanguy Gueguen in 1650, but there
has been no development of hymnology in Breton
comparable for a moment with that of Wales. In
the 18th cent, the work of adapting and copying

Mystery plays was carried on vigorously, and we
have the following among other compositions of
this type :

(1) Robert le Diahle, a Mystery in six acts and two days. This
bears the date 30th November 1741. M. J>oth shows it to be of
French origin, but states that it is very different from the play
of

' Robert le Diable '

in the Miracles de Aotre-Dame, t. vi.

(Soci6t6 des anciens textes fran^ais), and also from the Myatire
du xive siicle, published at Kouen in 183C. (2) The Creation
of the World. The oldest known MS of this play was written in

17C0, and is, like the Cornish Girrcans an bys ('The Creation of
the World '), an imitation of the French. (3) The Tragedy of
St. Alexis. This was represented in 1799, and is a translation
into Breton from French, though its precise French source is

not known. M. Loth points out that it is verj- different from
the Miracle play of '

St. Alexis' in the Miracles de Notre-Dame,
t. iii. p. 282 (Soci6t6 des anciens textes franijais).

The leading Breton poet of the 19tli cent, is

Luzel (Francois-Marie), who was born on 6tli June
182 1 at Plouaret, C6tes-du-Nord, on tiie boundary
of Lannion and (ituinganip. Breton literature and
the revival of Breton life in the 19th cent, owe
probably more to the work of Luzel than to that of

any other man. The Vicomte Hersart de la Ville-

marque (1st half of 19th cent.) undoubtedly did
much to call attention to the history and literature
of Brittany, but his uncritical attitude towards

popular Breton poetry, which he imagined to be of
remote antiquity, and his readiness even to alter,
in accordance with his preconceived ideas, the text
of the popular poems which he published, led to
a reaction. Luzel, on the other hand, possessed
the true scientific as well as the poetic spirit of his

age, and was alive to the importance of basing
theory on ascertained concrete fact. It is to his
zeal that we owe the collection of numerous copies
of Mystery plays that were scattered over Brittany.
Nor did he confine his researches to plays ; he also

gathered together a considerable body of popular
Breton ballad poetry, the Gwerziou Breiz-Izel and
the Soniou Breiz-Izel. It is in these simple popular
poems that we see the true reflexion of the poetic
spirit of Brittany. Wales has, indeed, in her
Penillion telyn a certain body of popular poetry,
but it consists for the most part of isolated verses ;

and, by the side of the earlier and later traditions
of that poetry which is the fruit of conscious

personal skill, the popular poetry of Wales has

perhaps not been adequately prized. In Wales, too,
there is a considerable ballad literature, which has
characteristics that are very similar to those of the

popular poems of Brittany.
Breton popular poetry has a simple and artless

character, but its very simplicity gives it a charm
of its own. It is fond of those narrative and
dramatic incidents which often occur even in the
humbler life of man. It has various moods, but the

graver and sadder strain of a life of toil pre-
dominates. This poetry is especially interesting as
the expression of a racial psychology that has been
in close touch with Nature through hard toil on
land and sea, and which has had, moreover, a life

far away from that of the great centres of the
wider world. In spite of the close kinship of the
Welsh and Breton tongues, the Welsh and Breton

types of mind are at the present day in many
respects very different. The Breton mind is con-

servative, the Welsh mind is progressive ; Brittany
is the great Roman Catholic stronghold of France,
Wales is the great Nonconformist stronghold of
Southern Britain. The individualistic as well as

the collective movements of the 19th cent, have
met witli a hearty response in Wales ; and the
industrial problems of the age are nowhere more

keenly felt than in some of the populous centres of

Wales. The spirit of competition has pervaded
even her literarj' sphere. Yet it is pleasing to see

the growth at the present dav of a certain rap-

prochement between Wales and Brittany, which is

E
roving a stimulus to Breton literature and to

Ireton institutions. One feature of this rapproche-
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ment has been the exchange of visits at the National
Eisteddfod of Wales and the Celtic festivals of

Brittany by delegates from the two countries. In
these visits the Marquis de I'Estourbeillon, M.
Fustec, M. le GofBc, and !M. Jaii'rennou, one of

the ablest living poets of Brittany, have taken an
active part. To M. le Gofhc Brittany owes a deep
debt of gratitude for the active part which he has
taken in the publication of Breton ballads, and the
stimulus whicii these have been to the further com-

position of those simple poems in which the Breton
mind delights.
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E. Anwyl.
BARDS (Irish).

— The earliest poems of the
Irish bards are lost ; but although it is not easy
to re-construct for ourselves, with any degree of

fullness, the functions and surroundings of the

pre-Christian poets, we are by no means without
data to attempt such re-construction. We know,
in the first place, that the poet was regarded as

possessed of powers sufficiently supernatural to
make even princes tremble ; for with a well-aimed
satire he could raise boils and disfiguring blotches

upon the countenance of his opponents, or even
do them to death by it. This belief continued
until the later Middle Ages ; and, even doAvn to the

daj's of Dean Swift, the Irish poet was credited
with the power of being able to rhyme at least
rats and vermin to death. Again, the early Irish

poet was, by virtue of his office, a judge in all

cases of tribal disputes and in other matters. He
was also, if not a Druid himself, probably closely
allied with the Druidic order

; and when Christi-

anity superseded Druidism in the 5th cent., the
mantle of Druidic learning seems to have fallen

upon his shoulders ; and amid Christian times he
seems to a large extent to have continued the
Druidic traditions. His verses prior to tiie 6th or
7th cent, were not riiymed, but seem to have
depended for their effect upon diction—a sort of

rhythm, and perhaps to .some extent alliteration.
The Irish memory, always very tenacious, has

handed down to us in some of our oldest MSS
.several verses said to be the first ever made
in Ireland. These are ascribed to no le.ss a
person than Amergin, brother of Eber, Ir, and
Ercmon, the three early Milesian conquerors, sons
of Milesius himself, to wlioin (or to whose uncle

Ith) every free Celtic family in Ireland traces
itself back to this daj', just as the Teutonic races
of Germany traced themselves to one of the three
main stems that si)rang from the son.s of Mannus,
whose father was the god Tuisco. The.se ver.ses of

Amergin, like all other very early Irisii jtoems
that ha\ e come down to us, are composed in a kind
of rhet'^ric or unrhj-med outburst, called rosg bj'
the Irish

; and there can be little doubt that

they were handed down from grandfather to father
anci from father to son, perhaps for hundreds of

years before the Irish Celts became acquainted
with the art of writing, which they probably did
in the 3rd cent., when, having become acquainted
with letters through the Konianized Britons, they
invented for themselves their curious Ogam alpha-
bet. As it has always been the belief of the Gaels
that these verses of Amergin's were the earliest
ever composed in Ireland, it may very well be that

they actually do represent the oklest surviving
lines in the vernacular of any country in Europe
except Greece alone :

'
I am the wind which breathes upon the sea,
I am the wave of the ocean,
I am the murmur of the billows,
I am the ox of seven combats,
I am the vulture upon the rock,
1 am a beam of the sun,
I am the fairest of plants,
I am a wild boar in valour,
1 am a salmon in the water,
I am a lake in the plain,
1 am a word of science,
I am a point of the lance of battle,
I am the man who creates in the head (i.e. of man)
the fire (i.e. the thought).

Who is it that throws light upon the meeting on the
mountain (if not I)?

Who announces the ages of the moon (if not I)?
Who teaches the place where couches the sea (if not I) ?

'

It is only natural that D'Arbois de Jubainville,
whose translation of these very difficult verses is

here given, should discern in them a strong vein
of Pantheism, which appears to run through the

poem. It may, however, have no such pregnant
signification, and may be merely a panegyric,
couched in metaphor, upon the prowess of the singer
himself. Another poem ascribed to the same
Amergin appears to be an invocation of Ireland, of
which he and his brothers took possession for the
Milesians. It is unrhymed, has a tendency towards
alliteration, and shows a strongly marked leaning
towards dissyllabic diction, as—

'
I invoke thee, Erin,
Brilliant, brilliant sea.

Fertile, fertile hill.

Wavy, wavy wood,
Flowing, flowing stream.
Fishy, fishy lake,' etc.

The Irish annalists themselves have never been

agreed as to the time when Amergin is supposed
to have sung these verses, some dating it as far

back as 1700 B.C., and others placing it as late as

800 B.C.. All that we can say with certainty is

that they are very old. In like manner we find

preserved the earliest satire said to have ever been

pronounced in Ireland, and other pieces of the
same nature, all undoubtedly of great antiquity
and almost unintelligible, despite tlie heavy glosses
added to them by the Irish of the Middle Ages.

After the general establishment of Christianity
in Ireland, which was largely owing to Saint

Patrick, who commenced his missionary labours
about the year 432—though there were Christians
in the South of Ireland before his time—we find

the poets still occupying a very high position. In
the preface to the old law-book the Seanchus Mdr,
some of whose tracts in their jtresent form cannot,

says Jubainville, be later than the close of the
6th cent., we read that the Old Law had been
reduced to form by the Irisli poets long before St.

I'atrick's time. ' Whoever the poet was,' says
the text, 'who connected it by a thread of poetry
before Patrick, it lived until it was exhibited to
Patrick. The preserving shrine is the poetry, and
the Seanchus, or Law, is what is preserved therein,'
The tract itself begins thus :

'The Seanchus of the men of Erin—what has preserved it?

The joint memory of two seniors the tradition from one to

another, the composition of poets.'

Here it is that we probably come upon the real

secret of the early poet's importance, which, as we
know, placed him next to the prince and rendered
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liis person sacrosanct. This importance arose from
the fact that, in an age when writing was not known
or used, he, and lie alone, possessed the power of

tlirowing law, history, and, above all, genealogy,
into sucli forms as could be stereotyped ujion the

only material then available—the human memory.
We know from Ctesar (de Bell. Gall. VI. xiv. 4)

that the Gaulish Druids who could write, and who
used Greek letters for ordinary purposes, neverthe-

less refused to commit to writing any of the con-

siderable number of verses which they were obliged
to learn. C;esar seems to think that they did this

partly to keep their lore a secret known only to

themselves, and partly to strengthen the memory
of their disciples. It is very probable, however,
that the Druids' verses, in which, as in the verses

of the early Irish poets, laws, genealogies, rights,
and prohibitions were enshrined, had had their

origin, in Gaul as in Ireland, long before the art

of writing had been dittused, and the priestly class,

always conservative by nature, had continued to

hold fast to tradition, not only in the matter of

their learning, but also in their manner of trans-

mitting it. There is no indication, however, that
the Irish ever imitated them in this respect, or

showed any repugnance to committing to writing
their own traditional lore, so soon as letters had
once become common amongst them.
The schools of the Irish poets subsisted for

generations, side by side with the colleges of the

cler":y, in Ireland, but they were perhaps less

firmly localized, and showed a tendency to attach
themselves to the personalities of their master-

poets and teachers rather than to particular locali-

ties. It is also probable that there may have been
a certain amount of confusion when the ancient
Druidic schools began to break up and disintegrate,
or rather before the ' sons of learning,' as the Irish

called the students who attended thera, began to

specialize ; and it is nearly certain that the offices

of historian, judge, poet, and genealogist were
not sharply distinguished from one another for

many generations. This will be the more readily
understood if we remember that one of the principal
tasks of the historian in early times was to preserve
the tribal genealogies upon which the holding of

land, and indeed the entire tribal system, depended.
But botli his history and genealogy were preserved
in a shrine of poetry, and whoever was master of

the contents of this poetry became, naturally and

inevitably, the judge, who alone was able, from his

own knowledge, to settle the disputes of the tribe

and the suits of its individual members. Indeed,
the office of poet did once legally carry with it the
office of judge as well, according to Irish accounts,
until the reign of Conor Mac Messa, shortly before
the birth of Christ. He it was who first made a
law that the office of poet should not of necessity
carry with it the office of judge also ; for, says the
old text,

'

poets alone had the power of judicature
from the time that Amergin Whiteknee [the son of

Milesius mentioned above as being the first Irish

poet] delivered the first judgment in Erin.'
The profession of poet was so popular in early

Ireland, that at one time, it is said, one third of
the patrician families followed this calling. They
expected to be supported by the general public,
and terrorized the wealthy with tlie threat of their
satire. They constituted an intolerable burden
upon the productive working part of the nation,
and three distinct attempts were made to get rid
of them altogether, the last at the Synod of Drum-
ceat in A.D. 590, where their numbers were greatly
cut down and their prerogatives restricted, though,
to counterbalance this, certain endowments of
land were apportioned to provide for their schools.
These institutions actually continued, with scarcely
a break, until the 17th cent., when those few

who escaped the spear of Elizabeth fell beneath
the sword of Cromwell. In these .schools, which
were the lineal descendants of the old pre-Christian
Druidic foundations, there gradually aro.se a com-
plete system of specialization in learning. There
still exist fragments of the metrical text-books
used in these schools, preserved in the Book of
Leinstcr (c. 1150) and other MSS, and that they
date, partially at least, from pre-Christian times
seems certain from their prescribing, amongst other
items of the poet's course, a knowledge of the

magical incantations called Tenmlaida, Imbas
forosnai, and Dichetal do chennaibh na tuaithe.
The poet was also obliged to learn an incanta-
tion called C6tnad, of which the text says :

'

It is used for finding out a theft : one sings it, that is to saj',

through the right fist on the track of the stolen beast [observe
the antique assumption that the only kind of wealtli to be
stolen is cattle], or on the track of the thief in case the beast is

dead, and one sings it three times on the one track or the other.

If, however, one does not find the track, one sings it through
the right fist and goes to sleep upon it, and in one's sleep the man
who has brought it away is clearly shown and made known,' etc.

Another Cetnad to be learned is one which desires

length of life, and is addressed to ' the Seven
Daughters of the Sea, who shape the thread of the

long-lived children.' Another curious operation
with which the poet had to make himself familiar
was the glam dirhinn, intended to punish any
king or prince Avho should refuse to a poet the
reward of his poem. The poet, says the text,
' was to fast upon the lands of the king for whom the poem
was to be made ; and the consent of thirty la^'men, thirty
bishops [a Christian touch addc-d in later times to make the
passage pass muster], and thirty poets should be had to com-
pose the satire.'

The proceedings were weird and terrifying. There
were seven grades of poets, of which the ollnmh
[ollavl was the highest, and the whole seven were
to go,
'at the rising of the sun, to a hill which should be situated at
the boundary of seven lands, and each of them was to turn hia
face to a different land, and the ollamh's face was to be turned
to the land of the king who was to be satirized, and their backs
should be turned to a hawthorn which should be growing on the

top of a hill ; and the wind should be blowing from the north ;

and each man was to hold a perforated stone and a thorn of the
hawthorn bush in his hand ; and each man was to sing a verse
of his composition for the king, the chief poet to take the lead
with his own verse, and the others in concert after him with
theirs ;

and each of them should place his stone and his thorn
under the stem of the hawthorn tree ; and, if it was they who
were in the wrong in the case, the ground of the hill would
swallow them ; and, if it was the king who was in the wrong,
the ground would swallow him, and his wife, and his 80n, and
his steed, and his robes, and his hound,' etc.

It is evident that these magic incantations and

terrifying ceremonies found amongst the remnants
of the poets' books are really remnants of the pre-
Christian teaching of the Druidic schools, which
had embodied themselves in the text-books of later

times. They show at once the superstitious rever-

ence with which the poets must have been regarded,
and the extreme antiquity of their schools and
text-books ; for it can scarcely be contended that
such pieces of obvious Paganism had their origin
after Ireland had been Ciiristianized.

The Irish poet was not called a ' bard ' bat a file

{filla). The bard was, in comparison with him,
only a rhymester ; and, though both existed side

by side, there was the greatest disparity of status.

Where i\\efile received his three cows for a poem,
the bard bore away only a calf. The distinction

between the file and the bard seems to have come
to an end during tlie long-continued wars with the

Norsemen, when much of Ireland's internal policy
was thrown into the melting-pot. There were
seven orders affile, and the highest had something
like a twelve years' course before he attained his

degree. The bards were divided into ' free
' and

' un-free
'

bards. There were eight classes of each,
and each class was allotted by law^ the metres
wliich it was allowed to make use of. A lower
class could not use the metres belonging to a higher
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class. Whether the Celts invented rhyme seems

open to doubt. Zeuss, the father of Celtic learning,
asserts that they did. One thing is certain : we find

the Irish as early as the 7th century—that is, long
before any other people in Europe made use of it—
bringing rhymed poetry to a high pitch of per-
fection. It is no exaggeration to say that by no

people on the globe, at any period of the world's

history, was poetry so cultivated and so re-

munerated as it was in Ireland during the Middle
Ages, and even down to the 17th century. In the
16th and following centuries the poets fell under
the ban of the English State, because, as Spenser
puts it, their poems were 'tending for the most
parte to the hurte of the English or [tlie] maynten-
aunce of theyre owne lewde libertye, they being most
desirous thereof.' The severest Acts were passed
against them, and numbers of them were hanged.
The present writer cannot recall a single poet
who took the side either of the English invaders
or of the Reformation. So thoroughly was all

indigenous Irish civilization stamped out under the
Penal Laws, that, by the close of the 18th cent. ,

there was probably not a single person living who
could compose in any of the 400 metres practised by
the ancient schools. A new school of poetry arose

among the unlearned, and accentual metres took
the place of syllabic poetry, and so it continues to
this day.

Outside of its marvellous development of metric,
the most interesting feature of Irish poetry is

perhaps its appreciation of nature in all its moods,
its love of the sea, the forest, and wild scenery,
which it seems to have developed long before other

European literatures.
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Douglas Hyde.
BARDS (Welsii).—I. Definition and scope of

the term.—In Welsh the modem form of tlie term
for a poet is bardd [eld= English soft th], but, at
an earlier stage in the history of the language,
the form was bard. In one of the old Welsh
glosses (8th or 9th cent.) on Martianus Capella the
word 'epica' is glossed as bardaul [

= mod. Welsh
barddol]. In the Cornish Vocabulary (Zeuss-Ebel,
p. 1070), 'tubicen' is explained as barth [<A= W.
dd] hirgorn (' the bard of the long horn '), while in
Breton the corresponding form bcu-z is given in the
Catholicon as nienestrier ('a mime'). In Welsh,
as in Irish, the term ' bard' preserved the meaning
which it had in Gaulish. Posidonius, quoted bj-
Athenajus (vi. 49, p. 246<:-<i), refers to the poets of
the Celts as pdpSoi (bardoi), and saj^s that these
are poets who utter praises with song. The same
writer, quoted by Strabo (iv. 4. 4, p. 197), speaks
of /3dp5oi, ovdrei^ {vates), and dpvLdai {druidai) as
'three tribes' {rpia (pv\a) among the Celts, the
bards being

'

composers of hymns and poets
'

(v/jLvrjTal Kal Troir]ral). Diodorus, also (v. 31. 2),

speaks of the bards of the Gauls as '

composers of

songs' (iroLijTai yueXwv), while he further states that

they sang, accompanied by instruments like lyres,

praising some and reviling others. One of tliese

instruments in use among the Britons, as we learn
from Venantius Fortunatus, was called crotta

(Welsh, crwth). It will be seen from these refer-

ences that the bards appear to have had a recognized
place in Celtic social life, and one of the most
characteristic features of the development of

poetry in Wales has been the close association of
the bards and their productions with the satis-
faction of certain social needs of a literary
character.
The existence of the terra 'bard' in the same

form in both the Goidelic and the Brythonic
branches of the Celtic family shows that it was in
use before the separation of these two branches.
At the same time it can hardly have been used as
a professional term in the period of Italo-Celtic

unity (to which philological considerations point),
since there is no trace of it in the Italic languages,
while the term corresponding to ovdruz (Lat. vates,
YTiah faith, Welsh gwawd, 'song') appears to have
been common to Italic and Celtic in that period.
It was probably as the official spokesman in song
of the feelings of his tribe on important occasions
that the Celtic bard gained his name. He would
be the recognized composer for his community of

elegies and eulogies and, if need were, of satires.
His elegies and eulogies may well have included
in their scope not only the recently dead, but also
the famous heroes of the tribe or family with
which he was associated, while hymns in praise of
the gods were no doubt from time to time com-
posed by these official interpreters of tribal feeling.
Cajsar (rfe Bell. Gall. Vl. xiv. 4) tells us that it was
the practice of the Druids to teach their disciples
a large body of oral poetry, which they were not
allowed to commit to writing, lest thereby their

memory should be impaired.
Much of the interest of the evolution of Welsh

poetry consists in a study of its correlation with
the varying social needs of the Welsh community,
and also the gradual growth of a body of poetry
which, as in modern countries generally, is an
individual rather than a social product. It is of
interest, too, to note how the poetry of Wales has
been the expression, not only of various literary
wants of a social character, but also of the thoughts
generated by the beauty of Nature and by the
vicissitudes of human life. It contains many
poems and lines of true insight and real aesthetic

beauty, and shows that the minds of many Welsh
poets have been attuned to the signal grandeur
and charm of the scenery of Wales.

2. The bards in the Welsh laws.—In the Welsh
laws of Howel Dda (10th cent.), the bards have a

recognized place in the social order, and have
official representatives in the royal household.
The three bardic grades appear to have been (1)
Pencerdd ('chief of song'), or Bardd Cadeinog
('the throned bard'); {2) Bardd teula ('the bard
of the house-host or retinue ') ; and (3) bards of
the lowest grade, who were called sometimes
Clervxur, sometimes Oferfeirdd ('superfluous
bards ), and sometimes Beirdd Yspydeit ('bards
receiving entertainment'). The throned bard sat
next below the judge of the court in the upper
portion of the hall, while the bard of the household
sat on one hand of the chief of tiie household in

the lower portion, the chief of the household being
a son of the king, or his nephew, or some other
member of the blood-royal. One of tiie duties of
the chief of the household, we are told, was to

f)lace

the harp in the hands of the bard of the
lousehold at the three principal feasts (Easter,
Whitsuntide, and Christmas). One of his privi-

leges, too, was that he could have a song from the
bard of the household whenever he might desire
it. One section of the Welsh laws enumerates
the duties and privileges of 'the bard of the
houseliold,' and among them the following :

—
' He is to have his land free, and his horse in attendance, and

his linen clothing from the queei., and his woollen clothing
from the king. lie is to have the clothes of the steward at the
three principal festivals. When a song is desired, the chaired
bard is to begin, the first song of God and the second of the
king who shall own the palace, or, if there be none, let him
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sing of another kinjr. After the chaired bard, the bard of the

household, is to sing three songs on various subjects. If the

queen desire a song, let the bard of the household go to sing to

her without limitation, in a low voice, so that the hall may not

be disturbed bv him. lie is to have a cow, or an ox, from the

booty obtained by the household from a border-country, after

a third has gone to the king ; and he is, when they share the

spoil, to sing the "Monarchy of Britain "to them. When he

Shall go with other bards he is to have the share of two.'

The throned bard, or chief of song, who stood

in the highest position of all, has his functions and

privileges also described.
' He is to have his land free. He is to begin with a song of

the Deity, and next of the king who shall own the palace, or

of another. The chief of song only is to solicit, and of the

common gains of himself and companions he is to have two
shares. He is to have twenty-four pence from every minstrel,
when he may have finished his instruction. He is to have

twenty-four pence from every woman on marriage, if he have

not received it from her before. He is to have the amobyr
("marriage-fee") of the daughters of the minstrels. He is to

lodge with the edliiui (" heir-apparent").'

For a bard of unusual skill tlie term prydydd
was sometimes employed, and the chieftainship of

song was obtained by a bardic contest {ymrysson)
in the form of a dispute between the two candidates.

An ymrysson of this kind (probably incomplete) is

still extant (see Myryrian Archaiology'^, p. 154«).

Otiier terms used in tlie mediaeval period were

Culfardd (found in the ymrysson in question), and

Posfardd, the earliest instance of which is in the

Book of Taliessin (14th cent.), poemi., 1. 13, but
the precise force of these terms is uncertain.

It is clear from these indications that the pro-
fessions of the poet and tlie minstrel were closelj'

linked together, and practised, not infrequently at

any rate, by the same person. The cliief of song
appears to have exercised magisterial functions

over those of lower rank, and also to have
been the umpire in bardic disputes. Another
function which the Welsh bards (even thepencerdd)
exercised was that of the story-teller (cyfca-mydd),
and the term Mabinogi, representing the oldest

stratum of Welsh medi;eval narrative, appears to

be derived from mabinog, a term foun({ in some
of the triads for an apprentice or disciple bard,

possibly because this body of narrative was com-
mitted to memory by the bardic beginner. The
men who composed the mediaeval vaticinations

(darogan^iu), such as we find in the Black Book of

Carmarthen and the Book of Taliessin, were called

derwyddon. In the Collatio Cunomim (Paris, Bibl.

nat.), 3182 (prior to end of 11th cent.), dorguid (or

dargiiid=derioydd) is a gloss on '

pithonicus,' and
means ' a seer.'

3. The oldest remains of Welsh poetry.—The
oldest remains of Welsh poetry now extant are

contained in the following documents: {\) A MS
of the paraphrase of the Gospels into Latin hexa-

meters, made by C. Vettius Aquilinus luvencus, in

the University Library at Cambridge, transcribed

in the 9th century.
This >I.S contains two Welsh poems written in the pre-Norman

Welsh script and orthography, which are from all indications

contemporary with the Welsh glosses of the 9th century. The
first poem is a hymn, not unlike some of those contained in

the Black Book of Carmarthen (see below), and the second a

personal poem expressive of loneliness and sadness, of the same
genre as the 'Llywarch Hen' poetry of the Black Book of

Carmarthen and "the Red Book of Hergest. The subjective
strain of this fragment is characteristic of this type of early

poetry.

(2) An 11th cent. MS of St. Avgustine's
' de

Trinitate,' now in the Library of Corpus Christi

College, Cambridge.
In the opinion of the late Mr. Henry Bradshaw, three lines

and a word of Welsh verse have been written by Johannes, son
of Sulien, Bishop of St. David's (1071-1089). These lines are of

interest, because they are undoubtedly taken from a poem of

which we have some fragments in the Book of Aneirin (see
below).

(3) The Black Book of Carmarthen (12th and

early 13th cent.).
This MS contains some poems by Cynddelw Brydydd Mawr,

which are undoubtedly of the 12th cent. ; also certain vaticina-
tions put into the mouth of Myrddin (Merlin), which clearly
refer to historical events of the 12th century. These vaticina-
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tions are expansions of the legend of Myrddin and the story ot

the battle of Arderydd (see Merlin). The first poem in thia

JIS deals with the same topic in the form of a short dialogue
between Myrddin and Taliessin. One of the features of the

poetry of the Black Book of Carmarthen is the fondness which
it shows for the dialogue form. The fragments of old Welsh
poetry which it contains consist, in addition to the preceding
poems, of hymns, a dialogue between the soul and the body, a
series of stanzas commemoratory of Welsh heroes, called 'The
Stanzas of the Graves,' a group of poems which are related to
the Arthurian legend, and a few other poems referring to

legendary characters and episodes. Part of the interest of
these poems consists in the indications which they give of the
existence of a body of Welsh poetry forming a heroic cycle,
parallel to the prose narratives of the Mabinogion and Geoffrey
of Monmouth, and to the allusions and summaries of the Triads.
The poems of this cycle were not, as a rule, long, and consisted
sometimes only of a fev; etujlynion ('stanzas'). Occasionally,
as in the poems attributed to Llywarch Hen, we find a note of

genuine poetr3-, as in the graphic description of the scenes ot
winter. Some of this poetry doubtless goes back at least to the
9th cent., since it is similar in style to the second Welsh poem
of the Codex Juvenci. It is not improbable that subjective
soliloquies of this kind were evolved out of more objective
heroic poems descriptive of battle and adventure.

(4) The Book of Aneirin (early 13th cent.).
This MS contains the poem called ' Y Gododin,' a long poem

of 938 lines, together with shorter poems called
' Gorchan

Tutvulch,' 'Gorchan Adebon,' 'Gorchan Cynvelyn,' and
' Gorchan Maelderw,' the last-mentioned poem being attributed
in the MS to Taliessin. Part of it is written in an orthography
akhi to that of the glosses, and a close analysis of it shows that
it consists in parts of fragments of poems identical with portions
of 'the Gododin.' 'The Gododin,' too, when analyzed, reveals

signs of being of a composite character ; it contains some
repetition of stanzas, and series of stanzas have been broken up
by intervening matter. 'The Gododin 'is best regarded as a

corpus of short poems relating mainly to the battle of Catraeth,
fought between the Britons of the North and the men of Deira
and Bernicia. The family which holds the leading place in

this body of verse is that of Cynvarch, to which Cynon ab

Clydno Eiddin and Urien Rheged belonged. It is of interest to

notice that, in one line of 'Gorchan Maelderw,' Arthur is

mentioned in words which imply that he was a leading figure
in this cycle.

(5) The Book of Taliessin (14th cent.).
This MS contains a collection of pjoetry that has clear links

of connexion with the earlier heroic cycle. Just as in the

vaticinations the personality of Myrddin is brought into the

foreground and made the mouthpiece of prophecy, so in the
Book of Taliessin the legend of Taliessin is taken as a basis, and
he is made the mouthpiece of verses narrating events legendary
and historical in the past, at which in the course of his trans-

formations he had been present. The poetry that is attributed

to him is interspersed with allusions to the monastic studies of

the Middle Ages, which suggest that it was composed by a monk
(or monks) rather than a professional bard. Much of the

interest of this poetry, which is very difficult and obscure, is

that it has preserved for us many verse parallels to narratives

contained in the Mabinogion and the Triads, and, arnong them,
some very interesting fragments of Welsh Arthurian legend.
We here find, too, references to certain of the characters of the

Four Branches of the Mabinogi, which enable us to supplement
the account given of them in prose. Some of the poems in the

book bear evidence of being poems of the heroic type, cognate
with ' the Gododin ' and the oldest parts of the Black Book of

Carmarthen, and it is worthy of note that the interest appears
to centre round Urien Rheged.

(6) The Bed Book ofJlergest (lUh a.nd loth cents.).
This MS, which belongs to Jesus College, Oxford, and which

is deposited for greater safety in the Bodleian Library, contains

a considerable body of poetry belonging to the same strata as

the MSS already mentioned. It is especially rich in poetry of

the tj'pe attributed to Llywarch Hen, as, for instance, the

elegies on Ci-nddylan and Urien Rheged. Doubtless much of

this poetry has grown by accretion round an older nucleus, and
the topography suggests that Powj-s (Mid-Wales) was the chief

region where "it was developed. It is in this body of poetry
that much of the charm of early Welsh verse consists, though
much that was once thought to be pre-Norman was doubtless

composed in the Norman period ; and some of the poetry may
even owe its origin to the Abbey of Strata Marcella (in Welsh
Ystrad Marchcll), near Welshpool, in Montgomeryshire, where

it is probable that the Red Book of Hergest was copied.

(7) In the White Book of Rhydderch and the Red
Book of Hergest texts of the Mabinogion there are

a few englynion embedded in the narrative, as, for

example, in Branwen, daughter of Llyr, Math ab

Mathonwy, and Kullnvch and Olwen. Possibly

these englynion may be older than the prose

narrative, and may be as old as any portion that

is extant of Welsh poetry.
There can be little doubt that the struggle with

the English gave rise to a series of poems com-

memorative of the chief battles and their heroes,

but it is difficult to say whether any of these poems
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are now extant. The existing body of pre-Norman
Welsh poetry shows signs of evohition, due to the

emphasizing of the personality of the poets who
were connected with the chief heroic figures, and
the attribution to them of sentiments and poetry
that seemed appropriate to them. For example,
Aneirin is maoe to relate his own visit to the
warriors at Catraeth, his imprisonment, and his

escape ; Taliessin is made to give the story of his

transformations and his relations with Maelgwn
Gwynedd and Elphin ; Llywarch Hen is made to

utter lamentations over the past, and Myrddin
prophecies afe to the future. Behind these develop-
ments, however, there lies in each case the older

and simpler objective type of Welsh poetry.

4. The historical poetry of the '

Gogynfeirdd.'—
This body of poetry is contained in the Myvyrian
Archaiology, and is undoubtedly contemporaneous
with the persons and the events which it describes.

It was written by the leading Welsh poets of their

day, who were in close touch with the princes
whose elegies and eulogies they for the most part
sing. It is not improbable that much other poetry
was composed in Wales at the time, but it is the

work of the court-poets alone that has come down
to us. This poetry shows aU the traces of pro-
fessional skill and technique : the language is

singularly terse, the vocabulary and grammar are

largely archaic and traditional, and there are not a
few reminiscences of the older poetry. Bravery
and generosity are the qualities most extolled in

the princes. Allusions to battles and similar his-

torical events are freqtient. War is the dominant
theme, though there are occasional glimpses of an
interest in nature and even of the poetry of love.

The spirit of this historical poetry is clearly akin
to that of the earlier heroic poetry, to the characters
of which it is full of allusions. There is not a trace
within it of colloquialism, or of an effort after the

simplicity of prose. Here and there we find lines

of signal strength and beauty ; but the poet, as a

rule, aims far more at vigour and force than at

aesthetic charm. The following are the chief re-

presentatives of this type of Welsh poetry in the
12th and 13 th centuries :

—
Meilir (1120-1160), the bard of GruflFydd ab Cynan, prince of

Gwynedd. Gwalchmai, son of Meilir (1150-1190), the bard of

Gruffydd ab Cynan's son, Owain Gwynedd. This poet, as his

poem
' Gwalchmai's Delight

'

shows, had a genuine appreciation
of nature. Cynddelw Brydydd Mawr (1150-1200), the bard of

Madog ab Meredydd, prince of Powys (Mid-Wales). His verse is

distinguished by strength and terseness rather than beauty, but
he too, in a poem addressed to Eva, daughter of Madog, shows
something of that delicate sense of beauty which characterized
his contemporary Gwalchmai. Owain Cyveiliog (1150-1197), a
prince, whose elegy on his dead warriors shows traces of the
study of 'The Gododin' and of genuine poetic feeling. In
Hywel ab Owain Gwynedd (1140-1172) we have a princely
bard, whose love-poems have the true ring of Welsh amatory
poetry, and show unmistakably that the poetic appreciation of
Nature had its representatives in Wales even amid the stress of
war. Llywarch ab Llywelyn (1160-1220) wrote for the most
part in honour of the line of Gwynedd and of Llywelyn ab
lorwerth, perhaps the greatest prince of that line. The same
tradition was carried on by Dafydd Benvras (1190-1240),
Einiawn ab Gwalchmai (li7O-1220), Einiawn Wann (1200-
1250), Elidyr Sais, Llywelyn Fardd, Bleddyn Fardd, and
others. Einiawn ab Gwalchmai composed a verj' striking elegy
on Nest, daughter of Hywel. During this period poetry, too,
was composed in honour of the Lord Rhys of Deheubarth (S.
Wales) and his descendants, by Cynddelw Brydydd Mawr,
Phylip Brydydd (1200-1250), and by Prydydd Bychan (1210-
1260). In this body of poetry we find, too, several rel igious poems,
which show that there was no definite cleavage between the
ecclesiastical and the secular poetry of Wales. The sjiirit of this

epoch of Welsh poetry mav he regarded as culminating in the

elegy written by Gruffydd ab Yr Ynad Coch (1200-1300) on
Llywelyn ab Grufifydd, the last prince of Gwynedd, who was killed
in 1282. This elegy is one of the finest in the Welsh language.

5. Welsh poetry from the death of Llywelyn to
the Reformation.—It is a striking testimony to the

vitality of Welsh poetry that the fall of Llywelyn
appears to have made no appreciable difference to
its progress. In Gwynedd, as had already been
the case in other parts of Wales, some of the

leading families became successors to the princes in

their support of the poets. Among these families,
none was more prominent than that of Tudur ab

Goronwy of Penmynydd, Anglesey, the ancestor of

Henry VII. In various parts of Wales new zones
of poetry grew up, grouped round centres of lay
and ecclesiastical patronage ; for the great abbeys
of Basingwerk, Valle Crucis, Aberconwy, Cymmer,
Strata Marcella, Strata Florida, Whitland, Neath,
Talley, Margam, and Tintern, together with the

priories of Beddgelert, Cardigan, Carmarthen, and
Monmouth, were important factors in the en-

couragement of Welsn literature. Side by side

with the composition of original works had gone
the translation of secular and religious legends
from French, and the works of the poets bear
abundant evidence of acquaintance with the names
and the atmosphere of romance, both native and

foreign. The fall of Llywelyn would ajipear to

have turned the current of the Welsh Muse
towards those gentler themes M'liich were never
alien to her. The language became simpler and
more intelligible, though in formal

eulogies and

elegies the older style still maintained itself.

Of the newer poetry the chief representatives were Gruffudd
ab Maredydd, Gruffydd ab Dafydd ab Tudur, Hywel ab Einion

Lygliw, Llywelyn Goch ab Meurig Hen, and Dafydd abGwilym.
Of these, Hywel ab Einion Lygliw is best known as the author
of a poem on Myfanvpy of Dinas Bran, Llywelyn Goch as the
author of a remarkably fine elegj' on Lleucu Lhvj'd of Pennal,
while Dafydd ab Gwilym is the author of about three hundred

poems characterized in many instances by vivid observation of

nature, fertility of imagination, a most catholic sympathy, and

genuine poetic insight. His exact date cannot be determined
with certainty, but he flourished approximately in the first half

of the 14th century. It is clear from his poetry that he was in

touch with all the leading zones of Welsh poetry in his time,
those of Anglesey, North Cardiganshire, Emlyn, Morgannwg, and
Gwent. In Anglesey he would appear to have been in his youth
associated in some capacity with a monastic institution, but his

poetry is animated by a deliberate anti-ascetic tendency and an
intense passion for nature. Much of Dafydd ab Gwilym's skill

consists in his power of describing the essentials of an object or
a scene in a few telling lines. His spirit is that of a refined

humanism, and his verse bears the impress of elegant and cul-

tured surroundings. His poems abound in allusions to native
and other legends and romances, and the various series, which
certain of his poems form, are, as it were, so many romances in

verse. His favourite metre is the Cywydd, a metre invented
either by himself or by one of his contemporaries, by stringing

together a series of couplets consisting of the last two lines of

an englyn ; or else this metre, if not then invented, was one which
had been kept in the background of the poetry of the earher

period, since no instance of it before the time of Dafydd ab

Gwilym appears to be extant. In all his poems, except his formal

eulogies and elegies, Dafydd ab Gwilym eschews archaisms, and
aims at a simple and lucid, yet original and artistic, style. The
singular richness of his genius created a new epoch in Welsh

poetry, and he is succeeded by a number of imitators, especially
in his love-poetry. It would be a mistake, however, to suppose
that his was the sole influence current in Welsh poetry at this

time. We find in Sion Cent (about 1350), for instance, emphasis
laid on the ethical rather than the ritual or ascetic side of religion,
and a note of poetic realism in a poem expressing sympathy with
the toiler.

One of the most characteristic features of Welsh

poetry at all periods has been its fidelity to the
facts of human life in Wales, a life mainly of toil

by land and sea ; to the prominence in consciousness

of the essential facts of the common lot of man,
those of birth, of death, of the uncertainty of life,

of disappointment, of failure, of poverty and

struggle, relieved by love, by the beauty of Nature,
by occasional success, by the kindness and gener-

osity of friends, and by the charm of the muse.
Until the accession of Henry Vll. we find at intervals

tlie continuance of the older tradition of the poetry
of war and political interest, as in the poems of

lolo Goch (late 14th and early 15th cent.), the
friend of Owen Glyndwr (Glendower), Gutto'r

(Jlyn (1430-1468), and Lewis Glyn Cothi (1440-
1490). The political interests of these periods are

reflected also in the Brudiau, or '

Vaticinia,' to

which they gave rise. In some of its aspects
Welsh poetry was closely associated with the

highly developed social life of the time, and re-

quests for favours and thanks for favours granted
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were not complete without beinj^ embodied in

verse. This leu to the practice of minute descrip-
tions of various objects, animate and inanimate,
and at times there is a tendency to have recourse

to over-ingenious and far-fetched comparisons.
The chief imitators of Dafydd ab Gwilym are Dafydd Nanmor

(1330-1390), Bedo Aerddren(f. 1480) and Bedo Brwynllys (c.

145(1), Bedo Phylip Bach(f. 1480), leuan Deulwyn (1400-1490),
and Dafydd ab Edmwnt (1440-1480).

The intimate connexion of the Welsh poets of this

period with tiio life of their country, and their often

Iiijifh sense of literary art, make their works
invaluable for a study of the Welsh mind and of

its social and other ideals at this time. Here,

again, certain zones of poetry, often flourishing
around the home of some powerful patron, rise

into prominence, such as the North-East zone,
where we have the ' three brothers of March-
wiail

'

(c. 1350), and also lolo Goch, Meredydd ab

Rhys, Gutto'r Glyn, Dafydd ab Edmwnt, and

Guttyn Owain (1450-1480) ; the South-East zone,
where Bedo Brwynllys, Hywel Dafi (c. 1450), Lewis

Glyn Cothi, lorwerth Fynghvyd, leuan Deulwyn,
and others flourished ; Avliile there were other

important zones around Tywyn in South-West
Cardiganshire, and Machynlleth in Montgomery-
shire. A large portion of the poetry of this period
is still extant in MS, and, under the encourage-
ment of the University of Wales, its serious and
thorough studj' is now commencing. As the poets
of the period were in close touch with the leading
families of Wales, they reflect very faithfully the
doniinant ideas of the circles wherein they moved,
especially during the Wars of the Roses. In these

poems, too, we see the contrast between Welsh
rural life, which was in harmony with the Welsh
tradition, and that of the boroughs, which were
practically English garrisons established in Wales.

In some cases the bardic profession was continued
from father to son, as in the case of Howel Swrdwal
(1370-1420) and leuan ap Howel Swrdwal, Tudur
Penllyn and leuan ap Tudur Penllyn, Dafydd
Nanmor the elder, Rhys Nanmor, and Dafydd
Nanmor the younger. The poets who most reilect

political movements during this period are lolo

Goch, Dafydd Nanmor, Lewis Glyn Cothi, and
Gutto'r Glyn. The joy felt by Wales in the acces-
sion of Henry VII. is reflected in a poem by Dafydd
Llwyd addressed to '

Henry Vll. after he had won
the kingdom, and to Arthur his son when he was
bom.' Several of the Welsh bards appear to have

regarded the accession of Henry Vll. as in some
degree a restoration of the prestige of Wales.
One of the most striking features of this period

is the interest taken in the language and metre of
Welsh poetry, and even in the Red Book of Hergest
there is a grammar of the Welsh language and an
account of Welsh versiflcation, Avhich ajipears to
have been widely copied and studied. During
this period, too, the bardic profession became so

popular that its maintenance threatened to become
a burden on the country, and means had to be
devised to distinguish between the competent and
tlie incompetent. Whatever gatherings of their
own the Welsh bards maj' have had when they
met from time to time at the courts of the princes
and the houses of their ))atrons, it is certain that
the Carmarthen Eisteddfod of 1451 had a very
definite aim and purpos.e, namely, to serve as a
bardic assize for tlie repression of the wanderings
of uncertified bards and minstrels. The leading
spirits at this Eisteddfod were Grutt'udd ab Nicolas,
a prominent Carmarthenshire gentleman ; Llawd-
den, a bard from South Wales ; and Dafydd ab
Edmwnt, from the zone of North-East Wales.
These emphasized the importance of skill in the
twenty-four alliterative metres of Welsh poetry, and
devised a regular system of bardic gi'aduation. The
Glamorganshire bards rebelled against the strin-

gency of this system, and set up a system of their
own. There .are indications that, coincident with
the introduction of English music into Wales,
Eiijilish metres, easier in character than those of
the Welsh tradition, came in also. The consequence
was that a new impetus was given to poetic com-
position, and the number of professional bards

steadily grew. In 1524 and 1568, Eisteddfodau, or
Bardic Assizes, had again to be held to seek once
more to classify the bards. It is significant that
these two Eisteddfodau were held at Caerwys, in

Flintshire, within the North-East zone, where
Welsh poetry was at this time inost flourishing.
The leading bard of the first Caerwys Eisteddfod
was Tudur Aled, from Llansannan, in Denbigh-
shire, a nephew and pupil of Dafydd ab Edmwnt.
This brilliant poet is distinguished by his skill in

description and in the composition of striking
couplets. His pupil, Grufludd Hiraethog, was the
teacher of some of the leading bards of the Second
Caerwys Eisteddfod, such as Simwnt Fyi^han, Wil-
liam Cynwal, Sion Tudur, and William Ll^n. In
North Wales poetry flourished at this time chiefly
in the North-East zone, but there was also an im-

portant zone in South Carnarvonshire and West
Merionethshire and another in Montgomerj'shire,
with which Dr. John Davies of Mallwyd, a promi-
nent AVelsh grammarian and lexicographer of the

reigns of Elizabeth and James i., Avas in contact.
The Mostyn family at Gloddaeth, near Llandudno,
and Mostyn, in Flintshire, and the family of Salis-

bury of Rug, near Corwen, were great patrons of
Welsh poetry at this time. Some of the most beauti-
ful poetry of the Tudor period is that attributed
to Rhys Goch ab Rhiccert (see lolo MSS). It is

characterized by intense feeling for Nature and a

genuine aesthetic sense. The older social poetry,
too, contains, especially in William Ll^n, some
very striking and graphic lines. The period of the
Reformation was one of great activity in the poetic
zones, especially of N. Wales.

6. Welsh poetry from the Reformation to the

present day.—During the period of the Common-
wealth, Welsh poetry received little support or

encouragement, owing to the decay of several of

the older Welsh families, which were strongly
Royalist in sympatlij'. Moreover, the Welsh
gentry had ceased by this time, apart from ex-

ceptional cases, to cultivate the Welsh tongue, so
that the older social poetry fell into the back-

ground. Nevertheless, it was in the period of the
Commonwealth that Huw Morus of I'ontymeibion
in East Denbighshire, a strong Royalist and a
brilliant composer of love poems, continued the
tradition of tlie

'

Rhys Goch ab Rhiccert' poetry,
which was largely the outcome of the newer
musical needs of Wales. The brothers Grufludd,
William, and Rhisiart Phylip of Ardudwy carried
on the literary tradition of their father, Sion

Phylip, and there is extant a poem on the death
of Charles I. written by William Phylip. After
the Restoration we find this tradition carried on
in Merionethshire by Sion Dafydd Laes, who
wrote an elegy on Charles li. ,

and in South
Carnarvonshire from about 1692-1714 by Owen
Griflith of Llanystumdwy. The newer and freer

type of poetry was also represented by the hymns,
carols, ballads, etc., which began to emerge into

prominence and show that Welsh poetry was be-

ginning to ajjpeal to a new Welsh-speaking public.
In the middle of the 18th cent, an able family of

Welshmen, of whom Lewis Morris (the great-

grandfather of the late Sir Lewis Morris) is the
best known representative, gave a great impetus
to the revival of Welsh poetry by collecting MSS
and by encouraging young ^^ elshmen of scholar-

ship and genius to comjiose and publish poetrj- of a

high order in the Welsh tongue. The antiq^uarian
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movement, chiefly inaugurated by Edward Llwyd
(Llmyd), keeper of the Ashmolean Museum at

Oxford, also quickened an interest in the Welsh
language in young Welshmen of al>ility and
education ; and it is signilicant that some of tiie

leading Welsh poets of the new movement were
Oxford graduates, such as Goronwy Owen, Evan
Evans (leuan Brydydd Hir), and William Wynn.
At the same time the great religious awakening of
the 18th cent, bore fruit in Wales in the publication
of a large number of hymns by writers of real

poetic power, such as William "\\ illiams of Panty-
celyn in Carmarthenshire (author of the English
hymns

' Guide me, O thou great Jehovah,' and
' O'er those gloomy hills of darkness '), Dafydd
Jones of Caio, and others. The new Welsh-reading
public of tiie middle and poorer classes, whose
vernacular was still Welsh, read the new poetry,
both secular and sacred, with avidity, and literary
societies for the cultivation of Welsh literature

sprang up in the Welsh community of London and
in many parts of Wales. Many members of the
AVelsh aristocracy, too, gave their jiatronage to

the new movement by contributing prizes to suc-

cessful competitors in the revived Eisteddfodau,
the most prominent result of the new interest
taken in Welsh poetry being the revival of the

Eisteddfod, mainly through the exertions of Owain
Jones (Owain Myfyr), Dr. Owen Pughe, and lolo

Morgannwg. The competitions connected with
the Eisteddfod and the facilities which the Welsh
press now atibrded to the publication of poetiy led
to renewed activity in various poetic zones, as, for

instance, that of Carnarvonshire, where Dafydd
Ddu Eryri, Robert ab Gwilym Ddu, Dewi Wyn o
Eifion, and others rose into prominence, and that
of Denbighshire, associated with the names of

Robert Davies of Nantgljoi and Twm o'r Nant,
the latter of whom, by his '

Interludes,' sought
to supply the rudiments of a Welsh drama,
whicii had been only meagrely represented in the

past by some portions of Biblical plays. The
national Eisteddfod was followed by the institu-
tion of provincial and local competitions, which
have stimulated the composition of a great deal of
Welsh poetry in addition to what is spontaneously
composed as in other countries. Much of the
Welsh poetry of the 19th cent, is of high literary
merit, and is a very true and worthy interpretation
of the life and aspirations of Wales, both on the

religious and on the secular side. Many of the
best Welsh poets of the 19th cent, have been
ministers of religion, and, with rare exceptions,
the poetry of Wales in this important period,
which may be truly called the Golden Age of
Welsh poetry, has a high and serious purpose, and
is not marred by meanness or frivolity. The
Welsh language has had for centuries a literary
tradition, which is distinct from the spoken
dialects, and the literary tongue is the speech of

public speaking and of Welsh literature.
The chief poets of the 19th cent., in addition to

those already named, have been Eben Fardd (1802-
1863), IslWyn (1832-1878), Emrys (1813-1873),
Hiraethog (1802-1883), Ceiriog (1832-1887), and
Hwfa Mon. Of recent years lyric poetry has been
especially cultivated, and the younger generation
of poets show in tlieir works clear traces of tlie

study of current Englisli, and in some cases of

Continental, poetry. The aesthetic spirit and a
conscious striving after beauty of form are very
conspicuous in current Welsli poetry, but, apart
from certain brilliant exceptions, there is often a
lack of naturalness and spontaneous grace. At
the same time, Welsh poetry is very living at the

present day, and poetic expression is in no sense
bcliind the remarkable evolution of Welsh social
life in education, politics, etc. It is no mere anti-

quarian n'isuscitation of past ideals, but a living
exponent oi the mind of the Welsh people.

LiTERATUP-B.—J. Gwenog-fryn Evans, Report on MSS in the
Welsh Lan^ua<}e (for Historical MSS Commission), London,
vol. i. 1898, vol. 1. pt. 2, 1899, vol. i. pt. 3, 190.5, vol. ii. pt. 1,

1902, pt. 2, 1903, pt. 3, 1905 ; Edward Owen, Catalogue of MSS
relating m if'ales in the British Museum, London, issued by the

Cymni'Odorion Society, 1900
; Skene, The Four Ancient Books

of Vales, Edinburgh, 1868; Myvyrian Archaiology, Ist ed.,
I.ondon, 1801, 2nd ed., Denbigh, 1870; Edward Llwyd,
Archceologia Britannica (Oxford Univ. Press, 1707); The
Gododin, by Aneirin, tr. by William Probert, London, 1820, tr.

by John Williams (Ab Ithel), Llandovery, 1852, tr. and annotated
by T. Stephens and ed. by T. Powel (printed for Cymmrodorion
Society), London, 188S ; John Davies (of Mallwyd), a selection
of Welsh poetry under the title Flores Poetarum Britannicorum,
1st ed. 1710, 2nd 1814, 3rd (reprint) 18G4

; T. Stephens, The
Literature of the Kymry, 1st ed., Llandovery, 1849, 2nd ed.,
London, 1876; John Rh^s, 'The origin of the Welsh Englyn
and Kindred metres,' in Y Cymmrodur, vol. xviii., London ;

Loth, La MHrique galloise, vol. i. (14th cent, to present day),
vol. ii. (from the 9th to the end of the 14th cent.), Paris, 1901 ;

John Dafydd Rhys, Welsh Grammar, including Metrical
Gramynar, London, 1592 ; E. Anwyl,
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Prolegomena to the

study of Old Welsh Poetry,' Transactions of Cymmrodorion
Society (1903-4),

' Wales and the Britons of the North," CeR,
Edinburgh, Oct. 1907 and Jan. 1908,

'
Penillion Telyn y Cyinry,'

in y Geninen (Carnarvon) for 1S91, 1892,
' Astudio llenyddiaeth

Gymreig,' ib. 1894, 1895, 'Hanes Llenyddiaeth Cymru o Dudur
Aled hyd Edmund Prys," ib. 1903, 1904, 1905, 'Safonau Dafydd
ab Gwilym,' i6. 1907, 'Y Gogynfeirdd,' in Young Wales (Welsh
National Press, Carnarvon), iii. 226 ; Dosbarth Edeyrn Dafod
Aur, old treatises on Welsh metres, Llandovery, 1856

; R." J.

Pryse (Gweirydd ab Rhys), 'Hanes Llenyddiaeth Gymreig'
(1300-1650), in the National Eisteddfod Transactions, pub-
lished by Foulkes, Liverpool, 1883 ; Charles Ashton,

' Hanes
Llenyddiaeth Gymreig

'

(1651-1850), i6. 1893 (?) ; Sharon Turner,
A Vindication of the Genuineness of the ancient British poems
of Aneurin, Taliessin, Llywarch Hen, and Merdhin, London,
1803 ; Wm. Owen Pughe, Llywarch Hen, ed. with tr.

London, 1792
; J. Gwenogfryn Evans, The Black Book of Car-

marthen, reproduced and edited, for Subscribers only, Pwllheli,
1906 ; John Rhys and D. Brynmor-Jones, 2'he Welsh People,
London, 1900 ; Evan Evans, Some Specimens of the Poetry of
the antient Welsh bards (London, 1764, 2nd ed. Llanidloes,
1862 (?); J. Morris Jones, articles on the Welsh Gorsedd in

Cymru, publ. by the Welsh National Press Co., Carnar\on,
1896 ; William Rowlands (Gwilym Lleyn), Llyfryddiaeth y
Cymry, Llanidloes, 1869; Transactions of Cymdeithas Lien

Cymru, pts. i.-vi., Cardiff, 1900-1905; Matthew Arnold, The
Study of Celtic Literature, 1891 ; W. Lewis Jones, Caniadau
Cymru, Bangor, 1S97

;
T. A. Levi, Caneuon Cymru, Swansea,

1896 ; O. M. Edwards, Cyfres y Fil (reprints of Welsh
poets), Conway (the series began to appear about 1890) ;

E. O. Jones, Welsh Lyrics (translations of Welsh poems),
Bangor, 1896 ; Gorchestion Beirdd Cjimru, 1st ed. Shrewsbury,
1773, 2nd ed. Carnarvon, 1864 ; Dafydd ab Gwilym (from the
collection of Owen Jones and William Owen), London, 1780,
2nd ed., ed. by Cynddelw, Liverpool, 1873 ; the lolo MSS,
1st ed. Llandovery, 1848, 2nd ed. Liverpool, 1888 ; Cowell, art.

'Dafydd ab GwUym,' in Y Cymmrodor, iii. 101 (July 1878);
Arthur Hughes, Cyun/ddau Cymru, Bangor, 1908 ; W. J.

Gruffydd, Y Flodeugerdd Newydd, Cardiff, 1909 ; E. Anwyl,
Grammar of Old Welsh Poetry, Denbigh, 1909.

E. Anwyl.
BARLAAM ANDJOSAPHAT.—SeeBuDDHA.
BARNABITES.—The Congregation of the Re-

gular Clergy of S. Paul Decollato (commonly called
' Barnabites

' from their ancient house of S. Bar-
nabas in Milan, which was opened in 1547) goes
back to the beginning of the 16th century. Its

founder was Antonio Maria Zaccaria, a nobleman
of Cremona, recently canonized by the T'liurch of

Rome (May 27, 1897). About the year 1530 Zac-

caria united himself with Bartolomoo Ferrari and
Giacomo Antonio Morigia (Milanese gentlemen,
who after their death gained through their reputa-
tion for lioliness the title of ' venerable '), for the

purpose of founding a Congregation of priests who
should employ themselves in arousing the somno-
lent faith, in removing abuses, in reforming the
manners of tlie clergy and of the people, and in

bringing them back to the practice of true Christian

piety.

By his Brief dated Bologna, Feb. 18, 1533, which
commences, Vota per quce in humilitatis spiritu,
Clement Vll. granted to Zaccaria and to Ferrari

authority to set up the new religious Order. Paul
III. bj' two other Briefs, Dudum felicis recorda-
tionis Clementi, etc. (July 25, 1535), and Pastoralis
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officii cnra, etc. (Dec. 1, 1543), placed the Order in

direct dependence on the Holy See, grantin<j: it

likewise many rights and privileges; and linally,

Julius III. confirmed the Order by his Drief of

Feb. 22, 1550, Itationi congruit et convcnit hones-

tati, etc. (cf. Littercc et Constitntiones SS. FP.

pro Ccngrcgat. Clerr. Regg. S. Pauli Apostoli,
Kome, 1853, p. 3 If.). In the meantime Zaccaria
died prematurely in 1539 at the age of 37, after

having set on foot in Milan various pious works,
viz. spiritual conferences for ecclesiastics ; a pious

society
of married people ; and, in conjunction

with the Countess Ludovica Torelli, an Order called

the 'Angelicals of S. Paul,' for which he had also

obtained the approval of Paul III. in 1535.

But the work of Zaccaria was continued by his

two companions who outlived him, Ferrari (f Nov.

25, 1544) and Morigia (t Oct. 23, 1545), and by their

successors. Towards the middle of the 16th cent.

we find them scattered in Brescia, Verona, Padua,
Vicenza, Venice, Cremona, and Ferrara, intent on

preaching with zeal to the people, instituting con-

iraternities of lay persons, and reforming monas-

teries, regardless of the hatred which they began
to excite and of the persecutions which were
directed against them. A fierce persecution arose

against them where one would least have exjiected
it, viz. in the territory of tlie free Venetian Re-

public. They were accused before the Republic of

being political revolutionaries, emissaries of the

Spaniards to the injury of the Venetian seigniory,
and as being infected with heresy ; and they were

compelled to quit the territory of the Republic
witliin the space of ten days. Nor did the matter
end here, for, when Father Gianpietro Besozzi and
Father Paolo Melso went to Rome, whither tlie

same accusations had been carried, they were im-

mediately thrown into prison, where they remained
until, by the assistance of Ignatius Loyola and
others, tliey were able to make their position clear

and to unmask the conspiracy formed against the

Congregation (cf. Arist. Sala, Biografia di S.

Carlo Barromeo, Milan, 1858, Dissert, ii. p. 251).
I. Colleges.

—
Siiortly after this time the Barna-

bites began to establish themselves definitely out-

side Milan ; but, as we need not trace minutely
their later vicissitudes, we give here some dates
which will serve to atlbrd an idea of their subse-

quent diffusion and increase in Italy and beyond.
In Italy the first college, or house, of the Barna-

bites outside Milan was founded at PaA^a in 1558,
for the purpose of educating their young adherents
in literature and sacred learning. Next in chrono-

logical order come : in Cremona, the college or
house of S. Vincenzo, founded in 1570 and sup-

pressed in 1810, and the house of S. Luca, founded
in 1881 ; in Monza, S. Maria di Carrobiolo, con-
secrated by the help of S. Carlo Borromeo, opened
in 1571, suppressed in 1810, and re-established in

1825 ; Casale in 1573 ; Vercelli in 1574 ; in Rome,
S. Biagio in 1575, afterwards S. Carlo ai Catinari
in 1611, suppressed in 1810 and re-established in

1814, by the Bull of Alexander vil. the residence of

the General Superior of the Congregation from
1660 onwards ; in Milan, S. Alessandro, founded
in 1589, suppressed in 1810, and re-established in
1825 ; Zagarolo in 1592 ; Pisa in 1594 ; in Bologna,
S. Andrea in 1598, the Seminary of S. Peter in

1743, further, the college of S. Luigi in 1774, re-

newed, after its suppression, in 1816 ; Novara in
1539 ; Sanseverino in 1601 ; in Lodi, S. Giovanni
delle Vigne founded in 1605, suppressed in 1810,
and re-established at S. Francesco in Lodi in 1S33

;

in Asti (in Piedmont), S. Martino, founded in 1606,
suppressed in 1802, and re-established in 1822; in

Perugia, S. Ercolano, founded in 1607, suppressed
in 1775, and then passing to the House of Jesus,
which was likewise suppressed in 1804 and re-

established in 1837 ; Acqui in the same year 1607 ;

in Naples in 1608, S. Caterina della Corona di

Spine, in 1610, S. Maria di Portanova, which was
sui)pressed in 1809, S. Giuseppe-in-Pontecorvo after

1818, S. Maria di Caravaggio in 1821, the college
Bianchi at INIonte Santo from 1800 ;

in Turin, S.

Dalmazzo, a jiarish which was entrusted to the
Barnabites in 1609 and taken from tiiem only from
1810 to 1826 ; in Genoa, S. Paolo il Vecchio in 1609,
tiien in 1650 S. Bartolomeo degli Armeni, in 1895
tlie Institute Vittorino da Feltre ; Aquila, 1610;
Foligno, 1612 ; Tortona, 1618 ; Chieti and Pescia,
1664

;
in Florence, S. Carlo from 1627 to 1783,

the Institute della Querce from 1867 ; in Leghorn,
S. Sebastiano, founded in 1629, suppressed in

1810, and re-established in 1814 ; Piacenza, 1632 ;

Reggio, 1664 ; Alessandria, 1659 ; Crema, 1664 ;

Parma, 1668 ; Udine, 1680 ; Finale Marina and
Bergamo, 1711; Porto Maurizio, 1736; Aosta,
1748 ; in Moncalieri (in Piedmont), the Royal Col-

lege Carlo Alberto, founded in 1836; S. telice-a-
Cancello (Terra di Lavoro), founded in 1854.

2. Missions.—The first mission of the Barna-
bites outside of Italy was in the island of JNIalta,
whither they went in 1582 at the urgent solicita-

tion of the principal heads of the Ortler of Malta,
Father Paolo Maletta of Milan and Father Antonio
Marches! of Bergamo, and where they remained
two years with profit to the inhabitants and to the
Order of Malta itself. Later, in 1610, as we gather
from a Brief of Paul v.. King Heniy iv. of France
obtained some Barnabites to labour in Bcarn in the
work of destroying the heresy of Calvin, viz.

Fathers Fortune Colome, Remigio Polidori, Hilaire

Martin, etc. Almost at the same time S. Francis
de Sales introduced them into Savoy to direct
the college of Annecy. The Barnabites were thus
able to penetrate from Beam and Savoy into
France. We may cite among the houses of Savoy
and of France those of Annecy, Thonon, Mon-
targis, Lescar, Paris, Estampes, Dax, Bonneville,
Mont-de-Marsan, Bourg- Saint -Andeol, Loches,
Bazas, Gueret, Oleron, Condamines-sur-Arve, and,
after the Revolution, the college of Gien (Loiret),

opened in 1856 under the auspices of Dupanloup,
and the house in Paris, re-opened in 1857, owin^
to the influence and goodwill of the celebrated
Russian count, Gregory SchouvalolV, who had

passed from the Orthodox to the Catholic faith,
and then had entered the Order of Barnabites. In
1820 the Holy Congregation of the Projiaganda
sent Fathers Mario Malagnino, Alfonso Caccia,
and Cornelio Porzio into Valtellina ; but this

mission, notwithstanding its fruitfulness, did not
lead to the establishment of the Barnabites in

that region infested by heretics. In 1625 some
Barnabites were sent into Austria by Urban VIII.

in consequence of a request made to him by Ferdi-

nand II. for some '

religious
'

fitted to laliour in the
conversion of heretics and unbelievers ; and these

Barnabites were jilaced in possession of the parish
of S. Michael in Vienna, which was tlie parish of

the Imperial court. They afterwards occupied
other parishes, as, for instance, that of Mittelliach

from 1661, and that of S. ^largaret in L^ligine
from 1774. In 1719 the Barnabites took part in

the missions in Asia. Among the first were
Fathers Filippo M. Cesati and Sigismondo Calchi

(both of Milan), and Onorato Ferrari (of Vercelli),

who, as members of an embassage of Clement XI.

to the Emperor of China, went to Pekin. The
result of the embassage did not correspond to the

hopes entertained of it ; and, in fact, an Imperial
edict forbade the preaching of the gospel. Not-

withstanding, it came about that Fatlier Ferrari

was able to stay some time in China, where in a

few years he converted many adults to the faith,

and baptized very many abandoned and dying
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children. Father Cesati with a companion re-

paired to Cochin-China ^nth the title of ' vicar

apostolic,' and Father Calchi wath some others went
into the Indian kingdoms of Ava and Pegu, where

they all afterwards concentrated themselves. The
mission in these two kingdoms was entirely en-

trusted to the Barnabites by Benedict XIV. in 1740,
and there they maintained missionaries (of whom
more than one suffered martyrdom) until the sup-
pression of the religious orders (Sala, op. cit. p. 284).
The history of this mission is recorded in the Description of

the Burmese Empire by the Barnabite missionary Sangermano,
who laboured in Burma in 1783-1808 (d. 1819). After Calchi
went to Syriam (then the chief port of Peg^) in 1721, a number
of other missionaries came about 1728, meeting with such
success that Benedict xrv. appointed a vicar apostolic. Many
churches were built—at Syriam were a house and church, a

college for 40 students, and an orphanage for girls ; at Ava a
church ; at Pegu a church and house ; at Monla a church,
presbytery, and college, with 6 churches in the environs of the

city and 2 churches in Subaroa
; at Chiam-sua-rocca 6 churches ;

at Rangoon a church, a house, an orphan-school, and a convent.
In 1745 the Vicar Apostolic Galizia and two priests were
treacherously murdered, and the mission languished until 1749,
when Ft. Nerini, who had been forced by the disturbances to
leave Burma, returned. A second severe blow befell the
mission at the capture of Syriam in 1756, when Nerini was
killed. The mission soon recovered, however, and continued its

activity until 1832, when the religious orders were suppressed
by Napoleon lii. Among the Barnabite scholars attached to
this mission special mention is due Fr. Percoto (d. at Ava,
Dec. 12, 1776), who is recorded to have translated some
Buddhist works from Burmese into Italian, and also to have
made Burmese versions of Genesis, Tobit, Matthew, the

Gospels, the Mass, and prayers and catechisms.

At that ill-omened epoch the Congregation
counted not a few conspicuous members ; and, not
to mention Cardinal Gerdil of Savoy (1718-1802),
a distinguished philosopher, Fathers Quadrupani
(ascetic writer), Paolo Frisi and Francesco de

Kegi (eminent scientists), and others, who had
been dead but a few years, it numbered among its

members Father Francesco Fontana (1750-1822),
General Superior of the Congregation, companion
of Pius VII. in his imprisonment, and afterwards
Cardinal ; Father Luigi Lambruschini (1776-1854),
who was afterwards archbishop of Genoa, Cardinal
and Secretary of State ; Francesco Saverio Bianchi,
who has recently been beatified ; Father Antonio
Maria Cadolini, afterwards bishop of Ancona and
cardinal (t 1851) ; Fathers Stanislao Tomba (f 1847)
and Carlo Giuseppe Peda (f 1843), who were
made bishops, the former of Forli, the latter of
Assisi ; and Fathers Felice and Gaetano De Vecchi
(ascetics), Ermenegildo Pini and Mariano Fontana
(scientists), Antonio Grandi (orator and poet),
Giuseppe Racagni and Bartolomeo Ferrari (scien-
tists), and others. In the preceding centuries the
Congregation had already given to the Church :

Alessandro Sauli, bishop of Aleria in Corsica,
and afterwards of Pavia, who has recently been
canonized (f 1592); Carlo Bascapfe, bishop of
Novara (t 1615) ; Juste Gu6rin, prince and bishop
of Genoa ; Francesco Gattinara, bishop of Turin

;

Giacomo Morigia, archbishop of Florence and
afterwards Cardinal ; Cristoforo Giarda, bishop of
Castro ; Giovanni Maria Percoto, bishop of Mosul
and vicar apostolic of Ava and Pegu ; Pio jNIan-

zador, bishop of Segna and Modruss in Croatia ;

and, in the various branches of learning, Agostino
Tornielli (annalist); Redento Baranzano (1590-
1622 ; scientist) ; the Venerable Bartolomeo Canale
(ascetic writer) ; Bartolomeo Gavanti (writer on
ritual) ; Dominique De la Motte, Maurice Arpaud,
Jean Niceron (historians) ; Remi Montmeslier,
Gabriele Valenzuela, Cosme De Champigny, Tom-
maso Rovere (Rotarius), Salvatore Corticelli (gram-
marians) ; Isidore Mirasson, Father Colome, etc.

Commencing with the year 1865, missions were
established in Sweden and Norway by Father Paul
Stub (t 1892 at Bergen), who was afterwards joined
by other Fathers (Moro, Tondini, Almerici). In

Belgium the Barnabites opened a house in 1886 at

Mouscron, and another in Brussels in 1895 ; while,
on the expulsion of all

'

religious
' from France in

1905, the majority of the Barnabites sought refuge
in Great Britain. In 1903 the Order undertook
some missions in Brazil. At present tlie Barnabites,
who number almost 300, have about 20 monasteries
in Italy, 5 in Austria, and some in Spain, besides
those already noted in Belgium.

3. Constitutions.—The Constitutions, or Statutes,
of the Barnabites, of which the first nucleu.s is

traceable back to the founder Zaccaria, and of
which a first body was already formulated and
published in 1552, were not definitive until 1579

{Constitutiones Clerr. Regg. S. Pauli Decollati libris

quattuor distinctce, Milan, 1579 ; other editions,

Milan, 1617 ; Naples, 1829 ; Milan, 1902), when,
after the examination made of them by S. Carlo
Borromeo and their approval by the General

Chapter, they finally had the sanction of Pope
Gregory XIII. by his Brief of Nov. 7.

The greater part of these Constitutions have
reference either to personal sanctification, of which
they urge the attainment by suggesting suitable
exercises as an aid to the observance of the three
vows of obedience, chastity, and poverty ; or they
refer to the sanctification of others, to be attained

through the ministry of preaching, of confession,
of the school, etc. Others have reference to the

reception of new members into the Order, mode
of dress, etc. ; and, finally, others concern the ad-
ministration of the Order.
With regard to this last the following are some

of the rules :
—The General Superior of the Con-

gregation is elected by suffrage. His office lasts

three years, but he may be re-elected, though not
more than once. All the members of the Order owe
him obedience, but at the same time every member
may have recourse to him, since he is their common
Father. His ordinary Council is composed of four

Assistants, Avho are nomina^ted by the General

Chapter every time it meets. His usual residence
was changed from MUan to Rome during the

pontificate of Alexander VIII. (1690). The habit of

the members is a coarse black soutane, closely re-

sembling that of the regular clergy. Unlike the
Jesuits and Theatines, they recite Office in choir ;

and their other distinguishing characteristics are

thus summed up by Currier (History of Religious
Orders, p. 363) :

' Besides the fast-days of the Church, these Religious fast on

every Friday of the year, the two last days of Carnival, and
from the first Sunday of Advent until Christmas. They abstain

every Wednesday and observe a rigorous silence from the even-

ing examination until after Matins the following day. In the

beginning, like the Theatines, they practised extreme poverty,
neither possessing revenues nor begging, but at a later period
they accepted real estate and revenues. Besides the three vows,
they bind themselves by a fourth, never to seek after dignities
within or without the Order, and not to accept them outside
of the Order without the permission of the Pope. Their lay-
brothers are not admitted to the habit until after a trial of five

years.'

The Congi'egation of the Barnabites, like all tlie

other religious Orders, is divided into provinces,
which until a few years ago were six, namely, tlie

province of Lombardy ; that of Piedmont, which
included Liguria ;

the Roman province, which
embraced Lazio, Umbria, and Emilia ; and the

Neapolitan, the German, and Franco-Belgian-
Brazilian provinces. In each province a Father is

nominated as Superior of the houses which the

province contains. Every house has its own
Superior, who, like the General and Provincial

Superiors, has a Council which he must consult on
the affairs of his own particular administration.
All Superiors are nominated for three years only
at the most. Tlie local Superiors may be changed
at the end of every j'ear, or may be re-elected after

the termination of the three j'ears. The General

Chapter meets every three years in Rome. Several
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of the members who compose it are elected by
the local and provincial chapters. The General

Chapter examines the affairs of the Order, nomi-
nates or contirms the Superiors, and provides for

the general well-being by means of monitions and
decrees. The Barnabites, like all the great re-

ligious Orders, are in immediate subjection to the

Supreme Pontiff.
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initium scec. xvi., Rome, 1S52 ; L. Ungarelli, Bibliotheca

Seriptorum e Congreg. Clerr. Regg. S. Pauli, vol. i. (the only
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trite dei piii distinti religiosi della Conqregazione dei Chier. BR.
di S. Paolo detti Bamabiti, 20 vols., Milan, 1858-1862 ; Helyot,
Histoire des ordres inonastiques, iv. 100-116, 8 vols., Paris,
1714-19 ; Currier, History of Beligious Orders, pp. 360-363,
New York, 1894 ; Heimbucher, Orden und Kongregationen der
katholischen Kirche'i, iii. 270-274, 3 vols., Paiderborn, 1908;
Sangermano, Description of the Burmese Empire, compiled
chiejij/ from native Documents . . . and translated from, his
as by William Tandy, Rome, 1833 (reprinted, Rangoon, 1885) ;

Griffini, Della Vita di Monsignor Giovanni Maria Percoto,
Udine, 1781. The oontinuation of the Bibliotheca of Ungarelli
will shortly be published by the writer of this article.

G. BOFFITO.

BARODA.— I. Name and history.
—The original

form of the name Baroda is .said to be Skr. Vato-
dara (vata, 'banyan-tree,' udara, 'cavity') 'in

the heart of a banyan grove
'

; according to others,
it is based on the shape of the city, supposed to

resemble a banyan leaf ; a local legend (BG vii.

829) suggests a cult of this sacred tree. The name
is given to an important native State and its

capital, situated in the provinces of Gujarat and
Kathiuwar in W. India. Other early names were
Chandavati,

'

city of sandahvood 'or 'of the Jain

king Chandan
'

; Viravati or Virakshetra,
' land or

held of heroes.' The State consists of various

fragments of territory enclo.sed within the British

dominions, this condition being due to the troub-
lous times which followed the Maratha occupation
from A.D. 170.5 onwards, and successive annexations
and re-distributions in contests with the Maratha
Peshwa and the British Government. The do-

minions of the Gaikwar (

' cowherd '

; cf. the ritual

tendance of cattle in Central India, NINQ i. 154 f. )

occupj' an area of 8099 square miles. They formed
in ancient times part of tlie kingdom of Anhilvada,
the capital of which is now represented by the
ruins of Patau at the extreme N. boundary. This

kingdom, weakened by the raids of Mahmud of

Ghazni, who sacked the temple of Dwarka (wh.
see) in 1206, finally succumbed to the attack of

Ala-ud-din Khilji in 1298. The present Maratha
dynasty was founded by Pilaji Gaikwar (1721-.32).

2. Statistics of rehgion.
—The total population

amounted in I9ol to 1,952,692, including 1,546,992
Hindus (7922 per cent.); 165,014 Muhammadans
(8"54 per cent.) ; 176,250 Animists (9'02 per cent.) ;

the balance (3"31 percent.) being made up of Jains,
Parsis, Christians, Sikhs, and Jews. Of the Hin-
dus, who form the vast majority of the population,
about two-thirds are Vaishnavas, or followers of

Visnu, and the remainder are nearly equally
divided between Saivas, or worshippers of Siva,
and Saktas, or worshippers of the Mother-god-
desses. Among the two last classes there are few
sub-sects, the divisions among the Saivas repre-
senting the Orders of ascetics, wliose differences
are ba.sed more upon e^ftemal observances than

upon doctrine
; and the Saktas, as usual, fall into

the two classes of '

x'\%h\.-\\a.n(!i' (Dakshina-mdrgl)
and ' left-hand

'

( Vdina-mdrgl), the former worship-
ping their deities in public, the latter following
the foul secret Tantrik cultus. The Vaishnavas
have been more fertile in forming sub-sects, of

which eleven were recorded at the last enumeration.
Of these, five worship Krishna (Krsna) in one or
other of his manifestations ; four the demi-god
Rama ; the Kabirpanthis are followers of Kabir,
the saintly founder of the sub-sect (A.D. 1485-1512) ;

and the (^anesapanthi are worshippers of Ganesa
or Ganpati, god of luck and remover of obstacles.
This enumeration, however, tends to exaggerate
the sectarian character of the local Hinduism.
According to the latest authority :

'

Though thus there are three principal sects in the Hindu
religion prevalent in this State, the followers of neither are
exclusive ; they pay homage to all the deities, but are bound
more to the special deity of their cult. It is only the bigoted
of any one sect who despise the worshippers of deities other
than their own. But only few such are found amongst the
extremists' {Census Report, 1901, i. 137).

The Maratha ruling dynasty have brought with
them from the Deccan as their family god Khan-
doba,

' sword father,' the chief guardian deity of
the Kunbi caste, from which the Marathas have
mainly sprung {BG xviii. pt. i. 290). Regarding
this and similar gods Sir A. Lyall [Asiatic Studies'^,
i. 30) writes :

' These are now grand incarnations of the Supreme Triad ;

yet, by examining the legends of their embodiment and appear-
ance upon earth, we obtain fair ground for surmising that all

of them must have been notable living men not so very long
ago.'

3. Hinduism.—In its public and private worship
ipiijd) the local form of Hinduism differs little

from the standard type. The public service care-

fully provides for the exclusion of all castes re-

garded as unclean ; and even those of lower rank
than the 'twice-born' (dvija) are kept at a distance
and are not allowed to touch the temple images.
Each household, again, has its private deities, and
the animistic basisofthefaithisshown in the general
cult of Sitala, the goddess of smallpox ; the sun
and planets ; cows, bulls, serpents, and the mon-
goose {Herpestes mungo), the destroyer of noxious
snakes ; of trees, such as the banyan, piped (Ficus
religiosa), and the acacia ; of stones representing
Siva, Visnu, and Ganesa, and the conch-shell ; of

iewellerj' and books of account ; and of arms carried

oy the military classes {Census Rep. 1901, i. 122 ff.).

Among other observances the chief are fasts ;

vows (most of which are special to women) ; pil-

grimages ; and the domestic rules of ritual {sam-
skdra) prescribed for each stage of life—conception,
birth, marriage, death. The chief holy place.s
within the State are Dwarka (wh. see), Sidhpur,
the place where obsequial rites for the repose of

the soul of a motiier can most properly be per-
formed, as those for a father are done at Gaya
(wh. see) in Bengal ; Bechrajl, where a married
woman of the Charan or herald caste has been
deified as an incarnation of the Mata, or Divine

Mother, and is worshipped in the form of the yoni,
or symbol of the female sex {BG vii. 609 ft'.) ; and
Karnali on the banks of the sacred river, the
Narbada.

4. Jains.
—The Jains, though numerically weak,

are important on account of their wealth and their

lavish expenditure on temples, many of which are

of recent construction and examples of exquisite
workmanship and decoration {Censvs Eep. 1901, i.

149).

5. Animists.—The animistic tribes, found in the
forest tracts, belong chiefly to the Gamit, Bhil

(wh. see), Dubla, and Chodhra tribes. Each of

these has its special tribal deity, which is wor-

shipped either in a public service conducted by the

bhagat, or medicine-man, or in less important cases

by the votary himself. One of the«e, Kavadio

Dev, has no image or temple ; but he is supposed
to live in a gloomy ravine ; another, one of the

Mother-goddesses, is represented by a huge boulder.

Besides these, the tiger, alligator, and various

Mothers who repel disease are worshipped, the
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ritual being like that common to the other N.
Dravidian (wh. see) tribes {ib. i. 155 tf.).

6. Pafsis.—One of the chief sacred places of the
Parsis is Navsari, which they occupied in A.D.

1142, after leaving their first settlement at Sanjan.
Here they have erected numerous tire-temples, and
towers of silence for the exposure of the dead.
Here burns the sacred tire, which they claim to

have brought with them from Persia (i?(? vii. 566 tf.
;

Dosabhai Framji Karaka, Hist, of the Parsis, 1884,
i. 37 ; Modi, A Few Events in the Early History of
the Parsis, Bombay, 1905).

7. Christians.—The increase in the number of

Christians, due to missionary work among the forest
tribes and to the establishment of orphanages dur-

ing the recent famines and plague epidemics, is

noteworthy. The community which in 1872 num-
bered 313 had in 1901 increased to 7691.

Literature.—J. A. Dalai, Census Report, 1901, vol. xviii.

Of Reports of the Census of India ; F. A. H. Elliott, Bombay
Gazetteer, vol. vii., 1883

; J. Forbes, Oriental Memoirs, 1813
;

A. K. Forbes, Rds Mala, or Hindoo Annals of the Province of
Goozerafi, 1878. For the early Muhammadan history see

Elliot-Dowson, Hist, of India, 1866-77 ; Sir E. C. Ba'yley,
Local Muhammadan Dynasties of Gujarat, 1SS6 ; J. Grant
Duflf, History of the Mahrattas^, 1873. W, CeOOKE.

BARSOM (Av, baresman).— ' Barsom '

is the
name given at the present day to a collection of

small metal-'\\'ire rods (tal)
—used in the chief cere-

monies of the Parsis—representing the cut stems
of a plant which can no longer be identified. The
number of the rods varies, according to the ritual
in which they are used ; the lowest permissible
number seems to have been three, Avhile the
numbers five, seven, and nine are also mentioned.
The number now varies between five and thirty-
three. These small rods, as used to-day, are bound
together with a girdle formed of a date leaf or
leaves. For the particular cei-emonial recitals in
which they are used see Haug's Essays, p. 396 tf.

, and
Darmesteter, Le Zend-Avesta, i. p. Ixxiii. f. ; see
also there the description of the detailed operations
wth which their use is accompanied. It may be
mentioned that the barsom is frequently sprinkled
with the holy water (zaodra, zor), and with the
consecrated milk in the yasna, or chief ceremony.
The number thirty-three shows that the rods

represent, even yet, most sacred objects and
personified ideas, for that number is especially
mentioned in Yasna i. 10, iii. 12, as applying
to the ratiis of the yasna ceremony. What
these special ideas originally were is no longer
clearly defined. But, reasoning from the origin
of their application, we may readily arrive
at tlieir significance. FeAv doubt tliat we have
in tlie barsom (baresmaii) a form of bareziS, Vedic
Skr. barhis, the ' straw cushion

'

upon which the
gods of the Veda were supposed to sit, as they
descended in response to the sacrifice, and upon
which also oflerings to them were spread—and
this at a time when the ancestors of the present
Indian deva-worshippers and of the Ah ura- (Asura-)
worshippers were one and the same peojjle, and
when ' Veda ' and ' Avesta '

were blended in some
now lost name for the one common holy lore.

Several jjoints are in favour of this, apart from the

etymology : chiefly the word '

spread,' which is

used of the barsom as of the Vedic barhis. The
rod-twigs, indeed, are hardly

'

spread
'

now, except
upon the nulh-ru (a sort of rack with two crescents
for supports), tlie moon-faced stand ujion which
they, for the most part, rest. But tlie barhis was
and is '.spread' as 'straw'; compare the passage
in Herodotus (i. 132), where he describes, if some-
what loosely, the offering of a Persian Mazda-
worshipper : 'He "spreads" [the verb used is

vwoirdtTffeiv'] the softest grass he can get, and places
the pieces of flesh upon it.' (This item, by the

way, is one of many which show how widely
this form of worship was diffused in Persia, and
how long it had been implanted there, seeing that
the Greeks could speak of it so familiarlj'^ as be-

longing to Persia in general, and not merely to a
province of it. See also the Inscriptions of IJarius
at Behistun, etc., where Auraninzdo, is regularly
mentioned as the God of all the Empire

' who made
this earth and yon heaven.' *)

The barsom is, and was then, a .sacred object
frequently used in the holiest sacrificial cere-

monies, especially in the celebration of the main
Sacrificial Service, in the course of which the Gathas
were sung without curtailment. It must therefore
be understood by all serious Parsi worshippers to

represent something of the most sacred character ;

and on closer examination it may recall at times
the entire throng of personified ideas which we
might, with some reason, describe as 'godlets,'
whose worship, however, when sincere, did not
in any conceivable sense approach idolatry, but
was a mere sacrificial reverence. Further, all the

sj'mbolic rods were united by the sacred '

girdle,'
as if to express the thought of oneness. And
when we press our inquiries a little further, we see
that the barsom with its uses is but the persistence
of an original idea which was dear to the Indo-
Iraniau peoples while as yet they were undivided.
Avesta and Pahlavi literatures add a number of

details concerning the barsom, for which some
similar plant might be substituted {Yas. xxii. 3).

In conjunction with the 'libation' (zaodra), it is

used in calling Ahura Mazda and all other sacred

beings, to whom it, with other holy objects, is

duly consecrated (Yas. iv. ; Visp. xi. 2), to the
sacrifice ( Yas. ii.

,
which bears the special name of

Barsam YaU ; cf. Yas. xxii. ; V'lsp. ii.) ; an im-

portant part of the worship of Ahura Mazda is

that ' one should ofier barsom aii«t"ia long, a yava
(grain ?) broad

'

( Vend. xix. 19) ; and it is also used
in the SroS Danln, which gi'ants to the soul of the
dead the protection of Sraosha on its passage to
the future life (Yas. iii.). Sraosha was, indeed,
' the first who spread forth the barsom, both of

three twigs, and of five twigs, and of seven twigs,
and of nine twigs [the Pahla\ i commentary on

Nlrangistdn xc. raising the number of twigs to

551], (reaching) both to the knee and to the mid-

leg, for both the worship and the prayer and the

propitiation and the glorification of the Amesha
Spentas' (Yas. Ivii. 6), and the offering of barsom
to the sacred fire is one of the acts which bring
the blessing of that element (Fas. Ixii. 9). The
barsom is numbered among the sacred beings and

objects to which sacrifice is ottered (Yas. Ixxi. 23)
and which are invoked to be present at the
sacrifice ( Vlsp. x. 2), besides having obedience to

them solemnly inculcated (Visp. xii. 3). The
barsom is among the otterings to be made by the
'

Arj'an lands' to Tishtrja (Yt. viii. 58) ; with it

Haoma offered sacrifice to Mithra (17. x. 88), who,
if a pious priest sacrifices with barsom, bestows

blessings on him who employs the sacerdotal

*
[The barsom is also alluded to at least thrice b}' other Greek

writers : Strabo, p. 733, rat 5' eVwSas n-oioOiTot [sc. oi Moyoi]
TToAui' \p6vov pd^SitiV fivpiKii'toy Aerrwi' fieo'M'?*' Karf^oi'Tes ;

liinon, as (luotcd by the scholiast on Nicander's Thrriaca, 613,
ical Tovs fidjTtis <(>i)<r\. iilriSovi pa;35ois /j-ayTevfaOai ",

and the Acts
of St. Hira, Rom., May, iv. 17. 6 (written in the reig-n of
C'hosroes 11., d. C28), ra ^v\a Si' wv c^dytvtrev Kara ttjv tow
ZojpodcTTpov Saitioi'iuiSt] irapdSoiTii'.

It is likewise mentioned by
Armenian and Syriac writers (as by Eznik, Against the Sects,
tr. Schmid, Vienna, 1900, pp. 92, 97; Hoffmann, Auszilge atts
.-•vr. Akteii pers. Mdrtyrer, Leipzig, ISSO, pp. 94, 111). It
should furthermore be noted that many scholars (e.g. Pinches,
DB iv. 629) see in the words of Ezk S'"", 'and, lo, they put the
branch to their nose,

' an allusiow to the barsom. Herem they
are probably right (for an opposing view see Toy, EBi ii. 1463),
and it may also be suggested, at least tentatively, that the
II n":b[,

'

twigs of a strange one (i.e. of a foreign god),' of Is 17i'

may likewise refer to the barsom.—L. H. G.]
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mediator {Yt. x. 137-139) ; and, in turn, bavsom is

among the oil'erings to be made to Haonia ( Yns.

XXV. 3). Even Ahiira Mazda, who did sacrifice

with it to Vayn, the Wind (
Yt. xv. 2), and to Ashi,

Kighteousness (17. xvii. Gl), comes swiftly to one
wliose ofi'ering includes the barsom (17. xii. 2-3),

and with it the Fravashis (q.v.) must be invoked

{Yt. xiii. 27). In like manner it is used in sacrilice

to the sun (Ni/ui/iS i. 16), the tire (Yns. Ixii. 1),

Mithra and Kama Hvastra {/end. iii. 1), and
Anahita {Yt. v. 98, 126-127), as well as at the

Rapithwina, or midday sacrifice {Afrlngan iv. 5-7).

So gieat, indeed, is the virtue of a single oilering
of barsom, as of a single oflering of wood for

the sacred fire, that by it the just is exalted and
tiie Druj (the demon of evil) is weakened, Asha
(Righteousness) is increased, and a.l the just are

borne to Paradise {Fragments of Tahmuras, xxiv.).

Turning to the Avesta ritual concerning the

barsom, we observe that the corrupt passage YaSt
XV. 55 seems to imply that it should be gathered
after dawn but before full daylight. He who has
carried a corpse alone must remain thirty paces
from the barsom ( Tc^u/. iii. 15-17; cf. Sdyast la-

Sdi/fut ii. IS), and a menstruous woman or one

suil'ering from leucorrhea must keep ,lialf that
distance {Vend. xvi. 4; cf. Sdi/ast Id-Sdynst iii.

10-11, 20, 32-33; Sad Bar Ixviii. 14), Avhile cut-

tings of the hair and nails must be buried the
latter space away {Vend. xvii. 4). The barsom
must be removed from a house in which either a
liuman being or a dog (a sacred animal in Zoro-

astrianism) has died {Vend. v. 39-40), though in

the purification of a house, after the expiration of

the proper period of mourning, which varies accord-

ing to the degi'ee of kinship, the barsom plays an

important role ( Fe?)rf. xii. lil'.). Barsom may not
be carried along a road over which the corpse of a
liuman being or a dog has been borne until the

path lias been duly purified {Vend, xviii. 14-22),
and milk drawn from a cow that has eaten of such
a corpse may not be used in connexion with the
barsom AA'ithin a year after such an act ( Vend, vii.

77). Prosi)erity shuns the place where a heretic

(aSemaoya) dwells, until he is slain and sacrifice is

offered to Sraosha for three days and three nights
with barsom, fire, and haoma {Vend. ix. 56-57).

Among the penalties for killing an oHqx {udra) are
the binding of 10,000 bundles of barsom and the

presentation of barsom to '

holy men,
'

i. e. priests

{Vend. xiv. 4, 8), while 1000 bundles must be tied

lip by him who has had intercourse with a men-
struous woman or one suffering from leucorrhea

( Vend, xviii. 72). If a libation be poured into the
barsom or tlie sacred fire, it becomes operative

' for

the victory of the non-Arj-an lands
'

{Nlrangistdn
Ixviii.), and the binding of the barsom is one of

tlie most important parts of the sacrifice {Nirang.
Ix.). For a variety of ritual prescriptions relating
to the barsom, reference may be made to Nirang.
(ed. Darmesteter, Le Zend-Avesta iii., and Darab
Dastur Peshotan Sanjana, Bombay, 1894) Ixix.-

Ixx., Ixxiv., Ixxix., xcvii. ft", (although the greater

part of the text of the last passage is so corruptm its present form as to defy translation) ; Sdi/ast
Id-Sdyast viii. 18 ; Dddistdn-i Dlnlk xliii. 4-5,
xlviii. 17 ; Epistles of MdnuScihar iii. 13 ; Darme-
steter, Le Zend-Avesta i. 398, 407.

According to Pahlavi literature, tlie evils of the
last times will be such that the barsom may be
arranged in the very house of the dead {Bahrdm
Yt. ii. 36), although the righteous man will still

strew it, even if he cannot do it 'as in the reign
of King Vistasp' {Bahrdm Yt. ii. 58 ; for other

eschatological data connected with the barsom see
Bahrdm Yt. iii. 29, 37). The barsom might be
consecrated by women {^dyast Id-Sdyast x. 35).

Faulty consecration was, however, possible if the

barsom had too many twigs, or was cut from an
improper plant, or was held toward tlie north, the

region of the demons {Sdyast Id-Sdyast xiv. 2), an
intentional substitution of such improper barsom
being a very serious .sin {Dlnkarl VHI. xliv. 65).
The barsom was a powerful agent against all

demons, fiends, wizards, and witches {Dlnd-i-
MdinOg l-Khrat Ivii. 28) ; it ]ilayed a part 'on the

day of battle and evil deeds of war '

{Dlnlcart VIII.

xxvi. 24) ; and it is particularly interesting to
note that a distinct barsom-ordeal {harcsmok-varlh)
was knoAATi {Dlnlcart VIII. xix. 38, xx. 12, 66),

although no details are given concerning it.

The Ijarsom is also mentioned in the Persian

Sdh-Ndmah, which records that King Baliram
Gfir and his bride were met by a Zoroastrian priest
bearing barsom in his hand, and also that Yazdi-

gird, the last Sasanian king, asked the miller Mho
gave him shelter in flight for a bundle of barsom
that he might say grace before eating (Pizzi, II

Libro del re, Turin, 1886-88, vi. 465, viii. 442), a
custom to which allusion is also made elsewhere

(Rehatsek, JRASBo xiii. 88). It is possible that
the five-twigged barsom is represented on a coin
of Baliram II. (276-293), wliicli .shows two figures
on opposite sides of a fire altar, one of the men
holding the '

ring of sovereignty
' and the other

the object in question (Dorn, Collection de mon-
naies sassanides defeu le lieutenant-general J. de

Bartholomaei, i., St. Petersburg, 1873, pi. iv. No.
13). In modern times, as has already been noted,
the barsom in India is ritually represented by
small wire rods; but in Kirman, Aiiquetil du Perron
{Zend-Avesta, Paris, 1771, ii. 532) records the use
of twigs of the pomegranate, tamarind, or date-
tree ; and at the present time ' in Yezd the tama-
risk bush is used to form this bundle, and it is

bound with a slender strip of bark from the mul-

berry tree, probably in exactl\- the same manner
as it was in Zoroaster's day,' brass rods l)eing
substituted only in winter or at other times when
it is impossible to obtain living branches (.Jackson,
Persia Fast and Present, New York, I'JOG, p. 369 f.

and plate). See also Yasna.
LiTKRATCRE.—Ofdenberg, Religion deit Veda, Berlin, 1894,

pp. 31, 342 ff. ; Haug, Enmys on the Parsis^, London, 1884,

p. 390 ff. ; Wilson, Parsi JicUgion, Bombay, 1843, p. 231;
Windischmann, Zoroastriscke Stiidien, Berlin, 1S63, pp. 223,
276 ;

and other works mentioned in the article.

L. H. Mills and Louis H. Gray.
BARTER.—Barter is the name given to the

simple and elementary form of traffic in which

goods are directly ottered in exchange for goods.
An article upon barter is from one point of view
an essay on the functions of money and the incon-

venience of its absence, since barter is that form of

exchange in which money is not emploj-ed as the

intermediaiy of trading. Barter was tlie primitive
mode of doing business before a measure of value
or a common medium of excliange was devised.

In such a set of conditions there are manifest
difficulties ; without a coiuiiion denominator it is

not easy to compare the values of the articles

exchanged or to arrive at an economic principle of

bargaining. In any particular exchange the two

parties must adjust their contract by their re-

spective wants for each other's commodity and
tlie desire of each to part with Iii> own superfluities.
Thus the fisherman would need to measure his fish

against the jjotatoes of the gardener at one moment
and the bread of the baker at another, and so on
round the whole circle of his purchases. It is

obvious that a system of exchange so elementary
and so casual must belong to a primitive period of

society. A very slight advance in the methods of

production, in separation of employments, and in

trattic would inevitably lead to the use of a medium
of exchange which would serve at once as a
standard measure and as an accepted go-between ;
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some substance would be adopted for the double

purpose, which all would willingly receive in ex-

change for their own commodities, and which
could in turn be parted with easily for others.

The thing selected to serve these utilities in any
community would be in the first place somethin';^'

much in common demand for its service or its

attractiveness, and such a substance would have
certain qualities of durability and approximate
stability which would recommend it. The article

adopted would vary with the locality. The various

stages in this early employment of a primitive
money need not be here pursued ; by degrees the
more essential qualities of good money would

emerge, and thus the cuirency of modern times
would be gradually evolved. See art. MONEY.
The term barter or truck is more usually applied

to the exchange of articles for use ; the term pur-
chase suggests the employment of money and buy-
ing for future sale or commerce. The Old Testa-
ment supplies a good example of a transaction by
payment in kind or barter. In 1 K 5^"'- we read
that Hiram king of Tyre

'

gave Solomon cedar trees

and fir trees according to all his desire,' and that
* Solomon gave Hiram 20,000 measures of wheat for

food to his household and 20 measures of pure oil.'

Many forms of barter still exist in highly
civilized communities ; the domestic servant barters
her services for food, housing, and a sum of money ;

the farm labourer is often paid partly in kind, by
the use of a cottage, a garden, supply of milk,
butter, etc. , and partly by money wages. Ifwe con-

sider real wages, i.e. what money wages will buy,
we see that in reality labour is exchanged for a

supply of necessaries and comforts. In modem
times we find some publications such as The Ex-

change and Mart, which revive the old form of

barter by advertising certain articles for sale and
stating the articles desired in exchange for them.
Private individuals, like schoolboys, often practise
barter ; and bits of furniture, old garments, and
even plots of land are exchanged for other de-
sirable things.

In uncivilized countries barter is widely prev-
alent. Stanley in his journeys through Africa
took quantities of cloth, brass rods, etc., with
which to purchase food ; similarly cargoes of old

rifles, knives, bottles, powder, etc., have been sent
to some places to be exchanged for the natural

products of the country.
Under a system of barter there is a difficulty in

securing mutuality of wants, or what Jevons called
'the double coincidence of exchange,' viz., that
each party shall desire that which the other offers.

Again, barter requires each article to be measured
in terms of

every
other article of traffic, necessi-

tating a separate bargain for each, and consequently
a large and varied list of the ratios of exchange.
A further drawback is the impossibility in some
cases of dividing the article or of fractional

payments ; the pig or the rifle must be ex-

changed for something which is deemed an exact

equivalent.
Competition (q.v.) has little play under barter.

The mode of exchange is not such as can supply a
market and give a market value. It is usually a
case of a single excliange in which the values are
determined by the individual wants and capacities
of the two parties to the exchange.
The evolution of trade was from barter to money

purchases. Modern trade tends to revert to a
refined form of barter by the employment of paper
substitutes for money currency ; promises, credit

documents, and what is called
'

representative
money

'

take the place of coin. The highly organ-
ized systems of Banking and the Clearing House
have provided a mechanism which in effect reduces
much of trade and commerce to barter, while pre-

serving a measure of value and a reserve of the
standard for reference and for use in emergency.
And if home trade has been reduced mainly to

barter again, much more has foreign commerce.
Imports pay for exports ; goods and services are the

only ultimate means of buying goods and services
from other countries. Their values are expressed
in terms of

money, but the actual exchange is

effected almost witnout the passage of a coin. The
foreign trade of Great Britain, amounting to more
than £1,000,000,000 a year (or nearly £25 per head
of her population), is transacted with the trans-
mission of a very trivial sum in gold.
Imports and exports are balanced against each

other by means of bills, and the mechanism of the

money market enables the exchange of these in-

struments of credit representing debts to accom-
plish the equalization of the debts. The operations
become a vast series of barter transactions, reduced
to simplicity by the ingenious arrangements of a

highly organized commercial system.
Under this refined system of trading no parti-

cular parcel of goods is exchanged for any other

particular parcel of goods, but each is represented
by a bill. These bills are exchanged, i.e. bought
and sold freely, by the persons doing business in

the difl'erent countries, so that the equation is

ultimately secured. The settlements need not be,
nor are they, direct. Each country need not
balance its accounts for goods •with each of its

customer countries so as to equalize their actual

imports and exports to one another. But country
A may pay its debts to country B by a bill upon C,

just as is done by merchants at home. By this

system of foreign exchanges bills become an article

of commerce ; and, following the law of supply and
demand, they rise and fall in value, and are a
means of regulating commerce and equalizing sales

and purchases all over the world.
Thus trade whicli started with simple exchange

by barter has come, under a highly complex civiliza-

tion and a world-wide commerce, to be once more

only barter of a very refined kind, after passing
through many stages and degrees of money pur-
chase. Much the greater part of the business of

nations is accomplished without the actual emploj'-
ment of money at all, except as a unit of measure-
ment and a reserve force hidden away in the strong
rooms of banks.

Literature.—Jevons, Money (Lond. 1876) ; Bastable, Theory
of International Trade (Dublin, 1S87) ; Marshall, Principles of
Economics, Note on ' Barter

'

(Lond. 1907).

G. Armitage-Smith.
BASIL,—See Cappadoclan Theology.

BASILIDES, BASILIDIANS.— I. Sources.—Basilides was one of the most famous Gnostic
teachers in the 2nd century. We are told by
Epiphanius (Hmr. xxiii. 1) that he was a feUow-

pupil of Saturnilus in the school of Menander, at

Antioch. This statement has been largely accepted,

though it is by no means certain that Epiphanius
had any trustworthy information on the subject.
It is quite as likely to be simply an inference of

his own from the fact that Saturnilus and Basilides

are coupled by Irenseus (I. xxiv. 1), who, Ijowever,

says that Saturnilus put forward his system in

Syria, but Basilides in Alexandria. Apart from
the reference in the Acts of Archclaus (c. 55 in

Routh, Rel. Sac. v. 196) to his preaching among
the Persians, to be discussed later, we liave no
evidence for any activity

outside Egypt. Possibly

Epiphanius, who visited Egypt, had some warrant
for liis account of the places outside Alexandria
where Basilides worked. The same uncertainty
surrounds the date of his activity, but we shall

probably be safe in accepting the usual view (cf.

Clem. Str&m. vii. 106) that his work fell mainly
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within the reign of Hadrian (A.D. 117-138).* He
claimed to have received his doctrine from the

Apostle Peter through Glaucias (Clem. ^.c). His
chief disciple was his son Isidore. According to

Hippolytus (Philos. vii. 20), they asserted that

Matthias communicated to them a doctrine which
he had received from Christ. They also appealed
apparently to Zoroastrian authorities. Basilides

wrote a work entitled Exegetica, that is,
'

Exposi-
tions,' in 24 books [Strom, iv. 88; Euseb. HE
iv. 7. 7). This was apparently an exposition of

the Gospels. We learn from Origen [Horn. 1 in

Luc.) that he wrote a Gospel. It is extremely
unlikely that Origen with his facilities for in-

formation should be mistaken upon this point.
From the fragments which are preserved to us,

we may infer that Basilides probably commented
on the First, Third, and Fourth Evangelists,

possibly also on Mark ; and it is by no means

unlikely that he based his commentary on his own
compilation from the Gospels. He is also said to

have written incantations and odes ; but these are

entirely lost. His son Isidore wrote several works
—

first, a treatise on Ethics, which, perhaps, is

identical with the Parcenetics mentioned by Epi-

phanius (xxxii. 3) ; secondly, a treatise on tlie

Parasitic Soul (Strom, ii. 113); and, thirdly,

Expositions of the Prophft Parchor, which must
liave contained at least t\NO books, since we have
a quotation from the second (Strom, vi. 53).

The problems which are presented to us by this

school of Gnostics are of an exceptionally per-

Elexing
and baffling kind. The accounts given of

lasilides' system are hopelessly irreconcilable,
and the new evidence which has come to light has
made the problem still more difficult. Before the

publication of tlie Philosophuniena of Hippolytus
in 1851, the main sources of information were the
account of the system in Irenseus' great work
against heresies, and the related accounts in later

iieresiologists ; information given by Eusebius con-

cerning a refutation of Basilides byAgrippa Castor ;

<'ind some extracts from the works of Basilides and
his son Isidore, given by Clement of Alexandria,
Origen, and the author of the Acts of Archelaus.
Even these authorities were so difficult to reconcile,
that Neander (followed by Gieseler) treated the
account of Irenaeus as referring to a later develop-
ment of the sect, and said that, were it not for

the fact that Clement of Alexandria referred to

the misconduct of later Basilidians in language
similar to that employed by Irena^us, we should
be tempted to suspect that the Basilidians whom
the latter describes had no connexion whatever
with the founder. The discovery of the long lost

Philosophumena or Prfutation of all Heresies, now

unanimously assigneil to Hippolytus, introduced
a new complication. Hippolytus gives an account
of Basilides' system which differs fundamentally
from that of Irenseus. The majority of scholars,

including Jacobi, Uhlhorn, Baur, Moller, and
Hort, accepted the new evidence. The attack on

Hippolytus' account was led by Hilgenfeld (see
Literature at end of present art.), who received
the very influential support of Lipsius, and at a
later time of Harnack and other scholars. At
present the tendency seems to be to regard the
account of Hippolytus as valueless (except in

isolated details) for the re-construction of Basilides'
own system. But the theory that Hippolytus was
duped by a forgery seems to be losing ground, and
t he opinion prevails that the document he employed
was a genuine Gnostic treatise circulated among

* E. Schwartz argues that we must take Basilides and Satur-
nilus at least to the time of Trajan, probably earlier (Ceber den
Tod der Sohne Zehedaei, 1904, p. 20 f.). He thinks that, while we
need not accept the Gnostic claims to possess a tradition from
the Apostles, we may well distrust the '

tendency
'

chronology
of their opponents.

the later Basilidians. Finally, a new manuscript
of the Acts of Archelaus, containing the complete
Latin translation, was discovered by Traube a few

years ago, and made accessible by C. II. Beeson
in 1906 (' Hegemonius, Acta Archelai,' in Die gr.
chi'istl. Schriftsteller in den ersten drei Jcihr-

hundcrten). The text we previously possessed
broke off in the middle of an important extract
from Basilides. The newly found manuscript
completes the quotation. It should be added that
the task of the scholar is rendered more difficult

by the fact that the texts are often corrupt, and,
even where this is not the case, frequently not

very intelligible.
The view that the account of Hippolytus rested

on a forgery was first suggested in 1885 by George
Salmon in an article in Hermathena, entitled ' The
Cross Keferences in the Philosophumena.' In

reading the work of Hippolytus he had often been
struck by the coincidences between the various

systems. These had, in fact, drawn the attention
of earlier scholars ; but Salmon thought them
suspicious, and formulated a theory to account for

them. This was that Hippolytus became known
as a zealous purcliaser of Gnostic documents, the
demand created a supply, the unscrupulous dealer

forged a certain number of treatises purporting to
be documents of Gnostic schools, and these were
eagerly purchased by the credulous bishop, who in
this way included in his work accounts of systems
which had never really existed. Attention was
drawn to Salmon's article by Harnack (ThLZ x.

[1885] 506 f.), and in his Gcsrh. des NT Canons
(1889, i. 765 f.) Zahn signified his adhesion.
Salmon's theoiy was taken up by Stiihelin in a

special investigation,
' Die gnost. Quellen Hip-

polyts,' TU, 1890. Salmon had said comparatively
little about Basilides, but Stahelin sought to show
that the theory applied to this part of Hippolytus'
account as well as to that of the minor sects. For
a time the theory found several supporters, in-

cluding C. Schmidt (Gnost. Schriften in kopt.

Sprache, 1892, p. 557) and G. Kruger (PRE^, s.v.).

It has, however, been rejected not only by those

who, like J. Drummond (Character and Author-

ship of the Fourth Gospel, 1903, pp. 316-331), assert

the originality of Hippolytus' account, but by Anz
(Zur Frage nach dem Ursprung des Gnostizismus,
1897, p. 9) and Bousset (Hauptprohleme der Gnosis,
1907, p. 128). Bardenhewer in his Patrologjj also

judges that ' this hypothesis offers too violent a
solution of the problem.' Even Harnack, who in

his Gesch. der altchristl. Literatur (1893, vol. i.

p. 157) spoke of Hippolytus' sources as probably a

forgery, expresses himself with greater reserve in

his Chronol. der altchristl. Literatur (1904, vol. ii.

p. 231). The present writer can oulj' repeat the
unfavourable judgment he expressed in a notice
of Stahelin's work in the Classical Revieio, 1892.

In the first place, the coincidences may readily be
accounted for by the fact, which Stahelin himself

admits, that Gnostic documents circulated freely
from one school to another. Secondly, since they
were thus in a measure public property, it is

ditlicult to understand how the forger could com-
mand prices high enough to reward him for his

trouble. Thirdly, it is still more difficult to

explain the very striking difference in the level

of speculative power which is displaj'ed in the

different systems. Few, it may be imagined,
would assent to Stahelin's view that the author,
in the words he quotes from Basilides on the non-

existent God, was trying to turn the whole Gnostic

scheme into ridicule, which would surely have
been a dangerous game to play if he had wi.-hed

to palm off his forgeries as genuine. Bather they
will recognize in the system a speculative power
not inferior to that displayed in Valentinianism,
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and account for the strange language which the
author employs hy his effort to explain the in-

explicable
—all the more that his language has

parallels in that of other deep thinkers. Moreover,
Stjihelin assumes rather than proves that Clement
is on the side of Irena;us, whereas several scholars
who have no preference for Hippolj'tus' account
liave recognized that it is very difficult to harmonize
Irenreus with the quotations given by Clement.
For these reasons we may justifiably reject this

theory, which postulates a writer of incredible

versatility combined with such strange limitations,
and assume that, whether Hippolytus presents us
with the genuine system of Basilides or not, he at

any rate communicates a system which was really

professed in the Basilidian school.

The account of Basilides given by Hegemonius
in the Acts of Archelaus has also created suspicion.
Gieseler argued that the Basilides there mentioned
was to be distinguished from the heresiarch of

Alexandria, inasmuch as he is said in the Acts to

have been a preacher among the Persians. Hort
considered that his denial had some show of

reason, but on the whole regarded the arguments
in favour of the identilication as preponderating
(Smith-Wace, DCB i. 277''). He should therefore

not have been quoted by G. Kriiger (PRE^ ii. 431)
as agreeing with Gieseler. Usually the assertion

that he was a ]n-eacher among the Persians is

regarded as incredible. Thus Lipsius declares that,
if the Disputation of Archelaus makes Basilides a

Persian,
' the remark is hardly necessary that this

false statement is simply a deduction from the
dualism of the Basilidian system' {Gnosticismus,
1860, col. 109). It is also rejected by Zahn and
Harnack ; while Kriiger thinks that, althougli we
cannot control the statement, it is not so im-

probable as Zahn considers it ; and Hilgenfeld

says that Basilides may quite well have been in

Persia and learnt Persian dualism at first hand.
The statement should probably be set aside and
accounted for as by Lipsius. It is quite another

question, however, whether we should reject the
author's account of Basilides' beliefs, and, in

particular, the extract which he gives from his

work. This is said to be taken from the thirteenth
book of his treatises, and, inasmuch as it contains
an exposition of the parable of the Rich Man and
Lazarus, the work should probably be identilied

with Basilides' twenty-four books on the Gospels
which bore the i\t\Q Exegetica. The real objection
felt by those who accept the genuineness of

Hippolytus' account is that, while this is monistic
in character, the account of Hegemonius seems to

pledge Basilides to dualism. There can be no

question that tlie author of the Acts understood
him to be a dualist, but that, of course, does not
settle the question. He may have misunderstood
Basilides, especially since his preoccupation with
Manichajism made sucii an interpretation of the
Gnostic not unnatural for him. Accordingly we
cannot attach decisive weigiit to his impression,
in spite of the fact that he liad the complete work
before him. If, however, the extract given is

genuine, it must rank with those preserved by
Clement of Alexandria, and it seems to the present
writer that we have no good ground for disputing
its auth(Miticity.

2. System of doctrine.—We may now proceed
to an exposition of the various systems which
have come down to us. Unfortunately it is not

l)ossible to re-construct the somewhat desultory
references in Clement of Alexandria, treating of

ethics rather than metaphj-sics. into a complete
system. It will accordingly be best to begin witli

the accounts which profess to give us the original

system.
(a) We take first that of Irence^is (i. xxiv. 3-7),

which presents points of contact especially with
the description he gives of the views of Saturnilus.
According to Irenseus, Basilides bej,'an with the unborn

Father, and represented Nous as His firstborn. Nous gave
birth to Logics, Logos to Plironesis, Phronesis to Sopliia and
r>\ naniis. From the last two came tlie first series of princi-
])alities, powers, and angels, who created the first heaven.
From these emanated the second angelic series, who created
the second heaven ; and so on till 365 heavens came into
existence. The angels in the lowest heaven created the world,
and divided it among themselves. Their chief was the God of

the Jews, who aroused hostility bi' His favouritism to His own
people. Thus all other nations were stirred up to be at enmity
with the Jews. Hereupon the supreme God interfered to save
the world from destruction, and sent His firstborn Nous, i.e.

Christ, to deliver those that believe in Him from the world-

angels. He appeared in human form and taught, but at the
crucifixion changed forms with Simon of Cyrene, so that the
latter was crucified in the form of Jesus, while Christ Himself
stood 1)3' and mocked at His enemies in the form of Simon

; for,
since He was incorporeal. He was essentially invisible, and bo
He returned to the Father. Hence no one who reallj- knows
the truth will confess the Crucified, for, if he does so, he is a
slave to the world-angels ; but, if he understands what really

happened at the crucifixion, he is freed from them. The
Basilidiaiis denied the salvation of the body, asserting that it

was subject to corruption, and that the soul alone is saved.

They had no hesitation in eating meats offered to idols, and
regarded every form of immorality as a matter of complete
indiiference. They also practised all kinds of magical arts,
and sought to enumerate the names of the angels in the 365
heavens. The name oiven to Christ, in which He ascended
and descended, was Caidacau; and just as Caulacau passed
through the various heavens in His descent from the Father
and returned to Him and remained invisible and unknown to

all, so those who have learnt the doctrines of the system and
known the names of the angels may themselves know all, but
be known of none. Their mysteries they kept secret, and said
that only one out of a thousand, or two out of ten thousand,
were capable of knowing them. They had no hesitation in

denying their faith under stress of persecution. They adopted
the theories of mathematicians, and thus made out the positions
of the 365 heavens. The chief of these Ihey asserted to be

Abraxas, and on that account the numerical sum of the letters

in this word was 365.

It is unnecessary to supplement the account of

Irenaius by reference to the other heresiologists
who give us an essentially identical system ; but
there are some features which call for notice at

this point. Even those scholars who most warmly
vindicate the superiority of Irena?us' exposition

generally recognize that he is quite unjustified in

the charge of immorality which he brings against
Basilides. Clement of Alexandria (Strom, iii.

508 ff. ) rebukes the misconduct of the later members
of the sect by reference to the teaching of the

founder and his son. The docetic character of the

Christology and the denial of the real hunianitj- of

Jesus must also be decidedly rejected, in view of

Clement's explicit testimony to the eilect tliat

from a certain taint of sintulness Basilides held

Jesus, in virtue of His humanity, not to be

exempt. The story that Basilides taught the
crucifixion of Simon of Cyrene is generally rejected,

though VHcideTer {Urchristcnt u m'-, ii. 384) considers

that the statement in the Fourth Gospel that Jesus
went out bearing the cross for Himself (Jn 19"),
was intended to repudiate the Sj-noptic statement
that Simon of Cyrene helped Jesus to carry His

cross, and was elicited Ity the turn given to the

story by Basilides. It is further notewortliy that
in tliis account only live /Eons are interpolated
between the siipreiiie God and the angels of the
first heaven. Those who re-construct the original

system by a fusion of tins account with tiiat of

Clement of Alexandria, make the five into seven

by borrowing two from Clement of Alexandria,
and thus attribute to Basilides the usual Heptad.
It is very questionable, however, whetiier they
are correct in doing so. In any case nothing can
be built on a combination of this kind. Moreover,
Bousset lias pointed out parallels to the scheme as

given by Irenanis. The name Caulacau occurs in

an unfortunately corrupt sentence,* but it is

* 'Quemadmodum ct uiundus nomen esse in quo dicunt
descendisse et asceiulisse saluatorem, esse Caulacau

"

(Iren.
adv. Ucer. i. 24). The general sense must be that given above,
but the text is unintelligible in its present form. Hilgenfeld
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sufHciently clear that it is inteiuleJ to he tlie

mystic name of Christ. It occurs in other Gnostic

systems, and -was probably derived from Is 28^''.

The statement in Tertullian {de Prcescr. Hier. 4)
that Abraxas was the name given by Basil ides to
the supreme God is quite incorrect, and is not in

harmony even with Irenoeus. The fact that a
considerable number of gems bear the word
Abrasax, or more rarely Abraxas, on them has
caused them to be regarded as Gnostic gems,
many of them produced by the Basilidians. An
enormous literature has been devoted to them,
but it is now generally agreed that if any con-
nexion existed it was of the slightest kind, most
of the gems being of pagan origin. Harnack says :

' Not everyAvhere where Abraxas is mentioned are
we to think exclusively of the Basilidians. It is

doubtful whetlier even a single Abraxas gem is

Basilidian
'

(Altchrist. Lit. i, 161). Numerous sug-
gestions have been put forward as to the origin
and meaning of the term. None of them can be

regarded as in any way satisfactory. The word
is more probably an artificial formation, which

may have originated in some form of speaking
witli tongues, and been brought into prominence
by the fact that, like Mei^pds and NetAoy, it was
the numerical equivalent of 365.

(b) The account given by Hippolytus.
This account starts with a very transcendental doctrine of

God. A definition is quoted from Basilides, in which language
is strained to raise God above all the limitations involved in
affirmations about Him. Even to predicate existence would be
to limit Him, and thus to negative His absoluteness. Accord-
ingly Basilides starts with the time when there was Nothing-
using the term in a sense similar to that in which John Scotus
Erigena spoke of God as Pure Nothing. That the author does
not intend his words to be taken as abnegation of all existence
is clear from what follows. If we speak of God as Ineffable, we
fall into self-contradiction, for the epithet is in itself a descrip-
tion ; but God is not even Inefifable, since He is intinitely above
every name that can be named. This non-existent Deity willed
to creat« a world, though we are warned that the term ' willed

'

is a necessary accommodation to the imperfections of human
language. In pursuance of this purpose He deposited a seed,
also non-existent, but containing within it the promise and
potency of all life. In opposition to the usual Gnostic doctrines,
Basilides firmly rejected the conception of emanation from God,
who was no spider spinning the world out of Himself. The
seed was rather the creative word of which we read in Genesis.
Thus, against the gross and material conception of emanation
he sets the doctrine of Creation out of Nothing. Just as the
seed contains within itself the tree, or the peacock's egg
contains the bird with all its rich diversity of colour, so the
world-seed holds within itself all that is subsequently to be
developed into the manifold forms of being which the universe
embraces.
Within this seed there was a threefold Sonship, one part

pure and subtle, the second gross, the third needing purifica-
tion. As soon as the seed was deposited, the pure Sonship
burst forth, and by its unaided power rose with the swiftness
of thought to the non-existent God. The gross Sonship strove
to follow, but was unable to do so since his substance was not
light in texture like that of the first. But he escaped from his
detention within the seed by providing himself with a wing,
identified by Basilides with the Holy Spirit. So helped in Ins
infirmity by the Spirit and giving help to the Spirit in turn, he
followed the First Sonship in his flight to the non-existent.
But here the Holy Spirit was compelled to leave the Second

{Ketzergeschichte, p. 197) proposes to strike out unindus as
a marginal gloss on Caulacau, and to read ejus for Mse after
nomen. This gives a smooth text. Harvey in his note re-
translates the Latin as follows : ov rpoirov xal rov KocrMoc ovo/j-a
(Ivai, iv <L,K.T.\. This he then emends : or rpo-n-ov Koi to aKoa/ioi/
ovo/ia, (v w, ic.T.A., 'as also that the barbarous name in which
the Saviour, as they say, descended and ascended, is Caulacau.'
Whether we accept this very ingenious suggestion or that of
Hilgenfeld makes no difference to the main point, which is
that the Saviour in His descent and ascent bore the name
Caulacau ; Irenseus cannot have meant that the world bore
this name, since in the following sentence it is clear that the
name was that of the Saviour. The term was not confined to
the Basilidians, but is said to have been found among the
Ophites and Nicolaitans. Epiphanius derives it from ip^-ip,'

line upon line,' in Is 2Sio. This is corroborated by a statement
of Hippolytus, ui which the names Saulasau and Zeesar are
added. These obviously go back to the Hebrew words in the
same passage, meaning 'precept upon precept' and 'here a
Uttle. Bousset hesitates between this, which is the usual
explanation, and the view that the term may have been a
Gnostic loan-word to which the explanation was subsequentlv
attached.

^

Sonship ; so he dwelt between the supra-cosmic space and the
world, and became the firmament, since he had nothing in
common with the non-existent God. Yet, as the perfume of
an ointment still clings about a vessel even after tlie ointment
has been taken from it, so the Holy Spirit was filled with the
fragrance of the Second Sonship.* "The Third Sonship, however,
still remained in the confused mass of genus within the seed,
giving and receiving kindness. Then there burst forth from
the seed the Great Archon, better in every w.ay than all beings
in the world save the Third Sonship. His upward flighl,
however, was stayed when he reached the firmament, for this
he thought to be the limit of space. And since he was
ignorant of what lay beyond the firmament and knew of no
power higher than himself, he imagined himself to be the
supreme God. Then he formed from the seed a son far wiser
than himself, and, wondering at his loveliness, bade hiin sit at
his right hand in the Ogdoad. This son inspired the Archon to
create the whole ethereal creation, downwards to the moon.
A similar process was repeated with a second Archon, far
inferior to the tiist, who rose to the region below the Ogdoad
and dwelt in the Hebdomad. He, too, formed a son far wiser
than himself, who inspired his father to form the creation
below the Ogdoad. But as to what takes place in the world
itself, that is determined by the nature implanted within it at
the outset by the non-existent God. But still there remained
the Third Sonship, whose true place was with the First and
Second Sonships near the non-existent God. To him St. Paul's
words refer, where he spoke of the creation groaning and
travailing in pain together until now, waiting for the manifesta-
tion of the sons of God (Ro SiST-)- And the sons of God are the
spiritual, whose task it is to train the souls which are destined
to abide within the world. The redemptive process began with
the great Archon.

Basilides repudiated the common conception of a descent of
a heavenly being from the highest region. He would not admit
that the Pure Sonship left his place and came down through
the heavens to the regions below. This would have been to
contradict his fundamental principle that ascent and nob
descent is the law of the universe. Accordingly, he repre-
sented the son of the great Archon as catching illumination
from the pure Sonship. He illustrated this by a reference to
naphtha, which takes fire though the flame that kindles it is
some distance from it. So the thoughts of the Archon's son
aspired till they reached the Sonship, and then the intuition of
tlie truth flashed upon him. Having thus learnt the truth, the
great Archon's son revealed it to his father, who, when he
learned that he was not, as he had imagined, the supreme God,
was converted and filled with fear, as^it is written, 'The fear
of the Lord is the beginning of wisdom.' The truth was then
revealed to all the creatures in the Ogdoad. Similarly, the son
of the second Archon learnt the truth from the son of the great
Archon, and communicated it to his father. Similarly, the 365
heavens in the Hebdomad, with their ruler Abrasax, learnt the
truth. t Thus the Gospel had come down through the Ogdoad
and Hebdomad, and now it was fitting that it should reach the
seed. And so it came upon Jesus the Son of Marv, and throughHim redemption was effected. For within the seed all grades
of existence were tangled together in confusion, so that it was
necessary not only that the truth should be revealed, but that
the various orders of being should be sorted into their proper
classes. This was effected by the death of Jesus. The accounts
of Jesus in the Gospels were received by Basilides as historical,
and he was far from believing that the body of Christ was
unreal. So far from that, it was an essential condition of the
redemption He achieved that all the grades of e.xistence which
had to be sorted should be combined in Him, and then, by
their separation in His experience, a similar separation should
be effected throughout the seed. Thus, by His death the
material element was removed and reverted to formlessness.
After His resurrection He ascended through the Hebdomad,
leaving His psychical part there

;
then through the Ogdoad and

the Holy Spirit, leaving with each those parts which belonged
to them

; and finally rose to the region where the blessed
Sonship dwells. The Third Sonship followed Jesus and passed
through a similar process of purification, and then, refined like
the First Sonship, ascended to the non-existent God. The
same experience is repeated in the case of spiritual men who
ascend to the Father.
When the three Sonships have been thus re-united, and all

the spiritual have achieved their task in the world and followed
Jesus and the Sonships to the non-existent God, then God will
be merciful to creation and bring on all the realms from the
Ogdoad downwards the Great Ignorance, so that no rank of
being shall know of any rank superior to itself. For it is the
nature of all creatures to long for that which is above them,
and be tormented because they cannot attain it. But they do
not know that the satisfaction of their desire would be fatal to

' The Sethians spoke of the pure .Spirit which wag between
light and darkness as not like a wind, but like an odour of
ointment or an incense. It is a mistake to lay any stress on
this parallel, as SU-ihelin does. The point of the metaphor in
the two cases is entirely different (see Drummond, Character
a7id Authorship of (lie' Fourth Gospel, p. 317); and Bousset
points out (Uauptprolileme, p. 120) that it is quite a common
Persian idea that the heavenly worlds are sweet-smelling, but
the world of Ahriman is malodorous.

t It has been suggested that this section on 3C5 heavens,
with their ruler Abrasax, does not properlj- belong to the
system (see I'hlhorn, Das basilid. System, p. 65 f., and Hort,
art.

' Abrasax '

in DCB).
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them, for they can live only in the conditions in which tliej-

are placed, and could not breathe the rarer atmospheres of the

higher spheres. If, then, they remain content in their place,
they will have eternal existence ; but if thej' escape from it,

they become corruptible. And thus, with this allocation of all

orders of existence to the place fitted for them, and the

ig-norance of anj' superior order, and universal contentment,
there will come the restitution of all things.

The fundamental difference between this system
and that of some other Gnostic leaders, notably
Valentinus, lies in its emphatic rejection of the

principle of emanation. For this rejection there
were two reasons. One was that tlv;niitatr7 ^^

emanation is gross and repulsive intt pj-esenVtion
of God. The other was that the nan or nr-.=n<iency
of all being is upwards, not down\»uris. Since,

then, the world at present displays a scene of

terrible confusion, we must assume that its

development started from a condition of things
even worse than that which now prevails ; hence
the doctrine of the seed, in which everything is

huddled together, from the pure Sonship down to

the grossest matter, the goal of history being the
establishment of all things in their proper rank.

Valentinus, on the contrary, starts with the

principle that evolution is degeneration. Each
pair of iEons is inferior to its parent. The process
continues till the catastrophe is possible, and the

plunge over the precipice follows. Spirit sinks to

psychical forms of existence, thence to the material,
and lastly the limit is found in the diabolical. The
evolutionary process has then to become revolu-

tionary ; but, though the spiritual may return to

the pieroma, the psychicEU and material must
remain outside. Thus Basilides leaps the gulf
between the infinite and the finite, whereas
Valentinus bridges it. It is quite clear that there
was a polemical element in Basilides' scheme, and
that it was elaborated in conscious antithesis to

the popular theory of emanation. It is quite

possible, as some consider, that Basilides had the

system of Valentinus in mind, since they were

probably both teaching at the same time in

Alexandria. It is not at all necessary, however,
to take this view, since, although Valentinus was
probably the junior, he was the more conservative
of the two, and was not the first to put forward
the theorj' of emanation.
The doctrine of the triple Sonship is difficult,

and we could have wished for fuller information
as to its significance. In spite of the fact that the
First Sonship is regarded as refined and the Second
as gross, they do not stand for different orders of

being, for both of them pass to the highest realm
of all, and are therefore essentially spiritual in

character. And the same is true of the Third

Sonship, the parts wliich he leaves behind him
being accretions foreign to his essential nature.

Probably Basilides has been influenced by the
fondness for triplicity, which is so characteristic
of such schemes. He has also been influenced by
the first chapter of Genesis. Tlie connexion
between the Second Sonship and tlie Holy Spirit,
who is identified with the firmament, remmds one
of ' the waters above the firmament '

in the story
of Creation, in wliich case we may perhajjs identify
the First Sonship with the liglit, which was the
first to be created, and in comparison with the
fineness of Avhich the waters would seem coarse.

But how in plain language the author would have

interpreted the waters above tlie firnianiont we do
not know. The Third Sonsiiij) is apparently the

spiritual principle whicii is at present combined
with tiie material universe.

The Ogdoad and Hebdomad, which are astro-

nomical in their origin, are conceptions familiar
in other Gnostic schemes. The duplication of the
Archons is interesting. It correspomls in a measure
to the position of Achamoth and Demiourgos in

the system of Valentinus, though there are marked
diflerences in detail. Historically considered, they
represent two stages in the world's history. The
great Archon reigned from Adam till Moses, tlie

second Archon from the time of Moses onwards,
and it was ho who revealed himself to Moses and
inspired the Hebrew })roi)hets. The kindly and
compassionate spirit which pervades the system
is very noteworthy. This comes out especially in

the doctrine of the Great Ignorance, Mhich is

intended to save the creature from fatal a.-pirations
towards a sphere which lies above it. But there
are other illustrations of it. The Second Sonship
and the Holy Spirit give and receive mutual
kindness. The Third Sonship remains within the

seed, giving and receiving benefit. The ascent of
the spiritual to their true home is delayed by their

duty of training those who have to remain within
the seed. No evil principle is recognized. There
is no hostility on the part of the Archons to the

supreme God. They reverently acquiesce in the
revelation of their inferiority.

((•) If we now inquire as to the relative originality
of the system as presented by Irenseus and that

given by Hippolytus, the advantage seems to lie

on the side of the latter. In the first place, Hippo-
lytus, who often follows Irenseus, and had almost

certainly done so in his earlier work on heresies,
whicli is no longer extant, here deliberately
abandons Irenseus' account and gives one entirely
diflerent. He must have thought that in doing so

he had access to better information, and it is

hazardous to suppose that he took no precautions
to ensure that the new information was superior.
Basilides was a famous teacher, his works were
extant at the time, and it would have been quite
easy to satisfy oneself as to which account should
have the preference by going to the fountainhead.
In the next place, Irenseus sho'vs himself badly
informed in several particulars. Hilgenfeld him-
self admits this, and infers from the vagueness of

Irenseus' language that he knew nothing of the
sect or its founder at first hand, and depended
simply on his source, which he believes (in harmony
with Lipsius' earlier but not his later view) to

have been Justin's lost Syntagma. Some of the

mistakes of Irenseus have already been pointed
out, and they must damage the credit of his whole
account. Again, the system as presented by
Iremeus goes on very conventional lines. It is

quite a commonplace presentation of ordinary
Gnostic beliefs, and it is not easy to understand

why Basilides gained his immense reputation if lie

was capable of nothing better than this. On the

other hand, the system as set forth by Hippolytus
is characterized by extraordinarj' speculative power,
to which we must not be blinded by the fantastic

elements in the detailed working out. With the

account of Hippolytus before us, we can under-

stand the impression Basilides made on the Church,
and the vitality of the sect in spite of the fact that,

apart from his son Isidore, he seems to have had
no distinguished followers, such as adorned the
school of Valentinus. We liave no right to con-

demn tlie system on the ground tiiat it does not
follow the ordinary lines. Wiien, for example, C.

Sclimidt says tliat the emanation theory is tlie

characteristic mark of all Gnostic sj-stems, the
cardinal dogma of all Gnostic teaching, and that
the evolutionarj- theory is incoiuj)atibie with the
nature of Gnosticism, and that on this account the

presentation in Hippolytus is utterly untenable

(Gnost. Schriften in kopt. Sjvache, 1892, p. 423),
this is simply an illegitimate assumption. There
is no reason in the nature of things why Basilides
could not have followed the line which flippolytus
a.scribes to him. If to do so is to forfeit one's title

to be a Gnostic, that is, after all, a matter of
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terminology. Questions of this kind cannot be

settled by a priori considerations.*

(d) The evidence supplied by Clement of Alex-

andria has naturally been claimed both by thosewho
favour the representation in Irenaeus and by those

who accept that of Hippolytus. Owing to the

limitation of the evidence of the Stroinata to the

ethical parts of the sj-stem, the metaphysical
doctrines of the school are but slightly touched

upon, so that Clement is not engaged with the

same side of the system as Hippolytus or the

speculative portions of Irena?us' account. It must
be urged, however, against the latter, that in several

points Irenaeus is convicted of misstatement by
Clement's evidence, whereas there is no actual con-

flict between Clement and Hippolytus, though it

is not easy to unite their representations into a

single coherent scheme. There is, however, a very
striking parallel in Clement's reference to the
Archon's amazement when the glad tidings were
announced to him. This amazement was called
'

fear,' and Clement tells us that Basilides inter-

preted it of the passage,
' The fear of the Lord is the

beginning of wisdom.' It is very noteworthy that

precisely the same interpretation is given by Hip-
polytus with reference to the great Archon's recep-
tion of the Gospel. Clement also attests the view
that things must be discriminated into their classes

and the various intervals or stages which are to

be found in the universe. His description of an

original disorder and confusion forcibly reminds us
of the doctrine of the seed, though rdpaxos is not

perhaps the expression we should have thought
most appropriate to Hippolytus' description. The
points of contact with Irenaeus are slight and

general, and they are also points of contact with

Hippolytus, for both speak of an Ogdoad and of

an Archon. Even if Hippolytus were left out of

account altogether, it would be very difficult to

reconcile Irenaeus with Clement. And several
modern writers who entirely reject the account of

Hippolytus hold that Irenaeus does not present us
with the pure Basilidian doctrine. We are there-

fore probably justified in any case in treating
Irenaeus as a secondary authority who employed
a source which described a degenerate develop-
ment of the school, far removed alike in specu-
lative power and ethical elevation from the
founder.

(e) We should be warranted in accepting the
account of Hippolytus without further hesitation if

it were not for the difficulty of harmonizing it with
the quotation in the Acts of Archelaus. Probably
we should not be justified in denying that the

quotation is really a genuine extract from Basilides'

work. We cannot confidently attach much weight
to the author's view of Basilides' doctrine, since the

quotation, so far as we have it in the complete work
of Hegemonius, does not commit Basilides himself
to the dualism it describes. Basilides turns from
vain inquiries, apparently into Western opinions,
to the views entert.ainea by the barbarians, i.e.

presumably the Persians. Then he quotes the

opinion of some of them to the effect that there
were two original self-existent first principles

—
light and darkness—leading their own life in ignor-
* Bousset considers that the Philosophumena presents us with

a monistic transformation of the original system of Basilides.

Accordingly, his remarks on the general thesis that the doctrine
of emanation is a specific characteristic of Gnosticism are, quite
apart from their intrinsic importance, very pertinent here, since

they are not inspired by any prejudice in favour of Hippolrtus'
version :

' One is usually inclined to regard this thought of
emanation as specifically characteristic of the Gnosis. I cannot
discover that this is correct. It is found only in a few svstems,
and in none so pure as in the Basilidian. Ever3-where else the
stress lies, not on the thought of a gradual emanation and de-
terioration of the .(Eons, but on the sudden fall of one of these
^ons (Barbelo Gnosis, Valentinianistn). Accordingly, the ques-
tion as to the origin of the idea of emanation is fairly irrelevant
for the comprehension of the Gnosis '

{Hauptprobleme, p. 329).

ance of each other. When, iiowever, they came to
mutual knowledge, the darkness was seized by
desire for the light and sought to mingle with it.

The light, however, received nothing from the
darkness nor desired it, but was simply affected
with the wish to behold it, and did so as in a mirror.
All then that the darkness received was not the
true light, but a reflexion and semblance of the

light. Unfortunately, the text at this point is

corrupt, but possibly the meaning may be that the

light tried to recover what had been taken by the
darkness. In any case, this intermingling accounts
for the fact that there is no perfect good in the
world, since the good that was received at the

beginning was so slight. Nevertheless, in virtue of
this slender appearance of light, the creatures have
been able to form the creation which we see. It is

regrettable that the author considered it unneces-

sary to quote any further, for we should perhaps
have been in a better position to discover now far
his accusation of dualism was borne out by Basilides'
own expression of opinion on the views which he

reports. It is quite possible that the approximately
Manicha?an theory which is here put forward was
quoted by Basilides because it had points of con-
tact with his own system. It would be no easy
task to harmonize this dualistic doctrine with the
monistic system of the Philosophumena. But
possibly Basilides may have felt that it illustrated
his own view of the original confusion of all things
in the seed and the process of disentanglement that
was consequently necessary. In spite of the mon-
ism that characterizes the sj'^stem as described by
Hippolytus, there is a dualistic strain within it,

and Basilides may have recognized an affinity with
Persian dualism, even though he constructed his
own system along other lines. It is significant, as

testifying to such affinity with Persia, that Isidore
wrote an exposition of the propliet Parchor, and
Basilides is said to have named as his prophets
Barcabbas and Barcoph. It is generally agreed
that Barcoph is the same as Parchor. Isidore is

also said to have accused Pherecydes of borrowing
from the i^rophecy of Ham, i.e. probably Zoroaster.
The question is difficult to decide, but, in view of

the uncertainty which hangs over the passage of

Hegemonius, we may perhaps still accept the
account of Hippolytus as substantially accurate,
though we must allow for misunderstanding and
unskilful abridgment where Hippolytus explained
the system, not by quotations, but in his own
words.

(/) It remains to touch upon some of the points
that are referred to by Clement of Alexandria and
Origen. Clement tells us that Basilides taught
that, in virtue of the original disorder and con-

fusion, the rational soul received as appendages
certain passions which are really spirits, and then
other natures became attached to these, including
animal properties, as well as qualities of plants, and
even inanimate objects. Thus man's actions may
be to some extent traced to the foreign elements
whicli have adhered to the rational soul, the

passions of irrational animals accounting for his

lusts, and such a quality as hardness being derived
from steel. This doctrine of the parasitic elements
which have attached themselves to the soul re-

minds one to a certain extent of the modem
conception of multiple personality, though, of

course, there are obvious difierences between the
two. Clement illustrates this conception of man
by the Trojan horse which embraced in one body
so considerable a host. Isidore wrote a separate
treatise on the parasitic soul. In this treatise he
found it necessary to repudiate the inference that
a man could rightly lay the blame for his ill deeds

upon these foreign appendages. He does not re-

tract the doctrine itself, but asserts that the
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rational soul ought to be supreme and govern the
inferior creation within, and that a man should
not excurie his misdeeds by the plea that he was at
the mercy of these foreign passions. This doctrine
was probably connected ^vith Basilides' theory of

transmigration which is attested by Origen. In
his Com. on Romans (bk. v.), Origen tells us that
Basilides explained Ro V,

'
I was alive apart from

the law once,' to mean that before St. Paul came
into the body in which he tlien lived he had in-

habited a form of body which was not under the

law, i.e. the body of a beast or a bird. We must
assume then that, at the first, inferior spirits
clustered about the rational soul, but that in the
course of transmigration it brought with it elements
from the various types of creation in which its

successive incarnations had been realized.

Basilides also considered, as we learn from
Clement, that suffering invariably presupposes sin,

since to afHrra tlie suffering of the righteous would
be to indict tlie morality of God. Even in the case
of the martyrs he believed that this held good.

They were really suffering for sins which they had
committed either in an earlier state or in their

present life. But by the mercy of God their

punishment was allowed to take the form of

martyrdom, so that it might seem to be honour-
able rather than disgraceful. Even infants suffered

on account of the sinfulness of their nature, for sin

does not lie in the act so much as in the disposition
whicli prompts it, inasmuch as frequently the
difference between one who has committed a sin

and one who has not committed it lies simply in

the fact tliat the latter has had no opportunity.
Naturally, from the orthodox side the criticism

was made that the suffering of Christ would, on
Basilides' theory, imply His sinfulness. Such a
conclusion Basilides would not evade, though it

was obviously distasteful to him. He will say :

' He has not sinned, but was like a child suffering
'

;

but if he were pressed furtlier, he would reply :

' The man you name is man, but God is righteous,
for no one is pure from pollution.' To Clement
the doctrine that martjTdom was punishment for

sin was so repugnant, that he accuses Basilides of

deifying the devil. It is a mistake to interpret
this in a dualistic sense. He simply means that
Basilides attributes to God the torments of the

martyrs which were really inflicted by the devil.

In any case, one must admire the principle which
animated Basilides' whole treatment of this subject,
expressed in his great saying,

'
I will assert any-

thing rather than call Providence evil.' It may be
added that Basilides affirmed that only involuntarj-
sins and sins in ignorance could ])e forgiven.
Clement also criticizes the necessitarian character
of Basilides' ethics. A man's destiny was deter-

mined by election, according to which each creature
was assigned to his proper rank in the scale of being.
The election, strictly so called, was regarded as a

stranger in this world, since it was hypercosmic by
nature. In other words, that portion of mankiiul
which is chosen to rise to the liighest sphere cannot

properly belong to the Avorld from which it is des-

tined to escape. Faith was held in high esteem

by the Basilidians ; and in this they were dis-

tinguished from the Valentinians, who exalted

knowledge in comparison with it. Tlioy did not

regard it, however, as a grace to be exercised by a
man's free will, but as one which he possesses by
nature. It was interpreted as the faculty of

spiritual insight which penetrates behind the

phenomenal and gives assent to the unseen.

3. Formative influences.—The uncertainty which

hangs over the system of Basilides in general ex-

tends also to its sources. Those who accept the

account of the Philosophumena generallj- recognize
a marked influence from Greek Philosophy, but they

do not follow Hippolytus in treating the system as

substantially Aristotelian. They are divided, never-
theless, on the question whether this influence Avas
derived from Stoicism or Platonism. It is, however,
only what we should expect, that at the present
day the Oriental affinities of the system should be
emphasized. The greatest stress is naturally laid
on Zoroastrianism, but a few scholars are convinced
that Indian influence must also be invoked.
Pfleiderer, for example, considers that the Basil-
idian doctrine of the restitution of all things has
such surprising resemblances to the Indian doctrine
of redemption that we can hardly avoid thinking
of direct influence from it. Similar is the case
with the doctrine of transmigration ; while the
doctrine of the parasitic passions finds a parallel
in Buddhist psj'cliology. Moreover, the exposition
of the so-called will of God, quoted by Clement
(Strom, iv. 12), that one should love all since all

have relation to the whole, that man should desire

nothing and that he should hate nothing, what is

this, Pfleiderer asks, but the f[!;iiitessence of Bud-
dhist ethics ? Accordingly, he thinks that the later
form of Basilides' doctrine, which we learn from
Hippolytus, Clement, and Origen, is to be traced
back still more to Indian than to Greek influence.

He explicitly sets aside the derivation from
Stoicism which has found favour with several
modern writers. The question of Indian influence

can, of course, hardly be settled apart from the
wider problem of the diflusion of Indian thought
in the nearer East, and on this subject it is safest at

present to keep the judgment in suspense.* Per-

haps it will be best to recognize that many sources
contributed to the philosophy. Basilides was in-

debted to earlier Gnostic systems, not necessarily
to Valentinianism (which would have a dubious
claim to priority), but to theories which were sub-

sequently incorporated in it. These stimulated
him in the way of antagonism even more than of

acceptance. He had been influenced by the NT,
though his treatment of it was vitiated by the

allegorical method. He appears to have compiled
a Gospel which contained portions of Matthew,
Luke, and John, and possibly of Mark. He had also

been influenced by the Epistle to the Romans. He
was naturally indebted to Alexandrian eclecticism.

It is by no means improbable that he was in-

fluenced by Platonism, though Stoicism seems to

have contributed even more important elements.

Finally, it is practically certain, for reasons already
given, that, whether he had ever been in Persia or

not, he owed a good deal to Zoroastrianism.

Apart from his sou Isidore, Basilides had no

disciples of distinction. His abstruse speculations
as to the non-existent God, the universal seed, and
the threefold sonshij), were too exalted for many of

his followers ; and the system quickly experienced
a moral and sjieculative degradation, probably
under the influence of Valentinianism. We have
no evidence for the existence of tlie sect beyond
Egypt, where Epiphanius (xxiv. 1) found it flourish-

ing towards the close of the 4th century. The state-

ment made by Jerome (Ep. 75. 3 ; ad Vigilant. 6),

that there were Basilidians in Spain in his time, is

incorrect. They were Maniclueans with Gnostic
elements in their doctrine (see C. Schmidt, Gnost.

Schriftcn, 562).
LiTKRATCRE.—Much of the literature has already been men-

tioned. Reference is made to the sj-stem of Basilides in the
various Church Histories and Histories of Doctrine. It is natur-

ally much more thoroughly discussed in works on Gnosticism and
Heresy generally. Of the older literature, special praise is due
to Beausobre's discussion in his Histoire de Manichic et du

* Cf . what Harnack says as to the blending of religions :
'
It is

still a moot point of controversy whether India had any share in

this, and, if so, to what extent ; some connexion with India,

however, does seem probable
'

(Mission and Expansion ", Eng.
tr. vol. i. p. 28). The whole subject is discussed by Clemen in

his Religionsgesck. Erkldritng, 1909.
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ManichHsme, 1734-39, ii. 1-68. Lardner's discussion in his

History of Heretics, 1780, rests a good deal on Beausobre.
Of the later literature the followinjf may be mentioned :

Neander, Genet, h'ntu'ickl. der vornehmst. gnost. Systems, 1818,
and Church History, Eng. tr. 1850-58 ; Gieseler, in Hall. Allg.

Ltztg. 1824, p. 825 ff., and SK, 1830, p. 395 ff. ; Baur, Christl.

Gnosis, 1835, History, Eiig. tr. 1879 ; Lipsius, Gnosticismus,
1860 ; Moller, Gesch. der Kosmologie, 1800

; Mansel, The Gnostic

Heresies, 1875 ; Hilgenfeld, Ketzergesch. des (Irchristentums,
1884 ; King, The Gnostics and their Remains, 1887 ; Mead,
Fragments of a Faith Forgotten, 1900; de Faye, Introd. d
I'itude du Gnosticisvie, Eng. tr. 1903

; Bousset, Hauptprobleme
der G7iosis, 1907. The following special monographs have been
devoted to the subject : Jacobi, Basilidis Philosophi gnostici
Sententias, 1852; Uhlhorn, Das BasHid. System, 1855.

The controversy as to the trustworthiness of Hippolytus'
account called forth a considerable number of publications,
Hilgrenfeld being specially active. We may mention among his

discussions that in Thcol. Jahrbiicher (1856), his Jiid. Apoca-
lyptik (1857), and articles in his Ztschr. d. unssenschaftl. Theol.

for 1862 and 1878. His results are summed up in his Ketzer-

geschichte. On the other side may be mentioned Baur's discus-
sion in the Theol. Jahrbiicher for 1850, and the article by
Jacobi,

' Das urspriingl. BasUid. System,' in Ztschr. f. Kirchen-

gesch., 1877. Jacobi also contributed an article to PRE'. The
article in PJiE'-i by G. Kriiger rules out the Philnsovhiimena,
and bases the account of the original system on Clement of

Alexandria and the Acts of Archelaus, Irenaeus being treated as

secondary. Bousset takes the Acts of Archelaus as his main
authority, and weaves in the fragmentary information we get
from Clement of Alexandria. Pfleiderer's ijrchristentum~ {1902)

recognizes two distinct stages in Basilides' theological develop-
ment : the former, his Syrian stage, represented by IrenEBUs and

Epiphanius ;
the latter, his Alexandrian stage, represented by

Hippolytus, Clement, and Origen. This re-construction is ex-

tremely dubious, but it is at least interesting as showing that
in Pfleiderer's judgment Clement of Alexandria supports the
account of Hippolytus. The question of Indian origin is dis-

cussed by F. Kennedy in an article entitled
' Buddhist Gnos-

ticisms : the System of Basilides' (JJtAS, 1902). It should
finally be added that English readers are fortunate in possessing
the very valuable article by Hort in Smith-Wace's VCB, with
which should be taken his articles on ' Abrasax ' and ' Barcabbas
and Barcoph

'

(ih.), and the chapter in J. Drummond's Charac-
ter and A7ithorship of the Fourth Gospel, 1903. Works on the

History of Philosophy usually contain some account of Basilides.
A very interesting recent discussion may be seen in J. Watson's
Philosophical Basis of Religion, 1907. A. S. PeaKE.

BASKET.—Two kinds of baskets must be con-

sidered as belonging to tlie service of the gods : the
Kavovv (Kaveov, Kavaarpov, Kaviarpov, KavLcTKiov, Lat.

canistrum) and the KoXados. The Kavovv is a flat

broad basket, originally made of rush or cane

(Ari.stoph. fr. 160 [Kock]; Pollux, vii. 176), and
therefore to be derived from Kava or Kawa (Lat.

carina, cf. Korais in Heliod. jEthiojnca, p. 114).
At an early date the shape was imitated in metal :

in bronze (Hom. II. xi. 630) and in gold (Horn.
Od. X. 355). The plaiting was clearly indicated in

the metal (Athen. vi. 229''). Wooden Kdvea are
recorded for his own time by Eustath. (Od. i. 141).
This basket was used as a receptacle for bread and
food to be served at meals (cf. Horn. II. cc). In the
same vessel the meals were served to the gods ;

hence it was used for sacrifice. As an important
passage describing a rite of archaic simplicity,
compare Hom. Od. iv. 761, where Penelope pours
ovXoxvTai, '.sacrificial barley' (cf. Ziehen, Bcrnies,
xxxvii. 391 ft'.; Stengel, ib. xxxviii. 3811'.), into the
basket for Athene before making a vow. A less im-

portant part is played by the Kavovv with the ovXai

in the sacrifice of a victim (Hom. Od. iii. 441 f.).

On this occasion the sacrificial knife was placed for

convenience (not as Ziehen supposes, op. cit. 398 f.)

in the basket (Eur. El. 810 f., 1142; Aristoph.
Peace, 948-f .schol.). As the basket was a Hat one,
the expression 'to place the knife on the basket'
was likewise used (Philostr. Vita ApolL, init.,
cf. Stengel, Hemi. xliii. 465, 1). The basket was
adorned with sacred fillets (ffTitifxara, Aristopli.
I.e.), and wreathed with sacred twigs (cf. Ov. Met.
ii. 713, and, for tiie Attic Thargelia, Proclus on
Hes. Works and Days, 767 [p. 419, Gaisford] ; see
also Dieterich, AEW viii. Usenerheft, p. 100, 1).

Fillets and twigs are often visible on vase-paint-
ings (cf. Hock, Griech. Weihcgebrduche, p. 94).
In Delphi, the sacrificial basket contained cake
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and incense (^1. Var. Hist. xi. 5 ; Heliodor. .^th.
iii. 2). The ritual of sacrifice was begun by the
basket and the water for ablution, which closely
belonged to it (Demosth. xxii. 78), being carried
round the altar from left to right (Aristoph. Peace,
956 f.; Eur. Eer. Fur. 926 f., cf. also Ziehen's

opinion, op. cit. p. 400, 1). To get the sacrificial
basket ready for the sacred action is expressed by
ivdpxeaOai Kavovv (Eur. El. 1142, Iph. Aul. 1470;
/Eschin. in Ctes. 120; Menand. Perik. 346 f., Sam.
7 ; Poll. viii. 83). Stengel (Herm. xliii. 465) has
misinterpreted the meaning of the expression
by u.sing the term ' to consecrate,' which does not
suit here; the correct explanation is found in

Abresch, Animad. ad /Eschyl. i. 505 ff. (cf. also
schol. iEschin. I.e.). That ivApxeaOai. is not a
sacred action is clearly shown in Menand. Sam. 7,
where it is mentioned with house-cleaning and
cake-baking, as preparation for the wedding.
The u.se of more than one sacrificial basket is

attested (Eur. El. 800). As a chief requisite at
sacrifice (Aristoph. Birds, 43 -f schol., 863; Phere-
crates, fr. 137 [Kock] ; Dittenberger, Syll.^ 628, 23,
from Eleusis), the Kavovv is often found in temple-
inventories. Cf. for the Partiienon, Michaelis,
Parthenon, p. 259 ; and, e.g., IGA i. p. 73, a 6, 10,
etc. (two in gilt wood), ii. 668, 3 f . (in gilt bronze),
5f. [ib.); 676, 45 f. (in bronze); 678, B 7 (1 large
one, 20 ' old

'

ones) ; 724, B 3 f . (in .silver, dedicated
to Asklepios) 5 ff. (silver, dedicated to Athene), ii. 5,

653, 15 (with wooden frame : vir6^v\ov) 685, 2 ;

7006, B 32 (in bronze) ; Kava xaXxa -irofj-viKd in the

inventory of the Chalkotheke (Michaelis, op. cit.

p. 307, 29; cf. IGA ii. 162, ab. 16). A basket
dedicated to Demeter and Kore in Eleusis is men-
tioned in the statement of accounts of the iiria-rdTai

'E\evaLv6eev of the year 329-8 (Dittenberger, Syll.^
587, 116; cf. IGA ii. 5, 767, b 62). A basket is

spoken of in an inventory from Oropos (Amphi-
araos) (IGA vii. 303, 55), from Thebes (ib. 2424, 13),
from /Egina (Mnia and Auzesia), IGA iv. 1588, 5f.

(in bronze), 16 (9 rush-baskets, see above), 33 (small
bronze basket), from Delos (Dittenberger, Syll."
588, 93 (Apollo), 185 (in silver with .silver liandles
dedicated to the Delian Apollo), 186 (a gilt one of

upright shape [?] : 6pd6v, with same dedication),
205 (the three latter out of the temple of Artemis),
from Mitylene, IGA xii. 2, 13, 1 (Kavrjia xpCi^fiaL

golden baskets :

'

inscriptionum templi Dianai
Thermite longe antiquissima'), from Didyma
(Apollo) (C'lG, 2855, 20). The shape of the sacri-

ficial basket can be well observed in the very
numerous sacrificial scenes ; this, however, requires
a special study. A handsome specimen is Pom.
Mitt. V. 324 ; more examples are enumerated on

p. 326, also in Michaelis, Parthenon, p. 259. It

must be remarked here that the shape frequently
designated as three-pointed is in fact four-pointecf.
In the present writer's opinion, Gisela Richter

wrongly interprets the object held by a woman on
a red-figured skyphos as being a sacrificial basket

(Amer.Journ. of Archceol. xi. 423 ff. ; ib. six similar

examples) ; more probably the object depicted in

Arch. Zeit. xxix., pi. 45 (cf. R(>ni. Mitt. I.e. p. 326,

1) belongs to this class. An affinity seems to

exist between the sacrificial basket and the object
occurring on Mycenaean monuments, and known as
' horns of consecration

'

(cf. e.g. Evans, MycencBan
Tree and Pillar Cidt, p. 3 (101), fig. 1 ; p. 44 (142),

fig. 25 ; see Hub. Schmidt, Berl. philol. Woch-
enschr. 1898, p. 945 ; Hock, Griech. Weihegebr.

p. 94, 3). A small Mycenaean clay basket with
four rows of double axes (therefore sacred) has

recently been found on the small island of Pseira

near Crete (Pernier, Ausonia, i. 110; Arch. Avz.

1907, p. 109, cf. Bulle, 'Orchomenus,' ABAW,
philos. -philol. Kl. xxiv. 2, p. 81, pi. xxviii. 15). The
use of the basket during .sacrifice led to its being
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classed as a sacred thing. Hesych. {s.v. tVrptai'/Sej)

records that the Athenians covered their ' sacred

baskets' (cf. IGA ii. 420, 10 f.). Perliaps Leacock

{cle Pompis Grcecis, Harvard Stud. xi. 23) rightly
connects the garment lying on the basket (IGA ii.

754, 29 f.) with this custom. As a sacred object
the basket is touched by the Gei-arte when they
swear an oath to the Basilissa in front of the altar

([Demosth.] lix. 78, entirely misinterpreted by
Gerhard, Rhcin. Mus. xiii. 474* ff.).

If a solemn procession preceded the sacrifice,

the basket was carried in it by a girl (/cacjj^opos).

Leacock's opinion [loc. cit. p. 12), that in private

procession boys also carried the basket, finds no
sufficient support in Aristoph. Birds, 850, 8G4.

The canephoros, who was of good family (Philo-
chorus ap. Harpocr. s.v.) and of virtuous de-

meanour (Aristoph. Ach. 253 f. ; CIG 3602 f. ; Ov.
Met. ii. 711 ; Porphyr. ad Hor. Serm. i. 3, 10 f.),

was rubbed over witli flour (Aristoph. Ekkl. 732 ;

Hermipp. fr. 26 [Kock]; Pfuhl, de A then, pompis
sacris, 22, 141) and richly adorned (Aristoph. Ach.

258, Lys. 1188 fi". ; [Plut.]X. Orat. vit.
p.

852'' + 7G^
ii. 162, c 10, with Kohler's remarks, cf. li. 2, p. 98 ff.) ;

behind her follows a diphrophoros,
'

girl carrying
a settle' (Aristoph. Birds, 1552, schol. 1551, Ekkl.

732 f. ; Hesych. s.v.). Some of these reports may
bear special reference to the Panathensea (cf., for

all, Pfuhl, op. cit. 20 ff. ; Leacock, loc. cit. 9 ft". ). As
a preparation for the pompe, the canephoros took a

cleansing bath in flowing water ([Plut.] Amat. narr.

p. 771 f.). According to Menander's Epitrep.
221 ff. , married women also participated as cane-

phoroi, probably of Demeter (ttjs deod), after having
abstained from cohabitation for tliree days (from
Menander is derived Diogenianus, ii. 46

;
cf . Head-

lam, Restorations of Menand. p. 7). The simplest
form of a procession with basket-bearing is shown

by the Attic 'Dionysia in the Country' (Aristoph.
Ach. 241 ft". ). First comes the canephoros, then the

phallos, and the rear is formed by Dicaeopolis, at

the same time the priest and the representative of

the congregation (cf. IGA ii. 844, 15 ff.), while

symbols of the gods seem to follow the basket (see

Petersen, Burgtempel d. Athenaia, p. 81 ; there is

a canephoros at the head of the procession on the

black-figure vase-painting in Stengel, Kultiisalt.^

pi. i. 4). Basket and phallos are found in the same
order in the primitive form of the procession in the
Great Dionysia, which were formed on the model
of the Lesser Diony.sia. In front of the basket
were borne a jar of wine and a vine-twig, and a

he-goat was led ([Plut.] de Cupid, div. p. 527"*, cf.

Dioscorides, Anth. Pal. vii. 410, 3f.)
—the speci-

fically Dionysian addition to the ancient phallic
foundation. In the basket, Avhich is carried by a
man, there are figs ; therefore, the present writer
classes among references to the Great Dionysia
the passage Aristoph. Lys. 646 f., where the basket-
bearer wears a cliain made of figs. This canephoros
was more than ten years of age [ib. 643 ff. ). Golden
baskets with a.wapxa-1 airdvTwv are recorded in schol.

ad Aristoph. Ach. 242= Suid. s.v. KavoCv. Tlie
basket-bearers of the Great Dionysia were elected

by the Archon Eponynios (RA xxv. 1873, 178 ;

IGA ii. 420 ; for other basket-bearers of Dionysos,
see IGA ii. 13886, Add. p. 349 ; ii. 5, 318i, 32). At
the Panathenoean festival a great number of basket-
bearers participated. The orator Lycurgus pro-
cured amongst other things golden ornaments for

100 girls (A', orat. v. p. 852^ cf. his speech wepl

Kavri^dpuv, Harpocrat. s.v.). On tlie frieze of the
Parthenon numerous girls with and witliout im-

plements are represented, who have rightly been

recognized as basket-bearers (Pfuhl, op. cit. p. 20,

133) ; but it is not probable that the girls would

carry the objects in their hands instead of in

baskets on their heads for purely artistic reasons

(Pfuhl, op. cit. p. 21, 137) ; we must give prefer-
ence to Leacock's opinion [loc. cit. p. 14) that
most of these girls were only basket-bearers
honoris cazcsa. The KavoDv is held by the hieropoios
(49, Miehaelis), who has taken it over from the

girl standing before him (the object seems to the

present writer to be wrongly interpreted as a
sacred chest \>y Frickenhaus, Ath. Mitt, xxxiii.

31, 1) ; the visible boring-holes seem to point to

fillets (Miehaelis, op. cit. p. 259) ; it is inadmissible
to suppose the presence of other baskets (Robert,
GGA clxi. 533 f. ). Other references are the election
of the basket-bearers by the Agonotlietes [IGA ii.

5, 421c J, 51 f. [soon after B.C. 308]), and the in-

scription in honour of a Panathenaic canephoros
{IGA ii. 1388). For the minor Panathenaea a
number of basket-bearers is like^vise recorded, who
participated in the portions of sacrificial meat
(Dittenberger, Syll."^ 634, 14 f.), and there are

eleven statuettes of canephoroi (Kdpai. dirb tCjv KavQv)
in the inventory of the Parthenon (IGA ii. 678, B
45 f.). Moreover, basket-bearers are recorded in

Athens for the following cults : three permanent
canephoroi at the Palladion, inscribed on a seat of

the Dionysos-theatre (IGA iii. 338) ; canephoros of

Athene Soteira (?) (IGA ii. 1387) ; of the Pythian
Apollo (IGA ii. 1388 [catalogues of basket-bearers,
who participated in greater number in the Pythian
State-embassy, on inscriptions, Colin, Le Culte

d'Apollon Pythien d Athdnes, Paris, 1905, p. 46,

87]) ; of the Eleusinia (IGA iii. 916 [a sunshade for

this pompe is recorded, schol. Aristoph. Birds,
1508== Suid. s.v. (TKiddeiov]) ; of Asklepios (IGA iii.

921 ;
cf. the canephoros of the Epidauria, IGA iii.

916) ; of Asklepios and Hygieia, used for dating,
therefore annual (IGA ii. 1204) ; of the mother of

the gods (IGA ii. 13886, Add. p. 249) ; of Serapis

(Ephem. arch. 1895, 102) ; of Isis (IGA ii. 1355) ; of

Serapis and Isis (IGA iii. 923 ; cf. Rusch, de Sera-

pide et Iside in Grcccia cidtis, p. 16). Basket-
bearers of uncertain cults are found in IGA iii.

920, 922, 924 ; 920a (Add. p. 508). Basket-bearing
of brides to Artemis is recorded in Theocrit. ii. 66 f .

-f schol., and a canephoros in the pompe of the

Epaulia the day after the wedding, in Arch. Jahrb.
XV. 151 ; cf. the Kava v{^uix<j)i.Ka], IGA ii. 678 B, 9,

ii. 5, 7006 B, 25. There were basket-bearers in

Boeotia (Lebadeia) of Zeus Basileus ([Plut.] Amat.
narr. p. 77P) ;

at Delphi (Heliod. ^th. iii. 2) ;
on

Delos (cf. Schoeffer,
' de Deli insulse rebus,' Berliner

Stud. ix. 1, 240 f.) of Delia and Apollonia (cf.

Nilsson, Griech. Feste, 145 f. ; BCH iii. 379), of

Apollo (Artemis and Leto) (ib. 380 f.), of Artemis

(BCR xi. 262, 22), of Dionysos (BCH vi. 338, 41, 4,

xxix. 239), of Serapis (Isis, Anubis, and Harpo-
crates) (BCH vii. 368, 18, 6), a basket-bearer of Isis

used for dating (therefore annual, cf. Rusch, op. cit.

p. 52) (CIG 2298), of the Egyptian gods (Rusch,

op. cit. p. 51 n., 35, 2. 3, and the stones from the

sanctuaries of these gods in Dittenberger, Orientis

Gr. Inscr. 170, 8 ; BCH vi. 348, 74, 8), of the

Syrian Aphrodite (and Apollo) (BCH vii. 368, 17

[the quotation, BCH vi. 346 added by Schoeffer,

op. cit. p. 241, is not to be found]), of the same god-
dess used for dating ('Adriva'cov, iv. 462, 16) ; in the

Troad of the Ilian Athene (CIG 3602 f.) ;
in Pisidia

(Termessos) of Artemis (CIG 4362); in Karia

(Kasossos) of Zeus (SWA IF, phil.-hist. Kl. cxxxii.

24, 4). Ptolemaios Philadelphos transferred tlie

institution of the canephoros to the cult of Arsinoe

Philadelphos (cf. Walter Otto, Priesterund Tempel
im hellenistischen Aegyptcn, ii. 266 f.). This cane-

phoros is the oldest Alexandrian eponymous Ptole-

maic priestess, first recorded B.C. 267-6 (Otto, op.
cit. i. 157, 3 ; a list or these basket-bearers, ib.

185 ff., ii. 324 f.). Tlie s&me canephoros in Ptole-

mais is first recorded B.C. 183-2 (ib. i. 161 f., list,

ib. 195, ii. 325 f.). Comedies entitled 'the cane-
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phoros'were written by Anaxandrides (Kock, ii.

143) and Menander (iii. 73). Two bronze statues of

liasket-bearers were made by Polykletos (Cic. Vcrr.

iv. 5) ; a basket-bearer by Skopas (Plin. HN xxxvi.

25). Two basket-bearers are depicted on each side

of a thymiaterion on a terra-cotta relief of the Col-

lection Campana (Daremberg-Saglio, s.v. p. 877, fig.

1101, cf. Reinach, llep. de la stat. i. 217, ii. 425 f.).

The canistrum (mostly of willow) was also plaited
(cf. Isid. Or. XX. 9, 8 ; Thcsaur. I. I. iii. 259), was
broad and flat (Ov. Fast. ii. 650, Met. viii. 665), and
was used as a receptacle for bread, food, fruit,

flowers and liquids (specimens in silver, Serv.

.^n. i. 706; Symm. J5,>. ii. 81). The basket is

rarely mentioned in Konian cult : at the Termin-
alia (Ov. Fast. ii. 650 [with fruit]), in private worship
(Tibullus, i. 10, 27 [wreathed with myrtle-twigs,
see above, p. 433'^])

—both poetic passages perhaps
under Greek inliuence. In scenes of sacrifice a kind
of basket occasionally appears (Mau, Pompeji, p.

100). Canistrarice, corresponding to canephoroi,
are recorded only in Africa ( C'lL viii. 9321 [Csesarea :

of Ceres Aug. apparently] 9337, lib.] 12919 [Car-

thage]) ; the canistrarice of the dea Ccelestis in Rome
likewise point to Africa (Dessau, Inscr. Lat. Sel.

4438). There are nine canistrarii of the same
goddess (Cielestis Aug. ) at Timgad {Rev. arch. x.

1907, 25). No connexion exists between the cani-

strarii and the cannophori {=ca7inaruvi gestatores)
of the Great Mother in Milan, Ostia, Locri (cf.

the col(legiuni) canoforo(runi) at Saepinum, CIL ix.

2480) ; see Mommsen, CIL viii. p. 974 to n, 9337.
The KdXados {KaXaOiixKos) originally served prac-

tical purposes as did the KavoOv ; it was used in the
women's apartment (Aristoph. Lijs. 579 ; Poll. x.

125) and as a receptacle for flowers and fruit

(cf. e.g. Heliod. ^th. iii. 2; Eustath. Od. iv.

131 ; Reinach, Ripert. de la stat. i. 76 ; Stephani,
Compt. rend, de S. Petersb. 1865, 24, 1). Its form
is that of a lily ( Plin. HN xxi. 23). As a symbol of

plenty the cnlatlios is given as an attribute to

Denieter and other goddesses in art (cf. Stephani,
I.e. 25 f.; Daremberg-Saglio, s.v. p. 814). In the
same capacity it figures in the cults of Demeter
and Artemis. A calathos on a cart drawn by four
white horses occurs in the Alexandrian Eleusis ;

the women taking part in the festival submitted to

special regulations. It was forbidden to look in-

side the calathos (Callim. h. Cer. Iff., 120 fl'.).

This calathos is depicted on a bronze coin of Trajan
(Daremberg-Saglio, i. p. 1071, fig. 1312). Usener
(Rhein. 3Ius.\. 146) explained the procession, perhaps
correctly, as a spring-festival, referring to Callim.

op. cit. V. 121 fl'., 136. The sheaf visible on the bronze
coin is not necessarily a counter instance (Prings-
heim, Archceol. Beitr. zurGesch. d. Eleusin. Kults,
p. 13 footnote). According to the schol. ad loc,
Ptolemaios Philadelphos took over the pompe from
Attica. This is probably the case, for a calathos-

festival of Demeter doubtless forms the basis of

the confusion in schol. to vEsch. in Ctes. 120. That
the calathos played a mystic part in the Eleusinian

liturgy is shown in the formula cleverly inter-

preted by Dieterich (Mithrasliturgie, p. 125 f.).

On tlie other hand, the basket of Kore must be

regarded as a flower basket only (Rohde, Kl. Schr.

ii. 361 f.). It is inadmissible to consider the seat

of the Eleusinian image of Demeter as being a
calathos in its origin (Nilsson, Griech. Fcste, p.

350) ; we do not sit on open baskets. Nor is there

any foundation for the derivation of the chest out
of the calathos (ib.). A calathos-Y>rocession. in

honour of Demeter in Asia Minor is recorded on
an inscription from the valley of the Kayster
(Ath. Mitt. XX. 242), according to which a priest of

Demeter presented a ]^\a.'\iedcalathus, and attended
to the a.va<popd of the calathos, which took place
every year and was participated in by men chosen by

lot. Eustath. {Od. ix. 247) records dancing cala-
thoi for some festival of Demeter. This leads us
to Artemis, for whose sanctuary on the (Jygaean
lake (not far from Sardis) the same record exists

(Strabo, xiii. 626). The present writer considers
Nilsson's supposition {Gr. Feste, p. 253) correct,
that tliere were men inside the dancing calathoi,
who thus imitated daemonic calathoi. If really
Helena was originally nothing but the mystic
rush-basket of the Heleneplioria (Pull. x. 191 ;

Gruppe, Griech. Mythol. p. 103 ; liis connecting the
festival with the Brauronic cult [p. 56] is founded
on a reading rejected by Kaibel, Athen. vi. 223*),
tlien here, too, we have a dajmonic basket. Pos-

sibly the sacred dance of the calathoi bears a distant

affinity to the calathiscos-Hi&xxcii (Athen. xi. 267 f.
;

Poll. iv. 105; Hes. s.v.). Under the appellation
calathos of Artemis (Bendis) a Bithynian spring-
festival (Usener, op. cit. p. 145 f.) is recorded by Cal-
linicus ( Vita Hypatii, p. 96, ed. IJonn). For fifty

days, while this festival lasted, no journeywas under-
taken. We must, therefore, suppose a procession of

long duration, as in the cult of Liber of Lavinium
(Augustine, de Civ. Dei, vii. 21). The Bithynian
metrical inscription of the 1st cent, before or after

C\\xiiit{Ath. Mitt. xxiv. p. 413, 13) is certainly closely
connected with this procession. Here women are
invited to follow the calathos in a special attire.

The regulations for attire, whose existence this

inscription indicates, point to an aftinity to the
cult of Demeter, but do not imply a dependence
upon it (Nilsson, op. cit. p. 352) ; such regulations
were common property (cf. Koerte, Ath. Mitt. I.e.

414 f. ). The ca^aY/( 05-worship of Bithynia and Lydia
is probably justly traced back by Nilsson {op. cit.

p. 254f.) to the Thraco-Phrygo-Bithynian cult of

Bendis. About the Helena basket, which is re-

lated to the calathos of Artemis, see above. A
basket in the worship of Dionysos must also be

supposed to have had mystical significance (cf. Stat.
Thcb. iv. 378 and also the Pompeian painting in Dar-

emberg-Saglio, i. 891, fig. 1124, where the basket is

almost entirely covered, cf. above, p. 434»). The
li/cnon does not belong here (Gruppe, Griech. Mythol.
p. 1172, footnote, erroneous, in the present writer's

opinion). Tlie figures bearing real calathoi on
their heads are very difficult to class (cf. Stephani,
I.e., 1865, 27, 1). Significance in worship has
thus far not been demonstrated (cf. Stephani,
I.e. 26 f.). The connexion of the head-gear de-

signated as ccdathos (first by Macrobius, i. 20, 13,

and passim) with the real basket is equally un-
certain. Primary forms can already be observed
in the Mycenaean age (Thiersch, Aegina, p. 372).
Demeter above all receives it as a symbol (also
her servants; cf. Stephani, I.e. 21 fl"., pi. i. 1,

iii. 2. 3) ; then it is transferred to the chthonic

deities, especially Serapis, and thence under
Severus to tlie 'great god' of Odessos and the
Thracian riding-god (Pick, Arch. Jahrb. xiii. 156,

165). L. Deubner.

BASQUES.—The Basques, Eskualdunac,* are
confined to the Provincias Vascongadas of Spain,
part of Navarre, and a smaller section of the French

Departement des Basses Pyrenees. They number
about 450,000 in Spain, and 150,000 in France—
600,000 in all—i.e. less than the population of a
second-rate capital. Thus we have only the frag-
ment of a race, the debris of a language.

I. Lang^uage.—Of the vocabulary of the spoken
Ba.sque 70 per cent, is borrowed. Tlie gramma-
tical forms are so worn down that scarcely two

grammarians agree in the analysis of them. The

toponymy of ancient Spain shows that this race

*
Leigarraga (Pref. to NT, 1571) calls them Hewscaldunac,

and their lantcuage Heuscara. Their name means 'Holders of

Heuscara.'—[E. S. Dodgson.]
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once covered the whole of the Peninsula as well as

the Pyrenean slopes of Southern France.* This
we consider proved, in spite of the objections of

Prof. Vinson. Throughout this region we find in-

scriptions in characters still partly undeciphered,
the so-called Celtiberian, or '

letras desconocidas
'

of Spain. They exhibit a difference of alphabet
in ditlerent parts of Spain,t but are probably onlj'
dialects of one language spoken on both sides of

the Pj-renees.J That this language is an earlier

form of Basque is not yet thoroughly established,
and would be denied by the above-mentioned writer.

2. Religion.
—There is a like difficulty vrith

regard to the religion of the ancient inhabitants of

Spain. It is almost impossible to distinguish what
belongs to each people or tribe. Strabo tells us
that the morning star was worshipped under the

strange title of ' lucem dubiam.'§ The Basque
shepherds still call Venus at a certain time of the

year Art-izarra,\\ 'the between star,' the star

between night and day. Strabo also tells of

dances in lionour of an anonymous deity during
the night of the full moon, IT and of the immolation
of goats, of captives, and of horses to Ares.**
Silius Italicus speaks of a hatred of cremation, of

corpses being left unburied in order to be eaten by
birds and thus carried up to heaven, implying a
belief in immortality of some kind. ft Iberian
deities were assimilated and adopted into the
Roman pantheon, like those of other peoples ; the
names of strange deities abound in the Latin in-

scriptions, ft Some are certainly Celtic. The only
ones that seem undoubtedly Basque are ' Deo
Baicorix,' and '

Heraus-corrtsehe.'§§ "Worship of

nymplis, fountains, and trees appears to have been
common in Basque-speaking countries. Classical

authors mention the skill of the Iberians in augury.
* Wilhelm von Humboldt, Priifung der Untersuehungen iiber

Urhewohner Hispaniens vermittelst der vasJcischen Spracke
(Berlin, 1821 [French tr. by A. Marrast, Paris, 1866]) ; Theodor
Mommsen, Rom. Gesch.* vol. v. cap. ii. p. 72 (Berlin, 1894).

t Puyol y Campo, in Boletin de la R. A. de la Historia, vol.

xvi. p. 321 (Madrid, 1890) ; Strabo, lib. iii. (cap. i. voL i. p. 223,
ed. Tauchnitz, 1829).

t Monmnenta LingucB IbericcB, ed. Aemilius Hiibner, p. cxli

(Berlin, 1893).

§ Lib. iii. cap. ii. p. 225 (^v KoAoScri. AouKe/nSov^tai/).
ll Art-izarra means the '

morning-star
'

at any time of the

year. It is translated by lueero, estrella del Norte, "i.e.
'

morninsr-
star,' 'day-star,' 'star of the North 'in the Dictionary of Don
Pedro Novia de Salcedo (Tolosa, 1902) ; and by 'belle etoile qui
parait i rhorizon, k I'est, annon(^nt I'aurore' in that of M.

Salaberry (Bayonne, 1857). The syllable art here has (probabl> )

nothing to do with arte meaning
'

middle,'
'

between,' but would
be derived from argitu, 'enlightened,' like arthatse (Ac 52^)
in Leigarraga's New 'Testament of 1571, republished, with altera-

tions, by the Trinitarian Bible Societj' of London in 1903 and
190S. Here hatse means '

beginning' and art is a contraction of

argitu, 'brightened,' 'lighted,' or, just possibly, of argi, 'light,'
with a euphonic t interpolated, as in other composite words.
Thus the word means 'dawn' or 'begfinning-of-light.'—[E.S.L>.]

IT Lib. iii. cap. iv. (vol. i. p. 263, ed. Tauchnitz, Leipzig, 1829).** Lib. iii. cap. iii. p. 248.

ft Silius Italicus, Punicorum, iii. 340-343.

:: CIL, vol. ii. (Berlin, 1869) 2598. lOM, Anderon, 2599.

lOM, Candiedoni ; so, on this side of the Pyrenees, Marti
Lehemni, Minervse Belisamae, etc.

§§ Julien Sacaze, Jnscriptions antiques des PyriiK^e^,
Toulouse, 1892, Nos. 167, 210, 214, 344 ; I. F. Blad6, Epigraphie
antiijue de la Gascogne, No. 166 (Bordeaux, 1885). In the

inscription in the chapel of S. Mary Magdalene on the summit
of a hill near Atheratze (Tardets), in La Soule, the name occurs
thus HEKAVS

CORlltSE
HE.

The + rises above the other letters. Can it be a double T?
Hiibner thought it was for IT. Herawscor might mean 'inclined
to talk ravingly, to trouble, to break, or to pulverize.' Sehe

may stand for modem Basque sehi,
'

servant,' possibly a Moori>li

word, as in Seizes at Seville. Corri, now gorri, when used with-

out a prefix as a compound, means 'naked,' 'bare,' 'stripiied,'

and, in a secondary sense,
'

red,' like the flesh of an animal whirh
has been akinued. The whole inscription is

FANO
HERAUS
CORR+SE
HE-SACKVM
O VAL.VALE

EL^^VS. [E.S.D.]

3. Pre-historic remains.—The prehistoric re-

mains and megalithic monuments of Spain and
Southern France do not differ materially from
those common to Western Europe. The exceptions
are the so-called Toros,

'

bulls,' of Guisando ; though
they are more often boars, sometimes calves, or
horses. Some 3500 of them have been noted from

fifty different localities. (There is only one of

tliese in Basqueland, namely the pig at Durango,
noted by Mr. Dodgson.) Several bear Latin sepul-
chral inscriptions of the Augustan age.* The
synthesis of Oriental and Western religions began
early in Spain. At Astorga we find the figure of

an open hand, above, and on the palm Eis Zevs

'Zepairts Iaw,t another in Portugal
'

Serapi Pantheo.'
The remains of the Cerro de los Santos in Murcia
have a like character. Celtiberian, Greek, and
Latin inscriptions are associated with coins of

Constantine and Theodosius.J

4. Name of God.—The name of God in modern

Basque is Jaungoiko, JainJco, Jeinko, Jinko. The
last three are considered to be dialectic contractions

of the first. The meaning would be literally Jaun,
' the Lord or Master,' goilco

'
of the Height.' Jaxin

is used in Basque like Senor in Spanish—applied to

men as well as to God. But in the dialect of la

Soule and Eoncal Gaiko means 'the moon.' Here

Basque scholars are again divided. Prince L. L.

Bonaparte maintains that Jaungoiko is acontraction
for Jaungoikokoa,

' the Lord of the Moon.' § Vinson
holds that the ' Lord Moon ' makes as good sense

in mythology as 'the Lord of the Moon.' Both

appeal to Strabo, the one to the phrases dvuvvfj.(f>

Tivi de(2), and''Ej'ioi 5^ tovs KaWal'Koiis dd^ovs <pacrL, tiie

other to rah TravcreXrjvoLs fvKTup.W The writings
of the early Christian missionaries and Fathers
and the Acta Sanctorum give us no help ; they
.speak in a vague way of idolatry, but do not tell

us what the idols were. Neither folklore, nor the

popular drama, the Pastorales, nor the poetry
helps us. The tales are all found elsewhere. The

only peculiarity of the poeti-y is a fondness for

allegory, which perhaps arises from thinking in a

language which has few native abstract or collective

terms, but expresses nearly everything in the

concrete. AVe mentioned above the skill of the

Iberians in augury. In the 16th and 17th centuries

we have full accounts of a strange moral epidemic
of witchcraft among the Basques ;

victims went to

the stake confessing perfectly impossible crimes.^
5. Religious dances and other customs.—Still

the attitude of the Basques in ecclesiastical matters

is very different from that of ordinary mediaeval

Christianity. Alone of Western Europeans they
have preserved a whole series of manly dances from

the time when dancing was an act of the highest
ceremonial importance. We can notice only two
of the series, the animal dances and the religious
dances. The animal dances still preserved are :

in la Soule, the Hartz, or bear dance, in which the
* D. Emilio Hiibner, La Arqueologia de Espana, p. 254

(Barcelona, 18S8).
t Boletin de la R. A. de la Historia, torn. x. 242, xiv. 5667 ;

CIL ii. No. 46. The Souletin Basques, when they dance on
feast days, still cry Vau. Is it the Hebrew Jahweh, or is it the

root of yautzi, meaning 'jump' ?—[E.S.D.)

t Diseursos leidos ante la Academia de la Historia en la

recepeionp&blica de D. J. de THos de la Rada y Delgado (Madrid,
1875); A. Engel, 'Rapport sur une Mission Archeologique en

Espagne (1891),' in Noitvellcs Archives des Missions scientijiques
et litt^raires, tom. iii. p. 197 (Paris, 1892).

§ A. Hovelacque, E. Picot, and J. Vinson, Melanges de

Li7iguistique et d'Anthropologie, p. 209 (Paris, 1880), and The
Academy, 3 March 1877.

I! Lib. iii. cap. iv. p. 263. But both are wTong. Gaiko is the

Southern Basque equivalent of gatiko, 'of the night.' The
moon is considered in that part of Basqueland as

' the night-

light.'—[E.S.D. ]

Ii Pierre de Lancre, Tableaux de Vinconstance des mauvais

anges et dimons (Paris, 1612) ; D. J. A. Lorente, Hist. Crit. de

la Inquisicidn de Espana, cap. xv. (Madrid, 1822) ;
Litterce

Soeietatis Jesu, Annorum duoriim, 1613, 1614, reprinted by
Prof. Vinson in Revtie de Linguistique, xxxiii. 209 (Paris, 1900).
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lambs (achouriac) also appear ; the Zanuilzain, or

horse dance, and the Acheri, or fox dance, in

Gnipiizcoa. Tliese may suggest some early form
of totem custom or worship.* The dance of the

seixes at Seville is well known ; but the habit of

religious dancing was much more widely spread.
In Aragon it survived till the end of the 19th

century. It is still practised at Jaca, and existed

till 1830 at Iholdy in the French Pays Basque.!
Religious dances formed a prominent feature in

the festivals which took place at Azpeitia on the
canonization of Ignatius Loyola in 1622. They
were objected to by some, but are warmly defended

by the great Basque scholar and preacher, Manuel
de Larramendi, who quotes largely from the OT
and the Fathers in commendation of the practice.
Another custom which points back to some kind

of offerings to or for the dead long survived among
the Basques. Travellers in the 15th cent, were
struck by the lighted tapers, and prayers said

before tombs adorned with flowers. + Offerings
to the priest at funerals formed the greater part
of his income, and were almost incredible in

amount. These were made at the tomb, after being
ofl'ered to the priest in church. Wealthy people
gave a pair of oxen, others one, or lambs and fowls.

Tiie oxen and sheep were led to the church porch,
and there ransomed. The bread and the tapers were
taken from the tomb and offered in the church at
the reading of the Gospel. At length the civil

authorities passed sumptuary laws to restrict these

offerings, and they are gradually ceasing, although
the Basques still carry candles to church and fix

them in elaborate, and often very ancient, carved
w^ooden taper-holders over the tombsof their parents
who lie beneath the pavement of the church ; the
candles are lighted during ma.ss.§ The lavishness
of the Basques in offerings was noted by the

Pilgrim of the 12th cent., who was otherwise most
hostile to them :

' In deciinis dandis legitimi, in oblationibus altarium assueti

approbantur per unumquemque enim diem, dura ad ecclesiam
Navarrus vaoit, aut panis aut vini aut tritici aut alicujus
substantise oblationem Deo facit.' II

6. Civil lav7S.—In striking contra.st with this

generosity to the clergy in religious matters is the
conduct of the Basques towards them in merely
civil matters. The 13asques are the most religious

people in Spain.^ The Englishman who knows
their language best says :

' The Basques are fanati-

cally Catholic, almost disagreeably religious, and
detest Calvin as much as all loyal monarchists hate
Oliver Cromwell, but with less cause.'

** A writer
not at all suspected of anti-clericalism remarks on
this ' double caractere eminemment religieux et

democratique.' ft Bascle de Lagrfeze, a decidedly
clerical writer, points out that for a long time

marriage was a purely civil act among the Basques :

'

le For (i.e. el Fuero) n'exige aucune intervention
du pretre dans la celebration du mariage, qu'il
considere comme un contrat civil.' Gradually the

stii)ulation began to be made that the marriage
*
Aujrustin Chaho, Biarritz, entre les Pyrinies et I'Ocian,

vol. ii. caps, xxxviii., xlii. (Baj'onne, 1S45) ; D. T. I^acio de
Iztueta, Guipuzcoaco Dantra, p. 13, R. JSaroja Donostian,
18'2-4 ; Manuel de Larramendi S. J., Corografia de Guipuzeoa,
pp. 201-245.

t Eskualduna, Le Manuscrit du vieux cur6, 1 Dec. 1898.
It still exists at Deva, in Guipuzeoa, on the feast of San
Roque.—{E.S.D.]

: J J. Riano, Viajes de Extranjeros por Espana en el Siglo
XV. (Madrid, 1879).

§ Larramendi, Corograjia, p. 194 :
' No es creible, si no se ve

el mucho pan y cera que se ofrece
'

; D. Pablo de Gorosabel,
Xoticias de las cosas memorableg de Guipuzeoa, torn. iv. lib. viii.

cap. 4, sec. 4 (Tolosa, 1900).
II Codex de Saint-Jacques-de-CompostelU, p. 18.

1 Dom Pierdait, in Revue du Clergi francai^, torn. xx\-. p.
625, 15 Feb. 1901.

** E. Spencer Dodgson, Venoms Antidote, being a reply to Dr.
Schiichardt'n Criticism, p. 39 (privately printed, 1901).

ft Ch. Bernadou, Les Files de la Tradition Basque a St. Jean
de Luz, 1897, p. 44 f. (Bayonne, 1897).

should be solemnized '

segun el Fuero de la Iglesia
'

or '

segun la ley de Roma' ; finally, marriage before
the priest was alone valid.* It was the same with
the administration of oaths, of judicial combats,
and of ordeals, t The election of tiie clergy by the

parishioners continued in some places down to the

beginning of the 19th cent.ij: The re.st of Church
patronage was in the hands of the king, the
nobles, and the municipalities. No bishop had a
right to any part of the tithes in Guipuzcoa.§ But
the peculiar attitude of the Basques towards the

clergy is best seen in the elections to the Juntas,
or local parliaments. No ecclesiastic could be a
deputy, nor could he intervene in any civil or
criminal case under any pretext whatever ; || no
priest, except those belonging to the place, might
enter into the town where the Jtmta was sitting ;

in Tolosa any deputy seen talking to a priest
before a session lost his vote for that daj'.H When,
in 1477, Ferdinand the Catholic made a progress
tiirough Biscay, and tried to take with him the

Bishop of Pamplona, he was obliged to send him
back, and the Basques burnt the soil whereon the

bishop had stood, and threw the ashes into the
sea.** Later, in 1757, when Ferdinand VI., under
the ad\'ice of the bishops, sent an order to the
Cortes of Navarre to forbid the acting of plays, he
was compelled to rescind it ; the Cortes refused to

obey the mandate of any bishops. ft This attitude
towards the clergy in civil matters was persistently
maintained down to tiie Revolution. The position
of women was high among the Basques. Along
with some other Pyrenean populations, they
followed the rule of absolute primogeniture : the

firstborn, whether male or female, inherited the
ancestral property. tJ The marriage of the clergy
lingered longer among the Basques than in other

parts of Spain. §§ They alone have preserved the
ancient order of deaconesses, the Serornr, with
functions in some respects like those of elders in
the Presbyterian Kirk of Scotland. I'i! Yet, with
all this jealousy of the ecclesiastical power in

civil matters, it is from the Basques that Jesuit-

ism, the most devoted militia of the Papal power,
has sprung. Ignatius de Loyola and Francisco

Xavier,1[1I were typical Basques, the one a Guipiiz-
coan, the other a Navarrese ; both retained some
of their Basque habits and customs to the end
of their lives, and the influence of tiiese and

Basque modes of thought can be traced in tlieir

writings. In this Avay this little people has in-

fluenced the course of religious history in the

gieater part of Europe since the 16th century.
Literature.—In addition to the authorities cited above, see

J. M. Pereira de Lima, Iberos e Bascos, Paris-Lisbon, 1902 ;

Campbell, Monumental Evidence of an Iberian Population of
the British Islands, Montreal, 1887.

Wentworth Webster.
• G. B. de Lagrfeze, La Navarre fran^aise, vol. ii. pp. 168,

181 (Paris, 1SS2).

i Fu^ro General de Navarre, lib. v. tit. iii.-vi. (Pamplona,
ISCO).

I Larramendi, Corografia de Cfuipixzcoa, p. 109 f. ; Diccionario

Geografico-Historico de Espana, sec L t. i. s.vv. 'Adios,'
'

Alquiza,' and passim (Madrid, 1802).
§ Larramendi, op. cit. p. 109.

II Fii^ros de Guipuzeoa, tit. xxvi. cap. iv. (re-impression,
Tolosa, 1867).

5 Ch. Bernadou, Les Fetes de la Tradition Basque, p. 44 f.

** John Talbot Dillon, The History of the Reign of Peter the

Cruel, King of Castille and Leon, vol. L, Preface xxii.-xxv. ;

Don Juan Margarit(el Gerundense),
'

Paralipomenon Hispania;,'
in Andreas Schott's Hispanite illustratce, 4 vols. (Frankfort,
1C03-8) :

'

illiusque cineres ... in mare projecerunt.' _
tt Quademo de las Leyes y Agravios reparados del ano de

1757, Ley xrvii. p. 69 (Pamplona, 1758).

tt G. B. de Lag^rize, La Savarre fran^aise, vol. ii. p. 210,

Histoire du droit dans les Pyr&nies, p. 1S2 (Paris, 1S07).

§§ Council of Valladolid, 1322 ;
H. C. Lea, An Historical

Skrtch of Sacerdotal Celilacy^, p. 310 (Boston, 1884).

i i| Larramendi, op. cit. p. llSff.

"in Echeverri = ' house new ' = Kewhouse, viz. Echaverri,

Cb.averri, Chaver, Xavier. These variations, and se^ eral more,
are found in Navarre.
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BATESAR. —A town situated on the right
bank of the river Jumna, in the United Provinces
of Agra and Oudh, in Northern India, lat. 26" 56'
6" N. ; long. 78° 35' 7" E. It is important as
the scene of a popular bathing and trading fair
held on the last day of the month Karttik

(October-November)., The place takes its name
from the worship of Siva in his form as Vatesvara-
natha, 'lord of the sacred banyan tree' (vata).'
The present temple was built by one of the Rajas
of Bhadavar in A.D. 1646. In earlier times tlie

place was known as Surj'apura,
'

city of the sun '

;

the ruins of the old town are still visible near the

present site.

LiTERATURB.—Cunningham, Archceological Reports, iv. 221 £F.,
^"•5ff- W. Crooke.

BATH, BATH ING.-See Purification.

BAWARIYA (probably derived from Hindi
bahvar, Skr. bhramara,

' a creeper,' in the sense
of a noose made originally from some vegetable
fibre, and used in snaring and trapping animals).—A criminal and hunting tribe of Dravidian origin,
found in Northern India to the number of 30,321,
of whom the great majority inhabit the Panjab.
Here they worship tlie Mother-goddess under the
title of Kali-Bhavani, and the local saint Guga
under the name of Zahir Divan (Crooke, Popular
Religion and Folk-lore, i. 211 f.). Farther west
they specially worship Dulha Deo, the bridegroom-
god who is invoked at marriages (i6. i. 119 f.). A
bumt-otfering is made with butter, and water is

poured on the floor of the house in his honour.

They also worship a deified ascetic named Siiiaha

Baba, a member of the Nanakshahl Sikh sect of

Faqlrs._
It is possible that they may be a branch

of the important Bauri caste, which, to the num-
ber of 735,937, is found chiefly in Bengal (Risley,
Tribes and Castes of Bengal, i. 78 ff.). The con-
nexion of this tribe with Hinduism is of the

slightest kind. Their chief objects of worship
are Manasa, the snake-goddess, Mansingh, a local

village-god, and Bar Paharl, the mountain-deity,
which is only another form of JNIarang Bum, the
hill-god of the Santals and other Dravidian tribes.

'

Pigs, fowls, rice, sugar, and ghee are offered to Kudrasini,
on Saturdays and Sundaj-s at the Akhra or dancing-place of the
village, through a Bauri priest, who abstains from flesh or fish
on the day preceding the sacrifice. The priest gets as his fee
the fowls that are offered and the head or leg of the pig ; the
worshippers eat the rest.' They do not employ Brahmans, their
religious duties being performed by a member of the tribe or by
the headman. In some places they bury the dead face down-
wards, the object

'

being to prevent the spirit from getting out
and giving trouble to the living

'

(Risley, ib. i. 80 f.).

LiTBRATCRE.—For the true Bawariyas, J. Wilson, Settlement
Report of the Sirsa District, 1886, p. 123

; Crooke, Tribes and
Castes of the 2forlh-Western Provinces and Oudh, 1896, i. 228 ff.

"VV. Crooke.
BAXTER.—
t. Life.—Richard Baxter was bom on 12th November 1615.

His father was Richard Baxter of Eaton-Constantine, in Shrop-
shire ; and his mother, Beatrice Adenev of Rowton, in the same
county. The elder Baxter had been addicted to gambling, but
by the time his son was born he had become a changed man,
and it was to his father's instruction and example that Baxter
was mainly indebted for his earliest religious impressions. His
mother died in 1634, and his father married again.

Baxter's early education was entrusted to worthless and
incompetent tutors. At length he was placed under the
tuition of Mr. John Owen, master of the Free School of
Wroxeter, who instructed him in classics and prepared him
for the University. To the University, however, he was never
sent. He was placed instead under a clergyman at Ludlow,
from whom he profited little in learning, but with whom he
had the run of a great library, and became a passionate reader
of books. He came early under religious impressions. Other
books touched his conscience, and awakened m him the sense
of Divine things ; but The Bruised Reed, by Dr. Richard Sibbes,
seems first to have shown him, when a lad of fifteen, the great-
ness of the love of God and the freeness of the redemption of
Christ. From his youth in his father's house he was deeplv
read in the Scriptures. It was within the Church of England
that Baxter was baptized, confirmed, and ordained to the
ministry. Though he was ejected with two thousand more in

1662, and cast in his lot with the Presbyterians, to the end he
regarded his orders as derived from her, and to the very close
of his life, like other moderate Presbyterians, he followed the
practice of occasional Communion in her churches. What
would have been for other men an insuperable Ijarrier to either
bodily or mental activity and to a career of usefulness in any
calling, was the lack of physical stamina and even of ordinary
health all through life. 'Never,' says Sir James Stephen,
I
was the alliance of soul and body formed on terms of greater

inequality than in Baxter's person. . . . The mournful list of
his chronic diseases renders almost miraculous the mental
vigour which bore him through exertions resembling those of
a disembodied spirit' (Essays i>i Ecclesiastical Biography, p.
361). He nevertheless lived to the age of seventy -six, and his
labours as a preacher, a pastor, and an author were herculean.

In 1638 Baxter was offered the beadmastership of the
Endowed School at Dudley, and took orders to qualify him to
hold the appointment. In 1640 he was called to Kidderminster
to occupy the place of an incompetent vicar, and with Kidder-
minster his name was henceforward to be associated as Samuel
Rutherford's with Anwoth, or Thomas Boston's with Ettrick.
His ministry, however, was seriously interrupted by the Civil

Wars, in which he took the side of the Parliament, though he
had no sympathy with those who proceeded to put the King to
death and to overturn the throne. He laboured incessantly for
the good of the soldiers of Cromwell's army, and had interviews
and discussions on religious and political questions with the
Lord General himself. His labours, however, proved too much
for his strength, and it was when suffering from one of his

dangerous illnesses about this time that he conceived The Saints'

Everlasting Rest. Before he had completed this, his first work,
he was back to his pastorate in Kidderminster, where he re-
mained till 1660.
His ministry here fell mostly within the period of the

Commonwealtli, when a state of anarchy prevailed in the
Church of England. CromweU's religious establishment did
not deserve the name of a Church ; it repudiated Prelacy
without enforcing Presbyterianism or recognizing Congrega-
tionalism. One object of his government was the purification
of the ministry. For this end he set up an Ecclesiastical

Commission, caUed the Committee of Triers, including Presby-
terians, Congregationalists, and Baptists, who examined pre-
sentees and sanctioned appointments to parishes. Baxter had
no love for this body any more than he had for Cromwell, but
he rejoiced in the growing spirituality of the ministry and the
marked spread of vital religion amongst the people in the days
of the Commonwealth.
On the death of Cromwell, Baxter joined with the Presby-

terians on both sides of the Border in wc iking- for the overthrow
of the Commonwealth and the restoration of the Monarchy.
He had now taken farewell of Kidderminster, and was appointed
one of the King's chaplains. The King even offered him through
Clarendon, the Lord Chancellor, the See of Hereford, but he
declined the honour. He would have been content to return
to Kidderminster as a humble curate, but this was denied him,
and when the Act of Uniformity, on 24th August (St. Bartho-
lomew's Day) 1662, silenced over two thousand of the most
earnest ministers, and deprived them of their livings, Baxter's
formal ministry within the Church of England came to an end.
He signalized the event by entering into the married state ;

and his wife, Margaret Charlton, proved a real helpmeet to
him.
Meanwhile penal legislation against the Nonconformists be-

came more exacting and severe. It became a crime to attend
a dissenting place of worship. Those ministers who would not
take the test were prohibited from coming within five miles of

any town which was represented in Parliament, or any town
where they had resided as ministers. Baxter got into trouble
on both counts ;

and neither the favour of the King nor the

friendship of Sir Matthew Hale, Lord Chief Justice, availed to

save him from fine and imprisonment.
In 1681 Baxter lost by death both his wife and his stepmother,

who had lived to the age of ninety-six, and troubles thickened
around the desolate man. But, as he sajs, he ' never wanted
less what man can give than when men had taken aU away,'
and so, preaching as often as he found liberty and opportunity,
and producing theological treatises one after another without
intermission, he survived to experience the dark days of
James il. and the brighter days of the Revolution Settlement
under William and Mary. In the former reign, when weighed
down with age and infirmities, he was brought before the
infamous Chief Justice Jeffrej's, and under sentence by him
would have lain in prison till death had not the King remitted
his fine. In the Revolution of 1688 he was too feeble to take

any part. At length death, with whose approaches he had
been long familiar, came upon him in stern reality, and on
8th December 1691 he passed to the saints' everlasting rest.

2. Works and influence.—Baxter was a most

f)rolific

author, perhaps the most voluminous theo-

ogical writer in the English language. From the
time when he first discovered his powers and \\Tote
The Saints' Everlasting Rest, scarcely a year
passed without several works from his pen. Even
at Kidderminster, with its many claims, he re-

garded his labours in the pulpit and congrega-
tion as a recreation, and threw his strength into
his writings. The reading displayed in them, the
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correspondence to which they frequently led, and

the diversity of subjects which they embrace,

illustrate the extraordinary versatility of the man
and the indefatigable diligence with which he

toiled. It has been suggested that he never recast

a sentence, and never bestowed a thouglit on its

rhythm and the balance of its parts ;
and his extra-

ordinary productiveness as a writer as well as his

own statements make it certain he did not. No
fewer than one hundred and sixty-ei^ht treatises

came from his hand, many of them hllmg volumes.

]\Iost of them are now forgotten, but some of them
are classics of evangelical religion which his

countrymen would not willingly let die. When
Boswell asked Dr. Samuel Johnson what works of

Richard Baxter he should read, he received for

answer,
' Read any of them, for they are all good.'

Mr. Orme, the editor of the standard edition of

Baxter's works, classifies them under the following
heads :—Works on the Evidences of Religion ;

on

the Doctrines of Religion ;
on Conversion ; on

Christian Experience ; on Christian Ethics ; on

Catholic Communion; on Nonconformity ; on

Popery ; on Anti-Romanism ; on the Baptist,

Quaker, and Millenarian Controversies; Historical

and Political Works ; Devotional, Expository, and

Poetical Works. The cast of Baxter's mind was

eminently speculative and inquiring, and any

question of the Schools which met him in the

course of an argument had for him an irresistible

fascination, and received instant and perhaps

prolonged attention. But such was his satisfaction

in the great truths of revealed religion and his

conviction of their absolute certitude—won through

experience as well as ratiocination—that he shirks

no difficulty, shrinks from no combat, and grudges
no pains, if only he can place his readers-—even

though it be through divisions and subdivisions

of argument and proof
—upon the same rock of

assured conviction as himself. Of his numerous

works there are at least three which are still in

demand, and, after two centuries and a half, seem

destined to live on. These are The Saints' Ever-

lasting Rest, The Call to the Unconverted, and
The Reformed Pastor.

The first of these, the first considerable work
which he produced, is the masterpiece with which

his name is associated. It was published in 1650,

having been conceived and for the most part
-svritten towards the close of the Civil War. The

title-page of the original edition bears that it was

•wT-itten by the author for his own use, in the

time of his languishing, when God took him ofl'

from all public employment.' He was at the time

the guest of Sir Thomas Rouse in Worcestershire,

and away from his books. ' The marginal citations,
'

he explains,
'
I put in after I came home to my

books, but almost all the book itself was written

when I had no book but a Bible and a Concordance ;

and I found that the transcript of the heart hath

the greatest force on the hearts of others.' It is

a work almost of inspiration, certainly of spon-
taneous birth, like The Pilarim's Progress, or The

Imitation of Christ ; and though the tAvo volumes,

comprising in Orme's edition more than a thousand

pages, are beyond the powers or the patience of

most readers, the popular abridgments leave out

much that gives reality and pathos in the complete
work. In a volume of St. James's Lectures (1875,

Lect. iv.) on Companions of the Devout Life, the

late Archbishop Trench, a master both in literary

taste and in theology, has given a remarkable

appreciation of ' Baxter and The Saints' Rest.'

"There reigns in Baxter's writings, and not least in "The
Saints' Rest," a robust and masculine eloquence ; nor do these

want from time to time rare and unsought felicities of language,
which once heard can scarcely be forgotten. In regard, indeed,

to the choice of words, the book might have been wTitten

yesterday. There is hardly one which has become obsolete ;

hardly one which has drifted away from the meaning which it

has in his writings. This may not be a great matter ;
but it

argues a rare insight, conscious or unconscious, into all that

was truest, into all which was furthest removed from affectation

and untruthfulness in the language that after more than two
hundred years so it should be ; and we may recognize here an
element not to be overloolied, of the abiding popularity of the

book' {Companions of the Devout Life, p. S8f.).

In the work itself Baxter first dwells upon the

excellence of the '

Rest,' and then characteristically
sets himself to prove the infallibility and Divine

origin of the Holy Scripture in which it is promised,
thus contributing an able treatise on Christian

evidences. The ground having been firmly estab-

lished, he develops the uses of the Doctrine of

Rest, and concludes with a directory for the

getting and keeping of the heart in heaven. The
work abounds in fervent appeals and felicitous

phrases and striking similitudes.

The Call to the Unconverted appears to be the

substance of a sermon which Baxter had preached
from the well-known text in Ezk 33^1 'Turn ye,
turn ye from your evil ways ; for why will ye die,

O house of Israel ?
' Next to the Saints' Rest it

was the most successful and most greatly used of

all his publications. In his lifetime it had the dis-

tinction of being translated by John Eliot into the

language of the Massachusetts Indians (1664), and
it has passed through editions well-nigh innumer-

able, and been translated into most of the European
languages. It has been compared in its character

and infiuence Avith Law's Serious Call and Joseph
AUeine's Alarm ; but it is simpler in its teaching
than the one, and more tender and kindly in spirit

than the other. It breathes a spirit of intense

earnestness, and, though its language would not

now be used in its entirety in pulpit address, the

fervour and force of its reasoned appeal to the

understanding and the heart are as powerful as

ever.

Gildas Salvianus : The Reformed Pastor is one

of the classics of pastoral theology. Dr. Shedd,
in his Homilctics and Pastoral Theology, recom-

mends ministers to read it through once a year ;

and Principal Oswald Dykes (Tlie Christian

Minister, p. 49) describes it as one of the most

searching and widely helpful books in English
literature on its subject. The second chapter,
and especially the pages devoted to pastoral over-

sight (vol. xiv. pp. 96-114), are replete with maxims
and counsels of^ sanctified wisdom and practical

good sense, the outcome of long and intimate

acquaintance with the duties of the pastor's office.

Both in its original and in its abridged forms The

Reformed Pastor has had a very wide circulation.

No one can read Baxter's writings without per-

ceiving that he has in him the soul of true poetry.
His occasional quotations and references to George
Herbert reveal sympathies in this direction. But
he was too intensely in earnest and too absorbed

in his various labours to master the technique of

the poet's art, or to take pains with niceties and

reiinements of versification. A small volume of
' Poetical Framients

'

is, however, included among
his works, and at least one of his pieces,

'

Lord, it

belongs not to my care,' has found its way into

hymnals for congregational praise.
The influence of Richard Baxter exerted from

the pulpit, as well as by his works during his

lifetime, must have been great. His power and

fervour in the pulpit were unique in an age of

great preachers, and he exemplified his own lines

in a most literal sense, for
' He preached, as never sure to preach ag^ain,

And as a dying man to dying men.'
-f u

In a time of ecclesiastical anxiety and strife, he

strove to be a peacemaker. Schemes of a com-

prehensive union of all wlio truly loved the Lord

and held fast by tlie essentials of Christian truth

and experience, like those of John Durie and
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Archbishop Ussher, had in him, in season and out
of season, a steadfast supporter. If his combative
turn of mind and his fondness for precise definition
did not allow him to see much success in his

unflagging efibrts for union among Christians, he
laboured long and patiently to earn the blessing
of the peacemakers. In one important sphere,
not recognized in that age of theological con-

troversy as it is now, he was a pioneer. He was
firmly convinced of the Christian obligation to

evangelize the world. He was a warm supporter
of John Eliot, the Apostle of the Indians, and it

is to Baxter more than any other that the Society
for the Propagation of the Gospel owes its charter.
If we cannot trace the great Evangelical Revival
at the close of the 18th cent, directly to Baxter,
Ave know that his works influenced some of the
most prominent members of tlie Clapham sect,
and helped to sustain the fervour of many of the
leaders of that movement.

Literature.—There is an excellent edition of Baxter's prac-
tical works by William Orme in 23 vols., London, 1830, upon
which Sir James Stephen's famous essay is based. There is an
edition of the 'Poetical Fragments' by Pickering, London,
1829. In the notice in the Dictionary of National Biography,
and in a volume of Mepresentative Nonconformists, A. B.
Grosart has dealt fully with Baxter's life and works. In the
early chapters of Macaulay's History of England there are

appreciative notices of Baxter, and also in J. Stoughton's
Religion in England, 1878, ii. 180-186 ; see also F. J. Powicke,
' Baxter as a Catholic Christian,' in Prim. Meth. Quart. Rev.,
April 1909. See also end of § 3. THOMAS NiCOL.

3. Distinctive doctrine.—In Baxter's Confession
of Faith lie sets forth three parallel columns ;

on one side *

Antinomianism,' on the other the
doctrine of '

Papists and others in tlie Contrary
Extream,' and in the centre '

Truth,'
' that which I

take to be botli the Truth and the Doctrine of the
Reformed Churches.' This table is significant.
The key to Baxter's doctrinal position is to be
found in the fact that he always endeavoured to
avoid the falsehood of extremes, and to find truth
and harmony in the golden mean. He wished to
be a son of peace in tlieology no less than in
ecclesiastical aflairs. His Catholic Theology is

entitled '

Plain, Pure, Peaceable, for Pacification
of the Dogmatical Word Warriors,' and consists of
three books: 'Pacifying Principle.?,' 'Dialogues,'
and 'Disputations.

' He waged war to restore peace.
Ex hello pax was his motto ; and even when he
attacked opponents with the polemical acrimony
of the time, in keen words for which he afterwards

expressed regret, it was always with the aim of

maintaining some central position which he firmly
believed would reconcile the hostile parties. The
immediate result was that he was fiercely assailed
from both sides, and became ' a butt for every man
to shoot at.' The Arminians rejected him as a
Calvinist, while the Calvinists denounced him as
an Arminian ; he was called in turn a Papist, a
Quaker, and even a Socinian. But he appealed
to posterity for vindication ' when sad experience
hath taught men to hate Theological Logical
Wars, and to love, and seek, and cat] for Peace '

;

and the broader vision of the present age, wliich
has learnt his love of unity and concord, will

appreciate his anxiety to do justice to both sides.
Dean Stanley ranked Baxter Avith Anselm as a
great Christian thinker, and Dr. Benjamin Jowett
in Westminster Abbey called him ' one of the

greatest of Englishmen not only of his own time
but of any time.' He always sought to draw forth
the measure of truth which lay at the heart of an
extreme or erroneous doctrine. He tried to har-
monize Divine destiny with moral freedom ; he

granted that the Romanist was right in insisting
on the necessity of good works, and the Quaker in

maintaining the reality of the Inner Light, and
the Socinian in upholding the claims of reason.

His own general position was certainly that of a
moderate and liberal Calvinist, for he gave un-
stinted praise to the Shorter Catechism ('the best
catechism I ever saw yet '), and he assented to the
decisions of the Synod of Dort, but his exact
views on controverted questions are often diflicult to
define. His subtle intellect revelled in fine-spun
distinctions ; he modified, explained, and made
concessions for the sake of conciliation ; and his
views expanded and mellowed with the advance of
time. The following are, however, some of his
most characteristic doctrines.

(a) On the Atonement he held in the main the
modern Evangelical view :

'

It is not God but man that lost his goodness ; nor is it neces-
sary to our reparation that a change be made on Him but on
us. Christ came not into the world to make God better, but to
make us better. Nor did He die to make God more disposed to
do good, but to dispose us to receive it. . . . (Christ's) purpose
was not actually to change the mind of God nor to incline Him
to have mercy who before was disinclined, but to make the

pardon of man's sin a thing convenient for the Righteous and
Holy Governor to bestow, without any impeachment of the
honour of His wisdom, holiness, and justice, yea, to the more
eminent glorifj'ing of them all." 'Christ came not to possess
God with any false opinion of us, nor is He such a physician as
to perform but a supposed cure

;
He came not to persuade His

Father to judge us well, because He is well. We must bear
His own image and be holy as He is holy, before He can approve
us or love us in complacency. This is the work of our blessed
Redeemer to make man fit for God's approbation and delight.'
' Christ could not possibly take upon Himself the numerical
guUt which lay on us, nor yet a guilt of the same sort

'

{Con-
fession of Faith, Preface).

(b) Extent of Redemption.—'Christ died for all,
but not for all alike or equally : this is. He intended

good for all, but not an equal good
'

[End of
Controversies). The sacrifice was for the sins of
all in the sense that all should have a conditional

promise or gift of life by the merits of it.

(c) Justification.
— '

Justifying faith is not the

reception of the knowledge or sense of our former

justification, but it is the true belief of the Gospel
and the sincere acceptance of Christ' {Conf. of
Faith). Baxter held that faith is what is imputed
for righteousness, because faith contains the germ
of sincere obedience to Christ. He seems to place
regeneration in time before justification.

' He
regenerates that He may pardon.' He lays the

greatest stress on the necessity of repentance for

justification, and, indeed, seems to aim at combin-

ing the Roman and Reformed doctrines.

(d) Grace.—Baxter believed in a common grace
bestowed on all mankind, which, if improved,
would lead on to sufficient and effectual grace, but
even sufficient grace might be resisted and rendered
inefl'ectual (Pref. to Conf. of Faith).

(c) Election.—'Hq accepted election, but not re-

probation, for God is the cause of grace but not of sin.

(/) Immanence of God.—Baxter's doctrine is

I)rofound and discriminating :

' As all being is originally from God, so there is continual Divine
causation of creatures without which they would all cease, or
be annihilated, which some call a continued creation, and some
an emanation.' ' The beams do not more depend on the sun, or

light or heat or motion on the sun ;
or the branches, fruit and

leaves more depend on the tree, than the creation on God. But
yet these are not parts of God as the fruit and leaves are of the

tree, but thej' are creatures because God's emanation or causa-
tion is creation, causing the whole being of the effect.'

(g) The Trinity.
—In his Methodus Thcologice

—
his only Latin work—Baxter attempts to find a
rational basis by showing the threefold nature of
man and all things. Coleridge and others have
followed somewhat similar lines, and though
Baxter's reasoning is often fantastical, his

philo-
sophic power was highly estimated by INIausel.

{h) Inspiration of Scripture.
—There is a passage

in the Saints' Rest, omitted from some editions
because it gave offence, which anticipates the
attitude of many modern Christian scholars.

'

They that take the Scriptures to be but the writings of godly,
honest men, and so to be only a means of making known Christ,

having a gradual precedency to the writings of other godly
men, and do believe in Christ upon those strong grounds which
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are drawn from the doctrine and miracles rather than upon the

testimony of the writing as being purely infallible and Divine,

may have saving faith. More much those that believe the

whole writing to be of Divine inspiration when it handleth the

substance, but doubt whether God infallibly guided in every
circumstance.'

On this, as on many other questions, his views were
far in advance of those of most of his contem-

poraries, and they often foreshadowed modern

positions only slowly reached after two centuries.

In his last large work, Bcliqicice Baxteriance

(1696), Baxter wrote down ' the changes God had

wrought since tlie unriper times of youth,' and one
of them is that he now sees a gradation of certainty
in truths :

'5Iy certainty that I am a man is before my certainty that

there is a God : my certainty that there is a God is greater than

my certainty that He requireth love and holiness : my certainty
of this is greater than my certainty of the life of reward and

punishment hereafter : my certainty of the Deity is greater than

my certainty of the Christian faith : my certainty of the

Christian faith is greater than my certainty of the perfection
and infallibility of Holy Scripture : my certainty of this is

greater than of the canonicalness of some books."

Baxter expressed warm admiration for the mis-

sionary etlbrts of John Eliot, the Apostle of tlie

Indians, and yet he is
' not so much inclined to

pass a peremptory sentence of damnation upon all

who never heard of Christ, lia-ing some more
reason than I knew of before to think that God's

dealings with such are much unknown to us.'

Those who shared Baxter's spirit of broad catho-

licity were called, often in reproach,
' Baxterians.'

They never formed a sect or even a school, but
were men of independent minds who struck out

paths for themselves, and in accordance with his

principles distinguished between the essentials and
non-essentials.

' In things necessary, unity ; in

things doubtful, liberty; in all things, charity.'
Literature.—Baxter's principal doctrinal works are : Aphor-

isms of Justification, 1649; Confession of Faith, 1655; Catholic

Theology, 1675 ; Methodus Theologice Christiance, 1681 ;
An End

of Doctrinal Controversies, 1691 ; Reliquice Baxteriance, 1696 ;

cf. also Dean Boyle, Richard Baxter, 1883, chs. viii.-x. ; J.

Stalker, Lecture on ' Baxter
'

in The Evangelical Succession,
2nd series, 1883, p. 209 S. ; B. Jowett's Biographical Sermons,
1899; M'Adam Muir, Religious Writers of England, 1901.

See also the Literature above, at end of § a.

Martin Lewis.

BEADLE, BEDELLUS.—The word 'beadle'

was in Old English, bydel, biidel, bidell, from O.E.
beodan (from which our word ' bid' is derived),

' to

offer, announce, command '

;
in mediaeval Latin,

hidellus or bedellus ; Old French, bedel, whence the

Middle English bedel.

The primary meaning of the word appears to be

'herald,' 'one who announces or proclaims some-

thing.' So ^Ifric (A.D. 1000), translating Ex 32*;
Ormulum 632 (A.D. 1200), where John the Baptist is

'Cristess bidell' ; and Coverdale (A.D. 1535), when
translating Dn 3'*, The secondary meaning is

' an
executive officer who represents, and acts under,
a higher authority.'

Apart from the metaphorical use of the terra

{e.g. in describing a bishop as ' Godes budel,' R.

Morris, O.E. Horn. i. 117, A.D. 1175), itisapplied to :

(1) The officer of a Court, in particular, of a

Forest Court, who administers citations, etc. (Man-
wood, Lawes of the Forest, xxi., A.D. 1598).

(2) The agent of the Lord of a Manor (Coke,
Comm. upon Littleton, 234, A.D. 1628).

(3) An official in Universities, to whom various

duties, ceremonial and executive, pertain. In
Oxford there is a bedel for each of the Faculties of

Divinity, Law, Medicine, and Arts. The bedels,
each bearing a mace, walk before the Chancellor
or Vice-Chancellor in proce.ssions. The Arts
bedel is in constant attendance on the Vice-

Chancellor. In Cambridge there are two '

Esquire
bedells,' Masters of Arts, who supervise academic
ceremonials, and attend on the highest official

present. In the University of Glasgow there is

a 'bedellus' who is mace-bearer and also janitor.

In the Laws of Yale College (1837) provision is

made for a ' beadle who shall direct the procession
and preserve order.'

(4) The officer of a Trades Gild, who acts as

messenger of the Corporation (see English Gilds,

pp. 35, 121, Early English Texts Society).

(5) A parish officer, whose duty is to attend

meetings of the Vestry, to give notice of these

meetings, and to execute its orders (Stephen, Laws
of England, ii. 701). In the ancient Statutes of

Scottish Burghs, 112 (quoted in Du Cange, Glos-

sarium, s.v.
' Bedelli '), it is declared that '

any
citation made witliout the bedellus is not valid.'

Formerly the functions of the parish bedell or beadle
included punishment of petty offences (cf. Shake-

speare, 2 Henry VI., 11. i. 140 ff., where the Mayor
is represented as bidding an attendant ' fetch the

beadle,' who, when he comes, whips the impostor).
(6) A church-officer, chiefly, although not ex-

clusively, in Scotland. Du Cange quotes, from the
Concilia Hispan. iv. 667, a reference to the bedellus

as an official who in ecclesiastical processions pre-
cedes the Sacrist and the Acolytus; and in Eng-
land tlie parish beadle has sometimes a certain

status in the parish church. In Scotland, the

church-beadle (Scotice, bedcral, bedral, beddal,

betheral) has charge (under kirk-session and heri-

tors) of the fabric of the church, and is responsible
for its due preparation for Divine service. He is

the minister's attendant in the church, and also,

more or less, in the parish. He carries the Bible,

Psalter, and Hymn-book up to the pulpit ; and
he is the messenger of the minister in parochial
work. He acts, also, as the officer of the kirk-

session at meetings, in citations, etc. "With the

office of beadle are often, but not necessarily,

conjoined, especially in tlie country, the func-

tions of gravedigger, bell-ringer, manse gardener,
etc.
The Scottish beadle has always been regarded, and has re-

garded himself, as an important ofticial.
' I'm half a minister

mysel', now that I am bedel," said the beadle in the Bride of
Lammermoor. 'The present writer has heard a church-officer of

long standing speak of the various ministers who had been
' with him.' The pride of a beadle in his own kirk is notorious.

A countrj' official, whose church was of plain architecture, was
taken to see and admire Glasgow Cathedral.

'
It's sair fashed

vri' thae piUars," was his depreciatory comment. Sense of

official resjJonsibUity, and in many cases long experience, render

the beadle a keen and often shrewd critic of sen-ices and
sermons. 'Gude coorse (coarse) country wark' was a city

church-officer's estimate of a rural minister's pulpit perform-
ance : and young licentiates, on entering the vestry after

service, have been known to quail before an old beadle's terse

criticism or significant and ' dour "

silence.
'
I alius (always)

liked that sermon' was the caustic response received by a

minister who had preached an old sermon, and wishing to know
if it had been recognized had given his church-officer the op-

portunity of
'

remarking.' The old practice of the beadle being

employed to carry some intimation to the entire body of

parishioners, along with the notion, which within living memory-

prevailed widely, that to allow a caller to go on his way without

'tasting' was a breach of hospitality, led to the character of

beadles as a class for sobriety being impugned. At the present
day, however, when the special temptation just referred to has

been removed, the temperance of the order is at least equal to

that of other classes of society.
LiTERATCRF..—Murray, Oxford English Dictionary, vol. i.

(from which the majority of the references in this article to old

writers have been taken)"; DuCa.nge,Glossarium,s.v. 'Bedelli';

Hunter, Encyclopcedic Diet. vol. ii.
; Wright, English Dialect

Diet. vol. i. ; Whitney, Century Diet. ; Ramsay, Reminis-

cences of Scottish Life and Character"!, Edinburgh, 1860; R.

Ford, Thistledoixm, 1891 ; art. on 'Church Officers' in Scottish

Review, Sept. 3, 1908. HENRY COWAN.

BEARD.—The permanence of the structure

and colour of the hair makes it an important key
to race-classification. As a characteristic of the

face, it appears long and flowing as a beard chiefly

among the Caucasian group; the Mongolians,

Negroes, and American aborigines are usually

beardless, exceptions occurring among the Aus-

tralian natives and the Melanesians. So rare

was the beardless face in an age when a race knew
little of mankind outside its own borders, that
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Herodotus (i. 105) explains how the Scythians
' who

had plundered the temple of Aphrodite Urania at

Ascalon, and their descendants for ever, were
smitten by the divinity with a disease which
made them women instead of men,' for women the
ancient Greeks assumed them to be. The more
rationalistic 'Hippocrates oli'ers a different ex-

planation.
' For my own part, I think these

ailments are from God, and all the other ailments
too ; and no one of them more divine than another,
or more human either, but all alike from God.
Each of such things lias a process of growth, and

nothing comes into being without a process of

growth' (J. L. Myres, in Anthropology and the

Classics, p. 139 f., Oxford, 1908).
It is probably as a distinguishing sign of man-

hood that importance has been attached to the

beard, there following from this many customs
and superstitions, reference to which fall;- within
the province of this article. It is still a mark of

honour in the East ; the well-bearded man is one
'who has never hungered' (Doughty, ^?-a6Ja i)e-

serta, i. 250). To pull it is to inflict an indignity ;

to have it forciljly cut off, or only mutilated, is

a symbol of disgrace ; to remove it voluntarily is

a sign of mourning ; to stroke it is the preface to

uttering seeming words of weight.
' Let me stroake

my beard thrice like a Germin, before I speak a
wise word,' says an old writer Pappe W. Hatchet,
1589 (cf. Oxford Diet, s.v.), bearded age lending
impressiveness to the thing uttered.

It is among Orientals, notably those of Semitic

race, or under Semitic influence, that the beard
has acquired sanctity. Its place in the old Hebrew
ritual is shown in the command not to ' mar the
corners of thy beard '

(Lv 19'^) ; the degradation or

contempt indicated by its mutilation is exemplihed
in the cutting off one half of the beards of David's
servants by the Ammonites (2 S lO''), and its

neglect or removal as a symbol of mourning is

referred to in Job P«, 2 S 19^^ Ezr 9^ Is 15^,

Jer 4P. The vagaries and vanities of custom

marking its history find illustration in Herod,
li. 36 :

' The priests of the gods in other lands
wear long hair, but in Egj'pt they shave their

heads ; among other men the custom is that in

mourning those Avhom the matter concerns most

nearly have their hair cut short, but the Egyptians,
when death occurs, let their hair grow long, both
that on the head and that on the chin.' While
the lower classes among the Egyptians appear as
bearded [Joseph shaves himself before he enters
the presence of Pharaoh, Gn 41^''], the priests
and court officials kept the barbers busy. Some-
times artificial beards were worn as symbols of

dignity at solemn festivals, the king's being cut

square at the bottom. The beards on the statues
of the gods were curled at the end. Among the

Assyrians and Babylonians the lower castes were
shaven, while kings and others, probably as
members of the sacerdotal or military caste, wore
beards, frizzled and anointed (cf. Lv 8^^). The
example of Muhammad in keeping his beard
unshorn was followed by the faithful, and it is

by the beard of the Prophet and their own tliat

they swear, as in the presence of Allah. In
Muslim custom, perhaps gradually becoming
obsolete, there is zealous care of the hairs that
fall from the beard, these being preserved by
their owner for burial with him, or sometimes

deposited in the grave during his lifetime. Tradi-
tion says that tliey were broken ' as a sort of

stipulation with some angel who was supposed to

be on the watch, and who would look to the safe

passage of the consigners of the treasure to paradise
'

(EBr^, s. v.). Such a practice is in keeping with
the blurred conception of the barbaric mind as to

the * me ' and ' not me,' wherein all that pertains to

the individual, from the several parts of his body
even to his name, is assumed to be integrally
bound up with him, and to be media whereby
sorcery may be worked upon him. The story goes
that Selim I. (1512-2U) was the first Khalif to

appear beardless, and when the Shaikh ul-Islam

remonstrated, the monarch replied,
'
1 have cut

ofl' my beard, that the Vizier may ha\ e nothing
to lead me by.' A more veracious history records
that Alexander the Great commanded liis soldiers

to cut ofl' their beards, so that tlie enemy could
not lay hold of them. The presence or absence of

the beard is one of the distinctive marks between
the priests of the Greek and Latin Churches,
although the bearded images on the coins of Popes
of the 16th and 17th centuries prove that the
clean-shaven face has not the antiquity of the
tonsure. The Franciscans are at variance as to

whether the founder of their order wore a beard,
and on this ground are divided into the ' bearded '

and the ' shaven.'
It is amusing to notice that James Ward

(1769-1859), a painter of some renown, published
a Defence of the Beard on Scriptural grounds,
'

giving eighteen reasons Avhy man was bound to

grow a beard, unless he w.as indifl'erent as to

ofl'ending the Creator and good taste,' while
in 1860 one Theologos published a book entitled

Shaving a breach of the Sabbath and a hindrance
to the spread of the Gospel, arguing that the beard
was a Divinely provided chest - protector, and

adding,
' were it in any other position, its benefit

and purpose might be doubted.' A more ancient

contribution was made by the Emperor Julian in

his Misopogon, or Enemy of the Beard, a satire on
the efl"eminate manners of the citizens of Antioch,
who had laughed at him for allowing his '

shaggy
and populous beard' (the phrase is Gibbon's) to

grow after the fashion of the Greek philosophers.
Samuel Butler, in his Characters and Passages
(ed. A. R. Waller, Cambridge, 1908), thus humor-

ously describes the sage :

' Heretofore his Beard
was the Badge of his Profession, and Length of

that in all his Polemics was ever accounted the

Length of his Weapon ;
but when the Trade fell,

that fell too.' Monumental and other evidence

shows that the Greeks wore beards until the time

of Alexander the Great [readers of Herodotus will

remember his reference to the great beard of the

priestess of Athene (i. 175 ; viii. 104)], about which

period the Romans submitted their chins to

barbers from Sicily.
How the treatment of a natural feature

of the human male was from time to time

made a matter of dispute, even to the shedding
of blood, finds illustration in the war between
Persians and Tartars because the former would
not cut ofl" their beards, while the retention or

removal of these became the symbol of the

dominant or subject races. Among the West
Goths and Burgundians the lower classes were

beardless, in contrast to their rulers, and under
Norman rule some of the English chose to

exile themselves rather than lose their beards.

But not long after the Conquest the Normans
ceased to shave. The part that fashion and

sycophancy have played in the liistory of the

beanl is not wholly removed from the domain of

Ethics, in tlie changing standards of which

'custom,' as Pindar says (Herod, iii. 38), 'is king
of all.' The Spaniards shaved olf their beards

because Philip V. could not grow one ;
and the

French did the same because Louis Xlll. was beard-

less ;
while the latter people, a century earlier, wore

beards in imitation of Francis I., who grew one to

hide the scar of a wound on his chin. It is said that
' three hairs from a French king's beard under the

waxen seal stamped on the royal letter or charter
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were supposed to add gi'eater security for the fulfil-

ment of all promises made in the document itself
'

{EB>^, s. v.).

Turning to England, we find that, in the reign
of Henry VIII., 'the authorities of Lincoln's Inn

prohihited wearers of beards from sitting at the

great table unless tliey paid double commons.'
Then came (temp. Elizabeth) taxation of beards,
assessed according to their age or to the social posi-
tion of their Avearers, beards of above a fortnight's

growth being subject to a yearly tax of 3s. 4d. But
the impost (which Peter the Great copied, under
barbarous conditions, in Russia) failed in its

object, perhaps finding a substitute in the duty
on hair-powder, which was abolished in 1869. In
his Survey of London, Stow records that in 1563
'

Sir Thomas Lodge, being Mayor of London, wore
a beard. He was the first that ever ventured thus
to deforme his office, and hardly did the city

support the shock.' The well-known Vandyke
portraits of Charles I. and of the Cavaliers show
what mode of trimming the beard was then in

vogue, but by the time that Ciiarles II. came to

the throne all Europe shaved, only the moustache

being worn. It is within the memory of the

middle-aged that the wearing of beards rendered
the individual liable to assault and insult, and
tliat it met with opposition and prohibition from

employers of labour and persons in authority, until

such interference with individual liberty on so un-

important a matter was found to be as futile as

has been proved in the case of all sumptuary laws.

Literature.—In addition to authorities cited above : Duck-
worth, Morphology and Anthropology, Cambridge, 1904, pp.
354-360, and Social England, London, 1S94, i. 480, iii. 573;
Perrot, Art. in thaldea, ii. 137 ; art.

'

Beard,' in EBr^ iii. 462.

Edward Clodd.

BEAST (Apocalyptic).
—See Antichrist.

BEATIFICATION.— I. Definition. —Beatifi-
cation at the present day in the Church of Rome
is a formal act by which tlie Church permits, under

Papal authority, that a person who has died in

the Catholic faith shall be honoured with a

public veneration, and be formally styled Beatus
or Beata ('blessed'). The cult, however, is

limited. Veneration is not required or authorized

throughout the whole Church ; it is permitted in

a particular diocese or country, or by a particular
religious order or other associated body. Onlj-
with this restriction are the picture or relics of

the person who has received beatification allowed
to be exhibited, or is the recitation of his parti-
cular office or mass permitted. Beatification is

thus a preparatory act, preliminary to the definitive

canonization [q.v.) by which a servant of God is

formally ranked among the saints of the Universal
Church.

2. History.—The present custom dates from a
Bull of Urban vill. in 1634 [Ccelestis Hierusalcm
cives, July 5, 1634). It is fully described in the
classic authority on the subject, the work of Pope
Benedict XIV. (Lambertini), ae ServorumDei Bcatifi-
catione et Bratorum Canonizatione. It marks the
conclusion of a long historical process, which must
here be very briefly sketched. The distinction
between beatification and canonization arose very
gradually, and, even when the distinction was
recognized as existing, the di-\dding line was not

exactly drawn ; e.g. it was long disputed whetiier
the Emperor Charles the Great (Charlemagne)
was to be regarded as canonized or only beatified

(de Nervorum Dei, etc., torn. i. cap. ix.). It is

thus impossible to trace the history of the one
process, from its origin, apart from that of the
other.

Local veneration may be traced back to the
earliest Christian ages, and, as in the case of

Polycarp (Eusebius, Hist. Eccl. iv. 15), often grew
into a wider recognition in the Church. At
certain periods an association can be traced
witii the pagan custom of apotheosis, from
which, however, it dillers essentially in the
fact that the Christian saints were never in any
way ranked as Divine or semi-Divine, but merely
as those wliose virtues had been specially rewarded
by God (cf. G. Boissier, 'Apoth6o.se' in Darem-
berg-Saglio, Dictionnaire des antiquites grecques
et romaines, t. i. pp. 323-327). But none tlie

less many rites and symbols common to the
Christian and pagan cults have been traced, and
there was in the Christian hagiology occasional
indebtedness to pagan sources as well as inevitable

analogy and surviving superstition (cf. Ilippolyte
Delehaye, Les Legendes hagiographiquefr, Brussels,
1906). Bellarmine, on the other hand, traces the
Christian custom to the Old Testament and the
veneration of the Jewish Church for Enoch, Noah,
Abraham, Isaac, etc. (Controv., Paris, 1613, t. ii.

col. 700). In the Christian Chui-ch it originated
in the veneration of martyrs (q.v.), Mhose relics

were regarded with reverence, and on whose
tombs altars were set up (cf. Duchesne, Origines
du culte Chretien, 1889, Eng. ed. 1904, pp. 283-284,
etc.). But no public veneration was allowed

except by authority of the bishop. Registers of
those who were thus honoured were kept, and
their names were recited at the Eucharist. ' From
these diptychs came the kalendars, and from
the kalendars in later days the martyrologies

'

(W. H. Hutton, The Influence of Christianity
upon Nationcd Character, illustrated by the Lives
and Legends of the English Saints, Bampton
Lectures, 1903, London, 1903, p. 21). But venera-
tion was not long restricted to the martjTS ; it

was extended to '

confessors,' i.e. those in whom
a peaceful death followed a life of heroic or

conspicuous virtue ; and it soon spread still

more widely. In the recognition of saintliness
diflerent usages grew up and were developed, as
at Rome (cf. Duchesne, Liber Pontiflcalis, torn. i.

pp. c.-ci.) and in Africa (Optatus, Hist. Donut.
in PI, t. xi. col. 916-917). The rights of the

episcopate to authorize the veneration of departed
saints continued at least till the second half of the
12th century. In their own dioceses, and after
a formal and semi-judicial process, the bishops
exercised their power as part of their authority
to regulate all that related to Divine service.
There has been a tendency among Roman Catliolics
in recent years to distinguish thus between beatifi-

cation and canonization, and to consider that the
former alone lay within the power of the episcopate,
the latter never having been declared except by
the Roman Pontili" (so T. Ortolan, in Dictionnaire
de Thiologie Catholique, Paris, 1905, fasc. xv.
col. 1632) ; but the late survival of the claim on
behalf of local bishops, and its exercise (as still

in the Eastern Church) by Councils, would seem
to conflict with this view, [Thus the Council of
Cloveshoo (747) fixed the veneration in England
of St. Gregory and St. Augustine of Canterbury ;

and cf. vindication by St. Martin of Tours of his

right in the matter of veneration, in his Vita, by
Sulpicius Severus, c. xi.] A survival of the rights
of the episcopate is still found in the preliminaries
which now precede beatification. The bishoji of

a diocese in which a special reverence is felt for

some departed Christian collects evidence by
what is known as the ' Informative Process,' and
transmits this to Rome. If it is regarded as

sufficient, the Pope issues a decree by which the
cause of 'the venerable servant of God' is intro-

duced to the Congregation of Sacred Rites. P'rom
this moment the title of ' Venerable

'

is given, and
the first step towards beatification is taken.
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3, Method. — Beatification is of two kinds—
formal and equipollent (or equivalent). The
latter is due not to a positive declaration of the

Church, but to a tacit acceptance. Veneration of

a particular person has begun, and spread, without
formal approbation, till an ancient cult and the

testimony of historians are accepted as grounds for

a general permission. To this class belong the
cases of St. Romwald, St. Norbert, St. Margaret
of Scotland, Pope Gregory Vll., all eventually
canonized saints (for comparatively modern evi-

dence of how this grew up, of. tlie case of St.

Osmund, Maiden, Canonization of S. Osmund,
Wilts Records Society, 1901, pp. 108-110). Formal
beatification is regarded by Benedict XIV. as far more
weighty than equipollent beatification [op. cit. lib. i.

cap. lii. n. 10), since the former is the result of a

long and careful process of minute examination,
whereas the latter originates in popular sympathy,
which the Church has come to accept without

any such definite testing. Though there has been

dispute on the point (see CANONIZATION), it

appears that the brief of Alexander IV. , De reliquiis
et veneratlone sanctorum, 1170 (in Corpxis piris
Canonici, 1. iii. tit. 45), was the first definite

reservation of cases of beatification for the decision

of the Roman See. From this time the power of
• beatification was withdra^vn from prelates of what-
ever dignity, and from Councils, and it is now con-

sidered not to be within the rights even of General
Councils during a vacancy in the Papal See.

For formal beatification, testimony not only of

holiness of life but of miracles (which need not

necessarily have been wrought during life) Ls re-

quired (cf. L. Ferrari, Frompta Bibliotheca, Rome,
1766, tom. vii. f. 276 :

' duo copulative requiruntur,
scilicet excellentia virtutum in gradu heroico, et

niiracula, ita ut nee excellentia virtutum sine

miraculis nee niiracula sine virtutibus sufficiant ').

From the time of Alexander VII. the process of

beatification has taken place at the Vatican

(Benedict XIV., op. cit. lib. i. cap. xxiv.). The
Avritings (if there are any), virtues, and miracles
are strictly examined by the Sacred Congregation
of Rites. ' Postulators

'

are appointed to plead in

favour of the claim : a ' Promoter of the Faith
'

(popularly known as Advocatus Diaboli) has the

duty of seeking for flaws in the case. If the claim
is regarded as proved, a decree of Beatification is

solemnly proclaimed in St. Peter's (a modern pro-
cess, in the case of the '

English Martyrs,' is

described in Canim, Lives of the English Martyrs,
London, 1904, vol. i. p. 14 ff.). But the decision,

though given by the Pope, is not regarded as

infallible, because the ultimate decision of the
Church is not reached until the process is com-

pleted by canonization (cf. Benedict XIV., op. cit.

lib. i. cap. xlii. n. 10). Before this stage is reached
a further examination is held, which may result
in the name being struck ott' the list of Beati. The
Pope is therefore not considered as infallible in

pronouncing a decree of beatification. It is, how-
ever, regarded as extremely rash to dispute or
criticize such a decree.

Beatification authorizes a cult limited to par-
ticular districts and to particular acts, which are
defined in the terms of the particular decree or

indult. If no special terms are laid down the cult

is regulated by a general decree of the Congre-
gation of Rites of September 27, 1659 (Gardellini,
Decreta Authentica, Rome, 1898, t. i. pp. 231-

232), which orders that (1) the name of the Bcatus
sliall not be inscribed in Martyrologies, local

calendars, or those of religious orders ; (2) images,
pictures, or statues of him may not be publicly

exposed in churches without permission of the

Holy See ; (3) his relics are not to be carried in

procession ; (4) he may not be chosen as patron

saint of a church ; (5) the cult may not be
extended from the place allowed to another
without indult.

For the cu.stoms which regulate beatification in
the Orthodox Eastern Church, Mhere it is not dis-

tinguished from canonization, see article CANON-
IZATION.
Literature.—Benedict xiv.,d« SerDorum Dei BeatijUMtione

et Beatorum Canonizatione, 1st ed., 4 vols., Bologna, 1734-1738,
completed in lienedicti XIV. Pont. Opt. Max. Opera Omnia,
Venice, 1767 (the edition used for the purpose of this article is

that in 15 vols., Rome, 1787-1792); Ferrari, Prompta Biblio-
theca Canonica, Rome, 1766, and Paris, 1884 ; Gardellini
Decreta Authentica Congregationii Sacrorum Ritttum, Rome,
1898-1901

; Vacant and Mang-enot, Dictionnaire de Thiologie
Catholique, fasc. xi., Paris, VM'3

; Beccari, in Catholic Encyclo-
paedia, ii. 364-369, New York, 1908. \\' , H. HUTTON.

BEATINGAND STRIKING.—See Striking.

BEATITUDE.—See Blessedness.

BEAUTY.—It is impossible within the limits

of this article to discuss all the theories that have
been advanced on the conception of Beauty. No
conception, indeed, has received more attention
from philosophers. We shall select out of the

general history of ideas the most outstanding
theories of the Beautiful, with the special aim of

tracing their relationship. The subject will be
dealt with under the following heads : (i.) in Greek

philosophy, (ii.) in the philosophy of the Church
Fathers, (iii.) in the philosophy of the Middle

Ages, (iv.) in modern philosophj-, (v.) in contem-

porary philosophj', (vi.) conclusion, in which the
author will endeavour to point out the principles
that arise from this discussion, and the course

which, according to him, should be pursued in

order to arrive at a true conception of Beauty.
i. In Greek Philosophy.—The Greek is a

born artist, and his education r.ffords him plenty
of scope for all the manifestations of the Beauti-

ful. Nevertheless, the appearance of sesthetic

theories comes very late in Greece. It is not until

the time of Socrates. The reason is that nothing
comes of the study of Beauty except in an integ-

rally constituted philosophy, and before the age
of Pericles Greek thought was unable to attain to

true systematization.
One common feature, we believe, characterizes

all the aesthetic theories of the Greeks : Beauty is

considered as an attribute of things. If they think
at all of the impression that it makes on one, they
do so only in a secondary Avay, and not in order to

see in tlie impression an essential element of

Beauty. The result is that Greek speculations
on Beauty are closely allied to metaphysics.
There are two principal theories which have

successively held favour in the schools : (1) the

Platonic-Aristotelian theory, and (2) the Plotiniau

or Neo-Platonic theory.
I. Platonic - Aristotelian theory. — ^ye do not

possess a special treatise on Beauty either from
Plato or from Aristotle, their ideas on the subject

being scattered throughout their ditterent works.
Plato's chief references to Beauty are in his Sym-
posium, First Hippias, Gorgias, and a few books
of the Republic. Aristotle informs us, at the end
of his Metaphysics, that he will deal more fuUj-
with Beauty in a special treatise, which, if it was
ever written, has not come down to us. In his

Foctics some general principles are found, although
tragedy alone is

specially de.alt with.

The intellectual relationship between Aristotle

and Plato in aesthetics is so close that their doc-

trines may be summarized together, as follows :

(rt) Beauty resides iji order, and in the meta-

physical elements included in order, namely, unity
and multiplicity (harmony, symmetry, proportion).
It is well known that the study of unity and
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multiplicity forms one of the favourite problems
of Greek speculation ; the study of order is the
aesthetic aspect of this problem. And Greek art,

chiefly the architecture and sculpture of the time
of Pericles, provides an eloquent and perfect com-

mentary on the Platonic - Aristotelian formula.
The masterpieces of Greek sculpture symbolize in

stone and marble the theory of numbers and their

attributes.

Measure and proportion, says Plato, are the
elements of beauty and of perfection.

'

I do not
mean l)y beauty of form such beauty as that of

animals or pictures, which tlie many would sup-
pose to be my meaning ; but . . . understand me
to mean straight lines and circles, and the plane
and solid figures which are formed out of tliem ;

. . . for these I affirm to be not only relatively
beautiful, like other things, but they are eternally
and absolutely beautiful

'

(Philcbus, 51 ; Jowett's

Dialogues of Flato^, 1892, iv. 625). Aristotle

likewise writes t6 yap koKov iv fxeyidei Kal rd^et,
'

Beauty consists of order united to magnitude
'

{Poetics, vii. 4). And Plato applies his theory to

the elements of the universe—air, water, earth,
fire. These he reduces to geometrical figures,
Avhich he thinks perfectly beautiful—in the same
way as Aristotle applies his theory to the State.

In the case of a body, popular sentiment added
to the element of order the charm of colour

(suavitas coloris), as characteristic of the beauti-
ful. Xenophon, the Stoics, Cicero, and others are

upholders of this conception, and we shall see that
Plotinus mentions it as a common way of repre-
senting beauty among his contemporaries and
immediate predecessors.

{b) The hcautiful is the good.
— This identity

applies chiefly to moral good, or virtue. (Con-
verselj-, vice is the deformity of the soul.) It is

the philosophical translation- of the word KokoKo.-

yadbs. Is not Thersites, in Homer, both ill-

favoured in body and evil in heart ?
'

Beautiful,
too, as are both truth and knowledge, you will be

right in esteeming this other nature [the idea of

good] as more beautiful than either' (Plato, Be-

public, vi. 508 ; Jowett, op. cit. iii. 210). And
when we remember that the central idea of Plato's

metaphysics is the Good and not the True, we
understand how defective is the saying, errone-

ously attributed to him,
' The Beautiful is the

brightness of the True.' Aristotle tried to estab-

lish certain distinctions between the Beautiful and
the Good, but these are superficial, and we con-

clude with Benard :

'

Quand on signale ici un

grand progres dans la science du beau, on se

trompe' ('L'Esthetique d'Aristote,' in Acad. Sc.

mor. etpolit. 1887, p. 683).
This short account of the Platonic-Aristotelian doctrine re-

quires a few further remarks. (1) Naturally the theories which
have just been expounded are influenced by the differences of

doctrine in metaphysics that separate these two great Greek
minds. For Plato, reality (and, consequently, beauty, order,
and hannony) is enthroned in a supra-sensual world, of which

things perceived by our senses are only a fleeting shadow ; for

Aristotle, reality dwells on the earth, and the beautiful is imma-
nent in well-ordered beings, where our intelligence perceives it,

through the channel of the senses and its power of imagina-
tion. (2) Aristotle agrees with Plato in separating the beauti-
ful from art, the latter having its whole raison d'etre in the
imitation (/oitV'jo'is) of nature, as such, without taking into
account the .esthetic value of this imitation. And, inasmuch
as it is an imitation of the actual, art is somewhat depreciated,
the only value recognized in it being the help it gives to the

production and diffusion of morality. (3) Plato and Aristotle

(especially the latter) imply in certain texts that the beautiful
should make an impressiot), and that it gives us pleasure; but
neither of them analyzes the nature of this pleasure or the

psychical activities that produce it. The objective and onto-

logical point of view dominates their aesthetics.

2. Plotinian or Neo-Platonic theory.— In the
3rd cent, of the Christian era there arose in

Alexandria, the centre then of civilization and
culture, a new aesthetic formula, which was not

long in spreading to other Greek centres. Plotinus

(A.D. 204-270), the most brilliant representative of

Neo-Platonism, explained these new ideas in a
noble book, full of inspiration and mystical exalta-

tion, the Enneads. The first chapter of Book VI.

is devoted to '

Beauty.' There are in his doctrines
two distinct parts.

(a) First, there is a critical part, or a prosecut-
ing speech against the Platonic-Aristotelian argu-
ment. '

Is it, as everybody holds, the relative

proportion of each part to the other and to tlie

whole, with the additional ciiarm of colour, that
constitutes beauty, when it addresses itself to sight ?

In this case, since the beauty of bodies in general
consists of the symmetry and just proportion of
their parts, it cannot be found in anything siinple,
it can appear only in composites. Tlie whole alone
is beautiful ; the parts cannot of themselves

possess any beauty. They are beautiful only in

their relation to the whole. If, however, the
whole is beautiful, it seems necessary that the

parts also should be beautiful ; beauty cannot
result from a collection of ugly things

'

(Enneads,
i. 6).

(6) Secondly, there is a constructive part. The
new argument may be given thus : Beauty is a
transcendental idea, that is, "everything is beauti-

ful in the measure of its own reality.
'

Every-
thing is beautiful in its own essential being

'

{Enneads, v. 8). It is well known that in the
emanative philosophy of Plotinus the universe

springs from the unalterable generating power of

a primary being, called the One or the Good
(Platonic influence), from whom, by a method of

loss, is derived a series of principles, produced the
one from the other, each less perfect than its pre-
decessor : the intelligence, the soul of the world,
and, lastly, matter and the sensible world. Like
this descending scale of Being and the Good,
there is a descending scale of Beauty, and, in

order to make it clearly understood, Plotinus had
recourse to a comparison with light and its spatial
diffusion—an image borrowed from Plato's Re-

jniblic (bk. vi.). S'urther, light becomes synony-
mous with Being, with Goodness, and with Beauty.
'

Everything shines in the world of intelligence.
. . . In the world of sense the most beautiful

thing is fire
'

{Enneads, v. 8, § 10 ; cf. i. 6, § 3,

and passim). It is of great importance to notice

that the glory of light {S.y\aLa) has, according to

Plotinus, a metaphysical value, and is correlative

with the conception of being, and that it is not a

question of the impression produced, or of a re-

lation between the splendour of the thing and the

capacity of the subject who contemplates it.

Another innovation of Plotinus is that art is not
excluded from the domain of the Beautiful, his

logical argument being as follows :
—The artist

realizes the Beautiful in the proportion in which
his work is real. And that is why the artist

should not slavishly copy Nature ; but, with his

eye fixed on the \670t, or archetypal ideas, he
should endeavour to reach the very source from
which all life springs, and in accordance with it

correct the imperfections of sensible things.
Is THE PHILOSOPHY OF THE CHURCH11.

Fathers.—Indebted to Neo-Platonism for a great
number of their philosophical doctrines, the Church
Fathers as.sumed and even accentuated its aesthetic

optimism. They exalted Nature, they sang its

beauty, and many {e.g. St. John Chrysostom) de-

preciated art, the work of man, in order to make
the beauty of the world, the work of God, more

glorious. "There is nothing in the Church P\athers'

conception of beauty that is not directly due to

the Greeks. St. Augustine, the most representa-

tive, who, in his youtli, wrote a treatise rfe Pi/^;Aro,

inclines somewhat towards the Platonic-Aristo-

telian theories.
' Oninis corporis pulcritudo est
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partium congruentia cum quadam coloris suavi-
tate

'

(de Civitate Dei, xxii. 19). He has bequeathed
to us a famous definition of the conception of
order :

' Ordo est parium dispariumque rerum sua
loca tribuens dispositio

'

{ih. xix. 3). On the other
hand, St. Basil and pseudo-Dionysius the Areopa-
gite adopt the Neo-Platonic theories. The latter
exercised great influence on the aesthetics of the
Middle Ages by means of his treatise On Divine
Names, for it Avas the commentary on this treatise
that drew forth all the dissertations of Scholasti-
cism on the Beautiful.

iii. In the philosophy of the Middle
Ages.—It was principally Scholastic philosophy
that developed the ideas of Beauty in the Middle
Ages. But these ideas did not appear in a

systematic form until the 13th century. And
even then no treatises or discussions were written
on Beauty as at the beginning of the 18th century.We know only one short work, de Pidcro, belong-
ing to this period. It is attributed to Thomas
Aquinas, but probably belongs to one of his im-
mediate disciples. Among the great Scholastics,
ideas on aesthetics appear in an incidental way,
intermingled with other subjects and nearly
always in the form of commentaries on the text
of pseudo-Dionysius. They form a systematic
whole, however, if one takes the trouble to
connect the texts ; and a new thought is evident
in them. The Beautiful no longer appears under

purely objective aspects, as in the Greek schools,
but as a complex notion, which belongs partly to
the things and partly to the psychic subject who
receives tlie impression of them : the Beautiful is

the result of a close connexion between the two.
We shall now sum up the fundamental doctrines of

Thomas Aquinas, the prince of Scholastic philo-
sophers.

(1) Subjective aspect of the Beautiful.—Esthetic

activity is an activity of perception :

' Fulcrum
respicit vim cognoscitivam

'

(Summa Thcol. i.

quaest. 5, art. 4), or, more precisely, it is a disinter-

ested contemplation by the eye, the ear, and the

intelligence. This contemplation begets a specific

enjoyment, the pleasure of the Beautiful :

' Unde
pulcra dicuntur quae visa placent' (ib.). (Here
' visa

'

refers not only to sight, but to other

perceptive faculties of an aesthetic kind.) And
now from this psj'chological point of view there

appears a profound difference between the pleasure
of the Beautiful and the pleasure of the Good : we
enjoy the Good by taking possession of the object
itself, and we enjoy the Beautiful by the simple
perception of it.

' Et sic patet quod pulcrum
addit supra bonum quemdam ordinem ad vim
cognoscitivam ;

ita quod bonum dicatur id quod
simpliciter complacet appetitui, pulcrum autem
dicatur id cujus apprehensio placet' {ib. 1* 2*®,

quae.st. 27, art. I).

(2) Objective aspect of the Beautiful.
—It is quite

wrong to refer the Scholastic doctrines concerning
what constitutes beauty in things to the influence
of Neo-Platonism. The theory that was un-

animouslj' accepted was the Platonic- Aristotelian,
broadened and brought into harmony with other

metaphysical theories of Beauty. Order and its

elements constitute the Beautiful ; ordo, magni-
tudo, integritas, dcbita proportio, cequaiitas
nnmerosa, commensuratio partium elegans, etc.

'Unde piilcruni,' says St. Thomas, 'in debita

proportione consistit' ((6. i. qu.tst. 5, art. 4). And
aesthetic order is closely connected, on the one
hand, with the form of beings (forma), that is to

say, with the principles of their constitution and
of their perfection ('pulcrum congregat omnia et

hoc habet ex parte formie '), and, on the other,
with the finalitj' of beings, which dominates the
constitution of Scholastic metaphysics :

'

Dispositio

naturae conveniens est pulcritudo
'

[ib. I'' 2**, quajst.
54, art. 1).

(3) Relation of the object to tlie subject, or the
claritas pulcri.

—The order of the Beautiful is not

a;iy order whatever, but such an order as is capable
of giving to the subject that jierceives it the
natural and entire satisfaction Avhich engenders
aesthetic pleasure. Order must be bright, it

must be luminous to the eyes. The more form
strikes the spectator (and form is the principle of

unity in a work of art or of nature), the more
resplendent it is (' resplendentia,'

'

supersplendens
claritas '), and the more aesthetic will be tne value
that the impression experienced possesses.

Although the Scholastics make use of the theories
of pseudo-Dionysius regarding the light of the

Beautiful, their doctrine rises above his formula,
and, therefore, above Neo-Platonism, with which

pseudo - Dionysius was inspired. While for

Plotinus the theory of light has a metaphysical
bearing, for Thomas Aquinas and the other great
Scholastics it is a pyschological phenomenon, for

it has to do with the mysterious connexion between
the object and the subject which forms the basis
of the complex phenomenon of Beauty. And from
the historical point of view this is a noteworthy
conquest on the part of the philosophy of the
Middle Ages.

iv. In modern philosophy.— From the

beginning of the 17th cent., which is asually re-

garded as the commencement of modern philo-

sophy, the study of Beauty has steadily gained in

importance and extent ; and from the day on
which Baumgarten, a disciple of Leibniz, detached
it from the domain of philosophy and made it a

separate branch of knowledge, the number of

treatises devoted ex professo to aesthetics has
continued to multiply. The great burst of artistic

criticism after the Renaissance has often been

assigned as the cause of this development. And
indeed it is a factor whose incontestable influence

we are bound to recognize. Artistic culture,

greatly aided by archaeological excavations and
the analysis of statuary and ancient drama, had

prepared the way for the discussion of the great

problems of Beauty. But there seems to be a
second reason : the progress of psychological
research, which is one of the salient characteristics

of modern philosophy, naturally stimulated the

study of aestuetic phenomena ; and this influence

is clearly seen when it is remembered that in

modern and contemporary philosophy Beauty is

usually studied only under its cognitive and emotive

aspect, i.e. as a. psychic fact.
As the development of modern aesthetics has a

course parallel to that of philosophy, we shall

follow the great historical divisions generally
agreed upon : (

1 ) philosophy from Descartes to

Kant (17th and 18th cents.), (2) Kantian philo.sophy

(18th cent.), and (3) post-Kantian philosophy (19th

cent.).
I. From Descartes to Kant.—Just as there are

two lines of psychological systems, empiricism and
rationalism, originating from Francis Bacon and
Descartes respectively, so there are two lines of

lesthetic systems.
(1) Empiricism.—The Empiricists, reducing all

our conscient states to sensation, imderstand by
Beauty an agreeable sensation. For Hume, the
Beautiful exists only in us, not in things, and

obeys the general laws of association. This prin-

ciple was adopted and developed in England by
Hutcheson (1094-1747), Home (1696-1782), and
Burke (1730-1797); in France by Batteux (1713-
1780) and Diderot (1713-1784) ;

and in Holland by
Hemsterhuys (1720-1790). Home gives the best

expression of lihe leading ideas of the school in

his Eleitients of Criticism, and Burke carries the
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sensualiatic idea that inspires him to its extreme
limits in a work entitled Inquiry into the Origin
of the Sublime and the Beautiful. Nearly all these

philosophers admitted the existence of a special

sense, the sense of artistic taste, which was after-

wards called the sixth sense, and the object of

which Avas enjoyment of things beautiful.

(2) nationalism.—Among the intellectualists or

rationalists {ratio,
' reason '), who establish a

fundamental distinction between sensation, or the

perception of sensible qualities, and the idea, or

the general representation, it is in Leibniz and his

immediate successors that we find the most note-

worthy treatments of the Beautiful. It has been

truly said that Leibniz is the father of modern
aesthetics. It seems as if the intellectualists,

inspired by Descartes, had reserved the char-

acter of Beauty for the most exalted psychic
activities, i.e. for clear and distinct ideas, which

play such a prominent part in the Cartesian
doctrine. For some men, indeed, like Crousaz
(Traits du Beau, 1715), the Beautiful is something
that may be approved of just like a theory, and
Boileau expresses this intellectualism when he
writes in his Art Poitique : 'Mais nous que la

raison h, ses rfegles engage.
' But Leibniz introduces

into aesthetics a tendency contrary to this spirit.
And while he relegates the clear perceptions of

our psychic life to the domain of science, he

consigns aesthetic knowledge of things to the dull

and less conscient regions of the soul. The
aesthetic phenomenon, he says, is a confused
perception of the order and the harmony of things,
and by this doctrine he thought he was explaining
that mysterious and indecomposable characteristic

Avhich constitutes the charm of Beauty.
In order fx) understand the whole meaning of this statement,

we should have to give a full account of the philosophy of

Leibniz, which cannot be undertaken here. It will be sufficient

to recall the law of continuity and hierarchy, which arranges
all the monads and the monadic activities in a grand order.

Each monad differs in perfection from that which precedes it,

and from that immediately following, by infinitely small differ-

ences ; the activities or the representations of each monad—
and, therefore, of the monad tliat we are—differ in degree by
infinitely small differences, so that between our least conscient

representations ('obscure ideas') and our most conscient

('distinct ideas') there is room for an indefinite number of

stages corresponding to all the degrees of clearness. Now,
Beauty is one of those activities which are inferior in quality to

the clear and scientific knowledge of things ;
it is the confused,

therefore indefinite, perception of all that constitutes order.

Whereupon Lotze says that German aesthetics is brought into

being by belittling its object.

Baumgarten, who arranges Leibniz's theories,
and is the author of the first treatise on Beauty
{jEsthetica et ^stheticorum altera pars), associates

the sentiment of Beauty with obscurity of repre-
sentation. In the Wolffian classification of the

sciences, aesthetics becomes a kind of inferior

logic. The same ideas are found in Eschenburg
(1743-1820), Sulzer (1720-1779), and Mendelssohn
(1729-1786). 'Beautj-,' says Mendelssohn, 'vanishes

away as soon as we try to analyze it.' And Meier,
another disciple of Baumgarten (in § 23 of his

Anfangsgriinde der schonen Wissenschaften, 1748-

1750) thus expresses himself: 'The cheeks of a
beautiful woman are beautiful as long as they are

seen with the naked eye. Look at them with a

magnifying glass and their beauty departs.'
2. In Kantian philosophy. — The disciples of

Leibniz and Baumgarten had considerably furthered
the problem of the Beautiful, but all were eclipsed
by the gigantic ligtue of Kant. Kant's aesthetics

made as profound an impression as his theory of

science and his ethics ; and just as, in the Kritik
der reinen theoretischen Vernunft, and the Kritik
der reinenpraktischen Vernunft, he had established
human knowledge and human duty in the very
constitution of our theoretical and practical reason,
so he explains opinions on the Beautiful and the
Sublime by calling for the construction of a third

faculty, the source of contemplation and .sentiment.
This is the subject of a chapter of his third

critique, Kritik der Urtheilskraft. The subjectivity
of the Beautiful is no longer merely a,fact (Hume),
but a laiv. Beauty is an attribute, not of tilings,
but of our representative states. It is the predicate
of an aesthetic judgment which unites all men by
reason of their nature (synthetic judgment a
priori) to a subject wiien that .subject calls dis-

interested contemplation into free play. The
object of representation is intended to please me—

subjective finality ; but at the moment of enjoy-
ing it I am unconscious of this finality ; to be
conscious of it would be to break the charm.
' Schonheit ist Form der Zweckmiissigkeit eines

Gegenstandes, sofern sie ohne Vorstellung eines
Zwecks an ihr wahrgenommen wird '

(Kritik d.

Urtheilskraft, I. i. bk. 1, § 15). Similarly the sub-
lime is the result of our subjective powerlessness
to grasp an object, mingled with a definite feeling
of the superiority of our supra-sensible being.
' Erhaben ist was uns erhebt.'

3. In post-Kantian philosophy.
—The chief cur-

rents of modern pliilo.sophy and a?sthetics after
Kant are :

—
(1) Post-Kantian criticism in Germany {^rat half

of 19tli cent.).—Powerful in itself, the new theory
proposed by Kant (assisted by the brilliant flight of
Romanticism in Germany and the aesthetics of the

philosophy of Konigsberg, and accepted by such
men as Schiller and Schelling

—
philosophers as well

as litterateurs) dominates all modern criticism. It

is true that a characteristic innovation was intro-

duced into German criticism by those who are
called idealistic critics as well as by the realistic

critics : the Beautiful remains a creation of our
mind (Kant), but this 'mind' becomes a monistic

principle, the 'ego absolute' of Fichte, the 'absolute'
of Schelling, the ' mind '

of Hegel, the ' will
'

of

Schopenhauer. Schiller (1759-1805) returns to the

theory of play. To '

play
'

is to contemplate
phenomena with an utter indifl'erence as to their

representative value. And just on this account
does aesthetic activity become human activity par
excellence :

' Man is truly man only when he plays.'
It is intimacy with the Beautiful that j>roduces the
restfulness of life, that balance of all the faculties

which Kantism tries to secure by the exercise of

freewill (' Vom Erhabenen,' Bricfc iiber die asthet-
ische Erziehung des Menschengeschlechtes, 1795). In
1800 and 1801, Schelling, in the second form of his

philosophy, aesthetic idealism, revived this govern-
ing idea, and made aesthetic activity and '

plaj'
'

the fundamental function of the mind, that which
reconciles its opposite tendencies. The work of

art is the only perfect production of the Ego. Thus
Jena, where Schelling was a professor along with
Fichte and then with Hegel, became the centre of

the closely allied philosophic criticism and literary
romanticism. Novalis identified the imagination
of the poet with the productive imagination of

the Ego ; and von Schlegel, whose name is con-

nected with the movement called Ironism, claimed
for the poet the right of not troubling himself either

about tlie contents of his work, or about its repre-
sentative value, or about the public who make the

unjust claim to judge it.

Then Hegel appeared (1770-1831), and ruled the
German schools for half a century. For Hegel, art

is placed at the highest point of the development of

the mind. Art is the last step in the dialectic pro-
cession of the Logos. When the mind has traversed

the numerous stages of its development sketched

in the Phdnomcnologie des Geistes (1807), and when,
in conformity with the tlireefold procession (thesis,

antithesis, synthesis) that governs it, it becomes
conscious of itself, this auto-contemplation is

realized by Art, Keligion, and Philosophy. Art,
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and the Beautiful in which it is realized, are the
'

perfect identity of the ideal and the real.'

Schopenhauer (1788-1860), who may be con-
sidered the last of this line of pantheists belonging
to the first generation of Kantians, reserves for Art
and for Beauty this high position in the cycle of

psychic activity {Die Welt als Wille und Vorstel-

lung, 1819). Although the thing exists in itself,
science is doomed to recognize only its representa-
tion (' Vorstellung '). But.besides this knowledge of
the phenomenal world, which is directed by the
a priori constitution of our mind, we may have
' the immediate intuition

'

of the cosmic Ideas, or
of the thing-in-itself, and this pure contemplation
is the aesthetic contemplation. As such, it is freed
from desire and withdrawn from the sufferings that

accompany every voluntary action ; and tliis is the
secret of the penetrating charm of Beauty. By
art, man makes the idea the ruling power—a

symbol which nature never realizes in its absolute

purity. Art becomes an intoxicating drink, caus-

ing the woes of existence to be momentarily
forgotten.

(2) I'he conflict between Hegelians and Herbar-
tians in Germany (middle of 19th cent.).—The
pantheistic Germans whom we have just mentioned
all agi-eed in making the Beaiitiful an impersonal
manifestation of Being. The Hegelian theory, in

spite of the ascendancy in official spheres enjoyed
by its promoter, was not long in bringing on a
reaction : there was a desire to remove Beauty
from the sphere of metaphysical reverie to the

ground of psychological observation. In the name
of observation, Herbart made Beauty consist of

the mere perception of relations and forms. The
aesthetics of content (' Gehaltsasthetik ') of the

Hegelian school was now opposed by the aesthetics

of form (' Formaiisthetik'), and the conflict be-
tween the two tendencies lasted in Germany until
the end of the 19th century. Hegelianism includes

among its most zealous defenders Fr. Th. Vischer,
who published some important Avorks on the
Beautiful (e.g. Aesthetik oder Wissenschaft des

Schonen, 3 vols. 1846-57), while Zimmermann
carried the reactionary doctrine to an extreme
(Allfjemeine Aesthetik als Formwissenschaft, 1865).
The Hegelian party was not defeated in this strife,
but we see several of their partisans departing
from the rigour of their principles and giving a

place to beauty of form. Among these moderates
we may mention Moriz Carriere (Aesthetik, 1859),
as well as Schasler and Ed. von Hartmann, both
of whom are autliors of works on the history of
Esthetics.
German idealism enjoyed some fame in Italy

throuf,^h Gioberti, who favoured Schelling, de
Sanctis (Professor in the University of ISaples
after 1870), and Antonio Tari (Professor in the

University of Naples from 1861 to 18S4), who Avere
all aflected by the preponderating influence of

Hegel.
(.3) Eclectic spiritualism.

—In France, during the
first half of the 19th cent.. Cousin (1792-1867), by
his lectures in the Sorbonne, and then through his
influential official positions, both academic and
political, exercised a dictatorship similar to that

enjoyed by Hegel in Germany, lie popularized
a philpsopliy, somewhat deficient in

originality,
which he himself called Eclecticism ; and in a well-

known book, Dii vrai, du beau et du bien (1818),

gave prominence to an aesthetic made up of fine

phrases and pompous homage to the Ideal, which
he identified with the Infinite or the perfection of

God. While exalted in their aspiration, these

thoughts on Beauty have the fault of being remote
from reality. They are, moreover, derived from
recollections of Hegel and the Scottish school of

Ileid. The same tendencies are to be seen in

de Laraennais, although he followed another
direction of thought-traditionalism {De I'Art et da
beau, 1843). On the otlier hand, Th. Jouffroy
(1796-1842), the most noteworthy of Cousin's dis-

ciples, wrote a Cours d'estMtique (1843), in which
he insisted on the rights of the psychological
method in the study of the Beautiful. And to the
same metaphysical tendencies may be traced La
Science dubeau(\^Q\), by Charles L6v8que, who
returns to Plato in his treatment of the charac-
teristics of Beauty. By the middle of the century
only faint traces of Cousin's eclecticism were left
in France.

(4) The aesthetics of Positivism.—Sensualism,
represented at the beginning of the 19th cent, by
Condillac in France and the Associationists in

England, does not leave much room for aesthetic

phenomena. But when it reappears with renewed
vigour under the form of Positivism, which may
be called a sensualism suited to contemporary
minds, there is room for new conceptions of Beauty
and of Art. These, however, did not appear either
in Comte, the founder of the new doctrine, or in

Stuart Mill, its most brilliant logician ; but after
the system seemed perfectly balanced, and sys-
tematized in all its parts, Herbert Spencer devoted
a chapter of his Principles of Psychology to a study
of the genesis of aesthetic phenomena, in conformity,
however, with the governing ideas of his cosmic
evolutionism. The sentiment of Beauty has its

origin in '

play,' i.e. in the exercise of an excess of

activity independent of any function useful to the

being. Useful activity becomes beautiful as soon
as it ceases to be useful. And as humanity evolves

unceasingly
' from the unstable homogeneous to the

stable heterogeneous,' art increases with the pro-

gress : the more perfect society becomes, the more
time will its members have for

'

play.'

Hippolyte Taine (1828-1893), in his noteworthy
work, Philosophic de I'art ( 1 865), studies art as a social

fact, and he tries to reduce it, like all other social

facts—such as literature and politics
—to factors or

primordial facts, which are three in number : race,

circumstances, time. From this point of view,
aesthetics becomes, in the author's words,

' a kind
of botany, applied, not to plants, but to human
works.' M. J. Guyau emphasizes, while exagger-
ating, the social side of art, and recognizes in it no
function except that of developing sympathy and
social life {L'Ai-t au point de vue sociologique, 1889 ;

ProbUmes de VesthHique contemporaine, 1884).

(5) Psycho-cesthetics.
—The increasing progress of

pliysiological sciences and of the application of

psycho-physiology to the study of aesthetic states

furnished a new element of research during the
latter part of the 19th century. Helmholtz in Ger-

many, and Grant Allen in England, tried to

determine the physiological concomitants of certain

phenomena of the Beautiful. Fechner ( Vorschule

der Aesthetik, 1876) carried on numerous experi-
ments in the same direction.

V. Co:rrEMPORARY TEXDENCIES.—During the
last ten years the number of works treating of

aesthetic questions has been multiplied in all

countries. There is not one of our numerous

periodical publications that does not devote some
attention to them. Moreover, there has been ap-

pearing at Stuttgart since 1906 a Zeitschrift fiir
Aesthctikttnd allgcmeine Kuntswissenschaft, under
the direction of Max Dessoir, which allows large

space to philosophical problems of the Beautiful.

Now all these Avntings, with a few exceptions, show
this common characteristic : Beauty is considered

only under its subjective aspect as a psychologi-
cal phenomenon. The salient features or modern
aesthetics reappear, exaggerated, in the aesthetics

of our own time.

In the first place, Kantism, in this as in other
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subjects, is again received into favour—not the
idealistic and pantheistic criticism -which had been
establislied by the triumvirs of the University of

Jena, but psychological Kantism in its primitive
form. Jonas Cohn (Allqemeine Aesthetik, Leipzig,
1901) transfers the results obtained to transcend-
ental ground (' ins Transcendentale umschreiben ').

Stephan Witasek (Grundziigc chr allgemeincn
Aesthetik, Leipzig, 1904) shows the same tend-

encies ; and a German critic, A. Tumarkin, in a
criticism of a group of German works on aesthetics,
is able to write :

' Jede wissenschaftlich begriin-
dete Aesthetik, von welchen Voraussetzungen sie

auch ausgehen mag, fiihrt iuimer auf Kant zuriick
'

(Archiv fiir Geschir.hte cler Philosophie, 1905, p. 360).

On the otlier hand, psycho-nesthetic researches are

being actively pursued in the psycho-phj'siological
laboratories ; pupils of Wundt, Ebbinghaus, and
others have turned their attention to this side of

the subject. Some also ap])ly to aesthetics the
historical and inductive method which has pro-
duced such excellent results in other departments.
E. Grosse publishes a work on the origin of art

(Die Anfcinge cler KunM, Freiburg i. Breisgau,
1894); J. Volkelt {System der Aesthetik, Munich,
1903) makes ;esthetics

' normative and experi-
mental'; while, in another line of observation,
we trace the development of the artistic sense

in the child, especially in his tirst attempts at

drawing.
The most noteworthy representative of the pure

psychological tendency is Theodore Lipps (Aes-

thetik, Leipzig, 1903), whose opinion is that the

only rciison d'etre of aesthetics is to analyze the
sentiment of Beaut}^ and this in the final analysis
rests on the Einfiihlung ('mnaXQ ieelm^^'). Karl
Groos (Der dsthctische Genuss, Giessen, 1902), a

disciple of the school of Lipps, follows the same

tendency of dealing with the Beautiful only by
internal analysis. The same may be said of Veron's
treatise (UEdMtique, Paris, 1878), and of the dis-

criminating analyses of L^chalas (Etudes esthe-

tiques, 1902). Even if these authors do not deny the

objectivity of the Beautiful, they neglect it, and

regard the phenomena of consciousness as the only
object of their investigations. The Italian pro-
fessor, Benedetto Croce, whose treatise on aesthetics

(Estetica come sciema dell' Espressione e Linguistica
gcncrale, Milan, 1902) is translated into several

languages, is true to this contemporary attitude

of mind when he writes :

'

Beauty does not belong
to things ; it is not a psychic fact, it belongs to

man's activity, to spiritual energy
'

; and he holds
that Eesthetic activity is the imaginative and con-

crete intuition, as opposed to the logical and

general conception. Ruskin, whose ideas are

known in France through Robert de la Sizeranne

(Muskin et la religion de la beauts), occupies a place
apart. It is impossible to assign this great and

passionate admirer of Nature to any contemporary
system of philosophy.

vi. COSCLUSIOS.—From this rapid survey of the
evolution of aesthetical doctrines, we may gather a
few principles.

By studying in the Beautiful the psychological
impression and all that belongs to it, our con-

temporaries have established aesthetics on firm and
fertile soil—that of observation. Let us observe
tlie origin of art in the child, in primitive societies,
as well as in the centres of advanced civilization ;

let us analyze the works to which we ascribe the
character of beautiful, that we may understand the
secrets of the enjoj-ment of art which they produce ;

let us study the physiological phenomena that

accompany this delicious thrill of our conscient

being when it perceives the Beautiful
; let us, above

all, determine by examination of our consciousness
the psychical aspects of the Beautiful. Nothing
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more is required. Beauty resides in the disin-

terested contemplation of a representative content
of consciousness, followed by an enjoyment or a

pleasure which can be compared with no other in
the scale of emotions.
But is it sufficient to regard merely the impression

produced ? Are we in the study of the Beautiful to
lose all interest in the a'sthetical factors springing
from the object ? Surely not. Contemporary philo-
sophy is wrong in ostracizing metaphysics and
adorning psychology with its spoils. On the ques-
tion whether the Beautiful possesses an objective
reality, we agree with the Greeks : Beauty is an
attribute of things. But we complete the Greek
point of view by adding the modern : Beauty is not
an absolute, but a relative, conception. It exists
neither as a physical fact nor as a psychic fact ;

it is the result of a close connexion between an

object and a subject, for the attributes of the one
form the appropriate origin of the perceptive enjoy-
ment of the other. The objective attributes were
demonstrated by Plato and Aristotle : Beauty re-

sides in order, but, we add, in expressed order.

That is to say, if the order realized in a work of

nature or of art is to be aesthetic, it must be numi-
fest, evident to the .senses and the intelligence.
The more evident and attractive an artist can
make the dominant character or principle of the
chosen order, the more complete and more penetrat-
ing will be the contemplation of the percipient
mind : consequently the more beautiful will the
work be.
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BEDIYA, BERIYA.—A generic name for a
number of vagrant, gipsy-like groups, who at the
Census of 1901 numbered 57,489, most of whom
are found in Bengal and in the United Provinces.

In Bengal they practise various disreputable occu-

pations. Some are pedlars and mountebanks, who
pretend to be Muhammadans, but exhibit pictures
of Hindu gods ; others tatu girls, sell simples
and quack remedies, and pretend to extract worms
from carious teeth ; others, again, are acrobats,

bird-snarers, or snake-charmers. The Beriyas of

the United Provinces are pilferers and petty
thieves, and make their living by various kinds of

rascality. Their appearance indicates that they
are members of the pure Indian gipsy race, allied

to Doms (wh. see) and other vagrants of the same
kind. Risley makes no reference to their religious
beliefs in Bengal ; but Kajendralala Mitra states

that the Bediya is a Hindu or a Musalman accord-

ing to the prevailing beliefs of the people among
whom he dwells. Some are Deists, some Kabir-

panthis or Sikhs, while some are Pachpiriyas. It

is extremely unlikely that people in this stage of

culture can have really adopted the faith of Nanak
or of Kabir ; but it is quite pos.sible that they may
sometimes adopt the Pachpiriya (wh. see) cult. In

the United Provinces, where' they are in a much
more degraded condition than in Bengal, they wor-

ship as their tribal deity the Mother-goddess in

the form of Devi, Kali, or Jualamukhi. Many of

them worship a deity called Sayyid, who is prob-

ably a Muhammadan saint like him of Amroha,
but is identified by the Beriyas with the Prophet
Muhammad. They seem, however, to depend more

upon the cultus of ancestors than on any other
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form of belief, and rarely employ Brahmans,
and those only of the very lowest grade, for their

domestic rites.

Literature.—RSiendralala Mitra, Memoirs Anthropological
Society, iii. 122 ff. ; Kisley, Tribes and Castes of Bengal, 1801, i.

83; Crooke, Tribes atid Castes of the North-Western Provinces
and Oudh, 1896, i. 242 ff. W. CrOOKE.

BEELZEBOUL.—See Baalzebub.

BEGGARS, BEGGING.—See Charity.

BEHISTUN.— I. Locality and name.—Be-
histun is a mountainous elevation which rises

somewhat abruptly from the surrounding country—presenting from one point of view a double aspect—about sixty miles from Haniadan, on the main
caravan route between Baghdad and Telieran (the

present capital of Persia). At its highest point it

reaches about 3S00 feet, but it is really the con-

tinuation of an otherwise low range of hills rather
than an isolated eminence.
The name at present made use of by the neiphbourinc: in-

habitants is Il'udliin or Bisiitun, which is supposed to have been
derived from that of a small village in the immediate vicinity.
One is, however, tempted to reverse the relation, as the termina-
tion -sitUn suggests 'columns' (s!(rin = Skr. sthiind), and the

opening part may be hazah or the like (
= Skr. bahu). Thus the

name would mean '

high columns,' referring to the lofty, and
often hewn, face of the rock. The name at present most in use

among Westerns is Behistun, or BahistUn. This was handed
dovPB to us from the Arabic historian Yaqut, by Sir H. Rawlin-
8on. Diodorus Siculus (a.d. 1st cent.) seems to have made the
earliest mention of the more ancient title as to Boyi'o-Tai'oi' opos.

2. Inscriptions.
—The Inscriptions, which chiefly

concern us here, render Behistun famous, as they
are perhaps the most important of their kind
which have survived to us. They are chiselled

upon its hewn surface at about 500 feet above
the level of the plain, or about 200 feet above
the base of the particular cliff. They occupy,
all included, a space of about 60 feet in breadth
and 20 in height.

3. The language in general.
—The Inscriptions

are written 171 three languages—Old Persian,
Susian, and Babylonian—in letters a little over
an inch in height, it having been found necessary
to economize the sjjace. The last two are more
naturally to be regarded as translations of the
first ; but this is not strictly the fact, as there are
several sections in the Persian whose equivalents
are wanting in the Susian ; while, on the other

hand, the Babylonian contains some particulars
omitted from the Persian. The Persian Inscrip-
tion consists of five columns, about 12 feet in

height and 6 feet broad, flanked on the left, as
one views them, by the three columns of the
Susian version. A ledge of nairow dimensions—
about 2 feet—runs along the foot of them.

4. The sculptured figures and the position of
the Inscriptions.

—Tlie sculptured figures of Darius
and his captives appear immediately above. The
nine figures are roped together in a row at the
neck. The tenth, that of Gaumata, pseudo-
Smerdes (Smerdis), or Bardiya, is prostrate under
the left foot of Darius, who stands 5 ft. 8 ins.

in height, with two attendants behind, who are
each 4 ft. 10 ins. tall. The height of each of the
nine prisoners is only 3 ft. 10 ins.

, while Auramazda,
under the shadow of whose wings the transactions

transpire, flutters above, but 3 ft. 9 ins. by 4 ft.

2 ins. in dimensions. The ninth captive has an

enormously tall Scythian cap, and occupies spai^e
taken from one of the suppleinent.ary texts. Under
the first prostrate figure is written his name with
his crime: 'This (Jaumata, the Magian, lied,

saying,
"

I am Smenles (-dis), the son of Cyrus.'"
Similar inscriptions in the three languages appear
over the other eight.
The Babylonian version stands over the Susian,

on the left of the figures, as the observer regards

them, on the right-hand side of the forms them-
selves. Supplementary, but now obliterated, texts

ai)pear also above the Persian, but more to the
left of the sculptures, as they face us. The three

languages were evidently made use of in order to

rentlerthelnscription intelligible to the inhabitants
of the main divisions of the Emj)ire. That tiiey
were copieil in niultii)lie(l replicas hardly needed
the proof which has actually come to light : for

what appear to be really fragments from such a

reproduction have been found by Kohlewej' (see
Bab. Miscellen, pi. 9, p. 2411"., quoted by King and
Thompson, p. 179).

5. The Old Persian language.—The language
in which the Inscriptions were written is, like the

Avesta, quite Aryan in all its grammatical forma,

though it is rather a younger sister than a direct

daugliter of the Avesta speech ; and it is the direct

mother of New Persian so far as it survives in its

Aryan elements.*
We have recurring examples of a dialect common to the

Avesta and the Daric. The pronoun dim, dim, e.g., is Daric
and Avestan, but not Vedic ; the word iinnd, 'a boon,' has no
such application in the Veda, but it is familiar in this sense in

both Avesta and inscription ; such an expression as
' the right

path
'

in its unmistakably figurative sense is very Gathic ; the

proper name Frai'arti also is Av. Fravashi, with no immediate
Indian correspondent; and so with the pronoun ava, 'yon.*
' This earth and yon heaven '

occurs in the Avesta as in the

Inscription, while it only remotely lingers in the Sanskrit. So
the Daric-inscriptional preserves some of the Avesta-Vedic

peculiarities of Avesta, as against those of the later Sanskrit.

Among the more striking of these is the termination of the

nom. plu. masc. of the a declension in -aha, Av. -doAho (cf. the

Vedic -dsas, as against the later Indian -as
;
see also some of

the infinitives). It would be an exaggeration to say that the

inscriptional was at all at the same stage of
'

preservation
' or

' deterioration
' as the language of the Avesta. Its distance,

as a spoken dialect, from the Giithic speech must have been

about two hundred years. It can be easily restored in Avestan

or in Sanskrit.

6. Religion of the inscriptions.
—The personifica-

tions are best considered in their analogy with,
and their difl'erences from, those of the Avesta.

(a) Anramazda is, of course, Ahura Mazda,
Vedic Asiira (su-)Medhds (or Asura Mahadhas).
Notice the fall of the h in the inscriptional Aura
iov Ahnra. Was not this owing here to the strong
accent upon d in dura (cf. Vedic Asura)'>.\ The

presence of a God-unitj' in the Inscriptions must
not be denied because of the sujjremacy ascribed

to Ahura in the words ' the greatest of the gods.'
There can be but One 'greatest of the gods'—
equivalent to the concept of a 'Supreme Being.'
The ' other gods' referred to were inferior, ranking
with our archangels. This is confirmed conclu-

sively by the fact that the next chiefest of the

gods were said to have been created by Ahura—
this in the Avesta (these

' other gods
' do not there-

fore negative the idea of One-God-ism)—whereas

i\\e Amcsha-spentas were originally His attributes.

As Ahura was one of the most distinctive ex-

pressional manifestations of God-unity which
tl^

world had till then, or has since then, possesseci,

so the name is most effective ;
it is llie

' Life-

Spirit-Lord,' the 'Great-Creator,' or the 'Great-

Wise-One'—infinitely more impressive than our

English word '

God,' a term possibly of heathen

origin.

(b) Other so-called gods.
—Besides Aura there are

Mithra and Anahita, two of the noblest sub-

deities of Arj'an literature, who seem to have

stopped bodily out of the Avesta into the Inscrip-
tions ; but with them we appear to have reached
our limit as regards analogies between personifica-
tions in the Avesta and the Inscriptions. For
where are the Amcsha-speiitas upon the Inscrip-

* Take even a few words like dauitar, with which cf. the
forms from Av. zus, zaoiia, Indian j«j ; see also dost, with
which cf. Av. zaM, Indian hdstc, etc.

t We do not forget the normal disappearance of the

expressed h throughout the Inscriptions, for the '

rough
breathing

'

may have been left to be understood ; and we may
recall how very slight a mark expresses it in Greek.
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tions (as has often been, perhaps, too thou;j:litles.sly

asked), and, above all, where is Anjra Mainyut
(f) The absence of the Amesha-spentas certainly

shows that these personified attributes regarded
as archangels were not at all prominent in the

author's mind when he composed the sentences for

the chisellers. Full references to them had long
existed in the earlier Gathas, or perhaps in the

Ere-Gathic
and other literature of North Iran.

;ut any argument e silentio here verges close

upon the fati;ous, for there are whole masses of

Avesta text itself without a trace of any one of

them. That the personified attributes were not
known in Middle Persia, and at the seat of

Government, is out of the question. Kagha with
its surrounding province was a very hot-bed of

that form of Mazda-worship which revelled in

the great names, and every post brought down
despatches from the interesting place. Yet the

Amesha-spentas appear upon the Inscriptions as

attributes only, in expressive qualifying words,
and in proper names (cf. Arta-khshatra, which

may be A{r)sha + khs/utthra ; Vahuka, which
recalls Vohu of Vohu-manalL ; and possibly the
mutilated name of Haurvatdt appears bodily in

that of the province Ilarauvati). The truth

appears to be that Darius was lukewarm in the
matter of recognizing those superbly personified
ideas. Yet, among many sections of the Persians,
the Amesha-spentas were, and had never ceased to

be, grand abstract characteristics, for they actually
retained theii" significance as reported to the
Greeks (see the extraordinary citations bj'
Plutarch from Theopompus [the latter only about
two centuries after Darius], where the ' six gods

'

of the Persians retain all their meaning as ideas,
so that Windischmann justly pronounces the

passage
*

unschiitzbar'). Darius knew—as he
must have known, when he cared to reflect upon
it—that the so-called archangels had in reality
much to do with those glorious principles of Truth
which he was so continuously signalizing upon the

tablets, as well as with Benevolence, Sovereign
Authority, Energizing Power, Weal and Death-
lessness. It is but a tribute to the greatness of

Ills mind that he overlooked their status as mere
archangels. Moreover, he may have been influ-

enced by prejudice
—a diseased passion which is

also universal elsewhere. For it must not be

forgotten that Darius was, above all, an anti-

Magian,* and that the Maga (Magha) was

probably originally a purely Gathic concept
closely interwoven with the conception of the

archangels. Here, then, is an '

omission,' at once
most easily accounted for.

(d) But how as regards ^ ngrra Mainyu ? Surely,
if ever there was occasion for the mention of such
a Being, this was the proper place. But let us

pause. That Angra Mainyu was a name only too
well known in everj' sub-kingdom of the Empire
may be assumed as extremely probable, for evil

concepts readily become familiar. As a matter of

fact, the main and central activity attributed to

Angra Mainyu is constantly the subject of severe
denunciation in the Inscriptions.

' He lied
'

occurs

throughout ; the Drnugha is the Avesta Druogha,
a variant of the Druj,

' she-DevU of the Lie,' first

child of Angra Mainyu, though the latter is not

actually named. Here we have another signal
instance of the essential conception being present
in the Inscriptions, although the language invests
it only in plain words. Do the facts compel us

* As the Avesta has it, a iIoghu\hUh,
'

Ma^an-hater
'

; the o
in Moghu taking the place of a in Magha. This is simply due
to epenthesis, anticipating the final u, whereby a -r u = o;
while the final u in place of a is a mere shifting of the suffix.
A great many roots exhibit a similar variety of forms. Some
might dispute the validity of this comparison with the Gathic
Maga, but they will not question that with Ay. Moghu.

here again to attribute to Darius such a depth
and refinement of ideas as would lead him to over-
look even the concept of a chief personal Evil

Being ? In view of the shrewdness and sagacity
manifested by him throughout, it is hard, indeecf,
to resist this simple solution, although we should
seldom relax our vigilance against

'

seeing too
much meaning' anywhere. Darius had beyond
doubt heard the Great Devil's name, but he
attached little importance to him, being occupied
with more serious considerations.

(c) Devd.—Let us not fail to notice here another
marked feature of a negative character pointing
to the Daric Mazda-worsliip as a separate strain
from that of Kagha. Strange to say—and, we
might almost add, fortunately

—the most sacred
name Devd is not here perverted, as it was in
Avestan Kagha, and as it unfortunately became
at last universally in Iran. In Kagha it became
permanently the designation of the evil Spiritual
Hosts. Baga [Bagha) was the word made use of

upon the Inscriptions for the Deitj-, and this ^vith

no evil connotation as regards the character of the

being or beings believed in—in fact, 'goodness'
is fully implied in the word. It is a strange
historical fact that a glorious name should have
been dethroned within one vast territory alone, .

while it has remained undisturbed over all India,

Europe, and the European West—as Devd, Deus,
Zlo, Dia, Dews. Yet, while the name became so

sadly degraded before and after Darius, in (nearly)
all the territory included within his Empire and
even in that bordering upon his central province, it

nowhere appears for good or ill upon his Inscrip-
tions or upon those of his line. It would be daring
to risk once more the hypothesis of ' intention

'

in
such an omission. This would be to attribute to
Darius too close a mental analj'sis as to the

subjects involved, momentous thougli they were.
It is more likely that the omission was purely
accidental. The very form of Mazda - worship
which prevailed at the Persian capital was more
Vedic, and, shall we say, more original

—judging
from this negative respect for the Vedic word—
than that which was developing with such strides

in the northern province, and which was destined
to become universal througiiout Iran. This fact

obtrudes itself, but it is very difficult to explain
how an otiierwise universal, nay, almost a supreme
expression, came to be omitted, and that for either

good or evil. The word soon difl'erentiated the
two branches of the Asiatic Arj'an race as a chief

name for 'God.' Tlie highest word in the oldest
half-world becomes the lowest in the new. This
is a plain and most convincing proof that a Mazda-

worship of a quasi-pie-Vedic type prevailed not

onlj- in Persia proper, but everywhere in Central

Asia, at a very early period before any other form
of worship now known tiiere had appeared, and
indeed before future Eishis ever invaded the
southern peninsula.*

(/) Dualism.—Close upon this follows the still

more vital question as to how far Darius, with his

teachers, accepted dualism. That this relatively
profound doctrine was brought into greater promi-
nence through the animosities of that conflict

which induced Zarathushtra, or his predecessors,
to turn one of the very names for '

god
'

into their

name for ' demon ' seems probable. The fury of

the reform movement must at times have become
acute ; and this all the more decided Zarathushtra
to pronounce the one formula of all time for such

a doctrine. t He saw, as most people
—if dimly—

* Attention should be called to the expression recorded of

Cvrus in 2 Ch 3623, as in Ezr l^, where he is cited as speaking
of the Almighty as ' the God of heaven.' Was not this Devd,

'Heaven-god,' pure and simple? The expression seems un-

doubtedly exilic

t See I'asna :
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saw and see, that the two forces in the Universe
tending towards good and evil were the more dis-

tinctly severed, since the masses whom he most
accused of infamy sang aloud their hynms to devds

(beings called their gods). But did Darius share
this view ?

All the elements of antagonism are more in
evidence upon the Inscriptions than in most Iranian

wi-itings. Everywhere there is denunciation side by
side with adoration (see above) ; and the question
whetlier Darius had actually accepted the clearly
defined formulas of Zavathushtra and his pre-
decessors or not is hardly to be considered of

secondary importance. It is simply a question—
though a somewhat fine one—of fact. One able
A\Titer

*
.speaks broadly and familiarly even of the

excessive ' dualism '

of the NT with its Satanic and
demoniac manifestations, though adefinite theoreti-
cal dualism is alone in question wherever the dis-

cussion reaches to ultimate, or rather primordial,
origins. Whether, viewed in this light, some of the
Jews of the OT were not actually dualists is also
a serious question, Avhich demands a word of atten-
tion here in view of the close connexion between it

and the case of Darius.
A comparison between Jahweh Elohim and the

gods of the nations is often instituted in the OT,
and this involves the recognition of the exisfe7ice of

those supposed supernatural beings. It remains
for us simply to ask whether the Jews—leaders or

laymen—ever really believed that the Supreme
Jahweh was the responsible creator of those
diabolical personal accretions or not. Can we
suppose for a moment that they held to such a

view, or even believed that these fell creatures
unfolded themselves, through a degeneration, under
the eye and hand of an Almighty Providence. It

is quite clear tiiat they never thought of such a

problem ; but if they held these evil beings to be of

separate origin, this involves at once a theoretical
dualism. They may not have held distinctly to
the doctrine that there were Two First Spirits, but
some of them must have come pretty near it. So
also must the religious section of the countrymen
of Darius, the priests of Old Persia proper ; but
where is the trace of a definitely co-ordinated state-

ment of it in the Inscriptions?
(g) Eschatology .

—Where, amid all their contents
and allusions, is there a trace of any theological
eschatology in the Inscriptions ? The Avesta is one
mass of eschatology, but we are startlingly re-

minded of pre-exilic Israel when we find upon the

Inscriptions rewards held out for this life only.
Where, as has so often been asked, is the doctrine
of immortality to be found in the OT prior to the
Exile, although the Avesta and post-exilic Pharisa-
ism are quite full of it? Where is it in the
Behistun Inscriptions ? Where is the Avestan and
the exilic final judgment in our o\\'n pre-exilic

theology ? The latter conception is equally absent
from these Persian panels, which, we should say,
were the very place for it. Where is the Heaven
of the Avesta, with its golden thrones, upon which
sit Justice, Love, and Order, as archangels ? t The
notion of future reward in Heaven is as foreign to
the Behistun Inscriptions as it is to Moses. And
where is there a trace of a millennium^.

(A) Soteriology.
—We should naturally expect

also to find in the Inscriptions some allusion to a

coming Restorer, like the one expected in the
Avesta and in exilic Israel, all the more so because
the texts in question breathe hope as they de-

nounce offences—both on an almost unprecedented
scale ; but there is no trace of such a concept there

any more than there is in the pre-exilic books of

the or. The composer's mind seems wholly pos-
* Erik Stave, Uber den Einjhiss des Parsigmxis, Haarlem, 1898.

t Cf. the twelve thrones of Mt 1923 l Lk 2230 (cf. Rev 20«).

sessed with the conviction that a supreme, all-

powerful, and good God was watching over every
circumstance within His immense dominions.
Darius seems to have risen eacii day with the
burden of a new civil war within some twenty-three
nationalities, each with its kinglet. His faith, at
times somewhat like a fixed idea, at times perhaps
aflected, convinced him that God's activity ex-
tended to a minute administration of compensatory
justice, which was, however, to have its effect noxo,
and noio only, in this present life. Perhaps he felt
that only a supernatural power could have made
his past position possible for so long a time.
He prays to Auramazda in terms largely stereo-

typed by his successors, although in the most
striking of these prayers recorded he is not so

closely imitated (see tiie passage cited below). But,
fervent as are the prayers of Dariius, and signal as

ishistestimonyto the unity of God, and His creative

energy and providential omnipotence, the eschat-

ology of the Inscriptions is a blank. The writer
seems to have been so full of God—or so engrossed
with business—that he could not think of anything
furtiier that was supernatural. We may compare
the OT book of Ecclesiastes, which urges in touch-

ing terms the ' remembrance of the Creator
'

(12^, if

the passage belong to the original and the tr. be
correct), but cares little for objective futurity.
!^^oheleth is not disturbed by the failure of re-

tributive justice in this world ; he sees little

ditt'erence between the treatment of the evil and
the good ; yet he has no dream of a future

judgment, or even of any life at all beyond the

grave. The same appears to be the case with
Darius. What is true of Behistun holds also
for Persepolis, Naksh-i-Rustam, and the other

Inscriptions ; for, as was said above, the ex-

pressions later become stereotyped. Hence they,
too, must have had predecessors of a fixed

type, all of which goes to prove that Darius
was not the spokesman of an innovating creed.

Though he was the first prominent prophet of his

theology, that theology was thoroughly Old Persian
and sui generis. It was in the North that detailed

eschatology flourished. There it was a concentra-
tion of the original elements of the primeval
doctrine, and was destined, as said above, to

spread over all Iran ; whereas in Persia projier

(the present Fcirsistdn), which was more specifically
Darius's home, the primeval lore of Veda and Avesta
had, if anything, rather stagnated. Such are our
conclusions from the obvious facts, The Behistun
columns are almost the document of the Divine

unity, creative energy, and providential omni-

potence, as they are also the exemplar of intense

spiritual fervour, in view of these doctrines ; but

they are absolutely silent about the other life,

whereas, at the very moment when they were bein^
composed, the Avesta and some of the exilic and

post-exilic books of the OT contained the standard
records of those doctrines of futurity

—a sort of

Christianity before Christ.*

As a valuable specimen of the intense religious fervour of the
chief composer of the Inscriptions, we may cite a few lines from
the sister inscription of Naksh-i-Rustam at the tomb of Darius,
near Persepolis :

' A great God is .Auramazda, who made this

earth and yon heaven, t who made man and amenity (civilization)
for men, who made Darius king—the one king of many, the
one commander of niany.t I am Darius, the great king, the

King of Kings, § the king of the lands of all tribes, the king of

* Common to the Avesta and post-exilic Pharisaism are, in

addition to the three doctrines specified above, the doctrines of

immortality, resurrection, final personal judgment, millennium,
Heaven and Hell, while the Avesta has the prior claim to be
termed the document of these views, owing to their long native

growth in Iran, centuries before they became the elements of

post-exilic Pharisaism.

t This expression occurs about a dozen times within the short

Inscriptions ; 'yon Heaven '

is also very Avestan in its ring.

t His authority was effective.

§ Notice that this expression was Aryan, for Darius must have
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this great earth for afar,* the son of Vishtaspa, the Achjemenid,
a Persian, son of a Persian, an Aryan of Arj'an race. Through
the grace of Auramazda these are the lands which I captured
beyond Persia. ... I conquered them—beyond Persia. I brought
them under my authority. They brought me tribute. t What
I said to them that they did.t The law which was promulgated
by me, which was mine, was maintained.! [Here follows a list

of the provinces or sub-kingdoms]. . . . (Thus) saith Darius, As
Auramazda saw this earth ... in war . . . (V) he deli\'ered it

o%'er to me : t he made me (its) king : I am king. Through the
gracious will of Auramazda have I settled this earth through my
throne § [or

'

through my government,' or 'under my throne '

;

others render ' in place,'
'

to rights
'

: but see the same word
' throne

'

just under]. What I said, that was fulfilled as was my
wish.t If thou thus thinkest "How manifold are the lands
which Darius the King governed," then look upon this sculpture
which bears my throne, that thou mayest know. Then it will
be known to thee that the lance of the Persian hero has reached
afar

; then wilt thou know that the Persian hero has fought
battles far from Persia. (Thus) saith Darius, the king. What I

have done, I have done all through the gracious will of Aura-
mazda. Auramazda gave me aia|| till I had completed this
work. May Auramazda protect me, and my clan, and this pro-
vince against . . . hosts (?). For this I pray If Auramazda—
this may Auramazda afford me. O man, may what is the com-
m.ind of Auramazda be to thee acceptable, let that not be
obsolete (or repulsive) to thee. Leave not the right way.** Sin
not.'tt

(i) Darius as a restorer of temples.—As bearing
upon 2 Ch 36^ and Ezr P*^- and the marvellous
assertions of Is 44 f., we have the valuable state-
ment that Darius restored the dyndnna, 'places of
sacrifice

'

; so the Susian and Babylonian trans-
lations render the word. An activity in the
construction, or re-construction, of temples in

general is also perhaps later shown in regard to
the apadiina in the inscription of Artaxerxes
JMnemon found at Susa upon one of the ruined
columns of an ancient hall. He seems to have re;'?)-

placed the images of the Daric-Avestan Anahita
and Mithra in the apadana, which, if not actually
and exclusively a temple, was obviously an edifice
fitted for the reception of figures of those two most
prominent Avestan sub-deities. If, then, Darius
at once restored the places of worship [note that the

vyndana, at least, were not necessarily actually
•

temples '],:t+ this recalls the restoration of the gods
of Sumer and Akkad to their own homes by Cyrus
immediately after his first conquest of Babylon,
and shows all the more clearly the general policy
of the Achaemenians as regards such acts of

courtesy towards the religious feelings of their

newly conquered subjects. This makes the decree
of CjTTis for the restoration of the Jewish temple
all the more credible.

7. Political and military history.—As to the

adopted it from remotely distant predecessors. A similar form
Beenis to have been adopted in the Scriptures, where, however,
it is seldom applied to a human monarch. Its original use in
Iran doubtless preceded its occurrence in Ezk 26^.

* This expression 'for afar' seems thrown in to modify his
'universal' statement. Notice that the terms were doubtless
inherited from his ancestors, as was the original of the Scriptural
terms cited at the end of 2 Ch. and at the beginning of Ezra as
originating from Cyrus :

'

All the kingdoms of the earth hath the
Lord, the God of heaven (Deva?), delivered over unto me.'

t Notice these emphatic assertions as regards the colossal
successes ; they are by no means wasted words.

J He checked all interior conflicts, and established approxi-
mately complete

'

guarantees of peace
' between some twenty-

three otherwise conflicting nationalities. See the note above
on p. 4.51b, referring to the passage from 2 Chronicles and from
Ezra.

§This is the present writer's suggestion ; see the word ^(Jt/ium
Just below.

II Tliis expression, with the most incisive evidence of name
kind of personal faith in God, recurs about thirty times within
the inscriptions, showing perhaps the highest intensity of such
a fenour ever recorded, in view of the necessarilv limited extent
of the mscription when regarded as mere literature. It indi-
cates a fervour surpassed only, if at all, by what we read in the
Psalms.

«JI

Note his actual prayer in the first person singular present.>ote the absolute necessity of recognizing this exhortationm the moral sense ; and cf. the Gathic jiassages where the same
expression is used (* the straight paths in which Ahura lives . . .m the paths of the Good Mind [the good man] . . ., the straight
paths of welfare . . .,' etc. [Yama 33, 5

; 34, 12
; 53, 2]).

tt iVaforA-t-/{tiseam, 1-22, 31-60.
• J/

tt Recall Herodotus' remark (i. 131) that the *
Persians have no

temples.

importance of Daric Behistun, with its companions
and successors, for military and political history,
little needs to be added here. As is known,
Iranian history without the Achaemenian Inscrip-
tions was for a long period a blank, and until they
were deciphered by our own eminent l!awlinson,
these now leading sources were ridiculously mis-
understood and curiously misleading.* \V'e are
now assured of those vast political and militaiy
movements which took place in Central Asia, upon
which the history of the A.siatic, and, indeed, of
the whole world, so largely depended. But to us
chief among them are those events under whose
influence Israel became Persian for two centuries or
more, and which determined what we nmst regard—even if we view them from an anti-Christian

standpoint—as stupendous religious circumstances,
which, however trivial they may have seemed to
the Persian Government, and however relatively
insignificant they may really have been in com-
parison with the other great facts wliich were then
transpiring in province after province of the Achaj-
inenian Empire, must yet force themselves upon
us as crucial for all time. Had not Zion become
Persian, she would have remained Babylonian, and
might never have ' reared her head '

; anrl the dawn
of that day might have been hindered when Jesus,
the Christ, was to preach within the porches of her
temple, and expiate on Calvary the sins of both
Jews and Gentiles.

8. The Parthian Inscription at the foot of
Behistun,—This bas-relief contains tMO distinct

compositions. In one of them were sculptured
colossal bearded figures, from 8 to 9 ft. in height.
Only three of these, however, are still approxi-
mately complete. This relatively valuable relief
has unfortunately sufi'ered from the vanity and
folly of a ' Persian overlord,' one Shaikh 'All
Khan Zanganah, who, about a hundred years ago,
had a large panel cut in the middle of the monu-
ment, in the hope of immortalizing (in Arabic) the
memory of his own beneficence in building a cara-
vanserai at Bisitfin and supporting it from the
tribute of two villages. This vandalizing abomina-
tion extends to 12 ft. in width, and rises to the

top of the panel. In the other part of the com-
position, the figures are in lower relief and on a
smaller scale ; and, though they are much muti-
lated, it is possible to make out some details. In
the centre is a horseman, and above his head is a
winged figure about to crown him with a wreath.
He is unhorsing a second horseman. From the
mutilated inscription t we learn that the victori-
ous cavalier rejjresents the Parthian king Gotarzes
(A.D. 46-50) overcoming his opponent Meherdates,
who was also a Parthian. Behind Gotarzes are
the remains of another figure with lance in rest.

9. The extensive hewn panel-surface. — Near
the middle of the ba.se of the rock and almost
opposite the village, a huge bare space attracts
the eye. It measures nearly five hundred feet
in breadth and over a hundred feet in height.^
The tool-marks of the stone-cutters are in curved
lines, and above the cutting the natural rock in
some places projects several feet. In front of it is

a terrace or platform, made of earth and rocks

heaped up and extending fonvard for a distance of

nearly 300 feet. At the end of this appear the
remains of a ma.ssive wall. Some writers hold this

space to have been prepared for the reception of
* Recall among interpretations the truly quaint opinion of

Ker Porter, that the nine (?) captive kings, whose names we now
read so easily, were the representatives of the ten (?) lost tribts
of Israel.

t For the discussion of the text, which, but for the name
'

Gotarzes,' has now all but disappeared, sec Justi, GIrP ii.

504 f .

t See A. V. Williams Jackson (Persia Past and Present,
p. 188), who says he made a special study of the rock-surface
and '

paced off
'

its breadth.
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an inscription, in spite of its enormous dimensions

(so de Morgan, cited by Jackson). Others, judging
from the large platform, suppose that it was meant
to be the back-wall of a palace (so King and
Thompson). Nothing is written upon it.

10. The site of an ancient building.—From the
foot of the cliff the site of an ancient building is to
be recognized, with the outlines of its walls. It

is called by the natives Gdh-i Kai Khosru, 'the
seat of Kai Khosru,' the Sasanian king (A.D. 531-
578)—possibly with some reason, though there is

nothing further to indicate the accuracy of such
a tradition.

11. The monolith.—At a quarter of a mile from
the mountain or rock, there lies a sort of huge
boulder, about 20 ft. in circumference and 10 in

height. It is carved on three sides with life-sized

figures in low relief. The central figure is de-
scribed as bearded, with moustache, and wearing
a round cap, and a necklace at the throat,
some rings of the necklace being still distinctly
visible. It has a close-fitting, undecorated upper
garment, girdled ; the right hand is extended over
a low column, which may be a fire-altar, and the
left holds some object, possibly a cup. The legs
are very thick, and apart as if in walking, while
their lower parts are covered with leggings which
look like ' those of a ciicketer.' Jackson suggests
a Magian priest. King and Thompson speak of a

king ; and a king might be a priest. The second

figure is on the right-hand side of the boulder. It

is smooth-faced—the effect suggesting the head of
a woman or of a boy. There is a necklace about
the throat, and a bracelet on the left arm. The
third figure on the left side of the boulder is again
bearded ; the pose is life-like. Jackson thought
the figures were Achsemenian, from the absence of

flowing trousers and balloon-shaped hats ; King
and Thompson regard them as Sasanian, mention-

ing the ' streamers
' on the central figure. No

^vriting is recorded as having been discovered upon
this monolith.*

Literature.—For the history of the decipherment of the
Persian cuneiform Inscriptions, etc., see H. Rawlinson, JRAS
X. 3ff.; Spiegel, Die altpers. Keilinschriften, Leipzig, 1881,
p. 133 S.; Fleming, Beitrdge zur Assyriologie, vol. ii. 1894;
Weissbach, in GIrP, vol. ii. 1896, etc. p. 64 ft.; King,
Assyrian Language, 1901, p. 18 fF.; Booth, Decipherment of the

Trilingual Cuneiform Inscriptions, 1902, p. 149 ff.; Williams
Jackson, Persia Past and Present, 1906 ; Mills, Zarathusbtra,
Philo, the AchcKuienids, and Israel, 1906, vol. ii. passim ;

Sayce, The Archaology of Cuneiform Inscriptions, 1907. See
also art. AcHiEMENiANs. L. H. Mills.

BEHMEN.—See Boehme.

BEING.—The term '

Being
'

indicates the sub-

ject-matter of Metaphysics in general, although it

IS usually discussed under the particular head of

Ontology. As a problem, Being is discussed M-ith
the aim of discovering a criterion of reality which
shall interpret the phenomena of nature and con-

sciousness, whose objective and subjective data

respectively are elaborated in the forms of Cos-

mology and Psychology.
I. History of the term.—The terminology of the

fundamental metaphysical principle shows how
We.stern thought is indebted to the Greeks and the
Germans ; from the one we receive the expression
ov, from the other the term Ding. With the early
Greek pliilo-sophers are found Kda-fxoi (Parmenides,
92 ; Heraclitus, 20) and <f>v<ris (Parm. 133 ; Herac.

2). Parmenides, who usually speaks of Being as

tVrtv elvai, also uses the more suggestive term
^6«' (59, 91) ; and, according to some authorities,
Melissus uses irepl 6vtos as the title to his work
(Erdmann, Hist. Philo.'i. § 38. 1). Plato selects

* For other descriptions of this monolith see Oskar Mann,
GlobM, vol. Ixxxiii. No. 21, June 1903, p. 328 ; Williams Jack-
eon Persia Past and Present, New York, 1906, p. 210 ff.

ova-la to indicate the subject of Being, and looks
upon this as Id^a (Rep. vii. 533-534) ; at the same
time, wlien he speaks of the reality of the Idea, he
indicates it by Sj/twj (ib. ix. 585). Aristotle popu-
larizes dvffia by placing it first among tlie categories
[Met. vi. 1), and reduces Eleatic Being to t6 6v.

The weight of Greek philosophy was turned in
favour of oMa as a concept, and of 6v as a
term.
From Latin writers come the terms essentia and

substantia. Seneca uses substantia in Ep. 113. 4,
but seems more inclined towards essentia (Ep. 58).

Quintilian uses substantia (viii. 3. 33). Mediicval
writers vacillate between these classic terms, but
theological motives incline them to essentia as a
more appropriate characterization of the Divine

Being. Among these Augustine was the earliest

and most influential, and it is significant tliat, as a
Christian, he unites the idea of God with the

antique omia and essentia. ' Essentiam dico, qute
ovaia Gr£ece dicitur, quam usitatius substantiam
vocamus '

(de Trin. v. 9). When Anselm seeks the
most general predicate of things, he follows Augus-
tinian terminology and thus prefers essentia to
substantia (Erdmann, § 156. 3). Aquinas employs
both essentia and substantia. In the strife between
Nominalist and Realist, there comes about a change
in terminology when realia is put as the predicate
of universalia. The defender of the orthodox, or

Realistic, view was called a realis (Erdmann, § 158).
Abelard introduces realiter into the discussion of

the problem (Eucken, Gesch. d. philos. Terminol.

p. 65), while, at a later period, Duns Scotus adds
realitas (ib. p. 68). English thought, as in Locke,
was inclined to adopt

' substance
' and ' essence

'

as expressions of Being, while the Germans use the
Greek 6v and the Latin res. Meister Eckhart uses
Dink (Meister Eckhart u. s. Jiinger, ed. Jostes, pp.
66, 89, 90, etc.), as also Ding (lb. pp. 1, 80, etc.).

Eckhart further employs wiirklich (ib. p. 86, etc.).

Clauberg the Cartesian originated
'

ontosophy
'

(Metaphysica de ente qucs rectius Ontosophia, 1660).
Kant's preference for Ding is well known ; Herbart
uses real.

2. History of the subject.
—The 7th cent. B.C.

marks the beginning of ontological study. In

China, Lao-tse, the founder of Taoism, advanced a

metaphysical conception of Being under the liead

of Tao, or ' Nature.' Lao-tse gives the Tao a purely
negative significance, and from it follows a nihi-

listic morality of '

doing nothing.' Like the empti-
ness of a clay vessel, the hoUow of an axle, the

open space of a door, the Tao consists of nothing
(Tao Teh King, i. 11) ; yet from it were all things

produced (ib. ii. 42). Among the ancient Hindus,
the development of the philosophic Veda resulted

in a more intellectualistic conception of Being.
The Upanisads advance the idea of world-unity,
and in their spiritual monism identify Nature with
the Ego. As the juices of plants unite in lioney,
as rivers mingle in the sea, as salt pervades the

ocean, so one element is found in all things. Thus
teaches the Veda, whose philosopliic formula is

found in the following expression :

' That which is

that subtle essence—in it all that exists has its

self. It is the true. It is the self, and thou art it

—tat tvama.ti
'

(ChJtdndogya Upan. vi. 8 ff.). This

lofty conception of Being was unknown to the

Greeks, for it did not receive recognition in Europe
until 1801-1802, Avhen An(iuetil du Perron trans-

lated the Upanisads, whence it was taken up by
Schopenhauer in 1819 and related to German
philosophy.
Among the Greeks, the preparation for a genuine

conception of Being was made by the primitive
Ionian philosophers, or physicists, wlio sought to ex-

plain Nature in terms of such pliysical plienomena
as water, air, ether. In a more worthy fashion.
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Parmenides develops a static monism which is

directed against the ideas of both not-Being and
Becoming ; at the same time, it is sufficiently in-

tellectualistic to identify Thought and Thing. In
this spirit, he declares that Thinking and Being
are the same—rb yap avrb voeiv icxrlv re koL elvai (40).

It is Being that is truly existent and not not-Being— fffTi yap ehat, ixy}okv o' ovk ehai (43-44). This rather

pointless utterance seems to indicate that, while

Being exists as something permanent in thought,
not-Being is an appearance which exists only in

perception
—56^a. In opposition to this static view,

Heraclitus urges that Becoming is the highest
principle, and points out that, since all things
change—wdi'Ta pei

—there is no principle of perma-
nence to be found (see 90-91). Plato s speculative
philosophy tends to reconcile the opposed views of

Parmenides, who taught him to seelc the unchang-
ing as the real, and Heraclitus, from whom he
learned that substance could not be found in ever-

changing phenomena. Plato's own conception of

Being reposes in his theory of Ideas, which latter

represent realities in the midst of changing pheno-
mena. The Idea, or Concept, not only includes
various things under it, but exercises a certain

ontological function among them, giving them of
its own reality. On the practical side, the Idea is

the perfect type, of which the individual thing is

an inferior imitation. Tliis plastic conception of
Ideas leads Plato to ascribe objective reality to
them. The ground of this profound view seems to
be found in the principle of permanence. The Idea

possesses Being because it is permanent, while the
individual thing is unreal because it constantly
changes. In the myth of the Phcednis (247), the
Idea is looked upon as the '

colourless, formless,
and intangible essence,' which becomes visible to
the mind as the latter rises to the celestial regions.
In the Parmenides dialogue, the unity and per-
manence of the objective Idea are pointed out. In
contrast to Plato, Aristotle emphasizes the dynamic
phase of reality, and develops a view which, with

appropriate intellectualistic qualifications, is ener-

gistic. In the Aristotelian metaphysics, the prin-
ciple of Form takes the place of the Platonic Idea.
This Form is contrasted with Matter, and both are

regarded as causes, in addition to which are two
others—Efficient and Final. These four principles
constitute the foundation of Aristotle's notion of

Being (Met. i. 3). Aristotle thus inclines towards
a causal conception of Being, where Plato had
introduced a substantial one. In general, the
results of Greek philosophy were idealistic and
static ; they inculcated a spirit which was plastic
and formal.
While Christianity, which had its root in practical

Semitic traditions, had no systematic philosophy to

offer, it furnished subsequent speculation with ideas
of the soul, the world-whole, and God. At the
same time, there resulted a new metaphysics which
was marked by the methods of inwardness and
transcendentalism. With Plotinus, the classic con-

ception of Reality was superseded by
' that nature

which is beyond Being
'

(Enneads, xiv.). And that
which is idtra esse is also ultra percipi, so that it is

known only by means of ecstatic contemplation.
Augustine is less mystical in his deduction of
sensus interior, for it is in a more psychological
manner that he seeks to prove the existence of the
self. His method, which a thousand years later
was made famous by Descartes, is the sceptical
one, in accordance with which the dubito implies a
cogito (Beata Vita, § 7 ; Sold. ii. § 1

; de Trin. x.

§ 14). According to the same method, the Being
of God is deduced (Confess, x. 40). In Scholastic

philosophy, the doctrine of Being connects itself
with the idea of God and the nature of the Catholic
Church. Anselm, following Augastine, endeavours

to deduce the Being of God from the idea which we
have of Him : for the Being of God which is both
in intellectu et in re is more perfect as an idea than
that which is in intellectu solo (Proslog. ii. ). There
is a second way in which the idealism of Plato was
united in Scholastic fashion with the Christian

religion ; that is, in the opposition between Nomi-
nalism and Realism, which led to the conflicting
metaphysical mottoes ' universalia sunt nomina,'
' universalia sunt realia.' The result-.ng conception
of Being was something more than the plastic one
of Plato ; it was both internal and universal. For
modern thinking, the way was still further pre-
pared bv the conflict over the supremacy of in-

tellect (Thomas Aquinas) and will (Duns Scotus).
Intellectualistic Thomism re-appeared in Cud-
worth's Intellectual System and Clarke's Demon-
stration of the Being and Attributes of God. The
voluntarism of Scotus (

'

Quaestiones in secundum
libruni sententiarum,' Distinc. xlii. [Op. xiii. p.
443]) was unconsciously imitated by Kant and
Schopenhauer, and by them related to the modern
psychology of the will.

Alodernism (which is not quite independent of a
medisevalism which, in the instance of Cassiodorus,
used the term modernus in the 6th cent.) witnessed
a continuation of Christian views of Being in
Descartes's scepticism. Like Augustine, Descartes
connects cogito with dubito, and to the cogito adds
ergo sum. Doubting is thinking, and thinking is

existing. In this fashion, the Cartesian '

Cogito,
ergo sum' (Medit. ii.) evinces the inness of the
Christian conception of Being, while his Anselmic
ontology rehabilitates the ideal of transcendence.

Descartes, whose psychology lacks sufficient con-

tent, states the modem problem of Being, and
prepares the way for Spinoza, whose mediaeval fore-

runner was Averroes. Spinoza revises Descartes's
view of mind and matter by regarding them, not
as res cogitans and res extensa, but as the attributes—

cogitatio and extensio—of the one substance.
The result of his teaching is a rationalistic monism
which identifies Being with Nature, and sets up a

parallelism between mind and body. Leibniz, who
makes possible the transition to Kant, takes a

pluralistic view of Being, and regards the world as
made up of an indefinite number of monads, which
still admit of unity in tlie world-whole, since they,
being reflexions of the same world, represent
reality in different grades of perception (Mona-
dology, § 14) and participate in the one world-plan
by means of '

pre-established harmony
'

(New
System, 1695).
From dogmatism, Kant led modem metaphysics

into criticism. Not only does he oppose his
modern forerunners, but he defies the whole Indo-
Germanic tendency which in Vedanta, Platonism,
and Spinozi-sm had united Being with Thinking.
In a certain sense, it was a sort of Semitism which
led Kant to affirm the supremacy of practical
reason, and to put ethics in the place of logic.
Kant creates a dualism between Reason and
Reality, between Thinking and Being, and thus
declares that we cannot know things-in-themselves.
First in order, in the Critique of Pure Reason,
which leads to this conception, is the idealization
of Time and Space ('Trans. ^Esthetic '), both of

which Kant regards, not as objective things, but
as purely subjective and yet permanent forms of

sense. Kant's motive for making Space and Time
intuitive does not appear in the '

^Esthetic,' but is

confessed later on in the discussion of the ' Anti-
nomies of Cosmology.' Here, in commenting
upon the inevitable contradictions of reason, in

connexion with which one may ^\-ith equal cogency
argue for the finitude or the infinitude of the world
in time and space, Kant points out that these forms
of sense are purely subjective, so that our attempt
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to find the beginning of the world in time and its

limits in space is a regressus of representations,
but not

ontolo^ical progress (Kritik, pp. 505-507).
Therefore, God as tne creator of the world, the
soul as eternal, the world as a whole—can never
be known by the human mind. The categories of

Quantity and Quality, Causality and Substance
are deduced transcendentally from the under-

standing itself (ib. p. 77 tf. ), but the application of

these is determined by the conditions of a possible
experience (ib. p. 115), and thus relates to the
world of phenomena, not to that of noumena (ib.

p. 236). Mathematics and physics are made
possible by a transcendental method which forbids
nil metaphysical and theological reasoning.
Kant's constructive theory of Being appears in the

Critique of Practical Reason and the Metaphysic
of Morals, where he seeks to show how God, Free-

dom, and Immortality, which are not premisses of

the speculative understanding, are still involved as
'

postulates
'

of practical reason.
Romantic philosophy in Germany accepted

Kant's transcendental method of deducing know-
ledge from the understanding itself, but did not
find it necessary to adopt the restrictive results

of his investigation. Fichte found Being to con-

sist in the self-positing
'

Ich, whose fate it is

to oppose itself to the nicht-Ich for the sake
of achieving moral destiny

'

( Wissenschaftslehre).

Schelling's notion of Being recalls the monism of

Spinoza ; yet, when Schelling seeks in his Identi-

tdtsphilosophie to reconcile Being and Thinking
as opposites, he employs an cesthetical method.

Hegel accomplishes this same reconciliation by
means of the logical evolution of Being, through
stages of Sein, Dasein, Fiirsichsein, which corre-

spond to the familiar metaphysical divisions of

Ontology, Cosmology, and Psychology. Realistic

philosophy in Germany found expression, first of

all, in Herbart, who notes Kant's distinction

between phenomena and noumena, and yet believes
that appearance is a sure indication of reality

—
Wie vicl Schein so viel Hindcutung auf Sein

(Allgemeine Met. § 307). With this assumption of

modem Realism before him, Herbart constructs a
static pluralism which seems to unite Parmenides
with Leibniz ; at the same time, and, after the
manner of Aquinas and Descartes, he elaborates
an intellectualistic view of the soul as the function
of representation. Schopenhauer accepts Kant's
doctrine of Time, Space, and Causality, and
relates these to the ' world as idea

'

( Vorstellung).
Reality is found in the will, which is the true

thing-in-itself, known immediately to the mind
(Welt als Wille und Vorstellung, % 1). To be is

thus to will, and the various kinds of Being—
mineral, vegetable, animal, human—are so many
grades of objectification of the Avill-to-live (ib.

§§21, 23). As another realist, Lotze heeds Kant's

warning against the empty thing-in-itself and
seeks Being in connexion with its qualities. The
origin of Being he puts down as unknowable (Met.
5), and turns away from the idea of 'pure Being'
as something fictitious (ib. §§ 8, 9). Lotze follows
Herbart in making Being consist of relation, and
formulates the expression,

' A thing is the realized

individual law of its behaviour' (ib. § 36).

3. The philosophy of Being.—Tiie history thus

presents some general principles, and inuicates

certain points by way of thought and terminology
which speculation may fitly use. In contrast with
the ancient setting of the problem, which consisted

in a conflict between Being and not-Being, modem
metaphysics involves the more decisive antithesis

between the real and the phenomenal, between

thing and appearance. The modern conception is

further enriched by a psychological content which
enables the thinker to re-cast formal distinctions

concerning Being in general upon the basis of
consciousness.
From the standpoint of methodology, two con-

siderations seem to guide all metaphysical specula-
tions : on the one side, thought is based upon the
principle of Suhstanre, on the other it is swayed by
that of Causality. Behind this distinction between
the substantial and the causal categories lies the
difference between the laws of the mind—prin-
cipium identitatis, principium rationis sufficientis.
The Principle of Identity, which asserts that

everything is what it is, persuades speculation to

premise an immutable Being which ever maintains
its identity in the midst of change. In another

way, the Principle of Sufficient Reason, which
affirms that everything that happens lia.s a cause,
makes possible a second method of speculation
which is as anxious to account for change as the
first one was to elucidate Being. As a result,

philosojjhy has witnessed the development of a
.Hatic conception of Being, Avhich, with Parmenides,
Plato, and Spinoza, has exalted Substance to the

highest station. Parallel to this, a dynamic
conception of the problem led to a more active
formulation of the world-course, and, with
Heraclitus, Aristotle, and Leibniz, it tended to
raise Causality to a similar eminence. In keeping
with, this broad and far-reaching distinction,
modem philosophy has re-cast this difference
between the substantial and the causal so that it

assumes the contrast of intellect and will. The
static Principle of Identity led metaphysics to

postulate a Substance as the true expression of

Being, and it was urged accordingly that a thing
cannot joo5sess qualities unless it exist as something
superior to them ; while the dynamic principle felt

itself confronted by a series of changes for which
a Sufficient Cause must be furnished. Substantial

intellectualism, as defended by A^r^uinas, Descartes,
Herbart, and Lotze, sought to show how a thing
must exist before it can act ; while, in opposition
to this dogmatic view, the causal voluntarism of

Scotus, Kant, Schopenhauer, and Wundt found
the Being of things to consist in the active

principle Avhich ruled their several states of

change. Where the substantial view prevailed,
it was ' No causality without substance

'

;
the

causalist retorted,
' Keine Suhstanticditdt ohne

Causnlitdt' (Wundt, Syst. d. Philos. p. 312). Of
these two schools, the static, substantial, in-

tellectual one is the more orthodox ; the dynamic,
causal, voluntaristic one is more advanced and
critical. The perpetual conflict between the two

may be seen in Aristotle's criticism of Plato ;

Scotus's opposition to Aquinas ; and Kant's cri-

tique of Leibniz's dogmatism. On the purely
formal side only two views of Being would thus
seem possible.
On behalf of the substantial viciv, it is pointed

out that Being has a certain affinity for Substance,
and is equally inclined towards the idea of

permanence. For this reason tiie advocate of the
substantial view has not found it necessary to

defend a notion which consisted in the mere asser-

tion of what seemed obvious. If anything is, it must
be substantial, and that which is in a state of

constant change cannot be real. The inherent
weakness of this view of Being became manifest
when the metaphysics of substantialism endea-
voured to relate the world of concepts to the world
of percepts. Plato's all-sufficient idealism is at

variance with the notion of creation developed in

the Tinueus. Mediievalism, with its idea of Being
as essentia, could hardly advance beyond a negative
view of reality. Spinoza regards Substance as
self-conceived and self-dependent, but cannot

justify the attributes which, with the modifica-

tions, represent the actual world of minds and
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bodies. Kant, who saw the emptiness of the thing
as Substance, placed reality beyond the realm of

knowledge. The substantial view has the weak-
ness that its

'

Being
'

never reveals its own pro-

perties, and is incapable of explaining the existence

of things in human experience. On the psycho-
logical side, the substantial view looks upon the
mind as something intellectual. Since the path to

the mind was originally through cogito, as with

Augustine and Descartes, it was to bo expected
that the soul should be looked upon as something
intellectual—res cogitans. Moreover, conscious-

ness seems ever to have a cognitive form, while

mentality itself seems hardly sej)arable from

thought. With regard to the conscious content,
the richness and manifoldness of the cognitive

process seem calculated to express the range of

mentality, wiiile there appears to be no recess of

the mincl which is not accessible to self-conscious

thinking. This Cartesian conlidence has led

philosophy to believe that every act of mind is an

operation of thought. Where, as a second process,

feeling enters in, its determining feature, as Herhart

jiointed out, is something which by Avay of arrest

happens to the idea ; so that feeling is a conscious-

ness, or a cognition, of our mental state. In the
same way, volition is explained away as a cogitatio
volitionis (Descartes), while the whole mind is

surveyed in the light of the supremacy or suffi-

ciency of the intellect.

The causal view of Being is critical where the
substantial one is constructive and dogmatic.
Accordingly, it is claimed that the mere e.xistence

of Being explains nothing, inasmuch as it does
not account for action which takes place in the
world. Where the Law of Identity seems to

satisfy the mind that a thing is what it is, as
' Gold is gold,' the Law of Suflicient Keason must
further enter in to show how a thing relates to its

own qualities, as gold and its colour, its fusibility,
its solubility, its value, etc. Hence, in Logic, it is

said,
' Gold is yellow in the light, fusible in the

lire, soluble in aqua reqia, valuable in the market,'
etc. The Principle oi Causality is as efficient in

relating a thing to its qualities as the notion of

Substance is in adjusting it to itself, and meta-

physics since Kant has tried to find not so much
the thing-in-itself as the thing in its qualities.
Iron does not exist apart from hardness, ductility,
and other metallic properties ; colour is nothing in

independence of qualities, from red to violet ;

mind does not exist except as thinking, feeling,

willing. That which unites these several states

in so many distinct groups is the Thing, and in the
inviolable connexion among metallic, chromatic,
and conscious states is found the Being of metal,
of colour, of mind. The causal view of Being
relates a thing immanently to its qualities and
not transcendentally to its self, and tlius it is in a

position to explain the manifest fact of change
which to substantialism is a paradox. Since

Being does not consist in one substance which can
never abandon its ontological place, but is the
causal principle Mhich relates the various states of

Being to one another, it is conceivable that, with-
in the circle of its own qualities, a thing may
change from one state to anotiier, just as colour

may be red or blue, consciousness may be thought
or volition, man may be child or adult. In tliis

spirit Lotze, who departs from the substantial
view without accepting the causal one, declares
that it is the Tiling that changes, not its qualities
{Met. §§ 21, 24). The causal view, which pays
attention to a thing's qualities and its changing
states, hopes to find the real as the result of

causality.
On the psychological side, the causal view of

Being is furthered by voluntarism. This school

involves a larger view of mind than that of self-

conscious thought, just as it extends its borders

beyond the human to the animal mind. The
origin of mind seems more intelligible when inter-

preted voluntaristically, for life begins in action
rather than in thought (cf. Paulsen, Introd. to

Philos. bk. i. cli. i. ) Further, the goal of life appears
to be set by practical interests rather than by specu-
lative ideals, and life is realized in action rather
than in tliouglit. Like Piclite, Faust describes the
root of life in the will, and begins his translation of
St. John by saying,

' Jin Avfnng ivar die That.' In
addition to these popular considerations, voluntar-
ism is entitled to some ontological respect when it

is observed how simi)le and self-evident volition

really is. Schopenhauer, who has advanced this
view most vigorously, affirmed, 'The will is

groundless' [Welt als IVille nnd Vorstellung, § 20),
for Avhich reason he reduced all reality to it. In
this way, the simi)licity of the will seems to

satisfy the philosophical demand for unity as the
essence of reality and mentality. On the psj-cho-

logical side, Hofiding has declared,
' As Eros was

made one of the oldest and at the same time one
of the youngest of the gods (as also the child of

poverty and wealth), so the will may, according to
tiie point of view, be represented as the most
primitive or as the most complex and derivative of

mental products' (Psych, cli. vii. § 1). Such con-
siderations seem tio indicate that the wUl, while
not so characteristic as cognition, is possessed of

as much ontological significance. The substantial
view is a survival of an antiquity Avhich reposed
in the ideas of the plastic and intellectual ; causal
voluntarism is the typical modern view of those
who are Kantians rather than Platonists. The
causal view has the advantage of explaining the
world of phenomena as seen in modern science, just
as it is in harmony with the modern life-ideal of

energism.
A more restricted view of Being is discussed in

connexion with monism and dualism (qq.v.). These
theories are one remove from the central problem
of the real, for they concern themselves with the
idea of Being in its forms of the mental and
material ; nevertheless, modern philosophj' has
laid upon them a certain amount of metaphysical
responsibility. In the larger sense, classic specula-
tion was monistic, while Christianity, with its

distinction between the natural and the spiritual,

emphasized dualism. But in connexion with

philosophy, the issue was not raised until the
tiawn of modernism, when Descartes separated
mens from corpus, and distinguished res cogitans
from res extensa. At a later date, Wolit" dis-

tinguished 'monist' from 'dualist,' although at

an earlier period Thomas Hyde had emploj-ed
' dualism '

to describe the religion of Zoroaster.
Tiiese two theories do not attempt to solve the

j)roblem of Being, but confii.e their attention to

the relation existing between its two phases, mind
and matter. Of tlie two, dualism has the advan-

tage on the side of statement, when it declares
that we are confronted by a twofold series of

things, between which there is a causal connexion.

But, from the standpoint of solution, monism
seems to be in the ascendancy, inasmuch as it is

better calculated to avoid certain metaphysical
pitfalls. The devices of dualism appear at once
when Descartes, unable to justify the causal

connexion between mind and matter, attributes

the interaction to the intervention of the Deity.
This precipitated Occasionalism, which looked

upon the motive which arouses bodily motion, as

well as on the stimulus which produces sensation,
as occasional, but not efficient, causes of the

interaction. Man is innocent of it, as we know
from the lack of causal consciousness, argues
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Geulincx ; for, just as Descartes had evinced

Being by his Cogito, ergo stun, so the want of

causal efficiency appears in a Nescio, ergo non
facio (K. Fischer, Descartes and his School, tr.

Gordy, p. 532 note). Malebranche accounted for

the connexion between stimulus and sensation by
declaring,

' Nous voyons toutes choses en Dieu '

(BeehercJies de la v6rit6, p. 378). Leibniz sought
to explain apparent interaction by means of a

pre-established harmony, in accordance with
which the phases of mind and body corresponded,
like the dials of two mutually adjusted, but dis-

connected, clocks [Neiu System, 1695)—an analogy
which Geulincx before him had employed [Ethica,

p. 124 note). That which stands in the way of

dualistic interaction between the mental and cor-

poreal phases of Being is, first, causality which,
as a category, seems to be limited to the physical
world. At the same time, the scepticism of Hume,
the criticism of Kant, and the realism of Lotze
tend to make all interaction between things im-

possible, just as they leave the way open to a view
of causa immanens, as a result of which all things,
material and mental alike, interact by virtue of

their participation in the one real Being who is the
World-Ground. A second difficulty appears in

the form of the conservation of energy which, as

a physical theory, can suffer no addition to or

subtraction from the given amount of energy in

nature. Certain curious devices to surmount this

difficulty are summed up by Naville (La Libert^ et

le determinisme, 1890).

Monism, which advances a theory of psycho-
physical parallelism between the mental and
material phases of Being, tends to do away with
the sharp difference between mind and body.
Spinoza, who founded monism, makes interaction

unnecessary by assuming,
' ordo et connexio rerum

idem est atque ordo et connexio idearum '

{Ethica,
lib. ii. prop. vii.). The whole problem, which

lapsed for a century between Leibniz and the new
psychology, is taken up in a Spinozistic fashion by
Holicling, who declares that ' both the parallelism
and the proportionality between the activity of

consciousness and cerebral activity point to an

identity at bottom. The difference which remains
in spite of points of agreement compels us to

suppose that one and the same principle has found

expression in a double form '

(Psych, ii. 8). But the
monist of to-day, who hesitates to characterize

this tertiary principle which embraces mind and

body, lapses from the pantheism of Spinoza into

an agnosticism of his own. The statement of

monism is unsatisfactory in still other ways. On
the logical side, the Law of Identity prevents our

saying
' Mens est corpus,' and it is towards such

an identification that the monist constantly tends.

Secondly, monism is confronted by an empirical
challenge, when it seeks to treat mind and body
as though they were not dissimilar. Both monism
and dualism are shortsighted in regarding mind
and body as though they were parallel phases of

Being which meet upon the same plane ; a more

satisfactory view escapes the dilemmas of the

problem by relegating the body to a place lower
than the ontological position of the mind, as is

done by Hegel and Schopenhauer.
The result of this survey of Being as an on-

tological problem has been to show how a static,

substantial, and monistic conception of Being was
elaborated by the intellectualism of antiquity ;

while a dynamic, causal, and dualistic notion was
the procluct of voluntaristic modernity. In

general, it appears that Being, which does not

consist of any particular thing, is best understood

in connexion with the idea of order, which with

the anf^ients was k6<t/jlos, with moderns natura.

To be thus means to have position in the one world-

order, so that a thing receives reality, not by
partaking of a certain imaginary world-stuff, but

by participating in the world-order. A critical

doctrine of Being will not find it necessary to
assume a negative attitude towards plienomena
which were prized by the ancients because of their
aesthetic fitness, by moderns on account of their
scientific significance. At the same time, it is un-
wise to repose all faith in noumena, as tliough the
world were one of mere things and contained no
persons. In the totality of the world of Being,
phenomena, noumena, and pneumata have tlieir

place, and a theory of reality is compelled to

examine the phenomena of inner as well as of

outer experience. A total view of Being thus
includes humanity and nature, just as it is made
up of the world of persons and the world of

things.
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BEL.—See Baal,

BELIAL, BELIAR,—These two names, as
will be sho^^^l below, are but different forms of

the same word. Belial is the older ; Beliar is a
modification of it,

I. Belial, — In the AV Belial was usually
rendered as a proper name, as, e.g., 'daughter of

Belial' (1 S P"^) ; but RV usually translates such

phrases as though Belial were an adjective. Thus
'

daughter of Belial
' becomes in BVm ' wicked

woman.'
Belial occurs in the earliest strata of the narra-

tives of Judges and Samuel, in writing that is

coeval with the J document, if not a part of it.

From this time on, the word is used in prose
narratives and late poetry as a genitive descriptive
of certain classes of people. Thus we find

' man
(or men) of Belial' (1 S 25=5 30=2, 2 S 16' 20^, I'r

612); .gon (or sons) of Belial' (Dt IS^^, Jg lO^a

2013, 1 s 012 1027 25", 2 S 236, 1 K 2V'>- ^^, 2 Ch 13') ;

'daughter of Belial' (1 S P^) ; 'person of Belial'

(Pr6'2); 'witness of Belial' (Pr 192**); 'counsellor

of Belial' (Nab 1" [AV,
' a wicked counsellor']);

'

thing of Belial
'

(Dt 15« [KV ' base thought '], Ps
4P(8) [RV 'an evil disease'] lOP [RV, 'base

thing']). In but two instances in the OT is it

used differently: in Ps 19,^-^ {*-^) (=2 S 22«) the

'wadysof Belial' (W^'^ '"^n:) are made synonymous
with the ' cords of death,'

' cords of Sheol,' and
' snares of death,' as though Belial, like Sheol, were
a proper name for the under world. Again, in Nah
2' (1'5) Belial is used as a name for a great evil

power. RV translates it here ' the wicked one.'

There are, then, three uses of the word in the

OT : (I) as a genitive, designating a worthless,

wicked, or disagreeable person or tiling ; (2) the

under world ; and (3) a great wicked power.* Of
these uses, the first is by far the most common,
there being but one example eacli of the second

and third.

The etymologrj' of Belial has long puzzled inten>reter8. It

is explained in the Talmud (Sanhedrin, 1116) as from '73

(=' without') and Siy (
= '

yoke '>—an explanation which Rashi

echoes (see Rashi on Dt IS'-*). Cheyne (loc. cit.) regards it as

from n?j;' '"jn (
= 'one may not ascend'). He compares the

Babylonian malu la tarat, the 'land without return,' and be-

lieves the word to designate
' the depth which lots no man

return,' and so 'the watery abyss.' These two are not quite

synonymous in Semitic thought. The 'land without return'

•
Cheyne, Expositor, 1895, 435-439, held the three uses to mean :

(1)
' subterranean waters '

; (2)
'

hopele.s8 ruin
'

;
and (3)

' worth-

less scoundrel
'

;
butthis classiQcation does not seem so accurate.
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would suit the meaning in Pa 185 (
= 2 S 225) only. Garvie

(Hastings' DB, s.v.) thinks hz may be for hv^, and Sy philo-

logically changed from ny, the whole meaning 'lord of the

forest
'—an etymology which, so far as the present writer can see,

has nothing to commend it. Hommel (ExpT viii. 472) regards
it as a transliteration of the Babylonian Belili, with which

Cheyne had previously compared it—a deity worshipped in

early times who afterwards made a journey to the lower world

(of. Jastrow, Rel. of Bab. and Ass. pp. 417, 575, 588, 589, and

593). Baudissin (EzpT ix. 40 £E.) and Oxford Ileb. Lexicon

(p. 116a) hold to the etymology hn' '*?! = ' without worth.' 7V'

is a good Hebrew root used only in the Hiph. in the sense of

'avail' 'profit.' This etymology suits the great majority of OT
passages. Baudissin regards the meaning

' wickedness
'

as late.

Moore remarks ('Judges' [192-] in Inter. Crit. Com.) that the

etymology is dubious.

This must be said of the comparison of Belial

with Belili : Belial is clearly a designation of Sheol
in Ps IS', while at the end of the Babylonian
poem called ' Ishtar's Descent,' Belili is a sister of

Tammuz, whose lover Islitar rescued him from the

under world. If Ps 18 contains an early sub-

stratum, or if we may look to poetry, even when
late, to preserve archaic usage, we might regard
Belial as originally a name for Sheol. Since the

shades were unsubstantial beings, Belial as a

qualitative genitive might easily come to signify
'worthless,' 'disagreeable,' then 'wicked.' Its

application to the arch-enemy in Nahum would
also be natural. Briggs (' Psalms,' in ICC. i. 142,

152) regards 'worthless' as the original meaning,
and the application to Sheol as the derived .signifi-

cance. Its real origin is, however, still obscure.

2. Beliar.—Beliar is a later form of Belial, the

final liquid I having been changed into its kindred

liquid 7- in accordance with a phonetic law common
to many languages. The earliest occurrence of

this form of the name is in the Sibylline Oracles,
ii. 167 and iii. 63 and 12.* In the former of these

passages Beliar is the great evil power of the

world, or Antichrist ; in the latter, he is represented
as an emissary proceeding from Rome. In the

Ascension of Isaiah, Beliar f is mentioned in the

following passages : I*-
» 2^ 3"- " 42-

^- >6- is 51-
•»•

is.

He is invariably regarded as the Antichrist, or

great king of this world who has ruled it since it

came into being. In this character he practically
takes the place of Satan ; king ISIanasseh is, for

example, said (2'*) to have ' turned in his heart

to serve Beliar.' In the Testament of tlie Tivelve

Patriarchs considerable light is shed on the con-

ceptions of Beliar then current. He is the source

of impurity ; he sends evil spirits against men ;

but he cannot overcome a chaste man (lleuben, 2,

4, and 6). His works are to God's law as darkness
to light, but the Messiah will bind him (Levi, 18

and 19). He is the source of lying, but he flees

from the man who avoids wrath and lies, and the

Messiah will wrest from him his captives (Daniel, 5).

The conception of Beliar in this apocryphal
literature is identical with that of 2 Co 6'^, wiiere,

according to the best attested reading, Paul asks :

' AVhat concord hath Christ with Beliar?'—Beliar

being evidently equivalent to Satan, or Antichrist.

The character of Beliar as Antichrist is a natural

outgrowth of the personification of Belial in Nah
li» (21).

Literature.—jExpT" viii. (1897) 423,472, ix. 40 £f.; Bousset,
Antichrist Legend, 1895, pp. 26, 171, 172; Charles, Ascension
of Isaiah, 1900, p. 7; Kautzscb, Apokryphen, 1900, ii. 401

;

Garvie, in Hastings' DB i. 268 f . ; Cheyne, EBi, col. 525-527
;

Kohler, JE ii. 658. GeORGK A. BARTON.

BELIEF.— I. Definition.— '

Belief
'

is the mental
state of assurance or conviction, the attitude of a
mind towards its own experiences in which it

accepts and endorses them as referring to reality,
as having real significance or value. In taking

* The variant Bellas arose from the naturalizing of the word
as a Greek noun.

t The Ethiopic form, Berial, is a corruption.

over the term from popular terminology, P.sycho-

logy has had to encounter the ditliculties usually
involved in such transference. The vagueness and

consequent amltiguity of a term as popularly
employed tend to cling to it when it passes into

the hands of the scientist, and it is only after

considerable controversy that its connotation
settles down into the definite and stable form

necessary for scientific purposes. This has been
the ca.se with the term '

belief.' By certain

writers, e.g. Sir W. Hamilton, 'belief has been

employed to denote a state of mind specifically

differing from that to which the name '

knowledge
'

is given, namely, that state in which we accept as

true a propo.sition for whidi rational grounds are
not forthcoming. According to Hamilton, we
believe first principles or axioms, we know what-
ever is

logically
deduced from such. James Mill,

on the other hand, assigns the name to every
species of assurance and conviction, the assurance
of what is before our eyes as of that which we
only remember or expect ; of what we know by
direct perception, as well as of what we accept on
the evidence of testimony or of reasoning. To
this Bain and others have objected that, in the
case of a present reality, belief has no place ; it

can be introduced only by a fiction or figure. The
believing state relates to representative not to

presentative experiences. The judgment
'
I see

the sun '

is full fruition, the judgment
'

I can see

the sun by going out of doors' atlbrds scope for

belief or disbelief. All these diflering views could

no doubt be supported and illustrated by reference

to popular usage. But, as J. S. Mill properly

pointed out, the strife between philosopners
'

is

not likely to terminate until they perceive that

the real question is, not what the distinction is,

but what it shall be ; what one among several

differences already known and recognized the word
shall be employed to denote

'

(Examination of Sir

William Hamilton's Philosophy, 1872, p. 78 n.).

The contribution of Brentano has assisted materi-

ally
towards this desired end. By his analysis of

juagment [Urtheil) he has been
largely

instru-

mental in giving to the concept of belief definite-

ness and fixity of meaning—logical connotation in

short. 'Judgment,' as regarded by Brentano

(Psychologic, p. 26611'.), is the attitude of mind
assumed towards suggested fact, either by affirma-

tion or denial. It is to be distinguished from the

mere thinking of, the simple awareness of, tlie

suggestion ; inasmuch as in the act of judgment
there goes with the presented suggestion acceptance
or rejection on the part of the subject. Stout
calls this state 'the Yes-No consciousness,' and

proposes to use the two terms 'judgment' and
'belief as equivalent. There are methodological

objections to this, but the suggestion is neverthe-

less significant. It is more accurate to say, as

Baldwin does, that belief is the subjective side of

judgment. This statement represents what may
be called the prevalent view among present-day

psychologists. In the act of belief, then, the

individual conscious subject orientates himself

towards reality in one of two ways. Either lie

accepts the suggestion as applying to, as qualify-

ing, reality ; or he refuses it, puts it away from

him. This latter aspect of the act it is customary
to call 'disbelief.' But, as is now generally re-

cognized, disbelief is a kind of belief whicli, with

reterence to the particular suggestion, takes a

negative form. It, as much as the affirmative

form, entails a given attitude on the part of the

subject towards the real. The opposite of belief

is not disbelief but doubt.

(1) Psychological character.—V>'\\en we directly

inspect or introspect this state of consciousness,

we find that it possesses a character akin to that
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of an emotional experience. There is a
pleasurable

sense or feeling of repose, of inward stability,
such as comes from the resolution of difficulties,

the demolition of obstacles, the harmonizing of

conflicting elements. Bagehot has called belief

the emotion of conviction. From this point of

view, belief may be regarded as a primary
psychical experience, a state which cannot be
reduced to factors more fundamental than itself.

It is contributed to and determined by various

p.sychical factors, but in itself it is distinctive,

unique, and unmistakable. It is easily distinguish-
able from doubt, whicli, in itself and apart from

supporting beliefs, is a disagreeable experience,

involving a sense of suspense and strain, of in-

stability
and bafflement—a state which the subject

normally strives to transcend.

(2) Belief and the feeling of reality.
—Belief

ought to be, but is not always, distinguished from
another modification of consciousness, namely, the

feeling of reality, or '

reality feeling,' as it is termed

by Baldwin, to whom the distinction is due. This is

also a primitive and unanalyzable mode of conscious

experience. It accompanies simple sense-presenta-
tions—a colour, a tone, a smell, etc. ; these are

'just there,' coming to us with a vividness and

indubitabUity which put all considerations of

accepting or rejecting out of the question. There
is no thought of competing or conflicting alter-

natives ; each experience exists, so to speak,
absolutely in its own moment and in its own right.
To give this state the name of primitive credulity,
as Bain does, is to identify diflerent experiences.
The 'reality feeling' state, no doubt, furnishes

the stufl' out of which judgments are formed, but
as such it has not arrived at that stage. Judgment
involves selection, the deflnite choice of ' this

'

from ' other
'

irrelevant or conflicting so-called

facts ; and belief, in this regard as the subjective
side of judgment, may be called a state of resolved

doubt. Now, in the '

reality feeling
'

state doubt
cannot appear.

(3) Belief and appreliension.
—It is worth while

also to insist further on the distinction men-
tioned above between belief and the mere presence
of an idea or complex of ideas, or, as Brentano
would say, between '

judgment
' and '

apprehen-
sion.' The distinction is between thinking of

something and accepting that thought as apply-
ing to reality. It is possible to entertain an idea,
to give it for a time mental hospitality, without

coming to the point of definitely as-senting to it or

definitely refusing to a.«;sent to it. We may think,

e.g., of Macbeth or Bluebeard, without necessarily
invoh-ing ourselves, at the time of thinking, in the
affirmation or denial of the existence of these

]>ersonages. The non-scientific person may receive

statements as to the speed of light or the distance
of the moon from the earth, and feel no obligation
to pass a judgment on their truth or falsity. It is

no doubt true, as Stout has pointed out, tnat ' the
existence of an object means for us that ... it

forms a determination or qualification of reality in

general. Unless the thought of this reality, how-
ever vague it may be, is at the same time an affir-

mation of it, no sy)ecific thought of a specific object
is possible

'

{Analytic Psychology, i. 112). But this

remark affects the case only in the event of the

distinction between mere apprehension and belief

being dra-wn so that the latter falls out of cognitive
consciousness entirely. It is a relative distinction,

in the sense that both members of it must be

regarded as aspects of the cognitive act. But, as

Stout himself allows, it is ultimate from the jjoint

of view of analysis, and is a distinction well worthy
of being borne in mind.

(4) Belief and knoidedge.—It is customary to

distinguish 'belief from 'knowledge,' and some

philosophical writers, as we have seen, have drawn
a sharp line of demarcation between them. There
is, on epistemological grounds, undoubtedly
warrant for the distinction. But this must not
lead to the conclusion that knowledge is intrin-

sically different from belief when these two are
considered psychologically. From this point of
view we may ratlier say that knowledge is belief
at its highest power.

' To know '

is to have the completest assurance, to

recognize that which is
' known '

as definitely and
firmly fixed within a system of fact. We can

assign the ground for it, i.e., we can show how it

is related to and consists with the other elements
of the system. We hold it fast. The high degree
of assurance here leads to wrong distinctions as
in 'I do not believe, I know.' The correct, if

pedantic, statement in such a case would be,
'
I

know and therefore I believe.' 'Knowledge'
refers to the objective grounds on which the

subjective assurance (belief) rests. It is clear,

however, at the same time that the two states are
not conterminous. While it is impossible to refer

to a knowledge-state which is not also a belief-

state, it is, of course, manifest that not every case
of belief is a case of knowledge. Thus, truly
enough, knowledge is sometimes referred to as a

species of the genus belief. Beliefs are judged to

be either true or false. This in itself indicates

the wider denotation of the term as compared with
'

knowledge.' Here it may not be unprofitable to

remark that the passing of such judgments involves

reference to criteria which are beyond the pur\aew
of psychology. Beliefs, 'false' as well as 'true,'
are facts of mental experience, and from the psy-

chologist's point of view both are of equal interest

and worth. The question for him is not how they
come to be valued as true or false, but how they
come to be beliefs—this specia' kind of mental
existent. The justification or condemnation of a
belief is a logical or epistemological task. The

explanation of this belief is another matter.

Belief does not ine%ntably wait upon knowledge ;

it is not always ratification of a clear insight into

the truth of things. On the contrary, belief as a
rule is antecedent to knowledge ; proof

is an after-

thought. It is not, therefore, sulhcient to refer to

the rational grounds of a belief, in the attempt to

explain it ; the causes which bring it about, the

sources from which it derives its vitality, are to be

sought not merely in the region of the logical

understanding.
2. Factors in Belief.—(1) The cognitive factor.

—
Undoubtedly belief must be in relation to some
mode of cognitive consciousness : a sense-percept,
a memory-image, an idea or train or complex of

ideas. These furnish the immediate points of

reference for any belief. The question remains

as to how far they may be regarded as the effective

causes, the important and central determining
factors, in any given case of belief. To put it

otherwise, are we to consider the development of

belief to be governed by purely cognitive or in-

tellectual conditions?
James Mill, following Hume, may be taken as

an example of those who have a bias towards an
affirmative answer to this question. H. Spencer
and Bain (in the amended version of his view on this

subject) follow suit. Hume, who speaks (Inquiry

concerning Human Understanding, § v. pt. ii. 1)

of belief as a more vivid, lively, forcible, firm,

steady conception of an object than that which the

imagination alone is ever
likely

to attain, seeks to

show that the superiority of belief in these regards
arises from a customary conjunction of the object
with something present to the memory or sense.

James Mill devotes his elaborate and suggestive

chapter on
' Belief

'

in his .4 nalysis of the Phenomena
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of the Human Mind to the working out of Hume's
hint and to attempting to trace all forms of belief

to the 'grand comprehensive law of association.'

No instance can be adduced, he boldly says (op.
cit. p. 367), in which anything besides an indis-

soluble association can be shown in belief. Thus,
for example, the belief that we see extension and

figure as well as colour, is referred to the almost
invariable and constant conjunction of our visual,

tactile, and muscular sensations. So that, when
Ave have the sensation of colour, we cannot avoid

having the ideas of extension and figure along with
it. There is a certain inner incoherence in this

doctrine, as has, indeed, been pointed out by J. S.

Mill. The elder Mill, in introducing the illustra-

tions here quoted, states that in these cases it is

generally admitted that we receive no sensation
but that of modification of light. This at once

brings the doctrine of indissoluble association into

question, because we have here a case (one of

many) in which such an association does not lead
to belief. P'or, those who are interested in these

matters, and who follow in Mill's track, do not
believe that they see extension and figure, or they
declare that they entertain this belief only at

times when they are oft" their guard. There are
thus two conflicting attitudes possible with regard
to the same fact, and there clearly must be in at
least one of the two cases a determining factor
other than association. Association cannot be
made the key-word with regard to belief any more
than it can with regard to knowledge. It should,
nevertheless, be recognized here that the operation
of association has undoubtedly an influence on

many beliefs. It appears, however, that associa-

tion is effective not so much as a factor in setting
up the belief as in conserving and supporting it

once it is set up. This is hinted at by Hume (op.
cit. § V. pt. ii.). When H. Spencer tries to show
that association is the central principle, the
ultimate mental uniformity here, he is not success-

ful. It is true, as he says, that if certain states of

consciousness absolutely cohere in certain ways, Ave

are obliged to think them in those ways. But this

proves nothing ; it Avould be equally true and

equally unedifying to state that, if we are obliged
to think certain facts in certain Avays, then they
must absolutely cohere in consciousness in these

Avays. We cannot solve the problem of belief by
the mechanical formula 'indissoluble connexion.'
To complain, as J. S. Mill has done, that it leaves
no distinction betAveen the belief of the wise and
the belief of fools, is beside the mark, because it

introduces an epistemological point. But the

complaint indicates a point Avorthy of note in this

connexion, namely, that a belief rooted in and

supported by an association and widely lield may
be refused and contradicted by a few Avho have
*

thought more ' about the facts in question. And,
as more and more people are induced to think Avith

or after the pioneers, the new belief begins to over-

top the old and finally almost, if not altogether,
obscures it. The familiar case of the belief that
the sun moves round the earth illustrates this

point. To say that the new belief that the eartii

moves round the sun is due to a counter-association
is to play Avith words. It is due to the fact that
this relation has come to lie seen as a neces.sary
part of a Avhole sj-stem of ideas Avith reference to
the physical universe. And it is here that we come
upon the most important condition of belief so far
as cognitive factors are concerned. The perception
of a given element of experience as fitting into and
harmonizing with the rest of experience, in so far
as this has been thought by us, gives it an irre-

sistible claim upon our acceptance. The require-
ment of system, of ordered connexion, is the

profoundest need of the intellect, and according as

this need is met will belief be induced. Belief
determined on such grounds is equivalent to know-
ledge, and the further discussion of the conditions
here would lead us into the heart of the problems
of the theory of knoAvledge. See Epistemology.

(2) The emotioivxl factor.—It is manifest, how-
eA'er, that, as has already been pointed out, human
beliefs do not always rest upon such grounds. It
is not unusual to find belief determined by other
considerations than reference to systematic con-
nexion. It has been Avidely recognized that
emotional elements appear as factors in the incite-
ment and sustenance of beliefs. It lias been noted
that the state of belief has in itself a certain
emotional colouring. Thus Hume says that ' the
diflerence between fiction and belief lies in some
sentiment or feeling Avhich is annexed to the latter,
not to the former' (op. cit. § v. pt. ii.). But it is

not as an aspect of the resultant that feeling Ls

here to be considered, but rather as a determinant of
the process leading to that result. The prevailing
emotional disposition, the mood of an hour or of
an epoch in life, Avill materially influence the
beliefs of the individual. Such influences act

mediately. Religious fervour, social enthusiasm,
love, anger, e.g., predispose the subject to select
and to accept those ideas Avhich harmonize AviLh
and nourish the disposition or mood. In the most
general aspect of this consideration it is to be
noted that in the sanguine, youthful period of life,

Avhen vitality is high, belief as a rule flourishes
more abundantly than in the colder and more
discriminating period of advanced years. Again,
as James has i)ointed out, theories of a pessimistic
type, which tend to darken and chill the life of

feeling, are not readily or Avidely believed, even
though they may appear satisfactory to the under-

standing. They meet Avith an inarticulate, but
none the less stubborn, opposition in the region of
the emotions. They run counter to the average
mood of humanity. On the one hand, the harmony
of a particular belief Avith the emotional mood in-

tensifies and enriches the feeling with Avhich the
idea is suflused ; on the other hand, Avith the decay
of a particular mood, related beliefs suffer propor-
tionally. With the dwindling of religious enthu-
siasm, Avhen ' love groAvs cold,' belief in the objects
round Avhich these feelings cluster becomes more
feeble, a tendency to criticism, undreamt of in the
intenser emotional hours, makes its appearance, and
the beliefs readily disintegrate. Bain, in suggest-
ing that the saying of Jeremy Taylor,

' Believe and
you shall love,' should more fitly read, 'Love and
you shall believe,' has, at any rate, recognized the

efficiency of the emotional factor in belief. We
believe Avith the heart as Avell as Avith the head.
The search for truth itself is supported by its

emotional coefficient—love of truth—Avhich, as
has been Avittily said, is often utilized in order to

prove that that Avhich Ave love is true.

(3) The conative factor.
—In the volitional or

active aspect of conscious experience Ave find

an even more important determinant of belief.

This is not correctly separable from the foregoing.
The various factors Avill be found together, in

varying measure, in any act of belief ; but, for

purposes of clear exposition, the conative factor
can be treated as though it were separate. At
first sight volition seems to have little, if anything,
to do Avith belief. It has been widely recognize<l
since Hume that there Ls a certain coerciveness in

belief ; it
'

depends,' he saj's,
' not on the Avill, nor

can be commanded at pleasure
'

(op. cit. § v. pt. ii.).

The experience of being 'compelled to assent' to a

proposition is familiar to most people. It is certain

that belief cannot be commanded at pleasure, that
it cannot be brought forth by a simple fiat of will,

in that abstract sense of will. It is nevertheless
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true that will plays a leading r61e in the constitu-
tion of our belief. So impressed by this was Bain,
that in his main treatment of this phenomenon
(Emotions and WilP, p. 371 ff.) he maintains that
belief is a growth or development of tlie will—a
phase of our active nature. He does not rule out
the cognitive factor, he recognizes it in what he
terms the intellectual Association of our Experi-
ences ; nor does he deny the influence of feeling,
but he argues that these are subsidiary to the voli-

tional or conative factor, and maintains tliat belief is

most vitally related to activity or the will. He bases
this judgment principally u])on the fact that what
we believe we act upon. Action is the test of belief.

Thus, if a politician declares Free Trade to be good
and yet will not allow it to be acted on (there being
no extraneous barriers in the way), people say lie

does not believe his own assertion. To maintain
his thesis. Bain is sometimes driven to somewhat
extreme measures. He recognizes that there are
cases where the connexion between belief and
activity is not obvious, and alludes to them as
'

apparent exceptions
'

where, though not obviously,
the connexion still exists. ' Many men that will

never cross the Sahara desert believe what is told

of its surface, of its burning days and chilling

nights.' But the connexion with activity here is,

he holds, present, for their attitude may be ex-

pressed by .saying that, if they went to Africa, they
would do certain things in consequence of this

information. This, as has been suggested (Stout,

Analytic Psychology, ii. 257), is beside the mark ;

for where we believe without actual refei-ence to

practice, the mental attitude of believing must be

actually distinct from the practical attitude.
Bain does not show that action is a condition of

belief ; he only shows that action is an empirical
test of belief, and even so he weakens and em-
broils his position by unnecessarily limiting acti-

vity to forms of bodily movement. Granting all

that Bain puts forward, we have still to ask with
Brentano (Psychologic, p. 268) why it is that one
idea has an influence upon action and another has
not. In short, he shows that action depends upon
belief, and not that belief depends upon action.

Bain afterwards (op. cit.. Appendix, p. 100) briefly
recanted this view in favour of a more intellec-

tualistic treatment of belief on associationist lines.

In so far as his first position involved the doc-
trine that belief is wholly volitional in its nature,
the recantation was justified. At the same time
Bain's discussion did excellent service to the psy-
chology of this subject, in drawing attention to
a vital constituent of belief; and his contribution
from that point of view has permanent value. It

leads us close to the centre of the matter. A brief

inspection of the facts of the case brings us to per-
ceive that without beliefs of some kind man can-
not maintain himself in the universe at all, and
that the fullness of life and the fullness of belief

are in a direct ratio. This does not contradict the
truth that beliefs are shed as experience advances.

They are replaced by deeper and more comprehen-
sive beliefs. We discover certain needs, and in the
measure of our satisfaction of them is the measure
of our life. This satisfaction is obtained through
the establishment of some rapport between the sub-

ject and the objective world or worlds in which
it seeks to maintain itself. Tiiose tilings which
are found to satisfy the need, to fulfil desire, are

accepted and clung to. They are, in fact, believed

in. Without such b(;lief one would be endeavour-

ing to operate in a vacuum. This is vigorously
and rightly insisted upon by the Pragmatists.
The question of the organization within a sdieme
of values of these needs, vitally iinportant tiiough
it be, is not one which concerns us here. It may
be said in a parenthesis, however, that it is one to

which Pragmatists have not as yet in their meta-
physical and epistemological discussions devoted
sufficient attention. It is enough to point out in
this place that there are needs of various kinds—
physical, logical, aesthetic, and religious—and that
in the experience of finding satisfaction for them
we find belief. The belief emerges at that point
where the desire which is the expression of the
need finds the means of its adequate fulfilment.
This applies, e.g., in the sphere of science, where
we seek for a continuous and coherent system of

objective fact, as in the sphere of religion, where
we seek for an adequate support for our moral
and spiritual needs (cf. Koyce, Religious Aspect of
Philosophy, p. 330 f.). We orientate ourselves in
this direction or in that, according to the pressure
of the need, by means of the power of attention

(q.v.), which involves selection, self-determination.
In brief, and in a somewhat misunderstood phrase,
we ' will to believe.' This, of course, does not in-

volve unchartered freedom or the introduction of
sheer caprice. Our needs are not created by whims.
They are the expressions of a nature striving to
realize itself, andwe but recognize their appearance.
It is true that they may be regarded as the needs of
a particular subject, and that the ends which they
adumbrate are posited by that subject. But that
does not necessarily involve us in indeterminism.
Here, however, we are breaking ground upon the

problem of Freedom. Keeping to our proper
theme, we have further to observe that, though
the end is posited by the subject and without

prejudice to what is thereby implied, there is a
certain objective limitation in the media through
which it is to be realized. The nature of the

process by which the end is attained is, so to speak,
fixed independently of the subject. The subject
finds it and accepts it as leading up to his end.

The urgency of the need will nc doubt often lead
to the over-hasty and uncritical acceptance of

means as real which further tests conclenm, but
the central element in these tests is just the need
referred to ; that which has been proved fictitious

did not really meet the need. What is here said

connects itself with the statement regarding the
emotional factor, for the emotions are intimately
connected with the furtherance or the obstruction
of our conative tendences.

(4) Belief and personality .
—The stream of belief

then is fed from various springs. We cannot

truly say that it is a cognitive, an emotional, or a
conative state, in the sense that it depends solely
on any one of these forms of the conscious life.

We believe with the whole, many-sided self.

Belief expresses the definite attitude of the person-

ality towards its experience. In lialdwin's defini-

tion of belief as the ' consciousness of the personal
endorsement of reality' the adjective bears un-

usual fullness of meaning.
' Nulle manifestation

de notre personnalit6 n'exprime i»lus adequat.ement
celle-ci que la croyance, says Jules Pajot (La
Croyancc, j). 173), and we may sum u}> this portion
of our statement with his emphatic pronounce-
ment :

' Nous crojons avec tout ce que nous
sommes' {ib. p. 174).

(5) The. social fattur.
—This reference to belief

and personality introduces the mention of a factor

in the constitution of belief which is of a ditler-

ent order from the above-mentioned, but which
deserves special notice because of its imi)ort.

This may be called the social factor. One of the
most vital parts of that environment to which a man
must make adjustments, in order to maintain and
realize himself, is what we call the social environ-

ment, the milieu of personalities and their products
in which we all find ourselves planted. Our equa-
tion to that is one of our great life-tasks. An
important part of that environment is the body of
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beliefs—including what are called superstitions,

traditions, and prejudices
—in which the communal

life expresses itself. These we acquire for the
most part xinconsciously, as a portion of inherited

experience, through our necessary participation in

this life in its various forms—the family, the

school, the Church—and in the common inter-

change of social talk. If and when we arrive at

the self-conscious and reflective stage, these may
be criticized and modified or abandoned. Their

abandonment, even when a substitution is made,
is as a rule achieved only after considerable effort.

For on the abandonment follows a sense of the
loss of something of that solidarity, of participa-
tion in the life of our society which is so necessary
and precious to us. A barrier is placed between
the ' unbeliever

'

or the ' doubter
' and his fellows.

Only the very strong or the very headstrong man
will dare to erect it. And he will do so only on
the assumption that the barrier is a temporary
one. The fervour with which a novel idea or

doctrine is promulgated is due largely to a desire

to regain that sense of social support which for

the time being has been lost through departing
from generally accepted belief. Even so, the

heretics and reformers must be a small minority
in any society ; to the great majority of its

members the social sanction of a belief is so

strong as to be practically invincible. The social

need is imperative, and orthodoxy appears to

them to be a necessary means to its satisfaction.

The unfriendly attitude of the community or

society towards the heterodox is in this regard in-

telligible. The insurgence of a small part against
the whole threatens, or appears to threaten, the

integrity of the whole ; and this is, so far rightly,

something to be thwarted and put down. In
certain extreme cases the community places the
heterodox and insurgents under constraint, by
committing them to a prison or a lunatic asylum.
Society, in any form, is then a great conservator
of beliefs ; and the social factor is one whicli

cannot be neglected in tracing out the causes of

belief.

(6) Religious belief.—The detailed discussion of

various forms and stages of belief—the beliefs of

primitive peoples, the superstitions of civilized man,
belief in an objective world, in Nature as uniform
and under law, belief in the objects and ideals of

aesthetics, morals, and religion
—would be a long

and an arduous undertaking, and it would add

nothing but illustrative material to the general
discussion. One of these forms, however, calls for

special remark for a special reason. Religious
belief has sometimes, particularly, though not

exclusively, by Catholic theologians, had a claim
to uniqueness put forward on its behalf. It is

suggested that it is not determined or built up in

the same way as other modes of belief. Thus we
find Newman, quoting Dmouski and others in

support (Gramnuir of Assent, pp. 186-7), laying it

down that there is a marked distinction between
human or natural faith and Divine or supernatural
faith—the latter being defined by him as ' the
assent whicli follows on a Divine announcement,
and is vivitied by Divine grace.' This form of

belief, it is maintained, differs from 'human'
belief not merely in degree but in kind, being in-

trinsically superior to it. This superiority, it is

further somewhat obscurely stated, is not a matter
of experience, but is above experience. The dis-

tinction is one which depends on a metaphysical
theory as to the ultimate source of belief. Deal-

ing with the phenomena by the psychological
method, we cannot say that religious belief

reveals differences of such a kind as to compel us
to isolate it conijiletely from other forms. It un-

doubtedly differs in content, and this again no doubt

affects the intensity or quantitative character of

the state, but in a psycliological regard there is no
deep-lying or fundamental qualitative distinction
revealed. In this form of belief tiie reality referred
to and endorsed is of a wider and more comprehen-
sive character than that elsewhere dealt with.
The issues involved are of a more tremendous and
far-reaching kind. Life, in the light of religious
belief, is no more the brief drama of an isolated self

acted out against the shifting background of the
world of time and space ; it becomes part of an all-

comprising reality, subsumed in the life of God.
The narrow limits of the self are transcended ; the

personality is enriched and dignilied by the sense
of this ; it acquires a fuller and more permanent
value. It is intelligible how with the emergence
of belief of this kind there comes the sense that
salvation has been found. It is also intelligible
how it should come about that such a belief is

regarded as given to the subject, not formed by
him. For the subject is not always clearly aware
of all that is here set forth as contained in it. It

does not, as a rule, come as the result of a clearly
reasoned process, it usually arises out of a more
or less inarticulate sense of great need, and in

the measure of the need is the measure of the
emotion accompanying the satisfaction of it ; it is

so powerful that it comes with a certain invasive

character, it rushes in ujion the sul)ject. The
believer has an overwhelming feeling of the

reality of his experience. The investigation of

the grounds of the belief is a matter for later

reflexion ; it is the business of the theologian
and philosopher, who come in after tlie act of

belief. Indeed, the individual believer may feel

averse from any such reflexion or examination, on
the ground that it tends to trouble and obscure
the purity of the emotional state. Without i)re-

judice to the question as to the rationality of

religious belief, and dealing with it simply as it

presents itself as a psychological phenomenon, we
may say that here the emotional and volitional

factors are markedly present, the intellectual

factor playing apparently a minor rdle. The
volitional factor has already been hinted at. The
believer arrives at his belief by seeking, by
turning himself in a certain direction, putting
himself in a certain mental attitude. This, it

may be, does not take place through the formation
of a deliberately conceived and clearly conscious

resolve, but it is nevertheless volitional. The
believer finds because he seeks. There is nothing
more constantly urged in the literature of religious
belief than this, that the subject must act, he
must turn his face in the right direction for the

light to fall upon it. There is marked insistence

also on the point that it is not by appealing to the
reason directly, but in acting upon the will and
the emotions, that religious belief is implanted and
fostered. This is corroborated by psj-chological

knowledge. It does not follow that this means an

appeal to the irrational rather than to the rational

in man. And when James speaks {Varieties of
Religious Experience, p. 73) of

' the inferiority of

the rationalistic level in founding belief,' he is

presumably referring to the articulately rational.

As to the specific forms which religious belief may
take, this obviously depends largely on the social

factor, on the influence of the institutions, tlie forms
of instruction, and the like, through which the

society in which one lives expresses its religious

consciousness, and realizes and satisfies its religious
need. See also Faith.
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BELIEF (logical).—Belief, as the mere sub-

jective correlate to
reality

in general, does not

give rise to problems of logical method, though
it may not be a 'sapless abstraction' within a

system of epistemology, as Hegel considered it to

be. Other contexts, however, raise questions as to

the validity and tests of belief as compared with

knowledge. Our cognitions are to some extent

beyond test or challenge, being inevitable under
the laws of sense intuition and understanding, or

through the conscious sequences of experience ; to

some extent they can be tested in detail by appeal
in each case to the unchallenged part of the cogni-
tive system itself ; and to some extent by appeal

only to aspects of our complete nature which are

over and above cognition itself. It would be con-

venient in logical discussion to use the term '

belief,'

as distinguished from 'knowledge,' only for those

cognitions which can be tested by the latter method.
In this sense it would follow in general a distinc-

tion traceable from Kant, through Beneke, Ulrici,

Adamson, James, Ormond {Foundations of Know-
ledge, pt. 3, ch. 1) and others, between objective and

subjective
'

grounds
'

of cognition. Belief so defined
shares with knowledge the function of '

presenting
to ua realities, and thus influencing the passions
and imagination

'

; and it may present them as

primary or as inferences, and as certain or pro-
bable, whether sensible or super-sensible.
Laws of thought regarded as structural forms

in the system of our cognitions are absolutely
primal. It is only when thought includes ex-

pectation as to concrete matters of fact that

any challenge is possible. Kant oflered as a basis

for expectation certain '

Piinciples of the Under-

standing'—the permanence of substance, the uni-

versality of law, and the inter-connexion of the

world. If tlie.se Principles could be shown from
the structural forms of cognition, they also would
be beyond question. But subsequent develop-
ments of the Kantian epistemology admit that

they cannot.
' We might have the right to say that the laws o( space . . .

nmst of necessity hold good of all objects of our experience, for

nothing will ever make its way into experience without having
been already moulded in that form of space through which
alone it becomes an object for us at all. But we cannot attempt
to prove in the same way that, unless there was a connection

accorili.ig to law in the real world, the experience which we
possess would be impossible

'

(Lotze, Logic, § 349).

Empirical epistemology has come to the same
final issue. Mill's attempt to justify logically the

principle of the Uniformity of Nature, by appeal
to accepted inductions of lower grade, has been

repudiated by recent Empirical Logic (Mill, Logic,
Bk. iii. ; Venn, Emp. Logic, ch. 5). Expectation,
therefore, is grounded in our complete nature, tind

its most general postulates are primary beliefs.

'A reign of law embracing all reality ... is only an assump-
tion with which every enlargement of experience is accompanied
. . . an immediate confidence or faith ... as is also the
universal tendency of thought to turn the observed facts of

co-existence into coherent connection
'

(Lotze, Logic, § 349).

Super-sensible realities also, so far as the plan of

our complete nature requires that they shall
'

l>e

made present to us . . . and influence the passions
and imagination,' are certified in belief. How far

they are primary in relation to other contents of

belief, how far they can be logically elaborated,
and how far corroborated by the independent pro-
cess of strict knowledge, must be considered in

their o\\'n special literature. As primary, they are

in line with the postulates of scientific expectation.
' We assume, on the one hand, that our perceptions submit

to the claims of thought in so far as to allow of their being
arranged in a conceptual system and in orderly connection ; on
the other hand, that aU our actions can be subordinated to a

single end. These assumptions are postulates, and our accept-
ance rests in the last instance upon our will

'

(Sigwart, Logic,

§ 62).
'
If we require that the conception of the Universe be that of

a whole and an essentially complete unit, and at the same time
that it should comprehend all individuals, we follow in this and
other requirements . . . the inspiration of a reason apprecia-
tive of worth

'

(Lotze, Microcosmus, ii.. 5, § 2).
'
If no better ground for accepting as fact a material world

more or less in correspondence with our ordinary judgments of

sense perceptions can be alleged than the practical need for

doing so, there is nothing irrational in postulating a like har-

mony between the Universe and other Elements in our nature

of a later, a more uncertain, but no ignobler growth
'

(Balfour,
Foundations of Belief^, p. 391 f.).

' That there is no ultimate test of truth besides the testimony
borne to the truth by the mind itself ... is a normal but in-

evitable characteristic of the mental condtitution of a being Uke
man on a stage like the world '

(Newman, Grammar of Assent,
ch. ix. § 1).

Such quotations as these are not intended to

appeal to an obtrusive ' wish '

that becomes ' father

to the thought,' or to a purposeful 'ignorance'
that may be chosen as 'bliss,' but to a final trend

of our spiritual development and to methodical

analysis of the complete structure and function

implied in it. Historic instances of such analysis

are Butler's, for the purpose of 'showing moral

obligation,' and Kant's, for establishing, througli

the primacy of Practical Reason, our judgments
as to Freedom, God, and Immortality.
The topic 'belief comes to be a doctrine of

uncertainties, as in Locke, Beneke, Fechner,

Ulrici, and James, when, instead of presenting a

primary postulate or reality, it supplements know-

ledge in dealing with some detailed problem of

science or life. Sometimes our complete nature

guides the interest or interprets the final outcome

of scientific inquiry; as in such conceptions as

force, organic function, creation (Ulrici), or such

principles as indestructibility of matter and con-

servation of energy (Jevons, Prinrijiles of Science,

ch. 31). Sometimes it sustains scientific methods

that are of themselves inconclusive ; as in the

analogy which attributes consciousness to other

organisms than om- own, or even to larger systems
of Nature (Fechner). Sometimes it decides an

option between alternative judgments which other-

wise might remain always in problematic form,

as between fatalism and personal responsibility

(James, The Will to Believe). Sometimes it intro-

duces inference to an otherwise alien region of fact,

by supplying some mediating principle ; as when

history and prediction become possible through the

postulate of the persistence of natural collocations

and the recurrence of causes (Hughes, Theory of

Inference, chs. 8-11 ; Sigwart, § 99). Sometunes it
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opens empirical facts to explanation by reference

to super-sensible realities ; as in historical Free-

choice or Miracles or Incarnation (Lotze, Logic,

§ 349, Philos. ofRel. § 62 ; Balfour, pt. 4, ch. 3).

Belief, like knowledge, niaj' vary in certainty and
influence and take special

titles accordingly, with-

out ceasing to be valid for human nature as such.
' In the empirical brandies of Icnowledsfe,' Kant remarks,

'

physics, psychology, and the like ... we may have "
Opinion,"

an asspiit which is consciously held as neither objectively nor

subjectively adequate' . . . while 'of many cogfnitions we are

conscious only in such a manner as not to be able to judge
whether the grounds of our assent are objective or subjective
. . . and this is

" Persuasion." Both fall short of Conviction,
whether logical Conviction, that is, Knowledge, or practical,
that is. Belief; because they are not "necessary"' (Jntroduc-
lion to Logic).

But belief, unlike knowledge, may be valid for

rational nature as such, without being valid for all

persons. The individual mind realizes its develop-
ment under conditions much more special than
those for the racial or collective mind, and admits
details not admitted into the cognitive system
common to all. Among the examples are the

following: (1) Our common cognition assumes
that objects of thought are not altered by the

mere event of their being thought of (Venn,

Empirical Logic, ch. 2) ; yet for the individual

mind this postulate may be suspended in favour
of maxims of expectation that lead to their own
fullilment. Such are the mutual confidence of

social co-operation, self-reliance in personal enter-

prise, hope duiing illness (James) ; and, on a

higher level, our assumption of moral sufficiency
for an occasion, or of personal acceptance with
the Divine Being. (2) The option of uncertainties

must often be closed for the individual, though
remaining still open for science or for common
belief. Inferences that are '

informal,' and under
the sanction of an 'illative sense' like the insight
or ' tact

'

of an expert, must be substituted for

explicit thought. In practical discretion, taste,
conscientious scruple, and personal faith we must
thus interpret our own personal nature (Newman,
chs. Sand 9; Germar, Glaubcn oder Wissen, 185G).

(3) External authority must be accepted in

default of personal inference ; the spirit of our

time, the dogmas of specialists in science, testimony
for historical events, moral conventions, creeds of

the Churches (Balfour).
As possible principles for constructing a scale of

certainty in belief, have been suggested : (a) the
narrowness of the void in our scheme of reality
which is left by strict knowledge ; (6) the finality,
in value for development, of the subjective need
which attempts to fill it ; (c) the intrinsic inac-

cessibility of the void to knowledge itself (Beneke).
LiTRRATURE.—See end of preceding article.

J. Brough.
BELIEF (theological).

— See Agnosticism,
Atheism, and especially Faith.

BELLS.—See Gongs and Bells.

BENARES.—I. Name and history.
—Benares

(Banaras), the largest city in the United Provinces
of Agra and Oudh except Lucknow, is situated in

the Benares District (lat. 25' 18' N., long. 83° 3' E.),
on the left bank of the Ganges, which flows past the

city for a distance of nearly SJ miles. The river
bends to the N.E., so that the city stands for the
most part on the N.W. bank, which is in places
100 feet high. A census taken in 1803, which
gave the population as 582,000, was vitiated by the

assumption that twenty persons should be assigned
to each house. The true population (1901) b
returned as 209,.331, comprising: Hindus, 153,821 ;

Musalmans, 53,566 ; Christians, about 1200, chiefly
in the cantonment, civil station, and mission

grounds ; with a few adherents of other religion.s.
VOL, II.—30

At the present day Hindus speak of the city,
which is acknowledged to be the religious capital of

Hinduism ('the general school of the Gentiles,
the Athens of India,' to use Bemier's words),
indifferently as either Kail or Banaras, but the
latter name, anglicized as Benares, is that

commonly used by people of other nationalities
and in literature.

The name KaH (Kdfi, in Pali Kasi) was
originally the name of a tribe or nation inhabiting
the country between the Ganges and Ghaghra
(Gogra), and at times apparently extending its

authority over territory to the north of the

Ghaghra and the south of the Ganges. Legends
of Kasi Raja are current in the Gorakhpur
District, nortli of the Ghaghra, and the small
town of Rudarpur in that district is said to bear the
alternative name of Kasi (Martin, Eastern India, ii.

338). To the south of the Ganges, the Karamnasa
river, now forming part of the boundary between
the Mirzapur and Shahabad Districts, was re-

cognized traditionally as the frontier between the

kingdom of the Kasis (Benares) and that of the

Magadhas (S. Bihar). The waters of that river

are regarded by high-caste Hindus from other

regions as impure and polluting. We shall

presently quote another legend in proof of the
aversion feft by orthodox Hindus towards the non-

Aryan, Buddhist kingdom of Magadha. The
Ramayana (Uttarakdnda, lix. 18, 19) describes
the '

e.xcellent town '

of Pratisthana, that is to say
Jhusi opposite Allahabad, as being situated in the
' Kasi kingdom.' Putting all indications together,
we may conclude that the realm of the Kasis was
equivalent to the modem Districts of Benares,

Ghazipur, Ballia, Azamgarh, and Jaunpur, together
with portions of the Mirzapur, Gorakhpur, Allah-

abad, Partabgarh, Sultanpur, and Fyzabad
Districts, all of which are now included in tlie

United Provinces of Agra and Oudh. The Kasi

people are mentioned by Panini and other authors
in botli Sanskrit and Pali prior to the Christian
era. Gradually the name was transferred from
the people to their capital city,

and the transition
is marked in the Brhat Samhitd, an early work,
Avhich applies the name KdH to both people and

city. The Kasis lost their independence at an early
date, their kingdom being absorbed by Northern
Kosala (Oudh) before the time of Buddha. An
ancient Kosalan king, named Kamsa, of uncertain

date, is described as 'the conqueror of Kasi.'

Nevertheless, the older Buddhist books include
Kasi in the list of the sixteen principal States of

India, although it was never independent in his-

torical times. Gradually the name Kdii or Kdh
(Pali A'm^I) was transferred from the tribe to the

city. The form Kdiikn also occurs.

The alternative name Vardnasi (also Vdrdnasi,
Varanasi) appears to be more ancient than Kdii
as the designation of the city, and to be really its

proper name. The Buddhist Jatakas and early
Sanskrit books describe the city of Varanasi as

being situated in the Kasi country. Fa-hien, the
Chinese pilgrim (A.D. 400), writes the name as Po-

lo-nai, which seems to correspond with a spoken
form Bdrunas. Hiuen Tsiang (Yuan Chwang, A.D,

637) writes Po-lo-na-se (= Vdrdnasi or Bdrdnasi).

Popular etymology derives the name Banaras (by
metathesis of Bardnas), either from an imaginary
Raja Bandr or from a combination of the names
of the rivers Varand (Barnd) and ..4^1 or Asi, but
neither derivation can be accepted. In the Pu-
ranas the name A vimukta is given to the city, which
is mentioned in the Buddhist Jatakas under various

fanciful names, Sudaisana, Pupphavati, etc.

Local tradition restricts the name of Banaras to

the northern and apparently most ancient part of

the city, the central block, also ancient, being
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called KaSi, and the south-western section, the
most recent, being knoAvn as Kedar. The attempt
made by Muhammad Shah, Emperor of Delhi

(1719-48), to give his own name to the city, wliich
he called Muhatmnndnbdcl, failed so far as general
usage is concerned, but on his coins the name
frequently occurs as that of a mint, and sometimes
is written as Muhammaddbdd-Bandras.
Hindu legend associates the foundation of the

city with liaja Divodasa, who is the subject of

wild mythological stories, and the Buddhist tales

constantly mention Raja Brahmadatta as having
been king of Benares ' once upon a time,' but it is

impossible to discover any basis of fact for either
the names or the stories. Benares, with its

surrounding territory, was absorbed, as already
stated, by the greater kingdom of Kosala, about
B.C. 600, or earlier, and when Kosala in its turn
was forced to bow to the growing power of

Magadha (wh. see), Benares passed under the rule

of the Saisunaga lords of that province about
B.C. 500. It was included in succession in the
dominions of the Maurya, Sunga, and Gupta
dynasties. In the 7th cent, the city passed under
the rule of Harsha-vardliana, tlie powerful Vaisya
king of Kanauj, and in the 9th cent, it was
included in the dominions of the Parihar kings of

Kanauj. In the 12th cent, it was held by the
Gaharwars of Kanauj, of whom the last, Raja
Jaychand (Jayachchand), was killed in A.D. 1193

(A.n. 589) in battle with Muhammad of Ghor
(Shihab-ud-din, Muhammad ibn Sam). From
that time Benares remained under Musalman
domination until 1775, when it was ceded to the

government of Warren Hastings by the Nawab
Vazir of Oudh. Since that date it has been
British territory.
Abu-1-Fazl (Ain-i-Akbari, ii. 28 [Gladwin's tr.])

seems to have been misinformed in stating that
Benares was visited twice by Sultan Mahmud
of Ghaznl in A.H. 410 (A.D. 1019-20) and A.H. 413

(A.D. 1022-23). The contemijoraiy author of the

Tdrlkh-i-Sabuktiijln expressly states tliat no
Musalman army had ever visited Benares until

Ahmad Nialtigin made a hurried raid on the city
for a few hours one day in A.D. 1033 (424-25 A.H.).
The raiders were not m force sufficient to enable
them to do more than plunder the riclier shops.
Muhammadan influence was not felt seriously by
Benares until the city was taken by Muhammad
of Ghor in A.D. 1193. The considerable effect of
the long Muliammadan occupation for six centuries
is shown by the fact tliat at the last census in 1901
Musalmilns formed 28 per cent, of the population
of this intensely Hindu city. The Madanpura
quarter is almost exclusively occupied by Muham-
niadans, who are largely engaged in weaving the
rich brocades (klnkhiodb, vulgo

'

kincob') for whicli
the city is famous.
Benares suHered severely from the persecuting

policy of Aurangzib, who went so far as to order
' the governors of provinces to destroy with a

willing hand the scliools and temples of the
inlidels ; and they were strictly enjoined to put an
entire stop to tlie teaching and practising of idola-

trous forms of worsliip' (W. Hunter, Aurangzib,
1896, p. 135). Complete general execution of such
orders was impossible, but in Benares much was
done, and multitudes of temples were destroyed.

Very few of the existing buildings are earlier than
the time of Aurangzib. The temple beside which
stood the Asoka pillar seen by Hiuen Tsiang was
converted into a mosque, although the massive

pillar was allowed to remain until 1809, when it

was broken to pieces by a furious Muliammadan
mob in the course of a fierce riot between the

adherents of the rival religions. This riot was still

fresh in men's minds when Bishop Heber visited

the city in 1824. The pillar, the stump of which
is known as Ldt Bhniro, and considered to be an
object of great sanctity, is correctly described by
the Chinese pilgrim in A.D. 637 as standing to the
N.E. of the city and west of the Barna river, whose
course is due north and soutli for about a mile.
Bernier mentions that the chief of the Benares
pundits had been granted by Shahjahan a pension
uf two thousand rupees, which was withdrawn by
Aurangzib immediately after his accession.
The most conspicuous evidence of Aurangzib's

bigotry is the mosque above Panchganga Ghat,
the mmarets of which (147 ft. 2 in. high) are by
far the most imposing edifices in Benares. The
mosque occupies the site of a large ancient temple
dedicated to Siva under the name of Bisheshar

(Visvesvara), and is largely composed of the
materials of the Hindu shrine. The modern
temple of Bisheshar, generally called the ' Golden
Temple,' close by is small, but notable for its dome
and tower covered with plates of gilt copper, the

gift of Maharaja Ranjit Singh, the ' Lion of the

Panjab.' It is the most holy temple in Benares,
Bisheshar being regarded as the actual ruler of
the city.

2. Sacred places.
—During the predominance of

the Marathas in the 18th cent., and still more
after the establishment of the British power,
temple-building, which had been either forbidden
or discouraged by the Muhammadan rulers, re-

ceived a great impetus, and hundreds of new shrines
liave been constructed. Slierring estimates that
out of 600 temples along the Panch-kosi, or pilgrims'
road, round the city, no fewer than 500 date from
the British period, and very few are 250 years
old. This vigorous modern development of

temple-building is the outward and visible sign
of the marked revival of Hinduism under British

protection, which is still in progress and daily

growing in strength. Most of the unrest at

present (1909) agitating India is closely connected
with the Hindu revival. Forty years ago the
number of Hindu temples in Benares, excluding

petty niches and shrines, was estimated as 1454,

and now it must be considerably greater.

But, as already observed, Musalmans form 28

per cent, of the population, and they were credited

by Sherring witli 272 mosques. Notwithstanding
the considerable success of the Muslim propaganda
indicated by these figures, Benares has always
continued to be the most Hindu of cities, and few
visitors find occasion to take note of the large
Muhammadan population. The mosques, although
numerous, are not remarkable for architectural

merit, and even the mosque of Aurangzib offers

little worthy of notice beyond the noble minarets
wliich tower above the city.
The most striking feature of Benares, best

viewed from the river, is tlie long series of ghats,
or stairs leading to the water, which line the bank
of tlie Ganges. They number about

forty,
a,nd

vary much in sanctity and popularitj'. Tlie five

principal ones, visited by all pilgrims, are. as

reckoned from the south, Asi Sahgam (the junction
of the Asi rivulet witli the Ganges), Dasasamedh

(Da.sasvamedha), Maiiikarnikri, Panchranga, and
Barna Saiigani (the junction of the Barna river

witli the Ganges). Hindus always regard the

junctions of streams with peculiar reverence. A
visit to the five gfidl.i named above is in itself a

complete course of pilgrimage, and the merit of

bathing at Dasasamedh Ghat is eoual to that
of a jiilgrimage to Prayag (Allahabau), where the
Jumna unites its waters witii those of the Ganges.
The legends invented to explain the sanctity of

the Dasasamedh and Manikarnika Ghats are too

long for quotation, but we may note that live

rivers, four being invisible to mortal eyes, are
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supposed to meet at Paucligauga ('five-river')

Ghat. Their names are given as Dhutapapa,
Sarasvati, Kirana, Jarna (a^ta* Yamuna = Jumna),
and Ganga ^ianges). The belief in invisible

subterranean streams is common among Hindus in

many localities.

A considerable area round Benares shares in the

.vanctity of the city and rivers, and is circum-
ambulated by pilgrims travelling along the Panch-
kosT Road, whicli does not seem to be ancient in

its existing form.

'The Panch-kosi is ref^arded as an exceedingly sacred road.

While even a foot or an inch beyond its precincts is devoid of

any special virtue, every inch of soil within the boundary is, in

the Hindu's imagination, hallowed. It would seem, too, that

every object, animate and inanimate, e.vistin^j within the
enclosed space, participates in the },'eneral and all-pervadinj{

sanctity. The entire area is called lienarcs ;
and the religious

privileges of the citi' are extended to every part of it. Who-
ever dies in any spot of this enclosure is, the natives think, sure
of happiness after death

;
and so wide is the application of this

privilege, that it embraces, they say, even Europeans and
Muhanmiadans, even Pariahs and other outcasts, even liars,

murderers, and thieves. That no soul can perish in Henares is

thus the charitable superstition of the Hindus '(Sherring, The
Sacred City of the IIi7ulus).

The road is designed to describe the arc of a
radius of live Jcus, or ten miles, witli tlie Manikar-
nika well as a centre, and is therefore called the
' live-kos road.'

The votary starts from the Manikarnika Ghat
to A.si Saiigam, and tlience to the village of

Kandhawa, where he stays for the night. The
second day he marches ten miles to DliQpchandi ;

on the third day he has a long walk of fourteen
miles to Kanie-svar; on the fourth day he goes
to Sheopur (Sivapur) ; and on the lifth day he
advances to Kapildhara ; the sixtli and last stage
being from Kapildhara to liarna Sahgam, and so

back to the starting-place at Manikarnika Ghat.
The whole journey is nearly fifty miles in length,
and at oach stage worship has to be fierformed
and Brfihmans must be paid. Liberal payments to

Brahmans are an indispensable element in the

jirograrame of a Hindu pilgrimage, and tiie Benares
Brahmans know how to use their opportunities.
The Gangajiutras ('sons of the Ganges'), who
attend on pilgrims at tlie ghats, have a sinister

reputation for unscrupulous greed.
It is impossible within the limits of an article

to give a detailed account of even the principal
temples at Benares and of the fantastic mytliologj'
associated with them by exuberant Hindu imagina-
tion, but some slight notice of a few of the most
favoured holy places and their legends is indis-

pen.sable. ^^ e shall take Sherring as our guide.
The Trilochan temple and ff/ult dedicated to

'

three-eyed
'

Siva have the special merit of securing
everlastmg happiness to the worshipper there if

he should die el-sewhere. H a devotee spends a
wliole day and niglit in the month of Baisakh
(April -May), without sleeping, and uninter-

ruptedly engaged in religious exercises at this

temple, lie is promised final liberation (mo/csa)
from the miseries of existence. Kasi-devi, the

tutelary goddess of the city, is housed in a temple
in Mahalla (ward) Kaslpura, which is believed to
be the centre of the city.A slirine close by, called Vydseivar, is dedicated
to Vyasa, the reputed compiler of the Vedas, who
is also lionoured at a temi)le in the palace of the

Maharaja at Ramnagar on the other side of the
river, wliich is associated with a quaint myth.
People who die on the Ramnagar side are believed
to incur imminent danger of being re-born as a-s-ses—an unpleasant fate which may be averted by a
pilgrimage to the shrine of Vyasa (Veda Vyfi.s)
there during the month of Magh (Jan. -Feb.).
Multitudes of people from Benares as well as from
Rilmnngar make their pilgrimage during that
month, and so doubly assure immunity from re-

birth as a despised a.s8. The Hindus of Patiia
share the fears of the Ramnagar people, and for

the same reason are cremated on tlie northern side
of the river. The explanation given is tiiat Ma-
gadlia or S. Bihar, a non-Aryan and Buddhist
land, is considered so unlioly that if a man die
and is burnt within its limits he is sure to be re-

boni as an ass [NINQ, vol. v. [1896], par. 533).
A vi.sit to the very holy tank called Piidrh.

7noc/uin, or ' deliverance from devils,' situated on
the western side of the city, is compulsory on all

pilgrims, who find its waters a valuable prophy-
lactic against evil spirits and bad dreams. I'H-

grims to Gaya are required to certify that they
liave bathed in PiHacn-mochan, but if for any
reason the essential ceremony has been omittetl,
the fault may be repaired by ablution in a dupli-
cate tank at Gaya. San-worshin is practised at
the Suraj-kund, or '

sun-pool,' in tlie south-western

quarter, and a temple in the same region is de-

voted to iJhruve-svar, the personified Pole-star.

Another temple is dedicated to the moon -god.
Chaukl Ghtlt and Nag Kud are devoted to serpent-
worship. The existence of such shrines illustrates

the immense variety of the elements constituting
popular Hinduism. Hindu interest in astronomy
and its sister lore of astrology is testified by the

3Idn-nuindir, the famous observatory with gigan-
tic instruments of masonry constructed by Raja
Jay Singh of Amber or Jaipur in A.D. 1693.

The DaMmmedh (Daidsvaincdha) Ghdt, the re-

puted scene of the celebration of ten horse-sacrifices

(aivamedha) by the god Brahma, is one of the five

principal places of pilgrimage on the bank of the

Ganges. The large colony of Bengalis, including

many pensioners who retire to end their days in

the holy city, occupies a separate ward, and is

perliaps even more devoted to its gods than are
the less educated sections of the population. The
l)riucipal Bengali temple is dedicated to Siva as

Kedaresvar,
' the lord of Kedar,'a renowned shrine

in the Himalayas.
The holy wells occupy prominent places in the

pilgrim's circular tour. One of the most noted Ls

the Gydn Kup, or ' well of knowledge,' situated
between the temple,of Bisheshar and Aurangzib's
mosque. The god Siva, wlio supports Benares on
the point of his trident, is belie\ed to reside in

this well. The most sacred of all the wells is

Manikarnika, supposed to be filled Avith the sweat
of Visnu. No pilgrim fails to smear his head
and body with the stinking water.
The temple of Annpurml, the goddess who is

credited with the
responsibility

of feeding the
citizens under the orders of Bisheshar, the divine
lord of the city, is mucii frequented, and is the
scene of indiscriminate almsgiving to crowds of

beggars. It is known to Europeans as the ' cow
temple,' and is the dirtiest in the city. It was
built by the Peshwa, Baji Rao, about 1721. At a
little distance stands a temple dedicated to the
minor deity, Ganesa or Vindi/akapdla, under the
title of Saklil, 'the witness.' 'Pilgrims, on com-

pleting their journey of the Panchkosi Road, must

pay a visit to this shrine in order that the fact of

their pilgrimage may be verified. Should they
neglect to do this, all their pilgrimage would be

without merit or, profit' (Sherring, op. cit.).

Bisheshar, or Siva, with the title of Visvesvara,
' Lord of all,' is held to be, as already oliserved,

the divine ruler of Benares, charged with the duty
of controlling all the other innumerable gods and

goddesses and keeping the city free from demons.
The sacred boundary of the Panch-kosi Road is

guarded by the deities of six hundred shrines, and
the only demon allowed within the holy precinct
is the one who dwells in the Pisach-mochan tank.

Bisheshar's vicegerent, the divine Kotwal, or
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chief of police, is Bhaironath, whose shrine is

situated more than a mile to the north of that of
his sovereign, under whose orders he exercises

authority over both gods and men. He is bound
to keep the city free from all malignant spirits
and evil persons, and, should he find any such
within its precincts, to expel them forthwith.
Bhaironath is supposed to exercise his authority
by means of a huge stone truncheon, Dandpan,
which has a temple to itself. The stone, about
4 feet in height, is sometimes capped by a silver

mask, and is specially worshipped on Sunday and
Tuesday. Bhaironath is believed to ride on a dog,
a figure of that animal being painted beside the
entrance to his temple, which dogs are permitted
to enter. This is but one of many traces of dog-
worship— one of the innumerable incongruous
factors combined in popular Hinduism. The ex-

isting temple is modern. (For dog-worship see

Crooke, PA' ii. 218-221).
So much may suffice to give the reader some

notion of the multitude of temples which crowd
the narrow streets of Benares. Almost all the

holy places which Mere open to Sherring forty
years ago are now closed to Europeans, and it is

not now possible for a European writer to give
exact descriptions of the Benares shrines from per-
sonal knowledge. Every visitor is struck by the
swarms of sacred bulls blocking the lanes, and the
bands of mischievous monkeys which have licence
to pilfer eatables and damage tiled roofs to their
hearts' content. These animals are specially
numerous around the shrine of Durga, known
to European visitors as the '

monkey temple.'
3. Various religious elements.— No man can

tell how the notion of the supreme sanctity of

Benares originated, but there is no doubt that the

city dates from remote antiquity, and that as far
back as tradition can reach the site was always
the holy of holies. The fact that about B.C. 500
Buddha selected the neighbourhood of Benares as
the scene of his earliest public preaching, the

place Avhere he first turned the ' wheel of the

Law,' and set it rolling over the world, is good
evidence that in his days the city already enjoyed
a reputation for pre-eminent sanctity, and was the
most suitable place in which to proclaim a new
creed.

Buddhism was still a strong force at Sarnath
(wh. see) at the time of Hiuen Tsiang's visit in
A.D. 637, and no doubt continued to enjoy a large
share of favour under the Pala kings of Bengal,
wliose dominions certainly included Benares, at

times, at all events. The religion of Gautama
probably held its own until the Muhammadan
conquest of 1193, when the multitude of images
crowding the Buddhist shrines must have excited
the fury of the warriors of Islam, as happened in
other places. The buildings at Sarnath bear clear
traces of destruction by fire, which may be safely
attributed to the date mentioned.
But even while Buddhism enjoyed the patron-

age of kings, the religion of the Brahman was
always predominant, and Benares proper would
seem to have been throughout the ages a Hindu
BrShmanical city rather than a Buddhist one. In
Hiuen Tsiang's days the followers of !§iva, the

great local deity,, far outnumbered the adiierents
of Buddha, and siva, in many forms and under

many names, is still the deity whose worship char-

acterizes Benares. Of course other deities have
their votaries there, but all are regarded as sub-

ordinate to Siva, tlie
' Lord of all.' Some Hindus

believe that tlie fifth, or dwarf, incarnation of

Visuu was born at Benares (IA xxxv. 243), and
one of the many melds, or religious fair.^, is held
in honour of that incarnation at Barna Saiigam in

the month of Bhadon (Aug. -Sept.).

Benares is sacred to the Jains as the reputed
birthplace of SuparsvanSth, the seventh Tirthaii-

kara, but at the present day the Jain cult is not

very prominent in the city. Bishop Heber {Nar-
rative, ch. xii.) gives an interesting account of his
visit to a Jain temple which few Europeans have
been permitted to see. Several Jain temples stand
along the bank of the river between Bachraj Ghat
and the Asi confluence, and from regard to Jaiii

feeling the shooting of birds and the capture of
fish are forbidden in this section of the stream.
The Jains under the name of Nirgranthas are
noticed by Hiuen Tsiang. All lists of the Hindu
sacred cities, which slightly vary, include Benares.
The traditional enumeration quoted by Sherring
specifies seven such cities, namely, (1) Kasi, (2)

KantI, (3) Maya (
= Hardwar), (4) Ayodhya, (5)

Dvaravati( = Dvaraka), (6) Mathura, and (7) Avan-
tika (

= Ujjain).
A 12th cent, grant places Kasi at the head of a

list of four famous places for bathing pilgrimages,
the others being Kusika (prob. =Kanauj), Uttara-
kosala

{
= Ayodhya), and Indrapura (prob. =Indru-

prastha near Delhi) (lA xviii. 13).

A minor religion largely favoured by the lower
classes of Hindus in Benares is the cult of the
Panch (Panj) Pir, or Five Saints, who are vari-

ously enumerated in diflerent lists, but always
headed by Ghazi Miyan, the deified son of the
sister of Sultan Mahmud of GhaznI. The cult
is a degraded adaptation of the Shi'ah Muham-
madans' reverence for the five great saints of

Islam, namely, the prophet Muhammad, his son-
in-law 'All, his daiighter Fatima, and ^asan and
^usain, the sons of "All and Fatima. The subject
was investigated exhaustively by R. Greeven, who
collected the legends and popular songs oit the
cult. The ceremonies are invariably performed
by Musalman drummers (dafdlii, and the Muham-
madan origin of the Avorship is fully recognized
by its Hindu votaries. Most probably it origin-
ated in the inveterate Hindu habit of venerating
any manifestation of power. Ghazi Miyan, the
'

prince of martyrs,' was a specially fierce fanatic,
and so made his mark uijon the popular imagi-
nation. Many examples might be cited of the

indiscriminate mixture of the rites of Islam and
Hinduism by the common people in various parts
of India.

4. A seat of learning.—From time immemorial
Benares has been a seat of Hindu learning as well

as of worship, and has been the resort of the most
famous teachers. The city still holds the highest
rank as the centre of the intellectual life of India,
and its pundits succeed, although not without

difficulty, in keeping alight the torch of the

wisdom of their ancestors.

Bernier, writing In 1667, accurately described the Indian

method of stud}-.
' The town,' he writes,

' contains no coUef^es
or regular classes, as in our universities, but rather resembles

the schools of the ancients, the masters being dispersed over
different parts of the town in private houses, and principally in

the gardens of the suburbs, which the ricih merchants i)erniit

them to occupy. Some of these masters have four disciples,

others six or seven, and the most eminent may have twelve or

fifteen ; but this is the largest number. It is usual for the

pupils to remain ten or twelve years under their respective

preceptors, during which the work of instruction proceeds
but slowly,' etc. (Travels in the ilogxU Empire, ed. Constable,

p. 334).

In 1817, the year in which the Mariitha power
was broken. Ward obtained the names of the men
who tauglit the Mstras, or Hindu scriptures, in

Benares. Forty-eight teachers then instructed 893

pujiils in the Vedas only, while .seventeen initiated

218 disciples in the mysteries of Paiiini's grammar.
The other sections of tlie scriptures, including law,
were little favoured. The Benares school of law
—one of the five recognized schools—follows in its

main lines the system of Vijiianesvara, the author
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of the Mitalcsard, who lived at Kalyana in the

Deccan in tlie I'ith century.
At the present day the competition of European

learning must have reduced the attendance at the

Sanskrit schools, and the number of pupils must
be far less than it was a century ago, when
Maratha patronage was available. It is an estab-

lished rule that a teacher of the scriptures should
not be paid wages for his Avork, and must be
content to trust to tlie voluntary benevolence of

his patrons. This rule caused the failure of the
Sanskrit College established in 1791, which could

not easily secure the services of the local savants.

The building erected for that college is now the
mission house of the Baptists. The Queen's Col-

lege, dating from 1853, whicli has been worked on
other lines under the direction of eminent Euro-

pean principals and professors, has done much to

promote the scientitic study of Sanskrit. The
Central Hindu College, founded by Mrs. Besant
in 1808, with the object of bringing up young men
on the best Hindu principles, while giving them
free access to European learning, is an interesting

experiment, which may or may not survive its

founder.

5. Religious teachers, etc.—A full account of

all the distinguished religious reformers who have
dwelt or sojourned in Benares from the time of

Buddha, twentj'-four centuries ago, to the present

day would almost amount to a history of Indian

religions, and particularly of Hinduism (wh. see).

The connexion of Buddha with Benares will be
dealt with in the art. SXrnath, and it will be suffi-

cient here merely to give the names of some of the

leaders of Indian thought who have been more or

less closely associated with the sacred city ; they
will be dealt with in separate articles.

The earliest of such leaders about whom we
know anything definite is the renowned Sahkard-

charya, the Brahman of Malabar, who lived for a
considerable time at Benares, surrounded by a

large circle of disciples. The weaver-poet Knblr,
founder of the Kablr Panthi sect, a disciple of

Hamanand, was a native of Benares, and lived there

from about 1380 to 1420. Cliaitanya, the revered
Vaisnava apostle of Bengal (14S5-1533), resided at

Benares for some years. Vallnbhddulrt/a (1478-
1530), who established the KadhaballaDhi sect,

died in the holy city. No name sheds more glory

upon Benares than that of 2 «^.s I i)as (1532-1624),
author of the Rdm-cliarit-mdnas, the Hindi equiva-
lent of the R&mayana, the favourite book and

justly loved treasure of the people of Northern
India. He spent the greater part of his long life

at Benares, and a manuscript of his chief work,
Avritten about twenty-four years after his death, is

in the possession of the Maharaja, who is the owner
of a fine library and an interesting collection of

old Indian paintings. The monastery (7««<A) where
the poet lived and the ruinous ghat called after

his name are near the Asi confluence. During the
18th and 19th centuries many Hindu authors of

more or less note, whose names have been labori-

ously collected by Grierson, resided at Benares,
the most notable, perhaps, being Gokul Nath,
whose Hindi version of the Mahdbhdrata was
published at Calcutta in 1829, and Hariichandra
(1850-85), the poet, critic, and journalist. Ward
notices the remarkable case of Hati Vidyalaiikara,
a learned Bengali lady, who taught the idstras at
Benares a few years prior to 1817. The Sanskrit
College issues a periodical called The Pandit, which
deals with Sanskrit texts.

The pundits of the sacred
city probably are still

the most learned in India, but they are so intensely
conservative that most of them will have nothing
to do with modern notions, and so are losing influ-

ence over the young men of these days, who cannot

shut their eyes and ears to the signs of the times.
Mrs. Besant's College, already mentioned, has
been organized to teach a modernized Hinduism
of a broad and liberal kind. In connexion with it

there is a Girls' School attended by about 120

high-caste girls.
6. Missions.—The long-continued labours of the

European missionaries settled at licnares for nearly
a century deserve notice. The Church of England
Mission was established in 1817, and in the same
j^ear the Baptists of Serampore formed a branch
of their organization under charge of an Eurasian

agent. The work of the London Missionary
Society began four years later. The Wesleyans
established a mission about 1880. The chief mis-

sionary institutions are in the suburb of Sigra.
The college founded in the 17th cent, by Krija Jay
Singh, who established the observatory, has pas.sed
into the hands of the Church Missionary Society.
The missionaries have done much good service in

the cause of secular education, especially during
the years prior to the foundation ot universities in

1857. Since that date their institutions have been
overshadowed by those immediately under the

Department of Public Instruction. The direct

outcome of missionary eflbrt in the way of con-
versions of adults aj)pears to be very small, and
it is obvious that Benares must always present
special ditiiculties to the preacher of Christian
doctrines.
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Vincent A. Smith.
BENE-ISRAEL (more correctly B'nei-Israel=

Sxnr'-':3, i.e.
' Children of Israel ').—By this name

is designated a body of Jews inhabiting the

Bombay Presidency of India. The community is

important in its numbers, amounting to some ten
thousand souls, and remarkable in its character.
A number of peculiar religious usages among them
reward carefm attention.

I. Origin and history.
—No historical records of

their past are possessed by the Bene-Israel. The
legend preserved by them as to their arrival in

India is to the efl'ect that in long bygone times
seven men and seven women were cast by a ship-
wreck on the Indian coast at a point some thirty
miles south of the island of Bombay. Many
of the less fortunate of their company were
drowned in the disaster, and their bodies when
washed ashore were buried by their comrades
in two tumuli—those of the men in one, and
those of the women in the other. These mounds
the Bene-Israel still show in the village of Nau-

gaon (or
' New Village '), near the CoUectorate

town of Alibag. The fourteen survivors, as they
increased in numbers, are said to have spread
themselves throughout the villages of the Konkan,
in the neighbourhood of their first Indian home.
In these places they practised chiefly the trade of
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oil-pressing ; and this avocation, coupled with their

habit of obser\-ing Saturday and giving their oxen
rest from the oil-mills on that day, gained for
them among their Hindu neighbours the name of
Shfinvdr Teli, or '

Saturday Oil-men,' whereby they
distinguished them from their o^\ti Hindu oil-men,
who rested their bullocks on Mondays, and were
therefore called Somvdr Teli. This name is in use
to the present day.

It is worthy of note that, in the immediate
neighbourhood of the spot which the Bene-Israel
claim as the place of their first landing in India,
there used to exist an important seaport and
emporium of trade, whicli was frequented by the
ancient navigation haUing from the Egyptian,
Arabian, Persian, and other ports. It was "known
by the name of 'Chemul' *

(pronounced 'Tsemvul'),
and was almost certainly the ' Simulla' or 'Timoula'
of Ptolemy the geographer (A.D. 150) and others. t
In Buddhist inscriptions it appears in the form
' Chemula. '

Chinese travellers have called it
' Tchi-Mo-Lo

'

; Arabic writers,
' Saimur ' and

'Jaimur.' It is represented by the present insig-
nificant ^•illage and port of Revadanda, dating from
the time of the Portuguese, and situated some two
miles from the older site, the sea having receded

owing to the silting up of the creek. The caprices
of local misrule at one period closed this ancient

port to foreign trade, and this perhaps may have
been the means of cutting off the Bene-Israel
from further opportunities of contact Avith their

people elsewhere ; for they present the appearance
of a community who, having up to a certain point
preserved intercourse with the main body of their

nation, were at some stage in their history separ-
ated from the same, and left to develop in their
own independent way. They differ greatly even
from the better kno-wn Indian remnant of their

people inhabiting the Malabar coast. For example,
the latter, owing doubtless to their having pre-
serA^ed the means of communication with their

brethren in other parts of the world, have retained
their knowledge of Hebrew, whereas the Bene-
Israel had, til! lately, lost all knowledge of their
ancient tongue.
Though ranking among the fairest of the people

of the country, the Bene-Israel, as to complexion,
share tlie colour of the inhabitants of India. In
most of their habits and modes of life and dress

they have also accommodated themselves to the

ways of the land they live in, and they speak the
Marathi vernacular. Till lately they have wholly
rejected the name of '

Jew,' even to the degree of

regarding the title as a stigma if applied to them,
and have insisted instead on the appellation

' Bene-
Israel.' Some would account for this by supposing
that at some time or other the adoption of the
latter title may have served to screen them from

persecution by Muhamniadans ; but it is, on the

whole, more probable that the origin of the name
is to be sought in some more positive .source.

One's eyes naturally turn to the lands which first

received the deportations of the Israelites of both

captivities, and which continued for many cen-
turies to be the centre of the life of Israelites both
of the ten tribes and of the two tribes last taken

captive. J. Briilil t relates that in Persia he found
the Jews almost invariably calling themselves
' Israel

'

instead of '

Yahudi,' and he believes it

very probable that many of the Jews of Persia and
of Kurdistan (which is partly under Persian and

partly under Turkish rule), as well as numbers
of the xsestorian Christians, § are descendants of

* See Yule-Burnett, Hobson-Jobson, Lond. 1903, 210 I.

I The author o( the Periplus HarU Brythrai (a.d. 247) refers

to it as ' SemuUa."
The Ten Tribes; Where are Theyi London, 1S80.

§ For 'he Israelitish descent of many of the Xestorian Chris-

tiana of Kurdistan, see, besides Briihl, Babbi B>>njamiQ n., Eight

the ten tribes. There are several cogent reasons
for connecting the early Jews of India with those
of Persia as to origin. Early naWgation made the
transit between Persia and India easy. Again,
in South India the Jews of Malabar are found
located side by side with an historic body of

Christians, no less unique in character than them-
selves, known as the Christians of St. Thome, and
these, if not actually derived originally from
Persia, as some would have us believe,* were at

any rate in their early history most intimatel}'
associated with that country, as is witnessed by
the discovery of three ancient Persian stone

crosses,! and also bj' the well-known fact that
this community long drew its presiding bishops
direct from Persia itself.:^ There is therefore no

difficulty in believing that Persia, the depositing
ground of the Israelites of both exiles, and the

place in which they were long massed together
in the greatest numbers, and where, also, in later

times they were not infrequently subjected to

severe persecutions, § may have been the country
which furnished Indian shores with many a con-

tingent of Israelite immigrants. These would
probably have been, after all, but the successors of

many earlier Hebrew pioneers who had passed to

and fro along the well-known trade routes to India,
for purposes of merchandise. It is, however, at

the same time right to mention that some have
believed the Bene-Israel to be an offshoot of the
Jews of Yemen (Arabia Felix}. il Against this not

impossible, or, indeed, altogether unlikely view,

may be set the fact that no marks of intimacy or

tradition of any common origin survive to the

present day ; nor is there traceable much that is

common to the Yemenite Jews and the Bene-Israel
in their distinctive observances. IT To the un-
biased observer the Bene-Israel suggest themselves
as the descendants of Hebrews who at their first

introduction into India must have made somewhat
free alliances with the women of the land (as,

according to ancient pre-Talmudic Hebrew practice,
there was hardly a bar to their doing '*), and thus
an infiltration of Indian blood into their community
would have taken place at an early stage of their

sojourn in India. This was doubtless soon suc-

ceeded by a rigid practice of allosring marriage
only with members of their own body— a rule which
the example and influence of the Hindu caste

system around them would h.ave tended to en-

courage, and to which they have doubtless ever
since most strictly adhered.

At the present time no Hindu caste could be

more exclusive in regard to this custom of allowing
racial intermixture than the Bene-Israel. They
outban and stigmatize at once as Kdld Israel, or
' Black Israel,' all oftspring of mixed unions. Such
are not allowed at communal feasts to sit in close

proximity to the rest of the community, or to

Yeart in Asia and Africa, pp. 93-9C ; also, AtheUtan Riley,

T?u Archbp. of Cant. Mission to the Assyrian Christians

(S.P.C.K., London, 1891), p. 5, footnote.
• See G. Milne Rae, Syrian Church in India (Edinburgh,

1892), pp. 15-26.

t lb. pp. 114-130.

{ The Jews of China, whose early connexions were with

Persia, entered China by sea, ria India, if tradition be correct.

I .\s in the year A.b. 468, under Firuz (or Peroz),
' The

Wicked.'
I Wilson, TA* Bene-Israel of Bombay : an Appeal, also Laruis

of the Bible, ii. 668. Rabbi J. Saphir, like Dr. Wilson, considers

that the physio^nioiuv of the Bene-Israel resembles that of the

Jews of Arabia (see liben Saphir, u. 43).

^ The Bene-Israel possess a tradition that they came to India

from 'the northern provinces.' This, Mr. Haeeni S. Kehimkar
would inteqiret of the Galilsan northern parts of Palestine, and
he thinks that the Bene-Israel may have come direct to India by
way of Eziongeber and the Red Sea, for Jews settled in Galilee

just before tht Christian era. See Wyse, History of the

Hebrevcs' Second CommoniceaUh.
** See Dt 2110-14; also Smiths DB, s.v. 'Marriage.' From

IH 233-9 may be inferred what might be done in regard to

foreigners otJier than the Ammonite or Moabite.
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intermarry with any except their own class. An
analojiy would seem to exist between tlie Bcue-
Israel aiul some other more or less unique Jewish

communities, such as the Falashas of Abyssinia,
the ilews of K'ai-feiig-fu in China, the Jews of

Yemen, and some among the so-called ' Black
Jews

'

of Malabar, all of whom, while they manifest

unmistakably the presence of the Hebrew stamina,
reveal no less clearly traces of some intermixture
with the people among whom they have sojourned.
In the case of the Bene-Israel there is a ciiaracter-

istic type perv.uling the whole community which

bespeaks tlie g;>nuine Hebrew stock from which

they have undoubtedly sprung.*
2. Religious customs.— It would be expected

beforehand tliat a people with the antecedents we
have described would exhibit much that was

peculiar and interesting in their religious customs,
when tiu>y again came into notice ; and this is

certainly the case with the IJene-Israel.

Three cliaracteristic Hebrew observances which
never died out among them first claim notice.

These are (1) the i)ractice of circumcision, (2)

the keeping of the Sabbath, and (3) the retention

in memory of at least part of the great Jewish

formula, tlie IShema Yi^nal (commencing,
'

Hear,
O Israel, the Lord our God is One Lord ! '). For
want of a liturgy they were accustomed to use, in

their ignorance, the Mords of the latter formula on

every occasion of their religious gatherings, repeat-

ing the sentence several times over. Wo have
noted their acquirement of the title Shanvdr Teli

(' Saturday Oil-nu'U '), on account of their unyoking
their oxen on Saturdays in observance of the Jewish
Sabbath. A further distinctive habit which has

clung to them, though some are dropping it now,
is the custom of wearing side-locks of tlieir

hair (nix?), in reference to Lv 19^ 21*. To this

custom the fashion commonly adopted of shaving
most or all of the rest of tlie heail is wont to give a

peculiarly exaggerated ajipearance.
{(i) Fasts and festivals.

—A regular sequence of

religious seasons, fasts, and festivals has been in

vogue among the IJene-Israel, and these when
examined are found to coincide remarkably with
the usual festivals and fast.s of the Jews. They
were preserved, however, wholly under Indian

names, the latter being often connected with some

special kind of food partaken of, or abstained hom,
on the occasion of, or being given on account of

the festivity or fast bearing some resemblance to,

or coinciding in point of time with, some Hindu or

Muhammadan observance. Thus, the Feast of

Tabernacles (kept, however, a fortnight out of

time) was known as the ' Feast of partaking of

Khir,' t a kind of confection made of new rice,

sugar, scraped co<'0-nut, and spices. The Day of

Atonement was termed ' Fast of Door-closing,'J
l)ecause on this day all rigidly shut themselves up
in their houses, wearing white clothing even to

their very caps, and
avoidiu*^

converse or contact
with others. Purim was called 'Feast of Holi.'g
because the time of keeping it coincided with a
Hindu festival of the same name (one of rowdy
and deba.sed character), observed at the same
time. Passover was known as the ' Festival of

Jar-closing,' l| the jar being one containing a sour

• A thoroudhly jj;oo(l idea of the appcarunoe of the Bene-Iarael

may be gained from the excellent portraits from photographs
g^ven in the JE under heading

'

Beiii-lsracl.' Two outof the
three synaijogues shown there, however, do not belong to the
Bene-Israel.

t Khiricha Safi.

t DCtrfalnicha Sav- Rabbi J. Saphir (Ehen Saphir, p. 45)
says that be was puzzled to aocount for this name till he be-

thought himself of a prayer entitled D'll'B' nS'i'J nVsn (' prayer
of the shutting of the gates'), forming part of the oonrtudinK
section of the Service of the Day of Atonement in the Modern
Jewish Prayer Book.

} Uolvcha San.
|| Anoii Ddkhdchd Sap.

mixture or sauce, to which conceivably a suspicion
of fermentation or leaven may have oeen hold to

attacii.* The Fast of Ab (for the destruc^tion of

the first Temple) was characteriz<'d as ' Fast of

[partaking ofj liirdya,' t the latter being a sort of

Sulse
put into the curry on this diiy, a vegetable

iet having been adhered to during the eight
days jjievious. The Feast of Weeks had somehow
dropped out of use.il:

The festivals antl fasts so far mentioned appear
to form a class of tlieir own among the iJene-

Israel. They are all alike designateil by the word
san (pronounced to rhyme with ' turn '), which i.s

a ]\Iaratlii word of Sanskritic origin (a word which
can denote both '

fast' and ' festival '). It will be
observed that the seasons of observance already
described relate uniformly to the chief and oldest
Jewish festivals and fasts. There is a further
set of festivals and fasts, also in vogue among the

liene-Israel, which have every appearance of being
a class by themselves, and whicli have probably
been superinduced in later times ujum their older

observances, presumably at the instigation of com-

paratively recent Jewish visitors and reformers
from without. § The festivals and fasts now
alluded to, while relating almost entirely to

Jewish holidays of later institution, are known
among the I5cne-Israel by names derived from the
Hindustani language only, such as roza, of Per-
sian origin, ami 'iirs, of Arabic origin. To the
latter class belong the ten days of expiation ob-

served by Jews preceding the "Day of Atonement,
on which special penitential prayers called seli-

hoth are used, and which, because of their bear-

ing some resemblance to the long fast of the

Muhammadans, were called by the IJene-Israel

llamzan.W A day after the keeping of Navydchd
San, or ' New Year's Festival,' occurs the Navydchd
liozd, or ' Fast of the New [Year].' It corresponds
probably to the Fast of Gedaliah, kei)t by Jews
on the 23rd of Tishri ; but if so, precedes it by
twenty days. Two fasts occurring at two diflerent

seasons of the year are observeil under the one
name of S<thnbi liozd, the one fast apparently
corresponding to the Fast of the 10th of Tebetli,

commemorating the beginning of the siege of Jeru-

salem, and the other to the Fast of the 17th of

Tammuz, kei>t in remembrance of the lireach made
in the wall of Jerusalem. The meaning of the
word Sithdhi is oliscure. According to its Hindu-
stani meaning of '

meritorious,' it might denote
that the keei>ing of these additional fasts was
considered a work of special merit ; or, if referred

to the Hebrew root 335 (
= to surround), an allusion

to the investment of the city would be obvious. 1i

• The rice-bread almost exclusively used by the Bene-Israel is

at all times an unleavened bread.

Jiirdi/(icli(t .9(1 ri.

i The modern Jewish habit of doubling the first and last days
of many festivals was not known to the Bene-Israel.

§ Such a reformer may have been David Rahabi, who is

said by the Benc-IsracI to have visited them long ago, ond
to have instituted this refonn. He may have come from

Cochin, where the surname 'Rahabi' (signifjing 'Egyptian')
still exists in the form of

'

Roby.' Such an one would have
doubtless couununicated with the Bene-Israel through the

medium of the Hindustani dialect, only in that case he must
have visited them subsequently to about a.d. 1400, before

which date Hindustani (or Urdu) was not a spoken language—
not, as the Uene-Isracl think, 'J(K) years ago.

II
The Bene-Israel add to these days a special fast during the

preceding month of Klul (cf. Leo Modena [liabbi of Venice,

1037], History of the Rites, Customs, and Manner of Life of the

Present Jews throughout the World (tr. London, 1650) : 'There

fore do they begin on the first day of Elul, which is the moneth

immediately going before, to think of Acts of Penance ; and in

some places, they rise before day, and say Prayers, make Con-

fession of their sins, and rehearse the Penetentiall Psahns.

And there arc manv amongst them, that Indict themselves

Foits, do Pciutnce, and give alms to the Poor, continuing on

this course, till the Day of Pardon comet ; that is to say, for

the 9V>ace of Fourtv daies 'X • u .1
•1 These are the explanations suggested as possible by Mr.

Haeem S. Kehimkar. The writer of this article would take the
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A very extraordinary festival, and one now
hardly observed, was that known as Eliyah hana-
bichdhirs, or 'the Fair of Elijah the Prophet.'
To keep it the Bene-Israel resorted annually to a

village-spot in the Konkan, named Khandalla,
where, according to a legend, Elijah the prophet
had once appeared to them, and thence had
ascended to heaven. In date this festival corre-

sponds to a Jewish one known as the ' New Year
of the Trees '

(nu'js'? niz;r\ t/tn), in reference to Lv
J923-M The observance of such a festival as tliis

seems indicative of a very prolonged sojourn of the
Bene-Israel in India ; for such a mixture of know-
ledge and ignorance in regard to the propliet
Elijah, and its incrustation into such a practice
as that mentioned, can hardly have sprung up and
taken fixed form in a short time.* Hindus are
accustomed to keep melas, or 'religious fairs,' in

honour of their temples, and the Indian Muham-
madans have also similar fairs, called by them
'urs, in honour of the tombs of their pirs, or de-

parted saints ; and the Bene-Israel, in the strange
custom that we have mentioned, must have been

adopting the habits of the country.
(b) Nazirite vow.—Besides these rites and holi-

days of Judaism in general, the Bene-Israel have
several interesting customs not so generally in use

among Jews elsewhere, one of which is an apparent
survival of the Nazirite vow. A boy in infancy
is made the subject of a vow on the part of his

parents, t The cause may perhaps be that for

long they had no male offspring, or that former
children had died. From the time when the vow
is made till the time of its redemption no razor is

permitted to pass over the head of the child.

In consequence, a lad comparatively grown up
may often be seen with long hair tressed up behind
his head after the manner of a woman. When
the time arrives that his parents feel able to re-

deem their vow, the hair is shaved off and weighed
in the scales against gold or silver, or whatever else

the parents may have before decided to give, and
the equivalent so obtained is devoted to religious

purposes. The shaved-off hair, instead of being
burnt (Nu 6'*), is thrown into some tank or river,

probably in keeping with the customs of Hin-
dus and Indian Muhammadans, who are much
given to letting their religious ceremonies cul-

minate in the immersing of something in the

water, the custom probably having its roots in

Hindu veneration for the river Ganges, which
is commonly credited with the power of re-appear-
ing in all sorts of impossible places.

(c) Burning offrankincense.—A custom hardly
less interesting than the foregoing, and one which
prevailed till quite lately among the Bene-Israel,
was the burning of frankincense on a number
of religious occasions. Quite recently thev have
been dissuaded from its use by their Jewish
co-religionists of other lands, who have repre-
sented to them that the practice was a super-

opportunity of stating here his very great indebtedness to this

;,'entleman'8 writings for much information embodied in this
article. Mr. Haeem's unpretending- pamphlet, A Sketch 0/ the

History of the Bene-Israel, has thrown a flood of Hght on many
an unknown custom among his people. Especially is what is here
written as to festivals and fasts largely due to his pamphlet.

* See in JE, s.v. 'China' the arguments advanced for a

very early date of the Jewish settlement in China. It is

significant that the tradition was that the earliest introduc-
tion of the Jews into China was from the West, by crossing
the sea, from India. It is no less worthy of notice that the
MSS of the Jews of China show a connexion with the Jews of

Persia.

t Or the vow may have been made before birth, contingent
upon a son being given. The rite is not confined to lads. The
writer was himself present when the subject of it was a girl,

whose hair was shaved off as described above. If this be held
to show that the vow-ceremony among the Bene-Israel is

derived from Hindus (among wliom such a practice does exist),

it surel}' only removes the question of the origin of such vows
in Eastern lands a stage further back.

stitious one, copied from surrounding idolatry.
It is by no means certain, however, that this
custom had not its own ancient and independent
Hebrew origin. It is significant that tlie Jews in
China had a provision for burning incense in their

synagogue at K'ai-feng-fu, it being a mark of

Imperial favour that the incense for tlie purpo.se
was provided free of cost by the Emperor him-
self. As already mentioned, the tradition was
tliat the Jews liad entered China by sea, rta India,
in the first instance.*
An indispensable concomitant in a number of

the religious ceremonios of tlio B<3ne-lsrael is a

sweet-smelling herl) uatned s'tbzd. Botanically it

is the Ocymnm pilosum vel basilicnm, and some-
what resembles mint. It is nmch used, also, in

religious rites by the Indian Muhammadans. A
smaller species of the same herb is the Ocymuni
sanctum, or '

holy basil,' the well-known sacred

plant of the Hindus, called by tliem the tulsl.

The important place which the sabzci twig occu-

pies in numerous ceremonies of the Bene-Israel

suggests the possible idea of its being used as a
substitute for the hyssop of Mosaic ordinances.

(d) Offerings. —CeTtsLin religious offerings are
made by the Bene - Israel which invite careful
attention. A singular feature in them is the offer-

ing of goats' liver or of the gizzards of fowls

(whichever animals may have been slain on tiie

occasion). These portions, after being cooked, are

brought and offered to the ministrant of a re-

ligious ceremony, the rest of the flesh of the ani-

mals slain being eaten by the host and guests
assembled. It should be observed here that the
Bene-Israel rarely, if ever, partake of anj' other
flesh than that of goats (including occasionally

sheep) and fowls. Again, a certain confection
known as malldci (a Persian word), a kind of cake
or pudding, is used ceremonially by them. The im-

pression irresistibly conveyed to the observer by all

this is that these are survivals in this community
of the ancient meat-otierings of Mosaic times, if

not also vestiges of ancient sacrifices themselves.
As a typical example of the way in which the
various articles mentioned above, including frank-

incense, sabzd, and malldd, were employed by the

Bene-Israel in various ceremonies connected with

festivals, vows, marriage, burial, etc., we may
quote the following description of ^ .e ceremony
performed at the fulfilment of a vow, as given by
Haeem S. Kehimkar, in his Sketch of the Bistort/

of the Bene-Israel :
—

' A feast was given in the evening in the following manner :
—

After the invited party came in, a clean white towel or clean

white sheet was spread on the floor, whereon a dish containing

malidd, five pieces of unleavened bread made of rice-flour

besmeared with sweets, twigs of sabzd, and five pieces of the

cooked liver of a goat, was placed. Another dish containing
cakes of wheaten flour fried in oil, and wafers of unleavened
bread also fried in oil, and livers and gizzards of as many fowls

as may have been killed on the occasion, was also placed there.

The dish also contahied a glass of wine or other liquor as .-i

drink-offering ;
and several other plates filled with all sorts of

fruits were placed upon the sheet, over which they said the

Kiriyath Shema about a dozen times. . . . After the ceremony
was over, a handful of vialidd, together with a twig of sabzd

and a piece of each of the articles placed in the dish and in the

plates, were taken by the man who oflioiated as priest in his

own hands, and before presenting these to the lady who hail

made the vow, he asked her what had caused her to make the

vow. On her giving the reason, she was told that she was free

from her vow, and the mal'idd was given to her. The articles

in the dish and plates were distributed among the party, except
the pieces of liver and gizzard, as well as the five pieces of

cakes and wafers, which were kept by the officiating priest for

himself, while the guests were served with the feast.'

(e) Dietary rules.—Witli regard to dietary rules,

it was customary with the 13ene-Israel either to

remove the sinew in the leg, in accordance witli

Gn 32", or, if skill suHic'ant for this somewhat
intricate operation did not exist, to reject as food

* See JK, s.v. 'China.' Note also what is said there as to

certain customs in use among Chinese Jews pointing to a pre-
TaJniudio origin.
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the hindquarters of the animal altogether.
*

Blood,

fat, animals strangled or maimed by beasts of

])rey, the Bene-Israel shunned altogether as food.

In regard to lish, they would eat only those which
had both fins and scales.

(/) Kiss of peace.
—In common with the Jews

of Cochin, the Bene-Israel preserve the custom of

parting at their religious gatherings with the Kiss

of Peace. The custom likewise prevails among
the Christians of St. Thom6 in Malabar, and is

found, again, amongst the East Syrian Christians

of Kurdistan. t This may be taken as one more
indication of the probable link of connexion be-

tween the Jews of India and those of Persia in

ancient times, et^pocially when it is remembered,
as we have already mentioned (see above, p. 470),

that the Nestorian Christians of Kurdistan have a

tradition of having been originally converts from
Judaism. In performing the salutation among the

Bene-Israel, the chief minister first bestows it on
the most important persons present near to him,

by receiving the fingers of the outstretched hand

(tlie palms held vertically) between his own hands,
after which the hands of both are simultaneously
released, and the tips

of the fingers of each person

passed to his own lips and kissed. Those already
saluted turn to bestow the salutation on others,
the younger usually seeking it from the older, and
inferiors from their superiors, till all have saluted

each other. The procedure continues for some two
or three minutes, during which an audible sound
of the lips is heard throughout the synagogue.

(g) Cup of blessing.
—At the close of some ser-

vices in their newly-revived synagogues a ceremony
takes place which has been termed by Christians

who have observed it, 'the Cup of Blessing.' J
A cup, containing a juice pressed from raisins

for the purpose, is put into the hands of the

minister, who, after first pronouncing a bless-

ing over it, partakes of a portion of it. The re-

mainder is then j)oured by the attendants into a

large vessel containing much more of the same
mixture. The shamdsh, or sexton, then passing
round the assembly, with one or more assistants,
distributes the contents of the vessel to each
member of the assembly by means of pairs of

little silver cups, one of which is being filled while
the other is being emptied. As to the antiquity
of this custom it is difficult to pronounce. In

the opinion of some it is merely the performance
of the usual Jewish ceremony of the Habdiildh

(nSian) § in the synagogue instead of in the home ;

and if so, it may be of comparatively recent intro-

duction among the Bene-Tsrael.

3. Use of Hebrevy names.—The Bene-Israel
have mostly retained the use of Biblical names,
but the latter have commonly assumed an Indian-
ized form, as Banaji for Benjamin, 'Abaji for

Abraham, and the lilce.
|I Similarly tlie names of

* In regard to China, it is observable that this practice, even
more than the keeping of Saturdaj' as the Sabbath, attracted
the notice of the Chinese, so tliat the Jews were accorded the
title of Tiao Kiu-Kiao,

' the sect which extract-s the sinew.'
The writer of the article on ' China '

in JE iv. 33 deduces from
this appellation a further argument for the great antiquity of

the arrival of the Jews in China, for he says,
' Rabbinical Juda-

ism would have suggested more distinctive peculiarities of the
Jews to the Chinese.' If so in China, how much more m.-iy we
suppose great antiquity for the arrival of Israelites in India?

t Note the foUowincr from Slaclean and Browne, The Catho-
licos of the East and HUPeople{S.P.C.K., London, 1892), p. 255 :

'One [deacon] goes to the Bema and says a litany; another
gives the Kis>i of Peace to the people, somewhat as at the daily
services, except that the celebrant first kisses the alUr and the
deacon takes his hands between his own and kisses them, and
then goes to the sanctuary door and gives the peace to the
person of highest rank, and then to the next, and so on.'

Wilson, LaiuU of the Bible, ii. 672.
§ A ceremony for placing a distinction or line of demarcation

between times secular and sacred, as, for example, between
week-day and Sabbath.

B A good example is the name of the retired commandant
who built the first sjiiagogue of the Bene-Israel in Bombay in

the women receive the Indian affix bai (corre-

sponding to our Mrs. and Miss) appended to them,
as, for example, Sarahbai, Miriambai, and the
like. Where the names of men and women of the
Bene-Israel are purely Indian, they do not appear
to be in any case compounded with tlie name
of any Hindu deity, as is largely the case among
Hindus. Surnames (which tlie Bene-Israel are

gradually discarding) were formed by the addition
of the syllable kar (pronounced to riiyme with
'

stir,' and equivalent in meaning to ' inhabitant
of ') to the name of the village with wliich a mans
family had become identified in the earlier days of

Israelite settlement, such as A'iAiwiA-ar=' resident
in [the village of] Kihim.' Dr. Wilson has re-

marked that at the time when he made his

investigations the name ' Pieuben
' was the most

common amongst men, and that the favourite
Jewish names of Jehudah and Esther were not
found. Both names have come into use among
the Bene-Israel now.

4. Hindu customs.—Thougli preserving their

characteristics and religion remarkably in tlie

midst of an unfavourable environment, the Bene-
Israel have not survived their long isolation

altogether uninfected by the surrounding idolatry.
Certain domestic customs and usages, too numer-
ous and intricate to detail at any length, still

linger among them, more particularly in rural

parts, and specially among the women of the com-

munity. These owe their origin purely to Hindu-

ism, though not all of them are of an idolatrous
or superstitious character. Such customs are found

plentifully connected with marriage ceremonies ;

also with occasions of birth, puberty, betrothal,

sickness, and death.* On an occurrence of small-

pox, or even during a performance of vaccina-

tion, the goddess of small-pox, Shitalvddl by name,
is sought to be propitiated by some, and the furtive

keeping of Hindu idols has not been unknown.
As to the use of charms, and superstitious usages
at childbirth, many parallels of a no less debased
kind could be drawn from Kabbalistic practices
under the sanction of modern rabbinical Judaism
(see Birth [Jewish]). Rabbi Solomon in his Travels

mentions that in the year 1846 he saw at Bel-

gaum (a town in the south of the Bombay
Presidency) the wives of [Israelite] men in

the army stretching forth the fingers of their

hands to the fire and kissing them as they lit

the lamps. t It is right to saj' that a great etibrt

has been made in recent years by the Bene-Israel

as a body to throw ofl' all this, and that a great
change has taken place already.

5. Organization.
—As to communal organization,

the Bene-Israel, under the older order of things,

recognized the authority of a headman, called a

mnqaddam, over each vUlage community where
sufficient in numbers, whose powers were consider-

able. He would assemble the community when
necessarj', pre.side over their deliberations, and act

as their executive in matters relating to caste-

discipline or organization generally. Besides this

officer, there was another (not, however, found in

every village)
named the qdzi, meaning properly

'

judge.' To him pertained the religious duties of

ministrations at religious ceremonies, the perform-
ance of circumcision, marriage, rites of burial, and

frequently the slaughtering of animals. With
the muqaddam and qdzi were associated certain

1796. His name was 5am<ijt (
= Sanniel) Hatsaji (

= Ha8kel, i.e.

Ezekiel) Divekar (= resident of the village of Dive).
• Many of these practices will be found described in BG

(Bombay, 1885) xviii. i. 515-535.

t Travels of Solomon (:^c'^V m>'02), P- 100: W^a Ti'KT 'yi!:i

^rt<3 cc TTK K3S.1 TJK nirj nx D'j'73 Ti'3 "n".! ib-ks 1846

.oniN
njpr:ni rxn
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chaugale, or 'elders' (properly four in number)
who assisted them as counsellors. At communal
meetings all adult members had a voice.*

6. Modern conditions.—It is only in quite recent
times that the Bene-Israel have emerged into the
light of history. It is through the observations
and researches of Christians that they have become
known, and in fact have been raised to some de-

gree of education and advancement, and provided
with their Scriptures and fresh beginnings of a
knowledge of Hebrew.

(a) State of transition.—The long centuries during
which they had previously remained hidden from
notice can, it may safely be surmised, never have
their story told. VVe now see the Bene-Israel at
the parting of the ways, just as they are reaching
out towards modern modes of life and culture.
Their present tendency and aim is to forsake the
ancient landmarks of tiie past, which it has been
the object of this article to try to search out
and describe. Their present effort is to conform
them.selves in all respects to the ways of modern
Judaism, choosing as their standard the easier and
more liberal principles of the Reformed School of

Judaism rather than the more rigid ones of strict

Talmudic Judaism, wiiich, indeed, their present
ignorance of Hebrew would ill fit them to follow.
While they are in this transition state, it is now
and then difficult to determine what has been of
ancient usage among them and what has been
of late, or of comparatively late, introduction.
The

study
is further complicated by the probable

occasional engrafting that has taken place, upon
their original observances, of some of later date by
occasional visitors and reformers at long intervals,
in the way we have described. Previously the
home of the Bene-Israel was exclusively among
the villages of the mainland, extending over a
tract running parallel with, and southwards for
some fifty miles of, the island of Bourbay. But
.since the establishment of British rule in India
the Bene-Israel have commenced to migrate largely
into the city of Bombay, where over four thousand
of them now reside.

(b) Occupations.—Formerly, besides following
their hereditary occupation of oil-pressing, many
became also owners of land, cartmen, carpenters,
stone-cutters, and cultivators. Now, in addition
to these and similar occupations, they are pressing
forward into positionsas office-clerks and mechanics,
and into the services of government, railways, and
the municipalities ; and some into the learned pro-
fessions also. In ancient times they displayed great
prowess as soldiers, and under the East India Com-
pany rarely failed to rise to the position of non-
commissioned and commissioned officers. They
l)roved loyal to a man to the British at the time of
the Mutiny. The new system of 'promotion by
caste returns,' by which the numerical strength of
a particular caste is required, as well as intrinsic

merit, to secure advancement, has served greatly
to deter a minority like the Bene-Israel from
now entering to any large extent on a military
profession. Not many are possessed of wealth
at present, and it is a regrettable fact that some
who at one time were well off have squandered
tlieir patrimony and become poor.

(c) Synagogues and worsnip. — Originally the
Bene-Israel had no synagogues or houses of prayer.
The oldest of their synagogues in Bombay (which
is also the oldest .Jewish synagogue in Western
India) bears the date A.D. 1796. In Bombay tliey

^ The most modern rtliicious revival amongst the Bene-Israel
is connected with the names of a group of .Jews from Cochin in

the early part of the last century. Prominent amon>;st these
stands out the name of Hacham Shellomo (Solomon) Salem
Shurabbi, who died in 18.')6, after twenty vears spent in en-
deavours for the religious resuscitation of the Bene-Israel (see
Haeem S. Kehimkar, Sketch, p. 22).

have erected, mostly witliin the la,st hundred j'ears,
four or five synagogues of their own, two of which
are of a permanent character, specially built as

synagogues, and outside of Bombay eight or nine
in difierent townships. In all of these worsliip is

conducted in the modem Jewish manner,* and
they possess

tiie usual staff of synagogue officers,

namely, the hazzdn, or reader, the gubbai, or

treasurer, the sfuinidsh, or sexton, etc. ; and use
the modern Jewish Prayer-Book of the Sepharclim.
They have now procured rolls of the Law, and read
from them in the usual way. Tliey have, how-
ever, no kohanim (supposed Levitical priests) ; and
therefore the few functions assigned to such in the
usual Jewish ritual have to go unperformed. They
hardly now maintain their old character for the

keeping of the Sabbath, for in Bombay and other
centres of trade they attend offices, factories, and
workshops in large numbers on that day. Thougli
domiciled for a long course of centuries in India,

they have done nothing to convert their Indian

neighbours to the faith of the God of Abraham.
In this respect their influence appears to have
been nil.

(d) Chief characteristics.—The Bene-Israel are as

yet but a feeble folk. Nevertheless they possess
many sterling qualities, which might reaiiily place
them in advance of many around them. Though
too ready to be quarrelsome, and displaying too

great a fondness for liquor on festive occasions,

especially on the part of the rising generation
living amongst the temptations of large cities, they
have alwaj^s borne a good character for morality ;

and for courtesy and hospitality they are unsur-

passed. Their women show considerable aptitude
as teachers and nurses, when properly trained.

In regard to religious inquiry, great indolence
and want of earnestness prevail. Keenness as to

material progress
—and indift'erence to almost every-

thing else—seems at present a ruling characteristic.

A gieat future in India may be in store for such a

people as this, if they will live fully up to their

opportunities.
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J. Henry Lord.
BENEVOLENCE. — L As A QUALITY OF

HUMAN CHARACTER.— I. The New Testament

usage.
—The NT writers are concerned mainly

with practical morality. They make no attempt
to frame a system of etliics. In studying one of

the NT virtues, accordinglj-, we need hardly try
to reach a scientific definition of it. We ought
ratlier to note the working in it of the ultimate

principle of NT morality, viz. love, and to trace
* Their services are in Hebrev , a languajje which many can

now read, but hardly any caii understand. Some creditable

efforts have been made of late years to provide service-books

having the Hebrew interleaved with Maratbt. The daily aervice-

book thus treated is a handsome volume, produced at some

expense.
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the phases of character and conduct in wliich its

presence is marked.
In considering the operation of the sujireuie

principle of love, we find one broad distinction.

Tlie object of love is man in his twofold aspect as

a possessor of sacred rights and as a creature of

manifold needs. On the one hand, accordingly,
love requires the fullilment of justice. A man
must be protected in all the rights of his humanity,
inasmuch as he is no mere thing or chattel, but a

being made in the Divine image, and meant for

the Divine fellowship. On the other hand, with

equal emphasis the NT declares the obligation of

benevolence. Our fellow-men are sacred not merely
in their rights, but in their needs ; and we are

bound by the principle of love not merely to

defend the former, but to meet and relieve the

latter. The needs of men are meant to evoke the
virtue whicli we designate by the term 'bene-

volence,' and by the other cognate words which in

various aspects develop its meaning.
In the NT the following aspects of benevolence

are the most clearly marked :
—

(1) XP'?"'^'^'?''
— This beautiful term may be

rendered by our word '

benevolence,' giving us the

idea of a disposition in which there is nothing
harsh or bitter, because the love of self has been
swallowed up in a love larger and more compelling.
In such a dL-^position there is a fountain of good-
will which flows fortli freely and spontaneously
in emotions of loving-kindness and deeds of help-
fulness. Closely parallel is the term *

benignity,'

by which, indeed, xp'?''''"0'"'?s is rendered in tlie

Kheims version of Gal 5". It suggests a character

large in charity, tolerant in judgment, gentle in

speech, of ripe wisdom in the atl'airs of the soul,

finding its delight ami its reAvard in the comfort
with which it relieves distress. Our familiar word
'

kindness,' lioweAer, brings us nearest the heart
(jf this very lovely phase of character. It is the

very iiall-mark of fove (1 Co 13^). It has close

affinities with forbearance and long-sufiering (Ro 2-',

2 Co 6®). It is its very nature to be patient and

hopeful, and not to be turned aside by the fro-

wardness and thanklessness of those whom it

would lielp. Its conspicuous contrast is 'severity'
(lio II'-"). Not, indeed, as though severity were

reprehensible ; but only that under the limitations

of liuman insight, kindness ought to prevail, while

severity must be kept within the restraints of love.

Kindness in tiiought, word, and deed is the homely
yet hard requirement of the NT law of love.

(2) dyadLJo-vvT).
—This may best be rendered 'good-

ness' (Ko 15'S Gal 522, Eph 5», 2Th I"), in the sense
of active goodness or ' beneticence' (bonitas). It

emphasizes conduct, while XPV<^'''^V^ emphasizes
disposition.

'

XPV<^'''^V^ is potential dyaOuxrvvr) ;

dya&uxTvvr) is energizing XP''1<^'''°'''V^

'

(I->iglitfoot on
Gal 5"). Kindness issues in goodnes.s, and is a
cliaracteristic of it. It has often been remarked
that dyaOuaijvr] does not occur in classical Greek,
and that the virtue it expresses is not to be found
in the Greek ideal of character. It has no place,
for instance, in Aiistotles famous account of the
'

high-minded
' man. The fj.eya\6-pvxoi will, indeed,

confer benefits. He will do so, however, not from
the love of man as such, but from a sense of what
is suited to the artistic completeness of his charac-
ter. In the NT, man is looked at under the liglit
of the Divine love, and duty is construed from the

point of view of the Divine purpose. The God-
like man, accordingly, is the good man, in whom
love manifests itself as a ceaseless beneficence,
which is a finite reprcKluction of the infinite good-
ness of God. The good man, unlike the fieya\6-
fvxos, thinks not of himself in his beneficence, save
as the recipient and the steward of the Divine
lK)untifnlnei5s.

(3) evdoKla and evvoia.—The former describes the

gracious will, which is the source of the benevo-
lent deed (Eph P- », Ro 10', Ph I" 2^^). The latter

is applied to the inner spring of conduct, which,
viewed from without, might seem mechanical or

compulsory. Even slaves may redeem tlieir en-

forced labour from the taint of servility by
performing it with goodwill to their ma-sters as

part of a Divine service (Ejiii 6^).

(4) <pi\av$pwirla.
—Benevolence has for its object

every sentient creature, and thus includes kindness
to animals. Its proper object is, however, man,
whose greatness, as a being made in the image of

God, is combined with the frailties of the '

fleshly
'

side of his nature ; and in this connexion it is de-

scribed as '

philanthropy.' Witii singular felicity
the NT speaks of the '

philanthropy of God' (Tit 3^).

Ordinarily, the term is applied to the love whicIi

man owes to his fellows (Ac 27^ 28"). These
references show that philanthrojjy has a less dis-

tinctively
Christian note than goodness. It is

exhibited by those who have not known the love
of God in Christ. In this virtue Christianity has
not made an absolutely new discovery. It has
rather recovered and reinforced a native energy
of human nature, which, amid terrible defacement
of the Divine image, has not lost all trace of its

original and prototype.
(5) dw\6Tr]s.

— 'It is not exactly liberality . . .

it is the quality of a mind which has no arricrc-

pensie in what it does ; when it gives, it does so

because it sees and feels the need, and for no other
reason ; this is the sort of nund which is liberal,
and God assigns a man the function of /oteraStooiai

when He be.^tows this mind on him by His Spirit'

(Denney in Expos. Gr. Test, on Ro 12'). Liberality
describes benevolence in its absorption in tiie need
which it relieves. It has a finer quality than tiie

corresponding virtue described by Aristotle (Nic.
Eth. bk. iv. ch. i.). A parallel to our Lord's word,
' It is more blessed to give tiian to receive,' may,
indeed, be found in Aristotle's sentence, 'It is

more distinctive of virtue to do good to others
than to have good done to you.' Yet there is a

significant diH'erence. In tlie one, liberality is a

product of a Divine grace, and awakens a Divine

gladness. In the other, it is an artistic achieve-

ment, and awakens an aesthetic delight. In

Aristotle's whole account we do not find
' a word

about benevolence, or love to others, as prompting
acts of liberality. We find no other motive but
the splendour {Ka.\6v) of the acts themselves

'

(Sir A.

Grant, Aristotle's Ethics, ii. GO).

In the teaching of Jesus benevolence is not dis-

cussed, but it is depicted with consummate skill

in His parable of the Good Samaritan, in whose
action kindness and goodness, goodwill, philan-

throi"}', and liberali^ are exquisitely blended.
In the character of Jesus no aspect of benevol
ence is wanting. XPV'^'''^^^ is seen in His bearing
towards those who were excluded from the respect
of men. dyaduavvrj is illustrated in the whole

ministry of Him who 'went about doing good.'
ei'SoKia characterizes His attitude towards all men,
even those ^^ ho rejected Iliin. His ^iXavOpunria
breaks through all barriers of race or creed or

artilicial conventionality. His dirX&nj^ pours fortii

endless benetits, physical and spiritual ; He be-

stows not merely life, but abundance. This virtue,

which Jesus thus portrayed and exemplified, He
laid upon His disciples as a sacred obligation.
There must be no limit to their liberality (Mt 10*).

Onlj- by ceaseless beneficence can they realize the

privilege of sonship toward God, for He is
' kind unto

the unthankful and to the evil' (Mt 5«- «, Lk &*).

2. Its place in the history of ethics.—Benevolence

is not an isolated ethical unit. It is an element in

the organism of virtue, and gives tone and quality
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to the complex of virtues which constitute the
character as a whole. The value of an ethical

system, like that of an individual character, may
be estimated by the place which benevolence occu-

pies in it. To trace the varying recognition of

this virtue in the history of ethics would be to

write the moral history of man. A few steps in

the great development may here be indicated.

(1) Greek ethic.—We have seen that benevolence
does not appear in those systems which reflect the
life of citizenship in the independent and intensely
aristocratic free cities of the Hellenic world. The
reason is that man as man has not yet arisen on
the view of the Greek moralist. He is thinking
of life within the limits of a Greek city. The
intellectual and aesthetic interests prevail. There
is room for patriotism. Self-interest must yield to

the claims of the State. But goodwill to man,
the obligation of helpfulness to all the children
of need, and the ' enthusiasm of humanity,' have

scarcely dawned on the Greek mind in its quest
for ethical completeness. When the independent
city falls, and the barrier of its walls is levelled,
men are able to look abroad, and to discern more

clearly the bonds that connect them with their

fellows. The age of the great individualistic

philosophies marks the entrance of benevolence
into the circle of the virtues. Epicureanism [q.v.),

indeed, miglit seem to be selfish and destitute of

sympathy. It may be urged, however, that its

primary impulse was humanitarian, and that its

true purpose was to deliver men from the spiritual

bondage in which their souls were sunk. Its gospel
of arapa^la was proclaimed to a despairing world by
men who, like Epicurus and Lucretius, were full

of sympathy for their fellow-sufferers (see Masson,
Lucretius, 307, 321). Yet it is in Stoicism {q.v.)

that we find the first explicit recognition of bene-

volence. The high ethical rank of Stoicism has
been universally recognized. Its description of

humanity as an organism,
—often in Seneca and

Epictetus with striking verbal resemblance to the

language of St. Paul,—its ample assertion of the
value of man as man, its emphasis on the duty of

boundless helpfulness, its beneficent influence on
social reform and Koman jurisprudence, indicate a

great advance in the moral history of man.
At the same time, the failure of Stoicism is as

evident as its triumph, (a) Its ideal is empty and
unrealizable. Stoic cosmopolitanism is no more
than a formal unity of men as beings possessed of

reason.
' What is meant by a ^iXayBpairia that is not fertile in special

affections to individual human beings, affections which adapt
themselves to their special character and the special relations

into which they are brought ? And what is meant by an organic
unity of mankind in a TroAtreia tou koc/hov, if the reason that is

to bind them together be taken merely as a common element in

the nature of each, which connects them in spite of their differ-

ences in other respects?' (Caird, Evolution of Theology in the

Greek Philosophers, ii. 126).

(h) It failed to exemplify in the details of life

the very virtue which it was the first to introduce
into the ethical ideal. It proclaims a universal

bond and a world-wide sympathy. It too often

exhibits a revolting hardness and inhumanity.
'
Tlie framework or theory of benevolence might be there,

hut the animating spirit was absent. Men who taught that the

husband or the father should look with perfect indifference on
the death of his wife or his child, and that the philosopher,

though he may shed tears of pretended sympathy in order to

console his suffering friend, must suffer no real emotion to

penetrate his breast, could never found a true or lasting religion
of benevolence

'

(Lecky, European Morals, i. 191 f.).

(2) Christian ethic.—The requirement of a 're-

ligion of benevolence' is satisfied in Christianity.

(a) Christianity was the fullilment of the OT
religion, which was marked by an intensely social

spirit. No doubt, the limits of this social impulse
were fixed by the Jewish nationality. At the same

time, the great prophetic ideas of the righteousness

and "race of God, and of tlie supreme worth of

morality as compared with ritual, were seed sown
in the soil of humanity which could not fail of

fruit. They found tlieir glorious harvest in the
'new commandment' of love, set forth by Jesus
as the law of the Cliristian fellowship, (i) Chris-

tianity is fundamentally tlie life of Clirist. His
character made one deep and inufikceable impres-
sion upon His followers. They felt that He loved
men. They worshipped Him

;
and they believed

that they could truly honour Him only when they
poured forth on others the love of which they ha<l

been the recipients. Benevolence in the Christian

religion is more than the precept of a teacher,
more even than a lovely example. It is the very
Spirit of Jesus, breathing upon those who adore

Him, and quickening them to a life like Hi.s.

(c) Christianity is the consciousness of redemption.
God is in Christ reconciling the world to Himself.
The Christian is a citizen in the Israel of God,
which includes Gentile as well as Jew. He is a
member of the household of which God is Father,
and which therefore has room for all the children

of men. To accept Jesus as Saviour and Lord is

to recognize all men as the objects of the Divine

benevolence, and to be pledged to its service in

the interests of humanity. The NT abounds in

exhortations to benevolence (1 Co 13, Eph 5",

Col 31*, Gal 5^^ 6S 1 Jn 3" 4'-9). The everyday
life of the Christian lies witiiin the concentric

circles of <j>i.\a8e\(pla and (pCkavBpusirla. The Chris-

tian character presents a new type of virtue ; and
in it benevolence shines resplendent. The failure

of Stoic cosmopolitanism is met by the triumph of

Christian benevolence. Instead of being abstract

and unreal, Christianity is practical and concrete.

Instead of being cold and hard, Christianity has

sanctified the emotional side of human nature, and
has made love (ay6.iry) not f/)ws) a virtue, nay, the

sum of virtue, and the dynamic of all the virtues.

Christianity proved more eftective than Stoicism

in suppressing or mitigating great social evils, e.g.

the exposure of infants, the gladiatorial combats,

slavery. Above all, Christianity has established

the paramount claims of love. In spite of many
sins committed by Christians against the

spirit
of

love, tlie religion of Jesus has succeeded in binding
the obligation of benevolence upon the conscience

of the race.

After Christianity lost the fervour and freshness

of the Apostolic age, it was invaded by the parallel

influences of Stoicism and Judaism, and became

dominated by a legal spirit. With the entrance of

legalism, the virtues tended to lose their character

as elements in a living, spiritual whole, and were

subjected to a process of definition and classifica-

tion. Love ceases to be the sum of virtue. It takes

its place as one of the three theological virtues ;

and to these are added the four virtues of the old

Greek lists, revised with more or less success by

theologians like Origen, Ambrose, and Angustine.
These lists were elaborated throughout tlie

media?val period not without real ethical insight,

and in them benevolence was amply recognized.

From the emblazoned ceilings and walls of churches,

from the carved pillars and porticoes of palaces and

market-places, from the pages of poets like Dante
and divines like Aquinas, the appeal for practical

goodness went forth. These exhortations were far

from inefiective.
'

Nothing shows how tiie Church
of the 13th and 14th centuries had instilled tlie

mind of Jesus into the peoples of Europe like the

zeal with which they tried to do their duty by the

poor, the sick, and the helpless' (Lindsay, Histonj

of the Ref(yrmation, i. 141). It was a grave defect,

however, to substitute lists of duties and virtues

for tlie organization of virtue through one con-

trolling principle. There was also the danger of
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over-emphasizing one isolated virtue, till it should
become a curse rather than a blessing.

In this way benevolence drew to itself an ex-

aggerated devotion, which had the efl'ect of filling

Europe with mendicants and sturdy idlers.

The Reformation was a reaction from legalism.
It was a return to primitive Christianity, which
was not an ecclesiastical system, but a life in

fellowship with Christ. Christianity made a new
beginning in its Divine task of educating and
regenerating humanity. It is not, however, in

one crisis that mankind is brought to its goal. The
principle of the Reformation—the spiritual fellow-

sliip of man with God—had to be applied in all the
fields of man's moral activity ; and this implied a

process of centuries. The recognition of the fact
that virtue, as a spiritual reality, cannot be dis-

membered and articulated into a code makes its

practice far harder than under a legal system.
This is specially true of such a virtue as bene-

volence, wlien it is no longer defined and limited

by a series of outward actions, but has regained
its place as an organic outcome of love, boundless
iu scope and infinitely varied in exercise.

The very success of the Reformation, moreover, in

breaking the formal unity of mediaeval Catholicism
and emphasizing the narrower unities of family
and society, as well as the sacredness of the in-

dividual, made the problem of benevolence the
harder. To maintain it against tiie perennial
selfishness of man, and to apply it amid the in-

creasing complexities of modern civilization, remain
the tasks of the moralist and the social reformer.

(3) The ethic of the ISth century.—It was in-

evitable that the abandonment of tlie principle of

outward authority should raise in the most acute
form tlie question as to tlie sanctions of morality.
If moral precepts do not rest on the autliority of

the Church, from what do they derive their obliga-
tory character ? Whj-, in

particular, should men
be required to surrender their individual preference
to further the advantage of otliers? The moral
problem, accordingly, for a hundred years of post-
Reformation thought, during which individualism
held tlie field in psychology and ethics, turned

mainly upon the question of benevolence. Is it a
radical instinct of human nature ? If not, how has
it come to occupy the place which common opinion
assigns it ? The controversy was waged, mainly,
in England. Hobbes states the question. He finds

man's primary condition to be that of appetite and
desire. All man's natural tendencies are '

self-

regarding.' T\iQ jus naturale 'is the liberty each
man hath to use liis own power as he will himself
for the preservation of his own nature

'

{Leviathan,
ed. 1839, cli. xiv.). A vivid picture is drawn of the
evils to which the exercise of this natural right
would expose humanity ; and a strong appeal is

made for the surrender of individual independence
to the rule of tiie sovereign.
Such a cj'nical estimate of human nature could

not but provoke reply. SJuiftesbury distinguishes
two classes of natural tendency, some being directed
to the good of otliers, and .some to that of self.

Virtue lies in the due proportion of these two sets
of natural instincts, a proportion discerned by the
special faculty of the moral sense. Hutcheson even
more forcibly vindicates the reality of benevolence,
and resolves all virtue into it. Butler, in like

manner, argues for tiie disinterested character of

benevolence, and regards it as 'the sum of virtue.'
All tliese thinkers are under the control of in-

dividualism ; and, from the point of view of 18th
cent, individualism, the only possible question was :

' Is benevolence one among the tendencies and
impulses wliich are found in the individual Imman
being?' To this question, the answer could only
be a simple 'yes' or 'no.' When, however, indi-

vidualism began to give way, and an organic view
of society to take its place, a fresh study of luiman
nature, and of the '

good
'

corresponding to it, had
to be made. The psyciiology which enumerates
faculties, instincts, etc., has been abandoned. Man
is no longer vieMed as a mass of tendencies, among
which benevolence may bo enumerated. He is a
living being, a true organism, or 'unity in difl'er-

ences.' His moral nature has been formed by a
long process of education and discipline. This
historic development has disclosed the deepest fact

regarding man's moral nature, viz., that, when
man is most 'self-regarding,' he is least himself;
that he reaches his true being only when he aban-
dons the point of view of the isolated individual,
and goes out to his fellows in self-forgetfulness,
and so enriches his own personality through sharing
their experience.

Benevolence, therefore, is not an instinct about
which it may be disputed whether we do or do
not possess it. It is the very energy of the soul,

according to its higliest excellence, in a perfect
life. We come back, accordingly, by another path
to the dictum of Hutcheson and Butler tliat bene-
volence is

' the sum of virtue,' or rather to the

position of the NT that ' love is the fulfilling of
the law.' The 20th cent, has begun by accepting
the organic principle, and has addressed itself

with deep seriousness to tlie task of its practical
application. Amid schemes of social amelioration,
however, we need constantly to remember that
benevolence cannot be made to order. It is be-

gotten of the sense of membership in a society,
which cannot be constructed by any sociological
machinery, however ingenious. The message of

Christianity is that this society exists. It has
descended out of heaven from God. It consists
in the fellowship of those who have surrendered
themselves to the Divine love in Christ, and are

impelled and quickened by a debt whose magnitude
grows the more loyally they discharge it. Bene-
volence, as a social energj% cannot live unless it be
revived at the springs of the Divine pliilanthropy.
As the inspiration of the individual life, it must be
derived from, indeed it consists in, the constraint
of the love of Christ.

II. As A DiviSE ATTRIBUTE.— I. Its place in

the character of God.— Consideration of the moral
attributes of God can be fruitful only if two
principles are borne in mind, {a) The attributes
are not '

tilings
'

or '

forces.' It is a profound
mistake first to isolate them, and then to en-
deavour to relate them to one another logically or

mechanically. They exist in the unity of the
Divine character, and are partial manifestations of
its inexhaustible wealth, {b) They are not to be
viewed as given, in their truth and fullness, in man,
and tlien applied to the Divine character as copies
or reflexions of what they are in human nature.
The moral attributes of God are to be learned,

primarily, from the revelation which Christ has

given, in His own person, of the Being whom He,
alone among men, perfectly knew. The God whom
we know in Christ is love. This is the absolute
truth of His nature, in the light of which every
aspect of his character is to be viewed. His love is

scarcely to be classed among His attributes. It is

rather the central principle in which they all

meet, the spiritual power from which each derives

efficiency.
' Wisdom is its intelligence ; might its productivity ; the entire

n.itural creation and the entire revelation of righteousness iu

history are the means by which it attains its teleological aims

(Martensen, Dogmatics, 99).

In pursuing its teleological aim, which may be

defined as the Kingdom of God, the Divine love

follows two great lines of action. In the first place,
it requires the vindication of righteousness. The
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'

rights
'

of evei"y creature must be maintained
;

that is to say, every creature must be preserved in

the fuliihnent of its special vocation, and guarded in

its realization of its own proper nature. These riglita
are sacred. The violation of them must be marked,
in the administration of the universe, by delinite

retribution. The harmonious development of the
vast and delicate order of the universe, by the sub-

jection of every part to the living Will which
animates the whole, is an essential interest of the
Divine love. In the second place, the love of God
manifests itself as goodness, or benevolence. It

is pledged to the task of furthering the good of

every creature. God has brought the universe into

being as the means of His self-revelation ; and it is

only by His revelation of Himself to it that it

reaches its perfection. His love takes shape in

ceaseless goodness, pouring forth benefits in pro-

portion to need ; and, in this constant communica-
tion, its own glory and blessedness are eternally
increased. '

It is the nature of goodness to possess
its own fullness only in communication, to have

only as it gives' (Martensen, op. cit. 98). It is

important thus to connect the DiAnne benevolence
with the aim of the Divine love. The Divine
benevolence is part of the operation of the Divine

love, which, from the beginning of creation, has been

preparing a world in and to Avhich God could fully
reveal Himself. It signifies His goodwill toward
all the creatures of His power, His determination
to bless them according to their utmost capacity,
and to bring them to the highest perfection of their

nature. His love is not altered by the fact that

man, the head of the lower creation, has rebelled

against Him. Rather it has become stronger and

deeper, in view of the unspeakable tragedy of

human sin. The goodness, which is marked in all

creation and proAadence, has become the mercy
whose crowning manifestation is the Cross of

Christ.

The Biblical usage confirms this view of the
relation between the benevolence of God and the

highest aim of His love. The OT believers are

profoundly convinced of the goodness of Jahweh.
But they do not mean by the Divine goodness such
a sentiment as a pantheistic pestheticism might
attribute to God. By goodness they mean a quality
of the Divine character which comes into operation
as God pursues His great aim of redeeming and
blessing His people. Even when physical nature is

summoned as evidence of the Divine goodness, it

is \newed as the sphere wherein God carries on His

redemptive Avork ; and the goodness of God mani-
fest therein is an argument for confiding in His
faithfulness to His saving purpose and in His

ability to carry it to completion. More commonly,
the goodness of God is manifest in the lives of those
whom He is preparing for Himself. Often the
Divine goodness has high spiritual qualities, and
is expressly referred to as an element in redeeming
grace (e.g. Ps 23* 2o' 65*). Verbal references to

the goodness of God are much less frequent in the
NT. Its main theme is the love manifest in Christ.
The goodness of God is an aspect of that gracious
working wliereby He leads men to the knowledge
of His Son (111) 2^ 11").

2. Its operation in creation and providence.
—

Christian apologetic is not bound to construct a

complete theodicy. It must make the love of God,
proved in Christ, its presupposition and its starting-

point. Thence it must review the life of nature
and of man, and seek to exhibit the evidence it

finds therein of God's wise and benevolent working.
If it can show that, in creation and providence,
God's goodness has been operative, preparing the

way for the triumph of His love, its task is suffi-

ciently performed, even though it cannot produce
an intellectual solution of every mystery in the

Divine dealing with men. The evidences of the
Divine goodness are such as these :

—
(1) The adaptation ofthe physical vniverse to the

development of man.—By ite resistance to human
effurt, quite as much as by its fertility, it furthers
the physical, intellectual, and moral well-being of

man. By its beauty and its wonder, as well as by
its pathos and decay, it quickens man's sense of the

unseen, deepens his capacity for worshij), and gives
him intimations of his immortality.

(2) The competence of human nature for a Divine
vocation.—The powers which man [>osses.ses fit him
for the service of God, and tlie blessedness of fellow-

ship with Him. While being, in one asjiect, him-
self a part of physical nature, man is able to live

alx)ve natural conditions, to penetrate to the sig-
nificance of the world, and make it tlie home and
the instrument of his spirit. His dependence upon
his fellows prepares him for a social good, wider
and richer than could be attained by any merely
individual achievement. There are traces, growing
ever clearer with the progress of humanity, that
man is capable of a higher fellowship and a nobler
blessedness than that which can be obtained in the
most cultured human society.

(3) The organization of human life for ideal

needs.—The historj' of the growth of the various
forms of organized human life exhibits the powers
and destiny of man. In the Familj', he learns to be

human, and finds in love, trust, reverence, and self-

denial the very glory of humanity. In the State,
he is called and enabled to serve his fellow-men,
and to save his life by losing it. In the Church,
he breathes the atmosphere of the love of God, and
enters upon the blessedness of a Divine Sonship.

(4) The direction of hunuin history towards the

goal of the Kingdom of God.—The goodness of

God is seen in His education of the race by the long
teaching of experience, and by the moral discipline
of ages. Tlie slowness of the process may not be

wholly explicable ; but, at least, it is not incon-

sistent with the goodness of God, who is not slack,
as some men count slackness. The cosmic move-
ment of the great Divine design must, in any case,

be slow.

(5) The training of individual character.—The
necessityof connecting the idea of the Divine benevo-

lence with that of the saving purpose of the Divine

love is specially urgent here. The benevolence of

God is seen not in a promiscuous bestowal of good
things, but in the steadfast pursuit of His gracious

purpose, which seeks, by common beneficences of

every day, and by significant dealings in judgment
and mercy, to bring men into the Kingdom.

Christian experience has learned, in communion
with Christ, that God is love. Under the illumina-

tion of this thought, it surveys the whole field of

nature and of human history, and discovers therein

unfailing tokens of the presence and operation of

the Divine goodness.
3. Its vindication in view of objections.

—Three

great facts traverse the argument fur tlie goodness
of God : pain and death and sin. Many wlio do
not doubt the Being of God are brought by these

teiTible realities into grave perplexity and profound
spiritual distress. It ought to be aidmitted that a

complete intellectual solution of tlie problems thus

raised is impossible under the conditions of our

present experience. In view of them, we ought to

occupy tlie true ground of Christian theology, a.s

that IS given in Cliristian experience. Deeper
than the deepest analysis of pessimism, Chris-

tianity ))ierces to the need of man, and finds that

need met in Clirist. God is love because, in Christ,

He saves and perfects men. Here is a fact of

experience, whicii outweighs the facts that seem
to impugn the goodness of God. Living in this

experience, the mind is able to maintain its con-
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fidence in God, even under the strain of ignorance
and doubt. Pain and death and sin come within
the scope of the Divine puri»ose, and we have
warrant to believe, though no human calculus can

adjust every detail, that they subserve the Divine
end.

Pain is a terrible reality. It has, however, such
noble uses that we can well understand how a good
God might include it in the scope of His working.
When, moreover, it is not merely borne as an
infliction, but taken up as a ministry, the la.st

shadow of inconsistency with the Divine goodwill
is removed. '

It not only passes into the category
of good tilings, but it becomes emphatically the

good^ (Hinton, The Mystery of Pain, 11 f.).

Death lills the world with sorrow. Yet two facts

counterbalance its de>'olation. In the lirst place,
the ultimate source of its terror, viz. the separa-
tion from God, of which, to the .'dinner, it is the sign
and seal, has been removed. For those who have

accepted the recnnciliation the terror of death no

longer exists. In the second place, death, like

pain, becomes no longer in any sense an evil, when
it is accepted as a service. Interpreted by the
death of Christ, death becomes the crowning service

of the
living,

for the deepening and e.xpansion of

the life of others. The prmciple of vicarious sulier-

ing runs through the whole universe, and reaches
its highest application in the life of man.
Such considerations are not available to heal

entirely the hurt of the human heart. Enough of

mystery remains to foster a deep humility and a
tender and catholic sympathy. In thus binding
human beings in the bonds of mutual compassion.
Death fultils one of its most precious functions.

Sin is the most awful fact, the most terrible

mystery of the world. To the question, how a
benevolent Supreme Being could permit the en-

trance of Sin into His world, there can be given no

complete answer. The fact of sin can be met only
by the fact of redemption. Christianity does not
solve the speculative question, but it meets the

spiritual need with the message that God was in

Christ, reconciling the world to Himself. To enter
into the experience of reconciliation is not to be

put in possession of a theoretic proof of the con-

sistency of the existence of sin with the Divine
benevolence. It is, however, to be enabled to

wrest from sin, Avhich seemed utteily incompatible
with the existence of goodness in God, the pro-
foundest testimony to the presence and supremacy
of love in the Divine character. Without sin, we
could not have known the depth of our need, and the
uttermost of our dependence upon God. Without
sin, we could not have known the exceeding great-
ness of His love, and the uttermost of His capacity
for sacrifice. Without sin, as a fact in the experi-
ence of men, we could not come so close to them
in sympathy, and could not become partakers of

Christ's suti'erings.
From all survey of the operations of the Divine

goodness, we return to the experience of redemp-
tion. The Being who spared not His own Son,
but delivered Him up for us all, is good, of

unerring wisdom and untainted holiness. From the
character of God, as it is known in Christ, we pass
to a judgment upon the whole universe, and declare,
with unclouded assurance, that it confirms the con-
viction of faith that God is good.

LiTERATi-RE.—P. Kropotkin, Mutual AUn, 1004 ; Leslie

Stephen, 5ci>r!c«o/£fAic«2, 1907, p. 210ff. ; Sidgrwick, ilethods

of Ethics!, 1907, pp. 238-263 ; Dnimmond, Ai^cent of Man,
1894, p. 275 ; Butler, Sennoru, i. and xii. ; Lecky, llixt. of
European Morale, 1888, vol. i. ch. i. ; H. W. Clark, The Chris-
tian Method of Ethics, 1908, p. 157 f.; J. Clark Murray, Hand-
book of Christian Ethics, 1908, p. 91 ; art. 'Love,' in UDB.

T. B. KiLPATEICK.
BENGAL.— I. General description.—The Pro-

vince of Bengal, or, as it is sometimes designated,

Lower Bengal, is that portion of the Indian

Empire comprising the lower valleys of the Ganges
and the Brahmaputra. In its original form the Pro-
vince occupied the region lying between 19° 18' and
28° 15' north latitude, and between 82' and 97° east

longitude. Since the British occupation the bound-
aries have been several tiiius re-arranged. In 1874
Assam (wh. see) was constituted a separate admini-
stration

; in 1905 the boundaries of Bengal, A.ssam,
and the Central Provinces were re-constructed, th;i

eastern portion of the old province of Bengal, con-

taining the Dacca and Chittagong divisions with
the Districts of Kajshahi, Dinajpur, Jalpaiguri,
Kangpur, Bogra, Pabna, and Mulda being, with
Assam, constituted a new province under the name
of Eastern Bengal. The present province of

Bengal proper is bounded on the north by Nepal
and Sikkim

;
on the west by the United and

Central Provinces ; on the south by the Bay of

Bengal and portions of the Madras Presidency ;

on the east by the new Eastern Bengal-Assam
province, from which it is divided by the rivers

Ganges and MadhumatT ; on the east by Burma
and hilly country occupied by independent tribes ;

on the south by the Bay of Bengal.
The following table shows the area and population of the

new provinces as at present constituted :
—

Name of
Province.
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Orissa, the old name of which was Kalinga,
stretching from the mouth of the Ganges to that
of the Krishna. In later times the name Kalinga
was applied only to the Delta of the Godavari,
while that of the Mahanadi became known as
Utkala or Odra, whence the modern name of the

sub-province was derived, (d) Chota Nagpur and
the Tributary States of Orissa, a region of hill

jungle inhabited by tribes of non-Aryan origin,

parts of which were Known to Muhammadan writers

as Jharkhand,
' the jungle region,' which the lords

of Northern India never attempted to occupy.
3. Modern geography.—The Province may be

described generally as consisting for the most part
of the lower valleys of the great rivers, the Ganges
which enters it on the west frontier and passes

through it diagonally, and the Brahmaputra
which, after forcing its way through a break in

the Himalayan chain, flows through Assam and
the eastern portion of the Province. These allu-

vial tracts are flanked by a series of highlands
—

to the north the outlying loAver range of the

Himalaya ; to the south-west the hilly region of

Chota Nagpur and Orissa ; to the east the hilly
tract of Tippera, which is the boundary between
the Province and Burma.

4. The plain country.—The Province thus dis-

plays great diversities of aspect and climate, which
have aflected the ethnology, social character, and
beliefs of the people. Beginning from the west,
where the Province marches with the United
Provinces of Agra and Oudh, we have the sub-

province of Bihar, divided into two portions by
the Ganges. To the extreme north is the submon-
tane strip, part of which constitutes the Tarai, or

region of fen and forest beneath the lower slopes of

the Himalaya ; south of this is the Gangetic zone,
a country with an ancient civilization, large towns,
and a well-developed system of agriculture. This
is the finest and most healthy part of the Pro-

vince, a country producing wheat, sugar, and the

other staples characteristic of the upper valley
of

the Ganges, and supporting a number of indigo
factories managed by Europeans, whose industry
has in recent years suffered grievously through
competition with the artificial dye prepared in

Germany. The people here are a fine, iiianly,

sturdy race, many of whom used to enlist in the

old sepoy army, but now find occupation as porters
and messengers in Calcutta. Bihar south of the

Ganges is a less fertile country, which, except in

the neighbourhood of Gaya, has only recently come
within the influence of Aryan civilization. The
physical appearance and beliefs of the people
indicate intermixture witli tlie non-Aryan races

occupying the adjoining plateau of Chota Nagpur.
Passing eastward along the valley of the Ganges,
we gradually reach the dank steamy Delta, the

product of the great rivers which here enter the

sea. The compact mud villages of Bihar here

give place to little thatched hamlets, each hidden
within a plantain clump or grove of shady trees.

Rice is the staple crop and the universal food,

instead of the wlieat, barley, and millet which

support the peasant of Bihar. The people, though
their intelligence is sharper, have little of the

manly vigour and independence of the Biharis.

They belong, in fact, to diilerent race-types (see

below, § 6). Where the Delta advances into the

Bay of Bengal is the great forest swamp of the

Sundarbans, a network of rivers and estuaries

enclosing numerous islands, which are often half

swamp. This region has hardly any permanent

population save a few fishermen, hunters, and

woodcutters, who brave the malaria and wild

beasts which its jungles contain. The Orissa

Delta farther south is the work of three rivers,

the Mahanadi, BrahmanI, and Baitarani (which

see). These rivers, as they approach the sea,

deposit masses of silt which raise their beds above
the level of the surrounding country, with the
result that it becomes a water-logged swamp, a
network of creeks and muddy channels, forming
a district pregnant with malaria.

5. The hill tracts.—To the student of ethnology
and primitive religion the most interesting portion*
of the Province are the plateau of Chota Nagpur,
the hill tracts which rise above the Orissa Delta,
and the tangled region of hills which separates
the Province from Burma. Chota or Chutia

Nagpur consists of a confused mass of hills,

plateaux, and ravines interspersed with jungle,
which forms the most easterly extension of the
hill country of Central India and of the Central
Provinces abutting on the Gangetic valley near

Bhagalpur. This and the hill tracts of Orissa to

the south-west form the last refuge of the Dra-
vidian and Munda races, and are occupied by
non-Aryan tribes like the Santals, Hos, OrSons,
and Kandhs, who still preserve their original

languages and beliefs comparatively unafl'ected

by the Aryan immigrants from the west who
colonized the plain country beneath them.

Similarly, the Chittagong hill tracts on the

eastern frontier are inhabited by Maghs, Chak-

mas, Tiparas, and Kukis, races of Mongoloid
stock, who ' build their houses on bamboo plat-
forms raised ten feet from the ground, and
cultivate on the jhum system ; that is to say,

they make clearances in the jungle, and, when the

trees and undergrowth which they have cut down
become sufficiently dry, they bum them ; then,
after the ground has been softened by rain, they
dibble in seeds of rice, cotton, maize, melons, and

yams, all mixed together' (Gait, Census Bep. 1901,

i. 81). In the Taral at the base of the lower

Himalaya we find a malarious tract occupied by
primitive tribes like the Tharus (wh. see), or immi-

grants from Nepal or the hill country.
6. Ethnological character of the people and

their languages.—The races inhabiting the Delta

of the Ganges and its tributaries from the confines

of Bihar to the Bay of Bengal have been included

by Risley in the Mongolo-Dravidian or Benp;ali

division, one of the most distinctive types in India,

characterized as regards its Mongoloid element by
a high cephalic index, in other words, included

witliin the brachycephalic class, while the breadth

of the nose suggests an infusion of Dravidian

blood. In Western Bengal the Dravidian element,

as might be expected from the fact of this part of

the Province abutting on the Dravidian stronghold
on the Chota Nagpur plateau, is predominant;
while to the east the form is modified owing to

closer contact with the Mongolian race which

probably entered Bengal down the valley of the

Brahmaputra. To the west, again, in Bihar, the

type assimilates to that of the Aryo-Dravidian

prevailing in the upper Gangetic valley. This is

characterized by a longer form of head and a

narrower and finer moulded nose. In the hill

tracts to the south the Dravidian
type

is pre-

dominant, that of a race distinguished by short

stature, long form of head, plentiful hair, with

the nose very broad and depressed at the root.

From the point of view of ethnology, therefore,

the population is of very mixed origin. The
Dravidian type, wliich was probably that of the

earliest inhabitants of tlie country, has been over-

laid and modified in various degrees by the Aryan
type, which worked its way from the west do\yn
the valley of the Ganges and by the Mongoloid
races who advanced down that of the Brahma-

putra. There is no ethnical frontier, such as

impassable rivers or mountain ranges, serving

to control the movement of the population
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from one end of the Province to another. Tlie

Ganges, and in a lesser degree the Karatoya, the
old sacred river which divided Bihar from the rest

of Bengal, did in some degree effect this purpose
(O'Donnell, Ce7isus Report, 1891, i. 38); but the
divisions thus formed did not remain permanently
distinct. Tlie same may be said of the languages,
one dialect merging gradually and almost imper-
ceptibly into the next. The vast majority of the

people (94 per cent.) now speak one or other of

the tongues of the Aryan family, of which the
most important are Bengali to the east, Hindi to

the west, and the Oriya of Orissa to the south.
The second group of tongues is that known as the

Munda, spoken by the Santals, Hos, and cognate
tribes. These represent only 3 ".54 of the total

population. Still less numerically important are
the languages of the Dravidian group, of which
the most numerous speakers belong to the Oraons
(wh. see) and allied tribes ; and tlie small Tibeto-
Burman element used by tribes on the northern
frontier towards Nepal or eastward in the direction

of Burma.
7. Statistics of religion.

—The diverse ethnical
characteristics of the people are reflected in the

variety of the religions which they follow. The
population recorded at the last Census is distri-

buted among the chief religious denominations as
follows :

—
Hindus . . 49,687,362, being 63-3 % of total.

Muhammadans 25,495,416 ,, 32-48
Christians . 278,366 „ '36

Animists . 2,780,468 „ 3-54
Buddhists . 237,893 ,, "30

Others . . 13,905 ,,
_

'02

8. Animism.—It will be convenient to deal first

with Animism, the most primitive form of the

religion of Bengal, and the basis of the beliefs

which are held by the majority of the people.
But, as it appears in the Census returns, the term
is used in a sense different from that usually
accepted by writers on primitive religion. This
form of belief is founded on the conception adopted
by primitive man,

' that every object which had

activity enough to affect him in any way was
animated by a life and will like his own.' It

was, however, found impossible to obtain correct

returns of an indefinite, amorphous religion like

this, for which those who hold it have no special

name, and which merges so directly into Hinduism
and into Islam in its most debased form that the
line dividing it from either of these faiths is

uncertain. Hence, in tlie returns of those who
are represented as professing Animism only those

persons were included who followed a tribal re-

ligion, or worshipped tribal gods quite distinct

from those of the orthodox Hindu pantheon. On
the other hand, the great majority of the lower

classes, whose religion is to a great extent of an
animistic type, and even those members of the

purely animistic tribes who lived at a distance
from their tribal headquarters, were recorded as

Hindus. Hence the Animists of the Census really

represent only the well-organized non-Aryan or

Dravidian or Mongoloid tribes, such as Santals,
Mundas, or Oraons who inhabit the hilly tracts
to the south-east or east of the Province ; and the
lower castes of the plain country, whose beliefs

are of an analogous type, appear in the Census
returns as Hindus. Tlie returns show Animists,
as thus defined, to be most numerous in the
Districts of Ranch! and Singhbhum, where they
represent nearly half the total population, and in
a smaller proportion in the Santal Parganas and
tlie other hilly tracts of Chota Nagpur and Orissa.
The characteristics of Animism in Bengal, which

does not differ to any important e.xtent from
that found in other parts of Northern India (see

VOL. II.—31

Dkaviuian.s), have been thus summarized by Gait
{Census Report, 1901, i. 152) :

' There is a vague but very general belief in some one omni-
potent being, who is well-rtisposed towards men, and whom,
therefore, it is unnecessary to propitiate. Then come a number
of evil spirits, who are ill-disposed towards human beings, and
to whose nmlevolent influence are ascribed all the woes which
afflict mankind. To them, therefore, sacrifices must be offered.
These malevolent spirits are sylvan deities, spirits of the trees,
the rocks, and the streams, and sometimes also of the tribal
ancestors. There is no regular priesthood, but some persons
are supposed to l)e better endowed with the powers of divi-
nation than others. When a calamity occurs, one of these
diviners, shamans, or soothsayers, is called on to ascertain
the particular demon who is offended and who requires to be
pacified by a sacrifice. This is done, either by devil-dancing,
when the diviner works himself into a paroxysm of drunkennesa
and excitement, and then holds converse with the unseen
spirits around him, or by the examination of omens—eggs,
grains of rice, or the entrails of a fowl. There is a profound
belief in omens of all sorts ; no journey \a undertaken unless
it is ascertained that the fates are propitious, while persons
who have started on a journey will turn back should adverse
omens be met with on the way.'

It would perhaps be impossible to find in Bengal
a single tribe which is in the purely animistic

stage. Most of the people have come more or less

under the influence of Hindu missionaries, who
have introduced among them the nominal worship
and some of the ritual of the orthodox gods, while
at the same time the basis of their beliefs is

some form of Animism. Thus, in the case of the

Tiparas (Gait, op. cit. i. 186 f.) we have an instance
of a secluded jungle tribe, some of whose deities
are of a distinctively primitive type—the numina
of the forest, which would naturally be regarded
as objects of dread by people exposed to the

myriad accidents and diseases which accompany
the work of clearing the jungle. Thus, Burasa is

their forest-god, who is old, carries a mace, and
has his home in the woods. But even here we see
some signs of Hindu influence when we find that
his son, the god of death, is coming to be identified
Avith the Hindu Yama. Again, among the same
tribe we find Maimungma, the goddess of paddy
fields, who, like many of these agricultural deities,
has a male consort, Thunal, and Khulungma, the

goddess of cotton. Deities like these represent u
much higher stage of culture, when the community
has cleared the forest and settled down to a life of

agriculture. In another class of animistic deities
these Tiparas worship the numina of the powers
of Nature—Tuinia, a river-goddess, who is now
coming to be identified with the Ganga, or Ganges,
of the dwellers in the plains ; and Lampra or

Khabdi, who rules sky and ocean ; and Sangrama,
the deity who presides over the Himalaya. Again,
by a natural course of evolution, the agricultural
goddesses, who are primarily regarded as bene-

ficent, develop on their chthonic or malignant side
into seven goddesses who preside over witchcraft.

But this assignment or special functions to a
number of distinct deities is not the most primitive
form of belief. The earlier conception is rather
the belief in a host of ill-defined spirits, mostly
malevolent, to whom no departments in the
control of human affairs have been assigned.
Such is practically the religion of the Mundas
and Oraons (wh. see). The Gulgulias, a wander-

ing non-Aryan tribe, worship
' a host of spiritual

powers, whose attributes are ill-defined, and who
are not conceived as wearing any bodily form.
This at least may be inferred from the fact that

they make no images, and that Baktawar, the

tutelary deity of the Patna Gulgulias, is repre-
sented by a small mound of hardened clay set up
in an earthen plate' (Risley, Tribes and Castes,

i. 302). The Bhuiyas, again, worship a number
of communal ghosts with 'ill-defined functions

and general capacity for mischief and malevolence
'

;

and ' the vague shapes of ghosts or demons who
haunt the jungle and the rock are the real powers
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to whom the average Kurmi looks for the order-

ing of his moral and physical welfare' (ib. i. 115,

534).

9. Worship of forest-spirits and tree-spirits.
—

Beginning, then, from what is probably the earliest

stage, the worship by a tribe of colonists of the

vague spirits which people the jungle, we find

among the Juangs, a very primitive tribe, who
have only quite recently abandoned the wearing
of a dress of leaves, that Baram, a forest-deity,
stands at the head of their system and is regarded
with great veneration, while, just as might have
been expected, in subordination to him are Than-

pati, the patron of the village, and Basumati,
Mother Earth, whose worship marks the adoption
of a settled village and agricultural life. At this

stage we also naturally find the worship of trees,

or rather of the spirits immanent in them, which

prevails widely among the non-Aryan tribes, and
is well established in the lower grades of Hindu-
ism. Thus, the Cheros and Kharwars sacrifice

every three years a buffalo and other animals in

the Sarna, or sacred grove ; each village of the
Kisans has two or more Sa, or sacred groves ; the

Bhuiyas preserve Deota Sara, or sacred groves,
which are dedicated to four deities ; in the sacred

grove of the Mundas,
'
if a tree be destroj'ed, the

gods evince their displeasure by withholding
seasonable rain

'

; and '

every village has in its

vicinity a grove reputed to be the remains of the

primitive forest left intact for the local gods when
the clearing was made' (Dalton, Descriptive Eth-

nology, 129, 132, 141, 186, 188). Besides the fear

that the total destruction of the jungle may rouse

the anger of the tree-gods in case a suitable asylum
is not provided for them, there is the general belief

that all tree-cutting is offensive to them. Of the

Maghs of Eastern Bengal we learn that
'

nothing but positive orders and the presence of Europeans
would induce them to trespass on many of the hilltops, which
were inhabited, they said, by these demons. With the Euro-

peans, however, thej' would advance fearlessly, and did not
hesitate to fell the trees, the blame of such sacrilege being
laid upon their visitors. On felling any very large tree one of

the party at work upon it was always ready prepared with a

green twig, which he ran and placed in the centre of the stump
the instant the tree fell, as a propitiation to the spirit which
had been displaced so roughl}', pleading at the same time the
orders of the strangers for the work. In clearing one spot an

orderly had to take the ddh (felling-knife) and fell the first tree
himself before a Magh would make a stroke, and was considered
to bear all the odium of the work with the dispossessed spirits,
till the arrival of the Europeans relieved him of his burden'
(Calcutta Review, xxvi. 512).

We may compare with this superstition the

early Brahmanical rule, based on primitive ani-

mistic belief, according to Avhich, when the priest
cuts a tree for the preparation of the sacrificial

post, he places a blade of the sacred darbha grass
between the axe and the tree, and says,

' O plant,
shield it ! O axe, hurt it not !

'

(^atapatha Brcih-

mana, tr. Eggeling, SBE xxvi. 164). The wood-
cutters in the Sundarbans never enter the jungle
mthout sending their faqlr in advance, who takes

iipon
himself the wrath of the woodland spirits

(Wise, Notes, 13). The same writer remarks (ib.

137) that 'it is a curious fact that one of the latest

outgrowths of the corrupt Vaishiiavism is the
veneration of trees. The Dervish faqlr will not

permit a leaf or twig to be plucked from the trees

growing within the akhdrds(" convents"), although
flowers are the ordinary offering at the tomb of a

mahant ("abbot").'
The non-Aryan tribes have special tree-feasts of

their own. Such is the Sarhul feast of the Oraons

(Avh. see), Avhen flowers of the Sal (shorca rohnsta)
are collected by the pahdn, or local priest, from a

remnant of the old forest, Avhich is the home of

Sarna Burhi, 'the old woman of the grove,' who
corresponds to the Jahir Era and Desauli of the

Mundas (Dalton, op. cit. 261). The Oraons have
a similar feast, the Karama, in which a branch of

tliis sacred tree is cut, and planted in the village

assembly-ground, and the youth of both sexes
dance round it (ib. 259). The same dance and
feast in connexion with this tree prevail among
the Kharwars, Manjhis, and other allied non-

Aryan tribes of the western Vindliyan and Kaimur
ranges (Crooke, PR ii. 94 ff.).

Besides this there is the cult of special trees,
which marks an advance in the development of

popular belief. In some cases it is associated with
totemism, the tree being specially worshipped by
the tribe or giving a name to some of its sections.

The Pipal (Ficus religiosa) is held particularly
sacred. Its trunk is the liabitation of Brahmii,
its twigs of Vishnu, its leaves of the other gods.
The tree is deified under the name of Vasudeva,
and water is poured on its roots by pious
people after the morning bath, especially in the
month of Baisakh (April-May), and when people
are,in trouble ; the Bel (^Egle marmelos) is sacred
to siva, its leaves are used in his worship and in

that of the oaktis, or female powers, and as it is

the abode of Siva none except Brahmans may use
its wood for fuel ; but pious Hindus of the vaish-
nava sect will not so much as mention its name.
The TulasI (Ocymtwi sanctum) stands in the same
relation to Vishnu as the Bel does to Siva, and
the plant is grown in the courtyards of all who
specially make him their object of worship.

'

It is watered after the daily bath, and in Baisakh a pot
filled with water, which drips through a hole in the bottom,
is suspended over the plant. In the evening a lamp is lit at its

foot. Hari [Vishnu] is believed to be present in it. Its leaves

are essential for the proper worship of Vishnu. They are believed
to have a certain medicinal effect in the case of malarial afifections,

and are much used by native practitioners' (Gait, op. cit. i. 191)

The non-Aryan emigrants to Bogra pay similar

veneration to the plantain tree after reaping the
rice crop. Goats and pigs are sacrificed to it ; it

is Avorshipped before weddings, and after the cere-

mony the bridal garland is throA^Ti into a bamboo

clump. The practice of marrying brides to trees

before the regular service is performed is common.
It appears to be done either with the intention

of transferring to the tree any possible dangers
which may result from the marriage ; or it is a
form of sympathetic, mimetic, or homoeopathic
magic by which the fertilizing powers of the spirit
which animates the tree and revives it after its

winter rest are communicated to the girl (PB ii.

115ff.).

ID. Mountain-worship. — The worship of the
mountain springs from conceptions analogous to

those which suggest the cult of trees. The hill,

with its thick jungle, its mysterious caves which
seem to be entrances to the lower world, the

danger of accident from a fall from a precipice, an
avalanche or a falling boulder, the risk of attack
from wild animals which shelter themselves in its

recesses—all promote the idea that it is infested

by malignant spirits. Again, as we might expect,
hills are favourite sites for the worship of the sun
or other heavenly objects. This was the case in

Greece, where many of the old hill-shrines of the

sun have now been taken over by his successor,
St. Elias (Frazer, Pansanias, iii. 364). Mountain-

worship is naturally uncommon in the plains,

except in tliose places from which a view of the

mighty chain of the Himalayas can be obtained.

But it prevails widely among the non-Aryan hill

tribes, like the Mundas, Santals, and other races

occupying the plateau of Chota Nagpur, who
worsliip a mountain-god known as Marang Buru
or Bar Pahar, 'the great mountain,' to whom the

tribal priest oflers a sacrifice of buffaloes or other

animals (Dalton, op. cit. 135, 187 f., 199, 210, 214,

220 f., 257, 321). In the same way the Kisans

recognize various sacred heights (pat) as devoted
to their gods (ib. 132). Of the same type is Saru

Pennii, the mountain-god of the Kandhs.
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' He is a jealous god, and does not like people to trespass on

his domain, and the chief object of the worship which is per-

formed in his honour in April and May is to induce him to

protect from the attacks of wild animals jieople whose business

takes them among: the forest-clad hills of the Kandhmals, and
also to secure a full yield of the jungle products which the

Kandhs, like most similar tribes, use so largely for food. The

priests of Saru Pennii are called dekuri, and the appropriate

offerings are a goat and a fowl with rice and strong drink'

(Eisley, op. cit. i. 403).

II. VVorship of water-spirits.—The agency which

causes water to flow is regarded as that of an in-

dwelling spirit. Hence comes the worship oi

rivers, rapids, cataracts, wells, and streams. Oliief

of all, among the people of the plains, is Ganga
Ma, or Mother Ganges, who is a beneficent deity.

Though in origin an animistic goddess, she is now

I'ecognized by many Hindus as the wife of Siva.

'Low caste Hindus,' writes Gait (op. cit. i. 190), 'throw

offerings of fruits and sweets into the river when bathing, and
its water is believed to be so sacred that to touch it will purify

any one. It has special virtue on the occurrence of certain

yogas, or auspicious conjunctions of the planets, when large
crowds assemble on its banks in order to wash and be clean.

Goats are sacrificed on these occasions, and in some parts they
are thrown alive into the water, whence they are taken and
eaten by the Mallahs. Other offerings are the perquisite of a

special class of degraded Brahmans known as Gangaputra.
Sometimes the godde.ss is represented by a simple earthen jug
filled with water and surmounted by a mango twig, and some-

times as a female figure with four hands, riding on a inakar, or

fabulous marine monster like a shark. In this form she is

worshipped by the fishing castes of Bengal Projier, who sacrifice

white goats to" her before starting on a fishing expedition, and also

on some special occasion, the date of which varies. Pilgrims
at Gaya offer their first pixi(^a (rice-cake) to her in the name of

their deceased ancestors. In the Sonthal Parganas a woman
worships her on the sixth and twelfth days after giving birth

to a child. She goes to a river or pond and pours oil on a slab

of stone, on which she then draws five perpendicular lines, and

pravs for entire restoration to health. Certain ascetics perform
a special penance in her honour called jnlsdin, which consists

in spending every night in the month of Magh [January-Febru-

ary] seated stark naked on a smaU platform erected over the

river, engaged in such pray er and meditation as their sufferings
from the cold will allow. The town of Tribeni in Hooghly is

held to be specially holy because three sacred streams,—the

Ganges, the Jamuna. and the Saraswati,—which meet at Allaha-

bad, here once more separate from each other.'

In Eastern Bengal the observances are of a

similar character (Wise, op. cit. 138 f.). The

Brahmaputra, 'son of I3rahma,' is less sacred,

having only a single feast-day on which people
assemble to bathe on its banks.

This form of Avorship seems to have been inde-

pendently adopted by the non-Aryan tribes, who
have sacred rivers of their own, the cult of which
is not derived from Hindu influence. Thus the

Kharrias of Singhbhum venerate the river Koil,

and the Santal depends on the piety of his descend-

ants that his aslies will be finally committed to

the sacred river, the Damuda,
' to be borne on its

swift current into the bosom of the mighty ocean,
whence the race first had its being, and where,

returning, it fittingly seeks its final rest
'

(Dalton,

op. cit. 159; Bradley-Birt, Story of an Indian Up-
land, 285). In these cases the river is little more
than a vague personality ; but in many cases this

spirit is personified, and we tlius arrive at the host

of water-gods who are si)ecially revered among
the large fishing and boating population of the

Delta. Thus the deity of the river Tista is sup-

posed to be an old woman, Burhi Thakurani ('the
Old Lady'), and 'is one of the common objects of

worship [Gramdcvatd) among the simple pagans of

the vicinity
'

(Buchanan, in Martin, Eastern India,
iii. 361).

' Not satisfied,' writes Wise (pp. oil. 139), 'with attributing a

divine character to the rivers of their native land, the Hindus
have peopled the waters themselves with animistic beings, who
protect or destroy the unguarded boatmen.'

Such is Zindah Ghazi,
' the living destroyer of

the infideV,' now a jNIuhammadan saint, but evi-

dently a promoted animistic spirit (ib. 13 f. ). Like
him is Fir Bhadr, whose home is at Chittagong.
According to one legend, he is a deified Portuguese
sailor who long ago reached the shore by clinging
to a fragment of a wreck. His dargdh, or ceno-

taph, is regarded as the palladium of the city ;

here lamps are ligiited at night, and pilgrims from
all parts of Bengal resort to his shrine in obedience
to a vow, or to obtain the favour and intercession of

the saint ; while Hindu fishermen regard liim with
as much awe as do the Muliamiiiiuians (ib. 14 f.).

The Mallah boatmen worship a water-god, Koila

Baba,
' Father Charcoal,' described as an old grey-

bearded personage, who as the 'navvy of the

Ganges' {Ganrfdjl ka Beldur) saps and swallows

up wliatever opposes the sacred stream.
' Before casting a new net, or starting on a commercial ven-

ture, offerings of molasses and seven kinds of grain kneaded
into balls, are offered to him ; and at the end of the ceremony
one of the balls is placed on the edge of the water, another on
the bow of the boat

'

(ib. 347).

The Patni boatmen never enter on the work of a

ferry without sacrificing a white goat to the river-

goddess, Gangaji [ib. 358). Anotlier water-goddess
is Khala Kumari, 'the Creek Maiden,' to whom
fishermen oiler the first-fruits of their labour {ib.

393). The most mysterious of these water-deities

of Bengal is Khwajah Khizr, who by one legend is

identified with Zu'1-qarnain,
' he of the two horns,'

or Alexander tiie Great, as described in the Qur'an,
Silra xviii. Others connect him with the prophet
Elias or Elijah. Whatever may be the real origin
of his cultus, Khwajah Kliizr is supposed to reside

in the Indian rivers and seas, protecting mariners
from shipwreck, and visible only to those who
perform a forty days' vigil on the river bank. In
liis honour a raft (bercl) made of paper, ornamented
with tinsel, the prow resembling a female face,

with the crest and breast of a peacock, is set

afloat at sunset on a support made of plantain
stems, when its flickering lights give a ])icturesque

aspect to the dark, flooded stream. The person

launching the raft deposits on the bank some

ginger, rice, and plantains, which are usually ap-

propriated by some wretched beggar {ib. 12 f.).

The basis of the rite, of which Frazer {GB^ iii. 87)
has collected numerous examples, is possibly the

expulsion of the spirits of evil by launching a raft

or boat in a river or in the sea.

12. Worship of the powers of nature.—The per-
sonification and adoration of the powers of nature
are probably later in origin than the animistic

beliefs which have up to this point been con-

sidered. The most primitive objects of worship
seem to be in Bengal purely local—the spirits of

hill or rock, of the animals which attack the

wood-cutter, of spring and stream, of all connected
with man's immediate wants or occupation. It is

only at a later stage that he seems to be able to

generalize and direct his attention to more distant

powers and energies like tliose of the planetary
bodies.

(«) Sun-worship.
—Among the orthodox Hindus

the sun (Surya or Graharaja,
'

King of the planets ')

has fallen from the high estate which he secured

in Vedic times, and has now become a mere godling
or minor god. He is, however, still worshipped,

especially in Biiiar and among the non-Aryan
tribes of the southern hills. Temples have been

erected in his honour, the most important of which
are those at Kanarak, near Puri in Orissa, and at

Gaya.
'The Gayatri, or sacred verse, which each Brahman must

recite daily, is dedicated to him. Sunday is sacred to him, and

on that dav many abstain from eating fish or flesh ; in some

districts salt also is abstained from. The Sundays in the month
of Karttik [October-November] are specially set aside for his

worship in Bihar and parts of Bengal. The great festival in his

honour, known as the Chhat Puja, is held on the 6th day of the

light halt of Karttik, when the people gather at a river or pool

and offer libations to the setting sun, and repeat the ceremony
on the following morning. They also make offermgs of white

flowers, sandal paste, betel-nut, rice, milk, plantams, etc.

Brahman priests are not employed, but an elderly member of

the family, usuallv a female, conducts the worship' (Gait, op.

cit. i. ISS). Even'Muhamniadans join in these ceremonies.

Sun-worship prevails widely among the non-
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Aryan tribes. The Onions (wb. see) identify him
with Dhannesh, their supreme deity, as do the
Mundas, Bhumij, and Hos, who worship him with

otferings of fowls and spirits, and swear by his

name. The Harls of Birbhum sacrifice a goat to
him on some Sunday in spring, and, strictly in

accordance Avith the animistic conception, he is, in

Kajshahl, provided with a female consort, Chhat-
mata,

' the mother of the sixth day rite' ; that is

to say, his festal day, when women make oflerings
at his shrine.

(b) Moon - worship.
— Though all Hindu cere-

monies are regulated by the rising or setting, the

waxing or waning of the moon, its worship is much
less general than that of the sun. Soma in Bengal
is represented by a figure of a white man sitting
on a water-lily and drawn by ten horses. With
his right hand he gives a blessing, and in the
other he holds a club (Ward, Hindoos, ii. 72). His
cult is common among the non-Aryan tribes. For
instance, the Kharrias offer to him a black cock
under the name of Jyolo Dubo ; the Binj bias wor-

ship him as Nind Bonga ; the Mundas as Chando
Omal. The Munda legend tells how on one
occasion the moon deceived the sun, her husband,
and in his anger he cut her in two ; but he after-

wards repented of his wrath, and allows her at

times to shine forth in full beauty amidst her

daughters, the stars (Risley, op. cit. i. 468, 136 ;

Dalton, op. cit. 186). The curious rite of expulsion
of evil by flinging brickbats at the house of the

person afflicted by it is in Bihar connected with

moon-worship. But it is probable that this is

merely a suggestion of periodicity in the observ-

ance, and it is rather to be compared with the
numerous cases in India and elsewhere, when rail-

ing at women, stone-throwing, and mock fights,

especially in connexion with spring customs, are

regarded as modes of promoting the fertility of

the crops by the expulsion of the influences which
cause injury to them (Frazer, Pausanias, iii. 266 f.).

As in many other places, the moon is regarded as

the deity who presides over crops, heals wounds,
and cures diseases, especially those of the eye
(Gait, op. cit. i. 189; Frazer, GB^ ii. 154 ff.). It

is a favourite object of worship with women, but
in Bengal no fixed dates are appointed for these

observances.

(c) Planet
J- worship.

—Of the' planets the most

regarded is Sani, or Saturn.
' He is much dreaded and is carefully propitiated, either on

Saturdays or on particular occasions when astrological calcula-

tions indicate that a visitation from him is to be specially feared.

He has no image, but is represented by an earthen pot filled

with water. A seat is placed in front of it, and on it are laid

five fruits and five flowers. A Brahman priest officiates at the

ceremony, and the praAid, or offering, which consists of a sort

of pudding made of flour, plantains, sugar, and milk, must be
eaten on the spot by the devotees, who must wash their mouths
carefully before leaving. If any casual visitor should arrive

while the ceremony is in progress, he must wait till it is con-

cluded, and eat a share of the praMd, otherwise he will incur

the godling's displeasure' (Gait, op. cit. i. 189 f.).

The rule that the sacrifice is to be consumed at

once in the presence, as it were, of the deity, is

probably based on the fear that the sacred food

might be profaned if it were carried outside the

sanctuary (W. R. Smith, 282 ; Frazer, Pausanias,
iii. 240). Every one present is required to share

in consuming the offering. In other words, he
must seek communion with the deity by eating

part of the sacred meal.

Biihu, 'the looser,' or 'the seizer,' is the demon
who causes eclipses by devouring the moon for a

time. He must be scared by music or noise, or by
bathing at a holy place during the eclipse. Kahu
has now become tlie special deity of two menial

tribes, the Dosadhs and the Dliangars, who

worship him by walking through a pit filled

with hot cinders. One of the tribal priests, be-

coming possessed by the god walks through the

fire, and, it is said, escapes injury. Connected
with this is another function, in which a ladder is

made of wood, the rungs .shaped in the form of a
sword-blade, up which the priest has to climb, and
decapitate a wnite cock tied to the summit of the
ladder. A fowl of this colour is the appropriate
offering to the sun-god. The object of the rite

appears to be, by a form of syrnbolic or sympathetic
magic, to propitiate the deities who control the
rain and the harvests {PP i. 19 f.).

13. Earth-worship.— (a) The benign mother.—
The earth-deity, impersonated as a goddess, has
a twofold aspect

—on the one hand benignant, on
the other malignant. On her benevolent side she
is regarded as the mother of all living things and
the giver of food. In this province she is known
as Bhudevi,

'

earth-goddess
'

; Dharti Mai,
' Mother

Earth'; or Basundhara, 'wealth-bearer'; Amba-
bachi, and Basumati Thakurani. Pious Hindus

say a prayer to her on waking in the early morn-

ing ; the dying man and the mother in parturition
are laid upon her breast ; when a calf is bom the
herdsman lets the first drop of milk from the cow's
udder fall on the ground.

' On the first day of the month Asarh (June-July) she is

supposed to menstruate, and there is an entire cessation of

all ploughing, sowing, and other agricultural operations, and
widows refrain from eating cooked rice. On the fourth day the

bathing ceremony is performed, in accordance with the Hindu
idea that a woman who menstruates is unclean until she bathes
on the fourth day. A stone, taken to represent the goddess, is

placed erect on the ground, and the top of it is painted with
vermilion. The housewife bathes it with turmeric water, and a
betel-nut is placed on a piece of wood close by. The stone is

then bedecked with flowers, and offerings of milk, plantains,

etc., are made '

(Gait, op. cit. i. 189). The smearing of the stone
with vermilion indicates a reminiscence of an older rite of

blood-sacrifice.

As will be shown in connexion with the Dravidian

religion, the popular idea regarding the Earth
is that her fertility periodically diminishes, and
must be restored by various methods, the most
common of which is blood-sacrifice. Among the

Kandhs (wh. see) the victim was a human being,
and fragments of the flesh of the victim were
scattered or buried in the fields to renew the

strength of the earth-spirit. In other places it is

supposed that the same result will be attained by
the annual symbolic marriage of the earth-god-

dess, and she is accordingly provided with a male

consort, who is often the head of the grdma-devata ,

or guardian gods of the village. In Western Ben-

gal this god is usually known as Khetrpal,
' earth-

guardian,' or Bhumiya, 'earth-deity' (see Dra-
VIDIANS).

[b) The earth-goddess in her malignant fonn.—
But though the earth-goddess is usually regarded
as benevolent, she has a chthonic or malignant
side to her character. While she is regarded as the

village guardian, and protects the folk and their

cattle from disease, yet, with the curious incon-

sistency wliich characterizes cults of this amor-

piious kind, she is believed to be the causer of

epidemics, especially those of a sudden, unexpected,
or unaccountable kind, such as cholera or small-

pox. In this malignant manifestation the univer-

sal earth-mother is the prototype, and probably the

primitive form of the destructive goddess in her
manifold forms— Kali, Devi, Durga, and number-
less others of the same kind. Her functions,

again, as the causer and at the same time the

averter of disease, have become divided into depart-
ments, and special maladies have been placed in

charge of one or other of her various manifesta-

tions. We thus reach the beginnings of a pantheon,
when each department of human activity is super-
intended by a special deity. This result may have
been reached in Bengal by one of two ways : either

the local earth-goddess of a particular locality

gains a reputation by remarkable cures being
worked at her shrine, and she is accordingly en-
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trusted with the healing of a special class of

maladies ; or it may mark the aggregation of

several septs to form a tribe, when, for the sake
of convenience, the functions of the deities, once

separate but now revered in common, are dis-

criminated.

(c) The small-pox goddess.
—The small-pox deity,

^itala, 'she that loves coolness,' so called euphem-
istically in relation to the fever which accompanies
the malady, is also known as Basanti Burhi

('the old lady of spring'), or Basanti Chaiidi

('the cruel spring-goddess'), probably because

epidemics are most usual at this season. She, by
a further differentiation of function, is now one of

seven sisters, the enumeration of whom differs in

various parts of the Province. Of those usually
named, Kankar iMata is the most dreaded, but

happily her attacks are rare ; Phulmata and Pan-
sahi Mata attack children under the age of seven,
Badi Mata those between seven and lifteen, Gul-
salia ^lata those of any age. oitala and her six

sisters are often represented by seven balls of clay

placed in a line in a shed erected outside the

village site, where sweetmeats and flowers are

offered. In times of emergency the higher castes

sacrifice goats or pigeons, and the menials pigs.*
In cases of severe epidemics even the higher castes

otter swine to the seven sisters ; but the wor-

shippers, who are usually women, employ men of

some low caste to perform the actual sacrifice.

The collective worship of the sisters is usually
subordinated to that of ^itala, their leader, who is

often represented as a naked woman, painted red

and mounted on an ass, with a bundle of broom-
sticks in one hand with which she sweeps away
the disease, an earthen pot under her left arm, and
a winnowing fan upon her head. But her image
sometimes assumes more grotesque forms.

'Sometimes the image is a piece of wood or stone with a

human face carved on it, besmeared with oil and vermilion and
studded with spots or nails of gold, silver, or brass, in imitation

of the pustules of the disease. In Jessore and Is'oakhali she

takes the form assigned to her in the Purd-oas of a white figi.re

in a state of perfect nudity, while in Orissa and Champaran she

is represented by an earthen pot. In Khulna she is regarded
by the Pods, not merely as the goddess of small-pox, but as their

main deity ; and if a person is carried o£f by a tiger, or his crops
are destroyed b}' wild animals, it is thought it is because he has

incurred the displeasure of the goddess' (Gait, op. cit. i. 192).

This appears to show that the limitation of the

goddess to superintend disease is a later concep-
tion. Elsewhere she is worshipped only when
epidemics of small-pox, measles, or cholera break

out, or when children are inoculated or vaccinated.

Sometimes the image is kept in a temple ; some-
times it is in charge of priests drawn from the

lowest castes. But when the higher castes worship
her they perform the service with the aid of a
Brahman (Gait, op. cit. i. 192). Her priest is very
often selected from the Miili, or gardener caste,

and his treatment of the disease, which consists in

fanning the patient with a branch of the sacred

nlm tree (azadirachfa indlca), bathing the image
of the goddess to alleviate the fever, and mumbling
spells of various kinds, has been fully described by
Wise (o/j. ci^. 343 f.).

(d) The cholera-goddess.
—Akin to Sitala is the

goddess of cholera, Ola Bibi,
'

lady of the flux,' or

Ola Chandi,
' the cruel one.' She is, according to

Gait {op. cit. i. 193), sometimes represented as

wearing a gown and mounted on a horse, but

usually her emblem is an earthen pot placed under
a nim tree. Her priest is generally drawn from
the lower castes, and her favourite ottering is a

goat.
(e) Other deities of disease.—Besides the deities
' With this pig-sacrifice may be compared the pig of purifica-

tion at the Greek Thesmophoria (Frazer, Pausaniaa, iii. 2'J6 ;

J. E. Harrison, Prolegomena to Greek Rel. 152 f.). Women in

Greece and elsewhere were often specially selected to offer

sacrifice (Frazer, op. cit. iii. 593, iv. 137).

of disease already enumerated, there are many
others, which illtistrate tlie development of Indian

polytheism from an animistic substratum. Like
the earth-goddess, they are sometimes provided with
a male consort. Sitala herself is attended by her
male counterpart, Ghantakarana,

' he who ha.s ears
as broad as a bell,' or ' he who wears bells in his

ears.' In the Himalayas he is supposed to possess
great personal attractions, is worshipped under the
emblem of a water-jar as the healer of cutaneous

disease, and is a gatekeeper, or, in other words,
a minor god on his promotion to a seat in the
orthodox pantheon (PR i. 131). Fever is provided
with a special godling, Jwara Narayan, and the

cholera-goddess, Ola-Bibi, has kindred deities of

tiie same kind, the Jogini of Orissa, and Didi
Thakurani of Bardwan. The Rfijbansi caste have
in Chitan Thakrun a special deity who removes
barrenness in women. Kali, again,

' the de-

stroyer,' develops in her benignant aspect into

Rakshya Kali,
' the protectrix,' who, while she

brings disease, also repels it.

14. Animal-v7orship.—It is difticult to determine
how far animal-worship in Bengal is connected with

totemism, of which there is some evidence (see

below, § 28), and how far it is merely a develop-
ment of Animism. Here it is practically identical

with the cult as it prevails throughout Northern
India.

(a) Worship of the cow.—In Eastern Bengal the
cow receives divine honours at least twice a year,
on the first day of Baisakh (AprU-May), and on
the second day of the moon in Jyeshtha (May-
June). The custom is similar to that of the
Baisakh Bihu, or cattle-feast of Assam, in which
on the first day the cattle are rubbed with oil and
turmeric, and bathed in rivers and tanks ; on the
second day the owners prepare a feast, invite their

neighbours and friends, and wear new clothes.

The remaining five days of the festival, which since

the Vaishnava reformation has become associated

with the cult of Krsna, are spent by men and
women in dancing, beating of drums, and the

singing of amorous and wanton songs {Calcutta

lievicw, xxi. 413). The animal, of course, is every-
where protected by a most efficient tabu ; and
serious penance, such as marching up one bank of

the Ganges from the ocean as far as Hardwar,
where tlie river leaves the hills, and returning
eastward along the opposite bank, is imposed on

any one who slays the sacred beast even by mis
adventure. But this respect for cows does not

prevent neglect, starvation, and wanton cruelty.

Among Aryans the regard for the cow is compara-
tively modern. In the Vedas we find instances

of cow -sacrifice and beef -eating (Rajendralala
Mitra, Indo-Aryans, i. 354 ff.). It does not extend
to the non-Aryan tribes, and it seems to have arisen

at a stage of culture higher than that to which
most of them have attained, when permanent culti-

vation finally takes the place of the rude methods
of periodically burning down patches of jungle,
ana sowing the seeds, which is the habit still

pursued by the less advanced tribes. Among the

half-Hinduized Gonds the sacrifice of a cow is part
of the funeral rites, being probably connected with
the death-feast which the departed soul is believed

to share with the survivors. After the cremation

of the corpse the ashes are buried and covered with

a large slab of stone, and the tail of the victim is

attached to this as a sign that the obsequies of the

deceased have been decently performed.
The pre-

judice against the use of milk, which is regarded
as a foul secretion, is characteristic of the Indo-

Chinese races ; but it is also found among the

Kols and the Kandhs of Ganiam (Dalton, op. cit.

283; Maltby-Leman, Manual of Ganjam, 69).

{b) Other sacred animals.—The monkey is a
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sacred beast, particularly that variety known as
the Langur (Semnopithecus entellus), which is

identified with the monkey-god, Hanuman. The
common Hindu theory that the beast is worshipped
as the representative of the demigod or hero who
assisted Rama in his wars mth Ravana to recover
his ravished wife, Sita, is obviously a late inven-
tion. The worship of the human-like animal was
more primitive than the legend by which it is

now explained, and may have been independently
adopted by the Aryan as well as by the non-Aryan
races. Among the latter the aboriginal Savaras of

Shahabad make images of him which difl'er from
the orthodox Hindu type ; and the Bhuiyas of

Keonjhar revere him under the title of Bir, that

is, Vira or Mahavira, 'great hero' (Buchanan, op.
cit. i. 467 ; Dalton, op. cit. 140, 147). In Western
Bengal the first duty of the founder of a hamlet is

to erect an image of Hanuman, which is kept duly
decorated with daubs of vermilion. He is regarded
as typifying the virile element, and thus, as the pro-

• tector of crops and cattle, is conceived to stand to

the Earth-Mother in the relation of consort. Even
the Macacus, the common monkey, is protected
though he is exceedingly mischievous. It is be
lieved that no one can live where a monkey has
met his death, and his bones are so unlucky that a

special class of exorcists in Bihar find their occupa-
tion in ascertaining that such bones do not pollute
the ground on which a new house is about to be
erected (Buchanan, op. cit. ii. 141 f.). According
to one tradition, the monkey is known as Pavan kd

pf(t, 'son of the wind,' a belief accepted by the

Bhuiyas of Singhbhum, who revere him and call

themselves Pavanbans,
' the wind children,' to the

present day. The same belief prevails among the
fisher castes of Eastern Bengal, who invoke him in

a calm, instead of whistling as the British tar does

(Wise, op. cit. 137).
The tiger among the forest tribes is naturally

supposed to represent the evil spirit of the woods,
and the fear which he causes leads to reverence
and propitiation. As Banraja,

' lord of the jungle,'
he is the chief object of worship among the Kisans
and Santals. The former will not kill him, and
believe that in return for their devotion he will

spare a tribesman (Dalton, op. cit. 132). The
Santals, especially those who have suffered loss

from his attacks, adore him. When a Santal is

carried off by the beast, the head of the family
deems it necessary to propitiate the Bagh Bhut, or
'

tiger devil.' Samuells gives a curious account of

a shamanistic rite among the Gonds, in which two
men possessed of the spirit of Baghlsvar,

' the

tiger lord,' fell ravenously upon a bleating kid, and
tore it with their teeth till it expired (Dalton, op.
cit. 280). The bagJiaut, or shrine erected on the

spot where a tiger has killed a man, is regarded as
a place where offerings of propitiation should be
made. Every passer-by adds a stone to the cairn,
and wood-cutters light a lamp or make an oblation
to appease the angry bhut, or spirit of the man
who was slain.

15. The patron deities of the village.
—The

deities who have been enumerated are those con-

nected with the clearing of the forest and the

beginnings of an agricultural life. When the

village has been founded and farming becomes
well established, another form of worship to a

large extent replaces beliefs of this kind. This is

the cult of the Grama-devata or Gramya-devata,
the tutelary deities of the village, who preside
over the welfare of the community. These deities

differ from the jungle godlings inasmuch as, for the

most part, they are purely local and attached to a

single village. Those whose ran^e is wider than
the village boundaries seem usually to be akin to

the jungle spirits. Thus, one of this class, Dholal

Chand, inhabits a sacred grove where raM are tied
to the branches to secure the birth of chudren, and
people make obeisance whenever they pass her
abode. Another, Bana Durga, in Mymensingh, is

worshipped on behalf of children ; sacrifices of

pigeons or goats are made to her, and the flesh is

eaten by people of low caste (Gait, op. cit. i. 200).

Again, it sometimes happens that one of these

village-deities acquires a reputation for curing
disease or procuring other benefits for its wor-

shippers. It thus becomes known beyond its own
special area ; a cult is started ; a temple is built ;

and, finally, the place becomes the resort of pil-

grims. This Avas probably the origin of famous
shrines, like that of Kali at Kalighat, near Cal-

cutta,—the Kalkattewali Kali, as she is called,—a
well-known deity throughout Northern India ; oi",

again, the village may develop into a town or city,
and the Grama-devata becomes its guardian, as has
been the case with Patanadevi or Patanisvari, the

protecting goddess of the city of Patna. The
Brahmans who have taken up her cult no longer
recognize her as a Grama-devata, and assert that
she is one form of the spouse of Siva (Buchanan,
op. cit. i. 191).

16. The village shrine.—The shrine of these

village-gods is rarely of more pretensions than a

pile of stones set up under the village tree, which
is often one of the species regarded as sacred.

Sometimes there is no visible representation of the

deity beyond a stone or mound. Occasionally a
bell is provided which the worshipper rings to

announce his presence to the god, who may be

sleeping or on a journey. In Hooghly an earthen

pot tilled with water, with a mango twig placed (m
the top, the whole covered with a piece of white

cloth, represents the deity. In some cases the

common worship on behalf of the village is done

by the headman ; sometimes the priest is drawn
from one of the lowest castes ; and, even in those

villages in which persons of high caste reside, the

business of controlling and propitiating the local

spirits is left in charge of a hedge priest, because

he, being regarded as one of the aboriginal in-

habitants, is supposed to understand the ways of

the village-gods better than any newcomer. I'or

the same reason, the uncanny duty of watching the

fields at night is entrusted to the menial castes,

who are supposed to understand how to control the

spirits which walk in the darkness. The oflerings
at the village shrine consist usually of the fruits of

the earth, milk or spu-ituous liquor, food cooked or

uncooked ; but in cases of special emergency, goats
or pigeons or pigs are sacrificed. The offerings

are generally taken and consumed by the wor-

shipper and his family, except the head, which was

probably the god's share, and is appropriated by
the officiant after he has let a few drops of blood

from it fall upon the altar.

17. Titles of the Grama-devata.—Among the

jungle tribes, where the cult is in its most primi-
tive phase, the term Grama-devata has, as we

might expect, an uncertain connotation. It is not

limited to the actual village-deities, but is extended

to the tribal gods of forest or mountain, like Marang
Buru of the Santals, Thanpati of the Savaras,

Juangs, Bauris, and Bagdis, Sarna Burhi of the

Onions, and Duar Pahar or Dura of the Cheros

(Gait, op. cit. i. 200). As settled life progresses,
these deities gradually merge in the village

pantheon. In tlie plain country the titles of the

Grama-devata are legion. Buchanan (op. cit. ii.

131) gives a long list of those worshipped in the

District of Bhagalpur ; but he
illustrates^

the un-

certain character of the cult by classing Siva and
Kali as Grama-devatas. This, no doubt, was the

primitive conception ; but these have now become
national gods, of much higher rank than the
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local village-godlings. In Bhagalpur, Buchanan
states, one of the most common of these deities

is Bishahari, wlio controls snakes ; Siddhesvari,
Chandl, and Mahamaya are not very common,
while he saw no shrine in honour of Sitala. He
mentions also that a very common village-god was
Dubebhayharan, the ghost of a Brahman who,
to revenge a wrong which he had sustained, com-
mitted suicide (see below, § 25). Wise {o}). cit.

133 ff.), among the most popular of the Grama-
devata worshipped in Eastern Bengal, names
Burha-Burhl, the androgynous form of the Earth-

deity ; Panchananda, who preserves children from
sickness ; Aranya or Jamai Sashthi, the favourite

goddess of Bengali women, wlio ensures the health
of children, and cures barrenness ; Siddhesvarl and
Vriddhesvari, who are now regarded by Brahmans
as '

parts
'

(am-sa) of Durga ; in other words, these
have now taken their place among the greater
gods.

18. Promotion of the Grama-devata to higher
rank.—The mode by which these deities are pro-
moted will be considered in connexion with the
Dravidians (wh. see). But a few instances of the
fact may be given from Bengal. Thakurani Mai,
whom Dalton {op. cit. 147, 149) calls ' the blood-

thirsty goddess' of the Bhuiyas, has now become
a form of Durga or Kali, and in Singhbhum and

Lohardaga is served by a Bhuiya priest with sacri-

fices of goats and sheep, the flesh of which he shares
with the worshippers. The Birhors now call the

piece of wood which they worship Mahamaya, who
is supposed to be the daughter of the Hindu Devi ;

and a trident painted red is worshipped as the

monkey-god, Hanuman, who is believed to be an
officer of Devi (ib. 220). The Kadars of Bhagalpur
and the Santal Parganas worship animistic gods,
but,
'
if questioned about their religion, will reply that they are

Hindus, and will talk vaguely abwut Parame^war, Mahadeo, and
A'ishnu, as if they lived in the very odour of orthodoxy instead
of being, as in fact they are, wholly outside of the Brahnianical

system. To talk about the Hindu gods is usually the first step
towards that insensible adoption of the externals of Hinduism
which takes the place of the formal and open conversion which
sterner and less adaptive creeds demand. The next thing is to

set up Brahmans whose influence, furthered by a variety of

social forces, gradually deposes the tribal gods, transforms them
into orthodox shapes, and gives them places in the regular
Pantheon as local manifestations of this or that well-known

principle, or relegates them to a decent and inoffensive obscurity
as household or village deities. Last of all, if the tribe is an
influential one, and its leading men hold land, they give them-
selves brevet rank as Rajputs

'

(Risley, op. cit. i. 309).

19. Development of Animism into Hinduism.—
In Bengal, perhaps more clearly than in any other

part of Northern India, it is possible to trace the

stages by which people in the animistic stage
of belief are promoted, if this phrase accurately
expresses the fact, into Hinduism. It is very ditti-

cult, as we have seen, to find a p^urely animistic
tribe in the plains. The degraded ^udras of Orissa
seem to recognize none of the regular Hindu gods.
They worship an animistic goddess of their own,
Paficha-khanda,

' she of the five swords,' with

oSerings of lie-goats, fowls, and rice, which are
consumed by the performers of the sacrifice. The
headman officiates at all acts of public worship ;

they have no Brahmans, and perform no irdddha, or

mind-rite, for the dead (Risley, op. cit. ii. 267 f.).

But even the Doms (wh. see), the lowest menials of
the plains, worship, at least in name, the regular
Hindu deities, such as Piadha, Krsna, Kali, and
Narayan [ib. i. 246), the explanation being that

they have been for ages helots in the service of
Hindu masters, whose religion they naturally
imitate. Sometimes, again, it is found that, while
one part of a tribe has to some indefinite extent

adopted the Hindu religion, another division re-

mains aniniLstic. Among the Bhumij, while the
well-to-do tenants employ Brahmans as their

family priests and worship the Mother-goddess
under the forms of Kali or Mahamaya, the mass
of the tribe reveres the Sun as Sing-bonga or

Dharama, and worships a host of minor gods of
the animistic class (Risley, op. cit. i. 124). The
same is the case with the Bin

j bias, Birhors, and
Cheros {ib. i. 136, 138, 202). The Koiri and Kurmi
tribes furnish examples of people whose religion
obviously depends upon their environment. 1 hat

portion of these tribes which still occupies the
animistic area of Chota Nagpur continues the

worship of the non-Aryan deities, while those who
have migrated to the plains in Bihar have come
almost completely under Hindu influence {ib. i.

503, 534).
20. Development of the tribal priesthood.—This

process of evolution is clearly sliown by the char-
acter of the priesthood. The Korwas, according
to Dalton {op. cit. 229), have no priests, because,
as he asserts, they have no gods, their worshij^
being entirely confined to that of the manes of

their ancestors—a rite which must necessarily be

performed by the head of the family. Elsewhere,
however, they employ baigus, or tribal priests.
The same is the case with the Mai Paharias,
among whom the head of the household performs
all religious and ceremonial observances. These

people are, however, on the road to promotion,
because they hold Brahmans in some degree of

honour, and presents are given to them on festal

occasions (Rislev, op. cit. ii. 71). The Bauris of

Western Bengal appoint as their priests men of

their own caste, termed lava or degharid, some of

whom hold patches of land rent-free or at a
nominal rent as remuneration for their services

;

but the tribe in Eastern Bengal employs a low
class of Brahmans {ib. i. 81). One section of the
Doms appoints the son of the dead man's sister or
of his female cousin to perform the obsequial rites,

and to recite the appropriate sacred verses {vuintra)
at the funeral. For these services he receives a
fee when the inheritance comes to be divided.
This has been supposed to be a survival of the

primitive rule by which kinship is traced through
the female. No other indications of an extinct
custom of female kinship are now traceable among
these people, and the fact that in Western Bengal
the eldest son on the division of the inheritance

gets an extra share seems to show that kinship
through males must have been in force for a long
period {ib. i. 245). This custom, however, seems
to have been at one time widely spread among
many of the North Indian tribes. The Khasis and
Garos of Assam still trace succession through the
female ; so do the Haris, Pasis, and Tantis of

Bihar ; forest tribes in the United Provinces, like

the Bhuiyars and the Kols, and even, according
to Wise, the Mithila and Sarvaria groups of

Brahmans, who recognize the sister's son as family
priest (Risley, Census of India Rep. 1901, i. 448 ;

Wise, op. cit. 127 ; Crooke, Tribes and Castes, ii.

95, iii. 309 ; Dalton, op. cit. 63).

The next stage is reached among those tribes

which employ Brahmans only for special functions,
and perform their ordinary religious rites through
the agency of their own kinsmen. The Bhandari,
or barber caste of Orissa, perform the service of

the orthodox gods through Brahmans, who are

received on equal terms by other members of the

sacred order ; but the worship of the village

goddess, Gram-devati, is done by the head of the

household (Risley, Tribes, i. 93 1.). In the same

way the Binds and Cheros of Bihar, who have

copied with more or less accuracy the external

observances of Brahmanism, employ Brahmans in

the worship of the higher gods, while the house-

I
hold worship of the local deities is done by the

i men of the family, or by a baigd, or hedge priest,
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•IraAvn from one of the non-Aryan tribes {ib. i.

132, 202). Even a caste like the Ivandus, or grain-

parchers of Bihar and Bengal, who pretend to a

high standard of orthodoxy, worship the godling
Goraiya in a fashion which is hardly in keeping
with their high social position.

' A lump of clay is set up outside the house to represent the

deity, a Dosadh (wh. see) officiates as priest, and the victim is

a pig which is bought for a price from the Dosadh, slain bj"
him at the instance of the Kandu worshippers, and then eaten

by the family of the priest
'

{ib. i. 416).

Finally, some tribes who do employ Brahmans
for all religious services and family ceremonies
are unable to secure the services of the highest
groups of the priestly order, and are forced to

content themselves with those of lower rank.

Sometimes, as in the case of the Bhakat Oraons,—
a branch of the great non-Aryan tribe which is

now gradually adopting the Hindu religion and
its rites,

—Brahmans deign to ofl'er their services

as gurus, or spiritual guides, but refuse to officiate

as their priests. The sacrifice is accordingly done

by any influential member of the tribe who happens
to be acquainted with the ritual. In their marriages

they try to imitate the Hindu ceremony ; the

priest, however, is not a Brahman, but a tribesman

(ib. i. 91). The Koiris, a cultivating tribe of Bihar
and Chota Nagpur, profess to be orthodox Hindus ;

but their orthodoxy, as we have already seen

(above, § 19), seems to vary with locality, and

may be estimated by the degree of consideration

accorded to their Briihmans and by the nature of

their local gods. In Chota Nagpur those Brahmans
who serve them as priests are not received on equal
terms by other Brahmans ;

and among their minor

gods we find non-Aryan deities, like Marang Buru
and Bar Paharl, side by side with Hindu gods,
or rather perhaps aboriginal gods invested with
Hindu titles, like Paramesvari and Hanuman.
Mounds of dried clay representing these are found
in every house ; and there is often a larger mound
under a sacred tree which is dedicated to the

entire group of deities (Dalton, op. cit. 321 ; Risley,

op. cit. i. 503).
21. Bhuta-worship.—Another fonn of worship

which illustrates the transition from Animism to

Brahmanism is that of Bhtitas, which prevails
more or less among all classes of the population
of Bengal, from the non-Aryan tribes up to those

who have accepted the beliefs of Hinduism.
The term bhfit, or bhUta, meaning in Sanskrit
' formed '

or '

created,' is in the earlier sacred

literature applied to the powers of Nati'.e, and
even to deities. 6iva himself is called Bhutisvara,
or 'Lord of spirits.' But the name is now popu-

larly applied to a malignant evil spirit, properly
the ghost of a man who has died a violent death,
either by accident, suicide, or capital punishment.
The malignancy of such a spirit is increased if he

has been denied proper funeral rites. In Bengal,

according to Wise {op. cit. 131 f.), such spirits are

most numerous in forest tracts where lofty trees

afford shade and silence, or in the sombre valleys
of hilly districts, where the original clearers of

the jungle were exposed to many forms of violent

death. Some, again, dwell in ancient trees, others

in cities, in ruined temples, graveyards, cremation

grounds, or dry wells.
'

They are met with on the arid treeless plain, the flooded

river, and the lonely forest glade. The timid recognize their

cry in the hooting of the owl, the howling of the jackal, the

yelp of the village cur, and the whistle of the plover. One
kind of demon, sedentary in its habits, attaches itself to a

village, another to a household ;
some inflict plagues, others

blight the opening bud, or convulse the newborn babe. The

Bengali sees in every accident the work of evil spirits, and his

longing desire is to obtain some means of counteracting their

influence. The women are naturally the chief adherents of

this superstition, and while engaged in the most commonplace
work are ever watchful against the entrance of a devil

'

(Wise,

op. cU. 131).

If the rice be mildewed, if wild rice or weeds

appear in the paddy fields, or murrain among the

herds, if hail strikes the green crops, or the
weevil spoils the mangoes—all these are the work
of those malignant spirits. Many means are

adopted to overcome their dangerous influence.

Some Brahmans, not those of tlie highest class,

supply magical formulse (mantra) ; Musalman
teachers prepare copper amulets, each containing
a sentence from the Quran ; the wandering
BairagI furnishes charms, such as a bone, tooth,
or scale of a fish, a seed, or a fragment of wood.

22. The evil eye.
—

Closely allied to beliefs of

this class is the evil eye superstition. To avert

this danger the field or garden is protected by a
black pot painted with a white cross or the mystic
symbol, the swastika. See EviL Eyk.

23. Disease exorcism.—Disease, in particular,
is seldom supposed to be tlie result of natural

causes ; it is almost invariably ascribed to bhtitas,

or evil spirits.
' Even an educated gentleman, acting under female dictation,

calls in the aid of magicians to cast out the devil haunting his

house, or tormenting his child. Infants and pregnant women
are especially subject to the malign influence of a Bhiita ; but
all convulsive diseases, the delirium of fever, and raving mad-

ness, are referred to possession by an evU sjiirit
'

(Wise, op. cit.

132).

In such cases, the ojhd, or exorcist, takes the place
of the kabirdj, or physician, and magic the place
of medicine. Beliefs of this kind are comrnon

throughout the Dravidian area. One form of this

belief to which there is no exact parallel in other

parts of India—the propitiation of Ghentu, the

spirit which presides over itch—may be given as

an example. A broken earthenware pot, its

bottom blackened by constant use in cooking,
daubed white with lime interspersed ^^•ith a few

streaks of turmeric, a branch or two of the ghentu

plant (Clerodendron infortunatum) used as a

febrifuge and anthelmintic, ar.d, last though not

least, a broomstick of palmyra or coco-nut tree,

represent the evil spirit. The mistress of the

family in whose house the malady appears acts as

priestess. A few doggerel verses are recited, the

pot is broken into fragments, and these are

collected by the children, who sing songs about the

itch-god. This rite is believed to be efl"ective in

removing the disease (Calcutta Review, xviii. 68).

24. Shamanism.—Kites like these, with the

object of expelling disease or other evils caused

by malignant spirits, are often accompanied by a

jorm of shamanism, in which the otticiant becomes

possessed by the deity whicli he has invoked, and,

letting his hair loose, faUs into a frenzy of religious

excitement, in the course of which he pours forth

incoherent cries which are believed to be oracular.

This form of frenzy often appears among non-

Aryan races like the Santals. Their baiga, or

priest, assembles the people to assist him in the

invocation.
'jlusical instruments are produced, dancing commences,

and the invocation to the spirits is chanted until one or more
of the performers manifest possession by wild rolling of the

eyes and involuntary spasmodic action of the muscles. The
affection appears contagious, and old women and others who
have not been dancing become influenced by it in a manner
that is horrible to contemplate. Captain Samuells, who

frequently witnessed the incantation, is confident that no

deception whatever is practised. . . . "The affection," says

CapUin Samuells, "comes on like a fit of ague, lasting some-

times for a quarter of an hour, the patient or possessed person

writhing and trembling with intense violence, esjiecially nt the

commencement of the paroxysm. Then he is seen to spring

from the ground into the air, and a succession of leaps follows,

all executed as though he were shot at by unseen agency.

During this stage of the seizure he is supposed to be quite

unconscious, and rolls into the fire, if there be one, or under

the feet of the dancers, without sustaining injur}- from the heat

or the pressure. This lasts for a few minutes only, and is

followed by the spasmodic stage. With hands and knees on

the ground and hair loosened, the body is con%-ulsed, and the

head shakes violently, while from the mouth issues a hissing

or gurgling noise. The patient next evincing an inclination to

stand on his legs, the bvstanders assist him and place a stick

in his hands, with the aid of which he hops about, the spas-
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inodic action of the bodj' still continuing, and the head

performing by jerks a fatiguing- circular movement." The

Baiga is then supposed to identify the spirit which has

possessed the patient. He implores it to desist, and by degrees,
after being anointed with butter, the patient becomes calm and

conscious, and when restored to his normal state is said to feel

no fatigue or other ill effects from the attack
'

(Dalton, op. cit.

232 f.).

In Eastern Ben<,'al the shaman prepares for tlie

performance by fasting
* for a whole day, drinking

or smoking intoxicating preparations of tlie hemp-
])laut, and quaffing the freshly-drawn blood of a

goat or other animal sacrificed on the occasion.

Practices sucli as these are found among both
Hindus and Muhainmadans in that part of the

Province (Wise, cy. cit. 128).

25. Worship of individual bhutas. — Besides

the general worship of evil .spirits, .some members
of this class are worshipped, or rather propitiated,
because they are specially feared. Such spirits

are usually malignant on account of the tragical
circumstances of their deatli.

(a) Deified Brahmans.—MsLuy of this kind of

evil spirits are deified Brahmans. Such is Harsu

Panre, or Harsu Baba, the local godling of

Chayanpur, near Sasaram, in the Shahabad
district. He is of the class known as Brahm,
Barham, or Brahman ghosts. He was, according
to the current legend, one of the Kanaujija
division of Brahmans, and family priest of Raja
Salivahana, the ruler of that country. The liani

disliked the Brahman, and induced her husband
to believe that the priest was coiisjjiring to deprive
him of his kingdom. Accordingly the llaja caused

the house of the Braliman to be demolished, and
resumed the lands which he had previously con-

ferred upon him. The enraged Brahman did

dharna, in other words, fasted till he died of

starvation at the gate of the palace. So he
became a Brahm, and is now worshipped with the

lire-sacrifice (haoma) and oflerings of Brahnianical
cords. If any one obtains his desire through
Harsu's intercession, he makes an offering of a

golden cord, and feeds Brahmans in his honour.

Harsu's speciality is, if rightly approached, to

cure disease by expelling the evil spirits to wliich

it is due. His worship is rapidly spreading
beyond Bengal westward into the adjoining
districts of the United Provinces (PB i. 191 f.).

Deified spirits of this class are very common.

They are .sometimes represented by a headless

trunk, with an eye staring from the breast ; they
inhabit large trees on the banks of rivers or in

some lonely place, whence they throw stones at

belated travellers, and lead tlicm astray on dark

nights. Woe betide the unfatunate person who
gives one of them cause of oll'ence, as, for instance,

by unwittingly felling the tree in which the
Brahm has taken up his abode, or who has been
in any waj^ responsible for his death.

' He can escape the evil consequences only b^' making the
Barham his family deity, and worshipping him regularly. In

Bihar he often becomes the dihtvdr, or tutelary deity of the
whole village. The Nsorship is usually performed under the

tree, usually a banyan, which he is supposed to frequent.
The trunk is painted vermilion, and a mound of earth is

erected, on which are placed clay figures of horses or elephants,
and offerings are made of flowers, betel-nuts, and the like.

The worship is conducted by a special priest called the bUaktd,
who is not necessarily a Brahman, anil occasionally he is

inspired by the spirit and utters prophecies, which are im-

plicitly believed in by the devotees' (Gait, op. cit. i. 198 f.).

The same writer gives a catalogue of numerous
deified Brahmans. In many cases they are ghosts
of members of the priestly order who have com-
mitted suicide on account of some insult or the

deprivation of some privilege (Pli i. 191 ft".). In
• For fasting and other means of producing ecstas}' and other

forms of morbid exaltation for religious ends, see Tylor, ii. 410ff.

It prevails widely in modern Lamaism, which owes much to the
Tantrik cultus (Waddell, Buddhism of Tibet, 34), and in South
India (Burnell,

'
De\-il Worship of the Tulavas,' lA, 1894;

Caldwell, Dravidian Grammar^, 579 ff.).

one Bengal ca.se a Rajput having no ott'spring con-
sulted his family priest.
'The latter told him to stand next morning at a certain cross

road and to behead the first person whom he might meet.
To his horror and surprise, Mahi [the priest] himself appeared.
He would have drawn back, but the Brdhman told him not to
hesitate to carry out his advice, and merely stipulated that he
should be installed as his family god. TheUajput then killed

him, and he has ever since been worshipped by the clan
'

(Gait,
op. cit. i. 199).

(b) Loiv-caste bhiitas.—The lower castes have

many deified spirits of this kind. The malignant
ghost of a sweeper is

specially feared, and in many
places the higher castes insist that a member of

that caste shall be buried face downwards, or that
the grave shall be filled with thorns, to prevent the

ghost from '

walking.'
26. The Churel.—Another class of evil spirit

widely feared is the Churel, or Kichin, the spirit of

a woman wiio dies in childbirth or in a state of

ceremonial impurity. She is regarded as specially
malignant, because fate has snatched her from this

world just at tlie time when she was about to

attain the hajjpiness of becoming a mother, or in a
state of impurity which would cling to her in the
other world.
This belief is widely spread. We find it in China (FL i.

360 f.), in Japan (ifc. xiii. 276), among the Malays (Skeat, Malay
Magic, 318, 327), in New Caledonia (FZ, xiv. 258), New Britain

{JAI xvii. 292), Papuan Gulf {ib. xxxii. 423), Borneo (Roth,
Natives of Sarawak, i. 100, 140, 107, 219), Fiji {JAl x. 14.5). In
Central America the spirits of women who died in their first

childbirth were supposed to dwell with the dead warriors in the
house of the Sun. At certain times they descended to earth,

wandering through the pueblos and bringing deadly disease to
those women and children who crossed their path (Payne, Ulst.

of New World, ii. 334). If the child lives it is generally believed
that the mother returns to seek it. Hence in West Africa when
a woman dies in childbirth her child is buried with her (Ellis,

Tshi-Speakinrj Peoples, 234). In Melanesia it is supposed that a
woman who has died in childbirth cannot go to Panoi, or Dead-

land, if her child lives, because she cannot leave it behind.

They therefore deceive her ghost by packing up a piece of

banana trunk in leaves, and laying it on her breast when she is

buried. Then, as she departs, she imagines that she is carrj'ing
her child with her (Codrington, Mdanesians, 275). For other
instances of the belief in India, see PR i. 269 fl. It prevails in

Burma (/Jcport 9th Oriental Congress, i. 185), in Manipur (JA I
xvi. 355), among the Nagas (ib. xxvi. 200), and among the
Vellalars of Madras Pres. (Thurston, Bulletin Madras Museum,
u. ii. 165).

The Churel usually appears as a woman who has
no mouth, who haunts filthy places, and whose
feet are turned backwards. Tliis last is a char-

acteristic of demons in many parts of the world

(Tylor, i. 307). Again, she often assumes the form
of a beautiful young woman, and at night seduces

youths, especially those who are good-looking. Siie

carries them off to a kingdom of her own, where
she kills them by a slow process of emaciation, or

keeps them until they lose all their manly vigour,
and then sends them back to the world in the

shape of grey-haired old men, who find all their

friends long dead. The Churel superstition is pro-

bably derived from the demonolatry of the non-

Aryan races. It is found fully developed among
the Oraons, who imagine the Churel to be a woman
clad in robes of white, her face fair and lovely, her
back black as charcoal, and her feet inverted (FL
xvii. 131 tf.). She hovers over gravestones, lays
hold of passers-by, wrestles with ihem or tickles

them, and he who is thus caught is lucky if he

escapes injury. Often he is found next morning
senseless, with his neck twisted, and the services of

a sorcerer or medicine-man are necessary to set him

right again (Ualton, oj). cit. 258). The methods
of getting rid of such a spirit are twofold—either

by propitiation or by exorcism. The Bhuiyas of

Keonjiiar, if a woman should die l)efore delivery,

extract the embryo froiu the corpse and bum the

bodies at opposite sides of a hill stream. As no

spirit can cross water, and the mother cannot

become a witcii unless united to her child, this pre-
caution is believed to render her harmless (Gait,

uj).
cit. i. I'.i9).
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27. Animism the basis of modern Hinduism.—
The Hinduism, and mucli of the Muhammadanism,
of modern Bengal is thus in a large measure the
result of the fusion of these non-Aryan animistic
beliefs Avith the foreign faiths—first, the Brahman-
ism of North-Western India, which graduallyworked
its way from the Holy Land of the Hindus in the
eastern Panjab, down the valley of the Ganges;
and second, Islam, which advanced by the same
route at a much later period. These animistic
beliefs are to such a large extent the foundation of
modern Hinduism in Bengal that it is impossible
to draw a line of demarcation betAveen the two,
or to say where one ends and the other begins.
Hinduism, in fact, is such a vague term as not to
admit of definition.

' The term in its modem acceptation denotes neither a creed
nor a race, neither a church nor a people, but is a general
expression devoid of precision, and embracing alike the most
punctilious disciple of pure Vedantism, the Agnostic youth who
is the product of Western education, and the semi-barbarous
hillman, who eats without scruple anything that he can pro-
cure, and is as ignorant of the Hindu theology as the stone
which he worships in times of danger or sickness' (Bourdillon,
Census Rep. Bengal, 1S81, i. 71).

28. Totemism.—Totemism, which in other coun-
tries seems to have produced important results in

moulding the national faith, appears in Bengal
rather as a social than as a religious force. Here
we find it chiefly in connexion with the exogamous
septs of the non-Aryan tribes, each of which bears
the name of some animal, tree, plant, or material
object, natural or artificial, which the members
of that sept are prohibited from killing, eating,
cutting, burning, carrying, using, etc. Thus,
among the Oraons, we find septs designated by
names meaning 'young mice,' 'tortoise,' 'hyaena,'
•eel,' 'squirrel,' 'rat'; and among the Santals
' wild goose,'

'

hawk,'
'

betel-palm,'
'

conch-shell,'
etc. One curious fact about these Oraon ' totems '

is that they are not whole animals, but parts of

animals, as the head of a tortoise, the stomach of a
pig, which special parts the tribesmen are forbidden
toeat(Risley, op. cit. i., Introd. 43 ; Dalton, op. cit.

189, 254).
The respect for the totem is shown in various

ways. The Baori totem is the heron, and they are
forbidden to eat its flesh (Dalton, op. cit. 327).
The Kumhars of Orissa abstain from eating, and
go so far as to worship, the sal fish, because the
rings on its scales resemble the wheel which is the
symbol of their craft. The Khattya branch of the
same tribe have only one section, Kasyapa, which
in Skr. means '

tortoise,' and is also the name of a
famous rishi, or saint, with whom they claim con-
nexion. But as they venerate the tortoise, Risley
suggests {op. cit. i., Introd. 48) that the name of
the saint has been substituted for the original
totemistic name derived from the animal. The
Parheyas of Palamau have a tradition that their
tribe formerly held sheep and deer sacred, and used
the dung of these animals to plaster the floors of
their huts, as they now use cow-dung ; the Khar-
rias do not eat the flesh of sheep, and may not use
a woollen rug—tabus the observance of which is
now becoming relaxed (Dalton, op. cit. 131 ; Ball,
Jungle Life, 89; Risley, op. cit. i. 466). Some
Kandhs refused to carry a basket containing the
skin of a young leopard which Ball had shot, be-

cause, as far as he could ascertain,
' the animal

was the totem, or sacred beast of tlie tribe
'

(op. cit.

600). Many instances of similar belief have been
collected by Dalton and Risley. The Asuras have
thirteen totemistic sections ; a man may not marry
a woman belonging to the same section as himself,
nor may he eat, cut, or injure the plant or animal
whose name his section bears (Risley, op. cit. i. 25).
The Koiris have as sections the nuga, or snake,
and the kaiynpd, or tortoise, and will not molest
either animal. The Kasyapa branch carry their

reverence for the tortoise to such an extent that,
if one be caught, they smear its shell with oil and
vermilion, and put it back into the water (ib. i.

501). The Mahili Mundas regard the pig as their

totem, and will not eat pork (ib. ii. 40). The Pans
have a host of totems, including among animals
the tiger, buflalo, monkey, tortoise, cobra, mon-
goose, owl, king-crow, peacock, centipede, and
among plants the wild fig, wild plum, and many
others (ib. ii. 156).

Many of the non-Aryan tribes, again, claim
descent from animals. The Cheros say that they
are descended from the ndga, or dragon (Dalton,
op. pit. 126, 162, 165 f.) ; the Santals have as one of
their totems the wild goose, from the eggs of which
they assert that their ance tors were created (ib.

209) ; the Ho creation-legend seems to connect the
various tribes—Kols, Bhumij, Brahmans, Ksa-

triyas, Sudras, Bhuiyas—ana even the English
with animals selected by each after their creation

by Ote Boram and Sing Bonga, who were self-

created.
Another proof of the existence of totemism in

Bengal has been traced in the reluctance to men-
tion animals by their real names, and the prefer-
ence for a descriptive epithet (Frazer, Totemism,
15). Thus, the Kharwars call the hare ' the four-
footed one'; and the Pataris call the bear '

tlie

hairy creature,' and the elephant
' he with the

tusks' (Crooke, Tribes and Castes, iii. 249; PE ii.

54, 142). But in his later examination of tabus of

this kind Frazer seems to have abandoned the idea
that they can be traced to totemism.
The evidence for the existence of totemism as a

force aflFecting religious beliefs is thus very dubious,
and many of the examples given above can be

explained by animal- or plant-worship.
29. Hinduism.—Nearly two-thirds of the present

population of the Province are Hindus, and rather
less than one-third Muhammadans, the followers
of other creeds being in small numbers. The
diagrams prepared by Gait (op, cit. i. 154, 156)
show clearly the geographical distribution of these,
the two main religions of the Province. What
may be called the most conservative parts of the

country, those which were settled at the earliest

period, continued to be the seats of an historic

civilization, and what were centres of Buddhism
are now districts in which Hinduism is pre-
dominant. These are the sub-provinces of Bihar
and Orissa, and the line of districts along the
eastern edge of the Chota Nagpur plateau and
the western fringe of Bengal Proper, which link

these two tracts together. The south-western hill

region, the home of the Munda or Dravidian

tribes, is the domain of pure Animism, which in

the plain region is overlaid by Hinduism or Islam.

Muhammadanism, again, is predominant to the

east, in that portion of the Province which has
now been formed into a separate Administration.

30. The sects of Hindus.—No attempt was made
at the last Census to obtain a record of the multi-

tudinous sects of Hiijdus. Of these the two most

important are the Saktas, or followers of the

Mother-goddesses, and the Vaishnavas, or wor-

shippers of Vishnu.
In Bihar the distinctions of sect are ill-defined, and the more

ignorant classes would find it difficult to say to which of the
conventional divisions of Hinduism thej' belong. But in Bengal
and Orissa, owing to the great Vaishijava movement inaugurated
by Ohaitany.a, the case is otherwise, and there would L3 but
little difficulty in obtaining a fairly accurate record of the
sectarian distribution of the population (cf. Gait, op. cit. i. 181).

Speaking generally, we may say that the
sectarian divisions of the people aie not clearly
defined. As in other parts of the Indian Empire,
the membership of or nominal adherence to the

principles of a sect, often depends on the question
of food ; to be a Sakta is very often merely to
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be an eater of meat and a drinker of spirituous

liquor, both being permitted luxuries ; while in-

clusion in the Vaislmava sect implies vegetarian-
ism. Hinduism, again, is perhaps more eclectic

than most of the great world-religions, freely-

admitting into its fold the followers of many
different sects provided they submit to the social

rules of the body in Avhich they accept member-

ship. They are allowed perfect freedom to wor-

ship any or all of the sectarian gods, though to

suit his own inclinations a man may devote special
honour to oi^e of the many forms of the Mother-

goddess, to Siva, or to Vishnu in one or other of

his many incarnations. His private chapel may
contain an image of Devi or Durga side by side

with the icdagrdma, or ammonite, representing
Vishnu, or the phallic symbol of Siva. When he

visits a holy place he will be careful to pay respect
to all the principal shrines, and to worsliip all the

gods or goddesses who are represented by images.
He does this because his deities are jealous gods,

easily offended if they be neglected, and prone to

punish any one who fails to honour them (Jogendra
Nath Bhattacharya, Hindu Castes and Sects, 364).

Hence, among individual castes Ave lind a re-

markable mixture of sectarian beliefs. Thus,

among the Bablians, yeomen of Bihar, representa-
tives of all sects are found in much the same pro-

portion as in the population at large. Vaislmavisiu

is said to have been only recently introduced

among them, and in north Bihar most of them are

worshippers of either Siva or the Sakti. In this,

as in many other castes of the same social status,

no social consequences result from professing
the tenets of any of the regular sects, and inter-

marriage between their members goes on freely
within the limits of the caste (Risley, op. cit. i.

33). Passing to castes of a much lower grade, we
find that the Bagdl, cultivators, fishermen, and
menials of Central and West Bengal, worship, under

tlie guidance of degraded Brahmans, Siva, Vishnu,
and the Sakti, as well as Yama or Dharmaraja,

god of Dead-land, and the myriad names of the

modern pantheon, besides animistic deities like

Gusain Era, the goddess, and Bar Pahar, the

moimtain-god of the Santals ; but their favourite

object of worship is Manasa, the snake-goddess.
The Barui, cultivators of pan (Piper betel), are

mostly 6aktas, and only a few are Vaishnavas,
but with the worship of these great gods they
combine the cult of Ushas of the Veda, the Eos

or Aurora of the. West. The Dhobi, or washerman

caste, worship Siva, Vishnu, Karttikeya, god of

war, or the Sakti, very much as the personal taste

of the worshipper may dictate, and they venerate,

besides these, non-Aryan gods such as
Bhuiya,

the

earth-god, and Barham GhasI, the deified ghost of

a Brahmjin. The Pods, a mixed tribe in the Delta,
include Saivas, Saktas, and Vaishnavas, as well as

Sauras, or Sun-worshippers, and Ganapatyas, or

followers of Ganapati or Ganesa, god of wisdom
and remover of obstacles, the two last sects being

very sparingly represented among the higher
classes of Hindus {ib. i. 41, 72, 235, ii. 177).

We find, again, instances of beliefs held in

common by both Hindus and Musalmilns. In

Rangpur, Buchanan (op. cit. iii. 512) foundHindus

worshipping a spirit known as Satya-narayan,
' the true Lord,' whom Musalmans venerated under
the title of Satya-pir,

' the true saint.'. Hymns to

him were sung by both Brahmans and Sudras ; and
while the Musalmans used different hymns, the

worship was identical.

In Bihar, the same writer remarks (i. 186) that 'when an
Hindu is said to belong to such and such a sect, it does not in

general absolutely imply that he worships only such and such
a god ;

but that such or such is his family-god (kula-devatd) or

favourite god (ish(a-devata). In some parts of India strict men
will pray to no god but their favourite and his connexions, such

as his spouse, sons, and servants ; but in this district it is not
usual to be so wedded ; and though the daily prayers of the

pious Hindu are offered to some one god, he without scruple has
recourse to any other of whom he thinks he may be in need ;

and never approaches any image or holy place without some
mark of respect.' The gurus, or sages, he adds, who instruct
both Saivas and Saktas, are identical, and many Hindus are so
careless or ignorant

' that they never have taken the trouble
to inquire frqm theij' instructor whether the secret prayer ia

addressed to Siva or Sakti, and they do not understand a word
of it.'

It must, therefore, be understood that the Hindu
sects of this Province are not in any sense analo-

gous to the divisions found in other religions, as,

for example, those of Christianity. Certain^classes
of the people may be generally described as Saktas,
Vaishnavas, or Saivas ; but the fact of nominal
adhei'ence to one of these sects does not exclude
the possibility of the worshipper paying reverence
to gods other than those which his sect specially
honours. It is in Bihar particularly, as W9 have

seen, that the line between Vaishnavas and Saktas
is not clearly defined. This is not the case in

Bengal proper. Here a strict Vaishnava will not

even mention the names of goddesses like Kali or

Durga, or the Bel tree (^gle marmelos) the leaves

of which are used in the worship of the Sakti.

The reasons for this peculiarity. Gait suggests, are
' that Bihar was never so tjeeply infected as Bengal
with the worst forms of Sakta worship, and that

the Vaishnava revival of Chaitanya m hich repre-
sented a revulsion from Saktism never spread
thitlier' [op. cit. i. 188).

31. The Saktas.—Saktism* was probably a de-

velopment of the animistic belief in the Mother-

goddesses which, as we have seen (above, § 13), is

widely spread among the non-Aryan tribes. In

the more highly developed form of the cult the

functions of the primitive goddess
' of all work '

have become divided into departments, and the

various forces of Nature are j)ersonified under

separate personalities, known as the Divine Mothers

(mdtriijan). These female energies are conceived
as the Sakti of the primeval male, Puru.sa or Siva,
who is the counterpart of non-Aryan gods like

Bhumiya or Khetrapala, the male consort of the

Earth-Mother, by union with whom her fertility is

periodi9ally renewed (see § 13).

The Sakta cult is supposed to have originated in

East Bengal or Assam about the 5th cent. A.D., and
the headquarters of Tantrik worship are believed

to have been Kamakhya in the latter Province,
whence it was introduced into Tibet, Nepal, and

Gujarat. Thecultin this Province takesmany forms.

(a) General toorship of the Sakti.—We have, first,

the Matrika puja, the general worship of the

Mothers of the universe personified as the wives of

the gods, that is to say, Sakti in all her various

forms, usually eight in number, and co-ordinated

with the different gods—Vaishnavi and Lakshmi
with Vishnu ; Brahma or Brahmani with Bralima ;

Karttikeyi with Karttikeya, god of war ; Indrani

with Indra ; Yami with Yama, god of death ;

Varahi with Varaha, the boar incarnation of

Vishnu ;
Devi or Isani with oiva.

(b) 'A'«/i.—Secondly, there is tlie worship of Kali,

which, according to Buchanan (op. cit. ii. 374,

477), was in his time of comparatively recent in-

troduction into Bihar, 'since the English took

possession, some of the A^ise men of the East having
told the wiseacres that she is the deity of the

English, to whose favour they entirely owe their

great success.' Until the deity was introduced, he

• For a sketch of the development of Saktism see Gait, Assam

Census Report, 1891, i. 80«f. : Jogendra Nath Bhattacharya,

Hindu Castes and Sects, 407 ff. ; Hopkins, Relujwiiso/ India,

48!) ff.
; Earth, Reliijions of India, Eng. tr. 199 ff. The course

of the development of Greek belief is supposed to have been on

similar lines, the earliest conception bemg that of the Mother

and the Maid, which may reflect primitive matnarchal customs

(J. E. Harrison, Prulegomena, 260 ff.)-
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j^oes on to say, it was not common to call the
female power by any particular name. She was
commonly spoken of and worshipped as Devi or

Bhavani, two appellations implying merely
* the

goddess,' 'although by the latter term Sitala is

commonly understood.' The original female power,
in short, is thus seen undergoing the process of

development, a number of special entities being
created to whom each department of human action
is assigned. The cult of Kali appears in one of its

lowest forms among the Tiparas of the State of

Tippera and the Chittagong hill tracts to the
east of the Province. This tribe ofiers to Kali
black goats (her name meaning 'the black one'),
rice, plantains, and other fruits of the earth.
The goddess has no image ; she is represented for
sacrihcial purposes by a round lump of clay, the

edges of which are drawn out into four points or

legs, so that the whole, seen from above, bears a

rough resemblance to a sea-urchin with four arms
(Risley, op. cit. ii. 325).
In her temples Kali is represented as a '

very black female,
with four arms, having in one hand a scymitar, and in another
the head of a giant which she holds by the hair ; another hand
is spread open bestowing a blessing ; and with the other she is

forbidding fear. She wears two dead bodies for earrings, and a
necklace of skulls, and her tongue hangs down to her chin. The
hands of several giants are hung as a girdle round her loins, and
her tresses fall down to her heels. Having drunk the blood of

the giants she has slain in combat, her eyebrows are blood3', and
the blood is falling in a stream down her breast ; her eyes are
red Uke those of a drunkard. She stands with one leg on the
breast of her husband Shiva, and rests the other on his thigh

'

(Ward, op. cit. ii. 117 f.).

At the present time, pigeons, goats, and more
rarely buffaloes, are the victims usually ofl'ered.

The ceremony commences with the adoration of

the sacrificial axe. Various spells (mantra) are

recited, and the animal is decapitated at one
stroke. As soon as the head falls to the ground
the votaries rush forward and smear their foreheads
with the blood. These sacrifices are specially per-
formed during the three days of the Durga Puja
(Gait, op. cit. i. 182).

Rites such as these represent the goddess in her
malevolent aspect. But she is also Rakhya or
Bhadra Kali, the guardian of every Bengali village,
to whom prayers and sacrifices are ofl'ered on the
outbreak of pestilence. Wise remarks that, when
cholera broke out at the great Varuni fair in 1874,
a subscription was collected for the performance of
a special worship of Kali. Her image was paraded
through the fair, after which an operatic enter-
tainment was given, at which crowds of people
assembled. 'The cholera, which had been only
sporadic, ceased, and the stoppage was attributed
to the beneficent Kali' [op. cit. 135 f.).

(c) Dem.—The cult of Devi is similar to that of
Kali. It sometimes represents her as benignant,
but more often in her chthonic or malignant aspect.
It is, in fact, practically impossible to distinguish
the double manifestation of the goddess. Speak-
ing generally, when kindly she is Uma, 'light,'
Gauri,

' the yellow or brilliant one,' Parvati
or Haimavati, 'she that has her birth in the

Himalaya,' Jaganmata, 'mother of the world,'
and Bhavani

; while in her terrible form she is

called Durga, 'tlie inaccessible,' Kali or Syama,
' the dark one,' Chandi or Chandika,

' the fierce,'

Bhairavi,
' the terrible.' But in the popular con-

ception these functions so completely merge and

interchange that more precise definition is impos-
sible. In Bihar during the Nauratri or ' nine

nights'
'

feast of the goddess, held during the fort-

night of the waxing moon in the month of Chaitra

(March), the rite of infusing by means of spells

[mantra] the spirit of the goddess into an earthen-
ware jar is performed. A space within the temple
is purified by plastering the surface with mud and

cow-dung. The jar is filled with water and covered
with shoots of the mango tree, and over it is placed

an earthenware saucer containing barley and rice,
which is covered with a vellow cloth. The priest
recites verses, and, sprinkling water on the jar and
its contents witii a few blades of the sacred kui'i

grass, he invites the goddess to enter it. As a
sign that slie lias occnjned it, the outside of the iar
is sprinkled with red powder. During the period
occupied in the rite the priest practises abstinence,
eating only roots and fruits. The service con-
cludes with a fire-sacrifice (haoma), in wiiich barley,
sugar, butter, and sesamum are burned before the

jar which holds the goddess. The ashes of the
sacrifice and portions of the red powder with whicii
the jar was smeared are brought to the houses of
his clients by the priest, who smears their fore-

heads with these substances, thus bringing them
into communion with the deity. Here we find

fetish rites in their crudest form {North Indian
Notes and Queries, \w. 19 f.).

(d) Divisions of the ^dktas.—The Sakta sect is

divided into three main sections—first, the Dakshi-
nachari or Dakshinamargi,

' the right-hand' section,
who are comparatively free from sensuality, and
do not ofier spirits or flesh to the deity. They
follow the Puranas as their Veda, and are devoted
to either Siva or Vishnu in his androgynous char-

acter, at once male and female. Besides these there
are two bodies of extremists—the Vamachari or

Vamamargi,
' the left-hand

'

sect, who follow the

teaching of the Tantrik literature, and the Kaulas
or Kaulikas, following the Kaula Upanisad,
whence they take their name, whose practices are
even more grossly licentious. Their object of

veneration is the great Sakti, or power of Nature,
Jaganmata or Jagadamba,

' the mighty mysteri-
ous force, whose function is to direct and control
two quite distinct operations : namely, first, the

working of the natural appetites and passions,
whether for the support of the body by eating and
drinking or for the jiropagation of living organisms
through sexual cohabitation ; secondly, the acquisi-
tion of supernatural faculties (siddhi), whether for

a man's own individual exaltation or for the an-
nihilation of his opponents' (Monier Williams,
Brdhmanism and Hinduism*, 185 f.). The foul

orgies which accompany such celebrations have
been described by Jogendra Nath Bhattacharj-a
(Hindu Castes and Sects, 411 f.), Ward (Hindoos,
ii. 295 fF. ), and others, and need not be further

discussed here. The animistic side of the cultus

appears in the Panjab worship of young girls as

Devi, apparently a form of sympathetic magic to

induce fertility (Rose, Census Rep. 19U1, i. 126).

32. The Vaishnavas.—The revolt against this

gross and debasing cultus was led bj' the reformer

Chaitanya,* a Vaidik Brahman who was born at

Nabadwip, in Bengal, A.D. 14S4.
' He preached mainly in Central Bengal and Orissa, and his

doctrines found ready acceptance amongst large numbers of the

people, especially amongst those who were still, or had only re-

cently been, Buddhists. This was due mainly to the fact that he

ignored caste and drew his followers from all sources, so much
so that even Muhammadans followed him. He preached \-ehem-

ently against the immolation of animals in sacrifice and the use
of animal food and stimulants, and taught that the true road to

salvation lay in bhakti, or fervent devotion to God. He recom-
mended Rjidha worship, and taught that the love felt by her for

Krishna was the best form of devotion. The acceptable offerings
were flowers, money, and the like ; but the great form of worship
was that of the gaijkirtan, or procession of worshippers playing
and singing. A peculiarity of Chaitanya's cult is that the post
of spiritual guide, or Gosain, is not confined to Brahnians, and
several of those best known belong to the Baidya caste, who
practise medicine in Bengal Proper. Thej' are all of them de-

scended from the leading men of Chaitanya's immediate entour-

age. The holy places of the cult are Nabadvip [or Nadiya),

Chaitanya's birthplace, and in a still greater degree, Brindabau
[wh. see], the scene of Krishna's sports with the milk-maids,
which Chaitanya and his discipies reclaimed from jungle, and
where he personally identified the various sacred spots, on which

great shrines have now been erected
'

(Gait, op. cit. i. 182).

* His life and the principles of his sect are fully described by
Jogendra Nath Bhattacharya (Hindu Castes and Sects, 459ff.).
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Chaitanya, after spending six years in pilgrimage
between Mathura and Jagannath, linally settled in

the latter place, where in A.D. 1527, at the age of

forty-three, he disappeared from the Avorld. There
is reason to believe that he was drowned in the sea,
into which he had walked in an ecstasy, mistaking
it for the shallow waters of the Jumna, where he
saw in a vision Krsna sporting with his Gopis
(Growse, Mathura K' 1883, 197). After his death
his followers split up into two bodies : those who
retained, and those who rejected caste. The latter

are known as Jat Baishtam or BairagI {q.v.), are re-

cruited from all castes, and profess to intermany
freely amongst themselves ; but caste distinctions

are not entirely obliterated, and the recruits from
the higher hold aloof from those drawn from the
lower castes.

'Except for the fact that outsiders are still admitted, they
form a community very similar to the ordinary Hindu caste. Its

reputation at the present day is tarnished by the fact that most
of its new recruits have joined owin^ to love intrigues, or be-

cause they have been turned out of their own caste, or for some
other sordid motive '

(Gait, op. cit. i. 182).

The other division, those who have retained the

system of caste, is in no way connected Avith the
Jat Baishtams, They practise a cultus much
purer than that of the Saktas, and the stricter

members of the body are vegetarians, and abhor
the Sakta beliefs. But among those of the lower
castes some freely eat animal food, and even join
in processions in honour of Durga, but will not be

present when blood sacrifices are offered. The
various subdivisions of the Bengal Vaishnavas have
been fully described by Wise (op. cit. 147 flf.) and

by Risley (op. cit. ii. 339 ff.).

The Vaishnavism of Bengal is thus strongly
opposed to Sakta beliefs, and is probably to a large
extent derived from the traditions of Buddhism.
'Apart from metiiphysical subtleties, which naturally have

but little hold on the minds of the populace, the social tenet of

the Bengali Vaishnavas is the all-sufficiency of faith in the divine
Krishna ; such faith being adequately expressed by the mere

repetition of his name, without any added prayer or concomitant

feeling of genuine devotion. Thus roughly stated, the doctrine

appears absurd ; and possibly its true bearing is as little regarded
by many of the more ignorant of the Vaishpavas themselves as

it is by the majority of superficial outside observers. It is, how-
ever, a legitimate deduction from sound principles ; for it may
be presumed that the formal act of devotion would never have
been commenced had it not been prompted at the outset by a
devotional intention, which intention is virtually continued so

long as the act is in performance' (Growse, ilathurd^, 197).

As a parallel case, Growse, himself a member of

the Roman Catholic Church, quotes from one of

its manuals the rule :

'

It is not necessary that the
intention should be actual throughout ; it is sulfi-

cient if we pray in a human manner, and for this

only a virtual intention is required ; that is to saj',

an intention Avhich has been actual and is supposed
to continue, although, through inadvertence or

distraction, we may have lost sight of it.'

(a) Prevalence of Vaishnavism.—The Vaishnava
cultus is one of the most important among the
beliefs of the Province. Ward in 1815 stated that
six out of ten of the whole Hindu population were

worshippers of Krsna (Hindoos, ii. 158) ; in 1828
Wilson (Religious Sects, i. 152) calculated them at

one-fifth ; and in 1872 Hunter (Orissa, i. 144) at
from one-fifth to one-third of the whole number
of Hindus. Wise (op. cit. 147), from a catalogue of

the temples in the Dacca District, found that 74

per cent, belonged to Krsna in one or other of
his numerous^forms, and only 21 percent, to Kali,
Durga, and Siva. The predominance of Krsna-

worship is largely due to the Bhagavata Purdna
assigned by Wilson

( Vishnu Purana, xxxi.) to the
r2th cent, of our era. It has, however, been

recently established that the Puranic literature

goes back to the 6th or 8tli cent., and thus
the movement which led to the rise of Neo-
Brahmanisra must be assigned to an earlier date
than that fixed by the older authorities. The

Bhagavata Purdna is now regarded as the chief
book among the Vaishnava scriptures.
'Since his death in 1&2S, Chaitanya has been identified with

Krish^ia, and this deification has been ratified by the Chari-
tdmrta, written thirty years after his death. The moral and
tolerant doctrines of this national teacher penetrated the hearts
of the people, and roused an enthusiastic spirit that l.as, un-
fortunately, driven many into strange and perilous wanderings.
Among the pure Sudras there is less deviation from the original
creed than among the lower mixed classes, who have been always
neglected. The religious sentiments of the latter, instead of

being properly guided, have been left to develop as fancy or bias

disposed them. Whether this be a satisfactory explanation or
not, it is certain that the corrupt, often immoral, sects now
existing are chiefly patronized by the lower and most ignorant
classes of the community. The equality of all men, a doctrine
preached by Chaitanya, but repudiated by the Gosains, has been
restored by most of the later offshoots of Vaishrjavism, and with
them no distinction conferred by birth, wealth, or prescription
is ever recognized

'

(Wise, op. cit. 147).

(b) The erotic Vaishnavism.—The development
of Vaishnavism on the erotic side marks the de-

gradation of the cultus. The original doctrine of

bhakti, or loving faith, was afterwards conceived
to appear in five stages, the higher of which, as in

the case of the Sufi mystics, could be attained only
by a few privileged persons, after prolonged aus-
terities and mortifications : (1) sdnti, or quietism,
' in which the Vaishnava enjoys perfect content-
ment and peace of mind, ever dwelling on the

happiness of his lot, and grateful to Hari for his

mercy
'

; (2) ddsya, the relation between a master
and his purchased slave, of which the keynote is

self-denial, the dedication of all the believer's

energy and thought to the service of the god ;

(3) sakhya, or friendship, at which stage
' the

disciple worships Chaitanya as his bosom friend,
and regards his own soul as an emanation from and
a particle of i\\e paramdtnuin, or supreme spirit' ;

(4) vdtsalya,
' affection toAvaids offspring,' in which

the deity is regarded
' not as a common Father of

all men, but as the parent of the worshipper
'

; and
(5) mddhurya,

'

sweetness,'
' the etfiorescence of

bhakti,' as it has been called.
' In this, the highest

and most exquisite condition, the disciple glows
with the same uncontrollable desire that Krishna
felt for the absent liadha' (Wise, op. cit. 155).
This last development of erotic Vaishnavism finds

its most complete and degrading exposition in the

practices of the sect of the Vallabhacnaryas, accord-

ing to whom body, soul, and property (tan, man,
dhan) are to be made over to the Maharajas, or
successors and vicars of Krsna upon earth, by the
rite of self-devotion (samarpana) ; and women are

taught that their highest bliss results from the
caresses of the representative of the god (Monier
Williams, op. cit.* 134 ff.

; Growse, Mathurd^, 199 fi'. ;

[Karsandas Mulji,] Hist, of the Sect of the Maha-
rajas or Vallabhacharyas of West. In^ia, 1865).

33. The cult of 6iva.—The cult pf Siva is of less

importance than that of pither the Sakti or Vishnu.
In Eastern Bengal the Saiva fraternities, those of

the Kanphatas, or '

ear-pierced
'

Yogis, and the

Brahmacnaris, never gained popularity, and their

conventual establishments, which are few, would
have disappeared long since, but fpr the charitable

endowments of former ages. The Saiva mendicants
or cenobites are, according to Wise (op. cit. 174 f. ),

notorious for their licentious lives and dissipated
habits ; but, notwithstanding the scandal which

they cause, their dkhdras, or convents, are thronged

by crowds of devotees, chiefly women. In Bengal
proper, according to Ward (op. cit. ii., Introd. xxi.),

few Hindus adopt Siva as their guardian deity.
His temples generally repre.sent him in the form of

the liiigam, or as Pafichanana, the figure of the

deity with five faces. Further west, in Bihar, the

worship of 6iva is more common, and prevails

widely among Brahmans. Here village temples in

honour of the deity, with images of the lirigam and

of Nandi, the bull
' vehicle

'

of the god, are common,
and the worship is adopted in preference to that of
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Vishnu in one or other of his many forms, because
the ritual and offerinf,'s made to him are much less

elaborate and expensive. The 6aiva cultus thus
suits the

thrifty habits of the yeomen among whom
it chiefly prevails.

Among the castes who are specially devoted to
this form of belief may be mentioned the Yugis or

Yogis, now a weaving caste in Eastern Bengal,
of whom the great majorjty worship Siva or Malia-

deva, especially at the Sivaratri or '

night feast
'

of Siva, held in the month of Magh (January-
February). The chief religious centres of the

Masya Yugis are Brindaban, Mathma, and Gokul,
all in the United Provinces ; but their chief places
of pilgrimage are Benares, Gaya, and Sitakund in

Chittagong (Risley, op. cit. i. 358). These Yogis,
as they prefer to oe called, are supposed by Gait

(op. cit. i. 381) to be descended from a religious

community, not necessarily from the regular Yogi
or Jogi ascetics, but possibly from some Buddhist
Order. The same writer supposes that their present
degraded condition is due to their having remained
in the Buddhist faith after the general population
had reverted to Hinduism. They call their priests,
who belong to their own communion, Mcdmtrtuis or

Pandits, both of which terms were formerly in use

among Buddhists ; they bury their dead in a
sitting

posture, ^vith the legs crossed in the conventional
attitude of Buddha, and with the feet turned to

the north-west. The Yogi sects of Northern India

freely admit outsiders to their body ; and their

present occupation in Bengal, weaving, is one often

practised by decayed religious communities. Their
devotion to Siva is possibly connected with his

manifestation as the typical ascetic and self-

mortifier—a conception which perhaps owed much
to the influence of Buddhism. The Saiva mendi-
cants are popularly divided into ten classes, known
collectively as the Dasnamis, or 'ten names.'
Besides that of the more respectable Order, the

Sannyasis, the cult gives shelter to loathsome

ascetics, like the Aghoris (wh. see), the Urdhva-
bahus, who contort their limbs, and the Akasa-
raukhins, who keep their necks bent back in a
hxed gaze on the sky until the muscles become
withered.

34. Buddhism.—Buddhism, which had its origin
in the western part of the Province, and finally
became one of the great religions of the world, is

now represented in Bengal by only 237,893 ad-

herents. In so far as they follow the orthodox
standard of belief, they are included in the Maha-
yana, or Great Vehicle, which is the basis of

Tibetan Lamaism, and also of the Buddhism of

Bengal. The Buddhists of this Province may be
divided into at least four gi-oups.

(a) Chinese Buddhists.—First comes the small

body of immigrant Chinese in Calcutta, where they
follow many occupations, such as carpentry and

shoemaking, boil down pigs' fat into lard, and deal
in opium and hemp drugs. Their temples seem to

be usually seats of Buddhist as well as of Shinto

worship, that at Calcutta being dedicated to

Kwan-te, generally called the 'god of war.' In
the courtyard is the god's horse, comfortably
stabled. ClimV)ing a flight of stairs, one reaches

chapels and rooms for attendants, in which animals
intended in the first instance as food for the god,
and which are afterwards consumed by the worsliip-

pers, are being cooked (Calcutta Jieview, xxxi.

368 If.).

(b) Himalayan Buddhists.—Secondly come the

Buddhists of North Bengal, who are either natives

of the Himalayan State of Sikkini, or immigrants
from Bhutan, I'ibet, and Nepal. By race they

are

mostly Tibetans, Lepchas, and Murmis. In Isepal
itself Buddhism is steadily losing ground under
the attacks of the militant form of Hinduism pro-

fessed by the rulers of that kingdum, who, like all

recent converts, are more ardent supporters of the
new faith than even their more orthodox brethren
in the plains. Nothing, again, has contributed
so much to the decline of Buddhism in Nepal a.s

the adoption of caste by the Buddhist Newars, and
the consequent decay of monastic in-^titutiona

(Oldfield, Sketches, ii. 131 If.). Besi.les this, the
heterodox Buddhists constitute a large majority <jf

the Buddhist population. They avowedly comfnne
the worship or Siva and of the other Hindu deities

with that of Buddha ; they publicly attend the

religious services of Hindu temjjles, and at the
more important domestic ceremonies, such as those
of marriage and deatii, they conjoin Hindu forms
with those of the Buddhist church, and employ a
Brahman priest to assist their own Buddhist V^ajra

Acharya, or 'thunderbolt teacher,' in the perform-
ance of his sacred duties.
These classes of Newars are ' Buddhist only in name ; for

although thej' profess to esteem Buddha before all other deities,

yet their practices belie their professions, and prove that they
are steadilj' abandoning that faith to which they still nominally
belong, and are rapidly adopting the more corrupt and more
attractive religion of the Hindus '

(Oldfield, op. cit. ii. 147).

The same is the case with those Himalayan
Buddhists who have migrated into British terri-

tory. Thus, among the Lepchas of Sikkim and the

adjoining region, Buddhistic usage forms only a
thin veil over their primitive shamanistic Animism.
Their religion consists mainly in the propitiation
of the spirits of forest, hill, or stream which are
considered malignant.

' The snow-clad giant Kinchinjanga, chief among the elemental
deities of the Lepchas, who vexes men with storm and hail and
sends down avalanches and torrents to wrecli their fields and
sweep away their homes, has been translated to the milder

system of Buddhism, where he figures as the tutor of Sakya
liuni himself '

(Risley, op. cit. ii. 10).

Similarly the Limbus of Darjiling adapt their

religion to their surroundings. Where thgir en-

vironment is Hindu, they call themselves Saivas,
and profess to worship Mahadeva and his consort

Gaurl, the favourite deities of the Nepalese.
' In a Buddhist neighbourhood the yoke of conformity is still

more easy to bear ; the Limbii has only to mutter the pious
formula, Oj/i n\arii padme om [or, as Waddell transcribes and
translates it, _'

Om ! The Jewel in the Lotus ! Huni '—Om-ma-
nipad-me Uuiji, the first and last word bearinga mystic mean-

ing (Buddhism of Tibet, 148)], and to pay respect and moderate
tribute to the Lamas, in order to be accepted as an average
Buddhist. Beneath this veneer of conformity with v\hatever

faith happens to have gained local acceptation, the vague shapes
of their original Pantheon have 8ur\'ived in the form of house-

hold or forest gods, much in the same way as Dionysus and other

of the Greek gods may be traced in the names and attributes of

the saints who preside over the vintage, the harvest, and rural

festivals of various kinds in remote parts of Greece at the present

day
'

(Risley, o]}. cit. ii. 17).

The degraded condition of the popular Buddhism
of the Lower Himalayas is shown by

the adoption
of rites of blood sacrifice, a relic of the old devil-

worship of the country, but absolutely repugnant
to the rules of the orthodox faith (Waddell, Ainong
the Himalai/as, 74).

(c) Buddhists of East Bengal.—The third grouii
of Bengal Buddliists—that of Chittagong and the

hill tracts of Chittagong — consists mainly of

Chakmas and Maghs, the latter divided into two
classes : first, descendants of Arakanese immi-

grants who entered the country when Arakan was

conquered by the Burmese in A.D. 1785; and,

secondly, the mixed race descended from Magh
women by Bengali fathers, who are known as

Kajbansi or Barua Maghs, and are less numerous
than the first branch. There are also some Tiparas
in the hill tracts who described themselves at the

last census as Buddhists.
' In the Tippera State the Tiparas now call themselves Hindus ;

but this country was formerly a great Buddhi.^t centre, and some
sacretl shritics there were vioited by the Tibetan traveller,

Buddha Gupta Nath, who travelled in India in the seventh cen-

tury A.D. '(Gait, op. cit. i. 158).

Tlie Chakmas profess to be Buddhists, but their

religious practices have been much corrupted by
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the gross Hinduism of Eastern Bengal. This

change was brought about by the influence of the
local Raja, Dharm Bakhsh Khan, who was a

bigoted Hindu, patronized the cult of Kali, and

pretended to be a descendant of the ancient

Ksatriyas. Much of the more primitive Animism
still survives under the upper layer of Buddhism
(Risley, op. cit. i. 172 f.). The same fusion of

laeliefs appears among the Maghs of Chittagong,
who profess to be Buddhists of the Southern school,
and regard the followers of the faith in Tibet as
unorthodox. The worship of Siva and Durga has
here been added to the Buddhist observances.
While their priests are Buddhist, phungyis or

raolis, Brahmans are much respected, and are

employed to determine auspicious days for par-
ticular actions, and to assist in the worship of the
Hindu gods {ib. ii. 33).

(d) Survivals of Buddhism and Hinduism.—The
last and most interesting group of so-called Bud-
dhists in Bengal is found among the ciiste known
as Saraks, resident in the Baramba State in Orissa,
whose beliefs have been fully investigated by Gait

(op. cit. i. 427 ft'. ). Their name appears to oe de-
rived from the Skr. irdvaka, 'a hearer,' a term
applied among the Jains to indicate the lay brethren
aihliated to the community, as distinguished from
the Yatis, monks, and ascetics

;
it still survives in

the name Saraogi or Saravagi, applied to a mer-
chant community of Jains which is rapidly becom-

ing a regular caste of the usual type. The centre
of the Baramba Sarak worship is at the celebrated

cave-temple of Khandagiri, where they assemble
once a year to do homage to the idols there and to
confer on religious matters. They worship, under
the name of Chaturbhuja,

' the four-armed one,'
an idol which usually has only two arms, and is

undoubtedly a representation of Buddha. This

worship is performed on what is supposed to be the

anniversary of Buddha's wedding, a fact which
may with some probability be considered to con-
nect the cult witli the primitive animistic concep-
tion of the union of the male consort with the

primeval Mother (see above, § 13). The family
rites of the caste are performed by one of their
own members, who calls himself Acharya, or
'

teacher,' and Brahmans are employed only to

perform the rites of the haoma, or fire sacrifice, at

marriage, after which the Acharya concludes the

proceedings by calling upon Buddha to bless the

young couple.
Tlie evidence, so far as it has been collected,

seems to indicate that the Saraks have retained

many beliefs and practices which have descended
to them from the Buddliism which was the creed of

a large number of the people of Orissa. Here its

place was taken by Brahmanism, and it is now diffi-

cult to say how many of the beliefs of the Saraks
are due to direct inheritance of the Buddhist
tradition, and how many have been transmitted to
them with a leaven of Vaishnavism. Too much
stress must not be laid upon the worship of images
of Buddha by the people of our time. All througli
Northern India are to be found statues or pillars
disinterred from the ruins of stupas or vindras,
which have been adopted as images of the village
gods, and even of the orthodox Hindu deities.

Thus Buchanan {op. cit. i. 73) found in a Bihar
temple of Tara Devi (the female power in her most
destructive form) an image of the goddess, which
was really one of Buddha himself.
Another survival of Buddhism has been traced

in the worship of Dharmaraj or Dharma by low-
caste tribes like the Pods, Yogis, Doms, and
Bagdis. By some he is identified with" Yama, by
others with the sun ; by others, again, he is re-

garded £is a snake-god ; or, finally, as an incarna-
tion of Siva or Vishnu.

'He is usually worshipped by a low caste priest, a Pod, a
Yogi, a I)om, or a Bagdi. In a few places he has teuiples,
but, as a rule, he is represented by a shapeless stone daubed
with vermilion and placed under a tree. In a village in the
Arambagh subdivision he is worshipped in the form of a
tortoise. His shrines are common all over West Bengal, and
also in Dinajpur, Murshidabad, and the Twenty-four Par-
ganas. He is frequently believed to possess certain curative
powers, and his priests administer medicines as specifics for
various diseases. Hogs, fowls, and ducks are sacrificed before
him, and offerings are made of rice, flowers, milk, and pachwdi
['rice-beer'], but never of cooked food. The worship takes
place in the months of BaisSkh, Jaishta, and Asftrh, on the
day of the full moon, and in some pW^-es on the last day of
Bhadra. All castes, even Brahmans, make offerings through
the medium of the ofHciating priest' (Gait, op. cit. i. 201).

The worship of this animistic deity has been
adduced as a survival ofJjuddhism by Mahamaho-
padhyaya Hara Prasad '6?LS,ivi(JRASBc, 1895), and
in a further statement given by Gait (i. 201) tlie

writer supplements this by inferring that because
Dharma is worshipped in meditation as void (iunya
murti) the cult represents the philosophical con-

ception of kunyatd—'concerning which neither
existence nor non-existence nor a combination of
the two can be predicated. It is zero.' Again,
the ceremonies and fasts in honour of Dharma all

take place on the full-moon day of Baisakh, tlie

birthday of Buddha, and his worshippers are aware
that Dharma is respected in Ceylon, that he is not
an inferior deity, but superior to Vishnu or Siva.

Finally, he is represented in many places as a
tortoise, which is a Buddhist emblem (Waddell,
Buddhism of Tibet, 395). It is possible that some
traditions of the worship of Buddha may sui-vive
in that of Dharma ; but if so, very little of the
original conception remains.

35. Jainism.
—Jainism, like Buddhism, had its

birthplace in Bihar. The origin of this form of
belief and its relation to Hinduism and Buddhism
will be considered in another article (see Jainism).
Here it is sufficient to say that recent research by
Jacobi, Hoernle, and others (Hoernle,

' Presiden-
tial Address,' JKASBe, 1898; Biihler-Burgess, The
Indian Sect of the Jainas) has establislied tliat Jain-

ism, so far from being an offshoot of Buddhism, was
the result of an independent and contemporaneous
religious movement under a Ksatriya prince named
Vardhamana or Mahavira, who Mas born in the

neighbourhood of Patna about B.C. 599, and died
about B.C. 527. The dates of Buddha's career are
still to some extent uncertain ; but the most recent

investigations place the period of his life between
B.C. 588 and 508. It is thus possible that the
founders of these two sects, wlio were botli of

Ksatriya descent, may have met in the course of
their preaching tours through Western Bengal.
Neither sect is a religion in the true sen.se of the
word ; both are rather monastic organizations of a

type very common in the age when they were
founded. Both arose from the circumstance that
the Brahmans were then claiming the monopoly of
admission to the monastic Orders. As a protest
against this action, many non-Bralmianical Orders
were founded. They were graduallj' led to dis-

continue the use of the Vedic ritual, with the
natural result that they came to be excluded from
the pale of Brahmanism. Jainism differs from
Buddhism in rejecting the doctrine of nirvana,
and in

asserting
instead that, when the soul

has gained freedom from the trammels of the
successive series of existences, it passes into a
state of blessedness wliich is vague and ill-defined.

Those saintly men who have attained the rest of

the blessed are known as Tirthankara ; those
' who have created a passage througli the circuit of

life,' form the body of saints who are worshipped
l)y Jains. From tlie chief of these, Par.4vanatlia,
the hill of Parasnath (wh. see), the centre of Jain

pilgrimage in Bengal, takes its name. Jainism, by
its more democratic constitution, freely admitting
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lay adherents to communion, adopting a less active

missionary career than Buddhism, and preferring
as its chief centres of worship more secluded sites,
like Parasnath, was able to resist more successfully
the stress of the Brahmanical revival and Muham-
madan persecution, under which the Buddhism of

Bengal collapsed.
The Bengal Jains, who have their headquarters

at Murshidabad, are found also in Calcutta and
the chief towns of the Patna Division. But thougli
they are permanently settled there, they are rarely
accompanied by their women-folk. Most of them
are temporary visitors from Western and Central
India. After making money by shopkeeping in

Bengal, the heads of their firms often return to

their original homes, their places being taken bj'

younger men. Many of them are Marwaris from
Marwar in Central India, and belong to the Agar-
wala and Oswal sub-castes of Baniyas, the former

being o^ the Digambara or '

naked,' and the latter

of the Svetambara or ' white-clad
'

section. These
distinctions, as far as questions of dress are con-

cerned, are now obsolete ; but the titles represent
the contrast between the more primitive naked
ascetics of Southern India and those from the
North and West. Of these merchant families some
follow the Hindu and some the Jain rule ; but this

does not operate as a bar to intermarriage, because
even when some Baniyas adopt the Saiva or Sakta

sect, in deference to the prejudices of the majority
of their brethren they do not sacrifice animals or

partake of meat and spirits. A large proportion
of the Hindu merchant class belongs to the Vaish-
nava sect, and these are as strict in their regard
for animal life as the Jains themselves. When
husband and wife belong to difi"erent sects, the
wife is formally adopted into the sect of her hus-

band, but continues to practise her original re-

ligious rites. When, however, she visits the home
of her parents, she must have her food cooked

separately and eat apart from the other members
of her family (Risley, op. cit. i. 7, ii. 151).

36. Sikhs and Kabirpanthls.
—Like the Jains,

Sikhs profess to be Hindus, and at each successive

enumeration it would seem that their numbers
have been underrated, as they have been included
in some Hindu sect. They are, as a rule, tem-

porary residents, and their strength depends largely

upon the number of Panjabi regiments which

happen to be serving in the Province. The onlj'

place witii which they have any permanent con-

nexion is Patna, where the Har ^landir is said to

mark the place Avhere their tenth guru, Govind

Singh (A.D. 1675-1708), is believed to have been
born while his mother halted there during a pil-

grimage. In Eastern Bengal the Sikh sects best

known are the Suthrashahi and the Nanaksliahi.
Wise [op. cit. 181 f.) describes the members of the

former sect at Dacca as disreputable, generally
drunkards and smokers of hemp drugs. They are

often Brahmans who do not discard the sacred cord

on joining the Sikh communion, and continue to

eat with Brahmans of their own tribe, and not
with all grades of Sikhs. No Sikh, however, will

refuse to jiartake of the consecrated food (praidcl)
when ottered by them. They observe all the great
Hindu festivals, and pay special adoration to the

ialagramn, or ammonite, which represents Vishnu.
The account given of this sect by Maclagan (Panjah
Census, 1891, i. 154) is not more favourable. He
describes them as importunate beggars whose

profligacy is notorious, most of them being spend-
thrifts who have lost their wealth in gambling,
and spend their lives in

rovin<j mendicancy.
Nanakpanthi is a term of less definite meaning,
as it is often applied to Sikhs in general, who are

all followers of i\\Qir guru, Nanak(A.D. 1469-1538).

They have some connexion with Dacca, which is

said to have been visited by Nanak Shah ; but
their dkhdra, or convent, in that city possesses no
endo\vment, and depends largely on the charity of
Armenian or Muhammadan residents (Wise, op.
cit. 182 tr.).

Kabir wa.s closely connected with Nanak. The
chief note of his teaching was the endeavour to
link Hinduism to Islam. Ali and Rama, he said,
are only ditterent names for the same god. His
teaching seems to be rapidly gaining adherents
in Western Bengal and the United Provinces.
Difl'erences in rank and religion are all, he taught,
but mayd, or illusion. Emancipation and peace
are to be gained only by recognizing the Divine

Spirit under these manifold illusions. The way
to union with the Divine is not by means of

formula or sacrifice, but by fervent faith [bhakti)
and meditation on the Godhead. The use of

spirituous liquor and the worship of idols were pro-
hibited by the founder of the sect ; but, as often

happens, in process of time practice lags behind

precept, and the successors of tlie teacher fail to

maintain the ideal which he set before them. In
the case of the Kabirpanthis it is said that there
is now a tendency to revert to idolatry, while at
the same time they pretend to maintain the teach-

ing of Kabir.

37. Deistic sects.—(a) The Brahmo Samdj.—Of
the Hindu deistic sects the best known is the
Brahmo Samaj, though its numbers are small, and
show no tendency to rapid increase. In Bengal
it is divided into three sections : the Adi, or
'

original
'

; the Nababidhan, or ' new dispensa-
tion

'

; and the Sadharan, or ' common.' All alike

believe in the unity of the Godhead, the brother-

hood of man, and direct communion with God in

spirit without the intervention of any mediator.
' The differences which exist are ritualistic and social rather

than religious. The Adi Samaj, or olJest section, is also the
most conservative. While discarding all idolatrous forms, it

follows as closely as possible the rites of Hinduism, and draws
its inspiration solely from the religious books of the Hindus,
especially the Upanishads, and not from the Bible or Qur'an.
It has only once allowed a non-Brahman to officiate as ita

minister. Inter-caste marriages are not allowed, and a con-

siderable agitation was raised when one of its Brihman mem-
bers recently married the daughter of the Maharaja of Euch
Bihar. In other respects the restrictions of the caste system
sit lightly on the members of the Samaj, but they are par-
ticular to style themselves Hindus, and before the Census of

1891 they submitted a memorial intimating their desire to be
entered as Theistic Hindus, and not as Brahmoe' (Gait, op. eit.

i. 159).

The second section, known as the Nababidhan

Samaj, or Church of the New Dispensation, was
founded by the well-ku'^wn Keshab Chandra Sen.

It is more eclectic than the Adi Samaj in its ten-

dencies, and has assimilated what it considers
ri^ht

not only in the sacred books of Hinduism, but also

in the religious teaching of Christianity, Buddhism,
and Islam.
The most advanced of these Churches is the

Sadharan, or 'common' Samaj. It rejects all the

essentials of what is commonly regarded as Hindu-
ism ; disapproves of ritual and set foims of wor-

ship ; absolutely rejects caste ; disapproves of the

custom of secluding women, gives them a liberal

education, and allows them equal voice in Church

government. It freely permits marriage between

persons of different castes.
'

They are thus,' as Gait remarks,
'

gradually becoming a separ-
ate caste, recruited from a variety of different sources, but mainly
from the ranks of the Brahmans, Baidyas, and Kayasths. . . .

Most Indian gentlemen who have received an European educa-

tion join this community, not so much perhaps on account of

religious conviction as because of the freedom which it allows to

them from the irksome trammels of caste and fronri the neces-

sity of undergoing a ceremony of purification
'

(op. cit. i. 159 f.).

(6) The :^iva}idrdynnl.—The Sivanarayani or

Jsrinarayani is an interesting sect, founded about
two centuries ago by a Rajput named Siva Narayan
from Ghazipur in the United Provinces. It was
first described by Buchanan in Patna and Bhagal-
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pur {op. cit. i. 214, ii. 137), who notices its adher-
ents under the name of Santa, or '

pious.'
'They believe in one formless {nirakdr) God, forbid idolatry,

and venerate their original Guru, whom they regard as an
incarnation of the Almighty. The eating of fiesh and drinkin»
of wine were forbidden by the founder of the sect, but this rule
has now been relaxed. Mantras [' spells '] were composed by
the founder, to be uttered from time to time during the day,
e.g. when bathing. The sacred book of the sect is known as the
Sabda-Sant or Guru Granth. It contains moral precepts, and
declares that salvation is to be attained only by unswerving
faith in God, control over the passions, and implicit obedience
to the teaching of the Guru. The Guru is said to be held in
such respect that all his leavings are most scrupulously partaken
of by his disciples. Their great annual festival is on the fifth

night after the new moon of Magh [January-February], when
they assemble in the house of one of their fraternity, and sing
songs and read extracts from the Guru Granth. When a man
wishes to become a Seo Narayaiji, he selects one of the sect,
belonging to a caste not inferior to his own, who imparts to him
the mantra ['formula'] of initiation. He is then enjoined to
have faith in God (Bhagaban) and the original Guru, and is

given a certificate of admission. This is done in the presence
of several members of the sect, whose names and addresses are
noted in the certificate. All castes are admitted, but most of
the disciples come from the lower grades of societv, such as the
Tatwa, Chamar, and Dosadh castes. The cult was formerly
more popular than it is now, and higher castes are said to liave
supplied it with recruits. The Seo Narayapis bury their dead,
and one of the great inducements to join the fraternity is said to
be the knowledge that they will give a decent burial to their
comrades when they die, and will not allow their bodies to be
touched by sweepers. Their funeral processions are conducted
with some pomp, and are accompanied by songs and music.
The ordinary caste restrictions are observed, save only in the
case of the extremists who adopt an ascetic life' (Gait, op. cit.
i. 185

; cf. Crooke, Tribes and Castes, ii. 185 ff.).

This sect is only one of many which have recently
grown up in Northern India, founded on a revolt
against idolatry, and the pretensions of the Brah-
manical Order. They have adopted many of the
principles of the refunned Vaishnava communities.
Movements of this kind in India tend to degener-
ate, and once the enthusiasm Avhich animated the
founder has ceased to inspire later generations of

disciples, the new community, having shaken itself
free from the restrictions of caste and the control
of the tribal council, often .surrenders itself to
licence. This has been the fate of this sect at
Dacca, where the meetings, which occupied several
nights in succession, degenerated into drunken
orgies.
'The lower Hindu castes, ever willing to repudiate Brah-

manical interference, and assert spiritual independence, have
always been notorious for profligacy and intemperate habits.
Intoxication is with them an irresistible passion, and no threats
or corrections have the slightest effect m weaning them from
the vice. Faithful servants, kind parents, and affectionate
husbands, they have no conception of a moral religion ; and
their untutored minds can neither understand nor comply with
a faith inculcating morality and the mortification of all worldly
lusts and passions' (Wise, op. cit. ISl).*

38. The Panchpiriyas.—The important sect of
the Pafichpiriyas or Pachpiriyas forms the subject
of a special article (wh. see).

39. Muhammadans.—The map prepared by Gait
{op. cit. i. I06) clearly shows the distribution of
Muhammadans in the ProWnce. Prior to the
Census of 1872 it was generally believed that they
were most numerous in Bihar. That Census estab-
lished, on the contrary, that the chief seat of
Musalman influence was in Eastern Bengal and
to the north, where respectively two-thirds and
nearly three-fifths of the people were found to be
followers of the Prophet. On the other hand,m North Bihcar less than a sixth, and in South
Bihar less than a tenth, of the population accept
his autiionty. Orissa, the most backward division,
except the hill districts, and the most conservative
in matters of religion, is the region where the
Muhammadan element is weakest. The area of
Musalman predominance consists of a comiJact
territory lying north of Calcutta and stretching'
westward from the frontier of Assam, includin"
the Districts of Mymensingh, Pabna, Bogra, and
• For tlie Sivanarayanis see also Risley (op. cit. i. 178, ii. 334).The ritual code of the sect is described and some of the songs

quoted m .N orth Indian Sotes and Queries, v. 68 f.
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Rajshahi, and a second tract lying south and west
of this and east of Calcutta, including the Districts
of Noakhcah, Chittagong, and Backergunge. In
these two regions the proportion of Muhammadans
to the total population ranges from 82 per cent in
Bogra to 71 per cent in Chittagong.
The extraordinary increase in the numbers of the

followers of Islam in Bengal, and particularly in
Its eastern region, is the most remarkable fact in
the recent religious history of the Indian Empire.The folloM-ing table shows in a compact form the
relative positions of Hinduism and Lslam during
the period for Avhich fairly trustworthy statistics
of religious belief become available :

Year of

Ceusus.
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preserved the purity of their blood by refrainin"
from iateriuaiTiage with persons of more doubtful

ancestry, and also that many families of foreign

origin have, owing to the rules of the Muhammadan
law of inheritance, gradually lost tlieir estates

and become merged in the general mass of the

population, he regards it as impossible to suppose
that the whole or even a great majority of the
Musalman population can be the descendants of

immigrants from North-Western India. Such a

theory does not account for the present distribu-

tion of the Musalman population. If they were

really descendants of foreign immigrants, they
would now be found in occupation of the more
healthy tracts in the neighbourhood of the ancient

capitals, not in the rice-swamps of Noakhali, Bogra,
and Backergunge. Anthropometry, again, so far

as statistics are available, shows tnat the foreign
element among the Muhammadans of Eastern

Bengal is inconsiderable, and that physically they
are akin to the aboriginal or non-Aryan races

whom the first Musalman invaders found in occu-

pation. On the whole, Gait {op. cit. i, 169) comes
to the conclusion that the foreign element in

the Muhammadan population cannot exceed four

millions, or one-sixth of the total number of those

professing the faith of Islam.

41. Causes of the spread of Islam.—(a) Con-
versions.—When we come to consider the causes
which led to the spread of Islam, we find that

while the Mughals were generally tolerant in

matters of religion, the Afghans who preceded
them were often fanatical ; local traditions, sup-

plemented by the scanty historical evidence of the

character of their rule, describe numerous cases

of forcible conversions of Hindus and Animists,
while the ranks of the true believers were recruited

by slaves and criminals who on conversion were

pardoned.
' In spite, however, of the fact that cases of forcible conversion

were by no means rare, it seems probable that very many of the
ancestors of the Bengal Muhammadans voluntarily gave in their

adhesion to Islam. The advantages which that religion offered

to persons held in low esteem by the Hindus have already been

pointed out, and under Muslim rule there was no lack of pious
Pirs and Fakirs (holj' men and religious mendicants) who de-

voted their lives to gaining converts to the faith. There were

special reasons which, during the early years of the Muhammadan
supremacy, made conversion comparatively easy. Although the

days when Buddhism was a glowing faith had long since passed,
the people of Bengal were still to a great extent Buddhistic, and
when Bakhtiyar KhOji conquered Bihar and massacred the

Buddhist monks assembled at Odantapuri, the common people,
who were already lukewarm, deprived of their priests and
teachers, were easily attracted from their old form of belief,
some to Hinduism and others to the creed of Muhammad. The
higher castes probably found their way back to Hinduism, while
the non-Aryan tribes, who had, in all probability, never been

Hindus, preferred the greater attractions of Islam
'

(Gait, op. cit.

i. 171).

(6) Physical causes of the increase of Muham-
madanism.—The faith thus started progressed
rapidly, owing to causes which were not so

much moral or religious as physical, and due
to the environment of the people. These have
been carefully examined by O'Donnell and Gait

{Census Report, 1891, i. 146 f.; 1901, i. 172). It

has been established from these investigations that
the main explanation of the spread of Islam in

Eastern Bengal must be the greater fecundity of

its adherents. In the first place, we find among
Muhammadans a much

larger
number of potential

mothers than among Hindus. While the higher
caste Hindus througliout the Province, and in

Bengal proi^er many of the castes of less import-
ance, rigorously prohibit Avidow-remarriage, the

Muhammadan widow usually finds a second
husband. Statistics show that of every 100 Hindu
women between the ages of 15 and 40 more than 16

are widows prohibited to re-marry ; among Muham-
madans the percentage is only 12. O'Donnell,

again, remarks that ill-assorted marriages are far

more common among liiudu.s—men well advanced
in years being united to girl wives, wlio in the
natural course of liuman life are left \\idow8,
debarred from further maternit}-, at a compara-
tively early age. On the other hand, Musaimans,
particularly in Eastern Bengal, are ix^lygamiBts
whenever they have the means to support a second

wife, generally a widow, 'married as often as a con-

venient unpaid domestic drudge as for the sake of

the children she usually bears lier master.' Lastly,
in Eastern Bengal the Musalman is generally more

prosperous and better fed than the Hindu in other

parts of the Province. Bihar and Oris.sa, the head-

quarters of Hinduism, are fully developed, con-

gested regions, where a large proportion of the

people live in a condition of permanent depression.
Eastern Bengal, on the contrary, is a land of

fromise,
enriched by a large trade in rice and jute,

t is improbable that the enterprise of the Hindu
wedded to his hamlet and his local gods would
have been sufficient to bring its fertile alluvial soil

under the plough. But the Muhammadan has no

prejudice against leaving his birthplace, and gladly

migrates in search of remunerative work. While
the Hindu is very often a vegetarian, and, if he
eats meat, does so only when he makes a sacrifice,

the Musalman with his more varied and nutritious

dietary is more vigorous and fertile. The condi-

tions thus described sufficiently account for the

fact that, while Hinduism barely holds its ground,
Islam prospers and increases the number of its

adherents.

42. Characteristics of Muhammadanism in

Bengal.—Islam throughout Northern India falls

far short of the standard of faith laid down by the

Prophet and his immediate successors. As might
have been expected, this degeneration is specially

apparent in Eastern Bengal, where its followers

have been to a large extent recruited from an
Animistic population. Thus, the Pafichpiriya sect

(wh. see) shows obvious signs of the fusion of

Musalman traditions with Animistic beliefs. The
Wahhabi movement (see below, § 43) has in some
measure checked the corruption of the faith, but

before the recent crusade against idolatry it was
common for low-class Muhammadans to join in the

Durga Puja and other Hindu festivals.
'

Although,' writes Gait (op. cit. i. 176),
'

they have been purged
of many superstitions, many still remain. In particular, they
are very careful about omens and auspicious days. Dates for

weddings are often fixed after consultnig a Hindu astrologer ;

bamboos are not cut, nor the building of new houses com-

menced, on certain days of the week, and journeys are often

undertaken only after referring to the Hindu almanac to see if

the proposed day is auspicious. When disease is prevalent, Sital.\

and Rakshya Kali (see above, § 13) are worshipped. Dharmaraj,

Mfuiasa, and Bishahri (see above, § 30) are also venerated by

many ignorant Muhammadans, who make over goats to Hindus

in order that they may perform the sacrifice on their account.

Sasthi is worshipped when a child is born. Even now in some

parts of Bengal they observe the Durga Pujii, and buy new
clothes for the festival like the Hindus. In Bihar they join in

tlie worship of the Sun, and when a child is born they Ught a

fire and place cactus and a sword at the door to prevent the

demon Jawan from entering and killing the infant. At marriage

the bridegroom often follows the Hindu practice of smearmg the

bride's forehead with vorniilion or sandal-wood paste. In the

Sonthal Parganas Muhammadans are often seen to carry sacred

water to the shrine of Baidyanath, and, as they may not enter

the shrine, pour it as a libation on the outside verandah. Offer-

ings are made to the Gnunya-devata (see above, § 15) before

sowing or transplanting rice seedlings, and exorcism is resorted

to in case of sickness. Ghosts are propitiated by offerings of

black fowls and pigeons before a figure drawn in vermilion on a

plantain leaf. These practices arc gradually disappearing, but

they die hard, and amulets containing a text from the Qur'an

are'commonly worn, even by the Mullahs who uiveigh against

these survivals of Hindu beliefs
'

(Gait, op. cit. i. 176).

As is the case throughout Northern India, cus-

toms like these are practised especially by wornen,

who are much more conservative in their religious

beliefs.

Worship of pirs and deified men.—In the same

category of corruptions of the primitive faith may
be placed the adoration oij^lrs, or saints, and other
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deified men, a practice for which no authority can
be found in the Qur'an or in the older commentaries
on it. Theplr after death is supposed to be present
in spirit, and to offer daily prayers of propitiation
at Mecca or Medina. Hence a dargdh, or tomb,
covers his ashes and becomes a place of pilgrimage,
to which people resort for the cure of disease, or the
exorcism of evil spirits, to obtain the fulfilment of

some cherished wish, such as the birth of a child,
or success in pending litigation. Gait {op. cit. i.

177) and Wise [op. cit. lOti'. ) have given full cata-

logues of the more famous saints (see SAINTS,
[Hindu]). The educated Musalman denies that
he worships the pir, he merely prays that he
will intercede for him with the Almighty ;

' but

amongst the lower classes it is very doubtful if

this distinction is clearly recognized, even if it

actually exists.'

43. Sects of Islam.—The familiar division of

Muhammadans into the two sects of Sunni and
Shi' a is of less importance in Bengal than that
which classes them as ' reformed

'

or ' unreformed.'
The former is the title api)lied to those who are

connected with the movement which resulted in

the formation of the Wahhfibi sect (wh. see). The
sectarian movement in Islam usually follows one
of two lines : it is either puritanical or pietistic.
The Wahhabi sect is an example of the former,
Sufiism of the latter. The Wahhabi movement
was started in India by Saiyid Ahmad Shilh, of

Rae Bareli in Oudh, who in 1826 proclaimed a

holy war {jihad) against the Sikhs. He and his

followers finally made Fatna their headquarters,
whence a propaganda Avas spread through Northern
India. The principles of the sect, as announced

by another Bengal teacher, Haji Shariatu'llah of

Faridpur, prohibited all association with Hindu
rites and ceremonies, the preparation of models

{ta ziya) of the martyis yasan and ^usain (see

Pelly, Miracle Flay of Hasan and Husaln), and
the offering of prayers to saints or martyrs. He
also announced the principle which brought the

sect under the notice of the Indian Government,
that India was a ' land of warfare

'

{ddriil-harb),
where the observance of the Friday service is un-
lawful and resistance to the infidel a religious duty.
These principles were to some extent modified by
another teacher, MaulanaKaramat

'

Ali of Jauiipur,
who made two important alterations in the tenets

of the sect. First, he declined to reject altogether,
as other teachers had done, the authority of the

glosses on the Hadlth, or traditions, which were
assumed to represent the teaching of the Prophet ;

secondly, he withdrew the doctrine that India
was ddru'l-harb, and thus removed the chief cause
which brought the sect into collision with the
British Government. These two sects of reformers
are known collectively as Faradi (Arab, farlda,
pi. fard'id,

' the obligatory ordinances of law and

religion,' those which are believed to have been
establi.shed by God Himself, as distinguished from
those which are founded on the precept or practice
of the Prophet, and called sunna). Other titles

used are Namaz-i-hafid, 'those who know the

prayers by rote'; Share', 'followers of the shar'
,

or divine way of religion,' as opposed to the Sabiqi,
' those who tollow the old rule,'

'
tlie conservative

party.' The distinctive name of the followers of
Karamat 'Ali and his successors is Ta'aiyunI,
' those who appoint,' from their practice of ap^ioint-

ing as their leader a member of tiieir own body,
who decides religious questions, and takes the

place of a qddl, thereby making the practice of

Friday prayer lawful for triie believers. The
followers of Dudhu Mij.an are known as Wahhabi,
from

the^
founder of the sect, Muhammad ibn

Abdu'l-Wahhab ; but this name is now held in

bad odour, and they prefer to be called Muham-

madi,
' followers of the Prophet

'

; Alil-i-hadith,
'persons of the tradition'; or Rafiyadain, the
lust with reference to their custom of raising
their hands to their ears when praying, in opposi-
tion to the practice of the Sunnis, Avho fold their
arms in front, and of the Slii'as, who allow them
to hang by their sides. Other titles for them
are Amini, because they pronounce the 'Amen'
formula in a loud voice ; and Lamazhabi,

' without
doctrine,' because they reject all doctrines except
those contained in the Qur'an.
The information regarding the tendency of this

reform movement in Islam, so far as it is based on
the scanty facts which the Government has per-
mitted to appear in official publications, is insuffi-

cient to enable us to appreciate fully its religious
and political importance. Risley is of opinion that
' at the present day the fanatical element of the
Wahhabi movement seems in many parts to have
died out ; and the ett'orts of the reformers are
directed mainly to the eradication of superstitious
practices not sanctioned by the Qur'an, and to the
inculcation of the true principles of the religion

'

{Census Report, India, 1901, i. 373). At the same
time it would be idle to assert that the principle
upon which the sect largely depends—that India
is a 'land of war'—has quite disappeared ; and a
movement which, as is the case with the Wahhabi
movement in Bihar, draws its adherents from the
lowest and most ignorant classes of the Muham-
madans, must always be regarded with watchful

suspicion by the ruling power.*
44. Christianity.

—The following fignires illus-

trate the remarkable progress of Christianity in

the Province during the last thirty years :

Year of Census. Number of Christians.

1872 .... 91,063
1881 .... 128,134
1891 .... 192,484
1901 . . . . 278,366

The scope for missionary effort in the future may
be estimated by the fact that at present only 36
in 10,000 of the total population belong to the
Christian faith. Of the total number of Christians

enumerated at the Census of 1901, 27,489 (includ-

ing 1081 Armenians) or 9'9 per cent belong to

European races; 23,114 or 8 3 per cent are Eur-

asians; and 227,763 or 81 "8 per cent are native
converts.

' More than three-fifths of the European Christians belong
to the Anglican communion, and about one-fifth are Roman
Catholics. According to the returns, the Presbyterians number
less tlian one-tenth, but it is believed that the real number is

greatc-r, and that some of those who described themselves as

belonging to the Church of England were brought up as Presby-
terians. Of the Eurasians, more than half are Koman Catholics,
and nearly two-fifths belong to the Anglican comnmnion. . . .

The proportion of Koman Catholics is swollen by the inclusion

of 2221 Feriiigis, of whom all but 194 belong to this persuasion'

(Gait, op. cit. i. 161).

These Feringis (Pers. Faranqi, Firangl, 'Frank')
are a degraded mixed race, largely found in the

Backergunge District.

'In the southern quarter [of the Backerganj district] there
still exist several original Portuguese colonies, of probably two
centuries' duration, which exhibit a melancholy example to what
an extreme degree it is possible for Europeans to degenerate.
They are a meagre, puny, imbecile race, blacker than the

natives, who hold them in the utmost contempt, and designate
them by the appellation of Caula Ferenghies (Uind. Beng. itaid,

'black') or "black Europeans'" (Hamilton, Description of

Uindostan, 1820, i. 133).

* This account of the Wahhabi movement in Bengal is largely
based on Gait's summary (fjeiisus Riport, 1901, i. 173 fT.), which,

again, is founded on Wise,
' JIuhamniadans of Eastern Bengal

'

in JRASBe, 1S94. Also see his account in A'otes on the Races,

Castes, and Trades of K. Bengal. 21 ff. The question has been

discussed by Hunter, The Indian Musalrnans ; are they botind

in conscience to rebel f and the reply by Saiyid Ahmad Khan ;

Ibbetson, Punjab Ethnography, 147 f. ; JIaclagan, Census Report

Punjab, 1891, i. 189 f. For the Wahhabis of Arabia see Pal-

grave, Central and Eastern Arabia ; Lady Ann Blunt, Pilgrim-

age to A'ejd ; Badger, Irnams and Seyyids of 'Oman ; Blunt,
Future of Islam.
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In recent times there has been little improve-
ment in their industrial, social, or moral condi-

tion (Beveridge, The District of Bakarganj, 1876,

(a) Sectarial divisions of Christians.—The ignor-
ance of the native converts and the inability of the
Census enumerators to imderstand the European
names of the various denominations of Cliristians

have made it very diiticult to collect information

regarding the sectarial divisions of the native
converts.

' So far as the returns go, about two-fifths of the native Chris-
tians are members of the Roman Catholic Church ; nearly one-
third are Lutherans ; rather more than a seventh belong to the

Anglican communion, and nearl3' one-eleventh are Baptists.
The other denominations combined account for only about one
in every nineteen native Christians

'

(Gait, op. cit. i. 162).

{b) Boman Catholics. — The total number of

Roman Catholics has increased from 78,000 in 1891
to 90,000 in 1901. Their chief sphere of missionary
work is in the Ranchi District of Chota Nagpur,
where the converts exceed 54,000, or form about
three-fifths of the total number in the Province.
Their work in this District is shared among the

non-Aryan Mundas and Oraons by Anglican and
Lutheran missions. Christianity has here made
more rapid strides than in any other part of N. India,
with the result that the total number of Christians
affiliated to the three missions now amounts to

124,958, as compared A^ith 36,263 at the previous
decennial enumeration. The Roman Catholics have
also important communities at Dacca in Eastern

Bengal, Calcutta, the Twenty-four Parganas,
Nadiya, and Champaran.
'Although small in point of numbers, the Roman Catholic

Mission in Champaran has an interesting history. There are
two main centres, at Bettiah and Chuhri. The former was
estabUshed about 1740 by Father Joseph Mary, an Italian

missionary of the Capuchin Order, who was passing near
Bettiah on his way to Nepal, when he was summoned by Raja
Dhruva Shah of Bettiah to attend his daughter, who was danger-
ouslj' ill. He succeeded in curing her, and the grateful Raja
invited him to stay at Bettiah, and gave him a house and about
ninety acres of land. The Chuhri Mission owes its origin to

some missionaries who left Italy in 1707 for Tibet. Two reached
Lhassa, and were followed by others. The}' built a mission-
house and chapel ; but as soon as the number of their converts

began to increase, thej' incurred the ill-will of the Grand Lama
and were forced to leave. They then settled in Nepal (in 1713)
and established missions at Khatmandu, Patan, and Bhatgaon.
They received grants of land from the Newar kings, and pros-
pered considerably till 1769, when the Newar dynasty was
overthro'mi by the Gorkhas, who were instigated by their priests
to exterminate the Christians. Being warned in time, the

missionaries, with sixteen families of their converts, fled to
Bettiah and were given a small land-grant at Chuhri. Many of

the present Christians in Chuhri are the descendants of the

original fugitives from Nepal and still speak their old language,
but they have intermarried to a considerable extent with the
nati^'e Christians of Bettiah

'

(Gait, op, cit. i. 162 ; for these

Nep.al Missions see Oldfield, Sketches from Nepal, i. 189 f. ;

Hamilton, Account of the Kingdom of Nepal, 1819, p. 38).

(c) Lutherans.—The converts of the Lutheran
Mission have increased from 23,000 in 1891 to
rather more than 69,000 in 1901. Their operations
extend to the non-Aryan tribes of Chota Nagpur,
in Ranchi, the Santal Parganas, Singhbhum, and
Manbhum. The Ranchi Mission, knoA\Ti as that of

Gossner, was founded by six German missionaries
in 1846 ; but twenty- three years later an un-
fortunate disagreement occurred, and the Mission
was split into two sections, one enrolling itself

under the Society for the Propagation of the

Gospel, and the other retaining the name of

Gossner's Mission.
'The progress made during the decade in the Ranchi District

has been phenomenal. Ten years ago the number of converts
was less than 19,000, and it is now three times as great. Some
years ago the Mundas were greatly agitated by disputes with
their landlords ; their cause was espoused by the missionaries,
and it is thought by some that political reasons may have
artificially augmented the number of professed Christians.
Unlike the Hindus, the MuncJ.as receive apostates from Chris-

tianity back into their community, and it is said that cases of

backsliding are by no means rare. We must, therefore, wait
for the next Census before we can pronounce how far the
wonderful progress made in the past decade is genuine and
permanent

'

(Gait, op. cit. i. 162 f.).

On the other hand, Bradley-Birt, writing of the
Mission to the Hos of Singhbhum, remarks that
the barrier of exclusiveness which the race has

always maintained affects the Christian missions
established in the District.

'Though without the caste prejudices of the Hindus, they
have no mercy on any one who disobeys the traditions of their
race. No Ho would take water or food from one of another
race

;
and as such a Christian is practically considered, being

outside the pale of the Ho community, and not participating in

the rites and festivals of his family." Converts thus fare badly
among the Hos, and few adults have broken through the rigid
customs of a lifetime and embraced Christianity. It is to the
children that the missionaries chiefly turn their attention

'

(Bradley-Birt, Chota Nagpore, 104).

The same writer, when treating of the Santals
and Paharias, remarks that it is only among
people who have not yet come under the spell of

Hinduism that missionary eflbrts have met with
success.

' But hopeful as is the progress of Christianity among them,
it has exercised as yet no uifluence beyond a certain radius from
the Mission Stations, and it is even now of too recent a growth
in their midst to influence whole races, as Hinduism has done,
and is still doing, to embrace its tenets and beliefs. Everything
to-day points to Hinduism—even the Hinduism that has lost its

first faith and is fighting its own battle of doubt and scepticism—as the absorbing force of the future among the aborigines of

Bengal' {Story of an Indian Upland, 20 f.).

On this question the views of Dalton, one of

the best authorities on these races, deserve quota-
tion.

'
If we analyze the views of most of the Oraon converts to

Christianity, we shall, I think, be able to discern the influence
of their pagan doctrines and superstitions in the motives which
first led them to become catechumens. The Supreme Being
who does not protect them from the spite of malevolent spirits

has, they are assured, the Christians under His special care.

They consider that, in consequence of this guardianship, the

witches and bhuts have no power over Christians, and it is

therefore good for them to join that body. They are taught
that for the salvation of Christians one great sacrifice has been

made, and they see that those who are baptized do not in fact

reduce their live-stock to propitiate the evil spirits. They grasp
at this notion, and long afterwards, -vhen they understand it

better, the atonement, the mystical washing away of sin by the
blood of Christ, is the doctrine on which their simple minds
most dwell

'

(Dalton, op. cit. 257).

(cl) Baptist and other Missions.—Farther east

the Baptist Mission is at work in the swamps of

Backergunge and Farldpur, where from the menial
castes of Chandals and Namasudras they have
made 19,000 converts. The only other important
Mission is that of the Church of Scotland, which is

engaged in parts of the Darjiling and Jalpaiguri
Districts. The total nmuber of their converts is

about 2000.

(e) Classes among whom Christianity progresses.—The classes most receptive of Christianity are

those outside the Hindu system, as in Chota Nagpur
and the depressed communities of Backergunge and

Farldpur. It is thus summed up by Gait (op. cit.

i. 164) :

' The influence of Christian teaching is no doubt far-reaching,

and there are many whose acts and opinions have been greatly
modified thereby, "but amongst the higher castes the number
who at the present time are moved to make a public profession
of their faith in Christ is very small. At one time there seemed
a prospect of numerous converts being gained from the ranks of

the educated Hindus, but the efforts of Keshab Chandra Sen
and other eloquent Brahmo preachers turned their thoughts
and aspirations into another channel.'

Literature.—The best recent authorities are the last three

Census Reports—by J. A. Bourdillon, 18S1 ; C. J. O'Donnell,
1891 ; E, A. Gait, 1901, the last being the most complete and
valuable. 'To it this article is very largely indebted. Among
the older authorities may be named : \A^ard, A Vietv of the

History, Literature, and Mythology of the Hindoos^, 1815 ;

Francis Buchanan, afterwards Hamilton, The History, An-

tiquities, Topography, and Statistics of Eastern India, edited in

1838 from the author's MSS by Montgomery Martin, who does
not name the original author on his title-page ; J. Campbell,
A Personal Narrative of Thirteen Years' Service among the

Wild Tribes of Kondistan, for the Suppression of Human
Sacrifice, 1864 ; S. C. Macpherson, Memorials of Service in

India, 1865 ; E. G. Man, Sonthalia and the Sonthals, 1S67 ;

Sir W. W. Hunter, The Annals of Rural Bengal, 1SG8,

Orissa. 1S72, Statistical Account of Bengal, v.d. ; T. H. LewLn,
The mil Tracts of Chiltagomj, 1869, The Wild Races of South-

east India, 1870; E. T. Dalton, Descriptive Ethnology of
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Benjial,
1872 ; J. Wise, Kotes on the Races, Castes, and Trades

of Eastern Bengal, 18S3
; H. H. Risley, The Tribes and Castes

of Bengal, 1891 ; J. F. Hewitt, The Ruling Races of Prehistoric
Times in India, South-west Asia, and Soxith Europe, 1894-5 ;

M. A. Sherring-, Hindu Tribes a7id Castes, 1872-81 ; L. A.
Waddell, The Biiddhi^n of Tibet, 1895, Among the Himalayas,
1899 ; Jogendra Nath Bhattacharya, Hindu Castes and Sects,

1896; F. B. Bradley-Birt, Chota Nagpore, a little-knoivn

Province of the Empire, 1903, The Story of an Indian Upland,
1905. For the folk-lore and popular beliefs, Lai Behari Day,
Folk-tales of Bengal, 1883, Govinda Samanta, or Hintory of a
Benqal Raiyat, 1874, re-published as Bengal Peasant Life, 1880

;

G. A. Grierson, Bihar Peasant Life, 1885, An Introduction to

the Maithili Language of North Bihar, 1S>.2 ; A. Campbell,
Santal Folk-tales, 1891. W. CrOOKE.

BEOTHUKS. —The Beothuks were the ab-

original inhabitants of Newfoundland, and the
sole representatives, so far as is known, of the
Beotluikan stock. The race is now extinct, and
its history is wrapped in obscurity, although tlie

attention of early voj'agers to Newfoundland (or

Baccalaos, as it was called from the native name
of the codfish caught along its sliores) was quickly
attracted by the Beothuks Avho then inhabited
the island. Though the allusions of these first

explorers regarding this vanished race are scanty
ana frequently contradictory, they are of special
interest as being almost the only sources for a

knowledge of one of the most primitive of all

North American Indian stocks.

I. Early accounts and culture.—The first allusion
to the Beothuks is found in an 'addition' in

Stephens' edition of the Chronicon of Eusebius
(Paris, 1512, f. 172 ; quoted by 'H.&XYifiSe, Decouvcrte
et Evolution cartographique dc Tcrre-Neuve, London,
lOOO, p. 162), and is as follows :

'

Septem homines sylvestres ex ea insula (qu<e terra nova
dicitur) Rothoma^um [Rouen] adducti sunt cum vestinientis
et armis eoruui. Fuliginei sunt colons, {jrossis labris, stigmata
in facie gerentes ab aure ad medium nientum, instar lividaa

venulsB per maxillas deducta. Crine nigro et grosso ut equse
iuba. Barba per totam vitam nulla, neque pubes neque ullus
in toto corpore pillus praeter capillos et supercilia. Baltheum
gerunt in quo est bursula quaedaiii ad tegenda verenda. Idiouia
labis formatur, religio nulla, cymba eorum corticea, quam
homo una manu evehat in humeros. Anna eorum arcus lati,
chordcB ex intestinis aut nervis aninialium ; sagittse, cannaj

saxo, aut ossae piscis accuminatso. Cibus eorum carnes tostae.

Potus aqua. Panis et vini et pecuniarum nuUus omnino usus.
Isudi ineeduiit aut vestiti pellibus aninialium ursorum, cer-

vorum, vitulorum marinorum et similium.'

Of the personal adornment of the Beothuks,
Jacques Cartier, in 1534, gives the following
account (quoted by Harrisse, ojy. cif. p. 163) :

' U y a des gens i la dite terre qui sont assez de belle cor-

pulance, mais ilz sont gens effarables et sauuaiges. Hz ont
leurs cheueulz liez sur leurs testes en fazon d'vne pougnye de
fain teurcze et vng clou pass6 par my ou aultre chosse et y lient

aulcunes plumes des ouaiseaulx. Ilz se voistent de peaulx
de bestes, tant hommes que femmes ;

mais les fenmies sont

plus closes et serreea en leurs dites peaux et S(;aintes par le

corps. Ilz se paingnent de certaines couleurs tann6e.s. Ilz

ont des barques en quoy ils vont par la mer, qui sont faietes
d'escorche de bouays de boul, o quoy ilz peschent force loups
marins.'

To the list of Beothuk weapons Cabot (in 1542)
adds lances, darts, clubs, and slings (Harrisse,
op. cit. p. 164). The wearing of skins and loin-

cloths (' a small payre of breeches') by both sexes,
and the use of leggings and mocca.sins, are alluded

to, in addition to their mode of dressing the hair,

by Jehan Alfonse (': in 1543: while the Siennese
Mattioli (1547) state." that the Beotliuks went
naked in summer, but were clad in skins in winter.
Unlike Stephens, who described the Beothuks as

'sooty,' Alfonse and Mattioli term them 'white'
(' tres blanciie,'

'

gente bianca '). According to the
former, moreover, the Beothuks were nomadic,
while '

touching their victuals, they eate good
meate, but all unsalted, but they drye it, and
afterward they broyle it, as well fish as flesh. . . .

They drinke seale oyle, but this is at their great
feasts.' Mattioli, however, attirmed that they ate
both fish and flesh raw, and added that ' some of
them eat human flesh, yet secretly, that their

"caciqui" may not know it.' The latter author

also adds a scanty note on the Beothuk religion :

' Sono idolatri, cni adora il sole, e chi la Tuna,
e molte altre sorti de idoli

'

(see Harrisse, p. 164 fi". ;

of. Bonnycastle, Nexofoundland in 1842, London,
1842, i. 25 f.).

Whitbourne, the first historian of Newfound-
land, describes the aborigines in the following
terms (Purchas, His Pilgrimes, London, 1625, IV. x.

1884) :

'The naturall Inhabitants of the Countrie, as they are but
few in number, so are they something rude and sauage people.
... In their habits, customs, and manners they resemble the
Indians of the Continent . . . they Hue altogether in the
North and West part of the Country, which is seldome fre-

quented by the English : But the French and Biscaines . . .

report them to be an ingenious and tractable people . . . (beinsf
well vsed) they are ready to assist them with great labour and
patience . . . without expectation of other reward, than a little

Bread, or some such small hire.'

In a letter written July 29, 1612, John Guy thus
describes the Beothuks at length (Purchas, iv. x.

1881):
'

They are of a reasonable stature, of an ordinary middle sise,

they goe bare-headed, wearing their haire somewhat long, but
round

; they haue no Beards
;
behind they haue a great locke

of haire platted with feathers, like a Hawkes Lure, with a
feather in il standing vpright by the crowne of the head, and
a small locke platted before : a short Gown made of Stags skins,
the Furre innermost, that ranne downe to the middle of their

legges, with sleeues to the middle of their arme, and a Beuer
skin about their necke, was all their apparell, saue that one of
them had shooes and Mittens, so that all went bare-legged,
and most bare-foote. They are full eyed, of a blacke colour ;

the colour of their haire was diuers, some blacke, some browne,
and some j-ellow, and their faces something flat and broad,
red with Oker, as all their apparell is, and the rest of their

body : they are broad brested, and bould, and stand very
vpright.'

Like Hayes, the second in command under Sir

Humphrey Gilbert (Hakluyt, Voyages, London,
1600, iii. 153), Guy found the Beothuks friendly,

although inclined to be thievish. He describes
their houses as '

nothing but Poles set in round
forme meeting altogether aloft, which they couer
with Deere skins, they are about ten foote broad,
and in the middle they make their fires.' Another
variety of dwelling was ' made in a square forme
with a small roofe.' Their adornments included
'shell chains' (doubtless wampum), 'chains of
leather full of small Periwinckle shels,' and a

'spitting knife.' They likewise posses.sed .spruce
bark boiling- ba.sket.s, and had hats 'sewed hand-

somely with narrow bands about them, set round
with fine white shels' (Whitbourne, in Purchas,
IV. X. 1887). It is also tolerably certain that they
used gaming discs of bone similar to those of the
Micmacs (Culin, 24. RBEW p. 97).

The
hifj'hest

art of the Beothuks was evidently
attained in their ochre-stained canoes, to which
Cartier alludes. These were usually built to hold
four persons, and are thus described by de Laet
{Novus orbis, Leyden, 1633, p. 34) :

'

Cymbae ipsis ex corticibus arborum composite, viginti ut

plurimum pedes long.-e, quinque aut circiter latc-o et semilunae
in modum, ad proram atque puppim erecta; atque iiinurvae,

quinque ad summum vectorum capaces ; iUis utpote levissimis

undas sunmia velocitate secant, easdemque cum opus fuerit

humeris gestant.'

The last authentic record of this vanished stock
is contained in John Cartwright's llemarks on the

Situation of the Aborigines of Newfoundland,
written in 1788 (printed in his daughter's Life
and Correspondence of Major Cartivright, London,
1826, ii. 307 ff".). This, however, adds little new,
except that tlie square type of building already
noted was relatively rare, and that its roof was
a pyramid rising to a hoop tied to the rafters,
thus forming a chimney. His most interesting
information concerns the canoes, which ran straight
from keel to gun\\ ale, being kept ajiart at the top

by a 'spreader,' the removal of which rendered
it possible to fold the canoe up like a cocked
hat.

The Beothuks lived chiefly by the chase and
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by fishing. Their canoes have already received

mention, and for their hunting they enclosed large
areas with deer fences, 8 to 10 ft. high, made by
felling trees in line. These fences, which often
extended for miles into the interior, served to

bring the deer down to water, where they were
taken by the himters (cf. Jukes, Excursions in
and about Nevjfoundland, London, 1842, ii. 132-
133). A distinct racial characteristic of the
Beothuks, if we may judge from the account of

Bonnycastle (op. cit. ii. 267 f.), was that they dug
within their wigwams small cavities which they
lined with moss or the soft twigs of trees, thus

forming their beds. Their winter \vigwams, more-
over, had small store-pits, about four feet deep
and usually lined with birch bark ; while each

village possessed a wigwam for vapour baths. It
is also interesting to note that their wigwams of
skin are said by Peyton to have been raised on
wooden platforms (Jukes, oj). cit. ii. 126).
The Beothuks also received the name of ' Red

Indians '

(a term often applied erroneously to

North American Indians in general) from their

custom, to which repeated allusion is made from
the time of Guy, of painting themselves, as well
as their bows, arrows, and canoes, with red ochre.

Physically they were of a finer type than the

IVIicmacs, whose bitter enemies they were. The
last member of the race, Shawnandithit, a woman
v.ho died at St. John's in 1829, is described as

liaving a round face with prominent cheek bones,
somewhat sunken eyes, small nose, and black hair

(Lloyd, JAI, 1875, p. 31 ; cf. the portrait of the
Beothuk woman Demasduit or Waunathoake
[ Mary March '], reproduced from Lady Hamilton's

drawing, in Prowse, Hist, of Neivfoundland,
London, 1895, p. 384). The Beothuks were mono-
gamous, and the women were chaste (Lloyd, JAI,
1876, p. 228).

2. History.—The history of the Beothuks finds
its wretched parallel only too readily. The bnital
excesses of the English in Tasmania and Australia,
of American frontiersmen and cowboys, of the

Spaniards in the Antilles, and of the Belgians in

the Congo—it is all the same dreary story. It is

evident that, when Newfoundland was first dis-

covered, its inhabitants were peaceful, and they
long remained on friendly terms with the French
and Basque fishermen. With the inability of

primitive peoples to recognize property rights of
others than their own tribes, however, they, in
their excursions to the seacoast in summer for cod
and salmon, appropriated European nets, iron, or
whatever else they could lay their hands on. The
Europeans sought revenge, and, as Cartwright
says,

'

they were harassed from post to post, from
island to island, so that neither sea nor land could
afford them shelter.' By the time of the English
settlements the Beothuks had fled to the north
and north-west of Newfoundland. Thence they
carried on such depredations against the whites
tliat by the middle of tlie 18th cent, the French
offered rewards for their heads. To add to their

distress, Micmacs emigrated from Nova Scotia in
considerable numbers during the 18th cent., and
bitter war broke out between the two stocks,
culminating in a battle at the eastern end of
Grand Pond about 1770. With the Naskapi, or

Algonquian Montagnais of Labrador, on the other
hand, they remained on terms of friendship,
though they despised the Eskimos for their un-

cleanly habits (Jukes, op. cit. ii. 131) ; and it was
even supposed by Bonnyca.'^tle {op. cit. ii. 251 f.)

tliat the few remnants of the Beothuks migrated
in a body to Labrador, since in the Bay of Seven
Islands there suddenly ajipeared a party of Indians
who were neither Eskimos nor Montagnais.
Though the actual fate of the stock is not certainly

known, they probably perished gradually from the

hostility of whites and Micmacs, complicated by
famine and disease. Their number seems never
to have been large. John Ma-son, writing between
1618 and 1619, records ' few savages in the north,
none in the south' (Prowse, op. cit. p. 107); Cart-

-v^-right (1798) estimated them at 450; but about
1825, Shawnandithit said that only fourteen of her
tribe were alive (Lloyd, JAI, 1876, p. 228). The
last Beothuks, except three women, one of whom
(Shawnandithit) was brought to St. John's, were
seen on the ice in New Bay in the winter of 1823

(Bonnycastle, op. cit. ii. 263 f.). In 1827 the
Beothic Institution was founded for the civilization

of the Beothuks ; but the expedition of Cormack,
undertaken under its auspices, utterly failed to
lind even a single member of the tribe, though
there was evidence that Beothuks had fled just
before his approach (Bonnycastle, op. cU. ii. 265-

276).

3. Relics.—The relics of the Beothukan stock,
of which the Public Museum of St. John's contains

important specimens, include mortar-shaped vessels,

spear-heads, arrow-heads, gouges, and axes, all of

stone. Bone ornaments, used for adorning the
hair or dress, and decorated with right-angled
triangles, have also been found, as well as carvings
on ivory and on the tusks or bones of walnLs,
seals, and deer, all these objects being dyed a deep
sienna. On the skeleton of a man found near
Comfort Head in 1888 was a medicine bag con-

taining several charms of carved bone, strips of

wampum, a brilliant piece of iron pyrites, and a
number of bird skulls, some of these objects ob-

viously being religious in character (Macdougall,
in Trans. Canadian Inst. ii. 101 f.). In this con-

nexion it should be noted that the Beothuks
kindled their fires from the dowTi of the cyanocitta
cristata (Lloyd, JAI, 1876, p. 225). The stock

seems, however, to have had no laiowledge of

pottery, though they possibly made soapstone
vessels {ib. p. 29), unless these were of Eskimo

origin (cf. Prowse, op. cit. p. 591), especially as

the Eskimos in Labrador manufactured soap-
stone lamps (Hough, in Report of U. S. Nat.

Museum, 1896, p. 1041 f.). What is still more

extraordinary, they remained ignorant throughout
their history of the use not only of firearms, but
even of the dog (Bonnycastle, op. cit. ii. 259, 277).

A point of more than usual interest is the fact

that the Beothuks apparently did not practise

scalping, but the more primitive American Indian

custom of cutting ofl' the head (cf. Friederiei,

Skalpieren und dhnliche Kriegsgebriiuche in Amer-
ika, Brunswick, 1906, passim). Thus when, in

1810, the Beothuks killed two of the marines of

Lieutenant Buchan, the heads of the victims

were cut oft' and carried away (Prowse, op. cit.

p. 385).

4. Language.—Our knowledge of the Beothuk

language, which bears no known relation to any
other American Indian tongue, rests on two
vocabularies (not altogether free from Micuiao

loan-words) obtained from the women Shawnan-
dithit and Demasduit ('Mary March'), and con-

taining alx)ut 330 words. These are only lexico-

graphical in value, giving no hint of morphology
or syntax.

5. Religious beliefs.—Naturally data concerning
the religion of the Beothuks are extremely scanty,
and must in part be re-constructed cautiously from
rather vague implications. According to Broughton
(quoted by Anspach, Hist, of the Island of New-

foujidland, London, 1819, p. 457), 'they had some

knowledge of a Supreme Being,' and they believed

that men and women were originally created from
a certain number of ' arrows stuck fast in the

ground, and tliat the dead went into a far country.
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there to make merry with their friends.' The
implication of a hostile Micniao, that the Beothuks

possessed no religion, is without value, especially
as he expressly declared that no Micmac understood
the Beothiikan dialect (Chappell, Voyage ofH.M.S.
Bosamond to Newfoundland, London, 1818, p. 71).
That they had a very keen sense of the future life

is shown by their care in the disposal of the dead,
and by the objects found interred with them.
There were four types of graves. One class of

burial-place resembled a hut 10 ft. long, 8-9 ft.

broad, and 4-5 ft. high in the centre, with a floor

of square poles and a roof covered with bark, the
whole being well protected against the weather
and the intrusions of wild beasts (cf. the description
of the grave of Demasduit [' Mary March'] given
by Lloyd, JAI, 1875, p. 32). In the second mode
of burial the body was wraj>ped in birch bark, and,
with the property of the deceased, was placed on
a sort of scatibld about 4^ ft. from the ground.
This scaffold was made of four posts, about 7 ft.

high, fixed perpendicularly in the ground so as to

sustain a kind of crib 5;^ ft. long by 4 ft. broad,
with a floor, made of small squared beams laid

close together horizontally, on which the corpse
and its belongings rested. A third method was by
bending the body together, wrapping it in birch

bark, and enclosing it in a kind of box. This

receptacle, which was made of small squared sticks
laid on each other horizontally and notched at the
corners to fit closely, was laid on the ground. It

was about 4 ft. long, 3 ft. broad, and 2^ ft. deep,
and was lined with birch bark for protection against
the weather. The body usually lay on the right
side, though the skeleton of a boy found in 1886

(Macdougall, op. cit. ii. 102) had been placed on
the left. A fourth, and more common, mode of

Beothuk burial was to Avrap the body in birch

bark, and to lay it, covered with a heap of stones,
on the surface of the ground in some retired spot.

Occasionally in this last form of biirial, the body,
thus wrapped up, was put a foot or two under-

ground, the grave then being covered with stones.

If, however, the soil was sandy, graves were dug,
and no stones were placed above them. The
Beothuk cemeteries were located at definite places,
to which the dead were brought from long distances

(Lloyd, loc. cit. ).

The Beothukan belief in a future life receives
additional testimony from their custom of laying
beside or on the grave, bows, arrows, and other

implements of warfare. The grave of Demasduit
('Mary March') and her husband, moreover, con-
tained small models of a male and female child
and of canoes, in addition to cooking utensils of
birch bark ; while with the body of the boy already
alluded to were buried food (salmon and trout),
two pairs of moccasins, and other things. The
interment of religious objects with a corpse near
Comfort Head has been noted above (§ 3 ; cf. also

Lloyd and Macdougall, loc. cit.).
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Bonnycastle, Neufoundland in ISUZ, London, 1842, ii. 251-278
;

J[ukes, Excursions in and about Newfoundland, London, 1842,
li. 126-133 ; Pedley, Hist, of Neufoundland from the Earliest
Times to ISGO, London, 1863, pp. 338 ff., 506-522; Hatton and
Harvey, Newfoundland, London, 1883, pp. 200-221 ; Prowse,
Hist, of Neufotmdland, London, 18'J5, Index, s.v. ; Hewitt
and Gatscbet, in Hodge, Handb. of American Indians, i.

{
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1875, pp. 21-39, 1»76, pp. 222-230, 233-248; Busk, in JAI,
1876, pp. 230-233; Gatschet, in Proc. Am. Philvsophical Soc,
1885, pp. 408-424, 18S6, pp. 411-432 ; Macdougall, in Trans.
Canadian Inst. ii. (1890-91).

William Pilot and Louis H. Gray.

BERAR.— I. Position.—Berar, othcrwi.se known
as the Hyderabad Assigned Districts, is a province
of India, lying between 19° 35' and 21° 47' north
latitude, and 75° 59' and 79° 11' east longitude. It
is bounded on the north by the Satpura range and
the river Tapti, which separate it from the Central
Provinces; on the east its boundary is the river

Wardha, on the south the Penganga ; on the west
lie portions of the Nizam's Dominions and of the

Presidency
of Bombay. Its total area is 17,710

square miles ; and it is divided into three regions :

the Melghat, or hilly tract to the north, the

Payanghat, or central plain, and the Balaghat, or

upland to the south.
2. History.—The history of the Province is so

far relevant to its religion that it illustrates the
mixture of races and the disturbing influence of
the successive governments.

In the Epic period it formed part of the kingdom of Vidarbha,
the first settled Aryan country south of the Vindhyan range
(BO I. i. 135). Its name survives in that of Bidar in the
Hyderabad State, and has been doubtfully connected with that
of Eerar, the derivation of which is uncertain. Authentic
history begins with the occupation by the Andhra dynasty
(B.C. 220-A.D. 236). They were followed by various non-Aryan
chieftains, who gave way to the Chalukya, Rashtrakiija, Hoysala
Ballala, and Y^dava dynasties in succession. In a.d. 1294 the
Muhammadans appeared on the scene, when Ala-ud-din captured
the stronghold of Deogiri or Daulatabad—a raid which was
repeated by Malik Kafiir in a.d. 1309. The country subsequently
fell to the Bahmani kings of the Deccan and to those of

Ahmadnagar. It was conquered by the Mughals under Akbar
in 1596, and remained under them until the fall of the Empire,
when, desolated by constant war in the 18th cent., it passed to
the Nizam of Hyderabad in 1804. In 1853 the Niziim leased it

to the British, and in 1902 a fresh treat.v confirming this cession
was concluded. In the following year it ceased to be an
independent adminiitration, and was incorjiorated with the
Central Provinces.

3. Population.—At the Census of 1901 the popu-
lation amounted to 2,754,016. In the more fertile

parts the predominant caste is the Kunbi, which
forms the chief element in the Maratha people.
They are classed by Risley (Census India, 1901, i.

503) as Scytho-Dravidian ; but there is no evidence
that the baka or Scythian tribes ever penetrated
this region, and the Kunbi are of non-Aryan origin,

possibly leavened by some intniding strain from
the eastern or western coast. Next in numerical

importance are the Mhar and Mang, almost pure
non-Aiyans, regarded by orthodox Hindus as foul

out-castes. The forest tribes principally occupy
the Gilwilgarh hills in the Melghat to the north,
those of the greatest numerical importance being
the Gond (74,280), Andh (39,679), Korku (28,393),
and Bhil (5,704). In the population as a whole the

Aryan element is scanty. There is a notable
absence of important cities or towns, and the

population is largely rural. Naturally their

religion is of a primitive type, little influenced by
the movements which in the more advanced pro-
vinces have so profoundly attected belief.

4. Religious statistics.—According to the Census
of 1901, Hindus numbered 2,388,016 (867 per cent
of the total) ; Animists, 129,964 (4'7 per cent) ;

Mxihammadans, 212,040 (7 "6 per cent) ; Christians,

2,375 (008 per cent). Hinduism is thus the chief

religion, and here, as is the ca.se in other provinces,
it is impossible to draw a clear line of distinction

between Hindus and Animists.

5. The higher Hinduism.—(a) Saivism.—The
beliefs of the higher classes do not materially difler

from those prevailing in other provinces. The
creed most popular with Brahmans is that known
as Smarta (Skr. smrti,

' authoritative tradition ')

preached by Sahkaracharya in the beginning of the

8th cent. A.D. It is the "highest form of Vedantic

pantheism. From the point of view of sect most

Brajbmans rank as 6aiva.-;, the simplicity of the cult

of Siva recommending it in preference to that of

the other greater gods. But, as is the ca.«e in other

parts of India, the mass of the population is
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ignorant or careless of the restrictions of sect, and
they worship all or any of the recognized deities.
Next to the Smarta the most important 6aiva sects
are the Lingayat and the Nath. The former is

described in a special article; the latter are
connected with the Gosain or Gosavi of other parts
of the country. Most of the Nath adopt a secular
life and are known as Sanyogi, the ascetic minority
being called Yogi. The latter are now very rare, and
the majority of the Order live by weaving, fortune-

telling, and charming, such as making magical
passes over the sick with a bunch of peacocks'
feathers ; others are simple mendicants, leading
about a little performing bull, known as natidi,
the 'vehicle' of biva. The regular Gosavi Order
is chiefly made up of youths dedicated by their

parents to the god. They act as spiritual advisers

Iguru) to the lower castes, by whom they are found
more accommodating than Brahmans, as they
permit the use of meat,and spirituous liquor (Kitts,
65). Most of the Saivas, however, prefer to

worship the local manifestations of the deity, such
as Khandoba and Bhairoba or Bhairava, the gieat
guardian-deities of the Deccan. A dog is tied at
the shrine of the former when sacrifice is done
before his image, and the Hatkar, a pastoral tribe,

flog each other severely at the temples of the latter

(Lyall, Gazetteer, 190).

(6) Vaisnavism.—The Vaisnavas of Berar include
a few followers of Ramanuja and of Ramanand ;

but many are disciples of Madhavacharya, some of

Vallabhacharya, and others of the Bengal school of

Chaitanya. Their increase in modern times is

largely due to immigration from N. and W. India

(Kitts, 61). Their favourite deity is Balaji, the
infant Krsna, who is regarded as the god of wealth
and prosperity, and at Basim he has the finest

modern temple in the province.

The most interesting modern Vaispava sect is that of the
Manbhav (Skr. mahdnubhdva, 'dignified,' 'virtuous'). It was
founded b3' Chakradhara, a Karhada Brahman, who is regarded
as an incarnation of their deity Dattatrej'a, and was propagated
by his disciple Nagabhata, who is called the Last Preceptor
(a.d. 1236-1302) under the Yadava princes of Maharashtra
(R. G. Bhandarkar, Times of India, 15th Nov. 1907). They
are divided into a celibate section (Bairdgi) and one of married
householders (Gharvcisi). The former include both monks and
nuns ; the latter are divided into the nominal adherents
(Bhold), who accept the principles of the Order so far as they
do not conflict with the rules of caste, and those who ignore
caste distinctions. The celibate monks shave the whole head
and face, while the nuns have their hair removed by a male
barber. They either live in monasteries or wander from place
to place ; they eat no meat and drink no water in the presence
of an idol

; both sexes wear black clothes and ear-rings and
rosaries of the black basil wood {tulasi) sacred to Vi^nu-Krspa.
They are a quiet, thrifty, orderly people ; one of their chief
rules is never to take life, and they are careful not to visit or
eat at a place where a murder or an accidental death may have
occurred. Their gods are Dattatreya, a deified saint wor,shipped
as an incarnation of the triad—Brahma, Vi^pu, and Siva—or
more especially of Visnu and Krsna. Their scripture is the
Bkdgavad-glta, and they follow the teaching of a pontiff, known
as the Karaiijkar Mahant, whose seat is at Ridhpur in Berar.
Their rejection of the manifold saints and orthodox gods has
brought them into conflict with Brahmans ; but they are held
in much respect by lower caste Hindus. They have no belief
in the agency of spirits, holding that the diseases usually
attributed to them are the result of sins committed in this or
in a former life. The initiation formula is communicated to the
female branch by a senior nun. Each sex contains five grades
of greater or inferior dignity. The dead are buried, not
cremated. When a Mahant, or

pontiff, dies, his corpse is washed,
placed in a raised seat, worshipped, tied in a litter in a sitting
posture, and carried to burial, not in one of the ordinary
cemeteries, but in a clean place selected by the brethren, where
the grave is spread with salt, the corpse laid on its left side

facing the east, and a coconut is broken on the skull as a
commutation of a sacrifice (PR ii. 106). After burial all traces
of the grave are obliterated, and no tomb is raised—to avoid the

possibility of the growth of a cult of the dead man. Like many
Vaijijava sects, they have been accused of immorality ;

in

former times it is said that marriage between a monk and a nun
was symbolized by the pair laying their wallets close together—
a practice now denied by the members. Their numbers are

decreasing, but this is perhaps due to the fact that in the

present day fewer join the ceUbate section. In 1901 they
numbered 2,666 in Berar (Kitts, 62 ff. ; BQ xix. 120 ff. xvii.

181 £f .).

6. Popular Hinduism.—Tlie popular faitli of the
province has been fully described by Sir A. Lyall,
whose classification (Asiatic Studies'^, i. 9ti".) is

here followed. (1) The worship of mere stocks
and stones, and of local configurations, which are
unusual or grotesque in size, shape, or position.
Tills includes not only the worship of natural ob-
iects connected by legend with some deity or saint,
but extends to ' the

jthallic rites, to the Saligram,
or fossil, in which \ ishnu is manifest, and to all

that class of notions which
entirely separate the

outward image from the power really worshipped.
So that at last we emerge into pure symbolism,
as when anything appears to be selected arbitrarily
to serve as a visible point for spiritual adoration.'

(2) The worship of things inanimate, which are

gifted with mysterious motion, such as water,
fire, the sun, and trees. For instance, in an eddy
of the Tapti, wood, when floated dowTi, sometimes
disappears in a subterranean passage, to avoid
whicli the Gonds propitiate the nver-deity with the
sacrifice of a goat ; Mahishoba (Skr. mahislia. ' a
buffalo ') is a buffalo-god which lives under water
and demands propitiation. The worship of fire in

the form of the Vedic Agni has disappeared, but it

is reverenced at the Brahman fire-sacrifice (haoma).
The sun is the tribal deity of the wild Korku of

the northern hills, and he is also worshipped by all

Hindus under different conceptions and doctrines

regarding his personality. By the jungle-dweller
the tree is feared as possessing sentient existence
and mysterious potency, proved by its waving
branches and the weird sounds which occasionally
jDroceed from it. At a later stage trees which are
fruitful or toxic are honoured, or a certain species
is appropriated by one god, or a spirit seems to

dwell in a great solitary trunk or in a gloomy
grove. In the last case such places are laid under

tabu, and no one dares to cut a Lree or even to use
the fallen branches as firewood. The custom of

tying rags on trees, in order to bring the worshipper
into communion with the indwelling spirit, is

common, and one class of such trees is known as

Chindiya Deo,
' the deity of tatters,' where, if one

present a rag in season, one may chance to get
good clothes (Lyall, Gazetteer, 191 ; Kitts, 47 f.).

(3) The worshij) of animals which are feared. This
is illustrated by tlie cult of Wa^h Deo (Skr.

vydghra, 'tiger'), who is propitiated by tliose who
frequent the jungle ; and by the refu.sal of

gardeners to inform si^ortsmen when a tiger or a

leopard has taken up its quarters in their planta-

tions, as they believe that the garden ceases to

produce fruit when one of these animals is killed

there (Lyall, Gazetteer, 61 f., 190f.). In the same
class is the cult of the snake, which is everywliere
feared and reverenced, and of the monkey, which
has now been appropriated by the Vaisnavas in

the form of the monkey-god, Hanuman. (4) The

worship of visible things, animate or inanimate,
wliich are directly or indirectly useful and profit-

able, or which possess any incompreliensible
function or property. Such is the reverence paid
to oxen, and the worshiji of implements, such as

the fisherman's net, the scribe's pen, the banker's

account-books (PR ii. 185 ff.; cf. MacCulloch,
Childhood of Fiction, 200 ff.). (5) The worship of

a spirit (deo), a thing without form and void—the

vague impersonation of the uneasy sensations

which come upon people in tlie dark, in forests, or

deserts. The site of the manifestation of such

spirits is marked by a pile of stones, to which every
passer-by contributes, or by rags or channs tied to a
cliff or tree ; or such beings are supposed to haunt
an old banyan-tree or a ruined temple. (6) The

worship of dead relatives, and other deceased

persons known in life to the worshipper. Such are

the worship of ancestors, and the attempt to recall
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the spirit in a stone picked up at the grave, Avhicli

is reverently worshipped for a time and then

decently disposed of. (7) The worship at shrines

of persons who had a great reputation during life,

or who died in some strange or mysterious way.
In the worship of Chand Khan at almost every fort

in Berar we have perhaps a survival of the

foundation-sacrifice (Tylor, Primitive Culture^, i.

104 ff.; MacCulloch, Childhood of Fiction, 427).

The Banjara (q.v.) tribe worship a notorious

bandit, and M. Raymond, the French commander,
has been canonized. Besides these there is a host
of saints and worthies whose shrines are found in

all parts of the Province. (8) In some cases persons
of this class rise to the rank of demi-gods or

subordinate deities, and are worshipped in temples—a phase of the local beliefs fully illustrated by
Lyall (Asiatic Studies^, i. 30 tl'.), who has, however,
extended too far the ancestor-cult as an assumed

origin of the theogony (see Ancestor-wokship).
The remaining forms of the local beliefs illustrated

by the same writer—the worship of manifold local

incarnations of the elder deities ; of departmental
deities ; of the supreme gods of Hinduism and of

their ancient incarnations and personilications, as

recorded in the Brahmanical scriptures
—form part

of the general official Hinduism, which is not

peculiar to Berar.

7. Animism.— The general types of Animism
current in the province have been described in

the last paragraph. That of the forest-dwellers

closely agrees with the beliefs of the cognate
tribes (see Dravidians, BhIls, Gonds), The
religion of the Korkus, Goiuls, and Andhs has
been described by Kitts (p. 77 f.) and C. A. Elliott

(Settlement Rej}. Hoshangubad, 1867, p. 250 tf.).

The special class of sorcerers who are believed to

control hailstorms and exercise wide influence over
the peasantry is noteworthy. At the Dasahra
feast the sorcerer (gdrpngCin) mixes up samples
of all kinds of grain grown in the village, and
over them sprinkles the blood of the victim oll'ered

to Durga. The grain is then shaken up and
divided among a number of small pots, each of

which is assigned to a certain period of the season

during which hail maj' be expected. Over these,
secret charms are recited. The pots are inspected

daily, and, if there be danger of hail during the

period represented by any pot, the grain in it is

believed to bubble up, in A\hich event Durga must
be propitiated with a victim, whose blood is allowed
to drip into the pot

—after which the ominous

bubbling ceases. Maruti, the monkey-god and

village-protector, must also be propitiated ; but
this is simply done by blowing a horn at his shrine

or in some other part of the village (Lyall,
Gazetteer, 208 ; Kitts, 60).

Totemism is indicated by the institution of

guardians (devak), also common to the Deccan and
the west Districts of the Bombay Presidency.
The guardian is usually some animal or tree ; but
sometimes natural objects are included, such as

one of their trade implements among artisans.

"Whatever the guardian may be, it is treated with

respect. If it be an animal, its flesh is tabu ; if

it be a material object, it is worshipped at marriage
and at the attainment of puberty. The Prabhu
caste, when a youth is initiated into the privileges
of caste by the binding of the sacred cord, mark
their guardian-pot with coloured paint, place
various offerings in it, close the lid and tie a string
round it, and finally light a stone lamp before it

(Campbell, Notes on the Spirit Basis of Belief and
Custom, 1885, p. 8ff.). The guardian is regarded
as the head of the family, and persons pos-
sessing a common guardian cannot intermarry.
Totemism is thus at present largely a social

institution, and is closely analogous to the customs

in Bengal (see BENGAL, p. 490 ; Frazer, Totemism,
58 ir. ).

The spirits of the dead are supposed to bring
disease upon children. The munjd, or ghost of a
boy invested with the sacred thread who has died
before marriage, is believed to be envious of the

good fortune of others, and specially malignant.
To avoid his ill-will, the child is called by an
opprobrious name (see Crooke, PR ii. 4) ; or his

father gives a feast at a banyan-tree to the
unmarried males of the village ; or he employs an
exorcist, who prujiitiates the unmarried male dead
of the household, sprinkles water over which sacred
texts have been recited over the mouth and eyes
of the child, and calls on the evil spirit to state
who he is and how he gained entry. Finally, the

spirit, by a tap of the wand of the exorcist, is

persuaded to depart, whereupon the child takes
an old shoe—an article which repels spirits— to a
sacred fig-tree, at the foot of whicli he is supposed
to fall senseless, and thus to become freed from
the incubus. A nail is then driven into the tree

to confine the spirit, or it is induced to enter a
bottle which is buried deep underground (ib. i. 162,
ii. 14). Rites of a similar kind are performed to

reiiel or propitiate the ghost of a married woman
(nuinicin) who is specially hostile to her own sex,
and that of a child (jhoting) who has died before
investiture with the sacred thread (Kitts, 53 f.).

The belief in sorcery and witchcraft affecting
man and ])east is wide-spread. The witch is

feared rather than respected, but her power is

believed to cease when her teeth fall out. The
more Hinduized peasantry worship Ganpati or

Ganesa, god of luck, before starting on a journey
or other enterprise ; but the common people trust
more to meeting omens. If a ring-dove enters the

house, it is abandoned for three days, and purified

by leading a cow inside, and giving food and alms
to Brahmans (ik. 49).

8. Sikhs and Jains.
—Besides the orthodox Sikhs—immigrants from the Panjab—some members of

the Banjara (q.v.) tribe recorded themselves as
Sikhs at the last Census. Sikhs generally are most
numerous on the Hyderabad frontier in the neigh-
bourhood of the tomb of their Guru Govind at
Nander (Chinoy, 57 f. ). The early influence of the
Jains is shown by numerous temples, such as those
at Sirpur, MuktagirT, and Karanja. The present
Jains consist largely of immigrants from Ijombay,
Rajputilna, and Central India, who are attracted

by trade. The cave-temples at Patur Shaikh
Baba—a site which, as its name shows, has been
since occupied by a Musalmaii saint—seem to be
Brahmanical (Fergusson-Burgess, Cave Temples,
428).

9. Muhamraadans.—Islam is increasing its num-
bers not so mucli from proselytism as by the

greater fecundity of its members, the facts of

which have been fully illustrated in the case of

Bengal (see Bengal, § 41). The faith has been
much corrupted by the local Animism, as is shown
by the prevalence of the cult of hermits and

martyrs, to whose shrines, for the sake of their

olferings, even Hindus are admitted. Some
Mahammadans secretly engage Brahmans to wor-

ship the local gods, retain their Hindu surnames,
and employ the village astrologer to select an

auspicious day for marriages (Lyall, Gazetteer,

194; Chinoy, i. 55 f.).

10. Christians.—Christians, now numbering: 2375,
have increased owing to missionary eflbrts during
recent famines. The vast majority of them are

native converts attached to the fourteen mission

stations established in the Province. Enumerated

by denominations, the largest congregations belong,
in order, to the Roman Catholic, Anglican,
Methodist, and Presbj'terian Churches.
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BERBERS AND N. AFRICA.
[Rene Basset.]

i. Paganism.—Whatever opinion may be held
regarding the complex origin of the races which,
under the general name of Berbers, inhabited, and
still inhabit, all the north of North Africa, from
the Mediterranean to the Sudan and from the
Atlantic to Egypt, they form a linguistic unity ;

and it is only oy starting from this point of view
that we can hope to re-construct their ancient re-

ligion. But, at the very outset, we find ourselves
faced with a difficulty which is almost insoluble.

Although there was unity in their language, this
was by no means the case in their religion, i.e.

their pagan religion. Moreover, the uncertainty
which still exists concerning the deciphering of the

Libyan inscriptions deprives us of their help, and
obliges us to have recourse to the scanty informa-
tion supplied by foreigners, who have not always
distinguished the native from the borrowed elements
in the beliefs and ceremonies of which they have
handed down accounts.

I. Mountain-worship.—It seems that irregu-
larities of the ground—mountains, caves, and rocks—Avere regarded by the Berbers, if not as deities, at
least as seats of di\dne beings. Therefore, at least
in the west, Mount Atlas—'the pillar of Heaven,'
as it was called by the people of the country in
the time of Herodotus (Hist. iv. 184)—must have
been the object of their worship. Pliny the Elder
(HN V. i. 6) writes as follows :

' In the very middle of the sands Mount Atlas rears its head
to the skies, rugged and bare on the side facing the ocean to
which it gives its name ; but, on tlie side which faces Africa,
very shady, covered with woods and watered by gushing springs ;

fertile in fruits of all kinds, which grow of their ovra accord
. . . and are sufficient to satisfy all desire. During the day
not a single inhabitant is seen ; everything preserves a deep
sUence, like the awful silence of the desert. As men approach
the mountain, a religious fear seizes their hearts, especially at
the sight of the summit raised above the clouds and apparently
close to the circle of the moon.'

This information is confirmed by Maximus of

Tyre (Dissertationes, viii. 57) :

' The Western Libyans inhabit a long narrow strip of land
surrounded by the sea. The extremity of this peninsula the
ocean envelopes with heavy waves and currents. This they
regard as the sanctuary and the image of Atlas. Now, Atlas
is a hollow mountain, very lofty, opening out towards the sea
as a theatre towards the sky. The space which stretches to
the middle of the mountain is a narrow fertile valley covered
with trees on which fruits are seen. Looking from the summit
is like looking into the depths of a well. It is impossible to godown into it because of the steepness of the slope ; besides,
it is not allowed. The wonderful thing about this place is that,
at high tide, the ocean covers the banks and spreads all over
the fields ; the waves rise up towards Atlas, and the water can
be seen standing up against it like a wall, without flowing into
the hollow part or falling to the ground ; but between the
mountain and the water there is a great deal of air and a hollow
wood. For the Libyans it is both a temple and a god, the
object by which they swear, and a statue.'

The Atlas of which he is speaking is evidently
the Atlas of Morocco. Its native name, Dyris or
Addiris (cf. in the Guanch dialect of TenerifTe,
adar, 'cliff'; in Awelimmiden Tuareg, adnr,
' mountain '), has been preserved by Pliny the
Elder (UN V. i. 13) and Solinus [Polyhistor, § '29).

But the Greek and Manichjean conception of Atlas

supporting the world might be found in the name
which, according to Galindo, the Guanches of
Tenerifle gave to God, viz. Atguarichccfunataman*
' he who supports the Heavens.' It would naturally• In this extraordinary and evidently corrupted name, it is

impossible to decipher, even approximately, more than the last

part afanian, which is an erroneous form of achamar^, 'god.'

liave been applied to Mount Teyde in TenerifTe.
Guanch mythology, however, assigned another
r61e to this mountain. It must be taken for granted
that the present Bui Qornin (the ancient Bal-
caraneusis), who rules Tunis, and whose name
re-appears in the deity worsliipped there (Saturnus
Balcaranensis), was venerated m primitive times by
the Berbers, before the PlitDnicians had installed
their Baal* there, on whom Saturn wa.s super-
imposed, sometimes represented as mounted on
a lion (CIL viii. 20437, 20448) or accompanied by
the epithet Sobare(n)3is at Henchir Bu Beker
{ib. 12390, 12392). The Baal l^arnaim, wlio was
worshipped tliere by the Phoenicians, and, un-
doubtedly in imitation of them, by the natives,
was a purely Semitic deity, like the Baal of
Hermon or the Baal of Lebanon,! whose paredros
was Tanit Pene Baal, mentioned in a Punic in-

scription of Borj Jedid. Probably the same thing
happened with the cult of Baal Haman at Dugga. J
Dedications to Saturn are, however, very "fre-

quent in the Latin inscriptions of Africa, and the
name of Saturnius is often mentioned. We may
cite at Ain Zana (Diana) a dedication,

' Deo frugura
Saturno frugifero Augusto

'

{CIL viii. 45SI),
and at Fontaine - Chaude an inscription,

' Deo
Sancto frugifero' (ib. 17720). A Latin inscription,
found at some distance from Aumale, is addressed
to the genius of the mountain, Pastoria(nen)sis,
who gives shelter from the violence of the wind
(ib. 9180) ; there is also one at Chemtu in Tunisia
to the genius of the mountain (ib. 14588). Even
in our day certain mountains excite among tlie

Tuaregs a religious fear which they cannot over-
come. But it is not the terrifying appearance of
the mountains that inspires the fear ; it is the genii
who dwell in them. This belief existed even
from the time of Pliny the Elder. Reproducing a
passage from the Periplus of Hanno, he places
in Atlas the .^gipanes and the Satjas, whom
the Carthaginian traveller locates much further
south (Periplus, § 14) ; the same passage is also

quoted by Solinus (Pulyhistor, % 29). In the 12th
cent, of our era an anonymous Arabian writer
mentioned similar beings in a mountain of the

Sahara, but his stoiy bears the clear stamp of

Musalman beliefs.§ It tells of the mountain of

Felfel, which holds within it the remains of

numerous towns abandoned because of the genii ;

during the night people see their fires there and
hear their whistling and singing. Among the

Azger Tuaregs the grove of Idinen, 30 kilometres
to the north of Ghat, is the object of a superstitious
terror, and no one would dare to penetrate it.

Barth, who explored it, almost died of thirst

without, however, having found any of the ruins
which were said to be there. 11 Among the Ahaggar,
Mount Udan is regarded in the same way, and
the name given to the mj'sterious beings who
inhabit it, alhlnan (from Arab, al-jinn), shows

clearly that an Arab belief has come to be added
to a superstition of Berber origin.H The Kudiat,
to the north of Temanghaset and to the east of

Hainan, is likewise the object of fears of this

kind.** In the Canary Islands, Mount Tej-de,

• Cf. Toutain,
' Le Sanctuaire de Saturnus Balcaranensis au

Djebel Bou Kornin," in MUawjes de I'^cole de Uom-e, vol. xii.,

and De Satumi dei in Africa romana cultu, Taris, 1894 ;

Kerrfere, La Situation religieiise de VAfriqxie romaine depuis
la fin dii iv< sikcle, Paris, 1897, p. 80.

T Cf . Lagrange, Etude t.ur les religions simitiques, Paris, 1905.

{ Carton, Le Sanctuaire de Da'al Saturne d, Dougga, Paris,
1897.

§ A. de Kremer, Description de VAfrique, Vienna, 1852, p.
69.

II Barth, lieisan u. Entdcck. in Nord- u. Centr.-Afrika,
Gotha, 1856, i. 228-236 ; Duvevner, Lcs Touaregs du Hord,
Paris, 1SG4, p. 416.

^ Duveyrier, op. cit. p. 416 f. ; Benhazera, Six mois chez lei

Touareg du Ahaggar, Algiers, 1908, p. 60.
•* de Motylinski,

'

Voyage i Abalessa et & la Koudia,' in

Bulletin du ComiU de VAfrique frai^'aise , Oct. 1907, p. 257 ff
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where liell (echeyde) was supposed to be, was
inhabited by a demon of the name of Guayota
or Huayota. The demon of Pahna was called

Iruene*
2. Rock-worship.—Rock-worship is naturally

joined with mountain-worship. Pliny the Elder

(HN II. ii. 44) and Poraponius Mela {de Situ Orbis
i. 8) tell of a rock in Cyrenaica consecrated to

the South Wind :

'
if it is touched by the hand of

man, immediately the wind rises violently, tossinj^
the sand like waves, and rages as it does over
the billows.' In the Canary Islands, near the
crater of Caldera in Palma, there was a rock,
formed like an obelisk, which was called Idafe.

To prevent it from falling, the people of the tribe

of Tanansu, who were settled in the neighbour-
hood, used to make oflerings to it, with processions
and singing ; they sacrificed entrails, and then ate

the animals, and sometimes whole victims were
cast down from the heights of the neighbouring
mountains, t In the Great Canary Island there

were two rocks : the one called Tismar, in the
district of Gaidar, the other Vimenya, in Telde.
In times of distress the inhabitants, accompanied
by priests called maqadas (Viana, p. 22, calls them
harimaguadas), used to make pilgrimages to these

two rocks, carrying in their hands palm-branches
and vases filled with milk and butter. This they
poured on the rocks, dancing round about them
and singing lugubrious airs like funeral chants,
which the Spaniards called endechas. They then

proceeded to the seashore, and beat the waves

vigorously with their rods, shouting all the time
at the pitch of their voices.^ It is evident that
here we have to do with a kind of worship.
Besides, if we can believe to the letter what the

Spanish writers have handed down, the Guanches,
dili'ering from the other Berbers, seem to have
had a settled religion. In any case, we are

tempted to connect with this institution of sacri-

fices the use made of a stone situated near Guertufa,
between Tiaret and Relizane, and known by the
name of Hajar Gciid.

' In one place a recess in the rock leaves a mound between it

and the road, and it looks like a huge stone, apparently fallen

from the summit and caught on the other rocks. It measures
4 metres at its highest part and 1 ra. TO at its lowest ; its

upper surface is lu m. long and at least 6 ni. broad at its

broadest part. . . . After climbing up this rock, perfectly

irregular, but possessing a sort of platform, inclined at 30

degrees, one sees a sort of cascade, formed by three basins of

unequal size and depth, into which it is evident that quantities
of liiiuid have poured. To the right are two little round
holes ; to the left, two little square holes, all being from 10
to l.'icms. wide. There is no doubt that there was a primitive
altar there, a table for sacrifices.' §

We may quote the conclusion of this description : 'The
Ilajar Gaid was a splendidly-chosen place for a bloody religion.
The sacrificer, raised up 8 or 10 metres above the crowd, let

the blood of the victim flow from one basin into the other.

The sacrifice was performed before a vast horizon
;

all the
races of the plain saw it, and the fire that was lit was vn-

dnubtedly seen from the far-off heights of the mountain of Lalla

Krua.'
II

But this is merely a hypothesis. There still

exist, however, in the Canary Islands places where
libations of milk were made—holes and trenches
hollowed out in the hard rock for the purpose
of receiving the liquid. There were also sacrifice-

trenches—simple cavities surrounded by carefully-

arranged heaps of stones.lT In the qsar of Tamentit
*
Viana, Antigiiedades de las Islas Afortunadas, Tubingen,

1S83, p. 24
; Barker Webb and Sabin Berthelot, Hi.stoire

natinHli des Ues Canaries, Paris, 1842, vol. i. pt. i. p. 173 f.
;

Verneau, Cinq annies de sijour artx lies Canaries, Paris, 1890,

p. i>4.

t C.las, The Iltstory of the Canary Islands, London, 1764 ;

Webb and Berthelot, op. cit. vol. i. pt. i. p. 172
; Verneau, op.

eit. p. 94.

J Glas, op. eit. ii. 3, 70 ; Webb and Berthelot, op. cU. vol. i.

pt. i. p. 169.

§ La Blanchfere, Voyage d'iludetdansxintpartie de la Mauri-
tanie C^sarienne, Paris, 1892, p. 42.

i:
lb. p. 43.

J Verneau, op. eit. p. 90 f.

in Tuat, there is an aerolite which, even to this day,
is the object of general veneration. Legend tells

that, when it fell from the sky, near Nun en-Nas,
it M'as gold, but God cJjanged it into silver, and
then into iron, to prevent covetousne-ss.* Con-
nected with natural rocks, and rocks Avrought by
the hands of men, are dolmens, but as these are

really tombs, it is unnecessary to speak of them
hei'e.t See art. Stones.

3. Cave-worship.—Caverns seem also to have
been worshipped among the ancient Berbers, in

agreement with the testimony of Seneca (ad
Lucilium Ep. xli.) :

' Et si quis specussaxis penitua
exesis montem suspenderit, non manu factus, sed
naturalibus causis in tantam laxitatem excavatus;
animum tuura quadam religionis suspicione per-
cutiet.' But nothing has been found as yet to

prove the existence of the god of caverns, Ifru
or Ifri, affirmed by Masqueray.J The most cele-

brated deity who is mentioned is the god Bacax,
whose grotto near Annuna (Thibilis) has been
discovered and explored. In this cavern ' the

apartments are not all situated in one horizontal

plane, nor are they connected simply by narrow

passages ; they are often placed one above the

other, and have communication with each other

by natural stairs, sometimes even by actual wells.

The ditterence in level between the entry-passage
and the bottom of the cavern cannot be less than
three or four hundred metres.' § The name of the

god Bacax, mentioned in a certain number of Latin

inscriptions, OIL viii. 5504 (18S2S), 5505 (18829),
5517 (18847), 5518 (18850), 18831, 18838, has as yet
defied all attempts at interpretation. It was in

front of the entrance to the cave that sacrifices

were offered. Perhaps it is to a cult of this kind
that we should attribute the Libyan inscriptions
which are found in great numbers in the grotto of

Ifri n delal. There is still another cave-deity whose
name must be recognized in the enigmatical GDAS,
with which a certain number of inscriptions begin—the inscriptions found in the cave known as
R' ar Zemma, situated on a spur of Jebel Chettaba,
in the neighbourhood of Constantine. Oj)posed
though it is by G. Mercier,l| who has given a
minute description of the cave, the proposal of

Mgr. Toulotte and M. Heron de Villefosse to con-
nect the present name Chettaba with the mountain
of Giddaba mentioned by St. Augustine is tempt-
ing ; and GDAS would stand for ' Giddabte deo

augusto sacrum.' H In the Great Canary Island,
two leagues from Teyde, at the top of a volcanic

mountain, there is a large cave in the rock, entered

by four openings fourteen feet high, whence arises

the popular name,
' Mountain of the four doors.*

The openings are separated by pillars varying in

diameter from seven to nine feet. In front of each

pillar, on a level part cut out of the rock, and

serving as a peristj'le to the cave, there are several

niches, some round and others square. These seem
to have been intended to hold the objects of the
cult. The niches are more than five feet from tiie

ground.** In the Isle of Fer in the Canaries, the

cave of Asteheyta, in the district of Tacuitunta,
served as a refuge for the man who, in times of

*
Rohlfs, Reise durch Marokko, Bremen, 1S62, p. 145 ; La-

qui<;re, Les Reconnaissances du girUral Serviire, Paris, n.d., p.
21 f. (with a photograph of the aerolite) ; E. F. Gautier, Le
Sahara algirien, Paris, 1908, i. 263.

t Cf. on the dolmens of Algeria, Gsell, Les Monuments
antiques de I'Algerie, Paris, 19U1, i. 20-36 (with a very full

bibliography on the question).
t

'

Comparaison du vocabulaire des Z^nagas,' in Archives des

viissions scientitiques, Paris, 1879, p. 481.

§ ilonceaux, La grotte du dieu Dacax au Djehel Taia, Paris,

1887; G. Mercier, Les divinites libyques, Constxntinc, n. d.,p. 6(.

tl

' La grott* du Chettaba,' in liecueil arclUologique de Con-

stantine, XXXV. 156-166.

^ Cf. Gsell, Chronique africaine, Rome, 1903, p. 44 f. and
not« 8.

*• Webb and Berthelot, op. eit. vol. i. pt. i. p. 159 f .
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drought, went to implore the goddess. She ap-

peared to him and gave him a pig, which he pre-
sented to the assembly as a token that his prayers
were answered. *

4. Air-worship.—We do not know if the Berbers

worshipped the air or the wind, but if they did, it

was undoubtedly under foreign influence. We have
an inscription in Latin verse, found at Naraggara
(Sidi Yusuf ), in which the air is invoked under the
name of Juno (OIL viii. 4635) ;

and it is perhaps
to a cult of this order that we must attribute an

inscription of Ain Mtirchu {ib. 17763). These
should be compared with a passage of Firmicus
Maternus (de Erroribus Profanarum Eeligionum,
§ 111), according to which the Assyrians and some

of the inhabitants of Africa placed air in a sort of

authority over the other elements. But, as he
adds that they consecrated it under the name of

Juno or of the virgin Venus, it is clear that we
are here dealing with a Punic cult.

5. River-deities.—Rivers, or at least the souixes
of rivers, were consecrated to a particular deitj'.

The only extant inscriptions which mention them
give us, as the title of the special deity, the word
'

genius,' probably due to Roman influence (genius).
Thus near the Sig was found a dedication to the

genius of the river (' genio fluminis,' OIL viii. 9749) ,•

at the source of the Bu Merzug, near ancient Sila,

an inscription was excavated which mentions the

genius of the Anisaga, the former name of the river

(ib. 5884). t There is one in existence to the deity
of the river Alexandriana (ib. 2662), to the deity of

the waters (ib. 2663), to the genius of the fountain

(' genio fontis ') associated with Juppiter, and to the
Fountain of Caid, near Batna (ib. 4291).

6. Town-deities.—The application of the name
*

genius
'

to towns, frequently found in the inscrip-
tions, seems to be the result of an imitation of the
customs of the Romans, who personified towns
in some special genius, when it was not actually'
the work of Roman settlers rather than of the
native populations. Thus the genius of a village
in Lambessa ('genio vici,' CIL viii. 2604 f.); the

genius of Lambessa {'genio Lamba;sis,' ib. 2528,

2596, 2598 f . ) ; the genius of Rusicada (

'

genio
colonise Veneriae Rusicadae augusto,' ib. 7959 f.);

the genius of Henchir Masfxina (

'

genio Lamasbfe

augusto'); the genius of a market-town in Sur
Juab ('genio pagi augusto,' ib. 9196); the genius
of the Cirtaean colonies (ib. 5693, 10866) ; the genius
of the colony of Milah (ib. 7960, 8202 [=19980]);
the genius 01 Mactar (ib. 6352) ; the genius of Sub-
zavar (ib. 6001) ; the genius of Phua (ib. 6267-91) ;

the genius of the municipality of Testur (ib. 1353

[14891]) ; the genius of the municipality of Sataf

(Ain Kebir, tb. 8389) ; the genius of the ' civitas
Celtianensium' among the Beni-Welban (ib. 19688) ;

the genius 'populi Cuiculitani' at Jamila (^6. 20144) ;

the genius of tlie colony at Henchir Sidi Alibelqasem
(ib. 14687) ; the genius of the '

oppidum Lamsor-
tense

'

at Henchir Maf'una (ib. 18596) ; the genius
of the ' colonia Julia Veneria Chirtse Novae '

at
Henchir Jezza (ib. 16367) ; the genius of tlie

market-town ('genio vici augusto') at Marcuna
(ib. 424) ; the genius of Thibar at Henchir Amamet
(ib. 154345) ; the genius of the people at Ain Zana
(ib. 4575), at Constantine (ib. 6947 f.); the genius
of Novar among the Beni Fuda(i6. 20429 f.) ; and the

genius of Gadimefala ([?] ib. 18752). We may add
to these the invincible deitv of Gurai (Qsar Gurai,
near Tebessa, ib. 1843), ancl the deity who is men-
tioned in an inscription of Borj Hamza, ' Auzio deo

genio
'

(ib. 9014). The genius is usually a Latin or

Punico-Latin deity, as at Qsar al-Ahmar, in the

* Viara y Clavijo, in Webb and Berthelot, op. eit. vol. L pt. i.

p. 168 ; Verneau, op. eit. p. 92 f.

t Cf. a!30 Cherbonneau, Eoccursion dans lea ntiiies de Mila,

Su/avar, Siia et Siyus, Constantine, n.d., p. 30 f.

region of Ain Beida. In a dedication tr/Saturn,
of the 3rd cent., this god is qualified ai 'genius
saltus Sorothensis '

;

*
in another add je»sed to

Juppiter, at Uzali, there is
'

genius arcaf frumen-
tariae

'

(ib. 6639). J

7. Sun-worship.— Besides mountains, rocks,
caves, and rivers, the Berbers worshipped the
stars, and, primarily, the sun. This cult existed

among the nomadic Berbers between Egypt and
Lake Tritonis (Herod. Hist. iv. 188), and among
the Berbers in general.! We read in the Life of
St. Samuel of Qalamon that the Berber who had
reduced him to slavery wished to make him wor-

ship the sun.J There are also some Latin inscrip-
tions dedicated to it :

' Soli deo invicto,' in the plain
of Batna (CIL viii. 2675) ;

' Soli deo augusto,' at
Zarai (ib. 4513) ; 'Soli invicto,' at Suk-Aliras (ib.

5143), at Sluguia (ib. 1329), at Cherchel (ib. 9331),
at Afiieville (/6. 9629) ; to the sun and the moon,
near Sidi Alibelqasem in Tunisia (ib. 14688 f.) ; but
it is doubtful whether it is the ancient Berber deity
that is involved when we find the sun assimilated
with Mithra at el-Gan (ib. 18025) as well as at Ain
Tukria (ib. 21523). On the other hand, it seems
to be the Berber god that is referred to in a Latin

inscription at Aumale, of the year 207 of the era of

the province, in which there is mention of cere-
monies in honour of Tonant, the wearer of horns,
and of a Pantheia who was connected with hira,
was worshipped on the Libyan and Moorish Ijorders,
and had her seat between Juppiter Ammon and
Dis (ib. 9018).
The Guanches of Palma also worshipped the

sun, and gave it the name of Mayec,% as well as
the name Am^n, which seems to have meant
'Lord'; in Awelimmiden Tuareg, Amanai has
the meaning of 'God.' According to Macrobius
(Sat. conviv. i. 21), the Libyans worshipped the

setting sun, which was impersonated by Ammon
(Amen). He was represented with ram's horns, in

which resided his chief power, as that of the sun
in its rays. II

In the speech of Athanasius against
the Gentiles (§ 14) it is said that among the Libyans
the sheep was called amen, and that it was wor-

shipped as a deity. The opinion, however, has
been suggested, with every appearance of reason,
that Ammon (Hammon, Amen) was a god of Berber

origin. We may compare with this the carving
on the rock foimd at Bu Alem in South Oranais,

representing rams with their heads surmounted by
an ornamentation in tlie form of a solar disc, sur-

rounded with a uraeus.H It would be a mistake,
however, to see here the prototype of the Egj-ptian
Amen ; the present writer believes, with Gsell, that
it is a more or less successful copy of the f^gyptian

representation, as probably are the rock-drawings
discovered by Barth at Telissau, west of Fezzan,**
and the bas-relief found in the foundations of the

Borj Tasko at Ghadames.tt
But there is still another proof of the worship of

a ram repi-esenting the sun, and one in which we
do not see an Egyptian imitation. It is found
in a monument, discovered in 1851 at Old Arzeu,

representing 'a roughly sculptured head with a

very slightly sharpened nose, two little round
holes for the eyes and for the ears, and the mouth

*
Gsell, op. eit. p. 40.

t Ibn Khaldun, Kitdh al-'Ibar, Bulaq, 12St, vi. 89.

t 11. Basset, Syuaxaire arabe-jacohite, Paris, i. 331 ; F. M.
Esteves Pereira, Vida de Abba Samuel, Lisbon, 1894, pp. 22,

99, 154.

I Cf. Alvise de Ca' Da Mosto, Relation des voyages d. la c6te

occidentale d 'A/rique, tr. J. Temporal, Paris, 1896, p. 34 ; Viana,

op. eit. p. 24 ; Glas, op. eit. p. 139.

g Cf. also Martianus Capella, De nuptiis Philologict, lib. ii.,

ed. Eyssenhardt, Leipzig, 18CC, p. 44.

il Gsell, Chronique archMogioue africaine, Rome, 1900, p. 83,

Les monuments antiques de I'Algirie, i. 93."
Op. eit. i. 210-217.

ft Duveyrier, Les Touaregs du A'ord, pi. x.
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represented by a hollowed line ; its horns are

curved back, the points to the ground, and the

arms are fixed to the body with the hands coming
and joining above the navel. The under part of

the body ends in a terminal.'* It is also an idol

of this kind that was found at Tuat, and is

designated 'getule idol'l?).! This may be iden-

tified with Gurzil, whose priest was Terna. He
was the son of Juppiter Amnion (Corippus, Johan-

nidos, ii. 109 f., v. 494 f., vi. 116) by a heifer (ib. ii.

HI). This Gurzil is regarded as an Apollo; he

was represented by an image of a bull being carried

to fight {ib. iv. 666-673, v. 22-29). The cult of this

deity was maintained for a long time, for in the

11th cent, of our era al-Bakri mentions a stone

idol in Tripoli, set up on a hill and named Gorza,
to which the tribes round about—the Howara
amongst others—oM'ered sacrifices and addressed

prayers in order to recover their riches. J Al-Bakri,

unfortunately, gives no information about the shape
of this idol. Probably it was also a Berber idol of

this kind that the same author calls
'

^Nlaghmades'

(perhaps the Macomades of the ancients), and de-

scribes as being set up on the seashore between

Egypt and the Maghrib, and surrounded by several

others.§ The name 'Gorza' seems to recur as

an element of the names of the locality in a town

placed by Polybius (Hist. i. 74) near Utica, and in

a tessera of hospitality and patronage in the reign of

L. Domitius Ahenobarbus [GIL viii. 68) :

' Senatus

populusque civitatium stipendiariarum Pago Gur-
zenses hospitium fecerunt . . . Faciundum coera-

verunt Ammicar Milchatonis f. Cynasyn Boncar
Azzrubalis f. ^thognrzensis Muthunbal f. . . .'

The Punic names of the donors will be noticed.!!

Another brass plate mentions the ' civitas Gur-
zensis' [OIL viii. 69), and perhaps we must recognize
Gurza in the Gurra of the Pentinger Tables. In the

11th cent., also, al-Bakri mentions in Atlas, near

the B. Lamas, between Aghmat and the Sus, a tribe

of idolatrous Berbers who worshipped a ram. Not
one of them would dare to come into the mar-
kets of the neighbouring tribes except in disguise

(Description de VAfnque, p. 161 ). In this cult of the

sun, one single tribe, the Xt\s.ntes (or Atarantes),
was an exception ; they had no individual names
to distinguish them, and they watched the rising
and the setting sun, uttering terrible imprecations
all the time, as though against a planet deadly to

them and to their fields ; they had no dreams like

other men. This is what is recorded by Herodotus

(Hist. iv. 184) and Pliny the Elder (HN v. 8).

The only imprecations mentioned by Nicolaus of

Damascus (frag. 140, ed. Miiller) are against the

rising sun.

8. Moon-worship. — The moon was also wor-

shipped by the nomadic Berbers between Lake
Tritonis and Egypt (Herod, iv. 188), by other
Berbers in the West (ibn Khaldun, Kitdb al-'Ibar,
vi. 89), and by the Guanches. The latter observed
all its phases with great accuracy, especially the

new moon and the full moon. IT Had the Berbers
assimilated it to the celestial goddess of Dugga
and Carthage, the latter title being borne, accord-

ing to tradition, by Dido, called by the Phoenicians
Astro Arkhe, and transported to Rome by Cara-
calla (Herodian, Historia Eomana, V. vi. 4) ? As is

seen from a passage in Historiae Augustae, the

predictions coming from the temple of Ccelestis in

Carthage caused a great number of seditions in
*
Berbrugger, BiUiolhique-musie d'Alger, Algiers, 1S&),

p. 29 f .

t E. F. Gautier, op. cit. p. 253.

t Cf. J. Partsch, Die Berbem in der Dichtung des Corippus,
Breslau, 1896, p. 16.

§ .-U-Bakri, Description de I'A/riqite septentrumale, Arab text,
ed. de Slane, Algiers, 1857, p. 12.

II Egger, Latini sennonis reliquiae, Paris. 1843, p. 427.

1 Alvise de Ca' Da Mosto, Relation, p. 34 ; Glas, The Hittcrry
tff the Canarj/ Islands, p. 139.

Africa—seditions in which the Berbers probably
took part, and which Pertina.x had to repress dur-

ing his proconsulship of Africa (Capitolinus, Vita

Pertinacis, ch. iv. ). We find the crescent moon at
the top of a great number of inscriptions (cf. GIL,
passim), one of which, among the Beni-Ukden, is in

Libyan and Phoenician characters (GIL viii. 20186) ;

but it is very probable that this sign, which in

primitive times had signified a lunar cult, had
become a meaningless ornamentation. There
is no occa.sion for the theory, formed from in-

accurate etymology and assiraUations, that Tanit,
the great Punic goddess, was of Berber proven-
ance.* For, since the name of the moon in Berber
is masculine, Aitir or Aggnr, it could not have
been represented as a goddess. There is far more
jjrobability in the hypothesis of G. Mercier,t which
tends to find .4 no- in the enigmatical Teru, men-
tioned along with the epithet

'

augustus' in an in-

scription discovered on the Guechgach, si.xteen

kilometres from Constantine (GIL viii. 5673).

9. Worship of other planets.
—It is very prob-

able that the other celestial bodies were worshipped
by the Berbers, although we have no proofs except
for a few of them. Alvise de Ca' Da 5losto asserts

this for the Guanches of Teneriffe (Relation, p. 34).

The planet Venus is called Lemr'er at the present
day in Zuawa. Among the Awelimmiden, when
it is an evening star, it has the name of tatari, and
when a morning star, that of amawen n chad or

amaiven achimmelech. Among the Ahaggar, it is

called Tatrit ta n tufat, which can be exactly
translated by 'morning-star.' Following the ex-

ample of other peoples, the Ahaggar have located
a certain number of tales in the sky. We cannot,

however, decide whether they correspond to a re-

ligious sentiment. Thus the Pleiades are the

'Daughters of Night' (Ghet Ahadh). Six of the
stars of this constellation have each a name ; the
seventh is a boy's eye which had been taken out
and flew up to the sky. This story is given in the

following verses :

'The daughters of the night are seven in number :

Materejre and Errej.iot,
Mateseksek and Essekaot,

Matelaghlagh and Elleghaot ;

The seventh is the eye of a boy which flew up to Heaven.' J

We can see that the six stars reduce to three

pairs whose names are derived from the same root.

The Awelimmiden give them also the name of

Ghettahet (
= Ghct Ahadh).

Orion (in Tuareg, Amanar) has two interpreta-
tions. According to the one, he conies out of a

muddy well ; and Rigel (Adar Nelakti, 'the Foot
in the Mud') is the foot he brings out of the mud
last, i.e. the last star when the constellation is

rising in the East. According to the other, he is a

hunter, with his belt on (in Ahaggar and Awelim-
miden Tajebest en Amanar, ' Belt of Orion'), who
is followed by a dog (Eidi, Sirius) and preceded
by gazelles (Ihenkadh, 'constellation of the

Hare').§
The Great Bear and the Little Bear represent a

camel and her young one (Talcmet de roris); the
Pole Star is a negress called Lemkechen (i.e.

' hold ')

because she has to liold the young camel (Aura) to

let its mother be milked. But the stars
\j/, X, n, v, |

represent an assembly which deliberates whether
the negress is to be killed. She (the Pole Star)
stands motionless with fear.H According to a

legend contaminated by the Musalman religion,

the Great Bear is a camel which belonged to Noah.
It was slain by seven nobles, one of them a

Tuareg ; he was changed into an 'ourane' (ar'ata,

a kind of large lizard), the others into a jackal, a
*
Bertholon,

' Essai sur la religion des Libyens," in Revue

tunigienne, Nov. 1908, pp. 484-J90.

I Les divinitis libyqius, pp. 12-16.

t Duvevrier, op. cit. p. 424 f.

§ Ib. p." 424. I Ih. p. 424.
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chameleon, etc. The camel was transported to the
sky. Since then, the Tuaregs have never eaten
the '

ourane,' which they regard as their maternal
uncle.*
The Scorpion is sometimes called Tagherdamt

('scorpion'), sometimes Tazzeit ('palm-tree'). A
young man, Amrot (Antaris) is going to climb the
palm-tree; but when half-way up the tree he
notices some pretty girls {tibaradin), clothed in red
haidis, coming from the lake (Tesahak) ; he stops
half-way up to watch them.f
Other constellations have names, but no legend

attaches to them. In Bougie the Milky Way is

called Ajgu n tignau,
' beam of the sky,' and

among the Tuaregs Mahellau. The stars e, 6, 17

of the Great Dog are called Ifarakraken, 'noise of
a fan or of a bird,' and /3, Auhem, 'the young of
the gazelle.' e and o of the Boat are 'Kiches'

(Tenafalet) and '

Poverty' (Tozzert). Aldebaran is

called Kokoyyodh and Canope Wadit.X In ancient
times the Africans (Afri) were considered very
skilled in the science of horoscopes, and particu-
larly so was Septimius Sevenis—as may be seen
from a saying attributed to him. Speaking of his
son Geta to Juvenal, prefect of the pretorians,
he said :

' It is astonishing that my son Geta is to
be deified ; his constellation had nothing imperial
in it to my eyes

'

(Spartianus,
' Vita Getae,' § 2 in

Historiae Augustae.)
The name of the rainbow, among certain Berber

tribes, has preserved the trace of a myth. Although
at Wad Rir' it is called abechchi and in Harakta
abeggas ('girdle'), in Zuawa it is called thislith b

wanzar, among the Bot'iwa of Rif thislith n
unzar, among the B. Iznacen thaslit n unzar,
which means 'bride of the rain,' and among the
Beni Menacer taslith n ujenna,

' bride of the

sky.' The rain [Anzar) is then considered a male
being. In Jurjura, the Kabyle children, in times
of drought, go from house to house singing :

' Anzar ! Anzar !

O Lord, water ug to the roots.' §

At Mzab, the children sing while transplanting
grain :

' Give us, O Lord, the water of Anzar.'

In a popular tale of Wargla, Amzar
(
= Anzar) is

personified. IT The rainbow is consequently re-

garded as the biide of the rain. This myth is

not without parallel in the way in which certain
Berber and Arab peoples of the Maghrib provoke
rain. At Ain Sefra, at Tlemsen, and at Mazuna,
they take a wooden spoon (in Kabyle aghenja) and
dress it in bits of cloth, so as to make it a sort
of doll representing a bride, called Ghonja ; they
take this in solemn procession to the tombs of the
local priests, singing couplets which vary according
to the locality. For example :

'

Ghonja ! Ghonja has uncovered her head.
O Lord, thou wilt water her ear-drops,
Her ear is thirsty ;

Give her drink, O our Master !

' *•

At Tit, in the oasis of Tuat, during drought,
the people go out of the qsar—men, women, boys,
and girls. They take a w'ooden spoon and dress it

in female garments. A young girl carries it, and
the people keep saying :

' O spoon ! O meadow !

(arenja—ia merja) Lord, remove the time of lieat !

Lord ! in the name of the Prophets !

'

Tertullian
*
Benhazera, op. eit. p. 60 f.

t Duveyrier, op. cit. p. 425. t lb. pp. 424-426.

§ Ben Sedira, Cours a* langue Kabyle, Algiers, 1885, p. xcviii,
note 1.

II de Motylinski, Le Dialecte herhire de R'damis, Paris, 1907,

p. 147.

H Biarnav, Etude sur le dialecte berhire de Ouargla, Paris,

1908, pp. 24"7-249.
** Of. A. Bel,

'

Quelques rites pourobtenir de la pluie en temps
de s^cheresse chez les Musulmans M.ighribins,' in Recxieil de.

Mimoires et de Textes imprimes en I'honneur du xivt Cowjrla
des Orientalistes par les Professettrs de I'Ecole des Lettres,

Algiers, j 905, pp. 49-98 ; Douttii, Magie et religion dans

Vlfrique du Nord, Algiers, 1909, pp. 684-5S6.

(Apol. xxiii.) gives the Virgo Calestis the title of
'Pluviarum PoUicitatrix.' Among the Guanchea
the main part of the ceremony for bringing rain
was to make men and animals fast, and, in Tenerifle,
even the young animals, which were separated from
their mothers, and wliose cries were expected to
move the heavens.* Kain-making was also a gift
of certain magicians. An ancient historian tells
how among tlie Berbers a Roman army under the
command of Hosidius Geta, successor of Suetonius
Paulinus, almost died of thirst in the desert when
in pursuit of the rebels and their chief Subulus.
A native ally persuaded the general to have re-
course to incantations and magic, affirming that
often great quantities of water had been got by
these means. This time again the process was
successful, but we do not know in what it consisted
(Dio Cassius, Hist. Rom. ix. 9).

10. Native deities.—To these deities we must
add those which are made known to us by Latin
epigiaphy, though we are not sure about their
nature and attributes. Thus we have dedica-
tions to tlie Moorish gods at various places in
North Africa: at Cherchel {OIL viii. 9327), near
Wed Marcuna {ib. 2633), near Wed Tezzulet (ib.

2640) ; at Lamoriciere [ib. 21720), at Hencliir
Ramdan in Tunisia (ib. 1442) ; to the Moorish
saviour-gods and to the genius of Satafis at
Ain Kebira [ib. 20251). Possibly these Moorish
gods are the deified kings of whom Ave are to

speak below (pp. 511-512), but there is nothing
to prove it. Thus Autaman, associated with

Mercury in an inscription at Lambessa {ib. 2650),
and compared with the Mastiman of Corippus
{Johannidos, viii, 306 f.), some people used to take
for the god of war.f Other Moors saw in him
Juppiter Taenarius (which it has been proposed to
coiTect to Juppiter Tartarius, corresponding to
Dis Severus in the Latin inscription, CIL viii.

9018),t to whom human victims were sacrificed in

times of plague [Johannidos, viii. 307-309). We
may compare this passage with the statement of

Pliny the Elder (HN v. 8) that the Augila^
worshipped none but the infernal gods, or, accord-

ing to Pomponius Mela, the manes (de Situ Orbis,
i. 8). Aulisva was worshipped in the region of

Tlemsen, as is shown by two inscriptions found in

Agadir (CIL viii. 9906 f.), and one at Ain Khial

(ib. 21704). It is not necessary to insist on Kantus
Pates—a reading which is quite sure in an in-

scription of Khenchela—any more than on Kaub,
mentioned in the Chettaba. An inscription in

Hencliir Matkidas (ib. 16749) seems to point to five

gods of the
village

of Magifa : it is dedicated to

Slasidenis, Thikikvai, Sugganis, and lesdanis, of

whom there were statues. Another inscription, at

Sidi Yusuf (ib. 18809), mentions an locolo (locoloni
dec patrio). This epithet, Dcus patrius, is given to

Baliddir or Baldir in the inscriptions that mention
his name : at Guela 'at Bu-Sba, between Bona and
Guelma (ib. 5279), and at Signs (ib. 19121-19123).
Is this the same as the Genius patrius, a priest
of whom was buried at Zettara (Kef Beziua)?
Another Deus 2^ittrius, who I'.ad priests, is located

at Henchir el-Bez (ib. 12003). Is this name
Baliddir, or at least its second part, iddir, a Berber

word, as G. Mercier§ maintains, translating it by
' the living God

'

? The chief objection would come
from the fact that this would be a hylirid word,

compounded of Punic and Berber. It has also been
identified (but this is a very improbable theory)
with the name of Abbadiri Sancto,{| mentioned In

•
Viera, accordine to fcpinosa, in Webb and Bertbelot, op.

eit. i. pt. i. p. 173 ; Verneau, op. cit p. 92 f.

t Cf. G. Alercier, Les dii'itiit^s libyques, p. 7.

j Partsch, op. cit. p. 16.

§ Les divinitiis libygues, pp. 8-12.

II Schmidt, Camat, and Dessau, Inseriptionum Mauretaniae
UUinarum supplevne^ilum, Berlin, 1904, p. 2028.
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an inscription of Miliana {ib. 21481), and counted

among the Punic deities by St. Augustine {Uj'-

xvii. 2). Priscian (vii, 313) gave the name of

Abbadir to the baetyl swallowed by Saturn.

But whatever be the sense given to Iddir, it

seems impossible to make him a supreme god of

North Africa. Perhaps he was produced under
the influence and in imitation of the Romans—a
movement wliich set apart one of the local gods
and placed him over the others, at least in

Mauretania. This seems to be the indication of

two inscriptions, one of which at Bougie is dedicated
' Numini Mauretaniae et Genio Thermarum '

(C'lL
viii. 8926), and the other at Ain Kebira,

' Numini
Maur. aug.' (ib. 20252). Hal^vy believed that this

supreme god is to be found in the lolaos who is

mentioned, he says, in the treaty between Carthage
and the Roman Senate, and whom he claims to

have found again in a Libyan inscription.* The
reading of these latter inscriptions is too uncertain,

and, besides, lol is a Punic god. If we trust the

accounts of the Spaniards, the Guanches must
have had a supreme god at the time of the conquest
of the Canary Islands. Vianat relates that they
worshipped one God, infinite, omnipotent, just and

merciful, called in their language Hucanech,
Guayaxarax (named by Viera Achguoyaxiraxi,
•saviour of the world'), Acucanae (named by
Galindo Achucana), Menceito, Acoron, Acaman,
Acuhurajan (called Ac/uihtiraha7i and Achxurahan

by Viera, Achahuaban by Galindo)—epithets

meaning
'

omnipotent,'
'

protector and creator of all

beings,'
' without beginning and without end,'

' cause

of causes.' The sense of these words is not found
in Berber, except in Acoron and Acaman, which
mean 'the great' and 'the sky.' The Guanch
names handed down by the Spaniards are very
much corrupted ; this is due to errors in writing
and to the authors' ignorance of the language
spoken in the Canaries. Thus Achanut7i, given by
Viera with tlie meaning of '

supreme god,' is more
correct than Acaman, and seems akin to the
Awelimmiden Tuareg aochina,

' the sky
'

(cf . the
Tenerifle Guanch achano,

'

year ') ; it is connected
with the root GN, which gives in Zuawa thignuth,
'cloud,' and igenni, 'sky,' and in other dialects

ctjcnna and ijcntii with the same meaning. But
we cannot place absolute coniidence in Viana, who
shows a tendency to see among the Guanches a

religion resembling Christianity with a supreme
god and a devil. He goes the length of saying
that they never believed in or worshipped any
idols, and that they worshipped only one God.
Chil y Naranjo restricts this assertion to the
natives of Lanzarote.J The same author has cut
out several inexact data of this kind,§ and, besides,
the assertion is refuted bj^ the discovery of idols, in

the 14th cent., in the Great Canary Island,!] and
the worshij) of one representing a nude woman in

a building called Tirma.U

According to Viera, the god of men was called

Eraoranhan (Eraorangan according to Galindo)
in the Island of Fer ; he had his seat with

Moreyba, the goddess of women, on the two
rocks of Bentayga, called to this day Santi
llos de las antiguos. After their conversion to

Christianity, the natives of Fer worshipped Christ
and Mary under the names of Eraoranhan and
Moreyba.** The supreme god, Espinosa says,
created man from earth and water—an equal

• Essai d'^pifiraphie libyqne, Paris, 1874, p. 157 f.

t Antigiiedades de las Islas A/ortunadas, p. 19; Webb and
Berthelot, op. cit. i. pt. i. p. 170.

t Estudios historicos de las Islas Canarias, toI. i. 'Las
Palmas,' 1S76-1879, p. 427 f.

§ Chil y Karanjo, i/p. cit. i. 917 1.

I Verneau, op. cit. pp. 8.S-90.

T Bemaldes in Webb and Berthelot, op. cit. vol. i. pt. i.

p. 170.
** Webb and Berthelot, op. cit. vol. i. pt. i. p. 168.

number of men and women. Flocks were given
them for nourishment. Afterwards he created
more men, but did not give them more flocks.

When they asked for more, he replied: 'Tend
these others and they will

j^ive you nourishment.'
This last class of beings to be created consisted of

achicaxac,
'

peasants,' while the first class com-
prised achimencei,

'

nobles,' and cichiciquitzo,*
'

knights.'
11. Deities assimilated by the Greeks and

Romans.—This list of deities could be lengthened,
if we had the native names. of those deities men-
tioned by the Greeks and Romans ; the latter have
assimilated them to their own names, and some-
times have gone even further, the assimilation

becoming simple borrowing on their part. In any
case, it seems futile to linger over the mythological
romance founded in all its parts on the Amazons,
the Atlantes and their kings, Ammon, etc., which
finishes the tliird book of the Bibliotliecae His-
torirae of Diodorus Siculus. It has absolutely
nothing in common with the religious traditions
and customs of the Berbers. Herodotus (Hist.
ii. 50) tells us that it was the Libyans who
revealed Poseidon, whom no one before them had
called by name, and whom they had always
worshipped as a god. Ampelius (Liber Memorialis,
ch. ix.) speaks of a fifth Apollo, born in Libya
(Gurzil ?). But the most celebrated of all these
divinities is Athene Tritogenis, bom, according to
Herodotus (Hist. iv. 180), Pomponius Mela (de Hitu

Orbis, i. 7), and Pausanias (Graeciae Descriptio,
i. 4), from Poseidon and the nymph of Lake
Tritonis. It is beyond the scope of tliis article to

study the personage of Triton as represented by
Greek monuments,! but Herodotus (iv. 180)
mentions customary rites which the maidens of the
Auseans performed in honour of a native, and
therefore Berber, goddess, who was no other than
the goddess called Athene by the Greeks :

oprp 6e iviavair) 'Adi^vairis ai napOevoi. avriav fiix" Siaurraa'ai

fj.a.xovTiu »rpbs aAArjAat At'Soiat re Koi fv'Aoieri, . . . ras Si

anoOinq(TKOva'a^ rixiv Trapdevwv €K tojv Tpoi/iaTojv xjJCvSoTTapOci'Ovi

KoAeouo"!' nplu S' av^ivai avra? fjLd\€(j-6ai rdSe TroLevci' Koiyfj

napSdvov rqv KaX\icrTevov<Tav (KoxTTOTe KOdfj-rfuavTei; Kvvej\ re

KopivSCri Kol TTavoTrKir) 'EAATjfucp, KaX eir' apfia avafii^dtrayrei,

jrepidyouo'i ttji' kCtA.vT]v kvicAui.

The Greeks explain this custom as a souvenir of

the struggle which took place between Athene,
who was brought up by Triton, and Pallas, Triton's

daughter, in which Pallas was slain (Apollodorus,
Bibliothecae, iii. 12). This custom must still have
existed in the time of Pomponius Mela, unless he

simply copied Herodotus. Herodotus thinks that,
before the Greek helmet and shield, the maidens
used to caiTy Egyptian arms (Hist. iv. 180). J
A Latin inscription found at Ain Gulea in

Tunisia (OIL viii. 15247) and another at Henchir
el-Matria (ib. 15378) mention a dedication to a

dragon (

' Draconi augusto '). Perhaps this divinity
is connected with the serpent of bronze with gilt

head, which the pagans worsliipped at Tipasa, on
the Hill of Temples, and which, in the 5th cent.,
St. Salsa threw into the sea, and so earned her
torture. It is not certain whether this is a relic

of the worship of Eshmun § and the summary of

the sufl'erings of St. Salsa. || There is nothing
anywhere to show that the cult of the serpent was
ever native to the Berbers.

12. Deification of kings.
—The pantheon has l>een

enriched, on the other hand, by the a])otheosis of

the kings, at least during the time of independence.
• Alonso de Espinosa, The holy Image of Our Lady of

Candelaria, i. 8 (tr. by Markham), and The Guanches of Teneri/e,

London, 1907.

t Cf. Valer, Triton und Euphemos, St. Petersburg, 1849 ;

Tissot, de Tritonide lacti, Dijon, 1803 ; Escher, Trit<m und seine

Bekiimpfung durch Heracles, Leipzig, 1&90.

J Cf. Esclier, op. cit. p. 79.

§ Cf. Gsdl, Tipasa, Rome, 1S94, p. 310 f.

II Gsell, Jiecherclies archiologiques, Paris, 1S93, pp. 1-3.
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The phrase of Minucius Felix is well known :

' Et
Juba, Mauris volentibus, Deus est' (Octaviii.t,

ch. xxiii.)- A Latin inscription (CIL viii. 17159)
is distinctly consecrated to Juba and the genius
Vanisnensis at Tassaminert.* Tertullian for liis

part said :

'

Unicuique etiani provinciae et civitati

deus est . . . et JNIauretaniae reguli sui
'

{Apul.
ch. xxiv.). There has been found at Bougie a

fragment of an inscription dedicated to king
Ptolemy, son of Juba {CIL viii. 9127), one at

Algiers (ib. 9257), and another at Cherchel, to the

genius of king Ptolemy {ib. 9342). Perhaps it

was a retrospective worship that caused the

inhabitants of Thubursicum Numidan;m (Khani-
issa) to sanctify Hiempsal, son of Gauda, as a god
{ib. 7* [17159])

—a fact which explains the homage
rendered to Gulussa, king of Numidia, son of

RIasinissa {ib. 3*), according to two inscriptions.
These inscriptions were with extreme levity treated

as false by Mommsen, who afterwards had
to face the evidcTice and confess his mistake.!
But it is probable that Africa followed the

example given by Kome of deifying the Emperors.
This may be seen from the comparison made by
Lactantius :

' Hac scilicet ratione Komani Caesares
suos consecraveruut et Mauri reges sues' . . .

and further on: '

Singiili populi . . . summa
veneratione coluerunt ut Ae^ryptii Isidem, Mauri
Jubam' (Migne, PL vi. col. 194). Pomponius
Mela {dc Situ Orbis, i. 8) had established the

fact:
'Orae [Africae] sic habitantur, ad nostrum' maxims ritvm

moratis cultoribus, nisi quod quidain Unguis differunt, et cultu

DeOni, quos patrios servant, ac patrio more venerantur.'

This remark of Pomponius Mela is confirmed by
ibn Kiuildun :

' It befell the Berbers from time
to time to jirofess the religion of their conquerors,
for powerful nations brought them into subjec-
tion {Kitdb ol-Ibar, vi, 106). We must add that

Sejitimius Severus, an African by birth, was

regarded as a god by the Africans {Hi^toriae

Atigiisfac, ch. xiii. 'Vita Septimi Severi'). This

explains the large number of inscriptions in honour
of deities adopted, without even assimilation, by
the Berbers, who took the gods of Rome after

those of Carthage : Juppiter, Juno, Pluto, Pallas,

Venus, Apollo, Diana, the Nymphs, Neptune,
Mercurj', Silvanus, Bellona, Ceres, Hercules,

Minerva, Mars, /Esculapius, the Dioscuri, Tellus,

Ilygiea, etc., and even the Eastern deities like

Mltlira, Malagbel, Mater Magna, Juppiter Doli-

cheiuis, Juppiter Heliopolitanus, Isis, Serapis.
Bacchus- Liber must also be added, for it was a

mistake, a false reading, that gave rise to the

belief tliat the name of Bacchus appeared in the
name of Yakiish, which is of Berber origin, and is

the translation of an Arabic epitliet which has
no connexion with Dionysus. The existence of

vines in Africa does not justify in any way the

hypotheses into which LefebureJ and, after him,

Bertholon§ ventured. But it is almost impossible
to make a sejiaration among the worshii>pers,
Roman colonists and soldiers, foreign soldiers,

inhabitants of Punic origin, mixtures of Berbers
and Pluenicians or Romans, and, lastly, pure
Berbers.

13. Demi-gods, mythical beings, etc.—Perhaps
we may attrilmte to the Berbers, alongside of the

worship of their kin^s, the worship of beings

analogous to the demi-gods of antiquity, whose

giant birth and stature form tlie subject of various

legends. The gist of them is that the sister of
*
GseH, Recfterches ai-cht'i>lniji<iuei>, p. '2SCf.

t Cf. Masqueray,
' Les Addilamenta ad corporis volunirn viii.

de M. Scliniidt,' iii Bulietin de Correspomiancc a/ricaine, .\l!,'iers,

18S5, pp. 1G1-U>3.

t La politique religietise des Grecs en Libi/e, Algiers, 1902,

pp. 22-3&
§

' Ess.u sur la religion des Libyens,' in Revtie tunisienne,
Jan. liKi9, p. 31 f.

Ya'la ibn Muhammad al-Ifrani gave birth to a
son without having intercourse with man. She
was bathing in a warm spring where the wild
beasts used to go to drink, and conceived by the
etl'ect of a lion's foam. The child was called
Kclmam ibn al-Asnd ('.son of the lion"), and
extraordinary qualities are attributed to him in

stories. Ibn Klialdun adds that the Berl>ers tell

such a great number of stories of tliis kind, that
if they were put in writing tliey would fill several
volumes.* It is to similar beliefs, adapted from
Greek or Jewish traditions, that we must attach
the legend of the discovery of the body of AntaMis,
which measured at least sixty cubits (as, according
to Gabinius, Sertorius declared in his Hist. liovi.),

when the tomb of this giant was opened near

L5mx in Mauretania. Juba claimed to ha de-

scended from Anta?us by his .son Sophax (Strabo,

Gconraphica, XVII. iii. 8; Plutarch, Scrtorii Vita,
ch. IX.). Perhaps a souvenir of this kind is to be
found in Prudentius, Peristephanon, hymn viii.,

where he says that Tingis contains the funeral

monuments of the Massilian kings.f At the

present day, the inhabitants of Arzilla in Morocco
show on a rock the footi)rint of a gigantic foot—
the trace of their ancestor.^: Another giant,
whom the Jewish and Musalnian traditions have

appropriated under the name of Sidi Usha
(Joshua), is buried by the sea-shore, in the

territory of the Beni Sha'ban, in the region of

Nedromah. A row of stones marks the length
of the body, which goes beyond tlie wall of the

qiibba where the grave is, and ends in a sort of

h'awita.%

Among the mythical beings whose cult was
maintained for some time after the conversion to

Islilm, there must be mentioned a category of

genii whom we know only under the Arabic name
of Chamarikh. In the 11th cent, of our era,

among the Benu Ursifan,
'when they wished to undertake a war, they sacrifteed a
black cow to the Chamarikh who are their devils, and they
said: "Behold a sacrifice for the Chamarikh." When they
come to the fiirht in the morninir, they watoh till they see a

whirlwind of dust, and say: "The Chamiirikh, your friends,

are cominsr to your aid." Then they charjre confident of

success. They pretend that this has never failed them, and
the majoritv "of them believe in it ojienly. When offering

hospitality to a ijuest, they put food aside for the Chamarikh,
and maintain thiit the latter eat what is reserved for them. In

all this they avoid mentioninsr the name of God." II

The Arab historians have preserved an account

of the familiar genii of the Kahinah, Dihya,

daughter of Tiibet (?) of the tribe of the Jerawas,
who made a long and successful stand against the

Musalmans, and even drove them from Ifriqyah.
It was these familiar demons who foretold to this

tribe the final victory of the Moors, and caused it

to send its sons to launch against tlioni before the

final battle where it succumbed.H This prophetic

faculty is again spoken of by Procopius {dc Bcllo

Vandalico, ii. S). After the expedition of Belisarius

against the Vandals, the Moors, afraid that some
Imrm would result to them, had recourse to the

proi>liecies of the women. After a few ceremonies,

they foretold the future like the ancient oracles.

In the middle of the Uith cent, of our era, among
the Ghuniara of Morocco, Tangrit, the aunt of

Ila-Mim, and Dajju, his sister, who, as we shall
• Kitiih al-'lhar, vi. 100. Cf. on traditions of this kind

' Lucina sine concubitu,' in Van Gennep, Ki'ligioixs, inaurs tt

It'ijemlef, Paris, 1908, pp. 14-25.

't .MiL'ne, PL Ix., Paris, 1SC2, col. 304. The commentary of

D. Kumart, Acta primomm martynntx sincera, Amsterdam,
1713, p. 409, note 11, recognizes its uncertainty.

t L. de Campou, L'n Empire qui croule, Paris, 18S6, p. 233.

§ Cf. R. Risset, St'droinah et les Traraa, Paris, 1901, p. 76 f.

1; Al-Bakri, Description de rA/ri"ue, p. ISSf.

S Ilin '.\?iiri, IJintoire de I'A/rioue et de t'Espaijne, ed. Dozy,

Levden, 1S4S-51, i. 22; Ibn Kh.aldun, op. cit. vi. 109 f., vii. 9;

Tijani, Voiiane, tr. Rousseau, Paris, 1S63, p. Co ;

'

Voyaee de

MoulevAhine'd.'in Berbrugger, Voi/age^dantU suddt VAujerie,

Pari8,"lS4C, p. 23(3f.
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see below, founded a special religion, were
renowned sootlisayers, and belief in the former
was part of the Qur'an of her nephew.* Procopius
does not describe the preliminary ceremonies em-
ployed by the Moorish women for vaticination, but
the following practice takes place among the

Tuaregs at el-Esnam, near Ghadames :

'During the absence of the men, the women, dressed in all

their finery, go and take their stand near the tombs of the
Zabbdr (from Arabic Jabbar, "giant"), whom they [the
Tuaregs] believe to be of a race previous to their own, and
they invoke the genius who is to give them information. His
name is Idebni (the tomb itself ia called Adehni). He appears
to them in the shape of a giant, with eyes like a camel, and
gives the required information. For this consultation the
women must avoid wearing anything whatever of iron or steel
about them, even a needle.' t

The same ceremony takes place at Air, but
during the night.t

' On the sides of a ghur whif-h commands Wed Wujidit, in

the North of the Sahara, are found great tombs corresponding
to those on the rocky slopes of the Tabelbalet. They are

elliptical in shape, with major axis, inclined E;ist and West,
varying from 20 to 45 metres. They are surrounded by heaps
of moderatelj-sized stones. The Azger Tuaregs attribute these
tombs to a former race. H a woman who has a friend, a
relative, or a lover far away for any cause goes to sleep at the
middle of the day in one of these enclosures of stones, she is

sure to have visions, to meet spirits there, and get news of the
absent one. The Tuaregs also claim that there is hidden
treasure in these tombs.' §

But, in spite of what Procopius || saj's, the gift
of prophecy was accorded to men as well as to

women among the Berbers. To quote only two
examples : among the Kotama, at the time of

their civil wars, the soothsayer Failaq foretold
that they would see real war when the man of

the East came to them mounted on a white mule.
This prediction was recalled by a schoolmaster on
the arrival of the dd'i 'Abd Allah, the Fatimid

missionary, mounted on a white mule (Ibn'A?arI,
i. 120). Similarly, the soothsayers in a tribe of
the Maghrib had declared that, when the tAvo

superior planets met, a king would rise who would
change tne form of money. Malik ibn Wahib
persuaded the amir of Lemtuna, 'All ibn Yusuf,
that it was to Mahdi ibn Tumert that this pre-
diction referred, as also the popular lines :

' Put fetters on his feet,
Or he will make you hear the drum '

(Ibn Khaldun, v1. 238).

14. Ogres.—There still remains to be mentioned
the belief in ogres, who play an important part in

the popular tales of the Berbers. But we must
keep in mind the ease with which tales travel,
and take care to strip off all that is due to borrow-

ing. Traces of originality may, however, be found
in some of these stories. Among the Fadhilah
and the Benu-'Aqidan—Berber tribes in the West
of Egypt— it was said that often a new-bom girl

changed form, becoming an ogre (^Am/) or a siVa, and
threw herself on people until .she was bound and
pinioned (al-Bakri, p. 4). The Arab author even
mentions an eye-witness of such an occurrence.
It is given by a modem tale current at Wargla,
Story of a Father and his Daughter the Ogress,*i
and is the foundation of an accusation brought
against the Tiled Settut ('the sons of the

Mega^ra'), a tribe of the Rif noted for its

pencha7it for brigandage.
'At first, Settut their mother used to be seen running about

with her three children in a piece of land which is desert to this

day, devouring the people and feeding her children on human
flesh. No one knew where she came from ; she was known of
no male, ogre or human, and this afterwards occasioned the

•
Al-Hakri, op. cit. p. 100 ; ibn Abi Zar', Rau4 al-Qartds, ed.

Tornberg, Upsala, 1843-46, i. 62
; ibn Khaldun, op. cit. v. 216.

t Duveyrier, Les Touaregs du Nord, p. 415, Sahara algerien
et tunufien, Paris, 1905, p. 203 ; Benhazera, Six mms chez les

Touarefis, p. 63.

I E. de Bary, Ghat et leg Tmiareg deVAir, Paris, 1898, p. 187 f.

S Foureau, D'Alfier au Congo, Paris, 1902, p. 65 f.

II Cf. Doutt<5, Magie et reli{)ion dans I'Afrique du Nord.
pp. 31-33.

U Biamay, £txide sur le dialecU berbire de Ouargla, pp. 255-
257.
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saying that the Uled Settut had no father. After devastating
the country for many long years, she suddenly disappeared and
was never seen again. Hut her children remained in the desert
of Oaret, and were the stock of the present Uled Settut.' *

The names by which the ogres are designated
are, for the most part, of Berber origin. Although
we find some that have come from Arabic, like

ghi'd or zelluma, yet among the Itif of Morocco
and the K'sur at Wargla, we iind amza • among
the Beni-Menacer amza, with feminine thamzat 01

tamzat, which is derived from the root MZ, 'seize,'
' take '

; among the Zuawas awaghzeniu. The
ogress has also the name of taghauzant in the
Chelh'a of Tazerwalt, of tseriel in Zuawa. But,
in the tales, there is a mixture of names from
stories relating to the ancient inhabitants of the
country, pagans or Christians, designated also by
the name of Juhala (Arabic for '

ignorant people '),

and from stories circling around the ogres, con-
fused to such an extent that these classes of stories
are often mistaken for each other.

15. The ceremonies of worship.—Here we are
reduced to conjectures, so far, at least, as the

purely Berber gods are concemed. Wherever
there were borrowing and assimilation, the cere-
monies were those of the Phoenicians and Romans,
and probably, in some parts, of the Greeks.
Protected by their isolation, the Guanches were
able to have a religion of their own. The waj'
in which they practised the preservation of the
mummies, for example, which was entrusted to a
special caste, proves

an original development
among them, alongside of common traits, even
before they had arrived at the idea of the immor-
tality of the soul or of future rewards and punish-
ments.! Viana mentions a female religious caste
called Harimaguadaa (or Harimag^ms, Magaas)
who lived in common, vowed virginity for a time,
educated the children, and, as has been seen above,
took part in certain ceremonies to get rain ; the
men were forbidden in that case to look at them.t
The house where they lived was called tamogantin
acoran,

' house of god
'

(in Berber, tigimmi tin

amoqran [?]). In connexion with ceremonies, we
may mention consultation by sleep.§ Examples of
this have been cited above. We shall add another :

in ancient times, the Augiles (of the oa-sis of

Aujila) used to go to sleep on tombstones and take
as answers the dreams they had during their sleep
(Pomponius Mela, i. 8). This was also the custom
of the Nasamonians (Herodotus, Hist. iv. 172)." Al-
Bakri cites a case where this method of divination
had no connexion with tombs or the dead. It was
in the Rif, on the borders of Wed Lau (see, further,
art. Incubation).

16. Feasts.—We must also speak of the feasts,
which have been with reason called saisonniires,
and which have continued among the maiority of
Berbers to mark the chief changes of the year.
There is good ground for

seeing in them the traces
of a nature-wor.ship with which may be as.sociated

some remains of agrarian rites. 1 he feasts seem
all the more ancient by being performed without
the intervention of special ministrants, by being
celebrated, not in the mosques, but near the tombs
of popular priests, and by being addressed to in-

visible powers and not to consecrated persons.
The principal feasts are those of Ennair, hxed for

the whole year ; the feast of 'ansera, which may
be called the water-festival ; the feast of 'achura,
etc. But it must be observed that the peculiarities
characterizing these feasts, as death or re-birth of

*
Mouli^raa, Le Maroe inetmnu, Oran, 1895, I. 183.

t Alonso de Espinosa, The Gitanches of Teneri/e, vol. L ch. 9,
' The mode of Interment 'p. 40 f. ; Glaa, op. cit. p. 74 ; Vemeau,
op. cit. pp. 79-84.

t Viana, op. cit. p. 22 f.
; Gomez Escudero in Chil y Naranjo,

Estudim, i. 520-522, 526; Glas, op. cit. p. 69 f.; Vemeau, (>p.

dt. p. 86.

S Cf. Doutt^, op. cit. pp. 410-416, and the authors quoted.
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vegetation, or purification by fire and water, are
not confined to the Berbers, but liave been found

among the most widely-difiering peoples. It will

be enough, tlierefore, to mention tliem.*

17. Traditions, etc.—It would be ditticult to say
whether the following tales, although current in

Africa, are of Berber origin. Pliny the Elder tells

that in this country
' no one begins any under-

taking without first uttering the word "Africa,"
while in other countries aftairs are begun by ask-

ing the favour of the gods' (HN XXVIII. v. 2).

Isigonus and Nymphodorus, mentioned by the
same author {HN Vll. ii. 2, reproduced by Aulus
Gellius, Nodes A tticae, ix. 4), tell that there were
in Africa families of sorcerers,

'

who, by means of

spells, cause flocks to perish, trees to wither up,
and children to die.

'

t
But we are clearly dealing with Berbers in the

follov/ing examples. In Tamerna, in the desert,
between Sabab and the mountains of Targliin, a

locality inhabited by the Beni-Geldin and the

Fuzanah, when a theft has been committed, the
inhabitants trace some writing which they com-
municate to each other. The thief is immediately
seized with a trembling, which does not stop until

he has confessed his guilt and restored what he has
stolen. He does not recover his calm until the

writing is rubbed out (al-Bakri, op. cit. p. 10).

In one of the mountains of the Mejeksa of the Rif
there lived a magician called Ibn Kosyah. This

name, which means ' the son (man) with the little

cloak,' was evidently a nickname borrowed from
his way of acting. No one dared to contradict him
or to disobey his wishes. If any one did, he turned
the cloak in which he was wrapped, and then
some malady attacked that person or his cattle

instantly. No matter how numerous his opponents
were, the malady fell on all the same as on one.
He even made tliem believe that a light burned
under his clothing. His sons and descendants
inherited the same power (al-Bakri, op. cit. p. lUl).

Similarly in the Rif, among the Ghumara, a
Beni-Shaddad tribe, part of the U-Halawat, there
lived a man who always carried a bag filled with
animals' heads, and a cord strung with the teeth
of land- and sea-animals. He used this as a chaplet.
He passed it round the neck of the person who was
consulting him, then shook it and tugged it

violently. Next he began to smell each of the

pieces separately until his hand stopped on one of
them. Then he answered any questions that were
put to him, and unerringly foretold illness, death,
gain, loss, prosperity, disappointment, etc. (al-

Bakri, op. cit. p. 101). Musa, son of Salih, was
also a Ghumara. He is said to have lived before
the Hijra; but even in the 14th cent, there still

remained his '

prophetic sayings, in the language
of the country, containing a great number of pre-
dictions relating to the control which the Zenatas
were going to exercise in the Maghrib. There is

quoted, in proof of the accuracy of his prophecies,
the fulfilment of the one that foretold the destruc-
tion of Tlemsen. The houses of this town were
to become a field tilled by a negro with a one-eyed
black bull. This is said to have taken place after
the destruction of Tlemsen by the Merinides, be-
tween A.u. 760 [A.D. 1358] and 770 [A.D. 1368]. But
if some people considered him a prophet, others took
him for a magician. In any case all credited him
with a supernatural power (ibn Khaldun, op. cit. vi.

106, 276, vii. 51). Further mention will be found

among Arab writers of persons who practised
* Cf. for full details on these feasts, Douttd, op. cit. pp. 541-

584 ; and among the sources cited, Destaing, L'Ennair chez les

Beni-Snous, Algiers, 1905, Les /Hen saisonniires chez les Beni
Snous, Algiers, 1907 ; Said Bulifa, Textes berbires en dialecte de
VAtlas marocain, Paris, 1909, pp. 146-167.

t On the evil eye in most recent beliefs, cf. Doutte, op. cit.

pp. 317-328, and the authors there quoted.

magic, such as Muiiammad al-Kutami, or 'Omar
and his son 'Abd Allah, chief of the Seksiwa

; but
this expression must refer to magic as understootl

by the Musalmans—an imported science, not of
native origin. The fame of the Berber women as
sorceresses Avas already established in antiquity,
as is shown by Virgil's anachronism when be
makes a Massilian priestess be consulted by Dido,
in order to keep ^neas by her magical arts

(^neid, iv. 483-498, 504-521). Even in our day
the women of Jurjura practise incantations, for
which they use certain plants. We have evidence
of this in a popular song which begins thus :

'

Greeting to thee, hawthorn (id'mim) ;

Men have called thee hawthorn ;

For me, I call thee the qaid which commands ;

Transform this husband of mine into an ass,*
And I shall have straw brought him.'

The other plants mentioned are the roots of the

dwarf-palm (thagunsa), the wild jujube (thaztia-

garth), the fruit of the coniferaj—pine, cedar or fir

(azinba)—and the green oak {ken-ush).-f
ii. Judaism.—It has been observed that the

Jews of the North of Africa, with the exception of
those who at well-known times were driven from
Europe by persecution, do not belong to the race
of Israel ; and they have rightly been regarded as
the descendants of Berbers converted to Judaism
during the Roman era. In the time of Augustus
we find Jewish colonies prospering in Cyrenaica
and Libya, and the barbarian insurrection which
broke out under Trajan at Cyprus, in Babylonia,
Egypt, and Cyrenaica simultaneously, and which
was repressed Avith great harshness, did not hinder
the development of the Jewish communities. This

may be seen from an inscription in a synagogue
discovered at Hamman el-Enf {OIL viii. 12457).
These communities acquired such importance that
the Catholic Church took precautions to prevent
relations between Christians and Jews, which soon
became rigorous measures under the Christian

Emperors, were suspended only by the triumph of

the Vandals, and were revived with the victory of

Belisarius and the Byzantines. Proselytism was
naturally exercised among the lower classes of the

population and even among rich Berber tribes.

But we do not know what kind of proselytism it

was, or to what extent the practices of the cult

and the observance of the prescriptions of the
Jewish Law were imposed, and Ave cannot give
credence to a late romance Avitli no more authority
than, e.g., the Fath' Ifriqya. The Arab Avriters

mention several tribes Avhich Avere JeAvish Avhen
the Musalmans came. But their statements are

contradictory. Thus, in one place, ibn Khaldun
mentions among the JcAvish tribes the JeraAvas
Avho liA'ed in Auras ; the Nefilsa, the FendelaAva,
the Mediuna, the Bahlula, the Ghiatha, and the
Fazaz in the Maghrib al-Aqsa (Kitab al-'Ibar, vi.

107). But Ave have seen that according to tradi-

tion, the Kahinah—a name foreign to the Arabs—
had familiar genii. Al-Bakri (op. cit. p. 9f.) and
ibn 'A?riri {op. cit. i. 3), both earlier than ibn

Khaldun, mention the Nefusa as Christians ; and
traces of churches Avhich have preserved their

name in Jebel Nefusa prove them right. But ibn

Khaldun himself in another place (op. cit. iv. 12)

says that the tribes of the FenuelaAva, the Bahliila,
the Mediuna, and the people of the territory of

Fazaz professed, some magic (paganism), some
Judaism, and some Christianity. Tlie place Avhere

the toAvn of Fas greAV up Avas inhabited by two
Zenata tribes: the Zuagha (Benu'l Khair) and
the Benu Yarghosh. Some professed Islamism,
others Judaism, and others paganism. These last

even had a temple at Shibulja, Avhere later arose
* The popular Berber tales include numerous examples of

metamorphosis, but they are borrowed.
t Hanoteau, Poisies poptUaires de la Kabplie du Jurjura,

Paris, 1807, pp. 303-312.
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the Andalusian quarters. Ibn Abi Zar', who has

preserved this detail (Baud al-Qartds, i. 15), de-

signates the pagans by the name of viajus (magi),
and he naturally calls their temple a house of fire.

This passage has been reproduced by ibn Khaldun

{op. cit. iv. 13).

In the same era, the country of Temsna (the
modern Shawia) and the towns of Chella and
Tadla were peopled partly by Jews and partly by
Christians, who submitted to accepting Islam

after the conquest of that region under Idris I.

It is not safe, therefore, to try to specify that

such and such a tribe was exclusively Jewish or

Christian. It seems nearer the truth to say that

each tribe included families, or perhaps clans, of

Jews, sufficient in number to be able to remain in-

dependent, at least in the Maghrib, until the end

of the 2nd cent. A.H.—a long time after the con-

quests of
'

Oqba and Musa. But the Judaism which
is spread at the present day by the descendants
of converted Berbers has nothing to distinguish
it from the Judaism practised in the other

regions of the civilized world ; and as regards
local sui)erstitions, they are common to Jews and
Musalmans.*

iii. Christianity.—We do not know hoAv

Christianity was brought to the Berbers, but

probably we should look for its starting-point in the

large towns, and for its first seats, as at Home, in

the Jewish communities. The separation was not

long in taking place, and the Church of Africa soon

became prosperous. But its history belongs rather

to the history of Christianity, and it is impossible
to cull from its developments and vicissitudes

what refers specially to the Berbers. We may
admit, however, that it was from among the

latter, at least iu the places under the direct

control of Home, that the Donatists were re-

cruited—a sect Avhich was more schismatic than
heretical—and the Circumcelliones, whose move-

ment, in spite of its religious colour, was social

rather than national. The list of African bishoprics

(Proconsular, Byzacene, Numidian, Mauretanian
—Sitifian, C?esarian, and Tingitan—and Tripo-

litan) contains a host of names of which the great

majority are Berber ; but it is difficult to identify
them all, these names being often simply those of

little villages, for the bishop's sphere of control

was a very narrow one. Epigra2)hical evidences

have enabled us to recognize some of them, and it

seems very likely that the mass of the population,

omitting "Roman colonists and some foreigners,
was composed of Berbers, or at least of a mixed
race in which the Berber element was predominant.
As for the half-subject or independent tribes among
whom Christianity spread, we may suppose that

conversion took place, as in so many other parts
of the uncivilized world, by means of captives
taken in incursions. The domination of the Arian
Vandals made no alteration in this state of affairs

further than that Catholicism, after having been
the persecutor, became in its turn (except at very
occasional intervals) the persecuted, and triumphed
only by the success of the Byzantines. t We must
mention, moreover, as having to do with the

history of Christianity among the Berbers of the
West of Algeria, the existence of a native dynasty
at the beginning of the 5th cent., after the fall of

the Vandals and before the Arab invasion. Some
• Cf. Cahen,

' Lea Juifs dans I'Afrique septentrionale," in

Notices et m^moires de la sociiti archiolugique de Constanh'ne,
vol. xi., 1867, pp. 102-108 ; Monceairx,

' Les colonies juives dans

I'Afrique romaine," in Remte des Etudes j^iives, vol. xliv. ; R.
Basset, Nidromah et les Traras, pp. vii-xvii.

t Ferrfere, La situation religietise de I'Afrique romaine dejniis
la fin du ivt siiele jusqu' d Vinvasion des Vandales, Paris, 1897 ;

Diehl, L'Afriqxte hyzantine, Paris, 1896, lib. iii. pt. ii. ch. 2,
'

L'E^lise d'AJrique sous le r^gne de Justinian,' pp. 40S-449,
vol. IV. pt. ii. ch. 2,

'

L'Eglise d'Afrique et radiiiinistration

byzantine,' pp. 503-517.

distance from Frenda the tombs of these princes
are seen. Two names may be recognized : Mejiha-
nias, and Massonas, wlio seems to have been the
same man as the Masema,

' rex gentium Mauro-
runi ac Romanorum,' mentioned in a Latin inscrip-
tion of Hajar el-Rum (Lamoricifere, CIL viii. 9835).
It was a Christian Berber dynasty, as is shown by
the emblems and remains of jiaintings which have
been excavated on the tombstones known by the
name oijedar, and alreadj' mentioned by the Arab
historians. These princes pnjbably disapjjeared
with Christianity itself, at the first victories of the
Musalmans.*

In the other places, however, Christianity still

survived for a long time : in Tripoli, among the

Nefusa, whose territory still contains a number of

ruined churches ; in Auras, among the Beranes ; and
in the Rif, among the Ghumara and the Sanhaja.
We have seen that at the time of Idris, i.e. more
than a century after the appearance of Islam in

this country, there still existed in the Maghrib al-

Aqsa, Christian tribes or parts of tribes. Wherever
a treaty was concluded between the invaders and
the native population, the latter, conforming to

the Musalman legislation, were able to keep tlieir

religion, but isolation and internal division hastened
its fall. In the 10th cent, there were still forty

bishops ;
in 1054, under Leo IX., only five remained,

and of these two were disputing the presidency.
In 1076, we see from the letters of Gregory VII.

that there were only two left : Cyriacus, primate
of Carthage, and Servandus, in the see of Hippo.
There was still a bishop at the Qala'a of the Beni-

Hammad ; he had the Arabic title of Khcd'if, and
he certainly emigrated with his flock to Bougie
under an-Nasir.f A Christian community existed

at the same time in ^lemsen, but we do not know
whether it was under the authority of a bishop
In 1068, al-Bakrit mentions a church in this town
which was frequented by the remains of a Christian

population surviving till that time. But every-

thing was carried away by the current of the

Almohads. No trace of Christianity remained,

alongside of vague legends, except a few words,

among others Tafaski (the Passover= na(rxa)—the

name given to the fourth month of the year by the

Taitaq, to the second by the Ahaggar. Afasko
and Tifisko mean 'spring' among the Awelim-
miden, and this word has penetrated even to the

Dyolofs of Senegal, Tabaski dya corresponding to
' December.'

iv. MuuAMMADANlSM.—i. History.—We have
no exact information, nothing beyond the some-
times fanciful accounts of the conquest, about the

way in which Islam spread in the North-West of

Africa, but it is certain that it met with a lively
resistance there. The first expeditions were only

cavalry raids, with pillage as their main object, in

which the Arabs avoided the strongholds where
the natives and the descendants of the Roman
colonists were takinf? refuge.

The coast-line itself

was respected, guarded as it was by the mountains
and the ports which remained in Greek possession.
The foundation of Kairwan by 'Oqba gave a

character of stability and permanence to the spread
of Islamism, but in no decisive way. The
Musalmans were more than once driven right back
to Tripoli ; accordingly it is not wrong to suppose
that the conversions they had succeeded in making
did not last. The Arab historians themselves

declare that the Berbers recanted from Islamism

twelve times ; and it is probable that, if they had

found an ally in a strong and well-organized

neighbouring power, they themselves, instead of
* Cf. La Blanch^re, op. cit. p. 78 f. ; GseU, op. cit. ii. 418-427,

and the bibliography there given. _

t Cf. de Mas Latrie, Traitis de paix et de cominerce. Pans,

18C8, pp. 14-17, 18-23.

t Op. cit. p. 76.
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the Byzantine Empire or the kingdom of the Goths,
would have triumphantly repelled the Musal-
man invasions. But their di\'isions and isolation,

especially after the conquest of Spain by Musa,
ended in securing the victory for Islam—a victory
which was not absolute and decisive until the 12th

century.
But if, during the earlier periods at least, they

were converted more by force than by persuasion,
they did not fail to retain in their new religion the

independence and party-spirit which they had
already shown in Christianity, by adopting schisms
rather than orthodoxy. The history of the
Musalman Berbers is simple to unfold. Originally
they were Sunnites, but soon they enthusiastically
welcomed the most levelling ideas of Islam, and
declared themselves for the various Kharijite sects.

On account of a similar feeling
—

hostility towards
the distant Khalifate of Baghdad, or the nearer
Khalifate of Cordova—they took the side of the

Alids, the opposite extreme from Islam, and
became the source from which Idris ibn'Abd Allah
and later "Ubaid Allah derived recruits to found
their dynasties. Idris founded his in the present-
day Morocco—a dynasty hostile to the Umayyads
of Spain, and to the Abbasids of Baghdad. That
of 'Ubaid was at Mahadia—a dynasty which drove
out the last representatives of the Abbasids in

Ifriqyah, almost succumbed to an offensive re-

taliation from the Kharijites, but was victorious
at the last moment, and once more became mistress
of North Africa and conquered Egypt. Then
came a Sunnite re-action, taken part in by the
Berbers of the South Sahara, the recently-converted
Lemtuna—a tribe whose fortune was as brilliant

as it was ephemeral. Other Berbers, the Mas-
muda of Atlas, whose chiefs were struggling
against the gross anthropomorphism of the
Almoravids (Lemtuna), founded a rival Khalifate
to the Khalifate of Baghdad (the Khalifate of

Cordova was no longer in existence, and that
of Cairo was about to disappear) ; but, clinging
to orthodoxy, they destroyed the last remains
of Christianity and all that had survived of

Alid Shi'ism, while dealing a blow at the same
time at Kharijism, already weakened by its

struggle with the Fatimids—a blow from which
it never recovered, so far, at least, as to be

independent.
After this the North of Africa, i.e. the Berbers

and Arabized Berbers, remained Sunnite except for

some stubborn industrial communities which held
out in Mzab, Jebel Nefusa, and Jerba.

2. Sects.—(a) Kharijites.
—To fill in the sketch

just traced would be to give a complete history of

North Africa, and would exceed the limits of this
article. We shall therefore pass over the orthodox
Islamism of tlie Berbers and refer only to that part
of their Islamism which was characteristic, viz.

the Kharijite doctrines (which, however, thej'
were not alone in spreading), and to the attempts
to found a religion which should be to Islam what
Islam was to Christianity and Judaism. It must
be understood that, apart from these attempts, the
Berber revolts, under the name of religious sects,
were essentially social ; they were not due to
diflferences of opinion or interpretation concerning
dogma. As a matter of fact, the Berbers had
controversialist theologians, but no great cham-

pions of orthodoxy or heterodoxy. They often

attached themselves to the strictest parts of the

Qur'an text ; tlie Lemtuna even accepted to the
letter all the figurative expressions and became

anthropomorphists. Thus, out of the four orthodox

sects, tne Berbers adopted the narrowest, the most

restricted, the one wnich (after the ^Janbalites)
was most slavish to the letter, viz., that of Malik
ibn Anas.

Hunted down in the East, after the fall of
Nahrawan and the victories of Haijaj, which had
saved the Khalifate of Damascus ana driven out the

Iraq Arabi Kharijites, the latter, divided into two
sects, Zubairites and Abadites, emigrated to tlie

West. They found no difficulty in spreading their
doctrine among the Berbers, the victims of the

greedy Musalman governors. In tlie interests of
the public and also of their own private treasurj',
these governors did not exempt converts to Islam
from the tax of a fifth—the tax paid by non-
Musalmans. The Zubairites, who took their name
from

'A bd Allah ibnZubairof theBenuTamiin.were
furthest advanced in the doctrine of Kharijism :

they refused the name of Musalman to any man
guilty of even a venial sin, and even made it law-
ful to kill him and seize his goods. This doctrine
was developed particularly in the north of what is

now called Morocco, above all, among the Matghara
and the Miknasa. Led by an old water-carrier of

Tangiers, Maisara, who took the title of Khalif,
more than 200,000 Berbers, with shaven heads and
carrying the Qur'an in front of them fastened to

their spear-points, annihilated the Khalif's armies
and took possession of Tangiers and Sus (A.H. 122
= A.D. 739-40). After an indecisive battle, they
killed their chief Maisara, and put Khalid ibn

^amid az-Zanati in his place. In the following
year, he destroyed two fresh Arab armies, and
thus brought a general alleviation in central

Maghrib. The two victories, of el-Qarn and el-

Asnam, checked, but did not destroy, the Zubairite
Berbers in the West ; and their chief, Abu Qorrah,
founded a State in the region of the Moluyya.
The Idrisids destroyed this centre of strict Kharij-
ism, concerning which we have only scanty in-

formation furnished by the orthodox writers.

Nothing remained of it but a small State founded
at Sijilmasa in the Tafilet. It disappeared in the

great Fatimid struggle.*
Another group was formed in Jebel Nefusa,

South-East of Tripoli, and it was not long in

spreading as far as the oases of Wargla and Wad
Kigh. This group is better known, because it left

historical and religious records. These Kharijites
were Abadites, dating their rise from 'Abd Allah
ibn "Abad who lived in the 1st cent. A.H. This

sect showed itself relatively more tolerant than
the Zubairites, and its founder seems to have had
relations with the Umayyad Khalif Abd al-Malik.

Its teaching was brought to the Maghrib by Salma
ibn Sa'd, and later by 'Omar ibn Imkaten, Isma'il

ibn Darrar, Asim as-Sadrati, etc. The most
famous of its chiefs, Abu'l Khatt'ab, took the

title of imam, and founded a centre, which was
reduced to a province by his fall and death in A.H.

155 [A.D. 771], but which, nevertheless, has re-

mained down to the present day one of the prin-

cipal Abadite centres. t One of its officers, a man
of Persian birth, 'Abd ar-Kaliman ibn Kustam,
succeeded in founding a religious kingdom at

Tahert (modern Tagdemt), which at one time

comprised all the South of the modern region of

Algeria, part of the region of Oran, the oases of the

Constantine region, South Tunisia, and a part of

the vilayet of Tripoli. But this kingdom was soon

involved in divisions, as usually happened among
the Berbers. Schisms arose : the Nukkarites,

separated by personal questions, ending in reviving
the uncompromising doctrines of the Zubairites ;

• Cf. the summary of these events in Doz^-, Histoire des

Musulmans d'K^mjne, Leyden, 1861, i. 141-156, 192-207, 23S-

250; Kournel, Les Berbers, i., Paris, 1875, 285-301, and the

sources given ; for the East specially, VVellhausen, Doi arabische

Heich und sein Stitrz, Berlin, 1902 pp. 47-125.

t Cf. on the Abadites of Jebel Nefusa, ash-Shamakhi, Kitab

as-Siar, Cairo, n. d. ; de Motylinski, Les Livres de la secte

abadhite, Aljners, 1885, pp. 6-20, 28-35, 37-61, Le DJebel ye/otua,

Paris, 1898-99 ; R. Basset, Les Swictuaires du Djebel Sefousa,

Paris, 1897.
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and the Wasilites, with doctrines tending to Mu'ta-
zilitism (liberalism). These dissensions greatly
favoured the work of destruction accomplished
later by the Fatimids.*

{b) Alids. — Although, on the one hand, the
Berbers adopted and intensilied the

levellin<^-
characteristic of Islam, and the Zubairites and
Nukkarites succeeded the Circiuncelliones among
them, on the other hand, some of them adopted
an entirely opposite doctrine. These, instead of

making the imclm a chief freely elected by the

community and, when necessary, deposed by it,

saw in their imam not merely the descendant of

the Prophet, but the incarnation of all the Prophets
and even of the Deity. The Alid doctrine i>ene-
trated into the Maghrib, and was adopted twice
as a protest against the orthodox Klialliate. The
first time, it was a descendant of 'Ali, Idris ibn
Abd Allah (who had escaped his family's disaster),
that founded the dynasty of the Idrisids, and Fas
afterwards became their capital. But it seems that
the Shi'ite doctrine, professed at this time by the

Berbers, meant simply adherence to this dynasty.
It even contributed to the consolidation of Islam

by converting the few Christians still surviving,
and by destroying the Nukkarites settled in

Tlemsen. This dynasty is of no importance in

the religious history of the country. We need

only observe that it had a firm ally in one Berber

tribe, namely, the tribe of the Auraba.f
(c) Ismailians.—Thelsma'ilian doctrine, on the

other hand, made great modifications on Islam by
reviving, under the mask of Slu'ism, the ancient
doctrines of Persia—mixtures of Manicha^ism and
Greek philosophy. It is hardly necessary to re-

mark that the mass of the Berbers who rallied to

this teaching always remained in the ranks lower
than initiation. Those of the central Maghrib, in

modern Great and Little Kabylia, became the chief

adherents of the Fatimid prophet [dft'i)'Kbd Allah,
and he recruited from them the army that was to

destroy the remains of the Abbasid government in

Ifriqyah, the Zubairite-Kharijite kingdom of Sijil-

masa, the Abadite-Kharijite kin'^dom of Tahert,
and the ghost of a State which had taken the place
of the Idrisid dynasty in Fas. The fall of Tahert
scattered the Kharijites who were settled in it.

Some of them were brought to Jerba, where one of

their communities still exists ; the others fled to

Wargla, Sedrata, and the region of Wad Bigh.
Their liJfe there was peaceful, and their prosperity
increased steadily until the ravages of ibn Ghanya,
and especially tne expeditions of the Almohads,
which Drought the levelling influence of Musalman
orthodoxy over N. Africa, came to drive them from
their refuge. Determined to keep their faith, they
proceeded to settle in a hilly stretch, called in

Arabic chebka ('thread'), where the Beni-Mzab-
Wasilian nomads, whose name they took, used to

wander about. Sheltered in this solitary place,
where they made rich oases, the emigrants, like

the Mormons on the shores of Great Salt Lake,
prospered under the shadow of outside wars, and
rounded a community, a sort of ecclesiastical State.
This community gi-ew rich by commerce and agri-
culture ; but, as usual among the Berbers, it was
torn by dissensions, not only between towns (there
were seven towns), but even between districts of

towns. It required the authority of France, in

1882, to restore peace.
Another group of Nukkarites had remained

* a. on the Rustamites, A. de Motylinskj, Les Livres de la
fccte abadhite, pp. 20-28, 33-36 ; Masqueray, Chrcmique d'Abou
Zakaria, Algiers, 1878; al-Barradi, Kitab el Djawaher, Cairo,
1302 ; de Motylinski, Chronique d'Ibn Saghir, Paris, 1907.

t Cf. on the Idrisids, Fournel, Les Berbers, i. 39G-401, 41Sf.,
447-450, 455-466, 473-477, 496-506, and the sources there cited, to
which we may add Idris ben Aiimed, Eddorar el bahyah. Fas,
AM. 1324 [A.D. 1906].

independent in the Auriis. Abu Yazid, nick-
named ' the Man on the Ass,' brought up by an
old schoolmaster who was born in the Sudan and
preached the Khariiite doctrines in their utmost
strictness, imperilled the existence of the Fatimid
dynasty under its second prince. The dynasty
was at this time reduced to within the walls of
its capital, Mahdya. But a supreme effort saved
it. The Berbers were first ariven back, then

utterly crushed, and the Empire of the Isma'ilians

regained all its power, which was increased later

by the conquest of Egypt.* It was probably at
this time that Kharijism disappeared in the
central Maghrib (except in Wargla, Jebel Nefusa,
and Mzab).
As for the dynasties which followed, they were

all helped by the Berber tribes from whom they
were sprung, the Almoravids by the Lemtuna, the
Almohads Tjy the Masmuda, and the Kumia by
the Beni-Merin, the Beni-Zyan and the Beni-

Wemannu, who ruled simultaneously. Their

religious history, accordingly, offers no character-
istic interest. And it is the same with the

dynasties which were established in the central

Maghrib and Ifriqyah before and after the great
Hilalian invasion (in the eleventh century of our
era).

3. Present-day Islamisra.—At the present day,
orthodox Islamism reigns alone (associated, of

course, with local superstitions) all over North
Africa, except, as has already been said, in Mzab,
Jerba, and Jebel Nefusa, where the modified

Kharijism of the Abadites holds sway. It is espe-

cially in Mzab—the centre of theological studies,—that the traditions are kept up. The idzzaben ,

('doctors') have retained an influence there which
has a control over the conscience in spite of eon-
tact with Europeans. But Kharijism has lost its

poAver of spreading, and more converts are being
made by the Musalmans.f We may form an idea of

the doctrine at present in vogue from tlie summary
given in an' Aqidah reduced to the Berber language,
and then translated by a Nefusi, Abu H'afs Omar
ibn Jamia, who lived probably in the 11th cent.

A.H. Several commentaries J have been made on
it, and it forms the basis of the Kitdb Ma'dlim
of Shaikh 'Abd al-Aziz of the Beni-Sgen, author
of a treatise no less famous, tlie Kitdb an-Nil. It

is this latter that is now followed in Mzab and
Jerba, while at Jebel Nefusa it is the treatise of

Shaikh Abu Taher Isma'il al-Jaitali, who died at
Jerba A.H. 750 (A.D. 1349-1350). From tlie point
of view of dogma, so far as the fundamental

principles of Islam are concerned, this doctrine
dues not difler from orthodox}-. The only differ-

ence lies in some points of discipline : the waluia,
the law imposing friendliness between Musalmans
of the same group, and its opposite, the beraa (in

Mzab, tebria, 'punishment,' 'excommunication');
and, among the 'ways' of religion, besides the
' manifest way

'—that of the first Khalifs—the
mention of the ' forbidden way,' the '

way of

sacrifice,' and the 'secret way,' which, founded as

they are on orthodo.x example, have justified the

• On the Fatimids, their domination in the Maghrib, and the
insurrection of Abii Yazid, cf. Fournel, Les Berbers, ii., Paris,

1881; Masqueray, Chronique d'Abou Zakaria, pp. 205-251;
de Goeje, iUmoires d'higtoire et de geographie orientaUs,

Leyden, 1886, vol. i.

t Cf. on Mzab, Cojne, Le Mzab, Algiers, 1879 ; Robin, Le
Mzab et son annexion, Algiers, 1884 ; de Motylinski, Guerara

depuis sa fondation, Algiers, 1885 ; Masqueray, Formation dt»

cites chez les populations sidentaires de I'Algirie, Paris, 1886,

pp. 173-221; Amat, Le M'Zab et les M'Zabites, Paris, 1888;

Morand, Les Eanouns du Mzab, Algiers, 1903.

J The commentarj" and Arabic glosses of 'Omar ath-Tholatbi

and Daud ath-Tholathi were published at Constantine in

A.H. 1323 [A.D. 1905] by M. de Motylinski, to whom also we owe
an ed. of the text with a French tr., L' 'Aqida populairt de*

AbadhiUs aXgiriens, Algiers, 1905. The Kitdb an-AU waa
I published at Cairo in a.h. 13o5 [a.d. 16S7].
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conduct of the Kharijites ever since their ajjpear-
ance.

4. Attempts to form new religions.—(a) Ha-
Miin.— It remains now to speak of only two
attempts to form a religion that should be the

complement of Islamism, as Islamism claims to be
of Judaism and Christianity. The first attempt
took place among the Ghuniara of the Rif, in the
neighbourhood of Tetuan, in the territory of

Mejeksa among the Beni-Ujeffil. There is dis-

agreement concerning the exact date of the appear-
ance of this religion ; opinions vary, from A.H. 313
to 325. In any case, it was at the beginning of
the fourth century A.H., the tenth century of our
era.

A certain Ha-Mim, son of Mann Allah (' Grace of

God'), son of Hariz, son of 'Amr, son of U-Jeful,
son of U-Zerual, appeared in this tribe and
preached a new religion. He cut out three of the
canonical prayers, leaving only two—one for sun-

rise, the other for sunset. In offering these

prayers, his followers had to prostrate themselves
so as to touch the gi'ound with the palms of both
hands. He also dispensed ^\-ith the Ramadan fast,

except for the last three days, or, according to

others, for ten days ; but he established a fast till

mid-day every Wednesday, and for the whole day
every Thursday, as well as two days in Shauwal.
Whoever failed to keep these had to pay a fine of

five or three oxen. He abolished pilgrimage,
purification, and total ablution, allowed the use
of pork, but forbade fish that had not had their
throats cut (or been gutted), all animals' heads,
and the eggs of all kinds of birds. Even to this

day, a tribe in the neighbourhood of Tipasa and
the Tuaregs abstain from hens' eggs. He com-

posed a Qur'an in Berber for the use of his

partisans ; the Arab ^vriters at least call it a

Qur'an. Some fragments have been preserved.
One of these began with the formula of the unity
of God, then continued :

' Deliver me from my
sins, O Thou who hast let Thy gaze rest upon the
earth ; withdraw me from my sins, as Thou didst
withdraw Jonah from the whale's belly and Moses
from the waters.' All prostrated themselves and
repeated :

'
I believe in Tanguit (or Talyah,

Teba'ih), aunt of Ha-INIim.' This Tanguit was a
sorceress like Dajju, the sister of the new prophet.
Ha-Mim, nicknamed al-Muftdri ('the forger'),
made numerous converts right on tUl his death (A.H.
313 according to some, 325 according to others).
He fell in a combat against the Masmuda in the

territory of Tangiers. His sect did not disappear
with him. Later on, a certain 'Asim ibn Jamil
offered himself as a new prophet in this tribe.*

[b) Sdlih.—Another attempt was of more im-

portance. In the West of the Maghrib, in Temesna
(the modern Shawia, which includes Casablanca,
Rabat, and Chella), the Berghuata were settled.

One of their chiefs, Tarif, who seems to have been
of Jewish origin (son of Simeon, son of Jacob, son
of Isaac), had, along with his people, embraced the

Zubairi-Kharijite doctrines and struggled against
Maisara. After the fall of the Berbers, he retired
to Temesna and lived there in independence. He
remained faithful to the doctrines of Islam ; but
his son, distinguislied for his learning and virtues,
who had also fought in the ranks of the Zubairites,
offered himself as Prophet and composed a Berber

Qur'an. But he did not spread his doctrine ; he
entrusted it to his son Elias, and set out for the

East, declaring that he would return when tiie

seventh king of his dynasty was on the throne.

The new religion remained in seclusion until the
*
Cf. al-Bakri, KUdb al-Masdlik, p. 100 f.; ibn Abi Zar",

Iiav4 a/-Qoc(«-9, ed. Tornberg, i. 62 f.
; anonymous, Kitdb at-

Jstibfdr. ed. Kremer, p. 80; ibn "A^ari, Kitab ol-BayAn, i. 198;
ibn Khuldiin, op. cit. vi. 216 ; an-Niiairi, Appendix to Histoire

des Berbires tr. de Slane, ii. 492 f.

reiroi of Yunos, who proclaimed it abroad and com-
pelled the people to adopt it wliether they would
or not. Tne doctrine of Salih, who presented
himself as the Sdlih al-Mu'minln mentioned in the

Qur'an (Ixvi. 4), was as follows : to recognize the
Divine purpose of all the prophets and of Salih

himself, to fast during the montii of Rajab instead
of Ramadan, and also on a certain day of tiie

week and the same day tiie following weeks ; to

pray five times a day and five times every night ;

to celebrate the feast of sacrifices on the eleventh
of Muharram (and not on the twelfth of Dhul-

hijja).
The manner of performing ablutions was et^ually

definite. There was no invocation (addn) or intro-

duction to prayers (iqdma). Sometimes prayers
were offered with prostration, sometimes without ;

in the first case, the congregation raised their
foreheads and hands half a handbreadth from
the ground. In proclamation of the greatness of

God (tdkblr), they placed one hand on the other
and said: A esm en lakosh ('to the name of

God '), then Mokkor lakosh (' God is great '). The
Orientalists are wrong who have thought to recog-
nize the name of Bacchus in this word or in its

variant Bakosh, and have drawn such extra-

ordinary conclusions about the extent of Bacchus'

worship and mysteries. M. de Motylinski has
shown that this name lakosh is derived from
the Berber root UKSH, which means 'to give.'
It is an epithet corresponding to the Arab
al-Wahhdb, 'the generous,' one of the epithets of

God.*
Public prayer took place on Thursdays very

early in the morning. When making profession
of faith, they held their hands open and leaning
on the ground ; they repeated half (?) of their

Qur'an standing and the rest prostrate. At
the end of the prayer they pronounced this

formula in their own language :

' God is above us ;

nothing that is on the earth or in the sky is hid

from Him.' Then they repeated in Berber:
Mokkor lakosh ('God is great'); or, as often,
Ihan [Ian) lakosh ('God is one') and Ur cfam
lakosh ('There is none like God'). The alms

required by law were half of all their grain. As
in the religion of Ha-Mim, it was forbidden to eat

eggs, the head of any animal, or fish that had not

had their throats cut. Cock's flesh was forbidden,
the cock announcing prayer by its crow. Hens'

flesh was allowed only in cases of dire necessity.
Liars were driven from the country ; thieves,

when convicted by evidence or by their own
confession, were put to death ; fornication was

punished by stoning. The blood-price was fixed

at a hundred head of beasts. Any man could

many as many wives as his means allowed

(cousins to the third degree being forbidden), and

repudiate them and take them again as often as

he pleased. But the faithful were forbidden to

marry Musalman wives, or to give their daughters
to Musalmans. The saliva of their Prophet brought
Divine blessings with it, and was regarded as an
infallible remedy ; this kind of belief still exists

among certain Musalmans of Algeria with regard
to their marabouts.

Lastly, it should be said that they were very
far advanced in astronomy and highly skilled in

judicial astrology. The Qur'an which Salib

composed in Berber contained eighty suras, most
of them having a prophet's name for title. The
first was called Ayijub (Job, cf. Qur'an xxi. 83),

the last Yunos (Jonah, the title of sura x. of the

Qur'an). The names shov dearly tliat it is an
imitation of the Qur'an. There were the suras

* de Motylinski, Le nom berbire de Dieu chez ies Abadhitet,

Algiers, 190,5 ; R. Basset, Le nom berb^re de Dim chez let

AbadhiUs, Susa, 1906.
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of Fir'aun (Pliaraoh, cf. Qur an xliii. 45-55) ; of

Qdrun (Korah, Qur'an xxviii. 79) ; of Hdnuin
(Ainan, cf. Qur'an xxviii.) ; of Ycljuj and Mdjilj
(Goir and Magog, Qur'an xviii. 93, xxi. 96) ; of

ad-Ditjjdl (Anticlirist, Qur'an xxvii. 84) ; of al- Ijl

(the Calf of Gokl, cf. Qur'an ii.); of Ilcirut and
Marftt (cf. Qur'an ii. 1(6) ;

of J'dlilt (Saul, cf.

Qur'an ii. 245 f.); of Nimrod; of the Cock, the

Partridge, the Grasshopper, the Camel, the Eight-
footed Herpcnt, and of the Marvels of the World
which contained the most

lofty knowledge. A
fragment of the sura of Job has been preserved in

an Arab translation: 'In the name of God ! He
by whom God has sent his Book to men is also he

bj' whom lie has told forth His tidings. They
say : Iblis has knowledge of destiny. God forbid !

iblis cannot have the knowledge of God. What
can triumph over tongues in discourse? God alone

can by His decree. By the tongue by which God
has sent His truth to men, that truth is established.

Look at Mamet [in Berber, imuni Mamet, i.e.

Muhammad]. During his life, and right on to his

death, his followers conducted themselves aright.
Then his people grew corrupt. He has lied who
said that truth survives where there is no messenger
from God.'
The Beighuata offered a long and successful

resistance to the various dynasties which followed
each other in the Maghrib, and it was only to the

Almohads that their sect finally succumbed.*
Must we consider as the jirovenance of one of

these sects or of a sect analogous to them the

beliefs of the Zekkara, who live in Morocco not
far from the Algerian frontier, between the Beni-

Iznacen, the Beni-Bu Zeggu, and the Beni-Ya'la ?

We liave not only been informed (though it would
be wise to check the information) of their absolute

antagonism to the Musahnans and their dogmas,
but have even got hints of a complete indilierence

to every kind of belief. Some have even gone the

length of regarding them as Positivists, although
they claim to believe in the doctrine of the cele-

brated marabout buried at Miliana, Sidi Ahmad
ibn Yusuf.t The most daring systems have found

acceptance ; even Druses have been seen there.

Before risking any opinion on this question, we
should wait until a seriously conducted inquiry is

made. When this has been done, it will probably
be found that this is a tribe which, on account of

its isolation, has remained in the state in which
the greater part of North Africa was during the

anarchy of the 15th and 16th centuries, when the

Musalman missionaries succeeded in resuscitating
Islamism from a vague shadowy memory.
LiTKRATURB.—The literature has been feTven fully throufjhout

the article. In addition to the works there mentioned, the

following may also be consulted :
—H. Leclercq, L'A/rique

ehritienne, 2 vols., Paris, 1904, vol. i. for paganism, and passim
(or Christianity ; M. Slouschz, Uebroeo-phiniciem et Judeo-

berbires, Paris, '1908. RENfi BASSET.

BEREANS.—The Bereans were a religious sect,

originating in Edinburgh in the year 1773, who
took their name from the Bereans mentioned in

Ac 17'"" ('who received the word with all readi-

ness of mind, and searched the Scriptures daily,
whether these things were so').

I. Life of founder.—John Barclaj', their founder,
was the son of a farmer, Ludovic Barclay, in the

parish of Muthill. Early designed by his father
for the Church, he received a good education, and
was sent to the University of St. Andrews. In
his theological course he came under the influence
of Dr. Archibald Campbell, professor of Church
History, author of an Enquiry into the Original

* Cf. on the Berghiaata, al-BakrI, Kitab al-ilasdlik, pp. 134-
141 ; ibn Abi Zar', Rau(t al-Qartds, pp. 82-84 ; ibn 'A?;m,
Kitdb at-Bnydn, pp. 231-2^6; ibn Khaldun, op. cit. vi. 207-210.

t Moulieras, Une tribu X&nite anti-mMsulmane av Mamc.
Paris, 1905.

of Moral Virtue, and The Necessity of Revelation.

Campbell's views attracted considerable attention
in his time, and were deemed sufticiuntiy heretical
to bring him to the bar of the General Assembly,
though the case was dismissed. The lirst of four

charges was that he held that 'man was unable by
the use of his rational powers to find out tlie Being
of a God.' This thesis Barclay was afterwards to
take up and amplify.
Meantime Barclay was licensed on 27th Sep-

tember 1759 by the Presbytery of Auchterarder,
and shortly afterwards was apjjointed assistant
to the Kev. James Jobson of Errol. From the
first he attracted attention by his preaching. He
was a man of strong convictions, of great fervency
of utterance, with a command of rhetorical language
which readily passed into violent invective against
those who opposed what he conceived to be the
truth. Jobson belonged to the Evangelical l)arty
in the Church. He was a ' Marrow man,' with clear

views of his own, and it is not surprising to find

that after some controver.sial pas.sages, culminating
in a statement from the pulpit of their respective
positions, he and Barclay were obliged to part. In

1763, Barclay went to Eettercairn to be a.ssistant

to the Kev. Anthony Dow, whose failing health

prevented him from fulfilling the duties of his

pastorate. Here he found himself in a more con-

genial atmosphere, as Dow's son, who was minister
of Dron, had sat on the same bench with him at col-

lege, and sympathized with his opinions. Barclay's
ministrations were warmly received by the people.
He preached to crowded congregations, many flock-

ing from the surrounding parisTies attracted by his

eloquence. He was most assiduous in his visitation

and catechizing, and exercised a strong moral in-

fluence over the people. Barclay had a considerable

gift of verse, though his productions scarcely rise

into the region of poetry. Many of his verses
were afterwards collected into a hymnary which
was used in his own church.

In 1766, Barclay came into collision with the

Presbytery through the publication of a book en-

titled Rejoice Evermore, or Christ All in All. The
book was condemned as heretical, and Barclay
received a formal censure. A list of his heresies

was also drawn up and read from the pulpit of

Fettercairn Church. This, however, only increased
his popularity in the parish. When Barclay's con-

nexion with the parish ceased, he asked for the
usual Presbyterial certificate, which was refused,

nominally on the ground that he was obstinicting
the peaceable settlement of the presentee. Bar-

clay appealed from this refusal to the Synod and

Assembly, but the appeal was dismissed.

On the occurrence of the vacancy at T'ettercairn

a petition was sent to the Crown (in whose gift
the patronage lay) by the whole body of the

parishioners, asking for the appointment of Barclay
as their minister. The petition was refused, and
the Rev. Robert Foote was presented to the living,

though only three communicants could be found
to sign the call. An appeal to Synod and Assembly
met the usual fate. Thereupon the whole body of

the congregation, to thenumberof over a thousand,
hived off and built a church at Sauchieburn, in the

neighbouring parish of Marykirk.
Meantime Barclay, by appeal in the matter of

his certificate, had had an opportunity of stating
his views in the General Assembly and also of

preaching in various churches in Edinburgh. In

the capital he gained a number of adherents, who
resolved to secede from the Church, and who pre-

sented him with a formal call to be their minister.

The church at Sauchieburn also wislied to secure

his services, but Barclay preferred to stay in

Edinburgh, though his adherents there were very
few (the call contains sixty signatures), and couh:
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do very little for him. It is a characteristic of

Scottish dissent which is frequently overlooked
that a peculiar High Church tradition has invari-

ably run through it. The call of the people, while

indispensable to a valid ministry, has never been
deemed sufficient. The minister must be ordained

by his brethien in the ministry, who alone can

judge of his qualification, and through whom alone
can come the necessary authority to administer
the ordinances of religion and to dispense the
sacraments. Barclay's congregation could not find

any presbytery in Scotland that would furnish him
with the necessary status, and so he was sent to

England with a general letter addressed ' to what-
ever Presbytery or class of dissenting Brethren
this shall be presented.' Armed -with this epistle
and accompanied by two commissioners from his
own congregation, Barclay proceeded to New-
castle, where he was regularly ordained on 12th
October 1773. The certificate of ordination is

signed by John Blyth, moderator, minister at

Thirsley ; Robert Green, clerk ; and three others.

On his return to Edinburgh, the new Church was
constituted as the ' Berean Assembly,' so called

from ' those noble Bereans who professed to search
the Scriptures for the whole counsel of God, and to

have a conversation becoming the gospel of Christ.'

The church at Fettercairn had meantime found a
minister in Mr. James Macrae, and another con-

gregation had been formed at Criefi which, through
its proximity to Muthill, had been touched by
Barclay's influence.

The internal economy of the Church in Edinburgh was
troubled from the first. The congregation was very poor, and
Barclay had never more than £18 a year for his services. He
was more concerned, however, about the publication of his views
than about the straitened means of his domestic life, and the
unwillingness of the outljing congregations of Fettercairn and
Crieff to subscribe to a complete edition of his works was the
occasion of much searching of heart. An epistle, signed by
all the managers and overseers of the Church in Edinburgh,
was sent to these provincial centres, pointing out the serious
detriment it was to the Berean cause,

' which is the only Chris-
tian cause on the face of the earth,' that at a time when the
Truth of God was being hopelessly perverted, its defence should
fail through their negligence to purchase a book containing

' an
express and undeniable confutation of all the heresies of men
in the power of the devil.' The arguments used by some of

Barclaj''s followers for giving him no encouragement to publish
was an inference from his own central thesis.

' Since we know
nothing of God and Divine things save from the Bible,' they
urged,

' what is the use of publishing theological treatises ?
' In

1776, however, all difficulties seem to have been got over, and
there appeared The Psalins, paraphrased according to the Nev:
Testament Interpretation, prefaced by a long dissertation in
which Barclay expounds his peculiar ideas of Scripture. This is

very much a reproduction and expansion of his earlier work,
Rejoice Evermore. His previous productions had been Without
Faith, without God, or an appeal to God concerning His oum
Existence, and a Tractate on the Eternal Generation of the Son,
called forth by a phase of the Glassite controversy in 1769,
On the Assurance of Faith, On the Observation of the Lord's
Supper, and A Letter on Prayer, in 1774. In 1778 these were
re-published along with a Treatise on the Sin against the Holy
Ghost. In 1783 appeared The Epistle to the Hebrews para-
phrased, and later, A Close Examination into the Truth of
several received Publications. A new edition of part of his
works was published in 1852, with funds left for the purpose by
Mr. James Carsewell, for many years a deacon of the Berean
Church in Glasgow.

Barclay had the zeal of an apostle. Towards
the close of 1776 lie went to London on the invita-
tion of some friends who had read his books and
sympatiiized with his views. He meant to stay
only a few weeks, but he was so warmly received
and attracted such crowds of admiring hearers that
he was forced to remain in order to consolidate the
movement. Meanwhile he was sorely distressed by
the importunities of the little flock in Edinburgh,
who needed his personal influence to hold them
together. He sent, as his substitute, William
Nelson, a surgeon, who, before his departure, was
ordained to the ministry. Nelson was a man of
some gifts. He had been educated for the Church
of En<.'.!and, but had embraced the doctrines of

Whitefield, and had joined the Calvinistic Method-

ists. While in England, Barclay visited Bristol,
where a Berean Church was founded. There is an

interesting passage
in the Autobiography of Dr.

Somerville of Jedburgh which shows conclusively
that Barclay made a considerable impression in

London. Writing of the year 1785, he says (p.

219):
'

Upon the dismission of this little congregation we were met
by such an immense crowd pressing at the entrances to the

chapel that we could not make an escape without a struggle ;

and when I enquired who came next, I was answered by one
of the female sex which seemed to predominate in this new
assemblage, "The Bereans, if you please." The Rev. Dr.

Horsely, a few days before, had mentioned the sect (the Bereans)
to me, of which I had not heard before. He said it had lately

sprung up in the west of Scotland, and he seemed to speak of

it as an mteresting event and likely to make a figure in the
Christian Church. I confess I was rather ashamed to be found
ignorant of an event occurring at my own door which seemed
to him so important.'

The fact that an intellect so acute as that of

Horsely, the great champion of orthodoxy against
Socinianism, saw possibilities in Barclay's views is

sufficient evidence that they were worthy of more
attention th.an they have since received.

Barclay returned from London in 1778, leaving
the church there in charge of two ordained presby-
ters, James Donaldson and Samuel Bishop. He
resumed his ministry in Edinburgh, and Nelson
was sent throughout the provinces to strengthen
the Berean churches that had sprung up in various

places. There is a record of congregations in

Glasgow, Criefl", Kirkcaldy, Dundee, Arbroath,
Montrose, Brechin, and Fettercairn. Barclay him-
self took a keen interest in all these churches. His
means were narrow. His stipend from his own
church was trifling, and, though he had a small
income from property belonging to his first wife,
it was spent mainly in publishing his books. His

apostolic journeys, therefore, were on foot, and
were confined to Scotland—which was one reason

why the cause in England languislied. His
exertions gradually impaired his health. He died

suddenly, while on his way to church, in a friend's

house, on 29th July 1798, and was buried in Calton

cemetery, where a monument is erected to his

memory. His work was carried on in Edinburgh
by Donaldson, one of the London pastors, who
iiad some time previously been transferred to the

pastorate at Dundee. Under his charge the church
for twenty-five years met with a fair measure of

success, but after his death it was split up by
internal dissensions and gradually melted away.
The Berean churches throughout the country in

course of time lost their identity and were merged
in the Congregational ists.

2. Doctrine.—John Barclay's theological position
is extremely interesting, and ought not to be dis-

missed with the scant courtesy with which it has

hitherto been treated. In this obscure founder of

a dead sect we see a man struggling with a theo-

logical environment that was inadequate to contain

his thought, and endeavouring to express in the

theological terminology
of his day ideas that in

our time have created their own terminology. His

leading tenet is that we derive all our knowledge
of God from direct revelation—the revelation

given us in God's word. Now tliis is just the

position of Ritschl, and Barclay reached it by a

process of thought similar to tiiat of the German
theologian. Kitschl had Kant to fall back upon
in order to find a metaphysical sanction for his

system. Joim Ban;lay h.ad to create his own meta-

physics on a liint supplied to him by Dr. Archibald

Campbell. His central thesis he .states thus :

' We
do not come to the knowledge of God by any fore-

going train of reasonings to introduce it, but

merely by a sovereign act of God's own power,
revealing Himself in our hearts.' In short, reason

is totally inadequate to reach the idea of God.
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our

logical

Barclay thus consciously breaks with the Scholastic

distinction, held in his day by every section of the

Christian Church, between Natural and Revealed

Religion. The Scholastic position is that

belief in God is an inference crowning a

process. Reason convinces us of tiie existence of

God, but all that i-eason can tell us of God is the
bare fact of His existence. We need revelation

to supplement reason, to unfold to us the nature
of God, to explain His attributes, and to teach us
His relation to man. To believe otherwise is to

land ourselves in a logical dilemma. To say that
we believe in God because we believe the revela-

tion of Himself He has given us in Scrii)lure, and
that we believe the Scripture revelation to be true

because it comes from God, is simply reasoning in

a vicious circle. We must have an antecedent
belief in God before revelation becomes even a
rational conception. Now John Barclay in Scot-

land saw as clearly as Kant did in Germany, and
rather before him than after, tiiat there is a deeper
fallacy than appears underlying this method. In

the first place, suppose reason could prove the bare
existence of God, all that reason gives us is a mere
abstraction—a mere caput mortuuin. We cannot
know God apart from His attributes any more than
we can know substance apart from its qualities.
The variety of ethnic ideas concerning God shows
that tliere is no unanimity regartling any one of

His attributes, or even regarding the moral or

immoral consistency of His character. It was
admitted by all Christian schools that the attri-

butes of God can be known to us only through
revelation. If this be so, then the God of Nature,
a Being -without attributes, is an impossible con-

ception.
(1) But what of the theistic arguments them-

selves? Barclay criticizes them with an acumen

worthy of Kant. He takes up the a jjnori proof
of Dr. Samuel Clarke, which then held the field,

stating it thus :

' No being can produce another

being or thing before itself exists. But the world
exists ; therefore the world behoved to be prodiiccd

by some other being which must have existed before

the world, and what can that being which must
have existed before the world in order to produce it

be but God ?
'

Barclay points out that the original

{)Osition

holds here with regard to God. On this

earned divine's own showing there must be some-

thing antecedent to God in order to produce Him.
In short, you cannot reason from contingency to

absolute being. You can but recede through
secondary causes till imagination calls a halt, and
then arbitrarily posit a self-existent cause. But
this is not reasoning, and the result of it is not
God. And tlie same holds true of the argument
from design :

'
If you were to see a beautiful, con-

venient, and well-contrived house, would you not

conjecture that there behoved to be some artist

for the builder, and that he were eminent in his

way too ; you would not imagine that it came by
chance.' Again, Barclay with rare acumen and a

truly modern ring says :

' There is no argument
here. We know men, and we know houses are

their works, from experience and observation ; but
we have no access for experience or observation
in the framing of worlds.' Moreover, he goes on to

say, we cannot tell the character of the workman
directly from his works, which may be fashioned
for either a good or an evil purpose. It is our ante-
cedent knowledge of that character that determines
the judgment Ave form of his works.
No doubt there is much in this reasoning that reminds us of

Hume as well as Kant, but it is doubtful whether Barclay was
familiar with Hume. He was evidently a pood classical scholar
and well read in the theology of his day, but the present wTiter
can find no direct reference to Hume in his works, though the

analogy of his reasoning with that of the sceptical philosopher
was early pointed out by the Rev. D. Thom of Liverpool, one of

his disciples. Barclay'^ interests were purely religious and

theological. He did not trouble himself with the problems of

episteniology. But undoul)tedly his main position is exactly
that of Hume, viz., that we cannot carry our ideas of causation

beyond tliu lield of experience and obisc'r\atioii, that we cannot
argue from the finite to the infinite, and tliat so Ir.iiiscendental
a fact as a Divine revelation cannot be rca'.-hed l)y argument
or established by human testimony. It was rather from Dr.
Archibald Campbell that Barclay drew his inspiration. And
yet the two men were of essentially different natures, and even
their central tenets were by no means identical. Campbell's
polemic is directed against the Deists, and all he seeks to

prove is that as a matter of fact and history men never have
arrived at a true conception of Ood by means of reason or the

light of nature. He dues not assert that reason is incapable of

discovering Uod, but only that reason never has di.scovered
God without the aid of revelation. The knowledge of God,
therefore, may still be the logical prius of revelation, though
it never has been the actual antecedent. Barclay's intellect, on
the other hand, is metaphysical. His argument is essentially a
criticism of the reasoning faculty. There is something in its very
nature that prevents reason from grasping the transcendental.

(2) But what is revealed truth, and on what
testimony is it to be received ? To this the answer
is that the objective content of revelation is to be
found in the Bible, and the Bible is to be received
on the testimony of the Holy Ghost. '

God, who
commanded the light to shine out of darkness, hath
siiined in our hearts, to give the light of the know-

ledge of the glory of God in the face of Jesus
Christ' (2 Co 4''). The illumination that enables
the soul to see God in the Bible is a direct act of His

grace, administered by the Holy Spirit. But the

Holy Ghost gives only the illumination. The know-

ledge of God comes from without. It is seen in the

face of Jesus Christ, of whom the whole Scripture
testifies. This assent to the truth of the revela-

tion of God given in Scripture is
'
faith.' Faith is

not a subjective emotion or personal appropriation
of Ciirist. It is an intellectual act. It is belief in

the Bible in its totality as the word of God, on the

testimony of the. Holy Ghost, i.e. through the light
thrown upon it by the Holy Ghost illumining
the soul of the believer,

' without any kind of

collateral support, or any other evidence or testi-

mony whatever.' There is no mysterious meaning
in the

theological
term 'belief.' 'Belief is our

holding of a thing for truth which is told us by
another person, merely on account of that person s

credibility or authority.' We believe earthly

things on human testimony, heavenly things on
Divine. Barclay is here domg what all the great

theologians have done. He is simply interpreting
his own experience. He saw that all the argu-
ments for the being of God were untenable and
inconclusive. And yet he knew that this fact,

instead of shaking his faith, seemed only to confirm

it. His faith, therefore, came from a deeper source

than logical reasoning. It was inevitable. It was
the illumination of the Holy Ghost. And if he
held by tlie intellectual nature of faith, and made
it grasp an objective reality outside of the soul

itself, it was because he also saw the e.xtreme

danger of allowing his faith to be merged into a

mere subjective emotion which might lure him
into all the vagaries of mysticism. He refused

to separate between the practical and the pure
reason, as Kant did. He held rather, with the later

idealists, that the postulates of experience were
as much intellectually apprehended and had as

genuine an objective validity as the inferences of

syllogistic reasoning.

(3) And this conception of the nature of faith led

to the distinctive tenet which brought him into most

direct collision with the theology of his time, and

was the cause of his being repelled as a heretic even

from the most evangelical Churches—the as.surance

of salvation. It was his insistence upon this point
as of the very essence of faith that was the cause

of the charge of antinomianism to which he was

continually subjected. To understand his point of

view, we must place ourselves in the theological

atmosphere of his day. The ' Moderates
' were ex-
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treme Calviuists in theory, but moralists in their

practical teaching. The distinctive doctrines of

Christianity formed simply the background of their

prelections, and had little vital relation with the
ethical life. The 'Evangelicals,' again, were mode-
rate in their Calvinism, insisting strongly on the
universality of Christ's atonement, but they made
faith a mystic quality -whicli was inwrought witli
the very texture of their religious practice. The
atonement was suthcient for the whole race of

humanity, but the elect alone were saved ; for the
atonement meant simply a free offer of the gospel,
which became etficacious in the soul of the believer

only by an '

appropriating act
'

of which they could
give no clear account. When a sinner became
awakened to a consciousness of sin, his great
endeavour was to obtain 'an interest in Christ.'
This he readied through a soul-struggle in which
he passed from despair, through doubts and fears
and fervent praj'ers, to a modilied assurance which
was chequered, even in the case of the greatest
saint, with strange misgivings lest after all he
was not in a state of grace. The practical test as
to whether he was in a state of grace was his

good works
;
for good works, though powerless to

secure salvation, yet necessarily flowed from the
'

appropriation
'

of Christ.

Now Barclay opposed both of these parties with
a vehemence rendered impressive by his large
command of the language of invective. The
Moderates, in their eloquent laudations of the

beauty of virtue, had no need of faith. But the

Evangelicals were even worse, for they made God a
liar and blasphemed against the Holy Ghost. To
believe was to be saved, and belief meant simply
faith in the Scriptural record. This faith was,
indeed, a gift of God. It was the illumination of

the Holy Ghost making the record luminous, and
commending it to the believer's heart and con-
science. It came unbidden, and was not to be

prayed for, nay, could not be prayed for ; for only
the prayer of faith was efficacious, and without
faith the sinner knew neither what to pray for nor
to w-hom to address his prayer. Barclay repudiated
the religion of doubts and fears and misgivings as
of the devil. For a believer to doubt of his own
salvation was simply to doubt the veracity of the
HoiJ' Ghost, and proved that he was no believer.

'Whosoever believeth that Jesus is the Christ is

bom of God' (1 Jn 5^). If a man is born of God, then
he is spiritually alive, and life is its own evidence.
' He that believeth hath the witness in himiself, as
he hath consciousness in himself of life and being,
while he is alive and awake.' And again,

' Shall I

then doubt or deny that I certainly see and exactly
disting\iish colours and objects with my own eyes,
because another man is unhappy enough to be
blind, or must needs be so perverse as to shut his

eyes and then affirm that he cannot see the objects
whicli I see and confess I do see ? Is his blindness
or perverseness any argument against my si"ht and
my pleasure therein ? I would indeed gladly open
the windows of his chamber to let in light. I would
set before him all the agreeable objects I myself
perceive ; but, alas ! I cannot open the eyes of the
blind or convert the perverse.'

It is plain that Barclay is not taking the word
•belief in a mere conventional sense. It is not
the general belief we give to matters we have
never thoujiht over, but accept simply as part
of our environment. It is the belief which comes
from personal conviction of a truth that enforces a
nile of conduct, such as our belief in causation or

the uniformity of natural law. And this belief

comes only through the supernatural action of the

Holy Ghost. It ditiers from the 'faith' of the

Evangelicals in being more an intellectual act than
a subjective emotion; for the 'appropriation' of

Christ, which to them alone secures salvation, is

essentially subjective in its nature. The ditterence
between the two parties is a very real one, and
Barclay is much nearer the modern standpoint
than they were. In fact, Barclay is here, with
Ritschl, making a ' value judgment.' Jesus Christ
has to him tiie value of God, and simjjly to realize
this is salvation. It is to be within tlie Kingdom.
Barclay realizes it, not tlirough any historical
evidence as to the truth of the record, nor through
any metaphysical reasoning a.s to the personality
of the Son, but because life becomes luminous to
him when he accepts it, because the Holy Ghost
testifies to his soul and conscience tliat the fact
is so. There is here no room for doubt. He is

simply treading the solid rock of experience. He
is trusting his own consciousne'ss, and he cannot
do otherwise. His assurance is perfect, and it is

synonymous with his faith.

(4) And from this position resulted certain other
tenets that ran counter to the

relifjious
ideas of

his age. The sin of unbelief was the blasphemy
against the Holy Ghost, which could not be for-

given either under the old dispensation or under
the new. For to doubt the testimonj- of the Holy
Ghost, i.e. to obscure the inner illumination, was
to be in a state of perdition. So long as that state
lasted salvation was impossible, because light was
impossible. This was evidently the meaning of his

teaching, though Barclay takes the old theological
words in the old theological sense. Further, it was
impossible for a sinner to pray for his own con-
version. Barclay knew that for him the light was
shining while others were in darkness. He could
account for the fact only on the old lines of pre-
destination. The sinner could but wait and be

passive till God of His free grace opened his eyes.

Prayer was one of the privileges of the believer,
who was to pray for greater sanctity, because that
entrance into the Kingdom which was salvation

was but the first step in his spiritual progress.
Moreover, the Lord's Supper was not a renewal of

the covenant with God—a solemn, mystic rite to

be approached with fear and trembling, because
Christ was present at a Communion Table as He
was present nowhere else. Believers were always
to be holy, and required no more special prepara-
tion to commemorate the death of Christ at a
Communion Table than to commemorate His
resurrection on the Lord's Day. Barclay held

that the idea of covenant-renewal at the Lord's

Table, with the mystic sense of a Real Presence

hovering around it, led logically to the Romish
doctrine of the Sacrifice of the Mass. His views

were those associated with the name of Zwingli.

(5) Barclay's conception of Scripture, in which to

his opponents he seemed merely to be
setting

himself

up as the only infallible interpreter of Holy Writ,
must be taken in the light of his whole system,
and will be found to be an inevitable deduction

from his central tenet. To Barchiy the testimony
of the Holy Ghost is to Jesus Clirist as the only
Revealer or God. ' God . . . hath shined in our

hearts, to give the light of the knowledge of the

glory of (rod in the face of Jesus Christ' (2 Co 4*).

But the knowledge of God through Jesus Christ came
to him from the word of God. And the word of God
was tlie Holy Scripture. Here, again, the position
is exactly like that of Ritschl, but tliere is this

ditterence : Rit.schl approaches a Bible that has

been critically examined, dissected, re-constructed.

He can no longer maintain the old theory of in-

spiration, but he is satisfied that the spiritual

process which Scripture records remains unim-

paired. That process can be read and understood

only through Jesus Christ, who is the One Revealer

of God, & knowledge of whom is life etern.al.

Barclay, from the circumstances of his time, hswi
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to accept tlie Bible uncritically. The Bible was a
book dictated by God to inspired penmen, who
wrote exactly what God told them, whether they
understood it or not. This was the general idea of
the age, and Barclay ditters from his contemporaries
only in holding it more clearly and consistently
than they did. The subject of the Bible is Jesus
Christ and His salvation, and in a book practically
\vritten by God there must be no irrelevancies.
The Bible invites a close and prayerful study.
There are some parts of it which, to the soul
illumined by the Holy Ghost, are clear as crystal.
There are others that are dark and obscure. The
true principle of interpretation, therefore, is hold-

ing fast by Jesus Christ, the main thesis, to interpret
the obscure by the clear. The Holy Ghost llimself

supplies a clue to the right interpretation in the
references made in the Gospels to the fuUilmeut of

prophecy in the Messiah. Many of these passages
are from the Psalms, and it was to the Psalms that

Barclay specially devoted his remarkable powers
of exegesis. It seemed to him that the Evangelists
regarded the Psalms as simply prii[)hetic biographies
of the coming Messiah, and this idea fell in exactly
Avith his theory of Huly Writ. The Psalms in no
wise express the emotions of the penmen. If they
did, it is clear that their religion must have been
dangerously similar to that religion of doubts and
fears which he repudiates. They are the expres-
sion either of the sutierings of the Messiah when
the whole weight of the world's sin pressed upon
Him, or of the sufferings and triumphs of the
Church of Christ. There is no verse in the Psalter
that is not a reference either to Christ Himself or to
His Church. Barclay has his canons of criticism,
svhich are too long to be detailed here, but which
show a careful study of the Psalms, and a singular
appreciation of those points which, in other hands,
have yielded different conclusions. He notices,
e.g., that the last two verses of Psalm 51 have not
the personal note of what precedes, and uses them
to give a Messianic interpretation to the whole.
He points out, too, how his method of exegesis gets
over the difficulty of the cursing Psalms. It is

inconceivable that any of the saints of God could
have uttered such curses upon their personal
enemies. But when we know that the speaker is

He who said,
'

Vengeance is mine,' and that those
whom He is cursing are the enemies of tlie gospel,
the difficulty disappears. Barclay translated the
Psalms into English verse, bringing out in each
what he conceived to be its ^lessianic meaning.
The book was intended to be used as a book of

praise in the Berean Church, but it is notable
that, in 1826, the edition published for this purpose,
while it contains his dissertation, falls back upon
the familiar version common to all Presbyterian
Churches.

Barclay's religious system has fallen into com-
plete oblivion. Of the churches he founded not a
single trace remains. He lacked the spiritual
magnetism necessary to be a great religious leader,
and his theological position is deficient in that

mystic element which touches the heart and excites
enthusiasm. He was a metaphysician rather than
a prophet, an acute reasoner rather than an inspired
visionary, though neither was. his knowledge of

philosophy sufficiently wide nor his mental grasp
sufficiently strong to enable him to break from
his environments and iind his proper sphere. He
was intensely assertive in holding his tenets, and
his powers of vituperation were extraordinary,
necessarily repelling instead of conciliating op-
ponents. But, at the same time, he has his own
distinctive place in the history of the development
of religions thought, and his ideas have enough

Eernianent
vitality in them to entitle them to a

etter fate than they have received.

Literature.—The accounl of Barclay's life has been taken
from the records of the Presbytery of Fordoun, extracts relating
to his case having been made by the Rev. J. Brown of Bervie"
presbytery-clerk, and also from the Memorials of tfie Berean
Assemblj/, the official record of the Church in Edinburgh, in the
possession of the writer. There is a life of Barclay in Chambers's
Biographies of Eminent Scotsmen, 18:j5, and the Diclionarji of
National Biography, and short accounts in Lives prefixed to
various editions of his works. A brief exposition of his doctrines
IS given in a preface to an edition of Without Faith, without
God, by D. Thorn of Liverpool in 18:i6. See also Archibald
Campbell, Necessity of Revelation, 1739 ; Autobiography of Dr.
Somenille of Jedburgh, 1861; Cameron, History of Fettercaim,
^®^^- A, Miller.

BERENGAR.—Berengar (Berenger) was born
at Tours about 1000 A.D. He was educated at
Chartres, and was a pupil of Fulbert, the Bishop
of Chartres. In 10:U he became Director of the
Cathedral School at Tours. About 1040 he was
appointed Archdeacon of Angers, though he con-
tinued to live at Tours. Some eight years later
it was widely reported that he was advocating an
opinion that the consecrated elements in the Holy
Eucharist are only figures and likenesses of the
body and blood of Christ, and not the body and
blood themselves. He does not appear to have
made any answer to remonstrances which were
addressed to him by his friends, Adelman of Liege
and Hugh of Langres. In 1050 he wrote to

Lanfranc, the Prior of Bee, who was afterwards
Archbishop of Canterbury, that he agTeed with
John the Scot about the Eucharist, probably mean-
ing by 'John the Scot' the treatise of Ratramn,
On the Body and Blood of the Lord, under the belief
that this was the work of John Scotus Erigena.
In a Council held at Rome in 1050 under Pope
Leo IX. this letter Avas read, and Berengar was
excommunicated. At a Council held at Brionne,
near Bee, a little later, he is said to have made
some kind of retractation. King Henry I. of France
imprisoned him ; and in September 1050, while he
was in prison, his opinions were condemned at a
Council held at Vercelli. A month later there
was another condemnation in a Council held at
Paris. In 1054 at a Council meeting at Tours
under the presidency of Hildebrand, aftersvards

Vo\}& Gregory VII., as Papal legate, Berengar denied
the charges brought against him, and declared
that after consecration the bread and wine are
really the body and blood of Christ. Five years
later, at a Council held at Rome, when Nicholas n.
was Pope, Berengar burnt his writings, and either

actually signed, or gave some kind of assent to, a

paper drawn up by Cardinal Humbert in the
following terms :

'I, Berengar, an unworthy deacon of the Church of St.
Maurice of Angers, acknowledging the true Catholic and
Apostolic faith, anathematize every heresy, especially that
concerning which I have hitherto been in ill repute, which
attempts to affirm that the bread and wine which are placed on
the altar are, after consecration, only a sacrament and not the
real body and blood of our Lord Jesus Christ, and that these
cannot be held or broken by the hands of the priests or crushed
by the teeth of the faithful with the senses but only by way of
sacrament. And I assent to the Holy Roman and Apostolic
See, and with mouth and heart I profess that concerning the
sacrament of the Lord's Table I hold the faith which the Lord
and venerable Pope Nicholas and this Holy Sj-nod have by
Evangelical and Apostolical authority delivered to be held and
have confirmed to me, namely, that the bread and wine which
are placed on the altar are, after consecration, not only a
sacrament, but also the real body and blood of our Lord Jesus
Christ, and that with the senses, not only by way of sacrament
but in reality, these are held and broken by the hands of the
priests and are crushed by the teeth of the faithful.'*

For some time after this Council any controversy
in this matter was confined to theological discus-
sion by means of writings. Further condemnations

* Tlie wording of this document is capable of two interpreta-
tions. It is usually thought to be the expression of a wholly
natural and carnal view of the Eucharistic presence. On the
other hand, it was explained by the mediseval theologians to be
a loose way of stating that the consecrated sacrament held in

the hand and eaten in the mouth is the body of Christ. It is

not unlikely that in a panic such expression as that in the
document might be g^ven to this belief.
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were passed on the teaching of Berengar at Councils
lield at Poitiers in 1075, and at Saint Maixent in

1076. In 1078 a Council was held at Rome under

Pope Gregory Vll.
,
whose policy both before and

after he became Pope was aimed at protecting
Berengar by endeavouring to hnd a form of words,
in accordance with the ordinary belief, which he
could accept. At this Council Berengar assented
to a statement of much more general character
than that which had been required at Rome in

1059. It was in these terms :

'
I profess that the bread of the altar is, after consecration,

the real body of Christ, which was born of the Virgin, which
suffered on the cross, which sitteth on the right hand of the
Father ; and that the wine of the altar, after it has been con-

secrated, is the real blood which flowed from the side of

Christ."

In 1079 another Council was held at Rome, and at

this Berengar, after some struggles, subscribed a
statement which was more explicit than that of

the previous year, but without the special kind of

language which had marked the declaration of

1059. This statement was as follows :

'

I, Berengar, believe with my heart and confess with my
mouth that the bread and wine which are placed on the altar

are, by the mystery of the holy prayer and the words of our

Bedeemer, substantially converted into the real, and true, and

life-giving flesh and Wood of our Lord Jesus Christ, and are,

after the consecration, the real body of Christ, which was born
of the Virgin, and which was offered and hung on the cross for

the salvation of the world, and which sitteth on the right hand
of the Father ; and the real blood of Christ, which was shed
from His side, not only by way of^ign and sacramental power,
but in peculiarity of nature and reality of substance.'

In 1080 a Council was held at Bordeaux, at which

Berengar made a statement as to his belief, which

appears to have been accepted by the Council as

satisfactory. He died in 1088 at St. Cosme, an
island in the Loire near Tours.
There is considerable difficulty in forming a

judgment as to what the opinions of Berengar
really were. There is no doubt of his vacillations

under persecution ; and it is probable that his

mind changed to some extent from time to time.

Of contemporary authorities who wrote against
him, Lanfranc and Durand of Troam say that he

regarded the consecrated elements as being merely
figures of the body and blood of Christ ; while
AVitmund of Aversa records a view that he held

an opinion that the body and blood of Christ are

united with the elements so that, without the
bread and wine being changed, the body and blood
are present in the consecrated sacrament. In his

o\vn treatise. On the Holy Supper, it is quite clear

that he denies any destruction or material change
or conversion of the bread and wine, and any idea

of a carnal or natural presence of the body of

Christ ; but as to the further question whether he
meant that the consecrated elements are the body
and blood of Christ in actual spiritual reality or

that they are so only figuratively or virtually,
there are passages which tell in both directions.

It is not impossible that this difficulty in interpret-

ing his language reflects some degree of uncertainty
in his own mind ; and such uncertainty may afford

part of the explanation of his failure to meet

opposition and persecution in any steadfast and
consistent way. There ajjpear to have been two
schools among his followers, one of which main-
tained that the consecrated elements are merely
figures of the body and blood of Christ, while the

other asserted a presence of the body and blood

united, through the consecration, with the bread

and wine, without .any change in the bread and
wine themselves.
Literature.—Berengar. Turon. de sacra coena adv. Lan-

francum, ed. Vischer, Berlin, 1834; Lanfranc, 'de corp. et

sang. Domini adv. Berengar. Turon.,' in PL cl. ; Durand of

Troam, ' Liber de corp. et sang. Christi c. Berengar. et eius

sectatores,' ib. cxlix. ; Witmund of Aversa, 'de corp. et sang.
Christi veritate in Eucharistia,' in PL cxlix., and in Hurter,
Sanctorum Patr. Opiisc. Selecta, xxxviii. ; Adelman of Lifege,
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de Eucharist, sacramento ad Berengar. Epistola,' in PL cxliii.
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Hugh of Langres, "Tract, de corp. et sang. Christi c Berengar.,'
ib. cxiii. ; Hardouin, Concilia, vi. (1), 1015, 1016, 1017, 1018,

1021, 1022, 1041, 1042, 1064, 1551-1554, 1587, 1588; Mansi,
Supplementum, ii. 27-30 ; Vernet,
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Vacant-Mangenot's Diet, de Thiol. Cathol. h. 722-742; Gore,
Dissertations on Subjects connected with the Incarnation, 1895,
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BERIYA.—See Bediya.

BERKELEY.-
I. Life.—George Berkeley, bishop and philosopher, was bom

on 12th March 1685 at Dysert in the county of Kilkenny,
Ireland. At the age of 11 he was sent to Kilkenny school, and
four years later, in 1700, left for Trinity College, Dublin, where
in the various capacities of undergraduate, graduate, fellow,
and tutor he remained for the next twelve years. The latter

half of this residence at Trinity College is, so far as his philo-

sophy is concerned, the most important period of his life. For
it was then that he thought out his leading philosophical ideas

and published his chief philosophical works. His later life did

not lack opportunities apparently no less favourable for philo-

sophical reflexion ; but his interests had by that time been

largely diverted to practical work, and, even as regards philo-

sophy" itself, his first constructive impulse seems to have jielded
to the receptive mood of the meditati\e scholar.

The next period of Berkeley's life is divided between foreign
travel and residence in London, where he speedily became inti-

mate with, and greatly esteemed by, the cultured society of the

time, including literary men such as Steele, Addison, Swift, and

Pope. At the end of 1713 he went abroad as chaplain to the
briUiant but eccentric Lord Peterborough, and spent nearly a

year in travel in France and Italy. After an interval of two

years, regarding which little is known, we find him again in

Italy, this time as travelling tutor ; and of this tour, prolonged
over some four years, and covering a considerable part of Italy
and Sicily, a partial record has survived in the shape of a

private Journal, which copiously illustrates his impartial
curiositv and close observation.
The period of his life which begins with his return to London,

at the end of 1720, is marked out by the conception, attempted
realization, and enforced abandonment, of his singular project
for founding a missionary college at Bermuda. In 1724 he was
made Dean of Derry. In the previous year he had received a

totally unexpected legacy from a lady to whom, as one of his

letters tells us, he was a perfect stranger—Hester Vanhomrigh,
better known in connexion with the life of his friend Swift.

This improvement in his fortunes enabled Berkeley to devote

himself seriously to the realization of his Bermuda scheme. At

length his efforts to arouse interest in it were rewarded. He
obtained a Parliamentary vote of £20,000. The money, how-

ever, was never forthcoming ;
and in 1728, anxious to convince

people that he was in earnest, Berkeley set sail with his wife,

whom he had but lately married, and some friends, not directly

for Bermuda, but for Rhode Island, where he was to await pay-
ment of the grant. After some three years' waiting it became

clear, from a broad bint given by the minister Walpole him-

self, that there was little or no hope that the official assurances

of payment would ever be carried out, and Berkeley set sail

once inore for England.
Some two vears after his return he was made Bishop of

Cloyne, and, in this retired spot in the county of Cork, Berkeley,

whose health was now somewhat broken, spent the next

eighteen years of his life, occupied partly with practical work,

partly with scholarlv study and meditation. In 1752 he left

Cloyne to reside at Oxford, where one of his sons was going to

be educated ; but he did not long survive the change. His

death took place on 14th January 1753.

2. Works.—As was said above, Berkeley's most

important philosophical works were written in

early life. The works referred to are the Essmj
towards a new Theory of Vision (1709), Treatise

concerning the Principles of Human Knotdcdge
(1710), and Three Dialogues beturni Hylas and
Philonous (1713). These works will be dealt with

below. To this period belongs also a di.-<course on

Passive Obedience (1112), which is important as

containing a brief statement of his views on the

fundamental principles
of ethical and political

obligation. The content of social and political

duty is defined, according to Berkeley, bv universal

and immutable laws of nature, by which he means
rules of action whose constant observance is plainly
seen to be necessary to the general well-being of

mankind. The sanction of duty lies in the Divine

government of the world, and the motive of duty
in that reasonable regard for our eternal happiness,
which should induce us to obey laws of nature so
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sanctioned. In the discourse Berkeley is more

particularly concerned to show (against, e.g.,

Locke) that unlimited passive obedience to tlie

civil ruler is a law of nature.

Upon this early period of productive activity a

long interval of almost twenty years ensued,
broken only by the publication in 1721 of a Latin

treatise, de Motii, in which motion and causation

are discussed from a philosophical point of view.

Continental travel, London society, and his Ber-

muda project occupied his interests, and, when at

length the quieter years of waiting at Rhode Island

enabled him to produce a considerable work, he
comes before us less as a philosopher than as an

apologist of morality and Christian religion. Alci-

phron, or the Minute Philosopher (\T62), the longest
of Berkeley's writings, consists of a series of seven

dialogues directed '

against those who are called

Free-Thin kers.' Under the somewhat vague desig-
nation of '

Free-Thinking,' Berkeley includes prac-

tically any tendency of thought which he thinks
hostile to the best interests of morality and Chris-

tian religion. And the rather undiscriminating
zeal which leads him, not merely to condemn the

levity of Mandeville, but to assail with somewhat

inadequate criticism the genuine convictions of

Shaftesbuiy, must be allowed to deserve the
censure of being

' not without a tincture of clerical

party spirit.'
The earlier dialo;,'ues are admirable examples of that literary

form, and are extromelj' well managed for Berkeley's purpose.
Two types of free-thinker are depicted for us. Alciphron, as

confident in his philosophical pretensions as he is devoid of

real thoroughness, is capable of taking part in reasonable

discussion, but can never anticipate the effects of his own
admissions, and succumbs helplessly to criticism. His constant

recourse to new arguments renders only the more apparent his

superficiality of mind. In Lysicles, on the other hand, free-

thinking means little more than an absence of moral principle.
He is ready to spout the extremest cjTiical views, but will not
trouble himself with sustained argument, and remains quite
unaffected by criticisms which he cannot answer. The later

dialogues, in which Berkeley defends Christianity with the

weapons of a now antiquated apologetics, are undeniably
tedious. Considerations of literary art are too often forgotten,
and the natural interchange of argument and answer gives

place to instruction and learned disquisition.

In 1733 Berkeley was induced by the misconcep-
tions of an anonymous critic to return, with a
tract on The Theory of Vision or Visual Language,
Vindicated and Explained, to the argument of his

earliest work, which he had used for apologetic

purposes in Alciphron. The next two years saw
him involved in a mathematical controversy

provoked by his attempt to show that mathema-
ticians have no riglit to enlarge upon the obscurity
and defective foundations of religious doctrine,
since their own science is in such respects by no
means beyond reproach. Berkeley's next published
work, The Querist, which appeared in three parts

(1735-1737), consists of a long series of brief and

pointed questions, designed to call his fellow-

countrymen's attention to the social and economic
condition of Ireland and the means of improving
that condition. The queries give ample evidence,
not merely of the very genuine and practical
character of Berkeley's philanthropy and patriot-

ism, but also, when we consider the time at which
he wrote, of a very remarkable grasp of economic
truth as to the true sources of real wealth, as to

money, credit, and banking, and as to the inter-

action of moral and economic causes. Finally, in

1744 there appeared an extraordinary work entitled

Philosophical Reflexions and Inquiries concerning
the Virtues of Tar-Water, better known by the
title of Siris, which was prefixed to the second
edition. The work was produced primarily to

communicate to tlie world Berkeley's own convic-
tion and experience of the medicinal value of tar-

water. But the chain of reflexions which is hung
on this medical peg proceeds to connect
'
tar with the highest thoughts about things, by links which

involve botanical, chemical, physiological, and metaphysical
speculations that are subtle and mystical. ... Its successive
links of ascending science are connected by a gradual evolution,
first, with ancient and modern literature concerning Fire ; and,
next, with the meditations of the greatest of the ancients
about the substantial and causal dependence of the universe

upon active Mind' (Fraser's Preface in Works^, vol. iii. p.

118).

The book is to be regarded rather as an ilhistration
of the learned studies wliicli occupied tlie leisure

of Berkeley's later life than as a document of his

own philosophy. The '

hoary maxims '

of anti-

quity
' scattered in this Essay,' he tells us,

' are
not proi)osed as principles, but barely as hints
to awaken and exercise the inquisitive reader'

(§ 350).

3. Philosophy.—For a statement of Berkeley's
substantive philosophy, then, we must depend on
the earlier works of 1709-1713, together with the

important Commonplace Book (first published in

Fraser's Life and Letters of Berkeley), which was
kept by Berkeley in the immediately preceding
years of his residence at Trinity College, and in

which his philosophy is seen in the making. The
three main doctrines set forth in these works are

those of Nominalism, Immaterialism, and Acquired
Visual Perception, and all three furnish real and

important contributions to philosophical thought.
'

Among all philosophers, ancient or modern,' says
Ferrier (Essay on Berkeley in Ferrier's Philos.

Remains, 1866, vol. ii.), there is
' none who presents

fewer vulnerable points than Bishop Berkeley.'
And this is probably true if we are content to

criticize Berkeley in respect of the things which he

actually said, not in respect of those which he
left unsaid. Ferrier goes on to point out the

reason of Berkeley's success :

'The peculiar endowment by which Berkeley was distin-

guished, far beyond his predecessors and contemporaries, and
far beyond almost every philosopher who has succeeded him,
was the eye he had for factx, and the singular pertinacity with
which he refused to be dislodged from his hold upon them.'
And again,

' he was a speculator in the truest sense of the
word ; for speculation ... is the power of seeing true facte,

and of unseeing false ones.' 'No man ever delighted less to

expatiate in the regions of the abstract, the impalpable, the

fanciful, and the unknown. His heart and soul clung with in-

separable tenacity to the concrete realities of the universe.'

(1) Nomincdism.—It is this dislike of unreal

abstractions, this desire to see concrete facts and
to see them as they are, that inspires Berkeley's,
attack on ' abstract general ideas

'

in the Introduc-

tion to the Principles of Human Knoiclcdge. He
fastens upon a well-meaning, but not altogether

happ5', passage in Locke's Essay, in which that

candid inquirer asks :

' Does it not require some pains and skill to form the general
idea of a triangle ... for it must be neither oblique nor rec-

tangle, neither equilateral, equicrural, nor scalenon, but all

and none of these at once ? In effect, it is something imperfect
that cannot exist, an idea wherein some parts of several

different and inconsistent ideas are put together.'

Berkeley makes short work of this passage :

'Mr. Locke acknowledgeth,' he says (in a later work. Defence
of Free-Thinking in Matheinaticii, J 45, where he is referring
back to the Principles),

'
it doth require pains and skill to form

his general idea of a triangle. He fartner expressly saith it

must be neither oblique nor rectangular, neither equilateral
nor scalenum ; but all and none of these at once. He also saith

it is an idea wherein some parts of several different and in-

consistent id^tis are put together. All this looks very like a

contradiction. But, to put the matter past dispute, it must be

noted that he affirms it to be somewhat imperfect that cannot
exist ; consequently, the idea thereof is impossible or incon-

sistent.'

And Berkeley makes his well-known appeal to

the reader ' to look a little into his own thoughts,
and there try whether he has or can attain to

have' such an idea as Locke describes (Introd. to

Principles, § 13). Now Berkeley's main contention

in this attack is perfectly sound, viz. that a general
idea is something toto coelo different from a con-

fused image. He does not, it must be observed,

deny that there are general ideas, but only that

there are abstract general ideas, i.e. ideas which

can be imaged apart in their generality. His own
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example of generalized thinking makes this point
perfectly clear :

'Suppose a geometrician is demonstrating the method of

cutting a line in two equal parts. He draws, for instance, a
black line of an inch in length : this, which in itself is a parti-
cular line, is nevertheless with regard to its signification
general, since, as it is there used, it represents all particular
lines whatsoever ; so that what is demonstrated of it is demon-
strated of all lines, or, in other words, of a line in general'
(Introd. to Principles, § 12).

That is to say, a percept or image may in itself

be quite definite and particular, and yet be the
vehicle of a general meaning. Berkeley's con-

tention, then, could be expressed by saying that
we must distinguish sharply between an image
and a meaning, and must place true generality
not in images but in meanings. (The recognition
by modern psychology of the generic image does
not afl'ect the question of principle.) Now, the

symbols we use to express general meanings are

words, and, unfortunately, in his eagerness to
avoid unreal abstractions, Berkeley tends to say
that generality is simply a matter of the applica-
tion of names. In the rough draft (first published
by Eraser) which Berkeley made of the Intro-
duction to the Principles he states this view in a

very uncompromising way :

'
If a man may be allowed to know his o\\'n meaning, I do

declare that in my thoughts the word " animal" is neither sup-
posed to stand for an universal nature, nor yet for an abstract

idea, which to me is at least as absurd and incomprehensible as
the other. Nor does it indeed [in the proposition that Melam-
pus is an animal] stand for any idea at all. All that I intend
to signify thereby being only this—that the particular thing I

call Melampus has a right to be called by the name " animal " '

{Works'^, iii. 374).

That this view cannot be maintained is certain.
For it is evident (1) that the '

right to be called by
the name animal' must be based on certain pro-
perties which Melampus possesses in common with
other animals ; and (2) that these common pro-
perties may be made an object of thought. That
is to say, there must exist a ' universal nature

'

(though not an abstract universal nature, or pla-
tonic elSos), and we must be able to think that
universal nature by means of a general idea

(tliough not an abstract general idea or general
image).

It is to this same tendency to let the meaning
fall out between the image and the word, that we
must trace Berkeley's algebraic theory of general
discourse :

' In reading and discoursing, names [are] for the most part
used as letters are in Algebra, in which, though a particular
quantity be marked by each letter, yet to proceed right it is

not requisite that in every step each letter suggest to your
thoughts that particular quantity it was appointed to stand
for

'

(Introd. to Principles, § 19).

The fatal defect of this theory is, that, whereas
in Algebra we attend to the symbols themselves,
in reading and discoursing we attend, not to the
words as such, but to their meanings (cf. Stout's

Analytic Psychology, vol. i. p. 88).

(2) Metaphysics of Immaterialism.—There were
two general ideas more especially, in respect of
which men seemed to Berkeley to have become
the victims of their own unreal abstractions—the
ideas of Matter and Existence. Ignoring or for-

getting the concrete applications on which the

meaning and value of these general ideas depend,
men had come to confer in thought on the mere
abstractions another, and actually more funda-

mental, sort of reality than that possessed by the
concrete experiences from wliich the abstractions
are illegitimately derived. ' 'Tis on the discover-

ing of the nature and meaning and import of ex-

istence that I chiefly insist,' says Berkeley in the

Commonplace Book ( Works^, i. 17). Now, if we
are to discover this real meaning of Existence, we
must keep continually before our view the actual
conditions under which alone this general idea can
find parLicular application. We must not begin,
for instance, by making the perfectly gratuitous

assumption that there is a real or ab.solute exist-
ence of things, totally distinct from their being
perceived or known. By doing so we should obvi-

ously be setting up a general idea which is abstract
in the bad sense, because in the very nature of the
case it can never have any application in experi-
ence. Yet this is precisely the assumption which
the free and uncritical use of abstract general
ideas like Matter and Existence leads men of
science and philosophers to make. They wish to
assert the reality of things, especially of external
or material things, against sceptical doubts. But
they choose the very Avorst possible way of doing
so. For they i^ut the real nature of things quite
outside perception or knowledge, and thereby re-
move the only reason we have for asserting their
existence or reality at all, viz. that we have
actually experienced it. And thus, as a conse-

quence of the misuse of abstractions, we land our-
selves in the most absurd contradiction—the sup-
posed real or absolute nature of things is nothing
but 'the fiction of our own brain,' and yet we
have made it

'

inaccessible to all our faculties
'

(Preface to Dialogues between Hylas and Phil-

onous). We have by our own act delivered our-
selves over bound hand and foot to the sceptic.
When we are pressed as to what we mean by the
absolute existence of things, we have to admit
that we have no knowledge of it at all.

' Me-
thought I had some dilute and airy notion of Pure
Entity in abstract ; but, upon closer attention,
it hatn quite vanished out of sight.' Pure being
is a '

something in general, which being interpreted
proves nothing

'

[Dialogues [ Worlcs^, i. 437]).
We must return, therefore, Berkeley argues in

effect, from these empty and mischievous abstrac-

tions to observe the actual conditions under which
we predicate existence. And we observe, in the first

place, that the things we affirm to exist are things
which we know, i.e. objects of knowledge—in the
case of the material world, objects of perception

—
and that the existence we affirm of them is their

known or perceived existence. AVe affirm them
to exist in that manner in wliich we know or per-
ceive them as existing. Take first the case of

material or sensible things. When we speak of

the existence of material things, we mean their

existence as we perceive them. Their esse, as

Berkeley puts it, is percipi. Of an existence on
their part difierent in kind from that wliich they
have as objects of perception we know, and in the

nature of the case can know, nothing.
'
If there

were exteinal bodies [so existing], it is impossible
we should ever come to know it ; and if there

were not, we might have the very same reasons

to think there were that we have now '

(Principles,

§20).
To express the fact that the only kind of exist-

ence which M'e can intelligibly attribute to ma-
terial things is that kind of existence which they
have for perception, Berkeley describes them as

ideas, i.e. objects before the mind. In view of

Locke's use of the term 'idea,' this mode of

exi^ression was the natural one for Berkeley to

adopt, but it has exposed him to niucli misunder-

standing. To it, no doubt, is mainly due the con-

stantly repeated, but largely unjust, accusation

of subjective idealism. Berkeley was nuite aware
of the danger ot what we may call the popular
misunderstanding of his terminology.

' It sounds

very harsh,' he supposes an objector to urge,
' to

say we eat and drink ideas, and are clothed \vith

ideas
'

(see his answer and explanation regarding
the use of the term ' idea' in Princijiles, §§ 38, 39).

He was also aware of the danger of a more subtle

or philosophical misimderstamling, viz. that of

attributing to ideas some other kind of relation

to the mind than that simply of being objects
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before it.
'

It may perhaps be objected that, if

extension and figure exist only in the mind, it

follows that the mind is extended and figured.'
His answer is that ' those qualities are in the
mind only as they are perceived by it—that is,

not by way of mode or attribute, but only by way
of idea' (Principles, § 49, and of. the important
passage in Dialogues [Works'-^, i. 470]). But the

question may be raised whether Berkeley himself

was really able to keep himself free from the
subtle confusion which he is here trying to obvi-

ate. Does not the habit of describing things as

ideas tend to make him regard external things as

simply modifications, or private possessions, of the
individual mind that perceives tnem ? His critics

assume as a matter of course that he did so regard
them. And certainly he makes statements which
can easily be understood in that sense. For in-

stance,
' What are [material things] but the things

we perceive by sense ? and what do we perceive
besides our own ideas or sensations?' (Principles,

% 4). Or again,
' Did men but consider that the

sun, moon, and stars, and every other object of

the senses, are only so many sensations in their

minds, which have no other existence but barely
being perceived, doubtless they would never [as
idolaters do] fall down and worship their own
ideas

'

(Principles, § 94). In passages like these

he seems to enunciate subjective idealism in its

extremest form. But it must be remembered that

everything depends on the prepossessions with
which we read these emphatic statements. \Yhen
the critic, who reads them in the light of his

ready-made distinction betiveen ideas and things,
sees that things are said to be nothing but ideas, he

straightway infers that all realitj' and objectivity
are taken out of them. But Berkeley, who en-

tirely denies the distinction in the sense in which
the critic intends it, infers no such conclusion.

On the contrary, he conceives himself, as we have
seen, to be vindicating for our perceptions the

reality which has been denied to them in order
to be attributed to emptj' abstractions. As he
himself protests, he is

' not for changing things
into ideas, but rather ideas into things' (Dialogues
[Works^, i. 463]). 'Those immediate objects of

perception,' says Philonous to Hylas,
'

which, ac-

cording to you, are only appearances of things,
I take to be the real things themselves' (ib.).

From this point of view, then, it is much nearer
the truth to speak, with Professor Fraser, of

Berkeley's Immediate Sense - Kealism (Life and
Letters of Berkeley, p. 386, where see also the

illmninating footnote with its well-known illustra-

tion of the two concentric circles). "What Berke-

ley's critics, of course, object to is that things
and ideas should be identified at all. But unless
the distinction between ideas and things is to be
asserted in that absolute fashion, which leads, as

Berkeley himself pointed out, diiectly to scepti-
cism, the objection is really irrelevant. For any
less extreme distinction between ideas and things
is, and must be, from Berkeley's point of view, a
distinction withiii ideas themselves i?i his sense of
the term.

For it must be observed that, when we say
that, according to Berkeley, the esse of material

things is percipi, we are by no means giving a
complete statement of his doctrine as to their

reality. He athrms that all material things are

ideas, but he does not affirm that all ideas are
material things. The remainder of his doctrine,
however, is less characteristic, and may be stated

quite briefly. The important question is how
those ideas or objects which we regard as real are

distinguished from those which are mere ideas or

products of the imagination. The distinction

rests, according to Berkeley, on these grounds :

(1) that real objects of sense are independent of
our will, (2) that they are much stronger and more
distinct than ideas of the imagination, (3) that

tliey are connected together according to fixed
laws (Principles, §§ 29, 30). That lixed connexions
of some sort should obtain among our ideas of
sense is the condition ujion which alone we can
'

regulate our actions fur the benefit of life ; and
without this we should be eternally at a loss

'

(Principles, § 31). But why the particular laws of
connexion which do obtain should be just those
and not others we cannot say ; so far as our in-

sight goes, the laws of nature are contingent or,
as Berkeley is fond of saying, arbitrary.
So far we have been dealing with the reality

of material things. But the doctrine of the
nature of their reality plainly points beyond them
to realities of another order. 1 o say that material

things are ideas is to say that they are objects for

mind, and we have therefore to develop our doc-
trine of existence in reference to mind. Berkeley
does not, however, develop his doctrine of exist-

ence very far under this head, and we can again
afford to be brief. It remains true, of course,
here as in the case of material things, that the

only kind of existence we can attribute to mind in

general is that which we find actual particular
minds to possess. In what way, then, do we know
minds as existing ? In other words, what manner
of existence do we experience in ourselves ? The
answer is that we know ourselves as busied about
ideas or objects, viz. (a) as perceiving them or

thinking about them, (b) as willing or acting in
reference to them. In both respects the existence
of mind is directly contrasted in character with
that of ideas. Mind is percijnent, ideas are per-
ceived ; mind is active, ideas or objects are passive.
To exist, then, in the case of mind, means to be
active, whether in the way of perception or in that
of volition : the esse of mind is percipere, velle,

agere. From this contrast of mind and ideas two
consequences follow : (1) that we have, strictly

speaking, no idea of mind. We do, of course,
have knowledge about mind, but to describe this

knowledge we must use some other term than
'

idea.' Berkeley himself, in the second edition of
the Principles, suggested the term ' notion

'

(§§ 27,

89, 142). But the new term does not imply any
alteration in his doctrine of mind. Even m the

Commonplace Book we find him insisting again
and again that ' to ask. Have we an idea of will

or volition, is nonsense. An idea can resemble

nothing but an idea. . . . Thought itself, or think-

ing, is no idea. 'Tis an act' (Worlcs^, i. 35, 51).

(2) Since agency is known to us only as a char-
acteristic of mmd or spirit, it follows that any
changes which ideas or objects undergo must ulti-

mately be referred to the agency of mind. All
that we can observe in ideas is the bare fact of
motion or change. For the causal explanation of
such motion or change we must invoke the agency
of mind or will.

^^'llile the foregoing doctrine as to the
reality

of
mind has necessarily been developed in the light
of our knowledge of our own finite minds, it

cannot stop short at the recognition of finite

minds. For (I) we assume the existence of many
things, which we do not perceive, or have reason
to suppose any other finite mind perceives, and
(2) we observe manj' changes, which we do not

produce, or have reason to suppose any other
finite mind produces. The only way, then, in

which we can render intelligible such existence

of things which are not perceived by any finite

mind, and such change in things as is not pro-
duced by any finite agency, is to assume an Infinite

Mind on whose intelligence and agency the whole
order of Nature depends. And so obvious does
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this assumption appear to Berkeley, that he argues
that
' God is known as certainly and immediately as any other
mind or spirit whatsoever distinct from ourselves. We may
even assert that the existence of God is far more evidently per-
ceived than the existence of men ; because the effects of
Nature are infinitely more numerous and considerable than
those ascribed to human agents.'

And among these effects of Nature are the signs
by which finite spirits communicate with each
other. So that ' He alone it is who,

"
upholding

all things by the word of his power," maintains
that intercourse between spirits whereby they are
able to perceive the existence of each other

'

{Principles, § 147).
Both in the Principles and in the supplementary

Dialogues Berkeley was at great pains to anticipate
and reply to such objections as seemed likely to be

brought against his Immaterialism. It is hardly
necessary to refer to these in detaU, because it is

evident a priori that any function that can be
fulfilled by a perfectly unknown 'Matter' can
be equally well fulfilled by Berkeley's intelligent

Deity. And, on the other hand, as Berkeley
himself points out [Dialogues IWorJcs"*, i. 468]), it

is no use to bring against Immaterialism objec-
tions that apply equally against 'Materialism'

itself, such as that no two minds, on Berkeley's
theoiy, perceive the same things. For, if this

objection holds against Berkeley (a point on which
he does not express himself very clearly, ib. pp.
466-468), it holds even more obviously against
those whose 'same things' are not 'ideas,' i.e. are
not perceived at all.

Subsequent criticism of Berkeley has been in-

clined to take the line that he has no right to

assume the existence of that intelligent Deity
which he substitutes for '

Matter,' or even the
existence of fellow-men, since logically he is shut

up in the circle of his own 'ideas.' The view we
take of this criticism will depend, of course, on
the view we take of the accusation of subjective
idealism. It is a criticism which may be said to
come from reading Berkeley too much in the light
of Hume's scepticism

—a kind of
injustice from

which Locke too has notoriously suftered. After
the manner of Reid—who was frightened out of
his original Berkeleyanism by a study of Hume's
Treatise—the critics construct a logical evolution
of thought from Locke (or Descartes) to Hume,
in which Berkeley's philosophy must take its

appropriate place, however much distortion it

undergoes in the process.
The real difficulties of Berkeley's philosophy

begin at the point where he himself left off, viz.

his inadequately developed doctrines of active
mind and of God. Some of the most interesting
notes in the Commonplace Book are those which
show him struggling with the problem of Will.
The problem is not followed up in his published
works, and yet it is of the utmost importance for
his philosophy on its more constructive side, since
with him Will, Activity, and Mind coincide. Re-
flexion soon shows that the eternal volition by
which God '

upholds all things
' cannot be exer-

cised, as man's finite will is, upon a material given
to it from without ; and in like manner God's
eternal perception of the world is not a perception
to whit-Ii objects are given from without. We
have therefore to face this difficulty, By what
right do we distinguish God's eternal perception
and will from the Order of Nature at all ?

Berkeley protests {Principles, § 150) against Nature
being taken for 'some being distinct from God.'
He does not realize that, conversely, there is, so
far as our mere knowledge of Nature goes, an
equal difficulty in taking God as a being distinct
from Nature. His blindness to this difficulty is

no doubt due to the apparent sharpness of the

contrast in finite mind between active thought or
will and the ideas upon which these operate. But,
even as regards the finite mind, the abstract separa-
tion of the activity of thinking and volition from
the ideas which alone make thought and will con-
crete is one which Berkeley could hardly have
retained if he had ever come to develop his doc-
trine of mind for its own sake.

It is noteworthy that Berkeley's negative philosophy or
Immaterialism proper is represented in our own day both in
science and in philosophy—in science by thinkers like Mach,
in philosophy by the Immanent Philosophy of Schuppe and
others, which rejects the Kantian thing-in-itself as Berkeley
rejected the Lockian substratum or unknown 'Matter,' and
adopts a similar identification of things with ideas. Like
Berkeley, the Immanent Philosophy is, of course, accused of

subjective idealism (see, e.g., the criticism of both in Volkelt's

Erfahrung u. Denken, 18SG, p. 121 S.). If we take Berkeleyanism
in a broad sense as representing some kind of identification of

existence with consciousness or experience, the list of recent
thinkers who show more or less strong Berkeleyan sympathies
might be widely extended.

(3) Psychological Theory of Visual Perception.
—

Berkeley's New Theory of Vision is in some ways,
perhaps, the most brilliant of all his writings, and
is quite unquestionably one of the most brilliant

monographs ever written on a psychological sub-

ject. It is, moreover, at least as remarkable for
its scientific method as for its philosophical power.
The general aim of the Essay is to discriminate

clearly from each other the specific data of sight
and touch, and to show how visual data have
acquired a tactual significance. Just as a printed
page means far less to an illiterate person than to
one who has learned to read, so the patches of
colour which are the proper data of sight must
have meant far less to us, before experience estab-
lished a connexion between them and the data of
our other senses (especially those of touch and
movement), than they do now when that con-
nexion has become firmly fix id. When we look at
a picture of a landscape, what is actually before
our eyes is a small flat-coloured surface, but this

arrangement of colour is significant to us of a

great expanse of country. So completely estab-
lished is this significant character of colour

arrangements that it is difficult for any one but a
trained artist to eliminate the significance and
perceive the mere colour arrangements as such.
And in like manner it took the genius of a

Berkeley to dissolve that established connexion
of visual and tactual data, upon which our adult

perception of the actual world depends, and to
discover the kind of way in which the connexion
must originally have been established. The first

problem he deals with is that of the visual per-

ception of distance. He takes it for granted that
distance out from the eye is not directly perceived,
and that oui* estimates of remote distance are

plainly dependent on experience. The part of

the problem of which no proper account had as

yet been given was the perception of near dis-

tances ;
for the mode of treatment adopted in

geometrical optics was, as Berkeley showed, quite

inappropriate in psychology. Tlie question to be
answered was. By what experience is the con-

nexion between near distance as measured by
movement and near distance as signified to the

eye established? What are the signs of near
distance which have brought about the acquired
visual perception of it ? Berkeley discovers three
such signs : those which are now known as sensa-

tions of convergence and divergence, sensations
of accommodation, and diffusion circles. And he
shows how, in virtue of the regular connexion of

tliese sensations, on the one hand, Avitli distinct

or indistinct vision, and, on the other, with dis-

tances as measured by movement, the visual object
whose perception brings these sensations is per-
ceived as being at the distance which the sensa-

tions signify. E.g. if, in order to perceive an
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object distinctly, I have to make my eyes con-

verge, I perceive this object as nearer than that
at which I was previonsly looking ; if, next, I

have also to strain my eyes to keep it distinct, I

perceive it as nearer again ; and if, finally, it

nevertheless becomes blurred, I perceive it as

quite close to the eyes. So firmly is the con-

nexion between the specific visual perception of

patches of colour and the acquired visual percep-
tion of distance now established, that we find the

greatest difficulty in discriminating between them ;

while the sensations whose work it is to establish

and maintain the connexion are hardly ever noticed,
because our attention is so wholly given to what
the sensations mean—viz. dift'erences of distance—tliat we have none left to bestow on the sensa-

tions themselves. Berkeley illustrates his argument
from our experience of understanding spoken words :

' No sooner do we hear the words of a familiar language pro-
nounced in our ears but the ideas corresponding thereto present
themselves to our minds : in the very same instant the sound
and the meaning enter the understanding : so closely are they
united that it is not in our power to keep out the one except we
exclude the other also. We even act in all respects as if we
heard the very thoughts themselves. So likewise the secondary
objects, or those which are only suggested by sight, do often

more strongly affect us, and are more regarded, than the

proper objects of that sense ; along with which they enter
mto the mind, and with which they have a far more strict

connexion than ideas have with words '

(New Theory, § 51).

After dealing with our acquired visual percep-
tion of Distance, Berkeley proceeds to investigate
in like manner, first, our acquired visual percep-
tion of true or tactual (as distinguished from

apparent or visual) Magnitude ; and, next, our

acquired visual perception of Situation. In the

latter part of the Essay he urges, in all its breadth,
the doctrine, already exemplified in dealing Avith

Distance, Magnitude, and Situation, that the true

data of vision and of touch, respectively, are

radically distinct, and shows how helpless pure
vision would have been if it had been wholly
deprived of the aid of touch. The developed sense

of vision is extremely rich, but its development
depends on what it borrows from touch. It is the

experienced connexion of purely visual data with
tactual data that makes developed vision what it

is. And, according to Berkeley, this experienced
connexion is essentially an arbitrary one. E.g. it

is a fact of experience that, as an object recedes in

tactual space, the corresponding visual appearance
grows smaller ;

but the relation might just as well

have been precisely reversed, and in that case we
should have interpreted decreasing visual magni-
tude as a sign of approach instead of the opposite.
Of course, whichever relation holds must hold con-

sistently. If vision and touch are to correspond
at all, their correspondence must be consistent

throughout. But that they should correspond at

all, and in what manner, is, so far as we can see,

an arbitrary or contingent fact (see, e.g., § 14S).

Throughout the whole Essay, Berkeley develops
the logical consequences of his general view with

great acuteness and thoroughness. But he does

not fail, on the other hand, to use such means of

verifying his theory as offer themselves. He ap-

plies it, for instance, to solve problems in optics,
and also such well-known problems as those raised

by the larger appearance of the moon at the

horizon, and by the inversion of retinal images.
Berkeley's theory has been both developed and

criticized It left room for development, partly,
of course, because it was only a theory of tlie one
sense of vision, Avhereas modern psychology gives
a generalized theory of space - perception ; but

partly, also, because it assumed (in accordance
with the current philosophy) the atomic distinct-

ness of sensations, and therefore treated the

problem of perception as a problem simply of

the combination or integration of sensations,
VOL. II.—34

whereas in a modern psychology such as Ward's,
which has learned from biology to regard mind
from the point of view of development, the pro-
blem of perceiition is seen to be one of differentia-

tion as well as of integration. And percei)tion,
of course, develops as a whole : we do not, as

Berkeley's treatment might suggest, have tactual

perception present in its completeness before any
connexion with visual perception begins.

Criticism (not unaccompanied by misunderstand-

ing) of Berkeley's tiieoryhas fastened mainly upon
his account of our ac(iuired visual perception of

distance. It has been sought to show that the

fierception

of distance is native to vision itself.

Jut no genetic psychology can really afford to

dispense with the experiences of movement of the

body and limbs in acicounting for the perception
of space. We must not forget that, if we con-

sider only adult or fully-developed visual percep-
tion, we are begging the question so far as

Berkeley is concerned. He fully admits that

acquired visual perception of distance is, in point
of time, inmiediate enough. The look and ocular

feel, so to speak, of distance in objects is now so

familiar to us that we are, within limits, as im-

mediately aware of distance as of colour itself. A
table looks to be at a certain distance just as it

looks hard, though mere or uneducated vision could
no more inform us of distance than of hardness.

Kecent experimental physiology has shown, how-

ever, that, as regards adult visual perception, the

primary factor in the (binocuLar) perception of the

relative distances of near objects is one of which

Berkeley was not aware, viz. (in physiological

terminology ) the mechanism of corresponding points
in the two retina?. And it has been shown that the

perception of relative distance by means of this

mechanism precedes, and probably sets up, move-
ments of convergence and divergence, not con-

versely. The question, what answers ps>/cholojic-

ally to the physiological mechanism, i.e. Berkeley's

question of the psi/chological signs of distance, is

one with which physiology is less concerned.

Finally, it should be observed that physiological
inheritance of nervous co-ordinations may greatly
shorten the process of the education of vision.

For the historical antecedents and reception of Berkeley's

theory of vision see Frasors Editorial Preface ; on the history
of th« theory of visual percepUon generally, Sully'g Uutnan
Mind, 181)2, vol. ii. App. B, where reference is also made
to the medical evidence ; for a full statement of current

psychological views, James's Principlei of Psychology, 1891,

ch. XX. in vol. ii. ; for the physiology of vision, chap, on '

Vision,'

by Rivers, in vol. ii. of Text-bnok of Physiology, ed. Schafer,
1900. On the more philosophical questions of the 'arbi-

trariness' of visual signs, and the relative importance of vision

and touch in our perception of the external world, there are som«

illuminating remarks in the chapter on the Theory of Vision,

bk. i. ch. xii., in Grote's Exploratio Philosophica, pt. ii., 1900.

LiTKRATURB.—Fraser's Complete Works of Berkeley is now
in its second edition (4 vol.s., Oxford, 1901) ; his Life and
Letturs of lierkdey (Oxford, 1S71) contains also an important
chapter on the Philosophv of Berkeley ; it is supplemented by
a smaller biography, Berkeley'^, 1899, in Philos. Classics, based

in part on new materials.

As regards Berkeley's nietapUysics, the criticisms of Reid,
Intellectual Powers (in vol. i. of Hamilton's ed. of his works),

Essay ii. chs. x. xi., are classical in their way ; Green, in the

General Introd. to his ed. of Hume (reprinted in Green's Works,
vol. i., 18X5), § 158 ff., treats Berkeley onh' as preparing the way
for Hume's completer empiricism ; J. S. Mill's essay in Dis-

sertations, vol. iv., 1875, and the chapters on the '

Psychological

Theory of the Belief in Matter,' in his Kxam.ofSir W. Hamilton's

Philos. (third, 1867, and later editions), chs. xi. xii. and

Appendix, are interesting for their points of difference from, as

well as of identity with, Berkeley's theory ;
a brief review of

the English psychology of external perception
in Croom-

Robertson's Elements of General Philosophy (189«), pp. Is4-

ISO, is useful ; in addition to the histories of
philosophy

see

Lyon's L'Idialisme en Angleterre au xviii' siiele (Pans, 1888),

and Adamson's Development of Modern Philosophy (1903),

vol. i. pp. 124-132 and 260 f. ;
for other literature see DPkl',

vol. iii. pt. i. (1905) pp. 120-122, or Ueberweg-Heinze s Geseh.

d. Philos.^o iii. (1907) p. 172 f.; Ueberweg's own German tr. of

the Principles is useful for the running criticism given in the

notes. H. Barker.
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BERNARD OF CLAIRVAUX.— i. Life.—
Bernard was born at Fontaines, two miles from

Dijon, in 1090 (not 1091 ; see Vacandard, Vie de

S. Bernard, i. 1). His father, Tescelin (t Apr.
1117, at Clairvaux), was a knight of experience,

gentle but brave, of high birth ; his mother, Alith
or Alice of Montbard, was of saintly character (for
Bernard's noble descent see the ' diatribe

'

by P. F.

Chitllet, 1660, PL clxxxv. 1383-1542). Such Avas

Bernard's commanding will that, when (1112) at
the age of 22 he determined to become a monk, he

persuaded thirty young noblemen, including his

brothers, to enter with him the most austere monas-

tery of Europe, the famous Citeaux(PZ, clxxxv. 237),
founded 15 years previously by Robert of Molesme
(tMay 1110), and governed, after Robert had been
forced to return to his original monastery (1099),

by the real founder, Stephen Harding of Sherborne
in Dorset (t28th March 1134; for his life see

DNB, xxiv. 333). In 1115, as Citeaux had grown
too big, Bernard was selected by Stephen as the

leader, or abbot, of a third colony of twelve sent

out from Citeaux to found a new home. Bernard
struck out for the plateau of Langres in Champagne,
and there (25th June 1115), in a wild valley called

Wormwood, watered by the Aube, he built a rude
wooden structure, with chapel, dormitory, and

refectory under one roof, long afterwards pre-
served by the veneration of Cistercians (see Joseph
Meglinger's description of a visit to it in May 1667 ;

Meglinger, Itin. Cist, in PL clxxxv. 1608). To this

rude structure Bernard gave the name of Clairvaux

(i.e. Clara Vallis,
'

Brightdale,' vice Wormwood,
Vallis Ahsinthialis, PL clxxxv. 241). Here the dis-

cipline and asceticism was of the strictest, and for a
time Bernard's health was impaired. But the abbey
speedily grew in numbers, so that in 1118 it sent out
its first colony to Trois Fontaines near Chalons.

In 1119 Bernard began his correspondence, his

first efforts showing abundant vigour but little of

the later skill. His activity was indefatigable,
and his fame and influence rapidly grew. Miracles
were assigned to him, especially the gift of prophecy
(for the contemporary evidence on this matter see
PL clxxxv. 252-7, 262, 333-50 ; and, above all, the

astonishing diary of Hermann, bp. of Constance
in 1446, in PL clxxxv. 374 fl'.). At the Synod of

Troyes (Jan. 1128) his powerful advocacy gave the

Knights Templars their real start, though the
Rule of the Templars, commonly assigned to him
(Bouquet, Eecueil, xiv. 232), is by a later hand, at

any rate in parts (Labb6, Cone, xxi, 360 ; Mabillon,
Op. Bern, ii, 543, in PL clxxxii. 919). His de Laude
nova; militice ad milites Templi was %\Titten about
five years later, between 1132 and 1136. Though
short, it is rhetorical and somewhat weak (in PL
clxxxii. 922 ff. ). At the same Synod of Troyes he

procured the deposition of the bp. of Verdun. For
this he was denounced to Rome as a meddler, and
received a bitter letter of rebuke from the Roman
chancellor, Cardinal Haimerich (Ejy. 48).
With the death of Honorius II. (14th Feb. 1130)

Bernard's European fame began. In the schism
which followed, Bernard's voice at the Council of

Etampes (1130 ; for the date see Vacandard, op. cit.

i. 291 n.) secured for Innocent II., whose hurried

election, though prior to that of his rival the
Jewish Pierleoni (Anacletus II.), had been most

irregular, the support of the French clergy (Labb6,
Cone. xxi. 441-4) ; and a few months later, at
Chartres (Jan. 1131 ; .see Vacandard, op. cit. i. 303),
the allegiance of Henry I. of England, in spite of

the fact that the English clergy were leaning to the

anti-pope Anacletus [PL clxxxv. 271). In conse-

quence. Innocent showered immunities on the

Cistercians, to the disgust of Clugny, and on his

return to Italy in 1132 (from which he had fled al-

most immediately after his election) took witli him

Bernard, to whose exertions and letters (Bern. Epp.
128 fl'. ) he owed no small part of his growing
recognition. In 1135 Bernard returned to Clair-

vaux and set about the re-building of the abbey
in a more convenient place (PL clxxxv. 283-5).
In this year we date also the preaching of the first

23 Sermoius in Cantica (Bern. Epp. 153-4 ; Vacan-
dard, op. cit. i. 471). In 1137, as the schism in

Italy, under the lead of the Norman Roger, whom
Anacletus had crowned as the first king of Sicily,
was still disturbing the Church, Bernard once
more journeyed there. The death of Anacletus

(25th Jan. 1138), and Innocent's recognition in

Rome, left Bernard the virtual pope of Christendom,
though not without opposition from the cardinals

(see below, re Gilbert de la Porr^e) ; and with
the election of Eugenius III. (15th Feb. 1145), a
Cistercian monk and pupil of Bernard, the ideas
of Clairvaux became supreme.

In 1145 Bernard was called upon by Eugenius m.
to preach the second Crusade at V^zelay (Easter,
31st March 1146). He was afterwards deputed to

preach the same in Germany ; and as a result of his

meeting with the Emperor Conrad III. at Speyer,
the reluctant monarch, overcome by Bernard's

eloquence, took the cross (27th Dec. 1146). On
the failure of the first expedition, Bernard and

Suger planned a second, and at a Council at

Chartres (7th May 1150; for the date of this

Council, which Mabillon, Baronius, Morison, and
others put in 1146, see Vacandard, op. cit. ii. 428-33)
Bernard was actually elected commander-in-chief—
an office which he refused (Bern. Ep. 256). In his

last years Bernard suffered much pain and dis-

appointment. The misfortunes of the second
Crusade were laid at his door. He was saddened

by the death of his friend, the abbot Suger
(13th Jan. 1152). He died five weeks after

Eugenius, on 20th Aug. 1153, and was buried at

Clairvaux. He was canonized by Alexander III.,

15th Jan. 1174 (PL clxxxv. 622), while Dante's

references (Par. xxxi.) show the regard in Avhich

he was universally held. When in 1793 Clairvaux

was turned into a glass factory and the tombs
broken up, Bernard's bones were distributed as

relics to surrounding churches (PL clxxxv. 1697).

2. Character and place in history.—The char-

acter of St. Bernard has already been sketched

in vol. i. p. 16 (s.v. Abelard). His marvellous

energy, in spite of bodily Aveakness (see the list of

his journeys in Vacandard, op. cit. ii. App. D), and
his power as a ruler of men will be apparent from
the preceding outlines of his life. His personal

magnetism, as we see from the Life written by
William of St. Thierry (c. 12 in PL clxxxv. 258),

was extraordinary, and no doubt, in part, gave
rise to the innumerable tales of his miraculous

^ifts
(see above). Equally important was his fear-

lessness. In his personal humility amid all exalta-

tion he proved himself a true saint, as also in the

passion and depth of his piety.
The importance of St. Bernard as the virtual

pope of his age cannot be exaggerated. For a

few years the centre of Christendom was trans-

ferred from Rome to Clairvaux. His influence

was generally on the side of the angels, though
deduction must be made for his passion as a heresy-
Imnter (see below), and for a certain impatience of

contradiction, which leads him at times into

arrogant writing and action (e.g. his dispute with
the gentle Peter the Venerable of Clugny with
reference to the bishopric of Langres [Bernard,

Epp. 166-87, with which cf. Peter of Clugny,
Ep. i. 29], which resulted in the election of a

prior of Clairvaux, a kmsraan of Bernard). At
times his restless vigilance shows a tendency to

lead him into meddling with matters that did not

concern him, probably, as in the case of William
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Fitzherbert, archbp. of York, througli the appeal to

him of Cistercians looking to Clairvaux as their head.

St. Bernard Mas the last great founder of the
older forms of monasticisui. Through his inlluence

the Cistercian order spread into every land.

Within his lifetime no fewer than 160 Cistercian

monasteries were founded, chiefly through his pres-

tige and influence ; of these 68 were filiations of

Clairvaux (see lists in Janauschek, Orig. Cist.

vol. i., Vienna, 1877; Vacandard, op. cit. ii. App.
C). In England especially, the influence of tlie

Cistercians was very great. Introduced at Waver-
ley in Surrey in 1128, they soon established their

homes in every part of the country, especially in the
wilder parts of Yorkshire {Eng. Hist. liev. [1893] pp.
625-76 :

' The Settlement of the Cistercians in Eng-
land,' by Miss Cooke ; see also article MOVASTICISM
for the distinguishing features of the Cistercians).

3. St. Bernard's theological disputes.—The
inlluence of Bernard as a theologian was always
tiirown against all change or progress. He was
the last of the Fathers, as Abclard wa.s the first of

the Schoolmen. In his antagonism to all that
Abelard represented {on which see AuiiLARD, vol. i.

p. 16 ; to the authorities there cited add, for

R.C. views, Vacandard, Abilard, sa lutte avec S.

Bernard, Paris, 1881) Bernard was the refuge of a

reactionary school destined to be swept away by
the rise of Scholasticism. In later years his

hatred of heresy became almost a monomania.
As his contemporary, Otto of Freising, tells us :

'Bernard was, from the fervour of his Christian religion, as

jealous as from his habitual meekness he was in some measure
credulous ;

so that he held in abhorrence those who trusted in

the wisdom of this world and were too much attached to
human rei-isonings ; and if anything- alien to the Christian faith

were said to him in reference to them he readily gave ear to it
'

(' de Gest. Friderici,' i. 47, in Pertz, MGU xx. 376).

Hence a want of fairness in dealing not only with
Abelard—this perhaps was natural, for the two
men were diametrically opposed—but also with
Gilbert de la Porr^e.
The struggle of Gilbert and Bernard has been told us on

Bernard's side by his secretary, Geoffrey of Auxerre in his
Libellua contra Gilbert. Porret. {PL clxxxv. 595 ff.), and in his

Epistola de Cotidemnatioiie, written forty years later to Henry
fnot '

Albiuus,' as Mabillon, MIgne, and other editors ; see Hist.
Litt. de la France, xiv. 339 n.)> cardinal bp. of Albano. This

Ep. is in PL clxxxv. 687 ff. It is this version that is followed
in the Acta Sanctorum (Aug. iv. c. 41) by R.C. writers in

general, and by Cott«r Morison, op. cit. But the publication
of the HiMoria Pontijicaliii (written in 1163, first published in

1S68 by W. Arndt in MGU xx. 517-45) of John of Salisbury
(t Oct. USO, for whom see DSB xxix. 439), who was present dur-

ing the trial, has shown us the inaccuracy and bias of Geoffrey.
A more impartial statement is given us by Otto of Freising
(de Gest. Friderici, i. cc. 55-7).

Gilbert, who was born at Poitiers about 1075, was trained
under Bernard of Chartres and Anselm of Laon. After lectur-

ing on theology at Paris, he retired, as bishop, to Poitiers

ill41),

possibly as the result of Abelard's condemnation at Sens
see vol. i. p. 16). He died in 11.54. His de Sex Principiis, a

supplement to the Categories of Aristotle (ed. Venice, 1489), was
the recognized mediaeval text-book on which Albert the Great
and other schoolmen wrote extensive commentaries. By his
continuation of Anselm of Laon's continuation of Walafrid
Strabo's Glo'ssa Ordinaria he became a joint-author of the
current medieval notes on the Bible (R. L. Poole, lUxistrativns

of Hist. 0/ Med. Thought, 1884, p. 135 n. ; for Gilbert's philo-
sophical position, see Ueberweg, i. 399).

Gilbert, who, according to John of Salisbury,
'was a monk of the clearest intellect and of the
widest reading, in literary culture surpassed by
none' (Eistoria Pont. viii. 522), had published
a commentary on the de THnitate (a collection
of treatises first printed atBa-sel in 1570, currently

assi^ed
to Boethius, but proved spurious by

F. Nitzsch, Das Sj/stem des Boethius, Berlin,
I860). In this Commentar. in Bocth., Gilbert,
by distinguishing 'God' from 'Deity,' in which
last he found the universal that his realism
demanded, had laid such stress on the absolute
unity of the Trinity as almost to exclude the
existence within it of a Trinity, except as ex-
ternal, non-essential, and merely formal (see Poole,

op. cit. 179 fl'. ; or, more fully, Lipsius in Ersch
and Gruber's Allgemeine Encyk. [1858] Ixvii. 209 If.).

His obscure statements led his archdeacons to

lodge charges witli Eugenius in., and to the
attack of Bernard, first in a Synod at Paris (1147),
then in an adjourned Council at Kheims (March
1148), Avhere among tiie advocates for the prosecu-
tion we find Theobald, archbp. of Canterbury,
and Thomas Becket. On the other side we find
the sympathies of tlie cardinals ; tiie struggle, in

fact, in one of its aspects, was a conflict between
the prelates of England and P'rance and the
cardinals, 'with the object of forcing the Apostolic
See to follow Bernard' (John of Salisbury, op. cit.

ix. 52311'.; on tiie complicated politics whicii led
the English to tiiis support of Bernard see K.
Norgate, Angevin Kings, i. 363 If.). The issue was
a comp]ete failure for Bernard. When Eugenius

f)roposed
that Gilbert's commentary should be

landed over to him that he might erase whatever
was needful, Gilbert claimed that it was his own
duty to erase what was amiss—a declaration re-

ceived with loud applause by the cardinals. The
Council ended with the Pope's mysterious ruling
' that the essence of God should not be predicated in

the sense of the ablative case only, but also of the
nominative' (OttoFreis. op. cit. 1. 56 f.), and Gilbert
returned ' with his honour unabated to his own
diocese'; for Geotfrey's statement of Gilbert's re-

cantation (PL clxxxv. 597) is, as John of Salisbury
shows (ZTw^. Pont. xi. xii. 525 tf.), an exaggeration.
Bernard's other theological controversies may be

briefly dismissed. In his attack upon Abelard at
Sens (1141, not 1140; see Deutsch, Die Synode v.

Sens, Berlin, 1880) he came into conflict with
Abelard's pupil

— ' Goliath's armour-bearer,' as
Bernard calls him—Arnold of Brescia (see

' Ar-
noldists,' s.v. Sects [Christian]). But, beyond
writing vehement letters demanding his expulsion
from 2iirich, Bernard had little to do with this

twelfth-century Mazzini (Bern. £'/)/'. 195 f., 243 f. ;

Vacandard, lievue des Quest. Uisfor. 1884, 52-114).
St. Bernard also came into conflict with the

Henricians, so called from a monk, Henry of

Lausanne, of whom we first hear as preaching at
Le Mans in 1116. With many of Henry's ascetic
and disciplinary views Bernard would, probably,
have agreed, but in the South of France tiie people
welcomed tlie doctrines as an excuse for sjwihng
the Church. At the instance of the Papal legate
Alberic, Bernard (June 1145; for date see va-

candard. Vie de S. Bern. ii. 217 n., 223 n.) preached
at Albi, the centre of the disorder, with some suc-

cess, whicli became complete when his opponent
Henry refused St. Bernard's challenge to a disputa-
tion. The discredited Henry was captured and
brought in chains before his bishop (1146), and, pro-

bably, died in prison (Vacandard, op. cit. ii. 233 n.).

[For St. Bernard and the Henricians see Bern. Ep. 241, also
Vitae in PL clxxxv. 311, 427 ;

' Acta Hildeberti Cenoman.' in

Bouquet, Rectteil, xii. 547-51, 554.]

On the side of tolerance, we must note Bernard's
defence of the Jews of the Pthineland in 1146

against the murderous attacks of the priest Rudolph
(Bern. Ep. 365 ; Otto Freis. op. cit. i. 37; and, for a
Jewish contemporary account, the Chroni'-le of
Joseph ben Meir [tr. by C. H. F. Bialloblotzky,
London, 1835]). His tolerance in this matter is in

notable opposition to his contemporaries, e.g. Peter
the Venerable, Epp. iv. 36 [PL clxxxix. .3(56).

4. Writings and place as a thinker and theo-

logian. —Bernard's writings may be classified as

follows :
—

(i. ) Epistles.—Bernard's Letters, of which about
4.50 api>ear to be genuine (in PL clxxxii.), reveal

the width of his influence and the range of his

activities. They deal with all the aflairs of the

times, from the most spiritual matters through all
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the tangled diplomacy of Church and State down
to a theft of piga. In their constant interest in
current events they are a great contrast to the
letters of Anselm (see vol. i. p. 558), and reveal the
fundamental difterences of the two authors. The
eloquence of the letters is, at times, of a very high
order, and they are of considerable value for the

history of the period, as is his Vita MalachicR,
written in 1149 for contemporary Ireland.

(ii.) Devotional and hortatory.—Of these
the most important are :

—
(a) The de Consideratione, in 5 books (PL clxxxii.

727 ff.), composed by Bernard in the leisure moments
of many years, but published at intervals (book ii.

in 1150, book iii. in 1152 ; see the references in iii.

0. 5, § 20) in the evil days which followed the return
of the second Crusade (de Consid. ii. c. 1). The
book is dedicated to Pope Eugenius III.

' Con-
sideration

' was treated by Bernard under four
heads : (1) concerning oneself, (2) concerning the

things which are under one, (3) concerning the

things around one, (4) concerning the things above.
In this last we see his Mysticism. But the work,
though full of shrewd moral reflexions, owes its

chief interest to its discursive treatment of other

topics, especially the matter of Papal appeals (de
Consid. iii. c. 2) and other abuses. Bernard held
that the reformation of the Church must begin
with the sanctity of its head. Its plain speaking
has made the work a favourite weapon mth Pro-
testant controversialists, e.g. E. Brown, Fasciculus
rerum Expetendarum et Fugiendarum (1690). But,
in spite of its anti-ultramontanism (cf. iii. 1, 2), it

has also formed a manual for Popes. Pius v. had
it read aloud to him daily.

(b) The de Moribus et Officio Episcoporum.,
svritten about 1126 to Archbp. Henry of Sens,
and the Sermo de Conversione ad Clericos (both
in PL clxxxii.) contain much plain speaking on
the vices of the clergy and the need of reform.

(c) The Sermones de tempore (PL clxxxiii. 35-360),
de Sanctis (ib. 359-536), and de Diversis (ib. 537-748).
The oratory of St. Bernard, though not perhaps of
the highest order (see a criticism in Vacandard,
op. cit. i. ch. 16), was remarkable for its effects (e.g.

crusades), and in its
'

converting
'

power, especially
using

' conversion
'

in the technical monastic sense.

[A remarkable instance of this is given in the
Exordium mag. Cisterciense, ii. 13, in PL clxxxv.
423 ; other instances in Caesar Heisterbach, Dial.
Miraculorum (ed. Cologne, 1851), bk. i.]

(d) The de Gratia et Libero Arbitrio (PL clxxxii.
1001 ff., written before 1128, see Ep. 52). Ber-
nard's recognition of prevenient grace as the source
of ail the good in man had appeared to an auditor
to be an eulogium of grace at the expense of human
merit and activity. Bernard therefore drew up an
account of the relation of grace and freewill. He
claims for man after his Fall formal freedom as his

distinguishing feature, without wliich there could
be no imputation of guilt, and which must consent
to the grace which awakens it. But ' the begin-
ning of our salvation comes from God, neither

through us nor with us,' in a constraining influence

stimulating voluntary consent. In the union of
the two lies 'merit.' But his hard Augustinian
doctrine of original sin leads him into tlie usual

difficulties, not lessened by his strong evangelical
stress upon God's mercy as our sole ' merit

'

(e.g.

Serm. in /est. omn. Sanct. i. 11, PL clxxxiii. 459 :

' Sed quid potest esse omnis
jvistitia

nostra coram
Deo?' etc., or in Cantica, xxii. 11, in PL, ib. 883),

being combined with the usual mediaeval and
monastic conceptions.

(iii.) Mystical.—The most important of Ber-

nard's mystical writings are his Homilies on the

Song of Solomon (Sermones in Cantica Canticorum,
PL clxxxiii. 780 ff. ). To this we must add the later

sections of the de Consideratione. Of this series,

begun in 1135, 86 had been finished before his
death. They were actually preached to the monka
of Clairvaux, and still bear the signs of interrup-
tions and other local circumstances (cf. Nos. 26 and
47, § 8). Cant. iii. 1, where Bernard left off', was
thus a favourite starting-place for later imitators.

[The continuation by the Cistercian abbot Gilbert

(t before 1202) of Swineshead Abbey, Lincolnshire,
is in Migne, PL clxxxiv. cols. 1-251.]

' The great importance of Bernard in the history of Mysticism
does not lie in the speculative side of his teaching, in which he
depends almost entirely upon Augustine. His great achieve-
ment was to recall devout and loving contemplation to the

image of the crucified Christ, and to found that worship of our
Saviour as the "

Bridegroom of the Soul," which in the next
centuries inspired so much fervid devotion and lyrical sacred

poetry
'

(W. K. Inge, Christian Mysticism [1899], 140 n.).

Bernard thus gave to the romantic, not to say
erotic, side of Mysticism a great stimulus. It is

true that he always speaks of the Church and not
the individual as the bride of Clirist, but the
enforced celibacy of monasticism soon led to the
transference to the individual of the luscious

language of the Canticles (Inge, op. cit. App. D).
The symbolism and allegorism of Bernard's methods
of Scripture interpretation was, of course, no new
thing, and in the Christian Church was chiefly due
to the influence of Origen (see vol. i. p. 315). In
his Sermones de Diversis, No. 92 (in PL clxxxiii.

714), Bernard gives a threefold interpretation of

Scripture
— historical, moral or figurative, and

mystical. This is further expanded in his Serm.
in Cantica, No. 23 (PL, ib. 884 ff.), with a special

panegyric of the vision of God which the mystical
interpretation gives (op. cit. 893). The mysticism
of Bernard is really not systematic, but the out-

come of his persuasion that faith receives all truth
'

wrapped up
'

(involutum,). All that reason can do
is to add clearness, a certain strictly limited

measure of unwrapping ; for the highest knowledge
is that which comes neither by intellectus nor by
opinio, but by intuition or spiritual vision. Of this

there are three stages
—consideratio dispcnsativa,

cestim,ativa, and specidativa, in which last con-

sideratio becomes identical with contemplatio {de
Consid. V. 1-4

;
Serm. in Cant. v. 4, Iii. 4, 5).

We see the same mystical principles in his de

Diligendo Deo (PL clxxxii. 974 ff.). God is the

ground and cause of a love in which there are four

stages (op. cit. cc. 8, 15). The first stage is carnal

love, in which the man loves himself. The second is

a love of God which is selfish, inasmuch as it is due
to suffering and experience. In the third stage he
loves God for God's own sake. In the fourth

sta^e
the spirit,

' intoxicated by the Divine love, wholly
forgets itself, becoming nothing in itself, and be-

coming one spirit with Him.' To be thus affected

is to be deified (' sic alfici deificari est,' op. cit. § 28,

and cf. Ep. 107, 5 [the expression is a favourite

with later mystics])
—the annihilation of self 'in

the immense sea of a hmiinous eternity
'

(§ 30).

(iv.) Poetical.—Much doubt has been cast upon
the authorship of the hymns usually assigned to

Bernard, but by none more than by Mabillon, who
pointed out (Op. Bern. v. 891) that the Cistercians

'denied tliemselves the use of metrical forms' (see

the statement of Nicholas de Clairvaux, Ef}. 15, in

Bib. Max. Pat. xxi. ) ; nor is the ascription to

Bernard of very early date. That Bernard com-

posed some hymns and had some distinction as a

plain chantist is acknowledged, but he tells us

himself that he '

neglected metre that he might
pay more attention to sense

'

[Bern. Ep. 398, 3 ;

the Tonale (PL clxxxii. l'51ff.) owes more to his

disciples than to himself (Vacandard, op. cit. ii.

101-5)]. The arguments of Trench and others, that
'
if Bernard did not write them, it is not easy to

guess who could,' are therefore of little value, more
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especially as Trench owns tlie
'

general ascription
to Bernard of any poems of merit, belonging to that

period, whereof the authorship was uncertain.' The
Salve, mundl saliUarc, an address in 350 lines to

the various limbs of Christ on the cross, shows the

influence of his erotic mysticism (see above, p. 532'').

The section ad faciem,
' O sacred head once

wounded '

(6'a/i)e, caput cruentatum), is in all hymn-
books. The Jubilus rhythmicus de nojnine Jesu,

oridnally in 42 stanzas (earliest MS, 12th cent., in

Bodleian ; the other stanzas in printed edd. have
not been traced earlier than 15th cent. ; see J.

Mearns, in Julian, Diet. Hymn. 586), is beautiful

throughout, in spite of a certain lack of progress
in the thought. The translations of the 1st, 2nd,
3rd, and 5th stanzas \_Jesu, dulcis memoria ; E.

Caswall (t 1828),
'

Jesu, the very thought of Thee '

;

for other versions see Julian, s.v.] are in all hymn-
books. It is interesting to note that this hynm
wa.s specially arranged by the mystic Henry Suso

(t 1365) as an otHce for the daily use of the Friends
of God. The author, who was probably not hit.

Bernard, but one of his school, had certainly

adopted his style and thovight (.see Bern. Serin, ae
Div. iv. § 1, 'Bonus es, domine, animae quserenti
te,' etc.).

LiTKRATrRB.—i. LiFE OF St. Bernard.—(a) Source*.—We
pain our best knowledjfe of Bernard from a study of his volum-
inous Letters [supra §4 (i.)). A critical edition of their order
is much needed. Contemporary bioj^raphies of value were
written by (i) William of St. Thierry about 1H5 (in PL clxxxv.
226 ff.), and continued after William's death by Arnold of

Bonneval (t c. 115G), near Chartres (PL ib. 267 ff.), to whom
Bernard had written from his death-bed (Kp. 310) ; (ii) his

secretary Geoffrey, who succeeded him as abbot of Clairvaux
(PL clxxxv. 302 ff.); (iii) Alain (t 1182), bp. of Auxerre
(PL clxxxv. 470 (T.). To the above we must add (iv) Liber
jfiraculorxim (in PL clxxxv. 1273 ff.) of the Spanish monk
Herbert of Clairvaux, much of which is legendary ; as is also

(v) the Vita Demardi of John the Hermit (m PL clxxxv. 533.

John the Hermit is unknown, unless he be identical, as

Vacandard, op. cit. i. xliv, suggests, with the prior of Clairvaux,
e. IISO) ; (vi) the Exordium Magnum Ordinis Cistrrciensis

(in PL clxxxv. 996 ff.), written between 1206 and 1221 adds little

of value.

(6) Modem Lives.—Of these we may mention the Life in the
Acta Sanctorum (.\\ig. iv. d. 20); the general preface by
Mabillon to his editions (see ir(fra) ; Aug. Neander, Der
heUige Jiemhard, 1813, 1848, 18C8, also 2 vols. ed. S. M. Deutsch,
Gotha, 1889, Eng. tr. by M. Wrench, 1843 [Neander has also

S'ven
a full treatment of the theology in his Church History];

. Hiiffer, Der heilige B. von Clairvaux, Jliinster, 1886, and
' Die .Vnf.-inge des zweiten Kreuzzugs,' in hist. Jahrb. 1887 ;

M. T. Ratisbonne, Hist, de S. Bernard et son sikcle, 1848

(many later edd.). This last uncritical work has been
largely used by the somewhat rhetorical but sympathetic
R. S. Storrs, Bernard 0/ Clairvaux, 1892. Probably the best
life in English, though full allowance must be made for its

angle of vision, is J. C. Morison, St. Bernard, 1S68 (many later

edd.). The fullest and best life, apart from its ultramontane
standpoint, is E. Vacandard, Vw de S. Bernard, Paris, 1895.
To this add his early studies, S. Bernard Orateur, Rouen,
1877, and Aboard, sa hitte avec S. Bernard, Paris, 1881.

Kugler, Analekten z. Gesch. des zweit. Kreutzugs, Tubingen,
1878 and 1882, and Neue Analekten, 1885, should not be over-
looked. For a complete bibliography of Bernard, see L.
Janauschek, Bibliographia Bernardino, Vienna, 1891.

ii. 7'//A'0Z,or?r.—To the well-known works of Hamack, Loofs,
Seeberg, and W. R. Inge {Christian Mysticism., 1899), add
Dieckhoff, Justin, Augustin, Bernhard und Luther, Leipzig,
1882.

iii. EDlTlOXS.—JdSS of Bernard abound (see Potthast, «.».),
and testify to his hold on the Middle Ages. Some of his Sermons
were printed at Strassburg as early as 1472 ; and his Epistles at
Brussels, by the Brothers of the Common Life, in 14tel. The
first fairly complete ed. of his works is by Andrew Bocard,
Paris, 1508. This was followed by the more complete Lyons
ed. of 1520 and many others (e.g. 1515, 1547, 1566, 1572, 1586,
1601, 1609). These were superseded by the able ed. of J. M.
Horst, 1C41, 1067, on which J. Mabillon based his standard ed.
(2 vols., 1667, 1690, 1719, 1S3U). The ed. of 1719 is that reprinted
in Migne, PL vols, clxxxii.-v. A new critical ed. of many of the
Sermons was brought out by Janauschek, Xenia Bernardina,
Vienna, 1891. A more critical ed. of Letters and Works is much
needed. A complete tr. into French by A. Ravelet, 1865, is in

progress ; also by Charpentier, Paris, 1873, in 8 vols. Many
of the works and all the Epistles have been translated into Eng.
by S. J. Eales, 4 vols., 18S9-96 (with Introfiuction and Life).Add also M. C. and C. Patmore, On the Love of God, 1881.
The de Consideratione is in Goldast, MoTuirchia Rom. Imperii,
Hanover, 1612, u. 68 ff. U. B. WORKMAN.

BEROSUS (or BEROSSOS).—A Chaldajan

priest in the tem])le of Bel (Marduk) at Babylon,
who is said by Eusebius (Chroniron, 6. 8 J and
Tatian {Oratio nd Grcecos) to have been a con-

temporary of Alexander the Great, and to have
lived into the reign of Antiochus Soter. He
compiled in Greek a History of Babylonia, which,
unfortunately, like the corresponding work of
Manetho in Egypt, has perished, and is known to
us only by fragmentary quotations from Alexander
Polyhistor and A])ollodoru8, i)reserved by Eu.sebius
and George the Syncellus. Joscjihus (c. Apion. i.

19 f.) seems to have been acquainted with the

original work of Berosus.

According to Alexander Polyhistor (see Cory,
Ancient Fragments, 1832), he wrote the historical
account of fifteen myriads of years, the history
of the heavens and of the sea, of kings and their
memorable actions, and of the generations of
mankind and their civil polity. His Hinlory pro-
fessed to begin with creation, and was carried
down to his own time. It first described a state
of chaos, presided over by the female monster
Tiamat, who was encountered and slain by the god
Marduk, and whose overthrow was succeeaed by the
creation of the heavens and the earth. Berosus
then gives a chronology of the Baliylonian king-
dom. Only a part or this has come down to

us, and that in a condition which makes it in

parts almost unintelligible. The difficulty of

re-constructing his system is increased by the
fact that the lists which he coj)ied from the
cuneiform originals have been mutilated by his

abbreviators, and have suil'erod still further at
the hands of those who copied the abbreviated
lists. The most probable reconstruction is that of
A. von Gutschmid, which is here given.

10 kings before the Flood, 432,000 years.
Ist DjTiasty : 86 Chaldceans . . 34,091 years.
Ilnd „ 8 Modes ... 224 years. B.C. 24.50-2226
Illrd „ 11 Chaldieans . . 248 „ „ 2225-1977
IVth „ 49 Chaldaeans . . 458 „ „ 1977-1519
Vth „ 9 Arabians . . . 245 „ „ 1518-1273
Vlth „ 45 Chaldseans . . 526 „ „ 1273- 747
Vllth „ 8 Assyrians . . 121 „ „ 746- 625
Vlllth „ 6 Chaldseans . . 87 „ „ 625-638

It has been pointed out by Brandis (Rcrum
Assyriaruin tempora cmendata, p. 17) and Gut-
schmid (op. cit. infra) that the post-diluvian period
of 36,00<J years has been adjusted to coincide with
an a,stiological period during which the gods had
granted glory and independence to the Chalda^ans,
and which terminated with the capture of Babylon
by Cyrus.
The latter part of Berosus's historical statement

has not survived except in detached fragments which
have been preser\'ed by Josephus, Eusebius, and
the Syncellus. One fragment concerning Nabon-
assar (B.C. 747?) states that the Chaldaeans were
acquainted with astronomy only from his time
onwards, because he destroj'ed all previous records.
There are also fragments concerning the reigns of

Nabopolassar and Nebuchadrezzar—the death of

Nabonolassar, the succession of Nebuchadrezzar and
his aaornment of Babylon—and about the succes-
sion of Chaldsean kings after Nebuchadrezzar,
ending with the capture of Nabonidus by Cyrus.

In comparing his work with the Babylonian and
Assyrian inscriptions, it is somewhat" difficult to
arrive at any definite result on account of the

deficiency of exact dates on both sides. In the
absence of more satisfactory information, the list

of Berosus must be taken as a provisional frame-
work for Babylonian chronology, as the lists of

Manetho are taken in Egyptian chronology, but
with less contidence in the case of Berosus. Recent
discoveries indicate, on the whole, his trustworthi-
ness so far as regards the fact that his work
actually represents the sources from which it pro-
fesses to have been dra^^•n ; e.g. his account of
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the Deluge agrees even in details -with the cunei-
form text. No confidence, however, can be re-

fosed
in the numbers allotted to his dynasties,

n his antediluvian dynasty one or two names
can be recognized with some difficulty as being
possible variants of some of those which occur in

the inscriptions, e.g. the last two kings—the name
of the first of whom, Otiartes, has been suggested
by Lenormant to be a corruption of Obartes,
who appears in the inscriptions as Ubaratutu ;

while the name of the second, Xisuthros, may
be Khasisatra, or Atrakhasis, the Sitnapisti of
the Gilgamesh legend. His third dyna.sty, con-

sisting of eleven kings, seems to correspond Avith

that traced by G. Smith, and suspected by Sayce
to be of Arabian origin. The most prominent king
in it is the famous Hammurabi (B.C. 2130). His
Arabian dynasty, according to Sayce, appears to be
the Kassite dynasty of the inscriptions ; and if so,
both the title and the figures of 9 kings and 245 years
must be corrupt, since 36 Kassite kings are known,
covering a period of 576 years. Minor dynasties
seem to have been either run together or omitted

altogether from Berosus's lists, as a broken tablet
which once contained a complete list of Baby-
lonian monarchs arranged in dynasties introduces
a number of very short ones. This arrangement
or omission may have been the work of Polyhistor
or his copyists.

Apart from the chronological value of his work,
the mam interest of Berosus's History lies in the

fragments of the ancient cosmogonic myths of

Babylon which he has preserved. The chief of

these are the legend of Tidmat and Marduk (Bel
and the Dragon) ; that of the giving of letters and
civilization to mankind by Cannes (Ed-ghan—Efi

the fish ?), a composite being, partly fish and partly
man (cf. the giving of letters to Egypt by the com-

posite deity Tehuti) ; the legend, of the gi'eat
tower and the confusion of tongues ; and that of

Xisuthros and the Deluge. From the actuall.y

existing cuneiform records it is apparent that
Berosus's account of these legends practically re-

presents the ancient Chaldsean tradition. In par-
ticular, his story of Xisuthros and the Deluge
has been found to be a fragment of the great
Gilgamesh epic.
LiTEaATURE.—Maspero, Eistoire ancienne, Paris, 1886, vol. i.

' Les Origines
'

; Lenormant, Essai de commentaire de frag-
ments cosmogoniqiies de. Berose, Paris, 1872 ; Cory's

' Ancient

Fraginents
'

(Texts and Translations), 1832
; G. Smith, TSBA

vol. iii., and art. 'Berosus' in EBr; Sayce, Ancient Empires
of the East, IJond. 1884, also Religions of Ancient Egypt and
Babylonia, Lond. 1902, and Hib. Led. on 'Babylonian Religion,'
Lond. 1887; A. von Gutschmid, 'Zu den Fragfnienten des
Berosos und Ktesias,' in Bheinisches Museum, viii. 256 (1853).

James Baikie.

BESTIALITY.—Bestiality, i.e. the possession
or exhibition of the qualities or nature of a beast,

may manifest itself in human life, and so touch
the religion or ethics of a people, in three ways :

in eating and drinking, in sexual matters, and in

the manifestation of wanton cruelty. Apparently
among all primitive peoples bestiality is in some
degree exhibited. It is eradicated only after a
considerable intellectual and moral development.
The peculiar conditions of Arabia and North
Africa, the primitive Semitic and Hamitic homes,
although they compelled an advance, if life was to

be maintained at all, to a relatively high degree
of barbarism, made the development of a high
civilization impossible. Human ingenuity was

compelled to extract from the oases the greatest

possible nourishment ; this urged the races

forward ; but the hard deserts which intervened

between the scattered oases bound the struggling

peoples in the fetters of barbarism (see Barton,
Semitic Origins, ch. ii.). The constant influx of

large numbers of immigrants from these desert

conditions into the various Semitic countries

through the whole course of history tended to keep
alive within them all primitive bestial elements.

1. Bestiality in eating and drinking was pro-
bably exhibited whenever an opjjortunity was
attbrded for the underfed men or the desert to
obtain a plentiful supply of meat. The ordinary
diet was milk and dates, supplemented occasionally
byalittle game (see Doughty, .(4 ra6iaZ>cser<a*, 1888,
i. 156 tt". ; Palgrave, Central and Eastern Arabia,
1865, i. 60 ; and Barton, op. cit. 75 and 77 il ). The
population was always underfed and alilicted with
a gnawing hunger. These facts sufficiently explain
the origin of the method of sacrificing a camel
among tlie Arabs, described by Nilus, c. 400 A.D.
While the last words of a chant were still upon
the lips of the worshippers, the leader inflicted a
wound on the camel and hastily drank his blood.
The whole company tlien fell upon the victim with
their swords, hacking ofi" pieces of the quivering
flesh and devouringjthem raw, with such wild haste
that in the short interval between the rise of the

day-star, at the appearance of which the service

began, and the disapi^earance of its rays before
those of the rising sun, the entire camel, body and
bones, skin, blood, and entrails, was wholly
devoured (cf. W. R. Smith, Eel. of the Semites^,
338 ff".). Even if some allowance is made for

exaggeration on the part of Nilus, the method of

consuming this sacrifice is not unlike the tear-

ing asunder of a carcass by dogs or wolves. As
religious customs preserve ancient ways longer
than they survive elsewhere, we have here an
exhibition of the bestiality of the primitive Semite
in eating.
Some passages in the OT indicate that at the

religious festivals excessive eating, or more

properly drinking, occun'ed. Thus Eli (1 S 1")

naturally thought that Hannah had become drunk
at the feast which was just concluded. Again,
La 2'' compares the turmoil in the temple, when
Nebuchadrezzar sacked Jerusalem, to the noise

'in the day of a solemn assembly.' This noise

could hardly have been all due to the wailing,
which originally attended the death of a \'ictiiu,

but must in part at least have been due to revelry.
Private feasts were accompanied by music and
wine (Is 5^^), and were occasions of hilarity (Am
8^") ; and the same was probably true of all

religious feasts down to the Exile.

As the Semites moved into agricultural lands

and began to cultivate the vine, their excessive

drinking led naturally to some drunkenness. A
classic instance of this is embodied in the tra-

dition of Noah's drunkenness in Gn Q^"'-. That
drunkenness existed in all periods of Israel's

history is proved by 1 S 25^6, Dt 2P*\ and Pr 2321^-.

Herodotus (ii. 60) vouches for the fact that large

quantities of wine were also consumed at certain

Egyptian festivals, where, no doubt, it produced
similar results. Apparently, however, drunken-
ness among the ancients was never so flagrant a
vice as it is in modern Anglo-Saxon countries.

2. Among the ancient Semites, as among other

peoples at a similar stage of culture, tlie sexual

appetite was strong. The physical conditions,
which lield them so long in a state of barbarism in

their cradle-land, led to the ciystallizing
of their

religious customs about sexual ideas of a primitive
character ;

and as religion perpetuated these

customs, certain primitive features bordering on
the bestial appear more prominently among the

Semites than other peoples of antiquity, though
they can be traced to some extent also among the

Egyptians, who appear to have originated under
similar conditions.

In early times sexual bestiality seems also to

have led occasionally to actual connexion Avith

animals. In the Gilgamesh epic, Eabani, the
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primitive ninii, is n'luesented as living a wild life

with tilt' animals, and as satisfying his passion with
them. He was induced to leave them only after

having experienced the superior charms of a woman
(cf. KB VI. Ii!5-1'27). Jastrow (AJSL xv. 207 ff.)

iiolds that this was the j)rimitive Semitic idea of

the relations of men anil animals, and that the

original form of the second clmj)ter of Uenesis
contained a similar story. Certain it is that
such relations continued to exist

s]uiradiiiiliy
until comparatively late times, for such prohibi-
tions as that in Lv 20""* would never have been
made had there been no such practice to eradicate.*

Among the primitive Semites the marriage
relations consisted of various forms of polyandry,
of which Nair polyandry was the most ancient (cf.

W. K. Smith, Ainshi2) and jMarrunje in Early
Arabin, and Barton, op. cit. ch. ii.). This type

of

polyandry was, in reaUty, the loosest kind of mar-

riage, and was accompanied by a good deal of

f)romiscuity.

After settlement in agricultural
ands this type of marriage gave way to polygamy.
Women M'ho adhered to the older type or marriage
lost caste, exce])t where connexion with a temple
gave them a certain standing. In Israel the}'
maintained themselves down to the reform of

Josiah in the year B.C. 621 (cf. Dt 23'7- i«, 2 K 23').

In Babylonia similar conditions existed. The
code of yammurabi shows that a class of un-

married women were connected sacredly with the

temple. They might have children, who ap-

parently were frequently adopted by other people
(see Code, §§ 192, 193). In many parts of the
Semitic world, male prostitutes, called technically

'dogs,' were also connected with the tenii)los

(Barton, op. cit. 188 and 251 n. 2). This is the

meaning of the term in Dt 23'*. In Kgypt similar

ideas seem to have been kept alive by the

ithyphallic god Min, whose festal procession is

Kictured
on the walls of the temple of Deir el-

iahri and elsewhere, and by tlie god whom
Herodotus (ii. 48, 49) identihes with Dionysos.
At feasts in Babylonia (Herod, i. 199), in Egypt
(ib. ii. 64), anil in Israel, loose sexual practices
were kept alive, protected by the sacred name of

religion. This, no doubt, tended to perpetuate
low and bestial ideals. The bestial influence of

these practices can best be appreciated by those
who have seen the objects exhumed at the Ashtart
temi)le of ancient Gezcr, but naturally not yet
published. Many of these objects are the grossest
sexual emblems. They reveal how great were the
odds against which the ethical religion of the
Hebrew prophets had to contend.

Apart from religion, bestial sexual practices
were sometimes indulged in. For example, the
treatment accorded by the men of Gibeon to a

young woman (.Jg 19) was unmitigated bestiality.
Similar crimes, however, occur in modem times,

especially in countries where, as in the Unitecl

States, there is a considerable number of back-
ward coloured people.

•
[This crime, which still occurs sporadically, so that modem

criminal codes provide penalties tor its suppression, seems to
have prevailed among the Greeks and Romans of the later

period, as is proved by an extremely unsavoury adventure
described in the Metamorphoseg of Apuleius, so that the
'Abodd Z(ir,l forbids the stabling of cows in Oentile stalls

(JB V. 621). E()ual deeeneracy is recounted in the Arabian
yighU (tr. Payne, London, 1&S2-84, iv. 137-143), and in the
Hindu Advaniedha (q.v.) there was even a ritual bestiality
with the meinbmm ririU of the sacrificed sacred horse. In
mythology, however, the majority of the amours between
human beings and animals, with which every student of the
classics and comj>arative religion is familiar, receive their ex-

planation from totemism, so that, as MacCulloch obserses,
'as man's religious conceptions advance, his worshipful spirits
and gods assume more and more a human form, but presene
traces of their animal form, and from this such tales take
their origin' (cf. his admirable chapter on 'Beast-Marriages,'CF pp. 263-278, and the literature there cited).—Loris H.
Gray.]

3. Bestiality was al.so exhibited by some of the
ancient Semites in tlioir wur/ike practices. Thus
we are told that tli(; Ammonites ripped up women
with child (Am 1"). As.syrian kings seem to

have practised the greatest cruelty ujion their

captives taken in war. Thus they boast that they
llayed their prisoners alive and M[)read their skins
on city walls (KH ii. IG.j), b(jred out the eyes of
their iirisoners (ib. i. 113 ; cf. 2 K 25'), and tore out
their tongues {ib. ii. 257), and also they imjialed
their victims on stakes (cf. ib. i. 113, ii. 165). Per-

haps to future generations the warfare of the

jjresent will siumu as bestial as these cruelties do
to us. See, further, CltlMl-S.

LrrKRATiiRi!.—W. R. Smith, JCeliftion 0/ the Semitts^, 1894,
passitn ; Barton, Semilic Oriifins, 1902, pasrim ; Post, Grurid-
rigs der ethnoloj/Uchen Jurinprudenz, Oldenburg, lb'.M-05, ii.

300 11.; Driver, art. 'Ashtoretb,' in Ilhli; and Barton,
art.

'

Ashtoreth,' in JE. GEORGE A. BaKTON.

BETROTHAL.—See Marriage.

BETTING.—See Gambling.

BHAGAVAD-GITA (the
'

Son^' of the Blessed ')

is the name of the celebrated religious and jihilo-

sophical poem of India, which is inserted as an

e[)isode in the sixth book of the Mahabharata.
The two nearly related but hostile clans of the Kauravas and

Paiidavas, after disiiules extending over many years, make
ready for open conilmt, and advance against one another with
the forces and allies on either side to the plain of the Kurus, in

the neighbourhood of the modern Delhi. The two families,

being nearly related, have equal claim to the name of Kurus or
Kauravas

;
but the title is usually limited to that side which

was arrayed under the
leadership

of the blind king Dhftara^lra.
To him the course of the battle is narrated by his charioteer

Safijaya, who has been endowed by Vyasa, the reputed author
of the Mahabharata, with supernatural power to discern all the
incidents of the light. Almost the first place in this narrative
of Sanjaya is taken by the dialogue between Kr^na and Arjuna,
the full title of which is Bhagavadgitopani^ad,

' the secret
doctrine proclaimed by the Blessed One,' usually abbreviated
into Bhagarad-Ciild, or simply Gitd.

At the sight of his near relatives in the hostile army, Arjuna,
the famed archer of the race of the Pandavas, hesitates to begin
the fight ; and is recalled to a sense of his duty by Kr^na, wlio
in human form stands by his side as his charioteer. The admoni-
tions and instructions of Kr^pa adopt a more serious and
elevated tone as he pro<jecds, and in the eleventh book he
reveals himself to Arjuna as the one only God, the I>ord of all

worlds, who has assumed the form of the hero of the Yftdava
race.

This is not the place in which to enter into the
full details of the historical development of Krsna,
who in the Mahabharata appears at one time as a
human hero, at another as semi-divine (a pheno-
menal form of Visnu), or again as the one only
God, and who finally

is identilied with Brahman,
the All-Soul. The judgment which the author of

this article has formed with regard to the lines

which this development has followed may be
learned from the Introduction to his translation of

the Bhagavad-Gita, ch. ii. (Leipzig, 1905). The
following brief statement must sutHce for a due

appreciation of the contents of the Gita.

it may be assume<l as probable that Krsna was
originally the leader of a warrior and pastoral
tribe of non-Brahman race, and that he lived long
before the Buddha. He became the eponymous hero
of his people, not only because of his prowess
in war, but also probably because he was the
founder of the religion of his race—a religion inde-

pendent of the Vedic tradition and monotheistic,
in which a special stress was laid on ethical require-
ments. The adherents of this religion were called
'

Bhagavatas,' adopting other names later on. As
the form of Krsna within the race to which he

belonged was advanced from the position of a

demi-god to that of a god (identified especially with
the god of the Bhagavatas), Brahmanism cfaimed
as its own this popular and powerful representa-
tion of the Deity, and transformed it into an in-

carnation of Visnu. In this way Brahmanism
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succeeded in gaining over the entire religious com-
munity of tlie Bliagavatas, and the latter (a still

existing sect [see Bhakti-Marga]) were merged in
Brahmanism. The Bhagavad-Glta Avas originally
a text-book of this sect, and in the course of
time has won a position of such significance for the
•whole of Brahman India that in recent years edu-
cated Hindus have put it forward as a rival to
the New Testament. No other product of Indian
religious literature is worthy to hold a place by the
side of the Bhagavad-Gita, in view of the beauty
and elevated character of the thought and expres-
sion in many passages. On a metaphysical basis
there has been raised in it a structure of lofty
ethical teaching, which we miss in the orthodox
systems of Indian philosophy.

It has long been known that we do not possess
the Bhagavad-Gita in its original form, but in a
form which is the result of essential modifications.
The doctrines, which are here put into the moutli
of Krsna, present a remarkable combination of

pantheistic and monotheistic ideas, of philosophical
thoughts, and of pure and deeply religious faith
in God.
A personal God, Krsna, manifests himself in the

form of a human hero, propounds his doctrines,
and demands of his hearer not only the exact ful-

filment of duty, but before everything else faith
and love and resignation, of which he is himself to
be the object. By a special act of grace he then
reveals himself in his superhuman but still bodily
form, and promises to the faithful, as reward for
his love to God, admission after death to His
presence, and the prize of fellowship with Him.
By the side, however, of this deity, thus con-
ceived in as personal a manner as possible, who
dominates the entire poem, there is introduced
several times as the supreme first principle the
neuter impersonal Brahman, the Absolute. At
one time Krsna says of himself that he is the one
sole supreme God, the creator and ruler of the uni-
verse and of all things therein ; at another he sets
forth the Vedantic doctrine of the Brahman and of

mdyd, the cosmical illusion, and proclaims that the

supreme end of man is to transcend this cosmical
illusion and become one with Brahman.
These two doctrines, the theistic and the pan-

theistic, are interwoven with one another, some-
times following one another closely and without
a break, sometimes more loosely connected. Yet
the one is not announced as the lower exoteric
doctrine, and the otlier as the higher esoteric ; nor
is it in any way taught that theism is a grade pre-
liminary to knowledge, or a type of the trutli, and
the pantheism of the Vedanta the truth itself (see
art. Vedanta). But the two forms of belief are

throughout treated entirely as though there were
no distinction at all between them, whether as

regards contents or value.

The attempt has been made to explain away the contradic-
tions of the Bhagavad-Gita, on the theory that no definite
system is here intended ; that the whole is the work of a poet,who gives utterance and shape to his thoughts as they occur to
him, without heeding the anomalies which are involved in
detail.

The fundamental contradiction, however, which permeates the
Bhagavad-Gita cannot be set aside by an appeal to its poetical
character. It can be explained only on the hypothesis that one
or other of the heterogeneous doctrines propounded by Krsna
must be a later addition. Adolf Holtzmann therefore main-
tained the view that the Bhagavad-Gita was originally a poem
of a purely pantheistic nature, which was later modified and
adapted in the interests of the Visnu-Krsna cult, and had thus
impressed upon it its present forni. This theory also, however,
is mistaken

; precisely the reverse seems to be the fact. The
entire character of the poem in design and execution is so over-

whelmingly theistic, that we must suppose it to have been from
the very beginning of a purely theistic character, and to have
been adapted later in a pantheistic sense from the standpoint of
the Vediinta philosophy. In the ancient poem Krsna speaks of

him^olf, and Arjuna of Krsna, as of an individual, a person, a
conscious deity. In the recension the neuter Brahman appears
in the added portions as the final and loftiest conception, and is

occasionally identified with Krsna. Briefly stated, then, the
real facts are that in the ancient poem a Krmaimn based upon
the Sdhkhya-Yoga jMlosophy is set forth';" in the additions

of_
the recension the Vedanta philosophy is taught (see artt.

Sankhya, Yooa, Vedanta). It has long been known, indeed,
that the doctrines of the Sankhya-Yoga formed, on the whole,
the basis of the philosophical speculations of the Bhagavad-
Gita, and that, as compared with them, the Vedanta holds a
quite secondary position. Acting on this conviction, the author
of the present article has attempted, in his translation of the
Gita, to determine the original form of the poem, and to
separate the additions of the Vedantic recension.

The doctrines of the true original Bhagavad-Gita
are briefly as follows. They may be defined as the
faith of the Bhagavatas, considerably modified by
the introduction of elements from the Sahkhya-
Yoga. In the folloAving accoimt it is not proposed
to adhere to the line of thought of the poem, which
wanders from one to the other, and especially in
its practical demands constantly intermingles the
different recognized standpoints of religion and
philosophy.
We begin mth the systematic part, and in the

first place with the person of God. God is a con-

scious, eternal, and almighty Being, the 'great
Lord of the universe, who is without beginning'
(x. 3). He is distinct not only from the perish-
able world, but also from the imperishable soul of

existing beings (xv. 17-19). He is therefore soul
in another and higher sense than the souls of all

creatures. When it is asserted in vii. 4-6 that
God has two natures, one a higher spiritual nature,
by which the universe is sustained, and a second,
a lower and material nature, consisting of all that,

according to the Sankhya, belongs to prakrti or

matter, this statement is not to be construed in

the sense that a half of the Divine essence is com-

posed of matter ; the meaning is rather that matter
is not itself independent, following its own blind

impulses, but that its evolution is under the con-
trol of God ; in other words, that God works in

matter, and acts through it. This is clearly ex-

pressed in other passages of the Bliagavad-Gita.
God deposits in matter the germ from which de-

velopment takes place (xiv. 3, 4). He is therefore the
father of all creatures, while matter may be com-

pared to the mother's womb (xiv. 4). God super-
intends the rise, development, and decay of the
universe (ix. 7, 8, 10), and in this sense He is termed
the origin and end of the whole world (vii. 6, x. 8),

and is identified mth death (xi. 32). The creatures
in all their doings and conditions of life have their

origin from Him (x. 4, 5) ; He determines their fate,

i.e. recompenses them according to their deeds, and
in the cycle of life makes the creatures ' revolve
like figures in a puppet-show' (xviii. 61). All His
acts are solely for the sake of the universe, for

He Himself has no wish to fulfil, no end to attain

(iii. 22, 24).
' Whenever justice declines and in-

justice increases,' God, A\ho is yet eternal and

imperishable, re-creates Himself, i.e. assumes new
l^henomenal forms ' for the jirotection of the good
and the destruction of the evU, in order to establish

the right' (iv. 6-8). Because tiie action of God
is due to the matter of which He is the ruler, and
is never due to a selfish motive, He is not fettered

by His action (iv. 13, 14, ix. 9), and can never,
therefore, be entangled in worldly existence. The
imaginary picture of God in Book xii. is a dramatic
embellishment, which is intended to touch the

fancy, but is of slight importance for the real teach-

ing of tiie Gita.
The relation of God to the world of mankind is

determinetl not solely by the stern law of retribu-

tion, but by love to those who know Him and are

whole-heartedly devoted to Him (vii. 17, xii. 14-20,
xviii. 64, 65, 69), and He delivers from all sin tliose

who take refuge in Him alone (xviii. 66). In tliis

passage already, therefore (and also in xviii. 56, 58,

62, 73), is set forth that confidence in the Divine
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grace (prusuilu) wliicli ^vc meet with in some U})a-
nisads of the middle period (see art. Upanisaus),
and wiiich in conssequence holds so important a

phicc in tlic Indian sects.

Although it is God who guides tlie processes of

the world, yet, as we saw above, all acts are to be

ascribed to iiuitter (ill. 27, v. 14, xiii. 20, 29). Out
of primitive matter the universe is evolved, and
it returns back again into it (viii. 18, 19). This

conception of evolution ami re-absorption, like the

theory of the world-iieriods, is therefore derived

from the SahkhjMi .system ; and in general all the

views of the Bhagavad-Gita with regard to matter

agree with the doctrine of the Sahkhya. The
three gunas play here the same jiart as in tiiat

system (see art. GUNAs) ; by their intlnences the

soul is enchained (xiv. 511'.), anil the consequences
of their activity make themselves felt throughout
the entire life, as is described in detail in IJooks

xvii. and xviii. Even the physiological conceptions
with regard to the inner organs and the senses are

those of the Sahkhya sjstem (iii. 40, 42, xiii. 5).

None of these correspondences, however, is of

such importance for the doctrines of the Gita as

the fundansental conception of the miture of

matter, ilerived from the (Sahkhya, which forms
the basis of the philosophical iliscussion in Bk. ii.

Matter, it is true, is in no sense created by CJod,
but exists from eternity ; it is, however, subject to

incessant mutation and change. All its products
andell'ects are transitory ; its influences, especially
those of pleasure and pain, come and go, and they
do not therefore deserve that man should regulate
his conduct by them (ii. 14).

Over-against this
mutaliility

of all the products
of matter is set the immutability of the soul. The
latter, indeed (the soul, the .self), resembles matter,
in so far as both are eternal and indestructible ;

for that which is, ever has been, and ever will be :

'existence cannot be predicated of tliat which is

not, nor non-existence of that which is' (ii. 16).

The main contra-st, however, between soul and
matter consists in this, that the former is never

subject to change. In reality the soul dwells
within the body alisolutely inactive, 'neither act-

ing nor inspiring action' (v. 13-lo), and remains
unatlected by all the inlluences and acts of matter.
This thought is elaborated in choice language in

the 2nd Bk. of the Biiagavad-Gita. He who knows
that the soul is the true I, Avhicli abandons the
wom-out bodies and enters into new ones, as a
man ])uts oil' old clothes and puts on new (ii. 22),

that the .soul can neither be liurt nor destroyed,
laments not over human sull'ering and death, i.e.

over events which atl'ect merely the perishable body.
All this is pure Sahkhya doctrine. Neverthe-

less the conception of the spiritual principle in

the Gita is essentially different from that of the

Pahkliya system ; it is decidedly more religious
than iihilosophical. According to the Gita as

repre-
senting the belief of the Bhagavatas, the individual
soul does not lead a separate existence from all eter-

nity, but it has become severed as a part from the
Divine soul (xv. 7, of. also xvi. 18, xvii. 6). Indi-
vidual souls are therefore of Divine origin. They
have entered into a union with matter, which is

incapable of effecting any change in the souls

themselves, but by which life and consciousness
have been brought into the universe. It is the
duty of man to behave in such a way that his
soul may be able to return again to its origin, to
God.
We now come to the prncticnl part of the

doctrines of the Gita. Here two ways of salvation
are contrasted with one another, one of which
consists in withdrawal from the life of the world,
and seeking after knowledge, the other in acts con-
formable to duty and free from desire. Although

the second way is rejieatedly described as superior
(iii. 8, v. 2, xviii. 7), and, to jmlge from the whole

tenor, is to be regarded as the true ethical ideal

of the poem, the autiior has nevertheless not
ventured to leiect tlie way of salvati(jn by re-

nunciation of the world, and abstract knowledge.
The conception that deliverance from the cycle of

existence was to bo won by meditation in complete
isolation from the world, had bieii for centuries so

deeply rooted in all thoughtful circles among the
Indian

i)eoples
that it (ujiild no longer be seriously

assailed. No course remained open but to concede
a place to the two ways side by side with each

other, and to teach that both right action and
the knowledge which inijilies non-action or abstin-

ence from works lead to salvation. From the fact

that in the Gita now one and now the other stand-

point is adopted, and at times the ideal of quiet-
ism is placed unreservedly above that of activity
(vi. 3), all sorts of inconsistencies and ambiguities
liave arisen, which a decided rejection of the

quietistic standpoint would have avoided. The
Bhagavad-Gita reconciles tiie two views by ex-

plaining that action in fulfilment of duty, which
is i)erformed without regard to success and without

any personal interest, ceases to produce fruit, and

accordingly for the actor does not result in anj
continuance of worldly existence. Action of this

nature, therefore, as far as consequences are con-

cerned, is equivalent to the abstinence from action

of the way of knowledge.
The knowledge which is to be attained by the

quietistic way of salvation is described in several

passages of the Gita, jirecisely on the lines of the

yaiikhya system (xiii. 23, xiv. 19), as a discrimina-

tion or soul and matter ; and as a consequence of

this (li.scrimination release from the necessity of

re-birth is assured to him who knows, without

regard to conduct (xiii. 23). This may be looked

upon as an isolated recognition of the pure Sah-

khya ideal. In general the view of the Bhagavad-
Gita is that saving knowledge is not limited to the
discriminatiim of soul and matter, but this dis-

crimination is to be regarded merely as a condition

preliminary to the knowledge of God; it is this

that first really ojiens the way to the highest
salvation.

The second way of salvation, the un.seliish dis-

charge of duty, is incessantly enjoined in the

Bhagavad-Gita in the most varied manner. But
the mere discharge of duty would not lead to the

goal so long as there is still associated \\\i\\ it any
expectation of fruit. AVhat is commanded must
be done without pa.ssion, with quietness and

equanimity, with an even regard for every one,

esteeming iudiO'erently the pleasing or displea.sing,

pleasure or pain, good or evil fortune, with no
trace of de.sire or personal interest. If a man acts

in this frame of mind, without vexing himself with

regard to transitory material results (ii. 14), solely

according to the precepts of duty and the Divine

example (iii. 22), leaving to God the outcome of

all his works, his works are not subject to the
law of retribution (iv. 22, 23, ix. 27, 28, xviii. 12,

17). The requirements here laid down necessitate

the rejection of the Vedic conception of the merit
of works, and this is expressed in the original (jita

without any limitation. All the ceremonies of the
Brahmanical ritual minister, indeed, throughout to

individual desires, and therefore stand in sharp
contrast to the ethical ideal of the Gita. 'Aban-
don all sacred rites,' it is said in xviii. 66 ;

and

similarlj% in ii. 42-Ao, unconcealed contenij)t
is ex-

pressed for the promises of the Veda, which take
account only of the material world and oH'er only
transitory reward (cf. also ix. 20, 21). IndiHerence

towards the prescriptions of the Vedic ritual is

therefore also a preliminary condition for the
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attainment of salvation {ii. 52, 53). In this require-
ment, again, pure Sankbya doctrine is assumed, as
will be plain to every one acquainted witb the
Indian systems of philosopby.

Wlietber, bowever, it is the one or the other way
of salvation that is followed, a hindrance that lies

in the natural disposition must be overcome. When
it is said in iii. 3 that ' the creatures follow their

nature,' and when in xvi. 1 tf. a distinction is drawn
between men who are born to a godlike existence
and those who are bom to the existence of demons,
this predetermination is to be conceived as an
effect of previous merit or guilt. Nothing is said
in the Gita of a real predestination ; rather it is

apparent that, throughout, moral freedom is taken
for granted. It is left to man's option whether he
will contend Avith the hindrances that lie in the

path to deliverance or not, whether he will seek to
reach a lower or tlie highest goal. On the way
to the latter, natural ignorance hinders the practice
of knowledge (v. 15), as natural desire hampers the

performance of duty, and is man's real enemy to
the observance of duty (iii. 37, 43). But unbelief
also and scepticism are fatal (iv. 40). Moderate
ascetic (yoga) practices are recommended as aids
to the successful combating of these hindrances (v.

27, 28, vi. lOtf., viii. 10, 12 ff.). Even if a man
is not successful in mental abstraction, these yoga
observances are not useless, for such a man will be
re-born under favourable conditions, and will ultim-

ately reach the supreme goal (ii. 40, vi. 41 ff. ).

We now come, finally, to tlie most important
demand which the Gita makes upon those men who
stand in need of deliverance. As is well known, tlie

poem is the anthem in praise of bhakti, or believing
and trustful love to God. With unerring certainty
love to God leads to the goal alike by the way of

knowledge and by that of unselfish performance
of duty. The entire poem is full of this thought,
and it was comi^osed with a view to its exposition.
From love to God knowledge of God arises (xviii.

55), and in consequence the believer refers all his

deeds to God and leaves their results to Him. To
every one, without distinction of birth or regard
to his former conduct, bhakti assures deliverance,
even to evil - doers, Avomen, Vaisyas, and Sudras

(ix. 30-32). No transient impulse, however, of love
is in question ; the whole being of man must be
tilled with unchanging love to God. W^hen this is

the case, a man's thouglits, even in the hour of

death, will be directed towards God. Especial im-

portance is attached to this point in the Gita (viii.

6, 9, 10, 13), becau.se a man enters into that form of

existence of which he thinks in the hour of death

(viii. 6).

AV'hat, then, are we to conceive to be the condi-
tion of the soul that has been liberated from

earthly existence and has attained unto God?
Unconsciousness, in harmony with the doctrine of

the Sahkhya-Yoga ? Does the soul, having been

part of the Divine Soul before its separation from
it, lose its individuality on its return to its

origin ? No. Deliverance is conceived as the
state of blissful peace of the soul, whose individ-

ual life continues in the presence of God. How,
indeed, on the assumptions of the Sankhya-Yoga,
the soul can lead a conscious existence witliout

entering into relation with matter the Bhagavad-
Gita does not explain. Evidently a view is set

forth here which dates from the most ancient

period of the Bhagavata religion, and which from

antiquity has formed a pillar of this faith ;
in

spite, therefore, of the subsequent introduction of

elements from the Sankhya-Yoga, this doctrine

maintained its ground against the contrasted

teaching of the two philosophical 8y.stems. A
confident faith helped to remove the methodical
diificulties which must have been the result.

On the whole, however, the religious and philo-
sophical doctrines of the origirud Bhagavad-Glta,
as the above account shows, were clear and defined.
Their clearness is greatly impaired by the pan-
theistic redaction. The form of the poem, as it

has come down to us, is full of internal contradic-

tions, seeing that in it at one time the personal
God (Krsna), at another the impersonal world-
soul (Brahman), is presented as the supreme first

principle
—sometimes the two are also identified ;

and again, at one time conscious continued exist-
ence in the presence of God is put forward as the

highest goal of human endeavour, and at another

absorption into the world-soul.
It is difficult to determine the period of the com-

position of the work. We shall not, however, go
materially wrong if we assign tlie composition of
the original Gita to the 2nd cent. B.C., its redaction
to the 2nd century of our own era.

In conclusion, a few words must be devoted to the

question of Buddhist or Christian influence in the

Bhagavad-Gita. Buddhist influence may perhaps
be traced in the recommendation of the golden mean
in Bk. vi. 16, 17 ; and this idea may be supported by
a reference to the occurrence of the word nirvana
in the preceding verse. Since, however, the appli-
cation of the term is not at all limited to the lin-

guistic usage of Buddhism [brahmanirvdim occurs
four times in the recension of the Gita), and since
the conception of a wise moderation is explained on

general human considerations, Buddhist influence
must be regarded as very doubtful, or may at best
be due to very distant and indirect sources.

The question of the influence of Christianity on
the Gita is more important. Such an influence has
often been asserted, and as often disputed. In tlie

case of the original Bhagavad-Gita, the date, which
on reliable grounds may be assign jd to it, is decisive

for a negative answer. The historical possibility
of the author of the redaction being acquainted
with the doctrines of Christianity must unquestion-
ably be admitted ; but there are no grounds for

regarding this view as even probable, much less

certain. No thought is found in the Gita which may
not be satisfactorily explained from the rich store-

house of ideas at the disposal of the Indian peoples,
or from their characteristic mental disposition.
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BHAGAVATAS.—SeeBHAKTi-MAitGA, p. 540^

BHAIRAVA.— Bliairava is a name of 6iva,

meaning
' fearful.' Originally it was only an

epithet of the third member of the Hindu trinity
in his ' fear

'

form. As such the word is found quite

early, but the worship of Siva under the special

(separate) form of Bliairava is of recent date.

ipiglit, sometimes twelve, forms of this Bhairava-

Siva are then recognized, those commonly used

being 'Bhairava the Black' and 'Bliairava the

Dog.' Svasva, 'he that has a dog for his horse,'

is also a frequent designation of Bliairava. He
has a female consort called Bhairavi. All of

this side of Bhairava, however, is purely classical.
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derived from Siva's epithet. But Bhairava has
another side, which is indeed the popular modern
side of his character, having nothing to do witli

the Brahmanic god. This is derived from the

village-god, Bhairon, a peasant personification
of the lield-genius, and often confused with the

Bhumiya form of the earth-god. This Bhairon has

passed through the usual stages. First a peasant
godling, then made by the Brahman priests an
attendant of their god, then representing that

higher god, and finally, as at present, the only
form of the god (Siva) recognized by the peasants
of several communities, chietiy in northern India.

The chance resemblance of name facilitated the
identification of the peasant Bhairon with the

priestly Bhairava, and the attributes of the great
god were transferred by the worshippers of the
little god to their own godling. A further identi-

fication has already begun with the Brahmanic
hero Bhim, and he is thei'efore known as the '

club-

god,' having taken over from Bhim the weapon
associated with that hero. At present it is impos-
sible to distinguish fully the characteristics of the
Siva form of Bhairava from those of the Bhairon
form. Other forms of the same name are Bhairoba
and (in middle India) Vitoba. The worship of

Bhairava is found in Benares and Bombay, and
throughout the agricultural districts of northern
and middle India, as far north as the Panjab.
In the north he is revered chiefly as a black dog.
In middle India his favourite image is that of

a snake-girded drummer, or simply of a red
stone. As a village-deity he is worshipped with
milk ofierings, in towns, especially in the north,
with spirituous liquors ; and his exclusive adherents
are ignorant peasants in the country and dissolute

Yogis of the towns. But as an attendant on Siva
he has a recognized though subordinate place in

the respectable temples of the great god.
LiTKRATtTRE.—E. T. DaltoD, DescTiptive Ethiiology of Bengal,

Calcutta, 1872 ; W. Crooke, Papular Religion and Folk-lore

qf NorUism India, new ed., Lond. 1890.

E. Washburn Hopkins.
BHAKTI-MARGA.— I. Introduction.—U/ifd-^i-

Mdrga (the 6Aa/i-<i-path) is a general name given to

those sects of modern Hinduism which lay stress

on the importance of bhakti, or devotional faith, as
a means of salvation, as opposed to the '

works-path
'

{karma-mdrga) and the 'knowledge-path' (jhdna-
vmrga). The doctrine of bhakti is the foundation
of modern Vishnuite Hinduism, and is professed by
at least 150 millions of the inhabitants of India.
The only other book-religion of modern India, whose
believers are numerically im])ortant, is Saivism.
The latter is confined mainly to special localities ;

and even here, not only are there also many
Vaisnavas, but several Saiva se^cts teach the doc-
trine oi bhakti as directed to Siva. The strong-
hold of oaivism may be taken to be that part of
India which lies east of the longitude of Benares.
All India west of that line may be taken, so far as
Hindus are concerned, as on the whole Vislmuite.
The word blmkti, with the allied words Bhrtgavat

and Bhagavata, is derived from the Sanskrit root

bhaj, meaning, in this case, 'to adore.' Bhakti,
therefore, has the primary meaning of '

adoration,'
while Bhagavat means ' the Adorable One,' and
Bhagavata

'

ix worshipper of the Adorable One.'
As a religious term bhakti is defined * as ' an
affection fixed upon the Lord '

; but the Avord
'affection' {anurakti) itself is further defined as
that particular all'ection [rokti] which arises after

(avu) a knowledge of the attributes of the Ador-
able One.
The best official account of bhakti is contained in the

Aphorisms o( Sandilya, a work of unknown date, but modern,
which, v\ith a commentary, was translated bv Cowell in 1878.
After defining bhakti, as above explained, tiie writer further

•
^fldUya. 1. 2.

states that it is not knowledge, though it may be the result of

knowledge. Even those who hate the Adorable may have
knowledge of Ilini. It is not worship, etc. Tliose are merely
outward acts, and bhakti need not necessarily be present in
them. It is simply and solely an affection directed to a person,
and not a belief in a system. There is a promise of immortality
to him who ' abides

'

in Him. '

Abiding
' means '

having bhakti.'
Bhakti is not a wish. A wish is selfish. Affection is unselfish.
It is not a '

work,' and does not depend upon an effort of the
will. The fruit of

' works '

is transient, that of bhakti is eternal
life. Works, if they are pure, are a means to bhakti. To be
pure, they must be surrendered to Him, i.e., the doer must say,
'Whatever I do, with or without my will, being all surrendered
to Thee, I do it as impelled by Thee." Good actions, done for
the good results which they produce in a future life, do not
produce bhakti, but are bondage.
Bhakti, if looked upon as 'faith,' is not 'belief.' That may

be merely subsidiary to ceremonial works. Not so bhakti.
Belief is at best merely a subsidiary preliminary to bhakti. We
have seen that knowledge may produce bhakti. The converse
is not true. Bhakti is the terminus. We cannot know by
bhakti, we can only recognize by it—a term which implies
previous knowledge.

It is by its signs or 'fruits' that we know that bhakti is

thoroughly confirmed. Such fruits are respect and honour
paid to tlie Adorable, sorrow for sin, doubt of every other
object but the Adorable, celebration of His praise, continuing
to live for His sake, considering ever3thing as His, regarding
Him as being in all things, resignation to His will, absence of

anger, envy, greed, and impure thoughts.
The highest bhakti may be directed not only to the Adorable

in His highest form, but also to any of His incarnations, such
as Krjna, Ildma-chandra, and so on. The object of the Ador-
able in becoming incarnate was pure compassion in its highest
sense. No earthly comi)assion is purely disinterested. His
alone is disinterested. lie became incarnate, and descended
from His high estate, solely to abolish disinterestedly others'
woes.
So far Saijdilya. As a religious technical term, bhakti is a

most difficult word to translate. Proliably
'

faith,' in the sense
of 'devotional faith,' and not of mere 'belief,' is its best
representative in English, but unless 'faith' is taken in this

special sense, the word is apt to be misleading. 'Devotion'
gives an idea as incomplete as

'
faith

'

; for, though devotion is a
necessary element of bhakti, it does not imply the after sense
which is insisted upon by the teachers of the cult. It is

devotion arising a/ter the acquirement of belief. In the present
article, the word 'faith,' understood as above, will be employed
as the equivalent.

{a) Signification and Indian origin of the word
' bhakti.'—Tlie use of the word bhakti as a religious
technical term is comparatively late in Indian
literature. This was to be expected, for faith

requires a personal deity as its object, and for

many centuries after Vedic times all Indian

religious literature was confined to one form of

thought which was incompatible with belief in the
existence of such a God. This was the pantheistic
Brahmaism *

of the earliest Upanisads and of
works based upon them (see Vedanta). In the
sense of ' love directed to God '

the word appears
first in Buddhist works of the 4th cent. B.C. ; and
it was also about the same time quoted in one of
his rules (IV. iii. 95), with the same meaning, by the
Sanskrit grammarian Panini. It is

fully estab-
lished as a religious technical term in the older

parts of the Bhagavad-Gltd (a. v.), which belong to
the two centuries immediately preceding our era,
and was subsequently freely used in all Sanskrit
literature, both sacred and profane.

Devotional faith implies not only a personal God,
but one God. It is essentially a monotheistic
attitude of the religious sense. If, therefore, M-e

assume that the word bhakti, as a religious
technical term, cannot be traced to a period earlier
than the 4th cent. B.C., it is important to inquire
how far back Ave can trace the feeling Avhich it

represents. This feeling was very old in India.
We occasionally come across what it is diflicult

to distinguish from bhakti even in Vedic hymns,
especially those dedicated to Varuna. But this

incipient monotheism fell still-born from the

singers' lips. The untaught multitude adhered
for many centuries to the genial, hearty, polytheistic
nature-worship of their Vedic ancestors, while the
Brahmans—in that part of India the sole reposi-

* This is the convenient name given by Hopkins to the un-
systematized Brahmanical teaching of the earliest Upanisads
before it had developed into the systematized Vedanta of
Saiikara.
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tories of the learning of their time—carried their

speculations into the region of pantheism. The
origin of the monotheism from which bhakti sprang
must be sought elsewhere than among the Brah-
mans of Northern India.
The migration of the Aryans into India was a

long process, extending over many generations.
The earlier comers were separated from the later
ones by differences of custom, religion, and
language. There were internecine quarrels among
them, which ultimately resolved themselves into
one group of tribes establishing itself as the most
powerful. This group, represented in history by
the Kuru tribe, had settled in the tract known as
the Madhyade&a or '

Midland,' and corresponding
to the country near the modern Delhi and to its

immediate north. It was the Aryan language
spoken in the Midland that in later times developed
into Sanskrit, It was in the Midland that the
Vedic hymns were collected and compiled, and it was
here that the Brahmans consolidated their priestly

power and gained the social supremacy which sub-

sequently extended over the whole of India, and
which they have never lost. AU the old religious
literature which has come down to us had, if not
its origin, at least its publishing centre, in the
Midland.

(6) Indian monotheism and its probable origin.
—

The word ' Midland '

suggests an '

Outlaud,' also

inhabited by Aryans, encircling the INIidland on
the East, South, and West. In those days, besides
the Brahmans, the Aryans had another leading
class—that of the Ksatriyas, or warriors. In the
earlier times these shared with the Brahmans the

right of sacrifice, which in the Midland was after-

wards monopolized by the latter. It has long
been recognized that the Aryans of the Outland
were not, in later Vedic times, so thoroughly
subjected to the religious influence of the Brahmans
as their kindred of the Midland. In the Outland
the thinkers belonged rather to the Ksatriya class,

to whose learning and critical acumen witness is

borne even in contemporary Brahmanical writings.
It was in the Outland that the old atheistic system
of philosophy

—the Sahkhya— took its birth,

patronized and perhaps founded by Ksatriyas.
Here, later on, Sakya Siiiiha and Mahavira, both

Ksatriyas, founded respectively the Buddhist and
the Jain religions ; and here, during the thousand

years that precede our era, while the Brahmans of

the Midland were developing their pantheistic
'

Brahmaism,' the leading spirits of the Ksatriyas
thought out their monotheism.

Sakya Siiiiha and Mahavira were by no means
the only Ksatriyas of the Outland who were cele-

brated for their learning. Janaka, the famous

king of ]Mit!iila, was not merely intimately con-

nected with the origins of the Bhagavata religion,
but also took a prominent part in philosophical
discussions with Brahmans of many varying views.

According to the Bhagavata Purdna (III. xxi. 26),

even Kapila, the founder of the Sahkhya system,
was descended from a Rdjarsi, and was therefore

a Ksatriya. The Brliaddranyaka Upanisad (II.

i. Iff.) and the Kaiisitaki Brdhmana Upa/iisad
(iv. IfT.) both tell us how Gargya, a Brahman of

the Outland, was actually taught by the Ksatriya

Ajatasatru of Kasi. To the east and south of the

Midland lay the country of the Panchalas. Here
lived the Ksatriya Jaivali, who, according to the

Chhandogyci Upanisad (I. viii. 1 and V. iii.il".)

put the Brahmans to silence and taught the

JBrahman Gautama. He even (V. iii. 7) claimed

that his system of religious thought belonged to

the Ksatriya class alone. Again, in the same
work (V. xi.) we find ourselves in another part
of the Outland, the Kaikgya country of the

western Panjab. Five great theologians come to

a Brahman with hard questions, which he cannot
answer. So he sends them on to a Ksatriya,
Asvapati, the king of the land, who solves their
difficulties. These Upanisads were all Brahmani-
cal, and their authors had no temptation to extol
the learning of the Ksatriyas. On the contrary,
when they got a chance, they ridiculed it. Thus
the teaching of an opponent is made short work of

by the author of the &atapatha Brdhnuina (VIII.
i. 4, 10), who contemptuously compares it to ' the
words of a Ksatriya.'
We have no literary evidence as to the train of

reasoning by which this doctrine of monotheism
was reaclied, but to the present writer it api>ear8
more than probable that it was a development of
the sun-worship which was the common heritage
of both branches of the Aryan people—the Iranian
and the Indian.

All the legends dealing with the origins of the BhSgarata
religion are connected in some way or other with the sun.

According to the Mahdbhdrata (xii. 12983), the Adorable
Himself taught the religion to the seer Narada, who taught it to,

amongst others, the sun, who communicated it to mankind.
The greatest and most worshipped of all the incarnations of the
Adorable—that of Rama-chandra—was by human origin a
descendantof the sun, while Kr?9*. the other g^reat incarnation,
was descended from tlie moon, and with him the branch of the
lunar race to which he belonged ceased to exist. Several of the

legends connected with Bhagavata saints are also connected
vnih the sun. Sugriva, Rama's ally, had the sun for his father.

Many legends are told about Draupadi, the wife of the five

Pandavas, but in the Acta Sanctorum of the Bhagavatas, the

Bhakta-mdla, only one is thought worthy of mention, and that
is connected with a miracle performed by Kr¥>.i<^ with the aid of a
marvellous cooking-pot given to Draupadi by the sun. Satrajit,

Krspa's father-in-law, was a sun-worshipper, and receive<l from
the sun a jewel that became the subject of many stories.

One of the very earliest heretics recorded in Brahmanical
literature was Vajnavalkya. According to the Ftfjiu I'urdiyi

(in. V. ff.), he refused to obey his preceptor's command to join
in worship with people whom he styled

' miserable and in-

efficient Brahmans.' He explained that he acted 'in' or 'for'

bhakti (the MSS differ), and rejected so much of the Yajur
Veda as he had learnt from his teacher. He then departed and
worshipped the sun, who imparted to him a new and sohia-

malical Yajur Veda of its own. With this he betook himself to

the Janaka referred to above, a famous king of the Outland,
and the legendary father-in-law of Rama-chandra. The Bchad-
drai}yaka Upanisad (in. i.) tells how he discussed religious
matters with Janaka and converted him, and how he disputed
with and silenced orthodox Brahmans. According to Bhagavata
eechatology, the saved soul first of all passes through the sun
on its way to the Adorable after death. Nimbarka, the earliest

of the Bhagavata reformers, is traditionally said to have been
an incarnation of the sun, and to have started his career by

making the sun stand still. Even at the present day the sun is

given the title of
'

Bhagavat' by the peasants of Northern India.

In modern language Bhagavat Surya, the Adorable Sun,
becomes Suriij Bhagavdn. Finally, in the later stages of the

Bhagavata religion, the Adorable is identified wnlh Vi^iju, a

deity who, in the oldest Indian literature, was worshipped as a

sun-god. , . . Tii

(c) Founder of the monotheistic Bhagavata
religion.

—Under any circumstances, whether this

monotheism was a development of sun-worship or

not, the following facts may be taken as accepted

by most students of the subject :—The founder of

the religion was one Kr§na (Krishna) Vflsudeva,
a Ksatriya. His father's name was Vasudeva

(hence the patronymic of Vfisudeva), and his

mother's Devaki. lie was the pupil of a sage named
Ghora Ahgirasa, who taught him ' so that he never

thirsted again.'
* He belonged to the Satvata sept

of the Outland Yadava tribe. In the older parts
of the Mahdbhdrata he appears in the t\yofold
character of a mighty warrior and of a religious

reformer. He called the obiect of his worship the

Bhagavat, or the '

Adorable,' and his followers

called themselves Bhagavatas, or '

Worshippers of

the Adorable.' The religion was first adopted by
tlie people of his own tribe, and gradually spread
over the greater part of the Outland. Before the

4th cent. B.C., as in the case of the founders of

many other religions, he was himself given Divine

honours, and under his patronymic of Vasudeva
became identified with the Adorable. In its

original form the religion was strongly mono-
• Chhdndogya Upanifod, iii. xvii. 6.
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theistic. Vasudeva taught that the Supreme
Being was infinite, eternal, and full of grace, and
that salvation consisted in a life of perpetual bliss

near him.*
2. History of Bhagavata religion.—i. FIRST

Stage.—There has always been manifest in India
a tendency to combine religion with philosophy,
and, this being fostered by the speculative
inclinations of the Ksatriya class, it followed that,
as time went on, and as interest in philosophical

questions > spread amongst the people of India,

monotheism, as expressed by the Bhagavata
religion, was given a philosophic basis. The
pantheistic Brahmaism of the Midland was
altogether opposed to this monotheism, and the

Bhagavatas naturally turned to those systems of

philosophy which had sprung up in the freer

atmosphere of the less Brahmanized Outland.
There were two of these systems—the ancient

Saiikhyaf (q.v.) and its daughter, the Yoga (q.v.).

These two systems influenced not only Bhagavatism,
but also two other important religions founded by
Ksatriyas

—Buddhism and Jainism.
The Sahkhya system is based on pure atheism.

It categorically denies the existence of any
Supreme God. Moreover, it does not concern
itself with ethics. The Bhagavata religion, on the
other hand, had a God, and from the first was

strongly ethical in character. The bridge between
those two opposing conceptions was ati'orded by
the Yoga philosophy. The belief in the power
acquired by the practice of yoga, or concentration,
a kind of shamanism, had existed in India for

centuries, and this became a branch of philosophy
when the acquired power was intended to be

utilized for the obtaining of the knowledge
demanded by Saukhya. The Yoga teaching in-

culcates morality, and the ethical tendency of

Bhagavatism led it to ally itself with this develop-
ment of Sahkhya rather than with the parent
system.
A system of philosophy, as distinct from a

religion, is a matter for the learned alone, and the
doctors of the Yoga system readily accepted an
alliance with a religion, such as that of the

Bhagavatas, which brought the popular beliefs to

their side. They paid a price for it. They added
a God to the Sahkhya system, and Yoga became
theistic. The God whom they accepted had

nothing to do with their philosophy. The idea
was added on from outside without organically
afiecting it. On the other hand, the philosophy
supplied the Bhagavatas with a number of technical

terms, not the least important of which was the
word yoga itself. Witli them the word gradually
changed its meaning from ' concentration of

thought
'

to ' devotion to God.' It thus approached
the meaning of bhnkti, but did not include the idea
of love, which is an essential part of the signifi-
cation connoted by that word. We shall see that
in later times the word yoga received still further

development. Another technical term which the

Bhagavatas borrowed from Sahkhya-Yoga was a

frequently used title for '

God,' viz. Punisa, or
the '

Male.' This was the word employed by the

Sahkhyas for the human soul. According to tlie

Yoga system, the shadowy God wliich it adopted
was merely a particular soul possessed of supreme
knowledge and power. To Him was given the
title of the Purusa kot' ^^oxvv, and this name was

* In the above, and in what follows, the present writer has
freely utilized the researches of Prof. Bhandarkar and of Prof.

Garbe, whose conclusions have been amply borne out by his own
inquiries. It must, however, be explained that some Sanskrit
scholars are not prepared to accept these statements in their

entirety. It may be noted that BhiiKavatas are often called
' Fiincharatras.' This is, properly speaking, the name of one of
the sects into which the religion was divided.

t The present writer is unable to follow Prof. Deussen in his

theory that Saiikhya is a development of Vedantism.

adopted by the Bhagavatas as an alternative name
for the Adorable. As time went on, other namea
were also applied to Him, such as Narayana, a

patronymic from Nara, the Primal Male, and, as

already explained, Vasudeva. These bring us
down to the end of the first stage of the develop-
ment of the Bhagavata religion, which we may
roughly fix as coinciding with the conclusion of
the 4th cent. B.C.

ii. Second stage. — (a) Its absorption by
Brahmaism.—The second stage is marked by the

capture and absorption of Bhagavatism by the
Brahmaism of the Midland. It is most probable
that the immediate cause of this fusion was, as
Prof. Garbe suggests, the life and death struggle
between the Brahmans and the adherents of the
other great religion of the Outland, Buddhism.
With Buddhism the Bhagavatas had nothing in

common. In Brahmaism tiiei'e was at least a

shadowy Pantheos. The Brahmans were tiius

enabled to win over the Bhagavatas to their side
in the contest, but, like the teachers of Yoga, had
to pay a price for the alliance. That price was,
first, the identification of the Adorable with an
ancient Vedic sun-god, Visnu (Vishnu), still a

popular object of worship among the polytheistic
lower classes of the Miclland ; and, secondly, the
confession of the religious orthodoxy of the

Ksatriya monotheism. The process was an easy
one. Legends were discovered of Brahmans who
performed Ksatriya functions, of Ksatriya families
that became Brahmans, and even of the great
Bhagavata teacher, Janaka, becoming a Brahman.
It became convenient to remember that Manu,
the great lawgiver, was a Ksatriya, and Manu
himself is made by his commentator to say that
even a Brahman can in certain circumstances go to

a Ksatriya teacher.* Finally, the Midland had
one incarnation of Visnu, Para.su-Iiama, a Brah-
man by birtli, who had become incarnate merely
for the destruction of Ksatriyas. In conse-

quence of the alliance mth the Bhagavatas, the
Brahmans had now to confess that this hero
was ultimately defeated by the first Ksatriya
incarnation, that of Rama-chandra. In the official

Brahman account (Ramdyana, I. Ixxv. if.) the

unpleasant fact is slurred over, but it is neverthe-
less fully admitted.
The incorporation was, in short, carried out ia

exactly the same way as that in wliich we see

Brahmaism extending its frontiers at tlie present
day. The process is going on now before our eyes.
Local or abor^inal deities are discovered to be
identical with Siva or some other member of tiie

Brahmanical pantheon, and the distinction of caste

is conferred upon the converts. Usually they are

declared to be liajputs, or, in other words, of the

Ki^atriya class. Tlie aboriginal customs and
beliefs are at first left untouched, and in a couple
of generations no more ardent supporters of the
claims of the Brahmanical priesthood are to be
found than those who are still fetish-ridden

savages. In much the same way the Bhagavatas
became a sect of Brahmaizcd anti-Brahmaists.

The treaty of peace is found in the older parts
of the celebrated Bhagavad-Gltd (which see).

All the noblest ethical sentiments found herein are

clearly of Bhagavata origin. In it the deified

Vasudeva is fully identified with Visnu, but not

yet with the Brahmaist Pantheos ; and Krsna,
the personal name of Vasudeva the Ksatriya, is

also given admission to the circle of Brahmanical

gods as an incarnation of the same deity.
As time went on, that occurred which history has

•
See, for instance, Mahdhharata, xiii. 2fll4, 2397 ; Satapatha

Brdhmana, xi. 6. 2, 10 (tato brahmd Janaka dta); Fifpu
Purdif.a, IV. iii. 5; Some^vara on Mlmdiiua Sutra, I. iii. 3;
Matfj/a Purdtia, crxxii. 115 ; Manu, ii. 241.
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many times since repeated, and Bhagavatism fell
more and more under the sway of the Brahmana.
We see this earliest in the later parts of the
Bhagavad-Gita, which belong to the first two
centuries after our era. In Northern India, where

the_
influence of the Midland was strongest, the

Bhagavatas even admitted the truth of Brahmaisra,
and identified the Pantheos with the Adorable,
although they never made pantheism a vital part
of their religion. It never worked itself into the
texture of their doctrines, but was added to their
belief as loosely as their o^vn monotheism had been
added to the Yoga philosophy. In the later

Bhagavata scriptures it is proclaimed and
recognized, or silently ignored, according to the
passing mood of the \vriter. At times we come
across a misty divinity, personal and gracious it

is true, yet of whom they can say in Brah-
maist language that He is the great 'Who?'*,
and regarding whom they can only postulate that
He is neither being nor not-being. f At another
time, within the same work, the Deity is re-

presented as possessing form and substance. At
one time He is said never to have been seen by
mortal eye, and at another time He reveals Him-
self in bodily form to some favoured saint. The
text-books of this Brahmaized Bhagavatism are
the latter part of the twelfth book of the Mahd-
bhdrata, known as the Ndrdyaniya, and the famous
Bhagavata Purdna.X

(b) Worship of incarnations.—This alliance with
Brahmaism had one general eflect. It removed
the Adorable farther from His adorers. He
became less definite, and we can well believe that
even in those days true believers began the cry
which has become the creed of a sect in later years,
'See ye the Unseeable' (see AlakhnamIs).
Bhagavatism thus began to fail to supply the

craving felt in every human heart for a personal
object of adoration, and the need was met by a
development of the theory of incarnations. The
Adorable was represented as becoming incarnate
in various forms, on various occasions, and for
various jmrposes. To these incarnations, instead
of to the Adorable Himself, the bhakti of the

Bhagavatas now became directed.
The idea of a god becoming incarnate is very old

in India (see art. INCARNATION). We find legends
on the subject in Vedic literature. Here, some-
times one god, sometimes another—Brahma, Visnu,
or Indra—becomes incarnate to save the gods or to

conquer the world. By the time that Bhagavatism
was received into the Brahmanical fold, these

legends had become detached from other gods, and
all centred round the person of the popular sun-

god Visnu. He it now was who, perhaps as a relic of

totem-worship, became incarnate as the Fish, the
Tortoise, the Boar, the Man-lion, the Dwarf, and
so on. Then heroes, first semi-Divine and next
wholly human, were added to the list, such as

Rama-chandra, Krsna, or even the Buddha, The
list of incarnations, or ' descents '

(avatdra), drawn
up by Brahmanical orthodoxy contained ten
instances ; and two of these, that of the Ksatriya
Ilaraa-chandra, and that of the Ksatriya Krsna,
were late additions, almost certainly added to the
list in obedience to Bhagavata susceptibilities, just
as the name of the Buddha may have been added
to draw weak-kneed Buddhists into the Bralimani-
cal fold. We have already seen how the Krsna of

the incarnation bore the personal name of Krsna
Vasudeva. Rama-chandra,

' the glory of the Solar

Race,' was also a famous Ksatriya hero of the

Outland, and was son-in-law of the Janaka pre-
* Ka (Ndradiya Bhakti-mtras, i. 2).

t Mahdbhdrata, xii. 13190.

tThe Tihagavata Purdria is a very late work, and perhaps
should preferably be classed with post-reforiuation literature.

See below.

viously mentioned. To the Bhagavatas, Rama-
cliandra and Krsna were naturally the favourite in-

carnations, but in their lat«r books the list became
much extended, the Adorable being represented as

becoming incarnate no less than twenty-four times.
These incarnations became the direct object of

worship. As Tulasi-dasa said to one of those who
called upon men to 'see the Unseeable,'

' Why dost
thou endeavour to see the Unseeable ? Pray thou
to Rama, and all at once is seen.

'

(c) Worship of the ^akti.—About this period
there also arose the idea of the Sakti, or energic
power, of a divinity as a separate personality.
The worship of the energic power became a
prominent feature in the cult of 6iva, but it Ls also
round among the Bhagavatas. Among them, as
Visnu has been identified with the Adorable, so his

spouse Laksmi is looked upon as the Adorable's

energic power. She is one with Him, and yet
distinct from Him,

' neither confounding the

persons nor dividing the substance.' So entirely is

she looked upon as one with Him that the text-

books are deliberately silent about her ; for, say
they,

' She has done all tliat He has done, and when
we tell of Him we tell of Her.' And yet, on the
other hand, she also appears as the active agent in

spreading abroad the true faith, which she learnt
from Him. The Bhagavata monotheistic deity
has therefore become a Trinity in Unity, consisting
of the Supreme, His incarnations, and His energic
power. The resemblance to the Christian doctrine
of the Trinity is marked, more especially when we
remember that, among the Syrian Cliristians, the

Holy Ghost was declared to be a woman, and was
identified with the Virgin Mary. It is quite
possible that the Bhagavata trinitarian doctrine

developed under early Christian influence (see

below).

(d) RelationofBhdgavatismtopopularpolytheism.—Side by side with this Bhagavata monotheism
there had always been the polytheism of the lower

orders, with its great gods, Brahma, Visnu, and

^iva, and its millions of godlings. Bhagavatism
did not require any denial of these from its

converts. We have seen that it had identified

Visnu with the Adorable Himself. Brahma was

relegated to a lower place. We shall see later that

he was looked upon as a finite being, created by
the Adorable to superintend the general carrying
out of His orders. The dread god Siva or Rudra,

appeased only by bloody sacrifices, could not be so

disposed of. His worshippers were very many,
especially in the Outland, where, in early times,
under the name of Pasupatas, they, like the

Bhagavatas, had been strongly influenced by
Sahkhya-Yoga. The 344th section of the 12th

book of the Mahdbhdrata contains an interesting

legend of a terrible fight between Rudra and the

Adorable. Brahma intervenes and pacifies Rudra,
who acknowledges the Adorable's superiority.
Then the Adorable says to Rudra (13293),

' He who
knows Me, knows Thee. He that follows Thee,
follows Me. There is no diHerence between Us
two.' According to another legend preserved in

the 343rd section of the sjime book, towards the

end of a cycle of time the Adorable becomes

subject to wratli (at the wickedness of the world),
and therefore Rudra is born from his forehead.

The sum of all this is that the Bhagavatas
accepted i5iva as a form of the Adorable, and thus

in legends we find the most pious Bhagavatas,
sudi as, for instance, Chandrahasa, performing
their morning devotions to the Adorable Himself,
and continuing them in a t«. mple devoted to Rudra
or his bloodthirsty spouse Durga. The numerous
other gods of Hindu polytlieism were ea-^ily

disposed of. They were classed as merely sub-

ordinate creatures of the Adorable, given special
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powers or functions in order to carry out His
^^-ill.

All this time the Bhagavatas, -whUe they were

estopped from denying the truth of Brahmaist

pantheism, were still nominally professors of

Sankhya-Yoga. The result was a series of attempts
to unite the opposing lines of thought—one an un-

systematized p^antheism founded on the idea that

everything is part of the One, the other a system-
atized dualism based on the essential diiierence

between matter and spirit. The first endeavours
are to be found in the latest parts of the Bhagavad-
Gitd. Attempt after attempt, given forth under
the authority of higlily honoured names, such as

that of the Saiikhya teacher Panchaiikha, of the
learned Bhagavata king Janaka, or of a female
ascetic named Sulabha, appears in the twelfth
book of the Mahiihhdrata ,

and these finally settled

down into the form in which we find them in the
third book (section xxiv ff.) of the Bhagavata
Purdna. It is impossible to consider this result

as a system of philosophy. The two opposing lines

of thought, each intelUgible in itself, could no more
combine than oil and water, and this so-called
' Pauranik Saiikhya

' can be described only as a

medley of unrelated and mutually contradictory

conceptions.* It has nevertheless exercised the

greatest influence on the pious and more uncritical

minds of India, and has to be reckoned with in

dealing
with the religious history of that country.

Its influence is most strikingly manifest in the

change that it has brought alout in the meaning
of the word yoga. We have already seen that the

meaning had changed from ' concentration of

thought" to 'devotion.' Even in the Bhagai'ad-
Gitd this term became subdivided into karma-

yoga, or the disinterested practice of duty, and

jndna-yoga, the purely theorerical side of religion.
Later on, under the influence of the 'Pauranik

Saiikhya,' we meet three kinds of yoga. Karma-
yoga is now no longer the disinterested practice of

morality, but has become attendance to religious
ceremonial obligations. These give purification,
and lead to jndna-yoga, which is now the concen-
tration of the mind on the Adorable, and this

finally to bhakti-yoga, in which the devotee is fuU
of nothing but faith, and sees nothing but the

Deity, t
This brings us down to the end of the millen-

nium after our era. In the early part of the 9ih
cent. A.D. the celebrated pantheistic philosopher
Sahkara gave system to the ancient Brahmaism
of the Midland, and created the Yedanta (q.v.)

philosophy. His system, far more rigid than the
Brahmaism on which it was founded, compelled
him vigorously to attack the Bhagavata mono-
theism, hitherto grudgingly recognized as orthodox.
His assaults resulted in the Bhagavatas not only
assuming a position of defence, but also taking
up two difi'ering lines of counter-attack. On one
line they remained faithful to the old alliance

with Brahmaism, and contented themselves witli

combating Saiikara's arguments only so far as

they were incompatible with their interpretation
of Brahmaist teaching. On the other line, the
alliance with Brahmaism was finally broken, and
a return was made to the old Saiikhya-Yoga
doctrines which had been abandoned, or partly
abandoned, in favotir of Brahmaism. The dispute
culminated in the 12th cent., the leading re-

presentatives of the two lines of counter-attack

being respectively Ramanuja and Madhva, both
inhabitants of Southern India.

iiL Third Stage, r^.vrrs.—With the appear-
•So also Gaxbe, Sdftihya-PhUotcphit, 52 ff. The Bhagavata

Purana probably belongs to the 13th cent. a.d.
f So Xaravana Pari\-raj in the ATiha-pan£haka, qnot«d by

Bhandark&r, Search for Sanstrit ManuteripU . . . during the

pemr 188S-8i, p. 68.

ance of these two great reformers commences the
third stage in the development of the Bhagavata
religion—the modem Bhakti-mdrga. It will here,
therefore, be convenient to consider the tenets of the

Bhagavatas as they were fijced by the reformers
at the commencement of this thira stage of their

development. Our materials are (1) the Bhagavad-
Gitd, (2) the Xdrdyamya section of the twelfth book
of the Mahdbhdrata, and (3) the Bhagavata Purdna,
as the old authorized scriptures, and the Bhakta-
mala and numerous other works founded on it, as
what might be called the ' New Testament '

of the

Bhagavata religion. An accoimt of the pre-
reformation doctrines will be fotind in the article

Bhagavad-Gita.
(1) Monotheism and a God of grace.

—There is

one and only one God, named the Bhagavat, the
Adorable ; Isarayana, the Son of the Male ; Purusa,
the Male ; or Vasndeva. He exists from

eternity
to eternity. He is therefore defined as ' the End-
less' (ananta), 'the Imperishable' (achyuta), and
' the Indestructible' {avijidsin). He is the Creator
of all things out of matter, to which is given the

Saiikhya-Yoga name of prakrti, pradhdna, or

'the indiscrete' {avyakta]. The original belief

about matter seems to have been that He created
it out of nothing, but in the mixed philosophy of

the sect we sometimes come across statements

agreeing with the duaUstic Saiikhya-Yoga theory
that prakrti has existed independently from all

eternity. From God Issue all souls (j'lva), which
henceforth exist for ever as distinct individuals
and are indestructible. He has created Brahma,
^iva, and the countless subordinate deities to

carry
out His orders in creating and ruling the world,
and to promulgate the true religion. He generally
leaves the burden of ruling the world upon their

shoulders, but, as occasion demands, from time to

time in His infinite grace (prasdda)
* He Himself

becomes incarnate to relieve the world from sin or

His followers from trouble. The greatest and
most perfect of these incarnations {avatdra) are
those of Rama-chandra and Krsna ; but there have
been twenty-three in all, and one is yet to come.
India thu^ ovxs the, idea, of a God of Grace—of the,

Fatherhood of God—to the, Bhagavatas.
(2) Process of creation.—The principles accord-

ing to which creation is held to have developed
resemble those of Sahkhya-Yoga (see S.Xnkhya),
but, owing to the assumed necessity of connecting
the immaterial Vasudeva with the material world,
are more complicated. The Adorable, who in this

connexion is usually called Yasudeva, is represented
as passing in succession through three vyuhas, or

phases of conditioned spirit. Yasudeva first

produces from himself prakrti, the indbcrete

primal matter of the Saiikhyas, and at the same
time passes into the phase of conditioned spirit
knoN%'n as sainkarsana. From the association of

sai'nkarsana with prakrti there springs manas,
corresponding to the Saiikhj-a buddhi, or the
intellectual faculty-, and at the same time
sainkarsana passes into the phase of conditioned

spirit known as pradyumna. From the association

of pradyumna with manas springs the Saiikhya
ahamkdra, or consciousness, while pradyumna
passes into a tertiarv phase of conditioned spirit
known as aniruddha. From ahamkdra and
aniruddha spring the Saiikhya mahdbhiitas, or

grosser elements, with their respective qualities,
and also the deity Brahma, who from the elements
fashions the earth and all that it contains.t

(Z) Bhakti and salvation. — Bhnkti directed

towards the Adorable is the only means of

salvation. It must be directed to Him or to one
• The doctrine of prasada, or p-ace, has formed an essential

part of the Bhagavata religion eo far back as literature takes us.

t For further details see Colebrooke, Etta\t. i. iZ'ti., and
Bamett's translation of the Bhagarad-GUd, p. iS S.
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of His incarnations, and to no other. The religion
in this respect is strictly monotheistic. This is

partly hidden by our translation of the word deva
hj

' God.' By a Bhagavata, the word deva is used
with exactly the same meaning as the Hebrew
word 'elohim. The latter sometimes signifies the
Supreme God and sometimes His ministering
spirits. In our versions of the OT the distinction
is shown by translation, but this is not done by
English MTiters on Indian religion, who always
translate deva by

' God.' The word deva is applied
not only to the Adorable, but also to His minister-
ing spirits, Brahma, and so on. These subordinate
devas may, it is true, be the objects of worship,
but this is dovXela ('veneration'), not Xarpela
('adoration'), which latter is reserved for the
Adorable alone. The Bhagavata scriptures over
and over again insist that the true believer must
be a unitarian mouotheist—an ekdntin.

(4) Works and salvation.—The question then
arises as to how far works (kaj-ma) are necessary
for salvation. This has been as much discussed in
India as in Europe. The Bhagavatas solve the
problem by stating that works act only indirectly.
Every work, good or bad, has its result, or, as

they say, its fruit (phala). A good work, done for
the sake of its fruits, may result in giving the
soul a life of felicity in some other world, but this

felicity will be merely temporary. As soon as the
fruits have worked themselves out, the soul returns
to this world, and to the weaiy round of birth
and re-birth. But if a work is niskdma, or dis-

interested, i.e., is not performed for the sake of its

fruits, but is simply dedicated to the Adorable and
laid before His feet, He accepts it and confers His
immortal nature upon its fruits. Then the Ador-
able Himself enters the heart of the doer and be-

gets therein the virtue of bhakti, and it is this
bhakti that finally gives eternal salvation. India
thus owes the preservation of the doctrine of Faith
to the Bhagavatas.

(5) Immortality of the soul.—We have seen that
the individual soul was considered to be a part
{a-ihsa) of the Adorable, emitted by Him to a
separate conscious existence. Once so emitted,
it exists for ever as a separate conscious entity.
Agreeably to the universal Indian belief in the
doctrine of transmigration, the soul is chained to
its round of births and re-births until it is saved by
bhakti. A soul, like those of certain Divine beings,
may be saved from the first, and is then known
as nitya-mukta,

' saved from eternity,' but the

ordinary human souls are not of this nature, and
are classed under four heads. These are {a)

baddha, those who are ' tied
'

to things of this life,
and who are not in the way of salvation ; {b)

mumuksu, those in whom there has been awakened
a consciousness of the want of salvation, and who
'
desire it,' but are not yet fit for it (we should

call these 'awakened sinners') ; (c) kevala, or bhakta,
the pure in heart, who are 'only devoted' to the

Adorable, and who are thus on the way of salvation

through possessing bhakti
; and (d) mukta, tlie

'

released, or saved. These last enjoy a perpetual,
conscious, independent existence at tlie feet of the
Adorable (Bhagavat-pada). Their only joy is

serving and waiting upon Him {kaimkdrya). They
do not become Him, but become ' like Him ' and
remain in everlasting bliss. India thus owes to

the Bhagavatas the belief in the Immortality of the
Soul.

(6) Eschatology.—When the soul, thus saved,
leaves its earthly body, it first enters the sun as

the door.* There its subtle body (liijga-iarira)
is consumed and it becomes an atomic entity
(paramdniibhfita). Thence it enters the God, first

in the phase of anirudd/ia, then in that of prad-
*
Mahdbhdrata, xii. 13383 ff.

yumna, then in that of samkarsana, and
finally

the Supreme Adorable, who, by a confusion witn
Brahmaism in the passage now quoted from, is

called 'The Supreme Self.' As in the rest of
their

philosophy,
there is in their eschatology

little that is clear and consistent. Brahmaism
and Sahkhya-Yoga are inextricably mixed up, but
the continued separate existence of the soul after
it has reached the Adorable is certainly a tenet
that is held through all their self-contradictory
mysticism.

(7) .S'm.— The root idea of sin is anything which
is incompatible with bhakti. Every sin is a work
(karnui) and necessarily bears its fruit, just as much
as any good work. Sins are classed as involuntary
(ajndta) and wilful (jfidta). An involuntary sin
can be expiated by ceremonial acts. These
expiatory works, provided they are disinterested,
i.e., not performed merely as counterbalances to the

involuntary sins, reach the Adorable and give the

everlasting fruit. As for wilful sins, when a man
is devoted to disinterested works, or is in the way
of bhakti, he does not usually commit such

; and if

perchance he do, then the Adorable, who is the
Lord of good works, Himself forgives the sin of
the evil works. A favourite comparison is with a
paid workman and a slave born in the house. If

a paid workman {i.e. a doer of interested works)
does any damage, he has to make it good to his

employer; but if damage is done by a faithful

slave, who works not for reward but for love (i.e.

the doer of disinterested works), the master bears
the loss, and none of it falls upon the slave.

*

The above doctrines represent the stage to which
the Bhagavata religion had developed by the 15th
cent, of our era ; but they have remained un-

changed, as the doctrines of the Bhakti-mdrga, to

the present day. In their main principles they
are the doctrines of the Bhagavad-Gltd and of

the Ndrdyanlya, which are, of course, much
older.

3. The four churches of the reformation.—Since
the revival of Bhagavatism in the 12th and follow-

ing centuries, the Bhakti-mdrga has been divided
into four Sampraddyas, or churches, viz. the

Srl-sampraddya founded by Ramannja, the

Brahma-sampraddya founded by Madhva, the

Budra-sampraddya founded by Visnusvamin, and
the Sanakddi-sampraddya founded by Nimbaditya.

(1) Attitude of each to the Veddnta. — Ihe
essential difterences between these churches consist

in the attitude which they assume towards the
Vedanta pliilosophy of Sahkara. It is specially
stated by Bhagavata writers t that they form

really one church, and that the diflerences are

only apparent. Further, each church has become
divided into sects, but none of these is opposed to

its mother-church. It has been given a name and
a separate recognition only on account of the

preferences (ruchi) of particular teachers in laying
emphasis on particular points.
The Vedanta doctrine is fully described else-

where (see Vedanta), and here it will be sufticient

to devote a few lines to the discussion of the

particular points objected to by the Bhagavata
reformers. Being purely monistic, it is generally
known as the advaita-mata, or doctrine of non-

dnality. Its professors claim to be smdrtas, i.e.,
' holders to tradition,' or 'ortliodox.' The Bhaga-
vatas allow them the title and condemn the tradi-

tion. An essential part of its teaching is the

doctrine, usually stated to be an invention of

Saiikara himself, of mdyd, or illusion. To this the

Bliagavatas raise the strongest objection, and

one^of their commonest ni knanies for a follower

of Sahkara is that of mdyd-vddin, or declarer of

* '

Bhakta-kalpadruma,' in JRAS, 1908, p. 347.

t e.g. by Hari^chandra in the Vai^xjMva-sarvasva.
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illusion. Sankara's Suiireiae Deity (Unilinia*) is

an alisolutely iinjiersoiial, (luality-less being who
can obtain an \inieal existence only by association

with mdyd. The soul is really a part of Bnihnia
individualized by association with mdyd. When
released from mdyd, the soul is again merged in

Brdhma and loses its identity.
All Bhagavatas agree in rejecting the entire

doctrine of nuiyd, witii all its consequences. The
Supreme Deity, the Bhagavat, is personal by
nature. The soul, as already said, is also personal
and individual by nature, and, once emitted, lives

for ever.^ It is never mer^'ed in the Bhagavat.
The Sri-saiiipradaya is the most iinporlant

Bhagavata (rhurcii which, while rejecting Sahkara's

Vedantism, remains faithful to the alliance with
the old Brahmaism. The Bhagavat, identitied

with the Pantheos or Bnlhma of the Upanisads, is

a Pantheos, but a personal Pantheos in whom
everything that is exists, and who is endowed with

every imaginable auspicious quality. Matter an<l

soul alike proceed from Him, and He pervades all

things as tlieir antarydmin, or Inward Restrainer.
The doctrine of this church is therefore also

monism, bat, to distinguish it from Sahkara's, it is

called a vi^istddvaita-mata, or doctrine of qualified

non-duality. The teaching of this sect is said to

have been communicated by the Adora])le to His

spouse, or energic power, Laksmi, also called Sri.

Hence the name of the f^aiiipradaya. She t/iught
a demigod named Visvak-sena, who taught Satha-

kopa, and eighth in descent from the last named,
in succession of master and pu])il, came Ranuinuja,
who flourished inthe 12th cent. A.D. For further

particulars see Ramanuja.
Madhva's Brahma-saiiipradaya represents the

other line of defence of the Bhagavata religion.
He broke the alliance with Brahmaism and
returned to the old dualism of Sahkhya-Yoga.
His teaching is therefore said to be a dvaita-mata,
or doctrine of duality. The sect describes oaukara's
Vedanta as disguised Buddhism, and lays particular
stress on the live eternal distinctions, viz. (a)

between God and the soul, (h) Initween God and
matter, (c) between the soul and matter, {(/) between
one soul and another, and (e) between one particle
of matter and another. Although in other respects
preaciiing the ordinary BhTigavata doctrines,
Madhva prefers to call the Supreme

'

Visnu,' rather
than 'Vasudeva' or 'Bhagavat.' His followers
call themselves Madhvas or Madhvacharis {q.v.),
and claim to have received the doctrine originallj'
from Brahma, sixth in descent from whom, in

succession of teacher and pupil, came Madhva.
Hence the name of the Saiiipradaya. As may be

expected, the rujiture with Brahmaism brought
npon them vigorous attacks from the followers of

Sahkara, and in one work, entitled the Fdsanda-
chapctikd, or 'Slap in the Face of Heretics,' they
are all, as a body, genially consigned to the utmost
torments of hell.

The Rudra-saiiipradaya is the most modern of all

the sects. Visnusvamin lived in the early part of

the 15th cent. ; but his followers, in order to give
the

authority
of age to his opinions, state that he

had previously existed some 4500 years earlier, and
that it was then that the doctrines were first

promulgated by him. They were originally
communicated by the Adorable to Rudra, or 6iva,
who pa.ssed them on to mankind, Visnusvamin
being fifteenth in descent from him in the line of
teacher and pupil. His family belonged to the
south of India, and his converts were mostly made
in Gujrat. One of his pupils, Laksmana Bliatta,

• Care should be taken to distinguish between Brdhma (or
Brdhm.in) (neut.) the impersonal Pantheos of the Upanisads
and Saiikara, and Brahma (or Brahnidn) (masc.) the personal
member of the well-known Hindu triad (Brahma, Vi^pu, and
Siva).
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migrated to Northern India, where his son Vallablia

(or Vallabliilcharya) became an energetic apostle
of tlie cliurch which is now u.sually called after his

name, his discijiles being known as Vallabhacharis

[q.v.). The doctrines oif this church are known
as hiddhddvaita-niata, or doctrine of pure non-

duality. According to them, the Adorable has
three attributes, viz. .lut, 'existence,' chit, 'con-

sciousness,' and dnandd, 'bliss.' The soul is the
Adorable with the attribute of bliss suppressed
{antarhita), and inanimate matter is the Adorable
with the attributes of consciousness and bliss sup-
pre.ssed. When the soul is

'

released,' it regains
the attribute of bliss, and thus becomes for ever
identical in nature with the Adorable.
The Sanakadi-saiiipradfiya (see NlMAVAT-S),

founded by Nimbarka or Niinbaditya, is certainly
the oldest of the Bhagavata churches.* Its

founder is said to have been an incarnation of the
sun. The Adorable in His incarnation as a swan
(haihsa) taught Sanaka and his brethren, the mind-
i)orn sons of Brahma, who taught Narada, who
taught Nimbarka. The doctrine of this church is

called dvaitddvaitd-mata, or doctrine of dualistic

non-duality. While admitting that the soul and
matter are distinct from the Adorable, it holds

that they are nevertheless intimately connected
with Him, as its coils are connected with a

serpent, or as its waves are with water. The
Adorable is incomprehensilile, but is manifest in

the book of Nature, in which the natural objects
form the letters constituting the words. The
letters may be in dillerent alphabets although
the sounds are the same, and lience the actual

facts of the incarnations, or the truth or false-

hood of the accounts concerning them, are of

small importance, so long as we read the Divine
love that lies behind them. The church has
suffered much from persecution. It is said to have
been extirpated by the Jains and to have been
resuscitated by a certain Nivasa.f

(2) Clerical and lay life.
—The members of each

of the.se four Bhagavata churches are divided into

two classes, which we may conveniently call
'

clerical
' and '

lay.' The latter includes tlie great
mass of the believers, who look to the former for

religious guidance. The status of the clerical class

varies according to sect. Usually these teachers
are unmarrieil, leading, or professing to lead, an
ascetic life ; but sometimes, as for instance in the
case of most sects of the Rudra-saihpradaya, the

clergy are encouraged to marry, and to live in the

worla as men of business and family. The ascetic

clergy (bairdgis [y.v.]) mostly lead a wandering
existence, singly or in bodies, subsisting on such
alms as they can collect. When old or infirm, they
settle down in one of the numerous maths, or

monasteries, scattered all over India. These monas-
teries also serve as rallying points for the travelling

bretliren, where any of them can find food and
shelter for a reasonable time. Each is governed
by a Mahant, or Superior, and is usually endowed
with property which is under his management.

(3) Suhscquent history of each church.—The
slight philosophical details which difl'erentiate the

churches having been discussed, it will now be
convenient to consider the development of each

during the past seven centuries.

(a) Sri-satltpraddya.
—Ramanuja, who is said by his followers

to have been an incarnation of ^csa, the serpent of etemit}-,

belonged to Southern India, and studied and lived the best

part of his life at Conjeeveram near Madras. Although teaching
the theoretical equality of all castes, the teachers and leaders

of his church were invariably Brahnians, and persons of low
caste were not even admitted as disciples. The mother-church

has always been strongest in Southern India, where it took its

birth, and where it has still numerous monasteries. It has

•The dcaitddvaita-mata is referred to in the Prabodha-

ehandrodaya, a work dating from the end of the 11th cent. A.D.

t Hariichandra, Vaifi^ava-sartasva.
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never been very popular in Northern India. Ramanuja laid

down the strictest rules of conduct, even eatincr and drinking
being bound by the most minute regulations. We have seen
that in the centuries immediately following our era the faith of

the Bhagavatas was preferably directed not to the Adorable
Himself, but to one of His numerous incarnations. Ramanuja
did not confine his followers to any particular one of the.se, but
that of Rama-chandra was usually preferred. We have also seen
that Lak^mi, Vis^iu's spouse, looked upon as the Adorable's

anergic force, was considered as identical with the Adorable
Himself. Hence many Ramanujas preferred to direct their
faith to her.

Fourth or fifth in spiritual descent from Ramanuja there

rose, late in the 14th cent., a teacher named Ramananda. He
was a disciple of Raghavananda, the mahant of the monastery
founded by Ramanuja at Serin^apatam in the later years of his
life. Ramananda quarrelled with his superior on a question of

discipline, and, migrating to Northern India, there founded a
sect of his own called the Ramanandi. Its principal doctrinal

peculiarity is the insistence that the Rama-chandra incarnation
is the one which should be the chief object of faith in the present
age. Its followers are hence also called Ramdvats, or Ramaites.

Ramananda, instead of preaching and writing in Sanskrit, as
had hitherto been the custom, taught in the vernacular, and
thus brought his doctrines within reach of all classes. He also

interpreted the Bhagavata doctrine of the brotherhood of man
in its most liberal sense, and admitted all castes, even the

lowest, not only as lay members of the sect, but also as teachers.
The fact that it was a question of discipline on which he had
broken with the Ramanujas led him to release his followers
from the shackles which he had found inconvenient. They
observed no particular ordinances in eating or bathing, and were
named by him Avadhuta, or liberated.

Numerous sub-sects trace their origin to this branch of the

Sri-saihpradaya, each of which forms the subject of a special
article in the present work. See Kabir-Panthis, Khakis,
MulCk-DasIs, Rai-Dasis, and Sbna-Panthis, which are the most
important of the sub-sects. The catholicity of Raniananda's

teaching may be gathered from the fact that he numbered
among his twelve chief disciples, or apostles, a Musalman
(Kabir), a barber (Sena), and a low-caste chamdr, or leather-

worker (Rai-dasa), each of whom founded a sub-sect. Kabir's

teaching was mixed not only with Christianity (see below), but
also with Musalman Sufiism, which led him and his followers to

neglect the worship of the incarnate Rama-chandra, and to

identify the name of Rama not with the incarnation but with
the unincarnate Adorable Himself, to whom, under the name of

Rama, bhakti was to be directly offered. From his schism, if it

can be called a schism, there branched out two other importa,nt
sub-sects, one of which has left its mark upon the political

history of India—the Sikhs and the Dadii-panthis. The great
bulk of the Hindu population of Northern India, however, still

adheres to the original Ramanandi doctrines ; and this sect has
become the local mother-church, preserving friendly relations

with its various sub-sects, although these are divided into two
branches by the Kabir schism. The most important later

teacher of the Ramanandi church was Tulasi-dasa (end of 16th

century), the great poet. He did more towards popularizing
the worship of the mcarnate Rama-chandra than any of his

predecessors, and his great epic, the Rdmdyai^a, has been
truthfully described as ' the one Bible of 100 millions of people.'
It is read and studied even by members of the other Bhagavata
Saihpradayas.
Another member of the Ramavat church also deserves special

mention. This is Nabha-dasa, or Naraj'ana-dasa, a contemporary
of Tulasi-dasa, and the author of the Bhakta-mala. This, with
its commentary by Priya-dasa, a member of the Brahma-
saiiipradaya, may be called the Acta Sanctorum of the four
churches. It is a storehouse of legends regarding the saints,
ancient and modern, of the Bhagavata religion. The importance
of this book for a just comprehension of the religious attitude
of modern Hinduism cannot be over-rated, and it is a matter
for regret that the great difficulties of the text have deterred

European students from its study. In its original form few
natives can understand it nowadays, but numerous translations
into modern Indian languages have made its contents familiar to

every follower of the cult. For Northern India, it and Tulasi-
dasa's Rayndyaria are the two text-books of modern Rhagavatism.

(6) Brahma-saihpraddya.— Madhva, or Anandatirtha, the
founder of this church, was also a native of Southern India

(see MadhvacuarIs). He was originallj' a Saiva, but became
converted to Bhagavatism in his later years. The doctrines of

the sect do not single out any particular incarnation of the
Adorable for special worship, but in Northern India it has
taken Kj-spa as its principal object of adoration. The church is

strongest in Southern India, where it has numerous monasteries ;

it has few votaries in the North, though they are said to

have increased of late. The clerical members are Brahmans,
and profess celibacy, but the lay votaries are members of everj'
class of society except the lowest. The church is an attempt at

a compromise with Saivism, and the votaries of the two religions

pay adoration to each other's gods.
The Vaisnavas of Bengal, who look upon Chaitanya (g.t).)as

their founder, are said to be a branch of this church, of which,

according to the Bhakta-kalpadruma, Chaitanya was himself a
member. But the tenets of the Bengal Vaispavas approach
much more nearly those of the Rudra-sariipradaj'a.

(n) Rudra-sathpraddya.—As already stated, the Rudra-

saihpradaya is now practically represented by the Vallabha-

charis (g.u.). Two or three other and unimportant sects are

klso referred to it. The incarnation of the Adorable which is

specially worshipped by this church is that of Krsua. The form
of the devotional love of this and other Kfspa-worshipping sects
is not that of a son to a father, as in the case of the Ramavats,
but the love of a maid for a man

; and this has given rise in

later times to an erotic and sensual aspect of religion which has
sometimes led to the most lamentable excesses. Krgija's human
spouse, Radha, is looked upon as an incarnation of the Adorable's

energic power, and sometimes one is the object of worship,
sometimes the other, and sometimes both conjointly. The
clergy of the church marry and live comfortable lives, and their

example is followed by the laity, who may be of any caste, but
mainly consist of the opulent and luxurious members of society.
Another very widely diffused form of worship, es]>ecially

amongst women, is that of the Bala Gopdla, or Infant Kr^pa.
The cult is widely extended over Northern India and the

Bombay Presidency. A sub-sect is that founded in the 16th

century by Mira Bai, a famous princess and pocte.'ss of

Rajputana. Here the_ special object of worship is Krf^a
Raijachhof (see MiRl BaIs).
The Vaisnavas of Bengal profess much the same tenets as

those of the Vallabhacharis, and Vallabha himself was
Chaitanya's father-in-law (see above under the Brahma-
sampradaya). The Radha-vallabhTs, another sect which worships
Kr^ijia and Radha, are also akin to the Vallabhacharis, but they
are counted as belonging to the next, or Sanakadi-sampradaya.

(d) Sanakddi-saihpraddya.—This church is now of small

importance. Its few adherents, who are known as Nimavats,
are found in Northern India and in Rajputana. They are

mostly adorers of Kr^^ia (for further particulars see Nimavats).
One important sect is nominallj' sprung from this church, that
of the Radha-vaUabhis. It was founded by one Hari-vaiii^,
surnamed Hita, who was born in 1559 and was a Nimavat. His

teaching was little in accordance with that of his church, being
nothing but a development of the tenets of the Vallabhacharis.
The tendency towards erotic mysticism which distinguishes
that sect is here carried to an extreme. Radha, the represen-
tative of the Adorable's energic power, now throws even Krspa
himself into the shade. He is given a subordinate position
under the title of Rddhd-vallabha, or 'Radha's husband,' and
this name has given its title to the sect. The worship ia

directed almost entirely to Radha as the spouse of God. For
further particulars see Radha-Vallabhis, Sakhi-Bhavas and
Charan-DasIs.

(4) The guru.—A striking characteristic of

modern Bhagavatism is the extravagant respect
sho\vn to the spiritual teacher, or gu7-u. The iirst

line of the Bhakta-mdla gives as the essentials of

religion bhakti, hhakta, Bhagavanta, guru ('faith,

a faithful devotee, the Adorable, and t\\e guru')',
and this aptly illustrates the importance attributed

to the last-named. Any one will admit that the

first three are essentials, but few Westerns would
think of adding the fourth. The rule that respect
be shown to a spiritual teacher is very old in India.

In ancient times, perfect obedience was required
from his pupil. He was the pupil's second father,

more to be venerated than even his natural

progenitor. Once, however, the state of pupilage
was over, the obligation of obedience ceased, and

only respect and gratitude were subsequently

required. But in modern Hinduism this proper
attitude is greatly exaggerated. While some of

the sects, and notably the Kabir-panthls, inculcate

the greatest care in the selection of a guru, once

selected he is to be obeyed implicitly throughout
life. His voice is declared to be the voice of God,
and the fullest devotion in word, act, and deed

must be rendered to him. Some sects go further

than others. The devotion is carried to incredible

extremes among the Vallabhacharis. The devotee

of this sect offers his body, soul, and substance to

God, and, as the Gusain (properly
' Gosai '), i.e. the

guru, is in the later works of the sect identified

with the Deity, these are in reality dedicated to

him. * By the act of dedication, a man submits to

the pleasure of the Gusain, as God's representa-

tive, not only the fruits of his wealth, but also tlie

virginity of ^lis daugliter or of his newly-married
wife.'* It is fair to explain that few sects go to

this length, and tliat in most, although the guru
is revered as an incarnation of the Deity, his

influence extends only to the sphere of morality.
This is one more example of the tendency in India,/
as elsewhere, to deify th-; founder of a religion(

The first Bhagavatas deified Vasudeva, and tiieir

successors deified, in their turn, the great men
who founded their churches and their sects.

*
Growse, JUathurd, p. 266.
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Lastly, they took the further step of deifying
tlieir spiritual directors.

(5) The mantra.—No Hindu can heconie a
member of a sect without the permission of a ^uru
hcionj^ing to the sect. He is at first in the position
of an iiKiuirer, and when the ^'uru considers liini lit

for atlniission, he whisjiers into his ear an initiatory
formula (i>ut7itra), corresponding, as Mr. Crowse

1>oints
out, to the In nomineFatr is, etc., of Christian

)aptism. These formulas are generally keijt secret ;

but we know that the earliest, dating from pre-
reformation times, was the '

twelve-syllahlod' Om
namo Bhafjavnte VasudevCiija ('Oih! reverence
to the Adorable Vasudeva'). In later times, as
sectarian diHerences increased, the Supreme became
diil'erentiated into His incarnations. Thus, the
maiitra of the Kamanujas is the 'six-syllabled'
Oih Ramdya nninah ('Oiii! reverence to Kama),
while that of tiie Vallalihacharis is the 'eiglit-

syllaliliMl

'

Srl-Krsnah sdrnnai'n mama ('the holy
Krsna is my refuge').

(6) Sectarian marks.—Each sect is distinguished
by certain marks placed by the more pious
monil)ers upon the forehead or other part of the

liody. Thus the Kamanujas have two perpendi-
cular white lines, with a transverse streak

connecting them above the nose. In the centre is

a perpendicular streak of red. In the Krahma-
saiiii)railiiya, a yellow spot is substituted for tlie

red streak, and special marks are also branded on
the shoulders ana bj-east. It may be mentioned
that worshippers of Siva also put sectarian marks
upon the forehead. As a guide for distinguishing
the followers of the two religions, we may say that,
as a general rule, while the essential parts of the

Bhagavata iparks consist of perpendicular lines,
those of the saiva sects are horizontal.

(7) Bhakti and its
*

flavours.'
—Later Bhagavata

writers have spent much time over the question
of bhakti and the various modes in which it reveals
itself. These modes are called rasas, or flavours,
and as it would be difficult to understand the

simplest treatise on bhakti without being familiar
with at least the main principles according to
which these flavours are held to be developed, the

following brief account will be of service. The
^vriters employ the terminology of the Indian

system of poetics, but the categories are dillerent.

Every reli^ous attitude depends upon an objective
' dominant

emotion' or sthdyi bhdva, considered as an abstract entity,
apart from tlie person experiencing it. There are five of these
dominant emotions : (1) resi^iation (praidnta bhdva) ; (2)
obedience (ddnj/a bhdva); (3) friendship {sdkhya bhdva); (4)
tender fondness (vdtsalya bhdia) ; (5) passionate love (rati
bhdva). It v\-ill be observed that these are arranged in an
ascondinf; scale of emotional force.
These 'dominant emotions' may have 'accessory emotions'

(vyab/iichdri bhdva, or 8a7\chdri bhdva). These are not
essential to the dominant emotions, but may go along with and
co-operate with them, either peniianently or occasinnally.
These accessory emotions are thirty-three in number, and are
such as '

disgust with worldly things' (nirveda), apprehension
(iaftkd), painful thoughts (chintd), and the like.

Each of these dommant emotions, whether accompanied by
an accessor}' emotion or not, produces a corresiwnding
subjective psychic condition or experience, technically called

ra»a, or flavour, in the person who is subjected to it. These
flavours are, in the order of the corresponding underl3ing
dominant emotions: (1) the resigned flavour (idnti rasa); (2)
the obedient flavour (ddsya rasa); (3) the friendly flavour
Udkhya rai>a)\ (4) the tenderly fond flavour, (vdUalya rasa);
(5) the passionately loving flavour {irhgdra rasa, or mddhurya
rasa). The last, which is the highest stage, is also called the
'

king of flavours
'

(rasa-rdja) or the '

glorious flavour
'

(ujjvala
rasa).

Every flavour must have an
'exciting cause' or 'excitant'

(fibhdra) in order to induce the experience from the under-
lying dominant emotion, and such excitants may be either
'essential' (dlamiana) or 'enhancing' (uddipana). The
absolutely essential excitant is the object towards which the
underlying dominant emotion of resignation, obedience, or the
like, is directed, i.e. the Supreme Deity. Such an excitant is
called

'

absolutely essential
'

(vifaydlambana). But an excitant
may be '

relatively essential
'

(diraydlambana). It then excites
a flavour, the dominant emotion of which is not immediately
directed to the Supreme. Such for instance is Sita the soouse

of Riinia-chandra. She cm be the relatively essential excitant
of the flavour of passionate love, i.e., she causes the subjective
flavour to arise in the heart of the devotee from the correspond-
ing dominant emotion considered as an objective abstract
entity. This ultiiimluly leads to the flavour of passionate love
directed to her husband, Uaniachaiidra, who, being an in-

carnation of the Supreme Deity Ihinself, is the absolutely
essential excitant.
An enhancing excitant ia such an excitant as the qualities,

actions, gestures, or beauty of any of the essential exoitant.-j.

For instiince, Kama-chandra's cherishing of thoxe who take
refuge in him, or his love for those who serve him, ia an en-

hancing excitant of the flavour of obedience.
When the psychic condition, or flavour, of a dominant

emotion has been thus excited, certain effects occur. These are
called 'ensuants' (amtbhdva). The most imi>ortant of these
are the natural exiirecsions of emotion (;*«»i;iA;a bhdva), which
are here enumerated in order of usual occurrence : (1) arrest
of motion (stambha) ; (2) trembling (kamita) ; (.'!) disturbance of

speech {snara-bhahga); (4) change of colour (waiwarjij^a) ; (5)
tears {asru); (G) sweating (werfa); (7) thrills (.jndaka); (8) un-
consciousness (pralaya). Other ensuants may be spiritual, such
as a feeling of devotion, rapture, and so on.
From the above it will be seen that the Hindu love for class!-

(icalion has been carried even into the province of relitrious
emotion. It will also be noticed how closely the Indian
religious experiences, and especially the phenomena attendant
on what we should call

'

conversion,' agree with what we
observe in Christian countries.

(8) The nisthds.—Every true Bhagavata from
his birth has his vocation allotted to him by tlie

Adorable. For instance, his vocation may be to

preacli the gospel, or to wait uj)on saintly men, or
to love hearing the scriptures, or to sing psalms, or
even merely to lead a moral life. Each of these
vocations is called a nistjul ; and every created

being who is faithful to the Adorable must belong
to at least one of them. He may belong to two or

more, if the Adorable so will. These nisthds are

twenty-four in number, each being under the

special protection of one of the twenty-four
incarnations believed in by Bhagavatas. In the

catalogues of saints, each is carefully allotted his

nisthd, and is classified and grouped accordingly.
4. General aspects of the Bhagavata reforma-

tion.—Nothing IS more striking in the history of

India than the rapidity and completeness with
which the Bhagavata reformation of the Middle
Ages was accomplisiied. At first sight it almost
seems as if a new doctrine, coming from some un-
known land, had suddenly been revealed, and had
swept with irresistible force in one mighty wave
across the peninsula. Great modern scholars, men
like Lassen and Weber, were found declaring that
the only possible explanation w as that the doctrine
of bhakti arose in India as a more or less direct
reflexion of Christianity. The late Professor
Cowell himself, when writing in 1878 the preface
to his translation of the Bhakti-sHtras, confessed
that the date and history of the origin of the
doctrine were unknown, and, in fact, it is only
within the last few years that we have been able
to pierce the cloud of mystery that surrounds it.

The first to throw light upon the subject was
Profes.sor Bhandarkar ; and tliough the conclusions
arrived at by him in the year 1887 have been

disputed, his labours have been the foundation of

all subsequent inquiries. The next important step
was not taken till the year 1905, when rrof. Garbe
fixed with approximate certainty the date of the

Bhagavad-Gltd. We can now be as sure as we can
be of anything in the history of Indian literature,
that portions of this poem are pre-Christian ; and,
as bhakti is taught therein, we can safely assert

that the doctrine, however Christian may be its

appearance, is of indigenous Indian origin.

Nevertheless, although one is based upon the

other, a whole world of difference lies between
the Bhagavatism of the reformation and that of

the Bhagavad-Gltd. Like the Brahniaism of the

Midland Brahmans, the pre-reformation Bhaga-
vatism was the religion of a class—the warriors.

It was taught in a learned language, and was

practised by learned Ksatriya kings and men of
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note.* It had its ritual and its five solemn
sacrifices, and was therefore a religion of the
wealthy. As has more than once been remarked,!
oflicial Vaisnavism is a costly religion, while
Saivism is a cheap one. Bhagavatisra, after the
identification of the Bhagavat with Visnu, can
hardly have been a religion of the lower castes or
of the poor. In other words, it was not a religion
of the people. The alliance with Brahmaism
still further parted it from the loAver orders. The
theory of absorption peculiar to that form of belief,
but now dallied with by Bhagavatism, had nothing
in common with their hopes or fears. As Hopkins
rightly says,t

' the ordinary mortal is more averse
from the bliss of absorption than from the pleasures
of heaven.' At this time, and during the centuries

immediately succeeding the Christian era, the
needs of tlie common people were amply supplied
by two other religions of the Outland—by Buddh-
ism and, for those who craved for a personal God,
by Saivism. Bhagavatism in its pure form came
to be professed by fewer and fewer, and from the 9th
cent., when all thinking India fell under the spell
of the genius of Sankara, it practically disappeared.
Only at rare intervals do we come across references
to it in literature and inscriptions. § Sankara
himself mentions bhakti only once in his great
philosophical work, and merely to dismiss it with
contempt. It was in Southern India that the lamp
of Bhagavatism was kept burning, though with
but a feeble light, ||

and it was in the South that it

revived through the teaching of the four great
leaders whose names have been mentioned. Then
arose Ramananda, and within half a century
Bhagavatisra became the leading religion of India.
Yet there is as great a difference between the
monotheism of the Bhagavad-GUd and that of
Ramananda as there was between the teaching
of Plato and that of St. Paul. It now became as

fully the right of the despised classes, of Musal-
mans and of unclean leather-workers, as of people
of repute. From Ramananda's time it Avas to the
poor that the gospel was preached, and that in
their own language, not in a form of speech holy
but unintelligible. No one who reads the Indian
religious literature of the 15th and following
centuries can fail to notice the gulf that lies

between the old and the new. We find ourselves
in the face of the greatest religious revolution that
India has ever seen—greater even than that of

Buddhism, for its effects have persisted to the
present day. Religion is no longer a question of

knowledge. It is one of emotion. We visit a land
of mysticism and rapture, and meet spirits akin,
not to the giant schoolmen of Benares, but to the
poets and mystics of mediaeval Europe, in sympathy
with Bernard of Clairvaux, with Thomas k Kempis,
with Eckhart, and with St. Theresa. In the early
years of the reformation the converts lived and
moved in an atmosphere of the highest sjiiritual
exaltation, while over all there hovered, with
healing in its wings, a Divine gospel of love,

smoothing down inevitable asperities, restoring
breaches, and reconciling conllicting modes of

thought. Northern India was filled with wander-
ing devotees vowed to poverty and purity. Visions,
trances, raptures, and even reputed miracles were
of every-day occurrence. Rich noblemen abandoned
all their possessions and gave them to the poor,

*
Bhagavad-Gitd, iv. 1, 2, distinctlj' eaj-s that it was a

Kjatriya religion.
t e.g. by Monier Williams, Brahmanism and Hinduism, 1889,

p. 62ff.

J Religions of India, p. 418.

§ Bopadeva, the reputed author of the Bhdgavata Purai^a,
belongs to the post-reformation period (13th cent.).

II e.g. only one prince of the Valabhi kings, Dhruvasena i.

(a.d. 526), is called a Bhagavata. The others were Maheiv.'i;-as,
or worshippers of Siva. Cf., however, the remarks on Siva

hhaJtti, below.

and even the poorest would lay aside a bundle of
sticks to light a fire for some chance wandering
saint. Nor were these converts confined to the male
sex. Of devout and honourable women there were
notafew—Mir<aBai,thequeen-poetof Udaipur, who
gave up her throne rather than join in the bloody
worship of Siva; Bahka, the poor woodcutter's
wife, who could not be tempted by a purse of gold ;

the chaste Surasuri with her tiger guardian ;

Ganesa Derani, the queen of Madhukara Sahi of

Orchha, who hid the wound inflicted by a mad
ascetic, lest her husband should take indiscrimi-

nating vengeance ; the penitent Magdalen oi

Dellii, who gave her life and the only art that she

possessed, her dancing, to the service of the deitym whom she had taken refuge ;
and many others.

Of men, there were Hari-dasa, the sweet singer, to
hear whom Akbar disguised himself as a menial
servant and travelled far ; Nanda-dasa, the hymn-
writer, Avhose last words were a prayer that his
soul might stand '

very close and near '

tlie

Adored ; Chaturbhuja, the apostle to the savage
Gonds, who taught that right initiation meant
'

being born again
'

; Gopala, who when smitten
on one cheek turned the other to the smiter ;

Vilvamangala, who looked after a Avoman to lust
after her, and, because his eye oflended him, made
himself blind ; the unnamed King, who for the same
reason cut off his right hand and cast it from him ;

Sura-dasa, the blind bard of Agra ; and, most
famous of all, perhaps the greatest poet that India
has produced, Tulasi-dasa, the teller of the deeds
of Rama.*
The question naturally arises, whence did

Ramananda receive the inspiration that produced
this marvellous change ; and an attempt is made to
answer it in the following paragraphs.

5. Influence of Christianity.
—The question as to

how far Christianity has influenced the Bhakti-

mdrga has been much discussed. We have seen
that it must now be taken as settled that the idea
of bhakti is native to India, and that the existence
of Bhagavata monotheism can be traced back to

very ancient times. It is still, however, open to
us to consider the possibility of post-Christian
Bhagavatism being attected by the cognate teach-

ings of the Western form of belief. The facts

appear to be as follows :

Large colonies of Nestorian Christians and Jews
migrated to the Malabar Coast in the 1st cent.

A.D., and settled in Southern India in the early
centuries of our era. The former have been there
ever since. They had a bishop at Kalyana on the
Malabar Coast in the 6th cent., and another of

their settlements was at the present shrine of St.

Thom6, near Madras. There is a respectable
tradition that the Apostle Thomas actually
preached in North-Western India, and at any rate

it is certain that the parts of Asia immediately

adjoining had many Christian inhabitants. Not
only was there in the early centuries of our era

free and regular communication between India
and the West, both by sea and overland, but

during the same period India was more than once
invaded from the North-West. In the year A.D.

639 the famous Indian king Siladitya or Kanauj,
a patron of the Bhag:avatas, received a party of

Syrian Christians, headed by the missionary
Alopen, at his court.t The author of the Dabistdn,

* All these examples are taken from the Bfiakta-mala (cf. the
next section). The early writers were perfectly conscious of

the change effected by the reformation. Priya-dasa saj's,
' the

tree of Jlliakti was once but a sapling, that might be stunted

by a single kid. . . . Now it hath climbed to tlie sky, with its

glory spread manifest over the earth
;
for the basin from which

its roots drew moisture was the bosom of the Holy. . . . Mark
well its growth. Once but a feeble thing ; now, shackled to its

trunk, contentedly sway the mighty elephants of the passions
'

(Bhakti-rasa-bodh'ini, 6).

t Kdkins, Athenoiwn, July 3, 1880, p. 8. See also Takakusu,
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wliidi was written in 1645, (iescribes (iii. 312 f.) how,
when tmvcllin^Mii India, holiad 'j,a-eatly frequented
the nieetin;i;.s ot Hindus, Jews, Magians, NazAreans,
and Muselinans'; and speaking of the Vedas, lie

says (ii. 45) that every one who iiluases may derive
from them arguments in favour of his particular
creed, whetlier that creed bo '

Hinduism, Judaism,
Christianity, hre-worship, the tenets of tiie Sonites,
or those of the Shifts, etc'

Finally, there were the Jesuit missions to India
in the latter part of the 16tli cent., and their
arrival at the court of the Kinperor Akbar in the

year 15S0. They had cliuniies in Agra, Delhi,
and Jyahore till Siiaii Jahan came to the tiirone

in 16-S, and the Doliu cliurcii survived till tlie

invasion of Nadir Shall in 1789. Wo tluis see that
from the first centuries of our era Christianity has

always been present in India, and that, both in the
North and in tiie South, Hinilus had every oppor-
tunity of liecuniiiig acciuainted with its tenets.

Although there are many remarkable verbal

coincidences, it is improl)ablo that the latest parts
of the BhagavadG'itd contain passages suggested
by our Scriptures. As for the earlier portions,

chronology renders it impossible. But in one of

the latest passages of the Mahcibhdrata, written
at leust three hundred years after Christ, if not
considerablv later, there is an account of a visit

paid by three saints to a ' White Continent,'
where tlie people were of fnir complexion, and
endowed with a perfect bluikti that did not
e.xist in India. A description is given of their

worshij) which certainly suggests reminiscences
of a Christian religious service, and many be-

lieve that the passage is based upon the tales

of travellers wlio had come across Cliristian

communities in those parts of Asia which lie north
of the Hindu Kush. IJesides this, there are other

pas.sages in the later parts of the Mahdbhdrata
which it is ditiicult to believe are not borrowed
from our Gospels, especially from that of St. John.
These have been collected by Hopkins (India Old
and New, p. 145 ff.). Two oi his examples may be
cited here. Kr.sna, the incarnate Deity, is described
as 'the unborn (i.e. the eternal) and ancient one,
the only son of God, born of a virgin, very nart of

God' ; and
aj^ain,

it is said of him that '

He, the

guardian of his Hock, the sinless God, the Lord of

the world, consented to the death of (himself and)
his race that he might fuUil the words of the seers.'

A striking innovation, dating from about the 6th
cent. A.D., was the divinity attributed by the

IJhagavatas to the r/iild Krsna. Hitherto he had
been a religious teacher and a warrior, regarding
whose childhood, as is usual in sucii cases, legends
not essential to his character had accumulated. But
from the 6th cent, onwards the greatest prominence
is given to his childish miracles and freaks, and to
his adolescent pastoral life in the country round
Mathura. It is the infant god, the bambino,
brought up among the cowherds of Gokula, who is

now a favourite object of worship. His mother
Devaki, hitherto hardly mentioned, is now
portrayed, like a Madonna lartans, suckling the
infant Krsna. His birth coincides with a ma^-sacre
of the innocents, and we have other and new
legends of ' the restoration to life of a woman's
son, the healing of a cripple, and the pouring of a
box of ointment over Krsna' (Hopkins, op. ci(. p.
163). Kennedy (JRAS, 1907, p.

951 lY.) suggests
tiiat all this is a Hindu adaptation of the Christian
st<jrie3 brought into the Gangetic Doab by Gujar
immigrants from the North-West. Whether these
legends have been borrowed or not may possibly
bo doubted, but all hesitation vanislies when we

Ilsing, p. ixviii., note 8. It was at the court of this king that
the poet Baija refers to the presence of fihagavatas and Pancha-
ratraa (Uarfocharita, tr. CoweU and Thomas, p. 236).

read the orthodox liturgy of tlie festival of Kr^iia's

birthday. The old legends of the birth and child-
hood are perfectly well known, but, as long ago
shown by Weber, the ritual does not adhere to
tiiem. It actually alters the story in material
facts to make it agree witii the narratives of the

nativity as contained in tiie early chajiters of St.

Mattliew and St. Luke. Vallabha found this

child-worship current in Mathura, and adapted it

to the needs of his own Kf^na-bh/xkti. As Hopkins
(p. 167) says :

'So decided ia the alteration and so direct is the connexion
between this later phase of Kridhnaisiii and the Christianity
of tlie early centuries of our era, that it is no expression of

extravagant fancy but a sober historical statement that in all

probability the tlindus of this cult of the Aladonna and Child
have in reality, tbou(,'h uiiwittinjjly, been worshipping the
Christ-child for fully a thousand years.'

Tlie religion of Kama presents other aspects of
the case. VVe have seen that the modern worship
of tiie incarnate Kjima commenced witli the

teaching of Krinifinuja, and was spread over
Northern India by liamananda and his followers.
In Ilamanuja's time tlie Cliristians of St. Tliom6
had become paganized. They had given up
baptism, while they retained the Eucharist ; and
a Kind of mixed, or rather joint, worship, half
Christian and half Hindu, had established itself in

the ancient shrine. That Kamanuja and his
followers imbibed much of this teaching admits,
to the present writer at least, of but little doubt.

Owing to the similarity of the ground ideas of

'faith' and bhakti, it would indeed be extra-

ordinary if the two religions, once brought into

contact, had not intluenced each other. That the
Hinduism influenced the Christianity has been
established as an historical fact, and that alone
shows the probability of the converse also being
true. According to Indian tradition, Kamanuja
was born, brought up, and spent the best part of
his life near St. Thome. In his early years he was
a Vedantist, and while he was still a young man
it was in this neighbourhood that ne became
converted to Bhagavatism, thought out his system-
atized qualified monism, refuted in a famous
discussion his old Vedantist teacher, and suH'ered
much persecution.* Much the same as in the
case or early Christianity, it is to Kamanuja's
persecution and flight from Conjeeverara that

Bhagavatism owes its acceptance over the greater
nart of India. Except the sects founded by
Vallabha and Hari-vaiiisa, the conditions of whicli

were altogether peculiar, the other churches have

comparatively little influence beyond the localities

in wliicli they arose. But the Sri-saiiipradaya had
within it a dri\ ing force that caiTiecl it all over
India from Cape Comorin to the Himalaya. Its

special characteristic was the importance given to
faith in a personal God, and particularly to Kama-
chandra represented as an incarnation of the

Adorable, still retaining the same personality in

heaven, remembering and sympathizing with the
sorrows and trials of humanity. It is true that
bhdkti also plajs a prominent r61e in the other
churches ;

but it has not, with the exception of the
two sects just mentioned, acquired the supre^ue
importance in them that it has gained in the Sii-

sariipradaya. That this is owing to the view
taken of the personality of Kama-chandra is self-

evident ; and though it cannot be said that the
attributes with which he has been clothed are

strange to the old epic accounts of him, still

Christian influence may reasonably be claimed for

the stress laid upon tiiem to the comparative
exclusion of others. The root conception of the

• The similarity of the cases of Ramanuja and iladbva is

worth notinjf. Both were converts from Vediintism, and both
were within reach of Christian influence. Madhva was a man
of Udipi, close to Kalyaqa, where there was an old Christiaji

bishopric.
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Deity has been profoundty modified. The noble
and pious hero has become a God of love (dwdpLefo^

ffv/j.ira9rjaaL rats acrOeuelais ijuCbv). The love, more-
ever, is that of a father for his children, not that
of a man for a maid, as in the ardent bhakti of
Vallabha and Hari-vaih.^a.

Another point of coincidence is worth noting—
the institution of the mahdprasdda, or sacramental
meal. Such meals are found in many religions,
but the procedure of those partaken of by the
members of the Sri-saiiipradaya shows points of

agreement with the Christian Eucharist that
cannot be mere matters of chance.* The con-
secrated elements are even reserved for admini-
stration to the sick, and the communion, which is

shared in only by those who feel themselves

worthy, is followed by a love-feast attended by all

members of the sect present at the time.
But it is in the literature of the church that we

find the most evident reminiscences of Christi-

anity. Kablr, one of Kamananda's twelve apostles,
speaks of the Word in language which is but a para-
phrase of the opening verses of St. John's Gospel,
and quotes sayings of our Lord almost verbatim.
The authorized text-book of all believers—tlie

Bhakta-mdla—also contains numerous parallels to

the sayings of our Lord. Attention has been drawn
to several of these in the preceding section, and

they need not be repeated. Here we may notice
another alteration of an old legend—an alteration
to make it agree with an occurrence of the most
solemn hour of Christian history. In the Maha-
bhdrata, Krsna is represented as washing the feet
of Brahmans. The story, as altered by the

Bhakta-mdla, makes the incarnate God wash the
feet of the disciples. In another story, which is

specially mentioned as '

beloved, but hitherto not

well-known,' a poor wretch is taken in and

honourably entreated because he is a stranger, and
therefore equivalent to Rama. He is then told
that if he has faith he can walk on the sea. He
has faith, and does so.

It is possible that everything was not necessarily
taken from the Nestorian Christians. There was
free intercourse by sea between Christian countries
and Southern India, and this may account for

other coincidences, in which it is not always easy
to say which side has borrowed from which. Such
is the fact that the word employed in India, both

by Safikara and Ramanuja, for the personal Deity
was livara, the exact equivalent of the Greek
Kvpios. This may possibly be a pre-Christian
coincidence. In early Christianity there was the
same remarkaT)le reverence for spiritual teachers
that we have observed in Bhagavatism. According
to the Didache, such a teacher was to be ' known as
the Lord.' In both religions there was the same
extravagant belief in the mystic power attached
to the name of the incarnate God. Thomas h,

Kempis speaks of the 'holy utterance, short to

read, easy to retain, sweet to think upon, strong
to protect,' just as TulasT-dasa praises

' the two
gracious syllables, the eyes as it were of the soul,

easy to remember, satisfying every wish, a gain in

this world and felicity in the next.'t In both

religions there are the same discussions as to tlie

relative efficacy of faith and works, and as to the
truth of the opposing doctrines of '

irresistible
'

and '

co-operative grace.' The change in the Indian
idea of sin is also notewortliy. Till Ramanuja's
time, sin was disobedience to the rules of religion
laid down in text- books, and was to be avoided as

entailing certain consequences in a future life.

Since then it has been defined as anything not

* For the whole procedure see Westcott, Kahir and the

Kabir I'anth, 1908, p. 127.

t For further Christian examples see Qrowse, Translation of
^ftUasi-ddsa's Hdmdyaxia, i. Do. 24.

done in faith. Sin is sin because it is incompatible
with tlie nature of the incarnate God of Love, and,
as quoted in the abstract of Saiidilya's work given
above on p. 539, even good works not done in
bhakti partake of the nature of sin. Each of these
instances of agreement taken singly might be an
accident, but their cumulative ellect, combined
with the whole style and tone of the modern
bhakti literature, is irresistible.

The political history of India at tliis period must
also be taken into account. Mahniud of Gliazni's
seventeen invasions commenced in A.D. 1001. He
was succeeded by dynasty after dyna.sty of
Musalman conquerors, broken in 1398 by the
terrible sufiering entailed by tlie invasion of Timur.
Not till Akbar ascended the throne in 1556 had
the Hindus peace, and a century later the oppres-
sion was renewed by Aurangzib (q.v.). For more
than five centuries, from 1001 to 1556, India lay
prostrate and bleeding under the feet of conquerors
of alien race and alien religion. This was the

period of the reformation.
To sum up the foregoing :

—It is certain that in

the early centuries of our era Christians visited

India, and were received at a royal court. It is

extremely probable that the inhabitants of

Northern India were acquainted with the early
Christianity of Bactria and the neighbouring parts
of Central Asia, that they greatly respected it,

and that they admitted that its professors possessed
bhakti to a degree more perfect than that which
ever existed in their own country. It is possible,
and perhaps probable, that the worship of the
infant Krsna was a local adaptation of the worship
of the infant Christ introduced to India from the

North-West, and the ritual of Krsna's birth-

festival has certainly borrowed from Christian
authorities. But it was in Southern India that

Christianity, as a doctrine, exercised the greatest
influence on Hinduism generally. Although the

conceptions of the fatherhood of God and of bhakti
were indigenous to India, they received an immense
impetus owing to the beliefs of Christian com-
munities reacting upon the medireval Bhagavata
reformers of the South. With this leaven, their

teaching swept over Hindustan, bringing balm and

healing to a nation gasping in its death-throes
amid the horrors of alien invasion. It is not over-

stating the case to say that in this reformation
India re-discovered faitli and love ; and the fact of

this discovery accounts for the passionate enthusi-

asm of the contemporary religious writings. In

them we behold the profoundest depths of the

human heart laid bare with a simplicity and free-

dom from self-consciousness unsurpassed in any
literature with which the writer is acquainted.

6. Muhammadan influence.—The syncretism of

the Bhagavata religion has not stopped at Christi-

anity. The later reformers, some of whom were
converts from Islam, also imported into it the

elements of Sufiism, which will roailily be re-

cognized, and are universally acknowledged. It is

sometimes dilficult to decide whether a partimlar
sectarian doctrine has been borrowed from it or

from Christianity. Sufiism itself lias been in-

fluenced by Christian mysticism, and the doctrine

of Divine love which is its distinguishing mark is

so akin to the teaching of tlie reformed bhakti-

churches that it could Jiardly fail to influence tlie

teaching of tiiose Bhagavatas whose j-outh liad been

passed in a Musalman atmosphere. But Siifiism

(lid not influence Bhagavatism until it liad reached
Northern India, and, being little known in the

South, it never inspired the ground doctrine of

any one of the four cliurdies.

7. Bhakti directed to Siva.—It may be stated

as a broad rule that all tlie followers 01 the Indian

bhakti-mdrga are Vai^navas. Siva, the other
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great deity of Indian worship, is associated with
ideas too terrible to suggest loving devotion.

There are, however, in Southern India, oaiva
sects which practise a hhakti cult. We have seen

how the Vaisnava Bhagavatism of Northern India

became infected with Brahniaism in the first few
centuries of our era. In Southern India the
stricter Bhagavatas, who desired to retain their

monotheism intact, began to direct their devotion
to Siva in preference to Visnu, who was now, in

the North, partly identified with the pantheistic
Brahma.* It is most probable that in this way
there arose the f)\ya,-bhnJcti now sometimes met
with in the South. Siva was even provided with

incarnations, such as Virabhadra, in imitation of

those of Visnu, to whom the love and devotion
could be directed.

It may here be mentioned that all Indian sects

agree that Sahkara, the promulgator of Vedantism,
was an incarnation of Siva. Biiagavata doctors

get over the difliculty by explaining that, when
the world was filled with Buddhism and other

heresies, the Bhagavat directed oiva to become
incarnate and to preach a false doctrine invented

by himself, so as to turn people from the Bhagavat,
and thus manifest his glory by the consequent
destruction of unbelievers. In other words,
followers of Vedantism were born to be damned
for the greater glory of a gracious and merciful

God.
The Sittars (y.v.), a Tamil sect, may also be

noted in this connexion. Although nominal
Saivas, they are strict monotheists, who teach
that 'God and love are the same.' There are

other instances in Southern India of attempts to

reconcile Saivism with Bhagavatism. The most

important of these is the Brahma-sariipradaya,
founded by Madhva, already described. Regard-

ing the true ii\vs.-bhakti, which is professedly a
cult of Siva or his incarnations, very little is

known, and tlie subject deserves more study than
it has hitherto received.

LiTERATURB.—The official Sanskrit text-books of the Bhakti-

niarga are the ^andilya Bhakti-sutras, and the Narada Bhakti-
sutras. Both are qiiite modern works. The text of the former
was edited by J. R. Ballantyne in ISOl, and translated by E. B.
Cowell in 1878, both appearing in the Bibliolheca Itulica of the
Asiatic Society of Bengal. Hariichandra (see below) WTote a
Hindi version of the Sandilya work under the title of the

Bhakti-sutra-vaijayanti, and of the Narada under the title of

the Tadij/a-sarvasva.
There is no European work dealing with the subject as a

whole. The earliest account of the doctrines of the Hhfijjfavatas
is that ^iven by Colebrooke, read in 1827, and published in the
first volume of the Transactiotis of the RAS. Like everything
that came from his pen, it is scholarly and accurate, and in some
particulars has been the foundation of all subsequent accounts
of the Bhagavata religion. It was re-published in his Miscel-
laneous Esuays, 1837 (i. 437 ff.). The history of the origin of this

form of belief was first given by R. G. Bhandarkar in his Report
on the Search/or Sanskrit Manuscripts in the Bombay Presidency
during the Year ISSS-SU (Bombaj', 1887) p. 68 ff., and, more
fully, in 'The Ramanujiya and the Bhftgavata or Pancharitra
Systems,' in Verhandlungen des VII. inlemationalen Orient-

alisten-Congreises (Arische Section) (Vienna, 1888), p. 101 ff.

His views were adopted and developed by R. Garbe in the
Introduction to his German tr. of the Bhagavad-Gitd (Leipzig,
1905). L. Bamett, in the Introduction to his Eng. tr. of the
same work, has given an independent and shorter account of the
cult of Vasudeva, in which much valuable information will be
found that lay outside the lines of Garbe's thesis. An abstract
of the Ndraya-QiXya, with an Introduction by G. A. Grierson,
will be found in the IA, 1908.

For Ramanuja, see the special article. The best account of
his qualified monism will be found in pt. i. of G. Thibaut's tr.

of the y'eddnta-siitrasiSBE, xxxiv., Oxford, 1890). For the other
three reformers and the churches founded by them, as well as for
the various sects, see the special articles. Bhandarkar, already
quoted, gives accounts of the teaching of Ramanuja, Madhva,
and Vallabha. The leading work on modern Bhagavatism is
H. H. Wilson, Sketch of the Religious Sects of the Hindus,
which originally appeared in vols. xvi. and xvii. of the Asiatic
ie««earc/ies (1828-32, re-published, London, 1861). Although to
a certain extent out of date, Wilson's work must still be the
foundation for all uiquirers into modern Hinduism. Most of the
popular works on the subject are mere rtl^chauffes of what he

• Cf. Hopkins, Religions of India, p. 488.

has written, including most of his mistakes. Of more modem
works which contam original research, F. S. Growse's
Mathurd, a District Memoir ^ (Allahabad, 1880), gives much
valuable information which will not be found elsewhere.
E. W. Hopkins's Religions of India (Boston and London, 1902),
is also replete with new material collected from many sources,
and illumined by many suggestive remarks. Among works
written by natives of India, tiie Dhakta-mdla of Nabha-dasa,
with its commentary by Priya-dfisa, is all-important. It has
often been printed in the original and also translated into
modern Indian languages. A convenient Hindi paraphrase is

the Bhakta-kalpadruma of Pratapa Siihha (Lucknow, 1884). It
is impo.ssible to understa,nd reformed Bhagavatism without a
familiarity with the contents of the Bhakta-mdla, but its many
difficulties have hitherto deterred most students from the task
of studying it. The late Hariichandra of Benares, who was a
devout Blii'igavata, wrote a number of works in Hindi dealing
with the history of his religion. The more important are the
Vaisnava-sarvasva, the Vallabhiya-sarvasva, and biographies
of Ramanuja and Vallabha. These, as well as the Bhakli-sutra-

vaijayanli and the Tadiya-sarvasim, can be found in a collection
of his works published at intervals during the closing decade of
the 19th cent, at Bankipur, and entitled the Uariichandra-kald.
For Early Christianity in India, see A. C. Burnell in IA iii.

308, iv. 153, V. 25. A. Weber in his well-known articles on the

KT?na-janmd^{ami (Eng. tr. in IA iii. 21, etc., vi. Uil, etc.)
deals with the ritual of the Kr^ya birth-festival ;

and although
all his arguments are not now accepted, his main results are

universally admitted to be true. An article by the present
writer (who does not adhere to all the details then advanced by
him) on ' Modern Hinduism, and its Debt to the Nestorians,' in

JRAS, 1907, may be read for the sake of the discussion to
which it gave rise, and which is printed in the same volume.
See also f. Kennedy, 'The Child Krsija, Christianity, and the

Oujars,' ib. p. 951 ff. The most complete and sane summary of
the whole question is Hopkins's

' Christ in India,' in India Old
and New (New York and London, 1902). It is, of course, earlier
than the two papers just mentioned. The Bhagavata doctrine
of works is dealt with by G. A. Grierson in JRAS, 1908, p.
337 ff. George A. Grierson.

BHANGI.—The sweeper or scavenger caste of

Hindustan, who at the Census of 1901 numbered
656,668. The caste probably takes its name, on
account of the drunken habits of its members, from
Skr. bhahga, 'hemp.' With the Bhangis may also
be conveniently grouped other scavenger tribes of

Northern India—the Chuhra (probably from Hindi

chuj-d-jhclTTid,
' to sweep up rubbish '); the yalal-

khor,
' one to whom any kind of food is lawful '

;

and the Mehtar, or '

prince,' a mock honorific term
for this and other menial occupations. This group
of castes numbered in all, at the Census of 1901,
2,168,594. As regards distribution, the vast ma-

jority of them were found in the Panjab (1,316,517)
and in the United Provinces (461,993). In Bengal
they number only 40,971, their duties being per-
formed in this province by still more degraded
tribes, such as the Dom (q.v.) and the Hari {q.v.).
Classified according to religion, about three-
fourths j)rofess to be Hindus and nearly one-fourth

Muhamiiiadans, the small balance calling them-
selves either Sikhs or Animists. But the more
respectable Hindus, Muhanmiadans, and Sikhs

utterly refuse communion in worship or in the
social observances of life to people whom they
regard as out-castes, and believe that their touch, or
even their mere presence, involves pollution.
The sweeper castes, as a whole, are the modern

representatives of the Chandala of Manu (Institutes,
X. 12, 29, 30), who are regarded by the lawgiver aa

the ofi'spring of a hudra father and a Brahman
woman, thus marking the Aryan abhorrence of

marriage relations between women of the ruling
race and men of the conquered Dravidian races.

They acquired the title of Anta-vasin or Ante-

vasin, because tliey were required to dwell outside

the limits of the homestead. Their sole wealth
must be dogs and asses—both animals which the

orthodox Hindu still regards as impure. Tlieir

clothes must be made out of the cerecloths of the

dead ; their dishes must be broken pots, and their

ornaments of rusty iron. No one who is careful of

his religious duties must hold any intercourse with

them, and they must maiTy among tliemselves—a

rule which probably dates from early Buddhist

times, when caste was only in the making. By day
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they may roam about to seek work ; they must be

distinguished by the badges of the Raja, and they
must carry out the corpses of any who die without
kindred. They shoukf always be employed to slay
those whom the law sentences to be put to deatli,
and they may appropriate the clothes of the slain,
their beds, and their ornaments.
The word Chaijdala, probably a Dravidian term, but some-

times derived from the Skr. chai}(j.a,
'

evil," 'cruel,'
'

mischievous,"
is nowadays used only in a contumelious sense, and the so-called
Chandala caste of Bengal call themselves Nama^udra

;
and their

higher subdivisions, with characteristic jealousy, apply the
title Cha^idala to the lower, who in their turn pass it on to the
Dom. In short, the title Chandala may have been a generic
title for the meaner non-Aryan races, who at an early period
were reduced to servitude, and compelled to perform the
more odious duties in the Arj'an commonwealth. But at the

present time the vUer duties assigned to the Chaijdala of Manu—the conveyance of corpses and the task of acting as public
executioners—have passed to the Doms, and the Bhangis now
owe their social degradation to their performance of the duties
of scavengering. The rise of the present Bbangi caste seems,
from the names applied to the caste and its subdivisions, to

date from the early period of Muhammadan rule, and tlieir

appearance indicates that they are a mixture of various races,
who for some reason or another have incurred social ostracism.

1. The cult of Ldl Beg.—The Bhangi legends
and rites of worship centre round the person of

their saint, Lai Beg, about whom many wonderful
tales are told. From the mass of folklore con-

nected with him little can be definitely ascertained.

He lias been connected with the rakshasa, or

demon, Arunakarat, and as Aruna in Skr. is a title

of the sun, and ldl in Persian means '

red,' some
connexion has been traced between his cult and
earlier Hindu beliefs. Others would connect Lai

Beg with the ldl Bhikshu, or red-clad monk of

Buddhist times ; and he is also in some inexplicable

way mixed up with the cult of Valmiki, the poet-

sage who compiled the epic of the Ramayana, and
who has also been adopted as their patron deity by
low castes like the Aheria {q.v.) and Bahelia (q.v.).
In the names of the tribal sections some vague
indications of totemism appear, but these must not
be pressed too far,

2. Other Bhangi deities.—The Bhangis, as might
be expected from the mixed origin of the caste,
follow a combination of different faiths. The basis

of their religion is the characteristic Animism of

the Dravidians, but to this they have added ele-

ments derived from other sources. In the United
Provinces a large number of them worship as their

patron saint Lai Beg, and with him is combined
or confounded the Pachpiriya (q.v.) cult of the
Pafichoh Pir, or five saints. In Central India Lai

Beg has no temple, but is often represented in

villages by a flat stone upon which two footprints
are carved, and over them a rude mud shelter,
marked by a red flag, is often erected. In Raj-
putana, when sacrifice is being offered to him, they
cut the throat of the fowl victim in Musalman
fashion (haldl).

Higlier up the Ganges valley their favourite
saint is Guga, or Zahir Pir, who, they believe,

possesses the power of healing the blind, lunatics,
and lepers, and bestowing oil'spring upon barren
wives. His shrine is a small round building with
a courtyard, decorated with flags liung from tlie

neighbouring trees, and provided with poles, one
of which is appropriated as a perch for the deitj'
whenever he attends in answer to the prayers

of

his devotees. The oflering to him is a leaf or

branch of a sacred tree and some grains of millet.

The cenotaph is rubbed with sandalwood, whidi
imbibes the powers of the saint, and is taken away
and used as a cure in various maladies. Some-
times a goat is ofl'ered, and the meat is consumed

by the worsliippers. Another favourite Bhangi
saint is Ghazi Miyah, sujiposed to be a Musalman
hero slain in one of the early invasions of Oudh.
His 'marriage' is his most important feast, and
there seems some rea.son to suspect that it is a

survival of the rite of symbolic marriage of the

earth, the Mother, with her male counterpart, the

object of the rite being the proniothig or the fer-

tility of the earth, one of the leading features of

the Dravidian religion. The Bhangis venerate
besides these a host of deified ghosts or spirits, gener-
ally those of the locality in which they happen to

reside. Those who are professing MuliammadanB
add to the monotheistic creed of Islam a num-
ber of beliefs derived from the more primitive
Animism.

3. The religion of the Haldlkhors.—The creed of

the Haliilkhors has less Alusalman admixture, and
more closely resembles that of the Dom and his

kinsman the Bansphor (q.v.).

4. The religion of the Punjab Chuhras.—The
religion of the Chidiras of the Panjab is equally
involved and perplexing, and the researches of

Maclagan have done little more than increase the

mystery by which it is surrounded. In the Sirsa

district, they, like tlieir brethren in the United

Provinces, worship Lai Beg, a god without form or

dwelling-place. The worshipper makes a small
shrine of earth, and puts over it a stick with a

piece of cloth as a flag, offers a little butter or

grain as a sacrifice, and prays to be delivered from
sickness and other trouble. The Chiiliras are said

not to believe in the transmigration of souls
; but

they say that the good go to heaven after death,
where they spend their time bathing and sitting at

ease, and enjoy happiness ; while the bad go to

hell, where they are tormented with wounds and
fire until the deity is pleased to release them.
How much of these beliefs is original and how
much has been derived from Hindu, Musalman, or

even Christian sources, it is impossible to say. By
other accounts they seem to believe in a Supreme
Being, with whom Lai Beg is only an intercessor.

They are said also to have family-gods (kuldeo),
whose names they never divulge, and to whom
offerings are made on holidays, and at births and
deaths in the family. Possibly this is a form of

ancestor-worship. In the Jalandhar district Val-

miki is said to be known as Bala Shah, and his

shrine is surmounted by five small pillars, on which

lamps are lighted every Thursday. When the

spring harvest is gathered in, the Chuhras assemble

at his shrine, slay a black ram, and prepare a

quantity of bread. On these they feast, presenting

part of the food to the deity, and making offerings

of cloth and small coins, which are taken by the

attendant at the shrine.

In the Panjab, when Chuhras adopt the Sikh

faith, they are known as Mazhabi,
' the religious.'

These Mazhabi Sikhs form a valuable element in

the Indian army. They, like all converts, are

particularly scrupulous in religious matters, but

most Siklis of other castes keep them at a distance.

When a Chuhra is circumcised and becomes a

Muhammadan, he is ordinarily known by the title

of Musalli, 'the righteous,' or Kotana. But the

faith of Islam sits lightly unon such people, and
their religious fervour largely depends upon the

price of grain. When times are good, the Chuhra

adopts Islam, and is admitted to the privilege of

smoking with Muhammadans. When times change
for the worse, and he is in straits to find a living,
he often relapses

into his original Chuhra beliefs,

because he tnus gains a wider range of diet, being
allowed to eat carrion and lizards. If times im-

prove, he again repeats the Musalman creed {^-
limn), and becomes again a Musalli.

LiTERATi'RB.—For Bengal, Wise, A'ot« On tA« 7iaee«,Ca<f<'j>, O) d
Trades o/Eattem Bengal, 18S3, 338 ff .

,
for the United Provinci 8,

Greeven, Heroes Five, 1898 ; Crooke, Tribes and Castes, 18S)6,

i. 259; Popular Religion and Folk-lore, 1896, i. 205 ff. ; for the

Panjab, Maclagan, Panjab Census Heport, 1S91, i. 200 ff.;

Temple, Li'iimuti of the Panjiib, vol. i., 1834, passim ; Purser,
Settlenunt I'ieport oj Jalandhar District, 52 f., quoted in Sorth
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Indian Notes and Queries, iL IW f. ; Punjab Notes and Queries,
iv. 203 f.; for Western India, Central India Census Report,
1901, i. 88 ; liajpiitana Census Report, 1901, i. 140.

W. Ckooke.
BHARHUT or BHARAHUT (the proper form

of the name seems to be Barliut, but some write
it Bharaut and Bariihat).—A village situated in

Baghelkhand, 95 miles S.W. of Allahabad, in
Northern India, famous as the site of the great
Buddhist stiipa discovered here by Cunningham in

1873. The stupa, circular in form, was surrounded

by a splendid carved railing with four openings
towards the four cardinal points. It was thus
divided into four quadrants, each of which con-
sisted of sixteen pillars, joined by three crossbars,
and covered by a massive stone coping. At each
entrance the rail was extended, to form, as Cun-
ningham believed, a gigantic swastika, or mystic
cross. On each side was a splendid ornamental
arch, or turana. The medallions of these pillars
are filled with most interesting sculptures

—com-
positions of lotus and other flowers, and a number
of scenes derived from Buddhist legend and history.
Many of these represent scenes taken from the
Jatakas, of which some twenty have been identified

by Subhuti, Rhys Davids, and Hultzsch. Perhaps
the most interesting of all is that of the Jetavana
monastery at SravastI, recording the purchase of
Jeta's garden by Anathapindika, who covered the
surface of the ground with gold pieces (Hardy,
Manual of Budhism-, 1880, p. 219; K^m, Mamial
of Indian Buddhism, 1884, p. 28). One bas-relief

appeai-s to represent a scene in the life of Rama,
which is supposed by Cunningham to be by far the
earliest notice which we possess of the great solar
hero and his wife. The sculptures, which extend
over about a century, are particularly interesting
as illustrating the dress and social and domestic life

of the people of Northern India in the period after
the death of Alexander the Great. They have
been discussed by Griinwedel (BuddhUt Art in

India, 1901, 23, 40 ff., 141).

Images of the Buddha are wholly absent from
the older sculptures at Sanchi and Bharhut.

' Even in cases where the presence of the Lord must be
presumed, it ia indicated by symbols—footprints, a wheel, a
seat, or altar, above which is an umbrella with garlands. A
scene on the sculptures of Bharhut represents Ajataiatru
kneeling before the footprints of the Lord, whereas the inscrip-
tion distinctly says:

"
Ajata&tru pays his homage to the Lord'"

(Kern, op. cit. 94).

Among the numerous sculptures, there are no
naked figures, as at Sanchi and jNIathura. All,
and especially the women, are well clad, and their
heads are generally covered with richly figured
cloths or brocades. One gateway and a portion
of the railing have been removed to the Indian
Museum at Calcutta.

Cunningham assigns the stilpa to the Aioka
period, somewhere between B.C. 250 and 200.
Hultzsch reads an inscription mentioning the Sun-
gas, successors of the Maurya dynasty, on a pillar
erected by Vatsi or Vachhiputra Dhanabnuti,
which gives a date in the 2nd or 1st cent. B.C.
LiTKRATURE.—Cunningham, The Stupa of Bharhut : a Bud-

dhist Monument Ornamented with Numerous Sculpture Illus-
trations of Buddhist Legend and Uintoi-y in the Third Century
B.C., 1879; Ferg:usson,i/i«<. ofIndian and Eastern Architecture

,

1899, 84 f. ; Hultzsch, Iiviian Antiquary, xiv. 138 f., xxi. 225;
Hoernle, ib. x. 118 fl., xi. 25 ff. ; Anderson, Handbook of the
A rcha:ologtcal Collections in the Indian Museum, pt. i. (1883) 1 ff.W Orookk
BHAT, CHARAN (the former from' Skr. bhatta,

a respectful terra applied to a Brahman or man
of high caste, probably connected with bhartri,
'bearer,' 'master'; the latter, Skr. chdrana, 'a
wanderer,' 'a singer ').—The caste of family bards
and panegyrists, found throughout Northern India,
which at the Census of 1901 numbered 385,993,
of whom 52,164 were described as Muhammadans,
and the remainder as Hindus, with a small minority
professing the Sikh and Jaina faiths. Tod com-

pares them with the Belgic genealogist of Gibbon
who 'riots in all tiie lust of fiction, and spins from
his own bowels a lineage of some thousand years.'
The Bluats are most numerous in the United Pro-
vinces, but they are found in smaller bodies all
over Northern India, and a few have penetrated
as far south as Hyderabad. The Charans, again,
numbering at the same Census 74,014, are practi-
cally all Hindus by religion, and are mostly con-
fined to the Presidency of Bombay and the province
of Rajputana.
Bhals are generally supposed to be descended from a Kpa-

triya father and a Brahman widow. They have been connected
by Nesfield with ' those secularized Brabnmns who frequented
the courts of princes and the camps of warriors, recited their
praises in public, and kept records of their genealogies.' But to
this Risley objects that if the Bhats of the present day are
descended from a class of degraded Brahniana, if, in other
words, they are a homogeneous offshoot from the priestly class,
it is difficult to understand how they come to have a number
of sections which are not Brahmanical and which appear to
resemble rather the territorial groups conmion among Itujputs.
There is no exact parallel to this supposed case of Brahmans,
however degraded, shedriin^ their characteristic series of epo-
njTiious sections, and adoptmg those of another t>'pe. On the
other hand, there is nothing improbable in the conjecture that
Riijputs also may have become bards to the chiefs of their tribe,
and Risley is inclined to regard them as a heterogeneous groupmade up of Brahmans and Rajputs, welded into a single caste
by virtue of their exercising identical functions. lie grants,
however, that the inviolability of the Bhaf's person, accepted
in Western India towards the end of the 18th cent., tells in
favour of their Brahmanical origin, 'while the theory of Roth
and Zimmer, that the first germ of the Brahman caste is to be
sought in the singers of Vedic times, may perhaps be deemed to
tell in the same direction.'

1. Religion of the United Provinces Bhdts.—In
the United Provinces those Bhats who profess
Hinduism are Hindus of the most orthodox kind,
being by sect generally Vaishuavas or worshippers
of Vishnu, or Saktas, followers of the Mother-
goddesses. But in addition to the god peculiar
to their sect they worship other gods—Siva in the
form of Gauripati, i.e. 'lord of Gauri,' 'the white
one' (a title of his consort Parvati), Bare Bir,
Mahablr, and Sards. Bare Bir,

' the great hero,'
seems to be the ghost of some deified worthy of
the tribe. He is honoured by making a plastered
square in the courtyard, and placing within it

a lighted lamp. Mahabir, 'the great hero,' is

another name for Hanuman, the monkey-god. He
is worshipped by painting a representation of him
with red lead upon a brass tray, before which
cakes, sweetmeats, and other bloodless oH'erings
are laid. Sarda is a corruption of the name of the

goddess SarasvatI, the patron of learning and
eloquence, who naturally is worshipped by a caste
of bards. Side by side with this worship of the
orthodox kind they have adopted some of the
local Animistic beliefs, as is shown by the cult of

Birtiya, for whose worship they employ a priest
from the degraded Cham a r or currier caste, who
sacrifices a young pig, buries the head in the earth,
and carries off the rest of the flesh as his pcTquisite.
In other districts of the same Provinces they wor-

ship the Mother-goddess, Bhavani or Devi, particu-
larly when epidemic disease prevails.

2. Religion in Bengal.—In Bihar their religion
differs little from that of the average middle-class

Hindu, representatives of all the regular sects

being found among them ; and the caste as a whole
cannot be said to favour the tenets of any particular
sect. In Eastern Bengal, however, they are said
to be mostly Sakti-worshippers. In Bengal, as
in the United Provinces, they retain traces of

primitive Animism in the worship of minor gods,
who are propitiated with sacrifices of he-goats, with

offerings of wheat, sweetmeats, coloured cloth, and
vermilion, the eatable portions of the oflerings be-

ing divided among the members of the household.

3. Inviolability of Bhats and Charans. — One
peculiarity common to both Bhats and Charans is

their inviolability
—a belief based on the combina-
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tion in them of the duty of herald with that of bard,
a principle as old as the days of Homer, when
Odysseus spares Phemius, the bard (dot56s) {Od.
xxii. 331). It is principally from West India that
the stories come of what is called traga, that is to

say, the custom of self-wounding or suicide per-
formed by members of this caste when exposed to
attack while in charge of treasure or entrusted
with other responsible duties. In almost every
part of Kathiawar, at the entry of villages, are
to be seen the pdliyd, or guardian stones, erected
in honour of Charan men and women who killed
themselves to prevent the capture of cattle, or
to enforce their restoration by the predatory
Kathi tribe. The names of the victims, with
the date and circumstances of their death, are
recorded on the stones, and a rude sculpture shows
the method in which the sacrifice was performed,
the man generally killing himself on horseback
with sword or spear ; the woman transfixing her
throat with a dagger. In this part of the country
the Charans have now somewhat fallen from their

high estate on account of permitting widow re-

marriage and worshipping the local Mothers, Khodi-

yar,
' the mischievous one,' or Asapura,

' she that

accomplishes desires.
'

Literature.—For Bengal, see Risley, Tribes and Castes, 1S91,
i. 101 ; for the United Provinces, Crooke, Tribes and Castes of
the North- Western Provinces and Oudh, 1896, ii. 25 ; for Eajpu-
tana, liajputana Census Report, 1901, L 141 ; for Eomba3',
WUson, Indian Caste, iL 179 £f., Gazetteer, xiii. 135 ff. ; for the
Muhammadan branch of the caste, North Indian Notes and
Queries, ii. 67. W. CrOOKE.

BHiLS.— I. Introduction. — The Bhils (Skr.
Bhilla, which Caldwell [Dravidian Grammar ^,

464] believes to represent the Dravidian Billa,
'

bowman,' from vil, bil,
' bow ') are one of the

non-Aryan races of India, usually included under
the unsatisfactoryname

'

Dravidian,' inhabiting the

hilly country in the West and Central parts of

the Peninsula. They seem to' have been the chief
of a group of tribes occupying a large portion of
the hill country, now included in Mewar, Malwa,
Khandesh, and Gujarat. In the early Sanskrit

writings they appear to be included under the
names Pulinda and Nishada, general terms applied
to the non-Aryan races when they came in contact
•Nvith the lighter-coloured race from the north. They
have been identified with the Phyllitai (^vWlrat) of

Ptolemy (vii. i. 66 ; McCrindle, A^icient India as
described by Ptolemy, 159 f.), a term which, like
the Skr. Parna-&avara, seems to have been used to
denote the ' leaf - clad

' non - Aryan tribes, now
represented by the Juangs of Chota Nagpur, in
the Vindhyan and Satpura ranges, which stretch
westward from the Gulf of Cambay to the lower

Ganges valley. Their predominance during early
times in W. India is implied in the fact that in

many States in Rajputana, Malwa, and Gujarat,
when a Rajput chief succeeds to the throne, his
brow is marked with blood dra^vn from the toe
or thumb of a Bhil, by which he secures blood-
covenant with the early lords of the country, and
the protection of their priesthood against the local

evil spirits. The right of giving the blood is

claimed by certain families, and the fact that the

person from whose veins the blood flows is believed
to die within a year fails to damp their zeal for

the maintenance of the custom (Trans. RAS i.

69). At the Census of 1901 the Bliils numbered
1,198,843, of whom 569,842 were found in the

Bombay Presidency, 339,786 in Rajputana, and
206,934 in the States of Central India. These,
the three principal groups, ditt'er to some degree in

religion, custom, and culture, and may be con-

veniently treated separately.
2. Legends of origin.

—As a whole, the Bhils

seem to have preserved little tribal tradition ;

and, of course, they possess no tribal literature.
Their legendaiy lore, as we find it, is intended to

explain their present degraded condition. The
most common account of their origin tells that
Mahadeva (Siva), sick and unliappy, was one
day reclining in a shady forest, when a beautiful
woman appeared, the first sight of whom effected
a complete cure of all his maladies. The inter-

course between the god and this stranger resulted
in the birth of many children. One of the sons,
who was from infancy distinguished alike by his

ugliness and vicious habits, slew the favourite
bull of his father, for which crime the angry deity
cursed him and expelled him from the haunts of

men to dwell in the woods and mountains. His
descendants have ever since been known as Bhils
and Nishadas—terms that denote outcasts (Mal-
colm, Mem. of C. India", i. 518 f.; A. K. Forbes,
Bas Alala [1818], 78 ff'.).

3. Bombay branch.—These clans are found in

various parts of Gujarat, as well as in the wild

region of N. Khandesh and the Dang forests,
where they form one of the most wide-spread and
characteristic forest tribes. Their occupation in

Gujarat, which is typical of the tribe in other dis-

tricts, is that of peasants, labourers, woodmen,
and watchmen. When they cultivate, they follow

the custom of periodically burning down patches
of jungle, and sowing coarse grain crops in the

ashes ; others collect catechu and similar forest

produce, while the women gather fruits and wild
berries as food. Many of them still maintain
their reputation as thieves and cattle -

lifters,

which is often noticed by the Muhammadan his-

torians and by the writers of reports in the early

period of British rule {BG ix. pt. i. 300, iii. 219,
vi. 27). It is said that the Bhil is more truthful

than the high-caste Hindu ; but <^^liis is doubtful.

In Gujarat, when a Bhil is being sworn as a Avit-

ness, he is seated with his face towards the sun,
with a handful of grain bound in the hem of his

garment, and a handful of dust laid on his head ;

he must then walk twice or thrice round the

horse-image of the god Baba, and swear by the

cushion on which the chief of his clan sits {ih. ix.

pt. i. 300 n.). Their system of agriculture and the

dread of witchcraft prevent the establishment of

settled villages ;
and their rude, sometimes round,

huts are scattered through the jungle which they

occupy. Their dress is extremely scanty ; but the

Avomen ornament themselves with much rude

jewellery.
In Khandesh the hill Bhils are catho-

lic in their diet, eating various kinds of grain,

vegetables, forest fruits and berries, fish, goat's

flesh or mutton, carrion, animals that have died

by a natural death, and probably in remote places
the flesh of the cow [ib. xii. 85).

They faU into two main divisions : (1) those who
are partly Rajput, inhabit the plains where they
haA'e in some cases acquired Rajput status, and

adopt Rajput names for their clans ; and (2) the

more or less pure BhSs, who occupy the more
inaccessible tracts (ib. ix. pt. i. 295). This dis-

tinction of culture afiects tlieir religion, that of

the Rajput Bhils corresponding to the Hindu rule,

that of the jungle branch preserving more of the

primitive animistic beliefs. Thus, in Khandesh
the wildest clans worship only Vaghdev, the tiger-

god, who, under the kindred titles of Baghesvar
(Skr. Vyaghra-Uvara,

'

tiger
- lord ') or Banraja

(Skr. vana-ruja,
' lord of the wood'), is worship]>ed

by the allied tribes in the hill ranges west of the

Bhil country (PR ii. 213). Some who are more
infiuenced by Hinduism worsiiipMata, the Mother-

goddess, and Mahadeva or Siva ;
while some,

agjiin, who are more civilized, worship the ordi-

nary local Hindu deities, such as Khandoba,
Sitala Mata, the smallpox Mother-goddess?, and
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others {ib. xii. 93). In Gujarat the branch of the

tribe which claims kinship with Rajputs worships

specially Kalika Mata, the Mother-goddess, in her

more awful form. Here the jungle-dwelling Bhil

worships hardly any of the orthodox deities, ex-

cept Devi, the impersonation of the female energy.
But when he visits her temple, contrary to his usual

practice, he releases, after dedication, the victim

which he offers to her. According to Enthoven,
the Mata, or Mother-goddesses, are represented by
symbols rather than by images—by wooden posts,
earthen horses, wicker baskets, and winnowing fans

(Bombay Census Rep. 1901, i. 63). This appears
to be a local development, as the cult of the horse

seems elsewhere to be connected with that of an-

cestors. The jungle Bhil respects Muhammadan
shrines, and makes offerings to Muhammadan
saints. Besides this, he retains many of the primi-
tive animistic beliefs. He reverences the moon
and swears by it ; but he chiefly worships spirits
and ghosts. This worship is usually performed
in high places, the shrine consisting of a pile of

stones on the summit of a hill, where he occasion-

ally makes a blood-offering to appease the spirits
of evil. In the forest, near an old tree or spring,
often at some spot selected by mere chance, but
which he believes to be the haunt of spirits, he
offers rude earthenware images of horses, jars, and

beehive-shaped vessels. The horse-images seem

among the non-Aryan tribes to be intended as

steeds on which the spirits of the dead may ride

to heaven ; and the jars and other vessels are

regarded as the abodes of spirits. We thus find a
crude ancestor-cult attached to the animistic be-

liefs. The ritual of the death rites shows that the

tribe recognizes, in a
va|nie way, the existence of

the soul after death. When tne rdval, or death

priest, comes to preside over the death feast, by
which food is conveyed to the souls of the dead,
he brings with him two small brass images, one
said to represent the horse of the moon, the other

a cow and calf. The latter having been placed
in a pool of milk, the death chant is sung, after

which the cow-image is laid on the ground. The
horse-image, which is usually made out of the
anklets of the widow, is presented to the rdval at

the close of the obsequies {BG ix. pt. i. 304 f.).

The purport of the rite is obscure ; out it seems
to be intended that the cow and horse, by a pro-
cess of ma^c, may be placed at the ser%-ice of the

ghost of the deceased. When the spirits of the

forest are being worshipped, beams are raised,

poised on two uprights sometimes 12 ft. high,
which the officiant mounts to sacrifice a goat or

a cock [ib. ix. pt. i. 301). This form of 'ladder
sacrifice

'

is found in other parts of India. It is

used by the Musahars of Bengal in the worship of

the bir, or malignant spirits, and by the Dosadhs
of the United Provinces in eclipse observances

(Risley, Tribes and Castes, ii. 117 ; Crooke, Tribes

and Castes, ii. 355). In Upper Burma, a man who
aspires to become a diviner has to climb a ladder
and sit on a platform set with sharp spikes ; if he
receives no injury, his powers are recognized (J.

AnAerson, Mandalay to Momien, \%1Q, p. 81). In
Khandesh the Bhils suppose that spirits reside in

stones, which are smeared with red lead (a substi-

tute for a blood-offering) and with oil. An animal
sacrifice and an oblation of spirits are sometimes
made at such stones, portions of which are thrown
into fire in the belief that the demons delight in
the sweet savour, after which the worshippers and
their priest consume the flesh and liquor {EG xii.

93). Animal-worship, except the reverence paid
to the horse, is not common. Ghora Dev,

' the

horse-god,' is a general object of worship. In

Gujarat, if a prayer has been granted, clay images
of horses are made, and placed round the shrine-

image or in the spirit haunt ; and in many of their

legends the plot turns on the assistance given by
an enchanted horse. Only the clans most under
the influence of Hinduism kill neither the cow nor
the blue bull (Portax pictus) ; the jungle-dwellers
have no reverence for the cow, kill it, and eat its

flesh. There are no signs of snake-worship. They
have a firm belief in omens of the ' meeting' class,
which are usually associated with animals {JA I
be. 400 ; Asiatic Quart. Rev. vii. 461 f.).

4. Festivals. — In Gujarat their festivals are

chiefly connected with the ancestor-cult. The
only regular Hindu festivals which they observe
are those of the spring equinox (Holi, Sliihga),
and the autumn equinox (Da.sahra), and the feast
of lights (Divali) at the full moon in October-
November. The first two, which are in origin
forms of sympathetic magic to promote the growth
and ripening of the crops, are accompanied with
rude merriment and indecency [GB^ iii. 306). At
the Holi they celebrate, possibly with the object
of expelling evil spirits, a mock fight between men
and women—an incident witnessed and described

by Bishop Heber among the branch of the tribe in

Central India (Narrative of a Journey, 1861, IL

86 f.; GB"* iii. 95 tf.; PR ii. 176, 321). At the
same feast some clans, as is the case in N. India,

practise the rite of walking through a trench filled

with burning embers, without, it is said, injury to

the performers (BG vi. 29, xii. 93 n.; PR ii. 317).
At the Divali, or feast of lights, they make a thanksgiving to

the gods near the shed of the cattle, the protection of which is

the main object of the feast. The ground near the shed is

cleaned and a small circle is made with rice. In this circle seven
balls of boiled rice or maize are placed on seven leaves. A fire

is lighted and fed with butt€r. A man, generally the house-
master, lays his hands on five chickens, throws water over
them, and offers them, saying,

' O Dhanna Indra I We offer

this sacrifice to thee ! During the coming year keep our cattle
free from disease, increase thera and be kindly !

' At the same
time another man cuts the throats of the fowls. A third man
sprinkles spirituous liquor on the ground, saying, 'O Dharma
Indra ! we pour this spirit to thee 1

' The cattle, with their
horns painted red, are then let out of the shed, those of the
headman leading the way. All are driven over the body of a
Bhil, who lies on the ground face downwards. This is probably
a survival of an actual rite of human sacrifice. The invocation
of Indra shows the influence of Hinduism ; but the rite is part
of the primitive Animism.
At the Dasahra feast they sow barley in a dish full of earth,

and keep it watered and tended for nine days, after which it is

offered to the goddess Devi—a magical rite found in other parts
of the world, which has been described by Frazer under the
title of 'the Gardens of Adonia' (BG ix. pt. L 305 ff.; Frazer,
Adonis, Attis, Osiru'^, 194 ff.).

When rain holds ott" and scarcity is feared, the
women go with bows and arrows to the shrine of

the village-goddess, abuse her, smear her image
with filth,* and leap and dance ; finally, they raid

a neighbouring village, seize a bufl'alo, the owner
seldom ofl'ering resistance, and drive it back to

their oa^ti village, where it is beaten to death with

clubs, and the flesh shared among the raiders.

They say that the intention is to shame the gods
into pity, and to convince them how hard the times
must be when the women are compelled to resort

to acts of violence (BG ix. pt. i. 311). When
epidemic disease prevails, asses are made to plough
a piece

of ground (an unnatural act intended to

call the attention of the gods to their troubles), and
a small cart is placed before the shrine of the god
who is supposed to have been offended at some
neglect, and to have brought the pestilence. The
cart is then believed to move of its own accord,
and accompanied by a scape animal, a goat or

butt'alo, carries the plague beyond the limits of the

village (ib. ix. pt. i. 311).

5. Priesthood.—Except among those clans which
are subject to Hindu influence, Brahmans take no

part in the public or domestic rites. The exorcist,
whose duty it is to propitiate the malignant gods

* For a remarkable case of obscene ritual cursing of a god-
dess, see the account of the Gangamma festival in Malabar

(BiUUtin Madras Museum, iii. 267 f.).
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and spirits, is known as the bhagat (Skr. bhaktu,
'

worsliipper'). His reputation depends on his

occasionally becoming possessed by the Motiier-

goddess, when he mutters and shakes, foams at tlie

mouth, eats raw flesh or drinks blood, and pre-
tends to know both the past and the future. The

Raja of the Bariya State, in the Agency of Riwa-

kantha, holds a feast every twelve years in honour
of a god known as Baba Dev,

' divine father,'
on the Devgad hill, when a Bhil bhagat becomes

possessed by the god, and foretells the condition

of the crops and the fortunes of the Raja's family
{ib. vi. 29 f . ). The duties of the bhagat are to

consecrate household gods, to perform tribal and

family rites, to secure the fertility of the crops, to

heal the sick, and to thwart the machinations of

enemies. In cases of sickness, he places grains of

black gram (Fhaseolus mungo) or rice on a leaf,

which he passes round the head of the patient. By
examining the grains, he decides whether the sick

man has been attacked by an evil spirit or by one
of his offended dead ancestors. The latter usually

appear in the form of human beings, but sometimes
in that of a bear or other wild beast. When their

worship is neglected, they show their anger by
throwing stones or sticks at their descendants, or

by pinching them at night. They can be appeased
by making an ottering at their graves. The attack

of an evil spirit is treated by means of incantations,
and striking the patient gently with the branch of

a tree. The bhagat is also the witch-tinder ; and
in former times, before the period of British rule,

witches were subjected to cruel ordeals, tortured,

or even killed (ib. ix. pt. i. 302). The second class

of priests is the raval (Skr. rdjakula,
'

royal

family'), a title, like that of the bhagat, obviously
of Hindu origin, replacing the name of the original
medicine-man. His chief duty is to preside over

the funeral feast, and to propitiate the deceased

ancestors. The dead are buried in deep graves or

under stone cairns, the intention being to prevent
the return of the ghost. On the return from the

grave a fire is lit in the house of the dead man, and
into it some Avoman's hair is sometimes dropped (cf.

Frazer, Pausanias, iv. 136 f.). The death tabu is

finally removed by the mourners passing their hands
and feet through fragrant smoke, and by washing
the shoulders of the corpse-bearers with a mixture
of oil, milk, cow-dung, and cow-urine (BG xii. 91 f.).

' In the case of the decease of a Bhil of importance, it is not

uncommon for the grave in which he has been interred to be

opened some two months after burial, the opening being only
sufficient to disclose the head of the corpse. The wasted features

thus brought to light are anointed with red lead in the same
manner as the irregular shaped stones which are common objects
of worship among this primitive people.* After anointment the

deceased is worshipped, and the grave is then re-closed. Without
this ceremony the full rights of ancestorship are not, it is alleged,
obtainable. Tiie worshippers are by no means necessarily re-

lations of the deceased' {Bombay Cem^is Rep. 1901, i. 63).

6. Central Indian branch.—These inhabit prin-

cipally the wild hilly tracts which separate
Malwfi from Nimar and Gujarat. According to

Malcolm [Memoir of Central India-, ii. 181), their

religious rites are confined to '

propitiatory oiler-

ings and sacrifices to some of the Hindu infernal

deities,' especially 6itala Mata, the smallpox
Mother ; they also pay reverence to Mahadeva,
from whom they claim descent. The Barwani

sept, which is one of the most primitive, is said to

have a well-defined .system of sept totems, each

sept reverencing a special tree or animal. If the

totem be a tree, they never cut or injure it ; men
bow Avhen passing it, and women veil their heads.

The tribal tatu, however, is said never to be a

representation of the totem. Luard {Central India

Census Rep. 1901, i. 197 tt".), who gives this account,
* For similar customs in India see those of the Maravan and

Urali of Madras {FL v. 36; Thurston, Ethnographic Notes, 202),

the Khasi {,JAI i. 131), and the people of Nicobar ((6. xxxii. 209,

220 f.).

adds that,
' as a rule, some spirit is suj)posed to live

in the tree or other object.' It may be suspected
that we have here an instance of confusion between
totemism and tree- or animal-worship.

7. Rajputana branch. — The religion of this
branch has been fully described by T. H. Hendley
(JRASBe xliv. [1875] 34711".). In the Mewar
liills their primitive beliefs have been, to some
extent, affected by Brainnanism. Their shrines
are cairns, erected on high hills, and containing
clay or pottery images of the horse. Over these,

poles adorned with rags are erected. Be.side these
are platforms of stone, on which are placed upright
slabs, generally plain, or merely named after a god,
and daubed with red paint or carved in the shape
of Hanuman, the monkey-god. Their favomite
deities are Siva, or Mahadeva, and his consort in

her various forms as ParvatI, Devi, or Mata, of

whom Hendley (op. cit. v. 349) gives a list. One of

them, known as Vajar Mata, is
specially worshipped

by women who desire offspring. The tombs of

Muhammadan holy men are also respected. Sacri-
fices consist of goats offered to Devi or Mat:!, the

flesh, after dedication, being eaten by the worship-
pers. The influence of Hinduism is shown in the
fact that their priests are drawn from the Hindu
ascetic Yogi order.

' The Bhil has a very dim idea of a future state. He believes the
soul goes before the gods, and that the spirits of the dead haunt
places they lived in during Ufe. He also holds that there is a
limited transmigration of souls, especially in spirits becoming
evil ones. Eclipses and the motions of the heavenly bodies are
deemed to be the play of their gods, and they howl with the
Hindu when the moon is eclipsed

'

{ib. 350). No tombs or ceno-

taphs are constructed ;

' but a few days after death a relative of

the deceased is said to be informed in a dream that the spirit has
taken up its abode on a neighbouring hill, whereupon friends and
connexions proceed to the place and erect a platform of stones,
and leave there a quantity of food and liquor' (ib. 354).

According to Bannerman (Census Rep. 1901, i,

142), besides the Kul-devi, or family-goddess, Maha-
deva and Hanuman, the monkey-god, are every-
where worshipped. In parts of Mewar, Rishabnath

[i.e. Rishabhadeva, the first Jaina Tirthakara, or

perfected saint) is worshipped by the Bhils—a proof
of the widely spread influence of that religion in

W. India in mediteval times.
Literature.—i. For Bombay branch : MS report by S. N.

Dholakia, Magistrate, Idar State ; BG ix. pt. i. 294 ff., xii. 80 ff.,

iii. 218 ff. , and numerous other articles detailed in General Index,
xxvii. 56; R. E. Enthoven, Censxis Rep. 1901, i. 62 £f.; A. K.

Forbes, Ras J/dM (1878), 78 ff.; G. Oppert, Oriainal Inhabit-

ants of Bharatavar^a or India (1S93), 79 ff.; W. H. Sinclair,
IA iv. 335 f .

ii. For Central Indian branch: Sir J. Malcolm, Trans. RAS
i. 69 ff., and Memoir of Central india 2

(1824), i. 516, 550, ii. 181 ;

Col. Kincaid, 'Bheel Tribes of the Vindhyan Range,' \n JAl
ix. 397 ff.; E. E. Luard, Cent. Ind. Ceiurun Rep. 1901, i. 197 f.

iii. For Rajputana : T. H. Hendley,
' An Account of the Mai-

war Bhils,' JRASBe xliv. (1S75) 347 ff. ; A. D. Bannermau,
Censw Rep. 1901, i. 142 ; Rajputana Gazetteer (1879), i. 117 ff.,

m. 64, 114. W. Crooke.

8. Language.—Bhils are usually credited with

possessing a special language of their own, which
has been named Bhlll. It is probable that these

wild tribes did once speak a language belonging
to the Dravidian or to the Munda family, but

they have long since abandoned it. At the pre-
sent day they speak a mongrel form of the Gujarati

spoken by their more civilizetl Aryan neigiibours
to their west. Their speech varies according to

locality, and, in the District of Khandesh, in the

Bombay Presidency, has become mixcil with

Maratlii, the fusion of the two main lan<'uages

resulting in a well-marked and interesting dialect

known as Khandesi.
The general Bhil jargon has some peculiarities

of pronunciation which it shares with the dialects

of North Gujarat and, thrjugh them, with other

languages of the extreme North-West of India, from

Sind to the Hindu Kush. These are the prommcia-
tion of s as a rough A, as in honu for sonu,

'

gold
'

;

the tendency to disaspiration and to harden soft
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mutes, as in kodo or Jchodo instead oi ghodo, 'a

horse,' llto for lidho,
'

taken,' tahl or ddhl,
' a cow '

;

and tlie frequent elision of a medial r, as in koi for

kori or kari, 'having done,' dilu for dilru, 'far.'

'I'liese peculiarities, although striking, and pos-

sibly giving clues to ethnologists, do not authorize

us to class the so-called Bhill as an independent
language.
Literature.—C. S. Thompson, liiidiments of the Bhili.

Lamjuage (Ahmed.abad, 1895) ; G. A. Grierson and S. Konow,
LiiKjidstic Survey of India, vol. i.\. pt. iii., The lihil LangxMijes
and Ji/ia»id<;^ (Calcutta, 1907). G. A. GrIEUSON.

BHiLSA.—Ehilsa is the name of a village in

Central India. The name has been applied by
Cunningham in the title of his book. The Bhilsa

Topes, to the whole district, about 24° N.
by 77" E.,

in which the village is situated. It is a hilly, well-

watered district of considerable natural beauty.
Cunningham, for instance (p. 320), speaking of the
SaUlhara Hill, says :

'The hill on which the tope stands forms here a peri'ien-
dlcular cliff, beneath which flows the Hesali river through a

deep rocky glen. The view up the river is one of the most
beautiful I have seen in India.'

He then describes the view ; and has similar

remarks (p. 342) on the beauty of the view from
the Andheri Hill. As the principal sumnut was
called Chetiya-Giri, 'the Shrine Hill' (Mnhavaihsa,
xiii. 5), and Chetiya is used of pre-Buddlii.stic
shrines, it was probably already, before the Bud-
dhist movement, tlie site of one of those sacred

places on the hill-tops where tribal festivals used
to be held. If that ue so, this may have been one
of the reasons which led the Buddhists to chuose
the peak as the site of their hermitage.?, and of

their religious and educational establishments.
This main summit is now called Sanchi {q.v.).

Remains have also been found at Sonari, Sat-

dhara, Bhojpur, and Andher. At Sonari there
are two large square terraces, one on the top of

the hill, the sides of which are each 240 ft. in

length, and one a little lower down, the sides of

which are 165 ft. in length. The centre of the

larger terrace was occupied by a solid hemi-

spherical dome, or tope, 48 ft. in diameter, rising
from a cylindrical plinth 4 ft. in height. At the

height of about 30 ft. the top of the dome was
level and surrounded by a stone railing now broken

away. The remains or it were found by Cunning-
ham at the foot of the dome. Cunningham sank
a shaft down the centre of the dome, but found

nothing. The original height, including that of

the ornamental structure which occupied the centre
of the levelled space at the top of the dome, must
have been about 50 feet. Outside the S.W. corner
of this square terrace on which the dome stood
was a solid square pile of masonry, level at the

top, from 12 to 15 ft. high according to the undu-
lations of the ground, and measuring 36 ft. along
each side. A flight of steps 4i ft. wide leads from
the hillside to the summit. This was evidently
the site for a building of some sort, no doubt con-
structed entirely of wood, as nothing remains to
show for what purpose it was intended. Hound
the foot of the dome ran a paved processional
pathway enclosed by a carved stone railing, with

gates at the four cardinal points. Both this and
the railing round the top were of Avhite stone

brought from a distance. The tope itself Avas
built of the claret-coloured stone found on the
Sonari Hill. There are short dedicatory inscrip-
tions on portions of the lower railing, cut in Pali
characters of approximately the 3rd cent. B.C.,

gi-ving the names of the donors of those portions.
The dome which occupied the lower terrace of

165 ft. square was of a slightly difierent construc-
tion. It was solid like the other, built of stone
•without mortar, 27^ ft. in diameter, rising from a

jilinth 4i ft. in height, the ]ilinth resting on a

cylindrical foundation 12 ft. higii. The level top
of this foundation was reached by a fine double llight
of steps, 20 ft. in breadth, leading on to a circular

pathway, 6 ft. broad, running all round the dome.
The height of the whole had been about 40 ft.

from terrace to summit. There was no trace of

any stone railing. On a shaft being sunk down
the centre of tlie dome five relic-caskets were
found, each inscribed with the name of the person
of whose funeral pyre portions were enclosed in

the casket. Two of these are names of mission-
aries who, according to the ciironicles (D'lpavamsa,
viii. 10, and Mfdmvnma, xii. 42), were sent to the

Himalaya regions after the close of the Council at

Patna, held in B.C. 254.

The discovery of these names was of the utmost importance
for the criticism of the Buddhist chronicles written in Ceylon.
They are given in the inscriptions as those of missionaries to
the Himalaya. Some centuries afterwards they are found in the
chronicles in the list of the missions sent out, as those of the
men who were sent to the Himalaya. The inscriptions, buried
in Northern India, were, of course, unknown in Ceylon. The
traditions handed down in the island were sufficiently well

guarded to have preserved these details accurately throughout
this long interval of time.

Besides these two great topes, there were on the

top of the Sonari Hill six smaller ones arranged
in two rows to the south-east of the larger
terrace. These had all been opened before Cun-
ningham's visit in 1852, and he found nothing in

them.
On the Satdhara Hill, three miles across the

valley from Sonari, there are seven topes remain-

ing on as many terraces. The largest of these
solid domes was no less than 101 ft. in diameter,
and its height must have been approximately 75
feet. Nothing was found in it. There were tliree

of the solid basements, such as the one found at

Sonari, on which must have stood other buildings
probably made of wood. In a second, much smaller

tope, 230 ft. to the N.N.W. of this huge pile,
were found two caskets, empty, but inscribed with
the names of Sariputta and Maha Moggallana,
the two principal disciples of Gautama, the Bud-
dha. A third tope had a diameter of 24 ft., and
contained relic-caskets, l)Ut no inscription. Four
smaller ones, all of which had been previously
opened, contained nothing.
The topes at Bhojpur, which are verj' numerous,

stand on the southern end of a low range of hills

on the opposite side from Sonari and Satdhara of a
broad valley through which flows the river Betwa.
The largest stands in tlie centre of a levelled ter-

race, 252 ft. long by 214 ft. broad, and was 61 ft.

in diameter. The next in size had a diameter of

39 feet. In a third of only 31 ft. diameter the
relic-caskets bore names otherwise unknown.
Cunningham examined 33 otlier topes on the

slopes of this range of hills, but they had been

previously opened ;
and nothing of importance,

and no inscriptions, were found in tliem.

The Andheri topes are perched on the northern

declivity of a pear-shaped hill facing Bhojpur
across another valley. These are on the very
edf^e of the clitt', about 500 ft. above the plain ;

and the position is a very line one, commanding a
wide outlook over the Bhilsa district with its

dome-surmounted peaks and fertile valleys. The
topes are only three in number, respectively 35 ft.,

19 ft., and 15 ft. in diameter. At each of them

inscriptions were found, some of the names re-

curring also at Sanchi, and belonging to contem-

poraries of Asoka. One of them is Moggali-putta,
who may, or may not, be the same as the Moggali-

putta Tissa who presided at Asoka's Council at

Patna, and who is the traditional author of the
Kntha Vatthu, t^e latest book in the Bud-
dhist Canon, and the only book in it which ia

ascribed to a particular author.
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Asoka, when on his way to take up the vice-

royalty of Ujjain during the last years of his
fatiier's life, stayed in the Bhilsa district, and
married a local lady, daughter of a merchant at
Vedisa named Deva. Three children were born to

them ; and then Asoka succeeded to tlie throne on
the death of his father. As the marriage was a
misalliance he left his wife behind, and she brought
up the children. Two of them, Maliinda and his
sister Safigha Mitta, were afterwards the famous
missionaries who carried Buddhism to Ceylon. It

is recorded how Mahinda, before he departed on
the mission, went to Bhilsa to take leave of his

mother, and stayed there at a vihcira she had
built (Dlpavatrisa, xii. 8-34 ; Mahdvanisa, xiii.

1-14; Samanta Pdsddikd, p. 318 f. ; Mahdhodhi-
vamsa, p. 115 f.).

It is sufficiently clear from these notices that
the district was, in the 3rd cent. B.C., and probably
earlier, an important centre of Buildhist activity.
The massive terraces and solid tojies are all that
remain of the outward signs of this activity ; but
its intellectual results are still working in Ceylon,
and in a less degree in the Himalaya regions.
Literature. — Dipavai'nsa, ed. Oldenberg, London, 1879;

Mahdvaihsa, ed. Geiger, London, PTS, 190S ; Samanta
Pdsudikd, ed. Oldenberg, in vol. ill. of his Viiiaya ; A. Cun-
ningham,- 2%e £^t76a Topes, London, 1854; Fergiisson, Uist.

of Ind. and East. Architecture, London, 1876, pp. 60-65;
ilahabodhi-vaihsa, ed. Strong, London, PTS, 1891 ; Rhys
Davids, Buddhist India, 1903, pp. 299-303.

T. W. Khys Davids.
BHRIGU.—The word bhrigu occurs twenty-

six times in the Eigveda,* always in the plural t

except twice, where it is singular ; and as each of

the two passages in question is identical in purport
with some other where the plural is used, it may
be assumed that even as a singular the word has
a collective force. Indian tradition, however,—to

anticipate a little—interprets the sing, bhrigu as

denoting the ancestor of an ancient race of seers,
and the plur. as denoting his descendants.

In the Rigveda the Bhrigus are associated

mainly with the legend of the acquisition of fire

by the human race. The Bhrigus, having dis-

covered Agiii in the bosom of the waters (ii. 4. 2
;

X. 46. 2), or having received him fi'om Matarisvan

(i. 60. \,X iii. 5. 10, x. 46. 9), introduced him
amongst men (i. 58. 6, iii. 2. 4), deposited him in

wood (vi. 15. 2), and caused him to become luminous
in that substance (iv. 7. 1), bringing him forth

either by friction (i. 127. 7, x. 46. 9, i. 143. 4) or

by their songs (x. 122. 5).

In two passages (iv. 16. 20 and x. 39. 14) the

Bhrigus are referred to as waggon-builders :

' We
have composed a song for Indra (or, for the Asvins)
[as skilfully] as the Bhrigus [build] a waggon.' §
Koth's conjecture (Pc^. Worterb.s.v. 'Bhrigu'), that
the word tliat stood originally in these passages was
fibhavo, finds some support in Suyana (on x. 39.

14 : karmayogdd rib/uivo bhrigava uchijante), but
the present writer believes that we have here the

primitive nucleus of the legend, i.e. that bhrigu was

originally merely a name for a 'handicraftsman,'
one of those who, working with wood, might quite

naturally be tlie first to discover that that sub-

stance could be ignited by friction.

The other lligveda passages || are rather colour-

less. The Bhrigus appear as the sacrificersof remote
* We leave out of account the word bhrigavaxia, which is at

least cognate, and occurs thrice in the Kigveda, as its meaning
is doubtful.

t Jihriguvdt (Rigv. viii. 43. 13) is of course, aa such, ambigu-
ous, though Sayana explains it as yathd bhriguli.

t Bhfigu in the singiilar here.

§ The in ter^iretations of x. 92. 10 given by Ludwig {Der Rigveda,
1876-88, i. 262, iv. 237) :

' Fiir Gotter durch Tiichtigkcit gelten

allgemein die Bhrigu'; and by Macdpnell {Vedic Mythology,

140): 'The Bhrigus showed themselves as gods with their dex-

terity,' are unfortunately inadmissible, as the verb used here,

Barn-chit, bears a different meaning in other passages.
I Cf. Macdonell, loc. cit.

antiquity, and along with the Angirasea and
Atharvans (x. 14. 6) ; people invoke Agni in the
same manner as did tlie Bhrigus,* Augira-ses, and
Manu (viii. 43. 13). Indra is expected to help as
he has helped the Bhrigus and the Yatis (viii. 3. 9,t
6. 18 ; cf. 3. 16). They stand on an equality with
the gods in viii. 35. 3 and x. 92. 10. A more
personal aspect is shown in ix. 101. 13, where

Seople
are advi-sed to drive away the niggardly

og, as the Bhrigus [drive away] the Makha, but

unfortunately we possess no further information

regarding this Makha. \S'e seem to have a
historical reference in vii. 18. 6, where the Bhrigus,
along with the Druhyus, are spoken of as vsuisals^
of King Sudas.

In the Atharvaveda bhrigu is mentioned four

times—once (xviii. 1. 58) in a strophe identical

with one in the Rigveda. In iv. 14. 5 it is in-

definite, merely saying that sacrificers should go
to heaven along with the Bhrigus. In ii. 5. 3 it is

said that Indra clove the Vala asunder as Bhrigu
(nom.) conquered his enemy intoxicated with
soma ; in the same strophe the Yatis are again
referred to (cf. above, Rigv. v-iii. 3. 9 and 6. 18),

but, strange to say, it is stated here that Indra
killed Vritra like the Yatis (ace). The fourth

passage (v. 19. 1), however, is a most interesting
one : Srinjayas, Vaitaha^-yas perished because

they injured Bhrigu. We shall return to this

reference below.
In the later Vedic, as also in the epic literature,

Bhrigu stands forth as the progenitor of a cele-

brated family of priests ; many of his posterity,
the Bhrigus—and Bhargavas,

' scions of Bhrigu
'—

are mentioned individually by name, and for the
most part they enjoy a great reputation. Bhrigu
himself was held to be of Divine origin, as is

attested by so ancient an authority as the A itarei/a

Brdhmana (cf. iii. 33-34) : the sefd of Prajapati
was cast into the fire by the gods, in order that it

might not bespoilt ;
from that which first flamed

forth arose Aditya (tiie sun) ;
from the second

(flame) came Bhrigu, who was adopted by Varuna,
and hence Bhrigu is a son of Varuna ; that which
the third time flashed brightly forth (ad'idet)

became the Adityas, and that which the coals

[ahgdra) were became the Ahgirases, etc. A similar

story is told in the Satapatha Brdhmana (i. 4. 5. 13)

regarding the origin of Atri. Yaska (Nir. 3. 17)

combines the two legends, saying that the first to

arise fiom the beam (archis) of the fire was Bhrigu,§

then Ahgiras from the coals [ahgdra], and tliiidly

Atri from the same place. II
The Brihuddevata

(v. 97-100) gives a similar version. In the Mahd-
bhdrata (xiii. 85. 96 ft'.), Bhrigu, Ahgiras, K&xi,

Marichi, Kasyapa, Atri, etc., are said to have

sprung from seed of Brahman which had been cast

into the fire. If According to the Ma.hdbhurata

(i. 66. 41), Bhrigu was generated from the heart of

Brahman, while in the Bhdgavata Purdna (iii. 12.

23) he is said to have issued from Brahman's skin.

That Bhrigu Mas adopted by Varuna is intimated

also in the Mahfibhdrata (xiii. 85. 124 ; cf. i. 5. 8) ;

and so he appears as Bhrigu Varuni in a legend

[Satap. xi. 6. 1. 1), which we shall narrate presently,

in Taittir'iyaAranyaka, ix. 1,** and in Katyayana's
*
Bhriguvdt. t BhriiTU in the singular.

t In the opinion of the present writer, as vassals by com-

pulsion.
§ Here derived from bhrijjati, 'to roast': bhnjl/amdno na

dehe. ,

t Atraiva triliyam jichhatity uchus toimdd Atrifi (Sata-

patha, 1. 4. 5. 13, atreva tyad iti).

^ Cf. 13. 85. 105 f. : bhrig ity eva bhrigufi purvam afigdrebhyo

'Agirdbhavat [afigdrasarlisraydchchairakavir ityaparo'bhavat

I
saha jrdtdbhir uipanno bhfig'is lasutad bhriguh »mritah.
•* The story in Taitt. Brdhmava, i. 8. 2. 5, according to which

Bhrigu sprang from a third part of Indra's force, is a mere

theological speculation, designed to support the idea that a

Bhar^va must have been present as Hotri at the festival in

question.
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Anukr. to the liigveda, which speaks of him, or

Jamadafjni, as tlie composer of lligveda ix. (55, and
of liim, or Chyavana, as the composer of x. 19 (both
of these individuals being of Bhrigu's line). Beyond
this, the later Vedic texts add relatively very little

to our information regarding Bhrigu. All that is

worthy of interest is the legend just alluded to

(Satiip. xi. 6. 1. Iff.).* It is narrated here that

Bhrigu deemed himself wiser than his father

Varuna, who, observing this, sent liim upon a

pilgrimage, on the understanding that on his

return he should relate what he had seen. By
Varuna's instructions he journeyed to all the four

quarters of the earth. He met with dreadful

tilings on every hand
;
he saw men cutting their

fellow-men in pieces, and then distributing and

devouring the fragments. When he asked them
why they pursued such a course, he always received

the same answer : 'These men dealt thus with us

in the other world, and we now deal with them in

the same way.' lie also inquired if there was no

possible reconciliation, and received the reply :

'Certainly; your father knows of it.' He comes
at last to the region Ij'ing between the East and
the South, t where he sees two women, one beauti-

ful, the other passing beautiful, + and between
them a black man with yellow eyes, and with a
stick in his hand. Bhrigu is terrilied, and returns
home. From his dejected condition Varuna per-
ceives that he has 'seen,' and then (811".) shows
him the meaning of what he has seen. I3ut the

explanation is certainly a disappointing one from
our point of view, being simply a piece of absurd

symbolizing in regard to certain features of the

Agnihotra festival.

Amongst other references to Bhrigu in the Brah-
mana literature we ought to mention Kdusitaki
Brcthmaiia, xxx. 5, where the Aitasayanas are

spoken of as the worst of the Bhrigus.§ In the
earlier texts the Blirigus and the Ahgirases are

closely connected, and bhrigvahgirasah indeed is

actually used as a title of the Atharvaveda.y They
are likewise often found together in the Maha-
bhdrata and the Purdna^. Apart from thesenotices,

Bhrigu is mentioned, along Mitii Atri, Ahgiras,
etc., mainly in the list of Brahmarsis and patri-
archs. IT It is in these texts, of course, that he at

length stands forth as in all respects a Jisi of

primitive times, while in Mahdbharata, iii. 99. 69
and xii. 3. 19 he is even exalted to the Devayuga.

It is recorded, moreover, in the Blahabh/lrata

(i. 5-7,** ix. 47. 17-22, xii. 343. 55) that Bhrigu,
incensed because his wife Pulonui had been be-

trayed into the hands of the IJaksas Puloman
by Agni, cursed the latter, and ordained that he
must sufl'er the penalty of consuming everything,
no option being allowed.ft Agni rebels against
this, resigns his function,JJ and hides himself.§§
Gods and men, however, find him indispensable,
institute a search, and discover him at length in

his retreat. But Agni resumes his work onlj'
after Brahman has intervened with conciliatory
words, and given the assurance that he is to be

* See A. Weber,
' Eine Legende des Catapatha-Brdhinaija

liber die strafende Vergeltung riach deni Todo, ZDMQ i.\. 237-
243.

t The passage ia not altogether clear.

X Atikalydiiim, according to Sa.ya,:)&= aiobhand, 'one whose
beauty is past.'

§ BliTiouxi'iih papiftftfiJ}-
U See Bloomfield, 'Hymns of the Atharva-Veda,' SBE xlil.

p. xxviff.

H See the catalogue in Wilson, Vishnu-Purdna (ed. Hall),
i. lOlff., iii. CS.

**
Bhriguvaihici in the Panlomd-parvan.

tt i. 6. 14 : sarvabhakfo bhavi^^yasi ; ix. 47. 22 : sarvabhakfa^ ca
so'bhavat ; xii. 343. 55 : sarvabhak^atvam upanitaji.
n i. 7. 12: chakre saihhdram dtm<ina]i (ib. 16: kriydearh-

hdram).
§§ His hiding-place, let us note, was the iamigarhha, i.e. an

a^i!n»/ia-tree which grew in a iami (cf. ix. 47. 17)—the tree
whose wood was commonly used for producing fire by friction.

the devourer of all things, not with his whole
body, but merely as the lire of digestion and as the
consumer of ilesh.* Here, therefore, the story of

Agni's withdrawal, which is alrcatly alluded to in
the Kigveda as a well-known fact, is associated,

strangely enough, with a curse uttered by Bhrigu,
the Vedic myth regarding the discovery of hre

(see above) being thus simply reversed.
The xUa/idb/i/lnttii in another passage (xii. 343. 62)

also makes mention of a curse sjjoken by Bhrigu.
Uma, the daughter of Himavat, was loved by
Budra, but Bhrigu also sought to win her.

Iliiuavat, however, had to reject the latter's

advances, Kudra being already the accepted
suitor.t Bhrigu, enraged at this refusal, utters

against Rudra the mah'diction tliat no precious
stones shall bo found in him, 'and to this day the
word of tlie A'.si holds good.' Another legend tells

how Bhrigu, by means of a curse, rescues Agastya
from the tyranny of Naliusa (xiii. 99-100).t
These are all the really important myths relating

to Bhrigu himself, so far as found in the epic
literature. There are numerous other legends,
however, which relate to individual members of

the Bhrigu family. A special instance is the story
of Chyavana, the son of Bhrigu, which goes back
even to the Kigveda ; § while Gritsamada, the
a\itlior of the second Mandala, ranks as a descen-
dant of Bhrigu.ll As a recital of the various
narratives in question, however, would go beyond
the scope of this article, we conline ourselves to a

congeries of myths which relate to the Bhrigus in

a general way, and which may, perhaps, throw

light upon the passage in the Atharvaveda (v, 19. 1)

cited above for further notice.

The following narrative is found in Mahdbharata,
i. 178. 11 ff. (to the end of 180) :

King Kartavirya was lord of the sacrifice to the Bhpgus,
and used to load them with gifts. After his death his suc-
cessors fell into penur3-, and began to importune the Bhrigus
for money. Only some of these, however, acceded to the

request ; others buried their money in the earth, while some,
again, handed theirs to Brahmans. Then the Ksatriyas sought
the money by digging, and, having discovered it, they were so
moved with rage that they slew every Bhrigu they "could lay
hands upon, not even sparing the child in the mother's womb.
One of the women ^ held her yet unborn babe hidden on the
haunch.* * But the Ksatriyas heard of the matter, and approached
the mother with the design of killing the child. Then the child
forced a way through the mother's side, stood forth before the

assailants, and blinded them with the splendour of his appear-
ance, thus forcing them to cry for mercj'. In order to avenge
the sufferings undergone by the Bhrigus, Aurva resolved to blot
the whole world out of existence, but was induced by the en-
treaties of his ancestors to sink the fire of his wrath in the depths
of the ocean. tt

Thus the massacre of the Brahmanas, according to

this legend, is followed by no expiation—a circum-
stance which is out of keeping with the normal
scheme of such narratives, and in particular with
the characterization of tlie Bhrigus as specially
revengeful. Jt It need not sur])rise us, therefore,
that in other passages of the epic and the Purdnas
a great deal is said regarding the great extinction

of the Ksatriyas by the '

Bhargava
'

Para.surama.§§
• Cf. i. ?; 10-26.

t A different experience was that of Puloman, who had made
his suit to Puloma before Bhrigu did so. See Mahdbharata, i. 5.

X Cf. art. AQA8TYA, i. 180 f.

§ Cf. Pischel, in Pischel-Geldner's Vedische Sludi/^n, i. 71 f.

II The Anukr. to the Rigveda makes mention of the following
Bhargavas as authors of hvmns : Ita (x. 171), Kavi (ix. 47-49,

75-79), Kfitnu (viii. 79), Gritsamada (ii. 1-3, 8-43, ix. S6. 46-48),

Chyavana (x. 19), Jamadagni (iii. 62. 16-18, viii. 101, ix. 62, 66,

67, 16-18, X. 110, 137. 6, 167), Nema (viii. 100), Prayoga (viii.

102), Vena (ix. 85, x. 123), Somahuti (ii. 4-7), and Syuniara^rai

(X. 77-78).

II According to Mahnbhdrata, i. 66. 46, this was Aru^, the

daughter of M-anu and the wife of Chyavana.
** uru ; whence the son received the name Aun-a,

' risen from
the haunch.'

tt Where it has eversince remained, as hell-flre(r<i<fa''amuiAa,

vd4avdnala, aurva; see also Harivaiiisa, 2554 ff.). Wehavehero
another case of a Bhrigu connected with a fire-legend.

n Ci.&\so ilahdbh'drata, xiii. 92. 45 : bhrioavohyatirofaifalt |

loke mithydpravddo'yam.
§§ See especially Mahdbharata, UL 116-117 ; and for the
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It is alleged, however, in these passages that the

original cause of the feud was that King Kartavirya
(or his sons) had stolen a calf of the sacrificial cow
of Jamadagni.* Parasurama, who happened to be
absent at the time, learns of the atrocity on his

return, and kills Kartavirya with an arrow. The
sons of the latter avenge his death by slaying the

aged Jamadagni. Then Parasurama takes an oath
that he will extirpate the entire race of the

Ksatriyas, and ' thrice seven times did he clear the
earth of the Ksatriya caste.' t

Here, once more, the crime perpetrated against
the offspring of Bhrigu is a seizure of their pro-

perty, and the culprits are again descendants of

Kartavirya. Now the latter are quite distinctly

spoken of as kings of the Haihayas. X Tlie Hai-

hayas and the posterity of Kartavirya, however,
include also the Talajahghas,§ whom the Bhrigus
are reported to have conquered, as the Angirases
conquered the Nipas, as Bliaradvaja the Vaita-

havyas.ll But the narrative in MaJidhhdrata,
xiii. 30,11 saj's that the Vaitahavyas, too, be-

longed to the Haihayas. Let us now examine the

passage in Atharv. v. 19. 1 : bhrigum himsitvd

srinjaya vaitahavydh pdrdhhavan. The idea at

once suggests itself that the incident recorded here

should perhaps be connected with the epic legends

just referred to. In that case, however, the cele-

brated song in Atharv. v. 18, immediately preceding
the passage before us, appears in an entirely new
light. SVe cannot here discuss the matter in

detaU, but we may at least quote strophes 10-1 1 :

**

'

They who ruled over a thousand, and were them-
selves ten hundred, the Vaitahavyas, when they
devoured the cow of the Brahmana, perished (11).

The cow herself, M'hen slaughtered, came doAvn

upon the Vaitahavyas, who had roasted for them-
selves the last she-goat of Kesaraprabandha.' If

this interpretation be correct, then the bhrigum of

v. 19. 1 should be regarded as meaning the Bhrigu-

family, while Kesaraprabandha (v. 18. 11) might
perhaps be identified as the wife of Jamadagni. tt
As regards the etymological explanation of the

word bhrigu, we have already noted that Yaska
(Nir. iii. 17) connects it with bhrijjati,

'

roast,'

while according to Mahdbhdrata, xiii. 85. 105, it is

derived from the onomatopoeic bhrig, the 'crack-

ling
'

of fire. Macdonell ++ suggests bhrdjati,
' to

shine.' Bergaigne§§ considers the Bhrigu-myth
of the Rigveda to be merely a more developed form
of the tradition regarding the descent of fire, and
identifies Bhrigu with Agni. According to A.
Kuhn II II

and A. Barth,1[ir the Bhrigus are personi-
fications of the lightning-flash. Kuhn {op. cit.^

13 fF., ^14ff.), on the assumption of the linguistic

equation bhrigu = (p\^yv, tried to harmonize the

Greek myth regarding the descent of fire with that

of the Veda. A. Weber*** had previously called

attention to the affinity of bhrigu and (pXiyv, and

propounded the theory that the tradition (Sa^wpaMa,
xi. 6. 1) outlined above is a relic of primitive Indo-

English translation and parallel passages see Wilson, Vishxixi-

Pwmpa, 4. 19 ff.

*
According to Bhdgavata-Purav.a, ix. 16. 26, both calf and

cow.
f C(. iii. 117. 9 (Wilson, op. cit. 23).

J Cf. e.g. iii. 115. 9.

§ See, e.g., Hariv. 1893, Bhag. Pur. ix. 23. 23 fl.

II Mahdbhdrata, xiii. 34. 15 ff.

if Here King Vitahavya, by favour of Bhrigu, becomes a Brah-

maipa. Hariv. 1893, and Bhag. Pur. ix. 23. 29, call Vitihotras

the descendants of the Talajaiighas and the Haihayas.
*• Bloomfield'8 tr., SBE xiii. 170.

ft Who in the epic is called Renuka.

it Vedic Mythology, 140: '

Etymologically the word bhrigu
means "shining," from the root bhrdj,

" to shine."
' See also

his subsequent references to works treating of the interpretation

of the Bhpgu-myth.
§§ Religion vidique, 1878-83, i. 52-66.

U Herabkunft d. Feue.rs u. d. Gottertranks (1859), Sff.

p Mytholofjische Stndien, i. (1886), 10 ff.].

Hf Les Beligions de I'Inde, Paris, 1885, 8.

•»* See article already quoted, ZDMG ix. (1855) 242.

Germanic mythology.
' The name Bhrgu,' he says

(p. 242),
'

corresponds to a nicety with the Greek
<p\4yv in tlie name of ^Xeyiyos and of the 4>Xe7i''ot,
who on account of tlieir arrogance were condemned
to the harsh penalties of hell, while in this story
Bhrigu for arrogance is sent there to be a looker
on.' But Weber must nevertheless admit that
relevant passages of the Rigveda will not fit in
with the idea of a punishment of the wicked in
hell ; and, in fact, any one who with unbia-sed
mind compares the entire gioup of (ireek and
Roman myths about Phlegyas and the I'hlegj'a;

*

with the Indian group connected with Blirigu and
the Bhrigus, will be of one mind with tlie present
writer in holding that in these we liave two

entirely
different cycles of myths, and that accord-

ingly tne phonetic parallelism betM'een bhj-igu and
(p\4yv t is a mere coincidence. t
LiTERATDRB.—The literature has been given throughout the

article. E. SlEG.

BHUIYA, BHUINYA ('men of the land,'

'autochthones,' Skr. bhumi, 'the land').—A Dra-
vidian caste found in the western districts of

Bengal and in the Mirzapur district of the United
Provinces. The term is naturally of rather vague
significance. In the Census of 1901 the name in-

cludes people from all parts of the Empire. Under
the names of Bhuinya, Bhuinyar, Bhuiya, Bhumia,
789,078 persons are recorded, of whom the vast

majority are found in Bengal.
I. Religion in Bengal.

—Dalton, describing them
in the Tributary State of Bonai, states that they
have their OAvn priests called Deori and sacred

groves known as Ueota Sara, dedicated to four

deities, Dasum Pat, Bamoni Pat, Koisar Pat, and
Boram. The first three are brethren, but there is

some difference of opinion whether Bamoni is a

male or a female deity. This illustrates the vague-
ness of their conception of her. Boram is the sun,—
a title also found among the Oraons (q.v.),

—and
he is also worshipped under the name Dharm
Deota. There is no representation of him, but the

other gods are to be found, each in a stone in the

sacred grove. Boram, as the Creator, the first

and greatest of their gods, is worshipped at the

sowing season, with the oftering of a white cock.

In cases of sickness, goats are offered to Dasum Pat

and to his brethren. On such occasions the goat
is given by the owner of the house in which the

sick person resides. At other times the victim is

provided at the common cost of the people. The
sacrifices are ottered at the foot of a sacred tree in

the grove ; only men partake of the meat, and

the Deori receives the head.
The Bhuiy.TS of South Lohardaga are more advanced in the

direction of'orthodox Hinduism, and the bloodthirsty tutelary

goddess, Tbakurani Mata, to whom less than forty years ago
the Hill Bhuiyas of Keonjhar offered the head of the obnoxious

minister of their chief, has now become the Hindu Durga, to

whom a Bhuiya priest makes offerings of goats and sheep, the

flesh of which is eaten by the worshippers. Besides this, their

chief deity, they have a host of coiniuunal ghosts, like the evil

spirits which beset the Mundas (q.v.) and Oraons (</. v.).
' To ap-

pease these ghosts,' says Risley,
'

by occasional offerings of fowls

and rice and thus to guarantee the community against the

consequences of their lU-will, U the special function of the

village Pahan, who levies small subscriptions for this sort of

spiritual insurance. The tribal deities llikhmun [probably Skr.

Rishi-muni, "holy saint"] and Tulsi-bir ["Tulsi, the hero"] be-

long to a different and less primitive type. Rikhmun is believed

to be the original ancestor of the tribe ;
while Tulsi-bir was a

restless and valorous Bhuiya, who made war in>on the gods
until they appeased his wrath by admitting hini to divine

honours. I venture the conjecture that both Rikhmun and

Tulsi-bir are merely transmuted totems." It seems simpler to

suppose that we have here cases of tribal ancestor- and hero-

worship. And it is well to not* that the names of these deities,

which must have come from the Hindus, show that the cult

• See the exhaustive account by Tiirk, in Roscher, 2378-83.

t i.e. if any such can be established ;
with reference to bhrjjati

= d>pvY(o,frigo, and bhrdjate = f\eyoi, <i>K6^,/ulgeo, flagrare, cf.

Uhlenbeck, Kurzge/. etyrnol. }\ Orterbxich, 1898. 204 ff.

t See also Slacdouell, Vedic Mythology, 169 1.
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must have arisen, or at least have been re-named, under Uindu
Influence.

2. Reliqion in the United Provinces.—In the
United Provinces the Bhuiyas have advanced
further in the direction of Hinduism than their
brethren in Bengal. Their chief deity is Kali,
who, as in the case of Thakurani Mata, has prob-
ably succeeded some aboriginal goddess, such as
the Pauri or Pahari Devi of the Bhuiyas of

Singhbhum. Kali's shrine is a rude thatched hut,
in wliich a mound of earth raised upon a platform
represents the shrine of the goddess. They also

worsliip, by the agency of the baigd (wh. see), the
dih, ov village gods, and the Earth-goddess DhartI
Mata, with a sacrifice of goats, young {)igs, and fowls.

Among their legendary iieroes is Lahang Bir, wiio
is propitiated by the rite of fire-walking. The
worshipper, possessed by the spirit of the hero, is

said to sustain no injury by walking over burning
coals or by rolling his body among thorns. An
instance of tree-worship ai)j)ears in tlie rite at the
Anant-chaudas festival in the rainy season, when
a dance round a brancli of the Karama tree (Antho-
cephalus cadamba) is made the occasion for licence
and rude debauchery. A man killed by a tiger
becomes a dangerous ghost, and is worship})ed at
the baghaut, a siirine erected at the place of his
death. The field-deity is Hariy<ari Devi, 'the
Mother-goddess of greenery,' and to her the baiga
ofiers a sacrifice of fowls and an oblation of spirits
at the end of the harvest season. Tliey are careful
to propitiate the dead by making offerings of food
to them. This is done simply through fear lest
the ghosts, if neglected, may come back and vex
the living. It thus does not amount to ancestor-

worship in the true sense of the term.
LiTERATURB.—For Bengal : Dalton, Descriptive Ethnology,

1872, p. 141 f. ; Risley, Trihesand Cartes, 1891, i. 115 f.
; Hunter,

Orism, 1872, ii. 144. For the United Provinces : Crooke, Tribcn
and Castes of the North-Westem Frovincei and Oudh, new ed
1896, ii. 80 ff. W^ Crooke.

BHUTAN.—Bhutan is a long, narrow moun-
tainous country occupying the southern slopes of
the Eastern Hmialayas for a length of about 220
miles. Its breadth from the Tibetan border to
the Indian plains averages about 90 miles. It
is bounded on the north by Tibet, on the west by
independent Sikkim and the Darjiling District of

Bengal, on tlie south by the province of Eastern
Bengal and Assam, and on the east by Tibet and
the territory of semi-independent tribes.
This art. will sketch tiie life and ethics of the

Bhutanese. For their religion see next article.
The origin of the people is uncertain. The most likely theory

18 that the country was originally inhabited by peoples from the
South, and was conquered some centuries ago by invaders from
Tibet, who drove from the mountains the old dwellers, except
those who were made slaves by the conquerors. The present
inhabitants bear unmistakable trace of close athnity in appear-
ance with the Tibetans, and this is the more strikinK the farther
north they live. Those who inhabit the more southern parts give
evidence of interminKlinnr with the darker peoples of the plains,and of the influence of more unhealthy reg-ioiiH. Compara'J'-elyfew Bhutanese are to be found on the outer ranges abutting on
the plains. These have of late years been largely occupied by
Nepali immigrants, whose habits and customs remain much
the same as those of their land of origin (see Nbpal). The
country is sparsely populated. No certain information is
available as to the population, though an estimate of 110,000—
80,000 Bhutanese, 30,000 Nepalis (with a few hundred Lepchasfrom Sikkim)—IS probably over rather than under the mark.
There is no written code of laws in Bhutan.

The inhabitants say that they had such a code,
but it got lost in the course of their frequent
fightings. The poverty and lawlessness of the
people are expressed by a Tibetan proverb: 'In
Bhutan there are no liamlles to the pots, and no
law in the land.' Might has been right. Tiie
Government officers are usually unsalaried, with
the inevitable result of extortion and injustice.The country has been priest-ridden in the extreme
by the Lamas, who, it is asserted, give the worst
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of examples from the moral point of view. The
population has declined. The unsettled political
state of tlio country lias accounted for this to some
extent, but polvandiy and other vicious customs
have

probably
had greater influence. Polyandry

is more prevalent in the northern parts, where the
connexion with Tibet is closer. It is excused on
t.lie ground of poverty, and is probably on the
decline. A woman who marries the eldest brother
often becomes also the wife of the other brothers.
Polygamy, too, is practised by some. Govern-
ment officers sometimes keep wives in difierent
parts of the country, but the practice is being
prohibited by the rulers. The marriage tie is

loosely
held. Cha.stity has been at a discount,

and the proportion of the people suffering from
venereal diseases is appallingly large. Woman
naturally holds a freer and more independent posi-
tion than in India, and does more than her share
of the work of the house and the field. As a
whole, the men are indolent and addicted to strong
drink. Physically they are robust and muscular.
Their chief amusements are archery and quoits.
In cliaracter they may be described as plucky, hot-
tempered, truculent, avaricious, and unforgiving.
While cruel to their enemies, they are kind aiul
charitable towards their friends. The better
classes are courteous in manner. Slavery or
serfdom is prevalent, and on the Indian frontier
is a village largely inliabited by escaped slaves.
Punishment for crimes is severe. For continuance
in theft the penalty is to lose the right hand and
the left foot. Capital punishment is inflicted by
drowning in a river. Religious exercises are well
attended to. The people are superstitious and
ignorant. Education has made little or no pro-
gress, and is unknown outside the monasteries.
Personal cleanliness is sadly neglected. Judged
by present-day Western standards, the Bhutanese
are certainly not an attractive people.
There are many indications, however, that a

better day is dawning in Bhutan. A few of the
boys are showing a desire for Western educa-
tion. The strong character and higher ideals of
the present Maharaja, and the notable change
which has come over a few individuals who have
been influenced by contact with European civiliza-

tion, are hopeful signs. The recent unilication of

power in the hands of the Maharaja bodes well
for the political future of the land, and its conse-

quent more settled state will beneficially afl'ect
its moral condition. The people are a sturdy
stock, and once awakened out of their lethargy
and exclusiveness, and delivered from the domina-
tion of the Lamas and the evils of polyandrj', there
is every prospect of their becoming a strong, inde-
pendent, and forceful race, and of the country
entering upon a career of prosperity before un-
known. During the late war with Tibet, the
rulers eventually threw themselves enthusiastic-

ally on the British side, and they are more
amenable than ever to the advice of the Political

Agent.
LiTERATtniE.—See the literature referred to at the end of next

^'•"cle. J. A. GUAHAM.

BHUTAN, BUDDHISM IN. — Bhutan, or
more correctly 'Bhotan' (i.e. 'the end of Bhot
[or Tibet'], the Sanskritic name by whicli this

country is known to Europeans through the

Bengalis of the British Indian province bordering
it), is a large independent principality situated
in the south-eastern Himfilaj-as, wedged in be-
tween Tibet, Sikkim, and Assam. Its wild

valleys are sparsely peopled by a semi-savage
Mongoloid tribe which calls itself 'Duk-pa' (spelt
hBrug-pn), a term which is also employed to
denote the form of Lamaism that is professed in
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the country. Tlie Duk-pa Buddhism, as found in

Bhotan, where it appears to be the sole recognized
form of religion therein prevalent, is of the

primitive unreformed type of Lamaisra, and is very
thickly overlaid by aboriginal animistic cults and
the gross worshiii of malignant devils, so as to

be scarcely recognizable as Buddhism at all, save

for a few externals in the way of symbolism and
a little deeply-embedded ethical teaching of Sakya,
the Master.
Buddhism appears to have entered this country

for the first time about 300 years ago, when in the

beginning of the 17th cent. A.D. a Lama from
the adjoining border of Southern Tibet invaded
Bhotan at the head of a band of Tibetan soldiers

and forcibly occupied the country. This Lama,
named Z'ab-drung >rag-dbah rnam-rgyal, estab-

lished a hierarchy, somewhat on the model of

that of the Grand Dalai Lama of Lhasa, and it

still survives. Nominally, this Bhotanese Grand
Lama, or high priest, is literally a priest-king,
who bears the Indian title of Dharma Rdjd, or
'

Keligious King,' and combines in his hands both

the spiritual and temporal rule, whilst his suc-

cession is arranged on the re-incarnation theory,

by which, on his decease, his spirit is supposed to

transmigrate into the body of a newly-born male

child, who is to be searched for and identified by
omens and supernatural portents. The regulation
of the succession in this Avay is kept in the hands
of the Lhasa priests, who usually send a ' re-incar-

nation
' from Lhasa or Central Tibet. During the

minority of this re-incarnated priest a regent is

appointed for the management of the temporal
concerns, and is called Deh-Rdja, or 'Provincial

Kegent or Governor '

; and he seems usually to

be a secular chief. The pretentious and divine

nature claimed by the Grand Lama of Bhotan is

evident in his full title as given on his seal :

' Chief

of the Realm, Defender of the Faith, Equal to

Sarasvati [the Hindu goddess of learning] in learn-

ing. Chief of all the Buddhas, Head Expounder of

the Commentaries, Caster out of Devils, Most
Learned in the Holy Laws, God incarnate, Absolver

of Sins, and Head of the Best of all Religions.'

Technically, the Duk-pa form of Lamaism is an

offshoot of the hermit section of Lamas called

Kar-gyu-pa, who follow the practice of the Tibetan

saint Milaraspa in laying especial stress on resi-

dence in caves as a means of gaining magical

powers ; though otherwise the doctrines are gener-

ally similar to those of the old unreformed
Lamaism (Nying-ma). This Duk-pa sect arose on
the rocky Tibetan hills which border upon Bhotan,
and on its establishment in this latter country it

adopted a fictitious so-called inspired
' revelation

'

alleged to have been unearthed by a Lama named

Sari-gyas-glih, by means of which the priests were
enabled to relax still further the Buddhist obliga-

tions, whilst admitting of the retention en bloc

of the popular spirit-worship and witchcraft.

Amongst the monks only a few profess to be

celibate, but it is doubtful whether any even of

these are really so. The distinctive hat is of a

red colour, and that of the head Lama bears as

a badge a vertical cross formed by two thunder-

bolts, with reference to a legend of tlnuider-

dragons (Duk) which is related in explanation of

the etymology of the sectarian title
'

Duk-pa.'
The Bhotanese laity as well as the priests, unlike

the Tibetans, shave their heads.

The monasteries and temples are of the general

shape and appearance of those in Tibet, but roofed

over with wide wooden eaves to shed off the

excessive rain which falls in this climate. The

largest monastery is at Tashi-cho', which is the

residence of the Dharma Raja and the capital of

the country. It has been visited and described

by Manning, Bogle, Turner, and others, and is

said to have about 1000 monks, though other
accounts place the number at 500. In British
Bhotan there are small Duk-pa temples at Kalim-

pong and Pedong near Dariiiing. The total number
of Duk-pa priests cannot be stated with certainty,
but has been estimated at al>out oiXK), or alxjut

1 to 10 of the population. Only about half reside

in cloisters, the remainder being employed as State
officials and traders. There are also a consider-

able number of hermits and a few nuns.

LiTBRATURB.—Sir A. Eden, R^t. Hiuion to Bhotan, 1873 ;

W. Griffith, Joumalt, 1847 ; Sir J. D. Hooker, Uimalayan
Journals, 1854, i. 136, 372; Sir C. R. Markham, Mission of

Bugle aiid Manning, 1876, pp. Iv, 27, etc. ; S. Tunier, Emhauy
to the Court of the Teshoo Larna in Tibet, 1806, pp. 313, etc. ;

L. A. Waddell, Among the llimalaya*, 1899, pp. 246-249,
Buddhism of Tibet, 1895, pp. 44, 65, 68, 226, 242, 284, »nd
Lhasa and iU MysUriea, 1905, pp. 36, 63-66, 284.

L. A. Waddell.

BIBLE.
[W. Sanday.]

The word ' Bible
' has come to mean substantially

a sacred book. Thus we might say that the Qur'an
is the Bible of Muhammadans. When we speak
of ' the Bible,' we mean the sacred book of Chris-

tians. But this is a derived sense. Our English
word comes from the Greek through the Latin.

The Greek original meant simply
' books '

in the

plural ;
to. pi^Xla was a particular collection of

books, or more strictly of rolls. In this sense

the use of the word goes back to the prolo^e to

Ecclesiasticus (c. 130 B.C.); cf. 1 Mac 12". When
the Greek ^i^Xia was transliterated into Latin, it

came to be treated as a singular and a feminine.

The earliest example of this use known to the writer is that

^ven by Sir James Murray, OED, s.v. ; it occurs in a library

catalogue of the 9th cent. (Becker, Catat. Biblioth. Antiq.

p. 42, cf. p. 172). Jerome used the term bibliotheca [sacra] (du

Cange, s.v.)
—an expressive designation of the 'divine library'

compressed into a single volume ; and this term occurs

frequently in the catalogues of the 9th and 10th cents. (Becker,

op. cit. pp. 4, 13, 16, 17, 24, 43, 69, 60, etc.). The word char-

acteristic of Cassiodorus (c. 487-580) is pandectes ; we remember
that Justinian published his Pandects in 533, and Cassiodorus

his Institutes about 544.

At the time when the books which we call the Bible were

written, the usual form for a book to take was the roll. After

the invention of writing, the material of books varied some-

what with time and place. Tlie Babylonians wrote with a

sharp point on clay. The Hebrew collection that we call the

OT was written mainly, if not entirely, on skins. With the

natural conservatism which obtains in matters of religion, the

Jews to this day make use of leather and of the roll form for

the sacred volume. The graphic scene (Jer 36) in which

Jehoiakim cuts to pieces and burns the roll that had just been

read to him will give an idea of the outward appearance. The

Greek books that we call the NT were produced under a

different and more advanced civilization, that of the Grseco-

Roman empire. By this time the material commonly used for

books was papyrus (2 Jn'2) ; and it is probable that most of the

books of NT were originally written on papyrus (though

parchment is mentioned in 2 Ti 4i»). But alike in the case of

OT and of NT the form adopted was that of the roll, with the

text written in slender vertical columns. The volume was

held in both hands, with one or two columns exposed to view

at h time, and was rolled up with the left hand and unrolled

with the right as it was read.

There was a conventional size for the roll, which determined

roughly the length of a book. It was for this reason that

the Twelve Minor Prophet* were written on a single roll and

counted as a single book. In the oldest Hebrew tradition, as

given in the Talmud <(Bdbd bathrd, 14) and still observed in

German and French MSS, the order of the Prophetical Books is

that of length: Jer., Ezek., Is., Min. Proph., corresponding to

each other as 24 : 21 : 19 : 17 (Budde). (In like manner in NT
the usual order of the Pauline Epistles is roughly that of length.]

From the custom of writing more than one shorter book on the

same roll has arisen, quite innocently, the attribution of some

writings that were originally without name to wrong authors,

e.g. several anonymous compositions that now go under the name
of Isaiah, a similar anonymous composition (or compositions)
added to the prophecy of Zechariah, etc.

The Christian Bible theu was a double collection

of rolls. That is its external description, but only

external. It is of more importance that both

volumes consisted of collections, and that both
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these collections were regarded as sacred. We
shall have to follow the line of inciuiry tlius sug-

gested for hoth OT and NT. And when we have
acne so, we shall have to consider how the Bihle is

regarded, or ouglit to ho regarded, at the present

day. In other words, the main treatment of our

subject will naturally he historical, but the liiial

summing up will be rather doctrinal ; and the

history should take such a form as to explain the

doctrine.

It should be explained at the outset that in what follows the
broad results of criticism, as at the present time widely

accepted, are presupposed. That is to say, the usual literary

analysis of the Hexateuch and the Historioal Cooks, and so

much of the criticism of the Prophets and other books as is

common to the best writers, are taken for granted. It is also

taken for granted that a line is practically drawn across the

history by the promulgation of the Book of Deuteronomy in

B.C. 621; "those portions of the literature which assume the

single authorized centre of worship and the fully developed
hierarchical system of Priests and Levites being placed after

that date, and those which do not make these assumptions
being placed before it. These fundamental principles of

criticism have now been before the world for so long, and they
have been so closely and severely tested in the daily work of

so many competent and able scholars, that at least in the

opinion of the present writer they must be regarded as verified

and established. The standard "for most English students is

substantially that of : Driver, Introd. to the Literature of the

or (cited as LOT ; from IS'Jl).

The ablest presentation of the other (more completely con-

servative) side is Dr. Orr's Problem of the OT (from 1906). The

present writer has much sympathy with Dr. Orr's view of the

religrious character and use of OT ; indeed, it is part of the

purpose of this art. to show that a view not essentially dis-

similar emerges naturally from critical study on the lines of

Dr. Driver and most at least of his English allies, though it is

no doubt true that a different construction is put upon the

facts by some in Great Britain and by a greater number on the

Continent. It is also probably true that there is still room for

considerable correction of critical theories in detail. But as a

whole the writer finds it impossible to think that Dr. Orr's

position is permanently tenable, or that the main lines of the con-

struction opposed to liis have been proved to be untenable. The
principle underlying the present art. is that on its literary and
historical side the Bible must be studied like any other book

(e.g. like Livy, or like the medi;cval chronicles, which supply a

better parallel for some parts of the problem), but that it does
not therefore follow that in other respects, and in particular
as a religious revelation, the Bible is only on the same level with
these. The object is to discover how far the analogies with
other books and other religions extend, and what there is in

the Bible that detaches itself from, and rises above, the broad

phenomena of other religions.
In 80 wide and intricate a field it is inevitable that experi-

ments should be constantly going on
;
and the recent incursions

of the Assyriologists and students of Comparative Religion
have been of this character. It cannot be said that either

these experiments or others Oike those of Prof. Eerdmans of

Leyden) have re.illy brought the question any nearer to the

standpoint of Dr. Orr. It would be truer to say that recent

years have seen a consolidation and general strengthening of

the position criticized.

I. History of OT.
I. How the Books of OT came to be written.

We begin by asking ourselves how, humanly
speaking, did the books of OT come to be written ?

It is just on this side that we find the same kind
of influences at work as in other ancient literature.

There is a general agreement among scholars that
the oldest pieces in OT, and those most nearly

contemporary with the earlier events describea,
are the Songs.

(1) Fraqments of ancient Song.
—There is more

analogy than we are ant to suppose between the

beginnings of Israel ana the beginnings of Greece.
The literatures of both peoples began with poetry,
and not with prose. Sometimes one sees the

generalization broadly laid down that all national
literatures began with poetry ;

and this is doubt-
less widely true ; but it can hardly be proved of

the oldest civilizations of all, tho.se of Babylonia
and E":ypt. We are struck, however, by the
resemblance between the bards of the Odyssey,
I'hemius and Demodocus, singing to the lyre in

the halls of chieftains, and the fragments of

primitive song preserved in the Bible. The
difierence is due simply to the difl'erent condi-
tions and state of society. The scene is not the

almost feudal banquet in the hall of the noble, but
the tribal gathering round the well (Nu 2F'- ^^

Jg 5"- '^). And the character of the songs is just
what we might e.xpect ; they are impassioned
utterances of the natural man : laments for the
dead (2 Sam l"'--'^ 3^^'-), exultation over the fallen

foe (Gn 4'-^, 1 Sam 2P^), denunciation of the enemy
(Nu 21-'-*^ 23'), or of the backward and faithless

friend (Jg 5'''- '•^), and praises no less fervent of the

helpful ally (Jg S''*-
"•

^*) even though stained with

treachery [ib. vv.^"^). But, along with this, we
note a very genuine and enthusiastic devotion to

Jahweh as Israel's (Jod : the wars of Israel are His
wars (Nu 21''' 1 S 18" 25'-"') ; Israel cannot prosper
without His blessing (Jg 5^- ^- »• "•

'^). This im-

plies quite dehnitely, though, of course, in general
terms, the great covenant at Sinai (compare the
reference in Jg 5^* "). Some of the songs are quoted
e.xpressly from the Book of Jashar, i.e.

' of the

Upright,' apparently a book in which were sung
the deeds of the heroes or worthies of Israel,
where the name at least suggests something of

that moral standard which began to be enforced
as Israel's side of the covenant, just as ' the

righteous acts of the Lord' (Jg 5") were the acts

of His covenanted succour.

(2) Continuous history in Prose.—The snatches
of song to which reference has been made, scattered

and fragmentary remains of a larger body, have
come down to us embedded in later texts. The
latest of the songs, however, must have been little

earlier than the narrative in which they are found.

By the time of David a prose style must have been

fiUly developed by the side of the poetry. The
comparatively settled conditions and rapidly
advancing civilization of the reigns of David and
Solomon soon gave the impulse to historical

composition, of which we have a fine example in

the story of David's court and family contained
in 2 S 9-20, with which should go 1 K 1. 2. So
admirable is this narrative, so fresh and living, so

truthful in its general tenor,—recording events as

they really happened, without undue preference
either for one party or for another,—tliat more
than one leading scholar (e.g. Budde after Duhm)
has traced it to

' the archives of the house of

Abiathar,' the priest who followed the fortunes of

David from the time when he was Heeing before

Saul, but was involved in the conspiracy of

Adonijah, and compelled to retire in disgrace to

his home at Anathoth (1 K 2-»).

As Thucydides in his exile set himself to write
the history of the Peloponnesian War, so Abiathar

may have used his retirement to describe the
events in which he had borne an active part.
Without laj'ing too much stress on the person of

Abiathar, his name may well be taken as a symbol
of the conditions under which this earliest and
best of all the specimens of Hebrew historical

writing was composed. In 1 Samuel there are two
distinct strains running side by side, and several

times leading to duplicate versions of the same
event. It is quite possible

that the earlier strain

may be a continuation backwards of the narrative
of 2 S 9-20. It is also possible that in these

nearly contemporary chronicles Ave are to see the

beginning of the school which first took in hand to

trace back the history of Israel to its origins, and
in the pursuit of these carried its researches into

the traditions of the race as far back as Creation

itself. Such was the work of the so-called Jahwist

(known by the symbol J). If both in this case and
in other later cases scholars have recourse to

what may seem the refinement of distinguishing
successive hands as J^ J- etc., all that is meant is

that there is reason to suppose that the work was

produced not so much by a single author as by a

school, in which one writer took up the pen from
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another, as the monks did in the scriptoria of the
Middle Ages. Tliese writers are usually anony-
mous, for the idea of literary property in such

departments as history had not yet arisen ; indeed,
it never became established among the Hebrews
as it did among the (ireeks.

When once the example was set on so sub-
stantial a scale as by J, it is not surprising that it

should have been followed. What J did in the
Southern Kingdom, after an interval of time E did
in the Northern. There, too, a school of historians
seems to have taken root, who, like J, undertook
to commit to writing the folklore current among
the Northern tribes, especially Epiiraim. This
Northern school would seem to have been more
directly under the influence of the ijrophets, who
by this time had become powerful. We know that
the prophets joined together in bands or companies,
and it is not impossible that the writing of history
may have been (me of the forms of their activity
(cf. Kautzsch,

' Rel. of Israel,' in IIDB, vol. v. p.

656''). It is interesting to possess two lines of tracfi-

tion so clearly and strongly marked as J and E.

It would seem that after a i)eriod of separate
existence, perhaps after the fall of Samaria in

B.C. 722, when the spiritual leaders of the
Northern Kingdom naturally took refuge with
tiieir brethren of the South, the two lines were

definitely brought together in a combined
narrative, JE.

(3) The writing Prophets of the earlier period.
—

So far we have had to do with literature that was
not in its primary purpose moral or religious.
The national traditions, as they were first

committed to writing, seem to have told an
unvarnished story. They reflect the national

character, with its undisciplined passions and its

traits of cunning deceit and fierce revenge. These
features are prominent enough in the somewhat
distant and idealized biographies of the patriarchs :

they are still more prominent in the wild scenes of

the Book of Judges ; and they are prominent even
in the life of Saul and the family history of David.

Throughout all these periods we can see that the

religion of Israel was as yet very imperfectly
moralized ; and it was by no means a pure
monotheism. It began, like the religions of the
nations around, with the cult of sacred stones and
trees ; it tolerated the use and worship of images
(' teraphim,' Gn SI'"- '^-

^, Jg 17», 1 S 19^3 ;

'

ephod
'

[possibly], Jg 8" IT"* IS'*"^" .

'strange gods,' Gn
35*, Jos 242- "•

23).

These things should not be thought of as

idolatry. They did not begin to be idolatry
until the revelation contained in the Second
Commandment had been clearly given and clearly
apprehended. Before that time they were rather
helps to worship, enabling the i)rimitive man to
realize that he had an object of worship out-
side himself. It was not to be exjjected that he
should take in all at once so vast an idea as
that of a Maker of heaven and earth. Ho was
obliged to use crutches or stepping-stones to higher
things.
And yet it was not for nothing that the work of

Moses lies in the background. Even the earlier

documents siiow a consciousness that Israel had a

special mission among the nations. It was in

juirsuance of this mission that Abraham had been
called from the East, and that the fortunes of his

descendants were subject to a Divine guiding,
bringing good out of evil (Gn SO**). We might say
generally that this side of tilings comes out in

proportion as the j)r()phetical influence makes
itself felt, and therefore especially in the later

strata of the narrative. Sometimes this is to the

detriment of the histf)ry as such : contrast, e.^.,
the

treatment of the origin of the monarchy m the

earlier version (1 S O'-lQi' Hi-i'-n 132-7*. wa. a

14) and in tiic later (1 S 7. 8. lO'^'^* 12. 15).

The literature so far, as we have said, lows
indeed to some extent a religious influen( and
shaping, but not as yet a dehnite and prtotni-
nant religious purpose. We come to this fi;t in

the works of the so-called '

writing Propets.'

l'roj)hecy had been from the first an esseiially

religious institution, but in its earlier phas* the
forms that it assumed were crude and rudimetary
(I S 10»-i3). The action of Nathan in the rem of
David is a clear advance upon this (2 t-7^'"

121-25J These activities culminate in the eneretic

reforms of Elijah and Elisha. But by this me,
as we have seen, the prophets had probably \\^tl
to put the hand to the pen in the form of

hi.^iry.
The impulse to this may have come witl the

general advance of civilization ; in the coit of

David and Solomon there were already secreuies

and perhaps a 'chronicler' (2 S 8^', 1 K4* Em).
But there seems to have been something more lan

tliis general tendency at the beginning of wrten

prophecy. There was a higher form of propecy
ana a lower. The professional prophets fell ito a

groove, and contented tiiemselves with repecing
the accepted maxims, which were religioi in

their origin but did not represent the dfper

insight of religion. Such a lower truth wa the
doctrine that had grown up of an impening
judgment, a 'day of the Lord,' upon the heaien.

It arose out of the genuine, if self-reganng,
attachment of Israel to its (iod, and the consent
belief that He would one day avenge His pcple

upon their enemies and oppressors. But it wi a

startling novelty when the prophet Aios
announced that this judgment would be tuied

against Israel itself, just because it was the cluen

people (Am 3^ 5'«-
'» B^ 7'"" S^-

«
91-*). As iiis

announcement was of the nature of protest, nd
ran counter to all the pojiular ideas, it was lot

unnatural that the prophet should wish to pxie

it permanently on record, so that his* Avcds

might be verified by the event. We know lat

they were so verified, and the same kind of move
seems to have been present with the other prop^ts
of judgment and doom. These were the greaiat
of the prophets, and their scathing and searclng
addresses were the strongest of all the influeres

brought to bear in the building up of Israel i a

people for God.
It does not, indeed, follow that prophecy ccld

be only in one key, and critics have probably gue
too far in eliminating the notes of hope ad

promise. An Isaiah, when the occa.sion ca:e,

could himself bind up the wounds which he id

made. But it is characteristic of the prophet^^o
resist the tendencies of the natural man, and toie

always pointing the people upwards to higer

tilings.
The Prophetical Books stand out as the nwt

characteristic and tlie most truly inspired of le

contributions which God made tiirough Israel o

the religious education of the world. Writfei,

many of them as with the heart's blood, in dar;r

and suffering (Amos, Jeremiah), or under the i^Kvz,

of bitterest personal experience (IIos 1-3, Ezk t,

and we may surely
add Is 53), they were alwps

above the highest level of their surroundings, ad

the truths brought out in them form a continues

revelation.

(4) The historyofLaw asfar as tlie Deutcrononc

Riformatiu7i.—The Hebrew tradition certainly wi

not wrong in ascribing the imiiurtaiu-e tiiat it al

to the work of Moses. We repeatctlly find the Urn

of later development converging backward uf»i

that work. Although the belief to which it ga'.

expression may be more correctly described 1

Henotheism than as Monotheism—although, th;
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ujb denoted rathor the concentration of Israels

deotiou upon one God than tlie absolute assertion

tt.t there was no God hut one—it nevertheless

cotained within it.self I lie seeds of the later

Ibnotlieism. The Deutevouomic '

Hear, O Israel :

tb l.ord our God is one Lord,' ia only a step

Wond what Moses must have taught, or what God

tapht Moses.
['here is also every reason to believe that the

hb. tradition was right in connecting the work of

^iscs with a great historical crisis and deliver-

ace, thougli tlie account both of this and of the

nigious crisis that followed appears to have come
dwn to us with a cerUiin amount of idealization.

"Miat we have is no contemjiorary record, and not

o^n a record based to any extent upon writings
D\v lost but once more nearly contemporary,

trhaps tlie only instance in which we can lay the

tiger on such an ancient authority is the Song of

t« Well in Nu '21''- '*, with the other songs in the

BQie chapter (w.^**- *'"*'), for both Kx 15 and Nu
'Z 24 are probably later. The Egyptian ^)lagues
ad the story of the Exodus are ideali/.ed. So, too,

i the description of the giving of the Law from

fount Sinai. In other words, from the point of

vsw of strict historical fact the narrative of these

cent.s bears to the narrative of the revolt of

Asalom the same kind of relation as (let us say)
i Livy the narrative of the taking of Home by the

Uuls bears to the narrative of the ilaniiibalic

^ars. In the one case folklore has been at work,
i the other case not, or very sparingly. Just as

tare survived throughout the East the indistinct

iBmor\' of a great destructive flood of the Euphrates
c the Tigris, so also wit hin a narrower circle there

rast have survived the memory of some portentous
•vlcanic eruption, which the folklore of Israel came
1 associate with the greatest event in its religious

Istory. Such association was very natural, be-

luse it was phenomena of this kind— thunder

ad lightning, storm and tempest, earthquake and
vlcano—that brought home to the Hebrew mind,
I nothing else did, the presence and the power of

Njd. So it came al)oul that, when the more
imote traditions of Israel were being collected

1 the earlier days of the monarchy, the story of

le Wanderings in the Wilderness and the legisla-

on of Sinai assumed their juesent form.

There is little doubt that a nomadic pericxl,

hich may have been broken for a time by partial
ttlement in Egypt, preceded the permanent
tttlement of Israel in Canaan. * And we may well

ilieve that Moses, taking advantage of the events

{ which we have spoken,
—and indeed specially

lised up and inspired by God for this purpose,
—

lay have joined together the tribes in closer con-

jderation, and cemented the bonds between them
V a great and impressive religious foundation,
filch lived in the ima<Mnation of the people as

16 giving of a Law. If we seek to know more

«arly the nature of this law-giving, we may lind

> described in Ex 18 (JE), where Jethro asks

loses :

'What is this thing that thou doest to llio people? wliy
Stest tliou tliyself alone, and all the people stand about theo

fiiu morning unto even ? And Moses said unto his father-in-

w, Because the jieople come unto me to ini)uire of Ood : when
ley have a ninltcr, they come unto me ; and I Judge between
man and his neighbour, and I make tbeni know the statutes

God, and his laws.

Or the description becomes still nearer (if we do
ot suppose too high a degree of organization)
1 the verses a little further on, where Jethro
dvises :

' Be thou (or the people to Ood-ward, and bring thou the
\iises unto Ood : and thou shalt teach them the statutes and the

ws, and shalt show them the way wherein they must walk,

' This is one ot the current views challengod by I'rot. Kerdinans

(xp. 1908, pp. llSfT., 193 ff., 345 ff.) and defended by Prof. Q. A.

aitb (ib. p. 264 B.).

and the work that they must do. Moreover thou shiilt provide
out of all the pcoplo able men, siu'h as fear God, men of truth,

hating unju.st gain ; and place suoh over them, to he rulers of

thousands, rulers of hundreds, rulers of llflies, and rulers of

tens : and let them judge the people at all seasons : and it shall

lie, that e\ ery great matter they shall bring unto thee, but

every small matter they shall judge themselves : so shall it be
e.wier for thyself, and they shall bear the burden with thee.'

This description, though dating, as it would

seem, from the lime of the monarcliy, preserves to

a remarkable extent the true features of the method

by which Moses wielded his authority. If we
could nprodnce the ailu.il facts, it is probable
that he made use of the ordinary tribal machinery
of shiiiklts, or 'elders' ;

but he himself must have
held a more commanding position, and the de-

cisions and laws that lie gave were doubtless

given as oracles from tJod.

In the light of what we now know about the

much older Habyloiiian Code of yaminurabi, it

would not be at all surjirisiiig if Moses committed
some of his laws to writing. And these laws

might well be the nucleus of those that have come
down to us in the Pentateuch. Scholars seem to

be agreed that the olilest collection that can be
marked otV as such is the so-called ' Hook of the

Covenant' (Ex 'A)^-'-*3="). Wo may leave it to

OT specialists to determine the succession of the

diHerent laws. The Hentateuch does not appear
to have been complete until the time of Ezra.

For us it is more important to notice the land-

mark foMueil by the publication of the main Imdj'
of the Hook of l)euteionomy. This is perhaiis the

greatest of all the landmarks in the history of

Israel ; there is none in regard to which there

seems to be a clearer division between that which
falls on one side of the line and that which falls

on the other. There is also a special interest in

the Hook of Deuteronomy, because it« promulga-
tion by king Josiah is a typical event in the

process by which the OT acquired its binding

authority. This event is thus described in a
document that appears to be contemj)orary :

' And the king sent, and they gathere<l unto him all the eldera

of Judiih and of Jerusalem. And the king went up to the house
of the lA)nl, and all the men of Jud.ih and all the inhahitnnta

of Jerusalem with him, and the priests, and the
proiilieta,

and all the people, both small and great : and be read ui their

ears all the wonls of the book of the covenant which was
found in the house of the Ixird. And the king stood on the

platform (KVm), and made a covenant before the lyord, to

walk after the Lord, and to keep his commandmcnUi, and
his testimonies, and his statutes, with all his heart, and all

his soul, to contlrm tliu words of this covenant that were
written in Uiis book : and all Uie people stood to the coTeiuuit'

(J K 231 3).

We have here a solemn religious act by which

king and people alike—the king in the name,
and with tlie full consent, of the people—accept
the book read before them as expressing the

Divine will, and take its precepts as binding upon
themselves. This is the essential meaning that,

as applied to a Iwok, is contained in the epithet

'canonical,' which means 'authoritative,'* and
authoritative because in its ultimate origin
Divine.

We call this n 'landmark in the history,' but wo
do so only because the description is so full and

explicit. It is not to be supposed that the idea

was a new one, or that it wa-s applied to Deiit. for

the tinst time. It is anticipated by the description
in Ex '24'"" (E) of the no less solemn acceptance of

the 'book of the covenant' (Ex •20'»-23'", or the

nucleus of that section). Hut, indeed, both de-

scriptions only represent the full acknowledgment

by the whole community of that which was con-

tained implicitly from the first in the manner in

which we have seen that the legal decisions and

statutes were given— as oracular responses from

God. The laws given by Moses were not given in

his own name but in the name of God, and they
were accepted in the same sense by the people as

• C(. cap. Zohn, Urundrits d. (itteh. d. A 7' Hauoii*', p. 10.
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another, as the monks did in the scriptoria of the
Middle Ages. These writers are usually anony-
mous, for the idea of literary property in such

departments as history had not yet arisen ; indeed,
it never became established among the Hebrews
as it did among the Greeks.
When once the example was set on so sub-

stantial a scale as by J, it is not surprising that it

should have been followed. What J did in the
Southern Kingdom, after an interval of time E did
in the Northern. There, too, a school of historians
seems to have taken root, who, like J, undertook
to commit to WTiting the folklore current among
the Northern tribes, especially Ephraim. This
Northern school would seem to have been more
directly under the influence of the prophets, who
by this time had become powerful. We know that
the prophets joined together in bands or companies,
and it is not impossible that the writing of history
may have been one of the forms of their activity
(cf. Kautzsch,

* Rel. of Israel,' in HDB, vol. v. p.

656''). It is interesting to possess two lines of tram-
tion so clearly and strongly marked as J and E.
It would seem that after a period of separate
existence, perhaps after the fall of Samaria in

B.C. 722, when the spiritual leaders of the
Northern Kingdom naturally took refuge with
their brethren of the South, the two lines were

definitely brought together in a combined
narrative, JE.

(3) The writing Prophets of the earlier period.
—

So far we have had to do with literature that was
not in its primary purpose moral or religious.
The national traditions, as they were first

committed to writing, seem to have told an
unvarnished story. They reflect the national

character, with its undisciplined passions and its

traits of cunning deceit and fierce revenge. These
features are prominent enough in the somewhat
distant and idealized biographies of the patriarchs :

they are still more prominent in the wild scenes of

the Book of Judges ; and they are prominent even
in the life of Saul and the family history of David.

Throughout all tliese periods we can see that the

religion of Israel was as yet very imperfectly
moralized ; and it was by no means a pure
monotheism. It began, like the religions of the
nations around, with the cult of sacred stones and
trees ; it tolerated the use and worship of images
(' teraphim,' Gn Sl^^- ^o.

34^ jg 175^ 1 g 1913 . <

gpho^
'

[possibly], Jg 8=7 IT IS'^-^^ ; 'strange gods,' Gn
35S Jos 242- "•

23).

These things should not be thought of as

idolatry. They did not begin to be idolatry
until the revelation contained in the Second
Commandment had been clearly given and clearly
apprehended. Before that time they were rather

helps to worship, enabling the primitive man to
realize that he had an object of worship out-
side himself. It was not to be expected that he
should take in all at once so vast an idea as
that of a Maker of heaven and earth. He was
obliged to use crutches or stepping-stones to higher
things.
And yet it was not for nothing that the work of

Moses lies in the background. Even the earlier
documents sliow a consciousness that Israel had a

special mission among the nations. It was in

pursuance of this mission that Abraham had been
called from the East, and that the fortunes of his

descendants were subject to a Divine guiding,
bringing good out of evil (Gn SO""). We might say
generally that this side of things comes out in

proportion as tlie prophetical influence makes
itself felt, and tlierefore especially in the later

strata of the narrative. Sometimes this is to the
detriment of the history as such : contrast, e.g.,

the
treatment of tlie of the monarchy in the

earlier version (1 S O'-IO^b jp-"- 1* 132-7.. iBb-is.
2S^

14) and in the later (1 S 7. 8. lO"-^^ 12. 15).

The literature so far, as we have said, shows
indeed to some extent a religious influence and
shaping, but not as yet a definite and predomi-
nant religious pvirpose. We come to this first in

the works of the so-called '

writing Prophets.'
Prophecy had been from the first an essentially

religious institution, but in its earlier phases the
forms that it assumed were crude and rudimentary
(I S 10*-'*). The action of Nathan in the reign of

David is a clear advance upon this (2 S 7^'"

121-25)^ These activities culminate in the energetic
reforms of Elijah and Elisha. But by this time,
as we have seen, the prophets had probably begun
to put the hand to the pen in the form of history.
The impulse to this may have come with the

general advance of civilization ; in the court of

David and Solomon there were already secretaries

and perhaps a 'chronicler' (2 S 8^*, IK 4^ ItVni).
But there seems to have been something more than
this general tendency at the beginning of written

prophecy. There was a higher form of prophecy
and a lower. The professional prophets fell into a

groove, and contented themselves with repeating
the accepted maxims, which were religious in

their origin but did not represent the deeper
insight of religion. Such a lower truth was the
doctrine that had grown up of an impending
judgment, a 'day of the Lord,' upon the heathen.
It arose out of the genuine, if self-regarding,
attachment of Israel to its God, and the confident

belief that He would one day avenge His people
upon their enemies and oppressors. But it was a

startling novelty when the prophet Amos
announced that this judgment would be turned

against Israel itself, just because it was the chosen

people (Am 3^ b^^-
20 6^ V^ ^'^-

^
91-*). As this

announcement was of the nature of protest, and
ran counter to all the popular ideas, it was not
unnatural that the prophet should wish to place
it permanently on record, so that his" words

might be verified by the event. We know that

they were so verified, and the same kind of motive
seems to have been present with the other prophets
of judgment and doom. These were the greatest
of the prophets, and their scathing and searching
addresses were the strongest of all the influences

brought to bear in the building up of Israel as a

people for God.
It does not, indeed, follow that prophecy could

be only in one key, and critics have probably gone
too far in eliminating the notes of hope and

promise. An Isaiah, when the occasion came,
could himself bind up the wounds which he had
made. But it is characteristic of the prophets to

resist the tendencies of the natural man, and to be

always pointing the people upwards to higher

things.
The Prophetical Books stand out as the most

characteristic and the most truly inspired of the

contributions which God made through Israel to

the religious education of the world. Written,

many of them as with the heart's blood, in danger
and suti'ering (Amos, Jeremiah), or under the sting
of bitterest personal experience (Hos 1-3, Ezk 24,

and we may surely add Is 53), they were always
above the highest level of their surroundings, and
the truths brought out in tliem form a continuous
revelation.

(4) The history ofLaw asfar as the Deuteronomic

Rcfonruttion.
—The Hebrew tradition certainly was

not wrong in ascribing the importance that it did

to the work of Moses. W e repeatedly find the lines

of later development converging backward upon
that work. Although the belief to which it eave

expression may be more correctly described as

Henotheism than as Monotlieism—although, that
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is, it denoted rather the concentration of Israel's

devotion upon one God than the absolute assertion

that there was no God but one—it nevertheless

contained within itself the seeds of the later

Monotlieism. The Ueuteronomic '

Hear, O Israel ;

the Lord our God is one Lord,' is only a step

beyond what Moses must have taught, or what God

taught Moses.
There is also every reason to believe that the

Heb. tradition was right in connecting the work of

Moses with a great historical crisis and deliver-

ance, though the account both of this and of the

religious crisis that followed appears to have come
down to us with a certain amount of idealization.

What we have is no contemporary record, and not

even a record based to any extent upon writings
now lost but once more nearly contemporary.

Perhaps the only instance in which we can lay the

finger on such an ancient authority is the Song of

the Well in Nu 21"- ", with the other songs in the

same chapter (vv.^*'- ^-^), for both Ex 15 and Nu
23. 24 are probably later. The Egyptian plagues
and the story of the Exodus are idealized. So, too,

is the description of the giving of the Law from

Mount Sinai. In other words, from the point of

view of strict liistorical fact tiie narrative of these

events bears to the narrative of the revolt of

Absalom the same kind of relation as (let us say)
in Livy tlie narrative of the taking of Kome by the

Gauls bears to the narrative of the Haniiibalic

Wars. In the one case folklore has been at Avork,

in the other case not, or very sparingly. Just as

there survived throughout the East tlie indistinct

memory of a great destructive flood of the Euulirates

or the Tigris, so also within a narrower circle there

must have survived the memory of some portentous
volcanic eruption, which the folklore of Israel came
to associate with the gi-eatest event in its religious

history. Such association was very natural, be-

cause it was phenomena of this kind—thunder
and lightning, storm and tempest, earthquake and
volcano—that brought home to the Hebrew mind,
as nothing else did, the presence and the power of

God. So it came about that, when the more
remote traditions of Israel were being collected

in the earlier days of the monarchy, the Btory of

the Wanderings in the Wilderness and the legisla-

tion of Sinai assumed their present form.

There is little doubt that a nomadic period,
which may have been broken for a time by partial
settlement in Egypt, preceded the permanent
settlement of Israel in Canaan. * And we may well

believe that Moses, taking advantage of the events

of which we have spoken,—and indeed specially
raised up and inspired by God for this purpose,

—
may have joined together the tribes in closer con-

federation, and cemented the bonds between them

by a great and impressive religious foundation,
which lived in the imagination of the people as

the giving of a Law. If we seek to know more

clearly the nature of this law-giving, we may find

it described in Ex 18 (JE), where Jethro asks

Moses :

'What is this thing that thou doest to the people? why
sittest thou thj-self alone, and all the people stand about thee
from morning unto even ? And Moses said unto his father-in-

law, Because the people come unto me to inquire of God : when
they have a mattiT, they come unto me ; and I judge between
a man and his neighbour, and I make them know the statutes
of tiod, and his laws.

Or the description becomes still nearer (if we do
not suppose too high a degree of organization)
in the verses a little further on, where Jethro
advises :

' Be thou (or the people to God-ward, and bring thou the
causes unto God : and thou shalt teach them the statutes and the

laws, and shalt show them the way wherein they must walk,

* This is one of the current views challenged by Prof. Eerdmans
(Exp. 1908, pp. 118 ff., 193 ff., 345 B.) and defended by Prof. Q. A.
Bmith (ib. p. 254 ff.}.

and the work that they must do. Moreover thou shalt provide
out of all the people able men, such sis fear God, men of truth,

hating unjust gain ; and place such over them, to be rulers of

thousands, rulers of hundreds, rulers of Dfties, and rulers of

tens : and let them judge the people at all seasons : and it shall

be, that every great matter they shall bring unto thee, but

every small matter they shall judge themselves : so shall it be
easier for thyself, and they shall bear the burden with thee.'

This description, thougli dating, as it would

seem, from the time of the monarchy, preserves to

a remarkable extent the true features of the method

by which Moses wielded his autliority. If we
could reproduce the actual facts, it is probable
that he made use of the ordinary tribal machinery
of sluiikhs, or ' elders

'

; but he himself must have
held a more commanding position, and the de-

cisions and laws that he gave were doubtless

given as oracles from God.
In the light of what we now know about the

much older Babylonian Code of yaminurabi, it

would not be at all suriirising if Moses committed
some of his laws to writing. And these laws

might well be the nucleus of those that have come
down to us in the Pentateuch. Scholars seem to

be agreed that the oldest collection that can be
marked off as such is the so-called

' Book of the

Covenant' (Ex 20-^-2^^). We may leave it to

OT specialists to determine the succession of the

tlifi'erent laws. The Pentateuch does not ai)pcar
to have been complete until the time of Ezra.

For us it is more important to notice the land-

mark formed l)y the publication of the main body
of the Book of Deuteronomy. This is perhaps the

greatest of all the landmarks in the history of

Israel ; there is none in regard to which there

seems to be a clearer division between that which
falls on one side of the line and that which falls

on the other. There is also a special interest in

the Book of Deuteronomy, because its promulga-
tion by king Josiah is a typical event in the

process by which the OT acquired its binding

authority. This event is thus described in a
document that appears to be contemporary :

' And the king sent, and they gathered unto him all the elders

of Judah and of Jerusalem. And the king went up to the house
of the Lord, and all the men of Judah and all the inhabitants

of Jerusalem with him, and the priests, and the
prophets,

and all the people, both small and great : and he read in their

ears all the words of the book of the covenant which was
found in the house of the Lord. And the king stood on the

platform (HVm), and made a covenant before the Lord, to

walk after the Lord, and to keep his commandments, and
his testimonies, and his statutes, with all his heart, and all

his soul, to confirm the words of this covenant that were
written in this book : and all the people stood to the covenant '

(2 K 231 3).

We have here a solemn religious act by which

king and people alike—the king in the name,
and with the full consent, of the people—accept
the book read before them as expressing the

Divine will, and take its precepts as binding upon
themselves. This is the essential meaning that,

as applied to a book, is contained in the epithet
'

canonical,' which means '

authoritative,'
* and

authoritative because in its ultimate origin
Divine.
We call this a ' landmark in the history,' but we

do so only because the description is so full and

explicit. It is not to be supposed that the idea

was a new one, or that it was applied to Deut. for

the first time. It is anticipated by the description
in Ex 24*" (E) of the no less solemn acceptance of

the 'book of the covenant' (Ex 2022-23^^ or the

nucleus of that section). But, indeed, both de-

scriptions only represent the full acknowledgment

by the whole community of that which Avas con-

tained implicitly from the first in the manner in

which we have seen that the legal decisions and

statutes were given—as oracular responses from

God. The laws given by Moses were not given in

liis own name but in the name of God, and they
were accepted in the same sense by the peoi)Ie as

* Cf. esp. Zahn, Grundriis d. Gesch. d. 2iT Kanons'*, p. 10.
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coming from God. In precisely the same way
Hammurabi is represented as '

receiving his laws
from the seated sun-god Samas, the judge of
heaven and eartli' (Johns, Oldest Code, p. ix). It
is the common ancient conception, but at the same
time a central conception to which all the habits
of thought are adapted ; and who shall pay that it

does not express substantial truth ?

(5) The later stages of History, Prophecy, and
Law.—We have seen how the earliest stages of
Hebrew literature were an instinctive natural

product, growing out of the national life, and
receiving a permanent form by being committed
to writing. Only the very earliest stages retained
their original naive simplicity. Even here (as in
the Song of Deborah) the religions interest became
more and more dominant. From the modern

Eoint
of view, which expects that history shall

e history written for its own sake and with no
ulterior aims, the process is one of deterioration.
More and more history comes to be written with
a purpose ; the iDrophetic ideal, the legislative
ideal, the ideal of worship, get the upper hand.
All three have a common root in the conception
of communication with God by means of oracles ;

the statutes of the lawgiver and the priestly
regulations for worship are equally invested with
an oracular form ; they are presented as having a
Divine sanction behind them. So the religious
interest becomes all-embracing and all-absorbing.
Israel becomes the people of religion, and even its

instinctive products, which might at first have
been described as secular, acquire a definitely
religious character.
At each new revision this character is impressed

more deeply upon the historical writings. The
same school which produced Deuteronomy—a
coalition, as it would seem, of priest and prophet,
a succession in which prophet wore the garb of

priest or priest the garb of prophet—besides its

great work in the sphere of law also turned its

attention to history. It, too, made its own collec-

tion of older historical writings, and, as it did so,
it took care to jioint the moral of the successive

stages that the history of Israel had gone througli,
by hortatory or didactic paragraphs inserted at

appropriate places. Thus the historian becomes
a preacher, and his narrative is at the same time
a sermon. It is from this point of view that we
should learn to look at it and judge it. It is no
longer in place to expect the disinterestedness of
the secular annalist ; we should look rather at the
earnestness wliich aims at converting tlie people
from the error of their ways and bringing them
to serve the Lord.
Two more periods of literary activity complete

the production of canonical history, (i.) The fiftli

century saw the gradual composition of the last
main element in the Pentateuch (the Priests'

Code, or P), and its incorporation with the already
existing writings (J, E, JE, D) so as to form tlie

Pentateuch as we now have it. It would seem
that P was for the most part Avritten in Babylonia,
and that it was in fact the 'book of tlie law'
which Ezra brouglit with him and promulgated in

Jerusalem in the year B.C. 444. By the end of the

century it had been worked up into our present
Hexateuch. (ii.) Ezra and Nehemiah appear to
have left behind them memoirs, whicli after a hun-
dred years or rather more were embodied, along
with a continuous and systematic review of the

history so far as it related to Judah from David
onwards, in our jjresent books 1 and 2 Chron.,
Ezr., and Nehemiah.
This later historical WTiting is similar, though

not quite identical, in its character. It has not
the freshness and living human interest tliat

marked the older narratives, nor yet the moral

fervour of the Deuteronomic school. The dominant
interest is now antiquarian, expressing itself in
the form of lists, inventories, chronological sum-
maries, and genealogies. In P there is a great
mass of systematized law ; and in Chron. there is

a marked tendency to enlarge on details of

worship. In both cases the style is, as a rule, dry,
formal, and statistical ; such warmth as there is

in Chron. is thrown mainly into the liturgical
descriptions and into such a view of the history as
was natural from the standpoint of the priesthood.

In Prophecy, two great figures stand out, both
belonging to the neriod of the Exile : Ezekiel (c.

592-570 B.C.), and tlie so-called 'Second Isaiah'

(c. 546-536 B.C.), followed by a lingering train of
le-sser personalities (Hag., Zech., Obad., Alal., Joel,
Jonah) and perhaps some fragments (Is 24-27,
Zee 8-14) now bound up with larger works.
Ezekiel is a significant and characteristic figure,
who has a strong message to deliver, and marks
with equal boldness the close of one age and the

opening of another. Second Isaiah (Is 40-55)
reaches perhaps the highest point of spiritual
insight in the whole OT. Even the lesser names,
although associated with some decline of literary
force and originality, are yet all those of men who
have some message from God both to their own
and to future ages.
We have already spoken of the considerable

codifying of law which belongs to this period. It
must not be supposed that all the laws which are
thus put on record represent actual existing usage.
Thei'e is a tendency towards symmetry and
system ; the writers do not hesitate to set down
not only wiiat is, but what they think ought to
be. A striking example of this may be seen in
the ideal picture of the temple and its services in
Ezk 40-48. But even in the Pentateuch there is

not a little that was probably never actually put
into practice.
The naiTative of Neh 8-10 illustrates vividly

the attitude of mind towards the Law which was
by this time becoming common to both leaders
and people. The proceedings which accomjianied
the promulgation of the Priests' Code were

evidently modelled upon those vnth. which we
have seen that Josiah introduced and enforced the

legislation of Deuteronomj'. Only the ceremonies
are yet more prolonged and yet more solemn, and
the efi'ect proved to be more lasting.

(6) The Hagiograph(c: [i.) Psalms, (ii.) Wisdom
Literature, (iii.) other Books.—The central force

in the history of Israel was the prophetic spirit,
which we may take in a wide sense as attaining
to permanent expression not only in the prophetic
writings proper, but also in the laws and institu-

tions which made up the concrete framework of

the national life. The proj)iietic writings em-
bodied great principles both of belief and jiractice,
a high conception

—gradually becoming still higher
and purer—of the being and character of God,
and a growing stringency and elevation in the
sense of His moral and spiritual demands upon
man. It was essentially the same spirit and the
same principles which took efi'ect in the work of

the lawgivers, from INIoses onwards. The special

purpose for which Israel as a nation had been
raised up was to serve as a standing example of

these higher views of God and of moral duty
which were the outcome of the sj)irit that we have
called prophetic, but which Avas reallj' common to

prophets and lawgivers, and exjiressed itself in

the two main brandies of Hebrew literature.

Prophecy and Law.
In these two branches what we may call the

creative forces at work in the nation reached their

fullest development ; but the consequences were
felt over a AAdder area ; indeed the prophetic spirit
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(if, for short, we may call it by that single name)
gripped hold of the national life as a -whole and
made itself felt in outlying branches of the

literature that did not so obviously receive their

stimulus from above as Prophecy and Law.
The Jews had a general name for these less

central and creative writings—Kethfibhn or Ilagio-

frapha.
These again fall into three classes: (i.)

'salms of David (so called), with the addition—
outside the stricter Canon—of the Psalms of

Solomon (so called); (ii.) the Wisdom literature,

including Proverbs, Job, and Ecelesiastes, and—
outside the narrower Jewisii Canon—the Wisdom
of Solomon (so called), and the Wisdom of Jesus
the son of Sirach ; and (iii. ) certain other books,
not all of the same description, and more limited

in number in the Palestinian Canon than in that
of Alexandria. The Jewish tradition does not

exactly follow tliis classification by subject, but
marks oil' the three greater poetical works : Psalms,
Proverbs, Job, and the so-called ' Five Rolls

'—
Cant., Ruth, Lam., Eccl. {^oheleth), Esther—which
were read respectively at the five church festivals :

Passover, Weeks, the fast of 9th Ab, Tabernacles,
and Purim. AVith this division were reckoned
three books of which we have in part already
spoken, Dan., Chron., Ezra-Nehemiah. For our

purpose it may be better to keep to the classifica-

tion by subject.
{\.)Psalms.—Although the Psalms are notcreative

in the same sense as the Prophets and the Law—
in other words, althougli they do not supply their

own principles from within but rather derive them
from without—they are hardly of less capital

importance in the history of Religion ; because

they are typical and classical examples of a genus
which is of the deepest significance in the sphere
of the religious life. If Prophecy and Law
embody those leading truths which (as of Divine

implanting) may be described as the gift of God
to man, the Psalms represent the response of man
to God. They cover the whole field of devotion :

praise and thanksgiving, and prayer
—with the pre-

paration for prayer in penitence and confession,
the laying before God alike of the joys and
difficulties and sorrows of life, whether on the

larger scale of the nation or on the smaller scale

of the individual.

There are not wanting analogies to the Heb.

Psalms, especially in the religious literature of

Babylonia ; but by common consent the Heb.
Psalms take the first place, and indeed many of

them are not surpassed even by the ripest produc-
tions of Christianity. The Psalms supply the
ideal and pattern on which the whole devotional

response of man to God has modelled itself

throughout every one of those branches of religion
which trace back their origin to Israel. To say
this is to claim for them—and to claim beyond
po-ssibility

of dispute or question
—an unique place

in religious history. In the case of the Psalms it

is perhaps not so much the substance that is a
new creation as the form and mode of expression,
the underlying attitude of the soul, when it

approached the presence of its God.
From the beginnings of Heb. religious poetry,

there are two distinct strains in which the poet
speaks : he speaks in the name of the community
or nation collectively, and he speaks for himself
as an individual. We may take the Song of
Deborah as a specimen of the first of these classes,
and the Lament of David over Saul and Jonathan
as a specimen of the second. In the earlier ages
there can be little doubt that the former style

preponderated. It was, of course, inevitable that
an individual utterance should from time to time
express individual emotion

; even when he sang
as spokesman for the community, the Heb. poet

could not help expressing the collective emotion
as it was reflected in his own breast. But this

was a ditt'erent thing from the habit of intro-

spection which must have become much more
common after the Exile, wiien the national
existence was broken up and the d«jctrine of

individual responsibility had been clearly and

strongly asserted. We shall be safe in referring
to a post-exilic date the more introspective

portions of the Psalter.

But indeed it is probable that tiie main body
of the Psalter belongs to this later date. There is

probably trutli in the description of the Psalter
as ' the iiynm-book of the Jewish Church,' and aa

belonging to the time when the self-consciousness

of the Church was freer and stronger than that
of the nation. At the same time it seems to us
a mistake to lay down any hard and fast line, or

to suppose that few or none of the Psalms go back
to the time before the Exile. In particular, we
sliould be inclined to treat as pre-exilic most of

the Psalms which are addressed to, or speak of,

the king. There may be a greater number of

early Psalms than is sometimes supposed, under
the disguise of later modifications and adaptations.

(ii.) Wisdom Literature.—The history of the so-

called ' Wisdom Literature
'

of the Hebrews is

closely parallel to that of the Psalter. Tiie
' wise

men ' form a class by the side of the priests and

prophets (Jer 18"*). Practically this class is found
in all rising civilizations ; there was a natural

tendency to look up to those who by age and

experience and native shrewdness showed them-
selves capaV)ie of giving good counsel. In the

East particularly, this class is clearly marked ; it

is found in the neighbouring nations as well as

in Israel. Edom appears to have had a high
reputation in this respect (Jer 49'', Ob ^ cf. Job

2^^) ; and so, too, had Egypt and the ' children of

the east' (1 K 4^'"-). In Israel no one equalled

King Solomon in fame (1 K 42"-^). This fame
led to collections of proverbs being attributed

to him (Pr 1' 10' 25'), just as collections of Psalms
were attributed to David, though it does not follow

that all parts of the collections really go back to

this early date. The ' wisdom '

of the Hebrews
differed from the philosophy of the Greeks, though
it held the .same kind of place in tiie national

life. With the Greeks, philosophy l^elonged to a

higher stage of intellectual culture ; in Israel,

wisdom consisted mainly in sagacious maxims

bearing upon the conduct of life, though some-
times it was conceived in a higher sense, and

personified as a principle guiding the Almighty
in His work of creation, and determining appoint-
ments of human society (Pr 3'"'- 8, Job 28).

We observe a gradual progiess, in respect both

of substance and of form. Proverbs, like poetry,
were in the first instance a natural spontaneous

product of the soil ; it was only by degrees that

they came to be artistically treated as a form of

literature. As such they became more elaborate

and more complex as time went on ; they be^rin

with short and pithy sayings, and only gradually

expand into connected paragraphs, like the praises
of Wisdom in Pr 1-9. In point of elaboration, as

in profundity of treatment, the climax is reached

in the Book of Job. In this we have the sustained

and searcliing discussion of one of the deepest

problems that exercised the Hebrew mind. It is

a mark of later date as the themes become niore

and more religious. The personifications of Divine

Wisdom are perhaps due to the influence of the

Diaspora, and through it of Greek philosophy.
It is in this direction especially that we see de-

velopment in the Wisdom of Jesus the son of

Sirach, and in the Alexandrian Book of Wisdom.
Ecelesiastes is a Jewish product, also late, of a
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frame of mind not much represented in Hebrew
literature—the tendency to scepticism and pessim-
ism, -which is, however, kept within bounds by
the ingrained religious habit of the nation. This
book no doubt stands on the extreme verge of the
OT Canon, and it was only after a struggle that
it maintained its place there. But we may be

glad that this type too should have received its

consecration. For all men there are times when
sorrow is better than laughter, and it is better to

go to the house of mourning than to the house of

feasting (Ec 7^-^).

(iii. ) Other Books.—We have now accounted for

nearly all the books included in the Jewish Canon,
but a few remain. Of these the most important
is the Book of Daniel. This is a continuation of
the older Prophecy, with a considerable change of

form, which becomes what we now call
'

apoca-
lyptic' It had had some precursors in the older

prophetic books (especially Is 24-27 and Joel) ; but
from the time of the Maccabees onwards the new
type definitely took the place of the old. It was
distinguished from this by throwing its pictures
into the more distant future ; it is persistently
eschatological, supernatural, and, we might say,
mythological—in the sense that it makes free use
of imagery derived in part from ancient myths
that are not confined to Israel.

The Book of Daniel was the first of a series
which extended over nearly three centuries. It

was the only book of its class which found its way
into the Bible, until it received a companion in

the Christian Apoc. of St. John. The apocalyptic
literature arose in the first instance in a time of
distress and trial, and the strongest impulse was
given to it in such times. The Book of Daniel
was ^vritten to cheer the suffering saints in the

great persecution of Antiochus Epiphanes. The
oldest apocalyptic portion of the Book of Enoch
appears to have been produced about the same
date. 4 Ezra and Apoc. of Baruch were called
forth in like manner by the destruction of Jeru-
salem in A.D. 70. But it does not follow that

every apocalyptic writing was a product of the same
conditions. Dr. Charles has recently shown good
reasons for assigning the Testaments of the Twelve
Patriarchs, which are partly apocalyptic, to the

comparatively calm and settled time of John
Hyrcanus (B.C. 135-105).
Another special genre, which we find distributed

among different sections of the Canon as the Jews
divided it, was the instructive tale—instructive in
different ways, and admitted into the Canon for
different purposes. Such would be the very
pleasing idyllic story of Ruth, the deeper religious
message of Jonah (which won for that book a place
among the Prophets), the patriotic legend of Esther.
Lamentations is really a small collection of a
special group of Psalms. The Song of Songs is

in like manner a collection of the kind of lyrics
that were specially in use at marriage festivities.

2. Formation of the OT Canon.—We have
traced the growth of OT as a number of separate
books composed along the lines of the different
branches of Hebrew literature. We have tried—
very roughly—to put the several books into their

places in the history of this literature, and to

indicate their general relations to similar pheno-
mena among the neighbouring nations. We
might call this the ' natural history

'

of the first

Eart
of the Bible. We have indeed, it may be

oped, left room to see that there may be in the

origins of this series of books something more than
a natural history. But we are as yet some way
from having explained how the OT came to be
received as a sacred volume. Between the point
which we have reached and the further point
which marks the completion of OT as a body

of canonical writings there intervene two main
stages : (i.) the collection of the books into a volume
with certain dehnite subdivisions; and (ii.) the

investing of this volume with certain attributes

by virtue of which it was regarded as sacred.
The first is an external process raising only, or at
least primarily, questions of quantity or dimen-
sions—the number of books to be included in the
volume. The second process relates rather to

quality—the growth of a fuller and more consciously
realized conception of the attributes belonging to
the volume.
For both purposes it may be well to take our

start from a point which happens to stand out

distinctly,
neither at the beginning nor at the end,

but in the middle of the process. This point is

supplied by the Prologue of the Wisdom of Jesus
the son of Sirach, commonly known as Ecclesi-
asticus. The Prologue is the work of the grandson
of the original author of the book, which he
translated into Greek about the year B.C. 130.

The younger writer refers several times to the

religious literature of his nation. He speaks
of it always under three heads :

' whereas many
and great things have been delivered unto us by
the law and the prophets, and by the others that
have followed in their steps

'

;

' my grandfather
Jesus, having much given himself to the reading
of the law, and the prophets, and the other books
of our fathers

'

;

* not only these, but the law
itself, and the prophecies, and the rest of the
books.'

(1) Contents of the OT Canon.—The threefold

division, as we have just seen, corresponds to a

triple collection of books embraced within a larger
unity. The three collections appear to have
succeeded each other in order of time, and the
order of time was also, from tne Jews' point of

view, that of relative importance.
The five books of the Law were brought together

first, as it would seem, about B.C. 400, at the end
of the period of active and concentrated study
that we associate with the names of Ezra and
Nehemiah. The final collection and codification

of the legal material inherited from the more
distant past or produced to give roundness and

completeness were the first-fruits of the labours of

the new class of scribes. The marking off of the

legal books proper (Pentateuch) was an innovation.

The older documents extended further than this,

J supplying in addition parts of the Book of Joshua

(Hexateuch), and E perhaps running on into

Samuel. From the point of view of Ezra and
Nehemiah the main object was political and

religious re-organization, the re-establishment of

the people under stable conditions ; for them,

history as such was subordinate. They had a

high conception
—the very highest—of the obliga-

tion of law, the origin of which they believed to

be in the fullest sense Divine. This deep sense

of the obligation of law comes out in the narrative

of Neh 8-10. The five books of the Law thus
became the nucleus of the Jewish Bible. Even
the Prophets, when they came to be added, did

not attain to the same absolute and unqualified
authority. A writer like Pliilo [ob. after 40 A.D.)
builds his whole system really on the Law, and
treats the rest of the OT as a kind of appendix
to it.

For the completion of the collection, or Canon,
of the Propliels we go down about two centuries
to c. 200 B.C. The number of the prophetical
books, according to tlie Jevs' reckoning, was eight.
Tlie Historical Books were counted with the

Prophets, as having for the most part prophets
for their authors. Among the Jews, 1 and 2 Sam.
and 1 and 2 Kings were contained in single rolls

and were not divided ; so that there were four
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'Former Propliets,' as tliey were called (Josh.,

Judges, Sam., Kings), and four 'Latter Prophets'
(Is., Jer., Ezek., XII.), what are now known as the

Twelve Minor Prophets being all contained in a

single roll. The proof that the second division

of the Canon was complete by B.C. 200 is supplied

by the enumeration of ' the Twelve Prophets
'

in

Sir 49'" (the original work of the son of Sirach

dating from about B.C. 180). This marks the end
of a period which begins with the interest shoAvn

by the prophets of the Exile in the works of their

predecessors (Ezk 38", Is 44^ 46^" 48^ Zee !«• 7^-').

The actual collection of the Prophetical Books
was doubtless a further work of tiie scribes. It

to be noted that Jonah was included in theIS

volume of the Twelve, though this book was not

exactly a prophecy in the same sense as the others

(it might seem to come rather under the head of

the edifying tale) ; but the teaching of the book is

thoroughly prophetic, a practical exemplification
of Jer 18"-'8.

When the grandson of the son of Sirach intro-

duced his grandfather's work to his countrymen
and others in Egyjjt, a third division of the Canon
was in process of formation, but not as yet so

closed as to be bcj-ond receiving additions. We
may infer this, partly from the vagueness of the
title ('other books,' 'rest of the books'), partly
from the fact that the Book of Daniel and certain
Psalms composed in this period (for at least Pss.

44. 74. 79. 83 may probably be set down as

Maccabtean) were admitted into it. It would
appear that this division must have been closed,

roughly speaking, about B.C. 100, as the Psalms
of Solomon (composed B.C. 70-40) could no longer
be included, but form a separate collection outside.

(2) Palestinian and Alexnndrian Canon.—It was
in the course of the 1st cent. B.C. that the process
of adding books to the T was checked and came
to an end. Edifying books went on being com-

posed in Palestine as well as among the Diaspora,
but by degrees there grew up a reluctance to

place them on the same footing with the older

Scriptures. It can only have been quite gradually
that this reluctance gained strength sufficient to

lead to the drawing of a definite line that was no
longer to be passed. We have seen how the little

collection of Psalms composed about B.C. 70-40 was
marked off from the Psalter of David and inscribed
with the name of Solomon. This shows that the
authorities—in other words, the Rabbinical schools,
which were by this time in full swing—were giving
attention to the matter and trying to lay down a
definite rule. But in spite or their efforts they
were not at once completely successful. We may
see this from the freedom with which books after-

wards set aside as apocryphal were still quoted in

NT. The real conclusion of the OT belongs to

the sixty years or so between the fall of Jerusalem
and the rising under Bar Cochba (A.D. 132-135).
It was part of the general settlement brought
about l)y the commanding influence of the group
of Kabbis headed by R. Akiba. The settlement
in the case of the Canon was ba.sed upon existing
usage, which was at la.st formally sanctioned and
defined by the religious leaders of the nation.
The work by which this was done was necessarily
retrospective ; it was a process of reflexion based
on reasoning and issuing in a decision that had
the force of a dogma. The reasoning comes out
clearly for the first time in a well-known passage
of Josephus (c. Apion. i. 8), where the prophetic
inspiration is traced down to the time of Artaxerxes
(B.C. 46.5-424 ; but Jos. appears to mean Aha-suerus
or Xerxes; cf. Ryle, Canon, p.

161 n.); books
written before this date were inspired, but not
those written beyond it. There were differences of

opinion as to the limit, and there was a good deal

of faulty criticism abroad, the real date of many
books being forgotten ; but the principle of author-

ity co-extensive with inspiration was definitely
affirmed. In the same passage we have the first

enumeration of the sacred books, which are equal
in number with the (22) letters of the Hebrew
aliihabet. Here again we may see at work
the speculations of the Rabbis. According to
another reckoning which prevails in the Talmud,
the number of the books was twenty-four, Ruth
being separated from Judges, and Lam. from
Jeremiah. According to yet another, there were
twenty-seven in all, which were still equal to
tlie Ileb. alj)habet, the five final letters being
added for the double books. Such learned trifling
was characteristic of the time ; it was the way in

which the Jewish mind sought to give exjjression
to its idea of permanence and law inherent in the
nature of things.

In the meantime the close connexion between
Jerusalem and Alexandria, which had continued
so long as Palestine remained a province of Egypt
(to about B.C. 198), though it did not entirely
cease, was loosened, and the Greek-speaking or
Hellenistic Jews, whose greatest strength was in

Egypt, went on a way of their own, not regulated
by the schools of the Rabbis. In the copies of the
Greek OT an arrangement of the books, difiering
somewhat from that of the Heb. and more accord-

ing to subject, was adopted ; and other edifying
books were added more freely to the older collec-
tion. Thus arose the fuller Alexandrian Canon,
which was taken over in the main by the Christian
Church when it broke with Judaism.
An additional proof that, even when the list of books was

provisionally formed, it was not so fixed as it afterwards
became, is supplied by the state of the text. In the older
books, Sam., Kings, Jer., Job, a comparison of the LXX
with the Heb. shows many marked variations ; and in some
that belong to the later stratum, such as Dan., Esther, Ezra,
Tobit, the differences are so great as to amount to another
form of the book. This condition of things, without invoking
deeper considerations, would be enough to prove that the idea
of the Canon was still fluid. And it is in full agreement with
these phenomena that the final determination of the Canon
at the beginning of the 2nd cent. a.d. appears to have gone
along with an authoritative revision of the text. It has been
demonstrated, especially by Lagarde, that all existing copies of
the so-called Massoretic Text are traceable to a single copy of
the time of Hadrian, of which not only the trivial peculiarities
but even the blunders are faithfully reproduced. And a lat«

story current in Arabic expressly suted that the extant .MSS
were all copied from a single original that was rescued from
Bitther, where R. A|^iba met his death.

(3) The idea of the Canon. —Thus it appears
that the full conception of the OT Canon as a
strictly circumscribed collection of sacred Iwoks
was the ultimate result of a process spread over a

long period. The strict circumscription was in
the first instance peculiar to the Jews, from whom
it was taken over (though in a qualified sense) by
St. Jerome, and it was revived by the divines of
the Reformed Church in the sixteenth century.
How far does this sharp division correspond to

the real facts of the case ? \Vhat substantial

grounds are there for setting apart the Canonical
Books of OT as in a special sense the Word of

God ? Our next step must be to try to indicate
these grounds and to show how what was at first

an instinctive deference came by degrees to be a
reasoned belief and an accepted doctrine.

(a) Ground of the I'rfea.-—When we speak of the
Bible as the Word of God, we are using language
that arose in prophetic circles and was at first used
to describe the prophetic messagte. The prophet
Avas regarded as God's spokesman, one who com-
municated to his fellows a message put into his

mouth by God, shaped in his mind by direct

Divine influence, and accepted by those to whom
it was delivered as expressing the Divine will.

When the prophet spoke, he spoke as God's mouth-

piece ; bis own personality dropped out of sight ;
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he prefaced what he had to say by the formula,
' Thus saith the Lord.'
This conception was wide-spread through anti-

quity. It lay behind the belief in the oracles, e.g.
of Delphi or Dodona. But nowhere else was the
belief so strong as it was in Israel. In the case of
the classical nations we seem to be in the presence
of something tentative and limited. There was
the belief that a reply might be given to definite

questions, and such replies were given, and for
whole periods together (e.g. especially in the era
of colonization in the 8th and 7th cents. B.C.)
exercised a beneficent influence over the fortunes
of the Hellenic race. But at other jieriods {e.g. the
Persian Wars) the oracle took the wrong side, and
its utterances were often halting, obscure, and
ambiguous. There is a great interval between

phenomena like these and the confident burning
faith of the Heb. prophets and their unflinching
enthusiasm in the cause of God and of morality.
And although the interval is to some extent

bridged over by the many steps and degrees
between the lower and the higlier forms of Heb.

prophecy, it is only right to remember that the

higher forms triumphed so completely that they
entirely dominate the prophetic literature, and it

is only through incidental allusions and the narra-
tive of the historical books that the existence of

the lower forms can be at all adequately realized.

The prophet was a man with a message from
God ; and at first this message was delivered by
word of mouth, and it was only occasionally that
it was preserved by tradition and so came to be
embodied in writing (e.g. 2 S 12i-«, 1 K U^'^-^%
But a time came when (as we have seen) the

prophet himself began to write down his own
prophecies ; and it is in this way that the corpus
of prophetic writings has survived and confronts
us with permanent witness to their greatness. It

is hardly necessary to add that the essential

qualities of prophecy belonged to the spoken word,
and the written word did but add to this the

property of permanence. But in the history
of religion that one addition was of first-rate

importance. It fixed the supernatural or provi-
dential element in the history of a single race, and
converted it into a possession of all humanity for

all time.
It is natural to seize upon these phenomena

of prophecy as the most typical and central of

those which made of the OT a sacred book. But
they are more typical and central in the impression
which they make upon us than they were in the
actual course of history. The prophetic writings
have been preserved, and we can see in them the

psychological process out of which they arose. The
whole activity of the prophets is laid bare before
us to a degree that hardly obtains for any other

product of Israel's religion. The pre-prophetic
period is also to a large extent pre-historic. Such
knowledge as we have of it has come down to us

through folklore, or imperfectly coTitrolled oral
tradition. In order to form a realistic conception
of the earlier period, we have to eke out the
historical data with inferences backwards from
later but more contemporary descriptions. It is

in tliis May that we have to reconstruct our con-

ception of the work of Moses. But we can succeed
in this sufliciently to verify the impression which
the whole subsequent history of Israel forces

upon us iis to the epocli-makin*' char.acter of that
work. We have already hinted (p. 564 f.) at the

general conception tliat we are led to form of tlie

work of Moses. We should perliaps think of it

most adequately as a combination of the priestly
and prophetic functions, or as a form of prophecy
which was not only the continuation of a work

already begun, but the foundation of a long line of

subsequent development. In any case the figure
of Moses must exceed tliose of even the gaeatest
of the later prophets in magnitude. Bv this it is

not meant that the sum - total of the Mosaic
revelation, so far as it can be reconstructed, is

richer in contents than later stages of the revela-
tion built upon it. The very fact tiiat it is earlier
and foundation-laying would exclude this. But
the laying of foundations must always as such

possess a significance that can never belong to any
l^art, even the finest part, of the superstructure.
The Heb. people were therefore essentially right

in their e.stimate of Moses ; and if, on the score
of criticism, we are compelled to make consider-
able deductions from the direct historical value
of the narrative of the Pentateuch as it has come
down to us, there are none to be made from the

proportions of the dim but grand figure which
looms behind it, or from the work which God
accomplished through this in many ways most
colossal of His human ministers. It is therefore
not without reason that the Law lies at the base
of the Jewish Canon, and that all the rest is

subordinate to it.

There is a sense in which it is really subordinate,
and another sense in which it is not. We may
understand this from the way in which OT is

treated in NT. We can see from many allusions,
both in the Gospels and in the Epistles, that the
historical importance of Moses was abundantly
recognized both by our Lord and by His Apostles.
It is not explicitly discussed and defined, because
there was no necessity for such discussion. It

was simply taken for granted as the axiom of

every pious Jew. But the time had come, after

all those centuries, for a new advance in the

religious education of the world. And therefore

it was that a greater even than !<Ioses gave a new
law from the hillside behind Capernaum. And it

is not surprising that in this new law there should
be elements that have their roots in the Prophets
and Psalms even more distinctly than in the
Books of Moses. Isaiah is the '

evangelical

prophet
'

in a sense in which such a name could

not be given to Moses ; and yet the Greater

Prophet of the future was to be like Moses, and
not like Isaiah.

It must be allowed that, as compared with these

two great divisions, the Law and the Prophets, the

rest of the OT stands in a subordinate and sup-

plemental relation. But, here again, the very
idea of '

supplement
' should save us from undue

depreciation. A structure that admits of being

su^jplemented is incomplete without its supple-
ment. What a gap would be left in OT if we
were to strike out the Psalms ! The sense of what
that gap would mean may bring home to us the

value of the Psalter in the scheme of Revelation.

And, in like manner, although the loss of the

Wisdom Books might not be so acutely felt, it is

one that we should be very loath to incur. And
even the Song of Songs brings in a touch of human
nature, like the flowering of a lily or a rose, that

could ill be spared.
These outlying books may be described as ex-

amples of 'applied religion.' Some are higher in

the species, and some are lower ; some are nearer

the great generative centres, and some are more
remote ; some are simpler and more rudimentary,
and others more advanced. But they are all alike

symptoms or outlets of those eruptive spiritual
forces which lay at the heart of Israel as a nation,
and were at once the evidence and the expression
of its special mission from God.

(b) Axiension of the idea. — So far we have

spoken of the actual course of the growth of the

Hebrew literature and of the special qualities
inherent in it. These qualities are not identical
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with those implied in the doctrinal conception of

the Canon, but tliey are the ultimate facts which
led up to that conception. They belonj,^ to the

process of growth which, like sucii processes

generally, is apt to be unequal in its dillerent jiarts.

The doctrinal conception of the Canon ini])lies a

completed process, and takes the shape of reilexion

upon an accomplished fact.

We have been trying to analyze those elements
in the original Scriptures whicli caused them to

be regarded as sacred books. l>ut the idea of

sacredness in itself is not in the iirst instance cut
and dried ; it is progressive, and atlmits of degrees.
It is this, and we see that it is this, so long as we
regard it as an attribute of the living product.
But when once the process of living growth has

ceased, when the mind turns back upon the linished

and stationary result, and sums up its reflexions in

logical form, the closer touch with fact is apt to be

lost, and the propositions which take its place
become dogmatic and artificial. From the time
that there were religious writings in Israel at all,

they were regarded as sacred ; but there is a certain

amount of interval and inference between this

instinctive reverence and the formulated definition

of sanctity which by the time of Christ had won
its way to general acceptance, at least in those
Pharisaic circles which held control of the future.

The infei'ences seemed to lie very near at hand
;

they were easy and natural : a book is sacred ; it

is the Word of God ; does it not follow that it

must be also perfect, incapable of error, absolutely
binding in all its parts, a finished whole from
which nothing could be subtracted and to which

nothing could be added ? These consequences did

not really follov,-, but we cannot be surprised that

they should have seemed to do so.

It is just here that tlie ilitlerence between older

and newer views of the Bible comes in. The older

view was in ellect identical with that formulatcil

by the Kabbis in the first century of our era. Tiie

newer view is not traditional, but aims at being
scientific ; it aims at correcting the current con-

ception by a renewed comparison with the original
facts. And the main effect of tliis renewed com-

parison is to make us stand by the old ideas of

sacredness and inspiration, but at the same time

disengage them from inferences wrongly though
naturally deduced from them. To say that the

Bible is sacred, and that the Spirit of God breathed
in the men who wrote it, is not the same thing as

to say that it is infallible, especiallj'- on points
remote from its purpose as revelation. The one
set of attributes can be verified, the other cannot.

(c) Canonical and Ajwcri/phal.
—The technical

term used by the Kabbis, where we say that a
book 'is canonical,' is that it 'defiles the hands.'

That is only another way of saying that it is

sacred ; the person using it must be ceremonially
purified before he can come in contact Avith other

things. Until he has done this he is
' under a

tabu,' and the contact with a sacred thing com-

pels him to undergo a ceremony of purification.
Our word ' canonical

'

is less expressive ; it only
means that the book is 'on the list,' i.e. the
authorized list of the .sacred volumes. That, at

least, was the earliest Greek use ; in Latin the
word acquired a more active sense of authority.
The correlative term to ' canonical

'

is
'

apoc-
ryphal,' which means, properly,

'

hidden, or with-
drawn from public use.' But this idea of 'hidden
books' is ainbiguous, and might be used in opposite
senses according to the purpose of the hiding. A
book might be ' hidden '

because its contents were
esoteric, or beyond the understanding of the

vulgar ; or it might be hidden because its contents
were harmful. We can see that the two senses

might meet, inasmuch as what was harmful for

one might be helpful to another. But we may say
broadly that the two senses succeeded each other.

A number of books were composed wliich by their

authors and in certain circles were highly valued
because of their mysterious contents, intended

only for the select few. But in course of time
and in other circles they fell out of favour and
were su[)pressed or witlnirawn, for the converse

reason, because they were thought to be pernicious
for the many. The standard of judgment was
that of Judaism ; and the writings in question
were in the first instance more particularly the
Jewish A])ocalyp8es (like the Book of Enoch, 4 Ezra,

Apoc. of Barucri). In the century before, and in

the century after, the Christian era, many works
of this kind were composed, and at first they
exercised considerable attraction. It is a mistake
to suppose that in principle and from the outset
there was any direct opposition to them on the

part of the Rabbinical autlKjrities. But at the
time when the Jewish Canon was being definitely
formed, they began to go out of favour, and in the
2nd cent. A.D. Judaism more and more turned
its back upon them. The most scholarly among
the Christian writers (Origen and Jerome), whose

opinions in the end carried the day, were in touch
with Judaism ; and so it came aioout that what
the Jews rejected the Christian Church ended by
also rejecting, at least in the circles that had the

greatest influence with tiie Reformers. And the
word 'apocryi)hal,' which began by being used in

a good sense, came to be used first in a neutral,
and then in a bad one ; esoteric writings were first

prized, then tolerated, then excluded ; the name
which marked them as esoteric came to mark
them as excluded ;

and all the excluded works were

lumped together under the same title.

In the early ages of the Clnirch the exclusion
was only relative, and confined to a few learned
men. Meantime the great body of the Church
went on using freely the wider Alexandrian Canon,
which admitted practically everj'thing that was
found edifying. The two standards went on side

by side, with a certain amount of infiuence from
the stricter upon that which was more lax. At
the Reformation itself difl'erent shades of opinion
prevailed in different quarters. The Reformed
Churches were the most thoroughgoing ; the

Anglicans and Lutherans took up the intermediate

l)Osition of Jerome ; the Church of Rome does not
endorse this, but permits a guarded use of the
term ' deutero-canonical

'—an invention of Sixtus
Senensis in 1566.
LiTBRATrRE.—AnioDg the most recent ant! instructive works

oil the subject of this article are : Budde, Gesch. d. althebr.

Lftteratur, with Appendix on the Apocrypha and Pseudepi-
trrapha by Bertholet (Leipzig, 1908) [Budde's Kanon d. AT
( 1900) is more restricted in scope] ; Gunkel,

' Die isr. Literatur '

(in Kvltur d. Gegenioaii, Berlin and
Leipzig, 1906); Cornill,

Kinleit uid.43'(from 1891; ethed., 1908); Hdlscher.A'anonwcA
i(. Apokryph (Leipzijr, 1905). The comprehensive work ed. by
Kautzsch, with the help of other scholars, Die Ileili'je Sehrift
d. AT(l?,^^^•, 2nd ed. be;;un in 1908), and \\\s Apukryphen «.

l'seudcpi(iraj)hen (1900), are of much utility. In English, we
have a standard work in Driver's Introd. to the Literature

of OT (from 1891); for the formation of the Canon, Ryle,
Canon of the OT (1892) ; and a translation (by B. W. Bacon) of

Wildeboer, Origin of the Canon of the OT (1^9.5). Excellent
editions of the Apocalvptie writinpt have been supplied by
Charles ;

and Swete's Intrnd. to the OT in Greek (1900) ia

full of exact information as to the relation of the Heb. and Or.

Bibles. The present writer's Banipton Lectures on Inspiration
(from 1893) may perhaps still be referred to. The reader will

also naturally consult the Bible Dictionaries and Commentariea

upon particular books (in the International series, the West-
minster series, the Century Bible, etc.).

II. History of NT.
In two points the history of NT resembles that

of OT. Both proceeded in the first instance,

directly or indirectly, from 'pneumatic' or in-

spired men, and yet both were written without

any idea of founding a sacred book. These char-

acteristics they have in common. In a single
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instance (Apoc. of St. John) the attitude of the
writer of the NT work is very like that of an OT
proplietor apocalyptist ; and lie describes his book
by the old name as a 'prophecy.' But in other

respects the conditions under which the NT arose
were dif!'erent and peculiar. And before going
further we must try to explain them.
How the Books of NT came to be written.—

(1) The Epistles.— {{.) Of St. Paul.—The Life of
Christ liad been lived and ended. The funda-
mental events of the Christian lieligion were all

past and over. The Christian Church was launched
on its career ; the late comer Paul had joined the

original Apostles, and had begun his new and
adventurous work of planting churches in Gentile
as well as in Jewish lands. This work had been

going on for some years. A whole journey,
taken up with preaching and church-founding, is

recorded in the Acts (13^-14^*), but has not left

behind it any literature that is now extant.
Another journey had begun and was some way
advanced—it would be about the year A.D. 51—
when a letter was written, followed by a second,
which are both in our possession (

1 and 2 Thess. ).

These two Epistles are the first beginnings of NT.
It is highly probable that other letters had been
written hy St. Paul before them ; occasions for

letters would be as plentiful on the first journey
as on the second, and St. Paul Avas evidently in

the habit of using these occasions in a perfectly
easy and natural way. But really the wonder is,

not that such letters should have perished, but
that the two of which we have just spoken and
so many others after them should have survived.
That they have done so is a measure of the

strength of the impression which the person-
ality of St. Paul made upon his contemporaries.
It must have been felt from a very early date in

his career by those among whom he moved, tliat

these letters of his were no ordinary compositions,
but that they well deserved to be prized and
treasured. As correspondence, they began in the

way natural to coiTesi)ondence : the Apostle
received news of his converts after he had left

them ; or he bethought himself of something that
he wished to say but had not said ; or his converts
WTote to him, asking for guidance in the new
relations upon which they had entered. These
were just common incidents of daily life, though
daily life involved in higher issues than those
which occupy the mass of mankind. And St.

Paul himself was no common man. It was not
for nothing that his previous career should have
been so eventful ; it was not for nothing that he
had first persecuted the faitli which he came to

preach ; it was not for nothing that he had under-

gone the shock of his conversion, and that after
it he had spent a prolonged time in solitude and
reflexion ; it was not for nothing that at Damascus,
•Jerusalem, and Antioch he had been at close

quarters and in active discussion with leading
spirits of the Christian society, apostles and
prophets and teachers who were full of the Holy
Ghost. He himself in marked degree was full of
the Holy Ghost and of power (1 Co 2''), and the
effect of this was felt not only in the crises of

action and life, but in the quieter moments in

which he took the pen in hand. The consequence
was tiiat, even when tlie occasions which led to

his writings were, or might seem to be, compara-
tively trivial, he never treated trivial things in

a trivial way. Behind all that St. Paul wrote
there was a vast momentum of character and

spiritual experience and insight ; and all this

momentum came into play as soon as he put pen
to paper. Small questions were settled on large

principles ; and these principles were laid down
with exceptional clearness and force. And behind

St. Paul's writing there was always the whole
man ; not intellect alone, or character alone, or

spiritual experience alone, but the three things
blended and fused together in an unique personality.
And then it has to be remembered that, when

we speak of spiritual experience in tlie case of St.

Paul, we are not speaking merely of subjective
psychological processes ; we are speaking of real
and mighty influences proceeding from tne living
God. This opens out to us another side of the
life of the Primitive Church. It is of course only
in a very relative sense that we speak of even
St. Paul as 'unique.' He in no sense created the

extraordinary enthusiasm which, we can see, ani-

mated his churches. We can be sure that he did
not let them fall below the level that prevailed
elsewhere ; the Epistles make it clear to us that

they in no way fell below this level. But the
movement that we find at work in St. Paul's
Churches did not originate with them. It origin-
ated on M'hat we call the Day of Pentecost, i.e.

in near proximity to, and under the immediate
influence of, the Resurrection. The fires were
kindled in the Mother Church at Jerusalem, and
in the first great colonies at Antioch and Damascus,
before they spread to the sphere of the missionary
labours of St. Paul. It was a contagion, like the
effect of leaven, that passed from one individual
Christian to another. The life of the Churches
was as far as possible removed from a dead and
humdrum existence. A great wave of enthusiasm,
which was something more than enthusiasm, swept
through them all ; or rather, not a single wave
but a succession of waves, a succession so sustained
that it seemed to be continuous. St. Paul himself
did but share in this. He knew perfectly well
that whatever endowment he himself possessed
was not self-generated ; it was not at all that he
lashed himself up into a state of excitement which

required extraordinary expression. It was a force

outside him that seized upon him and would not
let him go. As in the case of the old prophets,
the call when it once came to him was irresistible ;

it was useless to fight against it ; as he himself

says, a necessity was laid upon him (1 Co 9^').

The necessity came from the Spirit of Christ.

We cannot ao better than study the Epistles of

St. Paul if we wish to imderstand what the work-

ing of the Spirit of Christ was. It is true that
this working took some forms that to us at the

present day are apt to seem uncouth (1 Co 12. 14) ;

they were attended by physical phenomena tliat

are apt to seem abnormal. It was to be expected
that a great movement aflecting masses of men
should aflect them in ways corresponding to the

ideas current at the time. Many modern writers

speak as though this were the sum of the whole

matter, and as though we from the lofty platform
of the discijjline of science could aftord to look

down upon these humble phenomena. Humble
they may be in themselves, but they cannot be

taken by themselves ; they are so far from being
the sum of the whole matter that they are only
as it were the rippling upon the surface of the real

movement. Look, again we may say, at St. Paul's

Epistles. How nmch is tiiere in them of the

speaking with tongues, or even of the working of

miracles, such as the healing of tlie sick ? These

things certainly are implied, but they are behind
the scenes ; and the Epistles of St. Paul have

enough to occupy us that is not behind the scenes.

He himself put these phenomena into their right

place, thougli he did not under-vahie them. They
were just a single, and very partial, expression of

that mighty force which possessed his whole soul

and being. If we look at the Epistles with insight
and discrimination and with a sense of the true

proportions of things, we shall have no difficulty
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in seeing where this force really breaks out in the
main stream of its volcanic working. There are

certain Epistles that we instinctively call the
' Great Epistles

'

;
we call them so because the

inspiration of which we are speaking is so visibly
and unmistakably strong in them. But to form
an adequate estimate, we must not confine our-

selves to just so much as we see ; we must take
the evidence which they supply as to that which
we do not see. It is to some extent a matter
of acciileut—of Divinely-guided accident perhaps,
but of that which we are in the habit or calling
accident—what kind of subject-matter the inspira-
tion has to deal with ; but the same moving force

is at work in small things as well as great. For
instance, it would be natural enough to say that
there was less of inspiration in 1 Co 5-8. 12. 14. 16,

or even in 9-11, than there is in chs. 1-4. 13. 15;
but it is not exactly that there is less inspiration ;

it is the same inspiration at work all the time ;

but it is this same inspiration dealing with lower

things.
It is convenient to use the old-fashioned word

'inspiration.' It may well be questioned whether
there is any other that better expresses the facts.

We mean by it the evidence of indwelling Deity
in man. We no longer suppose that this indwell-

ing Deity imparts infallibility
to every chance

utterance relating to external nature or man.

Really, from the modern point of view, it is hardly
infallibility of any sort for which we are looking.
The Divine impulse and the human expression are
so inextricably mixed together that we can rarely,
if ever, arrive at that whicli could be called in-

fallible in the strict sense. But, after all, the idea
of infallibility is only a notion of the head ; and
these head-notions have come to be at a discount.

So, although the search for infallibility is weaker
than it was, we should by no means say the same
of the search for the Divine. It is the presence of

this that we look for in the Epistles or St. Paul,
and that we find in such abundant measure. And
even the modem man, when he has found it, goes
on his way rejoicing, like one that findeth goodly
pearls.

It may be objected that this view of inspiration
is vague in comparison with the old idea. That
is just its merit. The old idea was definite enough,
but it did not correspond with the facts. The
new idea leaves room for a width and depth of

meaning that is not, all of it, expressible in

language. We can see something of tne working
of inspiration, and we can see something of its

results. In the case of St. Paul these appear in

his singular wisdom in the management of men,
in his strong and clear grasp of a new type of

character, in his deep insight into the attributes
and will of God and His providential dealings
with mankind.
The letters of St. Paul, as we have seen, from

an early date made a great impression on those to

whom they were addressed ; and this impression
soon spread to enemies as well as friends (2 Co 10^°).

This encouraged the Apostle to make a more
extended use of the letter form as a vehicle for

instruction. Some of his letters, like the Epp.
to Komans and Ephesians, expand into regular
treatises. They cover a large area of the wide
field of Christian teaching. And yet they are
still at bottom essentially letters (Deissmann,
Licht vom Ostcn, pp. 165-167) ; in each case the

Apostle has definite recipients before his mind.
If this is less marked in the case of Eph. than
elsewhere, the reas^on is that it was in the first

instance a circular letter addressed to several
Churches at once.

Of late years attention has been called (especially
by Deissmann) to the fact that there existed in

antiquity, and especially about the Christian era,
two distinct types of letters : the ordinary letter,

arising naturally out of given conditions and
addressed to definite persons, and the '

epistle,'
which was a more formal composition intended for

a wider public, though for literary reasons couched
in the form of an open letter. The consciousness
of the exi.-itence of this species of composition may
have had some slight inlluence upon St. Paul, and
still more perhaps upon some other Christian
leaders ; but the weightier contents of some of the

Epp. grew spontaneously out of the circumstances
of the case, and were a natural development of his
own work by an original and unconventional
mind.
We have assumed above the genuineness of all the Epistles

that bear the name of St. Paul. This is in accordance with the
deliberate opinion of the present writer. At the same time, it

would not be right to disgiiise the fact that the genuineness
of some at least of the Epistles is questioned, and that it does
in fact stand upon a different footing in some cases and in

others. We may really mark off descending grades of clearness
and certainty. Putting aside the extravagant views of certain
Swiss and Dutch critics, who would reject the whole body of

Pauline Epp., but whose doubts have met with no support
from the best authorities, and may now be regarded as

delinitely silenced, there would be a first class of seven Epp.
which may be set aside as practically certain (1 Thess., Rom.,
Gal., 1 and 2 Cor., Phil., Philem.). To these may safely be
added 2 Thess. and Col., which are indeed questioned, but on
very insufficient grounds. There is more reason, but still (as
it seems to us) insufficient reason, for hesitation as to Eph. ; and
perhaps a little more again as to the three so-called Pastoral

Epp., : and 2 Tim., Titus.

(ii.) Other Epistles.
—The Epistles of St. Paul

are the typical and primary example of the epis-

tolary literature of NT. But a further group of

writings of a sinular character has come down
to us : Ep. to Hebrews as an outlying member
of the Pauline collection, not by St. Paul him-

self, but by a writer of a kindred spirit, a near

ally or (less probably) a direct disciple ; and be-
sides this the seven so-called 'Catholic Epi.stles.'
All these writings follow as it were in the wake of

St. Paul. He gave the impulse which led to their

composition, and to a considerable extent deter-
mined their form. It is possible enough that, even

though St. Paul had never lived or had never

written, the force of circumstances would have
brought: into being a genus scribendi correspond-
ing more or less to our present Epistles ; but the

dominating personality of the Apostle of the
Gentiles, and the reputation which his letters so

quickly gained (2 Co 10"^), gave loth a stimulus
and a model for imitation. The Ep. to Hebrews
is indeed a letter (13^^""), but it partakes more
of the character of another class of writing that
we have not yet mentioned, the philosophical
diati'ibe (Deissmann, op. cit. p. 171). This is

rightly described as the first work of Christian
literature in the technical sense. St. Paul was
not naturally a writer, but a man of thought and
action who was driven into writing ; the author of

Ep. to Hebrews was a practised stylist. Me may
believe with some literary experience behind him,
who

instinctively
cast his ideas and exhortations

into a rhetorical form. Something of the same
kind, though with less highly developed rhetoric,
attaches to the greater Catholic Epistles

— 1 Pet.,
1 Jn., James. We may see this at once from the
wide and vague address of the two that have
addresses : 1 Pet. is destined for ' the elect who
are sojourners of the Dispersion

'

in the more

northerly provinces of Asia Minor ; James
' to the

twelve tribes which are of the Dispersion.' Per-

haps in the first case a few copies may have been
sent to some of the leading clmrclies, but in the
second case the address would amount to little

more than a formula for publication ; we may
suppose that copies would oe given to strangers
who happened to be in the neighbourhood of the

Apostle, and that would be all. 1 Jn. has no
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epistolary matter or any indication that it is

intended for a particular class of readers, beyond
the use of the second pera. plur. ; and so it comes
nearer still to the diatribe. When this is said,
it is not intended that the writer deliberately
adopted the diatribe form, but only that the
existence of this class of literature helped un-

consciously to shape the expression of his ideas.
2 and 3 Jn. are genuine letters on a small scale.

2 Pet. and Jude are both rather artificial com-
positions, which appear to have taken shape at no
great distance from each other.

1 Pet. is not only modelled in general outline

upon the Pauline Epp., but it also borrows directly
from some of these (e.g. Rom., Eph.)in parts of
its substance ; and James may be said to have
been produced by echoes of the Pauline teaching.
But it by no means follows that this amount of
derivativeness prevents the Epp. from possessing
a high spiritual value. James supplies a judicious
corrective for exaggerations of Pauline doctrine,
and its moral teaching is at once elevated, simple,
and sincere. 1 Pet. deals with profounder prob-
lems in a profounder spirit, and is at the same
time a good example of the principles on which
the Church was administered by its leaders. We
must reckon with the possibility that something
of the form of this Epistle is due to Silvanus,
whom the Apostle used as his amanuensis (cf.

Milligan, Thess. p. 125 f.). 1 Jn. in like manner
is a fit pendant to the Fourth Gospel, and comes
with all the impressive weight of the personality
of its author. The two smaller Epp. ,

while they
reflect definite local conditions, are also evidently
the work of one accustomed to wield power, and
accustomed to take thought for the spiritual wel-
fare of those whom he governs.

Ep. to Ileb. is anonymous : the question both as to its author-

ship and as to the community to which it was addressed is

intricate and difficult to bring to a clear conclusion ; there is no
agreement, and hardly even a tendencj' to agreement, at the

present time. Yet the attestation of the Ep. is very early
(Clem. Rom.) ; and its value and interpretation are not much
affected by the points in dispute. There is equally early proof
of the existence of Ep. of James ; and 1 Pet. and 1 Jn. are also

very vi^ell attested. 2 and 3 Jn. really do not need attestation

any more than Philem., and they go with 1 Jn. as Philem. goes
with Col. 2 Pet. appears to belong to the group of pseudepi-
graphic writings that bear the name of St. Peter (along with
Gosp., Apoc, and Preaching of Pet.). But that does not prevent
it from having some good matter (esp. ch. 1 and 38-18). Beyond
some impressiveness of common Christian background there is

not much that is distinctive in Jude, and the circumstances of

its origin must remain vague. There are no better candidates
than the traditional authors for the ownership of 1 Pet., Ja.,

1, 2, 3 Jn. The last group at least may be ascribed with con-
fidence to the Ephesian Presbyter John, whether or not he is to
be identified with the Apostle the son of Zebedee. There are,
however, some few questions which arise as to 1 Pet. and Ja.
which with our present knowledge we are not in a position to
answer.

Literature.—As to Hebrews, the main bifurcation of views
is between Barnabas (Tert. and perhaps Roman tradition) as
author and some limited congregation in Rome as address, and
authorship mediately Pauline (through Lk. or Clement [Clem.
Alex., Orig.]) and some community in Palestine. Apollos was a

guess of Luther's. Novel and interesting suggestions have
been made by Hamack, ZNTW (1900), and Ramsay, Luke the

Physician (1908), p. 301 ff. The most thorough and satisfactory
discussion of 1 and 2 Pet. is by F. H. Chase in Hastings"DB iii. 770 ; but for the possible share of Silvanus in the com-
position of the first Ep., see G. Millig-an, Thess. (190S) p. 125 f.

(2) The Gospels and Acts. — We have seen in

what an inciilental and spontaneous manner the

epistolary portion of NT arose and grew to con-

siderable dimensions. The Gospels afe a class

of writings peculiar to Christianity. To under-
stand them we must consider how they too arose.

For the first years after the Lord's Resurrection
there was no need or demand for writings of any
kind. All this time the Church was living in the

expectation of its Master's speedy return. It was
an attitude of hope, looking upwards for the sign
of the Son of Alan in the heavens. Only by
degrees did the intenser hope begin to subside.

Meantime there can be little doubt that individual

Christians, the disciples in Galilee and Jerusalem
with the women and the relatives of the Lord,
would compare notes with each other, with greater
or less activity of intercourse according to the

degree in which they were tlirown together. But
very few of the disciples will have had any sort of

literary habits, and there would still be no idea of

writing. If we go, not by any external chronology,
but by the quality and character of what was
written, we should probably not be wrong if we
were to say that the first two chapters of St. Luke
are the oldest evangelical fragment or document
of NT. They are in any case the most archaic

thing in the whole volume. In these chapters
it might be said that Christianity was not yet out
of its Jewish swaddling-clothes ; the Benedictus,
for example, is composed entirely from the stand-

point of the Jewish expectation and not of the
Christian fulfilment. But whoever first set them
down in writing,

—and this very archaic character

compels us to believe that they were written,—
they were in any case not at once published. They
were written to satisfy the interest of a small and

private circle ;
and they must for a number of

years have been confined to that circle. Not until

St. Luke came across them were they in the way
towards anything like publication.
The first two chapters of St. Matthew's Gospel

seem to have been in a similar position. They too

appear to represent the tradition of a small circle,

for a considerable time kept to itself. It is natural
to think of this tradition as further removed from
the facts than in the case of St. Luke. There are
not the same guarantees of early date, and there
is more reason to suspect the influence on the
narrative of parallel situations in OT. At the
same time we must not fail to notice the conver-

gence of these two traditions, otherwise so indepen-
dent, upon the Virgin Birth and the Birth at

Bethlehem.
And yet these opening chapters of the two

Gospels stand very much by themselves. They
are altogether apart from the main stream of

tradition current in the Churches. This was con-

cerned, as we might naturally expect it to be

concerned, with that part of our Lord's career

which was lived directly under the public eye, and
of which there were a number of living witnesses.

Yet these witnesses, for reasons wluch have been

explained, did not at first begin by setting down
their recollections in writing. They doubtless

made use of them in their own preaching, and

they also handed them on to others who would
utilize them in the same way. But the motive at

work at first was not what we should call historical

or biographical. It was exactly expressed by
the

peculiar word 'Gospel.' This was practically a

coinage of the fir.st Christians, sanctioned by, or

even perhaps originating with, our Lord Himself,
to express the message of hope and salvation

addressed to a disheartened and despairing world.

The ground of hope and salvation centred mainly
in the Life and Death and Resurrection of Jesus

Christ Himself. And therefore the earliest preach-

ing was in its main contents a preaching of these

things, in part a narration and description of

them as facts, and in part an enlarging upon
their profound significance in the spiritual sphere.
This second aspect of ' the Gospel

'

is what meets
us most frequently in the Epistles of St. Paul.

But the other aspect is there implied if not ex-

pressed. We have specimens of it in important
passages like 1 Co 11^-26 151-8, Such narratives

must liave entered largely into the 7rapa5(5<r«s

of whicli we have repeated mention (1 Co IP- **

2 Th 2^'> 3«). But in its urgent expectation of

the Second Coming the Church did not at first
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lay great stress on these historical facts. It pre-

supposed them always, and it was fully assured of

them as facts ; but it was so well assured of them
that it did not find it necessary to be constantly
reminding itself about them. Its treasure was,
where its heart was, in the heavens ; it was more
intent upon the future than upon the past, even
such a past.
The unpulse to the setting forth of the historical

side of the Gospel came through the work of

missions. On this side it soon proved necessary
to supplement the oral teaching of St. Paul and
the other missionaries. Especially was this the
case in the newly-founded Gentile communities.

These, we must remember, had to be built up from
the very first. They had a great many elementary
lessons to learn. Even the Jews, with the OT in

their hands, had much to learn. They had to take
in and to assimilate all the new teaching by wiiich

Christianity was distingiiisiied from Judaism.
The earliest Evangelical document of which we
have any trace (except perhaps Lk 1. 2)

—the
earliest Evangelical document that was in any
strict sense a possession of the whole Church—was
the little book, corresponding to the common
matter of Mt., Lk. (see p. 576 below), which
scholars are now in the habit of calling Q, and
which used (as the present writer believes, rightly)
to be identilied with the Matthaean Logia men-
tioned by Papias (Eus. HE iii. 39). We describe
this work as intended for the whole Church,
because there was certainly no circumscribing
line beyond which it was not intended to travel,

though the writer probably had in his mind
Palestine and the Nearer East, i.e. that part of

the East that was nearer to himself. The leading
purpose of this little book appears to have been to

set before its readers (the new converts in tlie

different Churches) some account of the Christian

ideal, the character and mode of life expected of

them as Christians. It was felt that this could
be best done by collecting together a number of

typical sayings and discourses—i.e. shorter and

longer sayings
—of Christ. There was no idea of

writing a biography, and not even in this case

of composing a '

Gospel
'

(or full statement of the

redeeming acts of Christ), but only a brief exemplar
to set before the eyes and minds of converts.

Valuable as this was, it was sure not to satisfy
for long the needs of Christians. It contained

only a small part of the Gospel, and what they
wanted was the whole Gospel. As time went on,
and the expectation of Christ's Second Coming
became weaker. Christians were thrown back upon
themselves. They felt that they had time to

reflect, and they began to reflect, upon the grounds
of the faith that was in them. They had had these

grounds 'placarded before their eyes' (Gal 3^) by
a number of preachers, including the greatest.
But they were, so to speak, 'written on water.'

They made their impression, but they were soon

forgotten, and there was no guarantee of their

permanence. It was the consideration of this

state of things which impelled the Christians at

Rome who surrounded St. Peter in the last days
before his death to apply to his secretary, St. Marie,
to rescue from oblivion the substance of the teach-

ing they had had from him. St. Mark complied
with their request, taking this teaching of St.

Peter's as the nucleus of his work, but expanding
it fi'om materials which came to his knowledge in

other ways. So arose the first complete Gospel.
When once this Gospel was given to the world,

nothing could be more natural tlian that it should

supply a pattern for others. It met (as we say)
' a

felt want '

; and from that time onwards St. Mark's
Gospel was taken as at once a pattern and a basis
of similar compositions. The Gospel that we know

as St. Matthew's was just a combination of the
substance of St. Mark's Gospel with Q and not a

large amount of other material added by the editor.

The portion derived from (^ was so important—ex-

tendmg probably some way beyond the common
matter ot Mt. and Lk.—that it soon came quite to

supersede the separate circulation of Q ; the smaller
work died out, and the larger took over its name ;

it passed as tlie work of St. Mattiiew (a potiori
parte), though the framework of it was derived
from St. Mark. In like manner, our present
Gospel of St. Luke is also a combination of St.

Mark with Q, but with a larger proportion of added
matter from some further source, or sources, to
which St. Luke alone had access, and to which he
seems to have attached a special value.
The Second Gospel, which was tlio first of the

three in order of time, was a sketch that we may
call biographical (though it did not aim, and
could not have aimed, because of the scantiness
of the material, at the completeness of a modem
biography). Still it took a narrative form

;
and

its leading motive was reverence for the historical

Person of Christ, and the desire to promote a like

feeling of reverence and faith in others. Like St.

Mark's Gospel, St. Matthew's (with the quali-
fication mentioned above) was addressed to the
Church at large. St. Luke's, on the other hand,
was written at least in the first instance for the use
of a particular individual, who appears to have
stood to the writer in what we should call the rela-

tion of a '

patron
'

(Lk I'"-). The success of this

first volume, in the accomplishment of its purpose,
encouraged the Evangelist to add to it another,
which lies before us under the title of ' The Acts of

the Apostles.' It is still addressed to the same

Theophilus, and is written on the same historical

lines as the Gospel. The Acts, however, can

hardly have been included in the writer's original

plan ; because its opening paragraph differs so con-

siderably from the conclusion of the Gospel (con-

trast, e.g., Ac P with Lk 24^) that it seems safe to

infer that the second volume was of the nature of

an afterthought. Whether, by the time that he
came to the end of this second volume, the author
had conceived the idea of producing a complete
'

trilogy
'

is perhaps slightly suggested by the way
in which the volume closes, but must remain an

open question.
The Fourth Gospel is generally held to stand

rather by itself. It is without doubt the latest of

the Gospels, and is written with a knowledge of

the other three. At the same time it is not, like

the First and Third, a compilation from materials

already existing. On the view taken in this article,
it is a retrospect by a writer of commanding posi-
tion and authority, presupposing what has been

already done, but adding to it from the stores of

his own experience ami reflexion. In some points—none of a fundamental character—it corrects the
work of predecessors ; on other points it supple-
ments their statements ; but, most of all, it rein-

forces and deepens the impression which they had
left on the most central topic of Christian teach-

ing. It is a mistake to suppose that the Fourth

Gospel is essentially different in cliaracter and pur-

pose from the other three. When St. Mark heads
his work,

' The beginning of the gospel of Jesus

Christ, the Son of God,' he is virtually saying the

same thing as when St. John says,
' These things

(or signs) are written that ye may believe that

Jesus is the Christ, the Son of God ; and that be-

lieving ye may have life in his name' (Jn 2(fi^).

Tins declaration of his purpose by St. Jolm is only
an emphatic expansion of the claim that his work
too is a 'GosTjel,' i.e. a message and assurance

from above of life and salvation
through

Jesus

Christ. It is not a mere biography, like the
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ordinary secular biographies ; it does not aim at

any completeness as a record of events or teaching.
More than any of his fellows, the Fourth Evangelist
concentrates himself upon the proof that Jesus
Christ was all that Christians supposed Him to be.

Incidentally he sets right some few things that

had been '

forgotten or misdelivered
'

; he fills up
some gaps, like the great gap which omitted all or

nearly all that had been done in Judsea. But the

great thing that the Fourth Evangelist did and
aimed at doing was to re-affirm, mth the conscious-

ness of first-hand knowledge and conviction, the
faith of the Church in its Lord and Master.

In asserting thus much of the Fourth Gospel, we
do not assert that its author was raised above all

possibilities of human error ; we do not even assert

that this very concentration of aim may not have
liad some prejudicial effect upon his narrative, con-

sidered simply as a narrative. What we do contend
for is that the conviction to which he gives expres-
sion is the honest and first-hand conviction of one

who had unique opportunities of basing his belief

on fact.

The views implied above as to the origin and character of the

first three or '

Synoptic
'

Gospels are substantially those which
are held at the present time by a majority of scholars. It is

very generally agreed that our present First and Third Gospels
rest upon previously existing documents. One of these docu-

ments is neither more nor less than our present Gospel of St.

Mark. A second may be approximately reconstructed from
the common matter of St. Matthew and St. Luke which is not

found in St. Mark, with the addition perhaps of some portions
of St Matthew to which there are no parallels in St. Luke, the

latter writer having been compelled by lack of space to omit

them. It is conceivable, though less probable, that there may
be a few sections peculiar to St. Luke which also originally

belonged to this document. But, in our opinion, this peculiar
matter is better referred to some special source or sources to

which St. Luke alone had access. The present writer fully believes

that the two important extracts from the work of Papias pre-
served by Eusebius relate, the one to our extant Gospel of St.

Mark, and the other to the second document disclosed by
criticism which in the extract is referred to the Apostle St.

Matthew. He believes that the authority quoted for these

statements is none other than the writer of the Fourth Gospel,
the John who played such a leading part at Ephesus towards

the end of the Ist century a.d. He would observe that the

statements made bear a great stamp of verisimilitude. Just
because they are so little obvious and not at all such as could

be inferred from a superficial study of the Gospels. The state-

ment about St. Mark in particular points to criticisms upon
that Gospel (especially as to its want of completeness and

chronological order) that we can understand being made at an

early stage in the history of the Gospel, and by no means so

well" later. It is interesting to note the calm matter-of-fact way
in which the Fourth Evangelist (if it were really he) speaks of

his predecessors' work ; and we believe that it throws a welcome

light upon the composition of his own Gospel. The tradition,

for which we are ultimately indebted to Clement of Alexandria

(Eus. HE vi. 14), that the Fourth Evangelist, while he was satis-

fled with the treatment of the more external facts in the other

Gospels, himself sat down to compose a '

spiritual gospel,' seems

to us to describe the real course of things better than any of the

conjectures of modern scholars. It is to us rather an open
question whether John of Ephesus is to be identified with John
the son of Zebedee, though we lean to the probability that he

was. In any case we have little doubt that he had been a per-

gonal disciple and follower of our Lord, though a youthful one.

(3) The Apocalypse of St. John and other

Writings.
—Only one more work remains to be

considered of those included in our present Canon.

This is the Apocalypse of St. John, which holds a

similar place in NT to that which the Book of

Daniel liolds in OT. We have already pointed out

that the author throughout describes his own book

as 'a prophecy,' in the same sense in which that

word IS used in OT. It corresponds, however,
rather to the later type of prophecy as it is seen

in the apocalypses, than to that of the older pro-

phets. The writer is not less certain than any of

the older prophets that wliat he writes Avas put
into his mind by God. We shall

try
to estimate

the significance of this later ; but in the meantime

it should be noted that, in spite of this confident

claim, it was not until the fourth
century

that this

book definitely secured its place in the Canon.

TliH formation of the Canon, and discrimination

of the books which were, or were not, to be in-

cluded in it belong rather to the ne.xt article It

will be seen there how, first, the Epistles of St.

Paul, and then the Gospels, came to be collected ;

how they were then read for edification in the

cliurches, and how by degrees they acquired a
character for sanctity which ended by placing
them upon the same footing with OT. There was
not at nrst a clear dividing line at which the books

belonging to the NT were complete, and beyond
which no others could be admitted. The fixing of

any such line was a retrospective act of the Church,
reflecting upon the boolcs which lay before it.

And the process by which it did this was spread
over a long time, and was liardly matured until

the end of the 4th century—if it can even then be
said to have been matured, when the process by
which the viltimate decision was arrived at was
rather one of ripening instinct and the natural

gravitation of events than anything like the appli-
cation of exhaustive criticism.

A sharp line does not separate the writers who
fall just within the Canon from those who fall just
outside it. As the writer of Wisdom and the son

of Sirach, \vhile they draw a distinction between
their OAvn wnritings and the older Scriptures, yet

appear to claim for themselves a lower degree of

inspiration (see the writer's Bampton Lectures, pp.

259-262), so also can we trace in Clement of Rome
and Ignatius something at once of the same kind of

distinction and the same kind of claim. And just
as we found the MSS of the LXX adding freely to

the Canonical Books whatever seemed to them to

make for edification, so also do the oldest MSS of

NT add works that properly belong to the sub-

Apostolic age to those which are products of the

Apostolic. And yet, as we have seen the con-

sciousness grow up that the prophetic inspiration

gradually exhausted itself, so also we observe a

tendency to locate the higher activity of the Holy
Spirit within a definite period, which is more and
more identified with that of the Apostles. And
the very claim on the part of the Montanists to

possess within their own body a continued opera-
tion of the old gifts only led, by way of reaction, to

a stronger delimitation of the priWleged area and a

clearer rejection of all that fell outside it. It took

sometliing like a century of gradual but imper-

ceptible development to harden the conception of

the NT Canon ;
and then it took about two centuries

more to determine finally the number of books that

were to be included in it.

III. The Permanent Significance of the
Canon of OT and NT.

By the end of the 4th cent., broadly speak-

ing, the Christian Church was in possession of a

complete Bible. Even then we must not speak too

absolutely, because the Syriac Canon was not yet

quite made up. For an oecumenical sanction of

the existing list we must wait for the Quinisextine

Council of A.D. 692. But for by far the greater

part of Christendom the formation of the Canon
was practically finished by about A.D. 400. From
that time until the present generation the tradi-

tional conception of the Canon lias been in posses-

sion of the field. It is only as part of the move-

ment tliat is now commonly called Modernism that

it has been seriously called in question. We shall

^ive a typical example
of the way in which it is

now being challenged.
I. The Modernist challenge.—An able member

of the advanced school, now deceased, in a pam-

phlet on the Work and Method of so-called New
Testament Tlieolog^,

cut at the root of the

current conception in the following uncompromis-

ing terms :
—

'
If the New Testament ^vriting8 arose in the course of a

particular history and are the witnesses and documents of

that history, then the question at once presents itself to us :

Why should our science (i.e. the science of NT Theology) deal
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precisely with these writings and only with these? The answer
18 : because they alone belong to the Canon. But that answer
is not satisfactory. When once we strilte out the doctrine of

inspiration, the dogmatic conception of the Canon can no longer
be maintained.
No New Testament writing was born with the predicate

"canonical." The proposition "A writing is canonical" only
means in the first instance that after the fad it was declared to
be by the leading authorities of the Church between the second
and fourth centuries—perhaps after all kinds of vacillation in
their decision. On this subject the history of the Canon ia

sufficiently instructive.
Whoever then still regards the conception of the Canon as

valid thereby submits to the authority of the bishops and theo-
logians of those centuries. Whoever does not acknowledge tliat

authority in other matters—and no evangelical theologian docs
acknowledge it^is only acting logically when he also calls it in

question here.'

It is fair to the writer to add a slight concession
which he goes on to make :

'No one is therefore called upon to deny that the ancient
Church, in its New Testament, brought together on the whole
that which was from a religious point of view the most valuable,
and on the whole that whicli was also the oldest and therefore in
a documentary sense the most important not only of the
literature that is known to us, but of all that was in circulation
at the time, and that it formed a collection that is deserving of
all praise. But this verdict includes the admission that the
boundary lines between the canonical and the nearest extra-
canonical literature are at all points altogether fluctuating.'

In order to follow up the consequences drawn
from tliese premisses, it is worth while to quote
one more paragraph :

'

If, then, wo are not to embrace the New Testament writings
under the point of view of "an experience after the fact,"
which has nothing to do with their original character, they
must not be considered as canonical, but only as writings that
appertain to primitive Christianity. . . . The" boundary Tine for
the subject-matter of our science should be drawn at the point
where a real break begins to appear in the literature. The
standard for this is naturally not to be sought in religious
value.' *

This is trenchant and clear enough in all con-
science. Tlie writer is certainly right in basing
his argument ujpon

the abandonment of the idea of

Inspiration. If that idea is thrown over, the con-

sequences as he states them really follow. But
ought we to throw over that idea?
Here again it is fair to observe that, when the

writer speaks of '

striking out the idea of inspira-
tion,' he probably means the full dogmatic concep-
tion of verbal inerrancy as it was asserted or
reasserted in the 16th century. But we have
already tried to show (p. 571*) that this was from
the first an extension, and an undue extension, of
the original idea. The Christian is not called upon
to go beyond this idea; and, by adhering to it,
he keeps within the range of what is strictly
verifiable,

2. The reply.—It is true that no book either of
the New Testament or of the Old 'was born with
the predicate "canonical."' But we are prepared
to maintain that all the books both of OT and NT,
though no doubt with very considerable differences
of degree, were born witli the qualities which
caused them to be labelled 'canonical'; in other
words, with the marks that are summed up under
the name of Inspiration. In sketching the history
of the two Testaments, we have tried to indicate
what those marks are. We have tried to show
how at each point in the history there was a certain
character impressed upon the literature which in
due course came to be recognized as justifying its
inclusion within the conception of a Sacred Book.
It may be well for us to go back upon this char-
acter, and to consider it no longer—or, no longer
primarily—in connexion with its place in the his-

tory, but with reference to its permanent validity
among the body of Christian ideas and Christian
doctrines.

(1) The human aspect of Inspiration. — If we
were to try to sum up in a single word the common
property which runs through the whole Bible, and
which, broadly speaking, may be said to distinguish• W. Wrede, ifber Avfgabe u. Methode d. son. neuteM. Theo-
logie (GiJttmgen, 1S97), p. 11 {.
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it from otlier literature of the kind, we might say
that it consists in the peculiar energy and in-

tensity of the God-con.iriousness apparent in the
writers. A general Uwm like this will perhaps
best embrace the dillerciit modes and degrees in
which this consciousness manifests itself. It Ls

true that in some of the books there is such a

shading-away of degree that it may be questioned
whether those particular books are rightly in-
cluded in tlie Canon, just as there are .so many
analogous phenomena in some books outside the
Canon as to raise a doubt whether tiiey are rightly
excluded from it. It cannot be claimed that the

judgment of the Jewish and Christian Churches is

infallible. All we can say is that it is sufliciently
near for practical purpo.ses. On the whole, posterity
has confirmed the original verdict within those
limits of approximation Avhich usually obtain in
human afl'airs. For the purpose of our inquiry we
may take the Canon as it stands.

I rom the question of degree we pass to the ques-
tion of dillerent kinds or modes. We may distin-

guish the inspiration, or God-consciousness, of the
prophet, of the lawgiver, of the psalmist, of the
wise man, of the apostle or prophet of NT. Of all

these, as we have said, that of the prophet is per-
haps the most characteristic. We call it so, not
because it is essentially higher than otlier kinds,
but chiefly because it is more ea.sily recognized and
described. The (iod-consciousness of a lawgiver
like Moses must have been quite as strong and
quite as penetrating as tiiat of an Isaiah ; but the
difference is that, whereas in the case of Isaiah we
can see the mind of the prophet at work behind
the word in which the influence of the Holy Spirit
has found enduring expression, in the case of Moses
anything so clear and definite as this eludes our
search, and we have to be content with inferences
backwards from analogies for which we liave more
contemporary attestation. We are more fortun-

ately situated again in the case of the NT apostles.
There once more we can see the mind of the writer
at work, and form some conception of the intensity
with which it works. The chief drawback in the
case of Psalms or Wisdom Books is the anonymity
of the writers, which makes the evidence they
supply comparatively fragmentary and limited.
And yet some of the I'.salms can hardly be
surpassed for depth and intimacy of communion
with God.
The characteristic feature in the writing prophets

is the unwavering conlidence with which they
assume their own commission from God. A\'lien

they speak, the language they u.se is as though
God Himself were speaking through them. We
repeat that even this language does not proceed
from a higher level of spiritual experience than
that of St. Paul. No words either of OT or of NT
enter into competition with those which we call
' words of the Lord.' We only treat the proplietic
utterances as typical and as lending themselves
more easily to analysis and comparison.
Looking at them in this sense, we observe that

they do in fact stand alone in religious literature.
For the assurance with which they are spoken, for
the coherence and continuity which they present
spread over a succession of centuries, for beneficence
of efl'ect upon the religious history of a people, for
the inipressiveness which they still retain as we
look back upon them, they are practically unique.
To put all this at its lowest term, to say only

that the Prophetic Books of OT were books com-
posed under these psychological conditions, is still

to claim that they are sui generis. The Christian
looks back upon them still as he looks back on no
other books besides.

Doubtless the \\ew which the prophets took of
their own calling has in it an element belonging to
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the time at which they spoke and wrote. Even so,
that element does in some ways only strengthen
their claim. It is very doubtful whether the
experience of modem times will ever supply anew
examples of such complete concentration of thought
and aim upon the things of religion. We must
allow for this utter concentration as an advantage
which they possessed and which is not likely to
be possessed again.
Of all the books which have attempted a psycho-

logical analysis of the prophetic consciousness, the

present A\Titer does not know one that grapples with
the ultimate problem more directly than A. B.
Davidson's Old Testament Prophecy (Edinburgh,
1903). Dr. Davidson asks some searching ques-
tions :

' When God spake to a prophet, was the latter conscious of
two things, namely, of the fact that God was speaking, and also
of what He spake? When the word of God came to him, did
its being the word of God manifest itself to him in some dis-
tinctive manner, apart altogether from the contents? Or rather,
was not the feelinff of the prophet in all probability something
like our own,—that double kind of feeling which we express by
Baying that any opinion we have is God's truths . . . The same
question would arise as to the kind of pressure under wliich the

prophet felt himself to be. Did the kind of feeling he had of

impulse to speak differ from the feeling men still have of impulse
to utter any pressing truth that lies upon them, such men as

fervent, religious teachers, or lofty, earnest statesmen? And
when truth suddenly dawned upon the prophet's mind, which
formerly he strove unsuccessfully to reach by means of reflexion,
did the feeUng he had at such a moment differ from the feel-

ing men still have when, oftentimes in peculiarly spontaneous
frames of mind, difficulties are broken up, and problems solved
almost involuntarily, which before resisted all conscious and
direct efforts of the mind?' (op. cit. p. lllf.).

We may pause for a moment to remark that,
when a modem writer or speaker in order to

strengthen an asseveration describes it as ' God's
truth,' he is probably influenced by the traditional
estimate of the Bible, and means that what he is

saying is as true as if it were written in the Bible ;

in other words, it corresponds to the highest con-

ception that he has of truth.
There is no reason to deprecate these modem

analogies. In the effort to enter into the mental
state of the prophets, we can but start from the
nearest experience of our own ; and the cases de-
scribed are the nearest to which we have access.

They bear the same kind of relation to our modern
habits of thought as the language used by the

prophets bears to theirs. We have seen that there
was an element in their presuppositions wliich is

wanting or much feebler in our own. That element

really fits into their place in history ; it is part and
parcel of their whole conception of God and the
world, and in particular of the relation of tlie

Divine call to themselves. The main question that
we have still to ask is, how far this conception of
theirs was in agreement with the facts. But that
carries us on to the next subject of our inquiry, the
estimate of the prophetic message (as typical of the
whole Biblical revelation) when it is seen from the
side of God rather than of man.

(2) The Divine aspect of Inspiration.—The ques-
tion that we now proceed to ask amounts to saying.
Were the prophets, and the other Biblical writers

represented by them, justified in the claim they
make to speak for God, to use the kind of language
that naturally issues from special communion with
Him ? Granting that tliis language was from their

point of view wholly sincere, does it appear to be
warranted when it is regarded from the other side—the side of God's providential ordering of the
world and of liistory ? We shall apply two criteria :

(a) Is it a credible mode of statement that God has
held tills kind of communication with man? and

(h) Does the Bible in particular commend itself as

embodying such communication ? Taking as a
concise expression of the Biblical theoiy tlie famous

passage He !''•
'

God, having of old time spoken
imto the fathers in the prophets by divers portions

and in divers manners, liath at the end of these

days spoken unto us in his Son,' can that still be

accepted as a reasonable description from the
double point of view that has just been stated ?

(a) The question is whether, allowing for the
naive and simple language of primitive times, the
idea of God speaking to man and through man still

expresses a substantial truth. Given a spiritual
interpretation of the universe, assuming that
behind the world of phenomena there is a supreme
Spirit which has brought it into being, there has
been a wide-spread belief that this Spirit desires to
be known, and has caused itself to be known, by
the most intelligent of its own creatures. It is a
modem expression of this belief when the poet
says :

'

Speak to Him thou for He hears, and Spirit with spirit can
meet—

Closer is He than breathing, and nearer than hands and
feet.'

The whole idea of Spirit
'

speaking to
'

spirit is, of

course, metaphor ; the operations of spirit cannot
be described otherwise. But if we think of the

spirit of man as personal, and if we are obliged to

invest the Spirit of God with personal attributes,
then it must be allowed that the wide-spread belief

to which we have referred harmonizes with the rest

of our conception of the relation of God to man.
But if we are to suppose that God has '

spoken
to

'

man, how should He speak ? How should Spirit

speak to spirit ? Surely it is very credible that the
method of communication chosen might well be

through the influence of the higher Spirit upon the

lower, not in equal degree upon all individuals but

pre-eminently upon some. That is the way in

which the Bible appears to describe the relation of

God to man ; and, simple as the language is, it

seems very difficult to improve upon it. Science
does not as yet seem capable of describing the facts

of the case in more appropriate terras.

(b) But then we have also to ask whether the
Biblical revelation, as we call it, is of such a kind
as to approve itself to us as rational beings. As
the course of it is now unrolled before us according
to critical views (so far as tiiey can be justified) of

OT and NT history, there certainly does seem to

be a broad correspondence between this department
and other departments of God's dealings with His
creatures. The history of the inorganic universe

presents what we call a process of evolution ; the

history of life on the earth up to the advent of man
is also expressed in terms of evolution ;

man him-

self as a social being has developed in accordance

with ascertainable laws ; and wlien we come to

consider him as a religious being, we find again
that his career has been on the whole one of giadual
and progressive advance. At the present stage of

our knowledge and apprehension all this appears
to be homogeneous and consistent. The ditierent

parts of the Divine economy tell tlie same kind of

story.
The Christian faith, as its data lie before

us in the Bible, seems, naturally and without

forcing, so to fall into its place in relation to the

rest of the development as to furnish it with its

fitting completion or crown. Everything may not
as yet have been worked out to our full satisfac-

tion ; but it seems in a fair way to be, and there

are at least no valid grounds for supposing that

any other mode of statement of the culminating
stages of religious historj- will be established in

preference to it. This seems to be as good verifica-

tion as we can expect to have.
If we look steatlily at ti>e contents of the Bible

from this point of view of ' an increasing purpose,'

they seem quite wortliy to have come from God.
If we take them as a revelation of wliat God Himself
is and of the method of His dealings with mankind,
and if we bear in mind that this revelation has
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been gradual aud progressive, it is dillicult to con-

ceive one that could have been better or more com-

pletely congruous with the expansion of human
thought as a whole. There is impressed ujjon the

writings whicli make up the Bible a breadth and

variety, an intensity and purity of religious life,

that are without parallel in any other literature in

the world. That is the fact which we seek to ex-

press in the doctrine of In.-piration. We know no
other explanation for it than a special action of the

Spirit of God. That may well oe a way of speak-
ing that is relative and imperfect. The ll«dy Spirit
is not bound. It is not conlined to any one channel.

It permeates all forms of life, one after this manner
and another after that. It is the same Spirit,

though there are diversities of working. These
diversities, or the names that we give them, are

relative to our human apprehension, which cannot

help classifyinj' and detining. It cannot help ob-

serving what it calls 'degrees' and 'kinds' of

operation. And this particular kind of operation
that we see in the IJiblo is at once the highest and
the most powerful that we know. It is a move-
ment of the Divine Spirit through a long succession
of human spirits, a movement which tlie poetic

imagination of the Biblical writers themselves com-

pared to the wind. And for us too that old illus-

tration has acquired a new point. We understand
more now of the nature of wind, and the analogy
becomes all the more forcible. We think of a
current of air, drawing in from the M'ide seas,

charged with fresh supplies of ozone and all the

other chemical constituents that vitalize and

strengthen the activities of heart and brain. Such
a vitalizing, such a strengthenin<', was that gift of

God which we call Inspiration. We see the results ;

we can only imagine the process, and express it in

the tongue of the children of men.

3. Correction of older views.—The progress of

knowledge is progress in accuracy of description
and dehnition. There are certain fundamental

thoughts, w ide-spread in space and time, going back
to remote antiquity, and common to many races of

men. The idea of an inspired and sacred Book is

one of these thoughts. The common name '
in-

spiration
'

covers all its varied meaning ; just as the

common name ' God '

covers a whole gamut of con-

ceptions from lowest to highest. As time has gone
on, the conception of God has been sifted and

purified, and a like process must take place with
the idea of Inspiration. It is certainly not to be
denied or rejected ; but it must be brought into

closer correspondence with the facts.

Necessarily at first the idea was vague, figura-

tive, and (ii we must call it so) crude. To the

prophet Ezekiel there is given a roll of a book
which he is commanded to eat (Ezk 2*-3^). This is

a very concrete and
symlx)lic way of saying that

he must absorb into himself a message which he is

charged to deliver. In that i)eriod
' between the

Testaments,' when the idea of an inspired book

definitely crystallized, the attributes that most
stood out were those of authority and infallibility.
A book that came from God must needs be in all

respects authoritative and infallible. It was an
instinctive rather than a reasoned idea ; but so

instinctive and so natural that it held sway more
or less completely for about twenty centuries. But
in the course of last century it came gradually to
be seen that this conception does not hold good.
There are certainly some ways—many ways—in

which the Bible is not infallible, and therefore not
in the strict sense authoritative. More and more
the authority of the Bible has come to be restricted
to the spheres of ethics and religion. But more
and more it is coming to be seen that, even within
these spheres, allowance must be made for differ-

ence of times. All expression, even the most

perfect in its kind, is necessarily conditioned by
the sum-total of tlie body of thought of the period
to which it belongs ; and it has to be translated
into the corresponding language of each succeeding
period. It is impossible simply to transfer, in

crude blocks witliout change, the thought of one

age into another. From this point of view we do
not so naturally look at things under the category
of authority. It might be said that, in place of

the category of authority, we think rather of the

l)roces8 of assiinilatiun. The main question for us
in these days is how much we can assimilate of the
Bible. And when we speak of as.similation, we
mean an act of the whole man, intellect, emotions,
and will. That is the great juoblem before ua.

The working out of it is for us as tlie breath of

life. And the material that the Bible supplies to

us is as rich and as abundant as ever it was in the

ages of most imi)licit and unquestioning faith. Our
questions are not—or at least ought not to be—the

questions of doubt, but only the throes and edbrts
of a more scientific, i.e. of a more accurate,

apprehension.
LiTftii.Mi KK.—The books of which the writer has made most

use in the second half of this article are Deissraann, Licht vom
Osten (Tubingen, 190S) ; Heinrici, Der lilter. Charaktcr d. 7ieu-

tett. Schriften (Leipzig, 190S). A. B. Davidson's posthumous
OT Propliecy (Krliiiburg'h, 1903), from which some interesting
rvtracts have been made, suffers as a whole from the fact that
it consists of lectures spread over a considerable period of time,
and all parts of it are not equally critical. Many other books
might have been used : e.g. the Eiiileilungen of Jiilicher,

\A/eiss, Zahn, and Barth, Julicher's
'

lieligion Jesu '

(in KiUlur
d. Oegeuuart, i. Abt. 4), and tracts on Die Enlstehttng d. ST,
by H. J. Holtzraann (I'Mi), C. Clemen (190C), W. Wrede
(1007). But the subject is one that the writer has had before
his mind ever since he wrote his Oracles of God (1889) and
Bampton Lectures on Inspiration (1893), and he thought it

better to state independently the views at which he has himself
arrived. W. SaNDAY.

BIBLE IN THE CHURCH.
[E. VON DOBSCHUTZ.]

Introduction.
I. Origin of the Bible.

1. Church and Synagogue ; the OX.
2. The NT.
3. The OT and the NT.

II. Spread of the Bible.

1. Transmission.
2. Translation.
3. Circulation.

III. Authority of the Bible.

1. Titles and Citations.
2. Inspiration.
3. Doctrine.
4. Practical Significance.

IV. Bible Studies.
1. Methods.
2. Textual Criticism.

3. Higher Criticism.
4. Exegesis.
5. Biblical Sciences.

V. The Bible in Divine Service.
1. Reading.
2. Preaching.
3. Calechetics.
4. Praise and Prayer.
5. Biblical .Symbolism.

VI. The Bible in Private l^se.

1. The Bible in the Christian Home.
2. Bible-reading by the Laitj'.
3. The Bible in Monasteries and Reading-circles.
4. Substitutes and Favourite Passages.
5. The Bible and the Classics.
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VII. The Bible in the Life of the People.
1. Bible and Language.
2. Bible and Views of the World and Human Life.

3. Bible and Law.
4. Bible and Art.
5. Bible and Hostile Influences.

Introduction.—Libraries might be filled with the

literature to which the little book which we call

the Bible or ' the Book '

has given rise, and every

day witnesses some new contribution to it. But
no one as yet has made a comprehensive investiga-
tion of the influence which it has exerted upon the

Christian Church and the life of Christian peoples
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as a whole. For a long time no such question was
felt to arise. Attention was confined to the theo-

logical teaching on the Bible in the Church, and
then to the history of exposition, the Text and
the Versions. One or two special problems were
also discussed. Strictly speaking, tlie only com-

prehensive treatment of the subject is M. I^aliler's

Gesch. chr Bibel in Hirer Wirkung auf die Kirche,
ein Vorschlag, 1902, further developed as a con-
tribution towards the establishing of the authority
of Holy Scripture in Dogmatische Zeitfragen^ (i.

Zur Bibelfrnge, 1907, pp. 266-435). WhatKahler
sets forth in a general way, and with the definite

theological purpose of showing the significance of
the Bible for the Church ('testimonium Spiritus
Sancti in ecclesia '), needs to be worked out in detail
and from a purely historical standpoint. The
author of this article hopes to do this ; but there is

much preliminary work to be done, and the follow-

ing sketch may induce some one to take it in hand.
The best method would be to trace the Bible in

the Christian Church down through the centuries
and give an account of its history. But in the
narrow limits to which this article must be con-

fined, the manifold effects produced by the Bible
^\'ill come to light more clearly if we deal with
each sphere separately. It must be added that the

ordinary division of Church History into ancient

(to 600), mediaeval (to the Reformation), and
modern does not by any means correspond to the

separate lines which we have to follow. It is true
that the Reformation is an important factor in all

that is concerned with the effect of the Bible on

piety, and perhaps also on public life. But it was
not till the time of the '

Enlightenment
'

(about
1750) that the learned investigation of the Bible
altered the methods which it had followed from
the first. While our divisions, therefore, must
be determined by the subject-matter, we shall

endeavour to treat every topic in its historical

development.
Literature.—Apart from Kiihler, reference can be made only

to popular literature, mostly from Bible Societies : A. Ostertag,
Die Bibel und ihre Gesch., Basel, 1853, 31857, B1892, tr. into Fr.

by Dufour ^vHth pref. by Guizot, 1857 ; L. N. R. (Mrs. Ellen
Ranyard), The Book and its Story, Lond. 1853, tr. into Germ,
by G. T. Phillips, with pref. by Krummacher, Elberfeld, 1858,
also into Fr., 1861 ; H. von der Goltz, Die universale Bedeutung
der Bibel, 1865; B. F. Westcott, The Bible in the Church,
1889 ; M. Kahler, Die Bibel das Buch der Menschheit, 1904 ;

O. Zockler, Die Bibel in der Gesch. des Glaubens, 1900
;
H.

VoUmer, Votn Lesen und Deuten heiliger Schriften, 1907. L.
Diestel's masterly G«sc7i. des AT in der Christlichen Kirche,
1869, and Ed. Reuss's Gesch. der heil. Schriften des NT^, 1885,
are standard works of German scholarship ; they deal, how-
ever, only with parts of the subject. Reference should here be
made also to Die Bibel, Ursprache u. tjbersetzungen (from
Hauck's PRE^ ii., iii.), Leipzig, 1900, and art.

' Bible
'

in Hasting-s'
DB. The Catalogue of the. Brit. Mus. is very valuable for its

bibliography on this subject : Bible, 1892, Appendix, 1899 ; also
the Hist. Cat. of the Br. and For. Bib. Sac, vol. i. (Eng.) 1903.

I. ORlGiy OF THE Bible.— 1. Church and Syna-
gogue ; the Old Testament.—Christianity came
from the lap of Judaism. It received from its

mother a sacred book with definite ideas about it

and a complete system of exposition.
The sacred writings of the Synagogue existed in

twofold form. The foundation was formed by the

Torah, or Law of JNIoses, the highest authority for

faith and morals, worship and questions of law,
since the proclamation under Josiah in B.C. 621.

It reacli^ed its final form in the time of Ezra and
Nehemiah (c. 430). About the year B.C. 200 there
were added to this the Prophets, consisting of the
four earlier—Joshua, Judges, Samuel, Kings—and
the four later—Jeremiah, Ezekiel, Isaiah, the twelve
Minor Prophets ; and some time later a collection of

writings of various content, Kethuhim or Hagio-
grapha. Designations like ' the Law,'

' the Law
and the Prophets,'

' the Law and the Prophets
and the other books of our fathers' (prol. to Sir.),

to denote the whole Bible, show the gradual stages

of its development, and also certain differences of
value within the unity. At the time of Christ this

stage was already reached by the Rabbis of Pale-
stine. The discussions in the 2nd cent. A.D. about
tlie canonicity of Ezekiel and the Song of Solomon
have to do with the question of exclusion, and show
that the formation of the Canon was not a matter
of collection but of selection. The aim of the
Canon was to winnow the materials to hand, and
the motive was doctrine, not devotion. In the
Greek Diaspora the development was not quite the
same. As can be clearly learned from Philo, strict

canonicity was accorded only to the Torah, which
was translated as early as the time of Ptolemy
Philadelphus (B.C. 285-247). Alongside

of it,

however, there was in use a much larger range
of writings, mostly translated from the Hebrew,
though a ifew of them were written in Greek, and
all possessed of a jMasi-canonical value. These
were classified upon a different principle

—historical,

poetical, prophetic. It is an older stage of develop-
ment that is represented in the sole authority of

the Torah with the addition of an unsifted mass of

other writings ; but development went on here also,
and the idea of canonical value passed from the
Torah to the rest.

This twofold form of the Je'wish Bible was full

of significance for Christianity. Jesus, His first

disciples, and the Jewish Christians of Palestine,
understood by the Bible the Hebrew form of it

used by the Rabbis. What Paul and Gentile
Christians possessed was the Greek Bible in the
Alexandrian form, including, e.g., the Wisdom of

Solomon.* But the knowledge that there was
another form of the Bible never disappeared in the

Gentile Church. In the year 170, JMelito, bishop of

Sardis, brought home with him from a journey to

Palestine a list of the OT books -.vhich alone were

recognized there (Eusebius, HE iv. 26. 14). Origen
gives a similar list in comments on Ps 1 {ih. vi.

25. 2). Eusebius himself owed his knowledge to

Josephus (HE iii. 10). But neither he, nor Athan-
asius (Epist. /est. 39, A.D. 367), nor any other Greek
Father made any practical use of his knowledge.
To them the Holy Scripture was the Greek Bible.

It was otherwise in the case of Jerome. As he
went back upon the Hebrew original, he took over

the canon of his Hebrew teachers. His influence

in the Western Ciiurch served to keep the know-

ledge of this difference between the Hebrew and
the Greek Bibles alive, and more and more taste

inclined to the Hebrew Veritas. The Reformation

brought the crisis. Luther followed Jerome in

making a sharp separation between the canonical

books and the 'Apocrypha,' but nevertheless

incorporated the latter in the Bible as ' useful to

read.' On the other hand, at the Council of Trent

(Sess. iv., 8th Apr. 1546), Catholicism took the

last step in the line of tradition, and did away
^^•ith every shade of diderence between the various

books of the wider Canon. The Calvinists pro-

ceeded on a different line, and, breaking away from

tradition, simply removed the Apocrypha
from

the Bible altogether. Thus they became victims

of a vague and wrong use of the word '

Apocrypha,'
which they owed to Jerome. To-day the British

and Foreign Bible Society prints the Bible ^yithout
the Apocrypha. The Bibles which the Continental
societies distribute contfiin it, as did also the Bible

upon which King Edward vn. took the oath at his

accession ; and the Anglican Church appoints

regular lessons from the Apocrypha. In these

diverging practices we see renected the diiFerence

between the Canon of the Palestinian Rabbis and
that of the Diaspora.

• On the extent to which the Wisdom of Solomon influenced

St. Paul see Ed. Grafe, Theol. Abharidlungen, dedicated to C. v.

Weizsiicker, 1892.
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The idea of the Canon of the Holy Scripture in-

volves its unconditional authority as the regulative

principle of all thought and action. The ground of

tliis authority is always found in its Divine origin
—

a phrase which can be understood in very different

ways. Neitiier in Judaism nor in Christianity is it

ever claimed for tlie Bible that it
'

fell comjjlete
from heaven,' as it is among the Elkesaites, though
at a later date Christianity knew something of

'letters from heaven.' Its historical origin was
too clearly seen in the book itself. Moses, no
doubt, is said to have received from God the tables
on which the commandments were inscribed, but
elsewhere he names himself as the author of the
Torah ; and so it was also with the prophets and
the books which go by their names. No distinc-

tion was made between prophetic inspiration and

literary activity. The latter was conceived as

following mechanically upon the Divine dictation,
so that Moses was able to describe his own death.
But this was not enough. Even the minimum of

human and historical that was invohed in the

recognition of dilFerent authors was stripped ofT by
the growth of legend, which affirmed that by the

help of Di\ ine inspiration Ezra restored the whole

body of writings lost at the destruction of Jeru-
salem. This brought the unity of the Canon into
relief even in its origin. The Diaspora did not tarry
behind this rabbinical development of the idea of

inspiration. The story of the 72 (70) translators,
which was originally applied only to the Penta-
teuch, was extended to the whole OT, and had
added to it these further features : that the 70
translators did their work separated from one
another, that they all linished at the same moment
with a loud Amen, and that the 70 copies Avere

found to be in entire agreement.* This is a con-

ception of inspiration quite in line with that which
we lind in the legend of Ezra. The young Gentile
Church viewed the Greek Bible, the so-called

Septuagint, as immediately inspired, and not

merely as derived from an inspired original.
The third point is that this high estimation of

the Bible decided the course which its exposition
was to take. It was not a matter of arriving at
the historical meaning and import of the author's

words, but of making the Divine thoughts and
demands conveyed by them fruitful in lessons for

the present. The exposition of the Rabbis was
composed in the main of ludakka, that is to say,
of practical interpretation of the Law, the purpose
being to arrive at stricter rules, and so to erect a
fence round the Torah. The great aim of fJiblic-al

scholarship was to hang mountains of halakha
upon every tittle of the Law. This was done by
combining the most various passages and by pay-
ing attention to the most external coincidences
and haphazard details, and was bound to lead

directly away from the original purport of the
Law. Another kind of exposition was the so-called

haggada. It was similar in method but different
in aim, not legal, but doctrinal or theological. It

sought to explain away all expressions in the Bible
which offended ciurent theological views and

practices, e.g. anthropomorphisms, anthropopath-
isms, departures from ordinary custom, and other
features which belonged often to an older stage of

development. Over and above that which lay to
hand in the Bible, it wove with bold fancy an
entirely legendary history. The two methods agree
in treating the single verse or even the single
word as sufficient in itself, and in allowing them-
selves to be guided by any arbitrary combination.
The so-called 7 Rules of Hermeneutics, which are
said to be given by Hillel, and enlarged to 13

by R. Ishmael, to 32 by R. Eliezer, are only an
• For the various forms of this legend see the passages

collected in P. Wendland's Aristece Epistula, 1900, p. 85 ff.

attempt to form this arbitrary method into a

.system.
Here, too, the Greek Diaspora to(d< a way of its

own. The Greek philosophical schools, and the
Stoics in particular, had developed a .system of

allegorizing the venerable texts of antiquity so as
to impart to them a modern sense. Besicfes the

meaning which appeared on the surface, the words
of Homer were credited with a second significance

—
the really important one. Zeus stood for the world,
or the soul, or inuuaterial e.\isteiice. From his

head sprang Athene or Gnosis.* The fights and
love-adventures of the gods were to be treated as

symbolic of cosmological and psycholoj'ical facts.

Homer would be guilty of impiety if lie did not
mean this to be done (Trdvrws yap iiaift-qaev, el fx-qSiv

d\\T]y6pr]a€v, pseudo-Heraclit. Alleg. Homer, 1). It

was easy to transfer this method to the Bible, and
with the help of allegory it was possible to demon-
strate in Moses the Platonic or the Stoic system, or
a system which borrowed from both. Such is the
course taken by Pliilo—just as arbitrary as

the Rabbinical method, but yet different, and, if

we may say so, more systematic, because Greek in

spirit. The Rabbis started from the text and made
this or that of it as chance directed. In the case
of Philo, what he had to unfold from the text was
fixed from the beginning, or rather what he had to

read into it in order that he mi^ht find it there.

Primitive Christian exegesis followed these two

paths. The method of Jesus, despite all His

originality, and also the Pauline method, remind us
of the Rabbis. In the Ep. to the Hebrews and in

the Ep. of Barnabas we see the Alexandrian
method clearly. And yet there does exist a
dillorence, not so much of method as of aim.
While the aim of the Rabbis is always a halakha
or a haggadu, and while Philo leans towards the
ideas of his own eclectic philosophy. Christian

exegesis takes its direction from the person of

Christ. The whole OT is a witness to Him.
Jesus treats it thus, and so do His disciples.

Through the inlluence of this notion, it hajipened
that Jesus was Himself conceived as the originator
of this witness, and identified with the inspiring

Spirit of God ; ol irpotprjTai air' airrov Ix^''^^ s rr)!/ x^-P'-"

eh airrdv iirpo<pr)Tev(Tav (Barn. v. 6). Notwith-

standing the unhi.storical nature of the exegesis, it

thus contains a historical element. There is a

reciprocal efi'ect of prophecy and fulfilment which

gives rise to typology. It is true that this method
shares the defects of allegory : the words are given
another sense than that which really belongs to

them. But, as distinguished from allegory, it makes
good its claim to existence, because, proceeding
upon a pre-established harmony between the two,
it gives to history a real as well as a typological
value. Philo finds in Abraham only the idea of

wisdom and I'iety, while Paul sees in him the
father of the faithful, with a faith which was in

principle the same as that of Christians. It is

allegorizing when Paul simply dispenses in 1 Co
9^ with the literal sense of Dt 25*, and when
Barnabas interprets the commandments respecting
food in the same moral fashion as the Neo-

Pythagoreans. It is typology, however, when in

1 Co lu'"" Paul treats tlie history of the Exodus
as actual but at the same time typical. We find

the .same thing in the Epistle to the Hebrews, with

its doctrine of the provisional but widely signifi-

cant character of the OT expiatory sacrifices. It

is neither rabbinical nor Philonic.

The method of using the Holy Scripture in

Divine service was developed also in the Synagogue.
There were the readings from the Law (ParashiyOth)

* Cornutua, Theologice Graces Compendium, ed. C. Lange,
1881 ; Stoicorum veterum fragmenta, coll. by von Amiin

; H.

Vollmer, Vom Lesen w. Deuten hexl. Schriften, 7-11.
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Florence, written A.D, 586 by Rabbula, have only
4 scenes from Gospel history apart from the tables
of the Canon and the declicatory engraving. In
the Middle Ages there were occasionally more
illustrations, but one cannot speak of increase or
decrease in their number. They were plentiful or
sparse according to the wish of the person ordering,
or the capability of the artist. The time of
Justinian was distinguished for the fine nature
of its MSS ; so afterwards the Eenaissance of
the 10th cent, in the East, and the periods of

Charlemagne and Otto in the West. As in the
Synagogue the Karaites set themselves against all
ornamentation of the Holy Scripture, so in the
Christian Church opposition to these luxurious
MSS was not laclcing. The complaints of indi-
vidual Fathers have already been mentioned. It
is still more important that the Cistercians, as
opposed to the pomp-loving monks of Clugny,
forbade all artistic decoration of books. The
Paris Bibles, executed in the ordinary way of
business (see above), exhibit quite a special style
of simple red and blue. The Brothers of the
Cornmon Life write well but plainly, while at the
beginning of the Renaissance great wealth of
illustration again becomes a prominent feature.
The new art of printing >vith movable type came

at once to the aid of the Scriptures, and the first

printed book was a Bible. In the years 1453-56
Gutenberg's 42-line Bible made its appearance,
a,nd was shortly afterwards followed by the 36-
line one. Externally these oldest printed Bibles
resembled MSS. Printing sealed the victory of
paper over parchment, but some examples of the
oldest printing on parchment still exist. The
movement for simplicity of finish, started by
Paris booksellers, was maintained, although the
first Bibles printed are not only masterpieces of
printing, but are in some cases also beautifully
illuminated. In place of illumination and pictures
there soon appeared engravings on wood. These
were either marginal or embodied in the text, and
in the older Bibles they are often very numerous.
The German Cologne Bible (1480) contains 110;
the Italian Malermi Bible (1490) 383. Luther'sNT of 1522 has woodcuts by Lucas Cranach.
Later on these became fewer. At last they were
omitted altogether, and the Bible acquired its

present sober appearance. Never, however, has
there been an entire absence of picture-Bibles,
though it must be said that the addition of
pictures serves less for ornamentation than for
instruction. Speaking generally, the effort now
IS to make Bibles as cheap and as easy to handle
as possible, and to increase their number. In the
Middle Ages almost the only complete Bible was
the bibliotheca of 8 folio vols., and the first
printed Bibles were of gigantic proportions. The
size, however, has always become less and the
price always lower, till we have now reached
the pocket Bible and the penny NT. Attemptshave lately been made to secure something finer.
The 19th cent, produced a series of beautifui
picture-Bibles. Some of these are completely
illustrated by the same artist, as, e.g., Schnorr von
Carolsfeld (1852 ff.), Dor6 (1865), and Tissot (1896).In otiiers we find reproductions of the famous old
masters, e.g., R. Plleiderer (1896). The aim of
these is to assist the eye by bringing vividly before
it Avhat has been read. The historical character of
modern exegesis, however, makes use of archaeo-
logical and geographical ilhistration to explain the
Bible ( Pfeilstiicker, 1887; Miiller-Benzinger, 1900).
LiTERATrRK.—Th. Biit, Das antike Bttchivesen, 1882; w"

Schubart, Das Duck bei den Griech. und Rom., 1907 ; G. Weise
Schrift u)id Buchtoesen tji alter und neuer Zeit^ 1903 •

j'W. Clark, The Care of Books, 1001 ; E. Maunde ThompsonUandbook of Greek and Latin Palceography, 1S93 • F g'
Kenyon, Our Bible and the Ancient MSS'i, 1897, and Fac-

similes of Bill. MSS' of the Brit, ilus., 1900; Westwood
Pal<zogravhm Sacra Pictoria, 1845 ; A. Labitte, Leg MantHiscnts et lart de les oriur 1893; O. von Gebhardt, The
Miniatures of the Ashbumham-Pentateuch, 1883 ; Wickhoff
1" ;, -Z;*®!' "?•'*

"''«»«' Genegis, 1895; A. Springer, Die
PxalteriUustratumen %tn friihen MUtelalter, 1883

; TUckanen
DiemitUlalUrl. Psalterillmtration, 1895-1900; Ha.seloS DerCodex BossaTunsis, 1899

; Kondakoff, VArt byzantin, 1886;
^eTrierer Adaharuisehnft, ed. K. Menzel and other^, 1889-

^h u\^,,;.^^^'''i,.^^ Evangelienbiicher in der ersten Udlftirfcs 3/e«e?arterir 1906; R Falk, Die Bibel am Ausgange d^s
M] Matters, 1905. p. 76ff.; R. Muther, DU altestendeutschen

Stratter, 1908 ; Holscher, art 'Bilderbibel." in PRE3 ni
211-217; and art. Art in MSS

(Christian), voL i. p. 860.

Tj-v'i ^.'^^slation—Besides the preservation of the
Bible, Its circulation was also necessaiy, and this
involved the task of translation. The gospel soon
left the soil of Palestine and the Aramaic speechAs a Avorld-rehgion Christianity employed the
universal language, Greek, even in Rome. The
Church used the OT in the Greek translation or
LXX. The other translations by Theodotion,
Symmachus, and Aquila seem also to have been
possessed of importance, especially at the outset,m controversies mth the Jews. Their use, how-
ever, which was facilitated by Origen's giant work,
the Hexapla,* sank to mere scholarly ornamenta-
tion. Almost all the books of the NT were com-
posed in Greek. The Hebrew Gospel of Matthew,
of which report had spoken since the time of Papias,was really a lost work. The Hebrew original of
the Epistle to the Hebrews originated in an un-
lucky guess of an Alexandrian scholar. The Latin
originals of the Gospel of Mark and the Epistle to
the Romans are inventions of the Middle Ages.As late as the year 200 the Roman Hippoljnbus
VTote in Greek, though in Africa Tertullian
already composed in Latin. Whether he em-
ployed a Latin Bible in his work, or translated
from the Greek Bible, is not yet beyond the range
of doubt. From that point onwards, however,
Greek visibly declined. About 250, at the time of
Novatian, the language in Rome, as also in Gaul
and Spain, was Latin. Celtic and Iberian, like
Punic, do not seem to have reached a Christian
literature though they continued to be spoken by
country people. In the East, Aramaic-Syriac again
gained strength ; in Egypt the native language
(Coptic) assumed a new Hellenized form. This
was a movement that the Church could not think
of opposing. She had to share in it if she was to
bring her Bible to the people. As yet there was
no idea that the sacredness of the Bible was to be
sought in its incomprehensibility. Thus at the
beginning of the 3rd cent, certainly, if not about
the end of the 2nd, there appeared Latin, Syriac,
and perhaps Coptic translations. The origin and
early history of these versions are still very ob-
scure. What is certain is that in the OT the LXX
formed the basis (the Hebrew text being employed
nowhere except in Syria), and in the NT remark-
ably free texts differing much from those other-
wise known to us. It is possible that diflerent
translations came into being independently of one
another ; perhaps the first translation was much
edited and gradually approximated in language to
various Greek texts. Generally at tlie outset
translations are exceedingly free. One can trace
the jov which was felt in the new treasure, the
difficulty of finding adequate expressions, the at-

tempt to
express

the thought in the form most
familiar. Ihere is to be observed an inward
assimilation of the gospel, a transference of it
into the common tliought and speech. Not till
afterwards did philological accuracy make its ai)-

pearance, with the high valuation of the letter
characteristic of theologj\ So it is always : first

Luther, tlien Weizsiicker ; first AV, then RV.•
Frapnients were collected by Field in 1S75

; new finds have
been made by Meroati in the Anibrosian Library at Jlilan, and
by Schechter and Taylor in the Genizah at Cairo.
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Almost simultaneously there came the revisions

which established themselves throughout the

Church—the Latin revision in 378 ff. by Jerome,
and the Syrian by Kabbula about 410. The Vul-

gate established itself only after a keen struggle
with the Vetus Latina ; but before the Peshitta

the Vetus Syra disappeared, leaving almost no
trace. The Latin tradition approached the Syrian
also in the fact that Jerome made a new trans-

lation of the OT direct from the Hebrew. In the
case of the Copts, according to present research,
it was less a gradual process than a conjoining of

various dialects. Yet here, too, further mvestiga-
tion will likely show a succession of Akhniiniic,

Sahidic, and IJohairic, representing not only dia-

lectic but also textual difierences, and correspond-
ing in some measure to the African, European,
and Italian of the Vetus Latina.
To these oldest and constantly developing trans-

lations which reveal the spread of Christianity in

the first three centuries, there have to be added in

the 4th and 5th cents, the Gothic and the Ar-
menian together with the Georgian and the

Ethiopic. These not only indicate the further

spread of Christianity, but also bring to light its

{lower
as a civilizing agent. As so often in the

ater history of missions, the translation of the
Bible is the first literary work in these tongues,
the first monument of a system of writing de-

veloped for the purpose from the Greek. The
Gothic Bible survivecl the rapid overthrow of that

proud people only as a literary relic. The Codex
Argenteus (now at Upsala), one of the most
beautiful Bibles of the ancient Church, is a worthy
witness to their former splendour. At the same
time the translation, which was evidently exe-
cuted from the Greek text in the Balkan pen-
insula, and afterwards brought into conformity
with the Latin in Italy, shows the wanderings of

the people and the dill'erent civilizing influences
under which they came, just as we can observe
in the Armenian Bible the displacement of the

originally predominant Syriac by Byzantine influ-

ences. The Georgian Bible lived till the I'Jth

cent., when it died through the Russianizing of

this ancient Christian Church. The Armenian
Bible, which in the time of the Crusades had points
of contact with the Latin, was threatened by the
same fate, but still exists. The general view
that after this period Oriental Christianity was
paralyzed is disproved by the missionary labours
which were carried on by Greeks, and especially

by Syrians, to the very farthest East. We have,
indeed, no traces of ancient Indian and Chinese
translations of the Bible (about 781, however,
according to the Nestorian inscription of Singan-
fu [J. Legge, 1888], 27 books of Jesus, i.e. the NT,
were known in China), the reason being that the

Syriac Bible was everywhere used even among
the Thomas - Christians in India. Among the

Syrians themselves, however, there arose new
translations more learned than popular in char-
acter. Following the Greek very closely, Paul of

Telia translated the OT (616-617), and Philoxenus
of Mabug the NT (508), the latter being revised by
Thomas of Harkel (616). There does not seem to
have been anj' Persian Bible before the 14th

century.* On the other hand, the domination of
the Arabs after tlie 7th cent, in Syria and Egypt

•
It should, however, be borne in mind that the Pahlavi

Sikand-gumdnig Vijdr Gate 9th cent.) contains a number of

fragments of both the OT and the XT, cited in anti-Christian
polemics and apparently derived from a Sj-riac version, with

possible
traces of the Targum of the pseudo-Jonathan (Gray,m Actes du xiv. ctmgriD xntematiimal des orientalUUs, "i.

182-1S6, Paris, 1905); and other fragments in an Iranian
dialect (probably Sogdian) have recently been discovered bv
the expedition of Grunwedel and Le Oq to Chinese Turkestan
(F. W. K. MuUer, ABAn; 1904, Appendix, pp. 34-37 and
SBA \y, 1907, pp. 260-270).

brought a whole series of translations into exist-

ence, and these to some extent displaced the older

Coptic and Syriac versions. Subsequentlj', when
Spain M as overrun, the same thing happened there,

though the translation in that case was from the
Latin. The 9tii cent., which gave the Slavs a
Bible of their own as the first written work in

their language, saw al.so the beginning of Anglo-
Saxon and German translations. Like Charle-

magne, King Alfred was intensely patriotic, and
favoured the popular tongue both in Divine service
and in literature. But Latin, having the support
of the Church, kept the lead, and the national

language suddenly disappeared.
In the time fol-

lowing, the oldest translations were forgotten.

Apart from poetical renderings of the Bible, only
fragments were preserved till the end of the 12th
cent, brought new motives of another kind. On the
one hand, there was the popular religious move-
ment associated with the name of Peter Waldes,
which spread from South France towards the S.

and E. as far as Bohemia. On the other hand,
there was the sudden outburst of nationali-sm, sug-
gesting to us in many ways our OAvn time, which
can be traced simultaneously in France, England,
and Germany, and, however paradoxical it may
seem, found its centre in the studium generate
of Paris University. Thus there came to be two
series of Bible translations in the popular tongue.
From Paris Univer.sity, which gave to the Latin
Bible the form that was to obtain in the later

Middle Ages, there came, through the use of an
old Norman Psalter and Apocalj-i)se, the French
Bible. To us it is known chiefly in connexion
with the histoire icoldtre of Guyard des Moulins
as the 'Bible historiale.' AVith it there stand in

more or less clear connexion some Dut<;h Bibles.

Of more importance was the set belonging to S.

France. It influenced the whole S. of Europe as
far as Bohemia until Albigensian and Waldensian
tendencies spread widely. The Italian as well as
the Catalonian Bibles come originally, not from the

Vulgate direct, but from the Provem^al translation.

It was only afterwards that thej' were conformed
to the Vulgate and polished in langua''e. Distinct
from these there is only the Castilian Bible, which
was translated in 1422 at the instance of Luis de
Guzman by Jewish and Christian scholars in

common on the basis of the original text, and was
a forerunner of the great Polyglot Bible of Cardinal
Ximenes. A side-piece to this is formed by the
so-called Gra?cus Venetus (ed. by 0. von Gebhardt,
1875), a new translation of tfie OT, which was
probably a private work of the 14th cent, and
never attained to any considerable influence. In

the 14th cent., in England, Bohemia, and Germany
simultaneously, the work of translation was again
revived under Waldensian influence. John Wyclif
(11384) gave his people the first complete trans-

lation or the Bible. It is known in about 170

MSS, including the revision by John Purvey.
Hus and his friends revised the somewhat older

Czech Bible, and thus fashioned the pattern that
was to regulate the future. In Germany no such

great name appeared before Luther. There we find

a great number of independent translations which
have been carefully classified in Walther's thorough
work on the subject. He mentions 34 Branches
and 24 Psalteries, also 6 Branches and 8 Psalteries

in the dialect of Lower Germanj' ; altogether over
200 MSS and over 50 printed works. The most

important Branch, to which the 14 pre-Lutheran
printed Bibles belong, points in its origin to

Bohemia and the time of Charles IV. Not till the

15th cent, did the northern lands receive trans-

lations of their own.
With the single exception of the Castilian, all

these go back directly or indirectly to the Vulgate,
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whose influence is also traceable in the later forms
of the South Slavonic Bible which was originally
inspired from the East. Its influence was flrst

broken by Humanism, which made the original
text generally accessible, and also sought to re-

place the Vulgate of the monks by Latin trans-
lations of its own : Santes Paguinus, Erasmus, Seb.

Munster, Castellio, etc. The first really efTective

factor, however, was the German Reformation.
The importance of Luther's translation is shown
by a twofold consideration. In the first place, in

spite of many attempts in Germany, no other
translation has been able to secure a position
alongside of it. In especial the numerous attempts
of the Catholics prior to the Council of Trent to
oust Luther's by another translation show the

great importance of his work, and all the more so
since he was able to show that they systematically
stole from him. The later Protestant attempts
are not, as a rule, intended to enter into comneti-
tion with Luther's Bible, but are meant for scholars.
In the second place, even outside of Germany, the

popular translations of the Reformation period are

nearly all influenced more or less by it. Christian
III. of Denmark gave an express order that the
Danish Bible was to resemble Luther's as nearly
as possible. There are further to be named as

modelled on Luther's work—apart from the Ziirich

and Low German Bibles mentioned above—the

Swedish, Finnic, Lithuanian, Lettic, Slavonic,
Croatian, and Hungarian Bibles. From the time
of Tindale the English Bible has contained a

strong stream of Lutheran influence, which the
Authorized Version still preserves, in spite of the

opposing influence of the Douai Bible, which goes
back to the Vulgate, and of the Genevan Bible of

the Calvinists, which follows Beza. There is a
remarkable dift'erence between the evolution of

the English Bible and that of the German.
Luther's work was the first and the best, while
in England the first work did not jjrove at once
the matchless masterpiece, but the Bible finally
established itself as the product of a century's
labour. This enables us to understand how it was
that England decided upon a thorough revision

sooner than Germany, where the revision (1863-
1892) was executed with the greatest caution.

Properly speaking, the Romanic translations are
the only ones belonging to the Reformation that
are entirely independent of Luther. In these,
Humanism (Castellio, Calvin, Beza) won a greater
influence, but when they were not killed altogether
by the counter-Reformation they underwent con-

stant alteration.

In most lands the following centuries have seen
all sorts of attempts at improvement and also new
and scholarly translations. These, however, cannot

cope A\'ith the work of the fundamental creative
Reform period. Notice must be taken, however,
of the isolated attempts which were made from
time to time by Catholics when a warmer Chris-
tian piety inspired the effort to find relief from
Jesuitical oppression. In the 19th cent, an entirely
new element appears. The work of Bible-trans-

lation has been greatly stimulated by the B. and
F. B. Soc. in the interests of flourishing missionary
enterprise. What we saw in the early Christian

centuries, viz. that the effort to make the Bible

availal)le gave to peoples a written language
and literature, is being widely repeated nowadays.
In the year 600 the Bible (or parts of it) existed in

about 8 languages ; by 1500 it had been trans-

lated into 24 ;
in 1600 the number had risen to

quite 30 (the older translations being now replaced

by new). During the last 100 years the number
has advanced to nearly 400, and there is hardly a

tongue in the world into which at least portions
of tne Bible have not been translated.

LiTERATORE. — Bagster, The Bible of Every Land, 1S60 ;

'Urtext u. Ubersetzungen der Bibel
'

in PRE'i ii. iii. 1897 ; A.
Loisy, Hist. Crit. du texte et des verswns, 1892 (a modem
Rich. Simon) ; Greg-cry, Scrivener, Nestle, see under § 3 ;

Kenyon, see under § i ; P. Corssen,
'

Bericht uber die lat.

Bibelubersetzungen
'

in Jahresh. uber die Fortschritte der
class. Altertuvisinssensch. i. 1899 ; S. Berger, Uixt. de la
Vulgate, 1S93 ; F. C. Burkitt, Eeangelion da Mepharreshe,
1004, and art.

' Text and Versions '

in EBi iv. 4977 ff.
; W. E.

Crum in Reports of the Egypt Exploration Fund ; T. Leipoldt,
Entstehung der kopt. Kirche, 1905 ; A. Heider, Die athiup.
Bibeliibersctzung, 1902 ; Mesrop ter Mowsessian, Gesch. der
Armen. Bibelubersetzung, St. Petersburg, 1902 ; P. Kahle, Die
arab. Bibelubersetzungen, 1904 ; J. Guidi,

' Le traduzione degli
Evangelii in arabo e in etiopico,' in Atti dei Lincei, iv. 4 (1&S8) ;

F. Kauffmann,
'

Beitr. zur Quellenkritik der gotiscben Bibel-

iibersetzung,' 1896 flf. (Zeitsch. f. deutsche PhiloL), Texte u.

Untersuchungen zur altgerman. Religionsgesch. i. 1899 ; J.
Miihlau, Zur Frage der gothischen Psalmeniibersetzung, 1904 ;

Psalterium Bononiense (Slav.), ed. JagiC, 1907 ; J. Carini, Le
versione della Biblia in volgare Italiano, 1894 ; S. Berger, La
Bible frani;aise au moyen dge, 1884 ; W. Walther, DiecUutsche
Bibelubersetzung des Mittelalters, 1889-92 ; A. Risch, Die
deutsche Bibel in ihrer geschichtl. Entincklung, 1907 ; H. W.
Hoare, Evolution of the Eng. Bible, 1901 : Ira M. Price, The
Ancestry of our Eng. Bible, 1906

; J. G. Watt, Four Hundred
Tongues, 1899 ; B. F. Westcott, Hist, of Eng. Bible 3, 1905

;

art '

English Versions '
in Hastings' DB, v. 236, and SDB, 219.

3. Circulation.—How great the number of MS
Bibles once in existence was we can no longer
reckon accurately. Probably we are inclined to
under-estimate them. The Diocletian persecution
made away altogether with those of the first three
centuries which did not perish naturally through
the frailty of papyrus. The storms of natural

migration in the W., the inundation of Arabs in

the E. and S., and the outbreaks of iconoclasm in

Byzantium, were responsible for great destruction.
There were times when parchment was so scarce
that Bible MSS (contrary to the command of the

Church) were used as palimpsests. Later on they
were employed for binding. Remembering all

this, we shall draw no false conclusion from the
small number still to hand. While the circulation
in ancient times was great, and in Byzantium even

enormous, in regard to the W. at the beginning
of the Middle Ages we must indulge very modest
notions. According to the old book-catalogues (see
G. Becker, Catalogi bibliothecarum antiqtii, 1885),
a royal foundation like St. VaudrUle about the

year 800 did not possess a complete Bible, and
Boniface had to be satisfied with parts. Bat
fiom century to century the circulation in-

creased. When we find the Bible altogether want-

ing in the later catalogues of the 13th cent.,
the explanation must be that it was not in-

ventoried with other books. The number of

MSS grew steadily with the increase of wealth,

culture, and religious interest. Of Greek MSS we
possess still the two complete Bibles of the 4th

cent, and the two belonging to the 5th cent.

(K, B, A, C). There are also 7 portions of

the OT, and 14 of the NT, besides fragments on

papyrus, the number of which increases every
year. Belonging to the 6th cent, we have 5 OT
and 28 NT MSS, and belonging to the period be-

tween the 7th and the 10th cents, there are 18 of

the OT, and about 80 of the NT, all these being
uncial MSS. To these have to be added about
2000 Gr. minuscule MSS of tlie NT which date from
the 9th to the 16th cent., while the number of OT
MSS preserved cannot as yet be accurately deter-

mined. The Latin MSS which we still possess go
back to the 4th cent., as do also the Syriac and
the Coptic. We are acquainted with 400 Latin
and 100 Syriac MSS of the NT dating from the

4th to the 10th cent., and 3000 Latin MSS in all.

So f.ar as the OT is concerned, no classification iias

been made. When it is rememl>ered what a labour

it was to make a fair copy even of one Gospel, it is

possible to estijuate the pains that were devoted
to the multiplication of the Bible. But when we
think of the millions of Christians who have lived

since the 4th cent., those numbers will seem rather
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small. For the later part of the Middle Aj^'es

about 170 MSS of Wyclif's Bible, and over 200

German MSS enumerated by Walther (see § 2),

give some idea of the spread of the Bible.

The invention of printing altered the conditions.

Every setting up of type meant a great number of

copies. Till this time every copy was a thing by
itself, with its own faults and its own excellences,
but these were now e.\tended to the whole edition,
which might run to any number desired. In the
first stages of printing the editions were not large.

Gutenberg and Schoiler cannot have made more
than from 100 to 200 impres-sions from every

setting, and the prices were so high that it still

paid to copy a printed pattern by hand (see the
Greek NT co})ied by Zwiugli from Erasmus's ed.

at the Stadtbibliothek of Ziirich, C. 163). Even
when an edition mounted to 1000 copies, its circu-

lation remained within narrow bounds, as is

proved by the numberless reprints. Up to 1500
there have been counted 109 Latin printings, and
from 1500-1520 the number is 56. In German
there were 17, in Italian 10, in French 4, and
so on. Even when these figures are multiplied by
100, or even 1000, we reach no great total. In the
first two centuries of the Reformation the Bibles
reached what according to our present ideas is a

very small circulation, however large it may seem
as compared with past ages.

Improvements in the process of printing made
larger editions possible.

Freiherr von Canstein
could boast that in his establishment at Halle, be-

tween the years 1710 and 1719 he had made 100,000

copies of the NT in 28 editions, and 40,000 Bibles
in 16 editions (8 in 8vo, and 8 in 12mo). Now the
B. and F. Bible Soc. prints in one year almost

1,000,000 Bibles, more than 1,000,000 NT's, and
3,000,000 parts of the Bible ; in all 5,000,000. We
must remember, too, that the oldest printers
earned their living by their work, that the Bible
was an article of commerce, and that, although
Luther took no pay for his services, yet the

printers made a large enough charge. It was the

voluntarj' support of friends of the Bible like

the Baron von Canstein (tl719), the Society for

Promoting Christian Knowledge (since 1698), and
the Christentumsgesellschaft of Basel, extended

by Urlsperger (since 1780), that matie it possible to

aim at a real circulation of the Bible among the

people. This was finally realized by the Bible
bocieties which after the foundation of the B. and
F. B. Soc. in 1804 established themselves every-
where (Basel, 1806 ; Stuttgart, 1812 ; Berlin and
Dresden, 1814

; America, 1816 ; Paris, 1818, etc.).

In many places in our own day every married

couple is presented with a Bible as a marriage
gift. Every schoolboy possesses one. Among
soldiers the Bible is diligently circulated, and in

the mission field it is spread with great zeal.

Often it is given for nothing, and usually the price
is astonishingly small. Never has the Bible oeen
so easy to acquire. What one cannot but regret
is that this extensive circulation does not go hand
in hand with a high estimation of the Book of

books among the great mass of men. The col-

porteur was right when he gave it as the result
of his 20 years' experience, that to make a present
of the Bible is easy but not effective.

LiTRRATURB.—P. Schaff, A Companion to the Gr. Test, and
the Eng. Version, 1883.
For Liste of MSS : H. B. Swete, Introd. to the OT in Gr.^

1902 ; C. R. Gregory, Proley. zu Tischendorfs NT, ed. viii.

crit. major, 1884-94 (=Textkritik deg NT, 1900), and Ve.rstichc
u. Entwurfe'i, 1908 ; F. H. A. Scrivener, Introd. to the Crit.

0/ the NT * (by E. Miller), 1S94 ; Eb. Nestle, Ein/uhntn.j in das
griech. NT'^, 1S99 ; H. von Soden, Die Schriftendes NT, i. 1902.
For lists of Printed Bibles : Copingrer, Incunabula biblica, or

The first half-century of the Ixit. BiUe (\ir,0-l500), 1890; Falk,
Die Bibelam Ausgangedes Mittelalterts, 1905, p. 91 ff.; Le Long,
Bibliotheca Sacra, 1709, ed. Mash, 1778 ; Ed. Reuss, Biblio-

theca NT Grceci, 1872. For Luther's Oernian Bible : Palm,
1772 ; Panzer, 1783 ; Ilopf, 1847 ; cf. the Catalogues of the Brit.

Mm. 1892 (!., and of the B. and F. B. Soc, by T. H. Darlow and
H. F. Moule, 1907.

For number of copies : P. Schwenke,
' Untcrsuch. zurGesch

des ersten Buchdrucks,' Fesl.srhrift der Kgl. ISibliothek zu
Berlin zur Gutenbergfeier, 1900 (he computes 200 copies of the
42-lino Bible and from 80-120 of the 30-line Bible).
For Bible Societies : J. Owen, IHkI. of the Orig. and the

First Ten Years of the li. and F.B. Sue, 1810; Wm. Canton,
Uislory of the B. ami F.B. Soc, lt>04

; E. Breest, JJie Knt nick-

lung der preuss. llauplbibelgesrlls., 1804-91 ; O. Bertram,
Gesch. der ron (.'ansteintc/mi BibeUinstalt, 1803 ; O. Douen,
Uist. de la soc. biblique. de I'aris (WlS-lHO.'i), I'aris, 1808.

III. AUTnOIilTY OF THE BiBLE.— l. Titles
and citations.—Tliut the Bible was authoritative
was an axiom taken over by the Church from the

Sj'nagogue (see above, I. l). The words which the
first Christians used to make reference to tiie OT,
' The Scripture saith,' were extended by their suc-
cessors to tiie whole Bible—OT and NT alike.
'

Scripture saith,' or '

It says,' was synonymous
with ' God saith.'

* Soon the Scripture came to be
known as i] ayia ypa<pri, sacra or diviiia scriptura,
or, to commemorate its formation out of single
books, al ddai ypacpal, divini lihri. From the 3rd
to the 5th cent, the Latins gave the name of lex Dei
to the whole. Vincent of Lerinum used the desig-
nation sanctce legis volumina. The Greeks de-
scribed it as tA lepk \6yia (

= ' oracles '). ra pi^Xla is

the favourite expression in Chrysostom. From
bihlia(-omm) was derived in late Latin the feminine
form biblia-(c (cf. gaudia), and this form wa.s carried
over into all other tongues. Sacra pagina and
sacra clogia were used by mediaeval scholars, and
at the time of the Reformation the usual designa-
tion was Uteres divincB or sacra:. The expression
Veritas dicit (

= '

Scrii)ture saith'), as distinguished
from auctoritas (

= '

ecclesia-stical doctrine'), was
taken by the scholastics from Augustine, who, how-
ever, employed it specially of the words of Jesus.
A single verse from the Bible was always con-

sidered the word of God. In the Middle Ages
occasionally, and frequently by Carlstadt and

Zwingli, verburn Dei is used to describe the whole
Bible. Luther employs

' Word of God '

in a sense
dill'erent from the Bible or Holy Scripture (

= 'ver-
bum pra'dicatum '), but the ternis are interchange-
able even with him. In later Protestant theology
the phrase is common. It is a favourite expres-
sion of Pietism, which also introduced hymns on
the Bible, e.g.

' Teures Wort aus Gottes Munde '

(Benj. Schmolck, 1 1737).
Often the whole Bible is designated by its parts.

As the Jews used the phrase
' Moses ana the

Prophets' (Lk 16-»'^-, Jn 1«) or 'the Law and
the Prophets' (Mt 5" 7^* 22^, Lk 16i«, Ac 24»'*

28-^), so we find 'the Lord and the Apostles' or,
more seldom,

' the Gospel and the Apostles.' In

Hippolytus this fourfold division is the usual one,
while Uegesiiipus says,

' the Law and the Prophets
and the Lord,' and Clem. Al. 'the Prophets, the

Gospel, and the words of the Apostles.' The whole
Bible is also referred to as 'the Prophets and the

Apostles' (e.g. Murat. Canon, 79 f.). This corre-

sponds to the Vctus et Novum Testamcntum or

lertullian's Instmiinentum. ' The Lord ' was used

specially to indicate the Gospels, so much so that
the Marcionites claimed the Lord as the author of

their Gospel, just as they claimed Paul as the
author of their Apostolos (Adamantius, Dial. ii. 13,

p. 84). As the Prophets and the Apostles also

acquired their authority from Him, it was possible
to saj%

' the Lord in His Prophets and Apostles.'
With the growth of scientific accuracy, the

formula of citation became more adequate. The
deliberate indefiniteness of Philo (eipujTai ydp tov

Ka\Qs) is still found in a Gnostic like Valentinos

(Hjanep eiTri tis), but the growth of Biblicism does
not favour it. Paul mentions the propiiets by

« B. B. WarSeld, FRR, 1899, pp. 472-510.
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name (e.g. Ko 9^-27), and it becomes general to
name the specific books : Mwiio-^s ii> 'E|65y, iv ry
wpdiTrj Twv Baa-iXiuv, IlaOXos iv t^ irpun-rj wpoi Kopiv-
eiovs. Tertullian says,

' Habes Geiiesim, habes
Danielum.' In one instance Origen defines the
passage more exactly by the orixos number. The
Eusebian sections of the Gospels, arranged in ten
canons for purposes of comparison, served the whole
Middle Ages as a handy concordance. After the
4th cent, we meet with chapter-divisions, which
differed among the Greeks and the Latins. Cita-
tions were made by the titles or the first words of
the chapter. It was not till the Middle Ages that

they were made by the number of the chapter.
This became common in the 13th cent., when the
Paris Bible established itself everywhere (see above,
II. i). There we have the chapter-divisions of

Stephen Langton, with 8 subdivisions of each chap-
ter (A-H), serving the purpose of the concordantia
biblica of the Paris doctors. Not till modern times
did the easy method of verse-enumeration come in,
and with it the practice of exact citation. The
germ of this was found in a concordance which R.
Isaac Nathan formed in 1447 (printed Venice, 1523 ;

taken over in Santes Pagninus's Lat. Bible, 1528).
The NT was divided into verses by Robt. Stephen
in 1551, on a journey from Paris to Lyons. The
fact that it was done ' inter equitandum

'

is,

unfortunately, only too evident. Moreover, in

diflerent editions there are variations." Above all,

the bad habit of setting the number of the verse
in the text, or printing each verse separately,
destroyed the connexions, and deepened the impres-
sion that every verse was complete in itself. As
the result of Bengel's initiative, the custom has

recently become more general of making larger
paragraphs. On the other hand, the minuteness
characteristic of recent critical exegesis has made
an advance upon the division into verses, and such
citations as Ro 1^"* or Rev V^ are now used.
Literature.—C. R. Gregory, Prolegcnnena, 140-182

; Scriv-
ener, Introd. i. 56-71 ; O. Scnmid, fiber verschiedene Eintei-

lungen der h. Schri/t, 1892
; E. von Dobschiitz, Vulgatastudien,

1895 ; J. Chapman, History of the Vulgate Gospels, 1908.

Formulas of citation have anotlier side. Venera-
tion of the Holy Scripture and its authors finds

increasing fullness of expression in them. Soon
what we meet with is not ' Isaiah says,'

' Peter (or

Paul) writes,' but ' The Holy Prophet Isaiah says,'
' The Holy Apostle Peter writes,' and '

According
to the Blessed Paul.' In this connexion, the other-
wise almost valueless epithet of martyrs, fMKdpios
(beatus), continued long in use. Even this, how-
ever, is not enough. Peter must be called 6 Kopv<paios
rwv dTro<TT6\o}i>, princcps apostolorum, John 6 itnar-f)-

dios, Paul 6 Tpia-fji.aKdpios. The ordinary title is ol

Oerjydpoi. In the Byzantine Renaissance 8avt8tKQs
or \pa\fjii.Kui elTre'iv, TloXopLJivreia lirt], are favourite

phrases to introduce quotations from the Psalms or

Proverbs, and a citation from the Gospels is hardly
ever introduced without words like rb dyiov ev-

ayy^Xiov SLairpvcrlus /3o^. As compared with such
Eastern verbosity. Western formulas always ap-
pear simple. But sanctus apostolus dicit has really
the same significance. It is an expression of

unconditional veneration, and emphasizes Scrip-
tural authority. It makes no difference here that
in the Middle Ages prophets and apostles sliared

tliis epithet Avith the doctors of the Cnurch. These
also possessed the weight of authority. The Re-
formation retained '

St.' Matt., 'St.' Mark, etc., and
in Romance lands and England 'St.' Paul is still

usual. It was the period of '

Enlightenment,' with
its purely human handling of Scripture, that first

stripped off", even in the form, all such symbols of

autliority, returning thus to the simplicity of the

early Church. WitTi a false conception of accuracy,
the Gospel

'

according to
'

Matthew, Mark, Luke,
or John was spoken of, the ancient Church desiring

to express by evayyiXiov Kara . . . nothing more
than the unity of the Gospel amidst the variety of
its literary forms.
However various these formulas may appear, they

nevertheless establLsh the one important fact of the
unconditional authority of every word in the Bible.
The mention of the various autliors is due to a
conscious or unconscious instinct for accuracy. It
is not upon them, but upon the Bible itself, that
authority rests. In every century we find numerous
instances of wrong sources given for quotations
(e.ff. Mt 27»). This only shows how little de-

pended upon any personal authority. The pro-
phetic name is a guarantee of Scripture ; prophets
and apostles are possessed of authority because

they are 'holy Scripture,' and all that stands in

Scripture is authoritative, even when it is neither
a prophet nor an apostle who speaks, but a very
unholy mortal. Mt 19' quotes a word of Adam am
God's word. Jn 11^'-, spoken by Caiaphas, con-
tains a Divine prophecy. The Bible as a whole
and in every word of it is authoritative.
Literature.—On the names of the Bible, see Suicer,

Thesaurus, 1682, g.v. pipKCov, ypaA^ ; du Cange, Glossarium,
s.v. 'Biblia.' On citations, see Hamack, Dogmengesch.s i.

337 fif. Formulas are collected, e.g., from the Didascalia by
Achelis, p. 333 ; from Didymus by Leipoldt, 38 ; from Diodorus
by Harnack, 56.

2. Inspiration of the Scriptures.
— Like the

authority of the Bible, the idea of its inspiration
was taken over from Judaism (cf. I. i). No dis-

tinction was made between the Divine revelation
accorded to the prophets and its preservation in

writing (cf. Ro P, He P). We have the statement
in 2 P 1^1 that '

holy men of God spake as they were
moved by the Holy Ghost '

; but, besides this, the

Scripture itself is said to be dedirvevaro^ in 2 Ti 3^^

(whence '

inspiration '). Descriptions like those of
Ezk 13'-, Zee I8ff-, Rev li"^- point to an ecstatic

origin, and this idea, helped by the influence of

Plato and Philo, was extended to writings that were
not apocalyptic (Justin). At the same time, there
is another view, according to which God speaks to

men without any extraordinary ecstatic operation.
Paul does not think that his Epistles are due to any
supernatural inspiration. He draws a clear line

between his own opinions and the absolutely
authoritative words of the Lord, yet he claims the

possession of the Spirit, and therefore authority for

what he writes (1 Co 7^"-
^-

^<') ; so also Clement of

Rome (i. 59), and even Origen {de Orat. 18). The
pseudo-Clementine Homilies (xvi. 18) formulate a

theory to the eficct that the revelations which are

not due to ecstasies (dvev dirracrias Kal dvelpuv) are

preferable to those which are, and the Churcli

adopted this view. She dismissed books like the

Shepherd oi Hermas, and repudiated the Montanistic

prophets and similar phases ; but she claimed in-

spiration for her bishops. And if Ignatius and even

Cyprian still think of visions and ecstasies in this

connexion, the inspiration of Synods, which Con-
stantine solemnly proclaimed so early as the First

Ecumenical Council of Nica^a, had little in com-
mon with ecsta.sies. The deo<p6poL waripa, or inspired
Fathers, contended with arguments drawn from
the Bible and logic, sometimes even with the fists,

and the result depended upon the decision of

the majority, while ecstatic revelation rests on
the autliority of a single insjnred person. At the
Council of Trent it was a standing joke that the

Spirit came from Rome in fetters ; and with regard
to the infallibility of Papal utterances, no one ever
dreamed of ecstasy. Naturall}' the idea of the

Bible's inspiration corresponded with this. The
Alexandrians were critical of

style.
Eusebius and

Augustine talked harmlessly of the literary methods
of Biblical authors—that was in line with their ideas

of inspiration. When, however, exegetical science

weakened, and the popular monastic ideas of visions
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and ecstasies spread, we find these notions appear-
ing more frequently, and in popular literature they
found vivid expression. Prochorns' j)icture in the
Acts of John of how the Gospel of John came into

existence (ed. Zahn, p. 154 fi".) shows that its origin
was conceived as quite ecstatic. This influenced

art, and the task of investigating the way in which

inspiration is represented would repay labour. As
the Muse appeared to the poet Aratus, so the
Divine Wisdom appeared to the Evangelist Mark
(Cod. Rossan.). A hand beckons out of heaven ;

a dove whispers in the ear ; we hear also of inspira-
tion following the drinking of a cup (2 Es 14'*'"'-).

The idea of a book-roll which the seer had to

swallow (Ezk 3^ llev 10'') has its artistic analogy
in the so-called traditio legis,

'

giving over of the

law,' to Peter. So far as is known, tiie notion of a
book fallen direct from heaven, like that which
Oriental Gnosticism developed in regard to the
book of Elxai, and to which ecclesiastical piety
gave some coloiir in the so-called *

letters from
heaven,' was never apjilied to the Bible as such.

Athenagoras [Leg. 9) illustrates the operation of

the Holy Ghost by the picture of tiie nute-player
who blows into the instrument and makes it sound.
Ps. -Justin (Coh. 8) and Chrysostom speak of the

lyre upon which the Holy Ghost plays ; there are
difierent strings, but they give forth a harmony.
The conception is quite spiritual. Much more
realistic is the picture of the pencil (stylus) of the

Holy Spirit which we find in Gregory I. In the
Middle Ages the representation gradually took a
more poi>ular form, and single individuals like

Agobard of Lyons and Abelard protested against it

in vain. It was never thoroughly developed in

theory. Luther's lively piety, like the oldest

Christianity, combines faith in Divine inspiration
with quite human ideas as to the mctiiod : he gives
a vivid picture of tlie way in which one prophet
uses the writings of the others. In his hands the
ancient traditions which medievalism brought
down alongside of its theory of inspiration became
of importance again. But orthodoxy did not
follow him here. It ranged itself on the side of

the strictly supernatural idea of inspiration, and
carried the view to its extremest consequences.
The Biblical authors are only the hands and pens
of the Holy Spirit. They are perhaps notarii et

actunrii, but never can they be called auctores.

That epithet belongs to God or to the Holy Ghost
alone. From Him proceeds not only the impulse to

write, but also the matter and the method (sng-

gestio rerum et verborum). In the end all human
participation in the composition of Scripture is

denied. Men wrote, but did not understand or

know what. This inspiration of the letter, applied
to the Textus Keceptus of the NT and to the
Textus Massoreticus of the OT, is at last extended
to the mere accessories ; above all, to the punctua-
tion of the Hebrew (John Gerhard, 1 1637 ; John
Buxtorf, father, 1 1629, and son, 1 1664). The theory
was embodied in an ecclesiastical confession (For-
nuda Consensus Helvctici, 1675), but as a theological
system it was soon overturned by actual facts.

Mill's multitudes of variants destroyed the theory
of textual inspiration. Deism and '

Enlighten-
ment' sought out every little contradiction and
absurdity. Biblical philology renewed the criticism
of style. Soon rationalistic theologj' spoke of a

purely human Scripture.
The attempt of 19th cent, theology to revive the

old orthodox doctrine has been vain (Kolling,
Theopneustie, 1891). Even in the milder form,
which added to the personal inspiration of pro-
phets and apostles (Schleiermacher) a particular
guidance only in actu scribendi ('kanonische In-

spiration,' Luthardt), it was not able to secure a
hold. The newest phase of religious-historical

inquiry gives wide scope to ecstasy again, but
Protestant theology tends always more and more
to the conviction that the old conception of
OeoTTVfvffTia is not the one best suited in our time to

express tlie actual significance and authority of
the Scripture. Insjuration api)lies to men, not to
written words.
Literature.—J. Delitzsch, de Inspiratione script, g. quid

gfatiierint patres aposluUci el apolorji'tce sec. sccciUi, 1872 ; Ed.
Rabaud, Hist, de la doctrine de I'inspiralion des saintes

Ventures, 1883 ; W. Sanday, Inspiration, 1893 ; H. Cremer, in
PRES ix. 183-203 : Kahler, Zur Dibel/rage, 1907; A. Houtin, La
Questimi biblinw. an xx' siicle, 1906, 27 ff. ; F. Watson, Inspira-
tion, 1906

; M. Dods, The Bible, its Origin and Salure, 190.5.

3. Doctrine.—Of course it is not enough to see
in the books of the Bible only historically interest-

ing monuments of old Israelite and old Christian
literature. They were and are more than this to
Christendom. From the beginning they were held
to be immediately binding upon the present.
One of the first tasks of Cliristianity was to put

the OT in tlie same po.sition of authority as the
NT. Primitive Christianity, filled with tne living
power of tlie Spirit, strongly emphasized the new-
ness of the Divine revelation given in Christ as

compared with the OT stage of religion. Paul did

away ^vith the Law which was the kernel of the
OT in Judaism, and yet he argued with words of
' the Law.' He cast aside the noinistic sy.stem, and
yet held the Law to be Holy Scripture. That could
not continue. The Gnostics and Marcion rejected
the authority of the OT altogether ; the Church
sought to discover a more positive relationship to
the OT Law. In the ceremonial rules of the OT
the writer of the Epistle to the Hebrews found the

type and prophecy of the saving work of Christ.
Barnabas considered that he had only to transmute
the Ceremonial Law by allegorical interpretation
into moral commandments to show that it was con-

stantly obligatory, and that the verbal understand-

ing of it by the Jews was a mistake into which the
devil had brou''ht them. I Clem, comes very near
to deducing the principles of Christian worship
from the ceremonial system of the OT, and the 3rQ
cent, actually did so. Tertullian (de Monog. 7)
extracts laws for the Christian life from the OT.
Later authors like Cyril of Alexandria make the
sacerdotal and sacrificial law somewhat spiritual-
ized, the basis of Christian ecclesiastical order.
When the difficulties which arose in the con-

troversy about legalism were removed, the value
of OT prophecy caused the OT to be claimed as the
sacred book 01 Christendom, in opposition to the
Jews, who made it their own special possession,
and it was declared to be inseparably associated
with the NT. The same Christ, the same Spirit,

spoke in prophets and apostles. Marcion's criticism

only ser\'ed to make the Church all the more zealous
in maintaining the complete unity of the two Testa-
ments. They were the two breasts of the Church
(Hippolytus on Canticles, i. 344). Very soon all

sense of difi'erence, all thought of any gradation in

time, disappeared. Out of the unity of the Spirit
there was evolved a mechanical uniformity, a com-

plete equality of the contents of all parts. Even
the first verses of Genesis were made to 's\'itness to

the deepest mysteries of the Christian faith, the

high dogmas 01 the Trinity, and the participation
of the Son in Creation, ^i' dpx!7 i'Toirjo'ev

= ev rtp vlifi

(cf. Hamack, TU i. 3, 130ft'.).' Protestant ortho-

doxy went even further than this in the discovery
that N"i2 nTx-15 contained the initial letters of the

Trinity, 3K, JS,
mi twice over.

In spite of this purely dogmatizing method, it

was never altogether forgotten that revelation

underwent an historical development. It is this

feature that constitutes the peculiar chann of the
Antiochene school for us, and raises the Dutch
federal theologians above their own orthodox pre-
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decessors. In the; new orthodoxy of the 19th cent.

the Erlangen school (Hofmann) laboured this

thought at great length. These, however, are only
individual instances, and hardly all'ect the doctrine
of Biblical authority. They did not attain to a

recognition of any differences of value in the books
of the Bible. Whatever was found in the Bible
was canonical and authoritative.
The dogmatic elaboration of this theory began

with Origen's irepl apxSjv, and his results were

adopted by his pupil Theognostus. As the Syna-
gogue never dealt sj'stematically with questions
of the kind, the Greek theology had quite a new
field here. In the West, Augustine's de Doc-
trina Christiana laid the foundation. Augustine
declares repeatedly and strongly that only the
canonical Scriptures are unconditionally binding
(de Aat. et Grat. Ixi. 71 ; E^nst. Ixxxii. 3. 24). Bui
we find none the less that he sets ecclesiastical

authority alongside of, or rather above, the author-

ity of the Bible more markedly than the Alex-
andrians. The often-quoted remark is well known
(c. Epvit. Munich. 6): 'ego vero evangelio non
crederem nisi me catholicfe ecclesiae commoveret
auctoritas.' This supplied the Middle Ages with a
standard. The authority of the Bible was the

very highest : it was absolutely infallible ; every-
thing that was found in it had to be believed

whether understood or not. All this, however,
was due to the living authority of the Church, and
that because of two considerations : (1) it was the
Church that formed the Bible as such ; the Church
decided which books were canonical and which
were not ; and (2) the Church alone had to .say

what was contained in the Bible, in other words,
how it was to be interpreted. Even heretics

appealed to the Bible, and often with a great show
of right. That made a superior authority neces-

sary
—the Church. Tertullian declares that in

combating heresy the Scriptures should not be
referred to for proof (de Prcescr. 19). Similarly
Salvian (de Gtib. Dei) complains that the Arians
drew their proofs from the Bible, while the Catholics

employed force. Naturally it was always main-
tained that the authority of the Bible lay in itself,

came from its Divine origin. The Church could

never invest with canonical authority a book that
was not Divine. But—and this is the important
point in the mediaeval Catholic conception—the
Church took over the guarantee of canonicity.
Hence came the fixing of the Canon by Councils,
from the Synods under Damasus and Augustine
down to the Councils of Trent and the Vatican.
The correct interpretation, however, was obtained
from the ' unanimous consent of the Fathers,' and
in this way the Fathers, who Avere credited to a
certain extent with the same inspiration as the

Scripture, came to be equally valuable authorities.

Employed in the first place to interpret, they
were afterwards called in to supplement Scripture.
Thus there arose the idea of the double tradition,

iyypd(pu)s and a.ypd<pi>)s as the Greeks said, in libris

scriptis et sine scripto traditionibus as the Council
of Trent expressed it. The question Avhether the
revelation given in Scripture was sufhcient to

answer every religious inquiry received different

replies within the Catholic system. The really
correct answer was in the affirmative, and allegory

supplied a means of drawing anything out of Scrip-
ture that was wanted. In mystic circles, however,
the view was always maintained that God supjile-

niented what He had given to the Church by im-

mediate revelations to chosen individuals. Alon-

tanisra, which brought a new and extensive re-

velation, the Church repudiated, just as at a later

date she did also the evangclium ceternum of the

Spiritualists and the visions of many fanatics.

But the visions of Saint Biigitta and similar

phenomena she acknowledged ; and at the present
time the question Ls being vigorously discussed in

Catholicism, how far the visions or Catherine of

Emmerich can be safely reckoned credible supple-
ments to the Gospel story in rerard to the life of

Jesus and the Virgin Mary, l^rom the time of

Anastasius of Sinai until the present day there
have not been wanting pious men who believed
that they could cajole or wrest from evil spirits
some light upon the mysteries of the other world.

In this domain the Reformation brought the
crisis. The ' reformers before the Reformation,'
as Wyclif, Hus, etc., were called, were representa-
tives of Augustinianism, and as such of a Biblicism
within Catholic ecclesiastical lx>unds. Zwingli
and Calvin represent a Biblicism that overran
these bounds but finally took its stand upon the
same formal principles. Creeds of the Zwinglian
and Calvinistic type nearly all contain decisions in

regard to the Canon of tlie Bible. It was quite un-
observed that this only continued ecclesiastical or

synagogiie tradition in opposition to the decisions

of the Roman Church and the Council of Trent.

It is quite otherwise with Luther. Not only did

he shatter the authority of the Pope, the Councils,
and the Fathers, but also from the idea of the

dominating authority of Scripture he stripped
off everything formal. Not because something
was found in Scripture but because it witnessed to

Christ, because he traced God's word in it, was it

authoritative in his view. ' The right principle to

follow in the criticism of all the books is to ask
whether they show Christ or not, for all that is

Scripture points to Christ (Ro 3-^), and St. Paul
wants to know nothing save Christ (1 Co 2'^),

What does not teach Christ is not apostolic even

though St. Peter or St. Paul teaches it; what

preaches Christ is apostolic even though it comes
from Judas, Annas, Pilate, or Herod' (Pref. to

Ep. of James, 1522, Erlangen ed. 63, 157). This

valuation according to content, harmonizing as it

does with personal experience, gave Luther the

opportunity not only of criticizing the ecclesiastical

Canon (he makes the NT end with 3 John and calls

Hebrews, James, Jude, and Revelation an appendix
like the OT Apocrypha), but also of claiming value

for other writings like the loci of Melanchthon,
and investing them with the same value as the

Bible. It is true that Luther did not carry this

principle to its logical conclusion. His contests

with fanatics who trusted entirely to the inner

light compelled the Reformer, who was at heart

conservative, to lay all the importance on the

historically given revelation, i.e. the Scripture.

However much he distinguished in theory between

the word of God and the Scripture, yet he found it

easy to identify them, and he could then (as in the

Lord's Supper) insist stubbornly upon the letter of

the Scripture. The Lutheran Church has inherited

both these views from him. Lutherans always

speak of the verbuin Dei, but they do not iniplv any
formal limitation to certain books (no Lutheran

confession contains a catalogue of the Canon).
The phrase has reference only to the content of

the Bible, the revelation of (rod's grace in the Law
and the Gospels. On the other hand, the Lutheran

Church developed the doctrine of the authority of

the Bible in scholastic fashion, so that it became

possible to speak of Bibliology as well as Theology
and Christology. And Bellarmine had a certain

amount of right on his side when he sjioke of the
'

paper Pope of the Protestants.' Nevertheless the

distinction between a formal and a material prin-

ciple in Protestantism belongs to the Calvinistic

theology, and first became a feature of Lutheran

dogmatics in the 19th century (Ritschl, Zeitschr.

f. Kirchenfjesch., 1876, 397 If).

In opposition to the mediaeval conception which.
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under the influence of the Neo-PUitunic idea of God
and in the interests of ecclesiastical authority,

emphasized the mysterious, diflicult, or unintelli-

gible elements and the insufficiency of the Bible,
Protestant dogmatics laid all the stress on its clear-

ness and sufficiency (perspk^iitas et sufficientia), and

emphasized, along with its authority, its efficacia as

a means of salvation. This made its authority—
in the true Keformation spirit

— altogether de-

pendent on the testimonium Spiritus Sancti inter-

num. But this witness, in consequence of the
mechanical way in which inspiration was con-

ceived, was extended to things which had nothing
to do with the inward experience of a pious Cliris-

tian. Pietism, having no great scientific interests,
was very well satisfied ; honest Rationalism ad-

mitted that it had never perceived any trace of

this witness of the Holy Spirit. The scholastic

system was broken up, and no artificial recon-

struction was possible. Under Schleiermacher's
lead the theology of the 19th cent, worked zealously
and honestly to solve the problem of how the

authority of the Bible should really be conceived
and be impressively founded. There was plenty of

fierce controversy. In opposition to the overthrow
of all authority by the liberal theologj-, conser-

vative circles sought supjiort for the authority of

the Bible elsewhere. Grundtvig seizes, as Lessing
did, upon the Apostles' Creed as the living word of

God. Calixtus's Concensuspatrum quinqucsecularis
(1629) finds a powerful echo in the Oxford ISIove-

ment in England. Between the two extremes
numerous endeavours of a mediating character
assert now the religious interests attaching to

the absolute authoritj- of the Scripture and now
the scientific aspects of its historical limitations.

It has to be said that a
satisfactory

solution will

be found only when the Bible is felt to speak to

the human heart with the authority of God. This

experience must be expressed in clear theological
terms. In religious matters the authority of the
Bible is absolute, but only in religious matters.
Its authority is internal, not external.

Literature.—H. J. Holtzmann, Kamm u. Tradition, 18.59;
A. Sabatier, Religions d'autoriti el la religi<m de resprit'^, 1904,

pp. 34&-403 (Eng. tr. 1904) ; O. Scheel, ^Lvtherg Stellttng zur
h. Schrijt, 1902

; K. Timme, Luthers Stellung zur h. Schrift,
1904 ; K. Walz, Die Lehre der Kirche von der h. Schrift nach
der Schrift selbst gepriift, 1884 ; J. Reinhard, Die Prinzipien-
lehre d. luth. Dogmatiker, 1906 ; P. Gennrich, Der Kampf um
die Schrift in der deutschevang. Kirche den 19 Jahrh., 1898 (with
to complete bibliography) ; J. Estlin Carpenter, The Bible in
the 19th cent., 1903; A. Houtin, La Question hiblique chez les

Cath. de France au xixt siicle, 1902, au xxe siicle, 1906.

4. Practical significance.
—From the very first

the authority of tlie Bible was concerned with

dogma, that is to say, it was used to prove the
articles of faith. It was in this way that the

Messiahship of Jesus was demonstrated by primi-
tive Christians and afterwards by aj^olo^ists

in

the controversy with Jewish Christians. Cyprian
brings together testinwnia adversus Judceos, i.e.

proof passages, and he thus provides the pattern of

Scriptural proof for many centuries. Soon this

method came to be employed in the dogmatic
disputes arising within the Church. Athanasius
collects proof from Scripture of the unity of the
Son with the Father—a course that was all the
more necessary since the Arian party pointed out
the un-Biblical character of the word o/xoova-ios.

The Cappadocian Fathers gathered proof passages
in support of the Trinity. In the Monophy.site
and Monothelite discussions the practice was ex-

tended, with the difference that citations from the
Fathers were now added to those of the Scripture ;

and in the disputes regarding iconoclasm John of
Damascus and the patriarch Nicephorus as well
as the hostile party made collections of the same
kind from Scripture and tradition. Augustine
begins his work de Trinitate with a very detailed

Scripture proof (i.-vii.), and then (viii.-xiii.) adds a
dogmatic elaboration. This example was followed

by all scholastic theologians, and the practice
attained to still greater importance after the
removal of all other authorities by the orthodox
theology of Protestantism. For every single topic
of the system all loci probant>:s in the Scripture
were carefully gathered, and their interpretation
became more and more a subordinate discipline to
scientific dogmatics, viz. the so-called theologia
biblira, out of which, after a long process in which
it underwent comj)lete transformation, there arose
at last the independent disciidine which is now
called ' Biblical Theology.' Alodern theologj' has
long seen that an enumeration of Scripture passages
torn from tiieir context is not only a forcing of the
Bible but also no real

j)roof
of the dogma in ques-

tion. Dogmatic theology, however, emancipates
itself but slowly from the old method of Scrip-
tural proof. It is bound to do so more and more,
because with the grossly supernatural idea of in-

spiration the proof a\ liich rests upon it vanishes
also. How different is Hofmann's attempt to
reach a new kind of Scripture proof, in which

everything is made to turn upon the context—upon
the general view of Scripture. At the present day
even this is considered by most to be too external
a method, especially as Hofmann's attempt to
show the organic unity of the whole content of

Scripture cannot be tlescribed as happy. It is

somewhat different when P. Lobstein sets the

organic method of proof from Scripture over-

against the atomistic. It is only a real harmony
with the fundamental ideas of the Bible that can
be legitimized by dogmatics. Wendt departs from
the normative significance of Scripture, and has
recourse to the teaching of Jesus a.s the only norm.
The old theology took jiride in ranging itself

under the authority of the Bible, in making its

infallible statements the basis of its findings. As
a matter of fact, what it did was to make the
Bible subservient to its system. It put its views
into the Bible only to drag them out again in

emphasized form. That is perliaps made most
evident bj' the numerous works on the Hcxaemeron
(the

' six days
'

in Gn I ). What was there that the
short account of creation was not made responsible
for? All the knowledge which the cosmolo":ical

speculation of Greece and late Judaism thought it

had discovered was held to be already contained in

Gn 1. This was the case everywhere—an entirely
mechanical idea of revelation, as if God had torn
asunder the details of His revelation and strewn
them over the whole sacred book, in order that men
might painfully gather them together again, as if

He had purposely kept things mysterious in order
that theologians might sharpen their wits on them.
But the Bible returned good for. evil. It ad-

mitted of continual glimpses into the true nature
of revelation, into the actual course of history, and

provided facts which necessitated the correction of

the dogmatic sj'stem. If the theoretical recog-
nition of the right relationship between Scrip-
ture and doctrine is an achievement of recent

times, yet it is possible to arrange the whole

history of theology and dogma in particular under
the j)oint of view of a gradual process of biblicizing.
In ancient as in modern times, there were instances

of theologians who did not make the Scripture a
cover for their own ideas, but propounded and
solved their ]>roblems from the Bible. To the.se

belong the Antiochene theologians, and above all

Calvin, whose Institutio deals with much whose

only claim was that it seemed to him to be

required by the Bible. In later times, Bengel and
J. T. Beck, with the Wiirtteniberg Biblicists as a
whole, proceed on the same lines. Tlie history of

salvation which is contained in the Bible con-
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tinually reacts against the attempts of dogmatics
to do violence to it. As we learn from the apocry-
phal Acts of John, the Greeks made out their
Saviour to be a docetic appearance only, and the
Cross an idea ; but the doctrine of Cerinthus is

already a compromise with actual history : Jesus,
a true man, for a time bearer of the feon Christ.
Our Fourth Gospel goes further in the direction of

actuality: Jesus Christ, wholly man and at the
same time the full revelation of God. Alongside
of the Synoptic representation of the human life of

Jesus, this might appear in the natm-e of a theo-

logical supplement. In combination the effect was
more potent. Not the Arian but the Nestorian

Christology indicates a reaction of Bible history
against dogmatic speculation. In Monophysitism
Docetism takes a new lease of life. Alongside of
the Gospels stood Paul. His influence was hardly
felt for centuries, and the Greek dogmatics can
be understood almost %vithout him, but when
Augustine was captured by him, Paulinism kept
Christendom busy until in Luther a herald of
Divine grace still more congenial to the Apostle of

Justification by Faith arose. As in the ancient

Church, so al.so was it in the modern. The theo-

logical labours of orthodox scholarship always
moved further away from the facts of history.
Each party endeavoured to establish the truth of
its own doctrine of the Bible. Hence Werenfels
of Basel (tl740) said of it :

' Hie liber est in quo quEerit sua dogmata quisque,
invenit et pariter dogmata quisque sua.'

But the proof from Scripture, however perverted
and coerced, necessitated the continual study of
the Bible, until in the time of '

Enlightenment
'

it

shook off the chains of dogmatic tradition and
established its claim to existence again. This
becomes even clearer when we follow up the history
of piety (see below, VII. 2, p. 612).

Though the authority of the Bible is concerned

chiefly with dogma, it is not exclusively so.

The Bible regulates the whole Christian life, and
especially the life of the Church. Here more than

anywhere the OT foundation comes to light with
its legal conception (cf. p. 589). It is sufficient

to recall how large a space the Decalogue occupies
in Christian instruction. Along with the precepta
Dei there appear the consilia evangelica, the latter
often not less strictly handled than the former.
In Catholicism the Bible is the foundation of
ecclesiastical organization as well as of ecclesiastical

law. Here, indeed, the proof from Scripture is as

arbitrary as in dogmatics. All Christian festivals
and the hours of prayer were grounded on the
Bible ; also the legal rights of the clergy. Such
an un-evangelical theory as the union of all spiritual
and material power in the hand of the Pope had to
take refuge in the figure of the two swords (Lk
22^). The Papal bull in which Leo X. banned
Luther's doctrine (I5th June, 1520) begins with
references to Ps 74^* 80'^. Protestantism carried
this method of founding all its theories upon
Holy Scripture much further. In Calvinism the
strictest legalism regulated not only the ecclesi-

astical but also the whole public life (see VII. 3),

until, with the secularizing of ctilture on the one
hand, and the altered historical conception of the
Bible on the other, the fact established itself more
and more that in the records of long past ages ideals

might be found for the individual and social life,

but never again an immediate legal system.
So in the most recent times the idea of any

external authority pertaining to the Bible is every-
where losing ground. This will not be to the

injury of Christianity, if only at the same time the
untold inner value of the Bible as the unparalleled
religious guide-book and the inexhaustible fountain
of religious inspiration gains wider recognition.

Literature.—On the proof from Scripture : Harnack, Dog-
tmngesch.z ii. 6S-82

;
Th. Schennann,

' Die Gesch. der dogniat.
Florilegien vom v.-viii. Jahrli.' in TU, new ser. xiii. 1, 1904 ;

F. Kropatschek, Da^ Schriitprincip in der luther. Kirche, i.

1905 ; C. Stange, Was ist Schri/tger/Uiss f 1904
; H. H. Wendt,

System der Christ'.. Lehre, 1907, pp. 25-58
; P. Lobstein, Etudes

sur la doctrine ckrit. de Dieu, i. 1907 ; W. Newton Clarke, The
Use of the Scriptures in Theolony, 1905

; E. Haupt, hie fledeuf.
derh, SchriftfurdenevangeliscltenChristen,\efJl ; J. H. Thayer,
The Change of Attitude towards the Bible, 1891 ; Er. Stave,
Der Einjitiss der Bibelkritik auf das ehrittl. Glaubengleben,
1903 ; J. Wordsworth, The Devotional Study of Holy Script.
in reference to the Higher Crit. of the AT, 1902 ; M. Reischle,
Was kann und soil uns die Bibel sein 1 Wartburg, 1904, p. 93 ff. ;

U. Muhs, Die Kritik und die Slellung zur h. Schrift (1905) ;

W. B. Carpenter (Bishop of liipon), My Bible, 1884, Germ,
ta". by L. Pfeiffer, 1902. Cf. art. Afoloobtics, vol. L p. 621.

ly. Biblical Studies.— 1. Methods.—Much
against the original intention of tlie Bible, the
Church looked upon it as a book for theologians,
a book which as the source of all dogmatic and
theological knowledge called for thorough study.
The Gnostics were the first to handle it in this
scientific way, and the Alexandrians adopted the
method. It is true that the Catechetical school
Avas interested more in philosophy than in history.
Great as were the services which Driven rendered
as a Biblical scholar, he was not a Biblical theo-

logian, and in his school philosophy always main-
tained the upper hand. Even his admirer and
successor, the blind Didymus of Alexandria, whose
interest in exegesis was greater than that of others,

gave the chief place to dogmatics. In the strict

sense of the term Ave hear of
exegetical lectures

only in the school of Antioch. Such lectures Avere

delivered by Lucian, Diodorus, and Theodore, and
later by Paul the Persian after the flight to Nisibis.

Here among the Nestorians outside the Empire
there Avas established a regular school for the
scientific study of the Bible. Among the Greeks
and Latins it Avas sometimes by means of com-

mentary and sometimes by 'ansAvers to corre-

spondents
'

[Erotapokriseis, QucBStiones) that Bible
instruction Avas carried on. The services of

the monasteries in this connexion Avere of more
value to the ascetic AdcAV of the Bible than to its

scientific study (see VI. 3). At the same time, both
in East and West, the monasteries Avere for long
the only places Ashere the study of the Bible Avas

fostered. In their libraries lay the old commen-
taries of the Fathers. From them excerpts Avere

taken for handier use (e.g. from Gregory the Great

by Paterius, Odo of Clugny, etc.), and these were
made into ncAV compilations. Pupils Avere taught
the Bible. It Avas all very elementary, but it

nevertheless supplied the means by Avhich, to some

degree, the continuity of scientific study Avas main-
tained. The credit here is due to the Kule of

St. Basil and its rencAval by Theodore of Studium,
and in the West to Cassiodorus and the later

Benedictines. The Fourth Lateran Council of 1215

required that in every cathedral-school at least one

theologian should be appointed Avho Avould instruct

priests and others in the Bible (in sacra pngina).
In the Academy of Constantinople, founded by
Bardas about 860, no theologA^ of any kind Avas

taught. Even in the oldest nigh schools of the

\Vest—the legal scliool of Bologna and the medical
school at Salerno—it Avas the same. In tlie case

of Paris the studies Avere entirely scholastic to

start Avith, and not Biblical at all. The liible first

receiA'ed recognition at the universities Avhen the

mendicant friars—the Franciscans first and then
the Dominicans—joined their monastic schools to

them. Even then the Icctiones biblirre Avere de-

livered in the monasteries before a mainly monastic
audience—as a practical preparation for the cure

of souls. It is true that a course of Bible instruc-

tion Avas part of the ordinary curriculum. In Paris

there Avas a fixed course for the scholars extending
over four years. The bachelor had to lecture
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cursorie on the Bible for two years. But in both
cases the Bible was hurried over with all possible

speed as a stepping-stone to the '

sentences.' Roger
Bacon (Opus min. 328) complains of the excessive
value laid upon the sentences of the Lombard
which the influence of Alexander of Hales caused

people to prefer to the Bible itself.

All this was changed at the Reformation. Luther,
himself a monk, attached supreme importance
to exegetical lectures, as did Melanchthon and
Calvin. In Zurich there was established the so-

called 'Prophecy,' i.e. the public discussion of

Scripture among theological students in the form
of debate. This was taken up by Pietism in

its collegia biblica again after Protestant orthodoxy
had almost fallen back into the old mistake of the
scholastic method. What Spener established in

Frankfort was more of the nature of a prayer-
meeting. A. H. Francke and his friends in Leipzig
desired real lectures in the form of Bible-exposition.
Their success proved the need of them. Since that
time the study of the Bible has won a leading place
within the Protestant teaching of all denomina-
tions. It is a fixed feature of the work of the
German universities, and specialization becomes
conmioner every day. Even in the Roman Church
more value is ueginning to be laid upon it, as is

shown by the Encyclica
' Providentissimus Deus '

of Leo XIII. (18th llfov. 1893) and the formation of

a Bible Commission in 1901, as well as by a series

of works which these called into being. Attempts
are

frequently
made to show that the Roman

Church has always zealously furthered the study
of the Bible, but the arguments wliich have been

gathered (by Falk e.g.) only prove the opposite.
LiTBRATVRK.—Denifle, Die Universildten des MUtelalters,

1885 ; G. Kaufmann, Gesch. der deutschen Universitdten, 1S88-
96; Hastings Rasbdall,7Ae Universities o/Europe in tkeSliddle

Ages, 1895 ; Saul, Das Bibelstudium im Predigerorden, 1902 ;

Felder, Gesch. derwissenschajtl. Studien im Franciscanerarden,
1904 ; F. Falk, Die Maimer HochschxUe 11,77 und ihr Lehrstuhl
fiir Bibelkunde, 1899, Bibelstxidien, Bibelhandschri/ten und
Bibeldrucke in Mainz, 1901, and Die Bibel am Ausgange des

MUtelalters, ihre Kenntniss und ihre Verbreitum, 1905; N.
Peters, Papst PiusX. v7id das BibeUtudium, 1906; A. S. Peake,
A Guide to Biblical Study, 1807

; W. F. Adeney, Uow to read
the Bible, 1896 ; M. L. G. Petrie, Clews to Holy Wnt, 1892.

2. Textual criticism.—When we consider the
Bible as the object of scientific study, one of the
first things to demand our attention is the critical

labour bestowed upon its text. The earliest

Christians had no idea of anything of the kind.
We learn this from the freedom of the citations
from the OT which are contained in the NT. It

must be admitted that the Je-wish complaints
about Christian interpolations in the LXX text
were not without foundation (see, e.g. Ex 17" in
Barn. 12« ; Justin's citation of Ps W^ in Dial.
72-73 ; Ps 37'* and 50* in the Leipzig papyrus,
edited by Heinrici, Beitr. iv. 1903). In the first

two centuries nearly all the various readings of the
NT came into existence, the majority of them by
deliberate alteration of the text, many for the sake
of style, and several in the interests of dogma
(Jn P», 1 Ti 3>«, He 2^ etc.). The most noticeable
instances of this are provided by the lieads of
schools and churches, like Marciou and Tatian.
The beginning of theology in the Church, however,
gave rise to a systematic criticism of the text, such
as we hnd in Irenaeus's fine treatment of the variant
616 for 666 in Rev I318 {adv. Haer. v. 29, 30). We
know very little of the textual criticism by the
Artemonites in Rome. All the more brightly,
however, shines the star of the master Origen,
though his great work in the OT province, the
Hexapla, where the original text and the various
versions are set side by side with the avowed in-
tention of purifying the LXX text, led, it must be
owned, to greater confusion (E. Schwartz,

' Zur
Geschichte der Hexapla,' in GGN, 1903, 693 fl").
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There is no evidence of a similar work for the NT,
or, indeed, of any recension of the text at all,

but in the numerous commentaries there is rich
material for it. Even Origen could not establish
his work everywhere. Diflerent

places developed
different texts spontaneously. AV hen the ecclesi-

astical authorities began to pay attention to this

fact, revisions by the particular Churches came into
existence in the various provinces. We know from
Jerome {Prccf. in Faralip.) that in Egypt the re-

cension in use was that of Ilesychius, in Syria
that of Lucian, and in Palestine that of Pam-
philus, the pupil of Origen. Lagarde, Bousset,
Rahlfs, and others have begun to detect traces
of these recensions in the still existing MSS,
which, however, mostly give a mixed text.

Hesychius is fond of choosing the shortest of com-

peting readings, Lucian makes a broad text by com-

paring and combining, and Pamphilus admires a

good Greek style. Everywhere in these ancient

exegetical works we find notes on textual criti-

cism, drawn usually, either directly or indirectly,
from Origen's Uexapla in the OT and from
various AISS in the NT. The deciding factor of

criticism was sometimes dogma and sometimes the

authority of individual scholars (cf. the scholion to
Jn 7*^ in A). Often readings were rejected as the
falsifications of heretics, but often the heretics
were right in their counter-complaint. For ex-

amples of Trinitarian interpolation, see 1 Co 8' in

the Cappadocian Fathers and 1 Jn fp in the Latin
Church. We possess a wonderful instance of the
careful tradition of a text in the Peshitta, which
is almost devoid of variant readings. In the case
of the Copts the numerous scholia testify to con-
tinual comparison with the Greek text on the one
hand and with the Arabic on the other. In Con-

stantinople the influence of Chrysostom established
the later Antiochene text, without, however, ousting
the others entirely. The Athos-Codex, discovered

by von der Goltz, and the labours of an Arethas,
show how much interest was taken in criticism at

Constantinople even in the 10th century. The con-
tinual revisions of the old versions, of which we
have spoken above, are also evidence of textual

criticism, whether they are concerned only with

deciding between various translations or go back
to the original. In the West, Cassiodorus in the
6th cent., and Theodulf and Alcuin in the 9th, did

work in the critical revision of the
but none of them gained a hold. Every
every order, every monastery, had a

own, which was based in some
work of some great individual
Hebrew scholar. In the cor-

these traditions were laid down
the correcting of copies of the

Bible. The Cistercians employed as their norm a

copy by Abbot Stephen Harding ; the Franciscans

adopted the corrections of William of Mara ; the
Dominicans followed Hugo of St. Caro ; the

Augustinians had as their pattern a Windesheira
Bible. The keen criticism of Roger Bacon proves
that the success of the Paris text was due more to

the renown of the studium generale than to its

inherent excellence.

Even the introduction of printing made no differ-

ence at first. The oldest Latin prints are repro-
ductions of a single MS. So far as the LXX is

concerned, the Complutensian, the Aldine, and the

Sixtine, with their reprints, represent three classes

of texts. Erasmus formed the text of his NT out
of very few and very late MSS. The next editors,

especially Stephen and Beza, made use of others.

Humanism did not rise beyond a dilettante textual

criticism, and employed few materials. Still,

printing brought about that wliich up till now
was impossible, viz. the supremacy of a

excellent

Vulgate ;

province,
tradition of its

cases upon the
Greek or even
rectoria biblica

for guidance in

single
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text (apart from the small errors that are unavoid-
able in a reprint). This was done for the Vulgate
by the (Sixtine) Clementine text of (1590) 1592,
which owed its origin to the carrying out of a
decree of the Council of Trent. So far as the
Greek text was concerned, the high esteem at-

tached to the texttis jam ab omnibus receptus was
due to a bookseller's advertisement, the text itself

being Stephen's text of 1550 in the Elzevir reprint
of (1624) 1633, which was itself influenced by Beza's
editions. In the year 1707, John Mill shattered all

faith in the infallibility of this text by the 30,000
various readings Avhich he found in about 80 ]MSS.
The task of gathering together various readings, to
which this Englishman devoted himself, was con-
tinued by Johann Jakob Wetstein, a Swiss who
had settled in Holland (1751-52) ; the Saxon Clir.

Fr. Matthsei, who collected and stole in Russia
(1782-88. 1803-07);* the Viennese F. C. Alter

(1786-87) ;
the Dane Andr. Birch (1788) ; and the

Catholic professor of theology at Bonn, J. M. A.
Scholz (1823). The climax was reached in the
editions of the Englishman S. Pr. Tregelles (1844,

1857-72), and above all in the diligent and for-

tunate work of 6. Fr. Const. Tischendorf in

Leipzig (1841, viii. crit. maj. 1869). Tischendorf
used in his work 15 majuscule codices Avhich he

discovered, among them the Sinaitic (i^) found in

1844 and 1859. He made new editions of 21 MSS,t
and collected testimonies from the Versions and
the Fathers as no one before him had done. Since
that time some extremely valuable finds have been
made. Von Soden has made the attempt to work
through all the minuscules catalogued by Gregory
and Scrivener. An enormous amount of industry
is employed upon the investigation of texts, especi-

ally by German and English scholars. But this is

not the last word in textual criticism. AVhat is of

the utmost importance is that the right method
of passing judgment upon tradition should be
followed. The Wiirttemberg theologian Joh. Alb.

Bengel (1734), with his method of distinguishing
between different families of texts, here took the
first step. His motive was love for God's word, in
which even the slightest particular was golden in

value. The rationalist, Johann Salomon Semler of

Halle, carried this on, and introduced to German
science the labours of the Dutch Arminians and
the French Catholic Oratorian Richard Simon.
He was joined by Johann Jakob Griesbach of Jena
(1774-77) and Hug of Freiburg (1808), the former a
Protestant, the latter a Catholic, who laboured
more fully the scheme of the text-recensions which
sprang from the ancient Church—a course con-
tinued in our own time most successfully by W.
Bousset in his Textkrit. Studien zum NT (1894).
While these all started from the textus receptus,
improving, shortening, and transposing it, C.

Lachniann, the Berlin philologist, took up Richard

Bentley's suggestion (1742), and established the

principle that the start should be made, not from
the late printed text, but from the ancient
MSS : it was possible to give the text of the 4th
cent, with certainty instead of that of tlie 16tli.

Further progress is due to the two Cambridge
friends, B. F. Westcott and F. J. A. Hort,
whose great service was that they overcame the

scruples of conservative English theology in

spite of Dean Burgon's violent attacks. Tlieir

carefully elaborated method was considered by
many to represent all that was attainable. C. R.

Gregory, O. von Gebhardt, and E. Nestle were con-

tent to compare Tischendorf and WH. The great
agreement of the newer text-critics from Lachmaim
to WH in their opposition to the textus receptus
is sho'vvn very cleany by the editions of F. H. A.

* O. von Gebhardt, Centralbl.f. Bibliothekswesen, xv., 1898.

t C. K. Gregorj', Prolegomena, 25 ff.

Scrivener (18.59, revised by E. Nestle, 1906), though
that was far from the intention of the strongly
conservative author. A new textus receptu.s, how-
ever, was and must be an impossibility. With
tine instinct Hort himself called special attention
to a series of Western readings which he did not
consider genuine, but which for the

history
of the

text were well worthy of note. The more tnorough
investigation of the history of the oldest transla-

tions, especially the Vet. Lat. and tlie Vet.
Syr.,

with which latter Mrs. Lewis's find at Sinai first

made us acquainted, has led to more and more
attention being attached to them. Now it is clear

that not only all the important variants were in

existence heiore the 4th cent., but also that it was
just tlie so-called Western text that was most
widely circulated in the 2nd century. In opposi-
tion to WH, a great number of English scholars,
in particular F. C. Burkitt and J. R. Harris, with
the Germans F. Blass, E. Nestle, etc., give this

text, which was current from Carthage to Edessa,
the highest place, while others, like Jiilicher and
Wellhausen, advocate an eclectic method. And,
indeed, the history of the text can be of service

now only in making clear the later developments
of the text. In most cases, what it does is to bring
us to a stop before the fact that two readings,
equally witnessed and equally wide-spread, reach
back to the earliest time. If we are not satisfied

with a choice of two readings, or assume, like Blass,
two editions by the Biblical author himself, then
it is to exegetical considerations that we must look
for finality. Thus, the method which B. Weiss has

always advocated and practised has to be combined
with the other one, based on the history of the text.

In the matter of the OT, lower criticism was not
so active. Here the tradition of the Synagogue
was the guide. So early as the 2nd cent, this had
fixed the consonantal text and its pronunciation
(by oral traditions in the first instance) so firmly
that it never altered. The so-called Massorah,
which was committed to writing in the 8th to 10th

cents, made an eftbrt to attain an almost faultless

multiplication and tradition of the text. Although
the oldest Hebrew MSS do not go beyond the 9th
cent. A.D., it is yet possible to maintain that Ave

possess the text of the 2nd cent., and that it is

to hand in print (Soncino, 1488, Brescia, 1494

[Gerson]; Complutensian Polyglot, 1514-17 ; Biblia

Babbinica Bombergiana, ii., Ven. 1525-26). Even
the collections of numerous variants which B.

Kennicott (1776-80) and de Rossi (1784-88) have

brought together do not go beyond this Massoretic

revision. On the other hand, the old translations,

especially the LXX, the Samaritan text, and several

papyri of recent discovery,
show that there was

a pre-Massoretic text. While editors doAvn to

Delitzsch-Baer and Ginsburg (1894) conceived their

task to be the reproduction m the most exact form
of the Massoretic text with all its delicacies of

punctuation, the newest editions (Haunt, SBOT,
1893 ft". ; Kittel, Bibl. Heb., 1905-00) make it their

aim, with the help
of the versions and of conjec-

ture, to reach an older text. How far that has been

successful, and what value is to be attached to the

LXX traditions, are still open questions.
In the investigation of the ancient versions of

the Bible, whose value for textual criticism is

increasing from day to day, excellent work has
been done, especially by English scholars. There

are, e.g., the new Oxford editions : the Vulgate by
J. Wordsworth and H. J. White (1889 ft".), the

Peshittii by G. H. GwUliam (1901), the Northern

Coptic (Bohairic) NT b- G. Horner (1898 ft;.);

while Cambridge provides us with the Septuagint
by A. E. Brooke and N. McLean (1906 S.), the Old

Syriac Gospels by F. C. Burkitt (1904), the Peshitta

Psalter by W. E. Barnes (1904), etc.
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The main point, however, is tliat the claim of

the I3ihlii'al text-critic is now recoj^^nized on all

hands, and tliat criticism has almost entirely freed

itself from the doj,niiatic prejudices which so lon^s,

met it with ojiposition. It canies on its work

by a scientific metliod. Naturally in this par-
ticular case, with the rich and complex nature
of its materials, tlie method receives special

application. It is to be regi'etted that this is

oiten forgotten by philologists who labour upon
the liible. Yet tlie metliod remains entirely
scientific, and in principle could be applied in any
similar field of study.

Literature.—Gregory, Scrivener, Nestle, von Soden (see
II. 3); Hammond, Textual Criticima, 1S:)4 ; M. R. Vincent,
A Uislory of the TexUtal Criticism of the AT, lS9i> ; Kenyon,
Eandb. of Text. Crit. of the 2iT, 1901 ; E. Riiegre. Die HTliche
Texthritik seit Lachmann, 1892 ; B. Weiss, Textkritik der

Apocalypse, 1891, Kath. Briefe, 1892, Paul. Briefe, 1896, and
Evangclien, 1899; H. Strack, art. 'Massorah' in PliEi xii.

393 ; Chr. D. Ginsburg, Introd. to the Massoretico-critical ed.

of the Bcb. Bible, 1897
;
R. Kittel, Uber die H otwendigkeit und

Moglichkeit einer neuen Aiisgabe der hebr. Bibel, 1901; Paul
de'Lagarde, Ankilndigung einer neuen Atmnabe der griech.

Ubersetzung des AT, 18S0 ; H. B. Swete, the OT in Gr.,
1887 £f., and Introd.'i, 1902 ; A. Rahlfs, Septuaginta-Studien,
1904, 1907 ; W. Bousset, Textkritische Studien ztim KT, 1894 ;

E. von der Goltz,
' Eine texlkritische Arbeit des 10. bezw. 6.

Jahrh.,' TU, new ser. ii. 4, 1899; S. Berger, Hist, de la

Vulgate, 1893; P. Denifle, 'Die Handschriften der Bibel-

korrektorien des 13 Jahrh.,' Arch. f. Litt. u. Kirchengesch. des

Mittelalters, iv., 1888.

3. Higher criticism.—Along with the criticism

of the te.\t, and often hand in hand with it, there
has always gone the literary and material criticism.

It is not a modern discovery ; only the metliods
have changed here also. The relation between
the higher and what is called tiie lower criticism
is characteristic of the difl'erent periods. The'

awakening scientific consciousness attaches chief

importance to the criticism of the text, while

higher criticism comes afterwards. So long as

science is bound by tradition and the dogma of

the Church, it confines itself as much as possible
to the former, and even tries to find in it the
solution of higher literary problems. Modern
instances may be cited in A. Klostermann, Ed.

Konig, and Fr. Blass. As soon, however, as it

becomes free, it lays the stress upon the latter,

without, however, neglecting those questions which
arise in connexion with the text.

Literary criticism finds its starting-point in the
formation of the Canon itself. If the ])re-condition
of any book's canonicity is its prophetic or

apostolic origin, then the book itself and the
tradition concerning it must be examined to dis-

cover whether such origin can be claimed for it

or not. The Muratorian Fragment, e.g., denies

canonicity to the Shepherd of Hernias, because it

is neither of prophetic nor of apo.stolic origin. The
Epistle to the Hebrews, which Roman tradition

rejected as anonymous, must come from Barnabas
(Africa) or Paul himself (Alexandria) to secure

recognition. This was the motive which prompted
the gathering of literary information regarding the
individual books of the Bible, such as Eusebius of
Caesarea in particular collected with great dili-

gence. In some cases this information found its

way into the Bible MSS in the shape of prologues,
titles, and subscriptions, and in a certain measure
it kept alive all through the Middle Ages the
knowledge of the origin of the books of the Bible.
Its collection into the Bibliotheca Sancta of Sixtus
of Siena (t 1599) was done in this medieval spirit.
It was with the same material that the Protestant
theology of the 16th and 17th centuries worked, and
even modern critical investigators cannot dispense
with tradition, however much they may subject it

to examination.
The criticism of the ancient Church proceeded

in the first place not upon literary and historical,
but upon dogmatic considerations. It was from

dogmatic motives tliat in Asia Minor the so-called

'Alogi' rejected all Johannine writings, that the
Roman presbyter Gains declared tlie Apocalypse
to have come from the hand of Cerinthus, and
that Dionysius of Alexandria reached the fine

conclusion—adopted among the very latest scholars—that there were two Johns working in Ephesus
simultaneously. AVe have the clearest evidence
of this in the casting aside of everything which
came from the Twelve Apostles by Marcion, who
combined with this the hypothesis of an inter-

polation of the Gospel (Luke) and the Epistles of
Paul. The repudiation of the O T also by Marcion
and many Gnostics has a dogmatic basis in the
thialism between the creating and the redeeming
God, this being the shape which the Pauline
antithesis—law and grace—took among pagan
Christians. Along with this we find all manner
of stages, from partial to

comjilete recognition of

the OT, often with very fine clillerentiation of the
contents according to their significance and value

(PtolemfEus, Ep. to Flora ; Harnack, SBA W, 1902).

Criticism, however, became more minute. Just
as Marcion in his antitheses called attention to a

great number of contradictions between the OT
and the NT (e.g. Is 45", Lk 6« ; Ex S^i, Lk lO-* ;

2 K 223'-, Lk 18i«'-), so inconsistencies in the NT
itself soon came to be observed. The Muratorian
Canon and the Monarchian Prologues deal with
the diirerences which mark the beginning and the
end of the Gospels. The disparity between the
two genealogies forms the subject-matter of a

correspondence between Julius Africanus and
Aristides (Euseb. HE i. 72 ff., cf. F. Spitta, 1877).
Eusebius deals with the various accounts of the

appearances of the risen Lord. It was the

opponents of Christianity who called attention to
these difficulties. The Jews questioned the Chris-
tian proof from prophecy and the credibility of the

Gospel tradition. There were also heathen philo-

sophers like Celsus, and very notably Porphyry,
who declared the OT to be incredible and full of

myths, and pointed out inconsistencies in the

Gospels themselves. It is against Porphyry or
liierocles that the Apokrltikos of Macarius Magnes
is directed. Ecclesiastical theologians, who were
as little capable of a real literarj- and historical

survey as their opponents, were driven in this

combat to a method of harmonizing, which at all

costs had to exj)lain away those inconsistencies ;

and they prided themselves that they succe.ssfully

accomplished this task, by means of a mental in-

genuity that was often suriirising. One has the

impres.sion, it is true, that they did not feel any great
certainty themselves, for instead of one explana-
tion they often ofi'er a choice, or they smother the

question at issue by abusing tlie malevolence of

unbelief and doubt. This was the course taken

by Augustine himself, whose de Covscnstt Evan-
gclistarum is probably the best work which the
ancient Church produced in this field (see iii. 40-
50: the harmonizing of Jn 19", 'the sixth hour,'
and Mk 15", 'the third hour'). But Christian
readers also observed difficulties—often very subtle
ones—in reading their Bibles, and they demanded
the explanation of them from their spiritual
advisers. This is shown very clearly by Jerome's

coiTespondence with his lady friend in Ivome, and
later by Alcuin's interchange of letters. In this

way there arose the rich literature of Biblical

Erotapokriseis, or Quacstiones. So long as the.se

critical questions were put in the faith that the

inspired Scriptures were infallible and free from

inconsistency, and in the blind trust that the

theologians of the Church were able to solve every

problem of the kind that could arise, they were
welcomed as a means of exercising and dis[daying
the mental acumen of ecclesiastical theologians.
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But whenever these inconsistencies were seriously
entertained they were at once condemned as

heresy. The Manichseans, who continued the
critical tradition of the Marcionites, gave the
Church most trouble in this matter, and tliey were
followed by Paulicians, Albigenses, and all the
tendencies which were gathered together under
the name of Catharists. Even within the Church
itself rationalistic views were to be found. In the
9th cent. Abbot Hucbert of St. Maurice made fun
of our Lord's saying in Mt 11^—a piece of un-

paralleled levity. In 1376 the Parisian students
declared that the Gospel, like other books, con-
tained what was fabulous and false, but their
thesis was immediately condemned by the bishop.
Such frivolous criticism as this could not possess
any lasting effect.

The Humanists introduced a new feature into
criticism. They were no longer content only to
hand down Patristic references, but they also—
especially Laurentius Valla and Desiderius Erasmus
(Annotationes and Paraphrase*)—attached real

importance to them. It is this that enables us
to understand Carlstadt's criticism of the Canon
(1520; K. A. Credner, Zur Gesch. des Kanons,
1847, p. 291 If.) and the later treatment of the ques-
tion by the Lutheran dogmatists from Chemnitz
to Gerhard. Their distinction between canonical
and deutero-canonical books corresponds generally
to Eusebius's homologumena and antilegoniena.
Quite different was Luther's position (see III. 3).
In his case literary and historical considerations
were entirely secondary. It was his personal faith

that was the decisive element. The books which
did not bear clear testimony to Christ he con-
sidered non-apostolic. His principle was a purely
religious, we may say dogmatic, valuation without

any literary or historical considerations. Even in

the same book one verse might be apostolic in this

sense and another not. According to this view,
the old idea of the Canon as representing the
united authority of the Apostles was lost sight of.

It was the last step in what may be called the
dissolution of the Canon. Luther himself, however,
did not admit this result, but identified the prin-

ciple upon which he proceeded with the literary
method of the Fathers and the Humanists. His
own opinion was that Hebrews, James, Jude, and
the Apocalypse should be excluded from the NT.
There he drew a clear line. But he was far too
conservative and cautious to wish to press such a

personal judgment upon others. He felt that he

possessed the power and the right to make an
alteration upon the Canon, but he left it as it was.

Gradually the line which he drew disappeared,
and the consciousness of any difl'erence of value
within the Canon faded away. Later dogmatists
were unaware of it. Only the order which Luther's
Bible follows bears witness, in its variation from
tradition, to the critical experiment of the re-

former.
The new period of Biblical criticism began about

the middle of the 18th cent., at the time of
'

Enlightenment.' The way was prepared for it

on the one hand by the pains which Catholics

expended to destroy faith in the infallilnlity of

the Bible, the Protestants' paper Pope, and on the
other liand by the strictly scientific method of

investigation which was adopted by tlie Aruiinians.

The new feature was that it was no longer the

traditions about the separate books that were
made to speak, but the books themselves. Kicliard

Simon attacked the trustworthiness of tlie Bible

text; Astruc, Louis XIV. 's physician, by his dis-

covery of the two strata distinguished by separ-
ate Divine names in the Pentateuch, assailed the

ordinaiy view of the oiigin of the books of the

Bible. The hypothesis of the two sources was

taken over later by the Protestants, and further

developed and extended. Ilgen and Hupfeld (1853)
discovered the 2nd Elohist. Deuteronomy was dis-

entangled, and finally J E P and Dt were found
to have undergone a series of redactions. In

spite of its great significance for the understanding
of Israel's religious development, the dispute as to
the age of these sources between the school of
Ewald and that of Reuss, Graf, and Wellhausen,
in which the latter emerged victorious, is quite
a secondary matter compared with the fact
that the gradual growth of the Pentateuch from
diflerent sources and strata ranging over centuries
is acknowledged generally. Even such conserva-
tive theologians in Germany as the late Franz
Delitzsch, Ed. Konig, and H. Strack no longer
refuse to admit this fact. In Scotland, Robertson
Smith was the pioneer. So mucli progress has
now been made that not only does Haupt's
'Rainbow Bible' (1893 ff.) bring the various sources
before the eyes of all who are versed in Hebrew,
but leamea and popular new translations like

those of Kautzsch (1894), Kuenen, Hooykaas,
Kosters, and Oort (189711.) exhibit them also to

the laity. Upholders of the Mosaic authorship of

the Pentateuch are almost entirely dumb, while
books like Schlatter's Einhitung in die Bibel

(Calw, 1889, 3rd ed. 1901), which come from and
are intended for evangelical circles, set forth the

principles of this criticism as the result of the
latest investigation.

Naturally this did not stop at the Pentateuch.
The method spread automatically to the other
historical books of the OT. Those same sources
of which we have spoken include Joshua also,

while in the case of Judges, Samuel, and Kings
the conditions are largely similar. The prophetical
books, especially Isaiah, but also some of the
Minor Prophets, bear evidence chat they are not
unities ; so, too, the poetical books, Job, Ecclesi-

astes (Siegfried), Proverbs. The ' Psalms of

David ' themselves confess that they do not all

come from his pen, and the fact was always
recognized. Theodore of Mopsuestia in his day
connected some of them with princes of the

Maccabsean dynasty. The systematic investiga-
tion of diflerent collections, strata, and dates led

to the conclusion that there was as little of David
in the Psalms as there was of Moses in the

Pentateuch. The results of OT criticism are in

matters of detail quite fluctuating. The revision

of ideas about the development of Israel's religion,
which we owe to the comparative history of

religion, will lead to many modifications (Br.

Baentsch, Altoriental. u. israelii. Monotheismus,

1906). But the necessity for criticism and the

method which is to be followed are established

(E. Kautzsch, Abriss der Gesch. des AT Schriftums

[a supplement to his translation], 1894).

In the field of the NT, which has been separating
itself from the OT more and more for a century,
the topic which has received most investigation
since 1750 has been the Svnoptic problem, bo far

as any literary relationship between the Gospels
was thought of in former times, the view most

widely taken was that of St. Au^stine,
that the

order observed in the Canon was also the historical

order. With astonishing rapidity, however, various

possibilities were now put to the test: (1) the use

of the oldest Gospel by more recent ones, (2) a

common source, and (3) independent use of oral

tradition. Gradually a combination of these

various hypotheses emerged as the only possible

solution, viz. the use of Mark by Matthew and

Luke, with the addition of a common source, and
mudi drawn from oral tradition. In matters of

detail this leaves room for any number of sug-

gestions, and science can hardly come to any
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definite conclusion, because no explanation can
be found to clear up the whole question. But the

principle has been found, and will never again be
Jost sight of. In regard to the rest of the NT
books, it was questions of genuineness that
exercised critics until the middle of the 19th

century. What had to be proved, in the first place,
was the claim of the various books to canonicity,
i.e. their genuineness, integrity, and trustworthi-
ness. Rationalistic critics confined their attention
to single and often very external points. Schleier-
macher and his school made a rejil advance in the

literary method. But it was Baur that first

achieved a general conception of the significance
of each book from a consideration of the place
whicli it filled in the general development of

primitive Christianity, fciubsequent examination

proved Baur's conception to be false, resting, as
it did, upon Hegel's philosophical scheme of the
movement of ideas through thesis, antithesis, and
synthesis. The conception of the separate books
as having been written ^vith the express intention
of making them ettective factors in the contest
between the Church parties is now given up.
What is left, however, is the necessity for dealing
with each individual book as a whole, and finding
out the part which it played in a great develop-
ment. The method which was followed by Baur
(and still by Holtzmann), of starting from the
criticism of the Canon, has yielded more and more
to the literary method (Reuss, Jiilicher, Kriiger,
von Soden). The great advance from the scientific

point of view consists in the fact that Biblical
criticism has attained the greatest possible freedom
from all dogmatic prepossessions. Externally this
is shown in the fact that the question of genuine-
ness is now discussed quite calmly, conservative

theologians occasionally denying it, while critical

theologians often maintain it or pronounce a non
liquet. Recent criticism also speaks freely of
different sources, and propounds theories of inter-

polation or some similar literary attempt at
solution. Baur held only the four chief Pauline
epistles to be genuine, but now the majority of
them (eight to ten) are recognized. It has to be
admitted that the integrity of 2 Cor. is still keenly
disputed. The radical criticism of the Dutch
school, which repudiates all the apostolic epistles,
finds as little support as that of the few who desire
at any price to maintain the genuineness of all.

The Acts of the Apostles is everj-^where handled
upon the theory of different sources, though the
methods differ much in detail. How much vigour
used to be spent on the discussion of the genuine-
ness, the Johannine origin of the Fourth Gospel,
and the Revelation joro et contra ! At the present
time we have an increasing number of attempts to
show that neither is a unity. Undoubtedly this
search for rents or joinings, these outvying
theories of sources and interpolations, may become
to some extent unnatural. But in the meantime
they form the most valuable instrument we have
—an instrument which is not yet by any means
worn out.

Literature.—The Ancient Church : K. J. Neumann, Ilip-
polptris von Rom, 1902, p. 144 ff.

The Middle Ages : H. Renter, Gesch. der relig. Aufklarunq
im ilittelalUr, 1875-77.

« > »

Recent times: T. K. Cheyne, The Founders ofOT Criticism,
1893; W. Robertson Smith, gee I. i; H. Holzinger, Einleit.
%n den Ilexalevch, 1893

; C. A. Briggs, The Higher Crit. of the
Hexateuch, 1893 (3rd ed. 1897); Baron Fr. von Hiigel (Cath.),The Hist. Method and the Documents of the Hexatexich ima'-
J. Orr, The Problem of the OT, 1907

; W. G. Jordan' Hiil'
Criti<:istn and Modem Thought, 1909

; H. S. Nash, The Hist of
the Higher Crit. of the XT, New York, 1900; L. Pullan, ST
Criticism, 1907; H. Holtzmann, Lehrb. der Einleit. in das
A'T3, 1SD7 ; A. Julicher, An Introd. to the NT, Ene. tr., Lend
1904 ; B. Weiss, Manual of Introd. to the NT, Ene. tr. Edin
1887-S8 ; Th. Zahn, Introd. to NT, Eng. tr., Edin. 1909.

4. Exegesis.—All criticism, higher and lower,

is ultimately only a means to the correct under-
standing of the text. It is a serious mistake to
suppose, as has sometimes been done, that criti-
cism is an end in itself. Literary criticism is a
part, a very important part, of exegesis as it is
now understood, just as allegory was its most
important feature in fonner times.
We have already learned that the Christian

Church found elaborate exegetical methods to
hand, and have seen how she provided these with
new aims. The allegorical method, which the
Stoics developed and the Jews of Alexandria
applied to the OT, discovered a hidden and pro-
found meaning, such as was alone worthy of the
old conception of God and His Spirit, and this

meaning, often with the utmost disregard for the
niain sense of the words, it tried to establish by all

kinds of artifices. In contra-distinction to philo-
sophical speculations which disregarded history,

Christianity
was by its whole nature bound up in

history. Ihe notion of prophecy and fulfilment
took the place of the Platonic noumenon and
phainomenon. Thus it comes about that the

history of Christian exegesis is a continual conflict
between a historical

interpretation and the old

allegorical method. The Gnostics, who were the
first real

exe^etes
and wrote commentaries to the

OT and the NT, fell under the influence of this
latter method in its most marked form. The
Gospel dealt not Avith the earthly life of Jesus, but
with events in the supramundane world. Heracleon
understood the saying that Jesus went down to

Capernaum (Jn 2") as referring to the descent of
the aeon Christus from the region of light into this
material world. Among the twelve apostles the
traitor Judas was the lowest of the twelve aeons,
and his fall brought the world of sense into being.
At the same time, the Apolo^dsts adopted a method
of interpretation which reminds us of the exegesis
of Palestinian Rabbinism and early Christianity,
mainly in the form of fulfilment of prophecy. It
was reserved for the theologians of Alexanclria to
remove this contradiction by maintaining the
rightfulness of both methods, considering them,
however, to represent two separate stages. In

especial there was Origen's brilliant formula that,
as man contains body, soul, and spirit, so exegesis
shoM-s the strictly verbal, the moral, and the
mystical senses, challenging, supplementing, and
qualifying one another. This

theory of the
greatest thinker and Biblical scholar in the ancient
Church continued to dominate exegesis. He him-
self, however, did not always put it into practice,
and there were very few of his followers who had
the capacity to do so. The majority of them made
his

allegorical method a means of coaxing from the
text things which it did not contain at all. The
interpretation of the parables provides an instance.
No regard was had for the simple hortatory lesson
of the parable of the Good Samaritan. The parable
was the representation of Christ's own work of
salvation from the Fall to the Judgment-Day.
There were some who went further in this direction
than others. Origen's school contained a Pam-
philus and a Eusebius as Avell as the great Cappa-
docians. The Alexandrians were the keenest
allegorizers. At the same time they were spiritu-
alists in regard to the eschatology of the ancient
Church, while a section of Christian theologians
(Nepos, Methodius) accepted it literally. More
important was the exegesis of Lucian's school.
These Antiochenes wrote Greek, but there was
evidently a Semitic element in them. They
understood Syriac and Hebrew and had sympathy
with Rabbinical exegesis. Thus in the case of
Diodonis of Tarsus and his greater pupil Theodore
of Mopsuestia, exegesis is much less allegorical
than typological (though the two are always inter-
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woven), and occMsionally it becomes almost wholly
historical in metliod.
As this Antiochene school acquired much

influence in the Greek Church througli the great
preacher Chrysostom, whose expositions were
({uite unfettered by school tradition, so througli
Theodore, the interpreter /car* (^oxv", it assumed
quite supreme inliuence among the Syrian
Nestorians. We are astonished to find among
these in tlie late Middle Ages excellent commen-
tators like Isodad and others, while tiie Mononhy-
sites followed the Alexandrian traditions. J3ar-

Hebroeus, in exegesis as in politics, approximates to

both. The sciiool of Antioch gained influence also
in the West. The much used Institnta regularia
divinae legis of Junilius are reproductions of the
lectures of Paul of Nisibis.* Ambrose was a
faithful folloAver of Origen ; and Augustine, in

sj)ite
of his more practical Latin nature, whicii made him
akin to the Syrians, resembled him greatly. He
has laid down the principles which he followed in

de Doctrlna Christinna. Tyciionius and Eucherius
wrote text-books on the allegorical method. But
it was Jerome who, under the direct influence of

Rabbinical exegesis and a verbal understanding of

the original, brought about the change from the
method of Origen and the Cappadocians to an

exegesis that fixed the verbal or grammatical
sense and made interpretation historical. In

practice, it must be admitted, he himself fell short ;

but the effect of his influence is to be seen in the
fact that the West has never quite ceased to be
alive to the significance of a verbal and historical

exegesis. In general, in the Middle Ages there
was a much more active exegetical movement
among the Latins than among tlie Greeks. In the
Gth cent, there began the period of catenae, that
is to say, exegetical compilations from various
authors. At first the authors were named ; then
the names were omitted ; the excerpts were
connected by some suitable phrases, and then the

liyzantine compiler placed his name before the
result. It may be said without fear of contra-

diction, that since the time of Justinian hardly a
new exegetical thought has found expression—at
least in the way of sound interpretation. The
same conditions prevailed in the West until the
12th century. The Carlovingian commentators
give nothing of their own, and make a formal
excuse when, once in a way, they venture to add
something to the authority of the Fathers. These
commentaries, destitute of any spark of individ-

uality, differ from one another only in the way in
wliicn they combine Ambrose, Augustine, Jerome,
Pelagius, etc. LTltimately, however, the specula-
tions of scholasticism infused new life even into

exegesis. The Patristic exegesis was displaced by
a dialectic method. The tiieory of the fourfold
sense of scripture became developed :

'
litera

pposta docet ; quid eredas alleg'oria ;

moralis (luid agas ; (luo tendas anaj^ojjia ;

and it Avas carrieil into practice m itli almost painful
consequences. For exami)le, Lk 2-' means (1) verb-

ally, that Jesus was circumcised on the Sth day
(the best time for the operation), (2) allegorical ly,
the eight parts of Holy Scripture, (3) morally, the

eight stages of repentance, (4) anagogically, the
octave of the llesurrection, the eigiit ages of

the world, the eiglit blessings of future salvation

{Leg. aitr. 13). This metliod, like that of tiie

Kabbis, thinks nothing of placing the most varied
and often contradictory interpretations side by side.

They are gathered in from all quarters, and the
more the better, provided only that by a good
partitio the appearance of some system is main-
tained. At the same time there is preserved a

•
Kihn, Theodor von Slopstifbiia und Junilitis A/ricanus als

Exegetm, 1880.

certain philological element fostered by Jerome's
works, especially his //!<crp;-c^«7/io 7!o;rt«!<//yj /icA/Y/iV-

orum, and Isidore's Etymologica, though now and
again by an independent acquaintance with the lan-

guage. As a great many of the monasteries taught
Greek, so we find an occasional Hebrew scholar,
controversies with the Jews making a knowledge
of Hebrew necessary (Sam. Berger, Quam iiotUi'im

linguae Hebrakae nabuerint Christiani medii cevi

tcmporibus in Gallia, 1893). Roger Bacon (\r.

1292) was an excellent philologist. He found fault
with the scholastic exegesis of his time, because
it confined itself to divisiones per membra variu,
after tlie manner of artists, forced concordances
after the manner of jurists, and rhythmic conson-
ances after the manner of the grammarians (Opus
min. 323). It resulted probably from the contro-

versy with the Rabbinical exegesis that Nicolaus
of Lyra (t 1340), the Minorite, first set up the prin-

cijile of literalism in complete clearness, though,
indeed, his acceptance of a duplex sen.fus literalis

became <a side-door to allegorical interpretation.
Knowledge of the Rabbinical exposition increased

through Jewish converts like Paul of Burgos, and
therewith also the doubt as to the sole accuracy
of the Patristic exegesis.

Here, now, we meet with the Reformation
exegesis, whose principle was that the literal

sense was the only right one. The new religious
principle of conhdence in the revealed God over-
came the Neo- Platonic delight in mystery. The new
interest which Humanism awakened in the original
languages also helped (Reuchlin, Erasmus). Its

efi'ect is seen in Melanchthon and Calvin more
than in Luther, to whom the religious motive was
alwaj^s the deciding one. It has to be said that

exegesis did not by any means free itself at once
from the custom of centuries. The example of the
Fathers produced an after-efl'ect, and all the more
so since exegesis continued to be preponderatingly
interested in dogma or edification. However
diligently exegetes laboured, systematic interests
held the first place in the orthodox period, and the

exposition of Pietism aimed always at practical
edification. Rationalism, which read the Bible no

longer as God's word, but as the product of human
comjiosition, arri\'ed, in theory at least, at a

purely historical exegesis, whose aim was to

establish clearly what the author really meant by
his words. In the working out of this, however,
it came to grief, and indeed fell into the mistake of

modernizing. It could not think of the Biblical

authors as less enlightened than it prided itself on

being. It was only last century that historical

exegesis came to be practised ; and at the close of

the century it was practiseil to excess in the elbirt

to exhibit the views of the Biblical writers with
archaic realism, ami to render as clear as possible
the diflerence between the itleas of then and now.

Exegesis received a tremendous imindse. Every-
where great enterprises were called into lite,

chiefly by the collaboration of sever.-,l exegetes.

Exegesis still oxliibits the greatest possible
differences in dealing with the text, but the

principle that the meaning is to be reached by
means of a grammatico-historical exegesis is being
more firmly established. It cannot fail to become
more widely recognized, moreover, that such an

exegesis needs no supplementing to become
theological. To exi)lain the Bible historically
means to grasp and expound it in its spirit, and
the spirit of the Bible is religious. It is matter of

rejoicing that this idea is gaining ground among
exegetes, and we may rejoice too in the fact that

more attention is given now than formerly to

form, and that, following Herder's successful start,

a'stliL'tic questions receive consideration. At the

same time the beauty of the Bible will never
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reveal its chief aspect. TlicoI<)j;ical exegesis has

rather to learn fruiu the geneial inveatigation of

the history of religions. ^Vllen tlie old conception
of inspiration is given up, it follows that in the

domain of exegesis tiie isolating of the Uible in

regard to language and subject-matter must cease.

As tlie OT cannot be understood without the study
of Babylonian texts, so in the NT regard must be
had not only to tlie OT, but also to prof.ane sources.

Religious ideas are to be followed up in their general

development in the history of humanity and not

only of Israel. N\'hat we lind peculiar to the
Bible has to be observed as carefully as what it

possesses in common with other sources. Exegesis
IS not to be dissolved into isolated studies in

religious history ;
it must make its aim the under-

stamling of the religious personalities wluch sjjcak
to us in these writings as bearers of Divine revela-

tion.

It would take us too far to add to this sketch of

exegesis a detailed survey of individual exegetes
and their services. Much of the Patristic work is

lost. A beginning has just been made in the task
of recovering these older works from excerpts
made by succeeding ages (e.g. Apollinaris of

Laodicea, H. Lietzmann, 1904 ; Petrus of Laodicea,
G. Ileinrici, 1908; Titus of Bostra, J. Sickeu-

berger, 19U1, cf. C. II. Turner in HDB, ext. vol.

48411.) in connexion witii tlie investigation of

mediajval compilations (Ileinrici, art. 'Catenen' in

PBE^, iii. 75411'.; H. Lietzmann, Catenen, 1897;
Karo-Lietzmann, Catenaruni Grcee. Catalogus,
1902 ; M. Faulhaber, Die Prophetenkatenen, 1899 ;

J. Sickenberger,
' Die Lukaskatene des Niketas

von Herakloia,' TU, new ser., vii. 4, 1902; A. E.

Schonbacli, Uber einiqc EvangelicnkoninicntcD-e des

Mittdalters, 1903 {S'WAW, cxlyi.];
Ed. Kiggen-

bach,
' Die altesten latein. Kommentare zum

Hebraerbrief,' in Zahn's Forschnngcn, viii. 1, 1907 ;

J.liaussleiter,VictorinvonPettau, 1900; A. Souter,
' Tlie Commentary of Pelagius on the Epp. of Paul,'
1907 [Proceedings of tlie Brit. Acad, li.] ; H. L.

Ramsay,
' Le Commentaire de I'apocalypse par

Beatus de Liebana,' in BHLR, 1902). Notwith-

standing all investigation, the greatest part will re-

main lost. On the Glossa ordinaria of Walafrid

Strabo, the authoritative text-book of medi;iival

exegesis, and the commentaries of Nieolaus of

Lyra, which were often printed together with the

Glossa, see Ed. lleuss and K. Hchmid in PEE^ xx.

790, xii. 28. A bibliography of modern exegetical
literature would need a volume to itself.

In place of the old collections of C/v^icisrtcri( 1660)
and the Synopses of M. Polus (1669) and Starke
(1733 ff. ), we have in Germany, for the OT, specially
the Biblical commentary of Keil and Delitzscli

(1861 ir. )
and the short commentary of Strack and

Ziickler (188411".), both conservative. From tiie

critical standpoint we have liitzig's short text-book

(Knobel, Dillmann, etc., 184111. ), now superseded
by the commentaries of Nowack (1802 11'.) and of

Marti ( 1897 11'. ). For the NT we iiave Meyer's critical

and exegetical commentary (1832), still a standard
work in its new editions (by B. Weiss, Wendt,
Heinrici, and others), andde\\ ette's short exegetical
handbook (183611'.), superseded by Holtzmann's
short commentary (1889), which has itself been

supplemented bv Lietzmann's essentially piiilo-

logical text-book (1906). A more conservative

commentary began to be published by Zalin in
1903 IF. Of a more practical nature are the Bible-
works of Josias Bunsen (1858 11". ) and J. P. Lange
(185711'.); recently J. Weiss (1906). England has
the Speaker's Commentary (1871 ff.), the Pulpit
Commentary, by Dean Spence and J. S. Exell
(188011'.), the Internatiorud Critical Commentary,
edited by Driver, Plummer, Briggs (1895 ff.), and
Robertson NicoU's Expositors Bible (189511'.).

France has tlie fine unilied work of Ed. Reuss,
La Bible (1874-81). Catholicism has to add to the
Ciirsus Scripturae Sanctae, by the Jesuits Cornely,
Kiiabenbauer, and Hummclauer (188611'.), some-

thins^
a little more iiKjdern in the Manuel Biblique

by Vigouroux (1881 11'.).

LiTKRATURE.—Ed. Reuss, Gench. tier h. Schriften des NT^,
18S7, pp. 574-07'.); L. Diestel, Oi'sch. des AT in thr chrigtl.

Kirche, 1S69 ; H. Holtzmann,
'
L)<is Problem tier Gesch. der

Aiisk'};ung' (lleideWerger Fcstuchri/t, 188rt); G. Heinrici, art.
'

Ileriiifiieutik,' in I'HE-* vii. 71S-7.';0; F. W. Farrar, Ilitt.

of Interpret at ion (DL, 1885), 18S« ; G. H. Gilbert, Interpreta-
tion of the Bilile, 1908 ; H. Dechent, Herder und die aenthct.

Itelrachtung der h. Sclirift, 1904
; Eb. Schrader, Die Keilin-

nchri/len und das AT, 3rd ed. by H. Zimmern and H.
Winckler, 1903; A. Jeremias, Das AT iin Lichte des altcii

Orients'^, 1900, lialjylonisches im AT, 1905 ; H. Gunkel,
Xmn relifjionsijeschichtl. Verstdndnis des XT, 1903; E. von
Dobscliiitz, l)er gegeniviirtiye Stand der NT Exegese, 1906;
J. Weiss, Die Axtfgaben der JUT Wissenscha/t, 1903.

S. Biblical sciences.—Exegesis presupposes the

subsidiary sciences of philology and archa'ology,
and includes the general, historical, and systematic
study of the Bible's contents. In this sense the
Biblical sciences have ahvays existed, although the

strictly scientilic method is a modern achievement.
It is easy to undervalue the scientilic labours

of the early Church upon the Bible. It is true
that these were often of an elementary character,
and not devoid of the element of fancy. We
possess an instance of this in the explanation of

Biblical names in the O.S'(ed. Lagarde, 1870, -1887),

which, though ultimately traceable to Philo, is

probably rightly considered the work of Origen.
It is preserved only in Gr. excerpts, and in the
Lat. revision by Jerome. Eusebius's Biblical topo-

graphy, also translated by Jerome, is of the same
kind (Eusebins' ]\^orks, vol. iii., by Klostermann,
1904). Here, alongside of monstrosities like the
Hebrew derivation of Latin proper names (Pilatus =
vah ns), we lind excellent geographical notes. All

through the JNIiddle Ages these explanations of

names were consitlered such valuable aids to alle-

gorizing, that the two translations by Jerome were

usually bound up with the Bible. Many of the
homilies presuppose the use of alphabetically
arranged collections of texts such as we lind in

concordances. The concordance which was organ-
ized in the 13th cent. (c. 1243) by Paris theologians
under the lead of Hugo of St. Caro, and after-

wards revised and improved by Franc. Luca, Hub.
Phalcsius, Balth. Tournaire, Dutripon, etc., was
certainly not the first attempt of the kind. Frag-
ments of even a Coptic work of this kind are

preserved (Pleyte and Boeser, Mannscrits Copies dii

Mtisie . . . d Leyde, 1897 ; O. von Lemm, Kopt.
Misc. m. 4-7).
Aids of a mnemonic kind to the understanding

of the Bible were sought with special diligence.
This imrpose was served by the Synopsis Soijit.

Sdcrac, which may perhaps have come from Chry-
sostom himself, and by many of the capititlationcs.
The Hypomnesticon of the so-called Josephus
Christianus contains all that was considered worthy
of remark (PG cvi.). The most curious work of

this kind is the Cacna Cypriani, probably a Gallic

product of the 5th cent., revised by Rabanus
Maurus about 840 (ed. Ilarnack, TU, new ser.,

iv. 3, 1899). The Middle Ages made both Gr. and
Lat. versus memoriales, in which the contents of

the different books and various Biblical questions
were contained. In the 15th cent, what was called

the Ars Memorandi appeared in the form of a

block-print. This whole material requires to be

thoroughly collected and investigated.
We have already dealt with the literaiy material

and its tradition. On the one hand, there were
the Church Histonf of Eusebius (tr. by Rufinus)
and Jerome's de Viris illusfribys, to which must
]>c added the pseudo-Athana.sian 5yno/^.yi.y .SV;-. S.,

and also Isidore of Seville's Procemiorum liber and
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de Ortu et Obitu Patrum. On the other hand,
there were the Prologues (pvodiffeis, argumenta,
praefationes). In this way there was produced
a work similar to the Jewish Massorah, equally
anonymous, indefinite in date, growing with time,
and fluctuating in tradition. Under the name of
'

Euthalius,' the portion referring to Paul, the
Acts, and the Cath. Epp. has received special
attention and investigation, though without as yet
quite definite results. What the ancients called

elffayury^ els ras delas ypa<pAs (e.g. Adrianos, c. 430) does
not correspond to what we understand by Biblical
introduction. It was what we should now find in
some handbook on Biblical hermeneutic. It be-

longed to the same class as the Instituta regularia
divinae legis of Junilius Africanus, who lived in

Constantinople and took them from the lectures of
Paul of Nisibis (551), the Liber de VII regidis of
the Donatist Tychonius Afer, Augustine's de Doc-
trina Christiana, bk. iii., the Formulce Spiritalis
Intellegentiae of Eucherius of Lyons, and similar

interpretative works.
Biblical history, in spite of its importance for

teaching (see V. 3), did not receive scientific treat-
ment in the older period. Mingled with general
history, it appears in the form of chronicles by
Hippolytus, Junilius Africanus, Eusebius, Hiero-

nymus, and many others. For the purpose of

apologetics, Augustine put sacred and profane
history side by side in his great work, de Civitate
Dei. The unified presentation of tradition, with
some additions from universal history, and here
and there a critical note upon various attempts at

harmonizing, was best found in the Historia scholas-

tica of the Paris teacher, Petrus Comestor (t 1179),
and the Speculum historiale of Vincent of Beauvais
(c. 1264). The Lives of Jesus, which increased so
much in number towards the end of the Middle
Ages, belong entirely to the literature of devo-
tion. The most widely circulated of such Lives was
the Vita Jesu Christi, by the Carthusian Ludolf of

Saxony (c. 1330). The Biblical theology which
Roger Bacon demanded, in contrast to the scholastic

sentences, remained a pious wish.
It was not till within modern times that Biblical

sciences actually appeared . Their cradle was found
in Holland among the Arminians. It was there
that the great foundation compilations were
made both in classical and in Biblical philology
and archaeology. For the study of the Hebrew
language Reuchlin's labours provided the start

(1506), and his work was extended mainly by the
elder Buxtorf (t 1629 ; Thesaurus Grammaticus
and Lexicon). From the Dutchman, Alb. Schultens
(t 1750), Johann Dav. Michaelis (t 1791) took over
the comparative method. In the work of Gesenius
(t 1842) this combined with the statistical to pro-
duce a system which was considered a pattern for

long. Then J. Olshausen (t 1882) and, above all,
B. Stade (t 1907) applied the historical method
developed by Germanic philology to the study of
Hebrew with the greatest success. In the case of
the NT the Biblical philology of Georg Pasor
(tl637, Franecker), Sal. Glassius (f 1656, Jena),
and Joh. Jakob Wetstein (t 1754, Amsterdam)
was again taken up by Emesti's school at Leipzig,
and reached in the Grammar of J. B. Winer (1822)
and Grimm's Lexicon (1867) a position which it

maintained till the knowledge of Hellenistic pop-
ular speech, made possible by the new papjTus
discoveries, widened the horizon (A. Deissmann,
Bibelstudien, 1895, Neue Bibelstudien, 1897, Licht
vom Osten, 1908). In the 19th cent, the Erlangen
school and H. Cremer renewed the attempt to

isolate the language of the Bible as much as pos-
sible, but this newest turn made the idea of

philologia sacra impossible. Classical philologists
now Work in competition with theologians in this

field (F. Blass, Grammatik, 1896; E. Norden,
Antike Kunstprosa, 1898 ; Thumb, Die griech.
Sprache im Zeitalter des Hellenismus, 1901). In

regard to physica sacra, the course has been the
same. The Bierozoicon of Sam. Bochart (tl667)
and similar compilations still show us the transi-
tion from the manual of science based upon
revelation to the modem archaeological method
which we find in our newer Bible dictionaries.
Biblical archaeology has won its way from a col-

lection of scholarly observations to a unified

presentation of the subject, made possible by the
idea of evolution, to which we owe the fact that

archaeology has become a fruitful subject of study
for the history of religion.

It is owing to the activity of the Palestine

Exploration Fund and the Deutscher Palastina-
Verein that Biblical geography, fonuerly a mere
collection of travel-notes, is coming to form a

.systematic and complete discipline, showing how
to appraise the witnesses of tradition by reference
to local conditions (Fr. Buhl, 1896). Geography is

thus becoming an important aid to Bible history,
which is no longer content merely to repeat tradi-

tion or even to criticize tradition, but is gradually
winning its way to a general view of the actual
historical development, with its motive powers,
including persons as well as ideas. In this process
naturally the unity of the Biblical point of ^new is

more and more lost sight of. We have the History
of the People of Israel (Ewald, Renan), or, more
accurately, Israelitish and Jewish History (Well-
hausen). Distinct from that, there are the History
or the Life of Jesus (Keim, P. W. Schmidt, B.

Weiss, and many others), and the History of

Apostolic and post-Apostolic Times (Weizsacker,
Knopf, McGiflFert, Vernon Bartlet). The Middle

Ages did not altogether reject secular evidence,
and now the bringing of Biblical history into the
frame of general history is a principle. The back-

ground acquires increasing significance through the

Egyptian and Assyro-Babylonian discoveries and
the clearer knowledge which we possess of Judaism
and Hellenism in NT times, and threatens, under
the influence of the modem positive treatment of

history, almost to overshadow the really important
features. By way of reaction, we have the treat-

ment of the '

history of salvation
'

by itself.

A greater degree of advance than in those Biblical

subsidiary sciences is to be observed in the two

comprehensive disciplines which in the academic
studies of our time oear the traditional names of

'Biblical Introduction' and 'Biblical Theology.'
It was the 18th cent, that first transformed these

into the independent sciences which they now are,

through an entire re-arrangement, in the spirit of

historical criticism, of the material received from
the Middle Ages and orthodox theology. From
scattered traditions concerning the Biblical books
and their authors there arose the historico-critical

introduction to the OT and the NT by the sub-

jection of the material to external and internal

criticism. The Scriptures themselves were carefully
examined to discover how far they corresponded
with traditional \'iews about them. This negative
procedure, which was due to the dogmatic con-

sideration of canonicity, was superseded by the

literary method (see above, 3), which acknowledges
the Scriptures to be part of a great development.
In this field the distinction between canonical and
uncanonical books remains more and more outside
consideration (see the collections of the apocryjihal
and pseudepigraphic books of the OT by Kautzsch,
1900, and of the NT Apocrypha by Hennecke,
1904 ; the splendid editions of ll. H. Charles and M.
R. James ; Budde's Historu of Hebrew Literature,
1907 ; the Histories of old Christian Literature

by A. Harnack, 1893, and G, Kruger, 1895). Con-
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trariwise on the philological side, the Jewish-

Christian literature is given a place in the general
literature of the Orient and Greece (von Wilaniowitz,
in Kultur der Gcgenwart, 1. 8S 1907 ; Gunkel, ib. i. 7).

The so-called "Biblical theology, which originated
in the collection of passages to prove dogma, first

became an independent study as a system of

Biblical dogma urged by Pietism, in opposition to

the scholastic dogma of orthodoxy. Soon it began
to draw historical distinctions (OT and NT and
then their various parts), and develoi)ed into a

representation of the various Biblical systems of

doctrine. Hegel's philosophy taught us to see

therein a complete aevelopment. Tlius we arrive

at the modern study of the religious history of

Israel and Judah and early Christianity, the

doctrinal element being more and more con-

sciously subordinated to the study of pious feeling
and its etlects in the life and thought of men.
In place of the Divine story of revelation, we find

a history of human piety and pious ideas. In

view of the current conception oi science, this is

unavoidable. But faith is always at liberty to

recognize in such human piety and its continual

advance the effect of Divine revelation. In this

distinction of methods of treatment (scientific

and devotional) there lies the guarantee of sound

development.
Altogether, the present position of Bible study

is quite remarkable. No age has seen such intense

study ; no age ha^ spent such a wealth of mental

energy in Bible investigation ; no age has produced
such a rich literature on the BiJjle. The field is so

enlarged and the labour so minute, that individuals

can hardly keep the whole field in view. Therein
lies a danger, and each individual discipline must

always remember the common aim. Above all, the

study of the OT must never lose sight of its goal in

the NT, and the study of the NT never lose sight
of its foundation in the OT. Otherwise the living
nerve will be snapped ; and, however necessary
scientifically a clear view of the external relations

of the Bible is, on the one hand, it must be remem-
bered, on the other, that the Christian interest

which confines itself to the Bible is equally justified.
The methods which theologj' employs in its Biblical

sciences are the same as those oi all other sciences,
but the standpoint is diflerent. The interest with
wliich it handles the material is the interest of

Christian piety.
Literature.—G. Hoberg:, tjberhlick iiber die Entunekl. u. <Un

Fortschritt der bibl. Wissenschaften auf christl. Boden von ihrem

Anfang an bis zur Jetztzeit, 1902 : C. A. Briggs, The Study of
Eoly Scripture, 1899.

History of Biblical Introduction : H. Holtzmann, Lehrb. der
hist.hrit. Einleit. in das XT 3, 1892, 1-16

; Jiilicher, Einleit. in
das AT6, 1906, pp. 7-21.

History of Biblical Theolopj- : B. Stade, Bibl. Theol. des AT,
1905, i. 6-11 ; H. Holtzmann, Lehrb. der A7' Theol.

, 1897, i. 5-22.

History of Biblical Archseology : W. Nowack, Lehrb. der
hebraischen Archaol., 1894, pp. 15-24.

History of Biblical Philology : Winer's GramnMtik^, revised

by P. W. Schmiedel, 1894, pp. 4-15.

There is as yet no history of Biblical History, but see H. Voll-

mer, Vom Lesen und DexUen h. Schriften, 1907.

History of Research in the Life of Jesus : C. Hase, Gesch.

Jesu, 1876, pp. 150-174, more objective than A. Schweitzer's
Von Reimarut zu Wrede, 1906, which is dominated by its

eschatological point of view.
The best information as to the enormous growth of Biblical

literature in the last decades is to be found in the Theologische
Jahrcfbericht, founded in 1881 by Piinjer, continued by Lipsius,
H. Holtzmann, and now ed. by Kriiger (OT reviewed by Sieg-
fried, Baentsch, Beer, Gressmann, Volz ; NT reviewed by H.
Holtzmann, A. Meyer, Knopf, J. Weiss, etc.). In addition
thfre is the Theologische Ruyidschau, ed. by W. Bousset and
W. Heitmiiller—since 1897.

In place of the Jahrbiicher fur Biblische Wissenschaft, by H.
Ewald (1849-1S65), and similar publications, such as Hilgen-
feld's Zeit.schr. fiir wissenschaftl. Theologie, 1858-1907, we now
have the Zeitschr. fiir AT Wissenschaft, by B. Stade (now K.
Marti), 1881, and the Zeitschr. fur die ST Wissenschaft und die
Kundedes Urchristentuins, by E. Preuschen, 1900—a testimony
to the progress of specialization. In America there are devoted
to Biblical studies in especial the Joum. of Bibl. Lit. (1880 ff.)
and the Bibi. World (1893 ff.), and in Britain the Expositor,

1875 ff., the Expository Times, 1890 £f., and the Interpreter,
1905 ff. For scientific Biblical research by the Catholics of

France the central point is the Revue Biblique, by Lagrange,
1892 ; in Germany, the Biblische Studien of Bardenhewer,
1895 ff., and the Biblische Zeitschrift of Gbttsberger and J.

Sickenberger, 1903.

In encyclopaedic form the whole material is offered at an
earlier stage by G. B. Winer, Biblisches Realworterb.^, 1847 f.;

D. Schenkel, Bibellexicon, 1869-73 ; E. Riehm, Uandwiirterb.
des bibl. Altcrtums, 1884, 2nd ed. 1893-94

;
Wm. Smith, Dic-

tionary of the Bible, 1803 (Amer. ed. Sraith-Hackett, 1892 ;
2nd

Eng. of vol. I., ed. Smith-Fuller, 1893); J. P. Migne, Scrip-
lurae Sacrae Cursus Completus, 1861-C3 ; Hamburger, Real-

encyclopadie fiir Bibel urul Talmud, 1883 ff.

All these, however valuable they were in their own time, are
now superseded bv recent works. Now we have the exhaustive
articles of Hauck's Realencyc. fiir Prot. Theol.», 1896-1903.
There are also the Kalw. Bibellexicon, by P. Zeller-, 1H93 ;

H. Gutbe, Kurzea Bibelwbrterbuch, 1903 ; J. Hastings, Diet,

oftfie Bible, 1898-1904, Diet, of Christ arid the dnspels, 19U0 08,
and Diet, of the Bible, in one vol., 1909 ; T. K. Cheyne-J. S.

Black, Eiicyc. Bibl. 1899 - 1903 ; F. Vigouroux, ikct. de la

Bible, 1895 ff. ; Jemsh Encyc. 1901 ff.—an imposing array, in

itself a proof of the high standard to which Biblical science
has attained in our time.

V. TuE Bible in Divine Service.—The
Bible was not only the authoritative standard of

Church doctrine in the hands of the learned theo-

logian ; it was also the book from which the
Church drew instruction and exhortation, con-

solation and inspiration. It was a book to bo
used in Divine service, just as it had been in the

Synagogue. Here we come upon the great dis-

tinction between Christian and all other forms of

worship. The obiect elsewhere is to produce some
theurgic efiect. The idea is to operate upon the

Deity through sacrifice and prayer, and by effective

symbolism to attain to some connexion, some
union, with the god. This is the case in the

heathen world generally, and also in the temple-
worship of Judaism. Only in the Synagogue and
in the Christian form of service is the central place

given to God's word, as it speaks to the assembled

congregation out of the sacred book with voice of

instruction, edification, and exhortation.
LiTBRATURE.—A. C. A. Hall, The Use of Holy Scripture in

the Public Wvr.'<h ip of the Church, 1903.

I. Reading.—The use of the Bible in the ser\'ices

of the Church has been rich and varied. In the
forefront stands reading. In the Synagogue the

practice followed was the continuous reading of

whole books. In the course of three years, e.g.,

the Law with 154 parashiyCth was read tlirough.
Tlie young Christian Church adhered to the same

plan. It is to be regretted that we know notliing

very definite about the reading of the Bible in the
first three centuries. But from the acquaintance
mth the books of the Bible which is taken for

granted, and which in many cases could have been

gained only through the services of the Church,
we may conclude that it was extensive. It

is certain that the Law and the Prophets, and
afterwards the Gospels and the Epistles, came to

be read seriatim. In his description of the

Christian service about 150, Justin speaks of the

reading of the d,iro/xv7]fiovevp.aTa tuiv airoaroXuv (i.e.

the Gospels) and the (Tfyypci/iyaara tOjv irpo<pTjTCJv (i.e.

the or—or is it the writings of Christian prophets,
in other words. Apocalypses, that he means?)
M^XP" ^Txwpei (Apol. i. 67). These last much-

disputed words seem to lead to the conclusion that

there was no special division of the Scripture into

portions for reading, and that the time allotted to

it was not definitely fixed. Justin's statement is

perhaps best understood by comparison with the

custom which the present writer found in some

outlying Swiss churclies. At the beginning of the

service, and while the congregation was still

gathering ('donee totus ponulus congregetur,' Can.

Hipp, xxxvii. 203), instead of the organ playing,
which is customary in other places, the teacher

read from the Bible, and after going through
several chapters in succession suddenly broke off

at the entrance of the clergyman. Naturally there
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was more read tlian the OT books and the Gospels.
The Divine service for which tlie congregation
assembled atibrded opportunity for bringing newly-
received letters from other churches to tlie know-
ledge of the congregation (1 Th 5'-'^, Col 4'"), and
also written addresses from distant teachers and
prophets (He 13"; II Clem. 19), particularly the
records of revelations (Rev 1^ 22^^ ; Herm. Vis.

ii. 4.3). In the beginning probably some dis-

tinction was drawn between the reading of the
sacred Scripture and the reading of these new
letters. But the custom of reading these over and
over again (see Dionysius of Corinth o^j. Euseb.
HE iv. 23. 11, on I Clem, and the letter from
Rome by Soter) was itself enough to give them a

place alongside of Holy Scripture. The effect of
this was twofold. On the one hand, the extent of

Scripture read in this way was increased. There
are 4th and 5th cent. JNISS which contain the

Epistles of Clement (Cod. Alex. ; cf. the Si/i:

Codex, dated 1170, at Cambridge and Can. Apost.
86), the Shepherd of Hernias, and the Epistle of

Barnabas
(
Codex Sin. ), and Athanasius makes Wis. ,

Sir., Est., Jth., Tob., Didache, and Hernias into a

special class of dvayivu<TK6/j.eva [Epist. 39, A.D. 367).
On the other hand, the Church insisted on having
everything uncanonical excluded from the reading
of the Bible in public worship (Synod of Laodicea,
363 [?], Can. 59 ; Carthage, 397, Can. 39 ; Westcott,
p. 540)—a step specially directed against the intro-

duction of the Apocryphal literature fostered by
Montanists, Marcionites, Manicliaeans, and Pris-

cillianists. The limitation to what was canonical
Avas never quite adhered to in the mediaeval
Church. So early as the 4th cent, the custom was
adopted of reading Martyrdoms of Saints on the

days dedicated to their memory (Cartilage, 397,
Can. 39 :

' liceat auteni legi passiones martyrum
cum anniversarii eorum dies celebrantur

'

; Liturg.
Gall. PL Ixxii., xc). The Roman Church, always
specially cautious—as, e.g., in the matter of the

Epistle to the Hebrews (Euseb. HE iii. 3. 5)
—

refused for a long period to read them in the
services of the Church, on the gi'ound of uncertainty
of authorship and suspicion of heretical falsification

(Deer. Gelas. v. 16, Preuschen, 151). Very soon
there thus came about the reading not only of the

passions of the martyrs, but also of other sacred

legends (Augustine allowed miracles of healing to
be read [cle Civ. Dei xxii. 8]). All through the
Middle Ages the Bible shared the honour of being
read in church with these books of legends and
passions. The Reformation really established the

principle of reading only the Bible.
In the matter of the choice of passages for

reading, the various national churches developed
various practices. The Aquitanian pilgrim (Silvia,
or Etheria) presents us with a picture of the ex-

tremely rich supply of readings on Easter Friday
in Jerusalem (Itin. Hieros., ed. Geyer, p. 89). The
Syrian practice, laid down in the Apost. Const.
ii. 57, viii. 5, seems to prescribe two lessons from
the OT, one from the Epistles and one from the

Gospels. Tertullian bears witness that the Roman
Church and the African Cliurch of his time followed
the same custom :

'

legem et prophetas cum
evangelicis et apostolicis litteris niiscet' (Praescr.
Hacr. 36). OT lessons are also presupposed in

Praes. Hcer. 51, Moi^og. 12, adv. Gentcs, 22. At
the time of Cyprian these seem to have been

wanting in the African Church (Epist. xxxiv. 4,

XXV.). Three readings—Proplietic, Epistolary, and

Gospel—are known in the Asia Minor Cliurcii

(Basil, PG xxxi. 425), as also in Gaul (Germanus
of Paris, PL Ixxii. 90, Liturg. Gall. ib. 171 ff.) and in

Spain (Liber Comicus, ed. Morin ; Anecdota Mared-
solana. i., Liturg. Mozarab. ed. Cabrol-Leclerq I.).

But here, too, the OT lesson was often wanting.

Later on, the number of readings was every-
where reduced to two—Epistle and Gospel. This
was the case in Rome, perhaps from the time of
Damasus (if it was really .Jerome who compiled
the lirst comes), and certainly from the time of the
Sacramentarium Gregorianum (PL Ixxviii. 25).
The order followed—Prophets, Epistles, Gosi)els—
is evidently everywhere considered an ascending
one. That is sliown in the special treatment of
the Gospel. While the other lections were left to
the anagnostes (placed in the beginning almost on
the same level as the piojthets as being a pneumatic,
but later on taking a place among the lower clergy
[Harnack,

' Uber den Ursprung des Lektorats,' in

TU ii. 4(1886), 5711".]), the reading of the Gospel
was reserved for a deacon or a presbyter (Canon.
Apost. ii. 57 ; Sozom. vii. 19, 6). At Easter the

bishop himself read (Peregr. Silviae, p. 73, Geyer ;

Sozom. loc. cit.). Candles were lirst lit for the

Gospel-reading (Jerome, adv. Vigil. 7, PL xxiii.

361 ; Isidore, de Offic. eccl. ii. 14, PL Ixxxiii. 793)

[cf. Bellarmine, de Peliquiis Sanctorum ii. 3 (Rome,
1613, ii. 775)]. The laudes ('hymns') were to
follow the lesson from the Gospel and not that from
the Epistles (Syn. Toledo, 633, Can. 12, Mansi, x.

622).

Gradually the habit of reading certain books at
certain periods of the Church year became fixed

(Lectiones annuce, Augustine, PL xxxv. 1977).
In Lent, Genesis was read (Chrysostom, PG liii.

22) ; in Easter week. Job (pseudo-Origen on Job,
PG xii. 103 ; Ambrosius, PL xvi. 1040) ; on Maundy
Thursday, Jonah (Anibr. I.e. 1044) ; on Good Friday,
in many churches of Palestine, the Apocalypse of

Peter (Sozom. vii. 19) ; on the four Easter days,
the reports of the Resurrection according to

Matthew, Luke, Mark, John (Augustine, PL
xxxviii. 1156 ; Fulgentius, PL Ixv. 903 f. ). Between
Easter and Whitsuntide, the Gospel according to

John and Acts (Chrys. PG Ii. 97 ; Augustine,
PL xxxv. 1433, xxxviii. 1426) were read ; in Spain
during this season the Apoc. of John (Syn. Toledo

633, Can. 17, Mansi x. 624), and in Gaul the Acts
and the Apocalypse (Germ. Par. PL Ixxii. 90). On
Victor of Capua see ZNTW, 1909, pp. 90 tf., 175 ff.

The Euthalian apparatus contains a system of

lectio continua for the Epistles of the NT in 57

avayvucreis (see G. Rietschel, Lehrb. der Liturgik
i. 1, 225). Chrysostom (Joh. Horn. 57, 1, PG lix.

311) clearly implies the lectio continua.

Soon, however, it came to be that special lessons

were taken for every day, the reason probably
being that the lessons had to be suited to the

commemoration of the particular saint for the day.
Gennadius (Vir. ill. 80) mentions the presbyter
Musfeus of Marseilles (t 460) as the compiler of

a pericope system of this kind. It is certain,

however, that at the same time various systems of

the kind came into existence, e.g. that of Claudian

of Arverni (Clermont), referred to by Apollin.
Sidonius (Ep. iv. 11). These were frequently com-

bined with the older system. Tlie Armenian
Church broke through its lectin continua only on

the great feast-days when it had special lessons.

The Greek Chnrcli "had a peculiar system of sabhato-

kyriaka : besides the lectio continua for the days
oi the week, there was also a special system of

pericopes for Saturday and Sunday (so in a great

many Gr. MSS ; cf. C. R. Gregory, Textkritik, i.

327 ff. ). Excellent service has been done by
E. Ranke in investigating the very confused liistory

of the various pericope S5'stems. In the Middle

Ages Charlemagne was the lirst to give attention

to this matter. Improvements were essayed in

all countries, usually in tne vain endeavour to

bring about uniformity. Tlie Roman practice
established itself more and more generally. It

was this ustis Bomanus that the Reformers found
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to hand, and there were many attempts at im-

provement. These have not ceased even in modern
times, nor has any unanimity been reached
even in the churches of Germany. In 18'.)8, e.cf.,

in Prussia, l)esides the usual lessons from the

Ejjistles and the Gusi>els, others were introduced,
in which OT passages were included. The lection-

ary put together for lihineland by Nitzsch, and the
Bavarian system revised by Thomasius, contain a
series of OT lessons extending over a year, while
in the Palatinate the system in use extends to a
four years' course.

There is great uncertainty as to the motives
which induced the choice of tlie diilerent pericopes.

Many of them owed their existence to chance, and
were afterwards justified by ingenious theories.

In the ancient Church the principle was always
strictly adhered to that the reading of Scripture
was for the congregation, and must therefore be

intelligible. When this was not immediately
possible for everybody, the reading was accom-
panied by translation, just as formerly in the

Targums of the Synagogue. In the whole of the
Western half of the Kmpire Greek was almost

everywhere read and understood. In many parts
of Syria and Egypt recourse was had to oral

explanation, until translations in the respective
tongues were made. In the case of Jerusalem we
know that the Greek lessons and also the Greek
sermon were immediately translated into Sj-riac
for the people, and when there were pilgrims
present from the West a translation was made for

them into Latin (Pcrcgr. Silviae, p. 99, Geyer). In

the same way in the West, translations of the
Latin were given in the Celtic, Punic, and Iberian

tongues.
In any case it was understood that the whole

congregation could follow the reading. Attention
to the reading of Scripture is mentioned in an

episcopal letter of the 4th cent. (Petrus Alex. [?],

C. Schmidt, TU, new ser. ii. 4'', 5) as the most

important part of the Sunday regulations. The
reading of Scripture was also expected to produce
a direct efl'ect upon the hearers. In a great
number of records of conversion the crisis Avas

reached suddenly while some passage of Scrii)ture
was being read in Divine service. Athanasius
relates that the conversion of St. Anthony ( Vita,
ch. 2, PG xxvi. 841) was due to his chance hearing
of Mt 19*^. Augustine remembered this at his

own conversion, when, hearing a voice say 'Tolle,

lege,' he took the Scripture and read Ro 13^^

{Confess, viii. 12, 29). It was hearing Mt 19^
read that induced Ilypatius, a youtli of 18 years,
to leave his home, though the biographer states

naively enougii that his father had previously
thrashed him ( Vita, by Callinicus, p. 9, ed. Bonn).
Similar stories are related of Babylas tlie actor

(Moschos, PG Ixxxvi. 2880), and of Simeon Stylites
(Lietzmann, TU, 3rd ser., ii. pp. 2, 20, 81, Synax-
arium ConMnntinopolitanum, 1 Sept).
Not until the Middle Ages did it happen that

in almost all churches, both Oriental and Latin,
the Holy Scri])ture was read in a tongue un-

intelligible to the people. Even Charlemagne
would have none of this, and demanded that
wherever necessary t'nere should be an interpreter.
Tins practice, however, entirely ceased, until in
the 13th cent, some attempt was again made to
have the sermon delivered in the language of
the country. Thus a custom which arose only
through tenacity of ecclesiastical practice and
clerical remissness was afterwards justified l)y the

theory that a holy speech was seemly for the
Holy Scripture. The abandonment of intelli-

gibility was connected with the development of
the Catholic service to a business of the priests,
before and for the passively interested congrega-

tion. The Reformation broke away from this
idea of worship and from the view of sacred

unintelligibility, and returned to the principle of
the ancient Church.
LiTRRATURB.—P. Glauc, Die Vorlesung heil. Schriften hii

Gotti'sdienst, 190(5; E. Raiike, /'erik/ipensyxtein, 1847; Scrive-
ner, art. •Lectionary' in .SiiiithClieethaiii, IK'A ii. ."jriOff.

; G.
Rietschel, Lehrb. der Lilurijik, i. lUDO, 223 ff. : W. Caspari,
art.

'

l'erikoj)un,' in PUE^ xv. 131-159; artt. in ExpT from
Oct. 1005 to .May 1907.

2. Preaching-.—The reading of the Scripture
was not all. An attempt was made to come still

more to the congregation's aid. To the reading
there was nearly always added an exi)osition, with
a hortatory, explanator}', and devotional a])plica-
tion (cf. Lk 4''"''-). According to Justin {Apol. i.

67), the reading was followed by an admonitory
and inspiring address by the presiding jtresbyter.
The second Epistle of Clement seems to l)e a
homily on Is 54-56 (Knopf, Preuschcns ZNTW
iii. 2(j6 11'.

; cf. Acta Petri c. Simone, 20 ; Augustine,
de Civ. Dei xxii. 8, p. 611, 9, 10 ; CSEL xl. 2).

Often the preachers refer in the introduction of
the sennon to the pas.sage of Scripture read. This
is the practice of Augustine, Ciesarius of Aries,
Petrus Chrysologus of Ravenna, Chrysostom, and
even Theophanes Kerameas. Bede often begins,
' Lectio sancti evangelii quam modo, fralres,
audivimus . . .' At a later date the words used
were,

' Post ilia verba s. scripturae,' and hence
from the 14th cent, the name jwstilla,

'

postil,'
was applied to collections of sermons (Nicolausof
Lyra, Gciler of Kaysersberg, Luther, etc.).

In many cases these sermons are nothing more
than the devotional exposition of the Scripture.
This is the nature of the homilies of Origen, who,
besides his commentaries and scholia, expounded
almost the whole of the sacred Scripture. We
are acquainted with 17 homilies on Gen., 13 on
Exod., 16 on Levit., 28 on Numbers, 13 on Deut.,
26 on Joshua, 9 on Judges, 4 on 1 Sam. and 1 on
2 Sam., 1 on 2 Chron., 2 on Ezra, 22 on Job, more
than 100 on P.salms, 2 on Proverbs, 8 on Eccles.,
2 on Song of Sol., 32 on Lsaiah, 45 on Jeremiah,
14 on Ezekiel. There are 25 homilies on Matt., 39
on Luke, 27 on Acts, 11 on 2 Cor., 7 on Gal., 2 on
Thess., 1 on Titus, 18 on Heb.—altogether close
on 500. In the same way we possess continuous

expositions of whole books of the Bible in the
form of sermons by Ambrose, Augustine, Chry-
sostom, etc. In Lent there was a sermon every
day, and on Sundays there were two. The peculiar
method followed by Chrysostom is worthy of

remark. First he gives a complete practical
exposition of the passage, and then in a second

f>art

he deals with some theme that has often very
ittle connexion with it.

A special kind of such expo.sition is represented
by the discourses which Jerome delivered in the

monastery (ed. Morin, in Aiiccd. Mareds. ii.).

These have not been preserved in their complete
form, but only as they were written down frerly
afterwards from shorthand notes. Occasionally
he expounds a Psalm, and immediately afterwards
a passiige from the Gosi)els {Rev. Ben. xix. 30).

The so-called little catecheses of Theodore of Stu-
dium originated in the same way (ed. Auvray and

Tougard, 1891 ; cf. A. Gardner, Theodore, p. 82 Ii'.).

But even where sermons do not deal with con-

tinuous passages in this way, as in those of Petrus

Chrysologus of Ravenna and Maximus of Turin

(both about 450), the majority of them have texts

from the Bible as their foundation. Even occa-

sional addresses are joined to a definite text, and
the sermons are so full of Scripture references,

that, despite their elevated rhetoric, they amount
to centos made from passages of the Bible, as,

e.g., the opening sermon delivered by Gregory of

Nazianzus at the Council in 381 (Mansi, iii. 5'J.Oli.).
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Gennadius ( Vir. ill. 100) boasts of the extraordinary
facility which his countryman, Bishop Honoratus
of Marseilles, showed in extempore preaching, and
accounts for it mainly by his rare acquaintance
with Scripture.

It is true that in the matter of preaching, too,
the Bible had to compete with the legends of the
saints. Chrysostom and Augustine preach a great
deal about the glorious deeds of the martyrs and
the miracles of the saints. In the collections of
sermons which are characteristic of the later
Middle Ages, such as the Homiliarium of Paulus
Warnefrid * made to the order of Charlemagne, or
the Ho7niliae Toletanae,\ sermons of both classes
are found side by side. Later on a distinction was
drawn between the sermones de tempore (on the
Biblical pericopes of the Church year) and de
Sanctis (on the legends of the saints), e.g. by
Hildebert of Tours (tll34), Bonaventura (t 1274),
Heinrich of Frimar (about 1340), Pelbart of Temes-
var (about 1500), and many more.

Generally speaking, in the Middle Ages the
sermon fell more and more into the background or
assumed a barren form. In many Oriental churches
it almost ceased. Among the Copts the only
preacher was the Patriarch, and he preached only
once a year. The Byzantine liturgy has scarcely a

proper place for the sermon. The Western mass
can not only do without it, but is then much more
of a unity. Hence it is that the sermon is often
a feature of supplementaiy services. But even
where we find it in ordinary connexion with the

reading of the Bible in the later Middle Ages, it

has wandered far from its original purpose. It
has become dogmatic, and is Biblical only so far as
scholasticism operates with the authority of the
Bible for its o^vn purposes. It was otherwise in

{)opular
preaching, and especially preaching in the

anguages of the country, such as the exhortations
of the P'ranciscans like Berthold of Kegensburg
(t 1272) ; the German preaching of the mystics and
popular men like Tauler (tl361) and Geiler of

Kaysersberg (f 1510) ; and in England Richard
Rolle of Hampole (t 1349).

Nevertheless it must be acknowledged that it

was not till the Reformation that preaching again
returned to its task of expounding the Bible.

Apart from exceptional cases like Mathesius's
sermons on Luther's life. Sermons on the Cate-
chism or the Hymn-book, or even the modern ex-

periment of preaching upon Schiller, the Holy Scrip-
ture is acknowledged in all Protestant Churches as
the exclusive foundation of the sermon. It cannot
be denied that, partly through the coercion of the

pericope system, but chiefly in consequence of the
scholastic tendency of thought in the orthodox
period, its connexion with the text often became
very loose. In Pietism, however, the connexion
again gained strength, and to-day it may be laid
down as the general requisite of Protestant preach-
ing that it should be in keeping with the text, or,
in other words, Biblical. In Luther we meet again
with the exposition of whole books in a series of
sermons— a form that has lately gained much
vogue (e.g. the four Gospels in '

Predigten und
Homilien,' ed. by Kogel, in association with Dry-
ander, Frommel, and Pank, 1889 CF.).

Even where, in opposition to the style of homily
which follows the text step by step (developed
with

special
success by Menken), the so-cailed

thematic sermon is preferred, not only is the
theme drawn out of the text or chosen because of

its close connexion with the text, but also in its

elaboration the effort is made to exhaust the text
as far as may be.

' F. M'iecand, in BonweUch-Seeberg, StudUn zwr Gesch. dtr
Theol. XI. Kirche, i. 2.

t G. Morin, Aneed. Mareds. i. 1893.

In addition to this, we have A^'ithin recent times
the Bible-class by way of supplement to the
sermon. It was introduced by Pietism (Collegium
biblicum directed by Spener and A. H. Fraucke),
and is becoming more and more common. In
entire freedom from the compulsion of tlie pericope,
which is still followed in some churches, it supplies
a connected system of Scriptural exposition.
Literature.—Hering, Gesch. der Predigt, 1897 ; Schian, in

PRESxv. 623-747 ; AUdeutsche PredigUn, ed. A. E. Sciu-iibach,
8 vols. 1886-91 ; G. Cruel, Gesch. der deutschen Predint im
MitUlalter, 1879; F. R. Albert, Die Gesch. der Predigt in
Deutschland his Luther, 1892-96 ; F. Landmann,

' Das Pre-
difftwesen in Westphalen in der letzten Zeit dea Mittelalters

'

(Vorreformationsgeschichtl. Forschungen, i.), 1900; L. Pfleger,
Gescfiichte des Prediaticesens in Strassburg, 1907 ; P. Drews,
Die Predigt im 19 Jahrhundert, 1903 ; C. Clemen, Predigt und
biblischer Text, 1906 ; E. Bindemann, Die Bedeutung des AT
fiir die Christl. Predigt, 1886 ; A. Meinhof, Die Wichti^keit der
BibeUtunde fiir das Gemeindeleben und ihre zwecknUUsige Ge-

italtung, 1903
; E. C. Dargan, A History of Preaching, 1905 ;

J. Ker, Lectures on the History of Preaching, 1888.

3. Catechetics.—Besides the sermon as a means
of explaining the Holy Scripture, we must not

forget the instruction given in catechetics. In the
classic form which it bore in the ancient Church
this began with a survey of Bible-history, having
regard to its typological and allegorical signi-
ficance. A splendid instance is given in the newly-
discovered work of Irenseus entitled etj itrlSei^iv

ToD diroa-ToXiKov KTjpuy/xaTos (TU xxxi. 1, 1907). In
Jerusalem during the Lent season three hours

daily were given to this instruction (Peregr. Sil-

viae, p. 97 ; cf. Augustine, de Catechiz. rudibus).
With regard to the catechumens, the teacher

could take for granted their wide acquaintance
with the Holy Scriptures. The reading of Scrip-
ture took place during the first part of the service,
to which catechumens were admitted {missa cate-

chumenorum) ; they, indeed, were the ' hearers
'

(dKpoi!)/j.€voL). Over and above this, Cyril of Jeru-
salem exhorted his catechumens to diligent read-

ing in private of the Scriptures recognized by the
Church (Cat. iv. 33 ff., PG xxxiii. 493). In the

West, indeed, the creed (symbolum) was more

emphasized than the sacred Scriptures,
and so it

happened that, as time went on, mstruction in the
Bible received less attention. The age of Charle-

magne was content with the Decalogue and the
Paternoster.
This catechetical tradition influenced even

Luther, although, so far as was possible, he strove

for the widening and deepening of Bible know-

ledge. When the practice of catechetics received

a fresh lease of life in connexion with confirmation

under pietistic influence. Biblical material came to

be more handled again, and nowadays the cate-

chism most favoured is that which adduces many
Bible-texts as proofs or is altogether couched in

Biblical phraseology. Bible-history forms a main

subject of popular education, \yhere this is not

the case, or the religious aspect is neglected, the

attempt is made to make up, for what has been

missed, by Sunday Schools and Children's Services.

The modern tendency of the Herbart-Ziller school

to make the Biblical history yield to other narra-

tives (Mdrchcn, Robinson Crusoe) undervalues the

religious and moral, and therefore the na'dagogic,
value of the Scriptures. Modern theology of tlie

historico-criticaJ school, too, has raised many objec-
tions to the old method of treating Bible-history.
It is not, however, merely a matter of history, but

of the spirit in which it is handled. Bible-history
is not now what it was in the Middle Ages, the

history of humanity. For us it is but a history of

faith. The important feature is not the know-

ledge of history, but the perception of faith. The
aim must be to get the child to reach beyond the

history into the spirit of the prophets and the

perfection of Christ. This being so, the ne\yer
critical Biblical science sets religious instruction
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the difficult task of making the Bible a cherished

and beloved book to the child, of investing it with

honour and authority in his
eyes,

and at the same
time of making him adopt such an attitude towards

it as the knowledge of defects and mistakes in its

record of history and natural history will not dis-

turb. See art. Catechisms and Catechization.
Literature.—H. Vollmer, 'Beitr. zur Gesch. des bibl. Unter-

richts,' in Mittheil. der Gesellsch. /. deutsche Erziehungs- und
Schulgesch. 1904, Monatschrift f. d. kirchl. Praxis, 1904,

and Evangelische Religionslehre, 1906 ; Caspar!, art.
' Gesch.

biblische," in FliES, vi. 619-22 ; J. Hoffmann, Die h. Schri/t,

ein Volks- und Schxdbuch in der Vergangenheit, 1902 ; E.

Chr. Achelis, Der Dekalog als katechet. Lehrstiidc, 1905
;
E.

Kautzsch, Bibclvrissensch. u. Rcligionsunterrichi, 1900.

4. Prayer and praise.
—To the direct devotional

value of the Bible in reading and exposition tliere

have to be added yet other elements of Biblical

origin. Nearly all the liturgical formulaj—Amen,
Alleluia, Hosanna, Kyrie Eleison, Gloria, and Pax
—find a jJace here. The single exception to this

in the ancient Christian liturgy is tiie Sursuni

Corda, whose origin still remains uncertain. The
Lord's Prayer, which is to be heard at every
Christian service, is Biblical, and so also are the

different forms of the Benedictions. The Reformed
Churches have also the Decalogue as a fiart of the

service, Avhile—the difference is
significant

—the

Lutherans adiiere to the Credo of the Catiiolic mass,

usually in the form of a hymn of faith. The
foundation and the language of most prayers are

Biblical. Often whole Psjums are taken over, or

single passages from the Psalms are worked in.

The Psalter as the prayer-book of personal de-

votion is dealt with in VI. i and 3.

Then also there is the singing of psalms. In the

ritual of the Temple this formed a most important
part of the service, almost all the spoken part.
In meetings of the Synagogue also it had a part
to play. So it was immediately adopted by the

Christians and diligently cultivated. It is dis-

puted whether by xf/aXfiol, D/iyoi, (^5al irvev/MaTiKal

(Col 3'*, Eph 5'°) we are to understand the Psalms
of the OT or specially Christian poems (or both

together). Tlie canonical Psalter was of course

completed, but the poetry of the Synagogue was
not yet exhausted, as is witnessed by the eighteen
' Psalms of Solomon

' from the period subsequent to

B.C. 63. The exalted mood of the early Christians,
the wonderful experience of the new salvation,

must have fostered poetry. 1 Co W'^'^ as well

as Pliny's statement 'Christo quasi deo carmen
dicere

'

suggest new Christian poems. We find

samples of these in 1 Ti 3'«, Rev U^^t- 12i»ff- IS^'-

jgif.
5. 6ff. g^j^ these fragments, like the hymns in

Luke's Gospel (Magnificat V^^; Benedictus l^^-,

Nunc Dimittis 2'^«-, Gloria '2}* [cf. lO^*]) show clear

dependence upon the OT patterns. In their form,

too, they follow the Semitic rhythm and not the

Greek prosody. The same may be said of the

eleven psaJms of repentance in the Pistis Sophia
which are modelled on the Biblical psalms. Tiie

Greek form was first brought into Christianity by
the heads of Gnostic schools who were possessed
of literary culture. The Muratorian Fragment
mentions Marcionite and Basilidian psalms. The
Naassene hymn in Hippolytus, v. 10, already
possesses the Greek form, as does also the hymn to

Christ in Clemens Alex. (Paed. iii. 12 fin.). The
hj'mns of the Syrian Bardesanes and his son Har-
monius were famous, and it was to repress them
that Ephraim wrote others. At the same time,
Ambrose in the West laid the foundation of Latin

hymnology. The poems of Gregory of Nazianzus
and Synesius are not much concerned with con-

gregational worship. At this time, however, a

tendency made itself felt in the Church to have
the congregational praise restricted to the Canonical
Psalter (which included, in addition to the 150

[151] Psalms, the 9 [10] v5al, cantica : Ex 15, Dt 32,
I S 2, Hab 3, Jon 2, Dn 3

[Apoc],
Lk 1, 2, as they

are gathered together in Codex A and in a great
number of subsequent MSS and liturgies) in order
to counteract the attempts of heretics (Arians,

Apollinarists, etc.) to misuse the Church hymna
for their own special ends (see Cone. Laod. 363 [?],

Can. 59 : Sri ov Set ISiojriKoui ^aXfioiis X^yecrOai iv rg
iKKKrjdlq. o\i5k a.Kav6vi<TTa, /St^Xia ;

cf. Theodoret, HE
ii. 24 [19], iii. 10 [6], iv. 22 [19]). Th^Apost. Constit.

(ii. 57) require the singing of tiio Daviuic psalms be-

tween the readings from Scripture. Two tendencies
thus run through the whole

history
of Church

oraise. The more severe of these auheres to the
Biblical psalms. Tiiey formed the ba-sis of mediajval

worship, and still hold the chief place with Roman
Catholics and Anglicans. In the strictly Calvin-
istic Churches they were in invariable use, though
in paraphrastic versions. On the other hand, the
Church has never ceased to produce poetry. In-

fluenced by the Syrians, Romanus brought hynms
to the Greeks in the 6th century. John of

Damascus put in place of such free compositions
the more correct and formal Canon, whicli is still

used by all the Oriental Churches, Greek and
Slavonic. In the West, from the time of Ambrose
down to the end of the Middle Ages, there was an
unbroken line of iiymn-writers, and soon alongside
of the Latin hymns of the Church others in the

popular speech were abundant. In Germany these
were specially numerous, and the Reformation in-

troduced a new and powerful stimulus. By their

paraphrases of what was ancient and their new
compositions, Luther, Paul Gerhardt, and many
others have supplied us with the higliest that
is possible in the strong and fervent expression
of Christian faith and pious feeling. Here the

Biblical psalm is found usually in the form of the

motet, which is sung by the choir as an addition to

the congregational praise. From the
very begin-

ning the Lutheran Churches have devoted special
attention to praise, and thereby not only has
the Roman Catholic Church been roused to new
activity, but the later Calvinistic Church has been
induced to permit, alongside of the Psalms, hymns
which in the meantime displace the old psalms
more and more. In view 01 what has been said

about the ancient Church, it is certainly not
mere chance that in Dissenting circles hymns play
such an important part. A pious Moravian legiti-

mizes his opinions by declaring them to ' conform
to Scripture and the liymns.'

It has to be said that the distinction between
Biblical psalms and Church hymns is in the main a

formal one. Often the hymn is nothing but a free

poetic renderinj' of the psalm ; cf. e.g. Luther's
' Ein feste Burg with Ps 46 and ' Aus tiefer Not '

with Ps 130. The congregation is rightly kept in

mind of this by the quotation of the text in the

hymn-books. The best and most effective hymns
are of this nature, and they show to great advan-

tage when compared with the martyrolatry of Greek
and Roman hymns and the sweet emptiness of the

hymns belonging to modern sects. Instead of
any

opposition between Biblical psalms and Churcn

hymns, it is, in fact, more correct to speak of the

direct and indirect effect of Biblical hymns upon
Christian worship, and it will be found impossible
to rate either too highly.
LrrsRATURK.—P. Drews, art.

'

Liturgische Formeln,' in PREfl

xi. 545-557; F. H. Chase, 'The Lord's Prayer in the Early

Church,' TS i. 3, 1891 ; Ed. von der Golt;;, Das Gebet m der

alt. Christenheit, 1901; P. Wagner.
' Uber Psalmen und

Psalniengesang im christl. Altertum,' in Rom. Qnartalschr.

xii. 1898, 245-279; G. Rietschel, P. Drews, H. Heringr, R.

Wolkan, R. Buddensiegr, Fr. Nielsen, art.
'

Kirchenhed,' m
PRE3 X. 399-443; Daniel, Thesaurus hpmnologicus, 1841 ff.;

Christ and Paranikas, A nthologia graeca carminum ehristian-

orvm, 1871 ; G. M. Dreves, Analecla hymniea medii aevi,

lSS6ff. ; Ph.Wackernagel, Das deuUche Eirchenlied, 1864 ff. ;
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A. Fischer and W. Tiimpel, Das deutsche evangelische Kir-
chenlied des 17ten Jahrh. 1904 S.

; Fr. Spitta,
' Ein feste Burg ist

unser Gott,' Die Lieder Luthers, 1905 ; Julian, Diet. ofHvmno-
logy, 1892, 2nd ed. (enlarged), 1907.

S- Biblical symbolism.—It was not only the
spoken word that was Biblical. The whole service
was intended to bear a Biblical stamp. This, it is

true, involved a great danger. The NT has little
to say on the subject of worsliip ; the OT has a
great deal. This being so, it soon happened that
in the Cliristian service analogies were discovered
with the OT priestly and sacrificial system, and the
service was thus lowered to a pre- and sub-Christian
level. We find the fullest expression of this in

Cyril of Alexandria, whose work on worship in
spirit and in truth is just an allegorical transfer-
ence to Christianity of the OT sacrificial laws.
The later Greek Mystagogy (Theodore of Andida,
11th cent.) made an endeavour to carry through
the idea of a parallelism between the history of
salvation (especially the life of Jesus) and tlie

liturgy. In the West, Isidore of Seville (t636),
in his cle Officiis ecdesiasticis, set the precedent of

justifying all Church usages by the Bible (cf.
Eabanus Maurus, de Clericorum institutione, de
Ecchsiastica

disciplina; Walafrid Strabo, de Ex-
ordiiset incrementis rerum eccles.-, Wilh. Durandus,
Rationale divinorum officiorum ; Honorius ofAutun,
Sacra7ncntariu7n).
We do not know how far these interpretations

of Divine service, written for the instruction of the
clergy, found their way among the people, but
from the walls of the church the Bible stories
and ideas shone do-\vn even upon the unlearned,
in beautiful pictures. The large wall-spaces of
the ancient Christian basilicas {e.g. Santa Maria
Maggiore) formed early picture-books of this kind.
In the East an extremely complicated system of

decorating church-interiors was established, partlym brilliant mosaic (Hagia Sophia, San Marco,
Capella Palatina at Palermo), partly in varied
colours (cave-churches of Cajipadocia, the monas-
teries on Athos). The Roman churches of the
West were also, as a rule, riclJy decorated.
Gothic art resolved those picture -

cycles into a
system of statues, into groups of sculpture. The
Renaissance baroco and rococo returned to col-
oured decorations, though the original educa-
tive purpose now disappeared behind the artistic
idea of ornamentation. The Biblical stories had
occasionally to yield to the accessory of lovely
landscape (as in Poussin's pictures in S. Pietro ai
Monti iu Rome). According to the principles of
the newer art, the understanding of the pious be-
holder can no longer be helped, as was formerly
the case, by inscriptions. So far as Lutheran
Protestantism is concerned, the pictures which
decorate the panels of the galleries in churches
are only by way of ornament. They are far too
small to be effective. Lately, Ed. von Gebhardt
has endeavoured with great success to decorate
the Friedenskirche at Diisseldorf with large and
effective Gospel designs. Calvinism rejects entirely,
or rather forbids, every kind of pictorial ornamenta-
tion. Instead, it makes some Biblical text in large
letters speak from the wall to the assembled con-
gregation. In the I7th cent., when the Graf von
Dohna, till then a Lutlieran, turned Calvinist, tlie

family tombstone at the church of Mohrungen
(Prussia), which was ornamented with a rej^re-
sentation of the Holy Trinity, was whitened and
inscribed Avith verses from the Bible. Calvinism
has also in some cases made the reading of the
Bible take the place of organ music. The liturgy
begins with the recitation of the Decalogue. In
this domain it is the Bible—in somewhat legal
fashion indeed—that rules the whole Divine service.

nii'^f'^^.T.'''^^-"'^"
^'eek Mysta8:ogy: F. Kattenbusch, in

PRE3 xui. 612-C22; P. Drews, Theol. Shtd. u. Krit, 1900.

p. 481 ff.; E. von Dobschutz, Byz. ZeiUchr.yii., 1903, p. 559 ff.:
F. E. Brightman, JThSt \x., lOus; J. Sauer, Symlolik de»
hirckengehaudes u. seiner Auestattuny in der Auffassung det
Mittelalterg, 19(J3

; F. X. Krauss, Gesch. der kirchl. Kunst,
1890-97, i. 383ff., ii. 22, 52ff.; H. Brockhaus, Die Kunst in
den Athos- Klvstern, 1891; H. Rott and K. Michel,

'

Kleiiiasiat.
Denkmaler' in Vickct'sSludien iiber christl. Denkmdler, vi., 19<j8.

VI. TuE Bible is private use.—i. The
Bible in the Christian home.—The Bible was not
only a book to be used by learned theologians or
for

litur^cal purposes. From the first and always
it aimed at being the devotional book of every
Christian. That was its special end and value.
At the time of Jesus the Jews had the OT, and, as
^Vellhausen says, 'Die Bibel war die Fibel,'

' The
Bible was the first reading-book.' Timothy knew
the Holy Scriptures

' from a child
'

(2 Ti 3"). Some
of the books of the NT were written as aids to

private devotion (Lk P-»). The passage 2 Ti 3'*

applies not only to the public but also to the
private use of the Bible. It is probable that in
the early period many Christians were limited to
the public reading of the Bible, as they possessed
no books of their own. In the opinion of the
present writer, however, the number of Bibles to
be found in private houses in the first three cen-
turies has been under-estimated by Prof. C. Bigg
{I'he Church's Task tinder the Roman Empire, 1905,
p. 28). Paul presupposes quite a remarkable
acquaintance with the OT among the members
of his Churches. Polycarp writes to the Church
at Philippi (12'):

' Confido enim vos bene exerci-
tatos esse in sacris litteris.' AVe learn from Ter-
tullian that the reading of the Bible in common
was one of the practices of the Christian home,
and he urges this fact as an argument against
' mixed '

marriages, because in such a case the
custom becomes impracticable (ad Uxorem, ii. 8).
In the Bidascalia of the Apostles (ch. ii. ) Christians
are exhorted in the followin^terms :

' Sit at home
and read in the Law, in the Book of Kings and in
the Prophets and in the Gospel which is their

fulfilment,' while in ch. xxii. the rod of discipline
(Pr 13^ 1918 2313) is interpreted as the word of God,
in which youth must be diligently instructed.

Family prayers, as well as those of the Church,
are Biblical in character. The morning- prayer
makes reference to Lk 21-', the evening-prayer to
Ps 113 and Lk 2-'"^'. The grace before meat, pre-
served in Const. Apost. (vii. 49), is drawn from
Gn 48i», Ps 136"*, 2 Co 9^. The real prayer-book
is the Psalter ; Christian maidens sit at the distaff'

and sing about the Divine revelation (Tatian, Orat.

33) ;
husband and wife entertain one another with

psalms and hymns, and vie with one another as to

who shall best sing to God's praise (TertuUian, ad
Uxorem, ii. 8). On the occasion of Monica's death,
when Augustine and his son Adeodatus were over-

come by grief, Euodius took the Psalter and in-

toned the 100th Ps., all present making re.<;ponse

(Augustine, Confess, ix. 31). All the teachei-s of

the first centuries counted upon this private use
of the Scripture, and encouraged it (Justin, Apol.
44 ; Cyprian, Ep. i. ad Donatum). Pami)lnlus is

said always to have kept copies ready to give to

Christians who desired them (Hieronymus, ad
Rnf. i. 9). The Acts of the Diocletian persecu-
tion indicate the extent to which the Christians
honomed and defended the Bible as their sacred

possession and their dearest treasure. More than
one martyr was discovered while reading the

Scripture, and brought to account for it, e.g.,

Euplius of Catana, who read Mt S^" 10^ before
the jiidge, and, when asked why he had not obeyed
the Emperor's injunction (doted 24th Feb. 303) to

deliver up all Bibles, quietly answered :

'

Quia
Christianus sum et tradere non licebat magisque
expedit mori quam tradere' (cf. Mart. s. Irenae, and
Eusebius, Mart. Pal. 8. 4). The reproach which
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was made against the Catholics by the Donatists,
' velut traditores in persecutione aivinariun scrip-

turarum,' was keenly felt by the former as an attack

upon their Christianity. No dillerence was made
later on when the time of Constantine began to see

the masses streaming into the Christian Churches,

except that exhortations to use the Bible at home
were rendered more frequent by the neglect of the

custom. Chrysostom assumes that his hearers pos-
sess a Bible, in Avhich they can read the text at

liome ;
if they do not, he urges them to buy one.

In many places a Bible was probably laid out for

public use. The lending of sacred books was con-

sidered to be pleasing to God. The diligent reading
of the Bible took a specially high place among the

virtues and merits of holy men and women. The

acquaintance which these people had with the Bible

was really astonishing. The sermons of the great

preachers of the time were composed of Biblical

quotations, and preachers counted upon their

hearers to take note of and understand them.

Pilgrimages to the scenes of sacred story, which
at this time were becoming more and more
common, added to the knowledge of the Bible a
certain knowledge of localities, however superficial
and superstitious it may have been. The Aqui-
tanian pilgrim (Silvia or Etheria?) informs us that

at each place the pertinent passage of Scripture
was read to the pilgrims.
With the collapse of the ancient civilization

and the decay of learning, the following centuries,

naturally enough, brought a decline in the reading
of the Bible. There came times when it was rare to

find the art of reading outside the monasteries. Per-

haps in the boudoir of a great lady there was still

opportunity for the study of the Bible and Virgil.
The laity, whether prince or peasant, and even the
secular priests, were illiterate. We hear complaints
about the meagre acquaintance with the Bible to

be found even in the ranks of the clergy. Charle-

magne had to insist upon every priest knowing at

least the Catechism. Petrus Damiani (t 1072) and
yEneas Sih-io (Pius II., 1 1464) complained similarly
of the small knowledge which priests possessed as

compared with heretics. Tlie Bible exerted only an
indirect influence through the medium of preaching,

poetry, and pictures, and even that was shared with
much other material. It was not till the 12th cent,

that the people again began to show a wide interest

in the Bible as such. This movement, though
viewed with suspicion by the Church, and occa-

sionally violently opposed, continued and increased

in intensity and extent in proportion as ecclesiastic

theology and piety became dissociated from the
Bible. There were circles Avhere Biblicism went
so far as to remove from the Bible everything that
was not

strictly Biblical, as, e.g., the prefaces
—a

purism to which sometimes even the prologue to

the Gospel of Luke (P"^) was sacrificed. But
though the Bible was really the devotional book of

these circles (Thomas k Kempis, Geiler of Kaysers-
berg on Right Reading of the Bible), the circles them-
selves were limited. Only few possessed a Bible,
and the attempts to make it accessible to all in the

adjoining rooms of churches benefited only indi-

viduals, and helped study rather than devotion.
With the aid of the new art of printing the

Reformation first made the Bible in reality the

people's book. From that point onward one can

speak of daily Bible-reading as a Christian duty.
Along with tlie hymn-book and the Catechism, it

is the only book that many evangelical Christians
know. It is tlieir manual of devotion, and still

more their reading-book. The wider circulation
of the Bible, which followed the improvements
eflfected iipon printing, made its acquirement in-

creasingly easy. At the same time, however,
competition increased. Thus we find that, simul-

taneously with the widest circulation of the Bible
which has ever been readied, there is a decline in
the pious use of it. Here, however, there is this
comfort to be laid to heart, that where it is read
a really pious desire is the motive. Many German
Bibles are wisely prefaced by A. H. Francke's
fine

• Kurzer Unterricht, wie man die h. Sclirift

zu seiner wahren Erbauung lesen solle.' Then
also the emphasizing of the supreme verses of

Scripture by special type, which we find in many
Bibles, is significant. Tliese are the utterances
in which the testimonium Spiritus Sancti inter-

num ever reveals itself in experience, in which tiie

troubled soul finds richest consolation, inspiration,
and strength. We find this illustrated m an old

family Bible mentioned by Hesselbacher. It was
underlined in the 18th cent, by his great-grand-
father in four different colours. ' What touciied
the sin of my heart :

—Black. What inspired me
to good :

—Blue. What comforted me in sorrow :—Red. What promised me the grace of God in

eternity :
—Gold '

(cf. with this the Gospels men-
tioned above, p. 583^, belonging to the 14th cent, and
written in four colours of ink, in order to see tlie

diflerence between the objective treatment of the
Bible by the Catholics and its subjective treatment

by the Evangelicals, who always kept in vieAv the
thirst of their own sinful hearts for comfort).

Naturally, we have no documentary evidence of

the reading of the Bible in families or in retire-

ment. An unusually favourable opportunity is

afi'orded in the letters of Bismarck to his wife,
from whicli we learn that tiie Bible was read

daily by one of the greatest statesmen, one, too,
who was certainly no pietist. Naturally, in

biographies and memoirs there is little said of

the devotional reading of the Bible in the quiet
closet or in the small family-circle ; it is taken for

granted or considered immaterial. All true efl'ect

of Bible-reading takes place in secret. So far as

it is possible to observe, it would seem that tiie

desire for God's word and the eternal truth which
the Bible contains is again on the increase (A. W.
Robinson, Co-operation ivith God, 1908, 114).

LiTERATURK.—Bartlett and Peters, The Bible for Home and
.9r/(oo;, 1898 ; C. G. Montefiore, The Bible for Home Reading,
1S9G, 1899.

2. Bible-reading by the laity.
—In the ancient

Church every Christian could obtain access to the

Bible, and exhortations to read it were general.
The idea characteristic of late Judaism, that certain

Scriptures were to be confined to a select circle, is

to be found only in the pseudo-Clementine Homilies
—a fact which is to be connected with the sectarian-

isms of Jewish Christianity and esoteric literature.

Elsewhere the warning is limited to the reading of

heretical works (Cj'ril of Jerusalem, Catech. iv. 33).

The sacred Scrii)tures included those which were
for use in church and those which were for private
devotional use (cf. Murat. Canon, on the Shephn-d
of Hennas). But the canonical Scriptures were
to be within everybody's reach. Athanasius re-

proaches heretics with preventing people from

reading the Bible. Chrj-sostom combats the idea

prevalent among the laitj' that the reading of the

iiible was a thing for the clergy and monks. Later
on this giving up of the Bible on the part of the

laity led to its being withdrawn altogether, exactly
as in the case of the communion cup. There came
a time when laymen could not read, and when they
had again learned the art they Avere not allowed

to read the Bible. This was part of the mediaeval

system of keeping the laity in dependence upon
ecclesiastical authority, and was based upon the

idea of the unfathomableness of the mysteries
which the Scrijiture contained. The traditional

exegesis of the Church was the only means of reach-

ing these, and the laity, left to them-selves, always
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vandered from the track. As a matter of fact,
where Bible study was fostered in lay circles,
there was to be found, as a rule, an anti-hier-

archical, anti-clerical, sectarian tendency. It was
believed that, in the Bible-reading conventicles
of South France and Lorraine, Albigensian and
Catharist tendencies were to be observed. Thus
Innocent III. wrote to the Bishop of Metz that
conventicles of the laity for the purpose of reading
the Bible were to be suppressed. The study of the
Bible was to be encouraged, but theological training
was necessary : the prqfunditas of the sacred Scrip-
ture was so great that even scholars could not quite
understand it ; the arcana fidei were not for every
man. Ex 19^^ was the passage which was founded

upon in this connexion : the beast that touched
Mount Sinai was to be stoned. Of course this did
not amount to a general prohibition of the reading
of Scripture by the laity, but it bore a close re-

semblance to it, and without doubt the tendency
gained ground. Against the Bible in the popular
tongue especially, a continual, though sometimes
veUed, and certainly unsuccessful war was waged.
Where the Church had no patience with these

conventicles, people were driven into the arms of

the sectaries, because it was these—especially

Albigensians, Waldensians, Wyclifites, and Huss-
ites—who gave the laity free access to the Bible
and a free field for its exegesis, which developed
in increasingly acute form upon anti-papal, anti-

ecclesiastical lines. This made tlie Church all the
more anxious to keep its members apart from the
movement. Soon it came to be that the reading of

the Bible brought people under the suspicion of

heresy. The decrees passed by Councils of the
1 3th and 14th centuries against the reading of

the Bible by Waldensians, Wyclifites, Beghards,
and Beguines were followed by occasional local

prohibitions like that of Archbishop Berthold of

Mainz (1485). This caused printers of the Bible
not perhaps to suspend operations, but to omit
their names from their work. In the period prior
to the Council of Trent, therefore, we cannot speak
of any general prohibition of the Bible. It was a
time of unreadiness and confusion, when mystic
piety contended with ecclesiasticism for the su-

premacy.
The crisis was brought about even in Catholicism

by the Reformation, which successfully established
the unconditional right of every layman to the
Bible. It rested upon the perspicuitas, that is to

say, the intelligibility of the Scripture to the

ordinary pious mind—the victory of the devo-
tional use of the Bible over the theological—and
compelled Catholicism to take up a more definite
attitude to the whole question. In England the
first endeavour to spread the gospel brought about
a persecution which recalled the time of Diocletian.
The Council of Trent (Sess. iv. Deer, de edifione
ct usu sacrorum librorum) decreed, ad coercenda

petulantia ingenia, that the exposition of Holy
Scripture was to be guided by ecclesiastical tradi-

tion or the unanimisconsens^us 2)atrum (cf. Cone.

Vatic, Sess. iii. Const, de fide, c. 2). Resting on
this decree, the Pope announced that only Bibles

containing annotations approved by the Church
could be published, and tneir use was dependent
upon the special permission of the mirochus, or

the bishop of the diocese. Practically this was
almost the withdrawal of the Bible. Tlie Pro-
testant Bibles were assailed, especially by the

Jesuits, as falsified and dangerous to the soul.

The same treatment was meted out to the Jan-

senists, especially in connexion with the trans-

lation and exposition of du Quesnell (Clement ix.,

Const. Unigenitus, 1713, prop. 79-8'_>). In 1794
Pius VI. condemned prop. 67 of the Synod of

Pistoja, which stated that the neglect oit Bible-

reading was innocent only in the caise of inability
to read, and that this neglect was responsible for
the great ignorance in matters of faith. Hardly
had the Jesuit order a^ain attained influence
when the Bible Societies in Catholic spheres were
everywhere suppressed. Leo Xll. published an
encyclical against them in 1824, ana Pius IX., in
the syllabus of 1864, § 4, condemned them along
with Socialism, Communism, and Secret Societies

(e.g., Freemasons) as ejusmodi pestes. It is one of
the most remarkable indications of an internal

change of system that there is at present in Italy
a 'Society ai San Girolamo' for trie spreading of
the Gospels among the people, which has a cardinal
for its protector, and wnose patron Pius X. is said
to have been, before he tooK his place upon the

Papal throne.
Within all Protestant Churches the Bible is the

assured possession of the laity, and any isolated

opposition to it is hopeless. The great necessity
now is to emphasize, along with the right to the

Bible, the duty of a true use of it in opposition to
the contempt in which it is now widely held.
Literature.—C. W. Fr. Wjilch, Krit. Untersuch. vom

Gebrauch der h. Schrift unter den alten Christen, 1779 ; T. G.
Hegrelmaier, Gesch. des Bibelverbots, 1783 ; Leander van Ess,
l/ber das notwendige und nutzb'cke Bibellesen, lSOS-24 ; Maloo,
La Led. de la sainte Bible, 1846 ; F. H. Reusch, Der Index
der verbotemn BUcher, 1883-85 ; G. Rietschel, art. ' Bibel-

lesen," in PRE^ A\. 700; O. Schmidt in Wetzer und Welte,
Eirchenlex.^ ii. 679 S. ; R. C. Moulton, The Modem Header's
Bible, 1907.

3. The Bible in monasteries and reading-circles.—From the moment when the masses entered the

Church, and a distinction came to be drawn between
half-Christians and whole-Christians, that is to

say, between the secular world on the one hand,
and monks, ascetics, and conventuals on the other,

Bible-reading among Christians as such decayed,
while in ascetic circles, where religion was taken

seriously, it increased. Chrysoslom was aware of

the opinion popularly entertained that the Bible
was for priests and monks. As a matter of fact,

it was in ascetic circles like those which gathered
round Jerome and Rufinus that Bible-reading was
most diligently fostered. Melania, e.g., a noble

Roman lady who renounced the world entirely,
read the whole Bible four times eveiy year, and
knew large portions of it by heart. Jerome was

quite pestered by the puzzles which his admirers

put him from Scripture. Marcella showed intelli-

gence in her queries, and suggested real difficulties ;

the less gifted Paula adopted more the style of the

modern Biblical riddle. The same thing was re-

peated in the court of Charlemagne, where Alcuin

was looked upon as an oracle for the solution of aL

difficulties. We possess the correspondence of two
nuns of the 6th cent., and find it to be entirely

composed of passages from Scripture.
In these pious circles the Psalter, as the daily

prayer-book, played the chief part. The Egyptian
anchorites passed days and nights in reciting

psalms which they learned by heart. This was
held to be the surest weapon against the tempta-
tions of Satan. In tlie monasteries the Psnlmodia

(chanting of psalms) was regulated (at Studium and
St. Maurice chanting never ceased, one choir re-

lieving tlie other [Acoemeta;]). At the same time,

a free field was left to the piety of the individual.

It was in the monasteries, too, that the reading of

Scripture was most practised. Not only were several

services held every day (or were provided for
by

the

regulations), but at meal-times, etc., some book

was read aloud. Sometimes it was the Scriptures,
sometimes it was legends of the martyrs or lives of

the monks. In the early period of the Middle

Ages the monasteries were the only places where

the Scriptures were to be found. Only there was

it known how to use them and communicate them

in some degree to the people. The monasteries
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were the homes of writing, reading, meditation,
and study. In the schools of the various orders
we have already seen that Biblical sciences were
fostered.

This condition of things was altered by the

Reformation, in so far as the distinction between
wliole- and half-Christian was now done away
with. It was impossible, however, to remove the
distinction between those who desired with their

whole soul to be Christians and tliose wiio were
Christian only in appearance. With all the em-
phasis which it laid upon the right and the duty
of all Christians to read the Bible, Protestantism
also possessed small circles of particularly zealous
friends of the Bible. Just as these circles occur
here and there in modern Catholicism, often in

connexion with some monastery, e.g. Port Royal,
to in Protestantism the influence of Pietism made
itself felt. The necessary impulse was given by the

pia desideria of Spener, who thus came into line

with the work of his opponent, Carpzow, in Leipzig.
Thus there originated

'

Collegia Pliilobiblica.' At
the outset these combined the features of the

exegetical lecture and the devotional meeting, as
was also the case with the Ziirich '

Prophecy
'

; but
afterwards the strictly scientific lecture of the

university became more and more separated from
the devotional meeting of the Church. The latter

frequently stood in a sort of opposition to the
Church service, as in the case of the Lay-preachers
of Wiirttemberg and the Stundists of Russia ; but
it found acceptance outside the strictly pietistic

circles, and came to be a regular part of Church
life in the .shape of a week-day semce. The more

strongly pietistic circles possess reading-circles of

their own, as well as Bible-classes for students and

schoolbojs. It is here that extraordinary achieve-
ments in the way of continuous Bible-reading are

accomplished. It reminds us of what we are told

about ascetics in the ancient Church, when we hear
that the whole Bible from Gn P to Rev 22^1 was
read through several times in one year (A. H.
Francke is said to have read the Hebrew OT seven
times in one year). The tables of lessons which are

jiublished by many societies (e. (7., the Prussian Bible

ISociet}') distribute the material of the Bible over a

year, not in continuous portions, but in selected

passages.
Literature.—Falk, Bibel am Ausgange des Mittelalters, 56 ff.

4. Substitutes and favourite passages.
—It was

not always; in its complete form that tTie Bible was
in use. The substitutes which existed alongside of

it were of great importance, and in the Middle

Ages exerted a greater influence than the im-
mediate use of the Bible. There were the select

fassages
for Sunday in the so-called Plenaries,

'ostils, and Books of the Gospels and the Epistles.
These were intended to be used not only in the
services of the Church, but also, as is shown by the
MSS and copies printed in the popular tongue, in

private devotions, partly at least to explain the

reading of the Bible in tne Church service. There
were also excerpts from the Bible in the form of

Bible histories {Bible historiale,
'

History-Bible ').

These were characterized by the almost comi)lete
absence of the more important Didactic Books,
the Prophets, and the Apostolical Epistles. Then
also there were rhymed Bibles, containing the
same material, but in verse, which, though not by
any means good, was easy to remember. To these
must be added the picture-Bibles, with their short

descriptive paragraphs, including the so-called
Biblia Pauperum ('Bible of the Poor'), which
contained from 24 to 48 woodcuts illustrating the
most important events in the OT and the NT in

harmony. La-stly, there was the A rs Meniorandi,
where the contents of the four Gospels were sug-
gested in rebus fashion. Towards the end of the
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Middle Ages these were M-idely circulated instead
of the Bible, not only because the great majority
of the people were still too ignorant to read the
Bible, and because the Church did not wish them
to do so, but also because the piety of the age took
more delight in the marvellous stories which the
Bible contained than in the hard fare of the
Prophets and the Epistles of Paul. Even for the
Psalms a substitute existed in the Fsalterium
Puerorum, a collection of certain Psalms much
employed in Divine service, and of other im-

Eortant
features in Christian instruction, e.g. the

lOrd's Prajer and the Creed.
The Reformation demanded that the whole Bible

should be given to the people and made free to

everybody. Some difl'erence of attitude, however,
can be observed in the two Protestant Confessions.
In Lutheranism the Catechism, with Biblical notes,
took the place of the Bible to a large extent both
in private use and in ecclesiastical teaching, while
Calvinism adhered to the Bible itself. At the same
time, the mediajval substitutes continued in use,

especially in schools, where Bible-history formed
the foundation of the entire education, as it will

probably do for long, in spite of recent attacks.
The etforts which are now made to give a due place
to the Prophets and the Apostles, as well as the
Historical Books, are significant and deserving of
success. On the other hand, the desire for a
school- and home-Bible that shall be intermediate
between Bible and Bible-history

is to be looked on
with suspicion, both from the euucational and from
the ecclesiastical point of view.
The pious Bible-reader of the old school read the

whole I3ible as the word of God. But it may be
observed that various parts of the Bible proauce
various effects, according to the period and the

people. In the ancient Church and the Middle
Ages, Paul is little understood and valued, and yet
Pauline reactions mark the critical epochs both in

theology and in the Church. Mysticism adheres
either to the Song of Songs or to John. The
Spiritualists who broke with the Church, the
fanatics of the Reformation period, and many
sects of modern Protestantism, build almost entirely
upon the Revelation of John. In the later Middle

Ages there were wide circles where the historical

parts of the Bible were the only parts known, and
even these only indirectly, through the so-called

history-Bibles
—that is to say. Scripture excerpts,

with many legendary additions from extra-Biblical
sources. The Didactic portions, the Prophets and
the Apostolic Epistles, had to be re-discovered.

The 'Enlightenment' laid supreme value upon
the moralizing

Wisdom-literature. As has been

recently noted, Frederick the Great's favourite
book was Ecclesiastes. Of the Gospels, Luke's

edifying narrative has enjoyed the greatest vogue
among pious readers, while speculative theology
{e.g., Schleiermacher's school) prefers John, and the
historical school abides by Mark. Modem social-

istic tendencies, again, do honour to the Epistle
of James, which Luther once very wrongly threw
into the fire as an 'epistle of straw.' Speaking
generally, interest in the Bible, which under the
influence of materialism and naturalism was re-

duced to a very low ebb at the close of the 19th

cent., has again happily revived. The chief motive
is the {esthetic one. Pearls of Biblical poetry are

selected for books of wisdom and beauty (Freiherr
von Grotthus). Works on the beauty of the Bible

(A. Wiinsche, 1906) and on the poetry of Christ's

gospel (O. Frommel, 1906) find a grateful public.
Modem investigation and criticism of the Bible

are beginning to create interest (Schiele's Religions-

geschichtl. Volksbiicher, and the more conservati\'e

Biblische Zeit- und Streitfragen, by Kropatschek).
More and more space is being given to Biblical
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material in popular collections, which are meant to

provide a general culture (Goeschen's Sammlung,
Teubner's Aus Natur unci Geisteswelt, etc.). As
the inevitable result of this, the religious interest

in the Bible must receive a powerful stimulus, and
Christian consciousness become re-awakened.
Literature.—Alzog:, Die deulschen Plenarien tw 15. und zu

Aixfang des 16. Jahrh., 1874 ; E. Reuss (S. Berger), art.
' His-

torienbibel,' in PRE'i, viii. 152-157 ; J. Kell, Die Sckulbibel,

1845; Enders, Die
Schulbibeljrape, 1896; F. M. Schiele, Die

Bibel und ihre Surrogate in der Volksschule, 1900
;
The Child's

Bible, 1883 ; Rogers, School and Children's Bible, 1873 ; J. G.
Frazer, Passages of the Bible chosen for their Literary Beauty
and Interest, 1895 ; J. W. Mackail, Biblia Innocentium,
1893, 1901.

On the influence of Paulinism : C. Bigg, The Christian
Platonists of Alex., 1886, pp. 53, 283 f.; A. Harnack, Dngmen-
gesch.^, i. 129 ; E. Serfass, Essai sur I'injluence du paidinisme
dansles riveils religieux, 1900; E. Langlade, Le R6le despsaumes
dans la vie religieuse, Cahors, 1905.

5. The Bible and the Classics. — The Bible
satisfies Christian piety, but it nevertheless has its

place in history as a link in a long process of

civilization. This fact explains the speedy develop-
ment of two tendencies. On the one hand, there
were those who placed the Bible, the book of

Christian devotion, side by side with universal
literature. In their opinion, both were possessed
of rights, and the Bible was in alliance with cul-

ture. On the other hand, there were Biblicists

pure and simple. These condemned all reading of

profane (i.e. heathen )literature as un-Christian, and

put on a level with the Bible only the devotional
Christian literature of a distinct ascetic colour.

This was the view entertained in ascetic and
monastic circles. Even in the ancient Church we
meet with it in Syria, the home of ascetic tend-

encies. The Didascalia of the Apostles, e.g. , ch. ii. ,

contains the following exhortation :

'

Keep away from the books of the heathen. What hast thou
to do with the strange words, the laws, and the Ijing prophecies
which tempt young people from the faith? What fault hast
thou to find with the word of God that thou stayest thyself upon
heathen fables? Wilt thou read history? thou hast the Book
of Kings ; wise men and philosophers ? then thou hast the

Prophets, in whom thou wilt find more wisdom and knowledge
than in the wise men and philosophers, because theirs are the
words of God, who alone is wise ; dost thou wish songs? then
thou hast the Psalms of David ; an explanation of the world?
then thou hast Genesis, by the great Moses ; laws and command-
ments? thou hast the Divine law in Exodus. Keep entirely
awaj- from aU strange things which are in opposition to these.'

Later we find the same way of thinking in the
monastic circles of Syria and Egypt, although it is

to the everlasting credit of Syrian Nestorians that

theycommunicated theGreek philosophy—Aristotle
and his commentators—to the Arabs, from whom
they were taken over again by Christians in the
West. There is a typical presentation of this
sentiment in the famous dream of Jerome. This
master of rhetoric, who prided himself on his
classical knowledge, wants the pious Eustochium
to believe that he had been thoroughly chastised
in the night-time for his admiration of Plautus and
Cicero, and compelled to give up the Classics (Ep. 22)—a delicate little piece of rhetoric that quite gives
its autlior the lie. This renunciation on the part
of Jerome was not to be taken seriously. Later he
insisted strongly that in education there should be
a union of Christian and general culture, of the
Bible and the Classics. But his fiction produced
its effect, and in many a cloister-cell during the
Middle Ages the dream was actualized.

It is true that tlie Greek theologians, and also
the monastics, among whom were Basil and Tlieo-

dore of Studium, etc., never quite gave up the idea
of a union of classic beauty of form witli Biblical

content. Thus the Alexandrian Clement and Ori-

gen were steei)ed in Greek philosophy. Clement

quotes tlie Bible with remarkable freedom, adopt-
ing a Greek style unawares. The same thing can
be observed in the whole school of Origen (ci. tlie

thanksgiving speech of Gregory Thaumaturgus).
But his opponent Methodius, the Biblical realist,

also writes a Christian symposium. Specially
noteworthy, because they regulated the succeed-

ing age, were tlie great orators of tlie 4tli cent.,
Basil and the two Gregoiys, who as young men at
Athens had, along with their heathen comrades,
familiarized themselves with the whole profane
culture. Chry.sostom, the pupil of Libanius, be-

lieved it his duty to apologize for the rusticity
of Biblical Greek : the Apostles were uncultured

fishermen, but that only made the miracle which
the Holy Glio.'^t efTected by them the greater.
At the same time, Chrysostom felt the peculiar
strength of the Biblical language. He adorned
his brilliant orations with Scripture quotations,
and so gave them the impressiveness which lifts

them above the contemporary speeches of heathen

orators, with their hollow phrases. The monastic

tendency in the 6th cent, sought to introduce the

Eopular
Greek, which resembled more closely the

emitic element in the Bible (John Malalas of

Antioch). It would be a valuable service to

investigate the influence which the language of

the Bible exercised upon the popular legendary
literature and Christian revisions of older material
like the Romance of Alexander. But although
monastic circles prided themselves no less on their

modesty than on their simplicity of language,
classicism, or the union of Christian and Greek
culture, was always maintained in Byzantium, and
after short periods of decline it never failed to

revive. This was the case after the iconoclastic

struggle in the 9th cent., chiefly through the in-

strumentality of Photius, and also, after the Latin
invasion of the 13th cent., through the Palseologi.

Arethas, the Archbishop of Csesarea (t c. 932),
wrote a commentary on the Apocalypse, and
studied Plato and Lucian diligently. Eustathius,
the Homeric commentator, who was afterwards

Archbishop of Thessalonica (t c. 1192), complained
bitterly of the want of culture on the part of

the monks, who could not appreciate the treasures

of the monastic libraries. This classicism was

specifically Greek in character, and it was not
transmitted by the Byzantines to the Slavonic

peoples converted by them.
In the West the development took a somewhat

different course. There Jerome and Augustine
provided a model of the noble union of Biblical and
secular culture. But, just as Jerome sometimes
felt that the latter was forbidden fruit, so in the

case of Augustine, from the moment when he

entered the service of the Church, an increasin"

Biblical element is found to colour his views and

language. Cassiodorus and Boethius were still

familiar with pa^an culture, but such familiarity
soon ceased. What little culture survived the

migration of the peoples is monastic and Biblical.

At the Court of Charlemagne the first revival of

learning occurred. Along with the Bible, Virgil
was studied. The Emperor himself was liberal

enough to appreciate tlie value of the German

epics. But so early as the time of the monk-

emperor, Ludwig the Pious, this disappeared. As a

matter of fact, Plautus and Terence were still read

even by pious nuns, but Hroswitha of Gandersheiiii

endeavoured to suppress these heathen writers by
her Biblical imitations. In the time of the Swabian

dynasty there occurred another revival, and after

the fall of the Empire (from middle of 13th cent,

onwards) the foundation was everywhere laid of a
real national secular culture, in ojiposition to ecclesi-

astical Latin. This spread from France to England
and the German Imperial cities, and in an entirely

independent manner it un'ted Biblical and extra-

Biblical material. Much more dangerous was the

classicism of the Renaissance. In their admiration

of the ancient form the Humanists made sport of

the ancient religion as they understood it, and
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some of them were ashamed of the Biblical element.

This led to a strong Biblical reaction, especially
in

Calvinistic countries, while Lutheranism trieu to

reach a combination of both tendencies. The
'

Enlightenment
'

confined strict Biblicism to a
narrow pietistic circle, while general culture,

characterized in some cases by tendencies hostile

to religion and the Bible, spread more widely.

Here, too, a wholesome reaction can be hoped for

only from the perception that the Bible, in its

true nature as the supreme book of devotion, can
never come mto collision with any other means of

culture.
Literature.—C. Neumann, Byzant. Kultur undRenaissance-

kultui; 1903 ; J. E. Sandys, Hist, of Class. Scholarship, 3 vols.,

1906-08 ; G. Kaufmann,
' Khetorenschulen und Klosterschulen,

Oder histor. und christl. Kultur in Oallien wiihrend de3 5. und
6. Jahrh.,' in Raumer's Uist. Taschenbuch, 18C!) ; Zappert,
Vxrgils Fortleben im Mittelalter, 1851 ; Comparetti, Vergilio
nel medio evo, 1372.

6. Misuse of the Bible.—Our sketch would be

incomplete without some mention of the abuse of

the Biule by misguided Christian niety. Although
the idea that the Bible had fallen from heaven
was never entertained, yet the conception of its

sanctity had become so strong among the Jews
that the roll of the Law was held to be inviolable.

A Roman soldier who had seized one of these rolls

was e-xecuted by the Procurator Cumanus to please
the Jews (Josephus, Ant. XX. v. 4, BJ II. .\ii. 2).

Copies which had grown useless had to be carefully

preserved in sacred burying-places made for the

purpose (the Genizah at Cairo has yielded a rich

harvest of e.xtremely valuable ancient copies of the

Bible). This material notion of sacredness, which
was familiar both to heatiienisra and Judaism,
was at first quite foreign to Christianity. It soon
found its way into the Christian masses, however,
and made the Bible, like other sacred things, tabu.

Especially was this the case with the book of tlie

Gospels which, along with the Host and the like-

ness of Christ, speedily came to be one of the most
ell'ective guarantees of the presence of Christ

Himself and His miraculous power. This was the

origin of kissing the book—still an important
feature of the liturgies of the East—and also of

the double procession, first with the Gospels and
afterwards with the Communion elements. The
official valuation by the Councils gave to tiie

Gospels, as representative of Christ, the place of

honour. In the consecration of a bishop the

Gospels were laid upon his head as the means of

communicating the Spirit and Christ's indwelling,
whereas they were placed in the reader's hand

only as the symbol of his ecclesiastical function.

They played a similar part in the consecration of

the higliest grade of Catharists. From the 4th

cent, it became tlie custom to take the oath uiK)n

the Gospels, and on these occasions it was usual to

turn up the beginning of John. In the Middle

Ages we find, along with or in place of the Gospels
which represented Christ, relics as representing
the saints. Tlic idea here is no higher than that

which is embodied in the monastic legend that a

Christian who was sorely beset by fleshly lust was
enabled to resist temptation by having the Gospels

hung upon his neck by a cord. One must beware
of spiritualizing this to the e.xtent of making it

the psychological effect of reflexion upon the
content of the book. It was to the book itself

that talisman ic virtue was ascribed. The explana-
tion of inserting a finger or 'dipping' in the Bible
is similar. The method which the Romans
followed with Virgil and other authors whose
works were consitlered inspired and sacred was
taken over by Christians and applied to their sacred

book {sortes legere), and, in spite of the ojjposition
which it met at tlie beginning from ecclesiastical

authority, tliis method of consulting the oracle

about the future was long maintained among
the people. We can observe the material view
whicli was entertained of the magical qualities
resident in the book, from the practice of writing
the answers to the most usual questions on its

margin. Such queries could also be answered by
means of slips of paper or tiireads, but when the
answers were read out of the Gospels they possessed
a greater guarantee of being Divine oracles.

The magical eilect of tiie Bible reached still

further into tlie dark regions of human supersti-
tion. Tliere were certain passages of Scripture
which were considered specially efl'ective in

defence and attack. Tiie Lord's Prayer, inscribed

upon a disc of clay found at Megara, was certainly

possessed of this significance, just as in ancient and
modem times Jesus' letter to Abgar was attached
to the doors in order to keep all evil and hurtful

influences far away from the house and its

members. A sheet of lead inscribed with the 80th

Psalm, Avhich Hiller von Giirtringen found in a

vineyard on the island of Rhodes, belongs rather to

the ancient formulas of malediction, by which evil

was supposed to be brought upon some definite

person. Chrysostom complained of tiie super-
stitious abuse of sayings from the Gospels {dtXrla,

ei)a77Aia) wiiich women and children wore round
the neck. Augustine relates how the Gospel of

John was laid upon the head of those who were
ill with fever. Gregory M. sanctioned by word
and example what tlie Church till then contended

against as abuse. In the later Middle A«'es the

only reason why tiiis superstition
in regard to the

Bible decayed was tlie Keen competition which it

had to face in the superstitious valuation of saintly
relics.

The Reformation destroyed the material notion

of sacredness wliich lay at the basis of all this

en-or. The bibliolatry which Lessin" and otiiers

opposed in the time of '

Eniigiitenmcnt had nothing
in common with this Biblical magic. It was the

dogmatic valuation of the Bible as possessed of in-

fallible authority. Evangelical Christians have in

the Bible not a book that is to be handled with

timidity and awe, but one which is for the intimacy
of home and private devotion. "Wiicre .searching
with the finger or '

dipping' in the Bible still exists

as a practice in Protestant circles (Pietists and
Moravian brethren), it has acquired an inward and

spiritual significance. At the same time it has to

be said that the practice in Evangelical circles of

making the Bible serve for pastimes {e.g. Biblical

riddles) amounts to excessive familiarity and
abuse ; the Bible is to be handled not indeed with

timidity, but with all due reverence.

Literature.—For the ecclesiastical use of the Gospels see

St Beissel, Gesch. der Evangclienbiicher, 1906, pp. 1-10,

who tries to dissociate this use from every element of super-
stition ; Kayser,

' Gebrauch von Psalmen zur Zauberei," ZDMG
xlii., 1888, 456; Hiller von Gartringren, SBAW, lt>;i8, p. 682;
N. Wilcken, APF i. 430 ff. ; Knopf, 3litt. d. deutsch. archiiol.

Inst, zu Athen, xxv., 1000, pp. 313-324 ; Job. Ficker, I'RK3
1.469; E. von Dobschiitz, PRE^ xviii. 537; E. Nestle,
ZHTW vii. 96. See also art. Bibliolatrt.

VII. Tub Bible in tue life of tee people.
—The Bible is pre-eminently the book of religions

devotion, but its operations are not limited thereto.

They embrace tiie wiiole life of Christendom.

I. Bible and language.—The Bible has exercised

great influence on tiie development of language.
Not only have translations of the Bible made
literature possible to a whole array of peoples by
giving them a written language in the same way
as missionary enterprise stilldoes, but in other ways
language has been powerfully influenced by the

Bible. The Biblical vocabulary supplied Latin, and
thence the Romance and German languages, -with

the terms 'manna,' 'Passover,'
'

Sabbath," angel,'

'devil,' 'Paradise,' etc. The Biblical structure
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of sentences—loose co-ordination of clauses and

parallelismus membroruni— has been largely
adopted as a model. It may be noted that here
three methods are to be distinguished: (1) The
conscious imitation of the solemn music of the

Prophets, which hardly exists in the ancient period,
but of which Lamennais is a modern instance. (2)
The allegorical use of Biblical names and ex-

pressions
—a method specially favoured among the

Greeks, who applied the typical names of the Bible
to the men of the times (waXiv 'HpwStds fj-alferai,

Chrysostom). Speaking of the bull of Canoniza-
tion dated 1228, which is composed in this style,
Sabatier rightly remarks that one can learn the

history of the Philistines, of Samson, and also of

Jacob from it better than that of St. Francis. In
later times the '

speech of Canaan ' has been much
adopted in pietistic circles, while it has been
abhorred in others. (3) The unconscious absorp-
tion of familiar Biblical phrases—the normal and
most widely spread form. Not only do the gi'eat

preachers of the ancient Church and moderns like

Bossuet, Schleiermacher, and Spurgeon employ the

language of their Bible, but the masters of litera-

ture do so also. If Dante is the creator of modern
Italian, Luther deserves the same title in regard
to modern German, and it was through his transla-

tion of the Bible chiefly that his influence was felt.

In reading Goethe, one becomes aAvare of his life-

long familiarity with the Bible. The style of

many Catholic authors shows that they do not
have the same familiarity with it. It is an
obvious mistake when Janssen's school attempts
to transfer the credit which belongs to Luther
to an obscure chronicler of the 13th cent., Eike
of Repkow. In English-speaking countries the
Authorized Version possessed the same importance.
It came too late for Shakespeare, but even he
could not have written as he did without the older
translations. The best age of French literature
has more than a temporal connexion with the
Biblical activity of Port Royal. The influence
which the Bible has exerted upon literature de-
serves to receive more attention than it has done in
the past. That, however, would require a wider

acquaintance Avith the Bible than most moderns
possess. More than any other book, the Bible has
contributed to the familiar phrases used by
numberless people who know nothing of their

origin. It is to be regretted that these phrases are
often used in a sense quite false and entirely
opposed to their original meaning.

Literature.—R. v. Rauraer, Die Einwirkungdes Christen-
turns auf die althochdeutscke Spracke, 1845 ; E. Stein von
Nordenstein, Uber den Einfluss d«r Bibel auf detit. Sprache
vnd Litt. 1856; P. Fr^d^ricq, 'Les Consiquences de I'evan-

;;elisation par Rome et par Byzance sur le diSveloppenient de la

lanRue maternelle des peuples convertis,' in Bull, de I'acad. roy.
de Belg. 1903 ; A. S. Cook, Bill. Quotations in old Eng. Prose
Writers, 2 vols., 1898 and 1003 ; C. Wordsworth, Shakespeare's
Knowledge and Use of the Bible, 1864 ; C. von Kiigelgen, Die
Bibel bei Kant, 1904 ; E. Hbhne, Umfang und Art der Bibel-

hi'nutzung in Goethe's Faust, 1906
; L. Rosenthal, Schiller und

die Bibel, 1905
; R. de la Broise, Boss^iet et la Bible, 1890 ;

J. Tr^nel, L'ancien test, et la langue franfaise du moyen dge,
1904; G. Biichmann, Gefiiigelte H'orte2i, 1903.

2. Bible and views of the world and human
life.—To the language of the Bible must be added
the general view which it takes of the world and
human life ; speech and thought are intimately
related, The Bible contains no conception of the
universe peculiar to itself. What we find in it is

the view entertained by the ancient world, and

especially the ancient East. To the early Christ-
ians there was nothing strange in this, because
their own view resembled it, and where there were
differences it was easy to harmonize them. The
Scriptures themselves, covering as they did a

space of 1000 years, were not at one in this regard.
The transition from the Semitic to the Greek
method of thought was effected as easily as in the I

domain of language. Plato and Aristotle were
read into the Bible involuntarily. This is shown
very clearly by the abundant literature on the
Hexaemeron. The Middle Ages looked upon this
mixture of old Oriental Biblical ideas and Greek
philosophy as authoritative ecclesiastical doctrine.
It was surrounded by the nimbus of revelation,
and was therefore infallibly true. Every consid-
eration against it and every attempt to account
for the world empirically (as Bacon, e.g., demanded)
was authoritatively suppressed. The eflect of this
was felt till within recent times. Luther was so
far from seeing how little of the Bible there was in
this ecclesiastical theory of the world, that he
called Copernicus a fool [Table-Talk, Forstemann-
Bindseil, iv. 575) ; the Roman Inquisition com-
pelled Galileo to retract ; Kejiler encountered great
internal and external difficulties in accepting the

credibility of the Bible as it was conceived in his
time ; while Newton combined with the exactitude
of his physical theories a Biblicism which we find
it difficult to understand. The '

Enlightenment
'

completed what the Renaissance had begun. It
secularized science and emancipated views of the
world from all Biblical ecclesiastical authority.
The great discoveries of the 15th cent., the transi-

tion from the speculative methods of scholasticism
to empirical research, not only in the domain *f
natural science but also in that of history, brought
about an entire change of opinion. The confidence
of the '

Enlightenment
' and the modern love of

truth have brought this clearly to light, and with
it the immense gTilf between the ordinary and the
Biblical view of the world. Here we come upon
the leading problem of the Bible for moderns.
Can the Bible stUl possess value when it contains
views about the world and man belonging to a
stage of human thought now outgrown? That
heaven (or the 3 to 7 heavens) arches over this earth,
that the stars encircle it, that the earth is sur-
rounded by the great ocean (only the parts border-

ing on the Mediterranean being then known), that
its central point is Jerusalem, that all the peoples
on the earth are descended from the three sons of

Noah, who was rescued from the Flood, that their

languages can be traced back to one single con-
fusion—all these ideas represent only the primitive
thought which the Biblical authors shared with their

contemporaries in Babylon and Egj'pt. It cannot
be denied that we have ceased to entertain these
notions nowadays. But this admission does not

by any means overthrow all Biblical authority.
What the theology of the last decade has toiled to
show and has succeeded in showing is gaining
increasing recognition, viz., that the Bible is not a
revealed text-book of nature and history, but that
God speaks in it to men about the salvation of

their souls. To every pious conception of the
world and its course as a whole and in detail, the
Bible will always be possessed of validity because
of the way in which it sees God's hand in every-

thing and teaches people to see God's saving inten-

tion in fortune and misfortune, the May in which
it places the wiiole liistury of mankind under the

point of view of an education to the stature of

manliood and iiidopendencc in Ciirist. In a word,
the Bible will always remain the book of pious
devotion, and such i>ious devotion will always be

easily able to surmount any dilficulties which arise

from different conceptions of creation. As in lan-

guage, a kind of translation is possible. What
apologetics must learn, hoAvever, is to abandon the
desire to justify every Biblical utterance, and after

every iliscovery in natural science and history to

begin at once to search about for some statement in

the Bible which it confirms. That only leads to
confusion wliere what is needed is clearness. It is

true that, so long as men read the Bible, the
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Biblical view of tlie world and Imiiian life will

remain popular. Without regard to the millions

of stars, men will speak of heaven as the Divine

dwelling-i)lace and the goal of pious desire, and of

the earth as the central point of the Divine plan of

salvation with man as its special object. In their

thoughts about love and hate, joy and sadness,

good and evil, they will speak of tlie heart and not
the brain. But what there must be no doubt
about is that these are only j)oetical forms of

speech, which, though fully lustitied in ordinary
life, ought not to be j)ut on the same platform as

what is strictly scientific.
Literature.—Van Eicken, Gesch. ui\d System der mittel-

alterl. Weltanschauung, 18S7(with little attention to the Biblical

element) ; E. F. Apelt, Die Heformatinn der SU-rnkunde, 1S.')2
;

A. Deissmann, Jon. Kepler und die Bibcl, 1895 ; L. Giinther,
Kepler u. d. Theol. 1904 ; L. Keller,

'

biliel, VVinkelmass und
2At\L%\,' ilonatshefte der Comeniusgesellscka/t, 1008.

3. Bible and law.—Of greater practical signi-
ficance is the influence of the Bible upon the life of

the people. The adoption of
Christianity by the

State made it necessary that the revealed book of

Divine law should regulate constitutional law. As
early as 400 a Culhitio Icgiim Mosaicarum et

Romaiiarum was prepared (ed. Th. Mommsen,
1890; Collcctio librorum iuris nntciustinianei, iii. ).

In most ancient Christian legislations this principle
finds expression in the prcf.ace. The so-called

Syriac-Roman statute-book (ed. by Bruns and
Sachau, 1880) athrms that the law of Moses is

older than that of all other nations, but declares

that, since the time of Christ, the only obliratory
law is the law of Christ given through the Clirist-

ian emperors, Constantine, Theodosius, and Leo.

As a matter of fact, this was etiquette more than

anything else ;
for the legislation is drawn almost

wholly from Gra^co-Roman law. The same thinf'

may be observed in the case of German law. Alfred
the Great placed the Decalogue in front of his

Laws of England. The ancient Bavarian and
Frisian codes, as well as those of the Swabians and
ancient Saxons, contain introductions full of

ecclesiastical Biblical ideas. The law itself, how-
ever, is national. Tiiere are only a few traces of

any Christian Biblical influence to be observed.
These may perhaps be made out, however, as early
as Constantino's legislation. The abolition of

branding the face is based upon the Biblical doc-

trine of the Divine likeness (C. Th. ix. 40. 2) ; the
second marriage of a divorced person is punished ex-

cept Avhen in the first marriage the otiier partner
was guilty of adultery (C. Th. iii. 16. 1, cf. Mt 5'^"-) ;

two witnesses are required (C. Th. xi. 39. 3, cf. Dt
19">). The influence of Christianity becomes com-
moner under Theodosius, Leo, and Justinian, whose
' novels '(i.e. supplementary laws) refer directly to

the sacrae scripturae (e.g. Nov. clx. 1). The severe

language of the OT is echoed in tlie legislation
of Charlemagne ; the continually recurring morte
moriatiir of the pitiless Saxon law is Hebraic.
Justification was found for the bloody persecution
of heretics in the OT condemnations of the dis-

obedient. Demands which were originally made
by the Church to safeguard Chiistian morals
were all incorporated in constitutional law under

Charlemagne: keeping the Sabbath-day holy, the

prohibition of interest, etc. What is still more
important for Charlemagne's conception, how-
ever, is that the whole theocratic idea was con-
sidered to possess immediate significance for the

6
resent. He felt himself a modern David, Solomon,
[ezekiah, Josiah. This state of things, however,

soon ";ave way under the pressure of the ecclesi-

astical idea that the State was opposed to God and
was to receive recognition only in the service of
the Church. The confiict gave birth to the modem
State, which takes no interest in ecclesiastical or
Bible authority. In Biblicist circles the obligation

of the or, and
especially

of the commandments of
the Gospel, is more and more emphasized. This
gave rise to the refusal to take an oath (Mt 5", Ja
5'-) among many sects down even to the Mennon-
ites, while the Church souglit to Christianize the
oath by furnishing it with tlie Trinitarian formula
and causing it to be sworn on the Gospels, and in
the Middle Ages on the relics of saints. It was
from the OT that ecclesiastical law derived the

firohibition

of marriage with a sister-in-law, and
rom it also Joseph Smith drew tlie Mormon
commandment of polygamy. In a purely legal
way tlie Baptists 01 the Reiormation endeavoured
to realize the theocratic idea, as Calvin aimed at

training Geneva to be a
city

of God. The Sabbath
commandment still calls for Sunday rest in Cal-
vinistic countries. These genuinely Biblical in-

fluences are to be distinguisned from those which
are due to the century-long effect of Christianity
upon the life, the customs, and the legislation of
the nations. It is to this latter influence, e.g., that
we owe the abolition of slavery

—not in the 1st or
in the 4th, but in the 13th cent, for N. Europe, ami
in the 19th for the S. and the New World. With
this the Bible had no direct connexion, for in the
American Civil War both sides took their stand

upon Biblical authority. Here too, however, there
was an indirect and educative influence exerted

by the Bible upon the moral sympathy and social

thought of mankind.
Literature.—Troplong-, De I'inflnence du christianism* tur

le droit civil des Jiomains, 1S44 ; C. Schmid, Die burgerliehe
Gesells. in der altroin. Welt nnd ihre Umgixtaltung durch d<is

Christentwn, 1857 (Fr. and Germ.); C. Bigrg:, The Church's
Task under the Roman Empire, 1905

; C. Loring: Brace, Gesta
Christi, or A Hist, of Unman Progress under Chrigtianity ,

1882 ; L. Seuffert, Konstaniins Gesetze u. das Christentum,
1891 ; W. Ohr, Der Carolingische Gottesstaat, Leipzig, 1902 ;

W. E. H. Lecky, Hist. 0/ European Morals^-, 1899.

4. Bible and art.—Specially interesting is the

powerful eli'ect which Biblical motifs exercised

upon art and through it upon the national con-
sciousness. The Christians of the first centuries
adorned with Biblical symbols not only the graves
of their dead in the Catacombs, but also the articles

which theyemployed in daily life—lanins, tumblers,
etc. Noah in tiie ark with the uove, Jonah
swallowed by the whale or lying under the gourd,
Abraham's sacrifice of Isaac, etc., were favourite

subjects. At first these scenes were of a purely
symbolic nature. The 4th cent, began to show
interest in tlie story, and continuous Bible illustra-

tions are then found in MSS (cf. above, p. 583).
But the picture became separated from the text ;

the illustrations suppressed and took the place of

the text. In the famous Joshua-roll in the Vatican,

supposed to be a 9th cent, copy of an ancient
Christian original, there is a series of scenes witli

small inscriptions like those upon the Trajan and
Marc. Aurelian pillar. Towards the close of the
Middle Ages the history-Bible shrank more and
more to a picture-book. Great favour was accordetl

to the Biblia Pauperum, a pictorial representa-
tion of the Gospel story with its OT types, and

occasionally with explanatory notes. Picture-

Bibles of this kind without any text, or with at most
brief explanations like tliose which were made by
HansBeham (1537) and Mich. Graff (1536-53), were
known occasionally also in the 17th and 18th cents.,
while the 19th returned again to the complete
Bible and illustrated it.

Besides Bible illustration, however, there was
the art of painting in general. The long walls of

the basilicas were picture-books of Bible-history,
and continued so until tlie end of the Romanesque
period (cf. above, p. 606). Gothic art chan^'ed tlie

telling of a story into the sculpture of indiv-idual

figures, and preferred the multitude of ecclesiastical

saints to the Biblical characters. Then the Re-
naissance went back again to Bible-story, and at
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this stage it was ancient mythology instead of the

legends of the saints that entered into serious

competition with the Bible. The Churches were
ornamented ^\'ith stories from the Bible (Giotto's

cycle in Padua, Madonna dell' Arena, indicates the

beginning ; and the culmination is found in the
twelve scenes on the walls of the Sistine Chapel by
Tintoretto, Botticelli, etc.). Private rooms also
contained similar ornamentation, and it was in the

loggie that Rafael executed his famous Bible in

fifty-two pictures. So far as altar-pictures, stained

windows, and other ornamentations are fostered in

the modern Lutheran Church, the subjects are

always drawn from the Bible instead of from
favourite stories of the saints, as was the custom
earlier.

Besides the sculpture of sarcophagi in the 4tli

and 5th cents., there is also the stone- and wood-
work of the doors of churches (S. Sabina in Rome,
S. Ambroggio in Milan). At a later date bronze-

castings became usual (baptistery at Florence).
The art of weaving was also employed in Bible-
illustration. We hear of Biblical scenes not only
upon hangings for churches [vela), but also upon
private draperies (Asterius of Amaseia). In the
Middle Ages, besides the rich ecclesiastical vest-

ments, there were embroideries for household use.

From the loth cent, onward the crafts received
a stimulus and showed a preference for Biblical

material. Painted and inlaid cupboards and presses
of the 16th and 17th cents, show whole rows of

Biblical pictures, and even the easy-going Rococo
period ornamented the toilet tables of its ladies
with pictures from sacred history. Nor did this

custom, in itself a profanation of the Scripture,
cease until the art of the '

empire
'

began to look
for themes in the Classics. The following period
made extreme simplicity its goal, while to the eyes
of modern naturalism Biblical themes present no
attractions. This, however, is not to be deplored,
for Biblical art must always be of a pious character.
The number of passages employed for illustra-

tion naturally varied very much. In certain
branches of art a strict tradition came to be
formed. Walls provided scope for more scenes
than sarcophagi, and book-illustration made more
detail possible. It would be a useful task to in-

vestigate systematically the differences which mark
the various series of illustrations. Great interest
attaches to the scenes which were preferred by
individual periods and artists. To some extent it

is possible in this way to discover what acquaint-
ance ^Wth the Bible different periods possessed, not

only in regard to the artists who were dependent
frequently upon a pattern, but also in regard to
the beholders upon whom the pictures—usually
explained by notes—produced their effect.

It must not be overlooked here that the subjects
were often drawn not directly from the Bible
but from some intermediate source or other. The
peculiar choice of scenes which the early period of

Christianity made has been connected with their

employment in sermons or in prayer. In the
Middle Ages, St. Augustine's de Civitate Dei, the
Historia scholastica of Peter Coniestor, and the

Speculum historiale of Vincent of Beauvais pro-
vided artists with their Biblical material. This

explains the Apocryphal features, the story of

Christ ranging from the birth of the Virgin
Mary to her ascension and coronation. Not till

the advent of Protestantism did the immediate
influence of the Bible again assert itself strongly.
Then there was a different choice of scenes and
a different arrangement of them. Much legendary
material was dispensed with, and in its place
much that had long been unobserved was utilized.

The finest service was here rendered by Rembrandt.
Aa a good Calvinist, he was so familiar with his

Bible that he could always find new and unused
subjects for his etchings. He could always count,
moreover, upon their oeing understood at once by
the public. See Art (Christian), vol. i. p. 855.

Besides the graphic arts, the art of language
and tone is al.so naturally concerned with the
word of Scripture. Poetry has found its highest
imnulses in tlie Bible. In this field there is much
ba^ rhyming to be met with, and literary re-

creations like the turning of the Gospels into
Homeric and Virgilian centos are common (4th
and 5th cent.). There are also the rhymed Bibles
of the Middle Ages, and in the later period, in-

fluenced by humanism, we find the Christiades and
Christeis. But there are also masterpie(;es to be
included here—the old Anglo-Saxon poetry, the

Heliand, Milton's Paradise Lost, and Klop.stock's
Messias. This is to take no account of the in-

spiration, the images, and the expressions for which
the greatest poets, Walther von der Vogehveide,
Dante, Shakespeare, and Goethe, are indebted to

the Bible. As a rule. Biblical poetry is epic, but

occasionally, and especially in imitations of the

Psalms, it is lyrical. The small dramatic element
is specially interesting. Not the clumsy Byzantine
Xpto-rds Trdo'xwi' (about 1100), which lays hands upon
the verses of Euripides but despises all stage-craft
and probably was never produced, not even the
Biblical and legendary compositions with which
the pious Hroswitha of Gandersheim (flOOl) tried

to suppress the comedies of Plautus among the

nuns, but the ecclesiastical dramas of the end of

the MiddleAges, which, with a gradually increasing
and finally almost exclusive participation of the

laity, brought the Bible-history to the popular
eye and ear simultaneously in the most effective

manner possible. Adam's fall, the stories of the

patriarchs, and above all the life and bitter suffer-

ings of Jesus, were lived over again by actors and

audience, sometimes Avith the most emotional
realism. Medisevalism was naive enough simply
to transfer the story to its own time in matters
of costume and background. There was besides,

however, a reciprocal action between the ecclesi-

astical drama and the reports which pilgrims

brought about the holy places of Jemsalem. *
Here,

too, there was an admixture of the Apocryphal
element. A complete play (four days) begins with

the creation and goes on to the judgment day,

foUo^^^ng the Church practice rather
thai];

the

Bible. Only a single instance, the Oberam-

mergau Passion Play, has survived, in a greatly
altered form, to our own time. Humanism and the

Reformation opposed those plays equally, though
from different motives, and when modern dramatic

art makes an attempt to bring Biblical material

upon the boards, cultivated Christian taste rightly
feels it to be a profanation.

Protestantism possesses something which the

more ancient period entirely lacked—the Biblical

musical composition. The ' Bible sonatas
'

of Joh.

Kuhnau (t 1722) may be considered trifling, but

the oratorios of Hemr. Schiitz (tl6T2), .). Seb.

Bach (t 1750), and G. Fr. Handel (t 1755») have

attained to the most perfect artistic rendering of

Biblical material. A distinction is marked by
the fact that while a Palestrina felt hi.'* task to

be the creation of Ma.sses and Requiems, they
devoted their attention to Cantatas (Psalm.s) and
Oratorios. And if the Catholics Joseph Haj'dn
(11809) and H. von Herzogenberg (t 1900) joined

them, they did it under Protestant influence.

When a Passion by Bach, with its moving arias

between the recitatives, is compared with the

mediaeval Passion Play, the same difference meets

us which we found in our comparison of the two

coloured Bibles (see above, p. 607). In the one
* E. von Dobschiitz, ChrisHisbilder, 253 ff., 334*.
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case, -what we find is tlie objective presentation of

history, in the other, the adoption of a subjective
relation to it.

LiTEBATURE.—E. Hcnneckc, Altchristl. Malereinndaltkirchl.
Lit. 1S96; L. von Sybel, Die chrisll. Antike, i. 1!)06

; F. X.
Krauss, Gesch. der christl. Kunst, lS96ff.

; E. Male, L'Art
reliij.

du xiii' siicle en France, 1898 ; Pokrowski, The Gospel
in iconographic Monuments (Rusa.) ; A. Wiinsche, Schonheit
dtr Bibel, i. 1906, p. 330 ff. ; H. Grimm,

'

Kaffael und das NT '

in
Preuss. Jahrb. Ix. 1883 ; The Gospels in Art: Life of Christ by
Great Painters, Lond. 1904 ; Petit de Julleville, Lcs ilj/st^res,
1880 ; A. W. Ward, Hist, of Eng. Dramatic Lit.'i, 1899

; A.
Hohlfeld, 'Die Alten^l. KolIektivmj'st«rien,' Anglia, xi. 1889;
K. Lange, Passion spiele, 1887

; Ph. Spitta, J. S. Bach, 187»-
80 ; F. Spitta, Die Passionen von Ifeinr. Schiitz, 1886, and
Handel und Bach, 1885 ; A. W. Pollard, Eng. Miracle Plays.
1904.

5. Bible and hostile influences.—The picture
would be incomplete were we not to mention, along
with the operations of the Bible, the counter-
actions whicJi proceed from an impious spirit. We
are not thinking here of the attacks upon the Bible

b^ the heathen State under Diocletian (see above,
VI. I) or by the ecclesiastical and political hier-

archy of the Middle Ages (see VI. 3), but of the
opposition to the Bible which characterizes modem
'

Enlightenment,' materialism, and socialism. The
clever ridicule of a Voltaire, the absurd attacks of
a Haeckel, and the vulgar insults of social-demo-
cratic literature, it must be said, are not really
directed against the Bible as such, but against a
false doctrine of the Bible. What has Balaam's
ass that spake, or Joshua's sun that stood still—to
mention two things most widely assailed—to do
with the Sermon on the Mount or the great hymn
on love (1 Co 13)? They show that the Bible is

not inspired in the old mechanical sense, but that
is not maintained any longer by any competent

judges. They will not cause any pious reader who
heeds God's voice to have any doubt in regard to
the testimonium Spiritus Sancti internum, which he
is always tracing. For the unfortunate antithesis
between the Bible and Science, ecclesiastical theo-

logy is itself most to blame, for it made the Bible

something that it was never meant to be.
The chief enemy of the Bible is ignorance of it.

Doubts and suspicions do not arise from Bible-

reading, but they are coiiiinunicated from outside
to those who are not acquainted with the Bible.
Of the whole book these people know only those

passages which are attacked by the modern
'Enlightenment.' Consequently thev hold it in

contempt and even detest it as a nindrance to
education and culture. Had they ever experienced
any of the comfort and gladness which the pious
reader can draw from its pages, they would be of a
different opinion. Tlie history of the Bible is an
objective proof of its beneficent operation.

LrrBRATiTRE.—H. Kbhier, Socialist. Irrlehren von der
Bntstehuna des Christcntums, 1899 ; H. Meinhof, Bibl. Schutz-
und Trutztmchlein, 1895.

In order to rob the Bible of its value, it has been
pointed out that other religions make the same
claim for their sacred books. That is true only to
a limited extent. But the Bible does not need to

dispute its position with the book of any other
religion.

' This portion of universal literature is

the most influential book that ever existed,' says
Jiilicher {Introd. p. 2) ; and Harnack (Reden und
Aufsdtze, ii. 168) speaks as follows: 'It is enough
to reflect upon the Bible as the book of the ancient
world, the book of the Middle Ages, and—though
not perhaps in the market-place— the book of
modem times. Where does Homer stand com-
pared with the Bible? Where the Vedas or the
Qur'an? The Bible is inexhaustible. Each suc-

ceeding period has revealed some new a.spect of it.

The Doctor of Divinity is rightly called Doctor
of the Sacred Scriptures. It is upon and round
the Bible that all the studies of the theological
faculties ultimately concentrate and group them-

selves. Whenever a single individual—layman or

theologian—has been enabled to draw fresh and
full out of the Bible and present to others what he
has thus obtained, the inward life of Christendom
has been raised to a higher level.'

E. VON DOBSCHUTZ.
BIBLE CHRISTIANS.-See Methodism.

BIBLIOLATRY. — This term usually means
the excessive veneration of a book regarded as

being Divinely .inspired. The phenomenon is a
religious one, and is found in tlie faiths known as
'

book-religions.' It is to be noted, however, that
our view of the merits of any given book-religion
or sacred book will deeply allett our judgment as
to the presence or absence of bibliolatry in that
particular case. One who rejects the infallible

authority of a certain book will see bibliolatry
where another sees no more than a legitimate
reverence. Hence, if we would accurately define
the term, we must lay down the limits of its exact
usage, seeking to determine not merely the qualities
that give it a relative and variable applicability,
but rather its essential characteristics. For this

purpose a preliminary historical survey will be of
service ; after which we shall seek a more precise
definition, and then proceed to a discussion of the
causes and consequences of the phenomenon.

I. Historical survey.
—

Nearly all the higher
religions are book-religions, i.e. their teaching is

deposited in a sacred book, which ranks as a Divine
revelation. These religions usually have a clerus,
who regards himself as the official interpreter of the
book, and bases his authority upon it, and whose
concern it therefore is to have the book recognized
as of Divine character. So true is this, indeed, that
even where the book is of set purpose given to the
people for their private instruction and edification,
ih.Q clerus still remains its accredited interpreter.
This is precisely what we might expect, since the
homage paid to the book rests upon the authority
of the community and of their representative, the
clerus. This

authority, however, commonly in-
volves a perfectly definite doctrine as to the sacred
volume— a doctrine which sets forth its unique
position in the most express form. In fine, the
clerus supports the authority of the book, and the
book that of the clerus ; and there are few excep-
tions to this general rule.

We must, however, bear in mind that no such
sacred book is ever a complete whole from the
outset, and that the several parts which go to the
formation of the Canon are never appraised as

absolutely Divine from the first. The tmth is,

indeed, that the deification of the work is always
a later process, 6is wUl be shown by the following
examples :

—
(a) The Vedas (which, be it remembered, were not committed

to writing till long after they had been collected, but were
handed down orally from one generation to another by precise
and highly elaborate methods) were not regarded oy their
writers as they are now regarded by the Brahniatia. The Vedic
poets compare their work to that of the weaver or the car-

penter. Their hymns are '

shapen in the heart, brought forth

by the mouth,' or they are inspired by the Soma-cup. But at a
later period they are looked upon as of Divine origin ; the goda
themselves are the authors. The poems are collected, and form
a sacred code, declared to be infallible. Their authority, in the

period of the Siitras, is pitted against all gainsaying. Only the
systems which recognize their authoritj- are reckoned orthodox.
The infallibility, the divinity, the eternity of the Vedas become
dogmas.

' The immortal Veda embraces all created things' ; so

s]H-ak9 the I^w-book of Slanu. The Brahmans base their own
authority upon the eternal Veda, and such support can be dis-

pensed with only by those who, in virtue of a direct intuition,
have become one with Brahma. This development is all the more
striking in view of the fact that Brahmanism looks upon no
historical personality as its founder, around whom or whose
apostles a sacred literature might have gfathered.

(6) In Buddhism also there has grown up a sacred literatare,

though Buddha himself left behind him no legacy of written
words. The sayingfs of Buddha, however, have been garnered
in one division of the Tripitaka, though, of course, the authen-

ticity of these cannot be vouched (or in detail. But reverenco
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for a sacred book holds no such place in Buddhism as it does in

Brahmanism. In point of fact, it is admitted that Buddha did
not reveal everything to his disciples : the Mahayana doctrine
is said to have been taken from the breasts of the serpents which
listened to his discourses ; while, again, verses flash upon the
minds of his disciples, notably Vangisa, by inner illummation.
Hence it is maintained that that alone which is at one with
reason can be the teaching of Buddha. Did Buddha himself
not say that he had turned the wheel of doctrine in various
ways, now rightly and now wrongly ? Buddhism, in fact, lays
too much stress on individual knowledge to be susceptible of a
genuine bibliolatry ; every man must for himself tread the path
which Buddha trod. But the reverence subsequently accorded
to Buddha as a deity doubtless opened the way to a species of

bibliolatry, particularly when his followers became bent upon
tracing back to him every detail of ordinance and doctrine ; and
the fact that the sacred writings of Buddhism became a nucleus
for the accretion of endless commentaries shows again the im-

portance of these writings for clents and community alike.

(c) In Parsiism the law of Zarathushtra plays a great role. This

religion, being of a more pragmatic type than the foregoing,
bears a markedly authoritative character. He who would cham-
pion the cause of Ahura Mazda must stringently keep the law
of Zarathushtra. This quite accords with the fact that the sacred
word is regarded as the soul of the holy spirit, the ho\y fravashi
of Ahura Mazda

; that this word exjiresses itself in sacred for-

iiiulas ; that, in particular, such a formula is found in the Ahuna-
\'airya, a prayer corresponding to the Buddhist's Oih marii
padme oih ; that generally the ceremonies are considered as of
the utmost importance ; and, above all, that the sacred book, the

Avesta, is still acknowledged as a Divine revelation, even by the

reforming party in Parsiism, though its language is now scarcely
understood. The guardians of the tradition and of the authority
of the revealed word are the priests, while the dogma of the
Divine character of the sacred writings vested with authority
the Atharvans, or priests of the later Avesta, as being the inter-

preters thereof.

(d, e) The two great Semitic religions, Judaism and Muham-
raadanism, have developed a bibliolatry in keeping with their
authoritative character. The prophets of Judaism regarded
their utterances as Divine oracles—a view which, however, did
not exclude a certain elaboration of what they had experienced
in the ecstatic state. The various writings show extensive
traces of redaction. The Canon was of gradual formation. A
beginning was made by the people pledging themselves upon
oath to the acceptance of Deuteronomy ; a further step was the
obligation to observe the Torah of Ezra. The lower limit for the
production of canonical books was the period of Ezra, although
the collection of these works was made in three stages, viz.

first, the Torah, in Ezra's own day ; then the Prophets, about
the middle of the 3rd cent. B.C.

; finally, the Hagiographa, the
strictures upon which, however, had not been sUenced even at
the beginning of the Christian era. At length, after the doubts
regarcUng certain antilegomena had been set at rest by the
Synod of Jamnia (a.d. 90) and Rabbi 'Akiba, all the books of the
Canon were recognized by the Mishna (c. 200 a.d.). The tradi-
tional Heb. text is the Massoretic, as it existed in the reign of

Hadrian, and its vocalization represents the pronunciation
current at that time, while the actual vowel signs date from
cents. 7-9 a.d. The Alexandrian version of the LXX had come
by the time of Christ to enjoy such a repute that the OT quota-
tions in the NT, as well as in Josephus and Philo, are taken from
it. After the destruction of Jerusalem, however, the Jews in
their growing exclusiveness began to rank the LXX as no better
than Aaron's golden calf, mainly because the Church appealed
to it in controversies with the Synagogue. In fact, the Jewish
Canon of 'Akiba stood in such favour that arguments were
founded upon its letters, and the minutiaj of its text were
reckoned all-important. This reverence for the text was on all-

fours with the theory of inspiration of which Philo is the most
outstanding representative, viz., that the OT scriptures are the
immediate product of the Spirit of God. Readers will not need
to be reminded that in the Christian Church, particularly in
Protestant orthodoxy, the Massoretic text, embracing even the
vocalization, was regarded as plenarily inspired. Nevertheless,
a corrective was furnished by Philo himself in his use of the
allegorical method of inter^iretation, by means of which he could
make a patchwork of Greek and Jewish materials without the
risk of infringing the Canon—a practice which also found its way
into the Church (St. Paul, Origen), while, again, Protestant
orthodoxy controlled its exegesis by its Confessions. The first,
within the pale of Judaism, to impugn this bibliolatry was
Spinoza, in his Tractattis theologico-politiciis, but it was of
course impossible that such a theory of inspiration, extend-
ing even to the OT, could be permanently maintained by
Protestantism.

In Muhammadanism we find an analogous reverence for the

Qur'an. Again, however, this does not represent the original
state of things. Muhammad, of course, as a

prophet, claimed
,io have received revelations, which he dictated, and even sub-

jected to later revision. But he set no great store by the form
of the revelations, altering it as he thought fit, and holding that
the substance should live in men's hearts. Various scattered
memoranda were extant at his death. Obbai had begun to

gather the fragments together during the prophet's lifetime
;

Zaid subsequently arranged his literary remains in a corpus
which became the basis of the definitive collection made under
Othman. Under Abd al-Malik the text was fixed by means of

vowel signs. By this time Muhammad's widow, 'A'isha, had
announced that the prophet himself, with the assistance of the

archangel Gabriel, had collated the Qur'an with the original

tfxt in heaven. The doctrinal theorj* regarding the book was
also a gradual growth. Under the Sasanians it became a ci\'ic

dogma that the
tjjur'an

was a thing of time, neither supreme nor
final. In opposition to the Mu'tazilites, however, the Mutakallim
brought the doctrine of the non-created character of the Qur'an
to the front

;
while Ash'ari adopted a characteristic mediating

position, holding that the heavenly original was from eternity,
out distinguishing from it the earthly exemplar as the work of
human hands. The Arabian philosophers Avicenna and Aver-
roes differentiate also between the religion of the people and
that of the scholar, asserting that it is the task of philosophy to
furnish proofs for tlie faith which speaks in popular metaphor,
and that a distinction must be drawn between the external

word, which is for the masses, and the inner interpretation,
which is for learned men. The doctrine of the Mutakallini

eventually prevailed, and the Qur'an was accepted as Divinely
inspired, even to letter and sound, with punctuation and vocal-

ization to boot. One sect of Muhammadans makes tradition
co-ordinate with the Qur'an. Muhammad had explained that in

matters reg:arding which he had given no instructions men must
act according to their own judgment. But after his death the
need for an authority became clamant, precepts being desired
for every detail of life. Accordingly there grew up the Sunna,
or Tradition, which is said to have embraced the biography and
utterances of the prophet. It was compiled by Abu Hurayra,
but was received by only one sect, the Sunnis. In any case, it

is certain that there arose such a reverence for the written

word, the Qur'an, as extinguished all liberty of thought.
(/) Finally, bibliolatry also appears at certain stages in the

development of Christianity. At first Christianity had no
Canon of its own, but simply appropriated that of the OT,
which, however, it set in a new light. There sprang up, how-
ever, a distinctively Christian literature, which presently came
to be used in worship. The story of Jesus, the Gospels, and the
lessons read at the Church services formed the beginnings of
the Canon. The selection of approved writings, which did not
exist before the middle of the 2nd cent., is traditionally said to

have been made at the sedes apostoliace. The criterion was that
the writings should be of Apostolic authorship, and conform to
the Rule of Faith. The common substratum was the Rule of Faith

itself, which grew around the Baptismal Formula, and at length
appeared as the Apostolicum. How vague as yet w-ere the
limits of the Canon, appears from the fact that both Origen and
Eusebius still speak of Antilegomena (Rev., James, Jude, 1 Peter,
2 Peter, 2 Jn., 3 Jn.) and accept the Shepherd of Hermas. Only
at the Council of Laodicea (a.d. 360) was it decreed that none
but canonical writings should be read in churches ; and Augus-
tine, at the Councils of Carthage (a.d. 393 and 397), was the
first to determine the Canon for the Western Church, taking in

the OT Apocrj-pha and Rev., while for the Eastern Church the
Canon was fixed by the Trullan Council of a.d. 692, the

Apostolic Canons being still attached to the NT. It is thus
evident that the Canon is a group of writings which was ratified

by the Church, and which, moreover, stiU required to be ex-

pounded by tradition, even as tradition had been a factor in the

process of compilation. It was the Church that invested the
Canon with authority, since it was the Chm-ch that laid down
the conditions of canouicity. Though inspiration and sufficiency
were ascribed to the Scriptures, thus giving them pre-eminence
over all other literature, as containing a Divine revelation,

yet they were read with the Church's eyes, and the doctrine

held regarding them was an ecclesiastical doctrine, a dogma of

the Church. Wioever appealed to the authority of Holy Writ,
and at the same time took a course of his own, had to avail

himself of the allegorical method of interpretation and the

theory of the ' manifold sense
'

of Scripture. But, such courses

notwithstanding, the fact remains that, when controversy

arose, the word was interpreted on traditional lines, i.e. accord-

ing to the regula fidci and the decisions of the Councils, which
were now becoming recognized as infallible—a belief necessarily

engendered by the sense of incompatibility between a fixed in-

terpretation and the doctrine of the 'manifold sense.' In

reality an infallible Scripture without an infallible interpreta-
tion vvould have been destitute of value. Only with the rise of

the Churches of the Reformation, however, was the doctrine of

Scriptural authority pushed to its final consequences, as the

Reformers, following the example of outstanding personalities
who lived at the close of the Middle Ages (Wyclif, Hus), and
in view of the frequent errors of the Church tradition, and of

the fallibility of the Church and its representatives, believed it

possible to fall back upon the authority of Scripture alone. In

this course they really proceeded upon their personal experi-
ence of faith ; as we know, Luther himself criticized the Canon
with f^iith as his criterion. But the Lutheran orthodoxy recog-
nized the Canon as something given, and appealed to Scripture
as the sole norma et judex in all matters of beUef, thus sur-

rendering the independent testimony of a living faith and the

certitude which springs therefrom. Scripture
must now be the

basis of religion ; man must now find Goa in it, since the theory
of direct inlercouree with God has been repudiated. Scripture
has become the depository of the Holy Spirit ;

the vis intrinseca

et ejicacia rerlii is the ultima ratio of our belief. Whereas, on
the Roman Catholic view, the Church, as being in possession of

the Holy Spirit, was the trustee of infaUibility, in the Reformed
Churches, this prerogative is accorded to Scripture. The written

word is no less than God incarnate. It is aliquid Dei; formal-
iter considcratum, its place is not among created things at all ;

80 HoUaz :

' male ereaturis accensetur.' Thus there grew
around Scripture a group of attributes designed to signify that

it was its own guarantee, e.g., sufficientia, perspicuitat, facul-
tas semet ij)Miti interpretandi, ejicacia. It is tlie sole arbiter
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In matters of faith. Philo's doctrine of inspiration is tlius afjain

to the front. Inspiration was held to be verbal. The authors

of Scripture were simply the pens (calami) of the Holy Spirit.

It implied great naiveness to suppose that Scrij)ture was self-

interpretintf, whereas, as a matter of fact, in this instance too

it was interpreted in the sense of the Confessions.

The theory of the 'nianifoM sense' had now been abandoned,
and the demand was all for granunaticoliistorical interpretation.
But it is obvious that an absolutely infallible Scripture could be

of no service without an infallible interpreter, which, according
to the theory, should have been found in Scripture itself, but
which was in fact sought in dogma. This view still survives,

though only in less important communities. Those who desire

to possess the Divine in a finite form, immediately present to

the senses, who in their religion waive all claim to self-reliance,
i.e. to personal experience of the indwelling Deity, will always
hold with a community that proffers guarantees of salvation,
in virtue either of its alleged possession of the Holy Spirit, or of

its actual possession of objects which embody the Divine, such
as the Host or a sacred book. When the early I'rotestant

dogmatists took their stand upon Scripture alone, they forgot
that the corpus of Scripture, the Canon, was a product of the

Church, and that only an infallible interpretation of the Canon
could make the infallible book infallibly intelligible. As a
matter of fact, the logical outcome of the situation was the
institution of a ininisterium verbi divitii, an office of the means
of grace, the function of which was the proper exposition of the
word—the work of the clems.
The Reformed Church also maintained the view of verbal

inspiration, but its pre-eminent and distinguishing feature was
its doctrine of predestination. Hence the Scripture was for

this Church but the infallible document from which men could
ascertain the will of God, and in whicli the will of God was
enshrined in all its purity. In this case it is the need of an

authority which makes an infallible word necessary. But as
the means of grace was not put in place of God, or, more
generally, as the distinction between creature and Creator was
still upheld, the Scripture was not deified. The Reformed
Church was satisfied to see in Scripture the absolutely inerrant
revelation of the Divine will, as something to be personally
appropriated ;

but it likewise recognized that Scripture gave no
information regarding the election of any particular person.
Men must win the conviction of their own election from other
sources ; such certainty was in fact given by the Holy Spirit.
But the claim for the unconditional recognition of Scripture as
the expression of the Divine will was still held to be valid. The
word is, so to speak, the Divine will in persona, in which man
must acquiesce. Again, indeed, we see that the absolute in-

lallibility and plenary inspiration of Scripture consort but ill

with the principle of inner certainty. If such certainty be a

fact, infallibility is superfluous. But if infallibility be necessary,
then salvation is unconditionally dependent upon Scripture as
the depository of the Divine will, and inner certainty is a
chimera. Besides, that the comnmnitj' fixes the Canon is corro-
borated by the fact that the Reformed Confessions expressly
enumerate the several books contained therein ; and that
scholars interpret in the sense of these Confessions is beyond
the need of proof.

Bibliolatry, then, as the foregoing survey shows,
i.s found in book-religions generally. Its es-sen-

tial character consists in the belief that a group of

sacred writings is the plenary depository of the
Divine Spirit, and that, as such, it is of eternal

duration and of superhuman origin ; that it tran-

scends all created things, or that, at all events, it

possesses the quality of absolute infallibility, being,
in fact, the perfect channel of Divine revelation.

In the eyes of those who so estimate it, such a
book pro.scribes all criticism, and ranks as tlie one
all-sufficient standard of appeal in questions of

belief. We are thus dealing with a conception
which is to be defined not quantitatively but quali-

tatively, i.e. which marks out the particular sacred
book as possessing qualities ab-sent from all other

literature, namely, exclusively DiWne authorship,
absolute infallibility, immunity from all natural in-

fluences in its origin ;
and hence also its recognition

as of unconditional authority, and its supremacy
in comparison with all individual judgment. Ab-
solute submission to this sacred book is the obli-

gation of the bibliolater. Outside it there exists
no final tribunal in matters of faith. It is all-

sufficient, and shares in the sovereign prerogative
<ji God.

2. Causes of bibliolatry.—We would first of all

oliserve that bibliolatry never exists where re-

ligion has the character of spontaneity, or where
tiie religious consciousness finds free and natural
utterance. But whenever religion loses tliis spon-
taneous enthusiastic character, when the Deity is

no longer supposed to manifest Himselt directly.

then, in place of such immediate intercourtic with
the Divine, there comes into operation the medi-

atinj' function of the community and of its recog-
nized sacred book. Men begin to feel the need of
a guarantee of salvation, of a sacred autliority,
and this they find in Scripture only when they
regard themselves as being, so to tpeak, yet in
their nonage, i.e. at that stage of consciousness
when man us.sunies his entire incapacity of making
judgements regarding the Divine, and when the
individual makes full surrender of his private
jmlgment. The necessary con<li( ion for the accept-
ance of any new revelation i.s that it must move
the souls of men. But it is only after a society
has been constituted upon the basis of an accepted
revelation tliat means are employed, in the suc-

ceeding generations, to preserve the original mess-

age. Accordingly the message is committed to

writing, and in its written form is looked upon as
the authentic source of the revelation. Now, the
less capable people are of personally experiencing
the truths thus won, the more eager are tliey to
find guarantees thereof, and such they believe to
exist in the

insjpiration
and Divine character of

the written word, and not in the actual message,
which they could of course verify for themselves.
In fact, even when the sacred Mritings contain such
a maxim as ' Prove all things : hold fast that
which is good' (I Th 5-'), men still prefer not to
'

prove,' but rather to give a blind atlherence to
the authority of the Divine book. But now, such
a course can be

justified only uuon the a.ssumption
that this book is free from all human elements,
and thus arises the theory of unconditii^nal in-

spiration and the act of deification. Wherever
we find men holding to a revelation in exlernal
and perfect form, we find also the need of in-

fallibly preserving the revelation to all time, i.e.

of a Scripture whose inspiration is absolute, pure,
and Divine.
The origin of bibliolatry is therefore in part

subjective ; it presupposes the complete religious

nonage of man, and his need of^ an absolute

authority, as also his lack of such genuine religious
emotion as might furnish a personal experience of
the Deity. But bibliolatry has likewise an objec-
tive source, viz. the belief in an external revela-
tion supposed to be infallibly and unchangeably
embodied in Holy Writ.
This explanation, however, does not cover the

whole case. Since the seal of sacredne.ss is stamped
upon the Scripture not by the individual but by
the community, bibliolatry in the event leads the
former to recognize his dependence upon the latter ;

and when the individual assumes his entire incom-

petence in religious things, he will pin his faith,
not to his own understanding, but to that of the

expert, i.e. the clcru.s. Thus bibliolatrj' brings us
back to the infallibility of the Church, upon M'hieh
it originally re.sts, since it is the Church that
determines the Canon. Such has been the process
in tiie religions of India as in Muhammatfanism,
in Judaism as in Cliristianity. And if the same
cannot be said of all, as, f.g.. Protestantism, which

puts the Bible freely into the people's hands, the

exception is but apparent, particularly in pro-
fessedly orthodox circles, since, for one thing, the
sacred book ombs its prestige to the Church, which

brought its contents together ; and for another, the

laity are dependent upon the translator ; while,

finally, orthodoxy holds to the necessity of a minis-

teriiua verbi dioini, an office of the means of grace,

by which Scripture shall be interpreted in the
sense of the Confessions. Tiie moment, however,
tiiat the Bible-worshiiqiing laity casts about for

an interpretation of its own, bibliolatry begins to

wane, and is seen to be a mere transition stage ;

the unmethodical exegesis of non-experts reveals
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such diversity a8 convinces even the unpre-
judiced observer that these interpreters are the
victims of a subjectivity which but ill accords with
their assumption of the purely Divine nature of

Scripture. It thus becomes obvious that bibliol-

atry either issues in the recognition of an infallible

Church, which delimits and interprets the Canon,
or, in other words, in the supremacy of the clerus,
of whose authority the Scripture provides the

grand support ; or else it disintegrates itself by
subjective exegesis, thus losing whatever signific-
ance it may have had—a result ever the more
certain the more religion is required to meet the
needs of the age.
Not only, however, is bibliolatry indicative of a

lower stage of the religious consciousness, and in
itself untenable, but the very conception of reve-
lation whicli underlies it is unsound. Were the

Deity revealed in a manner which excludes the

co-operation of the soul, such revelation would of
course be purely objective, free from every human
element, especially in the case of its authoritative
document being unconditionally inspired. But in

religion the chief thing is ever the intercourse of
man with God, and a revelation that is truly such
must always be some delineation of this inter-

course. The conception of the individual soul as

entirely outside the current of revelation, leading,
as it does, to a belief in verbal inspiration and
to bibliolatry, is radically unethical.

3. Consequences of bibliolatry.
— The conse-

5[uence of bibliolatry is that the people upon whom
it is laid as an obligation become bound hand and
foot to a fixed point of view—a result specially
disastrous when the sacred book not only prescribes
religious or ceremonial ordinances, but also enacts
laws for social and political affairs. Muham-
madanism wrecks itself upon the Qur'an. The
Christianity which is tied to a stereotyped inter-

pretation of a supposed infallible book becomes
ossified ; and the same may be said of a Christian-

ity Avhich would make the Bible the standard for
life as a whole, or which in particular cases uses
random passages as oracles, thus assuming the
individual's incapacity for moral freedom. The
existence of innumerable commentaries to the
sacred books of all religions is at least partly ex-

plained by the desire to find an interpretation
which shall be of service to the contemporary
generation, or to harmonize the writings with
some private point of view. Men have often tried
the experiment of combining their recognition of
the absolute authority of Scripture with the germs
of spiritual freedom ; by the device of virtually
emancipating themselves from the burden of the

book, while preserving their nominal adherence to
it by exegetic methods, they have striven to satisfy
the demands of progress. Such methods, of course,
do scant justice to the requirements of historical

veracity. Then the ossification resulting from

bibliolatry is sometimes kept in abeyance by dint
of associating tradition, especially a traditio con-

stitutiva, with Scripture. But in truth both inter-

pretation and tradition are mere palliatives. Only
on condition that religion be a living fact, and that
the personal element therein be given its full due,
and not suppressed, is the escape from bibliolatry
sure. For then the venerable documents become
but incitations to the personal experience of re-

ligion, and are by no means to be accepted without
examination. It is impossible that a genuine piety
should curb the spontaneity of tlie individual soul ;

it should rather animate the same in its various

manifestations. Accordingly it is the privilege of

the individual to assimilate whatever in the sacred

volume answers to his own experience, and at tlie

same time to subject the documents themselves to

a continuous process of criticism, in order to separ-

ate between what is merely temporary therein and
their permanent eternal truth.
LiTERATDRB.—Ladd, Doctrine of Sacred Scripture (1883), i.

283 f., 340, 413 f., 486 f., 575 f., 720 f.; ii. 452 f.; Mead, Super-
natural Revelation flSSD), chs. ix.-xi.; Sanday, The Oracles 0/
God S (1891) ; M. Dods, The Bible : Its Origin and Nature (1905) ;

Schleiermacher, Glaubenslehre, J} 127-129, 27
; Lipsius, Lehrb.

derev.-prot. Dogmatik(lii7G), J§ 179-204, 793-804 (3rd ed. 1893,
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; A. Dorner, Grundr. der Domnengesch. (1899),
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A. Dorner.
BIGOTRY.—A term of disputed etpuology,

denoting the moral characteristic which combines
strong wQl with narrow intelligence in its direction.
It appears sometimes in that lack of moral perspec-
tive which distinguishes the stickler for trifles,

exalting trivial and variable forms into equal rank
with the immutable principles of moral and re-

ligious life. Sometimes a strong will may grasp
tenaciously even a doctrine or line of conduct
that is wrong, and then we may have the cruel
intolerance of an inquisitor or of the leaders in tlie

Reign of Terror during the French Revolution.
When a strong will is supported by religious
enthusiasm, bigotry is well described as ' a zeal for

God, but not according to knowledge
'

(Ro 10-).

J. Clark Murray.
BIJAPUR (Skr. vijayapura, 'city of victory').—The capital of the District of the same name in

the Bombay Presidency, lat. 16° 49' 45" N. ; long.
75° 46' 5" E. The present city was founded on an
ancient site which was already the site of Hindu
and Jaina worship. It became the seat of the
famous Adil Shahi dynasty, the existence of

which terminated on its capture by Aurangzib in

A.D. 1686. In recent years the British Govern-
ment has taken steps to conserve the splendid
series of buildings which were erected by this

Musalman dynasty. Among those of a religious
character may be noticed the Jami' Masjid, or

Cathedral Mosque, commenced by 'Ali Adil Sliah

(A.D. 1557-1579), but never completely finished,
which Fergusson calls

' one of the finest mosques
in India.' Equally remarkable are the splendid
tombs of 'All Adil Shah, and his successors, Ibra-

him and Mahmud, the last remarkable for its

wonderful dome, supported by a method much less

clumsy than that employed in the Pantheon and
in most of the domes of Europe.

LiTERATCRE.—Mcadows Taylor and Fergusson, Archi-

tecture at Bijapur (18C6) ; Fergusson, History of Indian and
Eastern Architecture (1876), 558 ff. ; Bombay Gazetteer, xxiii.

601 ff. For the old Hindu and Jaina remain.s. IA vii. 121 ff.

W. Crooke.
BINDING AND LOOSING.— In Mt 16'" and

18'" Clirist bestows the power of bindini,' and loos-

ing upon St. Peter and all the Apostles respectively,
with the promise that what thej' bind on earth shall

be bound in heaven, and what they loose on earth
shall be loosed in heaven. For a right understand-

ing of the nature of the power involved in this gift,

it is necessary to consider what must have been the

meaning conveyed to the minds of the Apostles,

typical Jews of their time, by these words of Jesus.

tirst, we notice that the power to bind and loose is

granted in connexion witli thii^gs, not witli persons,
which concurs with the common use of the terms in

the Tahnuds. In them the phrases are applied to

such questions as the sending of letters by the
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hands of a Gentile on the eve of the Sabbath
(Jerns. Shabb. fol. 4. 1), the beginning of voyages,
or the gatliering of wood (Jerns. Jam. Tobh.
fol. 61. 1). They are used, in doctrinal and judicial
matters, of things allowed or not allowed in the
Law ; in particular, there is the recurrent formula,
' The House of Shammai binds . . . the House of
Hillel looses.' Interpreting the former passage
in Mt. by the normal usage of the time, we
shall conclude that our Lord declared St. Peter
to be a competent Rabbi, whose decisions in the
matter of conduct (halakha) would be ratified by
the Heavenly Tribunal. In the exercise of his

authority, he would forbid (bind) certain things,
and permit (loose) others. In view of the close
connexion in Mt 16^^-

'* between the keys and the

power of binding and loosing, we may note that
the power of the keys ((/.y.), equally with that of

binding and loosing, belonged to the oflice of scribe
or teaciier ; the scribe, when admitted to oflice,
received ' the key of knowledge' (Lk 11*^). Thus
St. Peter was qualified to be a scribe fully in-

structed unto the Kingdom of Heaven, endowed
with legislative power concerning things, not

judicial power concerning persons. In Mt 18'^ the
sense of ' bind

' and '

loose
'

has developed in view
of the context, and its positive content has become
greater : the power to exclude from the society in

view of a stubbornly maintained refusal to
rectify

an oflence is involved; vv.'^'* as well as vv."*""
show that the new society is regarded as possess-
ing powers of self-government from God, and that
its decisions will be ratified by God.
Mt 16^* and 18'® cannot legitimately be connected

with Jn 20^ ('whose soever sins ye forgive, they
are forgiven unto them ; whose soever sins ye
retain, they are retained'), though, as we shall see,
the identification began very soon and became
noniial. Sieiv coiTesponds to Heb. npx and Aram.
ncM ; \'ueiv to Heb. tb.? and Aram. n-jy. The most
that we can say is that in Mt 18'* the context
seems to show that the power of binding and loos-

ing implies, among other things, the power of

treating sin as pardonable or the reverse, with
reference to admission into, or exclusion from,
the community. And this conception can be ob-
tained only from the context ; it must not be read
into the words, for whereas such a phrase as \veiv

afiaprLas might be allowed, the corresponding dieif

afiaprias would be impossible. Dalman
(
Words of

Jesiis, 216) partially supports the Patristic con-
nexion of Mt 16'" and IS'* with Jn 20^3. He thinks
it doubtful whether Matthew understood Jesus as

merely bestowing on His disciples power to give
authoritative decisions in matters of conduct, and
points to the exclusion from the community,
which, admittedly, is involved in the context of

Mt 18'^ Therefore, with the inclusion of the con-

ception of St. Peter as the steward of God's house
on earth, who possesses the keys, and has power to

open or shut, he allows tliat tlie sense of Jn 20-^ is

latent in the passages of Mt., since ' exclusion from
the community on account of some oflence includes
the "retaining" of the sins; the re-admission of

the sinner includes the "remission" of his sins.'

Yet, while the natural connexion in thought be-

tween the passages in Mt. and Jn. is not to be
denied, we ought not to interpret the Matthwan
passages by the later passage in Jn. ; nor can we
say that the gift of the power to open and shut, to
bind and loose, was only promised in Mt 16'®- ",
and not actually conferred till Jn 20-2—a position
adopted in The Pulpit Commentary.
The power to remit and to retain sins is not without analogy

with the power to bind and loose ; but it was a distinct and
additional power. The interpretation of ' bind ' and '

loose
'

in
accordance with the practice of the Rabbinic schools is the
natural and obvious one. Neither Lange's objection, in his com-
mentary on St, Matthew's Gospel, that Christ would not have

spoken merely after the Rabbinic pattern, nor Dalman's inference
that Mt. can hardly have understood Christ in that sense, since
&4fi.v and Mtiv do not in his Greek mean '

forbid
' and '

permit,'
is really a serious objection to this view. Lange does not give
adequate weight to the fact that our Lord and His disciples must
be interpreted as far as possible in accordance with the Jewish
usages of the time, while Dalman's objection loses its force when
we remember that the ipsinsiina verba of Jesus, if they can be
obtained, are of more importance for the interpreter than the
Greek translation given m Mt. It is agreed that the Aramaic
words used by Jesus were the same as those so constantly found
in the Talmuds in the sense indicated above. Moreover, there
is no need to suppose that Mt. found in the passage some force
other than 'forbid,' 'permit' ;

he used iietv and Ai/di/ as being
the nearest Greek equivalents in literal meaning to "IDK and Kl^.
We may regard as instances of loosing and bind-

ing in the Apostolic Church, the action of St. Peter
in having intercourse with Gentiles (Ac 10), and
the letter of the Church of Jerusalem with refer-
ence to abstention from things offered to idols,
blood, and fornication (15*). The same assembly
refused to bind distinctively Jewish customs upon
Gentile Christians. St. Paul's action with regard
to the incestuous person (1 Co 5), which was ratified

by the community, and led to the excommunication
or the offender, at least for a time, may also, in
view of Mt 18'^"'^ be regarded as a case of binding.
An account of the various ways in which

discipline has been exercised in the Christian
Church, based largely on the two pa.ssages in Mt.,
would hardly be in place in the present article ;

but it is
possible to gather from the Fathers con-

siderable information as to tlie influence of these
texts, and the manner in which they were utilized
in the interests of disciplinary authority. In the
Clementine Homilies, ad Jac. ii., St, Peter is

represented as communicating to Clement the

power of
binding

and loosing,
' so that with respect

to everything which he shall ordain in the earth, it

shall be decreed in the heavens. For he shall bind
what ought to be bound, and loose what ought to
be loosed, as knowing the rule of the Church.' The
natural. Rabbinic meaning of the words is clearly
kept here, though the sentences which immediately
follow seem to point to a power extended over
persons as well as things. Tertullian deals with
the question in de Fudicitia, xxi. His strictness
in his Montanist days led him to combat the
notion of discipline and forgiveness generally pre-
valent in the Church. In the chapter referred to
he distinguishes between the doctrine of the

Apostles and their power, and argues that, even if

they had forgiven any sin committed against God,
the prerogative to pardon which, in accordance
with Mk 2', belonged to God alone, they did so in
the exercise of power, not of discipline ; such power
was akin to their power of performing miracles,
both of healing and destruction. Tertullian de-
mands an equal display of power before he will

recognize in the Catholic clergy the power to
remit sin ; since the mere fact tliat the functions
of discipline had been entrusted to them carried
with it no such capacity. As to the argument that,
in view of Mt 16'" (it is interesting to note that he
does not deal with Jn 20^), the Church has the

power to bind and loose, Tertullian answers that
this gift was conferred personally upon St. Peter,
who made use of it by bringing men to Christian

baptism, and so into the Kingdom,
'

in which are
loosed the sins beforetime bound, and those which
have not been loosed are bound in accordance with
true salvation.' The same power was exhibited in

the death of Ananias and the healing of the im-

potent man, while both operations were seen in

St. Peter's speech, recorded in Ac 15, when cert-ain

parts of the law were loosed and others bound.
Tertullian does not give any proper weight to the
fact that the letter of the Jerusalem assembly was
the work of the whole local Church, and not the
mere outcome of a number of individual opinions,
of which St. Peter's was the first. In any case,
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if we accept TertuUian's distinction Letween the
doctrine (i.e. discipline) of the Apostles and their

power, it can hardly be denied that the '

binding
and loosing' letter falls under the former head.
But TertuUian's chief anxiety in his discussion is

to show that nowhere has authority to remit sins

against God—the only point round which contro-

versy could rage
—been granted to the Apostles,

mucn less to the Church.

Questions with regard to binding and loosing
naturally arose in connexion with the controversies
in which Cyprian was involved, on the one hand
with the Novatians concerning the lapsed, on the
other with Stephen in the matter of the re-baptlsm
of heretics. While he urged with ever-increasing
force against the Novatians that the power of loos-

ing from even the gravest sins existed in the Church,
Cyprian maintained against Stephen that out-
side the Church there was no one to bind and loose,
to baptize and give remission of sins {Ep. 73. 7, ad
Jub. ). In the same letter he shows that he com-

pletely identifies the power given to St. Peter in

Mt 16 with the power given to all the Apostles in

Jn 20. To ' loose
'

is for him the same as to ' remit

sins'; and as in Ej}. ad Magnum 11 he seems to

make of '

baptizare et remissum peccatorum dare '

one idea, it is likely that '

loosing' was in his mind

specially connected with baptism. The same
identification of Mt 16^^ with Jn 20^ is seen in

the letter of Firmilian to Cyprian (Migne, PL iii.

1201) ; he insists on the power of forgiveness having
been given to the Apostles, from whom it de-

scended to the bishops ordained by them, and so

on in continual succession. We see from this how
the use of the power to bind and loose was being
regularized in the interests of Church order and a

ministry that was becoming increasingly sacerdotal.

Ambrose, as well as Cyprian, attacked the Nova-
tian restrictions on the Clmrch's power to loose.

Novatian and his followers had denied that the
Church could extend forgiveness to the lapsed or
to those who had fallen into any of the graver sins.

Ambrose (de Pcen. i. 2), relying on Jn 20^, replied
that the Church had power both to bind and to

loose, and turned the attack upon the Novatians by
arguing that, as they rejected the power of loosing,

clearly they had not the power of binding.
Origen, in his treatment of Mt 16^^ [Coin, in

Mt., torn, xii.) is more careful to insist on the

spiritual character of the gift. According to his

interpretation, St. Peter was entrusted with the

keys of the Kingdom of Heaven, to open to those

tvho were loosed on earth, that they might be
loosed and free in heaven. While allowing that

bishops also had the right to pronounce things
bound on earth, which would then be bound in

heaven, Origen insists on two qualifications for

them, before they can exercise such power, (i.)

They must possess that ipyov in virtue of which it

was said to St. Peter,
' Thou art Peter.' (ii.) Their

character must be such that the Church can be
built upon them : a bishop

' tied by ropes of his

own sins
' would bind and loose in vain. It is clear

that Origen is maintaining the necessity for sound-
ness of faith and life, if the bishop is to be able to

bind and loose—a doctrine of the worthiness of

the minister which not unnaturally alarmed the

annotator of Jerome's exposition of the saTue

passage {PL xxvi. 131). In another place, Origen
shows the same tendency to urge spirituality
rather than office as the essential thing for one

seeking to forgive sins. In de Ornt. 28 he says
that, while we can all forgive sins against our-

selves, he on whom Jesus has breathed as on the

Apostles, and who can be recognized as made

spiritual through the gift of the Holy Spirit, for-

gives what God would forgive, and, on the other

hand, retains sins which cannot be healed. Of

otlier Eastern teacliers we may notice Chrysostom
and

Cyril
of Alexandria. Chrysostom (in Mt.,

Horn, liv.), while interpreting binding and loos-

ing as the power to retain and remit sins, which
belongs to God alone, in which he agrees with
Tertullian, diMers from the African theologian in

seeing in Christ's words a specific promise to be-
stow this very power on St. Peter. Cyril Alex.
(Com. in Mt. Iv. ), commenting on Mt 1 6 '^ post-
pones the actual delivery of the power of^ the

keys till after the Ilesurrection, as recorded in Jn. ;

on Mt 18"* he writes that Christ gives to those
who have obtained the office of teaching the power
to bind and loose, which suggests a possible ap-
preciation of the original force of the words, and
their connexion with Jewish custom.
The Apostolic Constitutions (ii. 11) connects

binding and loosing with the bishop's authority
to judge ottenders, and interprets Mt 18'* as speci-

ally addressed to the bishops. The great Fathers
of the West came to connect binding and loosing
more and more strictly with penance and priestly
absolution. Thus Augustine (Sermo Ixvii. 2) makes
' loose

'

equivalent to letting go free, and makes
use of the words of Je.sus to Lazarus in Jn II''*,

XiKrare avrbv koI &(peT€ avrbv iiwdyeiv, to enforce his

meaning. As Lazarus was awakened to life, and
came forth at the word of Christ, so does the
sinner spiritually revive when he penitently con-
fesses his sins ; but, as all had not been done for

Lazarus till the disciples loosed liim and let hira

go free, so the penitent needs the Church's ab-
solution. Hilary interprets binding on earth as

leaving entangled in the noose of sin, and loosing
as receiving into the safety of pardon (PL xi.

1021). Jerome, commenting on Mt 18'^ (Com-
ment, in Ev. Mt. iii. cap. 18), saj's that priests and

bishops have no power to bind and loose of them-
selves, but can only decide who is pure and who
is not, who is to be bound and who loosed, and
compares Lv 14^"^ : elsewhere (in Ev. Mt. iii. cap.
16) he says that the Clmrch has judicial power to

declare those freed whom God's grace has freed

within ; those bound who are not so loosed.

Gregory the Great (Hom. 26 in Evangelia] says that
the bishops have the jjower of binding and loosing,
but that it is lost by those who use it for their

own ends, and not for the advantage of their peni-
tents. He also makes use of the raising of Lazarus
to show that the Church has power to absolve
those whose hearts God has touched and revived

by His giace. Gregory warns against unjust bind-

ing ; yet, at the same time, bids the penitent ever

fear, lest, even if he be unjustly bound in con-

nexion Avith the particular matter which he con-

fesses, the binding may be merited, and therefore

valid, owing to some other fault. Gregory con-

nects the official sentence most closely with the

sinner's inner feeling, which, in fact, the loosing
and binding of the bishoi) regularizes. Rabanus

(Com. in Bit. lib. v.), differentiating between the

gift to St. Peter and tlie gift to all the Apostles,

points out tiiat, while the power of binding and

loosing was given to all, as is clear from Jn 20^,
St. Peter had it conferred upon him in a special

way, so that no one separated from tiie unity of

faiih and conmiunion with him could be loosed,
i.e. absolved. Paschasius Kadbertus distinguishes
betNveen the power of binding and loosing ^\\en
to St. Peter in Mt 16'^ and that given to all the

Apostles in Mt 18'^. The latter, he says, are

urged to argue three times with tlie offender

before binding him, wliile St. Peter has tlie keys
of all heavens, not merely the power of binding in

heaven (Exp. in Mt. lib. viii. cap. 16). Bernard,
Abbot Fontis Calidi, interprets 1 Co 5' as a pos-
sible instance of binding by excommunication. In

Thomas Aquinas the power of the keys and the
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S)Ower
of binding and

loosing
are identical, and he

listinguislies, in binding and loosing, between the

power of authority, which belongs to God alone,
the power of excellence, which belongs to Christ,
and the power of ministering, which belongs to the

priests (Svnima Theol. 3" s. Qu. xvii.-xx.).
Of the Keformers, Luther makes the power to

bind and loose equivalent to the power of the

keys, and interprets it of absolving or retaining
sins. Rlt 18"* was addressed to all Christians, and

may apply to any one who confesses his sins

privately before a brother. He does not distin-

guish the passages in Mt. from Jn 20-^. These
words are intended to call forth tiie faitli of peni-
tents, so that the word of the Divine promise may
free them. A Christian should know that, if he
believes and is absolved, he will be truly absolved
in heaven. For Lutiier the power of the keys
belongs to the Church, not to the Pope, and the

Church's judgment, if the Church be trulj' spiritual,
is God's judgment. Binding and loosing could be
exercised both in preaching and in private abso-

lution. The Churcli, which possesses the power,
allows particular individuals to exercise it (' Baby-
lonish CajitiviLj' of the Church,' in Luther's

Primary Works, ed. Wace-Buchheim ; also ' Of
the Keys'). Melanchthon {Loci Comvt.,

' de Con-

fess.') interprets Mt 18'* of the giving of the

power of absolution—a power operative in deal-

ing with the lapsed and excommunicate. Calvin

distinguishes Mt IG'" and Jn 20-» from Mt IS'" :

the former passages have to do with the ministry
of the word by preaching, the latter with the

spiritual jurisdiction and discipline of the Church.
Of Mt le'"-" he says tliat the keys apply to

teaching, and he compares Lk IP^. Loosing
is directly connected with the forgiveness of

sins ; the doctrine of the gospel is applied to

the loosing of our bonds—that being loosed on
earth through man's testimony we may be loosed
in heaven also ; binding, on the otlier hand, is

accidental to the gospel. In Mt IS"* the disci-

pline exercised by the Church is in question, and
Calvin understands by the Church's sentence on
the otienders, which God ratifies, the sentence pre-
sided over bj' Christ through His word (Works,
'

Harmony of Matthew, Mai-k, and Luke,' ii. 292).
The Council of Trent (sess. 14, vi. ), in opposition

to the teachers of the Reformation, insisted on
the application of Mt 18^^ strictly to bisliops and

priests, and to them alone. Bellarmine [Disjnit.
de cleric. 5) argues that by the keys delivered to

St. Peter the supreme power is intended, as may
be seen from Mt 16'*, since in the Scriptures he is

said to bind who gives orders and punishes. Cor-
nelius a Lapide (Co7)imcntarius, torn. 15) goes with
some fullness into the question. He argues that
in Mt 16" '

quodcumque
'

(6 iav S^t/s) is equivalent
to 'quemcumque,' but that the neuter is used as
more universal, since the Pope binds and looses

sins, vows, etc., as well as men. Binding is

exercised in (1) retaining sins and denying absolu-

tion, (2) enjoining penance, (3) excommunication
and other censures, (4) laws and councils, (5) bind-

ing Christians to a confession of faith ; while

loosing is to release from these obligations. By a
curious piece of exegesis he refers '

super terrain
'

(eVi r^s 7^s) to St. Peter, not to the thing bound.
Hooker [Eccl. Pol. vi. 4) discusses the question.

He argues that the office of regiment over God's
Church consists of functions botTi of doctrine and
of discipline, contained in the name of the kej-s :

tliere is in the Cliurch power to excommunicate,
and make sinners as heathens and publicans.
God has promised to ratify what is done by His
Church, first by the Apostles, then by their suc-
cessors. The custom of binding by ecclesiastical

censure and retaining till repentance leads to

loosing has been adopted as the most expedient
method for the cure of sin.

Modern commentaries on Mt., while slightly
differing among themselves as to the exact force
of the words, agree in dissociating the passages in
Mt. from Jn 20-^. For a point of view which
denies that the power conferred has reference to

any discipline in the visiltle Church, admission to or
exclusion from the Kingdom of Hctaven, or specific

autliority of the Apostles over the Jewish law,
see Lyman Abbot's New Testament with Notes and
Comments. He interprets the promised power as

power in the spiritual life : whatever Christians

permit themselves, (iod will permit ; whatever
tiiey prohibit, God will prohibit ; the passage is

therefore the spiritual Magna Charta of Christ's

disciples. But such an interpretation is too in-

dividualistic, and does not do justice to the his-

toric situation, or to the obviously present idea of
a community in Mt 18'^. The idea of the power of
self-''overnment in theChurch is the nearest modern
parallel to the idea conveyed in Mt 16'* and 18'".

Literature.—J. Lightfoot, IIot. Ileb. et Talmud, (ed. Pit-

man, London, 1823. vol. xi. pp. 220-231) ; Dalman, Worte Jesu
(Eng. tr., Words of Jesus, 1902, p. 213 f.); PRK\ s.v.

'

Schliis-

selffewalt, 1906 ; HDD, s.v.
' Power of the Keys

'

; of modern
commentaries (in addition to those cited in the article), esp.
Th. Zahn (Kom. z. ^T) and W. C. Allen (in ICC) on Matthew,
and B. Weiss {Die vier Evangelien, Leipzig, 1900 ; also in

Meyer's Kovimentar^, 1893) on John ; Ahrem, Das Amt der
SchlUssel, 1864 ; Steitz,

' Ueberden neutest. Begrifl der Schliis-

selgcwalt,' in SK, 1S06, pp. 435-483
; Cremer, Lex. der netitest.

Grdcitiit^, 1902, s.v. Au'ecc ; and other authorities cited in the
article. J. K. MOZLEY.

BIOGENESIS.—Biogenesis is a term used to

express a fact of observation in regard to the

present-day beginning of living organisms, that

they arise from parents approximately like them-
selves, and in no other Avay. It is perhaps possible
that they may arise in some other way, e.g. from

not-living matter, or from parents quite different

from themselves—both of these hypotheses liave

their supporters, but as yet no exception to the
fact of biogenesis has been proved. The fact is

often expressed in the aphorism omne vivum e vivo,
which in most cases may read omne vivum ex ovo.

It is unnecessary to speak of this as ' the law of

biogenesis,' for the biologist who states that he
does not know of any form of life arising except
from a parent form of the same kind is not thereby
denying the possibility of abiogenesis in the past,
the present, or the future. See ABIOGENESIS.
The term '

biogenesis
'

is sometimes used to mean
individual develojjment—a usage which should not
be encouraged. Thus Haeckel's ' fundamental law
of biogenesis

'

states that individu.al development
(ontogeny) tends to recapitulate racial evolution

(phylogeny). See Recapitulation.
J. Arthur Thomson.

BIOLOGY (,3/o5, 'life'; \6yoi, 'discourse') b
the science of life in the widest acceptation of that

term. It deals with the general conclusions

relating to life that may be drawn as the result

of study of the structure and activities of all living

things. As such it is as intimately connected
with the activities of the human organism as

with those of the malarial parasite that passes a

stage of its existence in man's blood ; it concerns
itself with every feature in the apparently passive
manifestation of the oak tree's vitality, as in

that of the active gall-Hy, whose developing eggs
stimulate the gall-formations upon its leaves. In

popular thought, life displays itself in two great,

apparently unrelated, fashions corresponding to

the animal and vegetable kingdoms respectively
—

types which undoubtedly are sufficiently distinctive

and apart in their most highly develoi)ed repre-

sentatives, but which, as they are studied in a

descending series, are found to become ever more
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simple until forms are reached which, from the

point of view of morphology, are practically alike
in the two instances, although still difierentiable

physiologically ; while eventually, certain forms
are reached when the last differentia ceases to

hold, and no unequivocal judgment can be passed
upon their animal or vegetable nature. Yet let it

not be imagined that to study life in these simpler
forms does anything more than eliminate certain

secondary constituent elements. '

Livingness
'

in
itself is not more intelligible in the amoeba than
in the elephant.
At the same time it is convenient to think of

the subject-matter of Biology as comprising, in
the first instance, the two great realms of animal
and vegetable life, corresponding to the sciences
of Zoology and Botany, Any individual in either
of these realms may be studied from the point of
view of its gross build and form (Anatomy=
Morphology, in the strictest sense of that term),
or minute structure (Histology) ; from the point
of view of general functional and adaptive relation
to the external environment (Ecology), or particular
ability to do work, associated with definite organs
(Physiology proper). Morphology and Physiology
sufler, however, more than any other two aspects,
from separate consideration, for in life they are
most intimately connected, inasmuch as form is

conditioned by the function to be performed ; in

fact, they are the dynamical and statical aspects
of one and the same thing. Further, the living

organism may be studied stage by stage as a

developing organism (Ontogeny), or the historical

treatment may be extended to its racial ancestry
(Phylogeny, expressed in some classes by Palaeon-

tology) ; it may be regarded in connexion with its

various habitatson the earth's surface (Geographical
Distribution), or its place in a scheme of classifica-

tion (Taxonomy) ; investigation may further be
directed into the causes that have combined to

make it what we find it to be (iEtiology). Finally,
in each of these subdivisions the individual may be
studied in relation to other individuals more or less

like it, which will give us, as in the first instance,

Comparative Anatomy and Comparative Histology.
Nor should it ever be forgotten in what intimate
and often conditioning relation these different

aspects stand to one another, so that biological
interpretation is incomplete to the extent in which
it fails to realize this co-ordination.

The importance of biological study, not merely as a discipline,
but from the bearing of its varied subject-matter upon human life

in general, can hardly be exaggerated. To recognize the truths
of Biology, and appreciate them aright, is a great aid to living ;

the life of the spirit is grounded in them. In connexion with
questions of human h^th and food supply, and the various
other economic aspects of living forms that stand in desirable
and undesirable relations to man, a knowledge of Biology
should be part of the equipment of every educated man ;

Psychology and Sociology are torso-like studies in so far as

they are not recognized as grounded on Biology. In the same
way Biology rests in great measure on Physics and Chemistry,
while the relations to and influence on Philosophy, Sociology,
and Theology of such an integral component of biological
construction as Evolution are a leading element in modern
thought.

The initial question of Biology is the nature and
characteristics of living matter—the determination
of that wherein '

livingness' consists. Conceivably,
this may be best attempted by consideration of the

simplest forms of life ; yet to solve the problem of

their '

greatest common measure '

does not neces-

sarily mean that we have determined the unit of

life. Wherein, then, does '

livingness
'

consist ?

Possibly we should instinctively reply, movement—movement, either purely locomotive, or such as

is involved in the maintenance of the functions of

nutrition and reproduction. Yet in the case of

any seed or egg, life is somehow there, but we see

no movement. We can ask about either the seed
or the egg, Is it alive ? or. Is it capable of living ?

but these are obviously two very diflerent ques-
tions. It is known that if dry seeds be kept for a

long period in hermetically sealed jars they cease
to respire, failing to manifest any chemical pro-
duction of CO3, one of the great signs of life.

Hence their chemical answer to the question. Are
you alive? is No. But does this answer neces-

sarily imply that they are dead ? And again the
answer is No ; for, if released from their prison and
placed in suitable conditions, they will germinate
and produce new plants. 'So that a seed, in so
far as it does not manifest chemical change, is not

proved to be living ; and, inasmuch as it germinates,
IS proved not to be dead '

(Waller, The Signs ofLife,
p. 5). Of course, the usual escape from this dilemma
IS to say that the seed is in a state of latent life,

during which there is a complete suspension of all

the chemical changes that are characteristic of the

living state. But a more correct statement is that
we have no means of chemical investigation suffici-

ently refined to reveal to us the infinitesimal

changes that are probably going on in the appa-
rently dry and perfectly dormant seed ; and it is

further possible that chemical change may be com-

pletely arrested for a time (e.g. by low temperature)
without that arrest being of necessity final and de-

finitive. The reason for believing that infinitesimal

changes, which our methods are too crude to detect,
are going on in the seeds, simply is the experience
in the first place that seeds that are kept for a long
time do wear out, and that the percentage of seeds
that germinate and grow gets smaller and smaller
the longer they are kept. The deterioration is

more or less rapid according to the nature of the
seed and its coats, but in every known instance
there is deterioration sooner or later—deterioration,
i.e. change, chemical change. We do not know,
but it is not unreasonable to suppose, that the

change is of the nature of a tendency towards

stability on the part of the seed molecules because
of the lack of stimulation. A stage is reached
when no response is offered. Similarly, in the

contrary direction, the process of growth when
once begun cannot be arrested ; it must proceed,
or the organism will disintegrate immediately.
Life is a process rather than a condition. When
once, as in the case of the developing egg, a

certain temperature has disturbed its statically

arranged molecules, proper energy must be fur-

nished for continuing the process, or the whole
structure comes tumbling down, and we say that

the thing is dead.

Hence, with Waller, we ought probably to

specify the character of the seed or tlie egg in

this way : Matter—Not living—Formerly living-

Capable of living again. They are physico-chemical
structures whose life may begin, rather than living

things themselves. Further, it has been shown
that the vitality of seeds can be tested by the

electromotive method (electrical clianges being
taken as the token of chemical changes, which

are in turn a sign of life) ; so that in addition to

the question. Are you alive? we can put the

question. How much are you alive? to the seed,

and learn its answer in terms of electric units.

Plants are obviously not as alive as animals, and
in the case of the seed, different degrees of vitality
will be shown corresponding with its age. At the

same time we have made little advance in our

inquiry as to wherein livingness consists. For

the simple truth is that we cannot tell what life

is. Yet if we cannot tell what life is, we can

state what living things do. It is possible
to

make a series of statements descriptive, if not

definitive, of living things.

(1) All living things consist of a colloidal sub-

stance called Protoplasm. As seen in the simplest

plants and animals, it is viscid and translucent.
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generally colourless, immiscible in water, and yet

composed of it sometimes to the extent of 90 per
cent. Chemically analyzed, after treatment by
re-agents, which rob it of its essential character,
it is found to consist of carbon, oxygen, nitrogen,

liydrogen, and sulphur, together with traces of

various salts ; but this complex of proteids

(CYaHiijNigOjoS^: possible minimal composition of

a molecule of egg albumen) exhibits sucii a variety
of qualities that the mere chemical synthesis of

protoplasm is no longer a useful conception.
Whether these proteids should be thought of as

the actual constituents of protoplasm or its first

decomposition products is difficult to decide.

Chief amongst these characteristic qualities is

the fact of its organization. Careful examination
shows that under the morphological aspect two
main constituents are present, one of wliich, the

more liquid ground - substance, is continuously
distributed throughout the meshes of the more
active and, at the same time, firmer spongio-

plasm or reticulum, as the second constituent is

called. But it is just here that the greatest

divergence of opinion occurs, possibly because
each of the two views that are most in favour

expresses a part of the truth. Biitschli, and with
him a considerable and latterly increasing number
of biologists, look upon protoplasm as essentially

liquid, or rather a mixture of liquids showing a
foam-like structure in which the lirmer portion
forms the walls of separate chambers that are
filled with minute, closely crowded drops of the
more fluid portion. Any reticular appearance is

therefore an illusion, being simply the sectional

aspect of the alveolar structure. With singular
skill that investigator has succeeded in preparing
artificial emulsions which show a striking resem-
blance to actual protoplasm. The majority of the

earlier observers, together with a large modern
school, hold to the view that asserts the presence
of extremely delicate, though coherent, threads
which extend through the more liquid ground-
substance, either forming an uneven but continuous
meshwork like the fibres of a sponge (IClein, van
Beneden), or consisting of disconnected threads
and their branches (Flamming). Now, although it

is undoubtedly true that in many instances proto-

plasm does present avacuolar orfoani-like structure,
to admit tnis does not necessarily commit us to

Biitschli's special theory of its intimate structure.

On the other hand, the fibrillar network so often

and so widely demonstrated, especially during
cell-division, seems to be a general, perhaps the
more typical structure. Hence we come with
Oscar HertAvig to the conclusion that ' the proto-

plasm of different organisms varies in its material,

composition and structure. Apparentlj', however,
these important differences are due to variations
in molecular structure.' There is no universal
mode in its structure ; protoplasm is polymorphic,
and it is just possible that the different types
represent different phases.

In virtue of this organization, the attempt is continually
made to offer a complete explanation of the living thing in

terms of mechanics. The liWng organism is certainly more of

a mechanism than of a chemical compound, and its activities
will find a better explanation along these lines than in the
mere consideration of its chemical nature. Doubtless the

properties of the living cell may in the end be traced to
chemical forces, just as m the case of the activities of the steam
engine ; yet no one will maintain that chemical forces explain
the motion of the steam engine. The action of the living cell

will be better explained in terms of its mechanism than of its

chemistrj', yet even here imperfectly. Superficial resemblances
disclose themselves, that in their greater or less completeness
simply serve to hide the critical points of difference. Thus it

is obvious that in either case suitable fuel or food requires to
be more or less continuously supphed, that this fuel or food is

subjected to definite changes in the interior of the mechanism,
in the course of which heat is evolved, and that waste products
are formed. Yet the living organism is unlike a mechanism
in various respecta. (a) The organism is itself continually

being chanped in the course of its automatic developmental
activity. The engine may be said to consume the fuel supplied
to it, but it does not incorj)orate it with its own substance.
The food, self procured, of an organism is in a sense its fuel,
but it becomes directly transformed into the machinery that is

at work. (6) The organism has a power of self-adjustment and
reijulation amounting to self-preservation, which has iiot been
added to it from the outside, nor is a necessary property of the
substance of wliich it is composed ; tlie activity of a machine,
on the other hand, is of no use to it in the line of preserving
its integrity, (c) The organism has a certain regenerative
power ; in its case tliat which is consumed is the actual

machinery, and food repairs both the gaps left in the mechan-
ism and any damage within definite limits, self- or otherwise
inflicted. The coal supplied to an engine does nothing to

repair its tear and wear, nor can the engine execute its own
repairs, (d) A machine is construcrted to execute a certain
function or limited number of (unctions, and these it per-
petually performs in the same way ; the organism's range of

activity is as wide and varied as its methods of operation. (<•)

The organism can completely reproduce itself Dy means of

parts thrown off from itself ; there is nothing analogous to
sexual reproduction in the inorganic kingdom. (/) The
activity of a machine is usually the sum of the activities of
its constituent parts, but in the case of the organism it is

something more, for its Uviiig unity is not merely represented
by the sum of its organs, but involves a certain subtle interplay
and mutual influence of its constituent activities. In fact, the
differences are so g^reat that unless they are steadily held in

view, the analogy becomes positively misleading. To attempt,
then, to explain the living organism and its activities in physico-
chemical terminology, is permissible as a scientific ideal. Kven
in that most difficult of all realms, the study of nervous process,
Professor Gotch is perfectly entitled to claim that nervous
activity

' does not owe its physiological mystery to a new form
of energ>', but to the circumstance that a mode of energy
displayed in the non-living world occurs in colloidal electrolytic
substances of great chemical complexity

'

(Brit. Assoc. Report,
1906, p, 716). On the other hand, to pretend that even an
approximation has already been reached in general or in detail
is mere myopia.

Further, protoplasm has no other mode of origin than from

pre-existing protoplasm (see art. Abioobnesis).

The above discussion may be considered as

having indicated the relation of life to matter.
The mere fact that the first touch of the chemical

re-agent in the analysis of protoplasm robs it of

its distinctive character shows that life is not
material ; we know life only in association with

matter, yet it is not matter. A cat weighs no
more or no less after the loss of its proverbial nine
lives than it did in life. If life were material,
then ex hyjwthesi it ought to weigh more in life

than in death. On the contrary, an equally false

impression that dead things weigh more, instead
of less, than living things is preserved in the

popular expression,
' a dead weight.' Life, then,

is not matter, nor is it exhausted by the concept of

matter. In itself it occupies no space ; it has no

weight as we know gravity. It may be figured tis

the flow of something—a procession.

(2) All living things exliibit a directive control

over energy which leads to its further availability.

They are able to transform energy in their own
interests, for their self-maintenance.

These statements deal with the relation of life

to energj'
—in some ways the most complicated of

all the problems that fall to be considered in this

connexion. In comparing what we know of life

witli all other forms of energy, we realize in the

first place that the origin of the latter is under
command in a waj- that is not predicable of the

origin of life. Numerous experiments prove the

transformation of energy and the ease of this

transformation ; but as yet there has been no hint

of the direct transformation of any known form of

energy into life.

Nevertheless, living matter is able to effect such

transformations ; it is, in fact, the seat of con-

tinuous transformation of energy. Now, in these

transformations there is nothing that goes contrary
to the fundamental laws of the conservation of

matter and of energy : the potential energj' in any
food can be calculated, and the value found un-

impaired in some type of equivalent work done or

heat evolved. But this does not mean that there

is nothing distinctive in connexion with these
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transformations. Certain physical and chemical

characteristics abide with the organism in death
as in life ; but when the typical energy phenomena
are no longer in evidence, we say that the thing is

dead. Life, then, has to do with energy, but is

not itself energy, not even a specific kind of

energj- ; its characteristic is seen in the wav in

which that energy is directed and controlled.

Every liNTng thing is not merely a centre at

which energy is being constantly transformed—a
mechanical energy-transformer

—a centre, further,
at which the ten(£ency to degradation of energy is

resisted, but it also acts as a directive channel

along which energy can flow to accomplish specific
work : as long as the organism is alive it is con-

tinually disturbing the equilibrium which should
other\\'ise arise between itself and the environment.
Life is unceasing, directive, and selective

* control

of energy ; but it is also accumulation of ener^,
t.g. in specific tissues, and a transformation of it

leading to further availability. The
organism up

to a certain stage appears to l>e continually gaining

energy at the expense of the environment, and in

reproduction the process is perpetuated.
There are, however, other controls of energy :

temperature, e.^., controls its passage in the form
of heat from the hotter to the colder body. But
this passage involves not merely degradation in

that particular form. Hibbert brings out very

clearly that the difierence in temperature is a

determining factor, and that in any calcularion of

the work done it will find a place ; whereas it is

impossible to show that life is a factorial element
in any calculation of the work done by a li\-ing

organism. The nearest parallel, yet hardly a

parallel, would be in the unique chaiacteristic of

reproduction, when, owing to the accumulation of

energy, it may reasonably be conceived that the

control or potential factor exhibits itself in the

process of division. This control is superlatively
seen in the development of the se^enting egg to

its predestined goal in the typical adult form.

Accordingly we conclude that after the methods
borrowed trom the analysis of inorganic nature

are exhausted, there is a residuum of fact which
is untouched by them, viz. the directive control

and co-ordinated adaptation of every element of

its acrivity by the organism to its own end. The

biological whole is greater than the sum of its

physical or chemical parts. And it is no objection
to urge that we are not objectively aware of this

peculiar control, for the same is true of all physical
actions, as, e.g., gravitational attraction. Life is

known to us as control and guidance of energy,
interacting ^vith matter in ways that, if not yet
whoUv intelligible to tis, are clearly not covered

by what we Know of its physico-chemical pro-

perties.
(3) AH living things are characterized by ceHul<ir

structxirt. Life, that is to say, so far as we know
it, appears only in one form—that of the cell.

The further apart living forms are from the point
of view of classification, the deeper is it necessary
to go to find commtmity. In extreme cases this

may be found only in their cell-structure and

protoplasm ; hence the fundamental importance
of these aspects. Briefly, the cell-theory amounts
to the statement that the bodies of every form of

life, plant or animal, are composed of one or more
minute structural units known as cells, out of

which, in the case of higher forms, directly or

indirectly, every part is built ; all organisms con-

sist of ceils ani of cell- products. The body is a

mosaic rather than an asphalt, but the cells are

in communication, unisolated by cement. From
the view-point of this cell-theory, the animal

* In the sense that it selects this or that mode of attaining
an eD(L

kingdom (as likewise the plant kingdom) may be

regarded as an ascending series, at the bottom of

Flo. 1.—General view of cells in the growing root-tip of th&
onion, from a longitudinal section (x300). (a) Non-

dividing cells with chromatin-network and deeplv-stained
nucleoli; (6) nuclei preparing for dirision (chromatin in

form of continuous thread) ; (e) dividing cells showing
mitotic figures; (e) pair of daughter-cells shortly after

division. (From Wilson's TKt Ceu, by kind permission ot
the publishers,)

which may be put those forms that aie unicel-

lular—the' Protozoa ; next above them, although
essentially of them, come forms that are mere
balls or colonies of cells, e.g. Volvox globator ;

thereafter we reach the sponges, where tissues,

i.e. aggregates of similar cells performing a single
function in common, are, as it were, in the making ;

next come the simpler members of the Coelenterata
—mere two-layered sacs of cells, with hints of

organs, i.e. higher complexes of tissues devoted to

one or more specific functions—and so we arrive at

those higher forms, the substince of whose skin,

bone, or muscle is not homogeneous according to

the naked-eye impression, but with the help of the

microscope 'is resolved into aggregates of those

countless minute units called cells. And it may
be here remarked that Ontogeny discloses the

remarkable fact that every one of these higher

forms, in its individual life-history, passes tlirough

a broadly corresponding series, of which the first

stage is likewise a single cell, the fertilized ovum.

Paleontology, as interpreted by Evolution, teaches

the further striking fact that what is thiLS true of

the indi^-idual history holds likewise for the historv

of the race, which began in the farthest aeons ^^^th

the simplest forms, and progressed throufrh ever

higher forms, till it culminated, mentally and

spiritually, in man.
But in addition to thus furnishing us -wnth a

valuable point of view from which to regard the

organic world in relation to structure (Morphology),
the cell-theory performs a similar ser\-ice from the

point of view of function or activity (Physiology),

The cell is not merely the unit of organization ; it

is the tmit of ftmction. In every Protozoon the

vital functions—locomotion, respiration (or what-

ever corresponds to it), absorption of food, digestion,

excretion, which in the higher forms are distributed

amongst diflerent groups of cells or organs devoted

to the discharge of these specific functions—are all

performed bv the single cell.

The theory that organisms are composed of cells was first

suggested bv the study of plant-structure. As long ago as

1665 Hook discovered
' the chambered structure of plants,' bat

nearlv 200 years passed before anj-thing comparable to the

modern undersUnding of the fact was attained. By the middle

of the 18th cent. Caspar Wolff and others had in a measure got
on to modem lines in their study of development, endeavouring

to show that the various ducts and vessels of the plant are all

derived from cells ; and bv the beginning of last century it was

already recognized that in the cell we have the structural and

ph^-sJoIogical unit of the plant. If the nature of botanu»l

ma'terial kept the early investigatore* attention fixed onVae

cell-wall, the softer tissues—the skeleton apart—that consniroe

animal substances first incited study of the nature of hvmg
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matter. Already in 1S35 Dujardin g&ve the name of
' sarcode

'

to the substance composing the bodies of the ciliate protozoa
he was examining. But it is not till we reach the names of

Schleiden and Schwann (183"-lh3'J) that we have before us the

foundation upon which all the more recent work upon the cell

has been buiit. The former first drew attention to the sig-

nificance of the nucleus in the life-history of the cell ; the

latter, by carefully demonstrating a corresponding development
from cells in the case of the tissues of the animal body, arrived

at a theory of the essential correspondence in structure of both

?lant
and animal. Much error, however, was combined with

he brilliant work of these investigator!. Although they

partially perceived the importance of the nucleus, they still

imagined that the membrane was the most essential part of the

cell, and it remained for Max Scbultze (1861) to dethrone the

cell membrane from the high place it had hitherto held in the

bioloyica! world, by showing that certain cells were apparently
on occasion able to do without it, whilst in other cases it did

not exist : he also maintained the primary importance, on the

other hand, of the nucleus and protoplasm. It was likewise

through the labours of Schultze, Cohn, and De Bary that the

identity of plant and of animal protoplasm was completely
established. The word '

protoplasm
' was first used in its specific

sense, however, in 1846 by Hugo von Mohl, who, perhaps,
first

clearly recognized the importance of the formative substance
of the cell.
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Fi8. 2.—Semi-diagrammatic representation of a cell, (a) Nuclear
membrane ; (£>) linin reticulum ; (c) chromatin masses con-
tained in envelopes of linin (chromatin nucleoli) ; (/) true
nucleolus ; (e) vacuole ; (/) plastids ; (y) centrosomes ;

(A) archoplasm, from which attraction-sphere, astral rays
etc., are developed; (i) food particles. (From Walker's
Essentialt of Cytologj/, by kind permission of the pub-
lishers.)

Next to protoplasm—the fundamental constituent of the cell—the second most important element is the nucleus : indeed,
its significance is hardly less than that of protoplasm itself. The
nucleus, vsith few exceptions, is a characteristic of every cell.

Modem theories of heredity are theories of the cell-nucleus.
In any ordinary nucleus, the following structural elements

may commonly be recognized :

(a) The nuclear membrane, which is probably a condensation
of the general protoplasmic reticulum, although its existence
has not been demonstrated in every case. It has a variable

staining capacity.
(6) The nuclear reticulum, which is composed of two distinct

substances—chromatin and linin. The former is the nuclear
substance par excellence, in that it is restricted to the nucleus,
and is generally seen as irregular granules and masses,

depositetj, as it were, on the threads of linin ; sometimes the
relation is of a more intimate character, and the chromatin
seems embedded in the linin, giving the impression of a very
intimate relation between the two substances. Some of the
most recent work, in fact, siiggests that the chromatin, on
which hitherto such stress has been laid in connexion with
theories of inheritance, is nothing more than a secretion of the
linin, and that it is really with the latter that the ideas of

permanence and individuality should be associated. The most
striking support for this view is found in the way in which
during certain critical phases of the nuclear history the
chromatin decreases in amount, sometimes even to the vanish-

ing point, and is supposed to have been employed in nourishing
the cell during the stage in question. The linin likewise after
treatment shows a granular structure, and seems similar in

composition to the cytoplasmic reticulum. The quantity of
chromatin in a cell is not constant, but in the processes "con-
nected with cell division and fertilization the granules form
into little rod-like bodies known as chromosomes, which are
now regarded by many as the vehicles of inheritance. Tlie
number of chromosomes is constant for each species. It is still,

however,
' an open question whether the chromatin-granules of

the reticulum are individually identical with those forming the
chromosomes '

(Wilson, The Cell, p. 37). At certain stages the
chromosomes appear perfectly homogeneous, and the same is
sometimes true of the entire nucleus.
The evidence then goes to show that in the great majorilv of

cases the chromatin thread is built up of a series of minute,
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deeply-staining granules (chromomeres) that are embedded, as
it were, in the linin, sometimes irregularly, sometimes with
such regularity that the meshwork seems entirely composed of

them, and that these aggregate to form the typical chromo-
somes. The splitting of the chromosome involves actual split-

ting of these granules. As the living cells of an organism are

capable of assimilation, growth, and division, so likewise are we
compelled to think of the rOle the chromatin granule plays in

its relation to the chromosome. But are these chromatin

granules ultimate units, and can we assign to them the value
of individuals?
The problem only becomes the more arresting when we

further inquire into the relation of chromatin granules to the
linin network of the nucleus and cytoplasm. Recent research
tends to confirm van Beneden's conclusion, reached already in

1SS3, that the chromatin network of the nucleus, the cytoplasmic
reticulum, and even the nuclear membrane, are all alike built

up out of microsomes unite<l by connective substance, and tliat

even the chromatic granules may be transformed into achro-

matic, and vice vena. The sole limitation appears to be the
restriction of the chromatic microsomes to the nucleus, while,
on the other hand, the linin network of the nucleus appears to

have the same granular structure as the cytoplasmic reticulum,
and the nuclear membrane appears to originate in a condensation
of the same substance. Are these microsomes, then, the ulti-

mate units of life ? Yes and no 1 Yes, in the sense that they
are the ultimate imits that we know capable of growth and
division in their particular environment—incapable, however,
of an independent existence. No, in the double sense that we
can hardly suppose that the ultimate units of living matter

happen to coincide with the revelations of the most powerful
microscope of the 20th cent.; and that if we insist on inde-

pendent existence in an ordinary environment they fail to

respond to the criterion. We must obviously, therefore, look

to our terminology. Possibly in a more restricted sense some
of these elements of protoplasm might be spoken of as 'living.'
' In its fullest meaning, however,' says Wilson {op. cxt. p. 29),

'the word "living" implies the existence of a group of co-

operating activities more complex than those manifested by any
one substance or structural element.' Life, i)erhaps, should

only properly be regarded as a property of the cell-system as a

whole, and we do better to designate the separate elements as
'active 'and 'passive' rather than as 'living' and 'lifeless.' The
enucleated cell cannot reproduce : strictly, therefore, it is not

living, although for a short time it may still show a character-

istic of life.

The demonstration of these microsomes—intra-cellular units

of a lower order—has an interesting bearing upon biological

theory. Altniann's granular theory of the constitution of

protoplasm, ill-founded as it apparently was in relation to

his own investigations, regarded protoplasm as a colony of

more elementary, extremely minute units which he called

bioblasts. In a real measure, these microsomes, evidencing

assimilation, growth, and division, correspond to Altmann's
theoretical units, and invite consideration as more elementary
individuals than the cell, standing between the latter and the

ultimate molecule of hving matter. Herbert Spencer's
'

physio-

logical units,' Darwin's '

gerauiules,' and Weismann's '

bio-

phors,' all hitherto hj-pothetical units, playing the principal

part in the theories of regeneration, development, and heredity
associated with these great names, would thus appear to cor-

respond to a reality.
As to the ultimate independent unit of living matter—the

smallest mass that exhibits to the biologist the phenomena of

independent life—it is, perhaps, neither necessarj- nor possible
to make any precise statement. Everjthing depends upon the

criterion that we use. If we demand that living matter show
the phenomena of independent growth and assimilation, then
the unit will need to consist of protoplasm plus nuclear sub-

stance : in the absence of nuclear material all synthetic meta-
bolism is at an end. This has been experimentally proved on
a very extended scale by merotomy and numerous investiga-
tions in regeneration. On the other hand, if irritability is all

that is required, then the unit might well be smaller and

simpler : for that particular manifestation within a certain

limit, cytoplasm alone would be sufficient. Destructive meta-
bolism may continue without the nucleus, where constructive

metabolism is at an end. That is to say, if the question is

viewed in the form ' how far the divisibility of living matter
can be carried without interfering with its function,' the

answer, as we have seen, is not difficult to find, and can be

experimentally verified, depending as it does U}K>n the physical
structure of the cell, and varjing for different cells.

(c) The nucleoli, rounded irregular bodies comp>osed of a

proteid substance marke<lly different from chromatin. They
are, however, very varied both in structure and character, and
in some instances, at any rate, are possibly a source of chromatin

supply for the nucleus. They stain deeply, giving reactions

similar to those presented by the fibrillar network.

(d) The nuclear sap or ground substance occupying the inter-

stices of the network, and apparently unaffected by many of

the stains that act on the chromatin. It is clear and essentially

liquid.
A third element of the cell is the peculiar httle centrosome

first detinitelv discovered by van Beneden in IfrSo, which as

the special organ of cell division is often regarded as the

dynamic centre of the cell. It commonly lies outside the

nucleus, although close to it; sometimes, however, inside

{Ascaris univalens). It is generally surrounded either by a

radiating area of the c5^o-reticulura, termed the attraction-

sphere or centrosphere ; or by an area of protoplasm denser
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than the rest of the cytoplasm (archoplasm) : eometimes in the
vegetative stage it lies unattended by any diflferentiated matter,
and is then often very difficult to demonstrate. Typically the
centrosome, which stains deeply, is a single organ ; but, as a
rule, dividing cells show a double centrosome due to anticipa-
tion of the succeeding division in which each of the daughter-
cells receives one of them. The failure to substantiate its

presence in the case of the cells of many of the higher plants,
and the fact that in some instances at the close of cell division,
or during fertilization in animals, it disappears entirely to

appear again de novo, rather militate against the earlier view
of its indispensable and dominant function, and tend to rele-

gate it to a less important position. At the same time as an
organ that assimilates, grows, divides, and is in many cases

passed on from cell to cell, it also answers to the conception of
an intra-cellular unit of independent existence : it is essentially
a centre of determining activity, and it seems finally to dis-

appear with the loss of the power of reproduction.
With regard to the cell-membrane, we have already seen

that its importance is now perceived to be secondary. It is

more characteristic of plant than of animal tissues. In the
former case it has a more or less firm consistency, and is often
of considerable thickness ; on the other hand, many animal
cells, e.g. rhizopods and leucocytes, are '

naked,' although even
here some difference in consistency can be established between
the outermost layer of the cytoplasm and that immediately
beneath it. Where a definite membrane occurs, it usually
arises as a secretion product, although cases are known where
it seems to be a direct physical and chemical transformation of
the peripheral layer of protoplasm. Cellulose is the name
applied to the carbo-hydrate that forms the basis of the plant
membrane (CgHioOs) ; it is, however, impregnated with, or
transformed into, other substances such as lignine, cork, etc.

Hitherto we have regarded the cell as an independent organ-
ism, as an organic unit. Actually, however, it is such only in

the case of unicellular organisms and the germ-cells of multi-
cellular forms. When we consider other cells, e.g. the tissue-
cells of the higher creatures, we see that in point of origin and
structure, i.e. morphologically, they are equivalent to a collec-
tion of unicellular organisms, but physiologically the tissue-cell
can hardly be regarded as independent, inasmuch as its activity
is part and parcel of that of the organism— '

its autonomy,' to
use Wilson's phrase,

'
is merged in a greater or less degree into

the general life of the organism
'

(op. cit. p. 68).

What, then, is this organic unity of the body, and how is it

maintained? The problem is very much the problem of the
cell and its enzymes repeated on a larger scale. There, as we
shall see, the question is how the cell links together and co-
ordinates the activities of various substances within it, each of
them with its specific industry, so to speak. In the higher
animals and plants the different tissues retain in varying
capacities vestiges of the primitive power of altering thsir
function : under normal conditions they behave according to
their specific character. But evidently there is some restrain-

ing influence that limits and regulates the activity of any par-
ticular cell, or group of cells, in relation to the other cells of
the organism. The older workers thought of the organism as a
composite, a mosaic, whose life was simply the sum of the life

of its independent, yet reciprocating parts. But it becomes in-

creasingly clear that, so far as growth and development are
concerned, cells can be regarded as co-operative units in a limited

degree only. 'They are rather,' says Wilson, 'local centres of
a formative power pervading the growing mass as a whole, and
the physiological autonomy of the individual cell falls into
the background

'

(op. cit. p. 69). No true conception of the life

of a multi-cellular organism is gained except in so far as that
life is conceived of as a whole, untrammelled by cell boundaries.
Doubtless it expresses itself in many ways, particularly in the
form of the cell, thereby giving to itself an apparently composite
character. But in reality this mosaic-like character is due to the
secondary distribution of the organism's energy among local
centres of action. This does not, however, as already stated,

prevent tissues from occasionally asserting their primitive
mdependence and functioning in an unusual way under certain

special conditions : such, at any rate, is one modern explana-
tion of cancerous growth.

(4) A further characteristic of living things is

irritability, by which is understood the capacity
for response or reaction to stimulus. Life, in fact,
resolves itself into the science of response,

—re-

sponse to various external and internal stimuli,—
simple at first in the case of the lower forms, but

infinitely complex, embracing in the last instance
all that is implied in the word 'education' in tlie

liigher forms ; the unresponsive is the dead, that

peculiar condition in which the capacity for re-

sponse is gone.
Now, in all applications of stimuli to living

matter, what we see as a direct consequence is

a series of very complex phenomena due to the
fact that these stimuli have affected an exceed-

ingly complex object in the organism upon which

they act. When we analyze these phenomena of

irritability, as exemplified in a Protozoon, we find

a series oi specific capacities for response which we

may call the various tactisms. Paramecium ia

sensitive to light in that it moves towards it ; it

is positively phototactic. Irritability, then, usually
expresses itself in some form of movement of the

organic mass, which lias often led to this feature

being set down as a characteristic of living matter :

but while every response need not necessarily be
in the form of obvious movement (the energy
liberated may take some other form, e.g. heat),
on the other hand, in many cases of apparently
spontaneous movement, tiie cau.se is to be found in

internal changes rather tiian in the external en-
vironment. It is essentially a liberation of

energy-,—the transformation of potential into kinetic

energy, and this commonly shows itself in move-
ment.

In the case of the higher animals and plants,
the distinctive elements of irritability, studied

singly as tactisms in the case of unicellular forms,

may function in a specific way in the parts of a
multicellular organism, giving rise to those move-
ments that are known as the various tropisms :

thus a characteristic turning towards the sun gives
its name to the flower heliotrope. It is found that

many movements of animals and attitudes of

plants depend upon mechanisms that are ' a function
of the symmetrical structure and symmetrical dis-

tribution of irritability on the surface of the body
of the organisms

'

(Loeb, Dynam,ics of Living
Matter, p. 5). Now, if lines of force (e.g. light

rays, gravitation lines, lines of diflusion) strike an

organism with greater profusion on one side than
on another, the tension of the contractile elements
is unequal, and if the animal moves, it tends to

turn in such a direction that the lines of force

impinge with equal density at symmetrical points,
and at the same angle on both sides, and will

continue to move in that direction, or away from
it, according as it is apparently attracted or re-

pelled. Such automatic orientation is known
as a tropism.
The external stimuli which act upon the world

of life are manifold : but we may consider five

important groups—(a) thermal stimuli, [h) light

stimuli, (c) electrical stimuli, (d) gravitational

stimuli, and (e) chemical stimuli. The reaction of

an organism is, then, simply its response to the

particular stimulus applied to it. The experience
of everyday life is sufficient to show us that, under
the same stimulus, the reaction will vary con-

siderably with different individuals. In fact, the

same stimulus may produce totally diflerent effects

on differently constituted objects ; a kick elicits a

diflerent response in the case of a stone, a bulldog,
and a Skye terrier ;

under electrical stimulation

the salivary gland yields
its saliva, the liver its

bile. On the other uand, it does not strike one as

quite so obvious at first sight that very different

stimuli will but produce identical eft'ects upon the

same protoplasmic body. Apply to a muscle cell

electrical, chemical, in short any possible form of

stimulus ; it has but one answer,—it contracts.

The same holds true for manj Protozoa : thev

have but a single characteristic response to all

kinds of stimuli. We have thought of the stimulus

as exciting, or even producing, an increase of the

specific activity in various forms of living sub-

stance : its action may, liowever, also result in a
diminution of that characteristic activity. Irrita-

bility is considered to be a fundamental property
of living protoplasm, but it expresses itself in

specific actions, according to the sjiecific structure

of the organism, under the influence of the ex-

ternal world.

(a) With regard to thermo-tactism, it may be noted that the

temperature of the environment is of vital importance to every

ortr-inisiu. There is a limit above and below which life cea-ses ;

this limit varies with the organism, and indeed with the stage

of its development The maximum temperature for plant*
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and animals is generally about 45° Centigrade. The ininiinuni

temperature is not so easily determined ; temperatures below
zero are, on the whole, less injurious than hijjh ones. As a

rule, however, the power that iilaiit.s, for example, have of

resistance to cold or heat is inversely proportional to the amount
of water that they contain. Accordingly, we find that spores
and bacilli can resist !,'reat extremes of high and of low tempera-
ture, there being instances on rei;ord in which they have not
lost their power of development after exposure to -110° 0.,
while in practical bacteriology the assumption is never made that
life is destroyed in any particular instance before the germ has
been subjected to a dry heat of 140° U. for at least three hours.
We may also note the exceedingly small range on the scale

of temperature that is occupied by life. On the surface of the
earth the extreme variations may be roughly placed within the
scale of from 60° 0. above, to about 60° C. below the freezing
point, so that life, as existing for the most part between - 15° C.

and 45° C, occupies about half of the range that is due to the
earth's climatic conditions. In fact, the restricted scale within
which life ordinarily manifests itself corresponda roughly to the

temperature scale of liquid water, which is an inuisponsable
conjunct of life and an important constituent of protoplasm.
Further, if we estimate the internal heat of the earth at

6500° C, we find that life has a place on not more than a lioth
part of the scale of terrestrial temperature.

(6) Light, also, acts as a stiiuulus to plants and animals.
Some love it ; others seem to hate and shun it ; they are posi-

tively or negatively phototactic. As heliotropism, this tend-

ency to turn towards the light is very marked in the stems of

many plants, and in sessile and free-moving animals is most
distinctive. Experiments with coloured screens have shown
that in the case of plants and sessile animals ' the more re-

fractive green, blue, and violet rays of the spectrum are more
effective heliotropically than the less refractive red and yellow-
rays

'

(Loeb, op. cit. p. 118). That is to say, there is a sort of

division of labour—the longer light waves (reds and yellows)
accelerate assimilation ; the shorter waves (l)lue and violet)
hasten heliotropism. In cases of ordinary curvature, such as
in a twining tendril, the explanation is found in an excess of

growth on the outer side ; but in heliotropism, if growth is

associated, it is but accidentally, and the explanation is found
rather in a certain protoplasmic contractility of the cells that
are directly affected by the light.

' The essential feature of the

heliotropic reaction consists in the fact that the light auto-

matically puts the plant or the animal into such a position that
the axis of symmetry of the body, or organ, falls into the
direction of the rays of light' {ib. p. 124). Loeb has shown
that in the case of free-mo\'ing animals the explanation may
be given in identically the same terms. He has correlated the

tendency of animals, particularly insects, to fly or creep towards
the flame, with the heliotropic curvature of plants, maintaining
'that the essential effect of the light upon these animals might
consist in a compulsory automatic turning of the head toward
the source of light, corresponding to the turning of the head,
or the tip, of a plant stem toward the light ; and that the

process of moving toward the source of light was only a

secondary phenomenon
'

(ib. p. 125). That is to say, it is not

curiosity, or love of light, that makes the moth fly to the candle
flame, but the compellin^r power of the light in turning the
creature's head towards it. Other animals (e.g. Gammurus
pulex, a fresh-water crustacean, and the larvae of the house-fly)
are found to be negatively heliotropic, i.e. their heads beiid

automatically away from the source of light, whUe most
creatures are probably not heliotropic at all. Further, in the
case of some forms it is found that they are heliotropic at
different periods in their life history, e.g. ants at the time of

sexual maturity are markedly heliotropic, while the workers are
not—a difference probably correlated with definite chemical

changes in the creatures ; in fact, by the addition of certain
chemical substances to the media in which some forms were
kept, Loeb found that he could make them negatively or

positively heliotropic at will. Heliotropism plays a great part
in determining the behaviour of animals, and there are some
forms whose life at certain periods of their existence may ahuost
be said to be a function of light.

(c) Light rays are, however, not the only lines of force that

bring about an automatic orientation of animals. Definite

responses to galvanic currents produce the phenomena of

galvanotropism. When animals are exposed to a galvanic
current, there may result compulsory reactions very similar
to those produced by light, except that we substitute the cur-
rent curves for the light rays. As the current not merely
influences the superficial layers of an organism, as in the case
of the light rays, but permeates the whole body, the responses
in galvanotropic orientation are not so ideal as in the case of

heliotropism.
(rf) The orientation seen in plants and animals, due to gravita-

tion, is known as geotropism. Geotropism expresses the fact

that, whilst the tips of the roots of plants show a tendency to
gfrow vertically downwards, the tip of the main stem seems
constrained to grow in the opposite direction

; the same holds
true with limitations in the case of sessile animals, and it is

probable that the attempts of free-moving creatures to keep
the axis of their eyes as much as possible in the normal position
when their bodies are maintained in an abnormal position is

also due to the stimulus of gravitation. Although the problem
is still far from solution, Loeb (op. cit. p. 152) considei-s it pro-
bable that the really geolropic reactions of higher animals are
determined in certain cells of the inner ear, or in certain cells
of the brain,

'

through an influence upon the reaction velocity
of certain chemical processes.'

(e) Chemotropism is the name applied to the reply made by
organisms to the stimulus from particles of substances emanat-
ing from a centre of diffusion : the organism is found to bend
or move itself in the direction of the lines of diffusion. The
orientation is, however, rarely as perfect as in that of the other
tropisms, inasmuch as the '

lines of diffusion are commonly dis-
turbed by currents due to changes and variations in tempera-
ture '

{ib. p. 153). Thus oxygen is known to exercise a great
attractive power over freely moving cells. Exi)eriinents can be
arranged by which that gas can be Introduced into water
crowded with unicellular organisms, when they will be seen to
rush for the point from which the gas is liberated. Engelmann
put small algu) into a fluid containing certain bacteria, and
observed that very quickly they surrounded the weed, for the
sake of the oxygen that it liberated by means of its chlorophyll.
It then occurred to him that several species of bacteria might
be usi'd as a delicate test for minute (juantilies of oxygen.
The VN'hole question of the chemical irritability of cells has a

very human interest when we investigate it in relation to the
colourless blood corpuscles known as leucocytes. The modem
germ-theory as applied to most diseases holds that inflam-
mation is set up by micro-organisms and their metabolic pro-
ducts {i.e. the products due to chemical change in the micro-

organisms themselves) ; these various toxines are carried in the
circulatory system to all parts of the body. Now Metchnikoff
has shown how certain of these colourless corpuscles, by their

power of absorbing the injurious elements, constitute them-
selves the very guardians of the organism. He has shown that,

e.g., the cocci of erysipelas, the spirilla of relapsing fever, and
the bacilli of anthrax are eaten up, or their toxines neutralized,
by the antidotes elaborated by these wandering amoeboid
cells, and thus rendered harmless. Hence, between these

foreign micro-ori^anisms and the leucocytes continual war ia

waged, and the life or death of the organism depends upon the
result of the struggle. Now, if, as is practically certain, the

leucocytes are initially stimulated by means of chemical sub-
stances produced by the micro-organisms, such stimulation can
occur only in accordance with laws similar to those that are
known to hold iu the case of free cells. Recently, Wright and
Douglas have shown that in the blood serum there is some-
thing that makes the bacteria more acceptable to the leuco-

cytes : this sub-stance they have termed generically opsonin
{o'iiuiveio, 'I cater'). Its action is to sensitize the bacteria so
that they more readily stimulate the leucocytes to absorb
them. The opsonic value of the serum in any specific caae
can be heightened by the injection of suitable substances.

(5) All living tilings are further characterized by
continual change, physical and chemical, of the
material composing the body in every part. Cer-
tain parts are being continually used up, and fresh
material is brought in and built up into its place.
This ceaseless internal cycle of supplj' and waste,

jply, is designated by tli

bulism. The living organism is as a flame that,

waste and supply, is designated by tlie term meta-

fed with oil, preserves its outward form, yet all

the while the substance by which the flame is fed
is being decomposed into its con.-itituent elements
and passes ofl" transformed. Biology, ajiart

from

Morphology, knows no statics, l^utntion and
digestion, respiration and circulation, secretion
and excretion, are various phases of this compre-
hensive activity. In order to live, the cell must
absorb nutrient substances which it proceeds to

elaborate, retaining some portions within its body,
and rejecting others. Continually, in the living
cell, substances of comjile-x molecular, and in that
measure unstable, structure are being built up
from substances less complex and more stable, with
the absorption of energy ; concurrently, other sub-
stances—food reserves, or the nrotopiasm itself—
are being broken down in order to provide the

energy required. The more intense the life, the
more comprehensive are those jiarallel processes of

construction and destruction. And yet, if parallel,

they are hardly equal. In the period of youth the
constructive is in excess of the destructive, and we
say the organism grows.
Now, all living things grow in a sense that is not

Eredicable
of other objects to which the word may

e applied. For in the saturated solution of salt

or alum the crj-stal grows by accretion—particles
are added on the outside, layer by layer ; living

things grow by taking u]) particles or matter in

between already existing particles at every point
—

interstitial growth. Further, the crystal grows by
adding to itself particles of the same matter as

itself—particles that it takes up, already existing,
out of the fluid around it ; whereas the living thing
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makes the materials of its growth, manufacturing
particles like itself out of material different from

itself, which it then uses for growth—by assimila-

tion. The cUiate protozoon, Parmnecium caud., if

kept in a hay infusion at a dehnite temperature,
will grow and reproduce by binary fission at a
definite rate. This growth and reproduction are

accomplished at the expense of elements in the

medium which are transformed into Paramecium ;

at the same time other substances appear in the
medium which are the waste from the growth
process. If we call these last 6, and let a represent
the material that goes to form new Paramecium,
then P + a= nP + b. This growth formula may be

constructively compared with that of any purely
chemical equation, with the result that a striking
difference is noticeable. In the case of an effective

chemical reaction between different compounds, the
result will be found to be of the general character
A + B= C + D; i.e. different substances are found in

the two terms {e.g. Zn + H2SO^ = ZnS04+H„). In
the former equation the fact that P appears on
either side constitutes a veiled expression of a
characteristic of life : that it occurs in a greatly
increased quantity indicates the amount of growth.
As a matter of fact, however, this formula repre-
sents but half of what is actually in progress ; for

at the same time other processes of a contrary or

destructive character are in operation, and the

organism is alive only so long as they do not gain
the ascendancy over the assimilative activities.

From the work of destruction, which may involve

the breaking up of complex substances into simpler
ones, or their combination with oxygen, various

end products arise, some useful to the organism,
e.g. bile, others not so useful, or positively harmful,
as urea, carbon dioxide, and mineral salts. In the
case of animals the whole of their energy is derived
from waste ; in plants only a small part is thus

derived, the rest being obtained from sunlight. The
metabolic processes that are going on in any higher
organism, plant or animal, are manifold in the

extreme, and even in the case of unicellular forms
our understanding of them is far from complete.
At the same time the unity of the entire organic
kingdom is well illustrated in a restricted series of

fundamental metabolic processes Avhich are common
to every living creature.

(a) E\'ery plant and animal respires, i.e. it takes up oxygen
from its environment, whereby it oxidizes the carbo-hydrates
and albuminous substances of its ovvn body, producing as final

products carbon dioxide and water.

(6) The food materials of all living organisms, plant and
animal alike, are originally prepared from the inorganic world

through the instrumentality of chloroplasts. Further, while it

la true that growing plants are able to live on simpler com-
pounds than animals, yet a study of the development of the

embryo in the seed (also the growing cells in a young stem or

root) shows it to be without the adult capacity, and dependent
on manufactured carbo-hydrates, proteida, and fats, as in the
case of animals. The differences relating to the mode of supply
in the case of the tv.'o kingdoms are ultimately referable to differ-

ences in the cell structure. The exaggerated development of

the vegetable cell-wall prevents the ingestion of solid material.

(c) In both animal and vegetable kingdoms, characteristic

corresponding substances make their appearance during meta-

bolism, such as ptyalin in animals, and diastase in
plants.

These substances are known as ferments or enzymes, and parti-

cularly in the constructive process, as it occurs in plants and
animals, they play a very important part. In many cases of

breaking up of reserves, i.e. in destructive processes, it is also

found that the cell produces an enzyme for this end. So funda-
mental is the action of these enzymes that there is a very true,
but limited sense, in which it may be said that life is a series

of fermentations. The evidence goes to show that a soluble

enzyme is at the basis of every functional activity. Digcs^tion is

due in part to the action of pepsin which breaks up proteids.

Respiration is achieved only through the presence of oxidase,
which seizes the oxj'gen in the lungs, and hands it over to the

red corpuscles of the blood. Under certain conditions—com-

monly greater condensation of the solution—the action of some

enzymes is reversible, i.e. they can put together again what
they have taken apart, and there are others that devote them-
selves solely to this aspect of the matter. What the enzynie is

in its inner nature is still unknown. It appears to be colloidal,

and, in several cases, is certainly not proteid ; still, as a rule, in

elementary structure it is more like a proteid than anything
else. Possibly it is produced through a partial breakdown ot

the protoplasm. Its activity seems to be bound up with the

peculiarities of its atomic structure rather than with any
mysteries of ingredients, which are quite simple. The action of

the enzymes appears, however, in large measure to be a hydro-
lysis : the substance acted upon ia made to take up water and
then undergo decomposition.

(rf) As the result of these metabolic processes, corresponding
products are organized in the plant and animal kingdoms, e.g.

starch in plants and glycogen in animals, oxidases and trypsins
in both.
We have spoken of the point ot view that likens life to a

series ot fermentations. Investigation into the nature of these

enzjTnes proceeds apace, and marvellous success haa been
achieved in the separation of them and the instigation of them
to work apart from the living environment (e.g. rennet). Never-
theless it should not be forgotten that this does not in the least

help our ultimate account of life, because no account ot enzjme-
action, however complete, gives us any clue to the characteristic

achievement of the cell in co-ordinating and regulating these

various activities that take place within it. Each enzyme is

usually able to act in its specific way only upon one definite

tj-pe of molecular arrangement ; but the cell as an energy trans-

former is distinguished by the way in which it connects the

varied complex reactions effected by these enzymes which it

has itself produced. Accordingly, to consider the cell activity
as simply the sum of its varied enzj-me activity, is to make the

same mistake as to suppose that an organism is the sum of its

organs. It is to offer only a partial account of cell life. If

regard were had only to the action of the enzymes, the inter-

pretation would be "purely katabolic, and there could be no
account of the building up of compounds with higher chemical

potential, which is so distinctive a feature of life. The study of

enzymes is the study of isolaced, yet highly selective, activities—
each enzyme must fit its substratum like lock and kej', or the

reaction does not occur ;
but the characteristic of the living

cell is seen in the connecting of one reaction with another,
auJ in the using of the free energy of one reaction to carry
on another. The cell directs and co-ordinates the enzymic
activities, but in the more difficult cases of metabolic change,
as in the conversion of carbo-hydrates into fats, or of CO2 and
H.)0 into organic compounds, energy is taken up from other

sources, and this the cell alone can do.
' This is the part taken

up by the living cell, which in one oxidizing action obtains free

energy, and in an accompanjing reducing action stores this

energy up, at least in part, in a new synthesized body at a

higher potential of chemical energy than that from which it

came. In this process, enzj'mes may f-ee!y be used by the cell,

but they are co-ordinated and regulated in the process' (Moore,
Recent Advances in Physiology and Biochemistry, p. 138). All

this fundamental metabolic activity then is in some way con-

trolled for the good of the individual, and in this directed con-

trol we have the distinctive character of Ufe.

In metabolism there are three great stages which

may each be characterized by a single word-—Ab-

sorption (of new material) ; Transformation (in the

interior of the protoplasm) ; leading to Retention

and Excretion. Protoplasm is found capable of

absorbing or excreting matter in either a gaseous,
a fluid, or a solid condition.

The differences between Metazoa and Metaphyta
are based on broad lines, physiological

rather than

morphological. From the food point of view we
have seen that all the organic substance in the

world is ultimately created by plants under the in-

fluence of sunlight. Animals, so far from creating,

are continually destroying organic matter and re-

solving it again into its original components. The
food of plants exists in a gaseous state in the

atmosphere, or as salts in solution in water ;
it re-

quires therefore no preparation, and can be directly

absorbed by the surface of tlie roots and leaves.

But the food of animals, being organic matter, is

usually in a more or less solid condition, which

necessitates the presence
of an internal reservoir

in which the foou can be stored until it is reduced

to a more or less liquid absorbable condition. That

is to say, almost all animals require a stomach,
and in the case of the Protozoa tlie whole creature

functions as such for the time being.

Again, the food of plants is everywhere present.

Every wind that blows brings food to the leaves :

rain-water with salts in solution bathes the roots.

Their food-taking is essentially passive. Animals

have to seek their food— it does not usually come

to them. Hence the nature of animal food requires

that they shall have a definite mouth, a digestive

tract, organs to carry the body in search of food,

organs to seize it when found, and definite ex-
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cretory organs to get rid of the waste. Free
locomotion in the case of plants, apart from the

I'rotophyta, is confined tenii)orarily to the male

cells, and, -with the absence of movement, the func-

tion of sensation is at a minimum. Plants and
animals thus difler in the nature of their food, yet
both are dependent on the environment for sup])ly,
and that food, when elaborated into ' the physical
basis of life

'

by contact with tiie living body, shows
little chemical dillerence as animal or vegetable
protoplasm.

(6) All living things exhibit cyclical phases of
activity known collectively as a life history, in which

they manifest various degrees of vitality, sometimes
with accompanying change of form. Every living

creature, unicellular and multicellular alike, passes

through a regular cycle of clianges mainly deter-

mined by forces within itself, to which there is

nothing comparable in the inorganic realm. Refer-
ence has been made to a period of youtli charac-
terized in both cases by active cell-proliferation ;

the constructive (anabolic) phase oi metabolism
is then in excess of the destructive (katabolic),
and the creature grows. Tiiis is followed by a

period of adolescence, in which, althougli at urst

the two phases practically balance, yet the energy
of division sooner or later diminishes, and is accom-

panied by certain morphological changes in the
cells previous to fertilization—that process whereby
the energy for division is renewed. This in turn—
particularly in the case of unicellular forms, when
fertilization is not etTected—is succeeded by the

period of old age, in which destruction slowly over-

takes construction, and eventually the organism
dies. The unicellular organism dies from proto-

plasmic senile degeneration just as surely as does
the multicellular form. Now this 'capacity for

death '

is in a sense a distinguishing feature of

living things. In a very real way, moreover, death
is the sen'ant of life, holdinjr the balance between
unlimited reproduction and limited feeding area.

To it is due the circumstance that life is periodic
in anpearance ; the recurrence of the

living
in-

dividual is a phenomenon unique in the realm of

nature. This intermitt€nt character of life is, how-
ever, seeming only. The death of the individual

that has reproduced by means of a germ cell divided
from otY its body involves no break in that series of

continuous cell divisions which thus extends back-
wards to the da^^-n of life.

To this cyclical movement there are apparent exceptions.
Weismann long ago suggested the immortality of the protozoa,
but it is incapable of verification, and experience is against it.

In some cases of parthenogenesis that procedure is apparently
Strictly followed throughout the specific history, but again
there is always, ultimately, death of the individual. In some of

the higher plants and trees, construction appears to be con-

tinually in excess of destruction, and the tree may be said to
ffrow as long as it lives : nevertlieless the individual eventually
dies, even although, e.g. by grafting, we have perpetuation of

the race without fertilization.

Further, we remark that not merely during those
internal changes of every part which comprise meta-

bolism, but in those changes of the whole which are
involved in the conception of its life history, the

living organism maintains its individuality and
its integrity. In spite of the constant metabolic

change, in spite of growth and decay, the living
organism possesses a more or less constant form
wliich serves as the arena in which those changes
are displayed. We are aware of the persistence
of a state of dynamic equivalence between the

organism and its environment which has no parallel
in the inorganic realm. Continuously it is alive,
and yet its material identity does not depend
upon identity of matter. The matter changes, but
the form remains more or less constant, the in-

dividuality usually even more so. These forms,
with their similarities and dissimilarities, serve
as the basis of classification ; Morphology in its

account of tlie internal structures that give rise to

forms is the basis of classification. We may speak
of life in general, but we never know it except as
the special plienomena of a particular organism.
Life clearly lias unity or individuality at the core
of its meaning, and in the scheme of nature, one
of whose dominant features is a tendency towards
ever higher individuation, the supreme example is

found in man, with his characteristic awareness of

individuality.
(7) All living things are capable of reproduction.

Having a definite term of exi.stence, they must
reproduce themselves ; otherwise the organic king-
dom would soon pass out of existence. The in-

dividual dies—life is intermittent in form—not,

however, before having, in most cases, by a kind
of discontinuous growth, given rise to forms
more or less like itself, which in their turn grow
and reproduce their kind. No non-living thing
reproduces itself in this way.

(a) Cell-division.—The simplest form of repro-
duction is by cell-division. Tne need for this arises

directly out of assimilation. For the due inter-

changes (e.g. respiration) between a cell and its

environment, a certain ratio is necessarj' between
surface and bulk. But this ratio is disturbed by
growth in the case of an organism that retains its

shape, inasmuch as, while the bulk varies as the
cube of the diameter, the surface grows but with
the square. Further, as we have learned, the
nucleus which is so intimately concerned with
assimilation, is limited in the area of cytoplasm
which it afi'ects through the continual interwjurse
between the two. Accordingly the requisite sur-

face is gained tlirough division of the mass, and
the mother cell loses her identity in that of the
two daughter cells. Such reproduction accordingly
takes the form of discontinuous growth. Growth,
then, is primarily assimilation, secondarily cell-

division—the multiplication of cells.

Since 1846 it has been clearly recognized that new plant cells

arise only from previously existing cells by the division of a
mother cell into two daughter cells (Biogenesis) : it was not till

many years later that enough was known about the genesis of

cells in the animal kingdom to overthrow for ever the doctrine
of spontaneous generation.
To-day, then, we maintain that the cell has no other mode of

origin tiian by division of a pre-existing cell; and knowing some-

thing of the importance and permanence of the nucleus, we are

prepared to believe that it plays a leading part in this process
of multiplication by division. Fifty years ago Remak very
naturally thought that division must commence in the very
centre of the ctll and work gradually outwards. Accordingly
he pictured the process as beginning by division of the nucleolus,
followed by constriction ana divisjun of the nucleus, and com-
plet€d by division of the cell-bo<ly and membrane. Now, if we
do not press the point about the nucleolus, this description
holds good for several cases of cell-division in both animal and

vegetable kingdoms. It is termed Direct Division (Amitotic
Division).
Such a method of division seems very natural, and, if it were

conducted with regularity, it would obviously result in a fair

division of the total mass of nuclear substance. But so delicate

is the balance of nature that this method is found to be in

operation with comparative rarity ; nay more, evidence is

gradually accumulating to show that direct division, which is a
division of the mass of the nuclear substance without formation
of chromatic thread or chromosomes, rarely occurs in embryonic
cells or such as are in the course of rapid multiplication; while,
on the contrary, it is often characteristic of such cells as are on
the way towards degeneration, of tumours and various other

pathological formations. Direct division seems often to be
associated with highly specialized cells whose nuclei are com-

monly of unusually large size ; here it has proved again and
again to be the forerunner of destruction. Germ-cells and
fundamental tissues do not usually divide by amitosis, although
certain exceptions only make the whole process more difficult to

understand. The other method typically known as Indirect

Division, or Mitosis (m'to?, 'a thread'). Is complinated, and in-

volves the arrangement of the linin and chromatin in a con-

tinuous thread, the breaking up of this thread into the char-

acteristic number of chromosomes, their arrangement by the

aid of the centrosomes on the equator of a spindle fonned of

linin, their exact longitudinal halving, regression towards the

polar centrosomes, and re-construction as the nuclei of the

daughter cells that are thus fornipd as the result of a division of

the cytoplasm of the mother cell in the region of that s-nme

equator.
Biologists speak glibly of the separation of the chromosomes
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by contraction of the spindle fibres, but it ia certain that other
factors, e.g. chemical and physical changes going on in the
centrosphere and nucleus, must be taken into account before
any satisfactory explanation of these marvellous phenomena is

attempted. Possibly the persistent centrosome is the vehicle
of ferments, which in their activity produce the characteristic
cell-division phenomena. Further, it is possible that, while only
the outer fibres attached to the chromosomes contract, the
central fibres of the spindle actually elongate, and push the
spindle poles apart : certainly the chromosomes themselves
play a passive rdle at this particular stage. Boveri regards the
splitting of the chromosomes '

as an independent vital mani-
festation, an act of reproduction' on their part. The splitting
of the chromosomes is now known to involve the splitting of the
actual chromatin granules, which possibly alone have the value
of individuals (inasmuch as in the case of the Protozoa chromo-
somes are in many instances not formed), and which are found
in the fashion of granules firstly to allow of their uniform
growth, and secondly to admit of their precisely equal quantita-
tive and qualitative division ; for it is the end of niitosis to
divide every particle of the chromatin of the mother cell equally
between the daughter nuclei. Further, this splitting seems
in some cases to take place Independently of the centrosome,
making the relation between the two more doubtful than was
formerly supposed.

(6) Fertilization.—Cell division, however, is only
one aspect of reproduction. With the possible
exception of a few extremely low organism.?,
there comes a time in the life history of all
unicellular forms when, after a greater or less
number of ordinary divisions, it appears as if

the cells were becoming worn out, were gradually
shrinking in size after every such division, and
showing signs of nuclear degeneration, so that
a prospect of final extinction looms in the future,
unless they are able to fuse together in pairs
with cells of different origin, thus producing
an elementary organism that becomes the start-

ing-point for a new series of multiplications by
division. Accordingly, amongst the Protozoa, the
life history resolves itself into a cycle, the starting-
point being furnished by any two cells which, after

fusion, either separate and divide, or commence to
divide as a single organism when fused, and con-
tinue so to multiply a-sexually, sometimes to the
number of thousands, till what has been described
as senile degeneration sets in. At this stage
union of these cells with others of different origin
is absolutely necessary for the perpetuation of
the species. This process of cell union, of which,
in those instances where the organisms latterly
separate, the fundamental characteristic is a re-

ciprocal exchange and fusion of nuclear substance
—an exchange of experiences—between the uniting
or conjugating elements, illustrates the simplest
type of that second aspect of cell reproduction
which we know as fertilization.

The number of divisions that may occur before the a-sexual
cycle of reproduction closes, varies considerably with different
species. Maupas in certain classical studies (Archives de
ZooJogie expirimentale, 2nd series, tome vi. pp. 165-273 ;

Recherches expiriinentales sur la Multiplication des Infmoires
eili^s, tome vii. pp. 149-517 ; Le Jlajeunissement karyogamique
Chez les CilUs) shows that in the case of Stylonichia pust. the
ability to conjugate is reached after 128-130 fissions, that at the
175th degeneration sets in if conjugation has not been effected,
and that the creature dies by the 316th fission. In the case of
Paramecium caudatum, maturity is often reached much sooner,
and degeneration commences after 170 divisions. Maupas'
statements have been subjected to re-examination by experi-
ment and careful criticism, most particularly by Q. Calkins, who
succeeded in keeping cultures of Paramecium for 742 genera-
tions, by feeding the infusorians with various kinds of stimu-
lating food (brain extract, beef, pancreas), and thus tiding them
over three depression periods corresponding to the need for
conjugation, and so prolonging their life without that process.
Any argument, however, for the immortality of the Protozoa
based on such artificial experimentation cannot be said to rest
on a very secure basis.

In the higher forms of life, instances of partheno-
genesis apart, we have a similar process

—a fusion
of cells of different origin ; here, however, the
fusing cells never separate, so tliat the element of

exchange drops quite out of sight. The essential
feature of fertilization is the union of a nucleus of

paternal origin, with a nucleus of maternal origin,
to form the primary nucleus of the next generation.
In multicellular organisms the cells which result I

from the division of the fertilized egg remain asso-
ciated together, thus forming a complex colony of
cells, an organic individual, however, of a higher
order than the Volvox community. In a sense
this multicellular organism is morphologically
comparable with the sum of the cells produced by
a-sexual division from two unicellular ex-conju-
gates. The cvcle closes in the higher forms when
the sexual cells have become mature, and separate
from the parent to unite in the process of fertiliza-

tion, which forms the starting-point for the new
generation of dividing cells. All this, of course, is

a very complicated process in the case of the verte-
brates and invertebrates, but in the lower multi-
cellular Algae it is simple enough. The capacity
which every cell, e.g. oiPandorina, exhibits of help-
ing to reproduce the whole multicellular organism
is not seen when the organism is somewhat more
highly developed. For in that case the cells of
the body sooner or later become differentiated into
two great classes, the members of which Weismann
has termed somatic and germ cells respectively.
The former are of prime importance for the in-

dividual life, being differentiated into those various
tissues which collectively form the 'body.' The
germ cells, on the other hand, are of less signi-
ficance for the individual life, but in eventually
giving rise to new creatures are intimately con-
cerned with the interests of the species. This
differentiation is already noticeable so far down in
the animal scale as Volvox globator. Amongst the
very numerous cells that constitute this colonial
form some remain vegetative and others are trans-
formed into reproductive cells. The eggs are large,
and are fertilized by minute biflagellate male
spores which are produced in dozens by the division
of a mother sperm-cell. Indeed, we may consider
that in the plant world egg- and sperm-cells are
derived from reproductive cells which initially are
similar in size, appearance, and origin, but have be-
come differentiated through developing in difierent
directions. The evolution can particularly well be
traced in the group of the Algje. At the same
time it is right to bear in mind that the distinction,
even in the case of the higher animals, is only
relative, since both sets of cells ultimately have a
common origin in the parent germ-cell.
Associated with fertilization in some of these

higher forms is at least one interesting phenomenon
complicating the life history. We have .seen, e.g.
in the case of Paramecium, that between two acts

of conjugation a great deal occurs in the way and
as the result of cell division. Now, there is an

analogous state of affairs amongst higher forms.

Sometimes the individual proceeding from the

fertilized egg is unable itself to form reproductive
cells. It can multiply only by means of buds,

spores, or parthenogenetic eggs. These, or their

a-sexually produced descendants, become sexually
mature and produce e^gs

and sperms. Sucli a

cycle is known as an alternation of generations.
It occurs in the life history of some worms, as also

particularly in the case of some members of the
Ccelenterata.
There is, then, a stage in the development of

every multicellular orranism at which the pro-

genitors of the germ-cells are apparently alike in

the two sexes, and for that matter indistinguisliable
from the surrounding somatic cells. Then in the
course of development follows their differentiation

from these somatic cells, and eventually a diver-

gence in themselves corresponding to the different

Functions that they will nave to perform later.

The female germ-cell, ovum, or egg supplies most
of the substance for the body of the emoryo, and
stores the food whereby it is nourished. Accord-

ingly not only is it large, but its cytoplasm is

laden with yolk or food-matter, and it is usually
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surrounded by one or more nienibianes for tlie

protection of the developing individual. All itw

activities are, therefore, anabolic or constructive

on the whole ; for the early life of the e>,'ff

consists in the accumulation of cytoplasm and
the storage of potential energy. On the otiier

hand, the metabolism of the male genn-cell
or spermatozoon is destructive or katabolic.

To the mass of the embryo it contributes

merely a nucleus, centrosome, and a minimum of

cytoi)Iasm. Its early life is not spent in tiie

accumulation of food material ; it has about it no
more prot^jpl.asm than is suHicient to form tiie

tyi)ically single flagellum by whose active, rapid
movements it seeks the ovum. Hence in their

final mature state the ovum and spermatozoon
have no external similarity. What we find is a

physiological division of labour between the cells

which are to join in the act of fertilization, in

virtue of which one of tiiem becomes active and
a fertilizer, while the other remains passive and

capable of being fertilized. In fact, we are forced

to the conclusion tiuit all the arrangements and

adaptations connected witli sex have the same two-
fold object, namely, to facilitate the meeting of

the sexual cells and to arrange for the nourishment
and protection of the egg. The organization that

effects the one part of the scheme we call male ;

the organization that carries out the other we
term female. These relationsiiips are secondary and
have nothing whatever to do with the process of

fertilization itself, which consists of the union of

two equivalent and apparently similar nuclear

substances derived from dili'erent cells. This

means, in its turn, that the original morphological
equivalence of the germ-cells (seen, e.g.,

in the

Protozoa) is lost ; wiiat is left is an equivalence of

nuclei. Hence the essential fact of fertilization

and sexual reproduction comes to be a union of

equivalent nuclei ; and to this all other processes
are tributary. Although the cell character of the

ovum was perhaps recognized by Schwann, yet it is

not so many years ago (c. 1878) since the fact that

the spermatozoon is likewise a cell was universally
admitted.
With regard to the growth and origin of the grerm-cells, it

may be stated that both ova and spermatozoa take their rise

from primordial gemi-cells which are at first identical in

appearance in the two sexes. These identical primordial germ-
cells in turn arise in the case of sponges, in a jelly-like mesoiijlcBa

that separates ectoderm and endoderm. In the Ccelenterata

they anse in a germinal epithelium which maj' be either ecto-

dermal or endaiermal, but in the higher groups is mesodermal.
What exactly determines the subsequent differentiation is not

yet clearly made out. External conditions play an important,
a determining part in some instances. Yung, experimenting
upon tadpoles, foimd that by increasing the richness of the

nutrition in which he kept the early undifferentiated (?) forms,
he could raise the percentage of females. Maupas seemed to

show with regard to rotifers that a high temperature results

in the production of males. A truer reading of the facts shows
that the higher temperature induced greater activity, resulting
in a speedier exhaustion of the food, and, in consequence, a

tendency to the production of males. It is doubtful, lipwever,
how far these experiments correspond to real facts. The decisive

factor in the deternnnation of sex is still unknown : indeed, there

is evidence to show that it probably is determined previous to

fertilization, which simply in that case provides the egg with
the necessary stimulus to development.
The prior history of these primordial germ-cells has been

very carefully investigated by different workers (Hertwig,
Hiicker, Boveri). They have been tracked very far back in the

developing egg, and identified at their earliest appearance.
In the case of the roundworm Ascarin, Boveri already recog-
nizes the progenitor of the germ-cells at the two-cell stage.
Further, it has been shown that this protreiiitor of the germ-
cells differs from the somatic cells, not only in its greater size

and richness in chromatin of the nucleus, but also in the manner
of the subsequent distribution of this chromatin. It has been
observed that only the germ-cells proper receive the sum-total
of the egg-chromatin handed down from the parent, since the

germ-cells in the earlj- (5 or 6) divisions cast out a portion of

that substance in the case of one of the daughter cells into the

surrounding cytoplasm, where it degenerates, so forming somatic
cells with less chromatin.

Fertilization we can now state to be a process

by which the energy lost in a continuous cycle of

divisions is restored by the admixture of living
matter from another cell. It consequently entails

Fio. S.—Fertilized ovum of Asc-aris ; male and female germ-
nuclei, with chromatin at continuous thread stage; the
centrosomes are separating. To the right are the extruded
polar bodies. (From Walker's Ksxenlialii of Cytology, by
kind permission of the publishers.)

the blending of two independent lines of descent.
I3ut when we ask—What then is the ultinmte end
of fertilization ? an answer cannot be given with

certainty. The mere asking of the question
involves that introduction of teleological con-
siderations which is tiie bane of Science, according
to some of her foremost exponents ; yet every one
has attempted his rationale of the phenomenon.

Fertilization may be, as Maupas and others believe, rejuven-
escence of the conjugating individuals : in the case of the
Protozoa it certainly has this effect, for it is always the com-
mencement of a new series of divisions—in fact, strictly it

means the formation of a new individual in protoz<jon and
metazoon alike. Further, the usual assumption in the case of
Paramecium has been that the two ex-conjugates were equally
stinuilated to divide ; but the more recent work of Calkins
shows that in the majority of case*, 'while one individual of

the original pair is markedly vigorous after conjugation, the
other one either forms a weak strain or dies off at an early
period' (Biol. Bull. vol. xi. p. 242). Now, if this is the case,
it suggests in these apparently isogamous conjugants a hint
of that differentiation that results in a spermatozoon losing
its identity in the egg which it has fertilized. Nevertheless,
experiments have shown that Ciliata can be induced to con-
tinue dividing long after the usual term has passed, and
parthenogenetic eggs develop without the stimulus of fertili-

zation. Weisniann sees in it a means of mixing germ-plasms
whereby variations are produced and multiplied; these
variations are the material upon which natural selection is

supposed to work in the production of new species. This, then,
is the purpose of fertilization for him. But considerable
variation has been shown to exist in the case of forms repro-

ducing by binary fission amd by parthenogenesis, contrary to
the older view, which considered the forms so resulting to be
mere duplicates. Consequently it is not permissible for him
to say more than that fertilization is a source of variation, or
is accompanied by it. But it is also possible to regard fertiliza-

tion, with Darwin, Spencer, Hatschek, and others, as a means
of checking variations, and so, on the contrary, of keeping the

species true to the specific 13^56. The offspring of sexual

reproduction, instead of being more variable than either parent,
is, so to speak, half-way between them, and so departs less

widely from the mean than either of them. Which of these

statements represents the truest and most complete interpreta-
tion of fertilization it is not yet possible to decide. No one
of them can well be applied universally in face of the groups
that show no such gametic unions, and those numerous cases

in which the uniting cells are very closely related.

Previous to fertilization, a ripening process takes

place in both ovum and spermatozoon, which is

usually termed maturation. With this phenomenon
is intimately connected a reduction in the number
of the chromosomes to one-half the numljer charac-

teristic of the species ; in this wav a progressive
summation of the chromosomes tnroughout suc-

ceeding generations is prevented. The procedure Ls

very complicated, and still imperfectly understood ;

but it is probable that, previous to the penultimate
of the two final divisions by which the definitive

germ-cells are formed, the peculiar condensation of

the chromatin thread (synansis), and its appearance

ultimately in a number of bodies corresponding to

half the typical number of chromosomes, really

represent in each case a conjugation of the

paternal and maternal chromosomes which have

hitherto remained di-stinct, followed by a division

in which these double chromosomes divide longi-
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tudinally, succeeded in turn by a reducing division

in wbicli they divide transversely, so bringing the

number to half that which is characteristic of the

species, but really also segregating the paternal
and maternal chromosomes into separate cells.

Accordingly, the life cycle of the organism is

after this fashion—conjugation of maternal and

paternal cells, somatic divisions, and conjugation
of maternal and paternal chromosomes.

Fia. 4.—Later Btage in fertilization (Ascaris). The membranes
of the germ-nuclei have disappeared, and the two chromo-
somes derived from each, four in all, have become attached
to the spindle fibres. (From Walker's Essentials of Cytology,
by kind permission of the publishers.)

Boveii has summarized the process of fertiliza-

tion in the following words: 'The ripe egg
possesses all of the organs and qualities necessary
for division excepting the centrosome, by which
division is initiated. The spermatozoon, on the
other hand, is provided with a centrosome, but
lacks the substance in which this organ of division

may exert its activity. Through the union of the
two cells in fertilization, all of the essential organs
necessary for division are brought together ; the

egg now contains a centrosome which by its own
division leads the way in the embryonic develop-
ment' (Sitz.-Ber. Ges. Morph. Phys., Munich, iii.

p. 155). If this were an exact account, we should
be further warranted in saying that during seg-
mentation the blastomeres, or earliest cells of the

embyro, derive their cytoplasm from that of the

egg, their centrosomes from the spermatozoon,
and their nuclei, i.e. their chromatin, in equal
amounts from both germ-cells. In general terms
the statement is true, but it is doubtful whether
the actual centrosome of the spermatozoon identi-

cally persists as the organ around which the

dividing aster directing the division of the egg
is formed, or whether it is simply a locus, e.g. of

enzymes, under whose influence a new centrosome
is formed in the egg cytoplasm. Further, it has
been questioned whether the sperm centrosomes
are actually identical with the segmentation cen-

trosomes, for there are cases where the former
seem to disappear for a time, although this

may be due to variation in staining capacity at
a critical period. Still the general fact remains,
that something certainly is introduced into the

egg by the middle piece of the fertilizing sperm
which either is the original centrosome, or has the

power to stimulate the formation of one out of

the egg cytoplasm—something that can divide
and produce division of the cell-mass independently
even of fusion of the nuclei, something that is in

some way directly connected with the correspond-
ing apparatus of the succeeding division. What it

is, however, that actually starts the segmentation
cannot be delinitely determined ; but it need
not necessarily be the spermatozoon or even its

centrosome. Artificially fertilization has been
induced in sea-urchin eggs by exposing them to

sea water whose concentration has been increased

some 50 per cent, by the addition of Na CI ;

development takes place right up to the larval

stage (Loeb). Nathansohn has caused the par-

thenogenetic development of the eggs of a fern

(Marsilia) by simply keeping them at a sufficiently
high temperature, thus suggesting that the mechan-
ism of development is in the egg, and that all it

requires is a certain stimulus to set it in motion ;'

such a stimulus in this case is the difference in

metabolic activity induced by the high tempera-
ture. Accordingly we conclude generally that
while the stimulus to development is normally
connected >vith the sperm centrosome, jet this is not
the only way of supplying the conditions requisite
to initiate the process. While undoubtedly in some
forms (e.g. the sea-urchin Toxopneustes) a real fusion

of the sperm- and egg-nuclei takes place, and out
of the mixed chromatins chromosomes arise, yet

in

other and probably the majority of animals the
two nuclei simply lie closely side by side, and in

that position give rise each to its o^vn group of

chromosomes preparatory to the first division.

Thus the paternal and maternal chromatin may
remain distinct and separate in the later stages
of development, possibly throughout life. Accord-

ingly the possibility arises that '

every cell in the

body of the child may receive from each parent
not only half of its chromatin-substance, but one
half of its chromosomes, as distinct and individual
descendants of those of the parents' (Wilson, op.
cit. p. 208).

Every nucleus, then, arising by the segmentation
of a fertilized egg-cell contains a double set of

chromosomes, nuclear substance derived from both

parents. As a matter of experimental fact, how-

ever, it has been ascertained in certain instances

that either set is sufficient for complete develop-
ment, at least as far as the larval stages. The egg
may be caused to develop without the presence of

paternal chromosomes, while, conversely, develop-
ment has been induced in a sperm-fertilized egg
from which the maternal nucleus was removed.
For these and other reasons the chromosomes are

now regarded as the vehicles of inheritance.

The question of the individuality of the chromosomes has

lately received very close attention. From a theoretical point
of view the denial of their individuality seems to make mitosis

meaningless. Why this careful and accurate division of the

chromosomes, if after every such division the substances of

the different chromosomes are jumbled up in a common mass
at nuclear re-construction? The assumption of their stability

likewise gives us the better explanation of their constant

number. From the practical side Rabl, so long ago as 18S5,

maintained, as the result of study of mitosis in the epithelial
cells in the salamander, that the chromosomes do not lose

their individuality between succeeding divisions, but persist
in the chromatic reticulum of the resting nucleus. His idea

was that the reticulum arose as the result of a transformation

of the chromosomes, which gave off anastomosing branches,

causing the temporary appearance of a network that was again
lost as the reticulum contracted at various definite points to

form the typical number of original chromosomes. Boveri, in

particular, and others have further shown that, whatever be

the number of chromosomes entering into the composition of a

nuclear reticulum, the same number issues from it at a later

stage, and in very much the same position. This is particularly

striking in certain abnormal cases of fertilization, where it was

noticed that the irregular number of chromosomes pei-sisted

from one cell generation to another, so suggesting that 'the

number of chromosomes appearing in a nucleus during mitosis

is the same as the number of chromosomes from which it was

originally formed '

(AValker, The Essential! o/ Cytology, p. 92).

In certain species the chromosomes can be distinguished during
the resting stage of the nucleus ; and even if in most cases it

looks as if the identity of the chromosomes was lost at this

Btage, yet this does not prove, of course, that it is so lost. In

other species the chromosomes ajipear to show constant differ-

ences of size and shape, so suggesting that they may possess

specific individual characters. Finally, Hacker, Herla, and Zoja
have shown that, in several cases (Ascaris, Ci/clops), not merely
do the germ-nuclei not fuse, but they give rise to two separate

yet parallel series of paternal and maternal chromosomes that

remain perfectly distinct, as far, at any rate (in Ascaris), as the

twelve-cell stage, and probably throughout life. Indeed, as the

result of the later researches of Montgomery, we consider that

in svnapsis there is a conjugation of homologous chromosomes
which are later separated in the reduction division ; as a final

result we have the separation of whole somatic chromosomes.
Here then, in general, is an important—if it can be absolutely

demonstrated—an epoch-making discovery. With Harvey's

name we associate the discovery Oinne vivum e vivo. To
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Virchow we owe the induction OmnU cellula e cellula. Stras-

burger first clearly established the truth Omnis nucleus e

nucleo. And with Boveri's name it is just possible that we
shall have to establish the further truth that there are chromo-
some generations corresponding to cell generations, that the

chromosomes of one generation arise endogenously in the

chromosomes of a previous generation, that growth and

reproduction, characteristic features of living things, are predi-
caole of these intracellular units—in short, Omne chromosoma
e chromosomate.
Boveri has further shown experimentally that qualitative

physiological differences exist amongst the chromosomes ;

complete development is apparently possible only in presence
of a particular combination of them. This sugifests that some
deflnit* relation exists between individual chromosomes (or

possibly the chromomeres composing them) and the develop-
ment of definite characters or groups of characters. What
interaction takes place during the conjugation of chromosomes
we do not know. If we assume that the hereditary characters
are distributed amongst different chromosomes, then their

segregation is achieved at the reduction division, the resulta

are in accordance with the Mendelian view -point (see art.

Hkrei>itt), and the individuality of the chromosomes is fairly

established. But in any case it is difficult to banish the idea

of some more or less persistent morphological organization
corresponding to what we at present roughJy include within
the conception of the chromosomes.

Fio. 5.—Cleavage of the ovum of the sea-urchin Toxopneustes
( X 330). The successive divisions up to the 16-ceU stage (II)

occupy about two hours. 7 is a section of the embrj'o of

three hours, consisting of approximately 128 cells sur-

rounding a central cavity. (From Wilson's The Cell, by
kind permission of the publishers.)

As a result of some form of stimulus consequent
on fertilization, the egg commences to segment.
These cleavage divisions are simOar to Mhat has
been described in connexion with mitosis, except
that very early they are accompanied by dill'er-

entiation. Differentiation in the higher forms of

life is expressed in the establishment of tissues and
later of organs, in connexion with that physiological
division of labour which usually means so much
greater capacity for doing work. The more com-

plex the organic structure, the more detailed is

this subdivision of labour ; the greater the degree
of co-ordination and unification of these activities,
the higher the creature stands, as a general rule,
in the scale of life. How all the different stages
have arisen with their genetic continuity is the

story of evolution, most interesting, if most difficult,
in the lower grades of life, where, however, modem
study, e.g., of the Protozoa, sheds floods of light
upon the question. In the course of this ditler-
entiation conpiderable change is often noticed in
the functions of organs—what at one stage played
one particular r61e is found at a later stage to
function in a different manner.
Again, the cleavage divisions of the developing

egg are often effected in planes that show some

definite relation to the structural axes of the adult

body. Typically the cells tend rhythmically to

divide into exactly equal parts, and any new plane
of division tends to intersect the preceding one
at right angles. Variations, however, occur not

merely in the rhythm, but in the quantitative
character of the divi.sions, as al.<*o in tlie direction
of the cleavage planes ; tlie.se variations are often
of regular occurrence. Not merely do the cells

divide in accordance with the requirements of

definite mechanical conditions, but also, and more
distinctively, with reference to the future cell-

orientation and structure of the animal : of this

forward look, as of the unequal division that
sometimes sets in as early as the first segmenta-
tion, and in every case appears sooner or later,
no sufficient account lias been offered. In fact,
as Wilson puts it (op. cit. p. 377),

' we cannot com-

prehend the forms of cleavage without reference
to the end-result.' Study of all purely mechanical

factors, such as pressure, form, etc., only makes it

more obvious that the work is subordinated to

that of some superior controlling law of growth.
How far the later structure of the developmental

form is already determined in the structure of the

egg is one of the root problems of Embrj'ology.
In many cases a definite relationship appears to

exist between early bla.stomeres and the later

adult areas to which tliey give ri.se ; in other cases,

again, it becomes evident, particularly as the
result of experiment, that there can be no definite,

unalterable, pre-localization of parts of the egg.
In several cases the egg axis is not establi.shed

until after fertilization, and Ls even then experi-
mentally alterable. But no general consideration
holds in any number of ca-ses. Cell-formation
and localization of areas seem, ultimately, alike
subordinate to some controlling formative process
that expresses itself in growth. Development
takes the form of an orderly correlated progress
towards a definite end. The egg in each case in a

remarkably short time evolves into a type about
which certain general statements can be propheti-
cally hazarded, but of the inwardness of this

process no account can yet be given. To speak
of developmental capacities as being involved in

the organization of the e^<i is, perhaps, effective,
but not informing ; at the most an accurate

descriptive account of the stages is within our

power.
The idea of pre-determination or pre-localization

of embryonic parts in the fertilizea (possibly even
in the unfertilized) egg cytoplasm has fascinated

many workers ; not, of course, in the crude sense
of tne early evolutionists, who maintained the
existence of a pre-formed though invisible embryo,
or even in some cases a miniature of the adult,
in the egg, but in the more general sense that
definite areas, perhaps definite substances, in the

apparently homogeneous cytoplasm, correspond to

definite parts which will later be built up out of

them. Segmentation would then simply reveal

what is already pre-determined. On the other

hand, the identification of the physical basis of

hereditary with nuclear material shows that such

cytoplasmic pre-localization
— if it exists— must

be determined and controlled from the nucleus ;

and the attempt has been made, notably by De
Vries and Weismann in their resijcctive theories,
to transfer the assumed germinal localization from
the cytoplasm to the nucleus. The differentiation

corresponding to later embryonic regions, which
is early noticeable in the cytoplasm, is induced

secondarily through the influence of the ultimate
nuclear units that migrate into the cytoplasm and
direct its development. In Weismann's theory,

development resolves itself into the gradual qualita-
tive distribution of these units from their massed
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condition in the early cells, until at last in each
cell there is siini)ly left that particular determin-
ant which controls it. But of these qualitative
divisions, save in the reduction division in matura-
tion, there is no evidence whatever ; and facts like

regeneration, and the ability of a single cell of
the two- or four-cell stage to reproduce the whole
embryo (Amphioxus), although on a reduced scale,
seem to negative it ; while in the cases where, as
in the frog, the right cell of the two-cell stage
appears to contain the material for the right half
of the body, that cell if isolated can yet in great
measure supply the deficiency by a peculiar kind
of regeneration.

If, then, there be no qualitative distribution of
the chromatin (idioplasm), if, on the contrary, it be
equally distributed at every cell division, how is

differentiation accomplished? Driesch has sug-
gested that the answer lies in part in the relation
of a blastomere to the remainder of the embryo.
' The relative position of a blastomere in the whole
determines in general what develops from it ; if

its position be changed, it gives rise to something
diii'erent ; in other words, its prospective value is

a function of its position' [Stiidien, iv. 39). The
suggestion bears a true relation to what does
occur in many instances ; but it is evident that
not merely the position of a blastomere to its

neighbours, but the position of its own constituents
has to be considered, for Morgan has shown that
even in the case of the two -cell frog the single
isolated cell may give rise to a half embryo or to
a whole embryo of half size, as in Amphioxus,
according as the isolated cell is left in its normal
position, or turned upside doAvn. This seems to
indicate that all the material for a complete, if

half-sized, embryo exists in the single cell of the
two-cell stage, and that at this stage, as in Amphi-
oxus, the blastomere is not so firmly set that it

can only develop into the half of the creature that

normally it would. In fact, embryology discloses
a whole series of forms in which this equivalence
of the cells at the early stages is greater or less,
some easily overcoming the tendency to develop
only (as normally) into a part, others doing so
with greater difficulty, and even failing, with the
result that a monster (defective larva or adult)
is formed. Accordingly it woxild seem as if

primarily the egg cytoplasm is equipotential, in
the sense that the various regions do not stand
in any fixed relation to parts which may develop
out or them, but that sooner or later differentiation
of these regions, resulting in a mosaic-like develop-
ment, does take place from causes that we do not
understand—sooner, as in the case of the mollusc
Dentalium, whose single cells when separated
cannot completely overcome the tendency to form
a part and develop into monsters resembling pieces
of a single embryo (and the same result is achieved

by artificially cutting off pieces of the egg) ; later,
as in the case of Amphioxus, where a cell of the
two-cell stage or the four-cell stage may develop
into a complete dwarf adult, either half or quarter
size. A suggested solution of this phenomenon
consists in assuming the various protoplasmic
constituents as arranged in ])ands or zones (cf.

Wilson, Science, vol. xxi., No. 530). In Amphioxus
the first division would separate these symmetri-
cally and equally. In Dentalium the division may
be apparently symmetrical but really qualitative,
so that all of one band or zone passes into one of

the cells.

Further, it is difficult to avoid believing that
differentiation of a kind, slight perhaps but still

eflfective, has not occurred much earlier, even

previous to fertilization, for the egg has a develop-
mental history previous to tliat experience. These
axial differentiations are probably due to the

nucleus, and form the scattblding, a.s it were, within
which the development after fertilization goes on.
The ability to re-adjust displayed by the isolated
blastomeres largely depends on the degree to which
this scaftblding has been effectively reared.
At the same time it must not be forgotten that

this ability of the cells of an embryo to reproduce
the whole organism is confined merely to the
earliest stages of the developing form. Cells do
become differentiated, and this seems to imply
nuclear differentiation of some sort, even if not
after the manner of qualitative division. It
is possible that part of the chromatin may be
cast out of the nucleus, or dissolved, or be trans-
formed into something else. The former circum-
stance has been indeed observed by Boveri in
the early somatic cells of the developing Ascaris.
Driesch's conception of the nucleus as a ' storehouse
of ferments which pass out into the cytoplasm and
there set up specific activities,' is at least interest-

ing. Certain it is tliat
'

specific protoplasmic
stuffs' are distributed to the cells in a definite

way during division ; and since they have a definite

arrangement in the egg, to this extent develop-
ment is mechanical, and the cleavage mosaic is an
actual mosaic. If it could be shown that initially
protoplasm contains only a few of these specific
stufts, that, as development proceeds, new stuffs
are progressively formed and distributed, and
finally that their number decreases and that they
weaken as differentiation progresses, we should
have an interpretation of development that is

essentially epigenetic— progressive in the sense
that new additional parts not already there are
formed

; and in this combination of the two older
and contrasted view-points of pre-formation and
epigenesis the truth is probably to be found.

Finally, we are unable to forji^et the dominating
r61e of the environment in all development ;

with-
out its stimuli the inherited organization of the

living creature would not work itself out. The
living form is at any moment the resultant of

external stimuli acting upon its inherited organiza-
tion. This has been experimentally proved time
and again : a normal development is the response
to normal conditions. The development is thus

educed, and it may be modified by the environ-
ment ; but the fundamental character and cause
of it lie in the inherited organization. The de-

veloping organism and its environment react the

one upon the other independently ; yet in virtue of

its adaptiveness the organism continually sets itself

free from the control of the environment and proves
itself the more constant of tlie two. Separation
of the two is practically impossible ; we are almost

compelled to consider the organism and its environ-

ment as a single system undergoing change.
In conclusion, we re-affirm that of that marvel-

lous co-ordinating power which guides development
rhythmically and orderly to its predestined goal
we have no explanation. As Wilson puts it,

' we
no more know how the organization of the germ-
cell involves the properties of the adult body than
we know how the properties of hydrogen and

oxygen involve those of water '

{op. cit. 433). Of
the origin of that ' co-ordinated fitness, that power
of active adjustment between internal and external

relations,' that capacity of the idioplasm of the

germ-cell to respond to tlie influence of the environ-

ment so as to call forth an adaptive variation, we
are in complete ignorance. This directive control,
as we already saw, is a distinctive characteristic of

life. See also artt. Development, Evolution,
Heredity.
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BIRTH (Introduction).—In the lowest stages
of civilization the observances connected with

pregnancy and child-birth are relatively simple,
though the germs, and frequently something more
than germs, are found of ceremonies which undergo
elaboration as civilization advances. Such rites and
observances may be considered under six heads :

1. The condition of tabu entailed by ^^estation and birth.

2. The dangers from evil spirits and from witchcraft.
3. The attempt to secure an easy delivery.
4. The attempt to secure good fortinie for the child.

5 and 6. The admission of the child, and the re-admission of

the parents, into society.

I. The condition of tabu.—It is rare to find an

express statement like that made by an experienced
missionary in reference to the Murray Islands, that
' the woman was not considered unclean after child-

birth, nor was any ceremony necessary for her re-

admission into society
'

(J^^/ xxviii. 11). On the
other hand, this condition of tabu is sometimes,
as among many Bantu peoples, emphasized by the

separation of husband and wife at an early stage
of the pregnancy. It is continued right into the

higher civilizations, in which, even at the present
day, it is perpetuated in various ecclesiastical

and traditional observances. The husband and
sometimes all the household are also affected by
the condition of tabu, according to the well-known
law of its contagiousness. A condition of tabu is

conceived of as a material infection communicated

by contact with the person or with anything used

by him, or even by relations of kinship or neigh-
bourhood. Women are, during the wliole of their

reproductive life, specially subject to it. From
the attainment of puberty, at every recurrence of

menstruation, as well as at every pregnancy and

parturition, they are under its ban. It is a condi-

tion associated with the mysterious, the awful, and
the relations of beings more than human with
mankind. The processes of generation and repro-
duction, so mysterious even to us, are in lower

stages of culture the object of emotions that
we can hardly understand. Blood, too, is re-

garded with horror. The slaughter even of an

enemy is enough to place a man under tabu : hence
warriors returning from even a successful raid are

required to be purified. But of all the blood that

inspires horror, that which proceeds from the
female organs of sex is the most ellective, perhaps
because its normal cause is unknown. A men-
struating woman is set apart ;

her touch deliles ;

her ordinary ministrations to husband and iiouse-

hold are suspended. It is therefore not wonderful
that pregnancy and child-birth are conditions of

tabu, and that others than the woman, especially
her husband, are involved.

[a) Couvade.—It would be a mistake, however,
to suppose that all the prohibitions imposed on
husband and wife during pregnancy and at child-
birth have reference to the considerations just
mentioned. Many of them concern the welfare,

present and future, of the child. Such, it is now
veil recognized, is the intention of the couvade.

Hindu, literary (A. ITillebrandt), p. 649.

Hindu, popular (W. D. Sutherland), p. 651.

iewish
(M. Gaster), p. 652.

5uhammadan (S. Lane-Poole), p. 659.

Parsi (.). J. Modi), p. 660.

Roman.—See 'Greek and Roman,' p. 648.

Teutonic (E. Mook), p. 662.

This custom, which has been in modern times the

subject of innumerable jests at the expense of the

savage husband, is very wide-spread. It is prac-
tised by a considerable number of peoples in the
lower culture, but is not strictly a primitive rite.

A fairly-developed example is given oy Sir Everard
im Tlmrn. Speaking of the native tribes of British

Guiana, he says :

' Even before the child is born, the father abstains for a time
from certain kinds of animal food. The woman works as usual
up to a few hours before the birth of the child. At last she
retires alone, or accompanied only by some other women, to
the forest, where she ties up her hammock ; and then the child
is born. Then in a few hours—often less than a day—the woman,
who, like all women living in a very unartifi'cial condition,
suffers but little, gets up and resumes her ordinary work. . . .

In any case, no sooner is the child born than the father takes to
his hammock, and, abstaining from every sort of work, from
meat and all other food, except weak gruel of cassava meal,
from smoking, from washing himself, and, above all, from
touching weapons of any sort, is nursed and cared for by all

the women of the place. One other regulation, mentioned by
Schomburgk, is certainly q^uaint

: the mteresting father may
not scratch himself with hts finger-nails, but he may use for
this purpose a splinter, specially provided, from the mid-rib of a
cokerite palm. This continues for many days, and sometimes
even weeks '

(im Thurn, Indians of Guiana, p. 217).

The name couvade as applied to this custom, also
known as the '

man-childbed,' is traceable to a
misunderstanding of a phrase used by Rochefort,
a French writer of the 17th cent., in his Hisfoire
Naturclle et Monde des Antilles. But the ' man-
childbed

'

is only one of a large number of observ-
jinces by tlie husband intended for the protection
and advantage of the child and of tlie child's

mother. The close relationship between husband
and wife engenders a mystic sympathy between
them, so that the acts of the one are reflected in
the physical condition and success or failure in

enterprises of the other : each becomes, so long as
the relationship endures, as it were an outlying
portion of the other. Thus, when the great
national hunt, held every year by the Santals of

Kajmahal, is organized, the master of the hunt
leaves his wife at home lightly bound and facing
a bowl of water in the centre of the room. She
must remain exactly as her husband left her and
continue to gaze into the bowl until she sees its

contents turn to blood. If she move or divert her

gaze before this occurrence, which, of course, alw.aya
takes

place,
the success of the hunt will be im-

fierillea.

Once the change is accomplished, she is

ree to go about her ordinary avocations (Bradley-
Birt, Story of an Indian Upland, 1905, p. 273).

Among the tribes about Lake Nyasa, while a
woman's husband is absent on a journey, she must
not anoint her head or wash her face, she must
neither bathe nor cut her hair, she may hardly wash
her arms ; her oil-vessel is kept full of oil hung up
in the house or at her bed.side. Any indiscretion

may not merely mar the husband's domestic peace,
but even cause his death (Macdonald, Afncana,
1882, i. SO). Conversely, her absent husband will

eat no salt, lest, if his wife misconduct herself, the

salt may act as a potent poison {Archivio, xiii. 489).

A married man of Timor-Laut may not cut his
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hair, otherwise his wife will speedily die (Riedel,
Sluik- en kroesJutrige rassen, p. 292).
This mystic sympathy extends to parent and

child. Many peoples are still at the stage in which
relationship is not reckoned between father and
offspring ; and it is probable that the purely
matrilineal reckoning of kinship generally pre-
ceded that which recognizes the father's relation-

ship. The custom of couvade proper does not

appear to exist among purely matrilineal peoples,*
for the sufficient reason that they do not recognize
the tie of kinship on which it depends. As the
result of inquiries by Prof. Tylor and Mr. Ling
Roth, it is found in the greatest force among those

peoples in which matrilineal is in process of transi-
tion to patrilineal kinship, and its frequency and
elaboration diminish with the gathering strength
and prevalence of paternal kinship, althougli,
even in the higher civilizations, where kinship is

reckoned through both parents, observances linger
which are based upon the same idea of mystic
sympathy {JAI xviii. 255 ; xxii. 204). Whether its

gradual disappearance is due to this idea ha>'ing
fallen into the background with the advance in

civilization has not finally been determined.
Another cause has been suggested. Bachofen
{Mutterrecht^, 1897, pp. 17, 255) saw in the couvade
the assertion of the father's relation to his child,
the mode by which he claimed it for his stock
rather than the mother's. Prof. Tylor, after hesi-

tation, gave the great weight of his authority to
this opinion, which is supported by some of the
cases. But it is clear that the quasi-legal fiction

which would be thus created must be founded on
the pre-existing idea of mystic sympathy and the

practices connected therewith. "When patrilineal
reckoning became fully established, the stage of

legal fiction was past. The couvade became un-

necessary as an assertion of paternity, and there-
fore would in time be dropped. (In addition to the
works cited above, discussions on the couvade will

be found in Tylor, Early Hist, of Mankind^, 1878,

p. 291 ; Hartland, Legend of Perseus, 1894-96, ii.

400 ; Crawley, Mystic Base, 1902, p. 416.)

(b) Delivery in sechision.—It follows from the
condition of tabu imposed on a parturient that
child-birth must almost always take place in
seclusion. Among many peoples, where the
climate permits, the event takes place in the open
air. The Herero woman in South Africa is de-
livered behind her mother's hut ; and after the
birth she is placed in a small hut, where she re-
mains until the navel-string drops from the child

(Dannert, Zum Rechte der Herero, Berlin, 1906,
p. 19; S. Afr. F. L. Journ. i. 41, ii. 61). In
British Columbia the Kwakiutl woman is delivered
out of doors ; the Sk'qomic woman retires to the

woods, unless it be winter or retirement to the
woods be for any other reason inconvenient, in
which case she is delivered behind a screen of reed-
mats in the general dwelling, which is of con-
siderable size (Boas, Brit. Ass. Rep., 1896, p. 573;
1900, p. 479). Among some of the tribes of New
South Wales it is said that the spot to which the

parturient withdraws is fixed upon by the elders
of the band (Mathews, Ethnol. Notes, Sydney, 1905,

p. 15). In tropical countries delivery frequently
takes place in the forest ; in the Babar Archipelago,
on the seashore (Riedel, p. 354). The Indians of Kio
de la Plata are deliverea on the shore of a lagoon
or river, where immediately afterwards they wash
themselves and the infant (Granada, Superst. del

* The present writer Is aware of only one case, that of the
Arawak of British Guiana (Brett, Ind. Tribes of Guiana, ]S68,

p. 101). A reference to Mr. Ling Roth's table (JAI xxii. 232),
and to his authorit.v(Codrinjton, The Melanesians, 1S91), shows
that in the other alleged case mother-right, though still the

rule, has begun to give way. More information is desirable
on the Arawak and their surroundings.

Bio de la Plata, Montevideo, 1896, p. 56). Where
parturition does not take place in the open air, a

special hut is commonly provided for the purpose.
In Japan this hut used to be a mere shed without a
door (Aston, Shinto, 1907, p. 113). Where a separ-
ate dwelling is provided for menstruant women, as
is often the case, the parturient retires thither to
be delivered ; the other occupants also being under
tabu, no harm can be inflicted on them by her

presence. This is the practice, for example, of
the Kotas of the Nilgiri Hills and other tribes in

the south of India. In comparatively civilized

countries like Russia, among the peasants of the
Government of Smolensk, the woman is placed for

delivery in a barn or a hut at a distance from the
house {L'Anthropologie, xiv. 716). The Votiak
woman gives birth in the family dwelling, but
behind a curtain, for it would be a bad omen for

any one but the woman in attendance as mid^^•ife

to see the birth (Bev. Trad. Pop. xiii. 254). This

clearly means that it is not a desire for privacy
on the part of the patient that leads to the seclu-

sion, so much as a ban on the part of the other
members of the household.
Where the seclusion cannot be carried out by de-

livery in the open air away from the community, or
where by custom or special circumstances delivery
takes place in the hut usually occupied, the tabu
is none the less strict. In the west of Victoria the
Australian woman remains in her husband's vniurn,
or shelter, but he is required to live elsewhere ;

the neighbouring shelters are temporarily deserted,
and everyone is sent away from the vicinity except
two married women, who stay Avith her (Dawson,
Austr. Aborigines, p. 38). Among the Koragars of

the western coast of India the hut is deserted by
the other inmates for five days {JAI'w. 375). The
Visayans of the Philippine Islands remove the

fishing-nets and the fighting cocks from the house,

just as when a person is dying there, else they
would be unlucky (JAFL xix. 209). Allien a birth

takes place in the house, the Indians of the Uaupes
Valley in Brazil take everything out of the house,
even the pans and pots and bows and arrows, until

the next day (Wallace, Trav. on the A mazon, p. 345).

All these objects would be affected by tlie unclean-

ness of child-birth if allowed to remain, and pro-

bably would have to be destroyed, as is done,

among some of the tribes of New South Wales, with

every vessel used by the parturient during her

seclusion (JAI ii. 268). So contagious is the tabu,

that, if the men do not avoid the neighbourhood of

the hut, they, it is widely believed, will be un-

lucky in their own occupations, as in the New
Hebrides, where the yams they cultivate will be

spoiled (^ i? IF X. 515).

(c) Absence of the father at birth.—As a rule the

husband, in common with all other men, is required
to be absent on the occasion of child-birth. Tlie

reason of this requirement has been supposed to be

the condition of tabu under which the parturient
woman lies—a condition that would be communi-
cated to every one present. But the explanation
will not fit the facts everywhere. Thus among
the Opatas of Mexico a parturient is attended by
her nearest relatives ; but so little is seclusion

deemed necessary, that men, and even children,

may be present (Amer. Anthr. [N.S.] vi. 80).

In the Loyalty Islands, again, the act of birth is

a spectacle that everybody—men, women, and
children—flocks to enjoy, except the husband, who
alone must be absent. During the whole of the

woman's subsequent seclusion, which lasts until the

child is big enough to cawl, her husband never

pays her a visit, though he occasionally sends her

food (JAI xix. 503). He is under a special ban.

On the other hand, some tribes require the hushand

to be present and act as midwife, while all other
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men must keep away. This is the custom of some
of the wild tribes in the Malay Peninsula (Skeat
and Blagden, Pagan Baces of the Malay Penin-

sula, 19U6, ii. 20, 22, 25). Among the Yaroinga of

Queensland the parturient is attended by an old

woman as midwife, but the husband is at liberty
to be present and witness the process of delivery,

contrary to the practice of the neiglibouring Kal-

kadoon, who allow only a very old man or two
to be present (Roth, Ethnol. Studies, pp. 182, 18S).

The active assistance of the husband is expected
in the Andaman Islands (JAI xii. 86) and the
Babar Archipelago (Riedel, op. cit. 354), as well
as among the Basques {ZE xxxi, Verhandi. 292) ;

while among the Bontoc Igorot of Luzon he is at

least present (Jenks, Ethnol. Survey, Philippine
Islands, i. 59). In the Marquesas Islands he is

not only at hand, but must have conjugal rela-

tions with his wife almost immediately after the
birth when she goes to bathe (L'Anthrop. vii. 546).

Moreover, presence at the birth is not necessary
to render tlie husband unclean, or, in other words,
to place him in the condition of tabu. He is

already subjected to it by the mere fact of his

relationship to the parturient. In many cases his

uncleanness is expressly affirmed ; in others it is

to be inferred from some of the tabus by which he
is bound, and which are not to be explained bv
mystic sympathy with the newborn child. Indeeu,
the tabu extends more or less to the whole house-

hold, or sometimes even to the whole community.
The Kafirs of South Africa seem to regard all the
members of the kraal as unclean, for they

' eat

medicine,' as on the occasion of a death (Leslie,

Among the Zulus, p. 197). The Sulkas of New
Pomerania are similarly affected ; and not only
the men, but their weapons and the cuttings of

plants they are about to put in the ground, require
to be purified (AA [N.F.] i. 209). To the same
origin we may probably attribute the stories,
framed as they now stand at a period when the
custom was no longer understooa, of the famous
couvade of the UTstermen, when all the male

population was annually laid up as a penalty for an
act of cruelty to a woman about to be delivered.

"Without dogmatizing on the matter, an alterna-

tive conjecture may be hazarded that the husband's
enforced absence is to be regarded as a relic of

earlier social conditions, when the wife dwelt at

her mother's house, and descent was counted only
through women. In such a case the identity of

the father of the child would be of small import-
ance, and might even be unknown, and the occur-

rence would be one in which he had small concern.
The conjecture is supported by the frequent, if not

ordinary, presence and assistance of the parturient
woman's mother when alive and within reach.
This might be supposed to be merely natural, were
it not that the large divergences of custom and

feeling between the lower culture and our own
hinder any cautious anthropologist from laying
down a general rule as to what is natural and
what is not. It is further supported by the custom
of sundry African and Indian peoples, whereby a

woman, particularly at her first confinement, re-

turns to her maternal home, and is there delivered
and remains in seclusion for a ritual period, apart
from her husband and unvisited by him. Among
one of these peoples at least (the Basuto) the first

child belongs to, and remains with, the mother's
parents [FL xv. 250).

(d) Tabu of the child.—The condition of tabu
thus aflecting father and mother extends, it

need not be said, to the newborn child. It is

unclean, and must be cleansed by a rite of puri-
fication which assumes various forms among
ditlerent

peoples ; and this purification, as in
Christian baptism (q^.v.), is the rite of introduction

to, and incorporation in, the community. Some-
times father, mother, and child are all purified
together in one and the same rite. Among certain
Indians in the north-west of Brazil both parents
and child remain in seclusion for five days. The
parents neither work nor wash, and their diet is

strictly limited. Any transgression of these rules

^yiil
be injurious to the child. At the end of the

five days the husband's father gives them permis-
sion to bathe and resume their ordinary food, and
a common bath by the young parents and their
little one brings to a close the period of seclusion.
It may be noted in reference to what has been said

above, that though the father shares the mother's
seclusion and abstinence, all men are expressly
stated to be absent at parturition [Globus, xc. 351).
The Swahili of East Africa, who are nominally
Muhammadan, have a similar rite for putting an
end to the forty days' seclusion and dieting of the
mother. At the end of that period she and the
father are rec[uired to resume cohabitation. After
the first occasion of cohabitation, the father, mother,
and child bathe one after the other in the same
water. This ceremony is called Kurinja Miko,
'diet-breaking,' and it is held necessary for the
child's health. Ordinary life is then resumed (ZE
xxxi. 61). It was perhaps some rite incidental to
the tabu and purification of the infant among the
ancient Trausi of Thrace which was misunderstood
by Herodotus (v. 4) when he described the kinsmen
as sitting round the child and lamenting the ills to
which it was heir. That the Trausi, in opposition
to the general sentiment and practice of mankind,
were pessimistic philosophers of the type implied
by the historian is hardly credible.

2. Dangers attendant on child-birth.—That very
serious dangers, however, attend the entrance upon
human existence is widely, if not universally, be-
lieved. These dangers (which can be but briefiy
alluded to here) ailect the mother as well as the

child, and in some cases the father also. They
arise from two sources—evil spirits and witch-
craft. Against them a pregnant woman provides
by means of ceremonies (often with the co-opera-
tion of priests and shamans), abstinence, and
anmlets. Ceremonies and amulets are also used
for the protection of the newborn child. In
Christian countries baptism is of all protective
ceremonies the most efi'ectual. It is prooably due
as much to the belief that the devil and other evil

spirits have special powers for inflicting physical
evil on an unbaptized chUd, and often for snatching
it away, as to the theological doctrine of original
sin, that baptism has been hastened so eagerly and
widely. At Gossensass in the Tirol the devil is

believed to have power over both mother and babe.
Until the one is churched and the other christened,
something may befall them. They must not be
left in the house alone ; and the nurse in attend-
ance must not sleep, but pray without ceasing. It

would be useless to make the sign of the cross by
way of prophylactic over the child before it is

baptized, for it is not yet a Christian, and the
mother is no longer a real Christian until she
is churched, for she has been despoiled of her

Christianity by the child in the act of birth (ZVK
vi. 309). By many peoples one of the kinds of

spirit most to be dreaded on these occasions is that
of a woman who has died in childbed. Special
ceremonies are performed over the corpse of such a
woman to prevent her returning for mischief (cf.

PR ii. 269-274). To evil spirits are ascribed diffi-

culty of parturition, the death of the parturient or

of the child, the infliction of disease on the child,
the carrj'ing ofl" of a child or its exchange (see

Changelings). Witchcraft is often practised by
means of the evil eye [q.v.). Where the exclu-

sion of all strangers, as sucli, is rigid, the reason.
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express or implied, very often, if not always, is

the danger from this source. For the same
reason precautions are observed, as in Macedonia
(Abbott, Maced. Folkl. p. 123), in summoning the
midlife. On the island of Kythnos, in the Greek
Archipelago, all the mirrors are covered during
labour, no one is allowed to enter the birth-
chamber after sundown, and, during the first three

nights, to turn away the evil eye and conciliate
the Fates, all the mother's trinkets (such as ear-

rings, brooches, rings, and so forth) are laid out
on the bed with a pot of jam (Hauttecoeur, Folkl.

Kythnos, 7). On the island of Karpathos the
child is washed and swaddled in public, and no
one is allowed to enter or leave tlie house until
this ceremony is over and the priest has blessed
the babe (Bent, Macmillan's Mag., July 1886,

p. 201). But witchcraft may also be practised by
ceremonies, as in Ovid's accoimt of the birth of

Hercules retarded by Lucina sitting before the
door muttering charms, her knees pressed together,
and her fingers interlocked about them, until the

yellow-haired Galanthis, one of Alcmene's at-

tendants, induced her by a false report of her
mistress' delivery to spring up in surprise, and
thus undo the spell (Metam. ix. 295). Difficult

delivery may also be caused by the acts, even un-

intentional, of the husband. Among the fisher-folk

of Lower Brittany delivery is harder Avhen the
husband is away at sea following his occupation of

fisherman (SebiJlot, Folkl. des PScheurs, p. 3).

3. Attempt to obtain easy delivery.
—Against

the agony thus inflicted and the disasters which

may ensue, various countervailing means are em-

ployed. It is not an unreasonable conjecture that
this is the reason why delivery is often required
among savage and barbarous peoples to be ell'ected

in the open air. Probably not merely the con-
venience of washing but the sympathetic influence

of the free waves causes the seashore to be selected

in some of the Moluccas as the proper place for

parturition. In the Philippines the husband strips
stark naked, and stands on guard either inside the
house or on the roof, flourishing his sword inces-

santly to drive away the evil spirits until the child
is born. The recitation of charms is common.
Oflerings and prayers are made to benevolent gods
and spirits, wherever the development of religious
belief sanctions them ; and these are sometimes
combined with a banning of the malevolent spirits.

Thus, among the Chingpaw of Upper Burma sacri-

fices are offered to the house-spirit, and ceremonies
are performed to drive

awajjr
the Jungle-Ndt and

the swatvn or munla, the ghost of a woman who
has died in child-birth {Internal. Arch, xvi., Suppl.
59). In extreme cases obscene performances take

place by a band of young men in the presence of

the patient, when it is believed that the evil

spirits for very shame take to flight (Stoll,

Geschlechtsleben, p. 681) ; though it may be doubted
whether the original intention of the ceremony
was not rather to overcome sterility and steri-

lizing influence by the exhibition or generative
acts. A common s[)ell against difficult labour is

the opening of all doors and cupboards, the un-

tying of all knots, the loosening of garments, or

even stripping by all present. The Arunta hus-
band in Central Australia, though not present at
the birth, takes off all his

personal adornments,
and empties his wallet of knick-knacks on the

ground ; and his hair-girdle is taken to the woman
and tied tightly round her body just under her

breast, apparently with tiie object of driving out
the child. If this be ineffectual, the husband walks

slowly up and down, quite unadorned, in front of

the women's camp, where his wife lies about fifty

yards away, with a view to inducing the child to

follow him (Spencer-Gillen», p. 466). In Malta a

specimen of the dried flower known as the Kose
of Jericho is procured and put into water in the

parturient's chamber. It is believed that when it

opens the child will be bom. Analogous to this

piece of sj'mpatlietic magic is the custom in the
Mark of Brandenburg of boiling peas to bring
about the birth (ZVK i. 183) j in Karpathos the

patient holds an olive branch in her hand.
Then, again, care must be taken to avoid doing
certain acts in the house. Nobody, for instance,
in Bavaria may step over a broom—a prohibition
current also in India. Nor, by a widely-diffused
superstition, may anything be lent out of the
house ; especially fire must not be given, for fear
of witchcraft. Adultery among many peoples is

held to be a cause retarding delivery. In cases
of difficult labour the unhappy woman is closely
questioned and made to confess. It is believed

that, until she does so, the child cannot be born.
In Europe various saints are invoked to aid de-

livery. They are often successors of pagan
divinities ; or rather they are pagan divinities
under the thin disguise of a slight change of name.
In continental and insular Greece, for example,
St. Eleutherios has taken the place of the goddess
Eileithyia.
Amulets are intended to provide against dangers

to the mother both before and after delivery, and
also to the child. They are hung on the person
of the mother and on that of the child, or about
the house, either inside or out ; or they are laid or

hung in or upon the bed of the lying-in woman,
or the cradle of the child. When a population
has passed into the age of metals, metallic objects
are held to be of special value as amulets. But
such various objects as parts of sundry animals
and plants, stones of remarkable shape or rarity,

egg-shells, bread, besoms, salt, pi^ch, the husband's

clothes, mirrors, crosses, consecrated girdles,

magical or sacred texts, Bibles—anything, in short,
that may be supposed, though for reasons often
obscure to us, to cause difficulty or be repugnant
to malignant spirits or evil influences—are em-

ployed ; and they avail not only for assisting

delivery but for protecting the mother and babe

during the perilous time
precedinj^

and following
birth. The use of fire and lights is almost universal.

The rule that, where a mother and new-born child

are lying, fire and light must never be allowed to

go out, is equally binding in the Iligldands of

Scotland, in Korea, and in Basutoland ; it was
observed by the ancient Komans ; and the sacred

books of the Parsis enjoin it as a religious duty ;

for the evil powers hate and fear nothing so much
as fire and light.

4. Attempt to secure good fortune for the child.

—The child's future must be divined and provided
for. Before birth, means are frequentlj' taken to

divine the sex of the infant, or even to ensure the

sex desired. There are lucky and unluckv times

for birth. The qualities and fate of a child lK)m

on one day of the week or of the month diller from

those of a child born on anotlier day—a supersti-
tion not quite extinct in England. In Greece tlie

three Fates are believed to visit the child three

days after birth, at midnight, and decide its

destiny
—another relic of pagan belief. To wel-

come and propitiate them a feast is provided.
In Karpathos the ceremony is very elaborate.

The chiltl is jjlaced, stark naked, on a pile of its

fatlier's clotlies in the wooden bowl from which
the family eat on feast-days. Tliis stands in the

middle of tlie room, and around it .seven jars con-

taining honej-. In every one stands a long candle

specially
made for the occasion. Tlie priest

blesses the candles, and they are named after

various saints. They are then lighted, and the

extinction of one of them is awaited in silence.
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The first to go out indicates the saint who is to

be the child's protector. In the evening, guests
assemble round the bowl to eat from it a con-

fection of flour, water, honey, and butter. When
they disperse, the bowl is again filled with the
same mixture and left all night for the enjoy-
ment of the Fates, who are invoked to come and
bless the child (Bent, loc. cit. p. 203). The child's

destiny is supposed to be written by the Fates
on its nose or forehead, and any little mark or

abrasion of the skin is called ' the fating of the

Fates' (rb fiolpu/xa tCiv MoLpuiv). But they never

spin the lot of a wholly happy life (Rodd, Uustoms
and Lore of Modern Greece, 1892, p. 111). Else-

where, ceremonies are performed to ascertain the
child's fate .and to provide, according to its sex,
that it shall ct'ow up with all the qualities necessaiy
for its after-life. First, however, where exposure
of children or infanticide is practised, a decision

must be taken whether it is to live or die. Where
the lineage is reckoned through the father, the

child's life is usually in his hands, as among the
ancient Romans and Scandinavians. In other cases

the mother often decides, and herself puts the child

to death. If the mother die in child-birth, savage
peoples as a rule bury the child with her, on ac-

count of the difficulty in rearing it ; or sometimes
because they fear that she will not rest without it.

Afterbirth, etc.—A point of great importance is

the disposal of the afterbirth and navel-cord, and
of the caul when there is one. The Swahili inter

the placenta on the spot where the delivery took

place, in order that the child, through a mystic
power, even after it has grown up, may feel itself

continually drawn to its parents' house. The cord
is worn round the child's neck for some years, and
afterwards is buried in the same place. By this

proceeding it is believed that the child's growth is

promoted [ZE xxxi. 62). The Australian natives
on the Pennefather River in Queensland hold that

part of the cho-i ('vital principle,' 'soul') of the
child remains in the afterbirth. The latter, as

soon as it comes away from the mother, is buried in

the sand, and a number of twigs are stuck in the

ground to mark the place, and bound together at

the top in a conical form. It is believed that

Anjea—a supernatural being whose business is the

making of babies out of mud and their insertion

in the womb—recognizes the spot, takes out the

cho-i, carries it to one of his haunts, and keeps it

for years, until it is wanted for the completion of

another baby. When he has formed a baby, he

puts into it, if a boy, a portion of the father's

cho-i, or, if a girl, a portion of the father's sister's

cho-i. He takes an opportunity of secretly placing
the baby, thus completed, in the womb of the mother
for whom it is intended (Roth, Bull. North Queens-
land Ethnog. v. 68). The Toba-bataks call the

Elacenta
the younger brother of the child. They

old that every man has seven souls. One of

these abides with the placenta, which is buried,
but can leave it to warn the child to whom it

belongs, or, if he be acting rightly, to encourage
him and thiis play the part of conscience. The
Javanese believe that the souls of their forefathers
are housed in crocodiles. In the interior of the

island, after the birth of a child, the women
are accustomed to take the placenta, surrounded
with fruits and flowers, and ligiited by little

lamps, in the dusk of the evening to the river,
and commit it to the waters as a gift for the
crocodiles, or rather by way of dedication to
the forefathers whose souls inhabit them (Kruyt,
Animisme in den Ind. Archipcl, pp. 25, 189). In

Europe, on the other hand, what is most dreaded
is that the afterbirth and cord should be eaten by
an animal, or exi)osed to the evil offices of fairies

or sorcerers. In Spain, for example, if the least

part of tiie i)lacenta were eaten by an animal, the
infant would be possessed of all the bad qualities of
the animal in question (S6billot, Paganisme, p. 30) ;

for tlie placenta and cord are regarded as bemg an
essential part of the child. Moved by the same
belief, the Kwakiutl of British Columbia take
precisely the opposite course of exposing a boy's
placenta where it will be eaten by ravens : he will
then have the gift of foreseeing the future. The
same tribe bury a girl's placenta at higlj-water
mark, in order that siie may grow up an expert
clam-digger (Boas, Itep. Brit. Ass., 1896, p. 574).
The Swahili

practice, already mentioned, of wear-

ing the (!ord is wide-spread. Even in Kurojie the
cord is preserved and often worn as a talisman, or

given to the child at ditterent crises of life to suck.
The custom of planting a tree at a birth is

common among sedentary nations. Such a tree
is regarded as having a mystic relationshij) with
the child. It is an index of the child's condition
and fate : it grows, prospers, and decays with the
child. Very often the placenta and cord are buried
beneath it, as in countries so far apart as New
Zealand and Old Calabar. In Fomerania the
afterbirth is buried at the foot of a young tree.

The Hupa of California split a small Douglas
spruce, place the umbilical cord in the opening, and
tie the tree together again.

' The fate of the tree
is watched, and the future of the child is judged
accordingly

'

(Goddard, Life and Culture of the

Hupa, p. 52). Elsewhere, as in the Moluccas,
the afterbirtli is hidden in a tree. If we are not

always told that tlie tree is in these various ways
united with the child's fate, we may suspect that

veiy generally a mystic connexion with the child

is established.
Similar superstitions attach to the caul. A

child born with a caul is endowed with extra-

ordinary powers. Among the Negroes of the West
Indies and North America, and among the Dutch,
he can see ghosts. In England it is believed that
he cannot be drowned, perhaps because (as the
Icelanders believe) the caul contains the child's

guardian spirit (fylfjia)
or a part of its soul. The

Icelandic midwife therefore is careful not to injure
tlie caul. She buries it beneath the threshold over
which the mother has to pass (Grimm, Teut. Myth.,
1880-88, ii. 874). It is probable that this proceeding
is adopted in order that in the event of the child's

death tlie soul may re-enter the mother and so

the child may be born again—a belief frequently
implicit, and sometimes more than implicit, in the
like burial of dead and still-born babes. However
that may be, the caul is everywhere prized. In

many places it is sewed up in a bag and hung
round the child's neck, or preserved elsewhere.
In Konigsberg it is carried to ba]itism with the
child (Floss, Kind, i. 13). It is also regarded as

a talisman valuable in itself, and is sold and

bought as a preservative against shipwreck and
for other luck-bringing purposes. In England, a

century ago, or even less, advertisements of such

objects for sale were not very rare in the news-

papers.
5. Admission of the child into the community.—

The moment comes at length when the most

imperious tabus relating to the cliild are put an
end to and the child is introduced into the com-

munity. He cannot, as a rule, become a full-

fledged member of the community until he has,

years later, passed through the puberty ceremonies ;

but he may be recognized as a portion, however

imperfect, of the family or clan on emerging from

the seclusion which follows his birth. The cere-

mony of reception and that of release from tabu

(or purification) are, as already pointed out, the

same. The gi^^ng of a name in many cases forms

part of it, though the name so given is not neces-
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sarily that which the child will bear throughout
life. These three objects are effected in Christi-

anity by baptism ; and there can be little doubt
that Christianity has in infant baptism taken up
and modiiied, to suit its own teaching, certain pre-
existing ideas and rites (see Baptism).

(a) Visit offriends.—Prior to the ceremony of

reception, however, the relatives, and especially
the female friends of the mother, despite her tabu,
often pay her a formal visit to otier their con-

gratulations and inspect the baby. It is an occa-
sion for rejoicing, on which the visitors either bring
or receive presents. It is not, however, with-
out danger for mother or child. The evil eye is

particularly dreaded, and the guests are expected
to put themselves above suspicion by their expres-
sions and conduct. They must, as is usual at other
times for this purpose, either salute the child in
the name of God, or speak of it as a nasty, ugly
little thing, or use some such offensive expression.
This is the only way open to them of praising it :

direct praise is dangerous. A very common rite is

to spit on it—a rite known equally well in Eastern

Uganda and in Western Ireland, indeed, through-
out Europe (see Evil Eye, Saliva). In Austria,
visitors are sprinkled with holy water. Among
some peoples the neighbouring children are invited
to see the child, and take part in a ceremony, and
are feasted—a custom practised by the Continental

Jews, the Watubela Islanders, the ancient natives
of Mexico, and others. It is perhaps a rite of

sympathetic magic.
(6) Recognition by the father.

—Formal recogni-
tion of the child as his by the husband is among
various peoples a preliminary to the actual recep-
tion into the community, though it is sometimes
combined with that ceremony. Occasionally it is

preceded by a test of legitimacy, as among the

Baganda (JAI xxxii. 31), where the rite is per-
formed not by the husband, but by his father.

Recognition is effected in various ways. The
Santal father murmurs the name of his ancestral

deity, and puts his hand on the child's head
(Hunter, Annals of Rural Bengal, p. 203). The
Fijian father makes a gift of food (JAI, xiv. 23).

Among the ancient Norse the child was laid on
the earth when born, and not lifted up until the
father gave permission. This permission decided
the child's fate, for otherwise it would have been

exposed or put to death ; but doubtless it involved
also an acknowledgment of paternity. Recognition
by the father involves reception into the immediate
kin. Among the Amaxosa a feast is given on the
occasion ; the father goes to the kraal and chooses a
cow from whose tail he pulls a tuft of hair and hands
it to the mother. She fastens it round the child's
neck. Neither the cow nor any of her posterity may
be sold or disposed of in any way to strangers ; but
if the child be a girl, they are handed over with
her on her marriage (Fritsch, Eingeb. Sitd-Afr.
p. 108). Among the ancient Welsh it would seem
that tliere was no binding recognition by the
father until the mother had first taken a solemn
oath upon the altar and the relics that he and
none other was the father. If the father then did
not deny the child by an equally solemn ceremony
witliin a year and a day, he could not afterwards

deny him. Tlie mode of reception into the kin
was by a kiss ; for a kiss, says the code of Gwynedd,
is a sign of affinity. If the father were dead, the

ceremony was performed by the chief of the
kindred with six of the best men of the kindred ;

if there were no chief of the kindred, then by
twenty-one of the best men of the kindred ; and
once performed it Avas conclusive {Anc. Laws of
Wales, Venedotian Code, ii. 31).

(c) Fresc7itation to the god. — Sometimes the
child is presented to the divinity. The Chingpaw

of Upper Burma formally announce the birth to
the house-spirit, and i)lace the infant under its

Erotection
(Internat. Arch, xvi., Suppl. 60). In

lexico the Tarahumara mother on the fourth day
after delivery goes to bathe, and lays the child
down naked and exposed to the sun for an hour,
that Father Sun may see and know hLs new child

(Lumholtz, Unknown Mexico, i. 273). The Wichita
present the child to the moon, praying for its

growth and other blessings (Dorsey, Myth. Wichita,
pp. 11, 19, 29). A somewliat similar ceremony is

Eerformed
by the Ronga mother in South Africa ;

ut, since the Baronga do not worship the moon,
the words used are rather an incantation than a
prayer :

'

Grow, grow, grow ; there is thy moon !

'

(Junod, Baronga, p. 17). Among the Ba.suto, in the
second month after birth, the child is made to
look at the moon, which is called his wife if a boy,
or her playmate if a girl {Bull. Soc. Neuc/ud. Giog.
ix. 121). On the island of Kythnos, if the child
suffers from any complaint, it is presented to the new
moon with the prayer :

' O new moon, I shall be
very grateful if thou wilt cure my child' (Hautte-
coeur, 9). In direct contrast to these practices ia

the Albanian forbidding of children to look at the
moon. The Euahlayi of New South Wales also
forbid them to look at the full moon. Among the

Hupa of California a curious method of presenta-
tion to the divinities is practised. Parturition
takes place in the house set apart for women in a
state of tabu. The first ten days are a period of

great danger to the child ; and they are spent in
rites to ward off the evil spirits. At the end of
the period a little of the child's hair is cut off and
put in the fire.

'
It was thought that the divinities

on smelling the burning hair became cognizant for

the first time of the child's existence.' The cere-

monies culminating in the burning of the hair are

thus, it would seem, not merely intended to ward
off evil spirits : we are justified in thinking that

they are ceremonies of purification. After they are

over, the mother and child leave the parturition-
house, though the mother is under tabu for some
time longer (Goddard, Hupa, Berkeley, Cal.

1903-4, p. 51. The author states elsewhere that
the mother remains in the parturition-house for a

longer period [p. 18]).

[d) Ceremonies of admission.— The community
into which the child in lower stages of civilization

is more or less formally introduced is primarily
that of the kin

; and, wherever ancestor-worship
or the cult of a divinity in the more accurate

acceptation of that term is practised, reception
into the community and presentation to the

divinity are, as a rule, only two aspects of the

same ceremony. Thus, among the Chukchi, on
the fifth day after birth the mother and child are

drawn in a sledge round the tent, sunwise, to the

place of sacrifice. The reindeer employed to draw
the sledge is then slaughtered ; the mother and

cliild, at least two other members of the family,
the sacred amulets, and the three central

poles
of

the tent-frame are painted with the blooa. The
mother then proceeds to divine which of the

deceased relatives has returned ; and, on tliis

being ascertained, the name of the relative in

question is imposed upon the child by acclamation
of the peojile present (Jesup E.vpcd. vii. 511). The
painting with blood of the sacrificed reindeer has

placed the mother and child under the protection
of the divinities, and has also united them with
the kin represented by those members who have
been painted and by the other persons present.
And tliis is completed by the identification of tlie

ancestor who has returned in the person of tiie

child. The Herero of German South-West Africa

perform an elaborate ceremony when the mother
is released from her seclusion. She takes the
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cliild to the sacred fire, which burns on the liearth

in the open air at the eastern side of the hut wiiere

the chief of the iverft lives. She is sprinkled with
water by tlie chief's eldest unmarried daughter,
whose duty it is to keep the fire always burning.
She seats herself on the outspread hide of an ox,
and the chief spurts a mouthful of water over her
and the child, afterwards addressing his ancestors :

' To you is a child born in your village ; may this

[village] never come to an end !

' Then he rubs
mother and child witli fat and water, taking the
child upon his knees in doing so. He takes the
child in his arms, and, touching its forehead witii

his own, he gives it a name. The otiier men
present repeat this action on the child, uttering
the name already given by tiie chief of the lucrjf
or the father, or, if they please, each giving a

new name [S. Afr. F. L. Journ. ii. 66). Here both
the mother and child are purified, and the child is

presented to the ancestral spirits and received into

the kin. Where, as, for instance, among the

ancient Mexicans, the worship of gods had been

evolved, the ceremony took place at the temple.
There the child was presented to the god, and
there it received the gifts which were a recogni-
tion of its membership of the kin (Payne, Hist, uf
Neio Wwld, 1899, ii. 479). Among the Santals of

Bengal the child is admitted into the family by a
secret rite which includes the recognition by the
father of his paternity. Admission into the clan is

more public ; it takes place three days after the
birth of a girl, or five da5's after the birth of

a boy. The child's head is shaven. The clans-

men stand round and sip water mingled with
a bitter vegetable juice. The father .solemnly
names the child, and the midwife thereupon
sprinkles rice-water over each of the visitors,

pronouncing, as she does so, the child's name.
The family, which up to this moment has been

unclean, is by the ceremony re-admitted with the

newborn babe into the clan, and the kinsmen on
both sides sit down to huge earthen pitchers of

beer previously provided. Admission into the
wider circle of the race takes place some four or

five years later. It consists in marking the child's

right arm with the spots indicating his Santal

nationality, and the drinking of beer by the friends

of the family, who, irrespective of clan, have been
invited (Hunter, Rural Bengaf, 1897, p. 203). The
bestowal of a name among the Kayans and Kenyahs
of Borneo is accompanied with great formalities.

It is the starting-point of the child's life in its

social aspects ; before it is named, the child would
not be enumerated as one of the family, and would
not be mourned for any more than if it had been
still-bom—it is, in fact, non-existent (Fumess,
Bom. Head-hunters, p. 18).

(c) Admission in the higJier religions: baptism.—In the higher religions, as in Muhammaaanism
and Christianity, the dedication of the child to

God efi'ects its entrance into a wider society than
that of the kin, and the importance of the ecclesi-

astical rite tends to efl'ace its social meaning. The
ecclesiastical rite insists on the relation between
the child and the Deity, and the effect on the child
as a social being falls into the background. But
outside the ecclesiastical rite the occasion is often
made one of social interest. The Swahili, a Bantu
people of East Africa, have accepted Islam, which

they practise diluted with much of the ancient

paganism. Forty days after its birth, all friends of
the house assemble for the baptism of the child.

The whole night is occupied with ritual readings
from a sacred book, repeated after the reader by
all present. At four o clock in the morning (the
hour when the Prophet was born) the actual

baptism and naming take place. The celebration
is then closed with a feast \ZE xxxi. 67).
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Throughout Europe the most curious ceremonies
and superstitious attend the baptism of a child.

The utmost importance is attached to the choice
of godparents, for the child inherits their qualities.

They must tlicrefcjre be niorally and physically in

a state of purity and without any bodily defect.
In the

Sollinf^er Wald, for example, they must
take care to rinse their mouths with water before

going to the ceremony, ami abstain from spirituous
liquors until it is over (Am Urqucll, ii. 198). In

Provence, if one of them were one-eyed, a stam-

merer, bandy-legged, or a iiunchbacK, the child
would be afllicted in the same way (Herenger-
Foraud, Trad, de la Provence, p. 171). The invita-

tion to become godparents is frequently of the
most formal and deferential character, by special

messenger or the father in person, or else by letter.

It is sometimes, as in the south-west of France,
given before the birth. This is a practical neces.sity
where baptism follows speedily on birth. The
number of godparents varies : in one German
family as many as twenty-three are recorded on
one occasion—a luxury in which only wealtli

could indulge. The child's future depends on the
conduct and even the dress of the godparents.
On the way to the church they must not look

round, or stand about, or perlorm any bodily
needs. Their thoughts must not wander during
the ceremony. Above all, they must make no
mistake in repeating the Creed ; nor must the

clergyman stutter or make a mistake in the ser-

vice. On the way back from church the same
care is necessary ; but now they are expected to

give alms, especially to children. There are also

rules as to the manner in which the children are
held at the font, as to the order in which they
are to be presented if more than one child be

baptized on the same day, and so forth, on which
much of the child's luck depends. The parents
themselves do not attend the baptism. They are

(at least the mother is) still under the ban, being
as yet unchurched. But where this is the case,
their occupations during the absence of the little

one do not affect it any the less. The Esthonian
father runs rapidly round the church during the

service, that liis child may be endowed with
fleetness of foot (Grimm, Teut. Myth. iv. 1845). The
mother, in some parts of Germany, must read her
Bible and hymn-book, that the child may be able
to learn easily. Elsewhere she has to perform
nine kinds of work, that the child may be active.

The child's conduct at the font, too, is much
regarded. If it cries, in most parts of England the
devil has gone out of it. But this is not the
universal belief. In Auvergne, if it does not cry,
it will be good ; at Li^j'e, if it cries, it will become
a bad character. At Alarseilles, to cry is a sign
of a good constitution ;

but it is also the sign of

an arbitrary and choleric temper. In Germany,
the child who cries will not live to grow old ; in

Portugal and elsewhere, on the other hand, the
child who does not cry will hardly live. On
leaving and returning to the house a special ritual

has frequently to be followed. Among the Masurs
about Gilgenburg the midwife carries out the child,

stepping over an axe on which three glowing
charcoal brands are laid : this is held to be the

best preservative against everything evil. A piece
of steel is elsewhere among the same people packed
in the child's swaddling clothes, or laid from time
to time upon its eyes. The midwife says

three

times as sne goes :
'
I take away a heathen and

bring you bacK a Christian' (Toppen, Abergl. aus

Masurcn-, 1867, p. 81)—a sentiment of very common
provenance. The child, on returning, is carried

thrice round the table. These and other cere-

monies, too numerous to be detailed here, in-

tended to affect the child's after-life, are found
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in some form or other all over Europe. When
they are at an end, the feast begins, sometimes in

the inn, sometimes in the parental dwelling, at
which the child is now qualilied to be, and fre-

quently is, present. The godparents, the clergy-
man and sacrist, and the midwife are joined by the
relatives and neighbours. Christening cakes are

everywhere a special feature of the meal. The god-
parents must taste of every dish, in order that
the child may speedily learn to eat and may thrive

accordingly. The occasion is one for merriment,
games, practical jokes, and dancing. It need not
be said that the godparents are expected to present
gifts to the child and to the midwife. So far as
the child is concerned, that is only the beginning
of their duties. He will expect gifts and help
from them whenever in the course of his life he
needs them. In some places, as in the Tyrol, the

godparents of the first child of a family fulfil the
same office for the subsequent children : it would
be an insult to them to ask any others. In Greece
the unbaptized child is called drakos, or dragon.
It is not yet a fellow-Christian. The epithet,
moreover, is probably deemed to have an influ-

ence on its future development by promoting its

strength. At baptism the priest and godparents
dance round the font. In Karpathos, on its

return home the mother meets the little pro-
cession on the threshold with a ploughshare, the
hollow of which is filled with embers. She waves
this before the child to secure for it strength and
skill in agriculture. The child is then solemnly
delivered by the godfather into her hands, no

longer a drakos but a Christian ; and sweets and
raki conclude the rites (Bent, loc. cit. p. 204).
The christening feast is the analogue of the

merry-making which very generally in the lower
culture follows a birth. Thus is celebrated the
accession of a new member to the community.
Children are the greatest asset of a people ; they
are a pledge of its continuance ; and in a barbarous

society they are often a source of wealth rather
than a drain and an encumbrance. The ideas of

barbarism persist in the peasant classes of Europe,
among whom the various and complicated cere-
monies roughly enumerated above are observed.
The actual rite of reception into the community
has taken an ecclesiastical form, that of baptism ;

and round it these other ceremonies cluster.

They present, it is true, the appearance of re-

garding only the child. But this is delusive. It
is to the interest of the entire community that the
new member should grow up well-conducted, strong,
and prosperous. The auguries, the omens, the

provision for securing the child's future luck, are
an index of the importance which the community,
lirst in the narrower sense of the family, and in a
less degree, but still really in the wider sense of
the village and neighbourhood, feels to attach to
the moral and mental qualities and the material

prosperity of the neophyte.
6. Re-admission of the parents into the com-

munity.—The tabu of the mother is in the lowest
stages of civilization often comparatively light.
Among the Arunta of Central Australia the
mother leaves her husband's camp and goes to
that of the unmarried girls, where she is delivered ;

and there she remains for three or four weeks.
She then resumes her ordinary life, so far as

appears, without any special ceremony of purifica-
tion. "When among the Uaupes of Brazil birth
takes place in the hut, everything, as we have

already seen, is taken out of the house until the
next day. The mother then washes herself and
her child in the river, and returns to her hut,
where she remains without doing any work for four
or five days (Wallace, Trav. Amazon, 1853, p. 345).
She is perhaps not yet completely pure, but the

traveller's account does not enable us to say
whether any furtlier ceremony is performed. In
the west oi India the hut in which a Koragar
mother is delivered is deserted by the other
inmates for five days. On the sixth day the
mother and child are restored to purity by a tepid
bath, and the child is named. Rice and vegetables
are presented to the mother ; several coco-nuts are

split, and given, one half to her, the other half to
her husband (JA I iv. 375). When the mother is

returning to ordinary life, in some of the tribes of
New South Wales part of her hair is burnt off:
this is doubtless a ceremony of purification (JAI ii.

268). The Maori have two alternative ceremonies
to deliver the mother and child from tapu and
make them noa (common). The one consists in
the cooking on new fire (made by friction) of fern-

root, which is waved over the child and brought
into contact with it, and then ofl'ered to the atua

(gods or ancestral spirits). In the other, mother
and child are sprinkled with water by means of a

branch, food is ofl'ered to the atua, and the branch
is planted in the ground ; if it grows, the child will

become a warrior (JAI xix. 98).
Much more complex rites, elsewhere repeated,

are required to restore the new mother to purity.
The Hopi mother must not see the sun or put
on her moccasins until the fifth day. She then
bathes her head and her baby's with amole, and
is at liberty to go out of doors and to resume
the charge of household affairs. She is not, how-
ever, fully cleansed. She cannot yet eat meat or

salt, and may drink only warm water or juniper-
tea. The bathing must be repeated on the tenth
and fifteenth days. On the twentieth day a much
more elaborate rite takes place, including a vapour-
bath administered to the mother, usually by her
husband's mother or sister. The house is thor-

oughly cleansed. The child it, formally bathed
and rubbed with corn-meal, named, and presented
by the mother to the sun at the moment it rises

above the horizon. In the house a feast is pre-

pared, and presents are made to the guests in

return for those which the mother has received

from them during her confinement {Journ. Am.
Ethn. and Arch. ii. 165). Here it will be observed
that the unbroken series of ceremonies culminating
on the twentieth day efl'ects the restoration of the

mother to purity, and at the same time the puri-
fication and naming of the child. Mother and
child are thus admitted together into the com-

munity. In some cases, as we have already
observed (§ i (d)), father, mother, and child are

simultaneously thus purified and admitted.

But while it may be possible in many stages of

society for a mother to remain for a length of time

under the ban, this would be very inconvenient,
not to say impossible, for the father, upon whom
lies the duty of providing for the wants of his

family. As a rule, therefore, his tabu is light and

easily got rid of, while that of the mother may
extend over a lengthened period and be only

progressively removed. Suckling often goes on

for a lengthened period
—two, three, or even four

years. Among many peoples the mother is in

some degree unclean until the child is weaned :

she may not eat certain food or have matrimonial
relations with her husband. This rule is general,
for example, among the Bantu and negro tribes of

Africa, and is the excuse given for the polygyny
so largely practised by those peoples. The same
rule applies to the Sakalava of Madagascar ; but
it is said that, although the Southern Sakalava
woman is tabu at this time to her husband, she may
admit to her bed any other man, subject to a
fine payable to the husband if he discover the

infidelity (van Gennep, Tabou et ToUtnisme, 1904,

p. 168).
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The tabu on the mother is practised also in

Euroi)e. The rule is very general that she must
not go outside her home until she goes to be

churched. Before that ceremony she is distinctly

regarded as impure. Special precautions must be
taken to drive away the powers of evil. Slie must
eat apart ; she must not work ; she must not enter

another house lest she bring ill-luck. When she

goes to be churched (usually on the fortieth day),
she steps over a hatchet or a knife fixed in the

threshold of the house ; a llaming brand or a

packet of salt is thrown after her. On her return

a feast is provided to celebrate her re-entry into

ordinary life. In Karpathos the mother takes her

child and a jug of water to church. The water is

blessed after the churching ceremony. She then
visits her neighbours, sprinkling water from the

jug at each house,
' that your jugs may not break.'

As she crosses the threshold she puts the handle
of the door-key into her mouth,

' to make the

J)lates

as strong as the iron of the key' (Bent,
oc. cit. p. 205). Newly fortified and cleansed by the
rites she has undergone, she is no longer tabu, a
centre of infection, but, with her child in her arms,
a fountain of beneficent and in particular of pro-
lific infiuence ; and the interpretations of her pro-

ceedings just quoted must not be taken literally.
The foregoing general account of the rites and

superstitions connected with birth is, of course,

the merest sketch. But it is believed that it will

suffice to give a notion of the meaning of, at all

events, tlie most important and wide-spread cus-

toms, and of tlie ideas attached to them. See also

Baptism, Changelings, Charms and Amulets,
Divination, Evil Eye, F'amily, Infanticide,
Names, Purification, Tajju, Twins.
LrrERATURB.—Tlie best general accounts of birth customs and

superstitions are to be found in Das Kind in Brauch und Sitle

der Volker, by H. Ploss, Und ed., 2 vols., Leipzig, 1884, and Das
Weib in der Xattir- und Volkerkunde, by the same author, 3rd

ed., edited by Max Bartels, 2 vols., Leipzig, 1891, and subsequent
editions. For the customs and superstitions of particular
peoples, reference may be made to the various works cited above,
and to others too numerous to mention here. In this, as in other

departments of anthropology, there is now a large accumula-
tion of materials in monographs, works of scientific explorers
and missionaries, the journals of anthropological (including
folklore) and geographical societies, and the publications of

American and European museums and universities, and of the
Bureau of Ethnology at Washington.

L. Sidney Hartland.
BIRTH (Assyro-Babylonian).—With the As-

syro - Babylonians, as with otiier nationalities,

especially the Semites, the birth of a child was
an event of importance, and all the more so if

the newborn haopened to be a male. It is true
that records of births are rare, but the atten-
tion paid to such events may be judged from the
reference to the '

geometrical number '

in Plato's

Reptiblic, viii. 546 B-D.* Even the ideal city,
it is there stated, will come to decay, the cause
thereof not being in the city itself, but from
>vithout. This degeneration wa-s brought about
by wrong or inopportune marriages and births.
Plato then constructs a 'geometrical number'
out of the elements which express the shortest

period of gestation in man (216 days), the num-
ber in question being 12,960,(XX), which he calls
'the lord of better and worse births.' The con-
nexion of 216 with 12,960,000 is rather compli-
cated, but the former may be obtained by cubing
3, 4, and 5, and adding together the results.
These numbers are also the elements of tlie
Bab. sexagesimal unit (60), which, multiplied
three times by itself, produces the '

geometrical
number '

referred to. As that high number, and
numerous others connected with it, are found in
the Assyr.-Bab. mathematical texts, there would

* See Hilprecht's excellent exposition of the connexion of
Plato's and I'jthagoras' numbers in The Babylonian Expedition
<if the UrUversity of Pennsylvania, 1893 ff.

, vol. xx. pi. 1, p. 29 ff .

seem to be no doubt tiiat both that and the idea
connected with it originated with the older of
the nations which have handed down to us tlie

tablets. It is natural that parents should desire
to have fine and healthy ofi'spring, but, in addition
to this, the Assyro-Babylonians seem to have
sought the improvement of the race by trying to

arrange tliat births should take place at the proper
time—with them, tiie periods wnen tiie moon had
reached certain positions, either in its phases or
in its course, probably the former. The numbers

expressing these positions are contained in the
British Museum fragment 80-7-19, 273, and are
all fractions of the 'geometrical number.' They
sliow the progress of tlie phases of the moon, cul-

minating on the I5th (the moon's 'Sabbath'*),
and decreasing afterwards.!

Naturally, there is at present much doubt as
to how these numbers were used in deciding the
times for propitious births, but certain celestial

forecasts referring to the moon will give an idea
of the method employed. Thus, if on the 16th
of the month Tammuz an eclipse of the moon,
or on the 16th of Chislev an eclipse of the sun,
take place, pregnant women, it is said, will not
have their

offspring prosper (a variant has '

their

offspring will fair).t This is the day after the
moon was regarded as reaching its maximum
fullness ; and as that date would be an unexpected
time for an eclipse, it seems to have been regarded
as an evil omen. Independently, however, of the
lunar numbers and dates influencing births, the
moon was supposed to affect the oftspring in other

ways ; for, when a halo surrounded our satellite,

women, it was believed, would bring forth male
children. Also, if the star Lugala or ^arru,

' the

king' (Eegulus, Merodach), stood in its place,
women would likewise bring forth male

offspring.!
Notwithstanding the moon's importance in its

influence over births, it seems to have been less

regarded than Istar or Venus, and that goddess
less than Zer-panitum, the spouse of Merodach,
as is indicatea by the name Eru'a, 'conception,'
or the like, which she bore. It is on this account
that, in the bi-lingual legend of the Creation, she

appears under the name of Anirn, as the one
who formed, with Merodach, the creator of all

things, the seed of mankind.
|| Among the names

of Istar-Zer-panitum bearing on this subject were
Ama-du-bnt =ummu pitdt biirki,

' the mother who
openeth the loins

'

; Nagar-Saga,
' the framer of the

fetus' ; ^asiiru,
' the goddess of the fetus' ; Nin-

tur, 'the lady of the womb'; Nin-zizna — bSlit

binti, 'tiie
lady

of birth (?)'; Nin-dim, 'the lady
of procreation ; Ani, A ma, Mama, and Mami,^
all, apparently, meaning

' mother.' It will thus
be seen that tlie Assjr.-Bab. name of Zer-panitum
(for Zer-banitum, 'seed-creatress'), which she bore

(often transformed by Assyriologists into Sar-

panitum, 'the bright one'), is more than justi-
fied.

In addition to his spouse, however, Merodach
himself apjiears as a deity of generation, or god
of birth—whether by reflexion, as it were, of his

spouse Zer-panitum, or because he was regarded
as '

begetter of the gods,' is uncertain ; though the

theory of reflected power is possibly the right one,
since Merodach was the creator of the gods only
because identified with them—an identification

due to the theory by which, after the rise of

Babylon (the city of which he was patron), the
• See PSBA

, 1904, p. 65.

t See JHAS, April 1909, p. 537, footnote.

j See WA I iii. 60. 28 (a) ; and for the same day of the 5th

month, 114 (6). The same omen is given for the 20th of Tishri
in 57 (a).

§ Pinches, TexU, pi. 2, K 178, lines 5-6.

li JRAS, 1891, p. 395, line 21. See also pp. 397, 399, 400 405.

*J PSBA, vol. xxxi., 1909, p. 21 and pi. 3; cf. Cunetfonn
Textsfrom Bah. Tablets, xxv. pi. 30, K. 21Ci9, lines 9-12.
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other gods, including the older ones, became merely
his manifestations. The name which he bore in

this connexion was Tutu,* which is rendered
milllid ildni, muddiS tldni,

'

begetter of the gods,
renewer of the gods.'t

Children being naturally desired, it is not to be
wondered at that a letter should exist congratulat-
ing a woman that she was likely to become a
mother. In this text Arad-B61 writes to Epirtum,
whom he calls his sister,J

' My heart hath rejoiced
that thou art enceinte (libbua ilsi (?) ki tdri).' %

Notwithstanding this natural desire, however, the

Babylonians believed in the existence of certain

stones and plants, of which they presumably made
use, which furthered or prevented not only love,
but also conception and bearing—dban Sri, dban Id

Sri,
' stone of conception, stone of non-conception

'

;

dban dlddi, dban Id dladi,
' stone of bearing, stone

of not-bearing
'

; Sammi Sri, Sammi Id Sri,
'

plant
of conception, plant of non-conception

'

; Sammi
dlddi, Sammi Id dlddi,

'

plant of bearing, plant of

not-bearing.' II The 'plant of hearing' is referred

to in the Etana-legend, in which the hero says
to the sun-god Samas :

' Give me then the herb
of bearing—show me then the herb of bearing !

Bring forth my offspring and shape for me a name.'
Whether this implies that a glance at the plant
was sufficient is uncertain ;

in all probability a

Eotion
was made from the herb which one or

oth of the prospective parents had to drink. The
sun-god tells Etana how to acquire the plant, and
he goes and asks the eagle, which is one of the

personages in the legend. It was probably in

search of this plant that Etana, on the eagle's

back, mounted up to heaven, and apparently
appealed to the goddess Istar ; Taut the mutilation
of the record deprives us of the sequel. IT

References to birth-rites in the Assyr.-Bab. in-

scriptions are rare, but there is every probability
that the present material will be greatly augmented
by the discovery of further stores of inscribed

tablets. In the account of the birth and exposure
of the infant Sargon of Agad6 by his mother, there
is no reference to any ceremonies or incantations
which she may have made on his behalf. In all

probability, however, the mother of a newly-born
infant was regarded as being incapable of initiat-

ing any prayers or ceremonies herself, and another

person, possibly a priest, would seem to have
been employed to perform the duty. The British
Museum fragment K 879 has apparently part of

a prayer, or incantation, recited on behalf of a

pregnant woman and her prospective offspring :

' The woman
Her binding, which is before thy divinity, may it he relieved ;

safely may she bring forth—
May she bring forth, and may she live ; may what is there

prosper.
Into the presence of thy divinity safely may she go,
8afe[ly may she bring forth, and] may she perform thy

service.'

This fragment, which has neither beginning nor

end, is bi-lingual, having been used by the Sumero-
Akkadians as well as by the Semitic Babylonians.
A rather remarkable reference to creation and

birth occurs in the 4th column of the legend of
• The word for

'

bring forth,'
'

beget,' in Sumero-Akkadian,
was utu, of which Tutu is evidently a reduplicate form.

t In what way Merodach was regarded as the renewer of the

gods is uncertain ; the phrase may refer simply to the '

captive-
gods,' who had been Tiamat's helpers in the fight with her.

He is said to have visited them in prison and comforted them,
apparently with the promise of ultimate release.

{ Probably a term of affection for a beloved wife, as In Heb.

(cf. Ca 49B .iVp, 'bride'), etc.

§ Campbell Thompson, Late Babylonian Letters, 1906, No. 40.

The text is not certain in some places.
II Cuneiform Texts from Babylonian Tablets, xvi., plates 26

and 31. See also pi. 36 : iami sinniiti Id dlddi,
' the plant of a

woman who is not to bear '

; and pi. 27 : Sam mui ia-tur (or,

«a-sur),' the plant of the serpent of conception,' or '
of the fetus.'

t See Jensen,
'

Mythen and Epen
'

(ilssyr. Bibliothek, vol. vi.),

p. 1081?.

Atarpi, or, as Jensen * reads the name, Atar-hasia

(the Chaldaean Noah, if this be correct). Apparently
the mother-goddess, Mah or Mami (Zer-panitum,
the spouse of Merodach), after uttering her incan-

tation, threw down clay, and detached therefrom
14 pieces, laying 7 to the right and 7 to the left,

placing a brick or tile between. Then, seemingly,
she called out,

' Women, husbands !

' There were
7 and 7 fetus (representatives of future living
things)

—7 were made male, and 7 female—fate

formed (each) fetus.
* Forms of human beings Mami

shaped them.' In the house of the undelivered
woman about to bear, a brick was to be placed for

7 days, for the protectress (?) of the house, Mah,
the spouse Mami. They (apparently the fetus)
were to become swarms (?), and there was to be joy
in the house of the undelivered woman. When
the woman about to bear brought forth, the
mother of the child was expected to withhold (?)

(her)self. Two mutilated lines follow containing
the words zikaru, 'male,' and elli-. . , probably
part of Sllitu (-ti, -ta),

'

pure,' suggesting that .she

was to keep from men, and purify herself. This
text being exceedingly difficult, there is much
therein which is doubtful, but the words which
are certain make it a valuable contribution to the

subject of the ritual attending births in Babylonia.
It is not implied in this inscription that images of

children were made when the birth of a child was

expected, but the brick, which is referred to, was

probably regarded as sufficient. It would seem
to have typified the building up of the house or

family.
Tablets of late date show that the hour of birth

was carefully noted, and celestial observations were
made for the purpose of casting the horoscope, if

the child was a male ; and, probably, other cere-

monies followed. If a conclusion may be drawn
from the tablet K 1285, it would seem that, at

least in the case of the children of people of note,
certain ceremonies took place in the temple of

Istar, and also, perhaps, at the fanes of other

deities :

'

Young wast thou, Aisur-bani-apli, whom I (Nebo) left unto
the Queen of Nineveh :

A sucklmg wast thou, As§ur-bani-apli, whom I satisfied on
the lap of the Queen of Nineveh ;

The fullness of the teats which are placed in thy mouth,
twain thou suckest, twain thou pressest to thy face.' t

The expression,
'

Queen of Nineveh,' has the

determinative for divinity before it, showing that

the personage intended is none other than Istar,

the patron of that city. The third line of the

extract has the verbs in the present tense, prob-

ably to give the phrase greater vividness.

Naturally certain days of the month, and prob-

ably certain months of the year, were regarded
as especially lucky for birtlis. At the time of

the dynasty of Babylon (about 2U00 years B.C.),

such names as ' the son of the 20th day (Mdr-Hmi-
is^rd) are met with ; and from a student's exercise-

tablet of late date, we learn that the 20th was
the festival of the sun-god, not because, according
to the Calendar in the British Museum,t eclipses

could then take place (the days quoted are the 20th

of Sivan, the 20th of Tishri, and the 20th of

Chislev, the common expression, nntalu ilu SamaS,

'eclipse of the sun,' bein" u.sed), but probably
because, after the eclipse, the sun was rej^arded as

shining victoriously. Ululda {Elulda — Elulcens),

'he of the month Elul,' and fcbetda, 'he of tlie

month Tebet,' are also found ;
but though this,

to all appearance, records the month of the

•
Jensen,

'

Mythen und Epen,' p. 287 ; notes thereon, pp.
543-548.

t S. A. Strong in the Transactions of the 9th Interna-

tional Congress of Orientalists, London, 1893, vol. li. pp. 203,

205, 206. (His translation differs somewhat from the above,

but not on essential points.)

: WAl, vol. V. plates 48 and 49.
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bearer's birth, it is doubtful whether any lucky
omen was attached thereto.

As may be gathered from the reference to fate

forming each fetus, the Babylonians seem to have
believed that the sexes were foreordained by the

gods, who were the ' makers of fate.' A disturbing
element probably existed in the influence of

Tiamat, the spirit of confusion, and on this account

they believed also that there was nothing abso-

lutely constant in nature, and that the species
could change, so that a woman, or a sheep, might
bring forth a lion, etc., and infants might have

parts of the body like those of animals, such as
the eye of a boar, the ear of a lion, etc. To all

these departures from the normal, omens were
attached ; and in all probability they were re-

garded as being sent by the gods for the informa-
tion or the warning of men. The following will

give some idea of the nature of these forecasts :

'
If a woman has brought forth, and there is the ear of a lion,

there will be a powerful king- in the land.
If a woman has brought forth, and its right ear does not

exist, the life of the prince will be long.*
If a woman has brought forth, and its right ear is small, the

house of the man will be destro3ed.
If a woman has brought forth, and from the first his head is

filled with grey hairs, the life of the prince will be long.*
If a woman has brought forth 2 males, there will be hardship

In the land, etc.

If a woman has brought forth twins for the second time,
that country \vi\\ be destroyed.

If a cow has brought forth 3, and (they are) 2 male and 1

female, hardship of a year—the harvest will not prosper.'t

These omens are exceedingly numerou.s, and
often very difficult to translate.

LiTERATtjRB.—The literature has been given in the foot-notes.

T. G. Pinches.
BIRTH (Celtic).

—The data concerning the
birth-rites of the pagan Celts are lamentably
scanty. Aristotle (Politica, Vll. xv. [xvii.] 2)
records that '

many of the barbarians have the
custom either of plunging their newborn children

[awo^diTTeiv rd, yiyvbiifva) into a cold river, or of

putting on them scanty covering, as among the
Celts.' The Emperor Julian states (Ora^towe^, ii.)

that with the Celts (though with him this may
mean the Germans) the father placed his new-
bom child on a shield, which was put in the Rhine.
If the child was legitimate, the shield would float,
but otherwise it would sink, thus affording a te.st

of tlie fidelity of the mother to her husband. The
only other passage which seems to bear upon the
birth-rites of the Continental Celts is the curious
statement of Strabo (p. 165), that aiuong the Celts,
as among the Thracians and Scythians,

' the
women themselves, after giving birth, go on with

agriculture and also tend their husbands, putting
them to bed in their own steads.' This implies the
couvade (above, p. 635*) ; but this custom is re-

ported in Europe only of the Corsicans (Diodorus
Siculus, V. 14)

—a fact which would seem to imply
a confusion on the part of Strabo between the
Celts and the Iberians, a race entirely different

ethnologically (cf. Schrader, Reallexikon der indo-

oerm. Altertumskunde, Strassburg, 1901, p. 347 f.;

Hirt, Indogermanen, Strassburg, 1905-7, p. 717 f.;

in favour of the Celtic explanation, Jullian, Re-
cherches sur la religion gauloise, Bordeaux, 1903,

p. 64 f.). At the same time, it should be noted
that, whatever its racial origin, the couvade ex-

isted, at least in clear reminiscence, to a late

period in Provence, as is shown by the Picard
romance of Aura^sin et Nicolettc (probably early
13th cent.), ch. 39. Another apparent survival of
ancient custom is recorded from a 14th cent,
source by Ploss {Das Weib, Leipzig, 1885, ii. 70),
to the effect that no woman was allowed to give

*
Lit.

' the days of the prince will be old.'

t From VfAI ii. pi. 65, No. 1, obv. lines 1, 2, 4, rev. line 7;
Boissier, Documents relatxj's aux prinages, Paris, 1894-99, p.
116, verso 11, p. 116, 19 ; and B.M. Ublet K 78, U. 2-3.

birth to a child on certain islands in the mouth of
the Loire, but when her time approached was sent
to the mainland or i)laced in a boat in the river
until the child was born. Herein, as Ploss notes,
we may have a reminiscence of an island, sacred
to '

Dionysus,' at the mouth of the Loire (described
by Strabo, p. 198), where only women dwelt, all

sexual intercourse (which, like birth, would thus
be ceremonially impure in Celtic religion) being
held on the mamland (but cf. below, p. 692 f.).

The pagan Irish material on birth-rites is still

more meagre. According to Stowe MS, No. 992
(ed. and tr. Meyer, RCel vi. 173 ff.), Ness, when
aljout to become the mother of Concobar,

' went
to the meadow that was on the bank of the river
Concobar. There she sat her down on a flagstone
(nos fuirim iarumfor in lice cloichthi) that was on
the brink of the river. So there came the pangs
of childbirth upon her.' Too much must not, how-
ever, be drawn from this, for the COir Anmann,
213 (ed. and tr. Stokes, in Stokes and Windiscli,
Irische Texte, Leipzig, 1880-1905, iii.), states that
a band of girls (inghenraidh) kept watch round a
prospective mother. After the birth had taken
place, the mother ' waited for a lucky hour for the
child

'

{ib. 273), i.e. probably for the casting of the

horoscope, etc. Thus the Druid Cathfaidh ob-
served omens from the stars, the clouds, and the
age of the moon immediately after the birth of
D^irdre (Hyde, in Zeit. f. kdt. Philologie, ii. 143).
In the case of the infant who afterwards became
the hero Conall Cernach, 'Druids came to baptize
the child into heathen baptism, and they sang
the heathen baptism (chansat an mbaithis ngeint-
lidhe) over the little child

'

(C(H,r Anmann, 251).

LrrERATURE.—Jullian, Recherehes tur la religion gauloise,
Bordeaux, 1903, p. 64 f.; Dottin, Manuel pour servir d Vttude
de Vantiquiti celtique, Paris, 1906, pp. 141, 143 f.

Louis H. Gray,
BIRTH (Chinese).—The customs which are

ob.served in China, in connexion with child-birth,
difler widely in the various portions of the

Empire, and it would be almost as difficult to
describe them in general terms as to include in
one article 'Birth customs in Europe.'
Many of these customs are significant of re-

ligious preconceptions, though it is not always
pos.sible to trace the connexion, owing to the

gradual deflexion from the ancient usage ; and
modern explanations tend to emphasize the physical
benefits wnich are supposed to accrue from these
observances.

It should be remembered that the elaborate

preparations which are made previous to birth
are intended to secure not only a happy issue to
the anxious crisis— the safety of the child and
mother—but their first and primary purpose is

to prevent the awful contingency of death before

delivery, which would involve the mother in end-
less torments in the 'Lake of Blood,' which is

the special department of the under-world reserved
for such unfortunates. From this point of view,
therefore, the anxious care which surrounds the
birth-chamber may be said to be replete with
religious significance.
A month previous to the expected date of birth,

the bride's mother, or other near relative on that
side of the house, is expected to arrive with the
accustomed gifts, and perform the office known
as 'undoing the fastening.' The gifts include

eatables, various articles of clothing required by
the expected arrival (in the South, it seems, no

provision of this kind is made), and tonics for the
mother with a view to producing a quiet and
successful parturition. Cnarms from the neigh-
bouring temple are sometimes procured to fasten
on the baby's body as soon as bom, for the
event is supposed to be attended by hosts of
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spirits with malicious designs upon both mother
and child.

As soon as the birth-pangs begin to be felt, the
female members of the family hasten to light
candles and burn incense before the ancestral

tablets, in the little shrine over the main partition
of the entrance hall, and also in front of the

'god of wealth' and the 'kitchen god,' offering

extempore prayers, as no settled form is provided
for the occasion, and taking vows of future deeds
of merit in the event of a favourable response—and
all with a view to securing the assistance of the
' birth-speeding goddess,' who is supposed to have
the ordering of such affairs. The midwife is at

the same time summoned, together with other

assistants, whose office it is to 'clasp the waist' of

the expectant mother, who is maintained in a

sitting posture throughout the ordeal, and is

encouraged to drink a brew of dried '

lougan
'

fruit and thin gruel to sustain her, together
with certain medical potions which are held to be

very efficacious. Red candles are lighted in the

chamber, as for a wedding, and all words of ill-

omen are carefully omitted—the idea being the

ostentation of a cheerful confidence, and the avoid-

ance of any suggestion of ill or fear.

As soon as the child is bom, a messenger is de-

spatched to the nearest lake or pond to procure a
small quantity of water, which is then heated for

the baby's first bath. (The bath is in some places

postponed till the 3rd day ; in the farther North it

is generally omitted, and a little oil dabbed on
the body instead. ) The use of such water is said

to ensure that the child, when he grows up, will

become an expert fisherman. After the bath the
child's body is rubbed dry with alum (in some

places a raw egg is applied). A pad of fresh cotton-

wool is placed over the navel, and the umbilical

cord, which is cut at about a foot's length from the

body, is rolled up and tightly bound, the long end

sloughing away in about a week. The infant's

clothes are then put on, in shape like the robes
of a Buddhist bonze, or monk, probably with a
view to deceiving the malignant spirits. (In the

South, old garments warm from the wearer's body
are put round the child in lieu of baby-clothes.)
The male and female '

guardians of the bed '

are

then respectfully
'

worshipped.' The placenta and
its attachment are placed in a bottle, hermetically
sealed, and put under the bedstead, or some-
times disposed of for the manufacture of pills.
No food is given to the infant during the first

twenty-four hours, but at the end of this period
three tea-spoonfuls of a liquid compounded of

materials representing the five flavours—salt, sour,

bitter, pungent, and sweet—are administered
before the first drop of milk is allowed. The
infant is not supposed to sample its own mother's
milk until it has first been supplied from another

household, where a baby of the opposite sex is

being reared. A bowlful of this milk is obtained,
and artificially warmed before being given to the
child. A second bath is sometimes administered
on the 3rd day, and a great number of articles

are presented to neighbours and friends, eacli

symbolical of some good wish, and duck-eggs
dyed red are also sent, with the idea of advertismg
the ffict of birth.

At the end of the fii'st month the elaborate

ceremonial of head-shaving takes place, and the

various gods are '

invited,' i.e. by offerings of food,

lighted candles, fireworks, etc. The baby-hair is

shaved off with the exception of a little spot over

the fontanel, whicli is allowed to grow and is called

the 'filial lock.' In the afternoon the ancestors

are 'worshipped,' and then follows a feast to

which the neighbours and others are invited,
each guest arriving armed with some gift, generally

some object of superstitious use, such as silver

necklets or bangles, which are supposed to moor
the infant in the harbour of life, in view of the
terrible mortality which prevails amongst young
children in China. The child is sometimes taken
out for an airing on this day, dressed in all the

finery which can be imposed upon him, with
amulets and charms to protect him from evil

influences—a row of silver-gilt genii upon his

bonnet, or perhaps a bright mirror to ward off the
evil eye. In some of the country districts he is

placed in a boat and subjected to violent rocking,
to accustom him to the motion, or he is carried
over a bridge in the hope that he may have a
'

rise in life,' and also be able to keep his head
when high promotion comes.
On the fortieth day the mother goes to the temple

to offer incense (in some places, in the case oi a

boy being bom, she goes on the 30th day), and
to acknowledge the good hand of the gods in her
safe delivery and happy fortune.

Literature. — Dyer Ball, Things Chinese^, Lond. 1900;
Women's Conference in China on Home Life of Chinese Women.

W. Gilbert Walshe.
BIRTH (Egyptian).

—A tale dating from the end
of the Middle Kingdom relates how the wife of

the priest of Re in a local temple gave birth to

three sons destined to be kings of Egypt. Four

goddesses, Isis, Nephthys, H6ki {Hq-f, the frog-

goddess, consort of Khnum), and Meskh6ni (see

below), officiated as midwives, having disguised
themselves as strolling dancers, whue Khnum
accompanied them as baggage-carrier. They ac-

cepted a bushel of barley for their services ;

and the mother, we are told, was purified for

14 days ('Le roi Khoufoui et les magiciens,' in

Maspero's Contespopul. de VEgypte ancienne^, 1882,

pp. 36-40 ; Petrie, Egyp. Tales 1895, i. 33 tf.). At
Deir el-Bahari is pictured the divine birth of Queen
Hatshepsut amidst a crowd of deities of birth,

food, fortune, etc. (Naville, Deir el Bahari, 1898-

1901, iii., plates xlvii.-lv.), and at Luxor that of

Amenhotep HI. (Champollion, Monumens, 1825,

pi. cccxl.-xli. ; Gayet, Temple de Louxor, pi. Ixv.).

The name of Meskh6ni, the goddess perhaps of

female functions, is generally characterized by a

brick, referring to that which supported the mother,
or on which the child was laid. In Ex l'«, where
late Egyptian customs may be reflected, the

Hebrew women are represented as delivered on

'stones,' i.e. bricks (?) (cf. Spiegelberg, Rand-

glossen z. AT, p. 19) ; and the Coptic Apocalypse

of Ellas (4th cent. A.D., ed. SteindorS^ still refers

to the 'birth-stool' as 'the brick.' A wooden
couch is also figured early as the 'determinative'

of Meskh6ni as well as m the birth scenes, and

probably among the wealthy the brick had only
ceremonial importance. The word t6bi, 'brick,' ia

feminine, and the birth-brick, figured wath the

head of a goddess, is present in detailed illustra-

tions of the Psycliostasia ; in the Papyrus of Ani

(Brit. Mus., ed. Budge) it is accompanied by Shai

the god of Fate and the goddesses MeskhOni and

Kmidti (Rnn-t, 'the Nurse'); in that of Anhai

(Brit. Mus., ed. Budge) two bricks with female

heads are named Shai (masc.) and Ermuti respec-

tively. In a funerary papyrus at Edinburgli of

the year U-IO B.C. the deceased is stated to have

completed the years which Thoth -wrote upon
his birth-brick (Brugsch, Rhind's Zwei bUingue

Papyri, 1865); and in the Westcar Papyrus, quoted
above, it is Meskhdni who approaches each child

laid on its brick-cradle and pronounces its destiny.
In stories dating from the New Kingdom, the

Hathors, seven in number in one text, pronounce
the destiny ;

these may include the birth-goddesses

already mentioned (Alaspero, I.e. p. 51). Horo-

scopes have not been traced with certainty in
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Egypt before the Roman age ; but some traditions

assigned to Egypt the invention of the art, and
there are star-tables in two of the roj'al tombs of

the New Kingdom at Thebes which may have been

lioroscopes (Petrie, History, vol. iii.). The day of

l)irth was a day of rejoicing, but nothing is known
of ceremonies for it. Circumcision of the child

wa3 not performed before puberty. A collection

of gynascological prescriptions for medical, not

surgical, treatment dates from the Xllth Dyn.
(Grittith, Kahun Papyri) ; and receipts for ascer-

taining conception and determining the sex or the

vitality of the infant to be born are found in the
Ebers Papyrus, in a Berlin text published by
Brugsch, and in the London and Leyden Magical
Papyrus of the 3rd cent. A.D. (Griffith and Thomp-
son). Erman has published a collection of spells
for the nursery (Zaubcrspriiche fur Mutter unci

Kind, Berlin, 1901). The word misi, 'to bear,' is

written rn
, properly three jackals' tails or skins

made into a fly-tiap, the name of which had this

sound ; but possibly it was a birth amulet, for in

modern Nubia dead jackals laid above the door
of the house are considered to protect women from

miscarriage, etc. (Blackman, in ,Van, 1909, p. 10).

LiTKRATrEE.—See the references throughout the article.

F. Ll. Griffith.
BIRTH (Finns and Lapps).

—The only im-

portant rites connected with birth among the
Finns and Lapps are those purificatory ceremonies
which belong to what may be called a form of

baptism (see also Baptism, p. 372*). The existence
of a non-ecclesiastical form of infant baptism
among the Lapps is witnessed to by Norwegian
missionaries oi the 18th century. The fullest

description of this ceremony is found in E. J.

Jessen's '

Afhandling om de norske Finners og
Lappers Hedenske Religion,' pp. 33-42 (printed
as an Appendix to Knud Leem's Beskrivelse over

Finmarken^ Lapper, 1767 ; cf. also ib. pp. 495-

497). After the child was brought home from the
official baptism in church, where it had received

a Norwegian name, it could not be washed or

brought into contact in any way with water until

it was baptized anew with a Lapp name (same-
jutbma). The pregnant mother, who had placed
herself under the protection of the sarakka (

' creator

woman'), had had the name revealed to her by a
deceased person in a dream, or she had been in-

formed, by means of the magic drum, which of the
deceased meant to come to life again in the child.

The baptism was not administered by the magician
but by a woman, usually the mother herself. The
so-called risem-edne ('twig-mother '), who must not
have acted as Christian godmotlier (Christ-edne),

presented the child with a ring or plate of brass

(nabma-skiello), which was thrown into the bap-
tismal water. After the ceremony this piece of

brass was placed upon the child to be worn as a
talisman—in the case of a son, under the arm ; in

the case of a daughter, upon the breast. Before
the baptism both the child and the water were
dedicated ioihe sarakka. Baptism with the Lapp
name was regarded as one of the two sacraments
of the sarakka.

This baptism, which was resorted to in order to

secure happiness and good health for the child,
often proved insufficient. If the child fell sick or

cried a great deal, it was once more re-baptized
and received a new name, the so-called iidde- or

adde-nahma, or saivo-nabma ('under-world name ').

This fresh bestowal of baptismal names might be

repeated again and again in case of sickness, even
in later years. It, too, was administered by a
woman, the lango-edne (' wash- mother '), with
almost the same ceremonies as the other.
Warm water was poured into a trough, and two

birch twigs—one in its natural condition, the other
bent into a ring

—were laid in it. At the same
time the child was thus addre.ssed : 'Thou shalt be
as fertile, sound, and strong as the birch from which
this twig Avas taken.' Then the copper (or silver)
talisman was cast into the water, witu the words :

'

I cast the nabiTiaskiello into the water, to wash
thee ; be as melodious and fair as this brass (or

silver).' Then came the formula :

'
I baptize thee

with a new name, N.N. Thou shalt thrive better
from this water, of which we make thee a partaker,
than from the water wherewith the priest baptized
thee. I call thee up by baptism, deceased N.N.
Thou shalt now rise again to life and health, and
receive new limbs. Thou, child, shalt have the
same happiness and joy which the deceased enjoyed
in this world.' As .sue uttered these words, the

baptizer poured water three times on the head of
the child, and then washed its whole body. Finally
she said :

' Now art thou baptized aade-nabma,
with the name of the deceased, and I will see that
with this name thou wilt enjoy good health.'

In the so-called Naro MS of J. Randulf , published
by J. Qvigstad (Det Kql. norske Victenskabers
Selskabs Skrifter, 1903, No. 1, pp. 53-55), there is

mention only of a species of Lapp baptism which
was administered immediately after the church

baptism, or at latest within half a year, in ca-ses

where the child fell sick. In this baptism the
child received a new name, udenemo. The

ceremony was performed on a Thursday, in the name
of the three chief Lapp gods, borrowed from the

Scandinavian.s, namely, Hora-Galles (Thor), Waral-

den-Olinay (Freyr), and Bieka-Galles (Njordr).
There was a thrice repeated pouring of water on
the child. According to a supplementary note by
J. Kildal, the child was baptized in the name of

the Maylmen Radien ('world-ruler'). It is stated

by S. Kildal (Dei skandinaviske Litteraturselskabs

Skrifter, vi. 458 f.) that the name selected was that
of the father or grandfather.
Outside the sphere of Norwegian Lapps, our only

information concerns a formerly Lapp district in

N. Finland, and is to the eti'ect that among the
Finn new settlers on the rivers Kemi and Ji, about
the year 1750, a re-baptism with a new name (uusi

nimi-kaste) was not unknown. As late as the year
1803, a peasant, Erik Lampela of Tervola, who had

long been an invalid, is said to have caused himself
to be re-baptized at Izak, and to have recovered

(J. Fellman, Anteckningar under min vistclse i

Lappmarken, ii. 51-52).
That Lapp infant baptism is an imitation of the

Christian ordinance is sufficiently proved by the

existence among the Norwegian Lapps of a second
sacrament of the sarakka, which is an imitation of

the Eucharist. A similar 'nature-woman,'
' creat-

rix,' in magic songs of the Finns is a metamor-

phosed form of the Virgin Mary ; and in like

manner the Radien (father, wife, child) on the

magic drums of the Lapps stand for the Trinity
in its popular-Catholic form. Another Christian

feature of the ceremony is the thrice repeated

Souring
of water. The use of a talisman of brass

oes not point to an original stage of Lapp civiliza-

tion ; it is a case of borrowing from the neighbour-

ing Scandinavians—a conclusion that is confirmed

by the mention of the three principal Scandinavian
deities. The latter still survived in the popular
faith of the Lapps, and their presence is in no %yay
inconsistent with a borrowing of infant baptism

during the Catholic period of Scandinavia. It is

possible, however, that Lapp infant baptism had al-

ready been introduced by half-pagan Scandinavians.

The baptism in question must be distinguished
from the bestowal upon the child of the name of

an ancestor who was supposed to come to life again
in the child's person. The determination of the
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name by a revelation in a dream or by the oracle
of the magical drum is no doubt a primitive Lapp
custom. As late as 1534 the Finns under the
dominion of Novgorod (the Chudes) had oracle-
men whom they summoned to give a newborn child
its name—a ceremony which they performed

' in
their own peculiar way.' The magician of the Finn-

Ugrian Mountain Cheremisses adopts the following
method in bestoAving the name. Taking the child
in his arras, as it is on the point of screaming, he

begins a list of names, swaying the child to and fro
as he speaks ; and that name which he happens to
be uttering when the crying ceases is the one
selected. The magician of the adjacent Chu-
vasses—a Finn-Turkish hybrid race—is called to
the child, and is received with tokens of the greatest
respect by the domestics and the assembled guests,
who with one voice express the desire that he will

give the child a name of good omen. He takes a
bowl of water in his hand, mutters certain words
over it, and gives both the mother and the child to
drink. Then he works himself into an ecstasy,
and at last bestows upon the child a name which
he professes to have received by Divine revelation

(see Julius Krohn, Suomen suvun pakanallinen
jumalanpalvelus, pp. 104, 109).

LiTEKATUEB.—See the references thj-oughout the article.

Kaarle Kkohn.
BIRTH (Greek and Roman). — i. Greek.—

Amongst the goddesses to whom the Greek matron
prayed in her throes, Eileithyia, Hera, and Artemis
are the foremost (Preller-Robert, Gr. Mythol. i.

511 ff.). After these come a number of others, e.g.
the Hekate-like Eilioneia of Argos, to whom a dog
was sacrificed to ensure an easy delivery (Plut.

Qu. Rom. 52) ; Genetyllis, who receivea a like

sacrifice (Hesych. s.v. ; cf. Roscher, ii. 1270 ; Rohde,
Psyche, ii.«, 1898, p. 81, 1) ; the Nymphs (Eur. El.
625 f., cf. F. G. BalXeniinQ, Harvard Stud. xv. [1904]

p. 74 ff.). Superstitious ceremonies, originating
from the idea of binding and unbinding, whose pur-
pose was to ease the birth, and whose age and origin
cannot be fixed, are mentioned by Pliny (^A''xxviii.
33, 34, 42 ; cf. 59 ; see also Philologus, Ivii. [1898]
p. 131). When the birth had ended happily, the
women brought their clothes to Artemis as an
offering (Anth. Pal. vi. 271 ; schol. ad Call. Hymn.
i. 77) ; Artemis Brauronia also received the clothes
of women who had died in childbed (Eur. Iph.
Taur. 1465 ff.). When a child was born in Attica,
if it was a boy, an olive-wreath was hung on the
outer door ; if a girl, a woollen fillet was used,
'because of the spinning of wool' (Hesych. s.v.

ffT^<f>avov ^Kcpipeiv). This rationalistic explanation
must, of course, be discarded ; the underlying
artificial differentiation is to be regarded as com-
paratively late, if, indeed, Hesychius' words corre-

spond to facts. At any rate, a ^^Teath \\'ith a
woollen fillet attached must be considered as the

primary form. The fillet enhances the effect of
the MTreath. The purpose of the wreath, which
still hangs on the door at the amphidromia (see
below ; cf. Ephippos in Athen. p. 370 C), is not, as
Rohde [op. cit. 72, 1) and Samter (Familienfeste
der Gr. und Rom. 87) suppose, to lustrate the
house, i.e. to cleanse it from impurity ; it is apotro-
paiic : the luck which it brings drives away ill luck.
The woman who is Ij'ing-m and the newborn
babe require such protection, for they are weak.
The numerous amulets, with which it is the custom
everywhere to deck small children, have the same
})urpose. And an olive-wreath is expressly men-
tioned as one of the protectives given to Ion by
his mother when she exposed him (Eur. Ion, 1433,
Kirchhoff). According to the belief of the Cora
Indians,

' the dead would come and harm the (new-
born) babe if (the father) did not fix brandies of
the zapote-tree into the door (Preuss, ARW ix.

[1906] p. 4G6). Photius lays stress upon the

apotropseic character of a similar rite (Lex. s.v.

pdfjivos), when he relates that, while a child was
being bom, the house was painted with pitch from
thorn-bushes, in order to drive away the evil

spirits.* A custom in modern Greece may serve
as an analogy : newborn children are rubbed with
sacred oil in order to protect them (Wachsmuth,
D. alte Griechenland im Neuen, 79).

On the fifth day after the birth, the so-called

amphidromia were celebrated (Plat. Thecet. 160 E
+ schol. ; Harpocr.,Suid., Hesych. s.v. ; Paroemioffr.
ii. 278). Some one, probably the father (the false

reading rp^x*""'''" ii schol. Plat. I.e. is explained
by the preceding words ; cf . Preuner, Hestia- Vesta,
54 n. ), ran round the hearth with the child in his

arms. Friends and relatives came, bringing pre-
sents, especially polypi and cuttle-fish. The women
who had assisted at the birth and had thereby
become unclean (cf. Stengel, Kultusalt.^ 148)
cleansed their hands on this day. Banquets were
held (Ephippos in Athen. 370 D ; Eubulos, ib. 65 C) ;

a special kind of bread was baked, if we can trust

the incoherent record in the Etym. Mag. s.v. ; a
sacrifice was probably among the celebrations

(Plant. True. 423 f.). Perhaps the father decided
on this day whether he wished to keep the child

or to expose it (Plat. Thecet. I.e.). Hesychius
records an important trait {s.v. Bpo^Lid/xcfuov ^/Mp) ;

according to him the rite of running round the
hearth was performed naked. This, too, is a case
of ritual nakedness (cf. e.g. Deubner, de Ineub.
24 ; Abt,

* Die Apologie des Apulejus,' Religions-

gesch. Vers, und Vorarb. iv. 246, 1).

Opinions regarding the meaning of running
round the hearth are most divergent. The idea
of the cleansing influence of the fire must probably
be eliminated (Rohde, 72, 1) ; the interpretation
as an ordeal (quoting Plato, I.e., whose simile can,

however, not be urged, in view of the decisive

data of antiquarian literature), according to which
the child originally lay in the fire during the

amphidromia, is improbable (Gruppe, Bert, philol.
Wochenschr. 1906, p. 1138).t According to some
others, Samter has given the correct explanation
(Familienfeste, 61), that we find here an initiative

rite, which places the child under the protection of

the domestic hearth. But this gives no reason for

the running. Yet with this rite we seem to reach

the lowest stratum of tlie rites celebrated on this

day. By a comparison with folklore parallels, S.

Reinach ( CwZ^(^*, mythes et religions'^, 1908, i. 137 ff.)

has rendered it very probable that this running
round is to ensure fleet-footedness for the child.

In Esthonia the father of the child runs round the church,
while the chUd is being baptized inside, so that it ma.v
learn to run quickly. With this compare the custom noted by
Wuttke (D. devtsche Volksabergl.3 1900, p. 390), in accordance
with which, when returning from the christening, the young
godfather takes the chUd when they arrive at the front door,
and quickly runs with it into the room to its mother. This is

supposed to ensure that the child will become swift (Branden-

burg), or will learn walking early (East-Prussia). In Melanesia,

magic formula3 promote the child's walking and talking (.^i^H-'

X. [1907] p. 306). The ancient Mexican festival of ear-piercing

gives an interesting analogy. During this festival the children

born within the last three years are led round a fire, and also

lifted up high, so that they may grow UU. The feast is

celebrated with a sarrillce, a banquet and danc« (Stoll, Ge-

gchti'cMslehen in d. Volkerpxychologxe, IIS).

Reinach's explanation is very suitable to a people
which gave its favourite hero the epithet iroJw/cjjs

(

' swift-footed '). The derisive answer of Viirtheim

(Mnemos. xxxiv. [1906] p. 73 fl". ) is not to the point.
Scenes illustrating the amphidromia do not exist

in (Jreek art.

On the tenth day after its birth the child re-

ceived its name. This day, ^oo, was a festive one,

celebrated with sacrifices and banquets for friends

• A verj' artificial explanation is given by Rohde, I.e., beoauae

he understands it to be a lustralive rice,

t Cf. Glotz, L'ordalie, 1904, p. 106.
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(Eur. El. 1126, fr. 2 Nauck*; Aristoph. Birds,
494 and 922 f. + schoU. ; Isaeus, iii. 30. 70 ; Demosth.
xxxix. 20, 22 [according to wliom this festival

signilied the official recognition of the child], 24,

xl. 28, Iviii. 40 ; Harpokr. s.v. i^So/j.evo/i^i'ov and
ii'5eKdl;'ovTas ; Hesych. s.v. SeKdTijv dvofxev ; Snidas,
s.v. d/ji.(pi5p6fj,ia, SeKaTTfv icmaaai and 5eKa.TeveLV

;

IJekker, Anecd. Gr. i. 237, 26). A cake called

xapiffios was baked, and was given, among other

things, as a prize for a women's dance that was

Berformed
on this day (Eubulos in Athen. 668 D).

iesides the tenth day the seventh was used for

giving the name ([Aristot.] Ui.<it. An. vii. 12;

Harpokr. s.v. i^dofievofxhov, Hosych. s.v. i^Sofiai,
of. the i^ddfj-t] as a children's festival in Lucian,
Pseudolog. 16). The day lixed for this festival has
varied in dill'erent epochs and districts, whereas
the amphidrumia were more important as being
a specifically religious custom, and therefore
held to their fixed day. For, whenever these are
said to have been celebrated on the 7th (Hesj^ch.
s.v. 8pofjiidiJL(^iov fj/xap) or 10th (schol. Aristoph.
Lysistr. Ibl) day, or are brought into connexion
with the name-giving (schol. Aristoph. I.e. ; schol.

Plat. Thecet. 160 E; Hesych. s.v. dficpidp6/j.ia), this

is doubtless due to a blunder (cf. also Gruppe,
Bcrl. philol. Wochenschr. 1906, p. 1137). The
schol. to Aristoph. I.e. even commits the error of

supposing a running round the ehild. (Similar
mistakes occur elsewhere in our records ; cf. e.g.
the form Tpixov<rai above, schol. Plat. I.e.) It is

not warrantable to infer a coincidence of amphi-
dromia and deKdrrj from Eur. El. 654 and 1126

(Preuner, Hestia-Vcsta, 54, 1), for 1. 654 cannot be
forced into closer concord with 1. 1126. The un-
certain notice about a sacrificial feast shortly
after birth (Bekker, Anecd. Gr. i. 207, 13) probably
refers to the deKdr-q.

Besides the presents brought at the amphi-
dromia, there were also so-called iirr-^pia, gifts pre-
sented to the child by those to whom it was shown
for the first time (cf. Spaniieira and Schneider,
ad Call. Hymn. iii. 74). Slaves also gave tiie

newborn babe a present (Terence, Phorm. 47).

Censorinus {de Die Nat. 11, 7) mentions the cele-

bration of the 40th day after the birth as a Greek
custom. Even in our time the 40th day is still

celebrated (cf. Wachsmuth, op. cit. 73 f.). But
this would seem traceable to Jewish influence

(Wachsmuth, op. cit. 74, 7). The rocking of the
child in the XIkvov, which is explained as symbolical
by Mannhardt (iVythol. Forsch., 1884, p. 369 f.) and
Dieterich (Mutter Erde, 101 ti".), must be eliminated
from the birth-rites. Not only is the sense of the
action not clearly thought out, but for such an

explanation the rocking must form part of some
rite, which it does not. On the other hand, the
fact that the babe was put into the XIkvov is easily

explained, for it was the natural object to use as a
email child's cot in a primitive household.

2. Roman.—Roman women made otlerings to the

Nj'mph Egeria (cf. the Greek custom) during
pregnancy (Festus, p. 77, 10), to ensure an easy
birth. While the child was being born, Lucina
and Diana (Tertull. de An. 39; August. Civ. Dei,
iv. 11) or Numeria (Varro, ap. Non. 352, 34) were
called upon. A candle was lit (Tertull. ad Nat.
ii. 11), as also in Greece in our day a candle burn-

ing in the lying-in room has the power of repelling
evil (Wachsmuth, op. cit. 79 ; cf. M. Vassitz,
'Die Fackel in Kultus und Kunst der Grieclien,'
Mimchener Di^s., Belgrad, 1900, p. 75 f.). The
bands with which the women were bandaged were
made near the image of some god, therefore prob-
ably in a sanctuarj' (Tertull. de An. 39).
When the woman had brought forth a child,

three men had to stand round (circiimire) the

threshold, beat it with a hatchet, then with the

pestle of a mortar, and then sweep it (August.
Civ. Dei, vi. 9). This is a cleansing ceremony,
which originally was intended to beat the im-

purity caused by the birtii (iiere felt as a concrete
matter) out of the thresliold, and to sweei^ it away.
At a later period the ceremony was explained
(.Vug. I.e.) as a protection against Silvanus,
who, as a goblin or nightmare, might trouble tlie

woman in childbed. In addition, there were three

special deities who Avere re''arded as protectors of
mother and newborn babe : Intercidona(from t7?<e/--

cidere), Pilumnus (from pilum), Deverra (from
deverrere) (i6.)—an excellent example of the way
in which gods grow out of rites. Pilumnus
(together with Picumnus) even receives a sacrificial

meal (lectus) in the house, in order to protect the
woman in childbed (Varro, an. Serv. Vera. Aen. x.

76, and an. Non. 528, 15; cf. Wissowa, Religion und
Kultus der Jidmer, 357, 1). In the same way Juno
M'as given a lectus, and Hercules a mensa, after
the birth of a boy (Serv. Veo-g. Eel. iv. 62) ; for a
A\ hole week a table was spread for Juno, according
to Tertull. (de An. 39). On the last day of the week
the Fata Scribunda were invoked (cf. Wissowa,
op. cit. 214). It is Dieterich's merit to have
dra^vn our attention to the custom described by
Augustine (Civ. Dei, iv. 11), according to which the
newborn babe was placed upon the ground and
tiien picked up again (Mutter Erde, 6ff.)

—a custom
which may be identical with tlie tollere ox susciperc
by the fatlier (Samter, on. cit. 62, 3. 4). Only, the

signilication of this wicie-spread custom cannot be
that the child is placed under the protection of the
earth as a goddess, but that the strength of the
earth is to penetrate into the cliild and make it

strong (e.g. Marcell. Empir. 32, 20). A rite which
bears some affinity to this consists in placing
the child erect on the ground, thereby ensuring
its upright growth (Varro, ap. Non. 528, 12;
Tertull. de An. 39, cf. ad Nat. ii. 11 ; Varro, ap.
Non. 532, 18 ; August. Civ. Dei, iv. 21). As in

Greece, so also in Kome, wreaths were hung out-
side the door (Juvenal, ix. 85).
When the first week was over, the child was

given its name on the dies lustricus : boys on the
9th, giris on the 8th day (Festus, p. 120, 19 ; Plut.

Qu. Pom. 102 ; Macrob. Sat. i. 16, 36 ; see, further,
iNIarquardt-Mau, Privatlcben d. Pomer, 1879, p. 83,
6). We have no information as to the lustrative
ceremonies indicated in the name of the day. A
sacrilicial ofl'ering is recorded by Tertull. (de Idol,

16), who also uses the appellation
' Nominalia' for

this day (I.e.). The ditlerence in the treatment of

boys and of girls is perhaps originallj' due to the
diflerence of length of the ancient week, which
varied between seven and eight days (Mommsen,
Pom. Chronolog.^ 229).
LiTKRATrRE. — Chr. Petersen,

'

iTier die Geburtetagrsfeier
bei den Griechen,' Jahrb. /. klasg. Philol., Suppl. B. ii. [1856J
285 ff.; Preuner, IlMlia-Vetta (1804), 52 ff.; Becker-Gbll,
CAan'itfe* (1877-78), ii. 20£f. ; Hermann-Bliimner, PriiataUcr-
turner (1882), 278 ff.

; Ussing-, Erziehung und Cnterrichl bei d.
Griech. %ind Bom. (1885), 20 ff. ; Iwan Miiller, PrivatalUr-
turner^ (1893), lOOff. ; Samter, Famiiien/este d. Griech. und
Rom. (1901) 59 ff.; Schbmann-Lipsius, AltertUmer, ii. (1902)
.VJOf. ; Daremberg-Saglio, JHct. des antiquiUs, i. 238f. ;

Pauly-Wissowa, i. 1901 i. ; W. R. Paton, in CR xvi. 290 ;

Marquardt, Rom. Staatsierivaltung, iii.2(lSS5)llff. ; cf. Riess
in Pauly-Wissowa, i. 91 f. L. DeUBXER.
BIRTH (Hindu, literary).

—Birth, marriage,
and death are the three most important events of
the natural life ; and popular belief has surrounded
them with a number of ceremonies, which are

designed to seciire the accomplishment of good
wishes and to avert evil influences. The great
advantage which students of Indian philology
possess, as compared with those of other

philologies,
consists in the abundance of the materials at their

disposal aflbrding precise and detailed information
on all the ditlerent branches of Indian culture.
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The acts which accompany the events of the
domestic life are described especially in the Gfhya-
sfitras, partly in the Law-Books, or, as circum-
stances require, in medical works. These books
possess all the greater interest for the history of

civilization, in that the ceremonies which they
describe go back in large part to a pre-historic
epoch, and are related to customs which are found
in a most primitive stage of human development,
and, on the other hand, have been

partially pre-
served in India down to the present day. Into all

the details of these texts it is impossible to enter.
The facts which seem to be most noteworthy may
here be summarized.
The garbhddhdna, 'the second marriage,' the

ceremony of consummation, which corresponds to

theputriya vidhi of the medical texts (Jolly, op. cit.

inf. p. 50), marks in all cases the initial step.
Although not usually referred to in the Gfhya-
sutras, it is kno%\Ti to the Law-Books, and may be

regarded as a universal practice. The appropriate
time is ?-^m, the days or rather the nights (for the

daytime is excluded) from the beginning of men-
struation until the 16th day, with the exception of
the first four, the 11th and 13th, and certain dates

especially named, e.g. the time of new and iwW
moon. Peculiar importance is attached to the
selection of the naksatras. Yajiiavalkya, for

example (i. 80), directs that Magha and Mula are
to be avoided. Other texts, especially the astro-

nomical, go still further, and distinguish between
constellations, the choice of which will be attended

by complete or partial success, or, on the other

hand, followed by failure. Manu (iii. 46 ff.), and
to the same effect other texts [e.g. Yajiiavalkya,
i. 79), prescribe cohabitation on the even nignts
for the man who desires a son ; daughters are born
as a consequence of cohabitation on the uneven
nights. The same texts, clearly under the in-

fluence of certain ancient teachers of physiology
(JoUy, § 39, p. 51), represent the view that if the
seminal fluid preponderates, a boy will be born ; if

the blood of menstruation is in excess, a female

embryo is formed ;
if there is an equipoise of power,

the issue will be twins or even a '

not-man,'
' im-

potent' (Manu, iii. 49), Brhaspati shows how it is

possible to assist nature, and by the use of oily
roods to increase the male seed. If other days
than those named are chosen, e.g. the period after
the rtu or the actual days of menstruation, a

penalty is incuned.
The woman is impure during the first three days

of the menses ; she must avoid excessive food,
laughter, or the sight of other men. Several texts,
however, allow, on the appearance of the first ftu,
the use of garlands, scents, and betel-nuts. On the
fourth day she takes a bath, puts on clean clothes,
and at his call appears adorned in the presence of
her husband. Cohabitation is effected in an en-
closed spot, and is subject, as regards the choice of

place, to certain limitations. The Visnupurdna,
for example (iii. 11, 17 ff.), excludes sacred places
and cross-roads. According to some autliorities,
a lamp should be kept burning, which is kindled

by the woman at another light with the help of a
small piece of wood, and may be extinguished only
by her. Tlie husband recites the text,

' May
Visnu prepare thy Momb,' lays aside the gold rinj'
that he may be wearing on his forefinger, and
cohabitation is completed while he repeats various
sacred texts on the subject, for the details of

which reference is made by the Saihskdraratna-
mdld to the Fanchaxdynka and other works of the
KdmaSdstra. The medical texts are still more

precise in details than are those that describe the
ritual.

If this ceremony proves unsuccessful, recourse is

had, according to the statement of the Grhyapari-

iwto(acollectionsupplementarytotheG/-Aya«7<ra5),
to an act that serves the purpose of driving off the

obstructing pretas, or spirits. This is the so-called

ndrdyanabali, a kind of offering to the departed
spirits or demons, by which Visnu is to '

purify
'

the preta ; or the preta that is supposed to have
assumed the form of Visnu is propitiated. A
ndgabali, or offering to snakes, is also to be made,
which atones for sins committed against snakes in

the present or former births (a deadly blow, etc.),
and which is merely a second offering to the dead
for those who conceived of the dead as existing
in the form of snakes. The putriyd-isti, which
Dasaratha, for example, causes to be offered (Raghn-
vamAa, x. 4), is different, and is designed to secure
a son. It consists, according to the Taittirlya-
Samhitd, in the presentation of cakes to Agni
Putravat and to Indra Putrin.
The Puranas and other texts prescribe for tJie

time ofpregnancy a large number of directions for

both husband and wife, which are partly of a die-

tetic and partly of a superstitious nature. Thus,
for example, the woman must not bathe in water,
or allow ner hair to be loose, or lie with the head

high or low, or speak without adding an auspicious
word, etc. The Law-Books also, such as Yajfia-

valkya (iii. 79), interpose with various
regula-

tions, making it a duty, for instance, to fulfil the
wishes of the woman during this period, since

otherwise the embryo would be exposed to injurj-.
Of other observances which follow on conception,

the best known is the puvisavana, the generating
of a male, which takes place in the second, third,
or even fourth month—as Paraskara says,

' before

the child stirs
'—and is to assure the birth of a son.

Here also, as elsewhere, the selection of the con-

stellation exercises an influence on the rite. But
a magical character is most clearly stamped on
those usages which give external expression to the

wish, and seek to modify the course of events by
means of spells. The Hiranyakesins recite the

text, 'Thou art a bull,' and place in the hand
of the woman a barley-corn, with two grains of

mustard-seed,—in obvious imitation of the male

generative organ,—add a drop of sour milk, and
cause the whole to be drunk as the '

generating of

a male.' Or a shoot of a Nyagrodha tree, hung
on both sides with fiuit, a blade of Kusa grass, or

a twig of the same plant, are pulverized and placed

by the husband or other near relative in the right
nostril of the woman. Even entirely diflerent

objects may be employed for the same purpose, as

a silk-worm or a chip from that side of the north-

eastern sacrificial post which is turned towards the

tire. The inhaling also of the smoke from the fire

kindled with the fire-sticks {aranis) is enjoined
Sainskdraratnamdld, p. 815).

A further ceremony, which precedes or follows

the pumsavana, is the slmantonnayana, the part-

ing of the hair of the head, which is performed on

the woman when she bears her first child. Various

utensils (in due order or at option) are necessary
for the purpose ; the quill of a porcupine furnished

with three white spots, and a branch of the Udum-
bara tree or Finis indica, bearing an even number
of unripe fruits, are prescribed by all texts. The
former served to trace the parting, the latter was
as a rule tied afterwards to the woman. I'layers
on the lute concluded the ceremony with songs ;

and among these, according to the statement of

some texts (cf. Hillebrandt, Rituallitttratur, pp.

43, 44), was to be found a verse giving the name of

the native stream. The customs were clearly very
diflerent in the diflerent families. Gobhila, for

example, makes no mention of the lute-players,
but represents Braliman women as sitting with the

young wife, and addressing to her auspicious words,

such as ' mother of heroes,'
' mother of living sons.
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He enjoins also the cooking of rice and sesauiuni,

upon which tlie woman has to look. She is asked,
' What do j'ou see ?

' and answers,
' Descendants.

'

Many of these customs have not as yet received

any ethnological illustration, and need to be ex-

plained by comparison with the similar practices of

other peoples.
The actual delivery takes place in a separate

house or room, into which the male members of

the family have no right of entrance. At the
door a lire is lighted to provide for ordinary pur-

Eoses
as well as to keep off evil spirits. Hiranya-

esin (ii. 2, 8) directs that at the time of delivery
a bowl of wat(>r should be placed at the woman's
head and a Tfnyanti plant at her feet ; and

enjoins the performance of various ceremonies with
the recitation of texts, one of which is actually
found in the lligveda (v. 78, 79), to relieve and

expedite the birth. Whether the several acts are
due to a superstitious or to a medical motive is often
diHicult to determine, owing to the close relation

between medicine and magic. Ditierent plants are

employed as embrocations or internal remedies ;

others are merelj' hung up, or given to the woman
for good luck ;

and fruits with a name of masculine

gender are put into her hand. One text (cf. Saihs-

Kdrarafyiamdld, p. 827) prescribes a definite amount
of sesamum oil to be stirred from left to right
with blades of Durva grass, a part given to the
woman to drink, the rest poured on tne yoiii, and
the blades placed in her hair. The YantraprnkdSa
ordains for the time of delivery a diagram of nine

compartments, in which are entered from the

N.E., N., N.W., etc., in succession the numbers
8, 3, 4, etc.

If Vnefcetus is obstructed, a medical prescription
(cf. Jolly, I.e.) laj's it down that the vagina is to be

fumigated by means of the skin of a black snake
or with certain plants, or a particular plant given
into the woman's hand. Various embrocations
facilitate the coming away of the after-birth, and
the same purpose is served also by a decoction in

which has been steeped, as the most curious medi-

cine, the right ear torn from a living male ass.

Continual fumigations with otterin^s of sesamum
and rice serve to drive away the evil spirits which
at that time imperil the life of the woman and her
newborn child. Whenever the attendants enter

they must throw fresh fuel on the fire. The climax
of aanger is reached on the sixth dny, which up to

the present time in India is dedicated to the
Goddess of the Sixth. This day is especially
perilous, because on it, or shortly after, the child is

exposed to tetanus through unskilful severing of

the navel-cord (Jolly). The Balatantra (quoted
in the Samskuraratnamdld, p. 846) knows of

more detailed regulations, intended to ward ofl" or

conciliate this Snstl and other hostile goddesses.
It is prescribed that men with swords in their

hands shall keep watch, women sing, lam lis be

kept burning, weapons and clubs laid in the iiouse

of the woman, while the father repeats om and
the vydhrtis, etc.

For the nervborn child ceremonies of 'anima-

tion,' 'endowment with understanding,' 'tendering
of the breast,' and '

naming
'

are observed. At the
first the father must thrice exhale and inhale over
the child, or whisper into his navel or right ear
some texts relating to a long life. Brahmans are
stationed towards the five directions of the heavens,
and have to say in order prdna, vydna, etc.

Before this act the boy is fed with a food com-
pounded of butter, honey, and certain other
materials. This last as well as the former 'ani-

mation '

are ceremonies which go back to a remote
time, and, as Weber (Indische Strei/en, 1868, iii. 170)
and Speijer [Jdtakarma, p. 103) have shown, are
found also among other peoples. Hiranyakesin's

instru(;tions are to take gold, an axe and a stone,
to hold the boy over them, and give expression to

good wishes for his life. Further ceremonies are

recognized by the medical texts (Jolly,
'

Medicin,'
GIAP, § 43, p. 58).
The endowment with under.^tnnding consis^^s in

thrice whispering into the ear of the child the

words, 'May the god Savitr grant wisdom,' or an-
other text, or tiio word v/lrh ; or in placing butter
in his mouth with a golden vessel, while reciting
the text, 'May Mitra-Varuna grant thee under-

standing.'
The third ceremony is the first formal tender-

ing of tlie breast, when the father lays the boy
on the breast of the mother. The fourth is the

important nunvdcarana. On the giving of the
name many peoples have laid great stress (Brinton,

Religions of Primitive Peoples, 1897, p. 93 IF.
; cf.

also Kroll, ARW, viii.
Suj>pl. p. 4911".); and this

is no less true of the Indians, who give explicit
directions in the ritual and astronomical texts.

The ceremony takes place usually on the tenth

day. The phonetic value of the chief name is of

great importance, and all minutise demand atten-
tion. The second name is an astronomical name,
which may be formed by derivation by means of a

suffix, or by simple masculine inflexion of the name
of the constellation (Phalguna, from Phalguni ;

Hillebrandt, liituallitteratur, § 15). See Names.
Immediately after the giving of the name, the

woman rises up, and this may therefore be re-

garded as the closing ceremony of the birth-

rites.
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A. IIlLLEBRAXDT.
BIRTH (Hindu, popular).

— A Hindu woman,
when the time of her delivery is at hand, lies in a
room on the ground floor, on a cot which must be

strung with hempen cord, and not with the cotton

tape which is used for ordinary beds. In the room
is placed some iron article (iron being a powerful
averter of evil), and the woman lies with her head
to the north or east, as do all Hindus, for the other
cardinal points are dangerous. Should the delivery
be delayed, it is believed that, in spite of the pre-
cautions taken, the powers of evil are in the ascend-

ant, and, with a view to bringing their working to

nought, the lying-in woman is advised : (a) to sell

that part of the floor on which her cot stands, so

that the evil spirits may be led to believe that they
have to do witii the purchaser (the midwife), who
on account of her very low caste is immune from
evil ; (b) to call upon the name of the household

god, or the family guru (spiritual guide), or of some
siitl (woman who has immolated herself on the pyre
of her husband) who is famous on account of her

act of wifely devotion ; (c) to drink the water with
which a charm, written by a Brahman, has been

washed oft", or that in which the feet of her hus-

band, her mother-in-law, or a young virgin have
been washed ; (rf) in regions in which rice forma

the staple diet of the people, to step seven times

over the rice-pounder, tnis oeing supposed to hasten
labour.
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In manjr cases there is bound on the belly of

the lying-in woman a charm, written by a ' skilful

man.' This may be a double equilateral triangle,
or a collection of magic words such as this :

brdm hrdm
hr6m
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place on the birtli-stool, on which the niiclwives

had to look, in order to ascertain whether the

newborn babe was a male or a female. Moreover,
we learn that the ' Hebrew women are not as the

Egyptian women ; for they are lively, and are de-

livered ere the midwife come unto them '

(Ex l'*-^'').

Cases of difficult and dangerous births are, however,
also recorded in the Bible, in some of which the
issue was fatal to the mother. Sucli was tlie

case with Rachel (Gn 35"), and with the wife of

Phinehas, who died in giving birth to a son ; for

she hear(^, whilst in the throes of delivery, of tlie

untimely death of her husband (1 S 4^^'^-). While
still in the womb, children, according to Biblical

tradition, were believed to be fully conscious :

Jacob and Esau 'struggled together within her'

(Gn 25^'-) ; and, when Tamar was delivered of

twins, the children came out, not like Jacob
holding the heel of Esau in his hand, but one

put out his hand first, and then drew it back, and
then the brother came forth first (Gn SS^**'-). Other
cases of irregular birtli and their treatment will be
dealt with later on. For it is necessary to follow

up the references, as mucii as possible, in some his-

torical order, treating the Biblical period practically
as one for our purpose.

(2) FruUfulness a blessing.
—To have a large

family was (and is still) considered a great blessing.
The very first blessing mentioned in connexion with
the creation of man is : 'Be fruitful, and multiply,
and replenish tlie earth' (Gn 1"*^); and the refer-

ences throughout tlie Bible to this blessing of a

large family and to the reverse— the misfortune
of childlessness—are numerous. That woman is

praised in the gates who has a large family,
especially of sons (Pr 3P^), and the barren sits as

a mourner in the midnit of the festive gathering
(1 S V). Rebecca, Rachel, and Leah, Hannah
and Peninnah, and others are cases in point. Bar-
renness and widowhood stand on the same plane ;

both are objects of pity and commiseration. No
wonder, therefore, that from the very beginning
means were sought to remove this reproach and to

get children. The diidd'tm of Gn SO^'"'^* have been
identified with niandragora, a fruit credited with

specific qualities for fruitfulness. But in the Bible
the belief is more prominent that, by means of

prayer and intercession, barren women could obtain
children. Isaac entreated the Lord on behalf of

Rebecca, because she was barren (Gn 25-'). When
Rachel was angry witli Jacob, he replied :

' Am I in

God's stead, wiio hath withheld from thee the fruit

of the womb? '

(Gn 30^) ; and later on (30") :

' And
God remembered Rachel, and God hearkened unto

her, and opened her womb.' Similarly in the ca.se

of Hannah (1 S 1). The same agency could work
also in the opposite direction, and close the womb
of the once fruitful, and render them barren.

So, when Abraham prayed to God,
' God healed

Abimelech, and his wife, and his maidservants ; and

they bare children. For the Lord iiad fast closed

up all the wombs of the house of Abimelech '

(Gn
20"'-).
No other means are mentioned in the Bible for

assisting women in obtaining children. Nor do we
find remedies or precautions mentioned, or aught
else, preceding the birth. The children were, no
doulat, born on the floor of the house. The child

lay first on the ground. Then it was washed in

water, rubbed witii salt, swathed in swaddling
clothes, and given to the mother to be suckled
(Ezk 16^). Occasionally a wet nurse is mentioned
in the Bible, like Deborah the nurse of Rebecca
(Gn 35^), or the mother of Moses, who was taken by
the daughter of Pharaoh to suckle the child found
in the river (Ex 2''-»),

(3) Uncleanness of the mother.—The birth of a
child made the mother unclean, in the first place,

for seven days; and then, if it was a son, thirty-
tiiree days ; and if a daughter, sixty-six days. At
the end of that period lustration or purification took

place, and the woman brought an ofi'ering to tiie

Temple (Lv 12='^-).

(4) Primogeniture.—Although the mother is un-
clean after giving birth, none of that uncleanness
attaches to tlie newborn child. On tlie contrary,
the firstborn, tliat whicii '

openetli the womb,' is

consecrated to God, be it human, be it animal.
The firstborn enjoj'ed special privileges, and al-

ready, in the patriarchal time, had the right of

leader. He probably had also preference m in-

heritance above the other members of the family
(cf. Jacob and Esau). In the last dispositions of
Jacob (Gn 49), Reuben is deprived of his privi-

leges of primogeniture; and, although not expressly
stated, the double portion, wiiich, according to the
Mosaic legislation, was given to the firsthorn, is

there given to Joseph. This is made evident in

1 Ch 5X The firstborn at a certain time was in-

vested with sacramental rights; later on, his place
was taken by the Levites. The male firstborn was
originally the family priest. The dedication, as in

the case of Samuel, was evidently to the service in

the Temple. Traces of sacrifice of the firstborn

male, practised by the nations living in Palestine,
are found in the Bible, but were condemned by the
Law. Since the Levites took the place of the first-

horn, these were 'redeemed' at the completion of

thirty days after birth (see art. Redemption).
The succession to the tiirone and to the office of

high priest went to the firstborn, with the excep-
tion of Solomon, who took the place of Adonijah
(1 K !'''•)) find of Eleazar through the death of his
elder brothers (Lv lO""'-). The priestly character
of the firstborn has to a certain extent been re-

tained in the service of the Synagogue, where, in

the absence of Levites, a firstborn present washes
the hands of the Kohanim (descendants of Aaron)
before they ascend the rostrum in front of the Ark
to bless the congregation.

(5) Naming the child.—After an indefinite
period,

ranging from one to three j'ears, the child was
weaned, and the occasion was celebrated by some
public festivities (Gn 21", Ex 2^'*). From the time
of Abraham onwards the male child was circum-
cised on the eighth day, but it is not clear from
the Biblical account whether the name was given
on that occasion. In many instances the name
was settled before the birth of the child, and had
a symbolical meaning ; and on other occasions it

had a commemorative character, being connected
with events at the birth. Examples of the former
are Isaac (Gn 21^), Immanuel (is V*), or Jezreel

(Hos 1*); of the latter, the twelve sonsofJacob—nay,
his own name and that of Esau, etc. Nowhere is a
definite date mentioned for the giving of the name.
Nordowe find, except in rare cases, achangeofname;
e.g. when a king ascends the throne, his name is

sometimes slightly or altogether changed. In the
case of girls, names of animals are often taken as

prototypes : thus Rachel, Tamar, Zipporah ('lamb,'
'

palm tree,'
' bird '), in addition to other symbolical

names. In later times, but still within the period
covered by the Bible, the grandson often gets the
name of the grandfather, such as (2S 8") Abimelech,
son of Abiathar, son of Ahimclech.
A few more details concerning birth and early

infancy could be gleaned from the Bible, but they
would not carry our knowledge much further. The
above brief sketch was absolutely necessary for the

understanding of the development which took place
in the course of subsequent centuries. The Biblical

data form the starting-points or the justification
for legends, beliefs, and practices which cluster

round the birth of children. Each of their stages
is governed entirely by the details found in the
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Bible. Some have been greatly expanded ; others
have been interpreted in a peculiar manner ; and
for a number of practices borrowed, no doubt,
from other nations, or survivals of popular habits
and moods, a support has been sought in tlie

verses, and precedents found in, or read into, the
Bible. The people did not study the Scriptures
with any critical intent, and what is found written
down therein was the hallowed example. The way
in which we may feel inclined to interpret those
facts did not obtain with the people. It is now
for us to follow that tradition in the spirit in which
it was understood and accepted by the people, and
upon the lines along which it developed.

2. Post-Biblical. —The second period, stretching
from the 1st cent, doyra to modern times, embraces
a variety of practices, of which few may claim
universal acceptance. Some may have belonged
to one country only or to one period ; others were
perhaps more widely spread. A good many of
these practices are now known only from books,
and are little followed in modern life. Others
have not yet been sufficiently sifted and verified
as to the e.\tent to which they are followed. They
cover a large area—Western Asia, North Africa,
and the whole of Europe. In some instances it

can be proved that a more modern author has

simply copied older texts, and embodied these in

his collection. An endeavour will here be made
to present the data in some chronological order,

taking first the references found in the Slishna and
the Talmud and other older Rabbinical writings
from the 1st to the 5th cent., and then proceeding
to works from the 6th to the 18th, finishing with
a few quite modern practices, following, as far as

possible, the order of the Biblical data.

(1) Beliefs connected loith the pre-natal period of
the child's existence.—The mystery of birth is now
no longer veiled. In Talmudical times the notion

emerges that a special angel,
'

Lailah,' presides at
the very beginning of conception, and through his

intermediation the embryo is brought before the
Divine throne, where his future is decided upon,
his station in life is determined, and also whom he
is going to marry. At the bidding of God, a spirit
enters the sperm, and then it is returned to the
womb of the mother. There the child lies folded

up with its head between its knees. Two angels
watch over it. A light burns over its head, by
which it sees from one end of the world to the
other. In the morning an angel carries it into

Paradise, and shows it all the righteous who had
lived a good life in this world ; and in the evening
he takes it to hell, and shows it the torments
of the wicked. Finally, he orders the child to
come forth, and he strikes it, thereby extinguish-
ing the light, and causing it to forget whatever it

had seen whilst in the womb of the mother (cf.

Chronicle of JeraJpneel, ed. Gaster, ch. ix. pp. 19 ff.

and Ixiii If. ). A later legend adds that the inden-
ture on the upper lip under the nose is the place
struck by the angel ; hence that indenture. \\ hat-
ever the child hereafter learns is merely a remem-
brance of the knowledge acquired during its life

as an embryo. Another equally ancient treatise
contains an anatomical description of the gradual
formation of tlie body of the child and the changes
during gestation. But, in spite of the direct
Divine influence assumed here on the shape of the

chUd, other traditions say that external influences,

esijecially at the monthly lustration, had a decided
eflect upon the shape and the mentality of the

ofi'spring. An ancient legend, preserved in many
versions, tells how the superhuman beauty of the

high priest Ishmael was due to the fact that his

mother had returned to the bath, time after time,
after meeting first a pig, then a dog, and then an
ass. Each time after such an animal which would

have had an evil influence had met her, she re-

turned, until at last Metatron, the Angel of the
Face, came and met lier on tlie way home, and she
then conceived and bare a son as beautiful as the
countenance of that angel. The meeting with a
do" has the eflect of making the child's face like
a dog's ; that with an ass would make the child

stupid ; and that with a pig would cause the child to
have unclean habits. For that reason, R. Johanan
placed himself at the gate of the batli -house, so that
the women returning home should look at him, who
was renowned for his beauty. As a proof of such
influence is adduced the experiment of Jacob with
the sheep (Gn 3CP). The black wife of an Ethiopian
king was delivered of a white child ; the father

suspected the mother, but, having been asked by
R. 'Akiba whether there were while images in his

bed-chamber, he answered in tiie affirmative. This,
then, said R. 'Akiba, was the reason why she had
given birth to a white child. The same motive

appears in the Ethiopica of Heliodorus. Other
ailments in children are also due to the careless-
ness or callousness of the parents during the period
of impurity. Leprosy is one of the results, and
dumbness and deafness, as well as other infirmities.
A woman may not cut her naQs during the period
of her impurity and drop them on the ground, lest

a man tread on them and be stricken with boils.

The children may also be so affected during gesta-
tion as to be changed into animals or birds, or even
locusts ; whereupon the woman miscarries, and her
ritual status is determined by the degree of human
form which the thing born has (Mishn. Niddah,
iii. 2 ; cf. Ch. M. Horowitz, Uralte Toseftas . . .

aus dem 2-5 Jahrhundert, Krakau, 1890, passim).
(2) Fruitfulness.

—Means are mentioned to pre-
vent barrenness. The women, we are told, mocked
the wife of Manoah ( Jg 13), and said to her :

'
If

you wish to get children, take tne skin of a fox,
burn it in fire, take the ashes and mix them with

water, and drink of that water three days, three
times each day, and you will get a child' (Horowitz,

op. cit., p. 19).
' If a man is bewitched, and cannot

bathe (ritual or lustration bath ?), a recipe is given,

consisting of garlic and onions and the root of kala
and the tail of remusa fried on the fire ; leek is

boiled, and the other ingredients are mixed with
the leek-water ; the patient drinks of this mixture
for three days, and is cured

'

[ib. p. 22 f.). A preg-
nant woman, in order to avoid miscarriage, must
not take hot baths. She must not eat green vege-
tables, as they affect the heart of the baby ; nor

may she eat salt food or fat substances, or the child

will be dull ; but she must eat small fish and
mustard (ib. p. 28).

(3) Assistants at childbirth, etc.—In addition to

midwives, medical practitioners are now mentioned
as assisting in the delivery of women. We hear

also of operations which took place when the child

was in a dangerous position or was dead : incision

for the extraction of the child, or dismemberment of

the foetus. The physician was exempt from many
legal obligations when attending wiMiien in child-

birth. He could break the Sabbath, and all other

ordinances were considered abolislied in the case

of a woman in labour. The primary function of

the physician was to place
the woman on the birth-

stool, and to make all the preparations necessary
for a safe delivery. In case of twins, his word
decided which was first born. Very little is men-
tioned in the ^\ ritings of the period of means for

easing difficulties of labour ; but, being of a more

popular nature, they have, no doubt, been preserved
in later writings in which tli •

pojmlar clement pre-
dominates. The newborn babe was treated as in

olden times ; but we learn now, from tlie 1st cent,

onwards, of the existence of cradles. The napie
of the cradle is suggestive, for it is identical with
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'

trough
'

; and it is customary to this very day in

the East to use troughs for cradles. It is men-
tioned only in writings of Palestinian origin

(Mishna and Tosefta), and in one instance a glass
cradle is mentioned (Tos. Kelim ; Baba bathra, vii.

12, ed. Ziickermandel, p. 598).

(4) Davger from demons, etc.—Dangers not
mentioned in the Bible now surround the baby
and the mother immediately after the birth of the
child. The notion of demons possessing the mother
and then affecting the health of the child appears
for the first time in the literature of that jjcriod,
and the terror of these demons and the desire

to drive them away or to counteract their evil

influence grows steadily. In Tobit the demon
Asmodams possesses the damsel and prevents her
from becoming, the wife of any mortal. Every
bridegroom wedded to her is killed on the night of

the marriage, and only Tobit succeeds in driving
tlie demon away by fumigating the bride with the
liver of a fish. By this fumigation the charm is

broken. This is then an example to be followed
in later times on every occasion of difficult labour,
as well as on breaking charms, or on driving away
those evil spirits which haunt tiie chamber and
bring ills on the mother and the child.

Prayers, which now assume a mj'stical character
and become in time talismans and amulets, are
also efficacious in laying the power of the evil

spirit, and, according to a Talmudical legend, the
Sanhedrin succeeded in capturing the demon of lust

or amorous passion, the '

evil inclination
'

as it is

termed. The consequence was that three days
afterwards not an egg could be found in the whole
of Palestine to feed a woman in childbed. AVhere-

upon they merely blinded the demon in one eye
and released him [Sank. f. 64a). They resorted

also to prayer, Ave are told, to avert the terrible

ill of croup or other like disease of the throat.

The cause of many of these diseases was ascribed
to the influence of evil spirits. Lilith is the head
of the female demons, and is mentioned as the
chief cause of all the ills that befall children.

Originall}'^ identified with the Incubus and with a
demoniac first wife of Adam, she became in the
course of time the demon who bewitched, stole,

changed, and killed the children as well as the
mother in childbirth. Another demon mentioned
is Agrath, the daughter of Mahlath. (In both cases
the etymologies are transparent. Lilith is the
'

night demon ' and Agrath the ' roof demon,'
daughter of 'illness.') A child that is born in the
likeness of Lilith is described as being like a
human being, but with wings on its back (Niddah,
246). No mention is nicade of the means of protect-
ing mother and child, although no doubt they must
have resorted to some magical amulets and also to

other conjurations and mj'stical operations. An-
other demon Shimdon (orAshmadon,' Destruction')
is mentioned, who, according to a legend, was met
by a child of the giants that lived before the

Flood, whom the mother had sent to bring her a
knife for cutting the navel. The demon then said

to the newborn giant baby :

* Go and tell your
mother that the cock has crowed, otherwise I

would have struck and killed thee
'

; to which the

baby replied :

' Go and tell your mother that my
navel has not yet been cut, otherwise I would have
struck and killed thee' (Genes. Eabb. ch. 36, § 1).

Various demons lay in wait for the newborn child.

There was none, however, so dangerous as the
above-mentioned Lilith. This demon plays an
important r61e in the subsequent development of

superstitious practices. If one might infer from
the practice mentioned in the Mishna (Hidlin, iv.

7), the secundines, or after-birth, must have been
used for some superstitious purpose, very likely to

prevent miscarriage. It is for"bidden to bury at

cross-roads or to hung up on a tree the after-birth
of the miscarried first-born of an animal, for that
would be of the '

ways of the Amorites' (i.e. super-
stitious practices of tiie hcatiien). We sliall see
later on the use made of it. It was also preserved
as a remedy for some unnamed illness of children
{Shab. f. 12y6).
With the material at our disposal it is difficult to trace the

influence of these evil deinoiLS (Lilith, Agrath, Shiddiii, etc.)
further back than the 1st cent., althouijn soiuc of them are
found in the Apocryphal literature of the precedinsf centuries,
and the legends are so widely spread among Jews and non-Jews
that the roots may lie much further back than the known
literary monuments. Lilith is, as stated before, also the demon
Incubus, and men are warned not to sleep in ruins lest they fall

a prey to lascivious demons and enj^ender children, for female
demons are anxious to join human beinffs and to obtain children
from them. Lilith was oriifinally the first wife of Adam, or,

according to a different tradition in the Zohar, the woman that
came up from the deep of the water (Tiumat?) and together
with her innumerable company hovered round the body of the
newly-created Adam, until the real wife (Havvah) was created,
when she was driven away by an

anj^'el
and sent back to the

surging sea. According to a third version, she was the real wife
of Adam for a hundred jeare during the time when he was
living in disgrace, and then brought forth demons and evil

spirits. Heing afterwards driven away, she retained a hatred
for man, and Ues constantly in wait for man, either to join him
in wedlock or to destroy his offspring. In order to frustrate
her evil designs, a man must utter tlie following conjuration
before he joins his wife :

*

Thy garment has become rent, it is

loosened, it is loosened. Thou mayest neither come in nor go
out, nothing for thee and no share for thee. Return, return,
the sea is stormy, its waves are calling for thee. I lay hold of
the share of God, I wrap (cover) myself with the holy king.'
And the man has to cover his face and that of his wife whilst

speaking thus ; and after Unisbing the conjuration he has
to pour clear water round the bed and he will be safe from
attacks from Lilith (Zohar, Leviticus, fol. 19a). Another
conjuration which has become the basis and protot3'pe of all

other conjurations of Lilith and evil child-stealing demons and
witches is that found in the story of ben bira, in which we have
also a version of the virgin birth, for the mother of ben Sira is

reported to be the virgin daughter of the prophet Jeremiah.
In this story the son of the king was dying without any apparent
reason

,
and he then wrote out an amulet with the names of certain

angela upon it, which he explained as follows : Together with
Adam, a wife was created from the earth. Considering herself
his equal, she refused to obey Adam, and in a moment of rage
uttered the ineffable name of God and flew away to the borders
of the ocean. At the request of Adam the Lord sent three

angels after her to bring her back, and, if she refused to obey,
to threaten her with the death of a hundred of her children
each day. The angels went after her, and found her at the
waters through which the IsraeUtes were to pass when going
out of Egypt. They threatened to drown her in the waters of

the sea. She implored them to spare her, and in return, as she
had the power to hurt male children up to the eighth day of

their birth, and female up to the twentieth, she swore unto
them that she would not go near the house or hurt the child
or the mother where she sliould see the names of these angels
written up. They released her after she had taken that oath ;

and it was for this reason that ben Sira wrote the names
Sinoi, Sinsinoi, Semangelaf, on an amulet and hung it up in the
room where the child was, thus driving Lilith away and pre-

venting her from further molesting it {Alpfiab. Ps-Sirce, etc.,

Steinschneider, f. 23»-b ; M. Gaster,
' The Child-stealing Witch,'

Folklore, xi., 1900, pp. 129-102).

(5) Amulets, charms, etc.—The anmlet is nodoubt
a later stage. It is preceded, as a rule, by the very
act of conjuration in which the conjurer utters those

words, and through a process common to all magical
operations identifies himself with those angels, and
drives away the evil spirit by the account of another

operation in which the demon had been vanquished
by those powers. From the spoken recital we de-

scend to tne written amulet, in which the writing
is considered sufficient to terrify away the demon.
All the other amulets, like those used in the cases

of bewitching or for protection, have gone through
the same process, whether they be connected with

sterility or birth, or with the protection of mother
and child from evil eye and evil spirits, whether it be

to facilitate the labour or to increase the difficulty,
to prevent man from joining his -wiie or to untie

the magical knots. For we are proceeding now to

the third period, or the second section of the

second period, from the 6th to the 18th century.

Sympathetic remedies, together with medical and

magical recipes, appear now in the writings of the

6th century and onwards. Ancient Greek medical
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practices and recipes, popular superstitions and
customs, were then gathered up and introduced into
the medical science of the Arabs, together with all

the popular beliefs and practices of the East, and
to a certain extent also those of some of the nations
of the West, with whom they came into contact.
Translated into Greek (Byzantine) and into Latin,
these magical, sympathetical, and medical compil-
ations spread among the nations of Europe. Books
of recipes and amulets, latrosophiai, as well as man-
uals of leechcraft, abound also in mediaeval Jewish
literature. Most of them are still preserved in

manuscripts. What has been printed from the
second half of the 17th cent, onwards is mere
reprint, and often very faulty, from older MSS.
By the aid of manuscripts (mostly in the present
Avriter's possession) we can go back at least to the
12th or 13th cent., but no doubt they contain
materials which are far older and may be of extreme
antiquity. We are not concerned here with purely
medical prescriptions, though it is often difficult to
draw the line between the dispensary proper and
magical or sympathetical recipes. Nor can we pay
any attention here to the astrological horoscopes
and nativities, or to prognostications from the
influence of the astral bodies, as to the importance
ascribed to days and months. Though intimately
connected with births, these prognostications and
nativities have remained the domain of the astro-

loger, and have seldom if ever formed part of

popular practices. A selection of the latter culled
from writings ranging from the 6th to the 18th
cent, may now follow. Only such have been selected
as have enjoyed gieat popularity and have been
found repeated in MSS of diverse origin. Some
hail from Spain, others from Italy and Turkey ;

some from Damascus and Yemen, and not a few
from Germany. In all twenty-five MS compila-
tions have been used.
The bewitching of bride and bridegroom may

start from the day of marriage.
* Tie three knots

during the ceremony, and the bride will be for-

bidden to her husband so long as those knots
remain untied '

; or,
' Make a thread of wool on a

live sheep and say, while twisting the cord :

"Shurah, Shura, Shabrur ; I tie N. against the woman N. with
the knot with which God t>ed night and day, and I tie him in

every language and with every word by which a tie can be made
under heaven and earth which cannot be loosened. And so

long as I do not untie it, N. shall not be able to approach the
woman N. I seal these knots with the seal of King Solomon,
with which he sealed the demons in the copper vessel and cast
them into the sea. And similarly shall no man be able to untie
these knots but me."

If he afterwards wishes to break the charm, he
must kill a hen, drop the blood upon the knots,
and untie them, and the charm will be broken.'

Or,
' Three knots made by the woman in her girdle,

when with her husband and he not knowing, it will
aflect him so long as the knots remain tied,' etc.

More numerous are the recipes for breaking this

tying.
' On both sides of a new-laid egg the verse

from 2 S 22^' " Thou enlargest my footsteps," etc. ,
is

RTitten. Cut it in two with a knife or a dagger with
which a man has been killed, give each one a half
to eat, draw the picture of a small tree on uterine

vellum, tie it on his left arm, put some quicksilver
into a nutshell and tie it on his right arm, then
tear a hole in the woman's shirt, etc., and the
charm will be broken.' Or,

' Take flour from a
"living" mill, mix it with the mud of the river

(or rain-water), make a cake of it, (write on it

v.* of Ps 2,) bake it on a new fire, and eat it.' Or,
' Pass a stick through a hole made in the door, burn
it on coals and fumigate self and wife.' Or,

' Let
the tied man go to the field, loosen an ass tied by
its foot, take the rope with the knot and burn it,

and drink of tiie ashes mixed with water or wine.'

Or,
' Tie the right-foot sandal of the bridegroom to

the left-foot sandal of the bride, fumigate with sul-

phur, pour water into them, shake the water from
one to the otiier, and let both drink of it, and the
charm will be broken.' The symbolical mean-
ing of all these recipes requires no explanation.
On the other hand, some practices like throwing
the shoe after bride and bridegroom may find here
an unexpected explanation.
The wearing of a dead man's tooth, or the fumi-

gation three times with the tooth or bone of a
dead man, seems to have been a universally ac-

knowledged remedy against the 'tie.' llubbing
with raven's brains or with ox-gall is also re

commended, the latter mixed with sesame oil. Ah
these recipes and more are found in MSS of the
14th cent.

, and in some cases are ascribed to authors
of the 11th or 12th, e.g. Aben Ezra, and even to
Asaf of the ninth !

The remedies for removing barrenness and for

furthering conception may be divided into two
groups : one, the use of amulets and charms ; the
other, sympathetic magic and medicine. The
mediaeval and ancient pharmacopceia shrinks from

nothing, and in superstitious practices there is no
room for sesthetical considerations. The women
were so anxious to get children that they would
use anything that they thouglit would further

generation. Objectionable and nauseating decoc-
tions and sublimations abound in all these collec-

tions, and fumigation, mentioned in the Book of
Tobit and practised no doubt long before his time,
is resorted to on a large scale. Animal dung and
droppings are often recommended by Galen and
other ancient writers, and adopted by practitioners
down to the time of Quincy's dispensatory. They
are found in Arabic and JeNvish '

dispensaries' also.

But less objectionable ingredients are found which
would further conception or remove sterility :

' Take the bone found in a stag's heart, put it into a leather

bag sewn up with red silk, fasten on it red silk strings, and tie

it round the neck of the woman on a Monday or Thursday
before sunrise, and arrange it so that the bag may hang from
the strings down to the navel, and take care that the knot is on
the back of her neck. A man must hang that amulet on the

woman, and she will bear children.' Or,
' Take a big spider, put

it into a small wooden case of equal size, stop the opening with
the bark of the same tree or with the shell of a nut, and carry
it round the neck.' Or,

' Take the first milk of a goat before
the kid had touched the udder, make a small cheese of it, put
it into a new Unen cloth, and tie it upon the left arm ; it must
never be taken off, and the woman will then bear children.' Or,
'The dried stomach of a hare, bear-gall, ammoriica and myrrh,
pounded and mixed with butter, taken for two daj-s in broth,
will help in getting children.' Or,

'

Dip a paper in menses'

blood, tie it round a fruit-bearing tree, and say :

"
I give thee

my illness and my infirmity, give thou me thy power of bearing
fruit."

'

Or,
' Make a decoction of bear's or wolf's meat as much

as a bean. If the animal is male the child will be male, and il

it is female the woman will give birth to a daughter.'

A favourite remedy next to the hare's stomach
was the plant

'

ox-tongue,' later on confused with
the real tongue of an ox, and a decoction of either

is recommended. Or,
' Ashes of burnt fox-skin,

drunk twice a day in water for nine consecutive

days, promote generation.' Or, 'A fisii found
within a fish, dried and pounded, has the same
effect if taken for three nigiits in wine.' 'Two
wings of a raven worn by a woman when with her
husband will cause her to conceive.' '

If a woman
is anxious to get sons, she must ask a shepherd to

get the after-birth of a cow, dry it, and pound it,

and drink the powder in wine. Another remedy
is

' to obtain the navel of another woman's chilci,

to bum it, and drink the ashes in wine.' To as-

certain whether a woman will always be barren,

put an unopened gall in a soft linen rag for three

days over her womb, and if afterwards a worm is

found in the gall, it is a sign that she is by nature
sterile ; if the worm be ret!, then there is no help
for her sterility.

If a woman wishes to procure barrenness or to

stop bearing children, then '

let the scissors with

which the navel of her child haa been cut be stuck
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in the ground. So long as the scissors remain in

the ground, slie will have no children.'

Or,
'
If the plate out of which a woman has taken her first

meal after delivery is placed face downward under her bed,
it will prevent her from conceiving until it be turned face

upward.' Or,
' Pick up a grain that has dropped from the

mouth of an ant, and tie it on the left thigh, and it will prevent
child-bearing.' Or, 'The first tooth dropped by a child picked
up before it touches the ground, and fastened round the neck,
set in silver or gold, will have the same effect.' 'The wearing
of a cat's paw cut off from the live animal stojis fertility.'

Carrying of a hare's heart (or hare's droppings) will have the
same result. Or,

' Sew into the hem of her shirt, in the front,
the ashes of a wolf's heart.' Or,

'

Extinguish three live coals
in her menstruation blood, and bury them. If this charm is to
be broken, the coals must be taken out and thrown into a

burning fire.'

Great care is then taken to prevent tlie mother
from misliap caused by various agencies. Of the
diverse methods employed, a few may now be
mentioned.

' Mare's milk, boiled with virgin wax and then kneaded and
put in a bag of buckskin, or of pure linen, and placed on the

navel, will prevent miscarriage.' Or,
'

Wearing of an eagle-
stone' (aelites) (Shab. t. 6Cft). Or, 'Drink three days in the

morning and in the evening milk of a j>regnant ass." Or,
' Wear

a ring made of the stag's bone." Or, 'The heart of a hare taken
out alive.' Or, 'White and red corals pounded and dnink in

wine or taken with egg for three consecutive days.' Or, 'A
ruby hung round the neck.' Or, 'A dead scorpion tied up in

crocus-green cloth, and fastened on to the skirt.' Or,
' A ring

with the image of a scorpion engraved on it, worn by the

woman, will prevent miscarriage." Or,
' A girdle made of

snake's skin or of that of a she-ass, worn round the waist.' Or,
' An eggshell of a hatched chicken, burnt and powdered and
drunk, prevents miscarriage.' Invaluable in preventing mis-

carriage is declared to be the stone 'enkuntra,' which is found
in the field, looks like glass, has a hole in the middle, and is of

the size of an egg. If worn, it is infallible in its effect.

All these are mere prophylactic measures. The
real crisis begins witli the travail of delivery.
Here also the danger of the evil spirits is greater,
and amulets and incantations are far more numer-
ous than in the previous stages of conception and
gestation. Some of the incantations may now be
mentioned :

' When a woman is in difficult labour, whisper in her ear :

"The angel Michael walking on Mount Sinai heard loud
screaming and weeping. He said : O Lord, what is the reason
for thai screaming and weeping which I hear? And the Lord
replied : \ doe in the pangs of labour is weeping and screaming ;

go and tell her. Come forth, come forth, come forth, the earth
is seeking thee."' Or, 'Write certain letters on a potsherd,
put it on the woman, and say :

" In the name of Anoel, who
iiears women in labour, hearken also to this woman, and let

the child come forth in peace and in life. Amen."' Or,
' Write

on the four corners of a piece of linen (or, take a basin of still

wat«r and say over it) m the presence of the woman :

" The
gate of heaven was opened, and down came three (seven)
angels with three (two) rods in their hands—one was white, the
other was red, and the third black. The white one struck the

heavens, and the rain came down ; the red one struck the sea,
and it part«d ; the third, the black one. struck the woman and
brought forth safely child and after-birth." And (give the
woman to drink of the water),' or, 'Wash the cloth in sweet
water, give her the water to drink, and put the cloth on her
head until she is safely delivered.'

Of general use has been another set of amulets
and incantations with the verse Ex 11* written on

f)ure
parchment, beginning and endiug with, 'Go

orth' and '

I will go forth,' etc. Or, an amulet is

prepared with letters in nine squares, which, in

whichever way read, have the numerical value of

15, probably = one of the names of God, 'Jah.'
Also the words '

Kur, kur, kur '

are either written
or repeated to the woman in labour ; or, permuta-
tions of the Aramaic word puk, which also means
'go forth.' Permutations of the TetragTammaton
are also found in some amulets, and even tiie

names 'Immanuel,' 'Soter,' and '

Salvator,' often
mutilated beyond recognition, are used as sacred

names, written on pure parchment, and placed
beside the woman m lalnjur ; or, variations of
' Sator arepo,' etc. As a supreme remedy in very
difficult cases, the scroll of the Law or an ancient

copy of the Pentateuch is brought from the

S}-nagogue, and taken into the room where the
woman is in pains of delivery. In addition to
amulets and conjurations, other means were em-
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ployed for easing the labour and ejecting the child
or the after-birtii.

'The woman must drink water gathered at cross-roads.' Or,
'Another woman's milk la)>ped from the palm of her hand ; in
some cases, oil.' Or,

' a decoction made of the scrapings or the
grime off the sheath of the butcher's knife.' Or, 'Soak the
a/Vcomin (i.e. the piece of Passover cake reserved for the end
of the meal), and put it into her mouth. She nmst be careful
not to eat it, antl it will ease ditficulties of labour.' Or, 'Tie
the herb VivM under the sole of her left foot.' (No doubt the
plant mentioned here is Vitex, 'chaste tree.') 'A magnet tied
to the left thigh ; or sea sponge or red alum has the same
effect, when tied on the left thigh.'

Of all herbs and plants none rivals in ettuacy
tlie mythical Elsentcraut, or Eisenhart, as it is

called in German. It is akin to the mythical
'

Mandragora,' and has great powers to destroy
charms and to prevent every evil occurrence. In
modern German botany the name stands for
'Verbena' (vervain). Anotlier plant used is the

.•\rtemisia, or mugwcnt, on the stomach or on the

thigh. Similarly,
' Dust from under the threshold

of the room, wrajiped in a piece of cloth and put
on the womb.' Or,

' The woman is to keep between
her teeth the right horn of a goat or hart.' Or,
ashes of silkworms. Or, scraped ivory in wine or
water eases dilUcult labour. We shall pass over
the numerous ingredients recommended for fumi-

gation ; they belong mostly to the unsavoury
class of remedies already referred to. The same
are prescribed also in ca-ses where the child dies

unborn, and the mother is in grave danger.
Druiking of such nostrums, as well as fumigation,
was resorted to.

'
If a child bom appears to be dead, pass a sieve over its

face to and fro and it will revive." Or,
' Cover it with the after-

birth
'

(Shab. t. 134a).
'
If the mother wishes to satisfy herself

as to whether the child is alive or dead, she must look into a
basin filled with oil, and if it is alive she will see her face in it ;

if not, she is to put her five fingers into a plate filled with
honey, and lick them one after the other, and then drink the

honey dissolved in warm water, and the dead child will be
ejected with ease.'

'
If the woman drinks a decoction of

"Sharlei," i.e. Salvia honninun (common sage), it will assist
in the ejection of the after-birth.' Or,

' The eating of garlic and
doves' brains mixed with honey and boiled together in water.'

But the difficulties of labour may be due also to
evil influences, for ' the burjing of a pomegranate
in the room of the woman will prolong the labour
and prevent the birth of the child. The only
remedy is to remove the pomegranate.' 'The
stone found in a viper's head hung on a woman
will prolong labour and prevent birth.'

As soon as the child is born, lM)th motlier and
child are exposed to the evil demons, who are
anxious to injure the child and to obtain possession
of it, som«'times even bodily, and substitute for it

a changeling. Every possible precaution is then
taken to frustrate tne action of the demons, and
to grant as much protection as possible to the
newborn babe, Lilith is the chief demon, but
hosts of other witches prowl about, and must l>e

kept at a distance. Conjurations l)lay the principal
[lart. A circle is drawn round tlie walls of the
< liamber and on the floor, and in it the names of
the three dreaded angels,

'

Sinoi, Sinsinoi, and
Semangelaf,' are written. The.se were the angels
mentioned above who were sent to punish Lilith,
and to whom she promised not to come near the

house, or the woman and child, wherever these
names should be found. A long conjuration is

al.so written on the parchment or paper containing
the names of these

angels, and hung round the
four posts of the bed in which the woman lies,

or fastened to the curtains. The conjuration, a
modification of the ancient charm against the
demon Aveziha, occurs in almost every collection

of Oriental and Eastern European charms.
'This child-stealing or -killing witch, then,' so the conjura-

tion runs,
'
is met by the prophet Elijah, who stops her in her

roamings, and asks lier whither she is going. She answers that
she is going to a certain house where a bab.v has been bom, to
eat its flesh, to drink its blood, to crush its bones, and to

destroy it. Threatened by the prophet, she promises not to
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go near that or any house where her names are known, written
down, or liuiig up ; and she gives to the prophet the list ol her
18 or more mysterious names.'

In ancient variants she is known as the demon
Lilith,

'

Striga
'

or '

Strigla
'

; the name is next
changed into 'Estrelia,' or 'Strelia Margarita,'
and then to the 'Star Margarita.' But Lilith is

the more common and the more prominent name.
This amulet, once universally used, is still used
throughout the east of Europe (Austria, Russia,
Rumania, Turkey) and almost everywhere in the
East (India, Syria, Arahia, etc.) as quite a
common practice among the Jews. The book
Jiaziel, containing the description of the holy
circle and the pictures of those angels, is in some
parts of Poland and Russia placed in addition
under the pillow of the woman. But it is not the
mother the demons are after ; it is the baby. And
the effect of the bewitching is seen in the crying
of the child for no apparent reason, in its wasting
away, and in its untimely death.

'
If the mother sees a woman whom she suspects of being a

child-eating witch, she must put her left fist into her mouth,
and say: "Thou and thy head are of a swine, thou art unto
me a dead bitch, the after-birth of thy mother be in thy
mouth,'" and she must repeat it three times, and that woman
will have no power to hurt her. 'King Solomon asked the
demon Ashmedai what should be done to a child that was
constantly crying, and the demon said: "Cut a strip of the
saddle of an ass first met in the morning, and place it under
the child's pillow."' Another remedy against bewitching:'

Buy a new pot from the maker, and pay the price he asks ;

buy also an open lock. Take still water.wash the baby in it,
and pour it into the pot, which must be placed under the bed
of the mother, and the open lock in her bed. At the slightest
suspicion of an attack on the part of an evil spirit, the mother
locks the lock, and puts it upon the child, then some of the
water is sprinkled over the child's face, and, without speaking,
the water is poured out at the crossing of roads, and the pot
replaced under the bed." Vervain and 'ruta' are the plants
which, if put upon the child, are sure to drive evil spirits away.
Or,

' The eye of an old black cock put on the right side of the
child, the cock's comb under its pillow, and close to the child
the white stones found in a hen's stomach.' Or,

'

Hang round
its neck a bone which a dog has dropped from its mouth.' Or,
'Take some of the earth upon which the child has fallen
immediately upon its birth, before either father or mother
has seen it, and tie it round its waist for thirty days, and
the child will always be safe from trouble and accidents." Or,' Take dust from under the threshold (or, over the door), and
mix it with the mother's milk, and put it on the baby's head
and it will sleep peacefully.' 'To break the charm of a be-
witched child, take a little raven from its nest before it can
fly, burn it on the fire, pound the ashes, mix them with milk,
and give it to the child before it has started sucking, and it
will be safe.' Or,

'

Hang a crystal or emerald over the child,
and it will be safe.'

As late as the year 1707 the secundines burnt,
and the ashes given in milk, were believed to

destroy the charm of a wasting child. Or, a bag
made of it, with snapdragon, St. John's wort,
and other flowers put in it and hung round the
child's neck, was considered a powerful amulet
against bewitching. It must be understood that
the '

evil eye' is also considered as a form of bewitch-
ing; but no reference is made to the 'evil eye'
in any of all the ancient MSS. This notion and
name appear for the first time in the 18th century.
In modern times, to which we are turning now, most
of these latter practices seem to have disappeared.A gold coin is hung in the cap, against the evil

eye or any other evil spirit (Turkey and Rumania),
or a satchel with blue beads and ' ruta

'

over the bed.

Regarding changelings, a story is told of a famous
Rabbi of the 18th cent., Avho was invited to be
present on the occasion of a circumcision. (All
the attacks of the demons are concentrated upon
the period from the birth of the boy to the eighth
day—the day of the circumcision. ) Driving from
his place to the house, he met on the road a large
number of demons and witches, feasting and
dancing round that very baby. He ordered his
servant to bring him there, and then seven knives,
seven saws, two loaves of bread, and seven slippers.
He stuck a knife in each slipper, took his own oli',

washed his hands, and uttered the great Name.

The witches and demons melted away and left the

baby behind, which he took and brought back
to its parents. There he uttered another holy
Name, and lo ! the baby which the mother had
been keeping with her in bed turned into a bundle
of straw. ' When a child laughs in its

sleep it is

a sign that Lilith or some other evil spirit is

playing with it,' and it must be awakened by
snubbing the nose. In Rumania it is believed
that an angel is playing with the child. The
child's clothes must not be left outside over night ;

an owl drops its spittle or a feather on them, and it

changes into a long hairlike worm, which enters
the body and tortures the child

(E^ypt). By
conjuring it, it comes out of the body in the form
of black jjoints, which must be carefully removed
(Egypt). Neither mother nor baby is left alone
all the eight days. On the eve of the eighth day
children come with their teacher and read certain

portions of the Law (the Shema" , Dt 6^), and they are

regaled with sweets and with bags of peas salted
and peppered (Rumania and Poland). The baby
is not put into the cradle before the sixth day
(the naming day), and is kept all that day on the
knees of an assistant woman (Turkey, India, etc.).
Before the baby is laid in the cradle, almonds
and raisins are put in, and the cradle is gently
rocked. The almonds, etc., are then given to
other children. Under the pilloAV the book of
Psalms is laid, and under the mattress a sword or
horse-shoe (India). A lying-in woman must not
see any one all the week (Turkey). Over the bed
a satchel is hung, containing a blue bead, some
garlic, and a piece of broken glass (Salonica and
Palestine). On the Friday before the circumcision
similar practices are observed to those on the eve
of the circumcision, and visitors are entertained.

If it should happen that a woman is losing her children, then
' she is to go to a bitch, and put her fc jt on a puppy, and say
three times : "Take the dead and give me the Uving." Then
she is to take the puppy and carry it close to her body, with
its head to her right and its feet to her left side, and goto the
water and loosen her clothes, and let the puppy drop into the
water and say three times :

" Give me the living and take the
dead." This must be done when the woman is in the ninth
month.' Or,

' Go to a dried-up nutrtree and bore a hole just
over the head, and put into that hole some of the cuttings of
the nails of fingers and toes and some hair, and ram a peg into
that hole, and say : "I conjure thee, evil spirit, to remain for
ever locked up in this tree, and no longer to be able to hurt
me."' Or, 'Make a ring from the silver got from nine j'oung
maids under age, and put it on the ear of the child immediately
after birth before it has been picked up from the ground, and
it will live.'

The rocking of an empty cradle causes the pre-
mature death of the child, and the walking over a
child or its crawling between the legs of another

person causes its growth to be stunted (Rumania
and Russia). Very few lullabies, if any, have been

preserved. As a rule, the mother rocks the child to

sleep to some popular tune. Within thirty days the
chances of bewitching and changing diminish, or

are considered to have entirely disappeared.
(6) Primogeniture, naming.—The firstborn must

be redeemed within thirty days. He is believed to

have some curative powers. If he treads on the
back of a person suffering from lumbago or other

joint-diseases, he drives the illness away (Ru-
mania). Some of the duties and privileges of

the firstborn prescribed by the Bible are still

maintained, and on the eve of Passover he is

expected to fast in remembrance of the death of

the firstborn of the Egyptians. In some marriage
settlements the male offspring is the object of an

important clause regulating matters of inheritance
and succession.

Among the Ashkenazic (German) Jews a child

often takes the name of *he grandparent, or of a
dead relative. Among the Se])hardic (Spanish and

Eastern) Jews the parent's name is often given to

the child. The former believe that it is an evil omen
to name a child after a living person. In cases
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of dangerous illness the name is often changed,

thereby suggesting a re-biith or change in the

destiny of the patient.
LiTKRATURE.—i. MA.vuscRjPTS.—Mostof the material is taken

from the medical and maRical MSS in the writer's possession,

chiefly from the oldest and the fullest. The following is a list

of those used, arranged accfirding to antiquity and importance :

Cod. 1055 (probably of the 14th cent., North Italy); Cod. 315

(Oriental Spanish hand, 17th cent. ; contains also the work attri-

buted to Aben Ezra) ; Cod. 444 (Ital., 17th cent., 2 vols., i. with
1231 recipes, and ii. with more than 500) ; Cod. 676 (Germany,
14th or 15th cent., medical treatises, etc.); Cod. 443 (Tunis,
1775, upwards of 400 recipes copied from older MSS) ; Cod. 177

(Sjina, 15th-16th cent., with very ancient Babylonian material) ;

Cod. 118 (Gennany, i6th-17th cent., with old German con-

jurations ; upwards of 400 recipes) ; Cod. 700 (Germany, 17th

cent., many hundreds of recipes); (jod. 932 (Germany, hundreds
of recipes

—some German and the conjuration of the ' Eisen-

krauf); Cod. 358 (Morocco, 19th cent., very full); Cod. 466

(Spanish origin, written in Bulgaria 16th cent., more than 400

recipes); Cod. 464 (Italy, 18th cent., with 308 recipes, many
from Aben Ezra and other ancient authorities) ; Cod. 462

(Italy, 17th cent., with 20O recipes); Cod. 128 (Yemen, 18th-
19th cent., some Arabic, others Hebrew, very full); Cod. 603

(Turkey, 19th cent., Hebrew, and some in Spanish). Codd. 40,

194, 438, 451, 677, 702, might be mentioned, for they also con-

tain medical, magical, and sympathetica! recipes and a number
of amulets referring to birth, etc. ; also Ck>d. 134 (Montefiore
College, Ramsgate, of the 14th cent.).

ii. Pristed literature.—Tot Bible: Winer, RWB, ».v.

'Kinder.' For Talmudic period: I. Lamperonti, Pahad
Yitsha^, pasrim ; J. Hamburger, RE ii., Leipzig, 1883, s.v.

'Geburt,' p. 254 fl.; Gideon Brecher, Das Transcendentale
. . . im Ttihnud, Vienna, 1850, p. 20711.—For modem times:

J. BuxtorfF, Sunagoga Jtidaica, Germ. ed. 1738, p. 81fif. ;
M.

Grunwald, ilGJV, Hamburg,!., 1898. p. 90 ff., v., 1900, p. 63 fT.

And the following Hebrew works, partly reprints from ancient
MSS : Anonym., Toledoth Adam, last ed., Lemberg, 1875 ; B.

Benas, Amtahath Binyamin, Wilmerstiorf, 1716; Anonym.,
Mifalot Elolfim, Lemberg, 1865 ; David Tevele, Beth David,
W'ilmersdorf, 1733 ; Anonvm., at end of Urim Ve-Tumim,
Dyhrenfurt (s.a.); S. Pelungian, Sefer ha-Zechirah, Ham-
burg, 1709; H. Palache, Re/uah ve-hayim, Smyrna, 1874;
Reuben b. Abraham, Seguloth, Jerusalem, 1865 ; Moses b.

Israel Benjamin, YallFUt Moshe, Munkacy, 1894; and one of

the most curious collections in Jewish-German of a certain Jeh.
Hentchin, Matsil Nefashoth, Prag. 1651 (Amsterdam, 1651),

agreeing in many points with Cod. 118. M. GaSTER.

BIRTH (Muhammadan). — Among Muslim

peoples the birth of a cliikl, or at least of a male
child, is an event of tlie firet importance. It is

e.«pecially so to the mother, because a barren
wife is held in no regard by husband or relatives.

Women therefore resort or resorted to various

charms and superstitious rites, even to stepping
across the corpse of a decapitated criminal and

anointing their persons with his blood, in the

hope of becoming fertile ; and the intentional

avoidance of children by husband or wife is

practically unkno^vn, though at the time of

Muhammad such avoidance was permitted to men
who did not desire ofi'spring from slave concubines

(Mishkdt al-Masdblh, tr. Matthews, 1810, vol. ii.

pp. 96-98). The ceremonies attending a birth are

numerous, but it is not always easy to distinguish
those which are essentially Muslim, i.e. handed
Aovm from the days of the Prophet, from those

which are exotic and are derived from local

customs and foreign superstitions. The birth-

ceremonies of Muslims vary in diflerent countries,
and scarcely any of them, except the 'aqiqah,
rest upon the recorded precepts of Muhammad ;

but there is a general agreement in tlie chief

observances, which shows that they are to be
ascribed to the usual practice of the Arabs at the
time of the promulgation of Islam. Two or three

days before the expected date of the birth, the
midwife {dayah) brings to the house of the woman
to be confined the groaning-chair or ' birth-throne

'

(hursi al-iirilddah), upon which the birth is to take

place, for Muslim women are delivered sitting. The
chair, which belongs to the mi<lwife, is covered
with a shawl or embroidery, and hinnd flowers or
roses are tied with an embroidered handkercliief
to each of the top comers of the back. As soon
as the delivery is safely accomplished, the by-
standers trill the zagharU, or Imliloo (as in the

tale of King 'Umar b. al-Nu'raan in the Alf
Luylah wa Ldylah ; cf. Hurton, ed. Smithers, 1893,
i. 401). The child is at once wrapped in white
linen, or linen of any colour but yellow, and the
father or, in his absence, some other man (but
never a woman) repeats the call to prayer (adhdn)
in the infant's ear, or the adhdn in its right ear
and the nearly identical iqdmah in its left ear.

This is done in imitation of Muhammad himself,
who is related to have acted thus on the birth
of his grandson Ha.san {Mishkdt, ut sup. ii. 316).
Another cu.stom, ba.sed upon the same authority,
is for some learned man to suck a date or some
sweetmeat and put it into the baby's mouth and
rub it on its palate, whereby the sucker's wisdom
is hoped to be communicated {Mishhlt, ii. 315 ;

Ilerklots, Qanoon-e-Islam, 1822, p. 6). Among
the well-to-do the mother retires to her bed for

from three to six days ; but poor women scarcely
rest at all after their delivery. Meanwhile re-

joicings begin at once ; but these are much more
festive for the birth of a son than of a daughter.
The men recite the fdtihah (Qur. ch. i.) and
receive presents. Dancing men and girls as-

semble and perform before the house, and some-
times the father entertains his friends on each

day of the week succeeding the happy event ;

but u.sually tiie seventh day {yauin al-snbu) is

that chosen for the chief festivities. Lane {Mod.
Egyptiani,^, 1860, ch. xxvii. p. 504 f.) has described
the ceremonies of the seventh day as practised in

Cairo about 1835 :

' On the . . . seventh day after the birih of a child the female
friends of its mother pay her a visit. In the families of the

higher classes 'Awdlim ['SlmahM] are hired to sing in the

harim, or Aldtiyah perform, or yiyi» recite a Ijotmcih [of the

Our'an) below. The mother, attended by the ddyah, sits on
the kursi al-wilddah [birth-chair], in the hope that she may
soon have occasion for it again ; for her doing this is con-
sidered propitious. The child is brought, wrapped in a band-
some coloured shawl or something costly ; and, to accustom it

to noise that it may not be afterwards frightened by the music
and other sounds of mirth, one of the women takes a brass
mortar [haxin] and strikes it repeatedly with the pestle, as if

pounding. After this the child is put into a sieve and shaken,
it being supposed that this operation is beneficial to ita

stomach. Next it is carried through all the apartments of the

Itanm, accompanied by several women or girU, each of whom
bears a number of wax candles, sometimes of various colours,
cut in two, lighted, and stuck into small lumps of past« of

hinna upon a small round tray. At the same time the ddyah
or another female sprinkles upon the floor of each room a
mixture of salt and seed of the fennel-flower, or salt alone,
which has been placed during the preceding night at the
infant's head, saymg, as she does this,

" The salt be in the eye
of the person who does not bless the Prophet," or "The foul
salt be in the eye of the envier." This ceremony of the

sprinkling of salt [rajthgh al-milh] is considered a preservative
for the child and mother from the evil eye ; and each person
present should say,

" O God, bless our lord Muhammad !

'

The child, wrapped up and placed on a fine mattress, which is

sometimes laid on a silver tray, is shown to each of the women
present, who looks at its face, says, "O God, bless our lord
Muhammad ! God give thee long life," etc., and usually puta
an embroidered handkerchief, with a gold coin (if pretty or old,
the more esteemed) tied up in one of the comers, on the child's

head or by its side. This giving of handkerchiefs is considered
as imposing a debt, to be repaid by the mother, if the donor
should give her the same occasion ; or its the discharge of a
debt for a similar offering. The coins are generally used for
some years to decorat* the head-dress of the child. After these

nii'/m [wedding presents) for the child, others are given for the
din/ah. During the night before the nt(/u', a water-bottle full

of wat«r (a dauraq in the case of a boy, or a qullah in that of a

g^irl), with an embroidered handkerchief tied round its neck, is

placed at the child's head while it sleeps. This, with the water
it contains, the ddyah takes and puta upon a tray and presents
to each of the women, who put their nt«//u( for her (merely
money) into the tray. In the evening the husband generally
entertains a party of his friends.'

On the same seventh day (or on the 14th, 21st,

28th, or 35th day after birth) the child is named,
though this is often done a few hours after its

birth, without any special ceremony ; and the rite

of 'aqiqah is to be observed, together with the

shaving of the child's head, though both are

commonly neglected at the present day. The
'aqiqah is enjoined by a tradition of Muhammad,
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who said, 'An 'aqlqah must be observed at the
birth of a child ; then slay a goat on its behalf and
shave its head

'

; and again,
' The 'aqlqah for a son

is two goats, and for a daughter one, either male
or female' ;

and Buraydah related :

' We used, in

times of Ignorance, when children were bom to us,
to slay goats and rub their heads with the blood.

Then, when the religion of Islam came, we slew a

goat on the seventh day, and shaved the child's

head, and rubbed saffron upon it' (Mishkdt, ut

sup. ii. 315, 316 ; Abu-Da' ud, Sahih, Arab, text,
ii. 36). The 'aqlqah is properly the hair of

the newborn infant, but the term is applied by
metonymy to the sacrifice made on its shaving
(Lane, Arabic Lexicon, s.v. ''Aqiqah'). It may be
a ram or a goat, or two for a son and one for a

daughter. The animal must be a male yearling
and without blemish, according to Abu-Da' lul

(Hughes, Diet, of Islam, art. 'Children'). The
rite is held obligatory by Ibn Hanbal, but the
founders of the three other orthodox schools

regard it as unimportant, in spite of Muhammad's
example and the tradition prescribing the 'aqlqah
(or, as he prefeired to call it, naslkah). The
person sacrilicing should say,

' O God, verily this

'aqlqah is a ransom for my son such a one; its

blood for his blood, and its flesh for his flesh, and
its bone for his bone, and its skin for his skin, and
its hair for his hair. O God, make it a ransom for

my son from hell-fire.' A bone of the victim
should not be broken. A leg should be given to

the midwife, but the 'aqlqah should first be
cooked with water and salt without any part
being cut off, and part should be given to the

poor (Lane, loc. cit., and Thousand and One
Nights, note 24 to ch. iv. [1859 ed., vol. i. p. 277]).
'
It is a sunneh ordinance, incumbent on the father,

to shave, or cause to be shaved, the head of his

child, and to give, in alms to the poor, the weight
of the hair in gold or silver

'

(Lane, Thousand and
One Nights, ib.). Circumcision is also specially
approved when performed on the seventh day ;

but in practice it is usually postponed to the fifth

or sixth year, or even much later.

On the fortieth day, as a general rule (not uni-

versally observed, however), the purification of the
mother is completed, and she goes to the bath ;

and on the same day the infant is introduced to
its rocking cradle, and harmi festivities take place.
The various additional ceremonies, many of them
common to Hindus as well as Muslims, observed
in India, may be read in Herklots (op. cit.) ; those

commonly witnessed in Turkey in Europe are very
fully described by a Consul's wife in The People of
Turkey, edited by the present writer, 1878, vol. ii.

pp. 1-10 ; but most of these are merely amplifica-
tions or variations of the customs described above.
With regard to evidence of birth, the testimony

of one woman, be she the midwife or another,
in addition to that of the mother, is required,
according to 5anafi law, to prove that the child is

the offspring of the mother ; but tiie father's sole

testimony is accepted for his paternity. Further
evidence is required, however, when the mother is

passing her term oi'iddah after a complete divorce

(Hamilton's Hidaya, 1791, iii. 134; Hughes, Diet,

of Islam, art.
' Birth ').

LiTERATURB.—The literature has been sufficiently cited in the
article. STANLEY LaNE-PoOLE.

BIRTH (Parsi).— I. The birth of a child is a

very auspicious event in a Parsi house. It was so

also in ancient Persia. According to the Vendlddd

(iv. 47), Ahura Mazda says :

' I prefer a per.son
with children {jmthrdne) to one without children

(aputhrdi).' Even the very ground wliere a man
lives with his children is allegorically described as

feeling happy [Vend. iii. 2). Cultivation and a I

good supply of food to people are recommended,
because they make mankind healthy and able to

produce healthy progeny [Vend. iii. 33). To be
the father of good chilclren was a blessing from
the Yazatas like Tishtrya (Yasht viii. [Tir] 15),
Mithra (

Yasht x. {Mihir'] 65), Haoma ( Yasyia ix.

4, 7, 10, 13, '22), and Atar [Yasna Ixii. 10 ; Vend.
xviii. 27), andfiom theFravashis {Yasht x. {Mihir^
3 ; Yasht xiii. 134). To be childless was a curse*
(Yasnaxi. 1, 3). Domestic animals, when ill-fed

and ill-treated, cursed their- masters that they
might be childless {Yasna xi. 1). Childlessness
was something like a punishment from heaven
(Yasna xi. 3; Yasht x. [Mihir] 38, 108, 110).

Kingly splendour (kavaem khvareno) Avas asso-

ciated with those who were blessed Avith children

( Yasht xix. [Zamydd'] 75). A Zoroastrian woman
often prayed for a good, healthy child (Yasna
ix. 22). A Zoroastrian man and woman prayed
before their sacred fire for a good, virtuous child

( Yasna Ixii. 5 ; cf. Vend. iii. 33). A woman with-
out a child was as sorry as a fertile piece of land
that is not cultivated ( Vend. iii. 24). She prayed
for a husband who could make her a mother of

children (Yasht v. [Abdn] 87 ; Yasht xv. 40).

Among the Achsemenians, a wife who gave birth
to many children was a favourite with her hus-

band, who did not like to displease her in any way
(Herodotus, ix. 111). Children being the choicest

gift of God, their lives were, as it were, pledged
by parents for the solemn performance of an act

(Herodotus, vii. 10). We read in Herodotus (i.

136) that ' next to prowess in arms, it is regarded
as the greatest proof of manly excellence to be the
father of many sons. Every year the king sends
rich gifts to the men who can show the largest
number, for they hold that number is strength.'
Strabo also says a similar thing (xv. 11). We
learn from the writings of the Christian martyrs
of Persia that, for the above reasons, the ancient
Persians did not like the prohibition against mar-

riage among the Christians in the case of holy
young Christian girls.

2. Thus we see that an ancient Zoroastrian con-

sidered the birth of a child a great event in his

life. The modem Parsis have, to a great extent,
inherited the desire. When the wife has con-

ceived, it is considered to be an event of joy in the

family. According to the Avesta, the women, on

finding themselves enceinte, prayed for a safe de-

livery and for healthy children (Yastia ix. 22).

They mostly prayed before Ardvi Sura for an easy
delivery (Yasht v. [Abdn] 87), and then for a

copious supply of milk at their breast for their

children (Ardvl Silra Nydyish, 3). The allusion

to these prajers suggests that there must have
been some formal ceremonies accompanying them,
but we do not know what they were.

Coming to later Pahlavi-Parsi books, we find

that the Shdyast Id-Shmjast (x. 4, xii. 11) directs

that, when it is known that a woman has become

pregnant, a fire should be maintained most care-

fully in the house. t The house or family that

does not keep the fire of the house properly has

less pregnancy of women in it (Shdyast Id-Shdyast
xii. 3). The Snd-dar (xvi. 1) also gives this

direction.:}: We have the remnant of this injunc-
tion in the present custom that, among the modern
Parsis, on the occasion of tlie completion of the

fifth and seventh months of pregnancy, a lamp of

clarified butter is lighted in the house by some
families. The reason assigned for this is that the

fire so kindled in the house keeps out daevas, i.e.

evil influences, from the horse. A fire or a lamp
* Cf. the blessinifs and the curse of Canihyses (Herodotus,

iii. 65). Cf. also those of Darius (Behijitjin J imcriptiont, iv.

10, 11).

t SDK V. (1880) pp. 316, 343.

t lb. xxiv. 277.
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is even now taken to be symbolical of the con-

tinuation of a line of ofl'spring. For example, it

is not rare to iiear, even now, words like tiiese :

Tamdro chcrdg rosluin rahe, i.e.
' May your lamp

be always burning.' This benediction means,
' May your son live long, and may your line of

descent continue.'

3. According to the Avesta (Vend. xv. 8), a
woman in the state of pregnancy is to be looked
after very carefully. It is wrong for the husband
to have sexual intercourse witii her in her ad-
vanced state of pregnancy, which, according to

the llivayats, commences with the fifth month.*
She must abstain from coming into contact with

any dead or decomposing matter, even with a

thing like a tooth-pick, which may contain germs
of disease (Shilyast Id-Shdyast x. 20, xii. 13 ;

Sad-dar xvii. 2 ; SBE v. 323, 344, xxiv. 278).
At times, some families direct the priests to say

certain
prayers,

and generally to recite one or two
of the Yashts, during the whole or a part of the

period of piegnancy.
4. The modern Parsis have no religious cere-

monies or rites during the pregnancy of the
women. On the complution of the hftli month of

pregnancy, a day is celeljrated and known as

panchmdsiun, i.e.
' the day of the fifth month.'

Similarlj', a day is observetl on the completion of

the seventh month, and is known as agharni.
These days are observed only in the case of the
lirst pregnancy. They are not observed in accord-
ance with any religious injunction or with any
religious ceremonies or rites. The expectancy of
a child being a joyful event, as said aoove, these

days, especially the seventh-month day, are ob-
served as joyous occasions, when the woman who
is enceinte is presented with suits of clothes by
her parents, relatives, and friends, and especially
by the family of her husband. The husband is

in turn presented with a suit of clothes by the
wife's family. Sweets are sent out as presents by
the husband's family to the bride's house and to

near relatives and friends. Among these 3weets,
one prepared in the form of a coco-nut has a promi-
nent place. A coco-nut .signifies a man's head,
and so it is a symbol of fecundity. Some of the
customs observed on these occasions are more
Indian in their origin and signification than

originally Persian or Zoroastrian.

5. The first delivery generally takes place in the
house of the wife's parents. A room, or a part of

the room, generally on the ground-floor, is set

apart for the purpose. As the Vendiddd (v. 46)

says, the place for delivery must be very clean,

dry, and least frequented by others. It appears
that in ancient times such places were specially

frovided
in Parsi houses on the ground -floor,

'arsi houses in those times had generally spacious
ground-floors that were used for all purposes. The
upper floors were low, and were rather like lofts

than storeys. So the ground - floors provided
proper places for delivery as enjoined in the
Vendiddd. But, as with changed circumstances,
Parsi houses of to-day are not what they were
before, and as, at present, in storeyed-houses, the

ground-floor in big towns is generally the worst
part of the house, it is properly condemned as
a place unfit for delivery.

6. In the case of a house or a place where no
delivery has taken place before, religious-minded
persons generally take care that a religious cere-

mony takes place in it before the delivery. In
other words, they get it consecrated. A priest
or two say and perform the Afringdn prayer and
ceremony in the place. At times even the Bdj
prayer is recited (cf. Darmesteter, Le Zend-Avesta,
1893, ii. 723H., 686 ff-.).

•
Cf. Anquetil du Perron, Zend-Avesta, 1771, iL 663.

7. On the birth of a child, a lamp is lighted and
kept burning for at least three days in the room
where the woman is confined. The Sad-dar (ch.
xvi. 2) si)eak8 of tliree days. It says :

' When the
child becomes separate from the mother, it is

necessary to burn a lamp for three nights and
days—if tliey burn a fire it would be better.'*
Some peojde keep the lamp burning for ten days,
and some for forty days, which is generally ob-

served as the period of confinement. The Shmjast
Id-Shdyast directs that the lamp must be j)laced
in such a position that no one can pass between it

and tlie newborn child (ch. x. 15). It further says
that ten women may be in attendance at the time
of delivery, five of them to wait upon the mother
and five upon the newborn child to look after its

cradle. Tiie child is directed to be besmeared
with a mixture of sulphur and the juice of a plant
(ch. X. 16). The day-time is preferred to the night-
time for child-birth (Shdi/ast Id-Shdyast xii. 7).

8. On delivery the mother is enjoined to remain

apart from others. She must not come into con-

tact with fire, water, or any of the furniture of

the house ( Vend. v. 45-49).
T\\e Sad-dar (g\\. Ixxvi. 1-5) t enjoins that 'she

should not wash her head for twenty-one days,
nor put her hand again on anything. , . . After tiie

twentv-one days, if she sees herself in such a state

that she is able to wash her head, she washes her
head. And, after that, until the coming on of the

fortieth day, it is requisite to abstain from the

vicinity of a fire and anything that is wooden or

earthen ; it is also requisite to abstain from
every-

thing of her cooking and pot-boiling. Afterwards,
when it is forty days, she is to wash her head, and
it is proper for her to do every kind of work. Till

tlie lapse of a second forty days it is not proper
for her husband to make an approach to her, for it

is a great sin, and it is possible tiiat she may be-

come pregnant a second time, as within a period of

forty days women become very quickly pregnant.'
In the case of those who give birth to still-bom

children it is enjoined in the Vendiddd (v. 55 f.)

that they must remain sejiarate for twelve days.
This period has been latterly extended, as directed

in the later Pahlavi and Persian books, to forty

days in all cases of delivery. Nowadays a I'arsi

woman has generally forty days of seclusion after

her delivery. The Sad-dar (ch. xvi. 4) says,
'

During forty days it is not proper that they
should leave the child alone ; and it is also not

f)roper

that the mother of the infant should put
ler foot over a threshold in the dwelling

'

J (i.e.

leave the house).

9. Some families observe the fifth day after

birth, known an patchori (' the fifth day'), and the
tenth day, known as dasori (' the tenth day '), as

gala days ; but these days have no religious sig-
nification whatever.

10. During these forty days the woman must
remain in a state of isolation. She must not
come into contact with anybody or with any
part of the ordinary furniture of the house, especi-

ally wooden furniture and linen articles. Her
food is to be served to her on her plate by others.

Those who have to come into contact with her
have to bathe before they mix with others.

P'ormerly, even the medical attendant had to do

so, but nowadays the salutary rule is more hon-
oured in the breach than in the observance. The
original injunction seems to have been intended

to observe '

purity
' in order to prevent the spread

of puerperal fever and other such diseases to which
women in this state are subject. §

• SBE xxiv. 277. t lb. xxiv. 339 f. t /&• xxiv. 277.

§ See the chapter on 'Maternity and ita Perils,' in Mr. Have-
lock Ellis's The A'aUonalUatimi of Health, 1891, pp. 23-143. It

says that in England and Wales, where 4500 women die every
year in child-birth,

' about 70 per cent, of this mortality is due
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11. At the end of tlie forty days, the period of

confinement, the woman has to purify herself by
a bath before mixing with others. At first she
takes an ordinary bath, and then goes through
what is called nan *

(a contraction of the Sanskrit
word sndn), which is a sacred bath. A priest,

generally the family priest, administers this bath
with consecrated water. Even those who have
come into contact with the woman during the

days of her accouchement have to go through a
ceremonial purificatory bath.

12. All the bedding and clothes of the woman
used during the forty days of her seclusion after

delivery are rejected from ordinary use. They
are enjoined to be destroyed, lest they carry and

spread germs of disease among others. But now-

adays that injunction is not strictly followed.

They are now given away to non-Zoroastrian poor
people of the sweepers class.

13. Formerly a mother in child-birth first drank
a few drops of the sacred Haoma (q.v.) juice,

squeezed and consecrated in a Fire-temple. The
new-born child also was made to drink a few drops
of this juice [Shdyast-ld-Shdyast x. 16). Anquetil
du Perron refers to this religious custom as pre-
valent in his time {Zend-Avesta, ii. 564). In the
Haoma Yasht [Yasna ix. 22) Haoma is said to

give fine healthy children to women who give de-

livery. Haoma was emblematical of immortality ;

hence this custom. Now, however, the custom is

rarely observed, and, in place of the Haoma juice,
a sweet drink made of molasses or sugar is given
to the child as the first auspicious drink.

Literature.—SBB v. 316 ff., 343 f., xxiv. 277, 339f.; A. V.
Williams Jackson, Persia Past and Present, 1906, p. 378 ;

Darmesteter, Le Zend-Avesta, 1893, ii. 686 ff., 723 £f.; Anquetil
du Perron, Zend-Avesta, 1771, ii. 563 ; W. Geiger, Civilization

of the Eastern Iranians, Eng. tr. 1885, i. 53 ; BG vol. ix. pt. ii.

p. 183 ff. JiVANJI JAMSHEDJI MODI.

BIRTH (Teutonic).—All the Teutonic peoples
made a rigorous distinction between legitimate
and illegitimate birth. They granted the full

rights of consanguinity and tribal membership
only to the children of legitimate unions, that is,

to the offspring of a free father and a free mother
joined in lawful wedlock. Whenever a child was
born, it was laid upon the ground by the midwife
in attendance upon the mother, and this practice
is reflected to this day in the Scandinavian terms
for midwife, jordgurnma, jordemoder,

• earth-
mother.' This rite has maintained its ground in

many branches of the Teutonic stock (cf. A.
Dieterich, AliW viii. 7ff.); it originated in the
old belief that the soul, and therefore the life, of

the child issues from 'mother earth,' and that the
child derives its vitality therefrom. The next

step on the midwife's part was to lift the child up—hence the German term for ' midwife '

Hehamme,
O.H.G. hevianna—and hand it to the father. If

the latter wished to acknowledge and maintain
the infant, he took it in his arms, but he retained
the right to condemn it to exposure. This right
could be exercised in cases where the child was
feeble or deformed, or when the father was in

doubt as to its legitimacy—a situation which
often arose at the birth of twins, the popular
to puerperal fever,' and that

' almost the whole of this mor-

tality might be avoided.' It is the careless medical practi-
tioners and midwives that are responsible for this mortality,
because they do not preserve

'

purity,' and carry germs from
one woman in confinement to another. The midwifery writers

of old said to their disciples :
' Thine is a high and holy calling ;

see that thou exercise it with purity.' In the enjoined isolation

of the Parsi women during their confinement, the original
intention seems to be that of observing

'

purity.' Some of the

later Pazend and Persian writers have not properly understood
the original good intention of the early writers, and so have
carried the rigour of isolation too far. But, anyhow, the

original intention of isolation is intended for the purity'
referred to by old midwifery writers.

* See art. Purification (Parsi).

belief being that such an event implied the
mother's unfaithfulness ; or, again, if it had been

predicted that the child's existence threatened the
father with danger or misfortune, or even if he
felt himself unable to maintain the child. The
father's prerogative, liowever, was annulled by
law after the introduction of Christianity, though
various fairy-tales assume its survival down to
the present day. But even in heatlien times the
father's decision had to be made within a few
hours after the birth, for once the child had taken
nourishment, milk or honey, in however small

quantities, or had been laved with water, it was
regarded as belonging to the family, and shared

equal rights with every other individual within
the same. Traces of this primitive heathen
ordinance are still found in the Christian period ;

thus, the child's capacity to inherit sometimes
dated only from its baptism, while the wergeld
of an unbaptized child was sometimes reckoned at
half the usual amount. Exposure was likewise

illegal if the child had received its name. The
name was usually given by the father, and at the

ceremony (Icel. nafnfestr) a presentation was
made to the child, while occasionally the blood-

relations held a feast {harnsol). The child was

generally named after some deceased member of

the family, preferably the grandfather on the
mother's side, as it was believed that the name
carried with it the personal qualities of its original
bearer (cf. G. Storm, Arkiv for nordisk filologi,
ix. 199 ff'.). If the father, upon whom these

various legal functions devolved, died before the
child was born, his place was taken, according to

the most ancient usage, by the entire group of his

blood relations, frequently augmented by some
relations from the mother's side, and these chose

one of their number to act as guardian and dis-

charge all legal obligations in regard to the child.

The same procedure was observed when the father

had been proclaimed an outlaw ;
in the eye of the

law the mother was then a widow and the child

an orphan. If the father was unable to be present
at the birth, the mother had to decide whether the

child should be acknowledged or exposed.
A somewhat different course Avas adopted in the

case of illegitimate birth. The children of slaves

were themselves slaves from birth, and belonged
to the owner of the mother. In primitive times,

distinctions were made amongst the illegitimate
children of free parents, and tlie Old Norse

language had special designations for the different

classes : thus hormmgr signified the son of a free

mother (frilla) with whom the father cohabited,

though not in wedlock ; hrisingr, the son of a free

mother with whom the father's relations were

clandestine; ]>ifhorinn, the son of a free father

by a slave. These distinctions, however, were

gradually done away, and disappeared first of all

in Iceland. In regard to the illegitimate, the first

step was to find out who the father was ; and when
this point had been decided, the child, even in

early times, acquired the right of inheritance—

though in a limited degree—and a claim to the

father's protection. Moreover, it frequently hap-

pened that the child was received into the family
bond (Icel. a^ttleilting), and this transaction,

especially when there w ere no children of lawful

birth and capable of inheriting, was celebrated

with feasting and high ceremonial. In all cases

it was the duty of the father, or his family, to

maintain the child till maturity was readied.

The event of birth became the nucleus of many
curious practices and superstitions. In many
districts of Germany, Britain, and Scandinavia,
there prevails to this day tlie custom of lighting
fires or candles round about the newly-born (cf.

Liebrecht, Zur Volkskunde, 31), in order to prevent
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their falling untler the power of evil spirita. The
saiiie purpose was served by piercing the door or

tlie door-post with a knife, placing some article of

steel—a pair of scissors, a key, a horse-shoe, etc.—
in the cradle, hanging amulets round the child's

neck, stopping the keyholes, or keeping out cats

or any old woman who was suspected of having the

'evil eye.' In some i)laces it was the custom to

Eut
salt under the child's tongue to priivent its

eing bewitched. These prophylactic ( xjiedients
were deemed necessary till the time of baptism, as

it was during this period that the demons directed

their practices against the child, and tried to put
a changeling, a babe of their own, in its place.
The immediate surroundings of tlie child were
meanwhile tabu. On the other hand, every

possible ellbrt was made to secure good fortune

for the newly-born. Special importance was
ascribed to the umbilical cord, and to the bladder-

like membrane or ' caul' with which some children

are born, such children being regarded as the

favourites of fortune. The caul was carefully

preserved and sewn into the child's clothing, thus

ensuring success in all its future undertakings.
From this, indeed, developed the Old Norse belief

in an attendant spirit, uie fi/lgja, which accom-

panied the person wherever lie went. The dried

umbilical cord was in course of time given to the

child with a meal of eggs, in the expectation that

the child would thereby become shrewd and

intelligent ; or it was sewn into the clothing, as a

means of making its possessor clever and capable.

Amongst the Teutons, as amongst many other

races, great emphasis was laid upon the young
tree which was planted on the day of the child's

birth, and was thenceforward regarded as his tree

of life. The fortunes of the tree ran parallel with

those of the child, and from this notion arose the

belief in a person's tutelary tree (Swed. vard-trdd).
When it chanced that an animal was born in the

homestead on the same day as the child, it
\yas

believed that the former, during its whole life,

stood in the closest relationship to the latter.

The animal Mas named after the cliild, and became
his constant associate.

Widely diffused throughout the entire Teutonic

area are tlie mythical stories regarding the god-
desses of destiny, who appear at the birth of a

child and determine his future. Their function is

indicated by their names: thus, in Old Norse

they are called urctir,
' the powers of destiny

'

;
in

English, 'the weird sisters'; Anglo-Saxon, mcttena,
' those who measure out'; Middle High German,

Gaschepfen, 'the makers.' From early times the

sisters were reckoned as three in number, but

sometimes also as seven or thirteen, and frequently
the part assigned to one of them is to deal out

misfortune to the infant. Norse poetry speaks of

them as nornir—a word of doubtful etymology.

They are represented as spinning maidens, who at

the child's birth wind his thread of life—hb fate ;

and accordingly, possessing as they do a fore-

knowledge of the destiny of men, they acquired
at length a prophetic cliaracter.

The birth of a child was an occasion upon which
a part of special importance was played by the

myths regarding the origin of children. The

thought underlying nearly all these myths was
the belief that c'liildren come from ' mother earth.'

One proof of this is supplied by tlie primitive
heathen practice, already referred to, of laying
the child upon the grounil immediately after birth.

In many parts of Germany and the Norse countries

children were supposed to come forth from hollow

trees, as these, according to popular notions, were
connected with the interior of the earth. Similar

ideas were also held about lakes, ponds, and wells.

In South Germany various lakes and fish-ponds

are known as Kinderseen,
' children's lakes

'

; while,
more particularly in Central Germany, there are

many Kindtrbrunnen, 'children's wells,' in which
the goddess Frau Ilolle was believed to keep in

charge the souls of children before their birth.

Other places of origin were marshes and fens.

Tiie prevailing belief in many districts was that
children are drawn out of the water and carried to

their mothers by water-fowl, especially the stork
and the swan, while in other parts they were

supposed to issue from caverns or mountains. In

I'omerania, for example, we find ' swan-stones
'

and Adeborsieine, 'stork-stones,' and children

obtained from these were called 'swan-children'

(Jalin, VoUcssagen ecus PoinDicrn, 390). From
heathen times comes the belief that children are
the men of a former day, re-born into the world.

They had passed their intermediate period in an
animal form. According to a popular superstition
in South Germany, they had been Hying around as

butterllies. We thus see that these various notions

regarding the origin of children are related in the

closest way to the primitive Teutonic belief re-

garding the soul.
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190C), i. 101 ff.; von Amira, Grundriss der germ. I'liiloL.'*

(Strassburjc, 1900), iii. IGl fP.; Maurer, tfberdie Wassenveihedei

ijri-m. Ileidentliums (ilunich, ISS(i) ;

' Die uniichte Geburt nach
"altnordischem Kechie,' in SBAW, philos.-hist. Klasse (1883),

pt. i.; 'de Eixpositione infantum apud veteres Septeiitrionalea,'
in Saga af Gunnlauiji Orvutunf/u, ed. A. M. lfafni<e (1775),

194-219 ; Rochholz, Alemanninchex Kinderlied und Kinderspiel
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BIRTH-DAYS.—The custom of commemorat-

ing the day of birth is connected, in its form, with

the reckoning of time, and, in its content, with
certain primitive religious principles. It is the

most conspicuous example of commemorative
ritual. Its essence is the repetition of the event

commemorated. As culture develops, this primary
meaning is obscured by various accidents.

In the lower culture, what is reported of the

Congo tribes aujilies generally : 'no record is kept
of birth or age.

* The Ilujiasuf California take no
account of the lapse of time, and consider it a
ridiculous superfluity to keep a reckoning of age.

They gue-ss at a man's years by examination of the

teeth. One will say,
'
I have good teeth

yet.'
The

only epochs noted are those of babyhooci, boyhood
or girlhood, youth, manhood or womanhuod, and

the state of married man or woman, old man or

old woman. t The Onuihas have a superstitious

objection to counting, and therefore never note a

person's age.t
The earliest lunar reckoning produced the seven-

day week, the lunar month, and the lunar year,
thus providing machinery fur the expression of

any ideas involving repetition of events. Parallel

with these dates, and of earlier origin, are seasonal

epochs, marked by changes in vegetation, and also

the eiKJchs of human growth, as noted above.

The day of birth itself may be first considered.

At an early stage of chronology the influence of

ideas of luck is brought to bear upon dates. Every

people has its o^vn list of ominous objects and

circumstances. In highly developed popular re-

ligions the result is a dualism afi'ecting the whole

life of man. Of the Cambodians we read that the

idea of luck dominates their entire exLstence.§

• H. Ward mJAl xxiv. 291

tS. Powers, 2Vifteao/Caii/omfa, 76 f.

J Long and James, Expedition to the Rocky Mountains, 1823,

i. 214, 235.

5 E. Aymonier, Le Cambodge, 190(M)4, u 53.
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The religion of the Baganda is described as a

religion of luck.* Among the Tshi people of West
Africa each person has his lucky and unlucky
days.t In the week of the Asabas of the Niger
the days for marketing, for work, and for rest

vary for each individual according to the particular
ju-ju decided for him by the medicine-man. J
As the circumstances attending the moment of

birth are auspicious or inauspicious, so are those

attending the day. Any object or circumstance

distinguishing it may affect the destiny of the
child. When days are marked, they acquire per-
manent or varying characteristics which auto-

matically influence the event. The Malagasy,
who possess an elaborate doctrine of fatalism

(vintana), mark a certain number of days in each
month as lucky or unlucky. The vava, or first

days, of some months are especially disastrous to

children then born, in some cases to the offspring
of the people generally, in others to those of the

royal family. A child born on an unlucky day,
and dying young, is said to have ' too strong a
vintana.' Formerly, children born on unlucky
days were put to death by being buried alive. In
modern times this infanticide is commuted to an

ordeal, offering, or '

expiatory bath,' the water

being buried instead of the child. In one clan of

the Sakalavas all children born on a Tuesday were
put to death. In the Bara tribe a child was put
to death if born on a day which was unlucky to
both father and mother ; if the day was unlucky
for one parent only, the child's life was spared. In
the Tanale tribe one particularmonth was peculiarly
unlucky for birth. §
With the rise of astrology comes the develop-

ment of the horoscope and similar forms of

augury. In origin such practices are a species
of sympathetic magic ; the intention is to influence

events, or to assist nature, and the method em-
ployed is the rehearsal or artificial previous re-

production of the desired result. The Central
Americans possessed an elaborate code of '

signs
of the day,' applying to each day of each cycle of

twenty days, the cempohualli, of which the year
was a multiple. Horoscopes were prepared from
these signs for the day and hour of birth. Every
Mexican bore through life, as a species of personal
name, the sign of his birth-day. ||

The Burmese
predict a man's character and destiny according to
the day of the week on which he is born and the
constellation which rules it. The name of the
child must begin with one of the letters belonging
to the birth-day. IT The Asabas of the Niger often
name a child after the day of its birth.

** In China
the hour and the day of birth are regarded as being
very important. A child born between the hours
of 9 and 11 will have a hard lot at first, but

finally great riches.ft The Hindus possess an
elaborate astrological system of nativities con-
nected with lucky and unlucky days.JJ In Mada-
gascar nativities are drawn up from the position
not of the stars, but of the moon. This method is

earlier ; later cultures prefer the star of nativity.
The Tshi peoples name children after the day of

the week.§§ The Muhammadanized Swahili con-
sider it lucky to be born on Friday, the Muham-
madan festival. Children then born are named

* RoscQe in JA I xxxii. 72.

t A. B. Ellis, The Tshi-speaking Peoples, 1887, p. 220.

t J. Parkinson in JA[ xxxvi. 317.

§ L. Dahle in Antananarivo Annual, xii. 460 ; J. Sibree,

Madagascar, 279 S.

II Sahagun, Historia general, 239 £f.; E. J. Payne, History of
the New World called America, 1892, 11. 325 ff.; H. H. Bancroft,
NR 11. 271.

H Shway Yoe (J. G. Scott), The Burtnan, 1882, i. 4, 6.
**

Parkinson, loc. cit.

tt Dennys, Folklore of China, 187G, p. 8.

it Dubois (ed. Beauchanip), 11. 382 ff.
;

Monier Williams,
Brdhmanism and Uindviisin, 372 S.

§§ Ellis, loc. cit.

' son '

or '

daughter of Friday.'
* In German folk-

lore Sunday is lucky as a birth-day, particularly
the Sunday of the new moon. This idea is con-
nected with growth. 'Sunday children' are sup-
posed to be able to see spirits, or to see in the dark.f
The principle of repeating an event after its

occurrence is an inversion of sympathetic magic.
Whereas in the ordinary form of magic the coming
event is influenced and ensured by previous re-

hearsal, in this inverted form it is rejjroduced in
order to repeat the original advantages and to
effect their continuance. The idea is naturally
suggested by the recurrence of tlie same external
or chronological conditions. These were closely
bound up with the original event, and are therefore

supposed to influence it : they are further supposed
to carry it with them, and therefore require its

repetition. The intention varies as the event. In
the case of the repetition of birth the intention is a
renewal of the life acquired by the original birth.

Such ideas are illustrated by the general custom
of celebrating the renewal of the year. The ritual

is designed to renew not only the life of nature,
but also the life of men, and at the same time to

discard the old life, now regarded as decay and
death. The seasonal changes of growth, con-
nected early with the phases of the moon and
the path of the sun, naturally fostered such ideas.

As individualism developed they Avere applied to

the life of each man. But the important point for

the earlier periods is that these annual renewals of

nature and life in general practically amounted to

universal or social birth-days.
To illustrate the first of these points, we may

instance the Hindu festival samvatsaradi, which
celebrates the beginning of the year.
'The chief features of the day are the reading of the new

almanac and hearing the forecast of the events of the New Year.
New clothes also are worn when procurable, and the food par-
taken of during the day is, as far as possible, composed of new
materials, i.e. new grain, pulses and such like, for this is a feast

of ingathering. One dish, which must be partaken of by all

who wish for good luck during the year, is a conserve com-

posed of sugar, tamarind, and the flowers of the neem or

margosa tree {McUa Azadirachta), which is then in full flower.

The bitter taste of this is not much relished as a rule
;
but it is

necessary that at least a small portion of the dish should be
eaten. This seems to be analogous to the English idea that

it Is necessary to eat mince-pie at Christmas or at the New
Year.':

In the next place, such festivals, surviving as

they do into the highest stages of evolution, are

in the early stages universal birth -days. The

Malagasy custom is significant. In the lunar

year of Madagascar, time is popularly reckoned

by the annual great feast fandroana. Remark-
able longevity is denoted by the phrase that a
man has seen iXwQQfandroanas at the same season

of the year. Thus he might see it in spring at the

age of" 7, again when 40, and again when 73.

We are expressly informed that a man's age
is reckoned not by his years, but by the fan-
droana. %

The Japanese sni)ply an instructive case of com-

promise between the social and the individual

birtli-day. The first of January, the commence-
ment of the New Year,
' may be considered the universal birth-day, for they do not

wait till the actual anniversary of birth has come round to call

a person a year older, but date the addition to his age from the

New Year. The 61st birth-day is the only one about which
much fuss is made. This is because the old man or woman
having lived through one revolution of the sexagenary cycle
then begins a second round, which is in itself an extraordinary

event, for the Japanese reckon youth to last from birth to the

age of 32, middle age from 32 to 40, and old age from 40 to 60.

A child is born in December 1901. By January 1902 they talk

of the child as being 2 years old, because it has lived through a

part of two separate years.' Ii

•
Velten, Sitten und Gehrduche dcrSuaheli, 13; Sibree, loc. cit.

t Ploss, Das Kind, ii. 88, 89.

I J. E. Padfield. The 2/indu at Horned, 165.

§ W. Ellis, History of Madagascar, 1838, i. 447, 448.

II B. H. Chamberlain, Things Japanese*, 1902, p. 62.
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In tho Chinese rclij^ion of {liety we lind a re-

markably explicit illustration of the i)rincii)le of

the renewal of life on the anniversary of uirtli.

'The l)irth-day celebration is a peculiar institu-

tion,' though not attended with much 6clat till

after the age of 15. Each person has an annual

festival, and every tenth year after reaching 5U an

extraordinary celebration. Especially honoured
is the Gist birth-day. The Emperor on his birth-

day is supposed to acquire 10,000 'longevities.'
The courts of justice are closed, and a general
amnesty is proclaimed. The ordinary person on
his birth-day receives 'longevity presents,' and
his friends wish him long life. With the express
purpose of prolonging life, a dish of vermicelli in

remarkably long strips is eaten. Of particular
importance is the 'longevity garment.' This is a
h.andsomc robe, embroidered in gold characters
with the word '

longevity.' It serves at death as

the man's shroud. It is generally a jjresent from
the children, and is given to the parent on his

birth-day. He wears it then, and on all festive

occasions, in order to acquire long life, 'it being
generally acknowledged among tlie Chinese that
it is extremely useful and necessary on tlie birth-

day to absorb a good amount of vital energy in

order to remain hale and Jiealthy during the

ensuing year.'
*

The Coreans celebrate the 61st birth-day in

the Chinese fashion. On ordinary birth-daj's new
clothes are worn, and a feast is prepared for friends
of the family. t
The ilurmese offer on their birth-days, celebrated

weekly, candles representing the animals connected
with the day of the week. The ollering is an act

of worshi}) at the pagoda, f
The Central Americans celebrated birth-days

with a feast given to the friends of the family.
Presents were offered them on their de{)arturc.§

Among tiie Tshi natives of West Africa, a man's

birth-day is sacred to his kra, or '

indwelling spirit.'
If a man is rich, he kills a sheep, if poor, a fowl,
and prepares a feast. In the morning, wlien lie

washes, he provides himself with an egg, and
some new fibre of the kind used as a sponge*^ He
then stands before the calabash containing the

water, and addresses his kra, asking for its pro-
tection and assist.ance during the coming year, as

he is about to worship it, and keep that ilay
sacred to it. He then breaks the egg into the

calabash, and washes himself with the fluid ; after

this he ]iuts white clay on his face, and puts on a
white cloth. Members of the higher clas.ses, kings
and chiefs, keej) sacred to tlie kra the day of the
week on which they were born. Thus Kwolli Kari

Kari, having been born on a Friday, maile it a
law that no blood should be shed on that day.||
The ancient Persians celebrated birth-days. If

In ancient Egypt the birth-days of the kings
' were celebrated with great pomp. Tliey were looked upon as

holy ;
no business was done upon Iheni, and all classes induljred

in the festivities suitable to the occasion. Every Kgyplian
attached much importance to the day, and even to the hour, of

his birth ; and it is probable that, as in i'ersia, each individual

kept his birth-day with Kreat rejoicingrs ; welcoming his friends
with all the amusements of society and a more than usual

profusion of the delicacies of the table.'"

In modern Persia the birth-days of Mulianimad
and 'All, as in Islam generally, are duly honoured.
For ordinary persons, liowever, the New Year's
feast is the only real festival. ft

Among the modem Jews, the 13th birth-day of a
•
J. Poolittle, Social Life of the Chirwse, 1866, ii. 217 ff.; J. J.

M. de Groot, The Religious System of China, i. 61, 62.

t Griffis, Corea, 1882, p. 295.

t Shway Yoe (J. O. Scott), The Burman, i. 6.

§ Bancroft, op. cit. ii. 2S;{.

I A. B. Ellis, The Tshi-speaking Peopks, 156.

il Hero<iotus, i. 133, ix. 110.
**

Wilkinson, Ancient Egirptiam, iii. 368.

tt Polak, Persien, 1865, i. 33&

of the seventh day after birth, on which, among
various peoples, the name is given or some ritual

l)oy is celebrated as a family feast, this date being
his religious majority.*
The preceding accounts introduce some secondary

principles. Tlie idea, inseparable from festivals,
of holiday or rest, c<»mbines with the wish to avoid

(consuming energy and vitality, and to a.ssimilate
the same by nujaiis of food and drink. A further

priiKiiple is tiiat of a jiropitious commencement of
an epoch as influencing the whole. At a late stage
such ideas are ob.scureil, and an ethical princijjle
.arises. This is, in Western culture, faintly sug-
gested by the phrase,

'

turning over a new leaf at
the New Year or on the birth

-(hiy.
In (.'at liolicism,

it is more marked in combination with the birth-

day of the individual's ])atron saint. In early
Christianity each anniversary was a step towards
the new life commencing at cieath.

The idea of renewal, as we saw, is in the early
stages emphasized by the weekly pha.ses of the
moon. Thus we get the princijjle of the octave.
(Jne of its earliest applications is the celebration

til day
lies, the

operation is performed.
The princi])le of the octave is actually apjilied at

times to produce a weekly birth-day. This has
been instanced in West Africa and Burma. A
good many recorded birth-flays are iirobably not
annual, but weekly or monthly. The ancient

Syrians celelirated a monthly birtli-day.f
The.se considerations lead up to some peculiarities

of reckoning or commemoration which have in-

fluenced the custom. The Apache father makes
a note of each moon that follows the birth of a
child. A large mark is made for the 10th month. t
The M.ayas celebrated as the birthdays of their

children the first step taken, the first word sjioken,
and the first thing made.§ The Ovaherero reckon
a man's age from the time of liis circumcision,
not counting the }>revious period. A man is called
after the otyiondo of his circumcision. Those
circumcised at the same time are omokura,

'

persons
of the same age.'H Such methods of reckoning
age are convenient for the savage, who has little

use for any more accurate reckoning. Other
such epochs, which at a certain stage are the only
'

birth-daj's,' are weaning, initiation, and mar-

riage. The B<aganda reckon a man's age by the

reigns of the chiefs. '
It was in the reign of so

anil so that I was born.'H
In the lower cultures names are curiously par-

allel and interchangeable, so to say, with dates.
The Central Australians have each a name denot-

ing age in relation to others, but have no annual

reckoning. The Maori had one name given at

birth, a second at puberty, a third on his father's

death, and others whenever he performed some
achievement.** An Aht will change his name
perhaps ten times in t^^n years, and celebrate the
event each time with a feast. tt In connexion with

change of name there is the idea of renewal.
An early application of the princijde of com-

memoration is 'the fejvst of the dead.' All the
ideas connected with the spirits of the departed
find expression here. In early religion these cele-

brations are as frequent and as important as any
annual festival. In Oajaca great ceremonial at-

tended the anniversary of the birth of great lords

after their death. The belief was that the soul

wandered about for many years before entering
bliss, and visited its friends on earth once a year.JJ

• Roubin in JE, s.v. t 2 Mac 67.

{ Hrdliika in American Anthropologist, vii. 490.

§ Bancroft, op. cit. ii. 662.

II South African Folkltrre Journal, i. 43.

^ Roscoe in JAI xxxii. 72.
•• R. Tavlor, Te Ika a itaui^, 1870, p. 156.

tt O. M. Sproat, Sacage Life, 1S68, p. 264.

tl Bancroft, op. cit. ii. 623.
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The 11 iiulus observe the new moon of the montli,
Bhudrapada (September-October), in honour of
the dead. On this day the head of a family must
perform prescribed ceremonies for the preceding
three generations.' The celebration is for such oi
the dead as may not have received the usual rites
of sepulture. The fact shows, by negation, that
the commemoration is the repetition of the event.
The annual sraddhas are well known. Their object
is to

'

assist the departed spirit in the various ex-

periences it will have to pass through. At the
same time, the one who duly performs these rites
and ceremonies thereby lays up merit for himself
and his family, which merit will be duly carried to
the credit of his account hereafter.' One sraddha
is to provide the spirit with an ' intermediate body.'
Another indicates the union of the dead with his
immediate ancestors. The monthly Sraddhas com-
mence on the 30th day after death. An annual
ceremony is performed on the anniversary of the
death.*
A slight shifting of the point of view will show

the parallelism betAveen such practices as the
Hindu and the early Christian principle tliat the
birth-day of the martyr was the day on which
he died. The death-day of the faithful was re-

garded as their birth into a new life. The ' natale
'

par excellence was the day of death. It was a
nativity to a glorious crown in the kingdom of
heaven. TertuUian observes that St. Paul was
born again by a new nativity at Rome because he
suflered martyrdom there. Such natalia were
contrasted with 'natural birth-days,' as spiritual
in opposition to worldly. The 'birth-days' of

martyrs, celebrated at the grave or monument,
had a profound influence on the development of
ecclesiastical institutions. The celebration was a
service, at Avhich the Communion was received.
The ethical principle involved was imitation of the
martyr, repetition in others of his life and death.
1l\iq fasti of martyrs Avere gradually compiled, and
churches were erected over their bones, the bones
sometimes being replaced under the altar.f
The festivals of gods are frequently tlieir birth-

days. Thus the Hindu festival Sriramajayantl
celebrates the birth-day of Rama, the seventh
incarnation of Vishnu. The image of the god
is adorned and carried in procession. Pilgrimage
is made to the temple. Krsnajayantl is the
birth-day of Krishna, and is one of the most
popular of the annual festivals. The Bhagavata
describing the life of the god is read on that day.
Vinayakachaturthi is the birth-day festival of
Ganesa. livery house sets up an image of the god,
before which lights are placed. A mmntra of con-
secration, pratista, is pronounced, on which the
spirit of the god enters the image.
In such acts we see a ritual re-creation of the

divinity, a repetition of his birth.
At this feast, artisans worship their tools, and

students their books, placing them before the
image. Ganesa is the god who is invoked in all

undertakings, and Avho helps man on Ids Avay.J
In Christianity the birth-day of Clirist is only

less important than the Passion and the Resurrec-
tion. Even here the social aspect of religion is

Srominent,
and, by a c>oincidence, the date linally

ecided upon is that celebrated in paganism as
the annual birth-day of the Sun, just as tlie

Aveekly day of tlie sun, the Christian Sunday, Avas
the Aveekly birth-day of the Solar Deity, and in
HebreAv mythology the first day of Creation.
Literature.—i7Z)L' and EBi, s.v.

'

Birthday
'

; Bingham,
Christia7i A?itiquities, 1S40 ; J. J. M. de Groot, The liditjious
System ojChina, 1892 £f.; A. B. Ellis, The Tahi-spcaking Peoples,

1887; J. E. Padfield, r/i€//mdua(flom«2, 1908; B H Cham-
berlain, Things JwpaTiese*, 1902. A. E. CRAAVLEY.

BIRTH-DAYS (Greek and Roman).—Birth-day
celebrations are to be met Avith in antiquity from
a very early date. /Eschylus presupposes them
Avhen he makes Apollo receive on his birth-day his

"J>c|«
as a present from Phojbe [Eumenides, 6-8).

Birth-days were celebrated Avith prayers, .sacrifices,and banquets, and it Avas also tlie custom to oiler
presents to the person Avhose birth-day it Avas (e ga book, A^Hhol. Pal. ix. 93). Sometimes those
who Avere born on the same day of the month
formed a society, and called

tliemselvesrerpaSto-Taf,
eiKa5L(jTa.L, etc. Later, it Avas frequently the custom
tor such societies to celebrate the birth-days of
members of distinction, or these members them-
selves left an endoAvment to enable their associates
to celebrate their birth-day even after their deatli.
Such a posthumous celebration Avas called yevi<jia,
whereas the celebration during a man's lifetime
Avas termed yevidXia (schol. Plato, Alcibiades,
121 C). Plato's birth-day Avas celebrated by the
Academy on the 7th of Thargelion, because Apollowas supposed to have been born on that day ; and
in other cases asAvell the celebrations of birth-days
Avere fixed for sacred days (Plut. Theseus, 36;
the Athenians mention the 8th of a month as the
birthday of Theseus, ^/cIIoa-eiStD^'Of 7e7oy^;'ai \e7o/x^v<f)'
Kal yap UoaeidQva rais 6y56ats Ti/xw<nv). From the
time of the Diadochi Ave often hear of the cele-
bration of the birth-days of kings, and from the
time of C«sar, of those of emperors (there is an
important inscription Avhich indicates that in Asia
Minor the year began with the birth-day of

Augustus [A then. Mitt. xxiv. 288]), Avhen festivi-

ties, games, etc., took place. The same honour
Avas also extended to empresses and princes.
These honours passed from persons to cities :

thus in Rome the Palilia Avas celebrated as the
natalis urbis. More especially Avere such honours
transferred to the gods : Athene Avas supposed to
have been born on the 3rd of a month, Hermes on
the 4th, Apollo on the 7th, and so on. In these
cases the festival must always have been the

prius, the birth-day the posterius. It often

happens that the birthday of the god and tiie

natalis templi coincide (Cic. ad Att. iv. i. 4, CIL
xii. 3058).
Literature.—Chr. Petersen,

' Ueber die Geburtsta^feier
bei den Griechen,' in Jahrb.f. klass. PhiloL, Suppl. ii., 1857;
W. Schmidt, Geburtstag im Altertum, Giessen, 1908.

W. Kroll,
BIRTHRIGHT.—See Inheritance.

*
Padfield, op. cit. 165, 217, 225.

t Biiifrham, vii. 3401T., 360 f., 422.

} PadlJeld, op. cit. 178 flf., 181, 183.

BISHOP.—See Ministry.

BISMILLAH.— I. Meaning and early usage.—
Bisinilldh(i), an Arabic expression signifying

' in

the name of Allah,' Avas borroAved by Muhammad
from tiie religious j>liraseologj' of Jcavs and Cliris-

tians,* and Avas formulated by liim in full as
folloAVS : bismilldhi-r-ra/u)id7ii-r-ra/ihni, 'in the
name of Allah, the Compassionate, tlie Merciful.'
Muhammad employed the phrase botii in its shorter
and in its complete form as an introductory formula,
desimed to connect tlie beginnings of action Avith
the devout remembrance of God, and it is probable
that, Avhile still resident at Mecca, he recommended
his adherents to use it in a similar Avay. In the
Qur'an he represents Noah as summoning the
faithful to enter the ark AA'ith the Avords,

' Bismilhih
("in the name of Allah") be its voyage and its

landing' (xi. 43) ; and, similarly, a letter purporting
to have been Avritten by King Solomon to the Queen
of Slieba oj^ens thus :

' Bismilldhi-r-rahmdni-r-
rahtmi '

(xxvii. 30). Probably, too, he began his oaati

ceremonial discourses, as collected in the Qur'an,
*
Niikloke, Gesch. d. Qortins (Gottingen, 1800), p. 88 (* (pub-

lished by F. Schwally) lief.].
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with tlie iiliiase, and the redactors of the sacred

vohime, in prelixinj; it (in plenary form) to the

various sdra.'i, evidently ref^arded it as a prefatory
formula having Muhammad's own sanction. \Ve
cannot divine the reason of its omission from the
9th sura, although the Muslim exegetes show no

perplexity in the matter, and provide several ex-

planations, as may he found in commentaries to

the Qur'fui. The earlier theologians of Islam were
at variance with each other regartling the question
whether the bis/nilldhi-iovmuhi at the heginning of

the su7-as was to he consitlered an article of revela-

tion, i.e. an utterance of Uod, or an item proceeding
from the Pi'ophet himself ; buteventually liie lurnier

alternative carried the day, and it came to l)e held

that everything between the two covers {bdina-l-

daffatain) of the hook, including, of course, the

prefatory formula of the suras, was the word of

God.
It is recorded that, before Muhammad arose, the heathen

(^uraish made use of the sacred loriuula bismika AUalnunina
(' in thy name, O OoU ') for a similar purpose—a statement which
is certainly credible, thoujjh we have no evidence to test it by.

According' to Arabic tradition, which delijjlits to associate every
particular custom with the name of an individual founder, the

person who introduced the use of this phrase into Mecca was
Umayya b. Abi-l-^alt, the reputed author of many apocryphal
poems which promulgated monotheistic and Biblical ideas
before the time of Muhammad. Umayya la said to have
learned the formula, as a potent talisman against the evil

influence of demonic powers, from the lips of a Christian

hermit, and to have made personal trial of it.* But as he was
an older contemporary of Muhanmiad, and survived the latter's

entrance upon his public career, the older formula cannot,
agreeably to the above tradition, liave been in use long before
the Prophet's day. It is even said, indeed, that Muhammad
himself had employed it, but that the revelation of certain
verses in the Qur'an (xi. 93, xxvii. 30) induced him to substitute
for it, first the shorter, and then the longer, form of the

bismitldh.i Nevertheless he would appear, according to

Muslim tradition, to have sometimes resorted to the earlier

Meccan formula even at a later period ;t thus in a treaty which
he made with the people of Mecca near Hudaibiyah in a.ii. 0,

he deferred to the vigorous opposition they offered to the new
formula introduced by him, and quite readily sanctioned the
use of the Quraish

' bismika Alldhuinma' as a heading to the

document.^
' Alldhtimma' is also approved as an invocation

of God in Muslim petitions.

We may regard it as historically established
that rescripts drawn up by Muhammad's instruc-

tions, contracts concluded between him and tribes

which yielded him their allegiance, ||
and even

records of a more private character.ir were usually
prefaced by the jdenary form of the bismillCih.**

Thereafter its insertion in similar documents as a

prefatory formula became part of the religious

practice of the adherents of Islam. ft Uiiiciai

records from the early age of Islam, preserved
either as transcriptions in historical works, or,

more authentically still, as originals on j)apyrus
sheets, always begin with the biauiilldh. it is

also found on textile fabrics and other jiroducts of

industrial art.ijij In bilingual (Arabic-Greek) docu-

ments, which were common, especially in the

Egyptian province, till far on in the Umayyad
period, the Greek portion contains a translation of

the formula, the shorter apjjearing as iv dvifian
Tov Oeou, while the plenary form exj)and3 this with
the words rov iXerifiofos 0i\a»'<?pw7roi'.§§

*
Aghani, iii. 1S9 ; Mas'udi, Prairies d'or, I. 142; cf.

Schulthess in the JS'oldeke-FesUchri,ft, 74, n. 5.

t Ibn Sa'd in Wellhausen, Skizzen u. VorarbeiUn, iv. (Berlin,
1899), 6, 9 (text), 104 (tr.).

X Leone Caetani, Annali dcW Iflain, ii. (Milan, 1907) 222.

§ Ibn Hisham, ed. Wiist^nfeld, 747.

11 E.xamples in Noldeke-Schwally, op. cit. 117, n. 1.

% e.g. a note regarding the distribution of the wheat brought
as booty from Khaibar(ibn Hisham, 770, 77SfT.).

** L. Caetani (op. cit. i. 395, ii. 793) doubts the authenticity of

this prefatory formula in documents given by .Muslim historians.

•ft e.g. in the I'eslameiU o/'AbdaUdh b. JUcuud, in Ibn Sa'd,
Tabaqat, in. i. 112, 113.

Jt Karabacek, ' Zur arabischen Alterthumskunde, ii. Die
arabischen Papyrusprotokolle,' in SWA \V clxi. (Vienna, 1908)
35 fT.

§§ e.g., in the bilingual documents in Karabacek, op. cit.

63-67 ; C. H. Becker, Papyri Scholt-Reinhardt, i. (Heidelben?,
1906), 109 B. ; ZA xxii. 150, 170-178.

In accordance with the common Arabic practice
of giving a convenient name to formulas by the
device of omitting some oi their constituent letters

(as, e.g., haindala for ' al-Zuiindu lilldhl,' hny'ala
for lutyya

'

ala-s-saluti, etc.), the bismUldh is con-
tracted to ba.imala, whicii is also a verb meaning
' to utter the bi.sDilUnk

'

; and the use of the
formula is also referred to as tasndya, the invoca-
tion of the name (ism) of God.

2. Ceremonial use.—The blsmilldh acquires a

special ceremonial significance as the formula of
benediction i)ronounced beforeslaughtering animals
for food—<a iisage which, without doubt, was sug-
gested by the Jewish law enjoining the utterance of

the b'rd/ihd before killing and eating, 'i'he relevant

injunction in the C^ur'an is found in vi. 118, 121 :

' Eat of that over which the name of Allah hath
been pronounced if ye believe in His signs' . . .

' Eat not therefore of that on which the name of

Allah hath not been named, for that were certainly
sin.' From this passage was argued the obligatory
use of the tasmiya

* before slaughter ; and, simi-

larly, it was required that the benediction in

Allah's name should precede the eating of the
flesh of animals prescribed for that purpose. Even
in the chase (v. 6) it was imperative to utter the
name of Allah before releasing the f.alcon or the

hound, and only on this condition could the quarry
be afterwards used as food.f In jiursuance of a
hermeneutic practice of later Muhammadan theo-

logians, certain theological schools attenuated the
character of this absolutely binding ordinance to
that of a mere wish, and in this way the omission
of the actual utterance of Allah's name before the
act of killing did not necessarily jiroscribe the use
of the animal for food. If, for example, the ob-

servance of the regulation had been inadvertently
neglected, the food might still be partaken of

without mi.«giving
—

for, of course, the thought of

Allah is never absent from the devout heart. But
it is obvious that these interj)retations and practical
accommodations are at variance with the actual

language of the injunction as given in the Qur'an—a fact emphatically insisted ui)on in the teaching
of the more rigid and literalistic interpreters of the
book.J
Another question of ceremonial relating to the

use of the hismilldh arises in connexion with the
Muhammadan ritual of prayer (saldt). The
latter, as is well known, begins with the recita-

tion of the '

opening
'

sura of the Qur'an (al-

fdtUui), whose lirst sentence is the bismilldh in

its complete form. It has been from early
times a subject of debate in the schools of the
law whether this introductory phrase should be

spoken aloml {jahran) or in an inaudible whisper—a controversy connected in it.s origin with
the tlisputed question already referred to, viz.

whether the blsmilldh is to rank as Divine
revelation or not. Most of the orthodox schools
decided that the formula might be uttered in

an uiulertone,§ but the Sliati'ites, and especially
the Shi'ites, demand that it be spoken in an
auililile voice.

II

3. Everyday use.—Having dealt mth the use of
the bismilldh in ceremonial functions and in im-

' But without al-rahmdn al-rahim, as it was not thought
right, when taking away life, to name '

the Compassionate
Merciful' (i?£>.W'; xlviii. 95, n. 1).

t .Muiraffa, ii. 356.

i Cf. the present writer's Die Zdhiriten (Leipzig, 1884), 75 ff.

§ It is expressly recorded of 'Omar 11. that, when leading in

pra.ver, he did not pronounce the bifini/ldh of the fdtiha
aud'ibly (Id yajharu) (Ibn Sa'd, v. 24G, 25). The Khalif al-

Must-a'in was accused by his opponents of double-dealing,
because he spoke the binmilldh of the Jdtilia inaudibly when
in Samarra, but elsewhere hypocritically uttered it aloud

Cfabari, Annahit, iii. 1083, 3ff.)."

1 On this question see the present writer's
'

Beitrage zur

Litteraturgeseh. der Schia u. d. sunnitischen Polemik,' SWA W
(1874), loff., 86.
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portant afl'airs of public and private life, we
proceed to speak of a view which sprang up in

Islam at a very early period, and soon established
itself in everyday practice

—the view, namely,
which finds expression in a proverb commonly
regarded as a saying (lutdlth) of the Prophet ;

Kxdlu amrin dhi bcdin Id yuhtada u bi-dhikri *-

lldhi fahmoa abtarti, i.e. 'every matter of im-

portance which is begun without mention of God
18 maimed.' This maxim was taken by devout
adherents of Islam as their warrant for the practice
of inaugurating every action f by ejaculating a
bismilldh. The prophet is traditionally reported
to have said that Satan sits behind every one who
mounts an animal without first having uttered the

formula.^ Its use as a blessing before meals is

regarded as of special importance, and on social

occasions the saying of the bismilldh by the head
of the household intimates to the guests that the

repast is to begin. § Nor must the tasmiya be
omitted when a person enters or leaves a house, or

puts on his clothes.|| The practice is felt to be in

accordance with the thought of Qur'an xxxiii. 41 :

' Remember Allah with frequent remembrance
'—

a maxim highly approved in Islam. The idea that
the utterance of God's holy name involves an

impiety never found a footing among the Muslims,
who are wont to say, rather, that if we love a

person we often mention his name (man aliabba

shay^an akthara dhikrahu}.^
4. Superstitious ideas and use.—The deep sig-

nificance and the sacred character with which
Islam invested the bismilldh led at length to its

being pressed into the service of folk-lore, mystic-
ism, and even magic. It was said that God had
inscribed it upon the breast of Adam, the wing of

the angel Gabriel, the seal of Solomon, and the

tongue of Jesus.** The Creator has -written the
sacred words upon His works. The imaginative
eye can sometimes trace the formula in the veins
of the leaf or the varied colourings of the butter-

fly's wing, where nature has imprinted it in mystic
(SjTiac) characters. The written and oral applica-
tion of the bismilldh possesses talismanic ^^rtues.

When the soul in its death-struggle is striving to

escape from the body, the angel of death brings
from paradise an apple upon which is inscribed the
formula, or the angel himself wTites it upon the

palm of the dying man, whose agony is alleviated

by the sight of it, and whose soul then yields itself

to the angel.ft The bismilldh serves also as a
means of defence against the baneful effects of the
evil eye, and other malign influences of occult
forces. It is a popular notion amongst Muham-
madans that the jinn are easily ofTended, as, for

instance, by human encroachment upon their

haunts, by pouring out hot water, etc. ; but if a
man feels that he has provoked their resentment,
he may drive them away by uttering the bismilldh.XX
Similarly, in order to render his goods proof against
the jinn, he uses the phrase as a charm when he
shuts the door, or stores articles of food in their

appropriate receptacles, or lays down his clothes
at niglit. An article protected in this way is

called musammd (commonly pronounced musemmt),
*
Originally hi-liaindi, with reference to the glorifying of God

by formulas beginning with al-liamdu lilldhi.

t Including that mentioned by Buchari, K. ol-wtKfu, No. 8.

J Damiri (Bulaq, a. 11. 1284), s.v.
'

Al-dabba,' i. 399.

§ Lane, Manners and Customs of the Modem Egyptians 6

(London, 1871), i. 183.

II Traditional sayings in Nawawi, Kitdb al-Adhkar (Cairo,
A.H. 1312), 11-12.

t RHR xvi. 164 ; ZDMG li. 265.
*• E. Doutt6, Magie et religion dans VAJriqu* du Nord

(Algiers, 1909), 211.

tT Al-Suyuti, al-Durar al-hisdn fi-l-ba'th tca-na'im al-jindn
(Cairo, a.h. 1324).
n In North Africa, A. Bel, La Population musulmane de

Tlemcen (Paris, 1908), 23 (from the Revue d*s itudiis ethno-

graphiqfies et toeiologiques).

i.e. 'something over which has been named (the
name of Allah).'*
The bismilldh, by reason of its prophylactic

virtues, is deemed specially serviceable as an

inscription for amulets, and, in general, as an

accessory of
practical magic.f Copious illus-

trations of thLs are to be found in the Shams
al-ma'drif of al-Buni (tA.H. 622, A.D. 1225) and
works of a similar nature. The Muslims also con-
struct magic squares, and distribute the words of the
basmala in magical combinations amongst the vari-
ous compartments.t Al-Buni is also the author of
a monograph dealing specially with the use of the
formula for magical purposes (Fadd'il al-basmnla).%

5. Calligraphic usage.—Mention ought finally
to be made of a certain convention in the method
of transcribing the bismilldh. When the Muslim
calligraphist writes the formula for a ceremonial

purpose, he imparts a peculiar form to its first

word by way of signalizing, as it were, the excep-
tional character of the phrase as a whole. The

vertical stroke of the initial letter bd (j) is con-

siderably prolonged in an upward direction, and

slightly curved ; then, the 'alif (of Hsm) being

omitted altogether,!! the sin (—•) is placed im-

mediately after the bd, while the final letter

mlm (/») is connected with the sin by a line

drawn far beyond the usual length {4, J).

The Muhammadan scribes would appear at a very
early date to have introduced yet another altera-

tion in the written form of the bismilldh—a

peculiarity of common occurrence in MSS. Here

the tips of the third letter sin (-j) disappear en-

tirely, as well as the 'alif, and the initial bd {j) is

joined to the final mim (/•) by a long horizontal

line thus : r The antiquity of this usage

is indicated by an incident recorded in Ibn Sa'd,
viz. that 'the Khalif 'Omar b. 'Abd al-'AzIz dis-

missed a certain scribe (kdtib) from his office

because he wrote bism without inserting the sin

distinctly
'

(loalam yaj'al al-sin).%
LiTBRATURB.—The literature has been given in the footnotes.

I. GOLDZIHER.
BLACKMAIL.—The word 'mail' is derived

from the Norman-French maille, which is used in

the Act of 1335, 9 Edward III. c. 3 in the sense of
' half-penny.' We find three meanings assigned to

this term.
I. Legally, blackmail refers to rents reserved in

labour, cattle, or produce. In mediaeval times

rent was uniformly paid
in kind—a custom that

persisted in France down to the days of the great
French Revolution. The Black Death and the

Peasants' Revolt gave a powerful impetus to the

transformation of English agricultural life, and

among the results was tiie substitution of payment
in money for payment in kind. In Scotland and

Ireland, and indeed in the rest of Europe, this

substitution was not eftect«d till a comparatively
late date. For rent in kind were substituted ' white

rents,' which were reserved in 'white money,' or

silver. In the Middle Ages there was a great

scarcity of the precious metals, and this doubtless

assisted in prolonging the existence of tiie old

method of payment. The discovery of silver in

*
Lane, op. oil. i. 287 ; Arabian Society in the Middle Ages

(London, 1883), 41.

t Reinaud, Monumens musulmans du cabinet deM.le due de

Blacas (Paris, 1828), ii. 3-6.

J Doutt6, op. cit. 212.

§ Brockelmann, Gesch.d. arab. LUteratur, L (Weimar, 1898) 497

I This is a, Massoretic practice.
y Ibn Sa'd, v. 270, 14.
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South America helped forward tlie movement from
status to contract, with tlie result that white rent

paid in current coin or white money (inaillcs

blanches) began to replace the black rent. In

Scots law the rents of an estate were called ' mails
'

or '

maills,' wldle ' Blanch Holding
' and ' Mail '

for rent are somewhat similar terms for this old

custom. Camden (Hem. 205), explaining black-

money, says,
' What that was I know not, if it

were not of Copper, as Maill and Black-mnilL'
Coke refers to 'Work-days, rent cummin, rent

com, etc. . . . called Rcdditus nigri, black

maile, that is, black rents.' Blackstone supports
Coke's explanation of redditns nigri (cf. Camden,
(Bern. 1605, p. 205 ; Coke, In^t., 1642, ii. 19 ; Black-

stone, Com., 1768, ii. 43; Burn, Justire^, 1845, iii.

214), In this sense the term ' blackmail '

is obsolete.

2. Historically, it is the tribute in com, cattle,
other kind, or money—here we are coming to the
newer form—levied from the farmers and small
owners in the border counties of England and
Scotland, and along the Highland border, by free-

booting chiefs in return for immunity from pillage.
The border counties chiefly afl'ected were North-

mnberland, Cumberland, Westmoreland, and the

bishopric of Durham. Sir Walter Scott in Wavcrleij
(i. 222) represents one of the better aspects of this

custom when one of his characters remarks,
' The

boldest of them (i.e. the freebooters) will never
steal a hoof from any one that paj's blackmail to

Vich Ian Vohr.' It is somewhat remarkable to

find how wide-spread is the use of the word ' mail
'

with the meaning of 'rent' or 'tribute.' In Irish

mcd signifies a rent or tax. In Armoric mal signi-
fies such wealth as is acquired by the strong hand ;

while in Afghanistan ihe contributory levy on a

village is called mallin. Blackmail sometimes
denotes the money taken by the harbingers or

servants, with their master's knowledge, for ab-

staining from enforcing exactions like coin and

livery. They made up for the abstinence in

these places by plundering in others. Curiously
enough, we find that in Ireland in the 14th cent,

black money or blackmail indicates certain coins
of an inferior kind authorized to pass current.

In 1552 Archbishop Hamilton (Ca^ec/t., 1884,

98), in reference to the forays of the border

chieftains, mentions,
'

Quhay takis ouer sair mail,
ouer mekle ferme, or ony blake maillis, fra

thair tennands'; while about 1561 R. Maitland,
in Thievis Liddesd. vi., describes the 'commoun
taking of blak maill.' On both sides of the Border
severe Acts were passed to put an end to these

depredations. Under the Scots king, James vi.,

the mea.snre of 1597 describes how ' diners subjects
of the Inland, takis and sittis vnder their assurance,

payand them black-maill, and permittand them to

reif, herrie, and oppresse their Nichtl>ouris.' In

160 1—a memorable year in economic legislation
—an

English Act of Parliament also notes that '

sundry
of her Maiesties louing subjects within the sayed
(i.e. the four northern) Counties . . . liave been
inforced to pay a certaine rate of money, come,
cattell, or other consideration, commonly there
called by the name of Blacke maile.' The 43 Eli/.,

c. 13, s. 1, made the levying or paying of this black-
mail a felony without benefit of the clergj-. The
Termes de la Ley informs us that ' Blackmail is a
word u-sed in 43 Eliz. c. 13, and it signifies a

certainty of money, com, cattell, or other con-

sideration, given by the poore people in the north

parts of England, unto men of great name and
aliance in those parts, to be by them protected
from such as usually rol>l)e and steal there.' Cowell
in his famous Law Dictionary, The Interpreter,
notes that ' these robbers are of late years called

Moss-troopers.' The depredations of the Border
chieftains, in spite of these repressive measures, did

not cease till towards the end of the 17th century.
In 1707 an 'Address from Cumberland' in the
London Gazette points out that ' there is, now, no
Debatable Land to contend for; no Black Mail
to be paid to the Leaders of the Bobbers, as a
Kansom '

(cf. Blackstone, Comm. iv. 263).

3. The term is now usually a[)plied to ofl'ences

called in French chantage, that is, the extortion of

money, or other valuable consideration, by intimi-

ilation, by the unscrupulous use of official or .social

position, or of political influence or vote, by persons
upon those whom they have it in their power to

help or injure. In one sense the Border robbers
have passed away, but in another sense they are
with us still, tor the organized forms or the
Camorra of Naples, the Mafia of Sicily, the Black
Hand of the United States, and the highbinders
of China are largely blackmailing Ixxlies. Their
methods and rules of procedure are much the same
as those of the outlaws of old. Like them, the
Black Hand, for example, levy blackmail, kidnap
men or their children and hold them to ransom,
murder their victims in cold blood if the ransom
be not forthcoming, and terrorize the surrounding
population into tacit complicity. In private life

the only hope of resisting the blackmailer is to
refuse to nay the first time he makes his demand.
Mr. W. E. Gladstone was accosted late at night
by an unfortunate woman to whom he gave alms.
A man, who saw him speaking to her, stopped the
statesman and attempted to levy blackmail. Mr.
Gladstone kept him in conversation till a police-
man came in sight, when he at once gave the black-
mailer in charge. In English common law it is a
misdemeanour to threaten to publish any libel

upon any other person, directly or indirectly, if the
act is done with the intent to extort any money or

other valuable thing. The punishment is imprison-
ment, with or without hard labour, for three years.
It is a felony to demand of any person, with
menaces and without any reasonable cau.se, any
property, and the punishment thereof ranges from

penal servitude for life to a period not less than
three years. The truth or falsehood of a threaten-

ing accusation, whether of crime or misconduct, la

absolutely immaterial : the accused cannot set up
truth as a justification of his conduct. The French
and German codes deal with blackmailing in an
equally stem manner. The latter states that, if

the extortion is committed by violence against a

person, or with the application of threats, the
author is to be punished like a robber.

LiTBRATURB.—The authorities are quoted in the article.

Robert H. Murray.
BLASPHEMY (Gr. ^Xaop-nfiia = (1) an ill-

omened or jirofane utterance, a light or rash

prayer ; (2) a slander, or any defamation ; (3)

imj>ious speech against God. Oppos. €i'<prifjila).
—

I. Blasphemy as a sin.—Blasphemy as a sin and
an ecdesiiustical ollence is peculiar to the Jewish
and the Christian religion and to allied mono-
theistic cults. For, though the religions of Greece
and Rome, and indeed of most countries, were far

from viewing with equanimity the utterance of
words which might oflend any of their gods, yet
the abhorrence caused by such utterances was aue
mainly to a fear of the di.sa.sters which the offended

god might be expected to inflict on the whole tribe

of which the offender wa.s a member. The trial of

Socrates would illustrate this, since he was accu.sed

of
'

teaching men not to receive the gods whom the

city acknowledged, and of having new gods
'

(Plato,

Aj'ol. 24 B). Under English common law this

offence would have been the subject of an indict-

ment for blasphemy, but the freer Greek spirit
treated it as an offence against the welfare of

the State. Similarly, in the charge brought by
Pythonicus against Alcibiades (Thucydides, vi. 53),
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that he had divulged the mysteries of Eleusis, the

gravamen was not so niucii that the act was an
offence against the gods as that it was dangerous
to the community. The Koman criminal law

appears to have had no provision against blas-

phemy, apparently because,
' in spite of the in-

tensity of Roman religious feeling, the religion of

the State was always absolutely subject to the

political authority' (Hunter, Roman Law, 1880,

p. 10), and hence an offence against religion was
once more not so much a sin as a crime. Persons
who introduced new kinds of worship, unknown
to custom or reason, disturbing weaker minds,
were to be pxinished

—if persons of rank, with

deportation ;
if not of rank, with death.

2. In the Old Testament.—It is to the Jewish
and Christian law (with their off-shoots), then,
that we have to look for the creation of the offence

of blasphemy. We omit the '

contempt
'

for God
referred to in Mai 1®, the dishonour done Him by
withholding the offerings due to Him in Mai 3^- ",

the swearing falsely by His name in Lv 19^^ the
sin ' with a high hand '

of Nu Ib^ (cf. 2 K 19^2),

the reviling (or murmuring against) the Elohim
of Ex 22^, since, though these all are directed

against God, they do not rise to the height of the

specific sin of blasphemy. A record, however, of

this sin is found in Lv 24", where a man of mixed
breed 'blasphemes the Name.' In this case doubt
seems to have been felt about the prescribed
penalty, for the offender was put back until ' the
mind of the Lord '

could be ascertained. This was
found to fix the penalty of death by stoning, and
the law was then promulgated :

' He that blas-

phemeth the Name of the Lord, he shall surely
be put to death, and all the congregation shall

certainly stone him' (v.^^). This was the only
kind of reproach against God which was punish-
able with death at the hand of man, lower kinds

(such as those referred to above) being left to the

judgment of God. For post-Biblical Jemsh usages
see next article.

3. In the New Testament—The offence of blas-

phemy is referred to frequently in the NT : in the
case of the sin against the Holy Ghost (Mk 3^**-) ;

in the case of the man whose sins were pronounced
by Jesus forgiven (Mt 9^, Lk 5-'), when the scribes

accused Hun of blasphemy ; when the Jews de-

clared the saying
'
I and my Father are one '

to
be blasphemous (Jn 10^^- ^) ; when Jesus declared
Himself at His judgment (Mk 14^^) ; St. Stephen
was accused of speaking 'blasphemous words
against Moses and God '

(Ac 6") ; in Ac 13'^ and
18^ and Ro 2** the Jews in their turn are accused
of blasphemy ; in Ac 26" St. Paul accuses himself
of making the Christians blaspheme. The word
occurs five times in the Pastoral Epp. (I Ti 1-^ &*
and Tit 2^ 3-), once in James (2'), and nine times
in the Apocalypse (2^ \Z^- «• « "« 16»- "• "^

17=*). From
these passages it appears that any expression was
considered blasphemous which was wrathfully,
despitefully, or contemptuously directed against
God, His being, or goodness, which arrogated His
attributes for a creature, which opposed a truth
revealed by Him, or opposed an institution of

which He was the author.

4. In Church history.
—The feeling and the

judgment expressed in these passages were taken
over by Christianity, and enforced, after its union
with the civil power, by temporal pains and

penalties. The Novellae of Justinian (Ixxvii. 1)

relate that some
' used blasphemous expressions and swore by God, and so pro-
voked Hiui to anjer, and that it was enjoined on such men
therefore to abstain from such blasphemies, and from swearing
by the hair, or by the head, and similar expressions ; for, seeing
that binspheniies against men went not unpunished, far less

wo\ild blasphemies against God. If, in spite of this admonition,
»ny one committed the offence of blasphemy, he was to suffer

the extreme penalty of the law' {Corp. Jur. Civ., ed SchoU
1895, vol. iii. p. 3S2).

'

In the Middle Ages the ecclesiastical court was
the principal authority for the punishment of

blasphemy, the temporal power being called in,
when required, to enforce the judgment of the court
ecclesiastical. Thus in a decree of Gregory ix. it
is laid down that, if any one shall have presumed
to loose in public a blasphemous tongue against
God, or any one of His saints, or, in special, against
the Blessed Virgin, he shall be condemned by the
bishop to public penance at the churcli door for
seven Sundays, being on the last Sunday deprived
of his shoes and outer clothing, to fast and give
alms. In default he might be excommunicated
and deprived of Christian burial, and be subjected
to a fine by the temporal power {Decret. Greq. ix.,
lib. V. tit. 27, c. 2; Corp. Jur. Canon., ed. Richter-
Friedberg, ii. 830).

Charlemagne had already incorporated in the
law of the Empire the Christian law against blas-

phemy, and given his sanction to the principle
that God Himself was injured by blasphemy, and
that He would visit the offence on all the people,
thus ingeniously uniting in one the older pagan
and the newer Christian sentiment. Louis le

Debonnaire followed him -vWth laws against blas-

phemy which inflicted the death penalty. Philip
Augustus fulminated against those who swore :

' Tete bleue !

' ' Corbleu !

' ' Ventrebleu !

' '

Sang
bleu !

'

Offenders, if noble, were to be fined ; if

roturiers, they were to be put into a sack and
drowned. St. Louis ordered that offenders should
be branded on the forehead, and if they repeated
the ottence, should have their tongue and lips

pierced. With this agrees the ordinance of

Henry III., which enacted that, for the first four

offences, a blasphemer should be committed to

prison on bread and water ; for the fifth offence,
he should have the under lip slit ; for the sixth,
he should have it so slit that his teeth were to
be seen ; for the seventh, his tongue should be
bored ; and for the eighth, he was to be put to

death. It was, indeed, about the end of the loth
cent, that blasphemy was most severely punished ;

but from that date onwards the feeling has gradu-
ally gained ground that God is not a Being who
can be injured by man's insults, and that, when
blasphemy is punishable, it is as an offence against

society.
The Scholastic treatment of blasphemy calls for

a short notice. Definmg blasphemy, with Gury,
as locutio Deo injuriosa, or, \ciu\ Suarez, as verbum

maledictionis, convicii seu contumeliae in Deum, it

divides it into ' immediate
' when directed against

God Himself, and 'mediate' when it attacks Him
through His Word, His Church, His officers, sacra-

ments, or saints. It is in its form threefold,
'heretical' when it involves a false doctrine, 'im-

precative
' when in the form of a curse, or merely

' abusive
'

(probrosa). Materially, it is threefold :

(1) when it attributes to God what is not His ; (2)

when it deprives Him of what is His ; and (3)

when it assigns to the creature what belongs to the
Creator—the first two of which St. Thomas de-

clares to be but the affirmative and negative sides

of the same truth, and the last to be a subdivision
of the first. Blasphemy is a mortal sin, as being
contradictory to cliarity ; nay, it is the greatest of

all sins, seeing that it adds to a denial of the faith

a detestation in the will, and is aggravated by its

outburst into M'ords, as, on the other hand, faith is

augmented by love and confession.

5. As a crime.—It has been already stat«d that
a milder judgment on blasphemy has during the

last four or live centuries gradually been ousting
the feeling wliich finds expression in Lv 24'*. The

change, however, has been of slow growth. So
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late as A.D. 1656 we iind, for instance, a poor mad
Quaker, James Nayler, for

alloAvinjj
himself to be

honoured as Jesus Christ, sentenced by the House
of Commons to be put in the pillory, wliipped from
Westminster to the Old Exchange, again placed
in the pillory, to have his tongue bored, his fore-

liead branded with '

B,' then taken to Bristol,
there again whipjjed, and then sent to Bridewell
to remain until Tarliament should release him.

Again, in 1812 an unliappy bookseller, Daniel
Isaac Eaton, of Ave Maria Lane, London, was
sentenced to eighteen months' imprisonment and
to the pillory for publishing criticisms on the
Bible story, after the manner of Thomas Paine.
It is noticeable that Lord Ellenborough, in sen-

tencing Eaton, did so on the express ground that
' the Christian religion is the law of the land, and
must be protected as the law.' It was held blas-

phemy in the Court of Exchequer in 1729 to

maintain publicly that the character of Christ is

defective, and His teaching misleading, and that
the Bible is no more inspired than any other book.
In 1868, George Jacob Uolyoake was sentenced to
six months' imprisonment for oral blasphemy—
for saying after a lecture in reply to a challenge :

'
I do not believe there is such a thing as a

God.' The law of England is still suthciently
severe against blasphemy.

'
It is, indeed, still

blasphemy,' according to Mr. Justice Erskine,
'

punishable at common law, scoffingly or ir-

reverently to ridicule or impugn the doctrines of
the Christian faith.' On the other hand, 'if the
decencies of controversy are observed, even the
fundamentals of religion may be attacked without
a person being guilty of blasphemous libel' (Lord
Chief Justice Coleridge).
The net result of the slow process of change

which has been going on for centuries in men's
minds on this, as on all kindred subjects, is that

blasphemy has become the technical name for a

particular oilence against the State. It is a crime

against the peace and good order of society ; it is

an outrage on men's religious feelings, tending to
a breach of the peace. As an indictable ottence it

is described by Blackstone to be '

denying the being
or providence of God, contumelious reproaches of
our Saviour Christ, profane scoffing at the Holy
Scripture, or exposing it to contempt or ridicule'

(Stephen's Commentaries^^, iv. 185). But though
the existing law of England still embodies the
tradition which regards blasphemy as a sin, and
upholds the Christian religion, in practice it treats
it as an offence against the peace and good order
of society. It is open to anjMjody to call in ques-
tion any article of religion, provided that his

method of expression is not obnoxious to the
authorities. In France the same practical state
of things prevails ; for, though its Code does not

prohibit blasphemy as such, it yet prohibits it as
an otlence against good order. In Germany public
blasphemy is punishable with one to three days'
imprisonment ; but the blasphemy must be public,
coarsely expressed, and otlence must actually
have been caused (Deutsches Rekhsstrafgesetzbuch,
§ 166). The Austrian law is stricter, and the
otfender may suffer imprisonment for a term rang-
ing from six months to ten years (ib. §§ 122, 123,
124). In the United States the law of blasphemy
is essentially the same as in En^jland, being based
on English common law and early statutes.
Thus Christian Europe and America have brought

the wheel full circle round to where it w^as in
Seneca's day, when that distinguished pagan could
write :

' We are far from what we ought to be i( we do not think of
God as possessing all things, bestowing freely all things. Why
do the gods bestow on us their bounty? It is their nature to do
so. The man who thinks that they do no harm because they are
unwilling errs. They cannot. They can neither infiict injury I

nor receive it. For to harm and to be harmed go together'
(Ep. 95, ed Haase, 1873, iii. 307).

To this it is only necessary to add the remark that,
while the legal delinition of blasphemy as an in-

dictable and statutory ofl'ence is precise, the word
itself has in literature and conmion parlance, as
is natural, a wider and looser meaning. Thus,
Jelleries (The Story of my Ilmrt^, 18'Jl, p. 125)
writes :

'
I believe all manner of asceticism to be the

vilest blasphemy—blasphemy towards the whole of
the human race.' Ruskin (Stones of Venice, I. i. 37)
speaks of '

representations of Christian subjects
which had become blaspiiemous under the treat-
ment of men like tiie Caracci' ; and Bacon in his
Advancement of Learning has the phrase

' blas-

phemy against learning.'
LiTKRATUHK.— In addition to authorities fjuoted, of. art.

'Blasphemy' in 11DB, EBi, JE, and Wetzer-Welte's Kirch.
Lex. ; G. M. Mackie,

'

Blasphemy,' in ExpT xx. (1009) 439 ;

van Espen, /its eccl. univ. ii. 256 ft. ; Jarcke, Udbch. des gem.
dexUsch. Stra/rechts, ii. 27-46 ;

for abnormal temptations to
blasphemy, Alfonso M. de Liguori, Theol. Mnr., 1840, i. 4, n.
121 fT. ; A. Koch, Moraltheol., 1905, p. 362 fT. ; Mishna, Sank. 7. 6
and 66o; Odgers, Libel and Slander*, 1905, pp. 446-455;
Stephen, Digest of Criminal Law, 188.'?, p. 125 f.

; Cobbett,
State Trials, 1809 ff., v. 821 ff., xxxi. 931; St. Thorn. Aq.,
Sumina theolog. u. ii. qu. 13, 14. W. F. COBB.

BLASPHEMY (Jewish).—All subsequent Jew-
ish notions on tlie subject of blasphemy were
derived, in their main principles, from the incident
narrated in Lv 24'*-''^ In the course of that
passage the general rule is enunciated (v.'*) :

' And
he that

blasphemeth the name of the Lord, he
siiall surely oe put to death ; all the congregation
shall certainly stone him : as well the stranger as
the home born 2v/ien he blasphemeth the name shall
be put to death.' Rabbinic tradition (already
represented in the Targum) interpreted these
italicized words to mean that, to render blasphemy
a capital crime, the oft'ender must actually pro-
nounce the name of God, accompanied with dis-

respect, the nature of which is not defined. The
reverential reluctance to name God even in worship
grew up early, and, as is well known, is already
exemplified in Psalms, Chron., and the LXX. The
blasphemer who used the prevalent substitutes for
the name of God was subjected to flagellation (Sank.
56't). The writer of Pentateuchal scrolls was re-

quired to place his mind in a devotional attitude
when writing the name of God, and in certain
cases when he made an error in writing the name,
the mistake was irremediable, and the whole column
on wfiich tlie error occurred was withdrawn from
use (Sofcrim, ch. iv.). The name itself could not
be obliterated. The only individuals who lawfully
uttered the name were the priests. The priestly
benediction (Nu e-"'") is introduced by the words,
'Thus shall ye bless the children of Israel,' and
closes with the phrase, 'And

they shall put my mane
on the children of Israel.' These commands, it

was held, compelled the priests to utter the name
as written, ami made a substitute unlawful (Sofa,
31b ; Sifri on Nu 6"). It is recorded that sages
communicated the pronunciation of the name to
their

disciples once in seven years (^iddushin, 71a).

Again, it is reported in a tradition that the priests
themselves, after the death of Simon the Just, dis-

continued the pronunciation of theTetragrammaton
in the blessing (Yoma, 396 ; Menahoth, 1096). The
high priest, however, continued to pronounce the
name on the Day of Atonement, amid the prostra-
tions of the people (Mishn. Yoma iii. 8, etc. Ac-

cording
to the Tosefta Yoma ii. , the high priest

uttered the name ten times on the fast).
This reluctance to utter the name of God was

paralleled by a similar objection to hearing the name
uttered. In the blasphemy trial, as described in
the Mishna (Sanh. vii. 5), the witnesses were not
allowed to repeat the actual blasphemy in their
evidence against the accused ; but when on s, prima
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facie case the capital charge was proved, then before
. sentence of death was promulgated one of the wit-
nesses was required to utter the actual blasphemy
with which the accused was charged. The judges
rose to their feet and rent their garments—the
statement of the Mishna thus fully confirms the

report in Mt 26^. According to Josephus {Ant.
IV. viii. 10), a Jew was forbidden to blaspheme
a heathen deity. Besides incurring the death

penalty, the blasphemer was, in the llabbinic view,

regarded as excluded from Paradise ('Abodd zdrd,
18a; Miahn. Sank. xi. 1. In the latter passage this

deprivation is, according to Abba Saul, incurred

by any one who utters the Tetragrammaton). The
Talmud asserts that the offence of blasphemy
greatly increased when the death penalty for

blasphemy was abolished with the loss of Jewish

jurisdiction (see vol. i. p. 130^ It may be interest-

ing to add that Eleazar ben Zadok, a contemporary
of Josephus, relates that as a child he saw the
unchaste daughter of a priest burnt on bundles of

grape-vines [Mishn. Sank. vii. 2 ; Talm. fol. 52

a-b]. This the Talmud regards as having been the
act of a Sadducean, not of a Pharisaic, court). Yet,

despite this supposed increase in the prevalence of

blasphemy, we find a strong abhorrence of every-
thing which showed disrespect to the Deity.
Rabbinic tlieology actually included blasphemy
among the offences prohibited by natural law ; this

is the meaning of its inclusion in the seven Noachian

prohibitions (with adultery, murder, idolatry, and
80 forth [Sank. 56a]). Moreover, the stern moral
denunciation of profaning the name (Qcn h^h^) was
the outcome of this range of ideas. To profane the

name came to imply all forms of irreverence, of

private insincerity, and of public disrespect for

morality and religion.
' For him who has com-

mitted this sin there is no power in repentance to

suspend the punishment, nor in the Day of Atone-
ment to atone, nor in suffering to purify

'

( Yomn,
86a)—full forgiveness was attained only when the
sinner died (cf. Schechter, Some Aspects ofBabbinic

Theology, p. 329). Profaning the name was thus

something more than mere blasphemy, for of

blasphemy we are emphatically told that repent-
ance suliices to atone (Pesikta Kahana, 1636).

In the Middle Ages the blasphemer, it was held,
ought to be excommunicated [liesponsa of Geonim,
ed. Miiller, 103). The current Jewish Code requires
the auditor of a blasphemy to show his feeling of
revulsion by rending his garment (Shulhan'Arukh,
Yoreh Deafi, 340, 37). Naturally, however, as

public opinion has tended to weaken the efliciency
of excommunication, so it has become less and less
usual to take any practical notice of the offence of

blasphemy. Blaspliemy in the older view had been
an act of rebellion, parallel to Korah's ; it was a
'

stretching out of the hand to the root
'

of religion.
But such acts of rebellion are no longer punishable,
and the Synagogue has shown itself as disinclined
as any other organization to attempt the punish-
ment. See Heresy. I. Abrahams.

BLASPHEMY (Muhammadan).—Blasphemy
is regarded by Muslim jurists as one of the most
convincing proofs of unbelief. If a Muslim has
been guilty of this heinous sin, he is to be put to
death as an apostate unless he is willing to repent
(cf. art. Apostasy [Muhammadan]). All utter-

ances expressive of contempt for Allah Himself,
for His names, attributes, laws, commands, or pro-
hibitions, are to be considered as blasphemy. Such
is the case, for instance, if a Muslim declares
that it is impossible for Allah to see and to hear

everything, or that Allah cannot endure to all

eternity, or that He is not one (wdhid), but only
' one of three,' etc. All scoffing at Muhammad or

any of the other prophets or apostles of Allah is

also to be regarded in Islam as blasphemy.
Unbelievers who have obtained permission to

reside within the domain of Islam (the so-called

dzimmts) are in like manner forbidden to use, in

the presence of Muslims, disrespectful expres-
sions about Allah or His apostles, or about the

dogmas and institutions of Islam. For instance,

they may not testify publicly that Jesus was the

Son of God. The unbeliever who is guilty of

blasphemy in the eye of Muslim law is not,

however, put to death, but expiates his offence

by ta'zlr (a penalty determined by the judge,

according to circumstances).
Th. W. Juynboll.

BLESSEDNESS.
Buddhist.—See Arhat, Nirvana.
Chinese (E. H. Parker), p. 672.

Christian (J. C. Lambert), p. 675.

BLESSEDNESS (Chinese).— i. Perhaps the
best way of arriving at some preliminary notion of

the conceptions of blessedness cherished by the
Chinese is to examine in the first instance their

methods of ordinary speech, which can easily be
traced back in spirit to the utterings of antiquity.
When a Chinaman asks an acquaintance how he
fares, the stereotyped reply is : 'I depend upon
your happiness,' or 'Thanks to you.' In matters
of greater gravity, the Emperor or any other of

his subjects, official or otherwise, will say :
' Thanks

to the shade of my ancestors' happiness, I am,'
etc. When two or more persons are thrown
together in pursuit of a common interest, whether
it be marriage, partnership, political sympathy, or

what not, it is the practice to say and to assume
that the individuals, or the families to which
the individuals immediately concerned belong,
' have a predestination,' i.e. have some spiritual

affinity which is continued from the anterior exist-

ence into the present existence. The word yiian,
hei-e translated 'predestination,' was extended
in later times to signify spiritual sympathy or

connexion in the present life, and even in the

Greek and Roman.—See Chief Good.
Hindu.— See Brahmanism.
Muhammadan (D. B. Macdonald), p. 677.

future life : its original meaning is a '

hem,'
'

collar,'

'connecting thread' ; hence a 'reason,' 'to follow

up,'
' to climb up.' After the advent of Buddhism

in the first century of our era, the old term yin-

yUati, or ' because clue,' was adapted to the niddna,
or ' causes and effects

'

connecting past existences

with present (Eitel, Handbook of Chinese Buddh-

ism'\ 1888, p. 84); and so now in popular usage
the Buddhist idea is usually connoted in the mind
of the speaker or writer. But, none the less, the

basic notion really takes its origin in the ancient

ancestor-worship of the Chinese, one of the most

elementary principles of wliich was that no iiappi-

ness could exist in this life unless the spirits of

tlie dead were conciliated by living representa-
tives througli sacrifice, praj'er, and duty. In other

words, blessedness can exist securely on earth

only under the shadow or protection of the

Spiritual Abode above. Wiien a man enters into

conversation with a stranger, and the interview

develops .sympathetic interests on both sides, one

will say to the otlier : 'We two have a yiinn'
—

meaning,
'

it was already planned out before our

birth that we should meet,' even if only to buy and
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sell a horse, though the expression belont,'s ratlier

to matrimonial arrangements. One friend will

often write to or hail another as ' old generation
elder brother,' the more ordinary term being 'old

brother' simply. The addition of the word .thi,

meaning 'generation,' 'world,' or 'hereditary,'

(for it signifies all three), delicately suggests for

the i>ast a subtle spiritual connexion running,
it may be, through more than one world.

Like other nations, the Chinese have never been
able to conceive conscious Deity otherwise than in

the shape of man. Man has ever conceived of

himself as a being above all animals, and thus he
cannot but imagine the Deity in the highest con-

ceivable shape. Hence it is scarcely to be wondered
at that the Chinese have alwaj's conceived the

Spiritual Abode to be a mere reproduction of the

present earthly abode ; its denizens being subject
to the same feelings and passions, and divided
into the same ranks and classes as here on earth.

One of the most ancient Chinese documents
we possess, the Himg-fan* (B.C. 1100), or 'Great

Plan,' thus enumerates the 'Five Blessednesses':

Long Life, Wealth, Serenity, Love of Virtue,
and Object achieved at Death. This idea of

blessedness in the present world is still found, after

running an unbroken course of 3000 years, in the

popular speech of to-day. Thus, if a Chinese
mshes 'a happy New Year,' the reply is: 'May

f'ou

be promoted ; may you have sons ; may you
ive rich and distinguislied days !

' On almost

every door-post or lintel in the empire, at '.east

when the New Year comes in, if not at most other
festive times, may be seen the two words '

happi-
ness

' and '

(old) age.' These two undoubtedly taKe

premier rank among the Five Blessednesses in the
Chinese mind : the love of virtue (which in China
has nothing whatever to do ^vith sobriety and
continence) decidedly takes second rank ; but still

it is there, and most respectable Chinese, after the

immediate necessities of life have been obtained,
take a keen pleasure in doing what we should
call 'kind acts.' The 'object achieved at death'

may reasonably be held to include a proper pro-
vision of sons and grandsons for the adequate
continuation of the family chain, or '

dying at the
zenith of success,' i.e. dying with ambition or

desires fully achieved—a stock Imperial phrase in

reference to deceased statesmen. The ideal picture
of Chinese happiness has been best given in many
shapes by G. L. Simon (once French Consul at Foo-

chow) in his pretty and sympathetic little work.
La Cit6 chinoise, published in the year 1890 : such

pictures as he draws may be daily seen by any
one who travels extensively over the more primi-
tive districts of China, whither 'progress' has not

penetrated. The grandest ideal of all blessedness
IS 'five generations in one hall,' i.e. great-grand-
father, grandfather, father, son, and grandson—
if possible, each with hi8 wife still living

—all in

the same homestead ; the old people calmly smoking
their long metal pipes, giving advice, and sipping
tea in the comfortable protected comers ; tiie

younger generations exposing themselves to the
elements and doing the hard work ; all the malc^

assembling in the hall (or threshing-floor, accord-

ing to season) for common meals ; all the females

decorously confining themselves to the 'inner

apartments' (often merely a curtainedoH" space) or

secluded gardens ; each generation tenderly caring
for the seniors' wants ; each venerable man mildly
but confidently authoritative to those below him, as
he individually is

perfectly
deferential to his own

parent or parents. In the field hard by is the
ancestral cemetery ; perhaps only the graves of an

* See SBE, vol. xvi. p. 420 ff. ; and Chavanne<<, ^f^moiren
Rittoriques, vol. iv. pp. 230-231 ; also Xlaj-ers, Chinese Reader^
ManvMi, p. 312.
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ofl-branch are tiicrc ; possibly those of ten or

twenty ancestors, ranged right and left of the
'first (migrating) a.scendant.' In any case the
book of genealogy for remote ancest(.)rs can be
found, when needed, somewhere in China. There
is little luxury in the ideal Chinese life : no boarded
floors; no ceilings or papered walls; no glass or
linen ; no expensive wines or smart reception
rooms. As a rule, the life, no matter how high
the retired ollicial may be, is what may Vje termed
'farm life.' Plain cotton clothes; plenty of rice,

pork, and vegetables ; good plain cookery ; tine

clothes for ceremonial occasions stowed away in

chests; bedizenments for the women; pigs,

poultry, ploughing cattle (seldom carts or horses) ;

manure in heaps (or even plastered to the walls) ;

fish and hams, or pemmican, drying and being
smoked in the rafters ; still" cliairs or benches ;

easy demeanour to servants and slaves ; and, above
all, perfect democracy and entire absence of snob-

bery : age is the only
'

quality
'

; money counts
not. Of late years newspapers have been added to
the modest store of 'good books'; and (too often,
alas !) so has opium been added to the mild tobacco,
rice spirit, ant! tea of antiquity. (Tobacco, by the

way, only dates from about A.D. 1500, and tea from
A.D. 600.) Comfortable, healthy griminess may
be said to represent well-to-do Chinese country life :

baths and sanitary arrangements are, of course,

entirely absent, and no one seems one penny the
worse.
Here clearly we have long life, wealth, peace,

and death with honour. But where does love of

virtue come in? Well, a good family is neighbourly,
hospitable, and friendly ; even foreigners are courte-

ously received as equals, so long as they behave
themselves prudently, and so long as evil rumours
have not preceded them. Kindness to slaves (who in

any case are usually indistinguishable by strangers
from free men) is a great Chinese characteristic.
A mandarin of rank does not mind a slave lighting
his pipe for him ; he will sleep on the same mat-
tress with that slave in a travelling boat ; he la

courteous to him in speech—so long as there is no
fault to check. Kindness to animals is another
Chinese trait : perhaps negative rather than posi-
tive—not fussy solicitude, but negligent easy-going
tolerance, subordinate, however, to practical human
needs. A country squire of the above described

type will associate with equals and inferiors at the

temple—he does not mind much whether it be a
Buddhist, Taoist, or other temple. He has his

own ancestral buildings for the settlement of family
disputes ; sometimes the whole village or town
belongs to one single family-name, or two family-
names ; the village temple consequently suffices

for more general interests. Mandarins are not by
any means all bad : the local squireen endeavours
none the less to avoid official friction, and to keep
his village free of tax-collectors' exactions and the

police harpies, who are unpaid, and 'live on their
warrants.' Local self-government is universal ; so

long as the land-tax is paid, order and decency are
maintained along the roads, and (latterly) so long
as a reasonable tax, or, at all events, the customary
tax, on commercial movement is not evaded. The
virtuous paterfamilias promotes schools, mater-

nity establishments, charities generally, and
favours 'arbitration' in lieu of law. The elders

may, a.s a rule, in council compound or hush up
any crime but treason and ))arricide, so long as

they agree, and so long as the mandarin has not
the case officially brought before him. Religion
in China is ignored rather than cultivated, and the

priests (Buddhist and Taoist), though treated

politely, especially if they are fairly educated

men, are regarded as quite an inferior caste ;

yet their services are conventionally sought even
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by orthodox Confucianists when there is death in

the house. If unprovoked religious observance is

indulged in at all, it usually takes the form of

a play at the village temple, when both sexes

assemble for the combined purposes of consulting
the oracles, praying for rain or children, and hear-

ing historical dramas, and also for formal social

intercourse generally. Admittance is free to all,

and the local rich man pays the itinerant company.
2. Having now examined the question as to how

far the idea of earthly blessedness is discernible

from the ordinary conversation of social life, we
come to more general, if undefined, principles, one
of which is that a happy existence on earth involves

no spiritual comfort derived from supernatural
considerations, but takes into account solely human
desires, passions, dislikes, and fears, as they are

bom in us, and as they are and ought to be regu-
lated by li. What this li—usually translated
' rites

'

or '

propriety
'—

is, it is not so easy to define

verbally as to realize mentally ; but it may be
called the Law of Nature and Right as seen by
the collective wisdom of the highest human types,
as understood by tradition, and as laid down by the

Emperor (and his lieutenants) as Vicegerent of

Heaven. The past life and the future life are the

same thing ; that is to say, life in heaven is exactly
the same as life on earth, except that what the

Chinese poets call the 'stinking bag,' or body that

contains the human soul or spirit, must be con-

sidered as midway between the two. Every
individual, though begotten of his father, really
comes spiritually from the past life, where the

souls of his ancestors are, and returns to the
future life, whence his o^vn soul contemplates his

descendants on earth : the link is an unbroken
one. The duty to ascendants and descendants is

the same, though in a different set of phases, as

is the duty to one's self ; the past, the present,
and the future are thus merged in one ; the idea
of 'time' does not come in at all. The intense

anxiety to possess a male heir (by adoption of

agnates, or, if none, of cognates, failing a natural

heir) is now made intelligible, as also is the
extreme punishment of 'cutting oflf posterity,'
which leaves '

uneasy ghosts
'

to wander about for

ever without dutiful attention. What heaven is,

of course, no one knows, ever did know, or (in our

present state of knowledge) ever can know ; but
such as it is, it is in the Chinese mind a place
where sentient individuals in the shape of human
beings conduct affairs, whether as emperors,
officials, freemen, or slaves ; and, as we have

already shown, nothing higher than a human
being, or a sentient being with human feelings,
has ever or could ever have been conceived of. It

is often even uncertain whether heaven is viewed
as a place or as a person ; or say, rather,

' Heaven
forbid

' and ' who art in heaven '

are Chinese as

well as Christian. The 'Spirit of Heaven' and
the '

Emperor Above '

are often convertible terms.
There is but one life. The ancestor in the past is

miserable unless he be tended ; the mortal in the

present is, or ought to be, miserable unless he

tends, and unless he secures legitimate born or
unborn links to tend himself when he is dead.
Hence the ancestor must always be kept informed,

Avith due fasting and purification, of the successes

and failures of the representative individual, be
he ruler or ruled ; and the ancestor's spirit clings
to his special wooden name-tablet stfindiug in tlie

family temple ; nor will he accept the sacrificial

offerings, or evince his approval of what is done,
unless things are conducted in accordance with
li. Failure to render ghostly service to the spirits
is liable to bring on mundane disaster in the shape
of inundations or other irregularities of nature.

But the spirits of any given family will accept

sacrifice only from the legitimate representatives
of that family ; hence the enormity of cutting off

for ever the only persons or links able to continue
the family chain of life. Then only it is that
Heaven steps in, finds that the virtue has gone
out of its former prot^gi or nominee, and confers
the vicegerency upon another riiling house : the
same thing, mutatis mutandis, for private persons.
This position is well illustrated in the year 516
B.C., Avhen the ruler of Confucius' State took to

flight in consequence of internal revolts (see Tso
Chwan, ch. 42, p. 2). One of his ministers said :

'
I do not know wliether it be that Heaven has

abandoned the country, or whether the country
has committed some great oflence against the ghosts
and spirits.' It was necessary for a ruler—were
he Emperor, king, vassal-prince, or what not—
to have a domain before he could sacrifice to the

spirits of his ancestors ; and thiis in ancient China
the fiefs were at first subdivided indefinitely, and
the domain gave a name which grew into a family
name, or, as we say, a surname. Hence we find

sacrifices to the gods of the land, the harvests, the

rivers, mountains, and the frontiers, all concurrent
with the personal sacrifice to ancestors. Dispos-
sessed princes of previous dynasties were rarely
cut off without mercy. Not only were their persons
spared, but an estate, however insignificant, was
conferred upon their lineal representatives by the

ruling power favoured by Heaven's new choice,
and these representatives were received as guests
and peers by the Emperor when they presented
themselves to do homage for their holdings. Excej)!
under circumstances of great provocation, it was
considered impious to cause the extinction of a

family, and thus to put a stop to the ancestral

sacrifices. That sacrifice to ghosts and spirits can
be viewed as distinct from and inferior to the

sacrifices to the Emperor Abuve is instanced by
a case in the year B.C. 482 [Tso Chioan, ch. 48, p.

20), when an official of Confucius' vassal-State

was detained in captivity by the semi-barbarous
State lying to its south. Though the State in

question was ruled by the same family as the then

Imperial family of China, and also the same family
as that ruling over Confucius' State, the aboriginal

population was still half savage, and even the

Chinese rulers had become corrupted by popular

spirit-worship and local superstitions.
The captive

orthodox minister accordingly said, well knowing
this superstitious weakness :

' You had better let

me go to take part in the sacrifices to the Emperor
Above, which my master, the ruling duke, has

to render at this season ; otherwise the priest
of the temple will hurl imprecations against your
king !

' The device succeeded.

3. It was manifestly considered doubtful whether
the dead really had any exact knowledge of what
was transpiring on earth ; for in B.C. 502 a royal
maiden of North China, who found herself dying
in the above-named semi-barbarous kingdom, said :

'
If the dead really possess any knowledge, please

bury me where I can at least see my own native

land.' A year before that, a semi-barbarous

general, wlio was about to set fire to the enemy's
camp, in Avhich the bodies of many of his own slain

also lay, asked, when remonstrated with :

' What
does it matter if 1 bum their bones? If the dead

really possess knowledge of what goes on here,

then we can sacrifice to them afterwards, and
thus give them satisfaction.' As is well known,
Confucius himself, whilst adopting a respectful
attitude towards the traditional

' nether
' world

(as we and they still popularly call it), declined to

discuss spiritual beings, saying :

' We know little

enough of man in this life, without troubling our-

selves with theories about the other.' It cannot be

too often repeated that in ancient China there
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was no word of any kind for '

reli^'ion
'

; none for a

public
' church '

; none for '

temple
'

or '

priest,' as

distinct from ancestral halls and precentors for

Imperial worship ; always except and in so far as

the doctrine of continuity, thron{,'h ancestors and
descendants, with the past and future spiritual
states may have left an inference in the mind.
The nearest approach to reliji;ion was li, the
written character expressing which idea is made
up of the two separate signs signifying

'

spiritual

being' or 'themh' as a radical notion, and 'a
sacrificial vessel

'

as supplementary idea. Conse-

quently, in figuring out for themselves an ideal

for blesfiedness in this life, no idea of collective

worship ; no notion of a single jealous God ; no need
for praise, self-denial, confession and pardon of

sin ; no yearning for holiness as evinced by con-

tinence, abstinence, humility, joy in everlasting
salvation or Divine grace, etc., ever even remotely
entered the Chinese mind. IJlessedness in the

flesh was purely human, and siiiritual blessedness

in the past or future was—and this only doubtfullj'
or agnostically

—supposed to lie the same thing.

4. It was reservea for the philosopher Lao-tse, an
archivist at the Imperial Court, who lived during
the 6th cent. B.C., a generation before Confucius,
and who took the democratic and simple view of

a life ushered in by civil strife and commercial

activity, in contrast to Confucius' conservative and

courtly definitions of li, to define for the first

time in what ideal blessedness consisted. Like his

riviil Confucius, he worked entirely on old texts,

lioth philosophers ignored spiritualist views, and

attempted to restore social order in the Chinese
federation by interpreting exactly the same ancient

texts, each in his own ' advanced' way. Even the
word '

teaching,' which .since the arrival of Bud-
dhism in China, early in the first century of our era,
has come to signify

'

religion
'

or '

faith,' was not

yet applied to these diverging interpretations,
which Avere simply styled

'

craft,'
'

scheme,' or

'plan,' i.e. the plan of life, the j)lan of government,
the plan of ancestral continuity. The old Tao, or
'

way,' which now for the first time began to sub-

stitute in men's minds individual blessedness for

collective blessedness, or, to use Sir Henrj' Maine's

words, to substitute contract for status, took

quite a new form in Lao-tse's hands. The old

Jii (still meaning
' Confucianists ') were the in-

tellectuals of China, according to the li theories

as developed by the tlien reigning Imperial

dynasty (B.C. 112-2-B.C. 255), whose statutes com-
bined in one indivisible idea law, religion, life,

fovernment,
social decency, war, and punishment,

'his was 7ao. Just as Tao took a narrower mean-

ing when Lao-tse defined it, so Ju took a narrower

meaning when Confucius si)ecialized it.

Lao-tse'8 summing up, literallj' translated, is as

follows :

' My ideal is a series of small States with small populations.
Let them possess an army machine of moderate size, but not be

too ready to use it. Let them place a proper value on their

lives, and refrain from distant migrations. Then, though they
will be possessed of boats and carts, there will l>e no one to ride

in them ; though they will be possessed of arms and cuirasses,
there will be no need for arraymg them. Let the people revert

to the old yutpo system of records, enjoy their food, take a

pride in their clothes, dwell in peace, and rejoice in their local

customs. Each State would be within easy sight of the other ;

the sound of each other's hens cackling and dogs barking would
be heard across. The people of each State would live to a good
old age, and would have no movement of intercourse with

neighbouring States.
'True words are apt to be not liketl ; pleasant words are apt

to be untrue. Good or beneficent men do not wrangle, and
wranglers are apt not to be good men. Those who know best
do not range over many subjects, and those who range most
widely do not know best. The highest form of man cares not
to accumulate : so far as he uses his resources for others, he
incre.ises his own store ; so far as he gives them to others, he
has the more for himself. The Providence of Heaven benefits
and does not injure ; the Providence of the highest form of

man takes action without self-assertive eCfort.'

yince the importation into China of Buddhism,
Zoroastrianism, Manichseism, Muhammadanism,
Nestorianism, CatholicLsm, and Protestantism, re-

spectively, the doctrine of rewards and i)uni.shment.s
in a future life has naturally entered more and more
into the Chinese imagination ; and, of course, to a
certain extent the ideas of holiness and blessedness
in this life have become correspondingly modified.
But the intellectual cla'^sesare still largely swayed
by the more materialistic philo.sonhy of Lao-tse
and Confucius, and it is very doubtful whether the

religious enthusiasm which once revolutionized

F^urope has ever touched, or will ever touch, the
trained Chinese intellect ; a fortiori is it doubtful
whether blessedness on earth will ever become
less human than it is now, or more of a temporary
preparation for supposed everlasting blessedness
in eternity.
LiTBRATUEB.—Confucius's CKunWu, or '

Springs and Au-
tumns,' enlarged ed. known as Tm Chwan ; Shij. King, or ' Book
of History

'

; .%iA
King, or ' Book of Ballads' ; L\ A I, or ' Book

of Rites '

; and Tdo Teh King, the Taoist classic of lAO-tse—all

translated in the SBA'. £. JJ. PARKER.

BLESSEDNESS (Christian). — As distin-

guished from hapiiiness (q.v.), blessedness denotes
a state of fruition that is purer and deeper, and
free from the accidents of time and circumstance
to which happiness is exposed. In modern litera-

ture the distinction is familiar ; Carlyle recog-
nizes it when he writes,

' There is in man a
Higher than Love of Happiness : he can do without

Happiness, and instead thereof find Blessedness !

'

[Sartor Jiesartus, 132). But it is one that goes
back to pre-Christian ages ; one that, whether
verbally expressed or not, has always been dis-

cerned more or less clearly from the time when
men began to analyze the data of the ethical
life or to reflect upon the realities of religions
experience. What specially concerns us, seeing
that the word ' blessedness in Christian usage is

an inheritance from the employment of the word
'blessed' in the NT, and that 'blessed' in the
EV of the NT is a rendering of the Gr. /toAcdpios, is

to notice that in Greek poetry and philosophy a
distinction was made between tCbalfiuv as '

happy
'

and /xd(cap or fiaKdpios as 'blessed.' The gods of

Olj'mpus were the fJuxKapei deoi as raised alx)ve the
storms and tumults of the earth (Homer, Ody-^.
vi. 4G) ; the dead were the /idAcopej dfrfToi as de-

livered now from its griefs and cares (Uesiod,

Op. 14) ; the abodes of departed heroes were the

fj.aKdpwi' vrjffOL, the 'islands of the blest' (ib. 171).

ei'Saf/iWK, on the other hand, was applied to those
who experience the ordinary well-being and happi-
ne.ss that are open to mortal.-- in a world of change
and chance ; and sometimes it is expressly distin-

guished from the higher term /Miirdptos (Aristotle,
Eth. I. X. 14).

For the Christian point of view it is significant
that, while /xa».dpios is a word of frequent employ-
ment in the NT, evSalfx^v is never found. This

may be partly explained by the fact tiiat to a
Jewish mind evSalixwv had come to be burdened
with a sini-ster connotation. A 'demon' was not
the good and friendly 'genius' of the Greek im-

agination, but an evil spirit by whom men were
tormented or urged on to their destruction. But
the full explanation lies deeper, and must be

sought in the fact that Jesus Christ introduced
into the world a new and higher conception of

felicity for which 'blessedness' alone is the appro-

priate tenn.
To understand Christ's doctrine of bles-sedness

genetically, we must compare it not with Greek
ideas upon the subject, but with those which we
find in the OT and in contemporary' Jewish thought.
To a pious Israelite of the earlier history, length
of days and earthly prosperity were the con-
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stituents of blessedness, which was saved from

degenerating into a mere equivalence with pagan
notions of happiness, by the fact that these out-
ward blessings were regarded as tokens of the
Divine favour, the rewards bestowed upon right-
eousness, and so were associated with feelings of

religious gratitude and trust. A larger knowledge
of the ways of God with men (Job, Pss 37. 73),
and reflexion, above all, upon the experiences of the

Exile, shattered those naive conceptions, and drove
the best minds in Israel to look for blessedness
elsewhere than in present prosperity. There were
some pious hearts which, in the midst of trouble,
were able to gi'asp by the sheer energy of faith the

profound idea of a blessedness which consists in

committing one's way to Jahweh, in loving His
Law, and humbly accepting His will (Ps l^*

^ 2^^

404 84»-i2 1121, ^ab 3"'-)- But for the vast ma-
jority the powers of faith needed the reinforcement,
which came gradually through the prophetic teach-

ing, of the great Messianic hope of a coming King-
dom of righteousness and peace, in which the
faithful should be abundantly rewarded and Israel

attain to a blessedness of outward power and glory
corresponding to that of inward trust and joy.
Once lighted up in the Jewish heart, this hope of

a Messianic blessedness never ceased to burn. But
by the time of Christ the pure radiance with which
it glows in the writings of the great prophets had
changed into a duskier flame, for men had come to
think far less of spiritual benefits and obligations
than of outward glory and material privilege. It

was against this Jewish background that Christ

appeared with His new doctrine of blessedness,
which must be determinative for all Christian
ideas upon the subject. The locus classicus here is

His proclamation of the Beatitudes (Mt 5^"i^ Lk
g2o-23j

. \^^^ jjjg teaching elsewhere serves to illu-

minate the principles there laid down, which are
further illustrated by the Apostolic elucidation
and enforcement of His words.

I. In its fundamental nature Christian blessed-
ness appears as an inward spiritual experience.
In setting forth His doctrine regarding it, Jesus
vindicated the high idealism of those poet-saints
of the OT who had risen to the point of under-

standing the blessedness of the man who makes
Jahweh his trust, while at the same time He re-

pudiated the prevailing popular conceptions as to
the blessings of the Messianic Kingdom. In Mt.
the list of the Beatitudes begins and ends with a
declaration of the blessedness that lies in pos-
sessing the Kingdom] of heaven (5** ^) ; and that
Divine Kingdom, Jesus affirms elsewhere, is to be

sought within the heart (Lk W^^-) : it is a kingdom,
St. Paul explains, of righteousness and peace and
joy in the Holy Ghost (Ro 14"). In the Fourth
Gospel we have further light upon the true essence
of the Christian summum bonum, when 'eternal
life' appears as the constant equivalent for the

Synoptic
'

kingdom of God,' and when this eternal
life is described as the result of knowing the only
true God, and Jesus Christ whom He hath sent
(Jn 17^), i.e. of knowing the Father through the
Son {14^'-). It is in the richness and intimacy of
its peculiar spiritual content that Christ's doctrine
of blessedness rises far above the thoughts of the
most spiritual of OT saints. Those holy men of
old had discovered the blessedness of trusting in

the God of Jeshurun, of realizing that the eternal
God was their refuge, and that underneath were tlie

everlasting arms (Ut 33-^'-) ; but tliey did not know
God as Christ revealed Him, they did not know
Him as the Father. It is in those experiences of

filial trust and love and fellowship, which result

from knowing God through Jesus Christ as our
God and Father, that the essence of Christian
blessedness lies.

2. But, while spirituality is the inmost quality
of Christian blessedness, natural blessings are not
excluded from its scope and content. There was
nothing ascetic or dualisti c in Christ's teaching upon
this subject, though traces of a leaning in that
direction appear in the writings of St. Paul, e.g.
in some of his utterances regarding marriage (1 Co
71.

8. ». ijut gt Epjj 52sff.)_ Unquestionably Jesus

put spiritual goods above everything else, and
taught that to these all natural desires and affec-

tions and all concern for earthly benefits must be
subordinated, even, when necessary, to the point
of utter sacrifice (Mt S-*"- \&^, Lk 14=«). But He
freely recognized the intrinsic worth of the things
that are naturally desirable, and their right to
a place in any ideal of blessedness. He did not
frown upon those familiar enjoj^ments and activities

that belong to the ordinary conception of happiness,
but showed again and again His own appreciation
and approval of them. He loved the beautiful in

nature (Mt &^^^-), He gave the sanction of His

presence to the joys of social intercourse (Mt 11'*,

Lk 5-3ff-, Jn 22 12-), He saw in the work of field and
house and market fitting types of the things of the

Kingdom of heaven (Mt 251^^-, Mk 43^-, Lk 1321),

He set forth marriage as the ideal relationship
between the sexes (Mt lO*^-). and delighted in the
charms of little children (IS^ff- W^«-). So also He
taught His disciples to pray for their bread (Mt 6^',

Lk IP), and forbade them to be anxious about food
and raiment, not because these things are unworthy
of their concern, but because their own faith in the
Divine Fatherhood ought to assure them that their

Father in heaven knows that they have need of all

these things (Mt 6^i^-). St. Paul, who in his larger
and more inspired moods breaks away from the
limitations of his lingering asceticism, puts into

a sentence the whole matter of the harmony in

Christian experience between the earthly and the

heavenly blessings, as having their common source

in the Divine love, when he exclaims,
* For all

things are yours . . . and ye are Christ's, and
Christ is God's

'

(1 Co 32iff- ; cf. Eo 8'=').

3. Christian blessedness is a present reality. To
the seers and prophets of the OT the day of Mes-
sianic gladness had been a far-off vision. To the

men of Christ's own time it was a prospect near at

hand. But to both, the Kingdom with all its bless-

ings still lay in the future—a hope and a promise,
but not an actual experience. Jesus declared that

the Kingdom of God was come, that its blessedness

was already present. 'Theirs is the kingdom of

heaven
' was the first word and the last in that great

charter of beatitude which He announced to His

disciples (Mt 5*- !")• And the Kingdom being come,
its blessedness is come, for the substance of that

blessedness, as follows from its spiritual nature

already referred to, does not need to be postponcil
till the arrival of a millennium on earth or the en-

trance into a Paradise of bliss in the future world.

At the heart of it there lies the present and im-

mediate assurance of God's Fatherly love, blessing
us with all spiritual blessings and daily loading

us

with earthly
benefits as well (Mt 6**). And if

some much-desired blessings are withheld, as often-

times they are, God's children know that it is He
who withholds them, and that nothing can separate
them from His love. The best gifts, at least those

in which the very soul of blessedness lies, are not

withiield from those who seek first the Kingdom
of God. The Heavenly Father comforts all such

in their sorrows (Mt 5^), satisfies their hunger for

righteousness (v.*), crowns them with His mercy
(v."), grants them the vision of His face (v.^), calls

them His children (v.»). And when men know and
realize that God is their Father and that they are

His ciiildren, the light of the eternal strikes witli

a redeeming and transforming power upon all the
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things of time, and even on earth the days of

heaven begin.

4. But Christian blessedness has its escliatological

aspect also, and looks to the future world for its

perfect consummation. 'Great,' said Jesus in tlie

last Beatitude,
'
is your reward in heaven '

(Mt 5''',

Lk 6^) ; and probably the escliatological idea is

the uppermost, though not the only one, in the
secona of the series, where future comfort is pro-
mised to those who mourn (Mt 5^). We have seen
that Jesus did not ignore earthly goods, or treat

them as if they were not to be aesired, and that
He found place for them accordingly in His doctrine
of blessedness. Similarly, He did not ignore eartlily

ills, or ask His followers io face them with a Stoical

apathy or to profess that they were agreeable
things. On the contrary, pain was always painful
to Jesus and sorrow sorrowful, and His presentation
of blessedness includes the promise of a state from
which they shall at length be utterly excluded.

They are to be borne, it is true, with a kind of

solemn gladness for Christ's sake and for righteous-
ness' sake (Mt 5"), and their fruitful eflects upon
the development of character under

earthly
condi-

tions are not to be lost sight of (Jn 15^- "). But
the full and rounded idea of Christian blessedness

implies a condition of existence from which they
have disappeared. Bacon expressed a half-tnitii

only when he named prosperity as the blessing of

the Old Testament and athersity as the
blessin<j

of the New [Essays, v.). Adversity is not presented
in the NT as a bles.sing in itself, but only as a
means to an end—the end being a blessedness from
which every element of adversity has been taken

away. The joy which a Christian can feel in pain
is a joy not in the pain itself, but in the experience
of the Divine love working through it, and in the
assurance of a heavenly compensation (cf. Ko 8'*,

2 Co 4", He 4» r2«-- =»
13^4). Aristotle found a more

exjict name for happiness in a certain unimpeded
energy of the soul, and admits that this requires
a perfect life a.s its condition (Eth. I. vi. 15, 16),

and that calamities become disqualifications for

that blessedness which constitutes happiness of

the highest kind (1. xi. 14). Christianity assures
«s of true blessedness even here and now in a world
of sorrow and pain ; but it also has the promise of

a '

perfect life
' when no disturbing or depressing

influences shall impede the energies of the soul,
and when God ' shall wipe away all tears from
their eyes ; and there shall be no more death,
neither sorrow, nor crying, neither shall there be

any more pain ; for the former things are passed
away' (Rev 21*).

LiTKRATCRB.—Titius, DisNT Lehte von dtT Seligkeit {\S9') t);
Wcndt. Teaching of Jmms (1892), i. 184-256 ; Massie. in

Ejri'ositor, Ist ser. ix. 345 ff., 459(1., x. 48 ff. (1879); Newman
Smyth, Chr. Ethict^ (1893), ch. ii. ; Votaw. in IlIiB, Ext.
Vol. 14 £f.; KShler, art. 'Seligkeit,' in PREi ; Fairbairn, City
o/" God »(1889),317 ff.; Oehler, Theol. o/OT(Enf(. tr. 1.S.S3), § 246 ;

H. Schultz, AT Theolfi 1869, p. 370 f.; B. Weiss, Bill. Theol.
of ST (En^. tr. 18S2-S3), §§ 144, 149c, 157rf ; Bonsset, Juu
rredigt in ihrtm Gegentatz zum JudeiUxim n%9->).

J. C. Lambert.
BLESSEDNESS (Muhammadan).— In Islam,

even more than in Christianity, theology and the

religious attitude have become specifically mystical.
Besides the knowledge of Divine things tradition-

ally handed down (naql) from the teachings of the

prophets, and revealed to them by inspiration
(loahtj), there is also an almost universally accepted
minor inspiration {ilhdm) open to all mankind,
and especially found in the walls, the ' saints

'

(lit. 'friends, associates, of Allah'). It is called,

broadly, 'unveiling' (kashf), and is a direct, indi-

vidual perception of the unseen in
ecstasy,

the
culmination of a series of psychological conditions

ari.^in^
in the soul without apparent efl'ort or cause.

These immediate, unreasoned, and underived states
of consciousness are called, in Muslim theology.

ahwc'd, 'states,'
'

conditions,' and pass from mere
feelings of joy or sorrow, elation or depression,
througli auditory and visual hallucinations to

absolute ecstasy, where language fails and ther«
comes a '

passing away
'

(fund) from the self and a
union with Allah, which some, but wrongly unless

only a metaphor is meant, have called ' fusion of

}mng'(hulid), 'identilication '(i^^i/wZrf), and 'union'

{wu.nl.1). If these terms be used literally, they
indicate a pantheistic position, but they can also

be used carelessly as mere approximations to a

description of the feeling of the moment, and, at

most, as equivalent to tawhld,
'

unifying,' i.e.

perception of Allah's ab-solute unity.
Tlie most general term for this

ecsta.sy
or state

of religious emotion and bli.ss is wajd, which means
literally a linding, perceiving, experiencing, either

by the physical sen.ses or by the intellect. Thus
it can be applied

to the reaching and perceiving of

the Divine by the direct operation of the inner

spiritual being. But wajd and words cognate to

it have also derived meanings which greatly com-

plicate the terminology and lead to various plays
on their different sen.ses, and even to theological

positions based on the.se plays. Thus wajd means
also 'loving' and 'grieving,' because these are
fundamental emotions which are 'experienced.'

Further, from the idea of '

finding
' has been

developed the vocabulary of 'existence.' Mawjud
means ' that which is found,' and thence has be-

come the normal word in Arabic for the existent,
whether absolute or contingent ; and wujud, which,
in the first instance, meant simply 'finding,' has
become the abstract 'existence.'
Such double- and triple-meaninged sentences as the following

thus became possible :
— '

Wajd [tliidin^ or ecstasy or love) &
losing of wujud (existence or findinK) in the maujud (the
existent or the found].' 'He is rested by means of his icajd,
not by means of the mawjud in his wajd.'

' He who in his wo/d
is in the presence of the inaipjud is absent through the vmjvd
of the inawjud from \i\3 icajd, and his wajd becomes a case of

vnijud.
' ' Sometimes my wajd would move my emotion ; then

he who is maxcjud in my wajd would cause me to lose the sight
of my wajd.'

'

Wajd moves to emotion him whose rest is in

•wajd ; bat wajd is lost in the presence of the Real
'

{al-haqq ;

see Dictionary of Technical Terms used in the Sciences of tM
Musulmami,'p. 1454 f.). The reality and nature, for the Muslims,
of this religious ecstasy, and the bliss therein experienced, will

be made far more clear by the narrations and aescriptions in

Macdonald's 'Emotional Religion in Islam,' in JRAS for 1901,

pp. 195-252, 706-748, and for 1902, pp. 1-28, and hia The
Keligioua Attitude and Lift in Islam (Chicago, 1909), ch. vi.

to end.

For the place and handling of these ideas in

the system of Muslim theology the following brief

abstract of the 6th Book of the 4th Divi,sion of
al-Gliazali's Ihyd will probably suffice. (The
Division is that of '

Saving Matters,' and the Book
' The Book of Love and Longing and Friendliness
and being Well Pleased,' in vol. ix. p. 544 to end,
ed. of thelhi/d with the commentary of the Sayyid
Murtadi, Cairo, 1311.)
After a preface explaining how Allah keeps the

minds of His saints from the tinsel of this world,
and, uncovering His glories to them at one time,
and veiling them at another, keeps them between

ecsta.sy and despair, acceptance and rejection,

plunged in the sea of the knowledge of Him, and
consumed in the fire of the love of Him, love of

Allah is stated to be the last and loftiest of the

stages of the spiritual life. There is nothing be-

yond it except what is its fruit, or before it except
what is an introduction to it. Yet some divines,
because it, as they assert, occurs so seldom, deny
its existence, and say that it means only persever-
ance in obedience to God, and that love in itself is

impossible except between beings of the same kind
or likeness. These deny also all the companions
and sequents of love.

But the whole Muslim community believes that
the love of Allah is an absolute duty (fard). How,
then, can it be non - existent or explained away
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as meaning obedience? Obedience rather follows

love. Further, the Qur'an (ii. 60, v. 59) speaks of

love of and by Allah, and in tradition the Prophet
defines faith as loving Allah and His apostle more
than aught else. Many other traditions and sayings
of the saints follow to the same effect. He who
loves Allah has no thought for heaven or hell. At
the Last Day, when the peoples are summoned,
each in the name of its prophet, the lovers of Allah
will be summoned thus :

' Hither unto Allah, ye
Saints of His !

'

They will not be delayed for any
judgment. 'When the believer knows his Lord,
he loves Him, and when he loves Him he turns to

Him ; he looks not on the world with the eye of

lust, nor on the world to come with the eye of

carelessness ; that sweetness occupies him in this

world, and soothes him in that to come.'
But what is the essence of love, and what are its

causes and conditions? Especially, what is the

meaning of the love of the creature for Allah?
Love is a natural turning to an object which gives

pleasure. It springs from perceptions and varies

with them, being either from sense-perception, or,

in man alone, from that spiritual perception whose
seat is in the heart. The pleasure through it is

the most complete and absolute. Some have held

that it is unthinkable that any one should love

another than himself for the sake of that other,
and without any happiness accruing to the lover

apart from the perception of the beloved. That,
however, is an error ; it is both thinkable and
takes place. A man loves by nature, first, himself
for the continuance and perfection of his self ; then
he loves another than himself, because that other
serves the same purpose and benefits him. Thirdly,
he loves a thing for its own sake, not for any
happiness that it brings ; but the thing itself is his

happiness, like the love of beauty, simply for itself.

So, if it stands fast that Allah is beautiful, He must
certainly be loved by him to whom His beauty is

revealed. Beauty is of different kinds, and is not
sensuous only : beauty of mental and moral quali-
ties can be loved. But, lastly; there is often a
secret relationship of souls between the lover and
the beloved, and it suffices. It follows, then, that
the Being worthy of love, in the absolute sense, is

Allah only. If any one loves another than Allah,
and does not do so because of a relationship of that
beloved to Allah, his love can only imply defective

knowledge of Allah on his part. When the Prophet
is loved, or the pious, that is because these are
beloved and lovers of Allah. The previously stated
causes of love all meet in Allah, and are not joined
in other than Him. As to the soul-relationship,
the Prophet said :

' Souls are armies divided into
bands : those which know one another agree, and
those which do not, disagree.' Such an inner kin-

ship of ideas exists between the soul and Allah.
Part of this relationship can be expressed in words
and learned from books, and consists in travelling
on the path, and making the self over in the Divine
likeness and imitating the Divine qualities. But
another part, peculiar to mankind, cannot be so

taught, and is only hinted at in various phrases in

the Qur'an and traditions. Thus in Qur'an xvii. 87,

'They will ask thee about the spirit (ruh), say,
"Tlie spirit is my Lord's affair." Also (xv. 29,
xxxviii. 72), 'Then when I had formed him and
blown into him of my spirit . . .' ; therefore the

angels worshipped Adam. Also (xxxviii. 25),
' We

have made thee [David] a representative (hnllfa)
in the earth.' So, too, in a tradition from the

Prophet, 'Allah created Adam in his own form

(sura),'' which
certainly

does not mean external
form. So, too, in another tradition Allah says to

Moses,
'
I was sick, and thou didst not visit me '

;

to which Moses, 'O my Lord, how was that?'
And Allah replies,

' My creature, so and so, was

sick, and thou didst not visit him : hadst thou done
so, thou wouldst have found me with him.' This

kinship comes to the surface only through super-

erogatory
acts of devotion (nawdfil). Allah has

said in a tradition: 'When a creature does not
cease drawing near to me through supererogatory
acts of devotion, I love him ; and when I love him,
I become his hearing by which he hears, and his

seeing by which he sees, and his tongue by which
he speaks.' But here it is time to draw the rein of
the pen. At this point men divide, and some see

only an external resemblance, while others speak
of ' identification

'

[ittihad) and ' fusion of being
'

(hulid)—\)oth. views being false. The kinship is

real, not metaphorical, but can be known only by
experience.

In the human heart there is a property of ap-
prehension, named variously 'the Divine light,'

'reason,' 'the inner insight," 'the light of faith.'

Its nature impels it to apprehend the essences of

all things ; and in that is its delight, even as the
other human apprehensions have their delight in

exercising their functions. But, as the things
apprehended rise in the scale,

—the external senses,
the inner apprehension, etc.,—so does the delight
in them. Of

necessity, then, the knowledge of

AUah is the greatest delight of all. How great it

is can be known only by experience, although the
stories are many of the ecstasies of His saints. It

pre-occupies them so that neither the fear of the
Fire nor the hope of Paradise has any weight.
Their entire desire is to know Him in tnis world,
and to behold His face in that to come, which is

the great felicity. Yet, even in this world, some
have so purified their hearts that they have become

partakers, in the flesh, of these unspeakable joys.
Such are called by men mad and unbelieving, for

their speech passes the limit of reason.

Two things strengthen this love of Allah. First,
that the ties of the world be cut from the heart,
and the love of any other thing be taken out of it ;

and, secondly, that the knowledge of Allah and
the spread of that knowledge in the heart, and its

rule over the heart, be strengthened. Thus can
men differ in the love of Allah and the consequent
felicity.
But though Allah is the most conspicuous and

manifest of beings, and though knowledge of Him
might be expected before any other knowledge,

yet we find that exactly the opposite is the case,

riiere are two reasons for this : first. His inv'isi-

bility, and, secondly. His too great conspicuous-
ness. His is the case of the sun and its light ; men
are confused by it like bats. If the sun never set,

and darkness never covered the earth, we should

never know that light is. So man is, as it were,
confused by all creation crying out with Allah.

In a homely parallel, he is like the dullard who
was riding upon his ass and looking for it at the

same time.

Again, that men have a longing (shauq) for Allah
is a proof that there is love of Allah. Love goes
before longing. Longing is seeking for that which
is loved, and which is tlius perceived in one way
but not in another. In the ease of human beings,
this may be because the beloved is remembered in

absence, or, being present, is incompletely per-
ceived. Both these reasons hold of Allah. Even

by the most experienced saint the veil can never

be entirely removed in this world, and even in the

world to come Allah can never be entirely known.
The stories in the lives of saints about this love-

longing and its joys and sorrows are very many.
But what is meant bj the love of Allah for His

creatures ? That He does love tliem is plain from

divers passages in the Qur'an (e.g. ii. 160, 222,

V. 21, 59, Ixi. 4) and many traditions. 'Love' is

a word applied first to human relationships, and
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secondly to Allah. But when words are so trans-

formed, the meaning is always changed. They
can never mean the same thing in man and in
Allah. In man, love is an inclination of the soul
to something that suits it, that is lacking in it,

and from the gaining of which it expects prolit
and pleasure. All that is impossible in Allah, the
Perfect, the Unchanging, who can contemplate
nothing but Himself and His own acts, as there is

nothing else in existence. Love, tlien, in Allah
means: (1) the removal of the veil from tlie heart
of the creature that he may see AUaii

; (2) the

giving of power to the creature to draw near to
Allah ; and (3) Allah's willing tliis from all eternity.
For Allah's love of a creature is from eternity, in-

asmuch as it is related to His eternal will, which
requires that the creature in question should bo
given the power to follow the path that brings him
near to Allah. I>iit His love is, in time, in relation
to the action which draws away the veil. So there
is no change in Allah, or drawing near by Allah,
or supplying of a lack in Allah. These terms apply
only to tne creature. And the signs of AJlah's love
are the trials which come unon creatures. If any
one loves Allah and is sorely tried, he may know
that Allah loves him, and is drawing him near
through these trials.

And whether a creature, on the other hand,
really loves Allah can be told by the fruits of

love, which show themselves in his heart, and on
his tongue, and in his limbs. He should be in love
with death, for the lover does not shrink from the

journey to the beloved. He should joy to be killed
in the path of Allah. Yet, sometimes, love of

family and children brings dislike of death, al-

though there is also in one's heart some love of
Allah. Or he may desire to remain longer in the
world, in order to prepare himself to meet Allah.
There is no weakness of love in that. Even with
moral weaknesses there may be love of Allah in
the heart. But sure signs of that love are delight
in the thought [dhikr) of Allah, in prayer, and in
the Qur'an. So the lover loves everytliing con-
nected with the beloved, even to the dogs of her
tribe. And a sign of weakness in such love is

delight in companionship with others than Allah.

'So friendliness {ins), fear (bauf), and longinff (shau'j) are
aiuong the efifecta of love ; only, these effects differ in the lover
according to his contemplation, and according to what is pre-
dominant in him at the time. Whenever gazing at the Elxtreme
Beauty from behind the veil of the Unseen predominates, and
the lover fears that he may fall short of reaching the Pinnacle
of Majesty, then his heart is aroused to sean-h, and la dis-

quieted and hastens. That 8tat« of disquietude is called

"longing," and is related to a thing which is absent But
when there predominates in the lover Joy in nearness and
witnessing of things present, through what has resulted from
unveiling, and his contemplation is limited to examining the
beauty thus present and unveiled, not turning to what he does
not perceive, thereafter his heart rejoices in what it observes,
^nd its rejoicing is called "friendliness." But if his contem-
plation be of the Divine qualities of might and self-sutticing and
lack of solicitude, and if the jwssibility of discontinuance and
distance present itself, then his heart is pained with this appre-
hension, and his pain is called "fe.ir." So these states follow
these observations, and the observations are due to causes which
necessitate them, and they cannot be prevented.'

'

Friendliness,' then, is this rejoicing of the heart
in the contemplation of Divine beauty. It some-
times reaches the point of delight where there is

no trace left of longing or of fear of change. The
lover, then, is intimate with Allah, but strange
with all others. He is alone when in company,
and accompanied when alone. Yet some have
denied all these things, and have said that they
would involve that Allah is like to man (tashbih).
They have even said tiiat there could be no approval
{ridd) of Allah on the part of man ; there could
only be patience. All which is mere ignorance
and a taking of the shell for the kernel.
When this friendly intercourse is unclouded by

absence or fear, it sometimes produces a confidenti-

ality which reaches so far that the lover makes
merry and plays with Allah (inbisat, idled). Yet
if the unworthy attempt this, it leads them straight
to destruction.
A story is added of a certain unknown negro saint, Bar{i,

in the time of Moses. When rain failed the children of Israel
for seven years and no one could move Allah to send it, he-
discovered to Moses by inspiration—procured it at once by a
prayer full of familiarity and daring. Allah then explained to
Moses 'He makes me laugh thriM every day.' It all ilepends
ui><iii who does a thing, and how and in what mind he does it.

Next, being well pleased [ridd) with Allah's
decrees is the loftiest of the stages of the spiritual
life. Yet to mo.st it is obscure, and to him only
^yho

is taught of Allah is the veil removed from it.

Some have denieil that there can \>o ridd in any-
thing which oppo.ses the sensual inclination, or in
the diflerent trials of the soul. There man cannot
pass beyond patience. Others contended tiiat rida
should apply to every thiii;^',

even to crimes, sins,
and unbelief, for everything was the action of
Allah. Others, again, contended that perfect ridd
meant to abandon prayer and to keep silent as to
sins, not exposing them or rebuking them.
But many passages in the Qur'an (v. 19, ix. 73,

101, Iv. CO, fviii. 22, xcviii. 8) speak of Allah
as being well pleased with His creatures, and His
creatures with Him ; and the blessedness of His
creatures in His being well nleased with them is

reckoned better than Paraaise itself. So, too,
there are many traditions of the blessedness of
those who are well pleased with Allah. The
meaning of Allah's being well pleased with His
creatures is somewhat like the meaning of Allah's

loving His creatures ; but created things cannot
comprehend its real essence.
That this state of being well pleased with Allah

enables men to overcome trials is because the state
is a result of love, and the blow of the beloved does
not hurt. Or the pain may be felt, but recognized
as necessary, and to be welcomed and accejjted, like
the wound inflicted by a surgeon, or the toil of a
merchant who travels in search of gain. And even
as mortal love enables the lover to bear and rejoice
and have pleasure in anything, however painful,
so with the love of Allah.
One said : 'If He were to make me a bridge over Hell, that

the creatures might pass over me into Paradise, and if Ue were
then to fin Hell with me in expiation of His oath • and in ex-
change for the creation, I would love that as proceeding from
His Judgment and be well

pleased with it aa coming from His
oath. That is the stage I nave reached of being well pleased
with Him.' Of such stories and expressions there are many.
Nor does prayer (du'd) to Allah mean that the

creature is not well pleased with what His Lord
does. Prayer, although petition, is an act of
devotion and an assumption of an attitude of need
and dependence before Allah. He has praised it

in the Qur'an, e.g. xxi. 90. Similarly, it is right
to blame evil deeds, those who commit them, and
the causers of them. Those who are well pleased
with such tilings are blamed in the Qur'an (ix. 88,
94, X. 7). Indeed, believers are

exjiressly warned
not to take as friends evil-doers and unbelievers,
Jews and Christians (Qur. iii. 27, iv. 143, v. 56,
ix. 23, Ix. 1). Allah has covenanted with the be-
liever that he should hate the hypocrite {muiuifq),
and with the hypocrite that he should hate the
believer ; and whom a man loves and accompanies,
with them will he be raised at the Last Day.
The confusion on this point has arisen entirely

froni not distinguishing between the part inactions
which belongs to Allah and the part which belongs
to man. There are these two aspects in every
action. The action is of Allah, but the man who
is the agent accepts it and makes it his own.
Thus we can view it with favour and with di.-like

at once. When one who is our enemy and the

enemy of our enemy dies, our feeling is similarly• An allusion to several passages in the Qur'an (vii. 17, xi.

120, xxxii. 13, xxxviiL 86) m which Allah threatens to fill Hell
with His creatures.
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mixed. This is al-Ash'ari's doctrine of iktisdb,

'acceptance.' Al-Ghazali then attempts to
clarify

this hopeless problem with a long illustration which
need not be reproduced here. It belongs only very
indirectly to this rubric. His final point is that
when the Prophet forbade to leave a town in which
the plague had appeared, that did not mean that
a believer, in fleeing from a place of gross sin, was
showing lack of pleasure in and acceptance of the
will of Allah. Such was not the point of the

Prophet's prohibition. It was meant rather to

prevent all the healthy people from leaving the
sick to perish. And flight from the possibility of

sin is not away from Allah's will, but proceeds from
it. It is a moot point among the learned as to

who is the most excellent—the man who loves
death that he may go to Allah, or the man who
would rather live that he may serve his Master, or

the man who says that he has no choice, but will

be well pleased with that which Allah chooses for

him.
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of Jilan,' in JRAS, for April, 1907, p. 267 ff. ; Marx, Idee u.

GrTundlinien einer allgemeinen Gescn. der ilystik, Heidelberg,
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' Historical Enquiry concerning. . . . Sufiisni,'
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BLEST, ABODE OF THE (Primitive and
Savage).—i. Introduction.—The idea of the future
life entertained by many peoples is frequently a

complex one ; in other words, various conceptions
are held simultaneously. Thus among one people
it may be thought that the spirit lingers round or
re-visits its old haunts, that it passes to another

region, and that it transmigrates into an animal or
is re-bom. This, while due in part to the fluidity
of primitive belief and the apparent lack of any
perception of contradictory ideas, may also result
from the fact that it is often thought that a man
possesses several souls, to each of which a different
rdle is assigned after death. Sometimes, however,
these concurrent ideas are less contradictory. The
Boul leaves the other world to return for a time to
the grave or the village, while transmigration
occurs only after a sojourn, longer or shorter, in
the spirit-world. The conception of the future
state will be discussed in a separate article (see
State of the Dead) ; here we shall confine our-
selves to the idea of it as a blissful region, or to the

conception of a region of happiness open to a few
favoured mortals. Such ideas have not been uni-
versal ; whUe, again, when the belief in a future
life is lacking or is vague, the Elysium idea natur-

ally is also vague or lacking. The simplest idea of
the life of the spirit in another region after death
is that of a mere continuance of the eartlily life

without change. This conception prevails among
several peoples. It is to such a continuance theory
that we must trace the idea of life beyond the
grave as fuller and ampler than life on earth or of
an Elysium state. Such a fuller life is, of course,
generally expressed among savages in terms of

savage life—tliere will be better hunting and fishing,
and plenty of food ; the huts will be larger, and
all bodily desires will be amply fulfilled. What
caused this transition can only be suggested.
Since, in the continuance theory, the chief was
still a chief, the slave a slave, and all who pos-
sessed wealth or power or tribal lore still retained

these, this would naturally lead to tlie idea that
for some at least—the chief, tlie niediciue-man or

priest, the wealthy—things would be better than
on earth. Again, it may have been thought that
the gods would be kinder to those who had obaerved

Greek and Roman (F. W. Hall),
Hindu (H. Jacobi), p. 698.

Japanese (J. A. MacCulloch), p.
Muslim.—See Muhammadanism,
Persian (L. H. Gray), p. 702.

Semitic (G. A. Barton), p. 704.

Slavonic (J. A. MacCulloch), p.

Teutonic (J. A. MacCulloch), p.

p. 696.

700.

706.

707.

their cult and ritual more carefully, or that those
who had distinguished themselves on earth as

warriors or by great bravery would be rewarded.
Here we approach the dawn of more strictly re-

tributive ideas. Such qualities as are approved
among savages—bravery as opposed to cowardice,
observance of tribal laws, and the like—have an
ethical tinge ; while even among savages, though
morality may be lax from our point of view, certain

moral ideas are inculcated, and they who observe
them are said to be approved by the gods. This
does not necessarily mean that the '

good
'

man,
from the savage point of view, is always rewarded
after death, but in many cases this belief is enter-

tained, while the ' bad ' are supposed to be

punished. Hence, though in some cases the influ-

ence of a higher religion with a retributive system
may have aflected savage eschatology, there are

others in which the development of such a system
has proceeded spontaneously and apart from outside

influence. When we add to all this the fact that

greater powers are generally attributed to the spirit

after death, it will easily be seen that men might
readily come to believe that the spirit's opportuni-
ties of exercising them would be greater, and its

surroundings, along with its capacity of enjoy-

ment, would be more ample. While, then, the

continuance state is often deemed a better one
than earthly life, one in which diflerent lots are

assigned to different classes of men, there arises

the idea of diflerent states or places of existence,

some perfectly happy, some no better than on

earth or even more miserable.

Other ideas may quite well have produced the

conception that life after death was blissful. Man's

experience of the miseries of this world and his

instinctive desire for happiness may have suggested
a blissful other-world as an offset to this earth.

The same experience led him to form myths of a
Golden Age in the p.ast, in which we occasionally
meet with the idea that gods and men lived to-

gether or had free intercourse with each other.

These may have suggested the idea that such a

state still existed, and that it would be restored to

man after death. Here the belief is sometimes

expressed, that men will be with the gods after

death, or will return to the region, subterranean
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or heavenly, whence they originally came. There
is also the belief (expressed in many myths of the

origin of death) that man is naturally immortal,
and that pain, unhappiness, hunger, and thirst are

unnatural. Hence they will no longer exist beyond
the grave (see Ages of the World, Fall). But
such a state of the blest, especially when it is

the abode of gods or immortals, is often reserved

only for a few, while these sometimes pass thither

without dying. It may also be believed in as a
state apart from the ordinary abode of the dead,
whether that is blissful or otherwise, though occa-

sionally it is a mere region of the otlier world.

The continuance theory does not always develop in these

directions, and sometimes it is held that life after death is for

all a tame copy of earthly life, a dim, poor, shadowy replica of the

present. This Is common among West Afriiain tribes, and is

found also among the Greeks and Semites, though with all these

there is usually the idea of a blissful abode of divine beings.

The locality of the blissful region varies. Some-
times, probably as a result of inhumation or cave-

burial, it is an underground region. Or, again, it is

simply another distant part of tiie earth—frequently
the east or west—or an island, periiaps because men
believe that after death they will go to the region
whence their ancestors migrated, or because the
sun is supposed to pass through the place of the

dead. Or it is on a mountain, probably because
mountains are thought to support the slcy, above

which, in turn, the blissful abode is also located.

Hence men are sometimes buried on mountains,
while the custom of cremation may mark the

change to the conception of a heavenly world
whither the spirit floated when set free by the lire.

Or, again, the planets, sun, moon, and stars, are

held to be the abode of the blest, while many
primitive folk believe that stars are the dead
transformed.

In many cases the blissful region, like the world
of the dead generally, is reached only after a long
and toilsome journey, over mountains and rivers,

over the bridge of death, while many obstacles and

dangers are met with, and various supernatural
enemies are encountered. Occasionally these

dangers and obstacles are intended to try the
worth of the spirit, and if it fails to surmount
them, it cannot reach the blissful abode. Possibly,
however, these trials and dangers are reminiscences
of similar experiences in the old migrations of a

tribe, traditionally handed down and made part of

the experience of the dead where they were sup-

posed to return to some former dwelling-place of

the tribe.

AVhatever ideas are held concerning the abode of

the dead are stren^hened and ampliiied bj- dreams,
in wiiich the soul is thought to have visited it ; or

when the medicine-man claims the power of going
thither, and returns witli a vivid description of its

character ; or by m3ths telling of visits of the

living to that land, their sojourn there, and their

return (see § 7).

2. The lowest peoples.
—We know nothing of

the exact nature of the escliatology of pre-historic
man. But from the funeral mobilieroi interments
in the Stone Age, and from the elaborate customs
of sepulture in its later periods, we may be certain

that some continuance tlieory existed, whetlicr of

the body or of the spirit, in the grave or in another

region. Whether it was blissful or not cannot row
be known (see MacCuUoch, ExpT xvii. [19U6] 489).
On the beliefs of the lowest peojiles surviving now
or within recent times, our information is more
extensive, and, though it has been surmised that
some of their escluitological ideas have been as-

similated from Christian sources, there is little

reason to doubt that on tlie whole tliey are original.
The belief of the Tasmanians was vague, yet they
looked forAvard to a iiappier life in wlucii tliey
would untiredly and with constant success pursue

tiie chase, and for ever enjoy the pleasures which

they coveted on earth. Contact with the white
man suggested to tliem that they would 'jump up
white men' on an island in the Straits (H. Ling
Roth, Abor. of Tn/t. l.SUO, p. 69). The religious
ideas of the Australian tribes have sometimes oeen

exaggerated by umritical observers, but tliere is no
doubt tliat among many of tlicin a belief in a happy
other-world was founu. Of tlie tribes of West
Australia little is known, while among the central

and northern tribes a belief in perpetual re-incarna-

tion existed universally (Spencer-Cillen'', 491); but

among tliose scattered over the south-east region
the belief in a future happy life 'beyond the great
water' or in the sky is generally found (liowitt,

438).
This is a land like the earth, and is sometimes called ' the g^m-

tree country,' but is more fertile, well watered, and abundantly
gupplied with game, while everything is better than in this world ;

and the spiriU live there as they did on earth. Considerable
freedom is ascribed to them, and they can also wander freely
about the earth. Sometimes, as the Ngarigo and Wolgal believe,
the spirit is met by the ^i^m-divinity l3aramulun, who lives

with the ghosts. The path to sky-land is by the rays of the

setting sun or by the Milky Way, sometimes itself the dwelling
of the ghosts (tribes on the Herbert River) and regarded as a
water-course with fruit-groves and all desirable things ; and
there are many legends regarding its former accessibility by a
treeorother means (Howitt, 434 ff., 474 \JAI ii. 269, xiii. 187 ff.,

194). The tribes around the Gulf region believe in a happv life

in Valairy, and a spirit above who looks after them there.

Yalair>- ia reached by the Milky Way and is 'a good land, a nice

])lace, full of beautiful, shady trees,' with plenty of water and
abundance of game. It is usually thou^'ht of vaguely as beyond
the stars, and the natives have no dread of going there (Palmer,
JA I xiii. 291).

Something corresponding to the division caused elsewhere by
rank, ritual observances, etc., is found among a few tribes. Tba
Wakelbura thought that right-handud men went to the Bky,
left-handed men underground, while the island paradise of

certain tribes round Maryborough is reached only by the '

good,'
and those who show excellence m hunting, fishing, etc. (Howitt,
473, 498). Among the Gulf tribes the custom of knocking out
two front teeth is connected with their entry to the sky-world.
Those who have submitted to this custom will have bright, clear

water to drink, others will have dirty or muddy water (JAI
xiii. 291). Such beliefs mny explain the retributive ideas ascribed
to some of the tribes, though the fact that the great Being
believed in by all these groups is supposed to be a kind of moral

governor may have occasionally led to a retributive eschatology
(see Aborioinbs, § i ; Howitt, 504 ; JAI U. 268-9). Thus the
Baiame of certain tribes lives in Bullcmah, the land of rest, •
tloral paradise of beauty and of plenty, where good spirits go,
mid can save from Eleanbah-wundah, the abode of the wicked

(I'arker, More Aust. Ltgendary Tales, London, 189S, 96, and
cf. Lang's Introd. p. xxi).

The Andaman Islanders believe that beneath
the earth is a jungle world (chaitnn), where the

spirits of the dead dwell and hunt the spirits of

animals and birds. Between eartii and sky is a
cane bridge, over which tlie souls of tlie dead go to

paradise, while tlie souls of those who have com-
mitted such sins as murder go to a cold region
ca.\\e^ijereglar-mu(JH. But all souls will finally be
re-united with tiieir spirits, and will live perma-
nently on a new eartli in the prime of life. Sickness
and deatii will be unknown (Man, JAI \\\. 161-2;
but cf. Temjile, Coisus of India, Calcutta, 1903,
iii. 62).

Among the primitive pagan tribf^s of tlie Malay
peninsula, Semang, Sakai, and Jakun, there is a
considerable belief in retribution ; the wicked,
often identified with those wiio fear to meet the
terrible beings of the soul-bridge, are condemned
to a wrctciied existence, though sometimes they
are submitted to a process of purification and

permitted to enter Paradise. Paradise is a place
for all others ; it is situated in the lirmament, and
entered from tiie west. It is 'a glorified

"
Avilion,"

an " Island of Fruits," from which all that was
noxious and distressing to man had been eliminated'

(Skeat and Blagden, Pagan Races of the Malay
Peninsula, 1906, i. 13).
The Semang and Jakun divide the firmament into three tiers;

the two upper tiers are the Paradise of the blest, filled with
wild fruit-trees. Some of the tribes make the moon the '

Island

of t>uits,' which, in some songa, is preceded by a ' Garden of

Flowers.' The choicest heaven is reserved for ttie old and wia».
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Among the western Semang the island of fruit-trees is reserved

for souls of B'lians ('mediciue-men'); all others, save the

wicked, so across the sea to a land of sorew-pines and thatch-

palms (lb. 186-7, 207-8). All souls, according to the Sakai, are

purified In the infernal regions by 'Granny Langut,' after

which they cross a great chopper over boiling water. The wicked
fall in ; the good finally proceed to the island of fruit-trees {ib.

239 ff.). Among the Jakun, the Blandas think that in the Island

of Fruits souls of the old become young ; there is no pain or

sickness there, and plenty of well-water. The Besisi locate it

in the moon ; it contains every kind of fruit-tree ; there is

perpetual feasting, and souls lie in idleness, or play musical

instruments. The good alone are admitted to it. According
to the Mantra, souls pass to Fruit Island in the west and
live in harmony and enjoyment, feasting on its delicious fruits,

marrying and having children. Pain, disease, and death are

unknown. Souls of men who have died a bloody death go to

Red Land, a desolate region, but obtain food from Fruit Island

(ib. 293, 29S, 321 ;
Jour. Ind. Archip. i. 325).

The burial rites, especially of chiefs, among the

Bushmen of S. Africa show a belief in the con-

tinuance of life ; but their ideas are scantily
recorded. Of the tribes living on the banks of the

Gariep there is a myth of a paradise called Tod'ga
whither all go after death, and a safe journey is

ensured by cutting off a finger-joint (Clow, Nat.
Races of S.A., 1905, i. 129). Equally vague are

the notions of the Hottentots, who believe that

there is a land above the sky-vault where things

go on as on earth. Their divinity Tsui-goam lives

in a beautiful heaven. Spirits of the dead exercise

power over men and have a better insight into all

matters ; but whether they live in the land beyond
the sky does not appear, tliough stars are the souls

or eyes of the dead. The rites of interment also

show a strong belief in the soul's continuance

(Hahn, Tsuni-goam, 1881, pp. 23, 85, 105, 112 ff.;

Fritsch, Eingeborenen Sud-Afrikas, Breslau, 1872,

p. 338).

Among the Eskimos of Greenland the general
belief was that there were two regions : (1) in a
cold sky or over-world, with hills and valleys and
a heaven ; the souls dwelt in tents on the shore of

a lake with plenty of fish and fowl, though it is

also said to have been a place of cold and famine ;

(2) in an underground domain of the god Torngar-
suk, a blissful place with sunshine and perpetual
summer, with water, fish, and fowl in plenty, while

seals and reindeer were caught without trouble or

found boiling alive in a great kettle.
Various accounts ascribe different causes for the presence of

souls in either region. Thus the upper region is said to be for

witches and the wicked, or again for all souls except those of

great and heroic men, of those who had suffered much on

earth, perished at sea, or died in childbirth. On the other

hand, the destiny of the soul depended on the treatment of the

body. If it was laid on the ground before death, it went
downwards ; if not, upwards. A terrible journey to the under-

ground region had to be undertaken, and some souls perished
on the way (Nansen, Eskimo Life, 1893, p. 233 ff. ; Crantz, Gron-

land, 1765, p. 258 ; Rink, Tales and Trad, of the Eskimo, 1875,

pp. 37, 42).

3. Polynesia.
—In Polynesia, while occasionally

an abode of bliss for all is met with, as in the
Mitchell Group, Niutao, and Nanumanga, in the

heavens, or in Nukupetau, underground (Tia

[Turner, Samoa, 1884, pp. 281, 286, 288]), in general
there were different states allotted according to

conditions of rank or class, while some were retri-

butive, depending, however, upon ritual obedience
rather than upon moral considerations. A subter-

ranean other-world is frequently met with, wliile

at the same time an abode in the heavens, the

moon, in the west, or on an island is allotted to

certain persons. In Samoa, Pulotu was under the

sea, where the spirits bathed in ' the water of life
'

and became lively and bright, with no trace of

infirmity, wliile the aged became young. This

region was a replica of earth, but chiefs became

pillars in the house of Saveasiuleo, its lord—an

honour proudly anticipated by them before

death. There was also a belief that chiefs and

grandees went to the heavens, which opened to

receive them (Turner, 257 ff. ; Gill, Myths and

So7igs vf S. Pacific, 1876, p. 168). In the Hervey

Group Avaiki was a hollow underground region
whither all who died a natural death went to be
eaten and annihilated by Miru. Warriors, after

being swallowed by Kongo, climbed a mountain
and thence went to a cheerful abode in the heavens,
where, dowered with immortality and decked with
flowers, they danced and enjoyed themselves,
looking down with contempt on the wretches in

Avaiki. This Elysium of the brave consisted of

10 successive heavens, and was the home of

Tangaroa, the god of
day. But in Raratonga

warriors lived with Tiki underground, in a beautiful

region with shrubs and flowers of undying fragrance,
eating, drinking, dancing, and sleeping. Their
admission here depended on their having brought
a suitable offering (Gill, 18, 152 ff., 170). In the

Society Islands, while the people descended to Po,
members of the Areoi society, chiefs, and those
whose families could attbrd sufficient offerings,
went to the aerial paradise of perfumed Rohutu,
where, amid beautiful scenes, every sensuous

enjoyment was open to them. Neglect of certain

rites and offerings might, however, debar them
from it (Ellis, Polynesian Researches^, 1832, i. 245,

352, 397, 403). The Sandwich Islanders thought
that souls went to Po, the place of night, where

they were eaten, though some became immortal

spirits by this process. A few went to the under-

ground paradise of Miru and Akea, while chiefs

were led by a god to the heavens. This under-

ground paradise was level and beautiful, and

everything grew of itself. In Mini's part, souls

amused themselves with noisy games ; in Akea's
there reigned a solemn peace (Ratzel, Hist, of

Mankind, 1897, i. 315 ; Ellis, i. 366 ; Jones, Satid-

ivich Is., Boston, 1843, p. 42). For the spirits of

the dead in Savage Island there was an underground
region called Maui, but their favourite place was
the land of Sina in the skies (Turner, 306). Another
account says that the virtuous passed to Ahonoa,

Everlasting Light, the virtues being chastity, theft

from another tribe, and slaughter of enemies

(Thomson, JAI xxxi. [1901] 139). In Bowditch
Island the common people went to a distant region
of delights full of fruits and flowers, where they

enjoyed feasting and dancing. Kings, priests, and

their families went to the moon and enjoyed all

sorts of pleasures, the moon itself being their food

{JAI xxi. [1891-2] 51 ; Turner, 273). Bolotu was

the Elysium of the Tonga Islanders, an island of

gods and spirits of chiefs and men of rank. Flowers

and fruits when plucked were immediately re-

placed ; and dogs, when killed, came to life again.

This exquisite region was not open to the people,

whose souls died with their bodies. The Maori

subterranean Hades, Po or the Reinga, is variously

described. Sometimes it is regarded as a gloomy
state with disgusting food, again as an excellent

land like earth, visited by the sun, with rivers,

good food, and many villages and people. It was

also thought to be divided into several compart-

ments, the lowest being the worst. Thither went

all of lesser rank. Po was personified as a goddess,

and in it was the living fountain in which the sun

and moon bathed and were renewed. Great chiefs

and heroes went to one of the heavens after death,

or became stars. There was, however, some

uncertainty as to whether the spirit went up or

down, or remained near the body. Karakias, or

prayers, aided its ascent. Keinga is described by
one writer, probably confusing it with the sky-

abode of chiefs, as a beautiful heaven where all

tilings were abundant, with constant calm, per-

petual sunshine and gladness (Nicholls, JAI xv.

[1885], 200 ; see alsoShortlnnd, Traditions of N.Z.,

1854, ch. 7, Maori Rel. and Myth. 1882, pp. 45, 52 ;

JAI xix. [1890] 118-9; Taylor, Te Ika a Mam,
1855, pp. 103, 186, and^a^^w).
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lletribiilion was not strictly ethical, but ritual

and ceremonial, as some of the above cases have
slio\vn. When the friend of a dead man in

Nanumea j^ave a great funeral feast, the deceased
was admitted to a heavenly land of iigiit and clear

waters ; if not, ho was sent to darkness and mud
(Turner, 292). Entrance to Mane, the western

paradise of Tamana, with its clear streams and
abundant food, depended on an even number
resulting when pebbles were thrown by the dead
man's relatives. An odd number caused the spirit
to be annihilated {ib. 294). In Pukapuka of the

Hervey Group, Vaerua ate spirits which had com-
mitted ceremonial ofl'ences ; all others went west-
wards to the house of Reva, where they j)assed

a
blissful existence. In Aitutaki, spirits which were

Erovided
with a coco-nut escaped by a ruse from

eing eaten by Miru, and went to the pleasant abode
of Iva, where they feasted on the richest fooil and
the finest sugar-cane (Gill, 171, 175). In Netherland
Island, however, 'souls of tlie honest, kind, and

gentle went and lived in light in Heaven. The
thief, the cruel, and tiie ill-tongued went to a

prison of darkness under tlie earth
'

(Turner, 301).

4. Dayaks, Papuans, and Melanesians.—The
Dayaks exhibit a great diversity of beliefs, and
the general disposition towards a retributive view,
as well as the minute divisions of the future state,

may owe something to Hindu or Muhammadan
influences. More purely native beliefs are seen in

the occjisional idea that the other-world is a copy
of this, or is open to all, or that a better fate

awaits those who die a violent death or women
dying in childbirth.
The Sea Dayaks of Sarawak believe in simple continuance.

The dead build houses and make paddy fields
; they are subject

to the same inequalities as the living. But they can bestow on
the living amulets and medicines of magical power (Ling Roth,
Natives 0/ Sarawak and Borneo, 1896, i. 21.3). Others, like the

Sibuyows, think that si.x states are passed through, the wicked—thieves and great crimin.ils—being punished in the first.

Eventually the final heavenly state—beautiful, peaceful, and
happy—is reached. The streets are cle.in and regular, the
houses perfectly formed. There are lakes and rivers, gardens
with fruit-trees and flowers, and the people are happy and rich.

This place is enclosed by a ^eat wall, while at a distance the
souls of Malays have a kampong (Brooke, Ten Vears in

Saraicak, ISCS, i. 65). The Uusuns, the Idaans, and other tribes

place paradise at or near the top of a mountain which all souls

ascend, and which is guarded by a fiery dog or some other
monster. The wicked trj* unsuccessful! v to ascend it (Pryer,
JAI xvi. [1S86] 283; Ling Roth, i. 220). The tribes of the

Barito, Kapuas, and Kahaian river-basins have a similar belief.

The entrance to the other-world is on a mountain peak. It has
rivers rich in fish ;

in its midst is a sea surrounding an island
on which grows a tree with pearls for fruit, golden blossoms,
and fine cloth for leaves. It also furnishes the Water of Life,
which the souls drink to become youthful (this is also effected

by bathing in the sea). While the souls retain the positions of
this world, all are free from care, every desire is followed by
abundant fulfilment, and there are all kinds of enjoyments an<I
rich gems and gold. Souls, however, eventually die, returning
to the earth and entering a fruit or leaf, etc. Thieves, unjust
chiefs, and those who turned a good into a bad cause are
excluded from these enjoyments (Grabowsky, Inter. AS, ii.

184 ff.
; Ling Roth, citing Mchwaner, ii. pp. dxx ft., cc). The

Malanaus made the other-wurld resemble this, with seas, rivers,
and sago plantations ; but those who had died a violent death
had a separate paradise from those who had died a natural
death. Souls finally died, to reappear as worms, etc. (do
Crespigny, JAI v. 35). Various places were allotted to the
souls in the belief of the Kaj-ans, according to the manner of

their death. Those who died a violent death and women dying
In childbed mated in Long Julan. where they had all their
wants supplied, did no work, and all became rich. Those who
were drowned went to Litig Vang, a land of plenty l^elow the
rivers, where all property lost in the waters became theirs. A

SKice
of wretchetuiess was reserved for suicides (Hose, in Ling

,0th, i. 220).

Among the Papuans of New Guinea and the

adjacent islands there is a general belief in a
future state, shown by the elaborate funeral cere-
monies and by explicit beliefs. But these beliefs

vary in dilVerent regions, and the other-M'orld is

located now on an island, now in the sky, now
underground. Sometimes it is open to all, some-
times to those only who comply with various ritual
observances ; or, again, there are various places

according to the manner of death. It is conceived
as a region of light and iiajipiness ; friends are re-

united ; hunger is unknown, and the souls enjoy
an existence of hunting, lishing, and feasting.

In the VVoodlarks all souls whose iKxlies have been tatued go
to the island of Walum by way of a serpent bridge, and enjoy
to the full all the pleasures of life, the women cultivating and
cooking food for their idle lords (Thomson, British N.G., 1892,
p. 184

; Haddon, FL, 1894, p. 318). In the western islands of
Torres .Straits the abode of the dead was in a mythic island
c.illed Kitiu, where ghoxts sat twittering on the tree-tops ; but
those of the best men, greatest warriors and skulI-huiiterH, were
better off (Iladdon, JAI xix. [1800] .JIS). In the eastern islands
the spirit went under the sea to Beg, and eventually to the
island of Buigu, being conducted thither by Terer, the first man
from whose body the skin was scraped off. Here every one was
happy and bright, had plenty of fooil, and did no work. The
death ceremonies comforted the mourners, and gave them
assurance of immortjility (Hunt, JAI xxviii. [1899] 8; Rep.
Cambridge Exp. to Torres St., Cambriilge, vi. [1908] 45, 128,
252-3). The Klema tribes of the I'apuan Gulf, New Guinea,
thought that those who died fighting went to the sky-land of
the god of war, and could also roam about and annoy their
enemies. Various localities were assigned to those dying a
natural death, while those who were murdered or killed by
crocodiles or snakes became wandering spirits (Holmes, JAI
xxxii. [1902] 428). Other tribes entertain different ideas. Some
think that all spirits live in Tauru, a glorious place where the
souls welcome the newcomer, and where hunger is unknown.
A similar western paradise called liaka, the place of plenty, is

believed in by the Motu-motu people ; but here onl v those whose
noses are pierced enter it (Chalmers, J'ioneering in N.O., 1883,
p. 169). In other districts the soul, or »;i6A«, goes underground,
and must cross a great water by a ladder. Here it meets a
si>irit which demands its earring and armband. If the soul has
not these the ladder is tripped up, and the rnohn falls into the
water, whence there is no return. Otherwise it is met by two
inOhs, which conduct it to the subterranean villages where the
ghosts dwell. They can re-visit their former home and bring
good or ill luck (Inter. AE, xiii. 47).

Throu'diout Melanesia, while future life is a re-

flexion of life on earth, there is a general disposition
to ascribe greater happiness to chiefs and warriors,
and a gieater amount of power to the disembodied

spirits. But here also attention to ritual obtains a

special reward, and there Ls an approximation to
retribution. The place of the dead is an island

(Solomon and Loyalty Islands) or underground
(New Britain, Santa Cruz, New Hebrides, Fiji).
Sometimes there are diflerent places for difrcrent

classes, or according to the manner of life or death,
and in general all these regions of the dead are
reached with ditticulty.
The people in the north of New Britain believe that souls

which have enough shell-money to offer to the god can enter a
desirable paradise called Tingenalabaran, but those whinh have
not are sent to a bleak region. The Sultkas of the south coast
have a subterranean paradise, Mlol, to which those only who
can prove their life to have been satisfactory are admitt'd
(Pullen-Burry, Tram. Srd Cong. IIUL Bel. i. 84).

In the Solomon Islands the island of the dead is easily reached
by ghosts which have their noses pierced (Florida), or have
their hands marked with a conventional design, lacking which
they are annihilated (Ysaliel). There are houses, gardens, and
canoes in these island al>odes ; the ghosts bathe, and their laugh-
ter is heard. In some cases the common ghosts turn into
white ants' nests and are eaten by more vigorous ghosts, who
also at last undergo the same transformation (Codringtoii,
ileUiJugiant, Oxford, 1891, 256 fl.). Similar beliefs are held in
other islands of the

group.An underground woria is believed tn from the Torres Group
to Fiji : and its usual name from Torres Isl.inds to Now
Hebrides is I'anoi. The Banks Islanders think there are
divisions in I'anoi for different classes of ghosts, e.g. youths
dying in the flower of their age inhabit a more pleasant region
with flowers and scented plants in abundance

; or, according to
the manner of death, there are places set apart for the souls.
Sometimes murderers, sorcerers, and adulterers are excluded
from the better Panax, a ^ood place where ghosts enjoy life and
live in harmony. Panax contains villages, houses, and trees
with red leaves, and is a beautiful place. A great and bright
feast on earth is compared to the ordinary life there. .Men

dance, sing, and talk, but there is no fighting. Life is happy if

empty ; there is no pain, sickness, or work. In some islands
ritual observances determine the nature of existence there—a
man with unpierced ears cannot drink water, the untatued
cannot eat good food (Codrington, 273-288). In Anciteura (New
Hebrides), the place of spirits, Umatmas, has two divisions,

'

for

good and for bad,' the bad being thieves, murderers, and liars.

"The former division is characterized by plenty of good food

(Turner, 326).
In Fiji the way to the place of souls, Mbulu, was long and

dangerous, and ritual and ceremonial observances decided the
lot of the dead. Ghosts of bachelors were annihilated ; all

other ghosts had to be approved by Ndengei, great warriors

especiall)' gaining his favour. In Mbulu punishments were
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awarded to those who displeased the gods, those who had not
their ears bored or were not tatued, or had not slain an enemy.
Those who lied about themselves were struck down ; some were
eaten by the gods. Hence there were divisions in Slbulu, and
of these Mburotu was the most Elysian. Here scented groves
and pleasant glades and an unclouded sky were found, and an
abundance of all that was most desirable to a native. Its

delights were such that the word was commonly used to describe

any great joy. A native song says,
' Death is easy . . . death

is rest
'

(Williams, Fiji, 1858, i. 243 fif.). Mention is also made
of a paradise of the gods, to which certain mortals were admitted

by privilege {ib. i. 114).

5. Africa.—An Elysium conception is but slightly

developed among the peoples of Africa, partly be-

cause some tribes have a vague idea of a future

life, some, like the Dinka and Bari, believing in

utter extinction (HoUis, The Masai, Oxford, 1905,

p. 307), partly because with many others the belief

in transmigration and re-incarnation is very strong.
The cult of ancestors is, however, general, and
shows that some kind of future existence is com-

monly believed in, though it is not definitely out-

lined, and many profess ignorance of its nature.
But as the spirits of the dead are so often the gods
of the living, and are adored as great spirits, this

must argue that their lot, or that of the more

important of them, is better than on earth, though
expression of this is rare. Where a future state

is described, it is most usually a heavenly or sub-

terranean place where all go, and where the dis-

tinctions of rank, etc., still continue.
Thus, among the Nilotic Negroes, the Ja-luo hold that the

spirits go up to the sky (Johnston, Uganda, 1902, ii. 779).

Among the Nandi it is held that all, good and bad, go under-

ground (Hollis, Trans. Srd C(mg. Hist. Rel., Oxford, 1908, i.

87). With the Gallas, wood that has been burning a little is put
on the grave, and if it grows, this denotes that the spirit

is

happy in the other-world (Macdonald, A/ricana, 1882, l 229).
The general belief of the West African Negroes is in an under-

ground shadow world where the king is still king, the slave a

slave, and the conditions and occupations of earth are continued
in a ghostly form. The sun shines there when it sets here, and
there are mountains, forests, rivers, plants, animals, villages,
etc. There are pleasures and pains, but every one there grows
backward or forward into the prime of life, and there is no
diminution of strength or bodily waste. Among the Yoruba-
speaking peoples it is called /po-o^M, 'The Land of the Dead';
among the Tshi, Srahmandazi, 'The Land of Ghosts' ; and the

general opinion of it is summed up in the proverb,
' One day in

this world is worth a year in Srahmandazi '

(Kingsle}', Travels
in W.A., 1897, pp. 488, 578; Ellis, Tshi-speaking Peoples, 1887,

p. 157 f., Yoruba-speaking Peoples, 1894, p. 127 ; Burton, Dahome,
1864, ii. 156). These ideas are also found among the Bantu
tribes of W. Africa, though their notion of the locality of the

spirit-world is vaguer—it is underground or all around. It is

free from certain bodily limitations, and the rich or persons of

rank form a special class of spirits, the awiri. Probably since
contact with white men a belief has arisen in 'white man's
land' beneath the sea, whither some of the dead go and find a

happy future, becoming white (Nassau, Fetichism in W.A.,
1'104, pp. 56ff., 237; Kingsley, 519; JAI xiii. [1884] 475).
Much the same may be said of the Eastern Bantus. All spirits

live, but how employed or where no one knovfs {JAI, 1892-3,
x;di. 116). The spirit-world is peopled in much the same way
as this, but we hear in some tribes of Mulungu assigning their

places to the dead, though there is no idea of retribution (but
cf. Waitz, Anthrop., Leipzig, 1860, ii. 425 [souls of good men go
to Mulungu, among the Ba-Ngindo]), and that the spirits

'

go on
high.' Among the Bondei the souls go to Mlinga, a divine

mountain, entering by a brass door. There is recognition
beyond the grave, and the spirit lives with its dead relatives.

Spirits are worshipped as gods, and have great influence on
earthly affairs, while sometimes the ghost of a dead chief will

have a mountain as his residence (Macdonald, i. 60, 67-9, 108,

297; Dale, JAI xxv. 232). A more definite Elysium concep-
tion appears with the Kimbunda of S.W. Africa, in whose
Kalunya, or world of the dead, there are feasting, plenty of

women, hunting and dancing, while life goes better than in this

world (Magyar, cited by TylorS, ii. 77). Tlie conceptions of the
Eouthern Bantus are also vague, though some hold that the

spirit ascends to heaven or 'goes home' (Macdonald, JAI xx.

[1891] 120-1). With the Zulus, while there is much doubt as to

the position of the spirit-world, there are clear references to an

underground region of spirits where Unkulunkulu is. Stories

tell of visits paid by the living there, and of its landscapes like

those of this world, its villages, cattle, etc. This belief is now
much mingled with the idea that the amatongo, or spirits,

appear on earth as snakes. Even in this the differences of rank
are continued, chiefs appearing as poisonous, common people as

harmless, snakes (CaUaway, Pel. of the Amaznlu, 1884, pa.?st7n,
y artery Tales . . . of the ZtUtts, 1868, i. 316 ff.). The Basutos
also locate the spirit-world underground. Some say that it has

gr( en valleys and immortal speckled cattle—an Elysium idea—
but generally it Is thought that the shades wander calmly and

•Ccntly, without Joy and without grief. There is no idea of

retribution, though this may have existed formerly (Casalis,
Les Bassoutos, Paris, 1859, pp. 261, 2C8).
The idea of rank, etc., determining the state of spirits is

curiously held among the Masai. Souls of common people are
annihilat€d, but those of the rich or medicine-men become
sacred snakes, while spirits of certain great people go to heaven
(Johnston, op. cit. ii. 832 ; Hollis, 307-8). Merker, however,
states that the good are admitted to a paradise full of all beauti-
ful and glorious things. Luxuriant grazing-grounds with cattle,
alternate with seas, rivers, and cool groves, whose trees are

hung with the rarest fruits. Souls live without trouble, pain,
or labour, re-united to their departed relatives. Evil-doers are
sent to a waterless waste (ZE xxxv. [1903] 735).

Retributive ideas are said to exist among some Negro tribes,

though the evidence must be received with caution. Souls of

good men ascend to heaven, sometimes bv the Milky Way, the
path of the ghosts, in the belief of the Krus, Scherbros, and
Odschi, the evil being punished (Waitz, ii. 191). But Bosman'a
account of the beliefs of the Guinea Negroes on this subject
shows what 'goodness' means here. There is a judgment of
souls after death : the good, viz. those who have strictly observed
ceremonial and religious laws, and thus have not offended the
gods, are sent to a happy and pleasant Paradise ; offending soals
are slain or drowned (Pinkerton, Voyages, xvi. 401). Among
the Agni also, souls of the good begin a new life analogous to
this after death (L'Anthropologie, Paris, iv. [1893] 434), and this
is said to be true of some of the tribes on the Upper Congo, who
think that Longa, the nether world, is tenanted by souls of the

good (Weeks, FL xii. [1901] 184). It is not improbable that a
belief in a future judgment is taught in the Secret Societies of

W. Africa.

6. North American Indians.—While the tribes of

North America occasionally represented the future
life as a mere copy of this, e.g. the Maricopas, the
more general conception was that it opened out a

richer, fuller, and happier state to all, or to warriors,
men of rank, the rich, etc. , or to the good ; for more
than among other savage races the American tribes

had developed the idea of future retribution on
ethical grounds. In some cases the division be-

tween good and bad shows a Christian colouring,
and the native belief may simply have been that
certain souls alone could enter the happy state,
others being debarred, i.e. those who died a violent

death, those who were too feeble to encounter the

dangers of the soul-journey, cowards, or those for

whom sufficient offerings had not been made at

their tomb. But in other cases those who are

debarred or are sent to a gloomy region are wicked,

they have committed oflences against tribal law,
and are a plague to society, as among the Dela-

wares, Blackfeet, and Ojibwas.
Where a state common to all was believed in, it

was thought to continue all the pursuits of earthly
life under absolutely untrammelled conditions.

Hunting and fishing were pursued without diffi-

culty, and always with success. There would be

neitherwant nor sorrow. The woods, lakes, streams,
and plains would not only be more beautiful, but

would swarm with every desirable creature. The
'

happy hunting grounds
' were the natural paradise

of hunting tribes, and there they dwelt with the

chief divinity or 'great spirit' in supreme felicity.

Many poetical and sensuous descriptions of this

land are to be found in the myths of various

tribes, but all things in it were as incorporeal as

the spirit itself,
' the hunter and the deer a shade.'

Generally it was thought to be in heaven, the

Milky Way fornilTg the way thither, as with the

Clallams, some N ,€alifomian tribes, the Iroquois,
and the Wmnibigoes (NE iii. 522 ; Macfie, Van-
couver Island, 1865, p. 448 ; Morgan, Lcncjue of the

Iroquois, 185'., p. 176; Schoolcraft, Ind. Tribes,

Philad., 1853-6, iv. 240). Or it was in the region
of the rising sun, or on a mountain (the Moiaves,
NE iii. 526). The Navahos thought it was below
the earth, whence men had once come forth. There

all things grew luxuriously, and the spirits enjoyed

peace and plenty (NE iii. 528).

Among many tribes bravery in war as well as

rank earned for men the abode of bliss, while the

medicine-men taught that it was a recompense for

success in life (Copeway, Ojibwa Natiotx, 1847,

p. 32). Cowards and common'people were debarred

or might enter Elysium only after a long period of
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suffering. With the Ahts, chiefs and warriors
went to the beautiful heaven of Quawteaht, un-
troubled by storms and frost, revelling in sunshine
and abundance of game. All others went to the
subterranean kingdom of Chayher (Sproat, 209).
The western paradise of the Ojibwas and the
southern of the Cliinooks were open only to brave
hunters and warriors. The Ojibwas thought of it

as a great village in a fine country, with continual
amusements and dances, and plenty of food. War
was unknown ; the hunter obtained his prey with-
out the fatigue of pursuit (Jones, Ojcbway Itu/s.,

1861, p. 104). Chiefs and medicine-men among the

Virginian tribes went to a western paradise of per-
petual happiness, where tliey smoked, danced, and

sang with their forefathers ; all others were an-
nihilated (Pinkerton, Voijnges, xiii. 14, 41). Tlie

Natchez, the Tensas, and the Apalaches held that
chiefs and warriors went to reside in the glorious
land f)f the sun (Miiller, Amer. Urreligionen,
Basel, 1855, p. 6611'.). Far more elaborate in such
di\Tsions v &,s the eschatology of the ancient Mexi-
cans, who assigned the dead to three regions. The
emperor, nobles, and fallen warriors were borne
eastwards lo the paradise of Huitzilopochtli, wiiere

honeyed llowers and luscious fruits abounded in

shady groves, and rich hunting parks awaited the

happy spirit. They accompanied the sun
daily

in

triumph to the zenith, and then returned to their
blissful Elysium. Finally, they were transformed
into birds %vith j/olden plumage. Women dying in

childbed were also admitted to this paradise, and,
dressed as warriors, escorted the sun from the
zenith. An earthly paradise free from sorrow, and
abounding in

every
kind of fruit and vegetable,

was open to those aying of certain diseases, to the

drowned, and to sacrificial victims. Tliis was the

perpetual summer land of Tlalocan. Mictlan,
a gloomy underground or northern region, was
assigned to all who died from any other cause

(Reville, Eel. of Mexico and Peru, 1884 ; Sahagun,
Hist. Gen. , passim).

In some of these instances bravery and cowardice
determine the fate of the soul. This approaches to
an ethical distinction according to the native moral
standard, and doubtless underlies many of the
instances usually cited of more strictly retributive

justice. Thus, with the Nez Percys and some
Haidah tribes, the wicked and those who had not
died the warrior's death were sent for a time to a
desolate region before being admitted to tlie land
of light, the paradise of slain warriors in the

heavens, with its gift of perpetual youth, its cedar
and shell houses, its delicious fruits, its repose
(JAI xxi. [1891] 17; Macfie, Vancouver Is. 457).

Again, ritual goodness rather than ethical must
often be understood, as among the Nicaraguans,
whose paradise of slain warriors, the blissful abode
of the gods in the East, was open also to those
who had obeyed the gods (NR iii. 543). But some-
times offences against morality are particularly
mentioned as debarring men from bliss. Women
guilty of infanticide and murderers of a fellow-
tribesman were excluded from the Blackfeet para-
dise (Richardson in Franklin, Second Expedition,
London, 1828), while the thief and murderer among
the Okinagans, cowards, adulterers, thieves, the

greedy, the idle, and liars among the Ojibwas, liars

and tliieves among the Delawares, were excluded
fiom the abode of bliss (NR iii. 519; Jones,
102-3 ; Bramerd, Life and JoumcU, Edin. 1908,

p. 503). We hear also among the Chippewas of
the soul being examined, those with whom good
predominated being borne to the enchanted island

paradise, while others sank for ever in the waters
(Dunn, Oregon, 1844, p. 104). Such a discrimina-
tion between good and bad is found among the
Eurocs, Yumas, Choctaws, Pa^\-nee3, New Eng-

land tribes, and Mayas, and the character of their

Elysium is described with much monotony of

language.
To the Eurocs it ia a region of bright rivers, sunny slopes,

and green forests, beyond the earth, the chasm being crossed
by a pole from which the wicked (all (SR iii. 624). The Yumas
placed it in a hai)ijy valley hi'lden in the Colorado {ib. 527).
The beautiful paradise of the Choctaws lay behind a dark river
in the west (Callin, A'. Am. Ind. 1842, ii. 127). More unique
was the Mayan ijaradlse, where the good lay in tranquil repose
under the Ijeautiful yaxche tree, eating and drinking voluptu-
ously (Nil iii. 641). But most typical of the Indian paradise is
the description found in an Algonouin myth of a hunter who
went to the land of souls in the south to recover his bride. The
piith became ever more beautiful as he went on. lie reached a
lo<l|,'e, where he had to leave his body ; his soul bounded through
the shadow-world and crossed the lake where the spirits of the
wicked met their fate. Now he reached the happy ihland of
souls where there was never cold or tempcHt, or any need to
labour, for the air itself nourished the souls, and where, amid
eternal sunshine, they wandered through the blissful fields

(Schoolcraft, i. 321). See also America.

7. South American Indians.—Of the numerou-j
tribes of S. America, taken as a whole, it i.s

dillicult to generalize concerning their ideas of a

happy other-world. The earlier beliefs of some of
the Christianized tribes have not been recorded.
Certain tribes simply believed in the soul hovering
round the grave, others in transmigration ; others,
like the Abipones, were ignorant of the soul's status
alter death (Dobrizhofl'er, Abipones, 1822, ii. 75,
269). We can speak only of a number of tribes

concerning whom information is not lacking. Of
these it may be said that, while the other-world
life continued the conditions and circumstances of
life here, and though it may occasionally have been
regarded as disagreeable ("Nluller, 286), yet it was
more frequently looked fonvard to as being happier
and plea.santer (Spilsbury,

Trans. Srd Cong. Hist,

of Eel. i. 94). Some tribes believed in a general
place for all the dead ; others in a separate place
for chiefs, men of rank, or brave warriors. Retri-
butive conceptions had scarcely arisen even in tlie

higher tribes, or, where they have been alleged,
they may be traced to missionary influence. The
journey to the other-world was one of great danger
and

difficulty ; its situation lay in the sky, in the
west, or on the earth's surface, or was underground.
Among the tribes for whom the future life was

one of bare continuance of tiie present for all alike,
in a region where they hunted, Hslied, and rejoined
their forefathers, may be mentioned the Matacos
and Muyscas (in a region underground [Baldrich,
Las Camarcos Virgenes, Buenos Ayres, 1890, p. 12 ;

Reclus, Univ. Geog. xviii. 173]), the Bakairi, Calino,
Yaguas, Ucuapes, Mbocobi, and Arawaks (Koch,
Inter. AE, xiii. [Supp.] 120, 121, 122; D'Orbigny,
Voy. dans I'Amer. m^rid, Paris, 1839, iv. pt. 1

['L'Homme Americain '], 233 ; Reclus, xix. 112).
The other-world was conceived of by numerous

tribes as a happy Elysium. In Hayti the Indians

thought that the spirits had as their place of sojourn
the valleys of the western part of the island, dwell-

ing in the clefts of the rocks by day, and coming
out at night to enjoy the delightful fruits of the

mamey trees. They rejoiced in the shady and
flowery arbours of these beautiful valleys (Miiller,
174). Tiie Puri Indians placed Paradise in a pleasant
wood full of sapucaja trees and game, where the
soul was happy in company of all the deceased

(Spix and Martins, Travels in Brazil, 1824, ii. 250).

Many of the tribes of Chili placed their paradise
across the sea towards the

setting sun, anci mythi-
cally described it in terms of their ideas of the

highest bliss (Poppig, Reise in Chili, Leipzig, 1835,

p. 393). The Patagonians located it in vast under-

ground caverns, where their deities dwelt, and
whither they went to Uve with them. Abundance
of cattle ana liquor was found there, and the dead

enjoyed an eternity of drunkenness (Falkner, Pata-
aonia, Hereford, 1774, pp. 142-3). More usually a

neavenly or a western paradise awaited the Indian.
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In this place of all sensuous delights enjoyed to the

full, they would take pleasure in everything which

they had desired or possessed on earth. It was
endowed with glorious hunting grounds and fishing
streams and rich forests. Or they fed on rich fruits,
which required no toil or labour of cultivation.

Life there was restful and peaceful, without sufTer-

ing or gi'ief, and with the added delights of drinking,
feasting, and dancing. There they met all their

dead relatives, and their wives existed in beauty
and youthfulness. Such were the beliefs of the

Guarayos, Guaranis, Chiriguanos, Araucanians,
Yuracaris, Ottomaken, Apiaca, Warraus, Bahairi,

Guajiro, Pampas tribes, and others (D'Orbigny,
109-110, 164, 337, 342, 347 ; Molina, Chili, Leipzig,
1791, p. 72; Castelnau, Expedition dans les parties
centrales de VAviir., Paris, 1850, ii. 314; Schom-

burgk, Beisen, Leipzig, 1847, ii. 446 ; Ausland,
1865, p. 338). The Saliva Indians placed their

paradise in the moon,- and thought of it as a place
without mosquitoes (Tylor^ ii. 70).

A division according to rank is met with among
the Guaycuras, who thought that chiefs and medi-
cine-men hovered round the moon and went to

regions of pleasure and enjoyment (Martins, Zur
Ethnog. Amer., Leipzig, 1867, i. 233). More usually

bravery, as opposed to cowardice, merited the abode
of bliss. Among the Chiriguanos, brave warriors
and good fathers went to an earthly paradise full

of delight and feasting, with abundance of women
and chicha, where they devoted themselves to sing-

ing and dancing (Koch, op. cit. 119). The Caribs
of the Antilles believed that spirits of brave warriors

dwelt in pleasant islands like those of their own
land, abounding in delicious fruits. There all their

^vishes were fulfilled ; they feasted and danced, and
had their enemies as their slaves. Cowards, on the
other hand, Avould become slaves to the Arawaks.
It was also believed that warriors went to the sun
or became stars. Im Thum says that the present
Caribs of the mainland think of the spirits as re-

maining near their present dwellings, while some

hope to become white men or go to Sky-land, a copy
of this world, whence their ancestors came {Indians
of Guiana, 1883, p. 359 ff.

; Rochefort, Isles An-
tilles, Rotterdam, 1681, p. 430). Some of the Pampas
tribes believed that in the heavenly abode of Pillau
warriors enjoyed eternal drunkenness, broken only
by great hunts, in which they slew so many
ostriches that their feathers, falling down, formed
the clouds (Reclus, Prim. Folk, n.d., 105). Good-
ness and virtue are sometimes expressly mentioned
as meriting paradise, but on examination this

proves to mean savage bravery. Thus the Tupin-
amba thought that after death those who had lived

virtuously, i.e. who had avenged themselves on and
eaten many enemies, would go behind high moun-
tains, where they would dance in beautiful gardens
with their ancestors (Lery, Voyage fait en la Terre
d2i Brcsil, La Rochelle, 1578, p. 262). So, too,

among the Chibchas, good men were those who fell

in war, and they, with women dying in childbed,

enjoyed a blissful future (Koch, 128). In the same

way may be interpreted the respective beliefs of the

Yaier, that those who ' lived well
' went to heaven ;

of the Yaruros, that the good went to a place where
they enjoyed divine food ; and of the Wazanos, that,
while the souls of common people went to heaven,
the good attained to a superior region, where they
found beautiful women, rich hunting grounds, and
continuous feasts, and did no work, but spent the

night in merry dances (Koch, 127). Among the

ancient Peruvians there was no distinction between

good and evil beyond the grave. "WhUe the bulk
of the people went to a dreary underground region,
a heavenly paradise was the lot of the higlier
classes. The Incas went to the dwelling of the

Sun, their father ; nobles and great warriors were

received in the heavenly world of Haman Pacta,
where their happiness consisted in perfect freedom
from evil, in repose and peace, and they were
waited on by the wives and slaves who had been
put to death with them (Muller, 402-3 ; Prescott,
Peru, 1890, p. 42).

8. Sky-land.—Among most of the peoples whose
conceptions of an abode of the blest have been
discussed, there is also frequently found a belief in
a happy world of other beings, often divine, above
the sky. Man peopled the upper region, of which
the sky seemed to be the floor, with the creatures
of his Imagination. Especially was this the case
when his world of the dead was situated elsewhere.
Thus the Zulus, believing in an under world of

spirits, thought that above the blue sky, conceived
as a rock, was a heavenly country, the abode of a
remote powerful being and of a nation of heavenly
men (Callaway, op. cit. 63, 117 ff., 393 tf.. Nursery
Tales, i. 152, 316). Again, as the sky seemed to
rest on earth at the horizon, or on lofty mountains,
or even on high trees, so in many mj'tlis all these
form means by which Sky-land can be reached.
Or it rests on pillars, or may be reached by a
bridge, a ladder, a rope, etc. There is little doubt
that these ideas survive in tales of the Jack and
the Beanstalk cycle (see CF 432 ; Blest, Abode
OF THE [Slavonic] ; BRIDGE). Medicine - men
often claim to visit that land, either by some of

these means or by a bodily or spirit flight, just as

they also claim the power of visiting the world
of the dead. This is a very common belief in

Australia (Spencer-Gillen'', 629; Howitt, 388, 391).
In one case, when the flowers withered because
Baiamai left the earth, the wireenuns ascended a
mountain and were carried to the sky, where they
were allowed to carry off the fadeless flowers of the
heaven-land (Parker, MoreAust. Legend. Tales, 84).

Legends of culture-heroes ascending to the sky-
land, and returning thence with the elements of

civilization or performing other feats, are of

frequent occurrence in the lower culture.
In a Melanesian instance, the hero reaches the upper world

and teaches the Sun's children to make fire and cook (Codring-
ton, 366). An earthly son of Tui Langa, king of the sky, went
thitiner by a magic tree, according to a Fiji legend, and learnt

there how to slay the local gods {FLJ v. 256). In a Polynesian
story, Losi ascends to the sky and compels its people to give liim

shoots of taro, 'ava, and the coco-tree, hitherto unknown on
earth (Turner, 105). Si Jura, in a Dayak mjth, climbs to the

Pleiades by a magic tree, and learns the secret of rice cultivation

(Ling Both, op. cit. i. 307). In other cases, of which there are

many variants, the hero ascends above the sky and captiires the

sun, compelling it to go more slowly in its course {VF 439 ff. ;

Turner, 200). There are also many American Indian tales of

visits paid to the land of the Sun above the solid rocky vault of

heaven {19 RBEW 252, 436, 440).

Other heroes visit Skj^-land to obtain a yviie, or

to regain her, or to dwell with her there.
In Samoa, Lu ascended to Tangaloa's beautiful place of rest in

the sky, and was given his daughter as wife (Turner, 13). In

many tales, when a mortal has captured a daughter of the sky
who has descended to earth, she sometimes returns thither ; but
he follows her and regains her, sometimes remaining there. Of

this there are Maori and other PoliTiesian, Melanesian, and Malay
versions (Grey, Polynes. Myth., 1908, p. 42, Codrington, 397;

Tilor, Early Hist. ofilankind,^187b, 346), while the idea recurs

in European and other variants of the Swan-maiden cycle. There

are also several versions of the story of a hero going to the sky
to dwell with his immortal x:\-ife, or with some other rcl.itive,

usually then becoming immortal (Grey, op. eit. 68 ; Farrer,

Primitive Manners and Ctistoms, 1879, p. 256 [Algonquin) ;

Cole, IA, 1875 [Santal] ; Brett, Legends. . . of British Guiana,

n.d., 29).
These stories may be compared with another large group in

which visit-s to the world of the dead are paid to obtain a boon,
to regain a lost wife, etc, or to a vague under world or fairy

region (CF 45, 438).

Other myths tell of an earlier Golden Age when

gods and men dwelt together on earth or in heaven,
or how the ascent to the sky was easily accom-

plished by some of the means already mentioned.
But this at last came to an end, and the means of

intercourse was broken off (see Fall, § ii. 3 and 18).

Thus the Eiskimos, the Voguls, and the Hurons have myths of

the peopUng of the earth by a pair from heaven (Nansen, op. cit.
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259 ff.; Lang 2, i. 181). Many myths of the AlfroiKiuin tribes tell

of a woman cast out of heaven, from whom men are descended

(Brinton, American Uero-Mytha, Philad. 1882, p. 54). In other

cases those who come to earth from the sky lose their immor-

tality (roHjran [Mariner, ii. 116J Cingalese [Korbes-Leslie, Early
Races, Edin. 1866, i. 177] ; Unanda [Johnston, ii. 7Ui] ;

Fanti
[Smith, Xouveau Voyage de Guinie, 1744. ii. 176]), or can never
return thither because of some accident(jV«3roe«[Hatzel, ii. 3.'J4] ;

Caribs, etc. [Im Thurn, 377 ; Brett, 103, 107]). These are akin to

another group, mainly S. African and American Indian, in which
men ascend to earth from an under world (Casalis, 254, 261

;
il

i. 225 ; Knortz, Am dem Wigwam ; CF, p. 447; 911BEW, p. 16).

This upper or under world is occasionally the paradise where
men hope to go after death. Intercourse with the sky-land being
broken off through the destruction of the means of ascent or
descent is exemplified in myths from Australia, Polj-nesia, and
Fernando Po (Spencer-Gillen •>, 628 ; Turner, 199

; King.sley, op.
cit. 507). Cf. also a Kirghiz legend of former intercourse with
the people of a mountain, where fruit trees bear all the year
round, flowers never wither, women are always beautiful and
young, death, cold, and darkness are unknown, and all arc

happy, whereas men on earth are now miserable (Sven Hedin,
Through Asia, 1898, i. 221). A funeral chant among the Basutos

suggests the existence of a bright and happy sky-Und, whither
men cannot go (Casalis. 256).

9. Keviewing these primitive notions of a state

of the blest, we see that, even where they suggest
a reward for goodne.ss, the delights of Paradise are

mainly sensual, or at least sensuous. A sugges-
tion of more spiritual conceptions may be seen,

perhaps, in the thought tliat the blest now dwell
with a god or gods, or in the poetical descriptions
of the beauty of the land. But any true spiritual
outlook is generally wanting, and the ethical concep-
tion of this Elysium as a reward for righteousness
is not found in such religions as those of Mexico and
Peru, where the belief in sin as an offence against
the gods was comparatively well developed.
Literature.—In addition to the works cited, see Tyler*, cha.

12, 13 ; R. M. Dorman, Origin 0/ Primitive Superstitions, Phil-

adelphia, 1881: Koch, Inter. AE, Supplement, Leyden, xiii.

[1900],
' Zum Animisnius der Siidamerikanischen Indianer' ;

E. L. Moon Conard, iJ//iJ xlii. [1900] 244 ff.,
' Id^es des Indiens

Algonquins relatives ii la vie d'outre-tombe.'

J. A. MacCulloch.
BLEST, ABODE OF THE (Buddhist).—From

an orthodox Buddhist point of view *
it must be said

that the onlv ' blessed
'

are the saints who have
entered absolute nirvana. Owing to their approxi-
mation to this goal, the epithet may be applied, by
anticipation or metaphor, (1) to the saints who are

to enter nirvana at the end of this present life {i.e.

who possess nirviina-on-earth [see artt. Arhat f
and JIVANMUKTA])—this is Little Vehicle ; (2) to

those who have taken the ' vow '

of becoming
Buddhas, and meantime enjoy the joy of 'giving'
and of saving creatures—a joy more pleasing than
is the savour of nirvana itself (see art. BODiil-

SATTVA)—that is Great Vehicle. Nevertheless,
there is place in both Vehicles for categories or

abodes 01 the Blessed.

I. Little Vehicle.—The ' heavens '

of the Little

Vehicle have been, for the greater part, adopted
and adapted from Brahmanic or Hindu belief. To
understand the exact position of the Buddhist
thinkers, the following is of importance.
The fundamental characteristic of the True Law,

its historical and dogmatic ground and root, is

the conviction (intuition or belief) that no 'exist-

ence' whatever can be absolutely happy. Such, it

appears to the present wTiter, is the reiu significance
ot the Buddhist pessimism—a topic open from everj'
side to serious mistakes (see art. Pessimi.'^M).
Like Aujmnishadic Braiinians, Buddhi^^ts (i.e.

Buddhist monks, li/uk-sun, not laymen, vpasakas)
aim at perfect ami eternal happmess; they feel,
or profess to feel, di.«gust for any sort of transitory
happiness, and without consideration for sensual

joys, here or hereafter, they press on the road

(marga, pratipad) that leads to nirvana, to eternal
refreshment. But there is certainly some sort of

* The reader is aware that this expression always involves

subjective appreciation.
* Arhats are styled visuddhideta, 'purity-gods' ; contrasted

with kings, sammutideva,
'

opinion-gods,' and gods, upapatti-
deca,

' bom gods
'

( VxbhaAga, p. 422).

happiness in the world of becoming, in the ' wheel
of transmigrations' (hhavachakra). The brute
creation itself is not devoid of agreeable sensations ;

men are sometimes at ease ; gods are by delinition
the possessors of bliss.

No adherent of the Buddhist teaching ventures
to doubt the haiJpiiic^s and the power of the god-s.
Monks (bhiksus) think that tliey have to strive for

something far better than paradi.ses (svarga) ; never-

theless, as is clear from Anoka's lapidary sermons,
as well as from many j)aHsaL'es of the Pali canon of

Scriptures, Buddha and Buddhists (monks and
lay-

men) lay great stress on the retribution of deeds in

a further life. The Master commended the doing
of good actions (in order to be re-born as a happy
man or as a god), avoiding bad actions (in order to
avoid unhappy human existences, animal births, or

hell) ; and, for the wise, the avoiding of both good
and bad actions : abstinence from desire and from
action (the latter for producing and securing the

former) being necessary to holineiis, to nirvana.
Birth in heaven often appears as a progress towards

emancipation, although, as will be seen, men alone,
not gods, can enter the path of release.

It must be borne in mind that (1) human happi-
ness is always mixed with suffering (as human
birth is procfuced by mixed actions,

' black
' and

'white'); (2) sensual plea-sures always turn to

suffering ; (3J every pleasure is an obstacle to

supreme beatitude, as it enforces clinging to exist-

ence. Therefore no one who has seen the truths

(i.e. who has entered the stream of release, .trota-

dpannu) can strive after transitory and ambiguous
rewards.

I, Amongst men, two categories are worth

noticing : (a) the inhabitants of the Northern con-
tinent (Uttarakurudvipa, Auttarakaurava [see art.

Hyperboreans]);* (b) the 'wheel-kings,' t or uni-

versal monarchs (Chakravartin), who embody the
Indian ideal of earthly sovereignty. Men indeed,—as it is forcibly said by the scholiasts,

—but pos-
sessing supernatural faculties and powers, although
they live on earth, they feel them.selves at home
in the atmospheric or heavenly regions. Their

body is characterized by the ' marks' (laksana) of
the '

great beings
'

(nuihiipuru^n,
'

great man,'
'

great male '—a name of Visnu) ; they conquer
one, two, three, or the four continents,^ have suc-
cessful wars with goblins of aU kinds and even
with gods, enjoy the possession of the 'seven
treasures

'

(elejihant-treasure, wife-treasure, etc. ) ;

they reign with justice, but not without kingly
priue. Nevertheless, like ordinary men, they are

susceptible of becoming di.sgusted with transitory
life (although they live for centuries !) and of

• The analog- between the llN-perboreans and the ' men of the
Northern ix)ntment

'

has been pomtcd out by Sp. Hardy {Manual
0/ Budhism, p. 14), who gives a brief description of ibis con-
tinent. We nuiy observe that, amongst many characteristics

(longevity, everlasting youth, no premature death, no de.ith in

embryonic state, living from the Desire-Tree, re-birth as god or
as man, etc.), the Autlnrakauravas are 'moral by n.iture'

(pratrtiiVa) ; they
' have all things in common, and have no

private rights'; they do not commit bad tiCtiona (akuialakar-
mapat/ia), but do not free themselves from 'thirst relative to

agreeable objects' (kdindrachari frff") ; there is no 'restr.iint'

(sarhvara), because there is no '

rule
'

(^dsana). Therefore there
is no entrance on the Path of release ; and Bodhisattvas are not
bom there (Alihidhamiako^atjydkhyd, Atdndfipa tuttanta
[Grimblot, p. 335] ; ilahdvastu, i. 103 ; Wassilieff, Buddhisimu,
p. 248).

t On the Chakravartins see MahdstidassanastUta, tr. by Rhys
Da\-ids, SHE xi. 238

; Senart, Essex sur la Ugende du Buddha;
iJirydradfina, pp. 210-224 : the standard text (Chinese sources)
ia named by Takakusu, JI'TS, 1905, p. 117. The Chakravartina
have a place in the scholastic theory of the 'stages of a Bodhi-
sattva "(seeart. BoDHiSATTVA)[the ^iktidsamuchcliaya states that

they
' save the beings' (p. 175, 10)]. \V. Hopkins, like Ed. Hardy

and others, believes that the idea of an universal monarch \b

post-Aiokan {Great Epic of India, New York, 1901, p. 396,

n.2).
X But, like Buddhas, two Chakravartins cannot coexist. Like

Bodbisattvas, they enter their mother's womb with full con-
sciousness.
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entering the path of salvation.* Sach is not the
case with the Hyperboreans and the gods.

2. The various schools differ, however, on this

last point,
—conflicts of scholastic views are the

crux of Buddhist dogma,—but the common opinion
is that there is no brahmacharya (' chastity,'

'
life

of holiness') amongst gods.t Heavenly beings do
not forget that they owe their actual '

promotion j

to godship' to former good deeds, and their
' morality

'

is therefore strongly established against
sinful delusions.^ But, being re-bom for joy, they
cannot, as it seems, fully or profitably realize the

truth of suffering
—which is the root of the Buddhist

holiness. Gknis, we say, are possessors of bUss, but

(it is not an easy task to reconcile these contra-

dictions) they know that their happiness will come
to an end when the treasure of merits shall be

exhausted ; and they are therefore troubled by
anxiety {parinamaduhkhatd) §

—the more so that,

owing to the mysterious law of retribution, a god
may be re-bom as a beast or as an iahabitant of hell

(see art. Karma).
Gods are of different kinds. Without attempt-

ing a general survey of the matter, we must

distinguish : (1) Sensual heavens (kdmadhatu),
where sexual pleasure exists. But sexual union, in

the celestial spheres, is not what Buddhists call

grdmadharma,
' rural practice,'

' secular practice.'
Grods enjoy pleasure and beget by simple contact,

touching the hands, looking or smiling at one

another, etc. ; On the cosmical disposition of these

blissful realms, see art. CoSMOLOG'^'ffit-^dhist).

(2) Material heavens (rupadhatu), : 'Se wand by
gods liberated from sexual enjoymenf;" sensations

of taste and smell are also absent, sometimes con-

sciousness too. (3) Non-material heavens [arupya-
dhdtu), with four stages of perfection ; it is diflicult

to say if they ought to be understood as ' abodes '

(since there is no matter) or 'subjective states'

(since they are depicted as successive storeys).
Their common characteristic seems to be the

gradual loss of consciousness. Like the ' material

heavens,' they are truly Buddhist combinations or

fancies, being inhabited by saints who have not
realized in the inferior stages the absolute freedom
from thought and desire necessary to release, and
who must wait for some centuries in the happy and

transitory unconsciousness of the ' non-material
'

worlds, before merging into the happier and
definitive freedom of nirvana. Heavens above
sensual realms—which have only been ' Buddhized '

a little—are no more than prolonged trances,

analogous, but for their limits, to the trances of

the holy life (see art. DhyaXA).
II. Great Vehicle.—The piety of the so-called

' new ' Buddhism has evolved paradises very Uke
the Christian or the Yaisnavite abodes^ of the

* Se« 3lahagxida*sanaiutta.
t See Katharatthu, i. 3, iiL 10; Eockhill, Life of Buddha,

p. 191 ; Wassilieff. Buddhiimus, pp. 247, 255 ; Abkidharmakcia ;

ct Uainda, tr. by Rhys Davids, SEE xxxv. p. 31. A future
Buddha is never re-bom in one of the highest heavens {Maj-
jhima, L S2), as their inhabitants are ' fixed

'

(niyata) for the
'

nirvapa of Arhats.' On the salvation of gods, cf.
'

Vedilnta,'
SEE xisrviiL 457.

{ Literally :
' The roots of merit cannot be broken, as it hap-

pens, for men,' because they are firm believers in karma.
§ On the 'suffering' peculiar to gods, see, for instance, Xagar-

jima's Friendly BpigtU, tr. bv Wenrel, JPTS, 1SS6, p. 27, and
Karuiwipundarika (BTS), p. 24 ff.

i A good summary will be found in Sp. Hardy, Manuai ; Beal,
Catena, p. S3. It is worth obser\-ing that such gods as the

Thirty-three (a category of sensual gods inherited from Vedic

times') have now for sovereign the moUier of Sakj-amuni, re-bom
as a male deity. It would be impious to supp>ose that his retinue

indulge in sensual pleasures !

^ Amongst Vaispavite paradises, the Cow-world (goloka) and
the VaUnmika—a" kingdom in the Xortbem Ocean (compare the

Hvperboreaos) or on Uie eastern peak of mount Mem (compare
the heaven of Indra and the Thirty-three)—are more celebrated

in later times than the &i-etadxripa,
' the white island'—' a sort

of Atlantis situated in the extreme Xorth, beyond the Sea of

MUk •

(Earth, Religxom, p. 193), well known from the Maha-
Iharata, inhabited'by monotheistic saints very like the future

Blessed. The happiness is now of a purely spiritual
nature (in contrast with the svargas, inhabited by
sensual gods and nymphs), and essentially de-
votional (in contrast with the self-culture and un-
conscious blissfulness which are the chief elements
of the ' orthodox '

Buddhist meditations). Such a
paradise is the Tw^'fa-heaven (the realm inhabited

by the gods Tusita^, 'the satisfied ones'), the
regular abode of the future Buddhas of our world
4uring their last existence,but one. There reigned
Sakyamtmi, then named Svetaketu, before his last
birth : there now reigns and preaches Maitreya,
the future saviour.* But, as a rule, 'paradises'
are not a part of our world (lokadhatu), as is the
Tusita, but special realms, ruled by excellent
Buddhas who have at last realized their ' vow '

of

creating worlds free from suffering. Their number
is, of course, infinite (see art. COSMOGOXY [Bud-
dhist]),t but in the 'compound of cosmos' which we
inhabit {sahdlokadhdtu) the most celebrated are :

(1) the paradise of the East, under the rule of the
Buddha Bhaisajyaguru (the

' Master of remedies,'
the 'Healing Teacher');:^ and especially (2) the
'

Happy [universe],' Sukhdvatl [lokadhdtu], of the

West, where, from every quarter of the worlds,
blissful creatures are bom from lotuses before
the Buddha Aniitabha and the Bodhisattvas

Mahasthamaprapta and Avalokitesvara (see art.

AvALOKlTEsyARA). To be accurate, the '

Happy
universe

'

is not an everlasting paradise. The
Blessed who there enjoy the privilege of seeing the
radiant body of the Buddha, and of hearing his

preaching, are candidates for Buddhahood ; Ami-
tabha"s heaven is a blissful purgatory and a school,
not only a place of retribution. But, from a practical
and historical point of view, the Sukhdvati, as said

before, is the exact counterpart of the Vaisnavite

paradise. §

We have few Indian documents dealing with the
devotiouEd practices arising from such a conception
of everlasting life in Amitabha's presence. But
Chinese and Japanese sotirces, ancient emd modem,
Bodhisattvas of Amitabha's paradise. In all these peaceful
abodes the Ble^ed enjoy the vision and the actual presence of

their god, and the successive degrees or savours (rata) of devo-

tion, friendship, filial affection, ecstatic susceptibility (Barth,

op. dt. p. 225X It is not difficult to be re-bora there (see Barth,

p. 228, and cf. arte. AvALOKrrgiVARA and Mahata>-a).
* Mention of Maitreya as the next Buddha, the Buddha to

come, who will make many converts, whereas Sakyamnni had
onlv a small retinue, occurs in the Pali Canon of Scriptures (see

Old'enberg's Buddha, 5th Germ, ed., p. 164>—a fact hitherto

ignored- It is quite natural that Buddhists, Ce.
' orthodox

Buddhists,' aspire to be bom in his kingdom, before having
the good fortune to hear his forthcoming announcement of the

law (5000 Anno Buddha). Both forms of Maitreya'i worship are

frequent in Chinese sources (Pilgrims ; the later is canonic in

ecclesiastical professions :
' to hear the preaching under the

Dragon-Flower-Tree,' Chavannes, JA, 1908, i. 505X and, to-

gether with iconographic evidences (images of Maitreya ;
see

Orunwedel-Burgess, Buddhist Art\ show that special regard
was paid to the Tu^ta heaven. See Julien, Vie et voyage* de

Huwen-Thiang, p. 345 (wanting in Beal's ReeortU, but see his

Buddhism in China, p. 112, London, S.P.C.K. 1SS4); I-Tsing,

Reliaieux iminenU, tr. Chavannes, p. 72, Paris, 1894 ; Foucher,
Art grieo-bouddhiqus du Gandhdra, L 285 (to?itakaya=
rarabhavana = ' the best abode "X Paris, 1906.

t Every future Buddha aims at possesBing (<.«. creating by his

exertion) a Happv Universe,
'
free from Ma destinies,' i.e. in-

habited by saints; gods, and men ; see AHatdhatrikd, p. 882

(apdyaparihtddh i).

I See Edkins, Chinete Buddhism, p. 235 (London, 1880)l

i The earliest documents are the Sttkhdratinfuha, the SOtra

of Amitdvus (SEE, voL xlix-X and the Saddhamtapu^ariia
(see art. Avalokitk^vaiui, p. 25sb note * and note It ; also Beal,

Catena, p. 378X Nagarjuna (Xanjio, IISO, and Watters, On
Yuan Chtcang, ii. p. 205) and Ai^aghosa (Suzuki, Axeakenin'j

of Faith, Chicago, 1900, p. 146) teach re-birth in Sukhavati.

There is no reference to this paradise
in the books of the Little

Yehide : the mention in Makavattu, iiL 462, 10, is from the

colophon ; see Rhys Davids, JRAS, 1SS8, p.
423. A Japanese

picture is found in Grunwedel-Bnrgess, Buddhist Art, p. 176 ; see

p. 195, L 4, and Grunwedel, Mythology der Buddhismu4(Lapzig,
1900)l p. 118. Sukhavati (also Sukhakara [Lotui, SEE, voL xii.

ch. XXIV. 30D has been compared with the Western paradises of

the Brahmanic literature (Sukha, KimlocaniX by Max Muller

(SEE, vol. xlix. p. xxiiX and with the Insula Fortunata and

the Gardens of the Hesperides, by Kem (Lotus, toe ««.).
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have much to say about Amitabha'a sects, monks
and laymen ; tlie pious deatli of the adepts, led to
the West by angels or Bodhisattvas ; the prayers
for the deacf, etc.*

LiTERATURH.—The literature is contained in the article.

Louis dk la YAi.i.ltE Poussin.
BLEST, ABODE OF THE (Celtic).—The

Celtic doctrine of the future life is discussed
elsewhere (see Celts, § xvi.). This article deals
with the Celtic belief in a happy Other-world, or

Elysium, which, as will be seen, was not neces-

sarily the abode of the dead.
1. Names of the Celtic Elysium.—These names

are sometimes of a generjil cliaracter, sometimes
they particularize the situation of this happy land.
Of the former are Mag Mor,

' the Great I'lain
'

;

Mag Mell,
' the Pleasant I'lain

'

; Tir n' Aill,
' the

Other World '

; Tir na nOg,
' the Land of Youth '

;

Tfr Sorcha, 'the Shining Land'; Ti'r na niHeo,
'the Land of the Living'; Tir Taimgiri,

'

tlie

Land of Promise' (perliaps a Christian derivative).
Of the latter are Tir fa Tonn,

' Land under Waves,'
I-Bresail,

' the Land of Bresal,' and '

tlie Isle of
the Men of Falga,' which denote Elysium as an
isle beyond the sea. Falga is an old name for the
Isle of Man (' Rennes Dindsencha.s,' RCel xv. 449),
which was connected with the god Manannan, who
appears as lord of the over-sea Elysium. If tlie

Goidels occupied Britain before passing to Ireland,
they may have regarded Man as 'par excellence
the Western Isle, the home of the Lord of the
Other-Avorld

'

(Meyer and Nutt, Voyage of Bran,
London, 1895, i. 213). To this period may belong
the tales of Ciichulainn's raid upon Falga (con-
sidered as the Otiior-world), which were afterwards
carried to Ireland (see g 6/).

2. Various aspects of the Irish Celtic Elysium.—Some of these titles show that Elysium was
regarded from different points of view

; it was
beyond the seas, or it was under the waves. But
an examination of the tales which refer to it shows
that there were at least two other aspects : it

might be located in the sid or the hollow hills, or
it might be a mysterious land revealing itself

suddenly on the eartli's surface and entered through
a mist. Reserving a consideration of these differ-

ent localities till later, we shall here summarize the
more important tales in which the Other-world

appears. These tales mainly describe the visit of
mortals to tiiat land. Some of them belong to the

Mythological, some to the Ciichulaiim, some to
the Ossianic cycle. The MSS in which they are
found are frequently among the earliest known to
Irish palaeography, but there is no doubt that many
of the tales are of a greater antiquity, and that
all of them, if not actually composed in pagan times,
are based upon pagan idca-s, upon story-gerras
current before the rise of Christianity.

(a) The Island Elysium conception is found in

.several tales, and is also current in existing folk-

lore. The story of the 'Voyage of Bran' (found
fragmentarily in the 11th cent. Book of the Dun
Cow [

= LU], and complete in 14th- 16th cent. MSS
[Meyer and Nutt, Voy. of Bran]) tells how Bran
hears mysterious music and falls asleep. On
waking he finds a silver branch with white blos-
soms. Next day, as he is sitting with his men,
a mysterious woman apnears singing the glory of
the land over .seas, its oeauty, its freedom from
pain and death, its music, its wonderful tree. It
is one of thrice

fifty
islands to the west of Erin,

and there she dwells with thousands of '

motley
women.' Before she disappears, the branch leaps
into her hand. The poem then describes Bran's

sailing with his comrades, his meeting with Man-
* See J. J. M. de Groot, Sectarianism and Relijimis Periecti-

ticn in China (Amsterdam, 1904). The Kdraryia vyuha has some
fine theories on the death of the pious (see art. Adibctddha).
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annan mac Lir, crossing the sea in a chariot, his
arrival at the Island of Joy where one of his men
remained, his coining to the Land of Women, the
welcome tliey received, the dreamlike lai)se of
time, the food and drink wliich had for each the
taste he desired. Finally, it recounts their home-
sickness, the warning from the queen not to set
foot on Erin, how one of them leapt ashore there
and became a heap of aslies, how Bran from his
boat told of his wanderings, and then di.sappeared
for ever (the tale of 'Oisin in T(r na nOg' [see
FKlN>f Cyclk, § 5] has several points of re.sem-
blanco to '

Bran,' especially in the fate which over-
took Oisin when ho set foot on Erin).

In the Cucliuiainn cycle tiie story of 'Ciiclui-
lainn's Sickness' (found in LU) relates the tem-
porary union of the hero with the goddess Fand,
deserted by her consort Manannan. She will
become his mistress if ho will help her si.ster's

husband Labraid against his enemies in Mag Mell.
Ciichulainn's charioteer Laeg vi.sits the place, and
it is from his report that we learn the nature of
the Other-world, where Labraid lives in an island
frequented by troops of women, its different trees
with marvellously nourishing fruits, its inexhaust-
ible vat of meacf. It is reached with magic speed
in a boat of bronze. Thither goes Ciichulainn,
vanquishes Labraid's enemies, and remains a month
with Fand. Tlien he returns without hurt to Ire-

land, where he has arranged a meeting >vith Fand.
At that meeting his wife Emer is present, and
mortal and goddess strive to retain his love. The
difficulty is solved by the sudden appearance of

Manannan, for whom Fand's love returns (LU
43 ff.; Windisch, Iri'sche Texte, Leipzig, 1880,
i. 205 fF. ; Leahy, Heroic Romances, London, 1905,
i. ; D'Arbois, fours de Litt. Celt., Paris, 1892, v.

170 f.). Here Labraid, Liban, and Fand, though
dwellers in an island Elysium, are called sidiou^,
i.e. they are of the sid, or Underworld. The two
regions are partially confused, but not wholly,
since Manannan is described as coming from his
own land (i.e. the true island Elysium) to woo
Fand. Apparently Labraid (who, though called
chief of the side, is described in terms which leave
little doubt that he is a war-god) is at enmity with
Manannan's hosts, who suffer defeat at Ciichu-
laiim's hands.

In the Ossianic cycle, besides the story of Oisin
(see above), there is a descrijjtion of the Land of
Promi.seover sea, where Diarmaid had been nurtured
by Manannan himself, in the story of the ' Gilla
Dacker' (see Joyce, Old Celt. Romances, London,
1894, 222).
Of greater importance is the ta.le called ' Echtra

Condla' (LU 120» ; Wimliscli, Irische Gram.,
Leipzig, 1879, 120; D'Arbois, v. 384). Connla,
son of Conn, king of Ireland (A.D. 122-1.'>7), is

visited by a goddess from the immortal land of

Mag Mell. Her people dwell in a sid, or mound,
and are called Aes side, 'men of the mound.'
Thither she in\"ites him to come, and departs leav-

ing him an apple which supports him for a month
without growinff less. In a month she returns and
tells Connla, wio has been filled with desire of

her, that the Immortals invite him to join them.
She bids him step into her crystal boat and come
with her to the Land of Joy where dwell only
women. He does so, and in a moment disappears
for ever from the sight of his father and his druid
who has vainly tried to exercise his spells against
the woman. Here again, we note a confusion
between the Underground and the Over-sea

Elysium.
(b) Tir fa Tonn, 'Land under Waves,' occurs

with greatest distinctness in the tale of Laegaire
mac Crimthainn (Book of Lismore, 15th cent.,

O'Grady, Silva Gadelica, 290). Fiachra of tlie
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men of the sid appears among the men of Con-

naught assembled at Loch Naneane, and implores
their help against

his enemies, whose chief^ Goll
has abducted his wife. Laegaire and 50 men dive
into the Loch -with him, and reach a wonderful

land, with marvellous music, and where the rain

is ale. They and the *^c?-folk attack the fort of

Mag Mell, and defeat Goll. As reward they each
obtain a woman of the side, and remain in the
land for a year. Then they yearn to return, but
are warned not to descend from horseback on Erin.
Arrived among their o^vn people, they describe the
wonders of Tir fa Tonn, and in spite of being
implored to remain, they return thither, and are
seen no more. Here, too, the Underworld and Tir
fa Tonn are scarcely distinguished, and its divine

hosts, as in the tale of Ciichulainn, are at war (see
for another accoimt of Tir fa Tonn, entered from a
well on an island over-sea, the 'Gilla Dacker'
in Joyce, 253).

(c) The sid world pure and simple is described in

the Story of Mider and Etain, found in the 11th
cent. MS L U. Mider, having discovered his divine
consort Etain in her re- birth as a mortal, married
to kin» Eochaid, appears to her and tries to

regain her by describing Mag M6r, the great plain,
the immortal land, its music, its beauty, its neady
ale, its deathless folk, its eternal youth. Ulti-

mately Etain, who has no recollection of this land,
flies away with Mider, both in the form of birds.

Eochaid's druid finally discovers Mider's under-

ground sid. Eochaid captures it, and takes away
his wife {LU 129; Ir. Texte, i. 113 ff.). This tale

amply illustrates the belief that the gods, the
Tuatha D6 Danann, were living in underground sid,
in which they finally became the fairies of popular
lore, to whose mounds, exactly like Mider's sid,
mortals often paid visits. These sid were simply
Elysium localized in definite places on Irish soil.

(rf)
' The Adventures of Cormac mac Airt

'

(found
in 14th and 15th cent. MSS, but probably con-
nected ^\ath a tale of the same title mentioned in the
old epic list) well describes the fourth conception of
the Other-world. A divine visitant, with a branch
bearing nine apples of gold which, when shaken,
made sweetest music, appeared to Cormac. He at
once asked for this branch whose music dispelled
all sorrow, but for it he had to give up Avife, son,
and daughter. In a year he desired to see them,
and set out to seek them. As he journeyed he
found himself enveloped in a mist, through which
he came to a house where a strange pair offered
him hospitality. These proved to be Manannan and
his consort. The god then brought in a pig, each
quarter of which was cooked in the telling of a
true tale. While the third

(quarter was cooking,
Cormac told of the loss of his wiie and children ;

whereupon Manannan, after sending Cormac to

sleep, opened a door and they appeared. Finally
he produced a cup which broke m pieces when a
lie was told, but became whole again when a true
word was spoken. To prove this, Manannan said
that Cormac's Avife had now a new husband. The
cup fell in pieces. Then the goddess declared that
Manannan had lied, and it was restored. Next
morning all had disappeared, and Cormac and his

family found themselves in his own palace mth
cup and branch by his side (D'Arbois, ii. 326 ;

Windisch, Ir. Texte, iii, 1, 183). Cf. also 'Baile
an Scail

'

(O'Curry, MS Mat., Dublin, 1861, p. 388),
where out of a mist a mysterious horseman appears
to Conn and leads him to a palace in a plain where
he reveals himself as the ^od Lug, and where
appears also a woman called 'the Sovereignty of
Erin.' Beside the palace is a golden tree. This

magic mist, from which appears a supernatural
being or which encloses a supernatural dwelling,
recurs in many other tales, and it was in a mist

that the Tuatha Dd Danann first appeared in
Ireland.

3. Various aspects of the Brythonic Elysium.—A certain correspondence to these Goidelic beliefs
is found in Brythonic story, but here the Elysium
conception has been considerably influenced by
later Christian ideas. The name given to Elysium
is Annwfn, which means *an abyss,' 'the state of
the dead,' 'hell,' etc. (Silvan Evans, Welsh Diet.

S.V.). But in the texts relating to Elysium, Ann-
wfn does not bear any likeness to these meanings
of the word, save in so far as it has been confused
by redactors of the tales with the Christian hell,
uffern. In these tales it appears as a region on
the earth's surface or an over- or under-sea world,
in which several of the characteristics of the Irish

Elysium are found—a cauldron, a well of drink
sweeter than Avine, animals greatly desired by
mortals, which thev steal (see § 7), whUe it is

of great beauty, and its people are not subject to
death or disease. Hence the name Annwfn has

probably taken the place of some earlier pagan name
of Elysium.

(a) Annwfn in the tale of Pwyll, which forms
the earliest reference to it in Welsh literature

(Loth, Mabinog., Paris, 1889, i. 27), is ruled by a
king, Arawn, who is at war vrith his rival Hafgan,
and obtains the assistance of Pwyll, who defeats

Hafgan, by exchanging kingdoms with him for
a year. It is a delightful land, where merriment
and feasting on the choicest food and drink go on

continually, and it has no subterranean character,
but appears to be conceived of as a province adjoin-
ing Pwyll's kingdom.

(6) Annwfn is also the name of a Land under
Waves or Over Sea, called also Caer Sidi (

' the

revolving castle,' cf. the Hie Toiirnoiont of the
Graal romances, and the revolving house in Celtic

saga and Mdrchen), about which are 'ocean's

streams,' and which is reached by a long voyage.
It is

' knoAvn to Manawydan (Manannan) and

Pryderi,' just as the Irish Elysium was ruled by
Manannan (Skene, Four Ancient Books of Wales,
Edin. 1868, i. 276). Another ' Caer of Defence '

is

beneath 'the ocean's wave' (Skene, i. 285). Hence
the two ideas were probably interchangeable. The
people of this land are free from death and sick-

ness, and in it is
' an abundant well, sweeter than

white wine the drink in it
'

(Skene, i. 276). There
also is a cauldron,

* the cauldron of the chief of

Annwfn,' that is, of the lord of Elysium, like that
of the Dagda, which is stolen away by Arthur and
his men. A similar cauldron is the property of

the people of a water-world in the Mabinogion
(see § 6/).

(c) Finally, the description of the mysterious
island of Avallon, even though this was later

identified with Glastonbury, whither Arthur was
carried to be healed of his wounds, completes the

identification witli the Goidelic Elysium. No tem-

pest, no excess of heat or cold, no noxious animal
troubles it ; it is blessed M-ith eternal spring, and
Avith fruit and flowers which require no husband-
man's labour ; it is the land of eternal youth
unvisited by death or disease. It possesses a regia

virgo, more beautiful than her beautiful maiden
attendants ; she cured Arthur of his wounds, hence
she may be identified with the Morgen of other

tales, wliile she and her maidens resemble the
divine women of the Irish isle of women (Chretien,
Erec, 1933-1939 ; Geoflrey, Vita Merlini, 41 ; San
Marte, Geoffrey, 425).

The identification of Avallon with Glastonbury is probably
post-pagan (Ijolh, ii. 215, 264, SfO), while the names appUed to

Glastonbury—Avallon, Insxda Pomonum, Insula vitrea—may
be primitive names of the island Elvsium. William of Malmes-

bury (rf« Ant. Glaston. Eccl.) says" that Jmtila Pomonum is a

translation of a native name, Insula Avalloniae, which he

connects with the Brythonic avalla,
'

apples," because Glastenig
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found an apple tree there. The name might therefore have i

been connected with marvellous apple trees, similar to those
'

of the Irish Elysium. But he also sun^ests that it may have
been derived from a certain Avalloc, who lived there with his

daughters. This Avalloc is evidently the same as the Rex
Avallon (Avallach) to whose palace Arthur was brought and
healed by the regia vinjo (San Marte, 425). He may therefore

have been a mythical lord of the Other-world, and his daughters
would correspond to the maidens of the isle (see Rhys, Arth.

Legend, 335). He also derives Glastonbury from an eponymous
founder Glastenig, or from its native name Ynesuuitron (' Glass-

island ')• This name re-appeare in the passage cited from
Chretien, in the form, 'I'isle de voirre.' Giraldus {Spec. Ecclea.

ii. 9) explains the name from the glassy waters which sur-

rounded Glastonbury, but we may see in it an early name of

Elysium (of. Merlin's glass house. Triads, iii. 10 ; the plass
fortress attacked by Arthur, Merlin, 680, and by the Milesians,

Nennius, § 13 ; the glass bower of Etain (Celts, } 5), and the

glass mountains of Teutonicmy thology and folk-tale).

4. Origin of the Celtic Elysium conception.—
Most mythologies tell of a Golden Age in the re-

mote past, when men were happ3' and when the gods
lived with them (see Ages of the World, Fall).
Man's imaginative faculties as well as his acute
sense of the misery of his earthly existence may
have led him to believe that this nappy state still

existed somewhere in distant space as did the
Golden Age in distant time. AVherever it was,
it held endless joys ; it Avas in a special sense the
land of the gods or of some gods ; thither some
favoured mortals might penetrate. This was the

germ of the Elysium conception as we find it in

many mythologies as well as the Celtic ; but with
the Celtic people, noetic, imaginative, sensuous,

yet spiritual, it tooic forms of great l)eauty. In

some mythologies this Elysium is simply the world
of the dead ; but it is extremely doubtful whether
it is so in Celtic mythology. Perhaps the Celtic

myth of man's early intercourse with the gods
may have taken a twofold development. In the
one instance the land to which he hoped to go
after death was that lost land, conceived as a
subterranean region. In the other it was no more
recoverable ; men would not go there after death ;

but favoured mortals might be invited thither

during life. It was thus clearly distinguished
from the land of the dead, however joyful that

might be. But this question requires separate
consideration (see § 5). In Ireland it was held
that after the conquest of the Tuatha D6 Danann,
the gods, by the Milesians, they had retired within
the hills or mounds {sid). But it agrees with the

more primitive aspects of Celtic religion, as an

agricultural cult, to suppose that some at least

of the divinities, the fruitful Earth-divinities, had
their abode beneath the earth, which, as the home
of the gods, would be conceived in the loftiest

terms. Thence man had perhaps originally come,
and thither he would return after death. To this

extent, therefore, the Underworld of the Earth-
divinities was also the place of the dead. The
later association of the gods with hollow hills and
mounds was but a continuation of the belief in

thia divine Underworld, only it seems obWous from
the tales that these hollow hills, or sid, had become

simply an Elysium state, not a state of the dead.

These were, on the whole, still conceived as going
to some region under the earth. There are no
data to show when the conception of a distant

Elysium arose among the Celts. It may have
been first suggested to them, while still on the

Continent, by the setting sun : far off there was
also a divine land where the sun-god sank to a

blissful rest. On reaching the coast it was inevit-

able that they should imagine this divine land to

be over seas, in some happy island such as they
saw on the horizon. That island might be still

associated with the sun-god, but it was more
naturally connected with the god of the sea.

Hence the position of Manannan in these Elysium
tales. The under-world Elysium and the over-sea

Elysium were conceived in identical terms, and the

same set of names applied indifferently to either.

Perhaps the locating of Elysium in the sid may
simply be due to tlie tendency to give a local

habitation and a name to every mysterious region
as time goes on. To this identity also may be

assigned the mingling of the sid-io]k with the
over-sea Elysium in certain tales already noted.
The idea of a world beneath the waters is com-

mon to many mj'thologies, and, generally speaking,
it owes its origin to the animistic belief that every
part of nature has its indwelling spirits. Hence
the spirits or gods of the waters were thought of as

dwelling far below the surface under a divine king
or chief. Tales of supernatural beings appearing
out of the waters, the custf)m of throwmg sacrifices

therein, the belief that human beings were in-

veigled into the waters or could live with these

beings beneath the waves, all are connected with
this primitive animistic idea. Among the Celts,

however, that water-world assumed the aspects of

Elysium ; it was a divine land like the over-sea

Elysium. Hence in later story it became a fairy
world. It is visited by mortals, who find there

precisely the same sensuous joys as in the island

paradise ; it also has names in common with it.

Tir fa Tonn is also Mag Mell. Hence in many
popular tales it is hardly diflerentiated from the
island Elysium ; over-sea and under-waves have
become practically synonymous. Hence, too, the
belief that such water-worlds as the Iri.sh I Bresail,
or the Welsh fairy-lands, or sunken cities off the
Breton coast, rise periodically to the surface and
would remain there permanently, like an island

Elysium, if some mortal could fulfil certain condi-
tions (Girald. Camb. ii. 12; Hurdiman, Ii-ish ^fin.,
London, 1831, i. 367 ; Rhys, Celt. Folklore, Oxford,
1901, i. 170; S^billot, Folk-lore de France, Paris,

1904, ii. 56 fl'.).

The Celtic belief in Tlr fa Tonn is closely con-
nected with the current belief in submerged towns
or countries, which is perhaps found with greatest
detail on the Breton coast. Here there are legends
of several such towns, but most prominent are those
which tell of the city of Is, which was submerged
with all its people and still exists beneath the sea,
where (or occasionally on the surface of the waves)
it may still be seen. It was submerged as a

punishment, because of the wickedness of its people
or of Dahut, its king's daughter, who sometimes
still seeks the love of mortals (Sebillot, ii. 41 ff.).

Elsewhere in Celtic regions precisely similar legends
are found, and the submersion is the result of a

curse, or of the breaking of a tabu, or of neglect to

cover a sacred well. The best example is that of

the town covered by the waters of Lough Neagh
(see Girald. Camb. Top. Hib. ii. 9 ; Kliys, Celt. Folk-
lore

; Kennedy, Legend. Fictions, London, 1866,

282). There is little doubt that one important fact

lies behind these various legends, viz. tne tradition

of actual cataclysms or inroads of the sea, such as
the Celts encountered on the coast of Holland.
Once formed, it was inevitable that these legends
should intermingle with those of the divine water-
world.
The idea that the Other-world is on the same

plane as this world, or temporarily locates itself

there, and is hidden in a mist, is probably due to

tlie belief in the magic power of the gods. One of

the commonest pieces of druidic magic was the

causing of a mist to effect concealment, and it was
natural to believe that the gods could do the same.
Behind that mist, for some definite purpose, the
divine Elvsium was temporarily located, with all

its marvellous properties, as in tne story of Cormac
(and also in folk-tales where fairj-land is thus
revealed to mortals ; see ECcl vii. 289 ; Kennedy,
108, 179), or from such a mist supernatural beings

frequently emerged to meet mortals. In such
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cases the mist may simply have concealed the sid

of the gods, from which the messenger emerged,
or to which the mortal, misled by the mist, was
introduced. Such appearances from a mist often

occurred on a hill (Loth, Mab. i. 38 ; Campbell,
West Highland Tales, Edin. 1890, Nos. 38, 52 ;

Scott. Celt. Rev., Paisley, 1885, i. 70). On the
other hand, there may have been an existing belief

that the divine world was invisibly co-extensive
with this world, since in recent Welsh and Irish

belief fairyland is on the same plane as this earth
and interpenetrates it ; men may interfere un-

wittingly with it, or have it suddenly revealed
to them, or be carried into it and made invisible

(Rhys, i. 230 ; Curtin, Tales of the Fairies, 158).

5. Was the Celtic Elysium the land of the
dead ?—In most of the tales Elysium is a land
where there is neither grief nor death, a land of

inmiortal youth and peace, filled with every kind
of sensuous delight. In a few tales, however (the

Mabinogi of Pwyll, Sick - bed of Cilchulainn,

Laegaire mac Crimthainn, Doel Diarraaid, Diarmaid
in Tir fa Tonn), while the sensuous delights are

still the same, the inhabitants are at war with
each other, invite the help of mortals, and are

sometimes slain in battle. But in both these groups

Elysium is the land of the gods, of supernatural
beings, a land to which a few favoured mortals are
admitted while still in life. It is never described
as the world of the dead, nor do its people ever

appear to be the dead. These two conceptions of

Elysium, (1) a land of peace and deathlessness, (2) a
land where war and death occur, may be both

equally primitive. The second may simply have
been formed by transferring to the divine world
the actions of the world of mortals, as a direct

result of anthropomorphism. It would also be on a

parallel A\ith the conception of the world of the dead,
which was likewise a replica of the life of mortals
in this world. But men may early have felt that
the gods were not as themselves, that their land
was a state of peace and immortality. Hence the
creation of the legend of the peaceful Elysium.
The two conceptions may have existed side by side,
but apparently the more peaceful one found most
favour with the people. Mr. Nutt (Bran, i. 159)
thinks that the other conception may be due to

Scandinavian influence acting on existing tales of

the peaceful, deathless Elysium ; but from the fact

that the wars of divine beings occupy a prominent
part in the mythological and Ossianic cycles of the
Irish Celts, this is doubtful. Or again, the peace-
ful Elysium may have been the product of the Celts
as an agricultural people, since it is 'a familiar,
cultivated land,' where the fruits of the earth are

produced without men's labour, where there are no
violent storms or excess of heat or cold—

precisely
the fancies which would appeal to a toiling, agri-
cultural people, while the more warlike Elysium
may have been produced among the Celts as a
warlike people, appealing to their warrior instincts.

What is certain is that the inhabitants of Elysium
are supernatural beings ; chief among them are the
well-known figures of Celtic mythology, but the
others have every trace of divinity. D'Arbois,
Rhys, and others, however, maintain that the
Celtic Elysium is the world of the dead. Else-

where will be found reasons for the belief that the
orbis alius (Lucan, Phar. i. 457), whither the dead

went, was not necessarily an island, but a subter-

ranean region. Or, if it was an island, it was not
the island Elysium (see Celts, § xvi.).

D'Arbois" theory of Elysiuiu as the state of the dead rests

mainly upwn a ditScuIt passage in Echtra Vondla, which is inter-

preted by him in a way which seems somewhat w^ide of its true

meaning. The sense of the passage seems to be :

' The Ever

Living Ones claim thee. Thou art a champion to Tethra's

people. They see thee every day in the assemblies of thy
fatherland, among thy familiar loved ones.' D'Arbois assumes
that Tetbra, the Fomorian king, is ruler of Elysium, and that

after his defeat by the Tuatha D6a, he, like Cronus, took refuge
in Elysium, where he now reigns as god of the dead ; while by
translating ar-dot-chiat (' they see thee,' 3rd plur. pres. ind.)
' On t'y verra,' he maintains that Connia, by going to Elysiuiu,
will be seen among the gatherings of his dead kinsfolk (D'Arbois,
Cows de Litt. Celt. ii. 119, 192, vi. 197, 219, Les Druides, Paris,

1906, 121 ; RCel xxvi. 173). But it is impossible to take ' Thou
art a champion to Tethra's people

'

as meaning that Tethra is a

god of the dead. It appears to mean simply that Connia is a

mighty warrior, one of those whom Tethra, a Fomorian war-god
{LU oOa; Cormac, Gloss, s.v. 'Tethra'), would have approved,
while ' Tethra's mighty men ' used elsewhere (' Dialogue of the

Sages,' RCel xxvi. 27 fif.) seems to be a conventional phrase for

warriors. The rest of the goddess's words imply either that the
immortals from afar, or Tethra's mighty men, see Connia in the
assemblies of his fatherland in Erin, among his familiar friends.

Dread death awaits them, she has just said, but the Immortals
desire Connia to escape that by coming to Elysium. Her words
do not imply that Connia will meet his dead ancestors there ;

moreover, if the dead went to Elysium, there would be little

reason for inviting a mortal there while still alive. Thus this

tale, like all other Elysium tales, gives no ground for the con-
tention that Elysium is the place of the dead. Moreover, the
rulers of Elysium are the Tuatha D6a or the sid-folk, never a
Fomorian like Tethra. (' Tethra

'

is glossed as muir,
'

sea,' by
O'Cleary [Stokes' Cormac, s.v. 'Tethra'], and Cuchulainn speaks
of the sea as ' the plain of Tethra '

[Arch. Rev. i. 152], but we
cannot infer from these that he was ruler of an over-sea Elysium,
and the passages are probably derived from the association

of the Fomoriana with hostile sea-powers (see under Celts,
§v.).
D'Arbois' assumption that '

Spain
'
in Nennms' account of the

invasions of Ireland {Hist. Brit. § 13), and in the Irish texts

generally, means the land of the dead, and that it was intro-

duced in place of some such title as Mag M6r or Mag Mell by
' the euhemerizing process of the Irish Christians

'

(ii. 85, 134,

231) is equally groundless. In other documents which have
been subject to euhemerization these titles remain unchanged ;

nor is there any proof that a document, now lost according to

D'Arbois, said that the invader came from or returned to Slag
M6r. Once, indeed, Tailtiu is called daughter of Mag M6r, king
of Spain (Book of Leinster [

= LL] 8. 2) ; but here a person is in-

tended. It is much more probable that there was a connexion
between Ireland and Spain from early times, both racial and
commercial (Reinach, RCel xxi. 18 ; Siret, Les Premiers Ages
du Metal dans le Sud-Est de I'Espanne, Antwerp, 1887), while

perhaps some of the Goidelic invaders reached Ireland froiu

Spain or Gaul. This connexion, traditionally remembered,
would be sufficient to account for these references to Spain.
It was further supported by the fact that early maps and

geographers made Ireland and Spain contiguous (Orosius,
i. 2. 71) ;

hence in an Irish tale Ireland is visible from a tower
in Spain {LL 11. 2). The word '

Spain
' was used vaguely, but

it does not appear to have meant Elysium or the land of the
dead.

6. Characteristics of the Celtic Elysium.—(a)

Nothing can exceed the romantic beauty of this

land as described in the tales, and in nearly every
one this is insisted on by the messengers who come
from it to mortals. The beauty of its landscapes,—

hills, cliffs, valleys, sea and shore, lakes and

rivers,
—of its trees, of its inhabitants, of its birds,

is obviously the product of the imagination of a

people keenly alive to natural beauty. And
borrowed from the delight which the Celt took in

music is the recurring reference to the marvellous

music which every^vhere swells in Elysium. It

sounds from birds on every tree, from the branches

of the trees which lull to forgetfulness the favoured

mortals invited thither, from marvellous stones,

from the harps of divine musicians. In Elysium,
as the visitant says to Bran, 'there is nothing

rough or harsh, but sweet music striking on the

ear.' Probably no other race than the Celtic has,

in describing the joys of the other world, so

spiritualized the .sensuous joys of sight and hearing,
or imagined anything so exquisitely beautiful.

[b) Certain of the tales which deal with an island

Elysium make it evident that it was composed
not of one but of several islands,

' thrice fifty
'

in

number, according to the Voyage of Bran, though
this may be a later conception. One of these is

frequently described as ' the island of women ' or
' of ever-living women,' though in some instances

there appear to be other inhabitants also. These
women give their favours to Bran and his men, or to

Maelduin and his company (' Voyage of Maelduin,'
RCel X. 63), and in both these cases the number of

women exactly equals that of the mortal visitors.

Similar ' islands of women '

occur in Mdrchen still
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current among Celtic people!*, and actual islands

were or are still called by that name—Eigg in the

W. Highlands (Martin, Wesi Islea, London, 1716,

277), Groagez off the Breton coast (Sebillot, ii. 76).

Similar islands of women are known to Chinese,

Jtipanese, and Ainu folklore (Burton, 2'housand

2\ights, Benares, 1885 ff., x. 239; Chamberlain,
Aino Folk Tales, London, 1888, 38), to Greek

mythology (Circe's and Calypso's islands, cf. the
land of the Amazons), and to ancient Egyptian
conceptions of the future life (Maspero, Must. atic.

dcs peuples de V Orient, Paris, 1895, i. 183). They
were also known elsewhere, and we may therefore
assume that in making such an island a part of

their Elysium, the Celts were simply making use
of something common to universal folk-belief. It

may, however, owe something to the memory of a
time when women performed their rites in seclu-

sion, a seclusion which is perhaps hinted at in the
references to the mysterious nature of the island,
its inaccessibility, and its disappearance once the
mortals leave it ; to these rites men may have been
admitted by favour. We know that Celtic women
jierformed such rites on islands (Strabo, IV. iv. 6 ;

cf. Plos.>^, Das Wcib, Leipzig, 1885, ii. 70, artt.

Birth [Celtic]), and Cklts, xiii. i).

This may have originated the idea of an island

of divine women as part of the Elysium belief,
while it would also heigliten the sensuous aspects
of that Elysium. Love-making, in effect, had a
considerable place in the Elysium tales. Its divine
inhabitants sought the love of mortals, goddesses
of men, gods of women (cf. the tales of Bran,
Connla, Oisin, etc., of Manannan seeking the love
of Tuag [llCcl xvi. 152] ; Mider, that of Etain).
The mortal desired to visit Elysium because of the
enticements of the divine visitant, regarded by
later Christian redactors of the tales as a demon
(see

' Cuchulainn's Sick-bed,' D'Arbois, v. 216).
On the other hand, the love-making which goes on

among the people of Elysium, even in documents
edited by Christian scribes, is said to be ' without
sin, without crime

'

(Bran, § 41).

(c) Besides their beauty, the characteristic of the
inli.abitantsof Elysium which is emphasized in most
of the tales is that they are imtnortal, or ever-living.

Elj'sium is Tir na mbio,
' the land of the living' ;

its people
' look for neither decay nor death '

; they
are eternally youthful. The general belief among
primitive races is that death is an accident befalling
men who were naturally immortal ; hence freedom
from that accident naturally characterizes the

people of the divine world. But, as in many
mythologies that immortality is more or less de-

pendent on the eating or drinking of some food or
drink of immortality, so it is in certain Celtic tales.

Manannan, in the tale of Cormac, had immortal
swine, which, killed one day, came to life the next ;

and with the flesh of these he is .said to have
conferred immortality on the Tuatha De Danann.
This was also conferred by the drinking of Goibnui's

ale, which either by itself or with the Hesh of swine
fonned his immortal feast (OGrady, Silva Gadel.
ii. 385; O'Curry, Atlantis, iii. 389). Besides con-

ferring immortality, the food of the Other-world
was inexhaustible, and whoever ate it found it to

have precisely that taste which he preferred. The
fruit of certain trees of Elysium was also believed
to confer immortality and other qualities. Cuchu-
lainn's servant, Laeg, tells of 150 trees which he saw
growing in Mag ^Iell ; their nuts fed 300 people
(D'Arbois, v. 170 ff.). The apple given by the

goddess to Connla was inexhaustible, and he was
still eating it with her when another favoured
mortal visited Elysium—Teigiie, son of Cian.
' When once they had partaken of it, nor age nor
dimness could attect them' (D'Arbob, v. 384;
OGrady, ii. 385). Apples, crimson nuts, and

rowan berries are specifically said to be the food
of the gods in the ' rursuit of Diarmaid and
Grainne '

(Joyce, 314). Through carelessness one
of the berries was dropped on earth, and from it

grew a tree, three of who.se berries eatien by a man
of a hundred years made him a young man. To
keep mortals from touching it they set a Eomorian
giant to guard it. With this may be compared
the dragon - guarded rowan tree m the tale of
Fraoch (Leahy, Heroic lionianvcs, i. 36, vith many
variants el.sewliere) ; its berries had the virtue of
nine meals, added a year to a man's life, and
healed the sick. At the source of all Irish rivers
were supposed to grow hazel trees with crimson
nuts, Avhicli fell into the water and were eaten by
salmon. If these salmon were caught and eaten,
tlie eater would obtain knowledge and wisdom
(O'Curry, Manners and Customs, ii. 143). But
the stories in which these hazels are mentioned
show that they grew in Elysium, and their berries
were the food of the gods, wliich a mortal might
not eat without incurring danger {liC'el xv. 457 ;

Windisch, Irische 2'exie, iii. 213). In other cases
the trees of Elysium are much more marvel-
lous ; they have silver branches (Bran) ; they
have golden apples (Corvuic) ; they produce won-
derful music, which sometimes causes sleep and
oblivion.

(d) As these various nuts and fruits were prized
in Ireland as food, and in some ca.ses, perhaps,
were used to produce an intoxicant, it is obvious
that they were, primarily, a magnified form of

earthly trees. But all such trees were doubtless

objects of a cult before their produce was generally
eaten ; they may have been totem trees, and their

fiuit eaten only occasionally and sacramentally.
If so, this would explain wliy they grew in the

Other-world, and why their fruit was the food of the

gods, ^^'hatever man eats or drinks is generally
supposed to have been first used by the gods, like
the Hindu soma. Miss Hull points out that, in

some tales, the branch of a divine tree becomes a
talisman leading the mortal to Elysium ; in this

resembling the golden bou^h plucKcd by /Eneas
before descending to the under world (FL xii. 931).
But this is not the nrimarj' function of the tree.

On the other hand, Mr. A. B. Cook is of opinion
that the branch is derived from the branch borne

by early Celtic kings of the wood or representa-
tives of the Sun-god, while the tree is an imagina-
tive form of the trees which incarnated a vegetation
spirit (FL xvii. 158). But, again, it is the fruit of

tiie trees as the food of the gods on which the

greatest stress is laid in all the tales. When
mortals eat it, it has the effect of conferring
immortality upon them ; in other words, it makes
them of like nature with the gods, and this is

doubtless derived from the primitive idea that
the eating of food given by a stranger produces
kinship with him. Hence to eat the food of gods,
of ghosts, of fairies, binds the mortal to them, and
he cannot leave their land. When Connla ate the

apple, he desired to go to the Other-world, and
could not leave it once he was there : he had
become akin to its people. In the stories of

Bran and Oisin, they are not said to have eaten
the divine food, but the primitive form of the
tales may have contained this incident, and it

would explain why they could not set foot on
earth unscathed.

(e) The inhabitants of Elysium are also invisible

at will—a true mark of their divinity. They make
themselves visible to one person onh* out or many
present with him. Thus Connla alone sees the

goddess, his father and the druid with him do
not see her ; and, when Manannan comes to recall

Fand, he is invisible to Cvichulainn and those with
him. This agrees with what Mider says to Etain:
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'We behold,
i. 133).

and are not beheld' (Windisch,

(/) In most of the tales of Elysium, and in other
stories about the gods, a magical cauldron has a
prominent place, as it also has in tales of semi-
nistorical personages. Such a vessel was the
inexhaustible cauldron of the god Dagda, which
came from Murias, probably some over-sea world

{RCel xii, 57), or the vat of inexhaustible mead
described in * Ciichulainn's Sick-bed.' Whatever
was put into such vessels satisfied every one, no
matter how numerous the company might be
(O'Donovan, Battle of Mag Rath, Dublin, 1892,
50). Such a cauldron was stolen by Ciichulainn
from Mider, lord of the isle of Falga (the over-sea

Elysium), along with several cows {LL 1696) ; and
in what is perhaps another version of this tale

he obtains an inexhaustible cauldron from the

daughter of the king of Scath (Hull, Cuch. Saga,
284). Similarly, in the Welsh poem called * The
SpoUs of Annwfn,

' Arthur steals a cauldron from
Annwfn ; its rim was encrusted with pearls, voices
issued from it, it was kept boiling by the breath
of nine maidens, it would not boil a coward's food

(Skene, Four Ancient Books of Wales, i. 265). In
the Welsh story of Taliessin we learn how Tegid
Voel and Cerridwen lived in the midst of lake

Tegid (i.e.
' the Land under Waves '). Their son

was so ugly that CeiTidwen resolved to boil a
cauldron of science and inspiration for him. For
a year and a day it must boil till

' three drops of

the grace of inspiration
'

were yielded by it. Gwion
was set to stir it, and by accident obtained the

inspiration himself (Guest's Mabinogion, London,
1838, iii. 321 f.). Finally, in the story of Branwen,
daughter of Llyr, her brother Bran gave to the

king of Ireland a cauldron into which if any slain

man were thrown, he would be restored to life the
next day. The cauldron had been given to Bran
by two beings, a man and woman, who came out
of a lake ('Land under Waves') (Loth's Mabin.
i. 65). The three properties of the cauldron—
inexhaustibility, inspiration, regeneration—may
be summed up in one word, fertility ; and it is

significant that the god with whom such a cauldron
is expressly associated, Dagda, should be a god of

fertility (see, further, Celts, § v.). But we have
just seen it associated, directly or indirectly, with
goddesses,—Cerridwen, Branwen, the woman of
the lake,—and perhaps this may point to an earlier

cult of fertility associated with goddesses, and
later transferred to a god. The cauldron as a re-

generator would be significantly connected with
a goddess, since woman as the fruitful mother
early suggested to man the idea of the fruitful

Earth-mother, who was also frequently a goddess
of love. Elton had already concluded that Branwen
was a goddess of love [Origins of English History,
London, 1882, p. 291). The cult of fertility was
usually associated with orgiastic and indiscrimi-
nate love-making, and it is not impossible that
the cauldron may have symbolized fertility, like
the Hindu yoni. Again, the slaughter and cooking
of animals were usually regarded as sacred acts
in primitive life. The animals were cooked in
enormous cauldrons, which were found as an in-

variable part of the furniture of every large Celtic
house (Athen. iv. 34 ; Diod. Sic. v. 28 ; Joyce, Soc.

Hist., London, 1903, ii. 124). The quantities of

meat which they contained may have suggested

ma^cal inexliaustibility to people to whom the
cauldron was already a symbol of fertility. Thus
the symbolic cauldron of a fertility cult was merged
with the cauldron used in the religious slaughter
and cooking of animal food. The cauldron was
used in other ritual acts, sacrifice, divination, etc.

(Strabo, vii. 2. 1, referring to the Cimri, but this

may also have been a Celtic usage ; Brehon Laws,

i. 195; Jullian, Eecherches sur la rel. gaul., Bor-

deaux, 1903, 44). Like the food of men which
became the food of the gods, the cauldron of this

world became the marvellous cauldron of the other
world ; and, as it then became necessary to explain
the presence of such cauldrons on earth, myths
arose, tel'ling of how they had been stolen from
the divine land by mortals. In other cases, how-
ever, its place is taken by an equally magic vessel or

cup stolen from supernatural oeings by the heroes
of the Feinn saga or the heroes of Mdrchen. Here,
too, it may be noted that the Graal of Arthurian
romance has affinities with the Celtic cauldron.
In the 'Conte du Graal' of pseudo-Chr6tien, a

cup comes in of itself and serves all present with
food. This is a simple conception of the Graal ; in
other poems its sacrosanct character is heightened,
until at last it became the chalice in which Christ
instituted the Holy Sacrament. But in certain of

its qualities it presents an unmistakable likeness
to the Celtic cauldron—it supplies the food which
the eater prefers, it gives perpetual youth. There
is little doubt that the Graal is simply a fusion of

the pagan Celtic cauldron and the chalice of our
Lord's blood (see Villemarqu6, Contes populaires
des ancicns Bretons, Paris, 1842 ; Nutt, Legend of
the Holy Grail, London, 1888).

ig) Sensuous as are many of these characteristics,

they yet have a spiritual aspect which must not be
overlooked. Thus the emphasis placed on the

beauty of the land, its music, its rest, its peace, its

oblivion, is more spiritual than sensual, while the

dwelling of favoured mortals there with divine

beings is suggestive of that union with the divine
which is of the essence of all religion. Though
some who are lured there seek to leave it, others
do not return, while Ciichulainn's charioteer Laeg
says that he would prefer it to the kingship of all

Ireland (Windisch, i. 219), and his words are else-

where re-echoed by Laegaire mac Crimthainn. On
the whole, then, it may be said that, of whatever
elements it was composed, the conception of the
Celtic Elysium was the imaginative shaping of

man's instinctive longing for peace and rest. He
hardly expected to obtain these beyond the grave,
for there life went on as here, although that future
state was one which had no terrors for him. A few

great personages might reach Elysium after death,
as an obscure passage in Plutarch {de Defectu
Orac. 18) may hmt (see under Celts, § xvi. 5), but
it was shut to all save a few favoured mortals
who might be carried there in life. And possibly
the hope that he might be so favoured of tne gods
buoyed up the Celt as he dreamed over this distant

Elysium.
7. The Celtic Elysium and the gifts of civiliza-

tion.—In the opinion of the Celts, as of many other

peoples, wisdom and culture belonged first of all to

the gods, by whom they were given to, or from
whom they were stolen by, man. Examples of

this have already been found in the tales in ^\-hich

a mysterious cauldron is stolen from the Other-

world (§ 6). It is also hinted at in the tales of

divine trees guarded from mortals, and in the

belief in the hazels of wisdom which endowed
mortals with supernatural \visdom and knowledge.
But when men came to domesticate animals, it

was believed in course of time that the knowledge
of domestication or, more usually, the animals
themselves had come from the gods ; only, in this

case, the animals were of a magical, supernatural
character. Such a belief underlies the stories,

already referred to, in which cows are stolen from
their divine owners by Ciichulainn. In the tale of
' Nera's Adventures in the Other - world

'

{RCel
x. 226), Nera obtains a wife and several kine from
the sid of Cruachan ; and similarly Tulchine, who
took a wife from the Land of Promise, obtained
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her favourite calf also by intoice<liii{,' with the

goddess Morrigan (Stokes, RCel xvi. 62). In the

Mabinogion (Loth, i. 122 iY.) the swine given to

Pryderi by Arawn, king of Annwfn, and nitherto
unknown to man, are stolen from him by Gwydion,
Pryderi being the son of Pwyll, a temporary king
of Annwfn (§ 3), and therefore, jteihaps, originally
one of the lords of Elysium. But though this raid
was successful, the poem of ' The Spoils of Annwfn '

says,
' Stout was the prison of Gweir in Caer Sidi,

Through the spite of Pwyll and Pryderi, No one
before him went into it.' Gweir is probably
identical with Gwydion (Rhys, Hib. Led. 250),
and this poem may then refer to another version
of the myth in which the hero was unsuccessful,
and was detained a prisoner in Elysium, to which
imprisonment the later blending of Annwfn wth
Hades gave a doleful character. In the Triads
(Loth, ii. 215), Gweir is one of the three paramount
prisoners of Britain. There is also reference in
a late Welsh MS to a white roebuck and a puppy
(in the Triads [Loth, ii. 259] a bitch, a roebuck,
and a lapNving), which were stolen by Amathaon
from Annwfn, and which led to the battle of Godeu
between Arawn and Gwydion. In this battle Bran,
fighting on the side of Arawn, could not be van-

quishea until G^V3•dion had guessed his name
(Myvyrian Arch., London, ISOl, i. 167). The
introduction of the name-tabu proves the story
to be archaic. In some of these tales the animals
are transferred to earth by a divine or semi-divine

being, in whom we may see an early Celtic culture-
hero. The tales themselves are attenuated forms
of an earlier series of myths, which probably
showed how all domestic animals were at first the

property of the gods. An echo of these is still

preserved in Murchcn describing the theft of

magical cattle from fairies. In the most primitive
form of the myths the theft was doubtless from
the under world of the gods of fertility, which was
also connected with the place whither the dead
went. But when the gods were also located in a
distant Elysium, it was inevitable that some tales
should tell how tlie theft was connected with that
far-off land rather than with the land of under-
earth divinities. But in neitlier case was the
theft from gods of death, but from gods of life

and fertility Avith whom all man's blessings were.
So far as the Irish and Welsh tales are concerned,
the thefts seem to be mainly from Elysium.

8. The lords of Elysium.— In Irish accounts of

the sid world, the god Dagila appears to have the

supremacy, which was WTested from him later by
the Mac Oc. But in a probably later version we
learn that, Dagda being dead, Bodb Dearg divided
the sid among the gods, and Manannan gave
them the gift of immortality (see Celts). But
in tales of the sid world, each owner of a sid is

accounted lord of that particular sid, wiiich for the
time being eclipses all others. The one great under
world of gods of fertility has now become a world
of many underground sid. In Welsh tradition
the lora of Annwfn, wherever it is situated, is

Arawn, but his claims are contested by a rival.

In Irish tradition Manannan mac Lir is associated
with the over -sea world or with the 'Laud of

Promise,' while Elysium itself is called 'the land
of Manannan' in the Vomge of Bran. Manannan
was probably a god of tne sea, and it Mas easy to
associate the over-seA world,

' around which sea-
liorses (i.e. the waves, the god's mythic steeds)
glisten,' with him. But, again, as this land lay
towards the setting sun, and in some of its aspects
may have been suggested by the glories of the sunset,
the sun-god Lug was also associated with it. But
he hardly takes the place of Manannan ; he comes
from Manannan's land, with Manannan's sons and
ramed with his weapons, to aid the gods, but

Manannan still remains lord of Elysium (Joyce,
Old Celt. Romances, 87).

9. Elysium and Paradise. — While the tales

already dealt witli are mainly re-mouldings of
earlier pagan ori'anals, which maj' have been
handed down orally, or are based upon the
materials of pagan belief, they have in many
ways been influenced by Christian ideas, although
their main incidents are purely pagan. But in
another class of tales, which may have had pagan
originals, the Elysium conception recurs, and
finally ends in becoming the Christian paradise
or Heaven. These are the Imramn, or '

voyages,'
of which that of Maelduin, found partly in the
11th cent. Lebur na hUidre, and in complete form
in 14th to 16th cent. MSS, still moves in a pagan
atmosphere. Here the voyage is undertaken for
the purpose of revenge ; but tlie travellers reach a
numoer of strange islands unpeojjled, or peopled
by men and women, by animals, or by monsters.
One island closely resembles the Isle of Women in
the pagan Elysium. Besides the Isle of Laughter,
found also in Bran, there is an Isle of Weeping,
and in this we approach the idea of a place of

penitence. Another island, guarded by a fiery
rampart, is peopled by beautiful human beings
feasting and sintpng

—an approach to the Christian

paradise. The Isles of Weeping and Laughter are
also found in the Jmram hva Corra, where also L*

the island of the Miller of Hell, mentioned simply
as a miller in Maelduin. Thus, even in Maelduin
the use of the pagan materials is indeterminate,
and the Elysium conceptions have become vague.
Elsewhere, as in the Voyage of Snedgus and Mac
Biagla, the journey is undertaken as a pilgrimage,
and the Christian atmosphere is more pronounced.
One island has become a Kind of intermediate state,
and in it dwell Elijah and Enoch and a multitude
of others 'without sin, without wickedness,' wait-

ing for the day of judgment. Another island is

nothing less than the Christian Heaven viewed
from an ecclesiastical standpoint. Finally, in the

Voyage of Brandan the
pajjan elements have prac-

tically disappeared : there is an island of Hell and
an island which is the Christian paradise or Heaven.
In these Imrama, the number of islands visited

may be compared to the thrice
fifty

islands of Bran,
whether this be a later conception of the pagan
Eljsium or not ; the old idea of a mortal lured
thither by a goddess has disappeared, and the

voyage is undertaken for a specific purpose—
revenue or a pilgrimage. Another series of tales,
in which a visit is paid to Hell and Heaven in a
vision (Adamnan's Vision, The Tidings of Dooms-
day, etc.), are purely Christian products, but it is

remarkable that the joys of heaven are described
in terms of the pagan Elysium. There is un-

imaginable beauty, music, absence of sickness,
of pain, of death ; there is no age, decay, or labour.
The whole description of heaven has a sensuous,
material aspect which reflects that of the old

pagan stories. In the latter text there are two
iieils ;

besides heaven there is a place for the boni
non valde which corresponds to the island where
dwell Enoch and Elijah in the Voyage of Snedgus.
The conception of this island, which is not heaven,
may be borrowed directly from the pagan paradise.
The connexion of the pagan Elysium with the
Christian parEidise is also seen in the title of Tir

Tairngiri, 'the Land of Promise,' which is applied
to the heavenly kingdom or to the land flowing
with milk and honey, as in glosses (7th or 8th

cent.) on He 6", where regnum coelorum is ex-

plained as tir tairngiri, or He 4^, where Canaan
IS so called, and notably on 1 Co 10*, where the

heavenly land is called tir tairngiri inna mbio,
' the land of promise of the living ones

'

: thus

apparently equalling it with the tir na mbio of
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' Connla's Voyage.' If Ur tairngiri was not

already a title of the pagan Elysium, it was now
applieu to it in several instances through the
influence of this identification.
See Ziinmer,

' Brendan's Meerfahrt,' ZDA xxxiii. The
Jmrama of Snedgus, Maelduin, and Ua Corra are edited and
translated by Stokes in RCel ix., x., xiv. Adamnan's Vision is

edited and translated by Stokes, Calcutta, 18G6 ; cf. 0. S. Boswell,
Irish Precursor of Dante, London, 1908

; the Tidings of Dooms-
day is in RCel iv. 243. Cf. also chs. 4 and 8 of Nutt's Bran.

10. Elysium in later folklore.—Most of the

aspects of the pagan Elysium re-appear in folk

belief almost unchanged. The under or sid world
is now fairyland ; mounds, forts, and raths are

fairy-dwellings into which mortals are sometimes

inveigled, and where all the characteristics of

the earlier divine world are found—magic lapse
of time, marvellous beauty, magical properties.

Similarly a marvellous over-sea land is still a

commonplace of Celtic Mdrchen and Celtic belief.

Tir na nOg is still a living reality to the Celt.

Within that fabled land are the mystic and magic
things of folk-tale—the fountain of youth, healing
balsams, life-giving fruits. It is peopled by mar-

vellously beautiful women, or it is connected with

fairy folk. Sometimes it is visible only to favoured

persons, or it is sunk beneath the waves, and comes
to the surface only at intervals. But in whatever
form it is found, it is obviously linked on to the
actual Elysium of the pagan Celtic world.

In the 11th cent. Irish documents, from which our knowledge
of Elysium is mainly drawn, and which, of course, imply a
remote antiquity for the material of the tales, the sid world is

still the world of divine beings, though these are beginninjr to
assume the traits of fairy folk. But probably among the people
themselves the change had already been made, and the sid
world was simply fairyland. In Wales the same change had early
taken place, as is witnessed by the story of Elidorus enticed by
two small people into a subterranean fairyland. This is fully
told by Giraldus Cambrensis {Itin. Camb. i. 8). For the over-
sea fairyland see J. F. Campbell, Popular Tales of the West
Highlands, London, 1860-62 ; MacDougall, Folk and Hero
Tales, London, 1891 ; Howells, Cambrian Superstitions, Tipton,
1831 ; S6billot, Folk-Lore de France, Paris, 1904, ii. ; Kennedy,
Legendary Fictions, London, 1866; or any collection of Celtic
Mdrchen.

LiTERATUKB.—Translations or epitomes of most of the texts

relating to the Other-world will be found in Windisch and
Stokes, Irische Texte, Leipzig, 1880-1900 ; D'Arbois de
Jubainville, Cours de Littf.rature Celt, ii., Paris, 1884

; S. H.
O'Grady, Silva Gadelica, 1892

; Joyce, Old Celtic Romances'^,
London, 1894 ; A. Nutt and K. Meyer, Voyage of Bran,
London, 1895; Rhys, Celtic Heathendom, London, 1888, Ar-
thurian Legend, Oxford, 1891 ; A. H. Leahy, Heroic Romances
of Ireland, London, 1905 ; E. Hull,

' The Idea of Hades in Irish

Literature,' FL xviu. 1907. J. A. MacCuLLOCH.

BLEST, ABODE OF THE (Greek and
Roman).—i. Greek.—In the Homeric poems the

gods alone are immortal. Nowhere in the older
strata of the poems is immortality an attribute of
man. Complete life for him exists only on earth
and in the light of the sun, and only with the com-

plete union of soul and body. When separated
from the body, the soul passes out of this world into
a shadowy, powerless existence, which is nowhere
expressly stated to be eternal. The idea of an
earthly paradise, i.e. an abode of bliss upon earth,
where life is continued in full vigour without the
sharp severance between soul and body which
death requires, is an attempt to find a more com-
forting solution of the problem of an after-life.
A solution so naive does not long remain an article
of belief in Greece except among the ignorant
vulgar. In the history of religion the idea is

absorbed by the belief in immortality, which was
soon fostered in Greece under tlie influence of im-

ported mystical tenets and of philosopliic systems
founded upon them. The earthly bliss, which at best
could be attained only by the favoured few, is trans-
muted into the heavenly bliss, which is promised
after death to all who have lived uprightly. In the

history of literature the idea survives as a beauti-
ful fancy which is cherished by poets and often
serves in later times as a basis for the romantic re-

constructions of human society in which the Greeks
found a melancholy consolation for some of tlie

darkest jieriods in tlioir national life.

I. Homer, Hesiod, and the. Ejiic cycle.
—In Homer,

as the gods alone are immortal, so they alone can
confer immortality. Their favourite heroes, always
of divine descent, have such immortality conferred

upon them by the drinking of nectar or the eating
of ambrosia, and are thereujjon translated either to

heaven or to an earthly paradise such as the
Elysiaii

plain. The most striking instance of such an
earthly translation is to be seen in Od. iv. 561,
where Proteus prophesies to Menelaus :

' But it is not thy destiny, O Menelaus, child of Zeus, to die
and meet thy fate in horse-pasturing Argos. The immortal
gods will send thee to the Elysian plain and the verge of the
world where fair-haired Rhadamanthys dwells, where life is

easiest for man. No snow falls there, nor any violent storm, nor
rain at any time ; but Ocean ever sends forth the clear, shrill

blast of the West wind to refresh mankind ; because thou hast
Helen to wife and they count thee to be son-in-law to Zeut.'

(Cf. Eur. ir«i. 1676 ff.).

Here it should be noted that Elysium is on earth
and not in Hades. It is the counterpart of Olympus,
the mountain-home of the gods, described in almost
the same words in Od. vi. 43-45. Further, Mene-
laus is not beatified as a reward for his merits.

Like Rhadamanthys, he is of kin to Zeus. The
blissful existence in Elysium which is conferred by
the gods upon their kin is an exceptional privilege,

exactly parallel to the eternity of pain which they
inflict upon their enemies in Erebos {Od. xi. 576 fi".).

The conception of Elysium in Homer is poetical
rather than religious. The heroes who have passed
thither exert no influence upon the world of men
that they have left behind. The gods transfer to

them none of their own prerogatives save im-

mortality. The conception is an extension of the
other ideals of blissful, though mortal, existence

that are found in Homer—chiefly in the Odyssey,
which is permeated by a peaceful spirit charac-

teristic of men who have enjoyed undisturbed quiet
long enough to value it, and foreign to the martial

temper of the Iliad. Of such ideals the most note-

worthy are the idyllic lands of Phjeacia {Od. vii. 81),

of the island of Syrie, the home of Eumaeus {Od.
XV. 403), and idyllic peoples such as the Abioi

{II. xiii. 6) and Ethiopians {II. i. 423).

This enchanting fancy of an earthly paradise
became an integral part of Greek thought once it

had been incorporated in the Homeric poems. The
common peojile of Greece were accustomed to the

idea of ' translation
'

in the worships of such heroes

as Amphiaraos and Trophonios, who had passed,
while yet alive, to a life below the earth. The
' tran.slation

'

of heroes, so rare in Homer, is of

common occurrence in the post-Homeric Epic. In

the Cypria, Iphigeneia is rescued by Artemis,
carried to the land of the Tauri and rendered im-

mortal (Proclus in Epicorum Graec. Frag., ed.

Kinkel, p. 19). In the Jithiopis, Memnon is tran.s-

lated by his mother Eos to lier houae in the East

and made immortal by Zeus at her request {ih.

p. 33). In the same poem, Achilles is saved from

death by Thetis and conveyed to the magic island

of Leuke {ib. p. 34). In the Telegoneia, the latest

of such Epics, Telegonus, the son of Odysseus and

Circe, brings the bodies of Penelope, Odysseus,
and Telemachus to his mother, who confers im-

mortality upon them in her home in yE.-ea (ib.

p. 58).

Thus far the idea of an earthly paradise is de-

veloped at tlie will of each particular poet. The
fortunate heroes have no common home, but are

transferred to magic lands which are alike in no-

thing else save that they are beyond mortal ken.

The various strands of fancy are woven together
into a consistent whole by Hesiod, in whose poems
we meet with the expression

' The Isles of the

Blest
'

for the first time. In Op. et Di. 170 ff., after
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the description of the three races of Gold, of Silver,
and of Bronze, follows a fourth race better tlian

the race of Bronze—the heroes or demigods who
fought at Thebes and at Troy. Of these, sonic

died, others were settled by Zeus at the world's

end in the Islands of the Blest,
' where the earth

produces sweet fruit for them thrice in the year.'
As in Homer, they are completely severed from the
world of men, and have no influence upon it. In

Hesiod, further, they are heroes of the past, their

tale is numbered, and no accessions to their ranks
can come from the fifth degenerate race that is

now on earth.

2. Pindar is far removed from the simple theo-

logical standpoint of Homer and Hesiod, out he is

far too great a poet and proj)het to reject a beauti-
ful religious idea. He renders it wider and deener.

Whether from personal convictions, which had

grown upon hiui durin'' his repeated visits to Sicily
since 477, or froTu a desire to satisfy his Sicilian

patrons such as (Jelo, Hiero, and Tiieron, who were

hierophants of chthouic worships, he accepts a
number of the dogmas of Orphic and Pythagorean
mysticism, among which he finds a place for the

popular belief in the Islands of the Blest. Pindar,
un the one hand, rcnresents the traditional belief

that a full immortality can come only from the
continued union of soul with body, a union to be
secured only by Divine intervention (e.g. Ganj'mede,
01. i. 44, X. 104; Amphiaraos, 01. vi. 14, Nem.
ix. 24 ff.) ; but he has also absorbed the belief that
the soul is no mere Doppelgdnger of the body but
is Divine in origin (frag. 131, 'the likeness of

eternity is left : for that alone comes from Heaven ').

It is immortal, but conlined in a mortal body,
owing to the 'ancient sin' (frag. 133, iraXonbv

tt4v6os). After the death of the body it is judged
in Hades for its deeds on earth. The wicked are
condemned to Tartarus ; the good pa.ss to tiie home
of the pious (x^pos ei'cre/3tD^). Only after three lives

of purity have been completed on earth (01. ii. 6811.)
is the ancient sin atoned for. Thereupon, in the
ninth year after its last arrival in ilades (see

Rohde, Psyche"^, ii. 211), the soul ascends to the
world above for the last time, to become incor-

porate in
kin^s, heroes, and wise men. Such souls

are then freed from the trammels of the earth and
find a home in tlie Island of the Blest, where
under the rule of Kronos they live in communion
with the earlier heroes, such as Peleus, Cadmus,
and Achilles (01. ii. 86 ; frag. 133). Here the life

of bliss is no longer an earthly paradise in the
earlier sense. The Island is in Ocean, it is true,
but can be reached only through death and through
lives of purity lived u[)on earth.

3. There are scattered references to the belief in

its original form found in later writers, t'admus
and Harmonia are transferred to tiie Land of the
Blest ((ia.K6.p(j}v is alav), in Eur. Bacch. 13.'>9ir. ;

Achilles and Diomedes live in the Island of the

Blest, according to the scliolion on Harmodios
(Bergk, Cnrm. pop. fr. 10). According to Plato

(Symp. 179 E), Achilles is in the Isles of the Blest.

Others find his home on the Elysian plain (Apoll.
Rhod. Arg. iv. 811) or in Leuke (see below), wliere
he has Medea to wife, acconling to Ibvcus tiie

melic poet of the 6th cent, (schol. Apoll. khod. iv.

814), or, according to others, Iphigeneia (Antoninus
Liberalis, 37) or Helen (Pausanias, iii. 19. 11-13).
For further references see Rohde, Psyche ', ii. 369,
note 2.

A naive belief that it was possible to discover
these fortunate lands long continued. The most
striking instance is the resolve of Sertorius to sail

for the Atlantic isles in the search for hajipiness
(Pint. Sert. 8. 9; Sallust, Hist. i. frag. 102,

Maurenbrecher). Geographers often placed them
in the unknown, and therefore mysterious. West,

where (akin to them in idea) was the garden of the
Hesperides, with its golden apples of immortality
(cf. Wilamowitz-Moellendorli", Hcraklns^, ii. 129;
Eur. Ilippol. 73211'.). They are in West Africa,

according to StniI)o, i. 3, iii. 150, and Piin. UN vi,

20211". Others placed tiiem in the centre of Libya
(Herod, iii. 20) or in the Antipodes (cf. Serv. .^n.
vi. 532). The home of Diomedes was found in the
Tremiti islands in the Adriatic (Strabo, vi. 283, 284).

Leuke, the isle of Achilles, was placed in the
Euxine (Alca;us, Fr. 48*^ ; Pind. Nem. iv. 49 ; Eur.
Andr. 1232 IF., Iph. T. 420), at the mouth of the
Danube (I'aus. iii. 19. 11), and was counted an one
of the Isles of the Blest (cf. Plin. UN iv. 93,
' Insula Achillea, cadem Leuce et Macaron dicta').
Similar legendary lands are placed near the Indian
Ocean (cf . Aristophanes, A v. 144 ; VEsch. frag.
192, Nauck). For further attempts see Ile-sychiua
s.v. 'Lesbos,' and Suidas .?.v. 'Rliodos.' A parody
of the belief will be found in Lucian's Vera Ilistorui,
ii. 6 ir. The ins( riptions containing references to
the Elysian plain and the Isles of the Blest may
be consulted most conveniently in G. Kaibel's Ept-
qrammata Graeca, exlapidibus collecta, Berlin, 1878.
But here it is no question of earthly bliss. The
Blessed Isles (Ep. 649. 2), the Elysian plain (Ep.
414. 8), the x^P°^ evae^^wv (/>i.y. Gr. mar. yEg. i.

141), are not of this world, but only testify to a life

beyond the grave to which the righteous can aspire.
The Epigram on Regilla, the wife of Herodes
Atticns (1046. 8), ^l.€^' r)pi^vQ<Ti. vivaarat. iv fjuiKdpwp

viiaoKxiv Iva Kpivos iv(iaei\(vii, is merely a literary
adaptation of the older belief.

4. I'hc Romanre writers.—The best account ot
these will be found in Bolide's Griechu^clw. liomnn',
pp. 178-260). The political downfall of Greece,
which l)egan in the 4th cent. B.C., and the wide-

spread disasters which accompanied it, led men to
seek relief from the hopelessness of present affairs

in the freedom of fanciful speculations. Social

reformers, whether politicians or philosophers, em-
bodied their ideas in sentimental romances—a
branch of literature which developed naturally out
of the old sagas (e.g. the tale of the Argonauts) and
the stories of fabulous ad ventureand ethnographical
curiosities which had long been popular in Greece.
As early as S(jlon we find a coniic description of a
land of good things (Bergk, Po'tac Lyri<i*, frag.
38). But the first serious

philoso^)hical romance
comes from Plato, who portrays his ideal of earthly
perfection in the State of 'Atlantis.' The ground-
jiian of this is sketched in the Timaeus (cf. e.sp.
20 D-25 E), and wa.s to be completed in the Critias.

Tlieopompus (r. 333 B.C.) made a similar attempt.
In the eighth book of his Philijipica he introduced
a description of an ideal country called 'Meropis*
with its cities Mnrhimos and EitscU's—the first a
town of warriors, the second the al)ode of peace
and justice. A more philosopiiic work was ' The
Hyperboreans' of Hecata-us of Abdera, a philo-

soplier at the court of Ptolemy I., antl a pupil of
the sceptic Pj-rrho. I'yrrho's philosophy was less

a theory of doubt than a conviction that the whole
worhl of things was unworkable, and that a calm
indifference was the only feasible rule of conduct.
His pupil's romance on the Hyperboreans, who live
in the island of Helixoia, in the Northern Ocean,
.seems to have been prompted by similar views.

Amometus, a contemporary of the first and second

Ptolemys, travelled outside the range of native

mythology, and based his romance of the Attacori

( riin. 7/A' vi. 17, § 55) upon the Indian legend of the

iiappy land of Uttarakuru, north of the Himalayas
(cf. Lassen, WZKM ii. 63, 64). Euhemerus of

Messana, the friend of king Ca.ssander (r. 306 R.C.),
finds his Utopia in the island of Panchaia in the
Indian Ocean. lambulus (of uncertain date, but
earlier than the age of Augustus) finds an Island
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of the Blest near the equator. The popularity
of such romances is sufficiently shown by the

travesty of them given by Lucian in his Vera
Historia. Their influence extended beyond Greece,
since the description of the Essenes in Josephus
(BJ II. viii. 11) is held to show traces of Greek
colour.

ii. Roman.—The idea of an eartlily paradise was
never native to Roman thought. A belief in

immortality was always an integral part of the
Roman religion. Witli the assurance of an after-

life in the world of spirits, colourless though it

might be, the practical Roman had no need of such
a conception. Such references to the belief as are
found in Latin literature are importations from the
Greek : e.g. Plautus, Trin. 549 :

' Fortunatorum
memorant insulas. Quo cuncti qui aetatem egerint
caste suam, Conveniant.' The beautiful description
in Horace, Epodes, xvi. 39 tT., is suggested in all

probability by the story of Sertorius mentioned
above. See also State of the Dead (Greek and
Roman).
Literature.—E. Rohde, Psyche^, 2 vols., Freiburg, 1898,

and Der Griechisc/ie Roman"^, Leipzig, 1900; L. Preller, Grie-
chische Mytholorjie*, ed. C. Robert, Berlin, 1887-94 ; Dieterich,
Nekyia, Leipzig, 1893. F. W. HALL.

BLEST, ABODE OF THE (Hindu).—The
Hindus believe that there was, and is still, a place of

bliss on earth, a kind of earthly paradise, inaccess-
ible to men, and far far away from our part of the
earth. But the idea, frequent among many savage
tribes and some civilized peoples, that the brave and
the virtuous go to such a place on their decease,
seems not to have been current in ancient India.
For already in the Rigveda the abode of the dead
who in life have done pious deeds is said to be in
heaven above, and, according to the Atharvaveda,
the wicked receive their punishment in the hell
below.* And in later Sanskrit literature heavens
were multiplied to such an extent that the souls
of the deceased were amply provided for, and
required no dwelling place on earth such as the
Islands of the Blessed of the ancients. The Indian
belief in a place of bliss cannot therefore have de-

veloped from an earlier one in a heaven on earth ;

but we shall postpone our inquiry into the probable
origin of this belief till we have described it in all

its details. We must, however, define this place
of bliss more accurately as one believed to be still

in existence, in order to distinguish it from tlie

state of bliss which obtained in the Golden Age,
when the whole earth, newly come into existence,
was, as it were, all one abode of the Blessed. f In
the Sanskrit epics, the Puranas, and the classical
literature the Uttarakurus are regarded as the
Blessed, and their land as an earthly paradise
which is localized in the far North.

1. Site of Uttarakuru.—It will be convenient
first to set forth the Pauranic opinion on the site

of Uttarakuru, since it is the most explicit one.

According to the Puranas, the earth, of which
India forms part, is a circular island, or rather
insular continent, of enormous dimensions, called

JambQdvipa. There are six more such islands,

Sakadvipa etc., which, however, are not con-
nected with our present subject. In the centre
of Jambudvipa rises INIount Meru, 84,000 yojanas
above the surface of the earth. The whole con-
tinent is divided by six parallel mountain ranges,
running due east and west, three south of Meru
and three north of it. The southernmost range is

the Himalaya, and the segment of the disc of the
earth lying to the south of it is Bharatavarsa, or

India, and some countries known to the Indians.

• A. Macdonell,
' Vedic Mj^thology

'

(in Gntndriss der Indo-
arischen Philol. und Alterlumskunde), Strassburg, 1897, p.
I07ff.

t See art. Ages of thb World (Indian) in vol. i. p. 200 ff.

The counterpart of Bharatavarsa, i.e. the segment
to the north of the northernmost range, Srngin, is

Uttarakuru. It may be mentioned that the other
varsas, or strips of land between the several moun-
tain ranges, are also inhabited by fabulous people ;

the model of them all seems to have been the
Uttarakuras. From the position of the country
of the latter it is clear that they were regarded as
the antipodes of men, if it be allowed to apply this
term to an earth figured as a disc.

In the Bhlsma Parvan, adhy. v. and vi. , in a part
of the Mahabhdrata of a decidedly Pauranic char-

acter, we meet with a somewhat different descrip-
tion of the earth, called here Sudar^ana instead of

Jambudvipa. The number, arrangement, and
names of the mountain ranges is the same as in
the Puranas, but the names of some of the varsas
are different, and those of the two most northern
ones are omitted. In viii. 10, however, the most
northern segment is called Airavata, not Uttara-
kuru, which, by the way, is also the case with the
Jains ; yet the excellence of the country and the

happiness of the inhabitants of Airavata are exactly
like those of the Uttarakurus as described in a pre-

ceding chapter. In this account (vi. 13) the land of

the Uttarakurus is stated to lie at the northern
side of Meru, or near the centre of the disc of the
earth. Round Meru, we are told, are grouped
four dvipas, lit. 'islands,' but, according to the

commentary, countries surrounded by a broad

river; these islands are Uttarakuru N., Bhad-
rasva E., Jambudvipa S., Ketumala W. Here
we must distinguish, it seems, two accounts : the
Pauranic account, which is made the basis of the

description of the earth ; and, combined with it,

an older one, which places Meru in the ocean, and
the four insular continents round it.* Here, too,

Jambudvipa is the abode of men, and Uttarakuru
that of the Siddhas.
What the present writer considers the earlier of

these two accounts is actually the idea underlying
the Buddhist system of geography. There Meru
rises from the ocean, round it are seven concentric
circular mountain ranges separated from each other

by ring-shaped seas, and beyond them, in the vast
ocean known to men, are four insular continents—
Jambudvipa S., Purvavideha E., Uttarakuru N.,
and Aparagodana W. Jambudvipa, the abode of

men, is of a triangular shape, and Uttarakuru, the

abode of the Blessed who live 1000 years, forms a

square, t
The Jains, whose geography has been developed

on the same lines as that of the Puranas,^ also place
the Uttarakurus near the centre of the Jambu-

dvipa, betAveen Gandhamadana and Malyavat, two

spurs of Mount Meru running N.W. and N.E.§
In such parts of the epics as do not yet exhibit

the fully established system of Pauranic geography,
the Uttarakurus are placed in the extreme North,
in the borderland of the inhabited or known earth.

In the Digvijayaparvan of the Sabhdparvan of the

Mahabharata (ii. 28), Arjuna's conquest of the

northern countries is related. After having

passed the Himalaya and the fabulous mountains
Niskuta and ^vetaparvata, and having vanquished
many mythical people, Arjuna reaches the north

of the country Harivarsa. There he is warned
not to proceed further, because the region beyond

• The Puraijas also mention those four countries, substituting,

however, Bharata for Jambiidvipa, and likening them to the

petals of a lotus whose pericarp is Mount Meru. Sometimes

they seem to be regarded as countries in Ilavfta or the middle

var^a, sometimes as islands lying ofif the coast of Jambudvipa in

the great ocean. The efforts of the Purayas to explain result

in worse confusion.

t C. F. Koppen, Die Religion -Ut Buddha und ihre Ent-

stehung, Berlm, 1857, vol. i. p. 232 f.

t Tattvdrthddhigatna Sutra, by UmaavSti, ch. iii., tr. m
ZDMG, vol. Ix. , 3. ^ , ..

§ Tattvdrthndhigama Sutra, ed. Bihliotheea Indtca, Calcutta,

1903, Appendix, p. 28 f.
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is that of tlie Uttarakurus : 'he that entereth it,

if human, is sure to perish.' In the lidmayana
(iv. 43) we meet with a description of the North
where the monkeys are despatched in search of

Sita. There many fabulous mountains and places,
which do not form part of the Pauranic system of

geography, are mentioned. In the Nortli sun and
moon cease to shed light, and even farther north
live the Uttarakurus.* Their country is bounded
by the Northern Ocean, in which rises Mount
Somagiri, scarcely accessible even to gods.
Notwithstanding the prevalence of Pauranic

geography durin>^ the classical period and some
centuries before it, some faint knowledge of an
actual tribe of Uttarakurus, somewhere on the

slopes of the Himalayas, seems to have continued
even then. Lassen t has drawn attention to some
notices in the Epics and classical writers where
the Uttarakurus are not regarded as a fabulous

people. Important in this regard seems to be a

passage in the Vannparvnn of the Mnhdbhclrata,
lii. 145, where the Uttarakurus are placed south of

Kailasa. Mr. Pargiter, commenting on a passage
in the Mdrkctnderja PurdnaX where the (iJttara)
Kurus iire mentioned among the people

' who rest

against the Mountains,' has the following note
which sums up the whole question under dis-

cussion :

'They seem to have been the stock from which the Kurus of

Madhyade^a separated off, for the period when Dhrtarasjra and
Paij(Ju were born is described as a Golden Age, in which both
branches of the Kurus eng-aged in happy rivalry (Adi-P. cix.

4337-46) ; but the wistful recollections of their ancient home
idealized it afterwards into a blissful land, where fancy gave
itself free scope (Ramay., Kisk. xiiv. 82-115). They seem
to have occupied the uppermost valley of the Indus near its

sources, with Kailasa lying bej'ond (Vana-P. cxlv. 71025-35) ; and
fervid imagination also placed them close to Mount Meru on its

north side (Bhisma-P. vi. 207-8, and vii. 254), or in the region
Harivar?a, and declared men could not enter their sacred land
(Sabha-P. xxvii. 1054-8). They arc described as living in primi-
tive happiness, and women had the utmost freedom there (722,
4719-23 ; and Ramay. loc. at.).'

The first mention of the Uttarakurus is con-
tained in the Aifarcj/n Brdhmana. In viii. 14 we
read :

' hence all people living in northern countries,
such as the Uttarakurus, Uttaramadras, are in-

auOTirated for living without a king (vnirdjyam),
and called Viraj, i.e. "without king."'§ Here the
Uttarakurus seem to be a real people, i.e. one with
whirli the Indians, at the time of the Aitareya
Brdhmana, were actually acquainted, or, at least,
of Mhich they had some kind of positive know-
ledge ; for the very name Northern Kurus, and
the fact that they are mentioned jointly with the
Northern Madras, proves that these peoples of the
North were regarded as related by kinship to tlie

well-known Indian tribes of the Kurus and Madras.
But the Uttarakurus were already looked upon
as superior beings, for in the .same Brdhmana
(viii. 23) it is declared tliat Uttarakuru 'is the
land of the gods, no mortal can conquer it. '||

It must be added that Ptolemy (vi. 1(3) mentions
a mountain, people, and town of the name of

Ottorokorra , which obviously stands for Uttara-
kuru ; but he places Ottorokorra in Serica or China.
AYliatever may have been his reason for doing so,
he apparently reg.arded them as a real, not a

mythical people. Anil so did Pliny (vi. 20), who
mentions them under the name of Attncori, and
places them near the Phruriand Tochari. On the
otiier hand, many fables seem to have been told of
them. For Pliny says :

' de iis privatim condidit
• Even in later Pauranic myths we meet with the belief that

the sun does not shine in tlie land of the Uttarakurus ; e.g.

Sanjfi.i, the wife of the Sun, escaped in the shape of a mare in
order that her husband might not discover her {UarivaiMa,
661 fl. ; Markazufeya Pvrdna, ch. 77).

t Zeitschr. fur die Kinule des ilorgenlandft, vol. ii. p. 65 ff.

t See his translation of that Puraija in the Bibliotheca Indica,
Calcutta, 1904, p. 345.

§ M. Haug, The Aitareya Drahmniia, Bombay, 1S63, vol. ii.

p. 518.

t lb. p. 527.

volumen Amometus, sicut Hecataeus de Hyper-
boreis.' Megasthenes seems to intend the Uttara-
kurus by his Ilyperborei

* who live 1000 years, for
this is the length of life of the Uttarakurus ac-

cording to the Muddhists.
2. Description of Uttarakuru.—The classical

pas.sages about the land and the inhabitants of
Uttarakuru are lidrndyana iv. 43 and Maha-
bJidrata vi. 7, of which we subjoin a translation :

In Rdmdi/axta iv. 43 it is said that in the farthest North sun
and moon at last cease to shine

;
and if you still proceed you

come to the river Sailoda, whoHc water, acconling to the Bengal
redaction of the text, turns into stone the man who touches it.
' On either bank of that river grow reeds, called Icichaka, which
carry the Blessed {Siddhas) to the opposite bank and back.
There is Uttarakuru, the abo<le of the pious, waterc<l by lakes
with golden lotuses. There are rivers by thousands, full of
leaves of the colour of sapphire and lapis lazuli, ami the lakes,
resplendent like the niornmg sun, are adorned by golden beds
of red lotus. The country all round is covered with costly
jewels and

precious stones, with gay beds of blue lotuses of

golden petals. Instead of sand, round pearls, costly Jewels,
and gold form the banks of the rivers, which are covered with
trees of precious stones, trees of gold shining like fire. The
trees always bear flowers and fruits, they swarm with birds,
they are of a heavenly smell and touch, and yield all desires

;

other trees bring forth clothes of various shapes. [Here wo
omit four verses pronounced spurious by the Commentator.]
All the inhabitants do pious deeds, all are given to love, all,

dwelling together with their wives, have their desires fulfilled.
There one always hears the sound of song and music mixe<l
with gay laughter, pleasant to all creatures. There is none who
does not rejoice, none whose desires are not fulfilled

; and every
day those pleasant qualities grow brighter.' The text of the
Bengal redaction is much more detailed, and contains some
additions which are out of place there, but on the whole it ia

in the same strain. Besides the items given above, there are
mentioned rivers flowing with milk which form a deposit of
boiled rice, and trees on which grow beautiful maidens hanging
down from their branches.
The description of Uttarakuru in Mahdhhdrata vi. 7 runs

thus in Protap Chandra Hoy's translation :
' On the south of

the Nila mountain and the northern side of Meru are the sacred
Northern Kurus, which are the residence of the Siddhas. The
trees there bear sweet fruits, and are always covered with
fruits and flowers. All the flowers (there) are fragrant, and the
fruits of excellent taste. .Some of the trees, again, yield fruita

according to the will (of the plucker). There are, again, some
other trees that are called milk-yielding. These always j-ield
milk and six different kinds of food of the taste of Amfta itself.

Those trees also yield clothes, and in their fruits are omamenta
(for the use of man). The entire land abounds with fine golden
sands. A portion of the region there, extremely delightful, la

seen to be possessed of the radiance of the ruby, or of the lapia
lazuli, or other jewels and gems. All the sea.sons there are agree-
able, and nowhere does the land become miry. The tank.s are
charming, delicious, and full of crjstal water. The men horn
there are dropped from the world of the celestials. All are of
pure birth, and all are handsome in appearance. There twins
(of opposite sexes) are born, and the women resemble Apsaroa
in beauty. They drink the milk, sweetasrt/nffa, of those milk-
jielding trees (already mentioned). And the twins born there
(of opposite sexes) grow up equally. Both possessed of equal
beauty, both endued with similar \irtues, and both equally
dressed, both grow up in love like a couple of chakracdkas.
The people of that countr>' are free from illness, and are always
cheerful. Ten thousand and ten hundred years they live, aiid
never abandon one another. A class of birds called hhdrux><)(t,
furnished with

sharp
beaks and possessed of gfreat strength,

take them up when dead and throw them into mountain caves.
One more item must be added. In the following chapter it ia

narrated that on the south of Mount Mem there grows the
gi^rantic Jambu tree SudarAana, from which the name of

Jnmbudvipa is derived. It touches the very skies, and be-irs
fruits of U15 cubits circumference. ' In falling upon the earth
these fruits make a loud noise, and then i>our out a silver}- Juice
on the ground. That Juice of the Jambu, becoming a river,
and passing circuitously round Mount Meru, conieth to (the
region of) the Northern Kurus. If the Juice of that fruit is

quaffed, it conduces to peace of mind. No thirst ia felt ever
after ; decrepitude never weakens them.'

Most Puranas give no detailed descriptions of
the Uttarakurus, for the number of fabulous

peoples inhabiting the other rar.ws beyond tlie

Himalaj-a is very great in the I'uranas, and all

these peoples live in a state of happiness denied to
the human race.f They were in some degree the

equals of the Uttarakunis who, though still re-

garded as tlie blessed race, lost something of the
interest originally attached to them. There is,

however, a description of Uttarakuru in the

Mdrknndeya Purdna X which is apparently based
* Schwanhcck, Megasthenit Indica. Bonn, 1846, p. 117.

t See Mdrkaiyfeya Purdpa, tr. p. 282. t Tr. p. 389.
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on that contained in the passage of the Mahd-
bharata given above ; some details added to it are
of no importance.
The principal points in the above accounts of the

Uttaralcurus seem to be the following. They are a
race of superior beings, called Siddhas, neither

gods nor men. Exempt from sufi'ering, caused

by illness or old age, through the juice of the
miraculous Janibu tree, they lead a long life of

happiness and sensual pleasures, and after death
their corpses are removed by miraculous birds to

mountain caves. Their country is situated far

north, at the border of the known world, and it is

made inaccessible to man either by its own virtues
or by the petrifying river Sailoda which encircles

it. To this picture the Mahdbhdrata adds some
traits borrowed from the description of the Golden

Age given in the Puranas.* For the Uttarakurus
are said to feed on the juice of milk-yielding trees,
and to be born as twins, of opposite sexes, who
form a couple, just as was the case with primitive
men in the first krtayuga. A similar tendency to

ascribe to the Uttarakurus the condition of primi-
tive mankind may be discovered in another passage
of the Mahdbhdrata,\ where it is stated that

originally all women had sexual intercourse with
whomsoever they pleased, and that this state of

things still prevails in Uttarakuru.
Now assuming, as we are entitled to do, that

there was in early times a race of Kurus, related
to their famous namesakes in Madhyadesa, but

living outside the limits of India proper, it is easy
to imagine how they came to be regarded as the
Blessed and their country as a place of bliss. For
people look with a kind of awe on neighbouring
tribes of whom they have but slight knowledge,
and they are wont to ascribe to them superior
magical powers, as the Finns do to the Lapps ;

hence the Uttarakurus, probably, have come to be

regarded as Siddhas, which term originally denotes
one who has acquired siddhi, i.e. perfection or

magical power, by means of yoga. But there was
also another factor at work : almost everything
connected with the Himalaya seems to partake, in

some degree, of the sanctity and even divine char-
acter which the Hindus attribute to that gigantic
mountain range. When, therefore, the Uttara-

kurus, whose memory was kept alive and height-
ened by the fame of their powerful relations, the
Kurus of Madhyadesa, came to be looked upon as

sui^erior to common men, their country, situated
in the sacred Himalaya and hallowed by it, natur-

ally
was imagined as a kind of earthly paradise,

full of wonders and free from ills, where the

happiness of primitive mankind lingered on to the

present day.
This theory of the origin of the belief discussed

in this article appears to the present writer prefer-
able to the older opinion, viz. that Uttarakuru was
the original home of the Kurus of Madhyadesa,
and that ' the wistful recollections of it idealized it

afterwards into a blissful land, where fancy gave
itself free scope.' For the belief in question was
not restricted to the Kurus, but was common to
all Indians ; and, besides, such recollections of

their ancient home presuppose an intense love of

their country, which seems inconsistent with the
nature of half-nomadic tribes. At least no sucli

recollections can be instanced from any other of

the numerous Indian tribes who all, in some
remote past, migrated to India from beyond its

borders. See also State of the Dead (Hindu).
Literature.—Besides the works quoted in the notes, see

Lassen, Indische AUertitmskunde, vol. i. p. 510 ff. (2nd ed.

p. 612 ff.), 1847-61, and Zeitschrift fiir die Kunde des ilorgtn-
Imidcs, ii. 59 ff. ; Scherman, MaterialUn zur Gesch. der ind.

Vusionslitteratur, 1893. H. JACOBI.
* See art. Ages of the World (Indian) in vol. i. p. 200 ff.

t Adiparvan, cxxii.

BLEST, ABODE OF THE (Japanese).—!.
The ancient native religion of Japan, Shinto, had
little to say regarding a future life, and the old
records or sacred books are practically silent on
the subject. The clearest reference to the state
of the dead occurs in the Nihongi (Trans. Jap.
Soc. Supp. I. i. 296, London, 1896), where the
dead Tamichi appears from his tomb as a serpent
and kills his enemies. ' Therefore the men of that
time said, "Although dead, Tamichi at last had
his revenge. How can it be said that the dead
have no Knowledge?'" Shinto, in its later de-

velopments, has been influenced by Buddhism
regarding the future state of the dead. The earlier
texts frequently refer to an under world called
Yotni ('darkness'), the Boot-country {Ne no kuni),
or Bottom-land (Soko no kuni). This neutral-
tinted Hades is called 'a hideous and polluted
land

'

(Nihongi, i. 24), and one prayer invokes pro-
tection against

' the unfriendly and savage beings
of the Root-country' (Aston, Shinto, London,
1905, p. 187). But, though it is not stated to be
the region of the dead, the word yomi appears
to have been used metaphorically for the grave
or the state of the dead. There are gods in Yomi,
and some of them descended there after death,
like Izanami, whom her husband, Izanagi, tried

to rescue, according to a myth resembling that
of Orpheus and Eurydice (Chamberlain, Ko-ji-ki,
Yokohama, 1883, p. 36 ; Nihongi, i. 24 ; for other
tales of descents to Yomi, see Aston, 106, 181 ;

Joly, Legend in Japanese Art, London, 1908, p.

11). This myth may simply be a reflexion of the
belief that mortals, when they died, went to Yomi.
Native Avriters on Shinto have identified Yomi
with the state or place of the dead (Dazai Jun
[1680-1747], Trans. Third Inter. Cong. Hist. Rel.,

Oxford, 1908, i. 163 ; Motoori [1730-1801] ; Aston,
55), but the question is obscure. Generally the

gods of Yomi are divinities of death, disease,

pestilence, and poverty, and in a Norito, or Ritual,
offences are described as sent to Yomi by the god
Ibuki-do nushi (Aston, 302). In later times, Yorni
is regarded as a place of punishment, and is

identified with the Buddhist Jigoku, or heU (Joly,

117 ; Aston, 54, 367).
2. Heaven,—As in most primitive forms of

eschatology a difference is made between the

future state of men of rank, power, and wealth,
and that of the masses of the people, so it was

probably in Japan. Izanagi, who was not im-

mortal, after his futile attempt to regain Izanami,

died, and went, according to one account, to an

island ; but, according to another, to heaven, and
dwelt in the palace of the Sun. The 'plain of

high heaven' is also the place where great men,
lieroes, mikados, and the like are said to go, there

to dwell with the gods. This is in accordance

with the later deification of men, whether living

or dead (mikados, wise, virtuous, and heroic men),
who would tlien be associated with the heavenly

deities, as a class of lesser gods. Later Sliintoism,

adopting Chinese views of the soul, maintains that,

at death, the kon, the positive spirit or ijang, goes
to heaven (Aston, 52). Ame, or heaven, where the

gods dwell, is minutely described in the early
records. It lay just over the earth, and was con-

nected with it by the '

floating bridge of hea,ven
'

(perhaps the rainbow), and supported by a pillar,

tliough the wind-gods are also described as tlie

pillars of heaven. The tranquil river of heaven is

the milky way, where the gods assemble. It has

mountains, caves, valleys, streams, groves, fields,

trees, and flowers, and all kinds of grain. The
rock-cave of heaven, whither the sun-goddess on

one occasion retired, is particularly referred to,

as well as the rare jewels, the marvellous mirror,

and the splendid robes hung on the sacred sakaki
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tree to tempt her forth. The sctMieiy of the
'

plain of high heaven
'

is that of earth on a more
beautiful and extensive scale. (For these details,
see Ko-ji-ki and Nihongi.) Tales of mortals

ascending to the sky and remaining there, either

through magical powers or by divine favour, are
common (Joly, 163, 295).

3. The Eternal Land.—Toko-yo no knni, the
Eternal Land, is sometimes spoken of as the place
whither certain persons go after death, e.g. the god
Sukunabikona and a brother of Jimmu, the first

Mikado (Aston, 54, 117). This Eternal Land is

sometimes identified -with Korea or China. From
it Tajima Mori brought a fragrant fruit, the

orange. The land lay across the sea and took ten

years to reach, and on his return he said,
'

Tiiis

Eternal Land is no other than tlie mysterious
realm of gods and genii, to which mortals cannot
attain' {Nihongi, i. 186-7). In a well-known

popular tale the Eternal Land is identified with
the palace beneath the waves of the Dragon King
of the Sea.
Urashima, having rescued the king's daughter, went thither

with her and remained (or three years. At the end of that
time he left, promising to return, and was given a box which
his wife forbade him to open. Having reached his home, he
found that over 300 years had elapsed and he was thought to be
dead. Forgetting the injunction he opened the box, when a

light puff of smoke came from it. This was his soul, and he
fell dead (Joly, 382 ; Aston, 52).

The Eternal Land is also identified with Hor-

aisan, an island paradise of which Japanese legend
and art have much to tell. Horaisan is the land
of everlasting life, where stands Fusan, the moun-
tain of immortality. On it grows a wonderful
tree with roots of silver, a trunk of gold, and
fruits of rare jewels. The finest flowers and
fruits, all unfading, grow there ; eternal spring
reigns ; the air is always sweet, the sky always
blue. The place is rarely found by mortals,

though many have sought it, for it is visible only
for a moment afar off.

One favourite story tells how Wasobiowe reached it after

long voyaging and was met there by Jofuku, another mortal

visitor, who had fled from a tyrannical emperor under pretence
of seeking the herb of immortality, and had found life so

Eleasant
in Horaisan that he had no wish to return. Waso-

iowe also remained there for two hundred years, which lapsed
away as in a dream. All things remained as in a peri)etual

present ; there was neither birth, sickness, decay, nor death.
The island was peopled by wise men and beautiful women,
the elect of the gods, and with them he passed the years with

laughter, music, and song. But he tired of this unvarying
sweetness and calm, and longed for death or escape. Finding
no means of dying, for death was impossible there, he trained a

giant stork to carry him, and at last fled away on its back.
After many other wanderings he returned to Japan to tell

of the wonders of Horaisan (Brauns, Jap. Mdrchen, Leipzig,
1885, 146; Kinder, Old-Wnrld Japan, London, 1895, 79; Joly,
126, 239, 386).

4. Western Paradise of Japanese Buddhists.—
Several influential sects of Buddhism in Japan,
though their teaching is rejected by many other

Japanese Buddhists, owe tiieir popularity to their

doctrine of the Western Paradise of Amida. This
doctrine of Northern Buddliism was first introduced
into Japan in definite form by the Jo-do Shu,
or ' Sect of the Pure Land,' and it is plainly ex-

pressed in one of the books of the Northern
Buddhist canon, honoured and widely read by
these sects, the Hok-k^-kio, the Japanese name
for the Snddharina Pundarika, an extremely
rhetorical and imaginative work. The founder of

the Jo-do sect in Japan was the Buddhist saint,
Honen (1133-1211), the fundamental tenet of his

teaching being belief in the power of the saviour

Amida, Lord of Sukhavatl, the land of purity and
bliss in the AVest. This teaching was based on
that of the Chinese founder of tlie sect, Zendo.
Entrance to the pure land of Amida after death
was made to depend upon belief in, and repeti-
tion of, prayer to Amida ; and this simple doctrine,

ea-sily understood, at once became popular. Ac-
cording to Honen,

'

Perfect bliss Amita would not have till he knew that all
who would invoke him might be saved. This is his primal vow.
Every sentient being has the chance of being saved, since he is

living in enlightenment. Whoever calls earnestly upon his
name, will enter that realm of purity. Amita Buddha, as in
a vision, he shall see coming to him, and at death he shall
welcome him with all his saints ; nor shall obstacles nor demons
keep him back

'

(Anesaki,
'

Honen, the Pietist Saint,' Trans.
Third Inter. Cong, lligt. of Ucl., Oxford, 19(i8, i. 124 f.).

Even more emphatically is faith in Amida alone
taught by the .Shin-shiu, or 'True Sect,' which
also holds out the reward of the Western Paradise,
painting its delights in more attractive colours,
while it teaches that not merely at death does
A mida take the believer under his protection to con-
duct him to paradise, but even now, immediately
upon his profession of belief. The Nichiren Sect,
on the other hand, teaches that a man must work
out his own salvation. Amida dwells in this blissful
Western I'aradise or Pure Land, called Sukhavati,
as ruler of the blessed dead. In it, said Honen,
'There shall be no distinction, no regard to male or female,

good or bad, exalted or lowly ; none shall fail to have Pure
Life, after having called, with complete desire, on Amita.
Just as a great stone, if on a ship, may complete a voyage
of myriads of miles over the great waters, and yet not sink ; so
we, though our sins are heavy as giant boulders, are borne
to the other shore by Amila's primal vows, not sinking in
the sea of birth and death' (Anesaki, i. 125).

The Pure Land is open to all who wish to be
re-born there, and this blissful existence is thus
made ea.sy for all to whom the necessary discipline
for the final attainment of Nirvana presents endless
difficulties, while it has taken the place of Nirvana
in practical thought. The Pure Land is thus
described in the Saddfuirma Pundarika :

' There no women are to be found ; there sexual intercourse
is absolutely unknown ; there the sons of Gina, on springing
into existence by apparitional birth, are sitting in the undetiled

cups of lotuses. And the Chief Amitabha himself is seated
on a throne in the pure and nice cup of a lotus, and shines
as the Sala-king' (Kern, HBE xxi. 417).

The same work also states that any female,
afterreading and learning its twenty-second chapter
(' Ancient Devotion ')

'will, after disappearing from earth, be re-bom in the world
Sukhavati, where the Lord Amitayas, the Tatbagata dwells,
exists, lives, surrounded by a host of Bodhisattvas. There will
he (who formerly was a female) appear seated on a throne
consisting of the interior of a lotus ; no affection, no hatred,
no infatuation, no pride, no envy, no wrath, no malignity will

'

vex him.' He becomes a Bodhisattva, his e<|ual is not to be
found in the world, including the gods, with the only exception
of the Tathagata (ib. 380 ff. ; cf. 251-2/>4).

Again, tho.se who write and keep this Sutra
'shall, when they disappear

from this world, be re-bom In
the company of the gods of paradise, and at that birth shall

eighty-four thousand heavenly nymphs immediately come
near them. Adorned with a high crown, they shall as angels
dwell amongst those nymphs

'

{to. 435).

Vivid descriptions of the Western Paradise
abound in the larger and smaller Sukluivrttivyuhft,
works which are of authority to the Pure Land
and Shin-shiu sects (SEE xlix. pt. ii., Oxford,
1894). In the smaller work, birth in the Land of
Bliss occurs if the name of Buddlia Amitabha is

merely repeated for a few nights before death ; and
it asserts that birth there is not a reward and re-

sult of goo<l works in earthly life (op. cit. 98 f.).

But in the larger work the doctrine of merit is

not thus neglected. According to both works, the

Happy or Blissful Land is a state where there is

neither mental nor bodily pain, for pleasure is

universal ; the name of hell is unknown, and the

length of life there is immeasurable. It is adorned
with terraces, and enclosed on every side with the
four gems, gold, silver, beryl, and crystal. It con-
tains lotus lakes adorned with gems, on their banks
grow trees of g»'ms, in their waters float lotus

flowers of various colours. There are great rivers

of different kinds, with waters of different sweet

odours, bearing up flowers of different perfumes
and adorned with different gems. The dwellers
there bathe in the waters, which rise exactly to

the height they desire, and are exactly of the

temperature they prefer. Exquisite music is
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caused by the flowing of the rivers, by the trees
and bells, by innumerable birds singing in concert.

Every one bom in that land is endowed with
strength, dominion, and accumulation of virtue,
and obtains dress, ornaments, gardens, palaces,
and

every enjoyment of touch, taste, smell, and
sound. Whatever food they desire they enjoy
without even tasting it. Or if they desire musical
instruments, or ornaments, or a palace, these

appear before them ; and in such palaces they
dwell and enjoy themselves, surrounded by myriads
of Apsarases. Language and metaphor are ex-
hausted in these two works to set forth the bliss

of this glorious, fertile, and beautiful Paradise.

Probably the original source of the conception of
the Land of Bliss was the Brahmanic teaching
regarding the city of Varuna in the west, some-
times called Sukhd, or ' the Happy' (Max Miiller,
introd. SBE xlix. pt. ii. p. xxii). Many Japanese
works have been composed on the Western Para-
dise of Amitabha.

See, further, Buddhist section of this article,

p. 687».
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J. A. MacCulloch.
BLEST, ABODE OF THE (Persian).—The

Persian tradition concerning an abode of the blest
on earth has given rise to much confusion through
its wide-spread interpretation as a Flood legend,
an additional element of complication being the

divergent theories regarding the original character
of its hero, the Indo-Iranian Yama-Yima. In
view of this confusion it seems best to give
first, without comment, the data of the Avesta
and Pahlavi literatures, then the spread of the
belief to other religious systems and its possible
parallel in Norse mythology, and finally to discuss
the meaning of the legend.

I. Data of the Avesta, etc.—The earliest source
for the Iranian legend of the abode of the blest
on earth is the second part of Vendldad ii., which
falls into two parts, 1-20 treating of Yima and
his Golden Age, and 21-43 devoted to Yima's
vara, or enclosure, which wiU here be considered
aa constituting the abode of the blest.
This chapter may be summarized as follows (cf. also the

analysis on the basis of textual criticism and the tr. by Geldner
in Kuhn's Zeitschrift, xxv. 179-192). Yima was the first of
mortals, excepting Zoroaster, to whom Ahura Mazda taught
hia rehgion (1-2) ; but on his confession that he was '

neither
formed nor learned to remember and to sustain the faith,'
Ahura Mazda urged him 'to further creatures, to increase
creatures, and be the protector, guardian, and overseer of
creatures,' to all of which Yima agreed, declaring that '

in my
kingdom there shall be neither cold wind nor hot, neither
disease nor death '

(3-6). In the first 300 years of Yima's reign' the earth was full of cattle small and great, of men, and dogs,
and birds, and fires red and blazing,' so that he was compelled
to go further south and enlarge the earth bv a third (8-11).
In 600 years he was forced to enlarge the earth by two-thirds,
and in 900 years by three-thirds, still proceeding southward
(12-20). Here ends the first section of the chapter. In the
second part, which here concerns us more immediately, Ahura
Mazda and the 'spiritual angels' meet Yima and the 'best
men '

in the holy region of Airyanam Vaejo, which may perhaps
be identified with Azarbaijan (Jackson, Zoroaster, New York,
1899, pp. 193-197),

* and here the Deity warns Yima (21-24)
of the coming of terrible winters (on the translation of this
difficult passage see Bartholomae, Zum altiran. Wi/rterb.,

Strassburg, 1906, p. 98 f.). Yima is accordingly commanded to

*
Airyanam Vaejo is also identified by Darmesteter (Le Zend-

Avesta, Paris, 1892-93, ii. 5-6) with Arran, the modern Karabagh
in Trans-Caucasia, and by Marquart (Eraniahr, Berlin, 1901,
p. 155) with Chorasmia ; but, as Bartholomae very pertinently
remarks (Altiran. Wijrterb., Strassburg, 1904, col. 1314), 'as ist

nicht zu bestimmen, wobin man es verlegt bat.'

make a vara a iaretu (according to the tradition, 2 miles)
square, which should serve as an abode for men and cattle, and
in which should be running water in a course a hd&ra (according
to the tradition, 1 mUe) long, with birds along its banks. To
this vara, moreover, should be taken the germs of cattle,human beings, dogs, birds, fires, all animals, all plants, and all

foods, and these germs should be in pairs (mi&waire) and
undecaying

'

all the time that these men shall be in the varas '

(varefsva, possibly, however, only a plurale majestatis) ; while
no sort of deformity, disease, or iniquity should here be found
(23-29). In the upper part of the vara were to be nine streets
(pereOwo), in the middle six, and in the lower three, the first

contaming 1000 germs of human beings, the second 600, and the
lower 300

; and the vara was also to have ' a shining door,
havmg ite own light on the inner side

'

(30) as well as 'houses,and a cellar, and a forecourt, and a bastian, and a circumvalla-
tion

'

(26). This vara, which was to be constructed by being'

stamped apart with the heels and dug asunder with the hands'
(31), was accordmgly made by Yima (32-38). The illumination of
the vara was from '

lights self-determined and world-det«rmined
(i.e. eternal and transitory). Only once (each year) does one
behold the setting and the rising stars, and moon, and sun ; and
they think that what is a year is (but) a day. When 40 years
have elapsed, from two human beings are bom two human
beings, twins, both male and female ; so (also) of them that
are of animal kind. And these human beings, who are in the
vara that Yima made, live with most happv life

'

(40-41), The
religion of Ahura Mazda was brought to the vara by the bird
Karshiptar (the spiritual lord of all birds and acquainted with
speech ; cf. Bundahii-n xix. 16, xxiv. 11), and the temporal and
spiritual lords are Urvatat-nara (one of the three earthly sons of
Zoroaster and the head of the agricultural class

; cf. Bundahiin
xxix. 5, xxxiL 5) and Zoroaster himself

(42-43).The remaining Avesta material of relevance in
the present connexion adds little to the main
source just summarized. Airyanam Vaejo is de-
scribed as the first country created by Ahura
Mazda

( Vendldad i. 2), and in it, as a region pre-
eminently holy, sacrifice was oflered by Zoroaster
( YaSt v. 104-106, ix. 25-27, xvii. 45-47 ; see also

Jackson, loc. cit.), and even by Ahura Mazda
(YaSt V. 17-19, XV. 2-4); and there are a number
of allusions to the Golden Age of Yima's reign,
though the first section of Vendldad ii. shows
that this Golden Age is a tradition separate
originally from that of the vara, to which it

forms a jwa^t-prelude (see Yasna ix. 4-5 ; YaSt
ix. 8-11, XV. 15-16, x\Ti. 28-31, xix. 32-33 ;

Aogemadaeca, 94-95; cf. also the Pahlavi /a/naw/t-
Namak, ed. and tr. Modi, Bombay, 1903, p. 113 f.).

The Pahlavi literature adds considerable in-

formation to our knowledge of the Persian abode
of the blest on earth. The account given in
Vendldad ii. is summed up briefly in Dmkart
VII. i. 20-24. BundahiSn xxix. 14, states that
'

[the enclosure] formed by Yim is in the middle
of Pars, in Sruva ; thus, they say that what Yim
formed is below Mount Yimakan '

(see West, SBE
V. 120, note 5, and Justi, Bundehesh, Leipzig,
1868, p. 143) ; but Dlnd-i Malnog-i Khrat Ixvi.

15-19, says that * the enclosure formed by Yim
is constructed in Airan-vejo, below the earth'*

(so also BundahiSn xxxii. 5, and the Persian

Rivdyat, ed. and tr. Sachau, JRAS, 1868, p. 229 ff.,

esp. p. 253), adding that there men lived 300

years. The same treatise describes the blessedness
of Airyanam Vaejo (xxiv. 17-35), where, despite
the evils of many serpents and ten months of

winter, men live 300 years, with one child every
40 years, keeping the primitive faith, and virtuous.

I'he real crux in the interpretation of the vara
is constituted by the pa.ssages Ddiistdn-l Denlk
xxxvii. 94-95 ; Dlnd-i Mdlnog-l Khrat xxxvii.
27-31 ; Bahman YaSt iii. 55 (and its Persian

paraphrase ; cf. West, SBE v. p. lix) ; Dlnkart
VII. ix. 1-4, and Jdmdspji-Ndmak, tr. Modi, p. 118.
The most complete of these passages, with which all the rest

agree, is Da{istdn-i Dinik xxxvii. 94-95 (tr. West, SBE xviii.

109 f.):
' One (of the proofs of the ultimate triumph of Ahura

Mazda over Ahriman) is this, that is, even that prodigious
devastation of which it is declared that it happens through the
rain of Malkosh, when, through snow, immoderate cold, and
the unproductiveness of the world, most mortals die ;

and even

• West (SBE xxiv. 109, note 8) takes this to imply
' that its

position could no longer be discovered on earth.' The passage
Vendiddd IL S1-S2 should, however, be considered in this

connexion.
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the thinps attainable by mortals are attended with threatenings
of scarcity. Afterwards—as among the all-wise, preconcerted
remedies of the beneficent spirit such a remedy was estab-

lished that there is one of the species of lands that is called

"the enclosure formed by Yim," through which, by orders

issued by Yim, the splendid and rich in flocks, the son of

Vivangha, the world is again filled—men of the best races,
animals of good breeds, the loftiest trees, and most savoury
foods, in that manner came back miraculously for the restora-

tion of the world ;
which new men are substituted for the

former created beings, which is an upraising of the dead.'

The tables of Zoroastrian chronology drawn up by West
SBE xlvii. 28-31) show that the accession of Vima took

place anno ante religionem 2717 = 3347 B.C., that he was slain

anno ante religionem 2000 = 2630 B.C., and that the winter of

Malkosh (Avesta MahrkiiSa) was to take place in the century
anno relujionis 1400-1500= a. d. 770-870, so that the vara of Yima
would have lasted over S.'iOO years.

2. In other religious systems.—The legend of

Yiina's vara was Iiorrowed by Mandfcanism, and
has also been claimed to exist in Juda'o-Christian

ajiocaiyptic literature. In the former system,
according to oral traditions collected by Petermann
and Sioutli (Brandt, Manddisrfie Iteligion, Leipzig,
1889, p. 154), the earth, after the depopulating
catastrophes of the end of the world, will be

re-peopled from KOiyo h'ju^d, a mysterious and in-

visible, but transitory, locality upon the earth,
where dwell perfectly righteous, religious, and

happy men who die without pain. Other sources
locate this mystic world either beyond the northern
mountain range, or, as in the scanty and late

allusions in the Genzd (r. 29, 18 ; 302, 18 ; 338 ult.

-339, 5), regard it as floating in the clouds (Brandt,

op. cit. pp. 37 f., 53, 60 f.). In this Mand.can
NOBOD N'jirD Brandt (op. cit. p. 154) sees, probably
rightly, a reminiscence of Yiraa's vara. As regards
the Judceo-Christian borrowing, it will besufhcient
to refer to Boklen, Venoandtschnft dcrjud.-christl.
mit dcr pars. Eschatologie, Gottingen, 1902, pp.
136-144, who mentions Commodian's Instructiones,
II. i. 20 ff., and Carman apologeticum, 941 fi'., the
Narratio Zosimi, ch. 10, as well as the Ethiopic Con-

flicts of the Hohj Apostles, even though it seems to

the present writer that the resemblances here noted

by Boklen are too general in character, and too

near akin to what would naturally occur to one

describing a place of ideal bliss, to be positively
claimed as borrowed from Iranian belief. An
analogue to the legend of Yima's vara has been

sought, as common property of the Indo-Germanic

peoples, by Rydberg (Teutonic Mythology, Eng.
tr., London, 1906, pp. 306-390, esp. pp. 379-388)
in Norse mythology. With the vara he compares
the Norse Jord lifanda manna ('earth of living
men'), or Oddinsakr ('acre of the not-dead'), a
land either subterranean or on the surface of the

earth, but in either case almost impossible for

living men to reach. In this realm, which was
niled by Gudmund (Mimir) and enclosed by
bulwarks that no disea-se, deatli, or age could

surmount, and where none could die, men lived

many generations (cf. also Meyer, German.

JJ/y<W., Berlin, 1891, pp. 126 f., 134 f.). Further-

more, the final cataclysm will be preceded by the

fimholvetr, a three years' winter with no summer,
during which Lif and LifthrasirC Life 'and 'Immor-

tality') conceal them.selves in Hoddmimer's grove,
•whence, after all the rest of mankind have been

destroyed, they will emerge and re-people the
earth (Soderblom, La Vie future d'apri^s le maz-
dfisme, Paris, 1901, pp. 204-221 ; de la

Saussaye,
Riligion of the Teutons, 1902, p.

3.t1 f.
; .see also

below, p. 709 f.). While Ciiristian elements have
alino.st certainly been incorporated in thb Norse
account (de la Saussaye, loc. cit. ; Meyer, op. cit.

p. 163), and though it would be, in the present
writer's opinion, a scarcely warranted assumption
to suppose that the Norse and Iranian traditions
form part of an Indo-Germanic religion, it may
be, nevertheless, that the two legends of an
earthly abode of the blest serve to illustrate each

other. Arising independently and under dilferent

conditions, they miglit yet be parallel in their

psychological development.
The most important quesLion of

parallelism,
however, is with India. Yitiia, as is well known, is

an Indo-Iranian figure, firidiiig liis coiiiiterjiart in

the Indian Yama ((^f. Spiegel, Arische Periode,
Leipzig, 1887, pp. 243-2.'>6). The original nature
of Yama has been tiie subject of much speculation
(cf. the data and references in Macdonell, Vedic

Mythologij, Strassburg, 1897, pp. 171-174) ; but,
in the writer's opinion, it may oe regarded as ad-

mitting of little doubt tliat, whatever theosopliical
and even astro-mythological attributes were given
him, he was, primarily, as the Atharvaveda
(XVIII. iii. 13) says,

' he who of mortals was the
first to die'

(yo
maniara pratluiino mdrti/nnum).

He is thus tlie king of the dead (Itigvcda, ix.

cxiii. 7fl'., X. 14), for whom 'may Yama there
mete out abodes' ('trd yarnah sddand te niinotu,
X. xviii. 13), 'there' obviously being his realm in

'the inmost recess of the sky' (avarodhanaih
divah, IX. xiii, 8). But this realm of '

King Yama'
is not the vara of Yima, the one being celestial,
and the other, as we have seen, terrestrial. The
two have in common only the one point, that
Yama-Yima is their king, the nexus evidently
being that, to the Indian, Yama, as the first

mortal, is king of all who later die ; while, to the

Iranian, Yima, as the primeval man, fittingly waa
king in the Golden Age, and so ruler of the abode
of the blest as well.
The vara of Yima has, however, been brought into direct

connexion with Indian legend by Keinaud {iithnoire sur I Indt,
I'aris, 1849, pp. 34fi-350), who identifies it with the mythic*!
city of Yamakoti (' Yama's Castle '), mentioned in late Sanskrit
astronomical works. This material is summarized by al-Biruni

(India, tr. Sachau, London, 1888, i. 267
f.)^

who states, on the
basis of the Hindu astronomers, that ' m the four cardinal
directions with relation to this line {which divides the earth
into dry and wet halves] there are four great cities : Yamakofi
in the east, Komaka [Rum, Byzanlium] in the west, Lafika

[usually identified with Ceylon] in the south, Siddhapura (a

mythical "City of the Blest"] in the north. . . . When the
sun rises over the line which passes both through Mem and
I^nka, that moment is noon to Yamakoti, mirlnight to the
Greeks, and evening to Siddhapura. ... A man in Yamakoti
ob8er^•e8 one idcntic&l star rising alKJve the western horizon,
whilst a man in Rum at the same time observes it rising above
the eastern horizon." Yamakoji is the antipodal point to Rum
lib. pp. 272, 303), and 'is,' according to Ya'fjub and al-Kazin,
' the country where is the city Tara [Rcinaud would read

Barah (
= Vara) for Taralj, i.e. i lU for J lU] within a sea. . .

As ko{i means "castle" and Yama is the angel of death, the
word reminds me of Kangdiz, which, according to the Persians,
had been built by Kai Ka'us or Jam [Yima] in the most remote
east, behind the sea, ... for diz means in Persian "castle,"
tako^i in the Indian language' {ib., p. 303 f.). Kangdiz (the
Kanha of Yait v. 64) is, however, distinctly described as
separat* from Airan-v6j, so closely associated with the cara
(Biindahiiii xxix. 4 f., xxxii. 5 ; I/ind-i ildiju'g-i Khra( Ixii.

12-16; Sad Dar x. 7), and as 'in the direction of the east,
at many leagues from the bvd of the wide-formed ocean towards
that side' (DUndahiin xxix. 10), Hyde {Ilitt. religionit
veterum Pertarum, Oxford, 1700, p. 173) records, from a
manuscript of the Almagegt, a mythical city of Jamgard
('City of Yama = Yima') on the equator to the extreme uwt:
and Abul Fida descrilics Jamkut, or, as the Persians c^ed
it, Janigard, aa on the equator, to the extreme east, and
anti|xxlal to the (classical) Islands of the Blest (Reinaud, p.
3.'io). Yamakoti seems to the present writer to be a speciflcalljr
Indian development. At all events, the data do not appear to
him to warrant any real connexion or kinship between Yama-
koji and Yima's rnra—the location is too different, the
chronological dilUcultits in any hyjwthesis of connexion are
too great, and the development of Yama and Yima in India
and Iran is too divergent from the Indo-Irani.in period onward
to render plausible the theory of actual relationsnip of the two
mythical places, which, after all, can no more be localized than
can the 'seacoast of Bohemia."

3. Meaning of the legend.
—The ^iew is widely

current that the story of Yima and his vara la

a legend of the Deluge—a theory defended with
much learning by Kohut (ZDSIG xxv. 61-68),
Usener (DieSintflutsagen, Bonn, 1899, pp. '208-212),
Geldner (Kuhn's Z';i7.9rAr(/<, loc. cit.), Wintemitz,
(' Flutsagen des Alterthums und der Naturvolker,'
in Mittheilungen der anthropol. Gesellschaft in
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Wien, xxxi. 328 f.), Darmesteter {op. cit. ii. 19 f.,

iii. pp. Iviii-lx), and Lindner ('Die iran. Flut-

sage,' in Festgruss an Rudolf von Roth, Stuttgart,
1893, pp. 213-216). This hypothesis is untenable,
as has been shown by Bishop Casartelli (Philo-

sophy of the Mazdayasnian Religion under the

Sassanids, Eng. tr., Bombay, 1889, p. 198 f.), and
especially by Soderblom (op. cit. pp. 167-222,
where will be found a rich collection of parallels
and full citation of authorities on both sides).
Not only is the vara of Yiraa eschatological in

purpose, and existing for centuries, but certain
other chosen heroes, as Windischmann observes

(Zoroastr. Studien, Berlin, 1863, pp. 244-249), are
also immortal on this earth (BimdahiSn xxix. 5f.),

though their domains do not constitute, merely
because of their personal immortality, any abode
of the blest.

The Iranian legend of Yima, who is far more
real than his Indian counterpart, is, in the present
writer's opinion, more primitive than the Vedic
view itself, even though the Iranian records are,
in their present form, of a late period, probably
a round millennium posterior to those portions of

the Rigveda which deal Avith the apotheosized
Yama. The Iranian tradition may also be of more
than eschatological significance, for it would seem
to be a blending of two motifs, the Golden Age
and the Abode of the Blest, plus a migration
tradition of distinct value. The first two motifs
have already been sufficiently discussed, but a
brief note may be appended on the story as a

migration legend. Airyanam Vaejo, the scene of

the Golden Age of Yima (see above, p. 702''), was,
despite its sanctity and beauty, a land where, as the
Vendlddd states (i. 3),

' there are ten winter months,
two summer months. . . . There is the centre
of winter, there the heart of winter.' From this

region, according to Vendlddd ii., Yima, after
600 years, was forced by increase of population to

go southward, and to repeat the process after 900

years. This can be explained on ly as the southward

migration of the Iranians (very probably, indeed,
of the Indo-Iranians), and it would seem as though
the tradition which locates the vara in ' the middle
of Pars' marks this place as the centre of the
Iranian peoples when they ceased their wandering.
At the same time Airyanam Vaejo was retained in

memory as the realm of the Golden Age, and in

it, by a transfer of thought which would not be

unnatural, was localized the vara, the abode of
the blest. The migration thus suggested would
serve to confirm the theory, now so generally held,
of the wandering of the Indo-Iranian stock from
the early home of the Indo-Gerraanic races in

Europe through Armenia into north-western
Persia, and so south through the mountain passes
leading to the Panjab. This wandering, too,
accounts for the fame of Yima as a builder of

cities, among them Saru or Hamadan, Ctesiphon,
and the ruin still known as the Taht-i Jamsid,
or ' Throne of Jamshid,' at Persepolis (Justi,
Iran. Nanienbuch, Marburg, 1895, p. 144 ; Win-
dischmann, op. cit. p. 36; Mirkhond, Hist, of the

Early Kings of Persia, tr. Shea, London, 1832, p.
104 f. ; Jackson, Persia Fast a7id Present, New York,
1906, p. 310).
Literature.—This has been given in detail in the article.

Louis H. Gray.
BLEST, ABODE OF THE (Semitic).—In the

earliest period known to us the dead were all

thought to go irrevocably into the under world,
and to remain there perpetually. The life of the
under world was most gloomy and unattractive,
and it was shared alike by all, regardless of their

conduct in this life. Among the Semites this view

prevailed until within a century or two of the

Christian era. "While this conception was enter-

tained, the '

blest
' were believed to be those happy

primitive men who had lived in the Golden Age,
when there was no sin or misery, and when the

gods had been on familiar terms with men. Men
had then dwelt in the abode of the gods.
The earliest literary expression of this view is

found in Gn 2 and 3, a part of the J document
(9th cent. B.C.). Some of the material of this
document is, however, far older, and reflects as
its still recognizable original the picture of a
primitive Semitic oasis in Arabia. The garden is

the oasis. It is known to be the dwelling of deity
by the striking contrast between its luxurious

vegetable life and the surrounding desert. The
tree of knowledge and of life grows in its midst.
This is the palm.* God comes and walks there as
in a park ; there man and woman dwell without
labour or suffering. God, men, and animals form
one primitive community, and each talks with the
others. Men have not yet begun to beget children
or to wear clothing. In other words, the state of

blessedness here pictured is thought to be anterior
to the dawn of civilization. There are many
reasons for believing that this conception is a
half-distorted recollection from primitive Semitic

days. It corresponds with the main features of
that primitive Semitic civilization in which a cult

peculiarly Semitic was evolved. Traces of this

cult are found in every Semitic nation, f Some of
the conceptions of this primitive paradise are also

traceable in widely separated Semitic sources. The
conceptions just described are found in the earlier

stratum of the Biblical story (for there are two
strata, one by J^ and the other by J^). This older

stratum consists of Gn 2*^-^-
I'-^s 3i-"- ^i-

23. in thi.s

form of the narrative there was but one tree, and
the only indication in this portion that the story
had anything to do with Babylonia is the fact that
the garden is called '

Eden,' a word evidently
identical with edennu, the Bab. word for alluvial

plain. In the portion afterward added by J*

(Gn 2"-" 3^2- 2^), the garden is definitely located
in the region of Babylonia by the mention of the

Tigris and Euphrates rivers.:!^

Although the Babylonian literature thus far

recovered contains no complete story parallel to

this one, many of the elements of this narrative

are found in Bab. poetry and art. Thus in the

Gilgamesh epic there is a story of a primitive
man, Eabani, who was made, like Adam, of a bit

of earth or clay, and who lived a primitive life,

without clothing, among the animals until he was
enticed away by a woman (cf, KB vi. 121-129).
The palm as the sacred tree appears in various

forms, sometimes naturally draAvn, and sometimes

greatly conventionalized, in all periods of Bab,

and Assyr, art, from archaic seals to late palace
decorations. From Eridu, where there was a
sacred palm tree, comes the story of Adapa, who
was defrauded of food which would have made him
like a god (cf. KB vi, 93-101). The cherubim,
which in Genesis guard the entrance to Eden,
have their counterpart in the winged lion and
bull deities which in Mesopotamia guarded the

entrance to palaces and temples. It is clear,

therefore, that the elements of this primitive story
were known in Babylonia. Perhaps the original

story reached the Hebrews by way of that country,

* See Barton, Semitic Origins, 93-96.

t See Barton, op. cit. chs. iii.-vii.

j As to the identity of Gihon and Pison, views diverge.

Delitzsch (Ifo lag das Paradies?) identified these with two

canals, one of which was near Babylon, holding that Cush was

the Kassite country to the east of the Persian Gulf. Haupt
(Ueher Land und Meer, 1894-1895, No. 15) identified the Pison

with the Red Sea and the Gihon with the Nile, regarding Cush

as Nubia. Hommel (Aufsatze und Abhandiungen, 326-340)

identifies all the rivers except the Euphrates with wadys in

Arabia. Gunkel holds all the rivers to be heavenly nvers sug-

gested by the Milky Way (.Genesis, p. 33).
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for the primitive oasis is changeil into a garden,
the name of which is Bal)ylonian.

It seems that a form of this story was naturalized

at Tyre—a form in which Tyre, or the temple there,
was regarded as Paradise. Our witness to this is

the prophet Ezekiel (28is-" SP- »). As the story
was preserved in Tyre, or at least as Ezekiel con-

ceived it, Paradise was a garden, but it was situated

on a mountain. Its tree was no longer a palm, but
a cedar. In this garden were many precious stones,

and, if we may connect with it Ezekiel's description
of a holy mountain in ch. 47, a river flowed out of

it. EzeKiel's picture modihes the primitive con-

ception of the oasis still more than does the
account in Genesis. It corresponds strikingly to

the description of the sacred abode of ^umbaba,
the god of Elam, in the fifth tablet of the Gilgamesh
epic. In connexion with that was a grove of sacred
cedars. Out of the mountain on which it was
situated a sacred river ran, and here divine voices

were heard (cf. KB vi. 437, 441, 573). Cuneiform

inscriptions recovered at Susa in recent years show
that the sign for cedar tree was there a part of

their deity's name. Probably this portion of the

epic, or the story which lies behind it, had intlu-

enced the Tyrian conception of Paradise. This

primitive paradise was thought by both Babj''-
lonians and Hebrews to have been lost by the
dawn of civilization. In Genesis a serpent
tempted woman to eat the fruit of the sacred

tree, and she effectually tempted man. The
motive is that they may become like gods, know-

ing good and evil.
'

Knowing good and evil
'

in

Dt \^ is equivalent to having reached the age of

pubertJ^ The result of the sinful act of Adam
and Eve is that they perceive that they are naked,
i.e. become conscious of sex. Clothing is invented,
and child-bearing begins.* It is clear, therefore,
that this story connected the loss of the Golden

Age with the dawning of the consciousness of sex.

The Midrash Kabba, Genesis, § 20, holds that the

serpent was an emblem of the sexual passion.
Their sacred tree, the palm, was also bi-sexual,
and its fertilization was a sacred act.f Whether
the serpent and the tree were or were not con-

sciously used because of sjTiibolic significance, one
element in the Biblical story

—and it is the most

important element—was the idea that primitive
paradise was lost by the union of man and wojnan.t
The story of Eabani, quoted above, shows that this

conception was present in Babylonia also. Prob-

ably, therefore, this was the primitive Semitic
view.

In Babylonia there was also another conception
of the abode of the blest. It is found in a docu-
ment much older than the J narrative, but it is

culturally of a later origin than the story of

Paradise. According to this conception the aoode
of the gods is an island in the sea. On this island

Par-napishtim, the hero of the Bab. deluge, and
his wife had been admitted to dwell, and thither

Gilgamesh was permitted to make a journey, from
which he returned. The road to this island was a

long journey, in the course of which one came to

a great pass in the mountains of Mashu. This
was guarded by scorpion-men. After this pass
came a long road of midnight darkness. At last

one came out to a '

park of precious stones,' after
which a bitter river had to be crossed. Next came

* See Jastrow, 'Adam and Eve in Babylonian Literature,'
AJSL XV. 193-214; Barton, Semitic Origins, 93 ff.; and
Whaiham, 'The Outward Form of the Original Sin,' Amer.
Jour, of Rel. Psychology, i. 268-287.

t Barton, op. ciL 78ff.,92ff.
j The word '

Paradise,' by which Eden is frequently called,
is of Iranian orisrin. In Avesla it is pairi-daeza,

'

encircling
wall' (Vend. iii. IS). It passed into Neo-Bahylonian, Aramaic,
post-Exilic Hebrew, Neo-Hebrew, Armenian, Persian, Kurdish,
Greek, and Arabic as a word for a park or splendid garden. In
the OT it is found in Neh 28, Ca l", Ec 25.
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the 'waters of death,' beyond which the divine
island lay {KB vi. 21I-22<J). It was formerly
thought that the lllashu mountains were to bo
looked for in Arabia, as was the '

park of precious
stones,' that the 'bitter river' was the Persian
Gulf, that the ' waters of death' were the Arabian
sea, and that the happy isle lay to the south-east
of Babylonia (cf. KB vi. 467, 469. 473). Jen.sen,
however, has proposed a different view. He now
holds that the mountains of Mashu were the
Lebanon and Anti-Lebanon ranges ; that the
'

park of precious stones
' was on the Phoenician

coast ; the Mediterranean was the '
bitter river

'

;

the ' w'aters of death '

lay to the westward of the
Straits of Gibraltar ; and the abode of the gods
was in the Atlantic Ocean (cf. KB vi. 575 fF. and

Gilgamesch-Epos in cler Weltliteratur, i. 24, 34, and
Map ii. ). This view has been accepted by Zimmern
(KA T^ 573 tf. ). One strong reason in Jensen's mind
for this view is his belief that the Gilgame-sh epic
is based on a sun myth, and the sun travels from
east to west. Gilgamesh was told, it is true, when
he was desirous of crossing the dreadful waters,
that only Shamash (the sun) crossed them. In
favour of Jensen's view, too, is the fact that
Ezekiel speaks of a garden in which are precious
stones at Tyre. This would correspond to Jensen's
location of the 'park of precious stones.' The
conception of the abode of the blest just outlined
is intermediate between that embodied in the

story of the Garden of Eden and that which is

described below. The story of primitive Paradise
held that man once iiad a blest aboile with the

gods on earth, but had lost it. The Par-napislitim
and Gilgamesh stories hold that it is still pos.-,ible
that one or two ancient heroes may have attained
the happy isle, and found a blest abode with the

gods.
A third view as to the abode of the blest on

earth developed among the Jews in the two
centuries before Christ, in connexion with the
Messianic hope. It was believed that the Mes.si-

anic kingdom would be establislied, but the living
Israelites to enjoy it were but few in comparison
with the great host that had died. The author of

Is 26, therefore, writing about B.C. 334, declared
that departed Israelites should be raised from
Sheol (Is 26'*) to share in this kingdom. This
reversed the time-honoured conception with refer-

ence to the dead, and was by no means universally
accepted, as Ps 88'" and 115'^ show. It was, how-
ever, accepted by the author of Enoch 1-36, who
wrote B.C. 200-170, and who thought that dead
Israelites would be raised to enjoy a Messianic

kingdom of peace and justice. This kingdom on
the earth would in itselt be an abode of the blest.

Its capital was to be at Jerusalem (25*). Those
who attained it would enjoy lives like the patri-
archs (25^), or everlasting lives (5"), though 'ever

lasting' is elsewhere defined as hve hundred years
(10"). (For later conceptions of the Messianic

kingdom as an abode of the blest on earth, see

MES.SIAH and KiXGDOM OF God.)
When the Messianic kingdom would come, how-

ever, was uncertain, and this writer accordingly con-

ceived of another earthly abode for the blest until

the resurrection should occur. In ch. 22 he gives an
extended description of the under world. This he

pictures as divided into four parts. One of these

13 for the very wicked, another for the less wicked,
another for the good, and the last for the supremely
good. There are thus thought to be two subter-

ranean abodes of the blest in Sheol. All these

dead, except the very wicked, are to be raised.

Sheol is but a temporary abode for all except the

most desperate ; but while there the good enter in

some degree upon their delights, and the wicked

upon their torments. Although this elaborate
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division of the under world into four parts is found
in no later writer, the conception that the righteous,
Avhile waiting there, entered upon their anticipated
enjoyments, appears in at least one later apoca-
lypse (cf. 4 Ezr 778-121),* -pjj-g g^^^^g ^j j.j^g ^jgg^

was, however, temporary ; they occupied it only
while awaiting the resurrection. In later Judaism,
the abode of the blest is thought to be in a Messi-
anic kingdom of so supernatural a character that
it can hardly be called earthly, and it is often

thought to be in heaven, while in the Qur'an
Paradise has become altogether heavenly. The
conceptions of the Jewish heavenly abode com-
bine elements from the earthly Garden of Eden
with elements taken from the sacred city, Jeru-

salem, while the Muhammadan Paradise is a

transfigured oasis.

Amid the tangle of conceptions met with in

Egypt, where myths from the different nomes
mmgled inextricably after having kept their

separate existence for many centuries, four con-

ceptions as to the abode of the blest can be traced.
None of these preserves, like the primitive Semitic

story of Paradise, the memory of a far-off oasis.

The people of each nome seem to have thought
that their god created the world and mankind, and
all thought of man as having always lived by the
Nile (cf. Maspero, Dawn of Civilization, 156 ff.,

and Steindorff, Religion of the Ancient Egyptians,
35 ff. ). In Egypt, however, there was thought to
have been a Golden Age, when the gods lived
on familiar terms with men, and men were happy
and blest. This age of gods and demi-gods cor-

responds in general to the Semitic traditions of

Paradise. Two other conceptions place that abode
of the blest on earth, while the third puts it in
the heavens. We are concerned here only with
the earthly abodes.

According to the earliest of these, the dead lived
in the cemeteries, which were for the most part on
the edge of the desert to the west of the Nile, and
were veritable cities of the dead. There they
formed communities by themselves, each ruled
over by a special spirit or deity. Life here was
lived under the same conditions and the same form
as life in the land of the living. Each needed his

body, which was preserved by mummifying, and
each needed food, drink, and the various utensils
which had been of use in life. Death had, how-
ever, petrified all—the child remained a child

;
the

man, a man ; the greybeard, a greybeard. The
same organization existed there which existed

among the living
—the man ruled the wife, was

served by servants, performed the same duties and
engaged in the same recreations as when alive.
For the most part the dead remained in the narrow
confines of their own city, but by day they might
leave their narrow house to roam over the earth.

They were then subject to the same dangers of
attack from enemies, poisonous snakes, scorpions,
and crocodiles as when alive. The dead grudged
the living their happiness, and at times came back
to interfere with them. Their great opportunity
was sickness, when special charms were needed to
ward off their influence, t
This conception made no distinction between

the good and the mcked dead. It regarded all as

going to one place. It corresponds with the non-
ethical conception of the early Semites, except
that the abode of the dead was placed in the
western desert instead of in the under world.
Another Egyptian conception, also non-ethical,

regarded the abode of the dead as in the under
world. Beneath the flat earth lay another region
called Duat. By day this region was dark and

* See also R. H. Charles, Eschatology, Hebrew, Jewish, and
Christian, p. 295.

t See Steindorff, Religion of the Ancient Egyptians, p. 116 ff.

gloomy ; but at night, when the sun had set upon
the earth, this nether land was illuminated by
its rays. Like Egypt, it was characterized by
the flowing of a long river through its midst, on
either bank of which were deep caverns in which
the dead dwelt. When the sun arrived in this

land at night, there Avas thought to be great
rejoicing.

' The departed who are in their halls,
in their caverns, praise the sun ; their eyes are

opened, their heart is full of felicity when they
behold the sun ; they shout for joy when his body
is over them.'* It was only as the Osiris myth
transformed early Egyptian ideas of eschatology
that an ethical element was introduced, and an
abode of the blest, as distinguished from the

wicked, was conceived. The idea of its location

was, however, indistinct. It was sometimes placed
vaguely in the West, but was more often thought
to be in heaven.
See also STATE OF THE Dead (Egyptian).
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Geoege a. Barton.
BLEST, ABODE OF THE (Slavonic).—The

ideas of the pagan Slavs concerning the state of

the dead are known to us only from indirect

testimony and from the evidence of surviving
folk-belief. While some mediaeval chroniclers

deny that the Slavs had any conception of a
future life (which is unlikely), others freely assert

it, and there is no reason to doubt the existence
of definite beliefs on the subject (see Schafarik,
Slav. Alterthumer, Leipzig, 1843, i. 538 ; ANCESTOR-
WORSHIP [Slavonic]). Three existing words denote
the abode of the dead—Nav, Baj, and Peklo. The
tAvo last now denote heaven andf hell respectively,
but Raj evidently denoted originally a pagan
paradise. Nav denotes the place of the dead in

one chronicler, who says that ' ELrok went into

the Nav,'' while the god of the dead, or Pluto, is

called Nya by the Polish chronicler Dlugosz, who
says that the people ask him to carry them
after death 'in meliores inferni sedes.' Nav may
have denoted the abode of the dead in its general
aspect. Peklo, though it now means hell, seems

originally to have denoted a subterranean place of

warmth. Baj is still known as the eastern home
of the sun beyond the ocean, perhaps an island,
where the souls of little children dwell, playing
among the trees and gathering golden fruits.

Spirits not yet embodied and spirits after their

disembodiment also live there. It is the place
where birds and insects go in autumn, and there

are stored the types and seeds of all things on
earth. No Avinter or cold winds are known there.

These are the reflexion of earlier pagan ideas of

paradise. Folk-belief also speaks of the Isle

Buydn, itself synonymous with Raj. It also is

the home of the sun, as well as of the mythological
personifications of nature powers, of mythical
animals, e.g. the snake older than all snakes, and
of the divine maiden Zarya, who sits under a

dripping oak. Here is also the magic stone

Alatuir, referred to in many charms, from beneath
which flow mystic -rivers with healing powers. A

• See Steindorff, op. cit. p. 126 fl.
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sacred
city

hidden beneath deep waters, reached

by
'

Baty s road,' and inhabited by the Holy
Elders (the dead), is spoken of.

But there must also have existed ideas of a
mountain abode of the dead or a heavenly paradise
reached by a mountain of glass or iron, dillicult to

climb, 'the nail-clippings of the dead man, or

bear's claws, were buried with him to enable liini

to climb it. Among the Poles exists the belief

that lost souls must climb it as a punishment ;

when they have reached the summit, they slip
down agam (Grimm, ii. 836). According to some
forms of this myth, the glass mountain crowned
with a golden palace stands in the miilst of a great
orchard in the paradise of souls, and they ascend
it by means of the bear's claws (Mannhardt,
Germ. Mythen, Berlin, 1858, p. 330). The moun-
tain recurs in Slavonic and other European folk-

tales, in which the hero rescues a princess, or gains
the liand of a fair being from its summit (CF,

p. 442).
Certain folk-tales, peculiar to the Slavs, speak

of a mysterious land aoove the sky, wherein dwell

beings or animals of supernatural character and

magic power, while in tiiis land are great wealtli,

many magical objects, and abundance of food.

Thus one story describes it as possessing a mill

which gives out pie, cake, and a pot of stewed

grain ; another, a hut with walls of pancakes,
benches of white bread, and a stove of buttered
curds. In anotlier the stove is garnished with

sucking pigs, geese, and pies, and everything
which the soul can desire. Tliis sky-land is

visited by mortals who climb up a magical bean-
or pea-stalk, or a great oak, as in our Jack and
the Bean-stalk tales, and generally the visit is

resented (Ralston, Riiss. Folk-Tales, London, 1873,

p. 291 1}'. ; CF, p. 435). This upper world of riches

and plenty is not said to be an abode of the dead,
but the tales may have been derived from pagan
conceptions of an Elysium in the

sky, where tiie

gods and tlie blessed awelt. This is also suggested

by the belief, still current, tliat the soul must
make a journey after death, across tlie sea, on

foot, or by the rainbow or the Milky Way, to the

region oi the dead. The two last are obvious
survivals from pagan beliefs regarding a journey
to a heavenly paradise.

Rites in honour of the dead, still in use, include
chants of a purely pagan character, in which the

souls, having eaten and drunk, are begged to

return to heaven. In pagan times the burial rites

were all-important, as, until they were completed,
the dead could not start on their long journey.
Existing funeral songs and tales show that the
beliefs regarding the state of the dead were of

ditlerent character, or were perhaps held simul-

taneously. The dead continue to dwell in the

grave (<an idea which passes over into the vampire
belief [see Vampire]), or wander round their old

home, or exist in a separate region. But, what-
ever beliefs were held, the state of the dead was

apparently of a sensuous character. Married

people continued to dwell togetlier, and to a dead
bachelor a maiden was allotted to be his wife in

the other world. In such a case she was formerly
put to death (cf. Schrader, Totcnhochzeit, Jena,
1904, and see above, p. 22 f.).

The belief in a happy eastern repion o( perpetual warmth and
light beyond the ocean in the place whence the sun came was
widely current among: the Slavs. Such a belief is still found ;

and this region is sometimes thought to be tenanted by the

Bakhmane, who abstained from flesh, and led a holy life." The
Rakhmane are obviously the Bnihmans, and the traditions may
be derived from apocrj-phal writing&

LiTERATrRE.—W. R. RalstoD, Songs of the Russian People^,
London, 1S72 ; L. Leger, 'Etudes sur la Mvthologie slave,"RUR xlii. Iff., Paris, 1900, La MytholcnjU slave, Paris, 1901;
de la Saussaye, Lehrb. der Religionsgesehfi ii. 683, Tubingen,
1905. J. A. MacCulloch.

BLEST, ABODE OF THE (Teutonic).—
I. Introduction.—The hints supplied by myth,
folk-belief, and occasicnial passages of existing
texts, suggest that, in earlier times and probably
for a long period, the state of the dead was not

definitely formulated in Teutonic belief. The
funeral mohilirr as well as statements in tlie texts

regarding burial shows that life after death con-
tinued the life on earth. The dead may have been

supposed to dwell in the tomb, and the soul to flit

in the air or to frequent the grave, while souls <jf

warriors continued to fight in tlie air. Conceptions
of a more i)ermanent sort may, however, have
arisen quite early and ultimately gained ground.
When the dead were committed to the waves, this

suggests that their abode was over-sea, and the

f)a.ssage

in Procopius (de Bdlo Goth. iv. 20) about
ishermen, subject to the Franks, rowing souls
over by night to Brittia, may be a reminiscence of
such a belief. But we liiKl also a more general
belief in the dead living in their b<arrows or burial-

mounds, or in hills—they
' die into the hills.'

There they feast in happiness, and occupy them-
selves with the good of their surviving kindred,
and their presence in these howes, or hills, is a
source of blessing to the neighbourhood (Vigfusson
and Powell, Curpus Poet. Boreale[ = CPB], Oxford,
1883, i. 41511".). Nor is it unlikely that some of
the gods, e.ij. Odin, had also their abode at first

there, several mountains being sacred to Odin
(Grimm, i. 152). Odin was especially the god of
dead warriors, and their abode may at first have
been with him in hills, since later tradition re-

presents great heroes as slumbering in hills, some-
times, as in the case of King Charles, in the

Odenberg, with Odin (Grimm, lii. 95311'.). These
heroes may represent the dead warriors of pagan
belief, or the gods themselves considered as
mountain-dwellers. Again, the souls of dead
warriors are seen issuing from and returning to a
mountain (ib. 954). Thus the warrior host in the
mountain may be an earlier form of the warrior host
in the heavenly Valhalla (Simrock, Handb. 189).

In the Elder and Younger Eddas the conceptions
of Ilel, the under world of the dead, and Valhalla,
the warriors' heavenly alxide, are met with. Both

may have been developed from the belief that the
dead lived a subterranean existence in the baiTow
or in hills. Hel, 'the hollow place,' would be an
extension of the hollow hill or barrow, and a
similar development of the under world from the

grave is met with in Celtic belief (see Celts),
while the transition from a hill as the abode of

warriors to a sky-Valhalla would easily be made,
the sky being frequently supposed to rest on hills.

Vigfusson and Powell consider that the idea of Hel as the
abode of the dead cannot be clearly reconciled with the early
belief in the dead living in their barrows (C/'/< i. 420). Rydberg
{Teut. Mythol., London, 1889, p. bO^) reconciles the two views by
showing that, in Teutonic belief, man did not consist simply of

body and soul, but of
' a combination of factors, which in death

could be separated,' so that the dead could at the same time
descend to Ilel and inhabit the grave-mound. This is in accord-
ance with primitive and even Egyptian ideas of man's per-
sonality, and of various regions or states for the different part«
of his being after death. At the same time, the ideas of the
barrow and of Hel seem rather to represent diflcrent strata of

belief.

The subterranean region of Hel may at first have
been considered as the abode of all the dead, not

excluding warriors, even Balder going there when
he was slain, and, as late as Widukind of Corvei, the

Coet
exclaims after a battle,

' Where might there

e a Hel so great as to contain such a multitude of

the slain ?
'

(Grimm, ii. 801). But side by side with
this we find the idea, whether of later Viking
origin or not, that warriors have a separate abode.

They it was, perhaps, rather than all the dead, who
were conceived as dwelling with Odin in the hill,

or, as in tlie Edda, in the heavenly Valhalla.

2. Was Hel an abode of the blest?—Hel is usually
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regarded as a dismal and gloomy abode ; but it ia

only in the Younger Edda that this is definitely

stated, and it is not improbable that the influence

of Christian beliefs may be traced here. The re-

ferences in this Edda are three in number, and

they vary each from the other. All-father has

given to man a soul which will live and never

perish. Right-minded men will live with him in

Ving61f ;
wicked men fare to Hel, and thence into

Niflhel which is beneath in the ninth world (Gylfa-

glnning, § 3). Ving61f is later described as the fair

hall of goddesses, and it may be sj'nonymous with
Valhalla (§ 14; Grimm, ii. 820). Here the dis-

tinction is an ethical one, and Niflhel rather than
Hel is the abode of the wicked. This corresponds,
on the whole, with the description of the fate of

men after the final catastrophe :

'

Many abodes are there then good, and many bad : best is it

to be in Giml6 in heaven with Surtr ; and great store of good
drinli is there for them who drink with jo}' in the hail called

Brimir ; it stands also in heaven. That is also a good hall which
stands on Nitha-fells wrought of red gold ; it is called Sindri ; in

this hall shall abide good men and well-minded.' The wicked—
murderers and perjurers

—suffer fearful torments in Ni-strand

{Gylf. § 52).

This description is borrowed from the Voluspa,
where it is not clear whether it refers to a state of

things after the catastrophe which two mysterious
beings alone survive. Tiie sibyl sings :

'
I see a hall, brighter than the sun, shingled with gold, stand-

ing on Giml6. The righteous shall dwell therein and live in bliss

for ever. Northward on Nidavollir stands a hall of gold for

Sindri's people. On Okolnir stands another caUed Brimir, the

giants' drinking-hall." Na-strand is here also the abode of the
wicked {CPB i. 201

; of. ii. 627).

The third reference describes the goddess Hel as
cast into Niflheim, with power over the nine worlds,
and sharing those abodes of gloom and hunger with
those who die of sickness or old age. Warriors, on
the other hand, go to the blissful Valhalla (Gylf.
§ 34, 36 ff. ). Here there is no ethical distinction.
The eschatological system set forth in Voluspa depends for its

A alue on the views taken regarding that poem. Bugge's hypo-
thesis of its dependence on Christian and classical sources is

hardly tenable (Studier over de nordiske Glide- og Heltesagns
oprindelse, tr. by Brenner, Munich, 1889). More probable is the
\'iew taken by Jdnsson (Den oldiiorske og oldislandske Littera-
turs Historie, Copenhagen, 1894, 1901), that it is the product of
a pagan poet using pagan myths, but, while combating Chris-

tianity, unconsciously writing under Christian influences. The
better minds among the pagan Norse may already have felt their

way to such eschatological ideas as he sets forth".

In the Elder Edda, Vafthrudnis-mdl and Grimnis-
iiidl [CPB i. 67, 70) describe Valhalla, and the
former says of Niflliel : 'hither die the men from
Hel (a second death).' Thus Hel is not a place of

punishment, though Niflhel may be. Nor is Hel
definitely stated in the Elder Edda to be a place of

gloom. Nd-strand and Niflhel, places of punish-
ment, may thus be identical, and it is not im-

possible that the Younger Edda has confused Hel
and Niflhel, while here and in the Voluspa Giml6
and the other halls of the righteous may be identical
either with Valhalla or with Hel, considered as a
place of bliss. In Balder's Doom, Odin rides
tilrough the under world along a road through
grass-grown plains to the mighty hall of Hel, and
tinds there the walls decked with shields, the
benches strewn with mail-coats, and the mead
standing ready brewed for the hero (CPB i. 182).

Nothing is said of the gloom of Hel here, or in
the story of Herm6dhr's visit tliere to rescue

Balder, where he crosses a river over a golden
bridge (Gylf. § 49). Again, since men die from Hel
to Niflhel, it is obvious that the former is a better

place than the latter. Niflhel is the Hel which is

surrounded by fog and gloom ; Hel itself therefore
cannot be so surrounded. In Skirnirs-mdl, Gerda
is told that she will sulFer misery within the

Na-gates (corpse-gates), and will sit on Are's perch
looking longingly Hel-wards (CPB i. 114)—a pass-
age suggestive of Hel as a place of bliss. In Sona-
torrek the poet describes his dead son as having

entered ' the path of Bliss
' and gone to ' the City

of the Bees-ship
'

(CPB i. 278-9), or to ' the world of

the gods
'

(God-heim). Tlie references are obscure,
but may point to the usual abode of the dead or Hel.
An examination of the passages referring to the

Ash Yggdrasil and its roots is significant. In
GHmnis-mdl it is said that under one root dwells

Hel, under a second the Frost-giants, under a third
' mennzkir menu '

(mortal men, CPB i. 73). But
in Gylfaginning, § 15, one root is with the Asa,
and there is Urd's fountain ; one is over where

Ginunnga-gap was, and there is Mimir's spring;
the third is over Niflheim, and under it is the
fountain Hvergelmir. By an obvious misunder-

standing, one root is placed with the Asa, i.e. in

Heaven (cf. Simrock, 36), But, as all the roots are
in the under world, this root may correspond to

that which Grmmis. i)laces in Hel, and here in con-

sequence is Urd's fountain, guarded by the Norni,
who sprinkle the tree with its \\o\j water (Gylf. § 16 ;

cf. Voluspa, CPB i. 195), so that it may not wither
or rot. Urd is possibly the equivalent of the god-
dess Hel (Rydberg, 308 ; Simrock, 340). The third

root is in Niflheim, the place of punishment ; the

second, in Ginunnga-gap, must be midway between
the others. Beneath it is Mimir's spring of mead,
giving inspiration, wisdom, and poetry. Mimir
drinks it every day ; from it Odin obtained
wisdom ; and with it the root is watered (Gylf. § 15,

CPB ii. 623). Here, too, must be placed Mimir's
or Hoddmimer's Grove, where two human beings,
Lif and Lifthrasir, are hidden away during the
Monster-winter which precedes Ragnarok. They
are fed on the dews which drip from Yggdrasil,

produced from its being watered by Urd's fountain.

They alone survive the final catastrophe, and from
them a new generation will snring to re-people the
renewed earth (Vafthr., CPB i. 67; Gylf § 53).

Hence these, rather than men on the surface of the

earth, may be the ' mennzkir menu '

dwelling under
a root of the tree. Lif and Lifthrasir, progenitors
of the new race which is to people the new earth,
'

green and fair, whose fields increase with sowing,'
while '

all sorrows shall be healed,' must be pure
and sinless. But that forest-clad earth rising out of

the deep may simply be Mimir's grove, the hidden
and sinless paradise hitherto in the under world.

Hel may thus mean the whole under world,
exclusive of Niflhel, and in this sense it appears

by no means as a place of gloom. This is already

suggested by the passages cited from the poems ;

but when we add to this the facts that in the

under world are Mimir's fountain of immortal mead,
his grove of sinless beings, afterwards to be the

glorious renewed earth, Urd's fountain beneath

the ever-green branches of the ash, its waters
\
so

holy that everything which comes into this spring
becomes as white as the skin which lieth within and
cleaveth to the egg-shell' (Gijlf. 16), and that the

hall of Hel is decked for Balder's coming and
furnished with mead, the suggestion becomes well-

nigh a certainty.
To Urd's we'll the gods ride over Bifrost bridge

to a daily judgment (Gylf. § 15; cf. Grimnis.,
CPB i. 73). According to Gylf. they ride upwards
from Asgard to Heaven ; but as

As^ard
is in

Heaven, and, as we have seen, Urd s well is

situated in the under world, tliey must ride down-
wards. This Thingstead is not that held in Asgard,
and Rydberg (p. 33011".) has shown that the gods
come down daily to judge the dead who arrive

there daily, and ajjpoint them their places in

Valhalla, in Hel, or in Niflhel. From definite

statements, we know what crimes were punislied
in the other world—olVences against the gods and

against kinsmen, murder, adultery, perjury. Thus

among those who did not pass to Valhalla—those

dying a natural or straw death, practisers of the
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peaceful arts of life, women and children, all who
had pleased the gods, all Avho had been true to the
claims of kindred, all who had kept themselves
free from those gross sins—must have been awarded
the bliss of the under world. All such could,

' witli

a good will and without fear, await death,' know-
ing that their course of life would ' do theiu good
when they are dead '

{Sonatorrek, CPB i. 280
; cf.

i. 42, 279, ii. 628 ; Gylf. [Loke] § 50, 52). To them
were allotted the blissful regions of the under world—the 'green realms of the gods' {Jlakoiutr-mdl,
CPBi. 264; cf. Rydberg, 31'J), with their hidden

grove, their holy fountains, their '

paths of bliss.'

Probably, too, they were given a draught which
made them forget sorrows and gave them strength,

composed of the liciuids of tliose fountains, and
drunk from the horn wlience Mimir quailed the
mead of his well (Cl'B i. 197 ; cf. tlie mead which
awaits Balder, and the 'costly draughts' wiiich

the dead Helgi drinks, i. 14,S). The mysteriou.^ly
engraved horn fnMu \\hichGrindulil makes (aulrun
drink and forget her wrongs, may be a hue reminis-

cence of this draught of oblivion. The draught
was composed from Urd's strengtli, ice-cold sea

water, and the liquor of the Son, and on the horn
are engraved unreajjed com ears from ' the land of

Hadding,' the under world (VTB i. 34). See, for

this section, Rydberg, 218 tl".

3. Valhalla.—Though Valhalla may be '

simply
a Wicking faith, lasting some three generations at

most,' and opposed to the strong family allection of

the Northern heathen {CPB i. Introd. ci, 421), yet
it is also noted in old Teutonic belief, in the

conception of dead warriors dwelling in Odin's
mountain. Valhalla was one of the dwellin<;s of

Asgard, the heaven of the gods, situated in (jlads-

heimr 'where the gold-brigiit Valhalla towers'

(Grimnis., CPB 1. 70). To it all brave -svarriors

hoped to go, though later tradition suggests that
warriors who had committed 'nithing' actions or

lived wickedly were exchnled (Rydberg, 349). They
were conducted thither by the Valkyries, who also

waited upon them there. Valhalla was entirely a

warrior's paradise ; its beatitude was not that of

peace, but of war. There the dead warriors dwelt
with Odin, who welcomed them, ordering the
benches to be got ready, the goblets prepared, and
the wine brought by the Valkyries (Elriks-mdl,
CPB i. 260). Descriptions of Valhalla are found
in Grinxnis-mdl and in the Younger Edda. It is

raftered with spears, it is decked with shields, its

benches are strewn with coats of mail. A wolf

hangs before the western door, an eagle liovers

over it. The goat Ileidnin bites at the branches of

the tree Learad (perliaps Yggdrasil), and from her
teats r\ins mead which tills a vat every day, enough
to satisfy all the warriors. The hart Kikthirnir
bites at the branches, and from her horns fall drops
which form the rivers on earth. So great wa.s

Valhalla that it possessed live liundred and forty
doors. Every day the warriors, fully armc<l, issued

from the gates to amuse themselves in combat with
each other, returning to feast and drink heavenly
m< ad from the cups presented to them bj' the

Valkyries. They ate the llesh of the boar Sah-
rinmi, which was sodden every day and been me
whole again at even. Beside Valhalla ^tood Vin-

gulf, the Hall of Friends, the abode of thegofldesses.
Grimm (ii. 820) points out that \'iii-nlf is, in one

poem, used synonymously with Valhalla, while it

is also tiie name given in the Younger Edda (Gj/lf.

§ 3) to the place where the good and right-mintlcd
shall dwell after death. Witli Odin is associated

Freyja, whose dwelling is called Folk-vangr, and
who chooses one half of the slain, Odin the other.

Elsewhere, however, it is dead women who expect
to join Freyja (Egils saga, ch. 78). "With the god-
dess Gefjon, who resembles Freyja, dwelt all who

died virgins {Gylf. § 35; for Valhalla, cf. § 36,
38 ir. ; Griinnis-tndl, Eiriks-vud, and Hakonar-mdl,
CPBI 70tr.,260, 262).

4. Elysium in folk-belief and saga.—The Glas-

berg, or glass mounl.iiu, of Marc/icn and
poetrj',

which in Slavonic belief r(!presents an earlier con-

ception of a mountain paradise, may be derivc<l
from Slavonic sources, or may be a misunderstand-
ing of GladsIiciiH, but it may also be a purely
Teutonic belief, since the 'i^uvxc (jlerhiminn, 'glass
heaven,' is a jiaradi^e to wiiidi hcrofs ride (Grimm,
ii. 820), and the mountain aliode of the dead has

already been met with. Beautiful subterranean
meadows, reached through a well where Frau
Hollo dwells, also occur in Mdrrhcn, and aio
associated mainly with elves and kindred beings.
Popular belief describes souls of the dying flutter-

ing as butterllies or birds in these meadows
(Grimm, ii. 829). These are doubtless remini.s-
cences of the under world place of the dead, and
with them may be compared the Rosengarten of
mediaeval poetry, now churchyards, now a kind of

paradise. A series of more elaborate tales, analyzed
Dy Rydberg, are certainly reminiscent of earlier

jiagan belief, and preserve many of the aspects of
the uruler world already met with. In these travel-
lers set out to seek Oildinsakr or Jbrit lifandd
manna, the Land of Living Men, situated in one
tale in the east, but more usually in the north, ami
ajiparently underground.
These tales in their present form belong to the

period between the 12th and 14th cent., and are

mainly found in Saxo and in the sagas. Gudmund
is ruler of the Glittering I'lains, situated in the
north or Jotunheim ; he ami his men are heathen,
and of a vast cage. After his death he was wor-

shipped by his people as a god. Odiiinsakr is

situated in his land, and is 'so healthy that sick-

ness and age depart, and no one ever dies there'

{Heri-ararsarfci, Rydberg, 210-11).
(a) In the Flat€y-l)Ook(14th cent.)HeIgcThoreson is described

as journeying to the north, where, lost in a forest, he met twelve
nmidens, one of theiu beiii^ Gudniund's daughter, Ingeborj:.
With them he stayed thrt-e days, and on leaving waa given chests
of gold and silver. Next Yule night he was carried from his home
by two men, re-apj>earing a year later with thcni. The strangem
gave king Ulaf two golden horns as a gift from Gudmund. They
were filled with wine and given to the strangers to drink, the
wine having been previoitsly blessed by a bishop. The heathen
messengers cast the horns away, and disappeared with Helge
amidst great confusion. One year later Heige re-appeared with
his eyes plucked out. He had spent many days happily in
Gudniund's realm, but king Olaf's])rayer8 had made it inijiossible
for Gudmund and Ingeborgto keophin). The latter plucked his

eyes out, lest any mortal maiden should fall in love with him
(Saxo Oraumiatiuus, DanUli History, Loudon, 1S04, Introd.
Ixviii ; Rydberg, 210).

(b) Saxo relates that king Gorm set out to seek a mysterious
treasure land in the north ruled by king Oeirrixl in the under
world. After passing through many dangers, they were met by
Geirrod's brother Gudmund, who led thcni alonga river till they
reached a golden bridge. This lie warned thcni not to cross, as
the region Deyond was not open to mortals. Continuing up tlie

river, they reached Gudmund's hall, where, warned by their

pilot Thorkill, they refused to touch food or drink lest their

memory should be lost, and they should have to remain with
Gudmund's people for ever. Gomi also refused Gudmund's
daughter in marriage. But four of hi.^ men fell victims to the
charms of the women of this land, and became imbeciles. Gorm
also refused the delicious fruits of Gudniund's garden. The
party were now conducted across the river, and reached Geirrml'B

realm, a foul and evil place, full of miserable folk, some of them
punishe<l by Thor. Finally, they reached a place where they saw
cisterns of' mead, a vast decorated horn, and other treasures.

Some of the party seized these treasures, which changed to
swords and.serjients and slew them. In another place, other
treasures, including a rich mantle, were seen. Thorkill himself
seized the mantle, when the place rang with shrieks, and tie

I>arty was attacked by its inhabitants. Only twenty of them re-

turned to the river and to Gudmund, who vainly tempted them
to remain with him. They finally returned home in safety (Saxo,
314 ff. ; Rvdberp, 212).

(c) Saxo h.as also preserved the story of king Hadding. One
winter's day he saw a woman rise out of the ground, with fresh

herbs in her lap. Uadding desired to know where such plants
could grow in winter. Wrapping him in her mantle, she drew
him underground, through a region of fog and darkness, till they
reached a river where spears and weapons were tossed about.

C)n one side of it they met some noble beings, clad in rich robea.
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Passing them, they reached a sunny region (the Glittering

Plains), whence the woman had obtained the flowers. On the

other side of the river, which was crossed by a bridge, were seen

the souls of dead warriors playing at battle. Finally, they came
to a mysterious place, surrounded by an impassable wall. This

was the land of life. The woman wrung the neck of a bird and
threw it over the wall, when it was at once restored to life (Saxo,
37 ; Eydberg, 216).

(d) A saga in Flatey-book tells of king Erik, who with a large

company set out to seek Odainsakr in the far east. They finally

reached a river, with a bridge guarded by a dragon. Erik and
one of his men rushed at the dragon, and were swallowed by it.

But they found themselves in a beautiful flowery plain, with

rivers of honey, and full of sunlight. They travelled through,
finding no inhabitants, and reached a tower suspended in the

air, vrith a ladder leading up to it. They entered the tower, and
found in it a room carpeted with velvet, a table vrith rich food in

gold and silver dishes, and two beds. Convinced that they had
reached Oddinsakr, they ate and drank and slept. During his

sleep Erik was visited by his guardian angel, who told him this

was 6ddinsakr, or JoriJ lifan(& manna. This region lay near the
Christian paradisa which was so glorious that, compared with

it, 6dainsakr seemed a desert. Here they were permitted to

remain six days, and then they returned home.

Late as these stories are, they are yet so near to

the pagan age of the north that, in spite of possible
classical literary and Christian

influencesj^ they
preserve much of the earlier eschatology. Oddin-
sakr is clearly differentiated from the Christian

paradise, while Gudmund and his people are pagan.
The river with its golden bridge has already been
met -with in the pagan descriptions of the under

^^orld, and in these tales its further side seems to

be tenanted by the souls of the dead, while in the

Hadding story the dead warriors fighting suggest
a reminiscence of Valhalla. The evU region in the

story of Gorm may reflect the tortures of Niflhel,
while the place with its cisterns of mead, the richly
decorated horn,and the treasures, are reminiscent of

the Eddaic descriptions of the blissful under world.

Rydberg (228 ff.) also identifies Gudmund with

jNIimir, and shows reasons for believing that Oddin-

sakr, within the Glittering Plains, the mysterious
walled place in the Hadding story, and the tower
in the Erik saga with its two beds, are the equiva-
lents of Mimir's grove, where Lif and Lifthasir,

]nogenitors of the new race of men, are preserved.
To them would appropriately belong the title
'

living men,' and to their hidden grove that of Jorl^

Ufanda manna. ' In Gudmund's domain there is

a .splendid grove, an enclosed place, from which
Aveaknesses, age, and death are banished—a Para-
dise of the peculiar kind that is not intended for
the souls of the dead, but for certain lifandi menn,
yet is inaccessible to people in general. In the

myth concerning Mimir we also find such a grove
'

(Rydberg, 231). Thus, while this Elysian land of

Gudmund's, Avith its deathless Oddinsakr, is one
of beauty and joy, to which daring mortals may
penetrate and receive a welcome, it is closely con-
nected with the realms of the dead—Hel, Valhalla,
and Niflhel,—unlike the CelticElysium. Unlike the
latter, too, it is not a land of the gods, but of a
giant race, and is associated with Jotunheim ; it is

not an island Elysium, but a northern and sub-
terranean one (cf. Nutt and Meyer, Voyage of
Bran, 1895, i. 308 ; BLEST, ABODE OF THE [Celtic]).
The idea that the food of this region is dangerous
to mortals corresponds vnth the universal belief
that to eat the food of the dead or of fairies is

dangerous.
5. The divine Elysium.—In the Golden Age of

the gods, before they lost their happy state through
the Titan maids from Jotunheim, they dwelt in

Idavollr, where they raised high places and

temples, setting forces, fashioning treasures, shap-
ing tongs, and making tools.

'

They played at
tables in the court and were happy, they lacked
not gold

'

( Voluspa, CPB i. 194). But after the
restoration they dwell in Idavollr once more,
and it is said to be ' where Asgard was before

'

( Voluspa, ib. i. 201 ; Gylf. § 53).

See also State of the Dead (Teutonic).
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BLINDNESS. — i. Definitions. — ' Blindness
'

signifies inability to see, or absence of the sense of

sight ; hence, figuratively, want of discernment,
or defective intellectual, moral, or spiritual sight.
' Word-blindness

'

is an acquired condition in which
a person loses the power of reading written or

printed words, although he can see objects ; thus
the letters on a printed page can be seen but are
not recognized.

' Mind-blindness
'

is an acquired
condition in which objects can be seen, but fail to

be recogTiized by the sense of sight.
' Half-blind-

ness
'

is a condition in which there is loss of one-
half of the field of vision of one eye, or more com-

monly of both eyes.
2. Causes of blindness.—Blindness may be due

to lesions of the eye, of the conducting path from
the retina to the brain, or of the brain itself.

(1) The eyes.
—Blindness may result from a loss

of transparency of the cornea (nebula, leucoma),
of the lens (cataract), of the vitreous humour ;

from efiiision of blood or pus into the anterior or

posterior chambers ; from occlusion of the pupil ;

from various affections of the choroid and retina ;

from changes following increased intra - ocular
tension (glaucoma). Destructive inflammation of

one eye, such as often follows injury, is apt to be
followed by a similar inflammation of the other

eye (sympathetic inflammation). Ophthalmia neo-

natorum, an infectious inflammation contracted

during birth, is the chief cause of blindness in

early childhood.

(2) The conducting paths.—Inflammation of the

optic nerve (optic neuritis) is an important cause
of blindness. It commonly ends in atrophy (white

atrophy) of the optic disc or beginning of the nerve
within the

eye. Grey atrophy of the disc, also

a cause of blindness, is a primary degenerative
condition, not resulting from inflammation.
The optic nerves pass back from the eyes and meet at the

optic chiasma, at the base of the brain, where a re-arrangement
of their fibres takes place in such a way that the fibres from the
outer half of each retina pass into the optic tract of the same
side, while the fibres from the inner half of each retina pass
into the optic tract of the opposite side. The result of this is

that, while a lesion destrojnng the continuity of one optic nerve
causes total blindness of the corresponding eye, a lesion of one

optic tract results in blindness of the corresponding half of each
retina. Thus destruction of the right optic tract causes blind-

ness of the outer (right) half of the right retina, and of the

inner (right) half of the left retina. Blindness of the right half

of each retina results in blindness of the left half of the field of

vision, and this condition is called left-sided half-blindness or

hemianopsia.

(3) The 6mm.—The fibres of the optic tract pass
into the occipital lobe of the brain, and destruction

of the visual centre in either occipital lobe produces

hemianopsia just as in the case of the optic tract.

Destruction of both visual centres would cause

double hemianopsia, that is to say, complete blind-

ness. Lesions of the left occipital lobe, but not of

the right, may also be attended, according to their

extent, by 'word-blindness,' or ' mind-blindness'—
conditions which have already been defined. This
difference between the effect of lesions of the left

and of the right side of the brain is simply an

example of the general fact that all the speech
functions (speaking, reading, writing) have their

special centres in the left side of the brain only.

Apart from affections of the special centres for

vision, gross lesions in any ^art of the brain may
cause blindness by setting up optic neimtis.

3. Statistics of blindness.—The proportion of

blind among the general population is much greater
in tropical than in temperate regions. In temper-
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by some writers, and as analytical by others.

W. James, e.g., writes (Princ. of Psych, ii. 203) :

' The blind man's construction of real space differs from that
of the seeing man most obviously in the larger part which
synthesis plays in it, and the relative subordination of analysis.
The seeing baby's eyes take in the whole room at once, and
discriminative attention must arise in him before single objects
are visuallj' discerned. The blind child, on the contrary, must
form his mental image of the room bj' the addition, piece to

piece, of parts which he learns to know successively.'
On the other hand, M. Dufau speaks of the mind of the blind

&8 characteristically analytical. If we compare the manner in

which the seeing and the blind acquire a knowledge of some
object, for example, a plant, we find that the former ' casts a

glance upon it, envelops it with a look, and his task is done ; he
has a general idea of it with which he generally contents him-
self, because it is sufficient to enable him to recognize and to
name the object. The blind man, on the contrary, is obliged
to examine, to touch with the utmost care, the stalk, the

branches, the leaves ; to acquire, in short, a complete and
detailed idea of the plant, without which it would be impossible
for him to distinguish it from others. Thus it is that necessity
makes analysis a habit to him, which retards his acquisition of

knowledge, but at the same time renders it more positive and
more certain

'

(Dufau, Des Aveugles, 1850, p. 43).

Although these two descriptions at first appear
somewhat opposed to each other, it is obvious

enough on consideration that both are true so far as

tliey go. In building up his conception of the world
about him, the blind man must analyze, and, having
analyzed, he must put together. The two processes
are carried out by him much more carefully and
systematically than by the seeing, and the results
are carefully pondered. It is doubtless owing to
this natural tendency to analysis and re-construc-
tion that the blind owe their wonderful power of

observation, and to the same tendency we may
trace the fact that science seems to attract the edu-
cated blind much more strongly than imaginative
literature or poetry.

Cases of blind persons recovering their sight in

adult life are not numerous, and such as are known
have naturally attracted a good deal of interest.

Tliis interest has to a great extent centred around
what is known as Molyneux' problem. This was
as follows :

'

Suppose a man born blind, and now adult, and taught by
his touch to distinguish between a cube and a sphere, ... so as
to tell, when he felt one and the other, which is the cube, which
the sphere. Suppose then the cube and sphere placed on a table,
and the blind man be made to see ; query, whether by his sight,
before he touched them, he could distinguish and tell which
is the globe, which the cube?' (see Locke, Essay, ii. ix. 8).
To this query Molyneux himself answered in the negative, and

Locke agreed with him. A contrary opinion was expressed by
Dr. Franz and Sir W. Hamilton, and the former had an oppor-
tunity not long afterwards of testing the soundness of his views.
His patient when operated on was seventeen years of age, and
he was familiar with geometrical figures. When some of the
early confusion following the operation had passed off, he was
shown a vertical and a horizontal line, and these he was able to
name correctly ; but on being asked to point out which was the
horizontal line, he indicated the WTOng one, afterwards correct-

ing himself. This error evidently means that no association
had yet been found between the senses of sight and toucii. He
was next shown an outline of a square, 6 inches in diameter,
within which was a circle, and within this a triangle. He was
asked to describe these figures, and after careful examination,
he succeeded in doing so correctly.
A recent case of the same kind has been described by Dr.

A. Maitland Ramsay of Glasgow. This was a young man of

thirty, totally blind from birth, but able to distinguish day from
night. For some days after the operation of removal of the
lenses the patient appeared quite dazed, and could not realize
that he was seeing. 'The size of everi'thing in the ward seemed
very much exaggerated, and on that account he had great
difficulty in interpreting what he saw. When asked to dis-

tinguish between a ball and a brick, he looked at them atten-
tively for a considerable time, his hands meanwhile moving
nervously, as if he were trying to translate what he saw, by
comparing it with an imaginary tactile impression, and then he
named both correctly, lie e.vplained that he was so much in

the habit of handling objects that he liad come to have a
' notion in his mind '

regarding the form of things.

5. The education and care of the blind.—The
Jewish code contains special beneficent enactments

regarding blind persons ; such as,
' Thou shalt not

. . . put a stumblingblock before the blind, but thou
shalt fear thy God' (Lv 19"). The idea, liowever,
of making the care of the blind a public charge is

quite modern, although as long ago as 1265 one

in-iitution for the blind was founded, the Hospice
des Quinze Vingts, wherein St. Louis IX. provided
for the needs of three hundred knights who had
lost their eyesight in the Crusades.
The first idea of educating the blind by means of

the sense of touch appears to have originated ynth
Valentein Haiiy, a native of Picardv, about the

year 1783. Haiiy 's first pupil was a blind beggar,
whom he paid to receive instruction. The prac-
ticability of teaching the blind to read from raised
characters having been proved, public interest was
aroused, and Haiiy was able in 1785 to found the
first 'School for the Young Blind.' Haiiy after-
wards visited St. Petersburg, at the invitation of
the Government, to superintend the establishment
in that city of a similar institution. The Liverpool
School for the Blind was founded in 1791, and was
followed two vears later by the Edinburgh Blind

Asylum, whicn became one of the most successful
schools of the kind in the world. The success of
these schools has led to the multiplication of such
institutions all over the civilized world. The in-

struction given in most of them is of a mixed
character, the pupils being taught to read from
raised characters, and receiving lessons in the usual
school subjects, while their future is kept in view,
and instruction is provided in different trades,

whereby they may maintain themselves in after
life. A few schools provide an education of a more
special kind, such as the Normal College and

Academy for Music.
The method of teaching the blind to read has

had an interesting evolution. Haiiy originally
made use of the script form of the Roman letter.

Subsequently quite a number of forms of embossed

type were introduced. The first of these was
brought forward by James Gall, of Edinburgh, in

1827. He made use of the Roman letter, but for

ease of recognition, all the curves were changed to

angles. In this type there was published in 1834
the Gospel of St. John. The first Gospel was
printed in raised type for the blind. Other modi-
fications of the Roman letter were introduced by
Howe, Alston, and Fry. Various stenographic and

phonetic systems were also brought forward, but
were discarded on the ground that they did not
teach correct spelling.
To get over the difficulty sometimes experienced

in passing from one line to the next, Frere intro-

duced his ingenious return line. The finger travels

along one line from left to right and is then guided

by an embossed curve to the line below, which is

read from right to left. On this lower line the

characters are printed in the reverse way, in order

that the finger, moving in the reverse direction,

may meet them in the same order as when reading
from left to right.
Moon's type, which became very popular, is a

modification of the Roman character, but arbitrary

signs are also made use of. Frere's return line is

adopted, but the characters are not reversed in the

return lines. Moon's type is still made use of to

some extent, and the Gospel which blind men may
be seen reading in the streets is commonly printed
in it. It has, however, two great drawbacks.

Books printed in this type are very expensive;
and they are very bulky. A single Gospel, for

example, fills a large volume.
Tliis multiplicity of types was naturally attended

by many inconveniences. A blind man wno learned

to read one type could not read books published in

another, and a book printed in any of the embossed

types could obtain a circulation only among the

blind who were acquainted with that type. Ac-

cordingly, a number of gentlemen founded The
Britisli and Foreign Blind Association, and set

themselves to find and bring into general use the

type best adapted to the needs of the blind. This
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they found in none of the varieties to which we
have referred. Their researches resulted in the
introduction into Eii<;hin(l in 1868 of a type
which had been invented by a blind Fronchnian

forty years before. This type, which is now in

general use, is called the Braille, after Louis Braille,
its inventor. The advantages claimed for it are :

that the letters are easily recognized ; that they can
be written by the blind themselves in su('h a way
as to be legible to themselves or other people who
know the characters ; that books can be printed in

much smaller bulk and at a much smaller cost than
iu the case of other types for the blind.

The principle of the Braille system is very simple.
The letters are formed of raised dots of which the
maxijnum number is si.x, arranged in three pairs

placed one above another- Any of these dots

may be omitted, the letters of the alphabet, punc-
tuation marks, and a nuniber of other signs being
formed by one, two, three or more of the dots

variously arranged, as may be seen in the alphabet
printed below. It will be noticed that neither of

Mr. J. W. M'Larei), of Edinburgh, recently invented a
iiiethoU whereby the priiitiiiK of l)ook« in Braille type is

h'reatly 8inii>lifie(J, and the cost vastly reduced. The braille

rrintin^f and I'nbliHhiiiK Co., St. Giles" Street, Edinburgh, was
founded to print books by this new metho<l, and for some time
a magazine for the blind, the Jiraille Weekli/, was published
every Saturday at the nrice of one jK;nny. Ur. John Brown's
famous story, Jiah antl hi.s Frievtls, printed by the new method,
was issued at the price of sixpence. The story ooeunies fifty-two
i|uarto piges.

As books of this class naturally depend upon
a very limited public for circulation, it would be a good thing
it some central publishing [company could not only stock aFl

the books iirintcd by this method, but control the class of books
to be published, and prevent overlapping and the same book
being printed by dillerent l)Cople.

Writing in Braille characters is carried out by
means of a writing frame. The pai)er is covered
with a piece of brass containing a double row of

oblong perforations. By means of a stylu.s, each
letter is imi>ressed upon the paper through one of

the perforations. To read the writing tlie paper
must be reversed, when the depressions produced
by the stylu.s will be felt by the linger an raised

dots.

When the blind wish to write so a.s to be read

by the seeing, they may use a j)encil and a guiding
frame. Some blind persons who lo.->t their sight in

The Braille Alphabet and some Conti-actions.

(The large dots represent the raised points of the Braille letters).
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tablet containing rows of
octagonal holes. A peg

can be placed in any of these holes, in eight possible
positions representing the numbers 1 to 8 ; to obtain
9 and 0, the peg is inverted and placed in positions
1 and 2. The two ends of the peg, of course, diller

so as to be readily recognizable by touch.
A somewhat similar device is made use of for

teaching algebra. Raised maps are used for geo-

graphy, anil models and natui-al objects are freely
used tor class purposes.

6. The care of young' blind children.—When
sight is lost in early childhood, a good deal can be
done by judicious foresight to assist the teacher,
when the child is old enough to go to school.

Teachers of the blind complain that, wlien children
come to them, they do not know how to use their
hands ; that they are lacking in contidence, and
can do nothing for themselves ; that their muscles
are soft and weak ; and that, in short, a great deal
of time has to be given to exercises and gymnastics
intended to train the muscles and the sense of

touch before education, in the school sense, can be
started. These faults depend very largely on the
fact that the child's relatives, not unnaturally,
have done everything for him. They have dressed

him, washed him, and fed him. 'they have led
liim from place to place. They have perhaps
never thought of givmg him toys to play witu.

They have prevented liim from going about by
himself, for tear of accidents. In some cases they
have even

kept the child in bed for years, or taken
him about only in a perambulator, in ca^e he mi^ht
hurt himself. Such treatment, although kindly
meant, is really cruel to the child. The proper
course of procedure is quite the opposite. The
proper method of dealing with a young child who
is blind may be expressed in a sentence : Treat
him exactly as if he could see. The child should
have toys to play Mith as soon as he can grasp.
"When he can creep about, he should be allowed to
do so. He should be expected and encouraged to
walk as soon as other infants. As soon as he can
move about, he should be allowed to explore the
room for himself, and discover the properties of
the fiu-niture it contains. \Yhile care should, of

course, be taken to prevent any serious accidents

(dangerous places such as stairs or fires being
guarded), obstacles should not be taken out of the
child's way, nor should he be warned if he is going
to walk against something. No doubt, it is very
ditbcult for any kindlj- person to see a blind child
in the act of walking against a chair, without
quickly stopping him or snatching the chair out
of his way ; but if the child is ever to gain confi-

dence, ami to be able to walk about freely without
fear of running into walls and lamp-posts, he must
learn by hard experience in his nursery days. So,
also, as the child gets older, lie shoukl be encour-

aged to feed himself ; to undress, and lat«r to dress
himself ; to fold his clothes, and put them away ;

to put his toj-s away when he has finished playing
with them, and to fetch them for himself when he
wants them. He should be taught to use his hands
in every possible way. Many of the kindergarten
occupations are useful for tliis purpose, and the

sorting and threading of beads is valuable as aflbrd-

ing a training in sensitiveness to the finger tips.
The handling of small beads is a useful preparation
for the later study of Braille.

7. Advice to those likely to lose their sight—
When blindness occurs from disease in later yeai^s,
the loss of sijiht is usually gradual, and. alter it is

known that ultimate blindness is inevitable, months,
or even years, may elapse during which some sight
remains. Persons so attected should be advised
to set about training their other senses, and

especially the sense of touch, ^^^thout delay. The
Braille alphabet can soon be learned, and, in prac-

tising reading, the sight which remains \vill be of

great assistance. Braille writing should also be

systematically practised. Various everyday tasks,
such as dressing and undressing, should be practised
with the eyes closed. When any real difticulty
presents itself, of course, the eyes may be opened
for a moment, but, as far as

possible,
the suflerer

should try to accustom liimself by degrees to the
life he will before long have to live, so that, when
the day of total darkness does come, it will not
find him wholly unprepared.
LiTKRATrnE. — John Kitto, The Lost Senses, 1845; anon,

art.
' The BUnd '

in Xatioiiol Heview, 1860 ; artt. on '

Blindness,'
'yision,' 'Aphasia,' etc., in EBr, Chambers's Eneye., Quain'8
Medical Did., Baldwin's Diet, of Psycholoriy ; Williaxn James,
PrincipUs of Psychology, 2 rols., 1891

; W. H. lUing-worth,
' Methods of Educating the Blind, 1784 to 1895,' Trans. Roy. Scot.
Soc. of Art, 1895; W. B. Dnimmond, 'The Education of the
Blind

'

in Encyc. iledicn
, 1899, also ' The Care of BUnd Children '

in Pediatries, 1899 ; Howe and Hall, Laura Brid^nan, Dr.
Hoioe's Famotis Pupil, I90i

; Helen Keller, Story of my Life,
1903

;
A. Maitland Ramsay, Three Cases of BliTidness in which

Sight was Eecot-ered in Adult Life, 1903; T. K. Abbott,
' Fresh Light on Molyneux' Problem : Dr. Ramsay's Case,'
Mind, Oct. IVXI4 : Emile Javal, On becoming Blind : Advicefor
the Use of Persons losing their Sight [tr. bv Carroll E. Edson,
1905]. w, B."Drummond.

BLISS.—See Blessedness and Blest (Abode).

BLOOD. — I. Physiological and Psycho-
logical.

—Blood consists of a fluid portion, known
as plasma, and of corpuscles (wliite, red, and
'

platelets'), the latter forming its nutritive element.
'

Average blood may be regarded as consisting of

5 plasma and | corpuscles' (Huxley, Physiology,
p. 105). The inner function of the blood nas been

compared by physiologists with the outer function of

the air and f00a supply.
'

It is absolutely essential

to the life of every part of the body that it should
be in such relation >vith a curr'^nt of blood that
matters can pass freely from the blood to it, and
from it to the blood, by transudation through the
walls of the vessels in which the blood is contained

'

{ib. p. 116). Thus, the blood is literally the vehicle
of life throughout the organism, and this function
is discharged by means of its constant circulation

from the left lower ca\-ity of the heart through the

arteries, and back through the veins to it-s right

upper cavity. The nourishment of the blood itself

is derived by absorption from the food which enters

the intestines ; the venous blood is changed into

arterial blood by absorption of oxygen through
the lungs, this second or pulmonary circulation

being maintained from the right lower cavity of

the heart to its left upper caWty. It is evident

that the true function of the blood could not be
understood until its circulation was demonstrated,
as was done by Harvey in his Excrcitatic, published
in 16'28 (Foster, History of Physiology, 1901, p. 42).

Of this circulation the ancient world was ignorant,
and consequently of the precise ministrj- of the

blood to lite. Aristotle (B.C. 384-322)
' knew only

of its direct passage from the heart to the ex-

tremities, and of its movement to the brain and
return. . . . The brain, being the coldest organ
of the body, performed the function, Aristotle

supposed, of reducing and regulating the tempera-
ture of the blood' (Hammond, Aristotle's Psy-

chology, p. 227 n.). Galen (A.D. I30-c. 210) taught
that the liver converts food into crude blood,

giving it the 'natural spirits.' In the heart, some
of til is blood is mixed with air drawn from the

lungs, and by the innate heat of the heart is laden

with 'vital spirits' (Foster, op. cit. p. 12 f.). This
was the accepted doctrine for thirteen centuries,

until the dawn of modern
physiology.

The pul-

monary circulation was described by Servetus in

1546, and, probably in dependence on him. by
Realdus Columbus "in 1559 (ib. p. 30 f.); whilst

Ca?salpinus, a little later,
'

recognized that the
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flow of blood to the tissues took place by the
arteries and by the arteries alone, and that the
return of the blood from the tissues took place
by the veins and not by the arteries (ib. p. 35).

Fabricius described the valves of the veins in 1574

{ib. p. 36). But his pupil, William Harvey, was
' the first to demonstrate the circulation of the
blood. . . . The essential feature of Harvey's new
view was that the blood through the body was the
same blood, coursing again and again througli the

body, passing from arteries to veins in the tissues,
and from veins to arteries through the lungs, lieart,

suffering changes in the substance and pores of

the tissues, changes in the substance and pores of

the lungs' (ib. p. 47). Thus, the long-establislied
doctrine of 'spirits' was discredited, and the

study of physiology separated from that of pseudo-
psychology.
But primitive man did not need to wait for

Harvey in order to be taught the significance of

blood in relation to life. However ignorant he

might be of the precise relation, common observa-
tion showed the dependence of life on the blood
within the body of man or animal. Loss of blood
meant loss of strength, and a man's life seemed to

drain away witli the blood from a mortal wound.
Tlius Homer can speak either of the soul (^vxfi,
II. xiv. 518) or of the blood (ar^a, xvii. 86) a-s passing
away through the inflicted wound (cf. Kobmsohn,
Psychol, tier Naturvblker, p. 18 ; Gruppe, Gricch.

Mythol. und Religionsgesch. p. 728) ; the identity is

afhrmed explicitly, e.gr. .amongst the Hebrews, in the

phrase
'

tlie bh)od is the life' (Dt 1'2-^, where 'life'

is literally
' soul ') ; and even a tliinker like Empe-

docles could regard blood as tlie seat of thought
or perception (Kohde, Psyche^, 1898, ii. 176 ; Bumet,
Early Greek Fhilosophy^, 1908, p. 288). For us,

however, to repeat
' the blood is the life

' means
something quite different from the early usage,
and the dillerence is of fundamental importance
for the subject before us. By such a phrase we
should imply that blood is essential to the living

activity of the organism, and that life is not

possible without blood. But primitive thought
meant to assert that the life is the blood, and ince

versa : when the blood left the body, it carried the

life toith it. Thus, in the Qur'an, xcvi. 2, God is

said to have created man from clotted blood ; in

Burma this is kept and eaten on special occasions

(Elworthy, Evil Eye, 1895, p. 112). This is the ex-

planation of the numerous customs that illustrate

the perils and powers of blood for the ancient mind ;

this is the key to many important institutions.

To the modern mind, ulood which has left its

organism is no more than any other fluid, except
for a certain amount of sentiment, which may be
itself an inheritance from the past ; but for the
ancient mind, blood, even when shed, was still

perilous and potent, full of latent life, and capable
of working on persons or things in contact with it.

The illustration of these ideas belongs to the

following sections ; here it remains to show, by
instances selected from a very large material, the
nature of the idea of a blood-soul. The Arabs
used the word for '

soul,' nafs, cognate with the

Heb. nephesh, in the sense of blood. ' When a
man dies a natural death, his life departs through
the nostrils . . . but when he is slain in battle

"his life flows on the speaj point"' (Robertson
Smith, Bel. Sem.^ p. 40 n.). Belief in the blood-

soul explains their custom of not washing the

slain, and of burying the Muslim '

martyrs
'

in

their blood, according to Muhammad's commands
at Uhud (Wellhausen, Reste arah. neidentnm.s^,

p. 178, n. 3). Robinsohn quotes a remarkable

story of an Arab newly-married luan attacked,
when with his wife, by an overpowering force. He
thereupon killed her, smeared himself with her

blood, and fought till he fell, by this means uniting
her soul with his own (op. cit.

p. 25). Similarly,
we may read of the Aiistralian initiation custom,
after circumcision :

' The boy was lifted up, and
standing above the two Thungalluni men, allowed
some of the blood to drip down on to their backs,
thus establishing a special friendly relationship
between himself and them '

(Spencer - Gillen*',

p.
372 ; further examples collected by Frazer, GIP

1. 356). Or we find that the Caribs '

sprinkle a
male infant with its father's blood to give him his
father's courage' (H. Spencer, Sociology, i. 116).
We even find that amongst tlie West African
natives the skeletons of Aslianti kings are washed
with the blood of human victims (Ellis, The TsUi-

speaking Peoples, p. 168)—doubtless to impart soul-

life to the dead. Another group of examples
shows us the use of blood as a substitute for life

(Tylor, ii. 402), and the wide-spread avoidance of
blood as food is by some peoples explicitly traced
to the identity of the soul and the blood (examples
collected in trazer, op. cit. i. 353). So natural,
indeed, is it among primitive people for death to

come by blood-shedaing that '

it is always held

uncanny in Africa if a person dies without shed-

ding blood' (Kingsley, Travels in West Africa,
p. 524) ; in other words, the blood is the normal
and visible soul. What may be the precise relation
of this blood-soul to other ideas of soul, such as its

identification with breath or shadow, is probably
left quite indeterminate in most cfises. Skeat
cites a curious Malay belief which connects the
blood-soul with the shadow-soul through a small
snail.

' Among the grass in the shadow of a
grazing animal these creatures are to be di.scovered,
and if one of them is crushed, it will be found to

be full of blood, which has been drawn in a mys-
terious way from the veins of the animal tlu-ough
its shadow' (Malay Magic, p. 306).

2. The perils of blood are a natural result of that
idea of the blood-soul which has iust been indicated— ' the almost universal belief that blood is a fluid

in which inheres mysterious potency, no le.'^s

dangerous when misused than etticacious when
properly employed

'

(Moore, EBi, art. 'Sacrifice,'

§ 43). It is with the former aspect that we are
first concerned, and its most obvious example is

that tabu on blood as food with which the OT
makes us familiar ; cf. IS H'^'**, where we see
that the blood, which is too perilous and mysterious
to be man's food (Smend, AT. Rel.-gesch.^ p. 142),
must be ofl'ered on the sacred stone to Jahwch
before man can eat the flesh with impunity. Tlie

prohiljition of blood as food meets us, as a definite

law, in Dt 12>8- ^'^ 15-» ; here it is not oflered in

sacrifice, but when animals are slain for ordinary
food it is to be poured out on the ground ; for the
same prohibition in the Priestly Code, cf. Gn '.*,

Lv 3'^ 7M- «7 n passim, 19^. Frazer cites examples
of the same tabu from the customs of Esthonians,
American Indians, Romans, Arabs, and Papuans
(i. 353). Further, the perils of blood are w(>ll

illustrated in the precauti<ms taken by many
peoples in killing men or animals. It is not tlie

6u;tual killing, but the literal shedding of blood
which constitutes the danger, since blood actually
shed means mysterious soul-power let loose. Con-

sequently, the actual shedding of blood in killing
is to be avoided, if possible ;

this is probably the

explanation of many curious methods of judicial
execution (Kingsley, Travels in West Africa, p. 525 ;

Frazer, i. 354 f. ; Jevons, Introd. Hist. Bel. p. 73 f.)

which in themselves might seem simply refinements
of cruelty. To remind us that the peril is in the

actual blood shed, not in any moral element of

guilt incurred, we find the same unwillingness to

shed blood in the case of animals amongst the

Wanika and Damaras of Africa (Frazer, i. 357),
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with tlie result tliat cattle are stoued to death or
suffocated. Where blood is actually shed, various
means are used to draw the charge of the shell, so
to speak, before it can explode. One has been
indicated above in the practice of putting the
blood on a sacred stone or altar, and reference will

be made to it again when the place of blood in

sacrifice is considered (p. 719=^). Another plan is

to cover the blood with earth or dust ; Doughty
met with an example of this, interesting because
the blood was the man's own :

'

ThS-hir, cupped in

the head, neck, and back, felt lightened ; he covered
the blood with a little heap of dust, and one who
came in asking,

" What is this heap?" he answered,
"Blood which 1 have buried"' {Arabia Deserta,
i. 492). Or the blood may be sucked, or else

deposited in some special place ; both are illustrated

by one of the Australian rites of sub-incision, in

which the boy is made to suck the blood on the

knife, whilst the blood from the wound falls on a

piece of paper bark. ' The blood was taken in the

paper bark to the boy's mother, who buried it in

the bank of a water pool so as once more to ensure
the growth of the lilies

'

(Si)encer-Gillen^, p. 368).
In other circumstances, the blood that has been
shed may require expiation (cf. Dt 2P'^), and the
blood-stain may be cleansed away by the use of

other blood (Lang, Myth, Ritual, and Religion,
i. 275). Finally, the perils of blood, already seen
in the prohibition of blood as food, and in avoid-
ance of or precautions in blood-shedding, find a
third group of illustrations in the elaborate rules

affecting the blood of menstruation and childbirth.

The fear of women's blood in these cases, no doubt
because regarded as specially mysterious and
potent, is wide-spread amongst primitive peoples
(examples in Frazer, i. 361). Elaborate care is

taken by the Aninta and Ilpirra tribes of Australia,
for example, to dispose of the blood of the first

menstruation (Spencer-Gillen*, p. 460). Crawley
(The Mystic Rose, p. 212), whilst admitting that
the obvious vehicle of contagion in such cases is

blood, questions the truth of making this centr3,l
in the tabu of women ; and it is frequently true
that various ideas operate and concentrate in one

primitive custom. But none can doubt that the

perils of blood are illustrated by the wide-spread
tabu on women at certain times.

3. The powers of blood have been implied
already in its perils. But the same ideas which
make men ordinarily shrink from contact with
blood may evidently cause them to resort to it

on extraordinary occasions, as a specially potent
means of influence. They are willing to accept
the risk for the sake of the end in \Tlew. Only a
few representative cases can be given here : further
illustrations may be found in the chief works on

anthropology, or in Strack's Das Blut, which gives
many examples and copious references. One of

the most obvious ways in which the psychical
energy of blood can be assimilated is by drinking
it.

' Blood may be given by young men to old men
of any degree of relationsliip and at any time with a
view to strengthening the latter' (Spencer-CHllen*,p.
461). Amongst the same Australian peoples, blood

may be given also to the members of an avenging
expedition ; to secure unity of purpose and to
exclude treachery, it may even be forcibly ad-
ministered to an outsider (p. 462) ; special meetings
of reconciliation are also accompanied by blood-

drinking (ii.). Many primitive peoples drink the
blood of enemies in order to secure their strength
(Crawley, The Mystic Rose, p. 102 ; Robertson

Smith, Kinship^, p. 284 [ed. S. A. Cook, p. 296] ;

Trumbull, The Blood Covenant, pp. 126- 134).

Sometimes the special purpose of blood-drinking
is religious inspiration (Trumbull, op. cit. pp. 139-

142), especially in connexion with a sacrifice, when

the fresli blood of the victim is drunk (Frazer, op.
cit. i. 133 f.). The result is frequently seen in the
usual phenomena of possession. The religious idea

underlying this practice will be discussed when
blood-covenants (see § 4) in general have been
considered ; here it is sufficient to name this wide-

spread practice in illustration of the powers of
blood. Another way of imparting these powers is

by external application of the blood. '
It is a veiy

common thing for a young man to open a vein in

his arm and allow the blood to sprinkle over the

body of an older man, the idea being to strengthen
the latter

'

(Spencer-Gillent', p. 598). Amon^ some
primitive peoples, the blood of relatives is allowed
to fall on a corpse, probably with the idea of

reviving it or imparting life to it (cf. Howitt,
p. 451). From such use of blood to promote
physical or psychical strength, it is an easy transi-

tion to the use of blood as medicine. For example,
amongst the people just named, 'it is a very
common practice to give both men and women
blood to drink when they are ill

'

(Spencer-GUlen^,
p. 599). From the time of the Romans down
to our own time, there has been a wide-spread
belief that epilepsy could be cured by drinking
blood (Robinsohn, op. cit. p. 27). An established
cure for leprosy, from ancient Egypt doAATi into

the Middle Ages, was the blood-bath (Trumbull,
The Blood Covenant, p. 116 f.). Many curious

examples are collected by Strack (pp. 27 f. and
36-40) of these and similar customs. The patient

may even be given his own blood to drink {op. cit.

pp. 40-43). We find also cases approximating to

the use of charms, like the Chinese custom, in

times of pestilence, of writing sentences in human
blood to be fastened on the door-posts for pro-
tection against disease (Trumbull, The Threshold

Covenant, p. 71). Not only human but also animal
blood occurs frequently in the primitive pharma-
copoeia (Strack, pp. 55-57). It is, of course, diffi-

c\ilt to separate ancient medicine from ancient

magic. In regard to the magical uses of blood,
some belong to it in common with hair, nail-

parings, etc., as having been in close connexion
with the body : thus * ancient Peruvian sorcerers

destroyed their victims by acting on blood taken
from them' (H. Spencer, Sociology, i. 264). The
use of blood at the various totem ceremonies of

Australia is midway between the magical and

religious uses. But special mention mu^^t be made
of the use made of the blood of menstruation for

both medicinal and magical purposes (Strack,

pp. 28-32)—a use we might expect in view of the

perils specially attaching to this blood. The further

powers of blood are illustrated throughout this

article, in regard both to human and to superlmraan

relationships, and underlie innumerable blood-rites

and blood-sacrifices. One of the most striking of

these is the blood-baptism of Mithraism {q.v.).

Here it remains only to point out the extension of

the powers of blood to many blood-like things.

The tabu on blood extends to many blood-coloured

objects (Jevons, p. 67 :

' The savage believes that

the same terrible consequences—whatever tliey

may be—which ensue on contact with blood, do

actually and really follow on contact with things
which by their colour . . . remind him thereof '). So,

amongst SVe.st African natives,
'

every spot where

the earth is of a red colour is believed to be, or to

have been, the place of abode of a Sasalwnsum ;

and the red colour is suijposed to be caused by
the blood of the victims destroyed by him' (Ellis,

op. cit. p. 35 ; cf. Tylor, i. 406). We may trace

the same range of thought in the ideas attaching
to the red heifer (Nu \9-'^) or to the robin red-

breast ; and in the practice of smearing the body
with red earth (Spencer-Gillen% n. 464). This last

is probably a substitute for blood. For other
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customs, especially the natural and frequent use

of wine as the blood of the grape, cf. Irunibull,
The Blood Covenant, p. 191 f. ; Frazer, i. 359.

4. Blood - covenants. — The previous sections

illustrate that primitive conception of blood on
which all later ideas and institutions rest. We
have now to notice some of the more important of

these ethical and religious developments of the

primitive idea. In the lirst place, there is the

wide-spread practice of the blood-covenant between
man and man. In its direct and primitive form,
this is essentially the union of one life with an-

other by actual exchange of blood, the exchange
being made either by drinking or by transfusion.

Many instances of this practice are collected by
Trumbull in his elaborate monograph, The Blood
Covenant ; he draws examples from Africa, Asia,

America, Europe, and Oceania, and claims that

it i.s fundamental in all primitive life (p. *J6).

Certainly luc practice is a natural development
of the idea that blood is life. On its physical side,

the practice is still retained in civilized com-
munities in the medical operation of transfusion :

' men or dogs, bled to apparent death, may be at

once and eircctually revived by tilling their veins

with blood taken from another man or dog
'

(Huxley, Physiol, p. 117). The ditl'erence is that

the primitive man did this, and still does it, not
for physical only, but also for psychical ends,
which he does not separate from the former. ' The
inter-commingling of the blood of two organisms
is, therefore, according to this view, equivalent to

the inter-commingling of the lives, of the person-
alities, of the natures, thus brought togetlier'

(Trumbull, op. cit. p. 38). Both the primitive

practice and the primitive idea may be moditied in

various directions. On the one hand, some sub-

stitute for blood, such as wine, may be introduced ;

on the other, the idea of life-union may appear
in the weaker form of union in a particular oath
or pledge (cf. Doughty, Arabia JJcserta, ii. 41 :

'.sheykhly persons at Anej^za have told me that
" el-Kahtdn in el-Yemen do confirm their solemn

swearing togetlier by drinking human gore").' Vox
a collection of such blood-oatlis, cf. Strack, Das
Blut, pp. 21-25. See, further, Brothekhood
(artificial).

5. Kinship. — It has seemed to many that the

idea of union by blood through the blood-covenant

is simply a particular case of the idea of union by
blood as underlying kinship in general, tlie only
difference being the substitution of artificial means
for natural. Jevons, referring to the fact that

Muslim women do not veil themselves in the

presence of ' blood-brothers
'

any more tlian before

other blood-relations, remarks :

'

it faithfully pre-
serves the primitive view that the blooil-brotlier-

hood thus established is not a relationship personal
to the two parties alone, but extends to the whole
of each clan : my brother is, or becomes, tlie brotlier

of all my brethren ; the blood which llows in the

veins of either party to the blood-covenant flows

in the veins of aU nis kin' {op. cit. p. 99; cf.,

however, p. 170). Benzinger, also referring to

Semitic races, which so richly illustrate the ideas

of blood, remarks :
'

Relationship is participation
in the common blood which nows with equal
fulness in the veins of everj- member of that circle ;

on this idea rest all the rights and obligations
between tiie individual and his clansmen' (EBi,
col. 2672). Such an identity of kinship with

blood-relationship is to us self-evident : the terms
are convertible, for the life of the father and the

life of the mother are combined in tlie child born
from their physical union. But it is by no means
so certain a& is frequently assumed that the funda-
mental idea of kinship is blood-relationship. The
whole range of birth ideas amongst primitive

peoples often differs widely from our own. By
various Australian tribes we find 'the idea firmly
held that the child is not the direct result of

intercourse, that it may come without this, which

merely, as it were, prepares the motiier for the

reception and birth also of an already-f<jrmed
spirit child who inhabits one of the local totem
centres' (Spencer-Gillen% p. 265). In another

part of the same country, a different view is

held: 'The child comes fnjm the man, and the
woman only takes care of it' (Howitt, p. 255).

Amongst tlie West Africans,
' the Awunas, an

Eastern Ewe tribe, say that the lower jaw is the

only part of the body which a child derives from
its mother, all the rest being derived from the
ancestral luifuo (the Tshi kra). The father furnishes

nothing' (Ellis, The Yoruba-speaking Fioples, p.
131 n.). We.stermarck (Hum. Mar. p. 106) cites

from Carver the case of a North American tribe

who ascribed the soul to the father and the bodj-
to the mother. These ideas, in their many varieties,
at least remind us that the idea of blood-relation-

ship has far less physiological sujiport in the

primitive mind than in our own. Further,
we may ask whether the analysis of the
idea of kinship into one of identity of blood is

itself natural to the primitive mind, and does not

belong to a somewhat later stage of development.
Crawley argues that ' habitual proximity and con-

tact is the strongest and most ordinary tie, and is

earlier in thought than the tie of blood' {The

Mystic Rose, p. 452) ; he further contends that 'the

theory that the " blood covenant" and the similar

marriage ceremony are intended to cause the
blootl of the tribe to flow in the veins of the new
member is based on late legal fictions' {ib. p. 376).

W'estermarck, criticizing the hypothesis of an

original promiscuity, shows reason to doubt that
'the denomination of children and the rules of

succession really were in the first place dependent
on ideas of consanguinity' {op. cit. p. 1U7). Even
where blood - relationship is emphasized, a-s in

Arabia, it may be significantly linked with parallel

ideas, such as meal-communion. ' The Arabic

community rests on a natural basis . . . those
w ho belong together are connected in the first

jilace through blood ; in the second place, however,

through the fact that they eat and drink, live and
travel together ; without this, blood would soon
lose its power' (Wellhausen, Jie-ste arab. Ileidcn-

tmns", p. 193). On the whole, it seems in accord-

ance with primitive habits of thought to regard
the idea 01 blood-relationship as a specialization
of the general theory and practice of early kinship.
See, further, Bkuthkrhoud (artificial).

6. Blood-revenge.—At first sight it may seem
difficult to explain the universal practice of blomi-

revenge, except from the stamli>oint of a primitive
sense of the blood-tie underlying kinsiiip. When
the blood of a kinsman has been shed, it seems
most natural to assume that the tie of Uood imf>els
his nearest relative to slay the slayer. But, in the

light of what has been said, we may regard the
motive which animates tlie avenger of ulood aa

complex. There is, first, the fact that presents
itself from the powers and perils of blood. Blood
has been shed, perilous power has been liberated,

and something has to oe done if those in the

vi( inity are to escape the consequences. 'The

principle that blood must be atoned for bv blood

has inspired in every part of the earth the endeavour
U) avenge a murdered kinsman' (Bastian, Der
Mcnsrh in der Gcsc/iichte, iii. 1 ; he collects many
examples in pp. 2-36). There are, further, the

natural obligations and feelings of those whose
lives have been closely linked, which make a

kinsman the most likely person to desire the
' wild justice

'

of revenge. The union of these two
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motives, the psychical and the personal, as they
may be called, issues in the familiar features of

blood-responsibility, as presented in early forms
of society. For example, amongst West African
tribes, 'revenge, especially for bloodshed, is every-
where practised. It is a duty belonging first to
the "ijawe" (blood-relative), next to the "ikaka"
(family), next to the "etomba" (tribe). . . .

Formerly it was indifferent who was killed in

revenge, provided it was some member of the
murderer's tribe. Naturally that tribe sought to

retaliate, and the feud was carried back and
forth, and would be finally settled only when an

equal number had been killed on each side. . . .

At present, blood is not always required, but

formerly no money would have been accepted as
a sufficient penalty' (Nassau, Fetichism in West

Africa, pp. 19, 20). This example may be taken
as the normal type. In course of time various
modifications arose, tending to take vengeance out
of the hands of the individual, and to put it in

charge of the whole community, whilst various

plans were adopted, such as the well-known
'cities of refuge' among the Hebrews, to differ-

entiate the cases of wilful and accidental man-
slaughter (cf. Dt 19^). The original entire lack
of distinction between the two is significant of the
attitude of the primitive mind to the whole matter ;

it is the actual shedding of blood that is in ques-
tion, not the modem idea of abstract justice.
The same attitude comes out even more signifi-

cantly in the ideas held about blood-shedding in
the case of animals. ' The primitive hunter who
slays an animal believes himself exposed to the

vengeance either of its disembodied spirit, or of all

the other animals of the same species, whom he
considers as knit together, like men, by the ties
of kin and the obligations of the blood feud'

(Frazer, ii. 389, where examples are given).
Finally, we may see the whole principle which
underlies blood-revenge well illustrated in some
modern survivals. The foUoAving account is given
by Curtiss from native information {Primitive
Semitic Religion To-day, p. 191) : 'In the neighbour-
hood of Nablus it is customary, when a reconcilia-
tion has been made between the murderer and the

avenger of blood, for the murderer to kill a goat
or a sheep. He then kneels before the avenger
mth a red handkerchief tied about his neck.
Some of the blood of the animal slain is put on
the palms of his hands. The avenger draws his
sword and intimates that he could take his life

from him, but that he gives it back to him.' See
also Blood-Feud.

7. Blood and the spirit-world.—In tracing the

developments of the ideas of the powers and perils
attachmg to blood, as they are seen in blood-

covenants, blood-relationship, and blood-revenge,
we have considered those ideas as affecting the rela-
tion between man and man only. But it is evident,
from the fact that the spirit-world is generally
conceived on anthropomorphic lines, that this im-
portant group of ideas wovild be applied to the un-
seen world, and that blood Avould come to occupy an
important place in religious as well as in social life.

The remainder of this article is therefore concerned
with the place of blood in religion. The natural

starting-point is afibrded by the thirst of departed
souls for blood, of which the visit of Odysseus to
Hades supplies the classical example (Od. xi. 34 f.) :

' But when I had besought the tribes of the dead
with vows and prayers, I took the sheep and cut
their throats over the trench, and the dark blood
flowed forth, and, lo, the spirits of the dead that be

departed gathered them from out of Erebus. ... I

drew the sharp sword from my thigh and sat there,

suffering not the strengthless heads of the dead
to draA' nigh the blood, ere I had word of Teiresias

'

(Butcher-Lang's tr., p. 173). This eagerness of the
dead to revive their strength by drinking that
blood which is life is the best explanation of the

frequent practice of pouring blood into the grave
or tomb by means of a tube or funnel (examples in

Jevons, p. 51 f.), or of the various forms of blood-

offering to the dead (p. 52 f.), which may take the
form of more or less serious mutilations on the
part of the mourners (p. 191). But other spirits
than those of departed men are eager for blood on
similar grounds. So we meet with belief in the
vampire.

' Inasmuch as certain patients are seen
becoming day by day, without apparent cause,
thin, weak, and bloodless, savage animism is called

upon to produce a satisfactory explanation, and
does so in the doctrine that there exist certain
demons which eat out the souls or hearts or suck
the blood of their victims' (Tylor, ii. 191 ; he cites
various examples, pp. 191-194 ; for some modern
cases, cf. Strack, Das Bhit, p. 65). As a particular
example may be mentioned the Malay vampire
known as the Penanggalan,

* which is believed to
resemble a trunkless human head with the sac
of the stomach attached to it, and which flies

about seeking for an opportunity of sucking
the blood of infants

'

(Skeat, Malay Magic, p. 320,
cf. p. 328). But other temporarily or permanently
disembodied spirits have the same tastes and
powers. So the West African natives believe that
witches live almost entirely on the blood which

they suck from children at night (Kingsley, Travels,

p. 490). It need hardly be said that the
difficulty

we feel in connecting an immaterial spirit with
material blood does not exist for the primitive
mind, which knows no such antithesis ; indeed,

spirits are sometimes thought to yield blood

(Kobinsohn, op. cit. p. 167).
From such general beliefs we may pass to the

various practices by which the spirit-world is

approached through blood. Perhaps the best and
simplest example of contact with the spirit-world
made by blood is afforded by its use in Australian
totemistic ceremonies. In connexion with the

Unjiamba flower-totem, the blood of one of the

young men is sprinkled freely on a stone, which is

supposed to represent a mass of Unjiamba flowers,
after chants have been sung,

' the burden of which
is a reiterated invitation to the Unjiamba tree to

flower much, and to the blossoms to be full of

honey' (Spencer-Gillen% p. 184). In connexion
with the Okira or kangaroo - totem, a similar

ceremony is performed to increase the number of

kangaroos, after which the young men at once go
out to hunt them {ib. p. 201 ).

In this case, the stone
•

represents the spot where a celebrated kangaroo
of the Alcheringa {q.v.) went dovna. into the

earth, its spirit part remaining in the stone which
arose to mark the place

'

(ib. p. 462). These blood

ceremonies are specially instructive, because they
show the potency of blood in making a vital

connexion with the 'supernatural' world, quite

apart from any of the theories of sacrifice developed
at a later stage of religious thought. It is of

importance to emphasize this, lest we misread

primitive forms of '

sacrifice
'

such as that oQered

to the Yoruba god, Ogun, when a human victim

is slain ;

' the entrails are exposed before the

image, and the body suspended from a tree. The
victim is slain by having his head struck off" upon
the stool of Ogun, over which the blood is made to

gush
'

(Ellis, Yoniba-speakina Peoples, p. 68). The
relation of the blood to the god may be regarded aa an
extension of its relation to the departed spirit of a
man ; it is summed up in the address to one of the

gods in the Egyptian pantheon :

'

Hail, thou who
dost consume blood

'

(Book of the Dead, cxxv. 13).

In other cases, however, we meet with a less direct

presentation of the blood to the deity. Thus Ellis
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writes :

' In 1881 a slight earthquake shock threw
down a portion of the wall of the king's residence

in Coomassie. The king, Mensah, consulted the

priests as to what should be done, and the latter

declared that the damage was the act of Sasa-

bonsum, and tliat the ruined portion must be
rebuilt of mud {siinsh) moistened with the blood

of virgins. Fifty young girls were accordingly
slaughtered, and tlie wall was rebuilt with ^vish

kneaded in their blood
'

(The Tshi-speaking Peoples,

p. 36). This instance serves as a transitional case

to a very large number of what may be called

blood-beginnings. These are far too numerous to

be noticed in any detail, but in general it may be
said that primitive peoples begin anything new, a
new work or building, a new relation, such as

marriage, by the shedding of blood (of. Trumbull,
The Threshold Covenant, passim ; Skeat, Malay
Magic, 143, 232; and many books of travel, etc.).

For example, to take the case of a single people,

Doughty found such customs amongst the Arabs
in conne.\ion with new building, and the breaking
of new soil :

'

Malignity of the soil is . . . ascribed

by the people of Arabia to the ground-demons, jan,
ahl el-ard, or earth-folk. Therefore husbandmen
in these parts use to sprinkle new break-land with
the blood of a peace-ottering : the like, when they
build, they sprinkle upon the stones, lest by any
evil accidents the worKmen's lives should be en-

dangered' (Arabia Deserta, i. 136 ; cf. ii. 100, of a
new building ; ii. 198, of a new well ; i. 452, of new

booty). It is of interest to find the old cu.stom

surviving even in modern Palestine. ' When the

ground was broken for the railroad from Beirut to

Damascus, ten sheep were placed in a row, their

throats were cut, their blood flowed down upon
the ground, and the flesh was given to the poor'
(Curtiss, Prirn. Sem. Bel. p. 184).

8. Sacrifice.—The important place of blood in

man's connexion with the spiritual world is paral-
leled by its position in the sacrificial ritual of

organized religion. The disposition of blood in

the most primitive forms of sacrifice shows clearly
its central significance, and no theory of sacrifice

can be regarded as satisfactory which places blood at

the circumference rather than at thecentre. Moore,
in his valuable article on 'Sacrifice

'

(EBi, col. 4217)
summarizes his detailed survey of the OT system
by saying :

' From first to last the utmost import-
ance attaches to the disposition of the victim's

blood. Indeed, it may be said that this is the one
universal and indispensable constituent of sacrifice.

. . . This use of sacrificial blood is older than the

oft'ering of part of the victim by fire, and is the

necessary antecedent of the feast, its religious
consecration. The offering or application of the

blood cannot very well be regarded wa a gift to

God, or as a mere incident in the preparation for

a communion meal.' It does not fall within the

scope of the present article to otter a discussion of

the rival theories of sacrifice (q.r^.) ; but it may be

pointed out tliat the argument of the
previous

sections, drawn from a wider field of antnropolo-

gical evidence, fullj' supports the above statement.

According to Tylor (ii. 375-410), 'sacrifice is a gift
made to a deity as if he were a man. . . . The
ruder conception that the deity takes and values
the offering for itself, gives place on the one hand
to the idea of mere homage expressed by a gift,
and on the other to the negative view that the
virtue lies in the worshipper depriving himself of

something prized' (p. 376). That such views do
arise in the history of sacrifice is, of course, un-

doubted, but there is grave reason to doubt whether

they can be called in any sense a part of primitive
culture. The gift-theory of sacrifice is criticized by
Jevons on other grounds, as being of comparatively
late application (Introd. Hist. Rel. pp. 223-225).

Here we mfiy note that the conception of
blood as a gift itself involves some e.xplanation
of its selection, and forces us back to a more
primitive standpoint. Amongst the Arabs, the
chief form of sacrifice was the slaughtered animal
(Wellhausen, o/>. cit. p. 114) ; and the genuine Arab
ritual consists in pouring out the blood, or else

smearing it on the sacred stone (p. 116). This

special appropriation of the blood to the deity can
be paralleled from many peoples. Thus the West
Africans 'eat the meat of the sacrifice, that having
nothing to do with the sacrifice to the spirits, which
is the blood, for the blood is the life' (Kingsley,
Travels, p. 451). 'In an expected great evil the

gateway is sometimes sprinkled with the blood of
a sacrificed goat or sheep. The flesh is not wasted ;

it is eaten by the villagers' (Na.ssau, op. cit. p.

93). The rea.son for this appropriation has been

suggested in the previous sections of this article ;

it springs from the powers and perils of blood.

On the one hand, we have already seen that blofxi

is used as a vital link between man and the spirit-
world—a usage with which various views of its

precise potency might be connected ; on the other

hand, the very perils of blood, which so often cause
its prohibition as food, and its tabu in other ways,
suggest that the sacred stone will serve as a

lightning-conductor does, by drawing oft" the latent

peril. This view is practically that held by Moore
in the article referred to :

' The common root of
these diverse uses and restrictions is the almost
universal belief that blood is a fluid in which
inheres mysterious potency, no less dangerous
when misused than efficacious when properly
employed. In the outpouring of the blood at the
sacrificial stone we may perhaps recognize the

feeling that this is the safest disposition of it,

as well as the belief of a somewhat more de-

veloped theology, that it belongs to the deity of

right' (EBi, col. 4218). Such disposal of the blood,

starting from a genuine and deep-rooted primitive
motive, would form a nucleus round which tlie later

usages and ideas would easily cluster. Ancient

psychology draws no hard and fast line between
the blood-soul of the animal and that of the man ;

totemistic idea.s confirmed the identity of the man
with the animal he offered, and the communion
with the deity obtained by the blood which was
the life would be a very real thing to the primitive
worshipper. The later ideas of substitution depend
on a deepening ethical experience ; and they, too,

equally with the idea of homage, can find a
basis in the off'ered blood. All tiiese are natural

developments, interpreting the primitive rite anew
to the needs of each age ; nor do the perils
and powers of blood become inoperative on
human thought till men learn that the only

fierfect

communion with God belongs to the per-

ectly obedient will, and that they who would

worship the Father must worship in spirit and in

truth. See, further, art. Anti-Semitism, Hlood-
Feup, Brotherhood (artificial), Expiation and
Atonement, Initiation, Sacrifice.
LrTKRATfRR.— P. Cassel, Die Si/mlolik det Bluttt, 1882

(Berlin); Strack, Das Biut im Glatiben vnd Aberqlaubrn der
ifenschheit, 190<)(Munchen); Procksch, Uberdif Blutrachthti
den ToruilamUehen 4 ra6*rn. 1899 (Leipzig); Clay Trumbull,
The Threshold Covenant, 1896 (Edinburgh), also The Blood

Covenant, 1887 (London) ; Robinsohn, Pi>ychologie der Satur-
cnlker, esp. 18-28 pp. (no date, Leipzig) ; Robertson Smith,
The Relifiion of the Semitesi (Index, «.r. 'Blood'). li»9*

(London); Curtiss, Primitive Semitic lielifrion To-day (criticism
of theory that the sacrificiai meal is the oldest form of sacrifice,

p. 218 f.), 1902 (London); Westermarck, The Origin and
Development of the Moral Ideas (Index, s.v.

' Blood 'X vol. i.

1906, vol. ii. 1908 (London).
H. Wheeler Robinson.

BLOOD-BROTHERHOOD.—See Brother-
hood (artificial).

BLOOD-COVENANT.—See Blood, p. 717.
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BLOOD-FEUD.
Primitive (L. 11. Gray), p. 720.

Aryan (O. Schrader), p. 724.

Celtic (J. L. Gerig), p. 725.

Greek (I. ¥. Burns), p. 727.

Hindu (J. Jolly), p. 729.

BLOOD-FEUD (Primitive).—One of the most

wide-spread phenomena of primitive, and even
of comparatively advanced, jurisprudence is the
blood-feud. This, while subject to the most mani-
fold gradations, may be defined, in its typical

aspect, as that principle of ethnological jurispru-
dence whereby an entire family (more rarely clan

or tribe) is made liable to retaliation and reprisals
in kind by another family (or clan or tribe) against
which a member of the former family (or clan or

tribe) has committed a deadly otience (generally'

murder, less commonly rape or abduction). It is,

in other w^ords, the lex talionis exercised between
families (more rarely clans or tribes), often includ-

ing those connected with them by any form of

blood-covenant ; it is communal vengeance, as dis-

tinguished from individual revenge. Its ultimate
foundation is, indeed, personal retaliation ; but, in

proportion as the family develops, the principle of

the blood-feud grows in importance, until it reaches
its climax in the modern tenet that an entire govern-
ment is boimd to require punishment for injury
done to one of its citizens by another nation or by
a member or members thereof. On the other hand,
just as in the latter case concessions or pecuniary
compensation normally take the place ot demand-

ing life for life, so in relatively primitive juris-

prudence, murder, rape, and other grave offences

may frequently be commuted in various ways ; the
blood-feud is replaced by the wergeld (see below).
The essentially communal nature of the blood-

feud carries with it the corollary that, among many
peoples, one unprotected by ties of family, clan, or
tribe may be injured in person or jjossessions
without risk of blood-vengeance, unless he has
received artificial kinship by some form of blood-
covenant or enjoys the status of guest, which in

itself constitutes in great measure a temporary
ywast-adoption into the family (very rarely into the
clan or tribe) of his host. This explains the fact

that many peoples rob or kill strangers with

impunity and without any sense of wrong-doing,
although among themselves they may have the

highest regard for the possessions and lives of their

fellows, as among the Polynesians, where the

property of strangers was held to belong to the

gods of the land, so that it could be seized and the
owners killed with impunity by those among whom
the strangers in question had come (Mariner, Tonga
Islands, London, 1818, i. 308; Mathias G . . .,

Lettres stir les ties Marquises, Paris, 1843, p. 106).

The blood-feud is, among many peoples, a sacred

obligation, to which the kinsmen of the murdered
man are in duty bound, as among the African
Bakawiri (Leuschner, in Steinmetz, Jiechf.sverhalt-

nisse von cingcborencn Volkern in Afrika uvd
Ozeanien, Berlin, 1903, p. 23). To such a degree
is this concept carried that it is often believed tliat

the soul of the murdered man finds no rest until

blood-vengeance has been exacted, as among the
Australians and Papuans (Kohler, in ZVIilV vn.

363, 376), and the African Banaka, Bapuku,
Diakite Sarrakolese, and Washambala (Steinmetz,

op. cit. p. 51 ; Nicole, in Steinmetz, op. cit. p. 132 ;

Lang, ib. p. 257). He who does not perform
blood-vengeance when he should is despised, not

as a coward, but as a recreant to the demands of

religion and duty, as among the Negro Akka

Muslim (Gaudefroy-Demombynes), p. 730.
Roman (I. F. Burns), p. 731.
Semitic (A. H. Harlev), p. 731.
Slavonic (O. Schrader) p. 733.
Teutonic (E. MoGK), p. 735.

(Monrad, Gemdlde von der Kiiste von Guinea,
Weimar, 1824, p. 90 f.) and Felups (Park, Reise in
das Innere von Afrika, Hamburg, 1779, p. 20), the
South American Arawaks (Schomburgk, Reise in
Britisch Guiana, Leipzig, 1847, i. 157), in Australia
and New Guinea (Kohler, in ZVRW vii. 364, 376 ;

Grey, Journal of Tivo Expeditions in North- West
and West Australia, London, 1841, ii. 240), and in
the Indonesian islands of Leti, Moa, and Lakor
(Riedel, De sluik- en kroesharige rassen tusschen
Selebes en Pajnta, The Hague, 1886, p. 370). In at
least some cases the object of the blood-feud appears
to have been sacrifice of the murderer or his kin to
the manes of the victim, thus explaining the rule
of the South American Tupi that the relatives of
the murdered man should strangle the slayer on
the very spot of his crime (Featherman, Social

History of the Races of Mankind, London, 1887-90,
iii. pt. 2, p. 340). This usage finds its antithetical

parallel in the North American Indian adoption of
the murderer in his victim's stead (see below,
p. 722*'). The women are often described as espe-
cially assiduous in demanding the inauguration of
the blood-feud, as among the Iroquois, Florida
Indians, Caribs, and Brazilians (Lafitau, Moeurs
des sauvages amiriquains, 16mo ed., Paris, 1724,
iii. 149-151).
The degree of kinship involved in the duty of

satisfying blood-vengeance varies widely. In its

greatest extent any member of the family, clan, or
tribe to which the murdered man belonged may kill

any member of the family, clan, or tribe of the

murderer, as in New Guinea, where the murderer
himself is not killed (von Hasselt, in ZE viii. 193 ;

cf . the Australian Dieri custom of killing the eldest
brother of the offender rather than the offender
himself [Howitt, p. 327]), and among the African
Somali and Bakawiri (Haggenmacher, in Peter-
mannas Mittheilungen, Erg. x. No. 47, p. 31 ;

Leuschner, in Steinmetz, op. cit. p. 23). Elsewhere
the feud may be restricted to totem-families, as

among some Australians and the South American

Goajiros (Kohler, in ZVRW vii. 364, 382). In its

extremest form the blood-feud prevailed generally
in Polynesia, especially in New Zealand (Angas,
Savage Life in Australia and New Zealand,
London, 1847, ii. 171; Thompson, T/ie Story of
New Zealand, London, 1859, i. 98). In Polyiiesia,
if the offender escaped, his whole family paid the

penalty in his stead (Wakefield, Adventure in New
Zealand, London, 1845, ii. 108) ; in Tonga and

Samoa, where wergeld was accepted only rarely,
all kinsmen of the ofi'ender w^ere killed if they
could be found (Shortland, Traditions and Super-
stitions of the New Zealanders, London, 1854,

p. 224) ; and in New Zeal.and the kinsmen of a
murdered man often killed in revenge the first man
on whom they chanced, whether friend or foe

(Dietfenbach, Travels in New Zealand, London,
1843, ii. 127).

The blood-feud may, however, be restricted to

certain members of the households of the murderer
and the murdered—a system widely prevalent in

Africa. Where the matriarchate is in force, only
those related on tlie mother's side are involved, and
where the patriarchal system has been developed,

only those on the father's side. Accordingly,
among the African Barea and Kundma the sou
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avenges the death of a mother or uterine sister, the

nephew his maternal uncle or aunt, and the maternal
uncle his nephew or niece ; but the son does not

avenge his father, or the father his son. Among
the Felups, on the other hand, as in Akkra, on the

Gold Coast, the eldest son is the avenger of his

father (Post, Afrikan. Jurisprudenz, Oldenburg,
1887, i. 61 f.). Similar rules prevail for the maternal
side among the Goajiros and Australians (Kohler,
in ZVRW vii. 382, 364; Bastian, in ZE vi. 3U5).

If, however, the matriarchal and patriarchal

systems are confused, these difl'erentiations no

longer hold, as among certain Brazilian tribes (Post,

Arrange dcs Staats- und Rechstlebcns, Oldenburg,
1878, p. 182). An interesting sidelight on the

primitive legal status of the wife is afl'orded by
some of the laws of the blood-feud, which show
whether she is regarded as having become tlie

property of her husband or is held still to belong
to her original family (cf. the twofold tlieory of the

status of the individual in more highly developed
polity, p. 723^). Prom the latter point of view she

is avenged, among the Bakawiri and Wasliambala,
by her own blood-kinsmen, not by her husband

(Steinmetz, op. cit. p. 23 ; Lang, io. p. 257), this

being the reverse of Banaka, Bapuku, and pagan
Bambara practice {ib. pp. 49, 89) ; while among the

Diakite Sarrakolese of the French Sudan the hus-

band may avenge his wife when duly authorized by
thekcidi, whereas if he does not request this privi-

lege the duty devolves upon her kinsmen (Nicole,
ib. p. 132). In \yest Africa the blood-feud '

is a

duty belonging, first, to the "ijawe" (blcod-

relative), next to the "ikaka" (family), next to

the " etomba" (tribe). The murdered man's OAvn

family takes the lead,—in case of a wife, her
husband and his family, and the wife's family ;

sometimes tlie whole "ikaka"; finally, the

"etomba"' (Nassau, Fetichisin in West Africa,
New York, 1904, p. 19). In the African Sansand-

ing States the right of blood-revenge belongs to

the agnates of the murdered man in the order of

their inheritance (Fama Mademba, in Steinmetz,

op. cit. p. 89). Among the African Washambala,
the blood-feud, which they exact only for murder,
is directed against the oilender and his wife, while
his children are enslaved and his property is plun-
dered (Lang, ib. p. 256 f .

) ; and among the American

Shawnee, in case wergeld was refused and the
murderer could not be seized, his nearest kinsman
was slain in his stead by the kinsmen of tlie

murdered man (Featherman, op. cit. iii. pt. 1,

p. 183), this being a quasi-a.r\a\o^\\Q to the Dieri

practice of substitution, to which attention has

already been drawn (for the verj' dilFerent principle
of substituting the murderer for the victim, see

below, p. 722).

An interesting example of what may be called a ceremonial
hlood-feud is afforded oy the Australian pinya (the atninga of

the Central Australians), a sort of posse eomitalus, which may
hunt down the murderer or (as already noted) his eldest brother.

In lieu of actually killing a victim, however, the pinya may
subject the murderer to a milder penalty. Thus, anions the

Mukjarawaint, in a case of blood-feud, a headman '

appointed a

spot near at hand where the expiator>' encounter should take

place that afternoon, it being agreed that so soon as the offender
had been struck by a spear the combat should cease. Then the
offenders stood out, armed with shields, and received the spear?
thrown at them by the dead man's kindred, until at length one
of them was wounded. The Headman of the Oarchukas then
threw a lighted piece of Imrk, which he held, into the air, and
the fight ceased. If it had been continued there would have
been a general fight between the two totems' (Howitt, p. 335).
This practice is wide-spread in Austraha (Howitt, p. 335 ff.).

Artificial kinship, as noted above (p. 720), is also

frequently reckoned in satisfaction of the blood-

feud. Thus, among the Polynesians, brothers

artificially created by blood-covenant were bound
to require blood-revenge if one was killed, even

though he fell in battle, which normally abrogates
the necessity of such vengeance (Ellis, Polijnesian

VOL. II.—46

Researches^, London, 1832, i. 290); and similar

frinciples
were observed among tlie Araucanian

'ehuencho of South America (Post, Grundlagen
des Rechts, Oldenburg, 1.SH4, p. 69). The relation
between host and guest often carries similar obliga-
tions with it, as among the African Barea and
Kundma (Munzinger, Ostafr. Stvdien, Sciiatt-

hauseii, 1864, p. 477), as docs that between patron
and client, as among the 15area and Bogo (Mun-
zinger, op. cit. p. 243, and Ucbcr die Silten und das
Jlcrht der Bogos, Winterthur, 1859, p. 43); so that

among the African Takue wergeld is readilv

accepted for a murdered kinsman, but blooa-

revenge is exacted for the killing of a guest or
client (Munzinger, Ostafr. Stud. p. 208).

Certain limits are, however, normally observed
in the blood-feud. Men in full vigour are usually
alone concerned. Women are, for the most part,
exemjit, as are children and aged men, among the
Indians of Brazil (Post, Anfdnge, p. 175), althou"!!
some peoples, as the Sudanese, spare children only
until they are old enough to bear arms (Marno,
Reisen im Gebiete des blauen und weissen Nil,
Vienna, 1874, p. 200), the same practice prevailing
among the Nissan Islanders of the Bismarck Archi-

pelago (Sorge, in Steinmetz, op. cit. p. 418) and the
Marshall Islanders (Sentit, ib. p. 449). Other tribes,
as the Nuforese of New Guinea and the African
Banaka and Bapuku, render even women and chil-

dren liable (von Hasselt, in ZE viii. 93 ; Kohler, in

ZVRW vii. 376 ; Steinmetz, op. cit. p. 49). In like
fashion the Caribs mercilessly slaughtered children

(Labat, Voyage aux isles d'Am6rique, The Hague,
1724, ii. 109), and the South American Tupinimba
even extended the blood-feud to the child begotten
by a prisoner of war, who, before being killed, was
made to consort for this very purpose with a woman
of his captors' tribe, the ofl'sprin" being brought up
expressly for slaughter (Schmidt, in ZVRW xiii.

297, 317). Some peoples, as the Makassars, forbid
blood-feud between those of ditt'erent rank, the
inferior being entitled only to blood-money (Wilken,
Hct strafrecht bij de volken van ket maleische ras.
The Hague, 1883, p. 7) ; while in the Sansanding
States one superior in rank is not liable to blood-
feud for the murder of his inferior, unless robbery
was the motive for the otl'ence (Fama Maxlemba, in

Steinmetz, op. cit.
p.

88 f.).

Within the family the blood-feud has no exist-

ence, punishment here being meted out by the

authority of the head of the family—a principle
also observed in the clan and tribe ; although, as

the sense of blood-kinship decays in the last two
divisions, it naturally becomes increasingly difficult

for an interclanal or intertribal blooa-feud to

arise.

The blood-feud is most generally begun, as has
been noted, by murder, which may be entirely
unintentional, as among the Australians, the Mar-
shall Islanders, and in the Egyptian Sudan (Kohler,
in ZVRW vii. 363, xiv. 443 f. ; Marno, op. cit.

CI.

200), or committed in self-defence, as among the
Jedawin (Kohler, inZVRWvin. 254), or committed
even by a person irresponsible for his acts, as among
the African Ondongaand the Nissan Islanders of the
Bismarck Archipelago (Kautanan, in Steinmetz,

op. cit. p. 341 ; Sorge, ib. p. 418). The wide-spread
belief in magic as the cause of death frequently
leads to inquiry of the sorcerer as to the identity
of the murderer and the consequent object of the

blood-feud, as in Africa (Post, Afr. Jur. ii. 145 fl".),

among the Nissan Islanders (Sorge, in Steinmetz,

op. rit. p. 418), and the Dieri of South-East Aus-
tralia (Howitt, p. 326), and in Central Australia

generally (Spencer-Gillen», p. 490). The Bagobo
of South Mindanao even made the medicine-man
liable to the blood-feud on the ground that he had
failed to avert death from the murdered man
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(Schadenberg, in ZE xvii. 12). But, as the feeling
of blood-kinship diminishes, a distinction is drawn
between murder and manslaughter, the former still

requiring blood-vengeance, while atonement may
be made for the latter by a lesser penalty, or the
otFence may be commuted by wergeld, as in the

Sansanding States and among the Diakite Sarrako-
lese of the French Sudan, the Washambala (Fama
Mademba, in Steinmetz, op. cit. p. 89 ; Nicole, ib.

p. 132; Lang, ib. p. 257), the Narrinyeri of South-
East Aastralia (Howitt, p. 341), and the Papuans
(Kohler, in ZVEWxiv. 380 f.). In case of oflences

other than murder, primitive jurisprudence varies

extremely. Among the African Barea and Kundma,
and in Akkra, mere bodUy injury does not render
the oflender liable to the blood-feud (Munzinger,
Ostafr. Stud. p. 502; Monrad, op. cit. p. 98), as it

does, for instance, in Montenegro (Wesnitsch, in

ZVRW ix. 54; Miklosich, Blittrache bei d^n

Slaven, Vienna, 1887, p. 21), while the African

Bogo regard such injury as shedding half the blood
of the injured part, so that half the price of blood-

revenge is required (Munzinger, Bogos, p. 81).

Sexual offences, as infringing property rights (see
art. Adultery), are sometimes subject to the

blood-feud, notably adultery (Post, Studien zur

Entioicklungsgesch. des Familienrechts, Oldenburg,
1889, pp. 355-359), fornication (the African Takue,
Marea, and Beni-Amer [Munzinger, Ostafr. Stud.

pp. 208, 245, 322]), and abduction (New Caledonians
and Samoans [Post, Anfcinge, p. 214]).

Since a true blood-feud is a family, clanal, or

tribal aflFair, it can, properly speaking, be ended

only by a solemn agreement between the families,

clans, or tribes concerned ; so that, if these ^^'ill not
consent to peace, the feud may persist for genera-
tions until one of the parties to it is annihilated, as

among the Bagobo (Schadenberg, in ZE XN^ii. 28),

the Manyuema and Balegga (Post, Afr. Jur. i. 84 ;

cf. Anfcinge, p. 175f., GescMechtsgenossenschaft der

Urzeit, Oldenburg, 1875, pp. 159 ff. ), and the Mala-
gasy islands of Nossi-Be and Mayotte (Walter,
in Steinmetz, op. cit. p. 391). A war of fourteen

years' duration was waged between the North
American Indian Passamaquoddies and Micmacs
because, while the two tribes were visiting each

other, the son of the Passamaquoddy chief became
enraged and killed the son of the Micmac chief,
who refused every offer of reconciliation, even the
life of the boy murderer (Leland and Prince,

KuUskap the Master, New York, 1902, p. 25 f.).

Sometimes, however, as among the Australians, a
blood-feud is satisfied if the offender be merely
wounded (cf. above, p. 721» ; Howitt, pp. 336, 342 ;

Kohler, in ZVBWvu. 365).

For a typical example of the termination of the blood-feud the
ceremonies of the African Barea and Kundma may be cited

(Post, Afr. Jur. L 67, his account being based on Munzinger,
Oitafr. Stud. pp. 501 fif.). \\h.eu a day has been fixed for the
settlement of the feud, the murderer chooses a protector in the
liostile village, to whom he sends durra to make beer. On the
day appoiuted, all the villaixers, except the family of the mur-
dered man, go out to meet the murderer, whom they safeguard
in their midst until he reaches the house of his victim. He
enters the house and slaughters a barren cow to the manes of
the murdered man, whose brother meanwhile grasps the cow's
head. The murderer and his nctim's brother then drink beer
out of the same horn and eat meat from the same platter ; each
gouges out an eye of the slaughtered cow ; and they exchange
clothing so long as they sit together. The blood-price is then
paid, and the murderer is escorted to his protector's house, while
the famil.v of his victim gives half the slaughtered cow as a feast
to the village. The murderer must still shun the village for a
year, but at the expiration of this time he again visits the kins-
folk of his victim, and is henceforth their closest kinsman and
friend. In computing the blood-price, the n umber of those slain
on each side is reckoned, and equality is secured by the payment
of any diflerence in money or its equivalent, as among the Bogo
and Somali of Africa (llunzinger, Bogos, p.

79 ; von der Decken,
Beisen in Ost-A/rika, Leipzig, 1869-71, ii. 330) and the Bauro of
the Solomon Islands (Post, An/dnge, p. 182), while under such
circumstances the Maori returned the heads and bootj- which they
had taken (ib. p. l83). The treaty is often stUl further strength-
ened by marriages between the two parties, as among the Bog^o

and Beni-Amer (Munzinger, Bogos, p. 82 f., Ostafr. Stud. p. 322X
Among the Banaka and Bapuku the blood-feud can cease only
when an equal number have been killed on each side (Steinmet^
op. cit. p. 49).

The true blood-feud in its primitive form excludes
all possibility of commutation by money or its

equivalent. This extreme form is, however, com-

Earatively
rare, even the African Ondonga, v.ho

ill man for man, woman for woman, and chUd for

child, having a fully developed system of wergeld
(Rautanan, in Steinmetz, op. cit. p. 341). With
the decline of the sense of blood-kinship and the
concomitant decay of early family law, commuta-
tion of blood-revenge becomes increasingly easy.
Many peoples, like the Ondonga just mentioned,
hold that murder may be punished either by blood-
feud or by wergeld, at the option of the injured
party, as among the Haidah of the Pacific coast

{NE i. 168), the Papuans and Marshall Islanders

(Kohler, in ZVRW \ix. 376, xiv. 446), the Malays
(Tijdschrift voor Nederlandsch-Indie, 1851, ii. 15),

and the African Bogo, Tuareg, Galla, Bakawiri,
and Diakite Sarrakolese (Mvmzinger, Bogos, p. 80 ;

Duveyrier, Les Touaregs du nord, Paris, 1864,

p. 428 ; Cecchi, Fiinf Jahre in Ostafrika, Leipzig,
1888, p. 79 ; Leuschner, in Steinmetz, op. cit. p. 23 ;

Nicole, ib. p. 132). In the Sansanding States in

Africa the murderer, who may not be harmed by
any but the avenger of blood, is alone exposed to

the blood-feud, although both he and his agnates
are liable for wergeld (Fama Mademba, in Stein-

metz, op. cit. p. 89). AJnong the Nissan Islanders
of the Bismarck Archipelago the somewhat curious
rule is observed that, after blood-revenge has been

exacted, the party executing it pays the other

party a wergeld to secure final settlement of the

feud, thus obviating a series of reprisals on both
sides (Sorge, in Steinmetz, op. cit. p. 418). Else-

where, as among the Bantu (Kohler, in ZVRW
XV. 56), acceptance of proffered wergeld is com-

pulsory.
The supersession of the blood-feud by' the wergeld is lucidly

exemplified by the usage prevailing among the American

Iroquois and Algonquins, which may be summarized as follows

from Lafitau {op. cit. ii. 1S5-193). The people of each ' cabin
'

(i.e.

hodensote, or 'long house ') exercised jurisdiction over their own
members, so that, if one killed another belonging to the same
'

long house,' the village assumed that the deed had been done
for good and sufficient reasons, and that in any case it was none
of their business. If, on the other hand, the murder was com-
mitted by a member of another '

long house,' village, tribe, or

stock, all those who had been connect-ed with the slain man
united to ' re-make the spirit' {refaire Vesprit (c'est leur expres-

sion)] for the kinsmen of the deceased, while at the same time

everj- effort was exerted to save the murderer's life and to protect
his kin against the vengeance of the kin of the murdered man.
One of the chiefs now offered 60 presents [cf. the similar Huron
custom recorded in 1636 by Lejeune(yasuit Relationsand Allied

Documents, Cincinnati, 1896-1901, x. 215-223, cf. aJso xxxiiL

23^249),
' the least of which,' according to Lejeune,

' must be of

the value of a new beaver robe ']. The first nine of these, which
were for the immediate kinsmen of the deceased, were the most

costly, each often being 1000 beads of wampum ; and the re-

mainder, which were displayed on a pole, represented all that the

dead man had used while alive. If blood-vengeance had been
executed before this wergeld had been proffered, it was the

avengers who were bound to offer these presents, while the kins-

men of the murderer were released from all liability. At an

earlier time the Huron had not only exacted the giving of

presents, but had also required the murderer to remain beneath

the putref}-ing corpse of his victim (which was elevated on poles)

as long as" the kinsmen of the murdered man desired. If the

presents were not acceptable, the murderer himself was given, in

addition to the wergeld, to the kinsmen of his \ictim, whose place
he was to take. Although he was occasionally rejected, he usually

came to be regarded exactly as the man whom he had slain ; and
Lafitau also adds, though without vouching for the statement,

that further south the murderer was required to marry the wife

and adopt the children of the slain man, thus clearly showing the

substitution-motive in lieu of the sacrifice-motive (cf. p. 7200) in

blood-revenge
—a principle occasionally observed by the Algon-

quin Abenaki (Featherman, op. cit. iii. pt. 1, p. 96). Sometimes
a murderer was even adopted as a son by the mother of hia

victim (Tanner, Mimoirs, Paris, 1835, iL 227).

Where the parties concerned have their own
option as to whether the blood-feud shall be termi-

nated by wergeld or some other means, outside

authorities may not interfere, as among the
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Araucanians and Greenland Eskimos (Post, A71-

fchifje, p. 174), and the African Bogo, Barea,
Kundnia, and Marea (Munzinj^er, Bogos, p. 79,

Ost'ifr. Stud. pp. 499, 242), and Msalala (Desoif^nies,
in yteinnietz, op. cit. p. 280) ; but, if reconciliation

proves impossible, the blood-feud remains in force.

The ofiencier often flees, a certain amount of start

frequently being allowed him, this being 3i days
among the Bedawin ( Post, Studien, p. 125 ; Kohler,
in ZVRW viii. 253). He must then remain in

exile, either until reconciliation h<as been etlected,

as among the Barea, Kundma, and Teda (Mun-
zinger, Ostafr. Stud. p. 501 ; Nachtigal, Saharaund
Sudan, Berlin, 1879-89, i. 448), or until his olFence

nas been outlawed by the lapse of a definite jieriod
of time, this being 5 years among the Felups
(Berenger-F6raud, Les Peuples de la Siiifgatnbie,

Paris, 1879, p. 293) and 1 year among the Cali-

fornian Nishinam (Kohler, in ZVRW xii. 409).

Here the blood-feud comes into immediate con-

nexion with the jurisprudence governing the right
of asylum {q.v.), but among some peoples, as many
American Indian tribes, murder was the one and

only otlence that could never be outlawed (Loskiel,
Gcsch. der Mission der evangel. Briider nnter den
Indianern in Nord-Amerikn, IJarby, 1789, p. 20 ;

Morse, Report to the Secretary of War on Indian

Affairs, New Haven, 1822, appendix, p. 99 ;

Featherman, op. cit. iii. pt. 1, p. 440), so that the

Creek harvest-festival in July or August brought
amnesty for all oflences except murder (Kohler,
mZVRWxn. 409).

By degrees the acceptance of proffered wergeld
becomes compulsory, but if the oUending party be
unable to pay this, the blood- feud may, as primitive

kinship-feeling decays, still be commuted in a

variety of ways. Thus the offender may become
the slave of the family, clan, or tribe that he has

injured, as in Makassar, Saranglao, and Gorong
(Wilken, op. cit. p. 24 f. ; Kiedel, op. cit. p. 156),

and among the African Diagara (Hecqnara, Reise

an der Kiiste und in dus Innere von \Vestafrika,

Leipzig, 1854, p. 104) ; or he may become the slave

of the chief of the tribe in question, as among the

Malays of Menangkabau (Wilken, op. cit. p. 22) ;

or of him who paid the blood-money, as in West
Timor (Riedel, in Deutsche geograph. Blatter,
X. 234). This form of punishment is also the

penalty for many other offences (see Slavery).
In Akkra, on the other hand, he who could not pay
the wergeld was exposed to the extreme conse-

quences of the blood-feud (Bosnian, Viaggio in

Guinea, Venice, 1752, ii. 91 ; Miiller, Die ofr. anf
der Goldkiiste gelegene Landscluxft Fetu, Hamburg,
1676, p. 116).

As soon as any mode of reconciliation or com-
mutation becomes permissible between a murderer
and the family, clan, or tribe of his victim, the

decay of tiie blood-feud begins. It ha-s already
been seen that the commonest method of such

reconciliation is by the payment of certain sums to

the kinsfolk of the murdered man. Potent a.s is

such wergeld in diminishing tiie scope and fre-

quency of the blood-feud, other factors are still

more powerful. With increasing civilization the

predominance of the family and clan becomes less

and les.s, while that of the tribe (and ultimately of

the nation and State) becomes greater and greater.
The blood-feud, which is at first ab.solutely essential

if family is to be prevented from encroaching on

family, is seen to be detrimental to the larger

development of the embryo State, and measures of

ever-increasing severity are taken to check and

suppress the blood-feuci, until at last it wholly dis-

appears as a recognized institution. The struggle
is, however, long and stubborn. The primitive
State may hand the offender over to the kinsmen
of his victim, that they may either execute blood-

revenge or obtain reconciliation in any way they
I)lease, as among the Iroquois, Batak, Malays
of Menangkabau, Pogglii Islanders, and African
Bornu, Wadai, and Unyoro (Post, Sludien, p. 128,

AnfiDige, p. 184) ; or tiie nearest kin of the mur-
dered man may be appointed the official executioner
of the nmrdurer, as among tlie Galia (Cecchi, op.
cit. p. 79) and Malays (Post, Bauslcine fiir eine

allgemeine Rechtswissctischa/t , Oldenburg, 1880-81,
i. 157), any anticipation of official sanction on the

l)art of the avenger of blood being a punishable
offence in the Sansanding States (Faina ^lademba,
in Steinmetz, op. cit, p. 89). In tliis way tlie place
of the primitive avenger of blood is ultimately
taken by a regular State executioner, as among
the Malays of Nias (Wilken, op. cit. p. 22). Even
in ancient Greece the State took cognizance of
murder only when duly qualified kinsmen of the
inurdere<l man hatl lodged a formal complaint
against the murderer.
Often there is a double system of punishment

for murder and other grave offences—execution by
oificers of tiie State or blood-feud, as among the
African Washambala (Lang, in Steinmetz, op. cit.

n. 256) ; wliile, in case the system of commutation
nas come into effect, a certain amount of the

wergeld may belong to the State, the remainder

appertaining as damages to the kinsmen of the
murdered man. On the other hand, the non-
Muiiammadans in the Sansanding States give the
entire amount to tlie king, whereas Lslamitic law
awards the whole wergeld to the injured family
(Fama Mademba, in Steinmetz, op. cit. p. 89), thus

sliowing in epitome tlie antitlietical status of the
iiiilividual as belonging, in the one case, to the

State, and, in the other, to the family (cf. the
twofold theory of the status of the wife, above,

p. 721). A murderer may often escape the blood-
feud by voluntarily surrendering himself to tlie

State ; but if lie will not do this, the blood-feud is

officially sanctioned. Increasing limitations are,

however, imposed by the State. Tiie blood-feud is

restricted to a brief period : three days in Johor
(Wilken, op. cit. p. 7), or in flagrante delicto among
the Arabs of the Red Sea coast (Klemm, Kultur-

gcschichte, Leii)zig, 1843-52, iv. 149) ; while, in

Makassar, if a murderer succeeded in reaching the

judge, he was safe from binod-feud, and had only
to pay the wergeld (Wilken, op. cit. p. 6). Else-

where, as in Johor, the avenger of blood must
make fomial declaration of his intention before
the judge (Post, Bausteinc, i. 150). An especially

potent restriction on the blood-feud is found, as

alrejidy noted, in the system of a.s3lum ; and finally,
witli the more perfect development of the State,
aided by a higher concept of religion (though, as a
matter of fact, Christianity

alone has contributed
to this end), the blo<xl-feud it.^elf becomes murder
and a crime, instead of a .«acred and praiseworthy
duty, and so is sup[)ressed and disappears, surviving
oidv in such stagnant pha.ses of civilization as are
still revealed from time to time bj- Sicilian ven-

drttas or the feuds of the ' mountain whites
'

of

Kentucky and Tenne.ssee.
I.iTF.RATiRE.— Frauenstadt, Blutraehe und Totsehlagsiihne,

I.ei]izi(;, 18S1 ; Kohler, Zttr Le/ire van di^r Blutraehe, Wurzburg,
ls,s5; Steinmetz, Ethnol. Sludien zur ersten Entuieklung der

Strafe, I/cyden, 1894, i. 361^06, and ReehU^rerhallnitge von

eingeboTcnen VMern in A/rika und Ozeanum, Berlin, 1903 ;

Post, Geschlechtggenosserueha/t der Urzeit, Oldenburg, 1875,

p. 1.55 ff., Ursprung des RecMs, Oldenbun;, 1879, p. 87 ff.,

Anfdnge des Stoats- und Rechttlebens, Oldenburg, 1878, p.

172 ff., Batwdeine fiir eine aWjemeine Rechtswissenschaft atif

vergieicfiend-ethml. Basis. Oldenburg, 1880-Sl, i. 142 ff., Afr.

Ju'rixpnuienz, Oldenl)urg, 18S7, i. 57 ff., Studien zur Entwiek-

lungsgesch. des Familienrecfits, Oldenburg, 1889, pp. 133 ff., and
Grtnulriss dfrelhnnl. Jurispntdenz, Oldenburg. 1S94-95, i. 226ff.,

ii. 246 ff . On the last-named work the present art. is
largelj-

based.

A large amount of source-material is contained in Z Vli H (cf. the

index to i.-xx., «.r.
'
Blutraehe,' and such artt. as Kohler's sum-

mary of the North American Indian blood-feud, xii. 405-411, and
Schmidt's summarj- for South America, liiL 315-318). Much
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may also be gleaned from travels and such general works as
Waitz-Gerland, Anthropologie derNaturvolker, 6 vols., Leipzig,
1860-77. Louis H. Gray.

BLOOD-FEUD {ATya.n).—Introdtiction.—The
institution of the blood-feud may still be traced

among all Aryan peoples : first, as it exists up
to the present day among the Afghans and the
Albanians, in Corsica and Sardinia, and among
the Southern Slavs ; secondly, at least in the older

tradition, where it is clearly preserved, among the
Greeks, Teutons, Celts, and the Western and
Eastern Slavs ; thirdly, with only scanty traces,

among the Indians of the Veda, the Iranians of
the Avesta, and the Romans. Its primitive Aryan
signification lies in the etymological correspondence
of Av. kaSnd,

'

punishment,'
'

revenge
'

(New Pers.

kin,
'

enmitj,' 'hate.'
'

anger ')
= Gr. Troty^, 'blood-

revenge' and 'wergeld.' Probably it may also be
connected with Ir. cdin (from *coinz-*) = 'emenda,'
i.e.

' damni reparatio,'
'
satisfactio de iure laeso vel de

iniuria Ulata. The verb which underlies these sub-
stantives is Skr. chi, chdyate, 'punish,' 'avenge';
Av. a ; Gr. rlvo/iai, Tlvv/xai, rlvu,

' obtain compensa-
tion,' 'punish,' 'give compensation.' Compare
also tIu,

' estimate a value,'
' honour.' The fol-

lowing characteristic features of the primitive
Aryan period may be established from the identity
of customs among individual tribes.

X. The obligation of blood-revenge is always
attached to definite circles of relationship, which
may be designated family or clan. Within this
circle the blood-feud descends first of all from
father to son.

For the Celts, cf. Giraldus, Cambriae Descriptio, cap. 17 :
' Genus super omnia diligunt, et damna sanguinis atque decoria
acriter ulciscuntur : vindicis enim animi sunt et irae cruentae,
nee solum novas et recentes iniurias, varum etiam veteres et
antiquas velut instantes vindicare parati

'

;
and Walter Map,

De nugis curialium, Dist. ii. cap. 22, § 96 (ap. Walter, Das alte

Wales, p. 135, note 1): 'Ut moris est, vadem se offert pro
iuvene tota cognatio, et cavere iudicio sisti."—For the Teutons,
see Tac. German, cap. 21 :

'

Suscipere tam inimicitias seu patris
seu propinqui quam amicitias necesse est: nee implacabiles
durant. Luiturenim etiam homicidium certo armentorum ac
pecorum numero, recipitque satisfactionem universa domus,
utiliter in publicum, quia periculosiores sunt inimicitiae iuxta
libertatem.'—For the Russians, cf. Russkaja Pravda of Jaros-
lav Volodimirii (1013-1054): Judicium Jaroslavi, filii Vladi-
m4ri :

'

Si interfecerit vir virum, ulciscatur frater fratrem, vel
pater vel Alius vel fratris filius vel sororis filius. Si vero nemo
est, qui eum ulciscatur, solvendae sunt pro capite octoginta
grivnae, si est principis vir,' eta See below, p. 734*.

In Homer the sons and grandsons, father, brothers, and
brothers' sons (ai/ei^i6s) and the erat (erai) are mentioned as
avengers of blood : the last-named is an expression which pro-
bably belongs to the pronoun-stem sve-, svo-, and so means much
the same as the Latin sui. Once we find in place of irau the
word do(7-<njTJ)pes (Odyss. xxiii. 119), from do(r<re'o>,

'

help.' This
in turn is derived from a word corresponding with the Latin
iiociiis (*sve.kjo-s), namely, a.-crFoK-jo-i= *a-o(r<ro- (d as in d-

Aoxos,
'
bedfellow '), which is perhaps connected with sve-, svo-,

suus, but is also capable of another derivation (cf. Walde, Lat.
Etymol. Wiirterbuch, p. 579).

2. As a result of this obligation to blood-revenge,
we find a state of feeling between two families or
clans wliich among West Teutons is technically
called in Old High German fehida, Anglo-Sax.
fwhit. Mid. Lat. faida (O.H.G. f6ch, Anglo-Sax.
fdh, from *poiko-s=lT. oech, 'enemy'); in the
Slavonic languages, Old Slav, vrazida (Old Slav.
vragu, 'enemy,' Old Pruss. wargs, 'bad'). The
opposite conception to this in the Germanic lan-

guages is O.H.G. fridu, Anglo-Sax. fridu, Old
Nor. frictr, *pritu- (Skr. priyd-, 'dear,' Goth.
fri.}6n,.

' love ) ; in the Slavonic, Russ. miru,
'peace' (Skr. mi-trd-, 'friend,' Lith. mp-limas,
'

beloved,' Russ. mi-lyj,
' dear '). Fundamentally,

therefore, peace and friendship (i.e. on the old

view, relationsliip ; cf. Schrader, Renllcx. s.v.
' Freund und Femd ') are identical conceptions.
Tlie Goth. gafripOn and the Russ. primiriti both
mean 'to restore to a state of peace' {O.E..G. fridu,

* A star before a word signifies that the form does not occur
but is inferred.

Russ. mirU), 'to reconcile.' It is characteristic
that mirU had already in Old Russ. acquired the

meaning of '

community,' for the community (the
tribe) composed of various clans is, in normal
conditions, a sphere of peace and friendship which
can only for a longer or shorter period be inter-

rupted or broken by the faida or vrazida. Con-
versely, it may be suggested that the Greek dp-qvr],

'peace,' is to be derived from dpri, 'assembly,'
'place of assembly,' and that this word (from
*vervd) is to be connected with Old Russ. verm,
'

community.' It is the community so designated
that, according to the Russkaja Pravda of the 13th
cent., is liable in certain cases for the payment of
the wergeld, and thus perpetuates the solidarity of
the old clan. The Greek dp-qv-n would thus be the
(normal) condition of peace reigning in the com-
munity.
According to this explanation of eipjji/T), it must be admitted

that the supposed initial F has not as yet been traced either in
Homer or in the Greek dialects; but the latter are clearly
influenced strongly by the Attic form of the word, which lacks
the digamma. Moreover, *verv(i (with prothetic vowel) may
have become first *e-FepFy] and then eipTj.

Hence the present writer is inclined to believe
that the conception of peace among the Aryan
peoples originated primarily in view of the internal
condition of the community (the tribe), and not
with reference to external foes, ynth. whom, indeed,
in olden times there was no regular peace, but
merely a cessation of hostilities (cf. Schrader,
Reallex., s.v.

'

Krieg und Frieden'). On Latin
pax and Goth, gawairpi, 'peace,' see below (4).
On the punishment of offences occurring within the
family or clan see Aryan Religion, above, p. 50.

3. The blood-feud was especially occasioned by
the murder of an individual belonging to another
clan, and, in a secondary degree, by bodily injury
or insult. It is noteworthy in numerous old Aryan
codes of law that the killing of a thief caught red-
handed or of an adulterer detected in flagrando
was exempt from punishment, i.e. in the language
of primitive times it did not occasion a blood-feud
(cf. Schrader, Sprachvergleiclmng und Urgeschichte,
ii.^ 406, and ARYAN Religion, above, p. 50).

4. There existed among all Aryan peoples the
possibility of buying off the blood-feud by means
of a wergeld, and thereby bringing it to a peaceful
conclusion.
For the Greeks, e.g., cf. Homer, II. ix. 631 :

Koi fiey Tt? re KacriymjTOio <}>ovfjot

iroivr}v ri oJ iraiSb? eSe^aro Te^mjMTo?"
Kai p 6 ftev €v £ij|x<f ^if I'ft aiiTou, ttoAA.' dTrOTtVaf,
ToO 66 t' epijrueToi Kpa&it) koX Svjabs dy^viop,

For the Teutons see the passage from Tacitus, Germania,
quoted above, 'nee implacabiles durant,' etc.

Proof that this possibility existed even in the
most primitive Aryan period is to be found in the
identity between the Old Indian terra for the
wergeld, namely, vdira-, vdira-dSi/a-, vdiraydtana-,
and the Anglo-Sax. were, Mid.H.G. were (weragelt)—both being related to Skr. vtrd-, Lat. vir, Goth.
wair,

' man.' Here the Old Russ. vira, 'wergeld,'
must be mentioned, though the views of philologists
waver as to whether it was originally related to
the Indian and German words or borrowed from
the latter (cf. L. von Schroder,

'

Indogerman.
Wergeld,' Festgrtiss an Roth, p. 49). The most
probable supposition is that the Skr. vdira-,
Anglo-Sax. were, and Old Russ. vira, exhibit
various stages of change of the radical vowel of
the original Aryan term for *

wergeld.' Moreover,
the above cited equation, Av. kaend=Gr. woi-vr),

no doubt indicates that in the primitive period, as
among the Greeks, the custom existed of buying
off blood-revenge by payment of a wergeld.
Similarly, we find in Slavonic languages the
above-mentioned vrazida,

'

hostility,'
'

revenge,*
used also to mean the compensation by which
homicide was expiated. Cf. also Cymr. galanas.
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originally
'

hostility
'

{gdl,
' foe '), and then ' wer-

geld
'

; and the Mid. Gr. ^6vos, properly
' murder.'

Lat. poena,
'

compensation,' and then '

punish-
ment, probably exhibits a borrowing from the
Gr. TTOivrj.

At an early date prices or rates of wergeld, more
or less fixed, must have been evolved. So in Old
Indian sources (cf. Schrader, Eeallex. p. 102) we
find a hundred cows mentioned as the rate of com-

pensation for a man (vdiram) ; and Tacitus also,
in the passage already cited, says :

' luitur homi-
cidium certo armentorum ac pecorum numero.'
' From the rates stated, the general underlying

})rinciple
emerges that the wergeld of bondsman,

reeman, and noble were in the following propor-
tion of 4:1:2; that is, 75-150-300 shillings or
oxen' (Sliillenhoir, Deutsche Altertumskunde, iv.

327). For the rates among the Slavs see below,
p. 734. What was demanded for the murdered,
wounded, or insulted man by the clan, or by
himself, constituted his ' value or '

price,' and the

recovery of this price by his friends and the re-

cognition of the same by his foes constituted
his 'honour.' This evolution of ideas is clearly

stamped upon the languages that concern us.

The Gr. rt^^, derived from tIvu mentioned above,
signifies primarily

'

revenge
'

{^^rj' Ayafx^/xvovos eiVexa

Tinrjs 'IXiov eis fiiirwXov, Hom. Od. xiv. 70, 117);
then 'indemnity for injury,' 'compensation' (dn/xos,
like vTjTroi.vos, denotes a person who may be slain

without need for compensation); then 'honour.'

Precisely similar is the development in the mean-
ing of cinn, a word common to the Slavonic lan-

guages. The word corresponds exactly to the Gr.

woiv-^ {*qoind), and thus signifies in the first in-

stance 'revenge' and 'wergeld.' Then it takes
over the meanin" of 'price' and 'honour' (Old
Slav, clniti exactly answers to the Gr. nixaoi ; so

Schrader's Eeallex. p. 835 f., and now Berneker,
Slav. Etym. Worterbuch, p. 124). In this con-
nexion we find also the explanation of the hitherto

unintelligible Gothic word gawairpi,
'

peace,' men-
tioned above. The word has nothing to do with

wairpan (Germ, werden), but is connected with

wairpi, 'value,' 'worth.' Consequently its proper
meaning is

'

general agreement about the worth
or value of a person,' the union and the result-

ing state of peace between two clans. It is note-

worthy also that the first instance of the word

paciscor, which underlies the Lat. pax, 'peace,'
occurs in that passage of the XII Tables (viii. 2)

which is the clearest survival in Roman tradition

of the system of blood-revenge which once pre-
vailed in that quarter as well :

' Si membrum
rupit, ni cum eo pacit (agree about the value),
talio esto.'

Thus we see that two of the most important
conceptions of civilization—peace and honour—
are at least in part rooted in the ideas that centre
in blood-revenge and its buying off by the wergeld.

5. Among most Aryan peoples we find it the
custom for the murderer, after his bloody deed, to

flee from the country for a longer or shorter period,

presumably in order that in the interval the anger
of the hostile clan might abate and the terms of

reconciliation become easier. It still remains
uncertain whether tliis custom is to be assumed
as existing even in primitive times, when renuncia-
tion of tribal connexion was almost a matter of

life and death (cf. Schraders Eeallex. p. 835).
6. The fighting out or the amicable settlement

of the blood-feud is, as we have seen, from the

beginning exclusively the affair of the two hostile

clans. Notwithstanding, perhaps the realization
of the danger incurred by the whole clan owing to

feuds of long duration (cf. above, Tacitus, Germ.

cap. 21 :
'

periculosiores sunt inimicitiae iuxta
libertatem ') may have at an early period en-

sured efforts upon the part of the race, in their
assemblies under the direction of the king (Skr.
r(jy-

= Lat. re:c, Ir. ri), towards the amicable settle-
ment of clan feuds. A settlement of this descrip-
tion would naturally, even in primitive times, be

accompanied by a long succession of solemn cere-
monies. We have ample information on this

point as regards especially the Slavonic world
(see below, p. 734 f.). Everywhere in Europe two
factors tended towards the restriction and ulti-

mate eradication of the blood-feud : first, the State,
that is, the absorption of tiie old clan and race-
constitutions into the political comjtosition of a
State based on the principle of territory and no
longer of consanguinity ; and, secondly, the Chris-
tian Church, which offered sanctuary even to
murderers. See art. Asylum.
LiTBRATUEB.—The literature has been given in the article.

O. SCIIUADER.
BLOOD-FEUD (Celtic).— i. Terminology.—

The usual word in Old Irish ia/ich (' feud,'
'

fight '),

fichim (' I fight'), cogTiate with Lat. vinco, etc. In
the Acallum na Senorach (Windisch, Ir. Texte,

Leipzig, 1880-1905, iv. pt. i. p. 47), we learn that at
the feast of Tara, which lasted six weeks, nech

fala nd frithfala do t/iabairt ('neither feud nor
cross-feud to be given'). The Irish /«/a is ioxfola,
gen. of fuil ('blood'), perhaps connected with
Welsh gweli, Cornish goly, Breton gouli (

' wound ') ;

but cf. Henry, Lex. bret., Kennes, 1900, p. 139.
For 'vengeance,' 'revenge,' we have the Irish

digal, Welsh dial (' vindicta,' 'ultio'), Cornish
dial. The Irish iric ('composition') is probably
for *er-icca, *per-yecca ('full payment,' 'perfect
cure

'

[d'Arbois de Jubainville, Etudes s^ur te droit

celtique = Cours de litt. celt, vii., Paris, 1895, p. 88]).

Finajly, the Irish dire (' duty '), in coirp-dire, is the
same as the Welsh dirwy, dirui ('mulcta'), dir

(' necessary'), Irish dir (' just,'
'

due,' etc.) [Stokes,
Urkelt. Sprachschatz, Gottingen, 1894, p. 148].

2. History of the blood-feud among the Celts.—
That the institution of the blood-teud was in
existence among the early Celts is obvious from
the numerous references to it in ancient Irish
literature. One of the best known instances is

found in the Fotha Catha Cnucfia (' Cause of the
Battle of Cnucha').
Cumall, the royal warrior of Ireland, carried off Murr.i,

daughter of the druid Tadg, because her father had refused
him permission to marry her. Tadg complains to Cond, sup-
reme king of Ireland, who, according to the Annals 0/ Ireland
by the Fmir Halters (ed. O'Donovan, Dublin, 1848-51, i. 102-121),
reigned from 122 to 157 a.d. Cond, furious at the insulting
words of Tadg, sends soldiers to take possession of the girl.
Cumall refuses to surrender Murni, and is killed by Goll, son of
Morna. In attempting to avenge Cumall, Luchet succeeds only
in wounding Goll in the eye. Goll kills Luchet ; and, to quoUs
the Irish, u desin rob<ii /ich bunaid eter maccu Morna ocu$
Find,

'

it Is from that, then, that there was an hereditary feud
between the sons of Morna (descendants of Goll) and Find (tJie
son of Cumall).' Furthennore, after the death of Cumall, Tadg
not only refuses to receive his daughter Murni, but ordcra her
to be burned because she is pregnant. Accordingly she invokea
the protection of Cond, ana gives birth to a son. Find. ^STien
this son arrives at a suitable age, he offers to his grandfather,
Tadg, the following : eath no comrac oenfir ... no laniraic a
alhar do thabairt d6, 'a battle or a duel or full eri* (for tho
murder) of his father to be given to him.' Tadg accepts the
last, and is obliged to give the castle and grouncb in Aimu to
Find {RCel ii. 8«, etc.).

Again, in the Lojujes mac n-Utnig, Conchobar, the great king
of the first epic cycle

—i.e. about the beginning of the Christiao
era (Hyde, Lit. Ilitt. of Ireland, London, 1899, p. 243>—has the
three sons of Usnech treacherously murdered after ha%inp
promised them protection. The three heroes, Fergus, Dubthach,
and Cormac, who had guaranteed their safety, set to work to

avenge their murder. First they murdered four of the
immediate relatives of Conchobar, and, later, when attacked by
him, killed three hundred of his men and their wives, and burned
the royal palace at Emain. With 3000 men they sought refuge
at the court of Ailill and Medb, king and queen of Connaught,
and continued their feud against Conchobar for sixteen years
(Windisch, op. eit. i. 75-77). Cinaeth hua Artacain, who died
in 975 ('Annals of Tigemach,' RCel xvii. 259) had a more
complete account of this story, which stated that Conchobar, In

retaliation for the murder of his relatives, killed Gergenn, the
son of Iliad (Windisch, op. cit. u, 2, p. 119). Numerous other
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examples could be cited, such as Aided Conroi, in which the
murder of Conroi is avenged by his sons (d'Arbois, Epopee
eeltique en Irlande = Cour8 de litt. celt, v., Paris, 1892, p. 327 f.) ;

the death of Conchobar, where Mesgegra, king of Leinster, is

avenged (O'Curry, Lectures on the Manuscript Materials of
Ancient Irish History, Dublin, 1878, p. 637 f.) ; The Voyage of
Mail Duin, in which the hero is taunted for not avenging his
father's death (Stokes, RCel ix. 459, etc.), etc.

In the Ancient Laws of Ireland, some of which,
such as the Senchus M6r, date as early as the 7th

century (Hyde, op. cit. p. 589), we find murder
classed under two heads—necessary murder (mar-
bad dethbire), and unnecessary murder [marbad in-

dethbire). Necessary murder is unpremeditated,
or, if premeditated, is accomplished through duty
of vengeance. Unnecessary murder is for motives
of gain (Anc. Laws, iii. 68, 11. 12-14 ; iv. 248, 11.

25-26). In the case of the first, no composition, or

eric, was requu'ed if the murder was the result of

vengeance. According to the Ancient Laws (iv.

252-4),
' when the murder of a member of the

derbfine (i.e. of any relative of the geilfine or

derbfine) is to be avenged by the death of the

murderer, the family of the murdered has a right
to the coirp-dire (" body-price") and the enech-lann

("honour-price") ; if, however, it has received this
iric before exercising vengeance, it must, after

taking vengeance, make full restitution of this

price. The duty of vengeance was imposed upon
the nearest relatives of the victim—upon the

geilfine and derbfine (d'Arbois, Droit eeltique, p.

186). To understand these terms, we must re-

member that the Irish family was divided into
four groups, consisting of seventeen persons in all :

geilfine, derbfine, iarfine, and indfine (Anc. Laws,
i. 282, 11. 23, 27 ; p. 272, 1. 23). To the geilfine

belonged the father, son, grandson, and brother of

the murdered ; while to the derbfine, besides the
above five, were added the grandfather, paternal
uncle, nephew (son of the brother), and cousin-

german (cousin to the fourth degree in the paternal
line). In addition to the above eight persons,
three others could take vengeance on the murderer.
These three were the foster-father, Avhose dalta,
or pupil, was murdered ; the adoptive father, whose
mac faosma, or adopted son, was killed ; and the
(maternal) uncle, when the son of his sister (mic
mna) was the victim of the murderer (Anc. Laws,
iv. 244, 11. 20-22). So, in ancient Ireland, the blood-
feud was fostered by the duty of vengeance. We
have indications of its existence as late as the 16th
cent., in the celebrated feuds between the chief
Manus O'Donell and his son, between the Earl of
Thomond and his uncles, etc. (Moore, Hist, of Ire-

land, London, 1835-46, ii. 367). As in Scotland, the
most usual causes and consequences of tiie later
feuds were the destruction of crops and the driving-
away or houghing of cattle belonging to persons oc-

cupying lands to which others alleged a claim. One
of the most celebrated cattle-raids in Irish litera-
ture is the Tain Bo Cualnge, or the Cattle-Raid of

Cooley (ed. Windisch, Leipzig, 1905). Sir Walter
Scott in his Wavei-ley (ch. xv.) describes a similar
expedition undertaken by twelve Highlanders.

In Wales, where, as the testimony of Giraldus of

Cambray and Walter Map shows (see above, p. 724^),
the blood-feud once flourished, the Roman conquest
brought about the suppression of both the duty of

vengeance and the payment of ^ric for murder.
The Lex Cornelia de sicariis of Sulla (B.C. 81) and
the laws of Caesar and Augustus (Lex Julia de vi

publica and de viprivata) imposed severe penalties
upon those who went about bearing arms with the
intention to kill (Rein, Das Criminalrecht der

Romer, Leipzig, 1844, pp. 409-14, 752, etc.). On
this account, no doubt, the Welsh dirui or dinvi/
changed its meaning from ^?"ic ('composition') to
'rrndcta' ('fine paid to the State'). After the

departure of the Romans, while the iric was re-

established, the dutv of vengeance failed to assume
its former force. This was in part due to the fact
that the cenedl, or clan, was already to some extent

disintegrated as early as the 10th cent. (Rhys and
Brynmor-Jones, The Welsh Peojde, London, 1900,

p. 196). The feuds between the clans were largely
superseded by the warfare between the petty king-
doms. But that the duty of vengeance was not
looked upon unfavourably is manifest from several
statements in the Dimetian Code, which was
probably redacted under Howel in the 10th cent.

(Rhys, op. cit. p. 181).
According to this code,

'
if there is in a cenedl an ecclesiastic

or an idiot, he is neither to pay nor to receive any part of the
galanas ("body-price")' ; and 'no vengeance is to be exercised

against any one of these for galanas, neither are they to

avenge a relation that is killed.' Furthermore, if a cenedl
'commences paying the galanas of a person killed, and the
whole be not paid, and if on that account one of such kindred
stock (cenedl) be murdered, the galanas for that individual is

not to be paid ; neither is anything to be restored of what had
been paid on account of the first.' Finally, if

' an innocent
person is accused of murder and neglects to seek justice, and if

he be killed on account of it, nothing is to be paid for him '

{Anc. Laws of Wales, London, 1841, i. ch. i. p. 199 f. ; cf. also
ii. ch. viii. p. 214, etc., for cases in which the law ' exonerates
the avenging ').

But it was especially among the Scots that the
blood-feud raged with ferocity. From the 12th

cent., when the sept or clan first appears as a
distinct feature in the social organization of Scot-
land (Skene, Celtic Scotland^, Edinburgh, 1890, ii.

303), until the 17th cent., there was no cessation
of clan-feuds. When there were no sweeping feuds

involving the most prominent families, such as

Huntly against Argyll, or Stewart against Hamil-
ton, the minor chiefs were fighting among them-
selves (Lang, Hist, of Scotland, Edinburgh, 1902, ii.

541, etc.). The usual method was for a laird or

yeoman to gather his henchmen and make a raid
on some estate to which he alleged a claim, or for

other reasons sometimes very insignificant. They
would trample down the crops, hough the cattle,
and drag the women about by their hair, killing
all who might resist (Lang, loc. cit.). Such cases
were most frequent. In fact, the volume of the

Privy Council Register for 1613 contains no fewer
than 42 feuds then running, not including those in

the Highlands and Islands. Even ministers of the

gospel were sometimes so swayed by their passions
that they took part in these ferocities.
One of the most noted of these feuds was that of the Colqu-

houns and the Macgregors, which culminated in the battle of

Glenfruin in 1602. According to Birrell's diary (2nd Oct. 1603),

sixty widows of the slain Colquhouns rode on white horses
before the king at Stirling, each bearing in her hand a pike
upon which was displayed the bloody shirt of her dead husband.
A long and deadly feud was that between the Scotts and Kerrs,
of which Sir Walter Scott speaks in his Lay of the Last
Minstrel. This feud began with the battle of Melrose in 1526.

As a consequence, Sir Walter Scott was assassinated in the
streets of Edinburgh in 1552. In order to staunch this feud,
which was sapping the life-blood of these two great families,
a bond or contract was made between them in Edinburgh on
23rd March 1564, in which they agreed to cease hostilities (Pit-

cairn, Criminal Trials in Scotland, Edinburgh, 1833, iii. 390,

etc.). But it accomplished nothing, for the feud was still raging
in]tl596 (cf. also Campbell, Clan Traditions, London, 1895).

3.
'

£ric,' or composition.
—Caesar attests the

fact that the payment of ^ric was an established

custom among the primitive Gauls. In speaking
of the importance of the druids in ancient Gaul,
he says :

' Nam fere de omnibus controversiis, pub-
licis privatisque, constituunt ; et, si quod est ad-

missum facinus, si caedes facta, si de hereditate, si

de finibuscontroversiaest,iidemdecernunt ;praemia
poenasque constituunt (de Bell. Gall. vi. 13). The
earliest mention of this institution in Ireland is

found in the Confessio of St. Patrick, where he says :

' censeo enim non minus quam pretium quindecim
hominum distribui illis.' Tirecnan, writing in the

7th cent., explains this statement of Patrick by
adding 'animarum' after 'quindecim' (Stokes,

Tripartite Life, London, 1887, ii. 310, 372).

Furthermore, an Irish council of about the 7th
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cent, decided that, in default of the family, the

king himself might be lield responsible for the

payment of the dric (Wasserschleben, Ir. Kanonen-
versammlung"^, Leipzig, 1885, p. 170).
In Ireland, the 6ric was divided into two classes :

the coirp-dire, or '

body-price,' and the enech-lann,
or 'honour-price' (or log-eneich, lit. 'face-price,'
Breton, enep-uuert ; cf. Ernault, Gloss, moyen-bret.,
Paris, 1895, p. 794). The coirp-dire was exacted
in the case of unnecessary murder, or in necessary
murder when not prompted by vengeance. The
enech-lann yv&s, exacted in the case of bodily injury,
insult, etc., and would, therefore, be necessarily
included in the coirp-dire. In regard to the latter,
the family had the choice of surrendering the
criminal as property (in firoim) to the family of
the murdered, or of giving land for his crime [Anc.
Laws of Ireland, iv. 246, 11. 25-26). But, con-
tinue the Ancient Laws, 'each one dies for his

premeditated crimes when he has not found the
iric' (iv. 250, 11. 16-17). Thus, in the case of

unnecessary murder the criminal vas the sole
debtor. But in necessary murder the criminal and
his geilfine were held responsible for the payment
of the trie. In default of the geilfine, the other
three groups of the family found themselves in-

volved [ib. i. 260, 11. 1-3 ; p. 274, 11. 12-13). The
coirp-di'-e was fixed, consisting of secht cumula,
'seven female slaves' (iii. 70, II. 7-8). The
criminal was obliged to pay the aithgin (' slave of
restitution '), and his share both of the six other
slaves and of the enech-lann. If his geilfine could
not supply the rest, the derhfine would pay three-

fourths, and the iarfine and indfinc, one fourth,
i.e. three-fourths of a fourth by the uirfine and
one-fourth of a fourth by the indfine (ib. iii. 330,
1. 710; p. 68, 11. 15-18). In the later history of

Ireland, the ^ric for murder became more variable,
and was paid in cattle or other property. It was
continued as late as the beginning of the 17th

cent., notwithstanding the eflortsof the English to

stamp it out (Hayne,
' Observation on the State

of Ireland in 1600,' in the Irish Eccles. Record,
Dec. 1887 ; for a more complete study of the ^i-ic,

cf. d'Arbois, Droit celtique).
As the coirp-dire requiied the enech-lann in

Ireland, so, in Wales, the murderer was obliged
to pay both the galanas ('body-price') and the
saraad ('disgrace- or honour-price '). The galanas
varied according to the rank of the person killed.

Thus the penkenedl, or clan-chief, was valued at

189 cows ; an xichclwr, or high man, noble, at 126

cows; a penteulii, 'man with a family without

office,' at 84 cows ; and so on down to the caeth,
'slave of the island,' at 1 lb. of silver and 4 cows.

The galanas of a woman was always one half of

that of a man (Khys, op. cit. p. 228 f.). In regard
to the payment of the galanas, one-third fell ujwn
the murderer and his father and mother, he paying
twice as much as his parent;?. Furthermore, if he
had children liable to pay, he paid two-thirds of

his own share, and his children one-third. The
remaining two-thirds of the whole galanas was

paid by the relatives on the father's and mother's

side, the father's kinsmen paying two-thirds and
the mother's one-third. In regard to receiving
the galanas, one-third fell to the lord for exacting
it ; one-third to the father and mother and their

children and the children of the murdered ; and
one-third to the other kinsmen in the proportion
as described above (Anc. Laws of Wales, i. 227,
u. 199-20<3, etc.).

In Scotland, according to the Leges inter Brettos
et Scottos, which were codilied under David I.

(1124-53), the worth of the king's person is valued
at 1000 cows ; of the king's son or earl, 150 cows ;

of the earl's son or thane, 100 cows ; of the thane's

son, 66§ cows ; of the thane's grandson or ogtiem,

44 cows and 21 1 pence; while the carle or villein
was valued at 16 cows (Robertson, Hist, of Scot-
land, 3. vols., London, 1831, App. ii. ; Lang, op. cit.
i. 81 ; Skene, op. cit. iii. 218, etc.).

4. Duel. —The duel was often the means of

obtaining justice among the Celts. The canonical
collection referred to above attributes to St. Patrick
two decisions prohibiting the debtor from resort-

ing to arms to prevent a creditor from levying a
distress (d'Arbois, Droit celtiq^ce, p.

45 f.). But
the individual could engage in a duel only with the
knowledge and consent of his family and his chief.
If he fought without their consent and was killed,
the victor woulil be obliged to nay full 6ric to his

family, unless he could prove that the murdered
man had provoked him to light (Anc. Laws, iii,

302, 11. 1-3 ; p. 296, 11. 19-21). So, on the Border of
Scotland, trial by combat served often as a proof
of guilt or innocence ; and Sir Walter Scott notes
a feud between Thomas Mu.sgrave and Lancelot
Carleton which was settled in this manner in 1603

(Lay of Last Minstrel, Note x.).

LrrnRATCRB,— The literature has been given fully in the
course of the article. JoHN LAWRENCE GERIO.

BLOOD-FEUD (Greek).—Blood-feud, or blood-

revenge, is a widely difiused custom of primitive
society, of which .some instances still survive, as
in the Corsican vendetta, and of which numerous
traces are to be found in history and literature.
It arises, as a rule, through a violation of rights
practised by a member of one family against a
member of another (A. H. Post, Famihenrecht,

5.
134). The breach of rights may take \\'idely

ifferent forms, but its normal instance is that of

murder, or at any rate homicide, and to this
attention is confined in the present article. The
parties primarily involved in such a feud are, on
the one hand, the nearest kinsman of the slain

man, and, on the other, the slayer ; but the re-

sponsibility extends beyond these to the circle

sometimes of their families, in a wider or narrower
sense, sometimes of their entire respective clans

(cf. e.g. EBi, s.v.
'

Goel,' col. 1745). In many cases

revenge can be satisfied only with the death of

the slayer,
or of one of his kin, but in others

reconciliation is ellected on the basis of compensa-
tion in money or kind. In every case vengeance
is felt as a sacred duty. Its aim is largely, no
doubt, to maintain the honour and integrity of

the family or clan, and so far it has an ethical

rather than a religious significance. But it is

probable that blood-revenge has in every case, at
least originally, been regarded also as a duty
towards the spirit of the slain, and, as the
tendance of the dead implies the recognition of

spiritual beings and readily passes into worship,
the blood-feud has to this extent a religious basis.

By the CJreeks certainly, in historic no less than in

pre-hist«ric times, vengeance on the murderer was

regarded as a duty to the slain, and one of a re-

ligious kind. And probably the chief interest of

the subject before us is the clear light which it

sheds upon a whole world of thought and feeling
which is in marked contrast with generally current

conceptions about Greek religion,
I. Homer.—In Homer there are abundant traces

of the custom. We read of Orestes avenging his

father (Od. iii. 306), though this is the less usual

case of blood-feud within the family, and of the

understood right and duty of any man to avenge a

brother or a son (II. ix. 6.32 ; Od. xxiv. 434). In

one instance (Od. xv. 273) the responsibility for

vengeance falls also on the slain man's trai., who
are usually understood to be his clan.'^men. This

view is sui)ported by the facts that irai. are dis-

tinguished from cousins (avi^iol) in II. ix. 464,

and that in Attic law the duty of prosecuting a
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murderer passed in case of need to any member of

the murdered man's phratry (Rohde, Psyche, p.
260-261 n.). When an act of homicide has been
committed, under whatever circumstances,—for

these do not seem to have affected the issue in the

society which Homer depicts,
—its author is some-

times represented as fleeing into a strange land,
where he seeks the protection of a man of influ-

ence. So Patroclus finds refuge in the house of

Peleus, and Lycophron in that of Ajax {R. xxiii.

85, XV. 431). In other cases the feud is ended by
means of a recompense, or iroivf], mutually agreed
on by the two parties. That this often happened
is shown by the passage (iZ. ix. 632 ff.) where

Ajax, after trying in vain to disarm the resent-
ment of Achilles against Agamemnon, continues,
'

Why, even from the murderer of a brother, or for

his own dead son, a man accepts, it may be, a
ransom, and so he (the murderer) stays in his own
town, after paying a large fine' (Paley's tr.). Of
what took place on such occasions we have a vivid

picture in II. xviii. 498 ff. There, in a scene upon
Achilles' shield, the two parties to a blood-feud
first engage in a wrangle as to whether the amount
agreed on has actually been paid, and afterwards

bring their quarrel before a council of elders, while
in the midst are placed two golden talents, which,
at least on one interpretation, represent the iroivrj,

or fine claimed.

Among all these references to the blood-feud in

Homer, nothing, it will be seen, is said about the

spirit of the slain man, while the settlement by
means of a fine is obviously treated as a matter in

which the living only are concerned. And this
is in harmony with the general view, which the
Homeric poems present to us, of the state of the
dead. Where the blood-feud is animated by a
desire to appease the dead nian's spirit, the latter
is conceived as a powerful being bent on revenge,
able and also ready to wreak his vengeance on the
kinsman who neglects his interests. But the faith

described in Homer is of a different order. Its

dead are strengthless beings, inefi"ectual shadows
of the living. There is, however, good reason to
believe that this was not the oldest Greek faith.

Even in Homer we meet once and again with
what seem to be outcrops from an earlier stratum
of belief. Thus at the funeral of Patroclus (II.

xxiii. 138 ff.), the hair which Achilles
lays

in his
dead friend's hand, the jars of honey and oil, the

slaughter of beasts and captives, and the burning
of these together with the corpse, the night-long
pouring of wine upon the earth, and the oft-

repeated call to Patroclus, together with many
other features of the story, all point to a vivid
belief in the reality and nearness of the departed
spirit which contrasts sharply with the usual
Homeric representation ; while, as Rohde observes

{Psyche"^, p. 17), the whole series of offerings be-

longs entirely to the class which we may regard
as oldest, and which meets us later in numerous
instances of Greek ritual observed in the worship of
under-world powers. The offerings which, in Od,
xi. 49 ff. (the

'

Nekuia'), Odysseus promises to the

departed spirits point in the same direction. But,
if such was the earliest Greek conception, the

deepest motive of the blood-feud, in the Homeric
age weakened or lost sight of, may well have been
the slain man's demand for vengeance. And that
this was actually the case is indirectly proved by
the fact that in Homer the consequences seem to

be the same for unintentional as for intentional

homicide. The equalization of these two, says
J. H. Lipsius [Das attische Recht und Rechtsvcr-

fahren, Introduction, p. 7), affords clear proof that
the fundamental aim of the blood-feud was not

punitive justice, but satisfaction to tiie slain.

2. Classic age.—When now we turn to the

classic age, this aspect of the blood-feud occupies
the forefront of the picture. Vengeance on the
homicide is primarily reparation oftered to the
dead, and as such it is a religious act.

(1) Poetry.
—In JEschylus' Eumenides, Orestes is

pursued by no earthly avenger of blood, but by
the Erinyes, who are representatives at once of
the dead and of the old religious order. At first,
in all probability, they were nothing but oflended

ghosts, the angry spirits of the slain, and hints
of this original character are to be found in

iEschylus (cf. e.g. J. E. Harrison, Prolegomena to
the Study of Greek Religion, p.

223 ft"). In the
main, however, as seen in his pages, they are
rather the personified curses that attend the

shedding of Kindred blood. The personality of
the slain is merged in that of the malignant
demons who act as the ministers of his revenge.
The same natural shifting of ideas, and the same
fundamental conception of the slain man's enmity,
are seen in the use of the word irpoa-Tpdiraios, which
in the sense of an avenging power is applied by
the orator Antiphon at one time to the dead man's
spirit, at another to his ghostly champion, as in
the phrase 6 Trpoo'Tpdwaios tov drrodavSi'Tos {Tetr. 3,

^, 8). Sometimes, as in Sophocles (Trach, 1202) or

Euripides [Iphig. in T. 118), the outraged spirit is

described by the epithet dpaios, a dealer of curses.

(2) History. — So far we have been dealing
chiefly with the fancies of poets. But the same
view of a slain man's enmity, and of his satisfac-

tion as a religious act, is met with when we turn
to the practice of the law courts and examine the

developments of the blood-feud in historic times.

When the clan develops into the State, the blood-
feud inevitably passes under its control and is

regulated in accordance with its interests. Greece
was no exception to this rule, and we have evidence
of laws relating to homicide in various Greek States,

But while in the case of other States our informa-
tion is only fragmentary, the procedure at Athens,
though obscure in some points, is illustrated by
copious references, especially in Plato, Aristotle,
and the Attic orators. To enter at all fnUy into

the Attic process would carry us beyond the limits

of this article. But it will be sufficient to note its

salient points. In the first place, the legal process
meant a mitigation of the unreasoning vengeance
of the primitive blood-feud. We have seen that

originally the circumstances which led to homicide
were immaterial. Its law is sufficiently expressed
in what the chorus in iEschylus (Choeph. 310 ft".)

characterize as ' a thrice hoary saying
'

:

' Blood-

stroke for blood-stroke must be paid. Doer of

wrong must suff'er.' But from time immemorial
Athens had separate courts for the trial of wilful

murder, of accidental, and of justifiable homicide.

The tribunal for the trial of murder in the strict

sense was the Council of the Areopagus, which
exercised that function right onwards from the

time of Solon, or, according to others (e.g. C. W. C.

Oman, Hist, of Greece, p. Ill), from the dawn of

the Athenian constitution. Furthermore, a law
of Draco (c. 620 B.C.) enacted that vengeance in

certain cases, including adultery, should not be
followed by a legal penalty (Pausan. IX. xxxvi. 8).

But if from one point of view the law mitigated,
from another it restored, the rigour of the ancient
blood-feud. It did so by forbidding the itoivt), or

money settlement, of which we have seen examples
in the laxer practice of the Homeric age (cf. e.g.

Demosth. Aristocrat. 28). This is by no means

always the case when blood-revenge passes out of

the hands of private persons (cf. e.g. Grote, Hist,

of Greece, i. 484). It might, indeed, be thought
that this strictness in the Attic law was due to the

supposed interest of the State, but the true ex-

planation is doubtless to be found in the view
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advanced by Rohde, among others, that the State

regulated the murder suits on the basis of the old

family blood-feud, and that its chief object was the

satisfaction, not of the State, but of the invisible

powers. These positions we shall now proceed to

illustrate.

That the State process grew out of the blood-
feud is first of all indicated by the fact that it was
the nearest relatives of the murdered man, and

only in special cases more distant kinsmen, on
whom devolved both the right and the obligation
to prosecute. It was a duty for whose neglect in

the case of wilful murder a man might be himself

arraigned by a fellow-citizen (G. F. Schumann,
Antiq. of Greece, p. 471, Eng. tr. ). And this

naturally arose from the fact that the duty to

prosecute was regarded as also a duty to the dead,
and thus as a religious duty, the neglect of which

brought pollution upon the State and involved the
risk of dearths and other calamities. For we
have in the next place to note that the thought of

the murdered man's vengeful spirit, and of other

ghostly powers who jealously watched over his

interest, was a living force in Athens even in

historical times, shaping the course of justice, and

moving the ordinary man to superstitious fear.

To take the latter point first, the thought of the
dead spirit's claim was a force to which the orator
knew how to appeal in capital trials. So the
relatives are said by Antiphon ^orjduv ti^ rfdvei^n,
'to succour the dead' {Or. i. 31 ; Tefr. 1, 3, 13),
and sentence on the murderer is described by
him as rifiupla t(^ aSiK-qdivri,

'

vengeance to the

wronged
'

(Or. v. 58, vi. 6). In one of his speeches,
composed for a fictitious case, he makes his clients

address the jury : avrl rod iraddvTos iTTLCTK-qiTTOixiv

vixlv,
' we implore you on behalf of the dead

'

{Tetr. 3, 7, 7). In the next place the sense of a

religious duty to the dead is apparent in the
several steps of the judicial procedure. It is the
archon-basileus who presides at the trial for

homicide, the magistrate who inherited the pecu-
liarly religious duties of the kingship ; again, at
the outset of the process, both parties have to

swear by the Erinyes and other under -world

powers to the justice of their cause. And lastly,
we may note the procedure enjoined by law in the
case 01 one condemned to temporary exile for an
act of unpremeditated homicide. When the period
of his exile had elapsed, and when he had been

formally reconciled to the relatives of the slain,
he had still to undergo a ritual purification from
the stain of bloodshed ere he could share in the

worship either of the State or of the family, and
he had to make expiatory oil'erings to the spirit of

the dead.
It will be seen that the conceptions here re-

garded as underlying the blood-feud, which have
been attributed to the earliest Greek age and
which are clearly reflected in classic times, con-

trast sharply with the picture of the Homeric
age which lies between. The problem presented
by this contrast can scarcely be ignored in dealing
with the blood-feud, but it is one on which we can
here only touch. It can probably be best ex-

plained by the composite racial elements that
went to the making or the Greek nation. It is, of

course, to be supposed that the feebler conception
of the spirit-world reflected in Homer's pag'?s, and
the more untroubled gladness in life, were an
actual feature of the age in which he lived. But
they were the characteristics of a conquering
Achsean stock, and not of the earlier popiilation.
The latter, who had no great poets to express the

spirit of their religion, still clung to their local

cults, and thought of the dead as mysterious
powers, able to bless or curse the living. Even
Homer, as already seen, is not -sWthout trace of

this earlier belief. A similar hint may be found
in Hesiod, whose * daemons '

are the souls of the
men who lived in the earliest or golden age
( Works and Days, 121 ). And I'orphyry (de A bstin.
4. 22) records how Draco enjoined the Athenians
to honour the dead heroes of tiieir country accord-

ing to the custom of tli^ir fathers. The old faith
never died, and at last, owing especially to tlie

teaching' of the Delphic oracle, its gloomier views
about the under world became, as we have seen,
a dominant force in religion, and helped to shape
judicial procedure.
There was, indeed, in Greek religion another and

very dillerent world from this, a realm of serene

1)iety,

radiant with images of the Olympian gods,
iut beneath it, in an opposition which paganism
could not fully overcome, was a world of gloom and
misgiving, haunted by the thought of evil, and of

powers whose law was justice untempered with
mercy. Of that world the study of the blood-feud,
and of its reflexion in the thought and practice of
the classic age, aflbrds us impressive examples.
Literature.—W. Robertson Smith, Kinship and Marriage
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BLOOD-FEUD (Hindu).—Indian legislation
had early reached the stage in which the right of

Crivate
war, and the oblij^'ations arising from the

lood tie everj'where recognized among the Teu-
tonic tribes, had been superseded by the view that

repression of murder and violence was a function
of the State. The peace - preserving power of
the king had become predominant, and we have
to go back to Vedic literature if we would meet
with some slight traces of the wergdd, or composi-
tion, once paid as a compensation for manslaugliter
to the relatives of the victim. It appears that a
hundred cows were considered in Vedic times the

ordinary amount of the wergdd to be paid for

killing a man. The somewhat obscure nints in

the Vedic Samhitds may be supfderaented by the
more explicit statements contained in the Dharma-
sutras of Baudhayana and Apastamba, where the
fines to be paid for manslaughter are declared to
have the removal of hostility for their object.
Cows and other cattle were, no doubt, the earliest
kind of money in India, and the payment of a
hundred cows for manslaughter corresponds to the

bride-price, which likewise consists of a hundred
cows. Gradually, wS the priestly influence made
itself more felt, the compensation to be paid to the

family came to be converted into a money present
to the Brahmans. This is the standpoint of the
more recent lawbooks of Mann, Yajnavalkya, and
others. At the same time, the

kind's
took cog-

nizance of all crimes committed in their kingdoms.
Punishment was personitied as the protector of all

creatures, formed of Brahman's glory (Manu, vM.

14), and that king only was said to attain to para-
dise in whose dominion there existed neither

murderer nor thief nor other oflender (Visnu, v.

196). Nevertheless, the ancient custom of blood-

revenge did not become entirely extinct, and various

instances of it are recorded down to comparatively
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recent times. Thus in Kolhapur, before it came
under British superintendence, murderers were
sometimes compelled to make compensation to the

family of the victim. Land thus given in com-

pensation was called Jchunkat. In Kathiawar,
various forms of blood-revenge were known to

occur even in the 19th cent. ; e.g. the avenger
abandoned the village and acted in a hostile

manner against the whole community (baharvatia).
In Rajputana, Prince Jait Sing received 26 bighds
of land as a compensation, called moond-kati

(blood-money), for the murder of some of his

Rajputs. A landed proprietor in Mewar, whose
father had been murdered, was given five villages

belonging to the murderer. The inhabitants of

certain border Districts in Gujarat, between whom
and their neighbours in Rajputana an unceasing
feud raged, used to have from time to time peace-
able meetings with the latter, when the numoer of

persons killed, women kidnapped, and cattle lifted

on both sides, was ascertained, and a compensation
in money paid for the surplus by the other party.

Literature.—Roth,
'

Wergeld im Veda,' in ZDMG xlL 672-
679 ; Buhler,

' Das Wergeld in Indien,' in Festgruss an B. v.

Roth, Stuttgart, 1893; Bombay Gazetteer, viii. 325, 329, xxiv.

267 ; JoUy, RechtundSitte, Strassburg-, 1896, § 44 ; Sir R. West,
' The Criminal Law and Procedure of the Ancient Hindus,' in
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BLOOD-FEUD (Muslim).—Among the Arabs,
as among the other Semitic races, the blood-feud

(qawad), retaliation (qiSds), vengeance (their), is

a general institution. Attested by pre-Islamic
documents, confirmed by the Qur'an (ii. 173 and
iv. 94), and codified by the jurists, it is a living
custom among the Bedawin, and is practised in

its primitive form. We get this information from
the observations collected in Syria by several

authors, especially Burckhardt and Jaussen ; and
it is to them that we must go to study our

subject. In the written Muslim law the blood-
feud is only a chapter of criminal law.
A man is killed ; he must be avenged. At first,

it seems to be for religious reasons : a human being
who has died without having accomplished, in

^eace or war, certain rites of passage, could never
fand peace in the grave ; the dead man's blood
'

cries,' in the form of an owl which disturbs the

repose of his family, and which cannot be appeased
except by another's blood. Then it seems also for
economic reasons : the family and tribe of the dead
man are weakened in comparison with the family
and tribe of the murderer ; the injured social group
demands compensation.
Sometimes vengeance is immediate : a murder is

committed in an encampment ;
it is kno^vn Avho

the murderer is ; the men rush on his tents, kill

evei-ybody they meet, slaughter the animals, and
bum or break everything belonging to the mur-
derer. But these immediate reprisals are often

impossible, and then, it appears, some rites which
are not very definitely stated take place. The
nearest relative of the victim dips his shirt-sleeve

(reden) in the spilt blood and hoists it up at the top
of a lance. During a space of three days the

avenger has no communication with anj'body. The
pre-Islamic heroes used to subject themselves to

various tabus at this time : Imru'l Qais took an
oath to drink no wine, to eat no food, neither to

wash nor to anoint his head, and to have nothing
to do with women, until the day when his vengeance
would be complete. It seems very probable that
this was not altogether a voluntary tabu, because
Duraid ibn as-Sama acted in the very same way.
Vengeance is taken, as a rule, by the nearest

relative of the victim ; but all the male members
of his family to the fifth generation have the right
of vengeance on the murderer and his relatives to

the fifth generation.

The murderer, however, obtains the protection of
his tribe or of an influential shaikh; and if the

family of the victim, supported by their tribe,
follow up their vengeance, they become involved in
an everlasting war, made up of isolated murders and
renewed vengeance. It is not often that a murderer
is left alone at the mercy of his enemies. Some-
times, however, a shaikh will refuse to protect a man
whose repeated assassinations are an annoyance
to the tribe, or who has committed a murder in
dishonourable circumstances. In such cases, the
shaikh makes proclamation through the whole
tribe that he 'shakes his mantle' {infiraS 'abntih)
against him. The outlaw may then be slain with
impunity by any one, even by a member of his o^ti
tribe. Sometimes a Bedawi proclaims the infira§
'abatih on himself. He makes a tour through the
whole tribe with a stick in his hand and a white
flag flying from the top of it. Determined to

avenge himself for a personal injury by a murder,
he is trying in this way to take measures before-
hand to restrict the consequences of his action to
his own head.
As a rule, the murderer, being protected by his

tribe, escapes the immediate vengeance of the

family of his victim ; but he remains none the less

under a constant dread of it, which disturbs the
life of his tribe as well as his o'svn. After a few
weeks, he sends a representative to the victim's

family to make proposals. These are rejected,
because the family are in honour bound to get the
blood that is to satisfy the dead. Some months
pass. The two tribes are tired of a situation that
trammels all their social relations. An inter\new
is arranged in the shaikh's tent, at which the repre-
sentative {wakll) of the murderer appears in suppli-
cation before the principal family-chiefs.

On his

knees, he avows three times that he has the victim
' at his house.' Then the victim's nearest relative

declares himself ready to make peace, but only on
condition of receiving an enormous ransom {diya)
of young girls, camels, mares, sheep, money, arms,
etc. The ^vakil consents to everything, no matter
how exaggerated and impossible of fulfilment the
conditions enumerated by the avenger may be.

Then the shaikh intervenes, and, calling on tlie

names of various intercessors, asks for the reduc-
tion of the difi'erent elements of the diya in suc-

cession ; the avenger consents to this more or

less generously, and peace is concluded. Pardon

('afti) is, so to speak, exchanged for the diya. In

certain tribes the diya always includes two young
girls of the murderer's family or tribe ; the avenger

keeps them to himself, or gets them married at

will. Lastly, peace is guaranteed by the nomina-
tion of two hostages [kafll) for each side, and a
white flag is hoisted on a stick. Sometimes they

proceed to a final ceremony of burying the blood.

When the family of the murderer are unable to

pay the diya, they go into voluntary exile.

The amount of the diya is not usually tlie object
of discussion except between tribes who live in

close relations of kinship, or, at least, neighbour,
hood ; for others there is a fixed amount (imidda).

In ancient Arabia, the diya of a free man was a
hundred camels, and that is the figure adopted by
the sunna ; the legal writings determine the li>-t3

of beasts to be chosen, in accordance with the

ancient customs. For this mudda, which, in prac-

tice, can be applied only among nomads, has oeen

substituted a sum of 1000 or 1200 drachmas, accord-

ing to the country. Some people have preserved
customary muddas which do not agree with the

price fixed by the surina : one allows fifty sheep
and fifty mejidi ; others, a thousand piastres along
with the murderer's weapon and some sheep, two
or three hundred mejidi, forty camels, etc.

The prescriptions of the Qur'an (ii. 173), the
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meaning of which, however, is difficult to settle,

sanctioned a scale of values in accordance with the

social importance of the victims—freemen, slaves,

or infidels. Is it possible that Imru'I Qais, when
claiming a hundred human lives for his father's

blood, was conforming to an old mudda binding on
chiefs? The mudda for a woman was lixed by the

sunna at half of what was due for a man of the
same social status. The Bedawi tribes of Syria,
on the contrary, hx the mudda for a woman at

four times that for a man : eight girls or their

dowry, or sixty camels. For a pregnant woman,
they add to her own diya the diya of the child.

The governments and jurists have set themselves
to give a character of public right to private ven-

geance. The penalties are pronounced by a magis-
trate, according to written rules, in solemn forms
of procedure in which the witnessing plays a pre-

ponderating part. Sentences are executed by
public authority.
The modes of action are the same in the retalia-

tion for wounds. This consists in inflicting a wound
on the criminal identical with the wound he gave
his victim. But here again the diya comes in ;

and the application by competent authority of the

physical penalty or the money-fine is one of the

most important matters of Arab criminal law.

Literature.—Jaussen, Coutumes des Arabes an pays de

Moab, Paris, 1908, pp. 220-232; G. Jacob, AUarabischet
Beduinenleben^, Berlin, 1897 ; J. L. Burckhardt, JNotes on
Bedouins and Wahabys, London, 1830, ii. 148-157.

Gaudefroy-Demombynes.

BLOOD-FEUD (Roman).—That blood-feud

existed in primitive times in Italy as elsewhere is

certain both from analogy and from actual traces,

but the latter are scanty compared with those found

amongst the Greeks. The reason lies in the com-

paratively modern character of Roman civilization

when it emerges into the light of history. Roman
history is illustrated by no such authentic picture
of a primitive age as is contained in Homer. And
when we turn to the arrangements of Roman law,
we find little or no such reflexion of primitive
ideas relating to the blood-feud as in the law-

courts of Athens. But both in law and tradition

the traces, if not very abundant, are clear.

The legend recorded by Plutarch (Bom. 23, 24)

about Titus Tatius and the envoys from Lauren-
tum points unmistakably to the usage in question.
Friends and kinsmen of Tatius slew the envoys
when on their way to the kin^ ; and, on his refus-

ing to deliver up the culprits, he was himself

kified by the relatives of the murdered men.
Soon afterwards the gods punished both Rome
and Laurentum with a plague, which was stayed

only when the murderers on both sides were sur-

rendered and punished. Tlie last statement sug-

gests a public, indeed a legal execution, so that

we may agree mth the verdict of Monmisen {Horn.
Hist. i. 158) :

' This story looks very like a
historical version of the abolition of blood-revenge.'
Another echo of the blood-feud comes to us in

the tradition that Numa enjoined the ollering of a

ram (doul)tless through the kinsmen to the manes
of the slain) in cases of involuntary homicide.

What Prof. Muirhead (EBi^ xx. 6S0i) calls 'a

re-enactment in illustrative language* of the same
law appears in the words which, according to

Cicero, occurred in the XII. Tables, 'si telnm
manu fugit magis (^uam jecit, arietem subicito.'

In this case the object clearly is to stay a legal

prosecution ; but the original object of such a law,
and that as late perhaps as the time of Numa,
must have been to impose a limit on the blood-feud
in the case of accidental homicide, while still in

the case of wilful murder suflering it to proceed
unchecked {EBr^, loc. cit.). But a more direct re-

miniscence of the blood -feud is to be found in the

part which the kinsman of a slain man was ex-

pected to take in the jtrosecution of the murderer.
So stringent was the obligation to institute the
trial, that failure to do so disqualified a man from
inheriting any of the property of the deceased.
Thus in Rome as in Athens, the jvulicial procedure
reflects the family aspect of tiie original blood-feud.
On the other hand, the legal treatment of homicide
showed how completely among the Romans the
claim of the State superseded that of the family
to execute justice on the criminal. For homicide
was dealt with, and that even earlier than the
XII. Tables, as a breach of what the jurists called
the public law, which dealt with offences against
the State, while the private law dealt with matters

directly afl'ecting the interest of individuals.
A word may be added as to the earliest meaning

of the word poena. It corresponds to the Greek
TToivT?, and occurs in a similar sense in the XII.
Tables in the sentence 'si iniuriam faxit alteri,

viginti quinque aeris poenae sunto.' Poena is here
the equivalent in money of the revenge sought for,
and it miglit be supposed to indicate the existence
in earlier times of a manner of settling the blood-
feud such as was customary in the Homeric age.
That such a custom was also familiar to the
Italians is from the nature of the case probable,
but is not supported by the use of the word poena,
which is simply borrowed from the Greek in the

general sense of compensation. Moreover, the

passage in the XII. Tables refers to compensation
for personal injury, and has therefore no connexion
with the blood-feud (for an interesting account of

the relation between poena and iroivi) see Karlowa,
Rom,. Bechtsgeschichte, ii. 790).
Literature.—J. Muirhead, art.
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BLOOD-FEUD (Semitic).—The feeling of kin-

ship is the basis of the tribal system of primitive
Semitic societies; kinsmen are really 'brothers'

through their participation in a common blood,
and this social bond is enforced by the law of

blood-revenge. Tribal blood has fallen to the
earth with the killing of a member of the group.
The necessity for revenge arises when any meml>er
has perished at the iiand of one of another group ;

the sanctity of its bluo<l has l^een invaded thereby.
On the otner hand, if one kinsman has slain

another, it is not cause for blood-revenge ; either
he is outlawed, as Cain (Gn 4'"^) from his kin

(though here by Jahweh), or is put to death,

originally without shedding of bloo*!, by the whole
kin, that it may rid itself of an impious member.
The custom was doubtless of a religious char-

acter. Its persistence may be taken to support
this. The members are one kin with their god ;

they are of his blood. His rights are violated
therefore by the murder of one of their number,
and he reqtiires of them that they seek vengeance,
<m pain of his displeasure and consequent with-
drawal from communion with them, as signs of

which they would
interj)ret any physical calami-

ties that might befall them. It is a sacred duty
a man may not renounce. The voice of blood, too,
cries out from the ground for vengeance. There
is a familiar idea in Arab poetry tliat his spirit in

the shape of a bird rises from the head of the un-

avenged and cries,
' Give me to drink' (Wz. blood).

Only tribal life otters the necessary conditions

for blood-revenge: (1) the solidarity of the tribe

or family (a larger group than with us, which is

explained later), in which each individual is an-

swerable for the other ; and (2) the autonomy of

the tribe.

The religious motive is not always present, but
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esprit de corps is so real that tribal honour is

always alert in pursuit of vengeance. In many
instances the slain man's kin retaliated till a
manifold vengeance was obtained. The Song of

Lamech (Gn 4^'-), ttiat if Cain be avenged seven
times Lamech shall be avenged seventy-seven
times, may be taken as showing that the vendetta
did not always stop at the person of the mur-
derer. But the principle of blood-feud is 'a life

for a life,'

A person who has shed other than kin-blood is

not at all regarded as impious, for only the blood
of kin is sacred. He has involved aU his kinsmen
in the consequences ; but they, if possessed of true

tribal instinct, will not yield him up to the

avenger. Any member or the aggrieved group
may retaliate upon any member of the other,
and satisfaction be obtained. But such summary
justice does not always conclude the matter, and
retaliation may follow retaliation indefinitely.

1. Responsibility within a narrower circle.—
The family, not in the minor dimensions that
obtain with \is, but embracing all the descendants
of a great-great-grandfather, early began to enter

as a unit into the reckoning, ana family feeling,
which eventually affected the structure of Semitic

society, and gave it a set towards disintegration,
assumed a first importance. Blood-revenge now
becomes primarily the concern of the famUy, so

that the nearest relative is he who should under-
take it : the gffel, therefore, in Israel. Among the
Arabs the brotlier and the son in almost equal
measure were obliged to avenge. The tribe [hayy)
usually, however, in its narrower seiLse of an

aggregate of families that move &n bloc from place
to place and bear the same name, assumes the

duty only when the family cannot from its weak-
ness obtain vengeance. This intention of assert-

ing the honour of the tribe may draw into the field

of battle the manslayer's tribe, and war may de-

mand a heavy toll of lives. The passive solidarity
of the tribe also weakened before this narrower

principle of relationship ; the avenger preferred to

retaliate upon some person within the fifth degree
of consanguinity—a usage still in force among
the Bedawin. Another consequence of this growth
of the family-idea may be noted. Certain of these
smaller social units, by reason of bravery or for

other such cause, became a kind of aristocracy,
and from this was chosen the chief of the tribe.

Not every life was held to be compensation for one
of this class ; in early Arabia ' a nobleman for a
nobleman ' was the rule.

2. Modifications. — (1) Protection. —A man in

fear of an avenger might flee for protection to a
member or the chief of another tribe. Moses,
e.g., found refuge with Jethro (Ex 2^5^). In

Arabia, by taking food or drink with a tribes-

man, or even by pitching his tent so that '
tent-

rope touches tent-rope,' the fugitive secures for
himself his protection, and, especially in earlier

times, that of the whole tribe. In pre-Islamic
times this relationship between protector and pro-
tected varied : it might be temporary or perma-
nent and hereditary, or promise might be made to

protect against a definite enemy, or all his ene-

mies, or against death itself, i.e., if the stranger
were slain while under his protection, the host
would undertake to pay blood-money to the next-
of-kin. The ydr, or protege, ceases to be under any
obligation to his own tribe, and enjoys the same
rights as any member of that to which he is now
attached. It is the proud boast of a tribe that it

is always able to defend its refugees ; a weaker,
however, under fear of attack from a stronger,

may refuse to admit one to protection, or may
refer him elsewhere. Sometimes the protector
claimed the right to dismiss a jar at will.

(2) Asylum.—In Arabia a manslayer was un-
molested by his pursuer within certain sacred
areas, pre-eminently the harara of Mecca, within
the tent, or if he pitched his tent over the grave of
an ancestor. In ancient Israel the altar afforded
shelter to any one who had shed blood, but by the
later time of the Book of the Covenant it availed

only the unintentional homicide. Certain cities
of refuge were provided for in the later law-codes,
and these also are further distinguished from the
asylums of the Arabs in that they secured from
violence only, and not from justice. See Asylum.

(3) Holy Seasons.—During the four holy months
blood-revenge and war were prohibited by the
Arabs.

(4) Oracle.—The authority of the oracle, com-
municated through the lot, may originally have
had considerable influence. That of Hubal in
Mecca was famous ; questions requiring

'

yes
'

or
' no '

might be settled, and it might also decide
who was to undertake vengeance.

(5) Oath.—Through the qasdma, or • oath of

purgation,' among the Arabs proof was supplied
where otherwise none could be offered. Helpers,
usually fifty in number, in the oath must swear
to the innocence of one accused of murder, or to
his blood-guUtiness. The helpers need not have
been eye-witnesses. The proper application of
the qasdma, however, was when a man was found
slain. The nearest community had to swear they
were not the murderers. In Israel the nearest com-
munity professed its innocence through its elders,
and made atonement for the blood which had been
shed by laying the guilt upon an animal (Dt 21^"'),

for it was a fearful thought to the Hebrew that
blood should go unavenged (Job 16^^).

(6) Blood-wit.—The principle of commuting the

right of blood-revenge by a fine, which has been

recognized by many peoples (Greek troivlt, Saxon
wergeld), has not been universal among the
Semites. The acceptance of a surrogate was
forbidden to the Hebrews (Nu 35^^)

—a fact which
is evidence of the increasing sense of personal
worth under the growing social order. Arabs,
with a fine instinct of tribal honour, reckoned it

dishonourable to compromise in any degree the
blood of a kinsman, but the consciousness of weak-
ness might recommend such a course to a tribe.

The material advantages to be gained by its

acceptance also exercised some influence. Many
tribes required, as a condition of such compromise,
that the oflender or a near relative should enter

the tent of the avenger and place his life at his

disposal, thus acknowledging the latter's ability to

avenge if he ^^ished. A person of repute, either

an outsider or a member of one of the two tribes

seeking a settlement, may be caUed in to arbi-

trate, out his authority is
only

moral. Certain

tribes had a fixed tarifl': that of a hundred female
camels was common, is still in force among some

Bedawin, and was renewed by the Wahhabis.
But haggling is frequent. The wergeld may be

paid by the manslayer ; but often it exceeds his

resources, and his near relatives or his friends may
contribute, or an assessment may be levied on the
whole tribe, or the chief may be called on ; for,

whereas in early time the booty was divided

equally, a fourth came to be set aside later into a
kind of State-treasury under him for the enter-

tainment of guests, the support of widows and

orphans, and the payment or blood-money.
The

recipients were the nearest relatives of tne mur-
dered man—the brother and the son, therefore,
whose duty it had been to avenge liim. If a jar
were killeu, his relatives, pnd not his protector,
received the wergeld.
With the passage from nomadic to agricultural,

settled life, local connexion begins to oust genea-
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logical, the regional grouping gradually weakens
the feeling of blood-community, and revenge for

the slaying of kin, which is opposed to nomad
custom, becomes possible (Gn 27*^, 2 S 14^). Laws
of social justice arise, and impartial tribunals of

State-life are instituted which remove the inflic-

tion of penalties out of the individual's hands, and

distinguish between murder and homicide. In

Babylonia, courts for the punishment of oirences

were early set up ; the ju.^ talionis, but not blood-

revenge, was admitted. The code of PJammurabi
makes exception in favour of unintentional liomi-

cide (§ 207 f . ). In course of time, after their settle-

ment in Canaan, the Israelites lost their tribal

organization, and during their subsequent history
the laws of vengeance passed beyond the primi-
tive state of blood-feud and acquired an ethical

character. Their law-codes represent an inter-

mediate stage between the nomadic custom of

direct vengeance .and the criminal proceedings of

developed State-life. All three make the distinc-

tion (not found in Homer, though made later

when the community took into its bands the right
of the avenger), between murder and homicide,
and provide for the unintentional homicide lest he
should fall a victim to the avenger's hasty passion ;

he is secure from the go'el at any altar of Jahweh
(Ex 21'3'-), or at the Cities of Refuge (Dt lO-*^-,

Nu So"*^-). Ancient custom is preserved in this, that

the avenger, and not the State, must take the initia-

tive in protecting the interests of the aggrieved

by bringing the case before the elders (Deut. ),

or the congregation (P), and must carry out the

death penalty. The Deuteronomic code indicates

the growth of individual responsibility in stating
that the criminal alone is responsible for his mis-

deeds (Dt 24'®). The go'el was known in Israel

certainly down to the time of David (2 S 14''). To
Jahwism is due much of the credit for modifying
this custom, though it did not abolish it. Jahweli

came to be regarded as the go'el who had redeemed
Israel from bondage, to whom blood cried out, and
who avenged it through His representatives with

the people, viz. elders, kings, and priests.
In Syria the Syro-Roman law-book of the 5th cent.

A.D. (§ 74, Pans Manuscript) forbids the avenger
to kill the manslayer,

and requires that the accuser

hand over the guilty person to the authorities.

Muhammad found the principles of blood-revenge
too deeply rooted to be overthro\\'n, and it gained

recognition under his theocratic regime (Qi^r. xvii.

35). The religious community had both active and

passive solidarity, being obliged to avenge one of

its members slain and to protect a Muslim man-

slayer against the unbeliever. Further, he made
the manslayer alone responsible for his deed, and

distinguished between murder, fatal assault, and
unintentional homicide. In the case of the first

the talio was allowed, but blood-money could be

accepted; in the others it must be accepted (Ilm

Hisam.pp. 341-343, 821, ed. Wiistenfeld ; al-Waqidi,
338, ed. Wellhausen). But the modern Bedawl has

preserved the nomadic institutions of the tribal

system and the blood-feud from the transforming
influence Islam would otherwise have exercised.

With him the laws of vengeance for murder and
homicide are the same. There is no need to re-

gard the blood-feud as an altogether barbarous

practice with nothing beneficent. Travellers in

the peninsula claim tliat it is a salutary institu-

tion which has prevented tribes from exterminat-

ing each other, tliat it stays the plunderer's hand
from shedding blood, and permits the traveller to

risk himself in the desert. It is likely to remain
as long as nomad life l"* regulated by custom.

LrrKRATTRii.—Kohler, Zur Lehrt von der Blutrache, 1SS5
;
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Code of Hammurabi, 1903; I'EFSt, 1897, p. 128 ff.; Burck-
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A. H. Harley.
BLOOD-FEUD (Slavonic).—Among Slavonic

{)eoples the institution of the blood-feud may still

be traced in good authorities, throughout all its

history, alike when it was in full force and in the

varying stages of its gradual decay.
1. Slavonic terminology.—The art. Blood-Feud

(Aryan) has already discussed the three exijrcssionri
—Old Slav, vrniiiln, not only 'enmity, 'blood-

revenge,' but also 'compensation,' 'fine'; Old
Russ. vira, 'wergeld,' then 'State-compensation';
and mirU, 'peace.' Here should be added Old
Slav, qlava, properly

'

head,' and krUvi, properly
' blood

' — words which are used in numerous
Slavonic tongues to signify the manslaughter (deed
of blood) which is to be avenged by the blood-feud.

The Russian expression for
'

revenge
'

is misti, mesti,

mistili, mstiti, which may be assigned to the same

category as Latin milto, from *moito,* 'change'
(cf. in Sicilian Gr. (jloitos,

' retaliation '), or per-

haps also may be compared with Gr. fu<Tos,
' hatred

'

(nKxelv,
'

hate,' *mits-). An interesting designation
of inter-tribal conflict is to be found in the Polish

word wnlka (Czech vdlka,
'

war,' White Russ. valkn,
'

struggle '). It is perhaps possible that the Lat.

ulciscor,
'
I avenge, hitherto unexplained, shoulil

be connected with it (cf. Walde, Lat. Etymol.
Worterbuch). Finally, mention should be made of

the Servian vjera (Old Slav. vSra, cf. Lat. virus),
'

truce,' properly the pledge given to the hostile

clan to undertake no hostile action against them

during a specified period (Mid. Lat. treuga).
2. Instances of the blood-feud among particular

Slavonic peoples (principally based on Miklosich,
loc. cit. infra).

—The latest survival of the blood-

feud in full vigour was among the Southern Slavs,
where it persisted longest in Dalmatia and Monte-

negro. In the last named it was not till the year
1855 that it was rooted out by the

stringent
measures taken by Prince Danilo. Till that date
the blood-feud was looked on as the sole means
of preserving order and justice. Its characteristics

may be described as follows : Blood-revenge is

resorted to in cases of murder, wounding, and

insult, and is considered a religious and sacred

duty to the murdered man. It is especially the

women who give the stimulus to vengeance. The
mother lays the infant in the cradle to sleep upon
the blood-stained shirt of the murdered father,

and, as the boy grows up, she ever and anon

presents this ghastly object to his view. Every
male member of the clan is under the obligation to

avenge {bratstvo, properly
'

brotherhood,' cf. Gr.

(pprjrpr], (pparpLa, tppdrrjp, 'brother'): first the eldest

son ; if there are no sons, the brother. If the man to

be hunted Aow-a by the blood-feud dies, his liability
is inherited by his nearest relative, so that some-
times it is the sons and gran(is(ms who finally fight
out the quarrels of their fathers and grandfathers.
The chief object is to slay the murderer, or, if thi.s

is not possible, his next-of-kin—his brother, father,

son, and so forth. Blood-feud also occurs inside

the clan—a later and degenerate type of revenge.
The woman, and, strangely enough, the man ^^•no

has been taken under protection by a woman, are

inviolable. In the earliest times the man flees

after the murder to another district, or at least

avoids meeting the hostile clan in the church or

elsewhere. During the peril of war the clan-feud

is allowed to rest; but, according to Rovinskij
• A star before a word signifies that the form does not occur,

but is inferred.
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{op. cit. infra, 63), it may happen that a clan

living in deadly enmity with another clan forms
an alliance Avith a national foe (the Turks or

Arnaut) : 'pleme ("tribe" composed of several

bratstva) and rod ("relationship") in this instance
are rated higher than nationality and religious
faith.' It is only by an expiation which includes

the payment of the price of blood and a humiliating
ceremony on the part of the guilty man (see below)
that the blood-feud comes to a bloodless end. The
duty of revenge extends to the whole clan ; it is

only the clan and not individual members of it

that can conclude peace. In the assemblies of the

people [sbor, skup&tina) a question often discussed
is that of the settlement of feuds of many years'

standing which threaten the general peace. On
the expiation of the ofience hostility is forgotten,
and a man's honour is not wounded by virtue of

his act of expiation. On the other hand, the law
of Prince DanUo, mentioned above, decrees that
the murderer cannot buy his pardon by any blood-

payment, but is to be shot ; if he flees, his property
is to be confiscated ; he is banished from the

country, and, if in spite of this he returns, he may
be killed with impunity by any Montenegrin.
When we turn to the West Slavs, it is in Poland

that we find the longest persistence of the institu-

tions of the blood-feud in full vigour. Even in

the 14th cent, the Polish nobility (Sljachta) was
divided into a vast number of family-societies and
brotherhoods for war which made use of an escut-

cheon common to all, and had a common battle-cry
(proclama). These societies were based on an
actual or symbolical relationship. The cohesion
between members with one and the same escutcheon
was exemplified : (1) in the right of the relatives

of a murdered man to enforce the blood-payment
from the murderer ; (2) in the right to redeem
patrimonial estates belonging to the family if they
had been sold to a stranger without the express
consent of the relatives of the seller (cf. Rovinskij,
p. 141 note). But there is historical evidence of the
existence of these family feuds (ivalka, see above)
not only among the noble families, but also among
the peasant classes subject to them.

Finally, in the case of the East Slavs, the

Russians, we have at our disposal evidence very
old and weighty, but, it must be admitted, very
obscure in details.

The oldest and weightiest authorities are as follows : (1)
Chronica Js'estoris, ed. Fr. Miklosich, cap. xlv. : 'vivebat
Vladim§rus (9SO-1015) In timore deL Et multiplicata sunt
homicidia, et dixerunt episcopi Vladim6ro : ecce, multiplicati
sunt homicidae, cur non punis {kazniti, used of the State
penalty) eos ? Hie vero dixit eis : timeo peccatum (grichu,
"sin": AHad., like the people of Montt-negro, holds the blood-
feud to be a religious obligation). Illi vero dixerunt ei : tu
constitutus es adeo ut punias malos et ut diligas bonos, oportet
te punire homiddam, sed cum inquisitione {su ispytomu,

"
by

investigation"). Vladim§ras vero sublatia compositionibus
(otvergU viry,

' ' abolished the wergeld ") coepit punire homicidas.
Et dixerunt episcopi et seniores : bella multa, at si compositio
(vira) permansura est, in armis et in equis fiat. Et dixit
Vladim6rus : ita fiat. Et vivebat Vladinifirus secundum institu-
tionem {po ustrojenniu,

"
according to the constitution ") patris

et avi.'—(2) Russkaja Pravda of Jaroslav Volodimfrii (lOlS-
1054), cf. p. 72ia, above. Judicium Jaroslavi, filii Vladimiri:
'

Si interfecerit vir virum, ulciscatur (mlstiti) frater fratrem vel

pater vel filius vel fratris Alius vel sororis filius. Si vero nemo
est, qui eum ulciscatur, solvendae sunt pro capite octoginta
grivnae, si est principis vol tiunus principis (" otBcial") : si vero
est russus vel satelles principis vel mercator ve\ jabeshnikH (also
an official) vel tiumts boljari (boyar official) vel ineiiiiku

("sword-wearer") vel izgoj (a man attached to no class or

rank) vel slovennikU, quadraginta grivnae solvendae sunt.'—(3)
The Pravda of the 13th cent. (ap. Ewers, Das dlte^te Uecht
der Russen, p. 314) :

' After Jaroslav, his sons Isjaslav, Swjatoslav,
Wsewolod, and their men, namely, Kosnjatschko, Perenjeg,
Kikifor, now came to an agreement and did away with the
custom of head for head (oskloiUa ubijenie za golovu ;

for the

meaning of rjolova see above), replacing it by permission to buy
off the penalty by martens (kunami, i.e. with marten-skins) :

but every other ordinance of Jaroslav was confirmed by his
sons.' 'If any one kills a prince's man in an assault with
violence, and the manslayer Qiolovniku) is not discovered, then
a wergeld of 80 grivnae is to be paid by the district (»errt) in

which the head of the murdered man is I\ing : on the other hand,
if the victim is one of the (common) people {Ijudinii), then 40
griimae.'

The development of the custom, apart from special
points, is on the whole clear. Until Vladimir's
time there undoubtedly reigned a system of un-
restricted blood-revenge in Kussia, just as tliere did
in Montenegro down to the time of Prince Danilo.
Under the pressure of the clergy, Vladimir
attempted to proceed against the murderer by
means of State penalties (kazna), but he soon
returned to the customs of his ancestors. The later
chronicler did not see clearly the almost unmistak-
able meaning of this. Jaroslav was the first to

impose a restriction upon blood-revenge by limiting
it to certain spheres of kinship ; and, if these could
not produce an avenger, a compensation (vira, the
old term for the wergeld, though the expression
does not actually occur in this passage) of 80
or 40 grivnae was exacted — no doubt to the

advantage of the princely exchequer. The sons
of Jaroslav completed their father's work by enact-

ing that every deed of blood might be redeemed
by the payment of marten-skins, though it is not
clear who received the skins— the Prince, the

injured man, or both. If the murderer was un-
known, the district (vervi, see above) in which
the head of the murdered man was found was
responsible for the virnoje (formed from vira)—an

arrangement which still clearly recalls the joint
liability of the clan with regard to the wergeld
(see above). From the various rates of penalty
mentioned in the above and other passages of the

Russkaja Pravda, the calculation has been held to
be justified (cf. L. von Schroder, Festgruss an
Roth, p. 50) that the wergdd for the murder of a
free Russian [ogniicaniiiil, 'householder') would
come to about the value of a hundred cows, and
that in this respect, too, the customs of ancient
India (see above, pp. 725, 729) and of ancient Russia
coincided. But it must be admitted that the

ground on which such a calculation is based is

very insecure. (For the most ancient evidence
for the existence of blood-revenge on Slavonic soil,

see Mauricius, Strateg. xi. 5 ; cf. ARYAN RELIGION,
above, p. 51*. )

3. Expiatory usages at the axnicable settlement
of a blood-feud.—When the hostility between
two clans was to be terminated by payment of the

wergeld, there was also a long series of solemn
ceremonies of expiation, about which we have

ample information for the Slavonic and especially
the South Slavonic world (cf. Miklosich, op. cit.

176 f.). The Archiv f. slav. Philologie, xiv. 141ft'.,

contains a detailed account (not yet embodied in

the work of Miklosicli) of a ceremony of expiation

among the South Dalmatian Slavs. Its character-

istic features are as follows :

The two clans of the Bojkovi(5i and Tujko\'i<5i in the extreme
south of Dalmatia, where the blood-feud remains a living force

down to the present day, have been on hostile terms for years,
because in the year 1S77 Ivo Bojkovid in a quarrel shot Stoj, a

member of the Zeci family (of the clan of the Tujkovi(5l). The
murderer has long been dead, but there are two sons, Jovo Boj-
kovi<; and Jovo Zee, who now (in the year 1S90) are sufficiently

grown up to be able to fight out their fathers' quarrel. Matters,

however, do not come to that pass. After long protracted

negotiations the Bojkoridi are induced to admit themselves to

be in the wrong and to allow Jovo Zee the right of choosing
twenty-four arbitrators (Dobri-ljtuii,

'

good people '). These lay
down the following conditions of peace : Jovo Bojko^n*; is to pay
Jovo Zee and his brother Niko a little over a hundred sequins
as the price of blood for the murdered man. Here we must
add (according to Jovanovid,

'

Montenegrinische Rechtsge-
schichte,' in Ztschr.f. vergleich. Rechtsicistenchaft, xv. 134) that

the price of the victim is decided by the number of
'

bleedings,'
and that twelve '

bleedings
'

(estimated, as a rule, at twelve

sequins) constitute a deathblow. Further, the arbitrators stipu-
late that Jovo Bojkovid shall provide a meal for Jovo Zee and
his party up to the number of three hundred and offer him
twelve 'sponsorships,' i.e. send him twelve children, to whom
Zee and his people are to stand as godfathers or sponsors.

Moreover, twelve great and twelve small
' brotherhoods

'

{pobratimttvo, 'ort&cial relationship') are to be established
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between the two parties ; and, lastly, the inslruinent of death
is to be surrendered to Jovo Zee according to tlie established
customs. The twenty-seventh of August is the day appointed
for the fulfilment of all these provisions. The ceremonies to
be performed on this day take place partly in front of the house
of Zee, but chiefly in the common place of assembly. Above
all, it is before or in the house of Zee that the matter of the
twelve sponsorships is concluded. The women of the Iiojkovii5i,
conducted by two of the arbitrators, appear with cradles on
their heads containing the children, and now twelve men of
the family of Zee take up the position of godfather to these. A
secondary object of the presence of the women may have been
(see JovanoviiJ, op. cit.) to touch the heart of the chieftain of
the hostile clan by their weeping and

wailing. The programme
of that part of the expiation which is carried out in the common
place of assembly is far more extensive. First, both parties
take their stand, like two hostile armies, at a distance of about
a hundred metres from each other. 'After a short, silent

pause, a snmll group appears on the side of the Bojkovidi.
The son of the murderer, dressed in a white shirt, barefooted
and without a cap, creeps forward on all fours, carrying across
his neck a long musket, the instrument of death, which two
arbitrators, also without head-covering, hold by its two ends.

Thereupon Zee runs quickly to meet them in order to cut the
humiliating spectacle short. He approaches Bojkovid rapidly
to raise him to his feet, while at the same time the latter kisses
his feet, chest, and arms.'
The formation of the stipulated twenty-four brotherhoods is

followed by the banquet, with the guests seated in a strictly
regulated order ; but Jovo Zee and the twelve men who have
assumed the duties of sponsor touch neither food nor drink—
to show that the reconciliation is not yet quite complete. It is

not until the end of the meal that the payment of the debt is

made in coins carefully wrapped in paper and laid on a dish.
But still the arbitrators declare that the payment is not yet
complete, and, amid the deep wails of the women, the Bojkovidi
must gradually place all their costly weapons on a large metal
dish in front of Zee. At length Zee suuunons his new kins-

man, and says :

'
I give back to thee everything (in the first

instance the weapons are meant) : may the death of my father
be pardoned to thee, and all that has happened be forgotten ; in
future may there be between us brotherhood, peace, and lo"e I

I will not retain thy blood-money, nor will I take from the table
the white rags (the money wrapped in paper), I return to thee
this also.' In this instance, then (though of course not in all),
the whole material side of the blood-expiation evinces itself as
only a symbolic action. Especially with regard to the weapons
there was no doubt a certainty from the first that they would
be given back. At the close of the proceedings one of the
arbitrators mounts the table and reads the decision of the
twenty-four judges aloud : he then hands it over to Zee, who
in turn gives it to Bojkovic.
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O. SCIIRADER.
BLOOD-FEUD (Teutonic).—Early Teutonic

law made no provision for punishment in the
modern sense of the word. The function of

avenging crime belonged to the kindred of the

person wronged, or else the tribe expelled the
criminal from their league of peace, and declared
him an outlaw, thereby depriving him of the
common right of protection in life and property.
' Feud '

is the name given to the hostile relations
between two indi\iduals, families, or tribes. The
special case of the blood-feud emerged when any
member of the social group was culpably slain or
robbed of his honour. Here the cult of the dead
came into play. It was a common superstition
among the Teutons that the murdered man would
find no rest, and would appear as a genganger,
' one who walks again,'

* so long as his death was
not avenged. If the slayer was caught red-handed,
he might ibe put to death forthwith ; but if he
escaped for the time, it was frequently required
that the sentence of outlawry should be pronounced
in name of the tribe before the aggrieved family
set forth to track the culprit. But, just as the
kindred of the person killed held together for a
common purpose, so did that of the criminal ; and
accordingly cases of individual blood-reveni^e often
developed into family feuds, of which numerous

* ' The spirits o' the dead may walk again
'

(Shakespeare.
Winter's TaU,m.m.\i,t.).

-» v y ,

instances are furnislied by the Norwegian- Icelandic
sources. Not infrequently the.'^e feuds ended in
an act of combined incendiarism and massacre.
The slayer was surprised in his own house by
a night attack ; liis enemies surrounded the
building with combustible materials, and set the
whole on fire, so that he and his entire household
perished in the flames. The extent to which the
blood-feud might become a conllict between
families is shown by the fact that sometimes one
of the near relatives of the actual slayer was
forced to fill the place of the latter as the object
of retribution. As a rule, indeed, the jmlicy of

vengeance was not only carried out, but actually
planned, by the tribe as a whole. Tiie tribe also
chose the leader or chamnion of the feud, and this

step was at once followed by the puldic proclama-
tion of the vendetta. The blood-feud was at

length superseded by the imposition of a fine upon
the guilty party, and in a case of killing this was
known as the wergcld, or '

man-monej-,' by which
the slayer redeemed himself from the sentence
of outlawry. The completion of this expiatory
compact was followed by the reconciliation of the

warring groups, and the proclamation of the oath
of peace which closed the feud. Many of the
Teutonic peoples, however, and especially the
Norse and North German tribes, maintained the
practice of the blood-feud for certain crimes even
after the principle of compensation had been
introduced, and, indeed, till far on in the Middle
Ages. This was particularly the case where the
honour of a female of the tribe had been violated

by adultery or rape. It was the introduction of
the Roman penal code which in the end dislodged
popular belief in the policy of the feud.
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BOASTING.—Boasting is too extended and
assertive a human failing to require defining. In

quality it is simple, and appears even to require
simplicity of character, of the tTOe set forth in

Proverbs, in which to flourish. Nevertheless, it

has a historj- and a literature of its own ; it is an
interesting and instructive psychological pheno-
menon ; it has grave moral aspects and extensive
moral ramifications ; it has a bearing on religion

strangely subtle for a defect of character which is

apparently so direct and blatant.

I. Historical.—That boasting began early, con-
tinued late, and drew attention to itself among all

races in all times, language alone would suffice to

prove. Few languages are satisfied with terms

merely descriptive, unless—like Lat. alorior, Ger.

prahlen, or Eng.
'

self-glorification
'—they be large-

sounding, resonant words. Most languages are

more concrete and figurative. L<judness of speech

produces the Heb. ni", Gr. Kai'xi.ofiai, and probably
our '

brag
'

; and spaciousness of speech the Gr.

/tfyaXai-x^oj, and our 'tall-talk.' To good lungs is

added the noisiest of musical instrument.'!, 'to blow
one's OAvn trumpet,' and Yx.fanfaronnade. The idea
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of scattering words at large seems to have produced
the Lat. jacto, as well as our slang expression
'

throwing the hatchet.' The names of persons
\\ith special gifts in this direction have been an-

nexed, as Gr. aXa^div, a '

landlouper,' and Fr.

gasconnade. Most of these words suggest that,
at some period of their history, they have passed
through the stage of being slang, and it is still

slang which is busy coining words to express new
gifts and new developments in boasting. John
Bull, judging by his reputation in Europe, had
small need of assistance ; yet, as an artist both in

the thing itself and the power to describe it, he is

thought to have been outstripped by his cousin
Jonathan. As the result of their partnership, no
language is richer than English, so that we have
almost as many terms for a boaster as Arabic for
a lion.

'

Spread-eagle,'
'

bounder,'
'

cock-a-hoop,'
and others equally forcible and picturesque, show
that boasting still exists and flourishes, and still

attracts attention.
Nor is language the only record of boasting.

There may be few matters of our civilization in
Avhich it had no hand, but on dress in particular
its influence is perennial. The motives of com-
fort and decency are still only superinduced upon
the primitive motive of display. That is only
a visual boast—an assertion of our own superiority
and the resources we can command, though,
when the display was in war-paint, the bragga-
docio was less diluted. The boast which clothes
itself in satin is more complex than that which
wears only scalps, but at bottom it may be still

the old naked assertion of power to subject other

people, and it may be at the same sacrifice of
better things. This more subtle combination of

boasting with other elements constitutes its whole
subsequent history.A still greater triumph than dress boasting can
claim. Without undue use of its own gifts, it

may claim to have created literature. One of the
most ancient jewels embedded in the OT is the

Song of Lamech (Gn 4^'-), which is nothing but
sheer, blatant bragging. Lamech, by the skill of
his son Tubal-cain, is the first of men equipped
with a slaughtering tool. He brandishes his

weapon and calls on his womenkind to attend to
him—a fundamental and primitive element in self-

glorification :

' Adah and Zillah, hear my voice ;

Ye wives of Lamech, hearken unto my speech :

For I 8la3T a man for wounding me,
And a young man for bruising me :

If Cain shall be avenged sevenfold,
Truly Lamech seventy and sevenfold.'

This is the beginning of songs, and it contains
all the primitive elements of boasting—arming of
the male, bluffing of one's foes, joy in seeing one-
self reflected in the mirror of one's own praise.
Then what are the Babylonian and Assyrian, and
in scarcely a less degree the Egyptian, monuments,
if not boasting? A devout ascription to the god
does not hinder it from being very human bragging,
even to the extent of developing into what much
boasting has been since—namely, lies. When it

is trutli, it is carefully edited truth. The same
primitive motives for "boasting as appear in the

war-paint of the savage and the Song of Lamech,
unblushingly and loudly proclaim themselves on
the monuments. The refrain is always,

'
I am an

irresistible, death-dealing person, good to follow,
terrible to oppose.'
Perhaps all conquest is simply a boast in this

power to destroy. Hence the justification of

Pascal's saying, that Alexander might be excused
for swaggering about the world conquering, on
a,ccount of his youth, but a middle-aged person
like Csesar ought to have had more sense. In any
case the ancient motives are still modern, for they

never were stronger than in Napoleon, some of
whose despatches have scarce more reserve than
an Assyrian monument.
Yet in matters of taste, if not of modesty,

the progress of time has effected some change.A speech by Cicero to-day would still not ignore
the speaker, but its self-praise would not be
quite so direct and open-hearted. Boasting is no
longer what Montaigne calls 'an inconsiderate
affection with which we flatter ourselves.' The
restraint upon it by ceremony of which he complains
still prevails. 'We are nothing but ceremony:
ceremony carries us away, and we leave the sub-
stance of things : we hold by the branches and quit
the trunk. Ceremony forbids us to do things that
are lawful and natural, and we obey it : reason
forbids us to do things unlawful and ill, and nobody
obeys it. I find myself here fettered by the laws
of ceremony ; for it neither permits a man to speak
well of himself nor ill.' As he proposes to speak
of himself, in spite of ceremony, he says, 'We
ynW leave her here for this time.' And with that
view of the case many still agree, whensoever they
find it expedient to be their own trumpeter. Self-

praise may be no honour, but it may be great profit,
if ett'ectively done. Many will agree with Tristram
Shandy that it is a very unpleasant thing to have
to praise oneself, but it is better than doing a good
deed and getting no praise for it at all. As the

Assyrian added Ashshur to his name and then was
free to boast of his prowess as he chose, so the
modern adds ' & Co.,' after which it is quite correct
to proclaim his integrity, his possessions, his pre-
eminence in his own department of things above
all his fellow-mortals. And the same is sometimes
true when, in partnership, he vends his wisdom or
his religion. This boasting in company and boast-

ing in the name of Ashshur are less difierent than
might at first be supposed. Ashshur was the tribal

god, and tribal boasting in every age has had special
licence and esteem. The predatory instinct, or at
least the instinct of self-defence, showing itself

in the sense that, if other people brandish their

weapons, we must do it still better, is manifest in
both. With this may be taken the most extended
and calamitous of all modem forms of boasting—
social rivalry. It is the supreme attempt to gain
the kingdom of heaven by commercial boasting in

partnership, the usual result being, as Peabody ex-

presses it, to supply
' the soil in which the malaria

of domestic infelicity most easily spreads' {Jesus
Christ and the Social Question,, 1901, p. 178 f.).

2. Psychological.—Boasting, being an exagger-
ating and placarding of one's own worth, is a very
simple outcome of vainglory. Nevertheless, the

vainglory does not always work in the same way,
and is by no means always the same psychological
phenomenon. Shakespeare has put two finished

braggarts into Henry IV.,
—Falstaffand Glendower,—but, except in the mere fact that both boast

loudly, they have no real kinship even in their

boasting. Falstaffs boasts are ' like the father

that begets them : gross as a mountain, open, palp-
able.' Partly his boasting is the habit of a loud,

ungirt nature, disguising its consciousness of un-
worth by inflated self-praise, and partly it is sheer
love of the art of exaggeration and decoration.
When he describes himself in the character of the
ideal counsellor as ' a goodly portly man i' faith,'
he is not greatly disturbed or perhaps astonished
to have it turned into ' a devil haunts thee in the
likeness of an old fat man.' Glendower, on the
other hand, takes himself with utter seriousness :

' These signs have marked me extraordinary,
And all the courses of my life do show
I am not in the roll of common men.'

Falstaff delights to blow his o^vn trumpet, not out
of any respect for himself, but because he is on the
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easiest terms with himself. Glendower's ego, on
the other hand, lives in state, and suffers no famili-

arities even with himself. His boasting, therefore,
is not so much an enjoyment as a duty. This
difference in boasting shows that we are no more
all on the same terms with ourselves than we are

with other people, which separation of ourselves
from ourselves, even in the very act of sounding
our own praise, deserves more consideration than

psychology has yet given it.

Another psychological difference indicated by
Falstatt' and Glendower is that some men turn in

upon themselves to boast, while others go as far

afaeld as possible. Glendower illustrates the
former. Nothing interests him wiiich does not
touch himself directly, and a tiling is great simply
because it is his. He is tiie sort of person who in

modern life thinks that what he does not know is

not knowledge. Falstaff, on the other hand, is

ready to associate himself with anytliing with
which he can invent the most shadowy associa-

tion. While Glendower sheds his glory upon the
outward world, Fal&taff is ready to shed all tlie

glory of the outward world upon himself. Here,
then, are two amazing qualities in human nature—one the power to boast without requiring any-
thing but ourselves to boast about, and the other
the power to drag everything into some relation

to ourselves which will glorify us. Prof. James
(Psychology, i. 329) puts vainglory in the middle
of the manifestations of social self - estimation
which belong to the empirical self. That is to

say, it has to do with the 'fame which in broad
rumour lies,' and with the self which has things
and does things, and transacts its business in tlie

eyes of men. The phenomenon of boasting reminds
us how this ego can withdraw itself or expand itself,—how it can be all the circumference or the mere
centre. A man may scorn all worthy things, and
boast in the rest simply because they are his ; or

he may, though the puniest citizen, feel himself
embodied in the skill and daring of his general.
The person who claimed an interest in Germany
because his cousin played the German concertina
is scarcely an exaggeration of what goes on in sober

earnest every day. Both types of boasting are

caricatures of the genuine power of the ego, of that
which ought to create in us wonder and reverence
—its presence in all experience, its possession of

all experience, its power to isolate itself from what
does not interest it, its value to itself above all it

possesses and knows. Boasting is only a misuse
and perversion of the true greatness and range of

the soul. Egotism, after all, must not be neglected
when we study the ego. Hume complains that
he never can catch himself without a perception
{Treatise on Hunvin Nature, ed. Green and Grose,
vol. i. p. 534) ; he never, that is, can catch himself

unoccupied and alone. Had he attended to the

inflating of all experience in the might of the ego,
he might have discovered the still more wonderful
fact that he never could catch a perception without
himself, and he might have been led to see, as

Kant did, that it manifests itself to us by a more
direct interest than if it allowed itself to be seen

keeping hoiise at home and quite solitary.

Fmally, boasting is a phenomenon which sheds

light on the relation of our personality to other

personalities. It is a curiously mixed relationship.
Every boaster would shrivel if he did not think his

boast woke some response in the minds of other

people. He will boast of anything if only he thinks
some one will admire him for it. Mx)reover, it

shows a curious trust that minds around him are
like his own, and yet that they are not like. If

the boaster thought others quite like himself, he
would not expect them to be interested in him, but
in themselves ; yet, being prepossessed by himself,

VOL. II.—47

lie is unable to allow for this change of perspec-
tive. Thus boasting is curiously social and anti-

social, curiously interested in one's neighbour while
ignoring him for himself.
The relation of a man to his own mind and to

his neighbour's is still more curiously illustrated

by a third type of boasting. Though the most
vainglorious of all, its motive is not vainglory or

any form of
vanity,

but simply fear. According
to Prof. James's cla.ssification of the self, it would
belong, not to social self -estimation or even to

personal vanity, but to anotiier order of things
altogether—to material self-seeking. No motive
is simpler or more self-regarding than fear. Never-
theless, the boasting whicii springs from it illumin-
ates in a singular Avay the complex relations, botii

with a man's own self and with his nei<'hlx)ur,
which may accompany the simplest and most
selfish motives. In relation to oneself it is a form
of auto-suggestion, and nothing shows better
what that form of legerdemain can and what it

can not do. It is crowing to keep one's courage
up, and, so long as it can crow without feeling

danger at its windpipe, it succeeds. After that
it exaggerates the danger, not the courage. In
relation to one's neighbour it is bluff. The hypo-
thesis it goes on is that other people are as easily
terrified as the braggart himself. The hypothesis,
when applied to the proper cases, works efhcientiy ;

but when, as frequently happens, it is applied to

the wrong cases, boasting, like cursing, conies lionie

to roost. All this Shakespeare has embodied in

ancient Pistol, in whom the very boy observes
' a killing tongue and a quiet swora.' When
his courage is lowest his boast is loudest. If P'or-

tune allows him to meet another coward, he brags
a ransom into his pocket ; but if she cheats him
with the appearance of simplicity and he foolishly
encounters a lion, boasting only brings cudgels on
his back and raw leeks into his stomach.

3. Moral.—That boasting is a perversion of what
is great in human nature becomes plainer when
we estimate it in relation to moral values. Bj-

way of caricature, boasting is a sort of double of

the moral personality. Boasting may, of course, be
of mere prowess, as when the Assyrian king boasts

of the number of his fellow-men he has impaled, or

the German student of the rapidity with which he
can empty glasses of beer. Even so, however, it

proceeds in some way on the belief that worth lies

in the will. Just because a due estimate of our-

selves ought to be moral, and boasting can turn

the attention from the use of the powers to the

mere possession of them, it has always been con-

fusing to the moral judgment. Nay, boasting may
be a direct attempt to surprise and corrupt the

moral judgment into a false verdict. Hence it has

in all ages been one of the greatest defences of a

debased and impenitent conscience. Could the

Assyrian kings have continued to V)e so cruel if

they had never gloried in it on stone ? Would the

Restoration have been so corrupt if licentiousness

had never been a matter to boast of ? Would the

French Eevolution have lost so readily its hope of

peace and brotherhood had Napoleon possessed
less genius for military swaggering ?

No man who boasts much can well hearken to

duty at all. Words of boasting, above all other

words, do 'give too cold a breatli to action.' Why
should one toil to cover himself with the painful

garment of virtue if he can do it easily and far

more spaciously with the garment of self-praise?

>Ioreover, when one has boasted much, it is usual

to perform little, and, when the real battle begins,

to be, like Falstaff,
' a coward on instinct.'

That is the rule, yet there are many and great

exceptions, as the example of Nap<jleon may remind
us. There are men who, like the great showman.
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' advertise well, and come up to their advertise-

ment.' This raises the question where boasting
ends and

ri^ht
self-trust begins. Would great

swelling words not be boasting if afterwards they
were turned into deed ? Is there no boasting till

our self-praise is baseless? Is it only immoral
when it is empty? Is Montaigne right when he

says : If a man be Csesar, let him boldly think
himself the greatest captain in the world ? Is he
also to proclaim it as well as think it ? Napoleon
did so, and we cannot deny that even his saying
what he thought of himself may have contributed
to his success. Are we to regard valid boasting as

simply part of Emerson's advice :
' Trust thyself :

every heart vibrates to that iron string
'

?

The ancient Greek ethics would probably have

said, Yes. The '

magnanimous man of Aristotle's

Ethics is not quite free from a certain moral

swagger as he walks about among his less fortun-

ate fellows. Moreover, much of oui' modern ethic

has returned in theory, as it has long done in

gractice,

nearer to the Greek ideal than to the
ihristian. Is not the essence of the new ethic to

glory in our nature and carry our head high on
our shoulders ?

The question is whether this attitude shows

knowledge either of morality or of human nature.

Caesar's case may be doubtful ; but if a man
were Shakespeare, would he proclaim himself the

greatest poet in the world ? Instead, we find him
desiring

'
this man's style and that man's scope,

With what I most enjoy contented least.'

He knows well enough his powers, but his imagina-
tion ranges so far beyond them that he never dreams
of making them a boast. Is he not the greater
that his greatness reacts thus upon his opinion of
himself ? Boasting indicates a shrivelled imagina-
tion as well as a shrivelled conscience. Hence only
the destroyer can boast largely. Did Napoleon
ever boast of himself as a great legislator, as he
did of being a great conqueror? The creative
mind must ever be too conscious of the limitation
of its powers in comparison with the gTeatness of
its aim. Were it only because of his knowledge of
human nature, therefore, we cannot think of Shake-
speare boasting. Moreover, the man Avho knows
the human mind will know too well the bias of
one's good opinion of oneself to put even his modest
thoughts of himself into words. This self-restraint
in expression is no hypocrisy, but a very important
part of the task of seeking a just judgment of
ourselves—one which shall make due allowance,
as it were, for the adjustment of our compasses.
As a matter of experience, until a man has made
this adjustment, there is small likelihood that he
will find his true sphere and walk steadfastly and
bravely in it. Boasting is in too great haste to
succeed ; its confidence lacks reality ; as social pre-
tence it is destructive of all real geniality. It is,

in short, a poor inflated, deceptive, and, at bottom,
terror-stricken pursuit of things which are of no
real and abiding value, to the detriment of all that
is most sacred and most blessed in life.

Just as the claim of self-assertion in the name of

genius only requires sufficient genius to set it at

nought, so its claim in the name of morality
only requires sufficient morality to exclude boast-

ing. Imitation, Kant says, has no place in morals.

Conscience, in Emerson's words, should be no con-

formist, no sycophant. It must be autonomous,
or it is corrupt. But, like the greatest of poets,
the true moral man withdraws, by that very obedi-
ence to the Divine within him, into a sanctuary
where loud words of boasting would be mere dese-

cration, and where he can only bow his head and
adore. Not till self is taken up into this higher
reverence does it begin to be admirable, and then

it has other things to admire besides itself. The
moral law thus takes the place of the poet's imagi-
nation, and shows man such high demands that he
who contemplates it can see himself only as an
unprofitable servant.

4. Religious.
—Boasting, like other elements in

human nature, may be studied in relation either
to man's primitive struggle or to his ultimate goal.
Seen from the latter point of view, it Avould appear
to be simply a confusion of spiritual values, and,
as such, an enemy of all true religion. Yet it is a
foe which is often of religion's own household. It

may be an attempt by auto-suggestion to create
for us an image of ourselves which shall serve us in

place of God. By that device it enables us to ignore
the fundamental problems of religion

—our utter
feebleness and our utter dependence. Religion is

also a self-valuation, but it is a valuation in face
of the things which boasting is a device to ignore.
Yet there is sufficient kinship between the two to

have developed in all religions a self-satisfied Phari-

saism, which thinks its own self-esteem must be
the measure of God's approval ; and boasting would
not be so irreligious, were it not for this kinship
with the elements in man which religion meets.

According to Ritschl, the very essence of religion
is a transcendent estimate of spirit as measurable

by no extent and no duration. Faith in God lives

by the experience that a thing so weak as the
human spirit can be made mighty against time
and chance and the bigness of the world. And
there is something in the humblest religious man
which corresponds to that estimate. Sainte-Beuve

(Port Eoyal) says something like this:—There
is a hope and a self-esteem in the humility of the
Christian which makes pale the pride and ambition
of Alexander. But the point is that they are held
in humility, in remembrance of God, in the know-
ledge that we have nothing we have not received,
that by the grace of God we are Avhat we are.

Thus, and thus only, can men say with the Apostle,
' Where is boasting then ? It is excluded

'

(Ro 3-^).

The task of all true religion is to effect this exclu-

sion. If, however, it should fail, man turns God
Himself into the long shadow of his own self-praise,
and that is the culmination and acme of all boast-

ing.
The strange element in genius which Goethe has

called 'the demonic' stands in a suggestive way
between the trust of humility and the trust of

vainglory. Take as examples :

' You carry Caesar

and his fortunes,' and Napoleon's saying,
' The

world still turns for us.' They are too self-reliant

to be religious, too reliant upon destiny to be
boastful. A change in the proportion, and they
would be the sayings of braggarts or of saints.

Yet Caesar's and Napoleon's confidence, in face of

success and backed by armies, is a small thing com-

pared with the confidence of the humblest of the

prophets, faced by disaster and backed by nothing
but the Unseen. '

See, I have this day set thee

over the nations and over the kingdoms, to pluck
up, and to break down, and to destroy, and to over-

throw ; to build, and to plant' (Jer V^). All that

religion seeks is this change of proportion. Boast-

ing is excluded, and yet the world still turns for

us, for all things work together for good to them
that love God (Ro 8^^) ; the frailest vessel carries

us and our fortunes, for neither life, nor death, nor

any created thing can separate us from the love

of God ; we can trast ourselves and be neither
' mendicant nor sycophantic,' for he that is spiritual

judgeth all things (1 Co 21"). Above all, the end
of Christianity is to make goodness the goal of all

ambition and the measure of all worth, and yet to

save men from degrading merit into a boast, or

giving it any place at all as merit between us and
God.
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Literature.—In the OT boasting? is regarded as the fruit of

iijnorance of Qod and of one's own soul. In 1 K 20ii, 2 Ch 25i9,

Ps 491' 621 944 977, pv 25i'» 271 its folly, diuit^er, and impiety are

set forth. In Jaiiifs the OT way of IriTitiiit,' the evil re-appears,

esp. in 48
;
but in tlie rest of the NT, aiul especially by St. Paul,

it is opposed on religious rather tlian on moral grounds, as the

opposite of that humble trust in God's ^raee which is the only
assurance of safety and peace. The Greeks were almost as much
alive as the Hebrews to the danger and impiety of boasting.
Perhaps it belonged to the Greek temperament that, under the

temptation of prosperity, hybris,
'

insolence,' readily appeared
and speedily expressed itself in vaunting. In The Makers 0/
Ileltas, by E. E. G., 1903, this point is touched on in various

connexions, most fully under
'

Pindar,' pp. 349-353. On the ad-

vertising element in Greek rhetoric, see Hatch, The Infiuence
ofGreek Ideas on the Christian Ch urr.h^, 1895. Besides the essay
of Montaigne referred to in the text, and more important,
is Bacon's essay, 0/ Vainglory, wherein with much worldly
wisdom the advantages of boasting have full justice done theni.

'Glorious men are the scorn of wise men, the admiration of

fools, the idols of parasites, and the slaves of their own vaunts.
'

Modern writers, for the most inirt, deal with vanity and self-

exaltation as an inward feeling only, either not seiing that

every feeling is changed by passing into utterance or taking
it for granted that, in this age of i)ul)licity and education, good
taste and the fear of man would prevent it. The boaster has
therefore been left almost exclusively to the novelist, who has
ma<le free use of the picturesque braggart Those who occur
to the mind most readily are Scott's creations, nearly all of wliom

display their art on a background of rather hypocritical religion.
All Psychologies attend to the phenomenon of self-assertion, but

rarely realize its tendency to display itself in speech. In the

Principles of Psychology, by William James (2 vols., London,
1S91), self-satisfaction as a primitive emotion is discussed
in the section on 'Self-feelinj;,'

i. 305. Paulsen (A System
of Ethics, London, 1S99) distinguishes between pride, which
wishes to be somebody, and vanity, which wishes only to

appear somebody. In several books, e.g. A Manual of Psy-
chology, by G. F. Stout (1S"J9), the relation of boasting to the

pathology of the mind is recognized, but nothing is made of it,

and the matter ends purely physiologically. The older Evan-

gelical preachers dealt frequently with such subjects as salvation
without boasting ; e.g. in Simeon's H'orJt* (1832) there are three
such sermons : iii. 423, xvi. 603, xvii. 297. Modern sermons tend
to deal more with motives, but F. W. Robertson's Sermon
(iii. 1) on 'The Tongue' is interesting, because it indicates

the relation of boasting to slander and persecution. Cf. also

Cathedral and Uiiicersily .Sermons, by R. W. Church (1892) [in

Serm. 4, a discussion of the modern equivalent of the Greek

hybris]; and suggestions in Newrman's Parochial and Plain
Sermons, 1868 (i. 152 :

'

Profession without Ostentation,' and viii.

17 :

'

Vanity of Human Glory '). J. W. OMAN.

BOAT.—See Ships and Boats.

BODHISATTVA (in Sanskrit literature).—
Introduction : (1) Etymology, (2) Little Vehicle.

I. Principles conducive to Buddhahood.
II. Controversy (Little Vehicle) : Is a Bodhisattva a

supernatural being?
III. Stages in the career of a Bodhisattva.
IV. Spiritual life of a candidate for Buddhahood.

Introduction.—(l) Etymology.—Bodhisattva is

usually translated ' one whose essence is perfect

knowledge' (*a<^t'a= '

essence,' 'own nature,' si'a-

bhdva). It is very possible that this was the

original meaning of the word ; historically, however,
boahi$ativa= ' one who is on the way to the attain-

ment of perfect knowledge' (Monier-Williams,
Diet. S.V.), i.e.

' a future Buddha.' As a matter of

fact, according to the native Lexx., sattvn = chitta,
'

thouglit,' vyavcisdya,
'

decision,'
' determination '

;

and a Budclhist commentator explains it as an

equivalent oi ahhiprdya, 'intention,' 'purpose';
thus we should have bodhisattva = 'one whose mten-
tions (or wishes) are fixed on perfect knowledge.'

*

This last translation is correct so far as (1) the Bo<lhi»attvas

of the Little Vehicle, and (2) the inferior Uodhis-ittvas of the
Great Vehicle are concerned. But we shall see that there are

also Bodhisattvas ' whose essence is perfect knowledge.' The
Prajrl''ipdramitd in 2500 articles support-s this view, and furnishes
U8 with the curious equation : rjes-stt rto<ts-pai tems-dpa^anu-
huddhasattva, contrasted with skye-bai sems-dpa = utpanna-
tattva and abhisaiiuskdra.^attia (see Madhyamakuvat. xiv. 10).

There are a few analogous formations, but they seem to be

exclusively Buddhist: (Bk) Jfldnasattva, 'one whose essence is

knowledge
' or '

intelligence
'—an epithet of Mafiju^ri, and in

Mysticism a common appellation of very great magicians or
ascetics ; (b) Vajrasattca,

' one whose essence is diamond '

or
' thunderbolt

'

(see vol. L p. 99, and art. Tastras) ; (c) Sribodhi-

* See Bodhicharyatatdrav. p. 421, 15 (tatra [bodhau] sattvam
abhiprdyo'syeti bodhisatlvah); -Madhyamakdvatdra, p. 182, 18 f.,

bodhisattva = bodhiniyatasattva ; other etymologies, SOtrdiafi-

kdra, xix. 76 f.

sattvas, 'holy' or 'sacred Bodhisattvas,' the honorific prefiT
being added to make a distinction between the Bodhisattvas
of certain mystical categories ; (d) Vajrahodhisaltvas, with the
same significance (see art. Tantrab) ; (e) although the usual
Tibetan translation is byaA-ehub seins-dpa, the reading rdzogs-
pai byati-chub seins-dpa {Mcuihyamakdvat. j). 79. 3) is some-
times found, which points to an original satnbodhisatlva.

(2) Little Vehicle.—According to the doctrines
of the Little Vehicle, there have been only a few
Buddhas. The Pali sources enumerate thirty-four
previous to Sakyamuni, but the last six names
alone occur in the Nikayas and agree with the
Sanskrit lists. Altiiough plurality of Buddhas
is certainly an ancient dogma, attested not only
by this coincidence of both tradition.s, but also by
epigrajdiic evidence (Blulrhut[j.v.]), ^here is no in-

dication in tlie oldest literature that Sakyamuni or
his immediate disciples called upon the faithful to
follow in the steps of former Biiddhas, and them-
selves to become Buddhas. sakyamuni is the
Master or the god ; he is not, properly speaking, a
model. The faithful ought to become arliats, i.e.

to quench the passions by abstinence, to subdue
the fire of thought by the exercise of the four
ecstasies {dhydnus), and thus to destroy the see*!

of re-birth (see art. Auhat). Thenceforward

speculation on the character and career of the
future Buddhas has no very marked practical
interest ; its value for religion consists only in the

light which it throws on tne transcendent virtues
of the Buddha.
Let us recall the essential characteristics of the

most ancient theory. It is found almost complete in

the biography of Sakj'amuni.* Four asarikhi/eya-^

(incalculable periods, see art. AGES OF THE WuKLD
[Bud.]) and a hundred thousand ages (kalp(i.s)
have pas.sed since the future Sakyamuni, who then
bore the name of Sumedha, discovered the way to

nirvana through the attainment of arhat-ship ;

but at the sight of the Buddha Dipahkara, then

'reigning,' he renounced immediate nirvana in

order to become a Buddha, and thenceforward he
was a Bodhisattva. This is his vow (pranidhdna) or

supi)lication (prdrtlmnd, abhinirhdra). Dipaiikara
proceeds to ascertain whether the vow will be
fulfilled, and announces that in the

distant future
Sumedha will be the perfect Buddha Sakyamuni.
This is the prophecy (vudkarana).\ Sumedha now
knows that he is a seeu of Buddha (buddhabija), a

young slioot of Buddha (buddhdiikura), and witli

linn resolution he seeks and practi.sea the ten
virtues (pdratiiitd)t that make a Buddha. His
'career' or 'cour.se' (cluiryd) continues through
numerous re-births,^ animal, human, and divine.

At last the future Sakyamuni is re-bom in a high
lieaven, a.s king of the Tu^ita gods ; and it is there

that, a hundred thousand years before the attain-

ment of the Bodhi, an acclamation (hald/utla) of

the gods ari-ses foretelling the sure success of the
future Buddha. § Leaving the throne of the Tu^itas,

• The chief source is very late. It is the IrUroduetinn to tht

Jdlaka (5th cent, a.d., ed. Faust.oll, tr. Rhys Davids, Buddhut
lUrth Sloritt, 1880, and Chalmers, 1895X See Rockhill. JAOS
18, i. 1 ; Speace Hardy, Manual, p. 88 ; and Kern, Manual,
p. 65.

f i.e. the Dlpa-hkara)dtaka, so famous in the literature, the
Chinese records, and the sculptures.

See Foucher, Art gric(-

bouddhiijue, i. 273. In the Mandrastu, the future S.'ikyamuni is

called Megha ; in the Divydvaddna, Sumati. When the future
Buddha has been vydkxta, he cannot turn backward ; he is

niyala,
'

definitely assured of becoming Buddha.' In the Great

Vehicle, mention is made of the '

appointment,'
' nualification

'

to Buddhahood given to the candidate by the Buddhas. Such a

'oualified' man possesses 'causes of success' (piirt-(i/rnalrrta-

dnikdra = hetusainpanna bodhiiatlra) ; and such '

qualilicalion
'

can be stvled
' benediction' {adhif^hdna). There is a second

vydkaraxia, styled 'great,' in the eighth stage (see SiUrdlaiX-

kdra, xix. 35).

t See below, p. 740.

I There are therefore three stages : the vo'^ (abhinirhdra), the

prophecy (ri^iiiarapa J, and the acclamation (AaWAa^a). Accord-

ing to Sp. Hardy (apud Kern), the stages are : intention (manas),
vow (pranidhdna), pronouncing that vow (vakyrranidhdna), re-

velation (i-iiaratia). On the systems of the Mahdvattu and the

Great Vehicle, see p. 744 fl.
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he is born in the womb of Mayadevi,* and lives,

in human form, his last existence
;
under the Tree

he attains to Bodhi ; at Bodh Gaya he enters
nirvana.

We must not, however, overlook the important fact that the
schools of the Little Vehicle, not only in Ceylon but also in

India proper (Sautrantikas, Vaibhasikas, etc.), have survived
the rise of the Great Vehicle, and naturally they have pro-
fited by the advance of speculation. The Abhidhannakoiavya-
khj/d (MS of the Asiatic Society, fol. 263) expresses itself as

folIo^v8, concerning Arhats as compared with Bodhisattvas :

*

Having expelled self-love from the series of sai'nskdras that
constitutes their pseudo-individuality, they develop an interest

in the affairs of others, an interest born of compassion, andthet
destroy all pain. The ordinary man (madhya), i.e. the Pratyeka-
buddha, and the Sravaka (candidate for arhat-ship) desire

merely deliverance, that is to say, an end of suffering, and
not happiness during the existences of the sarhsdra ; because
this temporal happiness is an abode of suffering. The superior
man (^resfha), i.e. the Bodhisattva, wishes, at the cost of personal
sufferings, temporal happiness {ahhyudayika) for others, and the
definite end of suffering, which is supreme happiness {nili&reyasa-
svabhdva) ;

or he desires for others supreme and temporal happi-
ness (sukham dbhyiulayikanaiMreyasikam), and for himself the
definite end of suffering, i.e. Buddhahood, as a means of realizing
this service of others.'

The modifications or improvements introduced
into the above doctrines either by different schools
of the Little Vehicle or by the Great Vehicle are
of several kinds. They may be groujjed under
four heads, the discussion of which will complete
the present article: (1) accurate determination of

the elements of Buddhahood, i.e. principles con-
ducive to Buddhahood {buddhakdraka dharma) ;

(2) determination of the character of the Bodhi-
.sattva—is he a '

hyperphysical' being? can he re-

trace his course? ; (3) determination of the successive

stages in the career of the future Buddha ; and
(4) practical organization of the life of a disciple

regarded as a candidate for Buddhahood.
I. Principles conducive to Buddhahood.—

The Bodhi,t Enlightenment, Perfect Knowledge,
is not the exclusive possession of Buddhas.t All

beings who achieve deliverance, whether as Praty-
ekabnddhas or as Arhats, can accomplish their
aim only if the '

sight of the truth
' has destroyed

in them the conception of the ego, the idea of

existence and non-existence, the desire for exist-

ence and for non-existence, etc. But the bodhi of
the Buddhas, or samyaksambodhi, includes not

only the possession of the truth indispensable to

salvation, but also omniscience (sarvajiiatva), uni-
versal knowledge (sarvdkdrajnatva), and conse-

quently omnipotence. The Perfect Buddha owes
these unique prerogatives to his prolonged medi-
tations (which have given him insight into the

principles of everything, mth power to subject
them to his will), and to his infinite merits of

charity, patience, etc.

In ancient Buddhism, the Buddha seems to differ from the
Arhats especially in that he has discovered the true way of salva-

tion, while the Arhats learn it from his lips ; and from the Praty-
ekabuddhas in that he undertakes to teach this truth. The differ-

ence, however, is more fundamental, as will be seen below in
the study of the lokottara doctrines (see below, p. 741). The ten
virtues ascribed to the future Buddha, or perfect virtues, are in
the Little Vehicle : (1) almsgiving, (2) moralit)', (3) renunciation
of the world {nekkhamina), (4) wisdom or knowledge, (5) energy,
(6) forbearance or patience, (7) truthfulness (sachcha), (8) resolia-
tion (adhitthdna), (9) charity or benevolence (mettd), (10) in-

* On this descent and the miracles of the uterine life, see
Windisch, Buddhas Gehurt, p. 110 f.

t Authorities: Madhyamakitvatdra, Bodhisattvacharydvatdra,
Lalitaviftara [list of the 100 dharmdlokamukhas, p. 31 ff., tr. by
Kern, Gesch. i. 405

; this will probably be thought less systematic
than the arrangement in the texts cited above. It will be
observed (35. 2) that the four sambkdras were later refluced to
two]. The scholastic explanation of the problem would lead us
too far. A summary of it will be found in Kern, Afaniial, pp. 62
and 67. On the development of the theory of the Bodhipak-
khiyas within the Little Vehicle from the ancient sutras to

Buddhaghosa, see 0. A. F. Rhys Davids, Vibha/irja, p. xiv f.

t See, Kern^ Manual, 61 , n. 4 ; Oldenberg, Buddha 2, 321. In
the art. Mahatana the question will be discussed whether it

is possible to arrive at deliverance by way of arhat-ship, and,
incidentally, whether all beings are destined to become
Buddhas.

difference, equanimity (vpekkhd).* That there is nothing sys-
tematic here is evident. It is different in the Great Vehicle.

The Bodhisattva, or future Buddha, who would
attain Bodhi, must therefore practise the six '

tran-
scendent' virtues or pdramitds.^ By this word
is to be understood, properly speaking, jirajnd,
'knowledge,' or 'Avisdom.' Pdramitd, taken as
an adjective, means ' arrived at the other side

'

of

transmigration, i.e. at nirvana. Knowledge alone,
however, or insight into the truth, allows the
destruction of the germ of existence. The other

pdramitds, or the virtues of charity (ddna), mor-
ality (sila), and patience {ksdnti) deserve the name

only
as their merit is applied to the attainment of

Buddhahood. They are called natural {Imikika)
when they are not illuminated by knowledge, for

example, when the charitable man believes in the
substantial reality

' of the mendicant, the alms,
and the donor '

; they are said to be supernatural
(lokottara) when knowledge becomes their guide,
'just as a man possessed of sight leads a group
of the blind to the desired place.' It is essential,
for instance, that charity be practised without any
idea of the substantial reality of the three elements
of almsgiving (giver, alms, mendicant), or rather,
without even admitting the momentary reality of
these three elements [trikotiparisuddhd maitri).
There is another classification given : karurid (pity) or jnaitn

benevolence) directed towards (1) creatures {sattvCdambana), or
(2) the ' dharmas' (dhanndlamhana), or (3) without object (an-
dlambana) [Siksds. 212. 12]. It may be assumed that, etymo-
logically at least, the second stage is practised by a man who
has recognized the nothingness of the ego (pudgalanairdtmya),
but still believes in the reality of the elements constituting this

apparent ego (dharmasvabhdva). The books of the Prajnadraw
a distinction between the Bodhisattva ' who perceives things

'

(aupalambika) and the Bodhisattva who does not perceive them,
thus discarding the second stage (see art. Mahayana).
The virtues of charity, morality, and patience

constitute the equipment of merit [punyasambhdra)
of the future Buddha. They are sustained by the
virtue of energy [virya). They bear fruit, more
and more excellent in the course of time, and at
last realize what is called the 'material body*
(rupakdya) of a Buddha, whether it be the body
adorned with the thirty-two signs, etc., exhibited

by Sakyamuni (see below, p. 742^), or rather the
so-called beatific body (sambhognkdya,

'

body of

enjoyment ') which the Buddhas exhibit in paradises
to the hosts of Bodhisattvas worshipping them.
The virtue of knowledge {prajfid) is sustained by

energy and nourished by the virtue of meditation
or contemplation [dhydna, samddhi). We have seen
that it illuminates and guides the so-called virtues
of merit (punya). On the other hand, it cannot
exist without these virtues. In fact, not only does

knowledge require a pure 'field' wherein to be
born and develop, but it also requires practical
exercise. The abstract theoretical view of the

nothingness of the ego [pudgala) and of the

nothingness of things (dharmas) cannot destroy
the illusion which makes us believe in the ego and

things, unless the growing exercise of charity
teaches us to sacrifice our goods, our bodies, and
our lives. Science constitutes the equipment of

knowledge (jildnasambhara), which is the real

cause of what is called the '

body of law of a
Buddha' (dharmakdya ; see artt. Adibuddha,
MahXySna), that is to say,

' a series of
perfectly-

pure principles
'

(anasravadnarinasantdna), 'empti-
* See Kern, Manual, p. 66 ; Childers, p. 335. Each of these

ten virtues has three degrees: xipapdramitd, pdramitd, para-
matthapdramUd, e.g. with regard to almsgiving: (1) giving of

external goods, (2) sacrifice of limbs, (3) sacrifice of life. One o(
the canonical books (Chariydpi(aka), not one of the oldest,
'

containing thirty-four short Jatakas turned into verse
'

(Rhj-s

Pavids, Buddhist Ijidia, p. 176), g^ives examples showing how
Siikvamuni practised aU these virtues.

tSee F. W. Thomas, JUAS, 1904, p. 547; Madhpamakdm-
tara, p. 30 ; and Mttsion, 1907, p. 278. A cognate form is parami ;

and there is also paramatd,
'

excellence,' which forms a sort of

play upon words. On the system of the ten pdramilds in the
Great Vehicle, see below, p. 748.
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ness devoid of support' {nirdlambd hlnijatd), in

other words, empty aimless thought, the quiescence
of intelligence which is nirvana.*
Each of the pdramitds bears fruits relative to the Bodhisattva

and to creatures. Giving endues the Bodliisattva wth a
Buddlia body and ' causes to ripen

'

(
= converts) avaricious

beings ; morality causes him to escape evil destinies and
converts immoral beings ; patience suppresses all wickedness,
all selfishness, all pride, and converts wicked creatures, etc.

(Lai. 34 fl.).

The paramitds, however, are often regarded as having for

chief, nay for only, aim to
' mature the qualities of a Buddha '

in

the Bodhisattva who practises them. But we must not overlook
the important fact that a future Buddha acquires the quality
of Buddha not for himself but solely for the good of creatures.
If he accumulates so much merit, knowledge, and sovereignty,
it is in order to put them at the service of beings, as much in'a

direct way, by his own activity when he is a ' Bodhisattva
become Tathagata,' as in an indirect way, by the efficacy of his
• vows '

after he has entered nirvaija. It is expedient, how-
ever, that henceforth the future Buddha should labour in the
service of beings, that he should be engaged in 'maturing
beings,' anticipating the task which later on he will perfectly
accomplish. This is the part played by the tour saftgrahavas-
tui, or 'topics leading to the sympathy of creatures'; which
are : giving, kindly address (prij/aviiditd), putting into prac-
tice rules of altruism (arthacharjjd), practising ourselves the
virtues we recommend to our neighbours (satrulndrthatd).^
This charitable activity is so important that the Bodhisattva is

worthy of the name for the simple reason that he devotes him-
self to it.

From the preceding definitions there follows, as

we shall see, the whole systeni of the career of the
Bodhisattva {bodhisatfvachari/d). The thought of

illumination, or bodhichitta, that is to say,
' the

thought of becoming Buddha for the salvation of

creatures,' is its primary cause and basis. This

thought has, of course, antecedents : in the first

place, the practice of good from selfish motives,
either for the sake of temporal rewards (i.e. in

celestial re-births, etc. ) or with a view to nirvana ;

and then, the desire of the good of others for their
own sake, which already distinguishes the future
Bodhisattva (however great his faults otherwise)
from the future Arhats.
This thought is essentially born of compassion (karur}a) and

emptiness {iimyatd.). If there were no compassion, as in the
Little Vehicle, we should have to do merely with an egotistical
Baint. If there were no recognition of emptiness, the com-
passion would be much more shallow and liable to change, for

where belief in the '

ego
'

exists, how can any one prefer his neigh-
bour to himself? He may perhaps in a moment of exaltation,
but not permanently. But the teaching of the Buddhas is there

placed pro^ndentially within reach of the '

good
'

{sddhu), and
they produce thoughts of compassion, however imperfect these

may be. This teaching then purifies and enlarges the com-

passion by giving it an aim, viz. the acquirement of the Bodhi,
and a support, viz. the recognition of emptiness and the

explanation of the world which it implies.
The Bodhisattva studies, cultivates, conquers, ripens, takes

hold of the highest 'concentrations' of Voidness, of Wisdom,
but he does not '

realize
' them (na sdk^dtkaroti) ; otherwise he

would obtain nirvana as a Sravaka or as a Pratyekabuddha (see

Aftasdhasrikd, ch. xx.).

II. Controversy of the lokottaravada.—
The controversy on the metaphysical character of

the Bodhisattva certainly goes back to one of tlie

most ancient periods of Buddhist speculation. We
are acquainted with it only in so far as we are
informed concerning this speculation itself at its

beginning, that is to say, our knowledge is very
imperfect. One of the most ancient schisms

(bhedn, as the Buddhists call it) was connected,

according to unanimous tradition, with the

question whether the Buddha is lokottara, i.e.

'superior to the world,' 'supernatural,' 'hyper-
physical.'

*
It is in this way that the Buddhists have endeavoured to

assure the stability of their system, and to reconcile the serious

antinomy of the two dogmas :

'

Nothing e.Kists,' and
' We must

work, labour, suffer for our neighbour.' It is certain, savs a
Mudhyamika philosopher, that our neighbour does not exist

;

but the Bodhisattva cherishes within himself this illusion

(jncha) that he miMt become Buddha for the salvation of
creatures ; if not the only way, yet it is the best way to destroy
the illusion of the ego and of suffering (see artt. Mahayasa,
IdADHTAMIKAS, Vl.I.VA>-AVADTN8).

t This
explanation

of these words is borrowed from the
Bodhisattvaohumi

\
for variations in the wording and defini-

tions, see Kern, Manual, p. 67, n. 6 ; Bumouf, Lotus, p. 405 ;

MinayeS, Recherches, p. 278, and below, p. 750».

The meaning of the word lokottara (Pali lokuttara) in this
connexion can be ascertained. As a rule, in the current
language of theology, 'superior to the world' in contrast to
laukika, 'worldly,' refers to what leads to nirvaija, what
belongs to the Buddhist saints as such ; it is a question of
meditation, ecstasies, merit, etc. (The Bodhisattva is said to
enter the lokottara gati when he reaches his first

'

stage.'] It is
most probable that the word has a distinct signification here,
susceptible of shades of meaning, not admitting of definite

determination, but which would certainly be unfairly pressed,
if, in harmony with certain views of the Great Vehicle, we
were to understand it to mean '

superior to the triple world of

concupiscence, of material beings without concupiscence, of

beings free from matter,' 'superior to the world of becomine-,'
escaped from the sathsdra, or entering therein only by celestial

niagic, as the Kr$pa of the Dhagavadijitd (see below). But
it would be a much more serious mistake to give to the word
lokottara the meaning attributed to it by Pali scholars, that
the Buddha is

'

superior to the world '

because, although of this
world, he is not deQled by the vices of the world. The schools
which are heretical from the orthodox Pali standpoint meant
quite a different thing by lokott-ara, otherwise the question of
its significance would never have been raised, and it would be
incomi>rehensible that a school should be characterized, or
should describe itself, as '

afHrming the Buddha's superiority to
the world '

(lokottaravddin).*
We ought to be cautious not to introduce too much exact-

ness into the ancient views of the Order, and, to say the least
of it, not to outrun the development of Buddhist doctrine.
We may say that the traditional data and the earliest views
regarding Sakyamuni, before as well as after the conquest of
the Bodhi, were capable of being arranged, if not in two systems,
yet on the lines of two opposing movements or tendencies.

According to one of these, which we may call rationalist, and
which manifests itself in the Vaibhajj'avadin Schools, Pali or
Sanskrit, etc., Sakyamuni, born after the manner of men,
became an Arhat by the conquest of truth, and his sole

superiority consists in this conquest effected by his own power.
Given the philosophical and atheistic antecedents of Buddhism,
' no metaphysical superiority over other beingfs could belong to
the Buddha by virtue of his birth ; only as being greater, more
strenuous in his efforts, was it reserved to him to trace out that

path wherein others have nothing to do but to follow. In a
certain sense we may say that every disciple who is pressing
on to holiness is also a Buddha equally with his Master.' t In

reality this standpoint is not strictly maintained by any sect,
and the Pali canon, which otherwise represents rationalist

doctrines, is far from exhibiting perfect euhemerism. But by
the comparison of features scattered throughout this canon as
well as elsewhere, we find traces of a very violent reaction

against the tendency which we shall call mythological and
theological.

One text says that the conception of Sakyamuni
was not independent of the intercourse of his father
and mother—a fact which contradicts a universally
accepted doctrine.^ There are set forth, as char-

acteristic of the Mahiisahghika-Lokottaravadin
School, the doctrines (1) of the Bodhisattva's
descent into the maternal womb in the form of an

elephant, (2) of the miracles of the uterine life (the
Bodhisattva does not pass through the ordinary
forms of the embryo, etc.), (3) of the birth through
his mother's side : three doctrines which are ad-
mitted in the Pali books (the first with certain modi-

* Buddhists naturally maintain that the doctrine was origin-
alli' one, and that the '

heretical
'

views arose much later in the
course of the centuries. This opinion, on other grounds, is far

from being altogether mistaken (see artt. MAUjriSA, Sects

[Bud.]). In the present case, we may reasonably hold that the

conflicting doctrines are both very old, or, if we prefer, primi-
tive. See the definition of lokottara, Atthasdlini, pp. 213-4 ;

and on the confusion of Bodhisattva and Bha^vat, see Olden-

berg, Buddh. Stud. 642.

t See Oldenberg, Biiddhai>, 381.

I The only canonical Pali texts that treat, with any detail, of

the conception, the uterine life, and the birth of the Bodhi-

sattva, are, if the writer is not mistaken, .Majjhima, iii. 118, and

D'ujha, ii. 12 ; see also Atiguttara, ii. 130 (Kern, Man. 13, n. 2).

In all the texts the Bodhisattva is aupapdduka, that is to say,
he becomes incarnate by his own wish, and without regard to
the ordinary laws of conception (to deny the existence of such

beings is a" great heresy, lyigha, i. 65). The only exceptions
are (1) the Tibetan Abhini^kramanamitra, where the Bodhisattva
geems to choose the moment of the loves of Suddhodana and
Mayadevi to study the country, the caste, and the woman in

whom he is to become incarnate (see Foucaux, tr. of Lalita.,

1848, p. xxi ; references to Dulva, iii. 449, where Ro<"khiir8

interpretation (Z-'/c, p. 15) seems less correct ;
see also .Milinda,

p. 75, which is not so explicit] ; (2) Lalita, p. 87, where un-

believers are condemned ; and (3) such texts as collected by
Windisch, Buddha* Geburt, p. 142. The Bodhisattva chooses

Suddhodana as his father, let us say as his
'

putative
'

father,

because Sumitra '
is too old, not able to beget children, and he

already has too many sons.' That such statements prove
nothing is evident from the fact that they occur in the
Lalita'riitara. On the other hand, it is only in the Mahdvattu
that the >-irginity of the mother of Buddha is asserted.
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fications),* but which must have been disputed, or

the Mahasahghikas would not have given them such

an important place. We are told elsewhere that
it is a great mistake 'not to give Buddha the

highest praise, to teach that the perfect Buddhas
have nothing that differentiates them from the

world, and not to proclaim that the perfect
Buddhas are superior to the world. 'f
To these negative evidences must be added the

well-known biographical facts that the future

Buddha left his home only under the pressure of

external influences, that he gave himself up to

the guidance of ignorant teachers, and became
addicted to useless austerities ; further, that, after

having become Buddha, he did not resolve to

preach the Law until he was entreated by Brahma,
that he was, in part at least, under the influence

of former sin,:|: that at first he wished to preach
the Law to some friends who were already dead,
and that he died at last from the abuse he had
made of pork.§ Some venture to say that his

premature death is the punishment of an
ancient murder (according to the Stivarnapra-
bhdsa). But, on the other hand, we have express
declarations of the Master, showing that he is

superior to the world :

'
I am not a man, a god.

. . . Know, O Brahman, that I am a Buddha '

;

and again :
' Born in the world, brought up in

the world, I have risen, and I dwell above the
world.' Whence it follows that Sakyamuni, born
as a man, has, by the conquest of the Bodhi,
obtained a transformation of his nature ; he is

no longer a man, he is not an Arhat, he is a
Buddha.
Neither of these texts—the second {Saihyutta, iii. 140 and

elsewhere) is quoted by the Vetulyakas to support their docetic
\iew8 (Kathdvatthu, xviii. 1, see below, p. 743*), the first (An-
guttara, ii. 3S) is mentioned by Kern {Manual, p. 64)

—
is, of

course, altogether conclusive. Neither the author of the Eathd-
vatthu nor Prof. Oldenberg would admit the lokottara inter-

pretation. Oldenberg- says in so many words that Kern has
misunderstood the meaning of the saying,

'
I am not a man . . .

I am a Buddha.' The present m-iter believes that, whatever
may be its genuine meaning, it could lead to the conclusion
that Buddha's humaijity is apparent only. It is a dog:ma of the
Little Vehicle that Sakyamuni, since he became a Buddha,
possesses

' nirvana-with-residue
'

{sopadhiiesanirvdiyi) ;
he is

parinirvrta, that is to saj', altogether passionless, ergo not a
man. Such ia the interpretation of Buddhaghosa (Oldenberg).
But a Buddha is not only free from passion, he is free from
thought, the Bodhi being, as well said byM. Oltramare, 'hy-
perconsciousness

' or ' non-consciousness
'

(prajfldpdramitd).
Therefore the visible frame, the audible words, the whole of

the personality that we call a Buddha, is only a show contrived

by the compassionate resolution formed by the future Buddha.
We shall not say that the author of the saying,

'

I am not a man
..." foresaw such a development of the lokottara Buddhology ;

but he opened the door to it, and, in any case, his testimony
destroys the hypothesis of a primitive Buddhism altogether
euhemerist.
Reference may be made (1) to the faculty that Sakyamuni

possesses of living for many centuries down to the end of the age
of the world (Digka, ii. 118) ; (2) to his '

transfiguration
'

(ib. p.

134) ;
and especially (3) to his power of assuming the aspect of

his auditors :
' When I used to enter into an assembly of many

hundred nobles [or brahmans, householders, gods, Mara-gods,
Brahma-gods], before I had seated myself there ... I used to
become in colour like unto their colour, and in voice like unto
their voice. . . . But they knew me not when I spoke, and
would saj', "Who may this be who thus speaks? a man or a

god?" Then having instructed them, ... I would vanish
away. But they knew me not even when I vanished away ; and
would say, ",. . . a man or a,god?"'(i6. p. 109; Rhys Davids,
SBE xL 48). The Buddha .Sakyamuni is neither a man nor
a god ; he appears as a man or as a god ; he is a Buddha ; he is

above and outside of existence.
* It is generally said that the mother of Buddha dreamt that

a white elephant with six tusks entered her womb Udtaka,
p. 50 ; Rockhill, Life, p. 15 ; also Abhidharmako^avydkhyd, fol.

219) ; in the Lalita, p. 55, the Bodhisattva is transformed into an

elephant. On the Bharhut medallion representing the ' descent
of Bhagavat' (Plate xxviii.), see Minayeflf, Recherches, p. 14G;
Oldenberg, Buddh. Studien, p. 642 ; Foucher, Art grico-bmtd-
dhique, i. 291.

t Mahdvastu, 1. 96.

X On this point, which is open to dispute, see Milinda, 134 ;

Rhys Davids, i. 190; cf. Mahdvastu, i. 169, 6. It is certain
that the '

Pali
' Buddha is not free from suffering.

§ With regard to this obscure subject see Fleet, JRAS, 1906,
p. 881.

Sakyamuni, then, was born as a man. It is, in

fact, an ancient belief that every future Buddha,
in his last existence (charamabhavika bodhisattva)
must assume human form, at one time as a Ksat-

riya, at another as a Brahman.* He is, how-
ever, a very extraordinary man. And the question
arises. To what extent has he taken possession of
the exceptional prerogatives of the Buddhas, before
the conquest of the Bodhi?
From the time of his birth Sakyamuni possesses the thirty-two

marks (tote^ui, lakkhana) of the 'great ma.n '

(7nahdpuru?a),
and the eighty secondary signs (anuvyanjana). [Sanskrit
authorities m Dharvmsaiigraha, p. 53 f. ; Mahdvastu, ii. 29,
213 f. ; Bodhisattvabhumi, in. v. ; Pali authorities in Majjhima,
ii. 136 ; Digha, ii. 17.] These marks, to which E. Senart has
devoted very careful study {Ligende du Buddha), whatever
may be their historical, mythological, or dogmatic explanation,
establish mysterious relations between the Buddha and Visiju.

Although the name mahdpurv^a, which is the current designa-
tion_of Visiju, is applied, in Buddhism, to the eight classes
of Arj'as (srotadpattiphalapratipannaka, etc., Madhyamaka-
vftti, xxiv. ; cf. Chullavagga, xii. 2, 5), the marks are ascribed

only to universal sovereigns (chakravartins), and to Bodhi-
sattvas in their last existence. To an experienced eye, how-
ever, the marks of the former are quite distinct from those ol
the latter (see Lalitavistara, ed. Lefmann, 106, 6 ; Rgya-cheV'
rol-pa, 98, 1. 19, and the emendation proposed, mistakenly,
in the present writer's opinion, by E. Senart, Ligende, 88 n.).

[It must be added that, if Buddhas alone possess the ' marks '

in their perfection, the future Buddhas possess the same in

germ-state and '

ripen
' them for centuries ; see Lotus, viii. 18 ;

Bodhicharydvatdra, vii. 44 ; Bodhisattvabhumi, m. v. ; Abhi-
dharmaknSa, Soc. As. 2196.]
But if Sakyamuni, before the Bodhi, is a very extraordinary

man, universal sovereigns, and especially those who reign over
the four continents (chdturdvipaka), are no less superhuman ;

they are nevertheless men. It remains to be seen whether the
body that Sakyamuni showed to gods and men on this earth
was a real body or an illusion. This question now demands an
answer so far as possible.

One of the schools, the Lokottaravadin Maha-
sahghikas of the Madhyadesat (a half-Sanskritizing
sect of the Little Vehicle), teaches not only that
the Buddhas have nothing in common with the
world (lokena sainam), that everything about
them is supernatural (lokottaravi), that, if they
seem to think, speak, act, and suffer like us, it

is merely by condescension, in order to conform

outwardly to our weakness (lokdnuvartana),X but
also that the Bodhisattvas are in no way bom
from father and mother, that they are produced
by their own powers [svagunanirvrtta), that their
mothers (and their wives also) are virgins, and
that, if they come forth from their mothers' right
side without injuring her, it is because their form

{rupa), i.e. their body, is entirely spiritual (7nano-

inaya, 'made of mind'), i.e. jwasi- immaterial.
And a sect, the Ekavyavaharikas, closely con-

nected with the Lokottaravadins of the Mahdvastu,
maintain that there is no matter {riipa) in the
Buddha. §

It is evident, therefore, that the manifestation
in this world of the marvellous being who reigned
among the Tusita gods was not in reality what it

seemed to be. The Bodhisattva, after all, assumed

merely an empty appearance of humanity in con-

descension to the ways of the world (lokdnuvar-
* Lalita (p. 88) explains that, if the Wheel of the Law wer«

to be moved by a god, i.e. if Buddha were to appear as a god,
men would feel discoumgement.

t This sect, which we shall discuss presently (see below,

p. 744), is comparatively well kno\vn to us through the Mahd-
vastu, one of its canonical books, edited by E. Senart (set
A. Barth, Journal des Savants, Aug.-Oct. 1899, from which
we bon'ow freely), and also through the Kathdvatthu and the
works of Vasumitra and Bhavya on the sects (see Wassilieff,
Buddhismus ; Rockhill, Life).
The Buddhist Madhyade^a, 'central region,' lies to the East

of the Madhyade^a properly so called. It is in reality the

Vrdgdeia. For the boundaries see Mahdvagga, v, 13, 12 (in

Kern, Man. 13, n. 3).

X Mahdvastu, i. 107, 15 ff. The same formula (eja lokdnu-

vartand) is famiUar to the Piirva&iilas who apply it to the

contradictory doctrines taught by the Buddha. It is in order
to put himself into touch with "the faithful that he preaches
doctrines serviceable (pudgala, skandha, etc.), but in reality

false (see Madhyamakdvatdra, p. 314).

§ Rockhill, Life, p. 188. On the mind-made body, see the

discussion in Poussin, Opinions sur I'histoire dt la dogmatiqu*
bouddhique, Paris, 1909, p. 258.
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tatia). The body which he shows to men and gods
conceals its true nature from the '

worldly
' mind.

One may go further, and say that this body is only
an illusion. Certain heretics of the Kathdvatthu

(xvii. 1),
*

forerunning the Great Vehicle, say
that it is not true that Sakyamuni descended in

person into the womb of Maj'a ; he merely sent

doA\Ti to this world a double of his person, or,

rather, a phantom. According to the Dasabhuviika,
and also (a fact which has not been sufficiently

noted) the Lalitavistara (p. 36) the Bodhisattva does
not come down to the earth ; he does no more
than 'show' (sandarkiynti) liis descent, his so-

journ in the womb of Maya, his conquest of the

Bodhi, and nirvana.t In the Lotus of the True
Law and in later systems the Buddha thus mani-
fests himself on several occasions, appearing as

a ' Bodhisattva in his last birth
'

(see artt. Lotus
OF THE True Law, Adibuddha, etc.). This

theory of the apparent descents, avatdras of

the q\iasi-etexx\v\ Tathagata, is the last phase of

the lokottaravdda. According to Sutrdlahkdra,

sakyamuni, even in the Tusita - heaven, is a

phantom, a ' contrived body
'

(nirmdna).

According to another theory, loss categorical, the Law has
been p.reached by Ananda {Kathdvatthu, xviii. 1). This means
that Sakyamuni, although he was a real man, flesh and bones,
nevertheless remained, since the Enlightenment, in a definite

state of concentration or trance (samiidhi, dhydna) ; and can a

being in dAydna-state speak? We know from Kathdvatthu Sind.

from Bhavya that schools were at a loss to settle this question.
Doctors who deny the power of speaking to the ' concentrated

'

saints assume that Buddha caused Ananda or even the walls of

the preaching-room to preach the Law (Kumarila in Tantra-
vdrttika has good jokes on this strange hj-pothesis ; according-
to the Great Vehicle such wall-preaching is a case of nairmdnikl

rddhi). Elsewhere the organ of preaching is the smile of

fekj-amuni, or the light that arises from his iirjui (white hair

between the eyebrows). Elsewhere Sakj'amuni is credited with

having uttered a few words : each disciple heard them with the

developments his own disposition allowed.

Together with the problem whose various solu-

tions have just been expounded, and which centres

round the Buddha and the Bodhisattva 'arrived at

his last existence' (sannikrsta bodhisattva), there

is another, almost as important, concerning the

Bodhisattva during the course of his long career.

Is he a 'saint' or an 'ordinary man'? Legend
supplies contradictory and confused answers.

According to the Introduction to the Jdtaka, it is only after

having acquired arhat-ship, i.e. the right of entering nirvana

at his next death, that Sumedha (the future Sakyamuni) con-

ceives the idea of becoming Buddha. The quality of Bodhisattva

is in his case somehow grafted on to the quality of Arhat.

Without examining how far, this is compatible with the con-

quest of arhat-ship which Sakyamuni, born as an ordinary
mortal, will once more make under the Bodhi tree, we see that

Buddhists inquired if all the accounts concerning the previous
existences of S.akyamuni are compatible with the possession of

sainthood. Assuming that the concept of Bodhisattva ought to

be brought within the framework of the doctrine of the path to

sainthood, Buddhists further asked whether a Bodhisattva is

necessarily a saint {dry a), or whether he remains, at least at the

begnnning of his career, an ordinary man {pfthagjana), what

grade he occupies in sainthood, »rotadpalti, the first, or arhat-

ship, the fourth grade, and at what time he attains to those

grades.
The Great Vehicle has answers to these questions, and to many

others subsidiary to them (see III.). The Little Vehicle, besides

the evidence of the Mahasaiighikas (see ih.) supplies only a few
documents sufficiently detailed on the nature of the future

Buddhas, but they are late. All the Bodhisattvas who have

taken the tow to become Buddhas 'are exempt from births in

the avichi, with the ghosts {pretas), among the lower animals ;

in their human births they possess all the organs of the senses ;

they are neither women nor eunuchs ; they are never guilty
of mortal sin ; they do not lose sight of the doctrine of action

and its fruits ; in their divine births they are never insentient

gods, etc. ; bent upon renunciation, with no attachment to

existence or non-existence, they walk as acting for the world's

welfare, fulfilling all the perfect virtues.' {

This passage denies that the Bodhisattvas who have taken

* These heretics are, according to the commentary, the

Vetulyakas. Minayeff has noticed that this sect is much later

than the traditional but disputable date of the Kathdvatthu

(B.C. 246). On Vetulvakas and the Great Vehicle, see JRAS,
1907, p. 432.

t See p. 745*.

t Jdtaka, Introd. w. 252-258, quoted by Kem, ifan. 67, n. 9.

the vow can be guilty of mortal sin,* or that they can deny the
law of the retribution of actions, and thus destroy their ' root
of merit' ; but it admits that they can be guilty of sins entail-

ing evil destinies, e.g. re-birth into the womb« of higher animals,
and probably into certain kinds of hells, f The same impression
is given us by the short and contradictory notices which we
possess concerning the Haimavatas.t They hold that the
Bodhisattvas are pfthagjanas whose most notable character-
istic is freedom from the spirit of malice or wickedness
{ahhidhydchitta) ; but are not exempt from error {moha) or
desire {rdqa). 'The Sautrantikas were undoubtedly of the same
opinion (Wass. 276, ad finem). Tradition, in fact, was very clear
about the animal existenct^s of the Bodhisattva and the various
sins he had committed during the course of his existences. §

These, it is true, may be explained without admitting the idea
of any imperfection. This is undoubtedly what is done by the

Mahasanghikas.
' The Bodhisattvas,' they say,

' are free from
desire and malice {vydpdda, vihe{harM) ; whenever they choose,
they are bom in lower forms of existence for the benefit of

creatures' (Wass. 237 [260]; cf. Rockhill, 188). The climax of

this method of interpretation \vith a religious tendency is

found in the Mahayana literature. There we see the Bodhi-
sattvas '

rushing into the Avichi like swans into a lotus pond.' I!

And why? To save creatures; because the future Buddha.s
in the fervour of their compassion have taken upon themselves
' the whole burden of the suffering of all creatures

'

; because

they have declared,
'
I am taking upon my body the heap of

Borrows which their deeds have accumulated, in order to bear
it in the regions of hell. Would that all creatures who dwell
there might escape.' II

It is not difficult, however, to reconcile these
antinomies. All that is needed is the recognition
of two kinds of Bodhisattvas. The legends in

which the future Buddha appears in an animal
form, etc., belong to the initial stage of his career.

The lofty deeds of generosity, the sacrifice of life,

etc., belong to a period during which he heroically

practised the virtues. Finally, when Bodhisattvas
are described as playing the part of a universal

providence, and reigning in Paradise, like Avalo-
kita (see art. Avalokite.^var.^), the reference is to

future Buddhas who have almost attained Bodhi
and have gained very high

'

spheres' or '

stages.'
III. BhUMIS, or .STAGES IN THE CAREER OF

THE Bodhisattva.**—The scheme of the Bodhi-
sattva's career is modelled on that of the career of

the irdvaka, or disciple of the Little Vehicle.
We are expressly informed about this in various sources.tt

The 6ravaka, after receiving instruction from the Buddha,
labours long before attaining, after sixteen successive victories

over the passions, the first stage or first
'

storey
'

{bhumx) IX of

the way {mdrga), namely, the position of frotadpanna (
= he

who has entered the course). Thence he ascends to the states

of sakjddgdmin, andgdmin, and lastly arhat. According to an-

other account, there are eight stages : the srotadpanna who
possesses the

'
fruit

'

of entrance into the course is distinguished
from the pratijiannaka, or candidate qualified for this fruit,

* The Mahasaiighikas assert the same thing of the trotiy-

dpanna, WassilietT, 240 (264).

t See Madhyamakdvatdra, 39, 7, on animal births, births In

hell, etc., of persons who practise charity but violate the ' Penta-

logue.' Cf. below, p. 744 <>.

{ According to Vasumitra (Wass. 278) ; Bhavya ascribes

different doctrines to them (Rockhill, 190).

§ On the animal births of the Bodhisattva, from the dogmatic
point of view, see Kathdvatthu, xxiii. 3, Jdtakamdld, xxxiii. 3,

and sources quoted by Hopkins, JAOS, 1906, p. 464 ; Wassilieff,

p. 168. According to Sutrdlafikara, as long as the future
Buddha has not acquired a '

stage
'

(see below, p. 74C»), his re-

births are fixed by his acts, good or bad {kammata.'>ena). After-

wards he is re-bom according to his ' vows '

{jrrariidhnna) for the

welfare of beings. At the end, his re-births are only apparent
{vibhutrddhipatyena . . . upapatti). In Griinwedel, Myth. p.

lt>!), statistics will be found of the various re-births of the
Bodhisattva Sakyamuni according to the Jdtakas. He was
three times a Chaijdala, once a dice-player, once a jackal, etc.

A Bodhisattva cannot be a woman: 'At the same instant . . .

the female sex of the daught-er of Sagara disappeared ; the male
sex appeared and she manifested herself as a Bodhisattva

'

(LotiLS, Kem. p. 253 ; but see p. 257 ; Si-do-in-dzou , p. 123, etc.).

In the Pali Jataka, the Bodhisattva is never a female ; but that

this rule is modem is proved by the sculptures of Bharhut (see

Foucher, Les repr^^entatuma des Jdtakas, p. 33).

II Bodhicharydvatdrapanjikd, p. 340, 13 (viii. 107), Sikfei-

samuchehaya, p. 360, 8.

1 Sikfdt. p. 280.
•• £Aiimt = '

stage,' or '

storey
'

(of a house), or '

category-
'

(for

instance, Dirydvaddna,-p. 230. 28). The Lotus hsia once dhdraxti
= bhumi, rvi. 3, see Kern, ad loe., and the A^iasahagrikd,

dhatu, avinivartaniyadhdtu.
ft Madhyamakdvatdra, 13, 6; Bodhisattvabhumi, n. It.

jt The term bhumi is used in the Pali Abhidhamma (»t9

C. A. F. Rhys Davids, Buddhitt Psychology, p. 82) as equivaleni
to magga, 'way.'
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and BO on. Consequently there are eight noble individuals

(drpapudgalas or mahapurugapudgalas). Moreover, scholastics

regard the future irdvakas, who are not yet qualified for the

possession of fruit (let us style them pratipannakas to srota-

dpattipratipannakatva,
' candidates for the first candidate-

ship '), as belonging to a preliminary stage or gotrabhmni.
Although the Schools disagree on this point, the general
opinion is that not only the arhat but also the srotadpanna
cannot fall from the stage which he occupies.*

The most ancient systematic doctrines con-

cerning the career of the Bodhisattva seem to

have been the following :
—

There is a preliminary stage, during which he
still, properly speaking, is only a ' future Bodhi-

sattva,' and this is succeeded by three other stages.
(1) The preliminary stage is called Prakfti-

charya,\
' the period during which the innate

qualities show themselves,' and which begins when
the future Bodhisattva plants the roots of merit
which later he will apply to the conquest of the
Bodhi.

(2) The second stage is that of the Bodhisattva
who for the first time conceives the thought of

Bodhi (prathamachittotpddika), or 'who merely
steps into the Vehicle

'

(of the Bodhisattvas ;

jjrathamaydnasampranthita), or again 'the be-

ginner' (ddikartnika), 'who is eager to start on
his journey' {gantukdma), but who has not yet
.set out.t

(3) The Bodhisattva 'who follows out the

practice or career of the Bodhisattvas '

(hodhisatt-

racharydii charan), who adopts a career ' in con-

formity with the vow '

{amdomacharyd),
' who is

on the march '

(gantr),
' who is endowed with

practice
'

{charydpj-atipanna).
(4) The Bodhisattva who dwells 'in the stage

from which there is no return '§ (avinivartaniyd
bhumi). It was at the beginning of this period
(anivartanacharyd) that the future Sakyamuni
received the prediction (vydkararm) from Dipah-
kara (Mahdvastu).\\
These and similar divisions, although they are

known chiefly through the works of the Great
Vehicle, contain nothing that is opposed to ancient
ideas ; they constitute merely an advance upon
the views expounded by the commentator of
the Jataka (see above, p. 739). It seems to be
otherwise with the 'stages of the Bodliisattva

'

as understood afterwards. H On the one hand, the
teachers of the Great Vehicle sometimes regarded
the doctrine of the bhumis as their special right
(Madhyamakdvatdra, p. 23) ; on the other, the

Hinayanists reproached their opponents with
having invented the ten bhumis. The latter, a
Tibetan waiter tells us, replied that a sect of the
Little Vehicle, the Mahasahghikas, possessed a
book, the Mahdvastu, in which was set forth a

* This is the most complicated problem of Buddhist scholasti-
cism (see Sathyutta, v. 360). Here it may be mentioned that
the Lotus states that some Bodhisattvas will obtain Buddhahood
after four, three, two births, or after one birth (xvi. 6f.,and
Kern, ad loe. ; there is confusion of the Bodhisattvas with the
Sravakas).

t A term, derived from the Mahavattu, corresponding to
gotrabhumi (see below, 745).

X According to the texts of the Great Vehicle quoted in

Sikidsamuchchaya, 212, 12 and 313, 19 ; this stage corresponds
to the prar^idhdnacharyd of the Mahdvastu, and to the
adhimukticharydbhumi of Bodhisattvabkumi and SutrdlaA-
kdra.

§ See especially A^tasdhasrikd prajrmpdramitd, ch. xxii.

II Instead of 'career,' or 'stage without return,' the text,
Sikfds. 212, 12, has 'Bodhisattva possessing the anutpatti-
kadharmak^dnti.' We shall see that it is necessary to attain
the eighth bhumi in order to possess this k^dnli, while all the
bhumis (including the first) are ' without return,' at least

according to modern authorities (see below, 745* and 747).

^ The idea which is contradictory to the Little Vehicle is not
the subdivision of the Bodhisattva's career into several periods,
but (1) the practical meaning of this teaching : everybody has
to become a Bodhisattva ; and (2) the nature attributed to the
Bodhisattva '

dwelling in the bhumis,' a kind of God-Provi-
dence, multiplying his various manifestations of form in all the

universes, etc. The Bodhisattvas of the Mahdvastu do not
appear to have this nature, even in the higher worlds (see
next col., n. f, and p. 748»).

theory of the ten bhumis (Wass. 262 f.). On this

point, as on several others, the School 'of the
Great Assembly

' seems to have become separated
from the ancient sects and to mark the transition
between the two Vehicles. Its bhmnis, however,
are not the same as those of the Mahayana [all of

which, being exempt from return, should be put
under (4) of the above enumeration]. So far as
we can judge, they present this characteristic,
that the first seven are only a subdivision of
'

charyas
'

(2) and (3) of the preceding enumeration,
the last three alone being exempt from 'return.'

The account of the bhumis in the Mahdvastu* seems to be
independent of the authorities of the Great Vehicle, although
it has some points of contact with the Daiabhumaka and the
Lalitavistara. Unfortunately, this account is confused, frag-
mentary, and perhaps contradictory. We possess on this point
information supplied by Chandrakirti, who, as we shall see,
complicates rather than illuminates the problem. Reference
should be made to E. Senart's analysis, from which we some-
times venture to differ.

The [future] Bodhisattva, who has not yet conceived the
thought of the vow of Bodhi {pranidhichitta), possesses the
privilege that his sins are punished only during seven births,
pain in the end being reduced to headache [iir^aparitdpa ;

cf. Bodhicharydv. i. 21] (i. 104, 5). The first bhumi is produced
by the thought of Bodhi :

' May we become perfect Buddhas '

(80, 6). This thought immediately destroys previous sins,

literally,
' covers

' them (104, 3 ; cf. Bodhicharydv. i. 13).

Nevertheless, the Bodhisattva of this stage and of the six

following is an 'ordinary man' (102, 13 and 78, 11). He is

regarded as an Arya (prdptaphala), because his vow is not
that of ordinary men (prdkrtapurusa= prthagjana, 80, 15) ; f
but his works are mixed v?ith good and evil (102, 9). In
theory he does not encounter evil destinies

; murder, theft,
etc., do not lead him to hell. Nevertheless, should he deny
the existence of the Sryas (drydpavdda ; X here it is chiefly
Buddhas and Bodhisattvas that are concerned), he will be
re-born in a 'particular hell' (pratyekanaraka) instead of being
re-born in the Avichi, in a Preta with a small body (as opposed
to the Pretas with large bodies, who accordingly suffer more
from hunger), or among the higher animals (as opposed to the

ksudratiryagyoni).% He will never be an asura, or a woman,
or a eunuch. But if he commits a mortal sin, the murder of
a Bodhisattva, of a Sravaka (= Arhat), of a Srotaapanna, or of a
Pratyekabuddha, he will go to hell (102, 12-104, 3).

It is said that, for scholastically expouLided reasons, such and
such a Bodhisattva vrill never be able to pass from one bhumi to
the next. The Bodhisattvas destined to proceed uninterruptedly
(avaivartikadharma) seem to be distinguished from the others,
and perhaps the above-mentioned privileges are reserved for
them.
From the beginning, however, of the eighth bhumi,\\ the

works of the Bodhisattvas are perfectly pure.
'

They must be
honoured with the worship rendered to the perfect Buddhas,
the3' must be regarded as perfect Buddhas '

(105, 13), for from
this moment they cannot fall (anivartiya). They are Chakra-
vartin kings ; they teach the Law (107, 8). It is a curious
fact that, whereas the names of the first seven bhumis remain
without any point of connexion in the literature, for the eighth
we find janmanideia (?), which recalls the janm/ibhiimi,

'

birth-

stage
'
of the Daiabhumaka {i.e. where one chooses his birth-

place) ; then, yauvardjyabhumi (stage of the prince associ-

ated with the reigning sovereign), which is attested by the

* See E. Senart's Introduction to the edition of the text

(i. XXV f .), and A. Barth, Journal des Savants, 1899.

t The sentence, i. 78, 11, is very complicated : prathamdydm
bhumau bodhisattvdli prthagjana iti prdptaphald bhavanti iti

dak^iXiiydi cha lokdndrh virochenti. E. Senart translates

(p. 437) : 'The Bodhisattvas who are in the first bhumi, ordinary
men though they were, secure the acquisition of fruits, and on
that account become the object of the reverence of all people
..." But he suras up (p. xxvii) :

' The Bodhisattvas at this

stage are still ordinary men.' And, with regard to the Bodhi-

sattvas of the seventh bhumi, we have (p. 102, 8) 8dmant«

prthagjanatdye, which the present writer, like E. Senart

(p. 457), understands to mean ' in consequence of their position
as prthagjanas.

'

It would be necessary, therefore, to interpret
the first passage (78, 11) thus :

' The Bodhisattvas are ordinary
men, but they are worthy of the world's respect as if they
were saints.' Unfortunately, Chandrakirti (MadhyaTnakavrtti,
x-xiv. 5) informs us that ' the scholars of the Madhyadete,
following the arrangement of stages taught in the Mahdvastu,
claim that the Bodhisattva dwelling in the first stage possesses
the dariaitamdrija,' that is to say, has obtained the fruit

of the srotadpatti.

X The formula of the Abhidharmako&a is as follows : 'There
are no Arhats in this world.' It implies a rejection of the True
Law (saddhannapratik^epa), and seems inseparable from the
denial of the morality of actions and of their fruit : ndsti
daftam . . . etc. See Digha, i. 55.

§ Cf. above, p. 743*.

II
We are told (i. 105, 4) that the Jatakas, and the heroic

charities too, refer to the eighth and following bhumis. This is

very strange.
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Madhyamakavatdra ; and, finally, abhiiekabhumi (royal unc-

tion), examples of which are very numerous.*
The final attainment (jmripuraiia) of the tenth bhumi results

in the descent of the Bodhisattva, who now desires to become
man (which will open to him the way to Buddhahood), into his

mother's womb, and the prosecution of the well-known human
career.
The close parallelism should be noticed between Afahdvastu,

i. 142, and LalilavUtara, 36, 1-4. The remarkable difference is

that, according to the latter text, the anointing allows the
saint to 'show't (sandarianatd) his descent, birth, entrance
into religion, . . . and the great nirvfu.ia ;

whereas these nine

exploits of the Buddha are regarded as real, and not apparent
in the Mahdvastu, however lukottaravddin it claims to be.

In the system of tlie Maliayana or of the
Paramitas (pdramitdyiaya) X there is a very clear

distinction between the first seven stages and the
last three, but this distinction does not seem to

be based on the same principle as that of the
Mahdvastu. From the lirst 'bhumi of the Bodhi-
sattvas' the future Buddlia is assured of final

8uccess.§ Yet it seems almost certain that the

Mahayana began witii tlie conception of tlie

Mahdvastu or one similar, for the eighth world
in it bears the name of Achald (immovable),
* because it cannot be removed,' or again (Bodhi-
sattvabhfimi) that of Niyatabhumi,

' world in

which the faithful will surely (attain the state

of Buddha).' Various notices lead us to believe

that the possession of the anutpattikaksdnti,\\
which is the essence of the eighth stage, and

produces the '

prediction
'

(vydkarana), is not

separable from tne avaivartikabhumi or avinivar-

tamya°, the '

stage without return.' H
"We are now able to follow the '

stages
'

in

detail, as understood by the teachers of the Great
Vehicle. The material may be subdivided into

three heads : the future Bodhisattva, the first

seven stages, and the last three stages.**
I. First Period: The future Bodhisattva.—We

have seen that, according, to the Introduction
to the Jdtaka, the future Sakyamuni was almost

ripe for arhat-ship, when the si^ht of the Buddha
Dipankara caused the thought oi becoming Buddha
to arise within him. It is after taking the vow of

Bodhi that he examines the virtues necessary to a
Buddha. All this is rather poor psychology ;

for

nothing is more opposed to the career of the
Bodhisattva than the state of mind of an Arhat,
isolated from everj'thing, from his neighbour as

from himself. The future Buddhas, let us rather

say, are recruited from men who have not entered

the path of the Arhats, and whose spiritual tem-

perament is not yet determined {aniyatagotra).ii
* This consecration evidently takes place in the Tusita

heaven, for there are certain qualities which the Boflhisattva

does not possess until 'after the Tu^ta' (see Mahdvastu, i.

p. xxxvi).
t See above, p. 743», and below, p. 747», n. J.

t Also in the Tantras (mantranaya in contrast to para-
mildnaya).

i The Bodhisattva ' who has attained a stag-e
'

is contrasted
with the one who is tossed about in the sarh^dra. lifted up by
the thought of Bodhi, held down by his sins (B'Hihicharydv.
iv. 11). Nevertheless Chandrakirti"(jVrtd/ij/am<ijl-ara«dra, 61)
eeems to foresee that a predestined Bodhisattva (Jiiyata, see

p. 739b, n. t) may indulge in an angry thought. In the present
writer's opinion the passage should be interpreted thus :

' And
if, to suppose what is against all probability, a predestined
bodhisattva should happen to produce an angry thought.'

II See p. 744a, n. ||.

\ Lalitavistara, 35, 1. 21, and Sik^dg. 313, 19, compared with

Af\asdhasrikd, 60.
*• Authorities.—(1) Affasdhasrikd prajfldparatnitd, xviifT.

(2) Daiabhumaka, or Databhimika sUira, of which there

exists a recension, augmented by Prakrit verses, called the

Da4abhiimUvara, one of the nine I)harn;as of the Neu.'ilese

hterature. Numerous quotations by Santideva (iiilcfds.),

Prajfiakaramati, etc., show the importance of this book, which
eeems to have been translated into Chinese a.d. 205-316. [See

Nanjio, 106, 110.) It is utilized by (3) the Bodhisattvabhumi,
a text-book of the Yogachara (or Vijnanavadin) school, (4) the
iladhyamakdvatdra, a work of Chandrakirti the Madhjamika
teacher (see p. 748), (5) the Satrdlahkdra of Maitreya-Asaiiga.

ft See Aftasdhafrikd prajiiapdramitd, p. 33, 17, ye tv ava-
krdntdh sami/aktvanii/dmmh na te bhavyd anuttardydih sam-
yaksambodhau chittam uf/xidaj/itwm,' Personswhohave entered
"ascertainment to arhat-ship" [more accurately "the state

These men do not, however, immediately decide,
for the sake of the welfare of creatures, for their

temporal happiness and their salvation in nirvana,
to make the very great sacrifices that the career
of a Bodhi-sattva entails. Therefore, before taking
the vow of Bodhi, a period unduly called a ' bhumi '

passes, which is prei)aratory (pariknrnut", una-
chdrabhumi) to the Bodhisattvabhumis, ana is

subdivided into gotrabhumi and adhimukticharya-
bhumi.*

(1) Ootrabhumi^ is a stage of preparation (Lahkav. C8, 6).
Just as, even in the egg, the emnrjo which is to become the
wonderful bird Ganida differs from all other birds in the em-
bryonic state, so the future Bodhisattva (bhniifyad') belongs,
even before his spiritual birth, to the family (gotra) of the
I'odhisattvas. He possesses a certain 'disposition' which pre
disposes him to the vow of Bodhi. He po8.sesses certain
iimate (i.e. acquired during the course of former existences)
qualities (prakrti") which incline him to compassion ; for com-
passion is the essential element in the vow of Bodhi. He is

kind and good (bhadra). Incapable of committing a mortal
sin (for these are, above all, sins of hatred),} he avoids also the
heresies which would condenm him for eternity ; § but he
commits sins of love (rdga). Everyday experience, in fact,
shows numerous examples of good and generous men forgetting
tliemselves, e.g. in passion. These men, although ignorant and
guilty, belong to the race of Bodhisattvas.

(2) Adhiiinikticharydbhumi.—The dispositions of which we
have been speaking bear their natural fruits in the Buddhist
disciple. His enthusiasm is not for the egotistical calm of the
Arhat, but for the generous goodness of the Buddha. In him
are born 'aspirations' (ati/umtttfi) towards the state of Buddha.
In him, if we prefer to put it thus, is born the thought of Bodhi
(bodhichittotpdda) ; but this thought is only in germ, in the
state of seed, of cause {hetxibhUta) ; there is nothing to show
that it will ripen. Among a thousand persons who possess it

at this state, says the Ai(asdhasrikd (61, 9), are there two, is

there even a single one, who will carry it to maturity? A
person thinks of becoming Buddha (a) because some preacher
invites him, or (6) because he hears Buddhahood praised, or (c)
because he thinks of the miraculous body of Buddha, or (d)
because he has compassion for creatures (.^iifos. 8, 8). This
last motive alone is pure ; but, even when it is predominant, it

is one thing to begin the vow of Bodhi, another to carry it out

(drabdha, pratilaodha). The good thoughts (adhimukti, adhi-

mokfa, adhydiaya) of the disciple are Uke arrows shot forth in

the darkness, which have very little chance of hitting the mark.
His good works are few in number {parlltakarin), full of
omissions and imperfections (chkidrakarin), casual and un-

regulated (aniyatakarin). He has to reflect and wish (prati-
sahkhydna) in order to do good. He is called ' Bodhisattva
mounted on a chariot drawn by oxen' (paiurathagatika), to
indicate the slowness and uncertainty of his success (i'iK^dt.

7, 1). His unconstrained love is given to himself ; it is only by
reflexion that he cares for the welfare of others. His nature
leaves him at the mercy of his inclinations. His knowledge of

truth (prajlUt) is slight, and derived entirely from listening to
the Law and from reflexion : the direct penetrating sight of

meditation (bhdvand) is entirely wanting in him. Neverthe
less, by the repetition of 'aspirations,' and by more and more
studious practice of the good works which they involve, the
disciple, during three periods, succeeds in purifying these verv

aspirations (which will henceforth be called adhydiayas), and,
when they are pure, he rises from the adhimukticharya stage
to enter the stage

' where aspirations are pure
'

{iuddhadhy-
aiaya). \\ See, however, p. 747».

2. Second Period : The first seven stages of
the Bodhisattvas. — The stage called hcddhd-

iayabhumi (or hiddhddhyd^aya"), and more com-
monljr the '

Joyful
'

{pramuditd), is, properly
.speaking, the first bhumi of the Bodhisattvas.

(Until now the
disciple

was only a future Bodhi-
sattva.) It is also the first in tlie classical list of
the ten bhilinis. We shall see that it does not

undoubtedly leading to srotadpatti"] cannot produce the
thought of becoming Buddhas ; . . . nevertheless I joyfully
api)rove them if thev come to produce such thought.' It is

noteworthy that the .J^rajfl(iparami<d uses the phrase samyak-
lianiydma just as the Nikayas do (see SaihyuUa, Index, p. 64),
and contrasts it with bodhisattcaniydma (p. 322, 6). On niydma,
see p. 746», n. *, p. 747'', n. •, and Wogihara on Bodhisattva-
bhiimL

* This is the account of the Bodhisattvabhumi, but there is

no doubt that the Madh.Aamikas recognized these distinctions.
See .'^ikfdsa7nuchchaya,\ii. 8,viii. 8; Madhyamakavatdra, 13. 12.

t The Little Vehicle also knows of a irdrakagotra, 'having
the disposition of a future arhat.' Here gotrabhu,mi=bodhx-
sattva-gotrabhumi.

t Cf." below, p. 751b. The Mahdvastu seems to admit mortal
sin in the Bodhisattva ; see p. 744b.

§ Heresy which destroys the root of merit, the denial of the
fruit of actions (see art. Karma). See p. 744*i, n. J.

I,
To complete this description it would be necessary to

interpret and comment Mahdcyutpatti, { 32.
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differ from the anivartanlyabhumi,
* the stage from

which there is no "
return,"

'

which was discussed
above. It is in the '

Joyful stage,' according to
a prediction of Buddha, that Ananda is to be
re-bom under the name of Nagarjuna, the founder
of the Great Vehicle.
The 'Joyful stage' corresponds to what is

called in the Little Vehicle the '
first fruit

'

: the

disciple is now no longer an '

ordinary man '

{prthagjana, prdkrtapurusa) but a saint (drya),
one of the elect (niydmdvakrdnta) ;

*
for, having

brought
'

worldly
'

{laukika) meditations {dhydna)
to their perfection, he has entered the '

super-
natural

'

career {lokottaragati). He is a '

graded
Bodhisattva '

(bhumisthita), or, more correctly, he
is a true Bodhisattva (paramdrthahodhisattva),
and he will certainly become a Buddha. He
already possesses in a high degree all the qualities
which will develop in the subsequent periods.
The description of this first stage, borrowed by the Bodhi-

sattvabhumi from the Da^ahhumikasutra, is developed accord-
ing to a scherne which recurs in all the succeeding stages. We
give it in detail so that its scholastic character may be noted.

(1) The 'stage' is produced, in a soul whose
intentions or aspirations are pure, by the ' forma-
tion of the thought of Bodhi' (chittotpada)—&
thought which is the pure expression of charity
[ddnapdrainitd) or of compassion {karu7ia). The
thought of Bodhi is here 'absolutely fixed,' and is

thus distinguished from the thought as it exists
in the preparatory stage. Entirely personal and
sincere, the result of meditation (bhdvand), i.e.

resting on an intuitive view of truth, it con-
sists of the vow of the Bodhisattvas in all the
fullness of disinterested generosity—a vow which
will never be abandoned or altered under any cir-

cumstances, and which will have Bodhi as its end,
embracing as it does all tlie intellectual qualities
of the Perfect Buddhas and aU the works which
they are to accomplish.
Destined to Buddhahood (sambodhipardyana),i

the disciple realizes that he is ' born into the

family
of the Buddha,' and his joy knows no

bounds; joy of affection for the Buddhas who
have begotten him to this spiritual birth, joy in
the feeling that he is devoting himself to the
realization of the task of the future Buddhas, and
joy in his goodwill towards all creatures.
For him the five terrors (bhaya)—terror relative

to the necessities of life, to an evil reputation, to

death, to unhappy re-births, and to the 'assem-
blies

'—
disappear. As he has '

produced
'

the vow
that the sins of all creatures should '

ripen
'

in him

(dtmavaipakya),
i.e. wishing to bear the burden

of the sins of others in the hells and elsewhere, he
is henceforward free from all evil re-birth. Know-
ing that there is no one better than he in this
world, no one who is even his equal, why should he
be afraid of meeting any

'

assembly
' whatever ?

(2) He binds himself by the 'great resolves,'
which are independent of limitations of time or

space (mahapranidhdna),X and purifies them : to
* The murder of a niydrndvakranta is a capital sin (dnan-

tarya) ; see Mahdvyutpatti, 123. 3 : niyatabhumisthitasya
bodkisattvasya marartam, and cf. on the same topic Abhi-
dhannako^av. which has niyatipatita bodhisattva (MS. As.
See. fol. 331(1). As observed on p. 745*, the eighth stage is
sometimes called niyatabhumi ; but, according to the gloss,
the reference is to the third niyati (see p. 747'', n. •). Discrep-
ancies in sacred books as to the stage which confers niydina
(niyati),

'

predestination to Buddhahood,' led the scholastics
to specify different kinds of 'assured psycholopcal progresses.'
The niydina of the 8th stage confers assurance of obtaining and
never losing andbhogatd and aiititpattikadkarmakfdnti (see
below, p. 747'') ;

it is the 6th niyatipdta of Siitrdlai\kdra, xix. SS.
t This phrase occurs in the Nikayas (see Saihyutta, Index)

and in Anoka's edicts (see Senart, i. 182, 186, ii. 223). Here, as
Observed by Prof. Rhys Davids, Dialogxtes, i. 190, sambodhi=
arhat-ship, and nothing more. On the vydkarava,

'

prediction,'
that the future Arhat gives to himself, see Sailiyutta, v. 359.

t The praxfidhdnas are innumerable. They are summed up
In the ten great ones {mahd"), which are ail included in the

lamantabhadra', 'universally propitious resolve.' On the

render homage to the Buddhas; to preserve and
preach their Law ; to ascend to the '

great nirvana,'
after having performed all the works of a Buddha
since his descent from the Tusita ; to produce
thoughts for the purification of all the 'stages'
and the fulfilment of all the perfect virtues in
order to that end ; to ripen all creatures for
Buddhahood ; to pass through all the universes
for the purpose of listening to the Buddhas there ;

to purify all the '
fields of Buddha '

(that is to say,
to make of them so many Sukhavatis) ; to enter
the Great Vehicle ; to act and preach for the salva-
tion of beings with full success and without error ;

without abandoning for an instant his own path,
to exhibit the birth as a prthagjana, the entrance
into the religious life, the miracles, the conquest
of Bodhi, the putting of the law into motion, and
the great complete nirvana.*

{3)-(4) The disciple possesses ten qualities
' which

purify the stage in which he dwells,' and ' which
purify the ten stages.' Becoming more and more
perfect, they enable him to ascend from stage to

stage : faith, compassion, affection or goodwill,
generosity or disinterestedness, indefatigability,
acquaintance with the doctrinal books (worldly
and Buddhist), knowledge of the world (or of

men), modesty in a two-fold form (reverence for self
and reverence for others), power and endurance,
and the worship of the Buddhas.

(5) Enjoying the sight of the Buddhas described
in the Bodhisatfvapitaka (see Mahayana), and, in

general, of all the Buddhas of every region,
—this

because of (a) the strength of his loving faith, and {b)
the resolution, made by these Buddhas when they
were Bodhisattvas, that they would be visible—he
worships these Buddhas, listens to theLaw, practises
the Law, applies his merits to the acquisition of

Buddhahood, and '

ripens
'

creatures for Bodhi by
means of the ' elements of popularity

'

{sahgraha-
vastu, see pp. 74P, 750*). All his actions are called
'

purifiers of the roots of merit.
'

(6) While he dwells in this stage the Bodhisattva
is, in all his births, a

'

sovereign king of a continent.'

Dei^rived of all egoism, he frees all creatures from

egoism, t
(7) Power. J—Whatever act he undertakes, it is

in order to reconcile creatures to himself, and
always with thoughts connected with the Buddha,
his Law, and his Order ; it is always with tlie

thoughjb: 'May I become the first of beings (i.e.

a Buddha), in order that every creature maj"^ liave

recourse to me for every good. And all his under-

takings succeed. He has the energy required § to

leave wife and belongings, to enter on the religious

Jiath,
and, having entered, § to conquer a hundred

iodhisattva-trances every second, to perceive a

prav.idhdrM, its subdivisions and its virtues, see Dharma-
saiigraha cxii. , Bodhicharydvatdra, ix. 36.

* This somewhat incoherent list of ' resolves 'is cited in A'Jtydj.

291, 11 f., and summed up in the Bodhisattvabhumi. The last

'resolve' shows that the Mahaj-anists did not believe in the

reality of the 'Bodhisattvas in their last existence." If the

present writer's interpretation of the text ^ikfds. 295, 6 ia

correct, it showB also tliat Sakyamuni was believed to have been
born as a hdla, 'an ignorant person,' 'a fool.'

t In the subsequent stages the Bodhisattva is successively

sovereign king of the four continents, Sakra, Suyama, Santu^ita
(a variant of the word Tusita, common in the ancient literature),
Sunirmitava^avartin. ... To each stage corresponds a certain

virtue which the Bodhisattva makes prevalent in the more and
more wide-spread kingdom in which he reigns. These virtuet

are successively the pdramitd^ (see below, p. 748).

} The description of the prabhdva, or '

power,' of the Bodhi-
sattva is the same in the succeeding worlds, except that the
numbers increase. In the Daiabhumaka we find the series 100,

1000, 100,000, 100 kotis (koti = 10,000,000), 1000 kotis, 100,000

kofis, 100,000 nayutas of kofis (nayuta= 100,000 kotis of ko^isX
the number of the atoms in a hundred thousand times ten great
universes, etc. The Bodhi^attvobhiinii is more moderate, but it

gives numbers onlv for the first seven worlds, 100, 1000, 100,000,

10,000,000, or a kot.i, 100 kotis, 1000 kotis, 100,000 kotis.

§ This clause is wanting' in the description of the higher
hhumis.
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hundred Buddhas, to know the
nia^cal beings

that these Buddhas animate and the blessing they
shower on the Bodhisattvas, to make a hundred
universes tremble, to go to these in his bodily
form or to enlighten them by his brilliance, to

display them to creatures, to ripen a hundred
creatures for Bodhi (by means of a hundred
magical beings),* to live for 100 kalpas, or ages
of the world (if he chooses),* to know a hundred

kalpas in the past and the future, to comprehend
(or accumulate, ^rayJcA/no^i) a 'hundred mouths of

the Law '

(dharmamukha),\ and to show a hundred
bodies J (magical bodies of Buddhas), each of them
surrounded by a hundred Bodhisattvas.
This last description, which the technical literature of the

Yog-achai-as {Bodhisaltvabhumi) borrows from the Daiabhu-
tnaka, is represented in the Madhyamakdvatara (a Madhyamika
book) only by a single sentence :

' The Bodhisattva, in the first

stage, can make a hundred universes tremble '

; but this sen-
tence implies the rest. According to the two schools of the
Great Vehicle, every 'graded' Bodhisattva ia a very great
magician.
The passage from one bhumi to the following (bhumer

bhumyantarasaiMcramana ; see Lalita, 35, 22) takes place in

accordance with a scheme which is always the same. Each

'stage' consists essentially in the development of ten certain

qualities
—the perfection, the complete realization (paripur-

XMtva, prakar^againana) of which constitutes the beginning of
the next stage, and gives rise to ten new qualities, at first very
weak, whose perfect maturity will constitute a third stage,
and so on.
For this reason, there are ten '

right dispositions
'

{samyaga-
iayas) in the first stage (1. not contradicting the teachers,
gurus, etc., 2. living on good terms with the Bodhisattvas who
are experiencing the same stage, 3. remaining master of one's

thought by subduing passions and temptations, etc.) which,
being infinitely pure, enable him to pass into the second stage,
or rather constitute the second stage. The latter is termed
' the world of the Bodhisattvas whose dispositions are pure

'

{iniddhadhydiaya).
There are ten '

applications of the mind to the intellectual

dispositions
'

{chittdsayamanaskdra) which realize the third

world, ten 'entrances into the sight of dhanna' {dharmdloka-
praveia ; cf. the dharmalokamukha of the Lalita) for the fourth,
ten '

equalities of pure dispositions
'

(vi^uddhd^ayasamatd) for

the fifth, ten '

equaUties of the Law '

(dhannasaTnatd) for the
sixth, ten '

excellent beginnings of a new way nourished by
learning and skill in the means' (updyaprajiidblniiirhTtamdr-
gdntardrambhavUe^a) which cause him to pass into the seventh,
which consists in the culture of ten '

sciences introductory to
the real truth

'

(paramdrthdvatdrajTidna).
But although these hhumis are more and more rich in

qualities and knowledge, they are all essentially the thought of

BodhL
The tirst seven stages together constitute the

' active
'

career of the Bodhisattva, during which
he exercises himself, and his acts imply movement
and intellectual work

(prdyogikacharyd, sdbhoga°,
sdbhisaniskdra'>).% The seventh marks the com-

pletion of this career, and the preparation for

passing into the career which is free from move-
ment and '

intellectuation,' the so-called career of

knowledge and supernatural virtues (jiidndbhijnd-
charyd ; cf. Lalita, 35, 5).

The Bodhisattvabhumi, utilizing in other respects
the data of the DaJabhfumifca, but organizing them
according to a well-known scheme of the Little

Vehicle (cf. the Visuddhimagga), establishes the

following distribution : Stages i.-vii. constitute
the charydpratipnttibhumi, 'stage of exercise.'

Second stage. The Immaculate (inTna/a). Practice
of Morality (adhWda).

Third stage. The Illuminating {prabhdkari).
Reflexion {adhichitta).

Fourth stage. The Radiant {archismati). Know-
ledge (adhiprajiid), firs^t part: cultivation (i.e.

meditation) of the bodhipnJcpja dhamias.
Fifth stage. The Invincible (sudurjayd). Know-

ledge, second part : cultivation of the noble
truths (satya).

• The words in parentheses are wanting in the Daiabhumaka.
t The same as the well-known dharmalokamukha {Lalita,

p. 31, Kern, i. 405). See next note.

t
' To show a hundred bodies,' the phrase of the Da^abhU-

maka. is replaced in the Bodhisattcabhiimi by the words :

skandhadhi'itvdj/atanddikdndm dharmamukhdndm kdya^atam
darinyati C?).

§ The phrase arabhasabhimi {LafUidvatdra, 63. 6) possibly
refers to the first seven stages.

Sixth stage. The Turned towards [abhimulchi).
Knowledge, third part : cultivation of de-

pendent origination {pratUyasamut2}dda).
Seventh stage. The Far-going (durahgamd),
which sums up the six preceding stages,
and includes especially the fruits of the sixth,
the full development of the intelligence of the
Bodhisattvas (bodhisattvabuddhivichdra), the

complete absence of regard for the particular
{nirnimitta), and the constant possession of
meditation of annihilation (nirodnasamdpaiti).
Now the Bodhisattva dwells at the apex of
existence (bhutakotivihdra), but he does not
realize annihilation (nirodham sdk§dtkaroti).
And yet, just as a Chakravartin king, although
unsoiled by humanity, is nevertheless a man
and not a god (Brahma), so he has not yet
escaped from the domain of pas.sion (klesa).

Desire, in connexion with the consciousness he
has of his actions (abhisarhskdra), and with
' the act of turning oneself

'

(dbhoga) towards
an object, has not yet passed away. He ia

not subject to passion (na sakleiah) in the
sense that any passion whatsoever would work
in him ; he is not free from passion {na
nihklekih) because he desires the knowledge
of a Buddha, and because his intentions (of
universal salvation) are not fulhlled.

Nevertheless, being in possession of the perfect
qualities of Bodhisattvas, he is superior to the
Arhats and the Pratjekabuddhas. Above him
there are only the Bodhisattvas of higher worlds
and the Perfect Buddhas.
The intentions or aspirations (adhimukti) of the Bodhisattva,

even when he is only on the threshold of his course (ddikar-
mika), are pregnant with the Bodhi and the salvation of all

beings. Therefore he is very much superior to the Arhats and
the Pratj-ekabuddhas. These, however, are in enjoyment not
only of freedom from desire (vitardgatva), but also of lofty
intellectual attainments. Therefore, during the first six bhUinit,
the Bodhisattva ia inferior to them. From this point of view,
he surpasses them only on entering the seventh stage. Such ia

the teaching of the 3laitreyarrimokfa and the Daiabhumaka
{Madhyamakdvatara, 18-20).

3. Third Period : The last three stages of the
Bodhisattvas.—The eighth 'stage' is called the

Steadfast, or rather the Immovable {achald).* Iti

characteristic is the possession of that supreme
virtue called the anutpattikadharmaksdnti (' up-
holding the doctrine of the non-production of

things').!
The Bodhisattva is free not only from all

nimittagrahana (' particular and eager act of atten-
tion '), but also from all dbhoga (' turning towards,
taking into consideration '). lie is immovable. Hia
actions, of body and of voice as much as of mind,
are intinitely numerous, merciful, and fruitful, but
are in a sense foreign to him, for the idea of

duality, of being and non-being, of self and non-

self, has peri.shed for him ; as also all movement
(samuddchdra) connected with or belonging to
the Buddhas, the Bodhisattvas, nirvana, or the
Arhats.
The Buddhas must also intervene to prevent

such a Bodhisattva from entering nirvana. They
do so by virtue of the vow which they made
formerly when they were Bodhi.sattvas, for since

they have become Buddhas all activity has ceased
for them. They remind the Bodhisattva of the

eighth sta^e that his task is not accomplished,
that he still needs many things in order to be a
Buddha: 'Your "patience in the real truth"

[paramdrthaksdnti) in order to become Buddha is

excellent ; but you possess neither the ten powers
* other names are : stage of the royal prince (tiimnra*), stage

without return {anitartya), stage of nirv.^ija, 'settled' stage
{niyatabhum.i : tasydm tTtiyaniyatipatapatito bhavati; see

p. 745», and p. 740», n. *). In iconography, Bodhisattva*

alwaj"8 appear with royal ornaments. The title of Manju^ri,
Eumdra, is well known.

t On this kfdnti, also called paramdrthakfdnti, aee below,
p. 751.
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nor the four abilities. . . . See how infinite are
our bodies, our knowledge {jridna), our kingdoms,
our glory. You must acquire the same ; you
must appease those who are not appeased, convert
those who are not converted,' etc.

It is for this reason that the Bodhisattva remains
in existence. Without activity of body, voice, or

mind, enjoying the ripe fruits of all his previous
conduct, he develops marvellously. Formerly it

was in his single body that he pursued the career
of a Bodhisattva ; now he multiplies (or divides)
his body infinitely (apramcinakdyavibhakti) ; he
knows and surveys the whole universe.* He pos-
sesses the sovereignties (vaSitd), and ripens and
blesses the creatures, etc.

The ninth stage,
'

stage of the Good Ones '

(sadhu-
matl), 'of the prince imperial' (ymivarajya),\ is

produced by the enthusiasm of the Bodhisattva,
who is not content w'ith the '

tranquil deliverances
'

(idntavimoksdsantusti), and who acquires the know-
ledge called pratisamvid (ci. patisambhidd), especi-

ally all that concerns the teaching of the Law
(pratibhdna, see Lalita, 35, 19).

The tenth stage, 'Cloud of the Law,' is called
also the '

stage of Consecration
'

(abhisekabhumi) or
'

stage of the Arrival at the End '

[nisthdganiana-
bhumi). The Bodhisattva becomes worthy of the

royalty of the Law, which will make him equal, or

almost equal, with the Buddhas. He realizes the
last oi the samddhis ('contemplations'), thatof 'the
excellent consecration in omniscience' (sarvajnd-
navisesdbhiseka). The Buddhas consecrate him. J
He acquires innumerable 'deliverances,' 'magical
formulas,' or 'contemplations' (dlidranls), super-
natural powers. He receives the excellent rain
of the True Law, and, having himself become a
' cloud of the Law,' he is sending upon creatures
the good rain which lays the dust of passions and
causes the growth of the harvest of merits ; he is

still a Bodhisattva, and renders homage to the

Buddhas, as we see in the Lotus of the True Law ;

but, to use the strong expression of the Bodhi-

sattvabhumi, he is a Bodhisattva who has become
Tathagata {tathdgatds tathdgatabhutdS cha bodhi-
sattvdh . . . dharmam deiayanti).
A word must be said in conclusion with regard to the stage

of the Buddhas (bnddhabhumi) or ' the universal splendour
'

(samantaprabhd), or '

stage of non-appearance
'

(nirdbhasa',
Laftkav. 49), as opposed to the stages in which something is

shown to the mind (avabhasa"). It is beyond the scope of this
article to examine the Buddhology of the Great Vehicle (see
art. Mahatana), but the question may be asked what is the
difference between a Buddha and a Bodhisattva who has arrived
at the end (ni^thagata). We are assured that this difference
is very great, but it is capable only of metaphorical expres-
sion. The knowledge of each of them is infinite in its aim
and its methods, but the Buddha excels the Bodhisattva as
a lamp of superlative brightness (suviiuddha) excels a bright
lamp, as sight in broad daylight excels sight in semi-darkness,
or even (and this seems to go further) as the newly-born child
excels the embryo, etc. (Bodhisattvabhumi, iii. vL).

The Madhyamakdvatdra of Chandrakirti, the

greatest Madhyamika authority known to the

present writer on this subject, gives a slightly
different idea of the stages of the Bodhisattvas.
Without claiming that the diflerence is a funda-
mental one—it is difficult to pass judgment upon
such literature—we recapitulate here the informa-
tion it contains, by way both of complement to,
and of rectification of, the foregoing statement :

Chandrakirti establishes an intimate connexion § between the
hhumis and the perfect virtues (jpdramitds), which exist in all

the
'

stages,' but which assume predominance in turn.

(1) The Joyful stage (pramuditd) is the domain of charity

((i(l?ia>^harity, which, as we have seen, is not perfect until it

is fertilized by knowledge of the void.

(2) The Immaculate stage {vimald) is the domain of morality

*
Cf. the adhikdrinas in Veddnta.

t And also niyata'charydbhumi. Yuvardja,
'

heir-apparent
associated with the reigning sovereign in the government'
(Monier Williams).

I See vol. i. p. 96b. Lalita has sarvajflajUdndbhijeka.
§ This connexion is pointed out in the Daiabhumaka, but

almost entirely neglected in the Bodhisattvabhumi.

(Hla). The saint accumulates the ' ten good paths of action '

infinitely pure—which is not the case in the preceding period.
This purity consists especially in the absence of the conception
of the ego. Belief in the ego, considering as real the abstention
from murder, the person who abstains and the person who is

not murdered, is the ' want of morality of those who practise
morality.'

(3) In the Shining stage (prabhdkan) the Bodhisattva '
shines

'

by patience. Anger is the only evil that can in a moment
destroy the merits accumulated during centuries. The saint
acquires the four trances {dhyana), the four 'immeasurables'
{apramdnya), and the five supernatural powers (abhijVid). He
diminishes and reduces to nothing desire, hatred, and error,
and triumphs over them In the world.

(4) The Radiant stage {archi^mati) Is the domain of energy
{virya) which helps towards the perfecting of good works, m-
tellectual and moral, and especially towards application to
the thirty -seven virtues connected with the Bodhl (bodhi-
pak?ikadharma), and also the complete surrender of the idea
of 'mine.'

(5) In the Invincible stage (sudurjayd) meditation or ecstasy
(samadhi, dhyana) predominates. The Bodhisattva, safe from
demons, meditates on and understands the four noble truths

(dnulomiki k^dnti), or, what comes to the same thing, relative
truth and real truth (sarnvfti and paramdrthasatya) (see p. 751).

(6) The ' Turned towards '

stage {ahhimukhi), the domain in
which prajnd (or knowledge) reigns, is thus named because the

Bodhisattva, understanding 'dependent origination,' Is turned
towards the principles of the Perfect Buddhas. 'The prajna
predominates in him. He obtains the nirodAa«amapa(fi ('de-
struction-trance '), which was not possible before, on account of

the non-predominance of the prajnd and the pre-eminence of

charity, etc. Who then may be taught the profound doctrine of

dependent origination, i.e. vacuity {iunyatd), which alone gives
a meaning to all other teaching ? "Those who, though they are

'ordinary men," show sincere and profound enthusiasm on
hearing of vacuity. In them there dwells in germ the in-

telligence of the Perfect Buddhas, and the love, which they will

develop for this teaching that satisfies the mind so well, will be
a pledge and a reason for morality, charity, patience, etc. The
teaching will be imparted by a Bodhisattva arrived at the first

stage,'the Joyful world, or, more correctly, the teacher, in his

interpretation of the Scripture, will be governed by the exegesis
of Nagarjuna, a Bodhisattva in the first stage.

(7) In the Far-going stage (durafigama), together with the

perpetual
'

ecstasy of annihilation,' there prevails the perfec-
tion of skill in the means (i.e. updyakauMapdramita),' these
means leading towards (I.) the acquisition of the Bodhl, (o)

compassion, (b) knowledge of the elements of existence, (c)

desire for Bodhl, (d) non-surrender of existence, (e) Immaculate

sojourn In existence, (/) burning energy ;
and (il.) the '

ripen-

ing
'

of creatures, (o) making their insignificant roots of merit
bear great fruit, (6) implanting in them great roots of merit, (c)

removing all obstacles to the law of the Buddha, (d) enabling
them to enter the Great Vehicle, (e) causing them to ripen in

the Great Vehicle, and (/) leading them to deliverance.

(8) In the Immovable stage (achoM) predominates the virtue

of resolves (jpranidhdnapdramitd).^ The Bodhisattva is no

longer in the world of becoming (saihsdra), but, liy virtue of his

sovereignty over things (praxiidhd7iavaHtd), he appears in the

universe in various aspects. His resolves are perfectly pure,
that is to say, the resolves which he has formed duruig the
course of his active career all bear their fruit, as if he were

really acting.
(9) In the Sadhumati the Bodhisattva Is called

'

good
'

(gddhu).

Development of the balapdramitd takes place, x.e. of the ten

powers of a Buddha.
(10) In the 'Cloud of the Law' there Is jjidnapdramitd, ex-

cellence and predominance of the knowledge of a Buddha.

The Siitrdlahkdra (x^dii. 47, see also xx. 10 f.)

gives the following scheme :

(1) AdhimukticharydbhiLini.—Sambhdra (equipment, exer-

tion, preparation)
in order to enter a true bhumi, to become a

Bodhisattva.

(2) Bhumis i.-vi.—Samhhdra towards animittatva (absence
of particularized and eager attention), which Is obtained in the

(3) vllth bhumi. There Is sambhdra towards andbhogata

(absence of turning oneself), which is obtained in the

(4) viilth and ixth bhumis. There is sambhdra towards

aoki^eka (consecration),
which Is obtained in the

(5) xth bhumi. There Is sambhdra to

(6) Buddhabhumi, or ni^hdgainana, 'arriving at the goal."

IV. Spiritual Life of the Bodhisattva, a
FOLLOWER OF THE GREAT VEHICLE.—The ques-
tion now presents itself : What is the connexion
between tne follower of the Great Vehicle who

aspires to Buddhaliood, but who is, properly speak-

ing, only a future Bodhisattva residing in tne gotra
oradhirmtkticharyd bhi'tmi, and the real Bodhisattva
in possession of one of the ten stages, and to what
extent does tlie former participate in the '

perfect
virtues

'

? The disciple, however humble he may
be, must apply himself to the double task of merit

* The description is borrowed from the Bodhisattvabhumi.

t See above, p. 743b, n. |.
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and knowledge, in which are included all the

virtues that make a Buddha. He participates

directly and practically in the first seven 'stages,'

being generous, moral, patient, energetic, medita-

tive, studious of the doctrine, and skilled in the

means to be employed in saving others. If the
'

sovereignties
'

(vasitCi), the powers, and the know-

ledge of a Buddha are beyond his reach, he can

always make a sort of imperfect imitation.
Santideva, a 7th century theologian, who is at the same time

a WTJter of merit, has left a work entitled IntrnducHon to the

Career of the Bodhi, or Introduction to the Practice of the

Bodhisattvas, in which, summing up some traditional doctrines

and the speculations of his own time, he gives no place to

ambitious theories, scholastic and mythological, regarding the

'stages.' Bodhisattvas in possession of stacres, great Bodhi-
sattvas (bodhisattva mahdsatt.va or mahdbodhisattva or da^a-
hhumUvara bodhisattva) intervene only as protecting and helpful
saints. Grouped round the Buddha, they constitute the third

'jewel' (ratni), i.e. the Order (saftgha) \vhi<:h, in the Little

Vehicle, inclu'l s the whole of the monks. They are, therefore,

closely associated with the Buddha and the Law, which are the

first two '

jewels' in the formulas of homage and refuge. They
fulfil an even more important part than the Buddha, being
regarded as more merciful and more active. But, the more
exalted they are. the less eager for the moment is the disciple to

take his place beside them in the bhiimis. He is only a beginner
(.ddikarmika), subject to falls, uncertain of success, relying far

more on the i.v.- nr of the Buddhas and the Bodhisattvas than on
his own powers and merits.

I. Initiation or conception of the thought of

Bodhi.—Every disciple of the Mahayana aspires,

by charity, to become a Buddiia. He has to take
the vow of Bodhi and assume the obligations and
rule of life of the future Buddhas (bodhis'ittvasam-

vara). As if to mark more clearly the difierence

between the two Vehicles, he is not obliged, as are

the followers of the Little Vehicle who are candi-

dates for arhat-ship (srdvakaydna), to enter mon-
astic life. Legend informs us that the future Sak-

yarau,ni was often called
' houseliolder

'

(grfiapnti),
and Sakyamuni was in fact married. But there

are Bodhisattvas who leave home (pravrajita) and
add to the obligations of the Bodhisattvas the

obligations of monks. These constitute a rule

{vinaya), framed after the pattern of the Vinayas
of the Little Vehicle, and will be discussed in art.

Mahayana [bodhisattvaprdtimokm). Monks are

more fit than the laity to practise certain virtues,

less fit to practise certain others. Consequently
the entrance into religion will depend ujiou tlie

temperament and the merit acquired by the dis-

ciple. He must in some way have the ' vocation
'

in order to have the right to become a monk.
The disciple (1) reflects, either by himself or

under the direction of a teacher, on the advantages
of the voAv of Bodhi, (2) performs pious works with

a view to purifying his soul, and (3) undertakes the

vow of Bodhi.

(1 )' The sin accumulated in my former existences, accumulated
in all creatures, is infinite and omnipotent. By what power can

it be conquered if not by the thought of Bodhi, by the desire to

become Buddha for the salvation of men? This totally dis-

interested desire is infinitely sacred. It covers a multitude of

sins. It assures happiness during the round of existences. It is

a pledge of the supreme happiness of the Buddhas for one's self

and one's neighbour. All honour to the Buddhas whom every-

l)ody quite naturally loves, and who have as their sole aim the

salvation of men !

'

(2)
'
I worship the Buddhas and the Bodhisattvas in view of

undertaking the vow of Bodhi (vandand). Possessing nothing,

by reason of my sins, how can I render unto them the worship
{puja) which is their due? I beg them to accept this whole
universe which I offer them in thought. But I am wrong, I do

possess something, I give myself unreservedly, by pure affec-

tion, to the Buddhas and to their sons, the divine Bodhisattvas.

I am their slave and, as such, have no more danger to fear. Of

all dangers, the greatest is that which comes from my sins. I

know how harmful these sins are, I deplore them, I acknowleilge
them (pdpadsiaiw,). I see and you see them as they are, pardon
them !

'

(3)
' But enough of myself. Let me belong entirely to the

Buddh.18 and to creatures. I rejoice in the good actions which,

among ordinary men, for a time prevent e\nl re-births. I rejoice
in the deliverance gained by the arhats. I delight in the state

of Buddha and Bodhisattva, possessed by the Protectors of the
world {puviidnumodand). I entreat the Buddhas to preach the
Ijaw for the salvation of the world {adhyeiand). I entreat them
to delay their entrance into nirvapa (j/dchand). All the merit

acquired by my worship of the Buddhas, my taking of refuge,
my confession of sins, etc., I apply to the good of creatures and
to the attainment of the Bodhi. I wish to be bread for those
who are hungry, drink for those who are thirsty {parindinatm).
I give myself, all that I am and shall be in my future existences,
to creatures (dtmabhdvaparitpdj/a). In the same dispositions
as those in which the former Buddhas were when they under-
took the vow of Bodhi, and just as they carried out the obliga-
tions of future Buddhas, practising in their order the perfect
virtues, in these dispositions I conceive the thought of Bodhi
for the salvation of the world, so also I shall practise in their
order my obligations (chittotpdda, or vow, prap^idhi).'

*

This, together with the necessary preliminaries,
constitutes what is called the '

production of the

thought' {chittotpdda, a shortened form of bodhichit-

totpdda). The guru solemnly declares, in presence
of all the Buddhas and Bodhisattvas, tliat N. . . .

has produced the tliought and taken the vow.
Now the disciple is a beginner (ddikarmika), a
neophyte,

' a seed of Buddha,'
' a young shoot of

Buddha' [buddluiblja, buddhdnkura). Of course
the '

production of thought
'

in question belongs
to the domain of the adhimnktiehriryd (see above,
p. 745''), and is only an imitation or a reduction of
the all-pure

'

production of thought
' which con-

stitutes the so-called '

Joyous stage.'
The series of pious deeds (6A«o??-afAarya= 'auspi-

cious practice') just mentioned (from 'adoration,'
vandand, to '

prayer,' ydchand) forms notonly
' the

introduction to the path of the Bodliisattvas,' the
entrance into the Vehicle which leads to Buddha-
hood, but also a daily ritual {vidhi), the daily food
of the spiritual life, and, to express it technically,
the triple element (tHskandha)\ which must be set
in motion three times a day and three times a
night: (1) confession of sins, with its preliminaries
of adoration and worship, (2) acquiescence or

rejoicing in good, and (3) prayer with a view to

securing the preaching of the Law and delaying
the entrance of the saints into nirvana. The
application of merits {parindmrxnd) and the vow
(pranidhi) complete the ritual of worship (pujd-
vidhi) which is called 'supreme worship (anut-

tarapujd), and is termed quintuple, sextuple, or

decuple, according to the elements into which it is

broken up.
2. Protection, growth, and purification of the

thought of Bodhi.—Tlie disciple has undertaken
the thouglit of Bodhi ; he must not lose it, but he
must purify and increase it by exercise. He must
add the practice (charyd) to the vow (pranidhi).
There is therefore a double duty which may be
traced to a sin<rle principle : (a) vigilance on the

thought of Bodhi (bodhichittdpramdda), and (b)

* These formulas of Santideva {Bodhicharydvatdra) are well
known. They recur in a more or less changed or abridged form
in the Dharm<isati(traha (see p. 3, note), in the Svayarnhhii-
fiurdTfa, p. 117. f. (with some alterations in a monotheistic
direction; see Abibuddua), in some Tantras, e.g. Chant.iama-
hdrosana, iv. 5, in Nepiilese manuals and anthologies like the

Adikarmapradipa ana the Kriydsamxichchaya (XIS Pev. 110,
fol. 35 ; Foucher, Iconographie, ii. 8 ; see Poussin, Ktudeg et

itateriatix, 106 and 2'26 ; and, on the Chinese authorities,

Chavannes,
' Lea Inscriptions chinoises de Bodh-Gaya,' BUR

xxxvi. 1).

In the Sikfa^amtichchapa, p. 280 f., Santideva gives informa-
tion about his authorities, the most important being the Bhadra-
charyd, 'propitious practice,' a work in Gatha dialect, which
exists in tne original, in Tibetan, and in Chinese (Nanjio, 1142 ;

translated a.d. 746-771), then the AkfayamatixHtra (Nanjio, 74 ;

trans, a.d. 265-316), the Batnainegha (a.d. 503), etc. It would
be useful to trace in the literature of the Little Vehicle, at least

the commentaries of Buddh.igho!^ on the '

taking of refuge
'

(SumaAgalavil. p. 231 f.), the first allurements of the Bhadra-
charya. Apart from the thought of becoming Buddha, we find

there what forms the essence of our ritual, viz. Uie offerings
of oneself to the Buddhas (attasanniyydtana). As regards
confession of sins, the part it plays in ancient Buddhism is well
known. In art. Karma will be found an account of the part it

takes in the remission of sins, according to the doctrines of the
Great Vehii;le.

t There are several works entitled Triskandhaka,
' work on

the three elements.' One of them is devoted to the present
subject (see Nanjio, 1090, trans, a.d. 590, Bodhicharpdv. v. 9S-99,

Sik-^dK. 290, 1; Takakusu, I-Tsiruj. p. 75, note). Another treats

of morality, devotion, and wisdom (cf. Itit-utlaka, § ;>9, Kandj.
Mdo, xjdiL 17). It is difiScult to identify Mahdvyut. 65, 59.
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continued watchfulness over mind and body
(samprajanya).

(a) The Bodhisattva has bound himself by a formal promise in

presence of the Buddhas and of aU creatures. If he breaks
this promise, he will lose himself, or, if he is saved, it is solely
through the goodness of the Buddhas. Tossed about by the
power of sin and by the thought of Bodhl, dragged downwards
by the one, exalted by the other, he will require a long period
before attaining to a Bodhisattva sta^e. Now is the time when
he must make an effort, must avail himself of his birth as man,
privileged, as by a miracle, to hear the preaching of the Law
(which takes place in this world only at long intervals), endued
with faith {^raddhd) which makes him able to exercise himself in

well-doing, and possessed of a '

day of health ' to enable him to
avoid incurable diseases, i.e. sin. For the hells retain their prey
a long time. If any one falls into them, as one continues to
sin there, it is a miracle if he ever escapes. It is necessary,
therefore, to fear heU {saihvega), to wage a desperate warfare
with the passions, and to observe the rules (iik^d) of morality.

(6) But how can he keep the rules, if he does not keep watch
over his fictile thought ? Thought, like an elephant in rut, must
be bound to the post of the Law by the memory of the Law (smfti)
and constant and careful watching {samprajanya). And the
benefit of this mastery, of this taming of thought

' which goes
where it is wished, and stops when it is wished,' is two-fold : not
only will faults against morality be avoided, but power will be
obtained to practise the perfect virtues, which are only thought,
beginning with charity : the desire to give outweighs everything,
even when no gift is actually possible, etc.

The disciple, being master of his thought, will
be able to practise the perfect virtues {pdraniitd),
that is to say, the first six. Santideva does not
concern himself with the virtues of pranidhdna,
bala, s.nA jiidna, which belong actively only to the
Bodhisattvas of the superior stages ; his examina-
tion is restricted to generosity, morality, patience,
energy, meditation, and knowledge.
The means or resource {updyakauialya) is nothing else than

generosity,

which aids the disciple to understand vacuity
yrajfla), and the understanding of vacuity which helps him in

the practice of giWng, and enables him to conquer his passions.
When he knows that nothing exists, he knows that sins are not
sins. When he has the good of others in view, aU sins are
permissible (see Sik^ds., 164, 16).

3. Virtue of giving (ddna) or compassion {karund,
kj-pa), or, if the term be preferred, of charity, is,

as we have seen, the cardinal principle in the
career of the Bodhisattva. If any one aspires
to Buddhahood, and not to arhat-ship, it is be-
cause he thinks :

'My neighbour suffers his pain
just as I sufler mine ; why should I be anxious
about myself, and not about him ?

' * The result
is that the ddna whose highest expression is found
in the '

production of the thought of Bodhi,'
although it is the humblest of virtues, t is never-
theless the most important,t

' The merciful man may commit sin, when, by
the eye of knowledge, he perceives some advantage
therein for his neighbour. Not only ought medita-
tion and the pious deeds of a meditative kind to be
abandoned in order to practise charity ; even the
vow of chastity binding on monks, it is said, was
violated by a certain Bodhisattva in his compassion
for a woman. Compassion is therefore the great
resource (updya) in the sense that, every con-
sideration whatever being laid aside, it saves the
Bodhisattva from all dangers, and atones for aU
the faults of which he may be guUty.§ It is also
the supreme means {updya) of conciliating creatures
(sahgrahavastu), expressing itself in liberality,
almsgiving, affability, and obligingness, and shar-

ing the joy and the sorrow of others.il It is because
he possesses this benevolence {maitri), because he

* See Bodhieharydv. vii. 90 f.

t Because, in principle at least, it is tainted with error and
passion. It presupposes the belief in the existence of the person
who has pity, of the person to whom something is given, and,
lastly, of alms (see above, p. 740i>). It also includes emo-
tion and desire. From another point of view, generosity does
not save a man from hell, as morality does, but it 'qualifies'
re-birth. A ' moral ' miser will be re-bom as a man, but as a
man miserable indeed ; a generous sinner will be re-born as an
animal, but as a noble animal, as an infernal being, but in a
special and tolerable hell, etc.

t Pit}' is the only virtue to which he must^pply himself. The
others will follow of themselves. See Ai-yadharmasafigUi,
quoted ad Bodhieharydv. ix. 76.

§ Seethe important texts cited in Sik^dsamuchchaya, 164, 8f.
[ See Kern, Manual, p. 67, and above, p. 741» and n. t.

makes use of it to convert the creatures, that the
Bodhisattva deserves to be called by that name
(Bodhisattvahhumi, i. viii.). But whatever the
virtue of generosity may be, it must not stand in
the way of its aim, must not be unreasonable or
excessive (atitydga). It is especially after he has
conquered a stage that the Bodhisattva is able
to be useful to creatures, and his charities must
not form an obstacle to his spiritual career, unless
it be to help some Bodhisattva more capable of

benefiting beings than he is himself. Moreover,
there is a gradation among gifts : to give one's flesh
is good, but to give spiritual food, to preach the Law
(dfiarmadana), is certainly better. It is not neces-

sary to follow Sakyamuni's example and allow
one's self to be devoured by a tigress, when safety
{abhayaddna) can be otherwise won for men, and
they may be ripened for Bodhi.*

4. Morality or virtue (.sHa).—The essence of
Ma is self-preservation (dtmabhdvaraksd) for the
sole purpose of benefiting creatures. Neither a
preta nor one condemned to re-birth in hell can be
of ser\ice to others. It is necessary, therefore, to
make sure of good re-births, in order to undertake
the career of a Bodhisattva. For this purpose,
morality must be practised. It is no less necessary
to avoid scandal. Every future Buddha, hoAvever

great his sins, must be revered by men : if they
despise him, as a fire covered A\ith ashes, they run
the risk of hell. By inquiring after the preachers
of the Law, by never forsaking

'

spiritual friends,'

by keeping constant watch over the state of soul
and body, he succeeds in avoiding all harmful
actions (anarthavivarjana) and fruitless motion
{nisphalaspandana), and in preserving good deeds

(punyaraksd).
The Great Vehicle, however, distinguishes the

virtue of abstention (nivrttihla), which was the
whole Ma of ancient Buddhism, from positive
virtue {pravrtti") ; and it does not set apart the

pdramitds, which have no practical existence the
one without the other. The following account,
which is offered as a specimen (according to Bodhi-

sattvabhumi, I. ix.), ignoring a host of scholastic

details, will give an idea of moral theology, as the

Yogacharas understood it. It will be noticed that
all the '

perfect virtues
'

are examined according
to the same subdivision.

i. What is morality or virtue {iUasvabhdva)1 Not to violate

the rule. It has four elements : (1) shame (apatrdpya) with re-

gard to others, (2) puritj' of intention and modesty (hri) with

regard to one's self, (3) reformation after transgression, and (4)

regard for the Law (,ddara), which keeps the Law ever present
in the mind (srnvti).

ii. Morality in general (iarca^a) has two aspects : as regards
householders (grhipak^agata) a.nd monks ( pravrajitapak^agatay.
It has three elements : (1) observance of the rules of life (prdti-
Tnok^asaihvara), which apply to seven categories of persons,
monks, nuns, catechumens (iiksamdxta), novices (irdmaxiera),
and the laity of both sexes ; showing disregard for the pains and
pleasures of the world, like a kin^ undismayed by the loss of
his kingdom (as a monk, the Bodhisattva does not take delight
even in honours duly conferred on him ; he loves sohtude even
in the midst of the clergy, is severe towards his own faults,

lenient towards others, etc.) ; (2) accumulation of salutary prin-

ciples (kuialadharmasafigraha) with a view to enlightenment,
devotion to study, reflexion and meditation, respect for the

teacher, ministry to the sick, confession in presence of the

Buddhas, the Bodhisattvas and the brethren (sahadhdnnika),
patience, etc.;'(3) morality applied to the conquest and conse-

quently to the conversion of one's neighbour ; association with

neighbours in their good and useful undertakings, and in their

troubles and sicknesses, giN'ing them right teaching, advice,
and exhortation concerning worldly and supernatural things,

gratitude and requital for help recei^'ed, deliverance from fear,

soothing the pain tliat results from want of enjoyments, be-

stowing the necessaries of life on the destitute, gathering dis-

• For some interesting details see Bodhieharydv. v. 83-87. On
the giving of flesh, cf. ilahdvagoa,vi. 23, andTakakusu, I-Tsing,

p. 198. The gift of the Bodhisattva is thus defined in Abhidhar-
makoia : samyak sambodhyarthr th sarrasattvdrthaTh cha, in

opposition to the gift of gratitude, of hope, to the gift made with a

view to heaven, to reputation, to the 'ornament of thought,' etc
On the legends of the charity of the Bodhisattva see JdtakaTrwid,
ix. and pa*sim.
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ciples by generosity, etc., behaving according to the rules laid

down (on drinking, etc.) when there ia no trouble, compliance
with the thoughts of men who need conversion (chiUdmivar-

tana), having recourse when necessary to punishments, by
mystical wonders giving them visions of hell, causing Vajra-

papi or some other mighty Yakga to appear when some listener

ventures to doubt his word, or showmg portents, multiplying
his personality, passing through walls, rocks, etc.

Casuistry offers some curious details, logically deduced from
the definition of the Bodhisattva. There are certain acts,

wicked in themselves (prakftisdvadya), which, committed
with good intention by a Bodhisattva 'skilled in the means,'
not only are not culpable, but are even highly meritorious.

When he sees a robber given to murder, and not slirinking
even from the murder of Sravakas or Bodhisattvas, the saint

will kill him, thinking at the same time :
'
It matters little if I

am condemned to hell, but may this sinner avoid hell.' [In the

same way, wicked kings may be dethroned ; those who take

the property of the Buddhist church or violate atupas may be

deprived of the fruit of their robberies, lest In their pride of

possession they increase their sin still more. Directors also

{vaiydpftyakara, drdmika) who waste the property of the

Order must be set aside.] For the same reason unchastity is

permissible when due to compassion, in order to prevent a
woman conceiving hatred—but not in the case of a married
woman ; nor does this rule apply to monks. Similar excep-
tions are allowed on all the other commandments of morality.*

iii. Difficult virtue {dxilikara) is practised (1) when a man
leaves high estate, sovereignty, or pleasures, to take the vows
of a Bodhisattva ; (2) when he is in poverty and distress, and

yet takes them ; and (3) when he practises such a high degree
of watchfulness and care that he hardly ever commits even
a small sin.

iv. All-round virtue (sarvatomukfta). From this point of

view morality is quadruple : (1) acquired (samdtta), in so far as

the vows takan are of three kind3(ii. 1-3) ; (2) natural (^atr'i").
in virtue of which the Bodhisattva, by the very excellence of

his character, acts purely in thought, word, and deed ; (3)

practised ; the virtue practised in former births endows him
with the power to resist evil and to love good ; (4) associated

with the expedients, i.e. with the four 'elements of popu-
larity.'

V. Virtue of a good man (satinmisa') : (1) he is virtuous, (2)

he inspires others with virtue, (3) he praises virtue, (4) he shows

BjTiipathy for those like-minded, (5) when he falls into sin he

makes due restitution.

vi. Omni-form virtue (sarvakdra) is of thirteen classes,

divided into two groups of six and seven respectively : (1)

turned towards enlightenment, (2) clear through assuming all

the precepts, (3) placed in sinless joy because free from the

two extremes of luxury and asceticism, (4) perpetual, (5) firm,

(6) possessed of virtue's ornament and itself the ornament of

virtue; and (1) negative virtue (nivftti") in abstaining from

murder, etc., (2) positive (pravrtti), by the accumulation of

merits with a compassionate aim, (s)
watchfulness in guarding

both the negative and the positive, (4)
'

ripening
' the marks of

a Great Man (i.e. of a Buddha), (5) reflexion {adhichittd), (6)

fortunate re-births, (7) the welfare of others.

vii. Abstaining from all action hurtful to others, having

regard to the principle,
' Do not to others what you would not

have others do to you
'

(vighdtdrthika^la).
viii. Virtue as pleasant in this world as in the next. It

includes four kinds of pure actions : (1) forbidding to men what

ought to be forbidden them, (2) allowing what ought to be

allowed, (3) gaining the sympathy of others, and (4) reproving
them— the virtue of morality associated with generosity,

patience, energy, contemplation, and knowledge.
ix. Purified virtue is ten-fold ; it is especially 'well-taken,' for

the monastic vow is taken in order to obtain the Bodhi and not

to secure sustenance ; it is attentive, surrounded by good
aspirations (for there is no question of meriting heaven),
orthodox (conforming to Buddhist rules), free from exaggera-
tion, looseness, or asceticism, and leads to nirvaiia. It confers

various blessings : grace and acceptance by the IBuddhas (Bud-
dhaih samanvdhriyate), death in serene joy, re-birth among
Bodhisattvas equal or superior in merit, still more perfect
moralitv in the future, etc.

5. Patience (ksanti).
— Patience is three-fold :

endurance of suffering {duhkhcidhivdsanaksdnti),
of injuries {pardpakdramarsana"), of insight into

the law {clhnrinanidhudna° ; cf. Majjh. ii. 175).

This last heading {
= dharmem samyaksantlrana°,

Bodhisattvabhuini, I. vi.) is divided in the books

of the Great Vehicle into three stages : ghoqanuya,
anulomikl, amitpattikadharmdksdnti.
The Pali Abhidharma{Vibhaiiga, 325 and 328) shows (1) that

k?dnti\ is equivalent to diUhi (Qiuipia.), ruchi ('pleasant ad-

hesion'), tnuti ('understanding'); (2) that dharmanidhyuna-
k^dnti is the same as [satya] ajiulomikak^dnti, that is, regarding
all things as fragile, grievous, and insubstantial, in conformity
with the four noble truths ;

and (3) that this kfdnti is pro-

• See art. Mahavana on the Prdtimok^a of the Bodhisattvas,
which is entirelj- devoted to these regulations.

t It would be going beyond the limits of this article to detail

the various k^dntig in the path of the srotadpannas, and of the

kfdntis regarded as high states of abstraction belonging to
'

worldly
'

(lankika) meditation.

duced either by teaching (which corresponds to the ghofd-
nuijd kijdnti), or by reflexion (which is, properly speaking, the
anulomikl kijdnti of the Skr. texts). There remains the amU-
paltikadhannaksdnti* of which no trace is to be found in the
Pali Abhidharma, and which consists in supporting the view
that '

things are not produced,' that they not only have no
substantial reality, but that even their production by causes is

only an illusion.!
The name of patience applied to

'

insight into the law '

is

justified from a double point of view : (1) resistance and resig-
nation of mind are necessary to tlie acceptance of the doctrine
of the non-existence of things : those wlio do not '

uphold the

profound teaching' {gambhiradliannakijdnti) are numerous;
(2) this estimate of the reality of things is anjessential element of

paf.ience in the ordinary sense.

Santideva, however, pays little heed to scholastic distinctions.

He summarizes, in an eloquent but hardly systematic account,
the reasons that justify patience from thr; iihilosophical point of

view, and make it an essential element of the spiritual life.

Impatience or anger is the greatest of sins,

especially for a Bodhisattva, who, by definition,
is a '

being of goodness.' It destroys all merits.

Even during the earthly life it causes great un-

happiness. Anger must be destroyed, and the dis-

content, born of desire or of dislike, that nourishes
it. What is the use of discontent ?

Suffering is the common lot of men ; there is

plenty of occasion to get accustomed to it, and it

loses, by custom, all its bitterness ; it is very
useful, as it arouses pious fear of sin, pity for

sufferers, love for Buddhas who deliver from it,

disgust for existence, both perishable and penible.

Anger, again, is not aroused by physical suffering,
because we know that it is caused by the trouble
of the bodily humours (cf. the medical theory of the

Greeks). It is also foolish to be angry with men
who injure us, for (1) they are acting merely under
the influence of causes, and (2) in tlie first rank of

these causes are the wicked deeds of our previous
existences.

' My enemy takes a stick to beat me,
and I have assumed this body, liable to be wounded,
and destined to be beaten. Far from being angry
with my enemy, I ought to consider him almost as

beneficial as the Buddhas, for he affords me the

opportunity of practising patience, and forgiveness
of Avrongs, which blots out my sins. Am I to

make this princijde of salvation the cause of my
condemnation ? Let us rather pity our enemies
Avho ruin themselves by their anger, and let us
think of means of saving them in spite of them-
selves, as the Buddhas do. As for anger pro-
voked by slander, loss of property, etc., it is

particularly absurd ; so also is anger against the
enemies of our religion, iconoclasts,' etc.J

Envy requires special attention, for the envious
man makes use of clever artifices to throw a veil

of honesty over his selfish feelings. We must also

get rid of the gross illusion that inspires the words,
'

RIy enemy is an obstacle to my good works.
'

Is

there a more meritorious work than patience ?

What does it matter if my enemy tries to injure
me ? lie is none the less my benefactor. How
can we have our sins pardoned by the Buddhas,
how can we please the Buddhas, except by loving
the creatures, and by doing good to our most cruel

enemies? bo long as creatures are sullering there
is no joy for the compassionate Buddhas. They
identify themselves with creatures. It is the Bud-
dhas themselves who appear to us in human form.

6. Energy (virya).
—The virtue of energj' or

'
ellort for good

'

(kidalotsdha) is necessary for the

acquirement of merit and knowledge. Its enemies
are (1) weakness (or incapacity of body or thought),
(2) attachment to tlie pleasures of this world, and

(3) discouragement (or want of resolution) and its

result, self-contempt.
To conquer these enemies it is necessary (1) to meditate

on the dangers to which we are exposed.
'
I am in the

• See p. 744a,_n. II, and p. 747»>.

t See artt. Madiitamikas and Mahata.na.

t Cf. de Groot, Code du Mahdydna, p. 109, which commands
men to defend with arms the Buddhas, the Church, and the

State ;
and preceding column.
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power o{ the passions, like a fish in the hands of the fisher-

man, for I am in the net of re-births, threatened by death
and by the guardians of the hells. Thou hast boarded this
vessel, which is the human state; cross the river of sufiferino-;
thou fool, this is no time to sleep; when and at what cost
wilt thou find this vessel again?' (2) To despise pleasures,
which come to fruition in suffering, and to t^ste the excellent
joy of good works. (3) To remember what Sakyamuni said:
'These supreme Buddhas, Sakyamuni, Dipankara, etc., were
insects, flies, and little worms ; it was by exerting themselves
that they acquired the illumination of a Buddha, so difficult to
obtain.'

' Now I have already gained the human estate ; the
most difficult part is accomplished 1 The task of the Bodhi-
sattvas is distressful, but the hells are far more distressful.
After all, however, is it really distressful? The lluddha is

a clever physician ; by degrees he accustoms us to making
the greatest sacrifices with ease, and besides "the future
Buddha is free from aU bodily pain, for he has cast sin aside,
and he is free from sorrow, for he realizes the truth of the
nothingness of the ego."

* By his good works the Bodhiaattva
tastes ever-increasing joys, superior to those of the Buddha
entering nirvana. He arrives at nirvana more quickly than
the future arhats (^rdvakas).' f

To increase his
'

energy
'

(viryavardhana) the Bodhisattva
mancBuvres his '

armies,' which are :

(1) Desire {chhanda or Mibhachhanda), the root of all merit :

' What a sublime task I have undertaken in the destruction of
all my vices, all the vices of the world, and the endowment of

myself and my neighbour with every good quality ! . . . Those
whose works are all good are re-born in the Paradise of Amita-
bha.' (2) Pride (m(ma), (a) the pride of work,

'

it is upon me
that all difficult and mean works devolve ; let every creature
cast his burden of work upon me '

; (6) pride against the pas-
sions :

' Son of the Lion of Conquerors, shall I be the slave of the
passions (upakle^a)'! The most humiliating and most exacting
of the passions is pride

'

; (c) pride of power or endurance (^akti) :

the Bodhisattva is inaccessible to the passions (safikle^ayi (3)
Joy (rati), by virtue of which, when he has finished one task,
he plunges into another, like the elephant, under the mid-
day sun, into the lake.

' He whose happiness is in action
itself seeks in action nothing but action. (4) Abandonment
(OTwAti) : he must measure his powers before undertaking a
task, and stop when his powers fail. (5) Exclusive application
(tatparya), especially in all that concerns the means of avoiding
the blows of those clever adversaries, the passions. It is a
duel, in which the Bodhisattva is armed vrith the memory of
the law of Buddha. If he happens to get wounded (for what
fight is without wounds ?) he grieves, and reflects :

' What shall
I do to prevent this occurring again?' (6) Self-mastery
(dtmavidheyata) :

' Never does he forget the Buddha's sermon
on attention (apramdda). He keeps his mind and his body
alert and easily managed, so that he may be ready at any time
and for any thing even before it is necessary to begin. As the
seed of the cotton-plant obeys the wind, coming and going
under its impulse, so, in body and thought, the Bodhisattva
directs himself according to his will. It is thus that magical
powers are obtained, and all happiness.'

7. Contemplation (samddhi) or meditation {dhy-
ana).—Contemplation or concentration of thought,
which, as we shall see, is indispensable to merit
and knowledge, presupposes the simultaneous
action of two factors : isolation of the body (kdya-
viveka), i.e. life in retirement ; § and isolation of

thought (chittaviveka), i.e. indifference to all

worldly desires.
These are theories very favourable to literary developipent,and have always prevailed widely among Buddhists. Santi-

deva deserves great praise for treating them with much
eloquence, and especially for being satisfied with sixteen verses
to describe the dangers and penalties of a worldly life

'

in the
midst of fools,' ten verses to exalt the life in the forest ' with
the trees which are good naturally, and whose sympathies are
easily gained

'

; but he requires thirty-eight to deter us from
love, the source of so much shame and sin, which can be
explained only by an aberration of mind, a sickly passion for
impurity.

All the meditations here recommended to the Bodhisattva are
merely the putting into action of the meditations on impurity

*
Properly speaking, the saint is free from suffering onlywhen he has attained the '

suppression of all attachment '

(vUardgatva). The consequences of sin make themselves felt
in two ways : (1) grief (vipdkaphala), which produces increase
of compassion for others ; (2) tendency to sin (ni^yandaphala),
which is destroyed by patience (see Madhyamakdvatdra, 29, 10
and 60, 1).

t See Mahayana.
t Pride, mdna, inanand, manyand, abhimdna (to believe

wrongly that one is destined to Buddhahood, to rely on ascetic
practices and despise others) is a capital sin, worse than murder,
etc. Mara endeavours by all means to produce such delusion
in the 'beginning' Bodhisattva (achiraydnasamprasthita).

§ It must be borne in mind that the '

isolation of the body
'

is

not the true '

isolation
'

; that solitary life involves many sjiiritual
dangers, namely, pride, absence of 'spiritual friends' (kaU/niia-
mitra) ; that living in the village is more fit for the charitable
Bodhisattva than the forest, the natural abode of the Pratyeha-
buddka (Aftasdhasrikd, p. 391, 11).

{aiuhhabhdvand, kdya-smrtyupasthdna), on cemeteries, etc.,which belong to the Little Vehicle. But the Great Vehicle
adds a note which is peculiar to it: 'What painful efforts
have been needed from the beginning of time for this body,
ordained to an inevitable re-death, so mean in comparison
with the spiritual body of the Bodhisattvas, and doomed to
tortures in hell ! Not the millionth part of these efforts and
sufferings are necessary to attain Buddhahood. The sufferingsof those who are subject to desire are immeasurable and
barren.'

The mind is therefore absorbed in contemplation,
being detached (vivikta). It is able to penetrate
the ideas to which it is about to be applied, and
to be deeply penetrated by them. This is, properly
speaking, dhydna ('meditation,' 'ecstasy'). The
Buddhists have constructed a very large number
of systems of meditation, which all aim at leading
to the possession of knowledge or wisdom (prajrid).None of them is foreign to the rule of the Bodhi-
sattvas. By 'perfection of contemplation' may
be meant (1) practice of the dhyanas and the
samdpattis of ancient Buddhism ; (2) study of
the four truths, and of the two truths (relative
and absolute) ; this is the theory of Chandrakirti
in the Madhyamakdvatdra ; (3) meditation on
impurity in order to destroy the vice of passion,
on kindness to destroy hatred, on dependent
origination to destroy error, or, further, on four
'subjects of mindful reflexion' {smrtyupasthdna),
or, in general, on all the doctrines of the prajnd,
that is to say, which relate to the true nature of

things.*
In the Bodhicharydvatdra !§antideva adopts the

very original plan of subordinating the virtue
of meditation to the active virtues of charity,
humility, and patience. On this subject, usually
so dry and wearisome to Europeans, he displays
all the heat and emotion appropriate to a homily.
There was, however, no better way of introduction
into the Vehicle of the Bodhisattvas. Although
meditation on the nothingness of the ego, etc.,
seems to result, and in the Little Vehicle really
does result, in apathy and nirvana, by destroying
the activity of the mind bent on the objects of

knowledge (jiieydvarana), Santideva maintains
that it begins by putting itself at the disposal
of the active virtues which destroy passion (kleid-

varana). The nothingness of the ego does not
warrant us in remaining inactive ; we find in it

a reason for sacrificing ourselves for our neighbour.
And soon, by a just compensation, this practice of

abnegation, destructive of attachment and hatred

{rdga, dvesa), results, much more surely than
selfish meditation pursued for its own sake, in

purging the mind of error (moha) ; that is to say,
since every idea, as such, is erroneous, abnegation
'

purifies
' the mind by emptying it (moIia=jneya-

varana, iuddha=^unya).
^antideva's plan is so '

orthodox,' and at the same time, so
far as can be judged, so original, that it will be well to give a
detailed analysis of this part of his book, in which there is

much to be commended.
The disciple must practise (1) the pardtmoiamatd, the

equality of self and neighbour; (2) the pardtmaparivartana,
the substitution of neighbour for self. Each includes a clear

insight into the real nature of things, and, if the energy (mryn)
is strong enough to ensure their perfect practice, they include,
in addition, all the merits of a Bodhisattva.

(1) Pardtmasamatd, making no difference between self and
neighbour, is the essence of the obligations of a future Buddha
{bodhisattvasaihvara). (a) As the body is composed of different

parts united together so that the hand takes care to protect
the foot, in the same way, in this manifold world of liWng

beings, joy and sorrow are common to all. What joy means for

me, it means the same for others. It is the same with suffering.
I niust do for others what I do for myself. I must destroy my
neighbour's sorrow, just because it is sorrow like my own.
I must serve my neighbour, because he is a living being as
I am. (ft) If any one should object,

' My neighbour's sorrow
is his sorrow, not mine,' the reply is,

' What you call your
sorrow is such only by an illusion

; "there is no jiiermanent ego
in you, but a series of intellectual phenomena (which series

does not exist in itself, any more than a row of ants), or an

aggregate of phenomena with no individual unit. There is

* See Santideva, Sik^dsamuchchaya, xii-xiv.
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therefore uo exobtim; beiinj to whom we can attribute sorrow, of
whom we can s.ay

" his sorrow," or who can say
"

nij/ sorrow."
'

Why then contend with sufferiin;, if there ia no sufferer?
Because all the schools ajjree on this point. If it is neces-

sary to contend with it, contend with it, whatever its nature
;

if it is not necessary, do not make distinction, and occupy
yourself exclusively with your own. (c) But why undertake
the painful duty of a future Uuddha? This duty is not painful,
but if it were, yet, should the suffering; of one individual put
an end to the suffering of several, it is a duty to undertake.
It is for this reason that the future Buddhas, whose spirits are
fortified in the '

equivalence of the self and the neighbour," and
for whom personal joy is nothing but sadness when their

neighbours are suffering, plunge into the Avichi hell to take the
place of the condemned there. The deliverance of creatures
causes the river of their thoughts to overllow into an ocean
of

joy. Their cup of ha^>pine8S ia full. Nirvapa, in com-
parison with this, is insipid. If, therefore, you do good
to your neigiibour, do not boast about it, or admire your-
self, or expect a reward ; you are only doing what is quite
natural.

(2) Pardtmaparivartana.— It is owing to the influence of
false judgments, repeated during the course of existences, that
we attach the illusory notion of self to this pro<luct of hetero-
geneous elements called the body. Why not rather consider
our neighbour as our 'self,' and, as far as the body is concerned,
regard it as foreign to ourselves? It is rtally very simple.
The disciple treats his neighbour as people of the world treat
their '

self
'

; he treats his
•

self
'

as they are accustomed to treat
their neighbours. Santideva develops this argument with real

eloquence and sincere humility. He says :
'
I shall regard

myself as a stranger, and I shall find my real self first among
the most humble. Then I shall practise pride, for the sake of

others, and I shall envy without shortcoming or hesitation.
How honoured, I shall say, is this self, and I am not; he is rich,

praised, happy ; I am poor, despised, unhappy ; it is evidently
because he is great in this world, and I am small, destitute of

good qualities. But have I really no good qualities? If I have
not, should not he toil to cure me of my vices ? If he is unable
to cure me, why does he despise me ? Because of his excellent
virtues? What matters it to me if he is holy only for his own
sake? Has he compassion only for the unfortunates who are
about to be overcome by evil destinies? And yet, in the pride
of his virtues, he claims to excel among the saints.' In this

way the Bodhisattva energetically voices the complaints of the
sinful and wretched poor whom a monk is only too apt to
despise ; and, while excusing his neighbour, he eagerly seeks
every occasion to humble himself. Thus our only enemy is

our selfish 'ego' ; 'Renounce, O my thought, the foolish hope
that I have still a special interest in you. I have given you
to my neighbour, thinking nothing of your sufferings. For if

I were so foolish as not to give you over to the creatures, there
is no doubt that you would deliver me to the demons, the
guardians of hell. How often, indeed, have you not handed
me over to those wretches, and for what long tortures I

I remember jour long enmity, and I crush you, O self, the
slave of your own interests. If I really love myself, I must not
love myself. If I wish to preserve myself, I must not preserve
myself.'*

8. Knowledge, or ivisdom, as it is usually called

by Europeans (prajndpdramitd),\ is the supreme
virtue. It is the application of the mind to the

knowledge of the truth, to the knowledge of what
is (tattva). By a direct effort it destroys false
views concerning self and nature, and its complete
possession is identical with nirvana. Only I3ud-
ahas pos.sess it at the state of fruit (nhnlabhutd) ;

Bodhisattvas cultivate its germ (hetuohuia prajnd,
bljabhutu). As the prajnd of the Maliayana is

strongly contrasted with the prajnd of the Little

Vehicle, and as, on the other hand, it is differently
understood by the two great Mahayanist scliools,
it will be more conveniently examined in detail
in artt. Dependent Origination, Mahayana,

* The paratmasamata and the pardtmaparivartana, which
are practically no more than a translation of the doctrines of
the prajnd, purify, according to the author referred to, the
virtue of energy. They also purify generosity, morality, and
patience.

t "The definitions of the word prajiitlpriramitA appear con-
tradictory. The prajtui, being in a general way the exact
knowledge of all things (sarvadharme^gu yathdvddcyatatslha-
najndna), is called prajndparamUd in so far as it bears on the
real n&t\\Ti(j>araTndrthagrahar>aprax!Ttta), and jOdnapdramitd
in so far as it comprehends the world of appearances in its
relative truth (samiTtigrahaifa). (See liod/iisattvabhUmi, ni.
iv.). [The Bodhisattvas acquire first lokottara jildna, i.e.

prajtld (which assures them of final nirvana), then laukika
jflana, i.e. ji\Cina (which endows them with all the privileges of
a Buddha in order to help fellow-beings); see SUtrdlai'tkdra,
xiv. 42.] But our authors do not feel satisfied with this defini-
tion, and we find, int^r alia, the following commentary : prajnd
is (1) Buddhist philosophy (adhydtmavidi/d), (2) dialectics {hetu,-
vidyd), (3) medical art, (4) grammar, (5) technical arts (iilpa-
karma). (See Bodhi;<attiabhiimi, i. xiv.)
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the article. L. DE LA VaLLEE I'OUSSIN.

BODOS.— I. Name and language.—The generic
term 'Budo' is now, for convenience, applied to
all peoples speaking tlie Tibeto-Burman group of

languages. Ethnologicaily, the true Bodo race
exists, in a more or less pure state, all over A.ssam
proper (the Brahmaputra Valley), in Koch Bihar
and Northern Bengal, and in tiie valley of the Surma
river, now part of Eastern Bengal. It is probable
that the low semi-Hinduized caste of Chaiidals or
Namasudras (now recognized as Hindus) are in
fact of Bodo origin ; but this cannot be settled till

further etlinogTaphical inquiries iiave been made.
In the plains the Bodos have become largely Hin-
duized, and have intermarried freely with Ahoms
(q.v.) and other races. But even in the plains,
and mingled with Hinduized neighbours, there are
large communities of Bodo people, still .speaking
their Tibeto-Burman language and preserving the

simple animistic superstitions of their race. Those
of them who live among the Bengalis of Nortli Bengal
are by them styled 'Mech'or 'Mleecha,' that is,
'Welsh' or 'barbarian.' But the name has long
lost its contemptuous signification, and is placidly
accepted by the people themselves as their tribal
title. Their Mongolian type of feature and dark-
blue clothes, not less than their language and
religion, mark them off from their white-clad
Hindu neigh i)Ours. Adjoining them are the Koch,
now mostly Hinduized, and justly proud that, in
the per.son of H.H. the Maharaja of Koch Bihar,
they are ruled over by a dynasty which once
conquered nearly the whole of the ancient king-
dom of Pragjyotispur (see ASSAM). Beyond the
Koch tribe, eastwards, come the true Bodos or

'plains Kacharis' (as the English call them), who
dwell in the terai, or submontane tract, under the
hills of Bhutan, known -as the Kachari Dwars or

passes. It was from these people that B. H.
Hodgson took the title of Bodo, for they call
themselves Boro-nilisa, 'sons of Boro,'

* or 'sons
of tlie Man.' (It should be noticed that most of
the aboriginal tribes of the N.E. frontier of India
have no specific name for themselves. They are
' men.' Other races are Bengali-men, English-
men, China-men, etc.) There are about 3U0,000
of these people still unabsorbed by Hinduism.
Mixed with the true Bodos on the borders of
Assam and Bengal are some 30,000 Kabhas,
speaking a similar language, but holding them-
selves superior, apparently owing to a somewhat
larger infusion of Western blood. Those are a
liner and stronger race, and at one time sujiplied
recruits to the regiments formerly raised in A>.sam.
In the central mountainous mass of Assam,
between the Nagfis on the East and the Khasis on
the West, are about 16,000 people speaking a form
of the Boilo language. This branch call them-
selves Di-ma-sa.t They are now totally separated
from the lowland Bodos ; and Endle, tlie recognized
authority, says that their speech now diflers from
that of the Boro-ni-iisa as widely as Italian differs
from Spanish. This branch of the family once
foundeci a powerful kingdom, first at Dimapur in
the Brahmaputra Valley, and, when driven thence

* The o in Bofo is short, something like that in English
'hot,' or rather like that in 'dog.' The central r is sometimes
pronounced <}

t The ancient appellation of the hills inhabited by the Dimasa
in Sanskrit authors is Ui4imbd ; and it is probable that Dimd
is the name of the former capital Dima-pur and in Dimasa ia
derived from (Hi)(Jimba.

' Kachar' is properly the name of thla
hilly region. The portion of the valley of the Surma now called
Kachar did not form part of the dominions of the Kachari Raja
till the 17th cent, when it was acquired by him .%; the dowiy
of a Tippera princess whom he married.—C. J. I^aU.
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by the invading Ahoms (see Assam), at Maibang in

the centre of tlie Huls, and afterwards at Khaspur
in what is now tlie Britisli District of Kachar.*

In the district of Nowgong and the adjoining
hills are some 3000 Hojais whose name is probably
derived from the Bodo word Ha-jo {i.e. 'earth-

high,' 'mountain'), and means 'hill-folk.' They
are veiy similar to their neighbours the Lalangs,
about 40,000 in number, on the southern slope of the

Ga.ro hills ; and in the adjacent parts of the plains
district of Mymensingh are about 8000 Haijongs—
another name evidently derived from the word

Ha-jo. Finally, there are two great isolated high-
land groups of Bodo people in the hills respectively
called after them—those known to us as the Garos
and Tipperas. The former now constitute the

British District known as the Garo Hills, while the

Tipperas are inhabitants of a semi-independent
mediatized State ruled over by a Hinduized

dynasty which intermarries with the royal family
ot the similar State of Manipur, which lies be-

tween Eastern Bengal and Upper Burma. The
Garos are 150,000 and the Tipperas about 105,000
in number. In Upper Assam are a few commu-
nities, small in numbers, such as the Chutiyas,
]Morans, etc., who.se speech, so far as they have
not adojjted Hinduism and Assamese, is of the

Bodo type, that is, an agglutinative language
which has learned inflexion from contact with
the Indo-European Assamese. The verb is still

modified by agglutinated infixes, but in other re-

spects the language resembles Western languages
in having acquired even such linguistic luxuries

as adverbs, relative clauses, and a (rarely used)

passive voice.

2. Origins.
—Of all these peoples and their origins

there is no written record. They totally lack the
historical instinct so characteristic of their Ahom
conquerors. Their physical aspect renders it

likely that they came from beyond the mountains
to the N.E. of the Assam Valley. The Morans,
the most easterly branch of the race, and perhaps
the latest settlers in Assam, have indeed a tradition

that they came from Maingkaing in the Hukong
Valley on the upper reaches of the Chindwin river.

The story goes that there once dwelt there three brothers
named Moylang, Moran, and Moyran. Moylang, the oldest,
remained in Upper Burma ; Moyran, the youngest, migrated
into Nepal, and was there lost ; whilst Moran, the second

brother, is said to have crossed the Patkai pass, the route of

many subsequent invasions, and to have settled on the Tiphuk
or Diphuk river, where he became the ancestor of the tribe
which bears his name.

Linguistic and ethnographical inquiries may some

day trace some connexion between the Bodo-

speaking peoples and one or other of the races in

Upper Burma, but the link is still missing. It is

certain, however, that some 2000 years ago or more,
Bodo peoples must have coverea the whole of the
Assam Valley, tlie greater part of Northern Bengal,
and the Surma Valley. The most significant sign
of their presence in this area is the Bodo ele-

ment in the names of the rivers, such as Dikho,
Diphlu, Dipru, Dibong, etc., also traceable in such
names as the Tista, or Dista, near Darjlling, the

Tiphuk in Upper Assam, and the Tipai, or Dipai,
in Kachar. (The word di or dui in Bodo means
' water' or 'river.') Those of tliem who settled in

the rich, soft, malarious plains underwent the

degeneration which seems to have been the fate of

all settlers in Eastern India, and were conquered
by successive invasions from East and West.
Those who took refuge in the mountains, such as

the Dimasa, Garos, and Tipperas, became a

scattered and half-savage race. The Garos alone,
so far as we know at present, adopted or carried

with them the practices, common among the
* The name Kachari now generally given to the Bodes and

Dimasft by Hindus is derived from this kingdom of Kacbar (see

previous footnote).

Nagas, of internecine warfare and head-hunting.
Under British rule, however (within the last forty
years, that is), they have settled down to agriculture
and commerce ; and, owing to the ettorts of

American Baptist missionaries, a great part of the
Garo tribe is .already converted to Christianity.

3. Religion.
—There is but little that can be said

of the religious ideas of the Bodos as a whole,
except that they are of the animistic type. All
the branches of the Bodo family follow a religion
of fear, and are haunted by many gods or spirits,
who have to be propitiated by ollerings of food,
etc. Within historical times the Chutiyas of

Upper Assam were wont to offer human sacrifices

at their famous copper-roofed temple at Sadiya ;

but this habit may have boon due to imitation of

the sacrificial habits of Baktist Hindus. Tlie

majority of the Bodos of the plains are singularly
mild and inoffensive people ; and though tliey are
much given to making offerings of fowls and goats
to various deities, e.specially, it is significant to

note, on the occasion of harvest and other festivals,

these are apparently excuses for feasting and

merrymaking, occasions on which there is much
consumption of boiled pork and rice-beer. There
are indications of a now decaying belief in totems,
and among the Bodos of Northern Assam there

are septs, for instance, calling themselves Mosa-

artii,
' sons of the tiger,' who go into mourning for

a whole day, fasting the while, if a tiger happens
to be killed in their vicinity. So also there are

those who belong to the clan of the sacred cactus,
the Siju (the Euphorbia), and are proud to call

themselves Siju-artli. And there are many others.

There seems to be no belief in a supreme deity or

creator. Among the Western Bodos, gods are

freely borrowed from the Hindu pantheon, one of

the most popular of these being Kuvera, the god
of wealth. The plains Bodos aie a simple, agricul-

tural, and far from avaricious race, and the extent

to which Kuvgra figures in their folk-tales and

legends is certainly curious.

The matriarchate is unknown, and the father is

an extremely good-natured and easy-going head of

a contented and simple family. The tribes are

mostly endogamous, if the expression can be used

of people who marry very much as European

peasants do. There is no child-marriage, and pre-

nuptiaj chastity is the rule rather than the excep-
tion. There are signs to show that marriage by

capture was once the rule ; but nowadays marriages
are the result of an elopement, followed by the

payment of a fine to the girl's relatives, or of a

definite arrangement between the parents of the

young people, which results in a present offered to

the bride's parents, or else a term of service on the

bridegroom's part in his father-in-law's house.

Running rivers and water-courses are held in

high respect and honour ;
and the dead are either

buried or cremated (if their relatives can afford the

necessary fuel) near streams. A woman is laid on

seven layers of fuel, and has seven such layers placed

over her. A man has only five such layers. So,

when a male child is born, tiie umbilical cord is

severed with five cuts with five sejjarate bamboo
knives. A female child is separated from its

mother by seven cuts. Not enough is known of

the superstitions of the people to enable us to offer

any explanation of these mystical numbers. Like

other animistic peoples, the Bodos are great be-

lievers in amulets, divination, and omens; and

though they have no professional priests, they

employ wise women, who work themselves into a

frenzy, and when in that state are able to tell

what" gods ought to be propitiated in order to

ward off' or heal pestilence or failure of crops.

There is a crude belief in a future life. When a

body is buried, a reed or bamboo tube is led from
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the corjj.scs inoutli to tlie outer air, so us to enable
the spirit to breathe if lie will, and the dead man's
favourite food is placed for a time near his grave.

CJrown-up people Mill not touch these oH'erings,
but children take them \\ithout scrni)Ie. Sj)irits,
as in the case of many tribes in Eastern lii<Ua,

cannot cross water witliout help ; and if a funeral

party has to cross a river, a string is suspemled
across it to enable the spirit to follow the Ijody or
return if it desires to do so.

In short, the Dodos of the plains are a very
simple and guileless race. They live on a soil

which yields them rich reward fur comparatively
easy toil, and, <as their wants are few, they lead a

joyous and childish existence. Like other human
children, they are occasionally given to lits of

sulks, are very clannish, very obstinate, and some-
what auspicious of more intellectual and ingenious
races. JJut they readily make friends with kindly
and sympathetic Europeans; and, witli the .sole

exception of the Garos (now also raj)idly coming

under gentler influences), they have long ago lost

the martial tendencies the race must once have
possessed. They have much of the genial joviality
of the JJurmcse, and are extremely addicted to

fi-asts, juiilccMngs, and all manner of merrymaking.
'J'iieir i.'inguage has now been investigated with
much thoroughness, but a systematic irnjuiry into

their etiinograpiiical j)osition and their beliefs and
customs still remains to be made.

LiTRRATURR.—B. H. Hodg^soH, EsKay on tlie Kocch, D6do, and
Dhimal Tribes, Calcutta, 18-17, re|)riiiled in Stucellanaout

I'Jk.sui/s Tclatiwj to Indian Suhjecls, London, 1880 ; S. Endle,
ilirnuijruiih on the Kachaiin (about to be published by the
Goverunientof Kastern lieii(;al and Aasani) ; Major Playfair, A
Monoijraph on the (larus (about to be published by the GovL-rn-

nieiit of Eastern Ut-iiiral and Assam) ; W. B. Brown, Outline

Grammar, etc., of the Deori Chutiya Lannuuijc, Shillonff

(Assam Secretariat Press); E. A. Gait, The Koch Kings of

Kamnip (Assam Secretariat Press), 1895 ; G. A. Grierson, Lin-

piiislic Survey of India, vol. iii. pt. ii.,
' Bodo, Nai^a, and Kachin

(!rniii)8 of the Tibeto-Burrnosc I.an^'ua>jes
'

; J. D. Anderson, A
Collection of Kachari Folk Tales, etc. (Assam Secretariat I'ress),

1805. J. D. Andeicson.

BODY.
Introductory (H. WiiEELER IloBlNSON), p.

755.

Buddhist (J. H. Bate.son), p. 758.

Christian (J. C. Lambkut), p. 760.

BODY.— I. Primitive ideas.— Trimitive ideas
about the human body have an importance far

greater than that which belongs to most other

groups of anthropological data. They do not

simply illustrate the attitude of the primitive
thinker to the natural world and its invisible

1

lowers
; they show us what he thought of himself.

:''or the sharp distinction which modern thought,
at least in its unreflective forms, is accustomed to

draw between body and mind was quite foreign to

his way of thinking. He did not think of body
as the '

organ
'

of mind ; his body was himself,

jios.sessing attributes of various kinds, which we
nave learnt to analyze into jihysical and mental

groups, but which lie learnt to class and explain
from a different standpoint. All the mental
states and physical activities of which he was
conscious were part of himself, that is, the pro-
ducts of his body ; even the soul, when it emerges
as a distinct idea, is frequently identihed with
the breath or blood. This '

phj-siological psy-

chology' is, of course, a special case of the general

inability of the primitive thinker to reach abstrac-

tions, and of a general tendency to find concrete

supjiort for his thinking. But the tendencj' was

developed and accentuated by that ignorance of

anatomy and physiology which prevailed until

the last few centuries. Not only primitive but
ancient thought in general hati no adecjuate know-

ledge of the nervous system and the psychical
function of the brain ; whilst ignorance of the
function of the heart in the circulation of the
l)lo()d (till 1628) made natural the ascription to it

of such })sychical attributes as its central and

obviously important place might suggest. In fact,

there can be few organs of the body which have
not received at some time, and among some social

group or other, credit for psychical activities.

The proof of these statements is cumulative,
and can be gained only from the study of such
collections of anthropological material as T^'lor's
Primitive Culture and Frazer's Golden Bough
atlbrd. lieference may be made, however, to the

following groups of facts, as types of the evidence
to be expected.

(1) The custom of eatinri particular (organs of animals, or of
other men, in order that the special qualities s^tpposed to be

connected with, these orgaiis may pass into the eater. Thus

Egyptian (G. Foucaut), p. 763.

Greek and Roman (W. Capelle), p. 768.

Hebrew (I. Aiikauams), p. 772.

Hindu (J. Jollv), p. 773.

among cerUiin African tribes :
' Whenever an enemy who has

behaved with consiiicuous bravery is killed, bis liver, which is

considered the seat of valour ; his ears, which are supposed to
be the seat of intelligence ; the skin of his forehead, which is

regarded as the seat of perseverance ; his testicles, which arc
held to be the seat of strength ; and other members, which are
viewed as the seat of other virtues, are cut from his bo<ly and
baked to cinders. The ashes are carefully kept in the horn of

a bull, and, during the ceremonies observed at circumcision,
are mixed with other inerredients into a kind of paste, which is

administered by the tribal priest to the youths
'

(Frazer, GB '^

ii. 35T, where a large number of similar cases is given).
(-) The nature of certain ordeals and penalties, chosen in

relation to the stipposed hidden psychical qualities of certain

parts of the body. The history of witchcraft abounds in

examples, but the field is much wider. Thus, Lady Anne
Blunt reports concerning an Arab dispute as to the parentage
of a child : 'The matter, as all such matters are in the desert,
was referred to arbitration, and the mother's assertion was put
to the test by a live coal being placed ujxin her tongue

'

{A Pilgrimage to Xejd, i. 10). A probable Biblical example
is found in the jealousy ordeal of Nu 6, on which see Gray's
'Numbers' (in ICC), p. 48, for a note contributed by the

present writer. As an example of the same principle applied
to punishment, we may take Law 218 from the Code of

yammurabi :

'
If the doctor has treated a gentleman for a

severe wound with a lancet of bronze and has caused the

gentleman to die, or has opened an abscess of the eye for a

gentleman with the bronze lancet and has caused the loss of
the gentleman's eye, one shall cut oft his hands' (Johns' tr.

p. 46). This is clearly not a case of lex talionis, or the doctor's

eye would have been extracted ; penalty is exacted from the
hands whose inherent vice led them astray.

(3) The physical qualificationsfor special offices and activities,

especially when these consist in mutilations. Thus, amongst
certain tribes of Central Australia, the essential mark of ute
medicine-man is a perforation in his tongue, mysteriously
caused in the ceremony of his initiation. If the hole closes up
during his \car of probation, he loses his professional status

(Spencer-Giilen », pp. 523, 525). Since such perforation can
serve no practical end, we must assume that the object is to

set free, in some way deemed efficacious by primitive thought,
the member which "the medicine-man will need most for pro-
fessional incantations. This is probably one out of many cases
of mutilation which are to be explained as the partial dedication
of certain organs to those invisible powers cajvible of resenting
their use. Thus, circumcision admits of no explanation, rali4

for primitive thmight, which does not apply to the closely
related rite of sub-incision, both being connected with the

period of puberty (ib. p. 251 f.); but both receive adequate
explanation,/or priinitive thought, as a propitiatory preparation
for the safe use of the organ. A parallel mutilation to that of

the medicine-man is recorded by Howitt (p. 74T) : 'A mother

amputates the little finger of the rijjht hand of one of her
female children as soon as it is born, in token of its appoint-
ment to the otfice of fisherwoman to the family.'

(4) Beliefs of stiperstition and magic about particular organs.
One of the best known cases is that of the evil eye. How
physical the influence was conceived to be is shown by the

superstition reported as fact by Aristotle : 'When women look

into a very clear mirror after their menstrual flow, the mirrors
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surface becomes covered with a bloody cloud
;
and if the mirror

is new the stain is hard to remove, but if it is old, the removal
is easier' (On Dreams, p. 237 of Hammond's tr.)- It is si^ifi-
cant, also, for the present argument, that early medicine
discusses the treatment of the separate parts of the body as

though they were so many isolated units ; see, for example,
the Anglo-Saxon

' Leech-Book of Bald,' of which a summary is

given by Payne (English Medicine in the Anglo-Saxon Times,
p. 40). This corresponded to the popular idea of disease.

Euting writes of present-day Bedawin :
'

Every disease is

located in a particular part of the body, and for every part of

the body there is a special medicine, which the doctor requires
only to take out of his chest and dispense. A special diagnosis
of the disease, or the personal production of the patient, is

not considered necessary
'

(Tagbuch einer Reise in Inner-

Arabien). In this connexion should be named the well-known

Babylonian belief in demonic influences, which is in accordance
with the localization of psychical function in various physical
organs (cf. also the theory of mutilations as outlined above).
• Almost every part of the body is threatened by an evil demon ;

the ashakku brings fever to the head, the namtar threatens
the life with pestilence, the utukku afifects the neck, the alu
the breast, the ekimmu the hips, the gallu the hand, the
rabissu the skin

'

(Jeremias, Hblle und Parodies bei den Baby-
loniem, p. 18).

Such illustrations, which might be multiplied to

almost any extent, sufficiently prove the identity,
for the primitive thinker, of the sciences we
clearly distinguish as physiology and psychology.
This confusion is of fundamental importance for

the study of primitive and ancient ideas of per-

sonality, and is frequently neglected by those who
undertake to interpret ancient thought, particularly
by interpreters of the Old Testament. Its further
examination belongs to the subject of ancient

psychology. Here, we are concerned with the
evolution of a distinct science of the body, and with
its present problems for psychology and religion.

2. Evolution of physiology.
—It is plain that a

sound knowledge of anatomy was necessary before
an accurate physiology could be reached ; yet of

this Sir William Turner remarks: 'Amidst the

general obscurity in which the early history of

anatomy is involved, only two leading facts may
be admitted with certainty. The first is that

previous to the time of Aristotle there was no
accurate knowledge of anatomy ; and the second,
that all that was known was derived from the
dissection of the lower animals only' (EBr^, s.v.

'Anatomy'). The most notable name before
Aristotle is that of Hippocrates (B.C. 460-377),
who does not distinguish vein from artery, and
nerve from sinew

;

' he represents the brain as a
gland, from which exudes a viscid fluid ; that the
heart is muscular and of pyramidal shape, and
has two ventricles separated by a partition, the
fountains of life—and two auricles, receptacles of
air ; that the lungs consist of five ash-coloured

lobes, the substance of which is cellular and
spongy, naturally dry, but refreshed by the air ;

and that the kidneys are glands, but possess an
attractive faculty, by virtue of which tlie moisture
of the drink is separated, and descends into the
bladder. He distinguishes the bowels into colon
and rectum' (^.c). Aristotle (b. B.C. 384) has
confused notions of the nerves, and, though he
connects the blood-vessels with the heart, he has
no idea of the circulation of the blood. He
regards the brain as the organ of cooling {On Sleep,
ch. iii.). 'The heart is at once the physiological
and psychical centre of man. . . . To Aristotle tlie

brain is merely a regulator for the temperature of
the heart ; the brain is bloodless and cool, and the
blood and warm vapours from the heart rising to
this are lowered in temperature' (Psychology,
Hammond's tr.

, p. xxiv ; for the reasons whicli

led Aristotle astray, see Ogle, On the Parts of
Animals, p. 168 n.). Galen (b. A.D. 130) is the
first certain user of vivisection, and his writings
are ' the common depository of the anatomical

knowledge of the day' (an account of his physi-
ology is given by Foster, History of Physiology,
p. 12 f.). No work of great importance in physi-

ology was done between Galen's time and the
I6tli cent., when the Fabrica Humani Corporis of

Vesalius was ' the beginning not only of modern
anatomy, but of modern physiology' (Foster, op.
cit. p. 10, who traces the development of physiology
through the 16th, 17th, and 18th centuries). In
the 19th cent, that knowledge of the nervous

system was elaborated from which the problems
of the modern psychologist take their rise.

3. Body and Mind.—The problem of the relation
of body to mind is of fundamental importance to
a large group of sciences. 'Since the dawn of
modern philosophy in the Meditations of Descartes,
the question of the relation of body and mind
has been continuously under discussion' (Ward,
Naturalism and Agnosticism., ii. 4). The chief
difference between ourselves and the primitive
thinker is that we have narrowed the problem to
the relation between the nervous system (more
especially the cerebral cortex) and consciousness.
The full discussion of this problem, however, be-

longs more properly to the articles on Brain and
Mind, Mind, and Psychology.
A summary review of the positions taken by

some typical thinkers will serve to introduce tlie

modern aspect of the problem. Descartes (1596-
1650), starting from the existence of the self as
the thinking thing, and arguing to the existence
of body (in general) as the extended thing, main-

tained, though in marked contradiction to the

general principles of his system and to his treat-

ment of animal consciousness, the interaction of

mind and body in man. He assigned their point
of contact to the pineal gland—a small body about
the size of a cherry-stone, which lies between the

upper quadrigeminal bodies of the brain, and is

connected with the optic thalami—since some such

single organ seemed necessary in order to combine

impressions from the double sense -
organs (Les

Passions de Vdme, art. xxxi. f.). Here, as the
chief seat of the soul, he supposed mind to influence

body, and body mind. Geulincx (1625-1669)—cf.

Malebranche (1638-1715)—abandoned the theory
of interaction for that of 'occasionalism,' which
asserts that God causes the changes in the body
corresponding with those in the mind, and vice

versa. Leibniz (1646-1716) introduced the con-

ception of 'pre-established harmony,' which rejects
both interaction and occasionalism in favour of a

Divinely created correspondence of mind and body,
like that of two clocks keeping perfect time.

Spinoza (1632-1677) made the problem more dis-

tinctly metaphysical by his treatment of thought
and extension as simply different attributes of the

one substance, God. This metaphysical monism
asserts that ' mind and body are one and the same

thing, conceived at one time under the attribute

of thought, and at another under that of extension
'

{Ethica, pt. iii. prop. ii. Schol.). Hume (1711-

1776) emphasized the mystery of the union of

mind and body (Inquiry concerning the Human
Understanding, vii. pt. i.), and argued against
the alleged causality of mind in relation to body.

Huxley (1825-1895) extended the hypothesis of

Descartes as to animals into the realm of human
consciousness. Whilst holding that 'all states of

consciousness in us as in them are immediately
caused by molecular changes of the brain-sub-

stance,' he considered that ' in men, as in brutes,
there is no proof that any state of consciousness
is the cause of change in the motion of the matter
of the organism

'

; the consequence is that
' our

mental conditions are simply the symbols in

consciousness of the changes which take place

automatically in the organism' (Collected Essays,
i. 244).

Huxley's theory forms one of the various modern
solutions of the problem ; but a theory which reduces
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conscioua experience (inchuling activity) to a series

of epiiilienomena or '

by-producta' in not adequate
to explain tliat experience ; whilst the denial of

mental causality is founded on the unproved
assunijition that the universe is mechanical. This
is shown most ably by Ward (Naturalism and

Agnosticism, Lects. xi. xii.), who in the same
context discusses Cliflbrd's 'mind-stulF theory,
and the Neo-Hpinozism of the 'double-aspect'
theory. The chief modern lines of explanation of

the relation of mind and body are those of inter-

actionism, automatism, and parallelism :

' inter-

actionism, asserting that the causal influence runs
in both directions—in sensation from tlie body to

the mind, in volition from the mind to the body ;

automatism, maintaining that it runs in one
direction only

— always from the body to the mind
;

and parallelism, denying all causal iniluenco and

holding the relation to be of a ditlerent nature.'
*

It should be noted that psycho-physical parallelism
is frequently a purely descriptive term, to denote
the correlation of the phenomena of consciousness

with physiological (nervous and cerebral) processes,

together with the real distinction between the two
series. In this sense, it is doubtless true to say
that ' this is the most generally accepted view of

the relation between mind and Ijody at the present

day' (Baldwin, ii. 258). The much larger meta-

physical problem of the relation of mind and
matter cannot be discussed on the narrow stage
of the present article (see artt. on Mind and
Philosophy). However completely we might
show the dependence of consciousness on the
mechanism of the cerebral cortex and the nervous

system generally, there would remain the apparent
fact that psychical and physical processes are

disparate. We must not hastily assume that the
laws of the one can be applied without question
to the other. The principle of the conservation of

energy, however imjKirtant as a working formula
in the physical sciences, has mathematical validity
but not philosophical application. On the other

hand, we are not at liberty to interpret the

causality of mind as though it were the inter-

ference of a new ^wrm-physical force with the

working of that particular part of the physical

system which forms tiie human body. The problem
is in miniature, therefore that of the relation of

God to the universe, where we have also to

reconcile the existence of natural law with real

causality ; its further consideration belongs to this

larger arena. See, further, art. Body and Mind.

4. Problems for religion.
—There remains to be

noticed, however briefly, the group of problems,
arising in connexion with the human body, for the
student of religion, which receive fuller Ji.scussion

in special articles. (1) The controversy as to man's

place in nature (see art. ANTHROPOLOGY) is now
chiefly of historical interest, .so far, at least, as
the relation of man's bodrj to the animal world is

concerned. The modern theologian is usually
ready to accept the clear verdict of the scientist

that,
'

judged oy his structure, Man is undoubtedly
a vertebrate animal of the class Mammalia'
(Duckworth, Mor/iholocjy and Anthropologi/, p. 12).

Tn exact zoological classification he forms the

Family Hominida? in the Sub-Order Anthropoidea
in the Order Primates in the Section Eutheria of

the Sul>-Class Therla of the Class Mammalia. In

point of structure, that is, his nearest relatives

are the Gibbons, Orang-utans, Chimpanzees, and
Gorillas. This does not mean that these animals

actually belong to man's ancestrj',
'

It is practi-
cally certain that the modern Simiidte did not

*
strong, Whp the Mind has a Body, p.

2 (an elaborate dis-

cussion of the problem from the standpoint of 'panpsychism').
In regard to the view that thought is a function of the brain,
see below, 4 (2).

themselves figure in the ancestry of Man, and that

they are themselves specialized in a high degree,
more specialized in many ways than the Hominidie
and more specialized than their own ancestors

'

(Duckworth, op. cit. p. 543). On Man, '.specializa-
tion of the cerebrum has conferred an altogether ex-

ceptional development of self-consciousness (op. cit.

p. 545) . . . the future modification of the cerebrum
will be largely dependent on its blood-supply, which
in turn is related to the

quality of the cardiac
muscle and various nhysiological factors ... on
what may, in the widest sense, be termed hygienic
conditions' (op. cit. p. 546). If we grant, however,
this physical relationship of man with the lower
animals, it seems hardly possible to deny the

psychological. The close correlation of the extent
to which brain and nerve are elaborated in them
with the ob-served degree of their intelligence is

found to continue upwards to man himself ; if the
series is more or less continuous on the anatomical
and physiological side, it is natural to expect that
the corresponding psychical series knows no hard
and fast line. This expectation is confirmed by
the study of comparative psychology: 'Through-
out the range of the sense-experience, common to
men and animals, their emotional states are of

like nature with ours. ... It is the framing of

ideals, not merely as products of conceptual
thought, but also as objects of appetence and
desire ever beckoning him onwards and upwards
towards their realization, that is distinctive of
man as man' (Lloyd Morgan, Introd. to Compar.
Psychology, pp. 365, 379). The practical bearing
of this may be seen from the standpoint of biology.
The balance of power between the activity of any
organism and its control by the environment is

continually altering in favour of the former.
'

Increasingly we find the organism—be it bird or
mammal or man—much more master of its fate,
able to select its own environment in some
measure, able to modify its surroundings as well
as be modified by them '

(J. A. Thomson, Heredity,
p. 517). In the case of man, this fact has been

strikingly expressed by a leading biologist, who
calls him ' nature's insurgent son

'

(Ray Lankester,
The Kingdom of Man, ch. i.). 'If we may for the

purpose of analysis, as it were, extract man from
the rest of Nature of which he is truly a product
and part, then we may say that Man is Nature's
rebel' (op. cit. p. 26). Such a conception of man,
given, it should be noticed, from the purely
scientific point of view, is an implicit recognition
of the right of the psychologist and of the

theologian to consider man apart from nature,
and to claim for him that unique place in the
universe which the higher religions, and especially
Christianity, demand. We need hardly hesitate,
then, to agree with what Uuxley wrote in 1863 :

'I have endeavoured to show that no absolut-e structural
line of demarcation, wider than that between the animals which
immediately succeed ua in the scale, can be drawn between
the animal world and ourselves ; and I may add the expression
of my belief that the attempt to draw a psychical distinction is

equally futile, and that even the highest faculties of feeling and
iif intellect begin to germinate in lower forma of life

'

{Man's
Place in Nature, ed. of li>U4, p. 152).

(2) The relation of the body to the conception of
personality obviously requires some re-statement
in the light of the general acceptance of an
evolutionary view of man. Hebrew thought in
its earlier form was unable to conceive any con-
tinuance of personality apart from the body ; even
in the theology of the later Judaism the same idea
survives in the characteristic insistence on the
resurrection of the body as essential to life beyond
death. Over against this stands the Platonic

emphasis on the immortality of the soul, which
assigns to the body a quite subordinate part.
The attitude of St. Paul diilera from both : while
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he conceives a body to be necessaiy to personality,
he awaits deliverance from this present body m
which sin and death reign, and the development
of a spiritual or '

pneumatic
'

body, more suited

to regenerated human personality (1 Co lo'",

2 Co 5"''). In the early Christian Church, we
gain light on the relation of ' soul

' and body
from the various doctrines as to the origin of the

aoul (see art. Soul), viz. pre-existence (Origen),
traducianism (Tertullian), which taught that the

soul was begotten with the body, and creationism,
which may be regarded as the final normal doctrine,

holding that each soul was created by God at birth

without any mediation. The second of these, viz.

traducianism, has clearly the most contact with the

conceptions of modern biology (though its naive

distinction of soul and body is no longer possible).
The subsequent nature of the individual man,

physical and psychical, is now known to be con-

ditioned by the chromosomes contributed by
spermatozoon and ovum respectively in the process
of fertilization. When we ask what this con-

ditioning may imply, this genetic problem, like

the purely psychological one noted above, brings
us face to face with ultimate questions. It is

useless to ask what the fertilized ovum may
' contain

'

; all we can say is that fi-om this source,

or througli this channel, flows the whole life of

man (see art. Life). The subsequent emergence
of self-consciousness in the infant, with all that

this implies, lifts the whole problem into a realm

beyond the physical. This is the consideration

with which we ought to approach the problem as

it meets us in the outgoing of man's life. That his

personality depends on the body for its present

development and expression cannot carry with it

any prejudice against the continuance of person-

ality when the body has been resolved into its

chemical elements—unless we have
silentlj^ begged

the whole question of the relation of mind and

body. As James has urged so forcibly {Human
Immortality, p. 24 f. ), even though we say

'

thought
is a function of the brain,' it still remains open to

us to maintain that the function is not productive,
but permissive or transmissive ; in other words,
that consciousness finds an organ for its expression
in tlie brain, and is limited rather than produced
by its present physical conditions. In this con-

nexion, it is attractive to follow St. Paul's line of

thought, and to think of some other '

spiritual
'

body, which may express more adequately man's

personality in that life beyond death, which the

highest spiritual life here itself demands (see art.

Immortality).
(3) The. conception of the humxin body in ethical

thought and its treatment in practical morals
have given rise to a third important group of

problems. It is easy for a dualistic conception of

man's nature to carry the philosophic opposition
of spirit and matter, soul and body, into the ethical

sphere ; so we may trace the transition from the

Platonic view of the body as the prison-house of

the soul *
to Philo's conception of all matter as

evil (cf. Pfleiderer, Philosophy of Religion, iv. 5),

and to the well-known dualism of the Gnostics and
the Manichajans. Such a view is

brou^lit
home to

the practical consciousness of men by the fact that

the most intense moral conflicts, especially at the

threshold of manhood, are often those between the

natural passions of the body and the higher claims

of reason and conscience. An evolutionary view

of man would explain this conflict as part of the

process of man's upward development from a

purely animal life
;
but a dualistic philosophy also

provides an explanation. As a practical con-

sequence we have the principle of asceticism (q.v.),

* In practice, Plato insists on the proper cultivation of the

body
'

for the sake of the soul
'

(iJep. bk. ui. 410).

prominent in Oriental religions generally, especially
in Buddhism, though not belonging to Judaism,
except in tlie peculiar and late developments of

the Essenes ancl the Therapeutse. In certain forms
of Greek philosophy, notably Pythagoreanism, and
the later Neo-Platonism, asceticism was made the
condition of deeper philosophic and religious
meditation. In Christianity, its special develop-
ments are connected with Monasticism {q.v.). For
the general doctrinal view of the body in relation
to evil, see Body (Christian), 3 {a), and SiN. In
contrast with these applications of dualism, it may
be urged that the scientific view of the body is

also the truest from a religious standpoint :

' Our
body is an integral part of our human personality

'

(Illingworth, Christian Character, p. 146).
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H. Wheeler Robinson.
BODY (Buddhist). —The Buddhist attitude

towards the body has been summed up as follows :

(1) the body, whether of men or of higher beings,
can never be the abode of anything but evil ;

(2) final deliverance from all bodily life, present
and to come, is the greatest of all blessings, the

highest of all boons, and the loftiest of all aims.*

The body is regarded as an '

impure thing and
foul.' It is likened to a wound, a sore. It has to

be borne about, but, because of its character, there

must be no clinging to it. It is thus borne about
' for the sake of righteousness.'

'^ The body is the
' old worn-out skin of a snake.' ^ It is a '

dressed-up

lump, covered with wounds . . . wasted . . . full

of sickness ... a heap of corruption.'* All evil

passions proceed from the body." There is no pain
like the body ; hunger is the worst of diseases,

the body the greatest of pains." The weakness

of the body is sometimes emphasized—it is fragile,

like a jar ; in death it will 'lie on the earth, despised,

without understanding, like a useless log.'^

It is
'

disgust
'

{nibbidd) for the body that is the

motive for pabbajja—theit is, the '

going forth
'

from house life into religious life—and also for the

layman to sit loose to the things of the world.

Gautama was led to '

go forth
'

for this reason.*

He used to consider with himself the facts of

age, disease, etc., until he determined to escape

them. A later amplification of tlie same itlea is

the story of Gautama's driving througli the town,

and seeing an old man, a sick man, and a corpse.

According to Buddhist teaching, the object most

calculated to produce this ' dismist' is the human

body itself, living as well as dead. The ViJ'iya
Sutta is

' a reflection on the worthlessness or the

human body' ; a follower of Buddha sees the body

only as it really is, and consequently goes to

1 Monier Williams, Duddhism, 1889.
2 Questions of KiiKj Milinda, bk. iii. ch. C, § 1 (SBE xxxv.).
s Sutta mpiita, 17 (SBE x.).
* Dhamvxapada, ch. xi. p. 147 f. {SBE x.).
6 Sutta Nipdta, 269.
6 Dhammapada, ch. xv. p. 202 f.

7 ]b. ch. iii. p. 40 f .

8 Copleston, Buddhism, 1892, p. 133 et passitn.
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nirvana.* The noble Yasa left his house because
he saw the female musicians asleep— ' one would
think it was a cemetery one haci fallen into.'''

Mental exercise of this description ia freouently
given as a specimen of right meditation. The idea
of a '

corpse eaten up by worms,' etc., is to be kept
before the mind when a good point of meditation
occurs.' Yet bodily deformity, physical infirmity,
or a maimed limb disqualified for paiiff/y'a ordina-
tion.*

The idea of '

disgust* with the body is set forth
in Gautama's '

burning' fire-sermon, delivered on a
hill, Gayfisl.sa, near Gaya :

'

Kverythiii^, O monks, is burning. The eye is burninc^ ; visible

thin^ are burninjr. The sensation produced by con&ict with
visible things is l>urnin<j

—
tiurniiig with the fire of lust (desire),

enmity, an(l delusion, with birth, de<\\v', death, ffriat, lamenta-
tion, jiain, dejection, and despair. The ear is burning, sounds
are burning; the nose is burning, odours are burning; the

tongue is burning, tastes are hurtling ; the body is burning,
objects of sense are burning. The nund is burnuig, thoughts
are burning. All are burning with the flre of pa-ssions and lusta.

Observing this, O monks, a wise and noble disciple becomes
weary of (or di8guste<l with) the eye, weary of visible things,
weary of the ear, weary of sounds, weary of odours, weary of

tastes, weary of the body, weary of the uiind. Becoming weary,
he frees himself from paissions and lusts. When free he realizes
that his object is accomplished, that he has lived a life of re-

straint and
chastity, that re-birth is ended. '5

One of the ditliculties in tlie way of right think-

ing, without which nirvana cannot be attained, is

lack of training in the '

management of the body,'
which, with lust, ill-will, delusion, wrong-doing,
and lack of training in conduct, or thought, or

wisdom, causes the thinking powers to be brought
into play with difficulty, or to act slowly.* It is

the 'eye of flesh' which prevents perfect insight,
and

only by its removal can the desired end be
obtainea.^
The body is the sphere of sutt'ering :

'

Now, this, OBhikkus, is the noble truth concerning suffering:
birth is attended with pain, decay is painful, disease is painful,
death is painful. Union with the unnleasant is painful, painful
is separation from the pleasant, and any craving that is un-
satisfied, that, too, is pamful.'
It is also the body which is the origin of suflering.
The ' noble truth

'

on this subject has been summed
up by Professor Rhys Daviils as ' the lust of the
desh, the lust of life, and the love of the present
world.' 8

According to the teaching of IJuddlia, sufTering,

subjectively, is de-sire, in all its varied forms. But
desire originates from the body.
'Buddha said: "Passion and hatred have their origin from

this (body) ; disgust, delight, and horror arise from this body ;

arising from this body, doubts vex the mind as boys vex a crow."*
" For him whose greediness for name and form is wholly gone, O
Brihmana, for him there are no passions by which he might fall

into the power of death."
' lo

Objectively, suffering lies in embodiment, or matter,
and consequently the human body is looked upon as
a contemptible thing.**
Complete release from suffering is possible only

by emancipation from body and matter. There-
fore the ' elements of existence

'

(upadhi) must be

destroyed.
'

Knowing the step (of the four truths), understanding the
Dhamma, seeing clearly the abandonment of the passions, de-

stroying all the elements of existence (upadhi), such an one will

wander rightly in the world.' 12 'The elements of existence

{itpadhi) are overcome by thee (Buddha).' 13 < He who, being
ignorant, creates ripadhi, that fool again undergoes pain ; there-
fore let not the wise man create npaahi, considering (that this is)
the birth and origin of pain.'i* 'MettagQ says:

"
I delight in

these words of the great Isi ; well expounded, O Gautama, is (by
thee) freedom from tipadhl."

' i*

Emancipation from bodily form is therefore the

1 Sutta Hipdla, ii. ; Vijaya StUta, p. 32 (SBE x.).
2
Mahdvapga, i. 7. 2 (SBS xiii. 103).

3
Ai\gxit. IV. 14 et passim.

* Mahdvagija, i. 71 (SBE xiii. 224 f.).
» lb. i. 21.

6 Questions of King ililinda, iv. 1. 20.
^ lb. iv. 1. 48.
fDhamma- Kakka-pparattanaSiUta, S 6 (SBE, vol. xi. p. 148).
9 Sutta Nipfita, p. 270. lo lb. p. lOOf).

11 Vijaj/a Sutta, p. 32. 12 StUta yipdta, p. 373.
13 lb. p. 640. M lb. p. 1050.
in lb. p. 105<5.

summum bonum of Buddhism, the ultimate goal of
all aim and eU'ort.

'

Seeing others afflicted by the body, O Pingiya,' so said Bha-
gavat, '(seeing) heedless people suffer in their bodies, therefore,O Pingiya, shalt thou be heedful and leave the body behind,
that thou inaytst never come to exist again." i

'.Seeing men
seized with desire, O Pingiya," so said Bhagavat,

' tormented and
overcome by decay, therefore thou, O Pingiya, shalt be htedful
and leave desire behind, that thou mayest never come to exist
again.'a 'As a flame blown about by violence of the wind, O
Cpasiva,' so said Bhagavat,

'

goes out, cannot be reckoned (as
existing), even so a Muni, delivered from name and body, disap-
pears, and cannot be reckoned as existing."

^ ' For him who has
disappeared there is no form, O Ui>asiva,'sosaid Bhagavat,

' that
hy which they say he is, exists for him no longer ; when all things
((/Aam»/ia) have been cut off, all (kinds of) dispute are also cut
off." * '

By the noble the cessation of the existing body is re-

garded aa pleasure's 'Through countless births have I

Wandered," said Uautauia, 'seeking but not discovering the
maker of this my mortal dwelling-house, and still, again aii<l

again, have birth and life and pain returned. But now, at length,
art thou discovered, thou builder of this house (of flesh). No
longer shalt thou rear a house for me. Rafters and beams are
shattered, and, with destruction of desire (<a;iA(i>= thirst), de-
liverance from repeated life is gained at last." 6

Though the constant endeavour and ultimate

hope of the Buddhi.st is to escape from corporeal
existence, Gautama clearly teaches that the body
is to be cared for. Desire for the plejisures, ami
the formation of "ood habits, which minister to the
real self, are inctilcated ; and pursuit and conduct
which contribute to this end are to be cultivated.

(1) Suicide is forbidden;^ food is to be used in
moderation ;

^ the use of intoxicating liquors is

prohibited;* no wrong has to be done with the

body ;

*" health is the greatest of gifts ;
** food is

to be enjoyed;** the eating of flesh is no defile-

ment;*^ every bodily act has to be carefully
watched over, words mea-snred, manner gentle,
thought collected, rejoicing in heart. *•*

(2) Stress is continually laid upon self-control ;

the '
forest of lust' has to be cut down

;

'*
bodily

anger and sins of the body have to be forsaken
;

"^

sensual pleasures must not be clung to ;

"
they

who '

suffer lo.ss
'

are they who are fond of society,
the lazy ;

'» sloth is
' the taint of the body

'

;
"* ear-

nestness is the path of immortality;^ sins of the

body will work out their bitter fruit even in this
life.**

(3) No living thing is to be killed ; weapons and
sticks must be laid down ; no hurt is to be done to

another;-"^ neither the feeble rior any other being
ia to be despised ;

^ there must not even be the
wisli to harm another ;

-•• the great law of love
must influence the Buddhist in every relationship
of life.'"® Even pabbajja is prohibited unle.ss the

permission of father and mother is obtained, for
' the love for a son cuts into the skin ; having cut into the
skin, it cuts into the hide ; having cut into the hide, it cuts into
the flesh ; having cut into the flesh, it cuts into the ligaments ;

having cut into the ligaments, it cuts into the bones ; having
cut into the bones, it reaches the m&rrow, and abides in the
marrow. '28

In the Sjttta Nip&ta, the Amagandha Sutta
contains an account of what defiles a man. It
bears comparison with Mt 15'*- '^'*'. It is not the

eating of flesh which defiles, but destroying living
beings, stealing, falsehood, worthless reading, adul-

tery, unrestrained enjoyment of sensual plca-sures,
merciles.sne.'»s, illiberality, intimacy with the un-

1 SiUta yipdta, p. 1120. « lb. p. 1122. 3 Jb. p. 1073.
* lb. p. 1075. 8 lb. p. 761.
9 Dhammapada, ch. xi. p. 153 f.
"
Questivtis of King Milinda, iv. 4. 13.

8 Dhammapada, i. 8.
9 lb. xviii. 247 ; Sutta yipdta, pp. 244, 263.

10 Dhammapada, xx. 281. H lb. xv. 204.
12 Sutta yipdta, pp. 238-251. 13 lb. p. 241.
1* Quest i(ms (if King Milinda, iv. 1. 2.
15 Dhammapada, xx. 283. 18 lb. 231.
17 Sutta yipdta, p. 175. 18 lb. pp. 90-114.
19 Dhammapada, xviii. 241.
20 lb. ii. 21.
21 Questions of King Milinda, ii. 1. 1.

22 Sutta yipdta, p. 393 ; Questions of King Milinda, iv. 3. 35.
23 Sutta yipdta, 145-7. 24 /{,. p. 147.
26 Questions of King Milinda, iv. 4. 16.
28 Mah&vagga, i. 54-5 (SBE xiii. 210).
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just, etc. If this long category of sins against the

body, and against others, characterizes the life,
' neither the flesh of fish, nor fasting, nor nakedneas, nor
tonsure, nor matted hair, nor dirt, nor rough skins, nor the
worshipping of fire, nor the many penances in the world, nor
hymns, nor oblations, nor sacrifice, nor observance of seasons,
purify a mortal who has not overcome desire.'*

Literature.—See the references in the footnotes.

J. H. Bateson.
BODY (Christian).—I. The New Testament

generally.
—The New Testament ideas on the sub-

ject of tlie body are rooted firmly in the soil of Old
Testament teaching (see Gn 2\ Ps 63', Ezk 44^- ^
Mic 6'). From the minds of the writers any-
thing like a dualistic antithesis, such as we find in

Greek philosophy, between body and soul, matter
and spirit, is far removed. As in the older Scrip-
tures, the unity of the human personality is tlie

fundamental feature in the conception of man. At
the same time this unity is recognized as resting
upon an underlying duality ; man is conceived of
as a complex being with a lower and a higher part,
by one of which he is linked to the life of nature,
and by the other to the Spirit of God.
In the Hebrew psychology

'
flesh

'

(~\-^3.) was the prevailing
name for man's earthly part, and 'spirit' (nn) for his heavenly

part, while 'soul
'

(il'pi) was the union of the two in the living
creature (see esp. Gn 27). There was no proper Heb. term for

'body,' precisely because the Hebrews, with their psycho-
physical ideas of personality, did not feel the need for a special
word to denote the bodily organism considered by itself. When
we come to the NT we find a somewhat different order of

terminology, which has come in through familiarity with the
LXX version, and is thus indirectly due to Greek influences.
' Soul '

(i/zux^) and '

spirit
'

(n-i/eO/na) are now frequently used in
senses that can hardly be distinguished, to express the whole
inward or spiritual nature {e.g. Lk 146.47, ph 127 [RV]). The
term '

body' (aui^ta), again, has now come into general use, and
is employed in connexions which make it practically synonymous
with 'flesh' {uapi ;

cf. 1 Co 53 with Col 25, 2 Co 4io with v.H).
But, even so, body and soul, flesh and spirit, are not used in the
sharply antithetic fashion of the Greek philosophic dualism.
If the terms are Greek, the ideas are still Hebrew. In the NT
a soul ordinarily means an embodied soul, and a living body is

always conceived of as an ensouled body. The emphasis within
the idea of personality, it is true, now falls more emphatically
on the inner and spiritual side ; existence, and even a blessed
existence, is consistent with separation from the body—St. Paul
thinks of an absence from the body which is yet a presence with
the Lord (2 Co 5»). But the old Hebrew view of the essentiality
of the body to human nature in its completeness is asserted
afresh in the doctrine of the resurrection, which had become
familiar to later Jewish thought, and asserted now more em-
phatically than before, through being carried over from the
present world of things seen and temporal into the unseen and
eternal realities of the world to come.

2. Christ and the Gospels.—When we descend
to particulars, it may be said that there are two
great lines of evidence which are of paramount
importance for the NT doctrine of the body. The
first comes from Christ and the Gospels. And
here, as everywhere in the NT, the evidence points
in two directions, one part of it serving to exalt
more than heretofore the worth and dignity of
man's physical nature, the other to show the sub-
ordination of that nature to the claims and uses of
his spiritual being.

(I) In the first place, we find in the revelation
of Christ and in the records of His teaching a won-
derful exaltation of the body.—[a) The fundamental
fact here is found in the Incarnation itself, in the
Word made flesh (Jn 1'^), in tlie Son of God becom-
ing the man Chri.st Jesus (Mt U^ etc.). In the
OT the flesh is dignified as being brought into a
living unity with the spirit, the dust of the earth
with tlie breath of life that comes from God (Gn 2^).
In the NT the flesh is raised to a dignity unspeak-
ably higher, by the habitation in it and incorpora-
tion -with it of the very Word of life (1 Jn !'• ^).—
(b) The sinless life of Jesus is another illuminat-

ing truth. For this life without fault or stain,
lived in the body, disposes at once and utterly of

any idea that there is something essentially evil
and degrading in the possession of a physical nature

* Sutta Nip&ta, pp. 238-248.

as such. It shows that body is not hostile to spirit,
but that, on the contrary, the two may be joined
together in a solidarity so true and harmonious as
to become a perfect instrument for doing God's
will upon earth.—(c) Very significant, too, is the
fact of Christ's joy in living, and His freedom from
that ascetic temper which is nothing else than
dualism in one of its practical forms. He ' came
eating and drinking,' and was so far removed from
a false spiritualism, with its one-sided otherworld-
liness, that His enemies even accused Him of

sensuality (Mt ll'^). He loved the scenes and
shows of nature as they spread themselves before
His eyes, and, so far from treating them, like some
good men, as cunning traps for the unwary .soul,
saw in them tokens of God's presence and fore-

shadowings of the things of the Kingdom of heaven
(Mt 62«ff- 13 etc.).—(rf) Parallel with this was His
constant recognition in other men of the value and
claims of the physical nature. He never sought to

ignore or disparage what belongs to man's natural
life ; He came, as we read in the Fourth Gospel,
not to kill or steal or destroy, but that we might
have life, and might have it abundantly (Jn 10^").

The works of healing, which formed so large an
element in His public ministry, are the standing
proof of this attitude of Jesus to the physical life

of man. Here, too, must be considered—as con-

tradicting ideas which afterwards took possession
of the mind of the Church—His vindication of mar-

riage as forming a part of the Divinely appointed
order of human society (Mt 19*"^- ; cf. Jn 2^^-) ;

and
further, as flowing from His approval of marriage
and parenthood. His loving recognition of little

children, and the place He assigned to them in the

Kingdom of God (Mt W«- \9^^-).—{e) The resur-

rection of Jesus Christ and His ascension to glory
are the culminating proofs ofiered by the NT of the

value and dignity of the human body. He not

only partook on earth of our human frame, but,
when He re-appeared on the further side of death,
resumed a life of physical conditions (Mt 28" etc.),

and carried the human body with Him to the right
hand of God (Lk 24^1, Ac P). For the Christian

doctrine of the body this is the truth of highest

significance
—making the doctrine one that applies

to both worlds—that, as on earth so also in heaven,
as in His humiliation so also in His exaltation,
Jesus Christ continues to live the life of the body
as well {J.S the life of the spirit.

(2) But, side by side with this exaltation of the

body, the evidence which comes to us from Christ

and the Gospels points always to (a) the subordina-

tion of the body to the soul. Although by word
and deed, by the facts of His history and the very
constitution of His Person, Christ asserted the

worth of man's physical nature, it was a funda-

mental part of His teaching that what is highest
in our personality must be sought in the inner

nature, and that the body must be kept in a due

subjection to the authority of the spirit. 'Fear

not them,' He said,
' which kill the body, but are

not able to kill the soul
'

(Mt 10^ ; cf. Lk 12*). And
in some of His most solemn utterances He taught
tiiat the outward world, which makes so strong an

appeal to our phy.sical senses, is worth nothing
whatever in comparison with those spiritual inter-

ests and possessions on which our truest life depends
(Mt 16-«, Mk S=*«'-, Lk 12">--'). He was no teacher

of asceticism, as has been said, but He declared,

nevertheless, that God's Kingdom and righteous-
ness were the first things which His disciples must
seek (Mt 6=^), and that those who are engaged in

this higli quest may sometimes find it needful to

pluck out tlie right eye or to cut off the right hand

(5=»'-). And whatever further meaning lies enfolded

in His agony in Gethsemane and His death upon
the cross, they were at all events an attirmation
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for all time of the truth that the life of the body
must be freely yielded up whenever this becomes

necessary to the fullilment of the Divine purpose,
and that the spirit must be willing even thou<,di tlie

flesh is weak (Mt 26^''"'-).
—

(b) Again, the evidence

points to the provinonal character of the earthly
oody. Christ sanctioned marriage, as we have seen,
and declared it to be an ordinance of God's appoint-
ment; but when the Sadducees endeavoured to dis-

credit the doctrine of the resurrection of the body
by pointinf^ out a perplexing situation to whicli it

miglit leatl under the Jewish marriage law. He
declared that,

' when they shall rise from the dead,

they neither marry, nor are given in marriage ; but
are as angels in heaven

'

(Mk I'i-"'). Clearly tiiis

was an announcement of a resurrection life very
different from the present life in flesh and blood.

It implies the possession of a body more spiritual-
ized than the present one, and adapted to conditions
far removed from those of our eartlily life. And
what was thus foreshadowed by Christ's words
was ocularly proved to His disciples by His post-
resurrection appearances. It was the same boily
they had laiil in the tomb which now presented
itself to tliem in living form, so tliat they could not
fail to recognize their Lord (Ac P 2^*). And yet
it was a ditl'erent body—freed from the familiar

earthly limitations and possessed of new and higher

capacities
and powers (Lk 24^'- ^•", Jn 20-'"). The

spiritual had so interpenetrated the natural and
subdued it to its own uses, that the natural body
of Jesus had become a spiritual liody. Tiie invisible

world was now its i)roper home, and it was only
Avhen He chose to ' materialize

' Himself (as a
student of psychical re.searcii would say), to 'mani-
fest Himself (as the author of the P\mrth Gospel
expresses it, Jn 2V- ^*), tliat His disciples were
able to perceive Him by their natural senses.

It was in this spiritual body that the risen

Christ ascended to His Father. And it is this

spiritual body of the risen and ascended Christ
that becomes for His disciples the type of that

glorious body which, in their case also, is to take
the place of the present body of humiliation (Ph
3-1).

3. The Pauline anthropology.—The second

great line of evidence comes from the Pauline

anthropology. It is here that we find the great
bulk of the direct NT teaching on which the
Christian doctrine of the body is based. Now,
in regard to St. Paul it has often been assumed
that his anthropological ideas were determined by
Hellenistic influences, and that he sets up a hard
dualism between matter and

spirit, between bi)dy
and soul (cf. Holtzmann, NT Tlieol. ii. 14 f.). I5ut

so far is this from being a correct statement of his

position, that it might rather be affirmed that the

Apostle is nowhere more closely in line with the
OT psycliology than in his teaching on this verj-

subject. For him, too, as for the other writers of

the NT, human nature is not an irreconcilable

antithesis of matter and spirit, but a psycho-
physical unity of soul and body, in which, how-
ever, the body, as the part that links man to

nature, takes a lower position than the soul or

spirit, by which he comes into relation with heaven
and God. St. Paul's doctrine will become apparent
if we consider his utterances on the relation of

the body to sin, to death, to holiness, and to the
future life.

(a) The body and sin.—It is at this point that
the argument for a positive dualism in the Pauline
teaching, due to Greek influences, appears most
pFausible. There can be no question that the

Apostle often speaks of the body and its members,
not only as instruments of sin, but as a seat and
fortress of its power (e.g. Ro G'^- '*

7'- ^'O—a way
of speaking, however, which is neither Greek nor

dnalistic, but has its roots in OT teaching, and is

the direct result of an acute ethical experience.
Hut it has been further alleged that St. Paul

recognizes in the body the very source and prin-

ciple of sin (Plleiderer, Paulinisvius, 5'MX.). The
argument depends on tlie interpretation given to
the word '

flesli
'

(<rci/>f ) in those passages where the

Apostle, passing beyond the ordinary non-ethical
u.se of the won! (Ko 2'-'^, 2 Co 4''), emi)loys it in

an ethical sense in contrast with '

si)irit
'

(wevixa).

According to this argument, ff&p^ in such cases

simply denotes the
piiysical

or sensuous part ot

man, in which St. Paul finds a substance utterly
antagonistic to the life of the spirit, and one whose
working makes sin inevitable. But the objections
to this view are overwhelming. When St. Paul
in (Jal 5'^"- gives a category of the ' works of the

flesh,' the majority of the sins he enumerates—for

instance, idolatry, hatred, heresies, envying
—are

spiritual, not physical or animal, in their nature.
When he charges the Corinthians with being
' carnal

'

{trapKiKoL, 1 Co 3''), it is not sensuality
that he is condemning, but 'jealousy and strife.'

His doctrine with regard to the sanctitication of

the body, as a member of Christ and the temple of

the Holy Ghost (6"*- "•), would have been inipo.ssible
if he had regarded the principle of sin as lyin^ in

man's corporeal nature ; and equally impossible
his belief in the absolute sinlessness (2 Co 5-') of

one who was born of a woman (Gal 4^). Nor
could he have given so high and constant a place,
in his doctrine of tlie future life, to the hope of

the resurrection, if he had conceived of the body
as the fans et origo of evil in man. He would
rather liave been driven to long for its utter dis-

solution, and to centre his hopes for the eternal
future in a bare doctrine of the immortality of the
soul.

The Pauline antithesis of flcsli and spirit, then,
cannot be interpreted as amounting to a dualistic

opposition between man's body and his soul, his
material and his immaterial elements. Here, as

everywhere else in Scripture, the real antithesis is

between the earthly and the heavenly, tlie natural
and the supernatural. The Apostle uses 'flesh'

to denote man's sinful nature generally ; and his
reason for doing so, doubtless, lies in tiie fact that

by the law of ordinary generation it is through his

flesh that the individual is linked on to the life of
a fallen and sinful race, and so comes to inherit a

corrupt nature. St. Paul's teaching at this point
is in line with the great saying of Jn 3*,

' That
which is born of the flcsli is tlesli ; and that which
is born of the Spirit is spirit' (cf. Laidlaw, Bible
Doctrine of Man, 119). St. Paul's 'carnal' man
is the same as his ' natural

' man who receiveth
not the things of tlie Spirit of God, and is thus

distinguished from the '

spiritual
' man in whom

a supernatural and Divine princijde lias begun to

operate (1 Co 2'3'f- ; cf. 3'- «).

But while St. Paul does not find in the body the

very principle of sin, lie does regard it as in a

special sense the lurking-place and instrument of

evil. When he speaks of the old man being cruci-

fied with Christ that ' the body of .sin
'

might be
done away (KoG"), when he longs for deliverance
from the '

body of death
'

(7^), when lie refers to
' the law in our members' which wars against

' the
law of our mind '

(v.^), it seems evident that he

recognizes an abnormal development of the senstious

in fallen man, and regards sin as having in a special
manner entrenched itself in the body, which becomes
liable to death on this very account (Ko 6^ 7^"), and
throughout man's earthly life is a constant source
of weakness and

liability
to fall. Hence his deter-

mination to bufiet his body and bring it into sub-

jection (1 Co 9^); his summons to Christ's people
to mortify the deeds of the body (Ro 8'^; cf. Col
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3^) ; his appeal to thera not to allow sin to reign in

their mortal bodies, but to present their mem-
bers as instruments of righteousness unto God
(Ro 612'-).

(6) The body and death.—It is in accordance
with those dnalistic conceptions which by and by
entered into the Church through the influence of

heathen philosophy, and which still colour Christian

thought as well as Christian language, that death
should be spoken of as if it were a liberation of

the soul from its bondage to corporeal conditions,

whereby it escapes into its natural element of

pure spirituality. St. Paul, at all events, never

speaks thus about death. His strong sense of the
weakness of the flesh and its subjection to the

Eowers
of evil leads him, it is true, to describe the

ody as a tabernacle in which we groan, being
burdened. But he immediately hastens to ex-

plain, 'not for that we would be unclothed, but
that we would be clothed upon, that what is

mortal may be swallowed up of life' (2 Co S'*).

It is not deliverance from the body that he longs
for, but the deliverance of the body from the con-

straint of evil, its complete redemption and trans-

formation, and perfect adaptation in consequence
to the life of the spirit. To the Apostle that

separation of soul and body which we call death
was not something natural, but something pro-

foundly unnatural. According to his original
nature, man was not made to die. It was not

part of the Divine purpose in his creation that the

solidarity of body and soul should ever be dis-

solved. But the entrance of sin into the world

changed every human prospect ; and death is the

wages of sin (Ro 6^^). But just as Christ, by His

Spirit dwelling in us, can subdue the power of

sin, so also can He gain the victory over death—
the culminating demonstration of sin's power,
and man's last enemy (1 Co IS^*"). In Christ
we have the promise of a body not only raised

from the grave, but redeemed from the power
of evil, and thus capable of the great trans-

figuration from a natural body into a spiritual

body (v.**), from 'the body of our humiliation'
into a conformity to the body of Christ's glory
(Ph 8^1).

(c) The body and holiness.—St. Paul's view of the

body as an essential part of the human personality
is seen further in connexion with his teaching on
the subject of holiness. In the Church at Corinth,
whose members breathed an atmosphere saturated
with heathen influences, there had sprung up the

strange, perverted doctrine that, as the body is

not a part of man's true personality, all bodily acts
are of the nature of adiaphora, or things morally
inditterent. Fornication stood on the same level

as eating and drinking ; it was a mere physical
act, natural to man as an animal creature, but

having no real bearing on the independent and

higher life of the soul (1 Co 6'^'^). The idea is one
that has appeared again and again in Christian

history, for dualistic notions regarding the body
tend almost as readily to sensualism on the one
hand as to asceticism on the other (cf. the Ranters
in the days of the Puritan revival ; see R. M.
Jones, Studies in Mystical Religion [1909], 477).
The Apostle's answer to all such degrading views
was to set up his doctrine of the bodily lioliiiess of

a Christian man. The body, he said, is for the

Lord, and the Lord for the body (v.'^); your
bodies are the members of Christ (v.'^) ; your body

a sanctuary of the Holy Spirit {v.'^). In hisIS

view, the life of the human spirit, by which we are

linked on to Christ Himself and to the Spirit of

God, is joined indissolubly to that physical life

which flnds its manifestation in the bodily mem-
bers. And so, when the Spirit of God takes up His

abode in a man, the body of that man, as well as

his spiritual nature, undergoes a process of sanctifi-

cation, as day by day there pass
'

ThrouRh all this fleshly dress
Bright shoots of everlastingness."

And yet this exalted view of the communion and
fellowship of the body in tlie spiritual life of man,
and its sensitiveness to the powers of sanctiflca-
tion, did not blind the Apostle to the fact, taugiithim by his own ethical experience, that in the
fallen nature even of a Christian man the body is
weak and tainted, and ready to become the instru-
ment of temptation and an occasion of stumbling.
In tills temple of the Holy Ghost there are dark
corners where evil spirits linger, and from whicli

they can never be utterly expelled until in death
the wages of sin have been paid. If ever there
was a spiritually-minded man, St. Paul was one,
but even he was deeply conscious of the infirmity
of the flesh (Ro 6'^), and felt the need of subduing
his o-vra. body, lest, after all, he should become a
castaway (1 Co 9^). And so, side by side with the
truth that the body is a Divine sanctuary, he sets
forth in his doctrine of holiness the demand that
sin should not be allowed to reign in our mortal
bodies that we should obey it in the lusts thereof
(Ro 612).

[d) The body and the future life.
—Here, again,

two lines of thought emerge in St. Paul's teaching—an overwhelming sense, on the one hand, of the
worth of the body for the human personality ; and,
on the other, a clear recognition of its present
limitations and unfitness in its earthly form to be
a perfect spiritual organ. The proof of the first is

seen in his faith in the resurrection of the body.
The Pharisaic Judaism in which he was brought
up had come to hold the hope of the resurrection
of the dead (Ac 23^'^-). l>ut that was a dim and
pallid hope compared with the living and shining
assurance which Jesus Christ had begotten in his
heart. To him the resurrection of Christ was a
fact of the most absolute certainty (Ro 1*, 1 Co
15^^-)- And that fact carried with it the know-
ledge that the dead are raised (v.^**). When he
writes of immortality (1 Co 15^'' )» he does not

mean, like Plato, the immortality of the soul

[Phcedo, liv. ff". ), but the immortality of the whole
man. He believed, no doubt, that the soul, as the
centre of the personality, could survive the sliock

of separation from the body (2 Co 5*). But he

thought of it as existing then in a condition of

deprivation and incompleteness, for which he uses
the figure of being

' unclothed
'

; and he does not

regard it as attaining to the fullness of the life

and blessedness of the future world until its
' nakedness '

has been ' clothed upon
'

(v.^-)- But,
while he believed in the resurrection of the body,
St. Paul did not believe in the resurrection of the

present body of flesh and blood (1 Co 15*"). He
looked for a body in which corruption had given
place to incorruption (v.''-), in which weakness iiad

been succeeded by power (v.'"), in which wiiat is

mortal had been swallowed up of life (2 Co 5*), and
humiliation had been changed into glory (Ph 3'-').

He was fully alive to the disabilities which the

.spirit has to sutler from its union with a body that

is weak, eartiiy, and perishable, and his doctrine

of the resurrection includes the assurance that
wlien the dead in Chriut are raised— of the lihjsi-
cal resurrection of others he has little to tell us—
it will not be in tlie old bodies of their earthly

experience, but in new ones adapted to a heavenly
condition of existence (1 Co 15^'"^), bodies that are

no longer psychical merely, i.e. moving on the

lines of man's natural exijerience in the world, but

pneunmtical (v.'*'*"'), because redeemed from every
taint of evil and fitted to be the perfect organs of

a spiritual and heavenly life.

4, The Christian doctrine of the body.—Taking
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the NT as our source and norm, we thus find that

the Cliristian doctrine of the body follows two
main lines. (1) There is a recognition of the body
as an essential component of a complete human
personality. In the fullness of his being, man is

conceived of not as a purely spiritual entity, but
as an embodied spirit. This is the evidence of the

Bible from beginning to end—from the story of the

Creation in Genesis (2'') to the Apocalyptic vision

of the sea giving up its dead that they may stand
before God to be judged according to their works

{Rev 20"). It is a doctrine tliat finds conlirniation

in the teachings of modern science, alike from the

psychical and from the physiological side. ¥ov, if

physiology has been comi)elled to admit the presence
in man of a spiritual essence which lies beyond the

range of its jirocesses and tests, psychology has no
less had to admit that the psychical, as we know
it, stands in a close and constant relation to tlie

physical. It is in keeping, therefore, with both
Biblical and scientific truth that the Christian
doctrine of the body should recognize and main-
tain the rights and dignities of man's physical
being for the life we are now living, and sliould

F)roclaim

the great hope of the body for anotlier

ife which is to come. The body is recognized as

having its rights. Its natural instincts are to be

treated, not as if they were implanted in us only
that tiiey might be suppressed and crushed, but
as designed to lawful fulfilments on the lines of

that gieat affirmation, 'All are yours; and ye
are Christ's ; and Christ is God's

'

( I Co S-^'-). The
world belongs to the Christian ; and the joy of

living in it and opening the heart through the
senses to all its pure delights is part of nis in-

heritance. Those natural relationsiiips
which lie

at the foundation of our social existence, and
which depend fundamentally upon our physical
constitution—the love of husband and wife, of

parent and child, of brother and sister—find a
firm sanction in the Christian gospel of the body.
And as the rights of the body are recognized, so

also are its dignities. Even the present body of

our humiliation, with all its weakness, its bias

towards evil, its mortality, is sacred—sacred as

being an essential part ot that humanity which
found in Jesus of Nazareth its pure and perfect

expression, sacred in a more personal sense because
the living Christ enters into it by His Spirit, makes
it His temple, quickens it with His own life, and

begins the work of subduing it to His own like-

ness. And the Christian doctrine of the body has
also its promise for the future life. For, in the
Christian view of the matter, the separation

of

body and soul at death is an unnatural condition.

Without tiie body, the human soul is deprived of

something that belongs to its true constitution, and
is incapable of the liighest activity and bles.sed-

ness. From this limitation of his capacities and

powers man is to be delivered by the '

redemption
of the body' (Ko 8^)—not its resurrection merely,
but its complete redemption from all the defects
of its earthly condition, involving a transfonna-
tion and exaltation of its very substance.

There is no place in the Christian doctrine of the resurrection
for those crude materialistic ideas, which were once so general,
of a restoration of the selfsame particles of which the earthly
body was composed. The spiritual IxKly is to differ widely
from the natural body (1 Co 15^'?). An inherent identity, it is

true, must connect them, or we could not speak of a resurrec-
tion at all ; but the identity will be one of vital principle and
organic form, not of material substance, aa St. Paul seeks to
show by his figure of the grain of wheat which dies and springs
up again to more abundant life (v.^^ff). The body of the
risen and exalt«d Jesus is at once the promise and the

t>-pe
of

the spiritual body in the case of His people (vv.23. 49^ ph 31:1).

(2) But with all its emphasis on the rights and
dignities and glorious prospects of the body, the
Christian doctrine fully recognizes that man's

physical nature is his lowerpart, that it is subject

to evil tendencies, that it needs to be steadily
subordinated to that higher life of the spirit by
wiiich we are brought into conscious relation with
God. The world, wiiich appeals so mightily to
man's senses, is of much less value to him than the
life of his own soul. His natural relationships,
however dear, the very life of the body itself,

however precious to the .self-preserving instinct—
all must be surrendered to the higher claims of tlie

Divine Kingdom. Of these great truths Je.sus

Christ was the solemn prophet ; by these He
shaped the steps of His own eartidy career ; His

lx)dy nailed to the (Jross of Calvary was the
tremendous example of their reality. The body,
in short, has its duties as well as its rights ; and
it is always its duty to be the servant of tiie spirit.
In the interests oi the body, Christianity has some-
times had to raise its testimony .against the ex-

aggerations of a one-sided spiritualism, but it is

mudi more frequently called on to protest, in the
interests of the soul, against a materialistic way of

envisaging our life in the world. There was a
time wlien monastic asceticism, with its contempt
for the lx>dy, became a positive danger to the
Church. The danger now lies rather in a cult of

the bo<ly which threatens the very life of the soul,
whether that takes the form of a craze for athleti-

cism and games which leaves little room for the

growth of intellectual and spiritual interests, or of
an ajstheticism absorbed in the culture of the finer

senses and in a pursuit of 'art for art's sake,' or
of that mere vulgar love of pleasure by whicli, in

all ages, the heart has been drawn away from the
love of God. The Christian doctrine never fails to
remind us that the Ixidy needs to be watched and
curbed, and sometimes to be subdued. It warns
us that, even in the case of those in whom the
work of bodily sanctihcation has begun, the day
of bodily redemption still lies in the future. It is

hardly so optimistic in its view of the present
relation to each other of the two parts of human
nature as to say with Browning, in ' Rabbi Ben
Ezra' :

' Nor soul helps flesh more, now, than flesh

helps soul.' On the contrary, it recognizes the
truth to ethical reality that lies in the teaching of
Jesus Christ and of His great Apostle as to the
soul's perpetual primacy, and the need for a con-
stant and vigilant superintendence of the body's
promptings. But it looks for a day of perfect
reconciliation, when the two elements of human
nature, now so often at variance, shall at hist

perfectly accord, and the redeemed body shall be
tiie ready organ and the exact expression of the

informing soul.

LiTP.RATURK.—Relevant sections in Laidlaw, Bible Doet. oj
Man, 1879 ; Delitzsch, Biblical Pnychology [Eng. tr. 1867] ; and
the HT Theol'ijies of Holtzniann, Weiss, and Bei'schlatf. See,
further, Dickson, Flesh and Spirit, 18*3

; Miiller, Christian
Doct. of Sin (Eng. tr. 1877), i. 2(»5-333 ; Orr, Christian Vu-w of
God and the World, 1893, ICOfT., 228 ff.; H. W. Robinson,

' Heb.
Psychology in relation to Pauline Anthropology,' in MansJUld
CuUeiie Essays, 1900

; Wendt, Teaching of Jesxis [Eng. tr. 1892],
i. 15C ; Paget, 'Sacraments' in Lux ifundi, a.ni Spirit of
Discipline, \i:Ql,9f) a. J. C. LAMBERT.

BODY ( Egyptian).—i. Man.— i. What we under-
stand by 'body' was to the Egyptians simply the
last and heaviest of the material coverings which
together form a human Ijeing. The flesh, aitfu
{'flesh' in the sense of the sum of the physical
elements that compose the human body), was
neitlier of a difierent nature nor of a uitlerent

texture from the other elements contained within
and completing the person. AW the elements

possessed weight and were perceptible, though in

varj'ing degrees ; and if on ordinary occasions they
were not all visible or palpable, that was simply a
circumstantial detail and not due to any essential

dilfurence. Magic often enable<l men to see and
handle these elements.
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The ka, or 'double,' for example, was only a
second body enclosed -ndthin \X\^ jait, lighter, more
subtle or more airy, but composed, piece by piece,
of the same elements as the body proper. The
texts that refer to the future life (see Death,
etc. [Egyptian]) prove conclusively that the ha in

the other world was constituted, in every detail,
like the body of flesh which it had occupied on
earth.
The haibit, or 'shadow,' was also only a third

kind of body, still more airy, still more subtle, yet
of the veiy same structure as the first two elements
of the series.

The khu, or 'o:host,' long misled Egyptologists,
through their relying upon hymns or over-refining
texts of the Theban period. Books of pure magic
or of funeral magic show us that the khu was

originally only a kind of body, still more agile

perhaps than the other three, and practically
similar to the body attributed to jhm and fairies

in the wonderful literature of the Arabs, or to the

body that the modern Bantus suppose to exist
inside the body of flesh.

The list is not exhausted by these four names :

the primitive Egyptians, like a number of modem
uncivilized peoples, had a very complicated idea of

the human body. A striving after simplicity came
only as the slow result of very long periods of

eflbrt ; and the point at which we first gain clear

impressions of the notions cherished by the Egj'p-
tians is still, in spite of the antiquity of the texts

concerned, far removed from the starting-point.
Glimpses of the primitive notions are caught and

they have been re-constructed, but there is no direct
contact with them. By the tune of the historical

period several of the multiple bodies composing a

single being had been eliminated by speculation
or by experience ; and it is hard to conjecture,
for example, what the sdhu can have been. It is

to no purpose that the theology of the Thebans
(and with it several Egyptologists of our day)
thinks to find in it a designation of the '

spiritual
body,' opposed in eschatology to the double, the

shadow, or the soul. There are also very distinct
traces in the ancient texts of an earlier time when
the Jm'it and the sokhim were two of the bodies of

the living man. But as yet we do not know clearly
Avhat was their exact nature.
The conjunction of all these bodies made a

human being. What we call death was only the
.sunderance of them, and was always ascribed, as

among primitive peoples, to some violent cause,
arising from the personal act of an evil being (see
art. Death). What kept all these bodies together
in a unity during life was something more subtle,

lighter, more active than any of them, something
which constituted, at least approximately, the

personality or the self. There is no race that has
not tried to penetrate more or less into the defini-

tion of the latter ; and there is no inquiry that has

given rise, in primitive religions, to speculations
so strange and, sometimes, so painfully compli-
cated. As for the Egyptian, he thought to find

its nature and power in what he called the ran,
which we translate so unsatisfactorily by tlie word
'name.' The 'name'—we must be content to use
this very ambiguous equivalent—is quite ditterent
from the body, since the whole series given above
is only, as has been said, a sort of '

gamut
'

of

increasingly fluid bodies.

The nature of the 'name' in itself is too im-

portant to receive due treatment here incidentally.
The theory of the 'name' is in reality tlie funda-
mental basis of more than half of tJte religious
ideas of Egypt. It will be discussed fully imder
art. Names (Egyptian). Here we shall merely say
as much regarding it as is necessary in order to

understand the Egyptian 'body.'

As far at least as we can gather,
' names ' were originallywhat we may call 'kernels' of enerffy, vibrating, perhapsluminous (of course, material), distinct from and incapable of

dissohnng mto one another. They had their own peculiar
vitahty, in the midst of the great chaotic mass of primordial
things. The solar theologies, such as that of Heliopolis, revised
and corrected by that of HermopoUs and Amama, regardedthem as originally emanations, vital .waves proceeding from
. , JJ^'j^

*"°- '^^^^ entities, distinct and irreducible, then
clothed themselves, so to sjieak, in more or less visible or
weighty coverings, which are these bodies of which we have
spoken, the heaviest and most material of the latter beingwhat we moderns mean by the 'body.' How was this
'clothing' brought about? Was it by a kind of solidification
of the cosmic dust which somehow condensed the materials
of physiological life round the 'names'? If Egvpt seems to
have had a confused idea of some answer of this kind, she
naturally could formulate it only haltinglv, with incoherences
and lacunae, like so many strange systems of primitive or
uncivilized peoples in other parts of the world. The historical
period tried to introduce some appearance of cohesion into the
existing system. It got hold of the early legends about the
cosmogonies and, amongst them, of the legend of the god
Thoth. Thoth (

= fahuti,
'

the Speaker ') had
'

proclaimed
' the

world. The sounds of his voice had attracted round about
their groups of syllables coverings of flesh and bone, of wood,
of stone, or of other substances

; and the whole together
had constituted the creation. Thus revised by theology, the
nature of the 'name' became something less fantastically
barbarous ; on closer examination, the ran, or '

name,' was
something like a bundle of energetic waves,

'

rhj'thmic
'

waves,
with their special characteristics—and particularly 'numbers,'
which the voice can reproduce if there is 'attunement.' One
cannot help remembering that, many centuries later, Pytha-
goras made ' numbers '

the basis of his system, and it is only
reasonable to wonder what part ancient Egypt played in this.
The theology of Hermopolis claimed that, after the creation

organized by the 'names,' the world of bodies and beings thus
set in progress continued and reproduced itself by its own
activity. This theology is too indefinite for our taste. Perhaps
this is due mainly to the fact that nine-tenths of the Egyptian
religious writings that we possess to-day treat only of gods or
of the other world. The information we get from such texts is

enough, however, to let us see that the vital principle of the

body, this ran, which constitutes the inmost essence and the

personality, pre-existed before the body and its physiological
elaboration by the parents of the new being. We do not know
very well where it came from according to the idea of the

Egyptians, or what it was before the existence of a body for it

to inhabit. But we gradually arrive at an understanding, by
studying the birth-ceremonies (or the ceremonies of the corona-
tion of kings, which give them a new soiil), and we get a glimpse
of the combination of vital and celestial energies from which
it apparently arose. Horoscopes, or the supposed relations
between the condition of the world at the birth of an individual
and his

' name '

; the care taken to determine the pronuncia-
tion of the name conferred on a newborn child according to
the natural phenomena in evidence at his appearance ; the

anxiety to connect the syllables, whose pronunciation thus
makes his 'self,' with divine persons, with 'names' of gods—
these things all enable us, if not to re-construct Egj'ptian

thought as a whole, at least to imagine almost exactly what it

was. At the birth of a child the EgjTJtian souglit by every
means to discover to which group of higher forces the 'name'

belonged which had just formed the person of the new being.
He aimed at reproducing with his voice its \'ibrations and

pronunciation, so as to join it again, in incantations or praj-ers,
to the higher beings whose protection must be obtained or
whose destiny must be pursued.
And as the Egj-ptian tried to do this for his own children, so

he also tried to get to know the ' names '

of the gods or of

formidable beings. The hermetical books, or the books con-

nected with the treatment of the dead, taught these names ;

and those who knew them exercised indisputable power over

those who bore them (see art. Names [Eg>-ptian]).

The ' name ' and tlie series of
' bodies

'

(the body of

flesh, the double, the shadow, the ghost, and the

sdhu) together constituted a complete being. These

were not, however, enough to form a
livitiij being.

As yet there was only a being capable ot living,

only the possibility of life. In tliese religious

systems, what we shall call, for want of a better

name, the 'exercise of life' does not result ipso

facto from the junction of the
body

or boilies witli

the soul or what takes its place. It is the product
of forces peculiar to tlie being to be animated, and
it is enough if the being that these powers are going
to animate is completely fitted to receive tliem.

This is shown very clearl3% moreover, by reference

to the statues—those artilicial bodies—fashioned

by the hand of man, which are nevertheless treated

in Egyptian religion pre.isely like real Injilies.

The most ancient rituals show us that it was

usual to perform a series of magical operations to

enable the eyes of a statue to see, its ears to
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hear, its nose to breathe, its mouth to eat, and
the other organs to fuUil their functions. And
if the historical period has preserved only traces
—though certain traces—of many of these old

rituals, it h.'us at least kept intact tiie long cere-

monial of 'the opening of the mouth' {uap-ro).
We need not study tliese rituals here, since they
deal only with artifuaal bodies created by religion
for the service of its gods, its kings, or its dead,
or with bodies made by the magicians for the
service of their '

magic spells' : dolls or images of

men and animals in wax, wood, earth, etc., made
into 'living bodies' by the sorcerers, the thauma-

turgists (cf. Rollin, Harris, Leyden, and Turin

I'apj'ri). But the way in whicli the Egj'ptians
conceived the necessity of enabling a statue to

use its organs, after making a soul enter into it,

is nevertheluss a proof of what it is of interest

to keep in mind for our present study, viz. that
the union of the animist principle, ran, with its

coverings was not enough to initiate life.

Life itself («o?iA7(«) was the result of the entrance
into the body of those vital breaths which exist
in all Nature, and which the air carries and the
breeze (nifii) wafts to the faces of beings. They
enter by the nostrils, not by tiie mouth. Like
the majority of African races at the present day,
the Egyptians breathed through the nose ; and in

their language tlie breatli of the nostrils was
synonymous with life. It is always to tlie nose,
and never to the lips, that the gods or kings in

iconograjihy hang the chains or bundles of ' handled

crosses,' which are intended to signify, by a play
of pictorial words, the breaths of life. Thus
they penetrated within the coverings which con-

stitute the body. It was
sujiposed that there

they mixed with the blood, m the form of

a kind of gas or bubbles, and circulated by the
blood-vessels through the whole human system.
Under their beneficent influence, the ' vessels

swelled up and worked regularlj'.' Life accordingly
served to maintain tiie conjunction of the various
bodies adjusted within each other and the ' name.'
It Mas, tiierefore, as necessary to the ' name '

as

to the series of bodies.

We usually translate the Egj-ptian phrase sonkhu ran by
'give life to the name of. . . .' The translation is somewhat
poetical and seems to be connected with ideas familiar to us.

But it is only an apjjroximation. The literal sense is
' make

the se// breathe the breaths,' and this leads us to conceptions
far removed from ours.

2. Once we leave the medical point of view,

Egypt has preserved very few details as to her
ideas of tiie body during its existence on eartli.

For altliough we have from the point of view of

medicine a veritable superfluity of documents
(we need only note among others the Berlin,

Ebers, and Amherst Papyri, and tho.se found by
Petrie in tiie Fayyum), the other Eg\'ptian writings
have little to do with the living body. All the
moral and religious literature is exclusively oc-

cupied with what happens to the body at its

physical death, with wliatever has a bearing on

Durial, funerals, or fate after death. Tiie j)opular
tales or tlie writings of pure magic remain as a
relative source of information on the subject.

It could hardly be otherwise with a religious
civilization whicK evolved the above-mentioned

conception of life and of individuals. Bodies

composed in the way described cannot, either in

rituals or in treatises, be brought into connexion
wth subjects that bear on ethics, morals, or the

respective values or opposition of the soul and tlie

body. Theories like asceticism, for example, or

systems of the type of metempsychosis, avoid by
tneir very definition the Egyptian thought of the
classicaJ period. Hence the information as to the

living body that we derive from the monuments
and the religious texts of Egypt will be confined

to specifications as to \u>\v the body may be
affected by di.sease or cured (and tiiis belonf^s
to tlie domain of medicine) ;

or liow the body
is to be adorned, clutlied, or tatued (and this is

almost exclusively a matter of archa-oiogy) ; or

incidentally we sliall find detailed inform.ition
about such and such a part of tiie body, and about
such and sucli a group of religious iileas or pure
superstitions att.ached to a specified organ. Tiius,
in connexion witli a special literary episode or

magical ojteration, tlie texts tell us in pa.ssing
what the Egyptian ideas were in regard to the
various specified organs of the body ; and tlie.se

are the only particulars that are of any interest
in our present study.
We need not attempt to give a full account

here. Certain elements of tlie body are scarcely
mentioned by the Egyptians outside of medical
treatises. In the latter, on the other hand, we
find long lists of ' the twenty-two vessels of the liead,
the two vessels of the breast,' etc. As regards the
rest of the writings, when it is said of the heart

(htdti, lit. 'tlie beater') that it is opposed in the

economy to the liver (jiashmit, lit.
' the motionless '),

the entire subject is exhausted, or nearly so. Of
other members or organs we know a little more.
Thus, the eye* have a special magical power ; they
fascinate and overpower by the fluid they dart
forth ; they repel harm or evil spirits if they fix

on them first ; magic by philtres and spells can
increase their keenness exceedingly—even to the
extent of enabling its favoured ones to see \n hat
the eyes of mortals do not in ordiuaiy circum-
stances distinguish : invisible spirits, characters
written inside a sealed roll, and innumerable other

things. The mouth is an ever possible entrance
for demons, phantoms, and spirits, who are always

Erowling
round jicople and trying to get into their

odies. The magic or cognate writings care-

fully
note this constant danger, and it is un-

doubtedly one of the strongest reasons that led
the Egyptian to breathe by the nose. It is well
known that, amongst many uncivilized peoples,
kings and chiefs have a great aversion to being
seen during meals. A long time ago the true

explanation wa^ ofl'ered—an explanation based on

primitive ideas, namely, the dread lest spirits and
malignant influences mi^ht enter by the mouth.
It is very probable that tlie Egyptians shared this
fear ; ancf if conjecture is right, although it

cannot be proved formally for tlie kings, the idea
Is clearly seen in the anxiety displayed in the
meal served almost secretly in the interior of the
7iaos to the living bodies which are the statues
of the gods.
Other parts of the system are the seats of more

distinct manifestations or principles. The integrity
and healthj' state of the bones are apparently
one of the conditions essential to the harmonious
working of the vital functions. Tlie Egj'ptians
seem to have had a strange idea that the dis-

organization of the system attacked by illness or
death began in the bony structure, the marrow of
which constituted somehow or otiier a vital reserve
of special force. But this special point has received
little attention as yet, and what has just been said
is suggested with the greatest reserve, pending
more minute study of the ancient religious texts.

We are a little more certain, on the other hand,
of the Egyptian idea that the top of the vertebral
column was the precise point at which certain

magic fluids or certain energies could penetrate
into the body. The bestowal of the vital or heal-

ing fluid (sd) by the gods or their representatives

laying their hands on this point of tne neck, is a
scene reproduced in thousands of examples in the

Egyptian monuments ; it is enough to mention it

here. The imnde of the skull is the chief habitat
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of that sort of agile principle wljicli the Egyptian
calls bd, and which is represented sometimes in

the form of a lapwing or a wading-bird, sometimes
in the likeness of a bird with a liunian head ; it

was thought sometimes to show itself in the form
of a bee. We translate it by 'soul' (q.v.) ; but
that is only a rough approximation, given only
because it is necessary to have a translation. The
bA is neither one of man's bodies nor a kind of

radio-active substance like the ran ; we can hardly
compare it to anything but those little genii or
'

spirits,' sometimes one, sometimes several, that
so many savage peoples locate in the nape of the
neck of tlie liuman being. The primitive Egyptian
believed also—and the texts have preserved the
trace of it—that a man had several bd (plur. bm)
as he had several ka. At the historical period,
this complicated privilege was reserved for the

gods and their heirs. This 'soul,' moreover, was
so material that dread gods could sometimes catch
it and feed upon it.

All this is only approximate translation, and
necessarily so, when we attempt to reproduce in

our precise modern terminology material distinc-

tions and ideas conceived according to information
and initial data so different from ours. Thus it is

usual to translate the Egyptian word ab by
'

heart,'

although the ab of the human body is quite a
difl'erent thing.

* Inside
'

is a word with a distinctly
less dignilied sound ; but it has the merit of being
a more faithful rendering. The ab is something
not well analyzed, but with exact enough limita-
tions. It is, in short, the belly

—meaning by that
the stomach and the intestinal apparatus, and to
a certain extent the heart, considered from the

point of view of shocks which the emotions may
cause in it. This ' inside

'

is the seat of another

special kind of 'soul,' distinct from the bd soul.

It is an obscure soul, connected specially with all

the manifestations of feeling and passions
—

impulsive, the generator of movements and of good
or bad actions. What is certain is that it is a soul
with its own peculiar existence and activity.
Originally, at least, it existed on its own account—until the time M'hen the progress of Egyptian
thought and its striving after psychological unity
made it a sort of appendix to tlie true '

self
'

(for
more detail, see art. Heart). If the Egyptians
had precise ideas on its origin, it would appear
that the soul of the ab was believed to come from
tlie vital substance of the mother (cf. Book of the

Dead, ch. xxxvi.). The ancient texts published
at the present time are not of sufficient number to

give us an exact appreciation of the ideas attached
to i\iQJasu (vertebra; ?), the bakasu (kidneys ?), and
the samiti seiu (viscera ?). We can only guess that
some vital reserve force was located in these parts.
It Mas chiefly conceived under the form of '

powers,'
'knowledge of magic names,' and other sensitive
or mental manifestations, as material emanations
and, to a certain extent, as a kind of special
soul.

The rest of the individual is not marked by
anything of special interest. The superstitions
attaching to the hair, the ears, tlie teeth, the
hands and feet, are only details, and do not bear
so much upon the fundamental magic of tlie reli-

gious ideas as upon popular superstition, the con-
tents of which are dissolved and re-fasliioncd at
all periods. We should note only the continual
care to protect the various parts of tlie body, as with

magic armour, against the possible attacks of evil

spirits : hence the customs relating to amulets,

talismans, tatuing, etc., some of which are com-

bined, in the period of civilization, with the taste

for physical adornment, and give rise to the greater

part of jewellery (necklaces, bracelets, rings, etc.)

and perfumery (pastes, paints, unguents, etc.).

Circumcision is connected with this group of ruling
ideas, but it Avill be treated in a special article
because of its importance (see art. ClRCUMCl.siON).
To complete our survey of ideas relating to the

human body, we note the following : (a) The link
between tlie various material bodies may be
temporarily broken during the earthlj life, under
the influence of certain forces voluntarily emjiloyed
or involuntarily submitted to by man. A magician,
for example, can by means of set formulas send his
'

ghost
'

or his ' double '

far away to perform some
deed or other. Or it may liappen to an ordinary
mortal—usually during his sleep—that his ' double '

leaves his body and shows itself in some other
place, in the form of a body of flesh and bones
more or less visible and tangible. As among all

])eoples, dreams and apparitions are the pseudo-
experimental proofs of these ideas, and the Egyp-
tian notions about sleep, lethargy, and syncope
diil'er very little from those found almost univers-

ally.

(6) During the whole of its terrestrial life the

body is subject to whatever astral or natural in-

fluences prevailed on the day when it made its

appearance in the world—and tliis independently of
the influences to which the 'name' is submitted,
and of which we have spoken. The calendar, the

horoscopes, the thousand particulars noticed at the
moment of birth, may serve to determine this

influence and, to a certain extent, may make it

possible to charm away ill-luck (cf . Sallier Papyrus).
The study of them determines what precautions
must be taken when the conjunction of evil in-

fluences proper to such and such a body shows
itself anew.

(c) Both during the terrestrial life of the body
of flesh and after it, the fragments taken from its

substance, its perspiration or its excretions, retain

to a certain degree the force of the vital fluid of

the whole individual. In Egypt, therefore, as in so

many nations, we find those beliefs in the virtues

of nail-parings, hair- or beard-clippings, and of the

cloth soaked in the perspiration of some individual,
W'hich played such an important part in magic and

necromancy. The fluid emanation of the living

body may even communicate something of the life

and powers of an individual to the clothing he has

worn, and especially to ornaments, arms or badges
that he has had in his hands. This idea, which
can be- found among several African peoples,

appears even more clearly in regard to objects
connected with the king's attire. He communicates
to them a sort of divine power similar, e.i/., to the

poAver given by the king of Dahomey to his cane

or his scepti'e.

3. A last remark is necessary in connexion with

these characteristics of the body among the ancient

Egyptians. When investigating the idea cherished

by any one of the non-civilized races as to the body,
we are able to determine its characteristics accu-

rately enough, because we have under our eyes a

population in most cases restricted in number or

area, and because, as a rule, we know it only at

the very time when we are examining it. But we
must not forget that, in the case of Egypt, we are

dealing with a civilization which has, in time and

space, had several difi'erent relij;ions, each with its

own evolution. These ideas of the bodj' are dis-

tributed throughout a historically ascertained series

of tliirty-eight centuries, having behind it, accord-

ing to tlie traditional texts, a pre-historic mass of

documents impossible to evaluate, but certain!}'

the jiroduct of a considerable number of centuries.

Further, these ideas have never at any one period
been the same in the whole of Egypt. The Ilelio-

politan did not form the same conception
of tlie

body as the Theban, the Ilermopohtan, or the

Mende.sian. Consequently it is not the absolute
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tlieoiy of tlie Kgyptian ideas on the body tliat is

given in this iirtide. It is rather a geiioial view,
in which it is |)ossible to sliade ofl' or accenlnate

details, according as one is trying to picture the

ideas concerning the body of an Kgyptian of the

rtoleniaic iieriod, a Staite, a Theban, a Menijihite,
a Thinite, or a man of the pre-Tliinite period of

some province in the Nile valley. But if we desire

to gather from the whole the essential physiognomy,
and to look for the distinct characteristics of the

primary notions, we shall come very near an exact

expression of the early Egyptian ideas on the body
if we say that it is a confused conglomeration of

substaTices similar in nature, but of ilitl'erent qiiali-

ties, defined as independent of each other, but in

fact continually united by tlio 'name.' The whole
is set in motion by a multiplicity of '

spirits,' with
no fixed mutual cohesion, and

originnilly peculiar
to a certain part or physical manifestation of the
individual. Upon tne Aviiole, it is a body very
similar to what is revealed to us by scientihc

inquiry (if not alike in every point, at least iden-

tical in the main) among the least civilized peoples
of our times, such as some specimens of the non-

Aryans of India, the Rattaks, the Caribs, the most
backward of the Bantu group, etc.

ii. Animate creatures or inanimate objects.
—It

would appear that, in a general way, without

entering into exact details, the rest of the bodies
in the sensible world were considered as having
the same texture as the human body. This aj)plies
not only to animals, but also to vegetables, and
even to such things as a stone, a rock, an expanse
of water, or anj* object made by man. The reli-

gious, magic, and popular literatures present sure

examples with ref^erence to the 'double' or the
' name '

of a tree, a pillar, or a stafV—to mention

only these cases. The only restriction that must
be noted is that, since it was dealing with objects
of less interest than men, theological speculation
took less trouble to describe their nature accu-

rately, and to reconcile the contradictory data of

their origin. One thing is certain, viz. that there
was no essential diflerence in the structure of all

things in the material world—from the inanimate

object to man. All are, a jinori, of the same
organization, down almost to the degrees of their

qualities.
iii. Gods.— i. In a country like Egj'pt this same

unity naturally applies to divine beings. In fact,
there is no dogmatic definition marking off' the

deity. The gods originate, not owing to the pos-
session of characteristics different from the rest

of beings and things, but simply owing to more
remarkable manifestations of the actions and
forces common to them and these otliers.

The body of the gods was quite the same as that
of men, both in its economy and in its peculiar
characteristics. It might be larger, more resist-

ant, more ranid in its movement, more durable,
less vulnerable, and more difficult to catch sight
of. It was not said to be imi)erishable, or endowed
with ubiquity, or proof against sickness, pain, and
wounds. Its substance had the same a(lvantages
and defects as the human substance. Its specilic
characteristics of weight, dimensions, colour, quali-
ties of flesh and bone, do not form the subject of a

group of formal theories in any of the Egyptian
texts. But the literature and ritual mention
innumerable jiarticulars in jiassing, and these
are amjile compensation for the omission. The
Pyramid texts, for example, or the hymns of the
historical period, provide abundant .stores of the
material in que.stion. On the other hand, contrary
to the

generally accepted idea, neither the popular
tales nor the legendary lore merit any more con-
fidence in this

respect, as sources of information
on the religious ideiis, than would be inspired

among us by the more or less entertaining tales
that bring in tiie devil, tiie saints, or God the
Father.

The ' Tale of tlie Two Brothers ' does not clear up the Ennead ;

the Htateiiiciit of a niapic papyrus, that Osiris wa,s more than
soven cubits in heij,'lit, is ijdI an arlich- of faith

;
ami upon tlie

strength of the '

.Slori' of llie Uld-ai^o of Ha' we are not to
believe that the body of the ajjed sun was made of precious
metals, or that the sun-god

' shivered with cold and slobbered.'
In the same way, tlie symbolism of the iconography is not to be
taken literally, ami gods like Osiris or Anion of Amentit, with
black, blue, orjjrcen llesh, do not stand for a fa<!t accepted by
theology, but snnply represent a means of expressing an idea.
But this idea, it must be granted, was not always the same.
Thus Osiris with the green (ksh might, according to the period
in view, stiind for re-birth, re-vcrdure, or even for the decom-
position of the flesh of dead gods. Wit^h this same symbolism,
possessed of no absolute value, we mai' connect also the body
of flesh (an/v) attributed to the Evening Sun, or the complex
body of Osiris of Dendereh.

If we leave out of account all these appended or
artificial elements, the body of the Egyptian gods
seems, on the whole, to have been exactly the same
as we have found the body of men to be. The gods
have a body of llesh, and they have a shadow,
though there is little mention of the latter in the
texts (chiefly the shadow of Ka or of Aten). Above
all, they have several 'doubles' (knu) and several
' bird-souls

'

{biu). It was even held, at a certain

time, that they had seven '
Vjird-souls

' and four-

teen 'doubles'— this, from all accounts, because
of the magic and mj-.stical virtue of these numbers.
Tlicir manner of nourishment and of movement,
and in general all the functions of their body, are

just the same as those we know of for men (leaving
out of count, of course, all that has to do with their

artihcial bodies or '

supports of the double
'—their

statues). Their extreme swiftness, the keenne-ss
of their senses, their absolute dimensions, and their

resistance to death are differences of fact, as has

jtist been said, but not of organization. Their lon-

gevity was, defnrto, indefinite, but it was not held

tlieoreticallj' that they were eternal (see Death).
It was generally thought, at least in Heliopolis,
that they drew from ' the basin of the fluid sd '

one
of the secrets of their resistance to death.

2. There remains, however, a problem ill solved,
or, rather, ill stated. The human being necessarily
posses.ses only one body of flesh—one single com-
Ijination of bodies. But we see that the Egyptian
god possessed several bodies simultaneously, each
one of them animated by some of his

'

souls,' and
by apart, or rather an emanation, of his 'name.'
On the other hand, other texts or pictorial repre-
sentations seem to imply that the divine beings
have only one single combination of bodies. This
is an important matter, touching as it does upon
questions like the original formation of the gods
and totemism.

Historical examination of the religions of Egypt
fails to discover any indication that the person-
ality of such and such a god was originally distri-

buted among several bodies. Still less was it

distributed throughout the entire species of some
animal or vegetable under the characteristics of

wiiich this god was represented. On the other

hand, it follows from the initial data as to the
nature of beings, that the possession of several
1 odies animated by one and the same '.self is not
at all impossible. The 'name' (q.v.), while still

remaining arte and entire in each specimen of a

being, may locate itself in several bodies, and in

each of them may be one of the momentary
subjective 'aspects of one and the same entity.
This is confirmed, in the religious monument.?
of Egypt, by the various epithets added to the

principal name of the god. Each one expre.sses the

detailed, local energy
or quality of a distinct body

belonging to one and the same god.
Stated in this way, the question becomes above

all a question of fact, to which it is not possible to
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give one single reply, because the Egyptians them-
selves have given more than one. We must make
distinctions according to the importance of each

god, and according to the period in view. Thus
the humblest and most ancient gods, restricted to

a single manifestation of energy or charged with a

single definite and limited act, have no need of

more than one body. Such deities as Selkit the

Scorpion and Marit-Soghru the Serpent, so far as

Ave know, had only one body. On the other hand,
when similar attributes fused two or more deities

originally geographically independent into a single

god, the new deity thus formed kept as many
bodies as it had formerly for the separate gods of

whom it was composed. A tree-goddess like Nuit,
for example, had as many bodies as there had been

tree-goddesses with the same character and same
idle, before the one single Nuit developed.
More important gods originally incarnated in

separate persons led to the formation of a deity
single in 'name,' but necessarily provided with
several bodies. Thus Thoth, at once monkey and
ibis, was able to live in several bodies. A fortiori,
the gods with important national functions or with
a cosmogonic role, being the product of syncretism,
and being the combination of a great number of

original gods, animated a sometimes very con-

siderable number of bodies at the same time. An
Anion-Ra, conceived as possessing simultaneously
the attributes of the demiurge sun Minu, the
hawk Harmakhis of HelioiJolis, the ram and the

gander of Thebes, could not but live a complete
unity in each of these varieties of material body.
The series extends then, by previous definition,

from the simple single body to the multiplicity
that has no limitations. But it is a historical fact,

and not the outcome of any religious theory. As
a rule, there was at first only one body for every
divine 'name.' Then the attributes ascribed to

certain beings among those regarded as more

specially divine gi-ew in importance and brought
about fusions. In cases where by elimination (or
subordination of the secondary characteristics of

the beings originally distinct) the new god com-

pletely annihilated the personality of those whom
he absorbed, he continued to have only one body
(e.g. Miliit Oirit). Where, on the other hand, it

was impossible to fuse the characteristics of the

original gods into a jserfect amalgamation (as in

the case of Hathor), the composite deity retained
as many bodies as it preserved distinct aspects.
To enumerate all the possible combinations, it

would be necessary to re-construct the whole

history of Egyptian mythology. All that it is

possible or necessary to explain here is the
mechanism ; we need not go into all its practical

applications.
There is a sort of counter-evidence that the

above is the case, and that the possession of a

plurality of bodies by the god is only a result of

fact, and does not mark a superiority of nature
attributed to them dogmatically. We refer to the
series of ideal gods imagined by theology. When
the latter created deities by systematic deduction
or by personification of functions— deities conceived
in human form, like Maat or, later, Imhotep—it

gave them only one body. Created in a homo-

geneous manner, they do not require other bodies,
no matter how complex or lofty their attributes.

The cult of Aten at Amarna and that of Hapi the

Nile-god, with apparent divergencies chiefly of a

literary kind, belong to this scheme of formation.

In conclusion, the case of the divine animals

worshipped in the temi)les does not conflict with
the above view. On the contrary, it indirectly
confirms it. It is known that tiie

' sacred
'

animals,

which, by the way, are a relatively late intro-

duction into Egypt, are not the bodies of the gods.

but beings sharing by simple veneration the regard
due to the gods. The animal-god worshipped in

the sanctuary (e.g. Apis, Mnevis, Knumu of

Elephantine, Sukhos [Crocodile] of Ombos, the
Ram of Mendes) is the only copy, the only true

body of tlie local god on earth—to the exclusion of

similar animals. This does not mean that the

Egyptians thought they had in the sanctuary the
one and only body of the god, but that they had
the one and only duplicatum of it. In fact, the
world was supposed to be divided into two great
halves, symmetrical in eveiy part. Each of the

great national gods (we need not take the trouble
to reconcile so many contradictory data for the
lesser gods) had his kingdom in the other world,
and in this world possessed a part of Egypt that

corresponded to that kingdom. His body dwelt in

the other world ; but his ' name ' animated an
exact replica of this body in this human world—a

perishable temporary representation, which is the
divine animal worshipped in the sanctuary. To
the divine cow of Dendereh, to the ram of Ele-

phantine, to the hawk of Ermonthis, e.g., there

corresponded in the kingdoms of the other world a

cow, a ram, and a hawk really alive, really divine,
with bodies fashioned alike, perhaps gigantic, though
Egypt has given no precise information on this

point. One thing is certain, viz., that they some-
times showed themselves to the eyes of mortals.

As to the exact sojourn of the one body of the

gods in the other world, it should be said that
here again there has been a succession of beliefs.

The most ancient of them show us the gods living
sometimes in the other world, after the fashion of

the world of men, sometimes in the celestial world.

The assimilation of earlier and later beliefs in

homogeneous groups has gone far in developing the

multiplicity of bodies belonging to one and the
same god ; and the solar theories of Heliopolis,
with the course of Ra in his bark, have given far

greater importance to the stellar bodies of the
divine beings.
Literature.—If we exclude what belongs to medicine, eschato-

logy, and the disposal of the dead, the data as to the Egj-ptian
body are scattered aU over the field of Egyptological literature,

the living body never having been the object of a special

monograph. Only a few parts of it have been studied separately,
but without synthesis. We may mention specially : Am^lineau,
ProUgomines, d I'itiide de la religion igyptienne, Paris, 1908,

p. 403 £f.; Birch, 'On the Shade or Shadow,' in TSBA viii. 3S6 ;

Budge, Gods of the Egyptians, London, 1904 ; Le Page Renouf,
' On the true Sense,' etc., in TSBA vi. 494 ; and esp. Maspero,
Histoire ftr. 1894-1900] i. 108, 112, 146, 212, 215, 217 (where there

are notes giving the principal references) ; also the first two
volumes of his

' T^tudes de Mythologie et d'Arcbfiologie,' in the

Bibliotliiq-ue 6gyptologique, Paris, 1893.

George Foucaet.

BODY (Greek and Roman).— i. Anthropological.—
(1) Body and soul. — Among the Greeks, as

among most other races, the distinction between

body and soul—the natural dualism of mankind-
can be traced to a very remote antiquity. This

distinction took shape in the primitive mind as a

result of its experience of certain peculiar facts.

It is nvaintained by H. Siebeck,* who on tiiis point
differs from such scholars as Rohde and Gomperz,
that the most potent factor in the development of

this dualism is that succession of inner and outer

experience undergone by primitive man—as by the

child of to-day—in connexion with his own body.
To the undeveloped consciousness the body is at

first simply a thing among things, precisely like a
stone or a tree. It is only by degrees that the

growing mind, in consequence of internal and ex-

ternal sensations, as, for instance, bodily pain or

liunger, acquires the idea of the body as the medium
between self-consciousness and the outer world.

An important constituent of naive dualism, no
• Gesch. d. Psychology, 1880, i. 6f., with reference to the facts

of empirical psychology as discussed by Volkmann, Lehrhuch
d. Psychologie, 1876, ii."§106.
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doubt, lies here ; and so far Siebeck is right. But
a number of other factors, which, to be sure,
Siebeck does not ignore, must also be taken into

account ; as, for example, the ofttinies rapid
transition from life to death, the experience of

dreaming, or of fainting,
'

possession,' sudden
emotions and their resultant involuntary actions,

and, finally, tiie ecstatic trance. These were also

the facts whicii in the dawn of Greek history
generated the idea of a possible separation between

body and soul ; thus the soul migiit well seem to

be temporarily witiidrawn from the body in the
case of dreaming, swooning, or ecstasy, and per-

manently so in the case of death, when the body
returns to its original elements.*
The distinction between the visible and corporeal

man and his invisible indwelling Doppelrtdnger,
the i^vx'^, is presujjposed also in the Homeric
poems. Here, however, the ideas of body and
soul have assumed a special comj)lexion. All the

activities, mental or other, of the human person-
ality, such as feeling, thought, volition, exertion,
are regarded as being possible only so long as body
and soul are united ; in fact, they are in the
strictest sense functions of the body. fj.4vos, v6os,

/u^rts, ^ovXrj, and Ovju-Si also, are bodily faculties or

powers, and althougii they can assert themselves

only wliile tlie psijche, at once tlie
' second ego

'

of

man and the principle of his animal life, remains
within him, yet they are in no sense evolved from
the inherent capacities of the soul as such, which
has absolutely no sliare in the waking activities

of man.t The spiritual and psychical faculties
which are localized in the various organs, and
especially in the diaphragm (<ppivei) of the living

person, appertain entirely to the body. The idea
of a life apart from the body, i.e. independent of

the union of body and soul, simply lay outside the

range of Homeric thought. Here it is the body
rather than the soul around which the supreme
interest circles—a phenomenon quite intelligible
in a naive and frankly sensuous age, free as yet
from all reflexion about a possible closer relation

between body and soul in a living and waking
man. Hence even the lifeless body is repeatedly
spoken of as the true self (avT6%), and set in

contrast with i\\Q psyche.% A well-known passage
is Iliad, i. 3 f . : iroXXas 5' l(p6ifj.ovs ^vxo.s 'AiSi Trpoiaipev

ripuuv, avTovs dk eXwpia revx^ Kwiacrtv olwvotcL re

datra (cf. also xxiii. 65 f., 10511'.). (Now and then,
it is true, the psyche that is speeding towards

Hades, or already dwelling there, is distinguished
by the name of its erewhile living possessor, or, it

may be, is even spoken of as if it were himself in

{)erson
(cf. Rohde, i. 5f.); but the latter idea is

argely evanescent in the mind of tiie poet.)

(2) The dead body.
— Of tlie cult of the dead

which at one time prevailed throughout tiie

Hellenic world, as elsewhere, the Homeric poems
show isolated traces only ; and it is one of the

enduring triumphs of Ilohde to have discovered
these and set them in their proper light. The
ideas underlying this cult, whicli, though but

faintly recognizable in Homer, was universally
diflused among the Greeks in the post-Homeric
age, and in fact down to the end or the ancient

period, invested even the dead body with a certain
interest. The soul of the departed was supposed
to be fettered to the resting-place of its former

bodily integument. The worship of ancestor or
hero had its seat in the place where his bones

*
Iliad, vii. 91), xxiv. 54.

t Taken purely by itself, the soul has at best a shadowy
existence, not worthy of the name of

'
life

'

at all, and destitute
even of the attribute of self-consciousness.

J It is a sig-nifieant circumstance that Homer has no proper
term for the living body. Uis usual word for it is 5f>at, which,
however, connotes only the figure, the outward visible form ;

cf. Se'/aa; irvpd;. In Uomer <n>iia always denotes the dtad
body.
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had been laiil. There alone — with some special
exceptions— did the soul continue in an active
state.

According to Homer, however, whose notices

regarding the cult of the dead are sporadic and
imperfectly understood even by himself, the soul
of the departed finds no rest (in Hades) till the

corpse is burned. So long as tliis act is neglected,
the soul still retains a consciousness of events

upon the earth ; while, once the body has been
cremated, the soul is banished to tiie depths of

Erebus. The original purpose of tiie practice of

cremation, in fact, was to guard against tlie

return of the released soul to the land of tiie

living
—an idea, iiowever, wiiicii has become quite

obscured in Homer. The paramount interests of
the poet, indeed, lie with those who still enjoy the

light of the sun, and not witii tlie dead at all. In
his unsopliisticated mode of tliougiit, he regards—
all unconsciously

— the living and waking man
witii ills bodily and mental attributes as a single
wiiole, and similarly all tlie spiritual and psychical
activities of man are evolved from the body. So
far, therefore, the Homeric point of view, as
contrasted witii tliat of the philosophers and
tiieologians of a later age, may be called an unre-
tlective monism.

2. Religious and ethical. — (1) Orphism.—
Homeric views regarding body and soul, and their
relation to each ot iier, find tlieir siiarpest possible
contrast in the ideas wiiicii, germinating in tiie

ecstasy of the Dionysan cult and the psychical
experiences evoked there, or, again, in the principles
of /catharsis, received their definitive form among
the Orphic sects. According to tiie latter, there
obtained not only an irreconcilable dualism
between body and soul, but also a profound
ditterence in value. The soul was no longer, as in

Homer, the piiantom counterpart of tlie man,
making its influence felt in the acts of dreaming,
swooning, or dying ; it was now regarded aa

intrinsically of Divine origin, uncreated and im-

perishable, and as having been immui'ed within
tlie body in expiation of its guilt.
See Plato, Cratyt. 400 B O (Diels, Fraj/.

» it. i. 473, No. 3 ; cf.

Abel, Orphica, frag. 221) : koX yap <rr\ixa. nvif <t>a<Tiv avrh (the
boily) tfivat TT79 »/'VYTJ9 (uy TiOafjifxevyj^ iv Tu> vvv Trapoi^i* icai &i6ri

av TOi/T(i> trrniaivii, a av trr\ti<xiir^ rj ^vx^, koI Taurrj artfj-a op^oif
KoAciafiaf SoKovai ^e'rroi ^toAiaTd 6f(r0ai ot a^K^i 'Op<^«'a toOto
TO ovo^iCL, (u5 SiKTU' 6i5ou(r7^? ttj? i/zux^j?. Wl' 6^ ii'fKa SiiujiTiv,

TOVTOV 6c TOV 1TfpLfio\oV f\tlVf tVa tTW^TTTat 6f (T/IWTTJpiOV e'iKOyo. Cf,

Phcetlo, 62 B, and Diels, in reference to Philolaos, frag. 14 and
15. The body is accordingly the grave or prison-house of the

soul, which in its present life is in a state analogous to death.
It is therefore the aim of the Orphics x'^piV"" oti ^aAio-Ta airb

TOW <riu/iOT0S TTji' iZ/vxi" KoX i6i<T(u avTTji' KoB' avTTjv navraxoOev
<K ToO (TuifxaTOt (TvvayeipeffOaL re xai a0poiitc6ai {Phcedo, 67 C ;

cf. Diels on Heraclitus, frag. 115).

(2) Pytlmgoreanism.—In regard to the process
by whicii sucli ideas, so alien, apparently, to tiie

natural temperament of the Greeks, as of mankind
in general, gained a footing in Greek thouglit, tiie

reader may consult the art. ASCETICISM (Greek).
It will be sufficient here to emphasize the fact tiiat

the ideas in question, wholly un-Hellenic as they
may appear, exerted a profound influence upon
many Greek philosophers, and even, as we may
infer from what has been said (above, p. 81),

upon early tliinkers like Pythagoras and his

disciples. Definite evidence oi this influence, it is

true, first emerges in the case of Philolaos (c. 440

B.C.), who, in referring to the Orphics, writes as

follows : fj.apTvp4ovTai S} Kal ol iraXaioi deoXdyot. re Kal

fidfTtts us 5(0. Tivos Tifiupias a ^vx^ TCfJ ffuifj-ari avvi^ev-

KTai Kal KaOdirep iv ffw/xaTi ToiVi^j WSaTrrat (frag. 14;
cf. the passages given by Diels in connexion with

frags. 14 and 15). We need not be surprised,

therefore, to find Archytas(r. 400-350 B.C.) making
allusion to the battle against sensual pleasure
(i}5ovifl, the volnptns corporis of Cicero) (cr. Diels,

Frag.- i. 252, 30 tT.), which the early Pytiiagoreans
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regarded as the worst of plagues, impeding the
soul in its endeavours to reach its celestial home,
and causing it to forget its high descent.

*

That Empedocles likewise held a similar theory
of the relation between body and soul may be
inferred from what is said in ASCETICISM (Greek)
(above, pp. SI*", 82*) regarding his indebtedness to

Orphism and Pythagoreanism. Direct reference

to the point, however, is found only in a single

fragment of his writings (126, cf. Diels) : aapKwv
d\\6yv(j}Ti irepicTTiKKovcra x'twc*. We may well sup-

pose that similar views were cherished by several

other thinkers and poets who were more or less

influenced by Orphic or Pythagorean doctrines.
This was certainly the case with Pherecydes of

Syros.t In Heraclitus also (frag. 4. 96) we may
trace a certain disparagement of the body, though
he does not, like the '

theologians,' regard body and
soul as antagonistic to each other, but rather as

subsisting in a state of constant interchange (frag.
36 ; cf. 76, 77). Adumbrations of this idea are
also found in Pindar (frag. 131, Bockh).

(3) Plato.—It was a matter of vast significance,
however, that the cardinal ideas of the Orphic-
Pythagorean schools should have been assimi-

lated by Plato, and AVTOught into the fabric of his

philosophy. The way in which the founder of

Western idealism interpreted the relation of the
human body to the imperishable soul is knowTi to

every reader of the Phcedo. As we have already
given, in the art. Asceticism (Greek), a brief expo-
sition of the leading ideas in Plato's system of

philosophical and theological thought, we confine
ourselves here to the most indispensable points.
The human soul occupies a peculiar position

between the sensible and the supersensible world.

Though itself uncreated, i.e. of Divine origin, it

is drawn into the vortex of becoming. It does not
rank as an Idea, but is at best ' most like

'

one,

participating in the Idea of life. In the pre-
mundane existence of the soul, while dwelling
amongst gods and spirits like itself, it has beheld
the '

super-celestial realm,' and the world of real

being, but in consequence of a decline in its

cognitive faculty, and an ascendancy in its

impulses of desire, it has been drawn down to the

earth, and has fallen into corporeality.J Parti-
culars will be found in the famous allegory in

PhcBdrus, 246 B ff. But although body and soul
are fundamentally disparate in character, the

body and its impulses exert a strong and persistent
pressure upon the immortal sojourner within. By
the time when the soul enters upon its earthly life,

it has completely forgotten its pre-existence and

•Cf. Diels, Frag.'i i. 252, 30 ff., 280, 44 ff., 288, 12 ff.—Sensual
pleasure, by later writers frequently spoken of as »)£oit) o-to/aaTiioj,
to distinguish it from spiritual pleasures, was vehemently re-

pudiated, not only by the adherents of a rigidly dualistic anthro-

pology, but also by the Cynics and the Stoics. The body being
the source of pleasure, we find Xenophon {Memorab. \. 2. 23)
insisting upon the necessity of constant exercise in aox^pocrviT).
On the other hand, Aristippus, the founder of the Cyrenaic
school, declared sensual pleasure to be a good, though with
certain qualifications (Kog. Laert. 11. 90; Zeller, n. i. 3.56 ff.).

The high value ascribed by Epicurus not merely to pleasure in

general, but even—in spite of all his saving clauses—to bodily
gratification, as the source of happiness, is tellingly shown in

frags. 67, 70, 409 (Usener). His standpoint is far removed from
that of Plato, and we need not wonder that Posidonius in par-
ticular so vigorously assailed his doctrine.

t Diels, Frag.^ ii. i. 505 f. No. 6 ; see also Gomperz, i. 71 f.

t Its entrance into the body is the result of an 'intellectual
fall

'

; for, according to Plato's original view (in the Phadrus),
the soul, even in its pre-mundane state, had three elSr), i.e.

, not
onl3' the

Aoyto'Tiicov,
but also the 9ii/xofi6e's and the firi6vfj.-r)Ti.K6v,

of which tne last two cramp the first, and, still clinging to
the soul after death, are the cause of its attachment to the
world of sense and its tendency to further incarnation (Phfedo).
On the other hand, according to the Timceus—a much later

work—the entrance of the soul into the material realm takes

place in pursuance of the Divine order, being designed to
animate the world of the visible. On this interpretation the
two inferior capacities of the soul arise out of itfl union with
the body, just as again they pass away with the latter at death.

the world of Ideas in which it formerly lived. Its

knowledge of truth is now impeded by the illusory
impressions of sense-perception, while the body,
by means of its impulses, and the desires and
affections to which they give rise, wields a most
dangerous influence over the soul, deranging its

capacity for thought, and wholly perverting its

judgment regarding the true good.
Cf. Phcedo, e.g. 64 ff., especially 66 B-D : . . . . €<o« ax rb

<ru>jia ex<Ofi«v itat a-viJiire(j>vpiietni) jj iiijMV t) 4''"XV I'^fra. toiovtov kokov
ov> /i.)j iroT€ KTt\<Tu>ii.e6(i LKa.vui<: ov iniBviJiOvfiev (jxiixev Si touto
eluax TO oAT)9e's. ^vpc'a; fiiv yap rnJ-iv acrxoAias irape'xei to ctoy-a.
fitoi r!]!' avayKaCav Tpo<f>i^v Itc Si ay Tives v6(Toi npo<rne(Tu)(T(.v,

efi.noSC^ov<ri.v rifiiav rrtv tov oi/tos &ripav ipuniov Si (cat imOv/jLiiav
Kai (fto^uiv Kou eiStoKajv navToSanujv Koi <^\uapias ifiirifxirKriiTLV Tj^at
ttoAXt)!, uxTTe TO Aeyd/ievov is aXr)6io<; tw ovti vjt' ovtou ovSi
<j>poinj<r(u •fip.iv eyyCyvercu ovSenoTe oitSev kol yap TroAe'/iOvs koX
(TTaCTeis Kol fioxas ovSiv oAAo jrope'xet 19 to cu^a ical at toutov
fmOviiCai. Sio. yap -niy tcov xp^JMo^tuv Krri<Tiv TrdvTei ot iroAe/toi

yt'-yvoi'Tat, ra Si xP^iA^OTa avayKa^oiicBa Kratrdai Sia. ri) o-ut/uta,

oouAevoi'Tes tjj tovtou Sepan-et'i}, k.t.A. Cf. 83 B-D.

Irrationality, fierce passions, grave disorders of
the soul, may in fact proceed from the body or
from the conditions that at any time prevail
therein (cf. especially Timceus, 86Bff. ). In sober

truth, the body is the source of all that harms the
soul. For although evil may be the soul's o-^vn

act, she would have no promptings to evil-doing
were she not imprisoned m the body (cf. Zeller, n.
i. 871). Every misfortune, every guilty deed in
human life, emanates in the last resort from the
latter. As a result of her union with the body,
the soul herself becomes polluted, and, in fact,
imless she resists the propensities of the flesh,
she may even assume a quasi -

bodily character

{aufiaTO€i84s, cf. Phcedo, 83 D), just as the sea-god
Glaucus was deformed by wrack and shells to the

point of unrecognizability. In this way the

majority of mankind are drawn aside fi'om their
true end in life. For the fall into the corporeal state

lays upon the soul the task—in reality her only
task—of purging herself as eflestually as possible,
even in this life, from the contamination induced

by her connexion with the body (Phcedo, 67 C D),

by overcoming and keeping permanently in sub-

jection not alone the impulses of sense, but all

appetites and affections whatever : she must, in

a word, strive after an inward deliverance from
the world of the flesh and the senses. Only so
does she become free to apply herself to those im-

perishable treasures beside which the visible

world dwindles to nothingness ; only so can the
soul yield herself to that philosophy which, by
means of dialectic and in virtue of her 'reminis-
cence

'

of things aforetime seen, develops her faculty
of cognizing the sphere of true being, of the Ideas,
so leading her into the right way towards her proper
home and at last to God Himself.
Such in outline is the doctrine of Plato—a harsh

and rigid dualism : here, the world of illusion and
illusive values, beneath which nothing permanent
exists ; and there, the goods which never fade away,
and which constitute the whole aim and object of

philosophy. This dualism was, it is true, somewhat

mitigated in Plato's later life (see above, p. 83"),

but again and again in innumerable passages of

his works, even in the Tim^us, where its presence
involves a flagrant inconsistency, it brealcs forth

in triumph.
The speculations

of Plato, aided as they were

by the incomparable literary craftsmanship with
which he pave them expression, had an enormous
influence on subsequent thought. His dualism,
and in particular his view of the body as the

ultimate root of all, or at lejvst of innumerable,
evils in human life, as an enemy against which
the soul must fight, and as an unclean and defiling

thing from which she muse rid lierself as soon and
as thoroughly as possible, produced a profound
eflFect even upon such of the ancient thmkers as

did not accept the Orphic-l'ythagorean-Platonic
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doctrine of the soul. We may also venture to

assume, notwitlistanding the absence of positive

testinionv, that a theory re<,'arding body and soul

akin to that of Plato prevailed in the OkfAcademy.
It is at all events certain that such a view was
held hy Xenocrates (frag. 20 H), jus well as by Philip
of Opus and Heracleides Ponticus, and probably
even by Aristotle in his earlier years.

(4) Aristotle.—With riper experience, however,
Aristotle abandoned his master's dualistic; stand-

point, save in regard to one important feature,
and advanced to an entirely difl'erent conception
of the relation between body and soul, a conception
which stands in the closest connexion with his

metaphysical teaching al>out the relations of matter

{C\r)) and form (iT8os), of potentiality {dvvafjui) and

actuality {ivipyeia, ifreXix^ia). Here we come upon
the pregnant idea of the '

organic,' which Aristotle

was the iirst to formulate. An object is said to be

organic when its parts are ' instruments' (^S/ryava)

for the realization of the end for which the nature
of the object as a whole is designed.

A whole of

this character, however, is manifestly framed witii

a view to life or animation, and accordingly the

organic and the animate are but different designa-
tions for the same thing. The human body, as

indeed Ihe body of any f<pov, attains its realization

only in virtue of the soul. The soul is the elSos

(the principle of form working from within out-

wards) (Tci/xaroy (pvcriKOv fwTjv ixovro'i Swdpifi (de

Anuria, ii. 1. 412 A, 20 ff.). The 'end' of the

body is the soul, which realizes itself, and at the
same time realizes life, in the body and its organs
{de Partibus Animalium, i. 5. 645 B, 14 ff.). Apart
from the soul the body is but a corpse. It is there-

fore the entelechy of the body . . . ov rb ffQfiA itxriv

ivTeKix^i-a ^I'XV^j ti^^' ai/ri? crujuards tivos, Kal 5ia tovto

KoKQs inroKafi^di'ovffii' oU 5ok€i /xtjt' Avev (rw/ioros eXvai

fi-flTf a-Qfj-d Ti i] ypirxJ) (de An. ii. 2. 414 A, 1411".) ; cf.

ii. 4. 415 B, 7, iffrt. 5k 17 4'^h '''ov ^Civros aivfiaros airla

Kal dpxv- Body and soul in a living man may well
be distinguished as concepts, but they cannot be
dissociated in actual fact. The two form an

inseparable synthesis, like the material and the
form of a ball of wax, or like the eye and the sense
of sight. In the words of Eucken,

' the soul forms
with the body a single life- process.' When man
dies, his body is deprived of its function as a pur-

posive organism.*
The idea of a dissonance between body and soul,

as propounded by the theologians and Plato, is

therefcjre quite foreign to the philosophy of

Aristotle. It is true that the latter regards the

vovs, the thinking spirit, as coming from without

(^i^pa^ei') to the 'soul,' to that life-giving power
which controls and conditions the organism, and
combines within itself the physical and the

psychical ; and here no doubt we come upon an

inconsistency in the Aristotelian psychology, a
residue of theological and Platonic speculation.
Nevertheless there is for Aristotle no opposition
between the voOs and the living body, so that the

f»resence

of the former constitutes no end in human
ife relative to the body.t
(5) Stoicism.—Among the earlier Stoics, not-

• The teleological point of view was first applied to the human
body by Diogenes of Apollonia, through tlie influence of Anaxa-
Koras. It is set forth in popular form by Socrates in Xenophon,
nemorab. i. 4. 5ff., and m a truly scientific style by Aristotle,

t.g. in de Partilus Animalium, iv. 10. 686 A, 25 ff., 6S7A, 7ff.

Popular views regarding it re-appear after the middle period of

Stoicism ; cf. Cicero, Sat. Deorum, ii. 134-146.

t A3 regards Aristotle's physiology, which we cannot deal
with here, it may be noted that he regarded the activity of the
sou! as being connected with the natural heat of the body, this

heat being combined with the blood as the animating breath or

wevfUL. Aristotle placed the central organ of psychical life in

the heart, while Alcmaeon, Democritus, and Diogenes of Apol-
lonia, like Plato, had identified it with the brain. The influence
of Aristotle long prevailed to keep the earlier and correct view
in the background.

witliitamliiig their monism, we find a certain lean-

ing towards the dualistic theory of body and soul.

A characteri.stic utterance is that of Cleanthes

{Stoiror. Vctcr. Fr. i. fr. 529 [Arnim]), who speaks
of man as a frail and fleeting thing, needing help
at every turn
KaQaTTtp rpofl)7i^ Ka'i <rKtiraLtTfi>iTu}V koX

ttJ9 oAAt)? toO ffut^aro^

ciri^ieAttaf, nixpov Tii'O? Tvpa.yi'ov rponov e<^«<rTa)TOS ^M'*' tc^t rhy ^

9rpof rji^epay Sour/xOM anauTOvyro^ kox <i firj Trapt\Oiy.*v ojtrrtf Kovtiv
a\ni> KoX aXtC<f>tiv Kal ntpi^aXXtiv xai rpii^tiv voaovi koX Qafixrov

airtipyovmo';.

The truly decisive step, however, was first taken

by Posidonius (first half of the Ist cent, n.c), the
second leader of Middle Stoicism, upon whom the
influence of Plato is once more clearly marked (cf.

p. 85'). He holds that the body, that inutills caro *
et

Jluida, receptandis tantumcibis hxihilis, is an impedi-
ment to tiie heaven-born soul, pining in her prison-
house for her ethereal home. To deliver the soul aa

far as possible from the body even, in tiiis life, to
shun as the pestilence the lusts and appetites that

originate in the body—this is the paramount task
of mankind. The body acts as a clog upon the
Divine capacity of knowledge possessed by the

spirit, which, however, escapes its bonds anu wins
an ampler insight in dreams, when the body lies

asleep
as if dead, as also in ecstasy, when the soul

forsakes the body, but fully and finally in death
itself. At death the soul or the wise, no longer in

thrall to the sensuous, will soar to the celestial

sphere, and will gain a profound knowledge of the
ultimate causes of all existence. On the other

hand, the soul of one who has given a loose rein to

the lusts of the body must after death long pursue
a wandering course, and must undergo manifold

pains and purgings. But the soul's conflict with
'this flesh is protracted and sore, and calls for

unflagging effort, t
The Platonic mysticism of Posidonius wrought

with great effect upon Cicero, and with greater
still upon Seneca. But although the writings of

Seneca frequently reflect the dualistic theory of

Posidonius, from whom in fact he borrows freely
in numberless passages, his own view differs in

some degree from that of the Greek thinker.

Seneca's theory probably finds its best expression
at the beginning of the 14th letter to Lucilius :

' Fateor insitam esse nobis corporis nostri caritatem. Fateor
nos huiuB gerere tutelam. Non nego indulgendum illi : servi-

endum nego. Multis enim serviet qui oorpori servit, qui pro
iUo nimium timet, qui ad iUud omnia refert. Sic gerere nos
debemus non taniquam propter corpus vivere debeamus, sed

tamquam non possimus sine corpore. Huius noa nimius amor
limoribus inquietat, sollicitudinibus onerat, contumehi* obicit.

Honestum ei vile est, cui corpus nimis carum est. Agatur eius

diligentissime cura, ita tamen, utcum exiget ratio, cum dignitas,
cum fides, mittendum in igues sit.' Cf. Ep. 78. 10 ; 120. 14-18.

There is something very peculiar in the deprecia-
tion and contempt with which the human body is

regarded by Epictetus, whose views of mankind
in general, notwithstanding his Stoic principles,
reveal a strong tinge of dualism. Over and over

again the Dissertations reveal a curious scorn of

the body, and, in fact, as we might expect, from
the influence of C3?Tiicism upon Epictetus, he often

gives a crudely Cynic expression to the ideas pro-

mulgated by Plato and Posidonius. A telling
instance of this is found in frag. 23. The body is

by nature dead, mere clay and filth ; irretrievably
abandoned to innumerable vicissitudes, to all,

indeed, that happens to be 'stronger'; it is a
hindrance to our independence of the external ; it

does not belong to us, but is an dWSrpLov. Man is

• So Seneca {Ep. 92, 110) renders the Greek <rip^, a word
which seems to have been applied to the body in a disparaging
sense first of all by the Orphios (cf. Empedocles, fra^.

126 ;

Wilamowitz on Euripid. Herakl. 12C9). This usage is next

found sporadically among the Tragedians ;
also in Plato and

Platonizing thinkers.

t Cicero, Tmc. Qu^BSt. i. 38, 44, 110, d^ Leg. L 60, d« Div. i.,

de Rep. vL ; Virgil, Aen. vi. 724 ff. (on this see Norden); Seneca,

Ep. 66. leff. ;
»2. 110; 102. 23ff., Qmest. Net. i. 3f., iii. 18,

ad Mare. 23 ff. ; Galen, de Plae. Hipp, et Plat. v. 448 f. (MiUler).
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•a soul carrying a corpse.' To the wise man,
indeed, his body is of no concern.* Above all,
the body is a permanent obstacle to happiness,
since it stands in the way of virtue, which is in

reality the only good. Something more than the
influence of Plato or Posidonius, or of the Stoa, is

required to explain such hatred of, and disdain for,
the body as we find in Epictetus ; and it is possible
that his experiences with his own decrepit frame
may have given some bitterness to his sentiments.
To the high-souled Marcus Aurelius likewise,

though, like Epictetus, he was a professed adherent
of Stoicism, there exists a keen antagonism between
body and soul, and he too speaks repeatedly of the

body in tones of passionate scorn. He reprobates
it especially as the source of carnal appetite, and
as tending to inveigle the soul. He welcomes
death because, among other reasons, the soul,
whether she then 'is dispersed,' or becomes
extinct, or is re-absorbed into the universal soul,
is at least released from the body (Stich, 71, 4ff.).A markedly dualistic tendency appears also in his

general views regarding man, though he rejects the
belief in a continued personal existence after death.

(6) Neo-Pythagoreanism and Neo-Platonism.—
Another evidence of the persistent influence of

Posidonius, and through him of Plato, upon a later

age is to be seen in Neo-Pythagoreanism, which
became widely diffused throughout the ancient
world, especially in the first three centuries of our
era. It has already been shown (above, p. 86) how
in this school the Orphie-Pythagorean-Platonic
conception of the body as the prison of the soul,

conjoined with the notion of matter as the cause of
all evil, was resuscitated in intensified form.

Similarly, as regards Neo-Platonism (Plotinus),
we would refer the reader to the account given on
former pages (86^ 87*), merely supplementing it

here with an instructive passage regarding mankind
from Enneads, 47. 10 K :

_

• •

^''^'"'y
o'*' TO iiixit^, f\ <ruvapi6iU)viJ.€vov ToO ftjpi'ov r\ to

uTTcp TOVTO fiSi)- 6-mpCov Sk ^oKoeei' TO (TCifia- 6 S' a\r)9T)i avOpiano^
oAAos o KaOapos Tovrov ras aperat exav Tas e>' vo^crei, ai Srj ev

avTJjrfi x<^ptiop.(vji i/»vxn iSpvvTcu, xupifo/ie'iT) fie Koi xupio-Tjj 6ti
tvTavSa ovcrjfi, k.t.X.

(1) Popular ideas.—Popular notions about the
relations of body and soul, and about the nature
and functions of both— such ideas, namely, as

actually took shape among classes of Greek and
Roman society outside the influence of philosophy
and theology—were practically identical with those
of Homer, according to whose simple and unschooled
thought the living man forms an undivided unity of
matter and spirit. It was only in a later age that,
among the Romans in particular, wider circles of

society, especially in the large toAvns, came to be
infected with Epicurean and materialistic views,
holding that the soul, being but a more subtle
matter diff'used through the body, and forming the
incorporating principle of life, perishes with the
material frame. The harshly dualistic theory of
human life, however, allied with the conviction
that the body is a thing impure and obnoxious,—as
enunciated by Plato and Posidonius, by Seneca and
Plotinus,—had a potent influence upon ancient, and
thence upon mediaeval, Christianity, and indeed its
effects persist even to the present aay.
LiTBRATURK.—For X : Nagelsbach, Homer. Theol. (Nurem-

berg 1840); Siebeck, Gegch. d. Psychol. (Golha, 1880), i. 15 ff.
;

Zeller, Phil. d. Grxech. i.e (Leipzig, 1892) ; Rohde, P«2/cA«2 (Frei-
burg i. B., 1898), i.; Gomperz, Gr. Denker^ (Leipzig, 1903)i. Iff.
For 2 : Rohde, op. eit. ii. ; Gomperz, op. cit. i. 71 f., 103 f.

;

Zeller, op. cit. i. 450 fl., ii. 14(1889), ii. 23(1879), iii. 24(1903);
Windelband, Gesch. d. alten Philos.^ (Munich, 1894), 164 ff.,
Gesch. d. Philos.3 (Tubingen, 1903) 121 {., 188, Platon* (Stutt-
gart, 1905) 124 ff. ; Eucken, Lebensanschauunaen d. grossen
Denker^ (Leipzig, 1904), 31 ff., 64 ; Heinze, XenokraUs (Leipzig,
1892), 150 ff. ; Ritter-PreUer, Hist. Phil. Gr(Kca:T (Ootha.. 18S8);
Siebeck, >4rwtotefeii (Stuttgart, 1899); Schmekel, Philos. d.

* For the sake of one's fellow-men, however, and on grounds
of good taste, bodily cleanliness, in contrast to the slovenliness
Ol the Cjaic, is urgently insisted upon (iv. 11. 9fl.X

mittl. Stoa (Berlin, 1892) 248, 276, 400 ff. ; Wendland, Die
hellen.-rotn. Kultur i»i ihren Beziehungen zu Judentum u.
Christentum (Tubingen, 1907), 84 ff. ; Corssen, de Potidfmio
Rhodio, (Bonn, 1878); Diels, Herakleitos von Ephesot
(Berlin, 1901), Frag. d. Vorsohratiker, i.2 (Berlin, 1906), ii. 12
(1907); Abel, Orphica (Leipzig, 1885); Hicks, AristoUe's 'de
Anima' {C&mb. 1907); Epicteti DisseHationes, ed. H. Schenkl
(Leipzig, 1898) ; Epictets Haiidbuchlein der Moral, ed. W. Capelle
(Jena, 1906); Hark Aurel., ed. Stich2 (Leipzig, 1903); Plotini
Opera, ed. A. Kirchhoff (Leipzig, 1856).

W. Capelle.
BODY (Hebrew).—To the Hebrew, man was a

unity.
' Man's body was of the dust, whilst the

breath of God was the principle of life within him ;

but man himself was the single product o/ these two
factors' (F. C. Porter, 'The Yefer Hara' in Yale
Bibl. and Sem. Studies, 1901, pp. 91-156). Jewish
theology never seriously admitted a dualism. Even
when it adopted the doctrine of the ' two impulses,'
the good and the evil yetser {in-), the good impulse
did not inhere in the soul, the bad in the body.
' The parallel between St. Paul's contrast of spirit
and flesh, and the Rabbinic contrast of- the good and
evil impulses, is remote and insignificant' (ib.).
The same conception of unity is expressed in

many ways.
' Three partners there are in the

formation of man : God, father, mother '

(Bab.
Niddah, 31a). Even more significant is the well-
known parable of the Blind and Lame :

' A human king had a beautiful garden, in which were some
fine early figs. He set in it two watchmen, one lame and the
other blind. Said the lame man to the blind,

"
I see some fine

figg, carry me on your shoulders and we will get the fruit and
eat it." After a time the owner of the garden came and asked
after hia figs. The lame man protested that he could not walk,
the blind that he could not see. So the master put the lame
man on the blind man's back and judged them together. So
God brings the soul and casts it in the body [after death] and
judges them together

'

(Sank. 91a-b).

Body and soul thus form one whole, and the

persistence in later JeAvish thought of the belief in

the bodily resurrection was in part, at least, due
to the impossibility of separating body and soul,
even in the aspect of immortality.
The wonderful structure of the body, its delicate

adaptations to ends, was the subject of admiration
as an expression of the Divine wisdom. This finds

its analogue in the liturgy of the Synagogue in a
remarkable benediction, which is recited daily in

the morning prayers, and is repeated after the
normal functions of the body :

'Blessed art thou, O Lord our God, King of the universe,
who hast formed man in wisdom, and created in him many
orifices and vessels. It is revealed and known before the throne
of thy glory, that if one of these be opened, or one of those be

closed, it would be impossible to exist and to stand before thee.

Blessed art thou, O Lord, who healest all flesh and dost won-

drously' (Singer, Authorized Daily Prayer-Book, p. 4. The
benediction is Talmudic : Berak. 606).

Though the Jews, especially from the Macca-
bsean period, were strongly opposed to the Greek

games and culture of the body, and felt an especial
aversion to nude exposure, they had a keen appreci-
ation of physical beauty, not only in women,
but in men. The stature of Judas Maccabaeus
was glorified, and the beauty of various Rabbis is

specially recorded (especially Johanan b. Nappaha,
Berak. 20a ; cf. Emil G. Hirsch's remarks in JE
ii. 617). In the mediaeval Heb. poetry (imitat-

ing the language of the Song of Songs) there is at

once a thorough-going eulogy of female beauty
and an application of sensuous phraseology to the

mystic relations between man and God.
The body was in the Rabbinic view originally a

shapeless mass (golem) ; it was a-sexual, or rather

bi-sexual, and only later became differentiated

(see the early chapters of the Midrash, Genesis

Rnbba). The number of the limbs (or bones) was
calculated as 248, and of nerves (including sinews

and even blood-vessels) 365 corresponding to the

affirmative and negative precepts of the Law
(which were enumerated as 613). Adam's dust

was taken from all quarters of the globe (Sank.

38a), to express the unity of human nature.
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The provision of food, drink, and attire wan

legarded as a religious duty (Maiinonides, Mischne

Tora,
' Dc6th

'

v. ). Bodily cleanliness was similarly

regarded; and as part of the 'Law of Holiness,'

dietary restrictions and ablutions were prescribed.
From the middle of the 2nd cent. A.D. hand-

washing before meals became general. Washing
in the early morning was older. During ablutions

pietists would avert their eyes from their own
Dodies, The bodily secretions were not unclean
until they separated from the body ; in the latter

case ablution was rigidly enforcecf. Special com-
munal baths have always been provided in Jewisli

settlements. The Biblical conceptions as to the

defilement caused by dead bodies were continued in

later Judaism. But the CTeat bulk of the early
Rabbinic laws as to ritual purity applied only to

priests or to Israelites about to particij)ate in

Temple rites. Maimonides sums up the Rabbinic

rulings as follows (ib.
' Tumath Okhelim' xvi. 9) :

'

It is penuitted to every one to touch an unclean thing:, and

thereby to become unclean. For Scripture only forbids priests
and Nazirites from becoming unclean by touching a dead body :

hence it is inferred that everybody else may become unclean.

And even the priests and Nazirites are only forbidden to become
unclean through a human corpse. Every Israelite is enjoined
to be clean at the time of the festivals, in order that he may
be able to enter the temple, and eat holy food' (Monteflore,
Uibbert Lectttres, 1892, p. 476, note 4 ; Biichler, Der GalUdische

'Amha'aref, chs. i.-v.).

Some exalted ideas in relation to the body and its

stature and proportion were derived from an anthro-

pomorphic interpretation of the text that man was
made in the image of God ((in 1^). The bodily sign
of the covenant is discussed under CiRCUMClsiON.

LiTKRATURB.—Besides sources already noted, see L. Low, Die
Lebensalter in der jiid. LiUratur, 1875 ; M. Joseph, Judaism
as Creed and Lije, 1903, p. 364 ; art.

'

Body in Jewish Theology,'
in JE iii. 283. I, ABRAHAMS.

BODY (Hindu).—The Sanskrit terms denoting
the various parts of the body agree remarkably with
those of the other Aryan languages—a circumstance
which renders it probable that a certain knowledge
of anatomy may have been part of the common
heritage of Aryan nations. Their acquaintance
with anatomy would seem to have extended to the

internal organs, such as the heart, liver, lungs,

bile, kidneys, etc. The ancient Hindu sages have

improved and extended this traditional knowledge.
Thus, in a hymn of the Atharvaveda (x. 2) on the

creation of man, which is supposed to belong to

the most ancient portion of that venerable collec-

tion, we have a careful and orderly enumeration
of the several parts of the skeleton. The hymn
consists of a series of questions, such as these :

By whom were fixed the two heels of man ? By whom wu
the flesh constructed ? By whom the two ankle-bones ; by
whom the slender digits ; by whom the apertures ; by whom
the two seta of long bones in the middle ? How did they (the

devas, or gods) make the two ankle-bonei of man below, and
the two knee-caps above? How many d^ia*, and who among
them, contributed to build up the bones of the breast and
the cartilages of the windpipe of man ? How many disposed
the ribs of the two breasts ; who, the shoulder-blades ? Who
pierced the seven apertures in the head: the two ears, two
nostrils, two eyes, the mouth ? Whoever first constructed that

brain of his, the brow, the facial bone, the cranium, and the

structure of the jaws, and, having done so, ascended to heaven—
who, of the many devas, was he?

The composition of this hymn is ascribed to a
certain sage called Narayana, the same to whom the

famous Rigvedic hynm (x. 90) on the sacrifice of

man (puru-sasiikta) is attributed, in which the four

classes of priests, nobles, husbandmen, and serfs

are declared to have sprung from the mouth, arms,
thighs, and feet of the Primeval Male, or original
source of the universe. Some ancient medical

formulfe, which occur in some of the earliest San-
skrit tracts on medicine, are also supposed to have
been proclaimed by this NSrayana.
Descending from the Vedas to those early pan-

theistic compositions, the Upani§ads, we meet, in

the Garbha (or Embryo) Upanisad with an in-

teresting description of the constitution and growth
of the human body, which is said to consist of the
live elements—earth, water, fire, air, and space
or ether. From cohabitation, a small compact
mass is produced, which, within a month, becomes
a solid lump of flesh. The head is formed after

two months ; the feet are developed after three
months ; the ankles, belly, and thighs, after four
months ; the spine, after five ; mouth, nose, and

eyes, after six months ; the soul (jiva) enters the
foitus in the seventh month ; it becomes altogether
complete in the eiglith montli.

The later systems of philosophy assign to each

person two boaies—an exterior or gross body (sthula-

sarira), and an interior or subtle body (silksma-

iarira, or lihga-iarira)— much as rythagortw
claimed a subtle ethereal clothing for the soul,

apart from its grosser clothing when united with
the body. Indian philosophers had to admit the
existence of a subtle body, in order to make the

process of migration after death intelligible,

according to the Indian doctrine of metempsy-
chosis. The subtle body is that which cleaves to

the soul in its migration from existence to exist-

ence. According to the Vedanta system, this

.subtle body arises from the so-called upddhis (' con-

ditions '), and consists of the senses of the body
(dehendriyas), both perceptive (buddhlndriyas) and
active {karmendriyas), and of mind (rrumas),
intellect [bxiddhi), sensation [vedand), implying
beyond itself the visaya.i, or objects required
for sensation. Its physical life is said to be de-

pendent on the vital spirit (mukhya prdna), and
on the five prdnas, or specialized spirits. Accord-

ing to the Sankhya system, the subtle or inner

body, which is, of course, invisible, is formed
of eighteen elements. The coarse material body
consists either of the earth only, or of the four
or five coarse elements, and is made up of six

coverings
—hair, blood, flesh, sinews, bones, and

marrow. In some systems, each organ is connected
with its own peculiar element, the nose with the

earth, the tongue with water, etc.

The whole subject of anatomy is treated at great

length in the vast medical literature of ancient
India. The Indian theory of the skeleton, in

particular, has been transmitted to us in three
ditlerent systems, one of which, the anatomical

system attributed to the mythical sage Atreya,
while agreeing in the main with the statements

quoted above from the Atharvaveda, is also found
in several later non-medical Sanskrit works, not-

ably in the celebrated law-book of Yajuavalkva.
In its original shape, as restored by the researches
of Dr. Hoernle, this enumeration of human bones
seems to have been made up of the following thirty
items:—(1) 32 teeth (danta) ; (2) 32 sockets (ulu-

khala) of the teeth ; (3) 20 nails {nakha) ; (4) 60

phalanges (nhgidi) ; (5) 20 long bones ; (6) 4 bases
of the long bones ; (7) 2 heels ; (8) 4 ankle-bones ;

(9) 4 wrist-bones ; (10) 4 bones of the fore-arms ;

(11) 4 bones of the legs; (12) 2 knee-caps; (13)2
elbow-pans ; (14) 2 hollow bones of the thighs ; (15)
2 hollow bones of the arms ; (16) 2 shoulder-blades ;

(17) 2 collar-bones ; (18) 2 hip-blades ; (19) 1 pubic
bone ; (20) 45 back-bones ; (21) 14 bones oi the
breast ; (22a) 24 ribs ; (226) 24 sockets of the ribs ;

(22c) 24 tubercles fitting into the sockets ; (23) 15

bones of the neck ; (24) 1 windpipe ; (25) 2 palatal
cav-ities ; (26) 1 lower jaw-bone or chin ; (27) 2
basal tie-bones of the jaw ; (28) 1 bone constituting
nose, prominences of the cheeks, and brows ; (29)

2 temples ; (30) 4 cranial pan-shaped bones :
—

total, 360. The large excess of this number over
the some 200 bones in the adult human skeleton,
which are distinguished by modem anatomy, ia

principally due to the fact that, besides including
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the teeth, nails, and cartilages in the category
of bones, the Indian sages counted prominent parts
of bones, such as are now known as processes
or protuberances, as if they were separate bones.

Allowing for these modifying causes, the views of

the early Indian anatomists are surprisingly ac-

curate, which seems to be due to the fact that they
were acquainted with the practice of human dis-

section, allowing bodies to decompose in a river,
and taking them out after decomposition had set

in, when they were very slowly scrubbed with
a whisk made of grass-roots, or hair, or bamboo, or

bast, and every part of the body examined, as it

became disclosed in the process of scrubbing.
Besides the bones, there are 210 joints {sandhi)

in the body. The joints of the extremities, jaw,
and vertebrae are movable {chala) ; all the rest

are immovable (sthira). There are 900 ligaments
{sndyu), i.e. sinews and nerves ; 500 muscles {pe-il) ;

700 veins {sird). Besides the veins, there are other
vessels or canals called dhamani and srotas, all of

which proceed from the navel, whicli resembles
the root of a Avater-lily, and is the root of the
vessels of all living animals. This notion seems
to have been derived from the appearance of the
vessels in their fcetal state. There are six principal
limbs : the two arms, the two thighs, the head
with the neck, and the trunk or middle portion.
Attached to these are 56 minor limbs. The trunk
contains 15 organs, such as the heart, the liver,
the lungs, the spleen, the two breast-glands, the

bladder, the smaller intestines, the larger and
grosser intestines, the adeps - bearing duct, etc.

There are in the body 10 anjalis (a certain measure
consisting of two handfuls) of water, 9 aiijalis of

juice (rasa), 8 anjalis of blood, 7 anjalis of stools,
6 anjalis of phlegm, 5 anjalis of bile, 4 anjalis of

urine, 3 anjalis of adeps, 2 anjalis of fat, 1 anjali
of marrow, | anjali of brain, \ anjali of the
essence of phlegm, ^ anjali of semen. Of weak
or sensitive parts (Tnarman) in the body, which
have to be avoided in operations, there are 107,
which are accurately described. In some varieties
of these, instant death ensues on their being
wounded ; in others, the person when wounded
dies after a few days, or when the external
substance has been extracted ;

in other varieties,

lameness, or only pain, is produced. The seven
essential parts or elements of the body [dhdtu)
are : chyle or juice (rasa), blood (rakta), flesh

(mam^a), fat (medas), hone (asthi), msiTToyv (?najjd),
and semen (hikra). When there is inequality of

proportions between these constituent elements of
the body, the person becomes subject to pain or
destruction. Hence that has to be regarded as the

proper medicine which restores the elements simul-

taneously to their normal condition by diminishing
the increased and increasing the diminished ones.
For keeping up the harmony of the elements of
a person in health, food is prescribed in varioiis

forms, endued with proper attributes. The three
humours of the body—air (vdyu), bile (pitta), and
phlegm (kapha)—are more important even than
the seven elements for the preservation of a

healthy and normal condition of the body. Of
these humours (dosa), air or wind is dry, cool,

light, soft, and always flowing more or less quickly,
so as to convey the elements or essential parts
over the body ; bile, which is situated principally
in the stomach, is a hot, bitter, oily fluid, of a
blue colour, and sour, and produces animal heat ;

phlegm is white, heavy, oleaginous, cooling, moist,
sw^et, and is conveyed by air througli the vessels.

Most diseases are due to an abnormal increase
or decrease of one of the humours. There exists

an unmistakable similarity between this Indian

theory and the ancient Occidental theory of four

humours in the human body. Blood (rakta) is

sometimes mentioned as a fourth humour in India,
as it is in Western medicine.
The supposed parallelism between the microcosm

and the macrocosm is also to be found in Indian
thought. Thus, as the universe consists of earth,
water, heat, air, ether, and Brahman, which is

unmanifest, even bo Purusa, or the male, is said
to be made up of six ingredients : the form is

earth ; the liquid secretions are water ; the animal
heat is heat ; the life-breaths are air ; the hollow
places are ether ; the inner self is Brahman. The
self or soul is an emanation from God or the
Universal Soul, from which it springs in the same
manner as sparks do from a red-hot ball of iron.

Literature.—Hoernle, Studies in the Medicine of Ancient
India, part i.

'

Osteology,' Oxford, 1907 ; Max MUller, The
Six Systems of Indian Philosophy, London, 1899 ; Wise,
Commentary on the Hindu System of Medicine, London, 1860 ;

Sir Bhagvat Sinh Jee, A Short History of Aryan Medical
Science, London, 1896; J. Jolly, 'Medicin,' in vol. iii. of the
Grundriss d. indo-ar. Philol. u. Altertumskunde, Strassburg-,
1901

;
Charaka Sarhhitd (Eng. tr.), by K. Avinash Chandra

Kaviratna, Calcutta, 1871 ff.; Ydjnavalkya Smriti (Eng. tr. and
notes), by V. N. Mandlik, Bombay, 1880; Deussen, Sechzig
Upanishads des Veda, Leipzig, 1897. J. JoLLY,

BODY AND MIND.—I. The problem of the
relation between body and mind has occupied philo-
sophers and scientists since the dawn of thought,
and to many it appears no nearer to solution now
than then. It has been named the central problem
of all philosophy, fundamental alike in the theory
of knowledge, in ethics, and in religion. Not less

fundamental, however, is it for psychology and for

physical science ; for the point of view from which
we regard mental development, the changing forms
of nature, animal life and evolution, Avill be radi-

cally different according as we do, or do not, attri-

bute to mind a controlling or directing part in the

process of change and growth. The question of the
relation between body and mind cannot be dis-

cussed apart from the question af to the nature of

the two factors, and the difference between them.
Both are really metaphysical questions ; that is to

say, the solution put forward will necessarily be

incapable of scientific verification ; but it should
be such as to give a rational account of the possi-
bilities of knowledge, of individual and race pro-
gress, of ethical and religious life.

2. Whether we are dealing with the special rela-

tion between the individual mind and the individual

body, or with the general relation of finite mind to

matter, there are three possible solutions of the

problem:—(1) That matter or body is the 'real'

or ' substantial
'

thing, while mind is its product,
or in some way dependent upon it both for its exist-

ence and for its qualities
—the solution of Material-

ism. (2) That mind alone is real or substantial,
and that matter or body is its appearance, its

manifestation, or in some other way dependent
upon it for existence and quality

—the solution of

Idealism, and of Spiritualism. (3) That mind and
matter are equally real, and independent entities ;

or equally t«j/-c«^, as the two 'aspects,' 'appear-

ances,' 'sides' of one and the same reality. The
former is Dualism, the latter 'Scientific Monism'
or the Philosojiliy of Identity. There are of course

many shades of difl'erence and many overlappings
in the different views that have actually been held.

The divergencies are especially apparent when a

given principle is applied to the relation between
the finite body and the finite mind. Thus, even
when we regard body as unreal, it is clear that
' my

'

body is not the manifestation of ' my
'

mind,
but is to a large extent at least independent of it ;

therefore one may quite well speak of 'my' body—meaning the mind of which the bodj' is a mani-

festation,—as acting upon 'my' mind, and yet
remain a spiritualist or idealist. Here then we
have a second basis of division, the lines crossing
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the former ones : the relation between finite mind
and finite body may be either (a) that of complete
dependence, as when the mind in regarded as the
'secretion of the brain,' or as an '

epiphenonienon,'
a by-product of physical process ; (6) that of

parallelism, the two series, mental and bodily,
corresponding step for step, element for element,
with each other, but never acting upon each other ;

or (c) that of reciprocity or interaction, mental pro-
cesses being the condition of bodily, bodily of
mental processes. The last is the ' natural

'

stand-

point. We regard ourselves as causing bodily
movements by our will, and as receiving sensations
and perceptions from physical objects which act

ujpon
our bodily organs. It is also the standpoint

or Dualism on the one hand, and of several forms
of Spiritualism or Idealism on the other.

3. It is necessary here to refer only to one of the

many forms of Materialism, that in which the
mental is regarded as an effect of physical processes,
although in itself immaterial ; or again as not

strictly an effect, but as a by-result, an accidental

accompaniment, of material processes. Matter—
the physical universe—is upheld on this theory as
the permanent, eternal, unchanging, over against
which mind is as one of the changing and temporary
phenomena, adding nothing to the whole, forming
no essential part of it, existing merely, as it were,
for the delectation of some imaginary spectator.
(1) What is fatal to any such reduction of mind to
a secondary place is the first principle of Epistemo-
logji viz. that matter or body is given only as idea
or content of consciousness ; it cannot be the source
of that which is a presupposition of its own exist-

ence. It is an actual inversion of the true order of

things, therefore, to place matter first and mind
second. Not only is it not a justifiable inference that
matter may be the source of mind ; it is not even
a possible thought ; it is a form of words without

meaning. (2) The second difficulty the view lia.s to
face is that of the incomparability of mind and
matter ; they contain no common characteristic

except that of change in time ; in other respects,
as the Cartesians pointed out, every attribute of
mind may be denied of body, and vice versa. Thus
matter occupies space,

has form, resistance, etc.,
while mind is wholly non-spatial in itself, has
neither place nor any other spatial determination.

Applied to our present question, the disparateness
of mind and body means that the one could not be
a cause of the other, in the sense of its source or

origin. It does not necessarily mean, however, that
the one could not act npon the other. The objection
applies on the materialist assumption that nothing
is real but matter ; if so, then the psychical must
be a quality, or otlier determination, of body. It

Ls this consequence that is inconsistent with the

accepted disparity of bodily and mental processes.*
(3) The view is also inconsistent, however, with
a third characteristic of mental life, the 'unity
of consciousness

'

: no possible jj/iuiical process
or combination of processes can be pointed to

which is an adequate explanation or ground for

this fact. The Ego or Subject of mental states, as
conscious of its impressions, and of the relations

(of succe.ssion, etc.) between its impressions, is a

presupposition of all knowledge, aU perception,
and even of all sensation. There is notning in the
nervous system, for example, to which so weighty
a r61e can be attributed ; there is not even a real

unity in the organism at all. In itself, on the
materialist's own theory, matter consists of infinite

atoms (or other elements) in endless flux, and all

unity or combination exists only (a) as a physical
resultant of the movements of several atoms or

Dr. Ward and Professor Binet, from different points of view,
have criticized the principle of the disparateness of mind and
matter. See reference below.

groups of atoms acting together uijoii a single point,
or {b) as a teleological conception in the mind of
an observer. Even the animal organism is not in

itself a unity as a physical congeries ; it is a unity
only by virtue of its sum of physical forces, or by
virtue of its (ideal) tendency towards a purpose or

end, the mere conception of which implies a mind.
Hence there is no unity except for a uiind ; and
anyatteiript to reduce mind to matter or to a mere
eflect of matter is self-contratiictory.

A. The doctrine of Psycho-physical Parallelism is

liable to the same objections. This view implies,
as the idea underlying all its forms, that (1) the
two series of events, mental and

physical, run

alongsiile of, but in inde])endence or each other ;

there is no cross action from the one upon the
other ; (2) each moment or state of consciousness
has a physical moruent which 'corresponds to it'—its correlate in the bodily sphere. The theories
of parallelism diverge, however, from this point,
(a) To some every physical event or state has its

mental correlate (universal animism), while to
others the mental '

corresponds
'

only to certain

specialized physical structures and processes, viz.

those of a nervous system, and in particular those

occurring in the cortical centres of the brain of the

higher animals. The parallelism is to some limited,
to others unlimited. (6) To some again, not every
mode and characteristic of consciousness has its

physical correlate, but only the elementary states—the sensations, feelings, etc. ; while the syn-
theses, activities, and above all the values, norms,
ideals, 'meanings' of mental life have no physical
correlate. To others the parallelism is universal
on this side also, (c) To some there is causal

activity within each series, bodily producing or

effecting bodily process, and mental mental, but

body not aflecting mind, nor mind body ; while to
others there is no causality in the viental series at

all, changes of mind depending on the changes of

body, with which they directly correspond.
5. A number of scientists and psychologists, in-

cluding Wundt and Jodl, would limit the extent
of parallelism. Mind is correlated with body, but

only under certain condition.s, or where a certain

complexity of organic structure—a central nervous

system like that of man—has been achieved in the
course of evolution and development. Others,
among whom are Fechner, Spencer, Haeckel, Hoff-

ding, and Paulsen, make tlie parallelism universal :

mental life is the correlate of bodily life, mental
change of bodily change, that is, of movement.
Hence, wherever there is motion there is also

mind, and wiierever there is mind there is also

physical motion. The two series, as Spinoza
taught, are parallel throughout the whole extent
of each ; for every mental there exists a physical
correlate, for every physical a mental ; the motion
of the atom or other ph\>ical element has, as its

'inner' side, a phase of feeling, of sensation, of
will. The complexity of the human mental life ia

in direct correspondence with the complexity of
the physical substratum, the nerve and brain

organs and the processes that occur in them.
There is unbroken continuity first of all in the
'evolution' of inorganic forms, next in that of

plant and animal forms, and finally in the develop-
ment of the individual organism ; and this holds
both of body and of mind. Thus in mind we pass
from thesimplest

'

feeling,' the correlate of the atom-
movement, to the highest thought or act of intelli-

gence, the correlate of a process in the cortex of
the hemispheres of man, without a change of kind.
Causal relations nowhere exist, however, between
the one series and the other.

6. There can be little doubt that for a parallelist

theory the larger scheme is tlie more consistent.
In partial parallelism we have continuity in the
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physical series, where every event depends upon a

previous physical event out of which it arises ; on
the mental side there is no such continuity, but
while the psychical processes are occasionally con-
nected with each other in continuous trains of

thought, etc., there are on the other hand constant
breaks or gaps in the series. In sleep or other
forms of unconsciousness, in the animal life prior
to the growth of the higher brain centres, in the
transitions from one line of thought to another—in

all these cases, there are stages of unconsciousness

between, or prior to, the conscious moments. How,
if we keep only to the mental series, are these gaps
bridged—through what causal agency are the transi-

tions made? The answer must be, either through
the body, or through some constant supernatural
agency or '

pre-established harmony.' The latter

alternative will not readily be accepted by scientists,
and as a matter of fact the former is frequently
adopted, as by Huxley, for example, although it

is inconsistent with the principle of parallelism.
Wundt, on the other hand, although partial paral-
lelism is put forward as a '

working hypothesis,'
finds himself compelled, when in his Philosophy he

attempts a rationale of mental life as a whole, to

postulate continuity between the successive states
of the individual mind, to postulate sensation,

feeling, and will, not only in the lower organisms,
but even in the inorganic world itself. If there is

complete continuity on the one side, as Biology
and Geology assume there is on the physical, there
must be complete continuity also on the other side,
the psychical.

7. We have seen that the question of causality
on the psychical side is also a subject of difference
between parallelists. It is admitted that there is

relation of cause and effect between successive
states of a material system, such as the bodily
organism is. Is the same true of the mental
series ? It would seem that it must be, if parallel-
ism is to hold, but there are heavy penalties to face
for the admission. The chain of causes and effects
on the physical side is a mechanical one, each
link following its predecessor by a blind necessity
which is quite regardless of the ideals, desires,
or judgments of the mind connected ^vith the

body. If causality on the mental side holds,
and if each link is attached to its correspond-
ing link on the physical side, then the time-order
must be the same in both ; therefore the mental
life, the course of development, the history of the
soul must also be the subject of a blind mechanism ;

or, per contra, if the mind is self-determining, if it

has spontaneity and originality of action, freedom
to choose and to act according to norms or ideals of

value, then the physical organism cannot be subject
to the blind necessity that science assumes. Its laws
are not inexorable, and the most confident expecta-
tions based on centuries of past experience may be

suddenly disappointed. In other words, either
mental life is wholly determined by an influence
which governs it from the beginning of its history,
or the attainment of scientific truth about the

physical world is impossible.
8. From this dilemma some have sought to escape

by denying that there is anj^ causal link between
mental states; there is 'transversal' causation,
from body to mind, as well as '

longitudinal
'

causation from body to body, but there is neither

longitudinal nor transversal causation in the other
two directions, viz. from mind to mind, or from
mind to body. In order to

justify
the very sub-

ordinate rdle attributed to tlie mind, it is argued
that the principle of causation demands the ex-

perience of a uniform and invariable sequence
between cause and efiect, and that no such experi-
ence is possible with regard to the sequence of

bodily upon mental states, or of mental upon

mental. In reply it may be said (1) that the
origin of the idea of causality is to be found in
our direct experience of mental activity, and
especially in activity directed outwards upon
the body. The first idea of causality (and it re-

mains at the root of the ideas of causality in
modern science) is that causation is spiritual or
mental ; body, on the other hand, is dead inert

m.atter, and has no spontaneity, no source of move-
ment in itself. Accordingly some modem theories
of science seek to dispense altogether with the idea
of causation. But (2)

' transverse
'

causality, from
body to mind, is inconsistent with parallelism, and
means a return to Materialism ; it makes mind a
function of body.

9. Probably the most consistent form of parallel-
ism is Monistic Parallelism, which regards the

physical and the mental as two sides or aspects of
one and the same reality. It is not always clear,
either in Spinoza, its originator, or in his modern
followers, whether by the one reality is meant an
unknoAvn x behind both body and mind, of which

they are the diverse 'appearances' or 'manifes-

tations,' or whether the reality is simply their

identity, the same being which appears to itself as

a conscious unity
—a mind—appearing to others as

an extended manifold—the body. In either case,
as is almost inevitable, the primacy is found to be

given to mind. Thus the unknown x becomes a con-

scious mind. After all we are conscious both of

our ' own '

minds, and (through sense-perception) of

our ' own '

bodies. But our cognition of the body
is a mental process, and we become aware of the

body only in and through such a process : the
mind therefore is a presupposition of the body ;

the body is a mode or manifestation of mind.
Similar reasoning applies to the second standpoint.
The body stands in a two-fold relation to the mind :

(1) it is the object of knowledge, or of a particular
kind of knowledge, and (2) it is the accompani-
ment, the condition, apparently, of every case or

instance of knowing, or of any other mental process.
A given sense-perception has (a) its object in the

physical Avorld—say the flight of a bird through
the air—and it has (6) a physiological process in

the brain of the individual as its accompaniment
and apparent condition. With which of tlie two is

the mental process 'identical' ? If with the brain

process, then the possibility of knowledge remains

wholly unaccountable. The '

knowing
'

of an ex-

ternal object by the mind is a mental act to which
no physical parallel can be given, and therefore

mind has a much wider reach than body. It has

rarely been suggested that the mental process is

identical with the perceived object, in this case

the flight of the bird. Schuppe, indeed, attempts
to combine both object and brain process with

the mental process in an ingenious way: 'I see,

because my eye sees, or because I am this seeing

eye, so my motor nerve wills, because I will,

because I am this motor nerve' (Das Gnind-

problcm der Psijchologie, p. 60). That is, both

sensation and volition, being mental, are also

bodily processes, the Ego or mind being identical

with the body. I am therefore the same thing as

the content of my perceptions, and the same thing
as the object of my volitions. But if the connexion

between ej'e and brain is cut, I no longer see, how-

ever healthy the eye itself remains ; and, again,
what I see almost always differs widely from the

picture in the retina or in both retinae. It is not

the eye, but eye plus optic fibres plus optical brain

centre, that is the '

organ
'

of sight. Now, what-

ever similarity there is between the picture on the

retina and the seen object, there is none between
the brain process and the seen object ; hence the

dualism between physical object of knowledge and

physical basis of knowledge re-emerges; a mind
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stands iilwiiys iu this double relation to body, and
therefore cannot be ref^arded sivipliclter as identical

with the individual or<,'anism to which it
'

belon;^'s.'

10. Parallelism leads almost of necessity to an
atomistic conception of consciousness. The ap-

parent function of consciousness as the uniting
and unifying bond of successive mental states or

processes has no physical correlate, and tliercfore

must be rejected as unreal. Neither the body
nor the nervous system is a unity in itself ; each
consists of an aggregate of cells, molecules, atoms
or otlier elements. Still less possible is a physical
correlate for the freedom, spontaneity, originality,
which the individual mine! claims for itself; this

also, therefore, must be denied. ]{ut psychological
atomism — 'psychology witliout a sul)ject'

— and

psychological mechanism alike fail to do justice to

the most fundamental facts of consciousness. Con-
sciousness appears neither as a sum nor as a scries

of states (cf. Jatnes, Principles of Psjichol. i. 159 tl'. ;

and Lotze, Mirrocosmvs, i. 2. 1), but as the unity
of such a sum or series—a unity also which is in

each of the parts, and without which none of the

parts or elements could exist. A series which is

conscious of itself as a series is an absurdity (cf.

T. H. Green's polemic again.st Mill and Hume).
It is not necessary to go back to the old view of

the Ego as the svurrc, the principle or cause, of its

own states : but even as the suhjcct of cxpe?-icncc,

every conscious mind is something more than any
or all of the ' states

'

or '

processes
'

of which it is

con.scious. In jjarticular, the advance from ' lower
'

to 'higher' mental achievements, from simple to

more complex mental life, as from sensation to
per-

ception and from perception to thought, is
possible

only on the assumption of a directive activity of

the mind, an activity which cannot possibly inhere

in, or belong to, the elementary states or simple
processes themselves, out of which the higher forms
are derived.

11. The chief advantage of Parallelism as a

hypothesis is undoubtedly the same as that of the

'Twofold Truth' of an earlier philosophy; it

enables its adherents to side with the materialists

from one point of view, with the spiritualists
from another. Both systems, it is held, may be

true ; each at least may present one aspect of the
'ultimate' or 'absolute' truth. On the one hand,
all actions—the evolution, the growth, the adapta-
tions of organisms to their environment—are deter-

mined by a blind mechanism, each phase succeeding
each by a necessity which is absolute ; that is to

say, from each situation there is one and only one

development possible, and that is the development
which actually occurs. An action— a form of

behaviour—is explained only in terms of physio-

logical, that is, ultimately, physical and chemical

processes. Design, selection, choice, feeling, desire,
emotion play no part in the world's activity—/7'o;w
this point of view. On the other hand, seen from
the inner .side, this necessity becomes freedom and

spontaneity ; the mechanism of the atoms, the
movement of the molecules, become desire and

judgment, feeling and will : the organism is a per-

sonality, and determines its own ends, its own life.

To the Cresar of science are rendered the things
which are Cajsar's—the conservation of energy, the
reduction of the whole life of the universe to

chemical, electrical, and mechanical processes ;

and to God the things that are (iod's—the spiritual
life with its struggles and falls, its ideals and
its redemptions. The ouestion is not, however,
whether there is any advantage in this theory ;

there certainly would be, if it were true : but is it

even thinkable ? Are we not using bare terms,
without any meaning behind them, when we speak
of the same reality as being at once determined
from without, and self-determining? A man has

an alternative of going abroad for a holiday or

remaining at home for his work ; he 'decides' for

the latter. Now it has a perfectly clear mean-

ing if we say that the mans 'choice' and action
are really aetermined by his structure, as it

has come to be through physical heredity and
environment. It has also a

jterfectly good mean-

ing to say that his choice is nee, is an exj)ression
of his mental character, of the ideals by which lie

is attracted ; but it has no meaning whatever to

say that it is both determined and free. Which-
ever form of parallelism is adopted, a given bodily
action has its mental correlate, which is either the
same in reality as the bodily action, or is at least

its necessary correspondent. Whatever laws govern
the existence of the one must also govern the
existence of the other : if a physical process c is a

necessary sequent of a and b, then its correspond-
ing mental process C must also be a necessary
sequent, not merely of mental A and B, but also

of the pliysical series a b.

The use of the term 'appearances' or 'aspects'
is misleading. Aspects or appearances presuppose
an observer ; who is the observer in tne case of

body and mind ? He must be some being who is

neither mind nor body ; yet, as a knowing being,
he must be mind. Thus we come back to our

starting-point : mind has priority over body ; body
is the appearance of mind. This, however, is not

parallelism.
12. The alternative is interaction—the a.ssump-

tion that body acts upon mind, and mind upon
body. Unfortunately, such a theory is subject to

objections of great force from the points of view
both of the physicist and of the spiritualist.

(I) If action of any kind takes place from the
mental ujion the physical world, or vice versa, then
the principle of conservation of energy cannot
be maintained. No means exists by which the
amount of energy lost by the brain in ejecting a

sensation, or added to the brain in a volition, may
be measured. Some energy must presumably be

lost, however, when a pliysical process is the

condition of a mental impression : there cannot
remain the same quantity in the body, since, in

fact, the action of tlie body is found to be difl'erent,

according as there has or has not intervened a
conscious process. Again, the same stimulus does
or does not give rise to consciousness, according to

its intensity, i.e. according to the force with which
it acts upon the nerve-centres ; in the case of

subliminal stimuli we can only assume that the

energy expended is not sufficient to efl'ect the

change in consciousness. The principle of con-

servation has two sides (cf. Wundt, System der
Philos.^ p. 483)— (n) that the total amount of

energy in the physical
universe remains always

the same, and (0) that, when work is done by any
physical system, the amount of energj' lost must
1)6 fully compensated for (however difFerent the

form it takes— heat, electricity, light, motion, etc.)

by the gain of the other physical systems aflected

by the work. The second part of the principle

may be accepted apart from the first ; it has,

however, no bearing on the relation between mind
and body. The first part is more purely hypo-
thetical, and need not be admitted by psychology,
if inconsistent with the facts of that science. It

has been suggested (o) that the mind may alter

or aflect only the direction of energy or of its

transformation, not its amount (von Hartmann,
etc.). But in matters of energy and force the

two things, quantity and direction, cannot be

separated from each other. Again, (/3) the balance

may always be maintained between the amount
taken away and the amount added in the various

operations between mind and body. This, how-

ever, is again a recourse to miracle, or to some
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mystical pre
- established harmony. The only

defence possible is to admit the charge, but to

deny that the action complained of is a crime.

The principle of conservation is a hypothesis
formed to explain certain phenomena of the

inorganic Avorld, verified as far as experience has

gone (although now being called in question) for

these only ; not verified at all for organic processes,
such as growth and reproduction, still less for

those physical actions which Ave ascribe to mental
influence. It has also been suggested (by Stumpf,
for example, and from another standpoint by
Feclmer) that we may regard mental activity as

itself a form of energy ; that the physical energy
expended in the central nervous system is trans-

formed into an equal quantity of mental energy,
and vice versa. What we call mental energy

certainly increases with physical health, and

especially with the health of the brain ; it

decreases with the degeneration or decay of the
brain. It is questionable, however, whether the
term '

energy
'

in the two cases is really being
used in the same sense, as it must if there is to

be equivalence between the two kinds.*

(2) It may be said that the action of body
upon mind is inconceivable ; that the only forms of

action given to us in experience are either (a) of

body upon body, or (b) of the mind upon itself.

The first we have from external, the second from
internal perception. Berkeley and Hume, however,
long ago disposed of the view that we ever directly
experience the action of body upon body ; and
Hume also questioned the assumption that we are
conscious of, or have any direct knowledge of our
own mental activity. Causality may be a pre-

supposition of experience ; it is certainly not given
in experience. On the other hand, the ' uniform
succession

' which we regard as the cue for the

application of this category is found far more
frequently between mental and bodily processes
than between mental and mental, or between

bodily and bodily. If causation is a mystery, it

is as mysterious in the action of two bodies upon
each other as in the action of the mind upon the

body ; if it is a ' fundamental principle
'

of thought,
it may be applied in the latter case with more
assurance than in the former.

(3) But how, it may be said, is mind to set

about its action upon body. A '

voluntary
' move-

ment starts, let us say, in certain brain cells, and
proceeds outwards to the muscles. How does the

mind, an immaterial substance or subject, set this

process going? Somewhere the push must be

given, or the spark applied. How is it done?
Here the difficulty of the disparity of mind and
body presents itself witli gi-eat, and for many, it

appears, with overwhelming force. It is not,
however, in principle any more curious or incom-

prehensible than that body should 'correspond'
to mind, whatever may be taken as the meaning
of that mysterious word ; not more so than that
one reality should appear as two totally disparate
entities, as Monism assumes. Somewhere or other
we must arrive at an unexplained and, perhaps,
inexplicable fact of experience ; and for interaction,
this local action of mind upon body, with the
converse qualitative action of body upon mind (as
when a given, definitely localized, nerve process
gives rise to a sensation of red, while another,
differently localized, gives rise to a sensation of

cold or of bitter), marks that point.

Body may 'ultimately' prove to be mind, and
yet the relation between a finite body and '

its
'

mind be one of interaction. A system of this

* On the whole question of the validity of the principle of

Conservation of Energy, and of its bearing on the problem of

Mental Causality, see Ward's Naturalism and Agnosticism,
especially Lect. vi.

nature is contained in Professor Busse's critical

and thorough study of the subject. We have
seen that our own and all other bodies are given
to us, and are known by na, only as contents of

consciousness, as actual or possible sensation, per-
cejjtion or thought, while various social experi-
ences forbid us to regard them as 'merely' our
individual or subjective impressions. We may
conclude, then, that our own body and other
bodies, which we only gradually learn to dis-

tinguish from our own, are appearances to us of
mental or spiritual realities—realities distinct
from and independent of ourselves, yet akin to
us ; that these realities differ widely from each
other, and from us, in the degree of mental
development at which they have arrived, and of
which they are capable ; that they affect or
influence us only through that entity or system
of entities which appears to us as ' our '

body, and
that they in turn are influenced by us only through
the same intermediary. Thus our body is not the
' manifestation

'

or ' outer aspect
'

of our mind,
but is relatively independent of it, being the
' manifestation '

of another, or other minds. On
the other hand, our mind's development is bound
up with that of the body, which is so iutimately
connected with it. What we may regard as in

a special sense the growing-point of the body
throughout life, namely, the brain, has its struc-

ture, its organization, in large part determined

by the actions of our mind, by which it becomes
a more and more perfect instrument for the
realization of our desires and our ideals, whether

high or low. It may be held also that the gradual
failure of powers with old age or the temporary
failure with illness or fatigue

—failure which,

though primarily physical,
seems to reach to the

very core of the mind's being—is defect not of the

player, but of the instrument on which he
plays,

and through which alone his genius can find fatting

expression. See Brain and Mind, Mind, Soul.
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BOEHME.—I. Life.—J&coh Boehme (some-
times s[)elt Behmen), called the ' Teutonic Theo-

sopher,' was born in November 1575, in the village
of Old Seidenburg, near Gorlitz, in Upper Lusatia,
which in his time seems to have belonged to Bo-

hemia, tliough in 1635 it was transferred to Saxony,
the Elector of which was Boehme's protector during
the later part of his life. The parents of Boehme
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were poor pious folk, who trained up their son in

their owti (the Lutheran) faith and in a knowledge
of the Scriptures. The only education he got was
of the most elementary character. At an early

age he was put to tend cattle, with other children

of the village, and, while thus employed, had his

first remarkable experience. Having climbed (says

Martensen) to the top of a mountain called the
'Land's Crown,' he saw 'a vaulted entrance com-

posed of four red stones, and leading into a cavern.

When lie had toiled through the brushwood that
surrounded the entrance, he beheld in the depths
of the cave a vessel filled with money. He was
seized with an inward panic, as at something
diabolical, and ran away from the spot in alarm.

Subsequently he often returned to the spot, accom-

1)anied
by other boys. But entrance and cavern

lad vanished.'
After this, he was apprenticed to a shoemakei in

Gorlitz, and !iad another strange experience.
While

he was in charge of the shop durm^ his master's

absence, a stranger entered and priced a pair of

boots. The lad, thinking he had no authority to

sell, tried to get out of the diihculty by naming
a prohibitive price ; but the stranger paid it, and,
after having gone out into the street, turned and
called in a loud voice,

'

Jacob, come forth !

' Sur-

prised tho,t his name should be known, Jacob went
out to him

; when the stranger, fixing on him a

penetrative gaze, said,
'

Jacob, thou art yet little,

out thou shalt become great, and the world shall

wonder at thee. Therefore be pious and fear God,
and especially read diligently tlie Holy Scriptures ;

for thou must endure much misery and poverty
and persecution ; but God loves and is gracious
unto thee.' After this Jacob became still more
serious and devout. Unable to endure the ribald

aikl profane language of his mates in the shop,
lie felt obliged to reprove them, whereupon his

master turned him out, saying he would have no

'house-preacher' to stir up strife. Jacob now
entered upon his Wanderjahr. In the course of his

travels he discovered into how many warring sects

the Protestant party was split up, and how fierce

and uncharitable were their contentions. They
seemed to him as Dabel, and he has much to say
about this Babel in his writings.
A t the end of his wanderings, he returned to

Gorlitz, and in 1599 married the daughter of a

tradesman, with whom he lived hap])ilv for twenty
years, and by whom he had four cliildren. Now
further visions came. When he was sitting one day
in his room, his eye caught the reflexion of the sun's

rays in a bright pewter dish. Tiiis threw him into

an inward ecstasy, and it seemed to him that he
beheld the inward properties of all things in nature

opened to him. It was one of his ideas that the

quality of everything is expressed by its shape,
colour, scent (which he calls its 'signature') to

such as have eyes to see. Ten years later, he had
another '

opening' which went much further, and
showed him the inwardness of all manifestation,
how it arose, and its meaning and end. He felt

an inward impulse to write down what had thus
been revealed, not for publicaticm

— for he felt

himself too simple to teach others—but (a.s he

says) for a memorial to himself, so that, should
the power of interior vision fail, he might have
a record of what he had seen, and thus hold it

permanently. The book he now wrote was the

Aurora, or Morning Becincss, and was the cause
of the commencement of that per.secution which
for so many years embittered his life. The work
was, of course, in manuscript. The ^^Titten copy
chanced to be seen by a nobleman, Carl von
Endem, who had called on him. Being greatl}-

pleased with it, the nobleman begged permission
to borrow it for a short time, and then, without

Boehme's consent, had some copies of it made.
One of these happened to fall into the hands of the
Pastor Priraarius of Gorlitz, Gregorius Richter,
a violent man and inflated with the dignity of his

office. He attacked Boehme in a scriuuii on ' False

Prophets.' Boehme, who was in church, went to

him afterwards and most meekly begged to know
in what he was wrong. But Ilichter would not
hear a word, and the next day went to the
Town Council and demanded Boehme's expulsion,
threatening them with the vengeance of God if

they refused. A decree of banislmient was passed,
and no time was allowed him to wind up his affairs

and make arrangements. Boehme meekly sub-

mitted, saying,
'

Yes, dear Sirs, since it cannot be

otherwise, it shall be done.' There is some diller-

ence of statement as to what happened after this.

Martensen says that the next morning the Council
sent to recall him, and told him he might continue
to live in Gorlitz if he would give up writing books
and stick to his trade. This he undertook to do,
and for live years abstained from writing, though
much troubled in conscience as to whether he ought
not to obey God rather than man. At the end of

this time, conscience and the entreaties of friends

triumphed, and he again began to write, and was
then finally banished. Others say that the Council
offered to revoke the sentence of banishment, but

implored him—for the sake of the peace of the
town—to remove away of his own accord, and that
he did this.

It is certain that, when banished finally, he went,
on a citation for heresy, to Dresden. Here the
Elector appointed six learned doctors to examine
him and report as to whether he ought to be pro-
tected or punished. His answers seem to have

produced a striking effect on these men. One ia

reported to have said,
'
I would not take the whole

world, and condemn this man.' Another replied,
' How can we judge what we have not understood ?

'

He seems to have returned to Gorlitz, after this

examination, under the protection of the Elector,

against which even the rancour of Bichter could
do nothing. His fame as a man of interior wisdom
drew to him many learned men and noblemen.
At the house of one of his noble friends, in

Silesia, he fell into a fever which developed into

gastric disease. He felt a jjremonition of his end,
and asked to be carried back to Gorlitz. Here he
was attended by his old friend, Dr. Kober. After
an illness of a fortnight he asked for the last Sacra-
ment. Kichter was dead, but the new minister
held similar opinions, and refused to administer it

unless Boehme would subscribe the Lutheran Con-
fession of Faith. This he immediately did, and
the Sacrament was administered. On tlie night of

Sunday,
Nov. 21st, 1G24, he called his son, Tobias,

and asked him whether he heard the sweet music.
Tobias said he did not, and his father bade him open
the door, when he must surely hear it. He asked
the hour, and, being told it was after two o'clock,
he said,

'

My time is not yet : three hours hence is

my time.' At six in the morning he bade them all

farewell ; and saying,
' Now I go hence to Para-

dise,' he quietly departed.
II. Boehme's System.— i. His doctrine of

origins.
— Boehme's sjstem goes back to the

beginning, to the time when the Divine Being
first proceeded to manifestation. To attempt to

go beuind this, he says (Three Principles, xiv. 84),
confuses the mind. He also says (ib. v. 19) that
the origin of things ought not to be inquired into
at all : yet since sin has now arisen, and we find

ourselves fallen from the glory of God, we 7nust

know how sin arose, or we cannot know the remedy
for it. And we cannot know how sin arose without

opening the mystery of the process to manifesta-

tion, and the arising of the second, or contrary.
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Will, and the seven Forms of Nature, and how the
two eternal Principles

—darkness and wrath of the

first, and light and love of the second—arose, and
this present world of the third Principle which
stands between the tAvo, and is qualified in good
and evil. The ability to open this mystery is ours

only when we are lea by the guidance of the Holy
Spirit ; but as we are (in our deepest spirit) out of

the Divine, Ave are able (in this spirit) to penetrate
so far ; for every spirit can see back into '

its own
Mother,' but no further (ib. ii. 1).

Of the state before manifestation, all Ave can say
is the following. The Supreme Spirit (Avhom Ave

call 'God') AA'as in' a state Avhich Boehme calls the
'
Still Kest.' In Him Avas active one only Will,

Avhich, being one, did nothing but only Be, in one
state and Avithout any happening. All that after-

wards came into manifestation through the process
about to be described Avas in Him in a state

inchoate and purely subjective. There Avas yet no
creature to knoAV Him and rejoice in the knoAv-

ledge, and find the highest delight in the recogni-
tion of His Power and Goodness. All Avas yet
pure potentiality ; all Avere in Him as undifferenti-

ated elements in the content of His Being, and
kneAV not themselves or each other. In short, all

Avas Essence in the simple Being of the Deity as a
One Will, and there Avas no existence.

It is clear that Buch a statement as the above is derived as an

impression from abstract considerations (arising in the nature
of the case) as they must appear to our highest metaphysical

perception. Boehme does not claim that such a presentation
18 a full and complete account of so stupendous and mysterious
a matter, but only that it is the best we can yet see. To him it

was probably presented in mystic vision ; but we, lacking this,
can only follow him with our best thought. It cannot really be
as described, for we are obliged to think and speak in terms of

time and space : and in God these are not. Boehme saw this

fact clearly, and often warns us that, though he is compelled
to speak in these terms, we must remember that the tran-

scendent Fact is otherwise. If we think at all, we must think
in these terms ; and there is no harm in so doing so long as
we bear in mind that the transcendent Fact is only feebly
apprehended, and never in any way comprehended, by our

thought. Therefore, while we have to speak of a time before

manifestation, we must remember that this is only by a logical
necessity, arising from our present limitation, and not a full

presentment of the Fact.

AVhen manifestation was to take place, the first

necessity, says Boehme, AA'as that a second and

contrary WUl should arise. This AVill is not a
neAv thing in God, for, as to His content. He
changes not. It is again a logical necessity,
because out of a one Will no ' manifoldness

' can

come, no conflict or strife or dramatic interest.

So Ave must say that a second Will arose, and the
immediate result of its arising Avas a darkening of

the primal and, till noAv, uniA'ersal light. Even
light cannot be knoAvn consciously as such if theie
is noAvhere any darkness. And as Ave knoAV and
appreciate only through experience of a contrary,
and God has made us thus, the presumption may
A-ery Avell be that there is something in Him Avhich
ansAvers (though in a far-oft' and exalted Avay) to
this laAV of our minds to Avhich Ave knoAV no
exception.
Immediately upon the darkening there arose the

first Form of Nature, Avhich Boehme calls Harsh-
ness.* This is the principle of hardness, close

holding of itself to itself, and resistance to modi-
fication—a strongly conservative principle. The
second WUl must produce the contrary of the
first—darkness, overshadoAA'ing, draAving together,

hardening. Spiritually it is the poAver of self-

centredness, self-satisfaction ; of that inertia Avhich
• One of the difficulties in following Boehme arises from the

fact that, in different passages, he calls these Forms of Nature
by different names, according to different points of view. Thus
he sometimes calls the first a hard attracting, though he calls

the second attraction. He means that the first attracts so hard
itself to itself that it attracts nothing else, while the second
seeks to attract other things to itself, but does not attract
itself to itself. The essential idea of the Forms will soon become
clear u^jod patient study.

resists conviction of sin, submission to the Avill of

God, and love of the brethren.

Immediately on the arising of this Form, the first

Will, disliking the darkness, seeks to turn back
again to the light. But this it cannot do Avithout

reversing the Will to manifestation, Avhicli is im-

Sjssible.
Thereupon arises the second Form of

ature. Attraction. It is tiie reverse of the first.

It seeks change and neAV combinations, and Avill

let nothing alone—the principle of dissatisfaction
and unrest. Spiritually, it is that which forces us
into ceaseless activity, Avhereby Ave enter into ex-

periences, and so (in the end) Avork out our reductio
ad absurdum.
Out of the conflict of the first tAvo Forms arises

the third, Bitterness. It may be easier to catch the
ideas of these first three Forms if Ave call them (in
modern terminology) Homogeneity, Heterogeneity,
and Strain. The Strain, or tension, arises from the

contrariety and opposition of the first tAvo. It is

the bitterness of dissatisfaction Avhich, as to the

darkness, expresses itself in discontent and com-

plaining, but, as to the light, becomes discontent
Avith our OAvn sin, sorroAV for it, and tears of

penitence.
Out of the Strain, as it increases in intensity,

there arises the fourth Form, Fire. At this point,
tlie operation being carried on reaches the degree
at Avhich a self-consciousness arises, Avith a sense

of OAvn AvUl and choice. At this point also the

evolution divides into tAvo contrary directions, and
it is Avithin the poAver of the consciousness to decide

Avhich of the tAVo it Avill take. The Fire at first is a

cold, dark fire Avliich can burn and hurt, but cannot

purify
—like an iron heated to just beloAV redness.

As it burns and the Strain increases, it groAVS in

heat till it reaches redness, Avhich is a light of Ioav

illuminating poAver, and shoAvs things A'ery dimly.
Such is the light of the external man, and the

light is the quality of the self-consciousness, which
in this case is full of greed, wrath, and pride.
But if the evolution goes on in the right Avay,

then the dull glow of the Fire groAvs stronger and

stronger, until it passes into the fifth Form, Light.
This is the true DiAdne Light, and ' makes mani-
fest

'

things as they really are. When this Light
arises, the Fire sinks doAvn from its horrible raging,
and becomes only a meek and pleasant Avamith,

giving all its poAver to the Light. Thereupon the

first three Forms also change their character and
become gentle and soft and harmonious. It is

as though in the Light they first see their true

function and purpose in the great work, and are

content to fulfil it, and cease to express themselves

as they are in themselves (in OAvn self-AvUl) Avithout

regard to the end they are there to produce. It is

the change Avhich (in modern terms) AA'ould be

called the passing from self-consciousness to cosmic

consciousness ; Avhen, instead of thinking of the

universe as made for our self, Ave think of our self

as made for the universe. Thus Ave rise to a higher

grade of being and a truer joy than the self-fulfil-

ment of our oAvn small Avishes and loA^es could ever

give us.

The sixth Form of Nature Boehme calls Sound.

The quality—first fixed toAvards good by the arising

of the Light—noAV begins to express
itself to per-

ception. The manifold Avays in Avliich this ex-

pression is effected — by speech, cries, colours,

scents, tastes, feeling, lightness, heaviness, and so

on—are Avhat he means by Sound.
The seventh and last Form of Nature he calls

Figure. Here the Avhole 'thing,' thus having
attaiaed its being in Essence, now puts on a

shape, a body, fit to be its full and perfect ex-

pression, and a mansion of the six Forms. Hence,

as the evolution has gone on in rightful order,

arise all forms of beauty, all fair colours and sAveet
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scents and pleasing sounds ;
and the creature stands

marked with the 'signature' of God, a being to

His honour and glory and its own indescribable

delight.
But should the evolution proceed from the fourth

Form in the false direction, that is, should tlic will

elect to stand in self-will, and prefer might, power,
anger, to meekness, humility, and love, then its

light is but the dull, red glow of the fire ; its sound
is discordant and harsh, and its figure repulsive
and monstrous. For the first three Forms are tlie

real bases of Becoming, and originate the Essence
which becomes substantial in the sixth, and em-
bodied in the seventh. If these first three are not
modified by the arising of the divine Light in the

fifth, they must remain expressed in their own
self-quality of fierce rage and fury, and the creature

of which tliey form the basis will be of like nature
and signature. It is in the fourth Form that the

freat
choice has to be made whether the Fire siiall

e the fire of 'self,' which consumes, or the fire of
'

love,' which illuminates.

It is absolutely necessary, says Boehme, that
the first three Forms shall be there ; without their

presence no creature can come to being. They are
the power to '

being' in every mineral, plant, and
animal. But they should never be allowed so to

be known or manifested as tiiat their essential
' own self quality

'

should have any influence in

determining the quality manifestecl. We know
that Love is strong, the very strongest of all

things ; but in Love this strength is never on the
surface. As soon as Love strives to 'force,' it

ceases to be Love ; when it keeps the strength in

a hiddenness, and shows as its seen quality only
meekness and gentleness, then the unseen base
makes the meekness and gentleness strong. But
should the creature despise the meekness, and
resolve to compel and force others to love it, then
the force, being shown, can no longer act as a base,
and the supposed force becomes the weakest of all

things, because devoid of its basal strength.
Nevertheless, it is in tlie power of all creatures,

from human upwards, to open the first three Forms,
and make this quality their quality. This Lucifer

did. He was created a Throne-Angel, but allowed
the might of the Fire to become dominant in him,
and despised the meekness and self-surrender of the

light
of love. Hereupon his light went out, not, as

afterwards happened to Adam, into a hiddenness,
but into absolute extinction. The meek love of

God, which alone could re-kindle it, tlutt he has

despised, and now stands in eternal rejection from
the Light, shut up to the Fire he has chosen, and
in which alone he is capable of finding joy. He is

now God manifested as to the first Principle, as

Jesus Christ is God manifested as to the second ;

for Christ is the true Light, and the Devil is the

apparent Darkness. Each abides eternaUy in his

own Principle.
Of these Principles, it is now time to speak.

There are three : two eternal, and the third tem-

poral. The first Principle is tlie dark world of the

Anger, in which the first three J"orms stand open
and operative in giving quality, and the last tliree

are hidden. The second Principle is the ligiit world
in the Love, where the first three Forms are not
allowed to give quality, but remain practically
hidden, while the last three alone

qualify.
Be-

tween these two stands the third Principle, this

Present World—which had a beginning and will

have an end. The first Principle is all evil ; the
second is all good ; the third stands in good and
evil. While man is in it, both the two eternal

Principles seek to press into him
; the dark Avorld

strives to draw him down into it, and the light
world strives to lift him up into it. He stands
between the two, and to whichever of them he here

inclines his imagination, to that he will hereafter

belong (Boehme says eternally). For there is no

open way from the first Principle to the second
save through the third, which stands open to both ;

and when this temporary world of the third Prin-

ciple has passed away, no passage will remain, and
the two will be so absolutely shut ofl' from each
other that each will seem all thxit is to itself, and
be unconscious of any other.

2. Doctrine of Sin and of the Fall.—Sin, in

Boehme's system, is really a false imagination.
But, as our imagination defines the real for us, the

concept is much stronger than it might sound.
If the false imagination lasts eternally, we are

eternally in Hell. If a true imagination lasts

eternally, we are eternal! j' in Heaven. For nothing
short or the power of God, co-operating with the

consenting will of man, can enable man to alter his

imagination ; that is, his consciousness of his state

and surroundings, of what is real and of what
is not.

The problem of the origin of Evil has long per-

plexed students of Divine wisdom. Boehme seems

scarcely to be conscious of those aspects of the

problem which press upon many hearts and minds
at the present day. He simply throws the whole
blame and responsibility on the perverted will of a
creature (Lucifer), and this only removes the diffi-

culty one step further back. Nevertheless, his

system contains a remarkable suggestion of a
solution.

He is careful to assure us that God (as He truly
is, as He appears to an imagination formed in,

and by, the Light) is never angry and never

punishes. Seen by such an imagination, what
looks to its opposite like punishment appears as

loving warning and guidance. But tne false

imagination cannot but think of God as like

itself ; therefore it takes God's mercy for His
wrath, and His guidance for revenge. All the six

Forms of Nature have come out from God, and so

the first three (which, when manifested, appear as

^v^ath, anger, jealousy) are in Him, only in Ilira

they are never manifested. Boehme commonly
needs careful interpreting. He calls the first

Principle the
Principle

of the Father, and the
secona that of the Son. But he adds that in

reality the Father is never apart from the Son.
We see, therefore, that what he really means is

that, z/the Father should
(by

a false imagination)
be thought of as existing alone, and apart from
the Son, He must (by such an imagination) be
known as wrathful, anCTy, jealous. And, as such
an imagination exists. He must speak to it in the
terms of its own apprehension. I>ut in Himself,
as known by a true (because Divinely illuminated)

imagination. He is all Love and Goodness.
Sin arises when the first three Forms are brought

out of the hiddenness, not merely to look at (as
will be explained further on), but to be tasted and
knoum, and their ovm

self-quality accepted as our

quality. But as to the transcendent reality, they
are never tkiis brought out. The transcendent

reality is known to man only through his imagi-
nation. When illuminated by the Light, his

imagination rightly pictures to him the reality ;

but when not so illuminated, the reality is wrongly
pictured, and what he imagines to be the fact is

the reverse of the fact. Therefore sin is possible

only if a false imagination be possible ; and can
take on an appearance of reality only in such a
false imagination. Thus at once sin is, and is

not. When it is said,
' God cannot look upon sin,'

the expression is more profoundly true than we
suspect. He sees it, not as a positive thing
Himself has made, but as the imagination of the

thought of the heart of a creature who is unaware
that the light in him is darkness. The fact is not
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as the false imagination pictures it, and the thing
pictured exists nowhere save in the false imagina-
tion. That gives it reality to the man whose

imagination it is, but cannot make it actually real.

But however unreal the content of the false

imagination may be, the false imagination itself

is real. It was real to Boehme because he believed

that, if not rectified in this life, it would eternally
abide ; for there is no better test of the real than
the fact that it abides. If we might eliminate

this idea of its eternity, the problem would be

solved, for sin Avould then be but as a passing
madness, and Hell and Earth but an episode in

the eternity of Heaven.
Boehme lays down this clear principle (Myst.

Mag. I. vi. 12), 'that the fullness of joy might
know itself, the keen tartness of the Source [that

is, of the first three Forms] must be a cause to the

Joy ; and the darkness, a manifestation of the

Light ; that so the Light might be manifestly
known, which could not be in the One.' But how
can this be, if the first three Forms are never to

be explored ? Here again Boehme offers us a key.
' The outward spirit and body wag unto the inward as a Wonder

of Divine manifestation, according to the Fire-dark and Light
world, a mirror of the great Omnipotence and Omniscience of

God, and the inward was given to it for a ruler and guide. As
God plays with the time of this outward world, so likewise the

inward, Divine man should play with the outward in the mani-
fested wonders of God in this world, and open the Divine
wisdom in all creatures, each according to his property ; so
likewise in the earth, in stones and metals, in which also there
is a twofold Essence, viz. one from the original of the Rre-dark
world, and one of the original of the holy Light world. All
this was given him for his play

'

{Myst. Mag. l. xvi. 9-11).

Through the clumsy (and, to some, repellent)

wording,* it is not hard to catch the suggestion
here contained. The first three Forms are the
sole causes of variety in the manifestations. As
the first or second or third predominates—which
is possible in an infinitely varying series of grades
or degrees

—so the variation arises. Thus out of

these Forms arise the wonders. These may be
looked into—by a will so set in the "Will of God
that it is in no danger of wanting to do more than
look, never to taste or know—with perfect safety
and propriety. We should play mth them, as

little children play at '

shop,' without ever dream
ing of making it the serious business of the whole
life. They play for the time, and then let it go,
and so shut it up again. The harm is where the
will is so unstable that from looking it passes to

longing after, and from this to tasting and proving ;

so that the might of the Fire-world gains a hold,
and moves the being to put his whole imagination
into this '

play,' whereby from play it passes to

earnest, and surrounds the whole life, and becomes
its one desire. Then the true imagination becomes
as dead, the spiritual perception closes, and the

being lives henceforth in the world of its false

imagination, and knows no other.
The consequence of sin, in Boehme's teaching,

is a disturbance of the relations of the parts to the
All. Man should be to the lower creatures what
God should be to him. Over him God should
have sole dominion, and over them he should have
sole dominion. Thus, through all the infinite

multiplicity of the external expressions of the
Divine properties, one Will should be dominant—
the will of man in whom God's Will is dominant.
Thus God would be (virtually) All in All. All
the creation would then be in true harmony and

temperature, each would love and serve tlie rest,

and no antagonistic will would arise to introduce
strife and discord. The elements whence strife

arises, and the strife itself, might be known as a

speculation (in the old sense of 'looking into'),
but never as an actualization. Such was the first

* Boehme was an uneducated man, and often bemoans the

fact, saying that he could have expressed himself better had he
been better educated.

world of the Temperature, before Lucifer's and
Adam's fall.

The outer process whereby the Fall was effected

was, as the first and initiatory step, the sin of

Lucifer, who was pleased with the might of the
Fire in the fourth Form, and rejected the meek-
ness of the submission in the Divine Light, which
would otherwise have qualified the might. Secondly
and directly, it was the act of our first parents in

eating of the forbidden fruit.

Only a hasty, general sketch of Boehme's teaching as to this
caji be given here. Adam was created out of the two Principles
—he had an external out of the Ens of the Fire-source, and an
internal from the Ens of the Light-source. The former is the
masculine element, the latter the feminine. The two sex-
elements were united in one form, which was that of a
masculine Virgin. The Fall had a preparation and a culmina-
tion. The preparation was that the bi-une being, Adam, felt

'alone.' He should have 'popagated magically
'

through the
union of the two elements in himself, for he was a two-in-one

(i.e. both ' him ' and '

them,' as he is called in Gn 127). He
would thus have '

multiplied
' and found companionship. But

this he proved unable to do. The true 'help meet for him*
was in him, but he looked around instead of within. Therefore
the woman-element must be externalized that he might become
conscious of it. But this could not be done in the true. Divine

imagination which was in fuU rapport with the transcendent
Fact. He is therefore caused to fall into a '

deep sleep,' and in

this lower grade of imagination finds the internal externalized.

They are stiU in Paradise, but now in danger ; and are warned
of it. They are not to inquire into the nature of good and
evil ; for now, their imagination being in a degree false, they
are likely to wish to do more than speculate ; they may want
to know. God alone may know good and evil (see Gn 322).

Thus the Tree of Life to the bi-une Adam becomes the Tree ol

Temptation to the divided Adam and Eve. The danger now
was that they should desire after a good which they could
understand from and in themselves and not from and in God,
a pleasure which in this same way they could feel to be such,
and a wisdom which would make them not submissive to the
One Will but possessed of a will of their own, and an imagination
arising from the sight of their own eyes. This false imagina-
tion instantly became operative, but not as they had hoped.
The Divine perception went into a hiddenness and virtually
died in them ;

and as they had known themselves only in this

imagination, they virtually died and arose to neumess of life,

but as the change was downwards, it would be newness of

death rather than of life. The body of the heavenly One Pure
EUement disappeared (if, indeed, it had not done so before in

the falling into a deep sleep), and they have now a body of four

elemental, corruptible matters, made (as science tells us) 'bone
for bone, muscle for muscle, and nerve for nerve '

like the

beasts that perish. Instantly also the result reacts through
nature. The Divine element, which before had budded through
the earth and produced fruits wholly good, now withdraws into

the hiddenness, and the earth bears 'thorns and thistles,' and

only such grains and fruits as contain—with the good of nutri-

ment for the animal body—the evil which through digestion
and excretion has to be separated and cast out, the like of

which could never be in heaven where no corruption can enter.

Disease ^nd sickness manifest themselves, poison manifests

itself in certain plants, and a fierce and savage nature in some
of the animals. Thus the Fall of man infected the whole

'dominion' he should have ruled as God's vicegerent ; so that

now 'the whole creation groaneth and travaileth in pain

together,' in an own self-will which manifests as it will, and
not in submission to the will of God.

3. Doctrine of Regeneration.
—St. Paul declares

that the creation was thus subjected to 'vanity'
in hope that it should 'be delivered from the

bondage of corruption into the liberty of the glory
of the children of God' (Ro S^i). Lucifer's fall

was beyond remedy, says Boehme ; Adam's was
not. Lucifer imagined into the first Principle

(which is eternal) ; Adam only into the third. He
desired to know good and evil ;

Lucifer had said,
'

Evil, be thou my good.' Thus Adam introduced

into his mind a false knowledge which yet did not

entirely obliterate, but only obscured, the true,

so that he yet can know evil as evil ;
while Lucifer

knows evil as good. Therefore Adam died, not to

the entire ability to know good, but only to the

true. Divine perception which knows only good.
But though he died to this, it did not die to nim :

it went into a hiddenness, but is still there as a

latent potentiality in him, though at first he is so

completely unaware of it that it is aa if it were

not in him at all. His state is rather a logical

than an absolute death ; it is practically absolute

as far as his consciousness goes, but his conscious-

ness does not embrace the whole content of reality.
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His natural life is a life in death, and if the dead
life is to come to real life, it can

only
be through

that -whereby v.e come to this life—a birth ; there-

fore (as our Lord said to Nicodemus) 'ye mitst be
born anew' (Set i/yuas yevvridiivaL dvojOev).

The power to this New Birtli is the power of

God through the life and death of Christ wiio

came down into our false imagination (but not
into its dominance) to ' re-tincture

'

the disappeared
Divine nature tliat stood as dead, that it might
again spring fortli to newness of life. He brouglit
the true imagination into the false, and showed it

to us visibly in His life and character ; whereby
we may catch the idea that ours is not the true,
and so come to desire the true. Then He leads
us in the one way to the recovery of the true, by
leading us to tlie Cross, whereon we must (in and
with Him) crucifj' the false which lies over and
obscures the true ; then the true arises necessarily
and becomes our new imagination, that is, our
new '

self
' and life.

The promise given to our first parents of the
Treader on the Serpent, though not immediately
fullilled—not, indeed, till many centuries after-

wards—availed to preserve the Divine nature in

man from doing more than disappear, from actu-

ally abandoning him. It remained hidden and

uncognized, but it was there ; till the fullness of

time, wlien Christ was born of a pure Virgin. The
necessity for the Virgin-birth lies in this, that the
male seed is from the Fire-source, and the feiiuxle

from the Light-source ; so the special nature of

the Fire—a liard-set selfhood—is less present in

the female tlian in the male (Myst. Mag. I. xxiii.

43). Thus our Lord was born, not of ' bloods
'

{i.e. a divided parentage) nor of the will of the

flesh, nor of the will of man, but of God ; that is,

of the heavenly AVater and of the Spirit ; and
thus must we again be ' born anew.' All through
His life He re-acted the part of Adam, only He
stood where Adam fell. He stood in the forty

days' fast, and refused to eat of the earthly
suDstantiality (though it looked '

good for food ') ;

refused to long after earthly adulation and worship
(though it seemed '

pleasant to the eyes') ; refused
to act from the outer wisdom of the serpent
(though it would have given Him the external
dominion and glory of this world).
Thus He gained the power required. But, to

avail ourselves of His salvation, we must enter
into His death by utterly refusing the threefold

temptations of the world, the flesh, and the Devil ;

that is, the lust of the flesh, the lust of the ejes,
and the pride of life. Through His power we can
now put the self-will again into the hiddenness,
and so bring out of the hiddenness, and live in,

the meekness in which He ever lived. Thus we
regain what Adam lost—the high glory of being
80 one with God that He dwells in us as our will,

and what He wills seems to be what we will.

When this central Will is inoperative, myriads of

conflicting wills arise, for men and all creatures

do then 'what is right in their own
eyes,'

and all

peace and harmony is destroyed. The world is

plunged in conflict, everything is 'out of joint';
and all this for the sake of a false idea oiftredom,
the glamour of which seduces us, but which proves
a more horrible bondage than ' His service,' which
alone is

'

perfect freedom.'
A powerful aid to the regeneration is found in

'Christ's Testaments,' Baptism and Holy Com-
munion. In each it is not the outward clement
that profits, but the inward. If the new life has
arisen in the soul, then it perceives the inward in

the outward element, and it is the inward wat^r
which cleanses, and the inward sustenance which
feeds, the inward man. In all earthly matter of

the four elements the inward One Pure Element

lies hidden from the outer man, but open to the
inward, first through faith, afterwards actually.

Many other points in Boehme's system might be
noticetf, but enough has been said to give an idea
of the general trend of hia theosophy. His termin-

ology constitutes the greatest difliculty in under-

standing him. Many of his learned friends were
students of Alchemy, and one of them induced
him to read the works of Paracelsus. He thus
became acquainted with the terms of Alchemy,
and uses tlicm constantly, to the perplexity of his

readers. For he saw in them a meaning beyond
the outward, and no one will catch bis real purport
who cannot detect the .spiritual allusion under-

lying the terms used. To him the Magnum Optis
seemed a magnificent symbol of the 'maximum
opus

'

of regeneration. The transmutation of the
base metal into the perfect stands for the trans-
mutation of the fallen, external nature into tlie

unfallen internal in which man was originally
created in the image and likeness of God. And
the process through solution, purification, and
re-fixation marvellously exemplifies the spiritual
process, through putting the false imagination to

death, purification through the Spirit, and the
re-creation of the 'new man.'

III. Boehme's importance and influence.—The philosophical value of Boehme lies in his sug-
gestion that in all

'

things
'

as cognized by human
apprehension there must exist a hidden and a mani-
fested element. If both are explored, they can

appear only as absolute contraries, evil and good.
Yet what is required is not to annihilate one that
the other may exist alone, but to unite the strength
(without the quality) of the evil (which, without
its quality, is not evil but strength) to the quality
of the good, making the former the unseen,
unmanifested, basal power of the latter. For,
while evil is manifested as such, good lacks the
basal might which would make it irresistible (as
the very presence of the evil proves). What is

wanted, therefore, is not the destruction of one of
the two terms, but such a change of relation
between the two as shall virtually reduce them
to one. This is the Hegelian triad of Thesis,
Antithesis, and Synthesis ; and absolutcl}' on all

fours with this is Professor G. Boole's fomiula
(Laws of Thought),

' Universe of thought equals
Unity,' most graphically represented by his sug-
gested expression, x -+- not x = L
The religious value of Boehme lies in his clear

and unmistakable teaching as to the nature of
true regeneration and the true Christian life.

Many who will fail to understand his cosmology
will find him lucid and most helpful here.

In lingland. Sir Isaac Newton, William Law,
William Blake, and others have been students of
Boehme ;

in France, Louis Claude de Saint-Martin ;

in Germany, Hegel, Schelling, Scliopenhauer, J. G.
Gichtel, ami many others.

LiTKRATiRE.—The principal edition in
English of Boehme's

works is a translation in 4 large quarto vols., of dates 1763,
1703, 1772, 1781. The chief works are : The Aurora, or Morning
Hednets (1612), The Three PrincipUs of the Divine Essence
(1619), The Three/old Lift of Man (1620), Amtcer to Forty
Questions concerning the Soul (1620), Signatura Rerum (1621),
Mysterium Maf/num (1623). Of these the last is, perhaps, the
most important. There are a number of shorter writings,
e.g. Apologies and Epistles. Of editions of Boehme's works in
the onginal, the first issued is said to have been by the son of
his old ojijtonent Richt«r, in 8 vols. A more complete edition
was publiiihed in 1675, and another by J. G. Gichtel, in 10 vols.,
in 1682. Jacob Boehmet sdmmtliche Werke, herausgegeben von
K. W. Schiebler, 6 vols., was issued at Leipzig in 1831-46, and
another edition in 7 vols, in 1840-47. Of importance are also

Bamberger's Die Lehre des deutscfien Philosophen Jacob
Buhmen (Munich, 1844); ClaAsaen's Jakob Bohme, sein Leben
und seine theosophische Werke (3 vols., Stuttgart, 1883-86).
A new edition of Boehme's works, ed. C. J. Barker, has begun
to appear (London, 1909).
Of moilem works on Boehme's system may be noted : F. C.

Baur,
' Zur Gesch. der prot. Mystik,' in Theol. Jahrbb. 1848-

49; Peip, Jakob Boehme (Leipzig, 1860); von Harless, Jakob
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Boehme und die Alchymisten (Berlin, 1870); Martensen,
J. Boehine: Theosophische Studien (1882); Fuchs,

'

Beitrage
zu einer richtigen Wiirdigung J. B.'s,' in Beweis des Glaubens
(1883) ; Schonwalder, Lebeiisheschreibung Jakob Bohme,
(Gorlitz, 1897); A. J. Penny, ItUrod. to the Study of J. B.'s
Writings (New York, 1901); A. Wliyte, Jacob Behmen: An
Appreciation (Edinburgh, 1895) ;

'

Excerpts from Boehme,' *vith

interpretative comments, in ttie present writer's magazine, The
Seeker, passim (London). (J, \f ^ ALLEN.

BOGOMILS.—The Bogomils were a sect of
dualistic heretics whose doctrines clearly declare
their kinship with the Paulicians and Euchites or
Messalians (q.v.). Mainly to the former may be
ascribed their peculiar form of Dualism, and to the
latter their specifically ascetic element. Both
these earlier movements took root in Thrace during
the eighth, ninth, and tenth centuries—exotics from
their native soil in the Eastern Byzantine provinces
(Armenia, Mesopotamia, and N. Syria). They
flourished most among the people of Slavic race,

particularly the Bulgarians. Here they passed
through a process of intermingling and local
modification which issued in a sj'stem relatively
new and strange,^

—whose adherents increased

rapidly though secretly, and are known to have
been called Bogomils in the beginning of the 12th
cent., if not from the middle of the 10th.
The origin of the name has been usually found

in the frequent use by them of the two Slavic
words Bog milui, 'Lord, have mercy.

'^ A more
likelv explanation derives it from Bogumil, 'Be-
loved of God,' in which case it may be taken to
denote the idea of a pious community analogous to
the (later) 'Friends of God' (q.v.) in Germany.'
But not less probable is its derivation from a
personal name. Two early Bulgarian MSS have
been discovered which are confirmatory of each
other in the common point that a '

pope
'

Bogomile
was the first to promulgate the 'heresy' in the
vulgar tongue under the Bulgarian Tsar Peter, who
ruled from 927 to 968. This would seem to afford
a surer clue to the name, and (if correct) puts back
the active emergence of the movement to the
middle of the 10th centuiy.*
Euthymius Zigabenus (died after 1118) is the

main source of what is known about the Bogomils.
His account is given in titulus, or chapter, xxvii.
of the work Ila^'OTrXfa AoyfiariKri

^ wTiich he devoted
to the refutation of twenty-four different heresies.
He was a favourite of the reigning Emperor
Alexius Comnenus ; and a story told ®

by Anna,
daughter of the latter, shows how he came by his
information. Alexius, having invited the physician
Basilius, chief apostle of the sect, to Constanti-
nople, induced him, under an affectation of

sympathetic interest, to make a free statement of
his doctrines

; meanwhile a stenographer, hidden
behind a curtain in the room, took down a verbatim
report of the conversation, and at the end of the
interview the curtain was raised. In this way

1 For a good analysis of the elements, traditional and original,
which made up the system, see article by Zockler on ' Die
Neu-Manichiier,' in PRE-i, and Karl Miiller of Giessen's review
of DoUinger's Beitrage zur Sectengeschichte des Mittelalters in
ThLZ (1S90), No. 14.

2 This is the Greek interpretation, and is given by Eu-
thymius Zigabenus (titulus xxviL of his Ilai-oTrAia fiov/btartic^).3 Zockler favours this, and says it is thus a ' wohl Spezial-
bezeichnung der Perfect! derSecte, die sich wohl gem "Freunde
Gottes" (SeorJiAot) nannten.' With this, too, would agree their
own self-description as Xpioriai-ot, Xpio-Ton-oXiToi. (Euthymius
Zigabenus, contra Phunda<iiatai [in Migne, PG cxxxi. col. 481 •

Anna Comnena, Alexias, hb. xv. [ib. vol. cxxxi. col. 1177]).

'

* See '

L'h6r6sie des Bogomiles en Bosnie et en Bulgaria au
moyen Sge,' in Remie des Questions historiqttes (1870), essay by
Louis Leger, pp. 479-517. Bogomile = Theophilu3, and was
(thinks M. Leger) the 'pope's' second (assumed), name, his first

perhaps being Jeremiah. They were also spoken of as
Fundaitae (<j>ovvSatraL), i.e. purse-bearers, from funda, 'purse'
or 'bag,' with reference apparently to a habit of begging their
way from place to place like the Friars (see Euthymius'Zigabenus,
c. Phundaoiatas (in PQ, vol. cxxxi. col. 47).

B PG, vol. cxxx.
6 Anna Comnena, lib. xv. § 4S7 (PO, vol. cxxxi.).

Basilius found himself ensnared and self-accused.
His doctrine thus craftily obtained is set out by
Euthymius (PG, vol. cxxx.) under 52 heads, of
which the main are as follows :

—
(1) The Bogomils rejected all the Mosaic books

of the OT, but accepted as canonical the Psalms
and the Prophets. In addition, they accepted
the four Gospels, the Acts of the Apostles, the

Epistles, and the Apocalypse,^ assigning a peculiar
sacredness and authority to the Gospel of John.
So far as Moses was used, it was as allegory to

support their own views. A favourite book was
the apocryphal

' Visio or Ascensio Isaiae.'

(2) While accepting the Gospel- history, they did
so not altogether in its literal sense—Christ's
history, e.g., was regarded as a symbolical clothing
of higher facts—and they held, moreover, that
its meaning had been falsified by the Church.
Chrysostom, in particular, seemed to them a
falsifier.'' Nor would they have anything to do
with the 'grammarians,' whom they classed as
scribes and Pharisees.

(3) They taught a Sabellian conception of the

Trinity, saying that all three names—Father, Son,
and Holy Spirit— apply to the Father ; and that in
the end, when Son and Spirit have done their

work, they will flow back into the Father. God
was represented as human in form, though not cor-

poreal. They pictui-ed the Father as the ancient
of days (us yipovra. ^advyiveiov), the Son as an adol-

escent youth (lis vTn]vrjT7]v dv5pa), and the Spirit as
a beardless youth (ws \eioirp6crwirov veavlav).^

(4) God's first-born son was Satanael (the Satan
of the NT), the highest of the spiritual beings, his

Father's universal vicegerent. Tempted by his

pride, however, he sought to set up an Empire of

his own, and drew after him a great company of

the angels. Cast do\vn from heaven on this account,
but not yet deprived of creative power, he made a
new heaven and a new earth.* They held that
Satanael also made man, but could not do more
than fashion his body. For life or spirit he had to

fall back upon God, whose help he besought and
obtained on condition that from the human race
the places of the fallen angels in heaven should be
refilled. So God breathed into man's body the
breath of life. But Satanael, moved by envy of

man's glorious destiny, repented of his promise.
He seduced Eve ; and Cain, their offspring, became
the principle of evil in humanity. This principle

prevailed over the good principle represented by
Abel, "the child of Adam and Eve." By its aid he

imposed himself upon the Jews as the Supreme
God. Moses unwittingly acted as his instrument,
and the Law—which begat sin—was his fatal gift.

Thus all men, save a few,^ were led astray.
Then the good God intervened. In the 5500th

year after the creation of the world, a spirit
called the Son of God, the Logos, the Archangel
Michael, the angel of the Great Council (Is 9"),

came forth from Him, entered the world in an
ethereal body by the channel of Mary,^ and

proceeded to overturn his evU brother's kingdom.
Satanael plotted and brought to pass his death—
unaware that, being bodily in appearance merely,
he could not be atlected by any physical pains.

When, therefore, Jesus showed himself after the

resurrection in his true heavenly form, Satanael

1 § 1.
'

Sapientia enim, inquiunt, aedificavit sibi donmm,
septemque columnas substituit, i.e. (1) Psalterium, (2) sexdecim

Prophetae, (3-6) quattuor Evangelia, (7) res ah Apostolia

gestae, omnes epistolae, Apocalypsus.'
2 Eth. Zig. c. Phundagiatas (PG, voL cxxxi. col. 53).
3 §§

2,^3,
23.

* § 7. eiTre, Vetn)6rJT<a (TTepe'to/ao, Koi eyfvero. Tevri&^TO) Toie <c<"

rdSe, KOL yeyovatriv anayra.
6 §§ 6-10.
6 § 8.

' Eos nimiruni, qui in genealogiis Evangelii secundum
Matthaeum et secundum Lucam recensentur.'

7 § 8.
'

per aurem Virginis de-xteram.'
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had to acknowledge defeat. His divine power
departed from him. lie lost the angelic syllable

(El) in his name, and became Satan only. Christ

then ascended into heaven and took the seat of

power once held by Satanael. His own place

among men was hereupon taken by the Holy
Spirit—produced by the Son as the Son by the
Father. 1

(5) The twelve Apostles were in a spiritual sense

the first creation of the Spirit ; and the true

successors of these, in whom alone He continues
to dwell, are the Bogomils and their converts. As
habitations of the Spirit they spoke of themselves
as parents of God.'*

(6) People of the true faith cannot die, but may
be said '

tanquam in somno transniutari.'*

(7) Their own place of assembly (synagogam)
they called Bethlehem, because there Christ, or
the Word of (!od, is truly bom and the true faith

preached.* All other so-called sacred temples are
the home of demons.*

(8) Accordingly their attitude to the ' Church '

was hostile throughout. Quoting Mt 4'* ('and
leaving Nazareth, he came and dwelt in Caper-
naum '), they applied the term ' Nazareth '

to the
'Church,' reserving 'Capernaum' to themselves.^
All the Beatitudes were spoken concerning them,
not the 'Church';' and not to the latter has
been given the power to cast out demons or do

any wonderful work.* As to the Sacraments of

the Church, its Baptism is that of John, not

Jesus, of the water, not the Spirit ; and those
who come to it are Pharisees and Sadducees."
For John the Baptist was a servant of the Jewish
God, Satanael. They despised also the Church's
doctrine and practice of the Lord's Supper.'" It

seemed to them a sacrifice to evil spirits. Their
own conception made the Supper merely symbolical
of communion with Christ as the bread of life

come down from heaven—a consistent outcome
of their Docetism. Equally consistent was their

protest against the worship of the Virgin Mary,
of the Saints, and of images." When the Church
attempted to rebut the protest by appeal to the

miracle-working virtue of relics, they did not deny
the miracles, but ascribed them to the evil spirits
which attended the so-called Saints in life,''' and
were permitted to go on working after their

death. Similarly the power of the crucifix over the
demoniacal world was not denied in some cases,
but was set down to the fact that the crucifi.x

is a symbol welcome to evil spirits, inasmuch as

it was the cross by which they were fain to have

compassed the death of Christ.'^

(9) On the ground that the demons, under
Satanael, possess a certain power for an appointed
time,'* and that it is permissible to secure safety
from unjust treatment by doing them outward
honour, they took part in Church worship.'* But
they had their own secret ' conventicles

' and a
definite mode of initiation. After the candidate
had made ready by confession of sins, fasting and

Erayer,
the president laid the Gospel of John on

is head, and together with the brethren invoked
the Holy Spirit and repeated the Lord's Praj'er.'^

1 § 5. Neander {Church Hist. viii. 355) makes them oay that
the Holy Spirit was an emanation from the Father.

^ S 22.
' Aiunt sues omnea in quibus Spiritus sanctus habitat,

Del parentes et esse (irdn-as deordicovf xai tli-ot).'
3 § 23. 8 2*. 6 § 18. 6 § 34.
7 5 35. 8 § 13. 8 §} 16 and 81.
10

§ 17.
'

Mysticum, venerandum sacriQcium contemnunt
atque despiciunt."n § 11. " § 12. IS

§ 14.

l« Until the end o( the "000th year (the seventh leeon).
18 5 20-21. (a) Th6 Lord said (in one of their Apocryphal

Gospels) :
' Daemonia colite, non ut vobis prosint, sed ne obsint

'

;

(6)
* omni ratione saluti vestrae consulite

'

; cf. } 25.
16 The ' Pater Noster ' was the only prayer they thought it

right to use (§ 19). They recited it 7 tunes daily and 6 times

nightly.
VOL. II.—SO

A probationary period of strict abstinence followed.

Then, if approved, he came a second time into the

a.ssembly, when, with his face toward the east,
the Gospel of Jolin was again laid on his head,
tlie brethren touched his head with tlieir hands,
and sang together a hymn of thank.xgiving. It is

admitted by their enemies that the moral ideal set

before the candidates was a high one. They were to

keep the precepts of the Gospel, and fast ' and pray,
and be pure in life and compa.ssionate and humble
and truthful and loving to one another, and
without covetousne.ss.- Nor is there any evidence
that the charge of hypocrisy and secret vice had

any foundation in fact. The Bogomil practice, as
well as standard, seems to have been far above the

average level, and to have had no small ell'ect in

attracting those whom the corruptions of the
Church repelled.

(10) The monk and physician Basilius seems to
have been the first martyr of the sect. He did
not recant the confession obtained from him in the
manner already described, and was led away to

pri.son. This was about 1111, at Avhich time he
had governed the community of the Bogomils for

40 years. In 1119 he died at the stake.* Many
others were ' ferreted out '

by the combined zeal

of Ale-xius the Emperor and Nicholas the
Patriarch—especially (it is said) from among the

laity
and clergy of Constantinople. Some abjured

their ' errors
' under threat of punishment or

promi.se of reward ; some reinainecl firm and went
to lifelong imprisonment.* But the heresy lived

on for centuries—the same in substance every-
where, though modified in detail here and there.

A strong influence on its side was the monk
Constantine Chrysomalus, whose writings were
condemned by a synod at Constantinople in 1140.

Another synod at Constantinople in 1143 deposed
two Cappadocian bishops as Bogomils—a sign
that the heresy had spread to Asia Minor. About
1230 the Patriarch Germanus complained of its

wide-spread activity in the capital, and of the
success with which its emissaries wormed them-
selves into private houses and made converts. In

Bulgaria, most of all, it held its ground, and did
so in the form of an organized Church-community.
Distinct traces of this are met with as late as the
second half of the 14th cent., and the smaller
societies into which it separated are traceable to a
much later time.
Literature.—Michaells Psellus, Dialogus de Daemonum

energia «eii operatione contra Manetum et Euchitas s«u En-
thusiastas, chs. ii.-v. (Migne, I'G, vol. cxxii.): Euthymius
Zigabeaus, nat-OTrAt'a Aoytt-ariicn, ch. xxvii. (PG, voL cxxJt.),
and contra Phundagiatas {PG, vol. cxxxi. coll. 47-57);
Anna Comnena Alexias, lib. .w. §§ 486-494 (PG, vol. cxxxi.) ;

Louis Leger,
'

L'hc^resie des Bogomiles en Bosnie et en Bul-

j^arie au Moyen ige," pp. 479-517, in Reme dea Qtustiont
huiloriijues, vol. viii. (1870); Neander, Church IJUt. viii. 361;
Zockler, art. 'Neu-Manichaer,' in PHE^, vol. xiii.

FRKD. J. POWICKE.
BOHEMIAN BRETHREN. — Sea Hus,

Hussites.

BOLDNESS (Christian).—'Boldness' (irapprjala)

is used in the NT to describe the perfect con-

fidence which the ChrLstian, depending upon
Christ and His work, has in his approach to, and
in all his dealings with, God. Tnree passages
may be cited as illustrating the idea: (i.) Heb.
4'* ' Let us therefore draw near with boldness
unto the throne of grace

'

; cf. Heb. 10'", Eph. 3".

(ii.) Heb. 10^ 'Cast not away therefore your bold-

ness, which hath great recompense of reward';
cf. Heb. 3*. (iii.) 1 John 4'^

' Herein is love made
1 The Bogomils fasted three times weekly— ' tecunda et

quarta et sexta die
'

(§ 25).
2 §26.
8 In the Hippodrome at Constantinople (see Anna Comnena,

lib. XV. [PG cixri. colL 1181-6]).
4/6.
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perfect Mitli us, that we may have boldness in

the day of judgment' ; cf. 1 John 3^'. In (i.) the
'boldness' denotes the perfect confidence with
which the Christian approaches God in this present
woi'ld ; in (ii.) the contident expectation, or joyful
and hopeful assurance, which he has with regard
to his future relationship with God; in (iii. ) the

boldness, conceived as existing in the future, de-

notes the absence of fear, or the simple confidence,
which the Christian will experience in the day of

judgment. Of this boldness certain important
facts require to be stated.

1. It was a new ingredient put into the religious
consciousness by Christianity, and is a distinctive

feature of the Christian faith. To come boldly to

the throne of grace is a new and living way (Heb.
10^*). This can be seen by a comparison between
the way in which man approaches God under the
OT dispensation, and the way in which the Christian

approaches Him under the new covenant. In the
OT man approaches God \nt\\ fear and trembling ;

he stands afar off
' at the nether part of the mount '

(Ex 19") ; even
' Moses said, I exceedingly fear and

quake
'

(Heb. 12^^) ; in the NT man approaches A^dth

boldness ' the city of the living God, the heavenly
Jerusalem,' 'God the judge of all,' and 'Jesus
the Mediator of a new covenant, and the blood of

sprinkling' (Heb. 1222-2^).* It will be found, too,
that in this matter of boldness the Christian

religion is distinct, not only from the Hebrew, but
from all other religions. Fear and shrinking rather
than boldness and confidence are, universally, the
concomitants of the natural man's approach to the
Unseen and Eternal. The Christian alone has
boldness of access to the throne of God.

2. The ground of Christian boldness is Christ,
and especially His atoning work ; it is not any
virtue or grace which the Christian may have in

himself or of himself ; the virtue and grace of Christ
constitute the sole ground of boldness. In Christ
the Christian has a great High Priest with whom
alone he can boldly approach the throne of grace
(Heb. 4"-i6, Eph. 3^2 ; cf. Rom. S^- 2) ; in Christ's blood
he has a sacrifice for sin with which he can boldly
enter the Holy Place (Heb. lO^^). In 1 John 4"- '^

the love of God is perfected in the Christian's bold-

ness, and perfect love casts out all fear ; but the

perfect love of God is, according to this Epistle,
embodied in Christ and His propitiatory work
(1 John 4^"), so that 1 John falls into line with
Hebrews and Paul in making Christ and His work
the ground of Christian boldness. Whether the
Christian had in Christ and Christ's work valid

g^rounds for his spiritual confidence is a question
whose discussion does not lie within the scope of

this article, but it is a simple historical fact that
on the ground of Christ and His work, and united
to Christ and Christ's work by faitli, the Christian
found a new standing—one of confidence and joy-
ful assurance—before God, and exhibited it to the
world.

3. Christian boldness is not inconsistent with
humility and reverence before God. The Christian
is bold wlien he realizes the perfect and sufficient

right which he has in Christ to approach God, but
humble when he realizes that this right is not in
himself at all but in Another. And for the grace
^^lnch has given him such boldness and freedom of
access he can feel nothing but gi'ateful reverence.
In the Christian consciousness, boldness and humil-

ity are met
together,

confidence and reverence have
kissed each other.

4. Christian boldness must be distinguished from
certain otlier forms of coi;rageor audacity, (i. ) From
the audacity Avhich defies all authority, which fears

* The passage He 12'8-24 powerfully presents the contrast be-
tween the old (OT) and the new (NT) way of approach to God,
though the actual word ' boldness

' does not occur.

neither God nor man, and which leads a man to be
and to do whatsover he will.' Sucli audacity is not
boldness towards God (1 Jn 32^) ; it leads away from
God. It is irreligious and immoral in its tendency,
and exercises itself in the sphere directly opposite
and opposed to the sphere of Christian boldness,

(ii.) From tlie courage or confidence which is due
to an imperfect or incomplete conception of God.
AVhere God is conceived as pure clemency or simple
kindness, and as having a forgiveness so easy to

grant that it amounts to an indifierence to sin, He
can be approached with a certain boldness, which,
however, is but the courage of a moral ignorance
and spiritual blindness as to the true character of

God, and is very ditlerent in religious quality from
the boldne-ss of the man who holds God to be so

holy that, apart from a perfect High Priest and
a sufficient sacrifice, he dare not approach Him.
(iii.) From courage in the face of difficulty, or

clanger or opposition in the world. From such
natural courage the spiritual boldness of the Chris-
tian differs in several respects. The spheres of their
exercise are different. Natural courage exercises
itself in the world of phenomena. Christian bold-
ness is towards God and exercises itself in the
world of spiritual realities. Then natural courage
requires for its exercise danger or difficulty. Chris-
tian boldness has no difficulty or danger to face,
for all difficulty of approach to God has been
removed by Christ. Natural courage takes risk,
Christian boldness feels no risk ; it has ' full

assurance.'

5. But, while Christian boldness is in itself

distinct from natural courage, it was doubtless the
secret and source of the marvellous bravery which
was shown by members of the Apostolic community
in face of danger and death.* Perfect love casts
out all fear, first the fear of God, and then of every-
thing in God's world.

6. This article would not be complete without a
reference to the boldness of Jesus. In the Fourth
Gospel boldness is mentioned seven times as charac-
teristic of the bearing and speech of Jesus (cf.

Mk 8^2) _ Then it need only be mentioned that con-
fidence and assurance were supremely evident in

the attitude of Christ towards God. Notice His
attitude at the grave of Lazarus, or as He draws
near to the Cross.
For boldness in general sense, see COURAGE.
Literature.—The lexx. s. vv. napprjaia, and vappr)<rta.^e(r0<u ;

E. A. Abbott, Johcnnine Gram. 1917 ; the Comm., esp. A. B.
Davidson and Westcott on Hebreu's and Westcott on 1 John ;

also art. Access in the present work and in HDB.
D. Russell Scott.

BOMBAY.—The Presidency of Bombay, the
most western of the provinces of India, takes its

name from that of its capital city, which is believed
to be derived from the title of the local goddess,
Mumba or Mamba Devi, interpreted to mean
!Maha-Amba, the great Mother-goddess of the non-

Aryan population. Her shrine, which once stood

on the site now occupied by the Esplanade at

Bombay, was removed to the Bhendi Bazar in the

native city, where she still receives the offerings
of her worshippers. The Presidency, as now con-

stituted, consists of scattered groups of districts

lying along the W. coast of the Peninsula, from
lat. 13° 53' to 28" 29' N., and includes an area of

188,745 square miles, and a total population of

25,424,235.
The religious conditions of a great Indian pro-

vince have been discussed in some detail in the

case of Bengal (wh. see) ;
and separate articles

dealing with the more important divisions, sacred

places, and castes in tlie Bombay Presidency
illustrate so many phases of the local religious

*
jrapprjffi'a is Used Of the boldness which the Apostles showed

in bearing and speech (Ac 413) ; [TroppTjo-td^ecrSai is used fre-

quently in the Acts of the fearless preaching of the gospel.
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beliefs that it is unnecessaiy to dj-russ Ilium in

detail (see, for instance, Amakn'ath, Bakoda,
DwARKA, Elei'Haxta.Ellora, (Iirnar, Goda-
VARl, CiOKARN, KiSTNA, NaRBADA, PaLITANA,
SomnXth ; and, for castes and tribes, UaikagI,
IJanjara, BhIls, Dravidiaxs (North), IMahar,
Kajput, Kamoshi, YogI). In this article, there-

fore, it is proposed merely to give a {,'eneral sketch,
historical and tlesc'rijitive.

I. Environment and its influence upon religion.—In the case of Bombay, perluips more clearly
tiian in otiier provinces, the varied environment of
the

j)eople
has influenced their religion. Tiie

I'residencj' consists of several rej,'ion8 widely ditJer-

ing in climate, fertility,
and

acces.sil)iiity
to e.\-

ternal intluences, asMell as in the etiinical origin,

history, and character of their population.
(a) Sind.—Thus, beginning from the extreme

west, we have the valley of tlie Indus, the climate
of which, owing to its prevalent aridity and tlie

absence of the monsoons—a condition relieveil only
by a great system of artificial irrigation—ranks

among the hottest and most variable in India. liy
its situation it was specially exj)osed to the attacks
of the Arabs from the west, which began early in

the 8th cent. A.D., and rapidly reduced tlie delta
to submission. The original population consisted
of an Aryan race with a non-Ar3-an substratum,
leavened by an important element derived from

foreigners, including the Eplithalites or White
Huns, whose incursions ceased not long before the
armies of Islam appeared upon the scene. The
permanent result of the Aran invasions has been
that, at the present time, rather more than three-
fourtlis of the population are Musalmans.

(b) Cutch, Kdthin war, and Gujitrdt.
—Fartlier

east come Cutch (Kachchh), Kathiawar, and (iu-

jarat : the first almost an island, severed from the
mainland by the Rann, half desert, half morass ;

the second a peninsula, stretching westward to the
Arabian Sea ; the third a fertile plain, watered by
the rivers Narbada and Tapti—the Garden of India,
as it used to be called before its recent devastation

1)y famine. This region was from the earliest times

exf>osed to inva.sion from the north of India. The
in.scription of the Satrap Kudradaman, engraved
on the rock of Girnar in Kathiawar, records the

establishment, in a.d. 150, of the f^aka or Scythian
dynasty, known as that of the Western Satrai)s.
Kathiawar and Gujarat seem to have been tlie

most southerly tracts which came under the rule
of these foreigners, and the theory advanced by
Sir H. Risley (Census Eep. 1901, i. 514), that a
well-marked Scj'thian element can be identified in
the population of the Deccan, will not bear exami-
nation.

(r) The Konkans.—The remaining seaboard dis-

tricts of the Presidcncj', included under the general
name of the Konkans, are separated from the
central region bj' the barrier of the western Ghat
range, which, until it was pierced by British road
and railway engineers, formed a permanent olistacle

to communication between the coast and the in-

terior. This portion of the western seaboard was
from the most ancient times the seat of a flourish-

ing trade, and formed the centre of commercial
and intellectual intercourse between India and
the nations of the West. Perhaps as early as 1000
B.C. trade routes were established l>etween its

ports and those of the Red Sea. Communication
with the Gulf of Persia and the cities in the Tigris-
Euphrates valley certainly started not later than
750 B.C., and probably dates from a much earlier

period. About the beginning of the Christian era,
commerce was openetl between Gujarat and Rome ;

a colony of Jews from Yemen is believed to have
reached Kolaba in the 6tli cent. a.d. ; the Parsis,
driven from Persia by the advancing armies of

Islam, landed at Sanjan in the Thana district
in A.D. 775. The long line of Christian mission-
aries to W. India begins with Pantanus (189-90) ;

*

and the seed planted by him and his successors
continued to grow until the Portuguese, established
in Cioa in 1510, steailily

undert(iuk the c<jnversion
of the native races which fell under their control.
This continuous intercourse between this part of
India and the West must have profoundly affected
the religious beliefs of the people. To it, with
some measure of probability, has been attributed
the giowth of the conception of lively faith in
a iKjrsonal Godhead, whicfi is a leiuling tenet of
the Vaisiiava sect. This, however, is strenuously
denied by Hindu writers (see Biiakti-Mai:(;a).

(rf) The Lecran.—In direct contrast to the sea-
board is the scantily watered, comparatively un-
fertile, plateau known as the Deccan ( Dakkhin, Skr.

Dnkshitui, 'that on the
ri;^'ht hand,' 'southern').

While the barrier of the W. Ghats divides it from
the coast region, it is separated from N. India by
the Vindhyan and Mahadeo ranges, and in ancient
times was speciallj' isolated by the tract of forest

country known to the ancient Hindus as Danda-
karaiiya, which has been identified with Maha-
rashtra, the region now occupied bj* the Marhata
(Maratha)people. This in early Hindu legends is said
to have been occupied by fierce demons (Raksha«a),
in other words, the non-Ary;in tribes who resisted
the pressure of tlie new civilization from the north,
and were closely akin to races like the Kunbi, the

[tredominant element in the present population.
In the Deccan the sturdy peasantry were much
less accessible to priestly control than the less

manly races of the sealxiard. In Gujarat the

5re.servation

of the original Hindu beliefs was
ue chiefly to the Rajput aristocracy, largely re-

cruited from Huns and Scythians admitted to
Hinduism ; the wealthy trading classes devoted
themselves to the building and endowment of

temples ; even at present among the laity there is

found a sect.irian fervour absent in other parts
of the Presidency. The condition of religious
thought in the Deccan was and is very different.
Here there is a lower general average of wealth,
culture, and religious devotion. The population
is more scattered, and is al)sorbed in the care of
the precarious crops which alone the soil produces.
Consequently, like the practically minded Jat of

Upper India, the Deccan Kunbi or Marhata, par-
€11.1 deoruin cultor ct infreqiicus, cares little for
the Brahman, whom ' the wider jwlitical education
of the Deccan and the freedom from the comi>eti-
tion of other literate classes have led to prefer the

occupation of the layman to the segregation of
his own fraternity in religious institutions

'

(Baines,
Census lien. 1881, i. PJH). The Marhatas are of

opinion tiiat the spiritually-minded Brahman
should not interfere in secular aflairs ; and those
' who devote their lives to the study of what
Hindoos conceive the divine ordinances are held
in great esteem; but otherwise, in the Mahratta
country, there is no veneration for the Bramin
t;liaiacter

'

(Grant Duff, Hist, of thi Mahrattas, 5).

Sivaji, the founder of the Marhata State, steadily

Iiursued
the policy of appointing Brahmans to the

lighest civil i>osts in the administration ; and the
Peshwa, or Marhata Mayor of the Palace, was
always a Brahman. Thus the modem Marhata

*
It is }x>ssiblc, however, that the ' India

'

of Pantacnus was
reall.v S. Arabia (PRE "xiy. 627) ; cf. Senius, ad Georg. ii. 116 :

'sed lodiam omnetn plagam Aethiopiae aocipiamus,' and Bee

Lipsius, Apokryphe ApoatclgeschichUn und ApotUlUnenden, u.
ii. 63-65, 132-135 ; Moller, Lfhrh. der Eirchen^ieich. i. 108. On
the other liand, it is tolerably certain that Christianity entered
India before 2tX) ; cf. Lasst-n, Irxd. AUerthumshunde, ii.!

1118-1128; Aiken, The Dhamma of Gotama the Buddha and
the Gospel of Jesvs the Chriit, 288-297; Hopkins, India Old
and Seir, 140 f., 167; Bergh van Evsinga, Ind. Invlocden op
oiuU ChritUlijke VerhaUn, 11^120.

"
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Brahman is reared to cherish the tradition that
his forefathers directed the policy of the last

independent Hindu State in the Peninsula ; and
looks with jealousy on the Government which has

replaced it. Poona has become a centre of restless

intrigue, to which much of the recent disloyalty
in Bengal, and in particular the modern deification

and cult of Sivaji, can be clearly traced. Next to

the Kasmirl, the Marliata Brahmans are perhaps
the most capable Hindus in the Empire (T. C.

Arthur [A. T. Crawford], Our Troubles in Poona
and the Deccan, 1897, Beminiscences of an Indian
Police Official, 1894).

2. Lingayats.—The independence of Brahman
authority, which is characteristic of the Marhata,
was possibly one of the main causes of the growth
of the remarkable Lingayat sect, which will form
the subject of a separate article. They have their
own priests, and ihave long severed all connexion
with the Brahmans. But the old leaven is still

working, and they now exhibit a tendency to
revert to Brahmanical Hinduism, with which they
claim their creed to be coeval, and are attempting
to apply the fourfold caste organization of Manu
to their social divisions (Enthoven, Census Bep.
1901, i. 387).

3. Extension of Brahman influence into S. India.—The process of bringing that portion of the Pen-
insula which lies S. of the Narbada within the
Brahmanical fold probably began with the peaceful
settlement of Brahmans on the eastern and western
coasts. This may have occurred at an early period,
when the Aryans had worked their way into the
Sind delta and Gujarat on the one side, and down
the lower Ganges valley on the other. In Bom-
bay the movement further south was effected
either by the sea route or along the western coast

districts, where the mountain ranges diminish in
altitude and melt into the alluvial plains of Gu-
jarat, the valleys of the Narbada and the Taptl.
The adA^ance into the Deccan was checked by the
natural obstacles already referred to, and probably
occurred at a period long subsequent to the move-
ment along the coasts. Prof. Bhandarkar, by an
examination of the early grammarians, has shown
some reason for believing that the Aryans had
acquired no knowledge of Southern India before
the 7th cent. B.C. ; that up to this time their
advance had been along the coast districts ; but
that by B.C. 350 they had become acquainted with
the country as far south as Tanjore and Madura
(BG i. pt. ii. 141). These conclusions cannot be
regarded as definitely established, and the view
that the Brahmanisin of S. India is of compara-
tively recent origin has been disputed by Hindu
writers. But the theory of a comparatively late
introduction of Aryan culture fits in well with the

existing facts, and it involved important conse-

quences. Not only have the local Dravidian
languages held their ground, but art and general
culture have developed on original lines. Still

more is this the case in the domains of religion
and politics. The new-comers found well-organized
communities and ancient kingdoms in occupation
of the country. The forms of belief characteristic
of the non-Aryan races retained their influence
over the minds of the people. The early Tamil
literature shows that the evolution of religion in
the south took a shape very different from that
which is, in the case of the northern races, more
familiar to students of the development of Hin-
duism (V. Kanakasabhai, The Tamils Eighteen
Hundred Years Ago, 1904, p. 227 ff'.).

4. Buddhism.—The extension of Buddhism into
the region south of the Vindhyan range was the
work of Asoka (c. B.C. 272-231 ; see Ai^OKA). Two
copies of his fourteen edicts have been found on
the W. coast ; one, fragmentary, at Sopara or

Surparaka in the Thana District, N. of Bombay ;

the second, nearly complete, on the Girnar hill,

E. of the town of Junagarh in Kathiawar {Smith,
Asoka, 103). The discovery of three copies of the
minor Rock edicts in the Chitaldrug District of

Mysore shows that his authority extended as far

south as that kingdom (Rice, Mysore^, ii. 499).
The progress of the three rival faiths. Buddhism,

Jainism, and Brahmanism, is recorded in a series

of monuments, the rock-cut halls and temples of
W. India, of the greatest historical and religious
importance.

' When their story is carefully examined, it appears that they
are spread pretty evenly over more than a thousand years of
the darkest, though most interesting, period of Indian history ;

and throw a light upon it as great or greater than can be
derived from any other source. In addition to these claims to

attention, the western caves afford the most vivid illustration of
the rise and progress of the three great religions that prevailed
in India in the early centuries of our era and before it. They
show clearly how the Buddhist religion rose and spread, and
how its form became afterwards corrupt and idolatrous. They
explain how it consequently came to be superseded by the

nearly cognate forms of Jainism and the antagonistic develop-
ment of the revived religion of the Brahmans. AU this, too, is

done in a manner more vivid and more authentic than can be
obtained from any other mode of illustration now available'

(Fergusson-Burgess, Cave Temples, 166).

More than nine-tenths of the caves at present
known are found within the limits of the Bombay
Presidency. The view once held, that they are in

some way connected with the monuments of Egypt,
is now rejected ; and their abundance on the W.
coast is due simply to the fact that the geological
formation of that region, with horizontal strata
of amygdaloid and other cognate trap-formations,

generally of considerable thickness and uniformity
of structure, and with their edges exposed in perpen-
dicular cliffs, favoured the construction of such ex-

cavations to serve as halls, temples, or monasteries

(Fergusson, Hist, of Indian Arch. , 1876, 107).

Many of these caves are described in separate
articles (see Ajanta, Kanheri, Ellora, Nasik) ;

and therefore it is only necessary to say that, as a

whole, they fall into two groups, though naturally
the same site was occupied by successive builders,
and accordingly the distinction of schools of Bud-
dhist belief is not always rigidly observed. The
first group represents the Hinayana school, the
earlier form of Buddhism. This includes the
caves at Junagarh and other sites in Kathiawar,
dating from B.C. 250 to the Christian era; those

of the Konkans and Deccan, all S. of Bombay,
dated between about B.C. 200 and A.D. 50 ; those E.

of Bombay, in the range of the W. Ghats, dated
between B.C. 250 and A.D. 100; those at Junnar,
Nasik (wh. see), and the earliest of the Ajanta
(wh. see) group, which are of various ages,

ranging from B.C. 100, and including examples of

the Mahayana, or later school, as late as the 7th

cent. A.D. ; those at Marol and Kanheri (wh. see)

near Bombay, between B.C. 100 and A.D. 150.

The second group, that of the Mahayana school,

extends from the 4th nearly to the 8th cent. A.D.,

and includes the hall at Junagarh, the later speci-

mens of the Ajanta series, and those at Aurang-
abad and Nasik.
These monuments bear eloquent testimony to

the religious fervour, generosity, and taste of the

rulers, nobility, and merchant princes who pro-
vided funds for their excavation and decoration.

Their endowments must have supported a large
number of monks. The Buddhist pilgrim, Fa-

hien, who began his travels in A.D. 399, gives a

lively account of the monastery at Kanheri, and
describes the magnificence of the festal decora-

tions, the beauty of the relic-shrines, the nigiitly

illuminations, the rich endowments of the com-

munity (Beal, Fah-hian, 55, 76, 178). Hiuen Tsiang,
a later pilgrim, who in A.D. 641 visited the capital

(probably Nasik) of the great king Pulakesin II.,
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who came to the throne about A.D. 608, found some
hundred relif^ious establishments (sahcjharcuiia),
containing about 5000 monks (Heal, Si-yu-kl, ii.

257). liut even at this time Buddhism was in a

stage of decay. Possibly the picture which the

same writer gives of the famous establishment at

Amaravati (wh. see) is true of other foundations

of the same kind. ' For the last hundred years
there have been no priests [dwelling here) in con-

sequence of the spirit of the mountain changinLj
his shape, and appearing sometimes as a wolr,
sometimes as a monkey, and frightening the dis-

ciples ; for this reason the place has become
deserted and wild, with no priests to dwell there

'

[ib. ii. 223)—a metaphor j)ossibly referring to tiie

hostility to the faith which was then growing up
among the forest tribes. Inscriptions of the

Rashtrakuta period at Malkhed show that in the

9th cent. A.D. Buddhism was still a living re-

ligion, favoured by the authorities in \V. India ;

but that at that time its chief rival, Jainism,
was contributing to that change of

feeliiiy
which

ultimately caused its downfall (Fleet, BG i. pt. ii.

406). It certainly e.xisted in a weakened form
in the Deccan as late as the first half of the 12th

century.
5. Jainism.—The history of the rise of Jainism—a faith contemporary with the rise of, and result-

ing from the same causes that gave birth to, Bud-
dhism—is comparatively obscure ; and very little is

known concerning the process by which it attained
a high position in W. and S. India for several

centuries. The Jains of the Bombay Presidency
are at present represented by two classes : the first,

comprising the merchants of Gujarat, who are

remarkable chiefly for their extreme tenderness to

animal life, as is shown by the hospitals (pinjrajwl)
established in the chief cities for all sorts of

creatures ; and the Miirwari Banyas of Marwar in

Kajputana, who are
"generally money-lenders and

immi^ants into the Deccan. The second group
includes a class of cultivators found chiefly in the

Belgaum and Dharwar districts of the Karnata or

S. Marhata country. The first division is con-

nected with the northern centres of the faitli, in

Rajputana and (Jujarat, such as Mount Abu (wh.
see) and Palitana (wh. see). The second group, that
of the southern Jains, represents the relics of a
belief which was once the State religion of a large

part of S. India. In Mysore, according to Rice

(some of his conclusions have been disputed by
Ilultzsch), it seems to have preceded the teaching
of Buddhism by the missionaries of Asoka, and here
it continued to be the official religion of certain

dynasties and kings throughout the first ten

centuries of the Christian era. Uere the three
rival faiths, Buddiiism, Jainism, Brahmanism,
appear to have existed side by side. In the 8th and
'Jth centuries A.D. an active revival of Brahmanism
in the form of Lihga-worship resulted f/om the

missionary labours of Kumarila and Sahkara-

charya, which raised Saivisni to a position of

superiority over its rivals. In like manner, in

the 12th cent, the Vaisnava sectarianism gained
ground, and, through the teaching of the reformer

Ramanujacharya, dealt a deathblow to Jainism.

.^fter this the adherents of the Vaisnava and
Saiva doctrines seem to have eflected some kind of

compromise, of which the form Harihara, uniting
the cult of Hari (Visnu) and Hara (Siva), was
the outer symbol. The almost contemporaneous
growth of the Lin^ayat sect, which popularized
the saiva cultus, led to the final decay of Jainism
as a leading faith in this region, while the later

forms of Vaisnavism absorbed all that remained
of Buddhism (Rice, Mr/sore^, i. 459 f.).

6. Development of Brahmanism.—It would be
an error to suppose that Brahmanism sufiered a

complete collapse during the ascendancy of Bud-
dhism and Jainism. The excavators of many of

^he Buddhist caves bear names derived n-om

Saivisni, and in the great cave at Badami a

Vaiijnava temple of, the 6th cent. A.D. still sur-

vives. Some of the Saiva caves go back to the 2nd

century. But it is only in the 4th cent, that they
become common, and nearly all the Hindu caves
of later date belong to that sect. The work of

Brahmanical cave-excavation seems to have almost
ceased in the 8th century. The methods by which
the original Buddhist models were adapted to the
Brahmanical cultus are described by Vergusson-
Burgess (Cave Temples, 399 f.). Tlie next im-

portant architectural development was due to

influence from S. India, and resulted in the con-

struction of tlio remarkable Kailasa rock-temple
in tiie reign of the Rashtrakuta king Krishna

(Kr^na) i. about A. D. 760 at Ellora (wh. see ; Smith,

Early Hist.'- 386 f.). The Jains also undertook
the excavation of cave-temples, but at a later date
than those of the Buddhists or Brahmans, none of

these Jain works being apparently dated earlier

than the 7tli century. The most important are at
Ellora

( Fergusson-Burgess, 49011'.).

7. Modern Hinduism.—At the Census of 1901

the Hindus numbered 19,916,438 (78-4 per cent of

the total population). Here, as in other parts of

India, the line between Animists and Hindus can-

not be clearly drawn. The faith of the higher
classes of Hindus shows the prevailing character-
istics of Hinduism : a polytheism replaced by an

enlightened pantheism, and that absence of dogma
which is the best asset of Hinduism. This, how-
ever, applies only to the more intelligent classes.

Apart from the forest tribes, whose creed is pure
Animism, the lower stratum of the people still

preserves its primitive animistic beliefs, obscured,
and to some extent modified, by the veneer of

Brahmanism. Bathing in holy rivers and pilgrim-

ages to the tombs of deified heroes and saints are

the chief modes by which purification from tabu and

spiritual advancement are believed to be attained.

The sacred stone haunted by some spirit, the holy
tree or other natural object, the abnormal shape
of which indicates that it is occupied by a spirit,
the ecstatic possession of the village seer or

medicine-man, the various devices by which the

spirits of the household dead are brought into

communion with the living, or the malignant
ghosts of the murderer or his victim, and of the
man killed by a tiger or snake, are repelled or con-

trolled—these are the chief elements of the popular
cultus. The forces of evil are ever in conflict with
those of good, and there is little or no trust in a

benign, fatherly Providence.
Sectarianism is imperfectly recognized in the

statistics. So far as the Census returns go, the
Saivas or Smartas, with the kindred Pasupati,

Sahkaracharya, and similar sects, number about
3 millions ; while the Vaisnava sects, such as

those of the Ramanuja, Vallabhacharya, Madha-
vacharya, and Viravaisnava, number only half a

yiillion. In addition to these, affiliated, to the

Saivas, come the Lingayats, numbering 800,000.

Many influences may have att'ected the accuracy of

tlie returns; but, at any rate, the vast majority
of the Hindu population were ignorant of the
sect to which they belonged, or did not care to

record it.

The most important and interesting development
is that of the Vallabhacharj'a sect of the Vaisnava

group, to which Krislina (Krsna) is the chief object
of worship. The immorality of the Maharajas or

heads of this community has attracted much atten-

tion since the notorious case decided by the High
Court of Bombay ([Karsandas Mulji], History of
the Sect of the Maharajas, 1865).
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8. Jains.
—Jains, who number 535,950 (2-1 per

cent, of the total population) are here, as usual,
divided into Digambaras, who worship naked idols

and their spiritual preceptors (gurus) ; Svetambaras,
who dress and adorn their images ; and Dhruidliiyas,
who are opposed to the worship of idols, venerate
their preceptors, and dress in white, wearing a
linen mouth-band to prevent possible injury to

animal life. In Gujarat, the headquarters of the

Jains, the Svetambaras are in excess of the other
sects.

9. Animists. — As has been already remarked
(§ 7), the enumeration of Animists, who in 1901

nvunbered 94,845 (0"4 per cent, of the total popula-
tion), is incomplete, and merely includes those
members of some forest tribes who are most com-

pletely, in beliefs and cultus, separate from Hindus.
Of these tribes the most numerically important
are the Koli, Bhil, Varli, Thakur, Dubla, and
Kathkari. They are most numerous in the Dis-

tricts of Panch Mahals, Thar and Parkar, Thana,
Surat, and Khandesh. A full account of the Bhil
beliefs will be found in a separate article, and
that on the Northern Dravidians gives a general
sketch of the forjns of Animism which prevail
among these tribes.

10. Muhammadans. — Muhammadans in the
whole Presidency number 4,567,295 (17'9 per cent,

of the total population). Their numbers show a

tendency to increase, not so much as the result of

any special propaganda, but rather because they
have been less exposed than Hindus to the stress

of plague and famine. For the interesting class

of Bohoras or Bohras, see Sects (Muhammadan).
The Khojas (Pers. Khicdjah, 'honourable') are
remarkable as tracing their origin to Hasan Sabah,
who in the beginning of the 11th cent. A.D.
founded the Order of the Fidawi or Fidai,

' the
devoted ones,' known to Europeans as the Assas-
sins (Arab, hasshdshln,

' eaters or smokers of the

intoxicating hemp drug '), of whom and of their

leader, known as Shaikh-ul-Jabal,
' The Old Man

of the Mountain,' many marvellous tales are told

(Marco Polo, ed. Yule^ i. 132 ff. ; EBr'^ ii. 722 If. ;

art. Assassins). Their spiritual leader is the

Agha Khan, the descendant of a refugee from
Persia, who commands great influence among his

followers. Except in Gujarat and Sind the Shi'ite
element is small, and in many districts is confined
to the Bohoras and Khojas (for a full account of
the origin, customs, and beliefs of the Kiiojas, see
BG ix. pt. ii. 36fF. ). A more recent development
is that of the Ahmadiyah sect, followers of Mirza
Ghulam 'Ali of Kadian in the Gurdaspur district
of the Panjab. The founder repudiates the neces-

sity of jihad, or war against the infidel ; traces a

parallel between himself, as Messiah or Imam, and
the Founder of the Christian faith ; claims that
his advent was foretold, and that he is charged
with the duty of laying the foundations of general
goodwill and peace upon earth. On the whole,
this sect supplies an interesting example of the
influence of Christianity upon Islam (Enthoven,
Census Rep. i. 69 ; Rose, Census Ben. Panjab, i.

143).

11. Jews.—The Jewish colony in the Presidency
numbers 10,860. Like those further south in

Cochin, they are divided into a ' white
' and a ' black '

section. Tiie former claim to be the descendants
of the original colonists, whom Dr. J. Wilson, on
the ground that none of their names is later than
the Captivity, and that all their Scriptures are of

early date, believed to represent the Lost Tribes.
It is now generally supposed that they came from
Yemen in the 6th cent, of our era. Their own tradi-

tions fix their exodus in the 2nd cent., while other
accounts place it as late as the 15th. The ' white

'

Jews do not eat, drink, or intermarry with the

' black
'

section, who are believed to be later

converts from Hinduism. The Bombay Jews call

themselves Banu-Israil,
' children of Israel,' in pre-

ference to Yahfidl, which is the general designation
of the race in N. India. In their houses, on the

upper part of the right door-post, is placed a box

containing a parchment scroll inscribed with a
verse from the OT, so fixed that through a hole
the word 'The Almighty' [El Shaddai) can be
read from the outside. Their synagogues contain

parchment copies of the Pentateuch [EG xi. 85 f.,

xiii. 273 f.). See art. Bene-Israel.
12. Christians.—Christians number 204,961 (Til

per cent, of the total population). They fall into
several groups. The most numerous are the
Roman Catholic inhabitants of the old Portuguese
settlements now included within British territory,
who were originally converted from Hinduism by
missionaries from Goa. Those of good birth were
admitted to connubium by the Portuguese. Though
the names of all the Christians of this description
are Portuguese, it is only among the upper classes

that there is any trace of foreign blood, and here,

even, it is now rare. The name of Indo-Portuguese,
which is sometimes given to them, is scarcely
acknowledged among themselves ; and though the

higher families speak Portuguese as the home-

language, the rest habitually use either Konkani-
Marathi or English. The lower classes continue
to follow the hereditary occupations of the castes

to which their Hindu ancestors belonged, while
the upper have taken to the learned and clerical

professions.
' In spite of rumours that have occasionally been heard with-

in the last half century, those who have lived amons^st these
classes give evidence of the reality of their adherence to the
faith of their adoption. There is a very prevalent confusion
between Christians of this description and those of Goa. Both
are Roman Catholics by persuasion, and both bear Portuguese
names, and are under the supervision of priests of that nation.

Beyond this the likeness ceases. The Native Christians that
come from Goa are mostly domestic servants, an occupation
never undertaken by Christians from other districts

'

(Baine8,
Census Rep. i. 51).

Including recent converts, the Roman Catholics
in 1901 numbered 106,655—not far short of half

the total Christian population. The remainder
are more recent adherents, whose adoption of the
faith is the work of various missionary societies,

those attached to the Anglican communion number-

ing 35,614. While the Roman Catholics have

slightly fallen in numbers between the last two
decennial enumerations, the total number of Ciiris-

tians has increased from 158,765 to 204,961, the

rise being greatest in those districts where the

pressure of famine has been most severe, an indica-

tion that their numbers have been largely recruited

from famine waifs supported in missionary orphan-
ages.
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of W. India. These Progress Reports, vols. i. to ix. in the

Imperial Series, numbered i.-v., xxiii., xxiv., xxxii., xxxiii.,

extending to 1iK).'>, have practically superseded the older books,

such as Sir T. C. Hope, Surat, Lharoeh, and other Cities of

Gujarat (1866) : J. Fergusson and P. Meadows Taylor,
Architecture at Be^japoor; Architecture in Dharwar and Mysore

(1866). Among the earlv travellers, the following, published in

the Ilakluyt Society series, may be referred to (the dat«s are
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tbo»e of publication, not of the voyages) : D. Barbosa, Coasts

of E. Africa and Malabar in 16th cent. (IStili) ; P. della Valle,
Travels in India (1892) ; J. H. van Linschoten, Vuyaije to the

E. Indies (1S85) ;
India in the XVth Cent. (1857); F. Pyrard

de Laval, Voyage to the E. Indies, (1887-90) ; L. Varthema,
Travels i» Egypt, Syria, Versia, India, Ethiopia, etc. (180;i).

Other useful travels are : J. Ovington, Voyage to Suratt {IGOVi) ;

J. Fryer, Xeiv Account of E. India and Persia (1698).

W. Ckooke.
BON CHOS.—SeeTlBKT.

BONES.—It may help us to understand tlie

important place occupied by bones in primitive
p.sycliology and religion if we recall the nature of

tlieir development.
'

Os.seous tissue . . . consists

essentially of an animal matter improt;nated with
calcium salts

'

(Huxlej', PJtysiolorfi/^, p. 807).
' At a

certain period of embryonic life there is no bone in

any part of the body. . . . Microscopic examina-
tion shows that the calcareous salts are deposited
in the intercellular substance '

(ih. p. 557). Minute
passaj,'os in a bone allow of its permeation by
nutritive lluid, so that '

throughout life, or at all

events in early life, its tissue is the seat of an

extremely active vital nrocess'(i6. p. 311). These
facts were, of course, unknown to primitive thought,
but they are in some measure paralleled by the

early ascription to l)ones of special psychical signifi-
cance. Thus we (ind the words for ' soul

' and
' bone

'

etymologically connected among the Iroquois
[esken, 'hone,' at isken, 'soul'), and the Athapascans
lyani, 'bone,' ii/une,

' soul ') (Arnett in ^/«cr. Jour.

Psychol. 1904, xv. 149). Every one is familiar
with the frequent references to bones in the OT,
where the ascription of sensation to them is not a
mere figure, but springs from the definite idea of

their inherent vitality, and of the (7«a5z-conscious-
ness diflused through them and the whole body
(c.ff. Job 4l^ Jer •-•3^ Ps 35'«). The story of Eve's

origin, and the phrase
' bone and flesh,' used of

relationship,* are also significant. Many popular
beliefs witness to the same idea ;

' the bones of a
murdered man are said to have given out fresh
blood when handled by a murderer as long as

twenty years, or even fifty, after the murder '

(Trumbull, The Blood Covenant, 1887, p. 146).

Conversely, the life supposed to be still resident
in bones can be renewetl by anointing them with
blood (Jevons, Introd. Hist. Rel. , 1S96, p. 52). Tvlor
collects examples of the way in which lx)nes of cfead

relatives are cared for, and talked to, as though
still conscious (ii. 150 f.); he gives them as cases
of the fetish-theory, but they are ultimately to be

explained as products of primitive psychology.
Funeral customs in general usually yield illus-

trations, even though more or less obscure, of

the same standpoint. A good example out of

the great multitude available is aflorded by the
elaborate burial rites of certain Australian tribes

(Spencer-Gillen'", pp. 530-546). The body is left on
a tree-platform until the llesh has disappeared from
the bones. t The skeleton, except an arm-bone, is

then buried, witliout being actually touched. The
arm-])one, in which the spirit of the dead is

supposed to be present, is wrapped up in paper-
bark, and figures in various complicated ceremonies.
These conclude with the breaking and burial of the
arm-bone. ' When once this ceremony of breaking
the bone, which they call anhirinfja-tjintn, has
been performed, and the lx)ne deposited in its last

resting-place,
the spirit of the dead person, which

they describe as being of about the size of a grain
of sand, goes back to it^ camping-place in the Win-
gara, and remains there in company with the spirit

• The Tnngusian word for
'

family
'

is S(jk = ' hones' (Radloff,
Aus Sibirien, ii. 3'i).

f For an African method of obtaining the bones rapidly, see

Ellis, Tshi-Speaking Peoples, 18S7, p. 268 :
' The chief who falls in

battle is lightly buried, and water is poured on his grave many
times a day, for some weeks. The bones, thus becoming clean,
are taken out and deposited in a chest.'

parts of other members of its totem until such time
as it undergoes reincarnation' (ib. p. 542). Here
the elaborate ceremonial is perfovmeu in order that
the bone may be broken and the spirit relea.sed,
without injury to the living or the dead. With
this Ave should compare such a custom as prevails
in an African tribe of the Ogowe.

' With a very
material idea of a spirit, they seek to disable it by
beating the corpse until every bone is broken. The
mangled ma.ss is liung in a bag at the foot of a tree
in the forest. Thus mutilated, the spirit is sup-

posed to be unable to return to the village, to entice
into its fellowship of death any of the survivors'

(Nassau, Fetichism in We.st AJrica, 1904, p. 234).
We may trace a parallel belief in the title

' Crusher
of bones,' ap]ilicd to a member of the Egyptian
pantheon (Bou/c of thcDead, ch. cxxv.), though here
we meet the idea that the bones must be preserved
intact in order to ensure resurrection, and the

crushing of the bones is conceived as a penalty for

falsehood. An ordinary mummy is no more than
' skin and bones.' The preservation of the bones is

the dominant practice,* we may say the universal

one, where the relations with the dead include more
than fear and shrinking. Thus the Carrier Indians

(q.v.) obtain their name from the practice of their

widows,
' who carry the charred bones of their dead

husbands about with them in bundles' (Frazer,
GB'^ iii. 227n.*).t The practice may .survive in a
modified form, disguising it.self as a simple desire
to possess some memorial of the dead. Thus ' the

Japanese, after taking a lock of hair, a finger-nail,
or the inkobo (a bone in the throat), which they
send back to relatives, burn their dead' (Fox,
Following the Sun-Flar/, 1905, p. 87). A further de-

velopment is seen in the addition of the skeleton,
or part of it, to the family fetish, where the fetish

practices prevail (Nassau, p. 325). Bones so kept,
and imagined to retain the psychical powers of the
dead in a form available for use, claim a natural

place in primitive medicine and magic. Australian
aborigines use bones in working a magic spell on
an enemy (Howitt, p. 359). The Tasmanians
attached human bones to the parts of the body
aft'ected by disease (Crawley, Myotic Rose, 1902,

p. 108). The miracle described as following the
contact of a dead man with the bones of Elisha
(2 K 13^') shows the same belief. Robertson Smith
(Bel. Sem.', 1894, p. 448) refers to the custom of the
heathen Arabs, which consisted in fastening unclean
things, dead men's bones and menstruous rags,
upon children, to avert the jinn and the evil eye ;

he remarks that ' when we find bones, and especially
dead mens bones, used as charms, we must thinK

primarily of the bones of sacritices' (p. 382). Such
bones would, of course, possess a special virtue
for their users ; but their sacrificial character is

not essential to such a use, which is amply
explained by the psychical theories of primitive
thought.
A continuation of the magical theory of bones is

seen in the veneration of relics of the saints. One
of the earliest and best known examples is that

• On the other hand, Ashurbanipal enumerates the bones of
an enemy among his spoil (Jastrow, Bab.-Asiyr. Rel. p. 602) ;

cf. Am 2'.

f Bones play an important part in many folk-tales dealing
with the renewal of life in the dismembered dead {CF, pp. 91-
95, 100 f.), doubtless because, as MacCuIloch says, 'the bones,
as less subject to decay than the flesh, may have seemed to

early men the basis of a renewed life.' While some of these
tales declare that, if a single bone be lacking, the person re\nved
will be correspondingly deficient, others express the belief that

only a portion of the skeleton (especially the spine ; cf. the
Roman beliefs concerning the as sacrum) will be sufficient to
restore the entire person to life. As early as the palaeolithic

age skeletons were carefully preserved in Gaul, where they were
frequently coloured, either in whole or in part (especially the

skull), with red pigment—a usage stUl observed by the Alfurus
of Ceram, and by certain South American, Papuan, and
Australian tribes (Renel, Les Religions de la Gatite avant U
Christianisme, 1807, pp. 49-51, 53f.>
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of Lucilla of Carthage, who habitually kissed a

martyr's bone before partaking of the Eucharist

(cf. DCB, s.v.
' Lucilla '). Newman

(juotes Theo-

doret, with apparent approval of his theory of

the virtue of the bodies of martyrs :
' And though

each body be divided, the grace remains indivisible ;

and that small, that tiny particle is equal in power
with the Martyr that hath never been dispersed
about

'

{Development of Chr. Doctrine, p. 374). This

may be accepted as a true statement of primitive

theory, especially in regard to the bones, as being
the parts most easy to preserve ; it is paralleled in

the devotion of Greek cities to the supposed bones
of their respective heroes (Rohde, Psyche, i. 162).

Primitive thought, however, applied the theory on
a wider scale, and included animal as well as human
bones. * Among the Kalang of Java, whose totem
is the red dog, bride and bridegroom before marriage
are rubbed with the ashes of a red dog's bones'

(Frazer, Totemism, p. 33). We frequently meet
with the belief that the bones of animals slain in

the chase must be carefully dealt with, to secure

their resurrection and the future supply (Frazer,
GB^ ii. 415 f.). Sometimes the soul of the dead
animal is thought to be aware of the fate of its

bones, and the future success of the hunter depends
on its proper propitiation {ib. p. 405).
From various customs in regard to bones, Frazer

infers that 'it is a rule with savages not to let

women handle the bones of animals during their

monthly seclusions
'

(note on p. 221, vol. iii., where
various customs are collected). On the other hand,
among certain Indian tribes we find girls at puberty
carrying bone implements, with which to scratch

themselves, and with which to drink. The girl
then drinks water through a tube made of the leg
of a crane, a swan, or a goose {ib. p. 213). Here
the virtue of the bone, no doubt, protects the

supply of water from the perilous influence of her
condition.

Amongst the many other usages in which bones

figure may be mentioned the bonfire (originally
'

bone-fire,' cf. Jevons, p. 150, and Skeat's Diet.

S.V.), the practice of fastening the bone of a mur-
dered man on to the spear that is to avenge him
(Spencer-Gillen ^, p. 554), and even the use of a cleft

bone as a token, noticed by Doughty {Arabia
Deserta, 1888, ii. 360).

Literature.—This has been given in the article. See also
under art. Psychology. H. WHEELER RoBINSON.

BONFIRE.—See Fire.

BONI HOMINES (corrupted into Bononii or

Bonosii).—See Ferfecti.

BOOK OF LIFE.—The science of the Semitic
East was based u^jon the axiom that the con-
stitution of this lower world corresponds to that
of the heavens above, as seen in the cosmos and
its cycle. The whole course of events upon the
earth, it was believed, was prefigured in the

cyclical phenomena of the higher spheres. On
its mythological side, therefore, the doctrine could

postulate the existence of celestial tablets on which
were inscribed both the wisdom of heaven and the

history of earth.

I. The books (tablets) of wisdom.—(1) Baby-
lonia.—According to Babylonian science, the pro-
cess of the world realizes itself in aeons, which
arise out of the primal sea ; and this world-ocean,
accordingly, is regarded as the seat of Divine
creative wisdom. The mythical representative of

the primal sea was, in the previous aeon, Mummu
(Damascius : Mot;/iij= j'o»?r6s /cicr/xos ; cf. btt mummu,
' the house of wisdom '

[Rawl. 5, 33«]) ; in the

present seon he is called ' Lord of Water '

{i.e. of
the ocean, which was regarded as ZU-AB, ' house

of wisdom '). He is therefore • father of the gods,'
' creator of Adapa, the first man '

{zer amelMi,
' seed of the human race '), who, as the '

sagacious
one' {Atrahasis), receives from his creator wisdom,
but not eternal life. The tutelary deity of all

who are endowed with wisdom and art is Ea. He
is

' the god of wisdom, of potters, smiths, singers,

priests, of Kalft-mariners, jewellers, stone-cutters,
metal-workers.' A Bab. text {Cuneiform Texts,
XV. 50) speaks of the iipru {

= Heb. nsp,
' book ')

of the god Ea, the duty of studying which falls

specially upon the king. Ea is also the source of

the wisdom of the priests, e.g. the ' secret of

heaven and earth ' which was acquired by En-
meduranki, the progenitor of the prophetic priests
of Babylon ; the '

secret of Ea ' and the * word
from the ocean

'

are mentioned in the Bab. ritual-

tablets (cf. also the table of commandments below,
p. 793).
The myth of Ea has come down to us in legendary form from

the x'''^^'''"^ apxa-i-okoyCa of Berosus, the priest of Marduk
{Praam., ed. Lenormant, No. 1 from Alexander Polyhistory

FHQ, ed. Miiller, ii. |496, frag. 1, 3
;
Euseb. Chron. i., ed.

Schoene, 13 f.). The present writer has reproduced the legend
in Roscher, iii. 577 ff., as follows :

'
It is recorded that a great multitude of the people of

different races who inhabited Chaldsea were gathered together
in Babylon, living the unruly life of beasts. In the first year
there came forth from the Erythrtean Sea, at the place where
it touches Babylonia, a being endowed with reason and having
the name Cannes. Its body was in all respects like that of a

fish, but from beneath its fish's head protruded a second head,
of human shape. It had also the feet of a man, these having
been formed from its tail, and it had a human voice. An
image of it had survived till that time. This creature, he con-

tinues, lived by day amongst human beings without taking
food, and conveyed to them the knowledge of written char-

acters, the sciences (fiaBrindriov), and sundry arts ; it taught
them regarding the peopling of cities and the erection of

temples, the introduction of laws and the measuring of land ;

it instructed them in the sowing and the ingathering of crops,
and, in a word, in aU that pertains to the satisfaction of men's

daily needs (^/u-epwo-is). No further discovery in such matters
has been made since that time. At sunset the creature sank
once more in the sea, and spent the night in the water, for it

was amphibious. Other beings of similar nature appeared at a
later time (coming forth likewise from the Erythraean Sea, as
is added by Syncellus in another report), regarding which
Berosus purposes to write in his history of the kings. Cannes,
however, also wrote a book (Xdyos) dealing with origins and
the formation of States, and this he delivered to mankind.'

The idea of such a book presents itself once
more in the passage treating of the destruction
of the world by the Flood, i.e. the return of things
to their original condition in the primeval ocean,
and the restoration of the world. Berosus nar-

ra,tes that Kronos commanded Xisuthros to frame
a record, in written characters, of all things in

their beginning, middle, and end, and to deposit
this in Sippar, i.e. the 'book-city.' After the

Flood the children and kinsmen of Xisuthros

migrated to Babylonia, carried away the writings
from Sippar, and at the command of their head
disseminated them amongst mankind.

(2) Egypt.—The notion of a primordial Divine

wisdom inscribed in books is found generally

amongst the peoples of antiquity. In Egypt, as

in Babylonia, the first age of the world was sup-

posed to have been in a special sense the era of

Avisdom. The representative of the Divine vna-

dom, according to the Egyptians, was Thoth (cor-

responding to the Bab. Nabu [
= Nebo], the Divine

scribe of Marduk, who received wisdom from his

father Ea), the amanuensis of the gods, and it was
he who conferred the arts of speech and writing

upon mankind. The texts of the Book of the

Dead were regarded as the ' Books of Thoth.' In

ch. 64 the text is traced back to a discovery in

On (Heliopolis), where it had been transcribed
' in the very liandwriting of the god

'

during the

reign of King Menkara (Brugsch, liel. der Agypter,
20 1.). A Leyden papyrus (see Lange, Berl. Akad.
d. Wissensch. [1903] 602 ff.), containing a prediction
of a time of blessing and a time of curse, says that

the latter will be ushered in by
' the opening of
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the secret places, and the piiiloining of the hooks
of the sanctuary.' The priests, as hearers of

revelation, are called
' scrihes of the book of God.'

A memorial-stone in Al)ydos preserves a record of

what Kameses IV. had learned in the house of life

(cf. the 13ab. name of a temple E-ti-la,
' the house

of life ') from his constant study of the hooks.

The text of this contains the mystical teaching's

regarding Osiris. Here it is said tiiat the majesty
of Thoth stands beside K6 and Osiris for the pur-
pose of executing their Divine commands (Erman,
Egyptian Religion, p. SO ; A. Jeremias, Im
Kampfe ttm den alten Orient, i. 67). With this

agree tiie statements of classical writers, who re-

present Thoth as the founder of theology aiid

political economy, of the sciences and the arts.

Clement of Alexandria enumerates forty - two
'Books of Thoth,' of wliich the first ten, or those
of the propliet, treat of the law and of the gods,
the following ten contain regulal ions regarding
sacriticos and feasts, and tlie tliird ten the mystical
cosmography ;

the next four embrace astronomy
and tlie science of the calendar, two contain hymns
about the gods and the kings of primeval times,
while the last six deal with the science of medi-
cine. Brugsch (op. cit. 449 f.) is of opinion that
he can trace in part the titles of tlicso hooks in

a hieroglyphic text of tiie temple of Edfu.

(3) Persia. — Tlie books or the Avesta also

claim to constitute a Divine book, and it appears
to the present writer that they may be brought
under our present category. According to Haug,
Avesta means '

knowledge,' i.e. Divine knowledge ;

its root, like that of Veda, being tnd. Ahura
Mazda together with Aslia formed ' the word of

bliss' by the agency of Vohu Mano (i.e. logos,

corresponding to Marduk, the son of Ea), and
revealed it to Zarathushtra, who diflused the TJivine

teaching amongst men (cf. Gdtlul, Yasna xxix.).

According to Vendldcld II., Yima, the first man,
was chosen for tlie task of preserving the celestial

trutli upon the earth. The religious system of

Zarathushtra purports to be an attack upon error,
and a return to the truth and knowledge issuing
from the original wisdom revealed by Ahura
Mazda (cf. Gatlid, Yasna li. 13, xliii. 3, liii. 2,

xxxi. 2). In Gdthd, Yasna xlviii., he who knows
the secret doctrine is praised as a true teacher ;

possessing the power of Vohu Mano he is equal to

Mazda himself in intelligence.

(4) India.—The early Aryan religion of India
and the Indian systems of religion allied there-

to consider the Veda ('knowledge') as tlie

primal wisdom. True, such a statement merely
expresses a

theory,
for the hymns of the Veda are

partly of a secular character, and first acnuircd
their religious significance from their associatit)n

with sacrificial worship. It is an article of belief

that the Vedas were composed by the ten ;-.s-i's,

or wise men of the world's first age. Even the

Upanisads (' secret doctrines '), the spirit of which
is altogether characteristic of India, lay claim to

a direct connexion with the primordial wisdom of

the Vedas ; while the Law-book of Manu (Mdnava
Dharmnid-stra) professes to be a revelation which
the first man Manu received from the Deity. The
doctrine of the ages of the world {q.v.) given in

the Mahdbhdrata and in the Law-book of Manu
asserts that in the Golden Age the Veda existed
in a perfect form, and that in each of the three

succeeding ages one quarter of the Veda, and
therewith one quarter of perfect righteousness,
has been lost.

(5) China.—The State-religion of Confucius, as
established by the Han dynasty (R.C. 206- A. D.

220) is based upon nine canonical works (five king,
or 'webs' of wisdom, and four sJiu, 'books'), in

which the primordial wisdom, from the period of

the mythical emperors of the remote past, is be-

lieved to be codified. This is quite in accord-

ance with the attitude of Kung-tse, the great
reformer Confucius, who professed to be no more
than ' the wooden clapper whom Heaven had
made use of

'

to redeem the peojjle from their

degeneracy by resuscitating the institutions of

ancient days.
(6) Islam.—In Islam, Muhammad is regarded as

the ' Seal of the Prophets
'

((^ur'an, xxxiii. 40), the
last infallible messenger of Divine revelation. In
the Muhammaflan faith, tiierefore, the Qur'an
ranks as the book of heaven. The Malidism

prevalent among the sects looks to the coming
Malidis as nrophets who will cleanse the truth of

the original revelation from all error. Only in a
few sects has the prophet lost the distinction of

being
' the Seal of the Prophets,' and sunk to the

level of a mere forerunner.
With this Oriental conception of the book of

the primeval revelation of God is closely connected
the tendency of the Jewish Synagogue towards
the theory of the verbal inspiration of Scripture.

2. The book of destinies.—In Oriental science
the analogue of the cosmos is the cycle. The
conception of space is equivalent to that of time
(cf. 'oldm,

' a'on
'

; Talmudic 'oldm,
' world ').

The revelation of the Deity in the cosmos and the

cycle is seen in the stany si)here, and especially
in the movement of the heavenly bodies. A Bab.
name for these bodies is Sitir SamS, Sitirtu gamS,
' the writing of heaven.'

According to Seneca {FUG i. 510), Beroaus

says that in Chaldtean science '
all things take

place in harmony with tlie movements of the
stars.' Cf. Job 38^ ' Knowest thou the hvkkdth
of the heavens?' : the parallel clause, on the prin-

ciple that the earthly is a reflex of the heavenly,
reads,

' Or canst thou set their dominion upon the
earth?' See also

t^ur'an,
xlv. 1-4: 'The revela-

tion of the Book is from God . . . for in the
heavens and on the earth are the signs for be-

lievers. Likewise in your own nature, and in all

manner of beasts in every place . . . and in the
succession of night and day, and in the supplies
which God sends from heaven and with which
He gives life to the earth when dead, and in

the change of winds '

; cf. xvi. 16 :

' For by the
stars are they guided.' Jewish literature, e.g.,
Mo'ed Qdton, 28^, has it that '

long life, children,
and food depend not upon merit, but upon the
stars.'

In the teaching emanating from Babylon the

heavenly bodies (sun, moon, and five planet's) that
move in the zodiac are in a special sense the inter-

preters of the Divine will. The zodiac forms the
book of revelation proper, while the fixed stars,

grouped in constellations which are regarded as

'correspondences' to the phenomena of the zodiac,

are, eo to speak, the commentary on the margin.
Cf. H. Winckler, Fortchungen, iii. 193. In Arabic the con-

stellations lying outside the zodiac are called hayaniyydt ,

bayan meaning a '

commentary
' on the marpin of a book.

According to Qur'an xv. 5ff. the mysteries of the Divine urill

lie in the zodiac. With reference to the '

interpreters '(fp/iTiMft?),
cf. Diodor. Sic. ii. 30, who reproduces the 'Chaldaean doctrine.'

The name of the temple-tower E-ur-imiii-an-ki would seem to

signify
' House of the messengers of the commands of heaven

and earth,' and in that case may apply to the planets ; cf.

A. Jeremias,
' Das Alter der babylonischen Astronomie '

(Im
Kampfum den Alten Orient, iii.2).

In the cosmic mythology of Babylon the revela-

tion of heaven, which is made manifest in the

cycle of the world, is known as tup Simdti,
' tables

of destiny.' These are borne upon the breast of

the ruler of the world's destiny. Hence we should

probably assume the existence of tico heavenly
tablets ; not only

' the commands of the gods,' but
also ' the life of men '

is written thereon. In the

myths concerning the war against the chaos-dragon
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and the restoration of the world, the victor and

demiurge receives the tablets as his reward (see

below, 'the book with seven seals' [Rev 4f.],
which the dpvlov, having won the battle, has power
to open). In the Bab. Creation Epic they were,

during a previous aeon, in the possession of Kingii,
the partner of TiS.mat. The narrative relates how
Ti&mat delivers them to him with the words :

' Let not thy decree be changed ; the word of the

mouth stands firm.' Then Marduk receives them
as the reward of conflict and victory. Elsewhere
it is En-lil, the cosmic representative of the zodiac,
who appears as the holder of the tablets of destiny.
Or they are sometimes held by Nebo, the Divine
recorder of destiny. In an exorcism-text (King,

Assyrian Magic, No. 22) he is called ' the bearer of

the tablets of fate,' and in other passages
' the

writer of the All, who holds the style of the tablet

of fate
'

(Rawl. 52). The day for the determination
of destiny is New Year's Day. On this day is re-

constituted the cycle of the year, which represents
in miniature, as was believed, the cycle of the seons.

The conqueror of the power of darkness is, as
' the one who determines destiny,' the possessor
of the tablets of fate. In the jjarak Simdti, the
chamber of destiny, from the 8th to the 11th of

Nisan, the destinies of the year are determined
with the assistance of the gods, whose statues

are conveyed in wheel-barges to the sanctuary of

Marduk. This mythical conception seems to have
become matter of fact within historic times, in the
act of casting lots by the king (the Assyrian king
says: piiru akrur, 'I cast the lot'), i.e. in a
ceremonial inquiry regarding destiny.
The same notion survives in the practice of inquiring after

one's destiny on New Year's eve, and also in that of taking the
twelve holy nights (one for each month) as times for dreaming
of one's destiny. The Bab. spirit of the idea is particularly
preserved in the Talmudic conception (discussed in next col.)
of the New Year's festival as the occasion on which the Divine
determination of destiny is made.

In applying the doctrine of the celestial tablets
of destiny to individuals, Bab. texts make mention
of one particular tablet on which is inscribed the
duration of life, the happiness of mankind (and on
the other hand the curse, or shortening, of life).

The construction of tablets of this kind is specially
ascribed to Nabu, the Divine recorder in the
chamber of destiny. Thus Ashurbanipal in a hymn
(cf. Jeremias, art.

'

Nebo,' in Roscher) says to
Nebo :

' My life is VTitten before thee.' His
brother Samessaraukin speaks thus :

'

May Nabu,
the tablet-writer of E-sagil, write upon his tablet
the days of the life of him [who honours my in-

scription] for long duration.' Nebuchadrezzar
says :

' O Nabu, declare upon thy tablet, which
fixes the pululcku, of heaven and earth, the long
duration of my days ; write it for my posterity.

'

Antiochus Soter expresses himself thus :

' O Nabu,
by thine august stylus, which establishes the

pululcku of heaven and earth, may my salvation be
made sure, through thy holy decree.'

The same conception has doubtless given rise to
the ' tables of good works,' in which, according to
IV R, 11186, entries are made ; also to the ' tables
of sins

' mentioned in ritual texts from Babylon,
which are to be ' broken in pieces

'

; and to ' the
tables of transgressions, misdeeds, anatlienias and
imprecations, which are to be cast into tlie water '

(cf. H. Zimmern, Beitrdge zur Kenntnis der bab.

Ucligion, pp. 23, 125). We may also mention here
a table (Cun. Texts, xiii. 29 f.) which contains in-

junctions regarding sacrifice, prayer, and friendship,

though it perhaps belongs rather to the group of

tablets of Divine wisdom dealt with above :

* In thy learning (?) look at the table :

The fear of God brings forth grace,
Sacrifice gives increase of life

And prayer [cancels] sin.'

The idea of a celestial process of reckoning in

connexion with the most important festival of

the calendar, viz., New Year's Day, which, as the

inception of a new cycle, exhibits the renewal of

the world on a small scale, had an influence upon
Jewish religion after the Exile. Thus, in the
tractate 'Arukhtn, 10, it is written :

'The ministering angels inquired thus of God, "Lord of the
world, why do the Israelites, on New Year's Day and the Day
of Atonement, utter no song of praise ('?'7'^) before Thee?"
God answered them,

" When the king sits upon the throne and
passes judgment, and the Books of Life and of Death are set

open before Him, then may the Israelites feel themselves
disposed to sing a song of praise before Me—at a time when it

shall appear fitting for them to give themselves to repentance."
'

In the New Year's tractate Rosh Hashshana, 16a,
it is said,

'

Everything is decided on New Year's

day, and the judgment is sealed on the Day of
atonement.' In this case the '

judgment' signifies
the fortunes of the year, as the context refers,

amongst other things, to the fruits of the field.

Allied with the above in idea, though of a
difi'erent character, is the conception of a reckon-

ing kept in heaven of men's good and evil deeds,
and of their lot in life and death. This may have
been suggested by the public lists on which the
names of citizens were enrolled. But we must not

summarily dismiss the theory of a link with the
book of destiny, for even the drawing up of such
lists was brought into connexion with New Year's

Day, the feast of destiny. According to Jerus.

Rosh Hashshana, Rabbi Johanan (c. 260 A.D.)
knows of three registers

—of the good, the bad,
and the undecided, respectively

—which are un-
rolled at New Year. Jubil. xxx. 20 (cf. xxx. 22)

speaks thus :

' He is enrolled in the tables of

heaven as a friend and a just man.' In the Book
of Enoch the central figure appears as a '

heavenly
recorder,' and shows to a nicety the very charac-

teristics of the Nabu, the heavenly scribe of the

Babylonians. He holds possession of the celestial

tables, and reads what is written therein of the

deeds of man. Cf. Enoch 47^ 104^ 'Your names
are written down before the majesty of the exalted

one '

; 108^
' the Book of Life and the Books of

the Saints.'* The same thought is adopted in

those Christian Apocalyptic writings which have
been influenced by Judaism. According to the

Apocalypse of Sophonia, the angels sit at the gate
of heaven and write the deeds of men upon the

rolls of a book ; while Ajjocal. Pauli, 10, says that

at the evening hour in heaven all things that men
have done during the day are ^vritteH down by the

angels.
Within the canon of Scripture we find mention

of the heavenly book, as the book of destiny, in

the two outstanding apocalyptic \\Titings, viz.

Daniel and Revelation. In Dn 1^^- the seer be-

holds the books opened before the great council in

heaven presided over by the Ancient of Days. In

face of the assembly is fought out the battle

against the beast which utters great words—a
characteristic feature of the conflict with the

dragon. The warrior and victor is the heavenly
man. After his victory he is brought before the

Ancient of Days, 'and there was given him

dominion, and glory, and a kingdom, that all

peoples, nations, and languages should serve him :

his dominion is an everlasting dominion, which

shall not pass away, and his kingdom that which

shall not be destroyed.' The conqueror receives as

his reward the sovereignty of the world in the new

a'on, antl the poMer of determining destiny.t
Here too, therefore, the books are books of destiny.

•
Again, however, in ch. 89 f.. Enoch appears as the recorder

of the doings of the seventy sliepherds of the people ; and, m
the Asceiisio Jesaiae, of the registers of the heavenly Jerusalem,

t Such is the connexion to which the present writer desires

once more to draw special attention (cf. his Der AT im Lichte

de» alUn OrienU, on this passage). The connexion with the
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This conies out still more clearly in the companion picture o(

Revelation, where the conflict with and the victory over the

power of darkness are transferre<l to the historical appearance of

the crucified and risen Christ. It is He who has conquered the

draEon, and who therefore sways the destinies ol the world,

and His parousfa will bring about the final victory over the

dragon, and usher in the new and glorified era of the world.
^

Ilev 4"'- introduces us once more to the council in

heaven.* God sits upon the throne, and to rif,dit

and left, in two semicircles, sit the twenty-four

elders, m priestly robes and with crowns on their

heads. He that sits on the throne holds in His

hand a book-roll having seven (pendent) seals, which

indicate the seven sections of the roll.t
' Who is

worthy to open the book, and to loose the seals there-

of ?
' This simply means :

' Who is worthy to sway
the destinies ?

^ The Christ who is to be glorified

comes forward. In this vision His victory and

exaltation (Mt 28^8 11^7 os) are portrayed with the

imagery and colouring of the ancient Oriental

myth of the conflict and victoiy of the year-god,
who as the reward of his success receives the book

of destiny, i.e. the command of the world, and

who is therefore loudly praised in the council of

heaven (fur details see Jeremias, Bahijlonisches im

iVT, 1311'.): 'Worthy art thou to open tiie Itook,

and to loose the seals thereof.' A similar signi-

fication attaches to Kev 21'-'^, where the Book of

Life is in the possession of the Lamb. In 5^'- we
have the song of praise sung by the heavenly
council. In its form the song resembles that

accorded to Marduk, who after his victory over

Tiamat received fifty names of honour (cf. 'the

name above every name,' Ph 2''), as also that

given in the Egyptian myth to Horns in the hall

of the gods after his victory over Set, the re-

presentative of the power of darkness :

'

\Velconie,

Horus, son of Osiris, the courageous, the justified,

son of Isis and heir of Osiris.'

Mention of a book of destiny in which are

written the fortunes of the individual is made
in Ps 139^^ 'Thine eyes saw me when I was yet

unformed, and there was written in thy book all

the days that were still to be
'

; cf. also Ex 32^-

« Blot me out of the book which thou hast written
'

;

and Ps 69^8
' Let them be blotted out of the book

of the living, that they be not written with tlie

righteous.' The last-mentioned passage might
also come under a different heading, that, namely,
of the heavenly list-making already touched upon

(p. 794'') ; and it is this group to which we must
refer Is 4', which speaks of those who in Jerusalem

are 'wTitten unto life,' as also Mai 3'^ with its

mention of a ' book of remembrance
'

before Jahweh,
in which are written those that fear Jahweh and

have respect to His name.
The two ideas of a heavenly book of life and a

heavenly register of names find expression also in

the NT. The book of life in which the destinies

of men are inscribed is referred to, not only in

Rev 5 and 21", as already noted, but also in Rev
138 and 17^ 'the book of life' in which names
are ' written from the foundation of the world '

;

of. 3'
'
I will in no wise blot his name out of the

book of life' (one of the seven variants of the

promise given at the close of the messages to the

Churches, to assure him that overcometh in the

strife that he shall be saved in the transformation

of the world).
The book of destinies, in miniature form, so to

speak, is spoken of also in Ezk 3"^- and Rev lO*""-

The two passages are essentially the same in char-

myth underlying the representation shows this quite clearly :

the conqueror of the dragon receives power over the destinies

and the dominion of the world.
* Cf. Shemoth Rabbd on Ex 4**, with a reference to Is 242) ;

' One day shall God assemble the elders of Israel as on a thresh-

ing-floor ;
He will sit at the head of them all as the president of

the court, and administer justice to the peoples.'

t Cf. the seven tablets in the IHonygiaca of Nonnus, each of

which bears the name o{ one of the seven planets.

acter. Ezekiel must eat the roll of a book, and it

was in his mouth as honey for sweetness. The
roll contained the intimation of God's will, which

the [)rophet is required to convey to the captives
in 15al)ylon, and the Spirit carries him thither

tiirougii tiie air. In Rev lO*'"'- John is made to

eat up the little book which the anyel carried in

his hand. It is to taste like honey in his mouth,
but to cause pain within. In it are written the

destinies '

concerning many peoples and nations

and tongues and kings' which he is to proclaim.
The heavenly registers are suggested by Lk

10-*
*

Rejoice that your names are written in

heaven'; Ph 4^ 'the rest of my fellow-workers,

whose names are in the book of life' ; and He 12^
' the general assembly and Church of the first-boni

who are enrolled in heaven.'
Alfred Jeremias.

BORNEO.—See Indonesia.

BOUNDARY.—See Landmark.

BOURIGNIANISM.—See Sects (Christian).

BOY.—See Children, Initiation, Puberty.

BOYCOTTING.—This is a modern name for

a practice as ancient as civilization itself. The
name is derived from the experience of one Captain

Boycott, a land agent in the employment of Lord

Erne, an Irish landlord who in 1880 came into

conflict with the agrarian societies in the district

in which he lived, in County Mayo, Ireland. It is

a method of social ostracism, informally applied by

public opinion, and may be carried to almost any
length. The term, which has been adopted in a

wicie sense into French (boycotter) and German

(boi/koitiren), is used as implying any measure

of avoidance of or holding aloof from those judged,

by organized or unorganized public opinion, un-

worthy of social intercourse. It may vary from

the schoolboy's
'

sending to Coventry
'

to the ex-

treme measures adopted in Ireland during the days
of the land agitation. In so far as

boycotting
is

the expression of individual aversion, tne law can

take no cognizance of it ; but when it is decreed

by an association, or organized body of men, it

becomes a criminal offence under the law of con-

spiracy, and in Ireland has been treated as such.

A boycotted person in Ireland was cut off from all

intercourse with his fellows : no one could work
for him, or rent land from him, or supply goods to

him, associate with him, or help or assist him in

any way, under penalty of being subjected to the

same treatment ; and this treatment was decreed

for landlords and their agents who, in the
opinion

of the local ajrrarian association, had treated their

tenants harshly.
The boycott, as has been said, is as ancient aa

civilization itself. The outcast or the outlaw

from primitive
social communities was simply sub-

jectetf to the extreme form of boycotting, and had

neither security of life nor chance of justice.

Ostracism in the Greek world was a survival of

primitive tribal law dressed up in a constitutional

form. Excommunication by the Church in the

Middle Ajjes,
since it affected civil as well as ec-

clesiastical privileges, was a tremendously power-
ful weapon in the hands of the Church ; but in

modern times, with the separation of Church and

State or the subordination of the Church to the

State, ecclesiastical excommunication has been

deprived of much of its terror, because it no longer

affects civil rights. Excommunication, however,
is the privilege of every society or association,

which may expel or discipline those of its members
it considers unworthy ; and conflict with the State

can arise only when civil rights are affected or the
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victim is deprived of contract privileges. The
State, which has uniformly set its face against all

authorities which intervene between it and its

subjects, has always regarded boycotting with

suspicion ; but in a modified form the right to

boycott is inherent in the social nature of man.
It is one of the forms in which public opinion ex-

t)resses

itself, and is liable to all the excesses and
ack of uniformity to which public opinion itself

is liable. Organized boycott alone is of sufficient

importance to require State interference ; or at

least is alone sufficiently definite to permit of

responsibility being brought home to individuals.

In the economic world the boycott has been

extensively used by Trade Unionists (cf. the

Economic Journal, vol. i.
' The Boycott as an

Element in Trade Disputes'). When accom-

panied by violence, the boycott is a criminal offence

at common law in the United States ; and even
where there is no violence or intimidation, many
States hold that the boycott is criminal ; and at

the present time (1909) a case which will decide

this question is pending in the United States

Supreme Court. Efforts have been made by Con-
sumers' Leagues in America and similar associations

elsewhere to apply a partial boycott to the pro-
ducts of sweated industries, and to the establish-

ments in the retail trade where the employer does

not show sufficient consideration for the welfare
of his hands.

Literature.— G. L. Bolen, Getting a Living, 1903, ch. ix. ;

J. Mitchell, Organized Labor, 1903, ch. xxxiii. ; U.S. Indus-
trial Commission Report, xvii. ; W. M'Donald, in Irish Theo-

logical Quarterly, i. (1906) 333; P. Marshall, ib. i. 435; J.

KeUeher, ib. ii. (1907) 72 ; T. Slater, ib. ii. 242.

John Davidson.
BOYS' BRIGADES.—Organizations of boys,

military in form, moral in purpose. Their ultimate

origin is remote. Boys have played at soldiers

ever since fighting began, and have been moulded

by their play. For many years, up to 1880, Mr.
John Hope, an Edinburgh lawyer, carried on a

corps of '

Cadets,' which regularly numbered some
hundreds of boys. They had uniforms, arms, and
a band. Mr. Hope's purpose was to enforce Pro-
testant principles and abstinence from drink and
tobacco, and generally to cultivate manliness.
This pioneer corps deeply influenced many genera-
tions of boys.
The Boys' Brigade proper was instituted in

Glasgow by Lieut. -Col. Sir W. A. Smith, of the
Volunteer force there. He was a teacher in a
mission school, where discipline was difficult, and
hooliganism incipient. He adopted the military
metaphor, as did General Booth, with some diS"er-

ences. In 1883 the first Company of thirty boys
was formed, and drilled in martial exercises, and
in the Bible. A red rosette was the first uniform,
but caps, belts, haversacks, etc., were soon in-

troduced, and dummy arms. So successful was
the movement that before the end of 1908 there

were, in the United Kingdom, between 1300 and
1400 such Companies, \\ath 6,000 officers, and 60,000
boys. The world-figures, at the same time, were
2,300 Companies, including over 10,000 officers,
and 100,000 boys. There are, besides. Episcopal,
Roman Catholic, and Jewish adaptations of the

idea, whose figures are not included here. The
objects of the brigade are :

' the advancement of

Christ's Kingdom among boys, and the promotion
of habits of obedience, reverence, discipline, self-

respect, and all that tends towards true manliness.'

The Bible-class is central. Every boy must attend

it, or lose membership in the Brigade. In many
companies there is development in the direction of

ambulance work, gymnastics, music, etc. The
more fully organized corps have become many-
sided Clubs for boys.

The Boy Scouts is a kindred organization.
Lieut. -General Baden Powell, C.B., is its founder,
lis beginning was practical, in 1889, in Mafeking,
S. Africa. The town was under General
Baden Powell commanding the defence. That
men might be released to strengthen the firing line,
a corps of boys was enrolled. They kept look-out,
acted as orderlies, and carried messages, often
under fire. Very good reports are given of their
usefulness and courage. The plan was acclimatized
in Great Britain, for purposes of moral training.
But it is

'

peace-scouting
'

that is taught. Mr. E.
Seton Thompson has floated successfully a similar

organization in the United States, especially among
the Indians, Now there may be seen in and
around most towns groups of Scouts, marching,
signalling, camping. Statistics are estimates ;

for

the movement is elastic. When a '

patrol,' a squad
of five or seven, is trained to efficiency, its members
are encouraged to enlist patrols of their own.
These are usually linked into 'troops,' but are
sometimes independent. They may be connected
with Churches or Boys' Brigades. The ideals held

up are :
' to be loyal to God, and to the King ; and

to help other people at all times.' Observation of

Nature, self-reliance, and chivalry are inculcated.
The manual of the movement is Scoutingfor Boys,
by the General. Its sub-title is

' A Handbook for

Instruction in Good Citizenship,
' which sufficiently

describes its scope. The Scouts are put upon their

honour to be clean and kind in language and
in habits. Clubrooms in winter and camps in

summer are used for the ends in view.

The Life Brigade is, in idea, an offshoot of

the Boys' Brigade. Its aims are identical, and so

are some of its modes. But it strongly opposes
the militarism of the earlier body. It organizes
girls as well as boys, but without the martial
element. Like the other, it uses ambulance work,

gymnastics, music, etc., to attach its members to

itself, and for training in Christian principles and
cha,racter. It thus provides bright, healthy nucleus-

centres of good citizenship. It is extending,

especially under those who hold strong views on
the subject of peace,

saving.' Its president
Paton, D.D., Nottingham.
The answer of the promoters of the earlier work

to their critics is that the military element is

formal, not essential ; that there is less and less of

it proportionally as the corps grow in the Club
direction ; and that what there is of it is

' in

defence, not defiance.'

Literature.—TTie Boys' Brigade Manual, Glasgow, 1908;
Baden Powell, Scouting for Boys, London, 1909 ; Boys' Life-

Brigade-Code, London, 1909.

Thomas Templeton.
BRAHMA.—See Brahmanism, p. 810.

BRAHMAN. —The philosophical system of

the Vedanta adopts as its aim the searcli after

Brahman, and makes this the central point of its

teaching. The loftiest conception of Br.ilmian specu-
lation is there set forth, and handed down from

generation to generation. It is, however, only the

climax of a long intellectual development, tlie be-

ginning of wliich may be traced in the Rigveda,
the most ancient poetrv of early India. And for the

religious and philosopnical history of that country
the word brahman possesses at least an equal

significance with that of the term \6yos for Christ-

ianity. There is contained in it, as Roth says,

the religious development of India during thirty

centuries.

It is difficult to grasp Jie original meaning of

the word
;
for as early as the Rigveda it appears

endowed with various meanings, and cannot be

identified precisely with any of our conceptions.

Its watchword is

is Rev. Principal

' Life-

J. B.
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The Indian thought is hardly adequately expressed
either in the definition of Koth,

' the devotion

which manifests itself as lon>,'ing and satisfaction

of the soul, and roaches forth to the gods,' or in

general,
'

every pious utterance in the service of

God '

; or in that of Deussen,
*

aspirations and

cravings after the Divine.' It is Haug's merit to

have made it clear that everything which recalls the
Christian ideas of ' devotion

'

or '

prayer
'

is wholly
foreign to the Indian brahman, and that the entire

sacriticial act was no more than a kind of magic,
which compelled the gods to gratify the wishes of

their worshippers.
The word brahman, from which brdhmana is

etymologically derived, meets us as early as the
time of the Kigveda. Accented on the first syllable
(brdhman), it is neuter; oxytone, i.e. with an
accented ultima (brahmdn), it is masculine. The
neuter denotes the object or the thing ; the mascu-
line the person who is endowed with or possesses
the brahman. "With no little probability research

inclines now to the view that the fundamental

meaning of the word is neither 'devotion' nor
'

prayer,' but '

magic
'

; and that its origin is to be

souglit in a primitive and rude stratum of human
thought, from which it was gradually developed
into an expression for the loftiest conception formu-
lated by Hinduism. On the assumption that the
word denotes '

magic,'
'

witchcraft,' OsthofI' has

compared it, in his very able work, with the ancient
Irish bricht,

'

magic,
'

magical spell,' and has
endeavoured to find the real fundamental idea in

the meaning
'

formula,'
' fixed mode of expression.'

To these words the ancient Icelandic ana ancient

Norwegian bragr, 'poetry,' 'art of poetry,' is

akin ; and thus the Indian brdhman, or the Celtic

bricht, may be the '

ceremonially conceived
' word

on which Jacob Grimm lays stress as the essential

requisite of the magic, if it is to be efl'ective.

The etymology of brahman is obscure. Besides
the uncertain pos-sibility of a derivation from the
rare root brh,

' to speak,' earlier writers referred to

the root brh, 'to grow,' from which barhis is

taken, and thus connected brahnuin with the

Iranian bni-csma (see B.VKSOM). But, as OsthofT

shows, this combination is improbable, since

words derived from the root barh on the European
side exhibit an I {e.g. Prussian po • balso), and

brahman, if derived from barh, could not be related

to bragr.
Haug has collected the numerous explanations

of Sayana. The latter interprets brahman as

meaning : (a) food, food-offering ; (6) the chant of

the Sama singer ; (c) magical formula "or text,
mantra ; {d) duly completed ceremonies ; (e) the
chant and sacrificial gift together ; (/) the recita-

tion of the hot/- priest ; (g) great. The first of

these interpretations is not confirmed by the

numerous verses of the Rigveda in which brahman
occurs, and must be abandoned as erroneous; while
in favour of the others various arguments may be

advanced.
As early as the Rig%-eda, brdhman appears not

as a possession common to all men, but as the

religious property of a narrow circle. It is still

far from being exalted to a position of sui)eriority
over gods and priests. Bather it is to gods,* and
to the chanters and j-?^ of the ritual t that it

owes its rise. It is 'new,' had 'hitherto not yet'
existed, or comes into being from the fathers.

It originates from the seat of the rta,t springs
forth at the sound of the music of the sacrifice, §

begins really to exist when the Soma juice is

pressed and the hymns are recited, || at the savana
•
devatta, Rigv. i. 37. 4 ; brdhmd kntoti Varunah, Rig-v. i. 105.

16 ;
X. 61. 7, etc.

t RigT. i. 165. 14, 177. 5 ; vu. 22. 9, 28. 2, 3L 11 ; x. 89. 16, etc
i pra brahmaitu sadandd rtasya, VLigr. vii. 86. 1.

{ Tiii. 69. 9. I tL 23. 6.

rite at the sacrifice, bearing the name kfta-

bruhman,* and endures with the help of the gods
even in battle;! Soma is its guardian. t Haug
is therefore justified in his conjecture that 'in

the Kigveda it denotes a mysterious power which
can be called forth by various ceremonies,' and in

the definition which he gives of it as ' the magical
force which is derived from the orderly co-opera-
tion of the hymns, the chants, and the sacrificial

gifts.' The pious brahmakrt is contrasted with
tiie brahmadvis, who has only blame for the per-
formance of the brahman.\ It is a purely spiritual

force, as may be inferred also from such verses

9& Kigv. viii. 3. 9 : tat tvd ydmi suviryam tad
brahina purvachittaye,

'
I entreat thee for that

power, for that brahman, in order that thereby I

may discern beforehand'; ii. 2. 10: brahmand va

chitayemd jand/i ati, 34. 7 ; vi. 75. 19, etc. It is

exalted over vdch,
'

speech,' which reaches as far

as the brdhman.W
It is altogether probable that in many individual

instances brdhnmn denotes the hynms, religious

formulae, or chants themselves, which are the
source of this magical power. But the present
writer has found it impossible to establish this

meaning with certainty in the particular verses.

The verbs which are associated with the word
brdhman are numerous : arch,

' to praise' ; tr, 'to

incite,'
' raise

'

; takf,
' to cut

'

; kr,
' to make '

;

Jinv,
' to incite

'

; pra bhar,
' to deliver

'

;
ud yam,

' to raise
'

; yuj,
' to yoke

'

; dams,
' to recite

'

; stu,
' to praise' ; hu,

' to sacrifice.' These describe the

activity of different priests ; while on the other
hand brdhman in many instances is co-ordinated
with uktha, gir, dhl, mati, manman, stoma, and
other words. It is said in Kig\'. vii. 43. 1, that ' the

unequal brdhmdni of the pious s[)read abroad on all

sides at the sacrifice like the branches of a tree.'

But even if brdhman should be found to be a

frequent synonym for hymn, formula, and other

products of the mental life, its application is

from early times not limited to these. The Tait-

tiriya Saiiihita says that the hymns and the texts

are limited, but the brdhman has no limits ;1[ and
it is therefore intelligible how, as early as the

Upanisads, the word assumes a profound philo-

sophical meaning in direct opposition to the purely
liturgical part of Brahmanism. The brdhmanfrees
itself again from the mere externalities of the

ritual, which have gradually gathered around the
centre of magical power, and, released from all

these fetters of the sacrifice, is developed into the
loftiest conception of Hinduism, the central point
of all thought, into tlie Brahman, which is essen-

tially pure, unchangeable, and eternal, and in

which all things have their issue and their end.

Vedic times conceived of a ' lord of brdhman,' the

god Bfhaspati or Brahmanaspati. In opposition
to the older view, which saw in the latter a form
of Agni, modem authorities, following Koth and

Haug, prefer to regard him as a pure abstraction.

In Haug^s belief, Brhaspati is a '

paramount priest
of the Brahman theology

'

; Oldenberg describes

him as ' the domestic priest (purohita) of the gods,
the heavenly personification of the priesthood, in

so far as the latter has tlie power and function of

influencing the course of events by prayer and

magical incantation.'
**

Pischel, again, has placed
him by the side of Indra, who has in him his

purohita, as in ancient India the earthly king had

by his side his brahmdn-purohita, the domestic

priest skilled in magical art.tt These views, so

far as they are based upon a pure abstraction, are
•

i. 47. 2 ; vii. 22. 9, 29. 2, 43. 1, 70. 6.

t i. 129. 4, 152. 6, 7 ; viii. 37. 1.

} vi. 52. 3. 5 vL 62. 2.

I yatad brahma ri-fthitaih tdtati rdfc, x. 114. 8.

if Taitt. Sariih. vii. 3. 1. 4.
**

Religion det Veda, p. 66.

ft G6tt. Gel. Am., 1894, p. 420 ff.
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mistaken, inasmuch as they are opposed to an

important passage of the liigveda, — brhaspatim
sadane sddayadhvani . . . damu d didivdnisam hira-

nyavarnam snpema*—which treats unmistakably
of the establishment of a sacrificial fire on the
hearth ; and in the light of this passage, which
in itself is entirely unexceptionable, and cannot
be regarded as late, the question whether

Brhaspati in the Kigveda is an abstraction or

not must be answered in the negative. If

Brhaspati is a name for the fire, the reference
in every case into which magic enters can only be
to the ancestral tire on the south of the place of

sacrifice where the Brahman sits. Sometimes, it

is true, Indra and Brhaspati are brought into close

connexion, the former as the king the latter as

his purohita, but the inference is clearly that we
are as little compelled to regard Brhaspati as an
abstraction as Indra. Indra-Surya corresponds to

the Ksatra, the moon to the Brahman. It is

asserted in Rigv. x. 90. 13 that ' the moon is born
from the manas,' and statements to the same
etiect are found in the Aitareya and Brhadara-

nyaka Upanisads.t We meet with the com-

parison in Dhammapada, No. 387, where ddicco

corresponds to the samnaddho khattiijo, and can-
dimd to the jhdyl brdhmano, and similarly in

Raghuvanisa, xi. 64. When, therefore, ethno-

graphy points to ' the dread wizard moon, pursuing
its work in the darkness, continually changing its

aspect,' J it is quite natural for the southern fire,

which witnesses magical art and is usually repre-
sented as a half-moon, to receive the name of

Brhaspati, and for the moon also as lord and divine

patron of all magic. Hang's view that Brhaspati
was ' a precursor of the god Ganesa ' cannot be
established. In later times Brhaspati lost his

original significance and became a name of the

planet Juppiter, just as the name of the Asvins,
Avhen their original meaning was forgotten, was
transferred to a constellation.

Brhaspati is the heavenly brahmdn, the proto-
type of the earthly. He arouses the gods by
means of the s.acrifice, and, according to one

passage of the Satapatha Brahmana, bears the
sacrifice to men who had become faithless. An
examination of all the passages in which the
masculine brahmdn is found shows that it de-
notes in general a distinct class, if not a caste,
with their dependents, and is frequently used in
direct contrast with the king. And the mascu-
line also, like the neuter brdhman, is brought
into close connexion Mith vdch.% As early as the

Rigveda those who undertake one or other of the

priestly offices are termed Brahmans, and only in
a few instances arc we to understand by brahmdn
a definite class of priests, co-ordinated with the

hotr, adhvaryu, or udgatr.H In one passage only,
Avhere Agni is addressed as Brahman, who takes
his seat on the seat of men, does the latter appear
to rank higher than the hotr.H With these ex-

ceptions, however, no special statement is found
in the Rigveda which would assign to the brahmdn
duties distinct from those of the hotr or adhvaryu.We read nothing either of a special priest of magic
or of the brahmdn of the later ritual, whose func-
tion it was to apply his sujjcrior knowledge to the

superintendence of the sacrifice as a whole, and
to make atonement for the mistakes of the indi-

vidual priests. Thrice the Avord vad is used of

his action. But just as the general practice of

magic is older than the particular forms of sacrifice

known to us, so the magician also is older than
«
Rigv. V. 43. 12.

t Cf. Deussen, Sechzig Upanishads, Index, s.v. 'Mond.'
j Oldenberg, Vedaforschung, p. 72.

§ brahmdj/am vdchak paramam vyoma, Rigv. i. 164. 35.

II Rigv. ii. 1. 2
; iv. 9.' 3 ; vii. 7. 5, 33. 11 ; and esp. x. 71. 11.

\ Rigv. vii. 7. 6.

the other officials of the Indian ritual, which was
raised above the sphere of ordinary magic without
ever losing its association with it. There is no
gi'ound for supposing that the brahmdn named
in the few i)a8sages referred to, and co-ordinated
with the hotr, adhvaryu, etc., is other than the

precursor of the brahmdn of later times. ' There
is no doubt,' writes V. Henry (La Magie, p. 37),
' that the earliest brahma of India was nothing
more than the sorcerer and medicine - man, the
retailer of the remedies and charms of the Athar-
vaveda or Brahmaveda.' Here again, also, the
conservative character of Indian development
shows itself : it does not break with the past,
but retains it even under changed conditions.

Although the hotr, adhvaryu, and udgatr, with
their higher literary or musical accomplishments,
were placed in the forefront, and the artificial and
dramatic routine of the sacrifice overshiidowed
the primitive magical rules of the brahmdn, the
ancient piijdrl of India was nevertheless not
banished from the sacrificial ground, but retained
his place as '

physician of the sacrifice,'
*
lingering

in the neighbourhood in order to make good all

its defects by virtue of his secret magical art.

His mere jiresence, moi'e than the hymns of the
hotr or the chants of the udgatr, by means of the

magical fluid with which he is endowed, preserves
for the sacred rite the character of mysterj'', and
maintains the sacrifice in effective order.

A later age credited him also Avith wider literary

knowledge. There was provided for him a special
book of ritual, and the Atharvaveda, the magical
practices of which harmonized closely with his

character, was devoted especially to him. It was
even required that he should be acquainted with
all the Vedas.t His position, moreover, south of

the place of sacrifice,^ near to the southern fire

which was dedicated to the fathers and the demons
and employed for magical practices, is a further

indication of the original character of the piijari ;

and it was only gradually that there came to be

assigned to him a higher literary rank.

All members of the Brahman caste, according to

their qualifications, were, as it seems, eligible to

undertake the duties of a hotr, udgatr, adhvaryu,
brahman, or purohita. Apparently, however, one
or the other office was held by preference by certain

families. We know that the office of the brahman
was claimed in the most ancient times by the

Vasisthas, and later by the Atharyans. It is said

in the Satapatha Brahmana, xii. 6. 1. 41, and
Taitt. Sariih. iii. 5. 2. 1 fl"., that the Vasisthas were

originally in sole possession of certain formula}

which Avere essential for the performance of the

duty.§ It is worthy of notice that to the

god Varuna, who is closely associated with the

brAhman,||' more numerous hymns are dedi-

cated by the Vasisthas in their mandala than by

brahman as protecting the Bharatas. Bloomfield

has attempted to show how the Atharvans came
to put forward their especial claim to the ofiice.lf

We recur now to the abstract form of the word.

The attempt to find a unity behind the multi-

plicity of the Vedic gods, to discover an all-

comprehending first principle, makes its appear-

ance as early as the hymns of the Rigveda, and

is there linked with the names of
Prajfy^ati,

Vis-

vakarman, and Purusa. It is first in the Satapatha

" Aitar. Brahtn. v. 34.
t- i i o

t brahmd sarvavidyah tarraih veditum arha't, Yaak.i, I. 8.

t See Caland, Wiener Zeitschrif f. K. M. xiv. 120, 124.

§ Weber, l7id. Studien, x. 34; HiUebraiidt, led. Myin.

1. 262. 111.

II
brahmd kmoti varunah, Rigv. i. 105, 15.

t Grundriss der Indo-ArUchen Philologxe, n. B. 5§ a, <»
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Brahiricana that we find the neuter biahnian ex-

alte<l to tlie position of tlie supremo principle
^vluc;h is tlie nioviiij,' force bcliiiul ll;e godw.

' The

thirty-three gods,' it is said in Satap. Brahm.
xii. S. 3. 29,

' have Brliasjjati as Purohita, but

Brhaspati is Brahman, therefore the meaning is,

They have the Brahman as their rurohita.'
Brahman is identihed at one time ^vith the wind,
at another with the pranas (see Breath), and at
another with the sun. In a hymn, which has been

preserved only in fragments, the ei)ithet of
' born

first in the east' is aj)i)lied to him, and he is

descril)ed at its close as creator and first princiide
of the universe, who brings the gods and the
universe into being. Here, however, he is only
the firstborn of creatures (iinithamajn), not yet
'self-existent' (svaijambhu). We recognize still

the connexion ^with the view of the Kigveda in

passages like Satap. Biahm. x. 2. 4. G, whicli

renresents yonder sun as resting upon the seven-

syllabled Brahman, and adds :

' the Brahman is

seven -
syllabled, re is one syllable, yajus two

sjilables, saman two syllables, and wnat is left

over and above subsisting in ]>rahman tiiat is

two-syllabled ; therefore this is the entire seven-

syllabled Ihahman.' And in another passage
Brahman is identilied with the sj'llable um, which
is the essence of the whole Veda. In some parts
of the Brahmana literature we still see clearlj-, as
Deussen shows, Priijnpati holding a j)Osition above
the Brahman of which he is creator, while in others

Prajapati, as ' Brahma Svayambhu,' creates this

universe, and in a third series the mind (mann^)
which creates Prajapati originates 'from the non-

existent,' and is itself identified with Brahman.
In the cosmogony of the later books of the Sataj).

Brahm., Brahman has been ex.alted to the position
of the supreme first princijjje, which, itself without

beginning, creates the universe :

' Brahman in truth
was this universe at the beginning ; it created
these gods.'

*

This thought was taken up by the Upanisads,
which made it their aim to search out the Brahman,
and to impart the knowledge of it. Here reli-

gion passes into the wide areiwa of that philosopiiy
which, in the Yedanta sj-stem devoted to the Brah-

iw^ivldiju, has consistently and fully expounded the
doctrine of Brahman, and has taught tlie unity of
Brahman and the universe.

By the side of the all-comprehending Brahman, which in its

philosoiihically refined and abstract form became the central

point of Indian thought, lat^r tiniea conceived of a personal
Divine creator Brahma. At the present day he appears to be a

god of very secondary or theoretical importance, and plays no
part in the popular life. Crooke jwints out that only one
temple, that in Puskara, is sacred to him. His ima/e has
four faces.t and he holds a drinking-vessel in his hand ; he is

usually represented also with four arms. His wife is Sarasvati,
a logical result of the ancient connexion of brdhman and vdch.
But though his personality is now obscured behind the more
vividly conceived Visnu and Siva, the form of Braliniaisof i,'reat

antiquity. Belief in him pervades the entire Mahabharata, as
Holtzmann shows, in its later as well as in its earlier portions.
Brahma is omniscient; he is acquainted with the jiast, present,
and future, and with his counsel supports the gods, who turn
to him in perplexity. lie is creator, sustainer, and destroyer
of the universe, which is by him continually produced anew.
P>om him proceed the castes, the regular "orders ; and he is

usually exalted above the gods, although there are not wanting
passages which subordinate him to Visnu or .^iva. He is a

popular figure also in the I'ali texts. He appears, for example,
before the Buddha in order to move him not to withhold from
the world the knowledge he has won. He accompanies the
latter's entrance into Nirv.ina with moral reflexions, and
occupies the position of a ministering attendant who, for ex-

ample, holds the white sunshade over the Budilha. We meet,
however, not seldom with more serious traits, which afford evi-
dent proof of his connexion with the conception of the Bnih-
mans. The history of this connexion has not hitherto been
investigated ; and little therefore on the subject can here be
advanced. In the Kevaddh-isutta of the Digha Nikaya.t Brahma
Is referred to as ' the great Brahman, the unsurpassed, the ob-
server of all things, the lord of all, the father of all beings past

•
Satap. Bnihm. xi. 2. 3.

I Dijjh. Nik. xL 6. 7.

t Bphatsaiiihita, § 58.

and future,' etc., and he is described as the one who can answer
the question as to the ultimate fate of the four elements.
Brahma draws near, and a bright light goes before him,
aniiDuricing his approach. He in, liov\ever, obliged to explain
to KevadiUia that tin; gods are mistaken in regarding him as
omniscient, and that only the Buddha can answer that ques-
tion. Here Buddhist iissuniplions necessitate his subordination
to the TaLhi'igata ; but in other passages, as in the Brahniajala-
sutta,* this subordination is not ap])arent, but the relation of
the iiicco dhutio anasalo aiiiinrinmnailhaiiiiiio brahma to the
Brahmanical conception is still more inmiediate. It would be
worth while to examine these relations more closely, and to
endeavour from the elaborate creations of Buddhism, with its

numerous Brahma heavens and Brahma gods, to extract the
ancient kernel which its wealth of fancy has thus luxuriantly
overlaid and concealed from view.

LiTKiiATCRK.—M. Bloomfield.'ThcAtharvaveda,' in Grunrfrigj
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A. HiLLEBRANDT.
BRAHMANISM.—I. Definition and divi-

sions.—The word ' Brahmanism ' seems originally
to have been u.sed, and popularly still to be tinder-

stood, to denote the religion of those inhabitants
of India who adored Brahinii as their Supreme
Ciod, in contradistinction to those who jirofessed
Buddhism, and, in more recent times, Muham-
madanism. But this is founded upon a mis-

conception. Brahma was never universally wor-

shipped (cf. preceding col.) ; and his acknowledg-
ment as the sui)reme God is not even a true, still

less a prominent, characteristic of Brahmanical
religions and sects. The characteristic mark of
Brahmanism is the acknowledgment of the Veda
as the Divine revelation.

In Brahmanism thus defined we may distinguish
two forms of religious development. The earlier
one is the religion taught in the Brahmanaa (the
ritualistic books forming the greater part of Vedic
literature) ; it is, strictly speaking, a part of Vedic
religion. The later forms of Brahmanism are a
new departure, and are only to a small extent

developed from the religion of the Bidhmanas;
they appeal to the Vedic Scriptures, more especially
the Upanisads (perhaps even forging new ones), in
order to build up a theo.sophy of their own, while
in their cult they worshij) partly Vedic deities,—
changed, however, in character,— partly deities of

post-Vedic origin or growth. In these forms of
Brahmanism there is an important non-Vedic
element, which, however, cannot be said to be
non-Brahmanical ; for the I>eliefs and practices of
which this new religion is made up were shared by
l>rahmans and, to some extent at least, modelled
by them. This element may be called '

Hinduistic'
When it became all -important, and when the
influence of the Brnhmans on its formation grew
less and less, Brahmanism merged into JlinduLsm—
bj' which term it has l)ecome customary to denote
the modern phase of the religious development of
India.

The religion of the Brdhmana-i is but a con-
tinuation of that of the Yajnrvcda Samhitd, and
thus comes under the head of Vedic religion (q.v.).We must take cognizance of it here, in so far a.s it

influenced the growth and development of later
*
Digh. Nik. i. 2. 3, p. 13.
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Brahmanism. The Brnhmanas are almost entirely
concerned with sacrifice. Indeed, the most orthodox
school of Vedic theologians, the Mimamsakas, go
the length of maintaining that the sole aim of
revelation is to teach the doctrine of sacrifice

(karman). The Mimamsakas are the representa-
tives of the Karma-nmrga {'way of works'), the
doctrine which declares that the highest end of man
is to be realized by works, i.e. by sacrifices and
other observances taught in the Veda. Theirs is

an extreme view which, however, fairly well pre-
sents the meaning of the Brahmanas themselves,
or, to be more accurate, of the greater part of every
Brdhnuma. But this does not apply to the last

chaptersof, or appendixes to, some Brahmanas
called Aranyakas, or to certain independent
treatises with similar contents, called Upanisads,
which are the latest works of Vedic literature.
For these texts contain philosophical speculations
which for the most part are entirely unconnected
with sacrifice ; and on these texts another school
of Vedic theologians, the Vedantins, have based
their theosophical systems. The Vedantins are
the oldest representatives of the Jndna-marga
('way of knowledge'), or the doctrine which de-
clares that the summum bomim is to be obtained

through knowledge. There is a third '

w-ay,' the

Bhakti-mdrga [q.v.), which declares that love of,
or devotion to, God leads to the highest goal.
This doctrine was developed later than the '

way
of works' and the 'way of knowledge,' but it

became the most important one for practical
religion, especially in more recent times.

The Hindus themselves have divided their

religions into these three classes, according to the
three '

ways
'

explained above ; it is therefore

necessary that we too should take cognizance of
their classification, which, on the whole, well

presents the facts and the historical development
of religious thought in India.

II. Religious and philosophical ideas.—
1. The first form of Brahmanism, as already stated,
is inainly a religion of ceremonies and observances

;

it is chiefly concerned -svith sacrifice, compared
Avith which devotion and moral duties are of so
little importance to the authors of the ritualistic
books that they scarcely ever mention them. Of
course, the religion of the priests belonged, strictly
speaking, to that exclusive class only ; it was not
the religion of the people at large, or even that of
the upper classes, though it was admitted by the-

latter, in theory at least (and is so generally down
to recent times), to be the most sacred, the revealed
religion. Its influence on the religious develop-
ment in India should not be underrated ; in order

rightly to understand the latter, we must have a
clear notion of the nature of the Vedic sacrifice.
It is not oftered to a god with the view of pro-
pitiating him or obtaining from him welfare on
earth or bliss in heaven ; these rewards are directly
produced by the sacrifice itself, i.e. through the
correct performance of complicated and inter-
connected ceremonies which constitute the sacrifice,
and which are more of the nature of magic than of

worship. Though in each sacrifice certain gods are
invoked and receive oflierings, the gods themselves
are but instrumental in bringing about the sacrifice
or in completing the course of mystical ceremonies
composing it. Sacrifice is regarded as possessing a

niystical potency, superior even to the gods, who, it

is sometimes stated, attained to their Divine rank
by means of sacrifice. In the Brahmanas there are
scattered many statements about this mystical
potency—sacrifice in the abstract. The general
notions contained in them have been combined by
Martin Haug in a description of sacrifice which we
shall transcribe from the introduction to his edition
of thQ Aitarcya Brahmana (Bombay, 1863), p. 73 f. :

' The sacrifice is regarded as the means for obtaining power
over this and the other world, over visible as well as invisible
beings, animate as well as inanimate creatures. He who knows
its proper application, and has it duly performed, is in fact
looked upon as the real master of the world ; for any desire he
may entertain, if it be even the most ambitious, can be gratified ;

any object he has in view can be obtained by means of it. The
yajfia (sacrifice) taken as a whole is conceived to be a kind of

machinery, in which every piece must tally with the other, or a
sort of great chain, in which no link is allowed to be wanting ;

or a staircase, by which one may ascend to heaven ; or as a
personage, endowed with all the characteristics of a human
Dody. It exists from eternity, and proceeded from the Supreme
Being (Prajapati or Brahma) along with the Traividya, i.e. the
three-fold sacred science (the Rik verses, the Sdmans, or chants,
and the Yajus, or sacrificial formulas). The creation of the
world itself was even regarded as the fruit of a sacrifice per-
formed by the Supreme Being. The Yajtla exists as an invisible
thing at all times ; it is like the latent power of electricity in an
electric machine, requiring only the operation of a suitable
apparatus in order to be elicited. It is supposed to extend,when unrolled, from the Ahavaniya, or sacrificial fire, into
which all oblations are thrown, to heaven, forming thus a bridge
or ladder, by means of which the sacriflcer can comnmnicate
with the world of gods and spirits, and even ascend when alive
to their abodes. The term for beginning the sacrificial opera-
tions is

" to spread the sacrifice
"

; this means that the invisible

thing, representing the ideal sacrifice which.was lying dormant,
as it were, is set in motion, in consequence of which its several
parts or limbs unfold themselves, and thus the whole becomes
extended. This ideal sacrifice stands in the closest relation-

ship with all the sacrificial implements, the sacrificial place,
and all the sacred verses and words spoken during its actual
performance. The sacrifice being often represented as a kind
of being with a body like that of men, certain ceremonies form
his head, others his neck, others his eyes, etc. The most im-
portant element in a sacrifice is that all its several parts should
tally, and that consequently there should be nothing in excess,
and nothing deficient in it. This harmony of the several parta
of the sacnflce constitutes its rupa, i.e. form. The proper
form is obtained, when the mantras which are repeated are in
strictest accordance with the ceremony for which they are
repeated, or (if the sacrifice lasts for several or many days)
when they have the characteristics of the respective days. If

the form be vitiated, the whole sacrifice is lost. Mistakes being
unavoidable on account of the extremelj' complicated ritual,
the sacrificer was to be attended by a physician in the person of
the Brahma priest. Each mistake must be made good by a
prdyaichitta, i.e. penance, or propitiatory ofifering.'

It is obvious that the dignity of the gods could
not but be lowered in the opinion of those who had
such exaggerated notions about the nature and
importance of sacrifice. And, as a matter of fact,
the gods descended from the high position they once
had held in the esteem of the Vedic poets, and
came to occupy quite a subordinate rank. The
degradation of the once pojjular gods is a marked
feature of later Brahmanism, and we can trace its

effect on the development of Indian religion in

many important facts, as •will be explained in the

sequel.
The religion of the period of the Rigveda did

not lack germs which, duly developed, would have
raised the conception of the Deity to a higher level.

Not only, during its last stage, had a Father-

god, Prajapati, become the object of speculation
and adoration, but even before that time it had
become a habit of the poet-priest to ascribe the

attributes, functions, and powers of several gods
to that particular one whom he was for the

time invoicing. This tendency to identifj' many
gods with one has been called by Max Miiller

'henotheism' or ' kathenotheism.' It is conceiv-

able that henotheism might, in the end, have led

to monotheism, or at least to a purer form of re-

ligion than the old Vedic polytheism. But in the

Brahmana period the priests cared less to exalt

the personal gods than to emphasize the momen-
tous dignity of the impersonal sacrifice. The con-

ception of the Deity as embodied in the Vedic

gods was first debased by the ritualistic preoccupa-
tion of the priests ; and the degradation of the gods
was consummated by the superstition of the vulgar.
But the same cause which diminished the dignity of

the ancient gods gave rise to a new idea of God
as Controller and Lord of man and the universe.

The constant occupation of the priests with sacrifice

and the symbolical interpretation of the meaning
of the rites and ceremonies produced those ideas.
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descriljed by Haug, about sacrilice as a jiaraiiiount

power, tlie e8.seiice, as it were, of tlie whole world
;

and such ideius prepared tlie Indian niinil to admit
a First Cause, a kind of impersonal God. This
movement appears in full vigtiur in t\\Q Ar(U)ij((lcas
and Unanisnds ; in these works we behold a

spectacle unicjue in the history of religion, viz.

the search for a Supreme God after the popular
gods had proved to be false.

During the Brdhmana period the theologians
had always been searching for those cosmical,

physical, and psj^chical phenomena and forces

whicii, as they thought, were .syml)oliz<'d in the
rites and appurtenances of sacrilice. Tlius they
arrived at a crude and unsystematical knowledge
of these potencies, and a rough kind of estimate
of their importance. The earliest parts of the

Aranyakas &i\t\ Upanimd's contain several attempts
at a systematic arrangement of the physical and

psychical forces, lirst in connexion with some part
of the ritual, and then in various other allegorical
directions. There is a gradual advance in these
fanciful attempts at classilication ; the several items
are arranged according to their dependence upon
one another, till that one is reached from which
all others are believed to be derived.

It is impossible to sketch, «veii in outline, these attempts,
which frequuiitly contradict one another ; but it may be re-

marked that the series of cosmical or plijsical phenomena
and the psychical are oft«n treated apart, and afterwards
placed in parallelism. Thus we frequently meet with such
symbolic equations as the following: body = earth, speech = lire

(agni), eye = sun (dJitj/a), breath (i.e. the principle of life,

prdna) = wind (vdi/tt), ear =
(juartcr8 of the heavens, mind =

moon, etc. At the head of either series is placed that element
or power which is regarded as che most subtle, the most sub-
lime. Before the end of these speculations was definitely
reached,

' breath
' was usually placecl at the top of the psychical

series, while the same position in the cosmical series was
occupied sometimes by

'

wind,' someliiues by
'

space.'

2. But speculation did not rest satisfied with such
re.sults ; it postulated something more subtle still

than anything we are cognizant of—the Keal (sat),

the Immortal, which is bej'ond the sun, where the
IJlessed go who no more return to the earth. The
name given to this mysterious power is Brahman
(q.v.), which originally may have meant 'prayer'
[but see above, p. 797*, near

top],
but already in

the Atharva Vetla and other Vedic texts (.'<ee Aluir,

Original Sanskrit Texts, iii. 378 tf. jit denotes the

primitive deity, who is identified with the Supreme
God, the Upholder of the world. Brahman is the

infinite, the unchangealile, the eternal, the absolute ;

it is pure Being, on which all that e.xists depends,
and from which it derives its reality. Brahman
cannot be defined ; it is expressly and repeatedly
stated that all known attributes of things must be
denied of Brahman, which therefore can be described

only by negations (neti neti,
' no no '). In Brahman

is reached the ultimate end of the series of cosmical
and physical jiower.s

—its First Cause.
This advance in speculation seems to have pro-

ceeded step by step with another, concerning the
series of psychical phenomena and powers, the
ultimate membej; of which came to be designated as

Stman {<j.v.). Atman originally meant 'body 'or

'person.' Being used also as a reflexive j)ronoun,
it came to denote the Self, as the principle which
constitutes the identity of an individual, that on
which the whole of the

physical
and p.sychical

functions of an individual depend, and from which

they derive their reality. Atman is therefore

the transcendent Self or Soul. Frequently it

is identified with the space within the heart.

Brahman and Atman mark the greatest heights
which speculation reached ; the one in the cosmical
order of

things, the other in the psychical. To
comprehend tlieir nature, and to investigate the
relation subsisting between them, is the chief

object, the ever-recurring theme, of the fully de-

veloped speculation of the Ujoanisads. Braiiman
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is declared to be the innermost essence of ail

tilings, animate and inanimate ; it abides in them
unknown to them, and controls them from within;
hence it is called anturydmin ('controller from
within '). Brahman, as immanent in us, is declared
not to be dill'erent from uvLTutnum. The Upa7ii.mds
insist on the non-diflcrence of the Brahman and
Atman ; but it may be doubted whether thereby
absolute identity is meant, so that the atman
would cease to exist individually when it has been

joined to Brahman. On this pcjint there is great
diversity of opinion among the interpreters or the

Upanimds—the Aupani.sadas or Vetlantius.
These philosophers endeavoured to deduce from the Upanixads

their true teachinj^s, and to show that they foniied a self-con-

sistent system. The older view seems to have been that followed
by Uanianuja, viz., that souls, though essentially one with
Brahman, still retain some kind of individuality of their own
when joined to him, and that the world has the same relation
to Brahman as the soul has to the body. The younger view ex-

pounded by Sai'ikara has, however, become the prevailing one
among philosophers ; it maintains that Brahman alone is real

and everything else is an illusion {mtiya), and that the souls on
reaching Brahman are completely merged in him and cease to
exist individually. The advocates of both views adduce pass-
ages in their favour from the Upani^ads themselves. The
truth seems to be that the authors of the Upanisads held
various opinions on the points which form the basis of the
different schools of V'edanla.

However this may be, the great achievement of

the Upanimds is to have established the firm
belief in a transcendent Cause of the world, an

impersonal and un-moral God mysteriously iden-
tical with our Self. This new idea of a panthe-
istical Deity has nothing in common witii, and
cannot therefore have been developed from, the

popular notions of the Divine nature as rcjjresented

by the old Vedic gods. Brahman, in particular, is

outside the category of good and bad ; it is an un-
moral deity as it is an impersonal one.
The theosophical movement, which found expression in the

Upanisads, was not restricted to a school of philosophers,
though one great sage, Yajnavalkya, had a great share in

establishing the final doctrine of Brahman. Nor were these

speculations the exclusive property of priests or Brahmans ;

for kings are mentioned who ' knew the Brahman ' and taught
their knowledge to Bn^hmans ; and even women took part in

the discussions about the nature of Brahman. It cannot be
doubted that the ideas of Brahman and Atman formed the prin-
cipal interest of intellectual and religious life in India during
the period of the Upanisads ; they became one of the chief
factors which brought aliout the new phase of Brnhmanical
religion, for

'

Brahmaism,' if we may adopt this term to denote
the theosophical ideas taught in the C'panifadg, has been made,
by most founders of sects and religions in India, the philoso-
phical basis of their teachings.

3. Another factor which greatly influenced re-

ligious life in India, and contributed in a high de-

gree to uive it its jieculiar character, was asceticism

(q.v.). fhe religion of the priests, being concerned

chiefly with sacrihce and .sacraments, cannot have
satisfied the religious wants of the people, especially
of men of strong religious feelings, who have al-

ways formed a numerous class in India. In sacrifice,
hired priests plajed the active [lart, and the sacri-

ticer but a pju^sive one ; but a religious man will

always desire to exert himself for the attainment
of perfecti(m according to the light that is g^iven
him. There was a way open, a means of satisfy-

ing religious wants, known by the name of ta/ias
and {iractised from time immemorial ; for ascetic

practices form already an important part of primi-
tive religion, and are imposed as a dutj' on the
shamans and medicine-men of uncivilized peoples.
Already in the Kig Veda (x. 136) ascetics (munis)
are mentioned who boast of their magical powers.
And later, in the Brdhmanas, we meet with
them under tlie name of iramanas, who are men-
tioned in conjunction with Brahmans as their

rivals (cf. Pataiijali, ad Pdnini, ii. 412. 2). We get
a distinct view of these ascetics in much later

times, when the ascetic practices had been refined

and reduced to a kind of
sj-stera.

The princijial
methods were the following : silence, various

postures of the body and of the limbs, fa.sting,
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regulation of the breathing, self-mortification, and
contemplation. By such means, which are denoted

by the word yoga (q.v.), the ascetic (or yogin) strove
to propitiate a god and to induce him to grant the
boon he solicited (varada), or he attempted to gain
superhuman powers. At all events he acquired
merit by his tapas, and was looked upon by all as
a saint. It deserves to be noted that in the Epics
the Rsis of old are generally regarded as holy
men, not so much on account of their offering
sacrifices as on account of their severe penance ;

they are superhuman yogins, not deified priests.
We see thereby that the religious ideal of the

Epics was no longer that of the Brdhmanas.
This change will also become evident, if we con-

sider the four diramas (q.v.), or stages into which
the religious career of the Hindus was divided
about the end of the Vedic period. The first stage
is that of the brahmachdrin, or disciple, who learns
the Veda ; the second, that of the grhastha, or
married householder ; the third, that of the vdna-

prastha, or old man, who retires to the woods and
lives there the life of a hermit ; the last, that of

the bhiksu {yati, sannydsin), or religious mendicant.
Now the bhiksu is an ascetic by profession, who is

never to return to common life, but most of his

ascetic practices he has in common with the yogin.
The high value set on asceticism is acknowledged
in principle when ascetic life is made the last

stage of the religious career. During the period
of the Brdhmanas,

'

religious
' men seem to have

passed the last part of their life as hermits in the
woods ; for their use were destined, as the name
indicates, the Aranyakas (q.v.), which formed the
last chapters of, or were appendixes to, the Brdh-
manas. In later times, however, the dsrama of

the hermit fell into disuse, and now it is prac-
tically abolished ; while at the same time the
dsrama of the ascetic gained in importance, and
was chosen by all those who adopted a religious
life. This changed relation between the diramas
indicates that the ascetic ideal finally supplanted
the older ideal represented by sacrifice.

There have always been two kinds of yoga. The
one, now called hathayoga, is practised in order to
obtain magical powers; the other, rdjayoga, for
the attainment of spiritual perfection. In the

latter, the higher yoga, dhydna ('contemplation')
is regarded as the most efiective means for attain-

ing the desired ends, while the other ascetic

practices are enjoined as a preparatory course only.
fey dhydna is produced a kind of superhuman
knoM'ledge, intuition, we may call it, on the
strength of which the wildest fancies have been
accepted as truths. The Jaina Umasvati lays it

down in his Tattvdrthddhigama Siitra, ix. 37, that

by means of dhydna the structure of the universe
becomes known. But the chief use to which
dhydna was put was the discovery and compre-
hension of religious truths, and it is therefore

regarded by orthodox as well as by heretical
teachers as the noblest of all religious exercises.
The refined yoga gave rise to the first system-

atical philosophy, the Sdhkhya of Kapila—a theory,
if not invented for the purpose, at least well

adapted to account for tlie efficacy of yoga in

general, and of contemplation in particular. We
might call it a system of natural religion ; for it

was regarded as a Smrti—a title which is given to
works of an authority inferior only to that of the
Veda. Hence the Sdhkhya theory of evolution,
combined with tlie doctrine of the Upanisads on
Brahman, has, ever since the MahdbJidrata and the

Purdnas, been put in requisition to solve religious
problems and to explain the relation between God
and the world ; it has thus exercised the greatest
influence on later Brahmanical tlieology.

In conclusion, the bearing of asceticism on ethics

must be pointed out. In India, ethics is not

regarded as an independent branch of philosophy
or of religion, but as preparatory to the exercise

of the highest religious practice, dhydna, which
leads to emancipation. It is therefore not to be
wondered at that the fundamental moral precepts
should liave first been formulated in ascetic circles;

for they are set forth as the five great vows

binding on all bhilcsus. Four of these five vows,
viz., not to kill, not to steal, not to lie, and not to

commit adultery, are common to all orders of

ascetics, orthodox as well as heretical. Whatever

may have been the actual state of morality in

India at the time under consideration, it is evident
that the principal moral laws had been clearly

grasped, notwithstanding the indifference of the

priests to ethics.

The summum bonum, is defined as emancipation
(moksa, mukti, nirvrti). In the Upanisads, eman-

cipation, union with Brahman, is frequently men-
tioned and praised as the end to be desired ; but it

does not yet appear in the same light as in later

times, as the only real good. In the Upanisads
there is scarcely a trace of that pessimism which
henceforward becomes the most characteristic and
dominant feature of Indian philosophy and religion.
Theoretical pessimism was first taught in Brah-
manical philosophy by Sankhya-Yoga ; it is also

the keynote of Jatnism and Buddhism—religions
which have largely borrowed from Yoga. The
logical outcome of pessimism, always associated

with it, is the doctrine of liberation as the summum
bonum. If mundane existence, this phenomenal
world, the Sarfisara, in which the soul is bom
again and again, is essentially bad, and if the soul

fettered to the Sariasara experiences infinite pain
and no happiness that is not vitiated with and

inseparable fi'om suffering, then indeed the true
aim must be the definite relea se from the Samsara,
i.e. the reaching of a state subject to no change
and suffering. This absolute state is reached in

moksa, mukti, nirm'ti, or nirvdna. To teach the

way to mukti is the aim of most of the philosophical
and religious systems of India after the Vedic

period ; they profess to open a way to salvation for

those who are wearied with the continual suffer-

ing produced by mundane existence.

III. Mythology.—The religious and philoso-

phical ideas, the rise of which has been sketched
in the preceding part of this article, were at the
same time so many factors in the forming of

the mythology of the Brahmanical period. This

mythology is not the exclusive property of the

priests or of the Brahmans ; it may be described

as the sum of those myths and legends which were
current among the Indians of higher culture, and
which found expression in general Sanskrit litera-

ture, chiefly in the Epics and the Purdnas. It

inherited, from the preceding period of the Veda,
the principal gods. Theoretically they remained
what they had been believed to be before, but

practically there was a marked change. Some of

the deities invoked in the hymns of the Rig Veda
were forgotten, and those who were retained

generally lost much of their pristine dignity,

owing to the exclusively sacrificisu interests of the

priest as explained above ; only a few were pro-
moted to a higher position. Besides these, some
new gods were received into the Hindu pantheon.
The majority of the Vedic gods lost their share in

popular worship without ceasing to be considered

powerful deities. This brought about a changed
conception of these gods in two ways: (1) The

anthropomorphic element in their character was

greatly developed, since It was not to the priests,

but to poets and legend-mongers that the care of

mythology was now entrusted. (2) The gods

generally became departmental divinities to a
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much greater extent than before. This fact is

most striking in some cases where gods have
attrilmtcd to tlioiii delinite functions witli which
in the Kig Vethi they h,ul Imt a very slight, if any,
connexion. Thus Varuiia luicame the ocean-gud,
while in the Uig Veda his connexion witli water
seems to be more of an accident. The Vedic
Savitr is not a proper sun-god ; in later mythology
he is identical with Surya, and represents the

heavenly luminary. Soma, whose character as

moon-g(Kl in the Kig Veda i^ still controverted, is

acknowledged as sucii in Brahmanical mythology,
and Yama in like manner appears as tlie ruler of
the nether world. This tendency to distribute the

departments of nature among the gods, clearly
discernible in most cases, prevented the gods from

becoming little more tiian holy names after they
had ceased to be worsliipj)ed by tlie people.
The Veilic gods wiio continue to be generally

acknowledged in the Brahmanical period are Agni,
Indra, Savitr, Soma, V'ayu, Varuiia, Yama, and
the Asvins ; and, in addition to theni, Praiapati,
Visnu, and Kudra. The three last named, who
became the Supreme Gods, will be considered
towards the end of this article ; we shall treat Hrst
of the other gods borrowed from tiie Veda, and
next of the princiiial new gods who originated or
came to the front in post-Vedic times.

I. Vedic gods.—Agni is, in the Kig Veda, the

personilication of the sacrilicial fire ; he, therefore,
was the god of the priests and the priest of the

gods. The Vedic conceptions of Agni are partly
retained and occasionally revive in later mythology.
Thus he represents Brahmanhood just as Indra

represents the ksatriija, or warrior-class ; he is the
leaderof the gods, who aretherefore agni-purogama.
The common synonyms of agni, 'fire,' in classical

Sanskrit, viz. vnhni, hutavCthana, hutdiana, are
derived from Vedic conceptions of Agni. But, on
the whole, the later Agni is simply a personifica-
tion of the element fire. Therefore he is spoken
of as having wind for his charioteer (vdtasarathi),
and smoke as a banner (dhunuiketu). The various

aspects of fire occasionally appear as traits of

Agni's character, as will be seen in the legends
related of him. Some forms of fire, especially as
the terrible and destructive element, seem to have
been,worshipped under other names. According to
the Hutcuyatha Brdhmuna, Agni was called Bhava
by the Vahikas, isarva by the Eastern people. He
was also called Pasunam pati (

' lord of beasts ') and
Rudra. This seems to indicate that the popular
worship of Agni was early transferred to deities of

the Kudra type. It may be questioned whether
there were any temples of Agni, and whether
he received worship except in Vedic sacrifices.

Agni is present in every fire ; therefore it was
possible to relate legends of many Agnis and to
make out genealogies of them (^lahdbhnrata , iii.

219-2-22, and difi'erently Vdtjii Purdnn, i. 29). This
accounts also for the fact that contracts were made
in the presence of fire ; for thus Agni, the om-
niscient god, was a witness to the contract. Fire,
in a mysterious way, resides in all creatures ; it is

recognized as the cause of digestion. Therefore

Agni is an omniscient god. The following legends
will give an idea of Agni's position in later myth-
ology :

Agni was created by Brahma, and invested by him with his
functions. But .•\nf,'iras was, on account o( his austerities,
considered superior to

.\'^n\.
Therefore the god wanted to lay

down his otfice, but Ani^iras disijuaded him from retiring, and
was therefore adopted hy him as his son {itahdhharata, iu. 217).

Aiigiras' son was Brh.o.-jpati, from whom the race of Agnis,
mentioned above, is derived.

In the Rig Veda, Bhrgu, or the race of Bhf^s, is said to have
kindled Agni for the establishment and diffusion of fire on
earth ;

but in the Mahabhnrala the relation between Apni and
Bhrgu is strangely changed. Bhfgu had been created by Brahma
from the fire at Varuga's sacrifii^e. His wife was Puloma.
While she was pregnant, the Rak^asa Puloman visited her

during her husband's absence, and falling in love with her
wanted to tarry her off. lie asserted that he had been be-
trothed to her before she married Bh|-gu, and he called Agni
to witness. Tiiu god ilcdared that the Kak^iasa had, indeed,
first chosen her, but that she had been bestowed by her father
on Bhrgu, who with Vedic rites made her his wife. Then the

Uak^a, in the shape of a boar, carried her off. But during
the flight I'uloin.a miscarried, and the child dropped from her
womb ; whcrelore, he was called Chyavana. At the same time
the Uaksasa was reduced to ashes. Upon learning that Agni
had made Puloma known to the Kak^asa, Bbpgu pronounced
on Agni as a curse that he should devour all things (become

' the
all-eater,' sarcabfiakiia). Agni, out of resentment, now with-
drew from all sacrifices, but was at last induced by the en-
treaties of the gods and Rsis to make Bhfgu's curse come true,
and again to receive the offerings for the ^oda (Atahdbhdrata,
i. 5fT. ; see, further, art. Biiriou).
The retirement of Agni from the world, his hiding in the

ocean, in the earth, in plants, especially the Sami (used in Are-

rubbing), is more than once spoken of in the Mahahlidrata.
Some animal always betrayed Agni to those who sought him,
and he laid as a curse upon the betrayer some defect which
characterizes the animal in question. But it may be doubted
whether these speculations formed part of a general belief.
The same may be said about his parentage, or rather origin,
which is variously stated according to particular Vedic ideas.
He is one of the eight Vasus, their leader, just as in later Vedic
texts.

Agni's wife is Svaha, daughter of Dak^a. He
jointly with Siva was father of Skanda, as will be
related below. We hear occasionally of other

otl'spring of Agni, among which the best known
name is that of the sage Agnivesa. In one case,
however, he became connected with epic history
through his relation to the dynasty of Mahi^mati
on the Narmada.
Duryodhana, king of Mahi^mati, had by Narmada a beautiful

daughter called Sudar&ina, with whom Agni fell in love. In
the guise of a poor Brahman he asked her in marriage. But,
her father not consenting, he withdrew from the sacriflcial flre.

He then made himself known, and received the maiden on
condition that he should always be near the king. Agni's son
by Sudarsana was Sudar^ana, who as a householder vanquished
Death (Mahdbhdrata, xiii. 2). In another place (ib. ii. 31) this

story is t<5ld differently. Nila, king of Mahijmati, had a
beautiful daughter who used to stand near the sacrificial Are
and fan it. Thus Agni became enamoured of the damsel, and
the fire would not bum unless agitated by the breath from
her

lips.
One day the god, in the guise of a Brahman, visited

the girl, but he was discovered by the king and ordered to be
executed. Then Agni revealed himself to him, and Nila gave
him his daughter in marriage. The god henceforth aided the

king in battle, so that his troops became invincible. .So it

happened that Sahadeva the Pai;(jiava on his diijvijaya, or

con<(uest of the world, could not overcome Nila till Agni allowed
the king to submit.
Another local legend In which Agni plays the principal part

is the burning of the Khap(1iava forest. It is connected with
the main story of the Mahdbhdrata, and is there (i. 222 ff.) told
thus. Agni had feasted twelve years, during king Svetaki's
sacrifice, on butter, and he afterwards refused to eat the offer-

ings of other men ; he accordingly grew feeble, and complained
about it to Brahma, who advised him to burn the Khan(java
forest and to feed on the creatures dwelling in it, who were
enemies of the gods. Agni in the guise of a Brahman accosted
Arjuna, who together with Kp^qa was sitting on the bank of
the Yamuna, and asked his permission to devour the Khaipdava
forest, which was protected by Indra. He procured for Arjuna
the bow gdi}4ita, and gave Kr^pa his discus. He then set the
wood on fire, while Kr^pa and Arjuna, posted at either end of
the forest, hindered the animals from escaping and the gods
from injuring Agni. Thus the whole forest was burned down,
the fire lasting a fortnight. It is twice stated that Agni had
once before burned down this forest. Probalily this story has
no mythological bearing ; it 8een\s to be a legendary account of
the clearing of the forest when the city Khaipdavaprastha, which
was selected its their capital by the Pap^avas, was founded.

It may be mentioned that, in the Mahdbhdrata,
Dhrstadyumna is regarded as an incarnation of

Agni ; as is Nila, the monkey, in the Rdmdyana.
A^ni is one of the eight lokftpdlas, or guardians

of the four cardinal and the four intermediate

points of the compa.ss, and presides over the south-

east, which is accordingly called Agneyl diS. He is

usually represented in pictures as riding on a ram,
but his epitliets chhdgaratha and chhdgavdhana
point to the he-goat instead of the ram. There seems
to have been no definite idea about his figure except
that he had seven tongues, the names of which are

already given in the Mutidaka Upanisad, i. 2, 4.

He has a great many names ; indeed, all words for
'
fire

'

may be used to designate Agni ; the more
common ones are Huiabhtij, Hutavdhana, Vahni,
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Anala, Pdvaka, Krimiu, Yihhdvasu, Jdtavedas,
Hiranyaretas, etc. [Amarakoia, I. i. 1. 48 tf.). See,
further, Adolf Holtzmann, Agni nach den Vor>itel-

lungcn des Mahdbhdrnta, 1878.

Indra (i^akra) in Brahnianical mythology is the
ruler of heaven, and represents the ksatriya, or
warrior-class. He is supposed in a passage of the

Nalojidkhydna to receive visits from kings, his col-

leagues on earth. In another passage (Mahdbhd-
rata, i. 197) the office of Indra is stated not to be

permanent ; there were other Indras before him,
and there will be after him. In Buddhist works he
is frequently called Sakko devdnavi indo,

'

Sakra,
the Indra of the gods,' just as in classical Sanskrit
indra at the end of a compound denotes a superior
individual of its class. Indra is always in terror
lest some saint should by severe austerities wrest
his power from him ; and when there is a danger of
this kind, he sends one of the apsaras, or heavenly
nymphs, to seduce the saint from his ascetic exer-
cises. Still he is regarded as the powerful lord of
heaven and the chief of the gods ; but, in com-
parison with the Supreme Gods—Brahma, Visnu,
and »iva—he, like the remaining gods, occupies
but a second rank. We may therefore assume
that, before the rise of the Suj^reme Gods, Indra
held the first rank in popular belief. There was
a popular festival held in his honour—the erection
of Indra's pole {indradhvaja)—yvh.\<ih. is described
in the Kausikastdra and at a late period by
Varahamiliira (Brhatsamhitd, ch. 43). Though
there are no temples of Indra, at least in more
modern times, his images and niches dedicated to
him are met with in temples of other gods, and so
he may be said to receive a kind of indirect wor-

ship. The same remark applies to other gods to
whom no temples are dedicated.

Indra's weapon is the thunderbolt {vajra) ; the
rainbow is called ' Indra's bow.' He rides on the

elephant Airavata, or in a heavenly car driven by
his charioteer Matali. His capital is Amaravati,
his palace Vaijayanta ; his park, situated on the
north of Mount Meru, is Nandana; in it grows
the Parij<ata tree (which was torn from it by Krsna
and planted in Satyabhama's garden). He is

the regent of the East. Indra's wife is Indraul,
usually called Sachi or Paulorai, daughter of
the Asura Puloman, whom he slew. His son is

Jayanta.
Indra has a thousand eyes, which may be

interpreted as the stars of the firmament ; but in

legendary mythology they are explained differ-

ently. Indra seduced Gautama's wife Ahalyil, and
therefore the saint laid upon him the cui-se that
his body should be covered Avith a thousand marks
resembling the female organ; when Gautama re-

lented, he changed these marks into eyes. Accord-
ing to another story, the thousand eyes originated
when Indra was gazing on the heavenly nymph
Tilottama [Mahdbhdrata, i. 211).
Many stories are told of Indra, some of which have developed

from Vedic myths. His most famous deed, the slaying of
Vrtra, is variously told. According to one version of the story
(Mahabharata, xii. 342), Vi^varupa or Trii^iraa, Tvastr's son, was
purohita of the gods, but he favoured also the Asufas, to whom
he was related tlirough his mother. HirayyakaAipu, the leader
of the Asuras, brought him over to his party, and dismissed liis
hotr Vasistha, who thereupon cursed him to the effect that he
should be Ivilled by a being hitherto not existing (Visnu in the
shape of a man-lion). TriSiras, in order to aggrandize the
Asuras, practised severe penance ; but heavenly nymphs sent
by Indra succeeded in seducing him from his austerities. This
aroused him to great wrath, and he began to utter powerful
spells, by virtue of which his size increased immensely. With
one of his mouths he drank all the soma, with the second he
devoured all the offerings, and with the third he drank up the
energy of Indra and the gods. Reduced to weakness, the gods
asked, on the advice of Brahma, the Rsi Dadhichi for his bones,
from which the thunderbolt was produced. With this weapon,
which wag pervaded by Visnu's energy, Indra slew Tri^iras.
From the corpse rose a mighty Asura, named Vrtra, who became
Indra's enemy, but was at last killed by him with the thunder-
bolt (cf. Muir, Original Sanskrit Texts, v. 230 ff.).

According to another version of the same story {Mahdbhdrata,
V. 10), Indra killed Vrtra in the twilight with the froth of the
sea. For the Brahnians had conferred upon Vrtra the boon
that he miglit not be killed by any weapon, either by what was
dry or what was wet, either in the daytime or at night. Accord-
ing to a third version {ib. iii. 100), Vrtra is not connected with
Tvastr ; he is a mighty Asura who leads the Kaleyas against
the gods. It is in this emergency that Dadhichi yields up his
bones, from which Tvastr forges the thunderbolt. According
to a fourth version {ib.'xn. 281 f.), the cause of Vrtra's defeat
was a dreadful fever, Siva's energy, which entered the demon
and weakened him.
By the killing of Vrtra, Indra was polluted with the heinous

sin of Brahmanicide (brahmahatyd), and he fled in great terror
to the end of the world. There he entered water, and concealed
himself in the fibre of a lotus. The gods then placed Nahusa,
Ayus' son, on the throne of Indra. But Nahusa at last came to
ruin through his inordinate desire of 6achi (see Aoastva). The
gods discovered Indra's retreat, and Brhaspati cleansed him by
a horse-sacrifice from the brahmahatyd, which was distributed
amongst women, plants, etc. Indra was then reinstated as ruler
of the heavens (Mahabharata, v. 11 ff.).

Indra slew many demons besides Vrtra, such as Bala, Namuchi,
Jambha, Paka, etc. From the victory over these he derives
some of his names—Balasiidana, Pakaiasana, etc. An instance
of his hostility to the Daityas is supplied by the following myth :

When many song of Diti had been slain, she asked her husband
Ka^yapa for a son who should kill Indra, and Ka^yapa granted
her request on condition that she should strictly preserve purity
for a thousand years. Once, however, she slept in an impure
position, with her feet upwards. Indra availed himself of this

opportunity, and, entering Diti's womb, cut into seven pieces
the child with which she was pregnant. Thus originated the
seven Marutas, or regents of the winds (Rdmdyaria, i. 46 f.).A curious mj-th frequently alluded to in classical literature,
but found already in the Maitrayani Saihhiid (i. 10, 13), relates
that Indra cut the wings of the mountains, which originally
flew about like birds, but then were forced to settle down for
ever. Only Mainaka, son of Himalaya and Mena, escaped this
fate ; he concealed himself in the ocean, and was protected by
Sagara.

In some legends Indra appears as the opponent of other gods.
When the Rsi Chyavana was giving the Asvins a share of the
soma-libation as a reward for having made him young again,
Indra tried to prevent him. But Chyavana paralyzed his arm
and created a huge monster Mada (intoxication). In great
fright Indra then yielded, and mada was distributed over
women, wine, dice, and the chase. In the story of Mada a
trait of the Vedic Indra survives, viz. his habit of getting
drunk

;
in classical mythology the god who is given to drunk-

enness is Baladeva, brother of Krsna. On Indra's rivalry with
Krsna turns the story of his deluging the land of the Vrajas.
But Krsna kept off the rain and protected the land by holding
up on his finger Mount Govardhana. On another ocqasion
Krsna carried off the Parijata tree, which belonged to Sachi,
and defeated Indra, who with his forces had come to hinder
him. Indra, who is also called Meghav.ihana, was defeated in
battle by Ravaua's son Meghanada, who from this victory came
to be named Indrajit.
Here we must make a remark of more general

application. When the ancient gods ceased to

appeal to the masses of the people in that form
in which they were represented in the Veda, the
same god under a particular aspect became in
some cases jjopular, and was hence regarded as
a separate god, demigod, or as a hero connected
somehow with the original god. A popular godling,
with functions similar to those of an ancient god,
grew up as a kind of duplicate of the latter ; or, if

he was not accepted as a god proper, he came, by
the anthropomorphic influence of epic poetry, to
be regarded as a hero, whose resemblance to the
ancient god was explained by the assumption that
he was an incarnation of that deity. Such a pro-
cess, inferred from tiie result, is assumed in a
number of cases, Avhich will be adverted to below.
Thus Arjuna is, according to the ^atapatha Srdhmaria^a.

i. 2. 11), a mystical name of Indra ; and he was, according to
Panini (iv. 3. OS), worshipped just as Vasudeva was. But
Arjuna is one of the principal heroes of the Mahdbhdrata,
and is intimately connected with Indra ; he stays five j'eara
in Indra's heaven, and there learns the use of the magical
weapons (Mahdbhdrata, iii. 41 ff.). He is, however, not re-

garded as an incarnation of Indra, as his name ^4!>irfri would
lead us to expect, but of Nara, a somewhat ill-defined deity.
Arjuna is the enemy of Karna, a son of the Sun, and kills him.
Similarly, in the story of the Rdmdyana, Valin, Indra's son, is

the enemy of Sugriva, son of the Sun
;
but here he is killed by

the latter (iv. 16 ff.). In popular belief there seems to have
been a hostility between Indra and the sun-god : a trace of
such a belief, though a very faint rne, may perhaps be found
in the Vedic reference to a conflict of Indra with U§as, the

goddess of dawn (Iligih iv. xxx. 8-11).
The sun-god (Aditya, Savitr, Surya, etc.).

—In
Vedic times there were several sun-gods ; in later
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times they are all merged in one, who is called

indiscriminately by their names—Surya, Savitr,

Mitra, Aryaman, Pfi.san,
—besides bearing sucli

names as Aditya, Vivasvat, VikarLana, etc. He
continued to be a popular god even after the rise

of the supreme gods : temples were iledicated to

him, sects acknowleilged iiim as the highest deity,
and hymns were composed in his honour, of which
the Silryaiataka by Mayura, Hfina's son-in-law, is

a deservedly admired poem of classical Sanskrit
literature. The enumeration of his 108 names in

Mahdbhurata, iii. 3, proves his popularity in the

period of the great epic.
The sun originated in tlie beginning from the

Veda ; he contains the Veda, is tlie glory of the

Veda, and is called the Supreme Soul. Mytho-
logically he is the son of Aditi, Kasyapa's wife.

Aditi invoked the sun for a son who should van-

quish tlie Asuras, and became pregnant through a

ray of the sun. She brouglit fortli, in due course,
an egg which became tlie sun Martaiida.

Vi^vakamian, who is regnrdeil as a Prajfipati, gave his

(lau);httr Sanjni to the Sun (or wife. She bore him two sons,
Maiiu Vaivosvata and Yauia, and one dau^'hter, Yauii or

Yanunia, the river of that name. Now, the splendour of the
sun was so preat that Sanjiia could not bear to look on him.
She therefore substituted for herself Chhaya, her shadow, and,
thus deceiving her husband, she went to her father's; but, as
Vidvakarnian was detennined to send her back to her husband,
she fled in the shape of a mare to the L'ttarakurus. Meanwhile
Chhaya bore to the Sun two sons, Savarni and the planet Saturn,
and a daughter, the river-goddess Tapati, afterwards mother of

Kuru. Chhaya preferred her own cliildren to those of Sahjii.a,
and thus the Sun detected the fraud committed by his wife.

He went to Vi^vakarman and asked him to reduce his splendour,
so that Sanjha might bear his light. Vi^vakarman therefore

put him on his lathe and pared down the body of the sun by a

s.ixteenth part. From the parings were formed Vi^nu's disc,
Siva's trident, and other weapons of the gods. The Sun, learn-

ing from Vi^vakarman the retreat of his wife, went in the shape
of a horse to the land of the Uttarakurus. There he met Safijfi;'i,

who, not allowing him to aiiproach her from behind, turned
her head towards him. From the breath of their nostrils

were produced the two AAvins, hence called Ndsatyas, and
from the semen of the horse was born Revanta, chief of the

Ouhyakas.
A well-known myth explains the eclipses of sun and moon.

When, by the churning of the ocean, the ainfta, the drink of

immortality, had been produced and was being drunk by the

gods, an Asura named Kahu, in the guise of a god, got hold of

it. 'The sun and the moon perceiving it, informed Vi^nu, who
at once cut off the head of Rahu before the ainrta had gone
down his throat. Therefore the head only of liahu became
immortal. Since that time Rahu hates and pursues the sun
and moon, and when he gets hold of them swallows them.

The sun-god plays an important part in epic

history. His son Manu Vaivasvata became the

progenitor of mankind, and his grandson Iksvaku
was the founder of the Surj'avaiiisa or the solar

race of kings, to which Kama belongs, and wliich

forms tlie subject of Kalidasa's poem liaghuvai'ii-ia.

Karna, the leader of the Kauravjis and tlie an-

tagonist of Arjuna in the MahdUidrata, is his son.

For Kunti before her marriage with Pandu in-

voked the sun-god and bore him a son, Karna,
who was born with a golden coat of mail and

golden earrings. Afterwards, Indra in the guise
of a Brahman induced him to excliange this mir-

aculous armour for the never-erring spear with
which he killed Ghatotkacha. At last he was killed

by Arjuna. Kama was proliably a local variety
of Surj-a (perhaps as the sun doijuied to die), and
from a god Iwcame an ejnc hero. In the ROmd-
yaun the immkey-king Sugriva is a .-son of Surya ;

lie was lirst exiled by his brotlier Vaiin, son of

Indra, but afterwards he vanquished Valin, with
the help of K.-lnia, wlio from an ambush pierced
him witli an arrow. This story also seems to be
bfised on a mj-th in wliidi Imlra and Surya were

E
resented as rivals. Surya rides in a car drawn
y seven horses (hnrit) ; iiis charioteer is Aruiia,

the dawn, who tempers the excessive splendour of

the god.
An ancient variant of the sun-god is Garuda,

the divine king of birds, on whom Visiiu rides.

The myth whicli relates the birth of Garuda is

perhaps the most perspicuous of Indian nature-

myths. It is thus related in the Mahubluirata,
i. 1611'.:

Kadrii and Vinata (representing dark night and waning
night), daughters of Dak^, were both married to Ka^yapa.
Kadrii laid a thousand eggs, Vinata two. After 600 years the

eggs of Kadru burst, and out came a thousand snakes (Nagas^.
Then Vinata grew impatient, and opened one of her eggs ; it

contained a bird whoso upper part only was developed—
.^ri/na, the dawn. He became the charioteer of Surya. After
another &00 years the second egg of Vinata burst, and yielded
an enonuous bird—(Jaruila, the devourer of snakes (i.e. dark-

ness). He at once took to his wings to seek for the food

assigned him by the ordainer of all. By this time Vinata had
become the slave of her sister Kadrii. For the sisters had
wagered as to whether the divine horse Uchchaihiravas v^-as

white or black, and Kadru by fraud had won the bet, which
stipulated that the loser should become slave to the winner.
Thus Garuda, too, became the servant of the snakes, and had to

obey their commands. They promised, however, to set liini

free, if he brought them the am^a (which in this account is

confounded with the soma). After many adventures Garu(ja
came to the place where the amjta was kept, vanquished the

guardian-gods, extinguished the fire which was burning round
the aiiiTta, overcame all obstacles, and succeeded at last in

carrying off the amrta - soma. In vain Indra hurled his

thunderbolt at him ; it brought down only one feather of the
bird. Indra then entered into friendship with him. Garuda
placed the amrta on the ground strewn with hu^a grass, and
mvited the snakes to partake of it. While they bathed, as is

the custom to do before meals, Indra carried off the amtta.
Qarufja was rewarded for his deed by Visi.iu, who chose him
for his service as the bird on which he rides, and assigned him
his standard to rest upon.
This myth, the latter part of which can be

traced back to the Kig Veda, leaves no doubt that
the sun is meant by Garuda, and consequently
darkness by the snakes, hLs food. Apparently
Garuda was never regarded as the equal oi Surya,
who therefore engrossed the whole sun-worship ;

still Garuda's claim to worship was recognized oy
making him the servant and companion of Vi§nu,
who from being a solar deity had been promoted
to the rank of a Supreme (^od. Garuda is also

called Suparna, and it may be remarked that

there is a class of Suparnas, or bird-genii, who
frequently ligure on ancient sculptures. He is

also identified with Tdrkstfa, originally a distinct

mythical being, figured eitiier as a bird or as a

horse, and apparently representing the sun.

Garuda seems, therefore, to be a combination of

ditierent divine forms of the sun represented as a

winged being.

Soma, the moon-god.—Asa departmental god,
Soma represents the moon ; but since he is identi-

fied with the Vedic god Soma, who esj)ecially

represents the sacred sonia-juice, the functions of

the latter are also ascribed to the moon - god.
Hence he is the soverei'Ti of the stars as well as

of the plants and of tiie Brahmans ; and in poetry
his rays are said to consist of amrta. Though he
was a deity of great holiness, he seems scarcely to

have received pojiular worship as a separate god ;

at least no
temj)les

seem to have been dedicated

to him. (Jhe famous shrine at Somanatha was
sacred to Siva, and so was Somatirtha in Srina-

gara ; see Stein, Kalhana's Chronicle of Kaimlr,
ii. 450.) The moon is said to have been pro-
duced either from the eye of Atri, son of Brahma,
or, togetiier with other precious things, at the

churning of the ocean. He married the 27 Nak-
satras, daughters of Daksa, i.e. the 27 mansions
of the moon. But he preferred the beautiful

Kohiiii (Aldebaran), and neglected his remaining
wives. Daksa fruitlessly blamed him for his

neglect of duty towards them, and at last he
cursed him to the eflect that he should die of con-

sumption. So the moon began to wane, and at

the same time all creatures grew weaker and
weaker. Then Daksa mitigated his curse to the

effect that the moori should alternately wane and
wax every month. At full moon only a trace of

his illness remains ; it is the dark spot on his disc

in the shape of a hare. His cure was brought
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about by bathing at Prubhasa, where the Saras-

vati falls into the western ocean.
From Soma sprang the Somavaih^a, or lunar race of kings.

Soma carried off Tara, the wife of Brhaspati, though Brahma
bade him restore her to her husband. USanas, the teacher of

the Asuras and the enemy of Brhaspati, together with the
Asuras sided with Soma in the conflict between them and the

gods. At last Soma was compelled to give up Tara. After
some time she gave birth to a boy whose parentage was doubt-
ful ; and she declared, when coerced, that he was the son of

Soma. The boy was named Budha (the planet Mercury), who
afterwards married Ila, daughter of Manu. Their son was
Puriiravas, with whom the lineage of lunar kings begins.

The moon plays an important part in the ancient
belief about the life after death. The souls of

tiie deceased are supposed to go to the moon, and
assembling there cause her waxing. At full moon,
the moon sends some spirits on to the world of

Brahma (devaydna), and sends the rest as rain down
to the earth to be born again (pitrydna). Their
stations on both paths are variously stated (see

Deussen, System derVedanta, 1883, pp. 392, 409, 475).

Vayu (Vata Maruta) is the divine personifica-
tion of wind, the fourth element of the Indians,
which, it should be noted, constitutes as breath
the principle of life ; Vayu has therefore power
also over the animal world. He presides over
the North-west. Since the invisible element of

wind does not easily lend itself to anthropomor-
phism, scarcely any myths are told of Vayu ;

nor
did the god receive popular worship. He was too
much of an abstraction to appeal to the religious
feelings of the people. But there were popular
wind-gods, variants of Vayu as it were, who in

epic language were therefore styled sons of Vayu
or Maruta. One of them is Hanumat, the valor-

ous monkey of the Rdmdyana, who jmnped the
ocean and brought Rama tidings from his bride
Sita ; he is now the tutelary god of all village
settlements. The writer of the present article

believes that he is connected with the monsoon
(Jacobi, Bdmdyana, p. 132). Another son of

Vayu is Bhima of the Mahdbhdrata, the second
of the five Pandava brothers. There are traces in
his character which seem to indicate a demonic
origin. He is frequently brought into relation
with the Raksasas ; he not only fights them,
but he marries the Raksasi Hidhnba, by whom
he has a son, the famous Ghatotkacha. He is

a ravenous eater (vrkodara), and is of great
fierceness ; he tears open the breast of his enemy
Duhsasana and drinks his blood. He may have
been a godling, a personification of the destructive

power of the storm, before he became an epic
hero.

There is a plurality of wind-gods—the Maruts,
who formed seven tribes descended from the seven

farts
into which the embryo of Diti was split by

ndra (see above), or into which the semen of the

sage Mahkanaka Avas divided (Mahdbhdrata, ix.

38). In the Rig Veda the Maruts are the com-
panions of Indra, in later mythology of Vayu ; the
word, however, may lose its special meaning and
denote gods in general.
Varuna in Brahmanical mythology is the ruler

of the waters and the god of the ocean. He still

carries the noose, and is called Prachetas, as in the

hymns of the Rig Veda ; but his Vedic character-
istics, except those relating to water, are forgotten
or only occasionally remembered. For instance,
his association with Mitra comes out only in a
legend relating the origin of Vasistha (Maitra-
varuna; see Rdmdyana, vii. 56 f.). He resides in

the ocean. But there is also a world of Varuna,
the Varunaloka, situated somewhere below the
earth ; it is full of wonders, and in it reside

Varuna, his son Puskara, and all his progeny.
This Varunaloka would seem to suit the Vedic
Varuna better than the later ocean-god. To the
latter belongs the miraculous umbrella (Mahd-

bhdrata, v. 98). Mention is made of a bow of

Varuna, from which originated the gdndiva, the
bow he gave to Arjuna. Wine (surd) is called

vdruni, i.e.
'

belonging to Varuna' ; and the god-
dess of wine, VarunI, who appeared at the churn-

ing of the ocean, is regarded as Varuna's daughter
or his wife.*
There is, however, another god of the sea,

Sagara, distinct from Varuna. It was Sagara,
not Varuna, who appeared to Rama when he
wanted to force his passage through the sea ; and
in romantic tales of the Middle Ages the god of

the sea is called Sagara, not Varuna.

Yama, in the Rig Veda a deified hero, has be-

come in Brahmanical mythology the dreaded god
of the nether world, the sovereign of the damned,
and the regent of the South. He is the son of the

sun-god Vivasvat, brother of Manu and Yamuna.
His messengers fetch the souls of dying men and
lead them to Yama's hall, where Chitragupta the
recorder reads the account of their deeds, and the

god sits in judgment upon them. Yama is called

also Mrtyu, Kala (' death '), Antaka, Krtanta

(' maker of an end '), Pretaraja (' king of ghosts '),

Pitrpati ('lord of the manes')- He carries a rod

(danda) or a noose (pdsa), and rides on a buffalo.

Yama is frequently introduced in epic stories.

The best known instance is his meeting with

Savitri, to whom he granted the restoration of her
husband to life ; the episode of the Mahdbhdrata
which relates this event is reckoned one of the

gems of the great Epic.
In a less awful a.spect Yama appears as Dhar-

mardjd,
'

king of law.' As such he seems occa-

sionally to have been confounded with the god
Dharma, the personification of justice, the father

of Yudhisthira.
The Asvins have lost, in Brahmanical myth-

ology, whatever cosmical element they had in the

hymns of the Rig Veda. They continue to be re-

garded as beautiful youths and physicians. Their
names are now given as Nasatya and Dasra—
originally epithets applying to either of them.
Their origin from the breath of Saiijna and

Surya has been mentioned above (under
' sun-

god ').

The best known story related of them is their cure of Chj-a-

vana,,the old husband of Sukanya, the beautiful daughter of

king Saryata. They wanted to seduce Sukanya, but she would
not consent, and as a boon thej' consented to make her husband

young again. The Asvins were rewarded for this by being
admitted to a share of the soma. The details of this legend
differ in the Satapatha Brdhmai^a and the Mahdbhdrata
(see Muir, op. cit. v. 250 ff.). Another cure wrought by the

Asvins is told in Mahdbhdrata, i. 3 : they restored eyesight to

Upamanyu, who had fallen into a well and there invoked them
in an interesting hymn.
With epic history the Asvins are connected in

the Mahdbhdrata as the fathers of Sahadeva and

Nakula, the twin sons of Madri ; and in the

Edmdyana they are the fathers of the monkeys
Dvivida and Mainda.

Finally, we must mention Brhaspati, who, in

the hymns of the Rig Veda, is invoked as a god,
the impersonation of the power of devotion ; in

Brahmanical mythology he is not a god in the

proper sense of the word, but rather a divine sage.
He is the teaclier (guru) and household priest

(purohita) of the gods ; he is identified with Vachas-

pati ('lord of speech'), and with the planet

Juppiter. According to Mahdbhdrata, iii. '217 ff.,

he is the son of Ahgiras, and from him is de-

scended the family of Agnis. His wife is Tara

(see above under 'Soma'). Brhaspati's rival is

Kavya Usanas or 6ukra, teacher of the Asuras,
who is identified with tlie planet Venus.

• An incident which is thought lO show some resemblance
between Neptune and Varuua is related in Mahdbhdrata, iii.

115. Varupa gave to the sage Richika a thousand white horses,

which Gadhi demanded of him as the price for his daughter
Satyavati.
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JMoat of the gods treated of hitherto liave this

in common, that, though fully recognized in my-
thology, they lost more or less of their importance
as popular gods. It was diflerent with two old gods,
Visnu and Rudra, and with the youngest of Vedic
deities, PrajCipati. They advanced to tlie position
of Supreme Gods, and the first two became the

highest objects of worship. Before we treat of
the rise of tliese three gods, we must comiilete our

description of the Indian pantiieon. First we
shall treat of the post-Vedic gods of similar rank
to those inherited from tlie Vedic period, tiien

of minor divine beings, and of saints.

2. Post-Vedic gods.—(^4) Those of hicjh
rank.—

To the post-Vedic period must be assigned Ku-
mara, the war-god (called alsoSkan<la, Karttikeya,
Guha, Mahasena, etc.). He is first mentioned in

the Chhandijcpja Upanisad, vii. 26. 2, wliere he
seems to l)e iilentilied with the sjige Sanatkuniara.
His origin, however, must be looked for in po[)uI;ir

belief, which seems to have varied a good deal
in details respecting the war-god, as will be seen
in the sequel. Kumara is regarded as the general
(senCipnti) of the gods. His introduction as a
new god was probably due to a change in tlie

government of Indian States. Originally tiic

king was both ruler in peace and leader in war,
but afterwards the oHice of general became dis-

tinct. When this institution had become generally
recognized, it was tliought necessary, as we may
assume, that there should be in heaven too a

sendpati as well as a king. And since the sendpati
frequently succeeded in supplanting the king, and
the latter was often justilied in being jealous of

the former, it is but natural that Indra should
at first try to suppress Kumara, as is told in the
narrative of the latter's birth.

The myth of the birth of Kumara is variously
related (Mahdbhurata, iii. 22511'., ix. 44 f., xiii.

84 tf. ; Rilmuyana, i. 36 f.), his father being given
both as Siva and as Agni, his mother as Uma,
Gaiiga, and quite a number of minor deities.

These rival claims to his parentage had to be

settled, and this was etlected by the assumption
of a sort of joint parentage, and by making some of

the female deities his nurses or adoptive motliers.
The most generally adopted account o( Kuinara's birth is as

follows : The gods were afraid that from the embrace of Siva
and Parvati a being would be produced whom the wprld would
be unable to bear, and therefore thei" entreated Siva not to

discharge his vital seed. However, part of it had already
come forth, and this was taken by Agni and thrown into
the Oaiiga. But the latter could not retain it, and threw it on
the slope of the Himalaya into a thicket of reeds {iaravava)-
There it was transfonued into a fine boy, who was found
by the six Krttikas (the Pleiades). .\3 each of them deaired
him to be her own son, he assumed six faces, and sucked their
breasta simultaneously. Hence he is called Karttikeya and
^pmukha. [In point of fact, the name Karttikeya seems
to be derived from Karttika, the first month of autumn,
when, on the cessation of the monsoon, the roads became
practicable, and kings were wont to set out on war expeditions.]
According to another version, the Kfttikas were formerly the
wives of the seven Rgis (for the Indians knew that there
was a seventh star in the Pleiades, though they usually counted
but six). Agni fell in love with the wives of the Rsis, and Svaha,
his own wife, becoming aware of it, assumed the form of one
of these ladies, approached .\gni, and cohabited with him

;

she then broiijiht Agni's semen to a golden lake, and threw
it therein. This she repeated five times, for she was unable
to assume the form of Arundhati, the faithful wife of Vasistha.
The remaining six Rsis forsook their wives, who were trans-
ferred to the sky as the Krttikas.
The feats of Kumara which are most generally known are

the killing of the Asura Taraka, and the splitting of Mount
Krauncha in the Him.Maya. When Taraka had vanquished the
gods and was oppressing them, they asked Brahma fo,r a
leader, and were told by him that only from the seed of Siva
would be produced the future conqueror of the mighty Asura.
Siva, however, was still an anchorite, practising severe aus-
terities in the Uimal/iya. Kama, the god of love, was now
called upon to cause Siva to fall in love with Uma (or Parvati),
the beautiful daughter of Himalaya. He succeeded in his

undertaking, but was reduced tp ashes by the fire issuing from
the eye on the forehead of Siva, who was in great wrath
when he became aware that. Kama had dared to disturb
him in his ascetic exercise. Siva was, however, won by the

prraces and merits of Parvati, and fiiiully married her. These
incidents form the subject of Kalidajsa's famous poem, ^m-
mdrammbhava. The rest of the story, telling how Kumara
was born, has been given above. The new-born Kumura was
insUlled general of the gods, engaged in battle with Taraka, and
killed him.
On another occasion, the Daitya Bapa, son of Bali, attacked

the gods from the mountain Krauficha, hut he took shelter
in the mountain when Kumara assailed him. The latter

pierced the mountain with his javelin, split it in twain, and
killed the demon. Thus an opening was effected for the geese
and other birds on their pas-sage to the north. The wiine
incident is variously stated by diflerent authorities (see Wilson,
Kifriu Purdxia, 1805, ii. 118 note).
The wife of Kuiiu-ira is Devasena, a daughter of Brahma.

Her desire to get a husband 8ui)erior in strength to the rest of
the gods was, according to one account (Mahdhlidrala, iii.

224), the original cause of the birth of the war-god. Kumara
rides on the peacock, the son of Suparipa.

The strange myth about the birth of Kumara
appears to be best interpreted on tlie a.ssuniption
tiiat in diflerent parts of India there were several

popular godlings of the war-god type, and that
tliese liave been combined into the one Kumara,
tlie war-god common to all Inilian.s. But this

process of amalgamation has left traces, which
cannot be mistaken, elsewhere than in the strange
myths related above. For there are tliree variants
or alter-egos of Kumara, viz. Viiukha, Sakha,
and Naiguineya. The first of these is known to
have receivea popular worship (Patanjali, ad
Panini, v. 3. 99) ; he originated from a wound
which Indra inflicted upon Kumara, the new-born.
From the same wound issued a great number of

kumaras, and kumdrls, goblins, who spirit away
little children (Mahdbhurata, iii. 228, wliere two
more brothers, &isu and the goat-faced Bha-
drasakha, seem to be assigned to Kumara). The
war-god has a great retinue of monstrous followers,
male and female, of whom long lists are given
in Mahdbhdrata, ix. 45 f. He was probably in the

beginning conceived as the representative of a
whole class of uncanny spirits somehow connected
with fire, and was afterwards promoted to the

position of a war-god, equal in rank with the
ancient "ods. His worship seems once to have
been fairly general ; at present he is worshipped
chiefly in the south, where he is known under
the name of Subrahpianya.
Another son of Siva, or rather of Parvati, is

Ganesa. Originally he seems to have been con-
ceived as the ' remover of obstacles,' as his names
Vindyaka and Vighneia indicate. As such he
is figured with an elephantine iiead ; he carries
in one of his hands (parhtpdni) an axe, or one
of his tusks, which has been broken off; he rides

on, or is attended by, the rat, the animal which
finds its way to every place. As 'remover of

obstacles,' he is invoked at the beginning of all

books, and thus in a secondary way he became
the god of learning, especially of pandits and
clerks. He is the latest of all Brahmanical gods,
for he is not mentioned in the lidmdyana and
some of the older Pnrdna^ ; and he was absent
from the original Mahdbhdrata. He is first men-
tioned in Yajfiavalkya, i. 270, 289, 293, as a demon
taking possession of men, and thus hindering
their success, but furthering them when propiti-
ated. The name Ganesa or Ganddhipa designates
him as the leader of the Gaiias, or followers
in the retinue of Siva. Yet he is not, as a rule,

represented as leading the Ganas, whose actual
leader is Nandi. But there is a class of demons,
Vinayakas (see Petersburg Diet., s.v.), who pro-
bably were represented by the new god Ganesa.
It deserves to be noted in this connexion, that, in

the Rig Veda (lI. xxiii. 1), Brhaspati is addressed
as ganundm ganapati ; and Brhaspati, who is

identified with Vachaspati, is something like a
Vedic counterpart of Gane-sa as a god of learning.
Gape&i is the son of Siva and Parvati, or rather of the latter,

for he was produced from the unguents with which the goddess
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had anointed herself. AVith the water of her bath they were

conveyed to the mouth of the Ganges, and were there

imbibed by ila'.ini, a goddess w'ith the head of an elepiiant.
She gave birth to a boy who had four arms and five heads of an

elephant. Gaiiga chose him for her son, but Siva declared

him to be the son of Parvati. He reduced his five heads to one,
and enthroned him on Ahjanagiri as the ' remover of obstacles.'

These details are given in the 18th canto of the Haracharita

by Ja\adratha, a native of Kashmir, in the 13th cent., who
professes to have composed his work from older sources. In

the Brahma Vaivarta Purdiia, the third book of which
contains an account of Gane^a, it is narrated that Gane^a's
head fell off when Parvati in the pride of her heart invited

the planet Saturn to look at her baby, and that Visnu after-

wards substituted for it the head of an elephant. Gane^a is

figured with one tusk only (ekadanta). The loss of the other is

variously accounted for. It was cut off, according to the

Siiupdlavadha, i. tiO, by Ravana ; according to the Brahma
Vaioarta Piirdrta, iii. 40, by Para^urama ; and he lost it,

according to the Haracharita, -xviii. 23, through a bet with
Kumara as to who should go most quickly round the earth.

Besides the particulars of his figure mentioned already, he has an

exceedingly big belly. In his four hands he carries, according
to Jayadratha, a tusk, a rosary, an axe, and a sweetmeat ;

in some pictures he carries a manuscript in one hand.

Kubera or Vaisravana, the 'lord of treasures'

{vittekc),
'

king of the Yaksas,' and '

regent of

the north,' is ali'eady mentioned in the Atharva
Veda as chief of the '

good people' (punyajana), or

'other people' {itarajana), and as concerned with
'concealment' (through hidden treasures).*
In the Satapatha Brdhmuna .and in later Vedic

texts he is mentioned as king of the Raksas,
and in the TaittirJya Aranyaka, i. 316, as lord

of wishes and as possessor of a Avonderful car

(apparently the later Puspaka).
In later mythology he is the king of the Yaksas

as well as of the Kinnaras and Guhyakas, while
the Raksasas are the subjects of his half-brother,
Ravana. According to the RCimdyana (vii. 3 ff. ),

he is the son of VLsravas, and gTandson of Pula-

stya, Prajapati's son.

Visravas had two wives, Devavarnini, daughter of Bharadvaja,
and Kaikasi, daughter of Sumali. By the former he had one son,
Kubera ; by the latter Ravana, Kumbhakarna, Vibhisana, and

Surpanakha.t Vi^ravas gave Kubera for his residence the town
Lanka, built by Vi^vakarman on Mount Trikiita in the southern
ocean. But Ravana expelled him from Lanka, and made it his

own capital. Kubera then, by the advice of Vi^ravas, took up
his residence on Jlount Kailasa, and became the regent of the
north. But his connexion with the south, to which the above

legend refers, was perhaps suggested by the name of the
southernmost river of India, the Kaveri ; for Kaveraka or
Kdberaka occurs already in the Atharva Veda as a patronymic
derived from Kubera. In support of this conjecture it maj' be
mentioned that the name of the town Trichinopoly is popularlj'
explained as Triiirahpalli, according to Lassen (Ind. Alter-

tumskunde, 1873, i. 160)=' town of Kubera,' for Triiiras is also

a name of Kubera.

Kubera's town is Alaka, his park Chaitraratha ;

he lias nine treasures (nidhi). He rides on a man
(naravdhana) ; this curious item seems to indicate
some near relation to men, and the same is suggested
by his epithet or name Nrdharman, which probably
refers to his quality as bestower of riches [.irida).

His son is Nalakubara, whose wife Rambha was
ravished by Ravana {Rdmdyana, vii. 26). Kubera,
as we have seen, was believed from very early times
to preside over the guardians of treasures, who, it

would seem, were originally called raksas, and
later—to distinguish them from the devilish ralcsas,
the disturbers of sacrifices—had been named yaJcsas.
As chief of the Yaksas, he was supplanted, as far

as popular worship is concerned, by Manibhadra,
who is already mentioned in the Rdmdyana (vii. 15),
but who occurs chiefly in popular tales.

A god who is very frequently referred to in classi-

cal Sanskrit literature is the god of love, Kama
(Manmatha, RIadana, Kandarpa, Smara, Anaiiga,
etc.). Originally Kama is 'desire,'

—not of se.xual

enjoyment only, but of good things in general,
—

and as a personification of desire he is invoked in

Atharva Veda ix. 2 ; but in another hymn of tiie

same Veda (iii. 25) he is already conceived as the
*
Pxirij/ajana in classical Sanskrit is sj-nonymous with yaksa

and rdk-^asa (Hemachandra's Abhidhdnakoia, 1S7 and 194).

t The genealogy ia stated somewhat differently in Mahd-
hhdrata, iii. 274 f.

god of sexual love, in which function only he is

known to later mythology. His parentage is

variously stated, but usually he is regarded as the

son of Dharma and Laksml. His wife is Rati, the

impersonation of sexual enjoyment ;
his friend and

companion, Madhu, tlie first month of spring. Two
sons of Kama are occasionally mentioned, Harsa
and Yasas.
The ideas entertained about Kama may be

gathered from his emblems and attributes. He
carries a bow formed of flowers (puspachdpa) ; the

string of this bow consists of bees, and the arrows
of flowers (kusumaiara). There are five such
aiTows (paiichabdna), allegorically representing the

infatuating powers of love (iosana, tnohana, etc.).

He has on his banner the dolphin or a fish, denot-

ing procreative power (makara or matsya-ketu) ;

or he carries a flower in his hand (puspaketana).
He is often spoken of as dtnuihhu or chittajanman,
'born of the mind,' and was therefore called

anaiiga, 'bodiless.' This latter quality is accounted
for by a well-known mj^th mentioned above in

connexion Avith the birth of the war-god.
Siva reduced Kama to ashes ;

he will get a new body,, accord-

ing to Kumdrasambhava, 4, 42, at the wedding of Siva and
Parvati. But, according to the Uarivaihia (9263 ff.), Kama was
re-bom as Pradyumna, Krsna's son. The babj' had been stolen

by Sambara, whose wife Miayavati brought him up. The latter,

however, was Rati, who had assumed the form of Mayavati in

order to deceive the Asura, and thus to cause his destruction

by Pradyumna \ib. 9475 ff.). Apparently Pradyumna is but a
variant of Kama, or, to be more accurate, a god of love popular
in those tracts of India where the worship of Krspa prevailed.
Kama has also been identified with Mara, the tempter and devil

of Buddhist legend : hence, in later Sanskrit, Mara becomes a

synonjm of Kama.
Some of the goddesses of Brahmanical mythology

have already been mentioned in connexion with

the gods whose consorts they are : Svaha, wife of

Agni, §achi, wife of Indra, Saiijna, Avife of Surya.
The most important goddess, Parvati, will be

considered when Ave come to treat of Rudra.
Laksml or 6ri is the consort of Visnu ; but she

seems originally to have been an independent
deity impersonating beauty and wealth. She rose

from the ocean Avhen the gods and demons churned
it for the production of amrta, and then she AA'as

made over to Visnu. But Ave meet also AA-ith

ditterent statements : she is the daughter of Bhrgu
and Khyati, or has been produced from the lotus

Avhich grcAV out of Visnu's forehead ; she is the

AA'ife of Prajapati, or of Dattiltrej'a, or of the

sun-god, or of Dharma to Avhom she bore a son

Kama. As the goddess of beauty, she is intimately
connected Avith the lotus, the most beautiful floAver

of India ;
she is called after it Padma or Kamala ;

she is enthroned on a lotus, and holds one in her

hand. As Fortuna, she is the fickle goddess, Avho

stays noAvhere long ; according to Mahahhdrata,
xii. 225, 228, she lived once Avith the Danavas,
then Avith the gods, and Avith Indra. From an

abstraction 6ri seems to have become a deity, just
as occasionally abstract nouns are used as names
of gods or goddesses representing the abstract idea

in question, e.g. Hri, Dhrti, Kirti, etc.

The origin of Sarasvati was di Herent. From being
a river-goddess in the Rig Veda she became the

goddess of Avisdom and eloquence, and as such she

fs mo.st frequently invoked by the poets of clas.sical

Sanskrit literature. She has been identified Avith

Vach,
'

speech,' and as such she is the A\4fe of Brahma ;

she is further identified Avith Bharatl, a sepa-

rate goddess invoked in Vedic hynnis. She is also

called Sarada, Avhom the inhabitants of Kashmir

regard as the guardian of their country, hence

called ^aradamandala (Stein, KaUiand's Chronicle

of Kahnir, ii. p. '286). Poets speak of the hostility

of Laksmi to Sarasvati ; for Avealth and learning

seldom go together.
Tlie principal river-goddess of India is the

Ganga, Avho has lent her sanctity, as it Avere, to
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many smaller rivers which are fabled to be

niiiaciilon.sly conneeted or identical with her. The
Gaiiga tlows in heaven as Viyadgaiij^fi or Mandakini
(the niiiky way), on earth as the most sacred river,

and in the lower world as the I'atalagahga ; she is

therefore called Tripathagd,
'

going in the three
•worlds.'

King Bhaglratha, the great-grandson of Sagara, induced the
celestial Ganga to come down from heaven to earth and from
the earth to the lower regions, in order to purify liie ashes of

the (iO.OOO sons of Sagara burnt by Kapila ; hence she is called

lihai/irathi. .Siva I'uuglic the river u]) in his matted hair in

order to check the impetus of her fall. The river then entered
Jahnu's sacrificial enclosure and was drunk up by him

; but at
last he discharjred her from his ear, wherefore she is regarded
as his daughter and called Juhnari. These legends are told at

length in the Jidmdi/ann, i. 38-44; another account of her
descent is given in the Mdrkani}ei/a Pttnina, ch. 55. Oanga is

also said to come forth from the toe of Vispu., In the Mafia-
bharata (i. (>SIT.)she is the first wife of King Santanu and the
mother of Uhisnia. It has been said above that Kumara is

considered to lie her son. Mylhologically she is the eldest

daughter of Himalaya and Mena.

In conclusion, it may be added that there are
several other sacred rivers or river-goddesses ; e.g.
Yamvina (Kaliiidi) is the daughter of Surya, and
so is tiie Tapati (a younger sister of the goddess
Savitri); Narmada (Keva) is a daughter of the
moon.
The enemies of the gods are the Asuras, Daityas,

and Danavas. In the Rig Veda, A.siira is an

ejiithet of Varuua and other gods, which has been
rendered 'mysterious being.' But in lat^r times
asura denotes the enemies of the gods (sura), and
the word is derived from sura with a jirivative,
while in point of fact the word sjtra is artiticial, and
has been abstracted from asura. The Asuras are
the elder brothers of the gods, both being sons of

Prajilpati. They ct)ntinually waged war with the

gods, and frequently got the better of them ; some
of them even accjuired the sovereignty over the
whole world, till at last they were slain by Indra,
Visnu (hence called Daiti/dri), or some other god.
They dwell in the nether world, in magnificent
palaces. As enemies of the gods, they are regarded
as wicked demons ; but, as mere rivals of the gods,

they are not necessarily bad. So they have for

their teacher and spiritual guide a great saint,

Sukra, the son of Blirgu, who has been mentioned
above in connexion with his antagonist lirhaspati,
the teacher of the gods. The Asuras occasionally
appe.ar in a better light in epic stories, and still more

frequently in j^opular tales. In popular belief they
seem to have come to be looked upon sim]>ly as super-
human beings, very much like the Vidyadliaras ;

e.g. there is a small romantic epic in the Kathd-

saritsdgara (eighth book), in which they side with
the hero of the story. In classical mythology there
is no dillerence between Asuras, Daityas, anil

Danavas, and these words are usually sj-nonyms ;

but originally the Daityas and Danavas are sub-
divisions of the Asuras, the former being the sons
of Diti, the latter of Danu.

(B) We must now speak of the different groups of
divine beings who rank below the gods. Some of

them are, on the whole, not unfriendly to men,
others are decidedly wicked, demons or devils. We
shall treat lirst of the former. The most nopular
classseemsto have been the Nagas (Sarnas, \j ragas),

dragons or snake-gods; and snake-worsliip prevailed
in India from the beginning of the classical period
downwards. Nagas are ligured on numberless

sculptures all over India, and in jiopular tales they
and their beautiful daughters play an important

part. They are, however, almost absent from
Vedic literature. In epic and classical literature

they are said to dwell in I'atala, the nether world,
which is imagined to be full of marvels ; there is

situated their city Bhogavati. At the beginning
of the Mahdbhdrata we have what may be called

a snake-epos, which relates the destruction of the

snakes through the sacrifice of Jananiejaya ;

there are introduced Airavata, Vasuki, Tak.saka,
Sesa and others well known in Sanskrit literature.

Sesa ( Ananta) has been promoted to a higher rank ;

he is represented as supporting the earth on his

ex])anded hoods, aiul he has become a servant of

Visnu, who rests on him while sleeping on the
ocean. Baladeva, the brnther of Kr.siia, is believed
to be an incanuition of Sesa. The snakes are the
sons of Kadrfi, or of Surasa, one of the divine
mothers. It has been related above (under

' sun-

gotl') that (Jaruda is their enemy and devours

them, whence it has been concluded that the

Nagas represent darkness which is dispelled by
the sun. But there is another aspect of the Nagas
which was more important for the imagination
of the i)eoi)le ; they were probably regarded as

guarding or possessing treasures, and a.ssuming
the shape of snakes. The Nagas were held in awe
and reverence, but they were not regarded as
demons.

Older than the Nagas are the Gandharvas.

They are already known in the Kig Veda, where,
however, usually but one Gamlharva is mentioned.

They are a claas of superhuman beings fond of

women, and possessing a mysterious power over
them. In the Mnhdbhdrata they frequently ap-

pear very much like the Yak.sas, and their king
Ahgaraparna or Chitraratha is a friend of Kubera
(whose park is called C/iaitrfrat/t/i). But usually
they are represented as divine musicians and as

living in Indra's heaven ; from them the Sanskrit
name for '

music,' gandfuirva, is derived. It may
be mentioned that the fata morgana is called
'town of the Gandharvas' (gandhnrvanngara).
The mistresses of the Gandharvas are the Ap-

sarases, heavenly nymphs of wonderful beauty.
They too belong to the court of Indra, ami they
are employed by him to seduce saints when they
become a danger to his sovereignty through their

severe penance. The effect of their successful

interference is usually the birth of some great
man or woman ; e.g. A^cnaka seduced Visvamitra
and became mother of Sakuntala. In other stories

some Apsaras incurs the displeasure of some god,
and by his curse is born on, or banished to, the

earth, where she marries some great man. Thus
Urva.si became the wife of king Pun'iravas ; their
adventures form the story of lvalida.sa's play Vik-
ramorvrtsl. The most famous Apsarases are Tilot-

tama, Kambha, Urvasi, Ghrtaclii, Menaka, and
others, but there are millions of them, and they are
held out as a reward to warriors who fall in battle.

The Yaksas, as a class of superhuman being.s,
are of post- Vedic origin, though the word yaksd
as a neuter occurs in the Kig Veda (on its

meaning see Vedischc Studifn, iii. 126 ff.). As
ynksnn means '

magical power,' ijak.-jd probably
means etymological ly

'

being possessetl of magical
power' ; and tliis was without doubt the meaning
of the feminine gak-sini. The original conception
of the Yaksas would therefore be much the same
as that of the later Vidyadliaras—a word which

etymologicall}' and actually means 'possessing
spells or witchcraft.' The Yaksas are brought
into close connexion with the Kaksasas, as stated
above under '

Kubera,' though tlie Yak.^as are

generallj' not unfriendly to men, and the Kaksa.<sas

are. (Still there are instances of wicked Yaksas
and of kind Kaksasas.) Both Yaksas and Kaksasas
are also called punynjnna—a name of the subjects
of Kubera in the Atharva Veda. It has been
assumed above that there were originally two sorts

of Raksas ; the one, guardians of treasures, were
identified with the Yaksas, and the other are the
well-known disturbers of sacrifice usually called

Kaksasas ; thus the apparent confusion between
Yaksas and Kaksasas would become intelligible
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Very much like the Yaksas are the Guhyakas.
They too are followers of Kubera ; they guard
treasures and live in mountain caves. Mythical
beings of similar character are the Kinnaras,
divine songsters, who have a human body and the
head of a horse, while the Kimpurusas have the

body of a horse and a human head. Both Kin-
naras and Kimpurusas are followers of Kubera,
and tliey are frequently identified with one another.
The Kinnaras are occasionally confounded with
the Gandharvas.
Other classes of mythical beings who are fre-

quently mentioned, but not described in detail,
are the Charanas, divine panegyrists ; the Sid-
dhas, beneficent ghosts ; and the Sadhyas.
The Vidyadharas deserve a fuller notice. In

the older popular tales, especially in Pali litera-

ture, the Yaksas are the principal superhuman
beings ; in the younger popular literature (repre-
sented by the Brhatknthd) they are supplanted by
the Vidyadharas, the most human-like of all in-

ferior divine beings. They live under kings and
emperors [chakravartins) of their own, in towns on
the northern mountains, just like men, with whom
they have much intercourse and even intermarry.
Men can also be received into their community
and acquire sovereignty over them. They possess
superhuman powers, especially the faculty of

moving through the air, and of assuming by their

vidyd, or witchcraft, any shape at will (whence
they are also called Khechara, and Kdmarupin).
The Vidyadharas seem to have been at the height
of popularity during the early centuries of our
era ; there is a Prakrit poem by Vimalasuri, the

Padmacharita, which belongs to that time ; in

it the Raksasas, the Yaksas, the Monkeys, etc.,
of the RdnwAjana are declared to be different
tribes of Vidyadharas.
Among the malicious superhuman beings the

Raksasas are the most prominent. In the Rig
Veda they are mentioned in the neuter form
raksas as fiends who disturb the sacrifice and
injure the pious. They are possessed of enormous
power, especially at night, when they prowl about
(rdtrinchara) and devour their victims (kravydda,
kaunapa) ; they are of hideous appearance, but
are able to assume difi'erent shapes. The Rig
Veda seems to distinguish raksas ('evil spirits')
and ydtudhdnas ('ghosts'), but in later language
Ydtudhdna is synonymous with Rdksasa. Origin-
ally equal in rank to the Yaksas, the Raksasas
have become more conspicuous than in ancient

mythology, apparently through the influence of

epic poetry. For in the Rdmdyana Ravana, the

king of the Raksasas, his brothers, etc., are the

powerful enemies of Rama ; thus the Raksasas
were invested with a new personality which they
retained in the imagination of the Hindus. lii

the Mahdbhdrata, Bhima's son Ghatotkacha is a
Raksasa who fights on the side of the Pandavas.
He and Vibhisaiia, the virtuous brother of Ravana,
and his successor on the throne of Lanka, are
instances which piove that the Raksasas, like
the Asuras, were not always looked upon Avith

unmitigated horror.

Pisachas are not unlike, and occasionally are
confounded with, the Raksasas; they are hideous and
bloodthirsty monsters who haunt wild and desert

places. In the Rig Veda there is once (I. cxxxiii. 5)
mention of a Pisachi, a spirit supposed to be con-
nected Avith the will o' the wisp ; the Pisachas as
wicked spirits frequently occur from the Atliarva
Veda downwards. It may be remarked that a Pra-
krit dialect, in which the original Brhatkathd was
written, has been named after them Parsfichi.*

Bhuta is the most general term for sprites ;

•
Pischel, 'Granimatik der Prakrit Sprachen,' GIAP i. 8, p.

27 f. ; Lac6te, Easai sur GiirjAlijhya et la Brhalkatha, pp. 40-59. '

thus Bhutabhdsa, the '

language of the Bliutas,' is

synonymous with Paiidchl. But frequently they
are mentioned as a separate class, in juxtaposition
with other classes of wicked spirits. Pretas are
the ghosts of the deceased, who are not received

among the manes. They play a more important
part in Buddhist literature than in the Brah-
manical Sanskrit literature. In later times, es-

pecially in popular works, they seem to have been

supplanted by the Vetalas, wicked goblins who
haunt cemeteries and animate dead bodies ; they
belong to the last phase of the development of

demonology, inaugurated by the Brhatkathd, in

which the Vidyadharas are the leading figures.

(C) We shall noAV speak of heroic inen. Most
important figures in Brahmanical mythology are
the famous Rsis of old, the traditional authors
of the Vedic hymns, and ancestral founders of

the Brahmanical gotras or gentes. These holy
men, saints or sages, were looked upon as possess-

ing superhuman powers Avhich made them almost

equal, and in some cases even superior, to the

gods. We may distinguish three classes of Rsis :

devarsis, i.e. Rsis of the gods or living among
them, e.g. Narada ; hrahniarsis, i.e. priestly Rsis,

e.g. Vasistha, and indeed the greatest number of

them ; and rdjarsis, i.e. Rsis of royal origin, e.g.
Visvamitra. Besides, the Rsis belong to different

periods : some lived in the beginning of the world
and took an active part in creation, as Daksa,
Kasyapa, Marichi ; others belong to a more recent

period, as Mann, Vyasa, Valmiki, etc. An ancient

group are the seven Rsis (identified with the seven

bright stars of Ursa major) ; but the names are

difierently given. The oldest list is : Gautama,
Bharadvaja, Visvamitra, Jamadagni, Vasistha,

Kasyapa, and Atri. A common one is : Bhrgu,
Ahgiras, Visvamitra, Vasistha, Kasyapa, Atri,
and Agastya. From the Mahdbhdrata we get a
ditlerent list : Marichi, Atri, Angiras, Pulaha,
Kratu, Pulastya, and Vasistha. The stories and

legends of which the Rsis are the heroes, or in Avhich

they play an important part, are very numerous,
especially in the Epics and the Purdnas, far

outnumbering the myths told of the gods.
The ideas entertained about the Rsis have

changed considerably in the course of time in cor-

respondence with the change of the religious ideal.

Originally they owed their exalted position to the

fact that they were believed to have revealed the

sacred lore, the whole of Vedic religion, which, it

will be remembered, is concerned chiefly with
sacrifice. But in the epic period the sacrifice was
no longer the religious ideal ; it had been supplanted

by tapas or yoga,
*

asceticism,' in the opinion of the

people at large. Therefore the Rsis began to be

regarded less as experts in the sacrificial art than

as great ascetics, who by means of severe austeri-

ties and deep meditation had acquired super-
human power and such sanctity that their utter-

ances were infallible and their curses must take

eflect. In popular opinion they are yogins rather

than priests ; they are saints and sorcerers at the

same time ; but, of course, elevated to the highest
rank.

3. The three Supreme Gods—Brahma, Visnu, and

6iva—occupy a peculiar position in the Hindu pan-

theon, highly exalted above the rest of gods and

divine beings. A detailed description of them
would be out of place in the present article. In a

sketch of Brahmanical mythology only the causes

and processes by which they were promoted to the

highest rank can be dealt with.

Brahma, the creator of the world, is the Praja-

pati, Pitfimaha, Hiranyagarbha of the Vedas and

Brdhnuinas. He had liis origin and basis in specu-

lation rather than in popular cult, and therefore he

ilid not appeal, in spite of his sublime character, to
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the religious feelinj'S of the masses. Hence the

worship of Brahniii jias become all but extinct, and
the worshippers of Siva or Visnu, in whatever form

they adore their favourite deity, form the over-

whelming majoritj' of tiiu Hindus. Notwithstand-

ing these sectarian tendencies, the three Supreme
Gods are regarded, in principle, as of equal dignity'
and forming as such a kind of triad, which in tiie

doctrine of the Trimurti has been acknowledged
since about the 5th cent. A.D. There were con-

tradictory elements already in the conception of

the Prajupati of the Bruhinanas. For sometimes
he is identilied with the universe, and described as
the source out of which creation evolved ; some-
times he is regarded as a secondary deity subordi-
nate to Brahman (Muir, op. cit. v. 391 fl".). The same
holds good with the IJrahma of later mythology :

Brahma proceeded from IJraliman, tlie First Cause ;

and, on the other hand, lie is, in a vague way,
identified with it, whence he is called svayambhu
(' self-born ') or aja ('unborn'). The generally
received opinion, as given in Manu i. 5 W., comes to

this : Svayambhu rose from primeval darkness,
created the waters, and dei)osited in them a seed ;

this became a golden egg, in which he himself was
born as Brahma or Hiranyagarbha. But, according
to another opinion, contained already in the famous
Purusnsukta of the Kig Veda (x. 90), the Purusa was
in the beginning, and from him the world ori^nated.
The deity rising from this Purusa is callea Ndrd-
yana (i.e. 'descended from Nara,' the primeval
male)—a name which is also coupled with Purusa
in the Satapatha Brdhitmna. Thus Narayana is

identified with Brahma (in the above quoted pass-

age of Manu). But usually Narayana is identified

with Visnu, and thereby Brahma s claim to para-
mount superioi'ity was contested. There was still

another cause which detracted from Brahma's

significance as creator. For part of the creation,

notably of men, gods, and divine beings, was
transferred to secondary Prajapatis : Daksa,
Marichi, Atri, and otiier Rsis whose progeny is

detailed in cosmogonic myths and legends of the

Epics and the Purunas. Thus many causes were
at work to reduce the importance and dignity of

Brahma and to deprive him of active devotion.
The reason which the Hindus allege in explanation
of this fact is Brahma's incest with his daughter
Vach ('speech '), by which the creation was brought
about. Still the idea of creation and of fate is

personified in Brahma, and in this character he is

universally acknowledged by all classical writers
down to modern times.
While Brahma-Prajapati retires step by step

from the superiority over all gods accorded to him
in the Brdhmanns, the reverse development obtains
in the case of Visnu. In the Kig Veda he is not
one of the prominent gods ; there lie is chiefly
extolled for the three steps with which he encom-

passed the universe. But it sliould be remarked
that in the Rig Veda he is intimately associated
with Indra as his friend and companion, while in

classical mytholo^ he is styled Indra's younger
brother (Indrdnuja). As this kind of relationship
is little in keeping with Visnu's paramount rank,
it must be regarded as a relic of the preceding

period, when Tndra was still greatly superior to

Visnu ; and, at the same time, it seems to indicate
a dim consciousness of tlie fact that a part of

Indra's character or functions had been transferred
to Visnu. For Visnu becomes in classical mj-th-
ology what Indra had been before, namely, the

slayer of demons, the Daitydri. On the whole,
however, Visnu's position in the Brdhmanas is the
same as before ; he is regarded as the equal of the
other gods, not yet their superior. But the
Brdhmancts record only the views of the priests ;

popular opinion may have dittercd from theirs.

although ignored by them as not worthy of notice

(cf. Muir, op. cit. iv. 15611.). It should, however, be
observed that in the Brdhmanas Visnu is repeatedly
identified with the .sacrifice— an honour which he
shares witli Prajapati. He seems gradually to
have usurped some positions formerly occuiiied by
Prajapati, and thus to have arrogated to himself
the superiority which Vedic speculation had
assigned to his rival. Thus Narayana is, accord-

ing to Manu, identical with Brahma, but afterwards
Visnu is Narayana. In the ^utapatlui Brdhmana
it is said that,

'

having assumed the form of a
tortoise, Prajapati created oflspring'; and, accord-

ing to the Taittirlya Brdhituina, Prajajiati in the
form of a boar raised the earth from the bottom of
the ocean (Muir, op. cit. pp. 27, 39, 52 f.). But
common opinion ascribes these feats to Visnu in
his tortoise and boar avatdras.
Here we meet (or the first time with tlie theory of incarnations,

which in the course of time passed into a generally adopted
doctrine, and enabled Vai^ijavism to absorb popular cults by de-
clarine the objects of their worship to be avatdras of Vijpu.
Probably the tortoise and the boar were originally popular therio-

morphic deities worshipped by the masses (including Brahnianic
families), and were afterwards elevated by the same Brahmana
to a higher rank by assuming them to be forms of some recog-
nized god. Traces of this process seem to be recognizable in the
case of the boar and tortoise avatdras of Prajapati. For in the

Taittiriya Brdhmaiyi, as we have seen, Prajapati assumed
the form of a boar and raised the earth ; but, in a passage of
the ^atapatha Brdkmarta, it was the boar Emu^ who raised the
earth, and was then favoured by Prajapati for his deed. Here
we have two different attenipts to connect a god worshipped
under the shape of a boar with Prajapati. Something similar
occurs in the case of his tortoise avatdra ; for it is first said that

Prajapati
took the form of a tortoise, and then this tortoise

kachc/ihapa is identified with Ka^yapa, one of the secondary
creators. We observe in both cases a certain indecision : the
theriomorphicgod was at first hesitatingly identified by members
of the priestly class with one of their great gods. Afterwards,
when the theory of avatdras was firmly established, it furnished
a ready means of Icgitiniizing popular godlings and heroes.
Thus the fish avatdra of Vispu and that of the man-lion may
be accounted for by the assumption that idols of such shapes had
been the objects of popular worship.
The fiftii avatdra of Visnu as a dwarf

( Vdmana)
is of peculiar interest. For in this incarnation
Visnu conquered the world by three steps, for
which feat he is chiefly extolled in the hymns of
the Rig Veda, although neither there nor in the
Brdhitianas is he said to have done this in the

shape of a dwarf. That notion may have developed
from the myth itself, for, compared with such

giant steps, the body of tlie goa may well have
appeared dwarfish ; or there may have been some
popular god figured as a dwarf, with whom it was
thought convenient to identify Visnu. At any
rate, the fact that the principal feat of Visnu was
not ascribed to the god liimself in his own person,
but to an incarnation of him, proves that at the
time when this opinion became current Visnu had
been promoted to a much higher rank than be-

longed to the Vedic Visnu who, strange to say,
was then regarded as an incarnation (viz. the
dwarf) of the Supreme Visnu who was radically
not dili'erent from him.
The next avatdras—^&m& Jamadagnya, Rama

Da-sarathi, Krsna, and Buddha—are of a diflerent

kind, and belong to the time when Vaisnavism had
become a dominant form of Indian religion, and
when the universally received doctrine of incarna-
tion made it possible to imprint on independent
cults a Vaisnavite stamp. Rama Jamadagnya is

the hero of legendary story, the other Rama of

epic historj'. But it is a well-known fact that in

the original part of the lidmdyana, i.e. in Books
ii.-vi., Kama is not yet conceived as connected in

any way with Visiiu ; but after he had become,
through epic poetry, the favourite of the people, he
was made the object of devotion and worship
by being declared to be the incarnated Visnu.
In Krsna, a Rajput hero has coalesced with a

shepherd - god (Govinda) into a new deity ; he

appears first in the Chhiindogya Upanisad (iii. 17, 6)
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as a huinaii teacher who knew the Braliman ;
in the

Mahdhhdrata he is already acknowledged as Visu ii

in a human form, though frequently he is still

described as a human hero. Tiie worsliip of Krsna-
Vasudeva must have been highly popular about the

beginning of our era, for it gave rise to the curious
Jaina doctrine of the 9 Vasudevas, 9 Baladevas,
and 9 Prativasudevas, who play such an important
part in the hagiology of the Jainas, even as early
as some of their canonical books. And in later

times the worship of Krsna and that of Rama are
the two prevailing forms of Vaisnavism. The recog-
nition of Buddha as an avatdra of Visnu is a proof
of the popularity of Vaisnavism and its assimilat-

ing energy even with regard to a hostile sect.

Most of the creeds Avliich have been merged into

Vaisnavism were of un-Brahmanical origin; i.e. they
did not grow out of Brahmanism, but were in the
end brahmanized. The gods, godlings, or heroes,
whose cult was the object of those creeds, were

probably grhadevatds, or istadcvatds, worshipped
by families belonging to various castes and classes,
inclusive of Brahmans ; their identification with

Visnu, which probably was due chiefly to Brah-

mans, elevated them to a higher sphere and ennobled
their cult. But what principally legitimized these

Vaisnavite forms of religion as Brahmanical, or as

in harmony with the Veda, was the adoption of

Brahmanical theosophy as their theological founda-
tion. Visnu (Narayana, Vasudeva) was declared
to be one with the Supreme Spirit, the Brahman of

the Upanisads ; the creation and destruction of

the world were explained in accordance with the
Vedanta and Sahkhya philosophies. The ascetic

ideal is still acknowledged, and knowledge con-

tinues to be regarded as an important means of

reaching emancipation ; but a new way of salvation

is now proclaimed, the 'way of love' (bhakti-

mdrga [q.v.l) : love of, devotion and entire submis-
sion to, God is the shortest and surest way to union
with Him. One of the earliest and most perfect

products of this movement is the famous Bliagavad-
G'ltd (q.v.), which forms part of the MahdbJidrata ;

it has become a canonical text for all Vaisnavite
sects. A later authority for them is the Veddnta
Siitra, which almost every founder of Brahmanical
sects feels obliged to interpret in such a way that
its teachings shall be in perfect harmony with his

own doctrines.

Rudra-Siva became in the Brahmanical period
a Supreme God, the highest god according to the
Saivites as Visnu is the highest god according to the
Vaisnavites. In the Rig Veda, Rudra (the Howler)
is the father of the Maruts or Rudras (wind- or

storm-gods), but no distinct cosmical function is

ascribed to him
; he is principally regarded as a

malevolent deity who by his shafts brings disease
and death on men and cattle. A plurality of

Rudras, the host of Rudras, is frequently men-
tioned in the following period, and has never been

forgotten ; in classical mythology the number of

Rudras is eleven, but in addition to them Rudra
is surrounded by hosts of spirits, called his ganas
and pramatluts. He thus appears as the leader of

troops of beings greatly inferior, yet similar, to

himself; it may therefore be assumed that from
the beginning he was the representative of a class,
or rather classes, of evil spirits, and that the many
Rudras wliom the Satariidrlya mentions have all

been blended in the conception of the one Rudra,
who is present in woods, streams, desert places,
etc. A similar process seems to have gone on in

the later Vedas and the Brdhmanas ; for other
terrific gods, notably various forms of Agni,
conceived not as the sacrificial fire but as the
destructive element, have been combined with
the original Rudra. As mentioned above, the

^atapcitha Brdhmana states that Agni was called

Sarva by the Prachyas, and Bhava by the Vahikas ;

but in the Atharva Veda, Bhava and Sarva are
distinct gods, similar to Rudra, while, as early as
the Vdjasaneyl Samhitd, Bhava and Sarva occur as
names of Rudra, and in classical literature they
are common synonyms of Siva. It is therefore a

plausible conjecture that other names or epithets
of Siva, besides Bhava and Sarva, orijjinally
denoted distinct deities who were blended M'itli

him into one great god, Mahadeva. Thus his

ei)ithets Nilagriva, Sitikantha, Nilalohita, of

^yhich the two first names occur already in the

Satariidrlya of the Vdjasaneyi and Taittiriya
Saihhitds, belong to fire (as first pointed out by
Weber, Indische Studien, 1850-98, ii. 20), and desig-
nate some forms of a fire-god merged in Rudra.

Girisa and similar epithets of Rudra in the

Satariidrlya, Avhich have become names of Siva in
later mythology, seem to indicate that he was
identified with the mountain-sprite, or that he
absorbed, as it were, into his character the anonym-
ous mountain-goblins born of the imagination of

hill tribes in India and other parts of the world.
Rudra-Siva is therefore intimately connected with
the mountains, especially with the Himalaya ;

indeed Megasthenes remarks that Dionysos (Siva)
is worshipped in the hills, and Herakles (Krsna) in

the plains. His character as god of the mountains

may have made him the favourite god of the

people of Southern India ; but a more potent
cause was probably the 'devil-worship' common
to all Dravidians, which prepared them for the
adoration of Bhutesa. For he is also the Bhutei-

vara, the lord of ghosts in general (bhiltas), and
especially of those who haunt cemeteries. Con-
nected with the latter are the sorcerers, yogins,
who practise their awful rites in places haunted by
such spirits, and were imagined thus to acquire
power over them. Siva is also the master of the

yogins as YogUvara, and hence is believed to prac-
tise yoga. The garland of skulls which Siva wears,
the corpse on which he is seated, the terrific shape
in which he is adored as Mahakala, the destructive

god of time, death as well as the vanquisher of

death (Mrtymijayg,)
—all these items are so many

indications that Siva was regarded first as the

ruler, and then as the representative of the vast
and various classes of demonic beings who were
created in the imagination of the superstitious by
the fear and av/e inspired by everything relating
to death and the dead.

Though the concept of Rudra-Siva seems to have
had an almost unlimited power of assimilating,
and thereby absorbing, kindred spirits and godlings
of the popular creed, still gods of a well-defined per-

sonality or of distinct functions were not subject
to this process of assimilation, however like they
might be to Siva in character and perhaps even in

origin. Thus Kuraara and Ganesa, notwithstand-

ing their striking affinity with Siva, have not been

merged in Mahadeva.
It will have been remarked that most of the

elements which coalesced with Rudra were
malicious spirits ; still 6iva is not an exclusively

malignant deity. Probably it was thougiit that

as leader and king of those sinrits he might be

appeased, and thus the harm apprehended from
his subjects be averted, just as a chief of robbers

is bought off by blackmail (Rudra is called 'lord

of robbers
'

in the Satariidrlya). Therefore he is

given auspicious names as Mrda (cf. Paiiini, iv. 1,

49) and Siva, 'the Gracious'; the latter has be-

come the most usual name in classical mythology.
Finally, mention nmst be made of a prominent

feature of the Siva-cult, viz. that he is worshipped
under the form of the liiiqa or j^hallus. It can

hardly be doubted that phallic worship was once a

wide-spread popular cult in India, but how it came
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to be connected with Siva we are at a loss to under-

stand. But a curious niytliolog,ical jiarallel may
be noticed in this connexion. Siva impersonates
death as Mahakdla, but he is also the vanquisher
of death as Mrtyuiijaya ; simihirly he imperson-
ates the generating power worsliipped in tlie lihqa,
but he also destroys the god of sexual love, Kama.

Siva's consort, liudrani or MrdiTnl, is known by
many names, as Devi, Umil, (Jauri, ParvatT,

Durga, ]>liavani. Kali, Kapalini, Chamunda. Un-
like the wives of other gods, she is a very pro-
minent figure in classical mythology, and may be
said to be scarcely inferior to Siva himself. Her
equality of rank with her husband is naively ex-

pressed in the dual form of this divinity, the
A rdhanilrUrara, of which one half is male and^tlie
other female, representing the right side of Siva
and the left of Devi. Tlie great number of names
of this goddess and the diversity of her character

(benignant, awful, cruel, horrible) render it prob-
able that, like Siva, she is a combination of many
deities. One of her names, Kiimnrl (Kanyaku-
mari in Taittirlya Jlnnii/nkn, 10, 1, 7),

—after

which the southernmost point of India, Cape
Comorin, is supposed to have been called since the
time of the Periplus,

—seems to be given her as a
female counterpart or equivalent of Kumara, prob-
ably as the representative of the Ku maris who en-

snare little children. Malignant spirits are of botii

sexes ; the representative of female sprites must be
a goddess, as they could not well coalesce with a
male deity. Therefore, if Kumara be the repre-
sentative of the Kumaras, Kumari may be assumed
to be the representative of the Kumaris. Similar

may have been the origin of Ambika, who in the

Vujasnneyl SamhitCi is caUed the sister of Kudra,
but in later mythology is Siva's wife ;

for Anibikd
means 'little mother'; and there are sui)erliuman
beings, both benignant and malignant, called

'mothers' (mdtaras), who are connected with
Kumara ; therefore Ambika may be assumed to

be the representative of the mothers, just as

Kumayi is that of the Kumaris.
As Siva is Lord of the Mountains {Giri.ia), so

is his spouse Liidy of the Hills (Fdrvnti). Accord-

ing to cliussical mytiiology, siva married Uma,
daughter of Himalaya; but in the Kena Upanisad,
where she is first mentioned (iii. 25), Uma Haima-
vati appears as a heavenly woman, conversant with
Brahman. Apparently she was originally an in-

dependent goddess, or at least a kind of divine

being, perhaps a female mountain-ghost haunting
the Himalayas, and was later iilentified with
Rudra's wife. A similar mountain-goddess had
her home in the Vindhyas ; she was of a cruel

character, as might be expected from a goddess
of the savage tribes living in those hills. Her
name is VindhyavasinI, and she too is identified

with Siva's wife. Other names of the latter

indicate some connexion with Agni (as was
first pointed out by Weber, IixUsvhi' StiidUn, i.

237, li. 188 f.), for Kali and Karall are names
of two of the seven tongues of Agni {Mundakn
Upanisad, i. 2, 4) ;

and these seven tongues of

Agni may be assumed, with some probalnlity, to

have been originally female demons representing
lire as the destructive and voracious element, since

they are also names of Durga as the object of a

bloody sacrificial worship. Finally, a plausible

guess of Weber with regard to Durga may be men-
tioned. He is of opinion that this goddess is con-

nected somehow with Nirrti, the Vedic goddess of

all evil, by which assumption the terrific character
of Durga would be accounted for. At any rate, it

can scarcely be doubted that several goddesses or

female demons from dillerent parts of India, and
worshipped by ditlerent classes of people, have in

the course of time been combined into one great

goddess, the spouse of f^iva, who wjis adored as
his kikti, or '

energy.' In the case of Siva and Devi
the syncretistic tendency of mythology as a most
powerful factor in the formation of Indian gods is

beyond question ; but the same fat;tor has also
been at work, as we saw above, in the case of the

sun-god, of Kumara, an(j perhaps of Ganesa.
The cult of lludra-Siva and of his consort,

origimilly, perhaps, chiclly the property of tribes

loosely or not at all connected witli Brahmanical

society, has in course of time been fully brahman-
ized, in the same way as the cult of Vi.snu and his

avatdras, by being based partly on the doctrines
of the Upani^sads, partly, however, on indei)en<lent
systems of Saiva philosophy. Thus tl;e worship
of the two Supreme Gods, Vi.snu and Siva, under
a great variety of shapes, represents the highest
form of religion of Brfilimanical India ; but at the
same time some sects claiming to worship the
same Supreme Gods are addicted to debauchery
and gross immorality, Jind thus exhibit religion in

its most degraded form.
In conclusion, it may be remarked that we have

left out of sight the great un-Brahmanical re-

Iigion.s, Buddhism and Jainism, which must be
treated in sej)arate articles ; yet it cannot be
doubted that they have in many ways influenced
Brahmanism. Buddhistic ideas, especially, have
been adopted and adapted by Brahmanical thinkers
and religious men, and they survived in their

systems and creeds long after Buddhi.sm itself

declined and decayed in India.

Besides the elements of religious life described
in this article, there were other social forces at
work which had a great influence upon the de-

velopment of Bralimanisni, viz. the system of
caste and the organization of the family. But as
these subjects have an interest of their own, dis-

tinct from their religious aspect, they must be
treated in separate articles.
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BRAHMA SAMAt. — I. Introduction. —The
Brahma Samaj (Brdntna Samdja) is a theistic

reforming movement, springing from Hiiuluism,
which appeared in Calcutta about eighty jears
ago, and has had rather a changeful and eventful

history, in the course of which it has exercised a

large influence in Bengal and slighter inlluence in

other parts of India. The name,
' Brahma Samaj,'

is a Bengali phrase which may be translated

'Society of Brahman,' Brdhma being an adjective
formed from Brahman, a neuter sul)stantive used
in Hindu philosophical language for '

(i(jd,' whether
conceived as the impersonal Divine Being of the
stricter Vedanta or the personal God of Kamfinuja's
system. Samaj usually means a society that is an

organism rather than a mere association. The
name shows that the movement has close con-

nexions with the religious pa.st of India. This is

•true, first, in the .sense that much that has been

taught in the Samaj has come straight out of

ancient Hinduism; and, secondly, in the sense that
it is but one of the latest of a very long series of

attempts to produce a pure spiritual religion which
mark Hindu history almost from the beginning.
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The Upanisada themselves are the deposit of the
first great movement in the direction of pure
spirituality. The Vedanta and Yoga systems
and the theistic sects known as Bhagavatas,
Pilsupatas, and Pancharatras followed ; and the

Bhagavad-GitCi is the expression of a similar move-
ment in Krsna-worship. The modern Bhakti move-
ments both in North and in South India, with
their literature in the various vernaculars, had
similar ends in view. But the impact of Europe,
and especially of Christianity, started new cur-

rents of religious thought of great force during
the 19th century. Of these the earliest is the
Brahma Samaj. Later came the Arya Samaj (q.v.)
and other movements of less importance. Towards
the close of the century there came a great revival

of orthodox Hinduism. The Brahma Samaj is not

only the earliest of the group, but is also a much
more direct and legitimate result of Christian
influence than the others.

2. History of the movement : antecedents.—Kam
Mohan Ray (JRdmamohana Rdi) (1772-1833), who
founded the Bralima Samaj, was the son of a

Bengali Brahman landowner, and received, in

addition to the ordinary school education in Bengali,
a thorough training in Persian and Arabic, which

brought him into contact with Muhammadan
thought. Consequently, when he was only fifteen

years of age, his outspoken condemnation of

idolatry led to his having to leave his father's

house. He travelled in Tibet learning Buddhism,
settled at Benares to master Hinduism, and, finally,

through the study of English and intimacy with
an Indian civilian named Digby, became acquainted
with Christianity. Thereafter, in 1804, he gave
expression to his religious convictions in a pamphlet
in Persian, Tuhfatul Muwahhlddin,

' a Gift to

Deists.' It is a brief and arid argument against
all formal religions, and in favour of deism. For
some ten years after this he held a financial position
under Government, and gave most of his energy to
his duties, amassing a fortune for himself the while ;

yet he continued his religious inquiries and discus-
sions in his leisure, and suffered a good deal of

persecution in consequence.
In 1814, now a man of forty-two, he left the

service of the Company and settled in Calcutta.
Fourteen years of varying experimental effort

followed—effort spent in the study of Hindu
philosophy and Christianity, in the publication of

pamphlets and books, and in struggles for social
reform. Shortly after _settling in Calcutta, he
established (in 1815) the Atmlya Sabhd, or Spiritual
Association. JSIeetings were held weekly, at which
texts from the Hindu Scriptures were recited, and
hymns composed by Ram Mohan and his friends
were chanted ; but the society did not last long.
He published translations of the Veddntn-sTdras
and of certain Upanisads, in Bengali and English.
Then followed, in 1820, The Precepts of Jesus, the
Guide to Peace and Happiness, being a catena of

passages from the teacliing of Jesus. It is as

deplorable as it was inevitable that Christian
missionaries should have condemned this most
remarkable work, pregnant as it was with pro-
phecy for the religious future of the Hindu people.
Ram Mohan early made the acquaintance of the

Serampore missionaries, and indeed gave them
both advice and help in the translation of the New
Testament into Bengali. Questions arose as to the

meaning of certain passages, and collaboration
ceased ; but one of the missionaries, the Rev. W.
Adam, sided with Ram Mohan, and finally became
a Unitarian. In consequence of this a Unitarian
Committee was formed in Calcutta, consisting of
four Indians and six Europeans ; and Adam
became the pastor and missionary of the society.
A house was rented, and Unitarian services were

conducted in it in English. A press was founded,
and a good deal of literature was put into circula-

tion. Educational methods were also used. Ram
Mohan found most of the money required for the
work. These efforts were carried on for several

years, but with little success. The attendance at
the services dwindled to almost nothing ; and in the
other parts of the work Ram Mohan's autocracy
rendered Adam's position practically impossible.
The Mission collapsed.

3. First period, 1828-1841 : Ram Mohan Ray :

Deism.—The failure of the Mission was the
occasion of the bii-th of the Samaj. At the

suggestion of two friends, Ram Mohan decided to

start an Indian service. A house was rented in

Chitpore Road, and the first meeting was held on
20th August 1828. The name at first was Brdhma
Sabhd, but it was soon altered to Brdhma Samaj.
Besides Ram Mohan himself, the leading spirits

were, first the wealthy triumvirate. Prince Dwarka
Nath Tagore {Dvdrakandtha Thdkur), Kali Nath
Ray of Taki, Jessore (Kdlindtha Bdi), and
Mathura Nath Mullick of Howrah (Mathuranatha
Midlick), and then Prasanna Kumar Tagore
[Prasannakumdra Thdkur), Chandra Sekhar Deb
[Chandrasekhara Deva), and Ram Chandra Bidya-
bagish (Bdinachandra Vidydvdglia). The society
met every Saturday evening from 7 to 9. The
service was divided into four parts : the recitation

of texts from the Vedic hymns, the reading and
translating into Bengali of passages from the

Upanisads, the delivery of a sermon in Bengali,
and tiie singing of hymns accompanied \nth.

instrumental music. Only Brahmans were allowed
to lead in the service. Two Telugu Brahmans
were set apart for reciting the hymns, while
Utsabananda Bidyabagish [tJtsavdnanda Vidyd-
vdgisa) was appointed to read from the Upanisads,
and Ram Chandra Bidyabagish to translate them
into Bengali.
The attendance from the outset proved satis-

factory, there being usually sixty or seventy
persons present. Ram Mohan insisted that the

Avorshippers should wear suitable dress, and went
so far as to prescribe a definite costume. The
utmost care was taken to keep the whole proceed-
ings within the bounds of Hinduism. The Vedas
were chanted from a sort of ante-chamber, so that

they might not be polluted by contact with the

vulgar. This was not merely a diplomatic move.
The leader was deeply impressed with the need of

making the movement genuinely national, and he
believed he was restoring Hindu worship to its

pristine purity. Yet now, as before, his advocacy
of spiritual religion brought him much opposition
and persecution. The new society had a very
loose organization : there were the four reciters

and a secretary, but there were no conditions of

membership. The finances were found partly by
subscription, the rest being supplied by Ram
Mohan himself and the Prince.

It is plain on the very surface that the movement
was largely inspired by Christianity.

The weekly
congregational worship (now first mtroduced into

Hinduism), consisting of the
reading

of the

Scriptures, a sermon, and the singing of hymns, is

quite sufficient proof. Prayer seems to have had
a very subordinate place, if it had any place at all,

in the service ; but that is sufficiently explained

by Ram Mohan's deistical turn of mind, and by the

absence of prayer from the Hindu philosophical

systems.
Already the forces of reaction were organizing

themselves against Ram Mohan. To fight the

Brdhma Sabhd and Ram Mohan's social crusade,

the Dharma Sablid, or Religion Association, was

formed, and a newspaper was published to support
the orthodox cause.
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Very soon after the founding of the society a

site was bouj^ht in Chit pore Koail, and a building,

specially designed for the use of the Saniaj, ^vas

erected. It was opened on the 23rd of January
1830, a date wiiicii has ever since then been
celebrated annually by all Bralunas with great
enthusiasm. The Trust Deed of the building is

rather a reniarkal)le document. The following
extract will be read with interest :

'To be used ... as a place o( public meeting of all sorts ami
descriptions of people without distinction a.s shall behave and
conduct themselves in an orderly sober religious and devout
manner for the worship and adoration of the Kternal Unsearch-
able and Immutable Being who is the Author and Preserver of

the Universe but not under or by any other name designation
or title peculiarly used for and applied to any particular Being
or Beings by any man or set of men whatsoever and that no

graven image statue or sculpture carding painting picture
portrait or the likeness of anything shall be admitted within
the said building . . . and that no sacrifice . . . shall ever
be permitted therein and that no animal or living crr-ature

shall within or on the said premises be deprived of life . . .

and that in conducting the said worship and adoration no

object animate or inanimate that has been or is . . . re-

cognized as an object of worship by any man or set of men
shall be reviled or slightingly or contemptuously spoken of

. . . and that no sermon preaching discourse prayer or

hymn be delivered made or used in such worship but such as

have a tendency to the promotion of the contemplation of the
Author and Preserver of the Universe to the promotion of

charity morality piety benevolence virtue and the strengthen-
ing the bonds of union between men of all religious persuasions
and creeds."

Religion was the chief, but by no means the

only, interest of Kam Mohan's active mind. He
was an eager social reformer, and worked hard

against polygamy, and in favour of the marriage
of Hindu widows. But no social question stirred

him so much as satl, the burning of Hindu widows.
For the abolition of this inhuman custom he wrote
and spoke and toiled for many years, and finally
had the joy of seeing it put down by Lord Bentinek
on the 4th of December 182'J, six weeks before the

opening of the Brahma building.
Now that the battle against satl was won,

and the Brahma Samaj not only established but

comfortably housed in a building of its own. Ram
Mohan thought he might safely carrj' out his Ion"
meditated plan of a voyage to England. He had
\NTitten to his friend Digby about this project as

early as 1817. Many reasons would unite to urge
him to go. Realizinji

to the full the meaning of

the introduction of Christianity and of Eurojiean
thought and method into India, he was natural

Ij'

most eager to see with his own eyes the land and
the people which were destined to help so largely
in the rejuvenation of his own. There were also

a number of questions on which he hoped to

influence the Government at home, notably the

great problem of the renewal of the Charter of the
East India Company. The old Emperor of Delhi,
now a pensioner of the Company, wished him to

plead liis cause with the home authorities, and
with this in view gave him the title of Rdjd. Ram
Alohan undertook the task.

Before sailing for England in November 1830,
Ram Mohan appointed three trustees to look after

the Samaj : Maharaja Ram Nath Tagore, Kali
Nath Munshi, and his own son, Radha Prasad.
Visambar Das became secretary. The services

were conducted as before ; only the day of meeting
was changed from Saturday to Wednesday; and
this rule obtains in the old building to this day.
In arranging to cross the ocean. Ram Mohan took

great care to preserve his caste. He took two
Hindu servants with him, one of them being
required to cook his food in accordance with caste

regulations.
Ram Mohan, now Raja Ram Mohan Ray, was

received in England with the greatest warmth and
honour by the ptiblic generally, by leading Uni-
tarians and other religious men, and by the chief
statesmen of the day. He exercised a much

greater inlluence than he could have ever hoped to

do ; and at the same time came into such close

living touch with the best in English life as to be

deeply intliienced him.self. But, to the great
sorrow of his friends, he was taken ill, and died at

Bristol on the 27 th of September 1833.

He was a man of unusually wide sympathies and
of large judgment. Ho realized, as very few men
did in his day, the immeasurable results that were
destined to now from the association of England
with India, and believed that India would reap
very great good therefrom. He also looked forward
to India's becoming a Christian country : the exact

meaning of this prophecy is discussed below. On
the other hand, he realized to the full that no real

blessing could come to India by the mere adoption
of Western things unchanged. India, he said,
would inevitably remain Indian. No gift from the
outside could be of any real value except in so far

as it was naturalized. His lon^ Ixjld struggle, on
the one hand, for religious and social purity, for

etlucational progress and journalistic freedom, and
his brilliant literary work and unchanging fidelity
to Indian ideals, on the other, had made him not

only the most prominent of all Indians, but the
one man able to stand between Indians and
Englishmen as interpreter and friend.

His death caused dismay in the infant Society
which he had left behind in Calcutta, and many of

those who at first took part in its work fell away.
Prince Dwarka Nath remained a staunch friend,
but the chief stay of the whole work was Ram
Chandra Bidyabagish, who took charge of the
services. Yet the cause steadily decayed. Had
it not been for the liberality of the Prince, the
current expenses could not have been met.

In 1838, however, five years after the great
leader's death, Prince Dwarka Nath's youthful
son, Debendra Nath Tagore (Devendrandtha
Thdkur) passed through a very decided spiritual

change, which made him a consecrated man for the
rest of his life. He was then twenty years of age.
Next year he gathered a few serious-minded young
men round him and formed the Tattvaboilhini

Sabful, the 'Truth-learning Association.' They
met'once a week in his house for the discussion of

religious questions, tmd once a month for wor-

shii).

4. Second period, 1841-1865 : Debendra Nath
Tagore: Indian theism.—In 1841, Debendra and
his friends joined the Brahma Samaj, and the

young man was soon recognized as leader. Then
the tide turned, and anew period of growth and
fruitful labour opened for the Samaj. The Tattva-
bodhini Sabhd, however, was not merged in the

Samaj, but continued to do most valuable work as
its auxiliary for many years.

A Vedic school, the
Tattvnbodhini Pdtlmun, was opened, to train

young men as Brahma missionaries, but also with
a view to arrest the progress of Christianity, now
making considerable headway in Calcutta under
DuH's leadership. From beginning to end Debendra
wished to be a Hindu, and, unlike Ram Mohan,
believed that India hud no need of Christ. In 1843
the society's monthly paper, the Tdttvnbodhini

Patrikd, the 'Truth-learning Journal,' began to

appear. It was edited by a friend of Debendra,
Akshay Kumar Dutt {Akshdyakumdra Datta),
one of the greatest of Bengali prose- writers, and
soon l)ecame a very influential paper, leading many
thinking men towards the main ideas of theism.
Debendra saw that the Samaj required to be

more carefully organized ; that, if it was to be a

permanent and growing influence, it must have a

regularly appointed ministry and definite rules of

membership. Bj- the end of 1843 he had drawn
up what is known as the Brahma Covenant, a
short series of solemn vows to be taken by all who
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wished to become members of the Samaj. The
most important of these vows were promises to
abstain from idolatry and to worship God by
loving Him and by doing such deeds as He loves.

The old reciter, Kam Chandra Bidyabagish, was
now formally set apart as dchdrya, i.e.

' minister
'

;

and Debendra and twenty of his friends solemnly
took the vows of the Covenant before him. The
conscientious observance of these vows involved a

good deal of trouble and difficulty. Debendra
himself had to leave the paternal mansion and
wander in the fields when any of the domestic
ceremonies were being performed, as they were full

of idolatry. At the same time a brief form of

prayer and adoration, known as Brahmopasana,
i.e. 'worship of Brahman,' was compiled, and
became the norm for the services. This intro-

duction of prayer is a most noteworthy point.
The work of the Vedic school began to bear

fruit. By 1844, Debendra was able to send out
a number of young missionaries, and samajes
began to appear outside Calcutta. From time
to time Debendra himself also travelled and
preaclied in the chief towns of the north, from
East Bengal to the Panjab. By the year 1847 the
number of covenanted Brahmas had grown to 647.

The Samaj tended to become a Vedic sect. In
1845 the Tattvabodhini Patrikd declared that the
Vedas were the sole foundation of their belief ;

and in 1846, Debendra said :

' We consider the

Vedas, and the Vedas alone, as the standard of

our faith.' But many serious questions arose
about the text, the interpretation, and the inspira-
tion of the Vedic hymns and the Upanisads.
Dutf had twitted Brahmas with believing in the

infallibility of the Vedas. Consequently four
scholars were deputed to go to Benares so that
each might study and copy one of the four Vedas
and might return to Calcutta with the fruit of his

labours.

Debendra steeped himself in the Upanisads,
and compiled from them in 18.50 a volume of ex-
tracts for use in the services of the Saniixj. This
volume, named Brahma Dluirma,

'

Religion of

Brahman,' contains what is known as the vija, or
'

seed,' a brief outline of Brahma doctrine in four
statements ; the Bralundpdsana, or order of ser-

vice ; and then a selection of passages from the

Upanisads, followed by passages from other
Hindu books. Later an exposition of Brahma
doctrine was added by Debendra.
Meanwhile the results of the labours of the four

Vedic students had become available. After mucli
discussion the doctrine of the infallibility of the
Vedic literature Avas abandoned, and it was decided
that only those parts were to be accepted as true
which harmonized with pure theism. As Keshab
Chandra Sen afterwards said, 'The Vedas were
thrown overboard by Babu Debendra Nath Tagore,
and the Brahma Samaj bade farewell to Vedant-
ism.' This happened in 1850. The Samaj thus
found itself without an authoritative sacred stand-

ard, and was thrown back on natural religion.
This raised the whole problem of religious know-
ledge. At first no definite theorj'^ was advanced,
but within a few years the leaders found it possible
to express themselves ; and the Brahma doctrine
came to be this, that our knowledge of God has
two sources. Nature and Intuition.
The faith of the Samaj at this time may be

summed up in the following six propositions :

(1) God is a personal being with sublime moral attributes.

(2) God has never become incarnate.

(3) God hears and answers prayer.
(4) God is to be worshipped only in spiritual ways. Hindu

asceticism, temples, and fixed forms of worship are

unnecessarj'. Men of all castes and races may worship
God acoeptobly.

(5) Repentance and cessation from sin is the only way to

forgiveness and salvation.

(6) Nature and Intuition are the sources of knowledge of
God. No book is authoritative.

It is noticeable that the doctrines of the Father-
hood of God and the immortality of the human soul

had not as yet found their way into the creed.

The Samaj had proved itself a progressive move-
ment ; but circumstances were now approaching,
which were destined to accelerate the rate of

progress for a time. In 1857 a young man named
Keshab Chandra Sen [Kekivachandra Sena) joined
the Samaj. He was not a Brahman, but belonged
to an influential and well-to-do family of the

Baidya caste and of the Vaisnava sect of Hindu-
ism, and he had received a good modern education.
He had suffered from religious melancholy, but

through prayer had found peace. For two years
he took no active part in the work, but from 1859
he threw himself into it with great energy, Keshab
Chandra Sen had to endure serious persecution
for the sake of his faith. Debendra took a great
liking to this gifted young man, while Keshab
looked up to Debendra with love and reverence.
From this time they enjoyed five years of strenuous,

yet happy and harmonious, Avork together.
The Brahma Vidyalaya, or School, was opened—

a sort of informal Theological College. Keshab
lectured in English on the philosophy of Theism,
while Debendra discussed in Bengali the theology
of the Brahma Samaj, with the double result

that Brahma doctrine was more clearly formu-

lated, and a number of young men received a very
useful theological training. Keshab's capacity
as a lecturer in English became known, so that
he frequently addressed audiences both of Brahmas
and of others in Calcutta, in English, and occa-

sionally took a tour in the country.
The year 1860 produced large results in social

reform. Keshab formed the Saiigat Sabhd, or
'

Friendly Association,' the meetings of Avhich were
noAV devotional, now given up to the discussion
of pressing questions both religious and social.

The findings of this enthusiastic group of young
men greatly influenced Debendra himself. As a
result of the reasons urged by them, he gave up
wearing the sacred Brahmanical thread. He also

took up the Avhole question of domestic cere-

monies. Every noticeable event in Hindu family
life is marked by the careful performance of

ancient traditional rites, all of which are tainted
with references to the gods of Hinduism and with
idolatrous practices. Debendra set to work to

purge his own family of idolatry ;
and also worked

out, for the use of the Samaj, new or modified
rites whence everything heathen and idolatrous

had been eliminated. These are known as Brahma
rites; the manual is the Anushthdn Paddliati;
and I3rahmas who use them in their families are

knoAvn as 'Anushthanic Brahmas.' At Keshab's

suggestion the Samaj also began to follow the

example of Christian philanthropy, and gathered

money and food for the famine-stricken.

After leaving college, Kesliab liad obtained a

post in the Bank of Bengal. In 1861 he gave this

up in order to devote his whole time and energy
to the work of the Samaj. Several of his followers

belonging to the Saiigat Sabhd followed the

example of his self-sacriflce, among them his

life-long friend and biographer, Prat.ap Chandra
Mozoomdar (Pratdpachandra Majicmclar). The
Indian Mirror Avas started, that the movement

might have an English journal for the expres-
sion of its vieAvs ; and the Calcutta College Avas

founded—the earliest attempt made by a native

of India to found a college for English education.

Next year (1862) Debendra resoh-ed to honour
his brilliant young friend by giving him the

place in the Samaj Avhich his great capacities
deserA-ed. Hitherto only Brahmans had been
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allowed to lead in the services ; and while De-
bendra liiiiiself was the nchdnja, or 'minister,'
the other two who took jtart in tlie services were
called upachdri/as, or '

iindcr-uiiiiisters.' Deiiendra
decided to ordain Kcshab, non-lJrahuian thouj^h he

was, and to give him the full title dchdrya. It

was also arranged that iienceforward no ' minister'
should be allowed to wear the sacred thread. The
steady pressure of rational principles, urged largely
in the Saiigat SabhCi, haa Itrought Dcbendra to

this notable advance. Keshab liad to struggle
and to dare before he succeeded in being allowed
to bring his young wife, in defiance of all Hindu
custom, to the solemn service in which he was
set apart as dchdrya ; but his courage produced
fruit, for from this time Brahmas began to give
their wives more liberty, and the u])lifting of

the women of India was thus heljjed onward.
From this time Debendra was known as the

pradhdn dchdrya, or 'chief minister.'

Two years later, Keshab took a more extended
tour. Among other places he visited Bombay and
Madras, and was received with so much honour
and enthusiasm that he was able to draw men out
who afterwards founded samdjcs in these great
cities. His brilliant success on this tour, and the
wide outlook which the journey gave him, first sug-
gested to his mind the idea of a Society represent-

ing the whole of India— a Brahma Samaj of
India.

But the pace at which affairs were moving was too
fast for some of the older members, and Debendra
himself began to be afraid that Kesliab and the
other progressives would lose spiritual religion in

their zeal for change. As we have seen, Debendra
had gone a long way in the matter of reform ;

yet there were several i>oints on which his Hindu
prejudices had not given way. He disliked inter-

caste marriages, and he could not endure tlie

marriage of widows. Then the two men looked
at the whole matter from diflerent points of view.
Debendra regarded social questions as secondary
in comparison with religion, and wished to initiate

no change unless it was absolutely necessary.
This explains his unwillingness to drive men by
regulation to give up the sacred thread.* Keshalt,
on the other hand, saw clearly that the social

health of the people demanded radical change.
There were also religious tlillerences. Debendra's
was a deeply devotional nature, but he was still

Hindu in temperament, and the great facts of sin

and repentance ditl not obtrude themselves much
in his prayers or his teaching ; while Keshab was
keenly alive to the ethical side of religious ex-

perience, and was daily coming more under the
influence of Christ.

During Keshab's absence on his long tour, the
more conservative spirits gained an increasing
hold of Debendra; two parties began to api>ear
more distinctly in the Sanu'ij, and suspicion was
soon rife between them. Attempts were made to

heal the breach, but without result. Debendra
was determined to resist Keshab. The cyclone of

5th Oct. 1864 so damaged the building that it

became necessary to hold the services in De-
bendra's house, and he took the opportunity to

allow updchciryns wearing the sacred thread to

officiat«.t Kesiiab and his party protested, but
received no satisfaction. Finally, they sent De-
bendra what was really an ultimatum. It con-
tained three points, out only one had any
significance, viz. the old demand that no man

* The equivocal position o( Debendra's family makes his
defence of caste practice the more piquant. They have
Brahman birth, wealth, and high character ; yet they are known
as Pirali Brahmans, for the family was outcasted Xonf, ago on
account of some contact with Muhammadanism.

t Pratap puts this event in 1865, Lemard's chronology would
put it in 1863, but the cyclone gives us the true date.
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wearing the sacred thread should be allowed to
lead the devotions of the Samaj. Debendra felt

it to be his duty to refuse ; and Kesiiab and
his party withdrew, leaving all the property of
the Samaj behind them. The date was Feb.
1865. Kesiiab Mas only twenty-seven years of

age, and Debendra, wiio had already been a re-

ligious leader for twenty-four jears, was only
forty-seven. He had still forty jears of lih;

before him. At tiiis lime tiicre were only a few
samdjcs in existence outside (,'alcutta.

5. Third period, 1865-1878: Keshab Chandra
Sen : universal theism : the two Samajes.— Kesiiab
did not organize a lU'w Samaj at once, but sjient
some eighteen montlis in seeking to rally sym-
patiij' and supporters to his cause. He had carried
the Ituliiin Mirror with liim. He started a ver-
nacular i)aiier called J)hnrm/i Tultrn,

' the Truth
of lieligion,' in opposition to Debendra's paper, the
Tattvabodhini Putrilcd. Both were used vigorously
in favour of his jiarty. He toured in East Bengal
and lectured in Calcutta. Early in 1866 a copy
of Seeley's Eccc Homo fell into his hands, and
greatly stimulated his thought. He was already
deeply impressed by Christ ; this made his heart
overflow. He delivered a lecture on 5th May
in the theatre of the Medical College on 'Jesus
Christ: Europe and Asia.' It is no theological
discour.se, but a manly appeal to his fellow-

countrymen and to Europeans to listen to the

teaching of Ciirist and to imitate Him. The most
notable point in the address was tlie calling of
attention to the fact tliat Jesus was an Asiatic.
Kesiiab got at the heart of his audience by the

appeal founded on that telling fact. He speaks of
Clirist's 'extraordinary greatness,' His 'super-
natural moral heroism '

; but nowhere does he

depart from the strictest theistic position. Yet
the enthusiasm for the character of Christ and
tiie very iiigii estimate of His influence which the
lecture expres-sed led many to believe that Kesiiab
was about to become a Christian. At least one

young man was won by this lecture to the

spiritual life, and afterwards to the position of a
Braiima missionary— I'yari Mohan Chundiiuri.
On 11th Nov. 18()6 a meeting was held to form

tiie new society. It was opened with a ratiier

startling religious service. Besides the usual prayer
and hymns, it included the reading of pas.sages
from the Hindu, Christian, Muhammadan, Zoro-

astrian, and Confucian Scriptures. Kesiialj's dis-

tinctive ideal, the rising aljove the limitatirms of

the Hindu system to a rational faith wliicli siiould

give comjilete social and intellectual freedom, was
thus set fortii in a waj- which no one could mis-
understand. His immediate object, however, was to

receive the adhesion of all Brahmas in every part
of India to the organization wliicii he proposed
to form. Hence the following resolutions, wiiich

were put to the meeting and carried unanimously :

(1) That the Brahma Samaj of India be estalilishevl for the
admission of all Brfthmas, and for the nide propagation
of the religion.

(2) That this asiitx-iaiion V>e bound to preserve the purity and
universality o! its rc'llirion.

(3) That jieo|ile of l>oth sexes, believinpr in the fundamental
principles of I'.rahmaism, shall be admissible as mfnilnrs.

(4) That mottoes and maxims agreeing with the principles of

Brahmaism be gleaned and published from the religious
writings of all nations.

(5) That a vot« of thanks be given to Debendra Xath Tagore
for the unflagging zeal he has ever exhibited, and the

indefatigable labour he has undergone for promoting
the progress of the religion.

Keshab was appointeil the .^ecretar^- of the Samaj,
and tiie further organization was left altogether
in his hand.s. From this date onward, then, we
have two societies— Debendra's organization, here-

after known as the Adi lirdhmn Samdj, or original

societj", and Keshabs new body, the Bhdrnivar-

sh'iya Brahma Samaj, or Brahma Samaj of India.
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As to tlie balance of the two parties, Mr. P. C.
Mozoomdar writes :

' The Pradlian Acliarya had
a nninber of eklerly adherents, and his accom-

plished sons, some of whom were of the same age
as Keshab, helped his cause energetically. But
there is no doubt that Keshab's enthusiasm and

genius drew all the youth and intelligence of the

community, and his important reforms attracted
the sympathy of influential outsiders.' The new
organization won to itself many earnest men
hitherto unattached to the Samaj, including a num-
ber of outstanding personalities whom Keshab had
influenced during his tour in Bombay and Madras.

In accordance with the fourth resolution as

given above, a selection of texts from the Hindu,
Buddhist, Jewish, Christian, Muhammadan, ami
Cliinese Scriptures was made and published, in 1866,
under the title Slokasahgraha, i.e. 'A Collection
of Verses,' for use in the service of the Samaj.
As Keshab's party did not yet possess a build-

ing of its own, weekly services were held in his

house in Colutola Street. The closer relation

which the new body sustained to Christianity was
indicated in these services being now regularly held
on Sunday ; while, to show their continued sym-
pathy with the old Samaj, the leaders still attended
the weekly service thei-e on Wednesday.
One of Keshab's chief cares was to form the

Mission Department. His j'oung comrades, who
had been members of the Saiigat Sabhd (see above),
became the missionaries. Including himself, there
were at this time seven or eight, the chief others

being Pratap Chandra Mozoomdar, Gaur Gabinda

Kay, Mahendra Natli Bose, Bejay Krishna Gos-

wami, and Aghar Nath Gupta. They were each
and all of them attached by the closest personal
ties to Keshab, for he had been the means through
which tliey had entered into the joy of the new
life. His enthusiasm and self-sacrifice laid hold of

them. They gave up all worldly j^rospects, and
accepted a life of poverty, strenuous work, and
persecution. But there was practically no organi-
zation. Consequently, while each man's relation
to the leader was all that could be desired, their

relations with each other were governed neither by
regular rule nor by personal attachment. In spite
of this, however, things went fairly well at first.

The missionaries went preaching and teaching in

the city and the country, and many individuals
were won for the cause, while here and there a
new Samaj was formed. But tliere were frequent
quarrels among the missionaries, personal ani-

mosities, divisions on principle and on method ; and
their leader was powerless to overcome them. He
pleaded and waited patiently for peace and bound
each man to himself, but could not compose difl'er-

ences.

The great breach with the original Samaj de-

pressed Kesiiab. He was very lonely in his separa-
tion from his friend and benefactor, Debendra.
This sadness and loneliness threw him back on
God. In prayer and fervent adoration he found
new strength. He drew the missionaries and
many others into his devotions, and with them
held long daily services in liis house. Here the
heart of the new Samaj was formed ; here the
members were united by common prayer and con-
secration into a working body. Kesliab himself

passed into an experience of religious feeling such
as he had never had before—not even at his con-
version. He had always prayed, but prayer now
became to him one of his chief joys and necessi-
ties. In this new experience Keshab freely drew
from the Vaisnavism which was traditional in

his family, and also from Christianity. The old
Hindu word bhakti, which includes both love to
God and faith in Him, became one of the watch-
words of the movement. Vaisnava modes of

worship were also introduced, musical instruments,

originally used in Chaitanya's propaganda, being
employed to accompany the singing of hymns.
The Vaisnava nagarklrtan (i.e. 'town-praise'),
or procession through the streets with flags flying
and drums beating, vdih. chorus-singing and

dancing, was taken over and used with success.

In the midst of this tempest of devotion, Keshab
drew up a Liturgy for the services of the Samaj,
which is still very widely used. Another most
useful feature, first elaborated at this time, is the

holding of annual festivals, when the whole day is

spent in fervid praj^er and worship. The Brah-
motsava (' Feast of Brahman '), the day of rejoicing
in the Lord, was first held on 2nd Nov. 1867. So the

anniversary of the opening of Ram Mohan's build-

ing, which is regularly celebrated by all Brahmas,
became the Mdghotsava (festival of the month
Mdgha) ; and the opening of Keshab's building
later led to the keeping of a third annual day
in August, the Bhddrdtsava (festival of the month
Bhddra). Nor did this satisfy Keshab's longing
for fellowship with God : a little house was found
about twelve miles from the city, where he and the
missionaries were accustomed to retire periodic-

ally to spend the time in reading, prayer, and
meditation, under rigorous rules of self-denial.

In 1867, Keshab delivered a lecture in Calcutta
on 'Great Men.' It seems to have been meant
partly to correct the misapprehensions created by
his lecture on ' Jesus Christ : Euroj^e and Asia,'

partly to give expression to his latest convictions
on the subjects of Inspiration and Revelation. His
utterances on this occasion again caused a great
deal of questioning and excitement. Debendra
recognized two sources of knowledge of God—
Nature and Intuition ; Keshab added a third—God
in history, speaking through great men. It was
surmised that he regarded himself as one of the

great men he had spoken of, one sent by God on
a special mission, and therefore to be followed,
honoured, and obeyed. Early in 1868 he left

Calcutta on a wide tour, accompanied by a number
of his young helpers. The first place visited was
Monghyr. His eloquence, his fervid piety, and his

neM' Vaisnava methods took the place by storm,
and there was a great outburst of religious emotion.
Here some of his followers began, in accordance
with the supposed ideas of his lecture on ' Great
Men,' to prostrate themselves before him and treat

him with special honour. Others protested vigor-

ously against this '

,9M?vi-worship
'

; and a serious

division began to show itself in Keshab's Samaj.
The leader said he did not wish for these
demonstrations ; yet he did not rebuke those who
practised them. As a result two of the missionaries

left him. From Monghyr he passed on to Simla,
where Lord Lawrence, drawn to him by his lecture

on Jesus Christ, received him with great kind-

ness, and discussed with him the details of a law
which he proposed to pass with regard to Brahma
marriages. On the 22nd of August 1869, Keshab's

building, styled the Mandir (Temple), in Machua
Bazaar Street, was opened for public worship with

great rejoicings. Several noteworthy men, des-

tined to be leaders, joined the Samaj at this time.

Shortly after the opening of the Mandir,
suddenly, without any warning, Keshab announced
that he intended to proceed to England. His
friends Mere considerably astonished at his proposal,
for, as there was no organization, the whole work
of the Samaj depended on him personally, and
no one knew how things would get on without
him. Keshab arranged in general how the work
was to be distributed, tue duty of editing the
Indian Mirror being laid upon Pratap. The visit

to England Avon him many new friends, and greatly
extended both his experience and his influence.
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He was received with the utmost cordiality, and
addressed larye audienees all over the eouutry.
The Queen gave him an audience. What im-

pressed liim most of all tliat he saw in Britain was
the Christian home.
On his return to Calcutta in Nov. 1870, Keshah

set himself to ailvanee social reform in several

directions. A new society was started, 'The
Indian Keform As.sociation,' and five departments
of ell'ort were resolved on : Cheap Literature,

Charity, Female Improvement, Education, Tem-
perance. Work alonj^ several of these lines was
started under the Sanulj, especially a Normal
School for {j;irls, tiie Victoria Institution for women,
an Industrial School for boys, and the Bhnnit
Asrain (Indian Kefuge), a sort of cluhhome, in

which family life was cultivated, and women and
children educated. A Beuf^ali paper, the Snlnbh
Sdmdchfiv ('Cheap News'), was jjublished weekly
at one fartliinj,', and did a f,'reat deal to stimulate
native journalism. In connexion with all this

social activity, we must note the passing of the

Brahma Mariiage Act in 1S7'2, largely as a result

of Keshab's advice and agitation.

Pratap Chandra Mozoomdar had meanwhile been

steadil}' growing in experience and strength. In

1873 he published his most noteworthy book, The
Oriental Christ, which shows great spiritual in-

sight, and also demonstrates how completely the

author's o^\'n religious life depended on Christ.

The following year he paid his first visit to

England, and was very well received.

In 1873, Keshab further defined his position with

regard to Revelation and his own place in the
Samai bv a public lecture on In.si>iration. In-

H\. - V
spiration, he declared, is the other side of prayer.
Man asks ; God gives. Iii.siiiration is not Cod
speaking by tits and starts, but a perpetual breath-

ino; of His spirit.
He felt very distinctly that opposition was

developing against him within the Saiiulj. There
were three main causes : his autocracy, his doctrine
of ade-'ih {adesa), and his attitude towards the

emancipation of women. He ruled the whole

Saniaj as sole authority, and many believed that
his lecture on ' Great Men ' was meant to suggest
that he had a right to demand obedience ;

the

party opposed to him was democratic, and wished
to establish a constitutional government in the

Saniaj. By adesh Keshab meant the direct com-
mand of (Jod laid upon him by special revelation

at certain detinite moments in his career. To his

opponents these special revelations were both

blasphemous and dangerous. They were also

eager to give their women more liberty, and
to allow tiieni to participate in university educa-
tion ; while Keshab was opposed to botii ideas.

He feared that such freedom as is enjoj'ed in

Europe would be most dangerous in India, and
desired to secure for young girls a very quiet
training, to fit them for the life of the home,
rather than the same education as their brothers
were receiving.
Keshab w.as only too conscious of all that was

going on, and in consequence fell once more, in

1875, into his old melancholy. Once again, how-
ever, he fought his way to light through prayer
and consecration. He called his followers around
him, and, declaring that the Samaj was becoming
immersed in the world, called for vairacji/n. This
is an old Vaisnava word meaning 'separation,'

separation from the world. He called for new
asceticism, for fresh vows of poverty, and himself
led the way. The daily services in his house
now became longer than ever, and a settled habit
in Keshab's life. His followers responded to his

leadership as loyally as ever, ready to do all

that he was ready to lead them into. A little

later he arranged them in four groups, calling them
devotees of yoga, bhaldi, jfulna, seva, according as

their chief method of devotion was mystic union
with God, love, knowledge, or service. The first

three are genuine Hindu ideas; the last betook
from Christianity.
But the self-consecration of the central party

failed to draw the op])Osition
back to allegiance ;

and soon an act of Keshab not only convinced
them that all their surmises were justified, but
led to an open schism. The j'oung Maharaja
of Kucli Bihar, a Native State in North Bengal,
had been carefully trainetl as a minor under

English otlicials. These men were most anxious
that he should marry a girl who would be a help
and not a hindrance to him

;
and the proposal was

made that he sIkjuKI marry Keshab s daughter.
The Mahfiraja and the girl were both under age,
and the Maharaja and his family were Hindus.
Now Keshab had been fighting against child-

marriage and heathen - marriage, and had even
seen his convictions worked into the Bralima

Marriage Act of 1872. Consequently, as soon as

the proposal was made public, Brahma opinion
made itself very distinctly heard against it. But
Keshab believed that God had told him to go on
with the weilding ; and having, as he believed,
received satisfactory guarantees that the wedding
would really be cmly a betrothal, so that the

parties would not live together until they came of

age, and that the marriage ceremonial would con-

tain nothing idolatrous, he gave his consent. But
whether through misunderstanding or through
deceit, what Keshab expected was not carried out.

He allowed himself to be hustled in the matter, and
idolatrous ceremonies were introduced in defiance

of his wishes. Keshab returned to Calcutta covered
with shame. There could be only one result. He
had flouted public opinion and had dishonoured
his own principles. The opposition now became
insistent that he should be deposed from his

position in the Samaj. A meeting was held, but
no business could be transacted. Attempts were
made to seize tlie Mandir, but failed. So the

protesters, a large body of intelligent influential

men, left the Samaj.
The Adi Samajfrom 1SG5 to 1S78.—There is very

little to say with regard to the Adi Samaj ; for it

was left with only a small group of sujiporters at

the time of the secession, and the lost ground
was never recovered. Just about the time when
Keshab left, ladies were ]iresent for the first time
at the Anniversary, and they have since attended
the services. In 1872, Debendra gave up the active

management of the Saniaj. and oetook himself to

religious retirement, his son Dvijendra {Dvijend-
ranatlui Thilkiir) being appointed dchari/a in his

jdace ; yet until the day of his death he kept in

close touch with the work of the Samai.
Statistics.—In 1878 there were already

124

saindjcs
in existence, most of them connected with

the Brahma Samaj of India. When the second
schism took place, a majority of the provincial

samdjes sympathized with the protesters.
6. Fourth period, 1878-1884: three Samajes :

Keshab's ritualistic theism. — Those who left

Keshab in 1878 were, as we have seen, a numerous

body of men, most of them men of character and
influence. Nearly all the missionaries, a number
of the other leaders, and a section of the rank
and hie remained with him ; but a large part of

the church went out. It was decided to establish

a new Samaj. All the provincial snmdjes were
consulted ; and, with the approval of the majority,
a meeting was held in the Town Hall, and the

following resolution was passed :

'That this meeting deeply deplores the wanl of a constttu-

tioual organization in the Brahma bamaj, and does hereby
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establish a Samaj to be called the Sddhdran Brahma Samdj,
with a view to remove the serious and manifold evils resulting
from this state of things, and to secure the representation of

the views and the harmonious co-operation of the general
Brahma community, in all that affects the progress and well-

being of the Theistio cause and Theistic work in India.'

An organization was sketched, consisting of four

officers and a committee containing representa-
tives of the provincial sanuijes as well as of the
Calcutta society. Services were begun in tem-

porary rooms, and aiTangements were soon com-
menced for the erection of a building. The name
sddhdran means 'general,' and is clearly meant
to suggest the catholic and democratic nature
of the new Samaj. An English and a Bengali
magazine were started to represent the views of

the society. Only those who were willing to sever

themselves so definitely from idolatiy as to give

up caste and adopt Brahma rites at their domestic
ceremonies were counted as members of the Samaj.
One fact of great importance remains to be

noted. The Samaj had many able men, but no

single man of religious genius like Ram Mohan,
Debendra, or Keshab. Pandit Siva Nath Sastri

was their most prominent man, but he did not
dwarf the others. While the Samaj maj"- not
have grown so rapidly as it would have done had
it been under a great leader, this circumstance
has made the evolution of a workable free govern-
ment a much simpler problem. Four missionaries,
Pandit Siva Nath Sastri being the leader, were
set apart for the work of the Samaj ; and a large
number of educational and religious activities

Avere commenced. A great deal of attention was

given to female education. On 22nd Jan. 1881 the
new Mandir in Cornwallis Street was opened.
The creed of the Sadharan Samaj is the same

as the creed of the original Samaj (given above
under 4), Avith the addition of the three following
articles :

C!) God is the Father of men, and all men are brothers.

(8) The soul is immortal and its progress eternal.

(9) God rewards virtue and punishes sin. His punishments
are remedial and not eternal.

Keshab's Samdj.—During the first two years
after the division there is not much to note in the

history of Keshab's church except his lectures.

He first of all discussed publicly the question,
' Am I an inspired prophet ?

' and gave a nega-
tive answer, but declared himself in the same
breath to be ' a singular man,' with special rela-

tions with heaven. ' The Lord said I was to have
no doctrine, no creed, but a perennial and per-

petual inspiration from heaven.' In another lec-

ture he dealt again with Clirist, definitely saying,
* There is such a thing as divinity in Christ,' but

explaining his words by the doctrine of Divine

humanity. The most important pronouncement,
however, of this time was a proclamation, issued
as a direct message from India's Mother. He
thus announced for the first time his adhesion to
the doctrine of the Motherhood of God. It was
that most eccentric yet most interesting ascetic.
Ram Krishna Paramhansa, who brought Keshab
to believe the doctrine.
But if these first two years were quiet and un-

eventful, 1881 opened in a diflerent way. At the

Anniversary in January, Keshab appeared, with
twelve of his missionaries around him, under a
new red banner, on which were inscribed the words,
Naha Bidhnn (Nava Vidhdna,

' New Dispensa-
tion'). On a table

lay
the four great Scriptures

of the world : the Hindu, the Buddhist, the Chris-

tian, and the Muhammadan. He proclaimed the
Brahma Samaj to be God's latest dispensation, His
new gospel sent to complete and to harmonize all

existing religions, and himself and the tAvelve

around him to be the God-appointed apostles of
the movement. Henceforth Keshab's Samaj was
known as the Church of the New Dispensation.

At a later meeting the TAvelve were solemnly
ordained for their duties. They Avere noAV Keshab's
twelve apostles ; and tliey met regularly under his

presidency as the Apostolic Durbar. Strict vows
Avere laid upon them. Four of the apostles Avefe

selected, to each of Avhom Avas entrusted tlie study
of the Scriptures of one of the four great religions.
Orders were also arranged for Avomen and girls,
for men and for boys. Each Order Avas a conse-

crated Brotherhood or Sisterhood, and Avas under
strict voAVS.

But the most striking innovation was the intro-

duction of a number of picturesque ceremonies
from Hinduism and Christianity. The purpose
Avas to adapt theism to tlie comprehension and

imagination of the common people. Several Avell-

knoAvn Hindu sacrifices Avere performed in the

Mandir, and by means of mystic explanation Avere

harmonized Avith Brahma belief. Baptism and
the Lord's Supper Avere introduced, and became

integial parts of Ncav Dispensation ritual, their

symbolism being explained in accordance Avith

Keshab's ideas. Fantastic pilgrimages to various

prophets and leaders Avere imagined and acted,
and belief in the possibility of communion Avith

these saints of former days Avas encouraged. A
sort of Calendar of the Saints Avas arranged, so

that at fixed times all the faithful might concen-

trate their thoughts on the same individuals.

Next year a Mystic Dance Avas introduced ; and,
a little later still, Keshab appeared before his

people as a juggler, performing magical feats

A\ith tree-leaves, beads, stones, Avith the Cross,
the Crescent, the Trident, and other symbols,
illustrating the equally marvellous jugglery of

NeAV Dispensation theology. All this eclectic-

ism and ritualistic sIioav naturally Avidened and

deepened the gulf betAveen Keshab and the large

party Avho had left his church.
In 1882 his doctrine underwent a further ex-

tension, or at least an unfolding. Christ had been
declared ' disdne

'

in his lecture on ' India asks,
Who is Christ?' He noAV taught the Christian
doctrine of the Trinity, declaring that the one
God existed as the Father, the Son, and the

Blessed Spirit.
' In this plane figure of three lines you have the solution of

a vast problem. The Father, the Son, the Holy Ghost ; the

Creator, the Exemplar, the Sanctifier ; I am, I love, I save ;

the Still God, the Journeying God, the Returning God ; Force,
AVisdom, Holiness ; the True, the Good, the Beautiful ; Sat,

Chit, Ananda ; Truth, Intelligence, Joy.'

He similarly adapted Hindu polytheism to

Brahma belief, speaking of the analytic process

by Avhich the idolater selects an attribute or attri-

butes of the Eternal for his particular use, and
the synthetic process Avhereby the theist reaches

the One God of the Avhole earth.

The great leader passed aAvay on 8th Jan. 1884.

He Avas a man of great natural gifts. He had

imagination, intellect, eloquence ; and he had in

a very high degree the electric personality, the

piercing speech, and the dramatic action Avhich

make the brilliant leader. But it was not these

things that most impressed his folloAvers. What
conquered them Avas his devotional life, his re-

ligious fire, the depth and sincerity of his moral
and religious nature. It Avas this that made them
folloAV him through everything, despite all his

faults. For Kesliab, having Avon them by moral

forces, led them by the passion and strength of

his religious feeling, not by any intelligible move-
ment of reason. He had enough insight and

imagination to enable him to present a case Avith

great force ; but he Avas no quiet, convincing
tliinker, far less a system-builder. His teaching,

especially during the last period, is a collection of

powerful but disjointed ideas, a heap of sparkling
stones instead of a building. He had singularly
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little organizing power. In all the work he con-

trolled, every activity depended upon his personal
relationship to the worker. Hence, a.s .soon as

the personality was withdrawn, the whole com-
bination fell in pieces. In spite of the simplicity
and generosity of his nature, there was a strain of

deep reserve, not to say concealment, in his char-

acter, which caused him trouble with those who
loved him most : he ilid not realize the wisdom of

sharing his mind with his colleagues. This trait

partly explains the confidence with which he
uttered some of his later declarations of belief,

and the amazement with which they were re-

ceived. They h.ad probably been a long time in

his mind before he gave utterance to them.
Tiie late Registrar of Calcutta University, Mr.

K. C. Banurji, always nmintaineil that Keshab
died a Christian, that in the last few months of

his life his mind changed. Mr. Banurji was very
intimate with Keshab, and he was not the man
to speak without serious evidence ;

his confident

affirmation must therefore not be abruptly dis-

missed as untrue. On the other hand, Keshab
niaintainetl such a consistent attitude to Ciirist

throughout his life, and, despite his reserve, was so

little likely to change on a point of such import-
ance and not tell liis friends, that it is difhcult

to believe that Mr. ]5anurji was not mistaken.

Pratap Chandra Mozoomdar was absent on his

second tour in the West, visiting Europe and

America, when Keshab died—a circumstance which

complicated the situation in Caloitta seriously.
In order to complete the creed of the New

Dispensation Church, three articles require to be
added to the nine of the Sadharan Samaj :

(10) God is a Trinity in Unity— Father, Son, and Spirit. God
is Mother as well as Father.

(11) Brahniaisni is not a new religion, but the essence of

all
reli^'ions,

the one universal faith
;

the Brahiua

Samaj is God"a latest Dispensation ;
and the mission-

aries are the God-appointed apostles of the new gospel.
(12) KnowKsd^'e of God comes through Inspired Men as well

as through Sature and Intuition. He reveals His will

on occasion Ui His servants by command, Ad»sh.

Statistics.—When Keshab passed away, the
number of samdjes all told was 173. There were
said to be al)out 1500 covenanted members, and
about 8000 adherents.

7. Fifth period, 1884 - 1909 : progress of the
Sadharan Samaj.—During tliis period both tlie

Adi JSamaj and the New Dispensation Church
have declined. Indeed, the old Samaj is now
almost a family aflair. Keshab's apostles still

hold bravely on, but they have a comparatively
small following in Calcutta, and their relation-

ships with snmdjcs outside are not very definite.

With Keshab's death the New Uispen.sation at
once became a staid body with an unchanging
theology, like the other two branches : the con-
trast between this period and Keshab's last

quinquennium is very marked. When he pas.sed

away, the development of 15rahma doctrine ceased.

Indeed, a blight seems to have fallen on all

three Societies ; for during the last quarter of a

century no theological work of any importance has

appeared, although hymn-writing stilt flourishes.

The Sdd/t'l ran Sn mCij.
—This h.'is gone forward , not

changing much in matters of faith or of i)ra<'tiip,
but slowly growing in numbers and in influence.

The absence of a great leader robs their annals of

great events ; and we need not linger over the
various diHicultics they have had to encounter in

working out and maintaining a constitutional

government. We shall therefore merely sketch
the position of the Samaj of to-day.
The atVairs of the Samaj are controlled by the

General Committee, which consists of 63 members,
representing Calcutta and the rest of India in

about equal proportions. The officers are a presi-

dent, a secretary, three assistant secretaries, and

a treasurer. These, with 13 others, chosen by the
General Committee, form the E.xecutive. The
general work of the Samaj tiiroughout India as
well as in Calcutta is conducted by the mission-

aries, with their two auxiliaries, the Sadhan As-
ram [St'idhana A.h-anui) and the Sebak Mandali
(Sevaka Mandali). Pandit Siva Nath Sastri,

though now well advanced in years, is still [1909]
their chief missionary. He rojiresents the Hindu
side of the Samaj. Beside him there stands a young
man of considerable promise. Hem Chandra Sircar,
who was trained in ^lanchester New College, Ox-
ford, and represents the Christian element. There
are nine other missionaries. Sita Nath Tattva-

bhushan, a well known Vedantist, is their chief
educationalist and piiiloso|)her. The Brahma
Vidijulaya, or Brahma School, is a Theological
Institution for training young missionaries. The
Sadhan Asram, or ' Work llefuge,' is a hostel

attache<l to the Mandir ; but the phrase is now
more freciuently used of the group of students and
other workers residing in the Asram who form a

society for practical service. Their work ranks
next in importance after that of the missionaries.

Similfir societies have been formed in a few places
outside Calcutta. Several notable laymen render
the Samaj large assistance in the Sebak Mandali,
or '

Lay-workers' Union.' The Samaj possesses a

press in which its publications are printed, the
Indian Messenger and the Tattra Kaumudi, i.e.
'

Moonlight of Truth,' being the two journals.
There are 43 provincial samdjes formally affiliated

with the central organization, and as many more
in fellowship, although not affiliated. There are
1044 initiated members in all ; but large numbers
of men and women are practically members,
though they have not been initiated. The activi-

ties of the Calcutta congregation, besides the

Sunday services, are the Sunday School ; the Safi-

gat Sabhii, which meets weekly and discusses re-

ligious questions ; the Theological Society ; the
Students Weekly Service, which, though not

organically connected with the Samaj, is con-
ducted in the Mandir every Saturday evening,
and draws many students to theism ; the Brahma
Girls' School ; and the City College.
The New Dispensation Samaj.—After Keshab's

death, those members of the Apostolic Durbar who
were in Calcutta met and declared that Ke.sliab

was still their leader, ami that no one could ever
take his place in the Mandir. But other members
of the missionary body who hapi)ened to be ab-

sent, notably I'ratap Chandra Mozoomdar, seri-

ously objected to this decision, and the mass of

the members stood with them. Keshab's family,
on the other hand, wished to treat the Mandir
and Keshab's pulpit as a sort of familj- preserve.

Pratap, who was by far the best known of the

missionaries, and the only one at all fitted for

being the leader of the Samai, wished to be
elected to take Keshab's place. But the Apostolic
Durbar would not agree to do that or anj-thing
else. On the one side, then, stood the quarrelling
missionaries ; on the other, the members, begging
them to be reconciled and to make arrangements
for the work and the worship of the Samaj ; and
so aOairs have continued ever since. The old

personal quarrels which Keshab was unable to

put down, and which were prevented from break-

ing up the Samaj onlj- hy his personal influence,
came uppermost, and runied everj'thing. For a
time the laity took the Mandir into their own
care, and conducted the services, excluding the
missionaries from control, because the}- would not

agree. There have been manj' attempts at re-

organization and as many failures. Once at least

the police had to be called in. There has been no

open schism, but there has been constaut dis-
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union ;
and to-day tliree competing services are

conducted under the name of the New Dispensa-
tion every Sunday ; and even so there are some
members who refuse to attend any one of the three.

The active work of the Samaj was thus brought
almost to a complete standstill, and growth be-

came impossible. The New Dispensation counts
for less and less in the life of India.

Pratap Chandra Mozoomdar, who was often

spoken of as the leader of the Brahma Samaj,
never became the acknowledged leader even of

the New Dispensation Church. His name and
influence Avere far greater in England and America
than they ever were in Calcutta and India. Fail-

ing to obtain Keshab's position, he went into

semi-retirement, editing his paper, The Inter-

preter, and WTiting elsewhere occasionally, but
seldom doing any missionary work for the Samaj
except when he appeared to deliver the annual
address in the Town Hall. His appearance at the
Parliament of Religions in Chicago in 1893 still

further widened his reputation, and he was always
a welcome speaker on Calcutta platforms, but he
was scarcely a religious force in the city. He
passed away in 1905. His funeral demonstrated
in a very remarkable manner, to one observer at

least, what a large number of fine intellectual men
were still connected with the New Dispensation
Church. Every one seemed fit to be a leader.

Since Keshab's death the fantastic elements of

his later teaching and practice have not been
obtruded on the public. The tendency is towards

simplicity except on one point : the death of

Keshab is celebrated annually as the day of the
'Ascension of the Master.'

To-day there are still a number of the old mis-
sionaries connected with the Samaj, notably Gaur
Gabinda Ray, Mahendra Nath Bose, Pyari Mohan
Chaudhury, but they do not pull together. Christ
is one of several causes of division among them.
Then there are a number of younger men who
take a prominent place, especially Prof. Beno-
yendra Nath Sen, who is a very finished speaker,
and Pramatha Lai Sen, who is an acceptable
preacher, and does a good deal of work among
young men.

Besides the Sunday services, the publishing
work of the Samaj and the educational activities

are still kept up. There is a hostel for students.
The missionaries do a good deal of visiting, keep-
ing the flame burning in families.
The Adi Samaj.—The history of the original

Samaj during the last quarter of a century is very
little more than the doings of Debendra Nath
Tagore and his phalanx of gifted sons. Yet there
are a few societies outside Calcutta which re-

tain their connexion with the Adi Samaj. The
theology of the Samaj has remained stationary
since the schism of 1865. Debendra gave up
his position after more than thirty years of

service. For thirty-three years more he lived
the life of a religious recluse ; for he survived
until 1905. He was almost exclusively under
Hindu influence, his master being Ramanuja.
To him ancient India was the cradle of all that
was pure in morals and religion. So powerful
was Hindu thought in his life, that up to the

very end he never definitely told his disciples
that he had given up the doctrine of transmigra-
tion, as practically all Brahmas have done. He
was never known to quote the Bible, and in his

printed sermons no reference to the teaching of
Christ is to be found. The direct communion of

the human soul with the Supreme Spirit was the
most salient point in his teaching. His public
life proved him to be a man not only of religious
genius and intellectual capacity, but of a peculiarly
noble and character. His long retire-

ment added to the spell he had thrown over the
minds of his fellow-townsmen. By common con-

sent he was called the Maharshi, i.e. the great
rsi, or saintly seer. The bleached complexion and
massive architecture of his face still revealed, a few
months before his death at the age of eighty-seven,
the lofty spiritual nature and the sensitive heart
which had done so much in the far-away years.
The provincial samajes.

—These continue to grow
slowly in number and influence. A few are still

in closer sympathy with the Adi Samaj than with
the more progressive bodies ; a number belong in

doctrine and worship to the New Dispensation
order, but a great and increasing majority have
their closest connexion with the Sadharan Samaj.
These distinctions, however, count for far less in

the country than they do in the metropolis ; and
a missionary is certain to receive a warm welcome
almost anywhere, no matter to which of the
branches he belongs. The Prarthana saindjes
in Western India, though not organically con-

nected with the Brahma Samaj, are on terms of

close friendship and fellowship.
These societies vary largely both in size and

vitality. A number have a considerable member-
ship, own their own building, and do a good deal
of work. Their activities follow the lines laid

down in the older bodies. They have their weekly
religious service, usually on Sunday, and some-
times a prayer-meeting besides. Keshab's original

Sahgat Sabhd (' Friendly Society ') was copied in

the Sadharan Samaj in Calcutta, and the example
has been very generally followed elsewhere. It is a
sort of Wesleyan class-meeting. The anni;al festi-

vals are celebrated with enthusiasm. A library
and some simple missionary work complete their

religious activities. But they consider their work
incomplete, if they do not advance education,

especially for girls. Some form of philanthropic
work is usually attempted also.

It will probably conduce to clearness if we
represent the theological affinities of the three

samajes graphically :

(1) God is a personal being"
with sublime moral
attributes.

(2) God has never become
incarnate.

(3) God hears and answers

prayer.
(4) God is to be worshipped

onl3' in spiritual ways. Creed
Men of all castes and 1 of.the
races may worship God

|
Adi

acceptably. Samaj.
(5) Repentance and cessation

from sin is the only way \

to forgiveness and sal- /
vation.

(6) Nature and Intuition are
the sources of know-
ledge of God. No book
is authoritative.

(7) God is the Father of men,'
and all men are brothera.

(8) The soul is immortal and
its progress eternal.

(9) God rewards virtue and
punishes sin. His pun-
ishments are remedial
and not eternal.

(10) God is a Trinity in Unity—Father, Son, and
Spirit. God is Mother
as well as Father.

(11) Brahmaism is the uni-
versal religion ; the
Brahma Samaj is God's
latest Dispensation ;

and the missionaries
are His apostles.

(12) Knowledge of God comes
through Inspired Men
as well as through
Nature and Inttdiion.
He reveals His will on
occasion to His servants

by command, Adesh.

Creed
of the
Sad-
haran

Samaj.

Creed
of the
New

/ Dispen-
sation

Samaj.
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8. Characteristics of the movement.—(a) Width,

of di])'used injluenci:, narrowness of ejfcctive range.—The IjiTihiiia Saiiifij, while claiiniiig to be a
world-wide movement, and actually making its

voice heard in Europe and America, has not suc-

ceeded in extending its ellective service beyond
India, has made no deep impression outside the

province of its birth, and even where it is

strongest has touchetl only the educated class.

There is a Urahma Mission to hill tribes in

Bengal, and a Prarthana Samaj Mission to the

depressed classes in l>ombay, but nowhere has the

movement taken a serious hold of the common
people. It is a remarkable fact that in I'JUl,

when the Samaj was already seventy-three years
old, only 4050 inhabitants of India were returned
as Brahmas in the Census papers. This, in the

case of a really indigenous movement, which has

had three men of high religious genius amongst
its leaders, is very noteworthy.

(i) Influence on India.—Ihe Samaj has exer-

cised a very great intluonce on religious opinion
all over India. The work of the Samaj has also

had a good deal of weight, especially in Bengal,
in the matter of social reform. But the number
of those who have been induced to become real

theists by the Brahma juopaganda is certainly

disappointingly small. The great success of the

revival within Hinduism has o])erated powerfully
to check the drift to Bnllimaism ; for men are

now inclined to believe that they can get as much
spiritual religion in Hinduism as in Brahmaism,
and that social reform is almost as possible within

as without the camp.
(c) Debt to Christianity.

—Brahmaism owes a

large debt to Christianity. Tlie primal impulse
came largely from Ciiristianity ; Brahma methods
are almost witliout exception Ciiristian ; Braiima
criticism of Hindu social wrongs is simply Chris-

tian criticism ; and large masses of Keshab's re-

ligious and moral teaching were taken direct from

Christ, and still fertilize Briiiima thought and
conduct in the Sadharan as well as in the New
Dispensation Samaj.
But the Church in India also owes a consider-

able debt to Brahmaism. The latter has done
much to open the Hindu mind to serious mono-
theism ;

has helped to break down prejudice

against Clirist ; like John the Baptist, has pre-

pared the way for Christianity in more than ono

centre; and lias drawn out of Himluism into

spiritual religion many an individual who has

finally found peace in the Christian Church.

[d) Relation to Hinduism and Christianity.
—

The official doctrine of the Samaj puts Hinduism
and Cliri>tianity in the general catalogue of par-
ticular religions as opposed to IJrahmaism, which
is regarded as the absolute and universal religion.
But in actual fact these two religions hold an alto-

gether ditlerent position. They are the sources of

Brahmaism. A careful survey
of the doctrines

that have been professed in the Samaj will show
that there is not one which has not been drawn
eitlier from Hinduism or from Christianity. The
frequently repeated assertion that Brahmaism is

the essence of all religions is without any basis in

fact. The Brahma system is drawn from Hinduism
and Christianity.
The next point to note is how these twin sources

are related to each other in the product. The
most cursory glance will convince any one that
the Hindu and the Christian elements stand side

by side, neither controlling the other. Indeed,
the controlling princi[>le throughout has not been
revelation, whether Hindu or Christian, but
rationalism ;

* and the elements taken from
• This became explicit in 1860, when the authority of the

Vedas was abandoned.

Hinduism and Christianity have been selected

us being in harmony with the dominant rational-

istic idea. The only complicating circumstance
is this, that the rationalism has not remained
constant, but has altered in the course of the his-

tory ; under Kam Mohan taking its colour from
Deism, under Debendra from Kamanuja, under
Keshab from Unitarianisra in the earlier pcricjd,
from Christianity in the later. Hence the clear

distinctions between the samdjes to-day.
The way in which all this came about is also

clear. There were two points on which Bam
Mohan and Keshab, the two creative leaders,
were thoroughly convinced : (1) that Christ would

yet be supreme in India;* (2) that the future

religion of India would be Indian and
loyal to

Hinduism. Un both these points, we may be cer-

tain, history will justify them. It was in the
inference they drew that they went wrong. Be-

lieving that the future religion of India would be

loyal both to Christ and to Hinduism, they im-

agined that they had only to bring the two together
and the result would be the iuture religion of

India. They both failed to see that essential

Hinduism and essential Christianity can no more
mingle than oil and water. Had they lived later,

they would not have made the mistake ; for they
were men of open mind ; and the science of

religions would have revealed the truth to them.
Hinduism is ancient not only in age, but in char-

acter. It enshrines a very early conception of

the universe—a conception which men's minds
have now outgrown. This is to the efl'ect that
time and matter and souls are as eternal as God ;

the world is a never-ending series of meaningless,
self-repeating changes ; matter is the seat of all

evil, and nature does not reveal God ; men in the
world are spirits in prison, and their only hope
is release from its toils.

Christianity, on the other hand, brings us a

conception of the universe which modern men
can believe, and which stimulates and invigorates
man's life in every direction : God is the loving
Father ; men are His children ; the world is God's

good world, prepared for the disciplining of His
children ; progress, not repetition, is the inner
secret of the world-process.
These two conceptions cannot be reconciled or

brought to act in harmony ; the one excludes the
other. The history of the Saniiij supplies a clear

illustration of the truth. Kam Mohan and De-
bendra endeavoured to keep the Samiij within the
limits of the old religion, but the outcome of the

history has been to drive Brahmas to stand out-

side the caste system altogether and to avoid
most scrupulously the touch of Hindu sacerdotal-

ism and worship. In no other way can the health
and strength of the community be secured. The
Adi Samaj has withered, because it has attempted
to remain within the caste system—has attempted
to graft Brahmaism upon Hinduism. The Christian
elements in the Bralima faith are hopelessly an-

tagonistic to the Hindu system. So Brahmas
today are as completely outside Hinduism as

Christians are.

Thus Kam Mohan and Keshab were wrong in

thinking that a new, vigorous, modern religion
could be created merely by placing a few of the

leading ideas of Christianity alongside of a few of

the leading ideas of Hinduism and allowing the
two to come together on eijual terms. In order
to rejicli the end in view, two things are indis-

pensably necessary : (1) The supremacy of Christ
must be frankly and ungrudgingly accepted. Only

* Cf. Ram Mohan Ray's Precepts of Jetxu ; the last chapter
of iliss Collet's Life and Letters of Raja Ram Mohan Hoy ; and
Keshab's two lectures on ' Jesus Christ.' Pratap's position was
precisely the same ; see The interpreter, passim.
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in this way can a system be secured which modern
men can accept, and which will produce a healthy
modern nation. Rationalism is sterile in India
as elsewhere. (2) Christ must be set forth as

coming not to destroy Hinduism, but to fulfil it ;

not as the enemy, but as the consummator of the

religion. For, while the basal conceptions of the
Hindu system are utterly opposed to Christianity,
all the highest and holiest things in it—all that
the modern thinking Hindu feels he cannot turn
his back on, all that Ram Mohan, Debendra, and
Keshab Avished to conserve, everything that has

vitality and growth in it—all this arose in re-

forming movements, eager spiritual struggles to

transcend the traditional Hindu system. Within
the pale of Hinduism these lofty spiritual aims
have never had a chance to realize themselves. It

is only in Christianity that a free open field for
their development is found. Hinduism must die
into Christianity, in order that the best that her

philosophers, saints, and ascetics have longed and
prayed for may live. Thus the truth with regard
to the long controversy between Brahmaism and

Christianity is that the missionaries were right
in insisting on the supremacy of Christ, and the
Braiinias were right in insisting that Hinduism
should not be treated as a weed.

Literature.—The best brief outline of Brahma history is

found in Monier Williams, Brdhmanisrn and HindiiismS,
London, 1887, pp. 475-528. There are four longer narratives :

Leonard, A History of the Brahma Samaj, Calcutta, 1879 ;

Mozoomdar, The Faith and Progress of the Brahma Somaj,
Calcutta, 1882 ; F. Lillingrston, The Brahmo Samaj and Arya
Samaj, London, 1901 ; and Slater, Keshab Chandra Sen and
the Brahma Samaj, Madras, 1884 [the first two interesting but in-

accurate, the last two reliable, and the last containing numerous
extracts from the writings of Keshab Chandra Sen]. For
further detail consult the following biographies : Collet, The
Life and Letters of Raja Ram Mohan Boy, London, 1900

; The
Axitobiography of Maharsi Devendranath Tagore, translated
from the original Bengali, with an introduction by Satyen-
dranath Tagore, Calcutta, 1909; Mozoomdar, The Life and
Teachings of Keshub Chunder Sen, Calcutta, 1887 ; and Heart-
Beats by P. C. Mozoomdar with a Biographical Sketch by
S. J. Barrows, Boston, 1894 ; the monograph, Sastri, 2'/te

New Dispensation and the Sadharan Brahma Samaj, Madras,
1881 ; the works of the leaders : The English Works of Raja
Ram Moham Ray, edited by J. C. Ghose, 2 vols., Calcutta,
1885-87 ; The ComplHe Works of Raja Ram Mohun Roy,
Sanskrit and Bengali, Calcutta, 1880 ; Keshab Chandra Sen,
Lectures in India, 2 vols., London, 1901

; The Brahmo Somaj :

Keshab Chandra Sen in England, Calcutta, 1881 ; Mozoom-
dar, The Oriental Christ, Boston, 1883

; the collections of texts,
Brdhmadharma, Calcutta, 1850, and many editions later ;

Slokasaiigraha, Calcutta, 1866, and many editions later
;
the

Year Books, the Annual Reports, and the Periodicals.

_ J. N. Farquhar.
BRAHUlS.—See Baluchistan.

BRAIN AND MIND.— i. Historical. — That
the brain of man is that part of his bodily organ-
ism which is in immediate connexion with his
mind—whatever the intimate nature of that con-
nexion may be—is to-day an accepted fact. That
it has not always been so may be seen from the
number of Avords in our own and in other lan-

guages which appear to connect mental and moral
qualities with the heart, with the stomach, and
even Avith the kidneys and bowels. In early Greek
speculation, Alcmseon of Crotona (beginning of
5th cent. B.C.), a reputed pupil of Pythagoras, is

referred to as holding that sense-impressions are
combined together in the brain, which receives
them through certain avenues (the nerves), and con-
structs out of them '

memory, opinion, and science' ;

and that the controlling centre (t6 rjye/xoviKSv)
of the body resides in the brain (Diels, Fraf/.
d. Vorsokratiker'^,!. \Q\i.). Hippocrates also aiid

Democritus Avere credited with a similar belief.

It Avas partially adopted by Plato, Avho placed the

reasoning portion of the soul in the head, passion
in the heart, and desire in the loAver part of the

body [TimxBus, 69-72). According to Aristotle, tiie

soul, as the entelechy of the body, was correlated

Avith its every part ;
while the brain Avas an inert

mass, the function of Avhich Avas to cool the blood
for the heart {ch Part. An. ii. 7).* Galen (2nd
cent. A.D.) recognized the dominant part played
by the brain as the centre of the nervous system,
by Avhich the '

vital spirits
'

Avere distributed over
the body ; but it Avas in the ventricles or spaces
rather than in the substance of the brain that he

placed the 'seat of the soul' (de UsuPartium, lib. 8).

These or similar views prevailed until the begin-

ning of the 17th cent., Avhen the anatomy of the
brain began to be more clearly understood through
the Avork of Varolius and others. From this date
the tendency Avas to subdivide the brain, and to

ascribe to separate centres the different mental
functions ; the most comprehensive attempt of

this kind being the phrenological system of Gall
and Spurzheim (1810). Their system was deficient,

hoAvever, both in psychological analysis and in

scientilic proof : they referred different moral and
intellectual characters to different areas of the
surface—and underlying parts

—of the brain, and
assmned that the skull Avith its

'

bumps
'

folloAved

closely the outline of the brain. Causality, Com-
bativeness, Philoprogenitiveness, the Sense of Lan-

guage, and Calculation are a fcAv out of their

thirty-eight promiscuously grouped
' faculties.' A

reaction foUoAved Avith Flourens, Avho taught (in
his Eecherchcs expirimentales i) that the Avhole

brain is the organ of mind, that loss of or injury to

any part of it weakens its general function, i.e.

lessens the degree of mental activity, but does not
remove any special function. It Avas not until 1861,
Avhen Broca published his paper Sur le SUge de la

Faculti dii Langnge articide, that the theory of

special localization began to take a ncAv and more

adequate form. The researches of Hitzig, Munk,
Meynert, Flechsig, and many others in Germany,
and of Ferrier, Horsley, Schafer, etc., in England
(see Literature at end of this art.), have, since

1870, gone far to establish the doctrine on a sound

basis, although its interpretation is still disputed.
2. General relationship.

—The general correlation

betAveen brain and mind is established partly by
comparative, partly by pathological, data, (a) In

closely allied animal species, it is found that the
relative Aveight of the brain or corresponding
ganglia increases Avitli the comijlexity of the life

of the animal, Avitli its adaptability to ncAv sur-

roundings—in short, Avith all that is summed up in

the vague term '

intelligence.' A striking instance
is the ant's brain (the corpora peduncidata), Avhich

in the Avorker ant is very large, in the queen ant
much smaller, and in the male ant almost absent ;

Avhile activity and '

intelligence
'

are proportion-
ately distributed (Forel). The correlation is closer

still if, instead of Aveiglit, the surface-area of the
brain is taken. In liigher animals the nerve-
elements are massed in the grey matter, the

cortex, of the brain ; and by means of fissures
and sidci— dippings and foldings of this outer
' bark '

into the substance of the brain—the sur-

face may be enormou.sly extended Avitliout a pro-

portional increase in volume or Aveight. In the

main, also, if animals of different species, but
of approximately the same size and of similar

habitat, are comjiared, the brain increases in re-

lative Aveight (or surface-area) as the rank of the
animal in the scale of evolution is higher. Nearest

(but Iongo infervallo) to man in this respect come
the anthropoid apes.

In the development of the brain Avith age in the
human individual a similar comparison is found to

hold. As the mental capacities improve, the brain
* 6 ixey oiiv

ey)ce'(^aAos fVKparov 7r jiet Tr)V ef rjj KapSi({ Sep/iOTTjxa
Kol feVn' (Berlin ed. 652 a. 24).

t Recherches ezp^r. siir les propriitis et les fonctions du
systhne nerveux, 1824, "- 1842. Cf. his Phrenology Examined \
1845, tr. Meigs, 1846.
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grows in volume until about the n'^e of fifteen,

when it readies a certain nuixiniuru relative

weight; after this derr./o/uiirnf takes the i)lace of

growth, tiie brain-elements entering,' into more and
more complex relation with each other, but with-
out much increase in size or number. From the

age of fifteen there is a gradual decline in relative

weight. In general, also, a lower value has been
found for the arerrtfje fc/nnle than for tlie aver-

age male brain, alike in weight, in surface-area,
and in thickness of cortex. This is true even
when allowance is made for the diil'erences in re-

lative size of body. Various interpretations of the
fact may, however, be given. Lower races also

show, on the .average, lower standards of brain-

weight. Individual men of markeilly superior
intellectual powers have in many cases been found
to possess brains in wliich there was more tiian

average development of the brain surface, the
sitlci being cut deeper, and having more numerous
ramifications than in the normal man. The brains
of Gauss and llelinholtz are well-known exami>]es.
On tiie average, 'eminent men' tend to have

higher tlian the normal brain - weight ; at the
same time some great personalities liave had
skulls of relatively small Inain-capacity for their
race ; and vice versa, it has been remarked, many
persons of large skull capacity have been inmates
of our pooriiouses and prisons. The fai-tors making
for development, more especially the all-important
one of opjxtrtunitj/ fur rrrrcif^e, are, of course, co-

determining elements with the initial growtli-

capacity itself. The actual development attained
in adult life is a resultant of many diverse factors.

It is to be noted especially that, apart from its

correlation with mind, the brain has important
functions that are purely physiological ; it regu-
lates tlie movements of the body and of its dill'er-

ent members, ami especially it regulates the nutri-

tion, and other processes of metabolism, which
take place in the particular organs of the body.
Acconlingly, such factors as body-weight, stature,

mobility, rate of metabolism or vitality, and
plasticity stand in intimate relation to the brain-

capacity of tiie organism. Biologically considered,

intelligence falls under 'plasticity'; it is a func-
tion by which the organism adapts itself readily
to new surnjundings or situations, and by which it

carries over the experience of the past into the pre-
sent, to the advantage of itself or of its species.

{b) The argument from the j)atIiology of mind
and of brain points in the same general direction,
viz. to the conclusion that mental capacity on the
one hand, mental vivacitj' on the other, are coiTe-

lated with the development and with the function-

ing— healthy or the reverse—of the brain. No
responsible phj'sician now regards mental per-
turbations as anjthing l>ut si/mptum.f, that is, as

consequences or eflects, of which the immediate
cause, whatever the primary or ultimate cause

may be, is a defect or disease of the bruin. The
disease maybe (1) developmental, tiie result of a
defective start-off in life, owing to which the brain
does not reach its full growth, or grows dispro-

portionately, or is more sluggisii in its working
than the normal or average brain (as in imljc-

cility), or is more unstable, and therefore unlit to

cope with a great crisis in lite such as the onset
of puberty, for example, constitutes. The disease

may be (2) adventitious, the result of any one of

the innumerable strains and stresses to which tiie

brain is liable from bodily disea.se, accidental

injury, excessive use, the alnise of stimulants,
etc. ;

or (S) degenerative, an accompaniment of

rfer^v— the wearing out of the brain or of part of

the brain in old age, while the l>ody as a whole
remains relatively healthy. Again the diseases
are recognized as falling into two broad divisions,

according as they derive from organic, structural
defects or changes of the brain, or from merely
functional changes — changes dep(.'iiding on the
nutritive or other cliemical processes in the brain
or in any \n\.\i of it. But mental pathology haa
by no means advanced so far as to be able to
foretell tlie changes that will be found at death in

any given form of insanity : there may be no
visible degeneracy at all, and, per eontra, the
brain of a jierson dying in pt-rfect sanity, accord-

ing to the judgment of his neighiiours, may show
marked signs of organic defect. Numerous eases
are recorded in which very extensive degenera-
tions of the brain, even to the whole of one of the

hemispheres, have been found without any mental
defect having Ixm remarked during the .subject's
lifetime. \\'hile tiiis is admitted, however, it

only alters our interpretation of tlie correlation
between mind and brain ; it does not throw any
doubt upon the existence of a correlation.

3. Elements of the central nervous system.—The morpho-
loj,nc.al c'li'iiiciit in the corlex or ;,'riy outer layer of the brain
is the nturone.. It consists of (1) tlie oell-body, (2) the dcndriti'S
or short branching outj,'ro\vlh3, (U) the lonij axis-cylinder.
There are numerous different forms of cell. Thus, as many as
eij,'ht different layers may be distinguished in some parts of
the cortex from witliout inwards, each marked by the presence
of a characteristic form of cell. The largest are the pyramidal
cells, which are most numerous in the motor-zone, and measure
from 60 to 120 /j..' In the body of the cell is a nucleus, and
often within this can be distinguished a nucleolus. The nucleus
undergoes marked changes under exhaustion, as does also the
form of the cell. From the cell branch out, usuall}' in several

directions, a number of protoplasmic fibres, giving off col-
laterals at right angles, and ending (,is do the collaterals also)
in ba.sket- or bush-like masses of line terminal fibrils : hence
the name dendritex. One of the prolongations of the cell is,

however, of a different nature. It is the axis-cylinder, or
axone, issuing usually in a direction different from that of the
dendrites. The axones form the white fibres of the brain and
spinal cord ; eacli is protected or isolated bi' a sheath of con-
nective tissue, and a layer of myeline—a fatty substance—
between the fibre and the sheath. It is this myeline that gives
the white appearance to the nerve-fibres, and it has been
shown that it is formed only with the actual functioning of the
nerve-cell. Thus Klechsig has determined, through this fact,
the successive dates at which in life the different ' brain-
centres

' become active. The axis-cylinder or axone is the
true nerve-process, i.e. that by which the excitation is con-
veyed to the brain from a sense-organ, or to the muscle from a
brain-centre, or between two such brain-centres themselves.
Some of the fibres are of great length, running in some cases
from the cortex down to the foot of the spinal cord. The
dendrites, with their shorter processes and basket-work end-
ings, may be regarded as the receptors, the means through
which the excitation of one element is transmitted to another.!
There is no continuity, according to the prevailing view, be-
tween the endings of one cell and those of another, the fibres
in all cases ending freely, but usually in the close neighlxjur-
hood of, or perhaps in contact with, those of another cell or group
of cells. On the other hanii, it has been shown that the fibrils

of the axone are continuous, pa-ssing through the nerve-cells to
the various dendrites or branches.
The function of the cell-body seems to be mainly either

(o) that of a nutritive centre, or (6) th-at of a store-house of

energy. Distributed between and among the nerve-cells are
cells of the neurofilia, or supporting tissue.! The axones, as
has been said, become me<lullat«d fibres, (Missing either verti-

cally downwards to the lower brain ami spinal cord (projection-
fibres), or horizontally along to the neighbouring centres, or
across by way of the corpus calliiSMin—the central commissure
of the brain—to the other hemisphere. The nerve-fibres are
either afferent (centripetal) or efferent (centrifugal), the fonner
leading to the cortex from the lower brain or spinal cord, and
being ultimately connected through other neurones with the

sense-organs, the latter le.iding from the cortex to the lower
brain and spinal cord, and finally, through connecting links, to
the muscles, the glands, the viscera, or other organs of the

bcKiy. Exi>eriments show that the direction in which the
current of excitation will flow is not dei)endent upon the
nerre-libre itself, but upon the connexions at either end. Thus
an afferent fibre may J>e transformed into an efferent fibre. The
law of the Specific Energy of Nerve-fibres (Johannes Miiller)
was interpreted as implying that a given nen-e-fibre, no matter
by what means or at what point in its course it was stimulated,

*
/i
= lA0O0th millimetre.

t Energy is transmitted to the cells through the dendrites,
and /roni the cells through the axis-cylinder (v. Gehuchten);
Golgi regards the function of the dendrites as that of taking up
food from the blood-vessels.

; Various other functions have been suggested for the neu-

roglia. Cajal regards the exjiansions and contractions of its

cell as conditions of sleep and of waking respectively.
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would gi\e rise to its proper sensation, or would contract its

given group of muscles, or cause secretion in its given gland,
whatever its particular function might be, and that this speci-
ficity was inherent in the fibre itself. Later it was thought to

depend upon the brain-centre in which the fibre ended
; but

there can be little doubt that Wundt is right in his view that
it is the peripheral organ, sensory or muscular, that determines
in the first instance the character of the reaction, and that the

peripheral organ in its turn has been gradually developed in

adaptation to the physical stimuli acting upon the organism,
which in their sum make up its environment. This is true at
least of the origin of such paths. Thus, when an electric

current sent through any part of the optic nerve gives rise to a
sensation of light, this is because the excitation first runs
backward to the eye, and there sets up in the retina the

changes which are normal conditions of visual sensation.
The neurone, like all other living substance, is subject to

conditions of growth and decay : its growth and development
are determined by moderate use, its decay and degeneration
by excessive use or by disuse. Stimulation causes first of all

an increase in volume, and a change of internal structure ;

later the cell branches out in various directions, until a fairly
active cell may have innumerable ramifications—prolongations,
collaterals, and brush-like terminals : in this development may
be found the physical basis of practice, of memory, of mental
growth generally. The effect of drugs or poisons (with which
fatigue must be classed) is to cause a diminution of volume,
and withdrawal of the processes, followed, if prolonged, by
other more radical changes. Activity seems to determine
reflexly an increased flow of blood to the parts involved,—
processes of waste and repair take place more rapidly ; il there
is excessive activity, however, the continued flow of blood may
cause permanent injury of various kinds according to the tissue

affected. On the other hand, impaired activity, as in fatigue,
reflexly produces diminished flow of blood to the parts in-

volved : the neurones contract in volume and withdraw their

pseudopod-like expansions. This is probably the condition of

which sleep is the expression. It is noticeable that unconsci-
ousness appears to arise alike from excessive loss of blood from
the brain (ancemia), and from excessive flow of blood to the
brain (hj-perEemia), the result of which is probably a check to
the pulse of the blood (stasis). The immediate cause of many
mental diseases also is said to be the morbid accumulation of

blood in special parts of the brain (Luys, after Forbes Wins-
low).

4. The special centres : localization of functions.—The complexity of the grey matter of the brain,
its numberless cells, the endless tracery of inter-

lacing fibres being understood, the question arises :

What is the precise relation of the neurone to
mental function ? Does the activity of the neu-
rone determine consciousness, and have different
neurones different parts to play in giving rise to
different mental contents or ideas ?

Since 1861, as has been said above, a mass of
evidence has been collected which goes to show
that not merely does the general health and ca-

pacity of the mind depend upon the integrity and

healthy functioning of the brain, but that also

special mental functions or capacities are depen-
dent upon certain localized areas or regions of the

upper brain. In particular, it has been shoAvn
that the capacities to receive and co-ordinate
'

impressions
' from the different sense-organs—

the impressions which are the physical correlates
of sensations and perceptions

—are connected mth
definite brain '

centres, as are also the powers of

effecting or voluntarily carrying out movements of

the different parts of the body. In the year men-
tioned, Broca published the paper whose title is

given above (p. 824'') ; he claimed to have found that
in cases of aphasia—a disease symptomatized, in its

pure form, by loss of the power of articulate speech,
without any defect in the general intelligence, or

any paralysis of the vocal muscles—a small portion
of the third frontal convolution of the left hemi-

sphere is almost always affected. It was after-

wards added that in left-handed persons, if aphasia
occurs, the injury will be found in the correspond-
ing part of the 7-ight hemisphere. Since then, many
other forms of partial loss of mental powers have
been studied both as to their symptoms during
life, and as to the state of the brain at death.

Again, evidence has been collected since 1870

(Hitzig) from various experiments upon animals.
The methods have been (1) the extirpation of

smaller or larger portions of the brain, with ob-

servation of the animal's beliaviour after recovery ;

(2) the stimulation of the naked brain at different

points, with observation of the movements made ;

and (3) the study of the degeneration of tracts

running between the brain and the sense-organs or

muscles, after a given portion of the brain has
been excised. More recently, our knowledge of

the connexion of the nervous elements in the dif-

ferent parts of the brain and spinal cord has been

greatly extended by newer methods of section-

making and of staining. As a result we obtain
a scheme like the following :

—
The centres for consciousness, intelligence, and

will, as distinct from the centres for reflex and auto-
matic movements and co-ordinations, are located in

the cortex or outer grey mantle of the hemispheres ;

they are usually classified as (1) sensory centres,

(2) motor centres, and (3) association centres.

(1) Of the sensory centres, that for Sight is

placed in the occipital or hindmost lohe, more

especially in the parts lying about the calcarine

fissure ; that for Hearing in the first and second
convolutions of the temporo-sphenoidal lobe ; that
for Smell in some part or all of the so-called limbic
lobe* seen on the internal and inferior aspects of

the hemisphere; that for Taste perhaps in the
lower part of the temporal lobe (but on this there
is no agreement among anatomists) ; that for

Cutaneous Sensations—including under this title

what is called common or general sensibility, or-

ganic sensibility, muscular sensibility, sensibility
to touch, to temperature, to pain, etc.—is, as might
be expected, the most extensive and least defin-

able of all the centres : the tentative conclusion of

Bianchi is that its centre is the wide area lying
about (and below) the Rolandic zone, but that
within this there are various centres of '

greater
functional intensity

'

; these vary greatly, both in

position and in development, in different individuals

{Text-Book of Psychiatry, 57).

(2) The so-called motor centres, the stimulation
of which gives rise to limited movements of different

limbs according to the part stimulated, and injury
or disease of which is in man connected with limited

paralysis of different parts of the body, lie within
the area described above as that of common sensi-

bility ; but there are also one or two smaller
' centres

'
in other parts of the cortex. The prin-

cipal motor zone is that which lies close to the
fissure of Rolando ; according to most recent views

(Sherrington, etc.), instinfront o/and mthe fissure

itself, but not passing behind it, i.e. in the ascend-

ing frontal convolution, and parts of the first,

second, and third frontal convolutions ; also, on
the inner side of the hemisphere, parts of the

marginal convolution, and of the Gyrusfornicatus.
It is from these parts of the cortex that the

great band of white pyramidal fibres issues, pass-

ing inwards and downwards between the grey
masses of the mid brain (the Optic Thalamus and
the Lenticular Nucleus) to the lower brain, Avhere

the greater part of those fibres which ' serve
'

the

limbs of the body cross over (

' decussation of the

pyramidal fibres ') to the side opposite to that from
which they set out. Probably all the true motor
or efferent fibres, except possibly those of the trunk
of the body, cross over at some point in their course,
whether through the various commissures or con-

necting bands between the hemispheres themselves,
or in the Pons and Medulla Oblongata of the lower

brain, or in the spinal cord. Thus injury to the
motor zone of the right hemisphere is foUoAved by
total or partial paralysis of some of the muscle-

groups on the left side of the body, and vice versa.

The motor zone, like the band of pyramidal fibres

passing through the internal capsule, has been sub-

divided into smaller centres. From the front of

the brain backwards to the fissure of Rolando, lie

*
Gyrtts fomieatua and G. hippocampi.
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the centres for movements of head, trunk, and leg,

in tliat order ;
from the top, downwards towards

the fissure of Sylvius, the centres for movements
of trunk and ley, of shoulder, arm, hand, and
face. In a cross-section of the internal capsule
the eflerent fibres lie in a similar order—tliose for

the head in front ; next, those for the arm ; and,

finally, those for thigh, knee, foot, and toes.

In what sense are these '

psychical' centres, i.e.

points at which physical stimulation gives rise to

mental impression, or at whicli mental activity
initiates physical action ? The first scientific view,
lield to some extent by Munk, was tliat tlie indi-

vidual cell was the sent of the sensation or mental

image ; images were, so to speak, stored up in the

cells, much as electric energy may be stored up in

an accuuiulator, and were touched off by stimula-

tion coming either from the periphery (sensation

proper) or from other centres of tiie brain (the

memorj'-ima^e). The destruction of the cell wholly
removed the power alike of sensation, of recogni-
tion, and of recall in memory ; the cutting of the

path from the sense-organ to the cell removed tiie

power of sensation, but left the memory intact ; and
the disconnecting of the cell with other regions of

the brain made tlie menu)ry-recall (recall by associa-

tion if ideas) imjiossible, although the power of

sensation remained. Some cells were sensory, i.e.

end-points at which nerve-process was transformed
into conscious sensation ; others were motor, i.e.

starting-points at which conscious volition was
transformed into nerve-process. This simple

' cor-

puscular' theory has no longer many supporters.
(i. ) The distinction between sensory and motor

centres is questioned. The motor centres were
held to be those at which movement might be
initiated voluntarily or spontaneously, their de-

struction involving the loss of such power, while
the movements could still be reflexly excited,

through the lower brain or spinal cord centres.

To the idea of such special motor centres objec-
tions are urged, both from the phj'siological and
from the psyciiological sides. It is now known
that innumeralile sensory fibres lead from the
muscles and joints to the brain, and that the
muscular sensations derived from these— sensa-

tions of the extent, duration, complexity, resist-

ance, etc., of the movements carried out, or being
carried out—play a very important part in tiie

formation and development of our ideas of space,
of objective reality, and even of our consciousness
of personal identity. If from any cause we cease to

feel a movement that is in course of completion,
the co-ordination becomes imperfect, and indeed
absolute paralysis may occur. Quick, emotional

speakers frequently sliow this in a slight degree ;

both the '

tliick
'

speech and the imperfect control

of the limbs in drunkenness must be largely attri-

buted to the same cause. Locomotor ataxia springs

mainly from disease of the posterior colunms of the

spinal cord, i.e. the sensory nerve-columns; the

patient can stand and walk correctly so long as his

eyes are open, but collapses when he closes them ;

he has no longer any sensory consciousness of the

position of his limbs, and therefore his movements
are paralyzed. The paralysis that occurs in dreams,
the failure of actual movement during them, is

largely due to a similar cause ; not being conscious

of the position of our limbs, we have no basis

for movement. Accordingly, the motor zone may
be really a sensory zone, as Goltz, Schiff, Munk,
and others hold ; or a scnso-motor zone, as Luys,
Lueiani, and Horsley maintain. The paralysis
that appears after injury mav spring not from

inability to innervate tiie muscles, i.e. to originate
and co-ordinate the various contractions or exten-
sions required, but from inability to/ec/the muscles
in play, or to form an image of their position

—

a necesHary antecedent to their voluntary control.

It may be said, then, that the whole of the cortex
is sensory in its functions ; there is no doubt that
in development it is closely connected with the

posterior, i.e. the sensory, portion of the spinal
cord

; the strictly motor centres for the co-

ordination of movements would then lie in the
cerebellum and lower brain.* On the other hand,
neither psychology nor histology offers grounds
for any fundamental division between sensory and
motor processes. («) Kvery sensation is at the
same time a feeling and an effort, every idea is an
emotion and a desire. Consciousness is invariably
accompanied by changes occurring in the muscular

system, in the glands or viscera, as well as in the
external muscular system. Every change of con-
sciousness reverberates through the body, and
issues outwards in action, i.e. every idea is idea-

motor, (b) There is no break or change apparent
in the structure or prolongation of the cells as we
pass from a ' motor' to a '

sensory
'

zone : the large

tyramidal
cells may be more frequent in the former,

ut they are not absent in the latter ; the fibres

are alike throughout, and it is even possible, as

Apathy and Bethe hold, that the fine hbrils which
make up tlie fibres are continuous throughout their

course in tiie whole central system. If so, there is

no real centre anywhere—no seat either of the soul

generally, or of any special faculty or function of

it. There is no end-point at which nervejirocess
comes to a stop and sensation begins ; no starting-

point at which volition is transformed into motion.
Consciousness must be a correlate not of the func-

tioning of this or of that part of the brain, but of

its functioning as a whole. The action of the brain
is equivalent to that of a higher and more complex
reflex-centre, like the centres of the spinal cord.

It performs similar functions also, viz. (a) it isolates

tlie excitations, rendering them both more rapid
and more effective ; (b) it co-ordinates movements
with greater delicacy of adjustment to different

sense-impressions ; (c) it co-ordinates movements
with more effective adjustment (a) to the condi-
tion of the organism as a whole (fatigue, hunger,
satiety, etc.) ; and (/S) to the results of the imme-
diate or of tlie past experience of the individual
and of the race. This is tlie view which, though
in a less extreme and materialistic form, is be-

coming generally accepted. The 'centre,' on this

theory, would merely be an important jM/ic^ton,
not a terminus, in the cerebral system. Its injury
disorganizes the system, and does so in a definite

way for each centre, just as the break-up of the

railway lines at Perth would cause a different kind
of disturbance and affect different systems from
the break-up of the lines at Car.stairs.

(ii.) A second point of dispute is whether there
are different ' centres

'

for sensation and for

imagery, respectively, M'ithin the same field of

experience. Certain facts of mental pathology,
and results of experiments on animals, suggest
tiiat the sensory cell or group of cells is distinct

from that whicii underlies the memory-image.t
In the case of vision, for example, two forms of

blindness arise from disease or injury to the visual

zone : in the one the subject is completely blind

(cortical blindness) ; in the otlier he is able to see,
but fails to recognize the most familiar objects
(psychic- or soul-blindness) : thus a dog no longer
recognizes its master, its food-dish, or its kennel,

except by smell. The failure to recognize might
arise from one of two causes, either (a) the con-

nexion had been cut between the visual region and
the regions correlated with other sensations and
memories, hence the sense-impression could not

•
Cf. Donaldson, p. 260.

t See Ward's ' Assimilation and Association,' Hind [N.8.],
vols. ii. and iii.
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arouse its associate ideas—in other words, it could
not be understood ; or (6) the memory-image cells

of the given objects had been destroyed, and hence
the earlier experiences were no longer capable of

revival; or, hnally, both might have occurred. In

man, the failure to recognize scenes and persons
formerly familiar (psychic blindness) has occasion-

ally occurred, while the power to recall visual

images and other memories was unaflected. Hence
three pure forms of mental defect may occur in

connexion with injury to the occipital lobe : (a)

sensory or cortical blindness, (/3) perceptual or

psj^chic blindness, and (7) visual amnesia, loss of

memory for visual images (while the power of

recognition remains intact). Corresponding defects
are found in connexion with hearing also, and
with touch and muscular impressions.* Finally,
either of the two last forms may be partial or

limited ; the most important case of such limited
blindness is that called verbal blindness—loss of

the power to recognize, i.e. to read and under-

stand, Avritten or printed words in one's own
language. The part of the brain usually affected

in such cases is the angular gyrus, and the supra-
marginal convolution. This, accordingly, is de-

scribed as the visual word-centre. There are four
such centres, two 'sensory,' and two 'motor.' Of
the former, the second is the auditory word-area

(called Wernicke's area), in the first temporal
convolution

; with it is connected the recognition
and understanding of heard speech, of spoken
words. The two others are the articulo-motor
area (Broca's centre, referred to above), at the foot

of the third frontal convolution ; and the grapho-
motor area in the second frontal convolution.

Injury to these centres gives rise, in the one
ease, to loss of the power to utter speech, in the

other, to loss of the power to write, in one who
has already acquired it. All four centres are
located on one side of the brain onlj'

—the left side

(except, it is said, in left-handed people, with
whom the speech-centres are on the right side of

the brain). Pure or unmixed forms of any of the
mental diseases referred to as aphasia rarely occur,
but when they do they are sufficiently striking.
Thus a patient may be able to speak, to write and
to read, intelligently, and to hear sounds of all kinds,
but cannot understand words spoken to him in his

own language. This is pure acoustic (sensoiy)
aphasia. It is obvious that persons, blind deaf-

mutes, for example, who have learned to read by
touch, and to speak with the fingers only, will

have different centres from the normal ones, viz.,
a sensory centre for tactual word-images, and a

'digito-motor' centre for gesture and word-making.
The language - centres, as is clear from their

position, are merely extensions of the ordinary
centres for («) visual, auditory and tactual im-

pressions ; and {h) the kintesthetic impressions of
mouth and throat or hand movements.

It has been supposed, however, that the different
horizontal layers of the cortex may have diverse
functions corresponding to sensation, percept, ami
image. Both the psychological analysis and
pathological evidence prove tliat the image is not

simply a fainter copy of the sensation ; it is not
even a '

composite' picture derived from a number
of successive sensations of the same kind. Thus,
the idea that the image corresponds to a weaker
excitation of the same nerve-cell or group of nerve-
cells as that with which the sensory-impression
was connected is no longer seriously held. There
is, and can be, no memory of a pure sensation :

memory is of a percept, and therefore of a sensation
* Thus in Heubner's case the subject could repeat any word

spoken to him, but could not understand its meaning. It was
a mere blur of sound. His '

hearing centre
' was found to have

been isolated by a lesion, i.e. its connexion with other centres
had been destroyed.

only so far as it forms part of a percept, that is,

part of a complex total group or series of im-

pressions. Again, the simplest perception involves
elements belonging to more than one sense-region,
taste jjIus odour sensations, visual phis muscular

impressions, and the like ; on the other hand, the
same sensation enters into innumerable combi-
nations with others, both of its own and of other
kinds. A memory image differs from its corre-

sponding percept not only in content, i.e. in

containing fewer of the characters of the real

objects than were perceived in the direct experience,
but also in its accompaniments—in the absence of
those factors which give

'

reality
'

to the percept,
the bodily sen.sations from the accommodating
muscles of the sense-organs, and from the limbs,
which have reflex tendencies to action in the

presence of every 'real' experience. It is true
that what is

' real
'

to me may not be real to my
neighbours, in which case my supposed perception
is in fact an imagination : it is for me, however,
indistinguishable from a perception, and is acted

upon as one, simply because it has all the marks of
one.

Thus, the difi'erences in brain structure and
function which might be supposed to correspond to
the difi'erences of sensation, perception, and memory
are the following :

—
(a) Complexity : the sensation

is correlated with the smallest group of cortical

elements, confined to a small more or less definitely
localized area ; the perception with a larger num-
ber, belonging to difi'erent areas

;
the memory-

image with a still larger number. The connexions
with motor centres in the lower brain are probably
equally diverse, and have the same rising scale of

complexity. (^) A result of these factors is the

functional ditierence, that sensation, perception,
memory correspond to cortical processes which are

increasingly difficult to excite, which ofler a greater
resistance, therefore requii'e an increasingly strong
stimulus, unless where habituation has weakened
their resistance-force ; which are more unstable,
more dependent upon the condition of the body, or
of the brain, as a whole, therefore more uncertain ;

the reaction or response taking a longer time,

being more complex and modifiable according to
a wider range of conditions, as we pass from
sensation to perception, and from perception to

imagery. Being the most unstable, the physical
basis of the memory-image is also the most likely
to suffer, both from chemical deterioration of the
blood supply to the brain (as in fatigue, illness,
senile decay, etc.), and also from any physical
shock to the cerebral system. So in an electrical

system, the more numerous the 'connexions' the
more likely is a derangement to occur, and the
more serious is it when it does occur.

(3) Some writers have gone farther still in their

localization, and have determined centres of asso-

ciation (Flechsig), of attention, of intelligence, or

of apperception (Wundt). Certain regions of the
cortex lying between the various sensory centres,
and especially the greater part of tiie frontal lobes,

have no special functions that are determinable
either by stimulation or by excision in animals, or

bj' the comparison in man of mental symptoms
during life with jjost-mortem examination of the

brain after death. If defect is obvious at all, it

appears to be general : the animal is stupid,

irresponsive, mentally sluggish ; it lacks spon-

taneity, and liveliness in its actions. In man, the

onset of dementia in old age, or after some severe

shock, is frequently found to have been conjoined
with extensive degeneration of the frontal lobes.

Again, it is liere in the main that tlie wide difierence

between tlie human and the lower animal brain is

most marked, while Flechsig has shown that in a

child's brain the connexions of the sensory areas
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with the sense-organs and witli the lower motor
centres are complete a considerahle time before tiie

connexions between the frontal lobe cortex and
otlier parts of tlie brain are perfectly formed.

Microscopic examination also shows that these

areas have innumerable connexions with the

difl'erent sensory areas, as well as witii the op-

posite hemisphere and with the lower centres ;

the former connexions are the so-called
' association

fibres.'

The power of abstraction or generalizing, which
is the basis of intelligent^, consists in (a) the

summarizing of similar experiences, (!>) the com-
bination of diverse experiences, (c) tlie bringing
of these results to bear upon new experiences
(adaptation). The main process by which this is

achieved is the formation of a tyi)e-idea, a repre-
sentative idea of some kind, of which the name
is the concrete symbol or counter. Whether the

name be a spoken, written, or i)rinted word, or a
mere gesture, is immaterial : its relation to the

type-
idea, and to the many experiences from which
the type-idea has been derived, is the same. The
name may not be essential to the type-idea, but
it is necessary to its communication and to its

development : it gives it the necessary hxity and

stabilitj'. The simplest assumption, accordingly,
for the physical basis of intelligence appears to be

that or a hierarchy of cell-groups ; group V
(visvial, in the occipital lobe) is connected with

group A (auditory, in the temporal lobe) through
an intermediate group I (in the intervening or

some other area) : the excitation of the whole

system, V-I-A, gives a combination of the visual

and auditory images. Thus, when I see a bell,

the excitation of the cortical area V, on which the

perception directly depends, passes on to I and A,
and tiius gives rise to the thought of the sound
of the bell. There can be no doubt that the

great dillerence between human and animal in-

telligence depends upon the greater readiness with
whicli these 'associations' are formed, and the

rapidity with which tliey can be calletl up. It

may readily be granted that in the syntiiesis of

diverse sen.sations and memories into ideas and

thoughts, an increasing number of connexions
are laiil down between different groups of neurones ;

and central .stations will come into existence

between the diflerent regions, uniting them with

each other and with remoter i)arts. In this sense,

and in this sense only, the frontal lobes may be

regarded as the centre for intelligence ; they form

the largest or most extensive of these intermediary

regions.
Diseases and defects of the frontal lobes are

frequently accompanied by defective power of

attention or concentration (cf. Kibot, Psyrh. dc

VAttention), suggesting that this region is the

centre of Attention.' It is said, however

(Schiifer, Text-Book of Phijsiolofjy), that only 20

per cent, in a large collection of cases of injuries,

involving the frontal lobes alone, showed evidence

of intellectual deticiency accompanying tlie jihysical

defect. In (Joltz's dogs, loss of intelligence was

apparent whether tiie front or the hind parts of

both hemispheres were removed. In the former

case, however, the animal became savage and iil-

temjtered ; in the latter, it became gentle and

good-natured. What is lost, according to Flechsig

(1896), by degeneration of the frontal lobes, is

the idea of the self as capable of action—personal
interest in outer or inner events, the i)ower of

volition, of directing the attention upon this or

that. In other words, the frontal lobes, as

Wundt implies in calling them the apperception-
centres, represent central stations by which new
connexions, connexions based on individual ex-

perience, are formed between the various particular

centres, by wliidi iiiiiircssions are grouped and cor-

related, not according to tiieir kind, but according
to their bearing on the purposes and aims of the

individual. An animal dejjrived of the frontal

lobes can no longer make use of its acquired skill

or experience; it falls back to the level of in-

stinctive action and i)ercei>tual consciousness. A
hunum being in whom tiie frontal l(^i)es are

undeveloped remains at tlie level of tiie infant

in intelligence, although he may, should he live,

show the instincts and i)assions of the man.
W^e may conclude : (i.) that .so far as conscious-

ness is concerned the brain areas are primitively
indifferent. In the nature of things there is no-

thing to prevent cases occurring in which the
so-called visual area is found to be in the service

of the auditive consciousness ; as a matter of

fact, relatively wide variations do occur in the

positions of the different centres.

(ii.) In the course of development, a centre is

formed not as a terminus a quo or as a terminus ad
quern, but as a connecting station, by which, e.g.

atlerent and efferent libres may be brought into

relation with each other, according to tiie needs of

the organism.* The evolution of the brain as the

great locus of these connecting points has brought
it about that the principal stations are mainly
within the same neighbourhood in ditl'erent in-

dividuals. Organic selection also has determined
that the right side of the body should be ' served

'

by the left side of the brain, perhaps because a

right limb is more frequently and extensively
exercised than a left limb, while the blood is more

rapidly and effectively circulated through the

left hemisphere (as Wundt suggests) : the right
li77ib requires more frequent renewal of its

material, etc., which the left brain is more able to

supply. Hence functions which are not bilaterally

developed, such as those involved in speech, the

appreciation and production of music, mathe-
matical calculation, etc., care also relegated to the
left side of the brain. (Language was imiiiitively

gesture, involving chiefly actions of the right hand. )

(iii.) The localization is not fixed, however, even
for the individual, (a) Some peculiarity of train-

ing may lead to the adoption of the nght hemi-

sphere as the Held with which the functions of

speech, etc., are correlated, or may cause a disloca-

tion of particular centres. t (6) After injury to a

centre, and the loss of any particular mental

ability, tlie loss may be made good by practice, by
re-learning or the like, and thus a new centre

becomes trained for the functions which the
defective centre performed. This compensation,
or vicarious functioning, may take place either

through neighlx)uring areas or tlirough the

symmetrically opposite region in the other hemi-

sphere taking over the function. ('•) It must be
added that in man this compen-sation is limited

in range : if a sensation area is completely de-

stroyed, no recovery of the corresponding sensi-

bility takes place ; but the i)atient may learn to

use other sensations to replace those he has lost, a-s

guides for action. Thus a j)crson who has become
blind in one half of the field of vision (hemian-

opsia) cannot after a siiort time be distinguished
in his actions from a normal individual. In the

case of higher functions, as thought and speech,
the patient may re-build his knowledge uiwn new
material : a '

visualist,' whose visual imagery
has been taken from him, and who accordingly
has lost the ability to read, may re-acquire it

• Cf. Foster, p. 1060, on the cortical motor area and pyramidal
tract :

' We are driven to rcprard them rather as links, important
links, it is irue. but still links, in a complex chain."

t Cf. Bateman, p. 350, on the variations in the 'centre' for

language; Foster, p. 10(65: 'The passage of ncr\-ous impulses
... is not rigidly and unalterably fixed by the anatomical
distribution of tracta of fibres.'
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by using the sensations of movement as his

materials, and correlating these with the optical

impressions, (d) In comparing different animals
in regard to the effect of excising portions of the

brain, it is found that the lower the animal stands
in development, the more complete is the recovery
from loss of any particular brain-organ likely to

be ; in other words, the remaining parts more
rapidly take up the functions of those removed,
and in this case the lower brain-centres appear
to act as vicarious organs as well as the neigh-
bouring and symmetrically opposite centres. Even
the apparently complete loss of the cerebral lobes

from both hemispheres may not permanently
destroy the sensibility or general capacity of the

dog. Substitution and compensation are rarer in

the monkey than in the dog, rarer and less

complete in the dog than in the rabbit, in the
rabbit than in the pigeon, etc.

(iv.) When new impressions are received, or new
ideas formed, it may be supposed that some new
portion of the cerebral cortex becomes functionally
active : this probably occurs through its entering
into contact with other cell -groups. The un-

developed portions of a child's or of an uncultured

person's brain cannot, of course, be wholly in-

active, but they remain simple in structure and
form ; with use they put out prolongations, and
enter into touch with others, while at the same
time they become more highly differentiated within
themselves ; with deficient exercise of a developed
cell, the opposite processes of contraction and
degeneration set in. It may be added that exercise

appears to increase the vitality of the brain,
and hence the vitality of the body as a whole
(Donaldson, chs. 16 and 17). Capacity for work or

exercise depends in its turn on interest, and finally
on the will of the subject. Hence the remarkable
freshness and vigour of intellect which some men
have shown even in extreme old age (Thomson,
p. 274).
This leads to the final question, Which isprimary,

the brain or the mind? Does the brain with which
he is born determine the character and capacity
of each individual, or do his character and capacity,
plus the environment in which he is set, mould
and form the brain into an efficient instrument
for themselves? There can be no doubt that,
as in all such cases, both questions may be answered
in the affirmative. A child born with an imperfect
brain can never achieve a rational mind, and
the man with the most perfect brain will tend t,o

be foremost in his occupation (which may be that
of a philanthropist or that of a 'sharp') and
neighbourhood. But the greatest weight in

individual life, and the whole tveight in evolution,
must be laid on the two factors of opportunity
and use. That is to say, the mind itself and
the environment determine between them the
structure of their intermediary—the brain. Con-
sciousness is correlated not with any limited
section of the brain, but with the whole brain,
indeed with the whole nervous system. We may
go further and say that consciousness is a response
to the functioning of the whole living organism ;

and that the mind, through the feelings and the
will, is 'dynamic^ to the whole organism; in

other words, that the action and reaction we have

Eostulated
between body and mind are between

ody as a living whole and mind as a ^inity, as
an unextended system of qualitative determina-
tions and tendencies. As de Sanctis has said,
' an idea cannot be the uniform and invariable

product of a pyramidal cell (the psychic cell of

Cajal) : it exists only at tlie moment of its appear-
ance, and for the appearance there is required
the synergic concurrence of almost all the ele-

mentary activities of the brain, i.e. the function-

ing of manifold systems of aU kinds of neurones '

[Fenomeiii del Contrasto, pp. 75, 76 note). Cf.

Loeb, ch. 17 :

' The cerebral hemispheres act as a
whole and not as a mosaic of a number of inde-

pendent parts.' The anatomical localization of

fibres is not a 'psychic localization of functions.'

This is especially true of the higher ideas, abstract
and general ideas, ideas of relations, etc. The
formation, the use and the adaptation of a general
idea involve not a single group of cells in the
frontal lobes or elsewhere ; but systems in different

parts of the cortex, some acting with greater
intensity, some Avitli less, and so in a gradually
decreasing scale, all parts of the nervous organism
being more or less affected. The localization of

functions means that certain parts of the cortex
have by their primitive connexions with sense-

organs or muscles or both, and by their use in the
life of the individual, become centres more readily
excitable by particular forms of stimulation. The
destruction of such a centre renders the corre-

sponding process impossible until a new area has
been educated, i.e. has been brought into con-
nexion with the same sensory or muscular organs
as the original area. In many cases this may no
longer be possible. A large part of the brain may,
however, be destroyed without any gap in the
mental field, or any serious defect in the mental

capacity being observable. A case is reported
in which the whole of the right hemisphere was
affected, the front portion being entirely void of

grey matter, and the remainder degenerate ; yet
the only symptom manifesting itself was a

paralysis of the left side ; this had begun ten

years before death (Bailey, 1889 [reported by
Thomson, p. 63 f.]).

In general, the degree of consciousness appears
to be correlated with the amount of resistance
which is overcome. Learning new ways is always
accompanied by intense consciousness, as shoMn by
the concentrated attention it involves, while it

also involves a large expenditure of energy, as

shown by the readiness ^vith which fatigue occurs.

The more familiar the action becomes, the less the

intensity of consciousness, until the latter may be

wholly latent, as in many of the automatic actions

the civilized man goes through in the course of a

day. This does not mean that the nerve-process
has been '

short-circuited,' that it takes place

through lower, reflex centres, and therefore by
shorter paths ; it means rather that with the same

path the resistance is less, and therefore the
current flows more rapidly. On the other hand,
whatever increases the resistance increases the

intensity of consciousness involved in the action.

Many poisons, whether of external or internal

origin, have this efl'ect. In some forms of insanity,
the simplest actions—speaking, walking, or dress-

ing
—are accompanied by vivid and painful con-

sciousness, and at the same time by such extreme

physical exhaustion that tlie patient soon becomes

quite unable to carry them out. In such cases a

very strong stimulus may occasionally overcome
the great resistance, and the normal reaction takes

place. Thus an overwhelming emotion has been
known to do so.

In verbal amnesia, a parallel instance is that known as Wolff's

case (cf. Loeb, p. 281).* The patient in this case could not tell

the names of objects or their qualities except when some actual

sensation was driven him : thus he could not say whether sugar
was sweet unless he tasted it, or whether snow was white or

black, unless he saw it. Mainly it was the visual sensation that
was most effective ; but In general the most nvid or most

striking sensation was that which was required to arouse the

idea or memory. An umbrella, for example, could be named
only when it was seen open.

We may conclude, then, that the brain-connexions

vary in the greater or less resistance they offer to

excitation ; that consciousness is a correlate of
• For another case see Bateman, p. 103.
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high resistance ; halntuation, autoiiiatic actiun, of

low resistance : and tlie higher the resistance, the

8tron','er the impression that is required to ' toudi
ofl' tlie conscious process as a whole in any given
case. In amnesia of all kinds, the most complex
mental aciiievenients or the most recent memories
are the first to fail : thus a Bohemian peasant
learnt (ierinan when he entered tlie army ; after

some time, at sword practice, his lnain was

accidentally i>ierced ; his German failed him, l)Ut

he retained the power of speech in his native

tongue (Adamkiewicz ; for other cases see Bateman
p. 188). In such cases the brain-associations wliicli

are least firmly fixed (eitlier because of their

recentness or because of their complexity), i.e.

those wliicli ufVer greatest resistance to excitation,
are those wiiicli lirst fail in their functions ; and
in recovery from tlie disease or injury the order is

the reverse, the last memories to return being
those of the events immediately preceding the ill-

ness, etc. These are only a few of the ])henoniena
which make it certain that the relation between
mind ami brain is functional, not structural,

except so far as structure follows and is determined

by function ; that the general function served by
the upper brain is to correlate the results of i)ast
individual experience, as the lower brain correlates

thoseof race-experience,with present and immediate
needs and situations, i.e. retention and co-ordina-
tion ; but that individual mental activity is the
essential condition both of retention and of co-ordi-

nation ; that, accordingly, the brain is mainly tlie

instrument, the means, rather than the cause or

condition, of mental development.
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BRANCHES AND TWIGS.—Branches and
twigs are used in a variety of rites and ceremonies,
and their use is generally conditioned by tlie sacred
nature of the trees from which they are taken,
though this is not always the case.

I. Ritual.—In the ritual of jirimitive peoples,
other ceremonial articles being few in numlxir,
branches and twigs have a prominent place. Thus,
among the Australian tribes, they are used in a
trreat variety of rites. In the tire ceremony of tlie

Warramunga tribe, huge torches are prepared,
made of saplings 15 feet long, thickly encased in a
mass of gnm-tree twigs ; while another part of

the ceremony consists in the erection of a long
pole to which gum-tree twigs are attached. The
men of the tribe at this rite enter a icurle;/ made
of boughs, and sing there for hours. Bunches of
similar twigs are also attached to ditlerent parts of

the body (Spencer-Gillen'', p. 3S0ff.). At mourn-
ing ceremonies, widows of the dead man mourn
under the shelter of a bough wurley (ib. p. 521).
In these tribes the dead are often left on a platform

of boughs erected on a tree (ib. p. 517). Further,
at the totem ceremonies of the Kingilli tribe, each

performer wears on either thigh what is known as
a tjintilli. This consists of a central stick, about a

yard long, to which are attached a number of leafy
green gum-twigs (ib. p. 198). A bamboo, to whicn
IS tied a leaf of the sago-palm, is used by some
tribes in New Guinea to indicate tabued articles

(Haddon, I/cad-Jhiyitcrs, London, 1901, p. 270 f.).

But at higher levels, branches and twigs are

variously employed. Thus in Japan, at the
festival of first-fruits, a place for the inami-clono,
or rice fruit hall, is chosen by divination and
marked out at the four corners by twigs of the
sacred evergreen tree, hung with tree fibre. In
the setting aj)art of a portion of rice field, two
S'ikdki twigs are planted (Aston, Shinto, London,
1905, p. 269). In the Hindu village ritual-marriage
of Siva and Parvati, clay images of the divinities

are attached to the ends of forked branches, the

prongs of which are stuck into heaps of grass and
tlowers (lA xi., 1882, p. 297 If.). The pious Hindu
also uses for the ceremony of teeth-cleaning a

twig or small stick, which is cut fresh every day
(Monier Williams, Rel. Thought and Life in India,
London, 1883, pt. i. p. 376). Again, Pliny .says of

the Celts that they used oak branches in nearly all

their ceremonies (HN xvi. 44). At the Greek
OljMupic games the victors' crowns were made of

branches of sacred olive, cut with a golden sickle

by a boy whose parents were both alive (schol. on
Pindar, Olymp. iii. 60). The Jews, during the
feast of Tabernacles, connected with the ingather-
ing of the fruits of the land, dwelt in booths made
of branches of olive, pine, myrtle, willow, palm,
and of 'thick trees' (Lv '2Z*^-, Neh 8'^"-). It is

probable that this custom arcjse out of the practices
of an earlier cult of vegetation (.see § 5).

2. Lustration.—In lustration, branches and

twigs form a natural, and therefore a primitive,
form of asperger for sprinkling water or blood
over the worshippers, or over sacred objects. In
such a ceremony their use is doubtless wider than
can now be ascertained, as the method of sprinkling
is not alwa3'3 clearly rei>orted. At the native bap-
tismal ceremony in Polynesia, the priest asperged
the child with a green branch or twig dipped in

water, to the accompaniment of archaic prayers
(Tylo^^ ii. 430 ; Baptism [Ethnic], §7). Lustration
ceremonies among the Romans were frequently
performed by means of branches of laurel or olive.

Gvid speaks of the moistened laurel bough sending
forth the sprinkled water at the Palilia (Fa.st%,
iv. 721 ff.), and describes the rites at the fountain
of Mercury, where traders sprinkled themselves
and their goods with a dripping laurel branch

dipped in its waters (ib. v. 66311'.). Among the
Semites, branches and other parts of sacred trees

were used for lustrations (W. Ii. Smith, p. 178).
Certain of the sprinklings in the rites of

purification
used by the Hebrews were performed dv a bunch
of hyssop. Thus, water was sprinkleil with hys.sop

by a ceremonially clean person over the persons
and things whicli had come in contact with a

corpse (Nu 19'^). Hyssop and cedar wood, the
latter probably in the form of a twig, were aKso

used in the ritual of cleansing the leper or the

leprous house (Lv 14) ; and, in the account of the

origin
of the Passover, a bunch of hyssop is ordered

to be dipped in the blood of the lamb, and used to

strike the lintel and doorposts (Ex 12^; cf. al.so

He 9", Ps oV). In Scandinavia the bloo<l of

sacrificed animals was collecte<l in bowls and
sprinkled over the altar, temple walls, and people
by means of blautteinar, or sortilege twigs (Vie-
fusson and Powell, Corpus Poet. Borenle, Oxford,
1883, i. 403 f. ; Simrock, Handb. der deutscken

Myth., Bonn, 1887, p. 509 ; de la Saussaye, Rel. of
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the Teutons, Boston, 1902, p. 376). Sometimes
sacred twigs -were placed in -water which was to be
used ritually, as in the Lap^i ceremony of baptism,
in which sacred alder twigs were used in this way
(Tylor^, 11. 437 ; cf. Baptlsm [Ethnic], § 7 [5] and

[8]). In other cases, a branch is used by Itself as

a means of purification. In the New Hebrides, it

suffices to draw a branch down the body to remove
the contagion or defilement (JAI xxiii. 12), or, as

In Japan, at the new moon ceremonies a branch of

sakaki Is waved In token of the purification of sins

(Aston, p. 292). Scourging or beating with branches,
whose sacred or magical virtues are supposed to

drive away evil influences, Is not uncommon (see

Austerities, § 5 ; de la Saussaye, p. 376 ; Frazer,
GB^- in. 98, 126-133, 217 ff.).

3. Sacrifice.—In sacrifice, branches and twigs
are frequently used. In the more primitive forms
of sacrifice by fire, the fire Is naturally fed with
branches. But occasionally branches and twigs of

some sacred tree are thrown upon the fire or are
burned for purposes of purification or to bring good
luck. Instances are found in the burning of cedar
and hyssop in the Hebrew sacrifice of the red heifer

(Nu 19^), the Roman custom of throwing laurel on
the sacrificial fire or on the hearth (Granger,
Worship of the Romans, London, 1895, p. 305 ;

Ovid, Fasti, iv. 741), the Hindu feeding of the
sacred hearth fire every morning with pieces of

consecrated wood generally taken from the PalCda-
tree (Monler Williams, pt. 1. p. 366), etc. Reference

may also be made to the images, made of osiers,
within which human victims were consumed by
fire among the Gauls (Caesar, de Bell. Gall. vl.

16). For probable late survivals of this custom,
see Frazer, GB^ ill. 320 ff. Branches or twigs of

sacred trees sometimes accompany ofierings ; thus,
in Scandinavia, twigs were cut from special kinds of

trees, and these, interwoven with flowers, were
afterwards fastened to the tails of animals intended
for sacrifice (de la Saussaye, p. 376). A Hindu
Instance is tliat of the balls of rice used in the
funeral ceremonies, in which sprigs of the Tulasl

plant are inserted (Williams, p. 302). Or, again,

they are ofi'ered as sacrifice, as in the case of the

Japanese kcdzurikake, wands of elder or willow,
whittled at the top into a mass of shavings, which
are also symbols of deitj^ and fetishes (Aston, p.
191 ft'.). Among the Alnus similar wands of willow
or lilac, called inao, are both sacrifices and fetishes

(Batchelor, The Ainu of Japan, London, 1892, p.
87 fF., The Ainu and their Folklore, London, 1901,

p. 92 fi". ; see also AiNUS, § 23 fi".).

4. Divination.—In certain processes of divination
the u.se of branches and twigs occurs. Tacitus

says of the ancient Germans that, in order to
consult lots, they cut oft" the twig of a fruit-bear-

ing tree and made it into little wands. Upon these

they put distinguishing marks and scattered them
at random upon a white garment [Gernuinia, ch.

10). These twigs, whether or not the marks on
them were runes, are probably connected with the
Norse sortilege twigs, or consecrated chips used in

divination, and the Frisian tein, or twigs, used for

casting lots in judicial procedure (de la Saussaye,
p. 394; Vigfusson and Powell, p. 411; Simrock,
p. 531). For a similar Celtic instance see Celts,
§ xiil. (4). Here, too, may be noted the wide-

spread use of the di\ining rod, a forked twig, usu-

ally of hazel. The forks of the twig are held, one
in each hand of the seeker, and the twig twists in

his grasp when he arrives at the spot under which
what he seeks is concealed (Barrett,

' The so-called

Divining Rod,' in Proc. Soc. Psych. Bcscarch, 1897 ;

Lang, Making of Religion, London, 1898, p. 164 tf.;

Baring Gouhl, Curious Myths of the Middle Ages,
London, 1868, p. 55 ff. ; see also Divination).

5. Vegetation-cults.—Many folk survivals show

the uses of branches and t%\dgs In connexion >vith

vegetation-cults. Under various names (Jack-in-
the-Green, etc.) and at various times puppets are
made of green stutf, twigs, and branches ; or
selected persons are clad in green boughs, leaves,
and flowers, and undergo various ceremonies.
These represent the old tree-spirit, or spirit of

vegetation, though now no longer regarded in

that light by the folk. At such times, also,

especially after the ceremony of '

carrying out
death,' boughs are cut and brought home to the

village, and these have also some connexion with
the spirit of vegetation. Many Instances of these
are collected by Frazer (GB- 1. 214 fi"., 11. 82 ff.),

and by Grimm (Teut. Myth. pp. 769, 772, 775,
784 tf.). The power of the tree-spirit is communi-
cated also to the fields by placing a branch in the

furrow, or by carrying branches round the fields,
and it is also conveyed to houses which are decked
with branches at the times of the old pagan
festivals, May-day and Midsummer, and, under
Christian influences, at Christmas—probably a
survival of the practice at the festival which
began the winter season (Elworthy, The Evil Eye,
London, 1895, p. 103 ; Brand, Popular Antiquities,
London, 1870, 1. 71, 121, 125, 173, 174, 246 f., 288 ff.

;

Grimm, pp. 778, 786 ; GB ^
ill. 276 f. ; for decking

houses at weddings and funerals, and for Palm
Sunday customs, see Brand, 1. 71, ii. 71 ff., 175).
The connexion of the branch with the vegetation-
or fertility-spirit is seen in an Irish instance when
a bough set up on the house on May-day is

supposed to produce plenty of mUk during the
summer (Brand, i. 131). Branches or twigs from
trees regarded as sacred, the rowan, the elder, etc.,
were placed on houses, stables, sheepfolds, and
barns as a protection against evil spirits, witches,
and other evil Influences. They were also placed
in boats, or carried on the person as a talisman.
These practices occur very widely in modem
European folk custom {GB"^ ill. 132, 261, 265;
Elworthy, p. 347 ; Brand, i. 151 ; MacCulloch,
The Misty Isle of Skye, Edinburgh, 1905, p. 237).
But that it is derived from ancient paganism is

shown by similar practices among pagan peoples
(Ovid, Fasti, iv. 721 ff., vl. 151 ft'. ; de la Saussaye,
p. 376 f. [Scandinavians] ; Monier Williams, p. 296

[Hindus] ;
for the Parsi custom see Barsom). The

Midsummer and other bonfires, as well as the need
fire, were fed by branches, twigs, and leaves of

oak, especially in Celtic and Teutonic districts

(Grimm, p. 605) ; in the case of need fires, nine
sorts of wood were used in Sweden and elsewhere

(Grimm, p. 607 ; GB- ill. 270, and passim). Through
these fires cattle were driven, and burning brands or

branches were carried through the fields or villages,
and set up in the fields {GB~ ill. 313 ; Brand, 1. 215;
Grimm, p. 621; de la Saussaye, p. 375 ft'.). New
fires were lit on the hearth with blazing brands
from these fires or with branches lit at their

flames (GiJ- lii. 245). Brands were also taken
from the bonfires and kept in houses or in cattle-

sheds, as preservatives against thunder and light-

ning, fire, and other evils, or were carried about
for luck (ib. p. 254 ff.). In some cases walnut-
branches are carried by the people in procession
round the fire or passea over it, and then placed
on the cattle-sheds, or the backs of cattle are singed
with a hazel-twig lit at the fire, or birch boughs
are thrown into the fire, in Russia, to cause the
flax to grow to the height of the boughs (ib.

pp. 275, 284, 291). The fires are sun-charms, and
tlie brands have the virtues of the fire and the

sun, which they impart to field, house, or hearth,

Eromoting
growth of crops, warding oft" e%'ils,

ringing luck, etc.

Connected with the cult of sacred trees was the

practice of hanging sacrificial offerings upon their
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branches. This practice has occurred wherever

tree-worship is found, or where worship took place
in sacred j^roves (see art. Trkks ; and, for

particular instances from Soutli America, New
Zealand, and among the Dayaks, cf. Tylor^ ii.

223 f. ; for the Semites, cf. W. K. Smith, p. 169; for

the Scandinavians, cf. de la Saussaye, p. 356 ; and
for the Celts, Jullian, Rccherches sur la lleligion

gmiloise, Bordeaux, 1903, p. 55). Amon^^ the

Japanese, presents to a superior were delivered

attached to the brancii of a tree (Aston, p. 215).

In the ritual of healinj^ at sacred wells, a ra},'

which has been in contact with the patient, or

part of his clothing, is hung on the branches of a
sacred tree near the well, either as an oJlering or

as a magical means of conveying the disease to

the tree or of bringing the sull'erer within the

healing influence of the tree-spirit (see Tylor',
ii. 150 ; Brand, iii. 10). Sacred wells are also

decked with green boughs on certain occasions, e.g.

Holy Thursday and the day of the saint to whom
the well is dedicated (Brand, iii. 9).

Where sacred trees are venerated, either in

actual cult or in late folk-survivals, it is considered

sacrilegious to break even a twig from them. To
do so will be followed by a punishment, misfortune,
or ill-luck. The same is true of trees growing on

graves (Tylor^, ii. 115 [Malagasy]; W. R. Smith,

p. 169 [Semites] ; Ehvorthj', p. 99 [Livonians] ;

Brand, iii. 13 [Celts]; Mackenzie, Ten Years North

of the Orange River, Edinburgh, 1871 [Bechuanas]).
Branches are also used in rain magic in a variety

of ways, probably because the tree-spirit was

originally uelieved to have influence over the

weather. Thus, among the Congo people, mounds
are covered with branches of trees and fetish-

ornaments. Round these mounds a priest walks,

muttering incantations (Reade, Savage Africa,
London, 1S63, p. 363). Pausanias mentions a

temple on Mt. Lyca-um, whose priest had power
to produce rain by throwing an oak branch into

a fountain (viii. 38). In Gaul, a naked virgin

standing up to her knees in the river was asperged
by her companions with branches dipped in the

water, as a t-liarm to produce rain (Grimm, p. 593).

The ceremonial cutting of the mistletoe from the oak by the

druids, and its use in magico-metiical rites, are described by
Pliny (£fA xvi. 44). Frazer connects this rite with the Scandi-
navian mj'th of Balder, slain by the mistletoe, and with the

plucking of the bough from a tree in the sacred prove by the

slayer and successor of the priest of Nemi. The mistletoe was

regarded as the soul of the oak, and had to be plucked before
the tree, in which dwelt the spirit of vegetation, could bc-

destroyed, or the human representative of the same spirit
could be slain (GB^ iji. 446 ff. ; Fkstivals [Celtic]). Mistletoe is

also ceremonially plucked in modern folk-custom in Scandinavia,
and elsewhere in Euroi>e (i6. p. 343). For the bough which had
to be plucked by ^neas, before his descent to the under world,
see Virgil, .-Kneid, vi. 203 ff. ; and for the magic silver boughs
of Celtic myth with their precious fruits, see Blest, Abodk ok
THE (Celtic).

See also Barsom.
Liter \TCR>.—The literature has been given fully throughout

the article. J. A. M.VCCULLOCH.

BRAWLING.—The word 'brawling' is techni-

cally u.sed in English Law for the oflence of

quarrelling or creating a disturbance in a place
of worship, churchyard, or burial-ground. The
word is derived from the French hrniller,

' to be

noisy,' which gives the main idea of the term, viz.

the dist\irbing of people at their devotions.
I. Legal.—Brawling is a brancii of sacrilege,

though the latter term is now usuall}- confined to

the robbery of churches. The punishment for

sacrilege in most countries np to the dat« of the
French Revolution, and later, was death. In

England, sacrilege involving the taking of goods
from a church or chapel remained a capital
ofi'ence till 1835, being abolished by statute 5 «& 6
Will. IV. c. SI. Brawling, however, had always
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been treated more leniently. The most vindictive
of the English

'

brawling' statutes requires merely
tliat the otFender shall be adjudged to have one of
his ears cut olf, or (what a comment on the customs
of the period !), if he have no ear.s, to be marked
and burned in the cheek with a hot iron having
the letter V, whereby he may be known and taken
for a fray-maker and lighter ; in addition, of

course, to the usual excommunication.
With reference to this law, it nmst be said that the Act was

passed in 1552, a time of great religious disturbance, when the

change of religion was taking place in England, and that
there had been a goo<l deal of open lighting with weapons, even
in churches ; so tliat strong measures were necessary. It must
also be said that these Imrharous penalties applied only to

persons who actually smote with a weapon or drew a weapon
with intent to smite. Those who merely 'smote' without
weapons, or only 'chided,' received much lighter punish-
ment.

This Act (5 «& 6 Edw. vi. c. 4) remained on the
statute-book till IS29, in company with many
other .statutes of our Draconian code. The prin-

ciple, however, still exists that disturbances in

sacred places deserve greater punishment than
those occurring elsewhere ;

in fact, some acts of

disturbance which are commendable if done in

another place are criminal if performed in church ;

for example, arrests by virtue of legal process.
This

principle seems to be recognized in all

countries, and in France during the Revolution

protection was extended to religious services of
all kinds.

In England, at present, brawling by a layman,
which by the Act of 1860 (23 & 24 Vict. c. 32) is

defined as being riotous, violent, or indecent i>e-

haviour in a place of worship (as also molestation
of a minister while celebrating any divine service
in church), is no longer punishable by the eccle.-ias-

tical courts, but as a civil otl'ence it is a mis-
demeanour under several statutes. The penalty
under 52 Geo. III. c. 155 is £40 ; under 23 & 24
Vict. c. 32, £5. The statute 24 & 25 Vict c. 100

§ 36 enacts as follows :

' Whosoever shall, by threats or force, obstruct or prevent, or
endeavour to otwtruct or prevent, any clergyman or other
minister in or from celebrating divine service or otherwise

officiating in anj' church, chap>el, meeting-house, or other place
of divine worship, or in or from the performance of his duty in

the lawful burial of the dead in any churchyard or other burial-

place, or shall strike or offer any violence to, or shall, upon any
civil process, or under the pretence of executing any civil

process, arrest any clergyman or other minister who is en-

gaged in, or to the knowledge of the offender is about to

engage in, any of the rites or duties aforesaid, or who. to the

knowledge of the offender, shall be going to perform the same
or returning from the pierformance thereof, is guilty of a mis-

demeanour, and, being convicted thereof, is liable to two years'
imprisonment with or without hard labour.'

The offender may also be lined and required to

give sureties {ib. § 71).

AI.S0, by the Burial Law Amendment Act, 1880,

Erovision
is made to prevent improper conduct at

urials.

Under 23 & 24 Vict. c. 32, any constable or
churchwarden of the parish has tiower to appre-
hend the oti'ender and take him before a justice.
There is an appeal to Quarter Sessions from a con-
viction under this Act.
A man may be convicted for brawling, although

acting in the bona fide assertion of a claim of right,
and that independently of the question whether
the claim is a good one or not (Asher v. Calcraft
[1887], 18 Q.B.D. 607).

It was held, by London Quarter Sessions, that under this Act
the behaviour must be really riotous, violent, or indecent ;

mere protests in words are not sufficient.

In a case where in a Church of England church a crucifix was
placed on the altar steps and the con;;regation crawled up, two
by two, to kiss it, and a person present took up the crucifix and
said (holding it above his head) in a loud voice : 'In the name
of God I protest against this idolatr}',' it was held that violent
conduct or brawling was not proved (Kentit v. Rose [189b], 62
J. P. 4S9).

But, on the other hand, in a ease which went to the Divisional

Court, where, in answer to the invitation in the ordination
service a statement was read in a perfectly orderly manner, this
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was nevertheless held to be brawling (Kensit v. St. Paul's

Chapter [1905], 2 K.B. 249).

A minister of religion can commit the offence of

brawling as well as a layman ( Vallancey v. Fletcher

[1897], 1 Q.B. 265), and may, if a minister of the
Church of England, be punished in the ecclesias-

tical instead of in the civil court {Girt v. Filling
-

/iam[l90l], P. 176). This is obvious if he indulges
in an open quarrel or wordy warfare in the sacred

place ; but he also commits the ofl'ence if he uses
violent language, unsuitable to public worship,
either in the course of his sermon or at any other

part of the service, or '

improves the occasion
'

against individual members of the congregation in

a violent or scolding manner.
Instances of this have come before the courts in the case of

clergymen of the Church of England, who are strictly bound
(during prayers), by the Acts of Uniformity, to the words pre-
scribed for use. Thus in one case a clergyman interpolated,
when reading the lesson, the following :

'
I have been accused

by some ill-natured neighbour of making alterations in the
service ; I have done so now and shall do so again, so mark.'
In another case the clergyman paused in the service to deliver
a long address in a chiding, quarrelsome, and brawling manner,
in which passages like the following appeared :

' You were per-
haps surprised at the pause I made at the end of the prayer [in
the Litanj], but it reminded me of my enemies.' ' Some one in

the congregation has had the audacity to write to the arch-
deacon.' ' Who has had the audacity to do this ?

' 'Someone
has committed perjury against me.' 'Another of my enemies
has written a letter to the bishop full of falsehoods.' Such con-
duct is punishable.

The object of the laws of England is well put by
Sir John Nicholl in the case of Palmer v. Roffcy,
2 Addams 144. It is to protect the sanctity of

those places and their appurtenances set apart for

the worship of the Supreme Being and for the repose
of the dead, in which nothing but religious awe
and Christian goodwill between men should pre-
vail, and to prevent them from being converted
with impunity into scenes of human passion and
malice, of disturbance and violence. The sacred-
ness of the place being thus the object of this pro-

tecting law, it is no part of a legal inquiry, when
more than one person is implicated in the trans-

action, which of the two persons so implicated is

more to blame or which of them began the quarrel.
Each who engages in it violates the law ; each is

bound to abstain from quarrelling, chiding, or

brawling in the sacred place. Therefore, as

Blackstone (Commentaries, iv. 145) says, 'mere

quarrelsome words, which are neither an aflray
nor an offence in any other place, are penal
here.'

Churchwardens, however, and also constables

may, for the purpose of maintaining order during
Divine service, eject disturbers ; and church-
wardens may take off a person's hat if, on being
asked, he refuses to remove it ; and, it has been
said, may whip boys who play in church during or

immediately before service. But such action might
be attended with awkward consequences in these

days (Burton v. Henson [1842], 10 M. & W. 108 ;

Worth V. Terrington [1845], 13 M. & W. 781 ; the
Church of England canons of 1604, Nos. 19, 85, and
111 may also be consulted). It has, however, been
decided that a churchwarden has no right forcibly
to prevent an inhabitant from entering tlie church
for the purpose of attending service, on the ground
that in his opinion there is no room (Taylor v.

Timson [1888], 20 Q.B.D. 671).
2. Ethical.—From the etliical point of view

thei'e may be considerable diderence of opinion on
the question. Is brawling, that is, the disturbance
of other people's worship, under any circumstances

justifiable? The answer Avill depend largely on
the view taken of the ethical standard of right
and wrong. Those who think that tiie law of the

particular country is the only standard, and m\ist
be obeyed, can easily answer this question. The
laws of many civilized countries now protect all

public worship from disturbance and all ministers

of religion from molestation, and the answer iii

those countries would be—No.
Those who lind the will of the Deity expressed

in the Bible, and regard this as the ultimate

standard, have a more difficult task. It is un-
doubted that many instances of '

brawling
'

are

commended in Holy Writ. For example, there is

the case of Moses, who at a 'feast to the Lord'

{Ex. 32^) took the golden calf which the Israelites

had made, and burnt it in the fire, and ground it

to powder and strewed it upon the water, and
made the children of Israel to drink of it (v.^).

Further OT examples are numerous—the destruc-

tion of the high places and the altars of the priests
of Baal at various times ; and of the brazen serpent

by king Hezekiah. It is true these cases raise

points as to the rights of heads of States. But
from the abstract point of view they involve

questions of sacrilege and brawling.
To come to the NT, we may mention (with all

reverence) the action of Jesus Christ, who went
into the temple of God and cast out all them that
sold and bought there, overthrowing the tables of

the money-changers and of them that sold doves.

These people were in the house of God by lawful

authority ; the doves were no doubt required for

sacrifice. Our Lord's reason was founded on the
law :

' It is written,' He said,
' my house shall be

called the house of prayer ; but ye have made it a
den of thieves.' Such a plea would not be ad-

mitted in a modern court of justice. It is a clear

case of '

brawling
'

according to modern ideas.

The third point of view is that of people who
think that the law of their particular Church or

sect is the ultimate test. The Church of Bome
has undoubtedly taught, and its adherents have
acted on the opinion, that it is proper not only to

disturb devotions which are contrary to its tenets,
but also to molest and even to put to death minis-

ters of religion and others who teach doctrines

inconsistent with theirs. Members of religious
bodies of this type would undoubtedly hold that

'brawling' at the command of their religious

superiors is not only justifiable, but virtuous.

Their sense of duty is of that kind which would
burn the body to save the soul.

Lastly, there is the point of view of those who
think that the ethical standard is a certain fitness,

suitability, or propriety in actions as determined

by our understanding or reason (Bain, Mental and
Moral Science, p, 430) or, in Kant's words, that

people should act in such a way that their conduct

might be a law to all beings. It is conceived that
all those who hold this view would approve of the
laws of England practically as they now stand ;

that is, that, although a person may be constrained

by an overpowering sense of duty to put down
false religion, illegality, and wrong, he must not
take the law into his own hands, and act so as to

disturb, annoy, or injure his fellow-men. Sic utere

tuo ut alienum non laedas.

Literature.—Most of the law-books deal with brawling, but
not completely : amongst others, B. Whitehead, Church Laiv^,
London 1899, and Lord Halsbury, Laws of England, 1909.

Stephens' Laws relating to the Clergy, London, 1848 (s.v.
'

Brawling and Smiting '), is the fullest, but its date precludes
the new statutes and cases. Archbold, Criminal Law, 1905,

gives statutes and cases to that date. The encyclopaedias also

have short articles, the best being Larousse, Grand Diet. Univ.

Paris, 1876, s.v. 'Sacrilfege.' The ethical view is almost always
ignored. BENJAMIN WHITEHEAD.

BRAZIL.—The area enclosed by the confines

of tlie present Republic of Brazil contains four

principal ethnological stocks—the Arawak, the

Carib, the Tupi-Guarani, and tlie Tapuya. But
many of the sub-sections of these races overlap
into territory outside the boundaries of Brazil

proper, so that the information in this article

must be taken as referring to the religious con-
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ceptions of tliose four families as a wiiole, and not

to those of tlicin who are strictly coniined to tlie

territories of the lU'imljlie.
The status of relij^icms conceiition amonr; the

native tribes of Brazil is not very far advanced in

the scale of belief. It consists mainly of a crude

anthr()i)omorphism. Indeed, it may be said that

the distinction betAveen the natural and su])er-
natural has not yet been realized by them.

Many of tiie agencies by which tiiey l)erieve the

universe to be ordered are of a human or qiiasi-
hunian character. They apj)ear to be, for the most

part, incapable of the abstract thought required
to conceive of an eternal spirit, aTul their ideas

of a Su]ireme Being are of the faintest. Tlie

general theogony of tlie Tupi, for example, though
extremely hazy, appears to consist in the primal
idea of a universal maternal agent. Fetisdi and
animistic beliefs are also widely prevalent ; and,
as in nearly every religion of the lower cultus,

the explicit (or comparatively explicit) belief

is accompanied by an extraiuHius and confused

body of semi-legendary superstition, such as a
belief in demons and evil spirits of the forest,

river, and mountain. These last vary in their

characteristics according to locality, and in the

course of generations several may have attained
the distinction of godhead, if the name may be

applied to entities few of whose attributes appear
to oe truly supernatural. It may lie said that the

religious conceptions of all four fanulies mentioned
above are on a similar level, and that certain

beliefs are common to all.

I. The Arawaks. — The Arawak tribes are

widely distributed over an area extending from
the River Paraguay to the extreme north of the

South American continent, and they have contri-

buted largely to the formation of the existing
stocks inhabiting the Antilles and Bahamas
groups. It is generally admitted that they origin-
ated in the northern part of the continent ; but
their nomadic traits, and the ready manner in

which they have intcriiiingled with other stocks,
have caused marked diH'erentiation between the

various tribes belonginfj to the family. At the

present day most of tliem have ceased to be

nomads, and are engaged mainly in hunting and

fishing; certain of tiiem, however, exist on an

agricultural basis. Their principal divisions ai'e :

Northern group—Maypures, Atorais, Wapisianas,
and other insignificant confederacies ; Southern
and Western Groups—Piris of the Uccaj'ali River,
Minanhas of the Jurua River, Canamaris of the

Purus River, Manaos of the Rio Negro, Custenaus,
Vaurds, Meliinakus, Yualapiti (all of the River

Xingu territory), and (iuana.s, dwelling on the

left bank of the Upper Paraguay.
(1) Cosmogontj.—The Creation and Flood myths

of the various Arawak tribes bear a close resem-

blance to those generally current throughout the

South American continent ; that is, they assume a
twofold destruction of the world prior to its

present condition. Thus the Arawaks of Guiana
believe that Aimon Kondi scourged the world
with fire, from which the survivors sought refuge
in subterranean dwellings. Then a great Hood

followed, from which Marerewana and his followers

saved themselves in a canoe. Such a Plood-

myth is practically identical with that of the

Quiches of Guatemala, as found in the Popol Vuh,
the sacred book of that people,

and in the

mythologies of many other American races. That
man originated in a subterranean world is a belief

widely disseminated among the Arawaks. There
death was unknown, but the ruler of mankind
chanced to discover the upper world, and, returning,
warned his people that, though sunlight was there,
so was death. Many, despite the warning, sought

the upjier air
;
but niiiltitiides are still believed to

exist in l)liss far below. Anotlier Arawak version
of the Creation assorts that the (Jreat Spirit,

having comph^ted the iieavens and earth, seated
Himself on a huge silk-cotton tree by a river side,
and cut oil' pieces of its bark, which He cast all

around. Tliose which totuOied the water became
fish, tliose which touched the air, birds ; and those
which alighted upon the earth became animals and
men. The Arawaks of Guiana are almost wholly
in a condition of totemism.

(2) Theogony and rilunl.—The theogony of many
of the Brazilian tribes clusters round the cult of the

god Jurnjiari, whi(^h is best exemjilified by that

phase of it practised by the Uapes. This cult is in-

vested with the utmost secrecy, but has been fully
examined by Coudreau and Stratlelli. The name
Jurupari (Juru-parn-i) signifies

' Issue from the
moutn of a river,' and the myth of his birth states

that he was born of a virgin who possessed no sexual

parts. She, however, conceived tlirf»ugli swallowing
a draught of cachiri, or fermented li(iuor, but could
not be relieved of her ortspring until, when bathing,
she was bitten severely by a fish called '

Tarire,'
when Jurupari was Ixjrn. He grew speedily to man-
hood, and one day invited the men of the tribe to

partake of a great bowl of cachiri ; but the women
refused their assistance in its manufacture, and
thus gained his ill-will. Their children likewise
incurred his enmity through eating the fruit of the
uacii tree, which was sacred to him ; and for this

offence he devoured them. Enraged at the loss of

their children, the men of the tribe surrounded

him, and cast him into a fire, from the cinders of

which sprang the /3rtxi«6a ])alm, which the Uapes
believe to be his bones. W hilst it was still nignt,
the men cut down this tree, and fashioned it into

sacred instruments, which it is ordained the women
of the tribe must never see. Should a woman
of the Uapes set eyes upon anj' of the sacred

symbols of Jurupari, she is at once poisoned.
This exclusion of women from the secret rites of the worship

of Jurupari seems to point to some remote totemic origin of

which all but the mere remembrance has been lost. There
would appear to have been an ancient apprehension among the

Uapes that Jurupari, who was regarded by them as more of a

demiurge than a god proper, might exercise upon the women
of the tribe

'
le droit d'un dieu.' Indeed, a myth exists which

relates how one woman who had in her possession the sacred

symbols was violated by Jurupari, and that the exclusion of the
women from his worship dates from that event.

On the days upon which the worship of Jurupari
is to be celebrated, the men proceed from the place
of his adoration on a tour of the surrounding
district, playing loudly upon pipes and flutes.

Upon hearing the 'Jurupari music' the women
shut themselves up in their houses, and do not

emerge again until they are certain that all risk

of their beholding the proces.sion is over. The
men then return to the headquarters of the priests,
where the sacred symbols are exposed to view.

These are the uiacamraua and the paxiuba. The
former is a black cloak without arms, descending
to the middle of the body, and made of monkeys'
hair interwoven with hair cut from the heads of

virgins imme<liately after their arrival at puberty.
The jnixiulta is a portion of the palm-tree of that

species, about the lieight of a man, and some ten

centimetres in diameter. By a device consisting
of holes bored in the part of the tree beneath the

foliage, its leaves are made to tremble by the
breatii of the priest who evokes it.

The principal religious ceremony in the worship
of Jurupari is the Dahucuri, or initiation of the

young men. This occurs six times in the year, as

follows: the assnby on Jan. 1; the ucvqui on
Feb. 2 ; the miritz on March 3 ; the pataud on

May 4 ; the umari on Jul}' 5 ; and the uign on
Nov. 6. Of all these indigenous fruits the Indians

make intoxicating beverages. These are freely
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partaken of in the accompanying revels, which are
of the most riotous description. On the day of the
festival those who have arrived at manhood are

painted in black and red. They chant mournful
melodies, whilst the pages, or priests, join them in

marriage to women of the tribe, who are then sent
into the forest. Three men in barbaric costumes
then carry in the paxiuba, and several Indians

disguised as Jurupari dress in the niacacaraua and
symbolize the god's myth. The paxiuba horn
is then sounded, and the women return. Mutual
flagellations commence, and the proceedings degen-
erate into a saturnalia. Jurupari is invited, but

replies through the mouth of the pagds that he
dare not be present, as, if he were to have relations
with a woman, he would ' be changed into a

serpent.'
The demiurgic nature of Jurupari is indicated

by his relative position to Tupan, a primitive deity
common to many Brazilian tribes. The Tupan of

the Indians of the period immediately subsequent
to the discovery of Brazil was by no means a
beneficent deity, but typified the thunder, or any
agency terrible or majestic. The first missionaries
in the southern part of BrazU identified Tupan
with God the Father, and the Christian reminis-
cences which we discover in the Jurupari cult

doubtless had their origin in the old missionary
idea of Tupan. The pagis diifer regarding the

identity of Tupan. Some regard him as a species
of All-father, whilst others construct a vague
hierarchy from Jurupari the Terrible, the Tupan
of the Indians ('the Good'), and the Tupan of the
Whites ('the Mighty'). Jurupari is not at strife

with Tupan, but rather supplementary to him
;
for

whereas the former has a local and precise signifi-

cance, that of Tupan is vague and general. Tupan,
it is said, created Jurupari 'for evil.' When he
visits the earth, Jurupari is always his guide.
Jurupari dwells with Tupan in heaven ; and if in

life the men of the Uapes have honoured the cult
of Jurupari, they go to dwell with him after death.
If they have not done so, they perish on the long
road from earth to heaven. The women who
behold the sacred symbols go to Bichiu, a place
inhabited by inferior spirits

—a species of purgatory;
but if they have not thus offended, they go to the
heaven of Jurupari. Tribes akin to the Uapes
believe that those women who see the symbols are

changed at death into serpents or crocodiles. In
the heaven of Jurupari the dead hunt, fish, drink
cachiri, and make sacred symbols. Grief and ennui
are unknown. Tliose men who are lost on the
route finally arrive at a hell, a badly-defined,
shadowy extension of earth, where they continue
the terrestrial life.

The Arawaks have a wholesome dread of evil

spirits and forest-giants, which they designate
canchemar. They have also a Jurupari of the

Forest, an evil and malignant being, who, how-
ever, appears to bear no relation to the demiurge
of the same name.

(3) Priesthood.—Among the Uapes the sacer-
dotal caste of the pages, or priests, is strongly
organized in a hierarchy, and is subdivided into
the uarassu, or adepts, the assu, or arch-priests,
and the mirim, or neophytes, who are very
numerous. The secret of their organization is

little known and well guarded. It is, in fact, a

species of freemasonry, and candidates are initiated
into the several degrees by similar processes. The
pagSs are also doctors, but, above all, exorcists.

They possess magical formulae, which vary with
each tribe. Certain pag^s act as mediums to
demons whom they profess to have in their service,
and others undertake invocation of the dead. The
thoroughness with which they carry out their

purely religious duties is remarkable. Even the

children are examined and interrogated by them
in secret regarding the cult of Jurupari. In fact,

the initiation of the layman into that cult lasts

during the entire period of his life. Although
the pages resort to symbolism, they are not fetish-

worshippers, and distinguish strongly between the

symbol and the being it symbolizes. The maca-
caraua is not Jurupari, they say. It is his '

figure
'

(rangaua). The Guaycuriis of Paraguay possess a
similar religious order, whom they call Vilndgenetd,
and who act principally as exorcists of the evil in

man, which they designate nanigo gig6. They
believe that the goat-sucker bird and the scream-

ing vulture act as messengers from the dead to the

priest, between whom and the deceased persons of

the tribe there is frequent communication. They
also practise exorcism by fumigation. The dualism
which the pagis of the Puris profess was in all

probability communicated to them by European
missionaries (Spix and Martins).

2. The Caribs.—The Caribs, one of the first

American races to come under the notice of the

European discoverers, were until recently supposed
to be confined to Venezuela, Guiana, and the
Antilles ; but von den Steinen met with tribes

cognate to them in speech and physiological
characteristics in the very heart of Brazil—the
Bakairi and Nahuquas of the Upper Xingu, which
he regarded as the Carib cradle-land. They were,

par excellence, the maritime race of America, and
in their great sea-canoes extended their piratical

voyages to Cuba and Haiti, and permanently
occupied some of the Lesser Antilles. On the
mainland they were in possession of the shore west
of the mouth of the Orinoco, nearly to the Cor-
dilleras. From tlieir name is derived that of
'

cannibal,' owing to their custom of eating human
flesh. Most of the present-day Caribs are nominally
Christians.

(1) Mythology. — The Caribs of the Antilles

regarded the earth, which they called Mama
Nono, as 'the good mother from which all

things come.' Their mythological ideas corre-

sponded with their degree of ci^olization, which
was extremely primitive. The first ancestor of

the Caribs created his offspring by sowing the
SOU ynth stones, or with the fruit of the Mauritius

palm, which sprouted forth into men and women.

They believed that a multiplicity of souls

inhabited one body, and that, wherever they
might detect a pulsation, a soul was present. All

these, however, were subordinate to one principal

spirit enthroned in the heart, which alone would
be transported to the skies at death (anon. Voyage
A la Louisiane fait en 1720). The seat of the
deceased was named by them Hueyu Ku, the
Mansion of the Sun, where, as in the Mexican

paradise, the barbaric idea of bliss was to be
attained. With the Caribs of the mainland, some

shadowy belief in resurrection seems to have

obtained, as they were most punctilious in pre-

serving the bones of their ancestors, wliich, after

having cleaned, bleached, and painted them, they
kept in a wicker basket full of spices suspended
from the doors of their dwellings.

They possessed a culture-hero, Tamu (Grand-
father), who was also known as ' Old Man of the

Sky.' He appears to have been almost identical

with the Nahuatlac Quetzalcoatl, the Quich6
Gucumatz, and the Maj^an Cuculcan, in that he
was of light complexion, came from the east, and,
after having instructed the Caribs in agriculture
and the primitive arts, disappeared in the direction

whence he came. Brinton believed him to be
identical with the Zumd of the Guarani of Para-

guay, and Ehrenreich with the Kamu of the

Arawaks (a culture-hero), and the Kaboi of the

Karayas. In the legend of the latter he dwelt
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with their ancestors in the under world until ii

bird, the Divholuphos crlstdtim, by its call, led

them to life and ligiit in the upper world. With
the Caribs the sun and moon shared sovereignt}'
with the earth as the supreme beings of tiie

Universe. It is almost certain that the goii

Hurakan (from whose name is derived our word
' hurricane '), ^vho figures in the Quich6 Popol Vnh
as ' the Heart of Heaven,' the supreme god, was of

Carib origin, although it is possible that he may
have been borrowed by the Caribs from tlie

indigenous tribes of the Antilles ; but von den
Steinen gives the Carib form as ye'lo,

'

thunder,'
whence Island-Carib ioualluii.

(2) Priesthood.—Although the Carib religion
was of an extremely jirimitive type, it was well

organized by a hereditary class or siiamans called

piaycs, similar to the pnge.s of the Arawaks, tf)

Avhom the Caribs were probably ethnological I3'

related. Tliis cla.ss exercised unlimited nower,
and, besides i)erforming the very elaborate religious
rites appertaining to their worship, were, as with
the Arawaks, exorcists.

3. The Tupi-Guarani.—This stock, so called to

.show tlie etlinic allinity existing V)etween the Tupi
of Brazil and the Guarani of I'araguaj', originally
advanced in a northerly direction from the Kiver
Plate regi<m, and drove the Tajmyasfrom the coast

lands, which it thencefortli occupied .-is a maritime

people. It is now represented by tribes occupying
various belts of country in a territory so vast as
that between the rivers iNIaroni in French Guiana,
to the nortli, and the Plate, to the south. In
Guijina the principal divisions are the Ovampi and
the Emerillons, in Prazil proper the various tribes

of the Central Plateau, and in Paraguay the
Guarani. These various tribes were at one time
addicted to cannibalism, but large numbers have
become converted to Christianity, altliough many
still retain tiieir ancient beliefs. They sneak a
dialect of the ancient Tupi lan<juage,

called the

Lingoa Geral, which Avas standardized by the earij'

Portuguese missionaries for their own uses, and

graduallj' became the general tongue of the Ama-
zonian tribes. Tupi branches are also found in

Argentina and Uruguay.
(1) Cosmofjovy.

—A certain magician, Irin Magd,
is credited by the Eastern Tuj»i with tlie creation
of seas and rivers, and at his intervention Monan,
the Maker or Begetter, withdrew the tata, or

Divine lire, with which he had resolved to destroy
the world. An early account (Hans Staden,
1550) states their belief in a destniction of

their ancestors by a powerful supernatural enoniy
called Mair, who sent upon them an inundation,
from whicli only a few were saved, by climbing
trees and hiding in caves—a variant of tlie Pupol
Vuh legend. Tlie same authority gives the names
of three brothers—Krimen, Hermittan, and Coem—from whom they claimed descent ; and the
Guarani si)eak of four brothers, and give two of

their names as Tupi and Guarani, parents of

the tribes called after them respect ivel,v. Tliese

four V)rothers are identical with similar quartettes
in other American mjthologies, and typify tiio

cardinal points of the conipa.ss.

(2) Thcngnny.
—The theogony of the Tupi is a

simple nature-worship, altliough much confusion
exists among authorities as to its constituents.
The Vicomte d'ltabayana sees in Tupi belief the

quality of dualism (a rare occurrence m American
religions), and gives it as his opinion that Toru-

shom-pek, the sun, stands for their principle of

good, and Toru-guenket, the moon, for their evil

principle. The latter is supposed to fall periodi-

cally and wreck the earth ; and all baneful in-

fluences, sucii as tliunders and Hoods, proceed from
her. Magalhaes (0 Selvagem) is of opinion that

Tupi theogony rests on the primal idea that all

created things have a mother or maker, who is

responsible for the general scheme of animate and
inanimate matter. There are, furtiier, three

superior deities, to whom are apportioned the

making of tlie various natural families. These
are Guaracy, the sun, creator of all animals ;

.lacy,
the moon, creator of plants ; and PerudA or

liuuii, tlie god of love, who promotes the repro-
diK^tion of human beings. Eacii of these is assisted

by inferior beings. Subordinate to the sun are

(iuirapuru, who has charge of the birds
; Anhanga,

who protects the field game ; Cad-p<'ira, wiio pro-
tects the forest game ; Uayard, wlio guards the
fishes. Under Jacy are Saci Cer6r6 (in South
Brazil) MhoitatA, the fire-snake, who protects
the country from fire ; Unitau, the phantom-bird ;

and Curupira, the guardian of the forests. Subject
to Kudii are Cair(i, the full moon, and Catiti, the
new moon. Each of these, in turn, has as many
inferior assistants as the Indians admit cla-sses ;

and tliese are served by as many beings as the
Indians admit

species,
and so on, until every lake

and river and Kind of animal or plant has its

jirotective genius or'motlier.' Brinton describes
this polytheism as 'simple animistic nature-

worship.' Tiiough this may be said to apiily to

the Tupi race in general, its standards undoubtedly
vary with locality ; and this fact accounts for the

seemingly widely difl'ering accounts of Tupi theo-

gony furnished by its several investigators.
With the Guarani, the southern oranch of the

Tupi, belief and worship appear largely to cluster
round the figure of the god Zum6, a culture-iiero,

probablj' identical with the Carib Tamu. He, like
other American culture-heroes,

' came from the
East '

; but the Guarani, according to the mjth,
grew so tired of iiis sententious advice and constant

jiatronage, that they tried to drive him away
witli arrows. These, however, he caught, and
liurled back upon his tormentors, and, dividing
the waters of a neighbouring river by his Divine

power, he walked to the other bank dryshod,
and disappeared from view. He indicated to
the Guarani his intention of returning in order
to gather them into towns, and rule them in

peace. Zum6 is, of course, like the Mexican
i^uetzalcoatl, tlie M.an of the Sun, the civilizing
agent. He has been identified with Cemi, an
Antillean deity, and his worship is found under
various guises throughout South America.
A less mild personage is Tupa or Tupan,* the

god-in-chief of the Tupi proper of Brazil. The
earliest notice of this god is that of the missionary
P^re d'Evreux, who directly compares him witn
God tiie Father. He alone of the four brothers
survived the Flood, and became the highest
divinity of the Tupi, ruler of the lightning and the

storm, whose voice is the thunder. He is, indeed,
the Tupan of the Uapes, who, although of Arawak
stock, liave been deeply influenced by Tupi and
Carib beliefs. Anhanga, the protector of field

game, is sometimes ojiposed to him as an evil

principle ; but it is vain to affect to discern
dualism where the notion of divinity is so slight,
and that of anthronomorphism so strong. In

any case, it cannot oe an ethical dualism, bat

merely the opportunist invention of the priestly
cast« (see remarlvs on American dualism in Brinton 8

Myths of the Sew World a.nd Hpi:nce's Popol Vuh).
There is not wanting evidence, however, tliat Tupa
was also a 'culture-hero,' who latterly attained

godhead. He is credited with teaching the Tupi
the use of fire, the pisang, and the cane, as well as
with in.structing them in agriculture.

(3) Inferior spirits.
—Many of the Amazonian

• The name is derived by Tatevin {Anthropoi ii. 269 {,) from
tuba upayn,

' Father of All.'
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tribes of the Tupi have an elaborate system of

myths clustering round the tortoise—a favourite

figure in South American folklore. In these many
inferior spirits are the principal actors, the most

important of them being Kurupira, the •wood-

demon, and Oiara, the water-sprite. Paituna,
' the

\vonder-monkey,' is no simian, but the son of

a woman belonging to a tribe of females with

only one husband. He possesses miraculous

powers, which he uses to discomfit his enemies
in an amusing manner.

4. The Tapuyas.—The Tapuyas or Ges tribe

are the oldest of the Brazilian races. They are

best known perhaps by their name of Botocudos,
from a lip-peg (botoque) which they wear. They
are found on the eastern slopes of the Cordilleras,
from the peninsula of Goajira in the north to the
borders of Chili, and in large numbers in Eastern
Bolivia. Their principal divisions are the Karayas,
the Kayapos, and the Suyas of the rivers Xingu and

Araguaya. They have not as yet realized the dis-

tinction between the natural and the .supernatural.
The univer.se is kept together or disturbed, as the
case may be, by human or qiiasi-hnman agencies.
The Karaya Flood-myth relates that the hostile

demon Anatiwa originated the Deluge, and sent
fish to pull down those who had taken flight
to the hill Topirape. The Ges attributed the

re-building of the earth to the water-hen Saracura,
which fetched earth to the hills, where those saved
from the Flood congregated, so that the area of

safety might be enlarged. The Karaya ancestral

god, Kaboi, led his people from the under to the

upper world by the cry of a bird. All these myths,
though in circulation among the various tribes of

the Tapuya family, have tlieir counterparts in

many other American mythologies. It cannot be

discovered, however, Avhether or no the Tapuya
tribes worship those ' deities

'

to whom they give
the credit of creating the cosmos. Indeed, there
is good reason to believe that they do not. '

They
have,' says Brinton, 'no definite religious rites,

but are careful to bury the dead, and have a belief

that the spirit of the departed survives and wanders
about at night {Ayner. Race, p. 144). They are firm

believers in metempsychosis, and the appeasement
by mimicry of those vague powers who cause natural

phenomena. Thus they shake a burning brand and
shoot arrows at the sky to appease the powers of

the storm. Semi -religious dances are common
among them. They are, in fact, on the border-
land between totemic practice and the anthropo-
morphism which generally succeeds it, as is proved
by the circumstance that a sub-stock, the Tucanos,
take their name from the toucan bird which they
adopted as the totem of their tribe.
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et I'Amazonie (1886); Stradelli, 'La leggenda dell' lurupari
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Rodriguez, Exploragao do Rio Jamundd (1875) ;

' Poranduba
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BREAD.—See Food.

BREATH.—Breath consists of air alternately
dra^^^l in and expelled from the lungs, and consti-

tutes a vital element in man's spiritual as well as in

his physical being. As a mauiftsbtatiou of existence,
breath is frequently used, among many peoples, as

synonymous with 'life,' 'spirit,' and 'soul.' The
force of these several meanings becomes clear, for

example, from such passages in the Bible as Gn 2^,

1 Co 15**, and from the various designations for
'

breath,'
'

spii-it,'
' soul

'

in Hebrew {ruah, nephesh,
7ies/idmdh), Greek (irvev/jLa, ^vxv), Latin (animus,
anima, spiritus), and Old Church Slavic (duchU,
'

breath,
'

spirit,' duSa,
' soul

'

; cf. Lithuanian

dausos,
' air '). This is equally true of the kindred

designations in other languages, even in savage
tongues (see Tylor,^ i. 433). The natural associa-

tion, moreover, of the breath and breathing Avith

the spiritual phenomenon of inspiration is seen in

such a passage as Jn 20^, where Jesus breathed

upon the disciples when imparting to them the gift
of the Holy Spirit. Cf. also Job 4^ 33*, Is 11*,
Ezk 37"-, and artt. SouL, Spirit.

In classic times, among the Greeks and Romans,
there were current a number of well-recognized
ideas (all of them perfectly natural) which show
the widespread and normal association of breath
and air as the vital principle. Philosophers started
with the postulate that the soul was drawn into
the body with the first breath at birth, and they
sometimes made the kindred element, wind, a vital

factor in generation (e.g. Chrysippus, cited by
Plutarch, de Stoic. Repugn, xli. 391 ; also Dio

Chrysos. Borysth. Oral. xii. 387 ; cf. also the aCpai

^woybvoi of Anth. Pal. X. Ixxv. 4, the irvoal ^pvxo-

Tp6(poi of Hymn. Orph. xxxviii. 22, and, in general,
Lobeck, Aglaophamus, i. 75.3-764). In connexion
with death, moreover, the Romans regarded it as
a religious duty that the nearest relative should
catch the last breath of the dying, at the moment
when the vital spark was leaving the body, in

order to ensure the continued existence of the

spirit (see VergU, Aen. iv. 684 ; Cic. Verr. ii.

5. 45 ; Ovid, Metam. xii. 424). A somewhat similar

custom formerly existed among the Seminole
Indians of Florida ;

and the fancy of the Tyrolese
peasants saw the soul out-breathed like a little

white cloud at death (cf. Tylor, ^.c). This receives

still stronger exemplification among the Athapas-
can Tahkali, who bring breath into direct con-

nexion with transmigration. When one is either

dead or dying, the medicine-man lays his hands
on the breast of the individual in question, and
then places them on the head of a kinsman of

the dead or moribund. The medicine-man now
breathes through the hands thus imposed, and the

next child born to the kinsman of the dead man
is held to have received the soul of the deceased,
whose rank and name he assumes (Waitz, Anthro-

pologie, iii. 195). Among some of the Tupi-
Guarani tribes of South America, medicine-men

frequently endeavour to effect cures by breathing
on the diseased or injured part, and at certain

ceremonies they blow tobacco smoke on the

Avarriors, saying,
' Receive the spirit of bravery,

wherewith ye conquer your foes' (ib. p. 419).

None of the nations of the world, however, paid
so marked attention both to the physical side of

breathing and to the psychical phenomena con-

nected with it as did the early Hindus. By them

breathing was regarded as one of the sciences, and
the regulation of respiration in connexion with
ascetic and ritual practices was of paramount im-

portance ;
nor has the art disappeared in India

to-day.
In early times, as shown by the philosophic

treatises of the Upanlsads, careful observers, who
were imbued with the idea of the importance
of controlling the vital breath, had faithfully

counted the normal number of respirations per
diem, and found the average to be 22,636 inhalations

and exhalations (AnirtaMndti Upanisad, 33), or

21,606 (Hamsa Upanisad, 4), a round 21,600
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(SarvadarSanasahgrahn, p. 175, 4), or again 21,000

(Ramatirtlia in his notes on Mnitrnyand Upani-
$ad, vi. 1) ; see Deussen, Sechszicj Upanisads, pp.
G56 n. 4, 675 n. 2; Ewiiif^, 'Ilimlu Conception of

tlie Functions of IJreatli,' in JAOS, xxii. 264. This
calculation (ahout 15.9 respirations per minute)
answers well to the modern compiitations made by
Western scientists, who estimate the normal l)roath

of the healthy adult to be between 16 and 20 re-

spirations a minute. The meditative calm and the

unsurpassed self-control of the Hindu ascetic, it

must be remembered, would tend to reduce the

frequency of respiration, and thus justify the lower

fipiire as clainu'd.

Hindu devotees and philosoi)hcrs not only made
these statistical observations of rcsiiiration in con-

nexion with their religious practices and their

recluse life of self-abnegation, but they also dis-

tinguished various phases of the breatli-element,
and assigned a particular function to each. The
spiritual and religious aspect of breath is to be

recognized as early as the Vedas and Brahmanas,
but it reaches its full development in the Upani-
§ads, where it a.ssumes a paramount place.

In Sanskrit the cardinal words relating to breath
and breathing are all derivatives of tlie root (iii,

'breathe,' 'respire' (cognate with Gr. Avcfioi, Lat.

aniinics, Goth, ns-nnnn). The principal word for

'breath 'in general is the derivative prnnn (from
an with prelix vra). This word heads the fivefold

list (sometimes known as the/)r«Ha-series), consist-

ing of prdnn, apunn, x'yCinn, nddna, and snmnna,
under which the early Hindu physiological and

fisychological
views grouped breath in its various

unctions.
Much attention has been devoted to studying

this hvefold scries of jamna, apCtna, vynna, nddna,
samdna. The most thorough of the Western in-

vestigations of the subject are those by Deussen
and especially Ewing, in the works alluded to

already, and quoted with full titles at the end of

this article. So painstaking and exhaustive an
examination as that made by Ewing (op. cit. 250-

275, 305) proves that the first member of the series,

prdnn, breath in general, designates either the
double process of respiration or, more particularly,
'in-breathing,' 'inhalation,' as contrasted with

'out-breathing,' M'hich isdesignat«d more especially

hy apdn/i,
'

exhalation,' 'exspiration.' These two
•words, prdnn and npdnn, occur very often together
(frequently united in a dvaiidva-componnd), and
are used to denote the composite act of respiration.
This very frequency of occurrence has caused their

common long a (which is etymologically correct in

composition of the vocalic prefixes^ra, npn, with an )

to be assumed analogically by the other three
members of the group (in which the long a is not
authorized by composition of the consonantal

prefixes vy, ud, smn, with an). As to the meanings
assigned, it should be noted, however, that Deussen
maintains that/>ra«a sometimes signifies 'exspira-
tion' (Aiishnuch), and apdna,

' insiiiration' (Ein-
Jiauch) ',

see his Allgcm. Gesch. d. Fhilos. I. i. 294-

305, I. ii. 248-252, I. iii. 69-72, 441, 492, 605, 627,

649, and his Dnn System de^ Veddnta, 359-364.

Ewing (op. cit. 292) strongly combats the i>oint.
His own investigations, moreover (op. cit. 275-276),
t€nd to show that npdna denotes not only

' out-

breathing,' but also the physiological breath-
functions of that part of the oody below the navel.
The term vydnn, lit.

'

breathing apart,' appears
to denote a permeating or abiding breath-factor
which forms a sort of connecting link between

prdna and npdna, though separate from them, and

occupies also the interval between respirations (see

Ewing, oj>. cit. 277-303). Deussen's rendering
of the word is

'

interspiration' (Zwischenhauch).
The other two terms, nddna and snmdna, are less

frequent in occurrence and more okscure in signi-
ficance. They seem to have to do with the function
of breath in connexion with digestion. Deussen's

renderings are '

ur)-breathing' (Avflmwh) and
'

all-breathing' (ylw/e^/MrA) ; see his I'liilos. uf the

U/iani.ihad.i, 279-280. Ewing's various allusions to
these last two breath-elements of the /^ra/ja-series

(op. cit. 260-287) should be comj)ared.
In modern times the Hindu yo^i-ascetics and

certain of the advanceii native thinkers of India
still look uj)on breathing as a science to be
cultivated under competent teachers. The practice
of appropriately regulated breathing, they main-
tain, allccts not only the vital activity, but also
the mental activity, and produces corresponding
psychic results. The complete control of the vital

breaths, even to suspending the bre.ath for a
considerable length of time, brings with it a
mastery over all the forces that govern both mind
and body. For some of the claims still made by
living exponents of these views, reference may be
made to the writings of Rama Prasad and the
Swanii Abhedananda, cited below.

I.iTKRATiRK.—The fuIl titles of the chief works alluded to in
this art. are : Ewing, 'The Hindu Conception of the Functions
of Breath—a Study in Early Hindu Psv'ho-physics,' in JAOS,
x.\ii. 249-308, New Haven, 1901

; Deussen, Allgem. Gesch. der
Philoa. i. (3 parts), Leipzig, 1894-1908, his Sechgzig Upani-
ahads des Veda, Leipzig, 1897, also Das System des Veddnta,
359-364, Leipzig, 1883, and The Philosophy of the Upanishadt
[Eng. tr. by Oeden, pp. 274-280, Edinburgh, 1906] ; Tylor,
Primitite Culture^, i. 431-433, London, 1871 [41903]; Lobeck,
Aglaophamus, Konigsberg, 1829; Waitz, Anthropoloyie der
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BRETHREN OF THE COMMON LIFE.—
I. Founders.—The Bretliren of tiie Common Life

represent one of the most successful of the many
eflorts made during the Middle Ages for the revival
of piety. Some of their external arrangements
were similar to those of the Beghardsand Beguine.s,
but their organization was more closely connected
with the .system and di.'^oipline of the Church, as
was intended by their founders, Gerard Groot and
his chief disciple, Florentius. Gerard (1340-1384)
was the son of Werner Groot, a wealth}' citizen
and magistrate of Deventer. He took his degree
at the University of Paris, acquiring a considerable

reputation for talent and attainments, and then
settled at Cologne, which had long been a cele-

brated seat of learning, and subsequent Ij- became
a university town. Here he combined the pursuit
of study with worldly amusements, and became
very popular among his associates. Converted

by the efibrts and prayers of a former friend,
named Henry Kalkar, the prior of a Carthusian

monastery, he completely changed his mode of

life. Throwing off his elegant clothes, he assumed
the simplest and humblest dress, while for his

inward improvement he withdrew for three years
into a Carthusian monastery, where he spent his

time in meditation and .self-discipline. He also
visited the .saintly Ruysbroeck, prior of the monas-

tery of Griinthal, to whose spiritual influence he
owed much of the

progress of his soul. After five

years he came fortti a.s an evangelizing preacher of

great force and persuasiveness, full of zeal for the
revival of truly spiritual religion among the people
at large, and anxious for the reform of the monks
and clergy. He was ordained deacon, but never

regarded nimself as worthy of the priesthood. For
three years and a half he went about preaching in

Holland and the Netherlands, with the result that
he drew many souls out of worldliness and sin and
led them to holiness of life. His success, and his

severe condemnation of the laxity of the
clergy,

however deserved, led to opposition to his preach-
ing ; and the Bishop of Utrecht was persuaded to
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silence Jiim, by withdrawing licences to preach
from deacons. An appeal was made to the Pope,
but it is uncertain whether this was successful, for

Groot died soon after, in his 44th year. He was
prematurely cut off by the plague, caught while

visiting a sick friend. But he had had time, with
the help of his foremost

disciple, Florentius, to

plan arrangements for confirming his converts in
Christian Avays. These two good men souglit to
establish Brotherhoods and Sisterhoods, in which
those who had been rescued from worldlinesg might
find refuge, and they decided on the foundation of

some monasteries which might serve as a support
and means of guidance to the inmates of the
Houses, and might also otter a model of monastic
reformation. The movement received the name
of the 'modema devotio.' Groot had some years
before his death given over his OAvn spacious house
to the town authorities of Deventer as an abode
for widows and maidens who should live together
in piety and good works. The Brotherhoods were
also begun at Deventer, while the first monastery
was established at Windesheim. It was Augus-
tinian, and became the centre of several new and
many reformed monasteries. The next was founded
on jNIount St. Agnes, near Zwolle. A brother of

Thomas k Kempis was the first prior of the latter,
and Thomas himself, after his education at De-
venter, spent his life in it as a monk.

2. Regulations. — In common Avith all pious
persons in the medireval Church, Groot regarded
the career of the monastic regulars as the highest ;

but his societies were intended as a link between
the monks and the people, and his Brotherhoods
and Sisterhoods formed a kind of modified monas-
ticisra without any vows. Their members, living
a common life in their respective houses, were to
work for their maintenance, to give what they
could save to the poor and sick, and to interest
themselves in the religious teaching of the young.
The members of a Brotherhood were drawn from
various classes. The educated copied books, as
was done in monasteries, and, later on, attended to

printing them, while those who had been brought
up to handicrafts practised these for the benefit of
the House. The hours of prayer and of attend-
ance at Mass were diligently observed. There
were several priests in each house, besides the lay
members. The head of the community was called

'rector,' and implicit obedience to him was re-

quired. Under him was the 'procurator,' who Avas

general manager. Various offices, such as those
of librarian, sacristan, Avarden of the infirmary,
doAvn to the humbler ones of tailor, baker, and
cook, Avere distributed among the Brethren. Be-
sides being called Fratres vitce communis, the
brothers acquired several other appellations, such
as Fratres bonce voluntatis, from their benevolence,
and Fratres cucullati from their cap or head-dress,
and they Avere often called Lollards by their

enemies, though they had no real connexion Avith
that sect. OAving to their educational labours,
they also acquired the designation of Fratres
Hieronymi, 'Brothers of St. Jerome,' AA'ho Avas

regarded as a patron of learning. The dress of the
Brothers Avas black or grey ; for priests and clerics
it Avent doAvn to the feet, for lay brethren to the
knee ; and a black cap AA'as worn on the head. The
under garment Avas Avashed every month in summer,
every tAvo months in Avinter. On entrance into
the society each man could deal Avith his property
as he liked ; but if he once gaA^e it over to the
House, he could not Avithdraw it in the event of
his leaving. The Brothers rose at half-past three
in the morning, and Avent to bed at nine in the

evening. During the day an interval Avas alloAved
for repose. Dinner Avas at ten o'clock, supper at
five. At meals the Scriptures or the Lives of the

Saints were read, the Brothers taking a Aveek each,
from the seniors dowuAvards. Meat might be
eaten on Sundays, and other days except Fridays
and fast days. Their drink AA'as one little mug
of beer of the small size out of Avhich Avine Avas

usually drunk (Dumbar, Analecta, i. 14). Many
members of the society injured themselves by
excessive fasting, in a degree not required by the
rules. Constant industry, according to the pre-
vious training of each man, Avas inculcated ; and
Avhere there was a farm or garden, outdoor labour
Avas required. All these activities of the Brothers
contrasted favourably Avith the begging habits of

the friars, Avho Avere mostly liAdng in idleness, and
became in consequence the bitter enemies of the
Brothers ; whUe the domestic Avork of the Sister-

hoods and their instruction of girls made them
appear to great advantage as compared Avith the

degenerate nuns. It might well be supposed that
these hard-Avorking and devout societies would
have been commended of all men, but the friars

succeeded in raising much opposition against them,
AA'hile among the people at large the reverence
Avhich Avas felt for the regular and long-established
monastic orders, bound by lifelong vows, Avas not
bestoAved upon the more secular system of the new
society, till eventually they Avere known by their

fruits and became respected for their good deeds.

It was doubtless better for them not to be thought
much of, at any rate at first, as they Avere thereby
guarded from the temptation to pride which beset
the old religious orders. The opposition, hoAvever,
Avas carried to the verge of persecution, for at the

Council of Constance a Dominican named GraboAV
accused the Brethren of the Common Life, and
maintained that it Avas a mortal sin to form a

community without the vows of poverty, obedience,
and chastity. They were, hoAvever, defended by
their friends and supporters, the Windesheim
monks, and also by Gerson. The Council con-

demned Grabow, and offered him the choice of

retractation or the stake. Several Popes also had
the good sense to support the Brotherhoods and
Sisterhoods by their rescripts.

3, Influence on education.—The eventual estima-
tion of the Brothers among the people at large was
mainly promoted by their devoted eftbrts on be-

half of the religious education of boys. At their

first centre, Deventer, they boarded many of the
scholars Avho attended the noted school already
existing there, or obtained hospitality for them
among dcA'out AvidoAVS or benevolent burghers.
Their religious teaching Avas mainly given in their

Houses, but some of their scholars rose to be
assistant teachers, or 'lectors,' in the school, and
thus their Avork and influence became blended Avith

the secular parts of education. Similar arrange-
ments Avere made in the many other toAvns to

Avhich the educational work of the Brotherhoods

rapidly extended. There Avas no opposition in

those days to the religious side of education. On
the contrary, the authorities of toAvns in Holland
and Germany frequently invited the help of the

Brothers, and induced members of their Society to

settle in their midst, providing houses for tiiem.

In some places they were entrusted AAith the re-

organization of the schools. Distinguished and

pious schoolmasters, such as Hegius at Deventer
and John Cele at ZavoUc, were in close touch AA'ith

the Brothers, and there can be no doubt that not a
fcAv of the latter became teacheis of classics as Avell

as of religion. When the ciilture brought in by
the Renaissance, Avith its rcA'iA'ed study of Greek,
extended to Germany, through the energy of

Rudolph Agricola and others, it gradually won
OA'er members of the Brotherhoods, and added

thereby to the effectiveness of their educational
labours. In some of the schools there Avere more
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than a thousand scholars, and the spectacle of

devoted men giving their best energies to bringing

wp tlie rising generation in true religion and sound

learning gave new iiope to all who had the good of

their country at lieart. At the same time it must
be admitted that it was the aim of tiie IJrolhers

not only to produce good laj'men and priests, hut
also to recruit the monasteries with more earnest

novices; and Erasmus c()m])lains that
tiicy unduly

pressed their youths to enter monastic lite. This
was certainly not the case with Florentius, but it

may have been so later on ; and we must remember
that Erasmus Avas induced by the desire of his

guardians to become a monk, because they had
wasted his patrimony, so that he wjis somewhat
prejudiced.

It has been sometimes stated that the Brothers
founded schools of their own, but this is a mistake ;

for instance, Erasmus was not educated in schools

belonging to them, as has been usually alleged.
He attended the public schools, while boarding
with the Brothers and receiving religious teaching
from them. Their educational lai>ours continued
for about a hundred and fifty years, when most of

tiie schools in Avhich they had tauglit came under
the influence of the Jesuits. The Lutiicran lie-

formation occasioned the Konian Cathf)lic move-
ment that has been called the Counter-Keforma-
tion. This was led mainly by the Jesuits, and
their pushing and aggres.sive methods eventually
superseded the more modest and quiet work that
the societies founded by Groot and Florentius had
carried on.

In connexion with the nnnie of Florentius Radcwin (IS.'iO-

1400), we have to notice the boyhood of Tlionias .^ Kcinpis (1380-

1471) before his entrance upon the life of a monk in the

Angustinian monastery of Mount St. Agnes. Very early in life

Thomas was sent to the school of Deveiiter, and was brought
into connexion with the saintly Florentius, who had, for the
sake of being near Gerard Groot, given up higher ecclesiastical

enioluinentji to become one of the Vicars of the collegiate Church
of St. Lchuin. He was, after Groot's death, the recognized
leader of the societies that Groot and he were establishing, but
he did not become at first the Hector of the House at Deventer.
He had accepted that otfice by the time i Kempis applied for

admission, and his winning and gracious manners and a natural

dignity of bearing had given him a predominant influence for

good. He l)efriended the youthful a Kempis and placed him
with a devout widow, receiving him for a part of the time into
his own house. It is not too much to say that we owe the

spiritual meditations written by h Kempis to the effect on his

after life of the saintly character of Florentius. Among many
such writings the Imitatio ChrUti is usually included ; and if,

es we fully believe, the authorship of that well-known bock of

devotion is rightly ascribed to him, the debt we owe to the
revered teacher of his early days can hardly be over-rat€<l.

Thomas himself has commemorated Groot and Florentius and
some of the early Brethren in a remarkable work, which has

long been bounil up with his other writings in the edition of

Sommalius. In this he gives most interesting details of his

efiiritual Father and Rector, as well as of other members of the
House. A short sketch of a youth of his own age, named
Arnold of Schoonhoven, who was his model of piety, closes

these valuable memoirs. They are also interesting as affording
one among many evidences of the Imitatio having been com-
posed by ik Kempis. Dr. Hirschc, in his K ritisch-rx^getische

Kinlfitung, brings forward a number of quotations to show the

similarity of many expressions in these biographies to those
in the Imitatio. And it may be added that the lives of the
founders and brothers so recorded afford an impressive realiza-

tion of the precepts of that manual of devotion, and exhibit a

spirit of pietv which belongs to the same lines of religious
thought. It Is 8can;ely too much to say that the Imitatio
cannot be fully understood without a perusal of these records.

4. Doctrines.—The remarks just ma<le liring n=

to the question as to the doctrinal limitations of

the Brothers and their kindred monks. Groot was
a firm adherent of all the dogma,s of the Koman
Church, and had even been called malleus hcercti-

corum, 'the hammer of heretics.' When the

saintly Ruysbroeck ex])ressed himself, as Groot
thought, with too great freedom in the direction of

mysticism, he opposed his sentiments. Yet if we
take the word '

mysticism,' which may be used in

many senses, as meaning the personal and inward
realization of spiritual truth imparted bj' the Holy
Ghost as contrasted with a mere outward and

formal religion, we shall lind it present in the

teaching of Groot and Florentius and in that of k

Kempis; and some of the W'indesheim monks were
even more dcliiiitely mystics. Yet none of the
earlier Brothers would have allowed himself to

question any belief that was a part of the I'apal
.sj'stem. i\nd those writers are wrong who have
maintained that the Brethren of the Common
Life were ' Keforiners before the Beformation.'
In one respect, indeed, they were reformers, but

they never intended to be .so in the sense that
we associate with I'rotestantism. This point wa-s
their advocacy of encouraging the laity to rejui

the Scrij)tures in the vulgar tongue ; but they did
so without any doubt occurring to them a.s to the
Bible being fully consonant with Koman doctrine.

They wished laymen to study Holy Scripture for

their personal improvement, and frequently gave
informal addresses to them in their hou.ses on

pas.sages of the Biijle, and especially on those that
bore on practical duty. Among the Brothers at

Deventer, Gerard Zerbolt, one of the librarians,
was the strongest advocate of translations of Holy
Writ and of ])rayers being supplied to the laj'-folk
in the vernacular ; and his arguments are well

worthy of .-tudy in the treatises that he put forth,
and which still e.\ist.

When, later on, the Lutheran Reformation began
to make progress, the Brethren of the Common
Life were found, as was natural, on the side of the

Papacy ; yet in time the new doctrines made
their way into some of the Houses, and individual
members were won over by them. After a while
several of the Brother-houses went over entirely to
the Reformed faith, and that at Wesel received the
warm approbation of Luther himself.
The welcome given in many towns to the greater

freedom of doctrine promised by tiie Reformers

damaged the continuance of Brother- houses in

which the Roman teaciiing was still maintained;
but a few here and there survived for a long time ;

and while the educational work passed either to
the Protestants or to the Jesuits, some Brother-
houses lingered on till suppressed by Napoleon
Bonaparte. The Sister-houses, begun in the first

instance l>y (iroot himself at Deventer, Ijecame

widely extended, and accomplished good work in

the training of girls, as well as in copying Itooks,
in miniature painting, and in the humbler offices of
household duty. The Superior was usually called
'

Martha,' and one of the most impressive of the
treatises of Thomas h Kempis is an encomium on
the duties and influence of a woman who thus cares
in practical matters for the welfare of the devout.
There was usually a priest attached to the Sister-

houses who acted as ruler and confe&sor. Among
the most remarkable of the latter was Brinckerinck,
who niled Groot's house for women at Deventer.
Some of his addresses to the Sisters still exist, and
are full of helpful words of encouragement for
the siiiritual life. A good many of the Sisters

eventually joined Angustinian nunneries.
It has been stated that the monasteries of

Windesheim and St. Agne.s, and others afterwards
established, were a part of Groot's scheme, and
remained in close syniiiathy with the Brothers.
A Chronicle of Wind'shcim, by Busch, a con-

temporary of k Kempis, contains many references
to Groot and Florentius, and extracts from their

letters, which show that the spiritual teaching in
lK)th these parts of Groot's system was identical,
and that Florentius, when Rector of the Hou.se at

Deventer, exerci.sed the greatest care as to recom-

mending Brothers to take the vows at Windesheim,
or elsewhere, fully knowing the danger it had been
to monasteries to receive persons who had no
adequate vocation for lifelong devotion. The
Chronicle of Mount St. Agnes was written during
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his life by a Keinpis, and a touching notice of his

death is added at the close by another hand.
Literature.— I. Ohiginal Sources.—The most readily avail-

able of these are the lives of Gerard, Florentius, and others, by
Thomas k Kempis, in the editions by Sonmialius, in the 17th

cent., of the works of i Kempis (earlier editions : Opera et libri

vitce, Nuremberg, 1494, and a Kempis opera, Antwerp, 1574 ;

Eng. tr. The Founders of the New Devotion, by J. P. Arthur,
Lond. 1905) ; also Thomas a Kempis, Chronicon canonicarum
regulariutn Montis S. Aqnetis (Eng. tr. Chronicle of Mount
St. Agnes, by J. P. Arthur, Lond. 1905-1906); J. Buschius,
Chronicon Windeshemense, Antwerp, 1621, re-edited bj' Karl

Grube, with the Liber de reformatione immasterionnn, Ilalle,
1886 (an indispensable source for the study of Gerard Groot, and
the Brothers and monks influenced by him) ;

and a tr. of Gerald
Zerbolt's Beattis vir and Homo quidam, by J. P. Arthur,
London, 1908.

n. MoDKny Literature.—Delprat, Verhandeling over de

Droederschap van 6. Groote en over ten invloed der Fraterhuizen,
Utrecht, 1830(revised ed. Arnheim, 1856) ; Acquoy, Het Klooster
te Windesheim en zijn invloed, 1875-1880; Hirsche, Kritisch-

cxegetische Einleitung in die Werke des Thomas von Eempen,
Berlin, 1873; artt. on 'Gerard,' 'Florentius,' and others in
PBE (3 editions) ; artt. on '

Briider des gemeinsamen Lebens '

in
PRFi (UUmann), in PJiE^ (Hirsche), and in PliES (Schulze).
Of these, the article by Hirsche goes the deepest, Schulze treat-

ing chiefly of the outward development. See also K. Grube,
Groot und seine Stiftungen, Cologne, 1883. One of the most
valuable treatises on the characteristics and work of the Brother-
hood is that by E. Mobius, Leipzig, 1887. Bonet-Maury,
Girard de Groote, Paris, 1878, contains a useful list of Gerardic

writings, and extracts from them. Kettlewell, Thomas a

Kempis and the Brothers of the Common Life"^ (abridged), Lond.
1885, will be found useful, but does not contain the more recent
criticism and information. An interesting sketch of the Brethren
of the Common Life is contained in Neale's History of the
Jansenist Church ofHolland, Oxford, 1858. Sir Francis Cruise,
Thomas a Kempis: a Visit to the Scenes in which his Life was
spent, Lond. 1S87, contains a very valuable list of the biblio-

graphy and literature of the whole subject. A further list of

original sources is given in S. Harvey Gem, Hidden Saints :

the Brothers of the Common Life, London, 1907.

S. Hakvey Gem,
BRETHREN OF THE FREE SPIRIT.—

This name has been given to mystic-pantheists
who emerged in the 13th cent., were associated
with ditterent sects such as the Beghards, and
continued generation after generation down to tlie

16th century. Mcsheim found, as he thought,
their characteristic doctrines in writings of tlie

11th cent. ; but it is safer to connect the origin of
the Bretliren with a speculative movement of the
13tli century. At the beginning of that century
there was a philosophical revival, which was
quickened by Aristotelianism mixed with Neo-
Platonism and introduced to the West in an Arabic
dress. Under its influence David of Dinant in-

dulged in speculations tending to pantheism ;
and

at the same time Almaric of Bena, also affgcted

by the Oriental Aristotelianism, set forth mystic
doctrines which were accounted pantheistic and
therefore dangerous to religion. At Paris in 1204,
Almaric was charged with teaching

'

quod quilibet
Christianus teneatur credere, se e.sse membrum
Christi, nee aliquem posse salvari, qui hoc non
crederet.' On an appeal to Rome he was con-
demned

; and it is evident, therefore, that his

teaching must have had some meaning other than
the rnystical union of the believer with Christ,
since it was judged to be heretical.
Thomas Aquinas, enumerating three errors

regarding the being of God, distinguished between
David of Dinant and Almaric :

'
Alii autem dixerunt deum esse principium formale omnium

rerum, et haec dicitur fuisse opinio Almaricanorum. Bed tertius
error fuit David de Dinando, qui stultissime posuit deum esse
tnateriam primam' {Summa, i. iii. 8).

Though the men were both dead, a Council of
Paris in 1209 condemned their works

; and it was
asserted that Almaric had inspired tlie dangerous
doctrines of the Almaricians, as they were called.

Among tliese doctrines this was set forth :

'Pater in Abraham incarnatus, Filius in Maria, Spiritus
Sanctus in nobis quotidie incarnatur— omnia unum, quia
quidquid est, est deus.'

Further, the Almaricians were accused of teach-
ing that now, in the time of the Spirit, salvation in
no way depends on the sacraments of the Church,

and that what are accounted sins of the flesh are
not sins if done through love. It was not likely
that these men would escape the censure and
puni-shment of the Church, and a persecution
directed against heretics was begun in Paris in

1210, and in 1212 was raging in Strassburg.
Among those who perished at Strassburg Avere

Ortliebenses, a name derived from Ortlieb, whose
teaching marked him as a follower of Almaric.
These men were hardly entitled to be considered

speculative thinkers, but none the less there were
elements of pantheism and mysticism in their

principles. They maintained that the uncreated
universe is eternal, and that, while there is no
resurrection of the body, immortality is for all.

The Trinity was rejiresented in some mystic fashion

by three members of their community. They were
not charged with carnal practices, but they roused
ecclesiastical opposition by repudiating the sacra-
ments and ordinances of the Church as unnecessary
for men united with God. In 1215, at the fourth
Lateran Council, the theories of Almaric were once
more condemned, and condemned with the full

authority of the Church. The mystic-pantheistic
doctrines set forth by the Almaricians were not
crushed, however, by the persecution of 1210, by
the Lateran decree, or by a persecution which took

place in 1216, as they were wide-spread, and had
reached even the Waldenses, in the middle of the

century, when they were attacked by Albertus

Magnus. The opposition of Albertus did not stay
the progress of these doctrines, and they began to
attect the Beguines and Beghards, who, though
they had long enjoyed the blessing of the Church,
were exciting suspicion by their fanatical laudation
of poverty. In these communities, prophets or
teachers appeared who taught that God could best
be served in freedom of spirit, and they and their
converts were known as ' Brethren of the Free

Spirit.' The orthodox Beghards and Beguines
suffered from the evil reputation of the heretics,
and the Franciscan spirituals, often confused with
the Beghards, suffered in the same way.

It is difficult to determine the circumstances
under which the name of 'Brethren of the Free

Spirit
' was adopted or applied, and also to discover

the author of the phrase. Lea in his History of
the Inquisition (ii. 321) says:
'Even the orthodox Csesarius of Heisterbach [died c. 1240]

argues that much is permitted to the saints which is forbidden
to sinners ; wliere is the Spirit of God, there is liberty—have
charity and do what thou pleasest. When the fatal word had
once been spoken, it could not be hushed to silence.'

In an episcopal letter of 1317, quoted by Gieseler

{Lehrbuch, III. vii. 90), the writer enumerated the
errors of those

'quos viilgus Beghardos et Schwestrones nominant, ipsi vero
et ipsae se de secta liberi spiritus et voluntariae paupertatis
parvos fratres vel sorores vocant.'

The name, whatever its origin, was directly
associated neither with pantheism nor mysticism,
but with the liberty of which Cresarius of Heister-
bach wrote, and for which Pauline authority was
claimed. Yet this liberty was asserted not as mere
licence, btit as the natural right of men with the
Divine Spirit.
The logic of the doctrines of the Brethren is

intelligible. God is what is, and men, being of

Him, come from and return to Him. There is

therefore neither purgatory nor hell, and the
sacraments and ordinances of the Church are un-
needed. As man is essentially Divine and is

able through contemplation and withdrawal from
things of sense to know himself united with God,
he can in his freedom do what God does, and must
act as God works in him. There is therefore for
t!ie free man neither virtue nor vice. God is all,

and all is God, and all is His ; and men are there-
fore free to take or beg their bread, so that they
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may nut he eutauylcd tliroiigli labour in the things
of sense. Intelligible though the logic may be, the
doctrines contradicted tlie dogmas, and led to a
violation of the practices, of tiio Churcii, with the
destruction of morality. The same Caesarius of

Heisterbach who had a plea for liberty condemned
the men who indulged in it (de Miraculis, v. 22) :

'Maximani etiam blasphemiam ausi sunt dicere in Spiritum
Sanctum, a quo omnis nuinditia est et sanctitas. Si aliquis est

in Spiritu Sancto, aiobant, et faciat fornicationera, aut aliqua
alia pollutione poUuatur, non est ei peccatuin, quia ille spiritus
qui est Deus, est in eo, ille operatur omnia in omnibus.'

Mosheim (Instit. ll. v. 11) quotes the following
from de Novem Rupibus, a private book of the
Brethren :

'Moreover, the godlike man operates and begets the same that
Ood operates and begets. For in God he worked and created
heaven and earth. He is also the generator of the eteni.il

word. Nor can God do anything without this man. The god-
like man should, therefore, make his will conformable to God's

will, so that he should will all that God wills. If, therefore,
God wills that I should sin, I ought by no means to will that I

may not have sinned. This is true contrition. And if a man
have committed a thousand mortal sins, and the man is well

regulated and united to God, he ought not to wish that he had
not done those sins ; and he ought to prefer suffering a thousand
deaths rather than to have omitted one of those mortal sins.'

An indictment of a Beghard in 1367 is recorded

by Dcillinger in his Sektengesch. des Mlttclnlters

(ii. 386). The charges may have been exaggerated,
but they show at least what could be urged against
the Brethren. The accused had declared, it was
alleged,
'quo<i talis homo liber rcdditur impeccabilis et potest agere
quidquid xu\t et sibi placet, et si natura inclinaret ad actum
venereum, potest licite ipsum perflcere cum sorore sua vel matre
et in quocumque loco sicut in altari ; et di.\it quod magis
naturale est talem actum venereum e.'cercere cum uxore sua
camali quam cum alia muliere propter affinitatem naturae ; et

subjunxit quod perfectus liber a se licentiat virtutes sub tali

distinctione, quod homo liber non est sub lege quocunque, nee
tenetur ad statuta ecclesiae nee praecepta qualiacunque, quod
talis est liber spiritu id est einfry Geist, quod idem est quam homo
liber, et statuta et praecepta ecclesiae debent Saltem tenere

grossi homines, id est homines sub lege existentes, quos ipse

grossos homines appellat.'

The ecclesiastical councils of the 14th cent,

condemned from time to time the doctrines of the

Brethren, and the Inquisition added many of them
to the number of its victim.s. One of those who
sufiered death (in 1310) was Marguerite de Hainault,
described as bcguine clergesse. She was charged
witli teaching that the soul ab.sorbed in Divine
love could yield without sin or remorse to all

demands of the flesh. At the end of the century
(in 1397), Nicholas of Basel, the most noted of the
Brethren of his time, was burned, along with two
of his disciples, at Vienna by tlie Inquisition. The
famous Eckhart, the founder of the German Mystics,
was harassed by the Inquisition, and, but for his

natural death, might have perished as a heretic.

John XXII. condemned twenty-eight articles said to

be founded on Eckhart's teaching, and among these

were the assertions of the common divinity of God
and man, and of sin and virtue as the same in the

sight of God. The accused, however, was not alive

to defend himself. The famous company of the

Friends of God sprang from the Brethren, Lea
asserts {op. cit. ii. 365) ; but he admits that tliey
' avoided the deplorable moral extravagances of

the parent sect.' Tauler was careful in his sermons
to mark the difference between his doctrines and
those of the Brethren, and the author of the
Deutsche Thcolugic condemned tlieories which were
those of the Bretliren.

In the 15th cent, the Brethren, thanks to the

Inquisition, were less active than they iiad been in

the 14th ; but amidst the Hussite troubles there
was evidence of them in Bohemia, where the name
of Beghnrd was modified to Picard. In 1453, Pope
Nicholas V. ordered the wandering Beghards to ally
themselves to the Tertiaries of the Mendicant
Orders, and thus many of the Brethren, or those

professing the doctrines of the Free Spirit, were

brought under rule. Even then, however, the
doctrines were not altogether suppressed, for in

1492, Friar John of Moravia was cru.shing Hussites
and Beghards ; and in the Libertines of the Nether-
lands, France, Germany, and Switzerland who
flouri.shed in the 16th cent., and even in some of
the Anabaptists, were found doctrines and practices
associating them with the Brethren of the Free

Spirit.
LiTKRATCRK.—Mosheim, 'de Beghanlis et Beguinabus' (/n-

Ktitutumes), 1790; Hahn, Geach. tier /dtzer. ii. [1847] 470 flF.;

Gieseler, Lehrbuch drr Kirchcngcxcliichte*, 1848; Jundt,
Hist, du panth^ixtne popnlaire au rruiycn Age, 1875

; DoUingrer,
Deitrdije zur S^'ktemjcsch. des Milletaltem, ii. [1890] 378 ff.,

702(1. ; Lea, History of the Inquixition of the Middle Ageg,
ii. [1888] 123fr., 323ff., 404 ff., 517 f.; Haupt,

' Briider des
freien Geistes," in PJiES jlL [1897] 467-472, and the references
there cited. J. HerKLESS.

BRETHREN (Plymouth).—In the 2nd quarter
of the 19th century the State Churches in Great
Britain were worldly and dead ; the Dissent«rs were
orthodox and cold

; the great Evangelical Revival
was on the wane. Edward Irving had translated
Ben Ezra's book, T/ie Coming of Messiah in Glory
and Majesty. He had been greatly moved bj' it,

and was preaching that the Lord was coming.
This had stirred people of all classes, and it

seemed like the miclnight cry :
' Behold the Bride-

groom Cometh.' It was in the midst of this state
of things that the movement of Brethrenism

originated (1827). The first
' Brother' was Edward

Cronin, a doctor, who felt that true Christians,

being one body in Christ, ought to be welcomed
to the Lord's Table, wherever His Table was spread.
But the movement received its impul.se and direc-

tion from men far excelling Cronin in gifts and
power. Anthony Norris Groves, a missionary to

Syria and India, suggested to John Gilford Bellett,
a lawyer :

'

This, I doubt not, is the mind of God
concerning us, that we should come together in all

simplicity as di.sciples, not waiting on any pulpit
or ministry, but trusting the Lord will edify us

together by ministering to us, as He sees good,
from ourselves.' This idea got hold of BelTett's

mind, and was the germ of the movement. With
Francis Hutchinson, Jolm V. Parnell (afterwards
Lord Congleton), and others, he organized a
meeting in Hutchinson's house, to which Cronin
came. In 1830, at I'ameU's suggestion, they
removed to a large room in Aungier Street,
Dublin, so that they might be more of a testi-

mony. Another eminent man associated himself
with them, John Nelson Darbj'. Born at West-
minster, London, November isth, 1800, he gradu-
ated with honours at Trinity College, was trained
for the law, but forsook it for a clerical career,
and became a curate in Co. Wicklow, where he
was reputed a saint on account of his holy life.

He was now in the prime of life ; his intellectual

abilities were of the highest order; his piety was
sincere and deep, while his power to hold men
under his influence was the wonder of his foes
and the admiration of his friends. The way in
which he controlled the Brethren for fifty years
exemplifies this.

Groves asserted that ordination to preach was
not needed by a spirit-gifted minister ; Cronin,
that there was only one church-niemljersliip, viz.

the body of Christ ; while Darby, in a pamphlet
written in 1828 (while he was a clergyman in the
Irish Church), entitled ' The Nature and Unity of

the Church of Christ,' set forth the principles of

gathering to the Lord's name and the Church's
union with Christ. Thus, Cronin, Groves, Bellett,

Parnell, and Darby were the founders of the
movement. It would be difficult to determine the
relative influence of the first four, but, undoubtedly,
Darby was the great leader and teacher.

To the company in Aungier Street many were
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added betAveen 1830 and 1832. At first they did
not think of separating from the Churches around.
Tliis came as tlie result of their principles and

practice, and Avhen they increased in power and
numbers. Darby visited Oxford in July 1830,
where he met, amongst others, B. W. Newton and
G. V. Wigram, botli of whom came under his

influence and power. A meeting was formed at

Plymouth. Newton and other able men ministered
there for years. From it the name '

Plymouth
Brethren ' was derived, while from Darby tlie

name '

Darbyites
' was received. Newton had a

speculative mind, was gi-ave and earnest, and
became the most prominent leader at Plymouth.
George Miiller, brother-in-law to Groves, was the

co-pastor with Henry Craik at Bethesda Chapel,
Bristol. Both tliese and their congregation, in a

measure, adopted the principles of the Brethren.
A few brethren joined them, and one meeting was
formed, but most Brethren now think this was a
mistake. A gathering was formed at Rawstorne
Street, London, and meetings sprang up both in

England and Ireland. Between 1832 and 1838

meetings to study i^rophecy were held in Lady
Powercourt's mansion, Co. Wicklow. They were
attended by eminent clergymen, and Darby,
Bellett, and Wigram went to them, and took part
in them.
From 1830 to 1835 the movement swept on.

J. L. Harris, a clergyman, joined the ranks of
the Brethren. He edited their first magazine,
The Christian Witness, to which Darby, Bellett,

Newton, S. P. Tregelles and other writers con-
tributed. It set forth the doctrines of Brethrenism
with vigour and freshness (1834-40). A tract

depot was begun, from which issued a steady
stream of tracts. The clergy became alamied as
several of their order joined the movement, which
•was at first, undoubtedly, a ' better-class

' move-
ment, containing lords, ladies, and officers not a
few. The people were evangelized with great
zeal ; lay preaching was held to be the duty of
all who had received grace and gift, and in the

open air and in meeting-rooms the doctrines of
Brethrenism were expounded. Separateness from
the world was necessary ; for the Lord was at

hand, and every one must be ready to meet Him.
Groves went on a mission to Baghdad, and then

laboured in India, with the result that many
Anglo-Indians became disciples of the new faith.

On returning to England, however, he found a
stricter system of fellowship existing than when
he left. He wrote to Darby protesting against
this, but it was too late, for his own words to
Bellett had raised a force which he could not now
control.

Darby evangelized in Ireland, and visited Swit-

zerland, where his success was phenomenal. The
Evangelical Revival had taken place. He preached
the Atonement of Christ, His Resurrection, Inter-

cession, and Second Coming. He engaged in

controversies with the Wesleyans and with Church
leaders. Seventy companies of Brethren were
gathered in Switzerland. He also visited France
and Germany, where he gained many disciples.
His labours extended, with intervals of visitations
to England, several years. A reference to the
first vol. of his Letters will show his great activity.
Later, he devoted his attention to Germany, and
translated the New Testament, and afterwards
the Old, into German. G. Miiller visited Germany
in 1843. Ministering amongst the Baptists, he

spread the tenets of the Brethren in the Father-
land.

MeanAvhile, Newton remained at Plymouth, but,
unlike Darby and others, never heartily adopted
the doctrine of the Spirit's presence in the assembly,
but set up what Tregelles called 'a modified

Presbyterian ism,' Mhich was self-elected, and
confined the services of prayer, praise, teaching,
and rule to himself and those associated with him
at Plymouth.
This was to be the model for all meetings, and

an effort was made to carry it out. He denied
the immediate return of the Lord, teaching that
certain events must take place before He did
come. He discouraged brethren who held opposite
views from ministering. His lectures, cojjied in

manuscript, were circulated widely amongst a
select few. J. L. Harris and others, heljjless to

combat this state of things, left Plymouth. It

was at this time (1845) that Darby returned. He
had borne with Newton's views on the Second

Coming, but would not tolerate the setting aside
of the Spirit's presence in the Church, for that

Darby viewed as the re-establishment of the
clerical system that the Brethren had left in the
Churches around. Darby maintained that by
Newton's clerical control the Spirit was displaced
in the assembly. He protested against this, but
Newton and his supporters would not yield.

Darby and many others withdrew from communion,
and, after waiting from March till December, they
broke bread apart from the Newton party at

Raleigh Street, Plymouth. Indignation against
Darby was intense. He had broken the unity of
the Brethren, and they, who had testified to unity,
were now in disunion. Darby's contention was
that he 'could not maintain union to support evil,'

and that ' truth was more to him than friends,

religious reputation, or unitj\' Two years' con-

troversy followed, in which the leaders took part.

Charges against Newton's writings and his rule in

the Plymouth assembly were interwoven with the
main issue, viz. the '

Spirit's freedom to use whom-
soever He pleased in the assembly while gathered
to the Lord's name for worship and ministry.'
This was what Darby and his followers contended

for, and it was this that Newton and his associates

resisted. Round this same question of clericalism

many later disputes arose and caused divisions.

In 1847, Newton's opinions on the sufferings of

Christ came to light. He had taught, amongst a
select body of disciples, that our Lord, being a
man and an Israelite, was born relatively under
the curse of God, which rested on the human race

generally, and on Israel specially, on account of

their having broken the Law and rejected their

Messiah ; and that, from childhood to His baptism
in Jordan, Christ was obnoxious to the WTath of

God, but escaped much on account of His prayer
and piety. When Newton's views became known,
they were rejected by the mass of the Brethren,
and many of his former supporters, such as Soltau,

Batten, Dyer, and Clulow, abjured their errors,
and confessed they had been under the delusion of

Satan as to their doctrines, and in supporting
Newton. Newton made a confession, which was
considered insufficient, and withdrew his tracts,
Avhich he never re-issued, for re-consideration. He
admitted that in expressions he was wrong, and
that in one particular he had erred, viz. in con-

tending that our Lord was under Adam's federal

headship. The meeting at Ebrington Street,

Plymouth, was broken up. Newton removed to

London, modified his views considerably, and
formed a church of which he became minister,

having no fellowship with anj" other religious

body. He wrote largely on Prophecy, and in his

writings there are passages of gi'eat literary beauty.
He died in 1899, aged 92, having outlived all his

compeers.
It was Newton's teachings that caused the first

division amongst Brethren, which took place at

Bethesda in 1849. Miiller and Craik refused to
allow a congregational judgment on Newton's
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tracts. Several who had sympathized with
Newton's views, and two Brethren who had im-
bibed his teachings, were received by the Bethesda

congregation. It is a moot point whether Miiller

and Craik knew of the views of those disciples of

Newton who did not openly promulgate them.
Their reception called forth from G. Alexander
and sixty others a vigorous protest. Miiller and
Craik would not allow the congregation to judge
and condemn Newton's tracts until it adopted a

paper culled ' The Letter of the Ten,' signed by
themselves and eight other leaders, and to which
some of Newton's sympathizers adhibited their

names. This paper committed the Church to a
neutral position, and delined for years the ecclesi-

astical position of those afterwards called '

Open
'

Brethren. It became a document of discord, and
a barrier to fellowship between tlie two great
sections of the Brethren. Bethe.sda .assembly
adopted the paper, and retained the ministry of

their pastors, who had tiueatened to resign unless
this were done. To Darby, Wigram, Dorman,
and others the position thus taken up was wrong,
and they would not tolerate it. Darby was
branded as a schismatic, and severely attacked.
The result was that the dispute aflected all the

meetings throughout the land. Bethesda assembly,
with its pastors, now took up the question. Seven

meetings were held before the end of the year, as

a result of which some of those who had supported
Newton withdrew from fellowship, in order to

relieve the Church from its dilemma. Two of

these, on retiring, in a paper read to the congrega-
tion, declared that Newton was fundamentally
sound. With some others they attempted to form
a congregation, but failed, and were afterwards
re-admitted to Bethesda on their confessing that

they had erred in leaving. By Darby and those
who agreed with him this was not considered a

proper judgment of the evil doctrines. Miiller

and Craik both condemned Newton's doctrines,
and declared that, if Newton's teachings were

right, then Christ would require a Saviour Him-
self. But their judgment came too late, as what
might have prevented a schism in July could not
heal the division in December.
When Bethesda had judged the question in this

fashion. Darby called on Miiller with a view to

reconciliation ; but the accounts of the interview
differ essentially, as can be seen by comparing
Darby's letter to J. S. Olipliant with Miiller's

letter to an unknown correspondent in 1883.

Darby issued a letter to all the Brethren con-

demning Bethesda, and calling upon all assemblies
to reject her principles. He denounced as evil
' The Letter of the Ten,' which, he said, permitted
association with a heretical congregation by
allowing persons coming from it to liave fellow-

ship, provided they liad not imbibed the evil

doctrines. And this the Exclusive Brethren hold

with inflexible strictness to this day. Fellowship
with meetings where evil doctrines are held is

repudiated, and no one is allowed
fellowshi^j unless

he is sound doctrinally,
and leads a godly life.

Henceforward Miiiler devoted himself to evan-

gelical and philantliropic labours. He continued
to be co-pastor at Bethesda. During the later

years of his life he went on evangelical tours, and
died on 10th March 1S98, greatly

honoured.
Miiller and his followers took a definite stand

against Darby, and the division became permanent.
The Miiller party was in the majority at first.

J. L. Harris, W. H. Soltau, Lord Congleton, and
other leaders sided with Miiller, and stood for
'

Open
'

principles, declaring them to be the

original views of the Brethren. The Open
Brethren devoted themselves to gospel work.

Spurgeon called them a '

simple evangelical race.'

They made converts in large numbers. They
have had a number of earnest teachers and evan-

gelists. Their books and tracts have been cir-

culated in millions during the past fifty years.
Several attempts have been made to elFect

reconciliation with their Exclusive friends, one

especially by Henry Bewley in 1870-71, but all

have been unsuccessful. As late as 1892, the
Exclusive Brotiiren in Grant's fellowship in

America were approached with a view to re-

union. In 1906, liowever, Bethesda adopted a
declaration wliich had been drawn up in 1894 by
fourteen leaders on their own responsibility, and
was now signed on bebalf of the Assembly by
eleven Brethren. It explained and modified some
of the objectionable statements in ' The Letter of
the Ten,' and had as its object a union with
G. W. Heath and his associates who sougiit the
re-union of all sections of Brethren. This move-
ment is still in progress.
Amongst the Open Brethren disputes have been

few. Tiieir principal dispute, which took place in

1892, was over what is called the 'Needed Trutli'

question. The majority rejected the 'Needed
Truth' principles, which were: (1) complete
separation from all Christians not in their own
fellowship ; (2) only those baptized after con-
version to be allowed to break bread ; (3) elders
in the oversight to be recognized in the place of
rule over the assemblies. The movement lias not
been a success, as many of the ' Needed Truth '

party have returned to the 'Open' fold, and in
1904 a dispute arose causing division amongst that

party. The 'Open' Brethren are active and
earnest, fraternize freely with other Christians,
and do not evoke the same opposition as the
' Exclusives.' Their meetings are numerous, being
established in nearly all large towns. It is gener-
ally admitted that in writers they are poorer than
the Exclusives ; still they have had some able

writers, such as Thomas Newbery, editor of a
valuable edition of tiie Bible, J. l!)enham Smith,
W. Lincoln, Artlmr Pridham, W. H. Soltau, etc.

Erom 1849 to 1879 the Exclusive Brethren had a

period of prosperity. In 1849, G. V. Wigram com-
menced tlieir chief organ, which extended to
18 vols. (1849-81), the Present Testimony. To it

Darby contributed his '

Synopsis of the Books of
the Bible,' and other writers gave of their beat.

It was in 1845 that William Kelly, the .son of an
Ulster squire, and a graduate with liighest honours
in Classics at Dublin, joined the movement. After

having edited The Prospect (1848-.50), he, in 185G,
took up the editorship of the Bible Treasury,
wliich he conducted for fifty years. To it Darby,
Stoney, Mackintosh, Denny, Grant, Beliett, and
others contributed, and, though its editor has

passed away, it is still issued, and is the oldest

organ of the Brethren. All their chief doctrines
and controversies have been discussetl in its pages.
It was in it that Kelly's 'Commentaries first

appeared. W. H. Dorman edited the Girdle of
Truth, 10 vols. (18.'>.5-<)6) ; J. B. Stoney conducted
A Voice to the Faithful for thirty years ; and
C. H. Mackintosli, who had been engaged in

scholastic work, and had given it up (1853i, wrote
Notes on the Pentateuch, which lias liad a wide
circulation, and has

greatly popularized Darby's
views. There were ni.any other iniblications during
this period of great activity, wliicli strengthened
the Exclusive movement ; and a ceaseless circula-

tion of books and tracts went on. The Revivals
of 1857-60 and 1870 got a considerable impetus
and colouring from the Brethren, and, ultimately,

many of the converts joined tlieir as.semblies. A
band of young officers resigned their commissions,
devotin<i themselves to evangelizing and teaching.
England, Ireland, Scotland, Canada, and the
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United States came under their labours, and to

tliis day some of these continue teaching the tenets

of tlie Brethren, such as £. Cross and J. ^V.

Sniitli.

Darby and Wigram visited foreign ])arts again
and again. Though small at first, Darby's success

in America was considerable. He influenced two
men, viz. F. W. Grant and Dwight L. Moody.
Grant joined the Exclusive Brethren's fellowship,
and became tlieir foremost author and leader in

America, and meetings were established in most
of the great American centres. In 1864, Dr. W.
Wolston came to Scotland. Then there were

meetings only in Edinburgh, Glasgow, and Aber-

deen, but, chiefly through his labours and those
of others, gatherings sprang up all round, though
many have died out since. Another man, WUliam
Reid, a Scottish clergyman, helped the movement
greatly. He edited the British Herald, wliich

had a wide circulation, and in it were inserted the
choicest writings of the Brethren. In 1864, Bellett

died. His piety and writings (which have been
called prose-poems) left a deep impression on the

Brethren, and greatly moulded their theology. It

is worthy of note that, amid all the bitter con-

troversies of those days, he was beloved by all

Earties.

In 1872, Wigram visited Australia, where
e gained many converts, and where, to this

day, the tenets of the Brethren are taught and
believed in.

From 1849-79 might be termed the flowing tide

of the Exclusive movement. Though attacked
and assailed on all hands, they steadily increased
in numbers. Between 1858-66 controversy arose

regarding some articles on the 'Suft'erings of

Christ' contributed by Darby to the Bible

Treasury. W. H. Dorman and P. H. Hall charged
him with holding views similar to Newton's. He
ofl'ered to retire from fellowship, but the mass of

the Brethren refused to regard him as a heretic.

The controversy was bitter. Dorman, Hall, and
others retired from communion, but formed no

party. A host of -nTiters attacked the Brethren.

Darby, Kelly, and others replied vigorously.
Darby's views were eventually adopted, and the

controversy died down. Two other small disputes
of no consequence occurred, one at Jersey, the
other at Sheffield. Then in 1876, at Ryde, Isle

of Wight, a dispute arose regarding marriage
within the prohibited degrees. A clergyman,
named Finch, who had left the English Church,
and liad broken bread in London, would not, on
his return to Ryde, identify himself with the

Ryde meeting because of its state, but, with some
others, broke bread apart. In 1879 the aged
Dr. Cronin, while on a visit to Ryde, broke bread
with the Finch party. This brought the matter
to a climax. On returning to London, Cronin was
challenged for his action. As he affirmed that he
was right, his act became a question for judgment.
The Kennington meeting, though slow to judge,
condemned his act, and on 31st August 1879 he
was excluded from fellowship. It is generally
conceded that serious blunders were committed
during this dispute, with which the question of

baptism mingled ; and, as a result of it, the

Ramsgate meeting divided into two parties, called
after the names of the places at which they met,
viz. Guildford Hall and Abbotshill. Finally, a
letter commending a person from Guildford Hall
Avas presented at Park Street, London. That
meeting, after considering the case, decided to

receive that person. This entailed the rejection
of Abbotshill. Kelly, with others, maintained
that this judgment was wrong, and would not

accept it, even though his old leader Darby was
the adviser. The result was tliat Blackheath,
where Kelly resided, with other meetings, rejected

tlie Park Street judgment, upon the plea that it

was not the voice of all the London meetings,
which hitherto had always acted in unison. A
new section of Brethren was formed, led by Kelly,
and marked by very exclusive principles. They
have not increased in numbers, and in 1899 a
revolt, led by W. W. Fereday, took place on the

question of freedom in preaching the gospel ; but
he has since joined the Open communion, and the
movement is dissolved.

Kelly died at Exeter on 27th March 1906. Next
to Darby he was perhaps the greatest amongst
the Brethren. As a scholar, an expositor, and
a controversalist, he stood high, and had a clear
and convincing style of expression. When he
died, the Times and many religious magazines
proclaimed him the ' Nestor' of the Brethren.
His works are highly spoken of by such scholars as

Ewald, Westcott, and Sanday. In the British
Museum catalogue his works fill ten pages. On
the suggestion of the Archbishop of York, he

presented his unique library, weighing 17 tons,
to the town of Middlesborough.
Darby died on 29th April 1882. He felt keenly

the Kelly division, as can be seen from one of his

last letters to the Brethren, in which he requested
them not to attack Kelly. His writings extend
to 50 vols., and he translated the Bible into

English, German, and French.
A small division, occasioned by S. O'Malley Cluff',

took place in 1881, but the party is now nearly
extinct.

In 1882, after fifty-five years spent amongst the

Brethren, the aged Dr. Ci'onin died. He was
marked for his piety and fervour. Previously (in

1879) Darby's trusted friend, G. V. Wigram, had

passed away. He was the editor of the English-
man's Hebrew and Greek Concordances to the Old
and New Testaments, a work of accuracy and
scholarship on which he spent a fortune, and in

the production of which he received invaluable

help from the learned Tregelles, who had been
identified with the Brethren in their early days,
but had disagreed with their judgment in the
Newton case.

When Darby died, J. B. Stoney, whose religious
ideas and teaching were said to be High Church,
became leader in Britain ; while, in America,
F. W. Grant, who had jiut forth, while Darby was
alive, some views on the ' Old Testament Saints

having life in the Son,' and had affirmed that ' the
man in the seventh of Romans was sealed by
the Holy Spirit,' became leader. Darby had boi-ne

with Grant's views, but now that Darby was gone,
fault was found with them, especially by Lord
A. P. Cecil. Grant published his views in a

pamphlet, which was severely criticized by W. J.

Lowe and A. C. Ord. In 1884, Cecil and Alfred

Mace, the evangelist, visited Montreal, where

they condemned Grant's views, and, with a

majority of the Montreal meeting, pronounced
him a heretic, and excluded him from communion.
This action afl'ected only America and the few
followers of C. E. Stuart in England. Most of

the American meetings sided with Grant, and
the Grant company prospered greatly. Mace in

1905 tendered a confession to the Grant Brethren
for his rash act, lamenting that the man he had

cliiefly wronged was dead. Grant's death in

1903 prevented his completing his Numerical Bible,
a work of considerable merit. He was beloved
and honoured by those amongst whom he had
laboured for forty years.

In 1885 a dispute took place at Reading. C. E.

Stuart, a learned Brother, published a pamphlet
on 'Christian Standing and Condition.' This

provoked a controversy mingled with a petty
local quarrel, and brought about the separation of
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Sluart, with a small body of followers in England
and some in tiie north of Scotland. The i>arty has
not grown, and Stmirt died in January 1002.

It is now generally thought tiiat, if tiie pamphlet
had been left alone, it would have passed into

oblivion, and this division would have been averted.

The Grant section in America and the followers of

Stuart are now joined in fellowship.
During the last ten years of Stoney's leadership

there was associated with him F. E. Raven, who
went even beyond Stoney in pressing the sub-

jective side of truth. About 1890, Kaven expressed
views such as that ' eternal life is not imparted
to the saint ; it is a sphere in which he lives in

the love of God,' and is distinct from the new
birth ; Christ did not manifest eternal life to the

world, but only to His own ;

' Etern.al Life' is not
a title of Christ prior to incarnation, and the

righteousness of God in 2 Co 5'-^ is future. Irrev-

erent expressions concerning Christ's infancy were
used by some of Haven's followers. These were
condemned, but, nevertheless, a separation took

place at Bexiiill. This assembly refused to receive

from Greenwich a person commended in the usual

way, and cut off Kaven and his meeting from

fellowship. The Bexhill decision was upheld by
W. L. Lowe, H. H. MacArthy, C. Stanley, and
others in England, and by A. H. Rule and others
in America ; while, on tne Continent, C. Brock-
haus and many Dutch, French, and Swiss Brethren
refused Raven's views. In England the division

was serious. In France, Germany, and Switzer-
land the Brethren practically as a whole rejected
Raven's doctrines.

At a conference in 1895, Raven questioned the
ancient formula, 'the unity of His Person,' when
applied to Christ's being God and man in one
Person. His definition of Christ's Person was *a
Divine Person in human condition.' He aflirmed

that the Incarnation did not change or add to

the Person of the Son. These and other asser-

tions caused trouble. \V. T. Turpin, a gifted
Brother, who had long been in fellowship, retired

from the Brethren ; and many of their best men,
though still remaining in communion, did so with
much misgiving. Raven's teaching was severely
criticized by Brethren outside his own com-
munion, such as E. A. Thomas (Australia), F. W.
Grant (America), and W. Kelly (England). Raven
did not press his views, but his followers did. His
visit to America in 1898 caused a division at

Minneapolis. The extremists pressed his views
too much, and some English Brethren supported
E. Acomb, who opposed Raven ; but most of the

London leaders upheld Acomb's opponents. A small
number were recognized as being in fellowship by
the London Brethren in July 1905. These had
all accepted Raven's views. J. S. Oliphant and
Mace protested against the reception of this party,
and would not withdraw their protest ; so they
were excluded from fellowship by the London
leaders. It was at this time that Mace joined
G. W. Heath in his attempt to amalgamate
the different companies of Open and Exclusive
Brethren.
Another storm burst after Raven's doath. Several

evangelists were preaching with considerable free-

dom, claiming the right to act on their own
responsibility in their work. This was pronounced
'looseness and independency.' J. Taj'Ior, of New
York, set forth the view that ' we are saved by
Christ and what He has established down here,
viz. the Church or House of (iod.' A brother
named James Boyd visited Taylor, and thereafter

judged Taj-ior's views to be semi-Romanism.
He wrote criticizing Taylor's errors. A contro-

versy ensued. Boyd was called upon to witiidraw
his tract, or retire from fellowship. He M-ould do

neither, and in this he was supported by a great
many Brethren in the nortii of England.

In 19U.J-7 a local dispute arose at Alnwick,
Northumberland. That meeting was 'broken to

pieces,' it was said,
'

by its own folly.' Eflbrts were
made toed'ect a reconciliation. At the end of two
years (1907), Glanton and the neighbouring a.ssem-

blies, with the concurrence of most Brethren in

the district, decided to receive any person who had

judged himself and sought reconciliation with his

Brethren at Alnwick. This had been the practice
of Brethren hitherto ; but those who opposed
Glanton's action in .so doing pronounced tliis an
infringement of the principle of 'local responsi-

bility and an interference with the Lord's rights.
A few withdrew from fellowship at Newcastle
and South Shields, and so forced on a crisis. An
effort was made to suspend fellowship with the
Northumberland meetings, as they were said to be
'in confusion.' This principle of 'suspending
fellowship

' was resented in many places ; and,
finally, when a sister from Whitley Bay presented
a letter of commendation at George Street, Edin-

burgh, the Brethren there refused this principle
of '

suspended fellowship,' and received her.

There was a secession in consequence, and those

opposed to Glanton formed a new meeting. The
London Brethren were called upon to consifler the
rival claims of the two companies in Edinburgh,
when a sister presented a letter to a London
meeting, and most of the London meetings decided
that Glanton infringed the principle of ' local re-

sponsibility,' extinguished the Alnwick assembly,
and '

usurped the Lord's functions' in so doing. This
decision, carried into effect 31st August 1908, cut
off Glanton, Edinburgh, and all other meetings
a.ssociated with them. W. T. P. Wolston's

pamphlet,
' Hear the Right,' gives the history of

this last division, and deals in detail with all the

contributory causes that led to it.

Such is a very brief outline of the historj' of the
Brethren. Forty years ago their early dissolution
was prophesied ; but they are still, though divided,
a living force. Their religion is a simple one.
The Bible to them is an infallible and living book ;

Christ is an all-sufficient and living Saviour ; God
is a loving Father revealed in the Son of His
bosom ; salvation is a reality, and can be known
now ; Heaven with its glories, and the everlasting
Kingdom of our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ,
are proclaimed, and believed in ; the Lord's

Coming is the great object of hope ; the world
is under the judgment of the Cross, and men must
be saved from impending doom ; Hell and eternal

punishment are realities ; the world's politics,

philo.sophy, and mere social reform advocated
tor the betterment of the world are but the white-

washing of a house built on sand, or the at-

tempted renovation of a system morally corrupt ;

their mi.ssion is not to save the work! but to

save people out of it, and while passing through it

the Christian is to live soberly, righteously, and

godly ;
his business is to get right and keep right

in his soul with God ; it is his duty to obey the

powers that be, save only when the civil govern-
ment interferes with his conscience in obedience
to God's command. The Brethren all take the

place of the Christian priesthood, and gather to

the Lord's name. They look for His Holy Spirit
to guide some brother to break the bread, pray,
or minister, in subjection to the Lord in the midst.

Women are not allowed to speak in the a.ssembly.
Their teachers minister by lecture or Bible-reading ;

their pastors care for and tend the flock, while
their evangelists preach the gospel. In the

present condition of the Church they do not
believe in appointing elders, seeing that their

meeting is but a fragment of the body of true
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Christians resident in their own locality, and some
who might be ehlers are in the churches around.

If, however, in their meetings there be men pos-

sessing the requisite qualitications, tliese are

thankfully owned and honoured, though not

officially appointed. Statistics of Brethren can-

not be ascertained, but they form a good pro-

portion of the Christian community in Britain and
America and on the Continent.

Literature.—The clearest statement of the general views of

the Brethren is found in Darby's What I Learn from Scrip-

ture, which was revised by \Vm. Kelly in his Bible Treasury,
and is published by Morrish, London, as a tract. The following is

a select Bibliography from hundreds of books and pamphlets,
and gives both sides of their disputes, and what is written

gainst them :
—For the general history of the Brethren :

W. B. Neatby, A Eistory of the Plymouth Brethren, 1901 ;

J. S. Teulon, History and Teaching of the Plyinmith Brethren,
1883

; A. Miller, The Brethren : their Rise, Profrress, arid

Testimony, c. 1877. For the Plymouth Question : J. N. Darby,
Narrative of Facts, Proceedings at Rawstorne Street ; Lord
Congleton, Reasons for Leaving Rawstorne Street. On the

Sufferings of Christ : Wm. Trotter, The Whole Case of
Plymouth and Bethesda, 1898. On Bethesda : G. V. Wigram,
The Present Question, 1848-9; H. Groves, Darbyism, its

Rise and Development : A Review of the Bethesda Question,
1867; J. N. D., The Sufferings of Christ; W. H. Dorman,
The Close of Twenty-eight Years of Association with J. N. D.,
1886. On the Law and the Righteousness of God : J. N. D.,
Brethren and Their Reviewers ; S. P. Treg'elles, Five Letters

of the Recent Denials of Our Lord's Vicarious Life, 1864. On
the Ramsgate Question : J. H., A Fresh Testimony . . . Eccle-

siastical Error . . . an Epitome of the Ramsgate Sorrow,
1882. On Grant and Montreal : Narrative of the Facts
at Montreal, 1884 ; E. C. L. and E. Grain, Statement of
Separation ; F. W. Grant, Letter on the Montreal Division. On
Reading : C.B., The Reading Question, the History and Review

;

F. H. B., A Concise Statement of the Reading Question.
On F. E. Raven, or the BexhUl Division : F. E. R., Papers
on Eternal Life, etc. ; H. A. Hammond, Record of Some Corre-

spondence, Documents, aiid Facts, 1890-1. On the attempted
union of Open Brethren with Grant : F. W. Grant, What
is the Present Position of Open Brethren i 1888. On the
second Raven trouble : F. E. R., Readings and Lectures in
United States and Canada, 1898-1902 ; Wm. Kelly, F. E. R.'s
Heterodox on Eternal Life and other Divine Truths

;
F. W.

Grant, Retracings of Truth ; E. A. Thomas, Refutation of
False Doctrine, being Truth for the Time (No. 3). On the
American and English troubles : J. S. Oliphant, Minneapolis,
1905 ; J. Taylor, J. Pillatt, and others. Readings at

Chicago, Dec. ISOU and Jan. 1905 ; Letters from J.
'^

Boyd
on American Teaching, 1908, 1909; W. T. P. Wolston,
Hear the Right ; 7hco Letters by H. Vinal on the Glanton
Question. On ' Needed Truth ' and Open Brethren Dispute :

Brief Statement of the Doctrines of Holy Scripture (views
of the ' Needed Truth '

party). For attacks on the Brethren
generally (of these there are many, but the following are the

strongest) : W. Reid, Plymouth Brethrenism Unveiled and
Refuted, 1880 ; The Plymouth Brethren, their Rise, Progress,
Practice, and Doctrines, a lecture by Edward Dennett, 1871.
To this, Dennet himself replied later when he became a
Brother, in his The Step I have taken, 1876. See also J. C. L.
Carson, The Heresies of the Plymouth Brethren, 1870

; Thomas
Croskery, Plymouth Brethrenism, 1879. ^

John M'Culloch.
BREVIARY.—See Liturgies.

BRIBERY.—See Corruption.

BRIDE, BRIDEGROOM.—See Marriage.

BRIDGE.—To the awe with which primitive
man regarded the flowing of a wide, deep river,

eft'ectually barring his access to the opposite side,
may be traced an extensive series of superstitious
and religious practices current in former ages, and
still observed in modified forms

to-day. The sub-

ject may be approached under the following three

postulates: (i.) To all early races, rivers were
part of a Divine scheme for delimiting frontiers,
for apportioning territories to the difl'erent races of

mankind, and for obstructing the interference of
district with district. Rivers accordingly acquired
a semi-sacred character, and each stream had its

tutelary divinity. The torrent that foamed across
man's path was the vomit of a local demon, (ii. ) To
interfere with what the gods had laid down as a
natural boundary, to bridge the stream which liad
been intended to act as a barrier to the insatiable
and the re.stless curiosity of man, was a daring,

nay, a sacrilegious act. In the event of a bridge
being built, tlxerefore, the local river-spirit must
be appeased by some compensating sacrifice, (iii.)

Once this sacritice has been made, and the river-

spirit been placated, the bridge becomes in a sense
sacred. It is the aim of this article to trace

out the ramifications of these three fundamental
ideas,

i. The primitive conception that each
STREAM HAD ITS RESIDENT DIVINITY OR RIVER-
SPIRIT.—It is beyond the scope of this article to

marshal the evidence in support of this first notion.

The conception that each stream had its protecting
divinity, whose majesty must not be trifled with,
was a very common one in Greek and Roman
mythology. The customary emblematic repre-
sentation of the idea in Greek art was that of a

figure of an old man with a long beard, clothed in

blue garments, and crowned with a chaplet of

reeds. He is usually depicted reclining upon an
urn from which water continually flows, and, as the

river-god, he was supposed to dwell by preference
in the caverns and deepest recesses of the river's

bed. His care of the river extended to its pollu-
tion, and Homer (Iliad, xxi. 136 if.

)
has described

the resentment of the two rivers of Troy, the Sca-

mander and Simois, against Achilles, when he pre-

sumptuously profaned their waters. (For further
illustration of the hostility of a river-spirit if his

majesty be insulted and his quiet disturbed, see

J. Rhys, Celtic Folklore, ii. 425-430 ; W. Gregor,
Folklore of the North-East of Scotland, pp. 66, 67 ;

Trans, Asiatic Soc. of Japan for Ainu river-gods
and goddesses; J. Abercromby, 'Beliefs and Re-

ligious Ceremonies of the Mordvins,' in FLJ y'li. 72 ;

also Annales Archeol. tom. ix. pp. 107-108; and
for the idea of the impiety of disturbing natural

boundaries, cf. Horace, Carm. i. 3. 21 :

'

Nequic-
quam deus abscidit Prudens Oceano dissociabili

Terras, si tamen impiae Non tangenda rates transi-

liunt vada ').

ii. The appeasing of the offended river-
spirit.—I. Was this observed in connexion with
the Pons Sublicius ?—The necessity of some ex-

piatory sacrifice to the river-god, when a bridge was
built across the stream, defying his supremacy,
seems to have been recognized at a very early period.
The early history of Rome shows traces of it.

Probably not more than three bridges were erected

over the Tiber before the end of the Republic.
Of tliese the most ancient and by far the most
famous was the Pons Sublicius.* Erected by
Ancus Martins to unite Rome to his new forti-

fication on the Janiculum, it was probably situated

at the Forum Boarium, not far from the broken
arches of the Ponte de Rotto (Livy, i. 33 ; Dionys.
iii. 45, ix. 68 ; Pint. Numa, 9). Do\vn to its latest

days, the entire structure, including every bolt

and fastening, was constructed of timber [for the

reason for this see p. 855]. On the Ides of May
(Ovid says the day before), an annual procession of

Pontifices, Praetors, and Vestal Virgins marched
to this bridge. On the way they visited the so-

caUed 24 Sacella Argeorum (chapels), and from
them carried away a corresponding t number of

Argei. These Argei were puppets or effigies made
of bulrushes, and stufled so as to represent bodies

of old men bound hand and foot. The Flaminica

Dialis, the priestess of Juppiter, was present,
dressed, not in her customary bridal attire, but
in mourning garb. To the accompaniment of the

chanting of appropriate hymns and prayers, the

puppets were lifted by the Vestal Virgins and

flung into the river from the parapet of the bridge

(Dionys. i. 38 ; Ovid, Fasti, v. 621 ff". ; Plutarch,

Qucest. Bom. 32 and 86). Of a custom so peculiar,
* From the sublicoe, or piles, on which it was built,

t Dionysius gives 30 as the number.
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the Roman antiquarians suggested various ex-

planations :
—

{a) The Sacella were reported to be the graves
of the Greeks Avho came to Italy Avitli Hercules,
and the Argci were his followers. Tliough settled
in fair Italy, they entertained tender memories of
sweet Argos ; and, as each hero died, he bequeathed
to his friends the sacred duty of throwing his body
into the Tiber that it might be transported by tlie

waves to the far-oti" shore of his fatherland. The
rush-made image was the later substitute for tlie

dead body of the early Greek (Ovid, Fasti, v. 656).
The ancient etymology of Argei from 'kpydoi is

supported by Mommsen (Stnntsrecht, iii. 123).

(b) The second explanation of the practice was
that it was the harmless survival of on earlier
and ruder ejioch, when old men, above the age
of sixty, being considered useless for military
service, were cast into the stream and drowned.
Though Ovid acknowledges that this traditional

explanation was an old one, he nevertheless in-

dignantly repudiates it as a slander on the human-
ity of his ancestors. Sucli practices, however, were
not unknown in the ancient world. That those

past their prime, and afllicted with the increa.sing
infirmities of age, should thus be put to death, was
not considered incompatible witli filial piety, but
rather in the line of kindness, and even of patriotic
duty to the State (Cajsar, de Bell. Gall. vi. 16 ;

Tac. Germ. 9 and 39
; cf. also art. Old Age).

In later days there arose a belief that the poriK from which
these old men were flung was a more innocuous structure than
the Pons Sublicius. On the day of the Comitia, a number of

polling-booths were erected in the forum, or wherevpr the
voting was to take place. These booths, or septa, were entered
by a narrow passage or plank termed ponit or ponticuUis, and,
when the voter had received his tabella, or voting-ticket, out of
one of the large vases called si^ta; or cistelUe, he passed along
the pons, and emerged from the booth by a corresponding
'

bridge
' on the other side (Cicero, in Piwn. 15. 40, pro Plancio, 6,

pro Haritnp. resp. 20). Festus(p. 334, s.v.
'

Sexagenarii ') argues
that, though the aged men were free from the burden of active
service for the State, they jealously retained their right to vote.
The younger men accordingly were annoyed, and, as their
seniors went up the pons to record their vote, they raised the
cry, which became proverbial, that the old men should be
thrown from the bridge ('sexagenaries de ponte"). Ovid
(Fasti, V. 634) states that the youths actually threw the old men
from the bridge (see Cic. pro Jioscio Aine'rino, 3.^. 100; Varro,
apud Lactant. Inst. i. 21. 6). But as these voting pontes were
comparatively late institutions, and the proverb is a very old

one, it would seem after all that the bridge referred to was not
the plank of the Comitia [>olling-booth, but the more fatal

Pons Sublicius. The fact, however, remains that parricide was
always looked on with horror by the Romans, and it is hard to
see how the practice should have passed into a yearly ceremony.

(c) By others the rite was regarded as a relic of

the time when human sacrifices were general.
Ovid states that it was believed by some that
Hercules was the first to throw into the stream as
sacrifices to the river-god, not living citizens, but
fictitious bundles of straw. That human sacrifices

were not infrequent in the early days of the lle-

Eublic
is shown bj' the evidence collected by

lerivale {Hist. iii. 3.5). O. Miiller {Etru.tker,
ii. 20) believes that the practice was introduced
into the Roman cultus from Etruria. It con-
tinued down to A.U.C. 657, when Cn. Com.
Lentulus and P. Licin. Grassus, as consuls for

the year, made a law which, for tiie future, pro-
hibited any such human sacrifices. There is,

therefore, nothing inherently impossible in the
notion that the Pons Sublicius was the scene of

primitive human immolation. J. G. Frazer points
out (JPh xiv. [1885] p. 156, note) that, in earlv

Rome, bridges, being novelties, were viewed with

suspicion. They were an insult to the river-god,
inasmuch as '

they robl)ed him of his food by
carrj'ing dry-shod over iiis head the peoj)le who,
in the course of nature, would have been drowned
at the ford.' Thus arose the practice of yielding
to Father Tiber a yearly compensation, at first of

living citizens who were flung into the river, but
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later of substitutes in the form of stufled effigies
of old men.
On the other hand, W. Warde Fowler (Roman FestivaU,

p. 112 ff.), in an elaborate analysis of the amieiit rite, arrives
at the conclusion that the ceremony wiis dramatic rather than
sacrificial, and had primarily to do with the annual purification
of the land. He dwcIlH upon the presence at the rite of the
Pontilices, and espocially of the Vestals, on whom lay the duty
of throwing the puppets into the stream, the idea being that the
food and nourishment of the State depended on an accurate
performance of their duties. He points to the jiresonce and
the dress of the Flaminica iJialis, who appeared in this garb
only on those great occasions of ])urifl<ation that marked the
conclusion of one season, and the beginning of a new sea.son
which must be entered on with great care. It was something
akin to

Adonis-worship, which in Egyi)t was observed in the
same method by the immersion in water of a pujjpet accom-
panied by wailings. Mannhardt (Ant. WaM- uml Feldkulte,
p. 276) mentions a Russian practice in which figures of straw,
dressed in female clothing, are laid on a bier, carried to a lake
or river, torn up, and thrown in, while the spectators hide their
faces and wail ; and again, in another district, on the same day
(June 2!)th), an old man is carried out of the town, as a symbol
that spring has gone, and is followed by women singing mourn-
ful songs, and indulging in gestures of

^rief.* Mannhardt(fia«;/i-
kvltvs, chs. iii. iv. v.) gives many mstances from mediaeval
and modern times of the practice of similar rites, showing that
the place of the puppet is sometimes taken by a sheaf, a small
tree, or a man or boy dressed up in foliage or fastened in a sheaf.
In almost every case the puppet is ducked in water or sprinkled,
though sometimes it is burned or buried. The Bavarian tt'asser-

vogel was an effigy which was carried round the fields at Whit-
suntide and then thrown from a bridge into a stream. There
is still extant a law pa.ssed in a.d. 13.51 forbidding the ducking
of persons at Erfurt at the E:aster or Whitsuntide festivals.
Warde Fowler follows JIannhardt in maintaining that all this
is a symbol of the departure of winter, and the arrival of the
fruitful season. In support of this theory he points out that,
while the old Roman practice was to throw in old men,' it is
a curious coincidence that the name of the puppet thrown in at
Whitsuntide at Halle is

' der Alte.' The German puppet, again,
is white, and the Roman effigy bore a name 'Apyfcoi, which is

probably derived from a root arg (seen in ari/entum), meaning
the white ones (

= the old ones). This explanation, however,
though it explains some things very aptly, and fits in with
some otherwise obscure details, fails to give any satisfactory
reason why a bridije over a rirer should be the" scene of the
purification of the land, or why in each case there should be
-water, and the casting of a puppet into a stream. We come
back, therefore, to the view, supported by a multitude of cor-
roborative facts, that the ca.<iting into the stream in early times
of a live victim, and the substitution in later ages of effigies,
weredue to a belief in the necessity of placating the river-spirit,
whose majesty was offended by a structure spanning his waters,
the very object of which was to rob him of his toll in human
victims.

2. This root-idea of the necessity of a sacrifice
traced to modern times.—Tlie widespread nature of
this cu.stom will be recognized from the following
instances. Herodotus (ii. 90) states that the priests
of the Nile-god claimed the right to burj' with
liigh honours all bodies drowned in the river, 'as

being something more than human.' The god
had claimed them, and they were his property.
Maspero (Dawn of Civilization, p. 39) descrilxjs
the sacrifices to the river at Silsileli on the rising
of the Nile. See also Lane (Mod. Egi/fitiatis, ch.

xxvi.) for the 'arooseh (bride)—the virgin thrown
into the river as a sacrifice to obtain a plentiful
inundation. Picart (Cerem. and Relia. Oust, of
the World, 1733, iii. 87) refers to tiie practice
of the savages on the Alissi.ssippi of sacrificing
jirisoners to the genii who preside over the waters.

Compare also the yearly .sacrifice of a girl to the

spirit
of Niagara. When a man is drowning in a

nver, it is a common saying in Germany tbat ' the

spirit of the stream is getting his yearly victim
'

(Grimm, Deutsche Mythol. p. 409). There is a
legend that the spirit of the river Ribble, in York-

• In Silesia, as late as the 16th cent., according to Guagnini
(Sarmatiae Europeae descriptio, to]. 106), on March 17 of each
year, being the anniversary of the destruction of the pagan
idols by Mieczyslaw i. (962-992),

'

pueri in villis et oppidis ex
more recepto simulacrum quoddam ad similitudineni mulieris
conficiunt, oppidoque tumiatim etrressi quandam cantionem
ingeminantes simulacrum illud de jKirite in flumen praecipitant.'
This would seem, however, to be merely a sort of Guy Fawkes
celebration of the destruction of paganism. In this general
connexion it should be noted that Gruppe (Griechische Myth-
ologie und Religiomsqeschichte, p. S21) holds that such cere-
monies as those associated with the Argei were originally nin-
charms.
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shire (known as Peg o' Nell), demanded a victim

every seven years (W. Henderson, Folklore of the

Northern Counties, p. 265) ; and the American
Indians have a tradition that the Falls of Niagara
must have two human victims annually. The
notion, however, is very prominently brought out
in the following connexions :

—
(rt) Sacrifices necessary at the foundation of

bridges.
—A legend is current about London Bridge

that, in order to render the structure secure, the
stones were besprinkled with the blood of little

children. When the broken dam of the Nogat
was repaired in A.D. 1463, the peasants were ad-
vised to throw in a living man. They seized a

beggar, made him drunk, and buried him (Tylor,
Primitive Culture^, i. 104). In 1843, on the erection
of a new bridge at Halle, it was widely believed
tliat the structure ought to have had a child built

into it (Grimm, op. cit. p. 956). The builder of

the 'Loh-Family Bridge' at Shanghai experienced
some difficulty in laying the foundation. He
vowed to Heaven 2000 children if the river-sisirit
would allow the stones to be laid properly. The
divinity (she was a goddess on this occasion)

replied that she would not require their lives,

but that the number named would be attacked

by smallpox. The epidemic actually broke out,
and half the number died. It is a Chinese belief

that a bridge built without attention to these

religious observances will bring about a visitation
of smallpox. In Tibet, wlien smallpox is raging,
the inhabitants of the villages as yet untouched
by the disease try to stay its progress by placing
thorns on the bridges to terrify away the evil

spirits who bring the plague. Those who die of

the disease are thrown into the rivers (Annie W.
Marston, The Great Closed Land [Tibet], p. 41).
At Hang-Chow, a tea-merchant cast himself into
the river Tsien-tang as a sacrifice to the spirit
of the dykes which were constantly being washed
away (Moncure D. Conway, Demonology and
Devil-lore, 1879, i. 204). In 1872 there was a
scare at Calcutta when the Hooghly Bridge was
built. The Hindus imagined that the spirit of
the river would consent to have its majesty in-

vaded only on condition that each pier of the
structure was founded on a layer of children's
heads (A. B. Gomme, Traditional Games of Eng-
land, Scotland, and Ireland, i. 346 ff. ; G. L.

Gomme, Folklore Relics of Early Village Life,
p. 29). In 1890 the Pall Mall Gazette reported
that heads of unwary travellers in China were
being cut off, and £10 was being paid for each
head by the Department of Public Works in order
that they might be built into the foundations of
the piers of a number of new bridges that were
in course of erection. It was stated that such was
the terror of the coolies that for no money could

they be induced to carry fares to the suburbs at

niglit. (For a similar story see Nature, April 30,

1896, under title
*

Megalithic Folklore,' by S. E.

Peal, Sibsagar, Assam, March 27.) Among the

popular traditions of Albania, there is one to the
effect that human beings were formerly buried
under the foundations of important bridges.
Throughout the Greek East there is a current
belief that every building has a resident spirit,
and every stream a resident genie, which goes by
the name of the ffroixfi-ov. It is believed that the
man whose shadow falls on the first-laid stone of
a liouse will die within the year, and his shadow,
remaining in the building, becomes its ffroix^lov ;

hence tlie practice of sacrificing fowls and sheep
at the beginning of any important construction to
avert danger from tlie workmen. ' But some-
times, instead of killing an animal, tlie builder
entices a man to the foundation - stone, secretly
measmes his body, or a part of it, or his shadow,

and buries the measure under the foundation-stone ;

or he lays the foundation-stone upon the man's
shadow. It is believed that the man will die

within the year' (B. Schmidt, Das Volksleben der

Neugriechen, p. 196 f., quoted by J. G. Frazer,
Golden Bough^, i. 291). Until a sacrifice has been
offered to this spirit, no bridge will be allowed to

stand secure. A bridge so secured is termed
'stoicheion-built' {aToix^iodefieXiw/jLeva), and legends
regarding such bridges are everywhere met with.

Some of the Greek folk-songs are famous, e.g. The

Bridge of Adana in Kappadocia : 'All day long
they built the piers : by niglit they fell in ruins.'

The builders are at their wits' end. They know
that the bridge will never stand until a living

spirit is given to it in sacrifice. But who is

willing to be thus offered? The engineer entices

his wife to the edge of the excavation for one of

the piers. He drops his ring into it, and induces
his wife to fetch it up :

' Then down goes she, and down goes she, steps forty-two
descends she,

And fall upon her as she goes of stones a thousand litras,

And throw they down upon her, too, of earth a thousand

spadefuls.
'

As she dies, she calls out :

' Hear thou my words, Yianniki inine, let not the world

rejoice thee,
Three onlj- sisters once were we, we were three sisters only ;

The one did build the Danube's bridge, the second the

Euphrates,
And I, I too, the murdered one, the bridge build of Adana '

(Lucy M. J. Garnett and J. S. Stuart-Glennie, Greek Folk Poesy,

1896, p. 71).

The same legend is current in Italy as regards the

Bridge of Arta, which collapsed till the master-
builder walled in his wife. With her dying curse,

however, she prophesied that the bridge would

always tremble (ib. p. 81). The same story is told

of the '

Lady's Bridge
'
in Peloponnesus (ib. p. 70)

and the '

Trembling Bridge
' near Canea in (jrete.

So engrained is the belief in the necessity of such

sacrifices, that it is alleged that in Zacj'nthus the
inhabitants would still kill a human victim if they
were not deteiTed by fear of the law's vengeance
(B. Schmidt, op. cit. p. 197 ff.). The idea that

underlay the old Roman substitution of rush-men
for human victims is still observable occasionally
in different parts of the world ; and to this day
sacrifices of a less dreadful character than that of

human beings continue to be offered to the water-

spirits of Austria and Germany (Th. Vernaleken,

Mythen u. Brdtiche des Volkes in Oesterreich, 1859,

p. 168 ; A. D. Wuttke, Deutscher Volksaberglaube^,
1900, § 429).

(6) The ^bridge-sacrifice' a pari of the wide-

spread belief in the necessity of a ^

foundation-
sacrifice'' for all structures.—This placating of the

river-spirit is thus in strict harmony with the

almost universal belief in the necessity of a sacrifice

as a rite preliminary to the erection of all build-

ings. Thus the Picts are said to have bathed their

pre-historic foundation-stones with human blood to

propitiate the spirit of the soil (Forbes Leslie,

Early Races of Scotland, i. 149). Mackinnon (Cul-
ture in Early Scotland, p. 53) asserts that ' even
after the humanizing doctrines of Jesus had become
the popular creed, the power of this grim rite

occasionally asserted itself in the practice of slay-

ing or burying a victim, before or during the
erection of a building, in the belief that only thus
could it be made secure

'

(see also Gaidoz, Melusine,
iv. 16). A Thuringian legend is extant that, to

make the castle of Liebenstein secure and im-

pregnable, a child was bought from its mother for

hard cash, and walled into the foimdations. The
wall of Copenhagen sank during its ei'ection as

fast as it was built. The workmen took an
innocent little girl, set her on a chair at a table

with toys and eatables, and then twelve master-
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ma£ons closed a vault over her. The wall there-

upon was completed and stood firm (Tylor, Priuii-

tive Culture'^, i. 104 f.). There is a Servian letjend

that three brothers combined to build the fortress

of Scutari, but were battled by the demons, who
razed by night what it had taken 300 masons
to erect by day. At last the fiends were appeased
by the immolation of the wife of the youngest of

the three, who happened to be the first to come
with food for the workmen {ib.). When Vortigern
was erecting a strong fort in Snowdon, what the
workmen built in one day was always swallowed

up in earth the next night. The kmg consulted

Merlin, who advised that the stones and mortar
should be sprinkled with the blood of a child born
of a mother without a father (Nennius, Mon. Hist.

Brit. p. 67 ; also Selden's note to Drayton's Poly-
olbion, p. 158). In Adamnan's Life of St. Columba
(Reeve's tr. 1857, p. 203) there is the following
naive yet significant statement :

' Columkille s.aid then to his people,
"
It would be well for us

that our roots should pass into the earth here." And he said

to them,
"

It is permitted to you that some of you ^o under
the earth of this island to consecrate it." Odhran arose

quickly, and then spake.
"

If you accept me," he said, "I am
ready for that." "O Odhran," said Columkille, "you shall

receive the reward of this : no request shall be granted to any
one at mj' tomb unless he first ask of thee." Odhran then went
to heaven. He (Columkille) then founded the church of Hy.'
Thus the spirits of the soil of lona were pro-

pitiated, whereas till then they had overthrown by
night what had been erected by day (see Scott's

Minstrelsy of the Scott. Border, note to the ' Court
of Keeldar

' and ' Glenfinlas
'

; Innes, Eccles. Hist. ;

Pennant, Voyage to Scotland, i. 286 fl". ; Joyce,
Social History of Ancient Ireland, i. 284 ff.).

Human skeletons have been found under founda-
tions of the round towers in Ireland (FLJ i. 23).

A Highland tradition relates that, when the work-
men had assembled to lay the foundation of Tigh-
an-Torr, in Western Koss-shire, they caught the
first person who chanced to pass, and buried him
under the foundation-stone. At the laying of

the foundation of Redcastle, a red-haired girl was
buried alive under the stone (Haddon, The Study
of Man, 1898, p. 354 ; see also MacBain, Celtic

Mythology and Iteligion, pp. 45, 46 ; Stokes, Revue

Celtique, ii. 200, 201 ; Windisch, Irish Grammar,
p. 139). Fitzstephen, in his account of London
in the 12th cent., mentions that, when the Tower
was built, the mortar was tempered with the

blood of beasts (A. B. Comme, Tradit. Games,

p. 346 f.). Formerly in Siam, when a new city

gate was being erected, it was customary for a

number of officers to lie in wait and seize the

first four or eight persons who happened to pass

by. These were then buried alive under the

gate-posts to serve as guardian -
angels. The

Ceylon Observer of Jan. 27th, 1887, had a para-

graph in which it was stated that the schools in

Colombo were empty, many children were missing,
and parents were afraid to let their ott'spring

venture out of doors, because the report had got
abroad that 350 boys under the age of 12 were

required as sacrifices to propitiate the deity who
was responsible for the crack in the great Alaliga-
kanda reservoir (FLJ v. 260). For further illustra-

tions of this
' foundation-sacrifice

'

idea see Gerard,
The Land beyond the Forest (Transylvania), ii. 17 ;

H. Clay Trumbull, The Threshold Covenant, p. 47 ;

Macalister in PEFSt, 1904, p. 16, where a j)late
shows a skeleton of a woman discovered at Gezer
as a foundation-sacrifice in a pre-Israelitic Pales-

tine town ; Rodd, Customs and Lore of Modern
Greece, p. 168 ; FLR, vol. iii. pp. 282-283, vol. iv.

pp. 124, 186 ; FLJ, vol. i. pp. 23-24, 92 ; Bowring,
Servian Popular Poetry, p. 64 ; Grimm, Deutsche

Mythologic, pp. 972, 1095 ; St. John, Far East,
i. 46. See also art. Foundation.

(c) The primitive heathen '

river-spirit
'

becomes

the ' devil
'

of Christian times.—In the Christian
centuries the heathen idea of a water-sjjirit, or

genius of the river, gave place to the conception
that tlie devil assumes guardianship over all

streams. And yet there was a wide-spread belief

thatthe jurisdiction of the devil extended no further
than the middle of a running stream (cf. Burns,
Ta77i o' Shunter). He has accordingly a special
antipathy to bridges, as was the case with his

ancient jirototype. Numerous, therefore, are the

legends to be found over all Europe attached to

so-called ' Devils' Bridges,' narrating how the Evil
(Jne would not allow the bridge to be erected until

he had received payment of an oflering like that of

Iphigenia. In Herzegovina the Muslims regard
the ottice of a civil engineer with pious horror, and
curse a new bridge when they pa.ss it. It is to
them the symbol of the devil's presence, and the
token of an unholy compact between the Evil One
and the architect (A. J. Evans, Through Bosnia
and Herzegovina, p. 314). Like his predeces.sor the

river-spirit, the devil, however, was sometimes
cheated of his due. Many of the more ancient

bridges of Germany and Switzerland have legends
attached to them narrating how the hard con-
ditions laid do^\n by the great enemy (whose tale

of victims by drowning was cut short by the
erection of a bridge) were successfully evaded.

The Montafon bridge in the Tyrol and the bridge at Ratis-
bon are illustrations. In the case of the latter, the architect
was apprenticed to a master who was building the Cathedral.
He laid a wager that he would bridge the Danube before his

superior laid the cope-stone of the church. After many failures,
the apprentice entered into a compact with the devil, who
appeared to him in the garb of a friar. The devil undertook to
build fifteen arches of the bridge, on the understanding that he
would get the first three living creatures that crossed the

bridge. The work was completed in time. The wily appren-
tice sent across the bridge a dog, a cock, and a hen. The devil

in wrath tore the animals to pieces and disappeared. A pro-
cession of holy monks passed over the bridge and rendered it

safe, and in proof of the reality of the story the figures of the
three animals are still triumphantly shown, carved up>on the

bridge (Moncure D. Conway, op. cit. vol. L p. 204 ; Tylor,
op. cit. i. 106 ; for other instances in Germany, see Grimm,
op. cit. p. 853). Goethe (Faust, ii. 4, Hayward's tr.) makes
Mephistopheles say :

' My wanderer on faith's crutches hobbles on
Towards the Devil's Bridge and Devil's Stone.'

A French legend of another ' Pont du diahle
'

describes how an

apple was thrown along a newly-finished bridge, and a cat
allowed to go in chase of it. The devil was again thus cheated.

Principal Rhys has kindly favoured the writer with a similar

legend from Wales. 'The devil bargains with an old woman
who wants the bridge built, to have as his pay the first creature
that crosses the bridge, and expects thus to get the old woman
herself. But she takes her dog with her, and throws a piece of

bread before her. The dog rushes afttr it over the bridge, and
the devil does not score in the end.' Cf. Longfellow {The
Golden Legend, Canto v.), who describes the Devil's Bridge at

Pilatus, near Lucerne :

' And the Devil promised to let it stand,
Under compact and condition
That the first living thing which crossed
Should be surrendered into his hand.
And be beyond redemption lost.

At length the bridge being all completed.
The Abbot, standing at its head.
Threw across it a loaf of bread.
Which a hungry- dog sprang after,
And the rocks re-echoed with peals of laughter
To see the Devil thus defeated I

'

It is the same idea which appears in the practice of buildin^rmpfy
coffins into walls in Germany ; in the walling of a lamb instead

of a child under an altar in Denmark to ensure the stabihty of

the church ; in the killing of 12 $heep, and placing their heads
under the foundations of the pillars of a new bndge over the
Arcen in Albania (J. O. von Hahn, AWanetisehe Studien, 1854, i.

101) ; in the sacrifice of a chicken in place of a girl as a founda-
tion-sacrifice in Borneo (Haddon, op. cit. p. 355). For further
illustrations see Gamett, ff'oTnen of Turkey, ii. 2&e ; Alexandri,
Ballades de la Roumanie, 1855, under

' The Monastery- of Argis
'

;

Tylor, op. cit. i. 106 f., «ith references to the custom in Galam in

Africa, in Polynesia, in South Asia, in Japan, and in Tenasserim.

It ia clear from these myths that the idea of

regarding the devil as the actual architect of the

bridge is a later development. The early concep-
tion that the devil merely allowed the erection

of the structure on payment of a solatium pai<sed
into the idea that the aevil himself was the builder,
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and must have his payment accordingly. A still

more developed form of the notion of diabolical or

infernal power being invoked in the rearing of a

bridge is seen in Froissart [Chron. i. 391), who tells

how, in A.D. 1381, when the Duke of Anjou was

besieging a strong castle on the coast of Naples,
a necromancer (doubtless with the lielp of the

devil) built a bridge which carried ten soldiers

abreast, until one that passed over the bridge
' made the signe of the crosse on hym, then all

went to nought, and they that were on the bridge
fell into the sea.' A companion tale is told of the

rearing and the destruction of the '

Kelpie's
Bridge,' or Drochaid-na-Vouha, at the mouth of

the Dornoch Firth (see Miss Dempster's
' Folklore

of Sutherlandshire
'

in FLJ vi. 172 [1888]), where
the exclamation of an admiring countryman,

' God
bless the workmen and the work,' caused the
infernal labourers to vanish, and the magnificent
golden bridge to sink into the waves.

(d) Survival of the idea of sacrifice to the river-

spirit in modern children's games.—One of the
most curious survivals of the ancient custom is

seen in many modem children's games. The
singing game known as ' London Bridge

' has many
variants in the different localities where it is

played, but fundamentally the theme is the same :

' London Bridge is broken down,
Loudon Bridge is broken down,
London Bridge is broken down,

My fair lady.'

Mrs. Gomme, in her Traditional Games of Eng-
land, Scotland, and Ireland, has analyzed this

rhyme very thoroughly. She shows that the song
describes the difficulty encountered in building the

bridge by ordinary means, and that it asks many
questions how the structure is to be reared. At last

the children seize a '

poor prisoner,' to whom they
say,

' Off to prison you must go.' The prisoner in

the game is actually 'caught,' and 'released' on

payment of a forfeit. The game is thus a curious
survival of the old-world notion that a bridge
could stand secure only by the death of a
'

prisoner,' or, if need be, of his substitute. It is

thus allied to the (xroLxe^ov folksongs of the Greek
Orient. Prof. Leon Pineau has suggested in regard
to another children's game, a very popular French
'

ronde,
' which commences :

' Sur le pont de Nantes,
Sur le pont de Nantes
Un bal est affich6 . . .

'

that this game relates to ' a ritual dance on the
occasion of a human sacrifice to the divinities of
the water '

(quoted in Haddon, op. cit. p. 356).

(e) Transference of the dread associations of
bridges to the '

Bridge of Judgment
'

in the under
world of spirits.

—So firmly lodged in men's minds
was the conviction that the erection of a bridge
implied some kind of preliminary transaction with

supernatural poAvers by way of satisfying their ani-

mosity, that, in view of the life beyond the grave,
similar conceptions were held regarding the river
of death. In the lower world of Shades will there
not be a bridge to be crossed, a bridge spanning
the dark stream of death, nay, it may be, the

very mouth of hell itself? The idea became a
fixed belief in nations far sundered geographically.
The river-spirit, who in the upper world demanded
an adequate satisfaction in tlie event of his stream

being crossed by a bridge, was represented in the
lower regions sometimes by the devil, sometimes by
stern guardian-angels. The primitive conception of

human sacrifices as an ottering to the river-god de-

veloped in later ages into the belief that the devil

received as his prize all who could not successfully
pass the ordeal of crossing the narrow bridge.

Sale {Koran^, 1825, Prel. Disc. § iv. p. 121) describes
how integral a part of Muhanim.ndnn theology this

is. The Muslims hold that those who are to be ad-

mitted into Paradise will take the right hand way,
and those who are destined to hell-fire will take
the left ; but both of them must first pass the

bridge (called in Arabic al-Sirdt) which is laid

over the midst of hell, and is finer than a hair, and
sharper than the edge of a sword. It seems very
difficult to conceive how any one can stand upon
it. The bridge, moreover, is beset on each side
with briars and hooked thorns, which will, how-
ever, be no impediment to the good, who will pass
with wonderful ease and swiftness, like lightning
on the wind, Muhammad and the Muslims leading
the way. The wicked, what with the slipperiness
and extreme narroAVTiess of the path, the entang-
ling of the thorns, and the extinction of the light
which directed the faithful to Paradise, will soon
miss their footing, and fall down headlong into

hell, which is gaping beneath them (Pocock,

Specim. Hist. Arab., pp. 282-289). Other Muham-
madan legends affirm that this awful bridge
stretches between the Temple of Jerusalem on the
W. and the Mount of Olives on the E., while
between lies the Valley of Hell (the Valley of

Jehoshaphat). The pious will be upheld, as they
cross, by an angel who will hold them by a single
lock of the head ('Shasheh'), but the wicked will

fall into the Valley el-Jehennam beneath. Al-

though the bridge of al-Sirdt is not mentioned in

the Qur'dn, it is much elaborated in later Muham-
madan eschatology, where it is described, in

addition to the details already given, as in length
a journey of 3000 years, 1000 ascending, 1000 level,
and 1000 descending, while fire shoots up about it

a journey of 40 years. While, as already noted,
the righteous pass over it like a flash of lightning,
less perfect Muslims take longer periods in pro-

portion to their guilt, some requiring 25,000 years
to complete the journey. Yet other sources make
the bridge to consist of seven arches, each a

journey of 3000 years, and during the passage all

but the most righteous sufier agonies from the fire

of hell (cf. Wolff, Muhammedanische Eschatologie,

pp. 109, 114 f., 148 f. ; al-Ghazali, Perle pr^cieuse,
ed. and tr. Gautier, pp. 43, 69-70, 72-73 ; Riihling,

Beitrage znr Eschatologie des Islam, pp. 27, 58, 63).

The Muliamraadan bridge of al-Sirat was bor-

rowed from the Parsi Chinvatperetu, or '

Bridge of

the Decider,' mentioned repeatedly both in the
Avesta and in Pahlavi literature (Bartholomae,
Altiran. Worterbuch, col. 596 f.

; Gray, Musion,
new series, iii. 160 f., 163-165; Modi, JBASBo
xxi. 49-65 ; Scherman, Materialien zur Geschichte

der indischcn Visionslitteratur, p. 105 f. ; Soder-

blom. Vie future d'apr^s le mazdiisme, pp. 92-96).
This bridge, which stretches from the ' Peak of

Judgment' {Chakdt-t Ddltlh), in Airan-Vej, to

Alburz, is described as follows (Ddtistdn-l Denlg,
xxi. 1-7) :

' As it were, that bridge is like a beam
of many sides, of whose edges there are some
which are broad, and there are some which are

thin and sharp ; its broad edges are so large that

its width is twenty-seven reeds, and its sharp
sides are so contracted that in thinness it is just
like the edge of a razor. And when the souls of

the righteous and wicked arrive, it turns to that
side which is suitable to their necessities, through
the great glory of the creator and the command
of him Avho takes the just account.' The Parsi

concept of the '

Bridge of the Decider ' has also

been borrowed not only in Mandaism (Brandt,
Mandiiische Religion, p. 195), \>\\t also in the Yalqut
to Isaiah, § 359 (Kohut, Jitdische Angelologie
und Ddmonologie in ihrrrA bhdngigkeit vom Parsis-

vius, 1866, p. 70), and perhaps, as 1i'6]i.\en(Verwandt-

schaft der jitdisrh-christlirhen mit der parsischen
Eschatologie, 1902, p. 37 f.) suggests, in 2 Es 7'"^-

It is not impossible that the bridge of the dead
is found in Indian literature as early as the
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Upani&ads (Scherman, pp. 117-119), and it is

certain that the belief in such a bridge occurs in

Chinese Buddhism, and among the Jews of the

Caucasus, the Transylvanian Gypsies, tlie modern
Greeks, the Badaga of the Nilgiri Hills, the
Solomon Islanders, the Gold Coast Negroes, etc.

(ib. pp. 99, 102-110), as well as in New Cale-
donia (cf. above, vol. i. p. 493'''}. The belief thus
found in Zoroastrian, Jewish, Muhammadan, and
Indian circles, as well as in other parts of the
world (see also below), would seem to be a later
and modified analogue of that primitive conception
of the trial of the soul after death, which is seen
in many early religions. We recognize tlie same
underlying features in the Egyptian mytli of the

weighing
of the scales before the bar of Usiris, and

in the Greek fable of the judgment of the soul by
Minos, yEacus, and Rhadamanthus in the under
world. Cf. Dante, Hell, Canto v. 4tt'. (Gary's tr.) :

' There ilinos stands,
Grinning with ghastly feature : he, of all

Who enter strict examining the crimes,
Gives sentence, and dismisses them beneath,
According as he foldeth him around :

in his turn
Each one to judgment passing, speaks, and hears
His fate, thence downward to his dwelling hurl'd.'

In Tooke's Pantheon (Edin. 1791, p. 242) there is a
curious and grotesque plate of the Hades of the
Greek imagination, with Charon ferrying his fares
across the Styx, Cerberus the three-headed dog
guarding the passage, while in the distance there is

a bridge with three individuals on it, who pass
thereby from the flames of hell to the pleasant
woods of Elysium. So also in ancient Celtic mytho-
logy there was cast over hell a bridge of exceed-

ing narrowness (sometimes a mere cord), which
souls were obliged to traverse if they hoped to
reach the mansion of light beyond. This was ' The
Brig o' Dread, na brader than a thread

'

(Baring-
Gould, Curious Myths of the Middle Ages, p. 248 ;

Rhys, Hibbert Lect. on Celtic Heathendom, p. 450).
There is a Hindu analogue to this belief in the

Indian Baitarani [q.v.), or swift River of Hell, flow-

ing with blood and filth, which can be crossed only
by holding a cow's tail. Aynsley (Indian Antiq.,
May 1886) learned that the Hindus of Cliamba, in

the Panjab, have a bridge over which every corpse
must pass on its way to the burning ghdt beside
the river. Though there is a safe road by wliicli

the procession may travel, the corpse is invariably
carried over a perilous causeway, only 18 inches

wide, without a protecting balustrade. In the
Solomon Islands there is a kindred 1)elief. At
Bogotu, in Ysabel, is a little island called Laulau.
On the top of the island is a pool of water, Kola-

papauro, and hitlier all departed spirits of men and
women must at death repair. Across the pool lies

a narrow tree-trunk, anrl along this bridge all souls

must advance. Bolafagina, the Master-Spirit,
examines their hands to see if

tiiey have the mark
cut upon them (a conventional outhne of the frigate

bird) which admits them to his company. Those
who cannot pass the ordeal are hurled from the

bridge into the gulf beneath and perish (K. H.

Codrington, I'hc Melanesians, p. 257). A similar

idea is prevalent among the Chinese in Formosa.
With them the good pass over a narrow l)aml)oo

bridge to a paradise of sensual enjoyment ; the

wicked fall from tlie bridge into a bottomless pit of

torment (F"orlong, F tith-s of Man, i. 340). One of the
beliefs of the New Zealanders is to the effect that
at death the soul on its way to Reinga (

= Hades)
has to pass a river called Wairotane, the keeper of

which places a plank for him to go over. Some-
times the guardian spirit will not permit him to

cross, but with friendly violence drives him back
to the world he has quitted, in order that he may
take care of the family he has left behind (Taylor,
New Zealand and its Inhabitants, p. 103). In

another legend of the same race, a tree has its top
pulled down by ropes, so that, when released, it re-
bounds to the sky, and forms a swinging bridge. The
soul that is ready for translation mounts the perilous
structure, clings to it, and is swung up into heaven
(K. M. Clark, Maori Talcs and Legends, 1896),
The same ideas of a dread river, and a still more

dreadful bridge, are to be found in Scandinavian
mythology. In the romance of Heniiud, tlie hero
rides nine nights and days through dark and deep
valleys, and sees nothing till lie comes to the river

Gjoll (
= ' the sounding one), when he steps on to

the Gjallar Bridge, whii^h is plated with shining
gold. Its guardian maid, Mod^ud, who asks him
his name, says

that the day before five arrays
of dead men had passed over the bridge,

' but the
bridge sounds not less under thee alone, and thou
hast not the colour of dead men ; why ridest thou
here on the way of Ilel,' which '

lies downward and
northward?' (du Chaillu, The Viking Age, 1889,
i. 34 ; Mallet, North. Antiq., 1859, p. 448). Here,
as in Vedic India, we find the belief that this bridge
of the dead can be crossed in safety by one who,
having given a cow to the poor whilst on earth,
will find himself provided with a cow at this dread
passage, which will carry his soul in comfort across
the gulf. In Friesland, the name given to the

Milky Way, which was reckoned the Way of

Souls, was the Cowpath (

'

Kaupat') (see Mannhardt,
Die Gbtterwelt der Deutschen u. Nordisc/ien Volker,
1860, p. 51). Hence of yore the funeral custom
arose in Sweden, Denmark, Upper and Lower
Germany, and England, that a cow should follow
the cofKn to the gnaveyard. Till recent times this
custom was continued on the Continent, being
accounted for on the ground that the cow was a

gift to the priest for saying masses for the dead
man's soul, or for

preachin;^
his funeral sermon

(Kelly, Curiosities of Indo-Europ. Tradition and
Folklore, 1863, p. 320). In England, when pagan
sacrifices had been abolished, the cow was similarly
devoted to pious uses, under the name ' saulsceat '

(
= soul-shot), or mortuary payment.
But, having,' passed Gjallar Bridge, and entered

Hel (one of the nine Scandinavian under worlds
which stood under Ygdrasil, the mystic a-^li), there
was no way to heaven but by a still more precarious
bridge. This was the famous Bifrost, or the Bridge
of the Asar, connecting earth with As"ard, the
home of the gods (Bifrost, from Icelandic bifa =
tremble, and /•os< = path, the tremulous or aerial

bridge, the rainbow ; Mallet, op. rit. p. 548; Brewer,
Diet, of Phrase and Fable, p. 133). According to
the Eddas (§ 27), by this rainbow bridge from heaven
to earth the gods daily descended, pju^sing on horse-
back over it to sit in judgment in the under world
on the souls of men brougMit before them. The red
of the rainlx)w Ls the burning fire which keeps back
the frost and numntain giants from entering
Asgard. But, lest other giants should attempt to

scale the heights of heaven by this bridge, at the

foot, on Himinslijorg (' heaven-mountain '), sits

Heimdall, the watchman of the ''o<ls, with his ter-

rible dog Garni. (Cf. the ' (ireat Dog
'

of the North
Amer. Ind. legends, and the fact that the baying
of a dog is currently held throughout northern
lands to be coincident with, or projjiieticof, death.)
Heimdall needs less sleej) than a bird ; he can see

equally well by night and by day K30 leagues
away ; he hears the grass growing and the wool on
the sheep's back. But there will come a day when
all his watchfulness will be in vain. Strong though
the bridge be, and ' constructed with more art than

any other work,' it will be stormed and destroyed
by the sons of Muspell. Tha<e giants, led by
Surtur (the

' black '), with a sword brighter than

flame, will advance arainst heaven with irresistible

might. In vain will Heimdall blow his Gjallar-
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horn, the sound of which will be heard throughout
all worlds. The wild horde will swarm up Bifrost

on horseback, and attempt to break into Asgard.
In the awful onslaught the tremulous bridge will

break into a thousand pieces, and the end of the
world will have come (Mallet, op. cit. pp. 95,

408-452 ; Crichton and Wheaton, Scandinavia
Ancient and Modern, 1838, i. 91-95).
The conception of the rainbow as a bridge between

earth and heaven, over which the gods descend and
ascend, is found also among the South Sea Islands

(see the adventures of Oro in Ellis, Polynesian
Researches, 1829, i. 313). Perhaps also the ' Float-

ing Bridge of Heaven '

in Japanese legends is

derived from the same conception (see W. G. Aston,
Shinto, the Way of the Gods, 1905, p. 87 ; and Sir

E. J. Reed, Japan : its History, Traditions, and
Religions, 1880, i. 30).

This notion of a bridge in the unseen Avorld over
which the soul at death must pass was imported
into mediaeval Christianity from paganism, and
became an essential part of its stock of beliefs. In
St. PatricVs Purgatory (Wright's ed. 1844, ch. iii. )

it is told how the pilgrim made a tour through hell

in person, how he crossed the narrow bridge that

spans the river of death, how he turned about on
a great wheel of fire, how he passed the devil's

mouth over the awful bridge, and thus at last

reached Paradise (Tylor, op. cit. ii. 55 ; Baring-
Gould, op. cit. p. 237). A bridge is likewise a

prominent feature in the mediaeval Visions of

Alberic, St. Paul, Tundale, and Thurcill ; and the
same idea is met with in the '

Lyke-Wake Dirge
'

(a

dirge which continued to be sung in Yorkshire till

A.D. 1624), the funeral chant of the North Country,
which tells of the passage over the dreadful bridge
of death :

' From Whinny-moore when thou may passe,
Every night and alle

;

To Brig o' Dread thou comes at laste.
And Christe receive thy saule.

Prom Brig o' Death when thou art paste,
Every night and alle

;

To Purgatory Are thou comes at laste,
And Christe receive thj' saule.'

(J. C. Atkinson, Glossary of Cleveland Dialect, p. 595 ; cf.

Scott, Minstrelsy of the Scottish Border, ii. 367 ; Tylor, op. cit.

i. 495 ; Kelly, Indo-European Folklore, p. 115, who quotes the

dirge in full ; Becker, Contribution to the Comparative Study of
the Medieval Visions of Heaven and Hell, pp. 44, 76, 83, 90, 97.)

The conception is found even amongst North
American Indians, either as one of their primitive
myths or as a distorted belief derived from their

early intercourse with Roman Catholic peoples.
The Hurons and Iroquois tell of some whose spirits,

travelling in dreams, have returned to earth to tell

what they have encountered in the world of ghosts—the river of the dead with its snake-bridge, or

SAvinging log, at the far end of the bridge the Great

Dog, and in the distance the villages of the dead

(Tylor, op. cit. ii. 50). Brebeuf, an
early

Jesuit

missionary, tells of the Indian belief in the tree-

trunk Avhich bridges the river of death, and how
some of the dead, as they cross it, are attacked by
the Dog that guards it, and made to fall into the

abyss (ib. p. 94). Yet the myth underwent the
same natural modification as it had experienced in
the Old World. The passage of the bridge came
to signify the ordeal whereby the good and the
evil were sifted. Catltn {North Amer. Ind. ii. 127)
refers to the Choctaw idea that souls at death
travel far westwards to where the long, slippery,
barkless, pine-log, stretching from hill to hill,

bridges over the deep and dreadful river : the good
pass safely to a beauteous Indian Paradise ; the
wicked fall into the abyss of waters, and go to

dwell in a dark, hungry, wretched land (for further
American Indian data, see above, vol. i. p. 435 ;

for similar beliefs among the Ojibwas and the
Minnetarees of North America, see Tylor, Early
Hist, of Mankind, p. 360 ; and on the ideas of the

Aztecs and the Euroks of N. California, as well as
the Indians of South America, see Brinton, Myths
of the New World, 1876, pp. 108, 247 ff.).

In presence, therefore, of a belief, wide-spread
and deeply rooted in the mediaeval mind, that
there existed a bridge in the under world over
which every soul must pass, it is not surprising
that men snould have formed the theory that at
this bridge there takes place a conflict between the
devils on the one hand and the good angels on the
other for the possession of each man's soul. This
was an integial part of the Parsi faith. When
a soul arrives at Chinvat Bridge the gods and
the unclean spirits fight for possession of it. If

it be one of the righteous, it is defended by
other pure souls, and by the dogs that guard the

bridge (Fargard vii. 52). A curious reminiscence
of this is seen in a children's game, which is

played aU over Europe and America, and is

everywhere fundamentally the same. Newell
has described it as it is played in America
{Games and Songs of American Children, New
York, 1884, p. 204), and shows how it is a variant
of the game described above (p. 852) as ' London
Bridge.' Haddon {op. cit. p. 357) points out that
in Swabia the two keepers of the ' Golden Bridge'
are called respectively the ' Devil

' and the
'

Angel
'

;
in France the game is known as

' Heaven and Hell '

; in Italy the name of the

sport is
'

Open the Gates.' The gates are those
of the Inferno and Paradiso. St. Peter is the

keeper of the one, St. Paul of the other. ' When
the destiny of the last child is decided, the two
girls who represent the keepers of the bridge
break their arch of lifted hands and move in

diflerent directions, followed by their subjects,
while the cries and shrieks of the players con-

demned to the Inferno contrast with the pathetic

songs and sweet cadences of those destined to the

happiness of Paradise.' He further points out
that the game is mentioned by Rabelais (c. A.D.

1533) under the name of the 'Fallen Bridge.' In
German versions the keepers are called ' Devil and

Angel,'
'

King and Emperor,' or ' Sun and Moon.'
In this latter form the game has been one of the
few kept up by the Germans of Pennsylvania, who
call it

' The Bridge of HoUand '

{Die holldndische

Briicke). An Irish version of it obliges the little

girls to dress as angels, while one personates the
devil. The bridge, which is actually constructed
of sticks and boards, is made to fall repeatedly,
and this is ascribed to the devil. At last a victim
is caught, and is made to undergo a test whether
he wUl be the devil's captive or not, by being
obliged to walk on a straight line drawn on the

ground. And thus we find the idea of the neces-

sity of a tribute to the river-spirit in the case of

the erection of a bridge—an idea current in the

very earliest ages of the world—perpetuated to-

day amongst ourselves in the games which our
children play.

iii. The semi - sacred character of the
BRIDGE, SUBSEQUENT TO THE PLACATING OF THE
RIVER - SPIRIT. — This is the third stage in the

growth of opinion. Once the sacrifice has been
offered, and the river-spirit or devil been placated,
the bridge itself takes on an air of sanctity. Can
it be some kindred idea which lies at the root of

the Japanese custom of bridge-divination {hashi-

ura)t The end-post of a bridge is a ivo-bashira,
i.e. a male pillar or phallus, and, as persons pass
over the bridge and engage in conversation, stray
words overheard from their talk are interpreted
by the inquirer, who sits beside the post, as an
indication from the gods of Avhat is desired to be
learned. The bridge is a place Avhere it is believed
' sacred

'

influences are felt (see W. G. Aston,
Shinto, the Way of the Gods, p. 341).
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It is probably from this sacrosanctity of bridges
that Ave may find :

—
1. The origin of the name 'pontifex' as the

primitive 'priest-engineer.'
—It stands to reason

that the appeasing of an offended river -
spirit

could be accomplished only by one who was cog-
nizant of the right method of propitiating the

divinity. The rites must be conducted by him
who was most deeply instructed on these profound
subjects, in other words, by the priest. He alone
could interpret to his fellow-men the demands of
the river-god, and he alone could prescribe the

proper ritual for appeasing him. But in primitive
times not only religious but also almost all tech-
nical and scientific knowledge was the exclusive

possession of the priestly cult. Public works re-

quiring skill in mathematics, engineering, and
mechanical contrivances, were therefore nearly all

the product of priestly brains and priestly hands.
What more natural, then, than that the name
'

pontifex,'
'

bridge-builder' (from pons and fucio ;

see Smith's Gr. and Rum. Ant. 939 f.), should arise,

suggesting in itself the twin functions of a servant
of religion and a civil engineer? This simple ex-

planation of a word round which much mystery has

gathered is probably the true one. The priest whose
business it was to placate the river-divinity was
originally also the architect of the bridge ; and in

later years, when the two functions were separated,
and there came to be civil engineers who were not

priests, the name still clung to the original pos-
sessor of the word, and hence we have '

pontifex,'
*

pontihcal,'
'

pontiff,' all of priestly significance (cf.

Milton for the old connotation of the word :

' Now had they brought the work by wondroua art

Pontifical, a ridge of pendent rock
Over the vexed abyss

'

[Paradise Lost, x. 312 ff.]).

2. This furnishes a reason why the Pons Sub-
licius was always of wood.—The priestly mind is

essentially conservative, and the first form of the

bridge was jealously preserved through all succeed-

ing ages. We have every reason to believe that
this bridge was the first which spanned the Tiber.
It was the erection of this wooden structure by
some priest-engineer in pre-historic times (tradition

a.ssigns it to the reign of Ancus Martius [Livy, i.

33]), who defied and appeased the river-spirit,
which originated the title

'

pontifex.' But no
sooner was the bridge successfully reared, and
Father Tiber placated by some sacrifice, than the
structure acquired a semi-sacred character, and
was ever afterwards regarded as holy (see Dionys.
ii. 73, iii. 45 ; Pint. Nuinn, 9 ; Serv. ad Virg. Aln.
ii. 166). The idea of its holiness was perpetuated
through succeeding centuries by the fact that its

upkeep and repair were undertaken solely by tiie

College of Pontilices, of whom the head was the
Pontifex Maximus ; while its sanctity is further
attested in that neither bolt nor bar nor nail of

iron entered into its construction, which was en-

tirely of oak (see the passages quoted in Jordan's

Topographie der Stadt Rom iniAlterthiim, 1885, 1, i.

396 ; Varro, Ling. Lat. v. 83 ; Pliny, HNxxwi. 15 ;

Tac. Hist. i. 86 ; Seneca, de Vita Beata, 25). The
conservative priestly mind could tolerate no

change.
' In the history of man iron is a modern

innovation as compared to bronze and still more
to wood and stone ; therefore, like every inno-

vation, it is offensive to the gods' (.so Frazer,
JPh xiv. [1885] p. 157 note, who adduces many
examples of the prejudice and hatred with whicli
iron is regarded by the old deities in countries as
far sundered as Scotland and Korea, Cappadocia
and Morocco ; he refers also to the Hebrew
practice, Dt 27'). It was therefore a religious
notion, traceable to the innate conservatism of the

priestly mind, which maintained the practice of

allowing no iron to invade the virgin purity of
this old wooden bridge.

If this way of accounting for the sacred character of the Pons
Subliciug be the correct one, a number of competing theories
are ruled out of court. Mommscn supjioses that it was owing
to the political exigencies of the Roman commonwealth that
the bridge was always kept in its iirimitive wooden condition—that the bridge might be the niore eaaily broken down at
the approach of an enem^. Undoubtedly the legend of how
Rome was saved by Horatius Codes keeping back the Etrustian
enemy under Ijirs I'orsena, while the Komans hewed down the
wooden structure behind him, lends countenance to this view
(I.ivy, ii. 10 ; a line bronze medallion of Cock-s and the Sublician
bridge of the time of Antoninus Pius is figured in Frohner's
MM. de I'Eminre Rom. 1878, p. 60). J. II. .Middleton {Ancient
Rome in ISHU, 1888, p. 484) and Dermis (CitieK and Cemfteries of
Etniria, i. 14) adopt similar views, the latter asserting that, as
the Tiber was the natural rampart of Rome, the Pons Sublieius
was kept as a wooden drawbridge until all fear of invasion was
removed by the con(|ueat of Ktruria and by the downfall of Hanni-
bal. Thereafter, stone bridges were erected, as the principle of
the arch had been known for centuries before, and had been
applied in the construction of the Cloaca Maxima (see also
Marion Crawford, Ave Roma Immortalin, i. 6, ii. 127). But this
theory fails to account for the perpetuation of the practice
of retaining the bridge in its primitive wooden form and
avoiding the use of iron. It is therefore the religious, rather
than the political,. reason, to which we are confined, as the true
explanation.

3. Transference of the name ' Pontifex '

to the

pagan and Christian Emperors and latterly to the

Popes.—With the passing of the Republic into the

Empire, the oflice of Pontifex Maximus was con-
ferred on Augustus (13 B.C.) by the vote of the
Senate; and thus the supreme sanction of religion
lay in the grasp of him who wielded the Imperial
sword. It was held that under no circumstances
could there be more than one Pontifex Maxinms,
and this rule was never violated until Pupienus
Maximus and Balbinus were named ioint-Emi)eror3
by the Senate (a.D. 238). The rule having been
broken, it was never afterwards ob.served. Fre-

quently the junior colleague of an Emperor was
styled Pontifex Maximus equally with his senior,
and the legend occurs on their medals and coins.

When Christianity became the official religion of
the Roman State, the Christian Emperors carried
over the title into their adopted religion. Seven
Christian Emperors assumed the name, ensigns,
and jirerogatives of Sovereign Pontiff, until finally
(Iratian refused to wear the Pontifical robe (see
Clibbon, ii. 394 [Bury's ed.], and note on the testi-

mony of Zosimus).
The next step was the transference of the title

to him who claimed to be spiritual head of the
Christian Church, though the exact date at which
the name was first applied to the Bishop of Rome
cannot now be traced. (There is a very doubtful
affirmation in Tuker and Malleson, Handbook to

Christian and Eccles. Rome, iv. 334, that the title

wa.s first given to Pope Leo I. [A.D. 440-461].)
The first prominent application of the title is

from the pen of Tertullian {de Pudiritirt, c. i. )

in an ironical sentence addres.sed to the Roman
Pontiff: 'Audio etiam edictum esse propositum,
et quidem peremptorium. Pontifex scilicet Maxi-
mus, quod est episcopus episcoporum, edicit.' The
correspondence of Cyprian shows no trace of the re-

cognition by the African Church of the exclusive

right of the Bishop of Rome to the title. Indeed,
in a petition to Boniface, Bishop of Carthage, a.d.

525, the monks there address him as ' Christi
venerandus Pontifex' (Thomassin, ed. Bourass^, ii.

366). Similarlv Hilary of Aries was styled
' sum-

nms Pontifex by Eucherius, Bishop of Lyons
(Migne, Pair. Lat. 1. 773). The term is first

applied directly to a bishop of Rome, when
Anastasius, on the ordination of Pelagius I. to

that dignity, wrote (A.D. 555):
' et ordinaverunt

eum pontificem' (Migne, op. cit. cxxviii. 611).
There is abundant evidence (adduced in Smith's
Diet. Christ. Ant. ii. art.

'

Pontifex') to .show that
in all the succeeding centuries down to the 11th,

many prelates in different countries of Europe
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were styled
'

Pontifex,' and that 'Maximus' was
added where the see was more important and dis-

tinguished. But gradually, with the growth of the

Papacy in power and worldliness, the title was
centred in the Pope; and from the 11th cent, to

tlie present day the name which was originated,

perhaps by Ancus Martius in the early ages of

the world's history, to designate the engineer-
theologian who bridged the Tiber and placated the
oil'ended river-spirit, has been limited to the Pontiff"

who to-day sits in the A'^atican, and overlooks the

spot where the Pons Sublicius once stood.

4. The Church assuming control of bridges.
—

Bridges finally became sacred objects. The Clmrch
took bridges into her sacred keeping, and they
became surrounded wnth many religious associa-

tions. The German Emperors of the Holy Roman
Empire had to reiterate thrice a royal oath to

maintain the liberties of Rome,
' at the bridge, the

gate, and on the stairs of the Vatican
'

(Gibbon,
vii. 211 [Bury's ed.]; Gregorovius, Geschichte der
Stadt Rom im Mittelalter [Eng. tr.], iv. 59).

Bridge-building became a part of religion, a pious
and meritorious work before God. In 1189 a

regular Order of Hospitallers was founded in

Southern France, under Pope Clement III., by St.

Benezet, under the name of the '

Bridge-Builders
'

(FHres Pontifes, Fratres Pontifices). The object of

the Order was the building of hospices and bridges
at points where pilgrims crossed the large rivers,
and for the ferrying of pilgrims over the streams.
A hospital of this Order at Avignon at an early
period built the celebrated bridge of which four
arches still survive. As a badge they wore a

pick upon their breast. Their constitution was
modelled upon that of the Knights of St. John ;

and as the association gradually dissolved in the
13th cent., most of their number found their way
into that Order (Kurtz, Church Hist. [Eng. tr,]
ii. 76 ; Gregoire, Recherches historiques sur les con-

gregations hospitali^res des frdres pontifes, Paris,
1818).
To leave money to build a bridge came to be

reckoned an act of great piety. In many cases the
funds bequeathed were administered by priest-

engineers, whose names have been permanently
associated with the structures which they erected

(cf . the origin of London Bridge built by the priests
of St. Mary Overie from money dedicated by the

daughter of a ferryman [Allen, Hist, and Ant. of
London, ii. 454 ff.]). Sometimes, however, the

bridges of the Middle Ages were erected from
the sale of indulgences. Hutchinson (Hist, of
Cumberland, i. 283) records :

' In the year 1360
a bridge at Great Salkeld was taken away by
floods ; for the repairing and re-edifying of
which Bishop AYelton published an indulgence
of 40 days.' The Bishop of Durham (1311-1316)
was fond of this practice, as the registry of his

episcopal chancery shows. There are frequent
entries such as the following :

' His lordship
grants 40 days' indulgence to all Avho Avill draw
from the treasure that God has given them valuable
and charitable aid towards the building and repair
of Botyton Bridge' (Registrum Palatimim Dunel-
mense, ed. Hardy, in Rolls Series, 1875, i. 615,
641 [quoted in Jusserand, English Wayfaring Life
in the Middle Ages, p. 41]). Similar cases might
be cited from Devonshire and other records (see

Walford,
'

Bridges, their Hist, and Literary Asso-
ciations

'

in TRHS [new series], 1884, p. 364).
Prof. Hume Brown gives the facts for Scotland
(Scotland in the Time of Queen Mary, 1904, p. 60).
Most of the bridges erected by priests had a

chapel attached, built as part of the structure.

Nearly all the early bridges on the Continent and
in Britain were adorned with these chapels, e.g.
that at Wakefield over the Calder in the time of

Edward III. ; that over the AVye at Monmouth,
still extant ; tliat over the Avon at Bath ; and the
first stone London Bridge erected in 1205, on which
the chapel was dedicated to St. Thomas k Becket
(see Walford and Jusserand, opp. citt.). As a
curious perpetuation of the ancient Roman idea
that the duty of keeping the bridge intact was
a religious obligation resting on the sacerdotal

orders, the priests attached to these mediceval

chapels were enjoined, as an indispensable part of
their office, to keep the bridge in repair (Allen,
London, ii. 458 note ; see also Ritson, Gammer
Gurton's Garland). Perhaps the most remarkable
of all these mediajval chapels is that at Droitwich,
in Cheshire, where the high road passes through
the chapel, and divides the congregation from the

reading-desk and pulpit (Fosbrooke, Cyc. of Ant.

p. 147 ; Nash, Worcestershire, i. 329). These
bridge-chapels were not used exclusively for de-
votional purposes. The chapel of the old Norman
bridge over the Aire at Leeds was utilized till the
middle of the 18th cent, as a cloth market, and the
traders were summoned to the spot by the ringing
of the chapel bell. In 1276 an ordinance of the
Common Council of the City of London forbade
the holding of a market on London Bridge. But,
on the other hand, Philip the Fair of France in
1304 ordained that the Public Exchange of Paris
should be held on the Great Bridge there, as it was
anciently accustomed to be (see Gephyrologia
[1751], the basis of Rees' Cyclopcedia \ of Arts,
Sciences, and Lit. 1819). As a still further de-

velopment of this sacredness attaching to bridges,
the ancient Danes are said to have erected bridges
as a pious memorial of their deceased friends.

Olaus Wormius in his Monumentorum Danicorum,
848 (A.D. 1643), states that two or three persons
built a bridge on the island of I'oesoe in Denmark,
not only to preserve their own names to posterity,
but also to commemorate that of Jotheimnt, who
had converted them to Christianity. Others have
erected bridges to express their gratitude for
rescue from drowning.
Thus with the placating of the river-spirit, the

defeat of the devil, and the hallowing of their
structure by their association with the monastic
orders, mediasval bridges eventually became shrines,
and with the erection of chapels on them, tlie pro-
cess of rehabilitation was complete. The ill-omened
structure of antiquity grew into the holy and sacred

sanctuary of the Middle Ages, and memories of
their religious character have lingered to the

present day. Bridges are no longer objects of

censure, hated of God and devil alike, but holy
spots, across which even material blessings may
pass. It is over a golden bridge at Bingen that
German tradition asserts that the spirit of Charle-

magne annually crosses the Rhine, whenever a
season of unusual plenty betokens that the vine-

yards and cornfields of Germany have been super-
naturally benefited. Thus Longfellow sings (Sonnet
on Autumn) :

' Thou staudest, like Imperial Charle-

magne, upon thy Bridge of Gold' ; and again (The
Golden Legend, Canto v.) :

' God's blessing on the architects who built

The bridges o'er swift rivers and abysses,
Before impassable to human feet,
No less than on the Imilders of cathedrals,
Whose massive walls are bridges thrown across
The dark and terrible abyss of Death.
Well has the name of Pontifex been given
Unto the Church's head, as the chief builder
And architect of the invisible bridge
That leads from earth to heaven.'

Literature.—The writer is acquainted with no work which
deals with the whole subject. He has to express his indebted-
ness to Dr. J. G. Frazer for kind references to other literature

bearingf on certain aspects of the question, besides the ex-
cellent note referred to above in his article in JPh x\y. [1885]
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p. 156. W. Warde Fowler's Roman Fcnlinahof the Period of
the Republic, 1899, well repays very cartful study, though the
writer of this article has felt obliped to dissent froin his verdict
on the ceremonies at the Pons Sublicius. Much valuable infor-
mation will be found in Mannhardt's BaumkuUus, 1875

;

Grimm's Deutsche Mi/tholof/ie'i, 1841; and Tylor's J'rimitive
Culture'^, 1891. The literature on 'foundation-sacrifices' is

cited in the text. Mrs. Comma's work on Traditional Gaines,
1894-93, is full of suggestive material, which has been worked
over by Haddon, Study of Man, 1898. Many references to
other literature are given in Scherman, Materialien zur Ge-
tchichte der indischen Visionsiitteratur, Leipzig-, 1893, pp.
102-119. G. A. Frank Knight.

BRIEFS.—See Bulls and Briefs.

BRINDABAN (Skr. vj-indavana, 'grove of tlie

sacred basil tree,' ocymum sanctum). —A town
situated on the right bank of the river Jumna, in
the Mathura District of the United Provinces,
lat. 27° 33' 20" N. ; long. 77° 42' 10" E. The place
is held sacred as the scene of many adventures in
the life of Krishna. It has been computed that
there are as many as one thousand temples within
the limits of the town, of which four are of special
interest—those of Govinda Deva and Goplnatha,
dedicated to Krishna, as a god of cattle and com-
panion of the Gopi milkmaids ; ^lailan Mohan
and Jugal Kishor, representing him in his youthful
and erotic ciiaracter. The temple dedicated to
Govinda Deva, built about A.D. 1590, is the most
impressive building tiiat Hindu religious art has
ever produced, at least in Northern India. 'The
body of the building,' saj^s Growse (p. 241), 'is in
the form of a Greek cross, the nave being 100 ft.

in length and the breadtii across tlie transepts the
same. The central compartment is surmounted by
a dome of singularly graceful proportions ; and the
four arms of the cross are roofed by a waggon
vault of pointed form, not, as is usual in Hindu
architecture, composed of overlapping brackets,
but constructed of true radiating arches as in our
Gothic cathedrals.' The design lias suggested
to some authorities the influence of the Jesuit
missionaries which was considerable in tiie

court of the Emperor Akbar. If tliis were really
the case, 'the temple would be one of the mo.st
eclectic buildings in the world, having a Ciiristian

ground-plan, a Hindu elevation, and a roof of
modified Saracenic character.' But it is most
improbable that Jesuit missionaries assisted in

planning a Hindu temple, and, as Growse remarks,
there are earlier Hindu temples which display a
similar design. Fergu.sson regards this as ' one of

the most interesting and elegant temples in India,
and the only one, perhaps, from which an European
might borrow a few hints.' The temple of Madan
Mohan is in a ruinous condition, and the idol ha.s

been removed to Karauli in Kajj)utana. That in

honour of Jugal Kishor was built in tiie reign of
the Emperor Jahangir, about A.D. 1627. Among
the modern temples, that erected by the Seth
bankers of Mathura is one of the most remark-
able. It follows the Madras stj'le, with the lofty
gopuras, or gate-towers, characteristic of the great
fanes of Southern India. It was built during
the years 1845-1851. It contains a rath, or pro-
cessional car, of the god, an enormous wooden
tower in several stages, with monstrous effigies
in the corners, in which he is taken once a

year in juocession from his temple to a neigh-
Douring garden, where a pavilion is erected for
his reception (Growse, 260 f.). Every event in
the life of Krislina is the occasion of a local

festival, of which Growse (ib. 267) enumerates
forty-six.

LrreRATURB.—Growse, Jlathura, a District Memoir 3 (1883),
ch. viii., where illustrations of the more important sacred
buildings will be found. The Govinda Deva temple has been
described by Fergrusson, History of Indian and Eastern
Architecture (JS99), p. iQ2 a. "\V CrOOKE

BROTHERHOOD (Artificial).

[P. J. Hamilton-Grier.son.]
1.

'

Relationship
'

in ordinary acceptation means
connexion by birth or marriage. Accordingly, it is

u.sual to describe blood-brotlierhood, adoption, and
the ties formed by sponsorship, fosterage, and the
like as 'artificial relationships.' Nor, indeed, is

this description open to .serious objection, provided
that we do not leave two facts out of sight—the
fact tiiat, in the process of their evolution, artificial

relationsiiips do not always follow the same course
as natural relationships, and the fact that what
.seems artificial to us may, and often does, .seem

perfectly natural to uncivilized man.
We propose to treat the subject under the fol-

lowing heads :

i. The ceremony establishing brotherhood.
(a) Where blood is employed (§§2-17).
(6) Where blood is not employed (§§ 18-29).

ii. Where the relation is due to force of circumstances
(55 30-31).

iii. The institution among the Southern Slavs (§§ 32-43).
iv. The institution in Roman and Byzantine law and in

modem Greece (§ 44).
v. Where the compact is entered into with women, dead

persons, supernatural beinas, or animals (§j 45-46).
vi. What persons are bound by the compact (§} 47-48).
vii. What purposes are served by the compact (§§ 49-.'J0).

viii. What lejal consequences floiv from the compact (5§ 51-52).
ix. General observations on the nature and history of the

institution (§J 53-56).

i. The ceremony.— (a) Where blood is employed.
2. Livingstone (Missionary Travels and Re-

searches in South Africa, London, 1857, p. 488)
describes the rite as practised by the Balonda
and shows us its most usual characteristics. ' The
hands of the parties are joined . . . ; small in-

cisions are made on the clasped hands, on the pits
of the stomach of each, and on the right cheeks
and foreheads. A small quantity of blood is taken
oil' from these points in both parties by means of a
stalk of grass. Tlie blood from one person is put
into one pot of beer, and that of the second into
another ; each then drinks the other's blood, and
they are suppo.sed to become perpetual friends or
relations. During the drinking of the Ixjer, .some
of the party continue beating the ground with
short clnbs, and utter sentences by way of ratify-
ing the treaty. The men belonging to each then
finish the beer. The principals in the iierformance
of "Kasendi" are henceforth considered blood-
relations, and are liound to disclose to each other
any impending evil.' In some cases the parties
drink one another's blood undiluted. Thus, among
the people of Kubunga, the 'brothers' bent their
heacfs, and sucked the lilood from eacli other's arms
(Henry M. Stanley, Through the Dark Continent,
London, 1878, ii. 286) ; and a like practice pre-
vails among the Rokka of Flores (A. Bastian,
Indonesicn odcr d. Inseln d. malai/isrhrn Archipel.
pt.

iv. :
' Borneo u. Celebes,' Berlin, 1889, p. 65),m Svria (H. C. Trumbull, The Blood Covenant,

London, 1887, p. 5) and Madagascar (W. Ellis,

History of Madagascar, Lonflon, 1838, i. 187-
188), among the Karens of Burma (K. M. Luther
ap. Trumbull, on. cit. p. 313), the "Wanyoro (J. A.
Grant, A Walk across Africa, London, 1864, p.
2'71), and the people of Comana (Jean sire de Join-
ville, Histoire de S. Louys . . . cnrichie de nou-
vellcs observations et dissertations hustoriqties . . .

par Charles: du Fresne, sicur du Cange, Paris, 1668,
p. 94). Bald\\-in, Count of Flanders, reproached the
Greeks with so far accommodating themselves to the
manners of the barbarians, with whom they made
alliances, a.s to drink their blood (ib. Diss, xxi.);
and Tacitus (Ann. xii. 47 [Church and Brodribb's

tr.]) says of the Iberians and Anuenians that it

was the custom for their princes, whenever they
joined alliance, to unite their right hands and bind
the thumbs together in a tight knot ; then, when
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the blood had flowed into the extremities, they let

it escape by a slight puncture and sucked it in turn.

Further, Herodotus {i. 74 [Rawlinson's tr.]) tells

us that, when they took oath, the Medes and
Lydians made a slight flesh wound in their arms
from which each sucked a portion of the other's
blood. Among some of the Australian tribes ' the

drawing and also the drinking of blood on certain

special occasions is associated with the idea that
those who take part in the ceremony are thereby
bound together in friendship and obliged to assist

one another '

(Spencer and Gillen, The Northern
THbes of Central Australia, London, 1904, p. 598;
The Native Tribes of Central Australia, London,
1899, p. 461). The parties to the rite drink one
another's blood, or sprinkle one another with their
blood (see below, § 49). So, too, in ancient Ireland,

Sarties
to a league are said to have ratified it by

rinking each other's blood—a custom derived
from the heathen, who were wont to seal their
treaties with blood (Giraldus Cambrensis, Ti/pogr.
Hib. iii. 22).

3. Sometimes the blood of the 'brothers' is

mixed with some other liquid^water, wine, beer,
or spirits ; and of this practice instances are sup-
plied by the natives of Timor (H. O. Forbes, A
Naturalist's Wanderings in the Eastern Archi-

pelago, 1878-18S3, London, 1885, p. 452) and of
Bohol (M. de Zuiiiga, An Historical View of the

Philippine Islands [tr. by Maver], London, 1814, i.

67 ; see also Relation by Loarca :

' The Philip-
pine Islands,' ed. by Blair and Robertson, Cleve-

land, Ohio, 1903, V. 161-163), of Amboina, of

Leti, Moa, and Lakor, of the Babar Archipelago,
of Wetar, of Ceram, and of Tanembar and Timor-
laut (J. G. F. Riedel, De sluik- en kroesharige
Rassen tusschen Selebes en Papua, The Hague,
1886, pp. 41, 396, 342, 446, 128-129, 284), by the Bali
of North Cameroon (Hutter, 'Der Abschluss von
Blutverwandtschaft u. Vertragen bei d. Negern d.

Graslands in Nordkamerun '

in Globus, 1889, Ixxv.

1), the Balonda (D. Livingstone, op. cit. p. 488 ;

H. Wissman, etc. , Im Innern Afrikas, Leipzig, 1888,

p. 151), the Wanyamwesi (J. Kohler, 'Das Bantu-
recht in Ostafrika '

in Zeits. f. vergl. Rechtsw. xv.

41), the Kimbunda (L. Magyar, Reisen in Siid-

Ajfrika in d. Jahren 1849 bis 1857, tr. from the

Hungarian by J. Hunfalvy, Budapest and Leipzig,
1859, i. 201-202), the Kayans (S. St. John, Xi/e
in the Forests of the Far East\ London, 1863,
i. 116), and the Scythians (Herod, iv. 70).

4. The 'brothers' do not always drink each
other's blood. Sometimes they sprinkle it over
one another (Spencer and Gillen, Northern Tribes,

pp. 598, 372 ; see below, § 49). It is smeared by
the Karens over their lips (Luther, op. cit. p. 313),
while the Wachaga wipe it on a piece of flesh,
which each of the parties thrusts several times
into the mouth of the other (Kohler, op. cit. p. 40).
A somewhat similar practice is found in Uhehe
(J. Thomson, To the Central African Lakes and
Back, London, 1881, i. 243-244). In Uganda and
Bukoba each of the ' brothers

'

dips a coflee-bean
from a pod containing two in his blood, and pre-
sents it on the palm of his hand to the other, who
must take it up with his lips (J. Roscoe,

' Further
Notes on the Manners and Customs of the Ba-
ganda

'

in JAI, 1902, xxxii. 68 ; Kohler, op. cit.

pp. 40-41). And, among the Kayans of Borneo,
the blood of the parties is either mixed with some
other liquid and drunk, or is rolled up with a
cigarette and inhaled with the smoke (S. St. John,
op. cit. i. 116).

5. At Mruli, a coffee bean (C. T. Wilson and R.
W. Felkin, Uganda and the Egyptian Soudan,
London, 1882, ii. 41) ; among

'

the Swahili, a
hen's liver (R. Niese,

' Die Personen- u. Familien-
recht d. Suaheli '

in Zeits. f. vergl. Rechtsw. xvi.

240) ; and among the Wazaramo, Wazeguro,
Wasagara (R. F. Burton, The Lake Regions of
Central Africa, London, 1860, i. 114), and Masai
(M. Merker, Die Masai, Berlin, 1904, p. 101),
a piece of flesh, are eaten, smeared with the
' brother's

'

blood. Among some of the tribes to the
south of the Welle, a piece of sugar-cane, with
which the blood of the parties has been wiped off,
is chewed and the fibres are blown over the wound.
At the same time each ' brother '

declares the
motives which induce him to enter into the com-
pact, and the obligations which he binds himself
to perform, and imprecates evil on the breaker of
the bond (W. Junker, Travels in Africa during
the Years 1879-1883, London, 1891, p. 405 ; see

below, §56).
6. This last instance introduces us to the per-

formance of the rite by way of inoculation, which
in many cases takes the place of blood-drinking.
Grant (op. cit. p. 108 f.) gives the following descrip-
tion of this form as practised by the Wanyamwesi :

"The process between Bombay and the Sultan's son, Keer-
enjra, may be mentioned. My consent having been given, a
mat is spread, and a confidential party or surgeon attends on
each. All four squat, as if to have a game at whist ; before
them are two clean leaves, a little grease, and a spear-head ; a
cut is made under the ribs of the left side of each party, a drop
of blood put on a leaf and exchanged by the surgeons, who rub
it with butter twice into the wound with the leaf, which is now
torn in pieces and strewn over the "

brothers'
"

heads. A
solemn address is made by the older of the attendants, and
they conclude the ceremony by rubbing their own sides with
butter, shaking hands, and wishing each other success. Ten
rounds of ammunition are then fired off, a compliment from
each of the four drums is sounded, and they parade the village
aU the afternoon. . . . An Uganda lad, the magician of the
Sultan, made brotherhood wfth Rehan, the cook, by cutting
marks on his chest and rubbing in the fat of lions.'

Similar usages are said to prevail among the

Wajiji (Burton, op. cit. i. 114), on the Congo, and
in other parts of Africa (H. M. Stanley, The Congo,
London, 1885, i. 385, ii. 24, 29, Through the
Dark Continent, i. 493 ; H. Ward, Ethnographical
Notes relating to the Congo Tribes, 1895; JAI
xxiv. 291 ; V. L. Cameron, Across Africa, London,
1877, i. 333).

7. In Scandinavia, men made brotherhood by
letting their blood flow together in a footprint and
mingle where it fell (' The Long Lay of Brunhild,
in Corpus Poeticum Boreale, G. Vigfusson and F.
York Powell, Oxford, 1883, i. 308), or by

'

going
under the turf,' a ceremony of which an account is

given in The Story of Gisli the Outlaw (from the
Icelandic by G. W. Dasent, Edinburgh, 1896,

p. 23). We are told that Gisli and the three men
who were to make oath along with him
' cut up a sod of turf in such wise that both its ends were still

fast to the earth, and propped it up by a spear, scored with runes,
so tall that a man might lay his head on the socket of the spear-
head. Under this yoke they were all four to pass. . . . Now
they bleed each a vein, and let their blood fall together on
the mould whence the turf had been cut up, and all touch it ;

and all afterwards fell on their knees, and were to take hands,
and swear to avenge each the other as though he were his

brother, and to call all the gods to witness.'

Several explanations of this curious ceremony
have been suggested. In Jacob Grimm's opinion
(Deutsche Reehtsalterthumei^, Gottingen, 1881, p.

119), the 'brothers,' by placing themselves under-
neath the turf and falling on their knees, appear
to indicate their abasement before the Higher
Powers, and their solemn purification from the
world. Konrad Maurer (Die Bekehrung d. nor-

ivegischen Stammes zum Christenthuni, Munich,
1855-1856, ii. 170-171, 229) regards the rite as an
ordeal of which the purpose was to secure the

performance of the promises made. And this
view seems to receive some support fi'om the follow-

ing passage :

' This was then the ordeal at that time, that men should pass
under the earth-collar ; that is, a turf was carv'en out of a field.

The ends of the turf shall be fast in the field, and that man who
was to undergo the ordeal should pass thereunder. ... So was
he cleansed who went under the earth-collar, if the turf fell not
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upon him' (The Story of the Laxdalers, done into Enfflish by
R. Proctor, London, 1903, ch. xviii.).

M. Pappenlieiiu( Die altdunischen Schutzgilden,
Breslau, 1885, p. 18 il".), however, points out that
this ceremony was used not only in niakinp;
brothers and in ordeals, but in cases where an
oflence had been committed and the ott'ender was
required to humble himself by going under the

turf, as a condition precedent to the acceptance of

a composition. He hokls that one explanation will

not suffice for all three cases, and he explains the
use of the ceremony in m.aking brothers— the

mixing of the blood with the earth—as symbolical
of the common origin of the brothers. They are
children of one womb—born of one mother, the
earth (see also Vigfusson and Powell, op. cit. i. 423).

8. Muir {Life of Mahomet, London, 1858, i.

p. ccxlvi) tells us that, in a dispute among the

Koraish, the men of one party solenmizcd their

compact by dipping their hands in blood, while
their opponents dipped their hands in perfume and
rubbed them u))on the Ka'ba. Kobeilson Smith

{Kinship and Marriage in Early Arabia, new ed.

London, 1903, pp. 57-59) says that .at Alecca in

historical times a life and death covenant was
solemnized bv an oath, each of the parties to

which dippea his hands in a pan of blood and
tasted its contents ; and he expresses the view that
these forms are variations of one and the same rite—the rite in which the contracting parties drank
or tasted one another's blood. He snows {op. cit.

p. 59, note 1) that in sonie instances water or fruit-

juice was substituted for blood ; and in this con-

nexion it is interesting to notice Herodotus' (iv.

172 [Rawlinson's tr.]) statement regarding the
Nasamonians that,

' when they pledge their faith

to one another, each gives the other to drink
out of his hand ; if tliere be no liquid to be

had, they take up dust from the ground, and

put their tongues to it' (cf. W. Crooke, 'The Hill

Tribes of the Central Indian Hills,' in JAI
xxviii. 241). It may be that the practice of

ratifying an agreement to take part in a common
undertaking by shaking hands dipped in blood

(Hector Boethius, Scotorum Historia;, Paris, 1526,
lib. ii. fol. xviii b ; cf. § 15 below), and that of

drinking human blood, attributed to conspirators
at Rome (Sail, de Conj. Cat. 22; Plut. Vit.

Publicolce iv. [both statements are regarded as un-
reliable by T. Mommsen, Romische Forschxingen,

Berlin, 1864, i. 332, n. 1]), and in China (Trumbiill,

op. cit. p. 43), are truly adaptations of the primitive
institution of 'making brothers' (see below, § 15).

9. With the form of the rite in wliich the hands
are dipped in blood Jacob Grimm {op. cit. p. 194)

compares the dipping of weapons in blood, men-
tioned by Herodotus (iv. 70 [Rawlinson's tr.]) in

the following passage :

' Oaths among the Scythg are accompanied with the following
ceremonies : a large earthen bowl is filled with wine, and the

parties to the oath, wounding themselves slightly with a knife

or an awl, drop some of their blood into the wine ; then they
plunge into the mixture a scymitar, some arrows, a battle-axe,
and a javelin, all the while repeating prayers ; lastly the two

contracting parties drink each a draught from the bowl, as do
also the chief men among their followers.'

So, too, the Benuas, in making alliances or in

taking solemn vows,
'

dip their weapons into a mix-
ture of which blood forms the principal ingredient'
(T. G. Newbold, Political and Statistical Account

of the British Settlements in the Straits of Malacca,
London, 1839, ii. 395). Lucian {Toxaris, 37),
in his account of the Scythian form, gives the
additional fact that the parties, having dipped the

points of their swords in the blood, held them
together. It would seem that this touching of

swords signified the union of the parties ; and this

view is corroborated by the curious practice of

scraping the spear-shafts and musket-stocks of the
'brothers' on a banana-leaf, and dropping these

scrapings, with a pinch of salt and a little dust
from a pod, upon tiie wounds (Stanley, The Congo,
ii. 24, 89 ; cf. Hutter, op. cit. p. 1 IK as to the
Bali of North Cameroon, and see § 13 below). It
seems that scrapings of wood from the stool of a
chief add strength to an oath (A. H. KUis, 2'he

Tshi-.ipeaking Peoples of the Gold Coast of West
Africa, London, 1887, p. 198). A similur explana-
tion appears to apjdy to the ceremony of sword-

biting practised by the Kanowit Dayaks. Accord-
ing to St. John {op. cit. i. 55),
' a pig was jilaced between representatives of two tribes, who,
after calling down the vengeance of the spirits on those who
broke the treaty, plunged their sijears into the animal, and then
exchanged weaijoiis. Drawing their knives, they each bit the
blade of the others, and so completed the alTair.'

So, too, the Garos swear to observe peace by
biting each other's sword, and seal the compact
by putting food into each other's mouth and pour-
ing beer down each other's throat (E. T. Dalton,
Descriptive Ethnology of Bengal, London, 1872,

p. 62). It is of interest to note in this connexion
that the Norman lawyers explained the word
'

wapentake
'

in reference 'to the formal recogni-
tion of the local magistrate by touching his arms *

(W. Stubbs, The Constitutional History of Eng-
land^, Oxford, 1885, i. 96). This ceremony is

described in a law of Edward the Confe.ssor (c. 33)
as follows :

'

Ipso vero erecta lancea sua ab omnibus secundum morem
fflcdus accipiebat ; omnes enim quoUiuot venissent cum lanceia
suis ipsius hastam tangebant et ita conflrmabant per contactum
armorum, pace palam concessa.'

Du Cange {Glossarium media: et infimce Latini-

talis, ed. L. Favre, Niort, 1883, s.v. 'Anna' [Arma
mutare]) understands that it was thus that the

subjects of the early kind's
of P'ngland made them-

selves '

fratres conjurati,' bound to cherish and

Erotect
one another and to join in preserving the

ingdom from its enemies. G. Tamassia {L'Aff'ra-
tdlamento, Turin, 1886, p. 32, note 2), liowever,
cites authority to show tnat what is described is

not an armorum conjunctio, but a modus per strepi-
tum conciissorum armorum plebiscita condendi (see
Grimm, op. cit. p. 770 f. ; Tac. Germ, xi.. Hist. v. 15).

10. Sometimes the parties to the compact hold
the ends of a forked branch, while one of them
cuts it in two, or while a medicine-man draws
their blood (Stanley, The Congo, ii. 88, 104). It

is observed by C. A. L. M. Schwaner {Borneo,
Beschrijving van liet Stroomgebicd van d. Berito,
Ainsterdani, 1853, i. 214-2l'5) that, in the dis-

trict of Borneo with which he deals, a third party
hacks through the branch held by the '

brotners,'
and at the same time pronounces imprecations
upon the oath-breaker. In view of the whole
circumstances, it seems not improbable that the
act of holding had a twofold significance. In the
first place, it symbolized the union of the parties
(it had the same meaning as the contact of swords
in the Scythian ceremonial), and, in the second

place, it was a ritual act similar to tlie act of

holding an animal while it is being slaughtered
for sacrifice. An instance of this sacrificial cere-

mony is supplied by the Kumi of Chittagong.
Among them, the parties to the covenant hold the

roj)es by which a goat is secured. One of their
number stands over it, holding a fighting ddo.
He takes a mouthful of liquor from a cup and
blows it over the parties and the victim. Then
he raises his dAo and invokes the river-spirit,
while he pulls some hairs from the goat and
scatters them to the winds. With one stroke tiie

head is severed from the bodj', and the blood is

smeared on the foreheads and feet of the ' brothers
'

(T. H. Lewin, Wild Races of South-Eostern India,
London, 1870, p. 228). Among the Bali and the

Dusuns, and in Shira (see below, §§ 13, 17, 21), the
act of holding or touching the victim forms part of

the ceremony.
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11. Trunibull tells us of a curious Syrian form of

the rite. The parties publicly announce their

reasons for entering into the compact. These

declarations are written down in duplicate ; and

each '

brother,' having smeared his copy with the

other's blood, and having uttered the wish that tlie

deceiver may be deceived by God, wears it sus-

pended from his neck or bound to his arm ' in

token of the indissoluble relation
'

(op. cit. p. 5 f. ;

see below, § 21).

12. Probably Grimm (op. cit. p. 194 ; cf. Livy, i.

32) is justified in referring to the notion of union

brought about by an exchange of blood both the
' hasta sanguinea praeusta

'

of the Romans—the

symbol of the declaration of Avar by a united

people
—and the '

Fiery Cross
'

of the Scottish

Highlanders—the half-burnt stake dipped in blood

which called the clans to arms against a com-
mon foe.

13. A group of observances in which the intro-

duction of weapons forms a prominent feature

seems to be susceptible of a different interpreta-
tion. Forbes (op. cit. p. 452) tells us that at Timor
the contracting parties slash their arms, and
collect the blood in a bamboo, into which kanipa
(coarse gin) or laru (palm-Avine) is poured. Having
provided themselves with a small

fig-tree, they

adjourn to some retired spot, taking mth them the

sword and spear from the Ltili chamber of their

own houses, or from the Uma-Luli of their suku,
if between large companies. Planting there the

fig-tree, flanked by the sacred sword and spear,

they hang on it a bamboo receptacle, into which—
after pledging each other in the mixed blood and

gin—the remainder is poured. Then each swears,
'
If I be false, and be not a true friend, may my

blood issue from my mouth, ears, nose, as it

does from the bamboo ! ', the bottom of the recep-
tacle being pricked at the same moment to allow

the blood and gin to escape. The tree remains
and grows as a witness to the contract. With this

tree of witness Trumbull [op. cit. p. 316 fi".) con-

nects— erroneously, we venture to think— the

blood-stained '

Fiery Cross
' and a similar symbol

made use of in Southern Arabia (see A. vonAVrede,
Reise in Hadhrdmaut, Brunswick, 1870, p. 197 ff.;

see above, § 12). It is not uninteresting to note
that the planting of a tree, which, at Timor,
is an accessory only, is, among the Karens of

Burma, in itself constitutive of the bond of brother-

hood (Luther, op. cit. p. 313). Trumbull {op. cit. pp.
266 tf., 316) refers in this connexion to the plant-

ing of trees in ancient Israel ; but the Israelitish

Sractice
seems to be susceptible of an altogether

ifferent explanation (see Robertson Smith, Rel.

Sem."^, London, 1894, p. 185 ff. ). What then was the

purpose served by the introduction of weapons?
It may be that it Wiis the same as tliat of planting
the tree ; and, in support of this view, an instance
from ^Madagascar may be cited. W. Ellis (Hist,

of Mndag. p. 188 ff.), in describing the ceremony of

the fatidrd (a form of the blood-rite), says that
' to obtain the blood, a slight incision is made in the skin

covering the centre of the bosom, significantly called ambavafo,
" the mouth of the heart

"
. . . Some gunpovs'der and a ball are

brought, together with a small quantity of ginger, a spear, and
two particular kinds of grass. A fowl also is procured ; its head
is nearly cut off ; and it is left in this state to continue bleeding

during the oeremonj'.' The parties then join in pronouncing a

long imprecation upon the oath-breaker, in which occur the

following invocations :

' Oh' the mouth of the heart ! Oh the
ball ! Oh the powder ! Oh the ginger ! Oh this miserable fowl

weltering in its blood !

'

.\nd then follows the statement :

'
If we keep and obser\e this covenant, let those things bear

witness.'

Take again Hutter's (op. cit. p. Iff.) account of

the ceremony among the Bali of North Cameroon :

It seems to consist of two parts—the making of 'brothers'
and the making oath to keep the co\enant. The parties, hold-

ing kol.i and pepper in their open hands, interchanged promises
of mutual friendship and assistance. The kola and pepper were
chewed and eaten, and the blood of the ' brothers

' was mixed

with palm-wine and drunk by each. Then followed the second

part of the rite. Bullets were produced, and, while imprecations
were being pronounced upon the oath-breaker, a trench was

dug. Each 'brother' pricked his arm, and the bullets, some

scrapings of redwood, together with several fetish articles,

human bones, and two bleeding human ears were throsvn into

the trench. It was filled up and a flat stone was placed upon
it. Upon this stone a ram was slaughtered by one of the
'

brothers,' while the others held it fast, its blood falling on the

stone and trench. Some of the blood was mixed with wine in a

calabash into which bullets were dropped ; and the contents of

the calabash were emptied out on the trench. Then the
' brothers

'

poured wine on the trench, and, having set a jar

containing redwood on the stone, they rubbed one another's

arms and breasts with the wood, while words of magic were

being said. Lastly, kola and pepper and horns of vs'iue were

distributed among the followers and attendants.
The view that the articles thrown into the trench and the

stone placed upon it serve as ' witness
'

of the compact, derives

support from the practice of thCiChinhwans in making oath.

They dig a hole in the ground, place a stone on it, throw earth

at one another with loud cries, and cover the stone with earth ;

and by these acts they signify that, like the stone in the ground,
their word or oath remains unalterable (Kisak Tamai, 'Die

Erforschung d. Tschinwan-Gebietes auf Formosa durch die

Japaner' in Globus, 1896, lx.\. 93 ff.). A very similar form of

oath is found among the Bendowen Dusuns. According to

F. Hatton's account (North Borneo, London, 1885, p. 201 f.,

cf. pp. 203, 207), the whole tribe assembled, and, the ground
having been cleared for a space of about twelve yards, a hole

was dug, a foot in depth, a large water-jar was placed in it, the

earth dug out of the hole was thrown into the jar, and the old

men called upon their god. A stone was then placed near the

jar, and the old men declared by fire, represented by a burning
stick, by water, which had been poured into the jar, and by
earth, that they would be true to all white men. The divinity
was then sunxmoned by shooting an arrow into the air ; and the

guns of the Europeans were placed upon the jar, out of which
each man took a little earth.

14. But weapons are not infrequently introduced

into the ceremony for a different purpose ; they
are '

invoked,' that is to say,
' to punish treachery

'

(D. M. Smeaton, The Loyal Karens of Burma,
London, 1887, p. 169). When two villages in

Coram wish to make friendship after a war, the

inhabitants of one come into the other bringing

gifts, and are entertained with food and drink.

While they are eating, a large bowl of liquor is

prepared. The elders add some drops of pigs' or

chickens' blood ; and the chiefs wound each other

and let their blood flow into the liquor. The
elders stir the potion with a sword, a spear,

arrows, and, in later tunes, with the muzzle of a

musket. Then one of them comes forward and

imprecates evil upon the oath-breaker, the other

feasters show their concurrence by signs, the

chiefs of tlie two parties begin to drink the liquid,

and the rest of the company drink after them.

On a set day a feast is given in the other vUlage,
and the bond is then regarded as inviolable. This

solemnity is called pela (Riedel, op. cit. p. 128 f.).

Riedel does not give the terms of the imprecation,
nor does he state the purpose for which the

weapons are introduced. It is, hoM-ever, instnic-

tive to^observe that, in the Ceramese procedure, by
way of oath for the discovery of crime, a parang
and a little arrow-rust are introduced along with

other symbols, and that an imprecation is pro-
nounced upon the guilty person to the eflect, inter

cdia, that his throat shall be cut with a parang
and his body pierced with arrows (ib. p. 116).

Further, in the Tanembar and Timor-Laut Islands,

in making brothers, sea-water, palm-wine, and other

ingredients, together with a small stone, or tooth,

are poured into a bowl and mixed with the blood

of the contracting parties. Dudilaa is invoked as

witness to the covenant, and evils are imprecated

upon the breaker of the bond. He shall be tmstable

as the sea, weak as a man drunk with palm-wine,
and the like. Then the parties drink the liquor,

and the stone or tooth is broken in two and pre-

served as a memorial or ' witness' (ib. p. 284). It

is thought that these practices throw some light

upon the symbolical meaning of weapons in the

pela ceremony (see also Riedel, op. cit. p. 396, as to

brother-making at Leti), and that a similar ex-

planation applies to the two instances which
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follow. Among the Wazaramo, Wazeguro, and

Wasagara, the candidates for brotherhood seat

themselves opposite to one another, their bows and

arrows being placed across their thighs, 'whilst a

third person waving a sword over their heads

vociferates curses against any that may break the

brotherhood' (Burton, oj). cit. i. 114) ; and to the

westward of Lake Tanganyika, after the trans-

fusion of blood by inoculation had been completed,
one of the proxies held a sword resting on his

shoulder, while the other went through the

motions of sharpening a knife upon it, both join-

ing in pronouncing imprecations upon the oath-

breaker (Cameron, op. cit. i. 333). A somewhat
similar act formed part of the ritual among the

Wakikuju, and was followed by imprecations (v.

Hohnel, Zum Rudolph-See und Stephanie-See,

Vienna, 1891, p.
341 f. ; A. Arkell-Hardwick, An

Ivory Trader m North Kcnia, London, 1903, p.

147).

15. It is, of course, plain, from some of the

examples of the ceremony with which we have

been dealing, that the blood employed is not

always that of the contracting parties (see C. Hose

and W. McDougall,
' The Relations between Men

and Animals in Sarawak,' in JAI, 1901, xxxi. 209 ;

cf. p. 185). In very many cases it is that of their

proxies (Livingstone, op. cit. p. 488 ; J. Thomson,

Through Masai Land, new ed. London, 1887, p.

88 ; Cameron, op. cit. i. 333 ; Stanley, Through
the Dark Continent, ii. 146, 332). Sometimes the
' brothers

' shake hands, after having dipped them
in the blood of a slaughtered animal (J. M.

Schuver, Eeisen ini oberen Nilgebiet, Erganzungs-
heft, No. 72, to Peterm. Mitth. p. 50), or they are

marked with its blood—the blood of a pig among
the Kiniahs (St. John, op. cit. i. 117, 75), of a goat

among the Kumi of Chittagong (Lewin, op. cit.

p. 228), of a goat or a heifer among the Shendoos

(ib. pp. 315, 322). Sometimes they smear their lips

•with blood drawn from a bullock's ear (Le Tcheou-

Li, ou Bites chs Tcheou, tr. from the Chinese by E.

Biot, Paris, 1851, i. 126, ii. 247 f.). Or the blood

may be that of a human victim, either stupefied
with drink, as among the wild tribes of Mexico

(H. H. Bancroft, The Native Fuices of the Pacific

States of N. America, London, 1875, i. 636, 637 ;

see below, § 48), or slain, as among the Danoms
of Borneo (Schwaner, op. cit. ii. 77).

16. Some of these ceremonies are plainly sacri-

ficial, and recall to us Herodotus' account of the

formation of blood-brotherhood anion^
the Arabs

(iii. 8 [Rawlinson's tr.]). He tells us that,
' when two men would swear a friendship, they stand on each

side of a third : he with a sharp stone makes a cut on the

inside of the hand of each near the middle finger, and, taking
a piece from their dress, dips it in the blood of each, and

moistens therewith seven stones Ijing in the midst, calling the

while on Bacchus and Urania.'

Robertson Smith identifies these di\-inities with

Orotal and Alilat (Rcl. .%/».=» p. 316), and observes

that at Mecca, ^\•ithin historical times,
' the form of the oath was that each party dipped their hands

in a pan of blood and taateil the contents. . . . The lat«r Arabs

had substituted the blood of a victim for human blixxl, but

they retained a feature which Herodotus had missed, they

licked the blood as well as smeared it on the sacred stones. . . .

The seven stones in Herodotus are, of course, sacred stones, the

Arabic ansdb, Hebrew mafsehdth, which, like the sacred stones

at the Ka'ba, were origin.illy Bietylia, Bethels or god-boxes.'
He adds that the essence of the rite wa.« th.-it the parties

' com-

mingled their blood, at the same time applying the blood to

the god or fetish so as to make him a party to the covenant

also
'

(Eimhip, etc., pp. 57, 59, 60).

17. In some of these sacrificial rites an exchange
of garments or weapons or gifts forms a part.
Thus St. John (op. cit. i. 117), in speaking of the

Kayans, says that
'

they sometimes varj- the ceremony, though the variation may
be confined to the Kiniahs. who live farther up the river, and
are Intermarried with the Kayans. There a pig is brotitrht and

placed between the two whoare to be joined in brotherhood.

A chief addresses an invocation to the gods, and marks with a

lighted brand the pig's sliouldur. Tlic beast is then killed, and,
after an exchange of jackets, a sword is thrust into the wound
and the two are marked with the blood of the pig."

So, too, among the Wacha^^a, an exchange and

re-exchange of clothing enter into the rite (Kohler,
Das Banturecht, p. 40). Among the Kanowit

Dayaks, 'a pig was placed between the
repre-

sentatives of the two tribes, who, after calling
down the vengeance of the Spirits on those who
broke the treaty, plunged their spears into the

animal and then exchanged weapons' (St. John,

op. cit. i. 55). Again, among the Dusuns, an

exchange of weapons f(jllowed the
ceremony,

in

which, having invoked his god, the chief ana the

traveller held the head and legs of a fowl, while a

tliird per.son almost severed its head. The move-
ments of the dying fowl were taken to indicate the

intentions of the parties. Lastly, guns were fired

and presents were given (Hatton, op. cit. p. 195 ;

see below, § 20).

(6) Where blood is not employed.
18. We shall now proceed to con.sider the ca-ses

in which the use of blood does not enter into the

ceremony ; and, first of all, we shall deal with

instances where the exchange of food forms an

essential element in the ritual. Thus, among the

Mapuches the compact is made by an exchange of

names, one of the
parties

at the same time
pre-

senting a lamb to tne other to be eaten by nim

(E. R. Smith, The Araucanians, New York, 18.55,

pp. 261, 262 ; see al.so E. Poppig:, Iteise in Chile,

Peru, u. auf die Avutzonenstrome wtihrend d.

Jahre 1837-1832, Leipzig, 1835, i. 384 f., as to the

Pehuenches). The Reschiat of Lake Rudolph make
'brothers' with strangers by eating pieces of the

liver of a sheep together (A. Donaldson Smith,

Through Unknoivn African Countries, London,

1897, p.
297 ; according to v. Hohnel, op. cit. p. 657,

660, tney spit upon the sheep and pour milk upon
it; see below, § 21); and of the Abors it is said

that they
' hold as inviolate any engagement

cemented by an interchange of meat as food. This

is called sengmung. Each party to the engagement
mu.st give to the other some animal to lie killed

and eaten ; it is not neces.sarj- that tiiey should eat

together, or that the feast be held at the same
time' (Dalton, op. cit. p. 25). The latter part of

this statement recalls the account of the Mapuches,

given above, and that of the magus ceremony
among the Khoi-Khoin. The parties to the rite

la.st mentioned nmst lie relatives. A man, for ex-

ample, may enter into it with his sister's son or

daughter. On a day fixed, the nephew sends a

ewe or a cow to his uncle's house, where it \&

slaughtered. The ceremony it.self is called gao
TKm ('navel-cutting'). The animal is divided be-

tween uncle and nephew, each of whom eats hi.9

share apart from the other—generally in his own
house. The blood boiled with the

kidiiey-fat
forms

the ceremonial food (cf. A. W. Howitt, The Native

Tribes of South-east Austrcdia, I^ndon, 1904, p.

751), and of it only the parties and their nearest

relatives partake, the rest of the flesh beincr eaten

apart by strangers. After the meal the uncle gives
the nephew his hand, promises to be a father to

him, and a.sks him not to injure him in any way.
Some days afterwards the uncle gives a feast in

return. He slaughters an animal in the house of

his sister—the mother of the man with whom he is

entering into the m/tgus—and afterwards gives
him the best of his cows. The covenant draws the

ties of relationship more closely together, but does

not form a new Ixjnd (C. ^^ andrer,
' Die Khoi-

Khoin Oder Naman,' in H. S. Steinmetz, Rerhtsver-

haltni-fsc von eingehorenen Volkcrn in Afrika it.

Ozeani^n, Berlin, 1903, p. 315 f.). The Beni take

the oath of friendship by
'

chopping juju.' A kola

nut is placed on a brass tray with water poured on

it. One of the parties touches himself with the
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water and nut and eats part of it. Then the other

party eats the remainder of it (R. H. Bacon, Benin,
the City of Blood, London, 1897, p. 100). Again,
among the Karens of Burma, brotherhood is made
by eating together, or by planting a tree, or by
exchanging blood. Of those methods, the first is

said to be of but little binding force, being a mere

agreement to abstain from hostilities for a certain

time (Luther, op. cit.
p. 313). The Bauris, Bagdis,

and Mahilis admit into their caste men of any
caste ranking higher than their own, on the candi-

date paying a small sum of money to the headman
and giving a feast. He must taste a portion of the
food left by each of the guests (H. H. Risley, The
Tribes and Castes of Bengal : Ethnographic Glos-

sary, Calcutta, 1891, ii. 41). Among the Mais,
he must give a feast, and drink water into which
the headman has dipped his toes [ib. p. 49). When
a man of the Murmi—a Mongolian caste in Nepal—desires to make another man his brother, lie

intimates his feelings ; and if these are recipro-
cated, presents are exchanged. A day is fixed for

the ceremony, at wliich a Brahman officiates. The
men face one another, each with a rupee at his

feet. They exchange the rupees, and each daubs
the other's face with the mixture of rice and curds
used in the marriage rite. The proceedings end
with a feast. The tie thus formed is regarded as

equivalent to that of actual kinship.
' The adopted

brothers may not address or speak of one another

by name, nor may they talk to each other's wives,
even though these may have taken part in the

ceremony. Their descendants, again, are supposed
not to intermarry till seven generations have

passed' (ib. p. 111). A somewhat similar account
is given of the Limbus [ib. p. 16).

19. With the usages as to eating may be com-

pared what Herodotus (iv. 172 [already quoted])
says of the Nasamonians :

' When they pledge
their faith to one another, each gives the other to

drink out of his hand ; if there be no liquid to be

had, they take up dust from the ground, and put
their tongues to it.' In making friendship with
the Wakikuju, the two parties threw water on
their heads and caught and drank it as it fell

(v. Hohnel, op. cit. p. 315 f.) ; and it is said of the
wild tribes of the Naga Hills that, when peace is

concluded between the villages after a war, the
chiefs meet face to face on opposite sides of a table
raised on the roadside about eight feet from the

ground, and approached on either side by a broad
ascent, and exchange bamboo mugs of wine (R. G.

Woodthorpe,
' Notes on the Wild Tribes inhabiting

the so-called Naga Hills,' JAI xi. 211).
20. Not infrequently the bond is constituted by

an exchange of garments or weapons. Thus, in

Tahiti, the natives made friends by taking off a

great part of their own clothes and putting them
upon the voyagers (J. Cook in J. Hawkesworth,
A n Account of Voyages in the Southern Hemisphere,
London, 1773, ii. 251). It is said of the villagers
of the Gangotri valley in the country of the
Teri Raja, that with them an exchange of caps
is as certain a mark of friendship as an exchange
of turbans between two chiefs in the plains (F.

Markham, Shooting in the Himalayas, London,
1854, p. 108) ; and a similar statement is made re-

garding the Khanitis (H. B. Rowney, The Wild
Tribes of India, London, 1882, pp. 162, 163) ; while
the Masai are said to conclude peace by an ex-

change of clothing (Mcrker, op. cit.
p. 101).

Edmund of England entered into an intimate
alliance with king Cnut by exchanging clothing
and arms (du Cange, Glossarium, ut cit. supr.) ;

and, according to the same authority (Diss. xxi.
in Jean sire de Joinville (tit cit. supra), where
many other instances will be found), it was the

practice of the Saracens to make friendships by

an exchange of arms. The case of Glaucus and
Diomede (Hom. II. vi. 235 ; see Tamassia, op. cit.

p. 6 ff". ) is, of course, familiar. Again, it is said of

the Khanitis that '

by an exchange of weapons
even the most deadly enemies become fast friends,
and if one falls in fight, it is the duty of the
other to avenge him' (Rowmey, op. cit.); and
Dalton {op. cit. p. 20) gives a like account of the
Mishmis.

21. Sometimes the compact is formed by ex-

changing pieces of a slaughtered animal. Thus
the Reschiat (see Donaldson Smith, op. cit. p. 297,
referred to above, § 18) hang strips of its paunch
on the necks of those with whom they are making
friendship (P. Paulitschke, Ethnographie Nordost-

Afrikas, Die materielle Cidtur d. Dandkil, Galla,
u. Somdl, Berlin, 1893, pp. 249, 250), while the
headman spits and whispers (v. Hohnel, op. cit. p.

660). Joseph Thomson gives an interesting account
of a somewhat similar practice in Sliira :

'A goat was brought, and, taking it by one ear, I was re-

quired to state where I was going, to declare that I meant no
iiarm, and did not work in iichawi (black magic), and, finall3',
to promise that I would do no harm to the country. The other
ear was then taken bj' the Sultan's ambassador, and he made
promise on his part that no harm would be done to us, that
food would be given, and all articles stolen returned. The
goat was then killed, and a strip of skin cut off the forehead,
in which two slits were made.' The Sultan's representative
'

taking hold of this, pushed it on my finger by the lower slit

five times, finally pushing it over the joint. I had next to take
the strip, still keeping it on my own finger, and to do the same
for

' him '

through the upjjer slit. This operation finished, the

strips had to be cut in two, leaving the respective portions on
our fingers

'

(op. cit. p. 88).

The missionary Rebmann, who received this token
of friendship from the king of Kilenia, calls it
'

kishogno
'

(J. L. Krapf, Travels in Eastern Africa,
London, 1860, p. 238). Thomson's description of

the rite explains what is said of the Wakamba—
that the 'brothers' exchange rings made of the
skin of a sacrificial victim, which they have eaten

together (J. M. Hildebrandt,
'

Ethnographische
Notizen fiber Wakamba und ilire Nachbaren '

in ZE
X. 386). Further, Trumbull (op. cit. p. 66) quotes
an Indian authority (

' Tod's Travels, Journal of
the Indian Archipelago, Singapore, 1851, No. 32)
to the eft'ect that among the Rajput races of India
women adopt a brother by the gift of a bracelet ;

and with this custom may be compared the Sla-

vonic practice of tying the 'brothers' together
(see below, § 37).

22. Sometimes the ceremony consists in the ap-
plication of saliva (see above, §§ 18, 21). The
Southern Somali spits on his right hand and rubs
it on the forehead of his friend to indicate that he
is a fellow-tribesman ; and among the Orom6, a
like ceremony seems to entitle the guest to tribal

rights (Paulitschke, op. cit. p. 246). In the old

days, the Masai spat at the man with whom they
swore eternal friendship (S. L. and H. Hinde, The
Last of the Masai, London, 1901, p. 47) ; and,

among the Dyoor,
'

spitting betokens the most
aflectionate good-will ; it was a pledge of attach-

ment, an oath of fidelity ; it was to their mind the

proper way of giving solemnity to a league of

friendship
'

(G. Schweinfurth, The Heart of Africa,
tr. by E. E. Frewer, London, 1873, i. 205). A
similar practice is said to prevail in Guiana
(Lawrence Keymis, Second Voyage to Guiana in
the year 1596 ; R. Hakluyt, The Principal Naviga-
tions . . . of the English Nation^ . . . London,
1598-1600, iii. 677), and in the Bissagos Archipelago,
off Senegambia (E. S. Hartland, The Legend of
Persetis, London, 1894-1896, ii. 264) ; and Grimm
(op. cit. p. 194) observes that the old northern

symbol of concluding peace was not blood but
saliva (see Hartland, op. cit. ii. 258 ff., where many
instances in Avhicli saliva is employed are collected).

23. A remarkable form of the practice is spoken
to by Taplin (in J. D. Wood's Native Tribes of
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South Australia, Adelaide, 1879, p. 3211'.). He
says in hi.s account of tlie Narrinyeri that
' there appears to have existed a sort o£ traffic between the
tribes on the Murray and those near the sea, and a curious sort
of provision is made for it, tlie object of which may be the

securing of perfectly trustworthy agents to transact the business
of the tribes—agents who will not by collusion cheat their em-
ployers and enrich themselves. . . . When a man has a child
born to him, he preserves its umbilical cord by tying it up in

the middle of a bunch of feathers. This is called a kalduke.
He then gives this to the father of child or children belonging
to another tribe, and those cliildren are thereafter ngia-ngiampe
to the child from whom the kalduke was procured, and that
child is ngia-ngiampe to them. From that time none of the
children of the man to whom the kalduke was given may speak
to their ngia-ngiampe or even touch or go near him ; neither
must he speak to them.'

We learn from the same authority (Taplin, in

E. M. Curr, I'he Australian Race, London, 1886,
ii. 254) that,

'

if one ngia-ngiampe sees another in

need of anything, he or she must send a supply of

it if possible ; but yet there must never be any
direct personal intercourse betAveen the two.'
Sometimes the relation is entered into for a time

only by dividing the kalduke and giving a part
to each. When these parts are returned to the

original cwner, the relation ceases (Taplin, in J. D.
Woods, op. cit. p. 33).

24. Many instances may be cited in which the

compact is made by an exchange of names. This
is the form observed by the Mapuches, one of the

parties to the exchange at the same time present-
ing a lamb to the other, to be eaten by him.
'The giving of a name establishes between the namesakes a

species of relationship which is considered almost as sacred as
tiiat of blood, and obliges them to render to each other certain
services and that consideration which naturally belongs to
relatives' (E. R. Smith, oiy. cit. p. 262 ; see also Poppig, op. cit.

i. 384 f. as to the Pehuenches).

At Shupanga, on the Zambesi, the exchange of

names with men of other tribes is not uncommon.
The parties to tlie transaction regard themselves
as close comrades, OAving special duties to each other
ever after ; and each is entitled, if he visits the

other, to food, lodging, and other friendly offices

(D. and C. Livingstone, Narrative of an Expedition
to the Zambesi and its Tributaries, 1858-1864,
London, 1865, p. 149). In Ugogo names are ex-

changed as a pledge of friendship (C. T. Wilson
and K. W. Felkin, op. cit. i. 60), and the practice
is common in Polynesia (Hawaii [J. Cook and
King, A Voyage of Discovery to the Pacific Ocean
in the years of 1777-1780, London, 1784, iii. 17],
Huahine [J. Cook, in Hawkesworth, op. cit. ii.

251]). It is said to be in use in the Marshall
Islands (C. E. Meinicke, Die Inseln d. stillen Oceans,
Leipzig, 1875-1876, ii. 342; A. von Chamisso, in
O. von Kotzebue, A Voyage of Discovery into the
Southern Sea and Beerinfs Straits, London, 1821,
iii. p. 172, affirms that the friend is obliged to give
his wiie to his friend, but is not bound to avenge
him) ; and it is found in the islands of Torres
Straits (see Reports of the Cambridge Anthropo-
logical Expedition to Torres Straits, 1904, v. 125,
131 f. ; see also J. B. Jukes, Narrative of the

Surveying Voyage of H. M.S. '

Fly,' 'Lou&on, 1847,
i. 209 f., where it seems that the exchange forms
a bar to marriage between one of the parties and
the sisters of the other), and among the Caribs
[Histoire naturelle ct morale des lies Antilles de

rAmeriqiic^, Rotterdam, 1681, p. 513), the Chopun-
nish (M. Lewis and W. Clarke, Travels to the
Source of the Missouri River . . , in the years
I8O4-ISO6, new ed., London, 1815, iii. 254), the

Spokanes (Bancroft, op. cit. i. 285, note), the
Snastika Indians (S. Powers, Tribes of California :

Contributions to N. American Ethnology, Wash-
ington, 1877, iii. 247), and the Chugaciiigmiut of
Alaska (N. Porlock, A Voyage round the World
. . . in 1785-1788, London, 1789, p. 254 ; J. Meares,
Voyages made in the years 1788 and 1789, from
China to the N.W. Coast of America, London, 1790,

p. 365). It was at one time in use on the Lower
Murray (G. F. Angas, Savage Life and Scenes in
Australia and New Zealand, London, 1847, i.

59) and in New Zealand (J. S. Polack, Manners
and Customs of the New Zealunders, Jjondcjii, 1840,
ii. 131). Of the natives at Wide Bay, Queens-
land, it is said (H. S. Rus.sell, 'Exploring Excur-
sion in Australia' in JlKiS, 1845, xv. 314) tliat
'

they rub tlieir noses witii their linger and mention
their name, and you are then expected to follow
the example by rubbing your nose and mentioning
your name ; then rub noses again with names ex-

changed.' The Kingsniiil Islanders make friend-

sliip by rubbing noses and exchanging names (C.

Wilkes, Narrative of the U.S. Exploring Expedi-
tion during the years 1838-1842, London, 1845, iv.

51); and de Hainson gives a very similar account
of the ceremony at Tonga (.1. Duniont d'Urville,

Voyage de la Corvette ' VAstrolabe'' : Histoire du
Voyage, Paris, 1830-1833, iv. 349). The Vanikoros
exchange names and presents (ib. v. 329) ; and
the same usage prevails in some parts of New
Guinea (W. W. Gill, Life in the Southern Isles,

London, 1876, p. 233 ; J. Chalmers and W. W.
Gill, Work and Adventures in New Guinea, 1877-
1885, London, 1885, pp. 42, 99). As to making
' brothers

' with animals by exchange of names, see

below, § 46.

25. Among the Yahgans of Cape Horn, artificial

ties of friendship are constituted by an excliange
of gifts, and by painting the face and body in a
distinctive fashion. The friends assume the names
of blood-relationship

—uncle, brother, cousin, or

nephew—and behave themselves as if they were
really akin (T. Bridges,

' Moeurs et Coutumes des

Fu^giens,' tr. by P. Hyades, Bulletin de la Soc.

d'Anthrop. de Paris, 1884, ser. iii. vol. vii. p. 182).
And this practice is not confined to males ; for

women, unconnected by blood, often call them-
selves sisters, and act as such in all the conduct ot

life (P. Hyades and J. Deniker, Mission du Cap
Horn, 1882-1883, Paris, 1891, vii. 238). So, too,

among the Ovaherero, persons of the same sex are

frequently united in a formal association {oma-
panga or oupanga). The men have their wives in

common, and are entitled to use each other's

property in time of need ; while married as well as

unmarried women join the sisterhood (G. Fritsch,
Die Eingeborenen Siid-Afrikas, Breslau, 1872, p.
227 ; G. Viehe,

• Die Ovaherero,' in S. R. Stein-

metz, op. cit.
yi.

304 ; see also J. Kohler,
' Recht

d. Herero' in Zeits. f. verql. Rechtsw. xiv. 298-

299). An interesting parallel to these female
associations is furnished by the Oraons. ' When
two girls feel a particular penchant for each other,

they swear eternal friendship and exchange neck-

laces, and the compact is mtnessed by common
friends. They do not name one another after this

ratification 01 goodA%Hl, but are "my flower" or

"my giu
"
or "my meet to smile

"
to each other to

the end of their lives' (Dalton, op. cit. p. 2.53).

A like custom exists among some of the ranuan
tribes on the north coast of New Guinea (J. Kouler,
' Recht der Papuas' in Zeits. f. vcrgl. Rechtsw. xiv.

p. 366), and in certain districts of tiie Abruzzi

(E. S. Hartland, op. cit. ii. 218 f.). As to similar

usages among the Southern Slavs see below, § 34.

20. Among the Nortli American Indians, we
find many examples of companirmships in arms.

Thus, of the Kongas and Omahas it is said that
' the young men are generally coupled out as

friends ; the tie is verj- [lermanent, and continues

oftentimes through life
'

(Edwin James, Account of
an Exj)editionfrom Pittsburgh to the Rocky Moun-
tains . . . in the years 1819-1820 . . . compiled
from the notes of Major Long . . . London, 1823,
i. 117, 235 ;

see also W. J. McGee, 'The Siouan

Indians,' in Fifteenth Annual Report of the Bur-
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eau of Ethnology to the . . . Smithsonian Inst.

1893-1894, Washington, 1897, p. 178) ; the exist-

ence of a similar institution has been noted among
the Wyandot {First Annual Report . . . 1879-

1880, Washington, 1881, p. 68), and the Iroquois
(P. F. X. de Charlevoix, Histoire de la Nouvdlc
France, Paris, 17-44, vi. 14) ; and J. Adair {The

History of the Americaji Indians, London, 1775,

p. 190) says that tlie Cherokees 'reckon a friend

in the same rank with a brother both with regard
to marriage and any other affair of social life.'

In Fiji,
' instances of persons devoting- tiiemselves specially to arms
are not uncommon. The manner in whicli they do this is

singular, and wears the appearance of a marriage contract :

and the two men entering into it are sjioken of as man and
wife, to indicate the closeness of their military union. By this

mutual bond the two men pledge themselves to oneness of pur-
pose and effort, to stand by each other in every danger, de-

fending each other to the death, and, if needful, to die together.
In the case of one of the parties wishing to become married in

the ordinary style to one of the other sex, the former contract
is duly declared void' (T. ^^illiam9 and J. Calvert, Fiji aiid the

Fijians, ed. G. S. Rowe2, London, 1860, i. 45-46).

Further, the custom of joining in companion-
ships for mutual defence prevails among many of

the Afghan tribes :

' Individuals enter into engagements to support each other in

specific enterprises, or in all cases that may arise. These alli-

ances are called Goondees, and thej' maj' include any number
of persons. The connexion between two persons in the same
Goondee is reckoned stronger than that of blood. They are
bound to give up all they have, and even their lives, for each
other. A Goondee between two chiefs is not dissolved even by
a war between their tribes ; they may even join in the battle,
but as soon as the contest is over their friendship is renewed.
Goondees also take place between tribes

'

(M. Elphinstone, A71
Account of the Kingdom of Caubul . . . new ed. London,
1839, ii. 4).

With these brothers in arms we may com]3are
the Celtic ' Soldurii

' and '

Ambacti,' whom Ciesar

{de Bell. Gall. iii. 22, vi. 15) mentions.

27. Throughout all Circassia there exist frater-

nities and extensive associations, the members of

which ' are bound mutually to protect each other,
and assist in paying the fine of individuals who
may commit manslaughter or other crimes.' In

travelling, the members enter one another's houses
' as freely as if they were brothers in reality

'

(J.
S. Bell, Journal of a Besidence in Circassia during
the years 1837-1S39, London, 1840, i. 84). All the
members of a fraternity are regarded as spring-
ing from the same stock ; and not only they, but
their serfs, are precluded from intermarriage {ib.

p. 347).
28. J. Macgillivray {Narrative of the Voyage

of H. M.S. Rattlesnake, London, 1852, i. 310) noted
at Evans Bay, Cape York, the existence of an
association between certain whites and certain

natives, by which the latter appeared to be bound
to assist tne former and care for their safety. The
native was said to be the white man's kotaiga—the
term being derived from the Kowrarega word for

'younger brother.' The Ko'vvrarega is an Aus-
tralian tribe, altered by contact with the Papuans
of the adjacent islands so as to resemble the latter
in most of their physical, intellectual, and moral
characteristics (Howitt, op. cit. pp. 3, 11). We
are not told how this relation was entered into, or
whether it subsisted between natives, as well as
between natives and whites. It may be that it is

to be classed not with blood-brotherhood, but
rather with those associations for the purpose of

mutual assistance in trade of which an example
is furnished by the Klaarwater Hottentots in their

intercourse mth some of the Bechuana tribes (W.
J. Burchell, Travels in the Interior ofSouth Africa,
London, 1824, ii. 555 ; cf. R. F. Burton, op. cit. ii.

55 ; and J. Chapman, Travels in the Interior of S.

Africa, London, 1868, i. 97, note).

29. In this connexion a curious belief of the

Algonquins may be mentioned. They regarded
the mingling of the bones of deceased relatives and

friends as constituting a bond of friendship between
their descendants (S. de Champlain, (Euvres, ed.

by C. H. Laverdifere, Quebec, 1870, v. 305), and
Adair {op. cit. pp. 183-184) .seems to indicate that
the same notion prevailed among the Choctaws.
He adds that they reckoned it irreligious to mix
the bones of a relative with those of an enemy or

even of a stranger (cf. Robertson Smith, Kinship,
pp. 314, 315).

ii. Where the relation is due to force of circum-
stances.

30. Hitherto we have been considering artificial

relations into which the parties enter by choice.

We now turn to relations which are brought abotit

by force of circumstances, and not by the volition

of the '

brothers.' Livingstone {Missionary Travels
and Researches, p. 526) tells us that he became
blood-relation to a young woman by accident. As
he was removing a tumour from her arm, he was
spattered mth l)lood from one of the small arteries.
' You were a friend before,' she exclaimed,

' now
you are a blood-relation.' Some of the Papuan
tribes on the north coast of New Guinea recognize
the existence of a friendly bond between those who
have been circumcised at the same time, especially
between two youths who have occupied the spirit-
house together. After the ceremony, they address
one another no longer by name, but as ' my man '

(J. Kohler,
' Recht d. Papuas

'

in Zeits. f. vcrgl.
Rechtsw. xiv. 366 ; cf. Brooke, 0;;. cit. ii. 224).

Again, the rite of circumcision {boguera) is ob-

served by the Bechuanas and all the Kafirs, south
of the Zambesi. All the boys between ten and
fourteen or fifteen are made the life-companions of

one of the sons of the chief. The members of the
band {mopato) recognize

' a sort of equality and

partial communism ever afterwards, and address
each other by the title of molencine, or 'comrade.'
When a fugitive comes to a tribe he is directed to

the mopato analogous to that to which in his o^Ya

tribe he belongs and does duty as a member '

(Livingstone, op. cit. pp. 147-148 ; see E. Casalis,
Etudes sur la langue sechuana, Paris, 1841, p. 70,
as to the Basutos). Again, among the Kurnai,
all the youths who have been initiated at the same
time are brothers, and ever afterwards address
each other's wife as '

^\nfe,' and each other's chil-

dren as 'child.' The tie thus formed is one of

great strength, binding together all the contem-

poraries of the various clans (L. Fison and A. W.
HoA\itt, Kamilaroi and Kurnai, Melbourne, etc.,

1880, pp. 198-199). With this tie may be com-

pared the relation between lads and those who
operate on them in the initiation ceremonies

(Spencer-Gillen*, pp. 248, 260). In some of the
islands of Torres Straits, boys who are mates in

the initiation ceremony may not marry each other's

sisters {Rep. of Camb. Anthr. Exp. to Torres Straits,
V. 211). It may be noted that at Nukahiva, pro-
fessional tatuers were bound, under sanction of a

tabu, to support those of their fellows who came
to be in need (G. H. von Langsdorfi", Voyages and
Travels in various parts of the World during the

years 1803-1807, London, 1813, i. 121).

31. Among the Wakamba, the relation of pro-
tector and prot6g6 is one of extraordinary intimacy.
The fugitive who touches the penis of his enemy
becomes thenceforth entitled to his protection and
to that of his tribe ; and so strong is the bond be-

tween them, that the protege is made free of the
house and the wife of his protector (Hildebrandt,
loc. cit. p. 386 f.). A form of oath in use in ancient
Israel (Gn 24='- 47-" ; H. Ewald, Die Alterthiimer
d. Volkes IsraeP, Gottingen, 1866, p. 26) and the
Kafir mode of making a vow (H. Somerset,
Adventures in

Cctjfraria, London, 1858, p. 180)

may be recalled m this connexion, as well as a

practice of some Australian tribes in swearing
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friendship (G. Grey, Journals of Tivo Expeditions

<^ Discovery in North- West and Western Australia,
London, 1841, ii. 342; cf. Spencer-Gilleu '', pp. 556,

560; but see 11. Brough Smith, Aborigines of
Victoria, London, 1878, i. 514). Hildebrandt says
fui-ther, that if a fugitive can succeed in putting his

lips to a woman's breast, he thereby creates an intlis-

soluble bond between himself and her tribe, wliich is

thenceforth bound to protect him (loc. cit. supra).
iii. The institution among the Southern Slavs.

32. We now propose to turn to a centre of the
institution—to the countries of the Southern Slavs,
where it is a living force admitted within the walls
of the sanctuary by the recognition of the Christian
Church. Here we sluiU meet with many forms, of

which some are familiar and some are novel ;
and

we sliall commence with an instance in which blood-

drinking plays a part. According to a Bosnian

authority quoted by F. S. Krauss [Hitte und Branch
d. Siidslaven, Vienna, 1885, p. 628), the priest oilers

up a prayer in which he dwells upon the reciprocal
duties of the ' brothers.' He makes them kiss one

another, and repeat after him the words of a solemn
oath. Then the younger brother scratches his arm
so as to draw a few drops of blood, which he mixes
with Avine. The brothers drink the Ii(iuid and the

compact is sealed. Krauss doubts the accuracy of

this account, but S. Ciszewski (Kiinstliche Vcr-

wandtschaft bei den Siidslaven, Leipzig, 1897, pp.
60-68) accepts it as reliable, and adduces corro-

borative evidence from many other quarters. (See

§ 40 below.)

33. We are told (M. Chopin et A. Ubicini, Pro-
vinces danubiennes et rouinaines, Paris, 1856, i.

197, cited by Ciszewski, op. cit. p. 32) of a
brotherhood '

per arma,' known to Montenegro
and Bulgaria. The two men who wish to enter
into the compact go to a church, accompanied by
several friends as witnesses. They lay their arms
crosswise on the floor, and, after swearing that now
they are united in life and death, take them up and

exchange them. If one dies, his weapons pass to

the survivor.

34. According to Medacovic (cited by Ciszewski,

op. cit. p. 33), the bond in Montenegro is one not of

friendship only but of relationship
—the parties to

it are looked upon as actual brothers. He dis-

tinguishes three grades, of which the first is called

the '

little brotherhood.' It is constituted by a kiss

thrice repeated. The ' brothers
'

exchange gifts ;

and he who lirst expressed the -sA-ish to perform the
rite entertains the other. ' Brothers

'

of this first

degree may determine to form a still more intimate

relation, and in such a case the ceremony is one of

greater solemnity. Tliey call a priest to say a

{)rayer

while they stand under the stola, and,

laving drunk ^^ine from the chalice to which they
set their lips at the same time, they eat a crumb
of the bread, receiving the Eucharist in both kinds
accordin'' to the observance of the Eastern Church.

Having Kissed the cross, the evangels, and the

holy pictures, they kiss one another thrice ; and
he who proposed the union entertains the other.

Presents are exchanged, and the men are brothers
until death. So, too, women, married as well as

single, enter into similar friendships by drinking
wine together, kissing one another, and exchanging
gifts. A. Fortis ( Viaggio in Dalmazia, Venice,
1774, i. 5811".) tells us that he was present in

the church of Perusic when a union between two
young Morlak girls was solenmized on the steps of
the altar. He observes that in his day friendships
of this sort between persons of different sexes were
less common than they had been in the past.
According to Krauss [op. cit. p. 641), the 'sisters'
are always together— in church, at work, and in

amusement. They wear similar clothes and orna-

ments, and address one another as '

little sister,'
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'my gold,' 'my little fawn.' No relationship
could be more intimate or more allectionate (see
§ 25 alx)ve, where parallel instances are noted).

35. In some parts of Croatia the bond seems to
be formed without wine-drinking or witnesses ;

while, in Northern Bulgaria, the rite exhibits the
characteristics of a family gathering, without the
intervention of the Church. In some districts the

ceremony resembles that of a marriage (Ciszewski,
oj). cit. pp. 35-36).

36. All the old ritual books prescribe the same,
or nearly the same, formalities. Tiie iiarties stand
before the altar, the elder on the right, the younger
on the left. The priest hands a candle to each.
Each lays his right hand on the Gospels, and holds
a cross in his left. According to another form,
they stand before the altar with crosses and candles
in tueir hands. The priest utters a prayer, in which
the importance of the act is emphasized, the reci-

procal duties of the brothers are laid down, and
God's blessing is invoked upon them. Then the

priest exchanges the crosses and candles wiiich the
brothers are holding in their hands, and reads to

them certain passages of Holy Writ ; and the
brothers kiss the Gospels and embrace each other.
It is only in Bulgaria that the exchange of candles
and crosses takes place (ib. p. 37).

37. It is customary in one of the districts of

Bulgaria for the priest to tie the men together
with a small cord which he uses in sajang Mass.
He then takes oil" his vestments, and lays tliem on
their heads ; and, after having .said a prayer
suitable to the occasion, he sprinkles them with

holy water, and, untying the cord, bids them kiss

hands, telling them that they are henceforth
brothers in spirit. This ceremony takes place at
the end of i)ivine service, when the church is

empty (ib. p. 38 ; see § 21 above, where parallel
instances are noted).

38. Among the Bulgarians of Prilep, after the

ceremony in church is over, one of the brothers
entertains his relatives, with the other brother and
his relatives, gifts being distributed among all who
are present. A few days afterwards a similar meal
is provided in the house of the other brother, and

gifts are again distributed. All those who have
received these gifts are henceforward regarded as

relatives, and may not intermarry ; and this kind
of union may be contracted by men with men, by
men with women, or by women with women {ib.

p. 39).

39. In Little Russia, brotherhoods and sister-

hoods are formed by swearing eternal friendship

upon a holy picture, by drinking wine, and by

exchanging gifts. In some parts of Russia a meal,
to which the whole company is invited, completes
the ceremony ; and the brothers make it the occa-

sion of an exchange of presents
—

very often of their

baptismal crosses. Their cliildren may not inter-

marrj^ {ib. pp. 54-59).

40. From Servia, Croatia, and Bulgaria we are

supplied with notices of ceremonies by which tem-

porary bonds of brotherhood and sisterhood are

constituted. These lx)nds continue from year to

year, and form an actual relationship and a bar to

mtermarriage (ib. pp. 41-47). Parallel instances

have been observed in Italy and among the Poles

and Czechs (ib. pp. 48-50). In Servia and Croatia

these unions are formed on St. John Baptist's day
by the exchange of willow crowns and gifts and
kisses. In Southern Bulgaria, on the same holy

day, the brothers exchange bunches of twigs, with

needles like the pine, in presence of their invited

guests, and, having pricked tlieniselves, suck each

other's blood in order to sliow the intimacy of their

union. Thenceforward they treat one another as

if they were blood-relations. After this exchange
of blood they approach the hearth and place their
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feet upon it, the guests at the same time beginning
the feast. Then the brothers embrace one another,
kiss hands, and, exchanging the bunches of twigs,
drink out of the same bowl. They give one another

presents, and visit their friends and relatives. Upon
the corresponding day of the next year the compact
is renewed—the elder brother, who on the previous
occasion was the younger brother's guest, being now
his host {ib. p. 44 f., and see § 32 above).

41. In Bulgaria, a bond of brotherhood subsists
between children Avho have been christened in the
same water. Brothers or sisters born in the corre-

sponding month in different
years, and also twin

cnildren, are regarded as so intimately connected
that the death of one involves that or the other.
A ceremony is therefore necessary to break this

connexion, and the person who performs it becomes,
in consequence of his act, the brother or sister of
the child saved from death. On similar grounds
there is said to be a like tie between the person
who rescues another from death by drowning, or on
the battlefield, and the person rescued ; between

pilgrims who exchange certain kindly offices ; be-

tween foster-brothers ; and between those who
attend upon a bride and bridegroom on the occa-
sion of their marriage (Olszewski, op. cit. pp. 4-22,
101 ff.).

42. Ciszewski {op. cit. p. 84 ff.
) supplies two in-

stances in which the relation was entered into in
obedience to a Divine command ; and Krauss (op.
cit. p. 633) states that, if a man dream that he has
made brotherhood with another, he will deem the
latter's refusal to form the union as the bitterest
of insults. In the ordinary case the dream becomes
a reality, and the parties shake hands, kiss one
another, and exchange gifts (see below, § 46).

43. Aiiother form of brotherhood mentioned by
Ciszewski {op. cit. p. 72 ff.) and Krauss (op. cit. p.

632) is that made between a man who is in extreme

danger and another to whom he appeals for help in

the name of God and St. John, at the same time

taking him solemnly for his brother. An interest-

ing example of this variety of the relation is given
by Krauss (op. cit. p. 638). A girl who has to go
over the mountains alone may invite the first man
she meets to be her brother. He is bound to guard
her as if she were his own sister ; and, were he to
illtreat her, he would be regarded as a criminal

against Heaven.
iv. The institution in Roman and Byzantine law

and in modern Greece.

44. It is interesting to notice the attitude which
the Roman lawgivers assumed towards this institu-
tion. A rescript of the emperors Diocletian and
Maximian (§ 7 c de Hered. Instit. 6. 24) is in the

folloAving terms :

' Nee apud peregrin08 fratrem sibi quisquam per adoptionem
facere poterat. Cum igitur quod patrem tuuin voluisse facere
dicis irritum sit, portionem hereditatis, quam is adversus quem
Bupplicas velut adoptatus frater heres institutus tenet, restitui
tibi curae habebit praeses provinciae.'

It seems clear that this rescript proceeds upon a
confusion of the institution of brotherhood with
that of adoption, and that the former, which was
completely foreign to Roman ideas, was treated as
if it were a monstrous form of the latter and de-
clared to be of no force. The same view received
effect in a collection of Syro-Roman laws (Syrisch-
rorhisches Rechtsbuch, revised and edited by K.
G. Bruns and E. Sachau, Leipzig, 1880), which
belongs to the 5th cent, of our era. One of its

provisions declares that, if a man wishes to write a
compact of brotherhood with another so that they
shall hold in common all that they possess or shall

acquire, the law forbids it, and annuls the written

compact. For their wives are not common, and
thoir children cannot be common. So, too, the
Byzantine la\vyers of the 11th cent, refused to

recognize d5eX(/>o7rorfa, or iSf\<poiroi7)cn^, or ASeXcpo-

iroiriala as binding. It was forbidden by the

Church, especially to her monks
;
and the argu-

ment against it which found most favour was that
of an archbishop of Bulgaria in the 13th century :

i] Biats fiifxei ttjv (piai-v, i] (pijcris 5i vibv iwiyiyvwiTKei
dia yewqcreuis, ddeXrpoiroitai' di oiida/xws. Still, the

ceremony was practised frequently and in many
places ; and although the Church forbade it, it was
always celebrated with the Church's rites. Like

sponsorship, it constituted a irvevfiariKi] dd€\<p6Tr]s,

and created a marriage bar between the parties to

it, and, according to some authorities, between
their children (Bruns and Sachau, op. cit. pp. 255-
256 ; Tamassia, op. cit. p. 63 ff. ; Robertson Smith,
Kinship, p. 160). It played an important part in

the Greek war of independence, and is said even
now to survive in certain districts of Greece (J.

Kohler, 'Studien iiber die kiinstliche Verwandt-
schaft' in Zeits.f. vergl. Bechtsw. v. 438 ; Ciszewski,

op. cit. p. 69).

V, Where the compact is entered into with

women, dead persons, supernatural beings, or
animals.

45. We have seen that the compact is not con-
fined to males. Thus, among the Southern Slavs,
men enter into it with women (Krauss, op. cit. pp.
619, 624, 638, 640), and women with women (ib. p.

641) ; and female associations are like^vise found

among the Yahgans, the Oraons, in certain districts

of the Abruzzi, among the Papuans on the north
coast of New Guinea, the Ovaherero (see above,
§ 25), and the SwahUi (Niese, op. cit. p. 240). Nor
are these compacts always confined to mortals, if

we may rely on the evidence of Bulgarian folk-

tales and of the modes of address used by the
fishermen of Ragusa to those whom they regard as

witches (Ciszewski, op. cit. pp. 69-71 ; cf. Frazer,
Golden Bough?, London, 1900, iii. 380, note). In
some cases the bond seems to be formed with a
dead enemy. Thus, among the sea Dayaks, his

head is brought on shore with much ceremony.
For months after its arrival
'
it la treated with the greatest consideration, and all the
names and terms of endearment of which their language is

capable are abundantly lavished on it ; the most dainty morsels
are thrust into its mouth, and it is instructed to hate its former

friends, and that, having been adopted into the tribe of its

captors, its spirit must be always with them ; sirih leaves and
betelnuts are given to it,

—and, finally, a cigar is frequently
placed between its ghastly and pallid Ups. None of this dis-

gusting mockery is performed with the intention of ridicule,
but all to propitiate the spirit by kindness '

(H. Low, Sarawak,
London, 1848, p. 207).

46. This curious ceremony recalls to us the treat-

ment of the dead bear by some of the Canadian
Indians. According to Charlevoix (op. cit. v. 173),

as soon as he has killed a bear, the hunter puts
the mouthpiece of his lighted pipe between its

teeth, blows into the bowl, and, having filled the
animal's jaws with smoke, adjures its spirit not to

resent what has happened nor thwart him in his

hunting expeditions. With this account that of

the festival of the bear among the Ainus may be

compared (I. L. Bird, Unbeaten Tracks in Japan,
London, 1880, ii. 97-98), and also that of Macrae
('Account of the Kookies or Lunetas' in Asiatic

Researches, London, 1803, vii. 189) as to the re-

venge which the tribesmen take on the tiger, and
even on the tree by which a relative has met his

death (cf. E. B. Tylor, Primitive Culture*, London,
1903, i. 286). In a Malagasy folk-tale we read
of a bad man who was blood-brother of certain

beasts (FLJ, London, 1883, i. 309) ; and in Sarawak
a man sometimes dreams that he has become
blood-brother of a crocodile by going through the

regular ceremony and exchanging names. There-
after he is quite safe from crocodiles (C. Hose and
W. McDougall, op. cit. p. 190 f.; see above, § 42).

vi. What persons are bound by the compact.
47. In some cases the compact is obligatory only
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upon those who have personivlly become parties to

it. In Timor and Borneo, and among the Wachaga,
a chief may represent his tribe, but a simple
tribesman binds himself only (Forbes, op. cit. p.

452; Sclnvauer, o;>. cit. i. 214-215; Kohler, 'Das
Banturecht,' loc. cit. xv. 40). Nor does tlie bond
reach further in thefatidrd of Madagascar, in the
old Northern ceremony of 'going under the tnrf,'

in the companionshij)S in arms of the American
Indians, the Fijians and the Afghans, in the
brotherhoods of the Syrians of the Lebanon (see

above, §§ 13, 7, 26, 11) and of the Swahili (Niese,

op. cit. p. 240), in the friendships of the Polynesians,
Yahgans, Oraons, and the natives of the Abruzzi,
and the Celts (see §§ 52, 25, 2, 8).

48. In many instances the participants in the
rite bind not tliemselves only, but other persons on
behalf of whom they act. Thus, among the Karens
of Burma,

' the chief stands as the representative
of the tribe, if it be a tribal agreement ; or the
father as the representative of the family, if it be a
more limited covenant' (Luther, op. cit. p. 313) ;

and in Timor, the parties may be the representa-
tives of families or tribes or kingdoms (Forbes, op.
cit. p. 452). Chiefs bind their tribes amongst the
^vild peoples of the Naga hills

( Woodthorpe, op. cit.

p. 211), the natives of the Bismarck Archipelago
(E. Sorge,

' Nissan-Inseln in Bismarck-Arcnipel.'
in Steinmetz, op. cit. p. 405), in Borneo (Schwanex,
op. cit. i. 214), and among the ^Vachaga (Kohler
' Das Banturecht,' loc. cit. xv. 40). Sometimes the
chiefs take the principal parts in the ceremony,
while their followers join only in its later stages ;

as, for example, by drinking what remains of

the diluted blood, by participating
in a common

feast, or by receiving gifts from the ' brothers
'

; so

with the Scythians (Herodotus, iv. 70), Balonda

(Livingstone, Missionary Travels and Researches,

6488
f.), Ceramese(Riedel, op. cit. pp. 128-129), and

ulgarians (see above, § 38). In other cases the

tribe is represented by a certain number of tribes-

men (Garos and Kanowit Dayaks [see above, § 9],

Bali of N. Cameroon [Hutter, loc. cit. p. 1]). A
very curious instance of the representation of a
tribe by a single tribesman is given by Bancroft

{op. cit. i. 636-637). He says of certain Mexican
tribes, that if one of them wished to make ' a close

connexion, friendship, alliance, family or blood

relationship
' with another, its members seized a

man of the latter tribe, and, having made him

intoxicated, pierced his ears with awls and smeared
themselves with his blood.

It is, of course, sufficiently obvious that the blood-

brother of a chief may, in the general case, at all

events, rely upon the good offices of the subjects of

his protector, e.g. among the Kimbunda (Magyar,
op. cit. I. 445). Among the Arabs, 'the compact is

primarily between two individuals, but the obliga-
tion contracted by the single clansman is binding
on all his "friends," i.e. on the other members of

the kin '

(Rel. Sevi.- p. 315 ; see Herod, iii. 8, quoted
above, § 16). By the Southern Slavs each jjartici-

pant is recognized as a near relative by the kins-

men of his ciiosen brother, the brotherhood l)eing

regarded as a true relationship (Krauss, op. rit. p.

624; Ciszewski, op. cit. pp. 99-101); and, among
the Somali and Orom(S, a stranger admitted to

friendship becomes entitled to all the rights of a

tribesman (ranlitschke, op. cit. y. 24()).

vii. What purposes are served by the compact.
49. It is clear from wiiat has already been said

that the rights and duties which spring from tliLs

relation are not the same in all cases. In some
the bond amounts to little more than a formal de-

claration of mutual good^vill. Thus the friend-

ships between girls among the Oraons and in certain

districts of the Abruzzi are strong and intimate,
but they create no new tie (see above, § 25).

The nuigus ceremony is conlincd to relatives; it

strengthens the natural bond, but does not form
a fresli one (see above, § 18) ; while, among the
Swahili, the sole cllect of tlie relation is to establish
an obligation between tiie members to help one
another in time of danger (Niese, &7>. cit. p. 240).
In other cases the brotlierhood seems to etl'ect a
complete identification of interests, as, for instance,
in the case of tiie Polynesian taio (see below, tj 52).
It may, however, be aflirmed that it is of the
essence of the obligation imposed upon the parties
to act towards one another faitlifully and helpfully
as true friends and loyal brothers. Thus we lincT,

among some of the Australian tribes, that
'the drawing and also the drinkinff of blood on certain special
occasions is associated with the idea that those who take part
in the ceremony are thereby bound together in friendship and
obliged to assist one another. At the same time it renders

treachery impossible
'

(see above, } 2).

The same authorities add that the men taking
part in the atninga avenging expedition of the
Arunta tribe

'assembled together, and, after each one had been touched
with the girdle made from the hair of the man whose death
they were going out to avenge, they drew blood from their
urethras and sprinkled it over one another '(Spencer and QUlen,
The Northern Tribes, p. 598, cf. p. 550 ff.). 'Sometimes, for

the same purpose, blood is drawn from the arm and drunk, and
on rare occasions a man, declining thus to pledge himself, will

have his mouth forced open and the blood poured into it' (it>.

p. 598).

Among the Hungarians of the 9th cent, the chief

men, in taking the oath of fealty to the cliief,

signified, by shedding their blood into a single bowl,
that the blood of the oath-breaker should be shed
as theirs had been (J. G. Schwandtner, Scriptores
rerum Hungaricarum, Vienna, 1746, i. 6). Again,
it is said of the Karens that, when individuals,

villages, or clans unite in confederacies,
' the contracting parties bind themselves by drinking spirita
in which the blood of both has been mixed, and in which a
number of weapons have been dipped. The blood of each is

supposed to live as an agent or ambassador in the blood of the

other, and thus to prevent treachery. The weapons are likewise
invoked to prevent treachery

'

(Snieaton, op. cit. pp. 168-169).

The same notion underlies the brotlierhood be-

tween the king of Unyoro and liis servants, especi-

ally his cooks (Emin Pasha in Central Africa, ed.

G. Schweinfurth, Eng. tr., London, 1888, p. 78), the
oaths of those making a league or conspiracy, and
the ngia-ngiampe relation of South Australia (see

above, §§ 2, 8, 23). So, too, among the Melang-
kaps, the object of making brothers by exchange of

gifts was to ensure that the Europeans should not
cease to be

friendly
and injure the natives when at

a distance from tnem (J. Whitehead, Explor. of
M. Kina Bahu, N. Borneo, London, 1893, p. 123).

50. The members of the companion.ships of the
old Norsemen were bound to avenge one another
as if they were truly brotiiers (see above, § 7), and
a like obligation is imposed on tliose wlio have
entered into brotherhood in Herzegovina, Monte-

negro, and Bosnia (Ciszewski, op. cit. p. 89). Among
the Wyandot, the youthful tiraves

'

agree to be

Cerpctual
friends to each other, or more than

rothers. Each reveals to the other the secrets of

his life, and counsels witli him on matters of im-

portance, and defends him from wrong ami violence,
and at his death is chief mourner' (/ IIBEW, p.
68 ; see § 26 above, where references to similar state-

ments regarding other tribes will be found). So, too,
the Afghan tribesmen who join in 'goondees' for

mutual defence and support are regarded as more
than natural brothers (see above, S 26); and the

Fijian brotherhood in arms wears the appearance
of a marriage contract {ib.)

—a characteristic which

may be compared with that of the Ixmd of the
'

nazil,' which can be dissolved only by the formula
of triple divorce (R. F. Burton, i'irst Footsteps in

East Africa, London, 1856, p. 124). The parties to

the blood-rite among the Balonda l>ecome 'perpetual
friends and relations' (Livingstone, Missionary
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Travels and Researches, p. 488) ; and it has been
obsen'ed (Wilson and Felkin, op. cit. ii. 41

;
cf.

Grant, op. cit. p. 271 ; F. L. James, The Wild Tribes

of the Soudan^, p. 91) that, if an African be your
blood- brother, you may really trust him. ' This

contract is never broken.' Among the Somali and

Orom6, the saliva ceremony secures to the stranger
a tribesman's rights (Paulitschke, op. cit. p. 246),

while, among the Karens, the blood-covenant
'
is of the utmost force. It covers not merely an agreement of

peace or truce, but also a promise of mutual assistance in peace
and war. It also conveys to the covenanting parties mutual
tribal rights. If they are chiefs, the covenant embraces the
entire tribes. If one is a private individual, the immediate
family and direct descendants are included in the agreement.
I never heard of the blood-covenant being broken. The blood-
covenant gives even a foreigner every right which he would
have if born a member of the tribe

'

(Luther, op. cit. p. 314).

viii. What legal consequences flow from the

compact.
51. In certain cases the relation of brotherhood

operates as a bar to marriage. Thus it is said of

the Cherokees (see above, § 26) that they
' reckon a

friend in the same rank Avith a brother, both with

regard to marriage and any other atiair of social life."

So, too, Lery (' Historia navigationis in Bresiliam,'

cap. 16, in De Bry, Americae tertiaj7a7's, Frankfort,
1592) says tliat among certain Brazilian tribes
' nemo eorum matrem, sororem, vel fUiam in uxorem ducit ;

reliquorum ratio nulla habetur
; patruus neptem ducit ; atque

ita deinceps. Tamen . . . nemo filiam aut sororem sui Atou-
rassap matrimonio sibi jungere potest. Is autem Atourassap
dicitur cujus tanta est cum quodam necessitudo ut bona inter

utnimque sint communia."

In some of the islands of Torres Straits a man
may not marry the sister either of his particular
friend or of his comrade in the ceremony of initiation

(Haddon, JAI xix. 411-412, 315, 356); nor may
those intermarry who take part in the pela cere-

mony of Ceram, or in the friendly associations of

individuals or villages at Wetar (Riedel, op. cit.

pp. 128-129, 446-447 ; see above, § 14). Among the
Murmi a similar bar subsists between the brothers

(see above, § 18) ; it is said of the Kanakas of

the Bismarck Archipelago, that if two chiefs enter
into an artihcial relationship, their peoples are

precluded by the closeness of the connexion from

intermarriage (Joachim Graf Pfeil, Stuclien u.

Beobachtungen aus der Siidsee, Brunswick, 1899,

p. 26) ; and a like prohibition affects those who
are ngia-ngiampe to one another, and the brothers
and even the serfs of a Circassian fraternity (see

above, §§ 23, 27). Olszewski, to whose work refer-

ence must be made for details, observes that, amonc'
the Southern Slavs, the institution of brotherhood
is giving way to the influence of modern ideas ; and
that, if we were to gather from the difi'erent districts

the various notions held regarding its legal and
social consequences, we should be able to construct
a complete scheme of the stages through which it

has passed. Thus, in some cases, the relationship
does not constitute a bar to marriage ; in some, it

makes a marriage impossible not only between the

parties to the rite, but between their children ;

while, in Prilep, it precludes marriage not only
between the parties and between their children,
but between those of their relatives who participated
in the distribution of gifts at the time 01 the

ceremony (Ciszewski, op.
cit. pp. 86, 94, 99-100 ; see

above, § 38). We have in the last case, as Ciszewski
observes, an interesting example of a collective
brotherhood. The rite is performed by the repre-
sentatives of the two kindreds ; but that the rela-

tives are also included in the association V)yaccepting
presents from the principals is shown by the fact

that they may not intermarry.
52. Accordmg to Forbes, if one of the members

of a Timorese brotherhood comes to the other
brother's house, he '

is in every respect regarded as

free, and as much at home as its owner. Nothing
is withheld from him

; even his friend's wife is not

denied him, and a child born of such a union would
be regarded by the husband as his' [op. cit. p. 452).

By the terms of the compact of the fatiard the
brothers enjoyed community of wives and property ;

although, in later times, and in the case of Euro-

peans, those obligations may not have been treated
as literally binding (Ellis, History of Madagascar,
i. 190). So, too, the members of the omapanga of

the Ovaherero, and, according to A. von Chamisso,
' brothers

'

in the Marshall Islands have their wives
in common (see above, §§ 25, 24) ; and in the countries
of the Kimbunda, and among the Wakamba, the
brothers exercised mutual privileges over wives and

property (Magyar, op. cit. i. 201-202; Hildebrandt,
op. cit. p. 387). Ellis (Polynesian Researches, Lon-

don, 1831, iii. 124) observes that the wife of every
individual is the wife also of his taio, or friend ;

and an earlier authority (W. Wilson, A Missionary
Voyage to the S. Pacific Ocean in 1796-1798, in
the ship

'

Diiff,' commanded by Capt. James Wilson,
London, 1799, p. 359), in making a similar state-

ment, adds that a taio ' must indulge in no liberties

with the sisters or the daughters, because they are

considered as his OAvn sisters, and incest is held in

abhorrence by them ; nor will any temptation en-

gage them to violate this bond of purity.' Further,
it is said, on the testimony of Lieut. Corner, a

previous observer, that the relation of taio formed
between persons of ditlerent sexes operated as an
absolute bar to all personal liberties. The later

missionaries, however, doubted the accuracy of

Corner's evidence, at all events in regard to the
Tahitians of their time (ib. cf. § 43 above). Lastly,
the provisions of the Syro-Roman law (see above,
§ 44) point to a compact, the parties to which held
their wives and children in common.

ix. General observations on the nature and
history of the institution.

53. We have seen in the preceding pages that
the form of the rite by which the bond is consti-

tuted is not always one and the same. In some
cases the use of blood is the only requisite ;

in

some it is an essential element ; in some it is a
mere accessory ; and in some it does not enter into

the ceremony. And the question presents itself—
Is the blood-rite the original type of which other
forms are variations, or is it itself but one of the
forms in which the need of man for imion with,
and security against, his fellow found expression ?

It is, no doubt, true that, in many instances, the
use of the blood, while it is of the essence of the

solemnity, is accompanied or followed by some
other ritual act or acts, such as an exchange of

food or weapons or garments or other gifts ; and it

has been argued that a form in which the perform-
ance of such act or acts is sufficient without the
use of blood for the completion of the rite is a
maimed form, which has lost what was originally
essential and retained only what was originally of

secondary importance. Such an explanation, how-

ever, hardly meett, the case : for it does not account
for those modes of entering into the compact -with

which the blood-rite is never found in connexion.

It suggests, of course, that even in those cases the

use of blood at one time formed part of the cere-

mony ;
but there is no evidence to that eflect.

Now, in the instances which we have adduced, we
have found that the parties to the compact are

brought together in a great number of ditlerent

ways. They exchange blood or wine or food or
names or garments or weapons or rings of the skins
of sacrificial victims or gifts of some sort or kind.
Or they dip their hands or their weapons in one
another's blood or in the blood of the sacrifice, or

shake hands smeared with blood, or let the blood

mingle as it falls to the ground. Or they join in hold-

ing the victim during the sacrifice, or hold branches
Avhile an imprecation is being pronounced or blood
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is being let. Or one of them rubs the other w ith

his saliva ; or a father makes his child ngia-rtgianipc
to another's child. Or, lastly, the union may be

due to community of aim and interest, as in the

case of companions in arms ; or to circumstances

beyond the control of the parties, as in the case of

those who are initiated together, or associated as

operator and patient in the performance of the

initiatory rite ; or to the pressure of an overwhelm-

ing necessity, as in the case of the fugitive and his

protector. It is to be observed that it is quite in

accordance with primitive ideas to regard
' the

nature of anything as inhering in all its parts'
(H. Spencer, Principles of Sociology, London, 1879,
11. § 346), even when the parts are separated from it

(cf. E. Durkheim,
' La Prohibition de rinceste et ses

origines,' L'ann^e sociologiquc, i. 51); and to treat

as parts of a man's substance not only his blood,

saliva, umbilical cord, sweat, and other excreta,

hair, nail parings, and the like, but also his gar-
ments, weapons, and name. To our thinking,
blood is, Aveapons are not, vitally connected with
the man himself ; but, to the mind of the savage,
the connexion is of the same quality in cither ca.se.

As an illustration of tliis mode of thou'dit, it

may not be out of place to indicate here a feature

of primitive
'

giA^ng
' which sharply distinguishes

it from its modern counterpart. It is liardlj'' an

exaggeration to say generally of rmcivilized man
what has been said of tlie \\ estern Eskimo—that
'a free and disinterested gift is wholly unknown to

him.' The gift is regarded as an investment, and a
return is expected (see P. J. H. Grierson, TJie Silent

Trade, Edin., 1903, p. 18). But it seems probable
that this conception has its origin elsewhere tlian

in the desire to lose nothing by the transaction. It

is rooted rather in tlie notion that, unless a return
be made, the recipient obtains a power over the

donor which he may use to the latter's injury.
'

Payment,' says Hartland (op. cit. 11. 75 ; cf.

Crawley, op. cit. pp. 236-245, 256-257), 'is always
held to neutralise a witch's power over a person
through something received from him '

; and in-

stances are not wanting In which savages have
refused to touch the articles set out by traders for

their acceptance, until the latter have taken what
was ofliered to them (see Gifts). Accordino;ly, an

exchange of weapons no less than of blood is

regarded as an exchange of very substance, and
as establishing between the parties

' an actual

community of nature' (H. Sixjncer, loc. cit.; see

Hartland, op. cit. ii. 55-116, 442 and passiiri).

This community is brought about not only by an

interchange of externals, but by the devotion of

the parties to a course of conduct which demands
an absolute identity of aims and interests, or by
outward circumstances which force them Into an
intimate contact. In other words, they enter

voluntarily or involuntarily into a relation In

which each is regarded not by way of metaphor
or fiction, but in very truth, as the alter ego of the

other. Now, it has been said that, according to

primitive notions, blood - brotherhood '
is not a

relationship personal to the two parties alone, but

extends to the whole of each clan : my brother is,

or becomes, the brother of all my brethren ; the

blood which Hows in the veins of either party to

the blood-covenant Hows in the veins of all his Kin
'

(F. B. Jevons, Introduction to the Histonj of Re-

ligion'^, London, 1902, p. 99; cf. W. R. Smith,

p. 315).
We seem, at first sight, at all events, to be In

the presence of two conflicting theories. First

of all, we have what we maj- call the '

identity-

theory,' which regards the bond as personal to

the parties to it, and exjdalns the blood-rite

not as the typical form, but a.s one of many
forms ; and, secondly, we have what we may call

tlie
'

kinshii)-theory,' which regards the bond <is a
union of kins, and explains all forms, otiier than
that of the blood-rite, as variations, or modifica-

tions, or deteriorations of it (see Hartland, op. cit.

11. p. 248 ff. ; esp. p. 257). It must be admitted
that the evidence which bears upon the claims of
those rival views Is, In some res])ects, very im-

perfect. Not infrequently we are supplied with
full details of tlie ceremonies performed, while we
are left wiiollyin the dark Jis to the legal incidents
of the bond. In other cases, we are told what is

its ojieration, but not a word is said as to the ritual

accompanying Its formation. For example, we
have no facts before us to show how the compact
was constituted in the case of the Brazilian

Atonrassap, or in tiiat of the Ovaherero oinnpanga
(see above, §§ 51, 25). At the same time, facts are

reported which seem to be hardly reconcilable with
the '

kinship-theory
'

as stated. It is, for Instance,
clear that in many cases the obligations undertaken
bind only those persons who are parties to the com-
pact. Ihus, the Yahgans of Cape Horn enter into
formal friendships by exchanging gifts, by paint-
ing themselves in a distinctive fashion, and by
assuming one or other of the titles of bloou-

relationsiiip (see above, § 25). There Is no evi-

dence to show that the reciprocal rights and duties
of the friends extend to persons other than them-
selves, or that, by assuming such titles, they mean
to do more than empha.slze the intimacy of the
relation between them. And that this is their

meaning is made the more probable by a somewhat
analogous instance from Fiji, where comrades in

war ' are spoken of as man and wife, to indicate
the closeness of their military union.' So, too,
the compact which subsists between those who are

companions in arms, or who have exchanged names,
or who are ngia-nginmpe to each otiier, seems to
be strictly personal, even where they are regarded
as subject to certain marriage prohibitions, as

among the Cherokees, some of tne islanders of

Torres Straits, the natives of Tahiti, and the

Narrinyeri (.see §§ 26, 24, 51, 23). The eflect of

the /«CM-relationship will be noted below.
In the cases already mentioned, blood is not used

in the ceremony ; but there are ca^es in which it

is used, and in which only the parties to the bond
are affected. We have, for example, the temporary
blood-bond, such as that which unites the momliers
of a league, or of an Arunta punitive exjiedition

(see above, § 2). In either instance, its jmrpose
is to prevent treachery ; in neitlier is it pro-
ductive of a union of kins ; and the same oaier-

vatlons apply to those who join in
'

goin^ under
the turf (see above, § 7). In Timor and Borneo,
and among the Wachaga, while a chief may repre-
.sent his tribe, a simple trilje-sman binds himself

only ; and other examples of a like limitation have

already l>een given (see alxjvc, § 47). In some of

these cases the parties are entitled to share in one
another's most sacred rights (see above, § 52) ; and
that these privileges are not neces.«arily connected
with the u.se of blood in the constitution of the

bond, appears from the instance of the Polj'nesian
taio ana that of the Wakamba fugitive (see above,

§§ 52, 31). At the same time it is quite true that
sometimes they are found as consequents of a

paction solemnized with blood, as In the cases of

the Kimbunda and of the natives of Timor and

Madagascar (see alwve, §§ 3, 13, 52). Thus friend

is identified with friend ; each is entitled to share

the other's wife and property ; each mu.st regard
and treat the other's sisters and daughters as if

they were his own. At the same time, the relation

is, in its Inception at all events, a union of indi-

viduals and not a union of kins. The case of the

Wakamba is peculiar. The fugitive, by a solemn

act, acquires a right of participation in his pro-
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tector's wife and house, and a claim on the support
and assistance of his protector's tribe (see above,

§ 31). Here the relation extends beyond the parties
to it, and is at the same time accompanied by privi-

leges which are strictly personal to tliem. It may
be thought that this instance presents to us the
two tlieories in combination—the theory that the

parties are made one, with the result that they,
and they alone, enjoy certain intimate riglits ; and
the theory that they are made kinsmen, with the
result that the fugitive can rely upon the assist-

ance of the tribe to which his protector belongs.
This view receives some confirmation from a curious

mode of peace-making practised by the Masai.
One of their women proceeds mth her infant to

the border of the tribe witli whom peace is to be
concluded— the Kahe, for example—and meets
there a Kahe woman with her infant. The women
exchange their children in the presence of witnesses,
and each puts the stranger child for a moment to

her breast. Then each takes back her child, and
each, having been cut by one of the witnesses,
smears the blood from her wound on a piece of a
bullock's heart and thrusts it into the other's

mouth. During these proceedings the Masai repre-
sentative and the Kahe headman make protesta-
tions of mutual goodwill, and imprecate evil upon
the breaker of the compact (Merker, op. cit. p. 101).

Here we have a rite compounded of an adoption
ceremony and a brotherhood ceremony; and this

instance suggests an explanation of the fact that

among the Mapuches, a father, by making a

stranger his son's lacu, or namesake, adopts him
into his family (E. R. Smith, op. cit. pp. 260-262 ;

see above, § 24). The parties become relatives by
virtue of an exchange of names, and of giving food
and eating what is given ; and it may be that,
in this case, the first of the theories above men-
tioned has yielded to the second—that the ' kin-

ship-theory
' has displaced the '

identity - theory.
'

Further, it is not Avithout significance that, so far

as we know, the blood -
rite, as productive of a

relationship which extends to the whole clan, is

not to be found among the rudest peoples, such
as the Yahgans of Cape Horn, the Botocudos,
the Andaman Islanders, the Semangs, and Aetas,
the Kubus of Sumatra, the Veddas of Ceylon, the
dwarf races of Central and Western Africa, the
Hottentots and Bushmen, and the natives of

Australia, whUe the use of blood and other media
is found among some of them in the formation of

compacts creative of rights and duties which affect

only the persons immediately concerned.

54. Plainly it is matter of no small difficulty
to determine what is the relation of these two
theories to one another ; and, accordingly, we shall

content ourselves with an attempt to mdicate the
direction in which the evidence points. Now, it

seems to show tliat the relation with which we are

dealing was not primarily and essentially a rela-

tion of kins. We are not concerned to affirm or

deny that the tie which held men together in the
earliest times knoA\ni to us was the tie of blood.
What we do assert is that primarily and essentially
this relation was strictly personal to the parties to
it. They might be forced into it by the pressure
of external circumstances, or they might enter
into it of their own free will. They might be
kinsmen, as we count kinship, or they might be

strangers in blood. But, whetlier akin or not,

they were somehow brought into a contact so

intimate that they became, in the eyes of tlieir

fellows, possessed of a common nature. The
logical result of this community was that each of

the parties became entitled to the rights and
subject to the disabilities of the other. Each had
a right to share the other's wife and property ;

each was precluded, wherever marriage of a sister

by a brother or of a daughter by a father was pro-
hibited, from marrying the other's sisters or

daughters. These marriage bars, even if they did
not owe their ori^n to a recognition of the prin-

ciple of blood-relationship, were plainly suscep-
tible of being referred to it, and accounted for by
it, when it came to be recognized ; and this ex-

planation would appear most natural when the
use of blood entered into the formation of the
bond. Accordingly it would hardly be matter of

surprise that, where circumstances favoured the

change, the '

kinship-theory
'

gradually encroached

upon the '

identity-theory
' and finally usurped its

place.

55. What, it may be asked, is the nature of the
sanction which supports the compact ? It cannot
have escaped observation that, in many instances
at all events, the institution with which we are

dealing closely resembles an oath or an ordeal (see

above, § 7). An oath consists in general of two
parts

—of an asseveration that what is said is true,
or that what is undei'taken will be performed, and
an imprecation of evil by the person taking the
oath upon himself, if he prove forsworn. Some-
times a divinity is invoked not merely to bear
\\dtness to the oath, but to punish the oath-
breaker. Sometimes mere things, such as weapons,
are introduced into the ceremony to symbolize the
evil which will fall upon the perjured person—he
M-ill be cut down with a sword, or pierced with an
arrow, or run through with a spear. What Poly-
bius (iii. 25) says of the oath -with which the
treaties between Rome"and Carthage were solemn-
ized is very instructive. The Carthaginians swore

by the gods of their country. The Romans swore
' in accordance with ancient custom ' and in

addition by Mars and Quirinus. He who made
oath '

according to ancient custom ' took a stone in

his hand and said— ' If I keep faith, may I fare
well ; but if I knowingly deceive, then may I,

while all other men are assured of their right to
their country, their laws, their gods, and their

sepulchres, be alone cast out as I now cast out this

stone
'

; and, with these words, he cast the stone

away. It seems plain that we have here an
account of two forms. In the later form the gods
are invoked to be mtnesses to the oath, and to

punish the oath-breaker. In the earlier form the

gods are not invoked, and the stone is throAVTi

away to signify the fate of the false swearer (see
H. A. A. Danz, Der sacrale Schutz, Jena, 1857,

p. 13ff. ; O. Schrader, Reallexikon d. indogcrm.
Alterthumskunde, Strassburg, 1901, p. 168 ; cf.

Grimm, op. cit. p. 897; B. W. Leist, Grceco-itnlische

Rechtsgeschichte, Jena, 1884, pp. 226 f., 703 f.). In

many instances an act of touching is an essen-
tial part of the ceremony. Thus, in the Indian

form, the man who took the oath by touching him-
self drew doAvn the powers of evil upon his head
(Schrader, op. cit. p. 167) ; and, in old Germany,
he must touch some object which brought him into

relation either with the gods whom he invoked, or

with the punishment which followed upon perjury.
In Scandinavia the oath-breaker touched a ring
smeared with blood and consecrated to a divinity ;

and it was in accordance with a very ancient
German practice that a man swore by his sword ;

whUe Christians swore by the cross, by relics, and
by book and bell (Grimm, op. cit. p. 895 f., where
many other forms will be found). Sometimes an
animal was slauglitered to show how the perjurer
would be dealt with— '

Juppiter populum Romanum
sic ferito, ut ego hunc porcum hie hodie feriam ;

tantoque magis ferito, quanto magis potes pollesque'
(Livy, i. 24. 8). See on oaths A. H. Post, Grundriss
d. ethnologi^chen Jiirisprudenz, Oldenburg and
Leipzig, 1895, ii. 478 6"., and art. Oaths.

50. When we turn to the bond of friendship, and
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examine the cases in Avhich blood is employed in
its constitution, we find varieties in form, remark-

ably similar to those which we have been discuss-

ing. Sometimes the gods are adjured to punish
those who break the compact (see above, §§ 10, 11),
or simply to be witnesses to it (see above, §§ 7, 13,

14, 16). Sometimes they are made parties to it

(see above, §§ 8, 16), or are invoked while an
animal is being slaughtered (see above, §§ 10, 17).
In other cases, the parties touch the blood (see

above, §§ 7, 8), or dip their weapons in it (see
above, §§ 9, 14), or touch or hold an animal
while one of them slays it (see above, §§ 10, 13).

Weapons or other .articles are often introduced
into the ceremony either as a ' witness

'

of the com-
pact (see above, § 13) or as a symbol of the punish-
ment which awaits the breaker of it (see above,
§ 14, and cf. § 33) ; and imprecations are frequently
pronounced without any direct appeal to a super-
natural power (see above, §§ 9, 10, 13, 14, 53). In
some cases, as among the Bali, the rite consists of

two parts,
—of a blood-rite etlecting the formation

of the bond, and of a blood-rite Avith the operation
of an oath,—while, in other cases, as among the
Bendowen Uusuns, the oath stands alone (see
above, § 13). There are instances, however, in
which the ceremony consists of drinking or sprink-
ling blood Avitiiout invocations or imprecations (see

above, §§ 2, 49). In this connexion. Junker's (op.
cit. p. 405 ; see above, § 5) account of the rite as

practised by certain tribes south of the Welle is

very instructive. The parties sit opposite to one
another. A scratch is made on the cliest of each,
and a drop of blood is squeezed out. Each wipes
the blood off" the otiier with a piece of sugar-cane,
which he chews, and the fibres of which he after-
wards blows over his wound. At the same time,
he repeats the points whicli have induced him to
enter into tlie compact, and which are to be kept
sacred ; and at the end of each clause he adds the
solemn words :

'

If thou dost not hold to this, may
my blood destroy thee

'

(cf. § 49). Here, then, we
have an instance of a relation in wliich blood is the
medium not only of formation, but of punishment
(see Westermarck, MI, London, 1908, ii. 206 ff.,

566 tt". ). We have, in other words, an example of the

operation of the principle which underlies the oath
and the ordeal. That the same principle operates
in cases in which the blood of tiie parties is not em-

ployed appears from such instances as that of the

Beni, where the parties make friendship by eating

portions of the same fruit or vegetable, and touch-

ing themselves ceremoniously with it before they
eat (see above, § 18) ; or as that of the natives of

Shira, where the ' brothers
' hold a goat while it is

being slaughtered, and tit rings of its skin upon one
another's lingers (see above, § 21). A further con-
firmation is furnished by the cases in which the
formation of the compact is due not to the volition

of the parties, but to the force of external circum-
stances. The bond between them is of so intimate
a character—the union between them is so com-

plete
—that its rupture cannot fail to be productive

of evil consequences to the man who breaks it ;

and thus the Kinction has its origin not in the
intention of the parties, but in the essential

character of the relation. It may well be that, in

many instances, the sole punishment which awaits
the false

' brother
'

is that whicii follows a breach
of tribal custom or an outrage on public opinion.
Still, it appears to be not improbable tiiat, even in

these instances, tribal custom and public opinion
owe their force to a sanction of the nature indi-

cated above.
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P. J. HAMILTON-GUIl£It.SON.

BROTHERHOODS.—Brotherhood, in its lit-

eral sense, is the condition in which a male person
is descended from the same father or mother as one
or more other persons ; full brotherhood, that in

which he is descended from tiie same father and tlie

same mother as one or more other persons. Thus
the sons of Jacob by his two wives and by their
two handmaids together address their unknown
brother Joseph :

'

Thy servants are twelve brethren,
the sons of one man in the land of Canaan '

(Gn
42'^). In theology, the term is

metaphorically
ai)plied in two senses : the general sense in whicn
ail men are brethren, sometimes limited to those
who are of tlie same faith, as when St. Peter says,
' Honour ail men ; love the brotherhood '(IP 2") ;

and tlie particular sense in which it signifies persons
living together in artificial communities as natural
brothers live together in families before they leave
the

family home to establisii families of their own.
The ideal of brotherhood is one of the closest of
all human relations—the only one that implies
equality

—there beingno difference between brothers
other than that arising from age.
The system of living in cloistral communities

with a religious object belongs to the Brahman
religion, and was adapted by 6akj-amuni to the
Buddhist religion, and has been largely imported
into Christianity. Under it, men have retired
from the world by hundreds and by thousands.
The grand Buddhist monastery of Nalanda, consist-

ing of six convents, had ten thousand monks. They
employed themselves chiefly in the study of the
books of their religion and of science, especially
medicine and arithmetic. In

Ceylon, the monks
take upon them vows not to kill, not to rob, to
observe celibacy, not to lie, not to drink strong
liquors, not to take food after noonday, not to
dance or sing or make music ; to use no perfumes,
unguents, or ornaments ; to have no luxurious bed
or chair, and never to posse.ss gold or silver. The
general idea involved in these communities or
iirotherhoods is that of a simple and studious

life, devoted mainly to the contemplationof religious
subjects, and existing in circumstances of self-denial
and asceticism—an ideal which has rarely been
maintained for long in its original vigour.
The Buddhist mona-stic system has been practised

from ancient times in Tibet. The mona-sterj' is

there termed gompn, or 'solitary place.' Lhasa,
the centre of religion in Tibet, was till recently
inaccessible to Europeans, although it had been
visited by Sarat Chandra Das and other Hindus.
One of the most ancient and famous of the
monasteries in the neigh lx)urhood is that of Samye,
vii<ited by Chandra Das in 1882. It contains a
chief temple, Wu-tse, four minor temples, and eight
lesser shrines, the dwellings of the monks being
in a two-storeyed building near the chief temple.
The grand monastery of 'Tashi-Lhumpo is another,
and a sketch of it has been published by the Royal
Geographical Society. Here the monks are sum-
moned by a trumpet to the great hall for prayers
at 3 a.m. At the lamasery of Yarlung Shetag
live 40 monks and as many nuns, whose children
are brought up to succeed them. This is allowed
because of the loneliness of the situation of the

lama.'^ery. In the gompas at Lhasa there are said

to be 15,000 lamas, and in the province of Amdo
nearly 30,000 in 24 lamaseries ; and it is estimated
that one-seventh of the entire population belong to

the priesthood. The lamasery of Kumbum has a
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temple covered in with tiles of gold, in com-

memoration of Tsongkapa, a Tibetan saint.

In the British provinces of Little Tibet, monas-
teries exist, which are thus described : The
monasteiy at Kee in Spiti has the appearance of a
hill-fort crowning an eminence. That at Kyelang
in Laliul stands on the projecting spur of a
mountain side, distant from all other habitations,
at an elevation of more than 12,000 feet above the
level of the sea, and is approached by a steep and
difficult path, which at some seasons is dangerous.
In the spring of 1874 a monk and a nun were buried
in an avalanche while walking up this path. In
the richer monasteries in Tibet proper are extensive
wardrobes of great value. Along the walls of the

galleries are arranged numerous praying wheels.
On one side of the hall is a wheel 5 feet in diameter,
on each revolution of which a bell is struck. Out-
side the main building are the cells of the brethren.
Col. Paske witnessed the performance by the monks
of Kyelang of what is termed by him a spirit
dance. The abbot took his position, attended by
a band of musicians, who played loudly, when
a party of 30 or 40 monks entered attired in

grotesque costumes and wearing masks ; after an
excited and noisy dance, they retired to change
these costumes.
The Tibetans take off their hats when they pass

a monastery and shuffle past it on their knees.
In these circumstances, it is easy to understand
that the monks have acquired great political

power.
In Siam, the monasteries are recruited from

every class of society, especially the higher classes,
and every son of a respectable family spends a

year in one of them—a system which reminds one
of that of the lay brethren in several English
orders.

The account given by Herodotus (ii. 37) of the

Egyptian priests implies that they lived in com-
munities. He says :

'

They are of all men the
most excessively attentive to the Avorship of the

gods, and observe the following ceremonies. They
drinic from cups of brass, which they scour every
day ; nor is this custom practised by some and

neglected by others, but all do it. They wear
linen garments, constantly fresh washed, and they
pay particular attention to this. They are
circumcised for the sake of cleanliness, thinking it

better to be clean than handsome. The priests
shave their whole body every third day, that
neither lice nor any other impurity may be found

upon them when engaged in the service of the

gods. The priests wear linen only, and shoes of

byhlus, and are not permitted to wear any other

garments or other shoes. They wash themselves
in cold water twice every day and twice every
night ; and, in a word, they use a number of

ceremonies. On the other hand, they enjoy no

slight advantages, for they do not consume or

expend any of their private property ; but sacred
food is cooked for them, and a great quantity of
beef and geese is allowed each of thom every day,
and wine from the grape is given them ; but they
may not taste of fish. . . . The service of each god
is performed, not by one, but by many priests, of

whom one is chief priest ; and when any one of

them dies, his son is put in his place.'
It was in Egypt that the monastic movement

in Christianity commenced. It is alleged that
Frontonius established the first

' laura
'

in the year
151 at Nitria. In the earlj'^ part of the 4th
cent, the movement had taken root. It is said

that the sanctity of St. Anthony attracted so

many monks to his neighbourhood that he had to

iinderi.iike the direction of them. St. Pachomius
also, wlio died in 348, was head of a community ;

and that under Apollonius consisted of 500 indi-

viduals. The name Der el-Bahari signifies
' the

convent of the North."
From Egj'pt the practice speedily spread to

Rome and to Gaul ; and, when Augustine came to

England, he found Celtic monks established there.

Abbot Gasquet enumerates not fewer than 21

difi'erent orders.

They are distinguished into five classes as
follows:—(1) Four orders of monks: the Benedic-

tines, established at Monte Cassino early in the 6th
cent. A.D. ; the Cluniacs, dating from the 10th
cent. ; the Cistercians and the Carthusians, from
the 11th. (2) Three orders of Canons Regular:
the Augustinian, the Premonstratensian, and the
Gilbertine. [The last is the only order originating
in England, and was established in 1148.] (3) Two
military orders : those of the Knights of St. John and
the Knights Templar. (4) Four orders of Friars :

the Dominicans, or Black Friars ; the Franciscans,
or Grey Friars ; the Carmelites, or White Friars ;

and the Austin Friars. [These were all introduced
into England in the 13th cent., and are commemor-
ated in London by the names of places where their
houses formerly stood.] (5) Eight lesser orders
of Friars : the Brethren de Penitentia ; the Pied
Friars at Norwich

; the Brethren of St. Marj' de
Arens at Westminster ; the Brethren de Doraine ;

the Trinitarian Friars ; the Crutched Friars ; the
Bethlehemite Friars ; the Boni homines. [These
all date from the middle of the 13th century.]
The expression

' brotherhood ' was also anciently
applied to Gilds. The popular assemblies in the

Cinque Ports are styled Court of Brotherhood and

Guestling. Before the passing of the Judicature Act
in 1873, the judges and serjeants-at-law together
constituted the Society of Serjeants Inn, and the

Serjeants were always addressed by the judges in

court as 'brother.'

See Communistic Societies, Monasticism.
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E. W. Brabrook.
BROTHERLY LOVE (Buddhist).—See Love

(Buddhist).

BROTHERLY LOVE (Christian).—The prin-

ciple of brotherly love was not first enunciated by
Christianity. Exponents of earlier systems had

given it notable expression, both among Gentiles
and among Jews (see, e.g.. Ex 2.3"', Lv 19"*, Dt
221-4 241U-15, To 4, etc.; cf. art. 'Brotherly Love'
in JE). Even the 'Golden Rule' had been

anticipated, at least in a negative form (see Allen
on Mt 7^^), and the association of the Christian
with the Jewish doctrine is openly declared both

by our Lord (INIt 7^ 22-«') and by His Apostles (Ro
13*'^", Ja 2®). In the earlier dispensation, however,
the conception Avas narroAved by racial prejudice.
For the practical realization of Avhat Avas there

implicit Ave must turn at once to the words of

Jesus Himself.
I. The teaching of Jesus.

—
[a] The teaching of

Jesus not only inculcates the duty of brotherly
love (Mt 521-24.38-48 712^ Mk 10«, Lk lO^'etc), but

assigns to it the utmost emphasis. From His doc-
trine of the DiAnne Fatherhood He leads us to infer

the doctrine of human brotherhood (see the use of

d5eX<;6(5s in Mt 5-- ^s 7^ W^-^^ etc., and cf. 238).

The love of our neighbour is placed side by side

Avith our love of God as the supreme obligation
of religion (22*'""') ; and so inseparable are the

tAAO, that in Christ's portrayal the heaA-enly love
finds in the earthly love alike its truest expression
and its unerring criterion (2b*\ JNIk 9^- ^, Lk 6*"^- ;

cf. Jn 13^^ 15^"- ^*). No formal devotion gi'ants
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exemption from the claims of justice and mercy
(Mt 23-^ 15®). To be wrong in one's relations -with

a brotiier is no less tiian to be wrong in one's rela-

tions with God (5=3-
=»

25«).

(6) There is a noble universalism in the love thus

enjoined by our Lord. In His thought the term
'

neighbour
'

loses all such limitations as in the
earlier Jewish interpretation were imposed by
national or personal animosity. It embraces all

men (7^^) irrespective of race (Lk 10^''^), of social

status (14'-- ^^), of character (Mt 5^^'^), and even of

personal relationships (5'", Lk G^). While the
wider human brotiiorhood itself includes an inner
brotherhood of discipleship (Mk 3=**, Jn 13'*^ 15'-),

all children of the common Father have a place in

the one great fraternity of love.

2. The Apostolic writings.
—

(a) The prominence
assigned to brotherly love in our Lord's own teach-

ing is re-asserted in that of His Apostles. Frequent
exhortations are found in tiie Epistles reminding
the early Christians of the obligations it involves

(see, e.g., Ro 12'«, He 13>-^ 1 P l^^, l Jn S" 42').

So well known, indeed, are those obligations, that
in one place there is almost an apology for allusion

to them (1 Th 4^). Whether viewed from the

standpoint of worship (dpri(TKeia) or from that of

jjiety (eiVe/Seta), love is to be the inevitable out-
come of religion (see Ja 1^, 2 P V), and all that is

implicit in it St. Paul sets himself carefully to

expound (1 Co 13). Its practical influence in the
life of the Churcli is to be seen in its power to

place master and slave upon equal terms (Philem '*),

and in the adoption of ' brother
'

as an acknow-

ledged term both of address (see 1 Th 1* etc.) and
of reference (1 Co 8^^ Ja P, 1 Jn 2^). Even so

specific an expression as ' the brotherhood '

appears
to have been recognized before A.D. 64 to signify
the body of Christian believers (1 P 2" 5^).

(6) The brotherly love thus required or assumed
is regarded as essential to the Christian life. Its

obligation is
' the royal law '

(Ja 2*). Its absence
nullifies all other virtues (1 Co 13''^); its presence
implies fulfilment of all duty (Ro 138-'", ^al 5'^).

It is, in fact, the pledge of a live faith (Ja 2'-'-'*),

and the criterion of true sonship (1 Jn 2^"" S'"-
'•

4" 5'). In all this the servants' doctrine is as their

Lord's.

(c) It has been disputed, however, to what extent
the Apostles are also at one with Christ in their

conception of the scope within which this law of

love holds sway. In favour of a distinction be-

tween the two points of view, it may be argued :

(a) that the prevalent sense of d5eX(/)6s in the NT
is that of ' fellow-Christian

'—a restricted meaning
which is sometimes markedly imposed by the im-
mediate context (sea, e.g., 1 Co 5'^ 6®); (/3) that
the love required frequently refers to tlie brother-
hood of believers only (Ro 12'», 1 Th 4^, He 13',

1 P 122 217 38)
. and (7) that, even in the report of

our Lord's own teaching, the universalism of the

Sj-noptic Gospels has, in the Fourth Gospel, been

merged in the more limited conception (see Jn 13**,

15'2). On the other hand, it is quite clear, from
such injunctions as are found in Gal 6" and 1 Th 5",
that tiie Apostolic law of love towards men pos-
sessed an apj)lication as broad as humanity itself,
and the specific reference of Ro 12-'" shows that not
even enemies were excluded from its operation.
The teaching of Jesus, therefore, has not really
been limited by His followers. The utmost that can
be maintained is that the Apostles thouglit of two
separate circles of brotherhood—the inner circle,
which comprised their fellow-believers, and the
outer circle, in which all mankind were allowed a

place. They themselves specifically distinguish
these two degrees of fellowship (see Gal 6'", 2 P 1").

Yet, though there may be special stress upon the
more limited love, the ^"ider love is recognized as

its natural outgiowth and its perfect fulfilment

(see 2 P V).

3. The practice of the Early Church.—Certain
special forms, in which the brotlierly love of tiie

first Christians found expression, call for particular
mention at this point, (n) The Lovc-fca-it and the
Lord's Supper.—The early disciples used to share
in a common meal, which was intended not only as
a means of a.ssisting the poorer brethren, but also
as a manifestation of the Church's unity of spirit

(see Ac 2^-- •* 6^ 2(J', and Tertullian's famous pas.sage,

Apol. 39). At first these love-feasts were connected
with the Lord's Supper (see 1 Co ll^"'-, and Ign.
Smyr. 8 ; and cf. art. ACAPE). Uut it was not long
before the association of the two meals led to serious
abuse (1 Co W^^-, Jude'^, 2 P 2'=*)—a fact which,
along with the Roman government's suspicion of

all secret societies, led, in tiie 2nd cent., to tlieir

ultimate separation (see Pliny's Letter to Trajan,
96). Even after the separation, however, the
Lord's Supper, as well as the Agape, would con-
stitute an expression of the disciples' common
brotherhood (see 1 Co 10'^). In the 18th cent.

John Wesley made an interesting attempt to re-

vive the love-feast in his own societies, and in an
attenuated form it still survives among tliem.

(6) Hospitalitij.
—The circumstances of the age

in which Christianity had its birth rendered hosjd-

tality a practical necessity. It is not surprising,
therefore, that the early Christian literature lays
stress on this particular application of brotherly
love. The entertainment of strangers was tiie duty
not merely of tlie

'

Itisliop' (1 Ti 3'', Tit P), but al.so

of the ordinarj' disciple. In certain Scriptural

injunctions
its exercise is confined to the case of

fellow-Christians ( I P 4', 3 Jn *'*) ; but the absence
of restriction in other places shows that tlie broader

conception of the duty was also appreciated (Ro 12'"',

He 13'- 2, 1 Ti 5'»; Clem. Rom. 1). See HosriTALlTY.

(c) Charity.
—The practice of liberalitj' towards

the poor was another expression of the Cliurcli's

brotherhood. As was natural, this was directed

mainly to relieving tlie necessities of fellow-disciples

(Ro 12'3», He 6'», 1 Jn 3"- »», and probably Ac 9*),

although the limitation is not always named (see
He 13"*). A signal illustration of such charity is

found in St. Paul's collection for the saints at

Jerusalem (Ro 15^, 2 Co 8'-" etc.). See CHAniTY.

{d) The ^ conimunUm' of the Early Church.—It

was in connexion \vith such care for the poorer
brethren that an experiment was undertaken which
has sometimes been described as tlie

' cuinmunisni
'

of the Early Church. 'And all that believed were

together, and had all things common ; and they
sold their possessions and goods, and parted tiiem

to all, according as any man iiatl need
'

(Ac 2**'- ;

cf. also 4*2). We must be careful, however, not to

exaggerate the significance of this beautiful mani-

festation of brotlierly love.

'There is,' in the worda of Peabody {Jeriu Christ and the

Social Qtustion, p. 24),
' no evidence that what is rejiorted of

the httle company at Jerusalem became in any degree a jjeneral

practice, as though enjoined by the teaching of Jesus. No other

instance of communal ownership is cited in the ISook of Acta ;

but, on the other hand, the mother of Mark continues to own
her home in Jerusalem (Ac 12'-), ami voluntary relief is sent

from Antioch by "every m.in according to his ability" (11^
The Apostle Paul knows nothing of such communistic regula-

tions (2 Co 9'', 1 Co 162)l ... In short, the coraniunism of the

day of Pentecost, like the gift of tongues described in the same

chapter, was a spontaneous, unique, and unr'- --• ' ••^' '-sta-

tion of that elevation and unity of spirit 'i* the

little company in the first glow of their new f her,

this sharing of each other's possessions, which was thus for the

moment a sign of their perfect brotherhood, was even then no

formal or compulsory gystem.' (See Ac 5* ; cf., further, art.

CoMMCxmr of Goods.)
It is probable that the disappointment of the

hope of a speedy Parousia, tlie rapid growth of

tlie Cliunh, and the presence of unwortlij' members
in the Christian community, prevented the repeti-
tion or the expansion of this experiment (see J. H.
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]\Ioiilton's essay in The Social Teaching of the

Bible, pp. 214-216).

4. Later development. — The history of the
world's social progress, since the days of the

Apostles, has been largely that of the leavening
of human life with the principles of brotherly love
inherent in the Christian gospel. It is to its spirit
that we owe the abolition of slavery, the cleansing
of the prisons, the care of the sick poor, the sup-

f)ression

of infanticide, the exaltation of wonian-

lood, the improvement in conditions of labour,
and, in general, the birth of our modern concern
for the down-trodden masses dwelling in our great
cities. And, as men look forward to future pro-
gress, working towards a reformed society securely
based upon truth, justice, and mercy, it is in the

gospel of Christian brotherhood that the adequate
motive-poM'er is to be sought. Only when the
universal brotherhood of man is acknowledged as
an inevitable inference from the universal Father-
hood of God, only when the world's law of greed
and hate is vanquished by the Christian law of

service and love, will the principle of love have
received its perfect fulfilment, and the City of God
at length have been built upon earth.
Literature.—Harnack and Hermann, The Social Gospel

(1907) ; Peabody, Jems Christ and the Social Question (1901) ;

^A^estcott, Social Aspects of Christianity (1887) ; Findlay,
Fellowship in the Life Eternal (1909); Keeble (ed.), The Social

Teaching of the Bible (1909) ; artt.
'

Brotherly Love
' and ' Love '

m HDB, and ' Brotherhood ' and ' Love '
in DCG.

BROTHERS AND SISTERS.-^See Family.

BROTHERS OF THE COMMON LIFE,
etc.—See Brethren of the Common Life, etc.

BROWNING.—See Poetry (Christian).

BROWNISM.— I. Life of founder.—Brownism
derives its name from Robert Browne, third son
of Anthony Browne of Tolethorjie,* Rutlandshire.
Born about 1550, f of his earlier years nothing is

known, but he appears to have entered Corpus
Christi College, Cambridge, in 1570, and to have
graduated in 1572. J The college at that time
was noted rather for licence than for learning or

seriousness.! The university, however, as a whole
was a centre of Puritan influence ; and Browne,
yielding to this, became one of those ' known and
counted forward in religion.' ||

In other words,
he was concerned about * the woeful and lament-
able state of the Church,' and its need of a further
reformation. He 'debated' those things 'in him-
self and witli others,' and 'suffered some trouble
about them ' H from opponents. Then, at some
indefinite time after 1572, he taught 'schollers'
for the space of three j'ears

**—ha\dng a '

special
care to teach religion,' and keeping them ' in such
awe and good order as all the townsmen where
he taught gave him witness.' Moreover, he still
' bent himself to search and find out the matters
of the Church'; he 'laboured to put in practice all

he found, both in his school and the town'; tt in

consequence,
' he got himself much enmity of the

preacher,' and Avas '

presently discharged.' For a
time, however, he continued to teach ' with great
good will and favour of the townsmen t+ till

' an

* The family is described as 'ancient and worshipful.' For
full accounts of it, see Transactions of the Congregational
Historical Society, vol. ii. no. 3.

t An inference from the fact that he was over 80 at the time
of his death in 1633.

X Masters, History of Corpus Christi College, p. 9. Tliere is

some uncertainty, as two others of the same name entered—the one in 1557, the other in 1565.

§ See Strype's Parker, 1821, bk. iii. (sub. 1548).
II
See his own I'riie and Short. Declaration (unpaged). A copy

is in the Congregationalist for 1882
;

the original is in the
Lambf'th Library.
'Hlb-

. .

** lb. tt Perhaps Stamford.
U Tradition says Islington, but his residence there was sonic

outbreak of the plague occasioned his recall home
to Tolethorpe. Next, with his father's leave, he
returned to Cambridge, not for study so much as
with the hope of staying

' his care
' about the

absorbing Church question. To this end he re-

sorted to Mr. Richard Greenham, rector of Dry
Drayton, 'whom of all others he heard say was
most forward.'* Mr. Greenham allowed him—
' with others

'—to expound in his house ' that part
of Scripture which was used to be read after

meals '

; and, contrary to law, did not forbid him
to teach 'openly in the parish.' This led to his

being
' moved '

by 'certain in Cambridge,' 'and also

with consent of the Mayor and Vice-Chancellor,'
to his preaching in Cambridge. He was not un-

willing, but was checked by his objection to re-

ceiving the Bishop's
' license and authority.' He

could go so far as to be 'tried' (i.e. examined) by
the Bishops, and to ' suffer their power, though
unlaAvful, if in anything it did not hinder the

Truth.'! But he would not admit their right to

authorize or ordain him ; and when Archbishop
Grindall's ' seals were gotten him by his brother

'

J—apparently three times over—he lost the first,

burned the second, and, though he kept the third

by him,§ openly declared that they meant nothing
to him. He preached to his Cambridge congrega-
tion for ' about half a year,' but refused to take

charge of them, because ' he saw the parishioners
in such spiritual bondage that whosoever would
take charge of them must also come into that

bondage with them.' This confirmed him in the

principle which had gradually been growing clear

to his mind, that ' the Kingdom of God was not
to be begun by whole parishes, but rather of the
worthiest were they never so few '

; || and, failing
to convert the people to a like view, he ' sent back
the 'stipend' they had 'gathered' for him, 'and

gave warning of his departure.' IT His next sphere
was in Norfolk—where some very forward ** were
said to be. He lodged with Robert Harrison,tt
master of an hospital in Norwich ; but went out
from that city on preaching tours which roused
the whole neighbourhood, and soon embroiled him
with the Bishop,tt Another result, however, was
the gathering of a *

company
' who agreed to join

time after he 'conformed' in 1585. The statement (Strype's
Parker, bk. iv., sub. 1571) that he became chaplain to the
Duke of Norfolk before 1571 is due to the confounding of him
with another Robert Browne, the Duke's messenger, often

mentioned in the State Papers and Acts of Privy Council between
1571 and 1591. Nor is there any proof of his identity vrith the
Browne cited in connexion with ' Undertree's Plot' (ib. bk. iv.,

sub. 1574), nor yet with the Brown (of Trinity College) 'con-

vented ' before the Vice-Chancellor for Puritan leanings in 1572

(id. bk. iv.).
* Rev. Richard Greenham,

' a man renowned for his care,

pietie and paines ; and for his singular dexteritie in comforting
afflicted consciences

'

(see dedication of works to James I. [1612]).

f Trtie and Short Declaration.

t Most likely his eldest brother PhUip, made incumbent of

Little Casterton in 1591 (a family living), and deprived in 1604

for conformity. Two seals were issued—on 6th and 7th June
1579 respectively

—one a Dismissory Letter, and one a Licence to

preach (Burrage, The True Story of Robert Browne, 1906, p. 5).

§ Later he parted witli it (i.e. the Bishop's licence) to a Justice

of the Peace, who delivered it to the Bishop of Norwich. But
apparently he was not ordained.

II
Tru.e and Short Declaration. This shows that Browne did

not borrow his conception of a Church, but worked it out for

himself.

•J About the same time he '
fell sick,' and during his illness

was served by an '
officer named Bancroft '

(Richard, future

Archbishop) with the Bishop's letter forbidding him to preach.
**

Immigrants from the Low Countries were numerous in and
near Norwich—including some Anabaptists (Blomefield,A'^or/oZi*,

1805-10, vol. ii. pp. 282, 292-3). Lollard influence was also

strong (see, e.g., map in Trevelj'an's England in the Age of
Wyclif, 1899, p. 352).

tt A Caml)ridge associate whom he converted to his views.

They went to Middelburg together, and there disagreed. He
died before 1588 (Bredwell, Basing the Foundations

; see also

Strype's Parker, bk. iv. cap. 35).

J t See his (i.e. Freke, Bishop of Norwich) letters to Burghley,
April 19 and August 2, 1581 (Lansdowne MSS, xxxiii. 13, 20).

Burghley was a distant kinsman to Browne.
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together, on the basis of his teacliing, for Church

fellowship, by means of a solemn covenant to the

following effect :

*

(1) That they would '

keep and seek agreement
' one with

another under Christ's laws.

(2) That they did choose, and would obey, certain to
' teach

them and watch for the salvation of their souls,'—having had

due 'trial and testimony
'

of their fitness. t

(3) That they would hold regular meetings for
'

prayer, thanks-

giving, reading of the Scriptures, exhorting, and edifying—either

by all vien which had the gift, or by those who had the special

charge before others.'

(4) That they would allow any member of the Church to

'protest, appeal, complain, exhort, dispute, reprove, etc., as he

had occasion, but yet in due order.'

(5) That they would ' further the Kingdom of God in them-

selves, and especially in their charge and household, if they had

any ; or in their friends and companions, and whosoever was

worthy.'
(6) That they would observe the rules agreed upon 'for

gathering and testifying voices in debating matters '

;
'for an

order of choosing teachers, guides, and relievers'; 'for separ-

ating clean from unclean '

; 'for receiving any into the fellow-

ship
'

;

'
for presenting the daily success of the Church and the

wants thereof
'

;

'
for seeking to other Churches to have their

help bring better reformed, or to bring them to reformation
'

;

•lor taking an order that none contend openly, nor persecute,
nor trouble (the Church) disorderly, nor bring false doctrine

nor evil cause (into it)—after once or twice warning or rebuke.'

This took place at Norwich,:!: probably early in

the spring of 1581, and marks the formation of the

first Church of its kind in England.§ The
^

cove-

nant ' here described presents a rough outline of

Brownism on its positive or constructive side ; its

negative or aggressive side may be illustrated by
Browne's own report ||

of a conversation which

he bad with his colleague Harrison some time

before. From this it appears that Browne

(showing himself more extreme in some points
than Harrison) maintained that 'preachers who
submit themselves to the popish power of the

Bishops, or any way justify or tolerate it,' cannot
' do duty as lawful pastors and preachers

'

;
that

'Parishes guided either by such preachers or by
the Bishops

' and their
' ofhcers' cannot ' be lawful

and the Ciiurches of God '

; that such preachers
cannot really 'beget faith by their preaching,'
neither can they really

'

call or win men to good-

ness,' nor can any protit be got from their 'blind

reading of chapters and the (Church) service.'

With these convictions fierce invectives against
the preachers came naturally. Here, e.j'., is a

specimen :

' Therefore say no more ye wicked

preachers that ye hold the foundation, or that ye

preach. For what is it worth to say unto Christ,
"
Hail, King of the Jews," and bow the knee

before Him, when you cast your filthy disorders

and popish government as dung on His face. You
have not yet gathered the people from the popish

parishes and wicked fellowship, neither have

planted the Church by laying the foundation

thereof . . .' Declamation in this strain made
a sensation. The common people of IJury St.

Edmunds and thereabout heard liim gladly, and
'assembled themselves to the number of a hundred

at a time in private houses and conventicles to

hear him.' IT But it also led to his imprisonment

by the Bishop
'

upon complaint made by many
godly preachers for delivering unto the people

corrupt and contentious doctrine.' H Kcleased at

the instance of his kinsman Burghley,** and

straightway resuming what he considered his

mission, he presently found himself ' a prisoner
• See Tnie and Short Declaration, pt. ii.

t 'This implies that Browne (as pastor) and Harrison (prob-

ably as teacher), etc., were then chosen.

JBrowne speaks of his 'coming to Norwich, and how the

company there joined together.'

I Tlie" Independent Church of Richard Fitz (l.^Tl) hardly

(perhaps) deserves the name, and the next was not formed till

1592, in Nicholas Lane, London.
S Trne and Short Declaration.

1 Freke's letter to Burghley (April 19, 1681), I^nsdowne
MSS, xxxiii. 13.

** Letter to Freke (AprU 21, 1581). See Fuller, Church

History, vol. v. p. 63 (Brown's ed.).

at London.'* Harrison, too, was imprisoned t

with others of the Cluuch. So 'at last, when
divers of them were again imprisoned, and the

rest in great trouble and bondage out of prison,

they all agreed and were fully persuaded that the

Lord did call them out of England.' t The place
selected (possibly because of Tliomas Cartwright's

congregation there) was Middelburg;§ and tliither

tlie greater portion ||
of the Norwich 'company,'

including Browne and Harrison, transferred them-

selves—near the end of 1581. In Middclburg
Browne's ideal seems to have encountered little

or no outward hindrance, but it broke down woe-

fully under tlie stress of inward disabilities. IT

Two years later, Browne, sore at iieart but keeping
a bold front, was on his way to Scotland—accom-

panied by just four or live men and their families.

The rest of his career need not be dwelt upon.

Landing at Dundee, he reached Edinburgh by way
of St. Andrews on Thursday, 9th January 1583-4,

and was soon in trouble. On three successive

Tuesdays he appeared before the Edinburgh

Presbytery
—maintaining (on the 14th) tiiat 'wit-

nesses at baptism were not a tiling indiilerent, but

simply evil
'

; alleging (on the 21st) that ' the whole

discipline of Scotland was amiss'; and acknow-

ledging (on the 28th) the authorship of certain

books exhibited. Out of these Mr. James Lawson
and Mr. John Davidson were deputed to gather
the articles deemed erronocnis for presentation to

the King—Browne, meanwliile, being, it would

seem, held in custody. But His Majesty, as-

suredly rather to spite the Presbytery than to

befriend B^o^\^le, let him go free.**

After some months he appears to have re-

turned to Stamford ; then to have gone abroad,

leaving his wife behind ;
and then again to have

come back to Stamford. This was about March
1585 ; and in the autumn of the same year, October

7th, he betrayed the crushing eflect upon him of

several months' imprisonment by a promise of

'confonnity' to the Established Ciiurcli.tt Next

day he set out for Toletiiorpe, bearing a letter of

intercession from Burghley to his father. Here he

lived, under paternal surveillance, till February
1585-6, when his father, not having found him

sufficiently docile, asked and obtained leave to

remove lum ' to Stamford or some other place.'

Whether Browne actually removed is doubtful—

since there is proof that later in the year (April

19th, May 5th, June 25th) both he and his wife

were three times cited—on a cliarge of non-attend-

ance at church—in the Bishop of Peterborough's
Court by the churchwardens of Little Casterton,

the parish in which Tolethorpe Hall is situated. 4::J

The next certain fact is his appointment on

November 21st as schoolmaster in St. Olave's

Grammar School, Southwark §§—an uneasy situa-

tion, which he had vacated before June 20, 1589,

when Burghley solicited Howland, Bishop of Peter-

borough, for his re-admission 'into the ministry'
and ' some ecclesiastical preferment,' on the ground
that he 'hatii now a good time

'

been an obedient

son of the Church.; ||
Two years later, 'on the

• Tnie and Short Declaration. ... .

t Harrison, A little Treatise upon the firfl verse of the ItSnd

P.^ahii . . ., 158.S, Introduction (Lambeth Librarj').

t True and Short Declaration.

§ After Scotland and '

Jersey or Guernsey
' had been pro-

proposed and waived a-side by Browne (ib.).

il Some remained behind and still continued as a Church

called the
' Elder Sister

'

(see George Johnson, Discourse of wome

TrotibUs, 1603).

*\ True and Short Declaration, pt. ni.
, , , „

•• Calderwood, Uigtory ofthe Kirk of Scotland, Iv. 1-3.

tt See Burrage, op. cit. pp. 2»-31, 37-39. The '
five poinU" to

which he subscribed practically
cover the whole ground of

' conformity
'

;
and imply a thoroughly broken spirit at the time.

t: Burrage, op. cit. p. 41.

§§ An exact transcription of the (drastic) terms of his engage-

ment is printed by Burrage, op. cit. pp. 44, 45.

r I! Lansdowne iISS, ciii. 80.
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30th June 1591, Roljert Browne, clerk, was ad-

mitted and instituted to the rectory of the ecclesi-

astical parish of Little Casterton in the county of

Rutland and diocese of Peterborough
'—of which

parish las eldest brother, Francis Browne, then

occupant of Tolethorpe Hall, was the patron.*
Finally, on September 2, 1591, he became 'rector'

of tiie parish of Acliurch-cum-Thorpe, Waterville,
in Northamptonshire ;

' was admitted to the holy
orders of deacon and priest' on the 30th of the
month ; t and here (perhaps excepting one obscure

periotl of ten years) he lived out the remaining
forty-two years of his existence. He died in

Nortliampton gaol, and was buried at St. Giles'

Church of that town on October 8th, 1633. J
2. Principles.

— Though Browne had receded
from some of his extreme views and taken office

in the Church he had so bitterly condemned, there
is proof § that he still held to the essentials of his

Church theory ; and if this be taken as evidence
of conscious msincerity, it may be remembered
at least, by way of extenuation, that, to quote his

o^vn words, he was ' broken . . . much with former

troubles,' II
that the influences brought to bear upon

him in his weakness were of exceptional force,1I
and that the limited extent of his '

conformity
'

seems to have been generally understood.**
Some indication of the principles connoted bj'

the term Brownism has already been given. But
a more systematic statement is desirable.

(1) First, then, it should be said that Brownism
concerned itself merely with a doctrine of the
Church. Theologically, Browne was even severely
orthodox tt in the current Calvinistic sense.

Equally so were his successors.JJ
(2) With Protestants generally, of the consistent

sort, he accepted the Scriptures as the sole rule of

Christian faith and practice
—unafl'ected by the

traditions of men, including those of the Early
Fathers.

(3) Starting from this basis, he came to the con-
clusion that the Protestant Cimrches (particularly
the English Church), Avhile Scriptural as to their

faith, M'ere far from Scriptural as to their practice.
Reformed up to a certain point, the English Church
had stopped short of the full Reformation which
was demanded if it would correspond to the NT
model of a Church. Many even of the more
' forward '

Puritans stopped short of this—pleading
as a sufficient excuse that the needed reforms
were not to be had without concurrence of the
civil power, and that till such concurrence was
forthcoming they could only 'tarry.' Here
Biowne took his stand. He thought the evils

arising from an imperfect Reformation of the
Church so great and pressing, that the very
existence of Christianity called for the instant
removal of tiiem. Since, too, the will of Ciirist—
made clear in the NT—necessitated their removal,
to plead for delay on the ground of a 'Prince's'

unwillingness was intolerable disloyalty to Christ.
The Prince is supreme in his own sphere, but his

sphere is not the Church. He is
' to rule the

commonwealth in all outward justice, to maintain

*
Burrage, op. cit. p. 65 f. t lb. } lb. p. 72.

§ In a MS of his recently found in the British Museum by
Mr. ChMuplin Burragfe, and edited by him for the Coni,^rega-
tional Historioal Society. It is in the form of a letter to his
uncle Mr. Flower, is dated 31st December 15S8, and contains the

passages quoted by Dr. Bancroft in his famous 'St. Paul's
Cross

' sermon of the following February.
II See the aforesaid MS, where he speaks of having been

imprisoned 23 times.

If e.g. the breakdown of his Church experiment at Middel-
burg, his bad state of health, his loneliness, the pressure
brought to bear upon him at home and by Burghley, etc.

**
Bredwell, e.g., assumes this in his RasiiKj of the Foundations

of Brourdsm, 1588.

tt Cf. Questions 2-34 of his Booke which shexoeth the life and
manners of all true Christians, 1582.

}l Cf., e.g., their Confession of Faith, 1596.

the high welfare and honour thereof with outward
power, bodily punishment, and civil forcing of

men.' He is also to 'look to' the Church so far

as ' outward provision and outward justice
'

are
concerned : for it is of his '

charge
' ' because it is

in a commonwealth.' But the Prince has no manner
of right to compel the Church to be, or to remain,
wiiat Christ forbids. Nay, he has no right directly
to 'compel religion' at all, i.e. 'to plant churches

by poAver, and to force a submission to ecclesiastical

government by laws and penalties.' If a true
Church is already established, the Prince either
is or is not a member of it. If he is, then—as God
is no respecter of persons

—he is, like every other

member, subject to its discipline. If he is not,
and has no mind to further or favour its establish-

ment, then those who are Christ's freemen must
proceed without him ; and even though he should

oppose them to the uttermost, they must go on

just the same. Thus it appears that separation
from a false Church, or from one persistently

corrupt, in order to set up and realize the pure
and true, is a right which the Prince dare not

withhold, and a duty which the '

faithful
'

dare
not decline.

Such is the pith of Browne's Treatise of
Reformation tvithout tarying for anie, which he
wrote and printed at JMiddelburg in 1582. Not
without reason has it been called

* the first plea
in English for the Church's independence of the
State and essential autocracy. But on the Con-
tinent he had been more than anticiisated by the

Anabaptists ; t for, in one respect at least, his

plea, as compared with theirs, presents a remark-
able limitation, viz. that he seems to permit, if

not to oblige, the Prince—after the example of

'the good kings of Juda'—not indeed to 'force

the people by laws or by power to receive the (true)
Church government,' but yet, when once they had
received it, to keep them to it, and even to '

put
them to death' if 'then they fall away.' How
entirely subversive this might become of his whole

position
—

supposing him serious—BroAvne did not

pause to reflect.

(4) Published at the same date and place, and
(in some copies) bound up mth the Treatise, was
a Catechism to which the Treatise was meant to

serve as an introduction. Its title began, 'A booke
which sheweth the life and manners of all true
Christians . . .,' and if the Treatise urged the
instant need of proceeding to establish the true

Church, this sets forth the character of the Church
to be established. In some points it obviously
agrees with the Presbyterian ideal, as expounded,
e.g., by his contemporary Cartwright. The con-

ception of the sacrament is the same ; its per-
manent officers are the same—Pastor, Teacher,
Elders, Deacons, Widows—and also its description
of their functions ; and it makes the same demand
for '

discipline.' But there are notable divergences.
Thus the definition J of a Church is much more
strict— ' a companie or number of beleevers which

by a willing covenaunt made with their God as

under the governement of God and Christ, and

keepe his lawes in one holy commimion.' Again,
it was more democratic. From first to last the

people of the Church, as just described, are
accovmted supreme. This appears [a) in the

*
See, e.g.. Walker, Creeds and Platforms of Congregation-

alism (New York, 1803), p. 12.

t lb. for the Anabaptist position ; see § 35 of the (Mennonite)
Confession quoted by Walker (p. 5). The latter's date is 1009, but
it expresses their earliest views. See also pp. 15-17 for possible
influence of Anabaptists on Browne. Dextor's opinion seems
nearest the truth 'that Browne owed nothing to Anabaptist
influences, and that he was a disciple of no one' (fiongrega-
tionaluin as seen in its Literature, p. 103).

J The first words are—'Christians are a companie. . . .'

Browne did not believe that Christians could be such and live

apart from Church fellowship.
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declared equality of all the members as regards

spiritual privilege :

' Everie one of the church is

made a Kinge, a Priest, and a Prophet under

Christ, to upholds and further the kingdom of

God, and to breake and destroie the kingdome of

Antichrist and Satan.' (b) In the mode of appoint-
ing and ordaining olKcers. These must lirst be

tried by the whole Church as to their '

guiftes and

godlines.' If, indeed, a man has already given

proof of his '

gifts and godliness
'

by the right

gathering of a church, then those composing that

church, or those who afterwards join it, must

tacitly receive him '

by obedience
'

as their '

guide
and teacher.' But if a church already planted is

in need of any officer, then the free anil clear
' consent of the people

' '

gathered by the elders or

guides
' must precede his appointment, (c) In the

power of the Church as a whole to discipline and
even depose unworthy officers, (d) In the right of

the Church, through its own ' elders or forwardcst,'
to recognize its officers by ordination ' as called

and authorized of God.' Usually this is done
' with prayer and imposition of handes

'—but as to

the latter it
'

is no essential pointe of their calling,'
and ought to be left, when it is

' turned into

pomp or superstition.' (c) In the fact that, while

the holding of 'synodes or meetings of sundrie

churches' may be expedient, it is voluntary. Their
use is to enable the stronger churches to help the

weaker in '

deciding or redressing of matters
'

when such help is sought or when it is evidently
needed.*

(5) Brownism, as thus outlined, became the

accepted platform of all the early Separatists.

Younger leaders like Henry Barrow, John Green-

wood, Francis Johnson, and Henry Ainsworth may
have varied the emphasis, cleared away ambiguities,
or given to this or that principle a more rigorous
and detailed application ; but, notwithstanding
their vehement desire to repudiate t all connexion
with Browne or his name, it could not reasonably
be denied that he was ' the shop of their store and
the steel of their strength.' J Proof of this lies

to hand in their writings, particularly in a series

of authoritative documents which they issued for

the chief Separatist Church during the first twenty
years of its existence. § Only on one point of im-

Eortance
has there seemed room for doubt, and

ere the difference between Browne's teaching and
that of Barrow seemed great enough to warrant a

description of the latter as ' Barrowism.' This

point is the eldership and its relation to the Church.

According to Dexter, the teaching of Barrow pre-
sents the Church as having power to elect the

elders, but not to control them or '

seriously limit

their action' or remove them from office for any
cause whatever. Thus he practically destroyed
the Church's self-government, and erected the

eldership into ' a ruling oligarchy,' whereas Browne
made it a pure democracy. ||

But against this

view may be set Barrow's explicit statement of the

contrary.
'
I never thought,' he says in one place,

' that the practice of Christ's government belonged
only to those officers. I rather thought it had
been their duty and office to have seen this govern-
ment faithfully and orderly practised by all the

members of the Church, ... so that if these

*
Catechism, questions 55, 118-119, 55-58, 119, 51.

t Cf., e.g., Barrow and Greenwood's outburst during the

'conferences' with London ministers (April 1590). The one

says :

' We are no Browiiists. We hold not our faith in respect
of any mortal man, neither were we instructed by him, or

baptized into his name, until by such as you were so termed.'
The other says :

' Browne is an apostate, now one of your
Church.' Yet it is probable that Greenwood at least had
been influenced by Browne (see the writer's Henry Barrow,
p. 13), and both must have read his writings.

{ Bredwell, Rasing the FotindatioJis, Introd.

§ See end of article.

I:
See Walker, Creeds and Platforms, p. 31 f.

officers or any of them transgress, the Church
reserve tit power to every memberfreely (according
to the quality of the offence and the rules- of the

word) to admonish ana reprove the whole, to cen-

sure and excotnniunicate such officers so offending.*
No less conclusive is the evidence of a document
published in 1596 under the title, A true confeasion
of the faith and humble acknoxvledgment of the

alegeance which wee hir Majesties subjects falsely
called Browniits doo hould towards God and yeild
to hir Majestic.' It emanated from the Separatist
Church formed in London, 1502, and soon after-

wards exiled to Amsterdam. This Ciiurcli had
Francis Johnson for pastor, and Henry Ainswortii
for teacher—joint authors of the Confession, and
both disciples of Barrow. Thus its words on the

Eoint
in question may be taken as Barrow's own.

lut these say decidedly :

'That as every Christian Congregation hath powre and
commandement to elect and ordeine their own niinisterie

according to the rules prescribed, and whilest they shal faith-

fully execute their office to have them in superaboundant love
for their worke sake—to provide for them, to honour theiu and
reverence them, according to the dignitie of the otlice they
execute : so have they also powre and conunandement when
anie such defalt, either in their lyfe, doctrine or administration
breaketh out, as by the rule of the word debarreth them from,
or depriveth them of their ministerie, by due order to depose
them from the ministerie they exercised ; yea, if the case so

re<iuire and they reniayne obstinate and impenitent orderly to

cut them off by excommunication.'!

Johnson, it is true, drew off from this position
and split the Church by urging a strictly Presby-
terian view of the eldership.^ But a majority of

the people adhered to Ainsworth in his strenuous
defence of the confessional view—which he calls

the Church's 'ancient faith'—and he had also the
warm support of John Robinson § with his church
at Leyden. A more plausible case of dirterence

between Browne and Barrow seems to lie in their

respective ways of speaking about the relation of

the Civil Power to the Church. For, wliile Barrow
declares it to be ' the office and duty of Princes and
Rulers ... to suppress and root out of their

dominions all religions, worship, and ministries
'

||

other than the true, Browne's language is cer-

tainly more restrained. But here also the con-

trast is less in reality than in appearance. One
drastic assumption of his has already been noted.

And the following from his reply to Mr. Cart-

wright H is not so very far short of Barrow's

position :

'
If the commonwealth (as it ought) had long ago taken from

the ministry those tenths and popish livings, then Jericho being
once destroyed (I mean the antichristian churches put down)
had not so soon been built again. . . .'

Nor did he show himself (previous to his con-

formity) less extreme in a third point—his practical
attitude towards the establishment. Barrow's

attitude is perfectly explicit
in the Confession of

1596 (Art. 32), which calls upon all who 'will be

saved' to come forth with speed from this anti-

christian estate; upon all its ministers 'to give
over and leave' their unlawful offices; and upon
all people of what sort or condition soever to with-

hold their goods, lands, money or money worth
* See the present writer's Uenry Barroxc (p. 106) for this and

other references. The only argument alleged to the contrary
seems to be one drawn from the 'silence

'

of what is called the

Ix)ndon Confession of 15b9 : 'A true description out of the

Word of God of the visible Church.' But the absence of specific

reference to the point may be explained by the ideal character

of this document. It ia a declaration rather than a Confession.

t }S 23, 24.

t He defends it in his latest book, A Christian Plea . . .

(1617), pp. 30C-16. But he had been advocating it since 1609

(see present writer's Henry Barroir, pp. 25-J ff., 2ij8(f.).

§ See his J u.-<l ijication of Separation . . . agaiMt .Mr. Richard

Barnard hin inrectiie . . . (1610), where, re the 6th error alleged

by Mr. Barnard, he goes into the question with great thorough-
ness. Johnson replied in his An*icer touching the iJirinon

(1611), p. 27 ; and Robinson rejoined—at Ainsworth's instance

(see the latter's Aniinadrersion to Mr. Clifton's Adcertisement

[161.S], pp. 111-117).
I Henry Barrow, Platform, 1590

(unpaged).
if An antwer to Mr. Carturight his letter . . ., p. 20.
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from the maintenance of its false ministry and

worship. Browne's was the same. It is, e.g., the
burden of his letter to Mr. Cartwright that you
cannot communicate witli a false Church without

partalcing in its pollution ; and so neither the true
Chui-ch as a whole nor any

'

part
'

or ' member '

of it

ought to communicate. *
Perhaps the utmost wliich

can be conceded to him is that he may not have
forbidden absolutely a casual '

hearing
' even of

prelatic ministers or attendance at their services,
as did the authors of the Confession.^
Brownism of the strictest type— that which

pushed its diflerences^ from the Church of Eng-
land to the forefront—found a temporary asylum
in Amsterdam and turned out unequal to the test

of experience. In Leyden—under the leadership
of John Robinson, Avho at first was as thorough-
going § as Barrow or Ainsworth, but became with
time increasingly tolerant—it learnt to lay the

greater stress on constructive elements ; ||
and to

develop these in a form of church-life which could
bear translation to the shores of New England, and
there plant the germs of a vigorous democratic
Church-State. In England it ran a somewhat
similar course. Stripped of its harshest features,
it was accepted from the hands of John Robinson

by Henry Jacob (1563?-1624), who 'gathered' at
least some of the scattered ' remnants '

of the
London congregation of 1592 and organized (on a

semi-Separatist basis) IT what has been called the
first distinctively Independent Church in England.
But the name ' Brownism '

did not die out. It lived
on as a descriptive or abusive epithet of '

all and

sundry
'

who, for whatever cause, broke away from
the National Church. Nor did the extreme views

originally suggested by the name cease to win
vehement and consistent advocates.** These appear
from time to time far do%vn the 17tli century, ft
Indeed, such advocates have never been absent

altogether from the ranks of English Noncon-
formity. But, on the whole, it may be said that
Brownism has survived only on its nobler side ;

and that its essential witness has been continued
and fulfilled in the principles which give life and
power to modern Congi-egationalism.
See also art. Congregationallsm.

* P. 70. Ct. p. 52 :
' For the reading ministrj' is abominable

wickedness,' etc., and in Treatise upon SS Matt. § 'against
Parish Preacher.'

t And he would not have thought of going Barrow's length
in his argument for the total destruction of

' church buildings
'

which called forth Hooker's stately protest in Eecles. Polity, bk.
V. ch. 3, pp. 12-17.

X See The Points of Difference, under 14 heads, published in
1603 (reprinted in Walker, Creeds and Platforms, pp. 77-80).

§ The stages are indicated by (a) A Justification of Separa-
tion, 1610, (b) Religious Communion Public and Private,
1614, (c) A Just and Necessary Apology, 1625, and (d) A
Treatise of the Lawfulness of Hearing Ministers in the Church
of England—printed in 1634 but written some years before.

II
Cf. the curiously Erastian and studiously negative

' Seven
Articles

'

prepared for submission to the Privy Council in 1618
and signed by Robinson and William Brewster (reprinted by
Arber, Story of the Pilgrim Fathers, pp. 280-81).

1[ See A Confession and Protestation of the Faith of Certain
Christians in England, 1616, reprinted in Hanbury, Historical
Memorials relating to Independents, i. 293 ff.

** See A Necessitated Appeal Humbly tendered to the High
Court of Parliament, by such as are commonly (but unjustly)
called Brijwnists. Its date is May 1645, and its subscription
runs :

' The meanest and unworthiest servants of God the free
Churches of Christ resident in and about this city' [London]
(Manchester New College Library, Tract No. 55a). In the Lam-
beth Library (40.2.24) is a pamphlet of 1640 entitled 'Informa-
tion for the Ignorant. . . . Containing a few observations ujwn
1 Cor. 10, which do strongly prove it to be absolutely sinful to
hear the word preached in any false estate or assembly whatso-
ever.' To which is added (in a P.S.) a '

Public challenge made
by N.E. to all the Nonconformists or Reformists in Old and
New England and Holland in the behalf of the total Separa-
tion.'

tt See More Work for the Dean (16S1), by Thomas Wall, an
answer to Stillingfleet's History, Nature, and Pleas of the
Present Separationfrom the Church of England, strongly defen-
sive of Barrow, Greenwood, and Peury, whose cause is said to
be still that of '

many thousand Protestants
'

in England.

Literature.— i. Brownes Writixgs.—A list of these so far
as known up to AprU 1906 is printed in Champlin Burrage,
The True Story of Robert Browne (1906), p. 74 f. The most
important are those numbered : (3) A Booke which sheweth the

life and manners of all true Christians, Middelburg, 1582 ; (4)
A Treatise of Reformation without tarying for anie, Middel-
burg, 1582, reprinted by Congregational Historical Society,
1903 ; (5) A Treatise upon the 23 of Matt., Middelburg, 1582 or

early in 1583 (a satisfactory account of these, with full titles, is

gi\-en by Burrage, pp. 17-25) ; (8) A True and Short Declaration
both of the gathering and joyning together of certaine persons :

and also of the lamentable breach and division which fell

amongst them, Middelburg, ? 1, 1583 ?
; (18) An Answer to Mr.

Cartwright's Letter for joyning with the English Churches,
1584-85 (?) (MS printed and published at London, before Oct. 7,

1585) ; (19) A Reproofe of certaine schismatical persons and
their doctrine touching the hearing and preaching of the Word
of God {MS of 31 folio pages, 1588 [?], discovered by Burrage at
the Lambeth Library in 1905 and since published [London, 1907]
as the Retractation of Robert Browne, Father of Congrega-
tionalism). The schismatical persons are taken to be Henry
Barrow, John Greenwood, and their congregation. No doubt
is e3q)res8ed on this point—or any as to its authenticity. But
the present writer is not convinced of the latter, at least. (22)
A Letter written to Mr. Flower, Dec. 31, 1588-89 (MS in the
B.M., published at London [Memorial Hall], 1904, under the
title A New yearns Guift ; the printed copy contains a narra-
tive of the finding of the MS by Burrage in 1901).

ii. BROWNE'S LIFE.—All previous biographies are superseded
by Champlin Burrag-e, The True Story of Robert Browne,
Oxford, 1906, together with two papers in Transactions of the

Congregational Historical Society—' Robert Browne's Ancestors
and Descendants '

(voL ii. No. 3) and ' New Facts Relating to
Robert Browne' (vol. ii. No. 4)

— both by F. Ivas Cater.
Dexter's study of Browne, however, in his Congregationalism
of the last three hundred Years, as seen in its Literature (1879),
pp. 61-128, is still valuable.

iii. Early Brownist Literature.—The words of Robert
Harrison (d. 1585?), Henry Barrow (1550-1593), John Green-
wood (d. 1593), John Peury (1559-1593), Henry Ainsworth
(1571-1622), Francis Johnson (1562-1618), John Robinson
(1576?-1625), Henry Jacob (1563-1624), for which see Dexter,
Congregationalism of the last three hundred Years (Bibliography,
pp. 8-32), and T. G. Crippen, 'Early Nonconformist Biblio-

graphy' in Transactions of Congregational Historical Society,
vol. L Nos. 1, 2, 3.

iv. MODER.v Literature.—Hiatoriea of Congregationalism,
passim, particularly Dexter, op. cit. ; R. W. Dale, Hist, of
Eng. Congregationalism, 1907 ; E. Arber, Story of the Pilgrim
Fathers, 1897

; J. Brown, Pilgrim Fathers of New England,
1895 ; F. J. Powicke, Henry Barrow, 1900 ; W. Walker, Creeds
and Platforms of Congregationalism, 1893 ; A. MackennaJ,
Story of the English Separatists, 1893, and Sketches in the
Evolution of English Congregationalism, 1901.

Fred. J. Powicke.
BRUNO.—I. Life.—Giordano Bruno was bom

in 1548 in the ancient township of Nola, not far
from Naples. At the latter town he studied, and
in 1563 he entered the monastery of the Dominican
order there as novice. It was at this time that he
took the name of Giordano, his original name
having been Filippo. In 1572 he became priest.

Early in his monastic career charges of heresy had
been brought against him, and these were renewed
in 1576. Bruno escaped to Rome, and thence,
hearing of his excommunication, made his way
to North Italy. Earning a livelihood by various
means and in various cities, he finally crossed the

Alps, and in 1579 reached (jeneva. There he at-

tended the Protestant services held by an Italian

pastor, and thus became formally a member of the
Protestant community, althougli he does not seem
to have entered into full communion or to have

adopted the Calvinist confession of faith. A
violent dispute with a Professor of Philosophy at
the Genevan Academy led to his departure from
the city in the autumn of the same year. He
passed to Lyons and thence to Toulouse, where
for two years he lectured on Aristotle and other

subjects, being elected (by vote of the students) to
a chair at the University. We next find him at

Paris, in one of the Colleges of which he lectured

(as extraordinary professor). Here he published
two works on the Art of Memory (a subject con-

cerning which he had beon interviewed by the

king, Henry III.), and a curious comedy, II Can-
delaio. Apparently he fell into disfavour at the

University, and in 1583 he cro.ssed the Channel and
came to London. There, after a three months'

stay in Oxford, where his reception was the re-
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verse of cordial, he took up his abode in the house
of the French Ambassador, Mauvissi^i-e, probalily
as a secretary, and remained till 1585, when the
Ambassador returned to Paris. During his stay
in London, Bruno had some acquaintance with Sir

Philip Sidney (to whom he dedicated a number
of his writings), Fulke Greville, Florio, and otiiers

of the literary men and courtiers of the time.
Seven of his most important works, six being
•written in Italian, were published in London at
this period, although false names are usually
given on the title-page for the place of publica-
tion. These works included tlie dialogues La
Ce,na de le Ceneri (1584), De la Causa (1584), De
VInfinito (1584), Spaccio de la Bcatia Trionfante
(1584), and De gli Eroici furori (1585). At the
same time he had already begun tiie Latin works
which were completed in Germany, so that his

stay in England represents a period of extra-

ordinary productiveness. With Mauvissifere he
returned to Paris in October 1585, but was com-

pelled to leave it again in the following summer.
At this time he made an attempt at recon-

ciliation with the Church, his hope being that he

might be allowed to return without renewing his

monastic obligations. The negotiations were
broken off, however, and he made his way to

Protestant Germany, settling for another brief

period at Luther's city of Wittenberg. Here he
associated with the then dominant Lutheran or
Reformed Church party, was welcomed by the

University, lectured on such subjects as the

Organon of Aristotle and Lullism—avoiding dan-

gerous topics
—and continued his philosophical

writings. With the overthrow of the Lutheran

by the Calvinist party in 1588 he was compelled
once more ' to take to the road.' With varying
fortunes he visited Prague, Helmstadt, Frankfort,
Ziirich, and again Frankfort, where he remained
from ^larch 1591 till a fatal chance led him to

Italy in the autumn of the same year. During
this period he published various works : the 120
Theses adv. Peripateticos (Paris, and also Witten-

berg), the Oratio Valedictoria at Wittenberg, the
Oratio Consolatoria, or Funeral Address on Duke
Julius, at Helmstadt, and two mathematical writ-

ings at Prague. The Latin poems (with prose
commentaries), which contain the sum -and final

statement of his philosopiiy, the De Minimo, De
Monade, and the De Tmmenso, were published at
Frankfort along with a mnemonic work, the De Im-

aginitm Composltione, in 1591. In response to an in-

vitation of the patrician !Mocenigo, who wished to

learn his art of memory and his supposed magical
powers, Bruno re-entered Italy in August 1591.

He was again anxious to be reconciled to the
Roman Church, and to be allowed to live and
write at peace as a layman, being curiously un-
conscious of the reputation his writings had built

up for him. No doubt he trusted also to Mo-
cenigo's influence for protection. In May 1592,

Mocenigo, who had not obtained the secret know-
ledge he expected, denounced him to the Inquisi-
tion at Venice. In the process that followed
Bmno at one point made solemn al)juration of all

errors and heresies of which he had been guilty,
and later made entire submission, tiirowing him-
self on the mercy of the court. !^Ieantime, how-
ever, Rome had intervened, demanding that the
heretic be sent to the Papal court. For political
reasons Venice yielded, after considerable dispute
and under strong pressure ; and in February of

1593, Bruno entered the prison of the Inquisition
at Rome. For some unknown reason no further

steps were taken till January 1599—a most un-
usual delay. The process was then renewed and
carried on to December of that j'ear ; but the
unfortunate man, refusing to recant any of his

philosophical opinions, or to acknowledge the right
of tlie Cliurch to dictate in matters of piiilosopny,
was condemned to death in the usual cynical for-

mula, and, on 17th Feb. IGiJO, was publicly burnt
alive in the Carapo dei Fiori, where the statue by
Ferrari now stands. Bruno suH'ered not for the
Protestant religion or indeed for any form of reli-

gion, but for Science, and for the freedom of the
scientific spirit from the Church.

2. Works.—Apart from the comedy of // Can-
dclaio, and one or two occasional works such as
the Orations at Wittenberg and at Helmstadt,
Bruno's works fall into three groups, viz. (1) com-
mentaries and summaries ; (2) works on the Art
of Memory and the Art of Knowledge ; (3) philo-
sophical works.

(1) Tiie first gioup includes expository and
critical accounts of Aristotle's Physics, the post-
humous collections De Magia, the Medicina Lul-
linna, and perhaps a number of the accounts of
the Lullian Art of Knowing. (2) Such works
as the De Compendiosa Architectura (1582), the

Lampas Combinatorin (1587), and the posthumous
Lampas Triginta Statuarum present in various
forms a scheme, based on the writings of Raymond
LuUy (13th cent.), for the analysis of thought, and
its reduction to a few elementary concepts, from
which, with their combinations, all possible know-
ledge might be discovered, retained, and imparted.
Leibniz also, and others after him, devoted some
attention to this idea of a Universal Art of know-
ing or discovering truth by thought alone, or, more
strictly, by the manipulation of words. Along
with these works may be placed the De Umbns
Idearum (1582), Cantus Circaeus, Sigillus Sigil-
lornm (1583), and other works on the Psychology
and supposed Art of Memory, upon which Bruno
laid great stress, but to which the familiar
criticism applies, that what is good is old, and
what is new is worthless. (3) The main philo-
sophical works, Italian and Latin, have been
enumerated above under their short titles ; there
remains to be added only the Surmna Terminorum
Metaphysicorum (1609, the first part having been

previously published by itself in 1595). The Cena
introduces us to the Copemican theory of the

universe, and Bruno's extension of it ; the Causa
gives the metaphysical basis ; the Injinito places
the new cosmology in a fuller light, and criticizes

the prevailing theory and its Aristotelian origins ;

the Spaccio and Cabala (1584) deal with the ethics

and religion of the common man ; while the
Eroici furori give those of the speculative phil-

osopher, imbued with the true amor Dei intel-

Icctualis. Finally, in the Latin poems the system
receives unity and finish ; its relations with, and
its advantages over, previous theories are ex-

pressed in cle.ar and dignified, if not inspired,
verse. There is no doubt also that in these later

works Bruno comes nearer to a spiritual Monad-
ism such as that of Leibniz, while in the earlier

writings he teaches rather a Pantheism of a
Neo-Platonic tjpe.
Bruno has been called the Philosopher of As-

tronomy (Kiehl, p. 28). What is new in his teach-

ing is his whole-souled adoption of the theory of

the universe foreshadowed by Copernicus, and

already in Bruno's time being established by the

astronomical discoveries and calculations of Tycho
Brahe, Kepler, Galileo, and others. Early in his

studies he became dissatisfied with the prevailing
philosophy of the Church,—Aristotelianism,—and
turned with fresh interest to the cosmic specula-
tions of the pre-Aristotelian thinkers, and to the

mystical imaginations of the Nco - Platonists.

These, ^vith the Scholastics, ortiiodox and un-

orthodox, the alchemists, the astrologers, and

finally Cardinal Nicolans of Cusa, last of the
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Mediaevals and first of the Moderns, were the
chief influences that determined Bruno's thought,
and gave his philosophy its strange confusion of

old and new, of crass superstition and daring

speculation, of dull pedantry and vivacious origin-

ality, of ignorant folly and supreme insight.
(a) The physical universe.—The universe is in-

finite, without bounds, everywhere the same in

nature or kind, everywhere diverse in its indi-

vidual forms or modes. Its centre is at once

everywhere and nowhere ; it is all centre or all

circumference ; or again its centre is relative to

the spectator ; thus to us the earth appears the

pivot about which the universe revolves, but in

precisely the same way, said Bruno, the inhabitant
of the moon would regard the moon, and the in-

habitant of the sun the sun, as the centre of his

world. Each sun, each star, each planet is a
world like our earth, with living beings in its air,

on its soil, in its fire and its waters ; but the
worlds are of two kinds, each complementary to

each, each necessary to the other's existence ; the
two kinds are the suns, including the fixed stars,
and the earths or planets, including the comets.
The latter revolve about the former, as the earth
about the sun, but the suns themselves are also in

motion. Nowhere is there any permanence or

fixity in Nature ; all these worlds are alive, are

living beings, and the condition of life is change.
Permeating the whole universe is the ether, which
Bruno thought of as a formless fluid, a passive,

?'ielding,
yet unchangeable, medium through which

ight, heat, and bodies pass without loss of force.

Underlying all movement, small or great, is spirit
or soul ; all things have soul ; the ether itself

Bruno sometimes identifies with the Soul of the
Universe. Again, since Natm'e is everywhere the

same, everything is implicitly or potentially the
whole universe ; and what it is implicitly it strives

to become explicitly or in actuality. Thus every
element passes, in the course of its history, through
every portion of the universe, and every composite
being becomes, by gradual change, every other
nature or thing. Thus suns and earths, like all

other beings, have had a beginning in time and
will decay and perish in time. Nature never re-

peats herself ; that is, there are never at a given
moment of time two forms or things exactly alike,
and nothing is ever for two successive moments
the same : nowhere is there a perfectly straight
line or a perfect circle or arc of a circle. There
are three kinds of monads, i.e. of simple substances
or elements, according to Bruno : (1) God, the Su-

preme Unity, Monad of Monads ; (2) the soul, the
substance or spirit of the composite body ; and (3)

the atom, the simple element of body or matter.
All are immortal, each soul passing, as has been

said, through every type of body the universe con-

tains. In this metempsychosis there is, however,
a possibility of progress ; the soul has it in its

power to rise gradually to higher and higher types
of being, until it approaches unity with God and
is absorbed into the eternal life of the Divine

being.
(b) God and Nature.—Relatively to us God has

two modes of existence and two ways of access.

As a transcendent Being, outside of and prior to
the universe, its Creator and Source, He is access-

ible only to faith through revelation ; He cannot
be approached by reason or by thought. As an
immanent Being, the soul, spirit, or inner nature
of the universe, which is His image or expres-
sion. He is knowable by sense, understanding, and
reason in gradual approximation. As the soul of

the universe He is in all and every part ; all

things are one, and the one is God. Indeed, in

the earlier phase of Bruno's Pantheism the indi-

vidual or finite being has no real existence at all ;

it is not a part or a division or even a special mode
or expression of the Divine or world-soul ; it ia

simply the world-soul itself in a particular aspect.
Again, in the infinite {sub specie aeternitatis, in

Spinoza's phrase), there is neither less nor greater ;

a man is no higher, no nearer God than an ant,
a star than a man ; all values are relative to the
finite standpoint. In the Infinite, as Nicolaus of
Cusa taught, all opposites, including good and
evil, coincide ; liberty and necessity, the possible
and the actual, power and will, will and thought
or idea, all these in God are one. Hence tiie

universe that exists is the only possible universe,
and becau.se it exists it is also a perfect universe.
But again Bruno's maturer thought compelled
him to recognize gradations in value, in spite of

himself. In law, natural and moral, in the beauty
and order of Nature, God is more fully, more
adequately, expressed than in any single being or
individual thing {Op. Lat. i. 2, p. 316).

(c) Ethics and religion.
—The end and aim of a

Church is the same as that of a State ; it is social

and practical
—the security of the community, the

prosperity and well-doing of its members. Dis-
sension and strife are dangerous to the State,
hence the need of an authoritative doctrine, and
the enforcement of its acceptance and of outward

conformity with it ; but the Church has no right
to go further, to interfere with the pursuit of

knowledge, of truth, which is the object of phil-

osophy or science. Thus the Bible teaches not
science but morality, an ideal of conduct. No dis-

covery therefore may be condemned because it

conflicts with a supposed statement of fact in the
Bible. God does not need the worship of men. He
cares nothing for what they say or think of Him-
self, but only for what they do to each other, i.e.

for their happiness. Thus all worship, all religion
has a purely practical and human end. The ordin-

ary man must be governed by authority, by fear

of punishment, whether in this life or in the next ;

ignorance and bodily pleasures are his paradise.
He must live by faith. But the wise or heroic

soul is able to attain, through reason, and through
the love with which it is inspired, to the know-

ledge of and to eternal union with the Divine.
Thus Bruno comes in the end to the same con-

ception as that with w^iich Spinoza concluded his

Ethics—the amor Dei intellectualis. His phil-

osophy of religion is a rationalism, but limited

always by a belief in the Transcendence of God,
by which the sphere of faith is separated from
that of reason, and indeed remains, as Bruno
sometimes saw, above it.

3. Influence.—Although his writings were placed
upon the Index in 1603 and became very scarce,
and although in his lifetime he aroused antagonism
wherever he went, Bruno nevertheless had many
followers in England, in France, and in Germany.
No doubt his Lullian works formed the first

attraction, but through them his philosophical
ideas received an entrance into current thought.
The influence was general rather than special ;

the courage, independence, and enthusiasm with
which he defended the new and lofty conception
of the universe and of Nature in its relation to

God made themselves felt and were imitated.

Traces of his teaching may he found in Bacon,
in Descartes, and above all in Spinoza and Leibniz,
with both of whom he has many doctrines in

common. Except, however, for the somewhat
mistaken admiration of the English Deists, he
was generally neglected until the German ideal-

ists re-discovered him in the first half of the 19th

century. Ample amends has now been made by
his countrymen in the study of his writings, their

careful editing, and complete publication ; and a
multitude of monographs upon his life and phil-
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osophy have appeared during the last thirty years
in various languages.
Literature.— I. Wobks: Opera Latina, 1879-1891, State

edition, 3 vols., with Introduction, etc., Naples ; Opere Italiane,
ed. Lagarde, 2 vols., Gottingen, 1S88 ; Opere Italiane (philo-
sophical works only), ed. Gentile, 2 vols., Bari, 1907-8.
a. PuiLOSOl'UY : F. Tocco, Le Opere Latine di G. B. esposte e

confrmitate con le italiaru:, t'lorence, 1889, also Le Opere Inedite
di 6. B., Naples, 1891, and ' Le Fonti piu recenti della Filosofia
del Bruno' (.4cfid. dei Lincci, Rendic. ser., v. i.). Many other
references will be found in these and in the following.
3. General Works on Bruno : Christian Bartholmess, Jor-
dano Bruno, 2 vols., Paris, 1846-7 ; Domenico Berti, Giordano
Bruno da Nola^ (with documents), 1889; H. Brunnhofer,
G. B.'s Weltanschauung und Verhdngniss, Leipzig, 1882 ; I.

Frith, Life of Giordano Bruno, London, 1887; A. Riehl, Gior-
dano Bruno, Leipzig, 1900; J. L. M'lntyre, Giordano Bruno,
London, 1903 ; G. Gentile, Giordano Bruno nella Storia della
CtUtura, Milan, 1907.

J. L. M'iNTYRE.
BRYANITES.—See Methodism.

BUDDHA, LIFE OF THE.-Gautama, the
Buddhsi (F^h Gotama), the founder of the Buddhist
faith, which at one time numbered in all probability
more adherents than any other form of religious
belief, was born in or about the year 560 B.C., in
the Lumbini Grove, near the ancient town of

Kapilavastu, the ruins of which lie hidden beyond
the British border in the dense tarai region of
south Nepal, a few miles north of the Basti Dis-
trict of the United Provinces. The place of his

birth, unknown and unidentified before, was deter-
mined by the discovery, in the year 1895, of a

pillar erected there by the Buddhist Emperor
Asoksiiq.v.) during a pilgrimage which he under-
took for the purpose of visiting and worshipping
at the chief sites made sacred by the presence and
acts of the Buddha while he lived upon earth.
The route which he followed led him from his

capital city of Pataliputra (Fatna [7. v.]) to the
Lumbini Grove and Kapilavastu, Bodh Gaya,
Sarnath, near Benares, Sravasti, Kusanagara, and
other sacred sites, the exact position of some of
which is still uncertain ; ana at each place he

appears to have set up a pillar or built a stupa
commemorative of his visit and of the incident in

the Buddha's life of which it had been the scene.
The inscription on the Lumbini Grove pillar is

perfect, and the letters as clear and legible as on
the day they were inscribed ; of a few words, how-
ever, tne meaning is uncertain :

"The king Devananipiya - Piyadassi, when he was twenty-
years-anointed, did [this place] XX\t honour of coming [here] in

person. Because Buddha was born here, the Sakya saint, he
caused a stone .surrounding and screeningwall to be made, and
a stone pillar to be set up. Because the Bles.sed One was born
here, he made the village Lummini free of rent and entitled to
the [king's] eighth share [of the grain].'

•

The name Gautanut, by which the future Bud-
dha was known, is perhaps derived from that of

Gotama, the ancient r«, or seer, to whom are
ascribed some of the hymns of the Rigveda. He
becomes buddlm, or the Buddha, the 'enlightened'
or 'wise,' only after his attainment of perfect
wisdom under the Bo-tree. Other titles given to

him are Sdki/amuni, 'the sage of the f^akyas';
Siddhdrtha,

'

lie who has accomplished his aim
; and

Tathdgata,
' he who Jias arrived at the truth.' His

father was i^iamed Suddhodana, the chieftain or

prince of a Sakya clan, who ruled from
Kaj)ila-

vastu over a small kingdom in the N.E. part ot the
• The translation is that of J. F. Fleet in JHAS, 1903, p. 486

;

cf. p. 823, and ib. 1909, p. 760 ff. ; V. A. Smith, in IA xxxiv.

[1905], p. 4, gives a rendering that differs only in details. For a
facsimile and transcription see 0. Buhler, Kpigr. Ind. v. ;

V. A. Smith, Aioka (ISOl), p. 145, etc. EorUer articles and
discussions will be found in JRAS, 1897, et at., and in the
references in V. A. Smith, op. cit. Not far from the Lumbini
(Rummindei) pillar there was found, near the village of Nig-
liva, a second pillar of .\^oka, with an imperfert inscription
recording his visit to the slupa of Kogagamana (Skr. Kanaka-
muni), one of the fourBuddhas of the present age (Kakusandha,
Eopagamana, Kassapa, and Gautama himself ; Warren, Bud-
dhism in Translations, p. 32 et al. ; V. A. Smith, op. cit. p. 145).
Other pillar-inscriptions are known ; see art. Asokjl.
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United Provinces and the neighbouring District of
southern Nepal ; and his motlier, Maya or Maha-
maya, is said to have conceived him after a dream
in which she beheld the future Buddha descending
from the heaven, and entering her womb in the
form of a white elephant. Hence the elephant is

sacred to all Buddhists. Maya herself, according
to the tradition, died within seven days after the
birth of lier son, and was carried to the Ti-ayastriuiia
heaven of India, whither the Buddha himself
ascended later, to give her instruction in the Law.*

In the Jdtaka (q.v.) the story of the life and
experiences of the Buddha in his earlier existences
is narrated, and how the characteristics and per-
fections of a Buddha were exhibited by him in

patience, self-sacrilice, and the other virtues. As
the time drew nigh for him to enter the world in
this the final birth, the gods themselves prepared the
way before him with celestial portents and signs.
'Earthquakes and miracles of healing took place;
flowers bloomed and gentle rains fell, althou>;h out
of season ; heavenly music Avas heard, delicious
scents lilled the air, and the very water of the
ocean lost its saltness and became sweet and
refresliing.' Before his birth also the prophecy
was uttered concerning him, that he would become
either a Universal Monarch (chakravurtin), or,

abandoning hou.se and home, would a.ssume the
robe of a monk, and become a Buddha, perfectly
enlightened, for the salvation of mankind ; and he
himself, in the Tusita heaven, before consenting to
undertake the office, makes the '

live great obser-

vations,' in order to determine the right family in
which to be born, the right continent,! the appro-
priate district.^ the proper time, and the pre-
destined mother of the Buddha. He i.s accordingly
conceived in the womb of Queen Mahamaya, and
she is delivered of a son in the Lumbini Grove,
under tlie shade of a Sal-tree, a branch of which
bends down to her, that she may griisp it with her
hand. The l)ody of the child bore at birth the

thirty-two auspicious marks (mahdvyarijana) which
indicated his future greatness, beside.^ secondary
m&r'ks (anuvt/afijana) in large numbers. The chief
of the divinities, including Indra, were in attend-
ance, and the boy wa.s received by four Brahma
angels. Immediately also he uttered the 'shout of

victory,' § taking seven steps forward, and finding
in none of the ten directions a being equal to
himself. At the .'.ame moment his future wife
was bom, and also the sacred Bo-tree, under which
he was destined to attain Buddhahood.

In many of the legends the j'oung Gautama
performs marvellous feats of strength. His father

also, mindful of the prophecj' that he would
retire from the world, surrounded him with all

manner of luxury and indulgence, in order to
retain his all'ections, and prevent him from under-

taking a vow of solitarine.s3 and poverty. In

particular, he endeavoured to keep from him the
'four signs,' the sight of whicli, it had been
announced, would move him to enter upon the
ascetic life.

'Then said the king,
" What shall my son see to make him

retire from the world ?"
"The four signs."
"What four?"

•
Rockhill, Lift of tht Buddha, p. 80 f. ; Warren, op. eil.,

p. 42 ff. The story of the virgfinity of M.iva, the mother of the

Buddha, is late, and owes its inspiration, it can hardly be
doubted, to Christian sources. According to L. de la Vallc^e

Poussin, the doctrine is asserted in the Mahdvattu (9.r.)but
not elsewhere (cf. above, p. 741*' and note t).

t 'In three of the continents the Buddhas are never bom;
only in the continent of India are they bom."

X MadyadeM, the Middle Countrv-.

§ In two of his previous existences the Buddha is said to hare
spoken at birth—the Mahosadha and Vetsantara existences

(see Jdtaka, i. 53, quoted in Warren, p. 47). The ten directions
are the zenith and nadir, with the four cardinal and the tour
intermediate points.
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"A decrepit old man, a diseased man, a dead man, and a

monk."
" Ftom this time forth," said the king, "let no such persons

be allowed to come near my son. It will never do for my son
to become a Buddha. What I would wish to see is my son

exercising sovereign rule and authority over the four great
continents and the two thousand attendant isles, and walking
through the heavens surrounded by a retinue thirty-six leagues
in circumference." And when he had so spoken he placed
guards for a distance of a quarter of a league in each of the

four directions, in order that none of these four kinds of men
might come within sight of his son.' *

On successive occasions, however, issuing from
the palace, he is confronted by the four signs the

sight of which fills him with amazement and
distress ; and, realizing the impermanenoe of all

earthly things, he determines to forsake his home
and take refuge in the forest for solitary medita-

tion, and ' to obtain the highest immortality./
His resolution is strengthened by the appearance
of the attendant women of the palace, whom he
finds asleep in all manner of uncomely attitudes ; t
and he pays a final \'isit to his wife and child

in the inner chamber, checking himself in his

desire to waken and bid them farewell, lest their

entreaties and caresses should avail to turn him
from his fixed purpose. He is said to have been

tAventy-nine years old when he thus made the

'Great Renunciation.' On his horse Kanthaka he
left the city by night, and miraculous signs accom-

panied his departure, in the same manner as when
he had been born. The gods themselves silenced

the neighing of his steed, lest the city and its

warders should be aroused ; and bore up the horse's

hoofs, preventing them from touching the ground ;

while the city gates, heav'y with bolts and bars,

opened noiselessly to him of their own accord. J
And Mara, the prince of evil, sought to win him
back by the promise of universal dominion, which
he should immediately obtain.

On the further side of a broad stream Gautama
dismissed his horse and attendant, the latter

seeking permission, which was refused, to remain
with him ; § and the two returned to the city, to

announce that their ma.ster had finally and for

ever renounced the world. The prince himself

proceeded alone and on foot to Rajagriha (Rajgir),
whose king greeted him as the future Buddha,
and obtained from him a promise that, after

gaining enlightenment, he would re-visit his king-
dom and give him instruction in the right know-

ledge. Thence he made his way to Uruvela (Skr.

Urubilvd, the great or wide - spreading Bel-tree,
the wood-apple), a village or grove near Gaya,
and there in the company of five ascetics entered

upon a course of extreme self-discipline, carrying
his austerities to such a length that his body
became utterly emaciated and lost all its brightness
and grace ; finally, he fell down senseless and was
Ijelieved to be dead. For six years the ' Great

struggle' continued, at the close of which, becom-

ing convinced that the truth was not to be won by
the way of asceticism, he resumed an ordinary
course of life as a beggar living on alms. These
six years are said to be ' like time spent in

endeavouring to tie the air into knots.' His com-

panions, however, the five ascetics, now deserted

iiini, because they regarded his action as a proof of

faithlessness to his principles, and departed to the
Deer-Park at Benares.

Thiere followed the assaults of Mara, who with
his hosts endeavoured by every means, first by
*
Jataka, i. 56, in Warren, p. 53. The story of the four signs

recurs in all the narratives of the Buddha's oarlj' years (cf. e.g.

Biuidha-Chariia, bk. iii.). It would seem to be one of the best-

attested of the early traditions, as it is most characteristic.
t Cf. the description of Ilanuman's visit by night to the palace

of Ravapa in Ceylon, finding his wives asleep (Ramayajia, v.

10) ; and the similar story of the noble Yasa {ilahdvagga L 7).

t Biiddha-Charita, v. 80 ff., etc.

§ According to one form of the tradition, the horse died of

Rrief on the spot, and was re-born as a god in the trayastriihia
heaven.

violence and then by varied allurements, to distract

his attention and tm-n him from his purpose.
Seated under the Bo-tree on a couch or plat-
form of grass, on its eastern side and facing the

east, Gautama remained steadfast and immovable,

taking no notice of the shoAvers of rocks and darts

which, as soon as they reached him, turned into

flowers. Here he resolved to remain — ' Never
from this seat will I stir, untU I have attained the

supreme and absolute wisdom.' The period of the

temptation closed with sunset, when the army of

Mara was finally driven off in utter defeat.

During the following niglit, in deepest meditation,
the desired knowledge and the perfect state were

attained, and Gautama became Buddha,
' the en-

lightened one,' to whom all the secrets of the

universe were laid open—omniscient.
' A legend relates that in the first night-watch he gained a

knowledge of all his previous existences ;
in the second, of all

present states of being ;
in the third, of the chain of causes and

effects ;
and at the dawn of day he knew all things.'

*

During the seven weeks spent under the Bo-tree,

he is said to have been miraculously sustained on
an ofiering of milk-rice, brought to him by a

woman of Uruvela, named Sujata, and neither

to have moved from his place nor to have taken

any further nourishment. Until this time he had
been merely a Bodhisattva (q.v.), one who is

destined to gain supreme wisdom, on the way to

Buddhahood but not yet perfectly enlightened.
For a discussion of the doctrine or truth which the Buddha

thus believed himself to have grasped, and which he made it

his business henceforth to preach, see art Hinayana. ' A\\

existence involves suffering ; suffering is caused by desire,

especially the desire for continuance of existence ; the suppres-
sion of desire therefore will lead to the extinction of suffering ;

this deliverance can only be effected by the Noble Eight-fold
Path.' These are the dryasatydni, or Noble Truths, the four

terms of which are diilikha,
'

pain
'

; samudaya,
' cause '

;

nirodha, 'suppression'; mdrga, 'way' or 'path.' The same
four truths or axioms are propounded ia the Saukhya philosophy
{ilahdvagga, i. vi. 19; SBE xiii. 95 f., etc. ; see also R. Garbe,

Sdfikhya v.nd Yoga, Strassburg, 1896, p. 18, and art. Sankhta).

With regard to the events immediately succeed-

ing the Buddha's attainment of omniscience, the

traditions are more than usually divergent. That
which is perhaps the best attested, and most

generally finds expression in Buddhist art, repre-
sents him as spending in succession seven days
under the Bo-tree, in deep meditation, 'enjoying the

bliss of emancipation
'

; the same period under the
' Goat-herd's Banyan

'

(ajapala), where a Brahman
is said to have approached him with the request that

he would define the characteristics of a true Brah-

man ; the Buddha replied that he only could justly
claim the name who was 'free from pride, free

from impurity, self-restrained, wise, and who has

fulfilled the requirements of holiness.' A third

week was spent under the Muchalinda-tree, from
beneath which Muchalinda, the serpent-king, came
forth, and spread his hood as a canopy over the

Buddha to protect him from the wind and heat,

the storm-cloud and the rain ; and, finally, a fourth

period of equal duration was spent under the

jRdJrJyatana tree, whence he returned to the

Banyan. Thus were completed four periods of

seven days. During the last week, two merchants,
moved by a divine suggestion, approached the

Buddiia, and with respectful salutations ofiered

him food, rice-cakes, and honey. The gift was

accepted, and received in a bowl (or four bowls of

stone), presented to him at the moment by the four

divinities tliat guard the four quarters of the

globe.t The merchants declared their faith in the

Buddha and his Law,^: and begged to be received as

disciples. Their request was gTanted, and they
thus became the earliest lay-disciples in Buddhism,
After his return the Buddha is represented as
•
Monier-Williams, Buddhism, p. 34 ; cf. Warren, p. 82.

+ Mahdva/jga, i. 2-4 ; cf. Warren, p. 83 ff.

i Employing the '

two-refuge
'

formula, because the saiXgha,
the order of monks, was not yet instituted.
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debating in his mind -whether lie should undertake
the wearisome and thankless task of coininuni-

cating to men the profound truths which he had
thus perceived. Brahma appeared to him, and
with reverential obeisance recalled him to high
office and duty, reminding him of the misery and

ignorance of mankind, who, if thej' do not liear

the doctrine preachetl, cannot attain to salvation.

The Buddha assented ; but a further doubt arose to

whom he should first proclaim his doctrine with
the assurance that they would understand. He
decided that the five ascetics with whom he had

pre\aously lived in the practice of austerities
should be the first to receive the new teaching.
He therefore sought them out in the Deer-Park,
Isipatana, at Benares, and to them delivered his

first sermon, or brief exposition of doctrine,
'

setting in motion the wheel of the Law,'
* and

founding 'the highest kingdom of truth.' The
bhiksus accepted the truth, and at their own
request were duly ordained, becoming the first

members of the Buddhist Order {saiu/ha) of monks.
The number of the disciples rapidly increased

;

and Gautama sent forth his monks on missionary
tours hither and thither, bidding them wander
everywhere, preaching the doctrine (dharma), and

teaching men to order their lives \Wth self-restraint,

simplicity, and chastity. Of these, his earliest con-

verts, two of the most renowned were Sariputta
and Moggallana (MaudgalyCtyana), members of an
ascetic community resident at that time at Kaja-
griha, who received the truth from the lips of the
monk Assaji, one of the five original disciples ; he

taught them the substance of Buddhist doctrine,

explaining that he himself, being only a novice,
was unable to expound it at length.

' Of laws or principles that originate from a cause, the cause
of these the Buddha hath declared, and also the destruction of

them. Thus the great Teacher (Monk) hath spoken. t

The recitation of these words by the venerable

monk Assaji is said to have aroused in the mind of

the hearers a clear understanding of the fact that

'whatever is subject to origination is subject also

to cessation or destruction.' :J Tliey were thereupon
admitted into the Order by the Buddha himself.

Both are recorded to have died before their Master.

Other disciples,
whose names and actions fill a

large place in the early chronicles, were Upali, who
recited the text of the Vinaya at the first Council

after the Buddha's death; Kasyapa (Kas.sapa) or

Maha-Kasj-apa, the president of the Council, for

whose coming the cremation of the body of the

Buddha was delayed ; and Ananda (q.v. ), his cousin

and favourite attendant, who seems to have watched
over him during life with closest care, and to have
been nearest to him at death. Others of high
birth became lay-disciples. And there were also

female followers, who, later, were permitted to

form themselves into an Order of Buddhist nuns

(see art. Monasticlsm [Buddhist]).
Thereafter the Buddha spent a life prolonged,

according to the tradition, over forty-five years, in

itinerating from place to place, and j)reaoliing the

doctrine to all who would listen. The details of

his joumeyings, as recorded in the chronicle?, are

•
Dhannaehakrapravariana (Pali Dhammachakkapparat-

tana) ; see SUE xni. 94 (T., and the references there «i> en ; Kern,
Indian Buddhi.im. p. 23. The wheel is a continually recurrin(f

symbol in Buddhist art ; the ori(final intention probably was to

represent as well the perfecticjn of the doctrine, the circle

denoting all-roanded completeness, as its unceasing, unresting

progression. The sermon itself, as given in the text-i, is a

manifesto of Buddhist doctrine, inculcating the avoid.ince of

the two extremes of a life of sensual pleasure or of a.scetic self-

mortification, and urging the pursuit of the '.Middle Path'
which leads to insight, supreme wi.sdora, and nir\"ana.

t Ye dharmd hetn-prabhard hftum Ufdin Tathagatah hy
avadat Ufdflc/»a yo nirodha erath-vddi ilahdiratnanah—the

Buddhist creed or confession of faith. (Cf. SBE liii. 144 fl. ;

Kern, p. 25 ; Warren, pp. 87-9L)

I Mahdv. i. 23 ; cf. Warren, p. 87 fl.

not of much intere.-^t ; they seem to have been con-
fined mainly to the kingdom of Ma^'adha,* and
especially the country around llajagriha and
Sravasti ; t but are traditionally said to have ex-
tended also far into the north-west of India and
the Panjab. During the whole of this period he
appears to have had no settled dwclling-idace,
although gifts of land and buildings were made to
him by wealthy disciples ; the most extensive and
imjtortant of these apparently were the Jetavana

Eark
and monastery at Sravasti— the gift of

udatta or Anathapindika, who bought it from
Jeta, the king's son, at the cost of covering the

ground with gold pieces. Jeta retained a portion,
and built thereon a vihdra for the monks ; whence
the whole estate was known as Jetavana, the grove
or park of Jeta. In the rainy season ( Vassa [q.v.])
it was his wont to abstain from travelling, osten-

sibly lest the animal and insect life which tlien

abounded should be inadvertently injured or de-

stroyed ; but partly also, no doubt, because of the

physical ditticulty which the heavy rains placed in
the way of much movement.t The doctrines
which he taught seem generally to have been
received with approval, often with enthusiasm,
although opjiosition was at times arou.sed. His
chief rival was Devadatta, a cousin of the Buddha,
who is

represented as being jealous of his inUuence
and popularity, and as repeatedly seeking to com-
pass his death. Devadatta had been received into
the Order at the time of a visit which Gautama
paid to Kapilavastu in the sixth year of hi.s

ministry, but had never been a sincere believer.
The final attempt which he made to iwison the
Buddha was frustrated, and he hinoclf, f^i)r making
a false profession of faith, fell down into hell,
where he was condemned to remain for an entire

world-cycle.
At the age of over eighty years, according to

the tradition, at the close of a long life devoted to

teaching and preaching, Gautama Buddha realized
that the time drew near for him to die, to leave his

disciples and his work, and to attain parinirvdna,%
final or perfect nirvana.
The authoritative account of the death of the Buddha, u

related by the Southern School of Buddliirtni, is contjuned in the
Mahd-I'arinibbdna SuUa of the Digha-Sik.nia, the ' Book of
the Great Decease," translated by T. W. Khys Davida in SBK,
vol. x\. ; Warren, pp. 95-110. See art. LiTiKArrRB (Buddhi«t).
The narrative from Til>eLan sources is given by W. W. Itockhill,

Life of the Buddha, pp. l;{'i-147. Thedateof hisdeath haabeen
discussed at great length, and by many s<^'holars. The Sinhalese-

reckoning, representing the trailition of the South, places the
event in the year 544 or 543 B.C. ; but it seems certain that this
is too early. More than fifty years ago. Sir A. Cunningham
(BhiUa Topes, London, lS.'>4),'from a fufl consideration of all the
available data, gave his decision for the year 477 B.C. Prof. Max
Mullcr arrived at the same conclusion (SBH x.^ p. xliii ff. ; Uii-

tory o/Sa/iikrit Literature^, pp. 'li'C ff., 299), which was endorsed
by Dr. Buhler. Others, aa Westergaard and Kern, bring the
time of his death down to a considerably latvr i>criod, c. 370 B.C.

The most recent essay in favour of a yet earlier date is by the
Indian scholar P. C. Mukherji, who argues for the early part of

the f.th century (see review in JRAS, 1900, p. 56s fT-X There can
be little doubt that Sir A. Cunningham's dat* is very near to the
truth. Dr. Hect re-examines the whole question with trreat rare
in JR.i^, 1909, pp. 1-34, endeavouring t'> detenuine the preciae
dav of the year on which the Buddha dif-d, whii-h he i-ondude*
to'have been Oct. 13th, 453 B.C. Cf. also M. de Zilva Wickre-

masinghe in Epi<jr. Zeylanica, i. 142 n. 7, 156 f.

Accompanied by Ananda, the Buddha then came
•
Beal, Siyuki, ii. 82 ff. ; cf. art. Maoadh.\.

Legge, Fd-Uien, i>. 65 ff. ; Beal, op. cii. ii. 1 ff. The site of

Sravasti was identiflea by Cunningham with .Sahet Mahi-t. in the

Gonda District of the United Provinces, and thi« il n

has been confirmed by recent discoveries (see J/i. I |>.

97iff., 1098 f., 1909, p. 1001 ff.; lGl,i.v.). There isao. ~ npiion
of Sravasti from Sinhalese sources in W. Oeiger, Liter, u. Spraehe
d. SinghaUien, Strassburg, 1901, p.

14 f.

t Vassa was also observed by the Jainaa, and in this respect
apparently tK>th sects followed the earlier practice of the Hindu
monastic orrlers.

J Pali parinibbdna, see art. NirvIja ; nirrdfui is a state

attainable and attained during life, and was enjoyed by the
Buddha himself and by many Buddhist saints ; parinirvdna is

reached only at death, with the dissolution of the bodily frame.
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to the i^a la-tree grove Upavartana at Kusanagara,*
in the country of the Mallas. There, by, his direc-

tion, a couch was spread between two Sdla-txee?,,
with its head to the north, on which he lay down
' on the right side after the manner of a lion, and

placing foot on foot remained mindful and con-
scious.' t The trees bloomed out of season, and
scattered their flowers on him as he lay. His last

hours were spent in giving counsels and directions

to Ananda and the assembled monks. Subhadra
also, a wandering ascetic, was admitted to his

presence, listened to his teaching, and was con-

verted, thus becoming
' the last discijjle made

\>j
the Blessed One himself.' Finally, he invited his

disciples to state any doubt or difBculty felt by
them with regard to the teaching of the Buddha
or the rules of the Order, that he might remove it ;

and bade them regard his Doctrine and Discipline
as their teacher after he was gone. Three times
the question was repeated :

' "
It may be, brethren, that some brother has a doubt or per-

plexit}' respecting either the Buddha or the Doctrine or the
Order or the Path or the course of conduct. Ask any question,
brethren, and do not have to reproach yourselves afterwards
with the thought, Our Teacher was present with us, but we
failed to ask him all our questions."
And when he ha<l thus sjjoken the brethren were silent.

"
It may be, brethren, that it is out of respect to the Teacher

that ye ask no questions. Then let each one speak to his friend."
And when he had thus spoken the brethren were silent.
Then the venerable Ananda spake to the Blessed One :

" How wonderful a thing it is. Reverend Sir, and how marvel-
lous ! Verily, I believe that in this whole assembly of the
brethren there is not one brother who has any doubt or perplexity
respecting the Buddha or the Doctrine or the Order or the Path
or the course of_conduct."" With you, Ananda, it is a matter of faith, when you say
that; but with the Tathagata, Ananda, it is a matter of know-
ledge that in this whole assembly of the brethren there is not
one brother who has any doubt or perplexity respecting either
the Buddha or the Doctrine or the Order or the Path or the
course of conduct. For of all these five hundred brethren,
Ananda, even the most backward has become converted, and is

no longer liable to be born in a state of suffering, but is assured
of final salvation."
Then the Blessed One addressed the brethren :

"And now, brethren, I take my leave of j'ou ;
all the con-

stituents of being are transitory ; work out your salvation with
diligence."
This was the last word of the Tathagata.
Thereupon the Blessed One entered the first trance {dhyana) ;

and rising from the first trance, he entered the second trance ;

and rising from the second trance, he entered the third trance ;

and rising from the third trance, he entered the fourth trance ;

and rising from the fourth trance, he entered the realm of the
infinity of space ; and rising from the realm of the infinity of

space, he entered the realm of the infinity of consciousness ; ,and
rising from the realm of the infinity of consciousness, he entered
the realm of nothingness ; and rising from the realm of nothing-
ness, he entered the realm of neither perception nor non-
perception ; and rising from the realm of neither perception nor
non-perception, he arrived at the cessation of perception and
sensation.' %
The same process is then repeated in reverse order until the

first trance is again reached. Thence he passes successively to
the second, third, and fourth. And at the close it is said :

* And rising from the fourth trance, immediately the Blessed
One passed into NirN'a^a.'

In the Mahayana school of Buddhism a mystical
doctrine of three bodies (Jcaya) of the Tathagata is

taught—the dharmakaya, or body of the Law,
sambhogakdya, or body of perfect "bliss, nirmdna-
kaya, the illusory or apparitional body. The first
is said to be discernible in the whole air of the
Tathagata, the second in the whole air of a Bodhi-
sattva, the tliird in the air of diflierent pious men.
The underlying idea would seem to be that of

* The scene of the Buddha's death has not been certainly
identified; according to Fa-Hien, chs. xxiii., xxiv., it lay 25
yojanas east of Kapilavastu (cf. Beal, Siyuki, ii. 31 ff.). Sir A.
Cunningham identified the site with the village of Kasia, about
40 miles east of Gorakhpur, in the United Provinces, where
there are extensive Buddhist ruins ; but doubt is thrown on the
correctness of his conclusions bv recent discoveries and investiga-
tions. See V. A. Smith in JRAS, 1002, p. 139 ff. ;

J. F. Fleet, ib.

1906, p. 907andnote; J. H. Marshall, ib. 1907, p. 993ff., with plate
Bhowmg excavations at the great monastery ; IGI, s.v.

'

Kasia.'
t The attitude and scene are represented from sculptures, e.g.m A. Grdnwedel, Buddhist Art in India, 1901, p. 119 ff.

t Mahd-Parinibhdna SiUta, vL 1. 6-11 ; SEE xi. 112 ff. ;

Warren, p. 108 f. ; Kern, p. 44 f.

completing the connexion, or chain of evolution,
between the living earthly Buddha and his spiritual
or mystical counterpart, invisible in the heaven.*
A curious tradition, the origin of Avhich it is not

easy to trace, represents the death of the Buddha
as due to over-indulgence in 'dried boar's flesh,' t
at a feast which Chunda, the blacksmith, had

prepared for him and his disciples. Recognizing
the danger of the dish, Gautama refused to allow
the others to partake lest they should suti'er injury,
and gave orders that what was left over should be
buried in the ground. In view of the Hindu
aversion to a meat diet, or the taking of life in any
form, it is hardly likely that the tradition is a
mere invention of later times. It is more probable
that the preparation consisted of some vegetable
or root, perhaps truffles ; a ' boar's delicacy,' or

favourite food ; or the name of some dish prepared
for the feast may have been confused in course of

time with ' boar's flesh
'

or '

pork.' The refusal to

permit his disciples to share was then invented to

exalt his magnanimity, and to account for the fact

that he alone suffered after the meal. If this were

really the case, his great age would itself be a suffi-

cient explanation. It should be noticed also that
in the Tibetan books no reference is made to the

pork, although the last feast in the Buddha's
honour is described as in the Pali narratives.J
The death of the Buddha, like his birth, was

accompanied by signs and portents from heaven ;

and the spirits of the earth and sky united in

lamentation Avith his disciples and the men of

Kusanagara. The Mallas of the town paid
due honour to the corpse, with processions and

garlands and music, for a space of six days. On
the seventh the body was carried by eight of

their chieftains to a shrine outside the city, on the

east, where a funeral pyre was raised of sweet-
scented woods. The Malla chiefs, however, were
unable to set fire to the pile ; and it was explained
to them that the final ceremony of cremation must
await the arrival of Kasyapa, who Avith five

hundred brethren was at that moment approach-
ing Kusanagara. When Kasyapa reached the

shrine, he saluted with reverence the Buddha's

corpse, and with his companions passed thrice

round the funeral pile, bowing doym in homage.
The pyre then spontaneously began to burn ; and,
after the flames had done their Avork, they were

again miraculously extinguished.
The bones and relics that remained from the fire

were claimed by the Mallas of Kusanagara (Kusi-
nara), on the ground that the Buddha had died in

their territory. Others, hoAA'eA'er, adA'anced claims
to a portion ;

and the danger of strife Avas allayed
only by the remonstrances of a Brahman, Drona
(Dona) byname, Avho, at the instance of the Mallas

themselves, undertook to distribute the relics. An
eightfold division Avas made, as folloAvs : (1) Ajata-
satru, king of Magadha ; (2) the Lichchhavis of

Vaisali ; (3) the Sakyas of KapUavastu ; (4) the
Bulls of Allakappa ; (5) the Koliyas of Ramagrama ;

(6) a Brahman of Vethadipa,§ Avhose name is not

recorded; (7) the Mallas of Pava ; (8) the Mallas
of Kusanagara. Further, the eartheuAvare vessel

(kumbha), in Avhich the relics had been gathered
together after cremation, Avas given to Drona him-
self ; and to the Mauryas (Moriyas) ofPipphalivana,
Avho, after all the relics had been distributed, sent
a message demanding a share, Avere granted the

* See Rockhill, Life of the Buddha, p. 200 ff.
;
L. de la V.

Poussin in JRAS, 1906, p. 943 ff., and art. Adibuddha in vol. i.

p. 97 ff.

t Siikara (^iikara) maddava, Parinibb. S. iv. 16 ff., SBE
xi. 71 ff. J. F. Fleet {JBAS, 1906, pp. 658, 881 f.) suggests

' the
succulent parts, tit-bits, of a young wild boar' {maddava, Skr.

indrdava, 'softness,' 'delicacy' [mrdw]).
t Rockhill, p. 133 f.

§ Probably represented, according to Dr. Vogel, by the ruins

at Kasia ; see JHAS, 1907, p. 993 ff.
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embers of the fire. Thus there were altogether
ten portions, and over each a cairn {.•itupa) was
erected and homage paid. These buildings re-

mained for many years centres of pilgrimage, and
were visited not only by Buddhists of India, but

by pilgrims from distant lands.* In one form of

the narrative the Emperor Asoka is said to have
undertaken a re-distribution of the relics amon^
84,000 stfipas, wliich he built. One of the original

stilpas, however, that at Kamagrama (5), he was
unable to violate, being prevented by the spirits

(ndgas) that watched over the cairn.

At Piprawa (Piprahava, Piprahwa), in the United

Provinces, excavations were made some years ago
in an ancient mound and relic cliamber ; and among
the objects discovered was a large stone box, con-

taining steatite vases (one of which bore a short

inscription), pieces of bone, gold leaf, jewels, beads,
etc. The inscription when read was understood to

describe the relics enclosed in the vase as those of

the Buddha himself ; and it was inferred that these

fragments of bone were the actual portions of the

body of Gautama, preserved after cremation, over

which was erected the stupa which had now been

re-discovered. Dr. Fleet, however, interprets the

inscription differently ; and understands it to refer,

not to the founder himself, but to the Sakyas, his

kinsmen, many of whom, according to the tradition,

were massacred, and their city wholly or partially

destroyed, in revenge for a slight put upon the

neighbouring king of Kosala.f In either case the

inscription would seem to carry with it the

identification of Piprawa with Kapilava.stu, the

capital of the Sakyas.
The discovery is also reported of the ancient

stupa built near Peshawar, according to the reports
of the Chinese pilgrims, by Kanishka,^ which they
describe as the finest in India. Buddha himself,

when travellings in the country, is said to have

prophesied to Ananda that on that spot, four

hundred years after his death, a king named
Kanishka would raise a gi-eat stupa in ids honour,
'whicli will contain many various relics of my
bones and Hesh.'§ Many marvels are related con-

cerning the fulfilment of the prophecy, and both

Fa-Hien and Hiuen-Tsiang record the presence in

former times of the almsbowl {pdtrn) of Buddha in

that country. Two large mounds lying east of the

city have been identified as the site of the great

building erected by Kanishka, and excavations

have been carried on for the last two years, under

the direction of the Archaeological Survey of India.

Under one of the mounds were found ' remains of

an enormous monument, which proves to be the

lost pagoda, so minutely described by the Chine-se

travellers.'!! In a relic-chamber was discovered a

casket containing small fragments of bone, wliicii

may therefore be portions of the remains of

Gautama himself. The magnificence of the monu-
ment indicates the imiKjrtance attached to the

sacred relics which it was intended to enshrine.

And tlie tradition recorded by Hiuen-Tsiang proves
that in his day they were believed to l»e actual

relics of the Founder of Buddhism.

• Parinibbdna Sutia, vi. 61-C2.

f JRAS, 1906, p.
150. Dr Fleet reads the tp\t, and translates

as follows: StJriti-bhatinamta-bha'ji^ii-anai'n sa-ptita-tlalanam

iyaih saiiia-nidhane Budhasa bhagarate fakii/anam,
' 0( the

brethren of the Well-famwi One, together with (their) little

sisters (and) to?ether with (their) children and wives, this (is) a

deposit of relics ; (namely) of the kinsmen of Buddha, the

Blessed One.' Earlior interi^rctations understood the reference

t,o
be to a relic-shrine of the Buddha himself, set up by his

Sakya brethren. See Fleet's article, toe. cit., in which he

discusses the inscription ; and for a description of the orii^nal

discoveries, ib. 1S98, p. 574, etc. ; Mukherji, Antiquities \n thr

SipaU.<ie Tarai, 1S97 ; cf. Fleet in JliAS. 1905, p. 679 ff. ;
and

on the identification of Karilavastu, W. Yost, ib. 1906, p. 653 ff.

t Lesrge, Fd-Hien, ch. xii. ; Seal, Sivuki, i. 97 ff.

§ Ceal, I.e., p. 99.

I TiiMS, 17th Aug. 1909 ; see JRAS, 1909, p. 1066 ff.

Among the prophecies uttered by the Buddha
Avas one concerning the future of the religion which
he established, and its ultimate decline and dis-

appearance from the earth. The declaration is

contained in the Andgnta-Vat'tuia ('Narrative of

Coming Events'), and was given at Ka|iilavastu
in response to a question by Sariputta. The
history of the future Buddha, Maitreya (Pali

Metteyya), is described ; then at hjrig intervals after

his own death will occur the '
five disappearances' :

of the attainments, when his discijdes will rise to

ever higher degrees of sanctity; of the method,
when the knowledge of the precepts and the way
of salvation shall bo lost ; of learning, w hen the
sacred texts themsedves shall be forgotten ; of the

symbols, the monastic rol>e, bowl, etc. ;
and at the

close of live thousand years
' the relics will begin to

fail of honour and worship, and will ^o wherever they
can receive honour and worship. But as time goes
on they will not receive honour and worship in any
place. Then . . . the relics will come from every
place . . . and having congregated together at the

throne under the great Bo-tree . . . will teach the

Doctrine. Not a single human being will l)e found
at that place ; but all the gods from ten thousand
worlds will come together and listen to the Doc-

trine, and many thousands of them will attain to

the Doctrine. . . . Then they will weep, saving,
" From henceforth we shall be in darkness." Then
the relics will put forth tlames of fire and bum up
. . . withfiut remainder.'

'

[TlicsuVjjectof Barlaam and Josaphat, %vhi<h was
referred to this article by a cross-reference at Bak-

LAAM, it has been found more convenient U) treat in

a separate article under the title JoSAPH.VT.]

LiTERATCRE.— rA^ Dudiiha-Chan'ta of Airaghotha, ed. by
E. B. Cowell, Oxford, li»3, tr. SBE, vol. xlix., Oxford, 1894 ;

Fo-gho-hi7ig-tgan-king, a Life of Buddha by Aivaifhostia, tr.

from Sanskrit intoCliinese by Dharmaraksha, a.d. 4'.;u, and from
Chinese into English by Samuel Bcal, .S'BA', vol. xix., Oxford,
1883; Biuldhist Sullas, Hahaparinibbdna Suttanta, tr. from
Pali by T. W. Rhys Davids, SBE, vol. xi., Oxford, ls'i7 ; Vinaya
Texts, Mahdragga and ChiiUaragja, tr. from the Tali by T. W.
Khys Davids and H. Oldenbers;, SBF, vols, xiii., xvii., xx.,

Oxford, 18S1-1885 ; Jdtaka, or SUiries o/ the Biuidha's Former
Births, tr. from the Pali by various hands, 6 vols., Cambridjfe,
189&-1907 ; R. Spence Hairdy, ifauual of Budhirrn. new ed.,

London, 1880, and Legends and Thenriet o/ the Buddhists, new
ed. 1881; E. Senart, La L^gende de Buddhn'i, paris, msS ;

P. Bigandet, Life or Legend of Gaudama, the Buddha of the

Burmese^, lx>n<lon, 18S0;" W. W. Roclchill, Life of the Buddha
and the Karln History of hia Order, derired from Tibetan Works,
Ixjndon, 1884 ; Sir Monier Monier-Williams, Buddhism, Ijon-

don, 1889; E. Windisch, .^lura und Buddha, I^ipzig, 1895;
H. C. Warren, Buddhism in Transtatmns, Cambridge, Maaa.,

1896, ch. i. ; H. Kern, ilanual of Indian Bwidhism, Stra&s-

burg, 1396, pp. 12-46 ; E. Hardy, Buddha, I-eipzitr, 1903 ;

H. Oldenberg', Buddha, sein Leijen, teins I./ehre, und seine

Gemeinde*, Berlin, 19(« (Enc tr, Buddha: his Life, hts Dr.e-

trine, hisOrder, London, iN-^-J; H. Baynes. H'aj^ o/rA/- Buddha,
Ixjndon, 19015 ; T. W. Rhys Davids, Buddhism. New York. I'>i7 ;

Travels of Fdllien, tr. by J. I>vk'e, Oxford, 1886; Siyt'J^i,

Buddhist 'Records of the Western H nrld, tr. by 3. Beal, 2 vols.,

London, 1906. A. S. GEDEX.

BUDDHAGHOSA.—This wa.s the name of

.several luembcrs of the Buddhist Order. It will

be sufficient here to deal with the be-xt kno\\Ti

among them, the celebrated author and .scholar

wiio llourisheil early in the 5th century A.D.

I. Life.—The authorities regarding the life of

Buddhagho-^ia the Groat are as follows. lu the

first place, certain iniix>rtant iwrtions of his works
have already lieen publishetl. The few details

they contain a.s to the life of the author are the

onlj' contemiH)rary records of it that have survived.

Secondly, Dhammakitti, in the middle of the 13th

cent. A.D., wrote a continuation of the Great

Chronicle (tr. in Tumours MnhavaviAa, p.
250 tf.)

of Ceylon. In it he insertetl an arcount, in thirty-

three couplets, of the life and work of Buddha-

ghosa. It is not exactly known from what source^

this account wa.s draw n ; but it probably gives
•
Wmrren, pp. 482-4a5.
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the tradition as preserved at the Great Minster in

Anuradhapura {<hv.) in written documents now no

longer extant. Thirdly, we have a life of Buddha-

ghosa, written in Pali, in the middle of the 16th

cent., by a Burmese bhiksu named Maha Man-
gala. It is of a legendary and edifying character,
and of little independent value. The title is,

Buddhaghos-tippatti ('Advent of Buddhaghosa ') ;

and the text has been edited and translated by
James Gray. The results to be obtained from
these sources will best be stated chronologically.
In the introductory verses to his commentary

on the Digha (ed. Rhys Davids and Carpenter),
Buddhaghosa says that he compiled it in accord-
ance with the opinions of the Elders at the Great
Minster ; and that since he had already, in his

Vistiddhi Magga ('Path of Purity'), dealt with
certain points, he would omit these in his com-

mentary. Lastly, he says that the authorities on
which he relied were in the Sinhalese language,
and that he reproduces the contents of them in

Pali. In his commentary on the Vinaya (quoted
JBAS, 1871, p. 295) he gives the names of some of

these Sinhalese works. They are the Great Com-
mentary, the Raft Commentary {i.e. -mritten on a

raft), and the Kurundi Commentary [i.e. the one
written at Kurunda Vein). In his commentary
on the Parivdra, Buddhaghosa states [teste Gray,
p. 12) that he studied these three under Buddha-
mitta. In his Attha-salini (ed. Miiller), Buddha-
ghosa also quotes as his authorities these and
other commentaries written in Sinhalese ; refers

frequently to his own Visuddhi Magga, and twice
at least to his commentary on the Vinaya ; and
mentions otherwise (apart from the canonical

works) only the Milinda and the Petakopadesa.*
These meagre but important details show con-

clusively that Buddhaghosa worked at a date sub-

sequent to that of the two books last mentioned,
under the auspices of the scholars at the Great
Minster in Ceylon, and on the basis of materials
^vritten in Sinhalese.
The authority next in point of date explains

how this was supposed to have occurred. It tells

us that, during the reign in Ceylon of Maha-Nama
(who ascended the throne A.D. 413), there was a

young Brahman born in India who wandered over
the continent maintaining theses against all the
world. In consequence of a discussion that took

1)lace

between him and Revata, a Buddhist bhiksu,
le became interested in Buddhist doctrine, and
entered the Order that he might learn more about it.

It was not long before he became converted, and
^v^ote a treatise entitled Jhcinodaya (

'

Uprising of

Knowledge'); and also an essay entitled Attha-
salinl ('Full of Meaning'), on the Ahhidhainma
manual included in the Canon under the title

Dhamma-sarigani. On Revata observing that he
contemplated a larger work, he urged him to go to

Anuradhapura, where there were better materials
and greater opportunities for study, and make him-
self acquainted there with the commentaries that
had been preserved in Sinhalese at the Great
Minster, with a view to re-casting them in Pali.

Buddhaghosa agreed to this, went to the Great
Minster, studied there under Sanghapali, and
when he had mastered all the subjects taught,
asked permission to translate the commentaries.
The authorities of the School gave him two verses
as the subject of a thesis, to test his ability. What
he submitted as this thesis was the work afterwards
to become so famous imder the title of Visuddhi

Magga. This proved, -with the assistance of good
fairies, so satisfactory that his request was granted.
Then, according to the chronicler,

' he translated the
whole of the Sinhalese commentaries into Pali.'

* See the references given in Mrs. Rhys Davids' Bvddhist
Ptyehologv, pp. xx-xxr.

We need not take every word of this edifying
story au pied de la lettre. We know, for instance,
that it was not the whole, but only a part, though
a very important part, of the Sinhalese comment-
aries that he reproduced in Pali. Other scholars,
some of whose names we know, while some are
not yet known, reproduced other parts of it. The
work was by no means a translation in the modern
sense. It was a new work based on the older ones.
And the intervention of the fairies [devatd) is only
evidence of the curious literary taste of the time
of the poet. But, in the main, the story bears the

impress of probability.
The Buddhaghos-uppatti takes over this story,

telling it with many flowers of speech and at greater
length. It adds a few details not found in Dham-
makitti's couplets, giving, for instance, the names
of Buddhaghosa's father and mother as Kesi and
Kesini, and the name of the village they dwelt in

as Ghosa. Both the authorities locate it at Gaya
in Magadha, near the Bo-tree. The Gandhavainia
(JPTS, 1896, p. 66) adds that Kesi was the

family chaplain [purohita) of King Sangama. The
Saddnamnui Sahgaha {JPTS, 1890, p. 55) gives the
additional detail that Buddhaghosa worked at his

translations in the Padhanaghara, an apartment
to the right of the Great Minster. The Sinhalese
chronicler concludes his account with the simple
statement that Buddhaghosa, when his task was
accomplished, returned home to India, to worship
at the Wisdom tree. The Burmese authorities

(quoted by Gray in his introduction) all agree that
he went to Burma. This is merely a confusion
between our Buddhaghosa and another bhiksu of

the same name (called more accurately Buddha-

ghosa the Less), who went from Ceylon to Burma
towards the end of the 15th cent. (Forchhammer,
p. 65).

2. Works.—The extant books written by
Buddhaghosa would fill many volumes. Of these

only one, and that one of the shortest, has so far

been edited in Europe. The most important is

probably the Visuddhi Magga, a compendium of

all Buddhism, in three books : on Conduct, Con-
centration (or mental training), and Wisdom re-

spectively. Henry C. Warren has published an
abstract of this work {JPTS, 1891) ; and a com-

plete edition, with translation, introductions, and
notes, is in preparation for the Harvard Oriental
Series. The rest are all commentaries. Those
on the four great Nikdyas, on the Abhidhamma,
and on the Vinaya, would each fill three or four
volumes. A late authority, the Saddhamma
Saiigaha {JPTS, 1890, p. 56), gives 137,000 lines

as the extent of these six works. Another late

authority, the Gandha-vaniia {JPTS, 1896, p. 59),

in giving a complete list of Buddliaghosa's works,
mentions in addition commentaries on the Pdti-

mokkha, Dhammapada, Jdtaka, Khuddaka Pdtha,
and Apaddna, adding on p. 68 the Sutta Nipdta.
This list probably errs both by excess and by defect.

It does not include the Attha-salinl, which we now
know, from the edition published by the Pali Text

Society, to have been written by him, and it does
include the commentaries on the Dhammapada and
the Jdtakas. Now we have before us the text of

the introductory verses to each of these works. In
each case the author describes the circumstances
under which, and names the scholars at •whose

instigation, he undertook and can-ied out the

work. In neither case is any reference made to

Buddhaghosa. In both style and matter each of

these books difiers from the other, and from
such portions of the works of Buddhaghosa as

are accessible to us. In the similar cases of

Nagarjuna and Sarikara, works not written by
them have been ascribed to famous writers. The
tradition of Buddhaghosa's authorship of either of
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the books above named has not as yet been traced
back earlier than the luth cent. ; and, for the above
reasons, it is at present very doubtful. A large
number of short quotations from IJuddhaghosa's
commentaries have been printed by the editors of

the various texts with which he deals; and sixty
consecutive pages from tlie historical introduction
to his commentary on the Vinayn have been edited

by H. Oldenberg ( Vinaya, vol. iii.). llhys Davids
and Carpenter have published one volume, out of

three, of the Sumahgala Vildsinl, his commentary
on the Dlgha. And one complete work by him,
the Atthn-stdinl above referred to, has been edited

by E. Miiller. This turns out to be, not the essay
under that title said by Dhammakitti to have been

composed in India, but another work written in

Ceylon subsequently to the Visuddhi Magga and
the six great commentaries. It is doubtless an

enlarged edition of the essay, and the latter has
therefore not been preserved. Manuscripts of the
undoubted works of Buddiiagliosa, containing the

texts, sufficient to fill some twenty-live volumes
more, are extant in European libraries ; and the
Pali Text Society, having completed its edition of

the canonical works, is now engaged on the publi-
cation of these.

3. General conclusions.—Buddhaghosa's greatest
value to tiie motlern historian is due largely to the
limitations of his mental powers. Of his talent

there can be no doubt ; it was equalled only by
his extraordinary industry. But of originality,
of independent thought, there is at present no
evidence. He had mastered so thoroughly and

accepted so completely the Buddhist view of life,

that there was no need for iiim to occupy time witli

any discussions on ultimate questions. In his
' Path

of Purity' he gives, with admirable judgment as to

the general arrangement of his matter, and in lucid

style, a summarj' of the Budtlhism of his time.

There is no argument or discussion. In his six

great commentaries—those on each of the four

Nikdyas, containing the Doctrine ; on the Vinaya,
containing the Canon Law ; and on the A bhi-

dharmiui, containing the advanced Psychology—
he adheres to one simple plan. He first gives a

general introduction—dealing mainly witii literary

history
—to the work itself. To eacn of tiie more

important Dialogues, or Suttas, he gives a special
introduction on the circumstances under which it

was supposed, when he wrote, to have been origin-

ally spoKen, and on the places and the persons

mentioned in it. He quotes in the comment on
tlie Sutta every word or phrase he considers doubt-
ful or deserving of notice from a philological, exe-

getical, pliilosopliical, or religious point of view.
His piiilology is far in advance of the philology of
the same date in Europe, and his notes on rare
words are constantly of real value, and not M-ldom
conclusive. He gives and discusses various readings
he found in the texts before him ; and these notes,
together with hia numerous quotations, go far to
settle the text as it lay before nim, and are of great
service for the textual criticism of the originals.
Of the higher criticism Buddliagho^a is entirely
guiltless. To him there had been no development
in doctrine, and all the texts were the words of the
Master. He is fond of a story, and often relieves
the earnestness of his commentary with anecdote,
parable, or legend. In this way, without in the
least intending it, he has preserved no little ma-
terial for the history of social customs, commercial
values, folk-lore, and belief in supra-normal p(jwer.s.
His influence on the development of the literary
faculty among Buddhists throughout the world
has been very considerable. It is true, no doubt,
that the method adopted in his commentaries fol-

lows very closely the method of those much older
ones preserved in the Canon ; but the literary skill

with which he uses it is a great advance, more
especially in lucidity, over the older documents.

LiTRnATtRB.—.(l«A<w<Uini, ed. E. Miiller {PTS, 1897); SumaA-
gala \'il<iiiini, ed. Rhya Davidu and Can>eiit«r (t^TS, l^S);
Mahiiraiiiia, ed. O. Tumour (Colombo, IS37); BwtJhaj/i ..i-

uppatti (ed. J. Gray, Ixmdon, 1892); Digha, ed. Rhvg I)u\k)9
and Carpenter (Pr^i', l!5l)9, 1903); E. Forchhammer, J<ir'/iyw5

Prize Essay (Rangoon, 1885) ; Mrs. Rhys Davids,
' Buddhiot

Psychology '(/C^S, 1900). T. W. KhYS DaVIUS.

BUDDHISM.—The character of Buddhi.sm
varies according to the country in which it pre-
vails, so that a general sketch would be of very
little value. The origin of Buddhism has been

given in the article Buddha ; its early develop-
ments will be described in two articles, one on
the HfNAYAN A, or Little Veiiicle, the other on
tiie Maiiayana, or Great Vehicle. Then the
Buddhism of each country will be sejiarately
treated under the name of the country. See
BhutXn, Bur.ma, Ckntral A.sia, Ceylon,
China, India, Japan, Java, Korea, Siam,
Tibet. See al.so Sects (Buddhist).

BULGARIANS.—See Bogomils.

BULL.
Egyptian.-See ANIMALS, Egyptian Religion.
Greek and Roman. —See Animals, Tauro-

bolium.

BULL (Semitic).—The wild bull (Assyr. Hmu,
Heb. re'em) wa-s found in Mesopotamia, whence it

wandered into Babylonia and the level parts of

Palestine, while the domesticated short-horned ox
seems to have been indigenous in Western Asia
before the rise of Bab. civilization. Further south, in

Arabia and the Sinaitic Peninsula, the counti-j- was
unsuitable for cattle, and sheep took the place of

oxen. This fact is important in view of the general

opinion of anthropologists that the original home
01 the Semitic race was Arabia.

In Babylonia, figures of bulls guarded the ap-

proach to a temple, hou.se, or garden. They weie
believed to protect the building from the entrance

of evil spirit.s, and were often represented with

wings, to which, in the Assyrian period, a human
face was added. Colo.«sal figures of them in stt>ne

or metal, called lamass i ((roni the Sumerian lamrrvi),

were placed on either side of the entrance. At

Hindu.—See Animals, Vedic Relioioij.
Semitic (.\. H. Sayce), p. 887.

Teutonic (C. J. Gaskell), p. S89.

times they were represented on the gates or walla
as goring the enemy. The Semitic Baliylonians
included them among the s/'di (Heb. .thrdiin), or
'

spirits,
'

partly beneficent, jMirtly evil, with which
the air way filled. Among the Sumerians, however,
they had the snecific name of alad. A.sliurbanipal,
in describing his destruction of Susa, states that
he 'broke in pieces the st'di (written alad), the
colossal bulls (lamassi) which guarded the temple,'
and 'removed the raging wild bulls that adorned
the gates' ; and in the legend of Chrdwrlaomer (?)

we read that, when Bel determined to bring evil

upon his temple at Babylon,
'
its .sV,/u,' or guardian-

bull, departed from it, and so allowed the Elamite
to enter and <lestroy the .sanctuary. The guardian-
bulls were also known as kiruhi, and corresponded
with the cherubim which stooii at the entrance to

the Garden of Eden, protecting
' the way of the

tree of life
'

(Gn 3**). In a list of Bab. deities, the
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names of ' the two divine bulls
'

of Ea of Eridu are

given (WA In. 56, 59-60).
A bilingual hymn in Sumerian and Semitic (ib.

iv. 23), addressed to 'the bull' who is 'the off-

spring of Zu,' the storm-god, describes it as ' the

great bull, the supreme bull which treads the holy
pasturage . . . planting the corn and making the
field luxuriant.' 'Between his ears,' it is added,
'
is the mouth of the deep,' or '

sea,' a great basin

of water which stood in the court of a Bab. temple.
As there is also a reference in the same hymn to

'the twelve gods of copper,' we are reminded of

the ' sea
'

of Solomon's temple which ' stood upon
twelve oxen' (1 K 7-^).

Among the Babylonians the bull symbolized
strength, and hence was a synonym for ' hero' ; it

was probably on this account that the spirit which

f»rotected

the gate was supposed to have a bull-

ike form. For the same reason Jahweh of Israel

was compared to a wild bull (Nu 2P^ 24* etc.), and
it is possible that tlie abbtr of the OT should be
rendered ' bull' rather than '

mighty one.'

According to the Epic of Gilgamesh, Anu, the

god of heaven, created a bull to avenge the insults

ottered by Gilgamesh to his daughter Ishtar, and
to punish the hero by devastating his country and

destroying his countrymen. The bull is called an
alii (a word of Sumerian origin), and its horns are
described as being of lapis lazuli, and of enormous
size. The bull, however, was killed by Gilgamesh
and his companion, in consequence of which, it

would seem, Gilgamesh was afflicted with disease,
wliile his companion suffered a premature death.
The bull was really the constellation Taurus or the
star Gud-ana,

' the bull of heaven'—a name which
goes back to the age when the vernal equinox
coincided with the entrance of the sun into Taurus.
Jensen believes that it was a storm-god before

being thus transplanted to the sky, and that a
connexion was assumed between al-d,

' the bull
'

and aZi/(Sumer. aid),
' a storm-demon' {Assyr.-bab.

Mythen und Epen, 1900, p. 452). The suggestion
is supported by the fact that the bull is called the
son of the storm-god (see above), and that it was
a symbol of Hadad-Rimmon, the god of the air
and the thunderbolt. Hadad is often depicted
standing on the back of a bull. Hadad, however,
was known in Babylonia as Amurt-d,

' the Amorite
god,' and it is therefore possible that his associa-
tion with the bull was derived from Northern
Syria. A recollection of the bull as a malevolent

storm-deity may survive in the Mithraic repre-
sentation of the sun-god slaying a bull.

In Northern Syria, where Hadad, the Cilician

Sandes, was specially worshipped, the bull was his
sacred animal. When the worship of the god
under the name of Juppiter Dolichenus (' Juppiter
of Dolichd ') was transplanted to Rome, monuments
were erected to him on which he is figured standing
on a bull, with a double-headed battle-axe in one
hand and a thunderbolt in the other. At Hiera-
polis (Membij), the successor of Carchemish, he
was throned upon bulls as his consort was upon
lions (Lucian, de Dea Syria, 31), and bulls were
among the sacred animals kept in the court of the

temple. On the stele of Esarhaddon found at

Zinjerli he also stands upon a bull, and the same
is the case in the rock-sculpture of Maltaiya (Place,
PL 45) to the N.W. of Mosul. The earliest known
representation of the god in a similar position is

upon Babylonian seal-cylinders of the age of
Hammurabi.
Further south the association of the bull with

the supreme Baal can also be traced. Europa was
carried from Phoenicia by Zeus, i.e. Baal, under
the form of a bull ; and the Cretan Minotaur was
termed 'Asterius,' pointing to a belief in a con-
nexion between the bull and the Phoenician

Ashtoreth. Bulls of iron existed in the sanctuary
of Zeus Atabyrius in Rhodes which may have
owed their origin to Phcenician influence ; and
Silius Italicus (Punica, iii. 104 ff.) refers to the

'cornigera frons' of Milichus or Melkarth. The
name (Ashtoreth-) Karnaini seems to imply the
existence of a cow-headed Ashtoreth

;
and a cow

is found on an early Bab. seal-cylinder as a symbol
of Ishtar. A cow-goddess naturally presupposes a

bull-god. On a Nabatsean monument a bull repre-
sents a god whom Sachau identifies with Ka?iu or
Kasios (PSBA, 1896, p. 1056).

According to Ex 32, a golden 'calf,' or more
correctly a bull, was made by Aaron during the
absence of Moses on Mount Sinai, and was wor-

shipped by the Israelites as a visible representa-
tion of the God who had brought them out of

Egypt. At a later date, Jeroboam set up images
of bulls in the sanctuaries of the Northern King-
dom, where they were adored as likenesses or

symbols of Jahweh. This Israelitish worship of

bulls has been thought to have been derived from

Egypt. But against this it is urged that the

Egyptians worshipped the living animal, and not
the image of it. The objection, however, is not

convincing, since votive images of the Egyptian
bulls Apis and Mnevis are numerous, and the
Semitic equivalent of Egyptian beast-worship
would have been image-worship. But the bull-

worship of the Northern Kingdom was unknown
in Judah, and it is therefore probable that it

was derived from Northern Syria, Jahweh being
identified with Hadad.
The bull-worship even of the Semites in Northern

Syria was probably of foreign origin. The divine
bulls of Babylonia were

originally Sumerian, and
the names applied to them by the Semitic Baby-
lonians were borrowed from the Sumerian lan-

guage. On the other hand, Hittite influence was
strong in Northern Syria, and ' the bull-god

' was
one of the chief Hittite deities in whose honour

images of bulls were dedicated. At Eyuk, near

Boghaz Keui, a bull, mounted on a pedestal, is

represented as being worshipped ; and among the

Phrygians the stealing of an ox was punished with
death (Nic. Damascenus, 148, ed. Orelli). Asia

Minor, in fact, was a land of cattle-breeding and

agriculture, where the ox which drew the plough
was held in special veneration. When an anthropo-
morphic conception of the deity was introduced
from Babylonia, the human god accompanied by
the animal took the place of the animal alone as

an object of worship. The cuneiform tablets from
the Assyro-Babylonian colonies near Kaisariyeh
show that this must be dated at latest in the

Qammurabi age.
It would thus appear probable that Northern

Syria was the meeting-place of a twofold Sumerian

conception of the bull : as a beneficent guardian of

the homestead, and a malevolent storm-demon—
derived in the one instance from the character of

the domesticated animal, and in the other from
that of the wild bull—and the Hittite worship of

the bull-god as the protector of the cultivated land.

Sumerian beliefs in regard to the bull were adopted
by the Semitic Babylonians, and the association of

the bull with the Syrian Hadad would have been
the result of foreign influences. Bull-worship, in

short, would seem to have been unknown to the

early Semites, as indeed must necessarily have
been the case if their primitive home was Arabia.
It is significant that the Heb. word for ' wild bull

'

is borrowed from Babylonian, and is not found, at

all events in that sense, in Arabic. The custom of

hanging up bucrania, or oxheads, above the doors
of houses, moreover, was not Semitic. It was
derived from the belief in the protecting powers of

the divine bull, and, like the Bab. lamassi, of
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which they Avere a survival, the bucrania pre-
vented the entrance of evil spirits into a house,
as a horse-shoe is still supposed to do in certain

parts of England. The custom was naturally pre-
valent throughout Asia Minor, and the bull's Iieail

frequently makes its ai)pearance on Cyprian seal-

cylinders of the early Copper Age. The custom
was also known to the Nubian settlers in Egypt in

the time of the Xllth and following dynasties,
from whom the usage, described by Herodotus

(ii. 39), of making an ox-head a scapegoat, may
have been derived (see also Dt 21'*-''). In Arabia
and Palestine the apotropoeic use of the bucranium
was practically unknown.

Literature.—In addition to the authorities cited above, see

Baudissin, Studien znr gem. Religioiuigesch., Leipzig, 1876, i. ;

Sayce, llibbert Lectures, London, ISDl, \ip. 289-i»;i.

A. II. Sayce.
BULL (Teutonic).—Plutarch in his life of

Marius (cap. 23) states that the Cimbri took wi(h

them on their expedition into Italy a brazen bull,

on which they were accustomed to swear solemn
oaths. Apart from this, there is little evidence for

the sacred character of cattle among the Teutonic

races, beyond the fact that they were used for

sacrifice. A primitive cult of the cow would

appear to be rellected in the Kdda account of tlie

creation of the world, where the cow Audlnimbla
exists before either gods or men, and plays an

important part in their origin. There is, more-

over, in the saga of Olaf Trygvason, a curious

legend, which relates that a certain Ogwald wor-

shipped a cow, which he took everywhere with

him, and which at his death was buried beside

him in a second cairn. The only addition to these

vague indications is the statement of Tacitus

(Germania, 40), that the sacred car of the goddess
Herthus was drawn by yoked cows ; and it may be

noted that in the jSIiddle Ages oxen drew the

chariots of the Merovingian kings.
C. J. Gaskell.

BULL-ROARER.—'Bull-roarer 'is the English
name (Germ. Schivirrholz) of a common toy in the

country districts of Great Britain and the Con-

tinent. It is merely a thin slat of wood, with a

hole for the insertion of a string, and is usually
either oval or oblong in shape and pointed at the

extremities ; sometimes the edges are serrated.

Tied to a string, and the string firmly iidd, the

bull-roarer is swung round, and produces a kind of

mutlled roar. The mystic or magical connexions

of the bull-roarer in Europe will be noticed later ;

we must first consider its very important part in

the religion of the most backward races. It lias

been most carefully studied among the aborigines
of Australia, and its uses are analyzed by l•^re

P. W. Schmidt in his paper
' Die Steilung der

Aranda' (Arunta), in ZE, 1908, Heft 6.

Beginning with tlie Arunta, in the exact centre

of Aiistralia, we iind a j)Oople wiio, in one region de-

scribed by Snencer and Gillen, have no coiuci.tion

of a sky-dwelling superior being, or '

All-l'"athtr
'

;

while in the area studied by Streblow the sky is

understood to be tenanted by a magnified man,

Altjira, called mam (' good'), but as indillerent to

mankind as they are to him. In this tribe, as in

most others where initiations of the boys exist, the

bull-roarer is swimg by the men at the secret

ceremonies ; the noise warns the women to keep
at a distance, and they .ire told that the ronr is the

voice of a being named Twanyirika. The long

absence of the boys while their wounds are healing

is explained by the circumstance that Twanyirika
' enters the Iwdy of the boy after the operation and

takes him awaj- into the bush until he is better.'
'

The operation over, the boy is shown the bull-

roarers (always carefully concealed from women),
»
Spencer-Gillen*, 246, note 1.

and his elder brother comes to him with a bundle
of Churinga, saying,

' Here is Twanyirika, of whom
you have heard so much, thc^y are Churinga
[sacred things] and will hcli) to heal yo\i quickly.'
The boy is told that women of bis tribal kin will
be slain if he lets them see the bull-r(jarers.*

So far, Twanyirika seems to be a mere bogle, in
whom tiie initiated do not believe. Among the
tribe next to the north of the .\runta, the Unmat-
jera, the boy is told, before being (dr<;umcised, that

Twanyirika will carry liim away if he reveals any
of the secrets of initiation. f After the process of

.sub-incision he is told to swing the bull-roarer,
while in the bush, or else an<jtlier arakurta (youtli
circumcised, but not yet sub-incised),

' v;ho lives up
in the skij, will come down and carry him away.
If this rtriikiivtd hears the luringa— that is, the
noise of tlie Inill -roarer— be says, "That is all

right," and will not harm him.' 4:

This idea of a sky-dwelling l>eing, concerned
with the initiations, is not found among Spencer's
branch of the Arunta; the being of the Unmatjera
is not an All-Kather ; nor are the Unmatjera known
to have any belief in an All-Father. I'liis notion
of a sky-dweller, however, forms a link with the
belief of the Loritja or Luritcha tribe, whose lands
inarch with those of the Arunta on the east. They
believe in a celestial and powerful being, Tukurn,
who has no concern with ethics or any interest in

men, but does perform ceremonies like those of the

tribe, involving the use of the bull-roarer, and the
initiation of celestial young men. Tiikura is known
to the women, as is Altjira, the sk3'-dwcller of

Strehlow's Arunta, or Aranda ; but Altjira does

nothing but hunt, eat, and amuse himself. Among
the Loritja, beings named Maiutu j)lay the part of

Twanyirika ; one cuts ofl' the heads of the l>oys,
sticks them on again, and is slain ; another receives

food from the boys. He has a
sharji-pointed leg-

bone, like Daramulun among the Wiradjuri of the

south-ejist, and Daramulun is, with them, the l)cing
of the bull-roarer, but subordinate to the sky-
dweller, or All-Father, the ethical Baiame.§

North of the Arunta are the Kaiti^h tribe, who
are but half-converts to Arunta ideas. They be-

lieve in an AH- Father, .\tnatu, who 'arose up in the

sky in the veiy far back past, . . . ma<le himself,
and gave himself his name.' Before the Alcheringa
(q.v.) he drove some disobedient sons out of heaven
to earth, whence he dropped down 'everything
whicii the black-fellow ha-s, including buII-roarers.

These sons are the ancestors of half the tribe.

Two cfturini/a (bull-roarers), drojipcd by Atnatu,
l)ecame men, who. making wooden bull-rearers,

imitated the .sound of Atnatu's bull-roarer in the

heavens, that is, obviously, thuntlcr. Thej' were
named Tumana ; they diefl an ill death ; but now
the women (who know not Atnatu) Injlieve that

Tumana plays the part of Twanyirika among the

Arunta. Atnatu himself is an All-Father, insist-

ingon ceremonies and bull-roarers, but unconnected

with morals. I

The Warramnnga have no Atnatu, as far as is

known ; their bull roaring l)cing is Murtu. Mnrtu,
like the Tumana, was killed by a dog, which coold

not destroy the bull-roarer, murtu-murtu. The

»\nnt ol m nrt H-murtu instantly sprang up in certain

trees, of whose wood bull-roarers are made.*I

The N. by E. Binbinga and Anula have, or teach

to the women, similar l>eliofs ;
the bull-roarer is

tcatamura or murn-mura; the beings connected

with it are Katajalina and tinabaia. The women
are told that these beings swallow the boys, and

di.sgorge them, re-bom, as initiated men. This

•
Spencer Gillen ^, 407. t /ft. 33S. I lb. 343.

§ Strehlow, Die Aranda and Loritja SUimme, pt L (1907)

p. 1 f. ; pt. ii. (1908) pp. 1, 2. 4^, *X

I Spencer-OiUen \ 4M ff . 1 lb. 279-352.
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form of the exoteric myth is very common,
occurring even among tlie tribes of the south-

east.
*

The S.E. tribes had not the spiritual philosophy
of the central and northern communities. In that

philosophy primal souls are perpetually re-incar-

nated, or in some regions spirits, ratapa, emanating
from the primal totemic beings, are incarnated,
and, after one earthly life, retire to the isle of the

dead, and are finally annihilated, t There is thus
no place of rewards and punishments for souls,
while the evolutionary theory (see Alcheringa)
makes a creative being superfluous, though, as

Atnatu, he survives among the Kaitish.
The S.E. tribes in parts of Queensland, and in

Victoria and New South Wales, had not the spiritual
and evolutionary philosophy of the northern tribes,
or among them it was not dominant, and they be-
lieved in a great sky-dwelling anthropomorphic
being, the maker of most things, ethical, and the
source of customary laws, who gives his sanction to

morals, and is invoked at the initiatory rites, where
a temporary image of him is made. Like Atnatu,
he is unknown to the Momen and childien. The
thunder is his voice, and the bull-roarer, iraitatinw

the thunder, is sacred. Like the central and
northern tribes, those of the south-east inculcate
the belief in a being closely connected with the

bull-roarer, but this being is taken more seriously
than in the north and centre. He is the son, or
'

boy,' practically the deputy, of the superior being,
the All-Father. Among the Kurnai he is Tundun
(which is also the name of the bull-roarer) ; among
the Euahlayi and Kamilaroi he is Gayandi, under
Baiame ; among the Wiradjuri he is Daramulun,
under Baiame ; but among the Yuin, Daramulun
is himself the All-Father.
The functions of the bull-roarer being, with the

exoteric myth that he swallows the boys and dis-

gorges them, are practically identical with the
functions of Twanyirika and Tumana and the rest
in the centre and north. The Wiradjuri Dara-
mulun, like the Maiutu of the Loritja, has a leg
which ends in a sharp bone.J Among seven of
these tribes a larger (male) and a smaller (female)
bull-roarer are used : among the Kurnai the larger
represents Tundun, father of the race, the smaller

represents his wife ; but the distinction of sex is

not said to exist among the Chepara and Turbal ; §
Avlth the Chepara the small bull-roarers given to
the initiates are only tokens of initiation. Mr.
Howitt thinks,

' but could not be sure,' that the
female bull-roarer among the Kurnai indicates
ceremonies in which the women take a certain

part ; 1|
the Pamkalla also use a larger and a smaller

bull-roarer ; nothing is said of their sex.ll Among
the Wiradjuri the bull-roarer [mudjigang or bobu)
does not, as among the Kurnai, bear the name of
the bull-roarer being, Daramulun. ' There is an
absence in the western tribes of a belief in an
anthropomorphic Being by whom the ceremonies
were first instituted.'

** These western tribes con-
form to the ideas of the Dieri, who have no known
All-Father, but believe in a multitude of Mm-a-
mura—fabulous primal beings like those of the
Arunta Alcheringa. Among them only bull-
roai-ers marked with notches indicating their use
at ceremonies are sacred ; others are made a joke
of. tt Practically they have not been consecrated.
'

Changes in custom, according to Howitt and
Speucer-Gillen,

' have been slowly passing down
from north to south,' from the Arunta and Dieri to
the sea at Port Lincoln, among the western tribes.
The ideas of Alcheringa and evolution appear to

*
Spenocr-Gmen b, 501.

t Spencer-Gillen, and Strehlow, ut supra.
t Howitt, 585. § lb. pp. 578, 582, 596.
I lb. 628. t lb. 668-670. **

lb. 677. ft lb. 600.

be northern and western ; the All-Father belief is

southern and eastern.
Pfere Schmidt, who finds the bull-roarers of sex

in the reports of 11. H. Matthews* among the

Wiradjuri and other tribes (where Howitt found
nothing about sex), and of Strehlow, in connexion
with the maternal totem, has a theory that the large
bull-roarer represents Twanyirika, Maiutu, etc.,
as fathers of the race, the small their wives as
the mothers of the race,t and connects this with
the sun and moon myths, and a period of so-called
' matriarchate '

among tribes now reckoning descent
in the male line, also with the * sex totems '

(animal
friends of either sex) of the Kurnai and many
other Australian tribes. There is also a theory of

Papuan invasions, but the whole hypothesis cannot
here he criticized.J
The bull-roarer is in general use, among the

central tribes, for magical purposes, and the

spiritual element of their philosophy, as regards
conception, is involved, especially in connexion
with the stone churinga nanja of the Arunta
nation, which are often, but not always, shaped
like bull-roarers. Elsewhere these stone churinga,
with totemic markings, are not found in use among
the Australians.
Marett has advanced the opinion that ' the

prototype
'

of the All-Fathers '
is nothing more or

less than '

the bull-roarer. ' Its thunderous boom-
ing must have been eminently awe-inspiring to the
first inventors, or rather discoverers, of the instru-

ment, and would not unnaturally provoke the
" animatistic

"
attribution of life and power to it

... a genuine Religion . . . has sprung up out
of the Awe inspired by the bull-roarer.' §

But, as we have seen, there are, even in Australia,

plenty of bull-roarers where there is no All-Father.

Among the Arunta, Altjira has nothing to do with
the bull-roarer, nor has Ulthaana, another sky-
dwelling being of the Arunta.

||
It is usually not

the All Father, but his '

boy,' as Tundun, who
manages the bull-roarer. Moreover, it is thunder,
not the bull-roarer, which very naturally inspires
awe ; it is the voice of the All-Father ; the bull-

roarer only represents that voice. Finally, the
All-Father is found all over the world, in places
where the buU-roarer is unknown.
The bull-roarer is of more importance in Aus-

tralian religion, myth, and ritual than elsewhere.
Its use at the Greek mysteries of Dionysus was
explained by the story that it was a toy of the

child-god. IT Two or tliree bone bull-roarers of

palaeolithic times have been discovered and pub-
lished. Like those of the north and central
Australian tribes, they are decorated Avith incised

concentric circles or half-circles. Thus palaeolithic
man may have had a religion akin to that of the
Australians.

Bull-roarers in connexion mth religion or magic
are found in South and West Africa ; among the

Apache and Navaho Indians of North America,
and the Koskimo of British Columbia,** where the

*
Ethnological Notes of the Tribes of U.S. Wales and Victoria,

p. ir,3 f.

t Schmidt, op. cit., pp. 893, 901.

i Schmidt,
'

L'Origine de rid6e do Dieu,' in Anthropos, 1909,

pt. i.

§ Threshold of Religion, 1909, pp. 17-19.

II Strehlow, i. 1 f. ; Gillen, Horn Expedition, iv. 183.

^ Lobeck, Aglaophamus, i. 700.
** To these tribes may be added the Eskimo, Kwakiutl,

Arapaho, Ute, Central Californians, Pueblo, and the ancient
cliff-dwellers.

' The Ilopi, who regard the bull-roarer as a prayer-
stick of the thunder, and its whizzing noise as representing the
wind that accompanies thundersto'-nis, make the tablet portion
from a piece of lightning-riven wood. . . . The Navaho make
the bull-roarer of the same material, but regard it as represent-

ing the voice of the thunder-bird, whose figure they often

paint upon it. . . . Apache, Hopi, and Zuni bull-roarers bear

lightning symbols ; and while in the semi-arid region the

implement is used to invoke clouds, lightning, and rain, and to

warn the initiated that rites are being performed, in the humid
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bull-roarer being, as in Australia, is said to carry

away the young initiate. This fable is, of course,
intended merely for the women and children ; the

boys, when initiated, discover tl»e absurdity of the

figment. Central Brazil, New Guinea, the Torres

Islands, Florida in the Melanesian group, the

North-West Solomon Islands, and Sumatra are

all familiar with the bull -roarer.* For modern

Europe, as well as for the lower culture, see A. C.

Haddon, The Study of Man, pp. 2Ti-^'2.1, and GIP
iii. 424. In Aberdeenshire the cow-herd boys
used to swing the bull-roarer as a charm against
thunder.
The most astonishing parallel to the Kaitish

story of a bull-roarer dropped from heaven to earth

by Atnatu occurs in the following note of the

present writer, which, fortunately, is dated :

' Bull-

roarer in Cantyre
'

(Argyll)
"
Srannan, pronounced

Strantham, the first in this quarter fell from

Juppiter." Macalister, October 20, 1885.' Mr.
Macalister was a Gaelic-speakinj' schoolmaster at

St. Mary's Loch, in the parish of Yarrow, Selkirk-

shire, and was an aged man in 1885, full of vigour
and intelligence. The parallel myth of the Kaitish

was not published till 1904. For a drawing of a
Maori bull-roarer, in the Christy Museum, and for

an early study of the subject, see ' The Bull-

Roarer' in Lang's Custom and Myth, pp. 29-44

(1884 and later editions). For the use of jurapari
pipes in Brazil, to scare away the women from the

rites of the men, see A. R. Wallace, Travels on the

Amazon, 1853, p. 349.
LiTERATURB.—The literature has been pven throughout the

article. A. LANO.

BULLS AND BRIEFS.—Under this heading
may be conveniently considered not only those

documents of the Papal chancery which are techni-

cally so designated, but also the various other

classes of 'apostolic letters' which in compara-
tively modern times have been increasingly em-

ployed by the Roman Pontills in their most

important utterances. For this wider interpreta-
tion of the name 'bulls' there is excellent author-

ity. Both bulls and briefs are in their essence

Papal letters, and the }j«m-official collection

known as the Bullarium Bomamim includes

Encyclicals, Motu Proprios, and otiier similar

constitutions wluch possess just the same force,

as sources of the Canon Law, as the bulls, briefs,

and decretals which we should primarily expect to

find there (see the prefatory letter prefixed to vol.

i. of the Bullarium of Benedict XIV.). For the

same reason any calendar of Papal Urkunden, sucli

as the important Regesta Pontijicum Ronuinonim

(from the beginning to 1198) of Jafle-Lowenfeld

(continued to 1304 by Potthast), mi<dit be cor-

rectly described as an abstract of the letter-books

of the Holv See ; and in point of fact the first

authentic aocuraent which JaHe has summarized,
or in other words the first Papal bull, in the wider

sense, of which the text is preserved to us, is

the famous letter addressed by Pope Clement I.

(Clemens Romanus) to the Cliurch of Corinth.

This, and two other letters of the time of Pope
Cornelius, form the only complete specimens we

possess of the official corresiK)ndence of the Popes
down to the middle of the 4th century.

I. Early Papal letters.—Beginning, liowever,
with the time of Pope Julius I. (337-352), a much

area it is used to implore the wind to brinff fair weather. The
bull-roarer is a sacred implement, associated with rain, wind,
and lightning, and among the Kwakiutl, according to Boa-i,

with ghosts' (Hough in Uandlxiok of A-tner. Indians, 1.

1
= Bulletin SO BE] ITOf., where further literature is given).

From these American examples it appears that the bull-roarer

is rather a magical instrument than a thing associated with the

religious idea of a Lord of Thunder, as among certain Australian

tril>es.
, . .

•
Frazer, GB^ iii. 424. Note 1 contains a list of authonties.

larger collection of documents becomes available.
This fact alone ler Is a certain jjrobability to

the conjecture based upon tlie language of'^ the
Liber Pontificalis (i. 205, ed. Du(diosne), tiiat a re-

organization of the I'apal archives took place
under tiiis jiontificate. Wo hear of a bo<ly of

officials (schola notariorum) and of a responsible
director (primicerius), while only a few years later

an inscription of Pope Damasus seems to speak of

the construction of a special archiviuin, later called

tiie scrinium (see de Rossi, 'La Bihliotheca della

Sede Apostolica,' in Studi di Storia e Dirittv, v.

340).
The natural result of the official registration of

documents which all this organization seems to

imply must have been to create by degrees a

recognized Pontifical chancery, and to establisii

the use of traditional forms and customs with

regard to the drafting, dating, and expediting of

Papal letters, which we find fully develoj)ed at a
later period. Down to the time of Hadrian I.

(772-795) our knowledge of these forms is some-
what vague, and in no case founded upon the

original documents themselves. For the most part
the texts of which we have copies are of an epistol-

ary or hortatory character, often mere extracts, in

which addresses, salutations, and subscriptions are

naturally little regarded. The earliest Papal
writings known to us which have any claim to

be regarded as legal instruments date from the

beginning of the 5th cent., and were addressed

by Pope Zosimus to the Bishops of Aries (see

>lansi, Coruilia, iv. 359 ; and H. J. Schniitz in

Histor. Jarhb. xii. [1891] Iff.; but cf. Nostiz-

Rieneck, ZKT xxi. [1897] 6 IF.). Still, the number
of Papal letters of earlier dat€ than the year 772,

preserved to us in whole or in part, amounts in

round numbers to nearly 2400, and in some ca-^es,

notably in that of Pope Gregory the Great, we can

argue back to the arrangement of these letters in

t\\Q Regesta, or letter-books, from which they have

ultimately been copied. Even from an early perio«l
it seems that the Papal chancery was carefully

organized, for already in the time of Gcla-sius I.

(492-496) we find traces of the numbering of the
letters in the Regesta, and we know that the

primicerius notariorum, or head of the chancerv,
was one of the most important officials in the

Roman Church. He was the Pope's counsellor

{consiliarius), by which name he is sometimes

designated, and during the vacancy of the See he
exercised for the time l)eing a sujireme authority
in conjunction with the archpriest and the arch-

deacon. We have also reai^on to believe that the

scciindicerius, or second in command, was regarded
as holding an important jKJst of tnist.

As regards the drafting of the documents of this

early period, it seems clear that they were all

modelled on the type of an ordinary Roman letter.

Like a Roman letter, the missive is preceded by
an intitiilatio, or funnal naming of the writer, and
an in-irriptio, or naming of the addressee, this

last being often couiiled with a form of .'saluta-

tion. Thus: 'Leo Kjiiscopus, Pre^byt^ris et Dia-

conibus Ecclesiae Alexandrinae, dilecti-^isimis filiis,

in Domino Salutem.' In many cases, however, the

inscriptio precedes the intitulatio, as, for example,
' Glonosi.'v'*imo et clenientisi^inio Filio Jnstiniano

Angusto, Vigilius Epi.scopus.' Gregorj- the Great

seems to have Wen the first to
emj>l<>y habitnally

the formula 'servus servorum Dei in the intitu-

latio of his letters, but this style •k&» not at once

adoptetl by his successors. It seems, however, to

have gradually won its way back into favour, and
in the Papal letters of the 8th cent, it is rarely
omitted. The salutation, whioh was by no means

always appended to the inscriptio, takes difierent

forms. In the earlier letters we find simply
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' salutein
'

;
under Julius I. (337-352),

' in Domino
salutem,' and, later on, other amplidcations. Pope
Adeodatus (672-676) adopted the form ' salutem a
Deo et benedictionem nostram,' and this perhaps
paved the way for the existing usage

' salutem et

apostolicam benedictionem.' At the close of the

Papal letter was appended, first, the subscriptio

papae, and, secondly, the date. The subscriptio

jjapae did not take the form of what we should
now call a signature, i.e. the writing of the Pope's
own name, but consisted simply of a word of

Idessing and farewell. For example,
' Deus te

incolumem custodiat, frater carissime,' or, more
commonly,

' Bene vale, frater carissime
'

; but
from the 7th cent, onwards the Papal missives
of a more formal and legal character rarely had
anv other subscription than the simple

' Bene
vale,' or ' Bene valete.' As for the date, Avhich
comes last of all, it was probably never omitted in

the originals, though it is so often lacking in the

copies which have been preserved to us. Down to

the end of the 5th cent, we usually find only the

day of the month and the names of the consuls,

e.g.
' Data tertio idus Februarias, Arcadio et

Bautone consulibus
'

; but from about 490 onwards
the year of the indiction is, at first sometimes, and
later on invariably, added. With regard to the

body of the document, it is easy, especially with
the aid of the numerous extant letters of St.

Gregory the Great, to recognize the gradual intro-

duction of certain traditional forms and phrases.
The occurrence in our copies of such abbreviations
as 'secundum morem,' or ' de more solito,' implies
the same, and in the so-called Liber Diurnus a
collection of Papal formularies is preserved to us,
the earliest portion of which is believed to have
been compiled shortly after St. Gregory's time.
We meet also in these early letters, particularly
from the time of Leo I. (440-461), a certain rhyth-
mical cadence known as the cursus, which, after

falling into abeyance for a long period, re-appears
at the end of the 11th cent, (see Duchesne, 'Note
sur rOrigine du Cursus,' in the Bib. de V^cole des

Charles, vol. 1. p. 162), and was then maintained
until near the close of the Middle Ages. Finally,
the document was probably written on papyrus,
and had attached to it a cord, with a leaden seal,
the bulla. As already stated, no original deeds of

this period remain to us, but we have the leaden
seals which must once have been attached to letters

of Pope John III. (560-573), of Deusdedit (615-61S),
and others. These bullae are about an inch in

diameter, and bear on one side the Pope's name in

the genitive, and on the other the word PAPAE.
It is, of course, from this feature that the Papal
letters themselves have come to be called ' bulls

'

;

but this designation is not used oflicially in any
early document. The Popes speak of their own
letters, or of those of their predecessors, as litterae,

epistola, pagina, scriptum, or, less generally, as

privilegiu7n, praeceptum, or auctoritas.

2. From 772 to 1048.
—AVith the accession of

Hadrian I. it is convenient to begin a new period
in the history of the Papal chancery, and tliis

for two reasons ; first, because the earliest speci-
men of an original bull—even then a mere frag-
ment, seemingly of a letter on papyrus addressed
to Cliarlemagne — belongs to this pontificate ;

secondly, because some re-organization of the

chancery must have occurred at this time, the
result probably of the improved political status
of the Holy See, now strong in the support of

Pepin and his son. Aheady we may begin to

trace that broad division of Papal documents into
two categories (see Schmitz-Kallenberg,

'

Papst-
urkunden,' in Meister's GrM«f^7'm, i. 198), which is

practically perpetuated in the popular locution of
'bulls and briefs,' though, perhaps, for these

earlier periods it is better to retain the termin-

ology of Bresslau, Diekamp, and Leopold Delisle,
and to speak of 'privileges' and 'letters.' The
latter class were, as the name imports, simply
letters. They were A\Titten on sheets of papyrus
of smaller size, and elaborate formulas of dating
were dispensed with. Their purpose was ephem-
eral, and as a result the originals have almost

completely disappeared, only one entire specimen
(of the time of Clement II. [1046-1047]) being pre-
served to \is. Of 'privileges,' however, though
these must have been far more rarely issued, a

comparatively large number of originals remain,
theii preservation being the natural result of the
fact that they commonly conferred or confirmed a
title in matters either of property or of jurisdiction.
A catalogue of these early Papal documents on

papyrus, twenty-three in number, has been given
by H. Omont in the Bib. de Vi^cole des Charles,
1904 (cf. also Melampo in Miscellanea di Slaria
e Cullura Ecclesiaslica, 1905-1907). Concerning
these more formal 'privileges,' therefore, to which
it is usual to give the names of bulls, we are fully
informed, and their peculiarities have often been
described. They are made of broad strips of

papyrus, and the whole document is sometimes
as much as 10 ft. long and from 18 to 24 in. broad.
A wide margin is left at the top ; then follows in

large writing the inlilidalio and inscrijilio, with
the formula ' in perpetuum.' The body of the
document comes next in a smaller hand, and
beneath it the so-called

' double date.' This con-
sists of two distinct entries, of which the one

seemingly has reference to the engrossing of the

instrument, for it begins Avith the words '

scriptum
per manus N.N.,' with the day of the month and
the indiction, the other concerned with its final

expedition or delivery, and expiessed in the words
' Data '

or •

Datum,' with month and day and fuller

details of the year,
'

per manum N.N.' Between
these comes the siibscriptio papae, which takes the
form of the words fBENE

VALETEf
generally written in two lines in uncial letters ^vith

a cross preceding and another cross or SS {sub-

scripsi) following. That this was at first written

by the Pope's own hand is rendered probable by
the fact, first, that the hand of the BENE VALETE
always difiers from that cf the body of the docu-
ment and of the dates ; and, secondly, that in the
cases in which we possess more than one original
bull of the same Pontiff, the identity of the char-

acters of the BENE VALETE seems well estab-

lished. Further, in certain '

privileges
'

of Pope
Silvester II. (999-1003) we find invariably added
to the BENE VALETE a few words in the so-

called ' Tironian notes
'

or short-hand, for example,
' Silvester Gerbertus Romanus episcopussubscripsi,'
or ' Gerbertus qui et Silvester episcopus

'

(see
Ewald in Neues Archiv, ix. 321 ff.). Still it would
seem that already in the time of Clement II.

(1046-1047) the practice was being given up, and
that the Pope henceforth was usually content with

marking a cross or other private signs beside the
BENE VALETE already written there bv the

engrosser. Finally, the bulla, or leaden seal, was
attached to the document, strings of hemp or silk

being passed througli the lower margin of the papy-
rus, Avliich was folded once or twice to give greater
strength, while the seal was impressed upon these

strings. Down to the end of the 11th cent, the
bullae bore nothing more than the name of the

Pope on one side and the word '

papae
' on the other,

tliough the arrangement of the letters, complicated
with certain crosses and dots, varied considerably.
At this period also, as we may often learn from
the details given in the second (or

'

delivery ') date
of the '

privileges
'

just described, the chief position
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in the l'ai)al chancery was taken by an official

known as the biblivthecariiis snnctae apostolicae
sedis, who no doubt was originally no more than
the custodian of the archives. By degrees, how-
ever, he seems to have taken over the functions of
the primiccriiis noturioinin. He was generally a

bishop, and soon we lind him commonly invested
with the title cancellarius. As an illastration of
the kind of details given in the second dating
clause, the folloMing specimen taken from a bull

of Silvester ll. of the year 999 may be worth
quoting :

' Data Villi Kl. decemb. per nianuiu Johannis, ei)iscoi)i 8anct«
Albanensis ecclesie et bibliothecarii aancte apojtolice sedi8,
anno pontificatus doniini nostri Silvestri secundi pape prinio,
imperante domino nostro tertio Ottone, a Deo coronato, mainio
et pacifico imperatore, anno quarto, in uiense et indictione

Buprascriptis.'

Although the year of the Incarnation is not here

mentioned, it is to be met with occasionally in

Papal documents somewhat earlier than this. De-
tails of this kind, which are often of great critical

importance, will be found noted at the head of

each pontilicate in Jall'e-Lowenfeld's Regesta and
in Mas Latrie's Trisor de C'hronologie, 1889, pp.
1035-1148.

3. From 1048 to 1198.
—After the accession of

Leo IX. in 104S, the more stable traditions of the

Papal chancery seem to have given place to a

period of verj' rapid development. There was at
hrst a good deal of chopping and changang in the
forms observed, but after the lapse of about a

century' we find a pretty general uniformity of

usage in documents of the same nature. In any
case the broad distinction between '

privileges
'

and 'letters' still held good, tliongh these great
gi'oups themselves have now to be divided into

classes, each with characteristics of its o^^'n. To
begin with the more formal and elaborate docu-
ments (the

'

privileges '), the era of Leo IX. seems
to have introduced the general iise of parchment
in place of papyrus, and possibly as a consequence
of this, the emiiloj-ment of minuscule instead of
' Lombardic '

writing ; but there were also other

changes which may be said to have transformed
the external features of the great bulls and to

have lasted down to the present day. The ^uh-

scriptio papae ceases to consist in the writing of

the words BENE VALETE, this being now repre-
sented by a monogram followed by three dots and
a huge comma (see, upon this, Pflugk-Harttung
in Jliftheil. List. Oest. Gesrh. v. [1884] 434 «'.). Tiie

comma and dots, which appear but for a short

period, probably stood for '

subscripsi.' In place
of the BENE VALETE, the Pope's sign manual
now took the form of a ' rota' drawn in the blank

space below the centre of the document, but a
little to the left. The '

rota,' or wheel, derives

its name from the two concentric circles, from 2
to 5 in. in diameter, inside which a cross was
drawn, with the words ' scs petrus scs paulus

'

and
the Pope's name arranged thus :

SCS
PETKVS

SCS
PAVLVS

PASCHA
PP

LIS
II

Between the concentric circles wa.1 written the

Pope's motto—usually a brief text from the Pr^alms.

That of Paschal II., for example, wa.s ' Verbo
Domini coeli lirmati sunt.' Bef^ure the first word
a rude cross is marked, and this at least is believed
to have been done by tiie Pojie's own hand. Be-
tween the 'rota' thus drawn to the left and the
BENE VALETE monogram standing parallel to

it a little to the right, the Pope's name was en-

grossed in the following or some similar form :

'

Ego Paschalis Catholicae Ecclesiae Episcopus
subscripsi.' At a somewhat later time the attesta-

tions of a certain number of Cardinals present
were also written below the name of the Pope in

three columns, consisting respectively of Cardinal

Bishops, Cardinal Priests, and Caribnal Deacons.
We may say that the 'rota

'

antl B.V. monogram,
which

ajipcar first in the time of Leo IX. and
whicii with >light variations have lasted down to
tlie present day, still constitute the most striking
external feature of the most solemn kinds of bulls.

Of the other changes connected with this period it

is only needful to notice that the Scriptum clau.se,
i.e. the date of the engro.ssing, disajjpears from all

Papal documents, and tliat tlie leaden hidln, whicii

was, as a rule, apj)ended alike to 'privileges'
and '

letters,' a.ssumed under Pope Paschal II.

(1099-1107) tlie type which it has retained ever
since ; that is to say, the obverse of the seal shows
the busts of St. Peter and St. Paul facing each
other—St. Peter to the spectator's right, St. Paul
to the left, with a rude cross between them, while
above their heads api)ear the letters S. PA. and
S. PE. On the reverse we find the name of the

reigning Pope in the nominative, e.g.
' Urbanus

PP. in.' On both sides of the bulla are circles

of dots, and there is some reason to believe that
the exact number of these dotfl for anv given
pontilicate was a point carefully attendea to, and
was meant to be used as a test of authenticity.
There can be no doubt that, like the documents
themselves, the leaden bullae appended to them
were freely fabricated at a later date. Even in

the British Museum Catalogue of Seals a number
of these early bullae are entered (vol. vi., Nos.

21681-21698), without any indication of the fact
that the examples so descril>ed are forgeries.
The tendency to reserve the more elalwrate

forms of authentication with '

rota,' monogram,
and signatures, as above explained, for certain

very solemn '

privileges
' became accentuated even

durin'' this early i>eriod ; and Schmitz-Kallenl>erg
already distinguishes from them a clas.s of '

simjile

privileges,' which, while of substantially the same
nature as regards their inscription ancf contents,
lack these and some other lormalities. In the
ca.se of the ' letters

'

also, we may note two kinds,
viz. the litterae cum filo serico (i.e. in which the
bulla hangs by silken cords) and litterae cum
jilo canapi.'i (in which hemp was employed). The
authority just named also attributes to this period
the first ai)pearance of litt'rac claiisae. This does
not mean to .say that ordinary Papal

'

privileges'
and ' letters

' were sent to the recipient open, so

that all men could read them, but only that their

fastening, which seems to have been eflected by
the strings to which the bulla was attached, could
be undone without mutilating the document. In

the case, however, of the litttrae rlatuiac the i>arch-
ment was so folded and tlie bulla so attached that

nothing of the contents could lie read without

destroj'ing the bulla as an authentication (see

Diekami) in Mittheil. Inst. Oest. Gesch. iii. [1882]
865 tr.). It is iKjssible that the u.se of waxen seals

with tlie
' Fisiicrman's ring' may also date from

this time (cf. Jallc, Urgi-jita, Nos. 52'25 and 5242),
but no specimen is now in existence.

4. From 1 198 to modern times.—The pontificate
of Innocent III. (HDS-IlMGj marks an epoch of the

highest importance in the history of the Papal
chancery. P'rom this time forward not only do the

original documents cxi.st in abundance, but the

official li'-ge.'ita, or letter-books, of which only a

few fragments are known l>efore this date, are pre-
served to us in an almost uninterru])ted series.

Furthermore, Innocent III., like the gTeat organ-
izer that he was, devoted special attention to this

most important matter {Xouveau Traits de Diplo-
mat iqiu, vi. 168 ff.). He built new premi.ses for

the chancery, and it was no doubt due to his per-
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sonal influence tliat a strict uniformity and an
adherence to certain recognized rules are henceforth
observable in all its instruments. With the greatly
extended authority of the Holy See and its more
frequent intervention in matters other than purely
religious, the scope of the many Papal pronounce-
ments seems to be widened. The distinguished
canonist Alexander III. (1159-1181) by his lUierae
decretales (letters containing decisions of points of

law submitted to him) had already built up a vast
edifice of Case LaAv, which was soon to be published
to the world by Pope Gregory IX. in tlie Book of
the Decretals compiled under Pontifical direction

by St. Raymond de Pennaforte (1234). The great
mass of this material was furnished by the replies
of Alexander III., Innocent III., and his two suc-

cessors, Honorius III. and Gregory IX. liimself ;

and the tone of the law-giver seems insensibly to
become emphasized in all subsequent Papal utter-

ances. Moreover, we now touch upon a period
when such documents often seem to be addressed
to all Christendom, and no longer consistently ob-

serve the form of letters directed to an individual
or group of individuals. From this date the '

great
privileges' with their 'rota' and B.V. monogram
and their elaborate attestations of Cardinals be-

come less numerous ; while, on the other hand,
only a few years later, under Innocent IV., we are
for the first time confronted with that form of

Papal document, technically and strictly kno%%Ti

as a '

bull,' which is something intermediate be-

tween the formal '

privilege
' and the simple

'letter.' In this, as in a '

privilege,' the first line

is written in tall letters, but it ends not with the
abbreviation IN PP. [in perjyetuum), but with the

phrase
' ad perpetuam rei memoriam,' or some-

thing equivalent, e.g.
' ad certitudinem perpetuam

et memoriam futurorum.' There is often no men-
tion of the person addressed ; but the document
concludes with certain minatory clauses,

' Nulli

ergo,' etc., and ' Si quis,' etc., directed against all

who may contravene Avhat is therein laid down,
ending, without any other subscription, in a

simple date mentioning the place, the year of the
Incarnation (but this was a later addition), and
the year of the pontificate. To this document
the ordinary leaden bulla was attached by silken
cords. It was in this form that many important
pronouncements were given to the world during
the 13th and 14th cents., more particularly the
manifestos of Boniface VIII., e.g. the Ausculta Jili
and the Unam sanctam which provoked so much
resistance from their appeal to the authority of
' the two swords ' and the consequent claim to far-

reaching authoritj' in temporal matters. As the
initial words themselves of the bull Azisciilta Jili,
directed to Philip IV. of France, would suffice to

show, many of these utterances were still letters

in form and addressed to individuals, but in their

scope they appealed to Christendom at large.
In Innocent lll.'s days some of these quasi-

political documents took the form of '

pri\aleges.'
This was the case Avith the bull in which Innocent

accepted and ratified the surrender by which king
John made England a fief of the Holy See. But
after the 14th cent, this more elaborate form of
instrument— '

consistorial bulls,' as they were
called, from the fact that the attestations of the
Cardinal Bishops, Cardinal Priests, and Cardinal
Deacons were given in one of those assemblies
of Cardinals in council with the Pope, known
as ' Consistories

'—became very iinusual. It was
confined, in fact, to concessions which called for

special solemnity, to bulls of canonization, and
to a few important constitutions such as the bull
of Julius II. (ISth July 1511), convoking the Fifth
Lateran Council, or the confirmation of the Council
of Trent by Pius iv. (26th Jan. 1564). By excep-

tion the bull conferring on Henry Vlll. the title of
' Defender of the Faith

' was made out in con-

sistorial form and sealed with a golden bulla ; but
even such a document as the condemnation of the

Pragmatic Sanction on 19th Dec. 1516, though
decided upon in the Lateran Council itself, was
executed in an ordinary bull ; and it may in

general be assumed that from the 14th cent,

onwards, when the term ' bull
'

is used (as, for

example, the ' bull of demarcation of Alexander
VI.' determining the respective limits of the Portu-

guese and Spanish po.ssessions in the Indies ; the
'

dispensation bull
'

for the marriage of Henry VIII.

with his brother's widow ; or the bull of Pius V.

deposing Queen Elizabeth, etc.), the instrument
so designated observed the folloAving forms which
for clearness' sake it will be well to recapitulate :

(1) The document beg^ins with the Pope's name and ' sen-us
servorum Dei' followed by a perpetuity clause or, less com-
monly in the case of a bull addressed to an individual, by the
name of the addressee and salutation. Thus in the former case
we have :

' Leo episcopus, servus ser\'orum Dei, ad perpetuam
rei memoriam '

; or, in the latter :
' Leo episcopus, servus

servorum Dei, dilecto Alio suo N. salutem et apostolicam bene-
dictionem.'—(2) The dating clause, which comes at the end of

the whole, takes the following form and order :
' Datum Romae

apud S. Petrum (or elsewhere) anno Incamationis Dominicae
MDCXX, quinto Kal. Mali, pontificatus nostri anno quinto.'

—
(3)

To this was appended, by strings of silk or hemp, the India

bearing the heads of SS. Peter and Paul, and on the other side

the name of the reigning Pope.—(4) The document was en-

grossed upon thick parchment, in an archaic hand, which, aft«r

the modem Roman style of writing came into use, became
very artificial and ungraceful, and was known as gcrittura

holiaUca. During the 17th cent, this writing and its contrac-
tions became so unfamiliar that it was customarj' to issue a

transsumptum, or copy in ordinary handwriting, along with the
official document.—<5) After the substance of the bull, and
before the dating clause, we conunonly find inserted certain

imprecatory clauses: 'Nulli ergo,' etc., and 'Si quis autem,
etc., though this rule was not invariable. It may be well to set

down the precise form which these clauses ordinarilj' take :

' Nulli ergo omnino hominum liceat banc paginam nostrae con-
cessionis infringere vel ei ausu temerario contraire. Si quis
autem hoc attemptare presumpserit, indignationem omnipo-
tentis Dei et beatorum Petri et Pauli, apostolorum ejus, se

noverit incursurum.' Sometimes these imprecatory clauses
are further followed by directions as to the execution and pub-
lication of the bull, or again by clauses of derogation, begin-

ning :
' Non obstantibus constitutionibus et ordinationibus

apostolicis, privilegiis quoque et indultis,' etc.

Some of the distinctions here indicated, notably
the presence or omission of the imprecatory clauses,

correspond with a distinction in the bulls them-

selves, which in the 13th and subsequent centuries

are commonly classified as either tituli or manda-
menta. The tittdi were for the most part acts of

grace [indulgentiae), concessions of privileges, con-

firmations, decisions of points of doctrine or law,
etc. On the other hand, the mandamenta repre-
sented the ordinary correspondence of the Holy
See. They were orders of the Pope, commissions
to conduct an inquiry or to reform abuses, letters

written to communicate some important intelli-

gence, or to invite the co-operation of temporal
sovereigns, or to prescribe a line of conduct for

clergy or laity. Their tenor nearly always includes

the formula 'per apostolica scripta mandamus,' or

'precipiendo mandamus'—a phrase for Avhich the

words 'rogamus,'
'

exhortamur,' 'monemus' are

sometimes substituted. Of these two classes the

audi, though of less interest to the student of

history, were the more solemn in form, the impre-

catory clauses being rarely omitted. The writing
was elegant, and carefully executed according to

certain strict rules, while the bulla was attached

with cords of red and yellow silk. On the other

hand, the mandamenta showed both in substance
and form that they were intended to serve a more

temporary purpose. The writing was in a more

flowing hand, less ornate and less carefully exe-

cuted, the imprecatory clauses were generally
omitted, and the bxdla was attached with cords of

hemp. Throughout we recognize the tendency to

simplify and to make the issue of bulls, especially
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those of an administrative nature, more expedi-
tious. But thougli tlie formalities observed in

the preparation of a vuindamcntum of the 14th
cent, fell far sliort of what Mas needed for a
consistorial bull, still even in the former the en-

dorsements of the various ofhcials of tlie chancery,
mostly entered upon the plica, or fold of the

parchment, show that it must have passed through
a large number of diflerent hands—abbrcviatvrcs,
scriptores, registratorea, and finally the department
of tlie bullatores, who affixed the seal (see Uaum-
garten, Aus Kanzleiund Kammcr, Freiburg, I'Ml).
No wonder we find that under tlie pontificate of

Eugenius iv. (1431) a new form of Papal letter of
a more summary kind was instituted by the Holy
See, and that henceforth tiiis was commonly em-
ployed in all matters requiring despatch.
This was known as a 'brief,' and it soon almost

entirely took the place of the earlier mandamcntiDn.
A brief was a document written upon fine vellum,
and sealed, not with a leaden bulla, but with a
Avax seal bearing the imprint of the ' Fisherman's

ring.' It was written in a tine cursive Iloman
hand, and at the head occurs simply the Pope's
name standing by itself thus :

Eugenius pp. ml.
Immediately below this, the Pope greets the
addressee in the vocative, according to his rank
and condition, e.g.

' Dilecte lili,' or ' Carissime in

Christo hli,'or
' Venerabilis pater in Domino,' etc.,

with the salutation ' salutem et apostolicam bene-
dictionem.' In constitutions of a more solenm and

permanent character we often find, instead of this

greeting, the formula, also already long familiar
in bulls, 'ad perpetuam rei mcmoriam.' Another
distinctive feature of briefs is the final clause

expressing the date. It almost invariably takes
this form :

' Datum Romae apud Sanctum Petrum,
sub annulo Piscatoris, die IX Novembris MDXCll
pont. nri. anno nrimo.' In contradistinction to
the dating of bulls, which generally, though not

invariably, at
anj^

rate down to the pontiiicate
of Innocent Xll., is to be referretl to the years of

the Incarnation, beginning 2.")th March, the years
are here to be understood as those of the Nativity.
Beneath the date the name of the Cardinal Secretary
of Briefs is usually written as an attestation of

authenticity.
With regard to the form of instrument chosen,

let us note that this has little to do with the

importance or binding force of anj- Papal pro-
nouncement. The decretals, upon which the
fabric of Canon Law was largely ouilt up, almost

invariably took the form of lesser bulls, i.e, simple
letters or mandamenta. The first known Bulla
in Coenn Domini, containing the ' Reserved Ciuses'

of the Holy See, issued by Urban V. in 1.'364, was
a mandamentum. No doubt there wa.s at times
a very natural wish to impart some extraneous

solemnity to documents of dogmatic importance.
For example, the constitution of Beneaict xii.,

beginning
' Benedictus Deus' (29th Jan. 133G)—

which decides a controversy regarding the Beatific

Vision, and contains the notable formula,
' Hac in

perpetuiim valitura constitutione auctoritaie apos-
tolica dclinimus'—was issued as a iitulus with

imprecatory clauses. The dispensation for the

marriage of Henry \ail. with his brother's widow
was drawn up first in great haste, and secretly
transmitted to Si)ain as a brief, while it was after-

wards more pulilidy expedited as a bull ; but the

brief, its authenticity once admitted, was of just
the same force as the bull. So again, Benedict xiv.,
when compiling the first volume of his own ponti-
fical acts, and sending it officially to the University
of Bologna as a collection of authoritative rulings
in the Canon Law, declares that it contains '

nostr.as

Constitutiones, videlicet Bulltis, et aliqua Brevia,

Litteras Encyclicas et alia huiusmodi,' making no
distinction between the authority attaching to
these difi'erent instruments. So, in more modem
times, the So(;iety of Jesus, 8U|>piessed by Clement
XIV. with a brief, was restored by Pius Vll. in a
bull ; while Leo XIII. used a bull to re-establish
the Catholic hierarchy in Scotland, though I'ius ix.,

twenty-eight years before, had issued only a brief
to eflect the same purpo.se in England. The seal
with the ' Fisherman's ring,' which is the distinctive
mark of the brief, wjus formerly always im|)ressed
upon red wax within a loop formed liy a twLsted

strip of parchment, and arranged in such a way
that the .seal .served at the same time to close and
secure the foldfd sheet of vellum to which it wjw
allixed. The 'Fisherman's ring' is mentioned in
1265 as used by the Pope to authenticate liis

private correspondence, and is probably much
oilier. The earliest existing imprus.sion is said to
have been discovered in the treasury of the Sancta
Sanctorum at the Lateran. It belongs to the time of
Nicholas III. (1277-1280), and represents St. Peter
fishing with a rod and line ; but the identification
seems somewhat doubtful. In the later examples
St. Peter is represented in a boat drawing in the
net.

In quite modem times .some notable mollifications
have taken place in the rules of the Papal chancery
regarding the issue of bulls and briuf.s. Since 1842
the impression of the ' Fisiiermans ring' upon re<l

wax attached to briefs has given way to a stamp
in red ink bearing the same device. In the ca.se of

bulls, the scrittura bollatica engros.scd u|ion great
sheets of parchment has for ordinary i)urpO'>es been
discarded— this took place at the beginning of the

pontificate of Leo Xlll. in 1878—and the document
IS now written in the same legible Roman hand
which is used for briefs, while the leaden bulla l>a.s

given way in most cases to a stamp in red ink that
can more conveniently be sent by iwat. It is likely
also that the complicated formalities, which till

quite lately attended the ordinary expedition of
bulls by the tna di canrclleria, will be much
simplified in consequence of the recent re-organiza-
tion of the Roman Curia.

Otiicr Apostolic Letters.—As a further conse-

quence of the delays and comjiliaitions attending
the issue of bulls, another new kind of instrument
came into use at the end of the 15th cent, under
Innocent Vlll. It was a species of brief known as
0, mot u proprio, Aini. it was without any authenti-

cating seal. As its name imports, it professed to
be a document issued by the PontitF of his o\^ti

initiative, without any instance Injing made to
him by interested parties. The document.s of this

cla.s.s, which continued to be very common during
the 16th cent., clo.sely resembled briefs in their

general features, but there are ditforences in the
manner of dating, and, of course, there is no
mention of the ' Fisherman's ring.' On the other
hand, the words ' motu proprio' arc always intro-

duccii, and occur not uncommonly as the initial

words of the document. For the most part the*e
viotu proprios wore concomed with the anministra-

tion, ecclesiastical or civil, of the citj- of ItMine and
the government of the Papal States, and, in contrast
to the more formal bulls and briefs, were frequently
couched in Italian. From the insistence which
their form seemed to lay upon the Papal initiative,

they were regarded by foreign governments, notably
by that of France, with disfavour, and treated as

an encroachment upon the lilH?rties of the (Jallican

Church.
In more modem times, the Roman PontifTs, when

wishing to impart instruction to the clergj- and

laity ofthe Church over which they rule, especially
in matters which require somewhat ela>»orate treat-

ment, have most commonly bad recourse to aa
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'

encyclical.' As the term imports, this is in form
a circular letter intended to be passed on from one
to another of a group of persons, but in practice it

is a letter addressed to all the bishops in communion
with the Holy See, or at least to all the bishops of
a single district or province. The term '

encyclical
letter

' has been in use from an early date, but it

was not commonly adopted for Papal documents
before the 18th century. Since then it has come
increasingly into favour, and Pius IX., Leo Xlll.,
and Pius x. have issued numerous and very lengthy
encyclicals, dealing not only with dogmatic ques-
tions, but also with problems that are primarily
social and ethical in their scope. One of the most
famous of these encyclicals was that of Pius IX.,

Quanta cura (8th Dec. 1864), of which the main

purport was to condemn the principles of Natural-
ism {i.e. the exclusion of religion from the govern-
ment of human society), to denounce Socialism
and Communism, and to vindicate the sacred

rights of family life ; but it is perhaps principally
remembered on account of the '

Syllabus
'

of con-
demned errors which was published along with it.

Leo XIII., again, published a long and very remark-
able series of encyclicals, dealing with a number of
modern questions, e.g. the encyclical Immutabilis
(21st Apr. 1878), on the evils of the times ; Arcanum
divinae sapientiae (10th Feb. 1880), on Christian

marriage and family life ; Diuturnum illud (29th
June 1881), on the origin of civil authority ;

Immortale Dei (1st Nov. 1885), on the Christian
constitution of States ; Libertas praestantissimum
(20th June 1881), on true liberty ; Rerum novarum
(16th May 1891), on the Labour question ; and
Satis cognitum (29th June 1896), on religious unity.
Most of these utterances have been collected and
translated, e.g. by J. Wynne in The Great Ency-
clical Letters of Leo XIU . (New York, 1903), and by
W, Eyre, The Pope and the People (London, 1897).
The present Pope, Pius X., has also shown special

favour for this form of manifesto, and many of his
instructions have taken this shape : e.g. his first

letter to the clergy and faithful of France,
Vehementcr nos (11th Feb. 1906); and the con-
demnation of Modernism, Pascendi dominici gregis
(8th Sept. 1907), with very many others. In form
an encyclical is simply a letter, which in its

inscriptio mentions the '

Patriarchs, Primates,
Archbishops, Bishops, and other local Ordinaries,'
and concludes with the Apostolic blessing and a
simple date including the year of the pontificate.
The Pope's name

' Pius PP. X.' appears at the foot.

It is generally held by Catholic theologians that
the mere fact of an encyclical being addressed to
the whole of Christendom does not constitute it

an ex cathedra jironouncement, even if it deals
with dogmatic matters. The degree in which the
infallible magisteriuni of the Papacy is involved
must be judged from the terms used in the docu-
ment itself, and from attendant circumstances.
This question is discussed with some fullness in

Choupin, Valeur et decisions doctrinales et dis-

ciplinaires du Saint-Sidge (Paris, 1908).
Another form of Papal utterance wliich calls for

notice is the 'allocution,' which is an address
delivered by the Pontiti' to the Cardinals assembled
in secret consistory. This address is sometimes
printed and published by order of the Pope, who
chooses this way of making known his judgment
or wishes with regard to questions, often semi-

political, which are of pressing importance. But, of

course, this pronouncement is not a Papal letter, and
cannot even in a wider sense be classed as a bull.

The remaining -words, which are used to describe
documents emanating from the Piipal chancery,
are of a general character, and for the most part
rathei loosely used. For example, almost any kind
of instrument may be described as a 'rescript,'

but strictly the term should be limited to some
form of answer to an application addressed to the

Holy See. Such answers in early times often

began with the words,
'

Signilicavit nobis dilectus

filius,' and ended with the formula, 'Deus te
incolumem servet.' Another very general word
is

'

constitution,
' and this may be correctly applied

to any written act which determines some question
submitted, or lays down a rule to be followed.

With reference to the collection of Papal bulls and letters, it

is to be noted that all the extant editions of the BuUariuin
Romanum, so far as regards mediaeval documents, are of a

very unsatisfactory character. The Bullarium Romanum was
originally nothing but a private compilation, first formed by
one Laertius Cherubini at the end of the 16th century. Its

purpose was to print certain Papal constitutions which had
been issued since the formation of the Corpus Juris Canonici,
and which, though of great importance to students of law,
were not accessible in any collected form. Katurally such a
work did not concern itself much with the Papal letters of
remote ages. It was the recent utterances which were im-

portant for the compiler's purpose. The various editions which
followed greatly enlarged the collection and brought it up to
date ; but even in the scholarly work of Cocquelines, who edited
the great Bullarium /f07nantwn. (printed in Kome in 32 volumes,
between 1739 and 1762), nothing but the most meagre gleanings
are presented of the Papal letters issued during the first 15U0
years of the Church's history. For these early letters the reader
must be referred to Constant, Epistolae Pontijicum Romaroorum
(extending to the year 440), and to Thiele's continuation (which
brought the collection down to 553), but, most conveniently, to
the already mentioned Regesta of Jaffe-Lowenfeld with the
continuation by Potthast (which covers the whole period from
the beginning to the 14th centurj'). Special attention has, of

course, been paid to certain isolated pontificates of importance.
For example, the letters of St. Gregorj' the Great have been
edited with great care in the quarto seiies of the MGH, by
P. Ewald and L. Hartmann, while the Papal letters to Charle-

magne and Louis the Pious have been studied by Carl Hampe,
also in the MGH. Again, under the title of Italia Pontific'ia,
a most thorough piece of work has been undertaken by
P. F. Kehr in calendaring the 'privileges' and other Papal
documents connected with the churches of Italy. Further, we
must note that the pontificate of Innocent in., from which time
onward, as stated above, the Papal Regesta are preserved,
marks a period of much fuller knowledge. The Regesta of
Innocent in. and of Honorius iii., in part, have been pub-
lished in the Patrology of Migne, while that of Honorius iii.

has subsequently been re-edited. None, however, of these

Papal Regesta seems to contain copies of all the bulls issued

during any pontificate, and consequently the fact that any
document is lacking in the official register is no sufficient proof
of its spuriousness. It is probable that for such registration,
constituting, as it did, an additional safeguard of authenticity
in case of dispute, a fee was demanded, and that registration
was denied to those who were unwilling to pay the fee. During
recent years a great effort has been made to publish the Regesta
of the remaining Popes of the 13th and followinn; centuries.
The chief work has been done by the iSeole Franjaise de Eome
with results which may be thus summarized :

Regesta completely edited.
Benedict xi. (1303-1304), ed. C. Grandjean ; 1 vol.

Nicholas iv. (1288-1292), ed. B. Langlois ;
2 vols.

Honorius iv. (1285-1287), ed. M. Prou
;
1 vol.

Regesta in progress.
Gregory ix. (1227-1241), ed. L. Auvray ; 3 vols, (two com-

pleted).
Innocent iv. (1243-1254), ed. E. Berger ; 4 vols, (three com-

pleted).
Alexander vf. (1254-1261), ed. Bourel de la Ronclfere and
others ;

2 vols, (one nearly complete).
Urban iv. (1261-1264), ed. J. Guiraud ; 4 vols, (three com-

pleted).
Clement iv. (1265-1268), ed. E. Joi-dan ; 1 vol. (nearly com-

plete).

Gregory x. and John xxi. (1271-1277), ed. J. Guiraud and
L. Cadier ;

1 vol. (nearly complete).
Nicholas in. (1277-1280), ed. J. Gay ; 1 vol. (begun).
Martin iv. (1281-1285), ed. ?

;
1 vol. (begnm).

Boniface viii. (1294-1303), ed. G. Digard, M. Faucon, A.Thomas ;

3 vols. (1 vol. complete).
Besides these, the 6cole Fran?aiee de Rome has undertaken

the publication of the letters of the Avignon Popes which have
reference to French affairs. Amongst these considerable pro-
gress has been made with the letters of John xxii. (1316-1334)
and Benedict xii. (1334-1342). Further, the ificole Beige de Rome
has recently begun the publication of the Regesta of Clement
VI. under the editorship of Dom U. Berlifere.

As regards England in particular, an important undertaking
has been for some time in progress under the general title of

A Calendar of Entries in the Paj'al Registers relating to Great
Britain and Ireland. This work, begun by the late W. H.
Bliss and continued by J. A. Twemlow, has now extended to

nine voliunes, bringing the record down to the middle of the
15th cent., and it provides short simimaries in English of all

documents in the Roman Regesta which have any reference to

the British Isles.
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Amongst other isolated efforts may be mentioned the
Benedictine edition of the liegegta of Clement v. (1305-1314),
and Cardinal HerRenrotlier's incomplete calendar of the bulla

and other documents of Leo x. At a much earlier period,
A. Theuier, librarian of the Vatican, published, chiefly from
the Regesla, lar((e numbers of I'apal bulls, etc., dealing with
various countries of Kurope—the Hritish Isles, Huni,'ary, Poland,
I^thuania, etc., among the number. Special BuUaiia, chiefly
collections of

'

privileges,' to which formerly the name Mare Mag-
num was often apjilied, have also been published for most of the

great Religious Orders and for some of the Roman Congregations.

LiTKRATURE.—Regarded as a branch of the science of
'

Diplomatics,' the subject of Papal bulls and briefs possesses
an abundant literature. A very large number of s]>uriou3
documents of this kind have always been in existence, and the
detection of these has exercised the acumen of scholars from
quite an early period. Naturally the Popes themselves have at
various times prohibited the fabrication of I'apal letters and
'

privileges,' under the severest spiritual penalties; and many
references to the subject will be found among the bulls of such
Pontiffs as Alexander in. and Innocent in. The foundations of
the true science of diplomatic criticism were laid in Mabillon's
great work, De Re Dipltm)atica(\i>S].-l~Oi), and this was further

developed and systematized a little later by his fellow Bene-
dictines, Dom Toustain and Dom Tassin, in their youveau
2'raiU de Diplomatiijite, in six volumes quarto. For a com-
pendious modern introduction to the subject, the reader may
most conveniently be referred to A. Giry, Manuel de Diplu-
matiqtie (Paris, 1894), and to the section on Paj)al diplomatics
contributed by Schmitz-Kallenberg to H. Meister's Grundriss
der Geschichtswissenschajt (I^eipzig, IDOti, vol. i. pp. 172-230),
both of which works contain ample bibliographies. Besides
the treatises mentioned in the course of the foregoing article,

special reference should be made to H. Bresslau s Uandbuch
iter Urkundenlehre, still, unfortunately, incomplete ; to Pflugk-
Harttung's great collection of facsimiles, Specimina SeUcla
Chartannn Pontificiim Roinanorum (3 vols., Stuttgart, 1887);
and to books and papers by P. Kehr, Tangl, Diekamp,
Miihlbacher, and others. Many of these contributions have
appeared in the Mittheil. des Institute f. Osterreic/is (re.ichichta-

j'orschung, or in the Gottingen Nachrichten (Phil. -hist. Classe).
The newly founded Archivfiir Urkundenforschung, edited by
Brandi, also contains some most valuable work of this kind.
For the practical working of the Papal chancerj', the Practica
Cancellariae Apostolicae, edited by Schmitz - Kallenberg
(Munich, 1904); the work of Baumgarten, Aus KanzlH und
Kammer (Freiburg, 1907); and that of E. von Ottenthal,
Regular Cancellariae Apostolicae (Innsbruck, 1888), are of

great importance. Good work of the same kind has also been
done by French scholars, notably M. Leopold Delisle and the
Comte de Mas Latrie.
From the legal point of view, all the larger treatises which

touch on the sourcesof the Canon Law devote a certain amount
of space to the question of I'apal bulls and letters. It will be
sntticient to mention here (besides the great works of Phillips,
Hinschius, von Scherer, and Wemz) : Maassen, Gesch. der

Quellen und Lit. d. can. Rechts, i. (1870); J. F. von Schulte,
Gesch. der Quellen u. Lit. des can. Rechtg, 3 vols. (1875-80) ;

A. Tardif, Uistoire des sources dtt droit canonigtie (1887) ;

C. Mirbt, Quellen zur Gesch. des Papsttums una des rum.
Katholizismus (1901). Much useful information about the

building up of Roman Case Law will be found in F. W. Mait-
land's Roman Canon Law in the Church of Knglaml (18!»ti).

The Catholic standpoint regarding the pronouncementa of such
medisval Popes as Gregory vn.. Innocent in., and Boniface viii.

may be gathered from Hergenrother's Catholic Church and
Christian State (Eng. tr., Lond. 1870)—a work which grew out
of the ' Janus '

controversy ; or, better, from the various articles

in the Slaalslexikon (Herder, Freiburg), edited by Bruder and
Bachem, the 3rd ed. of vphich is now in course of publication.

Herbi:rt Thurston.
BUNYAN.— I. Life.—John Hunyan, the great-

est of allegorists, .and also tlie greatest exponent
of the Puritan doctrine in popular fonii, was Injru

at Elstow near Bedford in IGiiS, and died in London
ill 1688. His life thu.s covered the trouhled period
of the Civil War, the Cominonwenltii, and the

Restoration, and ended on tlie eve of the Revolu-
tion. His origin was huinhle,—'low and in-

considerable,' he calls it,— his father being a tinker
or itinerant brazier. He hiin.self adopted the same
trade. He learned to read and wriU.-, 'according
to the rate of other poor men's children,' but his

small stock of education wa.s quickly lost. He
seems to have had a somewhat nervous and morbid
childhood, disturbed by dreams and fears. About
1645, when he was still but a lad, he served as a
soldier. He himself does not say on which side he
was enrolled, and his biographers have either
followed their own fancy in the matter or have
been content to regard the point as undecided.
But probably Dr. Brown's carefully considered
verdict would not now l>e dis|mt«<l, based as it is
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upon a survey of the local circumstances and the
'

strong set of the stream in the Parliamentary
direction

'

:

'

It seems scarcely likely that lie would
think his way to independent conclusions so wide

aj)art
from tho.se of his neighbours, break through

all the carefully kept lines of the Parliamentary
forces , . . and join the Royalist army with the
king' (Li/r, p. 49). Hunyan owed much to his
tirst wife. She restored to him the simple education
he had lost by di.suse ; and she brought to him his
lirst impressions of practical religion. They were
very poor,

— ' not having so much household stufl'

as a dish or a spoon betwixt us Iwth,'—but she
brovight with her two little books. The titles of
these are noteworthy. They are seeds of a harvest.
One was The Fldinc Man's I'dth-way to Heaven,
Wherein every man vuiy clearly see, whether lie shall
be .saved or damned, bv Arthur Dent. The other
was Lewis Baylys well-known book. The Prartire

of Pietie, direriin;/ a Christum how to u-allce tluit

he may jylerusc Goil. These little bocjks must have
left a deep mark upon the young man's mind. The
former is written entirely in dialogue form. The
latter, though somewhat heavy and common-place
as a whole, has near its close a long 'colloquie'
between Christ and the soul, .so simple, tender, and
beautiful that Hunyan himself might almost have
written it.* We have possibly here the germ of
his love for dialogue, ijoth in allegory and in

preaching.
After his marriage there came a perifxl of

spiritual upheaval lasting aliout four
years, and

recorded with wonderful j)ower and skill in his
Grace Aboundhifj to the Chief of Sinners (1666).
This book is the key to all his other writings : it

is his experience compressed ; the other l>ooks are
his experience writ large, for in his ca.se, as in that
of St. Paul, doctrine and experience are in con-
tinual contact. No summary can do justice to
the vividness of this great little autobiot;rR[»hy ;

and this period of his life, when his soul was in

the throes of birth, can be suitaidy described only
in his own words. It was a period of many
diHiculties about such matters as election, the day
of grace, the sin against the Holy Ghost ; of many
sacrifices— one game and pleasure after another

being given up in the hope of finding peace ; of

many unsatisfied yearnings and aspirations,
— ' Oh !

Iiiiw I now loved those words that spake of a
Christians calling ! as when the Lord sjiid to one,
Follow me; and to another. Come after me : and
oh, thought I, that he would say so to me too : how
gladly would I run after him !

'

It was a {Hjriod of
swift alternations of feeling, ranging from moments
of an ecstatic joy—which lasted all t<x) short a
time, and w as quickly caught up again, like Peter's

sheet, to heaven—to moods of morbid self-torture,
as when voices seemed to tempt iiim to sell Christ
and he |iersua<led himself that ho had .sold his

Saviour.t He himself a<lmit.s that there was
something distraught and unbalanced in his

condition at this time : 'This is the man that hath
his dwelling among the tomlw with the dead ; that

• '
. . . SoiUe : Ixird, wherefore wouldcst thou be lift up

upon a Crosse? ChriM : Tbit I miifht lift thee up with me to
heaven. S. : Lord, why w ^u h*ve thine armen nayled
abroad? C. : That I mii. <• thee more lo\inglv, my
sweet goule. ."?. : Ixird, « nir'iMn- was thy side opened with
a Spi'are? C. : That thou mightest have a way to <-ome nearer

my hairt. S. : Lord, wherefore wouldst thou be buried .' C. :

Th.it thy sinnes might never rise up in Iudg«inent kgainsl
thee. . .'

t Cf. the ' Meditation upon Peep of Day
'

from A Book/or Bofi
and Girls :

'

I oft, though it l>e peep of day, don't know
Whether 'tis Nisrbt, whether 'tifl Day or no.

I fancy that I »<.•€ a little light ;

But cannot yet distinguish day from night.
I hope, I doubt, but steady yet I be not,
I am not at a point, the Sun I tee not.

Thus 'tis with such, who Grace but now po«we«t.

They know not yet, if they are cur«t or ble«t.'
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is always cr^'ing out and cutting himself with
stones.' But the essence of his case did not lie in

its niorliid extremes, but in a genuine conviction
of sin which was the Divine preparation for the
comfort of the Cross. Gradually he found his way
to peace, the two chief influences being Luther's

commentary upon Galatians,— ' most fit for a
wounded conscience,'—and the ministry of John
Gifibrd. This man had formerlj^ been a loose liver

and an officer in the Royalist army, then a physician
in Bedford ; finally from 1650, being now a changed
man, he became the pastor of the newly formed
Nonconformist congregation in Bedford. He was
doubtless the prototype of '

Evangelist
'

; he helped
Bunyan the pilgrim towards the Avicket gate and
the shining light, and received him into the

fellowship of the congregation in 1653. From that

year until 1660 the congregation met in St. John's
Church at Bedford, for the experiment of a

comprehensive national Church was being tried

under Cromwell, and Gifford liad been presented
to the living of St. John's.

In 1655, Bunyan removed from Elstow to

Bedford. In the same year he lost his first wife,
and was also called by his brethren to open his

lips
as a preacher :

'

They desired me, and that
with much earnestness, that I would be willing at

sometimes to take in hand, in one of the meetings,
to speak a word of exhortation unto them.' His

message proved immediately acceptable : people
came by hundreds to hear him ; during the period
of tolerance he preached more than once even in

parish chiirches. But the Restoration brought the
Act of Uniformity. Even as early as March 1658
there had been trouble. The minutes of the
Bedford church mention a meeting

' for counsaile
what to doe Avith respect to the indictment against
bro : Bunyan at ye Assizes for preaching at Eaton.'

Nothing seems to have come of that, but 1660

brought his ari'est and the beginning of his im-

prisonment. There has been much uncertainty as
to the number and places of his incarcerations,
but once more Dr. Brown's careful weighing of

evidence must decide the matter, reinforced as it

has been by the discovery of the actual Avarrant of
arrest for his second and shorter imprisonment in

the end of 1675. The first imprisonment was in

the County Gaol at Bedford, and lasted for tAvelve

years, A\'ith a break in the middle, and with a
considerable amount of liberty at times, varied
Avith periods of greater strictness. He made tagged
laces for his own support ; Avrote Grace Abounding
and seA'eral other books ; and preached in the

gaol, and occasionally outside it. The second Avas

in the Toaa'u Gaol on Bedford Bridge : it lasted six

months, and produced the first part of The Pilgrim's
Progress. When the first imprisonment dreAv to a
close, the prisoner found neAV and enlarged service

Avaiting for him. The folloAving appears in the
records of the Bedford church for 21st Jan. 1672 :

' After much seeking God by prayer and sober conference
formerly had, the Congregation did at this meeting with joynt
consent (signifyed by solemne lifting up of their hands) call

forth and appoint our brother John Bunyan to the pastorall
office or eldership. And he, accepting thereof, gave up himself
to serve Christ and his Church in that charge ; and received of
the Elders the right hand of fellowship.'

An orchard Avas purchased, and a barn that
stood upon it Avas converted into a meeting-place,
Avhich Avas the home of tl\e congregation until long
after Bunyan's death.
From this point ouAvards his fame as a preacher,

aided by his gi'oAving popularity as a Avriter, spread
far and AA'ide. He oecame knoAvn as

'

Bishop
Bunyan,' and travelled in many directions through
England. He Avas often in London, Avhere croAvds
would gather to hear him even at 7 o'clock in the

moruing. Some of the secrets of his success as
a preacher may be guessed from his printed

sermons, even though tliese in their revised and

enlarged form may dili'er someAvhat from the

spoken Avord. He used .strong and simple language,—his Avhole mind being saturated Avith the English
Bible. He spoke Avith intense conviction, especially
at first, upon the guilt and poAver of sin :

'
I preached

Avhat I felt, Avhat I smartingly did feel. ... I

Avent myself in chains to preach to them in chains,
and carried that fire in my OAvn conscience that I

persuaded them to be aAvare of.' Later he gave
more emphasis to ' Jesus Christ in all His offices,

relations, and benefits,' and ' the mystery of the
union of Christ'; but still, he says, 'I preached
what I saAv and felt.' There must have been a

strongly dramatic element in his preaching, as in

his enlargement of St. Peter's Avords,
'

Repent
every one of you,' in The Jerusalem Sinner Saved :

'

Objector : But I was one of them that plotted to take away
his life. May I be saved by him? Peter: Every one of you.
Obj. : But I vFaa one of them that bare false witness against
him. Is there grace for me? Peter: For every one of you.
Obj. : But I was one of them that cried out, Crucify him, crucify
him ; and desired that Barabbas the murderer might live,

rather than him. What will become of me, think you ? Peter :

I am to preach repentance and remission of sins to every one of

you, says Peter. . . Oh I what a blessed Every one of you is

here!"
"

And his message must have been full of a limit-

less pity and tenderness, the true spirit of an

evangelist, the spirit of the Christ Avhose mercy he
had tasted for himself. John Oavcu is said to have
remarked to Charles II. that he wovdd gladly give

up all his learning for the tinker's poAver of reach-

ing the heart, and it is very evident that one of

Bunyan's secrets of reaching the heart was just
his intense compassion.

' Mark Rutherford,' him-
self no mean stylist, selects the folloAving passage
from The Heavenly Footman as unmatched in its

simple eloquence :

' To encourage thee a little farther, set to the work, and when
thou hast run thyself down weary, then the Lord Jesus will

take thee up and carry thee. Is not this enough to make anj'

poor soul begin his race ? Thou perhaps cryest, O but I am
feeble, I am lame, etc. ; well, but Christ hath a bosom ; consider,

therefore, when thou hast run thyself down weary, he will put
thee in his bosom. He shall gather the lambs with his arms, and

carry them in his bosom, and shall gently lead those that are

with young. This is the way that fathers take to encourage
their children, saying : Run, sweet babe, while thou art wearj',
and then I will take thee up and carry thee. He will gather
his lambs with his arms and carry them in hia bosom ; when
they are weary, they shall ride.'

There is more than eloquence in such a passage :

there is the tenderness of a true shepherd of souls.

In addition to his Avide-spread Avork as preacher
and evangelist, Bunyan played a not unimportant
part in the earlier history of the Baptist denomina-

tion, as an advocate of open communion. The
church of Avhich he was pastor had been founded

upon a broad basis :

' The principle upon which they thus entered into fellowship
one with another, and upon which they did afterwards receive

those that were added to their body and fellowship, was faith
in Christ and holiness of life without respect to this or that

circumstance or opinion in outward and circumstantiall things.'

So runs the old church record, and both Gifford

and Bunyan seem to have been in sympathy Avith

the basis. Dr. BroAATi says that, though Gitford is

often called a Baptist, there is no eA'idence to prove
him such ; and though Bunyan Avas himself

baptized by immersion in the Ouse, he Avas draAvn

into controversy Avith some of the stricter Baptists
Avho found fault Avith him for his principle of open
communion. The substance of his treatise. Differ-
ences in Judgment about Water Baptism no bar to

Communion (1673), and of various other pamphlets
and passages, amounts to this—that the point is

one for the judgment of the individual, and that

the Church dare not reject those Avho are true

believers, Avhatever their opinion on this point.
'

Christ, not baptism, is the Avay to the sheepfold.
. . . Baptism also may be abused, and is, Avhen

more is laid upon it by us than is commanded by
God.' He gives us his own preference and practice
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in a phrase in The Hcaveiilij Fovtnmn, when, after

bidding liis readers beware of Quakers, Ranters,
Freewillers, he adds,

' Also do not have too nimh

company with some Anabaptists, though I go
under that name myself.' It is a little surprising
to find that one who bore the name '

Anabaptist
'

should have two of his children christened after

liis own immersion—one at Elstow in 1654 and one
at St. Cuthbert's, Bedford, in 1672. Can it mean
that neitlier liimyan's first wife, nor his second,
whom he married in 1660 and who proved herself

during his tribulation to be a woman of some
courage and character, shared his personal view,
and that he did not care enough about the matter
to insist upon his own preference ?

2. Works. — According to the list given by
Dr, Brown, based upon that of Bunyan's friend,
Charles Doe, Bunyan produced in all 60 works,
one for each year of his life. But this includes
such items as A Map of Salvntion, and various
tracts and poetical pieces of small bulk, as well as
the lon";er controversial, evangelistic, and allegori-
cal works. Grace Abounding is referred to above.
Of the others, apart from the three greatest, the
most noteworthy are : Some Goapel-Truths opened,
interesting now chieflj' as Bunyan's first book,
published in 1656, a fiery protest against Quaker
My.sticism, clear in its style and orderlj' in its

arrangement, but giving a hint only in an
occasional phrase of the greater riches that were
to come ; the various books, such as Come and
Welcome to Jesvs Christ, The Jerusalem Sinner

Saved, and The Heavenly Footman, which j)reserve
for us the style and substance of Bunyan s actual

?
reaching ; his Catechism, Instructions for the

gnorant ; and A Book for Boys and Girls, or

CoHnf)-y Rhimcs for Children. This last is quaint
and valuable in itself, and is i)erliaps the fons et

origo of a slender but sparkling literary stream
which has flowed intermittently through the

fenerations,
and has not yet spent itself—witness

'he Child's Garden of Verses. Probably the
modem child, accustomed to the skilful and dainty
catering of R. L. Stevenson and others, would
count Bunyan's verses, except in one or two cases,
somewluit iieavy and didactic. Yet to the boys
and girls of the 17th cent, these 'rhimes' may
have been almost as much of a relief and joy a.s

R. L. S. and Edward Lear to the happier ehildren
of the later 19th century.

fiunyan's poetry has been severely criticized. It iu»y be
admitted that in verse he seldom found his liberty, and that his
more extended poems arc dotrs:erel. Yet in this region liimynn
is better worth knowin^f than the critics would have uh holieve.

Many of his versesare at least nielo<lious, pithy, and nieniorahle.
And something is to be said for the poetic nuality of the man
who wrote the song of the Shepherd Boy, and these lines Cpon
the Srrallow :

' This pretty Bird, Oh I how she flies and sings !

Rut couM she do so if she had not Wings ?

Her Win-fs hcsiieak n\y Faith, her Songs my Peace ;

When I believe and sing, my I)oubtings cease.'

The first part of The Pilgrim's Progress was
tml)lished in 1678, the second part about seven years
later. The book was an immediate and ama/ing
sitccess. Three eilitions of the first part were sold
in a year, and in the seccmd and third of these the

original scheme was wisely added to — Worldly
Wi.seman, Mr. By-end's relations, and Giant
Despair's wife l)eing among these happy after-

thought*!. In Bunyan's lifetime lOO.tHHl copies
were sold. It is the greatest of allegories. It is

the fine flower of Puritan theologj- anrl experience.
It may be called the first great Eugli.th novel.
'.Ttlm Bunyan may pass for the father of our
novelists,' says Hallam. Into it, with a |ien that
had found freedom and mastery, he put all his

marvellous powers of observation : the man who
has given us Mr. Talkative and Mr. Fearing went
about the world with hi'' eyes and ears open. Into

it he also nut all his own experience, so rich in
sorrows and in joys. The temptation is strong to

suggest originals for the allegorical scenes and
personages. Was Elstow Abbey the House Beauti-
ful, and was the Slough of Despond suggested by
the miry fields near Bunyan's birthplace? Was
Judge Jeflreys or Sir .lolin Kelynge the original of

Judge Hate-good? Wa.s Eaithful's voice, over-
heard in the valley, the voice of Martin Luther?
And was Ciiristiana Bunyan's second wife and
.Mercy his first? These things are Iwtter left

vague. But we toucii the real source of the whole
matter when we study Bunyan's own experience.
Here, e.g., is the original of thi; Slough of l)e.spond
in Grace Abounding :

'

I would in these days, often
in my greatest agonies, even flounce towards the

promise, as the horses do towards s(jund ground,
that yet stick in the mire.' There have l)een very
varying judgtiients as to the value of the second

part of The Pilgrim's Progress. Its geographical
interest is, of course, less than that of the first,

because the
story

leads the reader along a familiar

path ; and the dialogue is in places weaker. But
Mv. Froude's severe disparagement is entirely
misleading, if only becau.se of the extraordinary
ricimess of the seccmd part as a Iwok of character.
Mr. Brisk, Mr. Honest, Greatheart, .Mercy,

Mr.

Fearing, Madam Bubble, and the rest are inimit-

al)le and immortal. But, indeed, criticism of The

Pilgrim's Progress, if it lie ba-sed on symiiathy,
soon loses itself in affection. Sir Walter .S<ott

speaks for the multitude of Bunyan's rea<l<>rs when
he says :

' John Bunyan's parable must be dear to many, as to uo. from
the recollection that in youth they were endue<l with pern.i^fion
to peruse it at times when all studies of a n«i ure niprel> enter-

taining were prohibited
'

{(^nart. lifv., Oct. 1S30).*

No other book except the Bible so unites the lieart«

of young and old, learned and simple, the lover of

beauty and the lover of sanctity.
In The Life and Death of Mr. Badman, published

in 1680, Bunyan made an attempt to tell the

opposite st(jry, and describe a pilgrimage from bad
to worse. The attempt is not very successful. It

is retarded by Ijeing cast in dialogue form througli-
out; it is weighted with amazing anecdotes, which,
however interesting from their mere incredibilitj-,
distract attention from the main stt)ry ; it loses

it.self in tedious discussions, e.g., on the diderence
between cursing and swearing. But the pen that
created the Pilgrim had not lost all its cunning.
There are many passages acute in oliservalion and

happy in expression, like the phrase about Mr.
Badman's 'mournful, sugared letters' to his

<reditors ; and the book is full of Bunyan's keen
observaticm and knowledge of life :

'

I think I may
truly say that, to the best of my remembrance, all

the things that I here di.scourse of, I mejin a.s to

matters of fact, have Iwen acte<l ui)on the stage of

this world, even man}- times Ijctore mine eves."

.Vnd the l»o<>k has value still as a picture of the

rougher and uglier side of English life in Bunyao's
time. Perhaps the author's artistic rc-traint is

never more finely exhibitoil than in giving Mr.
Badman a (luiet and pi-ace.ible deathbed.

In Till- tliily W'lr (16s_') Bunyan ro-e again
almost to his own loftiest level, and rreate<l another

allegory second cjnly to The Pilgrim's Progress.
The task in this ea^^e wa.H more diflicult. Though
there is more Biblical foundation for tlie figure of a
war than for that of a pilgrimage, the former is lew*

ea^sy to draw out into a connertetl storj-. Defect*
ami inconsistencies are easily ob.servable, e.g.,

Mansoul seems now the soul of a man, now tne
soul of humanity. It is dangerous also to bring

*
Cf. Macaulay in his Ea»r on ' John Bunyan

'

:
' That

wonderful lKX>k, while it obtains admiration from the moat
f.i«tidiou8 critics, is lored by those who are too simple to

."i<lmire it."
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the Persons of the Trinity into action and dialogue.
But if there he defects in construction, there is not
a -weak page in the actual writing, and the style

throughout seems mysteriously to take on a quality
kindred to its theme—something of the strength
of a rampart, something of the sound of a trumpet.
Once more observation and experience are manifest

contmually. Bunyan's soldiering serves him well
in his battle scenes. His heart remembers hoAv

this sort of thing is done : the evolutions of

Emmanuel's army,
' the handling of their arms and

managing of their weapons of war, were mai'vel-

lously taking to Mansoul and me.' The new
modelling of Mansoul is a reflexion of the changes
that were compulsorily brought about in the civic

arrangements of towns like Bedford as Common-
wealth or Monarchy got the upper hand. The
setting up of a ministry in Mansoul is also full of

echoes of times when the ecclesiastical foundations
were unsettled, and contending ideals enjoyed
alternate periods of supremacy. Bunyan handles
all this with exhaustless skill and ingenuity : e.g. ,

there is a whole analysis of persecution, clear and

complete, packed into one corner of the plot.
When the Bloodmen were taken, they were had
before the Prince, and
' he found them to be of three several countiea, though they all

came out of one land. One sort of them came out of Blindman-
shire, and they were such as did ignorantly what they did.

Another sort of them came out of Blindzealshire, and they did

superstitiously what they did. The third sort of them came out
of the town of ilalice, in the county of Envy, and they did what
they did out of spite and implacableness.'

In the scheme of this allegory, there is naturally
less room for character-drawing than in the other,

yet who can forget that deaf and angiy man, old

Mr. Prejudice, or the darling of Diabolus, Captain
Anything? Moreover, in the dealings between
Emmanuel and Mansoul there appears, as in all

Bunyan ever wrote, his passionate love for his

Lord, and the Lord's love and pity for his sinful

but aspiring servants.

3. Place and influence.—Bunyan's influence was
immediate and enormous, not in his own denomina-
tion only, not in his o^vn country only. The

Pilgrim, s Progress was translated into Welsh in

1688, into Dutch in 1682, into German in 1703, into

i'^rench in 1685. Bunyan's empire has grown steadily
with the passing generations, mainly through this

his best known book : perhaps the best criterion

of its extent to-day is the fact that in the summer
of 1909 the Religious Tract Society announces
ver.sions in 112 different languages and dialects.

Even such an edition as that produced by J. M.
Neale in 1853, with insertions and alterations in

the worst possible taste, designed to make the
book teach a ditt'erent scheme of doctrine from
that of its author, is .a proof of Bunyan's wide

sovereignty and of the appeal he makes to minds
of mjiny diflerent types. In addition to the quali-
ties alluded to incidentally above—his pictorial

style, uniting the young and the old ; his strong,
simple, Biblical English, uniting the educated and
the unlearned ; his knowledge of life ;

his faithful-

ness to his own deep experience ; his historical

position as our great exponent of Puritanism at its

best—the folloM-ing niay be mentioned as among
the secrets of an influence so wide and enduring :

(h) Bunyan's real originality.* This qusuity
*
Hallam,

' that niggard of applause,' has this :

' His success
in a line of composition like the spiritual romance or allegory,
which seems to have been frigid and unreadable in the few
instances where it had been attempted, is doubtless enhanced by
his want of all learning and his low station in life. He was
therefore rarely, if ever, an imitator ; he was never enchained by
rules. Bunyan possessed in a remarkable degree the power of

representation ; his in\entive faculty was considerable, but the
other is his distinguishing excellence. He saw, and makes us
see, what he describes ; he is circumstantial without prolixity,
and, in the variety and frequent change of his incidents, never
loses sight of the unitv of his allegorical fable

'

{Lit. Historu,
iv. 3S1).

may be claimed for him even apart from the ques-
tion of borro^^ ed materials. Shakespeare can be

original even when he is working over the story of

some old chronicler : resurrection can be so managed
as to be equivalent to creation. Much ingenuity,
however, has been expended on the attempt to find

a source for the Pilgrim-story. Guillaume de
Guileville's Le Pdlerinage de VHomme in Lydgate's
version ; Bernard's The Isle of Man, or the Legal
Proceedings in Manshire against Sin ; and other

existing allegories or romances have been suggested
as the source of Bmiyan's inspiration ; or it is

alleged that he found his seed-thought, say, in

The Plaine Man's Path-way, or in the letter of an
Italian martyr in Foxe's Booke of Martyrs, which
says,

'
I will travel up to the New Jerusalem. . . .

Behold, I have entered already on my journey.'
Probably Bunyan gathered seed-thoughts every-
where, and plagiarized prodigiously from the open
book of life. But the question of his literary

originality is very carefully examined in the preface
to Furnivall's edition of Lydgate's de Guileville,
and the wise conclusion reached is this :

' In one
Book alone, the Bible, siipplemented by Bunyan's
own experience, we may trace all the influences

necessary for the production of The Pilgrim's
Pi-ogress.

'

(b) His practical sagacity and ethical force.

Bunyan the evangelist does not altogether hide

Bunyan the moralist : the two are one. ' He
was securely weighted with unshifting ballast,
the ballast of common sense.' The story of Mr.
Badman's fraudulent bankruptcy shows how Bun-

yan had an eye for the insincerities and corruptions
of the commercial world. Some of his counsels
are startlingly close to modern problems of com-
mercial morality :

' Art thou a seller and do

things grow cheap ? Set not thy hand to help or

hold them up higher. Art thou a buyer and
do things grow dear? Use no cunning or de-

ceitful language to pull them down.' There is

no thought more characteristic of Bunyan, in spite
of his lurid pictures of the agonies of the lost, than
this—that sin is hell ; sin is the woim ; sin is the
fire ; it would be better to be sinless in hell than to

be a sinner in heaven.

(c) His broad and genial humanity. This shows
itself in many ways,—not least in his kindly and

hearty humour,—his portraits, such as those of

Mr. Brisk, Talkative, Sir Having Greedy, Chris-

tiana and her comrades dancing over the fate of

Giant Despair, his skill in inventing amusing and

delightful names, and his way of poking fun at those
whom he would gently rebuke. Still more strik-

ingly does his breadth of humanity come out in his

whole management of the Pilgrim's storj'. There
are so few ecclesiastical waj'^marks that one would
never guess the author's own position, and when
Giant Pope is omitted the booK can be used with

profit and pleasure by Catholic readers. He avoids

the temptation to which religious teachers of

strongly marked experience often yield
—the

temptation to think that all others must walk
in their footprints in order to be safe. This is

finely brought out in the contrast between the ex-

periences of Christian and Faithful in the first

part, and in the room that is found in the second

part for a rich variety of character and experi-
ence.

(d) The note of the Evangel. The most intimate
and enduring secret of the hold that Bunyan has

over multitudes of men is this, that he was so great
a lover of men, and so passionately loyal to the

supreme Lover of men. His friend Doe calls hiui
' a great convert

'

; and, because he was so great and
so thorough a convert, he is a great exponent of

the motives that have supreme converting power.
Hence The Pilgnm's Progress is, as Coleridge call.'-
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it,
' Sumttui Theologioc Evangelicae.' And, in apito

of the many chances of standpoint and vocabulary
isince Bunyan's day, he will still be for many
generations to come the teaclicr and tiic friend of

those who have no other explanation of their own
deliverance than this :

' He natii given me rest by
his sorrow and life by his death.'
Literature.—The literature of this subject in now enormous.

Among: the biofrrapbies, tbut by John Brown (London, 1885 ;

new ed. 1902) stands alone in its completeness, and in it.s

wealth o( extracts from historical sources such as the minuteu
of Bunyan's church. Among bmaller biojfraphies and critical

biudies there luay be mentioned: Macaulay, KHsays, 'John
IJunyan

"

(1831) ; J. A. Froude in the '

English Men of Letters
'

series (1887) ;

' Mark Rutherford
'

in the ' Literarv Lives
'

series (1905); lives bv Southey (18.31) and Canon Venables
(1888) ; lectures by Dean Howson in

'

Conipauions for the
Devout Life

'

(1877), and by W. Robertson Nicolliii the ' Evan-
gelical Succession

'

series (18S4). There is also a large literature

of exposition, devoted mainly to The Pilgrim'/ I'rogress. lu
addition to the older books, such as Cheever (1844), tliere are
Kerr Bain's two volumes on The J'eoplr o/the I'il(jnmaye (1887)—unique in their thoroughnens and in the almost 1<X) greul
weight of learning they bring to their tank. The lecture-sermons
of A. Whyte (two volumes on The Pil'jrim (ISUrj, 18'J41, one
on The Uuly iVar (1895), one on Grace Abmindini [IIKIS)),

are
also the product of deep knowledge, sympathy, and rnthuhiu^ni,
and have done much to create a new pubhc for liunyan. A
.•iuries of papers on The yHijrim has recently been contributixi

by J. KelmantorA«
A'a:^o»i(<rtT/ 2'«me*(xvi. (1905Jff.). Among

earlier fugitive pieces. Sir Walter Soolt'e review of Southe.\ 'i

Life in the (^arterly Review, Oct. 183<), is interesting, cxpt-ci-

^illy for ite comparison and contraiit between Hunyun and
Spenser. The best vindication of Uunvan's originality ih that
alluded to above, in 10 pp. of the introduction to Furnivall's de
GuiievilU. Bunyan's CmnpUtf Wurka have Ixen ediU-d \>y <i.

OfTorand R. I'hilip, :i vols., London, IBS.'i (new ed. 1S«2); and
there are critical toxts with notes and glossaries tasueil by the
Clarendon Press, O.^ford, and (the text alone) by the Cambridge
University Hreus. J. M. E. UuSS.

THE END OF VOL. n.

/Yt»f«f by Morrison ft 0i»8 Limitbd, Win^Hrc;^
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